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EXPLANATORY NOTE
Illustrated articles arc denoted by an asterisk

(•! book notices by a duiTBcr (t).

This index is made comprehensive but con-

cise Pains are taken to bring together matter

belonsnng- to the same subject, so that when a

reader looks up an article he will be cited to

related data. Under these conditions some fur-

ther explanation ot the method will be useful

in flnding Icadini? articles qiuckly. Series ol

simple page numbers lollowing names ot mines

or companies usually refer to news notes and

other lesser matters. Descriptive articles are

appended under titles (often abbreviated) be-

ginning with dashes. When the minor references

are numerous, as in the case of "Anaconda,

they are sometimes separately designated as

"notes." The unspecified entries may, how-
ever be important: for instance, an editorial or

other article may be entitled simply by a proper

name. With a major entry or series of entries

may be placed several minor ones relating to the

same subject in order that its history may be

followed. The asterisks denoting illustrated

articles assist in finding them and it the author s

name be known, it is the simplest means of let-

erence. Productions are indexed under names
of metals and countries or states, in important
cases under both. The mere juxlaposilion of a

mineral and geographical name usually signines

an output but may cover other statisti*-al or

news matter. Not all news notes are indexed.

but a liberal selection of them is made.

Following is a list of the pages included in

the several numbers of the volume, by date:

•"',?• 8 'P^P^
0.5\1^

.. So '.'.'.'.'. " l.i.1-170

.. 27 " 171-20S
Feb a'.'.'.'.'.W'.'.W " :^09-348

" 10 •' J49-390
" 17 " 391-338

34 ..." 339-366
Mar. 3:;:;:.:::: " :i67-4n3

" 10
" 403-440

" 17
" 441-483

" "i"
'

:

" 483-518
" 31

' " ,'519-.=)56

Apr 7:::: • ssz-ggg"14 " 653-693
• 21 " 693-733
" 28'; :

" 733-776
May o

" 777-817
" 12 ' 818-866
"19 " 867-914
" 36 '

" 915-960
June 3 " 961-1006

9 " 1007-1048
" 16 " 1049-1090
" 33 " 1091-1133
" 30 " 1133-1176

A
Page

A. B. C. mine. CaUf 335
A. R. G., Mo 37, 1173
A. W. C, Mo 37. 479
Abercrombie mine, N. S. W 438
Abram & Grimes. Kan 911
Acacia mine. Colo 911
Accident. See also "Safety." "Snowslide."

etc.
Accident Bulletins—Coal Mines. Quarries.

Metallurgical Wks.. Metal Mines t475
Accident Gold Mining. CaUf 1001
Accident, Mine cage 1101
Accident, Mountain King mine. Calif. 813.

859. 'loei
Accident record. Anaconda's 437
Accidents and safety measures. Recording

of. by N. J. Zinc Co '837
Accidents, Calif, fatal, in 1916 361
.\ceidents cau.sed by material 985
Accidents, Leadville dist.. Colo 361
Accidents, Rand mines 688
Accounting—Plant depreciation 370. 447, 767
Accounts of copper companies standardized 943
Acid-resisting bags 1073
Acieral 736
Act. Yukon placers •783
Adah, Utah 346
Adam, H, R. Flotation. Rhodesia 433
Adamant silica, Jasper Quarry Co.'s 124
Adams, Frank D 164
Adams mine. Ariz 334
Adanao Ont 306, 648. 690
Addicks. L 858—Copper metallurgy 51
Adirond.ack. Mo 37. 168
Adkinson. H. M 998
Ailministrators. Distinguished mining *573
Admiralty. Okla 38. 38. 738
Adriatic. Minn 771
Adventure. Mich. 345, 439. 552. 647. 739.

771. 1043
Advertise. It pays to 474
Adventure mine. Mich 931
Advisor.v Commission. Council of National

Defense, photos '800. 893
Aerial fleet. To build 1165
Ai-rial tramway. See "Tramway."
Ai'Toplaiu's to destroy submarines 850
Aetna. Colo 911
Africa. Sec "Transvaal," "Rand," "South

Af.," "Rhodesia," "West Af,." "Katanga,"
"Madagascar," "Algeria."

Page
Arterthoueht, Calif 647, 739, 957
Atton Mg., Okla 553
Agitation in dotation process 1151
Agricultural uses for dredged ground. ... '1001
Agua Castilla mill. Bolivia '339
Aguacate Mines 91, 287
Ahnieek. Mi<h, .37. 205. 286. 335. 383. 397.

515. 739. 881. 957. 1001. 1043, 1130
Air, Comprcs.scd, haulage, .

•577
.•\ir. Compressed, installations, Efliciency of—Errata 135. 333
Air compressor. Nat. Motor Supply Co •111-4
Air coiine<'tions, Pacliuca tank •941, 1117
Air consumption of di'ills. Chart for ^348
.\ir-driven pumps. Preventing, from freez-

ing •esi
Air-lift data 673
Airlift for slime pulp •433. erratum.... 669
Air lift. Mine unwatcring with 337
Air lifts on Comstock ^571
Air mastery 1124
Air-relief valve for blower, Nev. Con ^370
Air separator for graphite ^694
Air supply for laboratoiw tests '535
Air velocity. Ch.art for, in pilot -tube work.^433
Ajax. Colo.: CaroHna Co 137
Ajo Con. Cop. Co '443, 553
Aio Cornelia, Ariz 956
Ajo Mining and Development. Ariz 813
Ajo dist., .A.riz. (see also "Calumet &

Ariz") •443
—Photo ^384. •SSS
Alabama. Clay Co. gl-aphite •6!'3

Alabama iron 508
Alameda. Ida.—Success apex case... 245, 4.-jl

Alameda and Wakoosta. Mont 364
Alarm for transformers ^673
Alaska—Bureau of Mines station, Fair-

banks 118
Alaska coal i-y

Alaska copper 's.' 75, 668, 738. 833. 956. 1066
Alaska delegate election contest 549
Alaska Engineering Coram 396
Alaska Gastineau. Alaska 75, 136, 514,

806, 860, 894, 1043
Alaska gold and silver 3, 75
Alaska gold dredging 7j
Alaska Gold Mines Co. See "Alaska Gas-

AlaskT-Juneau 35. 75. 334. 728. 1139
—Annual report "788

—Mill described '520
—Mill photos •460. ^401. ^462
Alaska Mex. See "Alaska—Treadwell

group."
Alaska Mines Corp 35. 75. 386. 910
Alaska Min. & Eng. Society 768
Alaska mining in 1916 7.-)

—In 1917 1128
Alaska-Pittsburgh G. M. Co 438
Alaska railroad ^^Zk
Alaska stibnite-ore flotation 185
Alaska—Treadwell group:—Alaska Treadwell-Mex.-Unitcd report.

145. 101. 1129—.'Vmalgamation discontintied 358—Bulldozing chambers. Treadwell mine. . . .
•633

—Mine flooded 761. 765. 841. 90.5—Mmes photo '903. •903
—Operations in 1916 75. 204. 334
—Various notes of 1917 478, 84B, 765, 956
Alaska United. See "Alaska—Treadwell

group."

Alaska-Yukon property. Colo 911
Alaskan Gold Fields 1086
Alaskan minerals and railway •733
Alaskan timbers for mine props 635
Albany mine, Minn 439
Albert Beacon G. M.. Colo 335
Albion. Utah 306
Alderson, V. C 858
Aldridge. W. H 908
Alexander. H. H.—Portrait ^495
—High costs of smelting, etc 319, 3.39

Ale- ander, W 1084
Alford, L. P 476. 726
Algeria mineral production 494
Algoma Manganese Co.—Hoch mine 166. 345
Alffonkian. Ariz 204
Alhambra. Calif 771
Alice mine. Colo 345
Alidade with elbow eyepiece '987
Alien claimants of compensation 1127
Alkalis in zinc-box work 361
Allah Cooper mine. Va 73
AUard, Calif 957
Allen. A. W.;—Air lift for slime pulp ^423 erratum.

609, 673
•330
•535
^350
•463
^386
^312
^453

—Chilean nitrate .

—-Laboratory air supply—Regulator for hose discharge. .

.

—Secure windlass barrel—Tube-mill discharge screen—Tube-mill feed-box prcitcctcM-—Tube-mill practice. Khndesj.i—Zinc-box arrangement for silver i)recipi-

tatea '797
Allen. J. N 1126
Allen. M. A 686
Allied food board pl.in 756
Allies. Helping our 675
Allis-Chalmers hoists •803
Allison property, Calif 860. 1043
Allison Ranch, Calif 324, 515, 771, 911,

1001. 1129

Pago

Allouez. Mich. 30r,. 245. 325._ 363, «^8.^^^^

Alloy. Aluminum-iron JJSi
Alloy. Gold palladium 1107
Alloy, iron, manganese, and carbon i,Soc
Alloy, iron and silicon no

,

Alloys, aluminum, analysis of »84
Alloys in Zeppelin construction 9B1
Alloy.s, Pyrophoric ;,?!?
Alluvial deposits, Australia in?Almeda mine. Ore 105
Almy Red, Ark hom
Alois von Isakovics iia^
Alpena roller rock crusher 897
Alpha & Exchequer. Nev 958
Alr)ine mine. Ida 24o
Alta mine, Colo 957
Alta Con,, Utah 246. 648
Alta Engineering Corp.. N. H ^^29
Alta Tunnel and Transportation. Utah .... 730
Alternating-Current mine locomotive •698
Alto mine. Ariz ^^ 846
Alumina determination in limestone ^^aAluminum alloy 736
Aluminum cathodes photo 'SSS
Aluminum Committee. Council national de-

fense 893
Aluminum consumption in 1916 . 354
Aluminum dust. Anal.v.sis of 496. 944
Aluminum in rifle bullets 163
Aluminum industry. British 880
Aluminum industry in 1916 "9
Aluminum industry. Swiss 184
Aluminum-iron alloy ^^§i
Aluminum precipitation conditions ,•= SsAluminum prices "'nS^Aluminum production from bauxite in 1916 980
Aluminum stock reporting. England 441
Aluminum supply. Listing British 529
Aluminum, world's capacity 793
Alvarado, Mexico 912
Always room at the top 319
Alzarin yellow R. indicator 1103
Amalgamated Copper Co 1051
Amalgamated Extension, Nev 554
Amalgamation discontinued. Treadwell mines 358
Amalgamated Pioche (See also "Consol.

Nev,-Utah")—Flotation *395
—Note -398
Amalgamator, pneumatic SSI
Ambergris. Ida 325
Ambulance Corp.. Ariz 727
American Almaden. Ore 105
American Asso. Adv. Science 389
American Asso. of Engineers .... 343. 908. 998
American Chem. & Ozokerite Co 246
American Chemical Soc 473. 476. 768
American Con.. Utah 518
American Cyanamid Co 439
American Eleetrochem. Soc 184. 720. 809
American Exploration Co.. Calif 1000
"American Exporter" Trade Directory .... t475
Amer. Federation of Labor *-^'^i
American Fireprooting & Mining. Wash. . . 958
American Gear Mfrs. Asso 644, 998
American Gold Dredging Co 63
American Inst. Chem. Engrs 726
—Papers 683
American Inst. Consulting Engineers 360
American Inst. Elec. Engineers 474
American Inst. Mining Engineers:
.—Annual-meeting plans 149
—Colo, sec 203
—Conference to improve guns 332
—Dr. Raymond's address annual meeting. . 739—For universal military training 546—Hoover's relief work approved. .241. 506. 739
—J. W. Richards' identity 117
—Mont, sec 322. 394
N Y see 164, 335, 768—Papers, etc. 49, 51, 53. 53. 54. 57, 59,

61, 63, 66. 178. 185. ^313. 225, 385,
379. '395. 422. 737. 877. ^921. 924

.—Photos of offleers '525
Report of annual meeting. ... 337. 358, 1084

—The presidency .236, 341
—The "Fume"—Contributions asked ZJo
—Various notes 124, 162, 183, 164, 302,

343, 360, 726, 998, 1136
American Inst. Wts. and Meas,, etc. . . .355. 473
American iron mine. Mich 137. 553
American Manganese Mfg. Co.—Cuyuna

Mille Lacs 166. 167 '771, 911
Amer. Manganese Mg. and Sm. Co.. Calif.. 771
American Metal Co. 39. 89. 441, ''^S. '874. _^

Amer. Metals Co.. Colo 1129
American Metals Producing. Colo oB
American Jlineral Production Co 601
American Mining Congress . 908
American Mg. Corp.. S. D 168 554
American Nettie. Colo iil»
American Potash Co '77
American Railway Assn i,„!;V
American River district 1091
American Sheet & Tin Plate 37
American Smelters Securities Co.:—Bond and stock changes 240, 471
—Garfield smeltery 9, 102—Guggenheim income-tax suit 160
American Smg. &: Ref. Co.: „,„,_.
Am. Smelters stock exchange 240. 471
Copper sold—Statistics of companies ... 29—Guggenheim income-tax suit 160—High costs discussed 319. 233. 239—In Mexico 32, 246, 308, 430, 813
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Page
Am. Smsr. & Re£. Co.—Continued.

—Insurance plan for employees 507. 645—Lead quotations 11U3—Leadville photo •805
—Plant manager H. H. Alexander 4!)o—Refinery and smeltery capacity 9. 18—Report 470, 510—Salety-first note l'-55—Smeltery-smoke decision 394—Various notes 35. 37. 39. 40. 57. 68. 71,

89. 102. 169. 246. 278. 553. 1043.
1050. 1130

American Soc. Civil Engineers 183. 1040—Classified List of Searches Made in
Library t475

American Soc. Mechanical Engineers. .512. 908
American Soc. Testing Materials 394. 470
American Spelter Co 35
American Steel & Wire—Donora zinc wks.

See "D. 8. Steel."
American Trona 35. 69
American Tungsten. S. D 554
American Zinc & Chem. Co 35
American Zinc Co.. Ill 25
American Zinc Co.. Tenn 73. '979
American Zinc. Lead & Smg.. including

Granby Mg. & Smg 35. 38. 56. 71—Report 938
America's richness 934
Ammonium salts analysis 1102
Amundsen's expedition 907
Anaconda Cop. Mg. Co. (See also "Inter-

national Smg.") :—Alice mine 516—Accident record for 1916 437—Andes Copper Min. Co 839—Annual report 838.855—Butte labor trouble 1159. 1160. 1168—Douglas mine. Ida. 108. 135. 395. 515.
516. 553—Electrolytic zinc 12. 56, 468. 838—^Finances '1049—Fires 477. 516. 553. 648. 810. 859. 909—Flotation license 60. 177—Flotation-oil usage 61—Investment in stocks 838—^Leaching '933—Metallurgy in 1916 53. 53—Photos. '572. '593. •604. •eSG. '993. •1049—Potrerillos properties 838—Production in 1916 39—Refinery and smeltery capacity 9—Smeltery smoke 878—South American operations 838—Subsidiary corporations 8.38—Taxation 203. 343. 385. 361. 437—The strike 335. 325—Various notes 8. 12. 38. 71. 125. 165,

205. 246. 395. 440. 513. 645. 553.
687. 769. 861. 912. 955. 999. 1002.

1044. 1051. 1130. 1171
Anchor mine. Nev 480
Anchorage. Alaska, photos '733
Anchorite. Ont 1002
Andayer. Kan 38
Andayer. Mo 1044
Anderson. J. M 360—Openpit steam-shovel costs •183
Anderson. R. J 1095
Andes. Nev 730. 913. 958. 1130. 1174
Andes Copper Min. Co. (See Anaconda Cop-

per).
Andes Exploration Co 89. 90
Andorra. Mineral wealth of ^187
Andress, F. J. Bichromate method for lead 984
Andrews Bros.. Kan 38
Andrews. L. C. Military Science t321
Angels. Calif 771
Angels Deep Mining Co.. Calif 689. 860
Angels Mohawk. Calif 35
Angles and curves in mine work. Laying

out '434
Anglo-Colombian Dev, Co 91
Annex M. & M.. Colo 439
Annuaire pour I'An 1917 t475
Annual Chemical directory of the U. S.. . .tl083
Antelope Star. Utah 387
Anti-flcecing law. An 380
Antimony. Alaska 75
Antimony. Bolivia. Porco dist ^331. 888
Antimony. Cahf.. notes 396
Antimony. Canada 456
Antimony. Honduras 1060
Antimony in 1916 15
Antimony market and prices '5. 1.5
Antimony mine. Koehler's. Ore 10.5
Antimony-ore flotation. Alaska 185
Antimony ores, occurrence and utilization. 1016
Antimony. Peru 1012
Antimony. Utah, mining 103
Antofagasta nitrate beds •1059
Anyox smeltery ^274
Apex. Ont 246. 364. 863
April Fool. Colo 515
Aramayo Francke plans change 643
Arctic Canada. Native copper in .52.3
Arctic minerals 907
Ardourel. A. P 1010
Argentina tungsten, petroleum, etc 91
Areo. Boulder Co.. Colo 345. 1173
Argo Red. & O. P.. Colo 36. 515
Argonaut. Calif.. 35. 136. 166. 647. 770.

860. 958—Eastwood dam 334
Argus mine. Nev 361, 364
Ariz.. Bay State Copper. Ariz 812
Ariz.-Binghamton. Ariz 1086
Arlz.-Butte 35. 438
Ariz. Oactilone Cop. Co 646
Ariz. Chloride. Ariz 728
Ariz. Clifton. Ariz 738
Ariz. Commercial 244
Ariz. Con.. Mont 470
Arizona copper 8 13 11*73
Arizona Cop. Co. 9. 35. 29. 203. 204. 396.

562. 648. 665. 728. 770. 910. 955—Annual report 939

Page
Arizona Cop. Co.—Continued.
.—Coronado top-slicing method •SGI—Employees conferences 955—Labor strike 1171
—Mining in 1916 13, 13. 67—Production 823
Ariz.-Dragoon Cop 204
Ariz, gold and silver 3
Ariz, governorship 282
Ariz. Hercules. Ariz 1043, 1139
Ariz.-Jerome Cop. Co 444
Ariz, labor notes 13. 278. 395
Ariz. Middlemarch Copper. Ariz 1000
Ariz. Molybdenite Mining Co 344
Ariz.. New copper metallurgy in 53
Ariz. Ore Reduction 35. 128, 1139
Ariz. Power Co 344
Ariz. Revenue Cop 396
Ariz. Sampling & Reduction Co 35
Ariz, state smelling proposed 395. 437
Ark. & Ariz.. Ariz 860. 910
Ark. Valley lead smeltery, photo ^805
Ark. zinc and lead 34. 27. 71. 356
Ark. Zinc & Smg 25. 38
Armature repairs. Emergency "lis
Arminius Chemical Co 73
Armor plant. Govt 755
Armour mines. Minn 168
Armour No. 3 mine. Minn 860
Armstead Mines Corp.. Ida 479. 957
Armstrong-Whitworth steel-ingot mold.... Ill
Army composition 849
Arnold. R. Petroleum resources 66
Arps Cop. Co.. Cahf 553. 957
Arrowhead. Utah 306
Arsine in furnace gases ^1097
Arthur Iron Mg. Co. practice •SOI. ^635
Articles by employees 120
Artificial replacement. Method of 65
Asbestos. Butte Co., Calif 136
Asbestos. Canada 456. 458. 553
Asbestos from Ont.—Forbes & Sladc mine. ^488
Asbestos production stimulated 1075
Ash Creek Asbestos. Ariz 35
Ashio copper mine. Japan 87
Ashland. Ala. Graphite '693
Aspen mine. Colo 479
Assault of trenches, craters, etc "SSI
Assaying tin ores. Handy method 267
Assessment work. Hayden bill 802
Assessment work suspension 951. 1038.

1042. 1128
Assessment work under location 336. 764
Associated Goldflelds. Ont 206. 1174
Atacama desert "caUche" deposits ^1059
Atbasar mines. Siberia 413—Portable railroad to them 254
Athapapuskow Lake •lOOO
Athens iron mine. Mich 363. 689. 1003
Athletic M. & S. Co.. Ark. 24. 25. 38. 363. 729
Atkinson. C 1136
Atkins. KroU & Co 39
Atlanta dist.. Ida 108
Atlanta. Goldfield. Nev 168. 200. 387
Atlanta Home, Nev 287
Atlas Copper Co.. Ariz 910. 1000
Atlas mine, Mont 1044
Atolia Mg. Co.. CaUf. . .35. 739. 771. 936. 1087—Scheehte ore and concentrate prices 834
Atomic weights 1015
Aurora Con.. Mo 305. 345. 648
Aurora. Mich 397
Austin-Amazon Cop.. N. M 398
Austin crude-oil burner 49
Austin Mining. Utah 1044
Austral Bolivia. Ltd 89
Australasia copper 8. 83. 793—Some N. S. W. mines 438
Australasia gold 81. 793
Australasia lead . 83. 793
Australasia mining in 1916 81. 793
Australasia platinum. N. S. W 6. 793
Atistralasia. Queensland mineral production.

1916 793
Australasia. Tasmania's mineral production,

1916 842
Australasia tin 83. 793
Australasia zinc In 1916 83. 793
Australia—Bendigo goldfield plans 324
Australia labor 324. 719
Australia, platinum 1145
Australia, silver 82. 383. 530
Australian iron-ore loading plant for steam-

ers 233
Australian Mineralogy. Bibliography of...t321
Austrian magnesite bricks 451
Auto, imports forbidden. India 201
Auto, trucking. Big Cottonwood ^347
Autos and gasoline 920
Autos.. Ford. Copper in 283
Axle. Skip, which keeps oiled ^273

B

B. B. Todd Mining. Nev 958
B. L. & G. Co 514. 553
B.abbitting a crosshead ^113
Babcock. Mo 37
Babilonia G. M.. Nicaragua 92. 326
Bachelor. Colo 36
Bachelor. Mont 1174
Bacig.Tlupi. Calif 127
Backus & Johnston Co 1011
B.icon. E. C 768
Bacon. R. F. Am. Petroleum Industry. . . .t475
Badger Tunnel. Colo 911
Baehouse. St. Jos. Lead Co.: mechanical

shaking; gas-sampling and calculation.
•291. 383

Bagnara. Sergio •1056
B.akcr. C. W 858. 1084
Baker Lead Co.. Mo 21. 71
Baker Mines Co.. Ore 104
Balaklala Consol 9
Balance of trade 1122
Balatino. John. Death of 644
Bald Butte, Mont 38

PaK«
Baldwin. T. A 1044
Ball mill. Changing tube to *111
Ball. Sydney H 1098, 1170
—Metal mining. Russia ^403
Ballard mine. Colo 1001
Balls. Iron-compound mill 57
Baltimore mine. Mont 47U
Uancel. P. A. Largest steam holata. .'O'iO. 807
Bancroft. W. D B50. 809
Banks. J. H 1120
Hanks. John H.. & Son 512
Bannack. Mont 38. 303. 720. 1071—Annual report 838
Banner & Bangle. See "Snowstorm."
Barbour, P. B 964
Hard. D. C 202
Barden. C 768
Barium minerals. Prices of 92
Barker. Colo 1043
Barker. Pierce 436
Barnard. E. A 284
Barnes & Grivel. Calif 801
Barnes-King, Mont. 203, 343, 205, 395,

553. 660, 957, 1044—Annual report 938
Barnett mine. Mo 1002, 1044
Barnsdall. T N., Death of 436
Barrett. John 1039
Barrows Mg. Co 245. 515
Bartlesville Zinc Co 25. 50
Bartlett tunnel, Colo 217
Baruch, B •890, 963. 995
Ba.ssinger, M. P.. Arrest of 125
Bates. Stanley E 430
Batopilas Mg. Co 72
Bauer, E. C 858
Bauxite-brick durability 317
Bauxite mining. Ga 335
Bauxite production in 1916 980
Bauxite, Tenn 1130
Bay State Min. & Div. Utah 913
Bayldon, H. C 680
Beach. F. E. Minerals Separation litiga-

tion 834, 859
Beam compass, T-square as •425
Bear Canyon. Calif 363
Bear Hill. Okla 38
Bearings, Miami mine-car roller •580
Bearings, Plain vs. roller—Hyatt dynam-

ometer test car ^154
Beattie, H. M 124
Beaver Con., Ont. 286. 324. 326. 364. 396.

813. 958. 1174
Beaver Cop.. Utah 206
Beaver Mng.. Mont. 813
Beaverhead Cop. Mg.. Mont 479
Bebin Hermanos. Bolivia 358. 259
Becky Sharp. Colo 303
Bedford A. C. photo •923
Bee Hive. Ariz 160
Beebe mine. Calif 126. 438
Beer. Sondheimer & Co. cop. sales 29
Belerophon. Utah 398. 730
Belgian relief coram. 1.36. 162. 283. 316.

320. 337. 360. 430. 433. 455. 468. 476.
509. 675, 684. 800. 849. 899. 953—Belgian Kiddies. Ltd. 1. 119. 163. 301.

236. 241. 381. 472. 641. 642. 684.
724. 739. 767. 803. 906. 953. 1038.

1081. 1135. 1109—Conditions in Belgium—Hoover's descrip-
tion 277—Mining engineers* work in Belgitun . 504. •703

Belgium mining industry 704
Bell. Cow. on cage 273
Bell, B 768
Bell. J. W. Rock-crushing tests 266
Bell, R 1170—Idaho in 1916 106
Bell, Wis 40
Belle EUen. Ont 398, 1044
BelUnger. H. C. photo •1021
Belmina Asbestos Mines 552
Belmont mill. See "Tonopah."
Belt-cost estimating chart ^188
Ben Franklin. Mo 37
Ben Harrison mine. Ore 104
Benack Mg. Co.. Cold 479
Bench claims. Yukon ^783
Bench for packing ^1113
Bendelari. A. E 1128
Bendigo Amalgamated goldfields. Australia. 1086
Bendigo Reefs. Australia •lluS
Bendigo goldfield plans 324
Bending machine. Labor-saving pipe •?7.3

Bending rails with portable hoist ^157
Bendict. "W. de L 954
Benes. F 1063
Bennett, Minn 167. 245. 397
Bennett mine. "Wis 1002
Benson Mines Co.. N. T 72
Berenguela mine. Peru •1134
Bereozovsk property. Russia 400
Berger Mfg. Co 24
Berry. E. W. Corocoro geology ^173
Berta Lee. JopUu 205
Beryllixun minerals. Prices of 92
Bessemer. H 1097
Bethel. Okla 38
Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mines 89. 730
Bethlehem Copper. N. M 958
Bethlehem Steel Co 37. 66—Mining Mayari iron ore ^539—Potash from blast furnaces 176
Betsey Jane. Mo 37
Betts process at Trail 51
Bewick. Moreing & Co 68
Beyschlag. F. Deposits of the Useful Min-

erals t321
Bichromate method for lead 984
Bickell. J. P 24S
Big Bend. Calif., discovery 203
Big Chief, Mo 168, 553
Big Chief. Utah 860
Big Cottonwood Cation haulage ^340
Big Creek, Ida 1130
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Bin Dike. Calif flO
Bis Eieht Mb. Co 166, 1<>8

Ble: Kivc, Colo -; '2
Big Four Explor.. Utah. 39, 101, 138. 516. 1088
Big Jim. AH.. 08. .114, 1|«^ ^44. 3|4. ,^0
Big I^cilfc'O Uevcl.. Ariz 68. 286—Stal.nicnt by W, H. Weed Sfili

Biir Xil)o. Utah 287
Hi;.' Piiif Consol 58
Bit,- Thief, Okla 957
Bilharz Mg. Co 28, 38
Bill to suppress publications of national

circulation. Sec "Postal."
Bilsky. A. M 550
Bing-ham CoaUlion. Utah 863
Bingham ic Garlu-ld Ry 125
Binnham Metal & Tunnel Co 690
Buigham Mines. Utah.... 437. 440, 730. 1174—Annual report 940
Binfe'ham-New Haven 437
Bird. P. M 809
Bisbee Cop. M. & D 204, 324
Bisbee. Ore occurrence as it affects min-

ini? conditions at 593
Bi.smarck. S. D 480
Bismuth. Bolivia exports 938
Bismuth. Colo 1043
Bittern, Potash M'n'f. Neb '778
Bjoree. G. N 1084—Underground churn drillin?. Old Domin-

ion '574
Black. R. S 908
Black Bear Mine. Colo 689. 9.o7

Black Bear, Ida 335
Black Butte Quicksilver, Ore 106
Black Friday, Mont 648
Black Iron, Colo. See "Empire Zinc."
Black Lake Asbestos & Chrome Co 510
Black Oak, CaUl 305
Black Pine, Colo 739
Black Pine. Ida 37
Black Prince. Ariz 204
Blackhawk mine. Calif 1000
Blast. Electric. Saving shrinkage stope by.*531
Blast furnace. See "Furnace."
Blast-roasting lead in 1916 49. 50
Blasting. See also "E.xplosives."
Blasting charges. Court decisions In regard

to unexploded 6«6
Blasting—Gelatin dynamite in tropics . . . 715
Blasting primers—Underground boxes.... 466
Blasting switch. Safe electric *S'2^
Blende. Price of 781
Blende-roasting furnace. Ridge ,^;5
Block-caviiig system •736
Blockhouse. Wis 40. 1174
Blower air-relief valve •270
Blowpipe made from pipe fittings '

n?
Blue Bell mine and tramway •19',

Bluebird, Ariz 738. 7(0
Blue Bird. S. D ,813
Blue Bull mine, Nev lo^S
Blue Goose. Okla 38
Blue Gravel. Calif 729
Blue Lead, CaUf . . . 3a
Blue Ledge. CaUf 324. 479. 737
Blue Mound. Kan. ..38. 398. 514, 5o3. 1000
Blue Nose Mtn, mining. Calif 24.->

Blue Nose Placer. Calif SOo
Bluebell mine. B. C 79
Blueprint iroiier , in
Blueprints. Clear line S9a
Blueprints, etc.. Filing '140. 'LS
Blueprints. Folding. Copper Queen 464
Blueprints preserved

i io-
Blue sky law. Ariz 12x2
Bluestone. Nev ,

306
Blyth. W. B 1084
Boats Flivver merchantmen, etc, to over-

come submarine menace 465, 473. .">0fi

Bobtail. Ariz 1"4'J
Bodelson. A , ,J94
Bogoslovsk estate. Russia 407. 'ilO
Bohanon Bar placer operations "Jfj
Bohemia, gold and silver production iHl

Boiler horsepower saved by heater—Chart. ••'>00

Boilers, Soft-coal. Hand stoking; specifica-

tiona \_ .,_ J
Boilers—Standard dampers, breecmiigs and

stSiCks ..........••••••-•-• -wiio

Boleo. Compa'gTiie dii ... .9. 246. 440 [,54. 608
Boleo copper. Mexico 9o8. 11^4—Production gxS
Bolivia, antimony and tungsten «'l!^

Bolivia, copper exports 8S3
Bolivia copper production ., -V
Bolivia. Coroooro copper dist iis
Bolivia. Exports, lend and bismuth n3S
Bolivia mining in 1910 .„5S
Bolivia—Porco dist. developments ii-
Bolivia—Potosi mining conditions iZ
Bolivia tin °%—Hand.v ore-assaying method g"i—Ore shipments ^Jo—Placer workings. Potosi dist -QfJ
Bolivia, tunirstcn and antimony 8.JR
Bolthoff H,—Concentrator. Colo JO
Bolts. Foundation—Squared end 'll-'

i,,; ,:,,•„„ r„i,i r„ir,
Bombing trenches 'RSS Buckhorn^GoW. Colo

Bnnally. Cahf gl;'

Bonanza mine. Winnemusca ............ 690
Bonds. Liberty loan 834, 850, 855
Bonds. N. T.. in 1910 . -,-,• • - 42
Bonney mine. Sec "San Toy Mg. Oo.
Bonus and wage vs. wage • • •

aii7

Bonus to Idaho labor •2'».
'-\l"

Bonus waire s.vstem. Ida. -'
Bonuses. Prospective Canadian i"J>
Bonks Import.int of 1916 •. JIJ

—Notices in 1917 321, 47,_>

—Military, for engineers .• «-'p

Boomerang Mg Co., Okla 514. .515

Booth ft Mcintosh Mo -Ji-
Boots. E.illad of the torn g -"

Boots. Waterproofing leather j^'Ji

Borden. Sir Robert --j -i .-„ -jan' I'l'^l
Boss mine. Nev 39. 71. 477. 480. 1174
Boss pan process iuu(

Pago
Boston & Corbin 38
Boston Creek, Ont 328. 518, 862. 958
Boston Development, Utah . ., 440
Boston Elviiis Lead Co 21
Boston lloUmgcr. Ont 1003
Boston mining stocks in 1916 43
Boston & Montana, Mont 38, 384, 813, 957
Botstord. C. A 954
Houklcr Creek dist.. Ida 108
Boulder Tungsten Prod. Co., Colo. ..515. 10S7
Uraden Cop.— lOxtensions in 1916 14—Annual report 887—Production; notes, 29, 80, 138. 387, 608,

690, 833, 802, 1088
Bradley, P. W '573. 1128. 1042—Treadwell report 145. 161
Bradley. W. W 727, 1041
Braiishaw Reduction, Ariz. 1173
Brainerd Cuyuna, Minn 4.19
Brakpan mines, Transvaal 85, 454
Braley, B. Profits iiber AUes 133—Learniu 474—Pals 80S—The Old Gang 997—The Dry Camj) 1039
Brand.v City H.vdraulic Mines 771
Brashear. J. A 768
Brass. Cadmium in 'IIO. 399. 393
Bray mine, Minu 4.30

Brayton, C. C 809
Brazil, calcium carbide 1156
Brazil manganese and gold 459. 973
Brazil. Mining laws of '. 489
Brazil, platinum 114.5
Brazilian mining in 1916 91
Brazilian zirkite deposits 453
Breechings. dampers, stacks. Standard 238
Brick. Bauxite, durability 317
Bridge. Swedish-Finnish railway 320
Bridgeport Brass Co. Cadmium m.vth.'llO. 299
Bridger. G. F. Outfitting for prospecting

trip in Nicaragua 335
—Note 680
Bridgman 1084
Briquets, Hungary 1158
Briseis Tin & Gen. Mines Co 83
Bristol board ink-bottle holder •985
Bristol. Mich 11.30. 1174
Britannia Mg. & Smg 80
British. See also "United Kingdom."

"Guiana."
British Alkali Act 877
British aluminum industry 880
British America Nickel Corp. 40. 78. 109.

160. 457. 080
British Columbia Copper. See also Canada

Copper 9. SO. 068. 730
British Col. gold and silver .... 79. 456. 457

Production 833
British Col.. Govt, aid for mining .... 159. 383—Subsidized smelterv 4,38
British colonies in 1916 79, 456
British colonies zinc industry 198
British dealings in lead 97-t

British mineral production 793, 870
British West Africa gold output 938
Britten & Wilson. Calif 739
Broad Gauge. Colo 245
Broadwater Mills. Utah .39. 74. 101
Brockman & Co.. Ariz 304
Brockunier. S. H.;—Calif, horse snowshoe •,348—Electric mineral finder 715—Oil drum stove R09—Unwatering mine with air lift 237
Broken Hill in 1910 83
Broken Hill Prop. Co 83—Iron -ore steamer loading plant 3.33—Semi-annual report 9.38—Semi-annual report 94o
Broken Hill South Silver. Australia 83
Broken Hills. Ariz 1043
Bromley. C. H. Stoking boilers *3il
Rrooker, C. F. photo •9"3
"R'-ookb-n. Mont 3s
Brooks AH 11 7n
•—-Alaska in 1916 75—Photo *837
Brown. A. H 954. 10^0
Brown. C. R., Death of 430
Brown. J. F. K 394—Hose connections on sinking pumps. ... "464—Magnetometric survey method ••31 7—Prospectors' convention. Ft. William.... 500—Wildcats 1.52—Winter traveling. Western Ont 023
Browne. D. H 513—His death C40. 641, 644, •OOS—IVfo-ssage 714—Mining engineers* work in Belgium. . . . 504
Bruere. H.
Brunt mine. Minn. . . .

Rrunton, D. W
Brunton. F. K
Bryce. Robert A
Buchanan Consolidated.
Buchanan. J. R
Buck Gulch Mg. Co. . .

Buckeye mine. Calif.

. . 954

. . 245

. . 394

. . 858

. . 359

. . 957

. . 954

. . 104
. . 363

30
Buell. John L.. Death of 300
Buena Vista. Calif 363
Bnft Munro. Ont .5:i4

Buffalo Consol., Utah 206, 1174
Buffalo. Okla I'll
Buffalo He.ad mine. Colo -O;"

Bufr.alo Iron. Stockpile car 'OR?
Buffalo New Mexico Mines. Nev 80 .

Buffalo. Ont 40. 57, 78, 246—Flotation 4«S
Buffer, Pole, In ore chute

T?7?
Buffington decision Ano
Bulldozing chambers. Treadwell mine ,^i
Bullets. Aluminum In rifle 163
Bullion Bec'k & Chnmpion J.i

.

Bullion Hill Mines Co.. Ariz 244. 910
BuUwhaeker. Mont. (See also "Mines Oper-

ating Co."l 205. 340, 048
Bully Hill. Calif 64

,

Pago
Bumblebee. Mo 37
Bumslead, E, J.—Mill. .Vriz .35

Humstcad, Calif 1172
Bunker, C. E 736
Bunker Hill. Ariz 88
Bunker IliH. Calif 120. 324, 652, 1087
Bunker Hill & Sullivan 16, 18, 32, 37, 50,

107, 109, 334, 325, 553, ^573, •503,
687, 911, 999, 1139—Cost of operations 1030—Electrolytic zinc 1042—Purchase Sweeny mill 1128—Smeltery—progress photo ^151

Burch, Albert 104, 1032
Burch. Caetani and Heraey. Calif 1100
Burch. I. L.. and asso 398
Burcham. R. L., and Yellow Aster ^251
Burcbara. W. D. Quicksilver. Terlingua.

Tex 97
Burchard. E. F 998
Burdick, C. A 809
Bureau, Foreign and Domestic Commerce, , 953
Bureau of Mines (See also "Law revision") ;

.—.Occident statistics—Four bulletins .... t475

.—Approririation h.v Congress 478—Butte labor troubles 1168—Cyanide situation 953—Dredging. Publications on 368—Dust and fume studies 106. 552—Experiment station. Fairbanks, Alaska. . 118
-—Experiment station. Pac. N. W 530—Experiment stations—Notes.. 136. 438.

478. 832—Explosives 1171—First-aid training circular 353. 425—Flotation—Sage-oil research ,362—Gas. Testing natural, for gasoline content 276—Gasoline situation. Manning 260—Georgia Kaolins, Refining of 459, t475—Lead ores 666—Metallurgical research dept 876—Minerals of militar.v importance 974—Minn, state mines investigation 514—Molybdenum and its ores 296—New work—Organization chart •450—Nickel and cobalt studies 552—Rescue work in metal mines 478—Mine rescue truck photo ^713—Research co6per.ation. Ida.. Ore., Wash.. 303—S.anta Rita. N. M.. Bulletin 264—Standardizing airplane engines 1165—Sulphuric acid materials 1146—Transfer to Dept. of Labor 304—Uranium metallurgy patents 870
^ITtah lead-zinc-cop. ore study 040—Utah Univ.. Research at 303—War catalog of engineers 522, 553
Bureau. National press 709
Bureau of Standards, Wash.. D. C 1010—Methods of steel analysis 417—Refinement in chemical analysis 391
Bureau to promote relations with Russia. . 991
Burgess, G. K 768
Burgess. Robert J 104
Burma Mines Ltd. photo •1162
Burma wolfram output 23
Burman orebody. Burma photo •110.3
Burns Mixture for treating 474
Burr. F. L.—Design of headframes •Oil
Burrell. .\lexander. Death of 43-S
Burro Mtn. Cop.. N. M 39. 72, 800
Bnsey. A. P 809
Bush. F. V.—Lordsburg dist ^519
Business conventions 1161
Biisiness prospects 73.3 848
Butler Iron Co 303, 1138
Butte. Calif 1000. 1087
Butlo Cop. & Zinc Co 13
Butte-Detroit. Mont 38. 515. 648
Buttrt district in 1910 13. 71
Butte-Duluth (See also "Mines Operating

Co.") 335. 648
Bntte Gold. Calif 35
Butte & Great Falls 398, 553
Rntte-Jardine Metal Mines ,513
Butte labor—Strike at Anaconda .,.,355. 33.5
Butte labor trouble 1137
Butte & London 168. 246. 285. 398
Butte Main Range. See "Tuolumne. Mont."
Butte mine fires 810
Butte miners' union 1127
Butte mines guarded 810
Butte mines sanitary conditions 04.5
Butte, New orebodies in 10,5
Butte-New York 398
Butte & Superior:—Elm Orlu litigation 385, 333—Flotation results 841—Joplin dist. operations 395—Mrierals Sep. litigation. Hyde flotation

case. etc. 51. 59. 177. 333. 333. 418.
510. 729. 764. 769, 779. 792. 810.

834. 859, 978, 995—Beport 418. 510. 789. 1031. 1041—Snelter journal 1083
•—Various notes 12. 38- 137. 343, 240.

387. 388. 411 479. 5.53 689. 813. 801
Butte & Zenith Cv 346. 440, 553 loo?
Butterfly mine. Calif 167, 390
Butters properties. Salvador 93

C

r Xr C. shaft pump •.509C K & N.. Colo 286
O S & P. Mo 245
Cable Con.. Mont 813
'^abrcra on Mexico's neutrality 873
Cadmium at St. Jos. baehouse •391, 383
Cadmium m.vth; cadmium in spelter •IIO,

299, 392
Cndminm precipitation 708
Caen. France, mining activity 562
C-csium minerals. Prices of 92
Caetani, Gclasio 1136—Tlie Miner 1100
Cage accident 1101
c.irp. Cowbell on 273
Cage door '895
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Cairnes. D. D ll""
Calama. Cia. Miii. de • • o.'

Calaveras ConBol.. Calif 81^2, 85!)

Calaveras Cod., Calif "''. or,-
Calaveras Oroni). Utah ,?ir
Calcium carbide. Brazil • • _• iJ^y''

Calcium. Detection of •**^-.?2-
Calculating scale. Meadwell's •'•»'

Caldo Mg. Co • : • • • 1"^
Caledonia, Ida., report 361. o*'-,!>5J
"Caliche" deposits. Chile " rro
Calif. Alkali Co Jg~
Calif. Chrome Co •'-5X

Calif, chromlte ...........: g°
Calif. Civil Service Commission Xlg7

Calif:c'i'msto?k,''uuii

'

'. '.

'.'.hie. 'Ui: eod. 80^
Calif, copper ..•• •

, n„o
Calif. Exploration Co ^",-"

Calif, fatalities in 1916 ^JJ.^
Calif.. Geological map of •^"'i
Calif, gold and silver rV •

^ih"
'

1 nt^-,
Calif, gold dredging 03. b!l. l"^-.>

Calif, highway to Jackson ^A.-.Vo'i"
Calif. Industrial Accident Comm. lb J. .»i. .

4 #7. ;ii'_^

Calif, labor—Wage Increase •• l^^

Calif, laws proposed **>' '"An

Calif, mine. Calif. . . . . • •
• iz^

Calif mining corporations. Hew •»''

Cahf . mining In 1S>16 , „„?,

Calif. Mother Lode mines. . ._ ^"-r'

C-iijf—Mother Lode Safety Asso j};'^

Calif, nickel. San Diego Co '-"

Calif, petroleum: „.,—Land-leasing bill
v,Vi'„' qs"—Monthly statistics ^"'-

Jg.^—Note 00 '

'1V0 oo.Q—Production, by years ">. i^-"' :„-^—Protecting the oil fields 'j^'^

Calif, quicksilver resources J-"*i-

Calif. State mining bureau • • • ig^
Calif. Talc. Co . .;

~0=- SS
Calif, tungsten—Inyo Co. deposits ^ao
Calif. Water Problems Conference %: v i"*"'-

Callinan. J. W. FUn-Flon Lake cop. ^disU
^^^

Callow. J. M. Kotes on flotation '213. 379. '390

Callow cells 'add
'

11.51
Callow flotation process =»"•

Calumet & Ariz.: ,,„q ,40^—Oliver shaft Photos.. ,......•• •*-".
—New ComeUa (Aio)—Leaching. etc-3|0''.,^3

—Xotes . . .13. 3.V 53. .54. 67.. 244. 378. 514

—Ore recurrence as it aSects mimng eon-

ditions at Bisbee ,g^g—Pilot"-
J.

•
• 39,' iefi.' 478—Production '^*'' -^ u—Smelting capacity • 1 1 ;

•

'ri;;
• Vsr ' vVs'

-various notes 3., g^O*'
956*999,\oOo'll39

Calumet & Hecla: g^^

=phot"of. .".T." . : -h7h: 'im.'hhV. ess. ' -639

—Production in 1916 'Z
—Smelting capacity . ;

...... • • • • • • •

—Subsidiaries' production m 1916 ~0j>. ^^^.

—Work in 1916: leaching.
^h-j'^hsl''

'^*'

—Various notes 37. 167„Jl*®nnn i nt- il Tt
479 729. 911. 956. 957. 999 108, 11 '3

—White Pine notes.... 13. 167. 20o. 363. ola

Calumet & Jerome. Ariz. 166. ^5.5-, ^
wO.^^^^

Calumet & Montana 690
Calzona Mines Co.. CaUf "*'
Cambrian. Calif • • ,• • • • • • '

"
Camp Bird. Colo. 70. 71, 99, 311^^999-j^j^^3

Camp Bird. Colo. Annual report 940
Campbell, A. ,•<,-• ,' S2
Campbell. D. 6.. on flotation. 18j. lb,

—Hidden Creek mine and smeltery. ~^4
—Petrography as an aid to flotation.... »-s;

Campbell. J. A *1"';J
Campbell. Gov. T. E (-^x
Camping trip. lOday. Food for l;';h

Can industry '
~*

Canada. See also provinces by name.
Canada asbestos .4n6, 4o8. 6._>-

Canada chromlte 4o6. 4-28. o.^j

Canada cobalt 4o6. 4j)8—Canadian cobalt industry. . . . . . ; . . • • •,»~*
Canada, copper 8. 4o6. 457. 1042
—Native copper in Arctic Can ••?-;?

Canjuircoppcr Co. 9. 80. 668. 730. 1070. 1098
Canada. Feldspar in i47a
Canada. Ferroalloys in i-.'

'

Canada gold *3'>

Canada—Heaton's Annual . . - •_• • TJ-i
Canada iron and steel and ore.... 31. 4.o6. 4.^s

Canada lead 4o6. 4o <

Canada mineral production. Preliminary re-

port 4d6
Canada's mineral resources 7n.|^

Canada, monel money 719
Canada nickel (see also "International."

"British-Am.") 109. 144. 438. 456. 457.
547. 64fi—Commission 679—Exploration In Sudbury dist 466—Origin of Sudbury ores 'SSe

Canada silver 382. 456. 530
Canada. Zinc industry in 198. 456. 458
Canadian taxation 646
Can.idian China Clay. Que 40
Canadian Cop Co. See "International

Nickel."
Canadian Cuyuna Mg. Co 390
Canadian industrial preparedness—Research .5.52

Canadian Klond.vke Mg. Co 206. 246. 893
Canadian legislation likely 166
Canadian Mg. & Finance Co. (see also "Hol-

linger") 474
Canadian Mg. Inst.—Papers, etc. 205. 378.

394. 494. 523. 524—Report of annual meeting 467. 473

—Western branch meeting
Canadian molybdenite concentration
CanaiUan Natl. Clay Products Asso.
Canadian UnivM-sity fellowships. . . .

(Canadian Wood Molybdenite Co.

rn'.-c

. 550

. 78(1

. 243
811

. 468
Cananea Con. (see also "Grcenc-Cananea").

9. 76, 008. 822
Cauda. C. A., Death of 323
Candlestick accident. Colo 301
Cannan. A. Y.. Death of 550
Cans, tin 982
Canton. Mo 812
Caiitwell. H. J. Miami zinc dist 28—His mining operations 21. 22, 28
CantwcU lands. Topozark. Mo 33
Canvas table, ore-testing laboratory •1143
Cape Copper Co 668—Production 822
Capital mine. Colo 205
Capture of trenches, craters, etc •881
Car. All-steel. Mine-rescue 999
Car for iron-ore stockpiles ^987
Car. Hyatt dynamometer test ^154
Car shii)ments. Demurrage on 392. 410—Liabilit.v for charges .379
Car shortage—Traffic delay. .. .240. 431. 1164
Car wheel, roller-bearing, self lubricating. . •1038
Carbon Hill. Mont 1088
Carbon Mountain. Ala 1086
Carbonate. Colo 813 911
Carbonate Hill. Colo 1043
Carbonates in zinc-box work 26*3
Carbonero M. & D 167
Carbon Hill mine. Mont 957
Carboniferous mine. Ida 5.5.*?

Carborundum as source of silicon •1096
Card-inde.xing survey data "140. •178
Cardiff. Utah 101, 168, 480, 690, 730. 958.

1044. 1174—Ore-haulage methods—Photos •346. '347
Carey. C. B 1084
Caribel Min. and Mill Co 862
Caribou mine. Calif 957
Carlisle mine. Ariz 811
Carlisle mine, N. M 39. 72. 206. 246. 336

690. 1002
CarmeUta Min. and Milling. Ariz 812
Carnegie Steel Co., Crimora. Va.. photo.. . ^804
Carnotite. See "Radium."
Carolina Co.: Ajax mine 127
Carpathia Tin Co 8.3
Carpenter. J. A. 20*2
Carpenter. Rolla Clinton .'. 322
Carribeau. Colo 1043
Carruthers Lease. Colo 36. 397
Carryall for drafting room ^796
Cars for drill steel
Cars. Loading of freight..
Cars. Safety device for
Cars. Underground mine . .

Carson. Ellard W
Carson. J. W
Cascade flotation machine. .

Casey Gold Ridge. Ariz.,

313
856. 990

•1025
'577
203
998

715. •871. ^1117
438

Cash Boy Consol.. Nev 516, 645. 690. 813
Cass Mg. Co.. Mich 13
Cassel Cyanide Co 362. 467
Castillo de las Guardes mines. Spain. ' 799
Catemou Co.. Chile 89
Cates. Louis M '

'.

•rttil
Cathodes, aluminum disc. Photo . •83:i
Catlin. R. M

! ! ! 573
Cattermole flotation process. ...*!!.'!]"' 1109
Caucasus Cop. Co 410
Cavern. Sphalerite. Montreal miae. . . •SSS
Caving ground—Treadwell report .... 146
Caving s.vstem. Dairy Farm mine. .*491. •531
Caving system. Pewabie mine ' •7:i6Cement in bulk 1144
Cement. Portland, shipments in 1916. . 15
Cement Tile Machy. Co.'s Concrete Dope
Book 309. 340. 387

Cementite. manganiferous 971
Censorship, wire and cable 800
Census of New York 990
Census of technical men * " 755
Centennial. Mich 305. 363, 479, 515 1070
Central Eureka. Calif 1086
Centennial-Eureka. Utah 437
Center Creek. Mo 729
Central America in 1916 n'l
Central Chile. Chile 100"
Central Cit.v. Colo., charter ' 437
Central Colo. Mining Co ' 689
Central Eureka. Calif 126. 166. 305 324

363. 396. 478. 514. 689. 860. 1000. 1043
Central mine, Okla 5.53
Central Mining and Investment. So. Air. '.

'. 950
Central Zinc & Lead Co 28 514
Centrifugal pump hints '' ' S46
Century Zinc Co.. Mo 37 728
Cerbat Copper Co.. Ariz *

* '
* ojo

Cerise Gold Mg.. Calif S13
Cerium. Ferro-, pyrophoric alloy '.'. 213
Cerium prices 92 212
Cerro de Pasco. Peru 39. 90 128 168 24li

336. 430. 480. 668. 690, 862. 1002'
„. , , ,^ 1011. inss—History of the mmes 351—Production j^.>.i

Cerro Gordo. Calif 645. gib! '955.' 1173—Annual report 939—Revival ^^98
Cerro Verde. Peru ...!.. "90
Chain-drive oiler " •40,7
Chain-screen furnace door. Codd! !.!!.'!"' •191
Chain. Silent. Handy cleaner for. ..!!!'' •535Cha .ofito. Secondary. Question of.... 281 65Chnl<ociie. Study of esChalk shortage feared. ... qro
Chambers-Ferland. Ont 1 nsl
Champion. Calif ' " ' on^ -i?!
Champion. Colo ' oT?
Champion Cop. Co.. Mich '....".. 738 "1107
Champion. J. R. .

.

inc
Champion. Mo. . . oS
Champs d'Or G. M., Nev -loa
Changehousc. Hidden Creek mine.' '"ie

J'agfc

Changehou«e. Ideal. Cop. Queen .... •3«9
Chamiing. J. Parke. ... •572. 800. 1111. 1170—High cost of mining, etc 221. 2,'*9

Chanute .Spelter Co 2.'',

Chapman Bros. & Longacre 38. 514
Chapman-Hosley. Mo 37. 1128
Chapman land. Mo 37
Chapman 6c Sullivan Co., JopUn, Mo 811
Charetle. Onl 1044
Charles. W. W 202
Charley Boy. Ark 38
Charlton. D. E. Poetry 685—Safely gong for mine locomotives •'796—Collapsible trolley pole •797
Chart. Bell-cost estimating 'IBS
Chart. Cost of coal and oil fuel '1147
Chart—Cost of leaking steam ^272
Chart. Feed-water heating •SOO
Chart for air velocity •42.3
Chart for drill air consumption •.'(48

Chart for smoke density •896
Chart for washer design •750
Chart. Govcrriinciit organization ^889
Chart. Melnc-conversion ^122
Chart. Pipe-Ilow determination •7it.5

Charts. Openriil Hteam-shovel •18.'*

Charts. Re;uling copied ^191
Chase. E. E 998
Chateaugay Ore & Iron Co 72

*

Chatfteld. L. Gold dredging. Tierra del
Fuego •653

Chatham mine. Mich •842
Checver Iron Ore Co 72
Chemical analysis. Refinement in.... 301. 465
Chemical Engineering Catalog 394
Chemical industries. Swiss .390
Chera. Met. and Mg. Soe. of So Afr.

;

—Paper 1102
Chemical Products Co 94
Chemistry. Outlines of Industrial t.'J31
Chen Cho 726
Chen. E. H. T 1170
Cheney Cop. Co 359
Cherokee. Calif 728
Cherokee mine. Mich 861. 911
Cherokee Smg. Co 25
Cherryvale makes endurance record in zinc

smelting 548
Cliestatee mine. Ga 32.5
Chi.. Mil. & St. Paul electrification 282
Chicago Asso. of Commerce 124
Chicago Norske Club 998
Chichagoft Mg.. Alaska 396
Chicasaw. Ark 38
Chicote Mis.. Bolivia. Photo *1119
Chief Consol. Mining. Ariz.—Reports n.-lR

Chief Con. N. M 862
Chief Con.. Utah 101. 103. 138. 165. .364.

437. 440. 480. 687. 912. 958
Chiksan Mg Co 63. 64. '421. .540
Chilano. Cahf 205
Childress and Sheldon. Mo 37
Chile. A. S. & R. in 89. 470. 511
Chile. "Caliche" deposits '1059
CbUe Central Cop. Co 89
Chile copper. See also "Braden." etc.
Chile Cop. Co.. Chile Explor. Co.. Chuqui-

camata—Production 29. 128. 364. 480.
668. 690. 822. 1126

Chile copper t erratum 121 ) 8
Chile Cop. Co :—Metallurgj- in 1916 52—Ore reserves 893—Report 1036. 1037—Various notes 89. 7.30. 912
Chile Gulch. CaUf 1087
Chile in 1916 89
Chile market for explosives 340
Chile nitrate 89. 372. 398
Chile. Tax on Exports 730
Chilean nitrate industry •230
Chilean pocket gold mine. Putu •373
Chilean. Tierra del Fuego •633
Chimney. See "Stack."
China iron and steel mfr 239, 278
China silver 383
China. Southern, tin output 184
Chino Cop. Co. 29, 39. 73. 138, 287. •581.

668. 690. 863. 1002—Flotation calculations; ore reserves .314—Production 822—Iteport 397. 716 977
Chisholm, K. H. Safety first 163
Chispas mine. Mex 909
Chisos Mg. Co 73. 97
Chloride X-Ray Mg.. Ariz 646
Chlorine. Liquid. Kennedy mine 165
Choate. P. C. St. Jos. baghouse 383
Cholla Cop Co.. Ariz 244
Chope. Thomas 1040
Chosen. See also companies by name.
Chosen, silver 382
Chosen—Tabowie mines accident and strike 4'74
Christiansen. E. S 134
Christmas mine. Nev 71. 480
Chrome deposits. Butte Co.. Calif 770
Chrome-venadium steel gears 1098
Chromlte. Canada 456. 458. 553
Chromite in 1916 23
Clhromite. Ore., mining 105
Chromium, nickel and manganese 163
Chromium prices 93
Chronology of mining for 1916 33—For 1917 378. 430. 664. 840. 1034
Chuquicamata. See "Chile Cop. Co."
Church, J. A. Death of 358, •437. 322
Church. L. C. Joplin dist 244
Churchill Milling Co 58
Churn drilling. See "Drillin g."

Chute construction •673. "986
Chute, Ore. Pole buffer in •273
Cia Chilena de Fundicion de Estauo. Chile. . 730
CHa Minera de Oruro. BoUvla. photo •1119
CSa. Min. y Agr. de Opioca 326
Cinamo Lead & Zinc 37
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CinoiiiiuvU mino. Park Co.. Colo • . 43!)

Ciiuiir IraihiiiK. Copper-i)yiite» 'Ml, bi
Cisco. Mo. ,- . . . - . . J"
Citiato nu'thoil for phosphoric aoid deter-

ntiniition ^ or
Citv Diip. Transvaal „S5
Claiv.'ill.-. A .983
Clamp. DrillcoUimu arm 'oHl
Clamp f.ii- >lnlls 'Tol 1117
Cl.ipp. Fri'ikM-ii'U G l". >. 'i-'S

Clanliialion. mill water •1003
Clark. Culil ^l ~

Clark. A. C.—Portrait "Wj
Clark iliBcovery. Bier Bmul. Calil '-.OJ

Clark. F. H. Flivver mcrchaiUmiMi to over-
ooiuf submarine menace 4U."». 473. .')(ll>,

(>7.'). Ill7:i. lOSl
Clark-Mont. Realty Co. and Elm Orlu liti-

gation with Butte & Sup 'iH.>. 333
Clark properties. Mont., in 1916 1-
Clark. W. A 800
Clarkilale. Ariz. Photo '867
Clarksburg Zine Co 35
Clarkson and Stanfleld concentrator 'SOS,

( errata I S48
Clary & LangJord—Chrome ore tiS!)

Clay County. Ala., graphite •693
Clay models of miniug methods *oG3
Clavs—Refining Georgia kaolins 4.'>9. t475
Clements. J. Morgan 530, 736
Cleiinell. J. E. Aluminum-dust analysis.

496. 944
Cleveland. E. A 054
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. 37. 70, 136, 137,

167. 343. 689
—Underground mining methods '357
Clevenger. G. H 85S, 053. 1040
—Flotation oils „Dl
CUffwood. Mo 387
CUfton mining district, Utah '915
CUmau gioup. Utah •930
Clinometer and range finder, Yoimg's *154
CUo mine. CaUf 957
Clock. A filter cycle *941
Cloudburst effect. Mesabi openpit 'Sll
Cloverfield mines. Transvaal 4.i4

Coahuila. L. & Z 37
Coal, Alaska 75. •733
Coal and Oil as Fuel '1147
Co.al, Canada 4.1(1

Coal committee appointed 850
Coal emergency 900
Coal gas for heat treatment 1037
Coal. Hungary 1158
Coal. Japan 87. 88, 508
Coal-Mine Fatalities. U. S t475
Coal. Texada and Vancouver 159. 383
Coal. U. S 1. 43
Coal. Utah 135
Cobalt AUovs with Non-Corrosive Properties. t475
Cobalt. Canada 456, 438—Canadian cobalt industry 534
Cobalt and nickel separation 894
Cobalt. Ont., in 1916 78, 456
Cochise Head Mg. Co 438
Cochran quick-acting wrench •IIS
Codd chain-screen door '191
Coeur d'Alene. See also "Idaho."
Cffiur d'Alene—In 1916 33, 70. 100—Experimental mine station 1085—Mines notes 687. 955. 999
.—Power consumption 951
Coffey. R. C 476
Coffin. H. E 809. '890. 1165—War hysteria 765
Coghill. W. H 9.54

Coggins. S. C 768
Cohen, J. M 1040
Cohen. Samuel W 360. 1040
Coinage. Decimal, for Gt. Brit 393
Coke. Hungary 1158
Coke. U. S 1.43
Cold Light Mfg. Co 203
Col di Lana 1160
Cole. A. A 1136—Canada mineral resources 704
Collar. Concrete shaft "613
Collard. George L ^343
Collard. Moore & Collard. Ore 1044
ColUns. G. E 1066—Colo, mining in 1916 99
ColUnsvine Ziiic Co 25
Colloid processes in mineral deposition 380
Colloids in Cottrell process 669
Colloids in flotation 63
Colloids, oil separation and Cottrell process—Inq 307
Coloma. Calif., first gold discovered 1135
Colombia dredging notes 90. 138. 346. 480. 554
Colombia gold 90
Colombia—La Clara hydrauUcklng. . '367. 368
Colombia mining in 1916 90
Colombia platinum 6
Colombian Mg. & Explor. Co 91
Colo.-Carr. Colo 363
Colo. Central. Colo. ..' 36. 1001
Colo, compensation legislation 100. 385
Colo. Con.. Utah 101. 306. 287
Colo, copper 8. 217
Colo, dredging 63. 70. 437
Colo. Fuel & Iron Co 645. 737. 813
Colo, gold and silver 3. 217
Colo. labor 100. 513
Colo. Met,al Mg. Asso 165. 1085. 1171
Colo. Midland R.R 810
Colo, mining in 1916 09, 99
Colo.-Nevada. Nev 125. 136
Colo. Ore Sales Comm 165
Colo. Rare Metals Min. and Mill 739
Colo.—S.in Juan country '309. •2.34. 446
Colo. School of Minos 474. 513. 551. 645.

1040, 1084
Colo, smelting investigation 687. 760. 810. 1041
Colo. -Superior Mg. Co 70. 305. 286
Colo, taxation .395

Colo, tungsten 60. *93. 100
Colo.-Ut.ah. Colo .36

Colo, zinc and lead 24. 99. 217

Page
Columbia Con.. Calif 771. 1001
Columbia mine. Colo 515
Columbia mine. Ore 104
Columbia mine. S. D 73. 350
Columbiii. platinum 1107. 1145
Columbia University—Honorary dcgi'ees . . . 1030—War offer 393. 686
Columbus Min. and Development. Kan 739
Comacaran Gold Mines. Cyaiiiding at ^965
Combinalioii mini!. Mont 739
Combinations to conserve natural resources.

140. 196
Coming Wonder Colo 1043
Commcr<-c Mg. & Roy 38 38
Commercial Mg. Co.. Ore 104
Commission report on gasoline 800
Committee on Pinance 1010
Commodore, Calif ',] i04y
Commonwealth Mg.. Ida 1173
Companhia Brazilerira Carburoto de Caieio.1156
Compania Corocoro dc Bolivia. ... •175 •1064
Compania Salinera Nacional. Peru 1013
Compass. Beam. T-sciuare as •435
Compasses to determine steel-tempei-ing
„ heat .830
Compensation. Accident—N. J. Zinc Co ex-

perience ^627
Compensation, alien claimants '.*.'.'.! 1137
Compensation. Calif.—Merit-rating insur-

ance 477
Compensation. Colo., laws . . .'..'.'.'.'.'.'I'oo 385
Compensation. Mont.. law report ' 333
Compensation. Utah 361 313 909
Compensation. Workmen's '.

. 1041
Compressed air. See "Air." "Drill "
Comstock-Calif .. Utah a!)8
Comstock. Nev.. in 1916 71—Shaft fire protection 191—Unwatering inclined shaft •531
Comstock pumriing equipment •567
Concentrating C.-in.adi.an Molybdenite 7S6
Concentrating-niill w.ater clarification .... •1003
Concentrating plants. Old Dominion Copper

Co., photo •948. 049 950
Concentrating tables. Rimes on •1037
Concentration and copper leaching ^933
Concentration of antimony ores 1017
Concentration, Corocoro cop. dist •175
Concentration, Dry, of gold ore •305 (er-

rata) 54fi
Concentration, Molybdenum-ore 396
Concentration, Preparing iron ores for mag-

netic . . . ._ 433
Concentrator dressing-water board •5.35
Concentrator. Inspiration. Con. photo.

Miami •753
Concentrator, pneumatic •1000
Concentrator. The Deister plateau 655
Concentrator. Wetherbee iron-ore. at La

Rue mine •-301
Concrete and other headframes 'eil
Concrete. Apparatus and chart for mixing

soap and alum waterproofing with ^388
Concrete-building specifications 302
Concrete* Dope Book—The amount of con-

crete 349—Proper time to remove forms 300—Aids in estimating costs 387
Concrete shaft collar 613
Concreting Burra Burra loading pocket.. 'SOO
Concreting creek channel •979
Concreting diamond-drill hole •10'^6
Condenser support •874
Confederate. Ark lOSfi
Confidence Mg.. Calif 137. 861
Congo copper 8. 440. 5'^-t

Congo silver 3.S3

Congor mine. Utah 336
Congress. See "Taxing." "Public build-

ings." "Law" "and cross-references.
Congress mine. Colo 1001
Congress Editorial to 096
Coniagas. One. 40. 435, 398, 625, 673, 958. 1044—Annual report 0-37

Conklin. H. R. Zinc precipitator •lOS
Connections for pachuca tank "941
Conner. E. T. High costs 231
Conrey Placer Mg. Co.. Mont 63. 71. 1044
Conserve natural resources. Combinations

to 149. 196
Consol. Amador (Old Eureka or Hetty

Green)—Notes 35. 68. 166. 205. 324.
361 478. 514 553. 551. 738. S.-iO

Consol. Ariz. Smg...9, 29. 35. 478. 812. 1139—Annual report 939—Production 833—Reduction-works photos ^193
Consol. Copper Mines Co.. Nev. 39. 71.

346. 37S. 387. 362, 648, 1041
Consol. Gold Field of So, Afr 688
Consol. Interstate-Callahan 32, 107, 470.

687. 957
—Report 487, 10.58

Consol. Kan. Cy. S. & R ,„18
Consol. Mines. Calif -35. 1087
Consol Mines Devel.—Yukon mine. Colo.. 107
Consol Mines Selection. Transvaal 8o
Consol. Mg. & Smg. Co.. Can.—Various
— Annu.al report ,••-. "^S
—Report—Additions to Trail reduction

works Li "
* '^

—Electrolytic-zinc production B!""'''™J' .._
270. 391. 408

Consol. Mg. & Smg. Co.. Can.—Various
notes of 1916. etc. 0. 18. 24, 40, SI S7,

SO, 108. 458, 811, 1003. 1136
Consol. Mg. & Smg.. Nev 39
Consol. Nev.-Utah Corp ^9

Flotation * -JHo

Consol. Snani'sh' Beit Silver Co., Nev, 690, 1130
Consol. Virginia Mines, Calif.. ....... .••• 859
Con.sol. Virginia "''-{^^i^^%J^\i]^Si,4
Constantinople mine, Ariz 304
Constantinov, B. V • • • • • • OE>4

Constitution M. & M.. Ida 37, 108, 245
Construction. New, in 1916 ! -Jo

Page
Containers, tin 082
Continental mine, Ida 107, 680
Continental Ziiur Co 106
Contracts. Interpretation of 254
Conventions, business 1161
Converter gases for sulphuric acid 56
Conveyor plant. Broken Hill Prop, Iron-Ore

for loading steamers 233
Cook. F. R. Mo 957
Cooling-Water Alarm • 872
Cooper. A. C. Rand mineral production. .•718
Cooper. Peters & Davis. Mo 861
Coilperation, Engineering 742
Cooperation in export trade 200
Cooperation to conserve national resources

149. 106
Cope's Creek Central Tin 83
Copper, Alaska 8. 75. 668. 1066
Copper. Analysis of t475. 1068
Copiicr. Ariz 8. 13—Mining in 1916 l^. 13. 67
Copper. Australasia 8. 83. 438
Copper Basin Mg. Co 108.397
Copper. Bolivia 8—Corocoro dist 'l?!
Copper. Calif 8—Mining in 1016 68
Copper, Canada 8, 456. 457, 1042—Native copper in arctic Can 633
Copper. Chile (See also "Chile Cop. Co.."

"Braden." etc.)—Production (erratum 131) 8—Mining in 1010 89
Copper. Colo 8. 217
Copper committee. Council National De-

fense 953
Copper, Cuba ^ 8
Copper dist.. Flin-Flon Lake, Man ••303

Copper Eagle. Ore 105
Copper flotation. See "Flotation."
Copper. Germany 8
Copper. Hidden Creek, mine and smeltery. '274
Copper Hill. Ariz 1172
Copper. Hungary ^*-'*§

Copper. Idaho , 8—Mining in 1016 108
Copper in antos. and tinsel 283
Copper, Japan 8, 87. 88. ,508

Copper, Katanga 8, 440, 5i>4

Copper King. Ida 335, 363. 861
Copper leaching. Anaconda 8,38

Copper leaching, Cal. & Hecla 13, 14, 70
Copper leaching in 1016 51, 53, 54
Copper leaching, low-grade ores '\)3'Z

Copper-leaching plant. New Cornelia (See
also "New Cornelia") 300, •384. ^443.

444. '8.J.3

Copper leaching. Utah 7.59

Copper-leaching plant. Ut,ah Cop. Co 344
Copper losses through submarines •.••• 474
Copper market and prices, former years '4,

•7. 10. 130
—London '4. ^7. 10. 130
—Current situation . . 190. 357. 433. 733. 766
Copper metallurgy in 1916 ol
—In Arizona og
Copjier, Mexico ^
Copper, Mich. • • 8—Mining m 1916 !•' '"
Copper, Mont „Y—Mining m 1916 7s—Butte dist. in 1916 „1"
Copper Mtn. mine fire, Ariz s"'>
Copper Mountains. Can, . - • • , "^g
Copper Mountain Mine, B. C o
Copper, Nevada • „g
Copper. New Mex

i iri"
Copper-nickel steel ooi
Copper ore—Refined analysis. ;5»i

Copper oxides reduced by iron. Sohd <i7"

Copper. Oxidized, recovery, M'^mi ........ IJ
Copper, Peru . .8. 86, 90, 'll^g
Copper prices, reported and actual n||
Copper prices in war • • • . • • • • • "Sg
Copper producers lo the Govt. 499 517 547, 548
Copper production—High cost,.. 318, <!J9. lUd/
Copper production report, by companies-—

Months of 1917 4o5, 668
Copper purchases. British great 11
Copper-pyrites cinder leaching 394, OJ
Copper Queen Con., Ariz.:—Ideal changehouse '^gg—Leaching 9j«—To shovel Sacramento Hill._ '141

—V.arious notes, etc. 0, 39, 35, 438. 464,
514, 684, 956

Copper Range Co. (Champion, Trlmountain,
Baltic, etc.) :—Annual report 9oo

—Notes, etc. 13, 29, 167, 246, 363, 307,
1043, 1087. 1173

Copper. Russia 8. *403
Copper, Serbian, mines 303
Copper-silver leaching -f\1116
Copper smelteries and refineries \91 239
Copper. Spain and Portugal 8
Copper State Mining Co.. .4riz 1043
Copper statistics (editorial discussion).... 161
Copper-sulphide enrichment. Secondary, .65. 281
Copper tinned sheets corrosion 1064
Copper, United Kingdom, regulations 194
Copper. U. S 1—Bv states 8—Imports and exports 8. 159, 297, 508
Copper used in munitions 643
Copper. Utah 8
—Mining in 1916 73, 100
Copper. Venezuela 91
Copper. Wash 8
Copper. Who sells the?—Statistics of sales

and producing companies 29
Copper, world 8
Copperopolis. Utah 306
Coppers. Porphyry. Managers of 'SSI
Coralbut. Mo 37
Cordova. Ont 616
Cores. Diamond drill •SOS
Corey. C. R. Stibnite-ore flotation 185
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Corliss-engine speed varijitioii 'llS
Cornncnpia Minos Co 104
Cornwall Ort? Batik Co.. Penn 1002
Coroi^oro <^op. dint.. Bolivia '171
Coruooro Mill. Bolivia 1054
Coroooro United Cop. MinoH, Ltd. 90. 171. 175
Coronado top-alicing- method *6ei
Corporation-income tax enit won by Gug-

genheim Exploration Co 160
Corporation of Technology 036
Corporation's efficiency 1035
Corporations, New Calif, mining 477
Corrosion tinned sheet Copper 1004
Cory. E. N 134
Cost. Belt, estimating chart 'ISS
Cost. High, of mining, milling and smelting—Symposium 218. 339. 307
Cost in Joplin dist 1 173
Cost keeping—Plant depreciation 370. 447
Cost of doing things—Holhnger milling and

mining; Vindicator Con. mining; Chiksan
Mg. Co 540

Cost of leaking steam—Diagram •273
Cost of producing copper 1037
Costa Rica Manganese and Mining Co 1130
Costa Rica mining 01, 387
Costs. Churn di-illing. Old Dominion •574
Costa of copper-mining companies standard-

ized 943
Costs. Estimating concrete 387
Costs, Openpit steam-shovel; chart 'ISS
Costs. San Juan. Colo •210
Costs, World's principal mines 46
Cotabambas Auraria Co 1011
Cottrell. P. G 832
Cottrell process 1116
Cottrell process and oil separation from

water—Inq 307. 669
Cottrell process in 1916 50. 53, 88
Cottrell process in Japan 88
Cottrell process. Lead ore fume 666
Cougar gold mine. Ore 105
Council of Defense. Ariz 936
Council of National Defense:—Committees •890. 893. 1165—Coal emergency 900—Copper committee 953—Raw materials committee, photos. . •923. 953—To technical editors 994—Van. H. Manning . . .

.' 953—Zinc committee 956
Counter-current decantation •798. 1071
Coupal, J. S 1170
Cowboy. 9. D 813
Cow Boy-Maybell-Little. Ore 1044
Cow Creek, Chrome. Calif 911
Coyle. P. B 1084
Coyne. T. P 1173
Crackerjack mine, Nev 958
Cramer & Co.. Leadville - 323
Crane operation by mirror 113
Crane, W. R. Mining methods illustrated

in miniature *6Q3
Crane, 2000 lb. jib •674
Cranston. R. E. Gold dredging 63
—Note 998
Craters, assault and capture 881
Craver, Harrison W 612
Crawford-Ansell. Ark. 1086
Crawford Mica. S. D 1002
Crawford. R. P

. . . 777
Credits, South America "

.1157
Creede Distru-t, Revival in

' ,

'. 087
Creek channel concreted .

* *97Q
Creighton mine. See "Interiiationai

Nickel."
Creole mine, Utah 206 912 1088
Crescent mine. Calif 245 ' 647 ' ^970
Oresson Consol.. Colo '

, 729
Cresson mine, Colo '.'.*.... 69 99
Crest Mining Co.. Colo ".'.*.*.. .1001
Crimora Manganese Corp 73' *

'SO*
Cripple Creek drainage. See "Roosevelt

tunnel."
Cripple Creeic merger rumor 333
Cripple Creek problems—Extent of crater-

silver ore 477
Critic mine. Ariz !!!!!!!!' 473
Critical temperature indicator. Gibb ...... ^536
Crockett. Mo 325
Crockard. P. H ......'..'. 1170
Croesus mine. Calif 35 479
Croesus mine, Ont 78 246 813' 1130
Croff. Utah

"

; . 955
Croft, mine. Minn 166 911 957
Crosby. Minn '.....' 37
Crosscut tunnel. 40-year monument to^

Red Mtn .. Colo 446
Crosse, A. P

[ 874
'

Crosshoad. Babbitting a •IIS
Crouch. Fred L 644
Crowfoot. A. Flotation •665
Crown Mines. Transvaal 85—Shaft-sinking record 117
Crown Mtn., Ga 127. 397, 647
Crown Point. Colo *

. . . . 28.5
Crown Reserve, Ont 248 336 364
Crow's Nest Pass diet.. Canada .1173
Crucible Plako Graphite Co., Ala •69.">

Crucible. Platinum in 1 1 07
Cnise Developing, Mont 957. 1088
Crusher, sing-le roll ^897
Crusher. Tclsmith reduction •987
Crusher. The largewt g.vratory ^537
Crushing investigation. Rock 365
Crystal Alunite. Utah 246
Cub Bear, Calif 813
Cuba copper 8
Cuba—Francisco Wg. Co 480
Cuba—Iron mininc*, Mayari '539
Cuba iron ore. Pirmcza dist 66
Cuomo dc Tntrcnieso de MinaS 1013
Cumberiand. Mo 38. 1173
Cummings. J. J 1171
Curran. L. V. Electrolytic hydrogen and

oxvcen generation '158
Currv mine hcadframe •614. •ei?, 618
Curtia. J. G.. property. Calif 770

Page
Curve. See "Chart."
Curves in mine work, Laying out •424
Custer. A. E. Deep Creek Clifton dietriet.

Utah •015
Custer, Mont 3o
Custer Peak. S. D 206. 480. .516

Cutler. H. C 730
Cunuia-Mills Laca 160. 167. 771, 911
Cuyuna Range drilling 126
Cuyuna Range. Manganiferous iron ore. . . . 972
Cuyuna Range military interest 363
Cuyuna range mines, notes 860
Cuyuna Rant^c mines shipments 166
Cuyuna ran^^c mines, stockpiling 770
Cuvuna Huhkc Power. Minn 37
Cuyunn Sultana 37, 166. 167. 477
Cuzco, Pfvu—Old mine drawing ^636
Cyanidation—Conklin zinc precipitator, . . . ^195
Cyanide mfg. poHHibilitios. Can 467
Cyanide mill. Rochester •133
Cyanide practice in 1916 57
Cyanide situation 953
Cyanide supply. Ont 363
Cyanide supply in Transvaal 85
Cyanide shortage. Colo 303
Cj'aniding—Aluminum-dust analysis 496
Cyaiiiding at Comacaran Mines. Central

America '965
Cyaniding, Bannock Gold Mining Co 1071
CyanicUng—Lead-preoipitale drain board. .•367
Cyaniding manganiferous silver ores 339
Cyaniding. Nipissing—Sodium-sulphide pre-

cipitation 378
Cyaniding—Zinc-box work 261
Cygni, Mo 1087

D

D.. C. & E.. Mo 38. 1130. 1173
Daggafontein G. M. Co • 85
Daggett's cop. deposit. Calif 397
Dairy Farm mine. Calif.—Working meth-

ods •491—Saving slu-inkage stope by clec. blast.. •531—Skip axle: pocket •373, •463. ^673
Dairy Ranch Gold Dr. Co 63
Dakota Plaster. S. D 516
Dalton. H. G 1126
Daly-Judge. See "Judge M. & S."
Daly Mining Co., Utah 39. 398, 648, 687
Daly West. Utah 516. 1174
Daman. A. C. Changing tube to ball mill. . •Ill—A filter cycle clock •941—Automatic ore sampler *188—Chain-drive oiler •433—Handy silent-chain cleaner ^535—Lever rod for starting pulleya ^797—Rochester cyanide mill •133—Safe electric fii'ing switch *338—Transformers •672—Worm-gear oiler *312—Zinc shorts. Tube mill ^350
Dampers, breechings. stacks. Standard. . . . 238
Dams, Eastwood, for Argonaut and Ken-

nedy tailings. Calif ^334
Daniels. J. Stibnite-ore flotation 185
Daniels' bungling 1133
D'Arcy, W. M ,'

.' 809—Cyaniding at Comacaran mines *9G5
Darling Consol.. Calif.- 324
Darling, H. W .'..'.'" 284
Darwin Devel.. Calif 35' 647
Data. Filing survey, at mines •140. '•178
Data of world's principal mines 46
Daus. G.. Death of 768
Davenport. L. D. Train dispatcher's board. *309
David mine. Wis 1174
Davidson mine. Porcupine. Ont. 138 306
^ .^

, ,. 480. 730. 862, 1088. 'll30
Davidson's discovery. Powell. Ont 204
Davis-Daly. Mont. 127. 168. 346. 287 364

398, 440. 479. 515. 553. 648. 739. 861, 'l041
Davis. J. P go9
Davis. John A iis." 124. 394
Davis O. K 809
Davys. B. C [

' 40
Day. A. M !!!!!!!!! 954
Daylight sa^ang • • •

^^^ ^._ ^
Dean. A. W. H., Capt '.'.'.'.'.'....' 997
De Armond. Mo 1130
De Beque. G. Robert 394. 954
De Camp. W. V. Handling sinking pumps. •845
De Golyer. A. G. Red Mtn 446
De Schmid, H. S. Feldspar in Can t475
Deacon. R. W.—Portrait •49.5
Deadwood-Heidelberg. S. D 206
Deaths, noted men. in 1916 94
Decantation. Counter-current •798
Deep Creek district. Utah ^915 lO-il
Deep Creek R.R.. Utah 306. 516, 730
Deep Gravel. Ore 730
Deer Trail. Utah 246 480
Defender. Okla 205, 647
Defense of trenches, craters, etc •SSI
Degge-Clark Tungsten. Colo 36, 325
Deister plateau 655
Del Mar, Altremon 436—Counter-current decantation system ....•798—Ridles on concentrating tables •102'7—Stcol balls as a substitute for flint peb-

bles 941
Delhi Con.. Calif 69, 397
Delineator mine. Colo 515
Delta Con.. Calif 35
Demming Mines Co.. Ida 286, 363. 812
Democrat mine. Calif 325
Demurrage charages. Liability for 379
Demurrage on car shipments 393. 416
Denman. Wm 1073
Denn Arizona. Ariz 956
Dennie. Harry E 644
Density-<'omncnsation in electrolytes 1072
Denslow. Calif 1172
Denver Chtmiral Products Co.. Colo 1001
Denver City mine. Colo loni
Denver engineer census 662
Denver mine. Ida ins
Denver M, & M.. Colo 36

Paffe
Denver rock-drtll Hharpener •166
Deoxidizera hi Hteei making 971. •1095
Dcpew. H. A 726
Deposits of the Useful MineralH and Ho('kH.t331
Depreciation and measurement of oxvircJl

outlay on plant 370. 447. 767
DeraiUng device. Simple •308
Derby. R. F. Tempering reek drilU 307
Dcrry Ranch Gold Dr. Co 69, 100. 813
De Saullea zinc-ref . furnace •788
Desaguadero. Peru •1134
Dcseret Mtn., Utah 554. 648
Dcsilverization of lead matte, cte 49. 50
Desloge Lead Co 30
Detroit Cop. Mg. Co 9. 57. 645. 616—Copper Mtn. mine Are 203
Detroit, pipe laying? costa 1020
Deutsche-Amcrikanische Petroleum Gesell-

schaft 1075
Devil's-Gate-Spion Kap. Colo 911
Dowdi-op, Okla 1130
Dewey. Calif 739, 1139
Dewey. F. P. Reflnemont in chemical

analysis 465
Dexter mine. Colo 286
Diagram. See "Chart."
Diamond Cop. Mine 689
Diamond-drill core •895
Diamond drill hole, concreting •1026
Diamond industry. South Africa 1022
Diamonds. Transvaal 86
Diamondfield lilack Butte mine. Nev 912
Diana mine, Ariz 1000
Diaphragm pump, worm-drive power. . . . "lllS
Diaz. J. C 883
Dick, J, C 512
Dickinson. S. C 1084
Diesel engines in metal mines 1053
Diggins. H. Mo 9.57
Diller. J. S 1075
Dillon. E. P 5.50
Dillon. J. Okla 957
Dinkey. Alva C 476
Dinner to Hoover at Astor 316
Dinwiddie. J. G. Fluorine in soluble fluor-

ides 1067
Directory. "American Exporter" Trade. ... t47b
Discharge screen, tube-mill •386. •1072
Dispatcher's board. Train •309
Dispozitch mine, Nev 690
Distillers waste contains potash 1037
Dives Leasiner. Colo 739
Dividends—of 1016—Tables 43. 123—Of 1916—Total 1—By months 1916-1917 123. 241. 393 643

(erratum 761). 808. 982—Ccciir d'Alene mines 687—Latest and Total (page table) 290—Red Cross 1165—World's prinr-ipal mines 46
Divining rod. History of 445 715
Divon. R_ St. John .' 476
Dober mine. Mich 107
Dod^e. C. H .'.'..*.'.'.'.' 998—Red cross gift l074
Doe Run. See "St. Jos."
Dog spikes irom wire rope 320
Dold Mining. Colo 812 1001
Dolly Varden. B. C 40 862
Dolly Varden mine. Colo '

'lOOl
Dome, Ont. 40, 78. 128. .326. 456 690 812

958 1002. 1044, li30, 1173—Changreg at mill 53Dome Extension. Ont 690Dome Lake. Ont 40. 364. 730. 813Dome Mines. Ltd.—report 1043 1086
Dominion Reduc. Co 40. 57—Infringement minerals separation patent 860
Dominion Steel Corp 126
Donaldson. K. H. Flotation machine. .... •665
Donkey mine, CaUf 205 479
Donkin. W.. Jr ' 686
Donohue Mines Corp., British Columbia

690, 863
Donora zinc works 25. 39. 545. .554
Door. Codd chain-screen furnace . . . . . .•191
Door for mine casre *H9ry
Door locks. Side dump car . . . ^578
Dorr. J. V. N. Photo ^703
Dos Cabezos Gold Ridge. Ariz 770
Douglas Island. Alaska. Photo •902
Douglas. James 476 550
Douglas mine, Ida. See "Anaconda.**
Douglas mine, Maine 91

1

Dousrlas smplteries, Mexican trouble 769
Douglas, Walter 284. 476. •573. 908—Copjier production, Ariz 13—High cost of mining, etc 230 339
Down Town area. Leadville 99
Downtown Mines Co.. Colo *483—Notes 69. 317. 285. 861
Dowsing—Divining-rod history 445
Draft exemption for miners' 1074
Drafting. See "Drawing."
Drafting board, adjustable •988
Drafting room carryall ^796
Drafting, universal trianerle •1114
Dragon Con.. Utah 128. 165. 206 437
V. ^ . -r . .

687. '1044
Dram board. Lead-precipitate •'>67
Drake. Calif gig
Draper, L. Gelatin dynamite in tropics. '. 715
Drawing board for lar^e drawings ^425
Drawing. Old Spanish—Cuzco, Peru .... ^626
DrawinfT-room kink—T-square as beam

compass ^425
Drawing triangles. Truing worn •309
Drawings. Filing:, altering, etc. .•140. ^144. ^178
Drawing^s. protection for •751
Dreadnauffht. Ida 1087
Dredge. Calif., with four tailings convey-

ors 'lOPl
Dredere construction 10^1
Dredere, recorder for •R98
Dredere, rie-hting a wrecked •«19
Dredffe, Valdor 63 ^385
Dredge. Tuba No. 16—Photos. •ISO. •151.
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Drodec Yukon Ciold Co •070—Annual ftiKu-l 843
Drcdsps. Rul.s for in Calit. ......909, 1085
Di'i'ilnins. Alaska 75
Dndi-'ing Bureau of Mines puts SdH
Dn-ili-'inK, Calif. i,'oUl Qi. 00. 10S5
.—Kerlamation of ilredged ulacera '-iSS

Dredffint-. Ch09(Mi «3. 04. •431
DrcdKiiifc-. Colombia, notes 90. 128, 240,

480. 554—Hydiauliekinjr instead—La Cl.ara •.•)fi7, 308
nndsiner, Colorado 03, 70, 437
Drrd;:iriff, Gold, Connuonseiise of •307
Ilii'drfiiff, Gold, in 1910 03
D.edrfnt-, Ida •OO, 1042
Dredg'inf?, Oreiron 104
Dredcinff. Philippines pold. M.lnibulao , . . .

'502
DriilsrinE redulations, Yukon •782. 794
Difd=-in?. Russia 03. ^415
Drrdiriug-, Tierra del Fuepo 653
Dresser, J. A, Wood molybdenite mine. . 494
Dressing-water board *535
Drill Arm Clamp •731. 1117
Drill bits and drill steel for metal mininsr.

•823, 850
Drill, handy prospecting •385
Drill heating: lor?e •Ill 5
Drill-hole coneretine '1020
Drill, One-man. and Carr Bit results 379
Drill sharpener *H9'i
Drill sharpener. Denver roek •15.5
Drill-sharpening methods. United ^'erde ..•31,3
Drill. Splittin? eores •SOS
Drill steel deterioration 749
Drill steel testing 875
Drill-steel sharpening shop. Operating- Wis.

Zine Co.'s '203. 281
Drilling, Potash in Texas 1141
Drilling praeliee. Dairy Farm mine *491. *531
Drilling. Underground ehurn. at Old Domin-

ion '574
Drilling Water tanks for ^700
Drills. Chart for air consumption of •348
Drills, Flottman ^671
Drills, Hammer. Testing and application of—N. J, Zinc Co, practice •.582

Drills. Machine. Bunching. Franklin 200
Drills, Redington. at Coniagas 625
Prills. Roek. Lubrication of '370
Drills. Tempering rock 307
Drncker. A. E 858
Drum-Clancy-Goldstone. Calll 047
Drummond. J. J 720
Drums Rope capacity of 27.3

"Dry Camp. The" poetry lO.fO
Dr.y Canyon Mines. Utah 955
Dry concentration of gold ore 305. (errata) 540
DrVlown Con.. Cahf lO.'^O

Du Pont powder 38, '•TO

Dn Fonts acriuire nitrate frclds 802
Dnektnwn Snip.. Cop. & Iron 9. 73
Du'-ktown, Tenn., Smelter.y smoke 87S
Dutourco. Edward L 322
Dnke. Calif 1087
Dnmnnt M. & M.. Colo 397
Duncan. A. W 819
Duncan. .John Colo 30
Duncan. L. Blower air-relief yalve *370
,—Feed-water control for power-plant boil-

ers •10"0
Dune,an, M, M 300
Dundee-Arizona, Ariz 770, 8^0
Dunite, platinum from 920
Dup,arc. L, Platinum studies O.-i

Duplex steel imnrovement 1158
Duaucsne M''. & Wed 35, 68, 046
Durant H, T, Zincbox work 201
Dust and fume. Bureau of Mines to study

100. 552
Dust. Flue practiee in 1916 ....50, 53. 88
Dust and phthisis Rand 80—Dustlcss sample-quartering table 'a^o—W.Tter snravs in drifts •.388

Dutch Shell Co 91
Dutch-Sweeney-Apn Calif .35, 1*^7

Dutton. Francis Bird 32.. 512
Dw'irht Arthur S. . . .394 080. 90S. 10.39, 1170
Dwifrht-Ijlovd maehine imnroyements , , , . 49—Sintering machines. St. Jos. smeltery

•384 Braley, Tda •11.39
Dyason F. C, Bendigo Reefs 1105
Dyer CD 908
Dynamite stealing, Calif 955
Dynamometer test ear. Hyatt ^154

Eadic, J 726
Eagle &. Blue Bell, Utah 101. 108. 437,

440. 554. 730. 1044
,—Annual report 938
Eagle Mine. Ariz 478, 770
Eagle Ore Co.. Colo 09
Eagle-Piehcr Lead Co. 35. 38. 304. 910. 1128
Eagle Roek. Colo 30
Eagle Shawmut. Calif 439. 1173
Eakin. H. M 242
Earth tremors on Rand 8-1:

Easley. G. A 708, 1084
East Antelope, Utah 387
East Butte Con., Mont. 9 12 29. .38, 127,

240 287 320. 479, 513. 068. 089. 861. 1044—Production 822
East Caledonia, Idaho 771
East Eureka, Calif 738
East Rand Mines, New (See also "Rand."

etc. ) 454
East T?and Mg. Estates* Grootvlei 511
East Rand Prop. Mines 478
Eastern Main. Calif 771
Eastern Smelters Copper production .... 008
Easton mine Va. Cy.. Mont 515. ]044
Easton. Stanly A ^593—Cn-nr d'AIene in 1910 32
Eastwood dam installations. Calif •334
Eaton, E, R 1170

Page
Eaton, S, Ford ,470—Constnu-tlou of chutes .^^}1—Loveling high joint in shaft rails "lo?
—Saving shrinkage slope by electric blast. •Sdl
—Uudcrground lio.Kes for primers 400
Eeeles, S, \V, A, S, & R. Co, in Mcx 33
Eckel, E, C„ Capt 998
Eelip,seArgo. Mont 24j)
Economic changes by the war ooo
Economic fallacies *ooi
Economic Geology ^ niEconomic geolog.v in 1910 04
Eeonomic leveller. War an 849
E<-ononiy mine. Mont An
Ecuador in 1910 90
Eddv. L. H. Twenty-one years' mnnng at

Yellow Aster 351
—Calif, dredge with four tailings POn'"'«y:, .„,

ors 1091
—Cerro Gordo mines revival !nS§—Engels. Copper Mines, Calif ;, «s7—Mountain King fatalities Vo,i—Righting a wrecked gold dredge ,^„.?
—Some Calif, Mother Lode mines ^022
Eden mine, Nicaragua 91. a.J. 44(1

Edgar Zinc Co ^%—Endurance record in mine smelting .... 54H
Edison, T, A O'iX
Edith, Ark. -gj
Editors' conference ^^'J
Editors promise aid 7.)4

Edna, E., Mo "J

-

Edna May mine. Australia °,,t

Edna Mining, Colo, HI -

Educ-alion, new mining. Rand i i '

Edwards, J, P , ;,
"98

Efficiency of compressed-air installation!^
^

Errata !>•> 4±\
Egyptian, Colo •'";>

Eiderlinsky property. Russia 4"«
Eight-hour day. Utah ;. • • • • • • 9"-'

Eighty-five Mg, Co., N. M 72. 51^ ^520
Filers. Anton 7a.J. 707
Einstein mine. Mo. , ~J
Ekihastus smelting plant, etc -iob, |ld
El Centre Mg, Co ggS,'

El Dor.ado Explor. Co., Calif gg-
El Favor. Mex„ metallurgy • • • ^~^
El Monte M, & M, . . . 36. 047
El Oro Dredging Co.. Cahf "^ '

El Oro Mg. & Ry- Co. OO 'll-l
El Paso, Cripple Creek 99. ii . -i

El Paso Mg, Co • •_ -=*"

El Paso Smg, Wkg, , ^'^-fsH
Electric activity in ore deposits o"-'

Electric and other haulage 'o77. ;b.'g

Electric-armature rep.airs,; .iir
Electric blast. Saving shrinkage stope '>y--:g^'
Flcctric firing switch. Safe iino^
Electric furnace ferrosilicon ii';,'o

Electric furnace. Field of mR"\
Electric heating plant ,"';,'

Electric hoists ,......, "''

i

Electric hoists on the Rand , . " ' '

Electric-motor grounding and insulation , . ,
"l.io

Electric motor. World's largest, Westing-^^^^

Electric*" motors' for mine's. High-yoitage . . 007

Electric Point mine. Wash 74. Mh
Electric smelting of ferrnmanganese , . . . . .!)_;•«

Electric smelting, titaniferous iron ores. .lO-O

Electric transformer alarm; °'

^

Electrical-power distribution. Rochester^^^^

mill ;•.*« ii 001^
Electro Metallurgical Co. . • •.- •

i"",;

Electrolytes density composition relations. .1U7~

Electrolvtic hydrogen and oxygen genera-^

tion. Tenn. Coo. Co... "^
Electrolytic iron. Pipes of . . . ^-'^

Electrolytic precipitation of zme. Joa

Electrolytic zinc. See "Zinc" and names 01

companies,
. ^ ,- 'n oqt -iioq

Electrolvtic Zinc Co,, -'^"Straba. .o7. 287 11^8
Electrostatic precipitation 50. "•' .25
Elgin Ouicksilver Calif *gg
Elk Min. and Mill, Colo • • • • • J-h
Elk Mtn. S. D 73. ,3.i6. 480
Elltoro Mines Co.. Nov.. .........•.. "g^
Elkton. Colo 99. X27. 325. 911. 1129
Elliott-Kirkland. Ont 090. 9.58. 1174
Elliott on car shortagei iVJ
Ellis. A. J. Divining-rod history. . . 4*b

Elm Orlu. Mont 12. 28.->. .323. 1088. 11^7
—Nordbcrg Ilgner electric hoist b"-

Elmore flotation process li""
Elmore e-roup. Ney g-^i
Elton. H. L.. Death of -^ 242
Elv Con.. Nev 128. 304
Embargo on spelter A ; H
Emerald Isle Copner. Ariz "'niV
Emergency Ship Corp "Ml
Emerson mine, Ariz ,',rt^
Emery V H 112h
Emma' Cop,. Ut.ab 101. 108. 480, 8«2
Emma mine. Colo o-g
Emmons Memorial Fellowship -^4h

Empire. Calif 35 479. -.15. 'ROS
Empire Coo.. Ida 37. 70. 108, 1129
Empire Gold Dr. & M 104
Empire, Kan •

„3R
Empire Mines. Utah 398, 048, 813, 9-.a

Empire Sm. & Ret.. Nev 802
Empire Zinc Co .39. 08. 09. 72. 99, 217
—Black Iron group. Colo 439, 47,
—Greenback shaft. Colo 301, ^487
Employer's liability 1094. 1104
Employees Technical contributions by.... 120
Empress. Colo 1^12
Empress Copper. Ariz 910, 1080
Empty the pockets 11 22
Encinitas Cop. Co 515
Endlin group. Utah 730
Enemy supplies of metals and ores ^"fi

Engels Cop.. Calif. 107. 280. 047. •927, •900
Engine, Corl'ss. speed v.ariation •11.3

Engine crosshead. Babbitting •112
Engine. See also "Engines."
Engineering Civic Federation 742

PaBO
Engineering commission to Russia 851
Engineering Cooperation, Com. on 470
Engineers' military books 835
"Engineering & Mining Journal"—Takes

over "Mining Sc Engineering World".... 130—Contributions from employees 130
Engineering of Power Plants t476
Engineering Societies' bldg, addition 182
Engineers and eniciency. Regarding 336
Engineers and the war—Ollicers' Reserve

Corps school 182—Assault and capture of trenches, etc •881—Cataloguing minerals and mining engi- *

neers 522, 040—Cuyuna Range activity 302—First to war , 847—Geol, Siirv, officers in Corps: military
mapping 2.54, 375. 433. 438—Needed to stay at home 999—Reserve regiment 1074—Training 741

Engineers, Belgian relief •70.3
Engineers, Denver census 063
Engineers, For Belief of Brit 459
Engineers' petroleum examination 11*.J7
Engineers' Soc, Western Penn. 104, 242.

284, 300, 044. 908. 1040
Engineers* volunteer reginicTit 004
Engineers wanted in France 983
Engineers, wire cnt.anglenients •740
Engines, Hoisting. Recent, developments in, •602
England, Sec "linited Kingdom,"
Enterprise G, M. Co.. Nev 126
Ericrkson. E, A, Plant depreciation 370,

447. 767
Erickson. A. L. Heating powder magazines, '073
Eshleman, W. H 708
Esperanza. Calif 1000
Esperanza, Mex 690. 1 1^""

Eslelle mine, Calif 126
Etchells. H. Elec. furnace 277
Ethel Gray, Mo 1044
Etta May. Mo 38
Eureka Hill. Utah 398
Eureka Hollow Ark 38
Eureka Mines, Utah 306, 287, 304, 510,

5.54, 7.30. 862. 912. 1044
Eureka quarries—Sierra Slate 167
Eureka Standard, Utah 912
Eustis, F. A 708—Shipbuilding activity 1073. 1081
Evans-Hall-Soy, Mo 38
Evans Placer Mg. Co 1041
Eveland. A. J 550
Everton M. & D.. Al-k .303
Ewing. D. L 991
Examination, petroleum engineers. Calif. ... 11*27
"Excavating Engineer" publication 1109
Excavator, Criniora mine, Va,. photo •805
Ex^'avator for New Cornelia tailings from

leaching tanks 445
Excelsior mine, Calif .515
Exemption for miners 1074
Experiment stations—Fairbanks, Alaska . . ,

lis—Notes 136. 438, 478—Pacific N, W 530
E' pired outlay on plant 707
Explorer's alidade •987
Explosions—Court decisions on unexploded

blasting charges 020
Explosives, Calif,, samples, examined 1041
Explosives, electric heating •073
Explosives, gelatin dynamite in tropics. . . 715
Explosives market in Chile .'i40
Explosives regiilation 745, 1043. 1171
Explosives, trinitrotoluol 1053
Explosives—Underground primer boxes. . . 466
Export. See also "United States" and other

countries, metals, etc.
Export tax. Chile 730
Export trade. Cooperation in 300
Extralateral mining rights—Alameda-Suc-

cess case 451, 245
Eye injuries. Treatment of 353
Eyepiece for aUdade *987

P. H. & C. Gold Mining, Wash 9,58
Fairbanks. Alaska—Production 75—Bureau of Mines station 118—Flotation of stibnite ores 18.5
Fairlie sulphuric-ai^id process 707
Falcon mine. Rhodesia—Flotation 422
Fanny Rawhns mine, Colo 1001. 1129
Far Eastern Rand 85. 283, 359, 511—New mines 454
Fare & Graham, Mo 38
Parish. Fred. G 360
Farish. W. A,, his death 954. 981
Farish. G, E 964
Farmer property, Calif 771
Farrell. J. A 954
Faulting, Ore deposition and 64
Fay. -A.. H. Accident bulletins t475
Federal control wanted by railroads 1104
Federal Lead Co 21, 22, .34, 38, 71. 1000
Federal Mg. & Smg.. Ida. 22. 37. 70. 106.

108. 363. 439. 513, 551. 645, 689. 812—Annual report 928—Fatal snowsUde 397. 430
Federal trade commission 800. 1160. 1172
Federal Shipping Board 075
Federal S.vndicate Copper. Mich 1003
Feed-box protector, 'Tube-mill ^313
Feed-water control •lOSO
Feed-water heater. Saving by—Chart 'SOO
Feigh property, Minn 439
Feldspar, Canada 458, 809 ,

Fell, D 809
Fellowships. Canadian University 811
Fellowships, Universities of W.a3hington

and ITtah 823. 876
Ferber Copper Co,, Utah 1174
Fergus County. Mont., mineral prospects. . '600
Ferguson, G. H 90S. 1084
Pernald, R, H, Engineering of Power

Plants t475
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„ Paere
Ferro mine. Minn 100. 205
Ferro-alloys in CaiKula 197
Pelli)-allo.v.s. Colo 30
Ftrroi'erium and other pyrophoiie alloys.. 212
Pcrromansanese. See "Manganese."
Ferrosllicon, Metallurgy ol 109.5
Perry, E. P., Death ol S.^O
PideUty G. M.. Colo 32.")

Field M. & M.. Wis 301
Pielding^. C. W 202
Fierro Cop.. N. M 1 08
Filing- surrey data at mines •140, '178
Filming-. Sulphide. MaKnia mill •214
Filter-cycle Clock •041
Filtering smelting gases 1073
Filtration, water clarification •1063
Finance Committee 1010
Financing the war 083
Finland. Metal mines oj ^417
Pinlay. J. R 164, 1084, 1170
Fmney Mus. Co.. Calil 771
Firebox for heating drill steel 111.5
Fire extinguisher. Dry riowdcr 37.<)
Fire protection in shafts. Comstoek 101
Fires. Anaconda mines 477, 516, 553, 648
Fires. Butte mines 810
Fires. Morenci dist. mines 203
Pirmeza. Cuba, iron ores 60
First aid. See also "Rescue," "Safety," etc.
First-aid circular. Bureau of Mines... 353. 425
First-aid contest 1127
First-aid work, N. J. Zinc Co •627
First National. See "Balaklala,"
First National. Mo 81"
Fish property, Okla.. litigation 334. 860
Fisher, E 90k
Fissures Explor. Co.: Pacific mine 39, 74.
^. , 101. 168. 304
Pitch. W.. Jr. Shaft-sinking record 117
Five Bears. Calif 647
Flagler, Colo 112')
Flandreau. C. R. Activity, Caen. Prance!! 503
Plaiinery Zinc. Mo 303 439
Fletcher. George T ' 64-1
Flin-FIon Lake cop. dist •303, 768, 'ioSO
Fli^Ter merchantmen, etc., to overcome

submarine menace 465, 473 500 075
721! 848

Floats. Two. instead of one 'lis
Florence-Goldfield. Nev 30 71
Florence M. & M., Utah 39. 74. 103
Florence Silver. B. C 40. SO
Flossie Mg. Co., Ariz 204
Flotation and leachins- low-grade copper

ores •932
Flotation apparatus. Wilflev's "Cascade."

at Mineral Farm mill 361. •871
Flotation. Butte & Superior's results 841
Flotation—Can. Mg. Inst, papers 468
Flotation, film method for molybdenite.... 7.S6
Flotation. Engels copper mines. Calif *927
Flotation in 191C—Callow's paper •;13,

279. ^295
Flotation. Joplin dist 1128
Flotation machines. Hydraulic •665
Flotation machine. Rork-Sandberg •3,'!e
Flotation. Magma mill. Ariz ^313
Flotation, Minerals Separation's policy... 715
Flotation. Minerals Separation eases vs.

vs. Dominion Reduction Co 860—vs. Hyde and Butte & Superior. 51. 59.
•;43. 3-23. 418. Sin 709 779 792

810. 834. 859. 978! 995—vs. Miami 51. 60—Patent situation—Circular on licenses. . 333—Statement at annual meeting 177
Flotation of stibnite ores. Alaska 185
Flotation oil, De Beque. Colo., shales 645
Flotation oil. Sage-brush 61. 363
Flotation on Rand 386
Flotation—One per cent, of oil plus or
^.niinus 510
Flotation, per cent, of oil in 779
Flotation, petrographv in ^929
Flotation. Phila. decision !

" 1149
Flotation plant. McKinley-Darragh-Savage. '279
Flotation. Pioehe. Nev ^295
Flotation. porphjTy cop. ores—Minerals

Sep. calculations for various companies. 314—Copper 51
Flotation progress in 1916 . ! ! !

!

.59—Gold and silver 57—In British Col .!!!!!!!!!!! 80
Flotation. Rhodesia. Falcon mine! ! ! ! ! ! 432
Flotation. The advance of 319
Flotation theor.v 434
Flotation. Vindicator mill. Cripple Creek!! 449
Flottmann drills 'O?!
Flow sheet. Cyaniding at Coniacaran Mines! ^965
Plow sheet, ore-testing laboratory *1142
Flow through pipes, determination of . . . '795
Flue-dust practice in 1916 50. 53. 88
Flue dust. Siieeular iron from '300
Fluorine in soluble fluorides 1067
Fluorspar prices 92
Flynn. P. N

! ! ! !
809

Foard County Copper. Tex. ..!!!!!! 1003
Foerslcr mill. Ouray. Colo 437Food for lll-dav camping trip ' ]50
Pood .administration bill 1035
Fond Administrator to be Hoover.... 946Food conservation * 1165
Pood control. Hoover on ! 850
Pood supplies 709. 724. 7.56. 800
J* nod w.-iste among miners. . . . 1006
Fool-killer Icditoriall '

' '

f)-." 9<l-,
Poote mineral notes.. 00' nio
Poote. P. -W .'.. "

pi5PoTbes & Slade mine. Out 488
Forbes. Mich ' " '1173
Forbestown. Calif., activity!!!!!! lo'o
Ford autos.. Copper in . . .

000
Pord tractors for England. . . . !

! 75.|
fords ol the sea. etc 485 473 506Foreign tr.ide. See "United States'' and

other countries, metals, etc.
Foremost. Colo. ..1173

Page
Forest Queen. Calif 167
Forest Queen mine, Colo 1001, 1087
Forestry regiment to France 090
Forfeiture of mining location lO.'Hl

Forge, Drill heating •1115
Forged Steel Wheel Co.. Pa 1138
Porsalrom, William 343
Port Smith Spelter Co 35, 38
Port William prospectors' coiireiition 506
Fortuna, Calif 813
Portuna mine, Utah 102, 090. 913
Fortune mine. Colo 217. 343
Fostoria mine. Colo 167
Foundation bolts—Squared end ^113
Pour Metals. Utah 1174
Pox and Briggs mine. Ida 108
Fox, John M 164
Prance, T. H 809. 998
France. Iron—Activity at Caen 502
France, mining industry in 704
Prance wants our engineers 9R'J
Fi-ancisco Mg. Co.. Cuba 480
Franklin. Colo 215. 4.39
Fi'anklin Institute 954
Franklin. Mich.. 13. 200. 167. 335. 397,

647. 729. 911. 1001. 1130. 1173—Annual report 9.38
Frantz mine. Minn 205. 2-t5
Frascr. C. 858
Frascr. J. S ] 120
Fredericks. F. W. Wage and bonus vs.
wage 307

Free coinage. Colo 729
Freeman, t. R 1 KiO
Frcfman. O. W. Mineral prospects in Fer-

gus County. Mont '660
Frccport Sulphur Co 73. 287
Freights, loading cars 856
Freight tr.afic delay 340, 393. 416, 431
French Complex Ore Red. Co 198
Ficnch Flag mine. Colo 439
French Guiana. See "Guiana."
Prench Gulch Dredging Co 6.3
French Hill. CaHt 771
French Indo-China zinc output •J59
French. J 908
Prench laboratory glassware 1068
Frisco. Ida. See "Tamarack & Custer."
Frisco Standard. Wash 1088
Fritz medal 768
Fritz medalists. Book on 5 '9
Pronticr. Ill 40. 6'8
Prontino & Bolivia 91
Frothing. See also "Flotation."
Frothing. Phila. flotation decision : 1 .|

Pry. Carl H :;.;
Fuchs. F. C. The mining industry of Peru I'Hl
Fuel, coal shortage 9'lr»

Fuel famine. Calif 1 171
Fuels, cost of coal and oil •1147
Puds Inter-relations of fossil 66
Full-crew law - 953
Fuller. J, T 686
Puller, M. L 8.58. 998
Fume effect on leaf structure 925
Pnnie. Smeltery. See "Smelterv."
"Fume." The—Contributions asked 336
Furguson. H. 998
Furnace. See also "Smeltery" and crass-

references.
Furnace. Blast. Construction in America.. t475
Furnace. Blast. Results on Ferrom.anganese 973
Furnace, de Saulles zinc ref •788
Furnace door. Codd chain-screen •lOl
Furnace residues. Reworking zinc 56
Furnace. Ridge mechanical blende-roasting. •315
Furnace. Zinc, practice in 1910 56
Furnaces. Blast. Potash from 176
Furnaces. Boiler. Hand-stoking soft-coal ..•341
Furnaces. Lead blast, etc.. in 1916 49
Furukawa mine hoist ^603. 604

G
G,id=den Cup,. Ariz -....loo 956 10S6
Gaebclein. P. W 1040
Gahl. R.. on flotation 59. 62
Galena deposition 1116
Galena Farm. Wis !

'

.364
Galena in Mo. ores "lOSe
Galena Min. & Dev.. Kan ! . 861
Galenite Mining Co.. Wis. . 7.30
Gallagher. D. B • • . . ^^^
Gait. Lieut. Gerald. Death of 124
Garbrecht. L 1040
Garbutt mine. Colo 69
Gardella Dredging Co 36. 63. 479. 1087
Gardener. Mo 38
Garfield Chem. & Mfg. Corp. 34 39 55
„ ^ ,, „ 7*. 103. 168. 471. 648
Garfield Smelting Co 9 102 554
Garibaldi. G 1160
Oarlicks. H 809
Garnet zones. Ore on limestone side of!! 64
Garrison Monster Mining, Utah •OSO
Garry, G. H 1040
Gas and Oil Production, Principles of,... 1475
Gas meter, laboratory 983
Gas-method flotation. Magma mill '213
Gas. National. Canada 456
Gas. Natural. Gasoline from ! 260—Testing for gasoline content 276
Gas. Natural. Out 79
Gas. Natural, scarcitv 56
Gas sampling and calcnl-itv.- «• .lis. bag-
house

, , •292. ,38,3
Gases used in war ... 9;)6 •1117
Gasoline and aiitomobi'- '.. 920
Gasoline content. Testing natural gas for 376
Gasoline. Phys. and Chem. Properties of..t331
Gasoline situation j . 360
Gasoline trade commission's report 806
Gatch & Burns. Kan 245
Oatico Co.. Chile 89
Oe.ar pump for cooling oil ^988
Gears, chrome vanadium 1098
Geary. W. P. Australasia in 1910 81
Geduld Prop S5

Puxe
Gelutln dynamite in tropics 715Gem miiH!, Colo 107 '».|.*i

Gemini. I'lali 128, 200. 654! 687
Oemmell. Robert C ^.581
General Chemical 37. 958
General Exploration Co 74 iui 12N
General Graphite Co ;i9o
Gonessee mine. Colo ' 363 047
Geological ollJ<'ialH. Stale 1)8
Geological Survey. See "Survey

"

Geologist in war 997
Geology. Bendigo reefs. Australia 1105
Geology. Cerro de Pasco 35|
Geolog.v—Chilean pocket gold mine. Putu.^373
Gnology. Corocoro dist., Bolivia •171
Geology, Economic tS'il
Geology, Economic, Emmons Memorial Fel-

lowship in 549
Geology, Economic, in 1916 ... 04
Geology—elcf-tric activity In ore deposlis 059
Geology, Field t3''l
Geology Graham Island, B. C ! ! ! 11083
Geolog.v—Igneous-rock composition 204
Geology, Jei-onie district, Ariz *H7tt
Geology, Lake Titi.a.'a district ..!!!!!'• 1 133
Geology, Low Moor limestone bids •961
Geo ogy—Magnctomctric survey method ..•3] 7
Geology, niotirin pictures . •944
Geology, Out. silver oi'es 1 146
Geology. Porco dist.. Bolivia •S"'!
Geology. Potosi. Bolivia •"f)';
Geology, rapid deposition of galena '!!!! lllii
Geoiogj', San Juan country, Colo. •20'f.

•334 -146
Geology—Sudbury nickel ores •SSo! 466
Geology—Tuscan mineral deposits . . ' 310
Georgia kaolins. Ri-flning of 459 t475
Georgia Slide. Calif .30
Gcrh,irdi. A. C. H 9O8
Gerhardt. L. G

!
!

'

112O
German crippled soldiers. School for 103
Germany. Set also "War topics."
Germany copl»er 8
Germany. Industrial gold in ...!!.'.'.'.'.'!!. 229
Germany. Silver currency predicted for 5.55
Germany, steel 130
Gertie. Ida ,

' '1013
Gcssman. William H ! 430
Ghost property. Calif 089Gibb critical temperature indicator •SDO
Gibbons. C. A . Jr 436
Gibbs. F. L. Minerals Sep.. Ltd. .!!!!' 177
Gibson Hill. Colo 325. 439. 1087
(.ibson mine Mo c,ji
Gihsmi T^ W Out. mining in'misV.Vs! 406
Giftault. George "4-t
Gilford. Ont '.'.

. 320 104-i
Gila Copper Sulphide. Ariz

'

'. ' 800
Gil.-i Devel.. Ariz. . . ll?**
Gilliland. W. M.. Death of l^JGilman. G. H. Drill bits and drill steel

for metal mining •82.3 856
Oilmore Mg. Co '.'. ... 107
Gilpin County tramwav '

!
i'>5

Gilpin Eureka Mines. "Colo. ...!!!.!!!! ! 1043
Girard Mining. Ariz ll'>9
Girod. P. ' ' iioqH
Given. T. Hart !!!!!!!!'' i'36
Gladstone Mine. Ariz ! ! ! ! ! 950
Glass tubes. Producing accurate 345
G assware. Prench laboratory !.106s
Glenn Con.. Calif '>4r.

Globe. Utah
! !

0^7
Globe district. Ariz. Photo. •949 950
Gloria. Ark 1080
'Glory of the Mining Engineers" ....!.!! 1109
Glynn. P 1084
Godfrey. H. Photo. .!!!!!! •891
Godfre.v. M. G 686
Godiva Utah SSX

'^""i,'?!'''^
.Geo W ! ! !366.' V2I. 954—Shipbuilding activity 1073. 1081

Gnethals to ru«h wooden ships 848
Goliiing. w. B Ore occurrence as it af-

lects mining conditions at Bisbee 59'»
Gnleonda mine. Ore 480
Gold. Alaska "3 7=;
Gold. Ariz '.'. 3
Gold, Australia lOSO
Gold. Australasia

! ! ! ! 81
Gold Back Mining Co.. Ariz 1000
Gold Bluff-Oxford. CaUf " 771
Gold. Bohemia 791
Gold Bond Con.. Colo 397' '

1173
Gold Bond. Colo ' ' '

' 397
Gold. Brazil ' " " o'l' asiq
Gold British Col !!!! 79' 456
Golil-bullion assaying. U. S. Mint-^Re-

nnement in chemical analysis 465
Gold Butte. Ariz 35
Gold, Calif 3—Mining in 1910 !.!!!!!!! 68
Gold. Canada * ' 456
Gold Chain. Utah !!'!!! 206
Gold. Chile—Pocket mine: Pntu •373
Gold. Colombia 90
Gold. Colorado '.

'. . s! 2i7
Gold, commercial movement '.'.'. .' 3
Gold Crown. Colo 70, 771, •872
Gold, cyaniding. Comacaran mines..!.. ' •96.5
Gold Dollar. Colo 1173
Gold dredging. See alio "Dredge" and

prolier names.
Gold dredge wrecked •SIO
Gold dredge. Yuba No. 16. Photo.! !!! 'losij
Gold (iredging. Commonsense of . . . ^367
Gnlii dredging in 1916 '

' .' 63
Gold dredging. Tierra del Puego 653
Gold Drop. Ida .37
Gold Dust. Ariz .'." '.'

' '35 08
Gold. Fergus County. Mont •660 •

Gold Fields American Dev. Co 893
Gold. Germany. Industrial 2"9
Gold Hill, Utah ' "87
Gold. Idaho !.!!!!!! .3—Dis<*overies in 1916 '

* ' 108
Gold. Japan 87. 508
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Hcrta Mininff Co: Wash., report
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„^,, ,,,, 7-1 057 1013 Great Northern. Sec also Arthur. Hedlcy Gold. B. C ""• 35
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Groat Northern leases reported »
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Gold. Mont. ;
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' HeiBol. C. T \m
Gold, Nevada 3 great Western Smelters Corp., Ariz. "K.

Heizer. O. F. . . • • 30.1
Gold. New Mex 78 450 . ^ ,

,

t" Helen-Betty Mines, NOT • V ^'J^

Gold, Ont.ino rr ""rV " iia 1139 Greaterville Dredee & Gold -^ Helena mine. Mont. !:, in'R8'll74
Gold Ore, An7, ; • ViA.; „> ~.w, (e'r- Gr.<-n Mtn., Colo. Wi •+K7 Helena MininK Bm-eau, .Mont.
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Gold ore. Dry concentration of '30o. (er
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1 Helens Dome, Ariz. g^j.
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Devel., Ont »-in*l
Gold nutput .British West Africa »^» ~> 1088. 1101. 117t

^Vllmann. P. Photo Iggl

Gold Pan olaim. Man
p g^ —g,„g train over dump •

J,'^ Helvetia Copper, Ariz, . ,. , . ;
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Gold, Peru , .
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»" % GreenoUKh, W. E
^','5J Henderson, G, M, Assaying tin ores .... g"^

Gold, Phihlipint^ ,;*..' •503 Greenway, John • •rtol Henry C. H n\
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Gold Point mine, Calif 3 Grinding ores for flotation ^ Herb Lake, Manitoba .^ . . . • • • • • --V, ^sS7
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Gold Prince mines . SS7 oriindal flotation device • •

R 44n Hercules Powder Co.'s potash p ant •"? •'•^•^

Gold Queen mine, Colo, ^ ^™„^ ^^^ kpv. .
200. 440 Her u e

^,^^ calif.—Unwatering with air

Gold reeover.v in Siberian mines i^^^
Grootvlei property, Transvaal -'i^

,i{, „->i
Gold Keef. Ont

gpf, Grounding. Eleelnc-motor '^^ Herman, William 77{
Gold, Khodesia i VgV 244 Grounds & Barnett , ,^„ Hermes property, Colo, ..... ^; • v ,-,; ,f,n3
Gold Ro.id. Ariz. . . . 88. -"*

3^^^ Grozier. Calif \^S6 Herr Irving, Clay Co,. Ala.. Graphite.
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-"^-iSsi Hiawatha, Colo ^fSJ
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Guggenheim, D . .••;• ^
Hicks George C, Jr. ,... ,iit
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^ ^ Rending rails • • • • •„ \aI
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—By slates 3 Guggenheim. Simon •'A'i Hidden Creek mine and smeltery ^^^
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Hidden Treasure, Colo VVa sni
Gold. West Af

.
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Gold, world, for 20 years • •
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Honduras, mineral resources 1060
Honduras M. & Dev.. Honduras 1002
Honey Bee, Mo 326
Honnrkonf Steel Fdy. Co 278
Honnold, W. L. Belgian relief com. 136.

103. 'TO.-l
Hoosier mine. Colo.—Aeoident 04"^

Hoover to be food administrator 040
Hoover to associates on Belgian Commission 809
Hoover. H. C 907. 1170—Criticism of 0.^)2—Food control. .709, 756. 724. 850, 995. 1165—His grenius 953—His Belg-ian relief work, etc. 1. 110. laB.

Ifl3. 16.-J. 301. 2,36, 341. 343. 377. 381.
383. 384. 316. 330. 337. 360. 430 435.
455. 468. 472, 476. 504, 509, 641, 043,
675, 684. 803. 849. 899. 1038. 1135.

1169. 1170—Photo '703
Hope M & M.. Ida 397
Hope Tunnel. Aspen. Colo 203
Hord Alkali Products Co '777
Horn Silver. Utah 74. 101. 437
Hornbein. J. Ida. placer operations •95
Hornblower & Weeks 1123
Horse Shoe mine. Ida 107
Horse snowshoe. Calif •.348
Hose connections on sinking- pumps ^464
Hore discharge. Regulator for *350
Hoskin, A. J. Ajo dist.. Ariz •443—Unwatering at Leadville. Colo •483—Picturesque side of Jerome ^867
Houghton. Mich 167, 1001
Houghton engineer on Joplin district 1039
Hound Hog. Mo 1087
Houses at Anyox, B, C ^375
Howe. H. E 1094
Howe, H. M .' !ll70
Howe Sound Co., Mex 480
Howell mine. Utah 246, 364
Huaron Co,, Peru 00
Hudson Bay mines, B. C 80
Hugenin, E 7;>7
Hughes, Col. Herbert, Death of, , ! !

! 242
Huges, J. E 203
Hughes Quicksilver mine. Ariz " ' 646
Hughes. W. W. The Belmont Camp. NeT.^1007
Hull City, Colo IVO
Hull Cop.. Ariz 3B'>
gull- D. D^. jr :::::: 284
Hull. S. D 813Human side of engineering:. Course' on, !"

! 446
Humble Gulf Co 246
Humboldt. Ariz., photos •192
Humboldt Co. Tungsten, Nev '.'39" 168
Humboldt Con.. Ariz ' 363
Humboldt Con.. Nev. .. IfiR
Humboldt Tungsten M. & M . T"Humbug dist.. Calif., nuggets '..'.'.'.'. 167Humes. James. Pi-eventing air-driven pumpsfrom freezing •6*^1
Humphre.vs mill. Colo . . . 36
Hunner. H. H. Skip for Incline. ...

' ' '156
Hunt. C. H 51

S

Hunt. C. W '..'.'.'.'.'.'.'" 809
Hunton-Kirkland. Ont .'128 ' '2'4'6* 5S4
Huntoon. L. D ' 706' 954
Hurri, R. '.'.'.'.'.

' 1084Hurd claims. Ont 206 44o' .91 3
Huron, Calif

•-00,140,01,1

Huronia, Ont ' ' ' '

1044
Hurricane mine. Ark '.'.'.', 71
H.vatt bearings: dynamometer' car! !!!!'' •154
Hyde. J. M. in Colo 70
Hyde case. See "Flotation."
H.vdraulic elevators on Comstock •567
H.vfbaulicking. Colombia •367 368
Hydraulioking—Idaho placers

'
" 'q^

H.vdro-Electric Power . . t47'5
Hydro-Eleetric Smelting, N. F '.

'4'o' 5.54
H.vdrogen generation. Electrolytic..'"' '•i.58Hypothcek mine, Ida 37'. ' 1130

I

I. W. W. activities. Minn 910
I. W. W . Mont II60' '1171
IXL Consolidated. Ariz ' looo
Ibapah. Utah ^915
Ibex mine Colo 1 oni
Iceplant Ms.. Mo ;.'.. 33
Idaho-Continental '.". 37' 439
Idaho copper '. .'.'.'.'.'.' '

' 8
Idaho gold and silver. ....'.!.'.'!!"!'''* 3
Idaho labor ' 0.3' iOQ 513— .Wallace employment ofSce ' closed .... .' 323
Idaho Mining Asso 040
Idaho mining-bureau bill vetoed. .'.'. 645
Id.aho mining in 1016 32' '70' 106
Idaho placer operations ' ' •95
Idaho. University of .'. '384' 363
Iditarod production '.'.'..'.'.''' "75* 243
lyncousrock composition. Average.'.'.'

'

' 264
Illinois iron ' '

r,os
Illinois Novaculite Paving-, III' •1137
Illinois petroleum 1 Jo
Illinois Stale gelogical district! ! !

! 'llS?
riinois Univ.—New laboratory .

' '

2Ri
Illinois zinc 04
Illinois Zinc Co '. ...'.'. nt
Imperial Chrome Co sg'gImports. See "United States" and 'other

countries, metals, etc.
Improved Drafting Board Co.. N. H •988
Inambari River. Peru .' *

1011
Inclined sh.ift. Skip for !!!!!! •156
Inclined shafts. Safety device for. ! ! !

" *

•lO'^n
Inclined shaft. Unwaterlng. Comstock •ssi
Indrpcndence. Colo 397 1041
Independent Devel. Co.. Ida ' l"?
Index. The mining 131. 249. 401. 6!51
Indexing survey data ^140 •178
India automobile imports forbidden....!. 201
India. Mine consecration in •451
India mineral production, 1915. ...!!!!' ' 792
India silver Sgo

Page
Indian Valley R.R.. Calif 928. ^970
Indiana. Colo 1001
Indiana. Mich 345. 288. 325. 430. 771
Indo-China, French, zinc 4,59
Industrial Chemistry, Outlines of t331
Industrial concerns aiding the nation 640
Ingalls. W. B 242. 409, 476. ^525—Anaconda's finances ^1040—Caitniium in spelter (discussed) . . , , 'llO, 299—Hit'li cost, zinc smelting 223, 239—Zinc metallurgy 55
Ink-bottle holder ^985
InlantI Steamship Co,, Minn 860
Inland Steel Co,: Thompson mine, etc, 166,

167, 437, 553
Inov.vi. Viscount Tevashino 202
Inspcition. Duty of 1104
Inspectors. State mining 98
Insiiiration Central. Ariz 1173
Inspiration Con.. Ariz.

:

—Flotation license 60—Flotation calculations: ore reserves 314—Haulage practice ^579—Mill, photo '940. 950—Photos.—TaiUng ponds: concentrator.
„ , •ISl. ^753—Production 29. 128. 286. 438. 668. 822—Report and map 744—Various notes 35. 53. 54. 55. 204. 812

860. 1086
Inspiration Lead & Zinc. Mo 1002
Institute of Metals 726 954
Institute of Metals (Gt. Brit.) 476—Cadmium in spelter •IIG. 299
Institution Mining Engineers. London. .. .1084
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy 686
Insulation. Electric-motor •lOO
Insurance instead of pensions 1131
Insurance. Merit-rating. CaUf 477
Insurance plan. A. S. & R employees'.... 507—Colo. F. & I. Co. pensions 645
Insurance rates. Utah 1085
Insurance. War risk 1035
Intermountain Cop.. Mont .38
Intermonntain Tungsten Milling 36
International Magnesite 36
International mining convention 954
International Mol.vbdenum 40
International Nickel Co.:—Canadian Cop. Co.:

.
.Hoist •604
Origin of Creighton ores ^336—Nickel price increase explained .547—Report of Ont. Nickel Com 679—Smeltery capacity. Can Cop,, etc 9—Various notes 40, 7^ 109, 144, 438,

457, 646, 670
International smeltery *9Q9
International Smg. Co.:—Notes 15, 39, 53, 68, 103, 204, 305,

955, 1050—Statistics of capacity 9, 18—Photos ^753, '940—Tooele plant 1137
International Tungsten. Ariz 35
Interstate-Callahan. See "Consol,"
Inter-State Machine Products Co.. New York.•OSS
Inter-State Royalty Co 811
Investigation of smelting. Colo 769, 1041
Inyo Cotlnty mines, Calif 727
lola Zinc Co 35
lone tungsten mine, CaUf 689
Iowa Cop.. Utah 206, 364, 440. 480
Iowa-Tiger. Colo 36 ©47
Iridium in 1016 6
Iron. Algeria, ore 494
Iron-aluminum alloy 1161
Iron analysis. Bureau of Standards ! 417
Iron and steel analysis—Hillebrand's work 391
Iron and steel in 1916 30
Iron and Steel Institute 908
Iron. Andorra, ores •187
Iron Blossom. Utah 101. 103. 165. 306

387. 687. 730. 1044
Iron. Can., and steel and ore 31. 456 458
Iron Cap. Ariz 204. 244. 860. 1086
Iron. China, and steel mfr 229. 278. 874
Iron. Cuba—Mayari iron mining •530
Iron. Cuba ore. Finneza dist 66
Iron D.vke. Calif 515
Iron Dyke. Ore 73. 105
Iron. Electrolytic. Pipes of 453
Iron. France—Activity at Caen 563
Iron. Germany—Steel 130
Iron, insoluble in ore 1064
Iron. Japan, and steel 87.' 88. 508
Iron King Utah 364. 554
Iron-manganese alloys 971
Iron markets and prices 31. ^5. '7. 130
Iron Mask mine, Colo 1001
Iron. Mich., mining in 1016 70
Iron-mine openpit—Cloudburst ^311
Iron. Minn., mining in 1916 30. 70—Cuyuna mines shipments 166
Iron. Minn.—State investigation 47,8—State-owned mines investigation 514
Iron Mt. Mg. & Sm. Co.. Mo 1128
Iron Mouiitain. Ont 1130
Iron mining. Mo .' 1138
Iron. Newfoundland, ore 458
Iron. Newfoundland, ore study 66
Iron. N. M 730
Iron ore. Chromic. See "Chromite."
Iron-ore concentrator. Wctherbee. at La Rue

mine •301
Iron-ore loading plant for steamers. Broken

Hill Prop 233
Iron-ore statistics. U. S. See "Iron. V S."
Iron ore. Hungary ' . . . 1158
Iron ores, electric smelting 1020
Iron ores—Magnetometric surveys ^317
Iron ores. Preparing, for magnetic concen-

tration 423
Iron pig. cost of electric smelting 1020
Iron pyrites. Ont 79
Iron Rule. Nev 863
Iron. Russia ^403

PaKe
Iron-Silver, Colo 217. •4*7
Iron. Solid nickel and copper oxide* re-

duced by 270
Iron. Specular, from flue duel 300
Iron. Sweden, and steel 377
Iron. United Kingdom, and steel;—Iron and steel reports 378
Iron. U. S.. and nteel and ore;—Lake ore shipments 30—New steel furnaces In 1010 139—Ore production 1. 30—Ore shipments. Cuyuna Range 160—Pig Iiroduction 1. 30

Revised and by states 508—U. S. Steel Corp. report 644
Iron. Wisconsin, investigations 177
IroncT for blueprints •1114
Ironton mine. Minn 166
Iroquois Mining 690
Irt.vsh Corp.. Ltd 413. 912—Ekibastus smelting plant 306
Irving. J. Leaching low-grade copper orcs.^932
Irwin. D. F 686
Isabel Gold Dredging. Calif 280. 047
Isabella. Colo 383. 515
Isakovics. Alois von 1126
Isbell. N. E 008
Island Lake discovery. Manitoba 1101
Isle Royale. Mich. 127, 167, 244, 205 280,

383. 397. 4.39, 479, 515, 047, 771 861,
957, 1001, 1043

Italy, mineral output, 1015 894
Italy—Tuscan mineral deposits .316
Ivanhoe, B C 40
Ivanhoe Cinnabar, Nev , . It's

Jack, Improvised handy •795
Jack Rabbit mine. Mo 1002
Ja<'k Waite mine. Colo 911
Jacket mine. Nev 958. 1088. 1J.30
Jacket-Crown Point-Beleher 730
Jacket mine. Nev 1 174
Jackhamer steel sharpener •897
JackUng. Daniel C 242. ^572
Jackman. A. N. Russian Mines t475
Jackson. Ark .38
Jackson. C F. Shaft winch •.lOl—Shaft raising at Harold mine •625
J.ackson mill, Colo 36, 1001
Jacobsen, E. O.. Death of 202
Jacoby. Calif 515
Jade specimen from Jordansmiihl 389
Jaeger. O. E 1128
Jamie Lee. Colo ^485. 480! 487
Japan copper 8. 87 88. 508
Japan, minerals 1094
Japan mining and production in 1916.. 87. 508
Japan silver 87. 382. 508
Japan—Smeltery smoke; stacks 88 392
Japan zinc 24. 87. 88. 508. 1156
J.irbidge district. Nev.. photo •992
Jardine Gold Mont 440 513
Jay. John C. Jr ' 394
Jean. Nev.. sampling mill ! . ! 477
Jefferson Iron—Feigh property 439
Jennings. S.J '525—Discussed for Institute presidency. . . . ! 2.38—High cost of mining, etc 218, 2.39
Jerome, Ariz., Letter from 282
Jerome Butte, Ariz.—Slocum mine 204
Jerome Dais.v. Ariz 860
Jerome-Del Monte Cop. Co 848
Jerome dist. moving picture 642—Photos •867
Jerome-Montana. Ariz 728
Jerome-St Louis. Ariz 728
Jerome Superior. Ariz 728
Jerome Verde. Ariz. 166. 514. 846. 860.

910. 956. 1086
Jerry Johnson mine. Colo 477. 1001
Jessie mine. Colo 439. 1001
Jewelers Vigilance Committee 001
Jib crane •674
Jim Butler. Nev. 128 168. 306. 287. 645.

863. 1003—Report 426
Jim Crow. Calif 861
Joan mine. Minn 397
Johannesburg. Colo, 397
Johannesburg Consol. Investment 206. 283
Johns Hopkins Univ 124
Johnson & Co.. Mo 1002
Johnson. J. B 726
Johnson. Jr.. J. E 858—Blast-Furnace Construction t475
Johnson. L. Smoke damage to vegetation.

235. 877—History and legal phases of the smelt-
ing smoke problem 924

Johnson. Percival 124
Johnson. R. H. Principles of Oil and Gas

Production , t475
Joint. Track and rail •lllS
Jones. F. A 1170
Joplin dist. activity 478
Joplin dist in 1916: ore sliipments. etc..

•4. 27. 71. 356
Joplin dist. taxation 324
Joplin Ore Producers' AssD 1<)86
Joplin Ore & Spelter Co 25. 38
Joplin safety and sanitation note 286. 438
Joplin zinc ore prices 781
"Joplinese" 1039. 1125
Jordansmiihl. Jade specimen from 369
Judge M. & S. Co. (Daly-Judge) .39. 57.

74. 101. 103. 168. 346. 378. 364. 398.
480. 516. 554. 687. 913—Electrolytic zinc plant ^115. 548

Judge zinc reduction plant and photos.. . •832
Judith Mtn Gold Mg 205
Julia. Colo 812
Julia mine. Mont 957. 1088
Julihn. Carl E 552
Jumbo Ext.. Nev 168. 398. 1174
Jnmbo Junior mine. Nev 958
Jumbo. Nev 71. 287
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Juno ISng. Colo
JuraKiKi Iron Co.. ....... • • • • • • •

Jui'uh MiiuuK & Leasing. Colo..

Pago
. 397
. 68
.1001

Page
.205. 363. 515

K
380

Kiihn O. n. on .inti-ncccing law -

Km's,.;- V. U. Suggestions lor selecting and

w-tms drill steel. °,i^
Kahsi.ill-Tro.v Mg., Co. . .._.._

^J-J?
•1110Kiilums. H. T. Cobalt Alloys.

Kami mine. Bolivia jilioto....

Kan. zinc and lead . .

Kaolins. Georgia. Hefining of ....... .4'-,;. t4

Kalanga copper 8. -I-IO, aoi. 668. S0~, lijno

— I'loduction
Kat.hkar Co., Russia
Kauftman, M. H.. ........ •

Ka.vc. H. Cadmium m spelter

Kearsarge. Mont
Kcd.abek Cop. Wits
Keedy. D. V. ....... . ... . • • •

Kelley, C. F.. and taxation HOJ. J4J

.lOS';
.'.330. 4;i0. 800

..387, 308
•733

38
770

,. 88';

. . 548

. .1174

.. 107

.
. •537

.. 954
. . 36

.'i'65. 396, 1086

8:

.... 406
1040
300

. . . 1044
411

736. 858
385,
361. 437

Keller. Edward .......' „ •
%,'Sl

Keller. H. A.. De.ath of . . : -^ ^^
• Afi

Kellogg. J. F. Motion pictures in mining. . J*-*

Kelly Bros., OUla
Kemp. James P
Kenabeek. Ont
Kenai Peninsula, Alaska
Kenedy & Markle. Ark
Keneflck zinc ^A • W-'^r nnt' '•> i i
Kenneeott Cop. Corp. |?^3g, £5.^304.^344.^^^^

—Annual report •—Increases interest in Utah
Kennedy Con. Mg.. Nev
Kennedy group. Ida
Kennedy gyratory crusher, Large
Kenned.v. J ••.• •

Kennedy, J. E. Zinc mining. Wis.
Kennedy mine. Calif
Kennedy M. & M., Calif..—Eastwood dam J''*, a^"
Kennedy mine. Minn • • Jj"
Kenosha mine. Calif 363, 771
Kensington. Alaska S2
Kentuck Cons.. Nev •

«oB
Kentucky petroleum 110.

J-;?
Kentucky Roek Asphalt Co 3U&
Kcnyon Copper Mines. Ont 'g"
ir^nra Ont 34d, ot5*Keora. Ont.

, ^^^
.

^^^ ^^^ g^g ^^^
809

Nev
Co.. Mich. 37. 127.

307. 553. 647
Key A. C. New East Rand mines. .

—South African diamond industry.

Keystone. Calif , 166
Keystone. Colo
Keystone Con.. Ariz
Ke.vstone. Ida. „•••;•;•/ qro
Kevstone Mg Co.. of Utah *?^
Kevitonl Park Cy.. Utah.. 246, 287, 364. 912
Kevstone Tailings Co., Mo...
Kick's crushing law—Tests..
Kilburn. E. D
King Copper. Ariz
King David. Mo
King Da\'id, Utah
King Edward. Ont
King. Eric T.

La Salle. Mich • nno—Annual report . ;,• V n
Labor. See also "Compensation.

i:^^^. X'^^;.°"';:::i3; 278.-395:,io85^iio8

i^. i^i'?tt:^'8\rike at- Anaeonda'-:*'. 3.5.5: 325

Labor. Calif.—Wage increase 1-". '»»

—Hills introduced JJA—Wage scale ^^ggg

.•..•.34:^356 i£l:^,i--/co:^s^^
.... ^,.-.-

j^ j^ distribution. Magina mill . .. .^. . • -^^
Labor, etc'.. High cost of—Symposium 318, «39

_Wage_and bonus vs. wage^. .._._.,;_.. • g"^
Labor HoUinger mine anJ" mill, coats.

Labor. I. W. W. in Minn
Labor. Ida.—Bonus .........-•

Wallace employment omco closea . . .

—Wages advanced
Labor. Joplin. Mo
Labor laws. Calif

Labor lesson in Australia. • •

Labor. Mar.vsville. Mont., trouble.....

Labor, Mich
o'<:i' "jo'n 'i-?? "47R 551

Labor. Minn 344. 396 477 4.B. 0;^x

Labor, Mont •
.,

1159. H^^' jiZt.
Labor more plenuful •••••••-•,„ 'o.-^

•

1 1 79
Labor. Ont. .396. 514. 646. 770, 910, 9o6. 1173

Labor organization . . "i2
Labor organization on the Witwatersrand. . 6.56

Labor strike. Ariz • • • ^ , „
L.abor strike, Jerome, Ariz 900, H'-i-i

Labor strike. Utah °-^'-

Labor. Transvaal .•

Labor troubles. Copper mines , . .

Labor troubles. Mont
Labor, tungsten miners' wages
Labor, Utah •. •

•

Labor workman's compensations.

Laboratory at Urbana. New
Laboratory, ore testing........
Laboratory tests. Air supply for.

Lackawanna Min. & Bed., Colo..

Laehmund. O
Laclede. Okla•;, n^
Laclede-Christy Clay Products Co
Laclede. Mo
Ladoo, R. B • • \ »af^^

Quarrying limestxjne underground Obi
j_. t Uti^ .inH Mill i.a.UI JXV

.516

. . . 910
23. 106
... 323
... 513
... 514
. . . 769
... 719
. . . 343
1. 688

86
. . . . . .1125

1137
. . 810

477. ono
1041, 1085

381
^1143
^535
1001

... 736
' 479

. . . 317
1173

•1027, 1138

Pago

Law revision. Mining—Editorial ,10»

Law, Russian • • • nn^
Law. Smelting smoke problem ^^J
Law. tax bill 7«4
Law. w.ar assessment worK.. '

,,.

Law—Water-right case. S- ."••;, •.•,•,,'.

Law, workmen's compensation and eight-
^^^

Law°"Yukon -drJdging 'regu'lations: '. '. '.

! ! . ! 794

Laws. Anti-trust, and cooperation In export
^^^^

trade—Webb bill ,>•„• 303
Laws, B. C—Govt, aid 15«. ;>»|;

Laws. Brazilian mining. ,„.

Laws. C. Wilson's Mining • • • • Ti'

Laws, Caht. proposed *•»'•
^^^

ilZl: SmU^'Tsee-also-^'Taxation-V-Min.
ing interests organize - • •

.; g'g
,

'3.36Laws. Utah, proposed. . .

-Assessment work . - -,

Contracts. Interpretation of

.

-Demurrage charges. I-"'i'".''J,y *°'\-,-„^: 'j—Extralateral mining rights—Alamed.a-

Success case

254
379

.386.

451. 245
571
360
110
301

. . . 782
730
242
387

.397. 1173
43':

Kerr Lake. Ont.
Kerr. R. I
Kewanas mine,
Keweenaw Cop.

100!
345.
861, 957

454
1023

,396. 010
.... 911

. . 35. 363
479

Ladv Ann Min. and Mill.. Cahf
L.advsmith Smelting Corp
La Follette seamen's law . . . . .. •

Lagging floor in top-slicing dl'ilt

Lahee. F. H. Field Geology
Laird. G. A
Laist, Frederick
Lake Angeline. Mich. .

Lake Milling. Mich. . .

Lake mine. Mich
Lake Shore, Ariz . . . .

Lake Shore Mines. Ltd

.363.

686
478

1001

•112
714

862

689
.... 265

550
.... 910
363. 911
554. 730

40
^ 394

King oV the ^Carbonates mine. Colo 1043
Kingdon. G
King Placer Consol.. Ariz
King Solomon. Colo •'O'^.

-^"^J
Kingsbury. H. M ^-^

Kinks for master mechanic
Kirby E. B.. David H. Browne's message. .

Kirk. J. B. Gas & Acid Co
Kirkland La Belle. Ont. . . • . • • •

Kirkland Lake Gold. Ont. 287 364 !)54.

690, 863, 1000, 1002, 1088

Kirkland lake, power °11

Kirtly Creek placers. Ida .
.-.

, , °S
Kiski-Wekusko claims. Manitoba. .^ .... .110"

Kittimac. Colo 36. 34o. 689, 911

Kitty, Okla ;•;,•;•• 'A;; •
•^^®'

Sofi
Knapp, Hendrickson & Morton, Ont ,"Ub

Knik, Al.aska. photos 'f2
Knob Hill. Wash .j • • ^^l*

Knopf. Adolph 3"^- •^04

—Economic geology ,2j
.—Igneous-rock composition .... ^o*
Knonse. H. V. Waterproofing concrete. . . 388
Know Nothing mine. Calif '

'^
Knox. H. H ,0q'|
Knox. John „?',

Kohlman. Colo. ••••: %'^%
Kokomo Metals Co.. Colo 2^^
Kolehan placer. Siberia. . . •• '

'C,,",

Korea. Sec "Chosen" and companies by
name.

Kotze. R. N.. Report of. etc

Kristianssands NikkelrafBneruigsverk . .

Kuehn. A. P. . .

''"'*

Kuhara Mg. Co
tery

Kuhn. W. C. Aerial Tramways
—Tramwav Tacoma Smelter »o'

Kunz. G. F,. .and jade. ^og

Kiippcr's glass-tube making process i*o
T7-. ,„„!., TW TT y?^

713
963
•559
t321
738
513

1130
344. 479, 1173

861
363

•onV.-40, 168.g396,^^g^

lilt ^iJ^'^t^J^Hu^y'-'^^i^-^-
'''

"Copper." "Iron." j„
Lake Sup. cop. mines in 1016 ig

Lake Superior Copper in 191/ "JS
Lake Superior Mining Institute - •

g*g—Meeting 003—Note
; 73fi—Papers . . • . • .573

LaUenan. C. B ..y ^^^
}"'^TZ p ^' '

' 124. 768. 858
Lamb. M. K. .•*-

1 1 fS7
—Credits in South America iin^i
—Corocoro mill. Bolivia |"=*

—Copper-silver leaching . . :ff ._—P.achuca tank air. connections -li^'

Lambing placer dredging. Colo *|^
Lamp. Indirect, lor nulls in 34
Lampa smeltery. Peru . -^igg

Lampazos property. Mexico "°g
Lampe-Highland. IVis. . . . . • . . •

„^^
Land. Reclaiming dredged. Calif .-g-,^

Lane. P. K.. photo g^g
Laney. P. B^. .'.'.'... 809
Langweel. J. W 05
Lanyon Smg. Co ... Sk
Lanyon-Starr Smg. Co

gg
Lanvon. R,. Zinc & Add Co -"

Larder Lake Goldfie]ds._ J^J

.85. 454

-Hidachl mine and^sn^eb
^^^

''(ibs

Kuryla. M. H.
Kusa Spelter Co. .

Kyshtim Corp . . . .—Production . . .

^408. 668.
25

1003
. 823

Last Chance mine. Calif .„'„

Last Ch.ance. Mont. „g^
Last Dollar mine. Colo "°-„

Latest Out mine. Ida -.,„„
Lathe. P. E ^^gg
Latoka. Mo ggg

T"aw"'''See Ib=o' "Tax'''' "Tariff.'"' ''pos'til.''

^''•Prohibition" 'Compensation." litigating

companies by name. ^^^
Law. An anti-fleeclng J^ge
Law. blue sk.v. •.•.••, I257
Law. Bolivia. Potosi dist

;„''r;„'Law—Combinations to conserve natural re-

sources '

Law—Court decisions in regard to unex-

ploded blasting charges • . . •
o~"

Law decisions. ("See also names of Uti-

Law"deci'sions. Degree of care required ol

LaTdedsfons.' Phiia.' fiotaiio'n.'.-.'.'.,il0'8.
'1149

Law decisions: Placer and Lode claims de-

Leasing corporate property, Colo.
^Jqj pg .,-.•••'•'•*'*'
—Option. 'Mining. ValicUty of.

Smoke or fumes. Damage by....

—Yukon placer act

Laurence Mines. Wis
Lawrence, Charles E
Lawrence Mg.. N. M..
Le Due G. M. Co.. Calif : ' .•

'

Le Fevre S. Magnetic concentration... .
.

Leadi'ng Copper See "Copper leaching.

Leaching low-grade copper ores J-^'^

Leaching. Anaconda Copper Co • • <"?°

Leaching, copper-pyrites cinder ~'
I'liR

Leaching, copper Sliver . \t^,„

Leaching. Judge zinc plant....

LeachinI Plant. New Corneha Copper Co..,
^^.^

LeSchfng plant.' Ut'ah 'c'o'p'p'e^ Co 859

Lead. Alaska . . .... • • • • < 40
Lead and Zinc Devel.. Okla ,".,
Lead. Andorra, ores „_ ,-(5
Lead. Ark., ore " '

' 0.3

Lead. Australia •;•• u: •;•• /•,!'
'cn'

Lead baghouse, etc.. St. Jos. Lead,_Co^.
^^^
928

Lead. Bolivia exports ^- .-_
Lead. British Col : ig' %r,-j

Lead. Canada '"
' g74

Itli- committee'. 'Councii 'national' defc'n's^. !
893

Lead dealings. Gt. Brit, prohibits. 38... 388, J74

Lead deposits—Wheeler 3 T\™/,- ' „ '^
'

bi'.

'"

Lead determmation. molybdate i^lg^"' gg^

Lead'^^'^Elect'ro-ch'emi'cai
' ' production of,

^^
Bunker Hill & Sullivan io"7o' 106

Lead Ida., in 1916—Mining ..... 2-. 70, i""

Lead in separation of nickel and cobalt.. 894

Lead Sket'and'iriies''(in;eluding'OT^^
former years •?, lb, 1 '• i^.

J^

=J?S?;S;i situatinn
'.'..-.• -199,

'
357! '433, '723

Lead metallurgy in 191b „g
Lead mine in Mass. ......•• — • • 737
Lead mining and smeltmg at Galetta. Ont-^g

10
Lead. Missouri •••- 37 ' 71 '35(5
—Joplin dist. in, 1916 .... -;-"

^g
S E. dist mining m lyio. . .

-

•io5R
Southeast Missouri ores ^^

-'^

Lead Nev.—Yellow Pine prod
^^ g^^g

illi- o^rS^'prgils'County.'Mont'.
'.'.'. '..'.".. 660

Lead ores. Treatment o 1 .
. .o^^

Lead-precipitate dram board
,^(,g

Lead. Russia g3i^ ilivln s'meUeries.'Norih'Am.'.'.'.'4'l'. |30

Lead smeltery. Irtysh Bkibastus
"''^i,*i6

Lead. U. S. . ij,- ..ari '364 490
—Imports and exports lb. IbU. a"|,

Jgg
Lead. Utah—Mining. . . . . • - • ' • j^g

Lead. White., and oxides >" ISl^
'j^'

' •..'..398
Lead-zinc mines .revival Ccrro *^orao. ...

Leadville. Colo, in 1916 69. wa, ^xi^

—Mineral production . „gj-

Lcadville leasing ,f^'ltfSU"?.'w -qq ' b^V '361 813
Leadville Unit. Colo '483. 69 99 -17. -"Ji.,!

^
T eadville Unwatering projects at. "i^^

Leike P; D. Depreciation on plant - ^«7

Learnin' . . -
.-

- ''\ 785
Leases. Forfeiture of . . . . gnj,
Leasing agaui at Goldfleld . . . . ^
Leasing corporate property Colo "'

LetthS hoots. Waterproofing 501

Leaver. Edmund S |087
Lee. Colo ii7n
Lee. M. L ,:. '

1
! '897

Lee motor-truck body gg^
Leerpabel. William H

, Q43
Left H.and. Colo .

Law" deci'sions." pollution of streams. 1161
745. 1043

La Belle Kirkland Ont . , J"''-
11'*

ll iSTonT''^'. .*^.''.'.'2'0'6'.'364.'44b: 's'is'.'ioj*

La Rue mine. Minn ~ '

Wetherbee iron-ore concentrator 5"i-

Law. explosives. . . ........ . .lj,;- .„3(.
Law. forfeiture of mining leases 785. logo

Law. full-crew . ... ...... • • . • • qio
Law, I. W. W. activities. Minn ^^"
Law. La Follette seamen s

• • •7;.,'
-i-ogg -1065

Law. Mexico "43. ''^'*°- ^^5;^
Law. Oil sh.ale lands §77
Law. Oregon nq.
Law. registration

—

Leg.il. See "Law." etc. gg^
Legitimate Mines Co.. Nev ^gg
Leiand. Frank M • >,• 97
Lemhi Orchard & Ir. 00 ^gg
Lemon mine Calif. aa • '/jg 440
Lena Goldflelds. Ltd "•^^

*'"^'x075
Lens coal-fields • -j ij 9.58
Leo XIII Mining. N. M gg^
Leon.ard. W. D gg4
Leonard. W. H . . .

ifle' '440. 554
Leonora mine. Utah. . . . . . .

-^UO' "'"•
5,3

Leschen's drum-capacity rule. ,
Leveling high )omt in shaft rads .^o

Lever rod for starting pulleys
^^^

Lewis. J. H. ' 1084
Lewis. R. S -.- •.^4,8

Air consumption of drills -„

High-voltage motors for mines
^g^

Lewisohn. A 29
Lewisohn copper sales. .

„gf.
Lewiston Dredging. Calii -
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Loynep Jacksteel sharpener *JS07

Li. K. C 124
Liang. H. T 242
Liberty Bell. Colo '211. 212
Liberty Loan 722. 850. 855. 934. 952. 1034
Library. Classified List of Searches Made

in A. S. C. E t475
Liddell. D. M 1117
Lig-ht at WaBhing-ton. New HOI
Lig^hts. Mine-locomotive sigrual '424
Lightburn. Joplin. Mo 303
Lightning Creek Gold Gravels and Drainage
Co 856

Lig^hting fixture. Mill indirect •189
Lignite, Hungary 1158
Lightner property, Calif 771
Lily mine. Ore .1002
Lime Kiln mine, Calif 439
Lime production in 1916 19-1

Lime solubility ^74
Limestone analysis 1 102
Limestone quarrying •961
Limestone side of garnet zones. Ore on ... . 'M
Limon Verde mine. Peru ^1134
Lincoln, Ariz 35. 1172
Lincoln. F. C. Mining in Southern Peru. . 'IISS
Linda Ventura mine. Nicaragua 92
Lindau. S. P. Baghouse, St. Jos. Lead
Co •391, 383

Lindberg. C. 476
Linden Zinc Co 27. 40. 74
Lindgi'en. Waldemar—Photo '525—Mineral deposits of Tuscany 316
Ling Asbestos Co 552
Ling. Colo 1173
Linton. Robert 202
•Liqiiid Fire" in modern warlare 1094
Liquor prohibition 765
Lithia ore. South Dak 356
Lithium separation from sodium & potas-

siiim 1067
Lithogi-aphic stone in 1916 302
Little Corporal. Ill 40
Little Giant Gold. Colo 36
Little Giant. Wis 40
Little Jessie. Ariz 204
Little Jonny mine, Colo 69
Little Mary. Colo 1043
Little Pittsburgh. Ida 37
Little Wonder. Cahf . 10S7
Lively vs. American Zinc Co 1094
Livingston mine. Colo 515
Llallagua. Bolivia 90
Loading of Cars 856. 990
Loading plant. Austrahan steamer 233
Loading pocket. Burra Burra mine '594
Loading stations. United Verde •601
Loan. Liberty 722. 850. 855
Locknut. Drake improved. Westei'u Screw &

Locknut Co *o37
Locomotive. Alternating Current mine ..*6ns
Locomotive economy 991
Locomotive operating-cost chart ^184
Locomotive safety gong 796
Locomotive signal lights. Mine '424
Locomotive storage battery 956
Locomotive. World's greatest. Virginia By..*536
Locomotives. Underground mine *579
Lode claims defined 115S
Logan Bros. & Holt. Okla 398
Logan-Simmons. Ore 690, 1002
Logarithms. Finding of •751
Logan-Simmons. Ore 690
London Badger, Colo 245
London. Colo 1173
London markets. See "United Kingdom."
Lone Pine Surprise Consol 516, 690
Lone Star. Nev 912
Lone Wolf. Colo 1087
Lonely Reef. .Rhodesia—Tube millins . . . .•452
Lonergan group. Colo 911
Lonergan. Jay 5.^0
Long Hike mine, Nev 72
Longfellow Extension. Ariz 770
Longfellow mine. Colo 911
Longyear-Bennett. Minn 167. 245. 397
Longyear drilling. Sudbury nickel dist 466
Longyear. E. J. Co.. Minn ^895
Lookout tunnel mine. Colo 771
Lotfn Lake Copper. Wash 862
Loose-leaf data system *140. •178
Lord. James ."

. 124
Lord.sburs: dist.. N. M. ... •519
Loring. W. J G8. 164.'l022
Lonng vertical shaft. Burma. Photo •1163
Lorrain Con.. Ont 813
Los Angeles Sulphur Co 72
Lost Burros. Nev .550
Lost River. Calif . . . ^^^
Loui'siana, Cahf 3fi
Louisiana Consol.. Nev 72. 648. 958, 1130
Louisiana petroleum .'

. 110
Lovelace. B. F ' 11083
Lovelock Quicksilver. Nev .39. 72. 168
Lovington. J. A 1040
Low. B. Metal mining. Russia ........ ^403
Low-Moor Iron Co.. Va 961 ^10*^7
Lower Calif. Metal** . . . . ,

"

. ..5.^>3. 955
Lower Mammoth. Utah ....206 387 398 648
Low's "Tcehnif-al methods of Ore Anaiysis".1141
Lubrication of rock drills •376
Lubrication. Pump—Hints ! 189
Lubricator, Chain-drive 422
Lubricator. Worm-gear ^312
Lucania Tunnel '

' 1087
Lucas. J. R., His death 858
Lucas mine. Calif 860
Luckio 2 Tungsten. Colo 30
Lucky Boy. Calif 729. 771 812
Lucky Eleven mine. Mo 1002. 1044
Lucky Extension. Mo 812 lOO''
Lucky. G. W 957; 1087
Lucky Hunch mine. Mo 9] 1
Luck,v Jack. Mo 1174
Lucky Jim. Calif ] no
Lucky Kid. Okla 38 439
Lucky Six. Okla 1130

Ludlum. A. C. Commonsense of gold dredg-
Page

Lull. R. S. Corocoro geology
Lunch, economy in taking
Luty, B. E. V
-—Pittsburgh iron and steel markets
Lyman. R. N
Lyndon, L. Hydro-Electric Powea*
Lynn Big Six, Nev
Lj-nott. W. A 550. 644.
Lyon. B. W. WUdcats
Lyon, Dorsey A 438. 530

307
173

1169

'r,
134
t475
1002
1042
117

,
823

M
MaaCoy. F. Caliche deposits. Chile •1059
MacDonald. li 1040
MacDoiiald. J. A. Yukon dredging- regula-

tions 784. 794
Maolntosh. S. S 7B8
MaoViehie, D. 'OlS
MacNaufrhton, James •573—Lake Superior copper mines 13
MacDonald. D. P 360
McDride. J. P 1170
McBride mine. Mo Oil
MeCarty. E. P 1170
McCaskey. H. D.. phoio •837
McCracken Silver-Lead Mines 126
McCuIlom. C. R 322
McDonald. Angus 476
McDonald Bros.. Mo 439
McDonald. Ex-Gov. Jesse P '483
McDonald. R. H 512
McElvenney. R. F 954
McPadden & Ericson. Utah 39
MeGhee Bros.. N. M 958
McGill Univ. rock-crushin? tests 265
McGrath. T. 1029—Standardization copper mining companies*

reports, accounts and costs 943
McGraw-Hill Consolidation 391. •534
McGraw. James H •5.34
McGuire Bros.. Colombia 90
Mclntyre. Jupiter, etc.. Ont.:—Notes, etc. 40. 78. 138. 246. 336. 364.

393. 516. 554. 730. 912. 1002. 1044.
1088. 1173—Report 939

McKane. Ont 396
McKay Gold Mines Co.. Ariz 646
McKenzie mine. Minn 515
McKinley-Darragh. Ont. 40. 138. 346. 690.

.S«3. 913—Flotation plant 379—Report—Note .'".."">4. 1069
McLauerhlin. J. W 998
McLaug-hlin. R. P. Proteetin? Calif, oil

fields 328
McLean. F 908
McLeish. J. Canada production 456
McNally Silver. Calif 1173
McRae. Ont 387. 862
M. E. C- mine. Colo 1001
M.. K. & T.. Mo 479
M.. M. & B.. Mo 363
Maas mine. Mich 137
Maben. Col. J. C .550
Mabson R. R 1170
Mace Iron Mer. Co 71. 137. 305
Machinery. Selling-, in Sibel-ia 417
Madagascar. Graphite in 135
Madsre. W. C 809
Madison Ms:. Corp 38
Madrid mine. Minn., concentration *301
Mag-ma Chief. Ariz 344
Mas-ma Cop 29. 35. 646—Annual report 770. 940—Flotation at mill •313
Magma Sup. Cop. Co 166. 770
Maginatic theory, Sudbury ores •336
Magnate Copper. Ariz 738
Magnesite bricks. Austrian 451
Magnesite. Calif 11.35. 1171
Magnesite prices 93
Masmesite. Wash 74. 601
Magnesium determination in limestone. .. 1102
Magnetic concentration. Preparing iron ores

for 433
Magnetometric survey method *317
Magnolia. Colo 1173
Mahatma. Mo 38
Mahnomen mine. Minn 166. 957
Mahon. S. A. -Wetherbee iron-ore con-

centrator at La Rue mine •SOI
Mail rates. Second-class ....97. 123. 200. 240
Main. K 768
Maitland Mg. Co.. Mich 167. 245
Majestic. Utah 128. 364, 958. 1044
Major mine. Calif 439
Majorca mine. Minn 398. 689
Makeshift for war in Germany 989
Malay tin 14
Malay tin-ore export duty 530
Malava Tin Corp 396
Marabulao Placer dredging. Philippines ..•503
Mammon Gold & Copper. Ariz 910
Mammoth Cop.. Calif. 9. 36. 68 125. 127.

305. 479. 689. 668. 801. 1001. 1087—Production 833
Mammoth electrolytic zinc plant 771
Mammoth. Utah 3S7. 863. '930
Mammoth molybdenite mining, Australia . . 958
Managers of metallurgical plants. N. Y. and

vicinity ^495
Managers of porphyry coppers •SSI
Mandy Mg. Co. and Tonnpah Mg. Co. 13S.

303. .304
Mandy Mining Co.. Manitoba 863. •1099
Mangan mines. Minn 166 305
Manganese Co.. Calif 771
Manganese. Brazil 459
Manganese. Can.ada 456
Manganese Co. of Calif 334. 363—Forest Queen mine 167
Matiganese. Colo 909
Manganese. Ferro-. U. S 1
Manganese. Hungary 1158

Pat«
Manffanese. Mont 1044
Manganesf;. Nicaragua ^l^
Manganese in 1916 159. 102
-—Fcrromanganese production, U. 8 1—Ore imports 15fl, 41:»
MangancH(*-iron-carbon alloys 971
Manganese. Leadviile. Colo 217
Manganese, ferro-, metallurgy of 071
Manganese, nickel and chromium 162
Manganese prices 93
Manganc*se. Russian, ore shipments . . 170, •403
Manganese from slags 778
Manganese, Utah, mining 103
Manganese. Virginia 1042
Manganese. Va.. photos ^804
Manganiferous ores. Extraction of silver

from 229
Manhattan Consol,. Nev 480. 054. 018
Manhattan Morning Glory. Nenr 1088
Manhattan Mustang. Nev 0.58
Manhattan War Eagle. Nev 1088
Manion-ClarU-Clifford. Nev 7.30
Manitoba as mining province •1099
Manitoba developments in 1918 80
Manitoba—Flin-Flon Lake dist •SOS
Manly. C. M.. address on aeroplanes .... 850
Manning. V. H 823. 053—Gasoline situation 260
Map. See also "Survey." "Charts."
Map. Bendigo, Australia 1105
M.ap. Clilton. Utah •oeO
Map. Corocoro dist.. Bolivia •173
Map of Calif.. Geological 333
Map. Deep Creek. Utah. Claims •OlS
Map. Inspiration Con 744
Map. Lake Titicaca region •llSo
Map. Plumas Co. Copper belt •OfiO
Map. Russi.-m empire ^414
Map. Southern 111. Silica district ....•1136
Map. Verde district. Ariz 869
Mapping, Military by Geol, Surv.. etc. .375.

254. 433. .523
Mapping—Zulch off.set scale •SOO
Maps. Hand.v carryall for ^706
Maps—Leadviile dist.. Colo ^483
Marathon mill 57
Marchant. R. B 124
Marburg. E lO'W
Marfa & Mariposa. Tex 97
Marguerite Mg. Co.. Mex 330
Marietta. Ga 37
Marino. P.. rust removal 751
Marion Zinc. Ark 3S
Mariott. F. A lOS

t

Mariposa Grant. Calif 363
Market-letter writer's method 549
Markets. Metal. See metals by name.
Marks. L. S. Mechanical Engineers' Hand-
book t-17.5

Marmatite M. & M. Co 771
Marmon. H C 1084
Maroon. Ark 38
Marquardt. E 858
Marriott. H. F. Transvaal in 1916 84
Marsh mine. Ida 345. 689. 813. 911
Marshall Lake dist.. Ida 108
Marshfield. Mo SU;
Marsters. V. P 1136
Martin. F. Photo •SOI
Martin. J. W. Sudbury dist, exploration . , 466
Martin. O. C 242
Martinez. Calif 136
Mary C. Mo 38
Mary Harrison mine. Calif 479
Mary L.. Mo 1«S
Mary McKinnev. Colo 397
Marvsville Dredging. Cahf 36, 63. 69
Marysville Gold. Mont 55-3
Marysville, Mont.. Aerial tramway 781
Marys-ville. Mont., labor aSairs 34,3
Mascot Cop. Co.. Ariz 68, 244. 1173—Production 823
Mason Val. Mines Co. 9. 68. 71. 128. 430.

398. 668
Mass mine. Mich. 167. 4.39. 689. 861 957.

1001. 1043. 1173
Massillon. F 1170
Masonic Gold Min. & Red. Co.. Calif 1001
Masonic Mines Corp.. Calif 810
Massachusetts lead mine 793
Massachusetts Institute of Technology .... 936
Mastery of the air 1124
Matanuska Valley. Alaska •73.3
Matehuala smelling 813
Material, purchase of 677
Mathewson, E. P.—^Medal. sketch, por-

trait 119. 320. "469. 473—Electro-deposition of zinc from aqueous
solutions 468

Mattes Bros.. Mo 38. 335
Matthews. G. F 436
Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co 25
Maud A.. Wis 40
Maud S.. N. M 516
Maxfield. Utah 168
May Day. Utah 437
Mavari iron ore. Mining •o.SO
Mayflower. Colo 479, 689
Mayflower-Old Colony, Mich. 127. 729. 911.

1087. 1173
Maypole Mine. Calif 860
Mazapil Cop. Co 9
Meacham mine. Minn 166
Meadwell's scale •.537
Mears Creek Asbestos. Calif 167
Measuring and calculating scale. Mead-

well's ^.537
Measuring capsules. Burra Burra mine .... ^594
Mechanical Engineers' Handbook t475
Mechling. W. W 113S
Media Mill. Mo ^931
Medicine and surgery committee, council

national defense 893
Megraw. H. ,\. Gold and silver metal-

lurgy in 1916 57—Flotation progress in 1916 59—Percentage of oil in flotation 779
Mehren. E.J '534
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Jlfllor K. T. Rami crnUl lU-liosits fivj

Memphis Rcil River Mill. Nev Sbj,

Memli.'ta tin mines, Bolivia g;*

Meii,l()l.-i. Colo •„.•„ l;j?L
Men.lo/.;. & Co., Bolivia ^'9. iWl

Meiit/.el. Charles 470. H '"

Mei<iii-y. See "Quicksilver."
Men'liant.s Ass. ol New York llol
Men-.lilh & Co "'jj

Mer:.-! T Mines Co., Nev •'>>\

Merrimae mine. Ariz '^L'!; ^
M.rntI Nos. 1 anil 'i. S. D '•>'^

llerton. Wilhelm. Death of li's

Mesalii openpit—Clouilburst effect ':ill

Messina Cop. Co Sll

Metal markets. See metals by name.
Metal-mine workers' union. Mont. ..1127. lli)9

Metal prices in 1914. lalo and lOKi. (See
also metals by name)—Charts •4. ••).

•17, 'Oo
Metal prices since 1879—Chart '7
Metallurgical plants managers. N. Y. and

vicinity '*f>''

^[etallurfrical Works. Accidents at t475
Metallurgy. "See "Smeltery," "Mill." and

cross-references, names of metals, com-
panies, etc.

^^ctals and ore supply of enemy 97fi

Metals and the Government 112J
Metals Exploration Co. of New York .... 72S
Metals. Rare—Prices of ores 92
Metals. Rare—Pyrophoric alloys 212
Metals situation. Editorial lO.SO

Metals. Taxing the 119. 244. 473
Meter. Gas. for laboratory 983
Methylene iodide used for sorting analysis 'lO.ST
Metric-conversion chart •122
Metric system and Am. Inst. Wts. & Meas..

etc 335, 472
Metric system proposed, Gt. Brit 39.1
Jfexican Constitution lOfi.5

Mexican mine. Calif 8.i9. 9.^7
Mexican mine. Nev. 343, 480, 912, 9.58,

1088. 1130. 117

1

1122

Page
talion." "Concentration." "Amalgama-
tion." "Copper leaching," names of

metals eomi)anie3. etc. ,-o«
Mill. Alaska Jmiean . • • • • • . •>-«

—Photos 'i60. •461, 'ieZ
Mill. Changing tube to ball. ........•• •Jll
Mill Hill, Utah 168. 364. 398, .ilb

Mill, HoUinger—Costs .540
Mill-lighting fixture. Indirect. ... ........ '189
Mill. Loni'Iy Reef. Rhodesia—Different tube

mills and linings compared
, „

Mill. McKinley-Darragh-Savage—Flotation. . ~i'>

Mill. Magma. Flotation at 'SIJ
Mill. Plymouth Con. '3 new 'a.'lj

Mill. Rochester cyanide I.'.'

Mill. Silver King, photo -slo

Mill. United Eastern, Ariz 114
Mill-water dariflealion 'lOO.!

Mill. Yellow Aster *2ol
Miller. B. LeR. Corocoro cop. dist.. Bolivia. 'Id—Developments, Poreo dist.. Bolivia •.J29

—Mining conditions. Potosi. Bolivia •2;);)

Miller Independence Ont 40, 730
Miller Lake-O'Brien 78. 398. 912
Miller Mines Dcvel.. Utah 32b
Millie mine. Mich 1002
Milling. Corocoro cop. dist •17o
Milling. Gold and silver, in 1910 57
Milling. High cost of 218. 3.39. 307
MilUng. Potosi. Bolivia '258
Milling—Rock-crushing tests 36.j

Mills. C "'^4

Mexican Petroleum Co
Mejrico

:

—.'Vm. Sm. & Ref. Co in 1916 22—Consular ofheers to return .511—Copper 8. 66S—Costs. High—Mining difficulties ..218. 221—El Favor metallurgy 329—Graphite deposit. Amorphous 37;>—Letter from American engineer 359—Luis Cabrera on ^fexico's neutrality. . .873—Mines near border 769—Mining in 1916: comparison with normal
times: taxation, etc 76—Mining regulations 743—Notes 12S, 246, 278. 2,V!. 326. 36 1.

398. 430. 440. 4S0. 516. 517. 688. 909—Petroleum. Higher tax on . 379
-—Silver 3S2, .530—The aunoying neighhor 10.38
Mexico Mines of El Oro ..440. 480. 730 912
Mever & Charlton 440
;Mi,imi Cop. Co.. Ariz.:—Fl'jt.ation calculations: ore reserves .... .314—Hish costs discussed 221. 3.39—^fining and milling in 1916 12—Minerals Sep. flotation case .51. 60. 99.5.

1108. 1111. 1149—Monthly production 822—Photos, of officials •572. •581—^Photos, of plant ^753. •gtS—Production in 1916 29—Report 1069—Various Notes 3.5. 286. 362. 514. 668.
728. 813. 956. 1043. 1068. 1172—Wage scale 1168

-Miami-Lennon. Okla 28
^fiami Merger. Ariz 3-44
Miami zinc dist.. Okla.. in 1916 28
:\fi:^nii Zinc Mines Co.. Okla 956
Miami Zinc & Lead 245
Minmi Zinc Syndicate .396
Jfici. South Dak .356
Z\Iich. copper R—Mining in 1916 13
Mich, copper mine. Mich. 167. 245. 286.

325. 515, 689. 729. 861. 911 1087
Mich, labor 551. R8S
^lich. Limestone Co.'s large crusher ....•5.37
Mich. mine. Colo 325. 729. 1001
^ficli.. Mineral Resources of t47.5
Mich, mining in 1916 70
Mich, silver .3

Mich. Sulphur & Oil. Tex 287
Mich.-Utah 168. 246. .336. 364. 648. 730.

913, 1044
Microscopic stud.v. Sudbury ores ^226
Microstrlicture of ore';. Studies in ...... 6.5

Mid-Nation Iron Products Co .363

Midas. Ont 813
Middlesex mine. Colo .i63
Midget mine property 95'

954

Midnight. Colo.
Midvale Minerals Co 39.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co
Midway mine. Nev
Midwest Sulphur. Wyo
Mikado shaft. Colo
Milford copper. Utah
^lile Wide Cop.. Ariz
Milhoma. Okla
Military. See also "War topics."
^lilil.'ir.v books for engineers
Military census oi New York
Militar,v conipa-iics at mines
Military important minerals 974
Militar.v registration day 991
Military science, Fundamentals of t321
Milit:irv service, assessment work waived.

764, 802
Military training. Universal 318. 511, 546
Mill See also "Tube," "Cyanidation." "Flo-

.1001
74, 103
. . . 163

862
40

.69. 99
1174

244. 514

835
990
76'

Miiis E W 858
Mills' Hints' for operators of small, Rhodesia 189
Mills. St. Jos. Lead—Photos •368

Milton. Mo g8
Milwaukee. Mont 7pj7
Min.aker. Ont ^5°
Minard. F. H 360
Minas Pedrazzini Co bg?
Mine and met. c.onstruction in 1916

.'/r?'?
Mine consecration, Hindu 451
Mine drawing. Old Spaiiisli—Cuzco. Peru..^62h
Mine inspectors, etc.. St.ate . '1°

Mine La Motte. Mo 21. ,1. 1043
Mine operators. Well-known ,?S>t
Mine-rescue contest -J l^o
Mine T.axation. U. S. L. E. Young ilOSd
Mineral and metal statistics—Delayed re-

ports 54J
Mineral Devel. Co.. CaUf . .... . . i^'^

Mineral Farm mill. Colo 361. '871. 1001
Mineral Flat. Utah •„•-••«.;•

'.lo' SJS
Mineral Point Zinc Co . • 3a.„ J7.

40. 364
Mineral Products Corp.. Utah 39, 74. 10.!. 8b_j

Mineral Range. Utah -• ~»'
Minerals Separation. Ltd.:—Annual meeting: Minerals Separation

North Am. Corp.: licenses and in-

fringements. etc 1 ' '
.
71d

—Calculations for the porphyries........ dli
—Hyde and Butte & Sup. cases 51. o9. 24.'!.

'323 418,510, 739, 764.769. 779. 79'3.

810 834. 859 978. 99.T

—Miami case... 51. 60. 995, 1108, 1111, 1149
—Missouri work n-a—Ontario litigation g?"—Patent situation—Circular on licenses, . .5J.J

Minerals. Unusual—Marltets. etc 92, _1^
Mineral zone. Ida '

-x)*

Mineroil Co. of N. Y 4-J9
Miners and sappers for war. . . ... . ..•_• "4^
Miners' phthisis. Transvaal .... 86. •.3;)0. •dKH
Miners' and prospectors' convention vh.s

Mines Devel.—Arrowhead, Utah -Oh
Mines Operating Co.: Bullwhac"ker: Butte-

Duhlth 305. 246. 325. 364. 648. 813. 912
Mines. World's principal. Data of ,_„„
Mineville. Tram cars at -2!.'

Mingus. Frank. Death of ai"
Mining administrators Distinguished .... 'o 1

•-

"Mining and Engineering World" taken oyer 120
Mining and Met. Soc.—Meeting 119. 760. 76b
—Law revision—Editorial l*'-'

—Law re\nsion:
Notes 286. 360. 6 14

—Medal awards 119. 330, •469, 473
—Minuig engineers' work in Belgium ,'-:-,-—Photos, of officers o*-o

—Symposium on high cost of mining, mill-

ing and smelting 218. 3.i9. .ill 1

—Various notes 202. 90S, 9.^4. 1084
Mining chronology for 1916 .-"i.
Mining—Coronado top-slicing iiiethod

''Vi
Mining Corp. of Can 40. 440
Mining education. The new 11

'

Mining Engineers. See "American Inst.

Mining. High cost of 218 2,39 307
Mining index The 131. 249. 401. 651. 816. 100.J

Mining law. See "Law" and cross-refer-

ences.
Mining methods. Dairy Farm '491. .''2'<'2.

•4n.i. >,il

Mining methods illustrated in niiniatnre. . '563
Mining. Methods of underground metal. .. 'ooi
Mining number. Our special nil
Mining societies. Officers of the 'o^in

Mining stock. See "Stock," "Dividends.
Minn.-Connor. Ariz 9.^b

Minn, iron mining in 1916
'k'.I.—Cuvuna mines shipments lb''

Minn, iron-industry investigation 478, .;>14

Minn, labor 344. 396. 477. 478. nnl
Minn. mine. S. D • . ;"':

Minn. Steel Co .'.
. . • • • . -30. .;>4|,

Minn taxation 304. 244, 278. 396 iv.l

Miraflores. Bolivia. Photo '^Ihl
Miriam Mg. Co., Calif -W;'

Mirror. Crane operation by 11-
Missabe Mtn. mine. Minn "Oii

Missouri-Cobalt, Mo cfi
Missouri labor „'•,•«• V-V '

i-. nif
Missouri lead 16, 19. 356, •10,-iO

—S. E. dist mining in 1916 '.
• 19—Joplin dist. in 1916
"'^i-.ll

Missouri Lead and Zinc Co i"; ,
Missouri Metals Corp., Mo „'-'

,'k'i
Missouri Mg. Co., Joplin 38, ,.0.j. 398

PaKc

Missouri State Geol. Survey 046

Missouri taxation • . . ^,;

'

Missouri zinc ^*-„ •''^

—Mining in 1916. . . .;.;- " ,'oZ,,
Missouri Zinc Mines Co •>-'„.^""'i
Missouri Zinc Smg. Co.. , . ; . , . . •••;•• ""• "''

Mitchell. G. J. Rock classification for en-

gtncering contracts "iy,

Mitchell. J. McDonald J-"*;

Mitsui Mg. Co.

.

„S7
Mobilize your,self XVn
Mobilizing the railroads "»"
Modderfontein. B -'"?

Moddcrfonteiu Deep .••••_•,• iii' 'V-',' r.V'i
Modderfontein (Govt. Areas) 8;>. 383. 4j4. . U
Models of mining methods. Clay >'>>

Modoc. Colo ' ,2i
Modoc Consol.. Colo AA

'

'Qaj:
' -

'1 h' vfti
Mogollon Mines Co 73, 364. olO. 701

Mogul. Colo. ^Jii
Mogul mining. Nev „

'J"
Mogul, S. D

:
• • . • SjC. 048

Mohawk & Wolverine production -;;

Mohawk mine. CaUf. ... . .... • • • • . •.„• •}«/,?
Mohawk Mich. 345, 439. 479, 089, 9../. 1001
Moir. J. Analyzing limestone and ammo-

nium salts .•.• 'X I'l.'
''

T oni'
Moiave Annex tungsten mining. Cahf^. ,_. . 1001

Moiave-Bouldcr Tungsten. Colo .)1,>, 1087
Mokelumne Mines. Calif.. ,•.••.• -,•'!?

Mold. Armstrong-Whitworth steel-mgot . . . Ill

Molly Gibson Leasing Co '>'

Molvbdate in phosphate determination 944
Molvbdate. Lead determin,ation as......_.. •)4.t

Molybdenite. Calif., discoveries... .5o3. 64,
M<dybdenite. Canada ........ .4a(>. 4 >«

Molybdenite, Concentrating Canadian <»o

Molybdenite, Holman, Me *"
Molybdenite mme. Wood, Que 4'I4

Molvlidenite, Norway -JJ
Molybdenite, Ont 7H
Molybdenum and its ores -i™
Molybdenum in 1916 ^-f

Molybdenum M. & M 40
Molybdenum monopoly in Anieriea Ujib

Molybdenum-ore prices 9-
Molybdenum recovery from laboratory res-

idues '

Mon.arch' mine. Cahf 647, 861,^ 1001
Monarch-Pittsburgh. Nev i3b. (i-t.;

Monarch S D * "*

Mond Nickel Co. 9. 40. 109. 514. 637, 7,30. 1042
Monel metal money in Canada 71.1

Moniot & Clayton. Kan. Zine-condenser sup-
port •874

Monitor-ijeiniont. Nev
''''loo ^221

Monitor mine. Utah -.Oo, *J0

Monmouth Zinc. Wis ........ 40
Moniictt, O. Standard dampers, breeohings

and stacks gj?
Monongahela mine. Mich

, si'o
Montabaun and Laurentide. Quehec 108S
Mont.-Bingham 168, 287, 336, 398.^.5.14.^^^^

Mont., compensation-law report 3'33

Mont, Consol. Copper 689
Mont, copper :..•, ; • •. • o„°
Mont.. Fergus County. Mineral prospects in 6b0
Mont, gold and silver 3
Mont.. History of dredging m .jbS

Mont. -Idaho. Ida 861
Mont, laws—Mining interests organize.... '-8>

Mont. mine. Georgetown. Mont........... li4S

Mont. Mines Co.. Ariz 68. 304 4.38

Mont, mining in 1916 1-. '1
Mont.Morning mine. Troy dist .33o. 689
Mont, petroleum development 363
Mont. Power Co 38. 5.51 1171
Mont, taxation 203. 243. 385. 361. 4.37

Mont.-Tonopah. Nev .71. S.jS

Mont. Zinc Co 515, bH9
Mont, zinc mining 1--

Monte Cristo. Ariz 4^8
Monleponi. Societa di .^6

Montezuma. Ariz .30

Montezuma M. & M.. Colo 3,. 70
Montezuma and Whizzers. S. D 203. 7.!0

Montreal. Utah 480. 802
Montreal mine. Mo 811. 800
Montreal mine. Okla 38. 20.5

—Sphalerite cavern ',?'-
Moore & Co.. Mo 24.7

Moore. C. J.. Death of 284
Moore. J. B 124
Moore Mills. Utah 39
Moore. P. N 236, •525, 1126
Moore. R. B 51'3

Moose Creek placers. Ida •96
Moose mine. Man 80
Morgan. J. P. & Co. AlUes fiscal agents. . .107.-3

Morgan mine. CaUf 167
Morgan. Okla 12^
Morning Glory. Nev 86'-

Morning mine. See "Federal Mg."
Morococha Mg. Co 351. 3.52

Morris E L 809
Morris Ravine Leasing, Calif -4/8

Morrison, H. A -^50

Morrison. T 908
Morron. J. R 1126
Morrow. Bayard S 323
Morse. P. E 9,54

Morse. Willard S 333
Moscow mine. Utah. . . 135, 165. 440. 687. 1088
Moss mine, Ariz 204
Mnstowitseh on lead met.allurgy 49
Mother Lode Cop. Alaska 363
Mother Lode Carnival. Cahf 323, 361. 531
Mother Lode mines. CaUf 1022
Mother Lode Mine Safety Asso 395
Mother Lode wage scale 769
Motherwell. H. A. B. Determination of

silica 115.5
Motion pictures in mining ^944
Motion-study watch •987
Motor. Electric. See "Electric."
Motor-truck body •897
Motor trucking. Big Cottonwood •;{47
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Motora at the front liao
Mott. W. E 809
Mount Bischoff Tin 83—Keport 040
Mount BoDPy mine. Australia 83
Mumit I'Miott gi'oup. Australia 83
Mount Hope niuie, N. S. W 438
Miiiiiit l.vcll M. & U. Co 82. 84. 839M MoiK.-iii G. M. Co.. Australia 81. 83. 863—Setni .inriual report 940
Mt. IMi-.i.s.iiit, Colo 34.5
Mount Koyal Co.. N, M 907
Mt. Jloyal Consol. Co., Arizj 811
Mt. Vernon. Calif 739
Woiuitain Beauty mine. Colo 1001
Mount.ain Cop Co. 9. 29. 334, 653, 1087. 1139
Mountaui King. Calif 813. 8.")9—Facilities '.'.,.. lOOl—Haulage •699—Mine disaster 1041
Mountain Kingr mine. Ore 106
Mountain Top, Colo 36. 70 771
Mouramba Co.. N. S. W 438
Moving pieture. Jerome dist 642
Mowr.v mine. Ariz 304Mud Range. Utah ] 1174
Mud R[inge. Wis) 7.3O
Mudd. Seeley W .394 j)08
Muddling during war .' 767
*•"'. J.

• 954
Muir. N. M 512
Mule, literature on !!!!!!!!!''*' 857
Mullen dredge. Ida 'fle
Mulligan. N. S ; . ' ' ' inis
Mimitions Committee. Council National

Defense 390
Muim. Calif ..'."...'.'.'.'.'. ". '. '.

' 1087
Murdoch. J. Ore mierostructure

'

65Murdook M. & M.. Ariz KiB
Murph.y. P. M II70
Murray-Mogridge. Out 813 1088
Musealunge Development Co.. Wis. .

' 730
Muteh. D. A 'l19fi
Mutual Chemical Co . . kio
Mutual Gold Mg.. Colo '.'. 1173
Myed S.vndieate. Russia... •404
M.vers. A. J. Blocli-Caving System !!.'.'.".'!• 736

N
Nabob. Ida I87 515
N,aeozari Cons. Mines Co.. Me.xleo. .'.'.'.

.

'

688
Nas-el. Mark. Death of 164
Naildriver. Utah ]'

'

306
Nails made from wire rope .'.'.''.'.".'

330NaUagawa. K.. on .I.aoanese zinc...!!.!!! 88Naltagua Co.. Chile 89
N.-jm Ma ground sluicing-. Burma.'photo! ! •1162Nancy mme. Colo 5X5
Naphthol-phthalein. indiciitor in ' iimes'tone

analysis .1102Napoleon mine. Calif ..".'.'.".'.'*.'
'

• • •

gNarragansett Cop., Ariz '.'.'.'.'.'.',
738NaUonal Chamber of Commerce rVfer'e'n-

.149. 196dum
N,ationaI. Cobalt. Ont .' .' .'

.'

S|o
National. Ida ' ' ' '

B47
National. Joplin. Mo. .

.' ! 30
National Lead Co 20 730National Mines Co.. Nev. '^

'

30(5
National Portland Cement Co 480
National press bureau ' ' ' 700
National Research Council.—Geological commit t(M' . . . 997—Military important minerals.

.'

074
National Safety Council II7?
National Security League.. 124
National Tube Co.. Penn '.'.' ' ' '•989 'llfil
National Zinc Co 25 56
National Zinc and Lead. Mo 957
Natomas Co.. Calif. 36. 63. 12.o, '551 ' 045

T> J 1129. 1171—Dredges .819. ^1091
—Reclamation of dredged placers... 285Natural gas. See "Gas."
Natural Radium Products. . . 37Natural resources. Combinations '

to ' con-
serve

, 4Q , Q~
Natural Soda Products '.

.qS
Naval consulting board 996
Naval contracts .'...'. 1075Naval oil shale reserves. y73
Neal. W. Extraction of silver

'

from '

ma'n-
ganiferons ores . . . 000

Nebraska Potash Co. . .777
Nechi dredging. Colombia. . .'.'.'.'.'go

'

'I'o's' 480
Nechl Mines. Ltd.. Colombia 862 'll30Necrology of 1916 °"' '^04
Nellie Gray mine. N. M ;;i9

S''m'1''''&;,°"'" ^V,-
Nev. 323. 32o', '362,' 6'4'8", 861

Nettie Thomas Co.. Calif . . 770
Nettle. W. J.. His death. .

-»"
Neumann group. So. Afr
Neutral States ' * *

*

Nevada Arizona. Ariz!
Nevada Consol. Cop. Co.:—Blower air-relief valve—Flotation calculations: ore reserves—Production—Profit tax '.'.'.'.'.' '.'.'.''—Report

. . 956

. .1035

. . 728

. .'370
, . 314
. . 823

85

Page
Now army composition 840
New Baltic, Mich, 167. 245, 335, 397, 479,

515, 553, 647, 720, 911, J 001
New Chuquitambo, Peru 90, 1011
New construction in 1916 1, 35
New Cornelia, Ariz '443—Leaching plant 52, 54, 300, "384, 444,

•853, '932—Notes 13, 35, 07, 244, 278, 514, 727,
738, 812

New Dominion mine, Colo 080, 771, 1172
New Empire, Wis 1002
New England mine, Calif 439
New Goch, Transvaal 85
New Golden West, S. D 516
New Idria Quicksilver report 436
New Jersey Zinc Co.... 25, 73, 336, •573, 972—Concentration plant •1112—High costs discussed 219, 239
-—Recording of accidents and safety meas-

ures •027—Testing and application of hammer drills •SKS
New Life Tunnel & Mg„ Colo 1087
New Mex. copper 8
New Mex, gold and silver 3
New Mex, mining in 1916 ' 72
New Modderfontein 85
New Mohawk Mining, Ariz 956
New patents. Usual weekly feature.
New Providence. Calif 1043
New publications of 1916 40—Notices in 1917 331. 475. 735. 1083
New Puritan. S. D 300. 480
New Quincv. Utah 168. 287
New Reliance. S. D 3.-,6

New Rose. Wis 40. 304. 1002
New Town Gravel Mining. Calif 1172
New Yorit & Honduras Rosario 91. 168
New York and vicinity. Managers of metal-

lurgical plants in ^49.5
New York Bankers Ass 9.34
New York-McAneny Con.. Ariz 770
New York military census 990
New York Min. & Mill.. Ida 729
New York mining in 1916 72
New York mining stocks in 1916 41
New York-Montana ore-testing and engi-

neering. Mont 913
New York State Museum Bull t321
New York Zinc Co.. N. Y 1043
New Zealand gold in 1916 81. 82
Newberry. A. W 998
Newfoundland iron ore 458
Newfoundland iron-ore study 66
Newhousc. H.. Testimony o'f 511
Newl.and. O. H 1040
Newnam. W. E 737Newnam hearth '.'.'..'.'. 49
Newport Mg. Co.. Mich ....70. •606. 771
Newport Turpentine & Rosin Co ' 284
Ncwr,a.v. Ont 108. 2 !G. 364. 690. 863. 1044
Niarigua. Okia 305
Nicaragua. Mauganese in 019
Nicaragua mining 91. 92. 326 440
Nicaragua prospecting. Outfltting for

' 335
Nichols. C. W 512
Nichols Chemical Co. (see also General

Chcm. Co,) 79 958
Nichols Cop. Co. 9. 201. 441. 481 ^495

„. , 517. 555—High costs discussed 323 239
Nichols-Williams Co.. Okla ." 28
Nicholson. H. H .,..'.'.' 768
Nickel. See also "International Nickel Co."
Nickel and cobalt. Bureau of Mines to

stud.v .5.52
Nickel and cobalt separation ' '

' 894
Nickel. Calif.. San Diego Co 228
Nickel. Canada (see also "International."

"British-Am.") 109. 144. 438. 456.
„. , , „ 457. 646
Nickel Commission. Canada 679
Nickel-copper steel llfil
Nickel in 1910 '..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

1C)9
Nickel, manganese and chromium ..'.!'* '

lO'^
Nickel. Ont 78 457—Exploration in Sudbury dist '.'.78 466
Nickel ores. Origin of Sudbury. . . .

•2'^6
Nickel output. Disposition of ]

'

144
Nickel oxides reduced by iron. Solid 270
Nickel price advance by Int. Ni. Co. . . 547
Nickel. IT. S 1, 109. 538
rsicKlas Mining Nev 861
Nicolai. G. Clarification of mill water! !*1063
Nigel Gold Mg. Co 84
Nikkelrafflneringsverk Kristianssands. Nor-

w<a.v
Nil De.sperandum. Colo '.'."....

Ninnis, P. C
Nipissing. Out.:—Costs at—Sodium sulphide precipitation '.

'.—Various notes 57. 168. 364,
Nisi Prius Ext.. Colo
Nissen. P. N
Nissen Hut. The....
Nitr,ate. Chile 89." 372'. 398. 1088
Nitrate. Chilean. industr.v •230
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Onlario nickel 78, 109. 457
Exploration in Sudbury dist 7o, •luu

Ontario niokel .ommission . . . . , J

Onlaiio ores—Domcstic-reflnins bill .-••• HJ"
Onl:uio silver 78. 4.i6

Onlano silver ores. oriKin 11*B
Ontario^—Sudbury niekel ores. ..... . . • • i^^
Ontario. Tiser & Green Mountain Co.. Colo.. 729
Ontario, Utah 206, 364, 440, 913, 1174
Ont.ario, Western, winter traveling 62

J

Openpit, Mes.ibi—Cloudburst ellcct 'Sll
Openpil steam shovel costs IJn2
Oporalors. Well-known mine '^"g

Ophir Hill, Utah 437 648
Ophir, Ont 1130
Ophir tunssten mine, Nev 59
Opiopa Co., Bolivia ;'-6

Opohoiigro. Utah 3~-6

Option. Minins, VaUdity of 110
Ore and metal supply of enemy !»<(>

Ore finite. Pole bnfler in 'I?
Ore deposition and faulting 64
Ore deposits, Eleetric activity in 6.>9

Ore dilution in sloping. Hollinger 433
Ore haulage. Big Cottonwood •346
Ore-loading pocket, Burra Burra •394
Ore microstruetive studies , 65
Ore occurrence as it affects mining condi-

tions at Bisbee 592
Ore reserves, world's principal mines 46
Ore sampler. Automatic. Belmont 'ISS
Ore steaUng, Tungsten 165
Ore-testing Laboratory •1142
Oregon mining in 1916 73, 104
Oregon gold and silver 3
Oregon mining in 1916 73
Ores and minerals. Unusual—Markets, etc..

92. 213
Organization of Govt, war machinery 'SS^
Organizing the railroads 847
Oriental Con.. Chosen 128. 287. 326. 440.

480. 690, 863. 1088. 11T4
Original Amador. Calif 1043
Original Bannack. Mont 440
Orizaba mine Nev 1003
Ore Belle Consol. mines 689
Oro Extension. Colo 1087
Oro Grande Mining. Calif 957
Oro Hondo. S D 73. 303. 554, 1003
Oro mine, Calif <>47

Orogi-ande Gold Mg 137. 397
Oronogo Circle. Mo 136, 515
Oronogo Mutual Mg. Co 166. 1138
Oroville Dredging, Ltd.—-Colombia dredging

interests 90. 138 246. 480. 5,54
Oroville Gold Dredging. CaUf 1139
Orrok. G. A. Engineering of Power Plants. t475
Orsk Goldflelds. Ltd 406. 415
Orueta. D. Platinum in Spain 64
Ornro. Bolivia 367
Osaka Zinc Reining Co 88
Osceola. Mich. 20."). 345. 325, 363. 515.

• 553. 771. 911. 1003. 1043. 1173—Annual report 940
Osceola. Mo 325, 1173
Osdiek, CaUf 1087
Osgood, Ore 730
Otisco. Mont 440
Ottawa Co. Leasing. Okla 345
Ottawa group. Colo 397, 553
Ouro Preto, Brazil 91
Owen Spelter Co 35
Owosso, Mo 813
Oxidation, rustproofing 1072
Oxygen generation. Electrolytic •158
Ozark mine, Colo 1001
Ozark Smg, & Mg, Co 72

P. D. E.xtension Ariz 738
Pachuca tank. .' "941. •1117. 'lloO
Pacific Coast Borax Co 69. 515
Pacific Gold Dredging. Calif. . . 36. 63. 670. 1087
Pacific Gold. Utah: Fissures Explor. Co 39.

74. 101, 168, 364
Pacific mine, Nev 863
Pacific mine, N. M. See "Socorro."
Pacific mine. Utah 730
Pacific N. W. mining station (see also "Ex-

periment" ) 530
Pacific Syndicate. Ltd.. B. C 364
Packing, rack and bench •1113
Paint. To remove, mechanically 501
Palace Lode. Colo 1043
Palkin. S. Sep,aration of lithium 1067
"Palau" gold-palladium alloy 1107
Palladium in 1916 6
Pallister. H. D. Speeifle gravity of ores.. '943
Palmer Alkali Co ^777
Palmer. E. Photo 933
Palmer. L. A. New zinc-condenser support. •874
Palmer. O. A.. Death of 303
Palmer shaft hoist record •1113
Paloma mine. Utah 306. 863. 958. 1088
Panama Canal mines. Nev 11.30
Paper notices preservation 1158
Para nitrotoluol explosive 105.3
Paragalia Mining Co.. Calif 739
Park. D. E 1136
Park City. Utah. Judge zinc plant photos. •S.'JS
Park-Utah, Utah 1174
Parker Syndicate. Ariz 244
Parks. H. M. Mining in Oregon 104
Parncll. Ark 1139
Parole property. Mo 23
Parsons. C. L. Patents on uranium metal-

lurgy 870
Parsons, W. B 1039
P.arsons mine. Ore 690. 1103
P.as dist. Man 80
Passiflora M. A M.. ColO 479. 1043
Patchin. R. H 809
Palenaude. Esioff L 303
Patents. New. Usual weekly feature.
Patifio tin mines, photo 'lllS
Pato dredging. Colombia 90. 138. 346. 480.

554, 730. 11.30

Page
Paul Dev. Co.—Eagle mine Ariz 478. 770
Paul. H. W. Japan in 1916 87
Payne. H. M 323
Pay Rock mine. Colo 1001
Payroll mine. Ariz 1000
Peabody Consol. Copper. .\riz 813
Peabody, P. S 953. 1173
Peacock-Galena, Mo 680
Pearson mine, Miim 553
Peebles, S, Coles 394
Peele, Robert. High costs 224
Peerless John, poetry 68.5
Poilarietta. J. M •1135
Penarietta. J. M 1135
Penn Iron Mg. Co.—Curry mine headframes

•614. •ei?. 618
Penn. coal 43
Penn. iron 508
Penn Mg. Co.. Calif 9. 647
Penn. Slate College—Mine models ^563
Penn! R.R. war service 803
Penn. Smelting Co 16. 18
Pejinington mine. Minn 166. 245, 911
Peiioles, Cia. Min, dc 18
Penrose shaft,, Colo 395, ^483
Pensions, insurance instead 1131
Percy, M, R, 'Wildcats 307—Govt, aid to mining, B, C 383
Perkins Milling, Mo 38
Permanent Metals Committee 956
Perry, R, W 858
Peru copper 8, 86, 90
Peru, Mineral production of 86, 1011
Peru mining concession 88,3
Peru mining in 1916 90
Peru, Mining in southern ^1133
Peru, ore exports 1158
Peters, E D., Death of •SSO. .358. 360
Peterson Lake. Ont. ..440 813. 913. 1003. 1088
Petit. Minn 771
Petrography in flotation ^929
Petroleum. See also "Oil."
Petroleum, Alaska 75
Petroleum. Analytical Distillatiou of t331
Petroleum. Argentina 91
Petroleum. Calif.

:

—Engineer's examination 1127—Land-leasing bill 243—Monthly statistics 203. 383—Note 125—Production, by years 23. 110. 203—Protecting the oil fields 528
Petroleum. Canada 456
Petroleum-cracking process. New 119
Petroleum. Honduras—Valentine concession 93
Petroleum Industry, The American t475
Petroleum, etc.. Japan 87, 508
Petroleum. Ky 110. 335
Petroleum. Mex.—Higher tax 379
Petroleum. Mont., development 36.3
Petroleum. Nicaragua 1088
Petroleum. Peru 86
Petroleum—Practical Oil Geology 1475
Petroleum—Principles of Oil and Gas Pro-

duction t475
Petroleum. U. S 1. 23—By states 110
•—Total resources 66
Petroleum. Venezuela 91
Petroleum waste and conservation 197
Petrology. Fundamental principles of 1331
Pew. John 394
Pewabic. Colo 363
Pewabic mine, caving system '736
Phelan. James J. Empty the pockets 1133
Phelps. C. C. Lubricating drills *376
Phelps. Dodge & Co.—Employees' confer-

ences 9.55—High costs discussed 320. 239
—Note 73. 727—Photos of officials ^572. •573
.—Production of companies 39

Page
Pipe-laying costs 1030
Pipe-line costs. Okla. fields 139
l*ipc line How computation note 350
I'l'pc, Tiirsional strength of •988, 1161
Pipe wrench. Emergency •ISS
Pipes of electrolytic iron 453
Piping—Sinking-pump hose connections, , ^464
Piquitona, Manitoba •IIOI
Piston rings. Clamp for ^434
Piston rods for pump •703
Pittsburgh, Calif 729, 771
Pittsburgh-Dolores, Nev 1044
Pittsburgh-Ida, mine, Gilmore, Idaho 107,

137, 278, 038
Pittsburgh iron and steel markets 31, •o,

•7, 1.30

Pittsburgh-Liberty mine, Calif 1001
Pittsburgh Lorraine, Ont 300, 958
Pittsburgh Placer, Colo 1087
Pittsburgh Zinc Co 35
Placer act, Yukon ^783
Placer claims defined 1158
Placer mining, Calif 1085—Ground reclaimed •1091
Placer mining. Siberia •1019
Placer operations, Idaho •Oo
Plane-table alidade with elbow eyepiece, . •OS?
Plans. Protection for •751
Plant. Depreciation and measurement of

expired outlay on 370. 447
Plant depreciation, expired outlay 767
Plateau. The Deister 655
Platino. Nev 1174
Platinum, Colombia 1107
Platinum conservation 901
Platinum deposits of the world 1145
Platinum in crucibles, substitute for 1107
Platinum in 1916 4. ^5, 6. 743
Platinum in Sierra Ronda, Spain 64
Platinum mining and milling 708
Platinum, Nev.—Enterprise Co 126
Platinum, new source of 930
Platinum quantitative analysis 984
Platinum. Russia 6. 139. ^403
Platinum survey, U, S 1000
Platinum, U, S 6
Platinum, world 6, 1107
Piatt, James M 242
Playter Bros., Mo 168. 689-
Plumas copper belt ^969
Plumas-Eureka 167
Plumas Lt. & Power Co 285
Plumb bob—-\-ccurate long sights •156
Plumbago mine. Calif 36
Plymouth Consol., CaUf. 36. 244. 438. 647.

910. 1023, 1139—New headframe and mill ^538
. Plymouth mine, Mich 345. 363
Pl.vmouth Rock mine, CaUf 689
Pneumatic concentrator and amalgamator. ^1009
Pocket gold mine. Putu. Chile •373
Pocket. Loading. Burra Burra mine •594
Poderosa Mg. Co 89
Poetry 133. 163. •330. 474. 685. •SOS.

906. 997. 1039
"Poilu's Litany" 1135
Poland. Russia. Mines of '416
Polaris. Ida 363
Pole buffer in ore chute •373
Pole Star Cop.. Utah 206. '915
Pollution of streams 1161
Ponsardin mine. Colo 1001
Poole property '771
Poole. W. W 809
Poorman mine. Calif 126
Pope. E. D. Pocket gold mine. Chile •373
Pope. John D 164
Porco dist.. BoUvia. developments *329
Porco Tin Mines, Ltd ^339
Porcupine-Crown. Ont 78. 346
Porcupine Premier. Ont 306

Reorganization
'-"'""°"—

084 Porosity in steel 1095Keorganizauon ,'J2i T>„,-r,iim. /.nn ^^oo ii'in>o(,'nn „f 51 a—Report 1069
Phila. district. Nev •lOO?
PWla. flotation decision 1108. 1149
Philippines gold and silver 3
Philippines—Gold dredging. Mambulao . . . . ^503
PhiUips. Ark 38
Phosnix Ariz.. Quicksilver near 646
Phcenix' mine. CaUf 363
Phoenix mine. Mo 31
Phosphate determination with molybdate. . 944
Phosphate rock.- Algeria 494
Phosphates. Field test for 267
Phosphine in furnace grases •lOO?
Phosphoric acid determination 1140
Photoplays in colors 339
Phthisis. Miners'. Transvaal 86. •SoO. •SSS
Picher Lead Co 38. 395. 396. 515. 553
Pickands Mather & Co 167
Pickard. B 478
Picket Post Gold Mg.. Ariz 1000
Picric, acid, war explosive 1053
Pictures, moving, in mining •944
Pierce. E. L 1040
Pig iron. See "Iron."
Pigments. Lead, in 1916 18
Pike. W. J 1040
Pikes Peak Platinum M. & M. Co.. Colo.. . 861
Pilgrim. E. R. Antimony flotation tests.

185. 187
Pilot-Butte. Mont 378
Pilot mine. CaUf 205
Pinal Devel., Ariz 1173
Pine Creek mines. Ida 955
Pine Grove mine. Calif 36
Pine Martin M & M 70
Pint.ado Con. Cop 39
Pioche. Nev.. Flotation at ^395
Piokee. Okla 305
Pioneer Chief. CaUf 36
Pioneer Con.. Colo 70, 363. 957
Pioneer Smg. Co. Ariz 9
Pioneer Tin Mg. Co., Tas 83
Pioneer tunnel 1113
Pipe-bending machine. Labor-saving •37.3

Porphyry cop. ores. Flotation of 314
Porphyry coppers. Managers of •SSI
Porphyry Dike Gold. Mont 1003
Port Arthur. CaUf 1087
Port Arthur Cop.. Canada 480
Portland cement. See "Cement."
Portland Cement Asso 302. 436
Portland Consol. Cop.. Wvo 398
Portland Gold. Colo. 37. 69. 363. 397. 771.

957. 1041—Report 939
Porto Rico gold and silver 3
Postage enormity 905
Postage. Underpayment of 236
Postal rates. Second-class ... 97. 133. 200. 240
Potash Co. of Utah 246
Potash from blast furnaces 176
Potash from kelp. Hercules Powder Co 33.3
Potash in Texas, boring for 1141
Potash producers—want market 381
Potash Products Co '777
Potash pumping. Nebraska lake 777
Potash. Searles Lake. etc.. Calif.; American

Trona Corp 35. 68. 69
Potash situation in U. S 101.5
Potash. Texas, explorations 4*18

Potash. U. S. production in 1916 356
Potash. Utah, mining 74. 103
Potatoes in war 851
Potosi. Boli\'ia. mining conditions •255
Potosi. Nev 516
Potrerillos properties. See "Anaconda Cop-

per Co."
Poundstone. Calif 126
Powder Riv. Dredging Co 104
Powell Township. Ont.. gold field 204
Power-plant boilers, feed-water control ... •1036
Power pKants. Engineering of t475
Power transmission wave system 9-l,3

Power used in mining 9.51
Pratt pyrite mine. Ga 137
Precious metals. Colo 689. 1001
Precipitant—.-Muminum-dust analysis .... 496
Precipitate-drain board. Lead •26'7

Pipe hanger •1027Precipitation method. Conklin zinc. •195
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Page
Precipitation, Sodium-suUihido, Nipiasing'. . 378
Precipitation—Zino-box work 261
Preservation paper notices 1158
President Wilson's proclamation 720
Press bureau. National 701)
Pres!^. Simmonds hydraulic retort 50
Resolute Mniinff Co.. Colo 771. 1001
Prices—Data of world's mines 4ti

Prices. Metal—Charts "4. -o, •T, "l?. •03
Prices, unusual ores and minerals 9-
Pricbard Creek. Ida 104*;
Pride of the West mine. Colo 771
Prime Western Spelter Co 25
Primers. Underfrround boxes for 46(i
Primos Chem. Co.. Colo 94. 936. 1120
Prince Consol.. Nev 30 71, 440
Prince of Wales. Colo 861
Prince of Wales. Mich 1130
Princess Annie mine. Colo 439
Principles and practice sampling metallic

metallurgical materials tl083
PHndell. L. M 858
Prize mine. Colo 771
Proclamation of Pres. Wilson 720
Production. Rand minerals 718
Professional Classes War Relief Council,

459. 900
Professional Memoirs. U. S. Army 'SSI
Profit tax 851. 855. 1167
Profits ijber Alles 133
Progress M. & M.. Colo 37
Progress miniiiir. N. M 108R
Prohibition during war 765
Prohibition. Workings of 23. 222
Props. Alaskan timbers for 625
Proskauer J. M. 375-ft. smeltery stack.. 1071
Proske. T. H "lllo
Prospect for business 848
Prospect hoist. Econonaical 'SOS
Prospecting drill, handy 'OSS
Prospecting trip in Nicaragua. Outfitting for 335
Prospectors. Govt, aid for. B. C 159. 383
Prospectors' conve-nlion. Ft. Wm.. Ont. . . . 566
Prospectus—Tliree Buttes & Consumnes . . . 117
Providence. Kan 957
Przibram gold mines, Bohemia 791
"Public-buildings" raid on Treasury 139
Pulleys, lever rod for starting •797
Pulp. Slime, Air lift for •422. 672. er-
ratum 669

Pulsifer. H. B. Media Mill, Webb City.
Mo •921

Pump, Centrifugal. Hints 846
Pump-lubrication hints 189
Pump piston rods •702
Pump, suction control •896
Pump. Underground electric. Leonard mine,
Mont "636

Pump, worm-drive power diaphragm 'lUS
Pumping equipment. Mine—Types of

pumps: Comstock and other practice. . . *567
Pumping inclined shaft. Comstock ^521
Pumping mine with air lift 237
Pumping potash, Kebraska lakes 777
Pumping projects at Leadville 'iSS
Pumps. Preventing air-driven, from freez-

ing 'e^i
Pumps, sinking •845
Pumps, Sinking, Hose connections on •464
Punch for hollow steels •314. •SSO
Purchase of material 677
Purington. C. W 809
Putnam. E 1120
Putu. Chile, pocket gold mine •STS
Puzzle Leasing. Colo 37. 70, 957
Pyatt. Ark 3S
Pyne. P. R. High costs 220
Pyramid. Calif 334
P>Tites. Canadai 456
Pyrites. Copper, under leaching 394 52
Pyrites exports, Spain, etc.. to U. S 326
Pyrites. Hungary 115S
Pyrites. Norway, embargo 364
Pyrometer. Gibb critical-temperature. ...'." ."•536
PjTometers to determine steel tempering
^ heat •SSn
Pyrophoric alloys. Ferrocerium and other. , 212

K
Page Pa*:.

Quail Hill mine. Calif 344
Quapaw. Okia .....'!! "2s
Quarry accidents in U. S !]]!!! t475
Quarr.vmen's safety rules \'.\ 1041
Quarrj-ing limestone •961
Quattrone. P gtjg
Quebec production in 1916 456
Oueen Belt. Colo

; 69
Queen Consol. Mining. Wash *.'...*. 862
Queen Ksther. Mo ,' '

.' *

3.S
Oueen of Bronze. Ore ' '

10.5 100*^
Queen of the Hills. Nev .'

' "
' 862

Oueen of Sheba mine. Utah *91Q
Queen of the West. Colo 1087
Queen of the West. Ore " " 104
Queen Retrent Merger. CaUf .'

35
Queensland. See "Australasia."
Quenching drill steel 876
Quenching Tank for tempering drill bits •831
Quicksilver. Ariz., near PhoenLx. . . . 646
Quicksilver. Calif 099 1033
Quicksilver in 1916

'

6—Prices •5 Jj
Quicksilver. Ore TS.'ioS.' 106 1041
Quicksilver. Peru 1012
Quicksilver in Terlingua. Tex. . . ...... .".97 73
Quicksilver. Russia •405
Quicksilver. U. S .........'.' 1 6
QuigJcy. M. A 908
Quincy Mg. Co.. Mich. 29, 205. 729. 771.* 1001—^Tjargest steam hoist 607 ^620—Report 1070
Ouinton Spelter Co.. Okla 3.') .38

R. R. R. mine. Ariz 35. 08. 046
Rack for packing ^1113
Uadium luminous signs 203
Radium-ore prices 93
Rahilly. H. J 720
Raht. Auguat. Death of . . .,,^^_:.. . •429. 104, 549
Raikow's method for calcium 983
Rail bending with portable hoist 'lo?
Railroad, Alaska •733
Railroad to Atbasar mine. Portable 254
Railroad building, Okla 1042
Railroad cars, loading of 85t?
Riiilroad car shortage 754
Railroad men to Russia 754
Railroads mobilizing 946
Railroads orjfanizing 847
Rails, Shaft—Leveling high joint •157
Railway angles and cxirves '424
Railway construction in 1910 94
Uailwa.v—Derailing device •308
Railway economy 1035
Railways mobilization 076
Railways operation 710
Railway-tralTic delay 240. 393. 416, 431
Railway—Train dispatcher's board *309
Rainbow mine. Ore 104
Raincy. David. Death of 550
Rainsford. R. S 644
Raising. Shaft. Harold mine. Minn •625
Raitinger. H 957
Raleigh mine. Minn 911
Rally from the setback 199
Rambler, Wyo 708
Rammelsberg method for lithium deter-

mination 1067
Ramona Gold Mg. Co 397. 1001. 1173
Ramsay-Rutherford. Alaska 75
Rand. See also "Transvaal." "South Af."
Rand Consol.. Ont 440
Rand. Far Eastern 85. 283. 359. 511.—New mines 4.54
Rand electric hoists 977
Rand, Flotation on .386
Rand mines, Flotation drills ^671
Rand gold deposits. Origin of 66
Rand Klip. Transvaal 454
Rand Metal Co.. Calif 689
Rand mill. Nev 135, 126. 364
Rand Minerals, Calif 36. •718
Rand mineral production ^718
Rand Mines. Transvaal 386. 688
Rand. Mining education on 117
Randall, C. A 1084
Randall rider. See "Postal."
Range finder and chnometer. Toung's ^154
Ransom. R. S 686
Ransome. F, L.. photo 837
Rare earths—Pyrophoric alloys 213
Rare metal ores, Colo 999
Rare Metals Co.. Colo 37, 861
Rare minerals—Market—prices 92
Raritan Cop. Wks ^495
Ratliff. G. M 394
Rattlesnake. Ariz 910
Rattlesnake Jack. S. D 356
Rawhide No. 3, Calif 305. 363
Raw materials committee. CouncU national

defense 893
Raw materials for sulphuric acid .1146
Ray Consol.. Ariz. 39. 35. 136. 386. 646.

•581. 668. 812. 1000—Flotation calculations; ore reserves.... 314—Production g-^c—Report 397. 667
Editorial discussion 318

Ray Consol. Copper Co.:—Waste dilution in mining- 832
Ray Hercules, Ariz 35 126 646
Ray Jefferson. Ida 22. 37. 107. 325 553
Ray Silver. Ariz 1172
Ray Silver Lead, Ariz 770. 1043
Raymond, R. W. High costs 234—A. I. M. E. address 737—Eilers. Anton '762—Introduction of Hoover 337
Raynolds. R. P 1040
Rea copper claims. Nev 73
Reakseoker. Chas. Mill. Ariz. .35
Real Del Monte. Mexico 958
Red Bird. Ida 107
Red Bird, Mo 33
Red Cross dividends 1122 1165
Red Eagle. Okla ' 38
Red Fox. Kan ' ' 393
Red Hills-Florence. Nev 326. 958
Red Mountain Copper. Ariz ' 910
Red Mountain. Colo.—A 40-year monument

to the crosscut tunnel 446
Red Warrior. Utah 393
Retlistillation. Refining spelter by 56
Reeder. E. C 512
Reeves-Dobie mine. Ont .'.*.'...

. . .
." 913

Refinement in chemical analysis .391. 465
Refractory material—Zirconia 543
Register. Keeping plant 447
Registration bill g'g'o' 991
Regulator for hose discharge. ... "

'

•350
Rehfuss. L. A. and W. C. Prospect hoist! ^308—Stvxll-measuring devices ^634
Reich method for sulphuric acid. . .

* 708
Reid mine. Calif ' i67
Relief. B. C ;

*

] 40
Renfrew Molybdenum Mines Co! ./..,...'. 458
Renncrfclt furnace 973
Renzenhausen farm. Mo . .\ ' 438
Reorganized Kewanas 2O6
Reorganized White Caps. Nev. 71' " 440

645 648. 730. 811. 812. 958. '1O88
Replogle. J. Leonard 470
Reports of copper-mining companies stand-

ardized 943
Republic mine, Calif 1087
Republic. Okla 11.30

SJyJi^e"'^c^.-;::-.-:;;;;-:;^%? K;%I;S"*.''f^!:'^*^^^r- ••••;?«§

HcHjua Savufire. Colo 0] ]

ll<wu<-Kula, Nev 8Z0. ».'>«

ll<>H<'Uf> niiiH; Inick. plioto •?! .'J

K<'H<-ue work. liuroau of Milieu ••If»(>

llcH^Tvcd iioMipatioMH f'ommitteo 71 1

Ki'KollHi' Mjiilrii,' Co.. Colo 771. lOol
Kt;tort-UiH<-harKiri(r mai-liiiio and retort

pre>*s. Sinimoiida Tt*\

RcuKt. J. G. Airveloiity ihart •4;M
Heventre. Colo »l I

Kcvciiuc law. The new 119. 473. 24 1

Revenue tunnel. Colo 1 1 ;!

7

Reward mine. Calif lih'.t

K<-x mine. Colo 1001
Rex Consol.. Ida 37. 107. l".'
Rex Plaster. Calil. 10t>r
Rhodesia. Flotation in \".-:

Khodcsia gold .>»»

Khodcsi.a—Lonely Reef lube mitlinff •40';
Khodi'sia Munitions and Kesoureen Com.

report 1K9
Rhodesia silver .'JS'I

Rhodonite, ailico-maniranege produced from 97:t
Rialto. Mo 479
Rite. Gcorirc S Ifl4
Rioe Lake area. Man 80
Rifhards. F. Drill xharpeniofr. United

Verde 'Sl.i
Richards. John W.. not Joseph W 117
Richards. Okla 3(t.3

Kich.ards R. H.. Medal for 320
Richmond mine. Ida. Mont 108. 168. 813
Rickard, E.. photo '703
Rickctts. L. D 394. 436. 612
—Copper metallurgy in Ariz ."iS

Richmond mine. Saltese dist 648
Rickctts. L. D 886. 768
Rico Aruentine. Colo 24.5. 325. 861
Rico Con.. Colo 286. 861, 1173
Rico Mf , Colo 286
Rico WclliiiKton. Colo »»
Ridder Mc Co 266. 413
Ridge mechanical blende-roaslinp lur»ace.

•SI."). 880
RidKC & Valley. Utah 128. 554. 912
Ries. H. Economic tfcologry t321
Riffles on concentrating tables •1027
Rifles. The manulacture of 121. 282
Rilla M^. Colo 245. .363
Rinfrelmann smoke chart •890
Riordan. D. M 104O
Ripscy mine. Ariz 104.3
Rising Sim. Ark 38
Rittinger's crushing theor.v tested 265
Rittman. W. T. Analytical Distillalinn of

Petroleum: Physical and Chemical Prop-
erties of Gasoline t321—Address before American Chemical

Society 920
Road. Joplin to Miami 1039
Roanoke. Okla 325. 9.57

Roasting. Copper, in 1916 -W
Roasting fume effect 878
Roasting furnace. Ridge mechanical

blende •315. 880
Roasting furnaces. Zinc, in 1916 56
Roasting. Lead, in 1916 49, 50
Roasting—Sintering machines. St. Jos. Lead
Co ^384

Robert Emmet. Colo 361. 397. '487
Robinson. A. J 858
Robinson Deep. Transvaal 85
Robinson. W. J 809
Rochester. Nev.. activity 323. 362
Rochester Combined Mines Co. . .246. 362. 690
Rochester Elda Fina. Nev 861
Rochester Merger Mines Co 323
Rochester Mines Co.. Nev. 39. 58. 128. 168.

328. 648. 690. 813—Cvanide mill •ISS
Rochester United 326. 382
Rock classification for engineering con-

tracts 970
Rock Rose. Mont 1088
Rock breaker. World's largest gyratory ...• 5.37
Rock composition. Average igneous 264
Rock Creek mine. Calif 36. 69. 479
Rock-crushing investigation 265
Rock drill. See "Drill."
Rock Rose mine. Mont 957
Rocky Mtn. Club 124. 201. 1169—Belgian relief 277. 430
Rodgers. J. L 1130
Rodgers, M. K 1170
Rodeers. W. H 1170. 1171
Roebling. F. W., Death of 550
Roebling. Karl G 844
Roesler. M. Firmeza iron ore 66
Rosrers. A. P. Sudbury nickel ores '226
Rogers, A. H 1098. 1170—High costs 224
Rogers Pass tunnel 1112
Rolfe. R. T. Cadmium in spelter 299
Roller bearings—Hyatt test car •154
Roller bearings. Miami mine-car "aSO
Rolls—Rock-crushing tests 265
Room at the top. Always 319
Roosevelt drainage tunnel 69, 325, 397,

515, 957, 1085
Roosevelt, Where is 1020
Rope capacity of drums 273
Rope. Nails and spikes made from 320
Rork-Sandberg flotation machine •336
Rose Consol,. Mont 39
Rose. H. Flotation. Santa Gertrudis 62
Rosenberg. N„ Mo 479
Rosenwald, J., photo ^891
Ross Navigation Co '1099
Rothwell. J. E •1142
Roimd Mountain. Nev 813, 958, 1070
Round Val. Tungsten Co 439
Rowe mine. Minn 166. 397
Royal mine. Calif \ 95fi
Royal Blue, Ariz 68, 478. 646
Royal Canadian Institute 908
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Uoyal Consol.. Calit
Rnviil nrift, Calit
Kov:il SitviT Mines Co.. Bolivia. .

Ko>,il TiKcr. Colo
llo.v allies, Uiffh, Joplin dist

Ko\aUie«. Joplin, Mo
Ruy.r, V. W.

PaKO
, . .117^
. . .113!)
. . . *2r,a
. . . !)r>7

. . . 344

. . .1173
680

HuliiMM- stiimp sloek speculation 4.)5

RiiMio tiuai-lz. Calif i;["l

Ruli.v mine. Mo ''oJJ

KllKfT. W. S ,
S^'O

BuiiTiiiiK Lode. Colo 1114;'

Russia copper S. 40J
Russia gold • • '-fOg
Russia g-old dredsing uJ. 4lt>

Russia, Hope for 1074
Russia iron 40J
Rusbi.i—Irtysh Ekibastus smeltery, etc..

366. 41It. itl'w

Russia lead • •
*'*''•'

Russia manganese • . i '". -"'-^

Russia. Mclal mining in—Longr review with
statistics and map • . .... '*)\-i- 4.J4

Russia, platinum 6. 139, MO.t. 4J4
Russia—platinum, Urals compared with

Sierra Ronda . • • o"
Russia—Portahle railroad to Atbasar mine. -i>4

Russia quicksilver *i?5
Russia, Railroad in J;'+
Russia—Selling machinery in Siberia. . . . 417
Russia—Siberia—Australian investment. . . ^JOI)

Russia zinc *'2'^

Russian engineering commission 8^1
Russian Gold Exploration Co 406
Russi.in Information Bureau i?i.J
Russian Mines 1 ,1,
Russian mines. State to run 11 Jl
Russian Mining Corp 413
Russia's needs 710
Rustproofing iron and steel 21?
Rust removal Jol
Rvan F. C "26
R^an: J D -833, 997

Sacramento, Cahf. . . . . • •
10+3

Sacramento Mg. Co.. Caht 439. /71

Saeto land. Joplin dlst
^^ . . . • • • •

f>»-

Safe Deposit, Cahf • -SSS. 4.'1S. _11,3
Safety. See also "Accident. First aid.

Safetv Asso.. Mother Lode. Calif 395
Safet'v—Calif. Ace. Comm. report .jlS

Safety Calif.—Fatality statistics 3bl
Safetv. Calif.—Merit-rating insurance 477
Safety—Cowbell on cage ;,!,.,-
Safety device, inclined shafts ioo-
Safety door for mine cage sy-T

Safety First I poem) ll'->

Safety First publication lOH^
Safety gong for locomotives 7Hb
Safetv. JopUn, campaign . . .38b. 4d8
Safety measures and accidents. Recording

of. by N. J. Zinc Co '637

Safety mine work, Cahf. »1"
Safety, Mountain King mine disaster hi-.

Safetv rules for duarry men . .1041
Safety work, A. S. & R i;*I^'.2}S
Safetv work. Bureau of Mines •4o0. '71^
Safety-work efficiency table 9h.i

Safety work. Transvaal • 8o
Sage oil for flotation ol, .m^
Saline Valley Borax, Calif 117

J

St. Anthony Mines. Nev ^Ob
St. Anthony, S. D lOo*
St. Elie Co., French Guiana ggb
St. James, Minn 689
St, John del Key ^91

Report "*--"

St. John Mines.' Ltd.. Colo 37, 70, 1001
St. Johns. Calif 34S
St. Jos. Lead Co • • • „-,—Baghouse at Herculaneum •.i91. JS^
—Dwight-Lloyd sintering machines. . ... .

•384
—Photos, of mills; etc 'Ses, 'e.Ja—Report g-"*

St. Lawrence. Mont «
t'J

St. Louis-Joplin tract sale oil

St. Louis Mg.. Mont . i^l'S?
St. Louis S. & R. Co il. *10;1
St. Nicholas Zinc. N. Y 39, 1043
St. Paul mine. Colo • • ;^6d

St. P,aul mines. Mo 689. 9o^
St. Regis. Mo 38. l^i

Saladin. E 908
Saline Valley Salt Co 514
Sally Wis 40
Salt Lake'c'hem. Co 39. 74. 103
Salt Lake Cop. Co 437
Salt Lake Mining Co. report 938
Salt Lake Tungstonia. Nev 398
Salvador mining in 1916 9^
Sambo. Mo 38
Sample-quartering table. Dustless Zl
Sampler. Automatic ore 'ISR
Sampling accident. Hoosier mine 643
Sampson, R. J. Safety device for inclined

shafts 'lOS.T

San Diego, Nev 336
San Juan Country. Colo,, operating condi-

tions •309. •3.-i4

—Red Mountain 446
San Pedro Copper Co.. S. A. (See "Greene-

C.ananea Copper Co.)
S,an Toy Mg. Co.—Bonney mine..., •519, S30
Sand fliling for stopes ^^^1
Sandberg A. Copper in Arctic Can 533
Sandoval' Zinc Co 3.S

San Doy, Mont. . 861
Santa Cruz mine, Colo 167
Santa Fc Dredging Co 554
Santa F« Gold & Cop 9
Santa Gcrtrudis. Mcx. 76, 346, 480, 516,

690. 913. 1044—Flotation practice 57, 63—Report 939

Page
Santa Rita Dev., N. M 958
Santa Rita. N. M. Bulletin 364
Santo Domingo mine. Peru 1011
Saiiiiers and miners 643
Sapphire. Fergus County, Mont •060
Sartaguay. J 1 040
Saunders. W. L 149, 106, 332, 680. 743
SayapuUo mines, Peru 00
Scale, Meadwell's measuring and calculating, •5.'17

Scale, Zuleh offset '309
Seaininoii, Mo 1087
Schaphorst, W. P, Belt-cost chart '188—Cost of leaking steam—Chart '373—Finding logarithms •751—Saving by feed-water heater •SOO
Schcclite, Cahf 1087
Schenectady, Ariz 396
Schener. C H 044
Schinicrka. P. S 730. 954
Schleicher. H. M 930
Schmidt. W. A.—Sulphuric-acid study 55—Cottrell process 609
Schmitz mine. Calit 479
Seholl. G. D 998
Schorger. A W 1084
Schrader. E.' J aoo
Schulto tract. Mo 31
Schultz. R. S.. Jr. Piling survey data '140. '178
Schumacher, Ont.. .40. 168, 387, 912, 958, 1003
Schumacher. T. M 513
Schwab. C. M 72
Schwenksville Metal and Min.. Penn 863
Science and Research Committee, Council

National Defense S93
Scotland. P. B. Coronado top-slicing meth-

od 'oei
Scott-Eagle. Okla 168
Scott, D, B, Underground tramming •577
Scott, W. B 1171
Scotti.sh-Ontario. Ont 958
Scratch Gravel gold mine. Mont. 479. 913. 1088
Screen anal.vsis Mo. lead ores •1056
Screen, Tutie-mill discharge ^386, 1073
Scuylldll, Ariz 910
Seaboard Steel & Manganese Corp 644
Searles Lake. etc.. Calif.: potash: Ameri<-an

Trona Co ,S5, 68, 69, 1015
Seattle. See "Experiment stations."
Secondary chalcocite. Question of 381
Secondary copper-sulphide enrichment. ... 65
Secret service in Butte. Mont 909
Segregation in steel and ingot iron •lOOS
Schorn M.anganese. Calif 771
Selby .smeltery smoke problem 878, 934
Selby Sm. & Ref. Co. Calif 18. 1044
Sehgman. Prof. E. R. A 904, 1 039—Taxes vs. loans 107.3
Selling Your Services t475
Sells. Utah 188. 516. 730. 863
Sells the copper. Who? 39
Semple. C. C. Phosphoric acid determina-

tion in phosphate rock 1140
Senate lauds committee 1133
Seneca Cop. Corp 137. 553. 647
Seneca mine. Mich 957
Senorito Cop. Corp. 346
Separator. Graphite air ^694
Sequoyah. Mo 440
Serbia Copper mines of 393
Serita.' Calif 739
Servis recorder for dredges, etc •SOS
Sesame Cop. Co 478
Seward. J 1084
Seward. Alaska, photo ^735
Shackleton. E. H.. expedition 907
Shater mine. N. M 346
Shaft collar. Concrete *613
Shaft fire protection. Comstock 191
Shaft hoist record •lllS
Shafts, inclined. Safety device for •1035
Shaft-rail joint. Leveling high ^157
Shaft raising. Harold mine, Minn *635
Shaft-sinking record. World's 117
Shaft. Unwatering inclined. Comstock. . . . *531
Shaft winch for supphes ^501
Shatter mine. Va. Cy., Mont 515. 1044
Shale oil. Utah. Colo 551. 645
Shamrock, Calif 771
Shamrock, Ont 398
Shamrock, S. t> 168
Shannon Cop. Co., Ariz. 9 39. .35. 136. 304.

334. 438, 668, 860, 1086
-—Production 833
Shannon, Mont. See "Barnes-King."
Sharpener for drill ^897
Sharpless. P F 1170
Shasta Hills Mg.. CaUf 1001
Shasta Natl. Cop. Co 647
Shattuck-Ariz. 39. 126, 286. 478. 860. 956, 1086—Unit costs 1039
Shaw. S. P 954
-^—Data of world's mines 40
Shellac for paper notices 115R
Shells not defective. Navy 1035
Shenango mine. Minn 553. 689
Shepherd Mg. Co.—Hurricane mine 71
Sheridan. Utah 860
Sheridan. W. M.—Mill. Okla 38
Sherlock. C. C. Court decisions in regard

to unexploded blasting charges 630
Sherlock, C. C. The dut.v of inspection ... 1104
Sherman Development. Ida 861
Sherman. Gerald •593. 990
Shields. J, W. 550
Shipbuilding, cargo boats 731
Ship-loading plant, Australia 233
Shipping Committee 754
Shipping traffic director 091
Ships. Question of wooden 506, 675—"To evade 9nbm,arines 46.5, 473—To overcome submarine menace 84,8
Shipsey Mining, Cahf 36
Shively. Colo 1087
Shoo Fly mine, Colo 957
Short. G. W 730
Short. Mo 168, 387
Shortago of B.R. cars 754. 1164

P.-.ge

Shovel. Nevada Consol. steam '884
Shovel. Openpit steam, costs; charts •ISS
Shovels. Recorder for •898
Shrinkage sloiiing. Dairy Farm mine •491. "SSI
Siam tin output 533
Siberia. Sec "Russia."
Siebenthal. C. E 998
Siemens ferrosilicon furnace 1096
Sierra Mining Co.. Calif "771
Sierra Nevada. Nev 1088, 1130. 1174
Sierra Ronda iilatinum finds 64
Sierra Slate. Calit 167
Sights. Methoil tor taking long 'ise
Signal bell tor stockpile •750
Signal lights. Mine-locomotive •434
Silica determination 541. 1155
Silica. Ill 'iiae
Silicate of lead and zinc 931
Silico-manganese alloy 9'71
Silicon ill iron •1095
Siloxicon. as source of silicon •1096
Silver. Alaska 3, 75
Silver. Ariz 3
Silver. Austraha 82, .383, 530
Silver Bell, Colo 386, 911
Silver, Bohemia 791
Silver, Bolivia—Potosi mining ; "255
Silver, British Col 79, 457
Silver, Caht 3
Silver. Canada 383, 456. 530
Silver. Colo 3. 317
Silver-copper leaching 1116
Silver extraction from manganiferous ores. 229
Silver flotation. McKinley-Darragh-Savage. 379
Silver, Germany—Predicted currency 555
Silver Hollow. Ark 245
Silver. Idaho 3—Mining in 1916 22. 70, 106
Silver, Japan 87 383. 508
Silver. Jos. A 384
Silver King Coalition 103, 687—Shaft sinking—Preventing pumps freez-

ing "fisi—Hoist •604
Sliver King Consol.. Utah .39. 74. 101. 103.

168. 330. 364. 480. 554. 687. 650. 813—Mine and mill photos ^310—Report 938
Silver King mine. Colo 689
Silver Lake. Colo 167. 209, 397
Silver Lane Mining. Ariz 1086
Silver-lead smelteries. North Am 18, 239
Silver market, prices, movement. .j3. •S, 430—American 1134
Silver metallurgy in 1916 57
Silver. Mexico 383. 530
Silver. Mich 3
Silver. Mont 3
Silver, Nev 3. 71
Silver, New Mex 3
Silver. Ont 78, 456
Silver, Peru 86. '11,33
Silver Plume Consol,, Colo 813, 1001
Silver precipitates, zinc-box for ^797
Silver Reef camp, Utah 1044
Silver Run, Ark 345
Silver, Russia •405
Silver Shield, Utah 206
Silver Spoon mine, Colo 861
Silver Swan, Colo 1001
Silver Tip Mining, Utah 863
Silver. U. S 1. 383, 530—By states 3
Silver. Utah 3
Silver, World production—Mint statistics

for year to June 30, 1916 383—U. S. Dept. of Com. for 1916 530
Silverado. Ida 37
Silverado. Ont 690
Silvermines Corp.. Nev 553. 1174
Simraonds zinc-retort apparatus 56
Simons. T. Efficiency of compressed-air in-

stallations—Errata 135. 233
Simplon tunnel 1113
Slngew,ald. J. T.. Jr. Corocoro dist •171—Developments. Porco dlst.. Bolivia •329—Mining conditions. Potosi. Bolivia •35.5
Singmaster, J. A 736
Sinking. See "Shaft." "Pump."
Sinn, P. P 736
Sintering machines. Dwight-Lloyd. St Jos.^384
Sioux Consol.. Utah '. 387. 516
Siskiyou Syndicate. CaUf 36, 1173
Sissert Co.. Ltd 408
Sistermans. Frank H ,394. 736
Situation. The—W.ar and railway matters 357
Situation in metals. See them by name.
Six Points. Colo 1173
Sixteen-to-One. Calif 305
Skip axle which keeps oiled '373
Skip for Inclined shaft '1.56
Skip-loading pocket. Biirra Burra •594
Skip pocket. Dairy Farm mine. Calif ^463
Skips. Safety device for 1035
Slade-Porbes. Ont 346. 690
Slag bricks, paving 1104
Slag. Handling foul lead 50
Slag train over dump. Cananea ^115
Slags, Manganese from 778
Slags. Nam Ma ground sluicing. Burma. . .•1163
Slate Range Miner.als Co.. Calit 1173
Sledding ore from Cardiff mine ^346
Slime pulp. Air Utt for 069. erratum ^433
Slimes control in mill water •1003
Slimes handling, Comacaran mines •Oes
Shpp, Arthur R 323
Smart, E 858
Smeltery, See also "Furnace," "Converter,"

"Roasting," "Electric" and names of
metals, proces.ses, companies, etc.

Smelter.v, Ariz. State, proposed ,395, 4,37
Smeltery, Consol. Mg & Smg. Co.. Can..

325. 370. 391. 45S. 408
Smelter.v. Bunker Hill & Sullivan •151
Smeltcr.v-fume study. Bureau of Mines 106. 553
Smeltery fume, sulphur recovery 683
Smeltery investig,ation. Colo 810 909, 1085
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Fuse
Smeltery. Gi-anby Con.'s Anyox •""!

Smeltery, Irtyah. EUibastU3. etc ~(J8. 41.'i

Smeltery. Ladysmitli. B. C. Photo 'TIS
Smeltery. St. Jos. Lead, baghouse. eto. *2!)1.

Smeltery-smoke damage to vegetation . . ... 2-i5

Smeltery smoke in Japan 88^ ^eii-.
Smeltery smoke in 1916 ._. •'iO. \i^
Smeltery smoke. Ont 514. l,fl*>v,^

Smeltery smoke or fumes. Damage by .... ViJiJ
Smeltery stack. Design of 1000-ft. . .

•.371. 3T)3

Smeltery stack. 375-lt 'lOTl
Smeltery. Subsidized. B. C i'M
Smelting capacity ol U. S.—Tables 9. 18. -'—Editorial explanation 239
Smelting gases. Acid-resisting bags lor.. 1078
Smelting High cost of 318. 239. 307
Smelting investigation. Colo 687. 769
Smelting. Japanese copper 87. 88. 393
Smelting lead at Galetta. Ont '7.37

Smelting practice. Copper, in 1916 51. 53
Smelting practice. Lead, in 1916 49
Smelting practice. Zinc, in 1916 55
Smelting schedule. New. Tacoma 433
Smelting smoke problem 877, 934
Smelting works. Old Dominion Copper, Ariz.,

948. 950
Smith. E. A 686
Smith. E. M.. Mont 1044
Smith. P. J. Substoping at Chatham mine '843
Smith. P. M ll'iS
Smith. G. O '837. 858
Smith. P. 3 Il'i8
Smith. T. E. Indicator for tables '500—Handy Prospecting Drill •9S5
Smith. W. M 1136
Smoke Chart. Ringelmann's ^896
Smoke damage to vegetation 235
Smoke damages. Canada 1042
Smoke Prevention Association 338
Smoke problem at smelteries 877. 934
Smoke, smeltery. See "Smeltery."
Smuggler. Colo 1087
Smuggler-Union. Colo 37. 70. 99. •311

•335, 363. 397
Snake Riv. Mg. Co 105
Sneffles district. Colo 1137
Snowbound. Colo 911
Snowslide. Fatal. Fed. Mg 397. 430
Snowstorm Mines; Banner & Bangle. . . .39. 71
Snowstorm placer. Colo 9.57
Snyder. B. M 998
Soap water^iroofing for concrete •SSS
Sociedad Explotadora de Caylloma Con-

solidada ^1134
Societi;-.A.non.Tme St. Elie 326
Society Normande de Metallurgie 562
Society of Chemical Industry 124. 391. 612.

686
Socorro mill. Nev 862
Socorro M. & M. Co.. Pacific mine. etc..

73, 364, 516
Sodium and potassium separation from

lithium 1067
Sodium-sulphide precipitation. Nipissing. . . 378
Soldering tool. Combination •ISe
Solubility of lime 874
Solvay Process Co 69. 515
Sons of Gwalia Gold Mining Co 81
Sorensen. S. S 284 •lOSl—Braden in 1916 14
Souder. H 998
Soupcoft. S. M 5.'i0—Alaska R.R •733
South Africa. See also "Transvaal,"

"Rand." "Rhodesia."
South Africa diamond industry 1033
South Af. miners' phthisis prevention

86. •350, •388
South Af . silver 383
South Af. state mining (See also "Gov-

ernment Gold Mg. Areas") ... .383. 359. 511
South Am. Cop. Syndicate 91
South Am. Credits 1157
South Am. Devel. Co 90
South Am. Gold & Plat. Co 91
South Am. in 1916 89
South American war situation 755
South Carolina mine. Calif ; . . 244
South Dak. gold and silver 3. 73. 356
South Dak. in 1916 73—Mineral output, by metals and mines. . . . 356
South Eureka. Cahf 166. 770 860 1033
South Hecla. Utah.... 206. 326. 437. 480. 516—Annual report 937
South Kalgurli Con 81
South Keystone. Calif 166. 286. 396. 438
South Lake. Mich.. 127. 325. 397. 479. 515.

729. 861. 1001. 1087. 1130
South Ray Copper. Ariz 1043
Southeastern Missouri. See "Missouri."
Southern Calif. Coal Mg. Co 515
Southwest Missouri Mine Safety and Sanita-

tion Ass 956
Southwestern Soc. of Engineers 384, 124

436, 644
Soux's Vellarde mill, Bolivia •SSS, 259
Spain copper 8
Spain pyrites exports to U. S 336
Spain—Platinum in Sierra Ronda 64
Spanish-Am, Iron Co.—I'hotos ^539
Spanish mine drawing. Old. Peru •636
Sparks. O. W.—Mill. Mo 38, 1130
Spassky Cop. Mine 413—Portable railroad to Atbasar mines. . . , 254
Spaulding. M. B. High costs 224. 1170
Spearhead. Nev 206. 958
Specific gravity of ores •943
Specular iron from flue dust 300
Spedding. John F 360. 394—Hindu mine consecration ^451
Speed variation. Corliss-englJie •IIS
Spelter. See also "Zinc."
Spelter, war situation in 793
Spelter, what is 767
Spelter. Cadmium in ^116. 399. 393
Spelter embargo 830

Page
Spelter in 1916 24. (ciratum 131)
Spelter Journal" 1083. 1101
Spelter market and prices, former years,

•4, ^7, 24—London '*. 34—Current situation 130, 190, 357, 433,
732, 854

Spelter prices, government 770, 931
Spelter production in Canada 108
Spelter refining b.v redistillation 56
Spelter statistics—Collection of data on con-

sumption 434
Spencer, A. C. Ore on limestone side of

garnet zones 64
Spcrr. P. W. Underground mining methods •oS?
Sperr, J. D 394
Sphalerite cavern, Montreal mine. Okla. . . .•385
Spiegeleiseri 971
Spies iron mine. Mich 689
Spikes made from wire rope 3*30

Spilsbmy. E. Gybbon 1136—High costs 334
Spirlet zinc furnace 56
Spokane Lead and Silver. S. D 813
Sponable. Frank. Alba.. Mo 439
Spotted Horse. Mont '660
Spra.vs in drifts. South Af •SSS
Spring Gulch Tunnel. Calif 1139
Spring Hill. Mont 1088
Spring Hill. 'Wis 40
Springer Consol.. Calif 1129
Springfield Tunnel. Calif 205. 397. 553
Springs Mines. I^td 8.5
Sproat. I. E. Refining Ga. kaolins. .4.59. t475
Spruce Mine. Minn 771
Spurr. J. E. Ore faulting 64
Stack. 375 ft "1071
Stack. Design of 1000-ft. smeltery—Salt
Lake and Japan •271. 393—Construction of 375-ft. smeltery 1071

Stacker" dredge •1091
Stacks. Standard: dampers, breachings: draft

formula 238
Stadler's crushing theory tested 265
Stairway construction. Headframe '(ilS

'

Stake for surveying •111,1
Standard Chemical Co.. Colo 1043
Standard Metals. Wis 40
Standard Methods, chemical analysis. ... 'tl083
Standard mill. B. C 80
Standard mine. Calif 1173
Standard mine. Ore 246
Standard Oil Co. of N. J 1075
Standard Tungsten. CaUf 36. .362. 689
Standardization of copper-mining com-

panies' reports, accounts, and costs.... 943.
Standifer Bros.. Okla 861
Stanley. F. A. Pneumatic concentrator and

amalgamator "1009
Stanley. Ida 1087
Stanton. Mont 1174
Stanton. T. M 284
Star^' metal 1017
Star Mg. Co.. Ida 439. 513. 551. 645. 687
Star Mining Co.. Ida., vs. Federal Mining

and Smelting 811
Starr King. CaUf 397
Starr's concentrator. N. M 39
State Bureau of Mines. Ariz. Mineral re-

sources compilation 936
State Council Nat. Defense. CaUf 1171
State geological and mining officials 98
State Line mine. Okla 911
Statistical-number errata 131
Statistics. Mineral and metal—Delayed re-

ports 641
Stead. J. E. Oxide reduction 270
Steam. Cost of leaking—Diagram ^273
Steam shovel. See Shovel."
Steel. See also "Iron."
Steel-analysis methods. Bureau of Standards 417
Steel Balls, substitute for flint pebbles. .. .941
Steel. China, mfr 229. 378
Steel companies' earnings " 163
Steel critical-temperature indicator •536
Steel. Drill. See "Drill."
Steel furnaces. New. in 1916 129
Steel in 1916 30
Steel-ingot mold. Armstrong-Wbitworth. . . . Ill
Steel. Metallurgy of t331. 1028
Steel, nickel-copper 1161
Steel prices for war 683
Steel supply 801
Steel—U. S. S. Corp. report 544
Steel, uranium 870
Steel works. Toronto . 244
Steele. Heath 134
Steinen, Fred W 476
Stella dist.. Calif., copper deposits 363
Stevens. J. F 1075
Stevens Inst, of Tech 436
Stevenson. J. J. Fossil fuels 66
Stewart. Ida 515 1087
Stewart. John B 644
Stewart. Judd. High costs 223
Stewart Mg. Co.. Nev 480
Stewart. N. L. Design of 1000-ft. smeltery

stack "271. 392
Stewart. R. H '.".".....'. 1170
Stibnite Mg.. Utah 648
Stibnite ores. Flotation of 185
Sticht. R. C 1170
Stock. H. E 1171
Stock. Lost holder of Hecla "

' " ' 283
Stock-market letter, writer' method..!!!!! 549
Stock speculation—Rubber stamp ... . 43.->
Stocks. Mining, in 1916. N. Y. exchanges.. 41—Boston exchange 42
Stocks, Wildcat 117, ' 152' 307
Stockpile car for iron mines '

" •987
Stockpile signal bell ' ' ' ' •750
Stockpiles. Thawing of ' ' " 770
Stockwell. R. K oo"
Stoddard Milling. Ariz '.

'35 68Stoking soft-coal boilers. Hand... '" •841
Stone. G. c. Cadmium myth (reply) •ll'6' 299—High cost of mining 219' ''.'ig
Stone. Lawrence H * ' " 510

Pave
Stone. Llthogj-nphlc In 1910 :W'.
StopoB. Sand lining 1 107
Sloping—Coroiiado top-slicing •.'*61

Sloping methodH. Dairy Farm mlno.,^401. •5.'U
Sloping methods, clc •557
Sloping. Ore dilution In. Hollinger 433
Sloping system. N. J. Zinc Co 'SOI
Storage l>.itu-ry locomotive BUn
Sloughton. B 908
Stout. H, II.—Portrait, etc •405, 512 008—High cost of smelting, etc 233. 339
Stove. Emergency oil-drum •Ill
Stowell. J. H.. Monument for 333
Stream pollution 1161
Street. A. L. H. Law decisions 110. 254.

294. 336. 379. 451. 571. 785. 977. 1158. 1161—Degree of care required of employees ... 1 094
Strieker & Co.. Mo 108
Strike. See "Labor" and names of com-

panies.
Strong. Colo 1173
Strong. James E 202
Stronlium-orc production. U. S 4."»3
Strontium, S.an Bernardino Co.. CaUf 288
Study Butte Mg Co 07
Stull-measuring devices •034
Sublimation process for antimony ....!!! 1017
Submarines. Devices to destroy 850 090
Submarine menace. Flivver merchantmen

to overcome, etc. 465. 473 506 675
731, 848. 10.34. 1073. 1122. 1165

Sub-Nigel. Transvaal 84
Snbstoping, Ch.-itham mine. Mich •842
Success mine. Ida. 22. 107. 653. 812, 1087. 11.30—Alameda apex case 245. 451
Suckow. V. C .1040
Suction control for pump •NOn
Sudbury nickel-dist. exploration 78! 466
Sudbury nickel ores. Origin of ! •S^fi
Sudbur.v nickel ores - • ^^^
Sullivan. J P.. Death of ! ! ! ! (144
Sullivan Co lead and zinc mines. ...!!!! !l042
Sulhvan Machinery Co. extension arm clamp

for drills 1117
Sullivan mine. B. C 79
Sullivan Mining Co.. S. C. ! 01"
suiLv. J. M !.!!!!! 'ssi
Sulphide filming. Magma mill

"

' •314
Sulphur Banks mine Calif 1000Sulphur fume recovery .... 88'»
Sulphur. Japan g~'

.508
Sulphur. La. and Tex 7,3 007
Sulphur mines protection .'

.' '
' 088

Sulphur Mg. & Ry. Co 73Sulphur supply. America ! ll"!?Sulphuric acid. Fairlie'8 process ! !

" ' 707
Sulphuric acid in 1916—Output ifio—Notes on practice *.

' 54 5.5
Sulphuric acid. Raw materials for....' 1140
Sultan mine. Nev 71
Sultana. Minn. See "Curana-Suitaiii!"
Snlzer. C. A., election contest 549Sumidouro gold mine Brazil... ' aoa
Summerville mine. Calif ....

'' i5«
Summit Mg. Calif. ....... igS
.'Summit Copper Mining. Colo.! 057
Sump. Pump control !

's'oe.Sumps. Temporary .... 1113
.Sun-Moon Leasing Co.. Colo. .!!!!! 515
|';""yside. Colo 245. 689. 771. »37.'l04!3Sunny South. Mo. ... 38
Sunrise mine Colo. . ^'ia
Sunset Banner. Ida in?
Sunset Mg.. Ida i".^
Sunshine group. Utah •'n'on
Superior. Mich 205. 363, 515.' lOOi! 11.30Superior & Boston. Ariz 244 7«8 7'7n—Report ''"'

'
''

il'i
Superior Calif. Cop.. CaUf.. .

.'.' 7??
Supplies Committee. Council Nati'on'a'l ' 'De-fense

gj,„
Suppl.v. Pood, for camping trip.'

.' .'

!
.' '...''

1.50
Supplies for Nicaragua prospecting. ... '

'
'

3.35
Supplies. Mining—High cost '

'

""I's 030
Surcease mine. CaUf ' on'a' e'-o
Sure Pop No. 3. Ark "li
Surf Inlet. See 'Tonopah Belmont''''
Surprise mine. B. C 79 80
Siu-vey. CaUf. mining bureau'.'.'.'.'.', 't^^t
Surve.v-data filing at mines ^140 •1'78
Survey. Geological. (See also

'

'statistics
under names of products and "U S ") •—Alaska mining in 1916.

'

-s—-Appropriation by Congress 47a—Building
;

;

JiS—Divinmg rod. History of 42%—Electne activity in Ore Deposits Ri'q—Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps Geolburvey engineers In; miUtary mapping!
etc 3.54 375 4.33 43R—^Minerals and mining engineers. Catalog-
uing, for war purposes. . . . 500 ftAa—Phosphates. Field test for. '

' ' ' —" or?—Placer-statistics collection .... jaa—Platinum survey 1000—Potash producers want market 381—Prominent men. photos .007—Pyrite mining investigation . ! fiss—Statistical returns to Survey delayed! ! !

' 641—Sulphur supply , ,00
-Tungsten Inyo Co.. CaUf. .!!!!!!!" 256—War bulletins 49Survey method. Magneto'met'rie •ii7Survey stake ii i 1 4Surveying—Laying out track ' 'angles

'

ind
cur\'es #404

Surveying—^Long-sight method !
! •! ?rSurveying plans protected . . .75?

Surveying—R.ange-finding diagram •I'Si
.Surveyors tables—Reading indicator •500
Surveys—Zulch offset scale. . .SJIq
Suspension of assessment work li"sSusquehanna. Minn. . . 5?
Sussman. O.. Dr ooi
Sutherland Alex.. Death of !!!!!! ! 5,0
Jutherlin Mg. Co tna
Swansea^ConsoI.. Ariz . .9 '880 '

t'o't' 1170Swart. W. G
. . .858. 1040
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Swartz. C. E 080
Swidiii iron ami steel 377
S\v,,ni.y null Ida 1128
Swiilsrr. R. H 394
Swiss aluitiiiuiin industry 184
Swi-s cluinic-al industries 390
Swil.h. D.M-aiUnj; di-vi.'P at *30S
Swit.ai. Sate elec-trio fli-ing •338
Svlvanite. Ont 3ti4. 6!>0, 1044, 1088
.s> mines, H. C. His death 8.58
S,vniines, W. Pumping: equipment •r>67
S>'mnic3. Mo 440
Synfleur Scientific Laboratories 1126

T. C. M. Mininf. Ont ll.W
T. N. T. explosive 1053
Table. Dustless sample-quartering •SSO
Tables. Indioatoi* for reading transverse. . •500
Tabowie mines. Chosen 474
T.aroma Smelting Co 0, 74, 1R8—Aerial tramway •608—New smelting schedule 432
Tapgart. P. H. Minerals Separation litiga-

tion 8.14. 8.")!)

Tailing storage. Inspiration Con •151. •753
Tailings conveyors on Calif, dredge •lOfll
Tailings dams. Argonaut; Kennedy ^334
TaiUngs pond. Utah Cop. Co 340. 645
Talequah mine, Okla 957
Tamarack Mioh. 13, .37, 167. 205, 363. 515, 811
Tamarack & Custer, Ida 107, 109, 245
Tamms, 111 •1137
Tanalvk Corp 408
Tan,ana Valley R R„ Alaska 1043, 1075
T.ank float. Double 'US
"Tanks" in warfare 1039
Tantalum-mineral prices 92
Taos Copper. N, M 730
Tar River mine. Mo 910
Tar River Railro.ad 1042
Tarbo.v, Colo 1043
Tarbox. Mont 168. 440. 689
Tariff Comm. appointment 123
Tariff decision—Aluminum bronze not up

to specifications 169
Tarkington. C. G 203
Tarsus. Colo 813
Tash Orn, Ont 206. 516. 958
Tasmania. See "Australasia."
Taussig. F. W.—Appointment 123
Tax bill 904
Tax, Chile exports 730—Corporation-income, suit won by Guggen-

heim Exploration Co 160—On Profits 851, 855, 10.34—War 683. 10.34
Tax, what should be done? 801
Taxation, Brazil 489
Taxation, Canada * 646, 688
Taxation, Colo 395
Taxation, Joplin dist. 324
Taxation, Matter of 945
Taxation, Mex., higher on oil 379
Taxation, Mine. British attitude 375
Taxation Minn 204. 244. 278. 396, 551
Taxation: Mont 203, 243, 285. 361. 437
T.axation. Prof. Sehgman 1039
Taxation proposed 1167
Taxation. Utah 395. 513
Taxes. Financial consideration of 676
Taxes, Peru 1014
Taxes versus loans 107,3
Taxing the metals 119. 244—The new revenue law 473
Taylor E, R 1126
Taylor. W. W 242
Tavlorsville. Plumas Co., Calif *970
Tchorzhevsky. V. N 920
Techatticup. Nev 125. 126
Technical contributions by employees 120
Technical men's census , . , .- 75,5
Teck-Hughes. Ont. 40. 78, 396, 440, 958. 1174
Tecopa. Xev 39
Tedoc Mining Co Calif 1001
Teddv. Frederick T 322
Teddybear mine. Calif 126
Telescope Min. & Mill.. Colo 1001
Telluride. Ariz 514
Telluride Chief Ariz 552
Telluride & Chloride Leasing 396. 1000
Telsmith reduction crusher 987
Temiskaming. Ont 5,54—Annual report 938
Temperature indicator. Gibb critical •536
Tempering drill steel •823. 876
Tempering roclt drills 307
Tener mine. Minn 398
Tennessee, Ariz 910
Tenn. Copper Co.

:

—Loading pocket. Burra Btlrra mine ^594—Smoke problem 878—Sulphuric acid 708
Tenn. Cop, & Chem. Corp. 9 29. 34. 73,

387, 4.30. 480. 813—Electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen gen-
eration •ISS

Tenn. in 1916 73
Terlingua. Tex.. Quicksilver in 97
Testing Laboratory for ore •1142
Testing hammer drills. N. J. Zinc Co •582
Texada Island B. C. coal 159 383
Texas Hill. Cahf 861
Texas Hill Explor.. Calif 362
Texas mining in 1916 7.3

Texas petroleum 110
Texas potash explorations 438. 1141
Texas. Quicksilver in Terlingua 97
Texas State School of Mines & Met 686
Teziutlan Cop. M. & S 9
Thamesvillc-Bothwell. Canada 728
Tharsis Sulphur & Copper Co. leaching. .. ^932—Repoit 1070
Thawing of stockpiles 770
Thayer B. B •573—Butte district in 1916 12
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The Paa. Manitoba ^1099
Thickener. Conkliii directed 'lOO
Thiden, Alfi-cd. Death of 284
Thomas, C. A, Yukon placer act '782
Thomas, D, R 686
Thomas, F, R, W,, Death of 644
Thomas, G G 680
Thomas, H, Mining laws of Brazil 480
Thomas, K 858 998
Thomas Cruse Developing. Mont 957
Thompson, H. N 858
Thompson-Krist, Ont 44fr 912
Thompson mine, Miiin 166, 167 860
Thompson, Willi,ani H 476
Thorium prices 93
Thornc, Capt, Stewart 644, 908
Thorp. P. H, Industrial Chemistry t331
Three Buttcs & Consumnes cop, mines,,,, 117
Three Porks Portlaiid Cement 39
Three Kings, Utah 16S, 304, 480, 730, 912, 1088
Three R mine, Ariz 955
Th.vmolphthalein indicator in limestone

analysis 1102
Tierra del Fuego, gold dredging •693
Tiffany Zinc, Wis 40 364
Tiger, Okla 398
Tiger tunnel, Burma, Photo •1163
Ttgre, Mex 1130
Tillson, B. F, Testing and application of

hammer drills by N, J, Zinc Co •SSS
.—Recording of accidents and safety meas-

ures by N. J. Zinc Co •627
Timber Butte MiUing. Mont 39
Timber winch. Mesabi shaft •oOl
Timbering. See also "Mining."
Timbering methods in Siberian mines. ... 'lOlO
Timbering—Stull-mcasuring devices •624
Timbering—Underground mining methods. . ^557
Timbers. Alaskan, for mine props 635
Tin, Alaska 75
Tin. Australasia 83
Tin. Bolivia 89—Ore shipments 975—Placer workijigs. Potosi dist 359—Porco dist. developments '329
Tin containers scarce . , , , 983
Tin group. Separation of 345
Tin in Nevada 161
Tin in tin ashes 984
Tin in 1916 14
Tm, Malay States 14
-^Export duty on ore 530
Till market and prices "5, •?. 15
Tin-ore assaying. Handy method 267
Tin output, southern China 184
Tin plate and can industry 734
Tin, Siam. output 533
Tin situation 953
Tin. South Dak 356
Tin stipplies in war 802
Tin. Transvaal 86
Tin. United Kingdom 634
Tincroft Mines. Ltd.—Semiannual report,,. 940
Tinned sheet copper corrosion 1064
Tinsel goods. Copper in French 282
Tintic Bonanza, Utah 813
Tintic Central, Utah 648
Tintic Milling Co 39, 74, 101, 206, 477, 727
Tintic Mg, & Dev 437
Tintic Standard, Ut.ah 101, 168, 326, 440.

516, 648. 690. 813, 862. 1044
Tip Top. Ariz 35. 1173
Tip-Top mine, Ont 79, 128. 246
Titanium prices 92
Titaniferous iron ores, electric smelting of. 1020
Titicaca Lake district '1133
Togo Mg, Co., Troy dist 325, 398
Tolima Mg, Co 91
Tolman, C, F„ Jr, Sudbury nickel ores, , , •326
Tom Reed, Ariz 68, 166, 244, 514.

811. 956. 1000—Photo ^114
Tombov. Colo. 99. 167, ^309. 311. •235.

325, 689, 911
Tommy Burns G, M. Co 359
Tom. P, J '1096
Tonkin zinc-mines production , 459
Tonopah Belmont, Nev, 58, 71, 138, 206,

387, 4.39, 554. 645. 690. 811. 813. 1002, 1044—Annual report 938—Beaumont Camp, Nev •lOOJ—Handy silent-chain cleaner '535—Mill practice '188, •189—Surf Inlet mine 80. "538
Tonopah Divide Mining. Nev 863
Tonopah Extension, Nev. 39, 71, 128, 206.

336. 440. 690. 958, 1044
Tonopah Mg, Co,, Nev. 71, SO, 128, 206,

326, 554, 813, 1002, 1044
' —Manitoba developments: Mandy Mg, Co,,

12S. 303, 304
—Nicaragua operations 91, 93, 440—Report 1070
Tonopah Nicaragua, Nicaragua 1044
Tonopah Placers Co 63, 70
Top-slicing drift—Lagging floor '559
Top-slicing method. Incline, Coronado 'SOI
Torch—Blowpipe from fittings ^425
Toronto steel works 244
Torsional strength of pipe •988, 1161
Tortillita Cop,, Ariz 286
Torreon, Cia, Met, de 9, 18
Toso, P. Tuscan mineral deposits t316
Tough, F, B 124
Tough-Oakes, Ont, 78, 396. 516, 1044,

1088, 1172
—Milling cost 1031—Report 1070
Toulumne mine, Mont 958
Toy.ah Valley Sulphur, Tex 287
Tracing cloth, transparency of 1023
Tracings, etc.. Piling ^140 ^178
Trai-k and rail joint 1115
Ti-ack angles and curves. Laying out ^434
Tractors, Ford 764

Page
Tractors, Knox, Big Cottonwood; wheel

with removable, calks '347
Trade balance 1122
Trade commission report on gasoline 806
Trade, Coiipcration in export 200
Trades of primary importance 711
Trade, Foreign, See also "U, S," and other

countries, metals, etc.

Traders mine, Mich 107
Traflic delay. The 240. .393. 416. 431
Trail. See also "Consol. Mg. & Smg."
Trail reduction works additions 225. 811
Train dispatcher's board ^309
Tramming. Underground '577
Tramway. Blue Bell aerial *19'l
Tramway. Gilpin County 125
'Tramway, aeri.al, Marysville 781
Tramway, aerial. Tacoma Smeltery •967
Tramways, aerial. Uses and costs of •OOH
Transformer, water alarm *67'l
Transformers, wiring, mine locomotives. .. •700
Transportation and communication commit-

tee. Council national defense 89*3

Transport.ation of troops 900
Transvaal, See also "Rand," "South Af."
Transvaal diamonds 86
Transvaal gold 85. '718
Transvaal mining in 1916 84
Transvaal—Organization mine labor 6.56
Transvaal. Steel headframe at stale mines.

photo •713
Transverse tables. Indicator for •SOO
Trauerman, C, J, Ore-testing laboratory ,, •I 142
Traveling, Western Ont, winter 63.3
Treadwell group. See "Alaska,"
Treasure Hill, Calif 771
Treasury bill issue 754
Treasury, "Public-buildings" raid on 139
Treece camp, Kan 4.39

Trenches, assault and capture •SSI
Trenches, German . . . . 1131
Trenton-Bleichert aerial tramway ^609
Trenton, Okla 305
Trethewey, Capt, John, Death of 124
Trethewey mine, Ont 554. 912. 1088
Trials of a shift boss, poetry 906
Triangle, Universal ^1114
Triangles. Truing worn ^309
Trilby mine. Colo 167. 1173
Trimountain. See "Copper Range."
Trinidad Leaseholds. Ltd 326
Trinitrotoloul 1053
Trinity Star Dredging Co.. Calif.. .63. 515. 1087
Tri-State Mg. Co 166
Triumph Gold M. & M.. Calif 910. 1087
Troitzk Goldfields. Ltd 406
Trojan. S. D 168. 356
Trolley pole, collapsible ^797
Troop-moving problem 900
Tropico M. & M.. Calif 127. 910
Tropics, Gelatin dynamite in 715
Troy-Ariz. Cop 286. 1172
Troy dist.. Mont 325
Troy mine. Minn 245
Truck body *897
Trumbull Steel. 39
Tube-mill feed-box protector ^312—Discharge screen 'SSO. •1072
Tube mill for zinc shorts ^350
Tube-mill lining. "Adamant silica" 124
Tube-mill practice. Lonely Reef, Rhodesia—Different mills and linings compared. .•452
Tube milling. A. Del Mar tl083
Tube to ball mill. Changing 'Ill
Tubes. Producing accurate glass 345
Tucker, W, B 737
Tucson-Ariz. Cop 166. 514, 738
Tuckahoe mine. Ariz 1000
Tucker Mountain. Colo 739
Tuckwell. H. M. S 202
Tulloch Mines. Cahf 36, 345, 812
Tulsa Fuel & Mfg, Co 25
Tulsa Lead & Spelter Corp 38, 440
Tungsten, Alaska 7.5

Tungsten, Argentina 91
Tungsten, Boli%-ia 888, ^1119
Tungsten, Burma, output 23
Tungsten mines. Calif 911, 1173
Tungsten, Calif,—Inyo Co. deposits 296
Tungsten. Colo 69. ^93. 100. 727. 909
Tungsten Comet, Nev 39
Tungsten derivatives. Analysis of 345
Tungsten, duty on 1010
Tungsten industry in America 714
Tungsten in 1916 93—Prices 92, ^93
Tungsten Metals Corp 37
Tungsten mines. Calif 36, 861
Tungsten Mines. Inc., Nev 477
•Tungsten monopoly in America 936
Tungsten, Mo.—Einstein mine 21
Tungsten Mtn. Mines Co 127
Tungsten ore and concentrate prices 834
Tungsten-ore consumers 94
Tungsten-ore reduction 94
Tungsten-ore stealing 165
Tungsten, Oregon, mining 105
Tungsten, Peru 1012
Tungsten powder, Mfr, of 312
Tungsten, South Dak 356
Tungstonia M. & M, Co 71, 477
Tuolumne, Mont, 127, 168. 246. 2S7. 398,

513. 551. 861
Tuolumne Riv. Placer Mg. Co 479
Turkestan mining •411
Turner. T ; . . 1097
Turnet Cop. M, & R„ Colo 397
Tuscany, Mineral deposits of 316
Tuscon-.\rizona, .\riz 91ft
Twcntv-One, Calif 36
Two Peaks, Ariz 514
Tvee Cop. Co 9
T.vler, W S 1040
Tvndall & Fiiui 910
T,vrrell, J, B •1099
Tysen mine, Calif 1000
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u
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U-Boat chasers 1133
Uinta land sale. Utah 1171
Ullric'U. B de 680
Umnleby. Ore on limestone side oi garnet

zones 6*
Unoia. Bolivia photo *llli)
Uncle Tom. Calif 1139
Underground metal-mining methods •SST
Unevida Gold Mining. Utah 1088
Unerava exploration 303
Union Amaleamated. Nev 863
Union Basin. Ariz ."}.">

Union Chrome. Calif 910
Union Con.. Nev. 105. 4S0. .Vi4. T.'iO. 1088.

11.10, ll-t
Union Hill mine. Calif 305. 439. 847. 739
Union Mines Co.. Ida 1139
Union Minidre du Haut Katanga 8. 440.

.)54. 803. 1088
Union Oil. Cuba 1130
Union Pacific Coal Co 1171
Union Sulphur Co 73
United Copper-Gold Mines. Ore. 74. 105.

958. 1044
United Copper Milling. Wash 690
United Eastern. Ariz. 35. 58. 68. 106. 204.

244. 378. 334. 514. 738. 770. 1043. 1173—Mill photos '114
United Engineering Societies' hldg 183
United Gold Mines. Colo 911. 1043
United Gold Mg.. Ore 138. 689
United Kingdom:—Aluminum stock reports required 411
-—.\luminum supply. Listing ; 539—Bolivian tin-ore shipments 975—Borden. Sir R.. speaks 755—British aluminum industr.v 881—British dealings in lead 974—British spelter embargo 836—Canada mineral resources 704—Coinage, weights, measures reform 393—Copper market. London '4. '7. 10. 130—Copper purchases 11
—Copper regulations 194—Copper scrap requisitioned 139
•—Dept. Scientific and Industrial Research. 133—Engineers. For relief of 4,59—Iron and steel exports 378—Jewelry-importation prohibition 19^—Labor. Ont 390. 514 646. 770. 950—Lead dealings prohibited 383. 388—Lead prices. London '7. 16—Manitoba as mining province '1099—Mineral production 793—Monel money in Canada 719—Mysore. India, mining 888—Spelter market. London •4. 24—Taxation. Mine. Attitude on ; . . 375—Tin 634—Tin market. London 15
•—War payment 678—West Africa gold output 926
United Magma Mines Co 386
U. S. Metals Ref. Co •495
LTnited Metals Selling Co. statistics 39
United Mine Workers of America. . . .900. 1171
United States (productions and other

matter) :

See also "Survey. Geological." "Bureau
of Mines." "Nitrate plant." "War .

topics." etc.—Antimon.v 1,5—Aluminum 29' 254—Bolivia lead and bismuth '. 928
•—Cement. Portland, shipments 15—Chromite 2.3—Chromium '.'..'.'.'.'. 103—Coal and coke 1 42—Copper X. S. 668

Exports from Bolivia 883
Imports and exports 8. 159. 397. 508

841. 894—Gold 1, 3—^Iron. steel, ore:
Ore production 1, 30
Lake ore shipments .30—^Lead 1, 16
Imports and exports 16. 160. 304. 490.

731. 928. 981—Lime, by states 194—Lithographic stone .'.'.'.'." 303—Manganese. Ferro. ore. etc.l. 1.59, 163. 419—Mineral production. Total ;...." 163—Mineral Resources of U. S. for 191.5

—

Iron Ore. Pig. Steel t321—Mining in 1910—General review 07—Molybdenum 32—Nickel 1_ 163. 528—Petroleum ,i, 33
By states . .

,".".".'. *lio
Total resources . .

, 66—Pig production ". .1 30
Revised and by states '5O8—Platinum 6. 743—Potash 356—P.vrites exports to U. S.. Spanish, etc. . . 336—Quicksilver 1. 6 97—Silver 1. 3. 383. 530—Smelteries—Capacity statistics 9. 18. 35
Editorial explanation 239—Strontitim ore 455—Sulphuric acid 100—Tin 15—Treasiiry. "Public-buildings" raid on.... 1.39—White lead and oxides 18—Zinc (erratum 121). 1. 34
Imports and exports 30. 100. 304. 490.

721. 981
D. S. Bureau of Standards—Standard of

tracing cloth 1033
U. S. Chamber of Commerce referendum

—

Combinations to consei-ve natural re-
sources 149. 190

U. S. Consol.—Hardserabble mine 138
U. S. Gold Corp 647. 1173

Paue
V. 3. Graphite Co 375
U. S. Gypsum. S. D •600, 1003
U. S. Manganese Corp 044
U. S. Metals Ilef . Co 9, 39—High costs discussed 230
U. S. Paymaster mine. Mo Oil
U. S. platinum. Occurrence of 1146
U. S. potash situation 1015
U. S. Smg.. Ret. & Mg. Co.:—Five Bears mine. Calif 647, 989—Flotation 738—Harvard mine; Leadville unit '483,

•485, 69. 99. 317. 361. 729—High costs discussed 218. 339—Iron Dyke mine. Calif 515. 969—Mary Harrison mine. Calif 479—Operations in 1910, 29. 38. 57, 68, 103,
107, 909—Report 063—Statistics of capacity 9. 18. 25—Utah R.R. Co 303—Various notes. 305. 437, 089. 738. 771.

969. 957, 1129—Zinc condenser support •874
U. S. Steel Corp. (See also "Oliver Iron

Mg.." "Min. Steel Co."):—Amer Steel and Wire Co 967—Uonora zinc smeltery 35. 39, 545, 554—Mine ears ^577—Monthly report of orders 483—Note 123—Red Cross dividends 1133—Report for 1916 544—Steel supply

—

801
U. S. Sulphur supply 1128
U. S. Vanadium. Ariz ,552 1043
U. S. Zinc Co 25 56
Union Mines Co.. Nev .1003
I'nitcd Eastern mine. Ariz 1000
United Verde Cop. Co.. 9. 39, 35, 363. 999, 1172— Drill-sharpening methods •313—Electric hoist •OOS—Underground hoist •598
United Verde Extension. Ariz.. 13. 390. 514.

684. 728 812. 860. 910. 955. 999. 1139—Photo •867—Report .'.'.'.'.'.*.' 419
United Zinc Smg. Corp 34, 25, 40 770
Unity. Mo ' 33
ITniversal military training 318. 511, ,546
Universities. See state or other proper

names.
Unversagt. C. H 857
Unwatering inclined shaft. Comstock •.531
Unwatering mine with air lift 3.37
Unwatering projects at Leadville •483
Uranium metallurgy patents 870
Uranium-ore prices 9.3
Urbana. New laboratory at 381
Uren. Wm. J 436
Useful Minerals and Rocks. Deposits of. . . t331
Utah Apex 74. 243. 326. 4,37. 645. 687.

1002
Utah Chem. Co 39, 74. 103
Utah coal and coke 125
Utah compensation-law plan 361. 513
Ut^h Consol 73. 306. 087. 1070
Utah, copper 8
Utah Cop. Co.;—Flotation calculations: ore reserves. . . . 314—Kennecott increases its interest 548—^Leaching plant 344. 087. 7-1H, 859—Notes 39. 74. 135. 128. 301. 336 068

690. 730. 813. 958. 1044. 1088—Operations in 1910 102—Photo of manager Gemmell •oSl—^Production 29. 73. 103 138 385 240
395. 440. 048. 823—Purchase of Wall claims 769—Report 297. 757. 841—Tailings pond 340. 645

Utah Fertilizer and Potash 287
Utah gold and silver .1

Utah labor—Park City wages 477
Utah lead-zinc-cop. ore study 046
Utah Leasing Co 39 74 101
Ut.ah Met. & Tun. Co. 39. 40. 74. 101. '437!

Utah mineral resources. To classify 323
Utah minerals 101
Utah mines' earnings 4.37 687
Utah mining in 1916 ! . 73 100
ITtah-Missouri. Mo ' 38
Utah Ore Sampling Co 74. 361. 51 o'. 045
Utah Power & Light 39
Utah Quicksilver Co.. in Ore 106
Utah R.R. Co 203
Utah taxation. ..39.5. 513

876
1001

Utah. University 303. *6b7 833
Ute Shale Oil Co.. Colo

"

Utica-Gold Cliff. C.aUf iilOOO
Utopia. Mo 1130
Utt-Thorne. Wis 1002
Uvada Cop.. Nev ',,] 200

Vacuum Gas and Oil Co 1;;8 304
Valdor Dredging. Calif 36, 63 •SSS
Valentine. L. G 1088
Vallat. li. 998
Valley Forge. Mont 1088. 1174
Vallc.v mine. Colo 1001
Valley Ore Corp.: Barrows mine :M5. 515
Valle.v View. Colo. 37
Valve. Blower air-relief. Nev. Con ^270
Valves for feetl-water control ^1036
Vanadium. America 936. 1006
Van Arsdale. G. D '.

. 908
Van Unrneveld. Charles E .550
Van Brunt. Hr.-idlee 1109
Van Cutsem H. H., Death of 360
Vandorlip. F. A 952

-The Liberty loan, economic status and
effects. 934

Van der Meulen. A new silicate of lead and
zinc 931

I'aite

Van Dyke Cop.. Ariz 126. 304
Van Nordcn. B. W.. mine loeomollve •698
Vantrent Mg. Co. (See also "Dairy Farm

mine") •'>31

Vegetation. Smoke damage to 33,'i

Velarde mill. Uollvla 'aOO. 250
Venezula mines and oil wells 91
Ventilation at Old Dominion 387
Verdo district. Ariz. Map 869
Vermont Cop Co 40. 7;;

Vernon Mg. Co., Colo 446—Notes 167, 205, .397, 047. ll'.J9

Vesuvius. Mo 387. 47»
Victor Power and Mining. Calif 1043
Victoria. Mich 363. 515. 729, 801, Oil 1173—Annual report 939
Victoria Con.. Utah 437
Vindicator Con.. Colo. 37, 89, 99, 280, 363.

812. 911—Annual report 937—Flotation at the mill 449—Mining costs 540
Vinegar Hill Zinc. Wis 37. 40. 74. .304

Vinegar Hill. Mo 089, 1130. 1174
Vipond mine. Ont 912
Vipond-North Thompson. Ont 248. 398. 730
Virginia City dist,. Mont 653
Virginia Lead and Zinc Corp 73
Virginia mine. Calif 245
Virginia Smelling Co 40, .52

Virginian Ry.—Greatest locomotive •530
Visel. C. E 858
Vivian & Son Ltd 880
Vogelstein & Co.. Inc 2, 29
Voigt. Sc-e "P;iciflc Syndicate."
Volcano gold gravel. Calif 1086
V<)lcanoeB, Power from 32.5
Volkman-.\ndcrson. Calif 126
Vonda mine. Colo 127
Vulcan M. & S . Colo 37
Vulcan mine. Nev .361
Vulcan mine. Queensland 83

w
Waco. Mo 739. 911
Wade M. & M.. Mo 38, 440
Wadsworth. M . E 342
Wages advanced. Mich 688
Wage and bonus vs. wage 307
Wage earners. Liberty loan for 10.34
Wages in Colo 737
Wage scale. Ariz 1085
Wage scale. Calif 810
Wage situation. Canada 910. 956
Wages. See also "Labor."
Wage*, gold miners. Calif 769
Wages. Cripple Creek. Colo 810
Wagner Bros. M. D. Co.. Colo 70
Wagner Mg.. Calif .36

Wah Ch.ang M. & S. Co 338
Wahle. R. L 954
Waihi gold mine. N. Z 82
Wake up. America 1121
Waldo mine. Ore 105. 730
Waldorf property. Colo 689
Wales. R. L. Equipment cost of coal and

oil as fuel •1147
Walker. Elton W 332
Walker Mg.. Calif 36. 167. 362
Walker Mg.. Okla 38. 127. 204. 205. 911
Walker Mg. Co.. Utah ^969
Wall_ claims purchased by Utah Cop 769
Wallace employment office closed 323
Wallace. R. C. Man in 1916 80
Wallaroo & Moonta ' Aust 84. 1070
Wampler. Webb Cy.'. Mo 553. 647
Wanakah. Colo 9. 1087
War topics. European and U. S.

:

—Aeroplanes 850. 1165—Alien Labor in Ont 811—.\luniinum supply. Listing British 539—.-Aluminum uses 39—.\merica at 68.3—.\merican silver market 1134—Anaconda Cop Co 769
•—Army registration bill 990, 991—.Assessment work 951—.\ssessment work suspended 1138—Avoiding muddling 767—Belgian rehef 1. 119. 130. 103. 163 301.

330. 241. 277. 281. 383. 310. 330.
,337. 360. 4.30 4.35. 455. 468. 472.
470. 504. 509. 641. 043. 684. •703.

739. 767. 849. 899. 1125. 1169—Borden. Sir Robert, speaks 755—British attitude on mine taxation 375—British spelter embargo 836—Bullets. Aluminum in rifle 163—Bureau of Mines activity 522. 552—Business conventions 1161—Butte. Mont 737. 1041. 1168. 1171, 1174—Canadian scientific research 553—Canada's resources 704—Car loading 990. 1164—Cataloguing minerals and mining engi-
neers for war purposes 533. 046

-—Census of technical men 7.5.5—Coal committee appointed 850—Coal emergency 900—Columbia University's offer 393—Composition of new army 849—Congress. To ( editorial 1 996—Copper losses through submarines 474
.—Copper market 723. 766—Copper producers to the Govt. 499. 517.

547. 548
-—Copper purchases in 1910 11
-—Copper regulations. Bi-itish 194—Copper-scrap requisition. British 129—Copper used in munitions 64.3—Costs of mining, etc.. High 218. 239—Council National Defense •SgO

Pholn 892
Raw Materials Committee. Photo. . . . ^923—Crippled soldiers, (German school for. . . I(i3—Daylight saving 084. 754
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War Topics—Contiiuurt—DciivtT engineers' wnsiis ^ '_>""

—E.onomii- .-hances by the war uu"
—Rcoiiomio levelcr "?"
— K.iisnn. T. A 8«7
—EHi.icnov o( liTcnt corporations ,,i?.—Enomy supply ol metal ami ores...... !).<;

Engineer Otllcers' Reserve Corps—Sebool IS-
Geol. Survey ofllcers in Corps: mill-

t.iry m.ipping ~a4. 37i>. "IJ.t. J-jn

Cuyun.i Raiiee activity .-Jfi'J

—Enitineers first to go 847
—Engineers training '*+—Engineer regiment .

••••• 'V/q
—Engineers. For relief of Brit.

.

*J\<

Engineering commission to Russia o.ti

—Engineering ledcralion •;••••, If^
—Explosives, trinitrotoluol or T. N. T. . . . .

105.1

—Financing the <"''• '^Xr—Fin.aneial . • • v-;, i ni?—Food administration bill . .... .... • • ^"•>i
—Food question 675. 709, 734. 756. llfio

—Ford tractors ^g*—-Forestry regiment to France WJ>^

—France wants our engineers >'»-

Gases Ill'

—Gases in' trench warfare g08—Geol. Survey bulletins . ;•••;/ ,7,tt—German estimate of American strength. 1U7.J—German trenches ioi—Goethals as shipbuilder 7gi

—Govt, armor plant 7t)0

—Govt, attitude tow.ard steel men 10J*

—Govt, prices lor metals 7eb
—Government waste ii n—Guarding Butte mines and works SiO
—Guns. To increase life of—A. I. M. E. ^^

conference j*;^:'—Helping allies o7^
—Hoover to Belgian Commission »»«
—Hoover to be food administrator

, n*

V

—Hope for Russia 10 '*

—How things look in Washington aa*
—How South America stjuids "^•>

—Hysteria 765

.38-:. 388
723

850. 855. 934, !).i3

1094
549
1134
1166
511
1080
835
900

-Industrial concerns aiding nation 640
—Insurance instead of pensions

i n3-—Insurance risk . . . ..... ••.-. ^n^—Jewelry-import prohibition. Bnt 1J*

—Labor more plentiful lo^^
—Labor, skilled workers.... ... . .

^
. b78

—Lead deahngs prohibition. Brit •>< ><"

—Lead market ....—^Liberty loan—Liquid fire—Loans to the alUes—Mastery ol the air—Matter of prices •—Metal-refinery visitors prohibited
—Metal situation—Military books for engineers
—Military census of New T6rk. . . -

—Military companies at mines. . . .
,

7<)7

—Military Science, Fundamentals of tJJI
—Military service, assessment work waived,

764. oOw
—Minerals of military importance 974
—Mining and Metallurgical Soc. meeting. . . 760
—Misfits in Cabinet 11"4
—Mobilize yourself -ja*

—Mobihzing the railroads 94b
—More work lor the fool-killer 99a
—Motors at the froni 1130
—National press bureau ' 0?—Naval contracts '^7,-—Nav>' shells not defective 103.i

—Neutral food in neutral ships 1074
—Neutral states .

IOS.t

—Nissen hut •670. 000—Nitrate plant. Govt -533—Notes on Hoover 800. 850—Organization ol Govt, machinery *^^^—Organizing the railroads 847—Paint removal from artillery 501—Payment in England 676—Pennsylvania Railroad ,. 803—Platinum conservation 001—Prices 68.3—Problems in chemistry ^^Zi'—Progress of 67.5—Prohibition J6^—Prospect for business 848—^Pvrites embargo. Norway 364—Railroad men to Russia 7.54—R.iilways 676, 1035, 1164
—Raising potatoes 851—Range finder and clinometer. Yoimg's. . . .1.54—Red Cross gilt 1074—Regulation ol explosives 745—Relief for professional classes 090—Rifles. The manufacture ol 131. 283—Room at the top. Always .119—Royal School ol Mines record 996—Sappers and miners 643—Serbian copper mines .39.3—Shipping committee 754—Situation. The 357—Situation in spelter 79.*?

—South American situation 75.5—Spelter situation 703—State to run Russian mines 1131—Steel works. Toronto 344—Submarine menace. Wooden merchant-
men to overcome, etc 465. 473. 506—Sulphuric acid materials 1146—Surrender of coal fields 1075—Tanks in warfare 1030—Tax bill 004—Tax on profits 851. 855—Taxation 945. 1034. 1073—Technical editors 7.54—Tin-can shortage 083—Trades and oc<nipations 711—Training mining men 741—Treasury-bill issue 754—Trenches, craters and localities *8H1—Troop moving • 900—Tungsten monopoly 036

Page
War Topics—Contiiiueil.—U Boat 10.14—n. S. about to enter war 640—U. S breaks with Germany 380—U, S. Steel Corporation's steel supplv.. sni
—Universal military training. .. .318, 511, 546—tTranium steel H70—-Wake Up. America 1131—We are at war 951—What a geologist can do 097—What is going on in Washington 854—What Russia needs 710—Where is Roosevelt? 1030—Where was the fool-killer? 953—Wire ancl cable censorship 800—Wire entanglements •740—Wooden ships 465, 473. 506. 875. 731.

848. 1073, 1074, 1081
—Tuba Mfg. Co.'s offer .305

—Zinc market 722. 854. 031
War E.agle Con.. Colo 957. 1087
Ward. Colo., gold discovery 1173
Wardner Leasing. Ida 861
War Horse Copper, Ariz 813
Waring, C. A 727, 1084
Warren mine, Minn 71
Wartenweiler. F. E.xtraction ol silver from

manganiferous ores 229
—Flotation on Rand . . 386
Wasatch mines. Utah 101. 246
Wasatch-Colorado. Colo S.iO

Wasatch Ozokerite Co ^^j^*
Wash and change house. Cop. Queen. ... 'SSO
Washers, C.ist-iron '70.0

Washing m.achine for graphite '696
Washington copper ,,„S
Washington district. Calif lUO
Washington gold .and silver 3
Washington. Magnesite in 601
Washington mine. Colo ^**^1

Washington mining in 1016 74
Washington & Nev. development 1130
Washington, University ol..l64. .362. 73R. 809
Washington. What is going on in 854
Washoe. See "Anaconda."
Wasp No 3. S. D 'T.S. 3.56. 480
Waste dilution .at Ray. • »3^
Watch, motion-study, spht-seeond '987
Water alarm lor transformers i,nco
Water clarification : ;'„„
Water. Feed, heater—Chart ol saving ".wo

Water Problems Conference. Calif +.3-1

Water regulator for hose ^^''

Water-right case. S. D "l'.;

Water, Salt, infiltration, Treadwell l*^
Water spravs in drifts. South Af IS
Water-supply, Rand • •,• ._^6
Water tank. Double float for '113. •70fi

Water tanks lor drilling machines ''Oh
Waterproofing concrete "388. ll'O
Waterproofing leather boots •_>01

Watkins S. L. Three Buttes & Consumnes 11/

Watson.' R B. Sodium-cyanide precipita-

tion. Nipissing 3^?
Wauseca mine. Mich '^^^
Wave svstem ol power transmission 94.S

Wavland. R. G. Bulldozing chambers.
Treadwell mine 63^

Webb bill. The .•• • • .sSn
Webb. C. N. Ballad of torn boots

ii,- 222
Webb. Minn 37. 689
Weed. W. H. Big Ledge Cop -j^^
Weeks mine, Calif ^^;^
Weigel. W M "*^
Weights. Atomic ..__• lyio
Weights and measures—Metric system..3.i.t. 47^

Weiler mine. Ida iloT
Weinschenk, E. Petrology • :.

i .Jji

Weir Smelting Co ~-^. .j"
Weiss. Howard F. i,noo
Wekusko Lake. Manitoba „„ '^Vn^
Welch Co. Okia 38. 137
Welch. J. M. Sep.arating tin group •'+1

Weld C M 11
'

Wellington Mines. Colo 70. 99. 439
Wells. A. E SpR—Lead ores •

6bS
Wells R. C. Electric activity in ore de-

posits 6j9
Wells. Mo „^°
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Introduction

Tlie proiliutioii of the iiiori' iiu, )vt;iiit niiiK'r;ils and

metals is suiniiiarized in the tahle on this page. Tlie (U,'-

tails appear on suhseriuent pages. It will be round that

in some cases our eontributors give figures that do not

agree with our own. The e.vplanation of such dilferences

will generally he tlvit the artieles oi' outside contributors

were necessarily written and i)ut into type before our own
statistics were availai)le. The necessity of handling the

great mass of material in this huge number in a few days

PRODUCTION OF .METALS I.N THE UNITED ST.\TES

Metal Unit 1914 1915 1916

Copper (n) . Pounds 1,158,581,870 1,423,698.150 1,941,900.586
Ferromanganese Long tons 185.118 226.957 355.356
Gold (6) Dollara 94.531.800 101.035,700 92,315,363
Iron Long tons 23,147,226 29,916,213 39.484,000
Lead (c) Short tons 538,735 535,922 583.498
Nickel (f) Pounds 30,067.064 44,139.826 61,675,438
Quicksilver Flasks 16,300 (/) 21.033 28,942
Silver (6) Troy ounces 72,455,100 67,485,600 72,883,748
Zinc ((/) Short tons 362,361 492,495 672,300

(a) Production from ore originating in the United States- ih) The ..statistics

for 1914 and 1915 are the final and those for 1916 are tlie preliminary statistics

reported jointly by the directors of the Mint and the U. S. Geological Survey,
(c) Production of refined lead from ore and scrap originating in the United States:
Antimonial lead is included. ('/) Total production of smelters, except those treat-
ing dross and junk exclusively: includes spelter derived from imported ore. 'ci

Imports; for 1914. 1915 and 1916. first 10 niouths only. This nickel is refined in
the United Slates for the production of metal, oxide and salts. (/) As reported by
U. S. Geological Survey. (/') Estiniatcd.

PKODUCTION OF MINERAL AND CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
Substance Unit 1914 1915 1916

Coal. anth. (n) . .Short tons 90,821.507 88,912,000 88.500,000
Coal, bitu. (n) . . Short tons 422,703.970 432,500.000 509.000,000
Coke (a) Short tons 34,555.914 41.600,000 54,300,000
iron ore Long tons 42,911.897 58,843,804 81,095,000
Petroleum (-0 ..

.

Barrels 265.762,535 281,104,104 292,500,000

<(i) The coal and coke and petroleum statistics are the estimates of the U. S.
Geological Survey.

leaves no time for leisurely comparison and revision to ef-

fect a careful coordination of all the data.

United States })ig-iron production is estimated at 39,-

484,000 tons for the year. Production for the last half-

year is estimated at 80,103,04G tons. This is the great-

est production on record in this country.

New mining and metallurgical construction in this

country in 1916, as reported in the details elsewhere

in this issue, amounted to more than -Sirj.OOO.OOO. The
true total was undoubtedly much grpater, for there was
an enormous amount of new construction whereof we
did not obtain details.

In 191:! we were able to give at this time figures of

the workfs production of copper, gold, spelter and tin

in the year that had clo.sed a few days previous] v. These
figures were not mere guesses, but were based on official

reports covering 10 or 11 months of the year, with esti-

mates only for November and December. When the final

figures were published several months later, they were
found to vary from our preliminary ligures by only a

trifling percentage. The statistics that we are able to

present this vear, as was also the case a vear asro, are far

more incomplete than in l!)i;5 and previous years, thus
rellecting the disturbances created by the war, which has
put many commercial conditions out of joint. It has
been impossible this year to obtain statistics from any of

the European countries.

•».

American mining companies that publicly announce
their dividends paid $170,388,:5r8 in li)l(i, compared with
-$/S,;5(;9,.i3.") in 1915. Canadian, Mexican and Central
American companies paid •$-<?(),28(),(i;3 in 191(i and $10,-

521,382 in 1915. United States metallurgical and hold-
ing companies connected with the mining industrv paid
$130,008,tiSUn ]91(), compared with $8:!,314.863 in 1914.

^J'o all the contributors who collaborated in this number
we tender our thanks, and also to the many persons who
have assisted in the collection of statistical information.
Our thanks are due also to the producers of copper, lead,

spelter and otlier substances, who have communicated to

us the amount of their output in 1916 and have thereby
enabled a close appro.ximation to the actual production in

1916 to be made by Jan. 3, 191T, our going to press.

Si

The committee on suliscriptious in behalf of the Bel-

gian children cabled to Hoover on Christmas day telling

him what the mining engineers of America were going
to do for him. Hoover cabled on Dec. 38 the following

graceful acknowledgment

:

Plea,<e convey to my American professional colleagues

my gratitude for the very great personal compliment
which I feel. In generous gifts to this work the Bel-

gian Relief has not only to be grateful to the American
engineering profession for financial support, but also

for the large body of men who ha\'e made the work pos-

sible.

It has not heen the work of any individual, but to the

largest degree is due to American engineers who have
filled these ranks from the lieginning and have brought
to bear upon it not only their unique capacity for pioneer

organization, commercial adaptability and ability to over-

come physical obstacles, but also the fineness of courage,

devotion and idealism which are the daily demands in

their service and are to be found to such a degree in no
other profession.

We have had not only from the mining engineers Hon-
nold, Eickard, Slialer, Bi-owne, Young, Thurston, Brod-
rick, Fletcher, Smith and Bain, but also from our brother

engineering professions in America we include with equal

pride the services of AVhite, Poland, TTiinsiker, Crosbv,

Bates, Lucey, Connett, Chadbourne, Heinemann. Hulse,

McCarter. Tuck, (iade. (Jay and Humbert.
It has been an engineering job and has been clone in

an engineer's way. Its recognition and support by our
brother engineers is ]irecious to us all. HoovKi;.
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Metal Markets
NEW YORK—JAN. 3. 1917

All of llie iiieUil iiiarkeLs were dull and unset-
tled duilui; the last week. v<,],]Kr eontlnucd to be
reactlonar.v.

^^".'U,''''''^
Insurance in ocean transportation Is

now 4% Instead of 2%.
Tliu business heretofore conducted as a copart-

nersliip under the name of L. Vogelstein & Co.
has been transferred to and will hereafter bo
conducted b.v the corporation known as L, Vocel-
.stein & Co., Inc. This coninan.v was incori]orated
under the laws of New York, with a paid-in capi-
tal of Sl.l.Odd.Oiio. The former members of themm of h. \oi;elstein & ("o. will constitute the
board of direclms of the new companv and L.
^ogelstein will be the president, K. O.'Hotiiorn,
the vice-president, and the other offices will be
tilled by tlie several former assistants of L Vouel-
stem & Co.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc
CopDer—This market durinu the Inst week be-

came almost entirel.v an affair of second hands.
Lonsumers were resellers through brokers and It
W'as dilHcult to tell whence the copiier was beinir
offered, liHW much there was to come. etc. The
niethod ot offeriUK was ralliei- unfortunate be-
cause whereas in the previous week there was
some resistance to the decline throUKll the bu.villK
of consumers who had remained uncovered and
needed copper, the latter finding- that so much
was beiUK offered withdrew, makiUK up their
minds that the.v would be able to buv more
cheapi.v. Thus, a consumer bid 2(i(v for Fe'bruar.v-
April deliver.v. but upon that beiiiE dec-lined he
simply witlidrew. Second hands, however offered
more cheaply from day to day. It was sicnifl-
c.int of tlie market that on Dec. 30 a tender for
200,000 lb., prompt delivery, to the WashinL'ton
£>ayy "iard was made at 2!)c. delivered there.
This was liy a small producer.

Copper Sheets—Base price for copper sheets
rimains unchanged at 42c. for hot rolled and 43c
tor cold rolled. Wire is quoted at 37c. f.o.b. mill!
Tin—Right from the hcKinninc of the week

there was a better tendencv. Imiuiry was very
good, but up to the end of the week' it had not
developed e.ytensively. altlioujih it is expected soon
to do so. At file opening of the week spot was
41c. and futures 40e. At the close, spot was 43cand futures 4154 c.

Lead—This market was quiet insofar as volume
or business was concerned, but was unsettled as
to prices. Early in the week there was sharp
competition for a desiraljle order and a shading
of prices m order to capture not only it but also
such other business as was offered. ' On Dec 30
a buyer needing a large tonnage. Januarv-Febru-
ary delivery, was obliged to pay the fiill priceOn Jan. 2. producers who had been cutting prices
earlier in the week, realized the full price while
Oil the other hand other producers offered at con-
cessions. The business of the week was entirely
for .I.Tnviary-February delivery, chieflv the latter
Regarded as a whole, the market ofthe week is
to be characterized as confused, and there is a
suspicion of some speculative selling.

Zinc—This metal exhibited a peculiar situation
Smelters in Kansas and Oklahoma who are ex-
Jitriencmg gas trouble, found themselves short of
spelter with which to make their contracted deliv-
eries and appeared in the market as buyers
Other smelters taking advantage of tlieir position
exacted a sharp premium for near-by deliveryOn the other hand, the same producers who were
holding up the price of January spelter were free
oflerers of February-March at 9c., and Oiere were
indications that entire first-quarter delivery might
be had at the same price. On Jan. 2, offerings of
tonnages to consumers were made at attractive
prices witliout developing any business.

Rudolf Wolff & Co., of London, in a recent
report, s.iid

: C<insumers liave abstained from
buying, a f.iir quantitv of spot metal being avail-
.ahle. and no one finding himself in the position
of being forced to cover his re.iuirements. Tlie
world .sprodui'tion is now coming into force on a
scale that one would hardly have believed possible
two years ago. The economies in the use of
spelter have been so rigidly applied that Europe
m.n.f'i,'I

"'"'.'" """"' ;" "" K''«" "" require-
n;ents with a tonnage that was hitlierto unthink-
able As a proof of this we would draw attention
to what was in the past the main branch of I'on-sumption—namely, the production of galvanized
.sheets. In November. 1914 (already a war month)we exported 2:.. 49.5 tons of galvanized sheets In
Noveinlicr. HIKi. we exported 2.048 tons Durin"
the first II months of 1914 we exported .•;44 201
tens, and during the first 11 months of this vearwe exported 115.7.-.^ tons. As regards the quantity
or spelter that we in this country require wewould point out that during the first 11 months of
1914 we imported I0.-,,271 tons, and anyone recall-
ing the situation in December. 1914, will recollect
there was a dearth of metal, showing that every-
thing imported had been consumed. During the
first 11 months of 1910 we have Imported 47 SO.",
tons of spelter, and we undoubtedly have, for the
first time for very many months, quite a respect-
able stock on hand to meet the smaller consumers-
requirements.

Zinc Sheets—Rase price of zinc sheets remains
a $21 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru. 111., less 8%
discount.

o "/<j

Other Metals
Aluminum The market continues very iiulet.

I here are inactlcally no dealings and (lu'otallons,
nominal, are placed at Ii2c. per lb. for .No ) Ingots
-New York.

Nickel—There is no change In the market quo-
tation lor nickel. Price remains at •1.5ti'50e. per
"' .' '''^'''"'ytlc commands a premium of 5c.

Quicksilver—gulel, but firm at $80 per flask.

Antimony- Market steady, fair business, puo-
tatloris unchanged at 14i/j@1.5c. January-Feb-
ruary shipments from China are <iuoted at 13(W
I.'-'Ak. c.i f.. New York, duty unpaid.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
NEW YORK—JAN. 3. 1917

Gold -There was deiioslted, on Dec. 28, in the
(.(iveniment Assay Offices at New York and Phlla-
de iilua by J. P. Morgan & Co.. $33,900,000 of
gold all coming from abroad. This Is the largest
single day s Importation of gold on rei'ord. Of theamount deposited. $2.">.0oo,000 was in American
eagles, and was identified as the payments made
lor the French Panama Canal company's property
.•end riglits. Another shipment of $8.0.-,o.000 from
Canada was deposited in tlie Pblladelphla mint

«?sn -mn IL ^^ •', '".
V'"-!:-'" & Co- Tills makes

Ji,so.3no.000 received from all sources since the
first of the year.
The entire amount of gold liullion now In the

vaults of the Philadeliihia mint is $190,000,000
and the entire amount of gold coin is $I7.';,000,000.
Silver— Silver has been steady the past week.^ot much activity owing to the holiday timeThe tendency is considered good, however, owing

to the various causes that have contributed to the
rise to tlie present figure—chiefly the important
role which sliver has to play in local currency
owing to the fact that gold is earmarked bv many
governments for reserve or for external payments.
Platinum-Very quiet at $80(fi!82'/.
Our I'etrograd correspondent reports under date

ot i^ov. 11, 1916. that by government order the
platinum production has been taken over by the
btate Bank at a price of $70.5ti per oz. of crude
meta carrying 83<^; platinum. All private trad-
ing has consequently ceased. Previous to the
issinng of this order tlie market was steady with
good demand.

Quotation for platinum last week was $80®;82'Aper 07,.
f v^ /-

Palladium—Quoted at $GI) per oz..

Other Ores
Tunpsten Ore—There have been heavy arrivalsfrom South America but owing to renewed demand

for the metal from Europe these did not affect
the market, which remains firm at $17@17.aO per

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
Plattevillc. Wis., Dec. 30. 1916—Quotations for

tile dLstnct are according to the following prices-
Base price per 2.000-Ib. ton for material assaying
eor. zinc IS $,.5@ro for premium ore down to
$b;, for medium grades. Base price per 2.000-lb
ton for material assaying 80% lead is $95. Ship-
ments for the week ending Dec. 30 were " -'63
tons of zinc ore, 65 tons of lead ore and'lsi
tens of sulphur ore. For the year to date the
figures are: 133,036 tons of zinc ore. 4,590 tons
of lead ore, and 32,425 tons of sulphur ore.

.?oo'',''!''
during the week to separating plants.

2.N-:4 tons of zinc ore.
Report for last week, delayed in transit, says

under date of Dec. 23: Prices are lower and de-mand is light for zinc ore. Quotations for the
district are according to the following figures

-

fi'^" "."^ I'" 2.000-lb. ton for material assayingbO% zinc is $75'ff70 for premium ore down to
»().> tor medium grade. Base price per 2 000-lb
ton tor material assaying 80% lead ore is $95
Shipments for the week ended Dec 23 are - •' 480
tons of zinc ore, 30 tons of lead ore. and 6i3'tons
of sulphur_ore. For the year to date the figures
are: I3l).ii3 tons of zinc ore, 4.525 tons of lead
ore. and ol.994 tons of sulphur ore. Shipped
during the week to separating plants, 3.297 tons
of zinc ore.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—JAN. 3, 1917

Transportallon Iroubles continue to be the mom
iniporlant retarding factor in flic Iron and sled
niarket. l-urnaces continue to be banked for lack
of coke. Himply because It cannot be traiisporleOand coke ovens are closed because tliclr produ.-lannot be taken away. Ue.-ember production willhe cons derably short of that ot November with

.all steel producer.s. Unfilled tonnages have In-creased, but the slntwlng Is not a favorable one.

.1,, , 1 i'"''.,''''^"
"'™,' ""'' "li-uctural demand haveKUied In the curtailed o|M-i-allonB. The Baldwin

the principal Item In war steel. There Is a report
of b lying on foreign ai-.-ounI of 20.000 tons, andIhc tallan Inquiry for 40.000 Ions Is still active

All pig-iron markets are quieter. .Some uIhuhave been made at prices that arc reporled u, he
i-oncesslons. Export Inquiry keeps up, but the
diniculty of getting the iron is great

Foreign Iron
The pig-iron niarket was reported on Dec 27

Is m.f?.e,f'";''c'-i';-
"''" ''"' ""'"• '"'"n'anBane.e

HnnL f ,\ ^\,\'P»"'''i- -tanuary-June quota-
inns for 4-ln. blllet.s are at about $92 c I fLiverpool \\-|i-e rods for prompt shipment liai-e

.SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE

' .'fieri,

ling

Ex

I

.Silver

New
York

Dec. jChange Cents

28 [4 7550^5?
29 4 7550 75i
30 4 7550 75i|

Lon-
don,
Pence

361
36}
36}

' .Sterl-

i

'SI-
Jan. {change

.''liver

New
York,
Cent*

4 7556 751 36» (

75} 36}4 7556

New York quotations are as reported by Handy
^Ir^f'Qio'fi''"'' V T '^'""* P" ''°y """'<^ of bar
silver. 999 fine. London quotations are in pence ncrtroy ounce of stcrhng silver, 925 fine.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold and Silver
Owintr to till- (listnrlu'il iiiiiililions uhroiul il is iiii-

jiossible to report at tliis early date all the tifjiu'cs

loniprising the worldV f>()l(l jiroiUu-lion, l)iit the total

will be much less than in li)l."). The yield in Australasia

was less than 1915 and is estimated at $3!),(;0().-140.

TAHii; 1 coi.n

I8''7

I8'13

1 801
i»no
10(11

|O02
1O05
1904
1905

Transvaal is estimated to have produced $18(>,8")4,445,

which is also less than in 1915. Japan, not including

Chosen, produced about $2,911,392.

The gold production of the United States, shown in

Table 2. was $92,315,363; less than in 1915 by $8.r20,-

33T. Alaska decreased slightly and although mining in

TABLE 2. GOLD AXD SILVER OUTPUT OF THE UN'ITED STATES*

PRODUCTION
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In March the Ci'iiiiudiiwcallh of ,\astralia iiiulcrtonk

til mint ahout £500,000 in sihiT cciin. lo niccl tiio lar.iic

(len\aiul for such coins wliiili iiail ;iiis<'n in I lie (loninion-

wcalth. By the end of April a considerahh' advance in

the price ol" silver had l)een made, owin^- chiefly lo I lie

fact that miiitai>c orders abroad absorbed supply. Larue

shipments were made from C^bina lo India on accoiinl of

the Indian Goveniment, which reduced silver stock in

China and eliminated the possibility of China sellin.i;-

freely. Kussia also took a laroe amount from China for

coinage. By Hie first of May the market had reached

such a condition that buyers, in order to iirotect future

business, had in many cases contracted beyond tlieir

immediate wants, and conditions were such that tlie liii,dier

prices, instead of ])uttin{;' silver on the market, had a

restraining influence in causing the owners to hoard the

precious metal in ho])es of still higher prices. It was

reported that the French mint, which in ordinary times

coins 8,000,000 to lO.OOO.OOO francs yeai'ly in silver, was

preparing to coin 80,000,000 francs for the year, (ireat

Britain which issued six times as much silver coin in

1915 as she has averaged for the past 10 years eoutiuui^d

to be a heavy purchaser. As a result the silver reached

the record price of 77Vi-

A sharp reaction took place wliicli lasttnl until the end

of July. At the end of the year the ])rice had recovered

to T.5%c.

The influence of flic war ii]ion currciuy has been far-

reaching. It was staled in the National licvinr of

Shanghai that merchants in Shauntung and elsewhere

bongbt n]i copp<'r and other coins and iindted tlieni down.

for sale and export abroad. This jiracfice was, of course,

illegal and few Chinese were engaged upon it. because

they realized the risk of hea\y punishment. The more,

bowevcr, the practice was extended, (he moi'e need there

was for small silvei- coin, and it is jn'obable that the

loss of a considerable anunint of eopjjei' currency in this

way was one of the reasons why China wa.s placed in

the position she was as to silver e.vports and ]m]jorts.

Tlun-e were considerable slii])inents lo China from San

l-'rancisco during the lattei- half of the year. Late in

the year renewed strength was given to the silver market

duo to improvements in the China exchanges, and the

continued interests of the Indian Bazaars and other

demands from the Far East. At the end of the year

shi]nnents from San Francisco to the East, which bad

been slack, were resumed.

Platinum

At the beginning of lOKi the stocks of platinum were

very low anil little business was being done. The nom-

inal quotations were $!»0@i)5 per oz. for refined platinum

compared to $41(7(43 per oz. at the beginning of l!)ir).

During the first quarter of 1916 there was very little

change in the position. The demand was restricted by the

very high prices. Su])plies were limited and rather uncer-

tain, and dealers were generally not willing to quote prices

exce])t to regular custonuM's. and transactions of any ini-

lortance were settled bv negotiation.

JAN rcB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. HPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FLB MAR APRIL MAY JUNC JULY AU6. SCPT OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. fLB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG.
^

-^ ^

—

I9IA 1915 1916

MONTIIT.Y AVERA(5RS OF 11ET.\L TRICES IN 1914. 1915 AND 1916.

i. SEPT. KT. NOV DEC
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In Kussia the (loiiiniKl for lionic use, e.^pecially for acid

work, was \avgv. and the price i'or crude metal, H'^%

platimini, reached $()2 per oz. at Ekaterinl)ur<; and $()!.;.")

per oz. at I'etrograd. Karly in .lanuary the Hussian gov-

ernment is.sned an order proliihiling all iioiders of plati-

num—hanks, mining companies. indivi<liial miners, deal-

ers, jeweler.s. etc.— from selling oi' alienating in any way

the metal which Ihcy held, tlic entire stock of platinum

in Russia to he requisitioned hy the government at a price

not then announced. This order, of coui'.se, stopped all

husincss in Russia. Later, the government rejected the

proposed hill which provided that all metals must he de-

livered to govei-nnient offices as produi-ed. 'I'he jdatinuni

that had already heen taken ovci- was liought hy the gov-

ernment at a fixed price, hut the suhsetpient production

and market were left free. This put the nuirket in a

confused position, so that after the metal was released for

export, sales were resumed on a rather small scale.

Prices became slightly easiei- during the .second (piarter

of 191(), and by midyear quotations for refined platinum

were $77(0)79 23er o/.. The Russian government having

agreed to pay for the platinum taken at the price of

G7,305 rubles per pood, prices on jHivate sales rose to a

corresponding level. Large companies in Russia renewed

AVERAGE PIUCES OF PLATINIM
(In Dollars per C*unce Troy)

. 1915 . 1916
Russia. Crude Metal Russia, Crude Metal

New York 83% Platinum New York 83% Platinum
Refined Petni- Ekaterin- Refined Petro- Ekaterin-

Platinuiii ^rad burg Platinvim crad burg

January 41 10 90 05 61 25 61 ID

February 40 00 30 38 30 08 90 00 61 14 62 625
March.. 39 50 30 38 30 08 90 75

April 38 63 30 38 30 08 83 10 63 70 63 70

May 38 50 30 57 30 08 80 50 66 64 65 92
June 38 00 32 39 31 02 78 1

3

63 70 63 92

July 38 00 32 39 31 02 63 60 63 21 63 92
August 39 25 32 30 30 73 62 56 67 41 66 45
September... . 50 00 84 25 67 41 66 45
October... 54 50 37 98 38 70 89 75 77 42 71 44
November 62 63 47 46 46 64 101 25
December.. 85 50 56 40 56 25 86 87

Year 47 13 83 40

New York average for vear 1914, $45 14; 1913. $44 86: 1912. $45.55; 1911.

$43.12.

the develoi^meut work at their properties there, and two

dredges were ordered for the platinum mines in the North

Ural, and there was a considerable revival of the industry

throughout the country. A materially increased demand
for the metal luul caused a ctm.seipient increase in prices.

and from Ekaterinlnirg it was reported that ])roduction

had been reduced, owing to mobilization among the min-

ers, which also lielped llie advance.

Early in the third (piarter of 1916 prices eased off to

$60 per oz. in this country for refined metal and to about

$63 in Russia, owing to a decreased demand and an in-

creased production. After going as low as $5.5 at the

end of July, ]irices recovered, and during September, be-

cause of a brisk demand from jewel ly manufacturers pre-

paring for the holiday trade, there was a sharp advance

to $90 per oz. In Russia, although dredging was proceed-

ing to its fullest extent, at the end of the third quarter

the demand was suHicituit to have made prices increase to

$71.44 per oz. at Ekaterinburg and $77.42 at Petrograd.

On Nov. 1 the United States Assay Office was reported

as selling (iOO oz. of refined piatinuni at about $90. .")(). The
market, as a result of the continuing demands by the

jewelry trade, advanced to $105 per oz. late in Xovem-
licr. Then, owing to slackening demand from the jewelry

trade, the price slowly began to recede. The year closed

with quotations for refined platinum $80(«82.50 per oz.

with the 7iiaikct steadv hut slow.

Figures .showing tlie worlds production of j)latiniMn

and allied metals are at best estimates made from the

most reliable inrormation obtainable. The follox^ing fig-

ures by the U. S. tieological .Survey give the best estimate-

from information available to date:

ESTIMATE OF WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF CRUDE PLATINUM
Country 1912 I9IJ 1914 1915

Borneo and Sumatra 200 200 • •

Canada 30 50 30 100
Colombia 12,000 15.000 17,500 19,000
New South Wales 778 1,275 1,248 t56
Russia 300,000 250,000 241,200 124,000
UnitedStates 721 483 570 742

313,729 267.008 260.548 I43,«9S

* No basis for estimate. t No figures from TnHmania available at time
report goes to press.

Platinum valued at $504,302 was invoiced at tlie .\mer-

ican Consulate at Cartagena, Colombia, for the United

States during 1!)15. compared with $357,519 worth I'or

1914.

The Board of (Jeneral .Appraisers has decided that wire

made of a platinum-rhodium alloy is not free as platinum,

but is subject to duty as an unenumerated wire product.

m

Palladium and Iridium

At the l)egiiining of I9f<) palladium was quoted on the

New York market at $45(f( 50 per oz.. New York. An in-

creased demand for the metal advanced the price to $55Cc/

60 per oz. by the middle of February. It continued to

advance to $75 early in October, and at the end of Octo-

ber sales were made at $80 per oz. The first week in

November the price drop]ied to $75, on a recession whii h

continued to the end of the 3'ear, at which time the quo-

tation was $60.

At the beginning of 1916 iridium was very scarce and

jirices were high and difficult of quotation, each trans-

action being a matter of special negotiation and close

figuring; $85 per oz. was the nominal quotation. In De-

cember the price had reached $150 per oz.

'^]

Quicksilver

The domestic output of quicksilver in 1916, according

to preliminary figure.* collected from the iudividual pro-

ducers by the United States Geological Survey, was 28,-

942 flasks of 75 lb. each." This was the greatest output

in quantity since 1905. Compared with the final figures

of output for 1915, which gave a production of 21,033

flasks, the preliminary figures for 1916 show an increa.se

of :,909 flasks, or 38%.
The proclucti\'e states, named in order of rank, were

California, Texas, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE OF QUICKSILVER
(Per Flask of 75 Lb.)

1915 , 1916 .

San San
Month New York Francisco London New York Francisco London

Januarv.. $51 60 $50 80 f11 35 $231 50 $200 50 £16 75
FebruaVv... 59 38 58 00 1 2 28 283 50 300 63 17 875
March.. . 73 13 62 16 12 50 213 75 223 75 19.00
.\pril 7150 64 31 12 44 140 375 147,50 17 75
May 77 20 67 50 II 80 95 10 97 50 16 50
June 95 63 88 13 15 13 73 00 73 81 16 50
July 95 50 92 50 17 94 79 80 79 90 17 30
.\ugust 92 90 89 25 18 15 74 75 75 00 17 50
September. 89.50 88 00 16 50 75 50 75 06 17 50
October... 94 7.0 90 80 15 90 79 40 75 80 19 50
November.. 108 13 102 00 16 38 79 25 75 50 18 25
December.. 135 00 121 25 16 63 80 00 78 00 18.63

Year $87 01 $8123 i 14 75 125 49 125 25 17 75

Arizona, all of which increased their output except Ne-

vada, although Arizona has produced only a nominal

quantity to date. Washington produced none before 1916.
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Copper
The situation of r-opper at the pihI of l!)l(i may be IDKi. a<,'aiiist 11. !!)(). in ]'.)]:>. We esliiiiiite tlic Jiro-

iliaguosed approximately from the figures in the aceom- duction of Russia, (Jermaiiy. and "other countries" at ihi-

jianying- tables. The first table gives the smelters' .same figures as in 191.5, whicii in theni.seives were purely

jHdduition of copper in the United States, this being the unfounded estimates, and allow increases for Spain, I'ortu-

sunimarv of reports received from all of the producers, gal and Africa. These guesses arc included in the taiijc

The distribution by state of origin is approximately in order to arrive at a total, recognizing that even if in-

correct, hut those figures are subject to more revision than dividually they be enormously in error, the percentage of

is the grand total, for the reason that it is impossible to error in the grand total will be relatively insignificant.

make a precise allocation at this early date. In the 'Die total supply of crude copper available for Amcr-

preliminary returns the outputs of Alaska, Nevada and ican copper refinei's was about 2,.'>00.(»n().ono lb. 'I'his

New ^lexico are usually understated. The copjwr pro- includes the output of American, Canadian and Mexican

duction of the Uuited States in 1916 wa,s much larger smelters together with the crude copper of other counti-ies

than in 1915 or in any other previous year. It is to imported for refining here. The production of refined

lie distinctly understood, however, that the figures here copper, including that which is marketed as casting and

SMELTERS' PRODVCTION OF coppEH IN THE UNITED STATE.s pig coppcr, is estimated at 1,000,000,000 lb. in the first

(Id I'oumk) half and 1,300,000,000 in the second half. There was

.state 1913 19M 1915 1916 therefore a .shortage of about 200,000,000 lb. as coni-
Alaska 24,452.000 24,288,000 72,621,844 115,368,191 1 -il jl l i- l Ti 11

Arizona 399;849;745 387,978,852 444,089,147 693,262,111 Parcd With (lie SUpplv of Crudc COppCr. It Was WfU-
Cal.fornia 32,390,272 29,515,488 37,935,893 51,428,697 l-nown diii-in<r 1911; thit tlir" T)n,<liictinn of cnidp cnnncr
Colorado 7,670,090 10,104,579 8,126,000 9,820,000 '^now u (luiing 1 .} n> mat iiU! piouuition 01 crucie coppei

iS.an
••

.59;«r2f2 ^snit'.ni 24^,t5^;roS leklilZ «-a« increasing to a larger extent than that of refined

Momana.;...;::.. 285,336.153 243.139.737 268.027.557 353.547.696 ,opper. The lag in the latter was due to inability to

New Mexico 46.953.414 64.338,892 75,515,138 76,955,335 iucrcase ciuicklv the refining Capacity, which throughout
Itah 147,591,955 153,555,902 180,951.174 226,735,520 ^, ^ ",..,? ,

Washington .... 448.805 165,023 * * the vcar was taxed to the utmost.
East and South 24,333,014 19.213.965 18.858.677 21.142.901 •

T i Kii/- ii 1 j. 1 4.- c e .\
otherstates 4,155.135 4.257,088 4.452,420 t20,i84,425 On Jan. 1, 191b, the clectrolytic rehners ot tlic

Totals 1,225,735,834 1,158,581,876 1,423,698,160 1,941,900,586 United Statcs reported an aggregate capacity at the rate

Ircluded in "Other Stat3S." tlncludid in this figure is a good deal of cop- of 1 ,8"7,000,000 lb. of COPpcr per aUHUm, Or about
per that could not be diitriout'd as to origin at this time. , -., ,;,,^ ,^.^ ^ i, ,i . ii- ,« ^-.^,.^^ ,,

1.50,000.000 lb. per month. Adding 20.000.000 lb. per
SMELTERS' PRODUCTION \i .• i.i ^i . - /" , ^, . J

,, ^ ,, month lor the copper that is refined otherxnse than
(In Pounds) ,., n ,-

.^^^^^ 1,13 ,,,., I,,

5

,,ij
clectrolytically and lor what is marketed as pig, we had

North American ore. 1,438,565,881 1,327,488,479 1,612,450,828 2,201,456,333 a total Capacity for the production of about 176,000,000
Foreignore 55,803,202 50.101,308 44,749,105 71,131,938

1

1

t- c i
" n

Scrap 22,427,889 20,894.559 29.827,203 25.696,804 lb. ot refined coppcr per month.

Totals 1.516,796,972 1,398,484,346 1.687,027,136 2,298,285,075 ITowcvei', the operators of refineries are seldom able

To foreign refiners. . 36,682,605 36,765,920 39,734,120 37,753.760 to maintain the full rated capacitv for a long period.

To .\merican refiners 1,480,114,367 1,361,718,426 1,647,293.016 2,260.531.315 The actual production during the filst half of 1916 is

'^rf.'^.''"'"""^""''". 169,315,869 131.125,076 140,415,341 236,802,017 estimated at about 1,000,000,000 lb., or about 167,000,-

Total crude.copper 1.649.430,236 1.492,843,502 1,787.708.357 2.497,333,332 000 lb. per UiOnth.

given are the smelters^ production, not the refiners'. On Sept. 1, 1916, the refiners repoi-ted an aggregate

Owing to deficieucv in refining capacity, the refiners' pro- capacity of 2,173,000,000 lb. per annum. The increase

duction in 1916 was considerablv less "than the smelters', ^a* 'l"e thiefl.v to the new Anaconda refinery at Great

The second table gives the total supply of crude copper Falls, intemled to replace the old one, which had been

available to American refiners. The third table sum- l^egun in 1915. At three other refineries there had been

marizes the world's production of copper in 1916. These increases of capacity relatively small.

figures may be accepted as reasonably accurate for all On Sept. 1, 1916, there was construction going on at

the countries stated in the table as far down as Eussia. fo"i' refineries, which was figured as adding about 220,-

From none of the European countries have anv statistical 000,000 lb. per annum to the capacity of the United

reports been available. Reports from Africa are onlv States. This was coming along but slowly, owing to

partially complete. The Union :\Iiniere du Haut Katau.ga, the inaifility to obtain prompt delivery of material and

the laracst producer, turned out "about 25,000 tons in niacliinery. It was estimated that part of it would be

WOIIT.D-.S PRODUCTION OF COPPEH (*)
'"I'l^ '"'' "'« in .January, 1917, and part of it in Fcb-

(in Metric Tons) ruai'y. The electrolytic refiners reported an aggregate

Country 1913 1914 1915 1916 capacitv of about 2,400,000,000 lb. on Jan. 1, 1917. This
United states 555.990 525.529 646,212 880,750 increase, together with what is yet to come, should go
Mexico 58,323 36,337 30,969 55,160 '

.^ , . . , .
• ^

Canada 34,880 34.027 47,202 53,263 far toward relieving the Congestion.
Cuba 3,381 6.251 8.836 9,311

,, „
'^ .^

4^1. TT 4 1 C-4- J. "A
Australasia +47.325 37,592t 32,512 35.000 1 lic cxiioi'ts ot coppcr from the United States m Oc-
Peru 25,487 23,647 tt32,410 ++41.625 ,

, l
• il i n j-1 l 1 /^i a o-i 4- 1

Chile 39 434 40,876 47 142 66 500 tobcr aiul 111 the 10 moutlis ended Oct. 31. as reported

"apan":;;::::;: 73:1521 iw% V7'5,ooo llkZ by tbc Department of Commerce, in pounds, were:
Russia 34,316+ 31,938+ »*16,000 **16,000
Germany 25,308+ 30,480+ *'35.0OO **35,000 1915 1916
Africa 22.870+ 24,135+ "27.000 *»35.000 October Ten Months October Ten Months
Spain and Portugal

55t?5! ^????t *I5MJSS ^Ii?'SnS Ore. niattc. etc , contents 264,685 1,901.841 1.174.695 4,676.049
Other countries . . 27,158+ 25.176+ **25.OO0 **25,000 Unrefined, blister, etc 202,239 4,653,542 11,326,996

_,, . nn- „,„ 0,, „„„ . „,, ,„, , ,„, ,„„ Ingots, bars, etc . 44,141.142 452.906.953 55,303,187 610.971,657
Totals 1.005.978 923.888 1.061,283 1.396,609 plates and sheets 537,033 23,884.984 971.953 12,338.816
* The statistics in this table are our own compilations, exciMit where specially Wire 1,948,458 44,067,775 2.288,505 20,049,866

noted to the cont.-ary. + As reported by Henry R .Merton & Co. J As officially < lid and scrap 6,664,450 329.200 785.157
rep-irtcd. § Privately communicated to us from Jjipan ** ICsliniatcfl — —
1+ (•;)mnmnicatcd by L. Vogelstein & Co. Total 46.891.318 529.«27.242 64.713.082 660.148.541
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Tlio iin])orts of ('()[)i)cr I'dt October and for the 10

months onilod Oft. 31 are reported as follows, iu pounds;

-1915- 1916-
Octobcr Ton Months • October Ton Months

Ore, iimtto, otc, oontcnts 9,339386 97,570.356 13,087,490 150,962,096

18,741,150 74,856,217 14,731,276 229,578,498
2,003,554 78.471,894 5,782.771 8,411,163
599,406 5,959,355 976.388 8,643,233

Unrchnod, blister copper,
etc

Bars, plates, etc

Old and niiscoUaneous

Total 30,683,496 256,857,424 34,577,925 397,594,990

The aetual tonnage of ore, coiu-entrates and matte, of

which the eontents arc given, was ')!),4 10 tons in October,

and .):!8.1 IT tons in the tirst 10 months of lOKi.

Copper-Smelting and Refining Works
of North America

The accoiiijianying- tables corrected up to Dec. 1, 191(),

give the uaiiies of the companies engaged iu copper

smelting and refining in the United States, Canada and

Mexico and tlie situation of their works. In the case ol*

llie sniellcries tlie luimber oJ" their smelting fnrnaces and
the esiimat(Hl annual capacity in terms oi' tons ol* charge,

meaning ore and ilux, hut not including Tuel is given.

It should be noted, however, that not all of the
\'\\ riiaces reported are in operation all the time. In

most cases the data have been communicated to the

Journal by the operating companies. However, the fig-

ures should he taken as only apj)roximately correct.

Some comi)anies may have (Igured their annual capacity

on the basis of the year of ;J65 days, and others on the

basis of 350 days, or something else. Anyway, amiual
cajjacity is a rather variable tlgure. In modern practice

a rather large quantity of ore is reduced directly to cop-

per by charging it into tlie converter along with matte,
this being shown separately in some eases by the last

roiumn of the table.

There were no new large copper smelteries completed
during Hie year and no new ones on which construction

was started.

COPPER-SMELTING WOUK8 OF NORTH AMERICA

Company
American Smelting and Refining Co
American Snichinu and Refining Co ..

American Snifltiny; iu\d Refining Co
American Snieltim; and Refining Co
American Smelting and Refininu; CV
American Smelting and Refining Co
Amt rican Sm Itiiig and Rilining Cci

Anx-riean Smeltirs Securities Co..
American Snieltert; Securities Co
American Snu'lters Securities Co
Anaconda Copper Mining Co, ,.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co
Arizona Copper Co
Balakala Consolidated Copper Co.tt--
Compagnie du Boleo
British Columbia Copper Co
Calumet & Arizona Mining Co.
Canadian Copper Co
Cananea Consolidated Copper Co
Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co
Consolidated Mining and Snieltins; Co
Copper Queen Consulid:ited Copper Co
Detroit Copper ^nning Co
Ducktown Sulphur, Copper and Iron Co
East Butte Copper ^Rning Co . .

Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting and Power Co.
Granby Consuiidated Mining, Smelting and Power Co.
International Smelting Co. . . .

International Smelting Co . ,

Manmioth Copper Mining Co. .

.

Mason Valley Mines Co. . .

Mazapil Copper Co.ft

Mond Nickel Co
Mountain Copper Co
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.,
Nichols Copper Co
Norfolk Siiii'ltiiig Co ....
Old Doniniiiin (".iiipcr Mining and Smelting Co....
Orford Works, nUriuational Nickil Co .

Penn Mining Co
Pioneer Smelting Co.tt--
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Ci>

Shannon Copper Co
Swansea Consolidated Gold and Copper Mining Co.tt-
Tennessee Copper Co
Teziutlan Copper Mining and Smelting Co.tt
Cia. Metalurgicade Torreon
Tyee Copper Co.tt
U. S. Metals Refining Co .

U. S. Smelting Co.tt---
United Verdi' Copper Co
Wanakah Mining Co.§
Western Sm. & Powder Co.

* Raw ore smelted as flux. t Included in furnace
L-harged. tt Not in operation. Xt Silicious ore.

Situation of Works
Aguascalientes, Mex..
Perth Amboy, N. .1

Omaha, Neb. , .

El Paso, Tex
Matehuala, S.L.P., Mex
Hayden, Ariz
Sasc >, Ariz
Garfield, Utah
Tacoma, Wash

.

Velardena, Dgo., M'-\
Anaconda, Mont..
Great Falls, Mont ,

Clifton, Ariz
Coram, Calif. .

.

Santa Rosalia. Mex.. .

Greenwood, B. C
Douglas, Ariz
Coppereliff, Ont
Cananea, Son
Humboldt, Ariz
Trail. B.C..
Douglas, Ariz ,

Monnri. Ariz

,

Isabrlla. T.nn .

Butte, Mont. .

Grand Forks, B. C
Anyox, B. C
Tnoele, Utah
Miami, Ariz . .

Kennrtt, Calif
Thompson, Nev
Conccpcion del Oro, Zac
Mex
Coniston, Ont
Martinez, CaUf
M. (iill, Nev
Laurel Hill, N. Y
West Norfolk, Va .

Globe, Ariz '.

.

Constable Hook, N. J...
Catripo Seeo, Calif
Coi win, Ariz
San Pedro. N. M.
Clifton, Ariz
Bouse, Ariz
Copperhill, Tenn
Teziutlan. Puebla, Mex.
Torreon, Cnah.. Mex....
l.advsmith. B. C
Cliroine. N. J
Mi.lvale, Utah

• Clarkdale, Ariz. ........
Ouray, Colo
Cooke. Mont

No. of Blast
Furnaces

in

3

8

5

2

7

8

I

5

10

I

2

2

4

3

I

2

I

5

2

1

1

3

I

7

2

2

2

2
6

4

2

n

.\nnual
Capa(^ily

800,000
90,000

300,000
325,000

300,000
800,000
375,000
250,000

1,750,000
280,000

630,000
650,000
912,500
719,900

1,000,000
868,000
70,000

450,000
1,225.000
140,000
171,500
350.000

1,440.000
1,080.000

730,000
520,000

250.000
600,000

175,000
94,500
140,000
562,500
94,500

60,000
45,000
500.000
190,000

1,000,000
350,000
175,000
175,000
200,000
670,000
720,000
105,000
110,000

No. of Ri_-

verbcratory
Furnaces

Annual
Capacity

435,000

420,000

875.000
144,000

1,750,000
330,000
360,000
52,500

557,800
180,000
155,000
150,000

275.000

500,000
700,000

125.000
900,000

96,000

40.000
324,000

No. of

Converters

4

3

2

3

3
2

7

7

7

2

3

2

2

6

5

6
2

2

7
3

3

4

3

5

5

2

2

tonnages. t Under construetiuii. § IMant sold to Oura.v Snieltint: and Hcfining Co.

Annual
Capacity

in Ore*

t
t
t
t

105,000
49,000

36.500
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Copper Market in 1916

At the beginning of 191G copper was quoted at 2%y^c.,

and even then the market was cxliibiting signs of tight-

ness. Freight eongestioii on the N. Y., N. H. & H. E.R.

was already causing trouble. Scareitv ol' oeean-l'reight

capacity was a trouble in export business. Early in Jan-

uary the report came that the British Ministry of Muni-

tions had notified eonsuuiers in Great Britain that they

must not buy more than .50 tons of copper in one lot

and must not pay more than i'lOO ]ier ton for refined

copper. This applied, however, only to contractors carry-

ing out munition orders. The coi)pcr niari<et was strong

throughout January, and the month closed with the quo-

tation at 25iy4c. During February the market continued

strong, and producers had sold themselves so far ahead

that near-by copper began to connuand premiums. At the

close of the month the quotation was abiwt 2~c. At
midnight. Feb. 28, the N. Y., N. TT. & H. B.IT. put into

effect a freiglit embargo on copper, zinc and li-ad.

On Mar. 1 Ihe British government issued an order

forbidding specidation in metals. The London ^letal

Exchange was immediately closed except for dealings in

tin (which did not come within the scope of the order),

and for two days there were no quotations. Upon- rep-

resentation being made to the government by leading

members, business was resumed on the following ^Monday

with severe restrictions. It was required liy the govern-

ment that all outstanding contracts for future deliveries

must be liquidated by ilay 31. After that date there

were to lie no transactions except in metals actually in

hand, and for dealing directly with and only with con-

sumers. On Mar. 1 the French government informed

manufacturing concerns of its country that it had de-

cided to buy all the necessary copper and zinc and parcel

them out. These innovations produced a good deal of

uncertainty and checked buying demand, which was re-

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICE OF COPPER
Xt'W York . London Standard .-

Month 1913 1914 1915 1916 1913 1914 1915 1915

January 16 488 14 223 13 641 24 008 71 741 64 304 60 756 88 083
February.. 14 971 14 491 14 394 26 440 65 519 65 259 63 494 102 667
March 14 713 14 131 14 787 26 310 65 329 64 276 56 152 107 714
AprU 15 291 14 211 16 811 27 895 68 111 64 747 75 095 124 319
Mav 15 435 13 996 18 505 28 525 58 807 53 182 77 500 135 457
June 14 572 13.603 19 477 25 501 67 140 51 335 82 574 112 432
July.. 14.190 13 223 18,795 23 855 64 156 50 540 76 Oil 95.119
August 15 400 * 16 941 25 120 69 200 * 58 573 110.283
Keptembcr... 15 328 * 17 502 25 855 73 125 * 58 915 113.905
October... 16 337 *

1 7 686 27 193 73 383 * 72 501 122 750
November.. . 15 182 11 739 18 527 30 625 68 275 53 227 77 744 134 659
December.. 14 224 12 801 20 133 31 890 65 223 55 841 80 773 145 316

Year 15 269 13 602 17 275 27 202 68 335 51.524 72 532 115 059

New York, cents per pound. London, pounrl.K sterling per long ton of standard
copper. * No quotations.

fleeted in the New York market by a rather sharp reces-

sion. The continuance of the freight embargo bv the

N. Y., N. H. & H. R.B. was also a disturbing factor.

By Mar. 8 the quotation was down to about 25i/2c. Of-

ferings of chea]) co])])er had been cleaned up, and a re-

covery followed. The N. Y., N. IT. & II. E.R. raised its

embargo at midnight of I\Iar. 10-11 and accepted ship-

ments until midnight of ^Mar. 1 f-l."), when the embargo

•),'as put into effect again. All possii)Ie advantage was

taken of the lifting of the embargo I'or four days, and

(luring that time some previous best-on-records in ship-

ijient of copper were exceeded. Besides that amelioration

qf the situation, arrangements were made for the ship-

ments of copper from the refineries to sound ports

—

especially Bridgeport and New Haven—by steamers and
oarges. From those ports it was carried into the Nauga-

tuck Valley by trolley lines, use being madtt of them at

night. On Mar. 30 the railway lifted its embargo with

the proviso that consignees cooperate properly with the

railway to prevent unreasonable delay in unloading cars.

At the end of Manli the quotation for coj)|)er was
8fi% cents.

About the beginning of April the market was excited

by the consummation of some very large business with the

foreign governments that had been under negotiation for

several weeks previous. The first order—for about 43.000

long ton.s—was consummated on Alar. 20. The purchas-

ers had options on further quantities. One of the.so—for

about 40,000 long tons—was exercised on Apr. 7; an-

other one—for about 50,000 long tons—on Apr. 10. This
business was taken at about 37c., and was shared by the

two large producers.

The news of these transactions naturally stimulated do-

mestic buying, and there was a steady advance in price,

v.hiih at the end of April was quoted at 20c.. the major
market l)eing for July-Ausust and August-September de-

livery. Any belated cu.stomer who needed copper in

May. June or July was obliged to pay a premium. In the

early part of May spot copper realized 33(?J34c. These
conditions prevailed until about the middle of May,
the market having become dull in the meanwhile. Upon
some interests trying to sell and finding no buyers, the

price declined rather sharply, and the prenuum on near-

by copper immediately disappeared. By the end of May
the quotation wqs 2Ti^c. During the early part of June
the market was dull but rather steady. Aboiit the

middle of June more pressure began to be exhibited, how-
ever, and the decline in price continued, the month clos-

ing with 2oi/2C. This reaction was viewed among the

principal producers with entire unroncern, most of them
having sold their output far ahead. The recession was
regarded as what naturally happens in a dull market,

there being always some interests that have copper and
want to sell it.

During the carl}' part of Jiily scarcely any business Avas

done, but copper was freely offered in large quantities by

second hands and by several first hands, who were seek-

ing to find a level at which buyers would bo interested.

There was at this time a good deal of pessimism respect-

ing the situation, both commercially and financially. It

was considered in some quarters that danger signals were

flying. This was the explanation of the desire to sell

copper from some quarters, while the principal producers

continued out of touch with the market, their output

still being contracted far ahead. Indeed, they were find-

ing it diffi;ult to ship copper rapidly enough to fill their

contracts. Speculators played an important part in the

market at this time. Things were further disturbed by

attempts of consumers to resell. On July 20 copper was

quoted at an average of 22%c. There was a general ex-

jicctation that it was going to 20c. The prices of 22%c.,

however, interested buyers and some rather large sales

were made. On July 22 business was done at 23e. in

ihe morning and 24c. in the afternoon. Some specidators

who had sold copper short found that i' was not easy

to cover, and a sharp advance ensued. .Inly closing

with the price of 25c. These interesting events of July

indicated a period of readjustment. The fundamental

factor was proljably that some large consumers had
overbought their requirements. Some of them asked the

producers to carry forward their engagements, which the
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pnidiU'Prs were ylad to do, iiiaiiy millions of pounds being

thus transt'orrcd from suinnuT to fall delivery. Other
consunuTs, howcxci-, ciidcavcircd to resell, and throwinu' a

flood deal of coiiiK'r on a narrow market, the priee was
Undaly foreed down, speculators assistiufr. The outeome

was, of course, a complete relief from the liii;h tension

that had developed in A])ril and early May.

Witli the hetj'innino- of August the principal ]iroducers

recognized the altered condition and came into the mar-
ket as sellers at ab(nit S-'ic. On Aug. 10 a Russian order

for 5,000 long tons was jjlaced. This ga\c an impetus to

the market, which advanced on good buying. August clos-

ing with a quotation of 271/2- During this time the

Anglo-French governments were negotiating for more
LOpper, but there was a hitch over the terms. To antici-

pate the story, the governments would have done bettor

AVERAGE MOXTHI.Y PRICES OF COPPER MA.VUFACTURES
(In Cents per Pound)

—
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The Butte District

V>\ \k ]>. Tii.u K\r

Tile year liMd was (jiic of luiiirccodeiitcd activity in

the R\itte district. All the larfjer conipaiiies operated

their properti(>s to full capacity, while work was rc-

sniiicd at a number ol' small properties that had been

forced to cease operations prior to the war.

The mines and smeltery of the East Butte coin))auy

were operated to their fnllest extent, and a considerable

tonnafje of ou.'stom ore was treated by the smeltery, in

addition to the ores prodnced by the company. The

North Bvitte company operated steadily, makincr a very

satisfactoi'y output. During the latter hall' of 1910

work was again started on the Butte & Bacorn shaft,

with the intention, the management stated, of reopening

the shaft and carrying on further exploration work on

the hottcnn levels.

Work at the Elm Orlu property, a large producer of

zinc, owned and operated by W. A. Clark, was carried

on without cessation. The zinc ores from this property

were concentrated at the Tindier-Butte mill, which was

erected several years ago by Senator Clark. The shaft

of the Emma mine, owned by the Butte Copper aud

Zinc Co., was dewatered and development work was

started on the bottom level. It is stated that it is the

intention of the operators to sink the shaft to a much
greater depth.

It was prophesied in the columns of the Engineering

and Mining Jovrnal a number of years ago that the

Butte district would at some time become as important

a factor in the production of zinc as it had been in the

production of copper. The year 1!)16 saw this prophecy

fulfilled, for in addition to the enormous zinc output

made by the Butte & Superior company and the W. A.

Clark properties, there was added a very large tonnage

of spelter from the operations of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co. Some years ago the staff of metallurgists

at the Washoe Eeduetion Works of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co. at Anaconda, began experimentation in a

small way with an electrolytic zinc process which liad

been invented by them, and later an experimental zinc

plant was operated at Anaconda, which finally made an

oiitput of 20 tons of spelter per day. The operations

were so successful that it was decided by the management
of the Anaconda company to erect at Great Falls an

electrolytic zinc plant composed of five units, which

would have the capacity of treating the resultant con-

centrates from Ij.oOO to 3,000 tons of ore per day, and
which it was estimated would have an output of from
150 to 200 tons ])er day of electrolytic spelter. During
the last few months of the year 1916 three units of

this new electrolytic zinc plant were put into commission

at Great Falls, and it is expected that during the year

1017 the remaining units will be i)ut in operation. The
officials of the Anaconda company state that the process

is operating with marked success.

From a metallurgical standpoint nuniy changes took

place during ]!)](>, all tending to a higher extraction

of the metal content of the ores. The old method of

concentration at the Washoe iJeduction Works at

Anaconda was abandoned, and the Minerals Separation

])roeess was installed there, elfecting a siilislantial saving.

The com])|pte installation of powdered ('oal a.s fuel in

the reverberatory rurnaces was e(fe<'te(l, thereby reducing

costs materially.

As is always the case when the .selling [iricc; of the

metals reaches a high mark, there was much activity

in the development of new properties, with varying

success. The properties at Burlington, formerly a rather

large silver producer when ojierated l)y the Colorado

Copper .Mining Co., were reojiened, and sliiiiiuents of ore

wove made to the Wa.shoe smeltery at Anaconda.
The activity in mining naturally means prosperity in

llie Butte district, and I think it can be .safely .stated

lliat never in the history of Butte has there been e.\-

perienced .such a period of prosperity, not alone by the

mining companies but by the merchants and miners as

well ; for the companies have all evidenced in a very

substantial manner their desire to see that their pros-

j)erity was shared in by their eni|)loyees.

Miami Copper Company
By B. Britton Gottsbekcku*

The result of operations of the Miami Copper Co. for

1916 will show ore amounting to about 1,836,000 tons

mined and milled and a copper production slightly in

excess of 53,000,000 lb. During the year the mining
program continued along the lines laid down in previous

years. The drawing of the ore remaining in the old

northwest shrinkage-stope areas was completed, and the

production from the Captain orcbody increased to the rate

of about 2,500 tons per day. The operation of the mining
method adopted for this orebody has worked out satis-

factorily, and complete recovery of the total estimated

tonnage is assured. Experience in the eastern portion of

the mine with the top-slicing method of mining has con-

tinued to be satisfactory. As these operations gradually

approach the 430-ft., or first tramming level, it is neces-

sary to prepare the ground between the 420-ft. and 570-ft.

levels for ore extraction. This work, started in 1915,

has been actively pushed during the year, and a large

proportion of the slicing ore is now being drawn tlirough

the lower level.

In the operation of the mill during 19 IG, it was found

possible to increase the tonnage considerably above the

estimated capacity of 4,200 tons per day until at the close

of the year an average of about 5,600 tons daily was

being handled. With this tonnage the grinding facilities

in the plant are not sufficient for good metallurgical work,

and during the year grinding equipment of new design

was ordered for two .sections of the plant. These machines

are Hardinge conical mills specially designed for the use

of iron balls aud will operate in closed circuit, thus

assuring a uniform product. Delivery on this material

was delayed, but it is expected that one section will be

equipped and in operation early in 1917. This new equip-

ment will also make possilile the handling of a larger

tonnage, increasing the capacity of the plant to 1,000

tons per section, or a total of 6,000 tons per day for the

entire mill. Plans are now under way to extend this

equi])ment to the remainder of the ])lant, and at the same

time changes in the flow sheet will be adopted to take

advantage of the finer grinding obtained. A substantial

increase in mill elHciencv will result. These changes are

*Vice-prosi(lent. Anaconda Copper Mining Co. •General manaBer. Miami Coppri Co.
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hitsccl 111! the <>|>oi'iiti()ii.-< of an ('xperiiiu'iitiil [iliuit wliicli

mil (liiriiiL;- the last six months of tlie yeai"-

W'itli tlio iiicroasc i)i copper i)ri)(luc(ion to 5,000,000 II).

per month, wliich was olitaiiu'd duriiif;' the lasl

quartci- of llMii, and also on acccnint of the hirge amount
of very liin' i-oiu-cntratc produced, the oviirinal ]ilant for

handling' conccnlratcs was I'oniul inadequate for 1hi'

work. IMans were drawn for a now plant consistinj;- of

thickening;- tanks and lilters, and the first unit will soon

be completed and in operation.

Experimental work upon the recovery of oxidized cop-

per was continued during ID Hi and a |)rocess worked out

which gave promising results. An experimental ])1ant

to lumdle 100 tons jjer day will soon he in operation,

and final tests will be completed within the next few

months. The adoption of this new process to the o])era-

tion of the plant will, if the final results are successful,

be a comparatively sim]>le matter.

Exploratory work in the low-grade orebody \\as con-

tinued both by means of churn drilling and underground

drifting during the year. Fifteen new drill holes were

sunk and three old ones carried to greater depth. This

work has about completed the outlining of the orebody,

and while estimates are not yet complete, an increase in

the tonnage of this character of ore will be shown.

In the original oi'cbody no new dexelopment work was

done, and the tonnage of reserves will stand at that of

the previous year, less the ore extracted during the period.

V

Copper Production in Arizona
By Walter Douglas*

With the phenomenally high price for the metal, the

mines and smelting works of Arizona were worked to

their limit of production, with the result that the output

for 1916 will exceed that of 1915 by over 50%. Actual

figures for the first 10 months and estimates foi' Novcndier

and December indicate that there was shipped in bessemer

bars apjiroxinuitely fiTO,000,000 lb. of copper, as compared

with 440,000.000 lb. in 1915. The principal factor in the

increase was the Inspiration, which, with an oirtpnt of

nearly 120,000,000 lb., becomes the largest single pro-

ducing mine in the state. Another accession to the long

list of mines of national magnitude—the ITnited Verde

Extension—added to the total about 25,000,000 lb., and

being only in its infancy and in its first year as a jjroducer,

will, when its smeltery is constructed, take an impoi-fant

place in the statistics of Arizona.

In addition to the iiu-reased output of the older

mines, many snmller properties have 'lonnd it profitable

to operate, and their combined shipments of ore to the

custom smelters has had a not inconsiderable effect on

the total. A much heaviei' tonnage from these sources

would ha\e been obtained had it been possible for the

reduction works handling custom ores to have smelted

and refined the product, but ujifortunately for the smaller

)n'oduccr, th(> oi-es from the company's own mines and
from projierties under contract filled all available space,

and a market could not be found.

Except for the ilorenci-Clifton strike, which extended

over from the previous year into February, 191G, there

was a satisfactory absence of labor trouble, due largely

to the system of |irofit-sharing put into effect, whereby
wages increase or decrease autonuitically with the price

•Vice-prp.sidcnt, Vhelps. Dodge & Co.

of the metal. The basis of this sliding-scalc system
dill'ers in detail at the dilfert'nt camps, but subsfamtially

the prin<-i|)le has been adopted throughout the state.

HLxcept for the New Cornelia Cojjper Co., which ex])ccts

to get its 11. 'w plant inio opeialioii during the first half

of the year 191 ;, and the United Verde Extension, which
will probably show a material increase in its ])roduction

over figures for the last year, there is not in prospect

any great increase in the state's output beyond that due
to increased mining and reduction facilities at the proper-

ties of the large prodiicei's.

Lake Superior Copper Mines
By Jame.s ]\lAcNAU(iiiTON*

The outstanding feature of 191(; was on Lake Superior,

as throughout the country, the uni)recedented profits

made by the iiroducing companies. Because of the high

wages and the scarcity of labor, there was but little oppor-

tunity to do anything lieyond forcing production to its

maximum with the material available, and it was not a

])eriod to introduce either extended exploration of new ter-

ritory or notable economy of operation. The district will

probably show the largest iirodnction in its history, with new
high records for all liut the oldest mines; and at the

(rlose of the year, with abundant labor for all requirements

production was limited only by stamping facilities. Every
mill in the district except the Adventure was operating and
almost all to full capacity. During 1916 increased stamp-

ing facilities were ]3rovi(led only at Ahmeek mill, and the

Keweenaw mill has just opened up to a very limited pro-

duction. x\gainst these the district suffered the loss

of the Trimountain mill, which was destroyed by fire in

March.

In spite of the profits of the producing companies and
the advance in price of the market quotation of their

shares, there was an entire absence of new public

flotations. Many of the companies that had suspended

operations during the lean years were able to get their

treasuries in better shape by assessments and to begin

work, and such high-cost producers as Franklin, Hancock
and Tamarack were able to pay off debts or even lay up
a comfortable balance, but there was no jndtlic stock issue

nnless the Seneca deal now pending be consummated. At
the extreme south end of the district there was a little

exploring activity centering about the AVhite Pine mine,

and farther north from this the privately owned Cass

Mining Co. is conducting explorations on the old Norwich
mine, but neither development progressed very far dur-

ing the year.

Metallurgically.the most interesting developinentwas the

successful inaug-uration of the aininonia leaching process

at the Calumet & Hecla mill on Calumet conglomerate

rock. This process was developed from the bottle stage in the

laboratory to the ])res(>nt 2,000-ton plant in four years"

time, entirely by Calumet & Ilecla engineers. Al-

though a ])lant containing only a single tank of 20-to)i

capacity was all tliat directly preceded the jiresent eight-

tank plant of 1,000-ton cajjacity each, yet so thoroughly

was the preliminary M'ork done tliat the present plant has

been a commercial and metallurgical success from the

beginning. An additional 2,000-ton unit now author-

ized, to be erected in the Spring, differs in no manner from

•Vice-president and general manager, CaUimet >.;• Hoi'la
Mining- C^o.
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of the pro.seut condition.^, tlic i)huil will linvc hceii jiuid

for within less than one year operatinjj at half capacity.

In connection with the leachintt of sand, experiments

were conducted by the Calumet & Ilecla and by the

Michig-an Collea'c of Mines on the flotation of copper in

the slimes, with encourajjino; results. Minerals Sqia-

ration machines of 50-ton capacity are being installed at

the White Pine and the Calumet & Hecla mills, and

there is no question in the minds of our engineers of

the success of flotation on native copper tailings where

the contents are suflicient to warrant the installation.

The year closed with all ijroducing mines working to

full cai}acity and with labor receiving the highest wage in

the historv of the district.

Braden Extensions in 1916

By S. S. Sohexsex*

At the Braden Copper Co.'s property in Chile, mine

development was pushed ahead vigorously, with gratify-

ing results. A large tonnage of ore that will average

up to the Braden standard of grade was added to the

many millions of tons of positive ore reserves. This

development was almost entirely in the main Teniontc

orebodv. which in several places proved over 200 m. in

width of good ore. It may be said of all these places

that the l\jot wall was not found, for in none of them

has the face of the workings been carried into rock ijelow

the commercially profitable limit of copper content. In

luldition to the increase of reserves on the main body, the

small orebodv known as the Centinela opened out by de-

velopment and in stoping better than was expected. On

the whole Mr. Yeatnuui's conservative estimates were

more than confirmed, and there are good prospects of

further substantial additions to the already splendid body

of ore reserves.

During 1916 levels were opened and are in various

degrees of development on A. B. C. D and E levels, which

are lettered from Teniente No. 1 level upward. C level.

IGO m. above No. 1, is driven out to the surface, where

there is a townsite, comprising staft'house for foremen

and shift bosses, with office, billiard and reading room

attached; cantina>< and camarotes for about 200 men; and

cuarle] for rarahineros. This is the highest habitation of

the mine, being about 9,180 ft. above sea level. Develop-

ment was carried on at a steadily increasing rate; the

total advances for November, for instance, including the

tunnel for the new electric railroad, were about 6.000 ft.

The Braden output at the end of the year was about

4,500 dry tons per day. The greater part was still ob-

tained from the Fortuna orebody, which is of slightly

lower grade tlian on the Teniente side, but the tonnage

from tiic latter is gradually being increased as that part

• of the mine gets opened up, so that a gradual improve-

ment in the grade milled is expected. The topmost

levels in the Fortuna orebody—that is, clown to and in-

cluding No. 21/2—are now abandoned. Covering and

drawing is proceeding rapidly above No. 3 level, to-

gether with some sublexel work.

At the mill at Sewell the capacity of the plant was

gradually growing. Two Marcy mills were in regular

operation, and a third is just awaiting the completion

•Oeneral manapcr, Braden Copiicr Co.. .SeweU. Chile.

I'l' its ch'ctrical c(|nipmcnt. The liaiilinge mills on the

two upper rows are all working witli steel or iron

l)alls, as >.re most of tiie third or lowest row. The
reason for ihis change was to increase the output per

grinding unit, though it does so at a slightly enhanced

cost for balls over the old-time ))el)bles.

A new nodulizing kiln, 100 ft. long i)y 9 ft. diameter.

was started in 1916. and another of the same size is lie

ing erected. In the |)ower house regular air supply wa

jirovided both for the blast furnace and the ctjnvert-

ers by turbo-blowers, direct-driven by electric motors

through flexible couplings. Both of these units gave

entire satisfaction, and new ones were ordered of the

same type for the extension of the |)iant.

Towarfl the end of 1916 a large part of the farm upon
which the mine and reduction works are situated was

purchased by the company to provide a site for a new
smeltery lower down the river and to accommodate a new
village and railroad tracks. The comjtany also bought a

tract of moorland, of about 10,000 acres, for the disposal

of its tailings, as the government is not inclined to grant

any further extension of the tailings-deposit system in

the canon of the Coya River.

In the matter of additional ])ower, surveys were com-

jjleted to utilize the water right granted by the govern-

nu'nt on the Pangal River, a tributary of the Cachapoal.

Plans are now being made for the installation of three

5.000-kw. units at this plant. Power will be trans-

mitted from this generating station to connect to the

one at Coya, whence it is transmitted to Sewell. Work
was actively in progress, and the construction of a new
power line from Coya to Sewell, via the new smeltery

site at what is known as Caletones, was also under way.

At the Coya power plant work was started on the foun-

dations for a new 5,000-kw. unit.

Land was purchased at Rancagua to provide additional

yard space to facilitate the transfer from the broad-gage

state railroad to the company's narrow-gage line. Some
small improvements were made on the latter, but the

greater part of the work to be done in this connection is

still awaiting the report of the consulting railroad engi-

neer who recently visited the property. New rolling stock

was recently received in the shape of five Shay locomotives

and two small switch engines, and 60 cars were being

constructed at the plant.

Tin

There are so many strange factors of uiiknown value

in the tin market, that a survey of statistics over a pe-

riod of time is one of the few factors left from which any

judgment can be formed. In 1916 production showed a

declining tendency throughout, as had been anticipated.

The exports from the Federated Malay States for the 11

months of 1916 amoimted to 39,926 tons, against 42,696

tons for the same period in 1915 and 44,691 tons for the

11 months of 1914. Moreover, for the first time. Straits

sliii)ments showed a drop corresponding roughly to the

drop in the Federated Malay States exports; the total was

56,914 tons up to the end of November, against 60,209

tons in the same period of 1915. At present there is no

exidence of increase from any other source. The cost of

liroduetion has everywhere risen considerably. Despite,

however, the decline in production, stocks showed steady
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toiuU'iU'V toward increase. It would, of rouisc. he

misleading to eonipare present days with those before

tiie war; the iineertainty ol' freiglit, tlie dan^'ers of loss

at sea, the contingency of embargoes and other interfer-

ence with shi]i]iing, all make larger stocks necessary. In

a large measure these conditions iiad already exercised

their influence in the last IS months, and when stocks

began to increase once more, the conclusion must i)c ac-

cepted that consumption declined luore ra])i(lly than pro-

duction. The American tinplate industry has been, and

is. very active, but its capacity is not greatly erdarged,

and it is moreover hampered by the scarcity of steel.

The Tin Market in 1916

The tin nuirket in 191G was witliont features of

great interest, owing to its complete domination by the

British government, which kept it well in hand. At the

beginning of the year the price was dli/oc, but imme-
diately advanced to 45e. due to the disturbance of

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES OF TIN I.\ 1914. 1915. A.XD 1916

New York London
Month 1914 1915 1916 1914 |915 1916

January.. . 37 779 34 260 41 825 171.905 156 550 175 548
February... 39 830 37415 42717 181 556 176925 181 107
March.. . 38 038 48 426 50 741 173 619 180 141 193 609
April 36,154 47 884 51 230 163 963 166.225 199,736
May 33 360 38 790 49 125 150 702 162,675 196 511
June 30 577 40 288 42 231 138 321 167 636 179 466
July 31707 37 423 38510 142517 167080 168357
August... .

* 34 389 38 565 * 151 440 169 870
September. 32.675 33 125 38 830 * 152 625 171 345
October.... 30,284 33 080 41 241 * 151,554 179,307
November.. 33 304 39 224 44 109 139 391 167,670 186 932
December.. 33 601 38 779 42 635 147 102 167 000 183 368

Av. year 34 300 38 590 43 480 163 960 182,096

New York in cents per pound; London in pounds sterling per long ton. * No
quotations.

traffic conditions in the Mediterranean and the consequent

scare respecting supplies. When the trade recovered from

that scare, the price declined again, and during the re-

mainder of January hung around 41c. In the latter ]iart

of February the market rose sharply owing to the then

large demand and the short .supply. At the end of

February the price touched 5i)c. Early in March the

British government checked exports and the price in the

Xew York market promptly shot up to -SGc. The arrival

of cargoes from the Straits, however, relieved the situa-

tion here, and March closed at 49c.

April was another tight month, the price hovering

around 50c. It held near that level during the most of

May, but toward the end of the month it weakened

suddenly and clo.sed at 4.5i/2C. During June there was

a steadilv declining tendency, the month closing at 391/2^.

In July it held to'37i/oc., but the month .closed at SSi/aC

In August and September it was steady at about the

same price.

In October the level was a little higher, and in Xovem-
ber it was higher still, rising above 4.5c., but in December
tin declined in common with most of the other metals,

and the montli closed with the price at about 4(.)c.

Shipments of Portland Cement
Shipments of portlaud cement in the United States in

191G approximated 94,508,000 bbl., an increase over 1915

of more than 71^ million barrels, the heaviest shipments

in the liistory of the industry. Priiduction, while it did

not keep pace with shipments, reached a total of about
91,19 1,000 bbl., an increase of more than 5 Tnillion liarrels

o\er 1915, while stocks fell olf more than .'i jniilion

barrels, according to estimates by the United States

Geological Survey. Prices averaged higher and trade

conditions were generally better than in 1915, and the

outlook for 1917 is reported good. The only limitation to

output seemed to be shortage of labor and of freight cars.

Six new plants reported produ(;tion on Portland cement
in 1916, one each in California, Minnesota, New York,

Oklahoma, Oregon and Texas.

Antimony
Antimony is a metal that was I'ormcriy in but small

use, for which the war created a la'rge demand. This
being precipitated ujioii an uni)repared mining industry,

the price rose by leajjs and bounds. Previous to the

middle of 1914 it used to hover around 8c. per lb. At
the beginning of 191() it was 42c. In March it was 16c.

The effect of the new production, especially in China

—

the principal source of the world's supply—then began to

be felt. During the fiscal year ending June 30. 1916,

the United States importctl 16,300 tons of antimony,
against 8,000 in the ])revious year and 6,500 in the year

l)efore that. Even more illuminating are the statistics of

American production. This country had no antimony
mines that could be worked profitably in ordinary times.

The largest annual output on record was about 300 tons.

In 1915 we produced 2.000 tons, derived from a lot of

AVERAGE PRICES OF ANTIMO.NY
(In Cents per Pound)

1914 1915 1916
Ordi- Ordi- Ordi-
naries naries naries

January 6 125 1 5 85 42 45
February 6 100 18 21 44 31
March, 6 053 22 13 44 75
April b 006 24 88 42 06
May 5 845 35 30 31 60
June 5 825 37 69 20 05
July, , , 5 638 38 13 14 70
August 13 800 33 00 1 1 53
.September 9 940 28 63 11 81
October, ,, 12 060 31 45 12 70
.November, 14 450 38,88 13 84
December,, 13,310 39 25 14 59

Year 8 763 40 06 25 37

little mines in ail parts of the country. From 46c. in

JIarch the decline was precipitate and uninterrupted to

9c. in August.

Toward the last, however, selling was apparently over-

done, and the appearance of buyers advanced the price to

about 16c. during one week in the latter part of August.

This was followed by a gradual relapse, lie. being quoted

about Oct. 1. Again there was a rally, this time to 14c.

The indication is that this market has regained its

ordinary trading character, and that a price of 10 to 15c.

is necessary in order to maintain the production at the

required point for the |iresent. But we may reasonably

forecast that, as the capacity of the profitable mines in

China is increased, there will be no need to keep in opera-

tion the uneconomical mines of this country, and there

will therefore be a tendency toward gradual recession

of ])rice.

Antimony ore was smelted in the United States in

1916 by the \lagnolia Metal Co., the Great Western

Smelting & Eefining Co., Chapman & Co., and the

Midland Recoveries Co. (now the Midland Refineries), all

of which bought antimony ores in quantities. The
Tnlcrnational Smelting Co. bought antimony ores for its

East Chicago plant, but smelted them together with galena

into antimonial lead.
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Lead
The |)iiiiluction of k';i(l in (he United States again

showed an iiuTea.^c in l!»l(i, Ihe output of tiie refiners,

both from (ioiiRvfic and foi-eign ,><onrces, attaininir an

iin])aralieled total of more than (iOO.OOO tons. Tlie .Mis-

souri smelters turned out about ."iO.OOO tons more tiian in

1915, whii-h means Ihat tlie output of the Missouri mines

PHOIH'CTION Ol' LK.\I) (REFINERY STATLSTICS)*

Donipstic:

D(-silver izc'd
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prices \v(M'o nimle mi small transactions by tliem. The
Gerniau peace pi()|)usal on Dec. 12 put tiiin<rs in quite

a (lill'oi-ent liglit. Speculators minded to liquidate did

not (ind buyers, their preuiiunis crunil)led away, and

within two or three days tiie price of lead was not only

back to tliat of the A. S. & R. Co.—namely, Ti/oc.—but

also there were dealers who were willing to shade it. Lead

for prompt delivery, which )ircviou.sly had been so scarce,

all at ont-e became not so scarce.

Silver-Lead Smelting Works of

North America
The accompanying- list which has been corrected to

Dec. 1, 1916, gives the several silver-lead smelting works

of the United States, Jlexico and Canada, together with

the number of their furnaces (in all cases, blast furnaces)

and their estimated annual capacity in tons of charge.

By "tons of charge." is meant ore and flux, but not coke.

The ton of charge is manifestly the correct unit. In the

AMERIC.W .SILVER-LEAD SMELTING WOHK.S

Fur-
Comp.Tny Place iiaccs

.Vmerican Snirlfing and Kofiiiini: Co. ,
Denver 7

.American Sineltinu' and Refining Co. , . Pueblo 7

American Smelting and Refining Co. , , . Duranpo 4

American Smelting and Refining Co Leadville tO

American Smeiting and Refining Co Murray 8
American Smeiting and Retining Co East Helena. . .. 4
American Smelting and Refining Co. Oniaha (t) 2

.J^merican Smelting and Refining Co Chicago (t) - I

American Smelting and Refining Co Perth Amboy (+) 4

Con. Kansas City Sm. and Ref. Co El Paso 6

Bunker Hill & Sullivan Min. and Concen-
trating Co Kellogg, Ida.

Selb.v Smelting and Lead Co Selby
Ohio & Colorado Smelting Co Salida, Colo. . .

United States Smelting Co Midvale, Utah
Needles Smelting Co Needles, Cal. (t)

Northport Smelting and Refining Co Northport,Wash.
Penns>-lvania Smelting Co Carnegie, Pa .. .

International Smelting Co. . . . Tooele, Utah.

3
4
7

2

3
2

5

79

10
I

7
3
10

Annual
Capaeity(*)

510,000
380,000
210,000
510,000
657,000
306,000
82,000
36,000
170,000
380,000

210,000
345,000
530,000
70,000

250,000
60.000

600,000

5,306,000

584,000
40,000

400,000
150.000
250,000
360,000
325,000

2,109,000
140,000

J Not being

Totals, United States.

.

.\merican Smelting and Refining Co Monterey
American Smelting and Refining Co Aguascalientes .

American Smelting and Refining Co. Chihuahua
American Smelters Securities Co Velardena
Compania Metalurgica Mexicana San Luis Pot osi

Compania Metalurgica de Torreon.. Torreon 8

Compania Minera de Penoles Mapinii (t) • 6

Totals, Mexico iS
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. . Trail, B. C 4

* Tons of charge. t Smelt chiefly refinery between-products.
operated. § Plant under construction.

case of a self-fluxing ore, the ton of ore smelted and

the ton of charge smelted is the same thing. In other

cases fuel and labor have to be used in smelting the

flux as well as in smelting the ore, and the economy of

smelting depends largely upon the percentage of ore in

the charge. The management of this question is about

the highest exerci-se of the metallurgist's skill.

The figures in the accompanying table are in most cases

from official communications of the respective companies.

Estimated capacity is always a matter of more or less

uncertainty, and for this reason the figures given ought to

be accepted only as api)roximations.

The Northport, Wash., plant which was taken over by

the Day interests and remodeled, started operations in

March. Construction was begun on the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan plant, which was about half completed at the

end of the year. This will materially increase the lead-

smelting capacity.

The total capacity of the Mexican works is a little

over 2,000,000 tons per year; of the American works,

a little over 5,000,000 tons. With respect to the American

works, such capacity has never been in use at one time.

More or less of it represents capacity idle because of

changes in the conditions of ore su])iily.

White Lead and Oxides in 1916
The prices of metallic lead and all its pigments Imm

all recoi'ds of 50 years or more during 1910, and ilje

effect has undoubtedly been to somewhat curtail consump-
tion, especially of white lead. This result was, however,

traceable in part to the backward spring and unfavorable

weather lor painting during the first four months of the

year. The short-lived advance in prices, in the summer
of 1915 naturally made all classes of buyers skeptical

as to the permanence of the rapid upward movement dur-

ing the closing months of thai year and the first quarter

of 191(i, and they generally restricted purchases to actual

current requirements. When the trade, as well as con-

sumers, realized that lead, in common with other metals,

had established a higher normal basis which was likely to

be maintained so long as the European War lasted, buying
was resumed with more confidence, although the effect

on consumption has been more or less in evidence through-

out the year, and in spite of increased business during the

summer and early fall months, the years aggregate ton-

nage will be somewhat below 1915.

Pig lead, which opened at 5.6c. for corroding quality,

advanced during the first three months $40 per ton and

held that advance for two months, after which there was

a gradual loss of $30 per ton and a subsequent recovery

until 7,6c. was again reached in December.

The pigments followed the course of pig lead during

the first three months and in March reached record fig-

ures from which there was practically no recession follow-

ing the decline on the metal, for the reason that manu-
facturers foresaw a subsequent advance on the latter and

were desirous of avoiding the un.settling influences of

frequent changes in the prices of their own products.

During the midsummer months the differential between

pig lead and its pigments was so wide as to lead consumers

of the latter to look for lower prices, and this had the

ett'ect of making them conservative buyers, but apparently

did not check consumption, which was exceptionally good,

A\'ith the higher prices for the metal that became effective

during August, confidence in the stability of prices on

all lead products became more fully established.

Dry white lead, which opened at a minimum of 6I4C-,

advanced steadily up to Mar. 17, when it was fixed at

t'%c., where it has since remained, with a liberal consump-

tion, due in part to the higher cost of some of the com-

peting pigments. AMiite lead in oil, which opened at

7V4C., began its upward course early in January and in

March reached 9%c., the highest price in more than 50

years. This price has remained the established quota-

tion since that date, but with concessions on the part of

some of the smaller manufacturers induced by the lower

cost of metal during the summer months.

T^inseed oil has been abnonnally high, having reached

the record figure of $1 per gal. in November, and this

has so far increased the cost of lead in oil to the manu-

facturer as to check much of the tendency to offer low

competitive prices. It has also increased the cost of paint

to such an extent as to help check the consumption of

that commodity during the last month.

Lead oxides have followed the cost of white lead, and

the prices have been very firmly maintained. Eed lead

o])ened at a minimum of 7c. and reached 9%c. in March,

that figure continuing in force up to the close of the year.

Litharge opened at 6I/2C. and by Mar. 17 advanced to

914c., which has since been the prevailing price.
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Tho export trade in lead pipiiicnts lias exceeded that

of anv previous year and has some promise ol' eontinuing

even \vlu>n the usual European sources of supply are re-

opened. Dry wiiite lead has gone chiefly to the I'liiti'd

Ki"gdoni and France, while Russia has bought largely

ol' oxides. All the pignu'uts, as well as white lead in oil,

have been taken in considerable quantities for the La( in-

American countries and the Far East.

Southeastern Missouri Lead District
By II. A. WnEKi.icii*

Southeastern Missouri produced about 184.000 tons ol'

pig lead in lOlB (December output estimated), which

apjiroximated $2.5,000,000 in value and which is a new

high record. It exceeds the previous banner tonnage of

1915 by only about 3%. however, which suggests that the

district is approaching its zenith, as hitherto the usual

rate of increase has been surjirisingly consistent at about

109r annually. The increase in value is unprecedented

and the profits realized by the operators were most sub-

stantial in spite of high operating costs. The St. Louis

lead market was the highest since the Civil War, as it

ranged from 5.7 to 8.25c., averaging about fi.89c. per lb.,

M- $138 per ton of lead (2.000 lb.), with the December

market closing at 7.50 to 8.00c.

As Madison County, which adjoins St. Francois County

on the south, materially increased its output in 1916, the

\ery great predominence of St. Francois County was not

>() marked as usual, yet it produced over 90% of the

district's production. Washington, Franklin and Jefferson

Counties contributed small scattering tonnages from the

tild shallow^ diggings, the aggregate of which was trifling

when compared with the production of the deeper dis-

-cminated deposits of the big mines in St. Francois

County. Yet it is well within the memory of the old

miners when St. Francois County w'as a similar small,

erratic producer from "gopher-holes" and was a smaller

lead contributor than the adjoining Washington County'.

Interest is at last slowly awakening to the fact that the

early history of St. Francois County was identical w^ith

the present condition of Washington County, in spite of

the enormous differences in their present relative im-

portance as lead producers. Appreciation is beiug shown

that the most important factor in the modem development

of St. Francois County was the intimate relation betw-een

the small, erratic, shallow deposits and the deep, large,

low-grade disseminated deposits. While the disseminated

deposits are not always found immediately under the

shallow "'diggings"' in St. Francois County, the close

proximity of the two is highly noteworthy and it is im-

possible to recall an instance in St. Francois County where

the shallow ''diggings" were not a trustworthy guide in

npproxinwtely locating the disseminated orebodies. This

was so promptly recognized by the earlier workers that

the "old diggings" were long ago corralled, even in

advance of testing them with the diamond drill, and the

present day prospector has to grope after new discoveries

without their valuable guidance.

That this same intimate relationship between the

shallow lead" and the deeper disseminated deposits will

be found true in Washington County is receiving more
attention and the next five years will probably witness

niarked activity in deep drilling in Washington County
that is likely to result in very important developments.

•MinincT pnErinefr. Sin Pinp St., .St. Tenuis. Mo.

Under the stimulus of such unprecedented prosperity,

the district has been most active and buoyant, although
somewhat handicapped by labor scarcity and coal short-

ago in Decendjer. All the operators have increased their

plants and are making important improvements that will

result in greater economies, larger tonnages and more
efficient work. Diamond-drilling for extending the pre.«ent

orebodies and locating new deposits has been most active,

after having been more or less curtailed since 1907, and
over CO drills have been at work.

Labor has enjoyed its share in the prosperity and wages
are decidedly the highest ever known in the district. It

is a sad commentary, however, that the increase in in-

comes is mainly going into better living and luxuries

and very little is being saved for the inevitable "rainy

day." In one town of scarcely 5,000 there are over 125
automobiles, most of which are of a more expensive class

than Fords, and the volume of gasoline sales would excite

the envy of a much larger place.

A noteworthy feature, the leaven of which can be as-

cribed to the influence of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers and a few of its active members, is the marked
growth in the broad-gage point-of-view of the managers
and technical staff in the invaluable interchange of pro-

fessional ideas and experiences. The utter lack of such

a spirit was characteristic of the early days of the district,

from which it severely sitft'ered in maintaining and con-

tinuing machines and methods that belonged in a museum.
Although the district is in a hilly country, being on

the flanks of the Ozark uplift, the most striking and
obtrusive features of the district are the enormous piles

of tailings that now^ loom up as the most impressive

feature of the landscape. They are not only silent, huge
monuments that attest tremendous activity, but they are

also eloquent warnings that the diamond drill miist be

more active in the future to replace the orebodies that

are being rapidly exhausted by the modern large mills.

With the higher prices prevailing for lead, it has been

possible to work ores carrying only 2% of lead with profit,

but the temptation to take advantage of the ''creamy"

lead market caused the operators ta keep the average tenor

of the ore to a slightly better yield than 3% of pig lead

last year. In view of the unusually high operating co.sts,

this was good business, especially as active preparations

are being made to render the platits more efficient and
economical. When wages and supplies return to a normal

basis, the enlarged mills will compel lower grades of ore

to be worked that would have been impossible to consider

less than five years ago. It will not be long before the

district will have to face the conditions of the Jopliu

sheet-ground mines, which have to cope with ore yielding

1.5 to 2%. On this latter basis, not only will present

reserves be largely increased, but it will result in opening

up properties that have hitherto been regarded as too low-

grade to be profitable. Tailiiii's that were made by th"
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1)1(1, small mills when the ores were yieldiiij; (i to 12%
would today bo ivf^ardod as liijrhly ]in)(ital)lc ore, Imt the

much jireater skill now being utilized in the nianagenient

and operation of llie large, modern plants under able

technologists will eiuible the district to make even larger

profits on the much lower grades that will have to be

W(irk(Ml in the future'.

St. FiiANC'ois County

The veteran St. .loe Tjead Co., wliich was the pioneer

in developing the disseminated deposits, continues as the

most ini])ortant of the Missouri lead producers and is

undoiditedly the largest in the world. Since it absorbed

the Doe TJun Lead Co., with which it was always in-

timately affiliated, it has heconu' the preemiiu-nt |in)d\K-er

of the district.

The past year has been the most prosperous in its

long career of about half a century, and besides paying

dividends aggregating $:?,r)2:i.()8.^), from the largest ton-

nage ever produced, it paid off a lot of notes and debts,

some of long standing, and enters the new year with a

line working suri)lus and with only the incumbrance of

some long-term bonds on its valualde railroad property.

While only nine shafts were operated, or less than

formerly, a larger tonnage was extracted in spite of the

concentration of hoisting to fewer points.
_
Thus the No.

1 shaft at Bonne Terre, wliirh was sunk' 33 years ago

(o replace five shallow shafts, has had the underground

haulage extended therefrom until it is now handling

the rock that until rather recently was hoisted from

seven other shafts. The three mills oiierated were

the 2,000-ton mill at Bonne Terre, the 2.000-ton mill at

Leadwood and the 4.000-ton mill at T^ivermines. the latter

taking care of the output of the shafts of the former

Doe Enn company.

A retaining reservoir covering over 40 a^res is being

built at Bonne Terre on the site of the golf grounds that

ndll be used for impounding the slimes and thus avoid

the contamination of Big River that caused damage suits

by the farmers. The dam is being built with mill tailings.

A mine-rescue de])artment was recently established that

will have its headquarters at Bonne Terre and which is

the first to be established in the district.

Tri-daily through-train service to St. Louis has been

resumed on tlie M. R. & B. T. R.R., which is ovmed by the

St. Joe Lead Co., new steel coaches and heavier passenger

engines have been ordered and the roadbed is being relaid

with 90-lb. rails.

A new electric ]iower plant that is centrally located

is being built at Rivermines that will displace the gas

engine and producers at Rivermines and Bonne Terre.

Tt will supply power to the outlying camps and consists

of two units of 3,000 kw. each that are direct driven

by a steam turbine. Seven Heine boilers of 750 hp.

each will furni.sh steam at 22.5 lb.; they are eqm'ppcd

with chain grates, mechanical coal feed and coimected to

two radial-brick stacks 225 ft. high. The i)lant is housed

in a fire-proof brick building that has a traveling crane.

Although this new jilant will i)rovido more than twice the

])ower of the old gas plant, it occupies nnich less space,

will greatly reduce the labor and will run on much cheaper

grades of coaf than required by the gas ]ii-oducers.

The smelting works at Ilerculancum are being made

moj'e efficient and now have a ca])acity of 8,000 tons of

pig lead monthly. A larger power ])lant is to be in-

stalled, the Coiiicll process for precipitating fume i

to be intro<liiced and the double-roasting system on

Dwight & Lloyd machines is to be employed to improve

the roasting. As the yard space for dumping the molt«

slag from pots is about filled up. the slag will be granu-

lated by water and sold for railroad ballast. The normal

force of o.'jO men has been increased to 800 on account

of the extensive construction work.

DK.SIiOIJIO AXl) Natm)X.\i, Cujipaxiks

The Desloge Lead Co. had a very successful, prosperous

year and operated to full capacity from three shafts. Tlie

mill was enlarged and improved and the tailings are now
stacked close to the mill by an endless belt conveyor, in- I

stead of being hauled away by railroad trains to be dumped
in the valleys. An Oliver filter was recently installeil

to dewater the flotation product and two steam turbines

were added to the power plant. The small historic

Flintshire furnaces that have been operated over 35 year.-:

were shut down last summer, although for many year.-

they have treated but a minor portion of the output,

as the major ])ortion has been treated by cu.st<jm smelters

at Alton, Collinsville, etc.

The National Lead Co. was quite aggressive in search-

ing for new orebodies by optioning and drilling un-

absorbed pro])erties and was rewarded with two good

discoveries. The Hill tract of 120 acres, that is liA

mi. north of the Baker mine, was taken over under a

drilling option at $."J00 per acre. It is located on the

Leadwood branch of the M. R. & B. T. R.R. The famous

600-acre Pim tract, in the high flint hills .south of Flat

River, that was supposed to be beyond the Flat River

basin, was taken over at $2T.5 an acre after developing

a large orebody with the diamond drill at 500 to 800 ft.

This tract went begging in the early days at $10 an acre

and was regarded as absolutely hopeless by the old-timers,

as it is covered by the "Potosi'' formation, under which

even a former state geologist thought there was no hope

of finding disseminated lead. When a Boston promoter

acquired this property about 15 }'ears ago and attempted

to float a large corjioration. it was scoffed at and derided

by the other operators and severely criticized for the

inevitable scandal that was predicted therefrom. As the

district has been exceptionally free from mining scandals,

the sudden death of the promoter, while the project was

incubating, cau.sed a sigh of relief in its narrow escap<>

of a "foul blot on escutcheon." Whether the promoter

would have located the orebody recently discovered is

problematical, as liberal development funds and sound

advisers do not usually prevail in popular stock flota-

tions, but his '"rank heresy" is now found to have one

of the largest orebodies that has been discovered for

many years.

The mill is treating 3,000 tons and is to be increased

to 4,000 tons per diem by the end of the year. When
it was built in 1900, it had a capacity of 1.500 tons

and. was the largest and finest in the district; the

doubled tonnage has been obtained without material

enlargement of the building. The power plant, which

adjoins the mill, is being enlarged by the addition of

two B. & W. boilers of 500 hp. each that are equipped

with Jones stokers and forced draft; two corliss engines

and generators have been added, one of which is a 1,000-

kw. unit. The local railroad to the shafts is now operated

with steam locomotives, which have replaced the trolley
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motdi's. MS tlu' latter were I'iuiikI Id lie Icxi ci'i'iltic and

Kovorc on the pdwcr service, in spile el' lai'Lic storage

batteries.

A new roek-rrnsliiii;;- (leparlnieiit is alieilt inuipletetl

witli an initial .'iOxliO-in. I51ake enislier and the No. 3

shaft is to h(! equi|>])ed willi o-ton antoniatic skips.

Till'; Fici)Iv1;al Licad Co.

The F(>deral Lead Co. had a very Imsy year and made

a new liigh reeord in its veiy laro;e output. A new shaft.

No. 13, was sunk to a depth of 450 ft. on the old Central

traet. aliout Vi mi- Pfi'^t of Elvins and is now an im-

portant produeer from a larjie orebody that was blocked

oiil witli diamond drills. It is equipped with a steel

headframe and automatic ski]is that are operated by an

eleetrie hoist with current from the central power plant

at No. .) mill, about i^ mi- distant.

A new mill, No. -I, of iS.OOO tons daily capacity was

started last ^larcli at tliis shaft and promises to be the

model plant of the district. It is eonsti'ucted of reinforced

concrete ami is lighted with an un\isual number of

windows—a feature that is often ncijlected and which

is important to secure good results in concentration. The

ore from No. 13, or the new shaft, is conveyed to the

mill by endless belts, after passing through an inde-

]5endent rock house equipped with two large gyratory

crushers that feed to disk crushers. The mill is equipped

with Hancock .jigs, trommels, drag classifiers, dewaterers,

regrinding mills, rolls, 40 tables. Dorr thickeners, a

flotation unit, Oliver filter and drying plant. The tail-

ings w\\\ be moved by a belt conveyor to a neighboring

valley. The mill is of the gravity type, being built on

a side hill, and the first of the two units is expected

to start this mouth after many delays in the freight

deliveries.

The central power ))lant at No. :; mill was enlarged

liy the addition of two 3,000-kw. turliines equipped with

jet condensers. Two water-tube boilers of fiOO hp. each

were added and a water-softening plant was installed.

The No. 9 shaft that was sunk ten years ago, near the

Pim land, is being cleaned out and rclined with concrete.

It will be equi]iped with a steel headframe, an electric

hoist, 4i/i;-fon skips and is expected to be in operation

by next spring. The housing arrangements were enlarged

by the erection of five 5-room modern cottages for the

office staff and 35 threc-rooiu cottages for the foreign

laborers.

The Baker Lead Co.. which operates the Jake Day
traet on Big Eiver and is owned by Boston interests,

had an active year. It is shipping fiOO tons daily from
its single shaft to the mill of the National Lead Co.,

10 mi. distant, where it is milled by this company under a

s]iecial c'ontract.

The Boston Elvins Lead Co., which purchased, for

$100,000. the Jones tract of 40 acres, 1 mi. southeast

of Elvins, com]iletcd tlie sinking of its 3-compartment
shaft last month after a hard fight with an unusually

large quantity of water—anumnting at one time to 8,500

gal. per niin. The shaft is 571 ft. deep and is being

eqnip])e(l with a hoisting plant. The ore will be shipped

1o tlie National mill for treatment, '^ mi. distant, over

the :\L R. & B. T. K.R.. The Boston Elvins company has

a treatment contract similar to the Baker company with
which il is closely afTiliated.

The .Manhattan |iroperty at St. Francois remains
inactive, as also the Benicanf and Elizaheth pi'operlies

at Horme Terre, am! the laller are iindei- consideration

by Eastern parties.

^Lvniso.v (JoiNTY

The Mine La Mottc property, the oldest lead mine
in tile United States, had the si acli\'e w.w in ils

history and the output made a new high recoi-d. Under
tlie new management, the steam sliovel has become an
active factor in reworking the sui-face clays thai iiave

been more or less gophered over by the "patch diggers''

for the past two centuries. This shovel work produces

more or less coarse or "chunk" galena that was over-

looked by the early miners and a sand containing 80%
silica that carries .3 to 8% of carbonale of lead; the
latter is shipped direct to the snu'lters for fluxing

])urpo.ses.

The lower or disseminated deposits are also being
worked, which on this pro]ierty are very shallow, or only
50 to 300 ft. deep, with little or no water in the under-
lying sandstone. It is proposed to miiu' them by o])en

cuts with steam shovels and utilize the great excess of
barren rock for ballast, riprap, etc. A railroad is pro-
posed to the Mississippi River, about .'55 mi. east, to

secure cheap barge water to the Southern markets, where
.o-ood rock is scarce. More attention is being given to

the "sulphides," or the mixture of galena, chalcopyrite and
siegenite (sulphide of nickel and cobalt), that occurs at
the base of the "Bonne Terre" limestone and in the upper
portion of the underlying La Motte sandstone. Sam]iles
of these sulphides have assayed from 3 to (5% lead. 3 to

17 7r copper, 3 to 6% nickel and 1 to 7% cobalt, although
the average mine run is very much lower. When this

property was under the control, several years ago, of
Doherty and Albers, the New York promoters, a nickel-

cobalt plant was erected, presumably for facilitating llie

sale of stock, as it was never operated and it is doubtful
if the process employed would have successfully recovered
or separated the different metals.

The Plicvnix or Catherine mine, 3 mi. north of Fred-
ericktown, w^as actively worked under lease by the Federal
Lead Co. which has also leased and is operating the
adjoining Fleming land. While it is a .small plant and
the granite outcrops almost within a stone's throw of

the shaft, the ore is of fair grade, the shafts are shallow
and very little water has to be punijied.

The Nin-th American mine at Predericktown is being

reopened and a new 500-ton mill is being erected by its

Canadian owners. This pro]ierty was an active producer

of copper, nickel and colialt when under its foruun-

Columbus owners, wdio separated the three metals in a

complex furnace plant, and produced as high as 5 tons

of ingot copper daily. It should be a very profitable

property under present favorable market conditions.

The Schulte tract, of 771 acres, 1 mi. south of llie

North American mine, is being developed by TL .1.

Cantwell and associates, after favcn-able drillings, with a

;j-compartment shaft that is over 50 ft. deep.

The Einstein mine, which is 10 mi. west of Fredei'ick-

town on the St. Francois River, has l)een reo]iened In-

New York parties, who are shipping tnngsteu therefrom

in the form of wolframite. The mine is on a fissure

vein in the granite and was o])eratcd al)out ;?5 years

ago as a silver-lead projierty. Several carloads of
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iiryeiitircrous f;;ilciia wciv prixhiced that assayed 20 to

200 oz. ill silver, but tlie vein was too narrow to pay,

although worked to a depth of about 500 ft. Tiio

tungsten was then a gi'eat annoyance in jigging and was

thrown away as a worthless product.

At Annapolis, 25 mi. southwest of Fredericktown, in

Iron County, (which adjoins Madison County on the

west and St. Francois County on the south) the Balch

property has been taken under option, on which the

Federal Lead Co. found disseniinated lead in several holes.

In this district, the hills are of granite and porphyry,

while the valleys or basins are filled with the "Bonne
Terra" or lead-bearing liinestonc. As the valleys are

narrow and small, they have been but slightly prospected,

as the outlook is not encouraging for large orebodies,

and no lead mines have thus far been developed. This

county has been an inipnrlant jiroducer of high-grade

iron ores from the ai'dicaii poiphyry I'onuation.

Wastiinoton County

A\''ashiiigton County is the largest ]iroducer of "tiff"'

01' barite in the United States and under high prices

and a brisk market, the diggings were very active,

especially in the Potosi district. As the tiff diggers

only mine for a few feet in the surface clay, they do

not go deep enough to reach the lead, yet some chunk
galena is recovered with the tiff. A few of the gopher

miners reopened the diggings about P;i liner, Potosi and
Kingston, but mainly for the zinc carbonate that occurs

in some of the lead diggings and for which high prices

were obtained.

The Parole property, of 10,000 acres, at Palmer, and

(he Cantwell lands at Topozark, 20,000 acres, are under

option to Eastern parties. The Palmer lands have been

the largest producers of shallow and pipe-vein lead in

the county for about a century and is a strongly mineral-

ized area. A few drill holes at Palmer showed the Bonne
Terre formation to be in normal condition and well

mineralized with pyrite. Some disseminated lead was

found, but the drilling was too insignificant to give much
information.

About 3 mi. west of Irondale active drilling is being

carried on hj H. J. Cantwell and New York associates

that is quite promising, as it indicates that a large body

of fair grade disseniinated ore has been discovered. As

the property is on Big River, it is very favorably situated

for cheap milling and a moderate outlay will build a

switch to the Iron Mountain E.R. at Irondale. A small

body of disseminated ore of excellent grade was opened a

mile west of Irondale about 15 years ago, hut the amateur

management with an inefficient plant did not make a

success of the enterprise.

American Smelting and Refining Co.

in Mexico in 1916

By S. W. ECCLK.S*

A resumption of operations of both the smelting and
iiining plants in the Monterrey and Matehuala districts

was attempted in Januaiy. Operations were continued

until the middle of March, when the xVnicrican operating

sliill's al l/iilb the mines and smelteries had U) be wilii-

drawn and uperations sus])endcd on account of the delicate

international situation wliich was created at that time ]>}

Villa's raid on Coiiiinbus and the su])sc(|uent entrance of

Cenoral Pershing's column into Mexico. The mines al

Matehuala, therefore, were operated for a few months on
fi nearly normal basis.

The mines at Tepczala and .Anganguco were worked for

part of the year on a rcduicd scale. ,\ considerable pro-

duction of zinc ore was made from the mines at Santa
Eulalia, Bonanza, Zaragoza and Villaldama.

Substantial tonnages of lead and copper ore were moved
to the smelteries in the United States from the Tecolotes

mine at Santa Barbara and from the Peforma mine at

Cuatro Cienegas. On account of the general conditions

and lack of adequate railroad service, the mines at Valar-

dena, Asientos and Charcas remained idle.

None of the plants or mines of the company were seri-

ously damaged during the year.

The C^ocur d'Alene District in 1916

By Stanley A. Easton*

Production figures are not yet available covering the

yield of the Cieur (r.-Mciie district during 19Ki, but it is

believed that the product i(jn of lead and silver will not be

materially increased, if at all, over that for 1915. The
zinc yield will probably be increased by the production of

Intcrstate-Callahan, Success and Kay Jelferson in the

Sunset district and the Highland-Surprise and several

other small producers on Pine Creek.

The reason why the high prices for the metals have

not resulted in a larger output is because of the near ex-

haustion of several of the producers and the temporary

closing of the pi-operties of the Sierra-Nevada Consoli-

dated Mining Co. and the Tamarack & Custer Mining
Co. The Morning mine, of the Federal Mining and
Smelting Co., will show a considerably larger yield than in

former years, as will also the Hecla, and a moderate in-

crease will be recorded for the Bunker Hill & Sullivan.

A great deal of prospecting work has been energetically

carried on throughout the entire year, and apparently the

public is giving substantial su23port to such development

by the purchase of treasury stock in various development

companies and the payments of assessments where needed

to carry on the development of nonproducive properties.

No new producers of lead ore came in during 191G. There

were some occasional small shipments of an experimental

character. The Ray Jefferson zinc-silver-lead property

on the western slopes of Sunset Peak began milling during

the early fall. The product of this plant is being stored

awaiting the completion of the branch of the Oregon-

Washington Railroad and Navigation Co. up Beaver

Creek, which will give railroad transjJortation direct from

the Ray Jefferson concentrator.

The production of metallic lead at the mine by an

electro-chemical method in a small experimental way was

carried on throughout the year by the Bunker Hill & Sul-

livan company and is the first metal of all the millions of

pounds yielded by the district to be locally reduced. The
entire output of the Hercules mine for the year was

smelted at North]iort, Wash., in the rebuilt plant recently

•Vice-president. American .Smelting- .ind Refininj? Co.
•Manager. Munki-r Hill ^: .Sullivan Mining and Concentrat-

ing Co., KelioKg'. Ulalio.
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put into (.oimiiissiou there bv tlic Aorthlxirt Sniolting Co.,

entirely owned and operated by the owners of the Hercules

in connection with llicir lead •refinery at Carncfrie, Penn.

Ground was broken in dune for (he Bunker Hill smelter

and excellent construction progress made. A large por-

tion of the necessary equipment is. on the ground, and it

is expected to begin operations at this plant early in the

spring of 1917.

The most important events of the year alTecting the

people of the district are prohibition and the 1)onus wage
payments made by the producing companies to their em-
ployees beginning Feb. 1, 1016, and being: 25c. per shift

when lead is 5e. per lb. and under 5i/^c. ; 50c. per shift

when lead is hy^c. per lb. and under 6c. ; 7oc. per shift

when lead is 6c. per lb. and under 6i/^c. ; $1 per shift when
lead is 6%c. per lb. and over. This bonus is paid all em-
ployees without regard to what department they may be

connected.

The other important event is the .state statutory pro-

hibition law applied Jan. 1, 1916 ; after being in effect

until Nov. 7, the voters of the district overwhelmingly

supported the constitutional jjrohibition amendment em-
bodying the same provisions then submitted. The en-

forcement of this law has been reasonably effective, and the

result of these new circumstances is being watched with

much interest. At the present time the indications are

that the new condition is resulting in a great deal of

benefit both to the communities and to the mines.

Wolfram Output of Burma
Completed figures tor 1915 in Commerce Reports,

United Statas Department of Commerce, furnished by

Counsul W. Eoderick Dorsey, at Rangoon, show that the

total production of wolfram from all sources in Burma
amounted to 46,293 cwt., compared with 43,752 cwt.

in 1914, 33,091.5 in 1913, 32,224.5 in 1912, and 25,357

in 1911 (cwt. = 112 lb.). These figures do not include

production from the southern Shan states, where wolfram

is worked in conjunction with tin, and separate statistics

are not recorded. The increase in output is considered

.satisfactory, and indications point to more substantial

advances in future.

Wolfram occurs chiefl.y in Lower Burma, in the moun-
tains to the east and northeast of Tavoy, in fissure veins

traversing the granite and associated argillaceous rocks,

(iround sluicing is the method of extracting most widely

employed, but the hydraiUic system is sometimes used,

and actual mining in the veins is on the increase. Other

districts yielding this ore are Mergui, Thaton, and the

southern Shan states, but Tavoy is by far the most im-

portant.

Lentil recently capitalists have lieen inclined to hold

aloof from the industry, but the facility with which

certain owners have been able to develop their mines has

attracted attention, and several British firms of consider-

able financial standing now exercise ojitious over certain

I'roperties.

Hitherto the greater portion of the wolfram ore pro-

duced in Burma wa.s taken up by Germany, but English

smelters are now in a position lo handle all the ore com-
ing forward. Late figures show .that from Jan. 1 to

Oct. 7, 1916, there were 2,702 tons of wolfram exported,

compared with 1,844 tons in the corresponding period

in 1915.

Chromite in 1916

The industries that use chromic iron ore grew enor-
mously in 1916, and according to recent reports made
to J. S. Dillcr, of the U. S. Geological Survey, the pro-

duction in the United States greatly increased. Two
years ago only one small mine in the United States—in

Shasta County, Calif.—was producing chromic iron ore.

The output in 1914 was less than 1,000 long tons. In

1915 it increased to 3,281 tons, and in 1916, with pro-

ducers in a score of counties, the output in California

jumped to many thousand tons. Besides the ore produced
in California, a considerable quantity is now mined in

Oregon, and smaller amounts in Wyoming and JLaryland,

so that the total output for the United States in 1916,
so far as reports received show, will exceed 35,000 tons.

All this increase in the home production has been.made
in spite of largely increased imports. The Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce reports that 88.601

long tons of chromite was imported during the first 10
months of 1916—about two and a half times as much as

was produced in the United States during the j^ear. The
average price abroad of the imported material was
$12.66 a ton. Most of it was used on the Atlantic sea-

board, for the interior points were supplied, at least in

part, by the mines on the Pacific coast, when ore contain-

ing 40% of chromic oxide was for some months quoted

f.o.b. railroad at $13 to $16 a ton.

Chromic iron is used chiefly in chemistiy and metal-

lurgy. It is the basis of chromic acid and bichromates

of soda and potash and is used extensively in the manu-
facture of colors and dyes and of compounds for tanning.

It is also a most efficient refractorv' matei-ial for lining

furnaces and for making chrome lirick and steel alloys,,

the demand for which has largely increased.

Petroleum

Preliminary estimates by the United States Geological

Survey indicate that the quantity of crude petroleum

produced axid marketed in the oil fields of the United

States in 1916 was 292,300,000 bbl. This quantity

is greater by 4% than the corresponding output in 1915,

which reached the record-breaking total of 281,104,104

bbl. Of the 1916 total 38% came from the Oklahoma-

Kansas field, 30% from California, and the remaining

33% from the Appalachian, Lima-Indiana, Illinois, north

Texas, north Louisiana, Gulf coast and Rocky Mountain

fields.

There are 302 oil refineries in the United States, having

a total daily capacity of more than 1,000.000 bbl. This

is considerably in e.xcess of the daily crude production.

Of the refining capacity of 1,000,000 bbl.. Standard Oil

controls slightly less than 50%, or approximately 495,000

bbl., and is building several additional refining plants.

Of the 302 refineries above mentioned, 26 are idle and

] 1 are in course of construction, leaving 265 plants in

active operation. California, the largest single producing

state, has 76 refineries of which 19 are idle, leaving 57

active plants. The total investment in oil refineries in

the United States is estimated at $425,000,000.

About 40 new refining plants are projec'ted that will

bring the daily refining capacity up to nearly 1,200,000

bbl. ])er day when in maximum operation.
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The pi'odiU'tiou of spelter by or(> smelters in the Fnitecl

States was Ui2,o00 tons in ISJIG, eonipared with 507,1 12

tons in 1915. 'J'his includes the speltci- derived l)oth Troiii

domestic and foreign ores and also a small tonnage olj-

tained from dross, etc.. hy smelters whose chief Inisiness

is the reduction of ore. It is to he noted that there is

also a rather large pi'odtu-tion of spelter by dross smelters,

pure and simple. 'I'lieii- |)rocluction is not included in

the present report.

The total re])orted for I'.Mii is the aggregate of the

reports of 41 smelters ojjei'ating 52 works. So far as we
know, these were all of the smelters who produced in

1!)1(J: but in \ie\v of the starting uf) of new works like

mushrooms, it is |)ossii)lc that one or two new concerns

escaped attention. Indeed, we know that the total is

somewhat short, for there were one or two small concerns

that discontinued business during the ycai\ of whose out-

puts we could not obtain reports. The list of the zinc

smelters, together witli the number of their retorts at

the end of lliKi, is given in an accompanying table.

In reporting their production, all of the smelters gave

their output up to Dec. 15, together with their own

8PELTER PRODUCTIOX. 1913-1916, BY QU.VUTERS
(In Tons of 2,000 I.b )

Reports of Ore Smelters Only

1913

District I II III IV

Illinois 27.924 28.523 26,118 28.986
Kansas-.Missouri 22,006 23.820 19,204 20,127
Oklahoma 21.430 21.840 18,502 21,458
Others (a) 20,722 20,153 19,238 18,211

Totals 92,082 94,336 83,062 88,782

1914

Illinois 31,005 32.482 32.512 34.588
Kansas-Missouri 13,939 14.659 13,193 11,633
Oklahoma 22,563 22,960 22.945 23.999
Others (a) 22,717 22.715 24,106 24,296

Totals 90,224 92,816 92,756 94,516

1915

Illinois 35,786 ' 39.511 41,791 44,577
Kansas-Missouri 14,090 24,554 32,152 40.256
Oklahoma 24.713 26.984 28.613 31,095
Others (a) 26.255 30.575 31,360 34.830

Totals 100,844 121,624 133,916 150,758

1916

Illinois 45.072 45,495 42.077 48,609
.\rkansas 2.977 4.645
Kansas-.Missouri 37,830 41.585 39,174 32.857
Oklahoma 34,994 38.786 41,387 49,919
Others(o) . . 37,853 39.902 41.586 47,552

Totals 155,749 165,768 167.201 183,582

(a) With the exception of one plant in Colorado these are all Eastern works,
in the fourth quarter of 1915 and in 1 9 1 6 is included .\naconda and other electro-
lytic production.

estimate for the remaining fortnight of the year: but

to a large e.xtent the reports came by telegraph after the

end of the year, and consequently represent the actual

output without any estimate.

-Ml of these smelters reported their production by

quarters, which figures are summarized in a separate

table. That table shows how the output increased quarter

by quarter. In the last tjuarter of IDlfi the zinc smelters

of the United States were produciii,<i' spelter at the rate

of 734,000 tons per annum.
Operating smelters reported a total of 209,7 Sfi retorts

in December, 191 (!. Of these, the number in operation

on Dec. 15 was 190,:i:il. The number of retorts in con-

struction at that time was 14,108. These were partly in

additions to existing plants and [lartly were in new
plants. Of the latter the most important were the Terre

Haute plant of the Grasselli Chemical Co., the works of

the Athletic Mining and Smelting Co., and the works of

nc
llie I'liitcd Zinc Smelting' Corporation at ^foundsvillc.

W. Yd. A new ])lant was proji'cteil by tlie Berger Man-
ufacturing Co.. but the beginning of its conBtruction wa.-

not reported,

Klectrolytic spelter was produced on a large scale in

liUd, tile chief producers i)cing the .Vnaconda Copper
Mining Co. and the Consolidated Mining and Suielliiig

Co. of Canada. The total production of electrolytic 8i)el-

ter was 13,494 tons, mostly made in the fourth quarter

of the year.

The stock of spelter at works on Dec. 31. being the

aggregate of the reports of all the smelters, was 1(),085

PRODUCTION' OF SPELTER
(In Tons of 2,000 I-b.)

By Ore Smelters f>nly

V^tales 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916
Arkan.sus 7,622
Colorado 7,477 8,860 8,637 8,152 8,984 8,812
Illinois 88.681 94.902 111,551 130.587 161.665 181.253
Missouri-Kansas 106,173 111,761 85.157 53.424 111,052 151,446
Oklahoma 46.333 76.837 83.230 92.467 111.405 165.086
East (n) 47,172 56.278 69,687 85,682 114.036 158,081

Totals 295,836 348,638 358,262 370.312 507,142 672.300
(fi) Includes .\naconda and other electrolytic production in 1915 and 1916.

tons, compared with 14,300 tons at the beginning of 19 Hi.

These figures include both high-grade and common
spelter.

Ja])an also showed a very large increase in spelter

production, cable advices reporting an output of 42,000

short tons during the lirst 10 months, indicating at least

50.000 tons for the year against 22,314 tons in 1915 and
0481 tons in 1914.

The Zinc Market in 1916

Jamiaiy opened with the market dull and the average

quotations at 16c. per lb., but about the middle of the

month prices advanced sharply on rather urgent demand
by domestic consumers for early delivery. Brass special

.sold at 2114c. By the end of January the price for

near-by spelter had ri.sen to ISy^c, shading off about lAc.

per mouth to the end of ilareh. At the end of January

the market was quoted at 15i/2(o IS^^^c.

Early in February the market fell into a chaotic con-

dition, with prices at sixes and sevens, according to

delivery, views of buyers and sellers, etc., the price ad-

vancing on relatively small transactions. The volume of

business increased during the month, there being some
MONTHLY .WERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

. New York . St. Louis •
, London .

Month 1914 1915 1916 1914 1915 1916 1914 1915 1916

January.. 5 262 6 366 16 915 5 112 6 211 16 745 21.533 30 884 89 810
FebruaVv. 5 377 8 436 18 420 5 228 8 255 18 260 21 413 39.819 97.762
March." 5 250 8 541 16 846 5 100 8 366 16 676 21 460 44 141 95 048
April 5 113 10 012 lb 695 4 963 9 837 16 525 21 569 49.888 99 056
Mav.. . 5 074 14 781 14 276 4 924 14 610 14 106 21 393 68 100 94 217
June.. . 5 000 21 208 11 752 4 850 21 038 1 1 582 21 345 100 614 68 591
July 4 920 19 026 8 925 4 770 18 856 8 755 21 568 97 250 50 750
AuEust. . 5 568 12 781 8 730 5 418 12 611 8 560 t 67 786 51 587
September 5. 380 13.440 8 990 5 230 13 270 8 820 t 67.841 52 095
October.. 4.909 12.800 9 829 4.750 12 596 9 659 t 66.536 54.159
November5 112 15 962 1 1 592 4 962 15 792 1 1 422 25 016 88 409 56 023
December 5 592 15 391 10 665 5 430 15 221 10 495 27.369 89 409 55 842

Year .. 5 213 13 230 12 804 5 061 13 054 12 634 67.553 72 071

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound. London, pounds sterling per long

ton. t Not reported.

large sales for export, and the price for prompt spelter

touched 20y2C. The month closed with a quotation of

171/2^1 gi/ocr

During the first week of March the market became

weak, with pressure to sell from many quarters, and on

ilar. 15 the quotation was lli^ffflTc. Then suddenly

there developed a widespread demand, not for any large
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toinuigos, but riUlKT for liirload mid two-carload lots from

a jjfood many qiuirti-'rs, and tlu' piicc advanced sharjily.

the (|uotation on Mar. 17 boinu' H^idl'il/^c. The spurt

turned out, however, not to amount to much, and after

a day or two the market became dull and uninteresting.

The most noteworthy feature at this time was the

tendency for the difference between prices for prom))t and
future deliveries to contract, showing;- that the situation

was becoming; easier with regard to near-by supplies. At

the end of March the quotation was 16@17c.
During the second week of April a very large business

was done, both in lirass special and in common spelter.

In the main it was for export and was for delivery run-

ning far ahead. The situation was considerably mixed,

there being large sales for late delivery, and on the other

hand, nothing but light demand for early spelter, with
producers holding back and consumers reporting them-

ZI.VC-SMELTING CAP.\CITY OF THE UNITED ST.VTES

(XumbiT of Ritnrt« at End of Ycai-^)

Name Situation 1915 1916

Auitri an Spelter Co Pittsburg, Kan. 896 (^) 896
American Steel & Wire Co Donora, Penn. 3,648 9.120
Ameri'-an Zinc and Chem. Co Lanpeloth, Penn. 3.648 7,296
American Zinc Co.. of III Hillshoro. 111. 4,000 4,864
American Zinc, Lead and Smg. Co. Dcaring, Kan. 4,480 4,480
American Zinc, Lead and Smg. Co. Cane>-, Kan. 6,080 6.080
Arkansas Zinc and Smelting Coipn. \'an liuren. Ark. , 2,400
.\tbletic Min. and Smelting Co . Fort Smith, Ark. ih)

Bartlesvill Zinc Co Baitk-sville, Okla. 5, 1 84 7,488
Bartlcsville Zinc Co Blackwell, Okla. 8.800
Bartlcsvillc Zinc Co CoUinsville, Okla. 10,080 13,440
Chanute Spelter Co. (n) Chanute, Kan. 1,280 1,280
Cherokee Smelting Co Cherokee, Kan. 896 (i) 896
ClarksburK Zinc Co Clarksburg, W. Va. 3,648 3,648
CollinsviUe Zinc Co ColUnsville, 111. (6) 1,536 1,984
Eagli-Picher Lead Co Henrvetta, Okla 3,000
Edgar Zinc Co Carondclet, Mo. 2,000 2,000
Edirar Zinc Co Chcrryvale, Kan. 4,800 4,800
Fort Smith Sp. Iter Co Fort Sndth, Ark. . 2,560
Granbv Mining and Smg. Co. (j) . . Neodesha, Kan. 3,760 3.760
Granbv Mining and Smg. Co. (j) . . E. St. Louis,, 111. 3.220 4,864
Oras.->elli Chemical Co Clarksburg, W, Va. 5,760 5,760
Grasselli Chemical Co Meadowbrook, W. Va. 8,592 8,544
Grasselli Chemical Co Tcrre Haute, Ind. ih)

Hegeler Zinc Co Danville, 111. 3.600 5,400
Henrvetta Spelter Co Henryetta, Okla. 600 3,000
Illinois Zinc Co Peru, III. 4,640 4,640
Ida Zinc Co Concreto. Kan. 660 (/,) 660
Joplin Ore and Spelter Co Pittsburg. Kan. 1.440 (A) 1,792
.1. B. Kirk Gas and Acid Co. (c) . .. lola, Kan. 3,440 3,440
Kusa Spelt r Co Kusa, Okla. 3.710 3,720
La Harpe Spelter Co Kusa. Okla. ui) 4,000
Lanvou Smelting Co Pittsburg, Kan. 448 448
Robert Lanvon Zinc and Acid Co. Hillsb.iro. III. 1,840 3,200
Lanvon-Starr Snulting Co. Bartlesville, 3,456 3,456
Matthics-en and Hegeler Zinc Co. La Salle, III. 6,168 6,168
Mineral Point Zinc Co Depue, 111. 9,068 9,068
Missouri Zinc Smelting Co.(AO . Rich Hill, Mo. 448
National Zinc Co Bartlcsvillc, Okla. 4,260 4,970
National Zinc Co Springfield, 111. 3,200 3,800
Nevada Smelting Co Nevada, Mo. 672 672
New .Jersey Zinc Co. of Penn. ... - Palmcrton, Perm. 6,720 7,200
Oklahoma Spelter Co.(t) Kusa, Okla. I'/l 1.600
Owen Spelter Co. if) Canev, Kan. 1,280 1,920
Pittsburg Zinc Co. (o) Pittsburg, Kan. 910 910
Prime Western .Spelter Co Gas Citv, Kan. 4.868 4,866
Quinton Si . Iter Co Quintoii. Okla. .. 1.340
Sandoval Zinc Co Sandoval, 111. 896 672
Tulsa Fuel and ^Ianufacturing Co. Collinsville, Okla. 6,232 6,232
United States Smelting Co Altoona, Kan. 3,960 4,600
United Stat •» Smelting Co Checotah, Okla. . . 4,480
United States Smelting Co La Harpe, Kan. 1,924 1,926
United States Zinc Co (.) .Sand .Springs, Okla. 5.680 8,000
United States Zinc Co , , . Pueblo, Colo. • 2.208 1.984
United Zinc Smelting Corpn Moundsville, W. Va.g (/i)

Weir .Smelting Co Weir, Kan. Itf) 448

Totals 155,388 211.126

(d) Op'ratod by American Metal Co. in 1915 (6) No report received;
enteredtne same as previous .vear. (c) Taken over by U. S. Smelting Co. in
-luly, 1915. (c) Formerly Tulsa Spelter Co. (.0 OperatCLl by -American
Zinc. Lead and Smelting Co. ly) Was under construction in 1915. (A) I'nder
construction. (i) Idle. (j) .Subsidiary of .American Zinc, Lead and Smelting
Co., 1916. (A) Idle latter part of 1916.

selves overbought and in some ca.ses desirous of reselling.

The quotation was 16(f?18c. on Apr. 12, but after that it

declined, and the month closed with 1.51/4(WKjViC.

About the beginning of ^lay the market exhibited signs

of something like demoralization, although the volume

of business was rather small. There was. however, eager

competition e\en for small orders. Producers who were

asked to name prices and failed to get the business found

that they had been undercut by somebody (dse to the

extent of lAc. or so a pound. Spelter for June and

July delivery appeared to be in liberal supplv. Tlir

decline continued Ihroughout May, consumers od'ering to

iwell proni})! spelter in latlier large quantities. Large
producers held aloof, but there were increasing signs
that the smaller producers were willing to meet the
market. At the end of May the quotation was lll/o((V) 12c.

During the fir.st week of Jnne the decline in zinc had
reachetl the ])oint where buyers, both speculators and
ciuisumers, became interested, and upon their appearance
tliere was promptly a stiffening of price. A good deal of

the buying seemed to be, howe\er, short covering by
traders and producers. With re.gard to the latter it

appeared that some of the concerns building new plants

expected to be producers about this time and had pre-

viously disposed of their contemjilated production in June.
Through delay in comiiletion of their works, they found
them.selves short of metal with which to fill their con-

tracts and took advanta,ge of this opportunity to cover.

On the whole the rally was feeble, and the lower quotation

coming from London on June 7 put a dami)er on bullish

sentiment. High-grade spelter was quoted at 34(rt25c.

and brass special at 15c. Common sjielter was then

12@12%. During the remainder of June the market
declined on small business. Toward the end of the month
])iices simply crumbled away from day to day without
there being any strong pressure to sell. The large pro-

AVERAGE PRICE OF ZINC SHEETS
(In Cents per Pound)

1915 1916 1915 1916 1915 1916
January..

, 9 25 23.40 .May. 19 13 24 00 .September. . 16 00 15 00
February... 12 38 24, 50 .lune 29 25 19 50 October 16 00 15 20
March 13. 50 25 00 .luly 27 00 15 60 November. , 20 00 18 25
April 14.13 25 20 August 18 80 15 00 December... 22 00 21 00

.Average for the year 1915—17.37 cents, 1916— 20.14 cents.
Note—These are base prices for ordinary size sheets, in carload lots, f.o.b.

Lasalle-Peru, 111., less 8^, discount.

ducers realized that it would be futile to attempt to sell

any large quantities, but the smaller producers made
offerings. At this time there was plenty of spelter avail-

able for early delivery, and there was no doubt that

stocks were accumulating. At the end of June prompt
spelter was offered at ll%c., July at lie. and August
at 10%c. On June 29 a rather large volume of business

for prompt and early delivery was transacted, sales begin-

ning at 10%c. and running off sharply. On the part

of producers, both large and small, there developed real

pressure to sell, and the market became demoralized. At
the end of the month the quotation was 10(g lOyoC.

During the first half of July the decline continued

from day to day, and on the 12th the quotation was
7%@8i4c. At that price buyers became interested and
the volume of transactions increased. To a considerable

extent the purchases were short covering, including buy-

ing in by smelters who had previously sold ahead and had

been delayed in making their expected new production:

but there was also some buying by domestic consumers.

Europe made bids for spelter at a little below the market,

and there was reason to believe that there was a consider-

able buying power that would be exercised at a price not

much below what then prevailed. Being convinced of

this, powerful interests, considering that the market had

become unduly depressed, gave it support and started

an advance, which was assisted by short covering and

also by .«ome buying from abroad. By July 24 the quota-

tion was 9i/i>(??10c, With the advance in price, producers

who had previous!}' been sellers withdrew, and the market

passed into the position of waiting to see if a more general

buying movement would devclo]i among consumers and

carry the advance further. This did not ha])pen. and a
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new decline started. London caliled tluit England had

ample supply of spelter and that the government stood

ready to take care of consumers. Domestic consumers

were conspicuous by their absence. At the end of July

the market was down to 8yi(a8%c.
Eight from the beginning of Augn,*t there was real

pressure to sell, large tonnages being offered and sold

at 734@8c. for August-September delivery. The publica-

tion of the Washington statistics on Aug. 5 showed that

the stock in the hands of smelters on July 1 was about

24.000 tons, an increase of 10,000 tons from the beginning

of the year, which had apparently been discounted by

the market. In the second week of August buying for

export developed, and transactions attaining a handsome

volume, there was naturally an advance in price from day

to day. This business continued \\p to about Aug. 19,

when the quotation was 9@10c. The excitement then

disappeared and the market immediately became distinctly

reactionary. At the end of August the price was down

to Sy^(ct8%c. At this time it was written, "The spelter

market at precent is of a seesaw character. When the

price gets down to aboixt 8c., sellers withdraw, and when
it gets up to about 9c.. Iniyers disappear." Producers

expressed themselves as expecting a renewal of demand
around 8c. As it turned out, 8%@8%c. was the low

point of this movement.

Early in September a large business was done, buying

beginning at about 814c. and the market being rapidly

brought about. At 9c. several producers who had pre-

viouslv been standing aloof entered the market, but

EXPORTS DURING FIRST TEN MONTHS
1914 1915

743
8.329.346

128,735,815*

1916

70
56,525

49,4l8,677t 233,049,134
8.836.247t 72.021,299

Zinc, ore, tons 8,499
Zinc dross, lb 3,385,314

Pigs, bars, plates, sheets, etc 67,477,598

Pigs, plates, slabs, etc.:

From domestic ore. lb
From foreign ore,§ lb

Sheets, strips, boiler plates, etc.. lb I9,603,6l2t 24,202,936

* For six months, January to June inclusive. On July 1 . 1915, a change was
made in method of classification, t Covers period beginning July 1

.

,§ Reported as exports of foreign merchandise prior to July, 1915.

IMPORTS DURING FIRST TEN MONTHS
1914 1915 1916

Zinc ore and calamine, gross weight,
tons 21,725 102,873 297,311

Zinc contents, lb 17,558,909 81,355,750 252,951,201

Blocks or pigs, and old. lb 1.692,904 1,526,844 1,192,657

Zinc dust, lb 3.526,382 1,337.127 1,686,665

previous conditions were repeated : namely, a disappear-

ance of buyers after the price had ri.sen to 9c. In this

case, however, the halt was but temporary, and late in

the month good buying developed. The closing quotation

was 9(o9%c.
On Oct. 5 there was a sharp advance, the market for

])rompt spelter momentarily touching lOc, but the move-

ment was evidently engineered, and the advance not

having the expected effect of bringing consumers into

the market, there was a relapse to about 9i^c. on Oct. 18.

Then buyers became really interested and an advance

started which continued to the end of November. The

closing quotation of October was 10@10i4c.

A fairly large business in brass special, intermediate,

and highgrade spelter was done during November. Com-
mon spelter advanced steadily on relatively small trans-

actions. However, there v.'as right along something sus-

picious about the advance. There was a well-defined idea

that supplies of prompt spelter were being held back

in order to cover sales of futures, for which producers

were willing to accept considerably lower prices than

wJiat were asked for prompt delivery. There was also

a suspicion that speculators were playing a considerable

])art in the market. November closed with the quotation

of 12%(<7']3c. The market then looked toppy, and it was

obvious thai any riiiiher advance would bring out lilicnil

supplies.

On Dec. 1 speculators tried to liquidate and fonml

that there were no buyers. The story of Deccniber is

briefly told. The market crumbled away from day to <lay

on ver}' small business. Producers at first took no part

in it, but later some of them were quite willing to .xcll,

but did not become aggressive, appreciating the futility

of attempting to sell spelter in large quantity without

precipitating the decline. The collapses in the stock

market, beginning with Dec. 12, of course did not help

matters. At end of December the quotation was 9(59lX.c.

Zinc Mining in Wisconsin

By J. E. Kknnicdy*

The high records of production and price of zinc ore

of the year 1915 were exceeded in 191(1. The net tonnage

of zinc ore shipped to smelters from the Wisconsin dis-

trict in the first 11 months of the year 1916 was 118,586

tons, an increase of 25%. The lead ore shipped was 4,009

tons, an increase of 26%, while the shii)inent of sulphur

ore, 28,999 tons, increased 118%. The shipment of zinc

ore by camps is given in the accompanying table.

WISCONSIN ZINC OUTPUT IN POUNDS. 1916

(First 1 1 Months)

Net to Smelters Gross from Mines
1915 1916 1915 1916

Highland 3.538,060* 7,356,000* 3,538.060* 7.662,000*
Linden 12,716,810 6,236.000 13,111,660 26,768,000
Mifflin 9.202.560 9.384.000 49.619.750 56.222.000
Mineral Point 52,091,480 54,026,000 972,780 1,456.000
Dodgeville 1,109,150 842,000 1.109,150 992,000
Montfort 3,174.000 3,672.000
Platteville 18,735,760 9,120.000 15.098.470 29.664.000
Cuba City 31.605.060 39.382.000 3.642,600 7.892.000
Benton 36.759.190 76.522.000 119.173.940 170.814,000
Hazel Green 11,157,960 2,624.000 40.289,060 37,280,000
Shullsburg 1,130,300 1,408,000 5,712.300 15.258,000
Potosi 651,420 1,668.000 651.420 1.668.000
Galena 10,946,000 25,324.000 43.816.440 31.464.000
Dubuque 106,000 106.000

Totals 189.643.750 237.172.000 296,735.630 390,918,000
Increase 47,528.250 94,182,370

* Includes low-grade carbonate sludge ore from Highland.

The year opened at $110 per ton base for premium ore.

During the first 19 weeks, with one exception, the base

price for premium ore was in excess of $100 per ton; it

remained below the $100 mark during the next 28 weeks,

the average premium base price for this period being

$68.85 per ton. The low premimn base for this period

was $56. The high premium base for the first quarter

was $125. In 1915 the premium base was $100 or over

during 14 weeks. The high premium base of 1915 was

$130 per ton. An accumulation of second-class roasted

ore, assaying as low as 52% zinc and as high as 6.5%
lime and 1% lead, resulted from mining extremely low-

grade deposits and from forcing milling capacity. A large

stock of this ore, which did not meet with ready sale,

caused a wide variation in the base price calculated upon
a basis of 60% zinc content and lowered the base-price

level of the Platteville market as compared with the

Joplin market.

From 50 to 75 prospect drilling machines were busy

throughout the year. Of this development work, 75%
was done in the Benton-New Diggings camp, where a

number of big deposits were uncovered. Among the aban-

doned properties reopened, the Blockhouse at Platteville,

formerly known as the Cruson, made the most remarkable

•Platteville, Wis.
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sliowinji- with an outimt of fiO to 70 tons of 40% zinc

concentrates in two lO-lir. sliifts; the iirst six months'

sales totaled over $100,()0().

GONSTUUCTION ACTIVITY IN I!)l(i

A total of 82 mills and II roasters wcr(> in operation

during the year, ot which 22 concentrating mills were con-

structed during lOKJ, namely: The Lampe, Clark No. 2

(both at Highland), Wic-ks, Spring Hill (Linden), Yew-
dall. M. & A. (Milllin), Bell, New Rose (Platteville),

Standard Metals (Cuba City), Mulcahy, Little Giant

(.Shullsburg). TilVany (Potosi), Monmouth (Hazel

Green), Ilird, Longhorn, C. A. T., Sally, Meloy, (Jrand

A'iew, Bull Moose No. 2 (Renton-New Diggings), and

Birkbeck and Little Corporal (Galena). The Blockliou-- ,

Bhukstone, Graham and McJIillan, were started in I'.ylo

and completed in 1910. At the close of the year the

A'inegar Hill Zinc Co. was constructing the Jeflerson at

Hazel Green, and the Mineral Point Zinc Co. was as-

bcmbling material for a plant on the Meloy land, at New
Diggings, owned in fee by the company. Roasting ca-

pacity was further increased by the com])letion of the

Skinner-type roaster of the Mineral Point Zinc Co. at

Mineral Point, the Mathey-type roaster of the Galena

Refining Co. at Galena, the construction of a Mathey
plant by the Oliver Mining Co. at the Mulcahy mine,

Shullsburg, and the enlargement of the Campbell plants

at Cuba City and Linden by the Linden Zinc Co. Of the

6S producing mines, with full equipment, in active opera-

tion Dec. 1, 1916, 56 were using electric power, the north

end of the district being served by the Mineral Point

Service Co., of Mineral Point, and the southern part by

the Interstate Light and Power Co. of Galena.

. In sjDite of high wages labor was scarce throughout the

year, and the shortage not only hampered development, but

impaired the efficiency of the working force. Shovelers,

at 7c. to 9c. per can, made $3 to $5 per day : underground

drill men received from $3 guarantee to $5 with premium

;

on straight wages trammers generally received $3.50 per

day, hoistermen $3.50, grizzlymen $2.75, crusher feeders

$2.50, millmen $90 to $150 "per month.

The macadamizing of country roads and the increased

use of auto trucks facilitated transportation. Income

tax derived from mining companies stimulated the good-

roads movement; the Township of Benton alone assessed

$68,000 state income tax, of which amount 95% was due

directly or indirectly to the mining industry. Prepara-

tions were under way at the year-end to build a spur

track through 630 ft. of tunnel to connect the mines

and Skinner roaster at New Diggings with- the C. & N. W.
Ry. at Strawbridge.

'^.

Lead and Zinc in the Joplin

District in 1916

By Jesse A. Zook*

Tlic yi'ar 1916 in the Joplin district was marked by

metallurgical rather than mining advances. The increas-

ing number of large mills change the outlook of the

district from that of the uncertainty of the early-day min-
ing canii) to that of prosperous permanency. Su])plant-

ing the smaller mills are mills of 500-ton and 1,000-

lon capacity, and the number of these is increasing with

•Joplin, Mo.

new developments warranting sufficient ore reserves for

several years' continuous operation. Re'concentration,

too, is bringing low grades of blende from a nonsalable to

a nuirketable product.

Production responded slowly to increased mill capacity.

A year ago it was noted that "a nuiximum production
cannot readily be increased." The high prices of 1915

TABLK I. ORE PRICES IN JOPLIN DISTRICT
( I I Veins)

Ziiir T.ead
\oar HiKh* , Aveiaget Ilinh AvnraKC

1906... $54 00 $43 30 $87 00 $77 78
1907... 53.50 43 68 88 50 68 90
1908 47 CO 34 36 66 00 54 66
1909 . 55 00 41 08 60 50 54 56
1910.. 52 00 40 42 58 00 51 98
1911... 51 00 39.90 64 00 56 76
1912... 67 00 53 33 68 00 56 60
1913... 59 00 42.26 58 00 52 52
1914... 54 00 40 46 54 50 46 55
1915. ... 138.90 79.30 80 00 55 08
1916... 131 70 88 05 104 84 87 17

* Highest settleiiK.-nt piiee recorded. t Derived from weekly settlement
values.

])roduced an average of 5,973 tons of zinc concentrates

])cr week. The 1916 weekly production was 7,491 tons.

A number of the new large mills erected during 1916
were situated at a disadvantage in the use of coal-burning

power equipment, making its use inexpedient. The low

gas pressure of last winter gave slight hope for gas-

burning power equipment, consequently electric power
was given preference. The hydro-electric company, with

a dam below the junction of Spring River and Shoal

Creek, on the edge of Kansas, and one in Taney County,
!\Iissouri, on White River, added an auxiliary steam plant

of three turbine units near the Kansas dam site. Mine
owners felt safe in adopting electric-power equipment.
But an excessively dry summer so lowered the water in

fdl streams that the steam plant became so overburdened
that all three units were alternately crippled, and at

the end of November dependence was centered upon one
])atched-up steam turbine. Low pressure prevented the

use of gas, while the high price and scarcity of coal made
its adoption impractical. Thus the year ends with a

forced restriction to approximately 8,000 tons production,

when it could reach from 11,000 to 12,000 tons weekly
if full power could be realized. There is but slight

promise of a satisfactory adjustment of the power situa-

tion for a fortnight or two ahead. Mills dependent ujion

TABLE 2. JOPLIN DISTRICT ORE SHIPMENTS, IN POUNDS, 1915

Missouri

Jasper County . .

Newton Count.v
Lawrence Count.

\

Christian Count.\
Dade County . . .

Greene County .

,

Howell County . .

Totals

Oklahoma
C)ttawa County

.

Kansas
Cherokee Count >

Arkansas* ....

Total 19161..
Total 1915....
Increase

Blende Calamine Lead Values

497.725.990 4.247.020 75,322.350 $25,913,880
35,132,560 33,054,530 ^1,859,240 2,527,290
6,105,820 9,207,090 273,860 528,080

158,860 759,040 122,470 28,750
3,491,520 91,260
1,024.400 28,870
973,760 16,300

539,123,230 53,757,360 77.577,920 $29,134,430

91,543,090 322,970 28,798,670 4,780,960

49,625.140 4,690,430 2,432,640
3,733,590 35,220 91,390

680,291.460 57,814,020 111,102.240 36,439.420
597.699.980 51,357,650 93,225.380 28,397,030
82,591,480 6,456,370 17,896,860 8,042,390

t December estimated for each* Ores settled for through Joplin agencies,
county.

electric power are ]iermitted only one-third operating ca-

pacity. An additional auxiliary steam plant is in course

of construction, to be completed early in February.

The past year was in a measure a reflex of 1915,

with a retouch of the wide price range, though scarcely

reaching the pyrotechnical display of 1915. The year

opened with zinc lilende at $112 i)er ton, advancing to

$131.70 in mid-February, declining a month later to $112
and up to $127.35 in mid-April. Following came a
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steadily decreasin.ff price level iiiilil in September the

bai^e price dropped as low as $45 the first week, then up to

$55(?7)65 the rest of the month. With October, prices

started upward, olosiiifi: Novoml)er at $107.75 on a base

range of $10.j(f?95. The second week nf December

bronpht a $5 lower price. Sellers, ever confident of a

higher market, look forward to a repetition of last

winter's hish price level, especially on acount of the en-

forced restriction of output. The price level of calamine

was closely allied with that of blende, indicating like

variations from a $90(7^80 ba.ee in January and April,

declining to a low base of $35(77 25 with the advent of

September, then turning u])ward. T.ead prices opened

the year at $77. advancing to $101 in April, down to

$68 at the end of August, when an upward action began

that carried the price back to $100 early in December.

The year's shipment of ;3f)f),052 tons of blende-ealamine

is an increase of 34,524 tons. The lead shipment of 55,-

550 is an increase of 9,000 tons. The 1916 value is $36,-

439.420, an increase of $8,042,300 as shown in Table 2.

Miami Zinc District, Oklahoma
By H. J. C'A.NrwELL*

Zinc production in commercial quantities from Okla-

homa is confined to the ^liami district, in Ottawa County.

This includes the camps of Picher, Cardin (now called

Tar River), Century, Commerce, North-^Iiami, Quapaw
and Lincolnville, all lying within a 5-mi. radius of Tar

River. Here, however, has occurred during the past year

the most rapid development and increased production of

any zinc district ever known. During 1916 the total

production of zinc concentrates aggregated 110,236,816

lb. valued at $4,867,193, and 30,653,990 lb. of lead con-

centrates, valued at $1,237,114, a total yield of $6,104,307.

i\Iuch of this was marketed at the maximum price of

the year, large sales having been made above $110 per

ton for zinc concentrates and above $90 for lead con-

centrates. From a camp with less than a dozen small,

rude mills with a capacity of not more than 200 tons

per hour, it grew until at the end of the year over 50

mills, many of them with latest improvements, were in

operation, with a total milling capacity of over 1,000 tons

]ier hour; and 22 new mills are in process of construc-

tion, which will make the total milling capacity of the

district over 1,500 tons per hour.

The Eagle-Picher Lead Co. erected the model mills of

the district, which are electrically operated. Other notable

erections are those of the Commerce Alining and Royalty

Co. (Robinson, Colenum & Harvey), Bilharz Alining Co.

(0. M. Bilharz and St. Louis associates), the Admiralty

Mining Co. (Charles P. Perin, of New York, Philip N.

Moore and associates), the Welch Co. (L. C. Cluirch

and associates). Kid Markham, Sidney Davis and a.sso-

ciates, the ^lihoma, and the Nichols-Williams companies,

controlled by Denman Blanchard, of Boston, and asso-

ciates. Great improvements and consequently increased

production were )nade at the Quapaw and Miami-Lennon

mines, north of Commerce, owned by 0. J. McConnell

and New York associates.

Prospecting for additional orebodies was continuous

and remarkably successful, and over 120 drill rigs were

working at the close of the year. Notable extensions of

orebodies and dsvelopments in ])i'ospc(ting were made

•No. C04 Bank of Commerce BlGg., St. Louis, Mo.

by all the o))craloi's named and als(j by tlif 'iwiicrs of tiie

Montreal property, by the Central Zinc and Ix-ad Co.,

owned by A. P. ^lackley and associati's, and by M. J.

Canlwell and associates on the Tar Creek property former-

ly owned by 0. J. McConnell.

The grade of zinc concentrates produced was liigii,

much of it bringing a premium because above the 60%
metallic zinc base and with low iron content. The lead

concentrates were high in metallic content, much of it

assaying 80% lead. The second run of ore, whii-h is

the one from which the increased production has come,

is encountered generally from the 190- to 230-ft. levels.

This greatly increased the percentage of the recovery from

rock mined. Very high recoveries were made by the Blue

Goose, Blue Bird, Montreal, Lucky Kid and the Welch

mines, mill runs over monthly periods having been as

high as 15% zinc blende. The average recovery in lead

and zinc concentrates from rock mined, owing to the

higher-grade rock of the lower runs and to discoveries

of new and richer orebodies, increased over former years

until it is now 5.86%. of which 4.58% is zinc blende

and 1.28% lead concentrates. The average in mines like

the Blue Goose, Blue Bird, Beaver, AVelch, Lucky Kid,

Golden Rod and other mines on Tar River is very nmch
higher than this, yet the operations on the upper run in

the Lincolnville camp, where no exploration for lower

runs has yet been made, reduced the average of the district.

The "runs," or orebodies, are large, several having

known lengths of over 3,000 ft. and widths of from 50

to 200 ft. with faces of 20 to 25 ft. No indication of ore

occurs at the surface, the region being a level prairie,

and the first discovery of ore was purely accidental—made
while sinking an artesian well.

The mineralized zone is now known to have a length

of 10 mi. with a width of 7 mi., and further prospecting

is rapidly extending it into the adjoining counties of

Cherokee and Kansas. The ore occurrences are associated

with blue flint or chert in limestone walls, no timbering

being required for roofs. The ore runs occur in the

immediate neighborhood of the fractures, which have no

general course so far as yet determined, but from data

collected appear to have a course of northeast and south-

west for the major fractures, and northwest and south-

east for the minor fractures. Most of the big discoveries,

however, were made by tenderfeet who knew no theory

of ore deposition and nothing of the strike of the faults.

The new mills in process of erection are the Woodchuck

and the Jav Bird (Commerce ]\Iining and Royalty Co.),

Nichols-Williams, Mihoma, Central Zinc and Lead Co.

(owned by Flat River men), mills of Charles E. Schwarz

and associates, Piokee company, Vallandingham and asso-

ciates, the Welch Co., Defenders ^lining Co., Eagle-Picher

Co., Underwriters Co., Funkhauser & Taylor, Sidney

Davis, ]\Iarkham and associates, Jesse Short, and H. J.

Cantwell and associates.

It is safe to say that the production for 1917 will

be more than double that of the last year because most

of the mills now in operation were completed late in

1916 and because of the great increase of mill capacity

under wav. This increase will occur, regardless of the

price of zinc or lead concentrates, since the cost of mining

and milling is no higher than in the Joplin-Welib City

district, while the avcrag(> recovery from rock mined is

fully twice as high as in the sheet-ground deposits of the

old camps.

«
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The Aluminum Industry in 1916

Aluiiiimini lias been no exception to tliis exirannlinarv

condition, and wlinlevcr nmy l)e written rerjanliiii; trailc

conditions in steel and copiier applies ])rarti(al!y as well

to ahiininuin. 'I'here is. however, the important exception

that the aUiniinuni industiv is iidierently hnrdened with

greater inertia tiian that of other metals. Not only is

more time and investment required to increase the facili-

ties for prodmtion, but the burden of idle ]ilant biu-omes

(•orres])ondini;ly jjreater on the ])rodncer when the demand
falls to normal.

The use of alumiiuim in the hiyh explosive ''Ammonal'"

has continued throuyiiout 1!M(> and this, together with

the other war uses mentioned below and many that have

not been enumerated, have operated to take the priiuipal

portion of the British, French and Italian production,

leaviii"; the Euro])ean demand areatly exceeding' sup]ilv.

It is of interest to note the variety of uses of aluminum
which the exigencies of the war has developed. Each
giant Zeppelin contains approximately nine tons of high-

grade aluminum in it.s framework. In Gernianv this use

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE OF INGOT ALl.MIXIM
(.\t New York, in Cents per Pound)

Year 1913 1914 1915 1916 Y'ear 1913 1914 1915 1916

Jan 26 31 18 81 19 08 55 00 July 23 38 17 66 32 38 60 20
Fel)

Mar
April

,

May.
June .

.

26 04 18 81 19 22 58 00 .-Vug 22 70 19 88 34 50 60 00
27 05 18 50 !9 00 60 25 Sept 21 69 19 94 47 75 61 88
27 03 18 16 18 88 59 50 Oct 20 13 18 50 50 00 65 05

Nov 19 35 18 00 57 75 65 12
Dec 18 88 18 96 57 13 63 00

26 44 17 95 22 03 59 00
24 68 17 75 30 00 61 50

Year.. 23 64 18 63 33 98 60 71

of aluminum has made serious inroads on the producing

capacity of that country. Machine guns require alum-

inum for some of their parts, notably the radiators for

guns of the air-cooled type. A good many thousands of

tons of alnminuTu wire has found its way into the points

of rifle bullets u.sed by one of the European l)olligerents

alone.

The result of all this has been to create a large demand
in this country for aluminum for export, the jjrevailing

prices offered for the metal for the purpose having ranged

from 5.5c. to fJ5c. per lb.

This condition of affairs would have set the price for

the entire American aluminum market were it not for

the policy of the ]M-incipal producer of the metal in this

country, which has been to reserve the domestic ]u'odnc-

tion for domestic con.<um])tion and to sell it to domestic

consumers at the minimum ]n-ices the market conditions

permitted. In ]nirsuaiice of this policy all the United

States production for 1916 was sold early in the year at-

prices ranging between olc. and 37c. per lb.

All the domestic production having been disposed of

in this way, thus taking care of the domestic demand at

the prices mentioned, no domestic metal was left available

for snp]ilying small quantities required later in the year

for spot deliveries, with the result that these small quanti-

ties for innnediatc delivery could be obtained only from

those willing to resell a portion of their purchases at

prevailing spot jirices. or from scrap-metal dealers. These

transactions have taken place at the governing prices

obtaining abroad for aluminum—that is, from 55c. to ()5c.

per lb.—and are the quotations upon which the reports

appearing in the metal-trade journals have been based,

notwithstanding the fact that the real business was done

at much lower prices.

During the year large additional producing capacity

was brought into operation at the various points of pro-

diiitinii wiihiii thi.s country, notably in northern Xew
York, ill Tennes.see and in Xorth Carolina. A large
aluniiniini-])lant building at Radin, X. C. is nearing com-
pletion and will begin producing early in 1917. The
construction of a large ])ower plant on the Little Tennes.see
Iiiver in eastern Tennessee was begun during the first half
of 191() and will be finished in the latter part of H)!?.

The fabricating cai>acity of the country was much in-

crea.sed during 19](!, bringing into operation, at Edge-
water, N. J., a large rolling mill and metal-working plant
which contains the most modern and the finest equi])ment
in the world for rolling aluminum.

Who Sells the Copper?
The Boston Xcus Bureau recently )iublished the follow-

ing table showing who .sells the copper, which is substan-
tially correct on the basis of production of crude copper
in 19Ui. We publish the table with credit to the original

source, although we have made a few alterations in it.

AMERICAN SMKI.TING AND REFINING CO.

rt.ih Copper
K<'nnecott
Bi-aden
Nevada Consolitlated
J?av Consolidated .

.

Cliino
C'erro de Pasco
Chile Copper Co
Masnia
Custom Ore
Miscellaneous (imports, et^- *

206,000,000
I 12.000.000
43.000.000
2,000,000

78.000,000
76.000.000
72.000.000
43.000.000
9.000.006

153.000.000
162,000.000

Total

UNITED METALS SELLING CO.

.\naeonda (includes North Butte) .

Inspiration
Greenc^Cananea
.\ri2ona Copper Co. ,

.

Tennessee
Miscellaneous

Total.

Copper Queen
Detroit
M(ictezuma
Burro Mountain
Calumet & .\rizona.

Total

PHELP.S, DODGE & CO,

1,046,000.000

540,000,000
122.000.000
6 2.000,000
46,000.000
18,000,000
7,000,000

597,000,000

185,000,000

62,000.000

247,000.000

OAI.r.MEr ,\: HKCl.A

Calumet & Hecla. ,..
]

Osceola, Tamarack. , |

Ahmeek, White Pine
Isle Royale, etc

J

L. VOGEI..STEIN & CO,

United Verde
Coils. .Arizona
Miscellaneous (custom ore and imports)

Total

AMERICAN METAL CO.

CIranby.
Old Dominion
East Butte.

.

•Shannon
Miscellaneous (smelter products and iniportsl

Total

ADOl.PH LEWTSOHN & SON.S

Miami. .

.

Shattuck-Arizona.

.

Total

BEER. SONDHEIMER & CO.

\*nrious sin:ill mines, imports, <>tc

DIRECT
U. S. Smelting Co. .

.

Copper Range
Ouincy
i^Ioliawk and Wolverine

Ci), 000,000
10,000,000
90,000,000

160,000,000

45,000,000
41,000,000
I8,onn,ono
10,000,000
55,000,000

169,000,000 %

54,000,000
18,000,000

72,000,000

30,000,000
55,000,000
20,000,000
19,000,000

Total,. 124,000.000

In addition to the above, the small outputs of the

ilountain Cojiper Co. are sold by Jardine, Mathesou &
Co., and of the Utah Metals Co., by E. P. Earle,
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Iron and Steel
The year 19 IG was the most remarkable in the history

of the steel trade in thi.« country, all previous records hav-

ing- been broken, both as to production, home consump-

tion and foreign business. These conditions, of cour.se,

were due to the w^ar in ]<]urope, directly for the demand

for munitions of war, and indirectly for the prosperity in

this country built u]ion this huge foreign demand.

The year closed with no end of this tremendous busi-

ness in sight, many steel plants being contracted to ca-

pacity well up to the last quarter of 1917.

The 3'ear 1916 opened with the demand for iron and

steel steady and active, with domestic demand the most

insistent. Deliveries were very much delayed by railroad

congestion, and exports were held up by the railroad and

vessel situation. Be.ssemer pig iron was quoted at $21.60

per ton in January, and tlae average for February was

$21.16 per ton. the lowest for the year. It remained be-

low $22 until August, when a moderate advance set in

which developed into a very sharp advance toward the ciul

of the year, the final quotation being $34,213. The de-

mand for pig iron the last quarter of the year developed

into a runaway market, of which and the shortage of pig

iron the Iron Ar/e says:

"Never has there been such a situation as now exists,

and it is such as to discourage any prophecy for the

future. If the war continues for another year, the prices

may reach a point that will make the present ones seem

low."

The war demands and those of the nnprecedented do-

mestic prosperity carried the prices of steel products to

TABLE 1 IRON-ORE PRODUCTION .\XD CONSU.MPTION

(In Long Tons)

1914

Lake Superior shipments ^^'^^j'^^^
Southern ore mined
Eastern and other local ores, , ,

Total production.

Imports
Decrease in stocks.

.

Total supplies

Exports

6,175,000
3,015.000

42,911,897

1,455,000

44,366,897

660,000

1915
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IimU' o1' tlu' ycai' was priuliciilly I he sanic, (liic to the fact

tlial' jirdduciiii;' capat'ily was \v<M'l<ed to the luaxiiiiimi

(lirmifiiiout tlie year.

Tahlo -i shows the pig-iron ])ro(luciion for 13 years ])ast

in long tons and ilhislratos the increase in iron-nuikiiig

lapaeity during that jieriod, as well as in demand.

Steel

In view of Ihe large (|uan(ity of basic openheai'tli

makes this year ijie steel ]iroduction, of which no definite

fignrcs are available at this early date, will be within a

few linndred thousan<l tons of pig-iron prodnetion. A
special feature of steel is the increased use of the du])lex

process, especially at Gary, Alleq^iippa and Ensley.

The year closed with the greatest tonnage output of

steel in the history of the country. There also is out-

standing a greater unfilled tonnage than for any preced-

ing year. Despite the continued peace talk orders for

crude and finished steel would be as large as at any time
during the year if furnaces and mills could accept, addi-

tional business.

Ijipokts Axn Expoijts

The imports of tonnage iron and steel for ten months
of 1916 ended Oct. 31 were 233,191 gross tons, as against

209,855 tons in 1915. The exports of iron and steel for

ten months of 1916 ended Oct. 31 aggregated 4,968,285

gross tons, compared with 2,818,999 tons for the same
period of 1915. The export movement for the last two

months of the year was considerably obstructed by rail-

road embargoes and the difficulty in obtaining cargo space,

and ri'lurns thus far rccei\(Ml furni.-^h no basis for esti-

mated shipments for these two months.

Ii:ox AND Steel in Canada

The Dominion Department of Mines gives figures of

])roduction of pig iron and of steel ingots and castings

during the first 11 months of the year which together with
estimates for Decondier show a probal)lc production of

]>ig iron in Canada during 1916 of 1,171,727 short tons
(1.0t6.1,s5 gross tons) and a probable production of steel

ingots and direct steel 'castings of 1,451,12-1 short tons

(1,298,335 gross tons), of which 1,423,485 short tons

were steel ingots and 30,639 short tons were eastings.

The production of pig iron in 1915 was 913,775 short

tons and of steel ingots and castings 1,020,896 short

tons, showing an increase in the production of pig iron

in 1916 of about 28% and an increase in production of

steel ingots and castings of over 42%.
The 1916 production was greater than that of any \)yc-

\ious year; the second largest production of ])ig iron hav-

ing been 1,128,967 short toiis and of steel ingots and
castings 1,168,993 short tons both in 1913.

Of the total production of steel ingots and castings

in 1916, about 13,^90 short tons was made in electric fur-

naces against only (il slioi-t tons so made in 1915.

FoREicix Coux'rr.iEs

Inasmuch as none of the belligerent countries furnish

statements as to their iron and steel ])roduction, it is im-
possible to give figures for either Great Britain, Belgium,
France or Germany.

Pittsburgh Iron and Steel Markets
ByB. E. V. LuTY*

The year 1916 in the iron and steel trade was one of un-

paralleled activity in the market, of unprecedentedly rapid

price advances and of record output. The remarkable

iliaracter of the year's market is most clearly shown by

the prices attained. During 1915 finished-steel prices had

passed the maximum reached in 1912 and 1909 and were

equal to the prices reached in 1907. In 1916 there were

successively passed the maximum levels reached in 1902

and in 1899, and thus steel prices reached a new high

level in the history of the industry, for it was during the

depression of 1893-8 that steel supplanted wrought iron

as tlie dominant finished" product. Comparing the mer-

chant steel bars of the present with the merchant iron

i)ars of the past, equally high prices were found only

from Septendier, 1879, to April, 1880, and from the

latter part of the Civil War until March, 1874.

As to pig iron the comparison is somewhat different,

pig iron having advanced much less rapidly than steel in

1915. At the beginning of 1916 pig iron was slightly

higher than it was at the top jJoint in the 1912 move-

ment and equal to the top reached in the 1909 movement,

but it was much cheaper than in 1907. By the close of

1916 it had passed successively the high levels of 1907

and 1899 and was at the highest price since April, 1880.

In the early years, of pig-iron manufacture in the

United States, prices were necessarily very high as com-

pared with recent standai'ds, because the ])rocess of manu-

•«27 Oliver P.uiklinK. Pi 1 1 sblnxli, P.nn.

facture was crude and expensive; but there is record of

some relatively low prices long ago, for in 1803 the

average price of charcoal pig iron delivered Philadelphia,
no doubt involving a considerable freight charge, as there

were no railroads, was $29.25. At the close of 1916 the

average price of coke pig iron at furnace in the various

important producing districts was approximately $30.
During the first eight months of 1916 the pig-iron

markets were practically stationary, following the moder-
ately sharp advance that occurred during the second half

of the preceding year. In September, October and
November prices rose very sharply, by an average of more
than $12 a ton, there being very little movement in

December.

The course of steel prices was difl'ereut. There was a

rapid advance during the first three months of 1916,

following the rising movement of the preceding year, and
then from April to July inclusive the advances were rela-

tively small. In August there began what had all the

apiiearance of a fresh movement, carrying prices sharply

upward at as rapid a pace as was shown in the first

three months of the year.

The demand of steel was heavy and insistent, and buyers

rather than sellers caused the advances. The higher prices

quoted by sellers early in the year were made in the

expectation that buying for far-foi'ward delivery woub!

be checked, the mills being willing to have their order

books cleared so (bat eventually they could jiarticipat"
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ill the higher |irit-es seeured for earlv delixei-ies by the

small mill:- that, were not filled u)), hut tlie volume of

business eonstaiitly grew. The Steel Corporation".-; un-

tilled obligations rose from S.000,000 to 11.000.000 tons

during the year; in September, 1914, they had had less

than 3.000,000 tons.

The pi-oduction of pig iron in inifi was a])pi'oxinia1i>ly

3n.r>00,000 gross tons, against 29.916.21:5 tons in 1915

and .30,966,1.53 tons in 1913, the record year. The iiro-

ductioii of steel ingots and eastings in 1916 was I'ully

42,000,000 tons, against 32,15r,036 tons in 1915, the

record vear. The ]iroduction of finished rolled steel

was fully 30.000.000 tons and of rolled iron about 1,500.-

000 tons, or about 32,000,000 tons of rolled iron and

steel.

Exports of sueh iron and steel eoinmodities as are

reported by weight totaled in 1916 about 6,200.000 gross

tons, but excluding scrap, pig iron, iron castings, etc.,

the exports of steel were about 5,200,000 ton.«. A large

part of the shell steel manufactured was exported direct.

labor was scant, practically no production wan lost in

(onsequencp. There were three general wage advaiicew

in the iron and steel industry, aiipro.xiniately lO^J each

time, effective Feb. 1, May 1 and Dec. 15 respectively. In

many ca.ses jircniiiini wages, above the general .scale, were

paid.

While the scarcity of labor did not interfere materially

with jnoduction, the .shortage of labor, materials and

equipment seriously retaided the completion of new pro-

ductive units, the greatest delays occurring, perhaps, in

the ca.se of the byproduct coke plants, of which a large

number were under construction.

Four new blast furnaces were completed in 1916, with

about 600.000 tons annual ca]iacity. .Additions to steel

making ca])acity totaled more than 3.000,000 tons, meas
ured by ingots. At the beginning of the year there did

not appear to be any surplus of ])ig iron, though there

had been a full supply, as evidenced by the relative s^low-

ness with which the pig-iron market advanced in 1915

coni]iared with steel. Presumably it was the increased
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Chronology of Mining for 1916
JAM AUV

Jan. 1.—Calumet & Hecia and subsidiary companies liesan

payment to all employees of premium of ICJJ on their monthly
larnings.—Anaconda company increased wages.

Jnn. 10—Party of IS Americans en route to the mines at

Cusihuiriachic, Chihuahua. Mexico, massacred by Villista fol-

lowers near Santa Ysabel.-—Strike of miners at Brolcen Hill.

N. S. W.
Jan. 17

—

Striking miners of Clifton-JIorenci. Arizona, voted

to return to work.—Cyclonic storm wrecked about 500 oil

derricks and two 10.000-bbl. tanks in the Midway and Mc-
Kittrick oil fields. California.

Jan. 18—Stockholders of International Nickel Co. voted to

reduce par value of common-stock shares from $100 to $25.

Jan. 19—Mines of Tennessee Copper Co. closed on account
of strike.

Jan. 20—New mill of Tuba Leasing and Development Co.,

Pioche, Nev.. destroyed by fire.

Jan. 32—Decision rendered by Judge Bourquin in Elm
Orlu-Butte & Superior case.

Jan. 24—Fire partly destroyed mill of Atolia Mining Co.,

.\tolia. Calif.

Jan. 27—Terrific wind storm at Coalinga, Calif., destroyed
over 400 derricks and rigs, doing total damage of about
$1,500,000.

Jan. 31—Pan-American Petroleum and Transport Co. in-

corporated with capitalization of $150,000,000.

FKHHrARY
Feb. 1—Wage increases granted by United States Steel

Corporation and the mines of the Park City. Tintic and Bing-
ham districts of Utah, and also on the Mesabi Range, be-
came effective.—Kennecott Copper Corporation declared initial

dividend.—Construction of Yuba No. 15 dredge begun.

Feb. 5—ilidvale Steel and Ordnance Co. acquired control of
Cambria Steel Co. at $S1 a share.

Feb. 7—Old Eureka mine at Sutter Creek, Calif., sold by
Hetty Green.

Feb. 9—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corpoi'ation declared initial

dividend.—Anaconda purchased property of Butte-Alex Scott
Copper Co.

Feb. 14—Fire at Pennsylvania mine of Anaconda company
resulted in death of 21 men.

Feb. IH—Dredge No. 5 of Marysville Dredging Co. launched
at Marigold. Calif.—Strike of brass workers in Naugatuck
Valley, Conn.

Feb. l.s—Announcement of purchase of Penns\'lvania Steel

Co. by Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

Feb. 21—Supreme CoOrt of the United .States upheld tax on
income of mining companies, not allowing for exhaustion of
ore reserves.

Feb. 2«—Strike at American Brass Co., Ansonia. Conn.,

settled, after duration of 10 days.—Strilce of lead and zinc

smelters at Leadville and Pueblo, Colo.

Feb. 2S—Colorado lead and zinc smelters returned to work.
—New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. established freight
embargo.

Feb. 29—British government issued Order in Council pro-
hibiting speculation in metal.-^.

Mar.

-M.VKCH
1—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation and Barnes-

King Development Co. paid initial dividends.—London Metal
Exchange closed.—French government informed manufactur-
ing concerns that it would buy all necessary copper and zinc
and parcel them out.

Mar. —Reorganized Booth paid initial dividend.—Business
resumed on London Metal Exchange witli severe restrictions.

Mar. 7—Tin smelting begun b>' American Smelting and Re-
fining Co. at Perth Amboy, N. J.—Northport ,Smelting and
Refining Co.'s plant began operation.

Mar. 9—Guggenhein Exploiation Co. stockholders ratified

plan of dissolution.—Villa followers invaded town of Co-
lumbus, N. M. ; 16 Americans killed.

Mnp. 10—New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. raised'
embargo.

Mar. 12—Tiimoiintain mill partly destroyed by fire.

Map. 14—New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. restored
embargo.

Mar. 21—Carbolite Chemical Co. T N. T. plant, owned by
Tennessee Copper Co. destro,\-ed by fire.—American Smelting

and Refining Co. declared statement of policy respecting lead
market.

Mar. 22— Fire in Gilbert shaft of .Mysore Gold Mining Co.,

of India.

>lar. 23

—

inspiration declared initial dividend.

^Iiir. 2.'i—Canada placed embargo on asbestos.

>lur. 2<>—Yuba No. 15 dredge launched at Marysville, Calif.

Mar. 2S—A three-day strike at American Zinc and Chem-
ical Co. Langeloth, Penn., plant settled.

Mar. 39—Allied governments bought 43,000 long tons of
copper.

Mar. 30—Kenefick Zinc paid initial dividend.—New York.
New Haven & Hartford R.R. raised its embargo on copper and
spelter.

Mar. 31—Kennecott Copper Corporation paid initial divi-
dend.—Bunker Hill & Sullivan announced its decision to build

a smeltery at Kellogg, Idaho.

.\PRIL.

A|»r. 1—No. 7 dredge of Natomas Co. sank.—Wages in-

creased on Mother Lode, California.

.%|ir. 7—Allied governments bought 40.000 long tons of
copper.

.\|ir. 10—Allied government bought .iO.OOO long tons of
copper.

.Vpp. 12—Wage increase voted b.v Leadville operators, de-
pendent on the price of spelter.

.Vpr. 14—Navigation opened at head of Great Lakes.

Apr. l.T—First unit of new Burro Mountain mill started.

.Apr. 17—Books of Guggenheim Exploration Co. closed, thus
terminating its existence.

Apr. l.s—American Zinc, Lead and .Smelting Co. declared
507c stock dividend.—Announcement of wage increase by
United States Steel Corporation.—Sasco smeltery in Arizona
blown in by American Smelting and Refining Co.

Apr. 21—Foreign concessions and franchises in Sonora,
Mexico, declared annulled by decree of the governor.

Apr. 25—Construction of new electrolytic zinc plant of

Daly-Judge Mining and Smelting Co. begun.

Apr. 27—Tamai'ack stockholders voted to sell their prop-
ert.v to Calumet & Hecla.

-Apr. 2S—Copper quoted at 29c.. culmination of first boom.

M.VV

May 1—United Zinc .Smelting Corporation began business.
—Tamarack & Custer paid initial dividend.—New Mexican
mining law promulgated in a decree issued by Carranza.

—

Inspiration paid Initial dividend.

May 2—Work resumed at Ophir mine, Butte district.

>Iay 3—Silver price crossed 75c. for fii'st time since 1893.

>lay 4—Wage increase announced by leading mining com-
panies in southeast Missouri district.

May «—Marigold No. 5 dredge, Yuba County, California,
started digging.—Increase in wages announced by most Co-
balt companies.

-May .s—Strike of shovelers in Flat Riv.er district.—Algo-
mah paid initial dividend.

May 9—Ore-carrying steamer "S. R. Kirby" broke in two
and sank In Lake Superior; overloading given as cause.

May 1.5—Jlerger of Hollinger. Acme. Miller and other prop-
erties at Porcupine into Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines,
Ltd.. ratified by shareholders.

May 17—Furnace A of Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. blown
In.

May IS—Copper price began to decline.

May 2.3— Fire in Yellow Jacket shaft, on the Comstock:
four men killed.

May 29—Yukon -Alaska Trust declared initial dividend.

Jl \F.

June I—Eagle White Lead Co. and Picher Lead Co. con-
solidated as Eagle-Picher Lead Co.

.lune r»—American Zinc. Lead and Smelting Co. purchased
Gianb>- Mining and Smelting Co.

June 9—Smelter-fume suits against the Penn Mining Co.
In I'. S. District Court at San Francisco, decided in favor
of defendant.

June IS—National Guard of entire United States called
out on account of Mexican situation, resulting from pursuit
of Villa bandits who killed 16 Americans in Columbus, N. M.
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.luiu- 11>—Cldudlnii'st in Jopliii ilistrict tloodcd a numbei-
of mines and cui-tjiiled production.

June 20—Many American mine employees left Mexico;
Greene-Cananea works closed.

June 23—Cresson mine in C'lipple Crei'k district sold.

June 30—Yukon-Alaska Tiust paid initial dividend.— In-

terstate Commerce Commission ordered an investigation of

the Alaskan railroad and stiam.sliip .situation.

JIJI.V

July 1—Time limit for purchase of Tamarack by Calumet
& Hecla expired; deal blocked by Hyams' litigation.

July 3—Supreme Court of Nevada aflirmed decision of

lower court in the apex suit in favor of West lOnd company,
of Tonopah; suit was brought by the Jim Butler.—Yuba No.

15 dredge at Hammonton, Calif., started digging.

July «—Eaithquake in Sicily did much damage to sul-

phur mines near Caltanissetta; about 100 inineis said to have
been buried.

July 7—Bethlehem Steel Corporation ofTicially announced
absorption of Pennsylvania Steel and Maryland Steel com-
panies.

July 10—Revenue bill, containing clause taxing copper pro-

duction, passed by the House of Representatives, but copper
tax was eliminated from bill in Senate,

July 13—American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. declared

initial dividend on its preferred stock.

July 14—Mass Consolidated Copper Co. declared initial

dividend of' $1.

July 1.5—Calumet & Hecla Mining Co. celebrated its semi-
centennial.—Culmination of strike on Mesabi Range.

July IS—Fluorspar mines in Illinois closed on account of

strike initiated by Western Federation of Miners.
July 1!)—Announcement that Hayden, Stone & Co. had

acquired a predominant interest in the American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Co.

July 20—Engels Copper Co., of California, paid initial div-

idend.—Copper at 22 %c.
July 2,5—United .States Steel Corporation reported earn-

ings for second quarter of 1916 to be greater than any other

similar period.—Fire at Mammoth copper mine, California,

destroyed boarding house, warehouse and aerial tramway
terminal.

JuIt 2«—First National Copper Co. declared initial divi-

dend of 25c.

AUKUST
Aug'. 1—United Verde Extension paid initial dividend.

Angr. 3—Strike of asbestos miners in Thetford Mines,

Quebec.
.VuB. 10—South Hecla Mining Co. paid initial dividend.

—

Russia bought 5,000 long tons of copper.

Aug. 12—Walker Mining Co.'s property in Plumas Coun-
ty, California, passed to International Smelting Co.

Aug. 14—Rosiclare, 111., fluorspar mines resumed after idle-

ness of one month, due to strike.

Ausr. 15—Utah Metal and Tunnel Co. paid initial dividend
of 50c.

Aug. le—First coal train from Matanuska coalfield, Alaska,
over Government railway, left Goose Creek for port of An-
chorage.

Aug. 17—Current turned on at new electrolytic copper re-

finery of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Can-
ada at Trail, B. C, Canada.

Aug. 20—First electrolytic copper refined in Canada pro-

duced at Trail.

Aug. 24—Centennial Mining Co. declared initial dividend.

Aug. 30—Ohio Copper Mining Co. sold for $750,000 to E.

H. Sykes, of Sullivan & Cromwell, New York, representing
the bondholders.

SKP'i'KMBER

Sciit. .">—Interstate Commerce Commission ordered changes
in rates and practices in shipping iron ore from lower Lake
Erie ports to western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Vir-

ginia.—New flotation plant of Buffalo Mines Co. put into

opeiation.
Sept. «—United States Steel common stock reached and

passed par for first time in its existence.

Sept. »—International Nickel Co. announced Port Colborne,

Ont., as site for its new refinery.—Russia bought 5,000 long
tons of copper.

Sent. 11—First section of Anaconda's new electrolytic zinc

plant at Great Falls placed in operation.

Sept. 14—Carranza issued decree that all properties fail-

ing to resume operations by Nov. 14 would be declared for-

feit.—Claims of H. E. Lee against California Trona Co.'s

Searles Lake locations dismissed by the court.

Sept. %'<—Calumet & Hecla distributed to stockholders its

holdings of Tamarack, amounting to about 20,000 shares.

—

Superior Copper Co. declared initial dividend.

Sepl. 10

—

I'light .Mother Lode mines in Amador County, Cal-
ifcirnia, closed on account of strike.

Seyt. 21— First ferromolyljdenum produced in Canada at

plaiil of Inlernallonal Mnlybdenuni Co. at Orlllla, Ont.
Sent. 23—Sale of 448,000,000 li). copper by American pro-

ducers to British .Ministry of Munitions.
Sept. 24— Fire started in Clay mine of Arizona Copper Co.

—Cerro Verde copper property near Tiabaya In Bouthern Peru
purchased by William Braden, presumably for Andes Kxplora-
tlon Co.

Sept. 2.'i—.\rlzona Commercial declared initial dividend.
Sept. 20— Decision in case of Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

vs. .Miami Copper Co. rendered in United .States District
Court.

IXTOUEIl
Oct. 10—Superior Copper Co. paid initial dividend.
Oet. 19— Plant of Virginia Smelting Co. damaged by fire.

NOVEMBER
\ov. 1—All Australian coal mines at New^castle and Mait-

land idle on account of strike, about 12.000 employees being
affected.

\ov. 2—Anaconda bought Lexington mine at Butte, Mont.,
Mod other claims of Atlantic .Mines Co. in northern section
of district.—End of labor strike, begun Sept. 19, at Mother
Lode mines in Amador County, California, the miners return-
ing to work on the old basis.

>'ov. «—Nevada-Douglas Copper Co. started its main leach-
ing plant at Ludwig, Nev.

Nov. 13—Carranza extended forfeiture date for idle -Mex-

ican mines 60 days to Jan. 14. 1917.

\ov. 1.%—Exploration Co.. Ltd., reduced capital from £750,-

000 to £375,000 on account of depreciation of its Mexican
investments.—Arizona Copper Co. resumed operation after

11 days' idleness due to strike resulting from discharge of

Mexican employee for sleeping while on duty.
Nov. 17—Suit filed in New York Supreme Court by 15

fire-insurance companies to prevent collection of damages by
Tennesse Copper Go. for destruction of its Fox Hill trini-

trotoluol plant.

Nov. IS—Culmination of great copper boom; market quoted
at 3214 c.—Valdor Dredging Co. began operating 7-cu.ft. bucket
dredge near Junction City, Trinity County, Calif.

Nov. 23—Tentative agreement for consolidation of the

Mclntyre, Mclntyre Extension and Jupiter properties in Por-
cupine district. Ontario, adopted by directorates at joint meet-
ing in Toronto.

Nov. 20—Y'uba No. 16 all-steel dredge launched near Ham-
monton, Calif.

Nov. 2S—Transfer of management of Tennessee Copper
Co. to Tennessee Copper and Chemical Corporation, with
Adolph Lewisohn and associates in control.—Judge Bourquin,
of Federal District Court at Butte, Mont., denied petition of

Minerals Separation, Ltd., for injunction to restrain Butte &
Superior Mining Co. from paying dividends and Butte & Su-
perior was released from its $75,000 bond previously ordered

for possible patent infringement.

DECEMBER
Dee. 1—Attachments against Tennessee Copper Co. prop-

erties in four suits of W. H. Steiner & Son for damages
amounting to $968,000 for alleged breach of contract rein-

stated by Appellate Court in New York.—Garfield Chemical
and Manufacturing Co. started operation of first unit of 100-

ton sulphuric-acid plant.

Dec. 2—Purchase of Ohio Copper Mining Co.'s property in

Utah for $1,350,000 by North American Liquidation Co., of

New York, for stockholders, approved by court, thus redeem-
ing property from foreclosure sale when it was bid in by
bondholders for $790,000.

Dec, B—Copper quoted at 3314c., high-water mark.
Dee. S—British Government announced assumption of com-

plete control of British copper business.
Dee. —Trustees in bankruptcy surrendered books and

deeds of Ohio Copper Mining Co. to reorganization officials.

Dee. 10—Mexican export taxes on metals reduced by Car-
ranza, effective till Dec. 31. 1917.

Dee. 11—Minerals Separation vs. Hyde case, involving
basic patent for flotation process, decided by the United States
Supreme Court in favor of Minerals Separation.—Cessation of

business on London Metal Exchange reported.

Dec. 12—German peace proposals unsettled markets.
Dee. 13—Federal Lead started new 3,000-ton concentrator

at Flat River, Mo.

Dec. I."!—Final date for exchange of Ohio Copper Mining
Co.'s stock into reorganized Ohio Copper Co. of Utah.

Dee. 24—Anaconda announced acquisition of Montana Ca-
nadian Oil Co. to supply natural-gas fuel to the reduction
works at Great Falls and Anaconda.
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New Mining and Metallurgical Construction
in 1916

Alnskn Juneau. Juneau, Alaska, et>ntinued construction of

."i. 000-ton mill -started Aug. 1, 1915; completion expected about
Mar. 1, 1917; estimated cost, $1,500,000.

Kennecott Copper, Kennecott, Alaska, constructid ammonia
leaching plant.

KensinKtotir Kensington. Alaska, announced would add in

1917, 100-stamp mill to present 40-stamp equipment.

.llaska Mines Corporation, Nome, Ahislia, built modern
machine shop for assembling No. 3 dredge, having 10-cu.ft.

buckets.

.Imeriean Smelting: and ReiininK', Hayden, Gila County,
Ariz., constructed and put in operation third reverberatory
furnace.

Arizona-Butte. Kingman, Mohave County, Ariz., constructed
zinc-lead concenti'ator.

.Vrizona Copper, Clifton, Greenlee County. Ariz., increased
Morenci concentrator capacity from 3,000 to 4,500 tons daily and
Installed S5 Callow flotation cells. Remodeled Clifton concen-
trator to treat 500 tons daily.

.*sh Creeli .\sbeKtas, Globe, Gila County, Ariz., trebled

lapacity of asbestos mill.

.Vrizona Samplins: anil Reduction, Wickenburg, Yavapai
County, Ariz., started construction of 300-ton sampling and
leduction plant to cost $25,000.

Arizona Ore Heduotion, Chloride, Mohave County. Ariz.,

started construction of 150-ton concentrator; completion
expected about Feb. 1, 1917; estimated cost, $40,000.

Bumstead, E. J., Prescott, Yavapai Count>\ Ariz., completed
150-ton flotation mill at Crown King, costing $15,000.

Calumet & .\rizona. Douglas. Cochise County, Ariz., nearly
completed 200-ton sulphuric-acid plant and extensions to

smeltery costing $1,250,000. Plant extensions include twelve
21-ft. 6-in. Herreshoff roasters, a 19xl00-ft. reverberatory fur-
nace, bins, and sampling unit, increasing plant capacity by
1,000 tons daily.

Consolidated .Arizona, Humboldt, Yavapai County, Ariz.,

completed enlargement of concentrator from 250 to 600 tons
daily capacity; cost, about $30,000.

Copper Queen, Douglas, Cochise County, Ariz., started
installation of machinery equipment; completion expected
June, 1917; estimated cost, $250,000. Changes designed not so
much to increase annual capacity of 1,275.000 tons as to enable
maintenance of output from more sulphide ores and louver-

grade mattes soon to be treated. New apparatus includes
four 18-ft. McDougall roasters, two copper casting furnaces,
two 12-ft. converter stands, one 25.000-cu.ft. turbo-blower for

converters, one McGregor skull breaker and one ore pit.

Dnqaesne Mining and Reduction, Duquesne, Santa Cruz
County, Ariz., completed remodeling second unit of 150-ton
flotation plant; cost, $60,000.

Grand Reef, Klondj'ke. Graham County. Ariz., built 250-ton
concentrator.

Greaterville Dredj^e and Gold, Sonoita, Santa Cruz County,
Ariz., installed small dredge.

Gold Butte. Duncan. Greenlee County, Ariz., built mill at

Twin Peaks, N. M.

Gold Du^st, Oatman, Mohave County, Ariz., built mill.

Inspiration Con.solidated Copper, Miami. Gila County. Ai'iz..

started addition of 19th and 20th units of concentrator,
increasing daily capacity from 16,200 to IS, 000 tons daily.

International Tunf^sten, Tucson, Pima County, Ariz., doubled
capacity of mill by adding 10 stamps.

Keystone Consolidated, Chloride. Mohave County, Ariz.,

installed 100-ton flotation mill.

Lincoln, Prescott. Yavapai County, Ariz., installed 50-ton
flotation mill at cost of $20,000,

Magma Copper, Superior, Pinal County, Ariz., completed
construction of first 50-ton unit of 100-ton zinc concentrator.

Miami Copper, Miami, Gila County, Ariz., drawing plans for
I xtension of concentrator during 1917.

Montezuma, Prescott, Yavapai County, Ariz., installed small
flotation plant.

New Cornelia Copper, Ajo, Pima County, Ariz,, broke ground
in January, 1916, for 5,000-ton copper leaching plant: comple-
tion expected during first quarter of 1917; estimated cost,

$4,200,000.

Old Dominion, Globe, Gila County, Ariz,, drawing plans for

new reverberatory and roaster plant to be built during 1917.

Old Yuma, Tucson, Pima County, Ariz, constructed new
100-ton concentrator, for gold and molybdenum ore; cost,

$60,000.

H. R. R, .Mine, Patagonia. Santa Cruz County. Ariz., com-
pleted first 100-ton unit of flotation plant; cost, $40,000.

Reak.seoker, Charles, Aguila. Maricopa County, Ariz., in-

stalled small stamp mill.

Ray Consoliilated Copper, Ray, Pinal County, Ariz., made
many improvements to Hayden concentrator, increasing capac-
ity from 8,000 to 10,000 tons per day. Improvements included
various new machinery, also additions to power plant. No
extensive construction w^ork anticipated for near future.

Ray Hercules, Ray Pinal County, Ariz., contracted for 1,000-

ton concentrator to be built at Ray; may be increased lat>r

to 2,000 tons.

Stoddard Milling, Stoddard, Yavapai County, Ariz., installed

100-ton flotation plant; cost. $60,000.

Shannon, Clifton, Greenlee County. Ariz., completed 150-ton
pilot leaching plant for commercial-scale treatment of mill

tailings and semioxidized ore.

Tip Top, Prescott. Yavapai County, Ariz., completed, at
Crown King, silver and tungsten concentrator.

Vnion Basin, Golconda, Mohave County, Ariz,, enterged 150-
ton mill by addition of 200-ton flotation and tailings plant.

United Eastern, Oatman, Mohave County, Ariz., broke ground
Feb. 1 for cyanide mill of 200 ton.s' daily capacity, with
crushing capacity for 400 tons daily to allow p-lant increase
later. Process employed, counter-current decantation. Esti-
mated cost. $400,000.

I'nited Verde, Clarksdale, Yavapai County, Ariz., broke
ground in June for 1,000-ton addition to Clarkdale smeltery;
completion expected June, 1917; estimated cost, $1,000,000.
Additions include one blast furnace, two reverberatories and
six Wedge furnaces; total capacity of enlarged plant. 4,000
tons daily.

Yoeca Tnnssten, Yucca, Mohave County, Ariz., completed
small mill equipped with hand jigs; completing plans for
25-ton concentrator.

American Trona, Trona, San Bernardino County, Calif, built
plant for potash e.xtraction at Trona: completing refinery at
San Pedro—operation expected in March, 1917.

.Vtolia Mining, Atolia, San Bernardino County, Calif., replac-
ing burned plant, built new tungsten concentrator of 25,000
tons' annual capacity; estimated cost, $75,000.

-Angels MohaiTk, Angels Camp, Calaveras County, Calif.,

built 5-stamp mill.

Argonaut, Jackson, Amador County, Calif., completed 300-ton
stamp mill, multiple-arch tailing dam 420 ft. long by 45 tt.

high: installed underground electric hoist.

Blue Lead, Dutch Flat, Placer County, Calif., built stamp
mill.

Butte Gold, Randsburg, Kern County, Calif,, built 10-stamp
mill.

Calaveras Capper, Copperopolis, Calaveras County, Calif.,

Ijuilt 25-ton concentrator and installed 250-ton flotation plant.

Consolidated Mines, Randsburg, Kern County, Oalif..

installed 40-ton tungsten concentrator in connection with
stamp mill.

Consolidated Amador, Sutter Creek, Amador County, Calif.,

reopened old Eureka mine, installed pumping and mining plant
at estimated cost of $75,000.

Croesus Gold, Alleghany, Sierra County, Calif., installed

electric power plant.

Darn-in Development, Darwin. Inyo County, Calif., installed

first unit of Murex mill of 10,000 tons' annual capacity, for

treatment of lead carbonates: second unit will be completed
early in 1917; estimated total cost, $25,000.

Delta Consolidated, Bayles, Shasta County, Calif., built

50-ton mill; estimated cost. $35,000.

Duteh-lSweeny-.\pp, Jamestown. Tuolumne County. Cilif..

installed oil-flotation plant.

Empire, Grass Valley, Nevada County, Calif., completed new
60-stamp mill.
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(•roruiii Sliilr. (leoiKiti>vvii. Eldorado County, Calif., com-
pleted lo-stamp mill ;ind compres.sor plant; estimated cost,

$40,000.

(iiirdpllii DriMlKf- Kedding', Shastu Coiint.v, Calif, completed
"li-cu.ft. bUfUel difdjje.

<>oIdeii feuter. Grass Valley, Nevada County, Calif., in-

stalled 24-tun cyanide plant in conjunction with 10-stamp mill.

Uolden Oate. Grass Valley, Nevada County, Calif., recon-
structed mill for tungsten concentration; capacity, 60 tons
in 12 hr.

Gras.s Aolley (an.vnliilntpil. Grass Valley, Nevada County,
Calif., reopened old mine, equipped with plant including
2C0-hp. hoist and 20-stanip mill with cyanidi- adjunct; capac-
ity, 120 tons daily; completion expected April, 1917; estimated
cost, $135,000,

Hercules Poiviler. San Diego. San Diego County. Calif.,

erected 1.500-ton plant for recovery potash from kelp; esti-

mated cost. $1,500,000.

International Majine.slte* Porterville. Tulare County, Calif..

purcha.-!ed California Magnesite Co. plant and completed
calcining plant.

Ijoui.siana California. Goffs. San Bernai'dino County. Calif.,

completed 50-ton amalgamation and concentration plant; cost,

$25,000.

Ijuckj- Jim, Darwin, Inyo Count>', Calif., installed flotation

plant.

MasneMite, Porterville. Tulare County, Calif., installed

reduction works.

Manimoth Copper, Kennett, Shasta County, Calif., broke
ground Sept. 10 for new electrolytic zinc plant to treat bag-
house fume; capacity, 9,000 tons annually; to be completed
Feb. 1, 1917; estimated cost, $350,000.

Marysville DredKinK. Marigold. Yuba County, Calif., com-
pleted Marigold Xo. 5 all-steel dredge on May 7; bucket
capacity Ifi cu.ft.. digging capacity, 10,000 cu.yd. per 24 hr.

Mokelumne Mines, Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras County,
Calif., completed 100-ton amalgamation and concentration mill.

.\aturnl Sodii Product.-*, Keeler, Inyo County, Calif., in-

stalled plant improvements costing $40,000,

Xatomas, Natoma, Sacramento County, Calif., rebuilt

wrecked dredge No. 7. finished Oct. 12; finished reconstructing
No. 1 with iD-cu.ft. buckets on Nov. 9: capacity 10.000 cu.yd.

daily: estimated cost. $250,000. Installed Neill jigs on 10

dredges, also Hardinge mills.

Pacific DredKlng. Carrville. Trinity County, Calif., installed

all-steel 9n'-cu.ft. bucket dredge; cost, $300,000; also installed

all-steel 9ij-cu ft. bucket dredge at Marysville, Yuba County,
Calif.

Pioneer Chief, Valley Spring, Calaveras County, Calif., built

mill.

PlunihaKO, Alleghany. Sierra County. Calif., built 15-stamp
addition to 20-stamp mill.

Pine Grove, Pine Grove. Amador County, Calif., completed
10-stamp mill; capacity, 35 tons daily; estimated cost, $5,000.

Plymouth ConNolidateil Gold, Plymouth, Amador County,
Calif., installed Nordberg electric hoist; capacity, 5,000 ft.

Queen KeKent MerKer, Spenceville. Nevada County, Calif.,

blew in 15-ton smeltery; cost, $10,000.

Rand .Minerals, Kernville, Kern County. Calif., operators
of lone tungsten mine, preparing for installation of tungsten-
concentrating niachinery.

Rock Creek, Downieville. Sieira County, Calif., installed

stamp mill.

StandanI TuiiKsteu, Bishop, Inyo County, Calif., completed
100-ton tungsten concentrator; cost, $50,000.

Siskiyou .Syiidiente, lOtna Mills, Siskiyou County, Calif.,

installed 20-stamp mill.

ShipHpy MininK, Johannesburg, Kern County, Calif., built

5-stamp mill; capacity. 16 tons per 24 hr.; estimated cost,

$6,000.

Tunnsfen >linPH, Hishop, Inyo County, Calif., completed 300-

ton tungsten concentrator.

Tulloph MlneH, Angels Camp, Calaveras County. Calif., com-
pleted 5-stamp mill; capacity, 60 tons per 24 hr. ; estimated
cost, $12,000.

Twenty-One, Alleghany, Sierra County. Calif., installed

10-stamp mill.

Valdnr DredKlnK. Junction City, Trinity County, Calif..

complet.-d installation 7-cu.ft. bucket dredge: cost, $150,000.

Walker MlnhiK, Portola, Plumas County. Calif., completed
lOO-ton notation plant; cost, $100,000.

WnKiKT MInliiK, Lotus, lOldorado County, Calif., inHtalled
mini- hoist an<l compressor plant, and 4-Htatnp mill; etitimaled
cost, $10,000.

W'erlnicer Co|i|ier, Woody, Kern County, Calif-, instaJleil

150-t(in flotation pl.mt and gas engines for mill and hulHt.

Vulia ConMilldnteil t^fkld Fields, Hammonton, Yuba County,
Calif., comiilitecl all-steel dredge No. 15 on July :i; bucket
capacity, 17 cu.ft., total capacit.\ 10,000 cu.yd. dally. Con-
struction of dredge No. 16, of similai- design, but with bucket
capacity of IS cu.ft., started In .September, launched Nov. 2»!;

completion •xpecti-d .Mar. 1. i:il7.

ArKi» Reduction anil Ore Purchaitini;, Idaho Spriniers, Clear
Creek County. Colo., remodeleil mill, discarding cyanidalion
for lOO-ton flotation plant.

.tmerienn .MetniN ProdiicliiK;. IJlack Hawk. Gilpin County,
Colo., remodeled No. 1 jilant for treatment of 100 tons dally
complex lead-zinc ores.

liacbelor. Creede. Mineral County, Colo., N. S. Corson,
lessee, erected 25-ton chloridizing leaching; plant; estimated
cost. $5,000.

Bnlthoir. H., Dumnnt, Clear Creek County. Colo., erected
25-ton concentration plant: estimated cost. $16,000.

Buekhorn fJold, Loveland. Lorimer County, Colo., erected
10-ton quartz mill; cost, $25,000.

Colorado-l'tah. Lake City, Hinsdale County. Colo., Installed
flotation plant for treatment of Gohlen Fleece ores.

Colorado Central, Georgetown, Clear Creek County, Colo.,
announced plans for construction of lOO-ton mill and 300-ton
rockhouse; estimated cost, $300,000.

CnrrtitlierM l>eaHe. Telluride, San ^liguel County, Colo.,
erected small fjuartz mill and 2.600-ft. aerial tramway.

Denite-Clark Tungsten, Boulder. Boulder County, Colo.,
remodelcf] old Colburn mill for tungsten-concentration custom
mill; capacity. 75 tons daily; cost, $50,000.

Denver Mininif and Milllnfc* Leadville, Lake County, Colo.,
remodeled ohl mill at AVortman into lOO-ton flotation plant:
cost. $20,000.

Dnnvan, John, Boulder, Boulder County, Colo., erected
tungsten concentrator at Perberite.

Engle Hock, Nederland, Boulder County, Colo., increased
mill capacity to 100 tons daily.

El Monte Mininfi' and Milline, Jasper, Rio Grande County,
Colo., erected 50-ton dry-concentration mill; cost, $45,000.

Ferro .Xlloyx, Denver, Colo., erected at Utah Junction. 4 mi.
from Denver, plant for manufacture of ferroalloys, principally
of ferrotungsten; capacity. 600 tons annually; cost, $50,000.
This is auxiliary plant of Rare Metals Co. at Rollinsville.

Green Mountain, Silverton, San Juan County, Colo.,

installed flotation plant.

Gold Sovereifsn, Independence, Teller County, Colo., William
Reed, lessee, erected 50-ton cyanide plant for treating dump;
estimated cost. $10,000.

Grimm Mill, Boulder, Boulder County, Colo., new 40-ton
tungsten ciincentrator erected at Boulder Canon by S. A.
Grimm & Son; estimated cost, $10,000.

Humphreys Mill, Creede, Mineral County. Colo., installed
flotation plant.

Hamlet Mining and MillinK, Silverton, San Juan County.
Colo., erecteil 150-ton electrostatic-separation and flotation
plant.

Hoek HoekinK, Alma. Park County, Colo., erected new
10-stamp mill.

Highland Mary, Silverton. San Juan County, Colo., made
extensive mill alterations and impi-ovements.

lowa-Tiiier. Silverton, San Juan County, Colo., installed
additional flotation unit increasing daily capacity to 50 tons.

Interuioiintaiii l^ni^sten Milling, Salina, Boulder County,
Colo., erected tungsten-concentrating plant.

.laekaon Mill, Idaho Springs. Clear Creek County, Colo., mill
capacity increased.

Kittemae, Silverton, San Juan County, Colo., remodeled mill
to include Huff electrostatic separators.

Little t^iant Gold Mining; and Milling;, Lawson, Clear Creek
County, Colo., erected 50-ton concentration and flotation plant;
cost, $35,000.

liuekie i: TunKTsten, Boulder, Boulder Couiifi', Colo., erected
30-lon concentrating mill; cost. $25,000.

Mountain Top, Ouray, Ouray County, Colo., erected con-
centration and pneumatic flotation plant of 18.000 tons annual
capacity in underground excavation 900 ft. from tunnel
portal; cost, $30,000.
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Moiite/.iiiiiii >liiieM and >IIIIh. Montozunin. Summit County,
Colo.. erei'U'il lod-toii foiu'entralioii and notation plant: esti-

mated cost. $(..'.. lion

Natural Kadiiiiii rriMliiciM, t:i:ui(l .1 unctio!!. Mesa County,
Colo., enlai'sed experimental plant for treating earnotite to

produce 200 mn. per month.

North .stiir :«liiiiiitt null >lilIiiiK, Silverton, San Juan County,
Colo., enlarged planl lit lii-al 12r> tons daily by concentiation
and flolatii.n; cost. .$20,ooo.

Pnrtlaiiil (iolil, Victor, Tellei- County, Colo., started enlarg-
ing and alternating into flotation plant the 3.'>0-ton cyanide
mill purchased from Inflependence: e.^timated annual capacity

of new addition. 4.^t0.000 tons; total annual capacity of
enlarged plant. SIO.OOO ton.f.

P«iB»:le I.enMliiK. Riecken ridse. Summit County, Colo., built

50-ton concentration and notation mill.

ProsresM ^liiiiiiu ami ^lillin^-, Leatlville, Summit County,
Colo., remodeled mill at Robinson, installing concentration
and flotation equipment; capacity, 500 tons daily; estimated
cost, ji.'io.onn.

Rnre Metaln Ore, RoUinsville, Gilpin County. Colo., built

100-ton tungsten-concentrating plant.

Siniiu'K'l«^r-l^nion. Telluride, San Miguel County. Colo., in-

stalled 30-ton flotation unit.

St. John >IiiieN. Ltd., Montezuma, Summit County. Colo.,

built 100-ton flotation plant; cost, $10,000.

TuTiKHten -lletal.s Corporation, Boulder. Boulfler County,
Colo., built tungsten concentrator in Roulder Canon.

Vindicator Consolidated, Independence, Teller County,
Colo., built pilot 350-ton flotation plant; if successful, large
mill will be built.

Vulcan .MinfM and .Smelter, Vulcan, Gunnison County, Colo.,

blew in new copper furnace.

Valley View, La Plata, La Plata County. Colo., built mill

With flotation adjunct.

AVestern Zinc Mining- and Redueinu, Leadville. Colo., added
four zinc-oxide furnaces.

Marietta. Marietta, Ga.. built 75-ton pyrite concenti'ator;
cost, $4,000.

Black Pine. Elk City, Idaho County, Idaho, built gold mill.

Bunker Hill and Sullivan. Kellogg, Shoshone County, Idaho,
started construction of 1.000-ton smeltery at Kellogg. Plant
includes sampling and roasting departments, three blast fur-
naces. Wedge turret roasters, Dwight-Llo\-d sintering ma-
chines, baghouse and refinery.

Constitution Mining' and >lillill^^, Kellogg. Shoshone
County, Tdahi'. started building 10(»-ton concentiator.

Empire Copper, Enaville, Shoshone County, Idaho, started
increase of mill from 150 to 300 tons' daily capacity.

Federal Mining and Snieltinsr, Wallace. Shoshone County,
Idaho, added flotation plant to Mammoth mill, increased
capacity to 500 tons dail>'; installed 12G-ton mill and aerial
tramway at North Star mine, Haile>'. Blaine County.

Gold Drop, Elk City, Idaho County. Idaho, installed 15-ton
experimental mill.

Cioldeii Chest, Murray. Shoshone County. Idaho, installed
tungsten-conceiitrating machinery in stamp mill.

Hjpotheok, Kingston, Shoshone County, Idaho, built 150-ton
concentrator and installed electric hoist; cost. $25,000.

Hercules, Wallace, Shoshone County, Idaho, installed Jan-
ney flotation machines.

Highland-Surprise, Beeler. Shoshone Count>', Idaho, in-

stalled mill; pi'oducing about 25 tons concentrates daily.

Heela, Burke. Shoshone County. Idaho, increased concen-
trator capacity from 450 to 650 tons daily; completed soi'ting

plant.

Idaho-Continental, Porthill. Bonner County. Idaho, replaced
mill destroyed by fire with 300-ton mill.

I/ittle PittshurK, Kellogg, Shoshone County. Idaho, installed
250-ton concentrator.

Ray-Jell'erHon, Wallace, Shoshone County, Idaho, built 400-

ton lead-zinc concentrator, including flotation section; cost,

JIOO.OOO.

Rex Consolidated, Wallace, Shoshone County, Idaho, built
l'/4 mi. aerial tram, sorting plant .and 100-ton addition to
concentrator. Capacity of enlarged plant, 127.750 tons
annually; cost. $30,000.

Silverado, Osborne, Shoshone County, Idaho, built 100-ton
concentrator; cost. $7,500.

.\meriean Sheet and Tin Plate, Gary. Ind.. staited construc-
tion of $5,000,000 plate mill in December, 1915, and turned out
first product Oct. If., 1010.

(General Chemical, South Chicago, 111., built $100,000 siil-

phuiic-aeid f.iclory; al.so built $150,000 chemical planl al

West Hammoml.
.\inerlean Smelling and HetininK', Baltimore, Md., increase<l

capacity of copper refinery by 9,000 tons monthly; additional
improvements with capacity of (1,000 tons monthly undei
const riK'tlon.

ilethlehem sieel. Sparrows Point, Md., contracted for
$2,000,000 plant for Maryland Steel Co. to include four blast
furnaces, an openhearth plant, blooming and plate mills.

.Ahiiieek, Hubbell. Mich., installed seventh stamp he.ad;
installation of eighth head pending machinery delivery.
.Stamjis handle 650 tons each; total ('ai>acit.v on completion
eighth head, 5,700 tons daily.

Calumet & Heoln, Lake Linden, Mich., installed first unit
of leaching plant at Lake Linden; capacity about 900 tons
daily so far. but when completed will be 4.000 tons. Made
flotation experiments; reported successful. Contracted for-

12.500 kv.-a. mixed-pressure steam turbine for Lake Linden
power itlant.

Keweenaw, Calumet. Mich., started stamp mill with one
head; initial capacit.v. 250 tons daily.

Tamarack, Calumet. Mich., completed housing for regrind-
ing plant. I>ut installed no machinery.

Cleveland-riill's, Ishpeming, Mich., opened two new iron
mines, the Holmes at Ishpeming and the Spies at Iron River.
At Holmes, built largest headframe in Lake Superior district— 14.S ft. high.

Oliver Iron, Ishpeming. Mich., installed new steam pumping
plant at Section 16 mine, also installed hoist and steam engine
for electric-power generation for electric haulage.

Cuyiina RanK'e Power, Riverton, Minn., started construction
of two large electric-power plants, one 2,000-hp. hydro-electric
plant at Pillager and one 1.300-hp. steam turbine plant at
Riverton.

Cuyuna Sultana. Ironton, Minn., erected concentrating mill.

Crosby, Nashwauk, Minn, completed iron-ore washing
plant started during 1915; capacity about 300,000 tons during
season.

Onahman Iron, Ironton, Minn., built 150-ton concentrator
for manganiferous ores; cost, $50,000.

Susquehanna, Hibbing. Minn., built screening: plant and
installed jiower and puinping plant.

W'ebb, Hibbing, Minn., built washing plant with capacity of
75 tons per hour.

Zenith Furnace, Duluth. Minn., made 300-ft. extension to
coal docks increasing capacity by 125,000 tons; cost estimated
at $100,000.

Adirondack, Joplin, Mo., built 300-ton mill on Fairview
cemetery lease.

A. R. G., Duenweg, Mo., built 400-ton mill.

.V. \V. C, Joplin. Mo., built fourth mill on Hercules tract;

electrically operated, has modern sludge unit with Dorr thick-
ener; capacity, 750 tons daily; cost, $60,000. Total capacity
four plants, 2.000 tons daily.

Babvoek, Joplin, Mo., built 200-ton mill.

Betsey Jane, Zincite, Mo., built 150-ton mill.

Buml>lehee, Joplin. Mo., built 150-ton mill.

Ben Franklin, Webb City, Mo., built 300-ton mill.

Coralbut, Joplin, Mo., built concentrator with capacity of

200 tons in 10 hr.; cost. $25,000.

Century Zinc, Prosperity, Mo., built concentrator with
capacity of 3,500 tons weekly; cost, $51,000.

Champion, Duenweg, Mo., built 150-ton mill.

Chapman Land, Joplin, Mo., built 1,000-ton concentrator;
cost. $125,000.

Cliapman-Hosley, Webb City. Mo., started building concen-
trator of 300,000 tons annual capacity; estimated cost, $100.-

000; expected completion. Feb. 1. 1917.

Cinanio Lead and Zinc, Ca rtersville. Mo., built 200-ton mill;

cost. $20,000.

Coahulla Lead and Zinc. Webb City, Mo., built No. 3 mill

at Poito Rico, including IS-table sludge pLant; capacity, 1.500

tons daily; cost. $110,000. Also built tramway to Carthage mill,

increased capacity to 500 tons, and remodeled No. 1 Porto
Rico mill, increasing capacity to 900 tons daily.

Cisco. Webb City. Mo., built largest modern concentrator in

district; capacity 1,000 tons in ,8 br.. or 3,000 tons per day;
cost $100,000.

<'lilldress and Sheldon. J'>plin. .Mo., built 150-fon concen-
ti.itor at I'earock.
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(unilxTliiuil, Prosperity, Mo., built electrically operiitfd mill

In 33 (lays to replace one burned; capacity, 350 tons in 10 hr.

Also built new 300-ton mill at Webb City.

D. C. & E., Webb City, Mo., built mill; capacity, 375 tons

In 10 hr.

EvanN-Hall-Soy, Duenweg, Mo., built 200-ton steam-driven
mill with sludge department on Orr tract.

E««n Mny, Joplin, Mo., built 150-ton mill: cost, $12,000.

Far* <S Grnliam, Klondike, Mo., built 150-ton mill.

Federal bend. Plat River, Mo., started construction of

3,000-ton concrete and steel concentrator Mar. 15, 191C;

started up Dec. 13.

Gnrileiier, Aurora, Mo., built mill on United Zinc Co. tract.

Gothniii, Prosperity, Mo., built 150-ton mill.

<;niy, Webb City, Mo., built 500-ton mill.

<iraiil)y Miniii); and Smelting, Oranby, Mo., built 1.000-ton

concentrator at Mascot mine.

tiroundii * Barnett, Joplin, Mo.. l)uilt 200-ton calamine

plant, at Duenweg; cost, $25,000.

Hartford, Duenweg. Mo., moved No. 1 mill from Galena.

Kan., to Duenweg; cost of moving and improvements, $20,000,

leeplnnt MininK, Webb City. Mo., built No. 2 mill; capacity.

1.000 tons in 24 hr.

I.ntoka, Prosperity, Mo., built new mill.

MadLson Mininic torporatioM, Silvermine, Madison County,

Mo., built 25-ton concentrator eciuipped with stamps, roUSi

jigs, tal:iles and slimers; cost, $30,000.

Missouri, Joplin. Mo., built 150-ton mill.

Marj- C, Prosperity. Mo., built mill.

Milton, Carterville, Mo., built 200-ton mill.

Missouri Zine SnieltinK, Rich Hill, Mo., built smeltery.

nialiatma. Prosperity, Mo., built 250-ton mill.

Mattes Brothers, Carterville, Mo., built two mills.

National, Joplin. Mo., built 200-ton mill.

Old Virginia, Carterville, Mo., built 2riO-ton mill.

PIcher Lead, Joplin, Mo., built four 600-ton concentrating
plants at Richer, Okla., built 3,200-retort zinc smeltery at

Henryetta, Okla., made extensive improvements to Galena,

Kan., smeltery including 8 Jumbo retorts.

Perkins Milling, Granby, Mo., built modern electrically

operated tailings plant; capacity, 40,000 tons annually; cost,

$10,000.

Queen Esther, Carterville. Mo., built 300-ton mill.

Red Bird, Carterville, Mo., built 300-ton mill.

Sanilio, Joplin, Mo., owned by C. E. Hart, of Joplin. built

mill at Lincolnville, Okla.

Sunny South, Joplin, Mo., built mill at Thomas station.

Sparks, O. W., Joplin, Mo., built 300-ton mill.

St. Regis, Chitwood. Mo., built No. 2 mill; capacity, 250 tons

in 10 hr.; cost, $30,000.

Tulsa Lead and Zine Corporation, Joplin, Mo., built 100-ton

mill; cost, $10,000.

Unity, Carterville, Mo., built mill.

Utah-Missouri, Neck City, Mo., built 1.000-ton mill; cost,

$55,000.

AVells, Duenweg, Mo., rebuilt Overland mill and added
sludge depai'tment.

Waile, Joplin, Mo,, built new mill at Gilt Edge mine.

Zine Corporation of Missouri. Joplin, Mo., built eight mills

on property conti-olled south i>f Carterville; total capacity.

2.050 tons of ore daily; total cost, $405,000. Individual plants
are: Kirkwood, capacity 600 tons, cost $60,000; Yale 300 tons,

$60,000; Ren Franklin, 300 tons, $50,000; Bessemer, 300 tons.

$50,000; .Scheneley, 300 tons, $50,000; Cumberland No, 2, 350
tons, $60,000; Old Virginia, 300 tons, $60,000; Jack Milling
(custom mill). 200 tons, $15,000.

Admiralty Zine, Tar River, Okla.. bull* two 250-ton mills.

.^ndayer. Galena, Kan., moved and ien\>ilt mill

.\ndre\vs Brothers, Galena, Kan., built 300-ton mill.

Aliny Hi-il. Zinc, Ark., rebuilt mill; cost, $10,000.

Arkansas Zine and Smelting, Van Huren, Ark., built 3-block
zinc smeltery platmed to enlarge later to 6-block pl.ant.

Athlelie Mining and Smelting, fviuth Fort .Smith. Ark.,

building; new zinc smelter>. initi.al capacity. 2.400 retorts to

be incrcasi-d later to 4,000; estimated cost. ?2ri0,00n; completion
expected Apr. 1, 1917.

Blue Mound, Baxter, Kan., nearly completed 300-ton mill.

Bethel, Tar River, Okla., built two 250-ton mills, CrojHUS'

and Domaodo.

illlhnr/,. Tar River, Okla., built two new 250-ton' mills.

Bluebird and Shorthorn.

Bear Hill, Rush, Ark., built 250-ton mill.

(hnpmnn Brothers & l.oniiuvre. Tar River, Okla.. built con-
centrator; capacity, 200 tons in 10 hr.; cost, $25,000.

Charley Boy, Huffalo, Ark., built 150-ton mill.

<1ilekasn»v, Huffalo, Aik., built 150-ton concentrator; co«t,

$18,0011.

t'ommerfe .Mining and Hoy, Tar River, Okla., built two 260-

ton mills.

Empire, Galena, Kan., installed mining plant; cost, $10,000.

Edith, Rush, Ark,, built 150-ton mill.

Eureka Ilolloiv, Rush, Ark., built 100-ton mill at Toma-
hawk.

Fort Smith Spelter, South Fort Smith, Ark., built 4-block
zinc smeltery; capacity, 30,000 tons annually; cost, $300,000.

Golden Hod, Tar River, Okla.. built 200-ton mill,

.loiilin <»re and Spelter, Pittsburg. Kan., completed two
additional blocks of 224 retorts each, bringing up total Instal-

lation to 1,792; capacity, 14,000,000 lb. spelter annually.

Jaekson, Zinc, Ark., built 150-ton concentrator; cost,

$25,011(1.

Kenedy * Markle, Gilbert, Ark., built 200-ton mill; cost.

$35,(1(111.

I.ueky Kid, Tar River, Okla.. built 200-ton mill.

:«lnri(in Zine, Flippin, Ark., built concentrator; annual
capacity, 50,000 tons; cost, $30,000.

Maroon, Flippin, Ark., built mill.

Montreal, Tar River, Okla., built 200-ton mill.

I'yatt. Pyatt, Ark., built mill.

Phillips, Yellville, Ark., built 100-ton mill; cost, $10,000.

ttuinton Spelter, Quinton, Okla., built zinc smeltery; capac-
ity. 1.000 tons ore per month.

Keil Eagle, Quapaw, Okla., built mill.

Rising Sun, Zinc. Ark., built 150-ton carbonate and silicate

mill: cost. $12,000.

Sheridan, W. M., Tar River. Okla., built 200-ton mill.

Sure Pop >o. 2, Rush, Ark., built mill.

I nited States Smelting, Tar River, Okla., moved Ravens-
wood mill from Reeds, Mo., and rebuilt: cost, $20,000.

Walker, Tar River, Okla., built mill.

AVest Virginia, Galena, Kan., remodeled Durston mill.

« eir Smelting, W'eir, Kan., built zinc smeltery; capacity,
12 tons ore daily: cost, $40,000.

White Eagle, Rush. Ark., built mill.

.\naeonda Copper, Butte. Mont., built 2.000-ton zinc-con-
centrator addition to Washoe Reduction Works at Anaconda:
cost. $700,000: also built electrolytic-zinc plant at Great Falls;
capacity, 100 tons daily: cost, about $2,500,000.

Brooklyn, Princeton, Granite County, Mont., built 250-ton
concentrating and oil-flotation plant at Maxville; cost, $50,000.

Bannnck, Bannack, Beaverhead County, Mont., built 200-ton
mill.

Boston * Corbin, Corbin, Jefferson County, Mont., built

100-ton oil-flotation plant; cost, $10,000.

Bald Butte. Marysville, Broadwater County, Mont., built

150-ton c,\anide plant to operate on tailings dump.
Boston ifc >lontaiin Development, Wise River, Beaverhead

County, Mont., started construction of 100-ton mill.

Butte A Superior, Butte, ilont., began remodeling secondary
crushing plant and enlarging flotation section.

Butte-Detroit, Butte, Mont., installed new equipment in

Ophir mill.

Custer, ^^'inston. Broadwater County, Mont., built 100-ton
mill.

Du Pont Poivder. Ramsay. Silver Bow County, Mont., built

large powder (ilant 10 mi. west of Butte, with capacity about
10,000,000 lb. annually: cost, about $1,500,000.

East Butte, Butte, Mont., built SOO-ton flotation plant to

re-treat mill tailings.

Intermoiiiitain Copper, Mineral Count\-. Mont., built 100-ton
mill.

Montana I'luver, Holter, Lewis and Clark County, Mont.,
started construction of hydro-electric v*ower-generating plant;
capacity. 64.(100 hp.: estimated cost, $3,500,000; completion
expected Sept, 1, 1917.
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Uoxf C'oiiNolltliilol. l.lliliN. Liiuoln ("(iint>, M.iiit.. Iviilll Ill-

Stamp ami colUMMiti'at iiij^ mill.

Snow Storm MIiu-m, Tioy, Linoiiln Count.N'. .MoiiL. moved
mill-machineiy equipmoiit from liaraon, Iflaho, built railroad,
power plant, and concentrator; estimated cost, $.500,000.

Three Forks rortliiiul Cenient. Hanover, Mont., started
constriu-tion cement plant: capaeity. 800 bbl. dally; estimated
co.-it. .|S, (1110,1100; eompU'lion expected June 1, 1917.

i'lnilier IliiHe MillliiK, Butte, Mont., started enlargement of
zinc concentrator from 700 to 1,000 tons; also started 1,500-ton
annex to treat tails old Butte Reduction Works.

We.stern SnieHiiiK' "ml Power. Cooke, Park County, Mont.,
built smeltery, powei- plant, sawmill and opened mine; capac-
ity, 300 tons daily, to be enlarged to 1,000 tons; estimated cost,
$350,000.

.Vtkiiis, Kroll * Co., Sodaville, Mineral County, Nev., built
100-ton tunssten concentrator.

Boms Gold, Goodspring-s, Clark County, Nev., building 10-ton
hydronietallurgical experimental plant to be enlarged later;

treats gold-silver-platinum-palladium ore by chloridizing
roast and leaching process; estimated cost, $12,000.

ConMoliilated ropiieriuineM. Kimberl\-, White Pine County,
Nev., remodeled old Oiroux mill, installing oil-flotation ; capac-
it>'. 182.500 tons annually; completion expected by Jan. 1,

1917; estimated cost, $100,000.

C^insolUlnted Xevadn-l'tah <'or|iorHtioii, Pioche, Lincoln
County, Nev.. built concentiating and flotation plant; capacity,
22,000 tons annually: cost, $50,000.

CoiiMolidnted ^linlni:: nnd Siiieltiiigr, Pioche, Lincoln County,
Nev.. built small smelting furnace.

Florence-Goldfleld, Goldfield, Nev., purchased flotation plant
of Nevada Metal Extraction Co. and increased capacity to 250
tons daily; cost. $50,000.

<> ^Idfield Consoliflated, Goldfield, Nev., following success of
small 200-ton pilot plant, installed 1,000-ton flotation plant.

Goldbanks Qiiioksilver, Winnemucca, Humboldt County,
Nev,. built quicksilver reduction plant.

Hiiniltoldt County TiinKNten, Lovelock, Humboldt County,
Nev., built 75-ton tungsten concentiator at Toulon; cost,

$75,000.

Humboldt Valley Tuncsten, Lovelock, Humboldt County,
Nev., built 75-ton tungsten concentrator at Ragged Top.

Lovelock tluiekxilver. Lovelock, Humboldt County, Nev.,

built quicksilver furnace; capacity, 5 tons daily.

Nevada Consolidated, McGill, White Pine County, Nev.,

started construction of additions and enlargements to concen-
trator and smeltery, increasing plant capacity by 3,000 tons
daily up to total of 13,000 tons daily; completion expected
Mar. 1, 1917; estimated cost, $900,000.

Nevada Douglas, Ludwig, Lyon County, Nev., installed
leaching tanks to handle 500 tons daily.

Oiyniiiic Mines, Mina. Mineral County. Nev., building fine

grinding cyanide plant: capacity. 30.000 tons annually; com-
pletion expected January, 1917; estimated cost, $88,000.

Ophir, Tungstonia, White Pine County, Nev., built 40-ton
tungsten concentrator.

Prinoe Consolidated, Pioche. Lincoln County, Nev., built
200-ton flotation plant at Panaca; cost, $50,000; enlarged
to 250 tons daily.

Rochester Mines, Rochester, Humboldt County, Nev.,
doubled capacity of mill to handle 200 tons daily.

TunpTNten Comet, Pioche, Lincoln County, Nev., l>uilt quartz
mill in Comet district; capacity, 50 tons datly; cost, $75,000.

Tecopa, Beatty, Nye County, Nev.. built 75-ton mill.

Tonopah Extension, Tonopah, Nye County, Nev., enlarged
cyanide plant, giving increased capacity of 28,000 tons
annually; total capacity. 120,000 tons annually.

Winnemueea Mountain, Winnemucca, HumV'ioldt County.
Nev.. built quartz mill.

Burro Mountnin Copper, Tyrone. Grant County, N. M., Iiuilt

1,000-ton concentrator.

Carlisle, Steeplerock, Grant County, N. M., built 50- to
75-ton experimental mill for testing complex zinc-lead ores;
cost, $20,000.

Cliino Copper, Santa Rita. Grant County. N. M, installed
flotation plant for handling tailings.

Knipire Zinc, Pinos Altos. Grant County. N. M., built 125-
loM coTicentrator using Wetherill electromagnetic separators.
.\lso built duplicate rdant at Hanover.

Hanover Bessemer Iron nnd Copper, Fierro, Grant County,
N, M., built lOO-ton concentj'ator using electrostatic separatOT-s.

iniiiilo (iMiNolliiuled Copper, .Santa Rosa, Guadalupe
County, N. M., built liio-ion copper-leaching plant for leaching
copper -beaiing sandstone.

Starr, ChnrlcH C, Trustee, Gage, Luna County, N. M., built
35-ton concentrator; cost, $7,000.

linlteil States Mctnis KcnnliiK, Chrome, N. J., started con-
struction ot copper smelting and refining plant; capacity,
20,000,000 lb. per month; completion expected March. 1917.

St. Nlcliolns Zinc, .Summitville, N, Y., built 100-ton zinc-
lead concentrator; cost, $25,000.

Trumbull Steel, Youngstown. Ohio, contracted for five 100-
ton openhearth furnaces, one 40-in. blooming mill and bar
mill, six sheet mills and two Jobbing mills, all to be finished
within one year.

Honirstrnd Iron I}yke Mines, Homestead, Baker County,
Ore., built concentrating and oil-flotation plant; annual capac-
ity, 50,000 tons; cost, $65,000.

Donorn Zinc. Donora, Washington County, Penn., built
muriatic-acid and zinc-oxide plant; cost reported about $400.-
000. Operated by American Steel and Wire Co.

HomcMtake, Lead, S. D., built 20-ton tungsten concentrator.
.American SmcltiuK- and KeHninK at Garfleld, Utah, added

two converters and 10 Heireshoff roasters to smeltery with
other minor changes: at Murray, installed experimental 10-ton
electrolytic zinc plant and built second highest stack in world— 450 ft.

BroiHlwatcr MilLs, Park City, Utah, remodeling old mill ami
enlarging with flotation-plant equipment having annual
capacity of 125,000 tons; total capacity of enlarged plant.
250.000 tons; estimated cost, $40,000; completion
Feb. 1, 1917.

expected

BiK Four Exploration. Park City, Utah, installed 750-ton
concentrator at cost of $151,000, to l)e increased to 1,000 tons;
750-ton flotation plant ordered.

Daly Minine, Park City, Utah, announced plans for 150-ton
mill to be built in 1917. Col. E. A. Wall, president.

Florence, Marysvale, Piute County, Utah, started construc-
tion of potash plant for recovery from alunite; about half
finished; capacity, 100 tons daily; cost. $100,000.

<;arlield Chemical and :>IanufaeturinK Corporation, Garfleld,
Utah, built 100-ton sulphuric-acid plant. Uses gases froni
A. S. & R. roasters, but is entirely separate corporation.

Judee Mining and SmcltinK, Park City, Utah, built electro-
lytic zinc plant: capacity, 10 to 15 tons per 24 hr • cost
$400,000.

Midvale Minerals. Midvale, built 300-ton tailings mill.

Mineral Products, Marysvale, Piute County, Utah, potash-
plant capacity increased from 25 to from 40 to 50 tons of
potassium sulpliate daily.

McFadden * lOricson, Park City, Utah, built 25-ton mill.

Moore Mills, Park City, Utah, increased capacity from 4 00
to 600 tons per day; cost, $20,000.

Paciiic Gold, American Fork, Utah County, Utah, built con-
centrator; annual capacity, 36,500 tons: cost, $40,000.

Salt Lake Chemical, Grants. Tooele County, Utah, built
plant for recovery of potash from water of Great Salt Lake.

Silver King: Consolidated, Park City, Utah, built 10,200-ft,
aerial tramway and 50-ton concentrator.

Tintic Miilinpr. Silver City, Juab County. Utah, built Holt-
Dern chloridizing leacliing plant with 11 roasters: capacity,
300 tons daily: cost, $150,000.

International Smelting, Tooele. Tooele County, Utah, in-
stalled Cottrell fume precipitators for sintering plant, also
separate Cottrell plant to handle converter gases.

Utah Power and Liglit, Salt Lake City, built new power
plant at Grace, Idaho, increasing capacity later from 11,000
to 33,000 kw., also plant at Oneida, below Grace, of 20.000 kw.
capacity, and a third plant at Cove, above Grace, of 7,500 kw.,
completion expected in April, 1917.

Itab Chemical, Haskell, near Saltair. Salt Lake County.
Utah, built $150,000 potash plant for recovery of potash from
Great Salt Lake.

I'tah Copper, Garfield, irtah, built 2,500-ton copper-leaching
plant—planned to enlarge later to 5,000 tons: added tube mills
for fine grinding in three sections of Arthur mill: also added
Dorr tanks for thickening and dewatering. Flotation equip-
ment reported still in experimental stage.

I'tali LeasluK', Newhoiise, Reaver County, Utah, increased
capacity of fiotation plant from 400 tons to 650 tons daily;
ultimate capacity will be SOO tons.
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I <iili ilftiil iiiHl luniiel, Binghairi. ITlali. incieased mill

capacity to 300 tons; built 100-ton flotation mill to treat tail-

ings from other mill at cost of $18,000.

WiiMiitch O/.okerile. Soldiers' Summit. Utah County. Utah,

Iniilt new mill: capacity 400 to 500 lb. refined wax dally.

\ rrniu[:t Coiiper. South Strafford. OranKe County. Vt.,

moved smeltery to new location; opened mine, ri'palred old

and installed new machinery; total cost. $40,000.

\ irKlnia Smrltiiiu, West Norfolk, Va.. enlarged pyrite-

cinder leaching plant to capacity of 40.000 tons annually;

crushing and sintering plant partially destroyed by fire but

rebuilt.

I'niteri .State.* Zinc Sin«-l(iiiB Corporation, Moundsvllle,

Marshall County. W. Va.. started building flr.it unit of acid

and spelter plant; capacity of unit. 'lO tons daily; cost, $1,000,-

000; ultimate capacity will be 200 tons daily.

American Smeltinii anil Itelininnr. Tacoma. Wash., increased

capacity by 2.500 tons monthly; additional 2.000-tons per

month capacity plant under construction.

Xurthport Smeltine;, Northport. Stevens County. Wash., re-

built old smeltery and blew in three 300-ton lead furnaces.

Bell. Platteville, Wis., built 100-ton zinc concentrator;

cost. $12,000.

Bloflvhaiise, Platteville. Wis., built 200-ton mill.

Grand View, Benton. Wis., built 50-ton mill; cost, $20,000.

Frontier, Galena. 111., built two 200-ton mills, one at Galena
and i.ne at Benton. 111.; also 125-ton Bull Moose No. 2 mill

at New Diggings; estimated cost of latter. $25,000.

Little Corporal. Galena. 111., built 50-ton mill.

Little (iiant, Schullsburg, Wis., built 50-ton mill.

l.anipe-Hieliland, Highland, Wis., increased mill capacity

from 200 to 300 tons daily; cost. $25,000.

Linden Zinc, Cuba City, Wis., reconstructed zinc ore-roaster

plant; annual capacity, 20,000 tons; cost, $16,000; remodeled
Linden mill to handle 100 tons ore daily.

Maud A., Livingston. AVis.. built 150-ton mill at cost of

$25,000: also installed mining plant at Rewey at cost of

$20,000.

Mineral Point Zinc. Mineral Point, Wis., built Sltinner-type
roaster; at Highland built 200-ton Clark mill No. 2.

Monmouth Zinc, Hazel Green, Wis., opened zinc mine at

cost of $4S,000 and built 200-ton mill at cost of $12,000.

Xew Rose, Platteville. Wis., built 50-ton mill; cost, $5,000.

Oliver Iron. Shullsburg. Wis., built lOO-ton mill and roaster

on Mulcahy land; cost. $120,000.

Standard MetoLs. Cuba City. Wis., built 100-ton mill.

Sally, New Diggings. Wis., built 100-ton mill; cost, $8,000.

Sprinu; Hill, Linden, Wis., built 100-ton mill; cost, $25,000.

'l~illany Zinc. Potosi. Wis., built 500-ton mill; cost. $75,000.

Vinetsar Hill Zinc, Livingston. Wis., built 200-ton Black-
stone mill and duplicate plant at New Diggings.

WiNfoiiMin Zine, New Diggings. Wis., built two mills; capac-
ity. 300 tons each: total cost, about $80,000; also built 400-ton
mill at Days Siding. 111.; cost. $50,000.

'YlidweNt Sulphur. Cody, Park County, Wyo., built sulphur-
refining plant; capacity, 450 tons per month: cost, $30,000.

CotiNoliilated Mining and Smeltin^A'. Trail. P.. C. improve-
ments included lO-ton sulphuric-acid plant, electrolytic zinc

plant of about 30 tons' dail.v capacity, also copper refinery

of 35 tons' capacity.

Davyx. M. S.. Kaslo. B. C. rebuilt old sampling works into

100-ton lead-zinc concentrating and magnetic separation
plant; capacity. 100 tons daily; cost, $15,000.

Dolly Vnrden. Alice Arm. B. C, built 250-ton concentrator;
cost, $1110.000.

Florence Silver. Ainsworth. B. C, built 300-ton mill.

tJranby ConHOlidated. Grand Porks, B. C. installed oil

engines to sui)i)lement water power.

HlKhlnnd Valley. Ashcrott. B. C. built 75-ton concentrator
20 mi. southwest of Ashcroft; cost. $40,000.

Ivanhoe, Sandon, B. C, rebuilt 100-ton mill destroyed by
fire.

Molylidetiuni Mining and Itediiotlon, Alice Arm. T>. C. built

100-ton flotation plant.

Relief. Erie. B. C. built 50-ton cyanide mill addition to old

mill; total capacity enlarged plant. 75 tons daily; cost, $32,000.

Hrltlxh .\nierlean Mckel. Sudbury, Ont., started construc-
tion on new smeltery and refinery.

Huirnlo, Cobalt, Ont., built 600-ton flotation plant; treats

about 500 tons tails and 100 tons ore dally.

< nniiilluii < hinn CIm). Quebec, Que.. IncreaHed capacity of
plant tij handle 20.000 tons <if clay annually.

ConlaKaH. Cobalt, Ont., InBtulled 10-ton cyanide plant for

concentr.'ites; 100-ton flotation planned.

Dome Lake, South Porcupine. Ont., Iiulll SO-lon amalgama-
tion and cyanide plant—will be IncreaHed to 200 tonH.

Dominion Reduction, Cobalt, Ont., Installed Callow flotation

plant; capacity, 60,000 tons annually.

Dome, Porcupine, Ont., increaseil mill capacity to 40,000
tons i>er month, which will be further increased to 45,000 tonn.

Sunk new main shaft e()uipped with steel head frame and
hoists capable of iianilling 75.000 tons monthly.

Holllnicrr (onMolldnleil Cold, TimminH. '>nt.. annual mill

capacity being increased from 600,000 to 1,200,000 tons, or
.about 3,000 tons daily. Completion expected In March, 1917;
cost, about $500,000.

liiternntloiini MolylMlennni. Renfrew, Ont., built 100-ton
mill; also built refiner.\' at Orillia. equipped with three electric
furnaces, and produced first Canadian ferromolybdenum on
Sept. 21. J

International \iekol. Port Colborne, Ont., started con-
struction i]f refinery to cost $5,000,000; spent $750,000 on
Creighton mine at Coj>per Cliff, sinking new shaft, construct-
ing what is said to be largest steel headframe on continent;
also built power plant and sorting house.

KiuK Kdwnrd, Cobalt. Ont.. installed flotation plant.

Lak«* .Shore ^linm, Ltd.. Kirklan<l Lake. Ont.. installed new
mining plant costing $15,000; mill construction postpone*! l|

till 1917.

Melntyre Poreui»iiie ^liiieM, Ltd., .Schumacher, Ont., built
450-ton cyanide plant, to be increased to 600 tons early in 1917.

^filler Indopendenee. Boston Creek, Ont., built 5-stamp
mill

MininK Corporntioii of t'niiadii. Cobalt. Ont.. replaced
stamps by tube mills; built new refinery.

MeKinley-DarraKh. Cobalt, Ont., installed 175-ton flotation
plant for treating mill tailings.

Mond Nickel, Coniston. Ont.. enlarging smelting and con-
verting plant to capacity of 2.000 tons daily; e.stimated cost.

$500,000.

Northern CuMtoniM Coneentrator, Cobalt, Ont., installed 100-
ton Callow flotation plant.

Sehuniaeher, Porcupine. Ont.. increased mill capacity to 125
tons daily.

Tech HuKhes. Kirkland Lake, Ont., installed 100-ton cya-
nide plant.

Hydro-Electric Sniellini;. St. J<»hns, Newfoundland, in-

stalled oil-flotation plant and 10-ton electric fu!-nace.

Important Books of 1916

Among the luort' iiuportant book.-; published in 19 Hi

were the following

:

Eckel. Edw-in E. "Iron Ores: Their Occurrence, Valuation
and Control." (430 pp., $4.)

"Engineering and Mining Journal" (Editorial Staff) "De-
tails of Practical Mining." (544 pp., $5.)

Ford, William E. "Dana's .System of Mineralogy." Third
Appendix to the Sixth Edition, Completing the Work to 1915.
(ST pp., $1.50.)

Heath, George L. "The Analysis of Copper and Its Ores
and Alloys." (292 pp., $3.)

Hoover. TheoQore J. "Concentrating Ores bv Flotation."
Third Edition. (320 pp.)

Howe. Henry Marion. "The Metallography of Steel and
Cast Iron." (641 pp.. $10.)

Ibbotson. Fred, and Aitchison, Leslie. "The Analysis of
Nonferrous Alloys." (230 pp.)

Lahee, Frederick H. "Field Geology." (50S pp., $3.)

Liddell. Donald M. "The Metallurgists and Chemists'
Handbook." (603 pp., $4.)

Lindgren, Waldemar. "Mineral Deposits." (882 pp., $5.)

McGrigor, G. D. "Field Analysis of Minerals." (88 pp..
3s. 6d.)

Megraw. Herbert .\, "The Flotation Process." (240 pp..
$2.50).

Ries. Heinrich. "Economic Geology." Fourth edition.
(856 pp.. $4.)

Rickard. T. A. (Editor). "The Flotation Process." (364
pp.. $2.)

Sauver, Albert. "The Metallography and Heat Treatment
of Iron and Steel." Second edition, revised and enlarged.
(486 pp.)

Spencer, L. J. "The World's Minerals." (327 pp., $2.75.)

Weed, Walter Harvey. "The Mines Handbook," 'Vol. XII.
(1,699 pp., $10.)

Young, George J. "Elements of Mining." (628 pp., $5.)
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Mining Stocks in 1916 on the ."..kh.soo shiu-cs. whi.ii wus cxiTcdi'd only once and iiuit

NX/ 1 r' L '" '"•"• "lii'li v<'iir nirricd the only other two :i,00(),()Ol)-ew York Exchanges ,,,„,, .lays in ti... lusiory ..r Waii street.

The acconipanYinji- laliles show the liiKi ininiiiii-sloek 'J''"' varying I'ortunes of war were refleeled in the i)rice

quotations and transaetioni* on the New York and lioslon 'liiinnes (d' stocks as well as of foreign honds. Downward
Stoek lOxehanges and the New York (.'nrh. The yi'ar IIMT) •'-wings id' tlie market herahled the approach of war eoni-

saw a most remarkahle rise from tlir low ligures nf the pliialions Ihioiiuh disi'egard of this country's rights by

first of that year, which were maintained l)y iixed "mini- (fei'many's submarines; recoveries marker! (ierniany's re-

nium i)rices" in some cases. Hut l!tl<i lias witnessed a spouses to protests that were ijiade by the State De])art-

greater rise and what has hi'cn in many respects the great- mont. At all times the ticker proved to be an extremelv

est hull market in the histoi'y ol' the ivxihangc. The rise sensiti\(' barometer of the mystifying changes which came,

in stock prices was checked eai'ly in ihi' sunnner by an Looking back over the record of a year, it might seem
advance in call-money rates, but later in the summer low that pi-ii-es thntiiated aindesslv, imw up and now down,
rates were restored and the ))ull nuirket was in full swing, but it must be rcmembcicd that at all times there was a

MININC; STOCKS ON THE NKVV YORK STOCK EXCHAN(Jii;

1913 1914 1915 Range Year 1916 . Total
Company High Low High Low High I>ow Kir.st High Date Low Date Last Sales

Alaska Gold Mincs+t 24; 18 28; I9S 40! 21; 245 26} Jan. 7 10{ Dec. 21 11 705,800
Alaska Juneau Gold Miningtt . 13J 9i 10 lOi Jan. 7 5i Oct. 9 7 220 760
Allis-Chalmcrs Mfg. 9 7; 141 6 49} 7J 31 38 Nov. 25 19 July 19 27 843 365
Allis-Chalmers Mftr- pf 435 40 49 525 85J 33 83 92 Nov. 9 70! July 18 843 264*045
Anier. Smelt, and Kef. Co. ^^ 585 7i; SOJ I08J 56 107 123; Nov. 21 88! Apr 22 104 4,820'333
Amer. Smelt, and Ref. Co. pf. 107 97 105 975 113 100 113 1I8J Ort. 21 109'. Apr 22 114! 49' 105
American Smelter.s pf. A ... 92 86 92! 102 Nov. 18 9IJ July 11 98 54*555
American Smelters pf. B 86 791 85 79} 85; 78 86; 97i Nov. 27 84! July 13 93J 29 190
Amer.ZincLcadandSmelt.tt 32; 15i 21; 12! 71! 67; 68! 97; Apr. 10 29i Julv 10 35! 1.649 010
Amer. Zinc, Lead & .Smelt. pf.t ,

,
,

, 715 67; 70 87 Noy. I 59J July 11 72J 106 200
AnacondaCopperMiningCo.t 41! 30; 381 24; 9i; 49; 90; 105; Nov, 20 77 .\pr. 22 81} 7,412 724
Batopilas MiniuK i; 1 l; ! 4! ; 3,' 3; Jan. 3 IJ June 27 i; 1431225
Bethlehem Steel Co. 41! 25 46; 29! 600 461 455 700 Nov 18 415 Jan II 525 103 487
Bethlehem Steel Co. pf... , 74 62; 9i; 68 184 91 145 186 Nov. 17 126 July 21 135 I8'l58
Butte & Superiortt .. . . 79; 53 72 105; Mar, 10 41J Dec. 21 45; 1,696,390
Chile Copper! . 26S 23i 24J 39; Nov. 18 19; July 14 245 1.659.470
Chino Copper+tt 47; 30; 44 3i; 57J 32; 55 74 Nov, 18 46J July II 535 1.457,266
Colorado Fuel ami Iron 41! 24! 34! 205 66! 2i; 52 63; Sept. 30 38{ Apr. 22 44; 1,900 060
Con. Inter. Callahan ... 18 28} Nov. 2 18 Aug. 24 185 16,820
Dome .Mines , 19! 12; 18 61 30; 16 285 295 Feb. 8 18 Dec. 21 20} 217 785
Federal Min, and Smelt 18 II 15 7; 60 8 32 35 Jan, 7 12; July 13 13 16 730
Federal Min, .and Smelt, pf . 44 33 43 28; 65 20 52 57! Jan, 7 35; Apr, 24 39 61041
General Chemical Co 185; 170 180 160 360 165 290 380 Mar 18 285 Mar, 1 310 10 686
General Chemical Co. pf... 109; 104 110 107! 116 106 114 117 Dec 8 1131 July 5 116} 7,420
Granbv Consolidated 78} 51 91 60 91 79} 85 120 Nov. 18 80 July 12 88 191,780
Great Nortli, ctf.s for ore prop 41} 25! 39} 225 54 25} 505 50* Jan. 3 32 Dec. 21 35} 1,273.313
Greene CaiiancaJJ, , , 355 27; 425 21 52; 37 50; 56! Nov, 20 34 June 24 43 326,460
Guggenheim Expl 23; 22 22; 24} Jan, 3 20; Mar. 29 21} 139,165
Homestake Mining 120 100; 120} 109; 124 116 126} 1355 Oct, 7 1265 Jan. 12 134 2,138
Inspir.ation Con Cop.tt 19! 13; 19} 14} 47'. 16; 45 74} Nov. 18 42; Apr. 22 56}^ 4,941,930
International Nickel v. tr.etfs ... ... , , ,. 2235 179} 197; 56; Jan. 17 38} Dec. 21(a) 41} 2,397,601
Internal. Nickel pf.,v.tr.ctf3 ... ... ... ,,, 110 1055 109! HU Feb. 23 105 Aug. 1 106} 5,425
Kennecott Copper , , 59! 25 55} 641 Nov. 20 40 Dee. 21 45} 5,602,759
Lackaw.anna Steel Co 49; 29; 40 26! 94J 28 80 107 Nov, 17 64 May 5 82 1,527,345
Miami Copperttt 265 20; 24S 165 36J 17} 36 49; Nov 20 33 Aug, 3 39; 1,079,770
National Lead Co 56} 43 52 40 70; 44 66 74; Sept. 21 57 Dec. 21 58 473,434
National Lead Co. pf 107; 102 109 105 115 104; 113 117; Oct. 3 111} Dec. 21 1123 9,725
Nevada Con, Copper Co.ttt 20 13 16} 10} 17 11; 16} 34} Nov. 20 15 Jan. 31 23; 1,121,571
Old Dominion): 56 41} 54 44 64 385 72i 73} Mar. 10 695 Apr. 19 70! 1.300
Ontario Silver Mining... 3J 2 2; 2} 12; 2 9} 11} Jan. 7 5J Nov, 4 6 15,600
PittshurKli .Steel pf 100 90 93 82 1021 74 97 106 Oct. 5 935 Feb. 10 102 19,771
(, uii'ksilver A> I 2; ; 5; > 4} 6; Jan. 19 2 Nov. 27 2 54,980
(, uicksilver pf 8 2 4 IS 6; ; 5 8; J.an, 26 35 May 25 25 32,370
Ray Consolidated Coppertt , 22 15 225 '5 27', 15; 25} 37 Nov, 20 20 June 29 255 1,872,028
Republic Iron and Steel Co, , 28; 17 27 18 57; 19 55 93 Nov. 20 42 June 26 77} 3,421,645
Republic Iron and .Steel Co. pf 92; 72 91} 75 112; 72 110 117 Nov 20 101 Dec. 21 104 67,646
Shattuck Ari;:..naCoppcrtJ: 31 21 29} 18 38 18} 33! 40} Feb, 14 22 Dec. 21 26 639,864
Sloss-Sheffield .Steel .and Iron 455 23 35 195 66; 24 63} 93} Nov, 16 37 Julv 14 62 377,295
Slos.s-Sheffield Steel and I. pf. 93} 88 92 85 102 85 101 1035 Nov. 16 915 Apf. 22 100 7,885
Tennessee Coppert 395 26; 36} 24} 70 255 62 665 Jan 5 15} Dec. 21 24} 982,870
U. S. Reduction and Ref , ,1} 5 lO; 1} 3} 3; Jan. 5 } Dec. 29 i 59,840
U. S. Reduction and Ref pf 4 3 3 3 10} 1 3} 4 Jan 4 5 Dec. 29 J 45,900
U. S. Smelt Rof, & .Min, t, 43! 24 43! 24} , . 691 81! Nov. 21 57 Dec. 21 64} 854.770
U. S. .Smelt, Ref, * .Min. pf.t 50} 45! 48} 40; , 52 53! Apr, 11 50 June 20 52 18,720
U. S. Steel Corporation 69} 49; 67} 48 89! 38 88> 129; Nov. 27 79} Mar. 1 106} 35,248,370
U. S. Steel Corporation pf , 110; 102! 112} 1031 H? 102 117 123 Nov, 2 115 May 8 1195 323,440
Utah CoppcrJt , . . 60; 39; 59J 45; 8i; 485 80; 130 Nov. 18 74; July 14 101} 3,016,930
Vulcan Detinning 21; 111 19 5 95 10! Sept, 19 7 M.aV. 10 105 995
Vulcan Detinning pf 90 49 35 21 43 21 25 265 Sept, 19 205 .Sept 18 26J 351

Highest and lowest prices of the vear are based usually on sales of 100 shares. Where prices are used for less than that amount they are marked with an asterisk
I*"). t Par $50. t Par $25. tt Par $20. {{Par $10. ttt Par $5. (a) Jan. 18, 1916—par value of common stock reduced from $100 to $25.

Eliminating in October and Xovember with ridiculously real or threatened danger that the market tried to dis-

intlated prices and great overspeculation. count. At the same time there was e.xpres.^ed in the up-

Storm signals were put out from various conservative ward trend of price.? an estimate of the improvement
sources, and a series of unfavorable bank .statements which was being worked in the industrial and railroad

checked this speculation. Early in December call money situation.

ro.se to l.")^. the highest rate since 1912, and the request The iharket ended the year much disturbed and uii-

for peace negotiations by the German Emperor caused .settled, with prices generally much below the high of the

tremendous selling, resulting in some of the heaviest mar- fall boom, but still very high.

ket transactions since the panic of 1907. These, however. The volume of new securities listed was extraoi;dinary.

were exceeded a few days later by a 3,000,000-share day, ]\Iost of these were brought out on the Curb market and

incident to the President's note to tlie belligerent nations transferred to the Big Board after a I)rief seasoning

about the peace proposal, which was the third time in the . process,

li' story of Wall Sreet that sales had exceeded 3,000,000 The curb prices follow; for curb prices in New York
shares in one day. The sales for Tliursdav, Dec. 21, were in lOl.j refer to the Jouruiil of .Ian. S, lillfi, i). S1.
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MINING STOCKS ON THE NEW YOUK C TUB-

I

Company

Atlanta. . .

Alta Con Min
Am. Coninianrlcr

.

Beaver ConsoIitlatc(i ,. .

.

Big Cottonwood
Big Ledge Dov. Co, -

.

Bingham Mining. .

Booth
Butte Cop. and Zinc .

,

Buffalo Mines.
Butte-New York
Caetus Mining
Calaveras Cop, .

Caledonia Copper. . . .

Can. Copper
Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco Cop
Comstock Tunnel
Cons. Ariz. Smelt..
Cons. Copper Mines, .

.

Consolidated Nev.-Utah

.

Davis-Daly Copper
Dia. Black Butte
Dome Ex. ......
Ely Con
Emma Copper
Federal Reserve Min
First Nat'l Coppt r

Florence ...

Gold Hill
Goldfield Cons.
Goldfield Slerger
Greenw. Cop. M. tt S
Hecla Mining.

.

Howe Sound, w.i.
Inter- Mines Dev. Co.
Iron Blossom
Jim Butler
Jumbo Extension
Kerr Lake
Kewanas. -

,

La Rose Consol,
Magma Copper
Majestic Mines
Marsh Mining
Mason Valley
Mclntyre
McKinley-Darragh.

.

Mines Co. of Am
Montana Con
Mother Lode
Nat. Zinc and Lead
Nevada Hills
New Utah Bingham . .

Nipissing Mines
N. Butte Develop
Ohio Copper
Oro
Peterson Lake
Ray Hercules, ,

.

Rex Con. Min
Rochester Mines.
Sandstorm Kendall
San Toy
Santa Fe
Seven Troughs Coalition.

.

Silver Pick
Stand. Silver-Lead
Stewart
Success Mining
Superstition M. C
Tendskaniing
Tonopah Belmont
Tintic Mining
Tonopah Merger.

.

Tonopah Extension
, .

Tularosa

.

Tuolumne.
Tri-Bullion
U, S. Continental Min ,

United Verde Ex. . .

West End Cons.

.

Wettlaufer Silv. Mines, .

.

Wh, Knob. Cop. pfd
Yukon Gold Mine

* Cents p:T share.

Open High

*23!
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Mining Dividends in 1916
Tlic tallies wliii'h follow show tlir (li\i(U>ii(ls paid in

]!)!.'), litK! ami to date by the ijrinpipal uiiniiij;. iiirtal-

lurjlical and holding fonipanies ol' America. The list

ineludes practirally all TTnitcd States niininii- eonijianies

that have paid dividends sinee 1900, except a few that

have ceased to have a separate corporate c,vistence and

those which do not make pul)lic reports.

The total dividends of $170.;i88.378 disbursed by T2T

coni])anies in 191 (i set a new record for the United

States, reflecting;- the domestic prosperity and the tremen-

dous war demands for the metals. In 191.') there was ]iaid

$T8,;)f)9,.5;55 by 109 companies, while in 191 t there were

90 companies which paid $(10,:!2:i,.")29.

As we have always pointed out. liowe\er, these divi-

dends do not mean the receipt by the ]nil)lic of these

amounts. For instance, a hirge share of Nevada Con.'s

payments go to Utah Copper, while Champion's are split

cijually hetuceii St. .Mary's .Mineral Land and Coppei-

Ean.ire. Also, there are largo ]3roducers which do not

make their dividends public, althougli this jiolicy is be-

comino- jess common.
^\'ith the metallurgical and holding companies, the

1911i ])ayments were $i:i6,068,()8 1, while in 1915 thev

were $8:5,31 4,86;! and in 1914 they were $90,434,677.

As most mines are commercial producers of two or

more metals, no attempt is nuide to classify them as

copjicr producers, lead jiroducers, etc.

Canadian, Mexican and Central American mines paid

$20,280,673, against $10,521,382 in the jjreceding year,

and $15,231,122 in 1914.

This increase was no doubt due to the improvement in

the silver situation in the case of Canadian eompanie.s.

Green Cananea which made no disbursement in 1915,

paid $3,907,284 in 1916.

DIVIDENDS OF MIXINCi CO.MPAN'IES IN' THE UNITED ST.\TES

SH.\RES

pfd..

COMPANY NAME
Acacia, g
Ahmeek. c. .... -

Ala^^ka Goldfieids
Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Treadwell, g
Alaska United, g
Allouez, c

Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm.
Anaconda, c

Argonaut . g
Arizona Commercial, e

.

Arizona Copper, pf. (6)

.

Arizona Copper, com. .

.

Arizona United, c
Baltic, c

Barnes-King, g
Big Four Explor
Binghani-New Haven, c
Board of Trade, z
Bonanza Dev., g
Boss, g
Boston-Sunshine, g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g. . .

.

Bunker Hill & Sull., I.e.

Butte-.\lex. .Scott, c

Butte & Ballaklava, c.

.

Butte & Superior, z. . . ,

Caledonia, l.s

Calumet & Arizona, e.

.

Calumet & Hecla, c. .

.

Camp Bird, g.s

SITU.\TIOX
Colo.
Mich.
Alas.
Alas.
Alas.
Alas.

Mich.
. U.S.

U.S.
Mont.

. Calif.

.\riz.

.Ariz.

.\riz.

Ariz.
Mich.
Mimt.
Utah
Utah
Wis.
Colo.
Nev.
Utah
Calif.

Calif.

Ida.
Mont.
Mont.
Mont.
Ida.
.\riz.

Mich.
Colo.

Camp Bird, pfd., .
.' Colo.

f^ l,«r 1 ., TT.-UCardiff, l.s.

Centennial, c
Centennial-Eur.. l.s.g.c. . ,

Center Creek, l.z

Ccrro Gords, z.l.s

Champion, c.

Chief Con., s.g.l

Chino, c
Cliff, g
CHff, 3.1

Colo. Gold Dredging
Colorado, l.s.g

Commercial
C'nni^ttick Phoenix, 8. . .

Con. Intrrstate-Callahan,
Con. Mercur, g: . . .

Continental, z 1

Copper Range, c

Cresson Cons., i:

Dalv-.JudBe. .s.l. . ,

Daly West, s.l

.

De Lamar, g.s

Dr. Jack Pot, g
Doi' Run,l
Ducktown, c
Duluthi- Utah Dev., Is...
Dunkin, g
Eagle* Blue Bell, KS I

ElktonCon.,g
El Paso, g
Empire Crjpper
Engels Cop
Ernestine, g.s. (h)

Federal M. & ,Sm., com. . .

.

Federal M.&Sm.,pf
First Nat. Cop

Utah
.Mich.
Utah
Mo-
Calif.
Mich.
Utah
N.M.
Alas.
Utah
Colo.
Utah
Ore.
Nev.
Ida.
Utah
Mo.
Mich.
Colo.
Utah
Utah
Ida.
Colo.
.Mo.
Tenn.
Utah
Colo,
Iltah
Colo,
Colo
Utah
Calif,

N.M.
Ida.
Ida.
Calif.

Issu.'d

1,438.989
200,000
250,000
180,000
200,000
180,200
100,000
228,120
96,560

2,331,250
200,000
265,000

1,426,120
1.519.896
2,500.000
100,000
400,000
400,000
228,690
120,000
300,000
412,000
150,200
395,287
200,000
327,000
79,311

250.000
290,197

2,605,000
642,378
100,000

1,100.051
650,000
500,000
90,000
100,000
100,000

1.000.000
100.000
883.020
869,980
100.000
300,000
100,000

1,000,000
1,661,000
800,000
464, 9Q0

1,000,000
22,000

394,001
1.220,000
300,000
180,000
80,000

2,843,342
65,782
199,800
50,000

200,000
893.146

2,500.000
490,000

1,000,000
1,339.451
300,000
60,000
120,000
600.000

Par
\'alue

$1

25
5

5
25
5

25
25
25
50
5

5

I 20
I 20
1

25
5

10

10

10
5

1

10
25
4

4

I

25
5

10

I

25
I

5

I

1

10

1

I

10
I

25
25

I

1

20
5

100
4

1

5

I

I

5

100
100

5

() Twi;

Per
Share

$15

1915

Total

$1,150,000
30,375
90,000

650,000
252,280
100,000

02;
25

.18
30

3 25
30

'

18 00
29

3 25
50 00

.24

.34

.25

.40

00
10
00

5 50

20
00

.24

.08

.05
15

.04

6.993.750
120,000

119,221
646,336

10.000
285,861

71,152
60.000

1,062,750
23,793

'4,908,1 15

755.450
2,006.557
5,000,000
267.312
221,130
125,000

3,100,000
88,053

2,609,860

2.557,445

242,000
1,182.003
1.464,000
300.000

4 00

48,600
4,000
10,000

133,972
100,000

180,000

30,000

480,000

Per
.Share

$12 50

25
30
00

-DIVIDENDS PAID-
1916

00
00
40
.50

66
01

15
10

22i
5 25

10 65<;

34 00
35

I

34
75
00
00
60
02;

64 60
20

8 25

6 00

I 00
10 00

I 35

75

12;
10

. 17
oi;

25
25

Total

$2,500,000

250.000
54.060

700,000

289,680
16.318,750

80,000
132,500
113,448

1,008,820
25,000

60,000
40,000

45.000
1,716,750
844,662

9,484,156
91 1,750

5.775,550
7,500,000

221,130
375,000
90,000
100,000
60,000
25,000

6,460,000
176,481

7.177,335

100.000

83.050

2.789,940

22,000
3,940,009
1,647.000

28,443

149,850

25,000
89.315

170,000
20,092

510.000
150,000

18

Total
To Date

$122,004
6,050,000
403,250

3.507,381
15,785.000
2,045,270
800,000

1,108,820
289,680

115.891,875
1.780,000
132,500

2.242,515
18,470,646

25,000
7,950,000

60,000
50,000

960,494
78,000

1,425,000
49,090
27.261

203,315
931.000

i.489,750

1,054,019
125,000

15,010,486
1,794,481

28,925,269
136,750,000

9,750.836
1,166,280
500,000
90,000

4.150,000
615,000
25,000

17,960,000
527,518

13,875,330
210,000
90,000

775,000,
2,570,000
366.350
40,000

5,347,385
3,445,313
583,000/

19.108,758
4,221,162
1,155,000
6,606,000
875,000
113,258

3,550,969

10,000
55,000

535,887
3.579,465
1,707,545
580,000
20,092

150,000
2.708,750

13,086,795
150,000

Date
Latest

,lan.

Oct.
Jan.
Nov.
Mav
Feb.
Oct.
.\pr.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Julv
Oct.
Die.
June
June
Dee.
Jan.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.
Sept.
Dec.
Apr.
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Julv
Dec.
Sept.
.\pr.

Dec.
Sept.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
,Iulv

Julv
Dec.
Dec.
Deo.
.Ian.

Aug.
Oct.
Dec
Nov.
Mar
."Vug.

Dec
Ma>-
Feb,
Dee.
Juh-
July
Jan.
Dec.
•Aug.

II
•16
•15
15
•16
•16
16
•13
16
16
•|6

•16
•16
16
16
13
16
16
15
1

I

1
I

16
II
15
•16
•16
•16
10
16
•|6
16
16
15
16
16
•|6

16
16
16
16
16
16
•13
13
•16
•12
•16

•I 1

16
13
16
16
16
•15
•13

•II
•16
•13

16
•15

•16
|6
15
14
16
16
15
09
•16
•16

Amount
$0 00.;

4 00
. 12

. 10

.50
30

2 50
50

1 50
2 00

10
50

36
01

2 00
07 i

05
20

.05
20

.02
03;
.06
02;
50

10 50
50

6 25
03

3 00
25 00

24
17

25
I 00
1 00

10

02;
6 10

05
2 50

05
10

I 00
03
00'.

05
1 50

03
I 00
3 50

25
,35
15

25
01

76
33
04

07;
05
02
10
07
01 '.

10'

I 50
I 25

25

Taken over bv I'tah Metid and Tunnel Co.
/I

d Liquidation dividend of $10.50 i>(J Paid stock dividend equivalent to $1 2. 50 per share. /> Two eta.sses.

included. e Ineludes return of capital: property sold to Tonopah Placers Co, / Includes liquidation payment, f/ Reorganized as Judge Mining and .Smeltiiit.'

C((- /, .\bsorbed by Mogollon MineaCo. in 1915. ? Reorganization of Horn Silver Mining C^o. ; Includes stock dividend. A; Reorganized as Kenne<
Copper Corporation. I In(!ludeH $6.00 covering back dividends. w $351,750 paid in scrip, n Return of capital. o Dissolved. p Liquidation payrn
of.$l I 85 per share is included. q Successor ef Daly-Judge Mining Co. r Dissolved in 1915.
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DIVIDENDS OI'- MINING COMI

SHARKS .

—

ANIKH IN THE UNITED STATES—(Continuc.l)

COMPANY NAME SITUATION
Tennessee, c X"'l'?'
Tightnor. b V •

Tom Reed, K ^"'
Tombov, K9 xt"

'

Tonopah-Belniont, s.g. .
Nev.

Tonopah Ext., g.s.... Nev.

Tonopah of Nev., s.g Nev
Trimountnin. c

\,
Tviolumne, e \'"'''

Vnele Sam, g.s.l \
'"''

Uniti-.l (Crip Ck > k C oln

Uniteil Copper .
Wash.

United Globe, e Ari7..

riiiteil \-.r.le. e Ariz.

United \-.r.ie Ext., e... An?
Utiili iFisli Springs*, s.l. .

Utah

Utah .\pex, e
J.
'a i

Utah Copper, e I. tab

Utah Con., e I'ab

Utah Metal & Tunnel l tab

Valley View, g Colo.

Vietoria. g.s.l K i

Vindieator Con, g. .
t olo.

Wasp No. 2, g. S p
Wellington, g vt"
We.st End Con,, g... Nev
Wilbert, l.s. ... Utah
Wolverine & Ariz., e Ariz

Wolverine, e ^ ,'^

Yak, s.l f:olo.

Yankee Con., s.l g i,*?..
Yellow Aster, g. Cabf
Yellow Pine, z.l.s Ney_
Y'osemite. g \ ^'"

Yukon Gold, g Alas.

Totals

Amalgamated,
^i'°, .,

Am. Sm. & Ref., com. U.S.-Mex.

Am. Sm. & Ref., pf U.S.-Mex.

Am. Smelters, pf. A

.

U.S.

Am. Smelters, pf. B. L -S.

Bethlehem Steel, pf .

.

Penn.

Cambria Steel Penn.

Crucible Steel, pf Penn.

California Expl
.t ^ ' '

Eagle-Picher Lead

.

U.S.

General Development. U.S.

Great Nor Ore Minn.
Guggenheim Expl

J, 5 ,-,

Inter'l Nickel, com U.S.-Can.

Intern'l Nickel, pf U.S.-Can,

Lackawanna Steel, com . N.\_.

National Lead, com.

.

N.Y.
National Lead, pf N.\ .

Old Dominion (holding) . Ariz.

Penn. Salt Penn.

Penn. Steel, pf Penn.

Phelps, Dodge & Co U.S.

Republic 1. & S., pf U.S
St. Mary's Min. Land M:ch.

Sloss-Shefficid, com Ala.

Sloss-Sheffield, pf Ala.

U. S. Sm., Ref. & Min., com.

.

U.S.-Mex.

U. S. Sm., Ref. <t Min., pf . . .

.

U.S.-Mex.

V. S. Steel Corp., com U.S.

r. S. Steel Corp., pf U.S.

Vulcan Detinning. pf .

.

U.S.

Warwick I. & S... U.S.

White Knob C. & D ,
pf

Yukon-Alaska Trust

Issued

200.0U0
100

909. SSI
110,000

1. 500. 0011

1,282.801
1.000,000
100.00(1

800,000
500.000

4,000.000
1,000.000

23,000
300,000

1,050,000
100,000
528,200

1.624,490
300.000
685,238

1,000,000
251,000

1.500,000
500.000

10.000.000
1.788,486
1,000,000
118,575
60,000

1.000,000
1.000.000
100,000

1.000,000
24,000

3,500.000

Par
Value

25
1.000

I

1

100
10

10
5

10

5

1

I

15

25
I

1

10

86

Per
Share

3 00

18

24
50

,32S
90

1915

50

12;
25
00

10
5

.15

.I6J

.03

.10

.01

25
00
16

18
45

30

Total

600,000

154,624
150,660
750,016
331,299
900,000

621.000
1,800,000

66,025
6,904,082
600,000

225,000
82,500

300,000
178,849
10,000
29,669

540.000
160,000

18,000
450,000

1,050,000

$78,369,535

Per
Share

-DIVIDENDS PAID-
1916

50

.12

.50

.47S
60

01

01

73 00
13 50

I 00

75
12 00
3 75
.50

. 18

.20

.06
05
04

12 00
75

38
05

30

Total

300,000

75,330
750,015
604.524
600,000

40,000
10,000

1,579,000
4,050,000
1,050,000

395,150
19,493,880
1,125,000
342,473

270,000
100,000
600,000
90,000
40,000

720,000
760,000

38,000
1,050,000

1,050,000

Total
To Date-

5,206,250
150,000

2,528,548
3,852,485
8.393,034
1,591,720

13,600,000
1,450,000
520,000
470,000
480.435
50,000

4.255,000
40,447,000
1.050,000
281,860
462,175

52.215,777
10,275,000

342,473
240,000
207,500

3,532.500
549.466

1,250,000
625,549
50,000
53,422

9,120,000
2,757,685
167,500

1.210,789
1.943.008
125,893

8,633,110

$170,388,378 $1,050,290,063

IRON, INDUSTRIAL AND HOLDING COMPANIES

1,5';8,879

528,930
500.000
166,498
300.000
149.080
900.000
250.000
231.617
10.000

120.000
1,500.000
833,732

1,673,384
89, 1 26

347,500
206,554
243,676
293,353
150,000
155,000
450,000
250.000
160,000
100,000
67,000
351,115
485,350

5,083,025
3,502,811

15.000
149,971
200,000
203,433

$100
100
100
100
100
100
50

100
2 40

25

25
25
100
100
iOO
100
25
50

100
100
100
25

100
100
50
50

too
100
100
10

10

$5 77

6 00
50

3 75
27 50j
6 00

3 00
7 00
5 00
4 00

20 00
2 00
8 00

7 00

3 50

7 00

70
40

$13,318,995
2,001.080
3.500.000
1.001.844
1.500,000
1.043.560
2,500,000
437,500
28,139

179,940
750,000

3,123,100
10.648,818;

534,756

619,662
1,705,732
1,466,765
600.000

9,000,000
500,000

1.280,000

469,000;.i

1,702,225

25,219.677

104,070
80,000

3 00
13 00

24
3 00
5 75
1 25

12 85
10 00

/'

32 50
15.00/
19 00

8 25
4 00
3 50
7 00
7 00

40
3 00

3.048,255
3.500.000
998,988

1,500,000
1.043.550
2,700,000
3,250,000

55,278
30.000

690.000
1,875,000
10.513.455,1
10,458,550

554,755
2.606,250
826,216

1,705,732
3,520,235
600,000

14,525,000
5,750,000
3.040.000

585,250
1,315,681
1,702,225

35,581,175
25,219,577

80,000
610.299

$103,444,983
32,131,048
58.295.386
11.683,535
17.010,000
4.458,500

25,560.000
22.521,513

84.417
30,000

3,583.917
12,375.000
34.036,783
35,961,490
5,882,202
2,953,590
9,758,562

33.058,984
10,840,714
17,858,000
13,201,000
50.295,527
26,105.437
8,320.000
2.608,000
7.720.250
7.579.024
18.072,357

257,941.614
420,732,691

1.155.000
1.422,468
160,000
610,299

Totals

CANADIAN

Amparo, g.s .Mex.
Ajuchitlan, g.s.. .

Mex.
Batopilas, g.s Mex.
Beaver Con., s Ont.
Blanea y Anexas. s.

.

Mex.
B. C. Copper, e ... B.C.

Buena Tierra, s.l Mex.
Buffalo, s Ont.
Butters' Salvador, g ..

.

C.A.
Canadian Goldfields, g.s. Can.
Cananea Central, c Mex.
Caribou Cobalt, s Ont.
Casev Cobalt, s Ont.
Chontalpan, gs.l.z Mex.
Cobalt Central, s. Ont.
Coniagas, 9 Ont.

Con. M. & S. of Can B.C.
<'rown Reserve, s Ont.
Dolores, g.s Mex.
Dome Mines, s Ont.
Dos Estrellas, g.s Mex.
Encino y Anexas, 8 Mex.
El Favor, g Mex.
El Oro, gs Mex.
El Rayo, g.s Mex.

' Esperanza, s.g Mex.
Granby, s.l.c B.C.
Greene Cananea, c Mex.
Greene Con, e Mex.
Guanajuato D.. pf., s. . . Mex.
lledlevGold B.C.
Hollinger, g Ont.
Jiinuloo, c.s Mex.
Kerr Lake, a. .

Ont,

La Rose Con, 9. Ont.

$83,314,863

MEXICAN AND CENTRAI
$0 062,000,000
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CANADIAN. MEXICAN AND CENTUAL A.MEUICAN .\lININO CUMI'ANIE.S—(Continued)

SHARES

COMPANY NAME SITUATION
Le Roi No 2, g B.C.
Lucky Tipor-Com., g. Mex.
McK.-Dar.-Sav., s.

.

Ont.
Mexican, 1., pf Mex.
Mexico Mines of El Oro, g.s. - Mex.
Mines Co. of Am Mex.
Min. Corp. of Can., s Ont.
Montezuma, !., pf Mex.
N. Y. & Hond. Ros., s.g C. A.
Nipissing, s Ont.
Nova Scotia S. & C. com .... N. S.

Nova Scotia S. & C, pf N. S.

Penoles, s.l.g Mex.
Peregrina M. & M., pf Mex.
Peterson Lake, s Ont.
Pinguico, pf., 8 Mex.
Porcupine-Crown, g Ont.
Rambler-Cariboo, c B.C.
Right of Way Mines, s Ont.
Rio Plata, s Mex.
San Rafael, g.s Mex.
.Santa Gertrudis. g.s Mex.
San Toy Mex.
Seneca-Superior, s Ont.
Sorpresa, g.s. .

.' Mex.
Standard, s.l B.C.
Temiskaniing, s Ont.
Tern. & Hud. Bav, s Ont.
Tough-Cakes, s . . .

.

. Ont.
Tretheway, s - . Ont.
Wettlaufer-Lorrain, s Ont.

Totals

Issued

120,000
715,337

2,247.692
12,500

180.000
862,658

2,075,000
5,000

200,000
1.200.000

75,000
1(1.000

120.000
10,000

2.401.820
20.000

2,000.000
17,500

1.685.500
373,437

2,400
1,500.000
6,000,000
478,884
19,200

2,000,000
2,500.000

7.761
531,500

1,000,000
1,416,590

Par
Value

24 25
10

1

100
4 86

10

1

100
10

5

100
100
15

100
1

100
1

100
1

5

25
4

1

1

20
1

I

1

5

1

1

86

Per
Share

48
69
12

1915

25

1 20
I 00

12 00

07

12

02

24

70

12!
03

Total

58,320
493,583
269,724

518,750

240,000
1.200,000

127,200

168.127

240,000
35,000

364,500

335,218

250,000
75,000

$10,521,382

Per
Share

30
72
12

-DIVIDENDS PAID-
1916

6 00

07

12
04
01}

24

1 25

30
09

50
05

Total

36,450
515,043
269,724

311.250

2 00 400.000
1 25 1.500,000

60,000

168.127

240,000
70,000
25,283

364,500

598.605

600,000
225.000

265.750
50.000

To Date
Total

2.045.943
3,778.434
4.810,076
1.018.750
4,458,745
4,958,600
1.089,375
402,000

4.190.000
14,940.000
4.440.000
1.355.000
6.361,687
328,656
462,350
840,000
660,000
380.000
569.091
345.745

1.442.380
2,819.792
530,000

1,579,817
3,979,240
2.400.000
1.684,156
1.940,250
332,190

1.111.998
637,465

Latent
Date

.Mar. '16

De
Oct.
Oct.

16
'16
•14

Amount
30
09
03

June
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By 11. 0. HoFMAN*

During tho pat^t year thorp liavp liccn carriiMl on scvci-al

invcstipitions which aive proeision to rheniical reactions

taivinii place in smelting lead ores. The Newnani ore

hearth is heing introduced at several lead works. The

practice of blast roasting is imdergoing changes with

tlie aim to reduce the suli>liur content of the product.

In the handling of materials to and from the blast

furnaces, mechanical devices are replacing manual labor.

The collecting of dust and fume is receiving more atten-

tion than has been customary. One new smeltery has

been put into operation, another is being erected. Tho

desilverization of lead bullion, while carried on by the

Parkes and Betts processes in the accepted ways, has

been improved in the construction of vessels and in the

manipulation of raw materials and of products.

Advances ix Chemical Reseakcii

The reduction of PbSO, to PbS by C and CO is

usually considered to be a process that is completed in

the products PbS and CO,. W. :Mostowitsch {Bull, of

A. I. M. E., May, 1915) has shown that the reduction by

C begins at 550° C. and is accompanied by the libera-

tion of SO, owing to the interaction of PbSO^ and

reduced PbS, which sets free some Pb, and that the

reduction to PbS and Pb is completed at TOO" C. The

same phenomena begin to become apparent with CO at

600°. There is thus furnished a satisfactory explanation

of the elimination of a large percentage of sulphur of a

charge when subjected to a reducing fusion in the blast

furnace. Furnace men treating the gray slag of the ore

hearth in the blast furnace usually calculate their

charges on the basis of an expulsion of 50% of the

sulphur contained.

It is well known that the desilverization of matte in a

lead blast furnace is never complete. The same author

(Met. and Cliem. Eng., 1916, Vol. 14, p. 703) has

found by laboratory experiment that the extraction of

Au and Ag increases with the amount of lead used ; it

is complete with Au if the lead equals 80% of the

v/eight of the matte; with Ag it reaches only 7.2% with

equal weights of lead and matte. The reason for the

imperfect recovery of Ag is to be sought in the formation

of a double compound as shown by 2Aa:,S -|- 2Pb =
Ag,Pb -f Ag.S.PbS.

Smelting in the ore hearth has received a new lease

of life with the Newnam mechanical device for working
the charge {Eng. and Min. Journ., 1916, Vol. 101, p. 89).

This mechanical hearth has replaced the hand-hearth

at Collinsville, 111. ; it is being installed at Galena, 111.,

where the works demolished by fire are in the process of

reconstruction; also at Herculaneum, Mo., for pure

galena concentrates where the smelting capacity is to be

increased; and lastly, in the neighborhood of Quebec a

small ore-hearth plant with baghouse and cupola has been

built for smelting gray slag at intervals.

Last year {En;), and Min. Journ.. 1915, Vol. 99, p. 89)
attention was called to a comparison of the work of the

Huntington-Heberlein pots and the Dwight & Lloyd
sintering nuichine. In looking over new installations it

•Professor of metallurgy. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

may be iiolcd thai machines are being or have lieen

erected, but no Iluntington-IIeberlein pots. This is due

in part to the advantages of the Dwight & Lloyd

niacliines, in part to the fact that the patents of the

Huntington-Heberlein process are owned by a large

corporation.

In the practice of blast roasting there has been taking

place a new departure with what is called "double

treatment." With the Dwight & Lloyd machines this

was inaugurated at Tooele, Utah., by W. Wraith, who
runs his machines to a capacity of about 250 tons of

ore per 24 hr. There are produced about 200 tons

of sinter cake with from 2 to 3% S, and 50 tons of

granular material with 6% S and over. The discharge

from the machine falls upon a grizzly with i/o-in. open-

ings ; this screens out the fines, which go back to the

sinter charge and have a favorable effect upon its

behavior in that it increases the roasting power of the

machine. The other form of double treatment is the one

developed at East Helena, ]\Iont. {Min. and Sci. Press.

1916, Vol. 112, p. 672; the paper contains many errone-

ous data), where the ore charge is rough-sintered as at

Tooele, the whole product then crushed to %-in. size,

mixed with 16 to 17% limestone of the same size and
blown in a Huntington-Heberlein pot. The result is

a cake containing from 1.5 to 2% S (largely sulphate)

and a small amount of fines to be re-treated.

Two innovations in the Dwight & Lloyd machines that

have made their way into most plants are the Austin

crude-oil burner {Min. and Eng. Whl, 1916, Vol. 45,

p. 136) and the double-inlet fan. The former consists

of a suspended arched refractory chamber having at one
end an atomizing oil burner-; it has replaced with only

a few isolated exceptions all other ignition devices. The
new fan. of the same size as the original single-inlet

form, is mechanically a better apparatus and has made
possible the overburdening of the sinter machines, com-
mon at present.

The Pkesent-Day Blast Purxace

All new blast furnaces are water-jacketed from the

top of the crucible to the feed floor or a short distance

beneath, by a double tier of jackets. While the ujjper

tier carries away a great deal more heat than the thick

brick walls still found in the older plants, they have been

so advantageous in the management of the furnace, the

barring down of accretions and the blowing down a fur-

nace and putting it again in blast that brick shafts are

falling into disuse.

In all furnaces there are found at present cast-iron

tuyere elbows which form air-tight connections with the

jackets. Tiiis subject is discussed and illustrated bv Vail

{Eng. and Blin. Journ.. 1916, Vol. 102, p. 639).

Mechanical feeding has become the standard method
of introducing the charges. The less the height through
which the charge is dropped on the usual spreader, the

less tight it will be and the better the work of the

furnace. For this reason furnaces with tops extending
above the feed floor and delivering the gases into down-
takes are preferred to furnaces terminating at the feed

floor and having a gas flue Ijcneath it. Thus witii the
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Cnrnici- arraiiji-cmpiit the lieiglil of ImH is .") ft., with the

hitter 10 ft. There can also be no question as to the

lorreetness of the opinion that withdrawal of gases from

the .sides influences unravorahly the uniform ascent of the

gas current; and with it increases the amount of flue

ilust that passes olV into the dust chamber.

The preparation (if charge.* for the blast furnaces is

licing simplified. In recent ])lants the older ])ractice of

hedding ores has entirely disappeared. Tlie new con-

struetion by L. D. Anderson (Hmi mitl ^ri». Jottni..

lOin. Vol. 101, p. 885) at Midvalc I'tah. is considered

to i)e most satisfactory. A scale car is rnn by electric

traction beneath a row of bins that have discharges

nearly as wide as the car is long. Ojiening the i)air of

di.scharge gates of a bin and allowing a given anu)unt

to run into the car causes the material to form a layer

that spreads over the entire car. In tliis way the com-

]ionents of a charge ai-e dejiosited in layers in the scale

far and are mi.xed when transferred to the charge car.

The scale car has a further special arrangement by n.eans

of which accurate weights are readily ol)tained.

Eadicat, Cii \xi:e i\ lI.wDi.iNc Fru'i, Sl.u!

In the disposal of the products of the blast-furnace

a radical change has been made with the foul slag which

u.sed to be returned to the blast furnace to the extent

of 15% of the weight of the ore-charge, as it lightened

up the charge and, melting readily, favored the smelting.

With ore charges containing at present as much as 75%
of bla.st-roasted material, lightening of the charge is

unnecessary. Special attention was given first at Tooele,

Utah, to the settling facilities, so that all suspended

matte-particles will be collected. It was found tliat in

smelting the slag shells from the overflow slag very

little metal was recovered: hence slag shells at present

go to waste {Enr/. mid Miii. Jovrn.. Ifllfi, Vol. 102,

]). OOG). It used to be said that smelting slag consumed

(Uily a negligible amount of fuel. The contrary has been

fiiund to be the case. Further, by adding foul slag with

.") to 10% zinc o.xide to the ore charge, much zinc is

added, and this makes itself felt in the operation.

Blast roasting of matte previous to re.smelting has

always been connected with more or less trouble, as the

desulphnrization was un.satisfactory in nuist instances.

A radical change has been inaugurated by W. A. White

at Ilerculaneum. Mo. (Eng. and Mill. Joiini., 1916,

Vol. 101, yi. !)|:!). The nuitte reduced to i/^-in. size

by granulating is mixed with limestone (concentrator

tailing) of the same size, heavily wetted and passed over

a Dwight & IJoyd machine at the rate of 7~> tons per

21 hr. The speed of the jjallets has to be small, as

the heat generateii is great. The result is an excellent

porous clinker with from I to 1.5% S; an analysis gave

Pb 10.;5!), Cu l.()4, Insol. ;5.0;5, SiO., 2.:i5, Feb 44.24,

CaO 10.05, MgO i).28, 8 4.70, Zn :5.5!')%.

For the collection of tlue dust there are in o])eration

the baghouse an<l the Cottrell ch'ctric i)reci))itator.

The large cost of ilic i)aghouse of usual construction has

been greatly reduced and the construction improved by

];. J). Anderson {Miii. and Sri. I'rc.ss, 191(5, Vol. ll'i,

p. 740) at ;\lidyale, Utah. The sides and ends of the

filtering ciiamher art' of structural iron covered with

cori-ugated iron lined with asbestos sheets. The gases,

s\iitai)ly cooled, enter the Altering chamber and retain

thcii- iicat while passing through the bags. Thus there

is no condensation of ai id moistui-e, which so readily

corrodes the Uags. Cottrell electric precipitators are

being in.stalled more and more in lead plants. The best ^

working conditions appear to be attained with gases of

a uniform temperature of 80 to 100° (.'. traveling with

a speed of 4 ft. pci' sec.

Nkw Li:Ai)-SMKi/ri\o Plants in ]9|(>

The Northport S liing iind Refining Co.. Northport,

Wash. (Dwight. Eni/. and Min. Jouin.. 191(i. Vol. 103,

]i. 0*1 ). started smelting operations this year; at present

it has in operation three blast furnaces. It treats nuiinly

Canir d'Alene concentrates which are i)last-roasted in

standard 42-in. Dwight & Lloyd maibiiies. A blast fur-

nace is I2.X192 in. at tuyere-level, has a smelting column

about 18 ft. in height, tw(j tiers of steel water jackets, and

twelve 1.5-in. tuyeres on a side. The furnace top is a

steel and cast-iron frame inclosed in red brick: it has

eiul doors to admit the charge cars, and side doors for

hand-feeding when blowing in and barring down. The
gases pass off through a downcomer into a dust chamber

connected with a Cottrell ]u-eci]utator. The charges are

made u]) of ^O^t blast-roasted ore and contain about

25% ]'b. In 34 hr. a furnace puts through 250 short

tons of charge with a blast pressure of 30 to 40 oz. and

13 to 11% coke, equivalent to 10 to 11% fi.xed C. The

luatte-fall is about 7%; the matte contains 10 to 12*7

Pb, the slag 0.5% Pb.

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating

Co. has in the process of erection a snudting and re-

fininu plant at Kellogg, Idaho {Enr/ and Min. Journ.,

191(;, Vol. 101, p. 808: Y>w\«\\i, np.cit., 1916, Vol.

102. p. 071). Its main ore supply is Cceur d'Alene

galena C(uicentrate. This will be blast roasted in four

Dwight & Lloyd machines : pyrite concentrates are to be

partly desulphurized in a 20-ft. Wedge furnace. There

will be three blast furnaces 48x180 in. at tuyeres and

80x180 in. at throat, with a smelting column 14 ft. high.

A furnace has two tiers of steel jackets, which have no

boshes on the sides. The superstructure is of stnictural

steel, cast iron and red brick. The gases from the

blast furnaces are to be filtered in a baghouse. The
waste slag is to be collected in .steel pots of 130 cu.ft.

capacity. The liquid lead bullion will be transferred to

•A dressing plant and pass thence into the refinery. This

will contain two softening furnaces, four desilverizing

kettles, two refining furnaces"and four merchant kettles.

In addition there will be furnaces for working up
drosses and smelting antimony skimiuings. The silver

division will contain six retorts, two cupelling furnaces,

one fine-silver furnace and one crucii)le furnace for good
bullion. The dore silver is to be parted with sulphuric

acid and the resulting silver sulphate will be decomposed
with metallic co|)per.

IVII'NOVE.MENTS I\ De.SILVERIZATION

There have l)een no changes in the general workings
of the Parkes process, although improvements are under
way in some of the details. One at South Chicago. Ind.,

is the smelting of antimony ore with the antimony
skimmings that ha\e been freed from silver. As long as

the antimony in the hard lead is paid for at its full

value, there is every reason for this mode of treatment,

l)rovid(>d the recovery is satisfactory. This is accom-
plished by passing the fumes through a haghouse. Tlius
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a saviiiii of ovpr 97% of antimony is made apainst llu'

nnu'li lower (igiirc of about .S()% when anlinioiiy ore

is smelted by one of the usual proeosses.

In the Betts process, wiiieb was first put iiitu operation

lit Trail, B. C, tlie coiisii-iietion of the tanks used to lie

the same as that in the clecti-ulNtii- relinini; of eoppei-.

Tnis has been changed. Witli wooikni tanks a steel

franrework now sup])orts tiie elertrodes. and the reetanjiu-

lar tank has received a (iirxcd bottom. At two ])iants

n-ood lias been abandoned and replaced by concrete,

which is made np eitiier of asphalt, asljcstos and sand,

or of cement and sand; in the latter case, th(> vat is

covered first with H & 1' paint and then with aspliall.

Molding of refined lead is usually carried out in two
ways. It is si|)lioned or pumped from a merchant kettle

into molds ])laced in a semicircle, or it draws from a

n'xcrberatory furnace into a strinj;- of molds traveling

on a link-chain belt. A third method has been devised

by J. l'\ Miller at Trail, B. C. (A'«r/. ami Miit. Juiini.,

n»l(), \'()l. 1()-^, p. ()G2) with his castin.i^- machine, which
occupies a small floor space and molds, with three men,
J2.4 tons lead per hr., furnishing- smooth bais without the

necessity of drossing and trimming. The leail is pumped
from a kettle into a machine, the surplus lead goes l)ack

to the kettle, and the machine drops the finished bars
on a ti'uck.

Metallurgy of Copper in 1916
Bv I.,awi;e\(i; Addiiks*

The unprecedented mai'kct for t-<ipper during the year

just closed has given a li-eniendous stimulus not Didy to

the production of the metal and consequent expansion of

the reduction plants, but also to the further de\elo|)nient

of the metallurgy of lean ores, hi meeting the great

demand many properties have been resurrected which,

while dubious at 150. copper, are bonanzas at '2'ic.

A table of average contents of ores treated in the last

ten years would show an astonishing diminution year by

year, and with the increasing attention to the recovery of

byproducts such as sulphuric acid and some of the minor

metals associated with copper, it will soon be diffiiult te

define a copper ore at all.

The advance in co])])er metallurgy in 191G may be

briefly summarized as having been striking in three di-

rections: Flotation, leaching, and sulphuric acid manu-
facture from smeltery smoke, all of which are more or less

closely interrelated. Flotation and leaching tlniugh far

apart at one end of their application rub elbows rather

closely at the other end and sulphuric acid, which can be

produced so cheajjly as a bypi'oduct from waste gases at

a neighboring smeltery, has become the (Icsidcnihim nf

the leaching plant.

The year 1916 was notable for having seen the com-

]ilete fruition of original nulls as types of these two pro-

cesses, ill contradistincti(ni to mills adapted to these

jirocesses : the Insjtiration using flotation and the Chucfui-

caniata using leaching and also the bringing to a state of

90% comph'tion oF the tirst large all-le:icliing ])lant in

this country at Ajo ; while a sulphuric acid plant has

now become a recognized feature of a copper smeltery.

Oi!i'; l)i:i:ssiN(i and I'^i.otatiox

The revolutionary effects of flotation continue to be

felt in both ore dix'ssing and smelting, as shown by the

development of fine-grinding machinery and of methods
of drying and smelting concentrates of excessive fine-

ness. The whole flotation cpiestion appears to be clari-

I'ying. On the theoretical side the controversy as to its

modus operandi^ has led to a general investigation

of the ajiplication of colloid chemistry which is yield-

ing many data of value in other lines.

The Supreme Court of the Fnited States on Dec. 11

aimounced its decision- in the suit of Jlincrals Separa-

•Metallurgical engineer. 114 Liberty St.. New York City.
iKull. .\. I. M. E.. Nov., 1916. p. 1S79. Anderson, ditto, .7ulv.

li)16, p. 1119.
-"Eng. and Min. .lonrn.." Vol. 102, p. 1071.

tioii. Ltd.. vs. Hyde, involving the basic patent for the

tlotatiiiii proi-(>ss of concentrating ores. The invention

was held to be now and jnitentable in so far as the prac-

tice at the Butte iV Superior mill is concerne(l, and the

operations of the del'endanf Hyde at the Butte & Su-
I)erior mill in Montana were held to lie an infringement.

A decision of the British House of Lords was referred

to as having recognized the novelty of the invention.

Inasninch as the Fnited States Supreme Court and
the liritish Hou.se of Lords have agreed in upholding the

liasic ]iateiit. the fhiglish-speaking wcnld must bow to

their judgment. The situation has not been cleared en-

tii'cly. For there are inattcrs in the Jliami case that in-

volve other patents that do not fall within the scope of

the decision of the Supreme Court. But that the basic

patent owned by Minerals Separation, Jjtd., upon which
the froth-flotation')irocess rests, is valid there is no longer

any doubt.

Practically the possibilities and limitation of flotation

as a metallurgical process are more clearly understood

than they were a year ago. \\'\v,\t it can do on a sul-

phide ore is shown by the increase in the concentrates

recovery from 82% under the highly developed methods
of the old wet concentration to 9(J% after adding flo-

tatioir''. On nii.xed sulphides and oxides the feeling is

now that the latter can be better handleil bv a separate

hydronietallnrgit-al treatment. When acids and soluble

sulphides are added as flotative reagents with the oli-

ject of coating oxidized material, flotation is reallv sail-

ing more or less under false colors, as most of the ad-

ditional recovery seems to be due to the dissolving of

the co])per in the acid and subsequent |)rec-ipitation as

siiljihide which is straight leaching: and as these re-

agents tend to react rather iin lavoialih' on the legitimate

recovery oF the sulphide minerals present, it appears that

the leaching operation should be conducted separately.

Fl.'OdltESS ly LiCACIIIXO

The clearer conception- of the limitations of flotation

methods already mentioned has l(>d to a renewed inter-

est in leaching, which for a time had snll'ercd from
arrested development. The companies in the Sontlnvest

producing concentrates with sonic oxidized values are

practically all ex])erimenting along leaching- lines for

the rei-overy of these values. Oni> scheme finit seems to

have jiossiliilities is that o\' dissolving- these values iu

="Eng. and Jliii. .Jouin.". -Vol. 101. p, 361.
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dilute sulphuric acid and then precipitating them upon

iron, recovering the cement bv flotation without any at-

lenijit to sejiarate the liquid from the pulp. 'I'his avoids

having to meet the difficult question oi liltration or other-

wise dewatering a more or less colloidal slime. ^ Flota-

tion is also being considered a.s an adjunct to leaching

in the Lake region,^ and while a year ago it appeared

that flotation controlled the .sulphides and leaching tlie

oxidized propositions and that the mixed ores would be

fought for by the two methods with a strong leaning

toward the former, it now seems probable that tliis mid-

dle ground will be handled by both metliods used on

complementary rather than competitive flow sheets.

The exceedingly fine state of physical sulKlivision of

flotation concentrates, together with the large and con-

stantly increasing tonnage produced, has introduced

problems in treatment which arc In-iuging about a gen-

eral overhauling of methods, ^^^lile a reverberatory

thrives on a fine nuiterial, even it expresses some sur-

prise at a charge running from 100-mesh down to 500-

mesh. This has caused the possibilities of leaching to

be considered as a means of treating the concentrates

themselves," and it is quite possible that the metallurgy

of copper may develop along quite new lines in the next

few years.

HYDIiOMETALLl'IiGICAL OpEKATIONS

While no new large hydrometallurgical operations

have been undertaken during the year, those already un-

der\\ay reoort excellent progress. At Chuquicamata' the

chief difficuities appear to have been in the breaking of

the fragile magnetite anodes at a tune when the Euro-

pean war cut off a new supply, and in the unexpected

appearance of ni<-^-ates. The anode difficulty was met by

trying duriron i'l,' later by importing ferroalloys as a

basis for local manufacture of acid-resisting iron alloys.

While these anodes corrode to a greater or less extent,

they furnish a commercial substitute for the magnetite.

The electrolysis of copper sulphate in the presence

of chlorides and nitrates is quite a problem. Fortunate-

i}% sulphate is leached in excess from the ore, resulting

in the ability to reject considerable electrolyte without

incurring an acid shortage. The nitrates attack the

cathode copi>er and cut down the efficiency and this in

turn the production of the plant. The nitrates and

minor sulphates are therefore controlled by regularly

running off a sufficient proportion of the electrolyte and

cementing the copper ujion tin cans and other iron. The

resulting cement is either melted into anodes for start-

ing sheet tanks or used in the chloride precipitators. The

chloride, which is renu)ved as cuprous chloride by agi-

tating the entering litpior with shot or cement copper,

was first smelted with lime, but later dissolved in brine

and the copper cemented upon iron. Tlie result of these

operations is to put the electrolysis on a straight sul-

phate basis. Beyond some early difficulties in keeping

the tempei'ature of the liquors below the softening point

of the tank linings and power-plant and crusiier troubles

not connected with the metallurgy, the mechanical part

of tho plant is reported to have given excellent satis-

faction from the start.

At Anaconda the leaching of tiio enormous sand-tail-

ings stocks has gone steadily on, and while flotation dc-

velo])ments have stop])ed the production of this maleiiaj,

the experience gained has been turned to good advantage

in the treatment of copper-zinc ores, resulting in re-

covery of both the copper and the zinc. Discussion of

this, however, belongs j)roj)erly to the metallurgy of zinc.

At Ajo" the work on the construction of the 5,000-

ton plant is going steadily ahead and large scale opera-

tion will probably be started in a few weeks. Eleven

lead-lined tanks 8SxSSxl5 have been installed for leach-

ing and two ?,500-kw. turliines for power. The details

of the experimental work and proposed process" have now
been published in full.

The tailings plant of the Calumet & Hecla"* at Lake

Linden is now understood to be in partial operation, but

as yet little information has l)een given out. The orig-

inal plan of using a liquor containing anmionia and am-
monium carbonate as an oxygen carrier to the native

copper lias been adhered to, but it is understood that a

greater recovery by mechanical methods than originally

contemplated is being effected.

For some time experiments have been conducted on

mill tailings at the Winona (Michigan) mine with the

Slater cycle," in which a mixture of ferric chloride and

hypochlorous acid constitutes the leaching agent. A dia-

phragm electrolytic cell is employed for regenerating the

liquor, but the copper is precipitated upon iron, and

chloride losses have to be supplied by salt. The process

is very interesting theoretically, but practically intro-

duces nearly every difficulty in the category. Neverthe-

less, encouraging reports are coming from the 5-ton ex-

perimental plant.

Several plants for the treatment of pyrites cinder

along the lines of the Longmaid-Henderson process with

variations are being constructed along the Atlantic Sea-

board, so that the plants of the Pennsylvania Salt Manu-
facturing Co. are no longer the sole representatives in

this line of leaching work. One of these,^- operated by

the Virginia Smelting Co. at West Norfolk, Va., de-

signed for treating 150 tons of cinders a day, is de-

scribed in the reference given.

DEVELOPilENTS IX EOASTIKG

The principal development in roasting practice lies in

the attempt to avoid dusting losses in the handling of

the calcines between the roaster and the furnace. Flota-

tion concentrates make dusty calcines, and many of the

smelting plants are built on wind-swept plateaus. As

long as stack losses were indefinite, they could be made
to take the blame for any unaccounted-for values, but

now that they have been accurately measured and in

many cases practically eliminated by various devices,

there is still from 0.5% to 1%'^ of the entering copper

which cannot be found in slag, fume or blister. This

has finally drawn attention to the careless handling of

material in various stages of the process and led to the

tlevelopment of sealed calcine chutes and cars and cov-

ered ore beds." In some cases roasting is becoming but

'Bun. A. I. M. E.. Nov., lOlC, p. 18S2.

^"Min. and .Soi. Prc-s.s."

OAddicks. UuU. A. I. M. E., Sept.. 191G, p. 1.5r.5; Flynn, BuU
A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1916. p. 2160.

'Rose, Proc. 2d Van. Am. Sci. Congress.

s-Eng. and Min. Journ.", Vol. 102. p. 943.

•Morse & Tobehnaun, Bull. A. I. M. E.. p. 1593.

nVilliams. Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1916, p. 2163.

"'Eng. and Min. Journ.", Vol. 102. p. 929.

r--Eng. and Min. Journ.," Vol. 101, p. S03.

"Rickctts, Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1916, p. 2145.

"McGregor, Bull. A. I. M. E.. Aug., 1916, p. 1257.
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little iiioiv than drying on account of the shortage of

sulphur in some ilotation concentrates, and this nia\' lead

to some changes in roaster design in time. Recent in-

stallations of wasting furnaces as at Anaconda^ have l)eeii

25 ft. in diameter.

No New Proguess ix Smelting

The blast furnace seems, for the time being at least,

to have definitely retired into such parts of the smelting

field as are its special province, leaving to the reverbera-

tory the major work of handling all mechanically con-

centrated ores. No special progress along smelting lines

with either type of furnace is to be recorded, and it is

hard to see along what further lines such progress could

be made. Powdered-coal firing has become thoroughly

standardized,^^ inasmuch as 3.5 to 3% moisture in the

coal removes all danger from explosions and yet is not

sufficient to ball or pack in the feeding device. Any
troubles from ash falling on the charge are overcome by

adding a little suitable flux at the skimming door to

thin out the scum.

Converter practice has, up to the. present, strongly

favored the Great Falls type of shell, ^^ but recently there

has been some consideration of the possible advantages of

the original Pierce-Smith tilting furnace in that it con-

centrates in a single snudl throat a greater quantity of

escaping gas, thereby offering less opportunity for metal

losses in truant fume and greater possibilities in sul-

phuric-acid manufacture.

Fume Now Recovered

The whole field of electrostatic precipitation has been

well reviewed in a paper before the Second Pan-Amer-

ican Scientific Congress," which latter, by the way, was

the means of bringing together quite a number of papers

of especial interest in copper metallurgy. . The Cottrell

method has now been fully accepted in cases where the

values collected justify the investment. The roaster in-

stallation at the International smeltery has justified all

expectations, and Anaconda has made a further instal-

lation" in connection with its new battery of 28 roasters.

Smoke farming seems to have largely abated as a de-

|)artment of agriculture, and it has taught the smelting

fraternity the value of byproducts that otherwise might
never have been appreciated. Sulphuric acid is now be-

ing, or about to be, produced at several plants, and it is

known that at least one of these is about to embark in

the manufacture of fertilizer. At the Mammoth smel-

tery the highly zinkiferous fume that has been collected

from its baghouse for several years is now b?ing success-

fully treated to produce electrolytic zinc. 'I'he recovery

of arsenious oxide is an old story. Further work is be-

ing done in Australia on the Hall process for the recov-

ery of elemental sul])hur.

Large Increase in Refining Capacity

Almost every refinery in the country has been extended

during die year. Unfortunately, on account of the large

investment involved, such extensions are always held back

until the demand for capacity is so inifjerative that there

is no time to do much more than duplicate existing units.

So the year has been one of great activity without any

special metallurgical progress. The possibilities in by-

products are being carefully investigated in this field

as well, and some of the refineries are becoming manvi-

facturing chemists on a small scale. Increasing quan-

tities of byproduct nickel, either as salts or as metal,

are being produced. Unfortunately, no adequate demand
for selenium and tellurium has as yet been found or cre-

ated. Considerable work is being done on the continuous

smelting of cathodes^'* vinder more or less blast-furnace

conditions but no definite results appear as yet to have

been attained. The wet process for treating anode slinu\s

also has failed to arrive as yet; thei"e is amjile oppor-

tunitv for research in this field.

New Metallurgy of Copper in Arizona
By L. 1). RiCKETTS*

With the exception of the plant at Ajo being erected

by the New Cornelia Copper Co., there were no new works

started up in Arizona. On account of the unprecedented

demand for copjjcr and its unprecedented price, all the

mines, however, were stimulated to increased production.

Some plants were enlarged, and Arizona made a far

greater production than ever before in its history.

The Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. started up
its mine and new concentrator in 1915. Initially it was
intended to bring the mine to a producing basis of about

14,000 tons a day as rapidly as possible, and of course

to mill the product as it was produced. Starting in

July, 1915, with two sections of its new mill, succeed-

ing sections were rapidly brought into service and the

mine responded to the increased demand. In the spring

of 191G the full eighteen sections were in operation, the

mine producing and the mill treating the original pro-

'•Kuzell, Proc. 2d Pan. Am. Sci. Congress.
'"Howard, Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1916, p. 1539.

"Cottrell, Proc. 2d Pan. Am. Sci. Congress.
•Consulting engineer; president, Andes Copper Co., 42

Broadway, New York City.

duction planned. As, however, the mill was tuned after

completion, it was found that it could treat a larger

tonnage than originally designed, and during the latter

part of the year the mines produced and the mill treated

at the rate of about 500,000 tons of ore a month, and
the output averaged about 11,000,000 lb. of copper. It

.soon appeared that the original estimates of mining and

milling were conservative and that the figures could be

improved upon, and this at once made it apparent that an

e\en larger proportion of our ore than was contemplated

with our method of mining could be won, and at the same
time the original estimates of pound co.st could be main-

tained by pulling a little more waste with the ore, but this

necessarily would cause a slight drop in the yield per ton,

and for this reason and in order to be abundantly pre-

])ared for a high market and not overstrain the mill, two
more sections are now being com])leted am! will be avail-

able for operation early in 1917.

The International smeltery, which was built at Miami
for the treatment of Jlianii, Inspiration and other con-

"Carred, U. S. Pat. 1,198,434.
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i-i'iitriitos and ores, wns in sm-ccssrul (ipci-iitinii. Il

Wiis (k'sigiu'd, hou'evei', I'lir nil <iiit|iiil of iihout |.-),()00,iMii)

111. (if copiKM', 1111(1 (111 accmiiit (if llic (Ii'IiwiihI Inr cdiiijcr

the iiiiiK^s have liccii turning out iiKirc lliaii lliis aiiHiiiiit

and the siiicltcrv lias liccii mcici'dWilcd. An (iiil|iiit "f

liS.OOO.OdO to ;(;i).()()0,l)0() di. strains the siiu'ltcrv in all

1)1' its dcpai-tnicnls. and I'oi' this reason it is licini:' coii-

bisteiitl\- cnlarfri'd. 'Idle rcvcrhcialory riniiaccs a ic r.M It.

wide hy 120 I't. lonj;-, inside ineasiirenient. and while

three I'liniaces can be ojierated with six hoilei-s, it has

heeii |iro\'ed that it wonid lie inore i((inoniical to have

liKii-e JKiiler eapaeity. .\iiiirdiliL;l\ . the ellla •.ucd hoiler

jilant for tlie rcverheratni'ies will eoiisisl ol' nine ;i.")-

ii.lip. Stirling boilers, and il is I he intention to operate

eifi'ht ot these when rniinin;;- three re\eiiieratories cdii-

tinuoiislv. on the ^iniiiid thai the inei-eased iincstiiiciit

will be ahiindantly paid lor in the larger aniouiit i>\' steam

generated.

1 have already written a short article with regard to

the saving and unaeeoiiided losses at this smeltery, and

steps are being taken to deeicase the loss from dust in

charging and discharging ealeiiie eai-s.

1'he Eiigineer'uif/ mnl Miiiunj loiniittl has piihlislie(l

the data issued by the !ns]iiration and International coin-

))anies in their ein-ulars issued I'or the beiielit of the vis-

iting nieiiiliers of the .\nierieaii InstiUite of Mining Ivi-

gincei's last lall. and those inleicsteil slmuld i-efer to this

inroriiiation.

TiiKA-i'MKN'r (II' llioi: Sii.i'iiri; Oiiks

'The Calumet \' .\ii/ona Mining Co. has likewise iK'eil

for greater capacity in its new smelteiy, especially fui'

the treatment of high sulphui- ores, and this company is

just completing enlargements to the plant, wdiicli in-

clude a large increase in the capacity ol' its receiving

bins and important additions to the crusher, calcine

and reverberatory plants. For some time this plant in

ojierating its reverberatories produced more steam

from the waste heat than was re(piircd to nin the ])lant

itself, and some steam has been ihinwn away. With the

additional reverberatory the aimiunt ol' excess power will

be con.siderable. and for tliis reason the management is

adding a .'K.-jOO-kw. turbo-generator to its smeltery and

building a transmission line to the mine, where elei-

trical power will be used in part I'm- pumping and for

otlier jiurposi's.

During several years past the -\ew Coi-uelia Cojjper

Co. has been conducting evpei'iments with a view to de-

veloping a method of leaching its oxide ores. After

initial e.xperiments at Douglas, a l-toii plant was Iniilt

at the mine, and later a ])laiil of ID tons" daily capacity

was erected and operate<l hir about I I months. Based

upon results obtained at this test plant, a leaching plant

with a eajiacitv of ."i.oiMI tons per da\ is now being

erected. The plant is -|:1 mi. Ircmi (iila Bend, a sta-

tion oil the Sontheru i'acilic li'\. and during the year

a standard-gage railroad has been eompleled to the mine.

Tlie carbonate ores (nitcrop on the sni'lacc and will

be mined by steam shovel, and the necessary sidings and

tracks are l)eing installed. The ore will bi'eak coarse.

C^ars have been juirchased which will discharge any lump

that will pass the scoiip of the shovel, and all the ruii-

or-mine ore will be taken during one shitt to the crush-

ing plant, where it will be dumped directly Irom tite

cars into the liop|)er of a \o. 'i I gyratorv crusher de-

>igiici| til take any liiinp that may be discharged by the

cars. llelow the gyratory tlieri^ will be eight criiKliers id

similar design which will cnisli the lU-i'i. cubes rroiii

the large crusher to ^Va- oi' :!-in. cubes, and thence tlie

ore will |)ass to storage bins of large capacitv- 'I'lience
|

it will be passed automatically to four KOctioiiK of a

ciiishiiig plant, each consisting of one vertical Symoiis

(li>k (I usher set to crush coarse, with a screen below it. U
The oMisize will ]iass thence to two similar cniHliers set '

to 1 rush line. 1 1 is intended to crush the material to

about l-inesli by this method. The (ine-criisliiiig plant

may run two or three S-hr. shifts. The vertical disk

ernshers haxc been studied and redesigned with a view-

to meeting any weaknesses that have heretofore ilevel-

iipcd. and tests made on hard ore ajipear to demonstrate

that they will stand up to their work. The ore from

ihe crushing plant will pass currently to one of ten rein-

rorced-coiicrete tanks, lead-lined, of •J,0()0 tons' capacity

each, where it will be siihjected to leaching operations,

and it is e.\|)ected that a recovery in solution of iijiward

(if Sii'/ will be obtained. The leached material aft<'r

washing will be re<-laimed by a special Ilulitt reclaimer.

loadeil into standard-gage cars and taken to a diiiiip.

The co]i])er liipiors will be ])assed to an electrolytic tank-

liou.se, where the cop])er will be recovered electrolytically.

hard-lead anodes being used. The ferrous salts will be

controlled by the rise of snlpluirous-acid gas produced

Irom Calumet iV .Vrizona sulphides by calcining in Wedge
furnaces. .Mioul \'i'/( of the cojijwr will be preci|)itated

fi-om neutral solution on iron to prevent supersatiira-

til 111 of the solution with foreign salts, and the cement

eo|)|)er thus produced will either be shipjied to Douglas or

u^i'A as an additional reagent for the reduction of fer-

ric salts.

These woi'ks will use steam for the generation of

jiower. Steam w ill be generated at 240 lb. pressure and
100° of sujierheat at the throttle of the turbines. The
turbines will be two in number, one running and one

standing as a s]»ire. and they are of the Curtiss ty])c.

of 7.."i(iii-kw. capacity each at a power factor of 80%.
The alternating current will pass from this generator to

the various dejiartments where it is used, and direct cur-

rent will be generated by rotary transformers and ])ass

thence to the tankhouse. It is liojied this plant will give

1 kw.-hr. at the switchboard for a])]iroximately eivh 31.-

000 B.t.u.'s in the fuel oil.

iMi'dirrAxcE OF Leaching

The subject of leaching is an exceedingly important

one and is being serionsly considered in various parts

of the United States. As I have before stated, there is

known to be about IS.OOO.OOO tons of oxidized copper ore

in the mines of the lns])iration Consolidated Copper Co.

and a \eiy considerable quantity in the mines of the Miami
Copper Co.. and there is a probability of even larger

tonnages. Since, however, tlie.se anines depend upon un-

derground methods, and since the processes for handling

sulphide ores are partly developed and proven, the treat-

ment of the.se ores is being delayed for the time being,

but the urgent necessity for the manufacture of sulphuric

acid in the Southwest for this and other jnirposes is

becoming impdrtant. The Calumet & .Vrizona Mining

Co. at Douglas ]iro]i(ises to use waste gases from its

smeltery for the production of sulphuric acid and is

just completing a chamber-jirocess jilant at the smeltery
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of !i (lailv ta|>!U-itv of ".iOd tons of (iO-dcfr. acid per day.

This ai-itl will i)i' sliipucd in tank cars to Ajo for icacli-

ing piii'poscs.

A further point foi' ((iiisidcration is the urcat cost of

sulpluiric-acid phints. and il would apprar that c\cn in

normal times and with normal ))ricus tho cost of a sul-

pluiric-acid plant in the Southwest is not fai' from

$4,000 per ton of daily capacity. Walter .\. Schmidt, of

the Western I'recipitation Co.. is makiut;' an earnest

study of decivased cost (d' plant, and he is considering

the use of contact methods in an original and modified

way which may lead to the |iossil)ility of much cheaper

acid plan.t, with the provis(] that only a considerable part

and not v.ll of the sulphurous-acid gas generated is util-

ized. .\ theoretical study of his ideas and methods leads

to the conclusion that they are sound, and it is hoped

that mechanical ditliculties can be overcome and that the

process will lead to important results and a greatly de-

creased initial i-ost I'or investment.

CoNVHETEU Gases fou SuLriiuitK Acid

The desirability of the use of converter giu; is also now
apjmrent in districts which have no sulphur to spare un-

til the converting stage is attained, and there is need

for some method of obtaining a more irniform gas from

this process. In an article published by me last fall,

1 referrei. to this cpiestion in connection with the avoid-

ance of dust losses in converting, and since then 1 have

learned that Mr. Howard, of Garfield, to prevent dust

losses, has long since been working along the same lines

and has designed a converter with an opening at one end

as an outlet for converter gases and their introduction

into a smoke-ljox without admitting any great amount of

e.xtraneous air. There will still be variations in the

amount of sulphurous-acid gas contained, but there

should be under such circumstances a deficiency in air

in tho hot mixture, and possibly some mechanical or

chemical device can be devised to automatically control

the introduction of additional air in order to get the

])roper mixture and the necessary temperatui-e.

A problem that has not yet been solved, but which is

exceedingly important, is the treatment of mixed ores.

.Vll chalcocite ores in the so-called ]ioi'phyrics, owing to

the decomposition of pyritic material containing copper,

not only contain chalcocite but some oxidized copper min-

eral, and this applies to wdiatever portion of the zone

in which chalcocite ores occur. In addition to this there

is of course a zone between the com])letely leached or

oxidized capping and tlie chalcocite oi'e })ropor, wdiere

thei-c is a gradual transition from oxidized copper ores

to the normd chalcocite ore. At Inspiration the average

oic miiieil with the pre.sent method of mining contains

between L") and 20^^ of its co])])er in oxidized form, and

while a recovery is made of about i)2% of all the cop-

per existing as sidphide. only b"tween 20 and 30% of

the oxidized mineral is recovered. .\s a consequence the

tailings being ])ro<Uu-ed contain fidiu .T to 7 lb. of cop-

])er in oxidized form that is easily aiul readily dissolved

by sulphuric acid. I'ndoiditedly there arc throughout

the West large and impcirtaut lonuiiges of such ores in

which there aiv serious losses due to the fact that the

oxidized minerals are only in ]iart recovered. The dif-

ficulty in recovering this copiicr is not so much in dis-

solving the copper, becausi' it dissolves very easily in-

deed, but it lies in separating the copper in solution from

the slimes and colloids and recovering it. Interesting

experiments are now being conducted at various points

with a process that has great i)romise. I do not fee4

that I am at liberty at this stage to give a technical

description of the process, but simply wish to call at-

tention to the fact that the subject is under considera-

tion and receiving study and that the general subject of

savings, in some practial way. of both sulphides and' oxi-

dized copper minerals in mixed oi-es is exceedingly im-

jiortant.

Tendency of Modeux Mi:rvLLURGY

It is evident that in recent years the tendency in the

practice of copper mining and metallurgy has been to-

ward the elaboration and development of new methods

and processes. This is true with reference to the treat-

ment of special ores and products, and while it is going

to take time and further experience to perfect them,

there is no doubt they are coming to stay. Among these

new processes the leaching methods especially are prom-

inent. At the same time the tendency seems to be toward

elaboration in mining and metallurgical processes, and

there is no promise that I can sec that any important

method or process will be entirely replaced, but undoubt-

edlv the field will be extended. In other words, while

leaching processes, for instance, are becoming very im-

portant, their field will lie largely toward the jittack of

tailings, dumps or ores heretofore not handled, or for

the purpo.se of increasing savings, rather than in the ac-

tual replacement of old processes.

Metallurgy of Zinc
By AV. l;. IXGALLS

It is somewhat difficult for me to write a review of the

metallurgy of zinc in li)l(i without reiteating more or less

of ndiat I said in my article in the Journal of Oct. 7.

1!)16. It has been In'ought to my attention that several

of the innovations that were suggested in that article

were even then in process of being carried out. while

others are going to be tried. At most smelteries, however,

the operating and technical staff was too busy in lOIG

making spelter as rajiidly as possible to give any thought

to improvements in jiractice, but such concentration for-

tunately was by no means univei'sal.

Smelters were hampered throughout 1916 by adverse

labor conditions. A\'ages were increased repeatedly, and

the more they were increased the worse seemed to become

the metallurgical results. As one well-known smelt<.M'

wrote me, "Wherever I go the situation is about the same.

Highest wages ever paid, poorest work ever done, and ab-

solute indifference on the part of the men as to whether

they work or not." Some of the older smelters that have

the benefit of a relatively stable working force <lid not

apparently suffer very much, but on the front, so to s])cak.

extractions generallv fell off very seriously.
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SurMONDS T?ETOI!T DiSCIIARGIXO MaCJIINU

The Sinunonds retort discliarging machine has c-on-

tiuued to give excellent satisfaction at the works ol' the

United States Zinc Co. al Sand Springs, Okla., and at

PucUlo, Colo., the fdiiiiei- having K! and the latter six

of them. The work accomplished with these machines

is reported to be hcttei- than that done hy hand. The

men prefer (licni. owing m the arduous work they save

and the lietter cleaning of the retorts that they effect.

.Mthough the machine occasionally breaks a retort, furnace

records show tliat sucli extra breakage as there is, is easily

offset by the gain in keeping the retorts clean and length-

ening their life. The first of these machines was installed

at Sand Springs, where it has now. been in continuous

daily operation for 18 months without missing a shift and

is still in good condition and doing good work. The

principal upkeep has been the item of scraper chains, the

average life of which is about 100 days. The Siminonds

Engineering Co. is hojjeful to improve these chains so

that a longer life will be realized.

Hydraulic Retort Presses

The Siinnionds lingineering Co. has introduced a new

hydraulic jn-ess, whicli is now in use at the works of the

Kusa Spelter Co., at Kusa, Okla., at the Sand Springs

plant of the United States Zinc Co. and at the works of

the Bartlesville Zinc Co., at Blackwell, Okla. With the

Simmonds press the retort is formed around a stationary

core, which is held in place by four bars cast .solid with

the matrix bushing. The core is bolted to the center, or

hub, of these bars. The clay is forced around the. bars

and fonns a bond after passing them and then narrows

down to the thickness of the retort wall. This press is

regarded by some as being ad\-antageous over other types,

inasmuch as it has only one plunger while other types

have three, which naturally reduces the first cost, and

the wear and upkeep are also less. However, this is not

a new idea, early forms of the Dor press exemplifying

the same principle.

FcEL

—

Coal axd Gas

The rapidly increasing cost of natural gas caused smelt-

ers to think more than ever about being economical of it.

Gas cost of 7c. per 1,000 eu.ft. is not uncommon nowadays.

Xor is the consumption of 65,000 to 70,000 cu.ft. per

ton of ore. The only things that can excuse the erection

of a natural-gas plant under such conditions, rather than

a coal plant, are that it can be built more quickly and

costs less money per unit of capacity.

Even the coal smelters were trying to be more econom-

ical in the use of fuel, some of them experimenting with

different types of producers with that in view. The
American Zinc, T^ead and Smelting Co. reported material

imin'ovenient, with indications that still further savings

would be made.

The Societa di M(Uitcponi. the largest producer of zinc

ore in Sardinia, is doing something new in its construction

of a smelting W(n-ks in Vado bei Savona. which is to have

six furnaces of 240 retcn-ts each. Thi'sc \\ill be fired

with the gas of a coking ]ilant. licsidcs tlu'se furnaces,

two electric furnaces are being built.

KOASTINO FORXACES

A new effort to make the Wedge furnace successful

!'or the dead-roasting of blende is to be made at Palmer-

lon. I'cnn.. where a fui'nace esin'ciiilly .iil;i|it('(l foi' this

purpose is in course of erection.- The Spirlet furnace,

which pi'eviously found a footliohl in some of tlie works

of the National Zinc Co., and the Grasseiii Ciiemical Co.,

was installed during liUli at the ]{ose Jjake smeltery of

the (iranby Mining and Smelting Co., three of them

being built there. In Great Britain, also, this furnace

has been commanding a great deal of attention, and it will

I)robal)ly be used in some of the new works in (ii'eat

Britain and colonies.

At Hillsboro a new Hegelei- furnace was built, 20 ft.

longer than the standard. .\l.<o, an additional hearth wa.s

built at the bottom for the ])urpose of direct firing or to

serve as a cooling hearth, as might be deemed best.

In the natural-gas fields the increasing cost of gas

obliged smelters to exercise greater care in the use of it.

As a step in this direction the notoriously wasteful Zell-

weger roasting furnaces were remodeled by the Bartlesville

Zinc Co. into Ropp furnaces, with the result of saving

50% in gas consunijition for roasting.

Rewohkixg Fl'knace Residues

Much attention was devoted to the subject of re-treat-

ing furnace residues. This has become a regular practice

at several works. Two nu'thods are in use. Residues con-

taining silver and lead are treated as heretofore, making

them available for lead blast smelting furnaces. Residues

that are low in silver and lead are burned on Wetherill

grates for extraction of the last ])art of their zinc, which

is recovered as zinc-oxide fume. During litlG oxide plants

for this purpo.se were built at Bartlesville, Okla., at Hills-

boro, HI., and at Donora, Penn., and other places, although

some of them have not yet been completed.

The Bartlesville plant (Bartlesville Zinc Co.) is

equipped with four automatic filtering machines of Simon,

Buehler & Baumann. These machines have not yet been

wholly adapted to the purpose, but the Bartlesville people

are confident that after a few changes they will do efficient

work and will be immensely superior to the old-fashioned

baghouse, saving both in fir.st cost and in operation. The
]3resent trouble appears to be chiefly due to flimsy con-

struction, which, of course, will be remedied. These ma-
chines are also being tried at Palmerton, Penn.

Refixixg by Redistillation

The practice of refining spelter by redistillation con-

tinued at a good many works, and methods were so im-

proved that at some works it became possible to turn

out a considerable tonnage of spelter with a purity of

99.93 to 99.95% zinc. Examination of the residues from

>-ucli redistillation led to the discovery, through the enor-

mous concentration taking place, of the occurrence of sev-

eral rare elements. Thus were obtained galium, indium

and germanium, and Dr. Hillebrand, of the United States

Bureau of Standards, and several of the universities were

supplied with small quantities of these elements.

In Sweden and Norway the refining of common spelter

by redistillation in electric furnaces was carried on in

a large way, especially at Sarpsborg and Txolhiittan. Ore

smelting was also done at Trolhiittan.

Great interest was exhibited in the production of zinc

by the hydrometallurgical-electrometallurgical way, fol-

lowing the successful adventure of the Anaconda company
under the guidance of Mr. Laist. The Great Falls refin-

ery of the Anaconda company was put in operation late

in the year, and by the present time all the units must
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be close to completion. Tlie plants of the Consolidated

Mininff and Snioltinf; Co. of Canada, at Trail, B. C,
wore also put into operation. Several small plants were

operated, such as those at Baltimore, Md., and Keokuk,

Iowa. Plants are in cburse of construction by the Daly-

Judge Mining Co., at Park City. Utah, the American

Smelting antl Refining Co., at Murray, Utah, and the

United States Smelting Co., at Kennett, Calif. None of

the.'e plants approaches in magnitude that of the Ana-
conda company at Great Falls. The 1 )aly-Judge plant will

be of capacity for producing 15 tons of spelter daily and
is particularly interesting on account of the first trial

of rotating cathodes that will be made there. The Elec-

trolytic Zinc Co. of Australia was organized and is plan-

ning the erection of a plant in Tasmania for the treat-

ment of ore from Broken Hill.

Metallurgy of Gold and Silver
By Herbert A. Megraw

While there were no notable developments in the metal-

lurgy of either gold or silver during IDKi, there were

nevertheless many mills operated at their highest capacity,

and there was a steady development in the perfection of

metallurgical methods already known. Perhaps the most

instructive and interesting feature has been the applica-

tion of the flotation process to both gold and silver metal-

lurgj'. Although this was not considered possible a short

time ago, a few recent installations have shown that highly

successful results have followed the adoption of the process

into this, for it, new field. .\s an example it may be

pointed out that the Goldfield Consolidated mill has in-

stalled a large number of Callow cells designed to re-

place eventually the cyanide treatment. At this mill it is

considered that tlotation equipment treating a thousand

tons daily may save up to $400,000 annually, without tak-

ing into account the higher extraction that may be secured.

Another instance of the same thing was noted in the

Journal of July 1, 1916, in which Ralph W. Smith de-

scribed at length the treatment of an ore containing gold

in addition to lead, silver and zinc, using the flotation

process and extracting the gold by it successfully. In

the course of this article Mr. Smith says : "One of the

first things noted in the operation of the flotation ma-
chine was the fact that the free gold floated. . . .

-Assays showed that much cleaner gold tailings were being

made than by any other machine in the mill. The per-

centage saving of gold reached about 85%."'

The Texdency Tovfakd FLOTATioisr

'While many cyanide plants have continued operating

in the usual way, some of them have been partly, and a

few wholly, changed over into flotation plants. An in-

stance of this is the Oneida Stag mill, in Colorado, which
was entirely changed over from cyanide to flotation, with

good results. While most of the mills making use of flo-

tation have been those in which base metals are treated,

still, in a number of cases the precious metals have been

recovered as a sort of byproduct, such as the silver recov-

ered in the concentrates of the mills in the Coeur d'Alene

district of Idaho, and the gold in the copper recovered in

some of the Montana mines. It seems, however, that now
flotation is likely to be used on purely precious-metal

ores. During the year it has been noted that flotation

experiments have been tried at the Santa Gertrudis mill,

at Pachuca, Mexico, and the experimenter expresses his

opinion of the possibility of a part of the ore, at least,

being susceptible of flotation treatment with good results.

Whatever changes are noticeable in gold and silver

metallurgy have begun, apparently, in the grinding de-

])artment. The development of the newer machines has

continued, and many of the plants have been making use

of the Hardiuge mill, the quick-discharge tube mill, the

Marcy mill, and also the Marathon mill. The Marathon
mill has been the subject of considerable discussion during
the year and is worthy of some description. It consists of

a drum, or tube, similar to the ordinary tube or ball mill,

in which pebbles or balls used for crushing are replaced

by cylindrical steel rods, or shafting. The mill contains a

charge of these rods to do grinding work, and the tube is

revolved at a speed comparable with that of the tube mill.

Grinding is performed by the falling of the cylindrical

steel rods, one upon the other, or by their grinding against

one another. It is claimed that by the use of rods instead

of pebbles or balls, the pulp is subjected to more grinding

action as, in contradistinction to the mill charged with

pebbles, the contact is over a long line instead of being

limited to a point. Tests of the Marathon mill were

carried out at the concentrator of the Detroit Copper Min-
ing Co., at Morenci, Ariz., and while this test was not upon
precious-metal ores, it may suffice to give an indication

of what the mill may do. In this connection the reader is

referred to the paper by F. C. Blickensderfer, presented

at the Arizona meeting of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers.

Another feature of ore reduction has been the use of

iron-compound balls, or j^ebbles, replacing the flint pebbles

in the tube mills. This has not been at all unusual, and
efforts have been made to develop a highly resistant iron

compound which would give better wear than flint pebbles

and reduce the cost of tube-mill grinding. Some success

along these lines has been attained, and it is hoped that a

satisfactory pebble may be developed soon. Trials have

been made on an extensive scale in the Cobalt mills, and

also at the HoUinger, at Timmins, Ontario.

Practice ix the Cobalt District

It may be noted that a good many of the Cobalt mills

have been trying flotation with more or less success, among
the successful ones being the Buffalo. At the Nipissing,

Dominion Reduction Co. and several others work is still

in the experimental stage. Metallurgy in general has con-

tinued in about the usual way in the Cobalt district, al-

though some changes have had to be made in view of

the scarcity of supplies of certain kinds. At the Nipis-

sing, for example, aluminum and aluminum dust have

been so scarce that new methods of precipitation have

had to be worked out, and it is generally underetood

that sodium sulphide has been used, although the com-

pany has given no official announcement of such a change.

In the Tonopah district there has been very little

change, although in common with most districts, the prin-
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cipal t-ompanies have been making experiments nith flo-

tation. At the Tonopah-Belmont null, in addition to flo-

tation e.vpeiiments, the only changes of note have lieen

the adoption of a new t}-pe of filter leaf, which has been

productive of good results by lowering the dissolved losses

nearly one-half. The Belmont tube-mill liners that were

installed in previous years have also proved satisfactory,

having materially reduced the cost of grinding. At the

Belmont mill, at Millers, Nev., operations were c-ontinued,

the mill hanng Ijeen re-modeled into a c-ontinuous-decanta-

tion plant, at a cost of about $25,000. This amount has

been entirely refunded by tlie profits of the plant during

its operation under the new_ system. All the Nevada pre-

eious-metal mills have c-ontinued operations in al>out the

nsual way throughout the year, although tliere have l)een

minor changes at some of them. The rhurchill Milling

Co., operating on ores of the Nevada Wonder mine, at

Wonder, Nev.. has been somewhat changed so as to in-

crease its capacity. Metallurgically speaking, however,

there has been no importantalteration.

The Rochester and Nevada Packard mills at Rochester

are operating in the usual way. Cyaniding is still the

principal process in these districts, although flotation is

being experimented with. At the present time no one

seems to l)e up to date unless he is either using flotation or

experimenting with it, and there seems to l)e little doubt

that many companies are going to be able to effect large

economies by its use.

Among the interesting new instaiiatums may be men
tioned that of the Big Pine Consolidated Mining Co.,

which has completed an interesting cyanide plant at its

mine 12 mi. south of Presc^tt, Ariz. At this mill the

ore is crushed in the usual way with Blake crushers and

rolls. The metallurgy is by the counter-current decan-

tation system, which, however, contains some original fea-

tures, but since this installation was described in tlie

Journal of Dec. It!, 1SI1»5, it will not be worth while to re-

peat it here. At Oatman, Ariz., the new mill of United

Eastern will use cyauidation in the usual way.

Mexico continues to be a total blank so far as mining

and metallurgAp' are concerned. It is true that some of the

mills are running and producing bullion, but production

is nowhere near nonnal. and operations cannot l)e carried

on in the proper manner. Transportation difficulties and

the possibility of brigandage make calm progress out of

the question, and there will have to be a considerable wait

before proi)er results can be expected there.

Chaxge-s at the DoiiE Mill

One of the interesting developments in preciou-s-metal

metallurgy is found at tJie Dome mill. South Porcu-

pine, Ont. It will he remembered that this mill was built

originally as an all-slime plant, using stamps, crashing

in water, amalgamating on plates, and then regrinding,

thickening, adding cyanide solution and agitating in

Pachuca tanks. The mill operated in this way for some

time, and it was later changed into a sand-and-slime

treatment plant by the addition of sand tanks, thus elim-

inating a large part of the regrinding and increasing the

mill capacity. Steps have now been taken, however, to do

awav with the stamps altogether, increase the sand-treat-

ing installation and thus reduce cost and increase the mill

(apacity again. Hardinge mills are being used to replace

the stamps, and it is noted that one of these mills, size 8

It. diameter by 30 in., may be installed in the space occu-

pied by the 10-stamp installation, the mill handliu;^ j-

much, under certain conditions, as 400 tons per day. R«^

grinding tul)e mills, 22x5 ft., are being adde<i. and n i

other improvements made. Such construction as .-.-

dences for department heads, a new surface crushing sta-

tion, a new large headframe at the shaft, a surfac* tram-

way from the headframe to the new crusher station, new

hoisthouse, donnitories, etc., has l)een done. The
sand- and slimi>-handling c-apacity has been much in-

crea.sed, and another 90-frame Merrill slimes press haii

been installed. Tlie new constructions and developimrit-

at the Dome mine have cost up to the present time al-. :

half a million dollars, and another $75,000 will probably

see the completion of those changes already planned.

Amalgamation, as a major metallurgical procetis. ha-

Ijeen retired more and more into the l)aik;rround duriti;:

the last few years, but it has not altogether disappeanil

and it seems likely that, as an auxiliary, it will continm-

to l)e practised more or less extensively. It is .«till uh-iI

in California, Colorado, some part.* of Canada anil in

South Afric-a. The Rand mines have used the system

much a.s in former years, and these properties have beii:

.subjected to heavy pressure for gold production daring

the year. In common with mo.st of the gold mines of

the world, productiou has been pushed to the maximum,
because the metal has been required to pay debts.

CoMBixiXG Cyaxide axd Flot.vtiox

The question of c-ombining the cyanide and flotation

proce.s.<es in the beneficiation of gold and silver ores ha>

had some study during the year, but in general, operating

L-ompanies have been .so busy in other ways that no con-

clusion has been reached. The possibility of cyaniding

flotation concentrates is a detail that seems to have soni'-

importance in this i-onnection. Of t-ourse, where silver

or gold ores are subjected to flotation, the natural .*ul»-

sequent step is to ship the t-oncentrates to a .smelting

plant, but in isolated districts where such a c-ourse is not

economical, it might pay to cyanide them on tlie spot.

It has been suggested that the oil remaining in con-

centrates of this kind might prove to be a consumer of

cyanide, and in fact some operators have found it .«.

Others, however, claim to have been able to cyanide such

material without undue loss of the chemical and without

especially treating the c-onc-entrates. If treatment should

be required to eliminate the oil, there is open the cboic-e

between roasting, wa.shing with hot water and the filial

one of attempting to sap<jnifv the residual oil. Some-
times the last c-onrse is possible but it will probably not

liecome usual practice. The tlr.st may often be used, siut-e

it accomplishes two desirable things at the same time,

but it may cause .some trouble by leaving a mischievous

carbon de|)osit. Hot-water washing is practicable in a

good many instances.

Taking it all in all. tlie review of the metallurgy of

gold and silver for the year leads to the conclusion that

wiiile there have been no great advances in actnal ore-

treatment methods, developments have been kept up
continuously and a large amount of new constmction has

been undertaken. The feature of flotation has been inter-

esting, sinc-e it has been tried experimentally by nearly all

the companies treating any kind of ore, and it may l)e

expecttd that within the next few years surprising instal-

lation.* will lie forthcoming, particularly at mills treating

silver-sulphide ores principally.
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Progress of Flotation in 1916
l!v IlKiiinoitT A. Ml-:.

]1uriii,::' l!Mii till' tlntaticiii |inKi'-^s has mailc moi'iiKHi.-i

strides. In former years progress was uiuloubtedly rajiid.

but was kept iiiovo or less of a mystery, as I'ar as the

professional luililic was eom-erned, hy the reluctance of

operators anil the companies owning the \arious patents

to ])uhlish or oM-n to make known tlie details of their

operations. W'liilc it was undoubtedly known in a general

way what was aoina' on. still the ahsenrc ol' the usual

interchange of teclinical e.xiierience and opinion prevented

"the process from making the progress that it wo\dd have

made had conditions been dilferent. Tn lOKi. however.

this was materially changed, and although it was not until

clo.se to the end of the year that the clouds of litigation

had lightenc<l cnongb to allow the free jiassage of some

rays of intelligent discussion, still some of the stee])les

of extraordinary ])rogress ])roved tall enough to break

through these clouds and allow the ilisseniination of .sume

rays of fact.

Prm.irATio.v OF Flo'I'athix Di'taii.s

In the early ]iart of the year a noialilc iiureasc in

the publication of articles on the practice of flotation

came about. Particularly was this noticed in the Trans-

actions of the American Institute of Alining Engineers,

and also in the columns oi' the leading technical journals.

The American Institute of Mining Engineers is partic-

ularly to be congratulated upon its success in securing

flotation tlata fm- ])ublication. and among the most in-

teresting and important of these jiapers may be mentioned

the article describing the ])rogress at the Anaconda mill,

at Rutte. by Laist and AViggin. This paper sets forth

in a most comprehensive way the development of flotation

e.\])erinuMits and jiractice as carried on at the Anaconda
mill. The work was und(ud)tedly of great importance,

but its publication was of still moi'o importance, .since it

tended to equali/,e the knowledge of the process in dif-

ferent parts of the world and also formed an opening
wedge which has leil many others to discuss openly the

lesults of tins test. Later in the year the article by Dr.

Iiudolf (iahl. respecting the history of flotation at the

Inspiration ])roperty, shed still further light upon the

develoinnent and practice of flotation tiiere. In addition

to articles dealing with practice in various parts of the

wcu'ld. others were jiublislied dealing with the theoretical

side of the question, and among the most important of

these is the discussion b\- ('•. D. Van Arsdale, published

in the Journal of May 1.!. llMti. Flotation was also

a ])rime topic of discussion in the various technical

societies and was of e\en .so great interest that the subject

not infrequently reached the columns of the popular press.

Fi.oTArniN i\ 11 IK Couirr.s

The disi-ussion's of various i-ourls upon the flotation

process, tending to outline and delinut the rights of the

various owners of ])rocess paiciit>. was extremely in-

tewsting. The latest decisicni, and by far the most

ini|iiiitant one, is that handed down in the case of Minerals

Separation. Ltd.. and Minerals Sejiaration .\nicrican

Syndicate, Ltd., versus .lanu's M. Hyde, the opinion of

which was delivered on Dec 11, liiKi. by Mr. ,lu>tice

C'laik. fn this suit the complainant, the first-named as the

owniT and the other as genei-al licensee, claimed an in-

fringenu'nt of U. S. Patent No. 8.'!.">,i2(). issued on Nov.

C. l!)n(!. to 11. L. Sulnian. II. F. K. Picard and John
llallot. The District Court sustained the patent as to

claims Nos. 1, 2. ;i, .). fi. 7. n, 10. 11 and 12, and lound

that the defendant had infringed each of these claims,

and granted the jirayer of the ]ietition. The Circuit

Court of .\])])eals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the decree

of the District Court and remanded the case, with in-

structions to dismiss the liill. The case was then sent

to the Su]n'eme Court on a writ of certiorari to review

that decision.

The Supreme Court in its decision upheld claims Nos.

L 2, ;5, 5, (i, "i. anil \'L It may be of interest, as a nuitter

of record, to o\itliiU' the points of these claims. Claim

No. 1 i)roviiles for mixing the powdered ore with water,

adding a small ])roportion of an oily liquid having a

lu'cferential atlinity for metalliferous matter, in amounts

equal to a fraction of \'/', of the ore, and separating the

froth from the i-emainder by flotation. Claim No. 2

]irovides for mixing the jrowdered ore with slightly acidi-

lied water, adding a small proportion of oily liquid having

a ])referential allinity for metalliferous matter, in amounts

equal to a fraction of 1% of the ore. agitating the mixture

until the oil-coated mineral nuitter forms into froth, and

se])a rating the froth from the remainder by Hotation.

('laim No. •'! [U'ovides for mixing the ground ore with

slightly aciditied water, adding a small proportion of oil,

together with acidity, in amount specified in the fornu'r

claims, wai'ming the mixture, agitating until the oil-

coated metal forms into a froth, and then .separating the

froth from the remainder by flotation. Claim No. ">

consists in mixing the jiowdered ore with water, adding

a snuill proportion of oleic acid, amounting to 0.02-0..")%

of the ore. agitating the mixture until the oleic acid has

been brought into efficient contact with the mineral and

has foi-nu'd a froth therewith, and then separating the

froth from the remainder by flotation. Claim No. 6 mixes

the powdered ore with water containing a fraction of

1% of sulphuric acid, then adding a fractional percentage

(0.02-0.3%) of oleic acid, agitating the mixture until

the oleic acid has been brongbl into contact with the

mineral and formed a froth with it. and then .se]iarating

the froth from the renuiinder by flotation. Claim No. T

mixes the powdered ore with water containing a fraction

of a ])er cent, of sulphuric acid and the previously men-
tioned small iiroportion of oleic acid, \varming the

mixture to iiO to 40° C. agitating the mixture to promote

contact and froth formation and then separating the froth

from the remainder hy flotation. Claim No. 12 provides

for coating the minerals with oil in w-ater containing a

fraction of 1% of oil on the ore. agitating the mixture

to cause the oil-coated mineral to form a froth ami then

separating the froth from the renuiiiuler of the mixture.

It is of particular interest to ])oint out that in the claims

allowed. Nos. 2, ;i and 12, the amount of oil or oily liquid

is specified as a fraction of 1%. while in claims Nos. 5.

() and 7 the amount of oleic acid, corresponding to the

oil liquid, is specified as being from 0.02 to 0.5%.

Claims Nos. !), 10 and 11 were found invalid by the

Supreme Court. Claim No. !• [)rovides for the separa-
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tion of tlio iiiineral from tlip g;aii<>iu' by lreatiii<j tlie

mineral with water coiitaiiiiug a .'^mall quantity of oil,

agitatinji^ the mixture to form a froth and separating

the froth. In claim No. 10 the separation is made l)y

coating the mineral with oil in water containing a small

quantity of oil, warming the mi.xturo, agitating to form

a froth and then separating the froth. In claim No. 11

separation is accomplished by coating the mineral with

oil in water containing a small quantity of oil and a

quantity of acid sufficient to cause chemical action on

the metalliferous minerals present, agitating the mi.xture

to form a froth and then separating. The claims Nos. 1,

8 and 13 were not considered in the decrees of the two

lower courts and were not in issue in the Supreme Court

decision, and therefore have not yet been brought to a

definite conclusion.

Classification According to Amount
OF Oils Used

It is of extreme interest, therefore, to note that in

all the claims allowed to Minerals Separation, the speci-

fications for amount of oil used provide definitely for

less than 1% upon the weight of the ore used. Those

claims that were not allowed were indefinite in the speci-

fication of the amount of oil used, naming only "a small

quantity." It seems, therefore, that the decision of the

court may be understood to mean that where oils used

are in amounts equal to a fraction of 1% of the weight

of ore under treatment, the process is that of the ^linerals

Separation, Ltd., while in carrying out processes using

oil in greater quantity, operators do not infringe the

Minerals Separation patents.

The decision is an event of great importance. The
process has come into extremely wide use in the United

States, and it has been said that an amount of ore in

the neighborhood of 25,000,000 tons has been beneficiated

by it during 1916. About half of this amount was treated

under license of the patentees, the remainder in defiance

of the patents. Anaconda, Inspiration, Senator Clark's

companies and numeroiis others secured licenses and paid

royalties. The Hayden, Stone and Jackling groups of

companies, including Butte & Superior (with which com-
pany the present decision is particularly connected), Utah
and several others, proceeded without regard to patents,

and are now confronted by the situation that the profits

made by an infringer upon the use of an invention belong

to the patentee. This is, of course, a provision of the

statutes, but it is not certain that the victorious company
will insist upon absolute compliance wath the letter of

the law and demand its full pound of flesh.

Among other companies that have used flotation with-

out patent license is the Miami Copper Co.. and a
decision during the year in the United States District

Court at Wilmington, Del., rendered a judgment against

the company, while the latter has given a bond of $250,000

to stay the injunction pending appeal. It is interesting

to note that the United States Supreme Court has fol-

lowed very closely the decision of the British House of

Lords in a similar suit involving the Minerals Separation

patents, and also the opinion of Judge Bradford, at

Wilmington, Del., in the Miami case, .so that much of his

decision has been affirmed by the Supreme Court. There

are, however, in the Miami case, other important features

that did not enter into the Hyde case, and it may still be

contested if cither the Miami company or Min'?rals

Separation desires to secure a final decision in the matter.

Altiiough the situation has not been alisolutely defined

by the court decisions rendered up to this time, still, a

good start has been made toward clearing the atmosphere,

and the outlook is for peace in the industry Ijefore long.

Licenses for Flotation U.seks

The companies that have already arranged license terms

with Minerals Separation, including Anaconda, Inspira-

tion and others, are of course not adversely affected by

the recent Supreme Court decision. Under the terms of

agreement entered into last year by Anaconda and
Inspiration on one hand and Minerals Separation Co. on
the other, the two companies are paying for the use of

the process upon a scale of terms agreed upon. This

agreement, as shown in recent publications, states that

the two licensees shall, in place of royalties, pay upon
tonnages treated by flotation upon the following basis:

At the rate of 12c. for each short ton of ore treated

when such tonnage does not exceed 4,000 tons per day

;

lOe. per ton between 4,000 and 6,000 tons; 9c. per ton

between 6,000 and 10,000 tons daily. An 8c. charge pre-

vails upon daily ore tonnages from 15,000 to .'50,000 tons,

while 4c. per ton shall be paid upon a tonnage of or

exceeding 30,000 tons daily. The agreement has in it a

clause providing that the 4c. rate shall be computed upon

the total tonnage of material treated each day by Inspira-

tion, Anaconda and such others as shall have had their

daily tonnage brought within the agreement. Upon that

basis these companies must be paying royalties of 4c.

per ton upon the amount they treat. The agreement

originally made was specified to continue until the deter-

mination or dismissal from the Supreme Court of the

suit of ilinerals Separation against James M. Hyde and

until such time thereafter as Inspiration and Anaconda
might take for the exercise of the option granted. The
option provides that Inspiration and Anaconda shall each

have sixty days after the decision of the Supreme Court,

to elect by notice in writing whether to continue the

license agreement or to terminate it. Should they elect

to continue it, Inspiration and Anaconda, jointly and

separately, undertake and guarantee that royalties at the

rate specified should be paid upon at least 25,000,000

tons of material from the date of the agreement up
to Nov. 6, 1923, and all the license agreements shall

be continued in accordance with its provisions. The
royalties to be paid after completion of the agreement as

to the 25,000,000 tons at the special rate, may be con-

tinued on the same basis or may be the subject of a new
agreement, at the option of Inspiration and Anaconda.

Technical Developments in Flotation

From the technical side flotation has developed con-

siderably during the j'ear. The papers and articles

already mentioned have formed a basis for the interchange

of information, as many important facts have been

brought oiit. It is noteworthy that the greatest develop-

ment of flotation has been upon zinc and copper ores—the

tonnage, of course, being largely in favor of the copper

ores—as typified by Butte & Superior as zinc-ore handlers,

and Anaconda, Inspiration and most of the porphyries

on the part of the copper-bearing ores. It is without

doubt, however, that much of the information and data

gained from the treatment of copper, zinc and lead ores

will be of great value when extending treatment to other
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ores. Tho oUrt ores that may be fouiul particularly

susceptible to treatment by flotation are the sulphide ores

of many kinds, sucli as the silver sulphides that occur in

such wreat quantities in ;\Iexico, western United States

and in other places, and some of the rarer metals, which

may be typified by molybdenum. It is also of great in-

terest to note that there has been an extreme broadening

of the varieties of oils used, it having been found that

almost any oil is of service in the flotation ))rocess if used

in the right way, in the right mixture and in the right

quantity.

The Gils Used in Flotatiox

Almost all oils known to oil chemists have been tric(l,

at some time or other, to determine their application

to the flotation process, and a great majority of them

have been shown to be of use under some conditions. Of

course some of them have proved to be unusable under

any conditions known at the present time, but it is not

impossible that new conditions not yet understood might

make even these favorable for certain uses. It is clear,

however, that most of the oils are removed from practical

consideration by commercial features, siich as their cost

at the plants where they are to be used. The oils used

up to this time have been divided into two classes, one

to serve as frothing agents and the other to serve as

oiling agents, to place the oil film upon the mineral

particles. In the first class are found the vegetable oils

almost exclusively, while in the second class the cheaper

mineral oils will in many cases serve the purpose. It

is also of interest, in many instances, to note that the

locality has a great deal to do with the oils used. For

example, in Australia, where eucalyptus oil is produced

in quantity, it is \Tsed as a frothing agent in flotation

plants. In the United States and in many other places

oil of this kind would be expensive and hard to get, so

others have been substituted, notably pine oil, which is

produced in quantity in many sections of this country.

To carry the coincidence still further, it has recently

been pointed out by G. H. Clevenger, who wrote a paper

on "A New Source of Flotative Agents," read at the

Arizona meeting of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, that the ordinary sagebrush of our Western

plains may be utilized as the source of supply of an
oil that can be satisfactorily used in flotation plants.

Professor Clevenger notes that in this country essential

oils have been wood products and have been almost ex-

clusively confined to the steam-distilled pine oils. At
the present time the supply of these is limited, so that

their use has been reduced to the smallest possible

amount. The oils and tars resulting froin the destructive

distillation of the various species of the coniferae find a

more general u.se on account of the greater supply and
lower cost, although even these have risen in price and

the future supply is problematical if the demand for

flotation continues to increase at the same rate, which

is extremely likely.

S.\GE Oil as a Flotation Agent

It appears that the numerous varieties of wild sage were

first investigated by certain members of the Department of

Agriculture with regard to the possibility of producing

fi'om them, by steam distillation, essential oils suitable

for pharmaceutical use. Steam-distilled oil was prepared

from a certain variety of sage as early as 1905, and in

1907 and 1908 larger quantities of oil were pre])ared

I'l'om specimens of sage brush in South Dakota. In I '-Ml

the Journal of Industrial Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 0,

p. 804, in an article on the "Investigation on Oil of Black

Sage," pointed out that this oil had an approximately

general analysis of 6% pinene, 30% cineol, 25%
depentine, terpinene, etc., 8% thujone, 25% camphor and

5% of resinous material. Tlie sage oil very much re-

sembles steam-distilled eucalyptus oil from the Australian

variety, aiitiigitalina. The oil is a good frothing agent,

and it has yielded satisfactory results upon lead and zinc

ores in a qualitative way. The variety of oil was extracted

from sagebrush, Artemisia tridentafa. by distillation

and tried in flotation practice, wliere it gave remarkably

satisfactory results, pointing to the fact that such oil

may be eventually used on a large scale in flotation.

A notable advance in oil usage was brought out at

the Anaconda, where kerosene acid sludge, resulting from

the refining of crude oil having an asphaltic base, is

satisfactorily used in connection with a small proportion

of creosote for the treatment of Anaconda copper ores.

This oil, while satisfactory for many ores, is restricted

in its use because of the limited supply. Fish oils also

have largely been tried for flotation, but are unsatisfac-

tory because of their extremely offensive smell, which

makes their use in a mill so objectionable that many
laborers refuse to work where they are used. In a broad,

general way it may be stated that the common practice

is to make use of an oil mixture consisting principally

of an appropriate mineral oil, serving as the oiler to pro-

vide the film upon the mineral particles, and a much
smaller quantity of a vegetable or wood oil, necessary to

provide the proper frothing qualities for forming the

product to be skimmed.

The Classes of Flotation

The principal classes of flotation processes used in this

country, and in most others also, may be typified by the

^linerals Separation process, where mechanical agitation

is used to mix oil, water, air and ore, and such other

ingredients as may be necessary, into a froth ; the Callow

process, in which mixing is done before the material

is subjected to actual flotation and froth-fonning is

accomplished by the introduction of air under pressure

under a false bottom in the flotation cells ; and the purely

surface-film flotation process, typified by the Wood, in

which ore particles are deposited lightly upon the surface

of water or other liquid, the mineral particles being

floated there by surface tension, the gangaie particles

sinking through the liquid medium. In thus classifying

flotation systems, I am doing it simply from the operating

point of view, without the idea of taking into account

any patents or claims covered in patents that may be

under the jurisdiction of any owners or parties whatever.

Tlie patent situation has already been mentioned in the

section of this article dealing with such litigation.

Anything said here is intended to deal with the practice

of flotation as it is carried out, without prejudice to any

owners of patents. Technical practice and litigation dis-

cussions are entirely separate and distinct, and anyone

attempting to mix them or to draw conclusions from one

to apply to another is likely to be unfair and unreasonable.

The matter of the grinding of ores for flotation has

taken up considerable attention during the year, and some

important points have been brought out. The most im-

portant of these is the demonstration of the fact that
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ixtiTmely fine slimes, nr colloirls. developed in ore p;riiul-

iiifr are not |)iirt irularly susceptible to successful Hotatioii.

Tlieoretically, of course, colloids may be floated, but

lookiiiji- at till' question from a jiractical standpoint, it

appears tliat matciial appi-oacliiuu' tlie colloid state does

not usually give good results under practical flotation

conditions. Dr. Galil, in his discussion of flotation at

lns])iration. has |)ointcil out thai -oinc of the flotation

tailings are split iido sand and slime proilucts on drag

classifiers, the sand iiroduit being treated on tables wliiih

thus supplement the work of tlic niachiiie. Kxtcnsive

tests have si,own that, if mcessarw these tables could

be left out and additional tlotation machines could be

used, as they would make Fully a> good, if not better,

recovery than tables on the dcslinicd (vrA. but the ti'cat-

ment would probably be more e.\])ensive. especially in view

id" the fact that oils would be requii'cd on this material

which cost UKU'e than those used in the main tlotation

plant. Tt has been decided, however, to ai»])ly llotation

to table middling.s. The series of artii-les by K. K. Free

])ublished in the ./oiinial also tends to point out tiu' |U'oiici'-

ties and characteristics of colloids and lends considerable

assistance in estimating the possibilities of llotation treat-

ment of this extremely line nuiterial. 'I'he i-lassilication

of ores for tlotation treatment is thus reasonably lindted

between the maximum size, which is such that it can be

carried to the surface hy air bubbles, and tlie miiumnm
size, which just escape.s reaching the colloid size or

classification. Between these two, material of almost any

sort may be ti'eated by a flotation jn-oceiis adapted to its

conditions and character.

TiiK \\'iiii-. Ai'M.icA'fiox Of Flotation-

Probably the nundier of ])lants that have undertaken to

use flotation, either ex])erimentally or practically, in 191()

has been far greater than has heen the i-ase with any

other known metallnrgieal ])rocess within the same time.

The only one that can come anywhere near competing

with it is the cyanide process, and it is doubtful if even

that reached such a wonderful distribution in the same

time. Flotation is succeeding because it is proving a

money-saver and money-maker for many plants that could

not do well without it. Pai-ticularly is this true of some

of the plants in the Ca'ur d'Alene district of Idaho, where

in some cases the jn'oeess has ]uit dubious properties into

the definitely protltaljle class, and in other cases has made
piofitahle businesses out of mines that barely ])aid ex-

penses in former times. A list of the ])lants taking up

flotation during the year woidd be im]iossible to give in

the limits of this article, but many of them may be found

in the list of new mine and metallurgical construction

gi\en on another |iage of this issue of the .hnirnal.

GeXEKAI- [''ICAIUKEIS OF FLOTATION l)i:VELOI'llE\T

The matter id' the extensiqu of flotation treatment to

other than eop]ier, zinc and lead oi-es b.as already bi'cn

mentioned, but it may be interesting to jtoint out a

concrete examide of one suggested extension.

It is well known that the great bulk of silver-bearing

ores in Mexico is included in the siher-sulphide class.

and it has been suggested that this might he susceptible

to flotation under conditions wdiich would allow treatment

at a cost even less than that of cyanide. Tt is well to

call attention to the statement made by Hugh Rose in

his article on "Miniiii: and Milling I'rariiee at Santa

(lertnidis,"' in the August, IDUJ, liuUcliii of the Aiiicricai)

Institute of Mining Kngineers. .Mr. Hose points out that

the Santa (Jertrudis ore is clean, with only small quan-

tities of base metals. This is in line with the cliaracter

of the bulk of the Mexican silver-sulphide orew. .Most

of the siher is |)resent as argentite. The growing succ(;ss

id' llotation concentration in ihc I'liited Slates led

naturally to local investigation of the problem, wliicli.

(hough still in the laboratory stage, already shows en-

couraging restdts. If the process is worked out to a

commercial success, a detailed description of results sliould

be listeil. .Meanwhile a summary of .iircliminary <-on-

eliisions is given.

Flotaiton Tkst.s at Santa (lEKTUunis

"A large variety of vegetable and mineral oils iias been

tested, the best results thus far having been obtained

with one-third pine oil or creosote and two-thirds Mexican

gas oil, such as is used locally in the oil-fired melting

furnaces. The jiino oils and wood creosote tried are im-

ported, hut doubtless satisfactory sulistitutes can be made
near at hand. Several coal tars and a nundjcr of Mexi-

can oil-field products remain to be tested.

"The addition of ai-id shows no particular benefit. A
slight alkalinity, not exceeding D.O;! lb. of lime per ton

of solution, is satisfactory. Heating the solution does not

mateiially improve results. The flotation tailings may be

lyaiiided easily, the presence of a small quantity of oil

having no deleterious effect.

"The raw flotation concentrates may he cyanidcd with

no more difficulty than gravity concentrates, the cyanide

consumption remaining more or less in the .same ratio

as in the crude ore, namely, four grams sodium cyanide

])er gram of silver: a !)8% extraction of gold and silver

in the concentrate obtainable. In the small laboratory

niaehincs, without cleaning cells, a recovery by flotation

of ()o to 70% can be made at a ratio of concentration

of between 80 and !)0 to 1. In the 100-ton trial plant

now under construction, equi]iped with middlngs returns

and cleaning cells, it is expected that these results can

be imin-oved. It is possible, though not certain, that

llotation, oven with clean ores, may replace cyanidation

to a large extent.'"

It is of course a physical impossibility to touch upon

ail the points of interest that have been brought out in

the flotation practice during 191(i. A few of the prin-

cipal items of importance have been pointed out, and

suggestions have been made as to the possible widening

of the already enormous field for the jDroeess. Flotation

has been a boon to many operators and will prove a

great help to many others. And it is so early in the

history of the process that no limitations can yet be

pointed out as obtaining. It is more than ]jrobable that

ores that are not v'et considered w"ithin the realm of

llniation may be successfully treated by it, and on the

olbri- liaiiil it is possible that many of the ores that are

actually being sulijected to flotation at the present time

may be, at some time in the future, considered altogether

without the field and properly treatable by some entirely

ililfereiit method. What we can say about flotation, how-

ever, is that it is a wonderful process, giving remarkable

results and tending, in general, to reduce the already

small amount of the metals being sent away in tailings.

In copijcr and zinc metallurgy, particularly, the jjrocess

has been of the most vital importance.
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Gold Dredging in 1916

6;i

r.-i li'(il;KI!r K. CHAXSTON*

The i^riKTMl Mrli\ity in the iidlil-ilrcdji'in.u' imlustrv

diiriiit!' llMi; wns ctiiial to if nnl uivater than llial in

1915. Mm-c Ufw (li\'(li>vs wcic pnt in coniniissioii ihan

for several years past. N'n markecl iniprovenieiils in

design were noted. Mindi- iiu|jro\enients, sueli as the

use of herrinifboiio ,i;ears, tlie easting of one-pieeo huel<et

idlers, tlie use of jigs for tlic sa\ing of fine and rusty

gold, the design of a one-pieee, all-manganese steel Imcket,

with the idea of making the proportions snch that it

will wear out at all jmints at the same time, and the

use of donhle staekers in disjiosal of tailings, wwi' in-

stalled on rertain dredges, hut I observe no strung

tendency for decided alteration in the ])resent accepted

design.

The extraordinarily prot^jxn'ous husiness conditions

in this country have stimulated activity in all

branches of mining; including gidd dredging; but this

condition of alfairs is a decided detriment rather than

a Iwnelit to the dredge operator, ,ince the cost of sup-

plies is greater, labor is more expensive and less eflfieient

and the buying ]X)wer of the g(dd prodiiced is less. The
profits from gold dredging are the greatest in the time

of depressTd busiiu=t<s conditions.

Alaska, the Yukon and Uritish Columbia ha\e been

Actively prospected for dredging areas. Some new equip-

ment has been ]uit in, and the dredges already operating-

are reported as being fairly successful. Russia has had

a setback, on account of the Eurojiean war, but it is

I'eported that the I^'na (Joldtields conteniplate extensive

dredging operations on their lauds in the near future.

Xo great activity has been shown in South America, but

tlie dredg<'s already there have been oi)erating success-

fully. In the Philippines conditions are about the same

a^ last year. Considerable prospecting is being done in

Chosen, and the construction of a new dredge by the

Chik.san ^lining Co. is under way. The Tonopah Placers

Co., at Breckenridge. is the most imixirtant producer in

Colorado, and the Conrey Placer ^Mining Co. is -the

mainstay of the dredging Inisiness in Montana. The
iiperations in Idaho, Oregon and NcAada have sluiwn little

change since last year.

Di!1:ik;ix(j OpEHA'rioxs ix Califouxia

In Ti'initv County the Pacific <lold Di'edging Co. has

installed two new dredges in the Trinity Valley. These

d ledges were l)uilt by the Clarion Steam Shovel C.o., have

steel hulls and 9-cu.ft. Inu'kets and are designed to dig
"0 ft, below water level. At Junction City the Valdor

I'reflging Co. ha.s ])ut in a reconstrncted dredge having

^-cu.ft. buckets and a wuodcn linll. This dredge startcil

o])eratious in November. It is reported that a recon-

structed 5-ft. dredge is to l«' built by tlie Trinity Star

I'redging Co. near Lewiston.

The American (iidd Dreclging Co., successor to the Oro

Water, Light and I'dwer Cn.. df Oroville, is said to

have arranged IVir anntlier dredge (mi its |)ropert\- near

Comanche, on the Mokelumnc I!i\i'r, in (!ala\'eras Ciuinly.

The Kl Oro companv e(iiiliiiiie> In ii|iera1e its dii'dLie «illi

l-cn.l't. buckets.

•Minint? enprineer, 4;i7 Hollnouk Huilding. Sail Francisco,
Calif

In .Sliasta County a (iardi'lla dredge was |int in eoin-

niission in April on tho. McCormick-Sacltzer farm on
Clear Creek, three miles from Uediling. Quite active pros-

pecting is being carried on in the vicinity of IJeddmg.
.Vetivity has been shown on llie Viilia Kiver. No. IT)

Viiba Consolidated dredge was laiimlied on .Mar. iiti and
started digging .Inly :;. Construction was begun on ibis

dredge on Feb. :;. Il has IT-cu.ft. buckets and a bull
Kl') n. Idiig. (;S-ft. beam and 11 ft. (I in. dirp. It lias

a total (lisplaeeiiieiit ot ;.'.)()() tons and is designed to dig
S'i ft. lielow water le\cl. Work was started on Oct.
i:i on Yuba Con.solidated No. Ki dredge, which is similar
to .Yo. 1."), but is eqnip]ied with two tailing stackers, which
\v-crc <lesiuiied for ns(> in ])lacing tailings on either side
ol the ^ iilia i;iver channel, in accordance with an agree-
ment Willi ilie Ciiited States Government. Both No. 15
and Xo. Ki were designed by the Yuba Construction Co,
^larysville Dredging Co. No. 5 dredge was launched on
Feb. l(i. and .started digging on ilay 0. Construction
on this dredge was begun on Dec. 2(5, 191.5. It has
Ki-cu.ft. bu<-kets, a hull 1.")."5 ft. (i in. by fi8 ft. Iiy 11 ft.

(i ill. and is designed to ilig to a dejith of (!S ft. Tlie
dredge was built by the T'nion Iron Wcu'ks Co., of San
prancisco. The Pacilie Dredging Co. is building a ika^-

dredge on the Yuba Ifiver, abo\e the Yuba Consolidated
ground. It has 9-cu.ft. buckets and is designed for deep
digging. There is no new construction re]x>rted in the
American River ticid, but the Natomas company is re-

constructing its old Xo. 1 dredge near Fairoaks, and
also its No. 7, which was overturned some time ago.

The California gold <lredges are at least holding their

own so far as jiriMluction is concerned, and with the new-

dredges put in commission and building during 191(1. T

look for a still greati'r increase in 191 T.

DlJKDGIXIi IN' Col»liAI)0 AXK MdXTAXA

In Cohji-ado the T(jiio]iah Placers Co. and the French
(^ulch Dredging Co. at Brwkenridge, and the Dairy
Ranch Gold Dre<lging Co. below Leadville, all had a good
season ; and it is re]iorted that a new dredge is to be
installed near Leadville, at the mouth of Iowa Gulch,
by John R. Champion.

In ^lontana no new dredge building is reported, lint

there Iia5 been considerable iirospecting done and the

Conrey placers lia\e operated successfully during the

year. There was. liowe\er. one mishap, the dredge Xo. 1

having sunk on aceount of a leakv linll.

FdllKKiX DliF.ll<lIX(i PuilURES.S

If the Lena Goldtields decides to equip its |>roperty

in Russia with dredges, this is likely to make one of the

biggest operations of the kind in existence. Details of

its ground are not available, but it has an extremely
large area, which has been productive by drifting- and
similar methods for many years.

In I'lritish (Juiana, the (Jiiiana Gold Co. is operating

lour dreilges and ibe Minnehaha Development Co. two
dredges. Tbe residts are said to be satisfactory, and

other districts in British Guiana are being tested.

It is an interesting I'ael that in and about the Straits

of .Magellan 15 dredges ha\e been installed at dilfereiit
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times. Only one of these was in operation last year.

The reason for these many failures i.s not clear, but I

iiiiaoinp that the gravels are too low-grade and tlic coiidi-

d it ions unfavorable.

The new dredge of the Chiksan Mining Co., the hull

and machinery for which have been built by the New
York Engineering Co., is now in course of construction

on the company's property near Chiksan, Chosen.

During the last few years there has been marked ini-

provement> in the operating efficiency of dredges, and

by the use of the largo-size<^l buckets the- costs of opera-

tion have been reduced materially. This great reduction

in costs opens new liclds in dredging o|jcratious, wliiili

have been taken advantage of by the dredge operaton?.

In nearly all of the old districts the area of dredging

land has been enlarged and low-grade adjoining teiritory

acquired. This will tend to increase the life of tln'

industry. During recent years it has been possible t/i

carr>' ou operations under difficult physical iconditionK

which a few years ago would have caused failures. This

is due to the experience gained in past operations and

also to the better designs used. The outlook for the

dredging industry seems more favorable this year than it

did two or three years ago.

Economic Geology in 1916
By Adolpu Kxopf*

The relation of ore deposition to faulting, especially

to the postmineral faulting so common in many mining

districts, is discussed by J. E. Spurr {Econ-. Geology,

Vol. 11, pp. 601-22, 1916), who proposes the explanation

that these processes are not independent, disconnected

activities, but are intimately tied to the igneous history

of the district. In many of the mining districts that he

has studied, this succession of events is found to prevail

:

Intrusion, premineral fissnring and faulting, ore deposi-

tion, domal uplift and postmineral faulting. The in-

trusion of igneous rock into a region is followed by

faulting, which as a rule is of slight displacement, at

most not exceeding a few feet, and the fissiires thus

formed become filled with minerals deposited by solutions

expelled from the crystallizing magma. A long period

then follows, during which the contractional stresses set

up by the passage of the magma to rock and the cooling

of the resultant rock become adjusted. This easing of

the stresses causes the extensive postmineral faulting

that characterizes many districts. Superimposed on these

contractional stresses, which tend mainly to cause faults

of subsidence, are other stresses jjroduced by the still

unconsolidated magma in depth, whose lapward pressure

in course of time becomes imbalanced through removal

of the covering rocks by erosion. Equilibrium having

been thus destroyed, domal uplift ensues in an area

coinciding roughly with the area of mineralization. The

new stresses thus set iip naturally tend to be relieved

in part along the older faults. It is concluded, therefore,

that ore deposition and postmineral faulting are closely

linked phenomena and depend genetically on magmatic

consolidation.

The geologic features of conbact-metamorphic ore de-

posits have become well known in recent years. But

despite this growth of knowledge concerning them, no

rules have been formulated tliat might serve to guide

the exploration for ore in the barren masses of garnet

and allied silicates that commonly occur with the ore.

The statement is generally made that the orebodies are

"erratic," "capricious" or "treacherous." Umpleby,

however, points out ("The Occurrence of Ore on the

Limestone Side of Garnet Zones"; Univ. California, Dept.

Geol. Bull., Vol. 10, pp. 2.5-37, 1916) that in many
deposits the orebodies tend to occur on the limestone side

of the garnet zone rather than on the side adjoining the

•Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

intrusive igneous rock. In blocks of limestone wholly

surrounded by igneous rock the 'limestone side" is the

central portion of the block, and as a matter of fact, ore

occurs in this position at several localities. The examples

cited as supporting the generalization and its corollarj-

are Washington Camp, Ariz.; Silverbell, Ariz.; Seven

Devils, Idaho ; Velardena, Mexico ; Dolores mine, Mexico

:

^lackay, Idaho ; and the White Horse copper belt, Yukon.
To these may be added Yerington, Nev. ; Copper Moun-
tain, Alaska; and Texada Island, B. C. At this last

locality the relation was thus clearly recognized by

McConnell ("Texada Island, B. C"; Canada Geol. Sur-

vey ^leni., 58, p. .52, 1914) : "Ordinarily, one side of the

replaced area is rich in copi^er minerals, ending somewhat
abruptly against massive crystalline limestone, and the

other is comparatively lean, the pay minerals fading away
gradually in a garnet-dippside gangue." As Dr. A. C.

Spencer^ has pointed out, the rule that ore occurs on the

limestone side of garnet zones is likely to hold true more

generally for sulphide deposits than for oxide (magnetite)

deposits. Certain engineers, it is known have recognized

that the contact metamorphic deposits they were mining
follow a rule of this kind, and the recognition of this

idiosyncrasy of the orebodies has been the basis of the

conspicuously successfiil operation of the mines under

their management.

PlATIXIJI FiXDS IX THE SlEKKA RoXDA

Platinum has recently been found in the Sierra Eonda,

which extends along the Mediterranean coast from
Gibraltar to Malaga, in Spain (Orueta, D. de, and Rubies,

S. P. de, "Stir la presence du platine en Espagne";

Compies BencJus. Vol. 162, pp. 45-46, 1916). A detailed

microscopic study of the peridotites making up the core

of the range showed that they resemble closely those

of the platiniferous districts of the Ural Mountains,

the resemblance of the granular olivine rocks (the

dunites) in the two regions being especially marked.

This close resemblance having been recognized by Orueta,

the alluvium derived from the dunites was examined and,

remarkably enough, found to carrj' platinum. An aver-

age of 50 borings shows that the gravels carrv^ three gram.'^

of platinum to the cubic meter (alx)ut $7.50 a cu.yd.

at current prices of platinum). The amount of alluvium

is said to be enormous, and the matter has been taken

"Oral communication.
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over bv tho stato in ordor to inakp tlio iu>ct'ssarv examina-

tions with a view to tlie exploitation of the plaeers.

The dejiosits have lately been examined by Duparc,

who as a resnlt of his observations gives an interesting

eomparison between them and those of the Ural Jlountains

(Duparc, L. and Grosset, A., "Etude eoniparee des gites

platiniferes de la Sierra de Eonda et de L"()ural"; Soe.

I'hys. et Hist. Nat. de Geneve, .Mem.. Vol. 38, pp. 25;?-90.

]!)16), with wliirh, from studies extending over a decade

and a half, he is thoroughly familiar. Unlike the dis-

coverer, he finds no analogy whatever between the classic

deposits of the Urals and those of the Sierra Rouda. But

this is inanifestly an overstatement, since, after all, the

primary sources of the platinum in both ranges are the

dunites. In the Urals, according to Duparc, each area of

])latiniferous dunite is surrounded by a belt of pyrox-

enite, into which it is intrusive, and the pyroxenite in

turn is surrounded by gabbro, into which the pyroxenite

is intrusive. This concentric structure is held to be

the result of the differentiation of one and the same

magma, during the progress of which the platinum,

originally contained in a large body of magma, becomes

relatively concentrated in the final differentiate, the

dunite. This threefold structure does not occur in the

Sierra Ronda ; the pyroxenite is ab.sent, and the platini-

ferous dunite grades laterally into the surrounding

lieridotite. A peridotite mass geologically resembling

that of the Sierra Ronda was discovered in the Urals by

Duparc in 1907, but this mass, in contrast to the dunite

masses girdled by pyroxenite and by gabbro, has not yielded

commercially valuable placers. Thus the platinum occur-

rence ill the Sierra Ronda is unlike that of the Uralian

dunite centers that have yielded valuable jilacers, but

resembles that of a Uralian dunite that has not yielded

workable placers. The deduction Duparc apparently

would have us draw is obvious, but it is certain that it

is a deduction on which much weight cannot be placed.

As a result of his comparative study Duparc concludes

that there are three forms of primary ])latiniim-bearing

deposits: (1) The dunite type, in which massive dunite

eucircled by pyroxenite and gabbro is the mother rock of

the platinum ; this type comprises the richest and most
common deposits: (2) the pyroxenite type, which is rare

and far less platiniferous : and (3) the peridotite type,

in which the primary rock is a peridotite grading laterally

into dunite: the data are yet insufficient to give authori-

tative information on their platinum content and, it may
be added, on the tenor of the placers derived from them.

It is noteworthy that dunite has been known since 1875
to occur in the Sierra Ronda ; which suggests that other

areas where magnesian dunites occur, especially those

areas in regions that have not been prospected for gold,

may merit attention on the chance of finding platinum.

Study of Secondary Copper Sulphide Exrichment

Secondary sulphide enrichment has attracted consider-

able interest during 1916. The problems underlying the

chemistry of this process are being attacked by able

rliemists, and in consequence much fruitful experimental
work is in progress. To reproduce the conditions pre-

vailing ill nature it is necessary that the experimental
work be carried on at ordinarj- temperatures, and the

dilliculties, already great, are much increased because
of the inertness of the mineral sulphides. Young and
Moore (I'Jcon. Geology, Vol. 11, pp. ;U9-65, 191G),

working in the laboratories of Stanford University, believe,

however, that eventually all the dillicuUies will be over-

come. To get results within a reasonable time, at 30° C,
they have used a maximum concentration of hydrogen sul-

phide. In the course of their work they have developed a

procedure that appears likely to aid greatly the study of

mineral transformations; they call this tlw "method of

artificial replacement." Minerals, after being sectioned

and polished, may be studied and mapped; they can
then he subjected to treatment with various reagents,

and the resultant change can be determined after the

specimen has been repolished. Replacements resembling
those seen in natural minerals, such as chalcopyrite

formed at the expense of veinlets of copper oxide
traversing chalcocite. were effected in comparatively sliorl

time in the laboratory.

Zics. Allen and Merwin, working in the Geophysical
Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
{Econ. Geology, Vol. 11, pp. 407-503, 191G), have
investigated the action of co]i]ier-sul])liate solutions on
ine commoner sulphides in copper deposits: Chalcocite,

covellite, bornitc, chalcopyrite, ]iyrite, pyrrhotite, sphal-

erite and galena. The influence of sulphuric acid and
ferrous sulphate was investigated also to some extent.

The sulphides were finely ground and sized, and only that

portion was used which passed through a silk bolting

cloth of 125 meshes to the linear inch and was caught
on 200-mesh. The reactions were first studied at 200°

C. then at 100° C, and then at 25-40° C. The high
temperatures were found, as a rule, to accelerate the

reactions, not to change their characters. A number of

important chemical equations have been quantitatively

established. The order of stability of the enriching sul-

phides toward cupric sulphate solutions is : Chalcopyrite,

covellitf. chalcocite—each of these altering into the suc-

ceeding sulphide by the further action of cupric sulphate.

The presence of cuprous ions, whether generated by
ferrous sulphate, metallic copper or other means, acceler-

ates enrichment, as has long been foreseen by geologists.

The predominance of chalcocite in supergene enriched

ore, it is clear from the great amount of detailed work
done, is the result of the greater insolubility of cuprous
sulphide compared to cupric sul])hide and of the oxidation

of cupric sulphide (covellite) to cuprous sulphide (chalco-

cite) by cupric sulphate solutions.

Advance in Study of Mickostructure of Ores

Ores have always been diffii'ult to study microscopically,

because most metalliferous minerals, especially the sul-

phides, are opaque. The difficulties have now been

obviated in part through methods developed by Joseph
I\luidocli, who has recently issued a volume of 165 pages

on the "Microscopical Determination of the Opaque
^Minerals." The color, hardness and microchemical re-

actions of 186 opaque minerals, as determinable on

polished sections under the reflecting microscope, were

carefully studied, and the results are given in a set of

identification tables, which should prove of much service

in the investigation of ores. It may be confidently

anticipated also that, as an aiLxiliary to these methods,

(.ptical methods will eventually become more highly

developed, so that they can be used in determining the

opaque minerals. Such a step was recently announced
by Dr. F. P'. Wright, who has devised a more sensitive

method than those usually ein])loyed for determining
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the isotropic or iinisotropic characti-r of opaque minerals

(Washington Acail. Sci. Jour.,"' Vol. 6, p. 51*. 19U>)-

\->y thi.* method, for example, marcasile can be readily dis-

tinffuished from pyrite under the microscope.

The metallographic microscope is being increasingly

employed in the studies of ores. According to .Murdoch,

as long ago as 1814 the Swedish chemist Berzelius |)olished

a .section of [lyrrhotite and found it intergrown with

another su]|)hide. The first use of polished sections dales

back to 1808. however, when Widmanst.'itten found that

certain meteorites, when cut aiul ]iolished, develop a

characteristic structure on being etched with acids. The

patterns thus developed, the well-known Widmanstiitten

figures, were visible to the \inaided ej'e, and the micro-

scope was therefore not emjiloyed. No further progress

was made along these lines until .Sorby, the founder of

microscopical petrography, conceived the idea that metals

should be regarded as crystallized igneous rocks. In

1864 Sorby turned his attention from rocks to iron and

steel, and by his researches on these founded the modern

science of metallography. Only in recent years have tlie

microscopical methods of this science been applied to the

stiuly of the oj^aque ores. But within a short time the

study has gained great impetus, as shown by the large

number of excellent papers now appearing. Owing to the

newness of these studies, however, the results suffer in

two respects : First, the theoretical interpretations drawn

are often insecure because the fundamental criteria for

replacement, ''unmixing'' of solid solutions, etc., have not

yet been established : and second, the results are commonly
not securely coordinated with the geologic data ; indeed,

some of the work leaves the impression that the investi-

gator hoped to accomplish by means of increased micro-

scopic magnification what had better been attained by

more thorough field investigation. The criteria by which

certain intergrowths of sulphides may be recognized as

of luetasomatic origin are formulated and evaluated in

an aide paper by W. L. Whitehead (Econ. Geology, Vol.

11, pp. l-i;5, l!)l(i). C. F. Tolman, in a paper illustrated

by a large number of remarkably fine plates (Am. Inst.

.Vlin. Eng., Bull. 110, pp. 401-33. 1916), presents the

results of an important study of chalcocite. Xo certain

criterion has yet been found which will serve to dis-

tinguish pi'imary (hypogene) chalcocite from secondary

(supergene ) chalcocite.

Oiiioix 01' Rand (ioLu Deposits

^luch evidence on the origin of the gold in the Wit-

watersrand conglomerates has been obtained by E. T.

Mellor during his five years detailed mapping of the

Witwatersrand area, which exceeds 1,000 sq.mi. (Inst.

Min. and .Metallurgy Bull. 137. 63 pp., 1916.). lu

previous studies attention was focused on the auriferous

conglomerates of the Witwatersrand system: but these

conglomerates are only a relatively small part of the

system, and the other niendjers as a rule yield more in-

formation as to the origin of the system. .Moreover,

geologic conditions in the Eastern Eand, where the beds

are nearly horizontal are far simpler than tho.se in the

Central liand. the region for which theories of origin

were first fornndatcd. For these various reasons, the

present investigation has enjoyed a considerable advaubige

over earlier investigations. .Mellor urges strongly the

placer origin of the gold. The conilict ijetwcen tlic jilaccr

iinil the infiltration hv))otheses hinges on tlu' picsent

condition of the gold and its associated minerals in the

conglomerates. There is accorflingly a conflict bdu''
the microscopical, or petrograjdiic, evidence on the "ih

side and the geological and stratigraphical on the other.

From the broad geologic evidence the conclusion is readied

that the Hand gold de))osits are an ancient delta, analogous

to the auriferous coastal-phiin gravels of Nome, .\laska.

Iiiox Ores .vnd .Mixekal Fukls

The geologj' and origin of the great iron-ore de])o.-ii~

of Newfouiulland are for the first time described in detail

by A. 0. Hayes ("Wabana Iron Ore of Newfoundland,"

Canada Geol. Survey ilem., 78, 1915). The ore occurs

in beds, which were laid down in shallow water in

early Ordovician time; it consists of oolites made uj)

of alternating layers of hematite ami <hamosite, a green

chlorite-like mineral. The oolites have commonly been'

])ierced by boring alga», whose tubules, ranging from
one-fifth to four microns in diameter, are as a rule

astonishingly well-preserved, as many have been .seen

in the excellent photomicrographs accompanying the

re])ort. Unquestionably, the iron-bearing minerals of the

oolitic ore were formed at the time when the alga; were

flourishing on the sea bottom. The report is a noteworthy

contribution to the geology of the marine iron ores.

J. J. Stevenson \vrites on the interrelations of the fossil

fuels and has assembled a vast amount of information,

from both foreign and American sources, bearing on the

origin of peat and lignite (''Am. Phil. See. Proc.," Vol.

.").-)," pp. 21-203, 1916).

Ealph Arnold (Econ. (ieology. Vol. 10. pp. 69.5-712.

191.5) estimates that the total petroleum production of

the United States will aggregate 9 billion barrels. This

figure is slightly less than the mininmm e.stimate, \0 <

billion barrels, and far under the maximum estimate,

24.-5 billion barrel.^ made by D. T. Day in 1908. It is

believed that 36% of the original .supply has been ex-

hausted, leaving available, therefore, 5.76 billion barrels.

.Vt the present rate of production this reser\-e would last]

22 years, but as this rate will surely decline, the .supply]

will prolialily last from 50 to 75 years.

The Iron Ore Deposits in the

Firmeza District, Cuba
The iron-ore deposits of the Firmeza district, Oriente

Province, Cuba, have been worked continuously since

1SS4. except for a short period during the Spanish-

American War, according to Max Eoesler in the Bulletin '

of the A. I. il. E. The mines of the Firmeza district
I

belong to the Juragua Iron Co., which is now controlled

by the Bethlehem Steel Co., though it was at one time
|

also allied with the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

The pyritization- in the ores at Firmeza has maJe
|

the owners of the ore deposits fear that the ores

would change to pyrite in clepth. There is no reason

to believe that the ores found at greater depth will be
j

any higher in sulphur than those now being mined in I

the lower levels of the larger mines. The lower sulphur '

content of the ores close to the surface is due to .super-

ficial oxidation of the jiyrite. Below the level of surface

oxidation the suli)liur content may be expected to remain

fairly constant. The only change that seems probable

is an increase in the proportion of magnetite to hematite

as the deeper centers of mineralization are approached.
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General Review of Mining in the United
States in 1916

The niiniiij:: iIulu^;tl•y in llic TTnitcd States cxpprieiu'o<l

an uniiaralli'led prosperity in lUKi. Owinti; to tlie higli

prices of the metals, record outinits were established in

nearly every branch of the industry, both in tonnage and

in the value of the jiroduction. This was especially true

of copper, zinc, lead and iron; gold and silver did not

experience special booms, but owin;;' to the great pros-

perity of the country, much new capital was also availalilc

for precious-metal mining. The steel-hardening metals,

such as tungsten and molybdenum, were in good demand

in the early part of Ifllfi; in the latter part of the year

tliere was overproduction of tungsten, consequent upon

the extraordinary prices reigning for some months as a

result of the demand occasioned by the European War.

There was especial activity in the minor minerals; restric-

tion of importations, imposed by shi])ping conditions, led

to the development of many new mineral properties in

this country.

La1)or participated in the jjrospcrity of ]91(i in the

form of bonuses, straight wage advances and increases

based on the price of the metals. Even the gold-mining

districts raised wages at least once, and three advances

were made in most of the camps where the base metals

were mined. Labor was bard to get, as a result of the ex-

traordinary activity, and was also inefficient. Consider-

ing conditions, serious labor disturbances were not nu-

merous and were confined to the ending of the Clifton-

Morenci strike in Jan\iary; the I. W. W. disturbance on

the Jlesabi Range, where a number of the underground

mines were closed, though total iron-ore shipments were

not curtailed ; and the closing of most of the IFother

I.ode mines in Amador County, California, for seven

weeks, the miners returning to work on the old hasis at

the end of that period.

No legislation of a general character was passed af-

fecting the mining industry, the proposed tax on copper

))rodnction having been eliminated from the special in-

ternal revenue bill. Important progress was made by the

ilining and iletalhirgical Society of America in crystal-

lizing the ideas of the industry as to what was needed in

the proposed new mining code. In flotation litigation,

tlie United States Supreme Court rendered a decision

niibolding the ^linerals Separation patent for froth flo-

tation with less than 1% of oil.

-Metal In rgically, the most important events were the es-

tablishment of electrolytic zinc refining on a large scale at

(ii'cat Falls, Mont., the ammonia leaching of the Calumet
& Ilecla copper tailings, the inception of tin smelting at

Perth Amboy, N. J., and the continued extension of flo-

tation concentration. Other outstanding features of the

year in the mining industry were: The Jerome boom;
the preparations of the liunker Hill & Sullivan com]iany

to smelt lead ore in the Cceur d'Alene district of Idaho;

the rco))ening of old gold mines on the Mother Lotle in

California; the bringing in of another important gold

niinc in the new camp of Oatman, Ariz.; the culmination

(>r the tungsten boom; the practical comi)l('tion of three

drainage projects in Lcadville, (,'(ilo. : the discoNcvics at

depth in the Cripple Creek gold mines; (lie railurc of

Alaska (lold's mining methods to maintain (be c\])ci(('d

grade; (he gradual decline of the Treadwcll mine- and

])reparation for combination development and o))eration ;

the activity in the eastern and "zinc" .sections of Butte;

the construction of an unusual number of mills in the

Jo))lin and associated zinc-lead districts; the rejuvena-

tion of the Chloride district in Arizona; and the inter-

est in the Dee]i Creek section of Utah, c(mscquent on

the assurance of railroad transportation. Plants of the

first magnitude, not already referred to, that were brought
into practically full production, or on which construction

was begun, were : Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.'s

mill; Donora Zinc \\'(n-ks ; Burro Mountain Cop|)er Co.'s

mill; new ;i,000-ton mill of P>deral Lead Co. at Flat

Piver, Jlo. ; Granby Jlining and Smelting Co.'s mill at

(iranby. Mo.: launching of three Kj-cu.ft. all-steel gold

di'cdges in California; New Cornelia Copper Co.'s .5,000-

ton leaching plant—90% completed ; Utah Copper's

leaching plant; and Ray-Hercules Cojiper Co.'s new mill.

Further details of the mining operations in the various

states follow.

AinzoNA

Being primarily a copper-producing state, Arizona
prospered enormously in 191(;. Plant extensions were made
at nearly all the established in-o])erties and at the El Paso
Smelting A\'orks which treated a considerable amount of

Arizona ore and concentrates. The copper-mining in-

dustry is reviewed elsewhere in this issue, and it is suffi-

cient here merely to note the bringing to fruition of the

imiKortant plans of the Inspiration Consolidated Copper
Co., the practical completion of the New Cornelia Co])-

per Co.'s .5,000-ton leaching plant, the grading for Bay-
Hercules' new mill and the extraordinary booin in the

Jerome district.

Extension of transportation, effected by the comple-
tion of the Tucson, Gila Bend & Ajo R.R., stimulated

further development in the Ajo district. The Interna-

tional Gas and Electric Co., of Nogales, extended its

electric-power line to the Santa Cruz County mines and
considered the building of a trolley line into the dis-

trict it serves. Transport facilities were im])rovcd in

.several districts by further use of motor trucks.

There was no new mining legislation of importance
passed, though several undesirable labor bills were intro-

duced. The increased price paid for labor and the

bonuses of the major copper companies drew much of the

best labor into the estaljlished camps and to an extent

hindered the small developing operations. Owing to the

increased price of copper and the sliding scale, wages
were increased during the year about 3;5Vfi%, making it

difficult for other mining ojierations to secure men unless

they paid the prices set by the coppei' industry.

Oatnum experienced the greatest activity of any Ari-

zona gold-mining cam])—in fact, attracted more general

interest than any other gold-mining .section of the United
States. The reawakening of Chloride Avas also a note-

wortliy i'eaturc. This old district i)romises now to pro-

(hiic iio( oidy silver, lead and zinc, but also copper. The
cntijUHc of ibc (iuggcnheim interests by optioning the

(ibl lOlkbarl and other jjroperties stimulated activity in
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this flistriot greatly. At tho end of the year, aliout 40

companies were operating and several mills were in pros-

pect of early constraction.

The United Eastern at Oatman completed its 200-ton

mill late in December. Owing to additional discoveries

in the Tom Eeed properties, orders were placed for

donbling the capacity of its mill to 350 tons, and the Big

Jim Mining Co., which developed a considerable ton-

nage in 191Ci, was making plans for a 400-ton mill. The

Gold Dust company erected a small mill, and a number

of other companies in the district made discoveries of ore,

bnt none reached the point of requiring reduction plants.

The Gold Eoad mill operated as usual at Goldroad,

about one mile from Oatman, and treated considerable

custom ore. The Gold Ore company, outside the Oatman

district proper, shipped to Goldroad and let contracts

toward the end of the year for a .50-ton mill.

Plans for resumption were made by gold mines around

Octave and Congress Junction, and some new develop-

ment was accomplished here as well as in the gold camps

in Yavapai County. At Tombstone, the Bunker Hill

Mines Co. mined gold and silver ores from the upper

levels of the old Tombstone Consolidated mines. Jlost

of these ores were treated in the 30-stamp and cyanide

plant; 'the company also shipped considerable high-grade

manganese ore to Eastern markets and lower-grade ma-

terial to the Douglas smeltery. Tungsten mining was ac-

tive up to the middle of the year, particularly in Yavapai

and Pima Counties. More asbestos mining was done in

Arizona in 1916, and several new finds were made in

Gila and Pinal Counties.

In some of the minor copper camps there was great

activity. From the Johnson district considerable ore

was shipped by the Peabody, Cobriza, Arizona & Michigan

and the Black Prince companies. The Keystone and the

Johnson Copper Co. also did important development

work. In Pinal County there were increased and new
operations at Ray, Christmas, Superior, Kelvin and at

Eed Eock in the vicinity of the Sasco smeltery, reopened

by the American Smelting and Eefining Co.

There was much development work done in the copper

and gold mines in the vicinity of Prescott in Yavapai

County, and the smelting plant at Humboldt was pushed

to its utmost. The old Treadwell smeltery at Mayer was

remodeled by the Great Western Smelters Corporation,

controlled by the Big Ledge Development Co.. and was

about ready in December to blow in. In the vicinity of

Walker and in the McCabe and Big Bug districts there

was much activity. The Stoddard Milling Co. com-

pleted and operated a 100-ton flotation mill at Stoddard.

In the Crown King section several old mines were be-

ing unwatered and developed, and concentrates were made
from old tailing dumps.

The United States Smelting, Eefining and ^Mining Co.

did work on several optioned properties, including the

Leadville mine at Coiirtland in Cochise County, and an-

other development northeast of Tucson. The American

Smelting and Eefining Co. was active in Pima County,

adding the Morgan mine to its operations at Twin Buttes

and optioning the Copper Mountain jirojierty .south of

Ajo, which is being drilled. The Empire Zinc Co. in-

creased its operations at the San Xavier copper-zinc prop-

erties. The Mascot Copper Co. near Dos Cabezas in

Cochise County made an important discovery of gold-

copper ore. Parker, Yuma County, was the scene of re-

new(>d activity at the end of 1910. In the northern jiart

of the state, preliminary steps were taken in the de-

velopment of the White Mesa copper property in Coconino

County.

In Santa Cruz County an important event was tln'

acquisition of the Three E mine by the Harrison inter-

ests and the building of a mill for this property. The
Pinal mine, formerly known as the Fisey, was sold to

AV. E. Eamsdell. The Eoyal Blue mine was sold by

Josiah Bond to A. J. Hooks, who organized the Royal

Blue Mining and I\Iilling Co.; the company erected a

mill and is driving a long tunnel to cut the ore at depth.

The San Jorge mine was acquired by the Bisbee-Santa

Cruz Jlining Co., and the Austerlitz was sold to Cam-
])hius and associates, of El Paso. The old Montana mine is

being operated by a new company know"^ as the Montnuii

IVIines Co., which is erecting a new mill. The Duquesne
Mining and Eeduction Co. extended its mill operations

and was ship])ing about two cars of concentrates daily at

the end of the year. Numerous other old mines in the

district were optioned or reopened by the owners.

California

The mining industry in California advanced steadily

in 1916, with two exceptions—the seven-week labor strike

in the' Mother Lode gold mines of Amador County and

the check in the tungsten operations of the Eandsburg

and Atolia districts. Chrome and manganese mining was

active in the northern part of the state, and the mag-

nesite industry increased markedly in Sonoma and Tulare

Counties. The beginning of potash production from

Searles Lake was likewise a noteworthy feature, thouirh

the shipments did not reach commercial importance dur-

ing the year 1916.

The base metals enjov-ed an nnprecedented boom both

in production and in the price of the products. Shasta,

Plumas and Calaveras Counties were the principal pro-

ducers of copper, and in all these counties new equipment

was added to existing mines. The Mammoth mines and
reduction works were operated at maximnm capacity

throughout 1916; the company purchased the Stowell

mine, near the Balaklala, and shipped therefrom about

200 tons per day to its smeltery at Kennett, Balaklala

shipped about 300 tons daily. The Gray Eagle, near

Happy Camp, Siskiyou County, was sold to the ilason I

Valley ]\Iines Co.. and the Walker copper mine in Plumas
i

County was acquired by the International Smelting Co.

Lead and zinc mining made great strides, particularly (

in the southern County of Inyo where the Cerro Gordo 1

and the Darwin Development companies were the lead-

ing producers. In the north, construction of an elec-

trolytic zinc plant was nndertaken by the ilammoth Cop-

per Mining Co. at Kennett. Quicksilver mining was ex-

tremely active in 1916 owing to the high prices pre-

vailing.

The reopening of old gold mines was the most striking

feature of the gold-mining industry in California in

1916. The successful opening several years ago of the

old Plymouth mine by W. J. Loring, for Bewick, More-
ing & Co., was followed by the exploration of more of the

old mines at depth, se\eral of these enterprises being

initiated by Mr. Loring with American associates, as it

was impracticable to secure British capital owing to the

war conditions. Among the important sales of gold-min-

ing property in 1916 were the Old Eureka (or Hetty
|
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Gvi'i'ii) iniiie, the Amador Qncon, tlie Lincoln Consoli-

ilatcd, the Ilardenbiirji-, tlie South Keystono, the Dutcli-

Sweeny and Ajip. Actual transfers were not made in all

cases, but the negotiations are regarded as practically

consummated. A new niininf>: interest in Amador
County was the development of lignite dejiosits and

preparation to numufacture this material into Ijriquettes.

Some of the active properties in Mariposa County were

the Mountain King, Virginia, the Champion, Mary Todd,

^Marble Springs, Bondurant, Louisiana, Clearing House,

and some of the properties on the Fremont grant.

In Nevada County the established mines, such as the

North Star and Empire and Pennsylvania, o))eratcd

steadily. The North Star Klines Co. consolidated its

two 40-stamp mills and cyanide plants into one. Import-

ant properties changing hands were the Union ITill, the

California and the Allison Ranch; the last-named is to

be reopened by the Golden Center Consolidated Co. The
Delhi Group, about 19 mi. north of Nevada City, was

bonded by the Delhi Consolidated ilines Co., formed by

Grass Valley and Nevada City men. Li Yuba County the

B. A. C. Co. at Brownsville concentrated its work on

development and did not start the amalgamation and cya-

nide plant built in 1915. In Sierra County the Rock
Creek and AVhite Bear encountered good gravel, the Gold

Bluif-Oxford ran its 20-stamp mill, and other properties

V/ere active in the Downieville section.

In the new camp of Goldstone in San Bernardino

County, the Goldstone group of Robert and Benjamin
Redfield was sold to Walter P. Hubbard and associates, of

Springfield, Mass., the output being sent to the custom

mill of Bollinger & de Lugge. At Trona, in the same
county, the American Trona Corporation began the pro-

duction of crude potash-borax salts from the first unit

of its commercial plant. Though the Trona company
succeeded in having the Lee-Pack claims dismissed, the

company's title to its Searles Lake locations is not yet

affirmed. Construction of another potash plant was be-

gun jointly by the Solvay Process Co. and the Pacific

Coast Borax Co. ; this will utilize brine from the patented

land of the Borax company at one end of the crystal

body of Searles Lake.

Gold dredging experienced a decided -advance in 191U

three dredges of 16 eu.ft. capacity or greater having been

launched, two by Yuba Consolidated and one by the

Marysville Dredging Co. These dredges were of im-
proved design and construction, described in more detail

in this issue in the article on gold dredging. Trinity

County was more active than usual owing to the pur-

chase of the Alta Bert and adjoining ground by the

Estabrooks, of Boston, and to the entrance of the Yukon
Gold Co. interests, which launched a new steel dredge
on Coffee Creek. Several smaller dredges were also

built in this county, and the California-Oregon Power
Co. extended its line to Trinity Center, assuring the

district of all the power needed. Several new areas were
taken under development by different syndicates. La
Grange hydraulic mine, which paid large dividends from
1890 to 1913, barely made expenses owing to the fact

that the low-grade overburden represented by the high
l)ank has been moving toward the pit, making it impos-
sible to work much of the higher-grade gravel near bed-

rock. On the Junkens ranch, about three miles below
Weaverville, Lorenz Bros, operated profitably with hy-

draulic elevators. The Globe mine near Detrick, the larg-

est developed quartz mine in Trinity County, was closed

after tlie Canadian symlicate relinquished its option on
the jiropcrty.

COLOItAlM)

Colorado did not enjoy the uni)ai'allcled prosperity ex-

])crienced by the co])[)er-mining states, but mining was
active in every branch of the Colorado industry with the

exception, during the latter part of the year, of tung-

sten mining. The culmination of the tungsten boom,
while it did not stop the production of this metal com-
])letely, released nuiny miners from the small operations

that were unable to weather the return of prices to more
normal levels. The lead and zinc mines of Lake and
Summit Counties were extremely active, as was also the

San Juan country in the southwest. New discoveries of

ore at depth in the Cripple Creek mines kept that famous
gold district active without the added incentive of in-

creased price for its products. The Government radium
plant at Denver was abandoned and the plant leased to a

private company.

Labor conditions generally were not so serious as in

other states, where there were more mines operating

nnder the stimulus of the high prices. The Workmen's
Compensation Act passed in 1915 was found to exact

higher insurance premiums than were formerly required

by the private insurance companies, and may be revised.

In the Cripple Creek district, the Roosevelt Drainage
Tunnel was continued until October, when it was stopped

to permit the retimbering of part of the Elkton shaft,

through which the drainage tunnel is being worked. The
new discoveries of 1916 were, for the most part, confined

to the larger mines, especially at the Cresson, the Port-

land, the Vindicator and the Granite. In the summer of

1916 a little ore was found in Mineral Hill, and for a

time it looked as if a new section was to be opened, but

these hopes were not fulfilled in 1916. Tenderfoot Hill,

in which discoveries were made late in 1915, was not so

active, but the Queen Belt claim was sold to Leadville

men, who are now developing it. The most important
mining deal in 1916 was the sale of the Cresson mine to

A. E. Carleton and associates. Another important ne-

gotiation was the purchase of the Copeland sampling mill

by the Eagle Ore Co., which also operates the Eagle
plant, the sampling of custom ore in the district being

now entirely in the hands of this company.

In Leadville important discoveries were made in the

Garbutt mine and in the Fryer Hill group. The Lead-
ville mines reached their maximum output in the last

quarter of the year, and the consummation of several im-
portant drainage projects began to add ores to the regular

production of the districts. Among the important oper-

ations of this character were the Leadville Unit of the

United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Explora-

tion Co., which unwatered its property through the

Harvard shaft, the Downtown Mines Co. and the Empire
Zinc Co., which carried on extensive work in reopening

the old mines of Carbonate Hill. Railroad spurs were
extended to the Jamie Lee shaft of the Leadville Unit
and to the McCormick shaft of the Empire company on
Carbonate Hill. George 0. Argall and associates began
the unwatering of the Mikado shaft for the purpose of

prospecting adjoining properties at depth. In addition

to its usual gold ore, the Little Jonny mine made regular

siiipments of copjjcr ore. The Dcrry h'anch Gold Dredi:-
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ing Co., operating in Lake County, had a successful .-rea-

son, closing down on Deo. 8 to avoid excessive ccst of

winter operations. Labor was restive in the Leadville

ilistrict owinii' to tlie increased activities in the latter

part of the year, and an advanie in wages was announced

on the December payday to a\ert the impending strike.

In Summit County four gold dredges were operated in

the Breckenridge district, one l)y the French (Julch com-

pany and three by the Tonopah Placers Co. Some veins

disclosed by dredging were under devel(i]mient at the

end of the year. The Pioneer Consolidated .Mining Co.

purchased 48 claims on (iibson ITill and remodeled its

20-stamp mill for electric operation. The Union .Mill re-

modeled its plant for custom work, the Puzzle Leasing Co.

built a 50-ton mill, and the Wellington Mines Co. added a

roaster and flotation unit to its plant. In the ^lontezuma

section the St. John ilines, Ltd.. placed its flotation plant

in operation, and the ]\lontezuma company operating the

Silver Wave and Chatauqua remodeled the old Plymouth

mill for treating its ores. At Red Cliff, in Eagle County,

a .50-ton custom flotation plant was erected by the Pine

;\lartin joining and Jlilliug Co. Some tungsten was

opened in this vicinity and also near Alma in Park

County, but the slump in the market curtailed this de-

velopment.

In the San Juan country the Silverton district was

the most active, though Telluride and Ouray, especially

the Eed Mountain section of the latter, operated up to

the capacity of available labor. The principal mining

deal in the Telluride section was the option of the old

Palmyra to AVagner Brothers ilining Development Co.

Late in the year the carnotite fields took on new activity.

The Colorado-Superior Alining Co., controlling the Black

Rear mine, renewed its contract for two years with the

Smuggler-Union mill, whiih was equipped with Callow

flotation cells for treating both the Huml)oldt and Black

Bear ore. In the Ouray region the mo.'^t important new

work undertaken was the driving of the long Camp Bird

tunnel to explore this ju-operty at depth. Another feature

of interest in this section is the reopening of the Moun-

tain Top mine under the management of G. H. Barnhart,

who is building an underground mill to avoid snowslide

damage. The Gold Crown resumed the construction of

its flotation plant after refinancing. Other active proper-

ties were the Mineral Farm, Butler. Pony Plxpress, Ver-

non, National Belle, San Antonio, Barstow, Congress, St.

Paul and the Yellow Jacket. J. M. Hyde did some work

on the old Genessee and started the building of a small

flotation mill.

Idaho

The great prosperity in the lead- and zinc-mining in-

dustries was reflected in the activities of the Coeur

d'Alene, Idaho's most important mining district. These

activities arc reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

The Wood River district experieneed a revival as the

result of the acquisition of the North Star and some ad-

joining mines by the Federal ^Mining and Smelting Co.,

which placed in operation a ].50-ton ecuicentrating mill.

The Gilmore district in Lemhi County nuule a record

output, ])rincipally from the three old producers, though

several new pro])erties also made shipments. The Wil-

bert lead mine in Blaine County operateil its mill most of

the year and |)aid several dividends.

At Mackay, in Custer County, the Empire Copper

Co. caught the ore in its lower tuniud and made plans

for im])ortant improvements at its plant. Controlling in-!

terest was purchased by Leroy Ecdes, of Ogden, and

associates, who arc also interested in the Copper Hasin
j

Jlining Co. operating about 30 mi. west (jf .Mackay.

In tlie gold districts of central and southern Idaho

much interest was created by rich discoveries, especially in

the Marshall Lake district in Idaho County and in the

old Atlanta district, about 80 mi. east of Boi.<e. Gold

dredging proceeded aijout as usual, with the |)rospcc1 of

an operation in the Coeur d'Alene region on Pritchard

Creek, whirh was diilled last summer.

.Michigan

The great i)rcparations made in 19L5 by the copper

companies of the Lake Superior district resulted in a

record production in lillO. Nearly every company in-

crea.sed its output, and some companies that had not ]jro-

diiced profitably for years were able to operate with a

balance on the right side of the ledger. The only marked
metallurgical advance was the inception of ammonia leach-

ing by the Calumet & Ilecia Co. in its 1,000-ton plant,

which is to be doubled in capacity .soon. The progress

of the Lake Superior copper mines in 191G is se])arately

treated in this issue by James JlacNaughton.

The 'Michigan iron ranges took their part in the ex-

traordinary iron ])r()duction of li)l() and were free from

the I. W. W. disturbances that took place on the Mesabi

Range in Minnesota. Wages were raised three times

during the year, with an aggregate increase of about 30%,
but labor was difficult to get up to the close of navigation.

On the Gogebic Range, the Jones & Laughlin Ore Co.

opened a new deposit at Wakefield near the Hanousek

property. From the Hanousek o])en])it about 300,000

tons was shipped in 1916 by Coates & Tweed, of Duluth,

^linn.; this promises to be the second largest openpit

mine in Michigan. At Ironwood the Newport ilining Co.

broke the shaft-sinking records of the Gogebic Range in

sinking the new Woodbury shaft.

Th& Cleveland-Clifl:'s Iron Co. at Ishpeming practically

completed its preparations for placing the Holmes mine

in the shipping list; the mine has the highest headframe

of any IMichigan iron mine. At Negaunee the company is

sinking the Athens shaft to 2,600 ft., having attained a

depth of 2,'200 ft. in December. At Bessemer, a new shaft

was begun for the Colby mine. The Cleveland Clitfs

company also opened new ore by drilling in the Lake
Angeline mine near Ishpeming and is stripping ; this was

an underground mine and supposed to have been worked

out. On the Alarquette Eange the same company opened

the Section 6 pit at North Lake. Corrigan, McKinney
& Co. brought into production on the ilenominee Eange
the Odgers mine at Crystal Falls.

Minnesota

The Lake Superior iron ranges produced a record

tonnage in 19 16. There were few new Mesabi prop-

erties brought into the producing lists; some of the new
producers were the Kerr, Susquehanna, Mace No. 2 and

the Kevin. Considerable new .stripping was done, and

among the old mines reopened was the St. James at

Aurora. The Cuyuna Eange was e.xtremely active, its

manganiferous ores being in strong demand owing to the

difficulty of obtaining ferromanganesp at reasonable

])i-iees. The I. W. W. strike in the summer closed many
of the .Mesabi underground mines, but shipments

were more than maintained out of stock])iles. Com-
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iiuHi l:il)or at tlu' oiul of 19Ui wms Ikmii^- ])iii(l •$:!

piT day at nearly all niinos. lOlectrilicatioii of iiiiniiif;'

fquipiiu'iit was marked in 1 !)!(!, and tliciv was a tonduncy

toward lieavior niachinory. At the Mace openpit mine
Butler Bros, used a lUicyrus revolving shovel of 375 tons'

weight, with a hooni S^ It. in length. Stripping with a

dragline e.xeavalor was done at the Warren mine iiy the

Winston Dear Co. Construction of se\eral small wash-

ing plants was a feature of nietallurgicnl interest.

^IlSSOUI!!

The lead district in southeast Jlissoiiri was active

throughout the year. The most importiint developments

in this district were the Iniilding of a 3.000-ton mill hy

the Federal Lead Co. at Flat River, the sinking hy the

same company of its No. 9 shaft, a new shaft near

Elvins by the Baker Lead Co., the acquisition of the Pirn

tract by the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Co., and the

use of steam shovels at the opencnt operations at the

Mine La Jlotte.

In the Joplin and associated zinc-lead districts, there

was mnch activity in the early part of the year, bnt some
curtailment later, owing to recession in the price of the

principal metal, power deficiency and other causes, re-

viewed elsewhere in this issue. The American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Co. extended its holdings in the district, its

most important acquisition being the Granby Mining and
Smelting Co. Flotation concentration was extended to

some of the leading mills. Outlying districts in Kansas,

Oklahoma and Arkansas were the scenes of important de-

velopment, particnlarly west of Baxter Springs, Kan.,

and extending northerly into the Oklahoma field. Li

Arkansas the Rush Creek section was busy, and interest-

ing developments were made at the Hurricane mine by

the J. C. Shepherd Mining Co., and the Fullbright in

Marion County. The extension of the Fort Smith, Ark.,

gas field led to the building of new smelting plants there.

ilOXTANA

The copper and zinc production at Butte reached a

surpassing figure, and many old mines in outside districts

were reopened as a result of the high prices prevailing for

the metals. The starting of Anaconda's 100,000.000-lb.

electrolytic zinc refinery and the practical completion of

its construction campaign at Great Falls, and the de-

velopments in the eastern and zinc sections of the Butte

district, were interesting features of the years' oper-

ations, the details of which are reviewed eleswhere.

Outside of the Butte district the state was active in

the development of new properties as well as in the re-

opening of the old mines already referred to. These

resumption operations were numerous and extended even

to gold mines. The East Helena ]ilant of the American
Smelting and Refining Co. operated at maximum ca-

pacity, and in the dredging field the Conrey Placer Min-
ing Co. operated its fleet of dredges as usual except for

the sinking late in the year, of the No. 1 dredge. Note-

worthy among the old reopened mines were the Old Ban-

nack, the Banner & Bangle on which the Snowstorm
Mines Consolidated is spending a large amount near Troy,

the Amador, or Intermountain, and other mines in Min-
eral County.

Nevada

Nevada's major camps prospered exceedingly in 191G.

with the exception of GoldCield. where more encouraging

results were obtained in the prospects than in the estab-

lished mines, Ihe reserves in the Jumbo, Florence and
(ioldliehl Consolidated being at a low ebb. The hitter's

new ttotaliou plant did not. rejuvenate the proi^erty
through the treatment of the low-grade copper-gold ore,

as had been hoped by stockholders. The Florence closed
its mill late in the year owing to exhausticm of its ore.

Ely increased its cop|)er jjroduction about 33%, through
extensions and improvements at the Nevada Consolidated
property, extraction being improved notwithstanding the

added tonnage. Xew equipment included a large air

compressor at the Ruth mine and at the reduction works.
four roasters, a SO.OOO-cu.l't. tuibo-lilower for the con-
verters, a new crushing jilaiit and tloulile-decking of

Wiltley tables. An event of the first magiutude in this

camp was the financing of the Consolidated Coppermines
Co., which remodeled the old Giroux concentrator into a

500-ton flotation mill and deciibMl. at tlic end of the year,

to extend the milling caiiacily to l,(i(H) tons. Tn the early
hair of the year there was much excitement in the

tungsten fields east of Ely, but the decline in price left

only one mill active—that of the Tungstonia Mining and
Milling Co. About IS mi. south of Ely the old Ward
mine was bonded for the Camp Bird interests.

Tono])ah maintained a .steady jiroduction in 1916, with
the Tonopah Belmont leading in tonnage and Tonopah
Extension and Tonopah Mining running a close race for

second place. Other important producers in this cam]j
were the Jim Butler, West End, Halifax and Rescue-
Eula. West End won the apex suit brought by the Jim
Butler. At Manhattan. Reorganized White Caps opened
rich ore. Belmont and Touo])ah Mining continued their

policy of expansion, the former developing a gold proper-

ty at Surf Inlet, B. C., and the latter a copper area at

Schist Lake, Manitoba, besides its Eden Mining Co. in

Nicaragua, its Tonopah Placers Co. at Breckenridge,

Colo., and prospecting Trinity County placers in Cali-

fornia. Montana-Tonopah took over the Lost Burro mine
on the west side of Death Vallev, California, in the

Ubehebe district.

The Yellow Pine district, near Goodsprings in Clark
County, produced about 30,00(1,000 lb. of zinc^ 15,000,000
lb. lead, 250,000 oz. silver, besides copper, gold and
platinum. The leading producer, the Yellow Pine
^Mining Co., made a record output with about 14,000,000

lb. zinc, 4,500,000 lb. lead and 85,000 oz. silver. Two
new dry concentrating mills of the Stebbins type were

erected for the Sultan and Christmas lead-zinc mines.

The Boss mine shipped about 250 tons monthly of copper-

gold-platinum ore and is completing the first unit of a

chloridizing-leaching plant to treat 10 tons daily of ore

averaging: Copper 4%, gold 1 oz., silver 2 oz., platinum

and palladium 1.5 oz. Similar ore was found in the

Oro Aniigo. Pioche was moderately active in 191C.

Among new construction was the Prince Consolidated's

mill to treat the Bullionville tailings by sulphidizing and
tlotation. A number of outlying mines in Lincoln

County were actively developed.

In the Mason mining district the Nevada-Douglas

started its leaching ])lant late in the year, but most

of the mines marked time until the Mason Valley Mines

Co. ordered its smeltery at Thompson to be reopened.

which was expected to be accomplished early in 1917.

There was consideralile activity around Luning, especial-

ly in copper develo])ments. On the Comstock Lode some

of the old silver mines made new discoveries in the
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I'iiiiy i>art of Iho year. On May S."5 a fire occiiitlmI in

the ^'(•llll\v Jacket shaft on Gold Hill and the mine

closetl, the mill being oi)erated on the old dumps. All

fither work on Gold Hill was done throufih the Confidence-

Challenjie-Imperial shaft. In the A'irginia City section,

the principal change was at the Coniliination shaft where

the "middle mines" formed an association and began nn-

watering the properties. In the north-end mines the

principal production was from the Union mine, the ore

going to the Mexican mill.

In Humboldt County there was much activity, partic-

ularly around Winnemueca and at Rochester and Seven

Troughs, where important strikes were made. Quicksilver

production was initiated by the Goldbanks and by the

Lovelock companies. The Ragged Top tungsten mines

were equipped with a 7.5-ton mill, 10 mi. from Toulon, by

the Humboldt Tungsten Mines and Mills Co. In Elko

County the camps of Contact, Bullion, Gold Circle,

Tuscarora and Jarbidge were all busy, and some im-

portant deals were negotiated in the last two camps.

Jarbidge took on new life from the developments in

the Long Hike, bonded through San Franciscans to the

Guggenheims.

At Aurora, Wonder, National, Round Mountain, Buck-

horn and Pioneer, the customary operations were carried

on, and in many less-known camps prospecting was

stimulated by the high metal prices. Some noteworthy

changes in ownership, not already referred to, were the

sale of the old Glasgow & 'Western copper properties, the

purchase of Tybo lead-zinc mine by Louisiana Consoli-

dated, the development under option by the Clark in-

terests of the Rea copper claims at Cuprite. A small

sulphur production was made by the Los Angeles Sulphur

Co., about 13 mi. south of Goldfield.

New Jersey and New Youk

The great zinc mines of the New Jersey Zinc Co. were

operated on an increased scale in 1916, an additional

mill of 800 to 900 tons' capacity having been completed

and placed in operation at Franklin Furnace. This mill

treats the finer sizes previously shipped in the crude to

the smelteries; it also re-treats magnetic-.separator mid-

dlings from the old mill, after crushing them to pass

30-mesh. The company reopened the old mine at Sterling

Hill and built a 450-ton mill, modeled on much the

same lines as the Franklin Furnace practice. New
Jcr.sey iron mines were active, especially in the latter

])art of the year, and some ])rospecting was undertaken.

The principal zinc mine in New York at Edwards, St.

Lawrence Co., was sinking a 1,000-ft. two-compartment
shaft to reach territory explored by diamond drills; the

mill was run at capacity on ore from Xo. 1 and No. 2

mines, extraction from the latter, or \Miite mine, having

been begun through connections with No. 1 slope. In

Sullivan County one of the old zinc-lead deposits was
reopened and was being equipped with a milling plant.

The talc and pyrites mines in St. Lawrence County
operated at maximum capacity, and graphite mining near

Ticonderoga was exceedingly active. Many of the iron

mines in northern New York doubled their outputs in

1910. opened new areas and made important developments

in the old mines: Witherbce, Sherman & Co. developed

a five-years' ore reserve in three old deposits—Harmony,
Barton Hill and Old Bed—-opened a new mine, the

Sherman, on a 500-ton basi.'^ and brought the Smith

mine inio prnduitive condition. Choever iron Ore Co.

placed its mine and mil! in operation again, and the

Chateiugay Ore and Iron Co. began the construction of

a mill to have a capacity of 100 tons per hour. Its

new shaft is jiraclically completed. The new Chanqdain

l)argo canal was opened late in the season, and the I'ort

Henry district will henceforth make considerable din-i i

water shipments to New York harbor in boats of 2,5<i'i

to 3,000 tons' capacity. The Benson Mines Co., :ii

Benson Mines, N. Y., improved its metallurgical recover,

liy giving up dry, graded crushing, and substituting w^ i

ball-mill crushing to 20-mesh in one operation and c()n

centrating on Grondal magnetic separators. A number ol

the St. Lawrence County mines found it neces.sary t<

establish an 8-hr. shift, instead of the 10-hr. shift

underground.

In \'prniont an event of interest was the reopening

of the old Ely copper mine by the Vermont Copper Co
in which August Heckscher and as.sociates are interested

In Pennsylvania an important negotiation, late in 191G,

was the acquisition liy Charles il. Schwab of the Corn-

wall iron-ore mines and furnaces, the Lebanon furnai .

^

and concentrator and the Polebrook furnaces.

New Mexico

Chino Copper Co. produced in the last q^iarter of

1916 at the rate of about 7,000,000 lb. of copper per

month and continued to be the dominant operation in

the state. Another operation of the first magnitude, brought
into bearing in 1916, was the Burro ilountain Copper Co.,

which started its 1,200-ton mill at Tyrone in April.

There W'as much development in the Hanover-Santa Rita

district, the most import^int new work being the building

of a 400-ton mill near Fierro by the Hanover-Bessemer
Iron and Copper Co. In the Lordsburg district the

85 Mining Co. jnit in another 450-hp. Lyons-Atlas oil

engine, but was subjected to nearly a month's interrup-

tion owing to an accident to the old engine before the

spare was installed. Other active properties were the

Octo, the Bonney, Nellie Gray, Nellie Bly and the Waldo-
Beam. New companies organized were the 85 Extension ;

the Western Mining and Development Co., which acquired

the Bonney mine; and the Hecla Mining Co., which took

over several properties in the district. In the Organ
district Phelps, Dodge & Co. continued the development
of the old properties which they optioned and shipped

considerable ore.

In Socorro County the Mogollon district operated

steadily and the Pacific mine was connected with the

Socorro mill by a tramway. The Mogollon Mines Co.

operated .its mill, and the Oaks Co. continued the devel-

opment of the Clifton-El)erle group and other properties.

Near Steeplerock there were interesting developments, the

Carlisle being the most important operation. In the

Magdalena zinc-lead district the mill of the Ozark Smelt-

ing and Mining Co. was burned on Aug. 10, and the plant

is being rebuilt. Zinc-carbonate ore was in good demand,
but the sulphide flotation concentrate was more difficult

to nuirket. New ore was opened in the Graphic, and
in the Kelly mine of the Empire Zinc. Co. which
operated a dry-process magnetic-separating mill. The
old White Oaks gold property in Lincoln County was
optioned to the Keith interests, of Boston, and was devel-

oped for both tungsten and gold. Batopilas Mining Co.

had a New Mexican property under e.vploration, its opera-

tions in old Mexico being closed.
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Olil'XiON

Eastern Oregon had little stiniiihis rnmi llic liii^ii iiict.il

iiricos of 1!)1(), as gold is the principal iirodiut. The
most active operations were the two Powder River dredges,

the Kni]iire dredge on Canon Creek, (iraid County, Buck
Gulch drift mine, Cornucopia Alines Co., Eaker Mines

Co., Queen of the West, the Rainbow, Ben Harrison,

Snake River and Cougar. The old Colunihia mill was

closed in October. Iron Dyke built a flotation mill at

1-Ioniestead and produced gold, silver and copper. The
ijuicksilvor mines were active, and some antimony, tung-

sten, manganese and chrome ore was mined.

In southern Oregon there was much activity in the

Waldo district among the placer mines and the i:ew

copper mines, such as the Queen of Bronze, AValdo,

Copper Queen and Almeda. Considerable chromite was
mined in Illinois Valley, and aliout 300 flasks of quick-

silver was produced by the Black Butte, Utah and
Mountain King companies. The old Bonanza quicksilver

mine near Sutherlin was under development by the

Sutherlin Mining Co.

South Dakota

The Black Hills district in 1916 made its usual pro-

duction of gold, amounting to about $7,500,000, of which

the Homestake furnished appro.vimately $6,000,000. The
other production was mainly from the Golden Reward,

Trojan, Mogul and Wasp No. 3. Copper-mining centers

drew some of the labor, but this situation was eased

late in the year when the New Reliance shut down in

September, and the Wasp closed its mill for the season

in November.

In the Ragged To]) section, the old Slavonian mine
was reopened by the Elk Mountain Mining Co. and the

ore was treated in the Deadwood-Standard mill. The
Imperial mine was taken over by the Ofer Mining Co.,

which shipped about 2,500 tons per month to the Mogul
mill. The Columbia mine at Keystone was reopened by

R. Blackstone and associates, and some ore was shipped.

The Oro Hondo, south of the Homestake, was under

development by John T. Milliken, of St. Louis; the shaft

was sunk to 8,000 ft. and further prospecting carried

on by diamond drilling.

At the Homestake three tube mills were added to the

four already in use, a new Nordberg hoist was installed

at the B. & M. shaft, the boiler plant and auxiliary

steam-turbine electric plant were placed in operation, a

water right on upper Spearfish Creek was purchased, and
an additional electric-power plant was planned.

The Homestake equipped a 5-stamp tungsten concen-

trating mill and in June started milling ore from claims

and dumps north of Lead, much of the ore coming
from the old Hidden Fortune ground. Wasp No. 2 also

installed a tungsten concentrator and milled considerable

custom ore. Mica and lithium ore were mined in the

Southern Hills, and pyrite, carrying about 40% sulphur

was shi])ped from the Cuyahoga mine near Custer, to

Cleveland, Ohio, for acid making.

Tennessee and Southern States

In Tennessee copper production was well maintained

bv the Ducktown Copper, Sulphur and Iron Co., but the

Tenness(>p Copper Co., owing to its financial and technical

difficulties, fell behind its customary production. In

November the Tennessee Copper and Chemical Corpora-

tion was organized to refinance and restore the Tennessee

Copper Co. to its former position, Adolpli Lcwisolin

resuming the presidency and J. S. Bache & Co. acquiring
un important interest. The American Zinc Co. increased

its operations at Mascot, and the zinc mine of tiic

Ihnbrceville Iron Co. at Embreeville was oiJorated at

cajiacity. I'liosphate was in good demand, but production
was about the same owing to lai)or scarcity and car

shortage.

In several of the Southern states old copper mines
were opened and shijunents made to the West Norfolk
plant of the Virginia Smelting Co. and to Chrome, N. J.

An important lead-zinc development in Virginia was
made at the old Ilolladay mine in Spottsylvania County
by the ^'irginia Lead and Zinc Corporation, which made
shipments and planned a 100-ton mill. Pyrite production
was active in many of the states, especially in Virginia,
but production by the Arminius Chemical Co. at Mineral
was interfered with by the caving of its principal shaft;
a new thrce-com]iartnicnt inclined shaft is being sunk.
Both the Arminius and the Sulphur Mining and Railway
Co. erected tailings plants and introduced table concen-
tration following jigs. The Sulphur Mining and Railway
Co. is extending its branch railroad to the Ilolladay mine.
A mill was built for the Allah Cooper lead-zinc mine.
Manganese mining was active in various parts of the

fatate, and the Crimora Manganese Corporation operated
its new mill at the old Crimora property at a capacity

of about 40 tons of concentrated ore daily. In Alabama
the iron mines were exceedingly active, and in Chilton
and Clay Counties there was much graphite mining, as

a result of the restriction of importations. Some gold

mining was done in the South, as heretofore. The Union
Sulphur Co. in Louisiana operated its important sulphur

property, the demand for sulphur having improved over

the previous year.

Texas

The mineral laws of Texas continued to hold back
its mining development. The Terlingua district was more
active in 1916 owing to the high price for quicksilver.

The principal operator, the Chisos Mining Co., was
hampered by a destructive fire at its main shaft. The
silver mines in the Shafter district operated about a-s

usual, and there was some sulphur exploration in the

western part of the state. On the coast the Ereeport

Sulphur Co. increased its output materially. At the

El Paso Smelting Works two new Pierce-Smith basic

(Converters were installed, together with two new copper

storage furnaces, a Walker anode-casting machine and a

crane to handle the anodes. A new reverberatory furnace

was under construction, a 400-ft. concrete stack was com-
pleted and another 500-ft. stack was begun.

Utah

Being chiefly a producer of base metals, Utah prospered

enormously in 1916. All properties were operated under
high-pressure conditions, the output of the mines at

times exceeding the smelting capacity. Utah Copper

Co., which produced about 85,000.000 lb. of copper

in the first six months, was at the end of the year

turning out over 30,000,000 lb. ]ier month and plan-

ning still further increases. Over 40,000 tons per day

was frequently mined by the company in 1916. The Utah
Consolidat(>d produced about 1,000,000 11). of copper and

1.500,000 lb. of lead monthly, and the Ohio Copper mine.
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lately rudcunied by sluirelioldLTS. was operated throughout

the year under lease to the General Exploration Co. at

the "rate of about 2.000 tons per day. The old Yampa
[•opjicr mine reopened on a "iOO-ton basis. The Utah

A])ex and the Utali Metal and Tunnel Co. were other

important operators in this distriit. producing both lead

and copper.

In the Cottonwood dislrirt there was much activity,

both in Little and Big Cottonwood Canons, but production

was handicapped by transport difficulties. From Alta the

principal shippers were tlie South llecla, Jlichigan-Utah,

Albion, Alta Consolidated, Sells and Wasatch, and in

Big Cottonwood Canon the Cardifl" was the leading

producer.

Much new work was done in the American Fork

district, especially in the Facifie and Dutchman mines.

An important ore discovery was made in the Pacific by

the Fi.ssures Exploration Co.. lessees, who built a .50-ton

mill. Electric power was brought into American Fork

Canon late in the year by the Utah Light and Power Co.

In Park City the principal producers were the Silver

King Coalition, Judge Mining and Smelting, Silver King

Consolidated. Daly West. Big Four Exploration. Ontario

and Park City Mines. Several mills were built or re-

modeled to treat tailings; and the Judge Mining and

Smelting Co. erected at Deer \iMey an electrolytic zinc

plant that will soon be placed in eonimission at a capacity

of 1-5 tons of zinc daily. Silver King Consolidated re-

modeled the old Grasselli mill and built a 2-mi. aerial

tramway. Xear Promontory Point, in Box Elder County,

considerable new work was done, the Lakeview ^lining

Co. being the principal producer in this new zinc-lead

section.

The Tintic district, in Juab County, prospered in 1916,

though about midyear the production was cut owing to

the smeltinf; plants being overstocked with siliceous ores.

Productio:-! was normal, however, at the end of 1916. The

Tintic Milling Co. started its chloridizing-leaching plant

at Silver City in February and enlarged the plant later in

the year, adding eight Holt-Dern roasters.

In the south the Beaver County mines were active,

especially ^Majestic, Cedar-Talisman and some new devel-

oping properties. The old Horn Silver mines, near

Frisco, were taken over by a new corporation, the Horn
Silver Mines Co. The Utah Leasing Co. at Xewhouse

operated its flotation plant on the tailing dump of the

old Cactus mine and planned to increase the capacity

from 650 to 850 tons daily. In Piute County the

Mineral Products Co. doubled the capacity of its potas-

sium-sulphate plant near Marysvale. The Florence

Jllining & Milling Co. began the construction of a potash

plant in the same district. Potash was also produced by

the Utah Chemical Co., which built a plant at Haskell,

near Saltair, utilizing the brines of the Inland Crystal

Salt Co.'s evai)orating ponds near Great Salt Lake. The

Salt Lake Chemical Co. built a potash plant at Grants,

on the southwest side of the lake. The Deep Creek

section in western Utah was much stimulated by the

beginning of construction on the railroad from Weudover,

on the Western Pacific, to Gold Hill, which will hereafter

be. known as Goodwin.

Among important new construction not already men-

tioned were the extensions to the smelting plants at

.Vlidvale, Murray and Garfield, the last adding two con-

verters and 10 Ilerreshoir roasters. The Garfield Chem-

ical and JIanufacturing Corporation built a 100-toii

suljjhuric-acid ])lant, utilizing the Uerresiiofl' roaster ga-i'-

from the Garfield smeltery. Tlie acid from this plant

Avill be utilized in part by the Utah Cojtper Co.'s new
leaching plant, which was under construction for tiie

treatment of oxidized ores. The Utah Sam|)ling Co.

added to its group of sampling mills by l)uil<ling a fourth

plant at Murray. At Park City the Broadwater Mills

remodeled its fiOO-ton concentrator and installed a 400-

ton flotation e(|uipnient. The Jlidvale Minerals Co. .at

Vlidvale built a 3(tO-ton mill, using fl(»tation to treat

tailings. At Soldjers Summit the Wasatch Ozokerite Co,

erected a plant to produce 500 lb. of refined wax daily.

W.\SHINGTON

Chewelah. Loon Lake, Metaline and Republic were the

most active mining camps in Washington in 191G. An
important event of the year was the resum])tion of smelt-

ing operations at Northport, by the Northport Smelt-

ing and Refining Co. The ores treated were mainly

those of the Day silver-load mines in the Cceur d'Alene

district of Idaho. At the Electric Point mine, a few

miles northeast of Xorthport, wa-s made the most interest-

ing ore discovery of the year. A number of chimneys

of lead ore were opened in limestone; the ore is rich

in lead, but extremely low in silver. A discovery of

magnesite of unusual purity was made near Valley, it

is of the crystalline variety, resembling the Styrian

product. The United Copper mine at Chewelah and other

copper properties prospered exceedingly in 1916. The
Republic district experienced an awakening by the pur-

chase of the Lone Pine and Surjjrise properties by the

Day interests. Tacoma Smelting Co. increased its out-

put, brought an addition to the refinery into commission,

and had a new reverberatory under construction at the

end of the year. Most of the ore from Washington

mines continued to go to British Columbia for smelting.

Wisconsin'

In addition to the operation of establi.^hed iron proper-

ties in 1916. there was considerable exploration for iron,

especially in Sawyer County. In the Platteville zinc-lead

district there was an unprecedented activity. The Wis-

consin Zinc Co. and the Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. each

employed over 500 men and could have used more had

laborers been available. Wisconsin Zinc Co. opened up

three important new producers—the Longhorn, the

C. A. T. at New Diggings, and the Birkbeck at Galena,

HI., It also began work at the Copeland near ShuUsburg,

at the Tom Calvert near Benton, and at the Champion-

Church near Xew Diggings. Vinegar Hill Zinc Co.

brought into production the Graham mine at Galena, 111..

the ileloy at New Diggings, and the Yewdall at ilifflin,

and were equipping the Jefferson at Hazel Green. The
most important producer brought into bearing by in-

dividual operators was the Blockhouse, near Platteville;

this is owned by Charles Kistler and H. E. Stephens.

Roasting capacity for the district was increased by a

Skinner-type roaster at the Mineral Point plant, a

Mathey-type roaster for the Galena Refining Co. and the

reconstruction of the Campbell magnetic-separating plant

at Cuba City by the Linden Zinc Co. This compan^^s

plant at Linden was also enlarged. The Interstate Light

and Power Co., which supplies the Illinois-Wisconsin field

with power, increased its plant at Galena to 15,000 h]i.,

."i.ooo hp. having been ad<led in 1016.
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Alaska*

III 11)16 Alaska mines made a mineral production val-

110(1 at $r)0.;)()0,000, airordino- to the estimates of Alfred

II. Brooks. This is an advance of 51:% over 1915, when
the production was valued at .$;i3.850,000. It was the

product of the eojjper mines that so greatly swelled the

li^ures for 1916; this amounted to about 120,850,000 lb.,

valued at $.'52,400,000. There was, liowever, an increase

iu the iiold outiiut. which in li)l(i was about $17,050,000

as aj^ainst $l(i,;0().000 iu 1915. Other mineral products

in 1916 were valued at $1,300,000 as follows: Silver,

$950,000: tin, $120,000; lead, $110,000: antimony, $60,-

000; tungsten, $50,000; coal, $30,000; jietroleuiii, mar-

ble, gypsum, etc.. $i;iO,000.

The \alue of the placer-gold output in 1916 was ab.nif

$10,640,000; in 1915 it was $10,480,000. About 640

])lacer mines were operated in 1916. employing 4.600

men. All tlie older districts appear to have maintained

or increased their output e.vcept Fairbanks. The in-

creased output is, howcNcr. to be credited cliieiiy to the

new camps of Marshall and Tolovana.

TJie Alaska canqis of the Yukon basin are believed to

have produced $7,100,000 worth of gold in 1916, aliout

the same as in 1915. An estimate of the output of the

principal camps is as follows: Iditarod, $2,000,000; Fair-

banks, $1,800,000; Ruby. $800,000; Hot Springs, $750,-

000; Tolovana. $500,000; Marshall, $400,000; Koyukuk,

$;i00.000; Circle, $250,000.

About 65 deep placer mines and 30 opencut plants were

operated on the Seward Peninsula in 1916. One of the

events of the year was the development of the placers on

Dime Creek in the Koyuk district in the southeastern part

of the peninsula. These placers carry considerable

platinum, which also occurs in the placers of Bear Creek

iu the Fairhaven district.

Thirty-si.x gold dredges were operated in Alaska in

191(), one more than in 1915. There were 29 in Seward
Peninsula, three in the Iditarod, and one each in the

Ruby. Fairbanks, Circle, and Yentna districts. Of the

36 dredges, four were installed in 191(i. It is estimated

that the dredges produced between $2,000,000 and $2,-

200,000; in 1915 the 35 dredges mined $2,330,000.

Of the 29 gold dredges in the Seward Peninsula, seven

operated in the Nome district, four in the Solomon River

district, nine in the Council district, four in tlie Port

Clarence district, three in the Fairhaven district, and iwo

in the Kougarok district. A feature of interest was the

taking over of the Nome Consolidated Dredging Co. by

the Alaska Mines Corporation and the preparation for

work on a much larger scale.

In the Iditarod, a new dredge was installed on Black

Creek. On Greenstone Creek, in the Ruby district, a new
dredge was also completed. In the Yentna district a

dredge was installed, and equipment ordered from tlie

States for a dredge on Candle Creek, Takotna district,

but all of the machinery did not arrive before the close

of navigation. >

xVbout 25 gold-lode mines operated in 1916, compared
with 28 in 1915. The value of the out|nit increased from
$6,069,000 in 1915 to about $6,200,000 in 1916. South-
eastern Alaska, especially the Juneau district, is still the

only center of lai'ge (luartz-mining developments in the

territory. Next in importance was Willow Creek.

•Excerpts from advance sheets of the loport of Alfiiii H.
Brooks for the U. S. Geological Survey.

The four mines of the Trcadwcll group, in the Juneau
di.strict, were operated on a normal basis until Aug. 1. At
that time the 200-i<tami) mill and half the stamps of the
300-stanip mill were shut down to avoid further drawing of
ore from bencatli settling ground in the Treadweil, Mexi-
can, and 700- Ft. Claim mines. The other Treadweil mills
were operated as in the jiast. The Alaska Gastineau mill wa.s

opei'ated cm a 6,000-ton daily capacity. Owing to the
addition of waste from the hanging wall of the slopes on
the higher levels the average tenor of the ore milled fell

below tiie original estimate. M ine develojunent continued
on the Alaska-Juneau in a large way, and much progre.«s

was made in the construction of the mill, which is to have
a daily I'apciiy of 8.000 tons. It is expected that the mill

will be completed in the .spring of 1917. On the Alaska-
Ebiier property de\elopinents were continued. The chief

activities north of Juneau were at the Eagle River,

Juneau and Kensington mines. Some ore was milled at

the Jualin, but the other mines were not productive.

On Prince William Sound, the Granite and Ramsay-
Rutherford mines were the largest producers. • In the
Sitka district the Chichagof mine was operated on
about the same scale as in previous years. A small

cyanide plant was installed on Unga Island to treat old

tailings of the Apollo mine.

Eighteen copper mines were operated in Alaska,

compared with 13 in 1915. Seven were in the Ketchikan
district, eight in the Prince \\'illiam Sound district, and
three in the Chitina district. The great output from the

Kennecott mines, in the Chitina district, overshadowed
all other operations. Productive mining was also con-

tinued at the adjacent Mother Lode mine, ^luch devel-

opment work was done on other copper properties in the

Kotsina-Chitina copper belt, but there were no other

shipping mines.

There were eight active copper mines on Prince Wil-
liam Sound, the leading producers being Beatson. Ellamar
and Midas. Copper developments continued in the Ili-

ania region of southwestern Alaska, but no regular pro-

duction was made. From the Ketchikan district, the cop-

])er output was estimated at 3.800.000 lb. The principal

producers were the Rush & Brown, Jumbo, It, Mamie,
and Mount Andrew.

About 333 tons of stream tin was jjroduced in Alaska in

1916. Of this about 162 tons came from the York dis-

trict, where two tin dredges were operated and a third

was working on placer ground carrying both tin and gold.

De\elopments were also continued on the Lost River lode-

tin mine. The rest of the concentrates were recovered

incidentally to placer-gold mining in the Hot Springs dis-

trict of the lower Tanana Basin. About 1,460 tons of

antimony ore was mined in 1916, mostly in the Fairbanks
district. Scheelite lodes also were mined at Fairbanks
and additional tungsten was recovered with the gold in

the Nome phu-ers, Init the total production was not large.

Some graphite was shipped from the Port Clarence dis-

trict. Further exploitation of the Katalla oil field was
undertaken and coal was mined at the Bluff Point mine
on Cook Inlet and for tlu" Alaska Engineering Commis-
sion in the lower end of tlie Matanuska field, this part of

the field now being accessible by the Government railroad.

The reconstruction of old Alaska Northern R.R.
was continued under the direction of the Alaska Engi-
neering Commission and about 60 mi. of the road from
(be town of Ancborag(> was placed in oju'ralion.
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Mining in Mexico in 1916
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Milling developments in Mexico during the year have

been less, if possible, than in the two preceding years.

It is true that some comiianies have been able to con-

tinue work in a makeshift nianiier, but with perhaps

one or two exceptions the scale of operations has been

nowhere near normal. The revolution and its activities

have been continuous throughout the year, and political

developments have been considerably worse than before,

since the Mexican de facto government has got into

trouble with the Administration at Washington and be-

cause of raids across the border, United States troops

have spent a good part of the year on Mexican territory.

This condition has not been such as to facilitate opera-

tions by Americans in other parts of the country and has

led to much feeling among Mexicans against the United

States Government and its people. It is well known that

a commission of Americans and ^Mexicans had been

formed- to endeavor to find some basis upon which the

two governments might agree and to formulate a plan

for settling differences and allowing the operation of

the industries of Mexico. At various times there seemed

to be some promise that a satisfactory arrangement would

be made by this committee, but in the last weeks of

the year it was pretty clearly seen that nothing could

be hoped for from that source. The Administration at

Washington has refused to withdraw its forces from

Mexican territory because of the danger of further

brigand attacks, and the Carranza government has refused

to accept the mild proposals made by the Washington

administration. It seems, therefore, that any hope for

a peaceable arrangement is, certainly for the present,

out of the question.

Actual Operations on a Small Scale

Some of the companies, on account of their favor-

able situation, have been able to carry on operations

in a more or less consecutive and normal way, and among
these may be mentioned the Cananea Copper Co., at

Cananea, Sonora. The property of this company is

situated near the border, and it has been possible to

secure a good class of laborers to carry on the work;

consequently the company has not suffered so severely.

Its proximity to the border has deterred serious raids by

bandits, and the steps taken by the company for its

own protection seem to have been effective.

At El Oro the mines and mills have been closed most

of the year. The El Oro Mining and Railway Co. closed

its works on Feb. 37, 1915, but they were reopened on

Oct. 20, 1916, on account of the decree of the Carranza

government ordering operation of all works under pain

of confiscation by the State. The directors of the com-

pany took this step with regret, but considered it wiser

to attempt to comply with the order.

At Pachuca, the Santa Gertrudis continued operations

in a small way and carried out some interesting experi-

ments in flotation that are referred to elsewluM-e. Some
of the other companies carried on a little work, but none

of any great importance.

Some of the companies in the interior of the republic

have been operating from time to time, and among
these may be mentioned a few of the mines at Chihuahua

and Parral, perhaps one at Zacatecas, some at Guanajuato,

some at Pachuca and some in the state of Jalisco.

Alniiisl without exception the mines in the southern part

of the republic have been unable to do any operating.

All have been hampered by conditions in general,

among which may be mentioned the frequent raids t.

bandits, who carried off money, bullion, food supplies oj

;dl kinds, dynamite and other necessities of the mining

industry.

Transportation conditions have been almost insupport-

able. Even if labor conditions were such that companies

might operate, the difficulty of getting supplies for

continuous operations and the additional difficulty of

ex])orting proilucts have been such as almost to proiiibit

any attempt at normal operations.

The oil fields of Tampico and Vera Cruz have been

in a bad way throughout the year, either fearful of

or subjected to attacks, so that little was accomplished

in that line. The smelting plants at Ag-uascalientes,

Torreon, Matehuala, Monterrey and other smelting

renters were unable to operate except in a small way.

CoMPARisox oi'- Normal Operations with Those
OF THE Present

In normal times, according to a statement made to the

American-ilexican Commission by representatives of 45

mining companies operating in Mexico, the number of

Mexicans employed in the mining industry in Mexico by

these companies, based on 19] 3, for instance, is about

63,000 men. During the first half of 1916 only about

6,000 were employed in the industry, and in the last

half of the year considerably less. The aggregate annual

payroll in normal times amounts to more than $19,000,-

000 U. S. currency, while in the first half of 1916

only about $4,000,000 was disbursed for payrolls, and

during the last half of the year considerably less. The
production of metals during the first half of 1916 by

the companies represented was approximately as follows

:

Copper, 23,156 tons of matte or bullion ; zinc, 11,183

tons of ore; lead, 2,928 tons of bullion; silver, 6,200,339

oz.
;
gold, 39,895 oz. Compared with the normal tonnage,

this shows a remarkable decline. The normal tonnage,

based on the production of 1911 and 1912 is as follows:

Copper, 74,984 tons of matte or bullion ; zinc, 46,765

tons of ore ; lead, 70,939 tons of bullion ; silver, 31,892,-

735 oz.
;
gold, 252,843 oz. It is of interest to note that

1912 was practically the last year in which normal opera-

tions were carried out. Indeed, they cannot be said

to have been normal in that year, because the revolution

actually began in the last months of 1910, and unrest

was marked in 1911 and 1912, particularly in the latter

months of the year last mentioned. Since that time

mining companies operating in Mexico, belonging prin-

cipally to American holders, but also representing large

British, French, German and other foreign interests, have ,.

suffered exceedingly. Not only have they been deprived I
of the profits that should have been theirs through normal

operations and to which they were entitled because of the

invitation of Mexico to capitalists of these countries to

open, develop and exploit the mining industry, but also

the destruction of actual property has been exceedingly

large. In a memorandum submitted to the American

members of the American-Mexican Commission by repre-

sentatives of 45 mining companies, it was pointed out

that the losses, exclusive of losses of profits, amounted ,.
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to iiKire tluin $7,00(1,000 for the coiupanius joining in

the nR'nioriinduni, witli many iiiiahk; to estimate the

extent ol' their loss. Mining plants have been destroyed

by dynamite and by fire; machinery, tools and e(|uipment

of all kinds have been stolen and sequestrated; and

iven the mines tiiemselves have been damaged by native

niiners who have worked them on 'their own aceount,

taking out rich patches of ore and leaving the low-grade,

in many eases, in such condition that it cannot be re-

covered except at extraordinary expense. These illicit

niiners have paid no attention to the maintenance of

conditions of safety and economical ojx'ration, liut have

taken what and where it pleased them and left mines

to cave in or to become filled with water, and it is not

impossible that many thousands of tons of ore that

normally would have been profitable have been lost forever.

In most cases, even where it is possible to rehaljilitate

the properties, the cost will be great and will represent

an expenditure that can never be recovered.

The Requirements for Normal Mine Operations

The requirements for resumption of operation in the

mines are, first of all. a strong government and tlie

enforcement of peaceable conditions. There must be

protection for life and property, provision for the trans-

portation of products, equiimient and foodstuffs, there

must be a system of taxation that is neither confiscatory

nor prohibitive to enterprise, and there must be a

dependable labor supply. In addition there must be

provided facilities and assurances of commercial and

industrial activities, such as dependable currency, free-

dom from exactions and demands for tributes from public

authorities, certainty and definiteness of regulations

under which activity is to be carried on. which regula-

tions must conform in general to the standards recognized

throughout the civilized world, and there must be insured

a reasonable efficiency and integrity of public service.

At the present time all these requisites are lacking.

Extraordinary Mine Taxation

The Carranza government has made it evident that it

intends to tax mining to an excessive degree. Extremely

high levies are to be made, the explanation of the reason

for this being given as a desire to make it unprofitable

for comjtanies to hold large areas of mining land. The
government believes that by taxing the land highly, these

companies will be induced to give up those parts which

they do- not intend to develop at once. This, the

de facto government claims, will promote a greater

diversity of ownershi]) and will permit ])crsons or com-

panies of smaller means to take up these lands and

develop them for their own account. Strangely enough,

however, the government does not recognize the opposite

argument. It does not realize that the large companies

will hold, naturally, the richest part of their lands, giving

up only the poorer parts which individuals or companies

of small means would be wholly unable to develop

profitably. It does not seem to understand, moi'eover,

that the taxes on products, wdiich are to be levied in

addition to the land taxes, together with the other

taxation forms, make a total so high as to operate

strongly against the development of low-grade prop-

erties. These are the ones that normally employ the

largest number of laborers, operate on the largest scale,

disti'ib\itc the larsrest amount in pav for labor and con-

tribute the largest amounts in taxes. The proposed

percentage to be collected by the government I'l-om such

companies is so high as to leave them no njargin of

profit, and the tax law practically operates in a confi.sca-

tory maimer. The Mexican government ought to realize

that there are two sides to every question, and that

till' methods they have taken to bring about the results

they desire will operate strongly in the opposite direc-

tion. If the Carranza government would compare the

total taxes required in the United States to those re-

quired, or about to be reipi'ired, in Mexico, they would
see clearly the dilferencc.

The Carranza government, or whatever government is

in power in Mexico, must realize that, no matter how
it legislates, tliere must be something more than a

theoretical authority before any results can be obtained.

It appears that the representatives of the de facto govern-

ment ill Chihuahua have been either unable or unwilling

to protect American lives and property. This is shown
ill the Santa Ysabel massacre and in the failure of the

Carranza authorities in many cases to protect American
]n-operty. The policy of the Chihuahua authorities has

been in general, to give amnesty to the Villistas and
iirigands, even when the authorities knew that they had
plundered American property. It is known that the

Carranza military authorities were ineft'ective in opposing

"^'ilia's recent advance to the north. The fact that he

has rehabilitated his command of outlaws and recently

attacked and captured Chihuahua and Torreon shows
clearly that the Carranza government either cannot or

will not protect either itself, its own people or foreigners

who recognize it. If this is true, how can that govern-

ment expect a tax levy or any other round-table con-

clusion to have any effect upon the actual, physical

mining industry?

The Validity of Formerly Made Contracts

Another subject that the Carranza government or any
constituted government in Mexico will have to recognize

is the validity of contracts made by and obligations

of previous constitutional governments. It ought to be

clearly recognized that these cannot be set aside without

judical inquiry and without due process of law. Many
of the milling companies o])erating in Mexico are doing

so xinder contracts with previous governments, and

whether or not these were carried out in a manner to

suit the present authorities, or wdiether or not the

government received the benefit of taxes or moneys paid

by these companies, the fact remains that the companies

did pay in good faith and expected to receive wdiat they

paid for. Recompense cannot be refused to these com-

jianies, nor can their property, in justice, be taken away
from them or confiscated by the enactment of new and
different laws.

The New Laws and the Industry

The laws that are being inflicted upon the mining in-

dustry in Mexico are probably not in the form they will

finally take. Their present shape is apparently due to

the urgent need for money on the part of the officials,

and the mining industry being the most fixed and

tangible one, in addition to being by far the largest

and most important factor in Mexico's commercial life

—

owned, moreover, principally by foreigners—it offers a

target easy to hit and one the injury of which will hurt

Mexicans least—according to their reasoning. Someday,
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liowever, wIrmi it is realized liow iiiucli flie couiiti'v de-

pends nj)on foieigu capital, there will incibiibly be an

entirely ditterent story to tell and, very likely, a read-

justment of mining laws.

Aside from questions of political ccoiioniy and their

connection with the mining industry, there is not much
that can be .said of Jlexico. Of developments in the

mining industry there have l)een none. .\e\v construc-

tion has been limited to the absolutely necessary things.

There have been no new companiee formed and no min-

ing exploration of any extent. Where it has been possibli .

i

the owning companies have been content to operate .1

little ami to nuike and export small amounts of bullion

or ore to help i)ay expenses. In the southern part of tb^'

country even this has not been possible, an<l the saiii-

.Tpplies to most of the isolated districts of the ni'ddb-.

western and noi'lhern states. In general, the history ol'

Mexico during the year has been p(jlitical, not iinliistrial.

Mining in Ontario in 1916
By Thomas W. (im.soN*

Nearly every branch of the mining industry was

active in 1916, the total production exceeding in value

that of any previous year, amounting to approximately

$65,000,000.

The gold output was worth approximately $10,000,000.

It came mostly from the mines of Porcupine, the

principal ]iroductions being: Hollinger Consolidated.

$4,700,000: Dome, $2,13.5,000; ilcIntyre-Porcnpine,

$1,000,000: Porcupine-Crown $600,000. Schumacher,

Jupiter, Vipond and Dome Lake were smaller contribu-

tors. Several other properties have not yet entered the

producing class. Some of these may pass into possession

of the stronger companies, especially where the lands

adjoin. Two such consolidations took place last year.

Hollinger. Acme and ^lillcrton were united as Hollinger

Consolidated, and henceforward will be worked as one

mine. The combined ore reserves are estimated at

4.000.000 tons worth $37,000,000, The other amalgama-
tion, practically completed, links up ilcIntyre-Porcupine

\vith Mclntyre Extension and McIntyre-.Jupiter. Hol-

linger Consolidated and Dome are both increasing their

milling capacity, the former to 4,000 tons per day. The
latter is still mining by the glory-hole method, but this

will give way at depth to wide drifts with crosscuts

at right angles. The deepest working at Hollinger

Con.solidated is 1,250 ft., and at Mclntyre-Porcupine,

],000 ft. The veins retain their size and gold contents

at these dejiths.

Kirkland Lake camp is next in importance. Tough-
Oakes is the only mine actually turning out bullion, its

product for 191 6' being about $700,000 ; but Teck-Hiighes

has been o])ened up and equipped with a mill which
awaits the i-cunpletiou of the electric ])ower from Cobalt.

Several other ]U'operties are under development, including

Lake Shore, Kirkland Lake and Wright-Hargrave.

The Croesus mine in ]\Iunro Township snfTered in the

forest fires of last summer, all the mine buildings having

been consumed and 13 lives lost. A new plant is l)eing

installed. It will be rememljered that at this mine gold

quartz worth $50 a pound was taken out. cuie such lot

weighing 800 lb., yielding $40,000 in gold.

Along the line of the Timiskaming & Northern
(Intario Ry., other gold camps are springing up, at

Hcjston Creek and in Benoit and (iauthier Townships.

Several claims are being worked at Tashota. on the

Transcontinental, and the old St. Anthony mine has

been taken up by New York capitalists associated with the

Kerr Lake silver mine. South of Van Ilorne, on the

Deputy Minister of Mines. Toronto. On*

Canadian Pacific Ry., some work has been done on the

J?ognon claim, where a ric h surface strike was made.

Silvp:i! riiOM Coh.vi.t

The ])roduction of silver amounted to about 21,600.000

oz., all from Cobalt and subsidiary camps. This is about

2.000.000 oz. less than in 1015, but owing to the higher

])rices the value was about -$1,800,000 more, or about

$13,500,000 in all. Up to the end of 1916 the Cobalt

mines have yielded silver worth $136,250,000, and they

bid fair to ])lace in a short time a larger aggregate to

their credit than the gold mines of the Ynkon. Discovery

of new veins, such as that in the Miller Lake-O'Brien

mine last year, and a wider working of low-grade ores,

are assisting to keep Cobalt in production. In particular,

the flotation proces, which at the Buffalo mine is re-

covering 4.7 to 5.5 oz. per ton from 6-oz. rock, will

prolong the life of the camp. Not all the high-grade

ore has yet been mined, however; the Temiskaming mine,

late in the year, shipped a carload of 78,524 lb. of ore,

worth approximately $172,000. The assay was 5,856.9

oz. per ton.

Nickel Activities

Shipments of matte from Copper Cliff and Coniston

contained about 42,000 tons of nickel, which, at a

valuation of 25c. per lb., was worth $21,000,000. The
demand for nickel for war purposes was heavy, and
jnines and smelteries were worked to their full capacity.

Diamond-drilling during the year increased the reserves

at working mines and disclosed the existence of important
orebodies on the norite contact east of the Garson mine,

where the glac-ial drift is 100 ft. thick, and there is

no outcrop to be seen.

The International Nickel Co. has begun the erection

of a refinery at Port Colborne, on the north shore of

Lake Erie, and the British America Nickel Corporation,

reorganized under the au.spices of the British government,

will also put up a nickel-refining plant, the site of which

has iu)t yet been decided. This company has acquired

the Murray. AVhistle and other mines. Large orebodies

have bc^en proven on the ^lurray, extending into the

Elsie ground adjoining, which is owned by the same
company. The electrolytic method of refining will be

adopted. E. P. Mathewson, recently of Anaconda, Jlont..

has been appointed manager, and AV. A. Carlyle, formerly

of Rio Tinto. Spain, represents the British government
on the board of directors.

The coi)])cr ])rodu(t of Ontario conies mainly from
the Sndluirv ores, in wliic-h it acconiiianies the nicke'..
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Slatti" slii])in(Mifs for tlip year contained about •^"2.000

tons of io|i|ii'r. 'J'lic liij;h priee of copper l)rou^lit al)oiit

the reopeninji: of the Tip-Top mine, west of Port Arthur,

and the \vorkinj<; of a deposit at ^tino Centre, both of

whieh sliipped ore to Britisii Colunii)ia. At a valuation

of 18.5c. jier 11)., iiu^ copper contents of matte and ore

were worth $9,400,000. Part of the copper, as well as

of the nickel, is recovered by the International Nickel

Co. at its Orford works in New Jersey as monel metal,

for makins: which it is not necessary to separate the two

metals. The Mond comjiany relines its matte in Wales,

the copper bcin<x obtained wholly as copper sulphate,

whieh is sold in the vine-growing countries of Europe
to combat diseases of the grape.

I'lionriTiox OF ^liNoi: ^Iinkkals

Cobalt and nickel oxide, also arsenic, are obtained

by the silver refineries in treating the Cobalt ores. The
European market for cobalt oxide was largely closed by

tlie war, but of late increased shipments have been

made to England, ami new uses for cobalt are being

f(.und. It is being produced in the metallic state, and
also in stellite, an alloy of cobalt, chromium and
tungsten, for high-speed tools. ^letallic nickel and
Jiickel sulphate are also lieing jiroduced.

Molybdenite is in demand in England for making
tool steel, and u)) to the end of September, 15,81.5 11).

had been slii))i)ed, worth $1 per lb. Ferromolybdenum
is al.'jo being made.

The mining of iron pyrites is becoming important.
The mines at Northpines, on the Grand Trunk racilic

Py. have shipped freely, and the large deposits" at

Goudreau Lake, Michipicoten, arc being developed. Both
of these properties belong to the Nichols Chemical Co.,

which has mines and acid works at Sulphide, Ont.

Natural gas, to a value of apjjroximately $3,500,000,
was produced from the Kent and other counties on the
north shore of Lake Erie. Building materials, including
brick, stone, lime, cement, sand and gra\el, and other
products, such as feldspar, graphite, talc, quartz, mica,
corundum, petroleum and salt, were produced on about
tile usual scale.

Mining and Metallurgy in British Columbia
in 1916

ViCTOIlIA CoKKESPOXDEyrE

The mining industry in British Columbia was i)rogres-

sive in Ifllfi. high prices of copper and zinc especially

having stinnilated production, with the result that the

total value of the year's output of minerals is estimated at

not less than .$45,000,000, which compares with $33,440,-

SOO in 1912 (the year of previous high record of value of

]iroduction in the province) and $39,447,508 in 1915. Of

the total for 191G, approximately $:)5,000.000 is derived

from metalliferous minerals, $8,500,000 from coal and

coke and $1,500,000 from mi.scellaneous products.

There were substantial increases in production of lead,

copper and zinc. The metalliferous mines were not ad-

versely affected by labor conditions, except indirectly to

the extent that labor difficulties at coal mines prevented

an ample supply of coke for the blast furnaces of the

Kootenay and lioundary ilistrict smelting works.

Gold Puoductiox Less Tmax ix lin5

Water for gravel washing having been shorter tlian in

an average season, it was to be expected that the quantity

of placer gold recovered in 1916 would prove to be less

than in 1915, when the total value was placed on official

record at $770,000, although the yield from the Atlin

district was larger than that of 1915.

There was less lode gold produced, owing chiefly to

curtailment of ore shipments from Rossland mines to the

extent of about 35,000 tons, due to an insufficient supply

of coke. Fully half of the decrease may be charged to

T?ossland mines, with the remaiiuler distributed between
niincs in Boundary, Similkameen, Nelson and Coast dis-

tricts.

The output of silver is estimated to be slightly greater

than the 3,3(i().50G oz. produced in 1915. Absence of re-

turns fnmi all but one of the larger shi))]iers of silver-

zinc ores, however, has prevented a <lependal)le estimate
being reached, so it is possilih^ that a furlbci- increase

over 1915 will lie shown when full returns are avail-

able, ^leanwhile it is known that a large increase in out-

]nit of lead-zinc-silver ore from the Sullivan mine in East

l\ootenay has added considerably to the total of silver

]n-oduced, while the outputs from Ainsworth and Nelson

divisions of West Kootenay and from the Coast district

were also greater. On the other hand, there was less

silver ]iroduced from Rossland and Boundary districts,

while the decrease from Slocan mines was much the larg-

est, attributable partly to the fact that several of the

bigger mines shi]iped a larger proportion of zinc ore than

in other years and partly to the lack of adequate milling

facilities until late in the year for two mines that other-

wise would have been much more productive. Gen-
erally, tliougb. conditions are favorable to an early sub-

stantial increase in the output of silver.

Preliminary figures for lead production indicate an in-

crease in 1916 of approximately 50% above the 46,503,-

590 111. produced in 1915. This increase came chiefly

from the Sullivan mine, which shipped to Trail in 1916
between 95,000 and 100.000 tons of lead and zinc ores,

compared with 44.500 tons of ore, chiefly lead-bearing, in

1915. The Bluebell and Highland mines, in Ainsworth
division of West Kootenay, both made a larger output to-

gether by about 5,000.000 lb., increasing tlie total accord-

ingly. On the other hand, there seems to have been a

decrease from Slocan division, due in part to the increased

l.roduction of zinc ore from mines heretofore producing
more silver-lead ore, aiul in some measure to the loss by

fire of the mill at Avhich ore from the Sur])rise mine had
been concentrated and had in 1!)15 yielded nearly 1,700,-

000 lb. of lead. However, when returns from all Slocan
mines shall be available, this estimate may be found to

be less than the actual production.

The im]U'oV(vl position in regard to copper mining is

cs]>ecially .iiilirc^alile. Preliminary estimates for l!n6
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show nil innvaso, comparod with 1015, of approximately

14,500.000 lb., making a total production in the iK'iohbor-

hood of 71,500,000 lb." The output was restricted in some

measure in Boundary di.striet by the inadequate eoke sup-

ply and in the Coast district by shortage of water for

power purposes. It is expected that the lafler obstacle

to progress will be overcome in the near Future by jiro-

vision of auxiliary power.

The large producers were the Granby Consolidattnl

Mining, Smelting and Power Co., operating in Boundary

district and on the coast, and the Britannia Mining and

Smelting Co., also on the coast. The Consolidated Min-

ing and Smelting Co., of Canada, with gold-copper mines

at Rossland; the British Columbia Copper Co., in Bound-

ary district ; the Rocher Deboulc Co. in Omineea division,

tributary to the coast district; the Marble Bay mine on

Texada Island; the Iron Mask in Kamloops division; and

Le Roi No. 2 Co., operating the Josie group in Rossland

camp, are the chief of the smaller producers of copper in

the province.

In 1915 the zinc production was 12,082,440 lb.

More than twice this output is expected for 191 fi.

Nearly half of the 1916 total is credited to the

Sullivan mine, East Kootenay, Slocan mines are esti-

mated to have produced about 11,500,000 lb., and the

Hudson Bay group of mines in Nelson division of West

Kootenay, about 3,127,000 lb. of zinc from a zinc-carbon-

ate ore. Ainsworth division mines show a decrease, as

compared with 1915, but their total was small in that

year, so as yet they are not important producers of zinc.

Small quantities of antimony and molybdenum ores

were shipped, but their value was not large. A large

amount of platinum was reported to have been recovered

by placer-gold miners. Iron ores and mica occur, but

neither is yet mined commercially. An increase of 415,-

000 long tons of coal and 22,600 tons of coke is re-

ported from Vancouver Island mines.

Progress in Metallurgy

Flotation was more extensively vised in 1916 at the

Britannia mill in Vancouver mining division. Coast-dis-

trict milling capacity having been considerably enlarged.

A flotation process has also been adopted at the Stand-

ard and Silverton mills in Slocan district, effecting an

increase in the percentage of recovery from the silver-

lead-zinc ores. A new gold-saving mill was being erected

and equi|iped at the Surf Inlet property of the Tonopah-

Belmont Co. on Princess Royal Island; the Hedley Gold

Mining Co. has completed the installation of five tube

mills 22x5 ft., with the .same number of Dorr classi-

fiers; the slimes plant includes three Oliver filter presses,

three Merrill ])recipitation presses and nine 4-ft. and

two 5-ft. diameter Devereux screw propellers described in

the Engineering and Mining Journal,Yo\. 101, p.823. The

Florence Mining Co.'s 300-ton concentrator, near Ains-

worth, and that for the Surprise mine, Slocan, are among
the year's mill additions. The mill at Roseberry, Slocan, has

been improved for zinc-recovery, that at the Slocan Star

mine brought up to date, and at the works at Kaslo,

Kootenay Lake, magnetic separation and water concen-

tration proce.sses have been brought into effective use.

The most important progress by far has been that

made at Trail by the Consolidated Mining, Smelting and

Power Co. In the lead department, in which three

large blast furnaces had prcvi(nisly been installed, a new

lead mill and a Ijcdding system for the roasters, aiioliier

AV(>dge 7-deck roaster, a steel building over the Godfrey

roasters, new charge liins and weighing hoppers, new gen-

erator room and additional generators for the Cottrejl

plant, and plant for briqueting flue dust and lead fuuH'

were among the chief improvements made. In the cop|)cr

department there were installed two 12-ft. converters of

the fJreat Falls type, with a turbo-blowing-engine; rever-

beratory furnace and anode casting plant; electrolytic

copper refinery with all requisite equipment having a

cai)acity of 20 tons a day; and a copper-refining furnace

and easting equipment. An electrolytic-zinc ])lant for

treating 600 tons of zinc ores daily, to produce 75 tons

of zinc, has been completed. The equipment includes 13

Wedge mechanical 7-deck roasters, Cottrell plant, leach-

ing plant, electrolytic tanks, melting room, generator

room, laboratory, etc. Other additions are a chamber
sulphuric-acid plant having a capacity of IG tons of acid

a day and a hydrofluosilicic-acid plant, producing 3,000

lb. 100% HjSiF^ a day. Trail now produces refined gold,

silver, lead, co])i)er and zinc.

Mining Developments in Manitoba
By R. C. Wallack*

Important metal-mining development occurred in

Manitoba in 1916. The work was confined almost

entirely to two districts: (1) The region north of The
Pas and (2) the Rice Lake gold district.

In The Pas district—an east-and-west belt 120 mi.

long and probably 15 mi. wide-—the main copper dis-

coveries were made in 1914 and 1915. In the autumn of

1915 mixed sulphide orebodies were found at Flin-flon

Lake and Schist Lake, near the Manitoba-Saskatchewan

boundry. These bodies were prospected by diamond drill-

ing in 1916, and some surface work was also done.

The sulphides are chalcopyrite (massive in the center of

the bodies) s]ihalerite, galena, arsenopyrite and pyrite.

The Tonopah Mining Co. was developing the Schist Lake
deposits, and negotiations are still in progress with im-

portant mining interests for the control of the Flin-flon

deposits. Several other sulphide bodies were uncovered,

notably at Sandy Lake ; but up to date the originallj'

discovered deposits are the most important in the district.

The gold veins in the Herb Lake district—at the eastern

end of the belt—had been almost completely stripped,

before the beginning of the year. No sinking was done,

and none of the prospects changed hands till the end of

the summer, when the Rex group of claims passed into

tlie hands of a New York syndicate and development

was begun.

In the Rice Lake area interest .shifted from the original

district to Gold Lake and Long Lake, southeast of Big

Rice Lake. In Gold Lake district very rich ore was

discovered on the Gold Pan claim in a drift at the 125-ft.

level ; but no further work was done. The ^loose mine
operated all the season. There is a probability that milling

machinery will be installed this winter. At Long Lake

and Halfway Lake promising veins were stripped, both

in porphyry and in granite. The whole Rice Lake district

was held back by lack of capital, transportation facilities

and prospectors.

•Professor, Department of Geology and Mineralogy, Uni-
versity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.
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Mining in Australasia in 1916
I'.V \V. V. (il-.UiY*

Jletallil'tTous niiniiii;' in Austnilia is in a .satisLactory

condition, but in view o( the militant factors operating

in all mines at tlie present time—namely the increa.sed

cost of supplies (hie to the war, the advance in the cost

of labor and heavy taxation—the prospects of maintaining

our gold ontpnt is far from reassuring. Tiie falling otf

in the gold yield of the .Australian Commonwealth may
be attributed chiefly to the impoverishment of the

auriferous deposits now being worked in some of the older

fields, such as Charter.s Tower.s. Gympie and Croydon in

Queensland, and Ballarat and Bendigo in Victoria. With

the decline iu prospecting, the industry is forced to draw

on the reserves of the known fields without a hope of

replenishing them by discoveries in new districts. The
imposition of a war-time tax on gold mining would be

a serious blow, and with a view of saving the industry

from a catastrojihe, an appeal is being made to the

Federal Legislature to free gold mining from the scope

of the contemplated taxation.

Table 1 shows the position of the industry in Austra-

lasia for 191.5 and 1916. the figures for 1916 being

estimated from the production of the first 10 months of

the year.

TABLE I. .\rSTRAL.\.SI.\N' GOLD YIELD
1915. Fine Oz 1916. Fine Oz.

Western Australia
Victoria
Queensland
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measure duo to tlie restricted iiiiti)ut I'l'oin ilic iiiiiies held ;!)."), as coiiipared with $1,21 l,84.5. Two (jividcii'ls ol I .

liv (ireat Cohar, Tvtd., and to the disappointiiifr retui'iis per share, alisorl)iiii>; $.5!)0,.'jOO, were paiil duriiijr the tei i:

from the dredfjes. The Blount Boppy mine still ranl<s a.« Xoilh Broken Hill, Ltd., in eoninion with tiie otiiei'

I he ]3reniier gold mine of the state, and the ore crushed companies at Brolven Hill, lost considerable time durinj;

during 1915 amounted to 79,5-JO tons, or an increase of the half-year ended June 30, 1916. Ore to the amount

9,481 tons when c6ui])ared witli the year 1914. The ex- of 67,910 tons was raised from the various levels, and

traction was 86.2.'5%, and the average residue was 1.28 the mill treated 70,200 tons assaying 1.5./)% lead, 7 oz.

dwt. per ton, which was an improvement over the previous silver and 12.-5% zinc, for 13,910 tons of eoncentruli

-

year of 1.46% and a reduction in the value of the residue assaying GO.9% lead, 20.1 oz. silver and 8.4% zinc.

of 0.4 dwt. The hullion produced in 1915 was 40,861.97 Tahle 4 shows the assay value of the crude ore and

oz.,- or .a- decrease of .3,714.22 oz. on that recorded for the prod \uts therefrom. .-;:-. -.•

1914. The ore reserve at the end of the term under The working costs for the ])eriod totaled 22s. 7d. |" i

review was sta,ted to be 215,956 tons, or an increase of ton of ore, including development, as against 18s. 2VL'fl-

16,397 tons over the estimate for the preceding year. Tn for the preceding half-year, the increa.se being due to

addition there is a block of 100.000 tons available at liigher wages, increased cost of materials and disorganiza-

shallow depths in the vicinity of Taylor's shaft, but a tion through labor troubles.

new shaft will have to he sunk at some distance from The out])ut of the Broken Hill South mine for the

the lode formation before this can be mined. In the half-year ended June 30, 1916, was only 92,553 tons, as

estimates given no account is taken of ore below the 700-ft. against 163,494 tons for the previous term. The first unit

level. The revenue account showed a total income of of the lead section of the slimes-flotation plant i.s now at

TABLE 4, OPERATIXG DATA OF NORTH BUOKK.N HILL Ml.VE

Net Propor-
Wi'ight. tion, Assay Values Metal Contents Proportion of Metal Contents
Tons % ''„ Lead Oz. Silver % Zinc Tons L^ad Oz. Silver Tons Zinc Lead Silver Zinc

Concentrates 13,910 19 8 60 9 20 1 8 4 8,471.190 279,59L0 1,168.440 78 57 13 3

Quartzv tailings 13,957 19 9 2 7 2 6 8 1 376.839 36,288.2 1,130517 3 5 7 4 12 9

Zinky tailings. 34.837 49 6 3 1 3 2 15.4 1,079.947 111.478.4 5.364 898 9 9 22.7 612
Slimes 7496 10 7 12 4 8 4 14 8 929 504 62,956 4 1,109.408 8 6 12 9 12 6

CrudeOre. 70.200 100 15 5 7 12 5 10,857.480 490.324 8,773 263 100.0 100 100

$603,340 and a profit of $134.1)80. Tasmania and Soutli work. It is e.\])ected that the zinc section of the mill

Australia also exhibit a marked drop in the production will be completed shortly, and it is hoped that high-grade

when compared with that of the preceding year. zinc concentrates will be produced, leaving a practically

During 1915, there was treated, from the Waihi gold valueless residue. Some 4,218 ft. of developmental work

mine, New Zealand. 192,.333 tons of ore, the gold and was carried out, including 1,950 ft. of diamond-drill

silver from which realized $1,667,165. The ore reserves boring in the lower levels. The quantity and grade of

showed a net increase of 29,043 tons, being an increase the ore proved augur well for the future. A new shaft is

of 52,694 tons in general account, less a decrease of 23,- being equipped to handle the ore from the southern section

651 tons in su.spen.se account. The latter is payable ore of the mine. Table 5 shows the classification effected by

in arches and pillars which support levels and shafts and the treatment plants.

cannot be taken out while the shafts are in use. The .sum In Queensland, for the expired nine months of 1916,

of $495,905 was paid in dividends, equal to a distribution the value of the minerals won amounted to $8,954,265,

of 4s. per share, or 20% free of tax. or a comparative increa.se of $2,223,575. During the

quarter ended Sept. 30, 1916, silver showed an increa.se

Silver. Lead and Zinc Production
^^ $13,590. and lead $2,785, respectively.

Operations were greatlv hampered on the Broken Hill In the northwest of Tasmania lie large areas of

field, N. S. W.. owing to industrial trouliles. and the mineral-bearing country, in which it is considered that

production from the various mines was in consequence great wealth may exist, and it is because of the great

eonsideralily reduced. The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. possibilities of this belt of country that the Blount Lyell

mined 66,423 tons for the half-year ended May 31, 1916, Mining and Eailway Co. has taken steps to develop Mount

compared with 114.579 tons during the previous six Kead and Rosebery mines. It is a.sserted that in the mines

months. The mills treated 56,820 tons of crude sulphide under offer to the company ore aggregating 800,000 tons

T.VBI.K 5. PLANT DATA OF BROKEN HILL SOUTH MINE
Net Fropor-

Weight, tion, .\ssay Value Mttal Contents Recoveries
Tons <",, '"c Pb Oz. Ag % Zn Tons Pb Oz Ag Tons Zn % Pb Oz. .\g 'c Zn

Concentrates 16,985 18 6 59 8 212 9 6 10,165 395,302 1,623 76 6 57.5 13 2

Tailings-zinc ' 51,157 55 9 3 1 3 16 3 1,579 153,644 8,323 119 24.6 67 7

Tailings-quartz 9,618 10 5 14 16 5 8 133 15,283 561 10 2.4 4 5

Slimes... 13,770 15 10 2 7 13 1,398 97,027 1,792 10 5 15 5 14 6

Total 91,530 100 14 5 6 8 13 4 13,275 625,256 12,299 100 100 100

ore producing 9,352 tons of lead concentrates assaying exists, which averages 29% zinc, 7V->% lead, 91^ oz.

59.62% lead and 27.88 oz. silver per ton. The zinc silver, and 2\/-, dwt. gold. The necessary steps are being

flotation plant dealt with 54,714 tons of tailings from taken to further explore the properties by diamond drill-

current production and from the dump, producing 13,189 ing and by mining.

tons of zinc concentrates assaying 45.95% zinc, 12.8 oz. In connection with the treatment of Australian zinc

silver per ton and 6.3% lead. The gross profit for the concentrates an important step was the formation of

half-year amounted to $1,357,620, which after deducting the Zinc Producers' Association Proprietary, Ltd., of

$139,825 for dejireciation, leaves a net profit of $1,217,- Australia, with a capital of £100,000 in £1 shares. It is
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to be (onti'ollod by a Board coiLsistinp- of representatives

of Australian and British coiniianies in London. A repre-

sentative of the Coninionweiiltli (lovernnient will he one of

the Ansti'alian members, and (he Imperial Govei'nment

will be represented on the London eoiiinuttoe. It is

believed tiiat the objeetive will be I'oi- 10% of the zinc

foncentrates to be treated in Australia and ()0% by British

plants. It will thus be i;eeii that a new era awaits the

zinc industry in Australia.

The Yead's Pkoduction ok Tin

The deposits in the Tiiio-ha and Ennnaville districts

were worked systematieally dnrino- the year. The Car-

pathia Tin Co., Ardlethan, N. S. W., closed the half-year

ended July 31,1 !)l(i, with a profit of $1 1 ,;(i5. It is stated

that the dressing of the ore, owing to the presence of

ironstone, has occasioned some trouble, and an arrange-

ment has been made with the White Crystal Co. to calcine

and treat about 4,000 tons of ore on their behalf. During

the half-year ended ^lay 31, the Cope's Creek Central

Tin Dredging Co. at Tiiigha, N. S. W.. produced V23V^

tons of tin. The net profit for the term was $11,235.

The report of the Y-water (Emmaville) Tin Co., Emma-
ville, N. S. W., for the half-year ended Jan. 31, 1916,

recorded the completion of operations at the eastern end

of the company's ground, all the payable areas having

been treated. It is worthy of note that this company

to date sluiced 3,283,000 cu.yd. for a yield of 1,925,664

tons of black tin, or an average of 1.311 lb. per cu.yd. In

connection with the western ground, which the company
is now treating, it is estimated that there is 3,728,000

cu.yd. of material available containing 1,495 tons of black

tin. assaying 70%, or 0.90 lb. per cu.yd.

For tlie first half of the year 1916, the Mount Bisdiotf

Tin Mining Co. recorded an output from the mines of

49,632 tons, of which 48,253 tons was delivered to the

mills. The smelting works treated 1,539 tons for 1,060

tons of tin. This company's mine, is situated in

Tasmania. The Briseis Tin and General Mines, Ltd.

(Tasmania) reported a net trading profit of $100,000

for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915, as contrasted with a loss

of $21,330 in 1914. During the ^leriod under review

683,000 cu.yd. of drift and overburden was treated for

382% tons of black tin, equivalent to 272% tons of metal-

lie tin, as against 139 tons of metallic tin in 1914. The
estimated reserves of black tin are stated at 4,730 tons.

The Pioneer Tin ^fining Co. (Tasmania) operates two

pro])erties—the Pioneer, at Bradshaw's Creek, and the

Argonaut, at 8t. Helen's, a few miles away. On the

Pioneer leases the quantity of stream tin recovered during

the year ended June 30, 1916, amounted to 444.268 tons,

as compared with 372.279 tons in 1915. The total out-

put of stream tin was: In the Pioneer, 444.268 tons;

Argonaut, 47.748; South Pioneer, 1.495; Blue Tier

Tributers, 17.9.56; a total of 511.467 tons. The average

price realized for tin sold during the year was £171 Is.

Id., and the proceeds of sales wei'e $225,735.

One of the principal mines in the Herberton district,

Queen.sland, is the Vulcan. During October, 1916, after

about ten tons of rich ore had been taken out, the orehody
gave out and work was discontinued. The production of

tin in the state of Queensland for the quarter ended
Sept. 30, 191(;, amounted to 318 tons valued at $158,665.

The annual leport of the Department of Mines, Western
.\i!strali:i, shows that the (piaiitity of tin exported in 11)15

was 429 tons, i)eing greater than in 1914 by 66 tons anil in

value by $28,710. The Greerdmshes tin field produced
217.33 tons valued at $107,055, and the Pilbara field

78.65 tons valued $38,165.

AUSTK.VLI.VX COPI'EI! PifODUCTlON

Australia's copper refining capaiity is approximately
10,000 tons per annum. The production of the common-
wealth for 1916 Avill probably fall .short of this by about

5,000 tons. At the lime ot writing, what promises to be

a big coal striki> is in the making, and it may be that

production tor l)ecend)er will be suspended entirely. The
high prices prevailing as a result of tlie war cannot be

said to have stimulated production, although to state the

exact truth it should be mentioned that they would have

done .so had the jn'ospectixe war-profits ta.x not acted as

an antidote.

Taking a general view of the whole of the copper-

mining industry in .Australia, it nnist be admitted that

the outlook is nut satisfactory. There are three vital

reasons which account for this, and in the order of their

importance they may he set down as follows: No efforts

are being made to stimulate fresh discoveries. Railroad-

ing being in the liands of the various state governments,

no disposition is shown to connect up present known
discoveries with tlie railway system. All the important

public services are in the hands of tlie various state

governments; therefore the government is the big em-
ployer in Australia and is attracting to its construction

works in and around the cities many of the mining class,

resulting in a shortage of miners, which each day becomes

more accentuated as government works expand.

Of the 35,000 tons of refined copper which it is ex-

])ected Australia will have shijiped to Europe by the

end of the year, the tonnages that may be credited to

the various states are as follows: Queensland, 17,500

tons; South Australia. 7,500; Tasmania, 7.000; New
South Wales, 2,000: AVest Australia and Papua, 1,000

tons; total 35,000 tons.

Some details concerning the individual producers in

the various states may be of interest.

To Queensland's contribution of 17,500 tons it is

estimated the ilount Morgan company will sup^dy ap-

proximately 8,000 tons. Just prior to the war the

supporters of this company were talking about a jiro-

duction of 4.000 tons of copper per month, and although

the mine would possibly have stood up to this for a little

while, the figure has never been achieved. For this the

mine is by no means solely to blame, as it is generally

recognized that Blount Alorgan has failed to solve its own
metallurgical problem. Those competent to judge say that

it is not much of a problem either.

Next in importance to Mount ^Morgan, as a Queens-

land ]>roducer, is the Hampden Cloncurry, and this

])roperty can be credited with approximately 7,000 tons.

Hampden's production is obtained from relatively high-

grade ores, mostly oxidized, but the period calling for

concentration of the lower grade, and perhaps less

abundant sulphide ores, must presently come into view.

Of the other Cloncurry producers, Blount Elliott (in

which French people are interested), ]\lount Cuthbert

and Corella, little need be said concerning their work

during 1916, as from the figures it will be noticed that

2,500 tons will cover the lot. The Mount Elliott group

is talking a good deal in the newspapers of establishing
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a refinery at Bowen, a iieighborinj;' ])ort which lias been

sliamelessly neglected. At the time of writing it .seems

questionable whether the field is ca]ial>l(> nF keeping a

refinery busy.

South Australia comes second in the list, mainly because

of the production by Wallaroo & Moonta. which will

ajiproximate 7.000 tons. This very old and in Miany

respects old-fashioned company will have shipped the

tonnage named mainly from its own ores. For many
years the company "seemed to have no ambition Ix'yoiid

being very respectable and maintaining tin' name which

its copper had earned For it. Now, howc\er. a desire

for progress is manifested in the company's affairs, and

the good technical work that has been done at Wallaroo

& Moonta is to be extended to some of the outside mines.

The company is now seriously embarking upon the ex-

ploration of the Karkaiilla group.

Tasmania, with its '7,000 tons production, has one

producer, but it is a very important one: namely. Mount

Lyell. At this property the era of concentration has been

reached, and it depends almost entirely ujjon the success

which attends these concentration cffoi-ts as to whether

Blount Lyell will maintain its technical metallurgical

supremacy in Australia. Everyone is familiar w-ith the

tine technical work that was evolved at Mount Lyell by

Eobert Sticht in the department of pyritic smelting.

Blount Lvell during the present year has suffered many
disabilities through the shortage of labor, otherwise its

production would possibly have reached 8,000 tons.

In the copper statistics for this year the parent state

of the commonwealth. New South Wales, finds itself

taking a very humble fourth place. At this time one

cannot see that, despite the high prices, the production

of New South Wales will be much in excess of 2,000 tons.

Until the war started it usually turned out from 9,000 to

10.000 tons per annum, and of recent years its principal

contiiluitor to this total has been Great Cobar, Ltd. With

the financial failure of this, production on anything

like a scale that is worth taking notice of cea.sed, and

todav it is found that this proud old state of New .South

Wales has been allowed to become a fourth-rater. This

is pitiidilc. because its copper resources are leniaikable,

and in I he jndgment of men who know the business, it

New South Wales were available to American enterynisc,

she could comfortably account for from SO.OOO to :5(),0ii0

tons of copper per annum for many years from the

|n-operties already opened up. and which from year to

year go begging to the government unsuccessfully for

rail facilities.

Western Austi'alia, which is the important gold pro-

ducer of the commonwealth, has not turned its attention

seriously to copper produ(tion. Together with Papua,

the little island north of Australia in which the Germans
once had a footing, it will account for about 1.000

tons. Both Western Australia and Papua will eventually

ha\(' their copper day, but the governments will require

to learn what the Queensland government .some years

ago learned : namely, that railway construction mu.st

precede base-metal development. The northern state of

Queensland has easily the most progressive government

and in this respect truly reflects the temperament and
instincts of the peo])le. The result is that, per head of

population, Queensland, constructs annually about three

miles of railway to even- one mile built by any one of

the other states. Under these circumstances that Queens-

land .should have rapidly gone to the top as a copper

producer (although its copper resources are not to be

compared with those of New South Wales) is not at

all surprising.

Since the war, under Federal Government decree, no

copper is allowed to leave Australia except in the refined

state. This has, in a measure, restricted the production,

which of necessity had to balance the refining capacity

of the commonwealth. As may be expected the Allies have

taken the whole output for munition purposes. The bulk

of it has gone to England and France. Some of it,

however, has been shipped to Russia via Vladivostock.

The production of refined copper for 191T has been

sold well ahead for munition purposes, and it may be

expected that as the refinery capacity of the local plants

is iieing increased, that Australia will turn out during

next year approximately 4-5.000 tons.

Transvaal Mining in 1916
By it. F. Maiikiott^

In spite of the increasingly difficult conditions caused

by the war, the gold production of the Transvaal has

made considerable progress throughout the year and the

outinit bids fair to be the largest on record. The steady

increase is no doubt partly due to the satisfactory main-

tenance of the labor force, and also to the fact that the

immense importance of the industry at the ]ireseiit time

has been realized by all concerned and no effort has been

spared to keep the production at the highest [wssible level.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 show, respectively, the yield, milling

capacity and the labor position attained throughout the

year. On Sept. 30 there were ."jI producing eom])anies on

the Rand. The running of the nunes suffered various

disabilities owing to the war. A large number of the

employees were away on active service, and the ]iayments

made to them and their dependents constituted an ad-

ditional charge on working expenses. The cost of ma-

•ConsultiiiK engineer, London W.-iU BiiiliHims, London. ICC.

terials and stores was greater. bonu.ses were granted on

account of the higher cost of living, and gold realization

charges were increased.

The Rand Earth Tremors Committee, consisting of the

government mining engineer, the government astronomer

and a consulting engineer from one of the groups, ap-

jiointcd iu 191,5 to investigate the causes of earth tremors,

]iul)lislic(l its report early in the year. This report stated

that tlic slidcks were entirely due to mining operations,

and although their continuance is anticipated in the

lulu re, the committee is of opinion that they will not be

su lliciently violent to produce disastrous effects.

In the Nigel district the Sub-Nigel developed addi-

tional high-grade ore reserves and considerably increased

its profits. On the other hand, its immediate neighbor,

the Nigel Gold .Mining Co., after a long and successful

career, has had to close down. Milling at the Jupiter

mine, which ceased in 191.T and was resumed iu Sep-
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tembcr. liH."), has continiied with moderately suc-epssl'ul

results, and the company has rea])peait'd in the list of

dividend payers. In September the West mill ol' the

Noiirse mines was closed down and work was concen-

trated on the Deep mill, the capacity of which was in-

creased to 50,000 tons per month. The New Goch, wliich

reappeared in the list of divid(>nd payers in 1915, has

made a working ajireenient with the City Deep with re-

gard to the mineral rights over 21 claims. This will en-

TABLE 1. TRANSVAAL GOLD PRODfCTION
Witwatorsrand District

Value per Outside Total Value
Ton Milled, Mines, for

Year Tons Milled Value Shillings Value Transvaal

1884-89 1,000,000 £2,440.000 48 8 i'238,231 f 2,678.231
1890 730,000 1,735.491 47 4 134.154 1.869.645
1891 1,154,144 2.556,328 44 2 367.977 2,924.305
1892 1.979.354 4,297.610 43 3 243,461 4,541,071
1893 2,203,704 5,187,206 47 293,292 5,480,498
1894 2,830,885 6,963,100 49 2 704,052 7,667,152
1895 3,456,575 7,840770 45 2 728,776 8,569,555
1896 4,011,697 7,864,341 39 2 739,480 6,603,821
1897 5,325.355 10,583,616 39 7 1,070,109 11,653,725
1898 7,331.446 15.141.376 41 3 1,099.254 16.240.630
1899 6,872,750 15,067,473 48 8 661,220 15,728,693
1900 459,018 1,510,131 65 8 1.510,131

1901 412,006 1,014.687 49 2 81,364 1,096,151

1902 3,416,813 7,179,074 42 74,591 7.253.665
1903 6,105.016 12.146.307 39 8 442.941 12.589.248
1904 8.058.295 15.539.219 38 5 515.590 16.054.809
1905 11.160.422 19.991.658 35 8 810.416 20.802.074
T906 13.571.554 23.615,400 34 8 964,587 24.579,987
1907 15,523,229 26,421,837 34 981,901 27,403,738
1908 18,196,589 28,810.393 316 1.147.217 29.957.610
1909 20,543,759 29.900,359 29 1 1.025,429 30,925,788
1910 21,432,541 30,703.912 28 5 1.297.823 32.001.735
1911 23,888,258 33,543,479 28 1 1,498,006 35,041.485
1912 25,486.361 37,182,796 29 2 1,574,765 38,757,560
1913 25,628,432 35,812,605 27 8 1,545,435 37,358,040
1914 25,701,954 34,124.434 76 5 1,463,641 35,588,075
1915 28,314.579 37.264.992 26 3 1.362.469 38.627.461
I916(est). . 28,444,757 37.957,766 26 7 1,380,012 39,337,778

able the mine to continue for another four years. The

capacity of the City Deep plant is being raised from 65,-

000 tons to 80,000 tons a month by the addition of a

Butter.s slimes plant. The site of the new vertical shaft

on the Booysens Estate. Ltd., which property is now
part of the Eobinson Deep Gold Mining Co., was se-

lected early in the year, and sinking is now in progress.

The Crown Mines new deep-level shaft, which is ex-

pected to cnt the reef eventually at a depth of 4,500 ft.,

created a world's record for circnlar-.shaft sinking by ad-

vancing a distance of 2-46 ft. in the month of September.

Tnchiding the next day following, in order to obtain a

result for a 31 -day month, the total footage accomplished

was 352 ft. The previous record for the Rand was for a

rectangular shaft in the Government Gold Mining Areas

(Modderfontein), which was sunk 233 ft. in 31 days.

The West Rand Central mine is now worked out, and
operations ceased in July.

During the last year the Far Eastern Rand has been

the subject of the keenest interest and disciission. Nine
companies were producing in 1916, eight of which paid

dividends. The ore crushed was at the rate of 4, TOO,000
tons per yr., and preparations are nearly completed to

increase this output to 5,500,000 tons per year.

The terms of agreement between the Daggafontein
Gold Milling Co. and the Consolidated Klines Selection

TABLE 2, STAMPS AND T^BE MILLS

Stamps at Tube Mills Duty per
Work at Work Stamp per Day

1909, De<en,h,r 9,250 148 6 8
1910, DiciMihi T 9,150 184 7 2
1911, Dieiiiilnr . 9,565 244 7 9
1912, 1)iienil>.r 9.440 277 8 4
1913, Dceeliih.r 9,170 278 8,7
1914, Deeember 9.291 294 9 1

1915, Deeemlur 9,495 314 9 7
1916, September 9,155 310 98

were finally settleii in .Liiuiiiry. The latter nndertook to

Kiibscrilie £300,000 working tapital, and a I'lnther t'.'tOO,-

1)00 will be found (jii the exercise of options on shares.

The Central Mining, Henderson's Transvaal l*]statcs and

Jlarnato Bros, are ])articipants. Development at the

Springs Mines, Tjtd., has progressed during the year, and

the amount of payable ore exjiosed at the end of Sej)-

tember was 45% of the total exposed. The reduction

]>laiit, with an annual ia|iaiity of 3(i0,()00 tons, is alnio,st

completed.

Some of the extensions of plant decided upon in 1915

were carried out. The erection of the additional reduc-

tion |)Iant of the New Modderfontein Gold Mining Co.,

which with the existing plant will enable the company to

treat about 1,100,000 tons a year, was delayed owing to

difficulty in obtaining the material ordered. The value of

the total increased ]iroduction is estimated at £80,000 per
month. The Government Gold Mining Areas (Modder-
fontein) doubled its plant by the addition of 100 stamps,
which began working in October. The Geduld Proprie-

tary Mines, Ltd., is also extending its plant so as to

increase its capacity from 24,000 to 40,000 tons a month.
It is stated, however, that the full benefit of the extension
will not be felt for some time, owing to the fact that the
old |)lant needs considerable re]jair. The mill of the
"Modderfontein Deep Levels was increased by an addition
of 10 stamps, which began working early in June. This
increased the monthly capacity of the mill to 40,000
tons.

The question of the further exploitation of the Far
Eastern Rand aroused great interest during the year.

In February the matter was under debate in the legis-

lative assembly. The immediate result of this debate was
that R. N. Kotze, the government mining engineer, was
commissioned to report on the subject. His report was
issued in May. ^Mr. Kotze estimated that the unexploited
area amounted to 74,000 claims, containing reef at a
dei)th of less than 5,000 ft. vertical, and further that if

only half of this area proved payable, it would yield gold
to the value of approximately £450,000,000. He sug-
gested that in the event of the exploitation of the new
ground by private companies the government's share of
the profits should be on a sliding scale ba.sed on actual
profits. He jiointed out that immediate steps should be
taken to open up and work this district with the object

of maintaining the present rate of gold production. The
two areas for which the government invited tenders in

1916 were 651 claims east of Jlodderfontein B Gold
Klines, Ltd., and 1,812 claims south of the Brakpan
ilines, Ltd. The last day for entries was Oct. 31, and
the .government received four tenders for the Brakpan
claims and five tenders for the Plodder East claims. The
result has not yet been announced.

The question of state mining in the Transvaal was under
consideration during the year. A royal commission, con-

sisting of six members, was appointed by the legislative

assembly to inquire into this question. The commission
began its sittings on Oct. 4. and mining experts and
others were called to give evidence before it. The major-
ity of the witnesses examined were against state mining,
and it is not likely that the matter will be carried much
further.

The arrangements made at the beginning of the war,

for realizing the gold produced and obtaining supplies,

continued during the year under review. Cyanide, thrce-

(inarters of which came from (Jcrmany before the war,
was during 1916 obtained almost entirely from the Cassel

Cyanide Co., of Glasgow, and the British Cyanide Co.
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The niiniii<i' inilustrv luis l)een equally fortunate as re-

gards explosi\es. The South Al'rieaii ractory owned by

the De Beers company has cuntinued its supply to the

mines at praetieally pre-war |) rices in eontradistinetion

to the increased rates riding in other mining centers.

In 1915 a special war leyy was imposed on "the profits

of mining for gold." which amounted to £500,000. In

191() this tax was levied again.

The Vaal River water-supply scheme, sanctioned by the

government in 1914, was not proceeded with in 1915, as

it was not considered advisable to cai'iy on this work at

the time. Since then a modified scheme has been con-

sidered, and in Fehruary, 1910, the Rand Water Board

decided that the barrage to he erected at Vereeniging

should be of the same size as that originally designed

and should store the same quantity of water, but that

oidv 5,000,000 gal. should l)e supplied ])er day instead of

10,000,000. The estimated cost of this scheme was £758,-

000, as against £1.250,000 for the original scheme, the

difference being due to reduced pumping plant and distri-

bution system. It was estimated that the Rand water

board's redemption fund would he sufficient to meet the

cost of the work for two years. At the end of that time

a further loan will l)e required. The decision in favor

of this scheme was given by the AVater Court in May, and

the work was begun in September. It is estimated that

the scheme can l)e comjileted and tlie water he available

in three years from the date of the commencement of the

construction w<ii'k.

-_ T.A,BI.E 3. LABOR EMPLOVEn I-\ TKANSVAAL GOLD MIXES
%.' Native lloatli

r
"

-'—*,-•'

i

Ratf pfT
'•"""--< WhitfS Natives 1.000

1910 . 25.376 191,784 35 72

1911 25,108 194.285 34 04

1912
'

. 24,334 206,121 28 83

1913 22,797 162,181 26.61

1914 21,834 177,291 18 35

1915 22,910 222,735 19 87

Jan., 1916... 22,783 220,870
March 23,072 221,992

May 22.825 213.143 12mo. endiiiR

July 22.858 206.509 Sept.. 1916,

September 22,802 210,120 17 86

The most important item with regard to labor was an

agreement concluded between the Transvaal Chamlier of

IVIines and the mine employees, with regard to hours of

work. In April the "Mechanics' Unions submitted various

demands to the chamber. A Voluntary Conciliation

Board was a])pointed by the government, and the agree-

ment arrived at came into force in September. It laid

down that the IS-hr. week should be introduced in princi-

ple, but that, owing to the scarcity of mechanics, tlie 50-

hr. week should continue until three months after the

declaration of ])eace, the 2 hv. difference being regarded

as overtime. As a result of this arrangement the me-

chanics were excluded from receiving the bonus which

is to be given to mining men with dependents, consist-

ing of from £1 10s. to £3 10s. ]ier nioiitli according to

the amount of wages earned.

A new miners' phthisis act was passed in June and came

into force on Aug. 1. It enacted that the existing Miners'

Phthisis Board should be reconstituted and should

thenceforward consist of six members and a chairman,

all appointed liy the Minister of ]\Iines. All mine em-

ployees must lie medically examined within six months

after Aug. 1, and subsequent six-montldy examinations

of all underground workers must be nuido. Men, when

first applying for underground work, nnist also be medi-

cally exainiiicil. A central medical bureau was established

to conduct all such examinations. All workers found to

lie suffering from tuberculosis are excludi'd from under-

ground work and must be given compensation.

Distinct ]n'ogress in the safety-first movement has been

made throughout the year. The Prevention of At-cident.-;

Committee of the Rand ^lutual Assurance Co.. Ltd.. pub-

lishes in support of this movement a monthly paper called

The Jicef. The first luimber was is.sued in July, 1915. It

has done much to bring home to the miners the great

value of using care and discretion when underground.

To still further stimulate interest in safety first, a eoni-

])etition was organized in 191G by the Prevention of Ac-

cidents Committee, and its results were announced in

^lay. The Gednld Proprietary mines made the greatest

improvement in tlie accident rate for the year, and the

AVest Rand Consolidated mines had the best all-round

record. "With regard to first aid, a booklet was published

entitled "Hints on Fir.st Aid for Miners." by Dr. L. G.

Irvine. Aliout 10,000 copies were distriinited free to

underground workers of the mines. A circular, in con-

nection with this bo<iklet, was sent to all mine manager.s.

The South African Red Cross Society, which was started

with a view to training men to be of use in case of acci-

dents in the mines, has now been amalgamated with the

Central Good Hope Red Cross Society, and war work has

first place in its activities.

DiAiroNDs AND Base ^Ietals

The policy of restricted production of diamonds since

the beginning of the war was continued to the end of

la.st year. Since -then most of the mines, after being

closed for 17 months, have been working on a small but

increasing scale. The number of natives employed on

the diamond mines in January was 802. This figure

l\ad increased in September to 6,527. The product has

been sold at rising prices, and dividend payments by the

companies have lieen resumed.

The IMessina Copper Co. declared its first di\idciid

ill ilay, at the rate of 20%, absorbing £36,357.

In spite of the exceptional dryness of the season, the

tin-mining industry made good progress and the output

remained up to the normal standard. In order to in-

crease the life of the mine, early in the year the Zaai-

plaats Tin Mining Co. acquired from the Transvaal Con-
solidated Land and Exploration Co., a base-metal lea.se

of 120 claims adjoining the companies' property.

Mineral Production of Peru

The production of the most important ores and metals

I'ciii in 1911 1111(1 1915 have been officially reported

follows

:

Copper, tons ,

Petroleum, toji^

Silver, Uk
Golil. ks
Cm\\, tona
X'anadium ore (45^(1
'I'uimstcn ore (65%) .

Lead
Salt

Buiates
Antimony ore
Bi»iiuitli, kg.
Molvtidemnn ore (82%) .

.

Zine
Quiek.silver, kg

Total..

The statistics are uiveii

1914
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Mining in Japan in 1916
!!> II. \V. Paul*

The activity of mining throughout Japan, created by Altliougli tlic prices for coal advanced during l!ll(i

the war and in evidence since last year, increased nioi'e and are considerably liigher now than before the war, the

and more in 1916. Many new companies were incorpor- output is still behind the pre-war figures, being quite out

ated, and the general interest in mining has had the eifect of proportion when compared with the rise of practically

of bringing about much prospecting and the starting of all other industries in the country. About 20% of the

many new enterprises, especially with regard to mining Japanese coal production is exported, chiefly to China.

and refining both copper and zinc. The returns of the Hongkong, Straits Settlements and the Philippine Islanris.

Department of Agriculture and. Commerce in Tokio show This export was greatly reduced during the first year of

that the number of ap]ilications for mining concessions the war and is still lower than before the war. Eecently,

filed throughout the country during the first 10 months however, it has been much enlivened by the coal miners'

of 19115 amounted to 13,3;5:J, showing the heavy increase strike in Australia, which has brought about a con-

of 7.422, or 125%, as compared with the figures for the sidcrahle advance in the prices for Japanese coal,

corresponding period of last year. The most important metal, mined and refined in Japan
The profits of the existing mining companies are very for centuries past, is copper. The production of copper

large. Taking an aggregate of 14 such companies', whose increased from 24.000 tons in 1900 to 50,000 tons in

shares are handled on the stock exchange and whose bal- 1910 and to more than 75,000 tons in 1915. For lOlfi the

ance sheets are therefore easily accessible, and comparing output will certainly exceed 80.000 tons, thus ranging

their working results the first half of 191 fi with the .•jame .Japan in the second rank among the copper-producing

period of 1914. just before tlic war, the following figures countries of the world. The high copper prices caused by
are obtained (in thousand yen) : the war demand naturally animated mining and refining.

First H:iif First Half Increase ^^'^ uiany uew mincs havc been started. The existing
'"^ '"'' .\mount Rate, K refineries have been enlarged, and new smelteries are

Authorized capital 114,025 93,025 21.000 22.57 ,
j_ . -n ? ^^

Paid-up capital 90.559 66 083 24,476 37.03 tinflcr coustruction. Practicailv 110 copper ore IS ini-
Profits 21,496 5,683 15.813 278 29 „ i i ii ii t t J • - i
Dividends 6,253 3,517 2,737 77.79 ported; all the ore lor copi^er production is mined in

sZ^reserTeT""™;: Htl ''807 8;i?6 i.iSwo J^pau and cousists chicfly of sulphides, often of a very
Balance brought forward. 5,226 1,223 4,003 327 31 mixcd and coiuplcx Composition. Tlic two largest uiines

No figures are so far available to estimate the total and refineries are the Ashio copper mine and refinery of

amount of minerals and metals produced during 191fi. Furukawa & Co. and the Hitachi copper mine and re-

For 1915- the total value was about 200 million yen, in- finery owned by Kuhara ^lining Co.. both situated north

eluding about 21 million yen worth of iron and steel of Tokio and producing at present electrolytic copper

produced by the Imperial Japanese Steel Works. L'n- at the rate of about 1.100 tons a month. The output of

doubtedly, the amount as well as the value was consider- these two mines during the first nine months of 191{) was

ably greater in 1916, especially because the output of as follows: Ashio. January-September, 1916, 9,973

copper and zinc was greatly increased and because the metric tons (total 1915, 12,176 metric tons) : Hifachi.

coal trade, which was hard hit by the war during its first January-September, 1916, 9,965 metric tons (total 1915,

year, became very active in 1916. According to the Im- 12,038 metric tons).

perial Japanese ^Mining Bureau the output of principal The A.-;hio smeltery is working only upon ores from its

minerals during the first nine months of 1916 was as own mine, smelting at present about 10,000 tons of ore

follows: per month, while Hidachi, having good transport fa-

January- Compared With cilitics. produces about 30% of its copper out of ores
September, Same Period,

fj,^,^^ ^^)^pj. „iines. Both smclt their OTCs 01 couceutrates

Coal, metric tons 14,685,803 9 6
'"c Increase in 3 scmipyritic way dowu to a 40% coppcr matte, which

Copper, metric tons 58,770 19 ^"t Increase . T", , ,, ' , . , n
GoitT, kiioErams 5,514 3 5^^Decr.asc IS Converted by the bessemer process into anode copper
Silver, kiloerams. 131,488 10. 2*^ Increase i niiij.*ii ^t -nil j.i'
Pig Iron nietric tons 47 763 29 2^7 Increase ^^d electrolvtically refined, a Considerable amount ot

Sene.TtJi^
'"""

:::::::::::::::;::;•: 345,000:0^ 'IM 'b^"!^ golcl and silver beiiig gained from the residues. The dust

_,, , , „ ,, T • , 01. 1 -nr , . , . , T , ore so far has been sintered by the Nakamura pot-roast-
1 he output ot the Imperial Steel W orks is not included •„ 4.1 j i t ii

"1
j. -ii

. ^, . , / , -,.',. , , , , , ,„„ „„„ , . mg method, but recently more modern apparatus either
in this statement. It is estimated at about 300.000 metric , , • i n j 1 i • • j. i 1. -n j t

,„, . rr^i 1 .• , . -, ,.
has been installed already or is going to be installed for

tons tor 191(). Ihe ijroduction of antimony and ot zinc- ,1 t » 1 • ' nn ei. i 1. t
^ , , , , . \ , ., n 1 .,,,., ,, fhat purpo.«e. In Ashio a 110-ft. reverberatory furnace is

metal ought also to have been included m the list, the i , ,. c ,,- .11- '

t n w i
, ,, ,

'^. , ,. , , , , .„ „„„ .
• ,

under construction tor smelting the dust ore and 6 \\ edge
latter having been estimated at about 40,000 metric tons. ,. f i •

j.i j. j zjs , A
r,. 1 ,• , 11 . 1 i 1

furnaces tor drying the wet ore, and in Hidachi the
Zinc and antimony, however, as well as iron and steel, -n • lixi j -"i • 11 • * 11 i /^ 1

, , . , , . 1 Dwight-Lloyd sintering process has been installed. Only
are to a greater part produced from ores not mined 111 j

'
xi • i i- o nnn i.

- ,

'"
.

, 1 ,.
' „ . , . two other mines are producting over 3,000 tons copper a

Japan, but imported from foreign countries. ai x> 1 • • t c • ci 1 1 t ^i' ' '^' year—the Bcshi mine and refinery 111 Sliikoku ot the

VWinin,? .tnd metallurgical engineer, Yamashita-cho 175.
Sumitomo Co. and the Kosaka mine and refinery ill

Yokohamii. .i.ipan. northern Japan. Their production during the first nine
'The 14 companies whose balance sheets are thus sum- ,, „ ini/> t> 1 • t ci j. 1 tnir-

m.niized are: Hokkaido Colliery, Kyushu Colliery, Iriyania lliontlvs of 1916 waS : Bcslll, January-Septeillber, 1916.
Colliery, Iwaki Coal Mininft, Mit.suhishi Coal Mining, Japan rv /i.to „,„+,.;„ <.«,, , /^„4^„1 i ni t; I** oa/" ,,,«+»;„ +«„~^ .Tr^^,!-,
Oil. Hoden Oil, Meiji Refining, Central Oil, Chugai Oil and i .0.l9 metric tOUS (total 191 5, ( ,Sb6 metric tOUS) ; Ivosaka,

Kuha"ra'MV."ing.
'^''"'"^' ^'''"° ^""'"^' f'*''''=' ^'"'' "^"'""s- January-Scpteiiibcr, 1916, 5,860 nietric tons (total 1915,

-The e.\aot amount and value of minerals and metals pro- 7.276 metric tons). A list of thc pilncilial COpper lllilies of
duced in Japan during 191.') was published in the "Journal" x i i j.i i i- i i • ii t t • •

Sept, 16, 1916. Japan has been recently published m the Journal giving
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th(i exact amount of their copper iirodiutioii in 1 !)!."> and

during the first half year of 191(). Of the coi)per pra-

cticed in Japan, 70 to 80% was exported before the war,

i-liiefly to China and European countries, now chiefly

to Kussia and Great Britain. Durino- 1915 tliere was

exported 57,000 tons of cojiper, liaving a vaUie of 44

million yen. This year the export decreased somewhat

and was only 41.000 tons durinff the first nine months,

as compared with 44.000 tons durinjj the same period last

year, but the value increased by more than 10 million

yen.

Many difficulties are experienced by the Japanese cop-

t)er refineries in the removal of ]ioisonous dust and gases,

large indemnities being annually ]iaid for danmges caused

by smeltery fumes. The Hitachi smeltery erected an

armored concrete smoke-stack 511 ft. high on a hill 1,059

ft. above sea-level in order to cope with the smoke ques-

tion, and anotlier similar stack 507 ft. high is under con-

struction at the new Saginesaki smeltery of the same com-

pany. Ashio, after its first installation to wash away the

poisonous gases had failed, did not attempt to dilute the

gases by means of a high stack, but erected several short

and wide stacks and tried to dilute the gases by means of

air fans after they had passed a dust chamber of an im-

mense size; but neither did this very expensive installa-

tion come up to what was expected, the dust chamber

catching only about 20 to ;^0% of the valuable dust. The

Japanese government limits the SO, contents of smeltery

gases to 0.35% during the months of April to September,

while during the other months no restriction is made.

Ashio is therefore forced to cut down the amount of ore

smelted during the summer months, or at least it has to

limit the sulphur contents of the ore smelted. These dif-

ficulties and the desire to take the best possible steps to

cope with the ever-growing smoke nuisance induced a

number of large mining companies in Japan to estab-

lish a research labaratory in order to investigate, on Joint

account, the dust-nuisance, processes for the remo\ai of

poisonous gases and other matters of common interest.

One of the first processes investigated by this research

laboratory was the Cottrell electrical precipitation process,

and after very successful trials were carried on at the

Ashio smeltery, where the Cottrell apparatus collected

99% of the dust as compared with about 30% collected

by a (500,000 yen chamber installation, the Cottrell pat-

ents for Japan were purchased by that concern.

Very little of general interest is to be said about the

other minerals mentioned in the list. The amount of

iron and steel Jajjan is i)roducing, in spite of the enor-

mously advanced prices in Japan and the difficulties to

import them from other countries at the present time is

interesting only because it is so small. Iron and steel

together with coal constitute the foundation of practically

all industries. Jajian has coal in abundance, but has no

raw material 1o produce iron and steel. That is the

weakest side of the future of Japanese-industrial develop-

ment, quite apart from the possibility that it may prove

disastrous in case o!' a war. The government is of course

well aware of the consequences arising from the want of

iron and steel in t\w country and is encouraging plans

to increase the home production of these materials, but

80 far without visible effect.

As stated already, the table of the jiroduction of prin-

cipal minerals in Jajian ought to have mentioned also

zinc, whicli was in 1915 ])roduced to the amount of 21,-

000 tons valued at more than <> million yen and amounted

to almost twice as much in 191(i. The zinc, however, is

]iroduced, at least for its greater part, not from orcB

mined in Japan, but from ores or concentrates imported

from Australia, China and Siberia. Unfortunately, the

official statistics, compiled and published in tiie grwd old

time-honored way, give no figures for tiie import of zinc

ores, it being included in the item "Import of Ores Except

Iron Ores," which reached a value of 11,433,751 yen

during the first nine months of lOlfi, as compared with

only 607,889 yen during the .same period in 1915 and
which apparently consisted for the greater part of zinc

ores. A large amount of zinc metal is exported from

Japan, but again no exact figures are availalde. the ex-

port being included in the official statistics under the

item "Sundry ^letals Export," which reached during the

first nine months of 191(5 a value of 17,558,643 yen, as

compared with 3,181,857 yen in 1915 and 724.988 yen

in 1914. At the present time, strange to say, Japan ex-

ports and imports zinc metal ; not only that, but it also

exports and imports zinc ores. Besides the figures given

for the import of zinc ores and the export of zinc metal,

the official statistics give the following items: Zinc

ores exported January-Sei)tember, 1916. 1,804 tons,

Aalue 145.937 yen ; zinc metal imported January-Septem-
ber, 1916, 4,800 tons, value 2,819,206 yen.

Japan has been exporting zinc ore aliout 10 years. In

1911 the first attempts to produce zinc metal were made,
but did not prove very profitaiile. The war, however,

has brought about a complete change of the whole situa-

tion, Japan being now a large exporter of zinc metal and
importer of zinc ore. The high .«pelter prices caused by
the war have made zinc refining a lucrative business.

For instance, the Osaka Zinc Eefining Co. was aiile to pay,

for its last six months' term, a dividend at the high

rate of 200% on a paid-up capital of 610.000 yen, iis

shares having been quoted in October at 660 yen, face

value 50 yen. ^lany new enterprises for zinc refining

have consequently been started, but grave doubts con-

cerning the future of the Japanese zinc industry are en-

tertained by many Japanese experts. On this question Dr.

K. Nakagawa said in a lecture before the Association of

Japanese Mining Engineers : "ilost of the enterprisers

are blinded by the present high zine prices and the great

gains made on account of it by zinc ore refineries. There
is no solid foundation of the enterprises, no foresight of

the future market conditions, no exact estimate, no uni-

formity of quality, no regular output. The question of

the sujiply of ore is not yet settled, neither is that of fire-

proof material. No profound studies have been made
concerning the art of zinc refining. Everybody is work-

ing only in blind quest of momentary profit. However in-

ferior in the a-rt of refining the Japanese refiners may
be, they can work profitably .so long as the market shows

such high quotation as last year and at present, but are

the Jajianese refineries quite sure to maintain their posi-

tion after the war, when the market will show again its

normal course and very likely will be as low as before

the war?"

Together with the growing import of zinc ore to be

refined in Japan, lead ore also is now being imported, and
some new lead i)lants are under construction for the .sole

])urpose of treating ores or concentrates imported from
Chi)ia and Siberia. The lead ore import from Australia

meets some difficulties owing to the export prohibition
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I'or lc;i(l in that cinmtry. Lead ores are very .searee in

Japan. In l!)l"i Japan produced only 4,750 tons lead

metal and imported tlu' same year 15,(i82 tons. Diirinji'

the first nine months of IDKi tiie import ol' l(>ad (ingots

and slabs) reached Ki.OOO tons, while nothing is known so

far about the home production. The ilitsui ilinin.u' Co.

is erecting near its Miike zinc refinery a smeltery, capable

of smeltini;' about ."JO tons of lead concentrates a day.

This will be iilown in within a few months.

minerals produced in .lapan

war and the consequent high

The amount of all other

is not \i'ry im])ortant. Tlie

metal prices of course brought about much activity in

all lines of the mining and relining industry, but the

value of each mineral or metal produced did not reach

even one million yen. The year has been a rao.st pros-

perous and a most important one for the mining industry

of Japan and |)i-ospects are for increases in 1917 if the

war conditions remain unchanged.

South America in 1916
Important mining in South America in 1916 was con-

fined to the activities of established companies and to the

extensions and develo]iment operations of large North

American mining organizations. Exceptions to this were

certain native-owned copper properties and smaller activi-

ties stimulated by the high price of metals such as

tungsten, antimony, quicksilver, etc. On account of the

Euro]iean war, little foreign capital was available ex-

cept from North America, llany properties were con-

sequently offered to large North American operators

that were able to command the capital and technical skill

necessary to provide mining, metallurgical and trans]jort

facilities without which the properties could not be trans-

formed into profitable commercial operations.

Chile

Chile, which has become the country of mammoth cop-

per enterprises, through the introduction of North Ameri-
can capital, had three such undertakings in progress in

1916, Chile Exploration, Braden Copper and Andes Ex-
ploration. The Chile Exploration Co. at the beginning

of the year was producing from two to three million

|)ounds of copper monthly at Chuquicamata but brought

this production up to over four million pounds monthly at

the end of 1916. The company was reported to have iu-

crea.sed its ore reserves to 700,000,000 tons averaging 2'^t

copper, and to be obtaining a metallurgical extraction of

between 80 and 90% from its plant. The company pur-

chased the copper properties of the Cia. Minera de Cal-

ama in the vicinity of its already large holdings. While
considerable construction work was in progress in 1916,

the company did not undertake the general enlargement

of its plant, although the financing of these enlargements

was seriously discus.sed in the latter part of the year.

Braden Copper Co. in the Province of O'Higgins con-

tinued to add to its ore reserve, and began important plant

extensions with a view of treating 10,000 tons daily. At
the end of 1916 it was treating about 4,500 tons of ore per

day, and in November jiroduccd 4,419,000 lb. of copper.

The extension of the company's operations are reviewed at

greater length elsewhere in this issue.

Andes Exploration Co. had its staff in the Potrerillos

field, making the preliminary arrangements for develop-

ment and equi]iiiicnt of the properties about 90 mi. back

from Clianaral. William Braden, presumably acting for

this company, optioned the Aguirre copper property, and

another in Peru.

ToTo was another North American- operation of the

first magnitude, opci'ating near the Bay of Cruz (iraiulc

in the Province of Coquimbo. The Bethlehem-Chile Iron

Mines Co. continued its program of development for these

great iron deposits, but lack of ship tonnage prevented the

shi]jniciit of much ore, only about 50,000 tons b(>ing foi'-

wardcd to the United States.

The Sociedad Chilena-Alcniana-Hahuukvsa secuicd

permission in March to build a 50-km. railroad from

Maitencillo, on the Vallenar-Huasco line, to the iron

mines of Algarrobo.

American Smelting and Refining Co., besides its Aiito-

fagasta activities, purchased the mines and smeltery at

Caldera of the Chilean family of Edwards, and also ac-

quired the Carrizal smeltery and associated properties.

American Metal Co., of New York, had an engineer

ill the field in 1916, but it was not learned whether any

properties w^ere definitely acquired.

All of the established smaller copper companies in-

creased their outputs and made plant additions. Among
these were: Societe des Mines de Cuivre de Catemou,

with an output of about 5.000 tons of copper ; Societe des

^Mines de Cuivre de Naltagiia, output about 4,500 tons

(both of these companies were installing coal-dust-fired

reverberatories) : Cia. de Minas de Cobre do Gatico, out-

put ;!,600 to :!.700 tons; Chili Central Copper Co., out-

fiut •2,()00 to 2,700 tons. The Lota, Guayacan and In-

cienso plants were also operated, as well as the Chanaral

smeltery of the Societe des Mines et Usines de Cuivre,

which began basic converting. In the Collahuasi district

in the north, the Poderosa Mining Co. shipped nearly

5,000 tons of sorted ore carrying about 25% copper.

Nitrate operations were on an increased scale in 1916,

a much larger proportion of the output going to the

United States tlian heretofore. The results of the potash

exploration at Pintados, back from Iquique, are not

known. Coal mines were especially active and production

increased.

Bolivia

Tin exports from Bolivia amounted to 13,669 metric

tons of concentrates in the first four months of 1916,

or at the rate of 40,000 tons for the year, as against

3(),492 in 1915. This increase was from the old jirop-

erties, few new mines liaxing been opened. The new

activities of mining operators were mainly centered on

tungsten, antimony and copper mining, and labor at the

tin mines was scarce until the collap.^e of the tungsten

boom. A mining deal of interest was the reported pur-

chase of the Mendieta tin mines, near Potosi, by Austral

Bolivia, Ltd.. of Sydney, N. S. \V., this marking the en-

trance of Australian cai)ital into Bolivia. An option,

taken liy Hayden, Stone & Co., on the Opioea and the

Araniayo Krancke tin mines at Chocaya was not exercised,

as satisfactory terms could not be arranged.

Marketing of tin concentrates continued to be difliicult.

Freight rates to England were i'l-S ($63) per long ton
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iiiid tlie returning charge about i;i(; ($78) amounting

to a total excess over normal times of about £15 ($73)

without allowing anylbing for increased production co.sts.

Small producers wiili lower grade concentrates paid the

smelters up to £33 ($112) per ton. besides further charges

in some cases by intermediary agents. The American

Smelting and Refining Co. did not extend its purchases

of tin concentrates and the South American Electric

Smelting Co., using a Wile electric furnace, found that

conditions did not permit of a commercial operation

with local power at 5(nGc. per kw.-hr. and charcoal at

$-10 per ton. The Llallagua interests were building at

Arica. Chile, a smeltery modeled on standard practice,

but this will not be ready until about April. 191T.

The Corocoro copper district was active and the option

reported held by a New York syndicate for Anaconda

on Corocoro United Copper ]\lines, Ltd., was relinquished

because of the high price asked. Some tliscoveries ol'

nickel ore were reported but no operations resulted, pos-

sibly because of associated impurities as in the ease of

previous discoveries. Chilean capital became interested

in the development of the oil lands in the Province of

Santa Cruz, forming the Comunidad Petrolifera dc

Santa Cruz de Bolivia : drilling rigs were ordered and

pipe-line estimates in\itcd.

Peru and Ecuadok

In Peru, closer relations were established between the

two leading co])per ]iroducers, the Cerro de Pasco Min-

ing Co. and the Backus & Johnston Co. The reduction

plants of both companies at La Fundicion and Casapalca

were operated at capacity, the Cerro de Pasco plant turn-

ing out aboiTt 6,000,000 lb. of copper per month.

The Cie. des Mines de Huaron continued the develop-

ment of its copper mines, about ;).j mi. from Cerro de

Pasco, and was to erect two 150-ton furnaces shipped

from the States. A. J. Bennett and associates optioned

the Sayapullo copper-silver mines, "inside" from Truj-

illo, about 80 mi. beyond railhead of the Salaverry-Ascope

line; development in 1916 was extremely gratifying and

the three-year option will probably he exercised. Quiru-

vilca district produced about 3,000 tons of hand-sorted

copjier ore, taken out on pack animals for 100 km. to

tb.e railroad terminal, 60 km. from the port of Salaverry.

In the district of Hualgayoc, exploration of the cop-

per-silver mines was continued by the Cia. Socavon Pur-

gatorio and the Soc. Minera Italia de Hualgayoc; silver

recovered by lixiviation was shipped from this district

via Chilete to the port of Pacasnuiyo. Agustin Arias, of

Cerro de Pasco, continued the development of his Mag-

istral copper properties, and in a small furnace smelted

7 to 12% ores to a 50% matte, exported from Chimbote;

the Magistral district is 154 km. from Chuquecara, the

terminal of the railroad from Chimbote.

One of the important events of 1916 in southern Peru

was the optioning of Cerro Verde by the Andes Explora-

tion Co. This large low-grade deposit, formerly con-

trolled by Carlos Lohniann, is only 12 km. from Tiabaya,

a station on the Ferrocarril del Sur 171 km. from the

port of Mollendo. Borax operations near Arequipa. were

not on a large scale in 1916. Iron ore was reported by

Frederico Fuchs near lea in southern Peru.

Gold mining continued in the Pataz district about as

heretofore, no special stimulus being felt in this industry

as in most other metal mining. In the Cerro de Pasco

region, the New Chuquitambo company made injHirt-

ant additions to its ore reserves especially in the i'an-

chita property; it milled about 1,700 tons monthly. In

the south, the established properties are understood

to have worked as usual i)ut no new operations were re-

ported. An echo of the Maranon River Placers bul)l)le

v.'as the conviction of Raymond McCune and Charles S.

Miller late in 1916 in the U. S. district court at Wilming-

ton, Del., for using the mails to promote a scheme to

defraud, the du Ponts being among the victims.

Tungsten mining was active in 191(i as was also molyl)-

deiium, vanadium and antimony. Ricran in the Prov-

ince of Jauja was the most important molybdenum

field. E. E. Fernandini who operates the San Gregorio

bismuth mine and other properties, bought the old cinna-

bar mines near Huancavelica. C. Weiss & Co., of Lima,

also took up several properties in this field.

In Ecuador the South .\merican Development Co.,

which conducts the only imjjortant gold-mining operation

in tile rejjublic, continued its campaign of improvements

and operated steadily at Zaruma under the direction of

new staff officers. Efforts were made to encourage further

petroleum operations in the Province of El Oro by the

pronndgation of a law exempting petroleum and its deriv-

atives from i>rodncti(in and export ta.xes for 20 years.

Colombia

The most important gold production in Colombia

continued to come from the dredging operations along

the Nech) River and on the west coast. The leading oper-

ations in the Xcchi Valley in 1916 were those of the

Nechi and Pato companies, both controlled by Oroville

Dredging Co.. Ltd. Nechi's dredge was launched in Sep-

tember, 1915, but did not get into full swing until 1916.

E.stimatiug the output for the last month, Nechi dug
about 1,600,000 cu.yd. for a yield of about $870,000 or

an average of approximately 55c. per cu.yd. for the year.

The highest weekly yield was in April, when the cleanup

for the week ended April 21 amounted to $65,383 or over

$1.40 per cu.yd.; practically the same yield was also ob-

tained in the early part of July. The dredge was in poor

ground at the beginning and again at the end of the year.

It was shut down for a month early in the year for general

repairs and again for a week at the end of .July to install

a new bucket line.

Pato, while it did not wash so much gravel as its

sister operation, the Nechi, had a slightly higher average

yield and nearly as great a total return. Estimating De-

cember, Pato dredged 1,400.000 cu.yd. in 1916, winning

about $850,000 or an average of over 60c. per cu.yd. High

yields were obtained in a 5-day cleanup in June which

yielded $1.80 per cu.yd., and in a 10-day cleanup for

the period ended ^lay 28, when the average recovery was

$1.46 per cu.yd. The dredge shut down for general re-

pairs on Jan. 31 and resumed on Mar. 11 with new
bucket line. The company did not complete its second

dredge as planned, owing to the general financial condi-

tions.

The gold output from other placer ojierations in An-

tioquia was increased by the introduction of additional

hydraulic elevators following the success of McGuire
Bros, at La Clara. Returns at the latter property, how-

ever, were understood not to be so high as in previous

years. One of the successful elevator properties in 1916

was the Rio Grande, controlled in Denver.
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Tlu> only iiii|iort:int drodse on the west coast was that

of the Aii,i;l()-Coh)iuhiim Development Co., hut owinji' to

litipition regarding:: title, the operation was stopped by

injiuietion ahout the middle of the year. The returns

in gold and platinum from the dredge during the period

it operated were understood to be highly satisl'aetory.

Late in li)l6 an amalgamation was made of the placer

properties of the Anglo-Colombian company and those of

Henry G. Granger. The latter were controlled by the

Adolph Lewisohn interests, which will have the technical

direction. The amalgamated com]uuiy, which will be

known as the South American (Jold and Platinum Co.,

Ltd., ordered a 5i/>-cu.ft. Bucyrus dredge.

Among the gold-lode mines, Frontino & Bolivia com-

pany at La Salada, increased the ore reserves of its

Silencio mine and milled in the last fiscal year 23, .358

tons for an average yield of about $17.60. The sinking

of the main shaft was stopped at the 15th level and
lateral development increased: in .July diamond drilling

was started. New sand and slime plant completed but

not operated at capacity, owing to shortage of jiower from

Pocuue where additional units were being installed. A
separate company to work the Marmajito-Cogote property

was registered but all details of transfer were not com-
pleted in Colombia up to Dec. 1 and the inception of work

was held in abeyance. The Colombian Mining and Ex-

ploration Co., Ltd., operated its gold-silver mines in the

vicinity of ^larmato Mines and completed a new 40-

stamp mill and cyanide plant that was planned to treat

about 8,000 tons monthly. The companies" production

was about $195,000 for the first half of the year. Ex-

ploration disclosed an 31-ft. body of $9 on one of the

lower levels.

Tolima Mining Co., operating the Frias and associated

silver mines near Honda in the Department of Tolima,

did only exploratory work during most of 1916 owing to

difficulty in getting its silver-lead concentrates smelted in

(treat Britain ; this situation was gradually remedied and

at the end of 1916 nio.st of the accumulation of "export

mineral," having a value of about $300 per ton, had been

smelted. Several discoveries of ore carrying from 500

to 750 oz, of silver were made at depths of 310 to 390

fathoms. At Ibague, J. F. Dicrolf operated El Eecreo

mine crushing about 300 tons and recovering by amalga-

mation over 200 oz. monthly ; tailings stored. La Gol-

ondrina built a small cyanide ])lant to treat its tailings.

La Floresta on La China River began extracting gold

from an oxidized outcroj). El Quindio continued work

on its low-grade quicksilver deposit.

Venezuela

In Venezuela, the South American Copper Syndicate

had a successful year though it did not operate its Aroa
smelting plant continuously; besides matte over 5,000

tons of crude ore were shipped and returns for its fiscal

year were about $ 150,000 or more than double the yield in

1915; dividends for the year amounted to 150%. The
Cumaragua company continued, its development in the

Aroa district and in the region south of Villa de Cura
I he Santa Isabel co])pcr-zinc mine was under dcvclo]iment

by the newly formed Sindicato Alcman, Minas de Cobre
de Santa Isabel. The new mining code was officially pro-

mulgated in the Mar. 8 issue of the Gncefa Oficial.

Petroleum explorations were conducted by the Carribcan
rrtriilcum Co., lici-mudcz Co.. Vcnczucl.m Oil Conces-

sions, Colon .Development Co., Venezuela-Falcon Oil

Syndicate and the Pauji Concession. The most import-

ant oil deal was the purchase of control of Venezuelan
Oil Concessions, Ltd., by the Dutch Shell comj)any.

Asphalt was mined as usual by the Bermudez company.
In the Gnianas, gold production ilcclincd somewhat

owing to dilliculty in getting sup])lies and labor. Most
of the established operations were continued, however. A
feature of interest was tlie prospecting for bauxite both

in British and Dutch Guiana.

F>i;azil a.\I) Augentina

JIanganese and gold continued to be the most import-

ant metalliferous products of Brazil. The leading man-
ganese ])roducers were: Morro de Mina, Burnier, Cu-
curuto, Thun and Botofogo. In gold mining, St. .lolin

del Rey and Ouro Preto as heretofore were the only large

producers; the former's out])ut was about $185,000
monthly, or an average of about $11 per ton. Ouro Preto

milled about 7,;i00 tons monthly for a yield of about $-18,-

500. Another gold mine, Onga de Pitanguy, is being

equipped under the direction of an American engineer,

Frank Krug. In the State of Espirito Santo, a plant

was being erected at Victoria for the treatment of mon-
azite. From the Caldas district in \Iinas Geraes several

hundred tons of baddeleyite (zircon dioxide) were ex-

ported. Some coal production was made from the Mines
Sao Jeronymo near Porto Alegre in Rio Grande do Sul.

The only mining of conseciuence in Argentina in 191(5

v/as for tungsten and. petroleum. The former was mined
chiefly in the Province of San Luis but also in San Juan
and La Rioja ; production up to Aug. 1, as reported by
the Direccion General de Minas, Geologia e Hydrologia,
was 39.3,731 kg. carrying 60 to 65% WO^. San Juan
]\lines, Ltd., was preparing to reopen its gold property.

In the Comodoro Rivadavia oil field, there were in Oc-
tober 38 productive wells and 17 being drilled; of these

4 producing wells and 5 of those being drilled were being

operated by private companies. The production of the

state wells for 10 months was 100,915 cu.ni. ; private

wells, 6,000 cu.m. A total of 130,000 cu.ni. is estimated
for the year's output.

Central America in 1916

The outstanding features of Central American mining
in 1916 were the expansion policy of the New York &
Honduras Ro.sario Mining Co., and the gradual comple-

tion of the Tonopah Mining Co.'s plans for bringing into

production its Eden mine in Nicaragua.

In Costa Rica, the leading operations were at the

Abangarez Goldfields, Aguacate Mines and La Union.
Some exploration of a manganese de])osit on the west

coast M-as undertaken but the property was not brought
into production. In (iuatemala, the Jlinas de Alotepeque
did much development, shipped several hundred tons of

calamine and completed a small concentrating ])lant ; the

])roduct will be shipped to the United States. The
old Las (^uebradas gold placers were taken over by a

North American comjiany which is preparing to dredge
much of the gravel.

In Honduras, following the passage of tlu> new mining
code, the New York & Honduras Rosario company began
its expansion in earnest and added a (lUggenheim repre-

.sentativc, 11. A. Guess, to its directorate. A concession to
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explore fur oil a lar^i.' tract, a|)|iro.\iiuately 1,000,000

acres, was granted to Washington S. Valentine, of New
York.

The Eden Mining Co., tin- Toiiopali suhsidiary in

Nicaragua, built a !t-nii. broad-gage railroad to water

transportation at Tuiikyi installed a ^00-hp. hydro-elec-

tric power plant and jiractically completed a 100-ton

milling plant. At \\'a\va, the Linda Ventura mine, owned

by W. B. Milliken, of Denver, and II. E. Frederickson,

of Omaha, Neb., built a TO-ton cyanide plant to operate

on $6 to $10 ore from a 1.5-ft. vein. Other active mines

in Nicaragua in 191(i were Bonanza. Tjone Star, La Luz y
Los Angeles, ]\Iars, Tunky, Babilonia and Leonesa. A
consolidation of Siem])re Viva and Constancia was being

effected late in 1916 by New Orleans men.

In Salvador, the two Butters properties, the Butters

Salvador Mines, Ltd., and the Butters Divisadero Co.

operated as heretofore. It is understood that Comacaran.

the Pullinger and other properties were also active. Fur-

ther shipments of manganese ore were made in 1!)1G from

the Madinga mine in Panama.

m

Some Unusual Ores and Minerals

The Foote Miiieral Co.. of Philadelphia, communicates

the following interesting notes on the commercial position

of some of the unusual ores, minerals and metals in

December, 1916.

Barium—Export inquiries of liarium compounds are

increasing in number and volume. Little spot is held in

the East, but deliveries of carloads are fairly prompt.

For 99% barytes in powdered form in car lots, $18 per

net ton is quoted. Off-color grades, minimum 92%
barium sulphate, remain firm at $16 : 94% bleached white

is $35, and 99% blanc fixe, $110. The precipitated

carbonate has advanced to 3%c. j^er lb. Dioxide is firm

at 30c. ; nitrate, at 14c.

Beryllium—-Beryl (beryllium silicate), minimum 12%
beryllium oxide, is still quoted at 4c. per lb. in car lots.

The nitrate is in small demand at $18 per lb.

Cffisium—The crude silicate finds a limited demand at

$1 per lb. "Thulia" grades of chloride, xx c.p., bring

$50 : coinmercial, $35 : and alum, $20.

Cerium—Domestic cerium-iron alloy continues firm

and very active abroad at $28 per lb. "Thulia"' grades

are offered of the chloride, c.p. $15, commercial $7.50;

and oxalate, c.p.. $12.

Chromium—Chemical grades, minimum 35% Cr^Oa,

are quoted at $1 ])cr unit for hamp, with extra charges

for grinding and granulation. Ferrochromium, 60 to

70%, is 20c. per lb. of chromiinu contained.

Fluorspar—Advances continue in all grades, owing to

increased demand and labor difficulties at the mines.

Metallurgical is quoted at $21 per net ton in car lots,

fluxing at $23, and acid at $25.

Magnesite—California and Grecian calcined rule firm

at 3V;C. jier lb. in car lots; the dead-burned at 4i4c.

;

raw magnosite at l^/^c All the following are firm:

Magnesium metal. 99%i pure, in ingots, $3.50 per lb.;

the same powdered. $6; cupro-magnesium, 60c.; pre-

cipitated carbonate, lie: sulphate, 2c.; chloride has

dropped to 2i/ic. in carloads.

Manganese—Standard Brazilian metallurgical has re-

mained firm around 65c. to 75c. per unit through the

vear. while selected grades hav(> dropped steadily during

six iiioMtlis. The t<jp i)rices of last winter were <liie to

the de]iletion of domestic and European stockB of

Caucasian, the sudden calls u])on prodnc(!rs in other jiaits

(if the world finding them un))rej)ared to make jiroinpl

deliveries in large volume. While the production of

selected grades is now on a settled basis, some of tiie

lai-gest producers insi.st that further reductions will compel

closing down. A hardening of prices on chemica], battery

and other technical grades is to be expected with the

elimination of the smaller war-time miners, which has

already begun. Minimum 80% dioxide with maximum
1.6% iron and 0.05% copper is quoted at $60 per net

ton in carloads, lump, with (>xtra charges for milling oi'

barreling. The linoleate and precipitated resinate are linn

at 20c. lb.: the fused resinate, at 10c. ; the sulphate has

dropped to 17c.

.Molybdenum—The scarcity of American molybdenite

continues. Quotations of $2 per lb. are nominal, the few

independent producers being engaged far into 1017.

Demands well beyond production have .sent ferro to $4

with no spot and little future unsold : 85% acid and

75% molybdate of ammonium are both moving actively

at $:i.25 and $2.75 respectively, with iirobabilities of an

early advance.

Rare Element Compounds—"Thulia" grades, both c.p.

and commercial, are now offered from the laboratory of

an eminent authority of long-established international

reputation. Didymium oxalate, c.p. $16 per lb.; lantha-

num oxalate, c.p. $30, commercial $20 : samarium oxalate

or sulphate, e.p. $200, commercial $150; neodymium
oxalate or sulphate, c.p. $40. commercial $20.

Tantalum—The long-existing surplus stocks and ex-

tremely limited market for this ore prevent any marked

fluctuations in value. Much experimentation in various

directions indicates a slightly increased demand in 1917.

Tantalite guaranteed 65% tantalic acid is still quoted at

$15 per unit. The columbium (niobium) content is

ignored. There has been no market for lower grades

since 1907.

Thorium—The nitrate remains firm at $11 per lb.

Domestic monazite .sand, minimum 5% thorium oxide, is

still quoted at $1.90 per lb. of thorium oxide for January

deliveries in carloads; 50% thorianite is nominally quoted

at $7 per lb. of thorinm oxide, but the production is

very small and spasmodic.

Titanium—Norwegian rutile, 24-mesh concentrates,

minimum 95%. dioxide, is quoted at $95 per net ton,

f.o.b. New York, duty free. A limited but steady demand
continues for specially prepared '"Titanellow" in potters',

ceramic and dental grades at the ante-bellum figures of

40c. to $2 per lb. Umenite concentrates, minimum 50%
dioxide, r\de firm at $22.50 per net ton ; titanium oxalate

at 53c. per lb.

Tungsten—The long-sought bottom of the tungsten

market has apparently been sounded. For the first time

since the slump started last Spring, sustained recoveries

were noted in concentrates during November. Many
buyers believe that the present level will be maintained or

im]5roved. Permanent forcing out of hundreds of small

])roducers by the return to normal prices and the teni-

jiorary closing down of others by mountain snows indicate

a steadier winter market. This feeling of renewed con-

fidence is backed by a prompt ab.«orptiou of all reasonable

spot offerings at home and increasing inquiries abroad.

Sclieelitc and hiibnerite have advanced to $16 per unit
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uitli a proimiim I'or low pliosphonis. copper and sulpliur,

such grades, especially spot scheelite, being actively sought.

Wolframite and ferborite are little offered and are alioiit

10% higher than scheelite. A slight recession in all

tungsten products is noted, due to increasing competition

in their manufacture here and abroad. Metal powder is

quoted at •$2..")0. fcrro at $2.^0, acid at $1.65, with

tungstate of ammonium and calcium at $1.8.5 and $1.10.

Uranium—The movement of uranium ores in com-

mercial channels is limited. White 20% carnotite is

nominally quoted at $100 ])er net ton in carloads with

]iractit'ally no denutnd, 13% samarskite. which is much
more refractory, is of interest at $M0. A "thulia" grade

of the nitrate is in demand at $.5 per lb.; 70% sodium

uranate is firm at $2.50 and 96%- black oxide at $3.60.

Zirconium—Metallurgical grade in the form of lump
zirkite (80% zirconium oxide) is quoted at $180 per net

ton, with additional charges for crushing and grinding.

Zircon concentrates (95% zirconium silicate) 200-niesh

are quoted at $120 per net ton.

Tungsten
During the last days of i;tl,j a very active business was

done in tungsten ore for the supplies covering January,

February and March, 1916, but the price had reached only

$42^ on Dec. 2iS, 1915, at which fair quantities were .«old.

Immediately after Jan. 1, however, the demand for tung-

sten ore became more and more pressing and prices ad-

vanced rapidly, until by the end of January $()0 was read-

ily paid for tungsten ore shipped from South America.

The bigger users of ore attempted to increase their supplies

in every shape oV form, and several of them had pai'ties

traveling through the West and buying up tungsten ore

in the smallest ipuintities, taking some of it away in a

waiting motor car then and there. Emissaries were sent

out to Portugal, South .America and Japan to buy up and

pay for all that could lie obtained for delivery in the early

part of 191(i. By the end of February the demand had

assumed such a proportion that it was simply a sellers'

market and whatever figure was a.sked, was accepted by

the buyer. During the latter part of February $70 was

readily paid for prompt delivery. In March the market

assumed even bigger proportions and the rise became so

rapid that it was almost impossible to follow it closely.

Spot tungsten i-ealized $80 per ttnit as early as Mar. 7,

and many contracts for forward delivery were closed dur-

ing the middle of the month at prices of $T8. Spot real-

ized $85 in New York, and even a higher figure was paid

in the West for immediate delivery.

About the middle of April Colorado reported sales

ai'ound $100 jier unit. Contracts were closed to cover de-

liveries all over l!»l(i at prices ranging from $72. to $T8,

and many people held that the market would reach $100

per unit before the end of April. However, at the close

of that month the ciuotations for tungsten ore experienced

a heavy break. Most of the consumers had conti'acted for

their immediate requirements anil wei'c therefore able

to retire from the market. The high prices caused an in-

creased activity in all the mining fields, and the United

States, which in normal times hardly ever produced more
than 2.000 tons, produced 3,290 tons during the first half

of 1916, according to the (Jeological Survey. South

America, which in ordinary times shipped less than -100

'Price i)or unit in GO';; concentrates.

tons a year to all parts of the world, shipped at the rate

of about 450 tons during January and February from
Peru and Bolivia alone. These shipments, which were
held up through congestions, arrived prac-tically within

three weeks, each steamer bringing over a himdred tons

of tungsten ores, and this very heavy arrival took care of

all that was needed for immediate purposes by the users,

who now could sway the market liy withholiling bids. The
Crucible Steel Co., the Midvale Steel Co. and the Fii'th-

Sterling Steel Co., which up to that time bought anything

that was offered to them, suddenly withdrew from the

market. Their withdrawal gave s])eculators, who had
l)ought for a further rise, a very bad shock, which influ-

enced tlieni to ofi'er their holdings at a daily reduced figure

to get out as best as they could. This anxiety of the mid-
dleman contributed more than anything else to bring

about the rapid fall in prices. Naturally, the buyers, see-

ing that every day brought about a lower quotation, con-

tinued to hold off and only bought such quantities as were

offered at attractive figures. The end of April saw efforts

by buyers to cancel any contract that was not carried out

exactly in accordance with the stipulations of the terms.

By the middle of May it was practically impossible to
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iiii[)rovenK'nt. The stocks in I'ittsliurgli and Xcw York

were reduced to a iiiininium. Home buyers came again

ill tile market at the theu ruling- tigures of $16 to $17,

1111(1 the market liad a very steady as])oct by the end of

October at that level. N'ovember saw again a very large

biisiuess anil the stocks having goiiej shipments from the

mines became jJossible. The prospects of a rising market

induced home users and buyers of Enrope to close con-

tracts to cover deliveries not only for the first half of

11)1 1, but also for the whole of l!)i: and as far ahead as

the first half of 1918.

At the time of writing, the market looks exceedingly

strong; $18 has been jiaid repeatedly for ])rompt delivery,

and some of the bigger sellers are now holding for $'^0 per

unit. During the last few days France has again come

into the market for shipment from the United States,

while Great Britain has contracted in the Argentine, Peru

and Bolivia at a price slightly below $18 for six months'

snpplics. 'The year closes with the market having a iirm

a|»pearance.

C'oXSUilKRS OF TuXCiSTEN OhE

Great increases in the cajjacity for producing tungsten

and ferrotuugsten have been made, and the opinion is ex-

pressed that this is already in excess both of requirements

and of ore supjily. The London Minimj Journal recently

reported respecting this situation in Great Britain that

in addition to the T'hermo-Electric Co. at Lnton—which

still remains the chief producer—and the Continuous Re-

action Co.—which has just comiileted new works at Hyde,

in Cheshire—the High Speed Steel Alloys has for some

time ])ast been running its important plant at Widnes.

Besides these, the British Thermit Co. has established

works at Garston, near Liverpool, capable of dealing with

a considerable output, while among producers of smaller

tonnages may be mentioned the Tyneside Alloys, the

British Metal Reducers and a coujjle of small plants in

Birminghanr and Shelfield respectixely. There are import-

ant works in France, more particularly Girods. Schneiders.

Chamoux, Keller et Leeux, and the Froges & Gitfre works.

In the United States also considerable developments are

repoiied. The Primos Chemical Co. has considerablv

enlarged its pre-war capacity, and the Chemical Products

Co. has recently completed a new large reduction plant

near Washington, designed particularly for the treatment

of lower-grade concentrates. Another concern is the Man-
hattan Reduction Co.

REOrCTlON' OK THE Oke'

Tungsten ores are reduced either by the soda process to

yield tungsten powder, which was the method generally

emjjloyed in Germany before the war, or else the concen-

trate is smelted either in the electric furnace or by one of

the Thermit processes to produce ferrotungsteh. At
Widnes the first-naiiKMl method has been adopted. The
ore is crushed and then passed over a special typo of nuig-

netic separator, by which the tin and other nonmagnetic

particles are largely removed. The next process is to mix
the tungsten-ore product from the separator with car-

bonate of soda in excess. This forms a charge, which is

theu treated in reverberatory furnaces, forming tungstate

of soda. The furnace product is then broken up in ball

mills and reduced to an even grade of fine mesh. It is

then charged into vats of boiling water, which dissolves

the tungstate of soda and leaves the other constituents of

tlic concentrate, mainly iron and manganese, as a sliiiic.

This 23roduet is then passed thiough a filter press, and tlh

undissolved constituents removed and stacked. The solu-

tion is then passed to vats, where it is treated witli strong

hydrochloric acid, converting tiu' tungstate to a granular

yellow oxide. The .solution is then run into centrifugal

driers, which get rid of the water, leaving the tungstic

oxide in the form of a paste. This product is tlien fur-

ther heat-dried to a powder. Next it is mi.xed with an-

lliracite, put in large crucibles and roasted in o]7en coke

tiirnaces, reducing the tungstic powder to metallic tung-

sten. The crucible charge is then ground to powder,

washed once more to remove any dirt or impurity, dried

on hot plates, and is then ready for packing in the form

of a tine metallic powder, 'lliis is then jiacked in tin-

lined cases of approximately '^OU lb. weight, weighed, .sold-

ered and stamped and dispatched.

The High Speed Alloys, Ltd., claims that it is alne even

with mixed ores to insure, a minimuni of !)8% metal and

a maximum of 0.20% carbon. A large number of results

average 98.5% tungsten, and in some cases of specially

clean ores even 99% was exceeded. The company claims

that these results represent an improvement of quite 1%
on the metallic powder bought from (ierinany previous to

the war. The rated capacity of the works is about three

tons of metal powder per day, or say 900 tons a year on

a working basis of 300 days. Owing to a shortage of ore

that outjuit is not realized at present; of late the outjjnt

has been at a rate of about 500 tons of metal per annum.

As it is usually assumed in a rough estimate that it takes

about two tons of concentrates to make a ton of powder.

it will be seen that when fully engaged the High Speed

Steel Alloys Co. alone will require not t^v short of 2,OoO

tons of concentrates on the basis of its present equipment.

Railways in 1916

The year 1916 has been one of record-breaking traffic

and earnings for the railways of the United States. Their

increased business is reflected in statistics regarding new
construction and orders for equipment during the year

which have been gathered by the Railway Age Gazette

from otficial sources.

The mileage of new railroad built during 1916 was

1,098 mi. This is an increase over 1915, when only 933

mi. were built, the latter having been the smallest amount
of new construction in any year since the Civil War.

While there was an increase in new construction, it con-

tinued to be small, being less than in any y'ear since the

Civil War except 1915. The largest amount of new con-

struction w'as in ^Montana, where 99 mi. of railway was

built ; South Carolina was second with 93 mi., and

California third, with 78 mi.

New construction in Canada shows a heavy decline.

The mileage of new lines built in that country was only

290 mi. compared with 718 mi. in 1915 and 978 mi.

in 1914.

Necrology

'.Vbstract of an article in the J.ondcm "MininH Journal."

Among the noted men identified with mining and

metallurgical industries who died during 1916 were the

following:

Fulton, John Jan. 22 Campion. John Francis July 17

Faldiiip. Frederick J Feb. 7 Diedeshoimer, Philip July 21

Haves, C. Willard Feb. 8 Ramsay, Sir William July 24
Bliike, Lucien I May 4 Kirchhoff, Charles Jub' 29
Janney, Frank G Alay 12 Towne, Robert SafFord -Aus- 3
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Idaho Placer Operations
By Julius Hornbein*

SYNOPSIS—In several parts of Lemhi Count//

dredging operations are conducted. Litigation

ivith holders of land grants for agricultural /nir-

poses caused a court decision based on ten-acre

tracts. This left isolated tracts available for

mining, but inaccessible to dredges, so that hy-

draulic mining is practiced in these. A coal out-

crop provides handy fuel for dredging operations

on Moose Creeh.

Lemhi County was among the earliest in Idalio in

which placer mining was practiced and during the last

few years has been the scene of a considerable revival.

In the late 60's miners coming from the ilontana placers

opened up and mined the rich gravels of Leesberg, lloose

Creek, Bohanou Bar and others. These were rapidly

worked out by the prevailing methods of that time, aban-

pected by a Keystone drill, and in 1913 a Yuba dredge

with a capacity of 5,000 cu.yd. per day was installed.

It is operated by power secured from the Lenilii Power
Co. at a cost of 0.77c. per kw.-hr. The Bohanon Bar
gravels in places are of considerable depth, the maxi-

mum thus far worked having a depth of 42 ft. This

gravel stands well, and a bank of 30 ft. has been left

-when dredging the deej) ground. The bedrock consists

of a hard cement clay and gravel which is comparatively

smooth. The gold secured runs about 900 points in

fineness.

The operations of the Bohanon Bar placers have been

recently retarded by litigation between the mining com-
pany and various claimants for the land under agricul-

tural entries. The bars on both sides of Bohanon Creek

are smooth and even, and the gravels are covered with

a small thickness of alluvium, rendering the soil fertile.

The accessibility of the creek has made the waters

I'LACEI; Ui'ERATIONa 0,\ BullANON BAR WITH A 7-IN. nEXr>V GIA.VT

iloned by white miners and then worked by Chinamen,

who found profit in gravels that the white miners could

not afford to work. It has been only since the advent

of the railroad in Lemhi County during 1910 that placer

mining has emerged from the old-time sluice to that of

the modern dredge.

At the present time dredges are in operation on

Bohanon Creek, Kirtly Creek and Moose Creek, and an
early installation is promised for Girtsen Creek.

The Bohanon Bar placers are- about 13 mi. southeast

of Salmon, the county seat. They were opened in 18G5
and experienced the usual vicissitudes of jjlacer activities

in Lemhi County. The various claims on the bar were
consolidated and acquired in 1910 by the Pabst Brewing
Co., of Milwaukee. The ground was thoroughly pros-

•Minlng- engineer, 332 Federal BuildinK,
Utah.

Salt L.ake City,

available for irrigation, and the lands have recently

become desirable from an agricultural standpoint.

Prior to the installation of the dredge, mining opera-

tions were confined to the lower bars or to those

immediately adjacent to the creek. The higher bars with

their deeper bedrock could not be worked, and it was
only the installation of a dredge that made such ground
\aluable. This ground, however, was covered for many
years by the placer claims of tlie company or its pre-

decessors in interest. But such claims were never

|>atented, being only held by mining locations and the

])erforiiianee of the annual labor. Without being patented,

this land was shown on the records of the United States

Land Office as still being vacant public land open for

settlement. As a result a great many homestead and
desert entries were made on lands cxjvered by the Bohanon
liar placer claims.
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Proceedings were inslitulecl hy ilic ISdlmiion Miniiij^

Co., before tlie Interior Dojiartnienl t(j oust tliese various

agricultural claimants on tlie basis tliat the land in

question was mineral in character and as such was not

subject to agricultural entries. The result of prospecting

was introduced to show the mineral character of the

ground and the past history ol' tlie district brouglit in

to show that such land had always been considered

mineral in character and as such not subject to agri-

cultural settlement.

Tlic Interior Department, in deciding the case, con-

sidered it on a ten-acre tract basis. Tliat is, it sub-

THE MULLEN DREDGE ON MOOSE CREEK

divided the 160-acre placer claims into ten-acre units

and passed on each of these units. The result of the

proceedings has been in part favorable to the mining

company, so far as the determination of their ten-acre

tracts as mineral or nonmineral is concerned. However,

the practical application of the Interior Department's

decision has been more or less expensive to the company,

for it happens that some of the ten-acre tracts awarded

to the company as being mineral are surrounded or

joined by other ten-acre tracts that have been decided as

being nonmineral. Therefore, to bring their dredge

from some mineral ten-acre tracts to others, it is necessary

to cross agricultural land, which the company has no

claim to. The Bohanon Mining Co. has purcluised

several of these agricultural claims and at the present

time it is endeavoring to purchase others, whereby the

dredge may be freely moved across the bar.

As a result, dredging operations have been temporarily

suspended and the company is now operating tsvo Hendy
7-in. giants. The sluices below the giants are 36 in.

wide aiul 2\ in. deep, and equipped witli cordwood riffles.

They have a grade of G in. to a liox length of 12 ft.,

ami ilie gold is all recovered in llie first eight boxes.

F. II. Kreuger, ol' Milwaukee, Wis., is superintx'udeiit

for tlie Pabst Brewing Co.

The Moose Creek jilacers have produced over $1,000,-

000 and have been operated by dredges since 1896, being

one of the earliest dredge installations in the Tnter-

niountain West. Moose Creek is about 18 mi. northwest

of Salmon and is reached by a rough and steep road.

The placer ojjcralions on this creek are unique in that

jKjwer is obtained I'rom coal mined below the auriferous

gravels constituting the bar.

Placer operations at present are being conducted by

an old style Yuba dredge built in 1902 with an open
bucket line. The dredge is equipped with two 80-hp.

locomotive boilers working at 100 lb. jjressure. The
bucket line discharges into a trommel, whicli feeds direct-

ly to the sluice box, whicli is lined with longitudinal

angle-bar riffles and also plays the part of a stacker.

The Moose Creek gravels are made up of rather evei

material, with only a few small boulders. The thickness

of the gravel beds is only from 12 to 16 ft. The gravels

overlie a sedimentary formation compo-sed of alternate

strata of sandstone and shale containing several lignite

beds. The erosion of Moose Creek exposes several of

these lignite beds, but not until 1912 was any attempt

made to use this coal. In that year a large flood occurred

on the creek, which washed away a great amount of

detrital material from the sides and exposed the coal

for a considerable distance and left it as a steep bluff

readily accessible for mining. As a result the dredge,

which formerly had utilized wood as a fuel, changed to

coal. The coal is mined alwut a mile from the dredge.

Iiumediately over the present coal mine are old gravel

deposits which were mined years ago by sluicing. The
coal bed pitches steeply to the east with a dip of 30°.

There are exposed in places four .seams varying in thick-

ness from one to four feet. The lowest seam is being

mined at present. This has a total thickness of coal

of 4 ft. separated 12 in. above its base by a shale

parting 6 in. thick. The coal contains an extremely

high percentage of ash but makes a good steaming fuel,

and its use has resulted in a considerable saving over

the wood fonnerly used. The ]\Ioose Cr^ek placers are

COAL MINE SUPPLYING DREDGE ON MOOSE CREEK

now operated by John Mullen, who acquired control

in 1910.

The Kirtly Creek phu-crs are aliout 6 mi. -southeast

of Salmon. Dredging operations were begun here in

1911, with a modern Bucyrus dredge, which is equipped

with 9-ft. buckets and lias a capacity of 125.000 yd. per

month. Tlie dredge has a flotation depth of 9 ft., and

during the past four years has worked continuously for

the greater part of the period. The true bedrock on

Kirtly Creek consists of a conglomerate. Some 8 or

10 ft. above this there is a false bedrock composed of a

still clay. The tlredge experienced no dillicuUy in
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pi'iiclratinjr tliis day and ivacliiiiu' tlu> gravels iiniiio-

diati'lv ovorlyintc the true Ijodnick.

The Lciiilii Onlianl and Irrigation C(i. was originally

organized fm- juirposes implied hy its name. During the

past three years, luiwexcr, it has ecindueted extensive

])ros|)eetiiig o|ieratinns with a Keystone drill on (lirtsen

Creek, ahout 10 mi. soutlieast of Salmon. The results

of these iijierations are reported to he so satisfaetory that

the early installation of a dredge is jironiised. However,

the company ha.s recently undergone similar litigation

to that experienced hy the Bohanon Mining Co., and the

title to its claims is cpiestiont'd hy agricultural claimants

of the land. This matter is now pending hefore the

Interior Department, and in the event of a decision

favorahlu to the company, it promises that a dredge

capable of haiulling a large yardage per numth will be

speedily installed.

^:

Quicksilver in Terlingua, Texas

Bv \V. It. Hntciiv.M*

The Terlingua district had two notable producers of

(piicksilver previous to 1910 in the Marfa & Mariposa

and the Cliisos Mining Co. The former closed down in

VM7. leaving the latter as the only operator until the

higher prices of 11)15 stimulated interest and caused the

reo])ening of the Marfa & Mariposa by its former manage-
ment, and of two other former small producers—the

Thirty-eight by David Gough and associates and the Big

Bend mine by the Study Butte Jlining Co.

The furnaces ojjerating are two 10-ton at the Mariposa

and Thirty-eight mines, a 20-ton at the Chisos and a 50-

ton at the Big Bend. One 30-ton and one 50-ton are

lying idle as a result of the common error of constructing

the plant before ])roving the extent of the oi-e. All the

fui'imces are of the Scott type.

The Marfa & Mariposa and the Chisos are the only

mines at which siitficient prospecting has ever been done

to ])rove their ground. At the others the most that has

ever been done is a few hundred feet of more or less hap-

hazard sinking an<I drifting. Some of the new operations,

how-ever, which can very properly be classed as war babies,

will probably open up sufficiently to continue to operate

])rolitahly after the ex])ected readjustment (d' prices at

the end of the European ^^'ar..

The ore-bearing zone can Ik' traced for about 100 mi. on

a due east-and-west line, the (juicksilver ores generally

occurring in a limestone or lime shale in the neighborhood

of igneous intrusions. An interesting variation occurs at

the Big Bend mine, where some ore is found in fissures

and imjiregnations in an altered rhyolite intrusion, the ore

being snb.seipient to the intrusion and indicating that the

source of the deposit may be found in the underlying shale,

where some ore has already been ]iroven by diamond drill-

ing on the adjacent property of the Texas Almaden Min-

ing Co.

The prochlelioii ol' the district foi' the year is pi'ohle-

mafical, as seci-ecy, which in limes l)ast raised a Chinese

\\'ali aliout the jidnes ol' many dislricts. is still iti vogue.

The fipui- operations are situated along a distance of 15

n\i._ The Mariposa at the west end Jias surface ores only,

the depth increasing to the east to a known depth of

700 ft. l''nout;h oi'e has been rouiul along lliis area to

•Manager. Stud>- I'.utt<' Mininv:* Co.. 'IVrlinsua. Tex.

wai'rant the assumption that the district w^ill eventually

become an important ]iroducer and may in part compen-

.sate for the falling oil' of the Califoi'nia product.

A Bill To Suppress Publicatioas of

National Circulation

Aiu)tlier forceful editorial on the sul>ject of the vic-

ious postal hill before Congress, appeared in Engine.er-

liuj News Dee. 21, which furnishes additional reasons

why every reader should -make a personal demand oii

his Congressman and Senator to fight this most objec-

tionable section.

Since the United States first became a nation, the task

that has engaged the best efforts of its ablest statesmen

has been the development among its people of the spirit

of national unity in place of the spirit of sectionalism.

Half a century ago, the nation's very life was threat-

ened by the spirit of sectionalism, and four years of civil

war were fought to save the Union. The history of other

nations as well as that of the United States shows the

vast importance of cultivating, by every means possible,

common thoughts and ideals in the people of a nation.

Probably no other influence has been .so potent during

the half-i-entury since the Civil War in tearing down sec-

tional barriers and eliminating prejudices and misunder-

standings between North and South and East and West
as the circulation of national publications. Who can over-

estimate the value to the nation in the jjast fifty years of

the circulation of such national Journals as Harper's, the

Cenlitrii, the Nation, the North Aincrican Review and a

hundred others in developing among a wide circle of

readers, the country over, similar ideals and standards?

It is not often realized that the development of the.se

]iublications of nation-wide scope has been made possible

by the law, enacted since the Civil War. which fixed a

uniform postal rate for tlie whole United States on all

j)rinted matter.

A hill has just been introduced in Congress as a "rider"'

on the Post Office Appropriation Bill, which proposes to

tax national journals out of existence by ])lacing upon all

])ublications a ])ostal rate based on the distance of trans-

mission, as follows:

Up to 300 mi leper 111. 1,000 to 1,400 mi 4c. per lb,

300 to 600 mi 2c. per lb. 1,400 to 1,800 mi 5c. per lb.

600 to 1,000 mi 3c. per lb. Over 1,800 mi. 6c. per lb.

That this tax, if imposed, will greatly restrict the cir-

culation of truly national journals, there is not the slight-

est d<mht. The daily newspapers will be hardly touched.

A large part of their circulation is distributed otherwise

than through the mails, and few have any considerable

circulation farther than :!()() mi. from the place of pub-

licalion. The journals that will be seriotisly affected are

thos(> which know no sectional distinctions or boundaries—
the vei'V journals whose circulation shotild be encouraged

bv every statesman who understands the great import-

ance of national uiiily.

.V gi'eat infliiciice has been e.vei'ted on the national

develo])iiieiit dui'iiig the past half-century by the journals

devoted to literature, to science and the arts, to the pro-

fessicms and 1lie industries. Doubtless the Congressmen

who fi-amcd this hill have no conception of what it will

mean to substitute journals of a sectional character in

place of the national journals that have been so important

a feature (d' .American public life.
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It is only in the journals of national cireulation that

one can expect to find public questions discussed IVom the

broad point of vi(>w of the nation's interests, without re-

gard to the interests oT any particular locality. Surely,

this is too important a matter to be lightly passed over.

Surely, the nnity of the nation is something which those

in authority at Washington may not lightly dismiss.

The second-rlass postage question has often been dis-

cussed as if the only i)ubliiations affected were the so-

i-alled trade journals, but Ihcy really cut only a small

li^uie in the whole. To luing the matter home to engi-

neers, tlie change )u-o|)oscil in second-class postage rate

will mean a very b<'a\y la\ on the circulation of the

"Proceedings" of the \aii(iii< national engineering soci-

lies. This is only ty|iical <>( wlml will take ])lace in all

professions. Take tlie nieilical pi'ofcssion. for exam])le.

How im]iortant it is in the public interest that the ]ihv-

sicians of tbe country shall be informed n])on the latest ad-

vances in medical science as reported in the medical

journals. Tlie country doiloi- li\ing west of the ^lissis-

sippi River may find it too great a burden to ]jay an e.xtra

bill of perhaps ten ddllai-s a \-ear for postage on the

medical journals to which he subscribes.

It is not only the men in the ])rofcssions who will be

affected. The change reaches all classes of society. The
labor movement, for example, relies on national journals

to reach men scattri'cd in all parts of the counti'v. There
are many religious publications that have a nation-wide

circulation. The (lovernment is spending many millions

of dollars to promote education of the farmers of the

country toward better and more ])roductive agriculture.

^\'hat will this ta.x mean in cutting down the distribution

of the best agricultural ])ublications?

It may be said that the (lovernment shoidd charge suf-

ficient postage on the ])ul)lications to pay the cost of their

transmission through the mails regardless of their value

as a means of public education. Even on this basis, the

piopo.sed zone .-system of rates for second-class matter can-

not be defended.

The Congressmen Avho framed tliis act doubtless im-

agine that tbe variation of the iMstage rates with the dis-

tances which they h-axe sr'hemed out corresponds in some
measui-c to the cost to- the G(nernnu'nt of transmitting

the mails. But every engineer familiar with modern
ti'ansportation methods knows that under present-day

conditions the great element in the cost of carriage is not

llie Itavlhig over the road, hut the tcnninal expfinsr. This
is true of the ordinary nici'cbandise, such as hardware,

groceries and dry goods. .Much more is it true of mail

matter, where the post-office employees must handle each

individual piece aiul read its address perhaps half a doz-

en times in the course of its journey from .sender to

receiver. Take, for e.\ample, a journal mailed in New
Y'ork to a subscriber in San Francisco. It is placed by
the publisher in a mail bag, a car is loaded to its full

capacity with hundreds of bags of such mail and started

from New Yoi'k on its journey across the continent. It

costs no more to haul that pound of mail matter across the

continent than it would cost to haul a pound of meat,

or fish, or <'ofrce. or oranges, or any other item of freight

sliip])cd on a fast schedule.

It would often involve greater ex])ense to the Post Of-

fice Depaitment to carry a copy of the same journal to

some country town within a hundred miles' distance,

where it had to be handled over three or four different

lines of railway and finally carried over a rural frts'-

delivery route.

All que.=tions as to the relative cost of the service, how-

ever, are truly insignificant compared with the proposi-

tion to place a ban on the circulation of national journals.

Surely, the lessons of the Euro])eaii War ougiil not to be

wholly lost on us. In Germany, in (ireat Britain, in

France, the uiipermost question is national unity. What
would bo thought in any of these nations of a serious |)ro-

posal to stop the circulation of journals of national scope?

.More than at any previous time in its history does the

United States need to foster in every way the development

of a national s])iiit among its peo])le.

State Geological and Mining Officials

The following lists of the directors of .state geological

surveys and of the chiefs of state mine inspection bureaus,

.STATIC MINK INSPECTORS. COMMISSIONERS, ETC.

State Name aiui .Addrctw

Alabama C. H. Ne-sbitt. Cliirf Minr Iimrw'ctor. Birmingham.
Alaska SunintT .S, .Smith, V. S Mini- Inspector, Juneau.
Arizona G. H. Bolin. .stale Mine- Insp<-ctor. Phoenix.

Charles F. Willi.s. Direetor. State Bureau of .Mines.
.Arkansas.... John H. Page, O>mmi6sioner. Bureau of Mines, .Manufactures

and .\(;rieultnre.. Little Rock: John T. i-'uller. .State Mineralo-
gist: Thomas H. Shaw, Chief Inspector of Mines, Midland.

California. F. McN. Hamilton, State Mineralogist, San PVaneiBco.
Colorado. . . . Fred Carroll, Commissioner.

James Dalrymple, Chief Inspector of Mines, Denver.
Idaho R. N- Bell. State Mine Inspector, Boise.
Illinois Jolin Boliiander, Pres., .State Mining Board. Pekin.
Indiana.. . Michael Scollard, Mine Inspector. Indianapolis.
Iowa E. M, CJray, Pn-s.. .State Mining Hoard, I)es Moines.
ICansas lohn Pellegrino, .\sst. Comndssioner of Labor, Pittsburgh.
Kentucky. , C. J. Norwood. Chief Inspector of Mines, Lexington.
Maryland. . . William Walters. State Mine Inspector. Frostburg.
^linnesota F. A. Wildes. State Mine Inspector. Hibbing.
Missouri J. P. Hawkins, .S<'c., CJeorge Hill, Chief Miru^ Inspector, Jefferson

City, Bureau of Mines and Mine Inspection, Jefferson City.
^^* George Hill, Chief Mine Inspector, Bevier.
Montana John Sanderson, State Mine Inspector, Helena.
Nevada. A. J. Stinson, State Mine Inspector. Carson City.
New Mexico... W. W. Risdon. State Mine Inspector. Gallup.
New York W. W. Jones. State ^line Inspector. .Albany.
North Dakota. J. W. Bliss, .State Engineer, Bismarck.
Ohio J. M- Roan, Chief Deputy, and Safety Commissioner of Mines

Industrial Comnussion of Ohio, Columbus.
Oklahoma Ed. Boyle, Chief Inspector., Mc.^lester.
Oregon H. M. Parks, Director. Bureau of Mines, Corvallis.
Pennsylvania.. James E. Roderick. Chief, Department of Mines, Harrisburg.
South Dakota. . Otto Ellerman. State Mine Inspector, Lead.
Tennessee.

.

R. A. Shiflett, Chief Mine Inspector, Nashville.
Texas . . B. S. Gentry. State Mine Inspector. Rockdale.
Utah J. E. Pettit. State Coal Mine Inspector, Salt Lake City.
Virginia Capt. Richard B. Roane, Mine Inspector, Richmond.
Washington.. . James Bagley, State Inspector of Coal Mines. Seattle.
West Virginia. . Earl A. Henry, Chief, Department of ISlines, Charleston.

STATE GEOLOGISTS
.\labama. . . . Eugene A. Smith, University.
.Arizona Charles Clapp, Tucson.
.\rkansas. . . . :

.

N. F. Drake, Fayetteville.
Connecticut . . Herbert E. CJregory, Supt., State Geol. and Nat. History Survey,

New Haven.
Colorado R. D. George, Director, Boulder.
Florida E. H. Sellards, Tallahassee.
Georgia S. W. McCallie, .Atlanta.
Illinois F. W. DeWolf. Director. Urbana.
Indiana FCdward Barrett, Indianapolis.
Iowa George F. Kay, Des Moines,

' Kansas Era-smus Haworth, Lawrence.
Kentucky. . J. B. Hoemg, Frankfort.
Maryland. . . William Bullock Clark, Baltimore.
Michigan R. C. .Allen, Lansing.
Minnesota W. H. Emmons, Minneapolis.
Mississippi

,
, . . E.N. Lowe. Jackson.

Missouri H. A. Buehler. RoUa.
Nebraska. — E. H. Barbour, Lincoln.
New Jersey.. . H. B. Kiimmel, Trenton.
New Mexico. Charles T. Kirlc, Albuquerque.
New York.. John M. Clari<e, Albany.
North Carolina Joseph Hyde Pratt. Chapel Hill.
North Dakota. A. G. Leonard, Fargo.
tMiio J. A. Bownocker, Columbus.
Oklahoma C. W. Shannon, Norman.
Pennsylvania. R. R. Hice, Beaver.
Rhode Island.

, Charles W. Brown, Providence.
South Dakota.

.

Freeman Ward, Vermillion.
Tennessee A. H. Purdue, Nashville.
Texas J. A. Uddcn, Director, Bureau of Economic Geology. Austin.
Vermont G. H. Perkins, Burlington.
Virginia Thomas L. Watson, Charlottesville.
Washington.. Henry Landes, Seattle.
West Virginia.. I. C. White, Morgantown.
Wisconsin.. W, O. llotchkiss, Madison.
Wyoming L. W . Trumbull, Cheyenne,

were compiled in December, 191G, from the latest in-

formation available at that time.
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Mining in Colorado in 1916
Bv CiEOKOE K. Collins*

The year lOKi was a ])r()sp(M'()us one for miniiiii'. but

Itss so I'or Colorado than I'or other Western States. Thi.s

resulted from the fact that most of the mines in the state

have eoniparatively slender ore reserves and were tiiere-

fore tnipreitared to take advantage of high metal i)riees

hy suddenly increasing production, lloreover. the state

contains few relatively large orehodies, but rather a gicat

number of small ones. The absence of im]K)rtant copper

d(»posits in particular makes it impossible foi' it to match
the great mines of Arizona, Montana and Ftah.

The advance in the ])rire of silver has afforded a wel-

come increase in the profit for many equipped properties,

but has not led to the reopening of abandoned silver mines.

Indeed, it is probable tliat few of the old silver bonanzas

ha\e anv notable ore reserves available. They struggled

on for years after the .slump of 180;i, in an effort to make

jn'ofits by gouging out the best ore, and finally closed

down; so that the majority of them require a great deal

of ]ireliminary work to develop ore and are unable to take

immediate advantage of the improved market.

A.s for the gold-producing districts, siu-h as Cripple

Creek and Gil]iin County, the general ])rosperity of the

country is a drawback rather than a help. The cost of all

supplies and machinery lias already advanced, and while

the wage rate has not been raised directly, the best men
have been drawn away to states where higher wage.s are

paid, so that the cost of lalwr, measured by work actual!/

performed, is higher. The total gold output of the state

was less, and that of silver not very much greater^ ihan

last year.

In considering the various mining districts o, the state,

Leadville is entitled to priority because of its remarkable

record. The output was large, but probably not so great

as in ]!)15, because of the exhaustion of many of the zinc-

carbonate orehodies which were iirst discovered a few
years ago. Eventually, however, it is believed that the

output of complex zinc ores from the district will be

greater than ever before. Four important undertakings,

each involving the iinwatering of a large area, are now
under way. and in great measure the future of Leadvilie

hangs on their success. These areas are : The Down
Town, organized by ex-Governor MacPonald, the iinwa-

tering of which through the Penrose .shaft has now been

virtually completed; the Leadville Unit of the United
States Smelting Co., covering a large portion of the Fryer
Hill district; the Iron Hill area, consolidated through
the eiforts of George 0. Argall, to be nnwatered and
worked through the ilikado shaft; and the Small Hopes,

Greenback and other important productive mines re-

cently ])urchased by the Empire Zinc Co. With the con-

tinuance of high metal prices and reasonably good luck in

uncovering orehodies, an active future for Leadville seems
assured.

Jleantime some of the other properties, such as those

controlled by the Yak Tunnel and the Western Mining
Co. and the Ibex group, continue actively producing, and
there is every prospect of the district retaining its sii-

lU'cniacy among Colorado camj)s for a long time to conic.

At Cripjile Creek the most encouraging feature is tic;

C(uitiinied |it'(ii1uc( i\ily, in the lower levels, of the three

•Mininn eiiBineiT, JJostoii BulkUng, Denver, Colo.

greatest mines—the Portland, Cresson and Vindicator.

Tlu! Cresson was transferred during the summer to a new
company, the stock of which was placed on the market,
resulting in greater siieculative activity than has fallen

to the lot of any Colorado mine in recent 3'ears. The Elk-
ton and HI i'nso met with liard times; in each case work
on company account was \ irtually su.spended and the mine
leased out to tributers in blocks. The Elkton shaft is

being rc]iaired for use in hoisting material from the
I\oosc\clt dcc|i-drainage tnnnel. Driving of this was sus-

pended meantime, but will shortly be resumed, and it will

lie continued to the Golden Cycle shaft, about 6000 ft.

beyond its present breast. ^Methods of procedure in tun-
nel-driving have long been thoroughly worked out by ex-

])crience, so that rapid progress may be expected. Leas-
ing continues active throughont the district, the erratic

nature of the orebodies '.ending it.-elf well to this form of

exploitation.

At Telluride the price of .silver proved a great boon to

the three great mines—the Tomboy, Liberty Bell and
Smuggler Union. The iirst and last of these produce also

a considerable tonnage of zinc and lead. The production
of tlie Ouray district has fallen off greatly since the clos-

ing of the Camp Bird mill. A deep-level tunnel is be-
ing driven to explore the property ir-,0 ft. below the
deepest existing workings, in driving which it is reported
that promising veins have already been intersected.

At Silverton, also, the expected increase in output did
not materialize, although the great prospective resources
of the region, in the Ijase metals as well as in silver, make
it almost certain that eveii'ually it will produce largely.

At Eico the Eico-Wellington was the principal pro-

ducer, of copi^er-iron sulphide ore The zinc-lead de-

posits of this region were not developed to any greater

extent.

Giipin County and that jiortion of Clear Creek center-

ing at Idaho Springs were relatively inactive. Scarcity

of good niiners was the chief drawback, while excepting
for some help realized from the advance in copper, there

was nothing to offset the high cost of materials. At
Georgetown, on the other hand, high prices for zinc and
lead and the improved outlook for silver contributed to

increased activity. Aspen uad Creede were greatly helped
by the advance in silver audiciirl, but new enterprises were
not stimulated to any marked exti^nt.

The state's resources in zinc, outside of the Leadville

area, are in the aggregate of considerable importance,
and tlie output has already been considerably increased.

The most important district is perhaps that around Red
Cliff, where the Empire Zinc Co. acquired the most prom-
ising and productive territory, including the Iron ^fask

and Black Iron mines, in which zinc-iron sulphides occur

ill limestone replacement deposits.

The Wellington mine, near Pircckinridgc, also main-
tained a large zinc output; to which the other mines in

the same district contributed. The Kokomo region is be-

m<.<- actively developed and promises to take an important

jilace as a jiroducer of zinc ore. Other notable zinc-pro-

tlucing ndnes are the Sunnyside, near Silverton; the Doc-

tor, in Gunni.son County, and the JIadonua and .Marv

lliirpliy. 'n Chafl'cc Ccuinty.
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The ^'old (Ircdjii's at BrLTkiiind^c liail aiicilluT jidoil

KPasoii, and the one installed last year on tiie Derry

ranch, near Leadville, eontiniied in suecessl'id operation.

Tlie tnngsten industry in liouldcr County had a \ci-y

checkered career. In the early part of the year increased

demand for high-speed steel. cond)ined with the tem-

porary sluitting-otf of supply from Atolia, Calif., resulted

in advancing prices for tungsten concentrates, which fin-

ally reached $90 per unit. This led to great activity

around Nedei-land. miners leaving other ])nrts of the state

and flocking to that district, where leases were taken and

developed on stringers which years ago would imt ha\c

been worth locating, much less working. In San .liian

County, also, several of the known luihnerite veins wi^i-c

»vorked. and much prospecting was done, some of whicii

was successful in opening up new veins. During the

tsunimer, however, the hoom collapsed as suddenly as it

liad begun, and a great many of the le.ss prudent who liad

rushed into the tungsten business lost their money. The

value of tungsten concentrates and ores has now alien

to a more moderate level (about $1.5 per unit), but even

at this price the better deposits can nuike good profits.

The high price of molylidenite concentrates also stim-

ulated the search for deposits of the ore. Such deposits

are numerous in Colorado, but as a rule of small size and

low grade and often not easily concentrated to a market-

able product.

The vanadium plant at Placerville was busy, and to-

ward the latter part of the year the carnotite business

also showed increased activity.

Relations between employers and employed were gen-

erally satisfactory, notwithstanding the extreme short-

age of lalior. E.\ce]iting in a few ca.ses, it is impossible

for Colorado operators to compete with the high wages

paid in the prosperous copper pro]ierties in Arizona and

^lontana. As a natural result therefore, the most skilled

oi' more enterprising men left the state, and the labor

expen.se was increased tlirough the less efficient work of

those who remain behind. Excepting in the gold-produc-

ing districts, however—where the increa.sed cost of sup-

plies was a serious l)urden for all excepting the bo-

nanza mines—some advaiu-c in wages was made. In

many cases this was gi\en in the form of a bonus ba-^ed

on the prices of metals and ]iaid only to the men who
work steadily throughout a full month. This [ilan proved

quite advantageous in cund)ating the tendencv for men

:*5

tcj drift from plaic lo place, in cnroni'aging steady work

and so promoting elliciency. The only district where dis-

satisfaction was a))i)arent among the workers was Lead-

\illc, where wages were rai.sed, but wilbout satisfying the

demands of the union, which endeavon-d to strengthen its

organization. There is reason to fear trouble from this

source larly in the spring.

In ((inne(ti(Ui with Colorado wages it should be borne

in luinil that in nuiny of the high-altitude mines the men
are boarded in com])any hoarding bouses at a fixcil

charge of $1 per day, which rate has not been chan^'ed

{<>] at least 20 yr., so that the high cost of living affects

the cmfiloyer rather than llie wage earner.

The udrkmen's compensation measure, and tliat con-

stituting the State Iiulustrial Commission, passed by the

last legislature, both proved to a notable degree siic-

( cssful in removing cause.s of dis.sension and promoting

InuMuonious relations between employer and employee. It

is gieatly to be hoped tliat this happy condition will not

be disturbed tlirough ill-considered legislation or unsuit-

able appointments by the party now in control. The new
governor is generally regarded as a man of sound judg-

ment and high character, but .so much cannot bo said for

some of the other newly elected state oflicers and leg-

islators.

For the first few months, also, it .seemed as if the |)ro-

hibitiim act, which went into eflfect on Jan. 1, IJili;,

would prove a great help to the mining districts, in

steadying the men and removing a constant .source of tur-

moil. The improvement, however, was tiot permanent;
li((uiii- is still obtainable in most of the mining camps,

and the conditions under which it is consumed tend to

increase the lialeful effect. Beer (and as to Austrians and
Italians, wine) has been replaced by whisky and grain

alcohol, which are consumed surreptitiously. Fewer men,
perha])s, indulge, but tho.se who do are more harmfully

afl'ected by alcoholic liquor.

Coal nnning became very active, the demand being un-

])recedented. The mining companies were hindered by

shortage of labor and of railroad cars, but were able to

secure good prices, and it is hoped that they are at last

making jirofits. Labor conditions, apart from the scarc-

ity of men, were satisfactory, but the conditions o/ mar-
keting and the fact that most Colorado coals do not

store well render the industry a seasonal one and do

not tend tci cniourage steadiness among employees.

Mining in Utah in 1916
liY l-Jl\\AI;ll li'. ZM.INSKI*

.Mining in Utah in lOlG—sharing in the unusual

jirosperity of the industry—showed an activity iiii|irece-

dented in the history of the state. Jlore fa\iirablc

Biarkets than ever before stiniulated the production of

all kinds of metals to such an extent that the value

©f the output this _year is nearly twice that of I !)!.").

which was the banner year in a half-century of mining

in the state.

Tlie ore mai-ket was good, with favorable rates. The

tonnage of silver-lead ores was the heaviest ever known

in this market. These ores were shipped from all over

the .state, and came from outside over a wide area—friun

•Mining engineer. Salt Lake City. Utah.

,!u' ('(cur d'Alcnes in Idaho to Mexico, and from Colo-

rado to California. Xeither was there ever a period

when so much cop|ier ore was received. There was some
congestion at the copper-smelting plants toward the

middle of the year. During the first quarter ore of all

kinds was marketed. A congestion at some of the

smelteries began in ^lay on account of the accumulated

winter ores, which began to reach the market at this

tinii'. The effect was more marked at the copper plants

ilian at the lead plants. The congestion reached its

height in .Tune: afler August the hea^"y increase was

overcome, and the same or greater tonnages were kept

lip to the smelteries, which worked at capacity and
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WL'i'i' iuial>le to ciii mil) their sui'iihis slocks to iiiiy extent.

There were 261 prodnciiiii' mines, as eoiiipareil witli 'i'U

the year proeediiijr- The loiiiiaLie was tlio lar<>ost in the

history of the state, amonntiiisj to 1 [.()()(), OiKi tons, as

L'om])ared with l(),t51,44.'> in IDl."). and the proditetion

of copper, lead, silver, gold and zinc exceeded all past

records.

All the camps—Bingliam, Tintic, Park City, Beaver

County. Stockton. Ophir, Big Cottonwood. Alta and

American Fork—showed much activity. Several new mills

were built, and the capacity was added to in old ones.

Construction was started on a new railroad into Deep
Creek in Tooele County, a relatively undeveloped mineral

section of the state. This road connects with the Western

Pacific at Wendover and will be -13 mi. long to (iold

Hill, or Goodwin, at the southern terminus. It is ex-

pected to be in operation early in 1917. Development
work was done in the Dugway district. 60 mi. east of

Deep Creek, and some shipments of high-grade lead-silver

ore were made.

At Park City there were 20 shipjiers, as compared
with 18 in 1915. A greater tonnage of ore than usual

was milled in the camp and resulted in an increased

proportion of concentrates. The total tonnage (90.1100)

shipped was 7500 tons less than 1915, but the value

of the output was greater. The Judge Mining and

Smelting Co., formerly the Daly-Judge, started w^ork on

:i new electrolytic zinc plant. The Silver King Consoli-

dated built a two-mile aerial tram and bought and re-

modeled the old Grasselli mill for its low-grade ores. The
Big Four Kx])loration Co. increased the capacity of its

mill for tailings treatment to 1000 tons and made
arrangements for installing 750-ton flotation equipment

early in 1917. The Broadwater Mills remodeled its

600-ton plant, installing flotation e(|uipment. Two small

mills were built to treat tailings.

At Alta the Wasatch mines began a new 5000-ft. drain-

age and operating tunnel, to unwater the old Columbus
Consolidated stopes now owned by this comjiany, which

had good ore showings when flooded. This tunnel will

eventually be extended to drain other properties. The
largest shippers from Alta were the South Hecla and

the Michigan-Utah. Numerous lessees o])erated. The
Emma Copper did diamond-drill work in search of the

faulted o!d Emma orehody. and located ore, though

whether this is the orebody in question has not been

determined. In Big Cottonwood the Cardiff was the

principal shipper, averaging loO tons of silver-lead-copper

lire a day in the good hauling season. In American
Fork, the Pacific mine—under lease to the Fissures Ex-

ploration Co.—built and began operating a 50-ton mill

and made shipments of lead-silver and coii])er ores. An
electric power line was built by the Utah Light and
Power Co. from Snake Creek into the camp. The Diitili-

nian, Belerophon, Earl-Eagle, Red Cloud, Miller Hill and

other properties operated. The combined out])ut of .\lta.

I'lig Cottonwood and American Fork is estimated at 17,-

000 tons. About half of this w-as from Big Cottonwood
and was hauled by wagons and tractors.

A heavier tonnage was shipped from the old camp of

Ophir, where there were more shippers than in manv
years. The Ophir Hill Consolidated. Cliff. Oi.liir

Coalition, T^ion Hill. Bull'alo Consolidated and various

lessees made shipments over the St. John & Ophir R.R..

aggregating 126.000 tons of ore and concentrates. At

Sliickion the ilidilcn Treasure, Mono, Bullion Coalition

and other jiroperties and lessees shipped silver-lead and
zinc (H-es amounting to about 19,000 tons. Beaver County
had more shippers and more properties ojierating than
ever before. Among these were the Moscow, Montreal,

Majestic, Lincoln, Creole, Commonwealth, Rattler, Horn
Silver, Paloma, Cedar-Talisman and others. Lead-silver,

cojiper and zinc ores were shipped. The flotation mill

of the Caldo Miijing Co. at Frisco treated tailings from
the old dump at the Horn Silver mine and produced
lead and zinc concentrates. At Newhouse the 650-ton

l>'an.t of the Utah Leasing Co., treating tailings from
the old Cactus dump by flotation, oiierated steadily and
ni'ranged to increase the capacity to 850 tons. Develop-

ment was continued at the gold camp of Fortuna. The
output of Beaver County is estimated at 65.000 tons.

Tintic ]iroduced 400,000 tons of lead-silver, gold,

copi)er and zinc ores during the first 11 months of the

year, showing an increase of 36% compared with 1915.
There were 52 producing mines, compared with 41 in

1915 and 11 dividend payers. JIany lessees worked in

this camp. The Tintic Milling Co. enlarged its mill at

Silver City—treating low-grade ores by chloridiziiig

roasting and leaching—to a capacity of 300 tons daily.

Several shipments of bullion were made. The Utah
Minerals concentrating i)lant ojierated on local ores and
did considerable w^ork in concentrating low-grade tungsten

ores from L^tah and Nevada. The Tintic Standard in

East Tintic developed a body of lead-silver ore of shipping

grade on the 1600 level and became a regular producer.

The Eagle & Blue Bell continued its shaft to water level

and opened up and developed large orebodies. The
Chief Consolidated was the heaviest shipper in the camp,
marketing gold-silver, lead, copper and zinc ores. This
coni]3any took up large holdings on the north and east

sides of the Tintic district, sunk its Ilomansville shaft

600 ft. and did much other develojjment work. The
com])any acquired control of the Plutus. The Colorado

and Beck Tunnel were merged into the Colorado Con-

solidated Mines Co. Development work was started at

depth on the Colorado-Sioux-Iron Blossom ore channel,

and a body of copper ore of good size was opened in

the Tion Blossom. The Dragon Consolidated, Mammoth,
Centennial-Eureka, Gemini and (irand Central were

heavy producers.

The output of Bingham after the first quarter was
nearly 13,000,000 tons, which includes 12,000,000 tons

of porphyry copper ore by steam-shovel mining. Wages
were increased 25c. a shift, three times (Jan. 1, May 1

and Dec. 1) on account of the advance in tlie price of

copper. Besides the Utah Copper Co., the principal pro-

ducers were the Utah Consolidated, shipping copper and

lead ores; the United States mines, lead and copper; the

Utah A])ex. lead and ziiu'; the Utah Metal and Tunnel,

including the Bingham-Xew Haven, lead and copper;

and the Ohio Copper, operated by the'General Exploration

Co., ]iroducing c()])per concentrates. The last-named

comjiany. which was involved in difficulties between the

bondholders and stockholders, showed good chances

toward the end of the year of again being operated

profitably on comjiany account. The Utah Metal and

Tunnel Co. enlarged the capacity of its mill to 300 tons

and built n 100-ton flotation plant to treat tailings. The
Yam pa ojiencd new orebodies on the 1600 level and

made good earnings. Other |u'opcrties operating, were
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thr i->iiiiiliani Coalilidii Mines Co. (Boston interests),

which took over the BiUler Liheral. North Utah ami

ilassasoit groups; the Moiitana-Biiigliain, C'on<ror, P.iii,<,'-

Iiam Mines, Silver Shield, etc. The Fortuiia mine, owned

by Governor-elect Simon Baniiierger, was bonded to

LeEoy Eccles and associates, of Ogden, Tor $2.-|0,0"().

0Pi:r.ATI0X8 OF TIIIO I'TAll COI'I'KI! Co.

The Utah Copper worked its mine and mills at cajiae-

ity tlii'oiighont the year. In the lirst i|uarter 1,984.0011

tons of ore was handled, 2,7.'5S,."iO<) tons in the second :

3,404,300 tons in the third and ;!,200,000 toni5 (esti-

mated) in the I'ourth, making a total of ]l,o47,tO() tons

for the year, as compared with ,S, I!)l,;i0() tons in I!)!").

Capping amounting to G,()2;5,i)r)2 cu.yd. was renio\ed.

Up to 4I),00() tons of ore ])er day M'as mined and milled.

and the average daily tonnage treated throughout the

year was 31,000 tons.

Near the end of the secoiul cpiarter designs were com-

pleted and construction started on impro\ements and

addition of eqrripment in tlie mills. Fine-grinding

machinerv—tube mills made hy ihe Utah Copper Co.

itself—was installed in three of the 13 sections of the

Arthur plant. The im|irovements in the three sections

were completed about the end of the year, and work is

to be started on similar imi)rovements at the Magna mill,

which will give greater recoveries in connection with the

large tonnages being treated and will also materially

increase the capacity of the i)lants.

At the end of the second quarter construction was

started on the initial units of the new leaching plant,

which will have a capacity of '2500 tons a day to liegin

with and can be increased to 10,000 tons. This ]dant

is ex])ected to be in operation about the middle of 1917.

The grade of the ore was 1.4333%, 1.3810% and
1.4484% co])]ier during the first three quarters respec-

tively. The extraction was U.2'i%, GS-jlfc and 61.94%.
The low extraction in the third (|uarter was due to the

fact that the mills were o])erated at nearly twice their

normal capacity. The costs were T.19c., ().?26c. and

6.322c. per 11). for the three quarters respectively,

after allowing for smelter deductions and crediting

mi.scellaneous income from T^tab operations only. The
third quarter was the mo.st successful in the company's

history.

The production was: .Tanuary. 1 1.9:»!».!i 10 ]h. : I-'ebru-

ary, 11,819,9T2; March. 12,7 11. (i.")! ; April, 14..i57.2S2 :

May, 15,9")0,21.j: Juna. 17,877,132: July. 20.302.288;

August, 20,315,440; September, 20,462,250; October. 20,-

325,520; November. 19.500.000; December. 19,000,000

(November and December estimated)—making a total

for the vear of 204.854,906 lb., as compared with 156.207.-

376 lb."in 1915. The Bingham & Garfield R.R. carried

31,746 tons of ore )icr day in the third quarter and

1026 tons of other freight. Arrangemeuls were made for

enlai'ging the tailings pond so that it would cover an area

of 6000 acres, which will be inclosed by a levee.

Park City shipments for the first 11 months were as

follows: Jannarv, 7869 tons; Februarv, 6562; March.

6208; April, 6889; May, 8867: June, 7257; July, 7178:

August, 7869; Septemlier. 8055; October, 7135;' Novem-

ber, 8382; total for fir.st 11 months. 82.266 tons of ore

and concentrates, as compared with 91,177 tons dui'ing

same jieriod of 1915. The proportion of cuneentrates in

the shii)ments was higher than lu'retofoie and the value

of liie output greater, though the toiuiage was less. There
were 20 slii])pers. The heaviest jn-ixluction came from
the Silver King Coalition, .Judge Mining and Smelting,

Silver King Consolidated, Daly West and Ontario.

Tintic shipments for 11 months were: Black Jack, 16

cars; Brooklyn. 1; Bullion Beck, 115; Carisa, 76;
Centennial-Hureka, 904; Chief Consolidated, 1731; Clift,

3; Colorado. 190; Dragon Consolidated, 1237; Eagle &
Blue Bell, 424; East Tintic Develoinnents, 19; Kureka
Hill. 42; Garnet, 2: Gemini, 472; Godiva, 40; Gold
Chain, 214; Gold Treasure, 1; Governor Mining. 2;
Grand Central. 522; lliggenson lease, 2; Iron Blossom,

1012: Knight Investment, 3; La Clede, 6; Lower Mam-
moth, ()5 ; Mammoth, 678; May Day, 68; Minnie Moore,

2(>; .\ew Bullion, 31; O])ohongo, 11; Plutus, 2; I'rovo,

1 : Primro.se, 1 ; Ridge & \'alley, 19; Scranton, 90; Sharp
luine. 17 : Shoebridge, 8; Showers, 3; Sioux Consolidated,

14; Snowtlake, 3; Spy, 2; Swansea Consolidated, 27;
Sunbeam, 5; Tintic Milling, 0; Tintic Standard, 47;
Uncle Sam, 21; Utah Consolidated, 5; Utah Minerals,

Concentrating, IS; Itah Ore Sam])ler, 2; \'ictor Con-
.solidated, :-i') : X'ictoria, 11^; White Cloud, 2; Yankee, 46;
total for first 11 months, 8410 cars, as compared with

6003 cars during the same period of 1915. The weekly

tonnage has been 76S6 tons and, the total tonnage for the

year Avill be a))|n-oximately 400,000 tons, as comi)ared

with 293,474 tons in 1915.

Bingham shipments for the year were: Januarv,
810,956 tons; February, 881,392; March. 972.996; April,

1.001,543 ; May, 1,118,473 ; June, 1,235,555 ; Julv, 1.372.-

280; August. 1,367.905; September. 1.315.133 ;" October.

1.300.633; November, 1,275,706; December, 1,247,708

(November, and December estimated) ; total, 13,900,280

tons, as com]iared with 9,718,982 tons in 1915.

SitKLTIXC; OrERATIONS AT FlLI, CAPACITY

The Salt Lake Valley smelteries ran at capacity

throughout the year. The United States Smelting Co.

at ^Midvale ran five furnaces on lead ore. Among other

im]n-ovements this comjjany l)uilt a brick thawhouse to

take care of ore frozen in the cars during winter

delivery. The building will accommodate 12 cars.

Metallic cadmium was recovered by an electrolytic process

from the fumes from the baghouse. Arsenic, as well as

a small amount of metallic thalium, were also produced

i^s byproducts. The United States P"uel Co. mined coal

from its Black PTawk. Hiawatha, Mohrland and Castle

Valley jiroj^erties in Carbon and Emery Counties. The
Bingham mines of the PTnited States company produced

en increased tonnage of lead, zinc and co]:)]ier ore. and

the Centennial Eureka mine in Tintic furnished ore

carrying copper, silver ai' '• gold. The output from this

mine was beaviei' than in years.

The American Smelting and Refining Co. at ilurray

liad six furnaces treating lead ores. The Garfield Smelt-

ing Co. of the A. S. & R. operated four blast furnaces and
five out of six reverberatories on copper ores. To this

plant were added two more converters as well as 10 new
TTenesboff roasters. About 3500 tons of ore and con-

centrates per day was treated. Construction was starte<l

on a large new bathhouse and on a community refriger-

ating jjlant for the use of employees, of which there are

about 1500. Arrangements were made to increase the

capacity of the cojijjer ])lant, which has already been

added to, and dm-ing the comino- vear it will be doubled.
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lead plant is also to be inereasrcl.

The International at Tooele had li\(' lead I'uriiarcs in

blast, operating its lead plant at capaiily. I''(iiir (Jiit ol'

the five copper reverberatorv furnaces were in operation.

Among other im])ro\einents Cottrell apparatus was in-

stalled, taking all the sintering-plant (Hwight & Lloyd)

gases, and also a separate Cottrell plant was installed

and used at the converters, treating all the c(in\erter

gases. The lead jilant has been handling an average of

1400 tons of ore per' day, and the copper ])lant around

ioOO tons.

PiiODUCTiON OF Gold, Silvet; axd Li ad

(iold was produced from copper, lead and mi.xed ores.

Little straight siliceous gold ore was mined, though some

of the Park City and Tintic siliceous coi^per-gold-silver

ores carry this metal. At Park City the Ontario and

Daly produced siliceous silver-gold ores, as did also the

Iron Blossom and Chief Con.solidated in Tintic. The
Centennial Eureka, Chief, Eagle and Blue Bell, (iemini

nnd other Tintic mines produced from siliceous ores and

from lead ores. Lead ores furnished a large part of

the silver. The Judge Mining and Smelting, Silver

King Coalition, Silver King Con.«olidated and Daly West

at Park City, producing silver-lead ores, and the lUah
Apex, Utah Metal and Tunnel, Ftali Consolidated, and

_ Fnited States properties at Bingham, producing lead-

silver ores, were the principal shippers.

The Judge ]\Iining and Smelting Co.. formerly the

Daly-Judge, built a new electrolytic zinc plant, capacity

JO to 15 tons spelter per day, to be finished shortly after

the first of the year. This company com]ileted the

14,500-ft. Snake Creek tunnel and installed a new electric

hoist. The Silver King Consolidated built a 10,-2()n-ft.

aerial tramway and bought and remodeled the former

Grasselli Co. mill. Work was begun on driving a l+.OOO-

ft. tunnel to develop and drain the Thayne's Canon
section of its property. The Ontario. Daly West, Daly,

Xew Quincy, Keystone. Three Kings and Xail Drivei'

]iroduced ore and did development. By far the greatest

tonnage from Park City—high-grade silvei'-lead ore and
concentrates—was produced by the Silver King Coalition,

whose mine is the largest silvei'-lead producer in the

state. The output of this company for 11 months was

25,358 tons. The company finished installing flotation

equipment, which has brought capacity up to 300 tons.

Various Tintic properties. Chief Consolidated. (Iemini.

May Day, Uncle Sam, Yankee, Victoria, Grand Central,

etc., produced lead and silver ores.

Shipments of zinc oi'es and concentrates were made
fi'om Tintic and Park City, with s(]me production from

Dry Caiion, Stockton and from Beaver County. The
Lake View District on Promontory Point in Box Elder

County shipped carbonate zinc ores.

The principal ])rodueers of zinc sulphides—mostly

concentrates—were the Judge Mining and Smelting,

Daly West, Big Four Exploration, Charles T\Ioore. E. J.

Beggs and Broadwater Mills at Park City, TTnited States

Mines at Bingham, the Opliir TFill at 0])hir, P>ullion

•Coalition at Stockton and llii' Caidd (\i.. lessees at the

Horn Silver dumps at l''i-isi-o. The Mid\ale ^linerals.

treating tailings from the United States ('(uicentrator

built a 300-ton flotation plant and jiroduced zinc and

lead concentrates. This plant handled 350 tons per day

in December. The Judc'c JTininn' and Smelting Co.
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accumulated a considei'alile tcninage of zinc ores awaiting

the completion of its new electrolytic zinc plant.

Carbonate zinc ores wei-e mined by the Clilf at Opiiii-,

Hidden Treasure, Queen of tlie Hills and Momi in l)r\

Canon, Eva Leasing in Nebo District; Godiva, May Day,

Beck Tunnel, Uncle Sam, Yaid<ee, (iemini. Lower Mam-
moth. Tintic Standard and Cdloi-ado in Tintic, and by

the Moscow and C^edar Talisman in I.eavci' County. The
Lake View Mining Co. in Bo.x Elder County also shipped.

There was some curtailment in zinc shipnumts during

the summer when the price of s]ielter was low. However,
the output of spelter from Utah ores foi' the year was

approximately 20% greatei- than in 1915, and there

were 3it producers.

J\rA\(;AXKSH, Antuiony and Eark-Metal OnEs

There was practically no production of uranium and
vanadium ores from Utah. Some assessment and devel-

opment work was done on jiroperties in San Juan and
Grand Counties. Manganese ore carrying 45% to 50%
manganese was mined near Marysvale in Piute County,

and shipped to Chicago and to Pennsylvania points.

Antimony was produced from near Marysvale and Junc-
tion in Piute C'ounty. and a h'w cars were shipped from
near Brigham City in Box Elder County. At the former
locality a 50-ton mill was built and operated by Salt

Lake ]ieople. Wet-table concentration was used, and six

tons of concentrates running above 50% antimony was
]n-oduced daily. Sliipments of crude ore (stibnite) also

were made. The output of ore and concentrates during

the latter part of the year was up to a car a week of

clean stibnite ore carrying 50% to (50%, antimony. Some
tungsten ore from Idaho and N(>vada was marketed
through Salt Lake in the first part of the year. At
Deep Creek Wilson Bros, did develo]iment on a bismuth
dejiosit and shipped tungsten ores. A small mill is being

built near Bovine, in Box Elder County, to treat scheelite.

Potash was produced by the Mineral Products Corpora-

tion at I\Iarysvale in Piute County. This company in-

creased the capacity of its potash plant from 25 to 40 or

50 tons of potassium sulphate, per day. The ore is alunite.

basic sulphate of potassium and aluminum. The com-

pany curtailed production somewhat toward the end of

the year on account of loss of surface buildings at the

mine by fire. The Florence Mining and Milling Co.

at Marysvale began work on a potash reduction plant.

The Utah Chemical Co. at Haskel. near Saltair, built a

$150,000 potash plant, for recovery of potash from the

waters of Great Salt Lake, and ojierated on brines from
cvaiiorating ponds of the Inland Crystal Salt Co. Toward
the end of the year this company shipped several cars

weekly, containing ])otasli and oilier salts. Tlie Salt Lake

Chemical Co. at Grants, on the south-west side of (ireat

Salt Lake, built a potash ])lant and began operations.

The Garfield Chemical and Mainifacturing Corporation

bnill a new sulfthuric-acid ])Iant :\\ Garfield and began

warming up and piddncing acid ' in Di'eeniiier. using

the cliamber ])rocess. The initial capacitv is 100 tons

of snlplinric acid daily, wliieli can lii> increased to 150

tons. Cases from two of the new llen'<'sliolV roasters of

the Cai'lield smeltery are utilized. 4'Iie comjiany is a

separate cor])oration, llo\^e\e^. The plant was built

prinuirily to furnish ai'id hn- the new leaching plant

of the Utah Copper Co. now being built and expected to

be completed aliout June, 1917. Three grades of acid

—

CO" Be.: (?fi° Be, and 9S%—are made.
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Mining Increasing in Oregon
l!v IIex\ky W. 1'arks*

The j)riniii>al iiu'tals iiniilurrd in Orco-oii in lOKi

were gold silver, copper, lead, antininiiy, manganese,

quicksilver, tungsten and cln-oniiiini. OT the IG east-

ern Oregon counties all hut Iciiir have de]josit.>; and

produce ores, hut the counties thai are generally

known as mining counties are Baker, (irant, ^lal-

heur, Harney, Wallowa, Union, Unuitilla, Ijake, Wheeler.

.Jefferson and Crook. Of these Baker every year leads in

the list of producers, hut the gold helt of the Blue Moun-

tains is a wide one and extends northward into Wallowa,

Union and Umatilla Counties, south into Malheur and

Harney Countie.s and westward through Grant and

Wheeler into Crook and JellVrson Counties; while scat-

tered mineral districts ai'c lound as far .soutli as the

Xevada-California line. Of the .")() or more productive

mines of eastern Oregon ahout half are placer and half

lode mines.

GoLD-DKEDtil.NG Ol'EKATIONS

Of the placer mines the most jjroductive is that of the

I'owder River Dredging Co.. which operated two gold

dredges throughout 1916. Its dredging fields e.xtend

from Sumpter to McEwen in the valley of the Powder

River, and the profitable area endjraces several hundred

acres. Dredge No. 1 was completed and began operations

about Feb. 1, 191:3, and has operated steadily and jirofit-

ably since that date. No. 1 has 65 buckets, each having a

capacity of 9 cu.ft., and acutally handles 1.50.000 cu.yd.

|)er month. No. 2 liegan operations in October, 1915, and

has operated continuously. It has Tl/^-cu.ft. buckets,

but it maintains a greater monthly yardage than No. 1,

due to the condition of the gravel in which it is work-

ing. The combined annual yardage of these electrically

driven dredges is aliout 3.500,000 cu.yd., and a recovery

of at least 25c. per yd. is reported. The two dredges

dig over an area of about 100 acres annually.

Another dredge, which began operations in June, 11)16,

is that of the Empire Gold Dredging and ]\Iining Co.,

of which W. F. Burrell, of Portland, is president. This

dredge, operating on Caiion Creek in Grant County, began

digging within the corporate limits of the town of John
I )ay and is now working up the creek toward Canon City,

^lost of this grcnind was worked over in the earlier jijacer

days.

Several other dredging fields in eastern Oregon were

])rospected during the last sunnner but results wcr(> not

announced. Pits were sunk and Keystone drills were

operated in the AVhitney field by representatives of the

Union Construction Co., of San Francisco. Extensive

drilling was conducted on Powder River liclow MiHwcn.
for Eastei'u men, as well as on Burnt River near Weath-

crby. Prospecting was also done on Chirks (h-eek, a

branch of Upper Burnt River; on (Jranite Creek near

Granite; on Crane Creek, a branch of the North Fork of

the John Day, and in other places.

About 5 mi. out of Sumpter, in Buck Gulch, a buried

old-river channel similar to those so well-known in Cali-

I'ornia was developed by California people under the name
of the Buck (iulch .Mining Co., of which Martin Costello

•Director. Oregon Bureau of Mines and Geology, CorvaUis,
Ore

is manager. The com))any is constructing a dam across

the gulch above tiie mine for reservoir jtui'po.ses, a 'i-iiii.

ditch, a power line to connect with the Eastern Oregon
Light and Power Co.'s line, l)esides erecting equipment
lor wa.shing tlie gravel.

TiiiiiOi': (ioi.ii Mi.\i;s r\ Coiixiroi'i.v Distkk T

One of the most productive gold districts in Oregon
is that of Cornuco|)ia, on the eastern end of the Wallowa
Range, in Baker County. It is reached by automobile

road across the country northeast from Baker, a distance

of about 70 mi. Its nearest railroad ])oint is on the

Snake River branch of the Oregon Sliort Line at Rob-
inette, 27 mi. from the mine. There are tiiree steady

]iroducers here: The Cornuco])ia Mines Co., o])erating

the Union-Conii)anion mine, Robert M, Betts, manager;
Baker Mines Co., operating the Last Chance mine, Frank
S. Baillie, manager; and the Queen of the West Mines
Co.. o])erating the mine of that name, Richard Ainidon,

manager. All the properties are lode mines and use the

cyanide proces.s. The Cornucopia and Baker mines have

20 stamps each and the Queen of the West 10. The first

two ran throughout J ill 6. although the Cornucopia mine
was able to use but 10 stamps for the first half of the

year until an additional hydro-electric plant was in-

stalled to furnish .sufficient power for ])um])ing and other

purposes. The new Queen of the West mill began o])er-

ating late in the autunui. Production from the Cornu-
copia district in 1915 was $861,987, and it is estimated

that it was about the same in 1916.

Another productive gold mine was the Rainbow, owned
by the Commercial .Mining Co., of Portland. Tiie of-

ficers of this company are : Frank P. King, president

;

Dr. A. S. Nichols, vice-president; Homer V. Carpenter,

of the Willamette Iron and Steel Works, secretary and

treasurer. The Rainbow mine is about 40 mi. by wagon
road southeast of Baker and about 20 nii. from the rail-

road at Durkee. It is equipped with a cyanide mill

having a capacity of about 3300 tons monthly.

The Columbia mine, operated for nearly 20 years.

closed its mill, in October, 1916, but a development

crew was maintained at the mine. This property was

ojierated until about a year ago under the management of

Frank S. Baillie. It was largely due to his faith and
good management that the ])roperty was profitable for so

many years, and the failure of the majority of the .stock-

holders to allow the plant to be nuiintained according to

modern accepted standards of efficiency had much to do
with its closing down.

The Ben Harrison is another important mine of Grant
County, 28 mi. west of S\impter on the northern slope

of the (ireenhoru Range. This is a gold-silver mine
iiwneil by otticials of the Lima Locomotive Corporation,

of Lima, Ohio, and is under the efficient management of

^\alter C. Fellows. It lias been equijiped with standard

crushing and fine-grinding machinery and three modern
fiotaticm cells, following two years' careful testing and
cxiierinientation. The ]ilant, with over 100 tons daily ca-

pacity, was to start in December, 1916. Concentrates of

about $150 value per ton will be hauled to Whitnev. 22
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mi., and shi])pe(l to sincltcrii's at 'I'aicuna and Salt

Lake.

A iiroperty in eastern Oregon that is ixMnjr watclu'd

with interest is that of tlic Snai<e River Mining Co.,

ahout 20 ml. north of Huntington and close to tiie Snake

liiver. The .superintendent is W. B. Robinson. In this

mine the gold is finely disseminated through schist. The
ilevelopment so far indicates a higiier average than the

.Maskan deposits around Juneau, and a 50-ton experi-

mental mill has been built to treat the material taken

lait in development and to determine more accurately

than can be done witli ordinary sampling what the

average value is.

Th Cougar gold mine, situated about 3 mi. north of

(franite, has been taken over by the United Gold Min-

ing Co., of Spokane. This property is well developed, and

the mill is being remodeled and equipped -with tine-

grinding machinery and all-slime cyanide equipment.

Irox Dyke, the ]\Iost Productive ]Mixe ix Oregox

The most productive single lode mine in the state is

the Iron Dyke, at Homestead, the terminus of tlie Snake

River branch of the Oregon Short Line. This property,

idle for several j-ears and only partly developed, was in

191.5 turned over to an o]ierating syndicate, of which

Halstead Lindsley, of 60 Broadway, New York, is the

consulting enginer. This mine produces copper ore car-

rying gold and silver. In the first 12 months of opera-

tion, there were shipped 480 fifty-ton cars of ore to the

smelteries. It continues to ship 50 cars monthly and has

completed a 150-ton flotation mill to concentrate the

lower-grade ore. The company brought in electric power
from the Oxbow plant at Copperfield and is now develop-

ing the lower levels of the mine.

Dr. Koehler's antimony mine, within 4 mi. of Baker,

shipped a few carloads of ore in 1916 that netted the

owner several thousand dollars. A mine near Pleasant

A^alley, about 12 mi. from Baker, is shipping a carload

of manganese ore weekly, and some tungsten ore was ex-

tracted from the Cliff mine, alwut 5 mi. from Baker.

Tungsten ore was also shipped in 10] 6 from a property 3

mi. north from Weatherby. Preparations were made for

shipment of chromite ore from Canon Mountain, where

the outcrop of chromite ore is extensive. Quicksilver was

produced by the American Almaden Quicksilver and Gold

Alining Co. from its properties in Crook County. Quick-

silver prospects exist near ^It. Vernon in Grant County,

but these were not productive in 1916.

The greatest activity in southern Oregon was in the

Waldo district. Two mines in the vicinity of Takilma
]iroduced copper regularly in 1916. The Queen of

Bronze, the largest producer, is about IV2 ™i- east of

the town of Takilma and is owned by the Twoliy Broth-

ers, railroad contractors, of Portland and Spokane. The
mine was taken over by them about Apr. 1, and under the

management of Roy Clarke good-sized bodies of copper

ore were opened and the product has paid for all develop-

ment work. The ore is massive chalcopyrite and pyrrlio-

tite. It is hauled by wagons and auto trucks 27 mi. from
the mine to Waters Creek station on the Oregon &
California Coast Ry. and forwarded to the Tacoma
Smelting Co.

Another copper mine in this district is the ^\aldo,

i.'hich joins the Queen of Bronze on the south. The oc-

ourrence of the ore is similar to that of the Queen of

Bronze; it has been )iroducing for several months. The
Waldo is owned by DeW'itt Van Osti'and, of Philliijs,

Wis.; Dr. J. F. Reddy and Alva II. (Junnell, of Grants

Pass. Mr. (iunnell is manager and is at present building

a 50-ton mill to concentrate some of the lower-grade ore,

as well as several thousand tons on the dump. These two
mines have been shipping for the last few months at the

rate of more than 450 tons per month, averaging approxi-

mately 10% copper.

The Copper Queen mine, situated about 3 mi. south-

cast from Leland, on the Southern Pacific R.R., is owned
by Maloney & Weckler. The Almeda mine, 31^ mi. north

of (ialice. was operated by P. B. Wickham under lease.

It is equipped with a small furnace that was run in-

termittently, concentrating the copper ore to a 30 to 40%
matte. The matte was hauled 18 mi. to the Southern
Pacific and shipped to the Tacoma smeltery.

There are a number of copper properties in Josephine

and Jackson Counties upon which substantial develop-

ment work is being done, such as the Copper King at

the head of Slate Creek, a branch of Grave Creek, about

18 mi. cast from Leland station. This property is owned
and operated by the United Copper Co., S. F. Fluhart,

of Placer, Ore., being manager. Development has dis-

closed a vein, 4 to 6 ft. wide carrying 4 to 5% ore. This

company is now erecting a mill.

Another developing property is the Copper Eagle on

the west side of Pea Vine ilountain, 4 mi. northwest of

Galice. It is owned i)y Dr. J. F. Reddy and P. B.

Wickham, and has opened a chalcopyrite vein in a drift

for 400 ft.

CiiROJiiTE ;\lixixc; A New Ixdustry

There was considerable chromite produced in 1916

from the southern Oregon district, most of it coming from
the Illinois Valley country. Numerous deposits of chro-

mite were found in lenses occurring in serpentine, the

most important of which is in the Althouse district about

() mi. northeast of Takilma. This ])roperty is known as

the Golconda and is operated by D. \V. Collard and 0. R.

^loore, of Salem. The ore is hauled about 25 mi. to Wa-
ters Creek station and shipped to Pennsylvania, where
it is utilized in the steel inclustry.

The Oregon chromite runs usually from 40 to 50%
chromium oxide. The price of chromite varies with the

purity of the material and nets the southern Oregon

]iroducer at present about $15 a ton delivered at the rail-

road. Chrome ore is being produced in the Grants Pass

section at the rate of abotit 300 tons per month.

It is difficult to describe in a few words the gold-min-

ing industry in southern Oregon, since it is carried on at

so many small properties which o])erate only a part of

the year when water is available for the operation of

stamp mills and placers. There are at present more than

60 mining corporations operating in Jackson, Josephine.

Coos, Curry and Douglas Counties: in addition to these

there is a much larger numljer of properties operated by

]iartnerships and private individuals. On the list of ]iro-

ducing quartz mines are the Opp mine, near Jacksonville,

owned and o]ierated by J. AV. Opp: the Ashland mine,

v.hich is being rejuvenated under the management of

.V. W. Bartlett; the Grubstake, in the Blue Ledge dis-

trict, owned by A. W. Carnahan. Frank Edwards and

Walter Garrison ; the Nellie Wright. 2 mi. east of (Jold

Hill, owned hy ^lessrs. Ilaaf and Rav; the Buzzard mine.
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owned by tho Pearl Minini;- Co.. under tlie injiniigenienl of

Paul Wright; tlic Dorotlien mine, formerly known ns tlie

Marshall, on Coyote CJreek ahoiii S jni. east (if WHII' Creek

i^tation. now owned and operated by Dr. J. V. Reddy : and

the Jim Blaine mine, leased and operated by A. C. E])-

])erly.

Southern Oregon lias many placer fields. ]n .Icjsepliine

or Jackson County there is scarcely a creek tliat does not

have some o-ood placer gronnd that is worked in the

winter months. Many of these creeks are worked by

farmers, the proceeds being used to clear and (h'veloji

their lands on the neighboring hillsides in the summer

months. There are also several areas of dredging ground

that are not yet being operated. Such sections as the

Waldo district, the East and the M'est Fork of the Illi-

nois Iiiver, Althousc Creek, Applcgate River. (Jrave Creek,

Jump-off-Joe, Coyote and WoH' Creeks and others may

•eventually be worked with dredges.

Among the large number of liydi'aulic mines may be

mentioned the following: Tlie Slerling mine. 1.") mi.

south from Jacksonville on the Sterling Creek branch of

the Ap])legate Eiver, owned and o])erated liy T». S. BiiUis;

the Layton placer, also on the Ap])legate lliver; the Co-

lumbia placer, on Grave Creek, about 8 mi. east from

Leland station, owned and operated by Mr. Epperly : and

the Logan placer, in the Waldo district, recently pros-

pected liy the Tacoma E.\i)loration Co. under o])tion.

Another metal that should be mentioned in the produc-

tion of southwestern Oregon is cpiicksilver. There arc

three properties on the ]iroducing list, and a foiirtb is

doing development work. The most important producer

is llie Black Butte Quicksilver .Mining Co.. 17 mi. S(jiitli

from Cottage (irove. This property is a largo low-grade

cinnabar deposit. The ore is treated in a tO-ton furnace,

and the companv eiii]ilovs 25 to ^50 men. undi-r the man-
agement of E. 1'.. Crane. The Utah Quicksilver Co..

under the management of Samuel Rertclson. is oiierating

on Evans Creek, about 25 mi. norlh of .Medford, in Jack-

son County. The production is small as yet, as it comes

entirely from cinnabar rock, taken out in rlevclopmcnt

and reduced in a small retort constructed on the groniid.

Tbc .Mountain King is another developing quicksilver

]iroperty, on lOvaiis Creek about 15 mi. northeast f)f (!old

Hill, it has an 800- or 900-ft. tunnel. Native nicrcmy

is found in small globules disseminated through a masj-

of badly altered granite. The Siilherlin Mining Co. is

opening the old Bonanza quicksilver mine, about 8 mi.

east of the town of Sutherlin, on Foster Creek. Tliis

)iroperty i.s under llie management of L. S. Griswold and

lias not yet bec()mc a ))rodiicer.

Till' coal-mining industry is confined largely to Coo.-'

County, where four different properties are the main jiro-

ducers. The lieaver Hill mine, 12 mi. south of Marsh-

liold, is owned by the Southern Pacific Co. and managed
liy L. A. Whereat. The Henryville mine, owned by the

Smith-Powers Tjogging Co.. about (! mi. southeast of

Marshfield, has recently been leased by R. M. Jenningn

and associates, of Portland. The other two producers are

;he Ijililjy mine, ;i mi. southwest of Marslifield, leased liy

the Coos Bay Fuel Co. and managed by George Doll, and

the Ri\erton Fuel Co.'s mine, at Riverton, managed bv

W. S. Hall.

Mining in Idaho in 1916
By Robep.t

The Idaho mining industry during 1916, by virtue

of the high [irices received for the metals it produces,

enjoyed the most prosperous and ]irofitable year of its

history.

During the greater ]iart of the year tho principal

operators of the large mines of the C'ceur d'Alenes volun-

tary paid wages 1o iheir emiiloyces increased by $1 a day

over the former scale: a ]ivofit-sharing bonus that was

highly ai>i)reciate(l iiy tVie 5(K)() men employed in that

district.

Three lead-silver, one copjier and one gold mine out-

side of the Cceur d'Alenes distributed a total of $500,000

in profits to their .stockholders, while the Cieur d'Alene

dividend payments were increased liy $2,000,000 over

tho.se of 1915 and totaled $10.!)00.0(i(). This was done

in spite of a loss from the 1!)15 record of more than

25.000,000 lb. of lead iiroduction made last year from

three of the Cnnir d'Alenes mines, due to milling and

smelting dilTicnlties and to underground faulting troiililes.

This loss was almost made up by the increased production

from four of the deepest mines—the Hercules. Hecla.

^lorning and Bunker Hill and Sullivan—whose wise

policy of advanced develoiunent put them in a position

to take material advantage of the runaway metal market.

In spite of this increased yield, their ore reserves were

improved dui-ing the ye.ir and at this time are in better

shape for continued heavy production than ever before

In their history.

•55tatf mine insppptor. Boise. Idaho.

X. Bi:ll*

The Hercules mine, at its 2-tl)0-ft. level, showed a

i-emarkable extension of its famous ore channel. Tlii.'

<leposit is now being developed through a vertical four-

com]iartnient shaft already down 500 ft. below its Xo. 5

tunnel at the drainage level of Canon Creek.

The shape of this interesting deposit may be likened to

that of a hand held nearly vertically, fingers pointing up.

Its original oreshoot was 300 ft. long. There are four

crosscut tunnels from this original crest at about GtlO-ft.

horizons. Each tunnel has added a new finger of ore; that

at the succeeding lower level has joined the other .shoot

aboxe. This combination of crests in Xo. 5 tunnel now
forms a continuous orebody 1800 ft. in length, with two

new crests that form only a short distance above Xo. 5.

These new crests have recently been weblied in by the new
shaft development, assuring an additional 700 ft. of ore

of sto]iing width and maintaining uniform high quality

in lead and silver.

The Ileela mine enjoyed a similar expansion in ore

resources, nearly doubled its former production capacity

during the past year and trebled its dividend distribution.

It has three pronounced oreshoots where it formerh

operated on one, and a fourth shoot was recently di>-

covcred that warranted the leasing of an additional

milling plant.

The Morning mine of the Federal Mining and Smell-

ing Co., at Mullan. developed an additional 5i)i) ft. in

length on the orebody during the year. Milling improve-

ments now in progress will provide for increasing the
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luiiir pniductuin lioiu IvJuo t(]ns to \.M)(i(i tons ;i ilav \\ iiliiu

the next 'M) days. The Iciwi'st K'vcl ol' this iiiiin', iikh-c

than 3000 ft. vertically, shows the sti'onjjcst and richest

reserves of ore yet disclosed in the mine. While the

Morning is not as rich as sonic of the other jiroduccrs,

it is at present making the largest tonnage output of

any mine in the ('(cur d'Alene district.

The ]iast year's dcvclo])ments in the lowest level of

the Bunker Hill and Sidlivan mine, at a depth of 4400

ft. on the 40° dip of the vein, have greatly increased

the tonnage of reserves. At this level the galena orehody

is 100 ft. wide and 700 ft. long without showing the

slighest evidence of the undesirahle mixture of zinc and

iron .sulphides that usually occur at depth in the ore de-

posits of this district.

The Tamarack & Custer Consolidated mine was i)ut

out of husiness in August by the e\i)iratiou of the mill

lease under wliieh it was operated. This com))any is

controlled by the Day Brothers, who succeeded in ]nir-

I'hasing a fully equi])pcd mill of -"iOd-tous daily eajiacity

from the Federal lompany at Frisco in Canon Creek. A
?-mi. aijrial tram connecting with the mine was recently

completed. The output of these two great mines will be

raken care of by the Northport smeltery in northeastern

Washington, which was ])nrchased anil has been success-

fully operated during the greater part of the year on

the Hercules output by the Day intercuts, in connt'ctiou

with a refinery also in their control, at Carnegie, Penn.

Devkloi'ix(! \i;w Lic.mj-Silvkk I'noDrcEiis

Xotable lead-silver ore development and production,

outside of the Ccenr d'Alenes, was made at the Con-

tinental mine in Boundary County, too mi. north. This

mine developed one of the most continuous shoots of

lead-silver ore in the state. The pro]ierty was equipped

with a 150-ton concentrating mill, ]>ut in operation in

.\ugust, and in spite of serious power and transportation

troubles, shipped 53 cars of 50% lead concentrates and

crude ore carrying about 0.5 oz. silver to each unit of

lead. The mine is developed to a depth of 500 ft. through

adit tunnels, has a two-years' ore reserve and. with ini-

]iroved power capacity, should liecome an important

producer during the coming year.

In the Gilmore district in Lemhi County, tlie Pitts-

burg-Idaho mine made the moist important yield ol'

its history; in its lowest levels, 650 ft. deep, it is showing

richer ones of both lead and silver than prexiously

mined. The mine produced about ."'O cars a month of

crude ore and paid $100,000 in dividends during the

year, besides accumulating a handsome reserve. Tlic

adjoining property, known as the Latest Out mine, also

develo]ied rich ore I'esources at its 600-ft. level and made
a ])roduction equal to 50% of its neighbor's. The

Gilmore Mining Co., adjoining the Latest Out on the

south, proved a new shipper of marked importance. The
mine was developed dui'ing the year by the extension of

the 450-ft. level of the Ijatest Out mine into this property

through the end line where an oreshoot 140 ft. long

and varying from 1 to 20 ft. thick was disclosed. The
mine, under lease to the Latest Out Co., Iiecame an

ini])ortant shipper town id the close of the year,, sending

out 20 cars of crude ore in Xovember.

The high metal prices stimulated de\elopment of lo

other pros])ects and small mining o])erations in the

Gihnore district, which wci'e aitle to shiii profitable oi'C

in (|uantities varying from one to six cars. Thei'c arc

no mills in the district, and its entire production of over

1()0,00() tons of ore was shipped crude.

At the west end of Blaine County the Wilberl lead

mine continued in operation throughout the year, pro-

ducing several million pounds of lead and continuing its

divideini distribution.

At Mackay, in Custer County, a remarkably interesting

discovery of lead-silver ore was made during the year
ihrough the medium of a lease on the Kennedy group,
adjoining the Empire Copper. Here a body of lead car-

Ijonate was disclosed on a contaot between .soft porphyry
and blue limestone, which, from a glory hole, produced
58 cars of crude shipping ore. The mine was subse-

quently optioned to the T'liitcd States Smelting and
Mining Co., whicli is undertaking its deeper develo])ment.

Two additional shoots of rich lead cai-bonate were dis-

closed. On the adjoining property. kn<iwn as the Horse
Shoe, another channel of lead carbonate was found on a

similar contact. Two carloads were shipped from two
30-ft. ])ros|)ect shafts which promise to become of con-

siderable inqjortance in future lead ])roduction.

In the Antelope district, 25 mi. s(uith of Mackay, the

Weiler mine shipped several cars of rich lead carbonate

and greatly improved its resources, while a number of

])romising jirosjiects in the same vicinity were operated
with most enciniraoing results.

At Clayton, in Custer County, leasing operations were
recently started on the Red Bird mine. This property
has a record of production from abo\c the 400 level of

100,000 tons of lead carlionate carrying 30% lead and
30 oz. silver. I.t has been taiqied at the 900-ft. level,

where the oxidized conditions of the oreliodv were found
to ])ersist.

Zinc ^Iixi:s Tiionrciiox Axn Dicvixopmex'ts

The zine-iu-e production of Idaho considerably exceeded

the output of ]'.)15. The princiijal producer continued to

be the Consolidated Interstate-Callaban. iu the Crpur

d'Alene district. This mine has an oreshoot 1300 ft. long

and is showing at its best in th(> lowest levels nearly
•?000 ft. deep. It made a monthly ))roduction of GOOD

tons of crude zinc ore and concentrates averaging nearly

509(. In addition there was a considerable yield of rich

lead-silver concentrates from the milling operations.

In the Hex mine, new reserves aggregating about 200,-

OOO tons of zinc-lead ore of a little more complex nature

was developed during the year. It is now being treated in

the company's mill, recently taken over from the Taraarai-k

& Custer Co.. who formerly operated it under lease.

The Ray-Jefferson mine was equipped with an nptodate

400-ton concentrating plant, which was ]nit into success-

ful operation in Xo\emher. This ])roperty has developed

a large reserve, of rich zinc-lead (U'c.

The Success zinc mine was successfully ojierated

throughout the year with its normal output of a little

lower grade than formerly. It still has a good ore show-

ing in the bottom, and development is progressing to

below the 1200 level.

In Pine Creek, south of Kellogg, the Highland-

Surprise, Constitution, Douglas and Denver mines each

disclosed shoots of rich zinc-lead-iron sulphide ore. The
Highland-Surprise, from a 500-ft. oreshoot 5 ft. thick

is ])rodncing 100 l(uis a day and is making a yield of

a toll of concentrates fi'iiin three tons of mill feed without
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11 pii'king belt. It sprms likely th;il the olln'r |ii(]|ici-ties.

mentioned in this district will jrive equally fjood ro.snlls.

Tlie Constitution, developed GOO ft. deep, shows a

marked improvement of lead and silver assays in its

lowest level. Its oreslioot is .'i.'iO ft. ]rin<x and decidedly

clean, with ;; mavimiim «iil1h nf 7 I't. The Douglas

mine is heins operated on lease and hond hy the Ana-

conda company. Its oreshoot is narrow, hut fully 800

ft. long of similar massive sulphide oi'e. The Denver

mine is a new develo])ment of the year. In T)ecenit)er it

had ile\elo]icd an oreshoot that a\crau'cd nearly \ ft.

wide for 2.-)0 ft. in length, with t ft. of ore still in the

face. This channel carries a high ]ir()])Ortion of lead

with good silver content and 20% zinc. It was recently

cut by a deeper tunnel and found equally I'ich.

The principal properties of the T'ine Creek district

are about l"-? mi. from railway transportation, aiul the

construction of a s])ur is being energetically agitated.

Such construction is well warranted by recent ore ilevel-

opments.

A byproduct of zinc concenti'ati's made at the Federal

company's mills at Morning, Frisco and Wallace by

flotation methods materially added to the ]n-ofits. In

May the Federal ptirchased the North Star mine, 12 mi.

above Ilailey, in the Wood Eiver district. .V modern
concentrating mill of 150 tons' capacity was completed

niid a deep tunnel tapping the old works of the Star

mine, which had lain idle for 25 years, was com))letcd.

This property has been recognized for years as having

the biggest reserve of developed ore in the Wood b'iver

di.strict. It has a vein of massive sulphide 10 to 20 ft.

thick, carrying 15 to 20% zinc, 8% lead and 8 oz. silver.

This relatively rich mixture, however, is complicated by

I he association of massive iron snlphide, which makes its

1i-eatment decidedly difTicult nnder the old-fashioned

methods. The new drainage tunnel on the property

which has ojiened the lower levels has seemingly dis-

clo.sed a second ore course equal in size to the east vein,

hilt richer in zinc and lead and of a less complex nature.

CoppEi; JIixEs AND Prospects

The copper-ore production of Idaho for the year came
princii)ally from the continued successful operations of

the Em])ire Copper Co., at Mackay, in Custer County.

This company employed a force of 200 men throughout

the year and made monthly shi]iments of crude ore

i-anging from 4 to 10% and averaging nearly 8000 tons

a month to the Salt Lake valley smelteries. The ])roperty

has been exceptionally well handled, and its ore resources

of shipping grade, are now more exten.sive than at any

]irovious period of its history. The company paid $250,-

000 in dividends during the year, besides accumulating

a handsome surplus; it is now undertaking a big expan-

sion of business with the introduction of ailditional power,

milling machinery and a fbiiatidii plant fiu' the treatment

of large bodies of low-gi-ade ore.

The Co)ipor Basin Mining Co. caiiie(l nn an active

campaign of development with 20 men and shi])])ed 3o

cars of crude ore ranging from I to 15% copper.

Two new ])rodueers of eopjier were develo])ed during

the year in Shoshone County. The Empire Copper Co.

on the little North Fork of the Ceeur d'.Vlene river, 12

nn. west of Kellogg, operated a new mill of 150 tons

daily capacity during part of the year and made a num-
ber of carload shipments of 25% copper concentrates.

The Kuhmond mine aiiout 20 mi. east df .\Iidlaii made
discoveries of high-grade carbonate and sulpiiide co])))er

ore, and shi))ped a number of cars of from 10 to IS'/J

cop])er. This enterprise has recently been well financed

and consolidated with the adjoining St. Lawrence mine.

(tOL» ])is((ivi:i!iEs May DivVKloi- a Boom
The gold-ore devclojnneiils and discoveries in the

granite areas of central and southern Idaho, made during

the last year, promise a mining revival in this region

that may assume sensational ])ro|)ortions in the near

future. The most important finds were niade in the

Atlanta district, 80 mi. cast of Boise. The Atlanta lode

is over 100 ft. wide and has been mined at close intervals

for about a mile, and has made a jn-odiicfion of about

$G.000.(too. The vein has low gold and silver content-

throughout its entire width, with defined ore courses, on

lioth walls, of shattered blue tpiartz ranging up to 30 ft.

thick and carrying average a.ssays of about $10 per ton.

A 500-ft. oreshoot assaying $10 per ton was discovered

in 1915 and successfully operated for a year on a scale of

100 tons per day.

Late in September, IftIG, a pa rail el -banded oreshoot

was discovered 5 to 7 ft. wide, carrying $20 milling oi-e

with a ])aystreak, proved for 400 ft. in length, varying

from a mere seam up to 10 in. wide, assaying from $500
to $1000 per ton in gold. A thousand sacks have already

been sorted, and some bonanza shipments will be made
next spring, after the roads are opened.

On Boulder Creek, in Owyhee County, 10 mi. south

of the Silver City di.strict and 60 mi. south of Boise, new
discoveries of gold and silver in large fissure veins were

made during the year. This district has been compared
with Oatman, Ariz., and Goldfield and Tonopah, Nev.

The principal development is a 150-ft. tunnel on the

Demming group of claims, which is driven on a vertical

quartz fissure G to 10 ft wide. The gold ores in the

Demming development seem to be of a primary nature.

The only question to be proved is their lasting quality' in

depth. If this is favorably demonstrated, Boulder Creek

should have a real gold-mining boom. Hundreds of

claims have been located in this new field, but no devel-

opment activity is in progress at this time. Preparations

are being made, however, by Melvin T. Eowlands, original

lU'onioter, to finance a campaign of extensive development

in the early spring. A number of buildings have recently

lieen constructed prejiaratory to that end, together with

a new wagon road from the railway at Murphy, which
makes the district much more accessible than formerly.

Another interesting gold development was made during

the summer in the Marshall Lake district, in Idaho
County, 40 mi. northeast of Payette Lake. Here an ex-

perienced Alaska o]:)erator, a year ago, undertook the

development of a shallow gold ore prospect locally known
as the Fox and Briggs mine. Before Dec. 1, 1916, 500

rt. of development work had been done, a 25-ton quartz

mill had lieen built and gold enough recovered by plate

amalganiation to cover the entire cost of the enterprise,

including the purchase price of the property. The vein

is vertical and varies from 1 to 3 ft. wide. It is very

])ersistent in length, but its oreshoots arc short, the main
disclosure being 100 ft. in length. It gives milling

results, however, of $50 per ton on the plates with an

additional $20 to $30 a ton on the tables in the form
of mixed concentrates that assay $600 to $700 per ton

and will give a handsome .shipping product later.
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Fur llif Krst timo in its history an iiiipiirtant toiiiiajic

lit' Idaho lead-silver was treated in an independeu.t

smeltery. This plant, situated at. Xortliport, Wash., was

purehased and rebuilt on modern lines by the Day

brothers and their associates who shipped to it the entire

(lutpnt of the Hercules mine. To this output will be

iidded, durinjj the comiui;- year, the production nf ihc

Tamarack & Custer Consolidated, andthcr larire ]ir()ducci-

nwncd by the same interests.

The most important smelting nu)\e of the year, how-

ever, was the commencement, at Kellogg by the Bunker

Hill & '*ullivan Co., of a lead smelting and refining plant

with a daily cajiacity of 1.000 tons of ore. This plant

is rapidly apjiroaching completion. The •^liD-ft. main

stack is completed, the steel framework of the main

structure Inished, the ore bins and trackage installe<l.

and the contractors in charge promise that the plant will

be ready for o])eration by May, 1917.

UXDEKGROUXD ExGIXEKRIXG AciOMPLISHJIKXTS

Two notable enterprises of mining engineering are now

well under way in the Coeiir d'Aleue district, which are

worthy of mention as examples of dilHcult problems

t-uccessfully overcome.

In the Hercules mine, at a point near where the No.

5 crosscut tunnel intercepts the vein at a depth of 2400

ft. and almost 2 mi. from the i^ortal, a modern electrical

hoi.sting plant is being installed. It is to have a maxi-

mum capacity of 1800 hp. and will be capable of lifting

a 15-ton load from a vertical depth of 3000 ft. at a

rope speed of 2000 ft. per min. The plant is to be

etjuipped with all the modern speed-controlling improve-

ments and is being built by the Xordberg company. The
installation of a similar plant at the surface would, ol'

course, not be such a notable event, but to i)ro\ ide and

support the necessary large .station space and openings at

such a depth underground is a different problem.

The main hoist station is 44x44x32 ft., and the motor-

generator station i)ehind it is 42x20x20 ft. Extending

from the front of the hoist station is a 150-ft. ropeway

10 ft. wide by 10 ft. high and inclined at 50°, leading to

the gallows top.

These great openings are cut out of the solid cjuartzite,

perfectly arched, and have been protected with heavy

reinforced concrete patterned after the plan of the Bunker

Hill station. The latter has been installed for five years

in fairly heavy ground without showing a pressure

symptom.
Placed in line with the station across the structure

of the rock formation is a heavy timbered gallows frame

125 ft. high, which serves a vertical four-compartment

shaft. In the same line, north of the shaft, a 150i)-ton

ore pocket has been cut out with room for attendant

parallel trackage. This entire work of excavation has

been accomplished in a year in addition to that of main-

taining the normal mine production averaging 1000 tons

daily for the last 1 1 months.

The scronil interesting engineering undertaknng is at

the Ilccla mine, which is making a record in raise work.

Here a new orebody has been developed du the drainage-

tunnel level, 1000 ft. from the ])ortal. The raise is being

ilriven for the development of this orebody and the better

Wntiiatiou of the expanding works of the old part ol'

the mine. It was necessary to put a 1500-ft. raise on this

ore channel to the surface. This raise has three standard

I'ompartmcnts. including a 5x5-rt. chute, manway and

hoistway. The chute is jilaced in the nnddle, lica\il.v

timbered with i-ound red lir and lined uitli 6-in. planks.

Tliis raise has already been carried u]i llo niiu'-l'iini

IbiDi-s to inalcli the stoping cufs, and for sc\('ral m<iiitli-

past has been nuiking a ])r()gress of 100 ft. pci- niiuilli

with a crew of 10 men wcu'king two shifts, it is nuw
within 500 ft. of the surlace and is expected to be com-
pleted wilhiu the next !lo days.

Nickel
The market for nickel at the beginning of 1916 was

steady with a ^dod busine.-s. and the demand has con-

tinued steady with good sale lor domestic consumption
and good demand for ex])ort throughout the year. There
has been no change in the nuirket jirice of the metal dui--

ing the year, it having been quoted continually at 45(<i' 50c.

per lb. for ordinary forms (shot and inirot), according to

size and terms of order, with electrolytic nickel 5c. per
lb. higher

A gi-eat deal of feeling was aroused in Canada in

1916 o\er the discussion of the alleged shipment of nickel

to alien enemies. This was mo.<tly ])olitical claptrap or

was directed against the International Xickel Co. to fur-

ther certain ])er.'^onal or local aims. The International

Xickel Co. has always ojjerated in perfect harmony with
the Canadian and British governments, and there never

has been any doubt in circles entitled to the information
as to where the product of the Interiuitional company has

gone.

To prevent any small producers shipping nickel out

of the country which might reach alien enemies, a Ca-
nadian Order in Council was issued, wliich prohibited ex-

]wrts of nickel and nickel matte except to Great Britain.

Init exports to other c(nintries were jiermitted under li-

cense, which was i.ssued only when tlu' Canadian govern-

ment was sure of the ultimate destination of the nickel-

iferous product.

The International Xickel Co. started the construction

of a nickel refinery at Fort Colborne, Out., whit-h when
completed, will cost -$4,500,000.

The British-American Xickel Corporation has plans in

hand for the develo])meut of its jiroperty in Ontario, but

it is too early for details. The operations will be directed

by E. P. :\Iathewson.

Imports of nickel into this country from sources other

than Canada were in the form of nickel matte, several

lots of which arrived at Baltimore from Xoumea, New
Caledonia.

I'roduction of nickel in Canada for the nine months
ended Sept. 30, 191(), and For a corresponding period of

1915 for comparison, as furnished by the Bureau of ilines

of Ontario, was

:

OXT.\RIO XICKEL I'KDDITTIOX FIR.ST XIXE MOXTH.S OF 1916

Quantity
1915 1916Protiuot

Cobalt and nickel oxitlcs (unsoparated), lb.

Nickel, oxide, lb

Nickel, nietaltir, lb

Nickel in matte, tons

2.501 57.026
142,48? 54.152
11,905 17,455
24,054 31,046

The Caiiadi.in Copper Co. (International Xickel Co.)

and the Mond Xickel Co. have been working their mines

and smelteries at maximum capacity, and the output of

nickel contained in the matte product of the furnaces for

the nine months falls little short of that for the full year

1915. The production for 191() will probably exceed that

of 1015 by 20%.
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U. S. Petroleum Output by States

Iiicien.so in the I'liili'd Slntcs petrolcuni proiliiction in

]!>l(i to 292,300,00(1 1)1)1. wii.s principally i'roni the auj;-

nieuted outputs of Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, Wyoming,

California and Kentuiky. Marked declines were recorded

in Illinois, Louisiana and West A'irginia. The estimated

output hy states for l!M(i. and the eorresiiondiiifr figures

for 1915, as reported liv .lohn D. Northrop of the Ignited

States Geological Survey, are given in (he accoinanying

table.
^

ESTIM.\TED U. S. PETROLEUM PliOUrCTIOX BY .STATES

State 1915. Bbl. 1916, Bbl

Oklahoma 97.915.243 105,000,000

California, 86,591,535 «9,000,00n

Texas 17,467.598 26,000,000

Illinois 19,041,695 16.500,000

Louisiana. 18.191.539 15.800.000

West Vireinia 9,264.798 8.500.000

Pennsvlvanii 7.838.705 8.000,000

Ohio 7,825,326 7,400,000

Kansas" 2,823,487 6,500,000

Wvoming-Monta.m 4,245,525 6.300.000

Kentucky 437.274 1.200.000

Indiana' 875,758 1.000.000

New York 887,778 900.000

Colorado.- 208,475 I'lO.OOO

Other states 14,265 10,000

Total.. 281.104.104 292,300.000

In Pen n.'iylva Ilia drilling interest centered in the ex-

tension of the Dorseyville pool, in Allegheny County, and

at the end of the year in Sjiringhill To\vnslii|). (ireen

County, where a wildcat test on the (ieorge Isminger

farm brought in a 200-bbl. oil well in the Gordon sand.

In West Virginia a rich pool of oil was opened in the

Thirty-Foot sand on Dents Pain, near ifannington, Clarion

County. The petroleum output of Kentucky was increased

nearly 200% as a result of the remarkable success that

attended the search for extensions of the Irvine pool, in

Estill County, and of the Scottsville-Petroleoum district.

in Allen County. In Indiana most of the field activity

in 1916 was in the southwestern part of the state.

MiD-CoXTINEXT El'XilOX TO THE FOEE

So successful in developing new production was the

drilling camjiaign in the Mid-Continent region, inspired

by the waning of Gushing and the prompt advance

of the crude-oil market, that Oklahoma was enabled to

retain in ]91(i the premier rank as an oil-producing

state and Kansas to secure recognition as an important

source of crude oil.

Outside of the Cushing district, drilling activity was

much greater in Oklahoma than in 1915. This was partic-

ularly true in the IleaMton field. Carter County, where

a large increase in the production was recorded and

where several million barrels of oil was ]>laced in field

storage. Dillieiilt drilling and the exceptional depth of

the productive sands retarded develoj-nnent in the Rlack-

well field, Kay County, but the few wells completed in

1916 fully justified the confidence of the operators in the

future of this district. In the southern part of the

Osage Reservation a rich pool of high-grade oil was dis-

covered and ])artly developed by the Tidal Oil Co., on

its leases near liomiiiy.

In Kansas the Augusta and T']ldorado districts in

. Butler County, were the centers of drilling activity. At

the end of 1916 there were about 500 ])roducing wells in

the Eldorado district, the combined daily capacity of

which was estimated (o be in excess of 5,000 bbl. In

the Augusta field more than 100 producing wells were

drilled during 1916, and at the end of the year the

estimated daily capacity of the field was in excess of

.'io.ooo 1)1)1, Signilieant discoveries of oil, the value of

which had not been determined by the end of 1916, were

made in Kansas, near Heaiiniont, Greenwood County,

and northwest of Winfield, in Cowley County.

.\ii increase in drilling activity throughout central

and noil hern Texas, the discovery of a productive deep

sand at lOleetra and the extension of the productive area

at Biirkburnett resulted in an apjjreciable increase in

the petroleum oiitjjut. In eastern Texas a wildcat test

near JJethany, I'anola County, was completed in July as a

productive oil well of suflicieiit capacity to justifv addi-

tional drilling in that locality.

The ini|>ortant devclo])ments in northern Louisiana

in l!il() include extensions of productive territory in the

^looringsport district, .south of Caddo Lake; a pool in De
Soto Parisli, in the vicinity of Logansport, near the Texas

boundary: and new oil territory in the Grand Bayou
district, southwest of the Criehton field, in IJcd River

Parish.

Humble easily retained first rank in activity and pro-

duction among the saltdome ])Ools of the Gulf Coastal

Plain. dcs))itc a decided waning of the supply of oil ob-

tained from its dee]) .sands, and Sour Lake was a steady

contributor. In October a 6000-bbl. well was brought in

at a depth of about 2000 ft., in the Goose Creek pool,

and made this erratic field the center of drilling activity.

The petroleum output of Wyoming was materially

increased in 1916 as a result of the installation of a

refinery a;t Greybnll, Big Horn County, by the GraybuU

Refining Co., and of the completion of a pipe line by

the Illinois Pipe Line Co. from the Elk Basin field, in

northern Park County, to the Burlington R.R. at Frannie.

The most notable development of the year in Wyoming
was the opening of a new oil field on the Big Muddy
anticline, in western Converse County. Of less potential

iin])ortance was the discovery of oil in small quantities

on the Lost Soldier flats, in the northea.st corner of

Sweetwater County. A number of productive wells were

completed in the Pilot Butte field. Fremont County. In

Oregon and Little Buffalo basins, in eastern Park

County, additional drilling in 1916 resulted only in gas

]iroduction.

A moderate increase in production was made in Cali-

fornia in response to the steady advance in prices.

Drilling activity in all fields was nearly twice as great as

in 1915, but the size of the new wells comideted contrasted

strongly with those of three and four years ago. The
scarcity of oil of fuel grades resulted in especial activity

in the Kern River and McKittrick fields.

m

Validity of Mining Option

By a. L. H. Street*

The validity of an option given by an owner of

^linncsdta lands, exercisable within 50 years, to take an

iron-mining lease for 30 years is sustained by the Supreme

Court of the state in the recent case of Mineral Land

Tinestincnt Co. vs BLshop Iron Co.. 159 Northwestern

Reporter, 966. It was nnsnccessfully claimed by plain-

tiff that the option was invalid as suspending the power

of alienation of the land for an unreasonably long time.

The court upholds the option as having been given for a

valuable consideration.

•Attorney at law, S29 Security Building; Minneapolis, Mmn
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Blocks

CHAXCIXlJ A Tl'BE INTO BA1>L illO.

Changing Tube to Ball Mill

By Aktiili; C. Daman*

At tlie Nevada Pat'kanl mill the I'driiier ]iraeticc was

stage gTiudiiig in twn tiil>o mills. Tiipsc tubes wore

rospei'tively oxG ft. ami 10x(> /t., ami operated in closed

circuit with a Dorr classifier. After a time, it became

a serious problem to grind the ])nlp to the recpiircd fine-

ness and at the same time to produce the necessary

tonnage, so it
_^

was decided to ^.|x/3"flo/rs

change the tube

mill to a ball

mill. As a ball

mill the original

diameter of the

tul)e mill c-ould

not be used, since

it would overload

the motor, so it

was decided to

reduce the di-

ameter to 4 ft.

^Manganese - steel

balls and liners

were o r d e r e d

from Tonapah, and the wooden blocks which were used as

fillers were sawed to fit at the mine. It took exactly

12 hr. to empty the mill, change the liners and refill the

same with balls. Manganese-steel balls of 10 and \-i lb.

were used. The bolts for the steel liners go through

the wooden blocks. A small space is left between the

blocks to allow for water-logijing.

From the start the ball mill did more than was ex-

pected, and it is now contemplated to cut out the inter-

mediate rolls and feed the ball mill with 1-iii. material

instead of i^-in. as is the present practice. The change

increased the efficiency oO%. In reducing the diameter

of tlie mill from ft. to 4 ft., it was expected to crush

about the same tonnage per day, so the additional 30%
was gratifying. As regards the nltimate elimination of

the rolls and increasing the size of feed to the ball mill,

the princi])al reason for the change is the simplification

of the crusher circuit by the elimination of roll ti'ouble,

maintenance, and finallv the saving in at-tual cost.

New Steel-Ingot Mold
A process has recently been devised by Armstrong,

Whitworth & Co., according to Iron and Coal Trades Ile-

ri'iir, London, Dec. 15, 1916, for the production of sound

steel ingots and other castings. The metal is nuiintained

molten at the top of the ingot by an electric arc of

which the metal itself forms one of the electrodes.

At the liottom of the mold, and resting on its base, a

plate of .«ome suitable metal is provided, with a tongue

•Mining engineer, 267S Eudorn St. ."Denver, Colo.

jn-otruding licyoiid the mold, to which is connected ojie

of the electrical leads, the other lead being connected to

an adjustable electrode. To ])rcvent the escape of heat a

cover is provided with a hole lor the electi'ode. The con-

tact plate is placed on the liase, the mold is ])laced in

])osition ami the metal is jioured into the mold. Socni

after the mold is filled, the cover and the electrode are

lowered and the current switched on. An arc is formed
between the molten metal at the top and the electrode.

Emergency Oil-Drum Stove

.\. mine shoj) needed a stove immediately, but owing
ti] the lailure of a supply house to fill the oi'der and to the

fact that the mine was many nnles from the railroad,

none was at hand and a makeshift had to be devised. An
ein])ty oil dium with a few alterations, was therefore

quickly evolved into the needed heater. As shown in the

illusti-ation, two holes were cut in the top of the drum,

one o\al. near the edge, for the acconnnodation of a smoke

pi|ie, the other rectang"ular, occupying the major portion

of one-hair tiie to]) and serving as an opening for the in-

troduction of fuel. A flat ]iiece of .sheet iron is the only

stoxe lid necessary. Near the bottom of the drum and on

the opposite side fi-om the chimney hole a rectangular

piece was cut out. This was fastened on with two hinges

Srove Lid-^

"sU-Tb Chimney

EMERGENCY STOVE MADE FROM Oil. DRUM

and a simple cafrli and served as an ash and di'al't door.

AI>o\e this door a few parallel bars were run through the

di'um, forming a grate.

In this stove any .sort of fuel could be burned, largo

cliuidvs of wood, such as bi-oken stulls and ties, forming

tlie best material. The results from this stove in heating

a good-sized shop were so satisfactory that instead of be-

ing only makeshift, it became a permanent institution,

having lasted through at least two cold winters and hav-

iiiiC an indefinite life ahead of it.
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Kinks for the Master Mechanic
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Babbitting a Crosshead

Machinists often get the jol) of robiibhitting an engine

crosshead—a joij calling lor no liltle skill to say the least.

Sometimes the babbitting is done with the crosshead in

Babbitt

FORM FOR BABBITTING CROSSHEAD

jiosition. and this method has the advantage of easy lin-

ing up in the proper jwsition, hut has against it the ])oorer

wearing surface when there is no suri)lus baiibitt to take
oil', "ir it didn't slo|)e olf bnth wnys, l"d pour it Miid

plane it to lit." says the man who lias the job t(. do. By
the use of a simjjle form or ii.\ture. that anyone can make
in a half-liour, flat V-shaped or half-ronnd crossheads can
be poured in sliort order with any desired surplus of metal
evenly distiibutcd, >ays Donald A. Hamjjson in Poirer.
This surplus may be p<'eiieil lo make it more dense and
better lilting, and then turned or planed to size. The
t;.\ture is made (jI' w<iod, as shown in position to use.

It is made a snug tit over the crosshead. and the ends
correspond to tlie .«hape of the engine guides. Fitting

thus, no leveling is n^ipiired. The* babbitt is poured
through llie bole in the top.

Crane Operation Facilitated by

Reflecting Mirror

fn connect iiui with the openitioii of several large

traveling cranes in shops it was noticed that when-
ever any lifting was to be done near the end of the
I ran(> where the drivcr'.s cage was located, it was neces-

sary for the operator to lean far out over the window
opeiiiiiL: in the crane box in order to obtain a view of

wh.il.was going on below. This was unsafe, owing to
the possibility of the driver losing bis balance and failing
"lit

; and wiiile in this ])ositioii the driver was at a dis-
advantage in operating the control levers.

'i'o o\ereome thi.s situation, according to William Lailer
111 the American Machinist, several large reflecting mir-
rors similar to the mirrors used on automobiles for
viewing the road behind were procured and attached by
means of .substantial brackets to the outside of the crane
cars so that the image on the floor directly below tiie

cianc car would be projected to the driver while in his
normal position. The cost of installing this simple de-
vice was exceedingly small, but its advantages are obvi-
ously worth while. The crane man in the converter erane-
\\:iy might appreciate this.

Emergency Armature Repairs

Occasionally the j)ower plant operator is confronted
with emergency repairs on armatures in the nature of a

burnt-out or open coil in the winding. Any delay in

repairing these defects would be a serious matter, espe-

cially if the machine in question is an exciter and the onlv
one for the alternator, as is the case in some of the smaller
jilants.

Armature
Leads

METHOD OF REPAIRING OPEN CIRCUITS IN AN
ARM.\TURE COIL

The illusti-atioii rroiii I'mrrr shows a method used
by Samuel Spagnola to facilitate the repairs of

ojicn .'Oils with excellent results. The general method
of ]n-ocedure for the repair is as follows: First

1 lean out the mica between the segments where the trouble

lias been located, by means of a hacksaw blade, to a

ileplb of about % in., depending on conditions, taking
care to clean the .space thoroughly and free from mica,
so that good electrical contact may be obtained between
the segments. Second, make a wedge as shown. This
can he made from a piece of ^xy^-in. copper, or it can
be made by flattening out a piece of No. 4 B. & S. gage
copper wire of such thickness that the entering edge is
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^li,uiltly i,a-c':itor tlwni tlio I'xciiviitcd spaw lictwt't'ii tlio

segment-*. The wedge is then driven between the seg-

ments until a good fit is made and the exeess of metal

filed down nntil the wedge is flush with the eommutator.

Then with a center ]niiich or a small cape chisel slightly

upset the commutator l)ars directly over the wedge so that

the bars will grip the wedge firmly and at the same time

eliminate any possibility of the wedge flying out l)y

centrifugal force.

Another method equally ns good, if the time element is

a secondary consideration, would he to bend a piece of

copper wire into a U-shape and solder it to the two seg-

ments between which the defect is located, as shown in

the illustration.

In case of a short-circuited coil the same repair is

used, but the defective coils must be cut in two. This

can generally be best done at the back end of the arma-

ture near the core. AVhen repairing an open circuit, it

is good practice to remove one of the leads of the de-

fective coil from the commutator, as this will prevent a

short-circuit of tlie coil if the open should hai)])eii to

close again.

Corliss Engine Speed Variation

On a 36x42-in. Corliss engine it was observed that

the speed had increased slightly above normal,- and while

investigating the cause, W. D. Wakeman, according to

INCREASED FRICTION CAUSED OVERSPEED

Power, felt a distinct trembling of one of the governor

reach rods and found the cutoff cam A had become dry,

which caused excessive friction each time the latch B en-

gaged it. This rocked cam A, causing later cutoff and

the excess speed. A few drops of oil on the cam brought

the speed back to normal almost instantly.

Quick-Acting Wrench
A new three-piece quick-acting nut wrench has lieen

l)ut out by the Cochran Pipe Wrench Co., 7800 Woodiawn
Ave., Chicago, under the trade name ".S])eediiut.'" As

COCHRAN "SPEED.N'UT" WRENCH

may be seen in the accompanying sketch, one jaw is

and the other jaw slftes in guides, being moved

rack and a ]iivofed gear se.iiinent on the haudic.

Foundation Bolts

)\ hcic ;i ]ilain anchor jjlate and s(|uai'c or hexagonal-

headed foundation bolt is used, or even where a cottci' pin

is emi)loyed without special means to render the bolt non-

rotating, there is difficulty in tightening the foundation

]nits when they slacken l)ack. as (lie liolt and nut are likely

to turn together.

As it is inqH)ssii)le to get to tiie Iwttom end of the

bolt for obvious reasons, the job of eU'ectually tightening

it is \ery diffi(^idt and may often involve expensive dis-

mantling to retighten a few nuts.

Tile illustration from the Ainerican Machinist shows
a fmiudatidii Imlt with a squared iijjpcr end which can be

HOLDING DOWN BOLT WITH SQUARED END

held while the nut is being tightened. It is not claimed

as original or even new by A. L. Haas, but is so rarely

applied to holding down bolts that it is worth remember-

ing in this connection.

Two Floats Instead of One
P)ecanse of an increase in water pri'ssure, the

lloat-controlled regulating valve to a makeup-water

tank was giving unsatisfactory service (leaking) and it

was decided that a greater operative power was required,

IWcii

bv a

TWO SMALL FLOATS CONNKCTIOli TOGETHER

and a larger llnat than the .5-in. round one then in use.

As the tloat was in good condition, and a larger one

would cost about twice, asnuich as another smaller one,

the old float was unscrewed from the end of the rod and

connected wnth a now one to the rod by a tee and nipples,

as shown in Puwcr Jan. 3, 1!)17, by M. A. Sailer, and

arranged so that l)oth rested on the .surface of the water,

This overcame the dilliculty and saved money.
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A KICCKNT VIEW IN THE OATMAX DISTKICT, ARIZONA

1—Aztec shaft, from which important discovery was recently made in the Tom Reed property. 2—Big Jim shaft 3—TomReed main shaft and mill. 4—Town of Oatman. 5—United Eastern No. 2 shaft and mill

UNITED EASTERNS NEW MILL STARTED OPERATING J.\.\ 1. UHT
This new xolil mill at Oatman, Ariz., was completed late in December, but owing to delay in cyanide shipment did not

start reKul.'ir milling until New Year's Day. New No. 2 shaft in background
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A SLAG TRAIN THAT WIC.N'T OVER THE DI'MP AT CANANRA, MEXICO

A 10-ton Jeffrey locomotive and eight slas-pot cars went over tlie liisK slas ilumj) at Cananea. After assembling', it

was found that little damage was done; the injury to the locomotive was practically confined to a tew broken grids
and a broken trolle>'

TWO VIEWS OF XI.:w Er.ECTItOI.VTIC ZINC I'l.ANT, I'ARK CITY. UTAH
The new 15-ton electrolytic zinc plant of the Judge Mining and Smcltiii

ready to bepin operations, 1—Concentrate bins. 2—Wedge roaster building
(rotating cathodes lo tie \isid). ,'—Melting buildins, 6—Motor-generator

J Co., near Park City, Utah, is practically
3—Leaching building. 4—Cell building

room. 7—Heating plant
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A Cadmium Myth

In the Enginecrinj/ oiid M'uiiiui hiuntul of Nov. 18,

191(i, an nrtiflp ai)ii(>iired iiiulcr the titk' "A (';i(lmiui»i

Myth?" An editorial uiider the same caption, appeared in

the Journal of Sept. 33. The author of the later paper

—

I\Ir. Stone—maintained that the ell'eetof eadniiuin in brass

is not mythical, but is comparable to, and of the same order

as, the deleterious effect of cadmium in slush castings.

Of course the brass manufacturer is not tlirectly inter-

ested in the effect of cadmium in spelter used for slush

castings and galvanizing, as there is no logical reason for

supposing that similar results will lie obtained when

cadmium-bearing spelter is used in the manufacture

of brass.

It would be quite as reasonable to assume that, becaiTse

0.7.5% of lead renders copper unsuitable for rolling and

drawing, the same percentage of lead would have equally

disastrous effects on the working properties of brass. Of

course anyone familiar with brass-mill ])ractice knows

for questioning the result'! showing small percentages of

cadmium, but also confirms the belief of many brass

manufacturers that cailminm is eliminated <liiring the

melting and casting operations.

Mr. Stone states that brass containing (iH% cojiper anil

40% zinc is more likely to season-crack than brass lower

in zinc. Tic explains this by as.mming that a high zinc

content means a correspondingly high cadmium content.

Xo evidence justifying this assumptioir is given. As

additional support to his explanation, Mr. Stone draws

attention to the fact that spelters containing cadmium
are likely to bo used \\\ the manufacture of the 60-40

alloy. Furthermore, a snialhT proi)orlion of cadmium
is eliminated during the m(4ting and ]iouring of this

brass, owing to its comparatively low melting point.

There is another reason that might bo offered as an

explanation of the "Season-cracking" of 60-40 brass.

The bras.ses of high copper content consist of one jjliase

;

the 60-40 alloy consists of two phases. The finished

brass article is not always left in a condition of pha.se

CARTRIDGE BRA.SS MADE PROM A CADMIUM-BRAKING SPELTER

that sheet brass and rod can be successfnllv worked with

4% lead.

Mr. Stone plaiidy infers, if be does noi state, that

the failure of several manganese-bronze castings and
wrought-brass articles was due to the small percentage

of cadmium which he claims was found by analysis. Here
again irrelevant reference is made to the injurious effects

of comparatively small percentages of cadmium in slush

castings. He frankly admits that the determination of

cadmium in brass involves a separation (from copper

and 7,iiu) which is extremely diOicult even for chemists

of ex|)erieiu,'e. For this reason he doubts "whether most

of the statements regarding the absence of cadmium in

brass are of any value." For exactly the same reason we
regard with suspicion analytical results showing a few

hundredths of a per cent, of cadmium in brass, especially

brass containing arsenic. We have not noted nnil'orniity

in the results obtained by chemists who Lave claimed to

baxc found cadmium in commercial brass. The evidence

available at the present time not finlv sives us sj'ood reason

equilibrium, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that

the resulting internal stresses are very often the cause

of failure in service.

i\lr. Stone has attempted to offer reasons for troubles

and losses which do not seem to happen after eliminating

failures that can be traced to other sources than the

presence of a. small percentage of cadmium. Many tons

of brass of the highest ductility have been made during

the last few yeai-s with cadmium-bearing .spelter. The
manufacturer of cartridge brass is not convinced that

any of his difficulties are due to a small cadmium con-

tent. Mr. Ingalls remarks, "For cartridge brass it

(cadmium) is regarded by some as objectionable, but not

e\eii with respect to that is there certiiinty." If, after

sev(M-al years of trial, brass manufacturers cannot convince

themselves that a slight amount of cadmium in brass is

deleterious, we cannot believe that cadmium plays the

havoc with brass that Mr. Stone would have us suppose.

The following results were obtained from cartridge

bi'iiss made witli spelter containing 0.2,'),'^% cadmium.
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Thoso tests spt'ak (or tlu'inselvcs. Kxcclk'iit ballistic tests

were alsn (]l)(aiiu>(l on siiells made from lliis brass.

I'Jjysti'al Tests
Spli-. diii; 'r.S.. •;, KloilK. "';, Klonfr (Iriuiiiiil U.S.,

Marks .\ri-ii l.b. S^i.In I In. 4 In. Siz.- I.I).

1 2852 44,200 <)i) 65 724x0 394 12,620

2 2776 43,700 98 62 S 70K0 396 12.130

3 2725 43,592 100 71 687v0 397 11,879

This brass analyzes copper, 7.1.92; lead. II,DOS; iron.

0.001; ziiu-, 28.8(iS (by diU'erenee).

Coo]ierative work between several reliable eliemists

justifies the stateincuit that the cadniium eonienl in Ibis

spet-inieu of brass does not execu'd 0.01 9^1.

Pliotomierograjjhs (HH-x) of this brass are shown on

the preceditifi pa<;e. Biuiigeport Bhass Co.,

JMetalhirgieal Department.

Bridgeport, Conn.. Dee. 28, IDK!.

The Three Buttes and Consumnes
Copper Mines

In the Jounml of Dee. 2, lyiG, we note theie are

copied the headlines of our prospectus on the 'Three

Buttes and Consumnes Copper Mines." The editor of oik^

of our local papers came across tliis article and made

a number of unnecessary and slighting comments on the

same. Life is too short and time too valuable to waste

much of either worrying over what the other fellow says,

but eircum.stances alter cases and I can not permit this

iustanc'C to go unnoticed, especially since it seems uncalled

for and is unjustified.

i^ow, regarding the "Three Buttes and Consumnes

Copper Jlines," 10 sq.mi. of this property is under bond

and the money to pay for the property and its develo]i-

inent work is already on deposit. The entire 30 sq.mi.

of this mineral land is open to inspection to any mining

man or mining engineer. This property has been ex-

amined by several competent mining men ; also Burr

Evans, of Placerville, made a thorough examination of

the property and has a report on it which, no doubt, he

would be pleased to send to anyone interested.

The deposit is surely a giant one and, as previously

stated, is open for inspection to all competent people. Of

course the comments given by the editor of the Republican

Nugget might do considerable harm to parties who would

be interested in this mine; hence this letter.

S. L. W-VTKixs.

Pleasant Valley, Calif.. Dec. 2(i, li»1(i.
'

Si

The New Mining Education

\\\' ai-e great on mining education on the Rand. 'I'he

following (juestions were set in a recent examination for

mine superintendent's certificate. The answers are those

given by the candidate earning the maxiniuin nniiiber of

marks.

1. in ulial eonililion should a mine be io comply with

the government mining regulatioiis?

An.swer— It should be clo.sed down.

2. What is a ventilation door?

Answer—Something that is left opc.'ii.

'i. What is that about a mine whose operation is most

a fleeted by gravity?

Answer—Kee()ing uyi the grade, as if alwavs tends to

fall.

I. What measures would you adopt when ilillieult.y is

experienced in holing a rise and winze?

An.swer—Special old Cornish recipe: 'fake a cat ii|)

the rise. Scratch the rock in the winzi; and drive in the

direction to which the cat first turns.

T). What are the duties of a chairman of directors?

Answer—Tie shoulil take things ea.sy and Vw about a

good deal on his own and console shareholders nicely

at the annual meeting about their losses.

'). What ai'e the duties of mine inspectors?

Answer—They should drink whisky with the good man-
agers an'l persecute the others.

7. Wluit are smoke, dust and fumes?
Answer—If met by the inspector they are a serious

contravention of his re<»idations, otherwise an unavoida-

ble (product of mining oiierations.

F. What are the duties of a mine manager?
.Vnsvver—See answer to t^uestion (i.

"llFASVhVS."

Johannesliurg. South Africa, Dec. 1, lOK!.

World's Shaft-Sinking Record
I desire to call attention to the article! in the Journal

• f Dec. 23, 1910, by A. Cooper Key, wherein he claims

.1 world record in shaft sinking for the Crown Mines, of

.South Africa.

The record mentioned is a very good one, but I desire

to contest the statement that it is a world's record. The

world's record was made by the contracting fii-m of Walter

Fitch, Jr., Inc., at the Homansville shaft, Tintie district,

Utah, during August, 1916, having sunk a total distance

in 31 days of 261 ft. Walter Fitch, Jn.

f:ureka, Utah, Jan. 1, 1917.

J. W. Richards

If I may be allowed .some of the ] ounial's valuable space,

I would like to use enough of it to announce that the J.

AV. Richards indorsing circulars recently issued support-

ing Sydney J. Jennings for pre.sident of the American

Institute of iMining Engineers is John W. Kichards, of

Denver, and not Dr. Joseph W. Richards, vice-president

of the Institute and chairman of its Iron and Steel Com-
mittee. Joseph W. Richards.

Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Penn., Jan. 10,

1917.

"Wildcats"
Sir— I want to express my appreciation for the exc^el-

leiit editoi'ials on "Wildcats" which appeared in the

Journal of Dec. 23, 1916.

You may possibly know that for many years we have

tried to do our part toward eliminating the fake promoter

and grafter from the mining business, but as our audience

has necessarily been extremely small, our influence in that

direction has been correspondingly limited.

It is encouraging, however, to observe that there is now
some evidence of a more concerted and sustained effort

along this line, and it is to be hoi)ed that the mining

industry may eventually be freed of the piratt's who have

done so nmeli to biing if info disrepute in the public

mijid. Burt W. Lyon.

Joplin, Mo., Dee. 2(;. 19l(;.
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Bureau of Mines Station, at Fair-

banks, Alaska

Washixotox ('iii;i;ksi'()XI)I':x('R

The director nf the rnitcil >Stati's Uurcnn of Minos.

De])artmeiit ol' tin- Ind'rior. liiis apiidiiitod .hilm A. l);ni>.

niiniiift enginciM- of ilic l)ur('aii, lo have cliarur of llii>

luiiiiiifi' i'X])eriiiioiit station at l''airlianks. Alasl<a. As tlir

result of a \isit of ilr. l)a\is to Alaska, a ]iro,<;raiii of

investigations has hct^n ilrawii iij) ami a|i]n-()\cil hy tiu'

director of the burraii. Mr. Da\is, after surveying the

needs of the di.sti'iet, made a rejnirt whieli is siininiarizeii

in the following ])aragra|ihs.

Among the jn'ohlenis tlie question of ' iiea[)ei' fuel

stands out aho\i' all other eonditions and needs of the

Fairbanks di.sti'iet, and heyond any douiit is the oni'

]:ressing and inijiortant nee<l lor the >tatioii to meet as

.--oon as pos.sil)le, sinee it is the key to the future de\elo|)-

nient of theii- mining. In sol\ing this problem 1hi' liureau

will do more, perhajis. than could he done in any other

Nvay to help the industry. (Quartz niiiung and the utiliza-

tion of low-grade ores on any sort of seah^ is impossihle

under the present fuel comlitions, and e\en with placei-

workings, ujiou which this portion of .Maska has heen

dependent in the jiast. the ]ioint has been reacheil where

most of the cream has heen skimmed, with consequent ap-

l)recia!)le slowing up of the industry. At present the

cost of wood, the only a\ailal)le fuel, is fi-inn $13 to ^lll

])er cord, and it requires two cords of wood to e(itial one

ton of coal. The cost of fuel is a larger item of nnning

cost here than elsewhere, he^ause the jiower u.-^ed in hoist-

ing, pumping and the other usual mining operations is

of minor consideration compared with the steam required

for thawing frozen gionnd. It is ho])ed to have the rail-

road completed from Fairbanks as far as the Nenana
hidd hy Jan. 1, IDIS, .so that the N"enaini lignite can be

placed on the market at that time. Such coal, making
due allowance for the cost of mining and its preparation

for u.se, should not cost more than $().50 to $7.50 ])er ton,

delivered at Fairbanks. Fuid at this price will, beyond

(piestion, make it jmssilde to work a large area of ]ila(ei-

ground that cannot be de\eloped at present, as well as to

open up and develop a nundier of promising lode ])roper-

ties which are known but lannot be utilized econoniieaily

now.

l.ioxrrH AS Ue.xeuai. Fuel

Tills fuel is a lignite com])arable with the lignites of

North Dakota and is of none too good a grade and con-

tains a high ijercentage of moisture, making it inadvisabh'

to use it in the raw state. Our first ])rol)lem would be to

study and advise the best methods for its preparation for

market. In the States, and especially in North Dakota,

this question has received a great deal of study, so that

the work of the bureau can be to a]i])ly intensively and

jiar-tieularly to the peculiar conditions to be met there

the facts aiul jn'ocesses that are already available on the

suljject. Mr. Higgs, of the Alaska Kngineering Commis-

sion, has offered us the use of his two boilers at Nenana,

which are mounted side by side and from wliich it should

be possible to obtain some excellent comparative lesults

in extensive fuel tests. In tiiis work experiment should

be made with wood, raw coal, dried coal, partly cai'-

bonized coal and briquettes, studying boiler efficiency,

( linkering, waste and general suitability for .steaming pur-

]ioscs. Tests coidd al.so be made of these dill'erent male

lials in ordinary stoves and ranges It) determine lliejr

\alue for domestic pruposes, suih as cooking and the

heating of small buildings.

The bureau should also study the coal deposits of the .

Xenana Held and ad\ise the best methods of 0])eniiig and
\\orking the mine that must eventually be established

there, with the view to economy of mining, safety of the

)ninei's and jirevention of wa.ste.

Another vital point on which the station can Iw of

service to tlii' rather .straggling industry in Alaska is hy

making it jiossible for the man with a small mine or

]irospect and a man or conijiany with capital to get to-

lictber for their mutual good. In general this can be

accomplished by obtaining and kee])ing as complete a

record as ]>ossil)le of ad mines and j)i'ospects l)rought to

our iu)tice ami by making this information available to

all persons and com]ianies interested in exploratory work.

This can be done by the use of a system similar to that

employed at the Denver station, making a qualitative de-

termination of specimens brought to our notice in return

for facts ami data as to the occurrence, location, quantity,

etc., of the ore from which the specimen is taken. Sudi

iid'ormation would be kept on file and. wherever po.ssii)le,

cbei-ked up by the anining engineer on his field trips, so

that ultimately we should have an accurate record of min-

ing ])ossibilities. By tabulating this information it wouhl

be available on short notice.

As an example of the value of such work, the demand
and the eonsecjuent high price for tungsten ore during tlie

last year induced one of the miners near Fairi)anks to

mine and ship a considerable amount of this ore to Seattle

by parcel post. But unfortunately he did not receive news

of the attractive market for this ore in time for it to

reach Seattle before the nuirket droppeil so great!}' as to

wipe out any profit ho might have made on the trans-

action. If he could have had the news only a few weeks

sooiuM- (and it is this sort of .service that is proposed

for the bureau), he could have shipped his ore in time to

take advantage of the profitable market conditions.

Or, again, the cost of sending an engineer in to Alaska

from the outside is so great as not to warrant such a

course except for well-develoi!od and promising prospects,

while the work of the bureau as just outlined wmdd
to a certain extent take the place of a preliminarv" exam-

ination and furnish data in many cases that would justify

the tri]! of an engineer, where it otherwi.se would not be

thought of, to the mutual good of the small owner or pros-

])ector and the company with capital seeking investment.

COLLECTIOX or MiXERAL SPECIMENS

Uut even moi(> im])ortant than this is the need of a

complete collection of specimens of all the ores known

to be or likely to be found in Alaska, which shall be avail-

able for study by anyone interested. The e.xtent of the

mineral wealth of Alaska is hardly known, and although

there has been a large amount of ]irospecting, it has been

confined principally to the search for gold. As a result,

a nuijority of the prospectoi's, although of large experience

in their own line, are unacquainted with the appearance

of many other important economic minerals, nor is there

any adequate mineral collection available to them for

study. By jjlacing such a collection at their disposal, men
would be enabled to learn the ajipearance and value of

other minerals than gold, so that they would not overlook
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thi'in in tlu' Ili'Id. Iliil iikiic iiniicirlaiit slill. fi-diii tin.' iiii-

nu'iliate vii'wjmint of llio IniiviUi. such a i ullcitidii would

tend to ifot these men iiitiuiMti-ly ac(]Uiiiiit(Ml with tlic work

of the station, as well as in the haliit of (liM|i|nnL;- amund
wlicn ill town. To niai<c the t)11ic(' of thr linivau a cloar-

iiij;- liouse I'or Ahtska mining;' I'acts anil news will he n

strong- factor in sccui-iiiL; their eoo])eration and licl|i. As

a part oF the jilan. it would he necessai'v to su|i|ilenirnt tliis

collection with inl'oiniation c-o\ci'ini; the market Nahic of

the oi'es of the various minerals and. as far as possihle.

the names of men or (Irms interested in their purchase.

Lode ( )i;f.s .\\n I'r.M'Kits

ProAision will also ho necessary for experimental work

on lode ores, osiiecially gold quartz. Owing to the present

cost of mining, the lode mines in the vicinity of Fairbanks

have not received their due share of attention, hut with

the advent of chea])cr fTud this ty]ie of mining sluudd

come rapidly into ]M-omiiicncc and will offer a field for

instrui-tive ex]ierimcntal work. Sonic of the quartz prop-

ei'ties near Fairbanks were visited, and although these

consisted at the time of prospects only, nevertheless this

district holds some very interesting po.ssibilities in this

line which, with the ad\ent of the railroad, may eventu-

ally he of great im])ortauce. To this end the Imreau should

he equipped to make neces.sary tests to determine the best

method of treating these ores from the viewjioint of etfi-

eieney and economy.

The question of thawing fi'ozeu ground also merits at-

tention. The cost of thawing by steam should also he

studied, as there .seems a chance that this should be done

more economically than at present. The placer workings

of the district are at a critical stage also in that most of

the bonanza properties ha\e probably been discovered and

the future of the industry now depends upon the working

and utilization of giavel of lower value, in which the

Bureau of Mines can be of .service in suggesting methods

for increasing efficiency, saving of waste and lowering of

co.st. The placer dejjosits also require study, not only

with the view of saving the fine gold, but also m the

conservation and utilization of tin, platinum and other

a.s.sociated metals. AMiere stream gradients are low, dredg-

ing and other mechanical means of handling the gravels

should also be studied.

There are in addition many known deposits of un-

common minerals in Alaska, such as antimony, tin, tung-

.sten, molybdenum, asbestos, etc., that ai'e not now being-

utilized. The advent of the railroad will make such

utilization possible, and the bureau should make a .sys-

tematic study of these deposits, so that when the railroad

arrives, the miners can ha\(' at hand data and informa-

tion that will encourage the mining and use of these

minerals.

New Oil-Cracking Process
A process foi- cracking oils, said to possess many ad-

\antages over the Rittman, Burton and other ])rocesses,

has been developed at an isolated refinery in the West,
jiccording to infornuition i-eachiu,g Washington. Crude
oil is being treated in c»al-gas retorts and a high recovery

is Iteing made of hen7X)l, toluol and of a very rich gas.

The process does not involve special ap])aratus and is e.\-

]ie(-tcd to be a valuable source of these oils. Pending the

perfection of certain details, the developers of the process

are attempting to keep the results of c.xperiment.s secret.

Mining and Metallurgical Meeting
The .Mining aiul Metallurgical Society of America held

its annual meeting at the Engineers' Club. Jan. !). \t
the business meeting in the afternoon the announcement
of the elei-tion of the following olTicers was made. \V. I!.

Tngalls. |ire>ident : W'aldemai- FJndgren. vice-president:

Lonis !>. Iluntooii, secretai-y and treasnrci-. .1. Parke

Clianning. 1*. M. Callin. !•;. P>. Kirl)y, A. Burch and

Stanly Faston \\ci-c elected councillors in the respective

districts.

The meeting of the Ccnmcil followed and it was de-

cided to olVicially indoi'se the Belgian Kiddies, Ltd. Tm-

])ortant rejiorts were made as to the work of the mining-

law revision committees.

The award of the Society's ann\uil gold medal was

made to 1*'. P. Mathewson for his noteworthy achieve-

ment< in non-feri-ous metallurgy. Mr. Mathewson was

not at file dinner. Van. H. Manning, director of the Bu-

i-ean of Mines was to have s])oken on the Mining Law Ee-

vision but was unfortunately com]3elled to leave for Wash-

ington in the afteriu)on. D. TL Browne made the So-

ciety's announcement of its full indorsement of the Bel-

gian Kiddies Ltd.. anil made a most touching a])]5cal

for wider sn]i]iort of this great woi-k for- Hoover and the

saving of Belgian children. He told many interesting- in-

cidents in Hoover's work and his energetic methods of

doing things and getting permission afterward. He gave

details of the absolute confidence of both belligerents in

Hoover who moves freely through and between all lines.

J. T>. Finlay e.xpres.sed the belief that when it comes

to nutking peace in Europe, Hoover, who stands so far

above everybody else in this work, may naturally be

turned to by both sides to bring them together and

reconcile their differences. If Hooxer brings this addi-

tional honor to the mining ju'ofession he will ])ut it under

a debt of gratittide to him that it will be difficult to

requite. •

The aims and needs of the Jose]>h A. Holmes Safety

.Association was the sid)ject of an interesting talk by

(Jeorge S. Tiice of the Bureau of Mines.

The evening was conc-luded with a most strikingly in-

teresting set of moving ]>ictui-cs of Alaska by H. W.
Du Bois, of Philadel)jhia. There was a large attend-

ance at both business meeting and dinner.

Taxing the Metals
WanMIXOTOX C'oliUESI'DNDKN'CK

The necessity for the raising of more revenue for the

Government has led to further consultations of the Ways
and Means Committee of the House, the nuijority mem-
bers now considering the matter. It will jjrobably be a

week or ten days before the attitude of the majority

members of the House and Senate committees can be

ascertained accurately. While Senatoi- .Ashurst, of Ari-

zona, expressed the confident opinion that no t'Ifort

would be made to tax co]:)per or other metals, Seuator

AValsh. of Montana, and others are not so sanguine. Sen-

ator Ashurst believes that the finance committee is not

forgetful of the fact that such a jiroposition met sum-

mary defeat at the last session and will make no effort

to single out the metals for a source of revenue. Senator

Walsh's idea is that $:]00.()()0.000 must be found and

that there is danger that the metal producers may be

regarded as likely source-^ foi- -i substantial contribution.
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Editorials
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We have taken over and cojisolidalcd with oiir.-;elves the

Mining and Enfiineering World, of Cliicago. Its editorial

and managerial stail's retire. liegiiiiiing with thi.s

issue the Enginrcnmi ami Mining Journal is sent to

siibscrihers of the Mining and Engineering Wor/d and will

continue to be sent regularh' during the life of their sub-

scriptions. Our advertising friends will, of course re-

ceive the benefit of the coniliined circulation of the two

papers. Communications addi'cssed to the Mining and

Engineering World arc delivered to us, manuscripts ou

hand have been turned over to us, and correspondence

respecting these will be hereafter to and from our office.

Subscribers and contributors to the Mining and Engineer-

ing World may be sure of the same courteous cooperation

and appreciative recognition that they have heretofore

enjoyed.

The Position of Spelter

The spelter statistics for 1916 do much to clear up
some features in the market that recently have been puz-

zling. In the first place, the production, large as it was,

was nevertheless smaller than what we all had been look-

ing for. At the beginning of the year we foresaw an early

producing capacity for 800,000 tons per annum. The
year's total—672,000 tons—fell far short of that, and
even in the fourth quarter, which showed the largest pro-

duction, the rate was less than 7.~>0,000 tons per annum.
However, it is noteworthy that quartet' by quarter the

production increased and the jump from the third to the

fourth quarter was the largest of the year. Also, that at

the end of the year, although nearly 20,000 retorts were

idle, new plant with about 11,000 retorts was in process

of construction.

There were several things to account for the failure

of the ])roduction to come up to expectations. In many
cases new plant was not completed so rapidly as was

expected. Although much building was in progress at

the end of 1915, the output in the first quarter of 1916

was only .5000 tons larger than in the fourth quarter of

1915. Rather generally, also, tlic output per retort was

diminished by falling oil" in metallurgical extraction. In

the second quarter the new plants began to do more and
the total output gained by 10,000 tons. During this

period stocks increased and the market experienced a

.severe decline.

In the third quarter the priir For s])eHer langcd from

8 to 9c. and .«ome of the uneconomical plants were closed.

This subtraction cut down the increase in production in

this quarter. That, fogctber with the large inci'casc in

llie demand from brass makers ])roduced the conditions

Mhicb pei-mitted a sharp advance in tlu' market in the

early part of the fourth quarter. I?y tbal tinx'. Iiowcnci'.

some large new smelting ])lants were coming in. (he (I real

IviUs plant of the Anaconda conijiany was put in opera-

tion, and their output outweighed by far the reduction

bv nnmcrous of the older gas smelters of Kansas and

Oklahoma, who were checked by tlu.' usual winter short-

age of gas supply.

The stock of spelter in pi'oducers" hands was a little

larger at tli(> end of 1916 than at the beginning, but wa-s

jiot so large as at the midyear. These figures mean vci^

little, however, beyond the simple assurance that there is

ii stock, that the market has a l)alance wheel. If the total

stock, includijig what is in transit and what is on steam-

shij) docks, etc., could tx; known, the figures would be

very much larger. It is well known that the railway and

shipijing congestion has caused a great deal more spelter to

be between producers and consumers than in normal times.

The customs of (•onsumers also may be changed. Reflec-

tion upon these features indicates the futility of attempt-

ing to estimate con.suniption by difference.

In 1915 the average monthly price for common spelter

ranged from 6.2c. to 21c. In 1916 the range was from
8.5c. to 18.25c. The average for 1916 was about 12%c.
against about 13c. in ]915. The average price for blende

in the Joplin district, however, was $88 in 1916 against

$79.30 in 1915. This shows that conditions were not so

favorable for the smelters in 1916 as in the previous year.

in other words that the smelting margin diminished, al-

though it was still large enough to satisfy the greediest.

The increase of smelting capacity, the sharper competition

for ore, was bound to have this effect. During 1917 we
may expect to see a further contraction of the margin.

Technical Contributions by Employees

From time to time we receive communications from

managers and superintendents complaining of some arti-

cle by an employee or ex-employee that has been published,

generally on the ground that companj' confidences have

been violated. Sometimes there is a warning that some
]ier.son in subordinate capacity, past or present, is be-

lieved to be contemplating offering an article about work

that he is not properly entitled to speak aboTit. Tlu^

guide to correct conduct in these matters is quite simple.

jMost of the technical articles that are written about

any company's practice are hannless to the company's

interests. Nay, more, they are lieneficial, for by promot-

ing discussion they may, and often do, lead to improve-

ment of the company's own practice. Yet the employee

owes to his superior the courtesy of informing him of

his intention to offer such a contribution and obtaining

his consent. Even more imjjortant is it that he should

avoid writing about work that some colleague is better

entitled to do and may want to. These things are al-

ways arranged without misunderstandings and recrim-

inations by observance of the common rules of propriety.

.V young engineer in the employment of a: company
has a jjcrlect right to contribute to the press articles on

technical subjects of general character, without reference

to his superiors. Thus a smelter does not commit the

least impropriety in offering an essay on the constitution

of slags, but be would if he wrote about the slaiis ul
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liis own plant unless ho had previously apprised his su-

perior of his intention and obtained his sanction, which

in most cases would be given immediately.

The ex-employee stands in a more difficult position, es-

pecially it' he has retired from a previous position after

some friction. Knowledge that he has gained in Ids

previous work is his own, yet ho has no right to dis-

close any details of the business or the practice of his

past employer. It would be the height of impropriety

for him in such cinunistances to write his private note-

book into a memoir for publication imless he were au-

thorized to do so. Random notes, on the construction

of ladderways, methods of drilling, etc., are generally

innocently intended, but the contributor would best avoid

everything if lie be not on friendly terms with his former

superiors.

The Manufacture of Rifles

We Americans are a curious people. We make a lot

of egregious blunders, just as other folks do, and then

we proceed immediately to tell all about them. Perhaps

this is one reason why we get ahead. AVe disclose and

discuss in this way not only our national affairs, but

also our private ones, no matter how mortifying they

may be.

The recent publicity about the foreign rifle contracts

is of this kind. Early in the war the foreign govern-

ments turned naturally to us for rifles. Did we not have

manufacturing concerns like the Remington and the

Winchester, whose names were household words all over

the world? Those companies received some large con-

tracts. The Midvale and Westinghouse companies, not

previously experienced in rifle manufacture, but highly

experienced in other lines of manufacturing, also obtained

some contracts. At that time every owner of a machine

shop reasonably equipped was looking for rifle contracts.

Ever since then they have been congratulating them-

selves that tliey did not get any. Whore would the tyro

have come out, if the experts had the trouble that

they did?

It was a long time before the Remington and Win-
chester companies delivered any rifles. Then they ran

foul of the military inspectors and did not succeed in

delivering many. Finally, they surrendered their con-

tracts to the foreign governments on terms that let them
out with a whole skin, and they considered themselves

lucky. The early dreams of fabulous profits had vanished.

This is an extraordinary and depressing tale. What is

the explanation of it?

A little more llian 100 years ago two pioneer American
mecbanics and business men founded the industry of

rifle manufacture in this country and developed what
lias since come to be known as the "American System"
of mass ]iroducti<in. Tliose men were Eli AVliitnev and
Simeon Xoi'tli.

I

Their successors carried the art of riiie making to such

a high degree of perfection that American machines aiul

methods are in u.se today in prafctieally every arsenal

in tlie world. With this achievement as a background, it

would naturally be exi)e(;ted that in the United States,

if anywliere, military I'ifles could be ]ir(]i]u((Ml quickly,

satisfactorily and in large numbers.
This was the expectation of foreign governments wbeii

ibi>v ])1ii(('d (ivdcrs in tbis country some twn \cars lU^n

lor from 8,()()0,000 to 10,000,000 rifles. But these ex-

pectations were not fulfilled. The way in which several

of the militiiry contracts were handled justifies the

characterization that they form a pitiable failure in tlie

record of American industry. Tbere was a failure to

obtain material of pi'opcr grade, to produce parts of a

(juality to satisfy the specifications, and to make ship-

ments when promised.

The principal reason for this breakdown of American
rifle manufacturing in private plants seems to be mis-

management. The dilliculties in making an arm whicli

must duplicate so perfectly that (he parts of any two
adjacent weapons on the battlefield may be interchanged
without using tools, the severe requirements for material
and the rigidity of inspection under military law were
ajjparently overlooked or disregarded. But the worst lack

of foresight was in connection with the selection of men
for executive positions and the gathering together of a

suitable working force. It seems as if the writing of

checks, erecting shop buildings and buying machinery
were considered all the needful acts in order to complete
a rifle contract. It appears that the producing organiza-
tion was forgotten. The botch resulting from this lack
of planning is apparent when we realize that a factory
organization is a thing of very slow growth. It is more
like an oak than a mushroom. It cannot (•ome into being
overnight or during a few months, but must progress
little by little from its beginning to its maturity.

The long and the short of the matter is that the
United States is obliged to confess that it has not yet
learned how, successfully, to make military rifles. This
is not only a mortifying admission, but also it is a

nationally important one. It ought to revive considera-

tion of the policy of preparedness and ought to illumine
the minds of those who threw cold water on that move-
ment. What would be the use of Mr. Bryan's million men
who would spring to arms over night, if the country does
not possess the arms to which they could spring, and has
not in two years of trial, with an expenditure of $50,000,-
000 more or less for plants, learned how to make them?

In the quick work involved in collecting the great mass
of statistics published in our last number, there was no
time to study tlieni and interpret their meaning. Thus,
we reported the stock of spelter in the hands of smelters
on Jan. 1. A holiday intervening, this left us only two
days in which to get the reports of 41 smelters. There
was a delay in Washingion in the collection of the gold
and silver statistics by the authorities of the Mint and the

Geological Survey. As soon as they were ready, we got
them by telephone and filled them in the table in our last

1'orni, whicli we had been holding open for them. Errors
of course will be found in many of the figures in this

early publication. Some probably will never be dis-

covered. Others we discovered just too late. Thus a
liovtion of the Chilean copper ]n-oduction was reported in

<piintals, which we inadvertently coiiiiuited as 100 kg. in-

stead of 50 kg. Our total for Chile is therefore a little

too large. The ahsence of report of a new American zinc

IModucer was overlooked. It arrived the next morning

—

just too hte. Our total for the sjiclter pi-oduction of fbc

United States was th(>rerore (oo low. But in s])ite of such
accidents, the mass of statistics that we )iublished give an
approximate summary of the status of our .several indus-

tries, and the fact tbat tliey give it promptly is the main
tbinif.
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The British <>oveniiiieiit decidcMl to establish a separate

Department of Scieiitilic and Industrial Resoareh for

Great Britain and Ireland nndei- the Lord President of

the Counei], with the president of llie Board of Edueation

as vice-jiresident. It has also decided, subject to the

consent of Parliament, to place a large sum of money at

the disposal of the new dei)artment, tn lie used for

cooperative research for the benetit of the national

industries.

m
Rex Beach recently told a story of his o-old-hunting ex-

periences in Alaska. "I i;rew discoiirajred." said Mr.

Beach, "after woi'kinu on a red-headed miner's claim for

an entire month without discovering any signs of gleam-

iiig oohl. So T left and went to another man's claim, in

search of the yellow metal. One day T walked back to

the red-headed nniiei-"s claim and found him picking nug-

gets out of the dirt as you would pick raisins out of the

pie and throwing them in a baking powder can. My eyes

hung out like loose overcoat buttons, and I nearly died."

Among the many phantastic and diverting headlines

now being intlicted on newspaper-reading New York, one

in the Telegmm. "Xeutral League to Keep Peace by

Force, United States Aim ; President Favors Scheme,"

reminds one much of ^lark Twain's story of his Virginia

City life in "Roughing It," and his character. Buck Fan-

shaw. "It was him that put down the riot last election

before it got a start ; and everybody said he was the only

man that could have done it. He walked in with a span-

ner in one hand and a trumpet in the other, and sent

fourteen men home on a shutter in less than three min-

utes. He had that riot all i)roken n]i and pi'evented nice

before anybody ever got a chance tn strike a l)low. He
was always for iieace, and he would liari' ])eace—he could

not .stand disturbances." Buck Fanshaw was evidently an

ardent imcifist, but he was not too proud to fight. The

Xeutral League that undertakes to "keep peace by force''

is going to have a right interesting time.

H. A. Wheeler, the veteran mining engineer of St.

Louis, who has had a long and important experience in

the exploitation of the lead and zinc deposits of the Miss-

issip]3i Valley, has the courage of his convictions. It has

long been his belief that the disseminated galena de-

])osits of St. Francois County extend westward into Ma'di-

son County. Speaking of the region in the vicinity of

Palmer, he says: "If this property does not succeed the

St. Joseph Lead Co. as the premier produ<'cr ol' -Missouri

within the next 2o years, the most trustwurthy evidence

of southeast Alis.souri, or shallow leail, will be gravely at

fault. It will require ample capital U> dn justice to this

oroperty in a well-advi.sed drilling campaign, and it will

probably be done by outside ca])ital, on account of the

sirong local prejudice against Washington County. For

the disseminated lead-bearing solutions are not supposed

to have been able to pass the barbed-wire fences on the

St. Francois-Washington County line, according to the

iild-timers. A similar blunder due to timidity and ])reju-

dice has just been exploded in the iMiami district, of

(.klahoma, as the rich zinc ores of that district for years

Were not suppo.sed to have been able to cross the state

line into the adjoining Kansas County; but very receni

drillings in Kansas suggest that it will soon outsliip

the Oklahoma side of the line with a sub.stantial and
highly pi'olitable output.

To reduce delay in transforming inches into the metric

Rystem a conversion chart has been devised, as shown in

the accompanying illustration, which is a model of con-

venience and is re<'onimended to all concerned. This one

is for inches up to 1 ft., but similar charts could be made
for feet, yards, miles, units of area, ounces, pounds, pints,

quarts, gallons, etc. .\ collection of such conversion

20 30

k

180 ITO

JIETRIC CONVERSION CHART

charts could be carried in a little leather ca.se, to be slung

over the shoulder, not nuuh bigger than an 8x10 camera

and would not weigh much over 10 lb. and would render

the compulsorv use of the metric .system just as simple

as anything—Or is this too subtle?

F. W. Taussig, ])rofessor of economics in Harvard Uni-

versity, is one of the most distinguished of American econo-

mists. He has just lieen appointed by the President to head

the Federal Tariff Connnission. The functions of that com-
mission are economic, and the appointing of an economist

to lead it is nuich like the employment of the services of

an exjjert. It might be compared with the selection of a

mining engineer to do a mining job, or with the selection

by the (ioverniuent of a postal expert to run the Post

Oflice Department (only that does not happen). Speak-

ing of Professor Taussig's apjjointment, the Ereniiii/

.''ost remarks that "President Wilson is to be heartily

congratulated on the auspicious start that will be given

to the work of the newly created Tariff Commission
through its chairnianship being filled by Professor Taus-

sig. His qualifications for that po.st are unique, but it

.seemed for a time doid)tful that he could be induced to

un<lertake its burdens. Professor Taussig is not only the

best-equipped man in the coinitry for this position in

))oint of knowledge and training, but the extraordinarily

judicial temper of his mind will cause any judgments he

may ])ronounce on controverted (piestions to be accepted

on all sides with a degree of confidence which tho.se of
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110 otiici' ni;in tlmt wc can lliink nT wuiilil !» Iikdv to

(()iiiiiiiiii(l. 'riicro is one thiiiii'. li')wc'\('i-. thill il will imt iln

to i'-\|i('c-( frimi him, aiid (his is the s(jlutioii of iiisoliililo

jirolik'iiis. When a sulijcct is so involved that it is iin-

))ossiblo to proiiouiue a i-oiiliilciit ju(l,i>nioiit upon it, I'ro-

I'essor Taus.si_i!' lias an iiiiiiniirdrtahk' liahit ol' ))laiiily say-

ing so. Just liow lar this will iiiteiTcri' with Ljetting sliowy

'results' hy (he ((iiiiiiiissioii, cxiierieiice alone can I'ell."

V

Our esteemed cmitcmpdrary, Coid Ai/i'. |iiil)lishc(l the

following' eiii>liiiiiious. illumiiiatint;-, thmiL^li sadly true,

poem on the siihject (if the increase in jiostal rates, wliii'h

we are glad to adil tn our s\iii|iiisiuiii (ui the subject.

I'ROFiT.s (:-i;i':u .vllks
]\y r.i-rton ilraU'y

Now this is the .stoiy ut Raiulall. tlu' Solon f i oiii out of the

West.
Who saitl to the Wise .Men of Con^iess, "M\" brethein, lue-

thinks it is best
To start a new s>stein of postage; the second-elass rate is

too low—'

"Let's cut out thf flanking!" said someone, lint Itanilall

protested. "Oh. no!

The frank is a pi-ivilege pj-ecious. forever fulfilling our needs
For sending out unspoken speeches an<I mailing qnintillions

of seeds;
We cannot afford to foiego it, but I have a far bi-ttei- way
To add to the Government's jjrotits and help mal^e the post

office pay"

—

"I know." ci'ied a Cong r<'ssnian, lomllv. "sour meaning is

plain as can be.

You want to abolish the practice of s<-nding the newspapers
free

Which don't go outsi<le of their eount\-—believe me, I'm with
you, o\<\ scout.

It's reall.v a grraft most expensive, I'll aid you in cutting it out.

To cease such a species of outlay w'ill s.ave quite a bundle
of pelf"

—

"I don't want to stop it." said Randall. "I run such a paper
myself!

"'My itlan is far simpler and cuter," he added in confident tones,
"We'll Just soak the magazines harder by slicing the co'„ntry

in zones
And piling on postage for distance clear U]) to si.v pennies a

pound,
Thus gaining some millions of dollars for Consress to scatter
around

In post office buildings for Podunk—large buildings of costly
design

—

>

Or free distribution of papers—such papets, for instanc.-, as
mine.

"We'd drive many magazines bankrupt, we'd double tlv price
of the rest.

We'd gather a tribute most b(av,\- from people who live in

the West,
We'd stir up old sectional feelings, on knowledge we'd levy

a tax.

The pul)lishi!ig business would get it where chickens .are

given the ax.

But what do such littb- things imttter? It's 'cash nnmey'
profits that count,

The people can go without reading if only the postal rates
mount,

Th.' technical journals (?;in wither, the magazines all fade
aw.a>',

That won't hurt my small county paper—so up with tlie

postage, I say!"

Now this is the story of liandall. the .Solon from out of the
W.St.

And this is the innermost mi'aning of what he has tri.-d to
suggest.

He ma.\ not have said what is (luoled. liut if liis new law is

put through
The words we havr liniingly noted will iirov,. to be dijefully

true;

The spread of instruction is threatened, and if you don't want
to allow

This drag on the progress o£ knowledge, just write to your
Congressman,

NOW!

December Mining Dividends

Decemher dividends hy ol [Iiiited States mining eoni-

|iaiiie.s reached a total ol' .$10,9;!,'),!)30, as compared with

disliur.semeiits of $1 (i,!)80,812 by (52 coiupaiiies in Decem-
ber, 11)1.5. and .$r :!S:!,-^i); by :!8'coinpaiiies in 1!)M. iMctal-

liirgical. irim and Imldiiio cnm|ianies ]mid $33,f)07,871, as

compared with .$(i,;0(),()()0 in 11)15. The resumption of

I'liitod .States Miniii;r f'onipunics
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Personals

Percival Johnson h;is been in;nie diioetor cif tlu'

I'uUiski lion I'o.

C. M. Weld announces the rcmiival of liis office

lo No. 3 Hector St., New York.

Marshall D. Draper has removed his ofnee to

21:1 JiosloM Itullclini;. Denver. C(]|o.

R. B. Marchant. treasurer of .). (!. White & Co.

New Yorlc was recently elected vice-president of

tile company.

J. B. Moore has accepted a position as mine

numacer lor the Tlgre Mining Co.. iit Esqucda,

Sonora. Mexico.

H M. Beattie—We have received an inquiry

for the address of Mr. Beattie. who was in

Chicago in 11112.

Dyke V. Keedy has gone to South America on

professional business. He expects to be absent

about three months.

Heath Steele has been elected president of the

Minins; and Development Co. with head oflices

at ijO Broadway. New York.

E. S. Christiansen has been a|)|Miinted manager
of the Detroit office (if the United Hmelting and
Aluminum Ci. of New Haven. Conn,

Persifor G. Spilsbiirv left New Y'ork on Dec. 2S

for an insinilido Irip to the Joplin and Okla-

homa zinc Helds, and then to Arizona.

F. B. Tough has resigned his position witli the

Kern Trading and Oil Co. fo enter the petroleum

division of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

K. C. Li. president of the Hunan Government
Lead Smelting Works, was recently in San Fran-

cisco upon a mission to purchase machinery and

stipplies.

Mark R. Lamb, for several years manager for

Allis-Chalmers 5Ianufacturing Co. in South Amer-
ica, has resigned from tlie service of the com-
pany and will return to the United States.

R. N. Lyman has resigned as mine manager
for the Seneca-Superior Silver Jlines, to become
president and managing director of the Elliott-

Kirkland Gold Mines, Ltd., with offices at Cobalt

Ont.

James MacNaughton, first vice-president and
general manager of the Calumet & Hecla and
subsidiaries is at Houghton. Mich., from Bos-

ton and expects to remain a month or six

weeks.

James Lord has retired as president of the

American Iron and Steel Jlanufacturing Co.. of

Lebanon, Penn., after 4r. years of continuous

activity in the iron and steel manufacturing
business.

Charles W. Henderson, the statistician In

charge of'the Denver omr^d the Geological Sur-

vey, is in Washington conferring with H. D.

McCaskey, the head of the Mineral Resources

division of the Survey.

N. 0. Lawton. manager for the Vermont Cop-

per Co., South Strafford, Vt., left on Jan. 2 for

a trip througli tlie West on professional business.

He will visit prominent mines .and mills, return-

ing to Vermont about Feb. 1.

Francis Church Lincoln, director of the Mackay
School of Jlines. Keiio, Nev.. is at present ex-

amining a copper mine in Ontario. Canada, and
will return to Keiio about Jan. S, 1917. to take

up the work at the School of Mines.

Captain E. N. Cory has been promoted to the

position of assistant superintendent of the mines
of the Jones & Laughliii Ore Co. In the Michigan
field He was formerly in charge of the Rolling

Mill mine of tho comjiany in Negaunee.

John A. Davis, superintendent of the Fairbanks.

Alaska, experiment station of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, is selecting his eciuipment in .\ew York
and Boston. Before leaving for Alaska. Mr.

Davis will visit several of the stations of the

Bureau of Mines.

Frederick G. Clapp. petroleum engineer and
geologist, addressed tile Geological Society of

America at Alliany. N. Y,. on Dec. 28. 1918.

on "Kthics of the Petroleum Geologi.st." and
"Revision of llie Structural Classification of Pe-

troleum and Natural Gas Fields."

George C. Hicks. Jr.. vice-president and engi-

neer for the P, H. & F. JI. Roots Co.. of Conners-

ville. Ind.. tor llie past IT. years, announces his

retirement from the company on Jan. 1, 1917.

Mr. Hicks will act as consulting engineer for (he

company for a sliort lime. Before taking up work
again, he exiiects lo lake a six months' vacation.

Capt. John Trothewey. a retired mining engi-

iiLcr. died in Toronto on Chrislm.is Day after a

long illness at tlie age of 77. He had during
liis active life been identified with a number
uf milling enterprises, and for several years
was connected Willi the Silver Islet mine in tlie

Lake Superior rigliui. lie was formerly a resi-

dent of Owen Sound, but came to Toronto about
ten years ago. He leaves a widow, three

dauglilers and two sons.

George L. Wright, a pioneer mining man of

Our.iv Couiilv. died on Dec. 22. Hllli. after a brief

illness hrouglil on by an acute attack of kidney
lidulile, .Mr. Wriglit made several large fortunes

ill mining, being among the first promoters of the

big Snellles mines about M years ago. He still

controlled many big properties in that district.

Among them are the U. S. claims, which are

traversed by the new Camp Bird tunnel and
whidi promised to bring him anotlier large for-

lune. He was 7.1 years old and is survived by
his widow who lives in Ouray and by a brollier

who lives in California. His passing marks the

last of Ouray's real old timers.

William M. Gilliland. chief mechanical engineer

for Pickands, Mallier & Co. in the Lake Superior
district, died in his office in Duluth. Dec. 211. 1916.

Death came suddenly from acuti^ indigestion. He
came to the Lake Superior district 14 years ago,

taking a position as assistant mechanical engineer
for tlie Clevciand-Cliffs Iron Co, at Ishpeming.

He left that company to become chief engineer for

llie <!uincy Mining Co., In the copper district,

going from there to Douglas Ariz., to take <'harge

of tlie machinery at the smelteries of tlie Calumet
*; Arizona Mining Co. He returned to tlie dis-

trict four years ago to enter the employ of Pick-

amis. Mather & Co. He was 5:i years of age;
a graduate of the University of Illinois. The
funeral took jiiace in <iui»cy, HI-

Obituary

Lieut Gerald Gait, a mining enBiueer, son of

Judge Gall of Winnipeg, who was serving over-

seas Willi tlie Canadian Engineers was Instantly

killed oil Christmas night by a shell. He was
29 years of age and a graduate of the Toronto

School of Practical Science. Previous to his

enlislment he was encaged In a large copper

mine at Rancagua, Chile.

Societies
'tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Rocky Mountain Club celebrated its tenth an-

niversary on Tuesd.ay, Jan. !), 1917. at Delinon-

ico's. New York, tlie actual birtliplace of the

club. The atlendaiice at this function was large

and the occasion w.is an extremely interesting one.

American Institute of Mining Engineers has sent

out ballots for the election of a president, vice-

presidents and directors, to serve for the ensuing
year. A ballot will also be taken on the subject

of simplified spelling for offlcial publications and
correspondence of the institute.

Johns Hopkins University. Baltimore. Md,. has
established night courses in engineering, designed

to assist lliose whose days are occupied by earning
endeavors. Tlie courses were started in Sepiem-
ber, IfllC. and have already pro-ed remarkaoly
successful. Courses in mechanical, electrical and
civil engineering are given.

Chicago Association of Commerce has announ'-ed

the result of a contract it has conducted for

selection of the best papers written on engineer-

ing subjects The first prize, $.50, went to H. T.

Hill, of Chicago, for his paper on "Engineering
and Civic Progress." Tlie second and third prizes,

$:iii and $20 respectively, went to Leo Shippy.

of Ohio, and H. M. Kostler, of Pittsburgh,

both of whom wrote on the subject of "The En-
gineer of the Future."

The National Security League will hold a con-

gress of conslnictive patriotism at the New Wil-

lard Hotel, Wasliiiiglon, D. C on Jan. 25. 28 and
27, 1917. The objects will be to consider ques-

tions of patriotic importance at this time, such as

maintenance of the nation's position in the world;

to aid Americanization : to advance national effi-

ciency, and to standardize the oft'orts of defense

organization, in addition to other allied endeavors.

The personnel of the congress will include repre-

sentation from the members of the National
Security League and from other learned and
patriotic societies.

Society ol Chemical Industry—The next meeting
of tile New York seelioii will be held at Rumford
Hall, no E, list St,. New York, on Friday evening,

Jan. 19. 1917. The program will include the pre-

senialion of file Perkin medal lo Ernst Twitchell.

•file presentalion address will be made by Charles

F. CliaiHiler, senior American past-president of

the soeiily. Mr, Twitchell will make an acknowl-
edgemi'iil and A. C. Langmuir will speak 011 "The
Twitebell Process ill the Glycerin Trade." Martin
H, Iltner will make an address on "The Twitchell

Process in tile Soap and Candle Industry." The
usual informal dinner will be held before the
meeling, at the Chemists' Club. Visitors are

invited.

Engineer's Society of Texas—Preliminary steps

loward the organization of a society of mining,

civil and struelural engineers were taken at a

meeling reeenllv held at .\uslln. Tex,, which was
atlended by about 20 men of that profession. The
meeling was called by A. F. Barnes, chief engi-

neer of the New Mexico College of Agricultural

and Meehanictal Arts. Among those who showi'd

llieir interest in Ihe ni^w movement were the

following: G. JI. Butler, of the University of

Arizona ; F. C. White, of the New Mexico School
of Mines at Soi;orro ; J. L. Brenneman, of the

University of Ni^v Mexico. Albui|Uerque ; Thomas
Taylor, of the University of Texas, Austin ; S. H.

Morrell. dean of the Texas School of Mines. Kl

I'aso; Janiea A. Flench, sUite engineer of New
Mexico, Santa Fe ; E. H, Baldwin, manager ol

Ihe Klepllant Butte project, El I'ano ; S A
Aiidros, consulting engineer. Albuqueniue ; S. I

Boiismaii. engineer of the Chlno Copper Co..

Hurley. .N. M. : J, N. Gladding, city engineer ol

El Paso ; H. L. Stevens, refrigeration engineer
of El Paso; W. E, RoberLson, engineer of the

El Paso Iron Works. Kl Paso.
The purpose of the new organization Is to bring

about a closer acriuaint.ince of the members of
lite engineering rirofesKion In Texas nnd the south-
west In order that they may not only enjoy thir

personal society of each other, but that they may
cooperate in promoting the engineering profession
in many beneficial ways. Including an exchangi-
of knowledge and opinion in regard to new
projects and those In contemplation requiring
engineering application of the engineering school,

A commiltee was appointed to draft a constitution
and bylaws and when this has been accomplished
another meeting will be called at which the
permanent organization will be perfected anO
officers elected.

I
Industrial News

f
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Grasselli Chemical Co. has removed its nflBccs

to the (iuardian Buildin;;, in Cleveland Ohio.

The Pulsometer Steam Pump Co.. of Irvintton,

N. .!., has oiJL-nL'd a branch office at Detroit. The
office will be in rharKC of Johii Cavan. and will be
in Fenobseott Buildlnc

Goulds Manufacturing Co., Seneca Falls. X. Y.,

makers tif pumps, has made an announcement of

a bonus of an extra month's salary to all salaried
employees, including all office forces at the home
office and branches and all shop employees on
weekly and monthly basis.

Jasper Quarry Co., Sioux City. Iowa, is produc-
inR a tout:h. close-prained (juartzite, marketed
under the name of "Adamant Silica." It Is sug-
pestod as a linine for tube mills In place of 'he

silex brick sometimes used. The material is said
to have been tested by the Cornucopia Mines Co..

at Cornucopia. Ore., where satisfactory results
were obtained. The lining is said to have worn
down to % in. in thickness without fracture.

New Patents
THIIIIIIIniltlMl

United States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Ulining Journal" at 2r»c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Blast- Furnace Casting Apparatus. Thomas
McDonald, Y'oungstown. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,210.-

091 : Dee 26 1916.)

Concentrating Table. Emil Deister, Fort Wayne,
Ind., assignor to Deister Machine Co., Fort Wayne.
Ind (U S No 1.209,943 ; Dec 26 1916.)

Conveyor—Adjustable Conveyor-Roller. Edward
H. Zieber. Philadelphia. Penn., assignor to Wil-
liam T. Plumraer, Ardmore. Penn. (U. S, No.
1.208.8Sj : Dec. 19. 1916.)

Electrolytic Recovery of Zinc from Ores and
other Zinc-Bearing Materials. Urlyn Clifton
Tainton. Johannesburg Transvaal, South Africa.

(U. S No. 1.210.017 ; Dec. 26 1916.)

Electrolysis—Process of Treating Materials
Elcctrolvticallv. William E. Greenawalt. Denver.
Colo. (U. S No. 1.209.83.5 ; Dec. 26. 1916.)

Electric Furnace. James W. Moffat. Toronto.
Out lU S No. 1.208.817; Dec. 19 1916.)

Ingot Mold. Emil Gathmann. Baltimore. Md,
(U. S, No. 1,209 283; Dec. 19. 1916.)

Lubricating System for Mining M.achine Gear-
lug. Nicola Pedulla, Maedonaldton. Penn. (U. S.

No. 1,208,826; Dec. 19. 1916.)

Miner's Check-Holder. Edward P. Connell.
Hunlington. W. Va.. assignor of one-fourth to

.tames I. Miller and one fourth to Charles T. Tay-
lor. Hunlington, W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,209.123;
Dee, 19. 1910.)

Miner's Pick. Thomas George Jones. Ynishir.
Rliondda, Ebenezer George Cross. Wattstown. and
David Jolin Jones. Y'nishir Rhondda, Wales.
(U. S. No. 1,210,325; Dec. 26, 1916.)

Pyrometer. Joseph W. Weilzenkorn. Pittsburgh.
Penn.. assignor to Gibb Instrument Co.. Pitts-
liurgli. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,209.915; Dec. 26.

191(1.)

Rock Drill. Thomas .t. Osborne and GranvlUe
J. liragg. Premier, W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,209,614;
Dee. 19. 11116.)

Rock-Drill Chuck. Cliarles A. Hultquist. Los
Angeles. Calif. (U. S. 1,201,321; Dec. 26. 1916.)

Separator. Magnetic. Parvin Wright and Gor-
don Land, Seattle Wash. ; .said Land assignor t 1

said Wright (U. S. No. 1.208,880; Dee. 19, 1916.)

Surveying—Apparatus for Determining Devia-
lion of Hore-Holes from the Vertical. Hermana
Anschiilz-Kaempfe, Neumiililen, near Kiel, Ger-
many, (r. S. No. 1.209,102; Dec. 19, 1916.)

Zinc Retorts—Metiiod of Recovering Clay and
Slag from Used Retorl.s. Cairy Clyde Conover and
Alfred Nicks Delweiler, Springfield, 111. (!'. S.

-No. 1,207,503; Dec. 5, 1916.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Jan. 3

Natomas Dredging Fleet in tlie Natom:i or Am-
rriran Hirer division comprises eleven boats

The drtcl(;es are all operated by electric power

;

the size of buckets and daily yardaRe capac-ity

are as follows: Dredfes Nos. 1. 4, 8, ft and III

have 15-cu.ft. buckets, but with slichtly dif-

ferent yardage rating. No. 1 being rated at SsiMi

cu.yd. per d.iv. No. 4 at 8300 cu.yd., and Nos.

8 ft and 10 at 7000 cu.yd. each ; Dredges Nos.
.")! 6, 7 and 11 have U-cu.ft. buckets and are

ail rated at 4tl00 cu.yd. daily ; dredges Nos. i

and 3 have 8-cu.ft. buckets, but are also rated

at 4000 cu.yd. daily. Dredges No. 1 and No.

7 were reconstructed in Iftlli, No. 1 going into

commission about the middle of November, and
No. 7 in October. The company also has three

gold dredges in the Yuba River field, making
a total of 11 boats in its gold dredging fleet.

In IftlC, the Natomas Co. of California de-

creased its underlying obligations by $780,4.'.3.

This statement is made in a call issued by

Frank B. Anderson for a meeting of bondiiolders

on Mar. 20, 1917. for the purpose of consid-

ering a proposition to sanction the sale of bonds

of Reclamation District No. 1000 belonging to

the company ; also of bonds of this reclamation

district, into which warrants belonging to the

company may be converted, and to sanction tlie

release ' of these bonds from the lien of the

deed of trust made to the Jlcrcantile Trust Co.

dated Jan. 1, 191^, which secured the general

and refunding bonds. If the sale of the bonds

of the reclamation district is effected the com-

pany will have sufficient money to retire the

remainder of the $2,475,000 gold notes and a

surplus. The company has entered into nego-

tiations with a responsible banking house which
will purchase all the bonds of the reclamation

district belonging to the company before Dec.

31, 1917, provided the bondholders sanction the

transaction. The various transactions which the

meeting of the bondholders has been called to

consider are unanimously favored by the di-

rectors.

Advancing Price of Fuel Oil to the consumer
is directing attention to two pertinent facts af-

fecting the Industry, the shrinkage of about 20%
in the available supply in the last year and
the Government withdrawal of oil lands. The
shrinkage of supply from .''18,673.592 to 47,318, l.''>0

bbl. is no doubt largely responsible for the ad-

vance in price to the consumer during the last

vear from 65c. to $1.10 per bbl. in San Fran-
cisco and to $1.25 in the Pacific Northwest.

The Union Oil Co., reported to h.ave contracts

for future delivery of 53,000,000 bbl., is partly

protected by its marketing contract with the In-

dependent Agency, which has 30 months to run.

There has been some dissatisfaction expressed
among independents regarding the reported ac-

tion of the Union in disposing of its own oil

when higher prices prevailed and selling Inde-

pendent oil when the price was low ; so they

offered some of their oil to the Standard and
other marketers, which was refused because of

possible legal complications. The Associated is

reported to be carrying contracts for the de-

livery of 40,000.000 bbl. within the next four

years; so it w.-'s believed the Associated would
be glad to secure some of the Independent oil.

An5^vay, the reported offer and refusal by which-
ever of the large marketers is said to have
caxised the Union to raise the field price to

the Independents from 37c. to 60c. per bbl. This
raise in the field price, no doubt, was reflected

in the price to the consumer. The withdrawal
of oil lands by the Government and the per-

sistent Federal suits have been a disturbing ele-

ment in the production of oil by the small

operators which, added to the enforced reduc-
tion in producing during the early period of

the European War, has given the industry a
severe setback.

An Increase in Wages of copper miners has
again been ni.ide by the op<Tators in Shasta
County. This in the form of a bonus of 25c.

a day per man diuitig the period that copper
remains at 2."'"C. or more piT lb. in New York.
This makes a total in<'rease in the pay of cop-

l)er miners since the vv.ar liegan of 75c. per day
per m;in. In additi(Oi lo this the Mtiuntain
Copper Co. has rescinded the rule which re-

(lUired the men to pay $1 per month for nu-di-

cal treatmetU, and gives them this treatiiu'nt

free. The Mannnoth Ccipper Co. in additir)n to

the raise in wages gave to eacil f.imily a tur-
key for Thanksgiving dinner ;ind another at
Christmas. The Increase in wages affects about
2000 men in the three camps of tlie Mannnoth,
file MounUiin Copper :ind Ualakl;ila companies
and amounts to a total of about $120,000 lier

month. The lowest wage now paid in the Shasta
copper region Is said to be $3.25 a day. Whe-

ther this last increase in the pay of copper
miners is to have a disturbing effect in the
gold-mining regions is not certain. It is cer-
tain, however, that tile gold mine owners and
operators are in no position In increase wages.
Gold coins, however, were distributed as Christ-
mas presents to the employees of the North
Star aiines Co. at Grass Valley. The amounts
received by individual miners varied from $5
to $15 according to the length of service and
the importance of their positions. Employees of
tile Yuba Construction Co. shared in the 1916
prosperity of the company by receiving a bonus
coual to a percentage of their individual earn-
ings. Married men received an amount equal to
5';,', of their earnings and the luimarried men
received an amount equal to 'iV^'/c of their
earnings for the full year.

BUTTE—Jan. 4

Extreme Cold Weather during the last days of
December again curtailed Anaconda's copper pro-
duction which for the month <if December is

estimated at 26.0IIO,OI)() lb,, making total produc-
tion for 191G amount to about 333.000,000 lb. of
cepper. Both November and December outputs
were rediu'ed on account of extreme cold wea-
ther and the iuabilit.v of the railroads to handle
the normal output thus necessitating closing of
mines for several shifts. Among the important
mines closed during the last cold spell were

;

Pennsylvania. Tramway, Berkeley, West Colusa
and Mountain View.

Anaconda Entployees now number nearly 22,000.
the highest in the history of the company. Of
this number, approximately 5,000 men are em-
ployed at the Washoe smeltery and the subsidiary
plants in connection with it. At the Great Falls
Reduction Works, including the new copper and
zinc refineries there are about 2,700 men employed.
In the mines of Butte, not talking into account the
general offices, there are at present 13,355 mine
employees. These are distributed among the mines
as follows : High Ore-Modoc, 1,020 ; Tramway,
1,000: Mountain View, 950; Anaconda, 900;
Badger State. 800 ; Leonard, 760 ; Original, 760

:

Bell and Diamond, 700; West Colusa, 670; Penn-
sylvania, 620; Neversweat, 680; Mountain Con-
solidated, 5J0; Stewart, 480; St. Lawrence, 400;
Berkeley, 400 ; Poplin, 550 ; Belmont, 300 ; .Moon-
light, 300 ; West Gray Rock, 250 ; Lexington, 220 ;

Silver Bow, 200; East Colusa, 150; Tropic. 100;
Nettie, 85; Emma, 70; Alice, 50; Bonanza, 20;
Leonard machine shop, 360 ; Butte mines machine
shop, 240 ; miscellaneous plants. 100. Besides
these, the nonmetal-niining departments of the
company are to be considered,

DENVER—JAN. 2

Denver Mining-Machinery Houses experienced
prosperity to an exceptioii.il degree last year
and the employees were suitably remembered in

the distribution of profits. Not in 20 years, it

is said, have sales of mining machinery been
so great as in 19IG. Each of the 270 em-
ployees of the Denver branch of the Mine and
Smelter Supply Co. received a check for an
extra month's salary. The Hendrie & BolthofT
^Manufacturing and Supply Co. gave each of its

200 employees a Christmas envelope containing
S25, and other firms gave recognition of their
employees' assistance in substantial ways.

Spurious Gold Specimens were the cause of the
arrest, just before the holidays of one ]VIarcus
1*. Bassinger, a Denver painter. He was tak-
en into custody upon an accusation filed by a
represent^ltive of tlie Colorado Metal Miners As-
sociation. He admits having victimized hun-
dreds of persons, during the last 10 years, but
contends and is fighting his case on the grounds
that he never misrepresented. His game was
the selling of "phony" ore specimens to min-
eral collectors, mining experts, schools of mines,
scientists and orehuyers, all of whom purchased
his wares upon their own inspections, relieving

him from making any statements as to their
true nature. He is said to have disposed of
25,000 lb. of specimens at an average price of
$2 per lb. but defies the court to prove that he
has not kept "within the law." The outcome
is awaited with interest.

Safety First at Arkansas Valley Plant of the
Anurieali SiiicUing ami Itefining Co. has been
much in the minds of the local officials. Sur-
prise gifts of gold watches were awarded re-

cently to the foremen of two departments of
the works who had so fully appreciated their

responsibilities as to have totally prevented ac-
cidents to their nu'n for more than a year. Dur-
ing 10 months, one of the roasting departments
under William Duncan had not a single mis-
ha|i, while M. W. Whitney, foreman of the car-
penter force, showed a clean record for 14

months. The Safety and Welfare Committee of

the plant posted a bulletin reading. In part:

"We are about to start a New Y'ear. How many
foremen will hit the bull's-eye this year'/ Ev-
ery foreman starts even and the more that score,

the better pleased will he the company."

Passing of the Gilpin County Tramway is griev-

in;; "old timers" who remember it as an in-

stitution that assisted materially in the upbuild-

ing of the mining industry. The Gilpin County
Tramway has, for years, been a curiosity as

well as landmark. It is really a railroad but
its route is so crooked and steep that the gage

was made only 24 in. Locomotives were of the

Shea type with upright cylinders driving through

gears. It was always amusing to watch :i train

laboring uphill for, despite the rapid snorting

of the engine, the speed did not exceed, and
often it did not equal, a man's usual gait. The
cars are of a special size and shape, each hav-
ing a capacity of one-half cord—the cord being
the unit of ore measurement in "Little Gilpin"
during early days and is still retained when han-
dling mill ore. The tram connected with all

the stamp and concentrating mills at Blackhawk
and wound its way circuitously through the

best minearalized parts of the county, with sid-

ings convenient to the producing mines. The
road did a big business during the first 15 years

of its existence, operating day and night. But,

of recent years, with the transportation of ore

from several of its patron mines being done
through the Newhouse or Argo tunnel and with
the falling off of tonnage from other mines
along its routes, the road has failed to be re-

nanierative. Sad news now is to the effect that
notice has been filed with state Public Utilities

Commission that the road is abandoned and is

to be quickly disposed of as scrap.

SALT LAKE CITY—Jan. 5

Moscow Mine in Beaver County will pay the

first ehvidend by a Utah mine in 1917. This prop-
erty, which represents a type of moderate-sized
mine, many of which are operating successfully

in this state, will on ,Tan. 15 pay $22,500. this

being 2Vic. a share on the 900.000 shares out-

standing." With the present payment, the total

—paid in three dividends—will be $89,980. com-
ing from shipments of silver-lead, copper, and
zinc ores.

Electrification of Bingham & Garfield Ry. is

again being considered by the Utah Copper Co.

Capitalization has been increased from $6,000,000
to $10,000,000, the increase to provide funds for

the proposed improvements. The stocis will be
held in the Bingham & tiarfleld Railway Co.'s

treasury, until the electrification has been author-
ized when it is understood the Utah Copper will

take the entire block. Estimates have been made
for the proposed changes, which have been under
consideration for some time. Electrification, if

efTected. would eliminate the necessity for the
storage of large quantities of coal tlu'ough tho

winter.

Utah's Coal Output in 191G was 3,621,935 tons,
showing an increase of 538,259 tons or 17% over
1915. The coke production amounted to 424,294
tons, this being an increase of 18%. Hydro-
carbons produced were : Gilsonite, 26,580 tons

;

elaterite, 200 tons; ozokerite, 1600 tons. Through-
out the year an average of 3511 men was em-
ployed daily by the mines, and 223 at the coke
ovens, this being 308 less than tlu; average nuni'

her for the year preceding. There were 261 acci-

dents, of which 22 were fatal, or 5.88 per thou-
sand men employed. One pound of powder was
used for every 4.63 tons of coal mined. The
distribution was : Salt Lake City, 426.534 ton.i

:

railro.ads, 647,555 tons ; other points in Utah,
1,086,634 tons: other states. 880.429 tons. Late
in the year, a shortage of railroad cars caused the
mines to curtail tlieir output.

WALLACE, IDAHO—Jan. 4

Electrolytic Zinc Plant for Canir d'.\lene ores,

previously spoken of as a possible outcome of

Anaccnula's interest in the Douglas mine, has
apparently advanced a point toward reality by
the purchase of a site on the Spokane River near
the City of Spokane. Tills purchase is said to

be for the Anaconda company, though no official

confirmation is at present obtainable. Operating
and power conditions at Spokane would be
favorable and It has an ailvantage through Its

railroad facilities as a gathering point for outside

ores.

NELSON. NEV.—Jan. 3

in Eldorado Canon District, about 21 mi. from
Searchlight and 6 mi. from the Colorado River,

three gold mills are rnnning, tlie Colorado-Nevada,
the Techatticup, and the Rand. But for lack
of water, there would be other producing proper-
tics. The Colorado-Nevada has a 10-stamp mill

with 5xl4-ft. trunion-mounted tube mill, three

Dorr agitators and four Dorr thickeners. The
Techatticup mill Is equipped with rolls, a 5x22-ft.
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tiro-mounted tube mill, tliruc Dorr iiKitiitors ;iiiil

ttve D(trr thicktmers. The Colonido-Nevada mill

has a linvt-r (ipiMatiiiu cost than Ihe Tochatliriiii

plant, hut rxtrjiction at tlu- latter mill is liiMihe'r.

Color:ul(t-i\i-vacla lias resort t'ti to eoncentratinK
before cyanidint:. and uses an Oliver hlter sue-

ceedinti the fonrlli Dnri' tliickener ; Hie hitter

receives the h;irren-sulution wash dependini; upon
Lne Oliver liller for the water wash. At the
Teehalticup mi II the ha laeii -solution wasli is in

the fourtli lliieUeiu-r and tlie \va1<'r wash in Hie
fifth thickener; tlie extraction at tlic Techatlieup
was recently over !»(!' ;, nl tiie t;old and silver.

The I{an<l mill is a Ill-stamp mill having' l(t.-|(i-lli,

stamps ; amalt:aniafion is to! lowed liy concent raT-

inR tallies but there is no cyanide tiealinenl.

Developments in the Eldorado CafKin district h.ive

been hinhly satisfactory (hniuu tin- last year,

and if a liood supply of water were provided frnm
the Cohnado Iliver. only <; or S nu. distant, tlieie

wovdd likely he a boom in this disti-ict Latel>',

platinum was fovnid in the ore of the Enterjirise

flohi Minint: Co., and samples sent to H. H.
Wheeler at Needles assayed I). 11 o/.. and hitjher

in this metal. 1-ode platinum has previously
been reported in Ibis retiion.

BRAINERD. MINN.—Jan. 4

Considerable Drilling is in ptot;re.ss throni^liout
the Cu.xnna ran;;c Suim- nt il is in enlii'ely ne\v
territory and some is clieeU diillinj; fui- the pur-
pose of sccniinu infdrmation tor development
work. Drilling; on the Cnynna is inleresliii;]: as
results at times nvt- surprisinu. K\en wliere the
line of attraction ma\ he f;ivoi;ible. jioor ore-

bodies have been developed, and \vhere tiood in-

dications were absent, satisfactory results have
been secured. The alisen<-e of outcrops, which
characterize the Jlesabi and other ranges, is one
of the features that nmkes the Cuyuna raiiui"

somethiUK of a puzzle to those wlm ;ire familiar
with the other iron districts The Cnyona seem^^

to be composed of about four rantics. The two
most important are the imrtli and tlie south ;

tlie

north ran^e has received the most attention an<i

the lartiest number of mines are beinti devel-

oped fnmi its deposits. However, at jirescnt the

south range is bein;; actively explored. There
is not much prrxhiction. but there arc several

good prospects and from what has been gener-
ally learned sontli-ranjii- deposits ;ire somewhat
lari;ei- than those at Hie north.

ISHPEMING, MICH.—Jan. B

New Equipment is hein;; purcbased by nninv
mining compaiiies in the I^ake Sujiei loi' ihstrict,

in preparation for the bl^ ore rush of tbc eom-
iUR season. The rieveland-CHfTs Iron To. is r)pen-

inu new mines on the Miiruuette rauf^e and has
lately placed large orders for pumps, most of
the other c<|uiitment havliiK already been boujiht.

rnmpinti plants have been autlunized for the
Holmes, Hteitheiison. Athens, Francis and .Mack-
inaw- < la rdner properties. The Steiihenson is the
only producer of the list. The pumps at the
Athens shaft, which will be 2)i(Ml ft. In depth
when comph'ted. will be as larjje as any in the
district. They will work aKainsl a 2r.(l(l-fl. head.
All tliese pumps will Ix- fhctrieaily driven.

JOPLIN—Jan. 6

Ornnogo's Steam Shovel is attraetini: ;ittcntion.

Inilioi t.int d>'\i'Iopiiu-)it operations, ineludinu 1h<'

construction of a large concentrating i)Iant and
the use of a steam slifpvel. have been decided upon
by the Orono-io Circle Mining Co., for its tract

of (Iranliy land at Ormiogo. ronstrnction wr>rk

for the mill Is to be started immediately, and
much <if the machinery already is on the ground.
The steam slio\ei which has a rri \cd hcie will

lie the first t(. he \ised in this districl, lhr>iigh

they have been pioved a success In coal mining in

southeastern Kansas. The tract to be worked
by the Tircle company is on the castejii p;iil of
its lease, wiieie a careful drilling campaign was
conducted nearly all last year; this showed tbat
the ore begins at a depth of about ;'.0 ft. It is

expected it will take almost a year for the steam
sho^eI to slriji otf this upper layer ot blank diit

befiue getting to the (ue. The new mill, which
is to have a capacity of 181)0 tons of ore in

HI In-., will be oiu- of the largi-st in the district.

It will inn e seven jigs. v\kin class! Hers, thn-e
l>ori tluckeiicrs. and a sludge department eiiuii)p'd

witli ::.! tables. A new three-eonipartment shaft/
irixTVv, ft. ill the clear is to be simk to a depth
of ll'iO ft., and a skip-hoisting system using tii'e-

tou skips will be installed. The f»re handled Ity

the steam shovel will be dumped into ii .MK)()-ton

skip pocket, cut out of solid limestone. Kefoi e

going into this pocket, however, the on-, will pass
through an underground gyrattuy crusin-r.

Ciushed to I-S-in. lumps, it will be elevated to (hi'

hill in the headframe. and from there taken ilOil

ft. to Hie milt ]>\ a iUi-in, belt i-onvevor.

WASHINGTON, 0. C—Jan. 4

New Mining Experiment Stations are helnc
seriously discussed. When the nexl grmip of
three miidng experiment stations Is allotted. It

is prohahlc that r>ne wilt go (o an iron diHtrirt.
one to an oil held and tin.' third to a center of
the ceramic Industry. It Is practically certain
that appropriations f(U' three addllional experlnurnt
stations will be nnule In the sundry civil hill

which will be passcft ;it lids hcssIou of CongresH.
The funds wit! not he available until the begin-
ning of the ttscal year. .Inly I, but tlierc will bo
little loss of time in getting these stallonH open,
as jiraclically all of (lie pr' Hinhiary work was
done prior to the opening of the three Htatlons
which were authorized at the last sesHion. The
rniverslty of Mimiesofa has been mentioned an
a possible site tor the station that will begin work
on problems confronting the Irr)n-mlning In-
dustry. As .soon as jiossible II Is planned to begin
a study of mining methods, of concent rat ion of
Iron ores, itt tlr- furnace side of ferrous metal-
lurgy, r>f phosplun-us and other byproducts of
the reduction of iron ore. Now that ditllcultieH
have been removed fi<tm the consideration of
metalliferous mining by the T^ H. Bureau of
Mines, an effort is being made to make up for
lost time by Intensifying the work being done
on metals.

TORONTO—Jan. 6

Dominion Steel Corporation increased its out-
I)Ut of pig iron in ItHti about 12^^% as com-
pi'nd "ith I Ml'. ,ui<l lis oiiijmt of .sleel Ingots
b.\ .ibruit S'i . Owing to labor shortage and
scarcity of ttmnage, the c(pal output however
was inobablv less than 1..'>II0.(MI0 tons, as com-
I)ared with .'.iton.mlO tons in HH.">. The approxi-
mate metal riutput in Ions in Iftlti is given with
the tigures for the previous rear in parenthesis:
rig iron. :;iS,n(Hi CWm.Xmi) ; steel ingots, :i70,-

niio (:;4!».nnO) ; rails, ir.ior. (.»7,riO0) ; wire rods,
112.1110 (T;:..-.lHl) ; wire products, 47,.".0l) CM.OOO) ;

blooms, billets, etc.. 1 -",0.000 ; merchant bars,
ilii'.o tons. New construction, mainly for pur-
poses lel.ited to the manufacture of shell steel,
included the installation of a third Bessemer
converter and a 2.'iO-ft. extension to ipne of the
mill buildings, to acccnmuodate a battery of
hca\ y steel -cutting machines.
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ALASKA
AI^^SKA GASTINKAIT (Juneau) Milled in

December 195,495 tons; heads. $1.22; extraction.
81.54%. In November treated ItiT.tiOU tons; Jieads,

$1.13.
ARIZONA

Cochise County
SHATTrCK-.VIU/.ONA (Uisbce) — December

production: C(»iii)er. l,41!t,:;;;'J lb.; lead, 285.104
lb.; silver, l(j,:'.52 oz. ; gold, 249.!):i oz. Total
copper output for liUti was 18.IlJl,"li^ lb. ; lead,

:i,4i:i,445 lb.

Gila County
INSl'Ii;ATH>N (.Miami) -Kstimated copper pro-

duction in December, I(l.400.lHt(l lb. Hoisted an
average of nearl>' 20. ODD tttn.s duiing last week
in December; mill capacity only about 17,000 tons.

VAN DVKK ('OrPp:U (Miami)—Second drill

derrick arrivi-d and is being erected on flat near
Halstead lumber yards.

Greenlee County
SHANNON' (< "I ill on) Decemlier iirodncti<m

estimated at 977.mm lb.

Mohave County
RIH .IIM (Oatnnin)- Sinking to the (HID level

resumed,
C; loom;! A l chloride)—New hoist, compressor

and other e([uipment ordered, and 200 ft. shaft
will be sunk to the :J00 level. G. S. Holmes. Jr.,

in charge.

MerUACKKN SILVER-LKAD MINKS (Yucca)—
A Stehblus dry-concentrating mill has been
ordered by this company. New road .shortens dis-

tance to railroad to 18 ml. Driving tunnet to lap
orebody at 251)- f(, depth.

AIU/.ONA OltK IIKDUCTION (Chloride)—Krect-
ing 150 -I on mill to treat (U-e from Copper Age
grou|), now operated h>' (Jeneral Metals <'o

, and
other mines of the camp. Mill to be ready in

February. (>. W. Peer, manager.

Pinal County
RAY CONSOLIDATKI) (Ka v)—November pro-

duction. 7,U;4,":i(> lb.; In October, 7,590.0:;s lb.

eop])er.

RAY-RUOKKX HILL MIXING CO. (Ray)-
New Incorporation nf Ray an<l Phoenix men who
propose to develop the Schilling and Rates [iiop-

erties, Fr.ink Schilling, ot Ray. interested.

RAY IIKR^TLKS (Ray) Continues to ship

oxidized ores, from which snu-lter returns amonni
to about $20.(m(i monthly. Auxiliary shaft in

low-grade cupreous material from 225 to 272 ft

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

AIUiONATT (.laeksoii)—Reported that cyanide
plant will be installed by Stmmonds and Lathan,
of Melones. for working tailings. Tests nnide in

Amador County mines in the past Inive not proved
cyanidalion to he successful. If this undertak-
ing proves protitable, there is a large amount of

material tliat can be treated.

POrXDSTONFi (Sutter Creek)—San Fraiu-I.sco

and (iuldfteld men reported to iiave bonded this

jiroperl.^' agreeing to do 10t)0 ft. of sinking. Sev-
eral attempts made in last 4 years to reopen,
usual! V attended with lack of sufficient invest-

ment. Situated on East Belt of Mother Lode.

HrNKKK HILL (Amador)—Ccmlemplates ileep-

ening sliaft from 240(t to MOOO ft., ])robably he-

ginning in January. Property a consistent divi-

dend payer, hut at lime of hibor strike in

October discontinued dividends, which may not
be resumed until pn)posed imi)rovements are
completed.

CENTR.VL KTUtKKA (Sutter Creek) Noveml)er
statement shows: K\ti;ictiiin resniiu'd Nov. t> ; 20
stamps liegan dropping Nov. 12. Ore treated,

781 tons, yielding $2217 in bullion. .i;27;{0 in ctm-
centrates (;i7 tons). Novemiier expenses in<-lud-

ing labor .strike. $2S:J5 ; extraelioii. $4494 ; milling.

$(U)S ; pumping. $noS ; sinking and preparatory
work, $911: tailing flume. $270; insurance, sal-

aries, etc., $795. Realized from assessment No. ;;9,

$717S. Cash in treasury Dee. I. $S204, Devel-
opment and extra el Ion in the montli on the
fcdiowing levels: ISOO. 2700, 2825. :1000, :il0O,

:!20(» and deepening shaft and crosscutting. New
hammer drills installed.

Butte County
ASRKSTOS repoited near Rlinzig by .T. C. Mar-

tin. wliM has interested Frank Boylo of Oroville
in Ibe de\ elopiuenl.

l\ KORHKSTOWX DISTRICT much activity re-

ported. (;old Rank Cohleii (Jueen lode traced
lie>ond west lines ; disco\er.\' is northwest of

town and east of Sagann>re mine. New Kra,
pnrcliased last sining by A. R. Hall of Los An-
geles, developing favorably. Lewis properly, east
of the ({old Rank, ciiuipiud with a small st.imp
mill I.-ist year. Is being developed. Cai'llsle mine
and iidll will be reopened. Southern Cross in-

stalling new milling plant. (Jood Friday and
oilier prospects being developed. Forheslown
Consolidated making general repairs and explor-
iiiL' Cr.ld Rank-Cohh-n (Jueen.

IX MAGALIA DISTRICT. Springer Consoli-
dated installing jaw crusher, hall mill and <-on-

centr.iting tables; low-grade tjre extracted with
steam shovel. Kirhy gravel mine at Indian
S|irings being pumped out ready for drifting.

.Mineial Slide bedrock tunnel now in 1200 ft.

and will be advaiu'ed to 1500-ft. point; rock
broken down by l)la sting and removed by 0-in.

stream of watei'. Lnckv John, adjoining Slineral
Slide, is drifting in gravel cliannel. Badger rais-

ing from new Kid-ft. tiuniel.

KSTKLLE {Angels Camp)—Steam hoist and 40-
ft. headframe installed for sinking :i00 ft. Vein
about o ft. wide at dei)th of 30 ft. Daniel F.
Mackev. mine manager.
VOLKMAX-AXDKRSON (Placerville)—Large

channel of pay gravel develoi)ed by leasers at
bottom of lu-ft. vertical shaft sunk through hiva
cap. Hoist and pump being installed.

TKDDYBKAR (Placerville) —Well defined :i\^-

ft. vein carrying high-grade (oe disclosed in

raise. Low -grade ore being developed in Hcjt-

spur claims, adjoining and iiarallel. Both prop-
erties oj)erated by John \V. Cover of Alaska.

rOORMAX (Angels Camp)— Kriekson, Hansen
and Nelson working under bond have sunk 100
ft. to bed rock, driven ;>40-ft. tunnel thnnigh
loose slate and clay toward pay gravel. Eiiuipped
with Neilson pump, :''2-ft. overshot water wheel,
lS-h|>. steam luiist.

BKEBE (Georgetown)—Active development to

be started; mine unwatered and mill run of 25
tons made from careful sampling. Vein is said
lo be about ;;o ft. wide, developed by 180-ft.

shaft. Inslallaliiin of euuipment planned. Wa-
ter will be piped 2 mi. from Hotchkiss Hill. A.
E. Gregory, superintendent.

SITM^IERVILLE (Fourth Crossing)—New shaft
is situated 1500 ft. mu-th iif old workings.
Winze (JO ft. below bottom of 215-ft. shaft com-
jdeted ; raises being drhen from 200 level and
drifts to the norlli. Mine ei|nipi»ed with ;iO-

stamp mill and new lOO-bp. motor Installed to

drive compressor. Electric lOO-hi). iunst will he
Installed and tracks are Iteing laid 1000 ft. from
iidne to mill for handling ore by electric tram-
!iiing. F. A. S^unm^r^ ille. president and man-
ager ; J. J. Davis, inine superintendent.

Mariposa County

MARTINEZ (Hornitos)—Quartz pocket yield-
ing $0000 reported by leasers; attracting nnners
into district. Several old mines being reopened.
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Kern County

TUOrU'O MlNI.Nt; AM» MILLINC {Udsamond)
—(tood oil' bfiny mint'il at di'pth of r>0(t tt.^
doepiT tliiin average mine in tliis section. Mine
and mill now electrically operated. II. TlilTord
Hnrton. snperiiitendent.

Shasta County

LITTI.K NELLIK (Keddinti^—Cold mine, fov-
iiu-rly small producer, situated near Iron Moun-
lain copper nuiu's, beiUK prospected with dia-
mond drill for copper, by .1. F. TartinKtctn.

NOBLK KLECTKIC STKEL (Heroult) Carload
ol' ferroinaiitianese said to have Ik'cii sliippcd tu

hiverpooi ; ore, formerly from other counties in

I lie state, now obtiiined from company property
mar tiie smeltery ; GO men employed.

.MAMMOTH (Kennett)—Sutro No. 2!» tunnel.
7\H ft. in the clear, is now in 1300 ft. and
will be advanced to 2000 ft. UcinR driven un-
der i Id Sutro mine wtirkinjis on south sidi' of
liill near the Summit end line. Friday -Lowden
tunnel, at the ;>200-ft. point, will be advanced
to 4000 ft. Mc<'ourt eojiper claims. 4 mi. south
of Delta. adjoiniiiK the Delta Consolidated, have
been taken over by the Manunotli. Spread Eagle,
now owned by the iManuudtli. dii\ lug series of
tunnels, the lower one 1200 ft., the others 200
to 500 ft. long ; crosscut w ill lie driven from
breast of lower tunnel to the (Uebudies. and
raises to upi)er workings. .Vbout 200 tons of
ore daily is being taken fruiii the Stowell mine
to the Balaklala tramway, thence to tlie S<»uth-
eru Pacific IMl. at Coram for shipment to Ken-
aett ; working 40 men. Manunoth is producing
turn tons a d.iy.

Siskiyou County

IN CALLAHAN DISTRICT. McKeen mine has
suspended temporarily ; is being sampled. Mason
properties being developed. Chapman mine on
Scott Mnuntain showing ore at depth of ."lO ft.

CALIFORNIA CHROME CO. (nunsniuir)—Thir-
ty men employed mining and shipping chromic
iron ore to Eastern nuirket. .1. It. ^'an Fleet,
superintendent.

Tuolumne County
CHAPPARAL {Sonora)--:Machinery t'lw devel-

opment has arrived.

BACIGALTTPI (.Tame-stow n ) -Satisfactory mill
run of 30 tons ; .Tames Diamond and associates,
ftwners.

Dl'TCH-SWEENEY-API* (.Tamestownl—Flotjt-

liiin plant reported to be operating satisfactorily
at the Dutch. Preparations being made for
repairing App shaft.

GARFIELD (Jacksonville)—Operation resumed
after temporary suspension for undergi'ound sur-
\ ty. Tunnel went beyond intended length, but
\ ein was lust and will now be sought by cross-
cutting. Ileadfranu- removed to new point of
development and sinking resumed.

CONFIDENCE MINING (Confidence) —t'nwat-
ering begun with electric pump installed on a

truck and lowered in the shaft as pumping
proceeds. Aline formerly producer ; developed b\-

!iOO-ft. incline shaft. Complete new plant, in-
cluding hoi.st and necessary .surface buildint;s in-

stalled before jiumpinp started.

COLORADO
Boulder County

ANDERSON (Caribou)—Shaft sunk (15 ft. and
drifting in progress on vein of silver-lead ore.

WHITE RAVE.V (Ward) — Main shaft to be
sunk an additional 200 ft. to depth of r>50 ft.

Property produced SL^.OOO per month recently.

TUNGSTEN MOUNTAIN MINES CO. (Boulder)
—Plans extensive development dining current
year. Cros.scut tunnel under consideration, in-
volving erection of suitable power plant.

VONDA (GoldbilD^Eiiuipped with steam hoist
and a small milling plant; shaft is 120 ft. deep.
In r»fl-ft. UmcI. west heading, the orebody is

S ft. wide, with streak of high-grade gold-copper
smelting ore. Mine being developed by \>'illiam
Francis and John Kirkbride.

Summit County
NEW PRED(;E will be added to Summit County

gold fleet. Mark G. Evans, of Denver, has ordered
for property near Breckenridge an 8-cu.ft. Yuba
Construction Co. dredge arranged to dig G5 ft.

below water line; it will he electrically operated.
Teller County

YELLOW Bllin GOLD (Cripple Creek)—Red
Bird shaft will be sunk an additional :iOO ft.

to a tiepth of SOO ft. J. J. Yeckle, president
and general manager.
ELKTON (Yictor)—Retimherlng of the main

shaft completed, and preparations being made
for resuming work in the Roosevelt ilrainage
tunnel, breast of which is now 2010 ft. east
of the shaft.

AJAX (Victor) - Carolin.i Co. has taken over
this mine and will deepen present three-com-
partment .shaft from 1 ir.O h-vel to water level--
probably at l!tOO or 2000 ft. \Vill also work
uriper levels. William Speiu'e Black in charge.

HONDO (;OLI» MINING AND MILLING (Crip-
ple <'reek) This company organized, with ofll-

( ers as follows ; C. W. Savery. in-isident ; A.
I. Stearns, vice-president; H. D. Locke, secretary
and treasurer; and Charles Walker, general man-

ager. New buildings being erected at Sitting
Bull shaft and new iieadframe will replace one
recently destroyed by lire.

GEORGIA
CRO\\*N MOI'NTAIN' (Dahlonega)—About 1000

tons milled from the •"sand" vein in a snuill pilot
mill. Expect to install loii-ton cyanide mill this
year. W. I). JlcGinnis, general manager.

PRATT (Dahlonega)—John F. Sargent Is in
charge of construction of dam across Chestatee
River to i)rovide power for working this pyrite
property. A .")no-bp. power plant and 12 mi. of
railroad to Brookton is being built. Operations
expected to conunencc on 200 -ton basis in six
nuniths.

IDAHO
Boise County

PITTSBTTUGU-IDAIIO HYDliAl'LIC MINING
(Boise)—Company has c{mii»leted installation of
:i^ mi. of flume, a O.'S-ft. dam and hydraulic ele-
vator on Moore's Creek. :!0 mi. northeast of
Boise. Expect to handle 2,000 cu.yd. daily.

Idaho County

OROGRiVNDE GOLD MINING (Orogrande)—
Litigation settled out of court, and will proceed
at once with transporting of equipment for new
oOO-ton mill from Stites to Orogrande. A 5-mi.
ditch and 400-hp iivdro-eleetric plant hvnlt last
fall.

Lemhi County
PITTSBURGH-IDAHO (Gilmore)~Dispatches of

Jan. 4 announce rescue of 10 of the 13 men tem-
porarily entombed by explo.sion that occurred on
the 400 level, Jan. :i ; throe men killed by
exp!osi«in.

Shoshone County
NORTHERN LIGHT MINlNt; AND MILLING

(Kellogg)—Has drifted over 100 ft. on vein
paralleling No. 2 vein at the 400 level ; where
crosscut, vein was 2(j ft. wide with about :i ft.

of shipping ore. remainder of milling grade.
Will install mill in .spring, if orebody is tf satis-
fat^tory length. Benjamin G. Harmon, general
manager.

REX CONSOLIDATED (Wallace)—Shipped 26
i-ars of concentrates in IDIG. Twenty cars went
lo Anaconda's plant in Montana and contained
:;o to ::.-.«•;. Zn. 12 to lVy% ph. and about 1 oz. Ag.
Six cars of lead concentrates were shipped to the
East Helena smeltery and contained about 45%
Pb and 19 oz. Ag. Mill began operating in
November; is now treating about 200 tons daily.

INDEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT CO. (Wal-
lace)^This company- foinied to recover by flota-
tion the zinc, lead and silver in tailings in the
bed of the Cn*ur d'Alene River for 4 mi. above
Dudley. Seveial Juuidred thousand tons of tail-
ings are expected to be available, averaging 4.6%
Pb, J.9 oz. Ag. and 2.«% Zn. Five Janney flota-
tion machines are to he installed on a barge to
be built tills winter. George L. Richardson, of
Wallace, is president.

MICHIGAN
Copper

WINONA .(Winona)—Badly hi neofl of more
men ; hindered by lack of accommodations.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—No. 1 shaft has
reached ;i2nd level ; drifting to the Portage lode
started.

HOUGHTON (Houghton)—Shipping SO tons to
mill daily from the 12th (bottom level), and
the sixth level.

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—The new uniden-
tified lode at this property is about 4.1 ft. wide
and shows amygdaloid cliaraet eristics. It was
cut about TOO ft. southeast of shaft.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton )—JIakiug good
progress with crosscut on 12.10-ft. level. Skip-
way extended to 1500-ft. level, and as soon as
milling arrangements can be made, shipments
v.ill l)cgin.

WHITE PINE EXTENSION (Ontonagon)—
Shaft now over 200 ft. deep; sinking will be
continued to 400-ft. level, where drifting will be
started to provide sufficient rock to give an idea
of the average content.

KEWEENAW (Maudan) —More men working
.-Mid conditions better. Some old houses being
repaired to take care of more men : property
difficult to reach during winter months. Ore
running about 14 lb. of copper to the ton.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)— Alining about 150
tons daily. Drift on No. :! lode, being put
through for ventilation, has about tlOO ft. more
to go. The North No. ;l lode shows rock of
good mineralization.

SENECA COPPER CORPORATION'S director-
;ite will include Frederick and Walter Li-wisohn,
Phillips A. Clark. Hamilton Fish, Jr.. and E.
<\ Western elt of New York; T. F. Cole of Du-
luth. Minn., and M". F. Bartholomew, of Boston.

OLD COLONY (Houghton)- -Assessnu-nt of f.Oc.

per share, payable Jan. 15, levied to jirovide this
company's proportion of the $100,0(Ht c.ish fund
lo be turned over to the Mayllower-Old Colony
Copper Co. Sinking of a shaft will be started
to develop the i-opper deposit indicated hy tho
recent joint drilling campaign.

Iron

MAAS (Negaunee)—Crusliing plant, similar to
one erected in (iwinn district last year. Is lo be
built here. All ore j:oing to Michigan char-
coal furnaces will in thy future he crushed.
AMERICAN (l)i(n-ile) Electrical machinery to

replace most of steam eciulpnu-nt. Power will ba
supplied by an Ishpeming Hrni and a 9-mi. trans-
mission line will iic constructed.
NORTH LAKE (Ishpeming)—Cleveliind-Cliffs

Iron Co. will erect fiiu: club house for eniphtyees
at this location. It will be conducted along
similar lines to the (Jwinn club. Cost of build-
ing and eciuiimient about $:J0,000.

DOBER (Iron River)-A new plan Is to be tried
to put out the fires in the slates underground.
The workings were flooded a few weeks ago, Ijut
the fires started again soon after the water was
removed. A raise is now being driven to sur-
face and dirt is to be dumped in. This will
be packed against the walls where the fires have
been burning for sometime It is believed that it

will be effective.

MINNESOTA
Mesabi Range

SHIPMENTS from state-owned iron mines in
1910 were approximately 8.850,000 tons, the larg-
est of any single year.
NORTH HARRISON (Na.shwaiik)—This prop-

erty of the Mace Iron .Mining Co., in Sec. 31,
57-22, shipped 158.8ti2 tons in 1916 of which
113,611 tons were lumbcssemer ore. Oscar B.
Warren, general manager.
OLIVER (Coleraine)—This company is operat-

ing 10 shovels in the Canisteo district; three are
at the Areturus, three at the Holman and four
at the Canisteo. Areturus will produce its first
fire this year; the product will be washed in the
Trout Lake concentrator at Coleraine.

MISSOURI-ARKANSAS
Joplin District

WALKER (Miami. Okla.)—Planning new 200-
ton mill on tract near No. 1 mill in Tar RIvlt
section.

BUFFALO (Miami, Okla.)—Will erect 200-lon
steam-operated mill on Walker Co.'s land near
Cardin. JIachinery on ground. Nine drill holes
show ;iO-ft. ore face at 200 ft.

MORGAN (Quapaw. Okla.)—Reported to have
paid $150,000 for 4o-acre tract near Lincoln-
ville, Okla.. where drilling showed good orebodv.
A 400-ton mill to be erected in near future.
R. J. Morgan, of I'eoria, III., interested.

ST. REGIS (.loplin)—No. 2 mill at Chitwood
proving season's sensation

; producing 300.000 lb.
concentrates weekly, with ground not well opened.
Three or four companies had drilled tract and
abandoned it. E. K. McClelland, and J. W. Per-
ry, of Kansas City, principal owners.

WELSH (Tar River, Okla.)—In seven weeks
and five days from time of laying out new mill,
this company lias plant in operation—a dis-
trict record. Mill has capacity of 800 tons
per shift ; seven sets of rolls, four jigs. Ore
will be taken from five shafts.

WINDBIGLER (Miami. Okla.)—This hand-jig
o])eration only I'A mi. from Miami, being near-
est mine. Steam boilers and compressor being
installed for operation of drills, but four hand
jigs will continue to do the ore cleaning. As
much as (iO.OOO lb. of concentrates have been
made in one week over four jigs. Ore found
at SO ft.

North Arkansas

SHIPMENTS FOR DECEIMBER light, account
cold weather, lack of water, and holidays. Total
of 6:; cars reported, apportioned to ditTerent sta-
tions as follows: Yellville. 8; Bufl'alo, 11;
Zinc, 13 ; miscellaneous, 2 ; from Missouri &
Northern Arkansas R.R. points, 29. Big Hurri-
cane mine, near Pindall, was largest shipper,
with S cars.

MONTANA
Silver Bow County

NORTH BUTTE (Bulte)—Tunnel in east-side
pioperties now in over 1000 ft., making about
100 ft. per week.
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—At company's Tuolumne

mine, winze being sunk on 2G00 level has opened
8 ft. of commercial copjier ore at a depth of
75 ft.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—December production
Tj4til.3O0 lb. copper; in November, 1,648,040 lb.

Decline due to cold wave and holidays.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte) -December esti-
mated results from 57.140 tons of ore milled were
14,990 tons of conei-nt rates carrying 15,500.000
lb. zinc. In addition. 500 tons of lead con-
centrates were produced and .J15.000 oz. of sil-

ver. Total zhic recovery for last quarter was
about 4(;.:;52.ooo ib.

DAYIS-DALY (Butte)—Last car of ore was
raised by old hoist on Jan. 3 at company's Colo-
rado shaft. New Nordberg hoist expected to be in
operation 21 lir. later. .\ew hoist capable of
handling (U-e from deplii of 40ltO ft. From 150
to 200 tons of zinc ore per day will hereafter
be sent lo the Ophir mill of the Butle-Detrolt
company and from 200 to 250 tons of copper
ore will be shipped daily to the Washoe smel-
tery.
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NEVADA
Elko County

AT BULLION, six cniiipjiiiit's are opcratinc, four
oil the cast side of tlic- raiiut' «nd two on thv
west. The active mines on tlie west side of
Uuiikcr Hill .^lountaiii are the Helen and the
Oliver-Raines properties ; the latter was recently
lionded to .1. M. KelloKK. of Colorado SprhiRS,
Colo. On the east sidt- of KimkL-r lUll Moun-
tain, the Nevada Bunker Ilill. tlie Kylvania, the
Sweepstakes and the Talisade copper compiintes
have all been sliippiuR lately. Nevada Bunker
Hill Mining Co. is installinjr an engine and
compressor to assist in extending its 2'100-ft.

main tunnel about tiOO ft. farther to catch the
Tripoli vein 500 ft. below present workings.

Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldftcld)—
November production oO.OOO tons; net realization.

$15,lo7 ; operating costs. $4.li4 per ton; miscel-
laneous income 10c. : net operating cost, $4.54.

During month l.TOrt ft. of development was done
costing .$5.tio per ft.

Humboldt County

ROCHESTEK MINES CO. (Rochester)—Com-
pleting addition ti» mill, making capacity about
200 tons. Tramway, also approaching comple-
tion, expected to make annual saving of $:!:>, 000.

Discoveries below 500-ft. level have added ma-
terially to reserves

Lyon County

MASON VALLEY MINES CO. (Tliompson)—
Smeltery expected to "blow in" latter part of
.lanuary. Ore supply will lie mainly from com-
pany's mine (250 to 300 tons) and from Blue-
stone mine, which expects to be producing at
rate of 1000 tons daily by end of >Y'bruary.

Nye County

TOXOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended
Dec. 30 was :J431 tons valued at S68,(>20 com-
pared with 10.096 tons for week previous. De-
creased tonnage due to interniption of Nevada-
California Power Co.'s electric-power service
from Dec. 24 to Dec. 28. Producers were: To-
nopah Alining. 1300 tons; Tonopah Belmont, 85S

;

Tonopah Extension. 350; Jim Butler, 250; West
End, 20G; Rescue-Eula, 1S7 ; Halifax, 53; mis-
cellaneous leases, 227 tons.

.TIM BUTLER (Tonopah)— Profit November
$31,572 from 4020 dry tons of ore.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—November
operating profit S4S,7S9 from treatment of *J01!f

dry tons ore. Bullion production 1354.59 oz.

gold and 144,G20 oz. silver.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—November
profit S90.."»50 from S88r> tons of ore milled ; bul-
lion 167.315 oz. valued at $152,020. Sinking in
progress at Sand Grass shaft.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—November
profit $121,265 from 12.027 dry tons milled. Bul-
lion production 2330.87 oz. gold and 227.727 oz.

silver. Net earnings for quarter ended Nov.
30 were $308,340.

Storey County

COMBINATION (Virginia)-Hoist foundation
completed. Changes in headframe and sheaves
started.

ANDES AND EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—East
crosscut, started at 2!)7-ft. point in nortli drift.

is in clay and quartz.

.TACKET (Gold Hill)-Mill operations inter-
rupted by stonn ; only 110 tons placed in the
bins ; bar of bullion shipped.

CON. \aRGINIA (Virginia)—West crosscut on
2700 level is in vein porphyry and Opbir south
drift on same level shows quartz and jmrphyry.

COMSTOCK PUMPlNt; ASSOCIATION (Vir-
ginia )^^;ood progress made in pumping below
the 2700 level at the north end. Water is be-
low 2700 station of tiic winze,

COMSTOCK-PHOENIX (Virginia City)-~Jesse
Knight, of I'rovo, Utali, and F. M. Manson of
the Western Ore Purchasing Co., of Reim, have
became interested in this operation in Six-Mile
tJaiion about I mi. below Virginia City. George
H. Drysdale remains as manager. Ore contains
considerable free gold; main shaft. 650 ft. deep.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOI,nt.\TKD (McCJill)- Novem-
ber production 7.047.1S6 lb.; October, 8.767,327
lb.

ELY CONSOLIDATKI) (Ely)-Reopening Zack
shaft under direction ol William Campbell.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

CHINO (Hurley)—November production, 6,906,-
024 lb. ; October, 6,021 081 lb.

HARDSCRABBLE (Plnos Altos)—This copper
property taken over by United States Copper Co.
which is arranging to ship to El Paso smeltery.

HANOVER MINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(Hanover) -Organized by H. O. Burson, .Tudgo

M. C. Mechem and others to develop copper
property near here.

TYRONE NEW MEXICO COPPERFIELDS CO.
(Tyrone)- New incorporation to develop copper
property !n Burro Mfnuitains belonging to BeaJ
and Brown.

OREGON
I'NITKD GOLD MINING ((Jranite)—Itecon-

structed mill now in oiteration; consists of gj'ra-
tory rock breaker, two pahs of rolls, two 5x8-f(.
tube mills, three Dorr agilators. and five D<»rr
thickeners. The ore from the rolls is fed to one
of the 5x8-ft. short tube mills, the ground puli>
going to a Dorr classiHer in closed circuit with
the second 5xS-ft. tube mill.

SOUTH DAKOTA
MONTEZUMA AND WMIZZERS (Diadwood)

These properties in Deadwood (lUlch, just outside
the city limits, have been bonded to .lohn T.
Milliken, of St. Louis, who Is developing the Oro
Hondo.

UTAH
Beaver County

MA.TESTIC (Milford)—Development being done
at both the Hoosier Buy and Old Hickory prop-
erties. Regular shipments from latter to he
increased to 20 cars monthly. Ore carries copper
with large excess of iron. At Hoosier Boy. driv-
ing north on 800 to <"ut one of principal mineral-
bearing fissures.

Juab County
RIDGE & VALLEY Eureka)—Ore running

well in silver and lead shipped from 1000- and
1700-ft. levels; vein Is up to 20 ft. wide and
carries high-grade ore 5 to (> ft. in thickness.

ECREKA BULLION (Eureka)—Shaft near Tln-
ticfStandard and Eureka Lily in eastern section
i)f district, lias reached depth of 300 ft. ; sinking
to continue.

GEMINI (Eureku>^Monthly production about
2000 tons, largely by lessees. In 1916 paid
$80,000 or %\G a share in dividends, largely from
royalties. Total dividends to date. S2.435.000,

GRAND CENTRAL (Mammoth)—Production
during four weeks in November totaled S3 cars or
about 4000 tons. OutRiit for lOltl nearly 30.000
tons : 75 men cmployed.
DRAGON CONSOLIDATED (Silver City)—

Producing 200 tons of ore daily. During last five

or six months, much iron ore shipped for (lux

to smelting companies. At north end of properly
near Iron Blossom several new orebodies being
developed. Low-grade ores shipped to Tintic
Milling Co. In 1916 company's output approxi-
mated 75.000 tons; second largest shipper in Tin-
tic district.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Contract
for enlarging main working shaft, from single
compartment to two compartment and manway,
given to Walter Fitch. Jr. Sliaft single compart-
ment to 1200, and two-compartment to 1800.
Work to be started at several points; l)y using
steel plates for protection of shaft timbers, it is

hoped to enlarge shaft within three or four
months without seriously interfering with opera-
tion of property. Chief Consolidated recently
acquired control of Homansville Mining Co. and
Baltimore Consolidated Mining Co. in eastern part
of district.

Salt Lake County

ALTA CAMP being opened up again, after
tmusual snowfall of holiday week, during which
camp was practically closed. Road being broken
In from Tanner's Flat. Sells. South Hecla. Alta
Consolidated. Emma Consolidated have ore await-
ing shipment. Sleds will be used. Salt Lake &
Alta Ry.—shut down for about a week—cleared
of snow, and Jan. 4 began running cars to
Wasatch.
COLUMBUS-REXALL (Alta)—Snowslide re-

cently carried away stables, killing horse. Debris
being cleared away, and work soon to be resumed
from old Columbus tunnel.

I'TAH COPPER (Bingbam)--Due to heavy
snowfall, company obliged practically to suspend
operations Dec. 24, but by Jan. 4 was again able
to produce at rate of 20.000 tons of ore per day.
December snowfall heaviest in years. Noveml)er
output 16 421,192 lb. copper; in October, 20.325.-
520 lb.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Extension of lease
to (Jenerai Exploration Co. to Jan. 15 reported.
Resumption expected on company account later.

According to recent covnt order, time limit for
privilege of exchanging stock in old company
under $1 a share assessment plan extended to
Jan. 6.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for December
amounted to 174 cars or 7810 tons of crude
ore and concentrates.

Bit; FOI'R EXPLORATION (Park City)—Capi-
talization increased from $500,000 to $t;00.000.

Park City milt obliged to curtail (tperations tem-
porarily owing to coal shortage. About 800 tons
of tailings have been treated daily. Control re-
ported to have passed to niu- of the large smelting
companies.

Tooele County
GOODWIN TOWNSITE laid out in the Deep

Creek district at proposed terminus of railroad,
now being built from Wendover. Townsite alsii

started in adjoining Ferber district 10 mi. to the
west ; both silver-lead and copper ore opened
in Ferber district, and shipments made in the
past despite long wagon haul : there will he a
haul of about 12 mi. from center of this camp to
the new railntad. In <?liflon district (Deep Creek)
activity is much increased. Work being done at
Western Ulali Copper, Wilson. I'ole Star, Bam-

berger and other properties; numerous clafmK
taken under option and greater activity looked for
on completion of railro.ul in the Kprlng.

CANADA
Manitoba

MANDV MIMNCJ CO. (Schist Lake, via The
J'as)—This company has been incor|M*ratcd In
Delaware, as a sub.Hldlary of the Tonopah Min-
ing Co. to operate their Manitoba-Saskatchewan
proiierties. Active exploitation of the ScblHt Lake
cnpper property will be proceeded with. Larce
machinery order has been given and .'irrange-

ments being considered for a narrow-gage rail-
way from the mine to a shipping point 17 ml
distant ; this will permit uhlimients of about
1500 tons weekly to be made during season of
navigation.

Ontario

HUNTON-KIRKLAND (Kirkland Lake) A con-
trolling interest has been sold to H. Cecil and
associates of New Y«»rk '

VACULII GAS AND OIL (Thamesvllle)— OfTl

dally announced that company has contracted for
total output of ItJi oil wells in the ThanieHvltI<
district for six months.

DOME (South Porcupine)— December bullion
valued at $18:i.:iOO from 39,000 tons of ore;
average yield $4.70 per ton; working cost of I
$2.77 per ton.

ODONALD (Boston Creck)~These claims cnn
prising 190 acres optioned to the Crown K<
serve of Cobalt. Putting up camp building pre
paratory to extensive development.
HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Timmins) —In

the four-weekly period ended Dec. 1, gross profits
were $240,075, frimi 50.;!0! tons of ore of average
value of $8.78 per ton ; working cost of $:{.74

per ton. Mill ran 90.5';; of possible time.

McKINLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—The financial
sUitement on Dec. 26 showed cash in bank, $2^4,-
449; ore in transit and at smeltery, $61,900; ore
at mine ready for shipment, $96,574; total,
Sa92,924.

DA\'n)SON (Porcupine)—Raise put up from
lOO-ft. level has reached surface, and intenuedi-
ate level will be run at 50 ft. to prove up ton-
nage of main orebody. Crosscutting in progress
(»n MOO-ft. level.

McINTVRK (Schumacher)—Shareholders on
Dec. 28 unanimously ratified proposed merger of
.Mclntyre Extension and Jupiter companies with
the Mclntyre. An option obtained on the Ple-
uaurum property adjoining the Jupiter to run for
one year tlie Mclntyre agreeing to expend $53,000
in development.
TIP TOP (Port Arthur)-Tlie 6-mL narrow-

gage railway from Kasbabttis station on the
Canadian Northern Ry. completed and shipments
of S^ copper ore to be made. Mine equipped and
being unwatered to 100-ft. level below which no
sloping lias been done. Col. S. W. Ray, owner

;

Arthur L. McEwen, superintendent.

MEXICO
DECREE issued In Mexico City late in Decem-

ber giving foreigners holding title to real estate,
mining and timber lands until Apr. 15 to resign
their treaty riglits as related to the properties in
question. Foreigners must, in effect, become
Mexican citizens in so far as their property is

concerned. Uncertainty exists as to whether the
decree is retroactive and affects present enter-
prises or only future right-s.

GREENE-CANANEA (Cananea)—December esti-
mated production 4.975,000 lb. copper; 140,130
oz. silver and 750 oz. gold. Total 1916 copper
production about 61,000.000 lit.

COLOMBIA
PATO JUNES. LTD. (Zaragosa)-Power dam

broke late in 1916. No details available yet.
Water was very high in December. Dam pro-
vided electric power for operation of this com-
pan.v's and the Nechi dredge. Dredge crews
doubtless transferred to dam repairs as no other
power is available.

CHILE
BRADEN (SewelD—December copper produc-

tion 4,716,000 lb.; in November 4.419,000 lb.

CHILE (Chuquicamata)^—December copper pro-
duction 6.11 S,000 lb. ; in November output was
4.ultS.000 lb. Adding three more rnits to tlie

present two iniits. each of rated capacity of
5,000 tons of ore daily, is a part of construc-
tion program being considered in connection with
proposed $35,000,000 bond issue.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fundicion)—December

estimated copper output 5.500.000 lb.; in Novem-
ber produced 5.700,nnrt lb.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Final

October results were: Crushed. 27..569 tons, yield-
ing $122,911 ; operating co.sts. $70,950 ; operating
profits. $51,961 : construction and development.
$1836; net profit. $50,125. November cleanup.
$135,808, apportioned as follows: TalKtwie mill
bullion. $32,312; Taracal. $27,505; Maibong.
$21,270: Taracal cyanide-plant bullion. $52,483;
.'Mnibong tube-mill bullion. $2295. New bead-
frame in operation at Tabowie mine: 20 stamps
hung up at Tabowie mill to install new Sandy

-

croft mortars. Expected to continue opera t log
with water pitwer until mid-December.
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The Market Report
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Jan. 10. 1916

All of the i)rincii>al nu-tals wert- dull ;ind

weak, the recession in ciii)per and zinc* prices

being especially notewortliy. In all of the nuir-

kets there was more or less contusion, ditferenoes

of opinion etc.. wiiich are natural reflections of

the uncertainties in a j)eriod of readjustment,

Copper, Tin. Lead and Zinc

Copper—This market continued to be made by
re-sellers but during the latter part of the week
first hands found tliemselves able to place a

little March-April business and did so on Tuesday
at 26c. Some February business was done on
the same day at 27c., and from other quarters
.January was reported ottered at tbe same i)rice.

There was considerable confusion and uncertainty
in the market. However, it was clear that the
volume of business was no less than in the previ-
ous week and it was inferred that consumers
were nearly through reselling. Indeed the price
had declined below the tigure at which many of

them had purchased and they could sell only at

a loss. On the other hand there is undoubtedly
some buying that will be done at a little helow
present prices and anything that might happen
to rally the market would easily produce nuite a
different aspect in the situation. As one producer
expressed it. 10.000 tons could not be bought
without putting the price up 2c. and could not
be sold without putting it down 4c.

Exports from Baltimore during the week in-
cluded 1973 tons of copper to Liverpool and 1120
tons to Kola, Russia.

Copper Sheets—Base price for copper sheets is

unchanged. Quotation is 42e. for hot rolled and
43c. for cold rolled. Wire is quoted at 37c. f.o.b.

mill.

The British minister of munitions, according to
a cablegram from the American consul general at
London, has issued an order through which all

copper scrap is requisitioned, except when spe-
cially exempted. AH smelters and refiners are
required to supply monthly returns of stock.

Tin—This market was very <iuiet. At the be-
ginning of the week spot was ([uoted at A'lViC.
and futures at 4 1% c. At the close spot was
42 '^g c. a nd futures 41 ^^ c.

Lead—The largest producer reported fair de-
mand. Other producers reported scarcely any.
Neaily all producers held firmly to their prices.
but from other quarters there were offerings of
lead at concessions and some tratisactions were
made. There was much difference of opinion in
this market and the same confusion that we
reported last week.

Zinc—Sales were small. Consumers were abso-
lutely apathetic. On small business the market
declined from day t(? day. At the close .lanuarv
spelter was offered at He, February at 8%, and
March fii&c.

Exports from Baltimore (^hiring the week in-
cluded 308 tons of si)clter to Liverpool.

Zinc Sheets—No change is noted in price t>t

zinc sheets. Quntation is $2l per lOU lb., f.o.b,
Peru. 111., less 8% discount.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—Jan. 10

Atuminum—The aluminum market is still iiuiet.
Ntmiiiial quotation is (JlfTj G3c. per lb. for No. 1

ingots. New York.

Quicksilver—Market steady and quiet at $S0.
San Francisco reports, by telegraph, $78.50, mar-
ket steady.

Antimony—Market dull, almost dead, quota-
tions slightly lower at Uff/iMyoc. .laiiuaryTFeb-
ruary .shipments from China are quoted at 12'^^~'

13c., c.l.f.. New York, duty uni)aid.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—-Jan. 10. 1917

Gold—American gold coin to the amount of
$2r.,0(io,000 from Canada was deposited In the
Sub-Treasury on .Ian. 7 for the account of .1. V.
Morgan A,- C.. Tills is tlic first shipment of gold

from Canada in 1017. A single shiiimeiit of

$25,000,000 was made on Dec. 2S, IIUO. toilowed

by a second shiimient on tiie same 4lay of $S.OO(i,

000. Since .Ian. 1, 1017. .$:i,:j:.(| ooo in gold has
been shipped from the I'nited Slates t() South
Ameri<*a.

(kild to the amount of $212,000 was withdrawn
trom tlie Sub-Treasury yesterday for shipnu'iit U*

Sp-iin.

Silver—The market has relaxed slightly (twiiig

to the London brokers lowering their bidding rate

for coinagg silver. Outside business is rather
quiet at ciUTent rates, without any new features.

The London market, as reported by Samuel
Montagu & Co.. untier date of Dec. 21. lOU!. has
been ([Uiel. Supplies have been scanty, although
a certain amount of profit taking was effected by
the Indian Bazaars and other holders. The
stock in Shanghai on Dec. Ifi was about 22.800,000
nz. In .syeee and HI. 400.000 dollars.

Platinum^There was consideralilr difference
of ojiinion respecting this market. Some produc-
ers called it steady at $90, but other producers
called it dull and considered it doubtful if sales
could be made at $80. We quote the market,
nominally, inichanged at $80(^82.50.

Our Petrograd correspondent notes that be-
cause of the government order, already noted in

these columns, there are no further commercial
transactions in platinum. It is probable that the
soaring price of the metal, out of all proportion
to its production cost, brougiit about the order.

Palladium—Quoted $05.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Platteville. Jan. 6. 1917—Quotations for the
district are according to the following prices

:

Base price per 2.000-lb. ton for material assaying
fiO% zinc is $75 for premium ore down to $70
for medium grade. Base price per 2,000 lb. ton
for material assaying 80% lead is $90. Shipments
for the week ended .Ian. 6, 1917, are 2700 tons of
zinc ore, 67 tons of lead ore. and 514 tons of
sulphur ore. Shipped during the week to separat-
ing plants. 3,875 tons of zinc ore.

Joplin. Mo.. Jan. 6—Price quotations per 2000
lb.: Blende, high, $83; 60% zinc, premium ore,

$80; medium to low, $78fS'74. Calamine, per von
40% zinc, $50(f7 45. Average selling price, all

grades of zinc. $74.78 per ton.
Lead, high price, $93.90; base, $94^90; aver-

age selling price, all grades of lead $02.87 i)er

ton.

Shipments, the week: Blende, 6489 tons; cala-
mine, 388 tons; lead, 1047 tons. Values, all ores
the week, $010,830. The shipment is 1336 tons
zinc and 212 tons lead less than same week last
year, with the value of all ore shipped $298,160
less.

The market was decidedly peculiar in that high-
grade ore was held down to an $80 base while
even fourth rate ore sold up to $74 base, while a

third-rate ore sold today on $78 base. Lead
prices were lowered, and raised slightly again.
Tlie base was put down to $90. closing the week
$94 base.

Tlie final dismemberment of the remaining
-steam turbine of the hydro-electric company,
.steam auxiliary has occurred and mills that are
not yet equipi)ed with some otlier power are out
nt fimimission at the tieginning of the new year.
Ktilurced output restriction is esthnated from
;jO(to to 5000 tons under a possible prodnetinn wifli
full power and full labor forces.

Other Ores

Tuagsten Ore— Sales during the week ranged
from $17''>17.50 per vinif. Western price is

slightly lower, but export business here has kept
New York price up. Offerings from the West
were comparatively small. Prospects for con-
tinued demand around present prices are good.
Manganese Ore—Imports at Baltimore during

the week itieludcd 7000 tons of manganese ore
from Brazil.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Jan. 10

The decrease in the production of pig iron in
December over the November figure. %vhich was
marked, was duo largely to the shortage of both
cars and coke. The December pnKiuctlon KHal
was 3,208 382 tons, compared with 3.317.805 tons
In November. The number of active stacks on
Dec. 31 was 311, compared with 322 on Nov. :tO, a

htss of 11. The (nitput of spiegei shows a loss
iif 4102 tons, December production being 18,551
tons and tliat for November. 22 053 tons.
The outlnok for the early lannths of 1!)17 is

for good liusiness equal to tiiat of the last half
of 1910. .ludge <;ary, in a statement published
in ""Iron Trade Ueview." expressed his belief that
the end r)f Ilie u;ir will not mark the end of tlie

period of prosperiI> . but looks for leaction and
dirtiinution soon atti-r peace. Other authoritiis
fxiiect the diminution f<i be very gradual and to
last not less than two years.
The trend of prices of iron and steel jtroducts

during Decend)er was upward. The rise came
to a stop on the peace rumors, but recovery is

expected,
Steel works expansion in 1910 was a feature oT

the industry: 103 ojtenhearth funnices were com-
pleted, adding 4, 20.".. (100 tons to the country's
capacity.

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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PITTSBURGH—Jan, 9

A numbor of Uw inihJiiK'H'S h.ivc been removed
and car supplies both in tlu' mke rejilon and
at the .steel mills have Improved decidedly, so that
the whole transportation .sittuition Is in better

shape. Almost all the blast furnaces that were
banked on account of coke shortaRe iiave resumed
and pip-iron production is very nearly normal
again. The .steel mills are not aecunudatiriji steel

now. but are moving little if any of the steel

accumulated in the past few weeks, when car
shortages prevented full shipments.

Whether on account of four of a railroad
blockade or otherwise, buyers of steel are exerting
even more pressure upon steel mills tlian formerly
to have deliveries expedited. While the market
has been very (luiet since liefcire the holitiays

there is no sign w^-'tever that buyers are less

anxious to receive steel than formerly. There is

a fair degree of innxiiry for steel products, but
chieflv for the early deliveries, and very little

of this inquiry can be satisfied, the mills being
already oversold. For late delivery there is a

fair demand for carbuilding material and a good
demand from the shipbuilding industry.

Very little export business is being done as
compared with the activity of a few months ago.
Reauirements abroad are heavy but the scarcity
of vessels prevents business being put through.
There have been a few cancellations, but there
have been some, even when vessel si)ace had been
arranged.

Steel prices are very strong all along the line

and the mills are so well filled that no recessions
are to be expected for many months, even should
the market continue dull.

Pig Iron—There is much less interest in second-
half deliveries than :io days ago, but there is a
fair amount of inquiry for early deliveries, and
an insistent demand from a few consumers for
spot lots of foundry and malleable, such business
readily commanding a premium. Some fair sales
of bessemer have been made for export to Canada
and Italy. Prices remain ; Bessemer, $35 ; basic.
$?0 ; foundry and malleable, $30(??32 ; forge,
$29(S'30. f.o.b. valley furnaces, 9ric. higher deliv-
ered Pittsburgh.

Steel^Th"? famine in unfinished steel continues.
Brokers and exporters are continually scouring
the market and only very occasionally develop a
small lot of steel, for early delivery. The mills
are not quoting for late deliveries, such as pre-
sumably they could make. We quote billets and
sheet bars, bessemer or openhearth, at $G0(ffi65.

Pittsburgh or Youngstown, rods at $7') and forg-
ing billets at $80,

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

Ferroalloys

Ferromanganesfr—The market is only fairly
active, l^romjtt lots eonunand about $17."> while
contract prices remain at $l*i4 for imported and
$175 for domestic, with possibly occasional shad-
ing in the latter. Deliveries of imported are
quite in arrears.

Foreign 1 ron

Recent newspaper reports indicate that despite
the war Germany is producing more steel than
ever before, according to reports to the Depart-
ment nf Commerce A production of 1,423,535
tons in October established a new record. For
the ten months ending in October the output was
13,345.418 tons.

Coke

Connellsville—There were better car supplies
all last week and much more coke was moved,
enabling most of the banked furnaces to resume.
The spot market has declined a trifle, but is still

very high, reflecting famine conditions. Contracts
for (Irst- quarter furnace coke have been made at

$8 and $8.50. while foundry for first-half has sold
as high as $8.50. We quote: Spot furnace, $9(S
9.25; contract, $(;(Si8.50; spot foundry, $11; con-
tract, $Srf/8.50, per net ton at ovens.

Last week practically all operators were short
in making contract shipments and furnaces
needed a great deal more coke, but as there
was practically none to offer the market was
at a standstill and the furnaces had to be con-
tent with the coke received on contract. There
were rumors of spot furnace coke at $11 or
$12, either incorrect or referring to exceptional
cases.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Jan. 10

Copper Sulphate Is quoted In car lots at V.i%0
14c. Powdered at 1 G V^ faJ lli ^4 c. nominal.

Borax—Powdered or crystals range 8@8'4c.

Lead Acetate figures in recent quotations are
ll'/if. pti- lb. for 1 In. brown and 12Vi<5l^c. for
white.

Soda Bicarbonate is quoted at 2(^3V^c. per lb.

Sulphur- Iiluk is quoted at 90c.tf/l$1.25. and
brown at 75c.(fy$l.

N. Y. EXCH.t
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This index is a eonveiiient reference to tlie i-ur-

rent literature of mining and metallurgy published
In all of the important periodicals of the world.
We will furnish a copy of any article (if in print)
In the original language for the price <iuoted.

Where no price is quoted the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the
publishers, there will be some delay for the for-

eign papers. Remittance must be sent with ord^r.
Coupons are furnished at the following prices

:

20c. each, six for $1. :J3 for $5. and loo for $1."..

When remittances are made in even dollars, we
will return the excess over an order in coupon.s.
If so re(iuested.

COPPER

4590—ARIZONA—Geology of the Warren Min-
ing District. Discussion of paper of Y. S. Bonil-
las. ,T. B. Tennev and Leon Fenchere. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., Dec, 1916; 4 pp.)

4591—ARIZONA—Gold. Silver, Copper, Lead
and Zinc in Arizona in 191.'> A'. 0. Heikes.
(Mineral Resources of the V. S.. 191."—Part I;
37 pp.)

4592—ARIZONA—.lerome Mining District Geol-
ogy. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Dec. 9. 191fi; SH
pp., illus. ) Abstract from a report by F. A.
Provot. 20c.

4593—ARIZONA—Mining In the Jerome Dis-
trict, Ariz. Chas. F. Willis. (Min. and Sci.

Press. Nov. 4. 1916; IVa pp.. Illus.) 20c.

4594—ARIZONA-The .Tohnson District, Arizona.
Harry E. Scott. (Eng. and Jlin. .lourn., Dec. 30.
1916; 1 p., illus.) 20e.

4595—ASSAYING GOLD in Copper Matte.
Roger E. Chase. Jr. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Dec.
:iO, 1916; % p) 20c.

4596—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Britannia
Mine and Mill. T. A, Rickard. (Min. and Sci.
Press. Nov. 11. 1916; 7% pp.. illus.) 2nc.

4597—COLORADO—(Jold. Silver. Copper. Lead
and Zinc in Colorado in 1915. Chas. W. Hender-
son. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 191.5

—

Part I; 64 pp.)

459S — CONVERTER — The Basic-Lined Con-
verter in the Southwest. Discussion of paper of
L. 0. Howard. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1916;
2 pp.)

4599—CUBA—Pinar del Rio Copper Region.
Richard H. Vail. (Eng. and Min. -Journ., Nov.
25, 1916; 2^2 pp.) 20c.

4600—DUST LOSSES—Determination of Dust
Losses at the Copper Queen Reduction Works.
Discussion of paper of J. Moore Samuel. (Bull.
A. I. M E., Dec, 1916; 3% pp.)
4601—rntES—Jline Fire Methods Employed by

the t'nited Verde Copper Co. Discussion of paper
of Robert E. Tally. (Bull. A. I M E, Dec.
1916: 71/4 pp.) 40c.

46fl2—FLOTATION—History of the Flotation
Process at Inspiration. Discussion of paper of
Rudolf Gahl. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Nov.. 1916 ;

10 pp.) 4nc.

4603—LEACHING—General Subject of Leach-
ing. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1916; 3M pp.)
Discussion by F. S. Schimerka. B. B. Gottsborger
and others at September. 1916. meeting. 40c.

4604 — LEACHING — Winona Copper-Leaching
Test Plant. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Nov. 25.
1916; H4 pp.) Details of Slater process plant
at Winona. Mich. 20c
4605—LEACHING TESTS at New Cornelia.

Discussion of paper of H. W. Morse and H. A.
Tobelmann. (Bull A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1916- 7^4
pp.)

4606—MONTANA—Gold, Silver, Copper. Lead
and Zinc in Montana in 1915. V. C. Heikes
(Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1915—Part I

•

35 pp.)
4607—NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold.

Silver. Copper. Lead and Zinc in New .Mexico
and Texas in 1915. Chas. W. Henderson. (Min-
eral Resources of the U. S.. 1915—Part I; 27 pp.)
4608—OCCURRENCES. I'SES. ETC.. of Copper.

P. E. .Toseph. (Bull. 37. Univ. of Ariz.. Bureau
of Mines, 1916-17 : 14 pp.)
4609—POWER PLANT of the Burro Mountain

Copper Co. Discussion of paper of Chas. Legrand.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 191G ; 2^, pp.) 40c
4610—REFINING—An Analysis of Tank Ke-

slst.ince in Electrolytic Refining. Lawrence Ad-
dicks. (M"t. :ind Chem. Eng., Nov. 15, 1916;
.5 pp., illus.) 40c
4611— SMELTERY- The Naltagua Smeltery.

Mark R. Lamb. (Min. and Sci. Pres.s, Oct. 28,
1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c
4612—SULPHURIC ACID from Copper Smelt-

ing Ga-ses. E. L. Larison. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn,.
Dec 30. 1916; 4 pp.. illus.) Details of acid man-
ufacture at plants of Mountain Copper Co., Ten-

nessee Copper Co., Ducktown Suli)luir. Copper
and Iron Co.. and Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
20c
4613—UNLOADEIt— Hulctl Unloader as Ap-

plied to the Handling of Copjier Ore. (Min. and
Eng. Wld.. Dec 2. 1916; 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

46M—UTAH—Gold. Silver. Copper. Lead and
Zinc in Utali in 1915. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral
Resources of the U. .S.. 191.5—Part I; 35 pp.)
4615—WASTE HEAT—The Utilization of Waste

Heat for Steam-(;enerating Purposes. Arthur D.
Pratt. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Dec. 15. 1916;
ll-\ pp.. illus.) Paper before Am. Soc Mechan.
Engrs.. Dec 6. 191ti ; to be continued. 40c

GOLD AND SILVER—GEOLOGY
4616—ARIZONA—Geology and On- Deposits of

Slohave County. Arizona. Frank C. Schrader.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Nov., 1910; 33 pp., illus.)
40c.

4617—CANADA—The Mineral Bell North of
the Pas. Northwestern JIaniloba and Eastern
Saskatchewan. R. C. Wallace and .1. S. De Lurv.
(Bull. Can. Min. Inst.. Oct., 1916; li'i. pp.)
461S—ONTARIO—Mining Possibilities Along

Canadian Northern Railway. West Shining Tree
to Nipigon. Cyril T. Young, (Can. Min. .lourn..
Nov. 1. 1916: lU pp.) 20c

GOLD DREDGING AND PLACER MINING

1H19—BLACK SAND of the I'aiiti.- Coast
Herbert Lang. (Jlin. and Sci. Press. Dec 2.

1916; 2% pp.) 20c.

4620—CALIFORNIA—Steel Dredge Construction
by Pacific Dredging Co. (Eng. and >Iin. .Tourn.,
Dec. 30, 1916: 1 p., illus.) 26c.

4621—DREDGING for Minerals. F. W. Pavae.
(Min. and Eng. Rev.. Oct. 5. 1916; l\i pp.)
Notes on Australian dredging in past and pros-
pects for the future. 40c

4622 — YUKON — Gold Dredging in Y'ukon.
(Can. Min, .Tourn., Nov. 15. 191i; ; 10 pp., illus.)

GOLD AND SILVER CYANIDING
4623—ARIZONA—The Big Pine Cyanide Mill.

C, H. Dunning. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Dec. 16.
1916: 2U pp.. illus.) 20c
4624—DECANTATION—Countereurrent Decan-

tation. Luther B. Eames. (Bull. A. I. M. E..
Dec, 1916; 14'4 pp.. illus.) Historical data;
theoretical considerations: mechanical features:
plant of Hollinger company, 40c.

4625—NEVADA WONDER JIILL, The. Arthur
C. Daman. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Nov. 25. 1916;
2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4626—PRECIPITATION—Electrolytic Precipi -

tation. E. C. Morse. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct
28, 1916: 2% pp.. illus.) Describes Garvin
scheme of electrolytic precipitation. 20c.

4627—PULP INDICATOR—A Simple Pulp In-
dicator. C. W. Dorsett. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..
Dec 9. 1916; ^4 p.. illus.) 20c.

4628-SLIME SETTLING—The Importance of
Efficient Settling of Slime. Paul W. Avery.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 18, 1916"; 4 pp., illus.)

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
. 4629—ARIZONA— Gold. Silver. Cojiper. Lead
and Zinc in Arizona in 1915. V. C. Heikes.
(Mineral Resources of the V. S., 191.5—Part I:
37 pp.)

4630—CHOSEN—Gold Mining in Cho.sen. E. W.
Mills. (Min. Journ. Nov. 11. 1916; % p.) 40c.
4631—COLORADO—Gold. Silver. Copper. Lead

and Zinc in Colorado in 1915. Chas. W. Hender-
son. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1915

—

Part I; 64 pp.)

4632—LABOR PROBLEMS in African Mines.
H. Foster Bain. (Min. Mag.. Sept., Oct. and
Nov., 1916: 20 pp., illus.) 40c.

4633—MANGANESE SILVER PROBLEM, The
Walter Neal. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc
of So. Afr., Sept.. liilfi : 214 pji.) Discu.ssion of
paper previously indexed.
4634—MONTANA—Gold. Silver, Copper, Lead

and Zinc in Montana in 191.5. V. C. Heikes.
(Mineral Resources of the IT. .S.. 191.5—Part I-
35 pp.)

4635—NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold, Sil-
ver, Copper. Lead and Zinc in New Mexico and
Texas in I9I5. Chas. W. Hender.son. (Mineral
Resources of the U. S.. 1915—Part I; 2" pp.)

463(5-SANTA GERTRUDIS—Mining and Mill-
ing Practice at Santa Gertrudis. Di,scussi(m nt
paper of Hugh Rose. (Hull. A. I. M. E.. Dec,
1916; 3 pp.) 40c
4637—STAMP-MILL REPORTS. S. H, Brock-

unler. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 30. 1910;
1 p.) 20c
4638-T'TAH—Gold. Sliver. Copper. Lead and

Zinc In Utah in 1915. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral
Resources of the V. S., 1915—Part I ; 35 pp.)

4639—WASHINGTON—Mount Baker Mining
District, Washinglon. Morris McCartv. (Min.
and Eng. W'ld.. Oct. 28. 1916: 1 p.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING. ETC.

4640—CANADA- The Production of Iron and
Steel in Canada. During 1915. John McLeish.
(Canada Dept. of Mines. 1916; 48 pp.)
4641—DA.MASCUS STEEL from .Alount Lebanon

Iron Ore. J. F. Kellock Brown. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Dec. 23, 1916: 1% pp., illus.) 20c.
4642—5I1NERALS. ETC.—Iron. P. E. Joseph.

(Bull. 43. Univ. of Ariz.. 1916-17; 13 pp.) De-
scribes iron minerals, their origin and uses.

4643—NEW YORK— Iron Ores of the Adiron-
dack Region. Frank S. Witherbee. (Iron Age.
Nov. 2. 1910; 3Vi pp.) 20c.

4644—NICKEL DETERMINATION—The Deter-
mination of Nickel in Iron Ores. Philip Covitz.
(Met. and Chem. Eng.. Dec. 15, 1916; I'A pp.)
40c.

4645—PRODUCTION—Iron Ore. Pig Iron and
Steel in 1915. Ernest F. Burchard. (Mineral
Resources of the IT. S. 1915—Part I; 64 pp..
illus.)

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
4646 —CANADA- Tlie Production of Iron and

Steel in Canada, During 1915. .John McLeish.
(Canada Dept. of Mines, 1916; 48 pp.)
4647—FUEL—Pulverized Coal as Fuel for

Open-Hearth Furnaces. James Wheeler Fuller.
(Iron Age, Nov. 2. 1916: 2Vi pp., illus.) 20c
4648-PRODl-CTION-Iron Ore. Pig Iron and

Steel in 1915. Ernest F. Burchard. (.Mineral
Resources of the U. S.. 1915—Part I; 64 pp..
illus.)

4649—SULPHUR IN IRON AND STEEL—The
Determination of Sulphur in Iron and Steel. H.
B. Pulsifer. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Dec.
1916; 8J pp.. illus.) 60c.

4650—WA.STE HEAT The Utilization of W.aste
Heat for Steam-Generating Purposes. Arthur D.
Pratt. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Dec. 15. 1916;
ll'>4 pp.. illus.) Paper before Am. Soc. Mechan.
Engrs., Dec. 6. 1916. 40c.

LEAD AND ZINC
4651—ARIZONA— Gold. Silver, Copper, Lead

and Zinc in Arizona in 1915. V. C. Heikes.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1915—Part I-
37 pp.)

4652—BRITISH COH'MBIA—Slocan Star Mine
(Min. and Eng. Rec. Sept.-Oct., 1916; 4H pp..
illus.) From a report by A. G. Larson and
Arthur Lakes. Jr. 20c.

4653—BURJIA—The Geology of the Bawdwin
Mines Burma. Asia. M. H, Loveman. (Bull
A. L M. E.. Dec. 1916; 24Vi pp., illus) 40c.

4654—COLORADO— Gold, Silver Copper, Lead
and Zinc in Colorado in 1915. Chas. \V, Hender-
son. (Mineral Resources of the V. S., 191.5—Part
I; 64 pp.)

463.5—MATTE GRANULATION at Herculaneum.
Mo. S. Paul Lindau and Henry B. Smith. (Bull
A. L M. E., Nov.. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 40c
4636—MISSOURI—The Lead Mines of Washing-

ton County, Missouri. Sydney H. Ball. (Min
and Sci. Press, Dec 2, 1916; 314 pp.. illus.) 20c.
4657—MONTANA-Gold. Silver, Copper, Lead

and Zinc in Montana in 1915. V. C. H"ikes
(Mineral Resources of the V. S., 1915—Part I-
33 pp.)
465.S—NEW JIEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold. Sil-

ver Copper. Lead and Zinc in New Mexico and
Texas in 1915. Chas. W. Henderson. (Mineral
Resources of the I'. S.. 1915—Part I; 27 pi>.)
4659—SJIELTING — Lead Sin 'Iting Practice.

(Eng. and .Min. Journ.. Nov. 25 and Dec. 9. 1916:
2% pp.) Discussion by Herman Garlich and
P. C. Choate of article bv A. S. Dwight and
author's reply. 20c.

4660—SPELTER MANUFACTURE. H. :\Iartin
(Min. Journ.. Oct. 7. 1916; % p.) Letter dealing
witli possible means of increasing spelter produc-
tion to meet increased demand, by eliminating
present losses. 40c
4661—UTAH— Operations in the Tlntic District.

Utah. W. A. Scott. (.Min. and Eng. Wld.. Sept
30, 1916; 1% pp.) 20c

OTHER METALS
4662—ALI'.MIMM—Melting Aluminum Chips.

H. W. Gill"tt and G. 51. James. (Bull. 108 IT s
Bureau of Slines. 1916; SS pp.)
466:i—ALUMINIJI. ALUMINA AND ALUM—

Queensland Mineral Deposits: A Review of Oc-
currences, Production. Values ai-d Proip-cts B.
Dunstan. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ.. Oit.
14. 1916; SH pp ) GOc.
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•10U4 — QUKHNSLAiXD^ Molvhdi'nile-TlUiHSlcii-
lilsmuth Dfvcliiprm'iits of (juucnsliiiKi. M. Viiicof.
(EllK. iilul IMiii. .Iniini.. Di'c. HO. lull;: 1 11.1 -Mf.

4()«r)—(jriCKSfLVKK—Snliif Exiu'limfllts n<':ir-
Inc oil the Secondary KiiricliiiK'iit of IMcrcuiv De-
posits. T. M. Broilcrirk. (Kcmi. Ccol.. Oct. -Nov.,
mill; 7 lip.) (iOc.

41)86—UADHIM—Some K.vpi'iilmnts on tlU'
roncentratioii of Uatlllim in CaiMolili- Ori-s. Al-
liiTt G. liooniis anti Herman SchlnncU. (.lonrn.
Ind. and Kmr. Chein., Nov.. lllli;; i; pp.) liOr.

4t!l5T—Tl.N—Till' Vear ivilli the lto(]iber(; Tin
Mine. (So. Afr. Min. .lourn.. Sept. Mi. I'.lli;;

IV2 pp.. illus.) 4()c.

4868—TIN—Wood Tin in the Tertiary Rhvolites
of Northern Nevada. Adolph Knopf. (Econ.
Geol.. Oct.-Nov., lOIC; (1 pp., illus.) fiOc.

4(lli<) _ TUNOSTEN — ConeentratinK Tuntsten
Ores. Boulder County, Colo. W. A. Scott. (Min
and Ens. WId., Oct. 21, 1(117: 1 pp.. illus.) 20c.
4670—TUNGSTEN ORES in New Zealand. P.

O. Morgan. (Min. and BnK. Ilev.. AuR. Ti. lilKJ
;

% p.) 40c.
41171—TANADII:M—Die Jllektrometalluigie der

wenicer hiiutlKen Metalle in den .lalnen 190B liis
191.';. Franz Peters. (Gliickauf, Oct. 1, 1910:
(•V2 pp.)

NONMETALLIC MINERALS
4(172-ASBESTOS—The Genesis of Asbestos and

Asbestifonn MineraLs. Stephen Taber. (Bull
A. I. M. E., Nov., igiti: 25S<- pp., illus.) 4llc.

4H73—BARYTES MINING in Georgia. Arthur
C, Vivian. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 23, 1916:
2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4674—GEMS AND PRECIOUS STONES in ISlTi.
Waldeinar T. Schaller. (Mineral Resources of
the U. S. 1915—Part II: 111 pp.)

467.')—MAGNESITE—A Sedimentary Magnesite
Deposit. Operated by Rex I'laster Co., near Bis-
sell. Calif. Leroy A. Palmer. (Eng. and Min
Journ., Dec. 2, 1916: 2 pp., illus.) 2nc.

4676—OZOKERITE from the Thrall Oil Field
Texas. E. P. Schoch. (.Toiiru. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Dec. 1916; 1 p.) 60c.
4677—PHOSPHATE ROCK—The Conservation

of Phosphate Rock in the United States!. W C
I'halen. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Nov.. 1916; 3:iy> pp.
nius.)

4678—REFRACTORY OXIDES—The Connnon
Refractory Oxides. Robert B. Sosman. (.Tourn
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Nov., 1916; 5% pp., illus )

60c.

4679—SULPHUR IN PYRITES—Results of
Further Cooperative Work on the Determination
of Sulphur in Pyrites. H. C. Moore. (.Tourn
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Dec. 1916 ; 2% pp ) Paner
before Am. Chem. Soc, Sept., 1916. 60c.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS
4680—BITl'.Ml.NOUS-SHALE INDUSTRY in

Northwestern Colorado. G. R. De Be(|ue. (Eng
and Min. Journ., Dec. 9, 1916; ly- pp., illus ) 20c
4681-CONSERVATION—Adenuate Acreage and

Oil Conservation. (Address delivered bv Max W
Ball before Am. Min. Congress, 1916; 12 pp )

4682 — GEOLOGY — The Diastrophic Theory
Discussion of paper of Marcel R. Daly. (Bull
A. I. M. E., Dec, 1916: 7 pp.)
4683—OIL SHALES—The Influence of the

Movement in Shales on the Area of Oil Produc-
tion. Richard A. Conkling. (Bull. A. I M E
Nov., 1910; 3 pp., illus.) 40c.
4684—OIL SHALES—The Norfolk Oil Shales

W. Forbes-Leslie. (Chem. Tr. .Iiinrn.. Oct. 21,
1916: liA pp.) Paper before Instn. of Petrol'
Technologists. 40c.

46S.-)—STORI\(i AND MEASURING OIL from
a California Gusher. Geo. D. Roalfe (Eng
News, Dec. 7. 1916; 2V1 pp.. illus.) 2l)c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
4687—COLORADO—Geological Sections in the

Vicinity of Golden. L. Ehnbom. (Colo. School
of Mines Ouart.. .lulv. 1916; .1 pp., illus)

• 4688—PHOSPHORUS—The (Jeobigic Role of
Phosphorus. Eliot Hlackwelder. (Am. .lourn of
Sci.. Oct., 1916: l:!V. pp.) 4lle.

4689 — RAILWAY GEOLOGICAL DEPART-
MENT, .loel II. Watkins. (Eng. and Jlin. .lourn
.Vov. 2.''), 1916; 2'4 pp.) Points out the function
of the geologist In connectinii with railway de-
velopment. 20c.

MINING LAW
4690—EXTRA LAIKUAl, RIGHT- Shall It Be

Abolished? Win, E. Colbv (.Min and Sd
Press, Nov. 11, 1916; 4 pp.) 20c.

4691—MINERAL DISCOVERY REOUIKEMENT
—The Antecedent Mineral Discoverv Reouirement
Discussion of paper of E. I). <;ardner (Bull
A. I. M. E., Dec, 1916; [i'/t pp.)
4692—UNIFORM MIXING LAWS What Can

Uniform Mining Laws Hope to Accomplish 'i" Van
H. Manning. (Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Dec. 2.
1916; S% pp.) Address before Am. Min. Con-
gress, Nov. 13. 1916. 20c.

MINING—GENERAL
4693—BOLIVIA The HuavniPoto.si Bi.snuith-

Tin Mines of Bolivia. Benjamin Le Roy Miller
and .loseph T Singcwald, .Ir. (Eng. and Min.
lourn., Dec. 16, 1916; 3 pp.. Illus.) 20c
4694— BOLIVIA — The Mining Industry of

Bolivia. Joheph T. Slngcwald, .Tr.. and Benja

min l,c- Ito.v .Miller, (Kng. and .Min. .lourn., Dec.
9, mill: l-'!,i pp.. Illus.) 20c

I69.-ICIILNA-All Engineer's Travels In West-
ern China (Sze-Chuan). .1. A. T. Robertson.
(.Mm. Mag., .\ov.. 1916; U! pp.. Illus.) 40e.

41196- DRILLING—The Wave-Tiansmlsslon .Sys-
tem and Its Use In Drilling. R. .M. Weston
(Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Dee. :ill, 1916: "V4 pp..
illus.) Describes invention of a new method of
liower traiismis.sion and its application to rock
(iriilmg. 20c.

11197 -ELECTRIC SHOVEL at Granbv Mine.
Phoenix, H. C. C. M. Campbell. (Eng. and .Min.
.rourn., Dec. 2. 19111: % p., inus.) 20c.

169,8— FIRST AID- The Kncouragement of First
Aid Work cm the .Mines: Some Suggestions Ha.sed
on Crown Mines Experience. A. .1. Brett. (.lourn
I'liem,, Met. and Min. Soc of So. Afr!., Sept.,
1916: ;i'4 pp.) Discussion of paper previously
indexed.

4099—HOISTING—Electric Hoisting Plant of
the Eagle and Blue Bell. Will C. Hlggliis. (Salt
Lake Jlin. Rev., Nov. 11, 1916: 1% pp., illus.)

4700 HOSPITALS—The Design of Small .Mine
Hospitals. O. L. Puckett and .1. B. de Hart
(Bull. Can. Mill. Inst., Oct.. 1916: 16 pp., illus)
4701—LABOR PROBLEMS in African Mines

H. Foster Bain. (.Min. .Mag., Sept.. Oct. and
Nov.. 1916; 20 pp.. illus.) 40c.

4702—NUMBERING MINE \VOItKINGS—The
Seientitlc Numbering of Mine Workings. C. Erb
Wiiensch. (Eng. and Jlln. .lourn.. Dec. 2, 1916-
I '4 pp. illus. ) 20c.

470:;—PROSPECTING—Spring-Steel Prospect-
ing Bit. Sydney H. Ball and L. S. Thompson.
(Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Dec 16. 1916; % p., illus.)

4704—I'ltOSPECTING-The Prospector's Field-
Work. Herbert Lang. (Min. and Sci. Press
Nov. 11. 1916; m pp.) 20c
47or.—PUMPHOUSE CONSTRUCTION Under

Severe Tidal Conditions, at Treadwell Al.iska
Chas. S. Boardman. (Eng. and Min. .lourn
Dec 9. 1916 : 1 p.. illus.) 20c
4706—QUARRYING—Central Air Plant at a

Georgia ((uarry. .1. E. M. Schultz. (Mine and
Quarry, Oct., 1916; 3Vi pp., illus.) 20c
4707—RHODESIA—Rhodesia Molybdenum Talc

.and Tanlallte. (So. Afr. Min. .To'urn.. Sept. 2,
1916: 1 p.) 40c.

^

4708—SIGNALS—The Use of Signboards and
Signals in Jllnes. D. .1. Parker and E. Steidle
(Min. and Eng. Wld.. Nov. IS, 1916; 2Vi pp ) >0c
4709—SOUTH AJIERICA—West Coast Travel

Otiservations. A. P. Rogers. (Eng. and Min
.Tourn., Dec 23, 1916: 3 pp.) 20c.

4710—SPAIN—La Situation Minierc et Indus-
trielle en Espagnc (Genie Civil, Nov. 18, 1916
1 p.) 40c.

4711—TAXATION—War Time Taxation. Its
Effect on Gold and Tin Jlines. (Min and En"
Rev., Sept. 5, 1916: 2^4 pp.) Speech of W. A
ireeman. representing mine owners, to urge an
amendment of proposals for taxing mining com-
panies' profits. 40c.

4712 — TRACK SHIFTER—A Useful Track
Shifter Used in Stripping on the Mesabi Range
L. A. Rossman. (Eng. .ind Min. Journ., Nov 25
1916; ^4 p., illus.) 20c

4713 — TUNNEL-SURVEY METHODS Used
Driving Strawberry Tunnel. Utah. (Eng and
Min Journ. Dec 16, 1916; 2 pp., illus.) Article
by L. M. Hammond in Eng. News, Dec. 7. 1916.

4714—VALIDATION of Bedded Mineral Land.
Formulas .-ind Examples for the. F. A. Guignon
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 2, 1916; 23 pp.) -'Oc

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
4715—FLOTATION. A Discussion Before the

American Institute of Mining Engineers at Globe
Ariz., on Sept. 21. 1916. (Min. and Sci. Press'
Oct. 28. 1916; 6% pp.) David Cole. Rudolf Gahl
E. P Mathewson. L. D. Ricketts and others took
part in the discussion. 20c.

4716—FLOTATION—Chrnnologv of Flotation
Wm. Motherwell. (Eng. and Min. Journ Dec 9
1916: IV2 pp.) List of flotation plants of the
world, brought down to the end of 1911 20e

4717 — FLOTATION — Launder Flotation Ma-
chine B. M. Snyder. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.
Dec 16. 1916; Hi pp., illus.) 20c.
4718—FLOTATION—Minerals Separation, Ltd

vs. James M. Hyde. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Dec
16. 1916; 2% pp.) Decision of U. S. Supreme
Court in this .suit. 20c.

4710-FLOTATION of Minerals, The. Discus-
sion of paper of Robert J. Anderson. (Bull A I
M. E., Dec, 1916 ; 1% pp.)

4720- FLOTATION OIL—A New Flot.ition Oil
and a New Source of Flotative Agents. Discus
slon of papers of Maxwell Adams and G H
I'levenger, (Bull. A. I. M, E.. Nov.. 1916- !! 011)
inc.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
1721—ACCIDENTS at Metallurgical Works in

Ibe United .States During 191.5. Albert H Fay
(U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1916: 20 pp.)
4722—BRASS ASHES—The Reclamation of

Brass Ashes. Arthur F. Taggart. (Advance
copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept.. 1916: 12 pp.,
illus )

4i2.l—FLOV\ OF i.ASKS Kormulas for ila
Flow of (iases. W. K. Lewis, (.lourn. Ind. and
I'.ng Cheni, Dec. 1916; 6l,i pp.) 60c

4721- FLUE GASES- Chart for Determining
Heat Loss hi Flue Gases. (Kng. and Mill, .lourn
Dec. -23. 191(i; 1% pp.. ill„s , Diagram pre-
pared by H. I. Hutzel and published In Power,
Dec 12. 1916. 20i-

172.5 — METALLOGRAPHY — CoSperatlon witli
t le Metal Industries in MetallographIc Work at
the Hammond Laboratory of the Shinield Scleii-
IIHc School. Yale Inlversllv. C || .Matheivsoii
(Advanie copy. Am. Inst, of .Mclals. Sept. 1916 •

20 pp., Illus.)

4726-REFRAC'rORIES-A Sludy of llle Silica.
Rellaclorles. J. Spoils McDowell. (Bull A I
.M. E.. Nov., 1916; 56 pp., Illus.) 40c.
4727- SLAGS—The Function of Alumina ii

Slags. Carl Henrlcli (Bull. A. L M. E . Nov
1916; 6 pp.) 40c
1728—SPAIN—La Industrla Slderurglca Es-

panola (Revi.sia .Itinera. Aug. 1. 1916; 2% pp 1
To be continued. 40c

,„'1,'.-"~",I'''''^"^'''''"' •""' •'"icli"' of (he TIntIc
.Milling Company. Will C. Hlgglns. (Salt LakeMm. Rev.. Nov. 30. 1916; 1", pp.. illus.) 20c

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MACHINERY
47311 CO.MPllKSSED All; -Oil and Water .Sep-

arator lor Conipressid-.\ir Line. J. F Kellock
Broivn. (Eng. and iMIn. .Tourn.. Dee 23 1916-
"2 p.. Illus.) 20c
4731 — COMPRESSED-AIR INSTALLATIONS

Elllclency of. Theodore Simons. (Eng. and Min'
Tourn.. Dec. 16 and 23 1916; 6?4 pp., Illus ) 20c
4732—DIESEL EN(;iNES versus Steam Tur-

bines for .Mine Power I'lanls. Discussion of
paper of Herbert Haas, (Bull A. I M E Dec
I91G: 9 pp.) 10c
4733—GAS PRODUCER—Wood-Gas Producer

at the Hampden Mine. (Min. Mag., Nov. I9I6-
2 pp.. Illus.) 40c.

47.'!4 — HOLSTING ENGINE — Alr-Balanced
Hoisting Engine at Franklin Junior Mine Michi-
gan. (Poiver, Nov. 7. 1916; 2 pp.. Illus.) 20c
4735—LAMP—The Uirseli Portable Electric

Lamp. Hiram H. Hirsch. (Trans. .\. Eng. Inst
Min. and Mech. Eng.. Apr. 1916: 10% pp.. illus)
4736—MINE CAR—The Granby Mine Car C

M. Campbell. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Dec. 16
1916; 24 p.. illus.) 20c
4737—MINE RESCUE APPARATUS—Testing

Mine-Rescue Apparatus. C. E. Pettlbone. (Eng
and Min. Journ.. Dec. 2. 1916; 2V. pp illus)
Abstract of paper before Mining Section, National
Safety Council. 20c
4738—PULP SAMPLER—Taylor's Pulp Sam-

pler. W. H. Trewartha-James. (Bull. I. M M
Nov. 23. 1916; 15 pp.. illus.) Author's reply ti)
discussion on paper previously indexed.

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING
4742 — CRUCIBLE - SEASONING CHESTS

Arthur C. Daman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 2.
1916: 5 p.. illus.) 20c.
4743—SAMPLING—Some Observations on Sam-

pling, Irving Herb. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Dec. 9. 19'6; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c
4744—TIME SAVERS—Laboratory EfHciency.

Byron M. Johnson. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Nov.
25. 1916; 1 p. illus.) 20c

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
4745—COKE BYPUODUCTS—The Saving of

Byproducts in Coke Manufacture. J. C H
Minga.ve. (Min. and Eng. Rev., Sept. 5. 1916;
314 pp.. illus.) 40c

4746—HEALTH—Occupational Diseases in the
Chemical Trades. Chas. Baskerville, (Jouro.
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Nov., 1916; % p.) 60c.
4747—NITROGE.N-Our Nitrogen Demand and

Supply in the Event of War. Editorial. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec, 1916: 1>4 pp., illus.)
60c
4749—SAFETY-The Goggle Problem in the

Chemical Industry. J. R. de la Torre Bueno.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec. 1916: % n.l
60c

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
4750—CEMENT—Some Slow Volume Changes

in Portland Cement. Edward D. Campbell.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Dec. 1916; 1% pp.)
60c.

4751—CEMENT—The Utilization of Waste
Heat for Steam-Generating Purposes. Arthur D.
Pratt. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Dec 15. 1916;
11% pp.. illus.) Paper before Am. Soc. Median.
Engrs.. Dec. 6. 1916; to be continued. 4flc

MISCELLANEOUS
47.52—CENTRAL AMERICA—Some Trade Pos-

sibilities of C'^ntral America. Edward Perry.
(IndlLStrial Management. Nov.. 1916: 6 pp.) 10c
4755—SOUTH AMERICA—Hydro-Electric De-

velopment in South America. Ludwig W.
Schmidt. (Power. Oct. 17, 1916; 3ti pp.) A
review of the t ossibilities for hydro-electric de-
velopment in Sotith .America. 20c.

4756—WATER SUPPLY—Dynamiting a Deep
Well to Increase the Flow. G. F. Alderson.
(Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Nov. 25, 191S; ?S p.,
illus.) 20c
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The Rochester Cyanide Mill
By a. C. Daman*

SryOFSIS—The Uuchester iiiill has a capaciiti

at present of 120 tont> per Jay and is operated

hi/ a force of 11 men per shift. Automatic

operation has been developed to a h'ujli degree

of e/ficiency. A total of 230 hp. is used, trans-

mitted at 06,000 volts and transformed to 1/40

volts in two steps. By the addition of an extra

tube mill, a classifier, two ihicheners and an

agitator, the capacity is to be increased to 160 tons

per day.

The Kucliester district, 1) mi. from Xenzt'l, A'ev., can

boast of two of the best cyanide mills, in the conntrv, the

Rochester and the Nevada Packard. At present the

Kochester mill is taking ore from its own mines in the

district, the leasing sj-stem having been abandoned in the

latter part of 191.5.

The ore, after about ;i5% is rejected, is conveyed

from the mine to the mill, a distance of two miles, in

20-ton cars by the Xevada Short Line Ry., and dumped

Inns. One crusherman and one trammer handle the ore

during the "graveyard" shift, so as not to increase the

peak load when the mine compressor is running. The
ore is fed to the two batteries of five 155()-lb. stamps
by two suspended Challenge feeders. The batteries have

chrome-steel parts and make 100 six-inch drops per

minute. The back-geared motors which drive the l)atteries

are of a heavy mill type, with the gear cases securely

braced and have thus far proven very satisfactory. I

have noticed that where back-geared motors gave trouble

it was due to the following reasons : Motors too small

in weight and size to withstand the vibrations of the

stamps or the pull of the belt; accumulating ridges of

belt dressing on the pulley wheel, giving the motor a jar

every time the belt rolls over a ridge; poor motor founda-

tions and bearings. I have known of cases where the

motor vilu-ation was so great as to throw the oil out of

the oil wells, it then being only a matter of time before

the bearing would break or melt away.

Mechanical sampling has been abandoned, and a special

head sample is taken at the weir of the Dorr classifier

THi'j )';oi.;he.ster imii^l .-v.\l> a sub.station in the R(_>chkstI':k iiisi'kict

into five 60-ton bins. AVith a straight line from the mine
to the mill and a drop of over 900 ft., the installation

of an aerial tramway system has been contemplated, to

obviate dilhculties in the present transportation and cut

down the haulage costs.

The ore is trammed from the bins in ll/2-t.on cars a

distance of 50 ft., weighed on a Fairbanks recording beam
scale and then dumped over a grizzly with l^^-in.

openings, finally passing into a 20xl0-in. Blake crusher.

The fines through the grizzly and the crusher product

pass into a bucket elevator and are raised into the hattery

•Mining- eng-inecr, 267S Eudoia St., Denver. Colo.

overflow at half-hour intervals. The sample when taken

is put in a small mechanical agitator worked by a

belt from tlie Dorr classifier. The entire .sam])le is saved

and thoroughly mixed, and an accurate determination for

moisture is made. The washed slimes and solution of

sani])le are assayed, and so is the drip sample of the stock

solution before entering the batteries. The formula is

rr = A+R{n— r)

in which

y/= Heads;

,1 = Washed sample of sample agitator;

B = Solution from sample ;ijJ'itator;
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C = Dri]) sainiilc of liattery or slock ."^olutimi

;

R = Ratio of sohition to ores in sample ajiilator.

The head sample obtained is checked against the hullioii

plus the tailings. During nearly a year's trial of this

head sample, it was found to he 3% less than the l)ullion

plus the tailings value. Formerly a check was tried by

means of a grab and automatic .sample, but neither was

as satisfactory as this method. The object of continual

agitation is to get higher di.s.-^olved values, thus reducing

the chance of error, though very accurate results are

obtained by using a bucket instead of the agitator.

The crushed ore is carried through the 4-mesh screens

of the batteries, directly into the tray of a duplex Dorr

classifier, which in turn is in closed circuit with the two

.5.\l()-ft. tube mills. Screen t£sts are taken daily, and

the following is the average for tlie mnntli of September,

1916:

SCREEN TEST—ROCHESTER MILL

Screen tests
Battery discharge
Tube-mill discharge
Tube-mill intake
Classifier overflow . . .

Tailings

The tube mills are of the trunnion type connected by

silent chain drives to the pinion shaft. The tube-mill

speed is 24 r.p.m. About 700 lb. of Danish flint pebbles are

fed into scoop of each tube mill per day. The discharge

of the tube mills has V^-in. grating.

The slime overflow from the Dorr classifier goes to

thickener No. 1. The clear overflow from this thickener

-t-200
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Poole is (U'signiiii; his new aildilioiis to llu' null. Al tli"

Rochester mill 85% extraction is obtained in iS'o. 3

agitator, while at the Nevada Packard the same extraction

is obtained practically in No. 1 agitator. This illustrates

more rully the ditl'erent .urade of ore treated by the two

mills. The chemical consumptions are as follows, per

ton of ore: NaCN (mechanical), 0.501 lb.; NaCX
(chemical) 0.448; lime, 10.54; lithiiri;c, 0.192 ; lead

acetate, 0.30; pebbles, 16.66 lb. per ton; and zinc. 1.22

07.. bullion (troy oz. Zn).

Approximately 40 lb. NaCN per shift is added, 30 lb.

in No. 1 agitator and 10 lb. in No. 3 agitator.

In the assay oflfice the following flux is used for both

mill and mine samples: 20 lb. litharge, lo lb. soda,

4 lb. borax, 1 lb. flour, 1 lb. potash.

Construction work is now in progress on additions to

the mill, consisting of an extra 5xl6-ft. tube mill. Dorr

clas-sifier, two Dorr thickeners and one Dorr agitator. The
mill Avill then have a capacity of 160 tons, against the

present 120 tons. The stamp duty will be raised from

12 tons to 16 tons by using two-mesh screens. The
method of decantation is shown in Pig. 3. It is the

contention of Mr. Poole that by the addition of the new
agitator and a double change of solution, the complete

MILL

1
FILTER ZINC BOHES '—cf!__f ^—* ^

Tailings

' 'VACUUM
PUMP

|TNo6|

, Water

TNo6| I

'^'""9^

WatiiT

Tailings

"ANK5 28'xlO'

FIGS. 1 AND 2. FLOW SHEET FOR 120-TON CAPACITY.
FIG. 3. CAPACITY INCREASED TO 160 TONS

dissolution of values will be actomplished when the pulp

leaves the last agitator. The dissolved loss by decantation

will then approximate the theoretical value.

The general layout of the null is excellent, and every

inch of room is in sight of the shiftmen all the time.

Placing the machine and carpenter shops in small-

sized mills, where all necessary mill supplies are also

kept, is now becoming common in'actice, and those

of us who have crawled through storehouse windows or

had to wake up the storekeeper at midnight in order to

get a U'W nails or perhn])s a wrench can fully n]i]ireciate

the advantage of this.

All puni]i lines have at least two 4.')° elbows with high-

jn'essure water connection to quickly clean out a pipe line

if stuck. The enlii'c mill crew consis'ts of one foreman,

three battery and tube-mill men, throe solution men, one

jirecipitate man, one re])airmaii, one crushernuin and one

trammer, a total of 11 -man shifts. ITjion completion of

the aerial tramway and mill additions, the primary crush-

ing will l)c ildiic at the niine by the ore sorters, and the

ore will be dropped dircc'tly into the battery bins. The
mill force will then consist of !)-nian shifts with the; daily

tonnage per man raise(l from 11 tons to 18 tons. For

cyanide plants the latter llgure is far above the average.

I am indebted to C. W. Poole, general superinteiulent

of the Rochester Mines Co., and W . (I. Emminger,
assayer, from whom I secured much valuable information.

As a concluding remark I want to add that I never

was in a mill before in which the millmen were so con-

tented, efficient and "at ease" as in the two mills of the

Rochester district—the Rochester and Nevada Packard

mills. It seems at last a cyanide millman can go around

his business overlooking his equipment instead of running

around the mill with a monkey wrench. With the addi-

tion of automatic sampling devices the Rochester mill will

be as nearly automatic as it can be made.

Graphite in Madagascar
Alining in iladagascar, French East Africa, is the sub-

ject of some comments by James G. Carter, United States

consul at Tamatane, published in a recent supplement to

Commerce Reports of the Department of Commerce.
The mining situation was far better in 1915 than it

had been for several years, with the exception of precious

and semiprecious stones and corundum, which showed
sharp declines in production and exportation. The pro-

duction of graphite is reported to have been about 15,-

000 tons, against about 8000 tons in 1914, 6319 tons in

1913, 5000 tons in 1912 and 1500 tons in 1911. Be-

cause of the large demand for this mineral in France and
England, the local government has called upon the pro-

ducers throughout the island to increase their output,

and it is believed the production for 1916 will greatly

exceed 20,000 tons.

As previously stated, all the i\Iadagascar graphite ex-

ported is .supposed to be shiped to Marseilles, France. In

June, however, a British ship took on a cargo of about

2000 tons for England, and another ship of the same
nationality was loaded in August with a similar quantity

for London. These shipments, which have been specially

authorized, are being made by the Graphites Maskar Co.,

allied with the Morgan Crucible Co., of London, who,
during the last five years, have been large purchasers of

Madagascar graphite through buyers at Tananarive.

.^:

Efficiency of Compressed-Air
Installations

In the article on "The Efficiency of Compressed-Aii'

Installations" in the Journal of Dec. 16, 1916, one of the

formulas was published wrong. The author of the

article asks us to correct this error, wdiich escaped

attention in spite of the care taken in preparing

article. The formula was printed

Pa

his

the

but it should have been

J 2 = Ta

n - I
0.29

P
Pa

n + 1
0.29

Fortunately the numerical value of the exponent wa.'^

correctly given in that formula, so that a reader could not

help seeing that the error was not one of principle.
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The Commission for Relief in Belgium
I>Y William L. Honnold*

iSTSOrsi:S—The commission with its principal

purchasing office in New York w feeding 9,000,000

people and has $3,000,000 per month less than is

required to provide Belgium rrith what is consid-

ered a mimmu7n living ration. Even if this extra

$3,000,000 were forthcoming the ration would he

one-quarter to one-fifth less than is received by

prisoners of war and one-third less than is provided

in England's workhouses. Marvels of scientific or-

ganization have been accomplished under Hoover's

management. America is far behind in the giving.

The British Empire has contributed ISc. per capita

compared with only Sc. by the United Slates, while

Canada has given ISc; Australia, $1.23; Neiv Zea-

land, $1.9S; and Tasmania, $G.')3 per capita.

There is no need to refer in detail to tlie initial tragedy

of Belgium—the broad facts are well known. To the peo-

ple of the country it came as a bolt from the blue, destroy-

ing in a night, as it were, all that seemed worth while

and leaving them dazed and unnerved in the presence of

overwhelming disaster and dread.

As a corollary, there was general, if not complete, dis-

organization or .suspension of the agencies and supports

of national life. Industry was in large measure paralyzed.

Imports suddenly stopped. Local supplies of food and

materials were in part taken over by the military and in

part subjected to the dislocating influences and abuses of

war time, whether at the hands of the invaders or of the

people themselves. Communication and transportation

were inhibited. Currency disappeared, banks were closed,

credit was withdrawn and confidence generally destroyed.

In fact, the complicated mechanisms of government and

society were suddenly thrown out of gear and ceased to

function.

What this meant in a country with a density of popu-

lation twenty times greater than our own, whose people

had been engaged chiefly in industrial occupations and

had lived under corresponding conditipns, and where, pre-

viously, less than 40% of the food consumed had been

produced locally, can be left to the imagination. Suffice

it to say that in a short time the country was face to face

with famine.

Selection of Hoover to Head OiuiAxizAXiox

Prompt help had to he secured. A few resident Ameri-

cans and leading citizens got together, the support of the

American and Spanish mini.«ters was enlisted, and an

undertaking was obtained from the invading army, which

was later confirmed and enlarged by the German govern-

ment, to the effect that protection would be afforded if

food were imported. Representatives were sent to Lon-

don and, with the assistance of Ambassador Page, the

consent of the British government was secured, con-

ditional on neutral control, as well as Washington's per-

mission for American citizens to collaborate in relief

measures. Asked to nominate the head of an organi-

zation to take the matter in hand, Mr. Page named Her-

•Dlrcctor in America. 120 Broadway, New York.

l)crt C. Hoover, with whom lie had throughout con.sulted

on the subject and whose marked capacity and resource-

fulness as an organizer had been brought to his attention

iu connection with the American Relief Committee, which

rendered such signal service in facilitating the return to

America of thousands of citizens stranded in London at

the outbreak of war.

Mr. Hoover at once went to work, utilizing the Ameri-

can Relief Committee organization, which was somewhat

increased in membership and reconstituted, under the

patronage of the American and Spanish andjas.sadors and

ministers, as tha Commission for Relief in Belgium. Al-

tliough less than $500,000 was available and only emer-

gency relief was then contemplated, it was decided to place

orders for 20,000 tons of food per month. This meant an

obligation of some $2,000,000. But the commission be-

lieved in a generous response if the world were appealed

to, and a generous response was in fact forthcoming. It

soon became clear, however, that so great an undertaking

could not be maintained on a basis of benevolence only.

Government subsidies offered the only hope, but the cir-

cumstances were not reassuring; certainly there were no

favorable precedents. Mr. Hoover's resourcefulness, how-

ever, was equal to the emergency. With the assistance of

the American Ambassador, he was able to bring the matter

to the attention of the British Cabinet and to secure the

support of that government. Then the French were ap-

proached and readily agreed to cooperate. The outcome

was a monthly advance to Belgium for account of the com-
mission of £.300,000 from England and 12,500,000 francs

from France. This meant at first roughly $5,000,000,

but owing to shrinkage in the rate of French exchange, in

practice it soon proved to be only $4,500,000. To this

was later added 25,000,000 francs, or $4,000,000, per

month from French institutions in respect of the area

occupied by the Germans in northern France. With these

funds, added to the more or less sustained benevolence of

the world, it was possible until a few months ago to render

a living measure of relief in both areas.

IxcREASED Cost of Svpflies Hampers Work
of COilMISSIOX

In recent months, however, the increased cost of sup-

plies, coupled with greater requirements, has rendered the

resources of the commission quite inadequate to the de-

mands. So a further appeal was made to the governments

concerned. England has been able to double her advance

to Belgium. France has increased her contributions in

respect of her own people in northern France to the ex-

tent of 40%, but has not been able for financial reasons

to increase her advance to Belgium. Consequently the

commission is today some $3,000,000 per month short of

the amount required to provide Belgium with what is con-

sidered a minimum living ration. Just what this means

may perhaps bo l)est shown by stating that, even if this

extra $3,000,000 were forthcoming, the ration available

for the destitute would still be more than 20% inferior

to that given by the Germans to their war prisoners, more

than 25% inferior to that given by England to her war

prisoners and about Vj less than is commonly provided in

England for the inmates of workhouses.
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It is partly to lucct this dolicit'iicy tluit the i-uinniissiuii

lias asked tlie American people to give $1,000,000 prr

month, say one-tenth of the total requirements, to cover

the cost of a much needed supplementary meal for the

schoolchildren, this seeming to be the most effective means

of safeguarding tlie coming generation against the ravages

of tiibercidosis and other diseases now increasing at an

alarming rate in consequence of the inadequate food sup-

ply. In the face of such a situation is it too much to ask

of America that she support the commission to the extent

asked for ? Surely, it is a matter of national pride tliat in

the name of America it has been possible so long to succor

this sorely stricken people. How great is America's re-

sponsibility could hardly be shown more convincingly than

by the following bits of diplomatic history.

Agreements avitii Bijlligerent Governments

The first agreements with the belligerent go\ernmcnts

concerned, effected through the good offices of the Anit»i'i-

can and Spanish ambassadors and ministers, provided that

ships in the service of the commission would be passed

through the blockade of the Entente Governments and not

attacked by the submarines of the Central Powers, and

that the food imported would reach only the civilian

population, the Germans undertaking to facilitate its dis-

tribution and leave it unmolested. Subsequently, the Ger-

mans undertook not to acquire any locally produced food-

stuifs that would have to be replaced by importations.

And still later, in JIarch of this year, they agreed not to

permit the exportation of any food supplies whatever, re-

gardless of their origin. These agreements have been on

the whole faithfully observed, with a general tendency to

correct incidental irregularity and misconstractions.

At times, the members of the commission have been, if

not weary in well doing, at least disposed to consider

whether their services were really indispensable; the idea

being that, with the coordinated Belgian organizations so

well perfected, it was, if possible of aiTangements, de-

sirable that the people of the country should themselves

continue the work. This attitude has been largely out of

consideration for the susceptibilities of the Belgian peo-

ple, but in a subordinate sense has been influenced by the

fact that some of the commission have too long neglected

their personal affaire. So, in Febniary last the British

Foreign Oifice was addressed through the American Am-
bassador in this sense. Sir Edward Grey's reply to Jlr.

Page was as follows

:

I have carefully considei'ed your letter of Feb. 25, inclosing
a letter from Mr. Hoover reK.'irding the possibility of the
retirement of the American commission from the direction of
the relief work in Belgium.

T quite appreciate the desire of the commission to divest
themselves of the burden entailed by this work, which they
have borne for so long, but I must state clearly that His
Majesty's government can. only allow the work of relief to

continue if the entire responsibility for it both inside and
outside llelgium is borne by neutrals who. having complete
freedom to come and go and having no official position limiting

their personal liability, can in fact be held responsible for the
carrying out of the various conditions upon which His
Majesty's government has insisted. The Ajperica.n commission
i.-^ the only organization which fulfills thest requirements, and
His Majesty's government therefore feels obliged to insist that
cither the whole work shall cease, or the American commis-
sion shall continue to direct it as heretofore.

T shall be glad if you will convey thes^ observations to Mr.
Hoover, and .ask him to reconsider his views in the light of
tiiese considerations.

Clearly, there was no alici'uative for the conimissidii but

111 ('(inliniic. lis i-cspoiisiljili1ics, in dwi. are now so c.xact-

iiigly dclincd as to render the work in the nature of a

national service. The members so regard it and feel that

tlicy are entitled to ask with unusual assurance for both

the moral and financial support of their countrymen.

That the commission is not unequal to the responsi-

bilities entrusted to it is not only shown by its survival,

but also by such words of ofKcial approval as those uttered

by the British Prime Minister on an important public

occasion in JMay last. Mr. Asquith stated, inleralia, that

The practical problem; of how to feed a nation suddenly
confronted with the prospect of starvation and hemmed in by
a hostile army presented unexampled difficulties. At the
request of His Excellency, my friend Dr. Page, Mr, Hoover
undertook the work and formed, under the auspices of the
American and Spanish diplomatic representatives, what is

now known as the Neutral Commission for Relief in Belgium.
A noble friend and colleague of mine. Lord Curzon, has
described Mr. Hoover's work as "a miracle of scientific organ-
ization." That, I believe, is not an over-.statement. With
the people in northern France, which is occupied by Germany,
added to those in Belgium, Mr. Hoover and those associated
with him have had to provide, and are providing every day,
food for over nine million persons, five million of whom are
practically destitute.

My Lord Mayor: The enormous volume of shipping and food
supplies rendered necessary naturally brings the operations
of the Neutral Commission under the closest supervision of
the Admiralty and the War Office here. I am glad to be in a
position to say on behalf of those departments of His
Majesty's government, that we are convinced that the relief

food reaches the Belgians and the French and reaches thein
alone.

I am desired to express on behalf of the government our
deep gratitude to Mr. Hoover and to those American citizens
who have so nobly given up their time and their occupations
without recompense, and to a large extent without recogni-
tion, to this work of purchasing, shipping and distributing
the supplies, which alone enables the population of Belgium
to keep body and soul together. It is one of the finest

achievements in the history of humane and philanthropic
organization.

It will not be without interest if brief reference be

made to the activities of the principal offices, thus vis-

ualizing, more clearly, perhaps, than is commonly under-

stood, the scope, magnitude and efficiency of the work.

Apart from matters of general polii-y, each office is es-

sentially autonomous as to control.

Tonnages Purchased and Dispensed

The New York office is the main purchasing and .ship-

ping branch, particularly as to wheat and ])ork products.

Up to the end of November a total of 1,587,890 tons of

cargo had been dispatched, of which 1,227,420 tons, say

45,823,680 bu.shels, was wheat. The commodities dealt in

are obtained from all the markets of the country, and their

purchase, transjiortation and loading are matters of ob-

\iovis importance. Altogether, the outlay in America had,

at the end of Novembe'r, totaled $125,451,473, or more

than 14 times the amount benevolently contributed by

this country. This office also carries on an active cam-

])aign in behalf of benevolence throughout the United

States, and has .so far collected about $8,750,000 in food,

clothing and money. This amount is large in the ag-

gregate and undoubtedly includes many generous con-

tributions. When reduced to a per capita basis, however,

it reflects a comparatively poor response, especially if re-

gard be had for the high standard of individual wealth

and the fact that, through the commission's purchases,

the United States has profiled so largely. The poo])le of

the British Empire, apart from the large advances by their

government and notwithstanding the heavy demands of

(he war in other directions, have contributed 18c. per cap-

ita as conipanMl with an average of only 8c. by the TTniicd
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State. Canada iias {jiveu 18c., Auslnilia $1.23, New
Zealand $1.98 and Tasmania $0.53 i)er capita.

Kotterdani is the destination of all the eonimis.sion's

ships and the point where their cargoes are transferred to

canal barj;cs for distribution throufihout Belgiuni and

Northern France. At the end of Oc^tober that ollice had

discharged 3GG oversea and 763 ('ross-channel ships, say

2,164,218 tons of sni)plies, and loaded and dispatched

5918 canal lighters. Truly a large business, its elliciency

being reflected by the fact that the average inclusive

handling charge was 89c. per ton.

The Brussels office is of course the most vitally inter-

esting center. Its responsibilities cannot be better indi-

cated than by quoting from a recent di]ilomatic definition

of the commission's position:

The commission must maintain in Belgium an entirely

independent organization composed of responsible and capable

directors and managers, responsible directly to the chair-

man of the commission and numerous enough to secure

the adequate representation of the commission and the

execution of its duties throughout Belgium. .Such form
of organization and distribution sliall be maintained as will

secure that all foodstuffs and relief shall be distributed and
administered with justice and equity and shall reach their

destination with the minimum possible risk of leakage.

From this it is clear that the Brussels organization must

not only follow close'ly the technical and commercial as-

pects of transportation, milling and distribution, but must

also maintain such intimate relations with the cooperating

]5elgian committees, the American and Spanish ministers

and the German authorities as to insure that both food

and benevolence are dealt out to the population of ap-

proximately 7,000,000 people in strict accordance with the

controlling conventions. The burden of the actual work of

relief is of course mainly borne by the cooperating Bel-

gian organization, the Comite National, an organization

which includes the leading citizens of the country and
which, through its two thousand or more subcommittees,

is performing a truly noble and monumental service.

IIattees of Diplomacy, Policy axd Fixaxce
Settled by Hoover

In addition to its work in Belgium the Brussels office

looks after the occupied portion of northern France, where

the commission has undertaken to provision the remaining

population of some 2,2.50,000 people. That area is

governed directly by the military, and the conditions are

such as to permit the inhabitants much less freedom of ac-

tion than in Belgium, where there is a civil form of gov-

ernment. Consequently, the cooperating French organi-

zation, the Comite d"Alimentation du Nord de la France,

does not take so prominent a part in the administration of

relief, and it i.s iiecessaiy for the commission to collaborate

more intimately than in Belgium with the Gernum mili-

tary authorities. This, however, is not without its advan-

tages in the circumstances, and furthermore, the officers

concerned have been, as a rule, men of superior character

who have whole-heartedly and with aliility contrilnited to

the success of the work.

The head office of the cominission is in London, and

.Mr. Hoover, wheu.jiot in Belgium-, is in a unique sense its

presiding genius and source of inspii-ation. Matters of

diplomax-y, of finance, of. policy, either originate or are set-

tled thera Pra/'.tically all shijiping is chartered by that

office, and such articles as do not come from America are

purchased there. It is there that the full magnitude

and efficiency of the operations arc disclosed, as for ex-

ample, by such figures a.<» thoso that follow. At the end of

tli(> second fiscal year, tiiat is on Oct. 31 last, there bad

been iiM|i(jrted into Belgium a total (jf 2,190,120 tons of

foodstulfs at a cost of $173,658,913 and additional quan-

tities of a value of $28,123,163 Avere in transit. The to-

tal overhead e.\|)ense of banilling this i)usiness, which in-

cluded that incurred by all the ollices mentioned above,

averaged five-eighths of one per cent. Throughout, the

prices at which it has been possible to sell the commission's

bread and other su]>plies in Belgium have been i)elow those

ill other Kuro])ean countries, and today the price of the

commission's bread in Belgium is only Ic. per lb.

Such figures, of course, could not be realized but for

the magnitude of the business and the valuable voluntary

services rendered by the members of the commission and

their su])])orters. The executive work has been carried on
by volunteers of wide experience, whose work has been

invaluable. Mo.st of the departmental heads and many
assistants, also, are wholly or partly volunteers, fully paid

men being eni])loyed only in specialized branches for which

no experienced volunteer service is available.

Valiahli-: Aid (Jivex by Many' Experts

In the matters of purchasing and transportation, the

commission has had valuable expert a.ssistance from in-

dividuals, firms, corporations, transportation agencies

and local committees. Many of these have either returned

their fees or have made no charges. Inland purchases

have necessitated extensive transportation arrangements,

in connection with which the commission has received

many generous concessions in rates and a large amount
of entirely free transport, to say nothing of continous and

valuable favors in the way of extra facilities as to handling

and delivery. liikewise, in the chartering and manage-

ment of the commission's fleet of vessels, very important

assistance has been rendered by large shipping firms who
have contributed their services in large measure free of

charge. Banks generally have helped in the matter of ex-

change and have paid the maximum rate of interest on

deposits. Insurance has been facilitated by the British

(iovernment Insurance Commissioners, and the firms who
fix the insurance have subscribed the equivalent of their

fees. Harbor dues and port charges have been remitted

at many points, and stevedoring firms have made import-

ant concessions in rates and have afforded other generous

services. In Holland, exemptioo from harbor dues and

telegraph tolls has been granted and rail transport into

Belgium has been provided free of charge. The German
militarv' authorities in Belgium have exempted the com-

mission's imports from cu.«tom and canal dues, have re-

duced railway rates one-half, and on canals and railways

have given right-of-way to the commission's foodstuffs

wherever called for.

References to services would be incomplete without

special acknowledgment of those rendered by the 125 or

more men, mostly young and with their life work still to

be accomplished, who have tmselfishly gone into Belgium

and heartily contributed in various capacities to the suc-

cess of the comiiii*>aon's work.

In London, both accounting and auditing are in the

hands of Dcloitte, Plender, Griffiths & Co., a firm of

world-wide reputation and connections. This firm also

audits the accounts in Rotterdam and Brussels, as well as

in New York.

All these things, however, are obviously of secondary

iiniiorfnnce, the primary consideration being the main-
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teiiaiU(> ill licalth o( the 9,000,000 ov iiiuro people I'm"

whom tlie wdik has been undertaken. To satisfy itself on

this j)oiiit the eoiniiiission has lately had made a thon)uj,di

investis;'atiou of the health conditions in Helj^iiun to de-

termine the degree of success that has attended the work.

Dr. William Palmer Lucas, of the Medical Department of

the Universit}' of California, who undertook this investi-

gation, spent three months in close association with Bel-

gian physicians and health authorities and arrived at

some interesting conclusions. He reports that the agri-

cultural class, which has been able directly or indirectly to

secure a sutticiency of foodstuffs, is, broadly speaking, in

a normal state of health. The same may be said of the

well-to-do classes, who have been able to purcliase both

native and imported supplies. On the other hand, the

high prices obtaining for native products have made it

practically impossible for laborers and minor commercial

people to secure the necessary supplement to their pro rata

of the commission's importations. These classes, com-

prising something like 5,000,000 people, generally show

diminished vitality, although the infants, owing largely

to the natural solicitude of the women of Belgium and to

the special institutions supported by the relief organi-

zation, are really above normal in general health. The
improvement in infant mortality, however, has been more

than offset by a marked reduction in the birth rate, con-

sidered to be largely due to the undernourished and

anxious state of possible mothers, and by an increased

percentage of imperfectly developed new-born babies, the

ill-nourishment of mothers being also responsible here and

being further reflected in the curtailed nursing period.

In the case of children in the adolescent stage, there is an

alarming increase in tuberculosis, due to the lower power

of resistance consequent on inadequate diet. It is to

correct this serious tendency that the system of school

feeding previously referred to is being installed.

Tills school meal is a matter the commission has ver\'

much at heart. It will cost about one dollar per month
for each child—say $1,000,000 per month for the 1,000-

000 children in need of it. The amount is large, but the

commission believes that America will provide it.

*;

Another "Public Buildings" Raid

on the Treasury
Our esteemed contemporary Engineering Neirs has

made the following protest, against the "pork bill" now
before Congress, which protest we commend to our readers.

Every engineer knows that the cost of constriiction

vrork, due to the great increase in prices of labor and ma-
terials, has reached an unprecedented lev-el. Under these

' niiditions, private investors and corporations alike are

restricting their work to what is absolutely necessary. The
y. Y., N. H. & H. R.R. Co., for example, recently issued

a circular to all its officers, ordering that not only should

no new construction work be undertaken but that main-
tenance work must be restricted to that absolutely neces-

sary to preserve property from deterioration. Those in

1 I large of municipal work also, in many cases at least,

understand the importance of cutting .down exjienditures

at the ])resent time in order tliat work may bo undertaken
on a liberal scale when the tide has turned. At that

time it will be iiossible to accomplish far more for a

j:i\en expenditure and at Ihe same time to give employ-
nicnt to labor, which may then need enii)loyment badlv.

The Congress of tlic United States, however, is un-

miiiilliil of these things. A House Committee has re-

jiorled a bill ap]U'o])riating $.'?r),000,000 for the construc-

tion of public buildings in the United States and the

])urchase of sites therefor. The bulk of this money is

to be spent for the construction of post-office buildings in

small villages scattered throughout the country, many of

them places of only 1,000 to 2,000 inhabitants.

The raid on the public treasury known as the Public
Buildings bill began a number of years ago in a com-
paratively modest way; but it has rapidly grown bigger
and more dangerous year by year. In the last dozen years

.something like $190,000,006 has been appropriated by
Congress for the construction of public buildings. The
pending bill is for about $35,000,000 and is Tikelv to

have $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 added to it by the time it

passes out of the hands of the Seiuite. Every one of

these Government buildings erected in a country town
forms a foundation for demands upon the Congressman
by rival towns in the district that similar buildings should
be erected to ornament them.

In nuiking the appropriations for these buildings, the

scale of expenditure is not at all what is needed to prop-
erly accommodate the post-office business of the connnun-
ity, but is merely the sum a Congressman can secure.

This scandal was investigated in 1913 by a Public

Buildings Commission which had among its members
Secretary of the Trea.sury McAdoo, Attorney-General

Reynolds, and Postmaster-General Burleson. This com-
mission reported that the post-office buildings which the

Government had erected in the smaller towns were so

extravagant in cost compared with the rented buildings

formerly occupied that the operating expenses of the

building alone (to say nothing of the interest and de-

]ireciation) amounted to three or four times as much as it

formerly cost for rent and care when the post office was
in a rented building. This waste in public buildings

therefore, means not only taking $35,000,000 out of the

Federal treasury to construct buildings at a time when
building is very costly but that the Government will be

placed under a perpetual heavy expense to operate and
maintain these buildings.

Congress proposes to undertake this outlay moreover

in the face of the report of Secretary McAdoo showing

that the United States treasury will face a deficit at the

end of the fiscal year of $185,000,000, and at a time when
the need was never greater for Government expenditure

on ])rojects of real national benefit.

At this time, too, the Government, like every other

great business organization, has to face the necessity of

increasing wages and salaries to enable those in its service

to meet the high co.st of living. Bills to accomplish this

have already been introduced in Congress, and it has

been estimated that absolutely necessary increases of this

sort throughout the Government service will increase

the nation's expenditures next year by $25,000,000.

Surely, under these conditions an insistent demand .should

be made upon Congress from all parts of the country

tliat the waste of the public funds in the distribution of

"])ork," either for public buildings or for river aud harbor

projects which cannot be justified by national need, must
come to an end.

Pipc-I.iiu' <'«».sts lit Present n I'l' estiinated in the Oklahoina
fields at $5000 per iiilU- of 4-iii. pipe ami $S000 for 6-in.
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Filing Survey Data at Mines—

I

I'.Y li. S. ScaruT.TZ. Jll.*

tSl NOFiSIS—A sy-sleiii. for filing .survcij tiofes,

s!,-('f(lies, reconh, rfpurU. ma /is, iradngs, blue-

prints and similar data in the njjicc of Ihc chief

cnr/ineer or chief draflsman at mines. Loose-

leaf records and flat filing preferred in most cases.

Minute details should he adapted to special condi-

tions. In i/cneral, preservation of all preliminary

data is recoiitmcndrd.

An eng'ineeriiii;- Unw is, (ir slumld lie, an adjunct to

the oi^erating staff of any niinu worthy of the luunc
Some mines require but little cno-incering work, while

others need a large force of skilled engineers. In niurh

the same proportion all mines collect more or less data

on various subjects, and the logical place to file these

data is in the engineer's office. Systematic filing is most
important, but frequently this is not realized by mine
managers or even by engineers themselves. Engineers
as a class are notably efficient, capable, hard-working men
in the field, but it is surprising how often the best field

engineers are careless in recording and preserving for

future use, the information so laboriously obtained. No
filing system can overcome carelessness in recording, but

a good one will make accurate recording easier and will

preserve such records for future use.

The ideal filing system for an engineer is one that

is so simple and efficient that a stranger, with little or

no assistance, can find any information on file quickly

and without difficulty. The details of any system used
must be somewhat a matter of personal opinion and will

be governed largely by local conditions. After a number
of years' experience under widely varying conditions,

I have evohed a filing s3-stem which, although far from
perfect, is efficient, accurate and sufficiently elastic to

meet all but the most unusual requirements. An account
of its main features may be of interest to some and of

value to others, especially to any who may be establishing

such a system.

The data to lie filed in the ordinary mine engineer's

office co\er a wide range, but are readily divided into a
few general classes requiring somewhat different methods
of filing. In general it may be said that the loose-leaf

system will be found to cover practically all require-

ments. The tiling of three general classes of data Avill

be considered.

SUUVEV I'iKLD NoTJiS AND SiMlL.Ui -MaTEHI.VL

The first general class comprises such data as survey

field notes (bo'th surface and uiidergi-ound), field sketches,

cost and perfornuince data, estimates, bills of material,

office computations and any other data that can be

recorded on a card or sheet not over 5x8 in.; all to be

recoi'ded on loose leaves or cards and filed in 5x8-1)1.

card-file drawoi-s, suitably intlexed and subindexed.

Survey field notes form the larg(!st division under this

class. . The usual form of bound survey fieldbook has

an advantage in ease of handling in the field, but for

filing and ready reference it is not a success, even when
separate books, carel'idly indexed, are kept for each class

•Mlninfc' engineer, 1007 Center St.. H:ninibal. Mo.

Ill wurk. The loose-leaf form of notebook is being em-
ployed more and more extensively for field use. Soim
dealers handle a line of loose-leaf notebooks and sheet-,

but most of these are considerably smaller than 5x8 in.

This size will be found to make such an excellent note
sheet tliat the ])urchase of special books and sheets will

be warranted. Forms ruled and printed exactly to suit
local conditions can be secured at slight additional e\

pemse and will prove economical in the long run. Tli

liinder is the most important ])art of the loose-leaf

equipment and shoidd be selected carefully to meet con-
ditions peculiar to its use. In all cases it should be
covered to protect it from unnecessary wear and dirt.

For underground use a rubber cover will be found a
decided advantage.

Advantage of the Loose-Leaf System

The loose-leaf system of field notes has the advantage
of permitting the field engineer to take with him on I,

such notes as may be required for the work planned for
the day. This does away with the useless burden of two
or even three notebooks so frequently carried, permits

FIG. THE CARD FILE

rapid finding of the desired notes and at the same tmie
leaves practically all field information in the office for

use there as may be necessary. In some mines a carbon
copy of the field notes is made. This copy, on a sheet

of different color to distinguish it readily from the
original, is filed as an office copy and is not allowed to

be taken from the office, the original being available for
field use. In unusually wet mines a sheet of heavy oiled

paper, ruled and ])rinted with the survey note form, may
be used as a cover and a carbon copy made below. The
oiled cover may become spoiled or unreadable, but the
carbon copy will remain in good condition. One necessary
precaution in wet mines is to have the fomis printed
with waterproof ink.

Erasures should seldom be made on field notes and
should not lie ]iermitted after the notes have been
recorded. Corrections, alterations and additions made
later should show the original figure, lightly cross-hatched
but still easily readable, with the correct figure close to
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it, with llu' initials oi' tlio cDrroeUii- und the date. 'I'iiis si-paralu from tiie survey notes. Tiiis same rule and

rule should apply to all notes and eoniputations and to nu'thod of procedure is applied to the mass of miscellane-

drawings as well. All survey notes should show the ous material that gradually accumulates in the engineer's

location of the survey, the name of the instrumcntman

and the date. It is frequently advisable to add tiie

names of the helpers and the nuUvc and number oi' the

instrument.

Field notes thus secured should be fded in 5x8-in.

card files, suitably indexed and subindexed. Fig. 1 shows

the method of indexing to cover part of a mine. In

this case, one-third cut index guides are shown. The

first cut from the left is used as a main division guide,

the second as a subdivision guide and the tliird as a

sub-subdivision guide. Still further subdivision can be

obtained by using one-fourth or one-fifth cut guides. It

is often advisable to file all notes on one job in special tion of work and making subsequent checking possible,

folders similar to the usual form of correspondence For computations of permanent value, however, this

folder, with the number of the survey and the nature of method is objeetionable, as the only person familiar with

the work plainly indicated on the tab. the contents of any book is the engineer using it. Careful

The loose-leaf system of field notes is especially valuable indexing will dinuiiisb this objection, but the best method

on large or hurried surveys with the office work following is to record the results of such computations on record

olliee. A certain amount of care and judgment must be

used to avoid filling the tiles with material of no value,

but in c^ase of doubt it is best to fde, since the sketch

considered woi'thless today frequently proves of value

tomorrow.

Cost data, perfornuince data, time studies, engine tests,

estimates, bills of material, etc., should all be included

in this class and shoidd be filed by the same method.

It is the custom in many offices for each engineer to have

a computation book in which to nuike his rough sketches

and pencil cominitations. For everyday figuring this is

excellent practice, frequently avoiding needless duplica-
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Filch records and reports will depend so larjioly on local

operating conditions and on per.sonal opinion that only

the general features will ap)ily to any niimher of cases.

Under widely varying conditions, loose-leaf filing in

ring or post binders will be found entirely satisfactory

for both recording and filing. Ela.sticity and ease of

handling are the best arguments for this system and will

usually warrant its adoption for this class of material.

Survey records form the most important subdivision of

this class, and the only one that will have general

application to all mines; varying only in minor details

according to the system of surveying employed. These

records are the necessary complement of the field notes

and should be considered of equal or even greater im-

portance. JIany engineers have large, heavy ledgers with

special ruling for their survey records, with the compu-

tations preserved in the same or separate books; other

engineers have smaller books and do not preserve the

computations ; all engineers will agree that some form of

record is necessary. The loose-leaf system has many

advantages for these records and has proved satisfactory.

It is elastic : it permits classification ; it enables several

men to work at once; it is of especial advantage in plot-

ting maps, requiring the plotter to handle but a few

sheets at a time; it is also economical.

One essential of accurate survey records is the prompt

transfer of the field notes. If possible, this transfer

should be made by the field engineer or note man, .since

he is most familiar with the notes. Both the field notes

and the office records should show the date and place of

the survey and the name of the instrumentman. In

addition, reference to the field-note file, the names of

the computer and checker and the dates should be noted.

Carelessness and inefficiency are sometimes traced by this

])lan.

It is generally admitted that survey computations

fOiould be preserved. Separate books are generally used

for this purpose but, at best, are unsatisfactory. The

best practice shows the computations with the record.

Fig. 2 shows a form used by me. Slightly more than

the top half of the sheet is ruled for the traverse record,

the bottom being left for the computations. All figuring,

no matter how trivial, used in connection with the final

record is included on the sheet and is always instantly

axailable for reference. The form shown is 14x22 in.,

and it should be filed in a special ring binder.

TracixGs, Bluepkixts, Haps, Etc.

Tracings and blueprints form the largest single class

of material to be filed in most engineer.s' offices. An

eflicient system of recording and filing such material

is essential to good work and is of enormous value to

all deiiartmcnt.s of the organization. The engineers'

office or drafting room is the natural place to file all

engineering data and especially blueprints from whatever

source obtained. Some part of the mass of such material

is referred to with such frequency that the loss of even

a few seconds in finding each print amounts to a con-

siderable total by the end of an ordinary day. Many

engineering offices have systems that are both rapid and

complete, leaving little to be desired. ^Many other.s,

unfortunately, fall far short of this perfection with

"hit-or-miss" systems which frequently miss.

The variety of subjects covered by the prints in the

a\erage mine engineers' office is so great that any system

must be somewhat elaborate and care must he e.vorcised

lest it become of more importance than the end for which

it exists. Local conditions will determine many of the

details of any system; certain general features and some

details will apply to all conditions.

Whatever .system of filing is adopted should be devised

witli two objects—simplicity and avoidance of duplica-

tion—constantly in view. Divided responsibility is a

serious pitfall and should be avoided, since it is a cause

of carelessness and inefficiency. The entire filing system,

including the care of all tracings and blueprints, should

be in charge of one nuin having a thorough conception

of the importance of his work and a grasp of the essential

features of filing as well as of the details of the system

employed. Wherever possible, this man's entire time

should be devoted to filing, to kcej)ing the files clear of

obsolete material aiul to supplying the engineers and

draftsmen with the latest and most complete information.

Two general classes of drawings are handled in all

engineers' offices—those made in the office itself or in

other offices of the company, known as "home drawings,"

and those obtained from other concerns, known as

'•'foreign drawings." These two classes should be kept

distinct and separate at all times. In the general class

of "home drawing.s" there are two subdivisions requiring

somewhat different treatment.

The class embracing maps and other paper drawings

forms a large and important part of the data filed in
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FIG. 3. TITLE ARRANGEMENT

all mine offices. The great imj)ortance of accurate maps

of the general workings and of the separate openings,

as well as of assay and sample maps, is being realized

more and more, until mapping has become one of the

most important duties of the mine engineering force.

As far as possible, maps should be uniform in size and

arrangement, and those covering similar phases of the

work should be drawn to the same scale. Considerable

latitude must be allowed in this respect, liowever, since

working conditions will largely determine these questions

and since the variety in stibject and use is too great to

permit any hard and fast rule to be set. Where the

expense is not prohibitive, all maps should be drawn on

the best grades of mounted drawing paper. The method

of filing will be determined largely by their size.

Original mine maps are far too vahuible to permit their

general and constant use. They should be preserved as a

final and most accurate record of all openings, to be

seldom used except for reference. It is excellent practice,

therefore, to have tracings of all mine maps, so that

bhieprints can be used for all rough work, especially
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uiultTLrrmiiul. Tlieso tracinos should be l]ri)U,t;iil up to

tlato at frequent, regular intervals anil so will servo

instead of the maps in all but the most iniportant eases.

This will also permit the same int'onnatidn to be in

the hands of several men at the same time.

Oi'casionally it will be necessary to make and preserve

paper drawings other than maps. Performance, produc-

tion, time and similar curves, hydrographs, etc., are

included in this class. The variety here in size, arrange-

ment, subject and use will be as great as in respect to

maps, and in practically all respects the remarks in regard

to maps will apply to such drawings. Pencil drawings

from which tracings are made are not inchuled in this

class, it being generally considered unnecessary to pre-

serve pemianently such drawings after tracings have been

completed.

FiLIXf! Ti;A(IXf:s AXD Bluepkixts

The value of a thorough filing system will be most

evident for tracings and blueprints, and it is for this

class of material that such a system becomes essential.

The great variety of subjects covered, the constantly

and for ri'fcrcncc and handling. It is also a manufac-

turers' stock size for both material and filing devices.

This is a considerable aid to prompt delivery on orders

and also effects a decided saving in cost over special

sizes. Efforts should be made to confonn to full-length

sheets as far as possible. Special provision is necessary

for filing long tracings. Half-length sheets, 20 in. long,

will be found a most convenient size and will be used very

frequently, but this length should be the minimum on

file with fuU-lcngth sheets.

A sketch-size tracing, about 8Vi;\l 1 in., is used by

many engineers and undoubtedly has its advantages.

This size is not recommended, Ijecause it should not be

filed with the larger sheets and hence requires separate

filing devices. The half-length sheet will be found to

answer every requirement for small drawings at a slight

additional expense. A good general arrangement of a

full-length sheet is that in which the title, table of

reference and table of changes are placed in the lower

right-hand corner, leaving the rest of the sheet clear

for use. This makes reference to these tables easy as

the tracings lie in the drawer or in a pile. When a bill

TABLE OF REFERENCES (
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pi'iiits to unil'orin size, Icaviiij;- llic iiiniT liiii' ;is n liiiiil

of the working space and also to give the print a neat,

finished appearance. The clofli should be left full width,

except for the selvage torn oil' Ihr cilgcs. This leaves

ample margin for tacking down, for trying the pens and

for notes and figures. It also ijermits the tracing to be

remounted for additions or alterations without putting

the tacks through the main drawing.

It is to be noted that only full-length and hair-lcngtli

sheets are made np by the ])rintcr, extra-length sheets

being made up by the draftsman, as required, from a

plain roll kept on hand. This requires the border lines,

title and various tables to be added by hand, and it will

be a most unusual engineer wlio will not manage to use

standard-length sheets in all but very rare cases.

Details of Title Akhaxgemext

A space f.\() in. at the lower right-hand corner of

the sheet is allowed for the title. A tyjiical example

is shown in Fig. 3. The title gives a record of the

original drawing and, as such, is kept separate and

distinct from any subsequent alterations that may be

made. It is excellent practice to require the information

given in the title to be placed on the detail paper when

the drawing is started. This information should be fur-

nished the draftsman by the chief engineer or chief

draftsman, who should immediately make a record of it

on some form of drawing-record card. This gives a double

check on the drawing until its completion, with ample

identification. The unfinished drawing may be laid aside

at any time for more important work and yet can be

taken up again by any competent man without difficulty

or time lost in identification. The details of the title

explain themselves. The drawing number should be in

large, heavy figures to stand out plainly, while the file

and drawer nundoers should be smaller but still very

[ilain. Many engineers require the drawing number to

be placed in two opposite corners of a drawing, the idea

being that however a print may lie in a pile the drawing

number will always show in the ])ropcr corner. The space

for issue number is shown as made up by the printer and

used for the first printing. When a cliange is made on
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Alaska Treadwell-Mexican- United Report
Tlic report of President F. W. llindlcv to ilic l)uaril>-

of directors of the Alaska Treadwoll (iold .Miniiij^ Co.,

Alaska Mexican Gold Mining Co., and Alaska United

Gold Mining Co., as of Oct. 20, 191(i, is of siuli im-

portance that it is given in full, as follows

:

Referring to the report of the Consolidated Connnittrc.

Iiased upon inforniatioii as of July 1 last, I have in

suggest for your ajjproval and for the information of

shareholders the 4(l-month program herewith submitted,

covering operations n]i to the end of the year 1919, during

which period it may not he possible to make any dividend

l)aymeiits.

Before discussing ])laiis for the I'ulurc, the pj'csent

condition of the ore reserves and development work

should be nndei'stood. a< they ha\c undergone some

changes since July 1.

TuEAinVKLL AXi) lOO-t'odl' Mim;s

The ore-reserve figures submitted with the report of

Ihe Consolidated Committee call attention to the allow-

ances that must be made in the ore-reserve calculations,

as stated in the last annual reports, because of the sudden

shrinkage in assay value that has occurred from the hori-

7.0U of the 157()-ft. level of the 700 mine extended into

the Treadwell mine down to the 3300-ft. level of both

mines. In the vertical de]jth of nearly 700 ft. along the

larger ])ortion of the lode channel, no definite orebody

has yet been found of sufficient value to leave a profit

worth while nnder present operating conditions. The
figures for the Treadwell ore reserves, as of Dec. 31. igi."),

were based on accejjting as profitable the tonnage in the

block lying below the 1750-ft. level and above the 2100-ft.

level, because of the evidence disclosed by the development

work as completed in this block to Dec. 31. 1915. For

example. No. 3 west drift, on the 3100-ft. level, gave an

average assay value of if^'.^.'-'A for its entire length of 400

ft., while the main crosscut on the boundary between

the Treadwell and 70()-Foot claim gave an average assay

of $3.13 for a width of 150 ft. Later the corres)ionding

crosscut on the 3100-ft. level at the Mexican-700-Foot

boundary gave an average assay of $2.70 for a width of

80 ft. Therefore the usual method was followed of pre-

paring for sloping with all the necessary chute and

irianway raises, the intermediate drifts an'd the cutting-out

work; but upon starting the sto])es, it was ascertained

that the assay values indicated did not extend far above

the level itself, and it will be necessary to abandon the

slopes started in the Ti'cadwell mine above the 3100-ft.

level. However, this prepai-atory stojie work on the 3100-

ft. level is still being continued in the 700-F(iiit mine with

the hojie that there the slopes may be inm lined to cei-tain

indicated streaks good enough to be (las-i'd as (irc in

the effort to obtain some return for ih(! exi)enditures

that ba\(' been made in o]iening up the le\'el. .\ further

disappointment, was the l'.)50-rt. Icm'I. which was ex-

tended over what \\'as considered to be tile 3100-11. level

sloping a I'ca in ordi'i- to ])rovide the necessarv \entilation

connections. On Ibis 1950-rt. le\'el the 3!)0 ft. of driving

in Treadwell ground has an average assay value of but

<'.5c: Also the assays on the r/.'iO-ft. le\el. Tread\v(>ll. are

all below normal, having gradmdly decreased fi-om the

good value on the IfiOO-ft. level to poor value at a horizon

of aJK.nt .^0 rt. above the 1750-l(.vel. S,, it is now dc-

nuinstrated that there is no inip|-i)\enient until a liori/on

is reached slightly above the 3100-ft. Icvi'l.

The average as.say value of all the 3100-ft. level work
up to this date is $1.85 in Treadwell ground and $l.(il

in 700-Foot ground. This means that the additional

developnuMit work done since July 1 has reduced to

$1.U) the avci-age assay value for all the area so far

opened out on this level; neverthele.s.s, as already men-
tioned, it is ho]ied that stoping on this level in the 7o(i

mine may be restricted to profitable streaks. On the

other hand, the average assay value along the 3300-ft.

level, to date, is $3.13, a substantial im])rovement over
the 2100-ft. level and an iiulicatiou that nearly the entire

block of ore between the 2300- and 3100-ft. levels mav
eventually be worked at a profit.

The work on the 3300-ft. level has also demonstrated
that the pay-ore has a flatter trend in depth to the east-

ward or into the 700-Foot ground below the 2100-ft. level

than it had above. That is. all the profitable portion of

the lode has apjjarently passed into 700-Foot ground
at the 3300-rt. luvel, as, so far, no profitable orebody
has been fonnd in the Treadwell gnnmd on this level.

SK-rn.ACK OK TiiEADWKi.i, Mixes

The po(n- zone as described may at this time be con-
sidered as having put the Treadwell mine back five years,

with no prospect of ore in its ground below the 2300-ft.

level, unless the barren Starr dike on its downward trend

to the westward should push the "ore dike" or "pipe"
back into Treadwell ground; and it may also be con-
sidered as having jiut the 700-Foot mine back eight 5'ears,

but with the definite prospect of a profitable grade of

ore below the 3300-ft. level.

Because of this handicap, the Treadwell has had to

draw very heavily upon its su])ply of broken and caved-

jiillar ore from upper levels ; and as a consequence, on
July 37 last, surface evidences of a subsidence near the

Treadwen-700-Foot boundary on the shore of Gastineau
< 'hannel Itegan to be manif(\st. It was therefore deemed
advisalde to discontinue this hea\y drawing in order to

l^rotect the f\iture of the Treadwell, 700-Foot, and
Mexican mines; and this decision resulted in the shutting-

down of the 340 mill and one-half of the 300 mill on

Aug. 1. last.

In view of all these disappointments, the sinking of

a number of diamond-drill holes below the 3300-ft. level

has been started in order to reestablish confidence. The
first of these boles is now down 535 ft., with an average

assay value of $3.33 ]ier ton: ami indications are that

it has cat the fool wall. This hole starts tVom the

hanging-wall em! of the nniin ci-osscnt near the Treadwell-

700-Fo(i| bonndai'v on Ihe 3300-ft. \c\r] and was pointed

In ivach the foot wall at tin- 3;>0(l-rt. level in about the

centei- of the 700-Foot ground. If it has now cut the

loot wall, it has done so at |o ft. I.elow the 3700-ft. levid.

making' tlu' riiibt-angle thickness of the (U'e so cut 371

ft., with an a\-erage assay \alue 3iic. below the past

average assay of the Treadwell-700-Foot-Mexican ow
dike, Tli(> average' a.'Jsay of this dike has been $3.C3.

with a vield of $2.13 from its average area of 168,000

s(|.rt. Therefore, if this first drill bole be a fair sample,

the exix-cted yield from the ore between the 3300- and
3700-ft. lesels cannot exceed much, if anv. over $3 as
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.igainst the past averaf^e viekl of $2.42. However, the

other drill holes now sinking and to be sunk may change

this expectation for better or for worse.

The sinking of the t'entral shalt has now been i-oni-

pleted for the 2500- and 27()0-ft. levels; and crosscuts,

wliich should reach the lode channel by next May, will

be started at once for opening these two levels. The

Combination shaft and 2100-ft. level will be connected

by the end of the year, and tiiese should alford, together

with an incline now being sunk in the Mexican ground

lielow the 2100-ft. level, a complete service and ventilating

(mtlet for the stopes on the 2:5()0-. 2500- and 2?0((-ft.

levels. These stopes sluuild then yield, at lo^o extraction,

5,880,000 tons of ore.

In the Mexican mine, on tlir 1 ^")lt-lpvel. the ore dike,

as opened, justified work preparatory for stoping; but as

soon as th'^ cutting-out was well under way, it became

apparent that here, just as on the 2100-ft. level of the

Treadwell, the indicated values did not extend far above

the level proper, and the wcjrk had to be abandoned.

This indication of ore on the 1750-ft. level, together

with the early promising values on the 2100-ft. level,

led to the belief that there was a gradual improvement

from the 1750-ft. level down. Therefore stopes were

also cut out on the 2100-ft. level on assay values that

justified the work, but in rising, the ore became too

low-grade.

So, on Dec. 31. 1!)15, there was ample evidence and

justification for the statement nuule concerning the ore

reserves in the Mexican mine; but subsequent develop-

ment work and the abandonment of stopes started on

both the 1750- and 2100-ft. levels in Mexican ground,

demand that these estimates also be modified.

On the 2100-ft. level, the lode at the 700-Mexican

boundary is 130 ft. wide with an average assay of $1.75,

while on the 2300-ft. level it is 65 ft. wide, as tested to

this date, with an average assay of $1.02.

The present influence of the barren Starr dike seems

to be one of pushing the ore-bearing dike out of the

Mexican ground. If this is a correct interpretation, the

ore dike should eventually be fotmd again in Treadwell

ground ; but if not, the ore dike should continue on its

downw^ard and eastward trend, and all of it should have

left 700-Foot ground and be in ^lexican ground at the

3900-ft. level.

There has so far been no disturliing influence against

the Ready Bullion ore-bearing dike. The bottom, or

2400-ft., level (corresponding to a 1980-ft. level on the

Treadwell mine) has, up to date, cut across the orebody

for a width of 50 ft. with an average value of $1.02

;

and the foot-wall drift has been advanced 130 ft. with

an average value of $5.53. The i>ast average assay value

of the Ready Bullion ore dike has been $2.6G with an

average vield of $2.08 from its average area of 43,800

sq.ft.

ScHFACE Subsidence: .\nm) \V.\ti;i! ('oxniTioxa

Appended is a report by Livingstone Wemecke, mine

geologist, covering all the details in connection with the

surface subsidences, the movement at the central hoist,

the movement in the Central shaft and the inflow of

salt water. The summary and conclusions of this report

demonstrate that all these matters are under absolute

control. This is due to the forbearance of the Treadwell

(omi)ai.y in curtailing its mining and milling operations

so as to withdraw slowly and gradually its stock of l*iokcn

and caved-pillar ore reserves without doing any fiirtlii-r

damage to the mines. Therefore, all these causi-s for

anxiety may be considered as removed as long as iIk-

pa.st harmonious relations between ilu- three coiniiaiiirs

continue.

,
FOHTY-MONTII PllOOriAM

Appended hereto is a complete detailed schedidc i()\cr-

ing all operations of all the comjianies uj) to the ind of

the year 1!>1!), as prepared by the general superintendent,

R. G. AVayland. It is to be noted that this 40-nionth

i;rogi-am is based on obtaining a no higher yield [ler ton

irom the 7i)ii-Foot mine than has so far been indicated

by the 2300-ft. development work.

If the additional diamond-drill holes now being sunk

justify the complete carrying out of this schedule, the

condition of the comjianies at the end of 1019 should

be as follows

:

The Combination shaft should be completed to the

3600-ft. level and be equipped ^rith a new hoist, capable

of hoisting 5000 tons per day from the 4200-ft. level.

This would be an electric hoist with complete equipment

of head-frame, crushers and all other accessories, and

with the necessary addition to the Central electrical jiower

plant. The Combination shaft would also be equipjied

with twice the ]nun])ing ca])acity of the pumps in the

present Treadwell shaft, which would be held in reserve.

All openings from present workings to both the Com-
!)ination and Central shafts would be closed by air-tight

bulkheads so as to make the Combination shaft a down-

cast and the Central shaft an np-cast for all future

ventilation. An effort will be made to have these bulk-

heads also water-tight ; so in ease there should be any

increase in the flow of water into the present workings,

it could be kept out of all the new and deeper workings.

The cost of all the foregoing and tlie minor additional

construction jirogram (all of which is listed in the ap-

pended schedule) will amount to an average of about 15c.

per ton of ore milled during the period, being 2c. per

ton less than the average cost of construction work in

the past. Therefore, if the program goes through and

with fair luck, the several companies should, at the end

of the year 1919, have paid for their respective shares of

all this work and be in the following financial condition:

Treadwell Company: $845,800 added to all its present net assets.
tuakin^ its total net liquid assets $2. 1 27.000

Mexifan Company : $92,400 added to ail its present net assets, making
its total net liquid assets 250.000

Alaska United Company: A loss of $184,700 in net assets, but with a
gain of $960,000, represented by that amount of Ready Bullion and
700 profits tie<i up in broken ore ready and available for milling,
making its total ni-t liciuid asiM-ts ' $775,300

Tot.<il. $3,152,300

It is evident that a smooih working out of this program

would be assured by consolidation.

FrxfRE Prospects

If the ]iroperties are consolidated, if the orebodies con-

tinue dowm to the 4200-ft, level, of past average size

and value, if the temperature at the 4200-ft. level does not

exceed 95° F.. and u]ion the further assumption that

stoping can be done upon the basis of leaving 50% of

the orebody as ])illars and of finally extracting 50% of

the pillars so left, the consolidated property should, begin-

ning at the end of the year 1919 and for Id years there-

after, be able to mill 1,750,000 tons annually at an aver-

ago profit of 75c. per ton. In addition, the lonsolidnted
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company, beginning with 1930, should have in'l li(|ui<l

assets as follows:

I*ft of present bonds $349,000
Left of present net liiiuid assets 489,80(1

Alercantile an(i i.perating supplies.

.

600,000
Ready Bullion anii 700-Claini operating profits tied up in aceuniuiat-

ing stocks of brolcen ore. 775,300
Treadwell operating profits in cash 845,800
Mexican operating profits in casli. 92,400

Total $3,152,300

Past earnings ol' the three companies have averaged

87c. per ton, 77c. of which has come from mining and

milling ore and 10c. from other sources.

Coxsor.iDATiox

Pending the effort to consummate consolidation, it has

been arranged to guard each company's interests in the

following manner:
1. Each company to pay its own direct expen.se involved

in mining and milling its own ore. In case it becomes

desirable for one company to lease an available or idle

plant of either of the other companies, the monthly rental

to be paid in such case to be rj of 10% on the valuation

of such plant as listed in the Consolidated Committee's

report.

2. Each company to pay its share of any additions

to the present 60-20 and 20% joint utilities; and each

company to receive monthly yV of an annual charge of

10% (as interest and redemption) on its investment in

the several utilities that have been Jointly erected in the

course of years by a participation of 60% on the part of

the Treadwell company. 20%, on the part of the Mexican

company and 20% on the part of the United company.

3. Beginning as of July 1 last, and hereafter, the

Combination shaft, its hoist and all similar combination

expenditures to be participated in by the Treadwell com-
pany, 5-1%; by the ilexican company, 12%; and by the

United company, 34%, on the .consolidation basis recom-

mended by the Consolidation Committee. It is fair that

each company should also receive monthly -^^ of 10%
on its expenditures for the Combifiation utilities, because

an annual return of 10% for 16 years will suflfice to

repay such expenditures with approximately 6% interest.

4. All general expenses common to all three companies

to be absorbed by being spread over each dollar spent

hy each company on the above-mentioned first, second

and third items.

An effort will be made by the consulting engineer,

P. E. Bradley, and the local organization, to secure new
mining properties in the territory tributary to Douglas

Island. Only such propositions will be considered as

can be financed within the resources of the three com-
panies and then on the recommended consolidation ratio

of 54-34-12%.

The accumulatiofi of liipfid assets during the 40-

month period, September, 1916, to December, 1919, is

not for the above purpose solely, but is to provide against

(ontingencies and accidents and also to provide for a

combination mill, cyanide and. compressor plant, in ease

consolidation is effected, and also in case sufficient ore is

thereafter develo))ed to justify the necessary capital

expenditure.

Such a general ccmbination plant would cost about

$800,000, but it would make an increased saving in

extraction anil a reduction in operating costs totaling

about 20c. per ton.

[The surface eaves and the appearance of salt water
in the underground workings, mentioned in the presi-

denl's repoit wvvv made a special subject of investigation

by Livingstone VVernecke, the mine geologist. The
account of tliis investigation occupies 65 pages of the

rejiort and includes several tables and maps. The sum-
niai-y and conclusions follow in full.— Editoi-.J

SUJIM.VRY .\Xn CONCLISIONS

The sui'face subsidence between the Mexican and "iW-

Koot mills, which appeared in 1913, was preceded by

caving of the stopes in the Mexican mine. A basalt dike

with a decided fault, which cuts this ground diagonally

to the sti'ike of the slates and orebody, has formed a

line of weakness by which the caving reached the surface.

No undiluted salt water reaches the mine in this vicinity.

The salt water seems to be diluted with an equal volume
of fresh water, and to have traveled some distance through
water-courses.

The surface subsidence in the vicinity of the Tread-
well Club, Natatorium, Central hoist and 700-Foot mill

is connected with the movements in the immediate
bedrock.

The sto]jes in the Treadwell mine below this subsiding

area are full of caved ore and caved waste, as far a.s

can be determined by inspection. Some debris from the

pit has been drawn with the caved ore from chutes on

the 1459-ft. level and above. Greenstone and schist from
the hanging wall has been found in chutes on the 1600-ft.

level and up. Underground investigation show that all

pillars in the vicinity nnder consideration have been

crushed. Some on the 1250- and 1050-ft. levels were

mined so they would cave. Those at 1450 and 1600 ft.

caved without assistance, and some of those at 1750 ft.

crushed while the stopes were fnll of broken ore.

A reasonable conclusion from the foregoing facts is

that the weight of overlying rock has broken the hanging
Aval! and it is resting on the ca\ed ore and caved waste.

This is particularly likely to be true along the flat dips,

and at the change from a steep to a flat dip, which
forms a sag in the hanging wall. Part of the waste is

from the glory-hole, and part from the hangtng wall.

Air-blasts, or the caving of rock with explosive violence

from some internal or molecular strain, have produced
a peculiar caving phenomenon from the backs of some
stopes and the faces of some drifts, but undoubtedly this

is not the cause of the intense shattering of pillars

previously noted.

The backs of crosscuts and drifts are supported by

an invisible arch-ring in the rock, the shape of which

dei>ciuls on the elastic properties, broken or fractured

condition of the rocks, the dip of the formation, and the

weight of overlying rock. The amount that the axis

of this arch-ring is inclined from the vertical depends
on the dip of the formation. The backs of the stopes

are supported by an invisiljle vault, which depends on

the same properties of the rock as the arch-ring. The
inclination of its axis also tlepends on the dip of the

fornuition. If all the stope pillars are shattered, it is

reasonable to believe that the fissile and broken condition

of the slate, the steep and variable dip, the variable

elastic properties of slate, diorite and greenstone and the

crosscuttiug dike-fault make an immense vault to sjian

the entire area an iniijossibility.

By taking the ipiantity milled from the caved vicinity

as 6,220,000 tons, and assuming that two-thirds of the

remaining pillars have caved, 1,500,000 tons to hav(>

come from the several pits, and 1.140.000 tons from
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tlie ))illars and lovel-liuttcjiiis ahnvc. and assuiuiii.u' all

rock to expand ouc-third on breaking-, tliure roniains a

space of ;^5,6()0,on(l cuJ't.. which is probably filled witli

caved niatciial iron; llic haiigiiis;- wall, [f the iiaiigiii^

wall also I'xpaiids oiir-lliiiil. lOG.SOO.Odo cilIi. inii.-t cave

K) iill that spare. This \(ilii]iie taken in the ionii oT an

elliptical cone. (W) by SiHi i'l. on lln' base, wil' br !»i)(i It.

high. The ai)ex will be -Mtii I'l. or more below the surface.

The axis of this theoretical cone will be inclined a))-

prosimately 20° from the \citical toward the north-

east and will intersect the lon-Koot dike-fault, it is

reasonable to conclude thai the slate luis broken along

ihis crosscutting line of weakness and reacluMJ the sur-

face, where subsidence has I a ken ])lacc.

The 700-Foot mine dike-fault, which is similar in every

^yay—e-xccpt the luie dilVcrence mentiiuied below—to the

Mexican dike-fault, was lirst noted in May. li)i:i, on the

990-ft. level of the T'DO-Foot mine. A severe cave fol-

lowed in October, liil.'). in the stopes in the vicinity,

from the i;3-2l)- to tlu' SSO-ft. level. This was the origin

of the present subsidence, which, after being augmented

by further caving in June, 1915. in the Treadwell mine,

reached the surface in July. 191 (i. The 700- Foot dike-

fault differs from the Jlexican dike-fault in that un-

diluted sea water flows along or near it and enters the

Treadwell mine on the IGDD-ft. level. The analvsis of

this water compares favorahly with the water of the shores

of the Ga.stineau Cluuinel, 15,000 parts of solids per

1,000.000.

Tiirec other varieties of water and their several mix-

tures can be recognized in the Douglas Island mines:

(a) Water from the surface which varies in amount

and concentration from eacli heavy rain. Its principal

salts are sulphates, (b) ileteoric-vadose water, which

has a comparatively low concentration, and a constant

flow from seams and bore-holes on the foot-wall side

of the orehody. (c) Marine-vadose water, which has not

so far been found pure, but always more or less diluted

with meteoric circulating water. This mixture has been

found in seams and bore-holes in the hanging-wall side

of the orebody. Its concentration is high for mine water

and flow very uniform.

Comparing the several water analyses with those of

other mines, it can be safely concluded that Gastineau

Channel has a decided influence on all water in the rocks

below, and thai more sodium chloride can be expected

in the water from the Douglas Island mines than in

those from inland mines.

The weir record, with some allowance for salt water

in mixtures, shows a How of 100 gal. per min. of salt

water into the Treadwell mines. The )>unip records show

that the total flow of water into the Mexiciii. 7()<i-root

and Treadwell mines was for:

Year

1916...
1915 ...

1914

.Mimllis (l;.llons .Mill.

8 n^.3i4,onn 379
12 I

yiJ- 503,000 340
12 1

7'). 878.000 334

The abo\e rc^cord is an imrease of .'!!! gal. pei- min.

in 1916 and 7 gal. per min. in 191."). assuming a uniform

yearly rainfall. The rollowiiig amount of water was

lifted from the Beady IJuilion mine in the same jieriods:

Year
1916....
1915....
1914....

Gal. per
Montlis Gallons Min.

8 32,590,000 92 8
12 51,280,000 97 7

12 54,232,000 103

.Vllowing for a slight variation from rainfall, the How
of water in the Ready Bullion is eonstaid. if the pump
records are correct and the increase was all salt water,

51 gal. per min. of salt water was entering the Treadwell

nnne prior to 191 1. The increase of 'M gal. per min. in

191() is undoubtedly a result of the surface subsidence and

ca\ing along the 700-l'"ool dike-faull, which was lirst

noticed in J uly. 19H;.

The following reasons lead to the belief thai tin;

700-Foot dike-fault is the controllini: factor in (In- sur-

face and flow of salt water:

a. The subsidence is along the projected outcr(jps of

the ilike-fault.

b. Witii due consideration being given to the effect of

di]) and une<|ual elastic ))roperties of the rock.s, the sink-

ing area is not symmetrically situated over the caved

stopes of the mine.

c. By taking the volume of the ore milled, and making
reasonable assum])tions (^ummarized above) coiuerning

the caved filling from ))illars, level bottoms and hanging

wall, the broken hanging wall would exjjand and fill the

space when approximately within 100 ft. of the surface.

d. The salt water that enters the mine begins vertically

down the dij) from the dike-fault and the shore line of

(Jastineau Channel, and is found westward along a water-

course. Mcteoric-vadosc M'ater is found eastward.

p. It is much easier to believe that the caving would

be along an old fault or gouge seam that has destroyed

the tensile and shearing strength and lessened the com-"

pressive strength than to believe that entirely new cracks

and seams have been formed in near-by rocks. The above

is not to convey the idea that no new cracks have formed.

.Some have been recorded, and others must have formed

to accommodate the surface movements, but all are near

or leading to the 700-Foot dike-fault.

The point that may be against the 700-Foot dike-fault

being the controlling factor is that, where observed on

the 1600- and 1750-ft. levels, it is practically dry. The
v.'ater enters the mine through a slip, or smaller fault,

'vhich must intersect the dike-fault in or about the

greenstone. This slip does not extend far along its strike

into the slates, and is considered not to extend far along

its di]i into the slates.

Cakeful Ore Dti.wvi.vG Will Pi:event Flood

The consensus of opinion of the mine stall', and a

reasonable conclusion from the above facts is, that further

drawing of caved ore will cau.se more surface .subsidence

and a small increa.se of salt water, but if this drawing

proceeds with caution and all indications are carefully

watched, no disastrous flood of salt water will follow.

Four preventive measures have been suggested: Bulk-

heading each level neai- Ihe Combination shaft, drawing

the available caxcd ore. and letting the up])er part of

(he mine fill; filling all o)ien stopes above 1750-ft. level

with tailing, to prevent further caving; prospecting for

the dike-lault at the surface, and huilding a coffer-dam

111! bulkhead to exclude all .^ea water and fill with tailings:

and (ill .Too ft. or so into (iastiiieau Channel from the

jii'csent sluu'c line with tailings to exclude a part of the

sea water and |ire\('nt any ]}ossilile llooil of sea water.

The last is being done at present, which with careful

drawing of ea\('d rock should minimize the jirobable

dangers.

The Mexican dike-fault reaches the 2100- and 2;?00-n.

levels, hut no danger can ho attached to its presence if
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II sulista]ili:il iiill;tr is k'l'l Im-Iwitm llic -.'inil- ;in<| i:.".0-ri.

It'Vuls, iillil IK) cxtiMiii-diiNirily hiij^c sl()|ics :]\v linulc. Tlii'

illcrciisiii^- depth slnnild Icssi'ii tlu: [lossiiiilitics nf nil iii-

(Unv ol' sjilt Wiitcr (111 lliiisc Iciwcr levels.

(Jeiieridi/iiii;' rniiii llie |ireeeiliiiL;'. it ciiii lie said lliat

.iltliouiili the total i|iiaii(ilv (if water |Mini|)ed I'l-oni the

'rreadwell mine is small cdmiiared with sciine mines, 21'%

of it is s;ilt water rroin (iastiiieaii ( lianiiel, which, with

the suri'ace subsidence near tlie slun'e aioiiii' ii line ol'

•tnictural weakness, is suirieieni to indicate a serious

i'utiire condition if the drawinj"- of ore had continued at

the old rate of 1,000,000 tons ])er year. This condition

lias been temporarily eliminated by decreasinjT the amonnt
of ore drawn, and can be permanently eliminated by any

one of the mi'tbods outlined.

Combinations To Conserve Natural

Resources

WAsiiiNirrox r()iiin:si'OXDi-:xrK

That the business interests of the country are in favor

of combinations to conserve natural resovuves is indicated

by the preliminary count of tlie votes east in a referendum

just taken by the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, Washington, D. C. Four hundred and thirteen

commercial organizations, each entitled to from one to

ten votes according to membership, ]iarticipated in the

balloting. All but four states were represented.

There were lO.'M votes in favor as against 11,0 opposed

to the report of a s])ecial committee of the National

Chamber which recommended that there be remedial

legislation to permit cooperative agreements under Fed-

eral supervision in those industries which involve primary

natural resources, on condition tlrnt the agreements in

fact tend to conserve the resources, to lessen accidents,

and to promote the jntblic interest. According to Elliot

H. Goodwill, the (ieiieral Secretary of the National Cham-
ber, the referendum will come up for discussion at a

meeting of the Board of Directors on January 30, at

which time tlie vote will be cauvas,sed.

The plan thus endorsed w-ould make it possible for

the Federal Trade Connnission to go beyond its present

[lowers of investigation and to formulate constructive

plans under which an industry may operate to the com-
mon benefit of consumers, workmen, and producers. The
committee wdiose report was voted upon endeavored to

point out a way by which tlie ]iublic interest might be

safeguarded and promoted instead of being left to take

care of itself, as at present. Tlie recommendation is con-

fined id timber, the ores, and deposits of useful metals,

and deposits of minerals which are a soiiivc of beat, linht

and power.

The rejjort of the conimittee of whicli W. L. Saiiiidci-s,

of New York, chairman of the Board of Directors of the

Ingersoll-I'aiid Co., and formerly president of the Amer-
ican Institute of iMining Engineers, is chairman, also ad-

vocated increased safety for workmen. H was contended
that in the course of the last 25' years the danger in in-

dustries to life and limb has grown in breadth and
intensity. The report even went so far as to say that in

thj> United States each year there are about So.OOO deaths
resulting from industrial accidents. In three industries

—

metal mining, coal mining, and lumber—with 1.100,000
employees in 101:? (he nniiiber of fafalities was said to

be almost e.\ac(ly the same a.s among railway employees,

although there were :!00,000 more railway employees.

In the pro|iosi'd legislation due attention would be

given to property loss and the ])fevention of material

waste. Statistics were presented in the National Chamber
referendum which declared, for instance, that only about
."(5^. of the total volume of lumber as it stands in the

forest now reaches the ultimate consumer, most of the

remainder being wasted. The Director of the Bureau of

Mines was quoted a.s saying that something in the neigh-

borhood of 10% of the coal in the seam is lost so far as

beneticial utilization is concerned. It was pointed out
that millions of barrels of oil were lost and a condition

I'cjually as bad existed in connection with natural gas and
many other natural resources.

In putting forth the question submitted in the refer-

endum, the committee developed the idea that any legis-

lation enacted by Congress would in itself have limitation,

because Congress can do no more than deal with interstate

ti-ade. The committee had in mind remedial legislation

which would in no sense encroach u))on state jurisdiction,

but wdiich, when these enterprises through their entrance
upon interstate trade become subject to Federal statutes,

would declare legal the situations that are in question in
the event that certain conditions have been met
The form which remedial agreements among individual

operators in the industries under discussion should take
the committee did not undertake to suggest. It recog-
nized that different industries may well require distinct
forms of agreement. Thus by raising the question of a
definite national policy for utilization and conservation
of resources to which manufacturers generally must look
for raw materials or fuel, the legislation advocated in the
referendum would be of vital intei'est to consumers, pro-
ducers, and operators.

V

The Annual Meeting of the Institute

The lUtli meeting of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers will be held at New York, Feb. 19 to 22,

inclusive, 1917. The program will include the usual

technical sessions, at which jiapers on mining and metal-
lurgical subjects will be presented. In addition, there

will be a program of more general interest.

On Monday, Feb. 19, there will be technical sessions

in the morning and afternoon. At night there will be

a Eeunion Smoker at the Engineering Societies' Building,
wliicli everyone is urged to attend. Appropriate enter-

tainment will be provided in abundance. Special tables

will be arranged to provide for all who attend, and light

refreshments and "smokes" will be provided. On Tues-
day, Fell. 20, besides the technical sessions, the annual

'

dinner will be held at the Hotel Astor. Dancing will

follow the dinner. On Wednesday, Feb. 21, technical

sessions will bo held morning and afternoon, and at night
there will be an entertainment and lecture at the Ensi-
neertng Societies' Building. Thursday will be given over

to an all-day excursion by special train to West Point,

where the United States Military .\cadamy will he the

attraction.

The conimittee of arrangements consists of David II.

Iirowne, chairman; Lawrence Addicks, I'ercv E. Barlioiir.

'ieorge D. Barron, Karl I'lileis. Louis D. Iluntoon, H. A.

Megraw, Thomas 'J\ Kcad. P.urr A. Robinson, F. T.

Rubidge, E. Maltby Shipp, Uradlev Stoughton, Edward
B. Sturgis, Arthur L. Walker.
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yri:].L;L hull and fr.a.me of superstructure, yuba .\<_i. ii; gold drf.dge
Yuba No. 16 dredge on the ways, awaiting tlie whistle signal that was to start California's greatest gold dredge into the

water. First steel was laid on Sept. 20. 1916; hull was ready to go into the water in 37 days

LAUNCHING OF YUBA NO. 16 ALL-STEEL DREDGE IN YUBA RIVER, NEAR HAMMONTON. CALIF.

Yuba No. 16 dredge taking the water at 3:30 p.m. on Nov. 26. 1!)16. About 200 people were present at the launching,
which was succp.ssfu!ly aeoomplisheri. the steel hull entering the water without a hitch o£ any kind
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This view ot tin

PROCRI'ISS AT BUN'Klt;Jt HIiJ- & .si I.I.UA.N I.IOA I ) SM ICI.T i'lIlY, KEI.I.OGG. IDAHO
new lead-smelting works at Kelloiia. Idaho, was tak'^n on Dec. 13. 191fi. and shows the stack and the

furtiaee building well aUmji. The plant is expected to blow in about Mar. 1.^. 1917

TAILING STORAGE AT INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED, MIAMI, ARIZ.

YUBA NO. 16 DREDGE AI-ONGSTDE AFTER LAUNCHING AT HAMMONTON. PALIF.
This all-steel gold dredge is to be slightly heavier than Yuba No. 15, which weighed 2300 tons. It will have two

tailing stackers to place the tailing on both sides o£ the Vuba River and thus reclaim the channel. The dredge will

have 16-cu.ft. buckets and is designed to dig SO it. below water line. It was designed and built by the Yuba ( onstruc-
tion Co.. of Marysville. Calif.
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"Wildcats'

The editorial mi ilic sulijwt of "•Wildcats," vvliieh

appeared in tlie Journal ol' Oct. 2."i, 1916, p. 1110, was

of such great interest to me that I have ventured to

put forth some few remarks on the same suhjcci.

• Despite the faet that many men of consicleral)le rejiu-

tation have gone over the ground, it may still not eome

amiss to have one more opinion, especially as I have had

the pleasure of trying to fight U>v a |iroposal in Canada,

that I imagine might do some good.

I cannot altogether agree with the luukniying altitude

of the editorial, which 1 read as meaning that while

deploring the existence of a state of fraudulent promotion,

little can be done to remedy it because the fault is that

of the general public. In my opinion the problem is

how to save the public from themselves. The present

position, where there is on the one hand the mining public

saying, "If the people wish to gamble and make fools

of themselves, let them do so," and the general public,

which says, "There is a fortune here, 1 will take a chance

on it," shows the mining man as playing only a passive

part in the drama. He is inclined to let things drift

because the getting at any remedy appears to be a forlorn

hope. But consider for a moment the injury that is done

by that attitude to mining in general, to the develop-

ment of mining countries and to the finaucing of projects

direfully in need of help, and lastl.y, its effect on the in-

vesting public. If the effect of this attitude can be visual-

i;;ed, I feel sure that it will be abandoned promptly.

Part of my life has been spent in various mining

districts in different parts of the world that are com-

paratively remote from financial centers, and perhaps in

such mining camps the "wildcat" promoter is more in

evidence that elsewhere; but I have been impressed

strongly with the fact that it is an extremely easy matter

to "put over" propositions of this sort. Furthermore,

astonishing as it may seem, such proposals are not engi-

neered or based uixin new discoveries, a new field or new

veins; on the contrary, there is a considerable class of

mining ventures as old as the district itself, hut which

have the power of recurring year after year. There are

"mines," if they can be called such, in this district, whose

owners a]i])ear r(>gularly in the sjiring with fresh caintal

extracted from American pockets, and who depart in the

late fall shorn and bedraggled, and who have continued

in that condition of recurring affluence for 30 years and

o\cr. If it is simple for a certain class of country pro-

moter to ilo that, it stands to reason that it should not

be difliciilt for a first-class man in this line of business

to gath(!r in considerable sums of money. This gives one

sidelight on how much money must be thrown away on

useless (piests.

Turn now to the investor's side, 'i'ake the case of

my father, as a typical instance—a professional man (an

artist) with works scattered in American and many well-

known Continental galleries, and a man well known in

his own line of business, but, of course, with uo com-

mercial training and no knowledge wherewith to judge

the merits of a mining venture, with the inevitable result

that he now holds .some South African gold-mining

and land shares (it was in the days of the South African

boom that he was l)uying stock) that are worthless and

always were so. Multiply his case by the hundred

thousand and ask the questions: Is that a fair deai

to give mining investors? Can mining men afford to

stand by and let the public take its chance?

The conservation of our mineral deposits for the benelit

of the future is talked about, but is it realized that right

here there is a conservation problem—-a waste of money
and mineral resources and a country's credit—that is

greater than the con.servation ju'oblem of the future and
infinitely more pressing? The mining industry has pro-

gressed by leaps and bounds in the last few years, mainly

owing to the introduction of improved mining methods
and systems, but can you think where it would have

been, if all (he money and effort that was wasted, had

been guided and turned into channels where it would have

been of greatest service to the country? The industry

in that case would have progressed more than twice as

fast, because effort and money well spent have a cumu-
lative effect. This subject is a Inige one and has to be

thought over nationally and not individually. One has

to forget that the doings of any one fraudulent promoter,

are merely matters between him and his deluded clients.

Passive Mining Societiks a Reproach

And yet there are mining societies, passive organiza-

tions for the most part, sleeping their lives away, technical

journals doing good on the principle of hitting a head

wherever seen, but without any organized means of

tackling the question, and there is a mining public

—

professional men interested in a passive way also, but

extremely indifferent to any active course of procedure.

When you consider the trouble and the means available

for combating it, is it not a grave indictment of the

boasted mining progress today that the would-be mining

investor gets no protection from the mining men whom
his work and operations support? There is a general

idea and feeling that the question of mining investment

and the position of the mining investor need overhaul-

ing, revision and reorganizing; but while this is known,

nothing is done because it is thought that individually

nothing can be done. Perhaps nothing can be done in-

dividually, but much can be done collectively, and it is

on this point that T cannot agree with the editorial.

At present, investment in mines is a sort of "no man's

land," where good pi'ospects get lost among the bad, where

fraud and irresponsibility have full play and where the

mining investor struggles arotnid, often putting his money
on flu! wrong horse, l)ecause he has no standard by which

to judge of the merits of a proposal. Tie doesn't know:
he isn't educated. Why should he not be?

Leaving aside a third ])roposal, which will be referred

to later, two main lines of endeavor seem to present

themselves, one of which is negative and the other posi-
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live; naiiK'ly, tlic liiw (if the hiiiil and iiicir >iin|ilr cilu-

catioii. Tlio law givos no help; it is a class of iiiacliiiicry

that is dpsigiied to deal with specific cases of wrdng' iloiiiu';

it is an event al'tei- the crime and does nothing at all

Id get at the root of tlir Iriuihlc. One must look to

education, and while the way to he traversed appears

pi'cttv dark aiul hopeless, it is |iaT'llv hccausi' iiiiniiii;

men are not actively heljiing.

'J'here is one means. ac([uircd at the puiiit of the

liayonef, which appeals to me. It is an education that

iu two years has, through sheer necessity, accomplished

what years of writing and talking-, legislation and

individual eifort. have failed to establish in another

country. Today the meaning of what is being done has

not yet fully dawned on the people, but the germ of

the idea is there, and if it is carried to its logical con-

clusion, it will put a check lui mining rascality and

irresponsibility in Canada, that has never been done

before; and it will conserve millions ol' dollars that would

otherwise he wasted, ami guide these huge sums into

chamiels where tlieir employment will produce the great-

est good in the minimum of time. Ijook, for a moment,
across th'' Atlantic.

As one result of the war, the people of Great Britain

have learned the meaning of two important things

—

organized etticiency and combined effort. Moreover, they

have learned them right down to the very soul of the

tuition. Out of this has come the demand for organiza-

tion oF the national resources, and out of that in turn

the further organization of the natural resources of the

Empire; and that in turn again implies the minerals

among other products. That cry has come echoing across

the Atlantic to Canada and has resulted in the creation

of at least two bodies to undertake the work. One of

these is a commission appointed by Sir George Foster,

and the other a company, the Arthur D. Little, -Ltd., of

Canada, organized under the auspices of the Canadian

Pacific Railway Co. I have been in touch with both of these

bodies, and while 1 know their first thought is a survey

of natural resources, I have taken the liberty of urging

upon both the fact that the work should not stop there,

but should be pushed to a prosier use of the data collected.

Classification of National Eesouroes

Doing that means that something more than a mere

knowledge of where these natural resources are, must

be acquired ; it means that those deposits will have to be

classified, as far as existing knowledge will allow, into

tho.se that are useful and those that are useless. At one

blow, then, if this work is carried out, an end will be

put to the long list of impossible enterprises that have

been cluttering the mining-investment market from
Canadian sources, and in their ])lace another list of

[lossibic etiterprises will be inihlished, that at least will

have cnoitgb merit to .i;et a idacc upon the lists so evolved.

This is a great ste]i in the right direction. It creates a

standard whereby the public can ktiow the fraudulent

frdiii the useful. If an entcr])ri.se is based ujton a de|)osit

that is not on the list, the plain inference that all may
real I is that there is something wrong with that deposit,

atid Ihe'-e \< tliereh\' flashed forth a warniin;- against

investment and a warning that is backed by an authorita-

tive body. If a proposal is brought out based upon in-

rormatioii in the list, the investing public has at least

some guarantee of genuine conditions so far as they can

be reasonablv nscertaiiK'd.

Still, the creation nf a list which would eliminate the

worthless projects is not ipiite all that, has to be accom-
plished. This li.^t will gel rid of a great deal of the

|iro]i(isal which is brought out by the man ignorant of

ihe conditions upon uhieli successful mining of this ni

that metal depends, but it does not cut old the promoter
\\lio may take a good project .and bndd upon it such
eiinditions that failure is certain to follow, and in doing
so manaee to till hi> own pocket ucll. Therefore, there

is one further step lo be taken, and having realized the

necessity of making the best of all a\ailal)le resotirces.

it must also b(> realized that they cannot afford to he

wasted after lime and money have been spent to ascertain

if they are there. The taking of this second step is what
ought to follow the first. In the first instance waste of

capital on the impossible prospect is eliminated, but the

second enables the use of capital to be controlled in

developing additioiui! enterprises.

l.'tcllT OI' (JOVERNMENT CENSORSHIP

V\'hat 1 now desire to estalilish as a factor in the

country's progress is to have these bodies, or at least tlu'

one appointed by the government, given the right of

censorship over any mining project, or industrial proposal

for that matter, i)ro]iosed for the Dominion. In every

enterprise, notwithstanding the varying conditions, there

are certain fundamental factors peculiar to each case

which must be complied with to meet with success. These

factors consist of the proper relationship of capital to

the extent of the deposit, the market, and the cost of

production, the ratio of profit to the risk undertaken and

the capital return. Some of these cannot be ascertained;

but given others, some of the unknown ones can he

calculated. In other words, engineers can calculate back-

wards, when given the capital, a reasonable return, and a

redemption of capital at a certain rate, what the mining

cost must be, and if conditions do not seem to appro.xi-

mate those calculated, the flotation of the project should

be stopiied. No ])rojcct should be floated upon tlie public,

which does not come within some reasonable limit of be-

ing what common sense dictates as possible.

Now if these two important steps are carried througii,

two e.xtremely imi)ortant objects that the editorial con-

cedes as worthy are in fair way of accomplishment. A

,

bold attempt will have to be made, and an attempt at a

time when the temjier and the feeling of the country is

with it, to eliminate the waste effort in mining develop-

ment; and ion\erscly. that annuint will have to be saved

for investment elsewhere, and where it will at least have

a s]iorting chance for life. The value of every dollar

will be doubled to the ciiniilr\. I'm' not oidy will it be

saveil from loss, but it will be reinxested where it creates

a return, and capital once in tlu' country will grow

and bear fruit for all time. Ktforts must be put forth

to attain these objects. Conditions in Europe have

suddenlv done what centuries ol' efVoi-f under normal

condifi(Uis could not acciuiiplish. The one thing vet to

be done is lo get the people to understand what th<'

haphazaril conditions of the past ha\'e resulted in—how

waste and stujiid cdl'ort have resulted in loss not only to

the country, but to their own persoiuil business ami

pockets. If an educative campaign can be waged fo that

effect, it will not take long to eliminate the author and

financier of the "wildcat." J. F. Kellock Ritowx.

Svdiu'v. N. S.. Jan. :^. 19 IT.
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Mining and Metallurgical Machinery I
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Plain vs. Roller Bearings

While it liiis i)('('ii jiciKTiilly f'onfcdod that cars o(|iiippt'd

Avitii Toiler heariiif;-s re(|iiii'e less draw-har ])iill than those

with plain hearings, the actnal diUVrciice in power eon-

sumption lia.s been more or less a matter of conjecture.

To settle this matter, an interestinij test was recently

made at the Coallirook colliery of the Delaware & Hudson
Co.. Carlioudale, I'enn.

The test took place on the main haulage track. Two
trains of ten cars each were employeil, tin; cars of the first

train being equipped with standard plain roller bearings,

while those of the second train were equipped witli flexible

roller bearings. Between the locomotive and each train

was placed the Hyatt railway dynamometer car, as shown
in the accompanying illustration. This special testing

car automatically records the i)ull, speed and time for

any given run.

The loaded cars employed in the test wciglicd four tons

each, and the total load of esach train was the same. The

li^ATT UY.VAirDJIKTIOH 'l'l':ST CAR

test was divided into Iwo parts. The iirsi ]iart, devoted

to the testing of the train of flexilde-roller-hearing cars,

consisted in hauling the train while the test car recorded

the pull necessary to start the train and keep it running.

The second part of the test resulted in similar data lieing

recorded for the train equipped with the ])lain bearings.

It was thus j)lainly (h'lnonstrated that from two to three

times as much pull was re(|uircd to start the train

equipped with plain bearings as that needed for the roller-

hearing etpiipped train. And it took two and one-half

times as much pull to keep the train of plain-bearing car.s

running.

It was also demonstrated that one man could easily

start a single car e(|uippe(l witii Hyatt flexible roller

bearings, while three men were reipiired to start one
supplied with plain bearings.

The test aroused considerable interest in the anthracite

district and was witnessed by a cidwd of prominent
mining men. While made in the coal-mining district, the

data should be of interest to metal-mining men also.

Range Finder and C^linometer
Jlaj. ('. 11. Young, of the Canadian School of Infantry,

Toronto, Out., has devised a simple instrument for rough-
ly determining distances which is of use to mining
engineers. It is based on the fact that it is easier to

judge the size of familiar objects on the landscape than
to judge their distance from the eye. With a little

practice, it is claimed, an observer can make very clo.se

estimates of such dimensions as heights of buildings to

the eaves, heights of common trees, telephone and tele-

graph poles, etc., while the heights of many things such
as doors, cars, fences, horses and men are matters of

common knowled,ge; and from these the ranges or dis-

tances are easily determined.

I

The instrument has been used successfully on military

rcconnoissance surveys and field sketching. The designer

and Maj. H. H. Madill made extensive u.se of it in the

B
5 10 15 JO B 30 55— DIVISIONS Of 5CAI E A' REQUIRED TO COVER TARGET

RANGE-FINDING DIAGR.A.M, WHICH CAN BE USED IN
TAKING TOPOGRAPHY

jilotting of a new 4-iu. = 1 mi. maneuver map of Camp
Borden. Apparently, it could be used with equal advant-
age ill any reconnaissance survey work.

The accompanying illu.stration shows the instrument,
which consists of a heavj-, opaque piei'C of white celluloid

3x(i in. A small cord is attached to the card at C, on the

left-hand border of the diagram. The length of the

cord is five times the length of the scale ^l, at the top of

the card (al)ont 25 in.). The rest of the card is nothing
more nor less than a stadia diagram.

The end of the cord is held close to the eye, and the

card is hold at the oilier end of it in a por|)endirular
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plane. The width <ir height of the target or object

sigiited at is read on scale .1. TJeadiug up I'rom the same

division on scale />', at the lower edge, to the curve of the

corresponding reading, gives the distance or range to the

nearest 1(HI yd., or feet, as the case may he, on the scale

at the left.

The device niay, nl' course, he used to estimate the

dimensions of a target or object at a known distance, and

by ]nitting the cord through the center hole in the ton

scale and attaching a weight or plumb bob, it can be u.sed

as a cliniunetcr. For this juirpose the reverse side of the

card carries a scale of angidar (li\isions. The reverse

side also has directions toi- using the instrument and

a table of dimensions of conniKiii objects.

The device is copyrighted in Canada anil may be ob-

tained by engineers in the Fnited States from JIaj. ('. U.

Young, 98 Hilton Ave., Toronto, Out., for 5()c. postjiaid.

•*:

The World's Largest Electric Motor
The accompanying illustration shows the largest elec-

tric motor ever built, which is being furnished by the

AVestinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. for driv-

ing a 3-5-in. reversing blooming mill in a steel plant.

THE L.\RGEST ELECTRIC MOTOR TN THE WORLD

The machine is of the reversing type and has a capa-

city of 15,000 hp. Some idea of the gigantic size of

this modern monster mav be gained by noting the man
standing alongside of the motor. This man is 6 ft. tall.

Denver Rock-Drill Sharpener

The Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Co. has recently

jilaced on the market a pneumatic drill-shar])ening ma-
chine that it has been perfecting for the past year and

a hair. It is claimed that this machine is not only

economical in the coiisiiinption of air, but that it will

also operate elfectively on lowei' ])ressures than are re-

(|uired by other tyjK's. The clamping die cylinder, as

shown in the illustration, is ))laced directly above the die

blocks, which position is largely res])onsil)le for the elfec-

tivem^ss of the machine under low pressures. No air is

exhausted on the down stroke of the ram ]uston, as the

])iston is returned to its n])ward position by two small

constant-pressure pistons, and when the blow is struck

with the ram or it is brought down for the puriiose of

holding the steel while dollying, the air in this constant-

pressure cylinder is merely forced back into the pipe line.

The dollying hammer is of the valveless type and ex-

ceedingly economical in air cimsumption. No springs

are used in connection with the dollies, for they are held

in their rearward position by a small plunger under

constant air pressure. As this pressure is off when the

hammer is not working, it makes the chauging of dollies

a simple operation, for there is no spring ])ressure to

overcome. The absence of a sjiring also has the advant-

age of obviating trouble from s])ring breakage.

There is only a single air connection, consisting of a
tlexiblo hose, and as the machine exhausts into the hol-

DENVER ROCK-DRILL SHARPENER

low base, no exhaust pijie leading from the machine is

required and the exhaust is so mutfled that it is hardly

noticeable.

The iiin-pulling attachment, shown in the illustration

at the side of the machine, is operated by a jiedal. The
control is accomplished from a single lever, which actu-

ates two separate valves and is ]»laced where the o])erati)r

can observe the working of the steel when the sliariiener

is in action. The manufacturers are also develo])ing a

smaller nuulel, which they will soon put on the market.

The use of drill sharpeners to replace the laborious and
slow band methods is becoming more and more common
])iaetire, even in snuill plants.
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Skip for Inclined Shaft

liV IIalI; II. IllNNER*

The <kip shown in the apconipanying sketch lias been

used successfully for bringing up muck or water during

the sinking of an inclined shaft. It weighs 30 lb. empty,

has a capacity of 3 cu.ft. on a 30° incline and is intended

to run on 2x4's for rails. Two men using an ordinary test-

pit windla.ss easily draw it up. The rails end at a point

AN EASILY MADE SKIl'

about 3 ft. above the ground level. The forward wheels

dropping over the rail ends cause it to dump into a wheel-

barrow, which one loader wheels out while the other lets

the skip down. It can he. made up from scrap found

around the average blacksmith sho]) and, although light

and easily made, stands up well under use.

Combination Soldering Tool

While the importance of soldering wire splices and

ends of stranded wires is realized i)y most electrical work-

ers, the work is ol'teu neglected from the lack of proper

SOLDERING COl'I'ICIi FoK SI'l.K'I'lJtS

tools for doing it easily. .\ handy tool for this and sim-

ilar work may be made liy liliiig grooves in two of tlie

working faces of :m oidinary soldering copper, ac-

cording to T. S. Cluiniiicrlaiii in I'liwrr. With a three-

cornered lile cut a grooM' about ,',; in. dee]> a(;ross

one face and a similar oiu; leiiglbwise of the oilier face.

By lunning one of these grooves along the wire, it is

much more readily tinned and soldered than with a flat-

faced tool, and the solder does not roll off the work. Ends
of wires, etc., may lie conveniently tinned by dip-

ping them in the miniature ladle of melted .solder formed

by drilling a hole about Vix% in. in one side of the

copper and niiining it full of solder.

A Method for Taking Long Sights

The accompanying sketch from Coal Af/e, Dec. 23,

1916, shows a simple and effective help for taking long

sights in outside .surveying. It consists simply of folding

a large piece of white paper around the plumb-bob string

•!120 Thhil Ave HibbiriK. .Minn.

SHOWING SIMPLE METHOD OF INCREASING THE
ACCURACY OF LONG SIGHTS

in the manner shown in the sketch, the plum-bob of course

being held accurately oyer the point. The instrument is

sighted on the lower corner of the paper, which, having a

white tield. presents an unusually favorable aid for a close

and iiccurate sight.

Food Supply for a Ten-Day
• Camping Trip

From time to time articles have appeared in the Journal

on the kind and quantity of food supplied to miners and

other workmen under various conditions. The food lists

have usually been published in the form of "per num per

day," so many ounces or pounds of each article, as the

case might be. While these lists are of value in calcu-

lating the quantities of supplies necessary for a large

luunber of men per nu>nth or multiple thereof, they are

of little hel|> in ]uii'chasing sujiplies for a small party

that is to be in the field for a few days only. Often an

engineer is called upon to make an examination of a
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prosipc'ct or suKill iiiiiii' tlud is not liciiii;' opcialcd :iiiil is

too far iroiii any aiTOiiiiiiodations to make; daily round

trips possible, and whore tiie exaiiiiiiatiou will require

Ironi one to two weeks' time, lie will need one assistant

to he!|) liini with the saiii)ilini;' and surveyint;'. Tlie eon-

(iitions make it necessary that a camp lie establisjied and

that tiic two men "hatcii."

Tn meet such t'onditions tlie lolUiwinu list nl' I'cmkI sup-

plies lias been seleeted and is suHieient I'm' lu'o men Cor

ten (lays. In compilinu this list the idea has not been

to see how ]ari;e and laiicN a clioiie could be made, nor

\i't b<iw small—for it tbc t'xisjciu'ies of the case were such

as to make it necessaiy, a man could exist on bacon, beans

and hard-tack—but to make a well-balanced selection of

jiutritions aiul wholesome food with a IVw luxuries for

\ariety, and with the secondary consideration of cboosiiii^'

such articles as will reduce cooking to a minimum. Sev-

eral different units have iieen us(h1 in nainini; the (pianti-

ties, but these are the units in which the articles would

be ])Hrchased.

FOOD SUPPLY Foil A SHOUT CAMPING TKII'

Salt. 10c. sack Butter 2 1b.

Pepper lOc. can .lam (assorted) 6 small ciinH

(Other fomliinents if desired) Fruit (assorted) .... 6 cans
Sugar - - 50c. \"egetables (assorted) 4 cans
Milk.. 6 small drill) cans Beans.. 4 cans
Coffee 2 1b, S\Tup.. ^ l-<lt. can
Tea.. .

' lb. Lard. . .
i-lb. can

Bacon 6 lb. Klee. ... 1 lb.

Corned or roast beef. 2 cans Haisins. . . 1-lb. package
Ekks 4 doz. Crackers. 2 lOe. packaces
Flour, pancake 3 packatres Cookies

.

6 packajres
Hrcati 6 loaves, larjie Cheese. 3 1b.

(preferably in Potatoes. 50c.

yiazed paper) Onions... lOc.

If any kind of breakfast food is taken, the milk item

must be increased. Other articles not food, but which

come under food, are matches (plenty of them), soap and

candles. Antl be sure to take a clean dish towel along.

Leveling a High Joint in Shaft Rails

1>Y S. Foi!i) Eaton*

One of the trials of the trackman in mines using incline

shafts and having acid water is the high joint. In spite

of his vigilance dri]) will find its way from the timber

to the ball of the rail. A sur))risinglv short time is re-

A.

o
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Electrolytic Hydrogen and Oxygen
Generation

By L. V. I'uniiAN*

The savings and iin|iro\i'nu'nts in servic-e of the electro-

lytic method ovei; the sulphuric-acid and zinc method of

hydrogen generation liave been clearly tlemonstrated dur-

ing the first three weeks' operation of an electrolytic plant

at the Copperhill jiroperty of the Tennessee (Jopper Go.

The i)lant is an American O.vygen Go. 15-ceIl installation

guaranteed to generate 1,800 eu.ft. free hydrogen, tlu^

atmospheric conditions not being named.

The principal equipment is as i'olllows: One So-kw.

()0-volt Grockcr-Wheeler d.-e. generator, direct-connected

to one 30-hp. 220-volt (iO-cycle three-])hase 900 r.p.m.

General Electric Co. slip-ring motor; fifteen American

Oxygen Go. standard oxygen-hydrogen generating cells;

two 50-cu.ft. capacity gasometers; two 6l/yx;5x5-iu. Queen

City Supply Go. two-stage tandem ' belt-driven com-

pressors, 200 r.p.m. ; one lo-hp. 220-volt GO-cycle three-

phase 1,150 r.p.m. Triumph Electric Co. induction motor

;

ten 15x-l:8-in. drums, tested to 1,000 lb. water pressure,

fitted with right-hand connections; fifty-four 15x48-in.

drums, tested to 1,000 lb. water pressure, fitted with left-

hand connections ; two 4xl0-f t. receivers tested to 300 lb.

water pressure.

The plant is installed in a wood-frame, corrugated-iron

addition to the smeltery power house and contains 600

sq.ft. of floor area, 160 sq.ft. of which is used for drum

storage. The remainder contains the present equipment

and space providing for the addition of five more cells

which are now on order. The plan of the ]ihnit is shown

in the accompanying figure.

The Necessary Plant and Pi!Ocedi;i!E

The cells consist of an iron tank 40x6x47 in. high,

forming the positive electrode, and two tV"i'^- 'ron plates,

36x391/^ in. high, forming the negative electrode, an

asbestos fabric entirely inclosing the latter and preventing

the two gases from mixing. The cells are spaced on 9-in.

centers and inclosed in 18x9x8i/> ft. high cellrooni, in

order that the heat of the cells may be retained as much
as possible, a greater economy resulting. The water is

kept charged with sufficient caustic soda to maintain a

density of 26° Be., about 75 lb. per cell being required

at first filling.

The most economical rate of generation with these cells

is reached when the current is 400 amp.; so the current is

kept at that streng-fh, 40 volts being required when cold

and 36 volts at the running temperature, which is about

127° F. In order to minimize the danger of the gases

^letting mixed, the equipment for collecting the gases from

the cell tops and for compressing into the drums and

receivers is arranged entirely in duplicate, with no cross-

connections, the scheme of left-hand and right-hand con-

nections being carried out on the compressor discharges

and drum connections, for hydrogen and oxygen respec-

tively. Further precautions are taken by watching the

polarity of the generator and by making frequent tests of

the oxygen.

The gases are collected into 1V2-'"- manifolds with

rubber-hose connections to each cell and are led into two

Wligasometers which, as often as Hlled, are pumjied dow

by the two compressors driven by the 15-lip. motoi

through a lineshaft. The oxygen is j)umi)ed into drum
and used foi' welding ami cutting and for (-ertain hca\

lead woi'k.

The hydrogen is pumped into the "hydrogen system,"

consisting of two 4xl0-ft. receivers, one at the gas ])lant

and one at No. 1 sulphuric-acid plant, approximately HOO

ft. distant, the two receivers being connected by a Y>-l\t.

iiiic. I'rom the a(id-])lant receiver the gas is ))i|K'd

through the plant in i/.-in. and i/i-'"- lines, being u.sed at

i 11). pressure. The pressure carried on the gas-])lant

receiver is 200 11). and on the acid-plant receiver, 50 lb.

Hydiogen is also compressed in drums for u.se on work

at the other jilants or in places isolated from the hydrogen

system. Compressed air is used with the hydrogen for

lead work cxce])t where there are no air lines or where the

work is particularly heavy, when the oxygen is used.

Hydrogen is also used with oxygen at the welding shoj) in

cutting.

The output of the plant was found from test to be 1214

:b. of hydrogen or 971/4 lb. of oxygen per 24 hr. The

T,.A.YUUT OF PLANT FOR THE ELECTROLYTIC GENERA-
TION OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN

ju'esent hydrogen consumption is 141,4 lb., 5y2 days per

week. It is therefore necessary to o])erate the plant 1531^

hr. per week, or 91.4% of the time. The present demand
for oxygen is I914 lb. per day, six days per week. Current

is bought at $30 per hp.-yr. ; the power input of the plant

is 26.25 hp.

The first cost of the ]ilant was .$6,287. 12. The present

operating costs arc

:

yearly OPERATING COSTS
Power, 26.25x$30x9l.4%
EiiEinrcrs, 8,007 hr. at ISJc
Intcrt-st ami lU-ijreciation, 12%.
Inapuctor limis, 4,556 hr. at I6jC

J719 78.
1.487 68
754 49
759.48

$3,721.43

•Mechanic:
Tenn.

•nKin''f'', Tennessee Copper Co,. Copperlnll.

Total yearly expense

At the |)resent rate 6,023.5 lb. of oxygen and 4,086.0

111. of hydrogen are used per year. The following would

be (he cost of replacing the service with bought oxygen

and hydrogen generated with zinc and acid, assuming the

thcdi'clical amount of hvdrogen is realized from the ucn-
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erator i-liargos; that is, 0.030!) lb. hyilidgfii pvv poiiiid o

ziiic

:

COST OF HYDROGEN .\ND OXYGE.N BY ZINC ACID .MKTllon

132,262 lb. zinc at lOi-. delivered .

6,022.5 lb. oxyKcu at 32o
Two generator boys at 16ic.. 4,556 hr.

.\cid, estimated

Total

,

$n, 22600
1,927.20
1,518.86
858.00

$17,530.06
3,721.43

.\nnual s.aving $1 3,808.63

The actual savings amouut to more lliaii .-lioun by the

figures given, as no more trouble is e.xpecteil I'loni acitl-

eaten hydrogen lines or t'rcczc-ups in the winter. The
])ressure is xmil'orm, and the gas is of much higher grade

than before.

It is now being planned to replace gasoline, used in the

electric shop and laboratories, for heating purposes by the

electrolytic hydrogen. It will lie noticed that the saving

of oxygen alone makes the investment well worth while,

even though the amount of oxygen used is but one-sixth

the output of the plant.

5??

Foreign Trade in Copper
Exports of copper from the United States in Xoveni-

l)er, lillG, are reported by the Department of Commerce
as follows;

Lb.

485,834
1. 266,869

48,920,718
29,968

7,906,287
1,565,832

Ore and coneentrates, contents
Unrefined, etc., in bars, pigs, etc. .

.

Refined bars, etc
Old and scrap
Plates and sheets
Wire

Total . . 60,175,508

The weight of ore exported in Xovembcr Avas 3!)52

tons; of concentrates, 817 tons.

Imports of copper into the United States in Novem-
ber, liilG. are reported by the Department of Commerce
as follows

:

Lb.

6,233,494
233,227

20,209,191
794,404

7,549

Ore and concentrates, contents. .

.

Matte, contents
Unrefined, etc , in bars, pigs, etc.
Old, etc., for renianufacture
Composition, copper chief value.

.

Total.. 27,477,865

Actual tonnage of copper-bearing material imported

in November was 1T,3!)8 tons ore, 10,G15 tons concen-

trates and 2()S tons matte.

;*:

Manganese in 1916

Preliminary estimates of the United srares Geological

Survey show that the production of manganese ore in

1916 was about 27,000 tons, the greatest since 1888 and
nearly three times that in lOlo. The estimate does not

include mangaiiiferous iron ores that contain less than

10% manganese. The output came largely from seven

states, which in order of iiroduction are: California,

Arkansas, Arizona, Georgia. Virginia, Utah, Colorado.

This is the fir.st year in which a western state remote
from the steel-producing centers has contributed the largest

amount of manganese ore. The activity among manganese
mines in California is due largely to the market for ores

provided by the Noble Electric Steel Co. at Heroult.

Ores of high grade adapted for use in dry batteries,

(containing 80% manganese dioxide and less than 1%
iron) were produced in Arizona, California, Utah, Colo-

rado and Virginia, but the amount produced was still

scarcely (nie-tenth the normal demand.

liii|ioi'ts of nuinganesu ore for the lirst ten moiubs of

191C amounted to 19.5,299 tons, of which 401,177 tons

came from Brazil. Imports of ferromanganese lor the

first eleven months of 1916 were 73,43.5 ton«, which is

nearly 50% more than for the corresponding period in

]915, though bearing a smaller ratio to the domestic

])roduction.

An important consequence of the prevailing high prices

of manganese alloys is the attempt on the part of steel

makers to use substitutes. The extent to which substi-

tutes for manganese in steel may be used has not been

determined, but experiments by several steel works show
that an alloy of iron, carbon and titanium may be satis-

factorily used to replace a part of the ferromanganese
commonly added.

Government Aid for Mining in

British Columbia
Washington Correspondence

There is a movement on foot in British Columbia to

develop the many natural resources of that province. The
recent ])ropaganda along this line would seem to fill a

long-felt ilesire exiu'essed by the Northern mining men.

to enlist the aid of the government in bringing mining-

conditions up to a satisfactory standard measured by

comparison with American development.

With a view of enlisting government aid, a delegation

of men repre.'^enting the business and financial interests

of Vancouver Island recently called upon and were given

audience by Premier Brewster. The Minister of Mines,

Hon. AVilliam Sloan, was also present at tke conference.

The attention of the Premier was called to the fact

that under the old Canadian government the natural

resources of British Columbia had been sadly neglected

in so far as governmental aid was concerned. Premier
Brewster, however, pointed out to the delegation that the

old policy would not necessarily be that of the new regime

and made it (4ear that the new government would lend

all possible aid to any suggestion of value to the develop-

ment of the mining industry. Specific cause of grievance

was cited and it was shown that prospectors were prone
to shun, so far as possible, the territory of British

Columbia because other provinces accorded them far

better facilities and better treatment. The suggestion

was made to the Premier that the government adopt

certain measures to render aid in assisting the prospector

to open his claim in British Columbia.

In a brief address to the conference. Premier Brewster

said much that was highly significant in reference to

domestic resources and the investment of foreign capital.

He .said in part: "I have always wondered why, when
we have that large deposit of iron ore on Texada Island,

with a short and cheap water haul to the coal measures

on Vancouver I.sland and all the other requisites, we have

yet no steel industry. I feel that Hon. Mr. Sloan will

find need for a strong grip npon the industry. The
ramifications of some of the large concerns now interested

in British Columbia properties show the infl.uence of

aliens. If this government finds that influence endeavor-

ing to ]irevent our ores going to the British government,

that moment we shall step in. The intention of the

government is to sanely and seriously take your repre-

sentations into consideration and eventually work out our

policy, on which tlie future prosiJerity of the province so
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greatly dupeiul.'^, in as safe and sane a inaiiiici- as h
humanly possible."

At tlio conclusion of the remarks ol' the I'lemier, Mr.

Sloan stated that lie was glad to hear his views on the

subject and was pleased to lind tliat they coineidcd with

his own. He said that while the Canadian government

stood ready at all times to assist the investors of foreign

coiuitries to secure sound investments in British Columbia

and elsewhere, the government must primarily insist

that l^ritish capital get fair play. He hinted at some

depreciating intluence which he said was at work in the

])rovinee, but which the government had under dose

surveillance. Mr. Sloan concluded that notwithstanding

the difficulties in the way of the establishment oT a

flourishing mining industry, the ultimate result would be

highlv successful.

Foreign Trade in Lead and Zinc

Imports of lead and zinc during Octobci' and Novem-
ber, 191G, arc rejjortcd by the Dejiartment of Commerce
as follows:

Contents, I-b.

Articles and Countries

Lead Ore:

France .

.

England

.

Canada.
Panama ...
Mexico
ChUe
Peru
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Copper Statistics

The ai-utcMR'.ss in ilic chiiixm- situation last iail, uiiirh

prrniitted tlie extraMii^aiil i'is<' in price lo aij(i\e ;'>0i-..

was due primarily to a sliorta.ac in the rcfininj^- eapacity.

The production ol' the mines, stinuihited as never hel'ore,

increased ra])idly. luii to a hir^e extent the ni'W >iippl\

could not be pnt thmuiih llie relineries. It was well

known, however, that new relinini;- caijacity was being pid-

\ided and would in the main he readv I'or iise earlv in

1917.

The statistics do not all'urd us a clear record ol' the

events of 1916, but they give us an idea. The total pro-

duction of blister coi)])er, plus the imports from foreign

countries—that is. the sujiply of raw material coming to

American refiners—was aliout 2.500,000.000 lb. The ]m^-

dttetion of refined copper was about 2,300,000,000 II).

There was evidently accumulated, tlierefore, a surjilus of

200,000,000 lb. of crude copi)er, between the smelteries

and the outgoing gates of the refineries. This does noi

mean that sitch a quantity of copper was piled uji in the

yards or warehouses. Some of it may have been retaineil

at the smelteries, a nnieh hirger quantity than usual was

probably in transit on the railways, and some of it had

gone into the new vats f.>\' the refineries. Considering the

industiy as a whole, the statistics mean simply that the

smelters prodviced a certain quantity of copper in Ariz-

ona, ^Montana, etc., which was dis]iatched to the refiners,

or was ready to be dis])atched ; and the refiners jint out a

certain quantity of refined co])per at Xew '^'in-k. I>al-

timore, etc.

The statistics are most unsatisfactory in their failure to

reveal the situation toward the end of 191 (i. rather than

for the whole year, during which pronounced changes

occurred. We should like to kiuiw what was the relative

production of crude and refined coiipei- in the last two

months or in the last cpiartcr.

There is oiic important thing, however, that we do

know; namely, that the refining c-apacity had been greatly

increased during tlu^ last lialf of inifi and at the end C)f

the year was as follows: Electrolytic, 200,000,000 Ih. per

month; Lake, 22,.j00,000 lb. per month. .Vdding to this

the output of tlu! mines siich as Aiizona. Tennessee, De-
troit, Braden ami Cbnquicamala, that does not have to go
Ihrough the refiiu'ries, say 1 4, .TOO.000 lb. jier month, we
have a total ca)iacity at tlie present tinu' I'm- the deli\ery

of about 2.17,000.000 Ih. of cojjper available lor consump-
tion. Tills is in excess of Ihe average—200,000,000 Ih. per

month—i)roducfion of crude coppei- in llljii. hut as

previously menlioneil. we <|ii not know jusl what was the

rate thereof at the (uid of ihe year: that, is. whether- the

smelters were then gaining on the I'efiiuu's, or \ici' \ersa.

.\nyway. unless .something calamitous ha])]iens iu 11)1 ;.

we. look for a very large ]U'oduetion ol" reliiu'il coppei'.

The monthly rale may easily rise to 250,000,000 lli., and

the year's total may approach closely the \inparalleled

figure of n.onn.ooo.ooo Ih.

Tin in Nevada
'I'he I'ceent discovery of tin deposit> m a rhyolite How

111 .\e\ada is in several rcsjiects of great interest. As all

mining engineers know, we are very poorly supplied with
tin deposits in the United States. Those in (he southern

.\]ipalachiaii states, as well as tlios,. in tl,,. p.hick Hills

and southern California, hnw. pro\ed either too poor or

too pockety for working. iVt the present tinu! our aiiniial

]iroducti(m of about 100 tons of metallic tin comes almost
e.xclusively from western Alaska.

The dLscovery in Nevada may or may not he of eco-

nomic importance, but it calls attention to a novel and
remarkable type of deposit and. still more important, it

o]iens up possibilities of prospecting iu the enormous areas

of rhyolite fiows in the (ireat Basin and elsewhere in the

\^'est. Very similar deposits have been known for .some

time in several states in Mexico, jjarticularly Durango
and Guanajuato. The ore is a kidney-shaped or niani-

millary cassiterite, which is as.soeiated with hematite,

I halcedony, ojial, tridymite and quartz, a most peculiar

comhiiiation from a mineralogical standpoint. It is be-

lieved that the veins result from the action of hot waters,

which near the surface have extracted emanations from
the rhyolite very soon after its solidification. The un-
commercial character of the tin dejiosits of similar char-

acter in ilexico jtrevents ns, lio«-e\er. from being very

sanguine rcs])ecting the similar deposits in Xevada.

The Treadwell Mines
The Treadwell group of mines, for many \ears large

and regular dividend-payers, fell not long ago into evil

days, as is well known. Last summer a commission of

engineers, comprising F. AV. Bradley (presiilent of the

company). ITennen Jennings and II. C. Perkins, exam-
ined the properties with a view towanl amalgamation of

tlu^ companies. They advised such an amalgamation, hut

incidentally their statements respect ing th mines were a

lather startling revelation tn the ]iuhlic. Since then some
alarming reports have been in circiihitiiui, priiici]ially the

result of erroneous deductions, as so often is the case.

It is fortunate, therefcn-e, that there has just come to hand

a very minute and comin-ehensive report of the president

to his board of directors under date id' Oct. 20, ]»1(>.

]'. \X. Bradley is one of the original ex])onents of the

policy of frankness and pnhlicity in the affairs of min-

ing companies, ,-iiid for many years the rciiorts of his

<iimi)anies—the Alaska, grou]) and Huiikci- Hill & Sul-

li\an—bad been all that such re]>orts sluuild be. Their

stoekholdei's have had full and exact iiiformatimi res])(H't-

ing all their affairs. This same frankness has just been

exhibited again, although it was a disagreealile statement

that bad to be made.

The mines of Treadwell Island are situated right along-

side of the (fastineau Channel, their workings are mostly
below Ihe sea level, and some of them are under tlie chan-
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nel. During the last year or two there liave been some

threatening collapses of ground and even some infiltra-

tions of sea water. The rumor has been circulated that

this might spell loss of the mines. In fac^t, nothing like

tliat has ever been considered to be probable. The situa-

tion has been studied very carefully and is pronounced to

i)e not dangerous, but it is recognized that there must be

careful nuning lest it become so. In this, as in many
C'ases, forcwai'ued is to be forearmed.

The other serious thing in the situation of the Tread-

well mines is the entrance of the lower workings into a

lean zone. The ore of these mines has always been rather

imiform, and going l)y the experience of years, reserves

have been calculated from large blocks of ground that

have not been closely crosscut. In raising from the lower

levels to mine such a large block the grade was found to

fall off rapidly and there was similar experience in sink-

ing from above. Finally the management was forced to

the conclusion that there is a large zone in the lower part

of the mine in which the ore is not of payable grade. Be-

low this, however, it has been proved that there is payaljle

ore, wherefore it is not a case of the mines petering out,

but rather of disappointment and delay. Careful plans

have been made that are expected to put these companies

into good position again in a minimum of time. These

plans arc explained fully in ]\Ir. Bradley's rejjort.

We doubt not that it was disagreeable to him to have to

make this report, but how much better it was to tell all

the facts without mincing matters than to tell only half-

truths and try to avoid the admission of mistakes by ob-

scure and confusing explanations. The Treadwcll mines

have been great prodiTcers and good dividend-payers under

Mr. Bradley. May their eclipse be of short duration, and

may they soon shine again with tlieir former lu'illiancy.

Nickel, Manganese and Chromium

The position of the United States in times of possible

stress, as to supplies of the three most common steel-hard-

ening metals, manganese, nickel and chromiuiu, is not al-

together reassuring. Out production of manganese and

chrome ores has increased consideraiily under the stimulus

of abnormally high jirices in 'id\~> and 191(5. In fact, the

production of pure manganese ores in 1916 amounted to

nearly 27,000 tons, again.st 9000 in 1915. Still it is

very far from filling our domestic needs. A timely at-

tempt has been made recently by the United States Geo-

logical Survey to catalog the occurrences of possible

su])plies of nickel ores, which, though not rich enough to

use uiuler ordinary conditions, might serve as emergency

supplies. The result of this survey is about to be pub-

lished. Aside from sporadic and poor deposits of nickel-

bearing jiyrrliotite, low-grade oxidized ores are known to

exist, but it may well be doaibted whether any process

could be devised to treat such ores effectively. May we
hope for discoveries of new deposits? It is possible l>ut

doubtful. Areas of gabbro, like that of Dulutli, and those

of serpentine, as in Califoi'nia, should be c-losely scanned.

A possible source of nickel which has recently attracted

some attention is found in the iron ores of Mayari, Cuba.

These limonito ores, which are derived from the wea-

thering of serpentine, average about 0M% nickel oxide,

and experiments have been carried out recently looking

toward the extraction of this nickel. It is said to have

been ascertained that while most of this nickel is present

as a liydious .silicate, there is a smaller j)art which is in-

soluiiie and it is suspected that nickel oxide may he

])re.sent. It is also well jjossible that in some parts of

Cuba larger deposits, like those of New Caledonia, may
still lie found.

On till! whole the situation is discouraging, and this

also a]iplies to manganese and chromium. There is no

use looking for chromium except in areas of serjientine.

and all de])osits so far found in the United States have

been spotty and small. Three thousand tons of ore pro-

duced against seventy-six thousaiul tons imported—that

tells the stoiy.

Manganese is more widespread, and many old mines.

especially in Virginia, are i)eing reopened. There are

some promising low-grade iron-manganese ores, luit tiie

pure and high-grade manganese dioxide is very .scarce.

Such material is used, among other things, for dry bat-

teries, and it is said that maimfacturers of these have

found it very difficult to obtain a supply. Aside from the

unique oolitic ores of soiithern Russia, the manganese de-

posits seem to thrive best uiuler conditions of tropical

Weathering such as do not obtain in this country.

Cuba is rich in serpentine. There is also much man-
ganese, and this southern neighbor of ours could possibly

help us out quite a little in case of all three of these

necessary metals.

The index for Vol. 102 of the Engineering and Mininij

Journal will be mailed with this issue. Any subscriber

not receiving a copy of same should notify the subscrip-

tion department at once.

Tlie total mineral ]u-o(luction of the United States in

191(i is estimated l)y the U. S. Geological Survey at about

$3,000,000,000. This figure is spectacular, but without

any doubt it includes a good deal of duplication.

m

The affairs of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers are enlivened this year by a real election for

])resident by letter-ballot. Tliis is perhaps an innovation

in the history of the Institute. Anyway, there has been

nothing like it during the last 30 years. The opposing

canilidates are Sidney J. Jennings and Philip N. Moore.

Both of them are eminent mining engineers. Either of

them will make a distinguished and efficient president of

the organization.

W'p devote a good deal of space this week to an article

by Mr. Ilonnold on the Commission for Relief in

Belgium. This is not directly a mininjr and metallurgical

subject, but we consider that it ought to be put fully

before our readers, for it relates to what has been, ami

is, distinctly an engineering job, as Mr. Hoover has

characterized it; and Mr. Hoover and Mr. Honnold are

both distinguished mining engineers who in this work

are elevating and glorifying the profession. Relatively

few ]iers(ius have any clear idea of what they have done

and Imw they have done it. Matters of diplomacy, finance.

])(ili(y and organization are presented. The scope, magni-

tude and cfTlcicncy of the work make it. as Mr. Asquith

the British Prime ^Minister has said, one of the finest

achievements in the history of humane and philanthro])i(

organization. This is what Mr. Honnold tells about. We
nrce a careful reMdin? of his article.
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BY THE WAY

"Siiiip"" spelling is again agitating the eerebellums ol'

some members oi' the A. I. M. E. who are out with in-

stitute eireulars in its behalf.—Still, yet. or again. ?

^:

In speaking of the present aetions of the stoek market.

a finaneial writer in the New York Ereniiii/ I'osI re-

marks caustically : "The market does not know when the

war will end ; even if it knew when peace would come,

it does not know what is going to happen when it does

come. It is not even sure what is going to happen if

the war continues. Otherwise it can proceed with cer-

tainty."

The first steel company to publish its ID 16 earnings is

the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co., which shows its

bond interest earned more than 16 times over. In com-

parison with this it is stated that among the other leading

steel companies Lackawanna Steel is expected to show

similar earnings of more than seven times. United States

Steel over 11 times, Bethlehem Steel 1-1 times appro.xi-

mately and Eepublie Steel more than 30 times.

m

Making skilled artisans for the various metal indus-

tries out of wounded soldiers is the object of a school

opened in Diisseldorf, Gennany, according to a report

in Iron Age, Jan. 11, 1917. AVheu the men enter this

school as convalescents, the greater part of the day is

spent in theoretical instruction, but as they grow stronger,

the lecture hours are gradually curtailed and the men
receive practical instruction in the large workshop of

the school, where the\' do easy work on machine tools.

The men easily find cmijloynient after finishing their

training.

Two years ago, when there was a surplus of labor in

the Lake Superior district, two Cornish miners traveled

from the Michigan district into Minnesota, but they were

unable to get work at any of the mines where they applied

and so decided to try their hand at farmiug. They ap-

I'-lied to a farmer for employment and were asked what

they could do about a farm. They replied that they

could do anything and so were assigned to the task of

digging potatoes. The farmer put them to work and

then went to attend to other duties. He returned in

about two boui's to see how the new hands were getting

along and found that they had dug a hole about 8 ft.

in depth. He asked the pair what they were doing

nnd one of them replicil : "'Well, they taters ])layed out

on we at grass roots and us do be sinkin on they."

%
One of the large uses for aluminum since the war be-

gan has lieen for the manufacture of rifle bullets. The
modern high-powered rifle bullet is about 0.;5 in. diam-

eter and has a long, sharp point. In order to prevent

a bvcllct of such .«hape from upsetting in tlie gun when
in'opell(!d with the high velocity of over 2000 ft. per

second, it is provided with a hard-drawn sheathing of

copper-nickel alloy. One of ^c belligerents places with

in this sheath, at its V(>i'y pf)int, a snmll )i('llcf of alum-

inum. The remainder of the sheatiiing is then lilled

with lead in the usual manner. This construction in no

way jirodiU'cs a "dum-dum" bullet, for the simple reason

that the aluminum is harder than lead and "mushroom-
ing" of the nose of the bullet is impossible. The alumi-

num is intended to give increased accuracy of lire and a

llatter trajectory. A good many thousands of tons of

alnniiiiuni baxc been used ftn' this [turjiose.

m
The New York Rvening Post has commented editorially

as follows regarding the Belgian Kiddies: "An ingenious

step in the work of relief for the sutfering people of Bel-

gium has been taken by the mining engineers of the Unit-

ed States in instituting the Belgian Kiddies, Ltd. The

stock of this company is to be issued at $12 a share, and

the purcha.ser of each share will receive his dividends in

the shape of the consciousness that his $12 will provide

one sadly needed meal a day throughout a whole year for

one Belgian child. Administrative e.xpenses are com-

pletely provided for by the Commission for Relief in Bel-

gium, so that every penny invested goes for the actual pur-

chase of food. What makes the action so appropriate is

that Herbert C. Hoover, the head of the connnission, is

one of the mo.st eminent of American mining engineers,

and has devoted his whole time and his extraordinary or-

ganizing ability, ever since the beginning of the war, to

the work of Belgian relief. We are confident that the

mining engineers will invest liberally in this unques-

tionably sound and paying stock, and we trust they will do

more than that. Many 'of them are in close relations

with capitalists of great wealth, whom a little urging from

such a quarter would suftice to convince of their duty and

their oiijjortunity in the matter. From such men it is

to be hoped that really large subscriptions will be suc-

cessfully solicited."

•».

The following poem by K. H. Chisholm, of the Bureau

of Mines, appeared in the December, 1916, Safety Bear

Letter of the California Industrial Accident Commission

:

.S.\FETY FIRST
Never let your fancies roam.
Never be "Nobody Home":
Keep a level-beaded dome,

"Safety First."

Be sure the treacherous roof you test;

Be careful where you sit to rest;

Beneath a timber's always best.

"Safety First."

Don't open powder with a pick.

It might explode, then death comes quick;
Never do this foolish trick,

"Safety First."

Look out for electric juice.

And see the timbers are not loose.

And beware the mule's caboose, *

"Safety First."

Don't iiidulKe in any booze;
Keep the car wheels off your shoes.
And be liberal with the fuse,

"Safety First."

Study up that Hrst-.aid fad.

If you don't, you'll wish you had.
Some day you will need it bad,

"Safety First."

Theic are no angels watchiUK you;
Other Kuys have found it true
That Ood helps those who think and dO,

"Saf<'Iy First."
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A Personals

Harry 0. Robinson, formerly an oin'rathiK cn-
jiint't'i- of aU'xico, is in New York for a sluirt stay.

Robert J. Burgess^ has become associated with
Ihc Merrill Mctalliuuical Co., San Ki'ancisco.

Charles T. Kirk, stale geologist r)f Ni-w Mexico,
has been inspecting mines in Houlder County.
Colo.

A. T. Budd, a prominent mining man of
Haileybury, Ont., lias returned from a trli> round
the world.

Professor Frank D. Adams, of McGill Univers-
ity, has been elected president of the Geological
Society of America.

Captain J. P. Hodgson, of the mining depart-
ment of riieips. Dodge & Co.. Ariz,, is visiting
in the Lake Superior district.

Henry Cribb, manager of Kl Amparo, wliich has
long been ttie principal gold mine in Venezuela,
will shortly return tc» England.

Y. Fukushima was reported recently to be in

San Fraiiciscu making shipping arrangements for
steel and machinery ordered in the East.

John M. Fox has left Tonopah to take diarge
of mining operations in the magnetite field of
New Jersey, with headnnarters at Dover.

J. H. Lewis, formerly with the Nevada Con-
solidated Copper Co.. McGill. Xev.. is now con-
nected with the Braden Copper Co.. at Rancagua.
Chile.

Albert Burch. of San Francisco has resigned
as manager of the Bewick, Jloreing & Co. in-
terests in California, and also as manager of the
Plymouth Consolidated.

The Marquis of Queensbury. accompanied by
H. Stanley Waugh the well-known African and
Australian gold mining pioneer, passed through
Toronto recently on his way to Alaska to in-
spect gold properties there.

Peter Nordstrom has returned from a trip of
three months in the iron-ore district of northern
Sweden. He superintended tlie installation of
1(1 Bucyrus electric shovels in tlie Kiruna mine
'if the Grangesberg company.

Roy F. Heath has resigned his post as chemist
for the V. S. Mining Co. to open an assay office

and chemical laboratory at ^Vhite Sulphur
Springs, Mont,, taking advantage of the devel-
ojtment at the new camps of Copper. Castle and
Delpini.

John D. Pope, former general manager of the
North Butte Mining Co., has been appointed man-
ager of mining operations of the Boston & Mon-
tana Development Co.. and will be elected a
director of the company at tlie meeting of the
board on Feb. 5.

J. R. Finlay has left for a prolonged AVestern
trip. He expects to be in Globe, Ariz., beginning
Jan. 26 for two or three weeks. After that he
will be at Jerome for a good part of March.
Thence he will proceed to California and finally

will visit the Cceur d'Alene.

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the
Rineau of Mines, has completed an examination
of tlie Crow's Nest coal mines of British Colum-
bia, at the request of the Canadian government.
These mines are the most gaseous in the world,
but Mr., Rice holds out hope that a method may
be devised to work them at a minimum risk of
life.

W. J. Loring, of Bewick. Moreing & Co., Lon-
d<ni. has taken charge of the interests formerly
dinclid by Albert Burch, in addition to the
ojjcration and development of mines in Eldorado.
Amador, Calaveras and Tuolumne Comities for
the operation and development of which he
secured the necessary investment in the T^^nited

States since the beginning of thu European war.

Obituary

Mark Nagle. a mining engineer, formerly con-
nected with lliu Oliver Iron Mining Co. at Eveleth
and Coleraine, who had been in the southwest
several years, has been killed at Globe. Ariz.,

just how his relatives have not been advised.
The body is being brought to Eveleth. Minn., for
burial. He has a lirother living in Superior, Wis.,
a sister living in Butte, Mont., and another sister
living liere.

August Raht, the well known load-smelting
exiiert, formerly with the American Smelting and
Refining Co., died on Ciiristmas day at the
Palace Hotel. San Francisco, where be had made
his home for some time. Mr. Raht was born in
Germany, but spent the greater part of his life in
this country. He was connected at various
periods with the TTnited Smelting and Refining
Co., and with the Guggenhelms at I'neblo. Colo.,
Aguascalientes, Mexico, and at I'erth Ainboy,
N. J. A more extended notice will be published
later.

Gen. Frank Hall, aged 82, died in Denver, Jan. 2.

For the past 18 years ho has been mining editor
of the "Denver Post," and was widely aciiualnted
among mining men. especially those of the pioneer
.irul early peridds. Asl(|e from Ji general feeble-

ness due to old age, he maintained his regular
duties to the last. No Illness affected him. He
retired in normal health and passed away during
his sleep. He was born in I'oughkeepsie, X. Y.,

.Mar. 4. I8;i5. When a young man of 25 he went
lo St. Louis and there joined n. party of adven-
turous pioneers l)ound for Colorado. He was a
contemporary of David H. Moffat. He became a
man of public affairs, was a memt)er of the first

territorial legislature, territorial secretary of
state, and acting gpvernor. He obtained his title

of "general" by reason of being adjutant-general
of the Colorado militia during early-day troubles.
In 18it;{ he was elected treasurer of Denver. In
1895 he became county treasurer. From 189.'»

to 1001 he labored on his "History of Colorado."
a work so (Complete and authentic that be was
thereupon made state historian. His personality
is stated in the words of his most intimate col-
leagues—"A fine old gentleman." He looked.
acted and lived the part. His funeral was con-
ducted by the Masonic fraternity Jan. 4.

Societies

College of Mines, University of Washington, at
Seattle. Wa.sh.. held a smoker and open house
at tile new mining experiment station of the
ir S. Bureau of Jlines, just tstal)lished, on
Friday, .Ian. 12.

American Institute of Mining Engineers Is pre-
pariTig announcements of the details of the 114th
annual meeting to be held at New York, Feb. 19
to 22 inclusive. Details of the program, as at
present formulated, are noted on another page
of this issue of the "Journal." All those inter-
ested in mining are urged to attend.

University of Washington, Seattle. Wash., calls

attention til the fact that 45 men have enrolled
in the 20th annual three -months mining session
at the College of Mines. Their ages vary from
21 to 56 years, averaging 33 years. All but ten
of the men have had mining experience. They
register from all parts of the Pacific coast, from
Arizona to Alaska. Quartz miners are in the
great majority but several placer miners are pres-
ent and a few coal men.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania
held its annual meeting on Tuesday. Jan. 16 at its

rooms in the Oliver Building. I'ittsburgh. The
retiring president. Samuel E. Duff, presented his

annual address on the subject of "Our Society."
The society will be entertained on Saturday
evening. Jan, 20. by an address, accompanied by
moving pictures, by H. W. Du Bois. of Philadel-
phia, the subject being "Hunting in Alaska with
a Movie Gun."

American Institute of Mining Engineers and
American Electrochemical Society will hold a
joint meeting of their New York Sections at the
Machinery Club. New York, on Friday evening.
Jan. 26. An informal dinner will be served at
6 : 30 p.m. after which the session will begin.
The speakers will be : Ligon Johnson, consult-
ing attorney for the International Nickel Co. and
the American Smelting and Refining Co., "The
History and Legal Phases of the Smoke Problem" ;

W. W. Strong, of the Scientific Instrument and
Electrical Machine Co. on the "Theoretical As-
pects of Electrical Precipitation": Linn Bradley,
of the Research Corporation, on the "Cottrell
Process in Practice." A number of others who
have had a great deal of experience with this
interesting problem have been asked to join in
the discussion.

Industrial News

Yuba Construction Co. has just received an
order from Mark G. Evans, of Denver, for an
8-cn.ft. gold dredge, electrically operated and
digging 65 ft. below water line, for a property
near Breckenridge. Colo.

Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co., of Pitts-
burg, Penn., has appointed the Seiger-Wabranin
Co., Atlanta, Ga. ; Joplin Supply Co.. Joplin, Mo.,
and George T. Matthews Co.. St. Louis, Mo., as
representatives in the territories <:ontributary to
those cities.

Snyder Electric Furnace Co.. Chicago, has re-
cently supplied furnaces to the Hayncs Stcelite
Co.. Kokomo, Ind. : Pelton Steel Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; New London Ship and Engine Co.. C.raton,
Conn. ; Pratt & Cady Co.. Hartford. Conn. ; Day-
ton Steel Foundry Co., Dayton, Ohio; Chile Ex-
ploration Co., New York, and the Stearns-Roger
Mfg. Co.,, Denver, Colo.

Trade Catalogs

Fairbanks Power Hammers. TTnited Hammer
Co., Ill Milk St.. Bost.Mi, Mass. Catalog. Pp.
16 : :!V-;Xfi ill : illustrated.

"A Chain of Evidence." Morse Chain Co..

Ithaca, N, Y. PubUcation N<i, 15 covering Sm-ill
Power Drives, I'p. 20 ; 6xll in, : illustrated.

Cement-Gun Construction Co., Chicago, has
publisJied ;ui interesting bnnklet describing and

niuHtratlng "Gun-crete" work, which 1h a protec-
tive application of concrete or cement put on
steel, Iron or masonry or timber construction by
means of the cement gun.

Western Electric Co. la sending out Interestlnu
literature regarding the Da^ls fiood lamps manu
factured by that conipan,\ . Tlm.'ie lamps havi-
proved useful for general lighting, and make [£

possible satisfactory operations by night In <|uur-
rles, construction wttrk, etc,

Rock Drills. Air Compressors. Coal Cutting
Machines. Etc. Sullivan Machinery Co.. 122 S.
Michigan Aw.. Chicago. Ill, Catalog No. 110.
Pp. 68; 6x!» in.; Illustrated. This Is printed in
the Spanish language and can be obtained on
apiilication to the company.

Electrical Supply Year Book. Western Electric
Co.. Inc.. l!i:> Broiidway New York. This Is the
Third Edition of this book and follows the plan
of uniform list prices with one basic discount
enabling prospective purchaser to iiulckly deter-
mine the apjiro.vimate price of anv article. Pp-
i:il2 : TxKJ in,: doth; illustrated.
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New Patents

Amalgamator. Howe F. LounsbiTry, Sheridan.
Wyo., assignor to Mid-Continent Machinery Co.
Sheridan. Wyo. (U. S. .No. 1,211.729; .Ian. 9.
1!)17.)

Blasting—System for Firlnc Explosives In
Mines. Camden Eugene KnoHies and Leroy
Daniel Cornelius, I'ittsljure. Kan. (U. S. No.
1.212,072; .Ian. li. li)17.)

Concentrating Table. Henry W. Faust, Grants
I'as.s. Ore. (f K. No. l,21li,778 ; Jan. 2, 1917.)

Concentrating Table. Eniil Deister, Fort Wayne,
Ind., assiKrior to I»eister Machine Co.. Fort Wayne,
Ind. (U. S. No. 1.211.:!IM; .Ian. 2, 1917.)

Conveyor and Mixer. Charles H. Bureard,
Leavenworth, Kan. (U. S. No. 1,211,398; ,Ian.

9, 1917.)

Conveyor—Mill Product Discharging Mecha-
nism. William B. Newlon. Fremont Neb., as-
signor of one-half to Ceorge A. Mead. Central
City. Neb. (U. S. No. 1,211,743; .Ian. 9, 1917.)

Decanting Apparatus. .Tulius H. Alpenfels, Den-
ver. Colo. (V. .s. No. 1.210,:i92; .Ian. 2, 1917.)

Drill. Frank K Williams. Ottumwa. Iowa. (U.
S No. 1,210,717 ; .Ian. 2, 1917.)

Drill Bit and sectional rod therefor. Russell S.
Carter, Hewlett, N. Y., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand
Co., Jersey City, N. .T. (U. S. No. 1,211,(IS0; .Ian.

2, 1917.)

Drill Sharpener. Edward L. OUlliani, Denver,
Colo., assignor to The Denver Itork Drill Manu-
facturing Co.. Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,211.-
481!; Jan. 9, 1917.)

Electrolytic Recovery—Method of recovering val-
uable constituents of Ores. Hermann G. C. Tho-
fehrn. Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,210,724;
Jan. 2, 1917.)

Electrolysis — Process for the Production of
Cuprous Oxide Electrolyfii'allv. Bertram Hunt,
Glasgow. Scotland. (U. S. No. 1 212,082 ; Jan.
9. 1917.)

Flotation Process of Concentrating. Galen H.
Clcvenger, Palo Alto, Calif. (TJ. S. No. 1,212,-

130 ; .Tan. 9, 1917.)

Gold—Vacuum Gold Separator. William Shore.
Mniitesano. Wash. (U. S. No. 1,211,493; Jan. 9.

191G.)

Hydraulic Power Transmission. Gogu Constan-
tinesco, Loudon, England, assignor of one-half to
Walter Haddon. London. England. (u. S. No.
1,211,079 and 1,211.680; Jan. 9, 1917.)

Iron Alloy. Fred C. T. Daniels. N.itick, JIass.

(U. S. No. 1.211.826: Jan. 9, 1917.)

Mine Car. James V. Clark, Davis, W. Va. (U.
S. No. 1.211.089; Jan. 2. 1917.)

Mine Car—Door for side-dump cars. Alexander
M. Gow. Duluth, Minn. (U. S No. 1.210,462 ; Jan.
2. 1917.)

Mine Shaft Gate. John J. Collier. Irwin, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.211 412; Jan. 9, 1917.)

Placer Machine. James W. Woods. Grand
.Junction, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,211. r>18; Jan. 9.

1917.)

Rick Drill Hammer. Walter E. Kiniber, Harles-
den. London, England. (U. S. No. 1,212.141 ;

Jan. 9, 1917.)

Smelting—Process of and Apparatus for Smelt-
ing Ores. George W. Wright. Deming, N. M.
(U. S. No. 1,211805; Jan. 9, 1917.)

Steel—Manufacture of Steel. Godfrey John
Bovle, Chetwvnd. West Riding, England. (U. 8.

No. 1,211,545; Jan. 9. 1917.)

Tunneling Machine. Dighton A. Robinson,
Seattle, Wash. (U. S. No. 1,212,107 ; Jan. 9.

1917.)

Uranium Oxide—Process for the manufacture
of uranium oxide. Harvey A. Sell. Pittsburgh,
I'eiiti.. assignor to Standard Chemical Co.. Pitts-

burgh, Penn. {U. S. No. 1,210,714; Jan. 2, 1917.)

V Well-Drilling Tool. Hermann F. Schubert, Vic-
*'toria, Tex (U. S. No. 1,210,704; Jan. 2, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Jan. 10

Deepest Active Mine Shaft in Nevada at the
close of litlfj was llu' Union on Ilu- Comstock
Lode. The 2740-fl. point was rf.uheU with the
uiiwatering pumps at the end of the last week
in December. The hoisluif; of ore will be in-

ereased by the instuUation uf the electric hoist
which is being removed from the C & C. shaft,
where it had been in use for several years. Ore
from tlie Sierra Nevada and the Opliir also is

moved through the Union shaft. So the prepara-
tion for greater and faster hoisting is necessary
to meet extraction that is now possible. The tim-
bers in the winze below the 2700 level are found
in good condition, althougli they were submerged
in 1885. There are several other winzes to be
unwatered. extending to the 3300 level and it

is believed that the timbers will be found in
the same state of preservation as in the iJTOO.

If so it means a large saving in the cost of
rehabilitation.

Liquid Chlorine i^ being used at the largest
chlorination plant on the Mother Lode, owing to
the increased cost of manganese dioxide. The
Kennedy mine, the largest producer in Amador
County, has adopted this method. The liquid
chlorine is supplied from Niagara Falls, in cyl-
inders containing about 105 lb. of chlorine, the
total weight of container and material being about
190 lb. The Kennedy operates a 100-stamp mill
and has the largest chlorination works in the
state. It uses five to six cylinders of the li-

quid per month. The cylinders are returned
to the factory for refilling. The liquid chlorine
is under about 6.^i-lb. pressure and upon open-
ing the stop-cock the chlorine gas is released.
The old method required the use of a generator
wliich was loaded with sulphuric acid, mangan-
ese ore and salt. The new method does away
with the labor of generating the gas and clean-
ing the generators. In addition to the labor
saved the net cost of the chlorine is said to be
less when bought in the liciuid form.

Tungsten Highgraders Near Bishop have de-
veloped into common tliieves w'ho steal sacked
concentrates instead of robbing the mines of
high-grade ore. The owners of the Standard
mines traced some of their stolen concentrate fo
the thieves' cache and recovered about $1000
worth. When the thieves called in, a motor car
to get their cache they were disappointed and
in order to compensate themselves for the long
trip across the Jlojave desert, they stole three
50-lb. sacks of concentrate from the mill and
carried them to Los Angeles where they sold
them to an assuyer. The man who drove the
motor, Robert Nichols, "snitched" and Edward
Arnold, former Los Angeles policeman, and Henry
Johnson, a miner who iiad worked at the tungsten
mines, were arrested. It is believed these men
are members of an organized gang of "high-
graders" operating in southeastern California and
western Nevada. During the tungsten boom at
Atolia and Randsburg a good deal of "highgrad-
ing" was done and some ore stolen from ware-
houses , but stealing concentrates worth $50 a
sack and hauling it MOO mi. in small lots is rather
cheap "higbgrading."

State Highway Lateral, connecting Jackson with
Sacramento is practically assured by the State
Highway Commission in authorizing the accept-
ance of the offer of Amador County to advance
$100 per mi. for the survey of the road from
Jackson due west via lone to Clay, a station on
the Southern Pacific K.R. in Sacramento County.
The air-line distance is about 22 mi. ; from Clay
iKirthwest to Sacramento the air-line distance is

about 25 mi. The distance to be surveyed is

greater between Jackson and Clay, owing to the
foothill clevatitms. but the whole distance be-
tween the county seat of Amador and the state
capital should not be in excess of tiO mi. The
portion of the proposed lateral between Clay and
Sacramento will be built by the Sacramento
Highway Commission. This assurance of high-
way outlet from the Mother Lode districts in
Amador County is a fine tiling for the mining
industry in that section of the Molhe;* Lode
region. It will be a finer thing if the county
supervisors will see the neeessily and provide
for repairs and reconstruction of roads within
the county and especially along the Mother Lode
running north from the Hardenburg, situated
jfouth of Jackson to the Plymoutli (\insolidated
at Plymouth in tlie northern edge of the county.
From Jackson south into Calaveras Cr)unty there
is also need for Improvement. Ilofh these coun-
ties 'could be greatly benefited by better roads
between Jackson and San Andreas. Amador is

fbe leading gold-producing county in tlie state
ind contains Important agriculturnl regions. Rvit
in the matter of dlrectl transportation the mines,
the ranches and the towivs are "otT the map."
The county Is served by the Amador Central R.R.

running from Gait, a station on the Southern
Pacific, at the southern edge of Sacramento
County about Iialf way between Sacramento and
Stockton, to .Martell situated about a mile out
nf Jackson. And Martell is merely ;i station at
the end of the line. No town or mine in tlie
county is reached directly by railroad and only
in the western side of tlie county are there even
toleralile wagon roads.

BUTTE—Jan. 11

Large New Orebodies continue to be found in
the lower levels of the Butte mines. The seem-
ing inexhaustibility of Butte's mineral resources
IS an ever growing subject of surprise to those
familiar with the fate of other camps. Time and
again it has been predicted that before long the
copper mines on Anaconda Hill would give out in
depth and be forced to drop out of the list of
active producers. But whenever such predictions
seemed most likely to come true, a new strike
was usually made in one of the old mines and
was followed by similar strikes in adi((ining
claims, thus putting off the dreaded end to an
indefinite future. Then came the rapid develop-
ment of Butte's zinc resources that had lain
dormant for years under the very nose of calam-
ity prophets and experienced mining men. These
resources bid fair to make Butte one of the largest
zinc producers in the world and even in the ab-
sence of copper would stamp Butte as one of the
leading camps in the country. As though this
was not enough, recent development work in the
eastern section of the camp brings new surprises
every day in the showing of large and rich bodies
of copper ore that threaten to rob Anaconda Hill
of its well deserved fame. As tliough fearing the
loss of its world-wide renown, the famous hill
is again proving its worth by giving up some of
Its riches at the depths of two of the oldest mines
in the camp. On the lower levels of the Leonard
and Tramway mines, the Anaconda company is
now opening up bodies of ore that for richness
and size surpass the showing of the same veins
on higher levels. The developments there as well
as on the lowest levels of the High Ore. the Orig-
inal and other deep mines on Anaconda Hill indi-
cate that the hill's future as a copper producer
is assured for some years to come. The vein
on the 2800 level of the Leonard mine shows a
widtli of 50 ft. and contains ore running from
2 to 7% copper. Tlie orebody developed in the
Tramway mine is said to be over 100 ft. wide
running from :iMi to 4% copper. The finding of
such bodies at these depths means much to Butte,
as comparatively little ore has so far been mined
between the 2000- and 2600-ft. levels, leaving
a great area of unexplored ground from the 2000-
to the 3800-ft. levels, the lowest point to which
the North Butte company's Granite Mountain
shaft now runs. Wliat this area may hold is
impossible to tell, but the recent discoveries in
the Leonard and Tramway mines give ground for
great expectations.

DENVER—Jan. 10

Colorado Metal Mining Association is holding
its annual convention at the Brown Palace
Hotel. Pres. Bulkeley Wells, in bis opening
address, assailed tlie state tax commission's plan
to raise general revenues througli an increase
in the assessment on metal mines. He also
objected to the campaign being made by labor
organizations to increase the benefits accruing
to workmen under compensation laws that were
enacted by the legislature two years ago. For
several years the association has sought to take
action concerning the business metliods pursued
by some of the custom-ore purchasers, particular
charges being aimed at the American Smelting
and Refining Co. Anticipating resolutions at this
convention, there is a strong attendance of
representatives of custom plants of all sorts.
After stormy debate the association passed a
resolution suggesting that the present legislature
appoint a commission of experts to analyze the
custom-ore business in thi.s state, this to be known
as the Colorado Ore Sales Comnii.ssion. This
group of experts is to be named l>y a committee
of nine, tliree of whom shall be appointed by
the Colorado Scientific Society, three by tlie

Colorado Ciiapter of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, and three by the Colorado
Metal Mining Association. The experts to be
selected by tills connnittee must quiilify as fol-

lows : One a gradii;ite mining engineer of 10
years' experience, one a well-known mine operator,
and one a reputable, professional statistician and
accountant. This commission is to be given power
to examine ore-purchasers' "books and records
and and to collect, arrange and publish the data
by them collected and their conclusions and
recommendations as to the proper, practical and
legislative action to be taken." \Ylien such report
is made, (he association will introduce legislation
putting the purchase of ores under the control
of the state Public TUIIitlos Commission.

SALT LAKE CITY—Jan. 12 '

Tintic Mine Dividends are beginning to con-
tribute to rt all's mine profits for 1!»17. three
mines from t)ie Tintic district having just declared
dividends. The Dragon Consolidated will pay
Ic. a share or $1S.7.">0 on Jan. 20, this being the
first payment by the company; in December 152
cars of ore were shipped, total shipments for 1910
amounting to 1418 cars, much of whicli was iron
ore desired by the Salt Lake Valley smelteries.
The Iron Blossom has declared a dividend of 10c.
a share payable Jan. 25; the amount is $100,000,
and brings the total to date to $2,(I50,0IMI, or
$2.95 a share; shipments for the year just ended
were 1144 cars as compared to 1007 cars in 1915.
The Chief Consolidated has declared a quarterly
dividend of 5c. a share or approximately $44,150.
bringing the total to date to $571,000, or about
60c. a share ; December sliipments amounted to
195 cars, and the year's output amounted to 1868
cars; the property is one of the largest shippers
in the Tintic district. With the dividend of
$22,500 paid Jan. 15 by the Moscow in Beavc
County, the state has four dividend payments
to its credit thus far in the new year.

WALLACE. IDAHO-Jan. 8

The Rumored Electrolytic Zinc Refinery near
Spokane is still being agitated. It is announced
that a representative of that city is now in the
East endeavoring to finance the enterprise.
Several month ago a systematic canvass was
made of the Cmur d'Alene district to determine
the present and iH'obal)Ie future production of
zinc, and similar investigations were made in
other sections of the Northwest and in British
Columbia. The result was a very good show-
ing of prospective business on paper to be
attracted by an electrolytic plant at Spokane.
With the old smeltery site on the Spokane River.
7 or 8 mi. below the city, and a valuable water
right as a nucleus, the promoters were confident
of interesting capital in the enterprise. It Is

now announced that the Washington Water Co.,
which owns all the available power sites in the
vicinity of Spokane with the single exception
or the one above named, has offered to furnish
20,000 hp. or more to the proposed zinc plant
at a low rate, so low that tlie promoters have
abandoned the idea of putting in their own plant.
The success of the enterprise seems to be based
chiefly upon its accessibility to the zinc mines
of Idaho, Washington and British Colimibia, which
would give a substantial reduction in freight
rates on ore without material disadvantage in
the shipment of refined zinc. There is of course
no disposition to di.scourage any enterprise which
has for its purpose the advancement of the
mining industry, but there are some features of
the zinc situation in the Northwest that seem to
be overlooked by the Spokane people and that
appear to be a serious obstacle in the way
of the success of the proposed enterprise. The
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s name has been
mentioned in this connection. This company has.
however, just completed a large electrolytic zinc
refinery at Great Falls. Mont., to treat ores from
its own mines at Butte as well as that from otiier
districts in the Northwest. On the surface it

would appear that a plant at Spokane would
have n decided advantage in bidding for the
ores of the Cceur d'Alene and British Columbia
on account of the short railroad haul, but
the first essential to success of an electrolytic
zinc plant is cheap electric power. No matter
how low the Spokane rate may be. it cannot
compete with the cost of power at Great Falls,
where the Anaconda company practically owns
the power plants through its interest in the
Montana Power Co. Aside from the power ad-
vantages possessed by Anaconda, tlie Great Falls
electrolytic zinc plant has the benefit of one of
the greatest metallurgical organizations in tlie
world, embracing the highest teclinicnl skill, ex-
perience and experimental facilities. The ques-
tion now is: Can any inexperienced organization
beat this at Spokane?

OATMAN. ARIZ.—Jan. 8
About 35 Properties are doing development work

in this district. Two or three of the best pros-
pects are still woefully mismanaged but most of
them are doing their work efficiently. At least
tiie honesty of their intent cannot be questioned
and that is saying a good deal for a camp that
has recently gone through a boom period. Sev-
eral of these pro.specls are well equipped and
under excellent management. Others are endeav-
oring to get along as best they can with second-
hand equipment ill-suited to the purpose but the
only thing available in the rush when work on
these properties was started. Money, cold, hard
cash, is what is retniired for thL> development of
prospects. Oatnian still offers an excellent lleld
for mining development but the cash flows into
the copper camps just now and the gold districts
must await tho return swing of the pendulum
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poets. OiH- or (wo ();itiii;iii piospcfts are Hlu'ially]

supaiiiMl with money Imt not with technical talent.'

Unfortunately tlie art of raisinR money does not

seem to he understood by some of the best man-
aged prospects in the district, whereas some of

those whoso manaKements are most competent

in raisinp funds do not secure the same com-
petence in tlie tcclniical direction of tlielr prop-

erties. In the estalilished mines, continued prog-

ress is being made. Tom Keed has opened a

big reserve of low-grade ore in its Aztec an()

Black Eagle claims. At the eastern end of the

Tom Keed property so many shafts have been
opened that this section has been locally dubbed
"Oil Well City."

BRAINERD. MINN.—Jan. 12

Cuyuna Range Shipments in i;tlt; tot.iled 1.727.-

240 tons of ore from the following mines, which
include six lU'W shippers; Kennedy mine, ItJll.-

914 tons; Croft (new shipper). ti9,110; Meacham
(new shipper), 2.5.207; Thompson. 18ri,9:JI ; Ar-
mour No. 1. 77.o:il; Armour No. 2. :M1,190;
Ironton, 51,7(>S: JMahnomen (new sliipper). 148.-

949 ; Pennington, 206.084 ; Cuyuna-Millc Lacs.
S9.94r> ; Sultana. .^7.200 ; Mangan No. 1 (new
shipper). 30.(i:>5 ; Mangan No. 2 (new shipper),
1000; Ferro (new shipper), 22.2.''.8 ; Hoch, 24.346;
Hill Crest, 19,430; Rowe, 180,239, and Wilcox.
50,000 tons.

JOPLIN—Jan. 13

A $70,000 Steam Power Plant is being installed

hv the Oronogo Mutual Mining Co., at Oronogo.
Power shortage in the Jopli^n district during the

last year has curtailed production markedly at

times. Besides the Oronogo Mutual, several other

large mining companies, which have heretofore

been depending on the local electric-power service,

have seriously considered establishing tlieir own
power plants. The local electric-power company
lately awakened to the fact that it had not kept

pace with the increased activities of the district

and is now making a serious effort to retrieve its

position, but meanwhile tlie mining companies
have been doing some planning of their own.
Included in tlie Oronogo Mutual's new equipment
is an AUis-Chalmers cross-compound Corliss

steam engine, of tlie condensing type, directly

connected with a 2600-cu.ft. compressor, also

cross-compound, and the largest In the district.

A 400- and a S.'SO-hp. boiler will furnish steam.
The company has a 1000-ton mill, three shafts

for hoisting ore and one for men and steel.

Continued Ore Strikes by Drilling is turning
attention more and more toward the Oklalioma

sectiim of this district. Indicatlinis now are that

Baxter Springs. Kan., will likely be the nominal
center of this activity, rather than Miami, or

Commerce. Okla., the tendency being for travel

and iMisiiiess to extend toward .loplin. Leases
only partially developed are selling for more in

this field than fully developed mines In the older
portions of tile c-amji. In one Instance a company
put down a single drill bole and then contracted
with a partv of Oklahomans for an optional
purchase of the 40-acre lease for $S0.000. Sales
of 40-acre leases for $20,000 to $35,000 are
almost common. Announcement was made today
of tlie formation of the Tri -State Mining Co.,

incin-porated under tlie laws of Oklahrmia for

.?r.(M).000 ; L. C. Cliurch, of .loplin. head of the
Welsh mines and numerous others In the Okla-
homa field, is one of the principals in this com-
pany, which has 2000 acres of leases and has
inai'i;;urated a $100,000 drilling campaign.
Numerous mining men in tlie .lojilin and Webb
City camps have moved to Baxter Springs to be
nearer their work, and that town lias doubled in

population in the last six months. During the

last week the Big Kight Mining Co, started a

shaft IH nii. south of Baxter, and the latter part

of the week the Continental Zinc Co.. a Hayden-
Stone interest, made a rich drill strike \^ mi.

west of the town.

WASHINGTON. D. C—Jan. 16

Increased Activity in Placer Mining is causing
additional efforts to be made liy the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey to secure complete figures with
regard to tile industry. Operators arc being
requested to report not only for tlieir own proper-
ties but are asked to assist in keeping the mine
list up to date by sending in to tlie Survey
the names of new mines, prospects and reduction
plants of whicli they have local knowledge.
Entirely independent of this annual collection

or" statistics the Survey recently made a separate
canvass of operators of placer mines to obtain
material for a special report. Failure to receive
the additional information requested for this pur-
pose has made it necessary to hold In abeyance
the work on a special bulletin.

Smelting Fumea may be studied by the U. S.

Bureau of Mines. To prevent duplication of etTort

in the study of problems involving the elimina-
tion of the recovery of sulphur-dioxide gas fron.

smeltery fumes, a plan is on foot for the coopera-
tion or the Bureau of Mines with the smelting
interests. The proposition has been submitted to

the smelting companies asking for their coopera-
tion in the establishment of a laboratory at the
Bureau of Mines experiment station at Salt Lake
City where the efforts of those most vitally con-

cerned could lie united In attemiHs to «olve the

smoke problem. During the last four years the

metallurgical section of the Bureau of Mines han
been studying this problem. Work In this con-
nection has ctmiposed the greater part of the

activities of the Bureau of Mines experlmenl
station at San Francisco. This work has been
o!i a laboratory scale but jinother line of investi-

gation, consisting of experiments under more
nearly practical conditions, also has been pu-sued
by the Bureau. This work was begun at the Pan-
ahm-Padflc Exposition and has been continued
hv the Bureau of Mines at the University of

California. By securing the financial assistance

of the smelting companies, as well as their tech-

nical counsel and assistance, and by conducting
the experiments In a smelting center. It Is believed

much more progress can be made in the study
of the problem. The financial contribnllona of
each smelting company are to be based on the

trnnage of sulphide ores handled. In order to

perfect the plan each of the smelting companies
has been asked to designate one of Its technical
staff to act as a member of the committee In

charge i)( the arrant-'eiiicnts.

TORONTO—Jan. 13

Mining Legislation r.f importance Is likely to

come up at tlie next sessir»n of the Canadian
Parliament which opens on .Ian. 18. In addition to

the nickel (juestlon which will form one of the
leading Issues, government measuros are fore-

shadowed looking to the encouragement of lead.

cojijier and zinc refining in order to strengthen
tlie resources of the empire in time of war.
Inciuiries into the present condition and needs
of the metallic industries have for some time
been carried on by officials of the finance depart-
ment. It has not been announced what form the
assistance to be given to the refining industries
may take, but it will probably include liberal
bonuses.

Selection of Nickel-Refining Site by the British
America Nickel Corporation. Ltd.. has not yet
been decided. Much difficulty has been experi-
enced in finding a site which, while suitable in

other respects, will enable them to obtain an
adeciuate supply of electric power. The sites

considered desirable in the neighborhood of Wel-
land would have served the purpose a year or
two ago. but latterly the demand for electric

power in the localities served by th|; provincial
iiydro-electric commission's lines has increased
so rapidly that the supply is inadequate for pres-
ent consumers, and large additions to the plant
are to be made. Meantime the construction of
the refinery is delayed until the company can be
assured of an adequate supjily of electricity.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET A: AKI/.O.NA IDouBlas)—December
output iit smeltery friim eorapany (U-es iviis U])-

Iiroximately 7,1100.11(11] lli. About ;i,001l,0IH) lb. was
produced from custom ores : considerable propor-
tion of custom output was from Shattuck Arizona
and United Verde Kxtension ores.

Gila County

OLD DOMINION E.XTKNSION MINING DE-
VELOPMENT ("0. (Clobcl—This e.xtensively

named company has adiled several outlying claims

to its UOO acres. Copper-silver ore reported

opened in Sea Hiril and Cuprite shafts. Expect

new interests to auKiiu-iit (Icvelopment.

Graham County

AHIZONA MAYFLOWER (Duncan)—SinkiUK
Wampo shaft to .llll) ft. Laterals will be run at

each 1110 ft.

Mohave County

OAT.MAN COMHIXATION (Oatman)—Crosscut-
ting and driftiiiK a'. .'iOO-ft. level.

GOLD KOAD HONANZA ((ioldroad)—Station

at n.'iO level completed. Drifting to explore vein

will be started atlcr sliort crosscut Is driven,

vein having pitched out of shaft. E. M. Kogers,

superintendent.

UNITED EASTEKN (Oatnianl —Jlill started on

Tin 4 inirtead of New Year's day as previously

announced, .loe Periz/.n, the original locator of

tlie United Eastern ground, blew the whistle sig-

naling the starting of the machinery. .1. A. Bur-

gess, superintendent.

MUltDOCK MINING AND :MILI-1NG (Oalman)

—This prospect, one of the best equipped and

best-managed in Hlack Itange section, has in-

stalled pump to handle water flow recently en-

countered and is crosscutting from the ..00 level.

Has 4U-11P. Jfairhanks-Morse hoist, OO-hp. engine

and :t.'->0-cu.ft. compressor. S. U. Porter, super-

intendent.
. . ,, ,

TOM HEED (Oalman)—Pumping plant installea

..I Aztec shaft, with capacity of (iOO gal. per

mill., and sinking will be resumed. Pending in-

stallation of aerial tramway, a White truck will

he used to transiiort ore from Aztec shaft to

the mill. Mill now- treating 140 tons daily and
$60,000 is being spent to double capacity. E.

M. Rabli, superintendent.

Maricopa County

YOUNG MINE.S CO. (Phoenix)—This com-
pany raising funds to erect a oaO-ton mill to

treat the low-grade gold ore of tlie Manunotli
group, -0 mi. east of Jlesa. George I'. Y'oung,

president and manager.

Pima County

TUCSON ARIZON.\ COPPER (Tucson)—This
company is shipping daily from Crepin group in

Silverbell district about 40 mi. from Tucson.

.Now shipping to Copper (lueen works but has
recently entered into contract to ship to Amer-
ican Smelting and Retlning Co. plants; Sasco
smelting only 20 mi. from mine.

Pinal County

MAG.MA SUPEKIOU COPPKU CO. (Superior)—
Samuel Newhouse, of Salt Lake City, has taken

control of this property stiutli of the old Lake
Superior & Arizona linldhirs.

Yavapai County

CALUMET & :iERO.\IE (.7erome)--Sinkilig new
three-compartment shaft 100 ft. east of main
fault ; now down S.'. ft. : three shafts working.

GADSKN COPPER (.leromc) - Three-compart-

inent .shaft being sunk on tliis company's Mon-
ster group.

.lEUO.ME VERDE (.lerorae)—Shaft about 713

ft deep Diamond drIlllnE in progress in cross-

cut from MOO level of United A-erde Extension

workings.

TtEE HIVE (Congress .Tunction) —Eiiulpment,

including engine, compressor, drills and drill

sharpener, being transported from railroad to this

gold mine. Three ore-sliootM r ntly cut i>n level

aSO It, aliove main tuiiml

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

ARGONAUT (.lacksonl—The .soo-ft, tramway
from mine shaft to new mill completed. Mill

nearly fluislied : 20 new stamps installed.

SOUTH EUREIOV (Sutter Creek)—Orebody in

winze below 2,900 level showing well. Sixty
stamps dropping at this mill and 20 stamps at

the Oneida. W. H. Schmal, superintendent.

ONEIDA (Sutter Creek)—Orebody recently dis-

closed on 2600 level lias broadened to 30 ft. and
is exposed for about 200 ft. in length. Preparing
to sink on the ore.

CONSOLID.VTED A.M-\DOJ: (Sutter Creek)—
Water lowered to 1,300-ft. point ; new change
house under construction ; ore bins nearing com-
pletion ; plans for mill being considered.

SOUTH KEY'STONE (Amador)—Construction of

surface plant progressing steadily ; engine house,

corapressop room and some other buildings com-
pleted and installation of electric hoist begun.
Unwateriug of the North Star shaft will soon be
started.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Stitter Creek)—Deepening
of shaft nearing the 3300 level. Contract let at

reported rate of $21 per ft., the company fur-

nishing engineering work and all tools and sup-

plies except powder. Donkey engine at the 3100

level used to hoist rock and water, and to lower

timber and supplies.

KEYSTO.\"E (Sutter Creek)—Hoisting of ore

resumed .Ian. 2 and stamps began dropping .Tan.

3. Since labor strike in September, company has
been repairing and retimbering shaft from collar

to 400-ft. station, eulaigilig shaft stations and
putting in concrete Hours and various safety de-

vices. The mine was not alTected by the labor

strike, as the men were receiving a bonus of 25c.

a day for makii'„' extra progress in development,

but this work was completed shortly after the

strike was declared and then active extraction

and milling were held in abeyance and advan-

tage taken of the opportunity to put shaft and
stations in order. C. R. Downs, manager.
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Butte County

Bl'TTKltFLY (OldvUle) —(ii;ivcl ili-;iliu|i Willie

taking: out the old tunnel heiid sjild tn have made
cxeeptioual yield. Situated In Morris Kavlne
near Table nnnintaln. W. T. Baldwin. nianaRer.

Calaveras County

MOltCAN (Carson)—Reiimted that \V. J. Lnr-
ing has optioned this old mine, an early-day
produeer owned by Senator James (!. Fair. Has
been idle for many years. A few years aco
"hiphiiraders" robbed the mine of several thou-
sand dollars of gold, proving that it was not

worked out as had been reported. The miTie was
first worked by Mexicans, then by Freiiehmen
and was ooeasionally visited by Joa<iuin Mvirietta.

the noted Mexican bandit. Mr. Lorinn now has
under option a chain of jiroperties extending from
Carson Hill to the Stanislaus Kivor. a distane*'

of about 3 mi.

Eldorado County

WESTERN STATES GAS & ELKCTKIC (Plaeer-
ville)—Water system of the I'laeerville Cold
Mining Co. has been transferred to the power
company for $108,750 ; for smaller interests in

the water system, $81,250 was paid.

SIERRA SLATE (Placerville)—Again repiirted

that Eureka quarries at Slatington will be re-

opened and operated by this corporation wliielt

is said to include William Gamble of tlie Broad-
way Trust Co. and George Carr of the Colonial
Bank of New York. E(iuipped with buildings,
tramway, water and electric lights.

Plumas County

WALKER COPPER (Portola)—Jlill now treat-

ing 125 tons daily.

JAMLSON (Johnsville)—Employing about 40
men in mine and 20-stainp mill ; George S. Red-
streake, superintendent.
STANDARD (Johnsville)—Completed restraining

dam consisting of wire-net '"baskets" tilled with
rock and earth. Ditch and pipe line also finished.

Ready for spring operations.

PLUMAS-EUREKA (.Tobnsville)—Recently ac-
quired by Eastern men who have also bonded
Blue Nose Channel: driving long tunnel on latter

and 1,000-ft. inclined raise on Eureka to tap low-
grade orebodies or upper levels.

ENGELS COPPER CO. (Keddie)—It is expected
to increase present 500-ton concentrating plant
to 2000 tonSj the first unit of the addition to be
read.v for operation about July 1. Electric power
now supplied by the Great Western Power Co.
will be augmented by transmission line fi-om Las
Plumas power plant.

Shasta County

COLMA COPPER (Redding)— Preparing for de-
velopment ; situated soutlieast of Mammoth mine ;

owned by M. E. Dittmar.

FOREST QUEEN (Bayles)—Manganese Co. of
California opening manganese deposit; employing
40 men ; main otfice, San Francisco.

MEARS CREEK ASBESTOS (Hazel Creek)—
Ten men employed ; product to Ite haided to

Sims station on Southern Pacific ; H. T. Mecum,
manager.
POTOSI (Redding)—Being unwatered and

prospected on surface: situated near iluletown

:

formerly owned by Senator Jones : A. S. Howe
is present owner.
NORTH STAR (Ydalpom)—Prospecting in pro-

gress inider management of ;\I. E. Dittmar of
Redding. Near Bully Hill mines : surface in-

dications of copper, gold and silver.

SUMMIT MINING (Mammoth)—This copper
property in which Stautter Cliemical Co. of San
Francisco is said to be interested, worked un-
der lease by J. E. Reid ; ore to be shipped to

Kennett.

REID (Whitehouse via Keswick)—Producing 75
tons a day of fluxing quartz for Mammoth smel-
tery : shipped by bucket tramway across Sacra-
mento River and loaded into Soutliern Pacific
cars: 70 men employed. H. .1. Salb-c, manager.

Sierra County

HILO (Downieville)—Large block of pay gravel
striK'k by Bernhardt Bros., in ground partly
woiked b.v former owners.
WIDE AWAKE (Downieville)—Alain tunnel in

250 ft., and raise l)eing driven to work rich
gra\'el recently found. Under bond to Thomas
Wil.son.

YORK-FINNEY (Downieville) — Shaft being
sunk, cut several shoots containing free gold and
suli)hides. At 100 ft. drifting to be begun under
Y'uba River to catch bonanza slloot tappi'd in
old workings. Operated by Finiu-y Dlines. Inc.,

under option. G. B. Jlorsc, suitcT-intendent.

Siskiyou County

HYDRAULIC MINES in the Salmon River dis-
trict are operating on a l.ii-ge scale and have an
abundance of water f(tr a long season. Davis
Consolidated. Michigan Siihnon. Forks of Salmon
and other itunes of smaller size are active.

IN llfMHUG DISTltlCT. a nugget valueil at

Ifl:l5"laken from tlie tailing of the Old Tom mine
liy John C. Wliitney. Anotlier luigget. valued at
$1.S0 was recently taken from near the same
Iioint on Humbug Creek, which yielded rich gravel
in the early days of Siskiyou County.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

FOSTORIA (Idalio Siirings)- This GUson (iulcb
I)ropei"ty is being develope(i inidi'r numagement of
William Strasser. Small bigli-grade vein opened.

YUKON (Alice)— Develoiiment belngi pcrfoi-med
by Consolidated Mines Development Co. with
15 men. One heading on i;i(t-ft. level opened
G-ft. vein of nulling ore contaiiung :i-in. streak
of smelting ore assaying 14 oz. gold to the ton.
The other heading on same level opened :j-ft.

vein assaying $:iO a ton. Crosscut is being
driven to intersect the ,Silver Moon vein.

GEM (Idaho Springs) —.Mazda Leasing Co.. in
driving west on the l400-ft. level, opened a body
of ore H ft. witle. which is being shipped to
N'ewton mill for treatment. G. W. Ford Lease,
o|>erating through the Frater shaft, has cut I4-in.

vein of $140 ore; discovery 400 ft. lielow surface.
(Mear Creek Leasing Co., carrying on develop-
ment west of the tunnel, ilas small vein of pay-
able ore. Osterman & Co. have cut a vein above
the Ford Lease, 240 ft. below surface.

Ouray County

YERNON (Ironton)—Shaft sunk to depth of
270 ft. Gray-coppei- orebody opened at 50-ft.

level and on lOO-ft. level has just been crosscut
for 22 ft. Shaft being sunk to 300 ft. where
further drifting and crosscutting will be done.

San Juan County

DECEMBER SHIPMENTS from Silverton, crude
ore alul concentrates, were as follows : Sunnyside
and Iowa-Tiger. 21 cars each; Green Mountain.
IS; Silver Lake custom mill, 10: Congress, 9;
Gold King. 8 : St. Paul and Kittlmac, 7 each

;

Sliver Ledge, B ; S. li^ &: G. lease, 5 ; Hamlet, 3 :

Genessee. Highland Mary, and Bagozzio. 2 each ;

Dives Leasing Co.. Mayfiower, Intersection, Bar-
stow, Champion. Contention, 1 car each; miscel-
laneous small shipments, 10 cars : total, 137 cars.

Shipments of concentrates from Silverton for the
year amounted to 42.705 tons.

HAMLET (Howardsville)—Crew employed on
development Is keeping the mill operating one
shift, \\ork will conttnue through winter.

ALFADOR (Silverton)—Comfortable quarters
erected and plans made for development tUrough
winter months. Peter Carlson, superintendent.

SILYER LAKE MILL (Silverton)—This custom
mill Is successfully treating ore from the Cham-
pion mine at Silverton. the Genessee property at

Red Mountain and the Green Mountain and Pride

of the West properties in Cunningham Gulch.

TRILBY (Silverton)—Property on King Solomon
Mountain is being developed by Daniel MacLean
and associates, of Durango. Crosscut tunnel has
intersected a 16-ft. vein of low-grade ore carry-

ing gold, sliver, copper and" lead. Blacksmltlr

shop, b\uik house and boarding house erected at

portal. O. Reynolds, superintendent.

San Miguet County

SANTA CRUZ (Oliliir)—Being developed under
bond and lease by ^Vichmann & Co. Payable ore

opened anil a carload averaging $30 shipped from
development.

HIGHLAND MARY (Ophlr)—A 7-ft. vein of

milling (o-e opened and nrodiiction fromi develop-

ment Is keeping 10-stanip mill in operation.

TOMBOY (Telluride)—In December, mill ran
2!) davs eilishing l:i.000 tons ; bullion yield $38,-

100 and e<iiieentiates $55,100; operating profit

$28.4011 ;
profit from other sources $1500.

CARBONERO MINES AND DEYELOP.MENT
(Ojiliir)—Main vein recently intersected 2700 ft.

from portal of the Iix8-ft. crosscut tunnel, and
1200 ft. below the surface. Yeln where cut

shows 8-ln. streak of payable ore. Development
is 650 ft. below lowest former opening : jalse will

be driven to connect with upper workings and
drifts will be started east and west on the vein.

George B. Pickett, manager.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

HKCLA (Wallace)—Company recently eora-

pleted addition to mill which Increases capacity

fiom 4511 to 050 tons per day. Has also taken

lease on Marsh mill, 9 ml. from mine at .Burke,

which adds over 200 tons to milling capacity,

or a total of about 900 tons. Two independent
veins parallel to original suBciently developed
during last year to justify expectation that they

W'lli prove as rich and extensive as the first.

SUNSET BANNER (Wallace)—Taken under
hi. lid bv Jesse Coulter for $100,000. first payment
of $10,(100 due Sept. 1 and balance in periods of

six months, final iiayment of $25,000 being due
Sept. 1, 1919. Work begins at once on deeii

crosscut to vein in which lead and zinc were
round in two upjier tunnels. Property consists

of six claims on Heaver creek. Owned In

W.illace and Sl.okane.

NAHOH (ICcIlogg)—Proposition from Robert
Sweeni-. of .\ew S'ork. to form new cori>oratioii

to include tlie Nabob, Denver (under liuiid to

.V.'ltnl) eomjiany). option on Sidney held by
Sween.i', and several other claims, sulimitted to

stockholders for ratification. Fine tiody <if li'ad

and zinc develoited on Denver, and if proposition
is accci>ted. $150.{I00 will be provided at once
to equip in-operty with mill and tramwey.

MICHIGAN
Copper

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Now shipping tioiii

3100 to 3200 tons to mill dally.

HOUGHTON (Hc.iigliton)— Yield for December
was 17 V.; lb. of refined copjier per ton.

TAMARACK (Calumet)—President C. S. Smilll
announces arrangements being made for sale of
property to responsible organization for $4,000,-
000—equivalent to $0(1 per share.

NEW BALTIC (Houghton)—Now that com-
pressor has started, sinking will be carried on
at rapid rate ; drilling heretofore done by hand
drills.

WHITE PINE (Ontonagon)—Experimental flo-

tation plant will be installed at once to recover
copper left in the sands, which contains from
12 to 15 lb.

COPPER RANGE (Palnesdale)—Has purchased
from the South Range Mining Co. 52,000 acres
of land extending from Lake Gogebic nearly to
Houghton ; some drilling understood to be con-
templated.

MASS (Mass)—Yield of W\i lb. of refined
copper per ton was the record of this property
last year. Getting more men. and gaining
gradually in tonnage. May start iiroposed new
shaft In spring.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)-The Evergreen and
Ogimah lodes, at this property, are encountering
considerable mass copper. Recently, in one day,
800 to 900 lb. of mass copper was taken out
on the Evergreen lode.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)-Has Installed
a storage battery locomotive on IBth level of
No. 15 shaft on the Osceola lode. If successful,
this system of haulage will help to maintain
tonnage In the spring, when many men will be
returning to outdoor work.
HANCOCK (Hancock)—Tonnage mined In De-

cember 26.273 tons, an increase over November.
Rock from Quincy shaft running about 19 lb.

Considerable low-grade ore being taken out—with
profit at the present prices—in order to get at
the better grades.

FRANKLIN (Dcmnion)—Now putting in rope-
haulage system on 31st level and expect to have
32nd level equipped similarly in about a month.
Electric motor supplanting compressed-air engine
on 32nd level. Exploratory work is being carried
on at 26tli, 27th, and 29th levels North.

Iron

MAITLAND MINING CO. (Palmer)—An open-
pit mine is to be opened at the Volunteer.
Low-grade .sillclous ore will he mined. Equipment
purchased and ore will be taken out this vear
Crushing plant ordered.

TRADERS (Iron Mountain)-A 10xl2-ft. drift,
being run 1000 ft. to the old Cornell mine, will
be connected with surface by 10 or 12 raises.
Ore will be milled from surface and taken
through drift to shafts. About lo.OOO tons of
ore will be taken out in cutting tiie drift.
I'eninsular Power Co. extending Its lines to mine.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Power p!',nt
on Au Traill river will in future send its irren*
to Stephenson mine. Gwiiin. instead of to Mun-
Ising Paper Co.'s mill. Will provide 1000 hp.
additional for use of mines. Twenty-six miles
of pole line will have to be built. Company
will then have three water-power plants supply-
ing current for mine use.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

THOMPSON (Crosby)—One of the first open-
pit mines on the Cuyuna range has ceased
steam-shovel operations and is milling its ore.
SULTANA (Ironton)—Recently installed 3-ton

Plymouth gasoline motor for stockpile work. Ex-
pects to stockpile 65 000 tons of ore during winter
CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Two drills

are in operation exploring a new lease of ore
recently discovered while crosscutting south of
tile present orebody for a new shaft site.

INLAND STEEL CO. has commenced stripping
operations on the SWIJ of SE14 of Sec. 2-46-
29; this property is a state lease and will be
known as North Pit of the Thompson mine. Drill-
ing on the SEV4 of Sec. 1-46-29 has been dis-
continued, after having indicated 1.200,000 tons
of ore averaging 54';; in iron (dry).

Mesabi Range
HILL ANNEX (Alarble)—All stripping work

stopped for winter. Ore exiiosed in several
places. First shipments to he made during com-
ing summer. Equipment to be overhauled lie-

fore spring.

LONGYEAR-BENNETT (Keewatin)— Anotlier
pit mine to be opened near the Bennett. I'M will
be 1100 ft. long and liOO ft. wide. Deptli of
overburden altout 42 ft. Will be stripiied I),\-

Butler Hrcis. Contract calls for removal of
I.IIOO.IMIII en, yd. of dirl.

I'ICKANDS. MATHER & CO. ore shipments
from the Mesabi, Range mines in 1916 were as
lollows : Mohawk mine. 185,313 tons; Hudson.
110.510; Bangor, 223.576; Belgrade. 155.284; Col

-

siea. 2!12.228 ; Elba, 145.149 : Malta. 66.573 ;

Jean. 3927 ; Albany, 468,291, and Utlca, 324,900
tons.
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MISSOURI
Joplin District

BIG CHIEF (Tar Kivn. Okla.)—Hiis sunk Into
rich ore in new slialt just north of Pichor mint's.

SHORT (.loplin)—Krecting new mill on Scott
land, near Haxter Springs. Kun.
MARY L. (.Inplin)—.New mill on Missouri

Lead and Zine ground almost Cfmipleted. Rich
shallow formation, 41 to 7(1 ft.

BIG EIGHT ((;alena)— Started sliaft sinking on
tract just south of Baxtt-r Springs. Kan., and
will build mill. .1. L. Williams, manager.
EIGHT FRIENDS (Miami. Okla.)- Has taken

over lease on Denver- Miami grouml northeast of

Miami and will operate on piMcfutage l)asis,

SCOTT-EAGLE (duapaw. Okla.)—Has premiis-

ing prospeet liewteen Quapaw and Ci-ntury. For
present onb' hand jigs used in uw cleaning.
Eight installed.

•PLATTER BROS. (Joplin)—Will huild mill on
20-acre lease of Connor land in Leadville Hol-
low, northwest of .Toplin. Recent drilling shows
rich shallow deposits.

STRICKER & CO. (Tar River. Okla.)—Rich
drill strike on new tra<'t southwest of i'icher,

Okla. Drilling showed rich cuttings :i."> ft. -Mr.

Strieker is manager for the locally famous Blue
Goose mine.

ADIRONDACK (Joplin)—New mill started in

operation. Capacity 301) tons per lO-hr. shift.

A 120-lip. Diesel -type engine supplies ptiwer for

mill and electric-lighting plant. Two field shafts
with 2.*)0- and 300-ton hoppers. Ore found at
two levels, 125 and 170 ft, W. H. Roberts, gen-
eral manager.

MONTANA
Mineral County

TARBOX (Saltese)—Force of SO men working.
In crosscutting. making from ."> to 7 ft. a day.
Jackhamers have beea replaced by water Ley-
ners for sinking and crosscutting.

RICHMOND (Saltese)-Shipping a ear of cop-
per ore per day. Eastern men now interested
and property is to be exploited on a larger scale.

LAST CHANCE (Saltese)—Some high-grade
silver-lead ore developed lately and regular ship-
ments are now being made. Adjoins Tarbox on
west.

Silver Bow County

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Rvunors of shut-
down have called forth expression on the part
of Butte stockholders that they would be willing
to stand an assessment if necessary to continue
work.
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Production at company's

old property on Anaconda Hill amounted to 3000
tons of ore in December; crosscut started on
2600 level to develop north split of Jessie vein,

never prospected lieretofore. Development work
in eastern section has proved a :">- to 9-ft. ore-
body in Spread Delight vein.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—In developing Hesperus
vein on 1400 level of Colorado mine, company
has opened richest orebody of the mine. Assays
taken over a widtii of 11 ft. are said to show
32.4 Vf copper and about 20 oz. in silver. On
the 2500 level an orebody has been developed
showing 12% coi>per. New hoist will be ready
for operation soon.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

ATLANTA (Goldfieid)-Arrangements made for
treating its low-grade copi)er-gold ore at new
flotation i)lant r)f Goldfieid Consolidated.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfieid) —
Company announces that certain portions of prop-
erty will again be opened to lessees.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfieid) — Optioned
group of copper claims on Copper Mountain in

Mineral County, about 4r> mi. from Liming.
Crew of Ifi men enii)loyed i!i preliminary devel-
opment.

Humboldt County
ROCHESTER MINES CO. (Rochester)—Expect

to have aerial tramway in operation early in

February. Production for year 191(! estimated
at $373,8-17.

LOVELOCK QUICKSILVER CO. (Lovelock)—
Regular shipments of about 10 flasks per week
being made to San Francisco; product of recently
erected five-ton furnace.

IVANHOE CINNABAi; CO. (Battle Mountain)
—Xew furnace with capacity of about 10 tons
per day being erected on Butte Creek. About
ir» men employed.

HUMBOLDT CONSOLIDATED :\IINING CO.
(Oreana)—Two shifts driving long tinmel iiro-

jected to cut vein system of La Toska mine at

depth of 1300 ft. Face nearing objective. John
Newman, superintendent.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY TUNGSTEN CO. (Love-
lock)—New mill running smoothly, though at

reduced capacity due to storms interrupting ore
hauling. Concentrates of ajiproximately 70%
tungstlc acid content.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended
Jan. fi was 7461 tons valued at $134,298, com-
pared with 3431 tons for week previous. Pro-

ducers were: Tonupah Belmnnl, 22.'il tuns; Tono-
pah Extension, 2240; Tonopah Mining. V-irtd ; Jtni
Butler, 700; West End, 21*8; Rescue-Eula. 190;
Halifax, r»5; McXamara, 52; miscellaneous. 325
tons.

JIfll BUTLER (Tonopah)—Dividend No. 4 of
10c. per share was declared payable Feb. 1. In-
volve^ a disl)ursement of about $171,802.

MONITOR-BELMONT (Belmont) - At High-
bridge mine, the 7.*i level has been cleaned and
a wide vein disclosed; new hoist installed and
compressor and drills ordered, Belmont Incline
retlmhered to the 200 level of the Belmont
vertical. .Milling oi)erations seriously interfered
with by siiipws in October and December but the
mill put tlu-ough 17.000 tons In last half of year.
From now on mill will be supplied with ore from
Highbridge mine. Wilson \V. Huglies. superin-
tendent.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 78 cars of §8.40
ore from :{50 level.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Vir-
ginia )—Good progress made lowering water
through the Mexican and Ophir winze; water
now stands SO ft. Itelow 2700 station. Winze still

in excellent condition.

UNION. SIERRA NEVADA. 5IEXtCAN (Vir-
ginia)—No work done underground since Dec.
.11, on account of tearing out surface hoist at

Union shaft and making necessary alterations
for installing new electric Imist,

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

FIKRRO COPPER CO. (Fierro)—New flotation
by Phoenix and Jerome. Ariz., men to develop
Davidson group, from which 75 cars of ore have
been sliipped.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Black Hills District

SHAMROCK (Deadwocid)—In cleaning out old
workings, encountered silver ore assaying as high
as US oz. per ton.

TRO.TAN (Trojan)—Mill is being improved by
addition of tube mill and e<)uipment for handling
slime. Good tonnage of custom ore is being re-
ceived since facilities for its handling have been
put in,

AMERICAN MINING CORPORATION (Flatiron)
—New company managed by F. C. Bowman, has
taken over Alder Creek mine and Bismarck mill.
Mill running at part capacity, but by .spring will
be working full time.

UTAH
Juab County

SHORTAGE OF COAL for several weeks has
somewiiat hindered operations. Trouble due to
transportation.

EUREKA KING (Eureka)—Shaft being sunk
at this property adjoining Chief Consolidated;
down 20 ft.

YANKEE (Eureka) — Shipment of high-grade
silver-lead ore made from Humbug workings.
Ore drifted on for 175 ft. Development being
done in Beck Tunnel quartz vein. Lessees re-
cently shipped car of high-grade zinc ore.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—Stoping started
on orebody opened on 1600 level. Three shifts
working. Nearly a car daily being mined. Ore
is lead-silver. New shaft down 300 ft. ; recently
installed hoist working satisfactorily. New shaft
is 1700 ft. from old. where lead-silver orebody
was opened.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)-New body
of shipping ore carrying lead and silver opened
on 1000 level in new terlrtory, 900 ft. nortli of
shaft, and about 700 ft. from any other known
orebody. Has been followed 30 ft. Development
being done on 700-, 1550- au^ 1875-ft. levels.
Output for ini6 was 470 cars, estimated at 20,000
tons. Employing 125 men.

Salt Lake County

OHIO COPPER (Lark)—Minerals Separation
flotation unit of 200 tons capacity ordered; ex-
pected to be in commission in 90 days. Alfred
Frank, general manager.

MONTANA-BINGHAM (Bingham) — Face of
tunnel in 4750 ft. Last 150 ft. in hard quartzite.
Progress at present 12 ft. daily.

MAXFIELD (Salt Lake)—Three to four feet
of lead-silver ore opened in drift from incline.
Property in Big Cottonwood. Shipment being
made by bobsled.

GARFIELD CHEMICAL AND MANUFACTUR-
ING ((;arfleld)^New sulphuric-aeld plant operat-
ing, now prodvu'ing about 50 tons daily. Capacity
to be 100 tri 150 tons.

EMMA COPPER (Alta) —Several cars of ship-
ping ore accumulated. Taken out In development
from winze below Bay State tunnel. Road broken
to new ore bin.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Daily shipments of
about 100 tons of ore being made. Ore at
present hauled In bobsleds 1o :\Iurray. Snow 8
tn K. ft. deep at mine.

SELLS (Alia)—Car of ore shipped froMi No. I

raise, up 200 ft. above main tunnel. Anothei
awaiting shlpmenl. Priniipal value tn Kllver
Annual meeting to be held Feb. I.'J.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Ore hauling re
sumed between lower end of tramway at Tan-
ner's Flat and Wasatch. Raise from Copper
Prince tunnel producing shipping ore of good
grade. Triangle lease also shipping. Ore prln-
ripally lead-silver.

Summit County
JUDGE .MININ(; & SMELTIN(; (Park City)—

Company's new zinc plant expected to be ready
for operation soon after Feb. I.

THREE KIN(;S (Park City)-Winze from bot-
tom level down 140 ft., giving vertical depth of
775 ft. Mineralized seams carrying pyrlte cut.
W. R. Elliott, manager.

NE^V fiUINCY (Park City)—At annual meeting
Jan. 'J directors elected were: H. G. McMillan,
N. B. Johnson, A. L. Thomas, W. S. McCornlck.
F. J. Hagenbarth, W. R. Hutchinson, and Her-
man Bamberger.

SILVER KIN(; CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—
New ore opened between 1550- and 1625-ft, levels.
north of No. 2 raise. Present output 50 to 60
tons shipping ore dally. New tramway operating,
and keeping property open In spite of snow-
blocked roads. Thaynes Canon tunnel tn 1550
ft^ Some mineralization encountered.

Tooele County
HAULINC) CONDITIONS IMPROVED by recent

snowstorms in Dry Canon. Roads are good from
canon to railroad station at Stockton. Ore being
hauled by bobsled from Hidden Treasure and
Mono.

Utah County

ROADS INTO AMEKICAN FORK broken, and
work is being done at Earle-Eagle, Bay State.
Dutchman, South Park. Silver Dipper, Red Cloud,
Whirlwind. Pacific. Milkr. Hill and Texan.
FISSURES EXPLORATION (American Fork)—

Mill in successful operation, treating 65 tons
daily. Eight tons concentrates carrying 35% lead
and 20 oz. silver produced. Thirty men employed.

JIILLER HILL (American Fork)—To raise
funds for development 350,000 shares treasury
stock offered to stockholders pro rata ; all taken
up. Full electrical equipment installed, and
connections made with Utah Power & Light Co.'s
line. A 1000-ft. tunnel being driven to cut large
fissure productive in Pacific and Dutchman ad-
joining. There remain 300 ft. still to be driven
and when fissure is cut there will be 600 ft. of
ground to surface. Company controlled by the
Knights.

WASHINGTON
TACOMA SMELTING CO. (Tacoma)—Compau*-

will soon start work r-n a new stack, 25x5.50 ft.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
GRANBY' CONSOLIDATED (Vancouver)— De-

cember copper output, 3 219,000 lb. ; for 1916,
approximately 44,702,000 lb.

ONTARIO

TOMMY BURNS (porcupine)—Sinking double-
compartment shaft.

HARGRAVES (Cobalt)—Development will he
started on main vein at 125-ft. level.

KERR LAKE (Cobalt)—Production In Decem-
ber was 190.160 oz. silver, as compared with
215,840 oz. in November.

LAKE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Issue of
20,000 shares of treasury stock at 50c. per share
has been made.

SCHUMACHER (Schumacher) — The find on
200-ft. level, No. 4 shaft, developing into an
important orebody having a width of 9 ft.

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Drift on third level

is now in 400 ft. and vein in the face averages
5 ft. There is ore on the dump and arrangements
are being made to have it milled.

NE^^'RAY (Porcupine)—Crosscutting started
at 4oO-ft. level to tap veins uncovered on surface.
Shareholders will be asked to sanction increase
of capital from §1,000.000 to $1500,000.^

XIPISSING (Cobalt)—During December com-
pany mined ore of estimated value or $259,836,
and shipped bidlion from Nipissing and customs
ores of estimated value of $301,901.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Timmins)—It

is expected that a section of the new mill com-
prising 20 stamps will be in operation about Mar.
1. Tlie new addition is covered in and interior

work is being carried on.

HONDURAS
NEW YORK & HONDURAS ROSARIO (San

Juancito)—Milled in Decemljer 11.600 tons yield-
ing 182,000 oz. silver and about 1550 oz. gold.

Greatest monthly tonnage ever milled. On the
new Sabana Grande development, a 50-ton mill

is to be erected.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fundicion)—Copper

outp\it in 1916 was about 71.000,000 lb. of which
approximately 65.000.000 lb. was from company's
own mines.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Jan. 17. 19(7

Tluni.' Wiis i\ ladiciil i-Iiaiiut' in tlu- miiipUxinti
n!" iill thf pi-iiu'ipal markots last week, aiul in

copper, zinc, load and tin tluTi.' wero sliarp atl

vances.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper^Iu our report of last week, it was
iiHiinated that the reselling movement looked :is

if it were at or near the end. This proved to

be the case within the next day oy two, and
the reply of the Allies inunediately following,
indicating prolonged continuance of the war,
produced a marked change in sentiment. Upon
the buying by speculators to cover short cim-
tracts and the buying by uncovered consumers,
the market advanced sharply. The aggregate of
business was small, but it was larger and there
was more inqiiiry and more interest generally on
the part of consumers than during any week
since the middle of December.
There is a strike at the i*erth Amboy refinery

of the American Smelting and Keftning Co., which
at this writing is still unsettled.

The reports in the newspapers of opening i-t

negotiations by the allied governments for an-
other large purchase of copper were based on a
fabrication out of wiiole cloth by which the
newspapers were misled. The origin of this re-

port is said to be known.
Exports from Baltimore diu'ing' the week in-

cluded 423.5 tons of copper to France and 1156
tons to Russia.

Copper Sheets—Base price for copper sheets
continues unchanged. The quotation is 42c. for hot
rolled and 4oC. for cold rolled. Wire is quoted
on a base of 37c. f.o.b. mill.

Tin^The price advanced sharply from day to

day on good buying, especially for spot and
near-by delivery, while futures were neglected.

The spot supply in the hands of dealers is small.

At the opening of the week spot was 42%c.. and
futures, 4I?4c. At the close, spot was 44%c.,
and futures, 42 "gc.

Lead—^A good business was done, including
some transactions in large lots for January de-
livery. In view of the shortage of available
sui)ply, that which was required could be ob-
tained only at the full price of T^/ic. to which
the market advanced. Lead was sold for de-
livery from Western refineries to interior points
at prices approximating the New York price. As
early as Jan. I'S some business was reported
done in St. Lo\iis as high as IVsC Scarcity of
Xhe brands of chemical lead made them espe-
cially strong. While the bulk of tht- business
for last week was for January and February de-
livery, some producers entered into March con-
tracts. Canada was again a buyer. There were
some other foreign inquiries, but in the main the
business of last week was domestic.
A factor in the present situation in the markets

for both lead and spelter is without any doubt
the delay in transportation from Western pro-
ducing points to Kastern consuming points. Lead
shipped from St. Louis in the tirst half of

November had not been received in Xuw York
as late as Jan. 17. This is not an isolated case,

but is what has liappened in deliveries by a

certain producer to numerous of its customers.
The normal time of transit from St. Louis to

Xew York is about two weeks. A large supply
ot lead and spelter lK)ught by consumers must be
locked in railway curs, and faihu'e to obtain
expected deliveries is doubtless contributory to
the tightness of near-by positions.

Spelter—At the beginning of the week, .Linuary
Nljcltrr was sold at under i>c., but on Jan. 12,

some interests that had previously been sellers
turned buyers and there ensued a sharp advance
mainly on short-covering by speculators. There
were, however, some transactions with consinuers.
The business of the week came to a moderate
total in tonnage, which was made up by a lot of
small transactions, scarcely any large lots being
reported. On Jan. 17 first hands in the morn-
ing we;-e asking lOc. for January delivery, 9%i'.
for February, and D^i-c. for March, but in the
afternoon a slightly easier tone was reported.
The principal producers are holding liigh-grade

spelter firmly at Kic, but small producers this
week •ofl'ered February-March delivery, guaran-
teed f)!>.n''; zinc, at ll^c.

Zinc Sheets—No change has been made in the
markit init-e of zinc sheet,s. Quotation is $21
per Kill III., f.o.b. TVru. 111.. less 8% discount.

0^her Metals

NEW YORK—Jan. 17

Quicksilver- -rmbaiigrd at $S0. witli a fair de-
iiiami. San Franciscii reports, by telegraph, $7!t,

market dull.

Antimony—Market slightly firmer at li^iiffiJl'ic.

January -February shipments from China V.i<fi)

l-iM;*'-. c.i.f., New York, duty unpaid.

Nickel—No change appears in niekel quota-
tions. Price remains at 4."»'fr.'»0c. jut lb., with
electrolytic commanding an additional ."tc.

Aluminum—The alumhuun market continues
(luiet with buyers scarce. Nominal (luntations
are at GiKa (Kic. i)er lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
-York.

The Board of United States General Appraisers
has decided that the failure of foreign manu-
facturers to conform to specifications in making
metal goods cannot take such goods out of the
regular provision, even though the merchandise
is thus made useless for its original purpose.
The case bringing out the ruling was an appeal
by a company importing articles of aluminum
and bronze which were not uj) to specifications
and could not be used for the purpose for which
they were made, wherefore the importers claimed
the right to consider them as scrap aluminum
and pay the duty as such.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold—Bank of England gold reserve shows
practically no changes, according to report of
Samuel Montague & Co., London, Dec. 2S, 11»16.

U. S. gold coin to the amount of $24,400,000 ar-
rived from Canada and was deposited at the
New York sub-treasury for account of J. P.
Morgan & Co.

Silver—Owinrj to lack of outside buying market
has been quite steady at 36d. Special inttuiry on
the 17th accounts for the slnirp advance to
:it»%d. Tendency is favorable to some further
advance.

Samuel Montagu & Co., London, report under
date of Dec. 28. 1916, that about £1.000,000 of
silver has been actiuired by the Indian govern-
ment at Bombay and Calcutta. Combined ship-
ments from London to India and i'tiina dining
101.^ and 191t> were remarkably similar in
amount—the former about £140.000 under, and the
latter about £140,000 over £4.000.000.
Mexican dollars in New York were quoted on

Jan. 11, .^7%ft?00%: 12. 57%f(?(iO%: 13, 57%#
60%: 15. 57%^'60%; 16, 57%@60% ; 17. 57»4@
60 14.

Platinum—Sales were reported this week at $86,
whicii was an advance from the beginning of the
week. At the close it was a little higher. We
quote the market at $82.50, opening. $87.50,
closing.

Palladium—Quoted $70 per oz.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Platteville. Wis.. Jan. 13—Quotations for the
district are according to the following figures:
Base price per 2it00-lb. ton for material assaying
60% zinc is $72.50 for premiiuu ore down to $70
for medium grade. Base price per 2000-Ib. ton
for material assaying 80% lead is $90. Sliipments
for the week are: 2363 tons of zinc ore. 107
tons of lead ore, and 467 tons of suli)hur ore.
For the year to date the figure.^ are: 5129 tons
of zinc ore, 174 tons of lead ore, and 981 tons
of sulphur ore. Shipped during the week to
separating plants, 3323 tons of zinc ore.

Joplin. Mo.. Jan. 13—Price quotations per 2000
lb.: blende, high $79; 60*^; zinc, iiremium tu'e,

$75; medium. $T6f(?70, low. $07. Calamine, per
ton 40% zinc. $50fa)47.50. Average selling price,
all grades of zinc. $66.58 per ton.

Lead, high price $92.70, base $92^/88; aver-
age selling price, all grades of lead $87.87 per
ton.

Shipments the week: Blende, 7934 tons; cala-
mine, 599 tinis ; lead. 1593 tons. Values, all ores
the week, $730,600; the two weeks, $1,341,430.

Tliat medium-grade ore sold on higher base
than premium ore illustrates the peculiar demand
of purchasers.
The larger shipment of calamine is a direct

result of two weeks of fine weather, but tonight
everything is frozen up with the district wrapped
In a cold w.ive and zero weather promised.
The continued declining market for premium

ore is still opposed by some sellers declining to
sell.

Other Ores
Molybdenum Ore— (iuoled at $1.79(f/'1.90 per lb.

(it iimlylideiium sulphide.

Antimony Ore is in demand, but supplies are
scarce; $1.5(1 is being offered without getting ore.

Manganese Ore— Imports at Baltimore during
the week included ,SI50 tons of manganese ore
frimi Brazil.

Tungsten Ore—Transactions were reported
amounting to several hundred tons, both for home
and foreign consumption. Europe desires to buy
200 tons more, but does not yet offer the price
demanded here. Transactions of the week were
done chiefiy at $17.

Other Minerals
((Hmted by Foote Mineral Co.. Philadelphia)
Cerium*lron Alloy—Demand is good and firm at

$28 per lb.

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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Chromium—Weather conditions are Interferinfi

with shipnient-s of Coast ore. Price firm, at $1

per unit for W/c. Ferrochromiuni unchanged at

l'.le. i)er lb. for car lots.

Fluorine—Demand has been responsible for

sharp price advances. I'liixini;, fl.'i';; . $28 per net

ton; add, 98%, $32; metallurgical, SS'ai, $2li.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Jan. 17

According to tltc revh'W of the Iron marltet

b.v "Iron Age." for .Ian. IS. the steel market is

UUieter. -More attention is given to possible cITects

of the falling off in the esi)ort movement, attrib-

uted both to the scarcit.v of ocean bottoms and
to the refusal b.v railroads of steel and pig iron

destined for the sealioard.

PITTSBURGH—Jan. 16

Transportation conditions have grown much
worse, since tlie Improvement noted a week ago

there having been real winter weatlier for about

a week past. The ConnellsvUle coke region has

been verv short of cars. The Carnegie Steel Co..

which had gotten into operation tlie 14 blast fur-

naces banked just before Christmas, has had
to bank several furnaces again. All the steel

works in the Pittsburgli and valle,v districts are

suffering from inadeduate car supplies for ship-

ping finished product, l)ut are hampered still

more by the slow removal of loaded cars, and at

many works there Is danger of the interchange

tracks becoming blockaded, which would stop

nearly everything. Embargoes prevent shipments

to many points, necessitating freiiuent changes in

rolling schedules and cutting down output slightly

merely by reason of the clianges. Numerically

box cars are more plentiful, but many of the

box cars furnished come tuider tlic rule of foreign

cars being returned to their own roads, so that

they can be loaded only for shipment in certain

directions. With a week or two more of condi-

tions such as have obtained In the past few days
the production of finislied steel will be seriously

curtailed.
The finished steel market is a trifle more active.

Tllere is an insistent demand for ship plates, and
higher prices than ever are being paid, even above
6c. for second-quarter shipment. Other steel

products show some activity, though chiefly for

the early deliveries. There is no weakness in

prices at any point. Even with a continuously
dull market the steel mills should be able to

operate at capacity during by far the major por-
tion of the year.
The bimonthly adjustment of the Amalgamated

Association's siieet-mill wage scale was on a

basis of 2.Snc. for 26, 27 and 28 gage, indicating

that shipments from tlie selected mills represented
an average of about 2.9nc. for 28 gage, without
discount, or $32 a net ton below the present
market minimum of 4.."inc. The incident is fairly

typical of many branches of the finished steel

trade, consumers paying, for the steel actually
received, much less than the present market and
suggesting that consumption will decrease as old

contracts are worked out. At the same time
exports are certain to decrease owing to the
increasing scarcity of bottoms, and meanwhile
productive capacity is increasing, so tliat the steel

trade cannot go on indefinitely at the present
pace and with present prices.

Pig Iron—There is considerable export imiuiry
for basic and bessenier iron and fair-sized sales

have lately been made. There is a fair run of

domestic inquiry for basic iron, chiefly for de-

liveries in the next few months. Tlie market is

practically as firm as a month ago though not so

active. Southern iron is a bar against activity

in local foundry iron, as it can he had at $24.
Birmingham, or $28.55, Pittsburgh, while valley

foundry is held at not under $30. valley, or

$30.95. Pittsburgh. The fo\mdries are not dis-

posed, usually, to change their mix to take
advantage of small quantities of Sinithern iron.

but they would not make large conunilments in

Xortherii iron. In basic tlie same jn-oblem is not

presented as offerings of Southern basic for this

year have bU'u absorbed. We quote: Bessemer.
$35W36: basic. $3(K(i 31 : foundry and malleable.

JSOffi 32 : forge $29^:30. f.o.b. valley furnaces,

95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The scarcity of steel is more pronounced,
if sucli a thing is possible. Only odd lots can
be picked up. and that only occasionally. Bes-
semer and open-hearth billets and sheet bars are
$6(1(0 6.1. rods being about $75 and forging billets

about $80.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

Foreign Iron

N.Y. EXCH.t

The British pig-iron market, ai-cording to a

cable of Jan. 10. from London, to "Iron Age."
is more active, with a heavy forward demand for

hematite Iron, American billets are strong, hut

business Is difficult. Wire rods arc quoted at

$85 f o b. New York. Tin plates are unsettled.

with leading works taking government orders at

25s fid. net. Ferronianganese is irregular, about

£34 being asked for forward delivery~£3« for

Hrst half.
British iron and steel exports In November.

1910. were 221.554 gross tons, excluding iron

lire and including scrap.

Jan. 16

Alaska Cold M
Alaska .Jimeau,
Am.Sm.&Kef,,cc)ni
Am. Sm. & Ref.. pi.

Am. Sm. Sec., pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec., pf. B.
Am. Zinc
Am. Zinc, pf
Anaconda
natoptlas MIn
Uethleheni steel
Bethlehem steel, pt.

liutlc ,t Superior .

Chile Cop
Chlno
Colo. Fuel A Iron, .

Crucible Steel ..

Dome Mines
Federal M. * S..
Federal M. & s.. pf.

Great Nor., ore ctf.

Greene Cananeu..
Homestakc .

.

Inspiration C(m . .

International Nickel
Kcmierott ,

.

LackawaTMia .steel.

Miami Copper ,

Nafl Lead. com,.
National Lead. pt.
Ncv. Consol
Ontario Mln
Quicksilver
Quicksilver, pt. . .

Rav Con
RepublicI.&S..com
Republic I. &s.pt.
SIoss-ShelBeld
Tennessee C. & C.
U. S. steel, com. .

.

U. S. steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. 4 C...

91
7i

108!
1161
99
941
37"
65
86
I!

470
135
49
261
.551
461
05!
22
U
41
36 [

44 i

125

51'
47
86
42
60
1121

1!

2?!
80
1041
70!
15!

115
120!
108
4S

N. Y. CURBt

Buffalo Mines.

.

Butte i N. Y . .

Butte C. * Z.
Caledonia. .

Can. Cop. Corpn .

Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco. . .

.

Con. Ariz. Sm.
Con. Coppermines.
Con. Nev.-Utah. .

.

Crvstal Cop
First Nat. Cop. .

.

Florence
Goldfleld Con
C.oldfleld Merger.
Granite
Hecla Mln .

Howe Sound ...

Jerome Verde ...

Joplm Ore & Spel.
Kerr Lake
Maema
Majestic
McKinley-TJar-Sa
Mother Lode ,

Nevada Hills
N. Y'. .Sr Hond .

Nipissing Mines. .

.

Oro
Ray Hercules . .

Rochester Mines. .

St. Joseph Lead. ,

.

Standard S. L
Stew.art
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
TrlbuUion :

.

Trov Arizona . . .

United Verde Ext.
United Zinc
White Knob. pf.

White Oaks. ....
Y'ukon Gold

1

tl!
10
54
U

.06
36 J

IH
31
A

1

3!
70
.65
,07
,38
7H
71
I!

t 34
4!

50 i

i
50
43!
,20
15
Si

t.03!
4!

63
17!

,75
.21;
41

A
.54
38!
4!
U
3i
2!

BO.STON F.XCH.' Jan. 16

SAN FRAN.' Jan. 16

.Mta
-Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross. .

.

Jarket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher

. Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler .......

.

MacNaroara
Midway
Mont .-Tonopah.. . .

North star
Rescue Eula
West lOnd Con
Atlanta-
Booth
C.O.I). Con
Comb. Frac
D'lleld B.B
D'ncid Daisy
Florence.

.

Jumbo Extension...
Round Mountain,

,

Silver Pick
Argo
Ariz. Central
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
Nellie
Tom Heed
United Eastern. .

.

United Western. .

.

04
,20
.05
.01
.25
.05
.10
09
02
.07
.03
.09
65
IS
.04
.07
03
.20
.39
.02

4.40
.72
.07
.22
.19
.17
.24
.69
.12
.09

J. 02
.05
.04
.04
.20
.35
.39

.23

.07

.10
1.25
.05
.25

I.87J
S.OO
.03

Adventure
Ahnieek
Algomah
Alloucz
Ariz, Com., ctfs. .

.

Bonanza
Butte-Hallaklava, .

Calumet & Ariz. .

Calumcl A Ilecla.

.

Cenlcnnlal
Copper Range. . . .

Daly West
East Butte
Franklin
Granhy
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island O'k, com.

.

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle
Mason Valley
Mass
Mayflower
MichlR.in
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . .

.

New Idrla
North Butte
North I.,akc
Ojlbway
Old Colony
Old Dominion . . .

.

Osceola
Qulncy ^ . . .

St. Mary's M. L. .

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shat tuck-.Ariz
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior 4 Bost.

.

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
V. S. Smelting. . . .

U. S. .Smelfg. pf.

.

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot. ,

3!
105

061
131
.35

7l\
555
26 J

67
•y

14
8

91
18

t24
.50
2!

65
34
3
16
41
«1
IS
3
3

*l|
13)
22!
2

il
64
86
8S)

86J

2?',

5
.25
15!
71

57 S

.5

1!
64 i

51!
2i
18!
61
5
4!

474

BOSTON CURB* Jan. 16

Alaska Mines Corp
Bineham Mines.

.

Boston Ely
Boston & Mont.

.

Butte «t LoD'n Dev
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbin. . -

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reseire
Davis-I>aly
Faele & Blue Bell
Houctiton Copper
Iron cap Cop., pf
Mexican Metals ,

.

Mines of .\nierica,
Mojave Tungsten. .

Nat- Zinc & Lead
Nevada-Douglas. .

New Baltic
New CornoUa
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Pacific Mines
Rex Cons
Rilla

8J
55
.75
25
3i

01 J

U
35
43
71
U
1<

205
.30

21
lA

.55

^P
18
] L

.75'
35
.48
05

SALT LAKE*

Big Four
Black Jack
Cardiff
Colorado Mining. . .

Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Empire Copper. . . .

Gold Chain
Grand Central
Iron Hlossom ,

Lower Mammoth...
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs . ,

.Silver-Kins: Coal'n.
silver King Con . ,

.Sioux Con
So. Hecla
Uncle Sam
WUbert
Y'ankee .

.

90
07

5 50
.17
04

8.00

1.60
.15
.52

1 17!
06
10!

S 01
1 30
t 04
3 10
4 25
.13

1.30
.04
10
.16

TORONTO'
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The Corocoro Copper District of Bolivia
By Joseph T. Singewald, Jr.,* and Benjamin LeEoy JIillerj

SYXOPSIiS—A description of a native-copper dis-

trict in Bolivia that has been worked since the Sixr

teenlh Century. Copper is found disseminated in

sedimentary rocks, the age of u'hich is open to sev-

eral interpretations. Two types of orebodies, dip-

ping in opposite directions, one containing native

copper and one sulphide. Most mining operations

in the hands of tiro companies. Milling method
results itself into separation of sand grains and
native copper, which is comparatively simple.

The Corocoro iiimiog district in Bolivia shares the

distinction with the Lake Superior district of the United

States of being one of the two commercially important

copper districts in the world in which native copper is

the principal form of occurrence of the ore. It lies a

short distance south of the Arica-La Paz railroad, which

was completed about three years ago by the Chilean

mines are located on the hills surrounding it. It is one
of the most interesting of the larger towns of the high

plateau in that, except for the white people of the staffs

of the mining com])anies, the population is almost ex-

clusively Indian, and the life and aspect of it show very

little evidence of intercourse with the outside world.

Corocoro is an extremely old mining district. Upon
the arrival of the Spaniards early in the Sixteenth

Century, they found the Indians working these ores.

Since those days work has gone on continuously and the

district has been gradually increasing in importance.

The total production from 1873 to 1912 was 200,000,000

lb. of copper. Until 1909 the mines were held under
many ownerships, but in that year the Corocoro United
Copper Mines, Ltd., was organized and consolidated a

number of the properties, while practically all the re-

maining mines have been brought under the ownership

of the Conipaiiia Corocoro de Bolivia, a Chilean company
organized in 1873. The annual production of the district

FIG. 1. PANORAMIC VIEW OF COROCORO DISTRICT, BOLIVIA

government in accordance with an agreement between it

and the Bolivian government, at a distance of 340 km.
from Arica and 100 km. from La Paz. A branch line

6 km. in length, constructed by the Bolivian government,

connects Corocoro with Tarejra, a station on the main
line. Topographically Corocoro is situated toward the

western edge of the altiplanicie, or high plateau of

Bolivia, in one of the groups of low hills that rise so

frequently out of the level of the plain, and lies at an

elevation of a little more than 13,000 ft. The city is

strung out along several small valleys and gulches at the

foot of the north slope of the Ccrro do Corocoro, and the

•Associate in economic- Beolopry, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore. Md,

tProfessoi of neology, Lehigrh University, South Bethlp-
heni, Penn

has increased from $544,376 fifteen years ago to $3,820,-

821 in 1915.

The country rock of the district consists of a

thick series of prevailingly red, gypsum- and iron-

bearing shales, sandstones and conglomerates, the relative

abundance of which ranges in the order named. These
rocks have a strike nearly parallel to the direction of

Corocoro Valley, which extends northward from the town
at the base of the Cerro de Corocoro, or a direction of

about N 30° W. The strike of the beds in the hill on
the west side of the valley is parallel to the direction

of the ridge and the, valley, and their dip is steep to

the west, ranging from 50° to 70". The prominent
characteristic of the series as exposed in this hill is the

abundance of sandstone beds ranging" in thickness from
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one to several meters. The strata lying to the west of

this hill also liave a westerly dip. On the east side of

the Corocoro Valley is a less prominent ridge, or range

of hills, in which the strata have an easterly dip and

also lie somewhat flatter. In the series or roflcs out-

cropping in this ridge, sandstones are less prominent and

shales more abundant. These same shaly strata with

easterly dip also underlie the valley itself, as they can be

seen at a number of points on the lower slopes of the

ridge on the west side of the valley. The strike of tliese

beds is more northerly than of the westerly dii)])iiig ix-ds.

Study of Geologic Co.nditioxs

The relations that have just been described are well

brought out in the panorama of the Corocoro district

shown in Fig. 1. They are such as to indicate that the

two series of rocks are separated by a fault, though the

fault plane itself can not be plainly seen in the vicinity

of Corocoro. About 3 km. above the city, near the head

of the Corocoro Valley, however, the position of the fault

is distinctly exposed in a steep bank along the river.

It is there seen that the fault plane is nearly parallel to,

thougli a little steeper, than the westerly dipping strata

and that the easterly dipping strata have an upward drag

that steepens their dip close to the fault plane, and that

consequently the fault is a reverse fault. The strike of

the fault is parallel to that of the westerly dipping beds,

so that the strata of the eastward-dipping series diverge

from it from south to north and consequently successively

lower beds emerge to the surface in that direction. These

relations are indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. The fault has

been recognized by all the workers in the region and

according to Sundt extends 20 km. to the north to Pisaca,

where mineralization similar to that at Corocoro has

occurred, but to the south it passes into a normal

anticline. Though the region as a whole has been one

of considerable igneous activity, no igneous rocks have

been foimd in the immediate vicinity of the mines. The

nearest rocks of that character are found on Chukapaca,

15 km. to the west, and on the Cerro de Comanche at

]^Iirikiri, 20 km. to tlie north.

A phenomenon of considerable geologic interest is the

occurrence of a conglomerate dike on the east side of

the Guallatiri River opposite the Guallatiri Chieo mill.

It can be traced on the surface for a distance of about

200 m., cutting across the shales with a strike of N 89° E
and dip of 75° S, and has a width of 1 to li/j ft. An
open fissure apparently at one time extended to the

surface and had washed- into it sand, gravel and cobbles

up to G in. diameter, which consist of both sedimentary

and igneous material. This fdling became indurated, and

later movements along the bedding of the sluiles have

produced several minor offsets in it.

Age of Rocks Opex to Sever.vl Interpret.vtioxs

Since red-colored strata are found at a number of

horizons in the sedimentary series of Bolivia from the

Silurian to the Quaternary and since such beds are usual-

ly characterized by a scarcity of fossils, it is not surprising

that there has been much difference of opinion and

difficulty in trying to arrive at the age of these rocks.

Over 50 years ago, d'Orbigny determined them as partly

Carboniferous. In 1860 Forbes, on account of the absence

of fossil evidence, said there was no justification for

dividing them and regarded all cither Permian or

Triassic, and most probably. Permian. L. Sundt in 1S!)2

placed the series on the west side of the fault in the

Cretaceous, and that on the east side in the Tertiary.

Steinmann in IHSiC regarded them as part of a thick

series of red-colored beds that underlie much of the

Bolivian plateau and called them the Puca sandstone.

puca being the Quichua Indian tei'in for red. He divides

the series into three ])arts: A lower, consisting chiefly

of sandstone; a middle, made up of red clays with

gypsum and salt beds and underlain by a fossiliferous

limestone; and an upper, which com])rises the greater

l)art of the series and is chiefly sandstone. The strata

on the west side of the fault he correlates with the lower

division and those on the east with the middle division

of the series. On the basis of fo.ssils found in the Potosi

region, he ascribes the scries to the Cretaceous age.

Though Forbes and others mention the occurrence of

carbonized conifer wood, Steinmann failed to find any;

FIG. 2. M.\P OF COROCORO MINING DISTRICT, BOLIVIA

and since no one in the district knew of its existence

at the time of his visit, he concluded that it must be of

very rare occurrence. The recent discovery, therefore,. of

detenninable fossil remains is a matter of considerable

importance and scientific interest. We are indebted to

Fernando Dorian, general manager of the Corocoro

Copper Mines, Ltd., for having shown to us a ledge of

sandstone northwest of the city from which we were

able to collect fossil leaves, and also for a plaster east

of a fossil footprint found along the railroad between

Tarejra and Corocoro, the original of which is in his

office at Corocoro. The former have been verv kindlv
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dotorminc'd lor lis by Prol'. I'lihvMiil \V. Hen-y, ol' the

Dopartniont ol' Goology of the Joliiis TTopkins University,

and the latter by i'rof. Richard S. Lull, of Yale

University. The statement made by Professor Berry in

regard to the jilants is the following:

The material submitted comprises about 25 pieces of rock
having every appearance of a tuft and heavily charged with
fragmentary fossil plants. The recognizable material without
exception is of plants belonging to the class Dicotyledones,

and where they are generically 'determinable they are of rel-

atively modern types and such as are still represented in the

flora of South America. At least four of the forms are iden-

tical with described or figured species from the plant-bearing
tuffs of Potosi. These are;

Cassia ligustrinoides Engelhardt, Sitz. naturw. Gesell. Isis in

Dresden, 1SS7, Ab. 5, p. 37.

Mimosites linearis Engelhardt. Ibid.. 1894, Ab. 1. p. 13. PI. 1.

Figs. 21. 35.

Unnamed leaf, Britton. Trans Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. 21,

1893, p. 259, Fig. 64.

Characteristic fruits of a Terminalia, probably Terminalia
antiqua Britton, Ibid., p. 254, Figs. 16. 28, 6S-70.

It seems evident that the Corocoro plant bed must be con-
sidered to be very nearly if not the exact age of the plant-

bearing tuffs of Potosi. The age of the Potosi plants has never
been definitely determined, since all the plants have been
confined to this one locality. They have, however, usually
been considered to be Pliocene because of the large propor-
tion of forms close to species still existing on the upper
slopes along the eastern front of the Andes and within the
eastern Andes.

I should say that the evidence of the fossil plants indi-

cates positively that the plant-bearing layer at Corocoro is

of Tertiary age, and I consider it very probable that it is late

rather than early Tertiary.

In regard to the footprint Professor Lull says:

It comes nearest to anything that I know of to the speci-

men figured on page 226 of my memoir on the "Triassic Life of

the Connecticut Valley," Bulletin 24 of the Connecticut Geolog-
ical Survey, known as Cheirotherium parvum. of which the
original type specimen is preserved in the museum of Lafay-
ette College and comes from Milford, N. J. It is unique so
far as I know and cannot be exactly placed stratigraphically
with reference to the geological column published opposite
page 20 of the bulletin referred to. At the same time it comes
within the limits of the Newark formation.

The track is undoubtedly that of an amphibian and forms
allied to it, Cheirotherium proper, come from the Buntsand-
stein of Hildburghausen, Germany, and also from the Lower
Keuper of Storeton, Liverpool, England, and I have never
known them either from older or newer rocks. I should
therefore feel that it were fairly safe to ascribe this speci-
men, especially in view of its having been found in red sand-
stone, to the Trias, and probably within the limits from the
Buntsandstein to the summit of the Trias, as I have already
said.

Professor Lull does not regard the determination of

the single footprint as absolutely certain, but if he is

correct in his interpretation of it, one is almost forced

to the conclusion that the red-colored rocks in the

vicinity of Corocoro do not represent a single series. It

is diffiucit to believe that such special conditions as gave

rise to these strata existed continuously from Triassic

to late Tertiary time. Since the stratigraphic relations

of the two fossil-bearing horizons are imknown, there is

no reason for doubting Professor Lull's detennination,

and it seems lirobable that these beds are at least in part

Triassic and in part, late Tertiery in age. The plants,

concerning the age of which there is greater certainty,

come from the same horizons in which the vetas occur

and hence fi.x the age of their iiiunediate country rock

as late Tertiary, and consequently that of the mineraliza-

tion as the .same or younger.

As regards their position, three types of orebodies are

recognized, known as vcla^'i, rainos and the dorado. The
dorado is tlie name apjilied to an orebody that was found

in the fault |)lanc ])reviously mentioned and is now
practically worked out. Mr. Louis (iasqual, consulting

engineer of the United Copper Mines, Ltd., said it was
a shoot of rich ore that lay in the fault plane at the

intersection of it with the rainos zone. The important

orebodies have been and are the vetas and ramos. They
are not, as their names would imply, fissure fillings,

but are mineralized beds of sandstone in the shale-

sandstone series. Those in the westward dipping rocks

are termed vetas, those in the eastward dipping series

ramos. Since the sandstone beds are thicker and more
prominent in the former series, the velas are said to

average thicker than the ramos. In both series mineral-

ization has occurred at a number of closely spaced

horizons, but at only a few to form important orebodies.

The thickness of the mineralized beds varies from a few
inches up to as much as 10 or 13 ft.

The active mining operations are centered about the

Cerro de Corocoro and the south end of the ridge on the

west side of the Corocoro Valley. Here the vetas outcrop,

but the ramos are first encountered in depth. As a result

the shafts have been put down in the territory of the

vetas. have encountered in depth a zone of disturbance,

and then passed into the ramos ground, as shown in Fig.

5. On account of the geologic structure along the fault

plane, the zone of the ramos has an upward pitch toward

the north and finally emerges to the surface in the north-

ern part of the district in the vicinity of the Libertad

mine.

Different Interpretations of Geology

An entirely different interpretation of the relations of

the veia.s and ramos is held by Mr. Dorian and Adrian
Berton, chief engineer of the same company. They
believe that the vetas and ramos in the vicinity of

Corocoro are one and the same thing and both lie to

the west of the fault ; that there is a southward pitching

zone of disturbance that has more or less dislocated the

vetas and reversed their dip, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The eastward dipping ramos in the vicinity of the

Libertad mine and on the east side of the fault they

regard as entirely distinct from the vetas, l)ut that where
thei dip of the vetas was found to change to the east

underground, the name ramos was also given to that

portion of them, and subsequently it was erroneously

concluded that both sets of ramos were the same.

Unfortunately the levels of the mines which were visited

that are now in active operation are in the ramos zones

and it was no longer possible to observe the zone of

disturbance or see much of the vetas in depth, so that

it was impossible to decide between the two interpreta-

tions from the underground observations. However, all

the surface observations are against the latter view and
favor the former. It is planned to open up the deeper

horizons of the vetas in the Vizcachani shaft, which is

the most important in the district, by crosscutting to the

west from the ramos territory. This crosscut will decide

definitely between the two views, as according to the latter

no ore should lie west of the ramos zone, whereas, accord-

ing to the former such a crosscut should encounter the

fault and beyond it the westward dipping vetas.

As previously stated, the orebodies are not true veins,

but sandy layers in the sedimentary series that have

become impregnated with ore. The mineralizing solu-

tions that saturated these beds have bleaclied them and
to a large extent removed tlie original cementing material.

The imi)ervious shales between these sandstones have not

been affected by the solutions. Wherever mineralized, the
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beds have lost Ihcir red color and are white or li.::iit

gvvvn. At many ])laces where the Ix'd is not mineralized

throughout, there are residual jiatehes of red roek with a

narrow transition zone grading into the bleached rock.

Such patches of unbleached roek do not carry ore. The

bleaclied rock is also as a rule soft and friable as though

much of the cement that held together the sand grains

had been removed. There have been some transverse

displacements and movements along the bedding, as is

evidenced by slickensides. particularly in the shales be-

tween the ore beds, but the amount of movement has not

been sufficient to greatly disturb the position of the

orebodies.

Native Copper Found in the Ramos

In the ramos the ore is entirely native copper, and

occurs chiefly in the form of small particles disseminated

through the sandstone. The ordinary rich ore is called

tacana; if the particles of native metal are coarse, it

receives the name of chafra. In extremely rich ore the

sand grains are so knitted together by the copper that,

although extremely soft, it is very difficult to break on

account of its toughness. Plates and arborescent forms

FI&.3
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SECTIONS SHOWING RELATIONS OF VETAS, RAMOS AND
FAULT PLANES

of copper are also found abundantly as filling of joints

and cracks and openings along bedding planes. These

are called charqui. According to F. A. Sundt, manager

of the Compafiia Corocoro de Bolivia, the rock in the

vicinity of charqui is poorer than the average, suggesting

that the copper had been deposited in that form in those

places instead of having been disseminated in the bed.

Gypsum and, less abundantly, bante and celestite occur

as gangue minerals, but chiefly in association with the

charqui. Of great mineralogic interest are also the

jiseudom()ri)hs of luitive co])per after aragonite that are

found in such perfect crystals.

In the lower part of the vetas the mineralization is

identical in character with that which has just been

described in the ramos. i>ii( toward the surface the ore

of the ffi/a.v is chiefly clialcocite with which are associated

domeykite and other arsenic and sulphur compounds of

copper in smaller quantity. Close to the surface these

sulphides have undergone oxidation and there is an

abiindance of the green basic co])per sulphate, considerable

malachite and az\irite, and al.so cuprite. The depth to

which these sulphides extend varies in the different vctn.-i,

but is ill the neighboihood of 100 to ] ."lO iii., b(;l(»w which

only the native copper is found. The cause of this dilfer-

ence in the mineralogic constitution of the ore is not

at all clear, and it is a most unusual phenomenon.

The close place association of the mineralization in

the velas and the ramos with the fault plane would suggest

some relation between it and the fault, and such has been

assumed to exist by most writers on the origin of il.

Domeyko in 1880 regarded the fault as marking the ends

of electrodes formed by two series of beds in contai t

along it, the centers of which were the chains of tin-

Andes. The copper solutions derived from the decom-

position of the metallic content of the mountains were

reduced, and the metal was deposited at the end of the

electrodes.

Twenty years earlier, in 1860, Forbes, on the other

hand, looked upon the copper content of the rocks as

syngenetic. His idea was that the beds carried syngenetic

oxide of copper. The diorite intrusions of the region

caused the fault and pennitted the escape along it of

.sul])hurous fumes. The.se reduced the oxide of copper

to the metallic state and were themselves oxidized to

sulphuric acid, which reacted with the calcareous content

of the beds and gave rise to the gypsum.

In 1892 L. Sundt pointed out that the manner of

occurrence of the copper, the pseudomorphs after arago-

nite, the occurrence at a number of horizons and other

feature.* indicate that the copper was introduced subse-

quently to the formation of the rocks. The mineralizing

solutions he believed were introduced in the form of

sulphate and chloride and that they reacted with calcium

carbonate in the roek, giving rise to gypsum and copper

carbonate. Decomposing organic matter reduced the

ferric oxide, which gave the red rocks their color and
thus bleached them, and the copper carbonate was re-

duced by the same means to native copper.

Steixmann's Explanation of Oke Deposition

Steinmann explains the chemistry of the process in an

entirely different way. He believes the mineralizing

solutions here were analogous with those that formed the

other copper deposits of the Andes; that is, characterized

by the presence of sulphur and arsenic to the subordina-

tion of oxygen. On coming in contact with the ferric

oxide of the red beds, they reduced it and bleached those

strata and the sulphur was oxidized to sulphuric acid.

On account of the greater affinity of sulphuric acid for

lime, magnesium and iron, the sulphates of those metals

were formed and copper was set free. Since the lime

sulphate is the least soluble of these, it remained behind

as gypsum. The advantage of this theory he says is that

it brings these deposits in the same categorj* with the

other copper deposits of the Andes.

While there are no igneous rocks exposed in the im-

mediate vicinity of the mines, their occurrence not far

distant has been mentioned, and further, the district lies

within a belt of dioritic rocks that Steinmann thinks

are late Tertiary in age. Moreover, the mineralization

itself is not a local phenomenon, for though Corocoro is

by far tlie most important, similar mineralization is

found extending across Bolivia from Lake Titicaca to

south of the Antofagasta and Bolivia railroad. Hence

there would seem to be no objection to ascribing the

mineralizers to some underlying magmatic source, even

though there are no exposures of igneous rocks at
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Coroforo. Jloiwovcr the (k'tiTiiiinatinn o\' the ajje of

the inrlosiiifi' rocks, and hence the niaxiimnn ajje of the

mineralization, is in harmony with Steinniann's deter-

mination ol' the age of the dioritic rocks the parent

niasjma of wliich ])rohahly was the source of these

mineralizcrs.

i^lost of the mines of tlie district are now in the hands

of the two companies, known as the Corocoro United

Copper Mines, Ltd., controlled by French and English

capital, and the Conipania Corocoro de Bolivia, a

Chilean company. The Libertad mine, owned by Jose

Sossi, is regarded as one of the most promising of llie

independent mines.

The Compaiiia Corocoro de Bolivia now lias four mines

in operation: The Remedies, which produces 150 tons

daily of native copper ore averaging 4% ; the Capilla,

with a daily production of 40 tons of native copper ore

carrying 6% ; the San Augustin, which has an output of

15 tons of similar ore with 15% copper; and the Malcoya

mine, which was just being opened at the time of our

visit and had not yet reached the producing stage. These

ores are all treated at the San Francisco mill of the

company, which last July was treating 200 tons five days

a week though its capacity is 300 tons.

The principal mine of the Corocoro United Copper

Mines, Ltd., is the Vvzcachani, which is worked by means
of a shaft 390 m. deep. Others are the Santa Rosa and
Guallatiri and a number of smaller mines north of the

town. The ores of this company are treated in three

mills—the Guaychnni, the Guallatiri Chico and the

Guallatiri. The first-named treats 150 tons daily, the

second 100 tons, and the last a smaller amount. In fact,

the Guallatiri grouji of mines is about worked out and
the ore is brought to that mill from other mines. The
reason for having the three small mills instead of one

large one is the inadequate water supply so that the same
water must be used successively in the difl'erent mills.

The average grade of the ore treated is said to be 2y^
to 3% copper.

Sulphide Okes Now Pkofitably Woi;ked

The advent of the railroad has reduced transportation

costs to such a figure that it is now profitable to work
the sulphide ores, and these promise to furnish an im-

portant part of the future production of the district.

Until three years ago it was necessaiy to pack the con-

centrates to the Rio Desaguadero, then take them down
the river in barges to Lake Titicaca and across it to

Puno, and from Puno by rail to tlie seacoast at MoUendo.
They now go by rail direct from Corocoro to the seacost

at Arica at a cost of 16.20 bolivianos (about $5) per

ton. Under the old conditions only the high-grade

native cop]3er concentrates could pay the cost of trans-

portation, but now high-grade sulphide ore can be

exported. This ore is hand-sorted to average 18 to

20% copper, which is the exported product, and the lean

material is being stored for future concentration. Ex-
periments on these ores with flotation methods are said

to be yielding favorable results. The output of the

sulphides is being greatly restricted. owing to the scarcity

of cars on the railroad, the nundjcr available being but
little more than needed for the native-copper concentrates,

'.vith.the result that both comi)anies have several thousand
tons of sacked suljjhide ore waiting shi]nnent. The
European company had been ])i'oduciug 30 cars of

sulphides per month.

One (if the giciit drawbacks of the district has been

the scarcity and liigh cost of fuel. Up to the present

time taqtda, the llama droppings, has been almost the

only fuel, and the Corocoro United Copper Mines, Ltd.,

uses 10,000 tons of such fuel annually. Normally the

price is about (iO centavos per quintal, which is about

$ I per ton, but com])etition between the two large com-
panies to obtain an adequate supply at times drives the

price to nearly double that figure. The fuel value of

the taqiiia is about one-third that of good bituminous

coal. With present railroad facilities, the fuel problem
is being met through the installation of Diesel engines

and the use of petroleum.

The labor of the district is entirely Indian and com-
prises the men, women and children, the women even
being employed underground. Nine hours constitute a

shift underground, and there are two shifts a day. The
day shift works from 8 to 11, rests from 11 to 12, and
works again from 12 to 5 in the afternoon. On the

surface, the hours are from 7 to 11 and from 12 to 5.30.,

The men received 1.80 bolivianos per day and the wonn'ii

(JO to 80 centavos.

MiLLiNcj Consists of Coxcijxtuation

The milling methods required to concentrate an ore

consisting essentially of native copper and sand grains
are naturally quite simple, and the four mills of the

district are more or less alike, so that de.scriptions of the
San Francisco mill and the Guallatiri Chico will suffice.

The ore treated in the San Francisco mill is trammed
from the Remedies tunnel and brought by aerial trams
from the San Augustin and Capilla mines to a platform
above a Blake-style crusher, where lumps that are too

large for the crusher are broken up by hand with sledges.

The crushed ore passes to four chilean- mills in which
it is ground to pass screens with openings i/gxi/. in.,

from which the pulp goes to a second set. of impact
screens with iV-i"- openings, tue oversize of which is

returned to the chilean mills and the undersize goes to

a 6-spigot hydraulic classifier.

The classification makes three sizes, two spigots to a

size, each of which feeds a three-compartment Harz jig

with iV-iu. screens. Tlie discharge of the tlii'ee com-
partments is mixed to form one product that carries 50
to 60% copper. This is cleaned on a fourth jig, which
yields a final product from the first compartment only
with 85 to 90% copper. The second- and third-

compartment products from this jig are re-treated on the

same jig. The tailings of the four jigs go back to the
Chilean mills. The overflow of the classifier is settled

in a spitzkasten and the settlings distributed to three
Overstrom tables. The concentrates of these tables are
cleaned on a fourth that yields a 95% product, by cut-

ting a middling that is re-run over the table. The table

tailings carry 0.3 to 0.5% copper, which is lost. The
jigs recover 90% of the concentrates and the tables

10%, while the loss in milling is from 10 to 15%. The
concentrate is dried in the sun on an open stone pave-
ment and sacked for shipment.

The ore that comes to the Guallatiri mill is crushed
at the mine to 4-in. size and brought down by an aerial

tram, from wh'eh it is dumped into a bin that feeds

three chilean mills ana ground to pass at li/o-mm.
mesh screen. The pulp is elevated to a classifier which
feeds two two-compartment jigs with 2-mm. screens.

The two compartments of the jigs yield a product flial
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averages C0% copper and that on cleaning on a third

jig of the same kind gives a first-compartment product

with 85% copper. The jig tailings are returned to the

Chilean mills.

The overflow of the classifier is distrihnted to four

Wilfley tables which produce a concentrate with 85%
•copper, a middlings that is returned to the Chilean mills

and tails that carry 0.5% copper. The tails are run

into a sluice to settle and the settlings sent back to the

Chilean mills. A furnace was installed at this mill to

produce copper ingots, but in the first run the copper was

absorbed by the brick lining and the bricks broke loose

and floated, so that operations had to be stopped. It

is planned to obtain new bricks and experiment further.

Potash from Blast Furnaces

As the production of raw potash in the United

States is a small percentage of the annual consumption,

European War conditions have caused a dearth in this

country. The attendant higher prices have been an

incentive to research and industrial development. The

results of research into the methods and procedure in

the recovery of potash from blast-furnace byproducts are

given in a paper to be presented at the New York meet-

ing of the A. I. M. E., February, 1917. The paper is

entitled "Potash as a Byproduct from the Blast Furnace,"

and has been prepared by K. J. Wysor, blast-furnace

iiuperintendent of the Bethlehem Steel Co.

Investigation into the original source of the potash

showed that it occurred almost entirely in some form

of feldspar or clay in all the material entering the blast

furnace. Of the variety of ores treated at Bethlehem,

the manganese ores were found to contain relatively high

percentage of potash, as compared with most of the iron

ores. The potash content of the flux (limestone and

dolomite) used at Bethlehem is higher than in the average

ore or coke charge. Counellsville coke was found to have

a lower alkali content than the local byproduct coke

made from West Virginia coals. Analyses of slag and

flue dust showed that the ore contributed 16% by weight

of the potash constituent, coke 26% and flux 28%.
It is probable that a considerable part of the potash

and soda charged into a blast furnace is evolved from the

top by direct voltilization or heat decomposition, though

alteration by chemical reaction of the alkaline salts or

compounds liberated may occur before they have left the

furnace. It is certain that a large part of the alkalies

are carried down into the hotter zones of the furnace

and are converted into cyanides by reaction with red-hot

carbon. Wiatever the action, it is self-evident that

eventually the same amount of alkalies must be carried

cut of a furnace that is charged, and this takes place

somewhat as shown in the accompanying table.

Lost ia slaR
Lost in fume
Lost in gases
Wastage from mains.
Lost in stack gases. .

.

%
20.0
2

3 9
4

112

37 5

55 9
2.2

Totallost
Removed by primary washers
Ucmoved by secondary washers

Total removed 58.1

Knowing the exceedingly fine state of division and

smooth, spherical nature of the ultimate particles in this

fine fume, there is little cause for wonder that so much

of it passes through a creditable wot washer untouched.

The water-soluble potash content of tiie dry, ignited

dust recovered from the stoves and boilers, having pre-

viously passed through the wet washers, will vary from

about 5 to 20%. The average of 36 carloads shipped

showed a potash content of 9.0%. Calculated on the basis

of pig iron produced, 0.3 lb. potash was recovered per ton

of pig iron.

At furnace plants using burdens rich in potash where

the gas is unwashed, a consideraide recovery still can be

effected, though some precautions must he taken to avoid

the coarser, raw flue dust. Several furnace plants in

the East have been recovering potash-bearing flue dust

during the last year and a half.

In the present gas-cleaning practice it appears that

there is a loss in the primary washers alone of over half

of the total potash charged, or about 13 lb. per ton of

pig iron produced. The amount recovered, while appre-

ciable, and representing almost clear profit, is seen to be

an insignificant part of the total, less than %%• Potash

lost in the slag, around the shell and from the top of

the furnace, for all practical purposes is lost beyond re-

covery. The greater part of the alkali content of the

flue dust removed from the dust catchers could be

recovered by leaching in water, but the percentage is too

low to justify reclamation in this way. However, the

potash now lost in wet washers and from stove and boiler-

house stacks offers a legitimate and inviting field for its

recovery. According to the balance sheet, it appears that

about two-thirds of the total potash charged is now lo-^t

in the wash water and stack gases, or about 15 lb. per ton

of pig iron produced.

At intervals during the course of the last year or more
there has been in operation at Bethlehem an experimental

Cottrell electric dust precipitator connected to the raw
gas main leaving one of the dust catchers. Practically

all the dust and fume entering the treater could be

precipitated successfully. The color of the dust recovered

varied from a light to a dark gray. Several samples were

analyzed and showed a potash content of about 10%.
The total dust leaving the dust catcher is much richer

in potash than the relatively heavy particles constituting

the dust in the dust catchers. For average practice there

should be recovered, per ton of pig iron produced, not less

than 13 lb. of total and probably about 9 lb. of water-

soluble potash now lost in washers and stacks.

m

Russian Manganese-Ore Shipments

Shipments of Eussian manganese ore from the ports

of Poti and Batum in 1916 were 9769 net tons of Tchia-

tursk ore, against 9750 tons in 1915 and 788,211 tons

tons in 1914. By tlie Tchiatursk side line there was
foi-warded from the Tchiatursk district 131,934 tons in

the 1916 period, of which 60,742 tons was further for-

warded by land. In the fiscal year 1913 shipments from
this district were 35,246 tons, and in 1914 they were

787,661 tons. These data are given by the statistical

bureau of the Council of Congresses of Miners of Man-
ganese Ore, and were published in Iron Age, Jan. 11,

1916. The price of the ore, which in the first three

months of 1916 did not exceed 8 to 914 kopecks (about

4 to 5c.) (100 kopecks = 1 ruble = 51.5c.) per pood,

has risen to 20 to 22 kopecks (about 10 to 11.25e.) per

])ood (1 pood = 36.11 lb.) This is an advance from

$2.50 to $3 per gross ton to $6.20 to $6.80.
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Minerals Separation, Ltd.

The elevciilli aiimwl ordinary genural ineetiug" of Min-

erals Separation, Ltd., was hold in London in December,

Francis L. Gibl ; presiding. Among his remarks were

the following:

"In our chairman's address to you last year, ho expressed

a hope that early in the current year our patent position

in the United States would be so firmly established that

the board would l)e able to recommend the payment of a

substantial dividend. After exercising patience, in some

cases for nearly 13 years, you will now receive your first

reward if you sanction the distribution of trust certificates

in the new North American corporation as proposed by

the board. AAlien 51r. Ballot addressed you last year,

he estimated that during 19].") the licensees of our affili-

ated companies and of this company would treat over 41A

million tons of ore by our flotation process, and that dur-

ing the current year (191(5) the same licensees would

treat over 13 million tons of ore by our flotation process.

You will be glad to hear that the estimate of li^ million

tons for 191.5 proved to be correct, and the figure of 13

million tons in 191() will prove to be more like 14 million

tons.

"I will now give you as much information as I have

available as to the Minerals Separation North American
Corporation, which is the full name of the corporation

which has acquired the business of yoiir American sub-

sidiary syndicate. First, I will say that I have no doubt

that the decision of the American syndicate to remove iis

domicile from London to the LTnited States has your en-

tire approval. This change has been contemplated for

some time, and tlie growing business of the syndicate

and the general adoption in the United States of our
flotation process made it a necessity. It was becoming in-

creasingly difficult to manage this American business ef-

fectively from London, and it was felt that a strong

board in New York and a complete organization in the

country where all the business was being conducted

could not fail to be of great advantage. The chairman of

the new corporation will be Mr. Ballot, and he will he

assisted by Dr. Gregory and also by a partner in the

New York house of Lazard Brothers & Co. There will

also be voting trustees appointed, who will represent the

shares for a period of five years. The reason that

prompted the decision to have the new American corpor-

ation registered as a trust corporation was to insure that

to whatever extent the 500,000 trust certificates repre-

senting the 500,000 shares of the new corporation (which
have no face value) might change hands, the actual con-

trol of the corporation will remain with these trustees for

that period of time. Mr. Ballot and Dr. Gregory will

both act as trustees, and ])robably one other will also be

appointed.

Under the agreement with the Anaconda Copper Min-
ing Co., that company, combined with certain otiier com-
panies, undertook to pay to us at least $300,000 whether
the Supreme Court decided for us or against us. Now
that the Supreme Court has heard our case and delivered

judgment, it will interest you to know that the actual

amount that we shall receive from the Anaconda company
in respect of that contract up to the date of the Supreme
Court judgment will be approximately $500,000.

It is, of course, difficult to form any ostimale yet as

to the value of our American business, but I lio]ie that

what I am now going to tell you will assist you to some
extent to appraise its value. In the current year, if you
take all our licenses together in the United States into

account, they have treated in the aggregate roughly lli/o

million tons of ore, from which the gross revenue will

l)r()1)ably amount to about £1 10,000. It is estimated also

—and please bear in mind that it is only an estimate

—

that the tonnage treated by the very numerous infringers

of our process in plants actually in operation during the

current year alone will also amount to 13V2 million tons.

Even if the rate of royalty charged on this latter tonnage
wore to be no larger than the rates which we have charged
to those licensees who have loyally respected our ]iatent

rights, the gross annual revenue from plants already using

our process in the United States would be not far short

of £300,000. It is, however, unreasonable to suppose that

those who in future will control our American interests

will grant those who have been infringers of our process

the same exceptionally favorable terms that were granted
to large users like the Anaconda Copper ilining Co. 1)0-

fore our patent position was established. We shall not,

you may be sure, act otherwise than reasonably and
equitably even toward infringers, but it is obvious that

those who for the past three years have been making
enormous profits by the imlawful use of our process must
be prepared to hand over to us at least a considerable pro-

portion of these profits. It is estimated that by means
of our process these infringers have made profits of more
than £5,000,000 beyond those which they could have
made without our process, and by the American law we
are, I believe, entitled to claim the whole of this excess.

We anticipate also that not only large recoveries in cash

will l)e obtained from the infringers of our process, ijut

now that the patent question of the United States has

been, we believe, finally settled by the highest court, it ap-

pears certain that a very large increase in tonnage treated

under license will take place, and that the 25,000,000 tons

treated this year will be greatly exceeded in future years.

Advantages Gained by Use of Flotation Peocess

While on the subject of this American part of our bus-

iness, I should like to give you some striking infornuition

which will show you the immense advantage obtained by

those who have adojited our methods of concentration on

a large scale. The working of our flotation process has

now arrived at such a pitch of perfection that in the

case of large installations of our plant we are informed

that the total operating cost per ton of ore treated is no
higher than before the adoption of flotation, with the re-

sult that the whole of the extra recovery obtained by the

use of our process in large installations is additional

profit.

'M

Kxaiiiinntiou of 1.5 To\viiHliiii» iu Central WiscoiiNiu to de-
termine what indications of Iron formation were present
were made in 1916 by tlie "Wisconsin Geological Survey. As
many people are planning- exploration for iron in the state, it

has been found advi-sable to issue information regarding- these
townships in advance of the publication of the printed report.
Accordingly, blueprints were prepared showing each of the
15 townships with the magnetic lines, roads, streams, etc.

These blueprints were ready for distribution about Jan, 1,

1917. The townships covered lie in Jackson and Monroe
Counties and include the following; Township 19 N, Range
1 E; township 20 N, Range 1 E. 1 and 2 W: township 21 N,
Ranges 1 E, 1. 2. 3 and 4 W: township 22 N. Ranges 1 E. 1, 2,

3 and 4 W; township 23 N, Range 4 W. These blueprints will
be sold at the cost of making: them. A single map may be
obtained for 5c, or the entire sot for 75c,, from W. 0. Hotch-
kiss, state geologist, at Madison, Wis.
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Filing Survey Data at Mines—II

r.V If. 8. ScillLTZ, .lli.''

SYNOPi'SIS—.1 roiiline of drafling-room pro-

cedure is suggested and Ihe advantages and disad-

vantages of different metliods of filing loose-sheel

material are vullined. Special aUenHon is given to

the separation of home drawings and foreign draw-

ings. Importance of careful indexing and protec-

tion against fire strongly emphasized.

When a new drawing is to be niiide, Iho eliiel' engineer

gives the necessary instructions to llie draftsman, together

with the title and the drawing number. As lie does this,

the chief engineer fills in the drawing-record card shown

in Fig. 7 and places it in a suitable file until such time as

the finished drawing shall come to him for ai)proval. He

also enters the title in a consecutive-number record, usu-

ally kept in a small notebook or on 3x5-in. index cards,

which is intended for his reference only, to make duplica-

tion of numlicrs hupossihle.

The draftsman enters the title luid number of the draw-

ing in ink on the detail paper and proceeds on the work.

When the tracing is started, the title is filled in first,

including the initials of the maker and the tracer. The

tracing completed, the drawing passes to the checker, who

Mccessarv instructions to the draftsman and enters the

nature of the changes on the record card, which he then

files as with a new drawing. The draftsman enters the

ihanges in the table of changes and comj)letes the work.

'I'he drawing then i)asses through the hamls of the tracer

and the checker to the chief engineer. He approves it,

attaches the card filled out as before, and sends both to

tlie file clerk, who has the necessary prints made, stamps

the issue number in the ])roper place in the title and sends

the reissued prints to the pro])er parties.

The drawing-record card, already referred to and shown

in Fig. 7, is intended as a complete record of the drawing.

]t is used primarily as a consecutive-number index card,

but is mucli more. It shows that drawing 1(»7G is of the

"details of automatic stop for 2tx4H-in. hoisting engine

at shaft No. 5." It is filed in file 2, drawer .3. It was

started June 31, 1914, by ('. H. It was traced June 25,

1914, by T. H. C. and was checked June 38, 1914, by

W. K. t. It was approved June 28, 1914, by C. B., anil

prints were sent the same day to the power department,

to the machine shop and to the Kansas City Foundry Co.

and the Denver Machinery Co., probably for bids. On
July 2, 1914, pattern 1076-B was replaced by a new

design, jiattern 107(i-TT, which was drawn by C. II., traced
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will not 1)1" injunHl liy fdldiiig. Tt is a(1ni)tod to a wiilc

variation in size, hut the material slioulil ho tliiii en(ni>;h

nud small enough to I'old into the required size without

becoming too hulky. The advantages are that material is

filed with a minimum of waste space, filing ef|ui])ment

roi|uires miiiinuun tioor space, uniform size of material is

unimportant, excellent classification is possible in

medium-sized units, first cost of filing equipment is low,

expansion is possible in small units at a minimum cost

and that material should never he lost except through

gross carelessness. The disadvantages are that material

must be folded for filing and unfolded for even momentary
jefereuce, material must he marked and numbered before

filing (with possibility of error), errors in filing are diffi-

cult to trace, method cannot be used for material that will

be injured by folding and that material must be creased

for filing, with possible obliteration of important figures

and with increased possibility of tearing.

Second: Rolled, to be filed in suitable drawers, pigeon-

holes or containers. This method is adapted to nuiterial

of unusually large size which will be seriously injured

by folding. It is especially suited to mounted drawings,

unusually large tracings, or long rolls such as hydro-

graphs. The advantages are that the method is adapted

to a great range in size and in material, material is largely

s^elf-protected from the efl'ects of dust and liglit, filing is
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in a fiisc made in the mine carpenter shop, will provide

ample capacity for several hundred prints at a minimum
cost, and expansion can be gradiuil and equally inexpen-

sive. At a small mine, especially during the prospecting

stage, where prints are i'cw and ai'e referred to at c'om|jara-

tively infrequent intervals, where rapid reference is

unnecessary and folding and unfolding are not a burden,

such a document-file system will prove entirely satisfac-

tory. In a large office, with thousands of prints on file,

where a numlier of engineers and drarismeii are constantly

employed and many prints referred to daily, rajiid refer-

ence and identification become necessary and flat filing in

drawers or in vertical cabinets becomes essential to the

most efficient work.

In the average case, between these two extremes, the

choice will depend on the money available and on personal

preference. Where the greater expense is at all warranted,

I prefer flat filing in drawers for "home" prints. The
drawers should be roughly classified, each being reserved

for a certain subject—for example, hoists in one, pumps
in a second, drills in a third, and so on—thus making it

easy to locate any general group of prints without refer-

mado for efficient use instead of looks and any o])eratioii

tending to fill the files unnecessarily would seem to be

inefficient. Where alterations other than dimension alter-

ations are necessary, tlie superseded lines are hatched out

and the new lines drawn in. Where dimension alterations

make scaling entirely inaccurate, the drawing should be

marked to that effect. It is poor practice to permit

scaling, except of maps, because a drawing which does not

show all necessary dimensions is incomplete and no drafts-

man can be held responsible for variations in printing

jtapers. To pi'event this ]>ractice, each print should be

stamped, "Do not scale this drawing; use figures only."

Should any drawing be altered so frequently as to make its

reading difficult, a new drawing, distinctly marked
"Supersedes sheet of same number dated ," should

be made to cover the latest design. The superseded trac-

ing should then be marked, "Superseded by sheet of same
number dated ," and filed for reference, but no prints

need be preserved.

If the folding method of filing be adopted, all prints

should be folded to ap|)roxinuitcly the same size. A fold-

ing templet, of either brass or steel, will be a great
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Tlio 3x5-iii. card sliown in V\'^. <s is used i'or lln' subjuc-l

iiidox. Aside from llic title iind llic drinviiiir. file nnd

drawer inuuhers, it eimlaiiis no inl'oi'niation reuardiny- tlir

drawiug ilsuU', all siicli inrorniation hi'ing shown on the

consecutive-number index curd. The subject-index (-aiil

may be used in two ways—either as a classified index as

shown in the examjile, or as a single-drawinj; index using

the bottom ol' the card lor cross-rel'orenees. By either iisi'

it answers the double purpose of a subject index and :i

cross-reference index, greatly facilitating the lindini: nl

related prints.

With these two indexes, jirojierly kept up lo dale, any

drawing on file may be found readily by either number or

Bubjeet. The subjeot-iudex file should bo guided ajid suh-

guided, using much the same system of subdivision as

shown for survey notes in Fig. 1. Where prints are classi-

fied in drawers or files according to subject, a subject

index may seem superfluous, but it will prove to bo a great

time saver. It is a very poor subject index that will not

much more than pay for itself.

How To File Fokeion Dkawixgs

The term "foreign drawings" is used to designate all

blueprints and similar material, obtained frcmi sources

other than tlie company, that come to the engineering

department for classification and filing. The wide range

in subjects and the difference in character, size and mate-

rial make these data difficult to file satisfactorily.

One great essential in filing foreign drawings is to keej)

this material di.stinct and separate from home drawings.

This result may be accomplished by distinct marking to

designate foreign origin, by separate filing arrangements,

by index and file numbers distinct from those for home
material ; and by using index cards of different colov.

In a general way, tlie system of filing outlined for home
blueprints may be employed to advantage for foreign

drawings as well. Simple filing and double indexing, by

number and by subject, are the elements of the system.

All foreign drawings should be distinctly marked "For-

eign." This is usually done with a large-letter rubber

stamp in at least one prominent place on each copy. With
such a stamp on both the face and back of a drawing there

can be little excuse for confusion.

Widely varying index and file numbers will further

reduce the possibility of confusion, afEecting not only the

drawing but all index cards as well. Drawiug numbers in

the hundreds of thousands as against hundreds and thou-

sands for home drawings and letters instead of nundiers

for the cases and files will make this means of separation

quickly apparent.

The advantages of the various methods of tiling liavc

been discussed already. Two of the reasons—uniformity

of size and frequent reference—^advanced for the choice

of flat filing in di-awers for home drawings do not ajjply

to foreign drawings. ITniformity of size is impossible

with any amount of matei'ial to be filed, ami any atten)|)l

to secuT'e it for flat filing will be a failure and a waste

of time. Foreign drawings will lujt he referred to with the

same frequency a-s home drawings, except over short,

iri'cgular ])eriods. For these reasons the greatest objec-

tions to folding disap|)ear, while its advantages are accent-

uated ; and folded V{>rtical (lling in eitluT letter files oi'

iloeument files is reconnnended for foreign material. I

prefer document files because they are sniallci- nnils pcr-

initliUL; licllcr i-la^sificaliiin. arc fiilh- a^ casv In liamllr.

ami arc ((insideralilv cheaper unless houudit in large and

elaliorate cabinets.

The fouvtli means of distinguishing foreign from home
drawings a|)plies to the inrlex cards only. A different

color, distinct in artificial as \\'ell as natural light, should

l)e used ; and whate\er color is selected should be used for

all cards covering foreign drawings.

The card used in the ('onsecutivc imlcx for foreign

iliawings is lx(l in. and is similar in form and in use to

the on(> used I'oi' home drawings. 'I'he subject-index card

I'oi' foreign di'awings dilfers in color only from the card

for luinie drawings. Cross-reference between these two
classes of drawings is possible without confusion when the

large did'ei'cnce in drawing numbers is used. An example
is .shown in the tabk^ of references. Fig. 4.

A foreign drawing on its receipt is examined by the

chief engineer, who, before passing it on to the file clerk,

determines the consecutive number from his records and
(ills in all information, not obtainable from the drawing
itself, required by the foreign-drawing index card, Fig. 9.

The drawiiig. with index card attached, jiasses to the file

clerk, who stamps the date, a form showing the drawing,

case, file and issue number, and "Foreign" on the face

of each eojiy received and "Olfice copy" on that selected

for the files. He then fills in the drawing number and
the case and file letters on the face of each drawing, folds

the prints to the proper size and repeats the numbers and
letters in the upper right-hand corner. He finishes filling

in the index cards, files the office copy and the cards, and
sends the copies for distribution to the proper parties.

Tjie Use of "Foreign" Dhawings

Should reissued prints of foreign drawings be received

they are handled in exactly the same way. The new prints

are sent to the proper parties and the old prints collected,

as far as possible, and either returned to the makei- or

destroyed. Shoidd any marked alterations in design be

shown, it is usual to retain the office copy of each previous

issue for reference. These prints, distinctly marked
"Superseded," should be fastened to the print in force, so

that a complete record may be preserved without con-

fusion. This applies to foreign drawings only.

The great value of foreign drawings, especially to the

drafting room, is often overlooked or imderestimated.

Makers' drawings of engines and similar machinery are

especially valuable. These drawings are of great assist-

ance to the engineer and draftsman when repairs are

necessary or alterations desirable. They frequently show
dimensions and details which otherwise could be obtained

only after considerable field work, and even then might

not be absolutely accurate. A serious efl'ort should be

made to secure working drawings of all new installations

at the time of purchase. It is the excellent practice of a

number of firms to require a full set of such drawings Ui

be furnished as part of the contract. Most manufacturers

willingly furnish such a set of prints, usually under a

provision lliat they shall noi lie used for re]n'odu<'tiou.

except as required for I'cpairs.

Ki:i:riX(; Accorxr i>!' 'i'l; vci \iis and I'i;tx'i"s

No (lilliculty should ever be e,\pcrieiu-eil in keejiing track

of traciuLis. since they should never be removed from tli<'

draffing or ]irinting rooms. l?es]")onsihility for tracin.us

cannol pass beyond four men (lie til(> clerk, the drafts-

mail, ihe checker and the i-hicf engineer. The file clerk

respou'iihle I'or the (I'acing a^^ long- as it is in
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the files, passes that responsibility to the chief engineer

when the tracing is removed for alterations or additions.

The chief engineer, in turn, passes the tracing and part

of the responsibility to the draftsman, but retains the

drawing-record card until such time as the changes have

been completed and checked and the tracing returned to

him for approval. His records should always show which

tracings are out of the tiles as well as what new drawings

are incomplete.

Less formality will usually be exercised with prints,

and in all but very large offices a rule that the office copy

shall never be taken from the office will prevent loss. In

large ofTices employing a number of engineers and drafts-

men, some form of receipt will be necessary for all prints

removed from the files, even for office use. This receipt

should be placed in a pocket in the drawer or case so that

the exact location of each print can be readily determined.

The vahie of the material filed in the engineering

department and drafting room is seldom realized in con-

nection with the possibility of loss by fire. Thousands of

dollars' worth of instruments, fixtures and records, many

of which cannot possibly be replaced are frequently filed in

buildings having very little fire resistance or protection.

With this fact in view, a fireproof vault should be provided

for the engineering department if possible, and the orig-

inal records or acenrate copies should be filed therein.

Where separate records are made for fire files, their char-

acter should be noted plainly on the face of all drawings

and cards and under no eondition should the use of these

records be permitted outside of the vault. A fire vault is

a very cheap form of insurance.

Addition to Engineering Societies

Building

The American Society of Civil Engineers has finally

decided to join the other engineering societies in the

headquarters building at 25 West 39th St., New York.

This, coupled with the need of greater library capacity,

caused a committee of the joint societies to decide on the

necessity of a three-story addition to the present 12-story

building. Wliile preliminary negotiations between the

several societies were going on, the city authorities an-

nounced the early enactment of an ordinance limiting the

height of buildings, which would have made the projected

addition to the building to accommodate the American

Society of Civil Engineers impossible. In addition to

this the ever-rising cost of materials made estimates

unreliable and an early consummation of contracts

advisable. By good management on the part of the

((imniittee, the necessary plans were filed before the

b'.iilding ordinance went into effect and favorable con-

tracts were let witli the constructors of the original

i)uilding. In Engineering News, Jan. 11, 1917, a de-

scription is given of the architectural and structural de-

tails, from which the following notes are taken.

The top of the present building is occupied by the large

joint library, housed in a liall spanned liy trusses carrying

the roof. The three-story addition is to be placed directly

over the library, starting from the level of the present

ceiling, just lielow the I'oof trusses.

The a'sthetic |)hase of the pnililem was very difficult.

The exterior architecture of the old building was strictly

proportioned to the original height, and the development

of its upper part appeared to preclude the possibility of

building over it with satisfactory a,'sthclic clVect. After

making numerous studies, however, it appeared that the

very restrictions im))osed by the structural conditions

afforded a hajjpy .solution of the assthetic problem. The

truss framing that ha<l to be used to carry the new

load made it virtually necessary to set back the walls of

the added stories. This arrangement suggested a pent-

house or tower effect, and on working this out in due

proportion to the old building, a satisfactory result was

secvired. Elevator service to the new floors will he ob-

tained by extending the three present elo\ator shafts up

10 the new roof. • Incidentally, new machines will be

fitted, traction elevators replacing the present drum

machines. The work will require about 080 t«ns of steel.

Stockholders Resume Operation

of Ohio Copper

Stockholders have redeemed the Ohio copper mine in

the Bingham district in Utah and. under the title of the

Ohio Copper Co. of Utah, resumed the operation of the

property on Jan. 1. 1917, with Alfred Frank as general

manager, ilr. Frank has been at the head of the leasing

company operating the property profitaijly for over a year,

under the title of the (Jeneral Exploration Co.

From 2000 to 2500 tons of 1% ore are being mined

daily and treated in the mill at Lark, Utah, where an ex-

traction of 45 to 50% is attained. Orders have recently

been placed for an initial flotation unit of 200 tons

capacity, which is expected to bring the extraction up

to 80% or over. Minerals Separation machines will be

used and after the success of the first unit is established,

the flotation department will be gradually increased to

the capacity of the rest of the mill. It is also expected

that the application of flotation will make it practicable

to treat ore having a tenor of less than 1% copper, of

which there is a considerable amount. The eventual

treatment of the accumulated tailings has likewise been

under consideration.

The Ohio Copper Co. of Utah has now .$300,000 cash

available, and 500,000 shares in the treasury'; 2,000,000

shares of the company are outstanding. The officers are

Hubert E. Rogers, president ; Edwin S. Hooley and

Charles A. Kittle, vice-presidents: Samuel K. Kellock is

secretary and treasurer, with offices at 43 Exchange Place,

New York.

School for Officers of Engineer

Reserve Corps

A course of instruction for members and prospective

members of the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, which

is the direct outcome of the work initiated by the national

engineering societies a year ago, has been started by the

inauguration of evening drills held at the armory of the

22d Corps of Engineers, New York City.

The course will include military' calisthenics, infantry

drill, engineer di'ill, and a series of problems in both in-

fantry and engineer duties, for which written solutions

will he required. The problems will be supplemented by

short talks and the explanation and discussion of ap-

proved solutions. Thnuighout the course the methods of

instruction used at the United States ^Military Academy.

West Point, will be followed.
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Openpit Steam-Shovel C'.osts

By J. M. AxDKKsoN*

Operating costs are controlled almost entirely liv twn

ilistinit I'actors; namely, mechanical operation and

human temperament. As concerns the latter, it need

only be mentioned in passing that in recent years social

engineering has proved almost as important as civil

engineering. This article, however, is limited to the

consideration of the factor of mechanical operation.

Two years ago the writer was engaged with one of

the largest of the so-called porphyry copper mining
companies of the Southwest. The method of analyzing

the operating costs of the steam-shovel mining dejiart-

uient is graphically shown by Fig. 1. In this chart it

Buildings & Repairs

Carpenter Shop

Electric Fovter

Engineering

General Expense

Sampling & Assays

Machine Shop

Stable Expense

Steam Crane

Property Taxes

Water & lines

Shovel Labor

Fuel

Supplies & Repairs

Pit Labor

Locomotive Labor

Fuel

Supplies & Repairs

Yard Cren Expense

Track Maintainance

FIG. 1. STEAM-SHOVEL COST DISTRIBUTION CHART

will be noticed that the operating costs are classified

under indirect or overhead ex])ense. shovel-operating

expense and locomotive-operating expense. It was desired

to place before the executive company officials, super-

intendents and foremen the results of their efforts from a

cost standpoint. In order to avoid danger of confusing

them with mere columns of figures arranged foi- an
auditor's conveaience, the graphical-chart method was
adopted, as shown in Figs. 8, 3 and 4.

These cost-curve charts were prepared to show the effect

of varying daily production on cost. The charts are

entirely self-explanatory, and by their use a daily unit

cost of production can be figured to a fraction of a cent.

For illustration of the use of the charts, assume that

six steam shovels, each operating two shifts, handle in

24 hr. a total of 12,000 cu.yd. of rock, or an average

of 1,000 eu.yd. per shovel shift. By referring to Fig. 2

wu liiul from the coordinates of the double-shift curve

that the overhead ex])ense for production at this rate is

$0,072 ])er cu.yd. This cost chart is based upon the

total overhead cost for six shovels per single-shift nmnth
of $14,217.98, or $25,645.66 per double-shift month with

corresponding costs of $17:!. 9:? per single-shift ami

$851.85 per double-shift day. The items aggregating into

these totals are sliown in the acc(nii])anyiiig table giving

the oveihead costs of steam-shovel operation. The com-
ponent factors are expressed in percentage of single and
dnuble shifts.

STEAM-SHOVEL OVERHEAD COSTS

Wiitt'i- arul water lines
Buililiiifr repairs
Cciicriil cxporiso. .

Stabli' f'xpcnsc
Miichinc ^<lMJp

ElectriL- power
Engineering and surveying
.Sampling and assaying
Steani-erane expense
Carpenter shop . , . ,

Property taxes. ...

Single
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transportjitiou sliowii in tin- next tabuiatioii whic^li is

basod on liie J)-lir. shift as a unit.

LOCOMOTIVK COST Pi:i{ SHOVDT. SHIFT

Locomotive labor
Fuel
Supplies and repairs.
Yard crew expense. .

Track maintenance.

Total cost of one locomotivt.-

Cost of two locomotives
Cost of two and one-half locomotives.

For
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Flotation of Stibnite Ores
By .JosKiMi Daniels* axi) C. I?. Cohky*

SYNOPSIS—The flotation of ore^ coiitdiiiiii;/ an-

timony as the metal of principal value has not re-

ceived much public attention, lint the experiments

carried on with ores from Alaska indicate that it

is commercially possible. A Case-type laboratory

machine was used, and the mos^t satisfactory pro-

cess was found to require the use of small amounls

of sulphuric acid and creosote oils.

The flotation of antimony ores has received fom])ara-

tively little notice in the technical press, either because

little work has been done along this line or because re-

sults have not been available for general information.

Hoover^ refers to antimony in the following statement:

"Such minerals as antimony or molybdenum sulphides,

which because of their friable nature suffer prohibitive

losses in water concentration, are found amenable to treat-

ment by the Elmore process."

An earlier reference in the Engineering and Mining
Journal- is as follows : "We are informed that tests of

the Elmore oil-concentration process on gold-bearing an-

timony ores have recently been made with very successful

results. It is well known that antimony sulphide ores

are very difficult material for concentration by ordinary

methods, and that the treatment of such minerals canj-

ing gold in Nova Scotia, Australia, Portugal and Austria

has been wasteful and unsatisfactory."

Henry E. Wood, in 1912,^ refers to tests made by him
and gives the first statement of results on an antimony

ore:

TESTS ON ANTIMONY ORE (STIBNITE)
Sli, Recovery,

t

Crude, 100% by weight at 40-mesh.. 3,57 .

Flotation concentrates, 6. 50% by weight 47. 40 86. 30

Following the publication of these results, Donald G.

Campbell* published the results of a study of oil flota-

tion on an antimonial silver ore.

The investigation discussed in this article was under-

taken at the College of Mines, University of Washington,

by the authors to determine whether low-grade Alaskan

stibnite ore could be successfully concentrated to a

product high enough in antimony to warrant the instal-

lation of a flotation plant. Paralleling this problem, a

similar investigation was made on a gold-bearing anti-

mony ore from the Nome district, Alaska. Partial results

of the latter investigation were recently published.'^ The
significance of these tests is discussed in a later part of

this article.

The ore tested in this investigation is a stibnite from
the Fairbanks district, Alaska. The mineral occurs in

lodes in a country rock of mica schist or quartz schist,''

Department of mining eiiKineiTJiij^ and nietallurg:y. Uni-
versity of Washington, Seattle, Wash.

^Hoover, "Concentrating Ores by Flotation." 1\H2 edition.

-Vol. 70, Nov. 3, 1900, p. 515.

^Kenry K. Wood, "The Wood Flotation I'rai:eKS." "Hull. .\. I.

M. K.." November, 1912, pp. 1227-44; "Trans. A. I. M. K.," Vol.
44, pp. 6S4-701.

*D. G. Campbell, "A Study of Oil Flotation," Scliool of Mines
Quarterly, Vol. XXV, No. 1, November, 1913, pp. 2S-;i4.

^"Flotation Tests on an Antimony-Oold Ore," Earl R. Pil-
Krim. •ICnix. and Min. Journ.," Vol. 102, No. 19. Nov. 4, 1916,
p. «2n.

""Antimony Deposits of Alaska," A. H. Brooks, U. S. Geol.
Sur. Bull. C49, 191(i.

whicli has been extensively fractured. The stibnite is

found along the shear zones in kidneys and shoots and is

as.sociated with some accessoiy quartz. The mineral is

finely granular and shows some o.xidation phases that are

red in color. This may be kermesite (SbjSjO).
The high price of antimony during 1914 and 1915 has

led lo the development of some of the Alaskan deposits.

Brooks" states that the shipments in 191,5 from six mines
were 8:3:3 short tons, valued at about $74,000. The ore

averaged 58% antimony. Of the six mines, four were in

the Fairbanks district and two in the Nome district. The
operations in the Fairbanks district were, however, on a

small scale. Mo.st of the ore was broken and concen-
trated by hand-sorting, and no ore carrying less than 50%
antimony was shipped.

The sample of ore submitted for tests represented

waste dump material, too low in grade to ship. It con-

sisted of stibnite with some red antimony mineral, proba-

bly kermesite, in a schist gangue, which also carried

quartz.

Analysis of the original sample is shown in the accom-
panying table:

ANALYSI.S OF THE ANTIMONY ORE
Antimony
Ins lu 1 .

Sulphur
.\rsenif
Gold
Silver

35.0%
41 2%
15 0% (estimated)

1%
14 oz.

2 00 o2.

The problem given to us to solve was the enrichment
of the antimony content without regard to the gold or

silver values.

All the tests were run in a Case laboratory machine
which was operated at various speeds from 1200 to 2000
r.p.m. At 1400 r.p.m. the peripheral speed was 1190 ft.;

at 1500 r.p.m. the peripheral speed was 1275 ft. Twelve
hundred ft. per min. was decided to be the best speed,

and the machine was run in the final tests at 1400 to

1500 r.p.m.

In the first tests the material used was ground to pass a

(i5-mcsh Tyler standard screen with an opening of 0.0082

in. The tailings carried visible mineral grains, and the

next samples were ground to pass 80-mesh, opening 0.0069

in. These tests did not show a great improvement. To
observe the effect of still finer grinding, an original

sample of 80-mesh material was screened and a sample
of the oversize on the 100-, 150- and 200-mesh screens

taken for test (experiments Nos. 28, 29 30). The
+200-mesh material gave excellent results. This was
confirmed by a subsequent test (No. 33) in which a .spe-

cial sample was ground in a pebble mill to pass 150-mesh.

For practical purposes, however, it was thought best to

grind the material to pass 100-mesh (opening 0.0058 in. ) ;

all the later tests were made on this size.

Pulp densities of 1:4, 1:5 and 1 : 6 were tried. The
1 : 5 ratio of ore to water was selected, and the final tests

were made on a mixture of 500 grams of ore and 2500
c.c. of Witter.

Tempcralures varying fro1n 10° C. (50" F.) to lUr C.

(86° F.) were employed. Warming the mixture by steam
to an average temperature of 26° C. (78.8° F.) was found
to give the most satisfactory results.

'A. H. Brooks. "The Alaska Mining Industry in 1915," U. S.
Geol. Sur. Bull. fi42-A. 1910, pp. 29-.')0.
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The time oF asitntion vMiicil lioJii 10 to 30 iiiiiiutcs; ])ercciitaiic' of aiiliniony wa.s ;JI).(j (e.vporiment No. 41),

15 iiiiiiuti's proved to be sufficient to bring up most of the and the highest was (Ki.T (experiniciit No. 1). Usliif:

troth, and any excess time gave very little increa.se of creosote oils, the variation in content was from 50 to

concentrate. 65%. The percentage recovered for all tests varied front

Tiio use of sulphuric acid was found to be necessary 54 to 92, hut the average of the tests using creosote oils

with tlie oils employed. Concentrated ILSO^ (specific was from (iO to ')()%. Tiie corresjjonding tailings carried

gravity, 1.84) in quantity equal to 0.44% of liic weight 8 to 20%. antimony. Some tests in wliich the creo.sote

of the ore was finally adopted as the standard. oils were used with otiier oils showed a high recovery; this

Various oils were tried, including pine, pine tar, stove, was due entirely to the creosote oil.

acid sludge, jjyroligncous-acid residue from Douglas fir In order to determine whether re-treatment of the tail-

distillation, gashouse creosote, wood creosote, and coal-tar ings wouhl increase tlie recovery, e.\perinient,s Nos. 31,

TABLE 1. FLUT.\TIl)N TE.STS ON STIBNITE ORE FROM THE FAIRB.\.\KS DI.STRICT, ALASKA
Original Ore: Sb, 35 0%; InsoL, 41 4%. Ca»c Machine Uwd.

Concentralea Tailiugf) Rccov-
Temp. % % ery,

Exp. Ore in Water. Oil . Sulphuric Acid, Deg. Time Speed, In- % In- % % Ratio

No. Grams Mesh C.C. C.C. % Type of Oil Used C.C. % C. Min. R P..\I VVt. sol. Sb W( sol. Sb Sb Cone. Remarks

1 300 —55 1,200 I 2 41 Wood creosote 70 43 10 10 1,600 97 10 66 7 193 60 16 6 67 2 3 10 Specific eravity

2 300 —65 1,200 12 41 Wood creosote I 05 65 10 10 1.600 86 9 2 57 5 174 58 8 1 7 2 67 3 50 wood creosote is

3 300 —65 1,200 18 62 Wood creosote 00 00 10 10 1,600 133 17 8 55 I 159 60 5 1 7 6 72 2 2 25 1 024

4 300 —65 1 200 18 62 Wood creosote 35 21 10 10 1,600 112 10 64 8 168 65 2 15 72 8 2 68

5 300 —65 1,200 12 41 Wood creosote 1 40 86 10 10 1,600 96 7 8 65 3 183 60 7 16 4 70 8 3 10

6 300 —65 1,200 12 41 Wood creosote 1 48 91 13 15 1,800 93 9 6 61 3 1 34 62 8 16 2 71 7 3 20

7 300 —65 1,200 12 41 Wood creosote 35 21 10 15 1,600 135 10 2 58 4 146 65 8 12 7 80 2 2 22

8 300 —65 1,200 18 62 Wood creosote 35 21 II 15 1,600 122 1 2 60 2 158 65 14 9 75 I 2 46

9 300 —65 1,200 2 4 82 W'ood creosote 35 21 12 15 1.600 122 12 65 187 62 4 14 9 73 6 2 46

10 300 —65 1,200 3 1 03 Wood creosote 35 21 12 15 1,600 135 1 3 5 56 3 161 65 2 1 3 8 73 9 2 22

11 300 —65 1,500 I I 8( I 23 Wood creosote I 70 1 86 23 30 1,440 112 II 6 65 142 60 1 1 9 82 2 68

11.8/ 10,70/
12 300 —65 1,800 18 1 03 Wood creosote 70 43 28 15 1,700 101 9 57 5 177 59 16 4 70 I 2 97

13 300 —65 2,200 18 1 03 Wood creosote 70 43 28 25 1,700 94 9 7 65 7 161 56 8 17 2 69 2 3 20

14 300 —65 1,800 18 I 03 Wood creosote 70 43 12 15 1,700 1 14 I I 2 54 5 194 59 8 1

7

4 68 7 2 14

15 300 —80 1,800 18 I 03 Wood creosote ( I 20, I 04 20 18 2,000 128 16 33 I 158 59 4 20 2 58 2 36
(O 50/

16 300 —80 1,900 18 I 03 Wood creosote 1 20 74 23 15 2,000 144 II 6 51 5 137 64 4 1 7 7 75 6 2 08

17 300 —80 1,800 18 I 03 Wood creosote 1 20 74 23 15 1,900 131 II 5 51 3 148 59 6 20 6 59 2 29

18 300 —80 1,800 1 8 I 03 Wood creosote 70 43 24 15 1.600 114 9 8 553 183578226 608 2 14

19 300 —80 1,800 18 1 03 Wood creosote 2 00 1.23 22 15 1,600 118 10 4 54 5 158580204 567 254
20 300 —80 1,800 2 10 .VciiUliidge 21 10 1,575 15 297 Specific gravity
21 300 —80 1,800 5 30 Aci.l .sludije 22 15 1,575 98 . 59 8 190 55 22 2 54.3 3 05 aeid sludge
22 300 —80 1.800 8 40 .\. i.l >ludKe 25 15 1,500 138 ... 50 2 147 62 5 20 7 59 5 2,17 1.485: acid con-
23 300 —80 1,800 10 50 \. id kludge 27 15 1,570 I 1

3

... 54 1 73 55 2 23. 1 51.1 2 55 tent, 48.0%
24 300 —80 1,800 12 bO \r,(l >l,idi.'e 24 15 1,500 96 . 53 174 52 5 25.1 53 8 3.10
25 300 —80 1,800 /I 41 90 A.i.Uhidge lOdrops 26 17 1,500 98 ... 56 7 195 52 3 24.0 54.1 3.06

10 4/
26 300 —80 1,800 15 0-80 Acid sludge 22 15 1,550 113 . 54 170 54 8 22 3 517 2 65
27 300 —80 1,800 3 1 50 Acid sludge 23 15 1,550 132 48 7 151 55 2 23 2 64 6 2 27
28 226 +100 1,130 1 2 50 Wood creosote 0.50 40 28 15 1,550 34 10 183 41 24 2 80-mcsh material

retained on 1 00
29 354 -1-150 1,770 I 8 50 Wood creosote 75 40 25 16 1,550 155 10.2 60 3 172 65 4 18 7 75 5 2 13 80-mesh material

retained on 1 50
30 370 +200 1,850 2 2 60 W'ood creosote 85 41 26 20 1,500 222 13 6 59 142 78 8 2 92 1 66 80-niesh material

retained on 200

31 522 2,610 3 1 60 Wood creosote 1.20 40 25 28 1,500 171 19 7 32 5 324 73 2 10 I 62 8 3 08 Tailiiies from N( .-

1, 2. 3:.Sb 16 90,

32 514 .. 2,570 3 1 60 Wood creosote 1 20 40 25 2m 1,500 220 34 4 38 5 287 68 1 1 9 71 8 2 33 Tailings from Ncs.
25, 26, 27: ^b
23 2<>

33 370 +200 1,850 2 2 60 Wood creosote 75 38 23 23 1,075 221 50 130 75 8 9 4 90 3 80 Pulp from pebble
mill

34 287 1,435 II 40 Wood creosote 0.50 32 24 10 1,200 75 185 73 4 13 9 73 2 70 Tailings from Xo.
32

35 500 —100 2,500 3 0.61 Wood creosote 1 17 40 28 20 1,300 271 55 2 215 75 1 12 I 84 5 2 30

36 500 —100 2,500 6 1.26 Japanese creosote 2 40 88 31 30 1,500 Sp. gr. 1.046

37 500 —100 2,500 6 I 25 Canada creosote 2 40 88 26 20 1,550 Sp.gr. 1.050

38 500 —100 2,500 3 5 75 Pine tar I 20 44 29 30 1.460 .Sp.gr. 1.090

39 500 —100 2,500 f 2 71 I 20 | Pyroligneous acid \
I 20 44 33 24 1,400 243 53 5 250 75 5 16 8 75 6 2 00 Sp.gr. I 297

13 0/ \ Stove oil I Sp. gr. 885
40 500 —100 2,500 j4 01 I 03 1 Stove oil j I 20 44 28 21 1,500 293 52 5 206 77.2 9 8 88.5 2 40

\ I 5 / 1 Japanese creosote /
41 500 —100 2,500 I 4 01 1 3 1 ( Union Flotation j 1 20 44 25 25 1.500 413 .. 39 6 74 77 6 8 9 96 2 5 80 Sp. Gr. 859

1 3 / 1 Japanese creosote /
42 500 —100 2,500 /2I1 87 j Acid sludge j 120 44 25 20 1,500

\ 1 2 f 1 Wood creosote
J

43 500 —100 2,500 /l51 75 / Wood creosote 1 120 44 26 20 1,500

i
1 5 J 1 Arid sludge /

44 500 —100 2,500 4 2 79 Ga.shouse rreaiotc I 40 45 25 20 1,600 184 59 3 285 52 8 19 3 55 5 I 40 Sp. Gr. 936
45 500 —100 2,500 5 94 Gn.shousc creosote 1 20 44 27 20 1,600 205 55 2 274 68 1 16 4 73 2 I 80
45 500 —100 2,500 J 2 51 99 I Canada creosote 1 1 20 44 27 22 1,400 318 45 5 158 73 4 11 8 88 6 3 20

12 5/ 1 (iiL^housc creosote /

47 500 —100 2,500 (1010 96 1 Canada Creosote j 1 20 44 28 20 1,400 279 .... 52 6 209 74 3 I I 3 86 2 2 40
\ 4 / 1 Gushousc creosote /

48 500 —100 2,500 5 2 59 Pino oil 120 44 28 17 1,550 214 57 3 256 70 1 17 1 '3 I 90 .Sp. Gr. 930
49 500 —100 2,500 4 1 76 Pine oil 1 20 44 29 15 1,400 245 ... 54 7 237 69 8 14 8 79 4 2 10

50 500 —100 2.500 / 1 51 63 / Canada creosote \ I 20 44 26 15 1.550 232 . 57 5 254 70 6 15 1 88 2 00
M 7 I \ Pine oil /

51 500 —100 2,500 / I Oi 69 ( Canada creosote \ I 20 44 28 15 1,550 225 . 56 4 240 70 6 15 1 87 9 2 IC

12 6 1 \ Pine oil J

52 500 —100 2,500 2 8 57 Wood creosote 1 15 43 25 20 1.450 251 . 52 7 213 . 13 1 82 8 2 30

53 500 —150 2.500 3 61 Wood creosote I 15 43 28 20 1,500 250 . 59 240 1 1 85 3 I 90

creosote used for wood preservation. Wood and coal-tar 32 and 34 were made on combination samples of tailings

creosotes were each found to give most satisfactory re- from earlier tests. These tests showed that ?0% or nio^e

suits. No special study of the character of the \arious of the antimony could be recovered by the use of a sec-

froths was nuide, but the Caiuidian and the Japanese creo- ondary machine or by further treatment in the same ma-

sotes, either alone or mi,\ed, gave firm froths and the best chine.

selection of sulphides. The amount of creosote oil for A tabulation of the exporimeiital work is given ii:

average tests was 0.()0%. of the weight of the ore. Table 1.

The antimony content of the liolation concentrates was The conclusions to be drawn from the work arc a-

raised in all of the tests on the original ore. The lowest follows:
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The low-srade stibnite ore can be successfully concen-

trated by flotation methods to yield shippinij concentrates.

Fine grinding- is necessary for the best recovery and

highest grade of concentrate.

The creosote oils, with sulphuric acid, j;ivc tlic lii,i;iicst

recoveries at the lowest cost of treatment.

Re-treatment of primary flotation tailinus will increase

the total recovery.

A summary of the results of the investigation described

in the article. "Flotation Tests on an Antimony-Gold
Ore," by Earl R. Pilgrim, is of particular interest in

connection with the tests descril)ed in this article. For

purposes of comparison a tabulation is made in Table 2.

Although these tests were made at the same time and

were constantly compared and discussed while the work
was going on, they were run inde])endently of each other.

How far the personal equation entered into the conduct

of the experiments is difficult to say, but the results,

after the assays and calculations had been made, could

not have been influenced by this factor. Were one to

draw generalizations, it might be said that Alaska stib-

nite ores are amenalde to successful concentration, using

a small amount of sulphuric acid and a varying amount
of creosote oil, at temperatures of 15° to 20° C. The ore

should be ground extremely fine and the speed of agita-

tion should be 1200 ft. per min. The concentrates will

average about 50% antimony, and the recovery will reach

90% as a maximum.
To get further light on the subject of concentration of

antimony, analysis was made of the paper by Donald G.

Campbell, to which reference has already been made.

His tests were made on an antimonial silver ore contain-

ing pyrite, stibnite and sulphides and antimonides of

silver, totaling about 5 or 6%. The oils used were cylin-

der and machine mineral oils; sperm, fish and whale oils;

TABLE II. FLOT.\TION TESTS ON ANTIMONY ORES
Nome District Fairbanks District Antimonial-Silver

Ratio ore to water I to 3 1 to 5 Not given
Mesll Through 100 on 150 Through 100 on 150

(Tyler Standard) (Tvler Stand.ard) — lOO(')
Acid H-SC\ (SpGr hS-l) H.,SO, (SpGr 1.84) H,SO, (Sp C;r 1.84)

0.30C-O 0,44% 0.40%
Oil Wood creosote 0. 20 Creosote 1.20% Pine Tar 0. 10%,

Temperature
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An Emergency Pipe Wrench
A luiistriiclion gang ]niii'\ng u]) a small boiler ami

engine in the countrv was iianipered to some extent be-

PIECES OF OLD FILE ON MONKEY-WRENCH JAWS

cause i^art of the tools (including all the pipe wrenches)

had not arrived on the job. Since no other wrenches

were available, the men proceeded to make , a pipe

wrench out of an ordinary monkey wrench by soldering

two pieces of an old rough file on each jaw of the wrench,

as shown in the illustration from Power. They used this

for two days, according to M. A. Sailer, and did a good

bit of work before the lost shipment turned up.

Automatic Ore Sampler

By Arthur C. Daman*

The ore sampler shown in the accompanying drawing

IS probably one of the simplest and most practical in use

today. It is used at the Belmont mill. Millers, Nev. The
sample box is fastened on a 3-ft. geared wheel which has

part of its teeth removed. When the no-teeth area, which

No Teeth, Space

Circumference

Vc Pulley off
j

Conueijor Pulley

Belt-Cost Estimating Chart*

On account of the fluctuating cost of belting it is diffi-

cult to keep a price list up to date, and by reason of the

fact that belt widths vary so widely and lengths are

seldom the same, a different calculation is necessary for

almost every drive and at lea.st for every item. To assist

the belt user, the belt buyer and the belt salesman, I have
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COPYRIGHT. 1916, BY W F SCM*F>H«ST

AN AlITOM.\TTC ORE .SAMPLER A CHART TO FIND THE COST OF BELTING

comprises about one-seventh of the total circumference,

reaches the drive gear, the weights cause the sample box

to rapidly cross the .stream of ore. On spanning the

stream, the gears again mesh and the automatic tripper

empties the sample into the sample chute. The speed of

the sampler can he adjustecl liy ihllVrcnt size pulleys

connected to the conveyor ijc^lt.

•Mininn cniKinecr, 2(i"8 Vudora St., Deiivpi-. Colo.

therel'ore developed this chart, for when using it the only

price the buyer or salesman has to bear in minu is the

price per running foot of belt 1 in. wide (see column D).
which I call the unit price.

For example : What is the total value of a belt 4-in. wide

and 1011 I't. long, the unit price being 25e.?

•Copyright. i;ilO. hy W. F. Schaphorst, Woolworth Huili
in, Npw Yoi-k,
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('oniieot the 4 (column A) ami the UHi (coluiui] E)

luid liiul tlio intersection willi colmnii H. From the point

of intersection run over to the 2oc. (colunui J)), and the

answer or total value ($100) is found in column C.

Tluis, all one needs to do is to lay a straightedge across

the chart twice aJid the problem is solved.

This chart is based upon the fact that the price of belts

general!}' varies directly with the width and directly with

the length. It is not absolutely accurate, of course,

because it does not give fractional dollars or cents, but

for the estimator it does the work accurately enough and

will be found handy for checking pencil figures and "long-

hand" methods. A trial and everyday usage will convince

the user that it is "pretty close." The range of the chart,

it will be observed, is very wide—wide enough for nearly

every problem that ever confronts the liuyer or seller.

Hints for Operators of Small Mills

In the report of the Ehodesia Munitions and Resources

Committee for the first half of 1916 are found several

useful hints to operators of small mills.

It is essential in a stamp battery that guides be kept

well fitted to the stems. A large amount of play results

in broken stems and other parts, cracked mortar boxes

and uneven wear of dies, necessitating a large amount
of metal being discarded.

Amalgamating plates should be regularly dressed to

keep the surface in a good condition for catching gold.

Great care should, however, be exercised to make sure

that too much mercury is not used. The tendency in

many cases is to have the jjlates too wet, which results

in a loss of both mercury and gold.

Packings, either steam or water, should be stored where

dust or grit cannot get at them and in a cool damp place,

a:s dirty packing will cause scoring of rods, making it

impossible for the glands to be kept tight. When taking

])acking underground to pumps, it is advisable to have

it cut to the correct lengths on the surface and carried

\mderground in a closed canvas bag. In steam sinking

]/umps a cup IiTbricator is generally put on top of the

cylinder, and the pump boy as a rule fills the lubricator

I'roni a bottle at such intervals as he considers necessary.

En the large majority of cases the lubricator valve is

Ihen opened full and all the oil in the lubricator is blown

through the exhaust jjipe almost at once. This method
is not only very wasteful in oil, but also prevents the

cylinder and valve from getting the regular lubrication

that is necessary, and consequently the life of the pump
is shortened. A better method is to fix a sight-feed

lubricator on the steam pipe either at the top of the

shaft or at the nearest station above the pump, and

ugulate the oil feed from there. At such places the

lul)ricator is easy of access and is not liable to break as

if fixed on the pump. Surplus oil should, wherever pos-

sible, be caught up and filtered for re-use.

In many cases too much cyanide is used in cyanide

])lants, the solution being regularly over-strength. As
the test for strength is so simple, there should be no

excuse for this. The same is true of lime, which is

frcf|ucntly dumped into a plant casually instead of being

regularly fed Iti correct quantities. Excess lime, particu-

larly lime containing magnesia, may cause extra expendi-

iure in connectioTi ^\i(b extraction and clean-up.

Slags, old crucibles and other valuable byproducts

should not be put through the battery, but should be

accumulated and sent to a works where they can be

l)rofitably treated. When put through a battery, in many
cases little if any recovery of the gold contents is made.
The quantity treated at a time is generally small, and
because no gold is noticed in the tailing of the mill it

is often thought that it is being recovered. It shoidd

be remembered, however, that with a small quantity going

thi-ough, the chances are much against a tailing sam))le

being taken at the time when the tailing from the by-

product being treated reaches the discharge outlet of plant.

In a large number of cases no regular samples are

taken for fire assay, reliance being placed on panning.

This answers very well in some cases, but not in all.

When there is any doubt as to the percentage of recovery

and assay value of heads and tail, samples should be

taken for fire assay. If it is desired to avoid the ex-

penditure for daily fire assays, samples can be taken, spread

over, say, weekly periods.

When retorting amalgam, particular care should be

taken that there is no loss of mercury. In many in-

stances the cover of the retort is not luted tight, while

in others the pipe in the cover of the retort allows leakage

of mercury vapor along the thread. If in all cases the

amalgam is weighed before retorting and the sponge gold

and condensed mercury weighed afterward, any loss can
at once be detected.

When there is the slighest doubt as to efficiency in

methods of working, a little money expended in getting

competent mining, metallurgical or mechanical advice

is thoroughly Justified and will in most cases result

in considerable financial gain to the operators.

Mill Lighting Fixture

The homemade indirect-lighting fixture shown in the

accompanying sketch is now being used to replace the

Cooper-Hewitt lamps in the Tonopah-Belmont mills. The
reflectors are made of light galvanized iron, and the re-

f/ec/n'c
---••'•'

Connections

Bushings to fit

Electric Socket-.^

pJee 45 Elbow

A MILL-LIGHTING FIXTURE

maining parts are of pipe fittings. The lamps were con-

structed by the electrician aaid have made a great im-

provement in the lighting of the mill. For illumina-

tion, T.'iO-watt tungsten lamps are ii,«cd. Illumination of

this sort provides a diffused light that is very satisfactory

and aids in producing good mill results.
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Electric Motor Grounding and Insulation

The necessity for ihc iiroper insulation of electrical

:i]5paratns is everywhere recoiiiiizeil. Klectrical apjiaratus

of all kinds, machines, condiu-turs. etc.. however well-

insulated, should be considered as being- alive and tieated

in such a way that under no conditions can a short-

circuit or ground occur, and so insulated that leakage

between conductors and betw(>en conductors and the

i^round will be reduced to a minimum. The mechanical

The .National Board of Fire Underwriters' Code

specifies that all motors operating on circuits of 550

\olts or over must have their base-frames positively

grounded : a ground is understood to l)e a permanent

electrical connection to the earth, which is made in

a nuniiicr of different ways. Water pipe and gas pipe

are considered to be properly connected to the earth,

and ground wires can be attached to them. A length of

galvanized pipe may be driven into the ground until

it is in contact with permanent damp earth, extending

II&. 5
FIG. 6 FIG. 7

DIFKKRKiNT .METHODS OF G HOT.VDINC .\ND I.NsrLATl.VG MOTORS A.ND ELECTRICAL JI.\CHIXES

construction of the work should receive particular ntten- ;it least 7 ft. above the surface of the ground, and 5 ft.

tion, especially the careful and neat running of wire.*, below it if moist earth can be reached at that depth,

the making and soldering of connections and the securing If there is any difKculty about making good contact

and attaching of the wires from the terminal to the between the pipe and the earth, owing to lack of moisture,

tetling. All these things are necessary for the safe- dig a pocket around the pipe to a depth of 4 or 5_ft..

guarding of life and property. jiack pea-size pulp or charcoal tightly around it. The
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griiuniliiii;' wii'c is liisIciRMl to the |n|H' by solilci'iiii; it to

H brass plug scivut'd into a coui)liiifii tliat i.s placod on

the end ol' a ])i|)i> after it bas luvn driven into the

earth. This is the most c-oninion method of I'orming a

ui'ound where no other means is a\ailabh^ and is siiown in

Viii. 1. I'rom Power of Jan. 'i. 1917. Whore .several

(leviees elose tojiether are to be grounded, the type of

ground shown in Fig. 'i is to be ri'conunended. This

is composed of a (•o]>]ier plate to which is soldered the

ground wire of coiiiier. (Jround eonneetions may he

made l.iy means of the foundation bolts, as shown in

Fig. 3. If this tyjie of ground is used, it must he soldered

firmly to the base. Fig. 4 shows a elamp for ground-

ing through a pipe. Tf for any reason it is desira-

ble to insulate the motor from the ground rather

than to ground it, the liase shown in Fig. 3 is recom-

mended. This is niadi' ii]i of two wooden blocks and

also provides a conxenient means of belt tightening.

If the machine is of a larger type and is mounted on a

concrete or stone foundation, insulation is accom]i!ished

as shown in Fig. 6, by means of fiber washers on the

foundation bolts. If the machine is direct-connected ti)

the load and insulation is required, the shaft insulator

shown in Fis. 7 is recommended.

Chain Screen Door
The accompanying illustration from the American

Marliinisf of Dec. 14. 1916, shows an improved form of

clniin screen door for oven and furnace openings. This

door was designed to eliminate the discomfort of the heat

ind gases coming out through the uncovered opening,

when the doors are thrown open, and the loss of eflReiency

through the chilling effect of the inrushing cold air. .\t

the same time the form of chain door shown permits an

CHAIN .SCREEN r>OOR FOR BOILER AND SMELTING
FI'RNACES

unhampered \iew of the interior, as the glare is toned

down. The doors aie made automatic and nonautomatic.

The autx)matic is emjdoyed mostly in boiler furnaces

where the opening of the ordinaiy fire-door causes tlie

screen to unroll from a cylinder hung above the furnace

opening. The nonautomatic, which is much used on

o\ens and other furnaces, is nmch simpler in construc-

tion. The chains forming the screen are suspended from

a bar and may he raised out of the way by a hand chain

running through a pulley overhead. When needed, the

«reen is lowered into supi)oi-ting brackets.

In some ])lants tlu' chain screens aie attailie<l directly

to the bottom of the ordiimry furnai-e door. When the

door is raised, the opening is covered hy the screen. When
the door is lowei'cd, the cbain screen did|is down below

the hearth. This foi-m is used wiiere the hearth does not

extend beyond the bottom of the vertically sliding dooi'.

This screen is nnule by the E. J. Codd Co.. Haltimoiv. Md.

Reading Copied Charts
When it is found necessary to read coordinate values

from curves that have been reduccil for printing, it is

often dilHcult to measure these directly with a scale, be-

cause the curves are ordinarily not reduced to any particu-

lar scale for this purpose. When it is necessary to

determine these intermediate values closer than can be

done by estimating, the following method will give ac-
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British Copper Regulations

The following notice (Serial C, ;5i;8) puhii'^hed

in Mining Journal. London, Jim. (S, 1!)17, was issued l)y

the Press Bureau on ,l:in. 3, 1917; the Minister of Mu-

nitions, in exercise of the powers conferred upon him by

the Defence of the IJeahii (Consolidation) Act, 1914, the

Defence of the Kealm (Amendment) No. 2 A.'t, 191.5,

the Defence of the IJeaJm (Consolidation) Rcunlations,

1914, and all oilier powers thereunto cnalilin^ liim, gives

notice and orders as follows:

(1) He thereby takes possession as Ironi the date here-

of until further notice, upon the terms specified in the

schedule hereto, of all uiiwrougbt coppin', including cop-

per .scrap and swarf, in any foi'm whatsoever, suliject to

the following exceptions: (a) Rough copper, copper ore

and copper scrap anil swarf in the possession ui'. or due

under an existing contract in writing for future delivery

to, a smelter or refiner for the purpose of conversion into

refined metal, (b) All copper, inchiding coppei' scrap and

swarf, in the possession of or due under an existing con-

tract in writing for future delivery to a manufacturer

for use in such manufacturer's own works, (c) Copper

scrap and swarf specially excepted undci- the written au-

thority of the Ministei- of Munitions.

(2) If any person having control of any metal to which

the notice applies, without the consent of the .Minister of

Munitions sells, removes, or secretes it, or deals with it

in any way contrai-y to any conditions imposed in any

licen.se or permit that iiia\- ba\c been granted in respect

thereof, he will be guilty of an olfence against the De-

fence of the Kealm (Consolidation) Regulations, 1914.

(3) All existing licenses issued by or on behalf of the

Minister of Munitions for dealing in any scrap or swarf

to which this notice apjilies are hereby cancelled.

(4) The Minister of Munitions hereby requires every

smelter or refiner to make a return to the Director of

Materials at the end of each calendar month, including the

month of Decendier, 191(i, of the total quantities of refined

copper of each description in stock, distinguishing be-

tween (1) that sold for use on Class "A" or Clai>s "B"
work; (2) that allocated for such use in his own works;

and (3) the residue not so sold or allocated; and he

further requires every niakei' and holder of copper scrap

or swarf to make a I'eturn to the Director of Materials at

the end of each calendar month, including the month of

December, 19Ui, of the total quantities of each class of

such scra|) or swarf in stock, distinguishing between

(1) that sold for use on Class "A"' or' Cla.ss "B" work,

(2) that allocated For siuli use in his own works, and (3)

the residue not so sold oi' allocated.

(5) All applications with regard to this Order should

be addressed to the Director of Materials, A.M. 2 B.,

Armament Buildings, Wliitehall Place, London, S.W.,

and marked "Copper Permit.'"

Siliedule— (a) Copper included in the retnins made
in accordance with Clause (2), Sections (a), (b), and
(c) of the Order made on Dec. 8, I91(), and taken over

under the above Order (except copper due for future de-

livery on sliding scale terms), will be paid for on delivery

by the Ministei of Munitions on the basis of the value

as indicated by the average of the olTicial quot^itions of

the London Metal Exchange for the last (ifteen days of

December, 19Hi. Copper due for future delivery on slid-

ing scale terms will be jiaid for ,il not more than 10s.

(jcr Ion of metal over the original full contract term.-,

incliiilin;;; all discounts, commissions, or rebates of any

sort. Sjjccial circumstances in connection with any cop-

per taken over may be taken into consideration by the

M iiiistcr.

(b) A price .schedule for co])per scrap and swarf, ba.sed

downward on the quotation for electrolytic copi)er as a

standard, will be drawn uj) by the Director of Materials

for the purjjose of the taking over of stocks under the

above Order and as a basis for future transactions.

(c) TIk' quantities of reliiicd copper specified in the

returns of smelters or rcliners under Clause (4) of the

above Order, and not sold or allocated as therein men-

tioned, will be paid for on delivery by the .Minister at

the average of the relative official quotations of the Lon-

ilon ]\letal Exchange for the month in question.

(d) The scrap and swarf specified in the returns by

makers and holders under Clause (4) of the above Order,

and not sold or allocated as therein mentioned, will be

]iaid for on delivery as may be directed by the Minister

on the basis of the average of the quotations for elec-

trolytic co])|)er for the month in question, subject to any

adjustments lor quality that may be necessarj'.

(e) In all cases where two prices are quoted for the

same descri])tion of copper by the London Metal E.\-

change, the price paid by the Minister, if based thereon,

will be the mean of the two prices, and all jjrices ])aid by

the Minister will be net per ton delivered c.i.f. U.K.

])ort if imported from abroad, or free on rail at the pro-

ducer's works if made in England, or equal thereto.

m

Record Lime Production in 1916
Lime ]n-(.Kluction and sales m the I'nitcd States during

1916 gained 15% over those of 1915, according to the

estimate made by G. F. Loughlin, of the United States

Geological Survey. The estimated market production

was 4;150,()00 short tons, compared with 3,622,000 short

tons produced in 1915. This was the first year in which

the outpirt exceeded 4,000,000 tons.

The estimated production in short tons of the leading

states was as follows: Pennsylvania, 1,037,000; Ohio,

529,000; Virginia, 350,000; West Virginia, 310,0011;

Wisconsin, 259,000; Missouri, 204,000; Maryland, 16.S,-

000; Maine, 152,455; Massachusetts, 139,000; New York,

124,000; Indiana, 120,000; Tennessee, 120.000. Sales of

hvproduct lime totaled ^ 0,000 tons, a gain of more than

13%.
In the New England States production of lime in-

creased 5%. In the Southern States south of the

Potomac and Ohio and east of the Mississippi, production

increased 22%. In the AVest Central States the increase

was 27%. In the Southwestern States the greatest pro-

portional gain of any section was made—30%. Pacific

Coast States gained only 3%, and in the Eocky Mountain
States, although smeltery demands increased, the total

production decreased 8%.
Production was handicapped by shortage of labor, even

at increased wages, and shortage of both fuel and cars.

BritiNli Prnhlliition on Gold and Silver Articles—All arti-

rles manufactured solely t»r partly of Rold or silver and
all Jewelry containing gold, .silver, or platinum prohibited im-
portation United KinK<Uim. according to "Commerce Reports."
of the department of Commerce. Washington, D. C- Jewelry
manufactured solely of base metals admitted as formerly
This is in the nature of an interpretation of the proclama-
tion prohihiting the importation of jewelry, etc.
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A New Method of Zinc Precipitation

By TI. 1!. CoNKi.iN*

With the ohject ol' eliiiiinalinj; lliu necessity of using

zinc in the form of dust or shavino;s for the precipitation

of gold and silver from cyanide solntions. a now method
,of prei'i]iitation has been devised and a machine invented

for its practical application. The apparatus can l)e

used for precipitating other metals from their solutions

also, particularly for precipitating copper with iron.

The aim of the invention is twofold— first, to apjjly

the zinc precipitant in its cheapest form, and second,

to obtain a precipitate free from impurities, especially

from zinc.

The basic idea is to pass the pregnant solution over and

through a quantity of small balls of zinc, with other small

pieces of zinc, t!ie flow of the solution and the rolling

action of the pieces of zinc combining to remove the

precipitate from the zinc, the separation of the precipi-

tate from the barren solution taking place after leaving

the machine.

The experimental machine first constructed had a

spiral rib inside a pipe of 12-in. diameter, inclined at

30° and acting on the principle of an Archimedean screw,

Plan of Top

Spiral Rib

FIG. 1. .SECTIONAL, VIEW OF THE CONKLIN
PRECIPITATOR

SO that as the entire pipe slowly revolved, the zinc balls

rolled around on the spiral rib and advanced toward the

upper end of the main pipe. The lower end of the

main tube, as sho^vn in Fig. 1, had the spiral rib high

enough to touch an inner tube which had a closed top,

so that the lower part of the main tube had a spiral

channel between the main and inner tubes, defined by

the spiral rib. The spiral ril) at the to]i of the main tube,

as shown in Fig. 1, was so shaped that it delivered the

zinc balls, as they moved along the upper end of the

spiral rib, into a .small central pipe, down which they ran

to the bottom of the machine, where they again started

rolling up the spiral ril) toward the top. The zinc balls

were removed from the solution by the spiral rib Ju.st

before they were delivered into the small central pipe,

and no solution flowed down this central pijje.

The main part of the tube, above the inner tube, called

the head of the machine, was kept fairly well lillcil with

•Mining and cloclricai ennineer. .lopliii. Mo.

zinc balls and pieces ol' zinc of otluM- shapes, only the
balls rolling up the spiral rib and making the circuit

of travel, while other-shaped pieces or vei-y snuill balls,

M'liich accuimdated as chemical action took place, re-

mained in the head, where the action of precipitation

was most intense and where they were finally completely
consumed. 'The shnv rolling of the main tube gave sufli-

cieiit agitation to the zinc and solution to provide contact
of all the solution with zinc and precipitated the gold
and silver. This rolling also loosened whatever particles

of precipitate adh(>rcd to the zinc, so that all the pre-

cipitate was carried along with the solution as it left

the machine, and the surface of the zinc was kept clean

and chemically active.

Pregnant solution entered the machine at the top.

flowed down' through the slowly turning zinc, followed
the spiral path around the inner tube, and left the ma-
chine through an outlet pipe so designed as to preyent
any zinc from being carried out with the solution, which
carried the precipitate with it. The continuous move-
ment of zinc balls against the flow of the solution

assured the contact of all the solution with zinc during
its entire passage through the machine, and the accumu-
lation of all irregular and small pieces of zinc in the head
of the machine prevented any zinc leaving the machine
with the precipitate.

• iALVANir ArTiox Pimcvents .Silver Precipitation

Tn experimental and testing work the first machine was
made of iron and did not precipitate a silver cyanide
solution. After much investigation it was discovered
that when zinc is in contact with iron in silver cyanide
solution, some galvanic action takes place which prevents
the precipitation of the silver, although some iron

cyanides are precipitated. This discovery e.xplained a

situation that had once arisen when attempting to pre-

cipitate with zinc shavings in iron boxes. It explains
also why poor or no precipitation took place when passing
solution through tube mills containing zinc. Probably
zinc dust, when mixed with .solution, is slightly affected

by contact with the iron of pump and pipes, but so little of

the dust is in actual electrical contact with the iron

that the effect is inappreciable.

This discovery sent the iron machine to the scrap heap
and led to the construction of a wooden one, with which
|)r(iper pi'ecipitation took place. The first wooden ma-
chine was constriicted entirely of wood, a 12-in. wooden-
stave pipe having wooden spiral ribs, wooden- pipe down
the center, wooden inner tube and discharge pipe, as

shown in Fig. 1. The wear on the wooden surfaces caused
by the rolling zinc balls, although two months' test

operation did not seriously imjiair the machine, was
sufficient to .shorten its life unduly. Machines will

now be made with cast-zinc linings for the main wooden
tube, the linings carrying the spii'al rilis on their inner

surfaces. This increases the area of zinc surface in con-

tact with solution, and any wear or dissolving action on
this lining simply aids precii)itation.

The experimental work was carried on at a point where
changes were very hard to make. For this reason, the
zinc balls, although too large to jirovido sufficient zinc

surface, could not be changed, and the insufficient zinc

surface in the machine prevented a complete precipita-

tion, although, after adjustment and some experience in

operation, an assay of tail .solution showed An O.OOC and
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Ag 0.38 ()/,. per tuu, (•oinparoil witli a [jrcfiuaiit .soliitio!-.

entering the head o1' the machine assaying An 0.04G, Ag
3.30 oz. ])or ton.

The separation of the prociiiilatc from the solution was

effected by discharging flic marliiiu' into a stec)) conical

tank, as showu in Fig. 2, the Coiikliii Directed Thickener

being used in the trial operation with sati.sfactory results,

and filtering through bag lllters. With this way no

pumping was nccc-^sary, the pressure ;it the bottom of the

conical tank being sufficient for filtering.

It was foimd that there was a tendency for the pre-

cipitate to redissolvc. but \>\ lining the tank with sheet

zinc and constructing tlie inner cones of the Conklin

thickener of sheet yjnv. discharging all the solution

througli bag tilter.s attached to the bottom of the tank,

this re-solution was prevented. Apparently the ])resence

of zinc in the mixture of barren solution and precipitate

is suflficient to prevent re-solution, the sheet ziiu' in the

tank siiowing no chemical action.

The precipitate consisted of abont half each of the

usual black precipitate and tiny bright metallic silver

FIG. 2. PRECIPITATING TUBE DISCHARGING INTO
CONICAL. THICKENER

scales, with but a trac'C of /-inc. The average of six assays

of precipitate showed An ;no.OG and Ag 19,.323.8 oz.

per ton. imjnirities consist ing almost entirely of wood

pulp worn off the machine and filtered out with the

precipitate.

In the newest machines, the increase of zinc .surface,

thanks to the cast-zinc lining and to the reduction in

size of the zi)ic lialls, should furnish practically com-

plete precipitation.

This method of precipitation has several advantages,

among which are the following: No excess of zinc; is

used, but Just sufficient; zinc is used in its cheapest

form; clean i)recipitate is produced, which can be melted

with a 'minimum amount of fhi.x, yielding the highest-

grade bullion and saving the cost and loss of acid during

fhc treating and roasting of the precipitate. Since so

much attention has been given to testing, and so nnich

care taken to perfect the j)ro('Css, it seems reasonable to

consider it practical.

Combinations To Conserve

Natural Resources

At a luncheon of llie Chamber of ( omnicrcc at I'itts-

burgh, .fan. 3, \V. Ij. Sauiulers, of the Ingersoll-Haiul

Co., made an address in favor of legalizing combinations

lo conserve natural resources, which is of such inli-rest

and importance to fh(! mining and metal industries that

it is given here in full as follows:

I feel thai the invitation which you gave me to come

to this luncheon and talk about Referendum No. 17 of

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States is a

summons to do my duty. It is also a privilege, becau.se

if the Committee of the National Chamber is sincerely

seeking to carry out its recommendations in this Refer-

endum Report, they should welcome an opjjortnnity to

explain and elucidate the subject in this great mining

and industrial region of the United States.

The question before you is, Shall legislation lie urged

before Congress to permit cooperative agreements under

Fedei'al supervision in certain ju'imary natural resources,

such as timber, the ores and deposits of useful metals

and the deposits of minerals which are a source of heat,

light and power? The chief reasons why we seek an

affirmative answer to this question are, that through

cooiJcration the basic natural n^sources of the United

States will be conserved; that human life, among persons

engaged in those industries, will be better cared for, and
that the safety, welfare and prosperity of our people

now and in future generations will be increased.

Only Prijmakv Natural Resources Consiidered

Remember that we are dealing in this matter only

with primary natural resources and that we propo.se to

permit cooperation only under Government supervision

and regulation. What are the primary natural resources?

Concretely', they are forests, natural-gas and oil deposite,

coal, iron ore and metalliferous ores; but speaking in

general terms, these things are the sinews of national

security and prosperity in peace and war.

We are an industrial, not an agricultural, nation. It

is because we have advanced from the farm to the work-

shop that we have grown great and rich. Our fathers

developed these fields through the cultivation of the soil.

Through their labors America sustained human life

throughout the world, but nature has provided us with

something more than surface fields for cultivation. We
have found other resources, and through the development

of these resources we have become the largest industrial

factor in the world. Just as the farm sustains human
life, so does the mine sustain industrial life. Human
capacity to produce through manual labor in the field is

limited to a little more than human capacity to live. A
big agricultural country does not grow rich and power-

ful. It does not build up large cities, but it goes on

through the even tenor of its way in perpetual desuetude.

Not so with a country rich in mines and minerals. Look

at I'ittsburgh, look at Shetficld and iJirmingham, and

the distinction is apparent.

There are three great industiial nations in the worhl:

The United States, England and Cermany. Belgium,

before the war. was great in industry, though limited in

size. Russia and China are great in territory and in

wealth, liut they do not figure indiistriall\ a^ the world

is nieasui'cd. either bei-ause of lack of ile\('l()|iment or
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tlirougli limitations of raw material. Tlio true measure

of an iiulustrial nation is its consumption of eoal. A
nation mij^ht produce a large volume of coal and iron

ore, but unless it utilizes this production in industry,

it does not become great in industry. The United States

lOiisunies about 5 tons of coal per capita per annum,

Kngland and Oermany each consume about 4 tons, while

fhe consumption in France is a little more than 11/^ tons

and in Russia about ^4 of 3 ton. We consume about 16

11). of copper per capita per annum, while in -Vsia, for

instance, this consunption on the entire continent is

only a fraction of a pound. Asia is in the position

I he world was in centuries ago, but even Asia niay grow
industrially, and if so it will be necessary to draw u])on

the primary resources of the world and niainl\ of

America.

Let lis see what is involved in the ((insumption of

roal, oil and ores through industry.

During the last twenty-five years the pojiulation in

the United States has increased about 70%, while the

products of these important basic industries have been

consumed at a rate of increase between 500 and 600%.
The entire world one hundred years ago produced only

about 3000 tons of copjier per annum. The United

States alone today produces over 600,000 tons. The world

produced one hundred years ago only about 50,000,000

tons of coal per annum. The United States alone now
produces over 500,000,000 tons. How long can this last,

and what will happen when exhaustion takes place?

-Vmerica is the largest producer in most of these things.

We export more than half of our copper. The first result

of partial exhaustion will be increased prices. This, of

course, will restrain industry. It will also restrain our

ability to defend ourselves in war, for everyone knows
that the supremacy of a nation in war today depends

upon its strength and capacity in oil, coal, iron and

metals. Plent\' of soldiers and even plenty of money
are not sufficient to resist attack. A nation might be

rendered powerless against a smaller country through lack

of industrial strength through industrial resources. The
real reason why an impasse apparently now exists in the

war in Europe is because in industrial strength the Allies

and the Central Powers are about equal

.

It may be taken for granted, I think, that everyone

would agree that our primary natural resources should

be conserved. The only element of doubt in the matter

would be as to how to conserve them. There are many
ways of doing this, but as in all big movements, the

first step leading to results is for people to get together.

Concentration and cooperation are our first remedies.

.\s Dr. Van Hise has said : "Through concentration we
may have the economic advantages coming from magni-

tude of operations. Through cooperation we may limit

the wastes of the competitive system."

Take coal, for instance. The late Dr. ITolmes, of the

Bureau of Mines, has pointed out that the strenuous

competition and low price at which coal was ]n-oiluccd

made it impossible for the operators in certain portions

of the country to mine the maximum amount of coal

from the scams that they worked. In their competitive

struggle to maintain a place and to keep out of bank-

ru])tcy, they were obliged to mine only the easy places in

the seam, leaving the rest in the ground to be perhaps

never utilized. Dr. Holmes is on record as saying that

10% nf the coal is wasted in this way.

Federal experts in the fonwt service have pointcil out

that in the lumber industry practically the same con-

ditions exist as in the coal industry. The best timber
only is taken, leaving other grades to decay and to allord

fuel for forest fires.

In petroleum and natural gas a criminal waste is going
on. A paper read at the recent meeting of the American
Mining Congress showed that at the ])resent rate of

consumption of petroleum all the known reserve resources
of the United States will be exhausted in about 30 years.

The author of this paper graphically calls attention to

this subject as follows: "I have seen millions of cubic

feet of natural gas wasting in the air—gas so rich in

gasoline that it dripped from the trees like an April
shower. It has been testified before the Corporation
Conanission of Oklahoma that ordinary methods leave

from 25 to 85% of the oil in the ground. The state

metallurgist of California estimates the loss by evapora-
tion of oil as 25%."

In a hearing before the Senate Committee on Public
Lauds it is shown that the companies which exploited

the famous Glen Pool of Oklahoma spent over $11,000,-
liOO in drilling wells, when if the whole pool had been
exploited by one producer who would have handled the

work properly, all the oil could have been obtained for

a little over $3,000,000.

Farm products and forests go through a process of

perpetual renewal, but the mineral resources of the world
cannot be renewed and are absolutely limited. N"o mine
lias a lease of life in perpetuity. These valuable things

are laid on a thin crust of the earth's surface. Let us.

therefore, get together, and under Government super-

vision, and perhaps control, we .should secure freedom for

fair competition, elimination of unfair practices, conserva-

tion of our natural resources, fair wages and reasonable

prices. The anti-trust laws were never designed to act

contrary to the public welfare. These laws have been

framed to prevent abuse, to conserve the pid^lic interest,

to prevent private monopoly. The Supreme Court has

read into the Sherman Act the rule of reason. Let

Congress go farther and apply the rule of reason to these

primary natural resources by exempting them absolutely

and entirely from the provisions of the anti-trust acts,

putting these resources aside as great national assets,

and through the Federal Trade Commission, or some
other Government agency, permitting or even enforcing,

concentration and cooperation so that the present wild

and untamed rush to make money while the sun shines

will give place to safety first, looking next at fair profits,

fair wages, fair play and the permanent and increasing

prosperity of the whole people.

?^:

Ferroalloys in (>anada

Ferrosilicon and ferrophosphorns were produced in

Canada in electric smelting plants during 1915, the latter

in snuill quantities only, according to a report in Canadwii
EiHjiueer, Jan. 4, 1017. Ferrosilicim. 50%, 75% and

85%, was made at Welland, Ont, by Electro-Metals, Ltd..

and ferrophosphorns at Buckingham, Que., by the Elec-

tric Peduction Co., Ltd.

The total production of f'l-roalloys during 1915, accu-

rate figures for which arc Just now available, was 10,791

tons, as against a production of 7584 tons in 1914 and

8075 tons in 191.'! and in 1912 was 7R34 tons.
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Wilhelm Merton*

Wilhehn Mertou, the i'ounder and fliainuan of direc-

tors of tJie Metallgesellscha't, of Frankfort, a/M., died

suddeiilv in Berlin on Dec. 15, 1916, of heart-failure,

in his sixtv-ninth year. He was the third of the lour

sons of "Ralph "Merton, born in England, who

in the first half of the nineteenth century settled m
Fraulvfort, and married the daughter of Thilipp Abraham

Cohen, a metal merchant of that city. Rali)h's ciiildren,

although born in Germany, followed the nationality of

their father, and were in law British subjects. The eldest

returned to England, and in 18(i0 founded the firm of

Henry R. Merton & Co., with which two of his brothers,

but not Wilhelm, afterwards became associated. Wilhelm

also served a short apprenticeship in the London business,

but in the early '70's he returned to Frankfort, and

became a partner with his father in the firm of Philipp

Abraham Cohen, which was converted in the year ISSl

into a limited liability company, the Metallgesellschaft,

with a capital of £100,000, now £1,000,000.

The English business of the Mertons, now a company

under the style of Henry R. Merton & Co. (Ltd.), has

always been independent ol" the Fraiddort enterprise,

although until the beginning of the war it had intimate

business associations with it, but in the course of the

year 1916 the proprietary interests of the two busi-

nesses were entirely severed by an exchange of shares,

and the London company is now an entirely British-owned

undertaking.

AYilhelm Merton, who acquired German citizenship,

spent almost the whole of his business life in Frankfort.

He is survived by his wife, three sons, and three

daughters. Of the sons, the eldest, Alfred Merton, is a

director of the Metallgesellschaft, and two, Walter and

Richard, hold the rank of captain in the German Army,

and are now at the Front. Wilhelm :Merton himself had

been engaged on war work for the past two years, and it

is said that he cooperated actively in the drafting of

numerous regulations dealing with the economic manage-

ment of the war, and that "his advice caused many mis-

takes to be avoided," although his name was never publicly

mentioned with his work. In fact, the practice of self-

eflfacement appears to have been one of Wilhelm Merton's

most striking characteristics, and in business circles he

was very little known except as the head of three great

metal firms, the Metallgesellschaft, the Metallurgisehe

Gesellschaft, and the Gesellsehaft fuer Metallwerte of

Bale. He was also a director of the Frankforter Bank

and of the Deutsche Gold und Silber Scheideanstalt.

Frankfort loses in Wilhelm Merton a model citizen.

Early in his career he began to give liberally to

the poor and to busy himself with schemes for the

alleviation of their lot. This work culminated in the

year 1896 in an Institute for the Public Welfare, which

aimed not only at helping the needy individually, but

in spreading the sense of social duty and knowledge of

social problems among the official and merchant classes.

Five years later he founded the Frankfort Academy for

Social and Commercial Sciences, and he followed this up

by endowing the first Chair of Educational Science in

a German university. Personally he was unassuming

to a degree, a generous and enlightened employer, and a

man of wide sympathies and many private friendships.

•Excerpt.s from an article In the "Ironmonger," Dec. 30,

191G.

The Zinc Industry in Canada
TuiiO.NTO CoitlMCsPONDEiNTE

'I'lie future of the Canadian zinc industry has beconn'

a question of increasing importance owing to the changed

condilions Inoiight about l)y the war. The production of

zinc ore in Canada has never been large, and all ores have

liitherto been exported for treatment, and zinc and its

])rodu(ts imported. The feasibility of zinc smelting in

Canada was considered by a special commission ai)])ointcd

in 190.5, which reported favorably, but no practical re-

sult ensued.

Alfred W. G. Wilson, of the Canadian Department of

Mines, makes a report' in wiiich he gives the results of

an iinestigation into the costs of the raw material, re-

quired in the industry', based on information obtained

in tiie principal smelting centers of the United

States and the zinc mines of British Columbia during

tlie summer of 1916. It also deals with the prospective

output of the British Columbia zinc mines, tariff condi-

tions, and the production of electrolytic zinc in Canada.

The conclusion of the author is that, so far as the actual

operations of a smeltery are concerned, the co.st of smelt-

ing in the Crow's Nest Pass area or on the Pacific coast

would not be made greater than in the ^liddle Western

States ; where coal is used for fuel, and with cooperation

between all the interests concerned, it could be carried on

in Canada with equal or greater economy than elsewhere.

The cost in the natural-gas areas in Canada would be

greater than in corresponding areas in the United States,

but not at all prohibitive. The writer is in accord with

previous investigators in concluding that it has not been

demonstrated that British Columbia silver-lead-zinc mines

are capable of producing enough high-grade zinc concen-

trates to support a smeltery operating on the Belgian or

any similar process. An independent zjnc-smelting plant

would be handicapped for lack of a silver refinery and

would have to consign all lead and silver constituents to

the smeltery at Trail or to Helena, Mont., thus curtailing

its profits.

The establishment of the new electrolytic plant at

Trail and the proposed establishment of the plant at

Nelson by the French Complex Ore Reduction Co. have

materially altered the situation with respect to a market

for British Columbia zinc ores. The process used at

Trail is still undergoing development, and the Consoli-

dated Mining and Smelting Co. is not in the market to

purchase zinc ores, having an ample supply of its own.

As soon, however, as initial difficulties are overcome, it is

their intention to purchase ores suitable for treatment in

their plant and subject to the market demands for spelter.

The establishment of a zinc-smelting plant in British

Columbia at pre.sent does not appear feasible on account

of the inadequate supply of ores and suitable labor and

the high cost of structural materials. Moreover, the re-

torting process is not especially adapted to treat the com-

plex silver-lead-zinc ores comprising the bulk of the Brit-

ish Columbia output, whereas developments now going on

in electrolytic processes give promise of a solution of this

problem. If these processes are successful, it may prove

to be possible to treat some ores locally in plants of

smaller unit size than are practicable in smelting by a

retort process.

'"Report on the Production of Spelter in Canada." By
Alfre<l W. «. Wilson. Pp., 60. Canadian Department of Mines.
Ottawa, 1916.
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The Rally from the Setback

Vigorous efforts are being made to revive the boom in

the copper stocks that burst in December. Money is

easy, and inflation is in the air. The tip is passed around

tliat the bankers have said "let 'er go."' The Wall Street

organs suddenly blossom out with rosy stories of the fabu-

lous prospects of this or that company. The Allies are

reported to be opening negotiations for another half-

billion pounds (or is it to be a billion this time?) of cop-

per, which will absorb all the expected production for

how long, Heaven only knows. These are the familiar

operations of setting the stage. But for some reason or

other the curtain does not go up. the play does not begin.

Perhaps it will, after some further delay, l)ut we do not

think it will be so exciting as the melodrama of November,

which turned to tragedy in December.

Nevertheless, there has been a real "comeback" in

some of the metal markets. es]iecially copper. The posi-

tion of this metal is unparalleled. Toward the middle of

December there was a good deal of reselling by consumers.

At flrst there was some resistance to the decline in the

buying of other consumers who had not covered their

first-quarter requirements and who had decided, when
lopper reached 32 @ 33c., to hold off and take their

chances. When prices first began to go off, they made
some purchases, but when they found how insistent some
of the resellers were, they pulled out again, and the decline

then became rapid. But around 27c. the price was below

what most of the resellers, themselves, had paid, and then

they quit offering, not being disposed to take a loss : see-

ing which, the consumers, who were still short, together

with speculators, began to cover and we had a sharp

lally. The big producers were, of course, and still are

out of the market, being sold out.

It is a curious situation. The January-June production

is nearly all sold at about 2614 @ 270. Following the

consummation of the bulk of that business, we have had
monthly averages above 30c. on relatively small business.

Tliere are many interests—both buying and selling, con-

>nniing and producing—who would like to dcjiress the

])rice, but at present nobody can jnit his hands on the

( ()p])er to do it with. When anybody gets small sii])|ilies.

they are snap))ed u]) by uncovered consunun-s. Things
will have to come more into equilibrium before the market

Avill be able to exhibit a definite trend. At present no-

body is looking for a resumption of the advance that

halted in Decendjer, nor on tlie other haiul for an early

colla])se from the present exalted level. An important

recession is hardly to be looked Hir until su])plies become
more liberal. The recent blockade of one of tlie great re-

fineries by a strike did not tend to alleviate the tightness.

A very great factor, of course, will be the action of the

Allies in providing for their reqnii'ements for the second
half of 1917. There is not niurli doul)t now that ttiey

are going to l)e obliged to buy a large quantity of copper,

but when and liow arc the questions. The recent reports

of negotiations having been opened were false and ap-

parently were based on misehievous fabrications. Of one

thing we may be certain ; namely from all accounts from
abroad, wisdom is now looming large in the commercial
affairs of the British authorities, and they are not likely

to be i)ullied into anything.

Lead also is very strong, the producers being practically

.sold out for a period ahead that is long for this metal, in

which future selling does not ordinarily prevail, although

it is short in comparison with the copper order books.

Speculators who were bearish on lead, on the theory that

the clock had struck twelve for everything, were obliged

to reverse themselves when they found tliat the com-

plexion of this market, in common with others, had

changed.

Similarly was there a recoverj- m spelter, but the

position of this metal is different from the others in that

there exist stocks in the hands of smelters. However,

consumers continue indifferent, and the conspicuous ab-

sence of British and French buying is beginning to fur-

nish some food for thought. Yet many producers will

let stocks accumulate, hoping for a further "comeback"
before they will sell. Those who are bearish will doubt-

less try quietly to place spelter rather than exhibit any

aggressive disposition. Stocks will have to accumulate
more before there will be any occasion for anybody to

think of making a price that will move them.

Mining i^avv Revision

The agitation for revision of the mining laws of the

United States has made important headway. The min-

ing organizations of the country united in asking Con-

gress to appoint a commission to draft new legislation.

The Senate was willing to accede to that request, but

the House of Representatives was not. This was a year

ago. Steps were then taken, still tinder the leadership of

the ]\Iining and ^Metallurgical Society of America, to

]3reiiare a draft for a new mining law by common coopera-

tion among mining men, with the view of framing a

mining men's bill, and much was done in drawing out

expressions of opinion for that ptirpose. The ^lining and
^Ictallurgical Society then invited the assistance of the

United States Bureatt of Mines, which has now been ob-

tained.

In order to carry out this idea, the Director of the

Bureau has requested a committee of its consulting en-

gineers, consisting of J. Parke Channing. James Douglas,

J. R. Finlay, John Hays Hammond, W. R. Ingalls, Hen-
nen Jennings and L. D. Ricketts. to try to work out a

new law that will be satisfactory to Congress and the

mining industiy in general. Thus we get back to the

commission idea that has been consistently the wish of

the mining organizations.

The committee that has been appointed is the same
Ibat drafted model legislation for the prevention of ac-

cidents in metal mines, pulilished as Bulletin 75 of the
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Lliirciiu 1)1' Mines, with wliicii liic iiiiniiifr industry i.s

voiT I'aniiliar, its (tode liavino- Ix-cii adopted as the basis

of laws in several of the states west of the Koeky Moun-

tains. Mr. Jonnino:s and Dr. Eicketts, two very dis-

tin.i^uisiied engineers, have been added to the old eom-

niiltce. The appointment of the enlarged comniittee

reeeived the formal indorsement of the council of the

JMiniug and Metallurgical Society of America. Without

any doubt the committee will proceed in the same way

that it did in its i'ornicr job; that is, taking the public

into its confidence, puljlishing tentative drafts from time

to time, and inviting cooi)eration and criticism as it goes

along. The committee will, of course, have proper legal

advice. As the Journal has remarked previously, it is

better to put this work in the hands of a committee of

engineers and let them get the legal assistance that they

need than to have a committee of lawyers, hoping that

they will seek engineering advice. We feel that the step

of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America and

the United States J?ureau of Mines, acting jointly in the

appointment of this connnittee, will meet with general

approval.

Leasing Again at Goldfield

The fine flair of the "leaser"' for ore is again to have

its opportunity in the mines of the Goldfield Consoli-

dated company in Nevada. This brilliant skyrocket of

the gold-mining world is now reduced to a dull-red glow,

and has appealed to the "ore scouts" of the industry to

save it from extinction. The Consolidated company, after

enjoying a remarkable success, attaining suddenly the

position of the world's premier gold producer and paying

$29,000,000 in dividends, has lately been earning a pre-

carious existence while vainly hunting for the bonanza

ore of former days, and is now apparently reduced to the

low estate of appealing to "leasers" to save it from

oblivion. Will they be able to accomplish this? Many
in the district are hopeful, but probably no one can make
a prediction that will be anything more than a guess

Some gold districts have long outlasted their apparent

span of life—witness Cripple Creek, still producing and

with recent important discoveries at depth.

At the last meeting of the board of directors of Gold-

field Consolidated, it was decided to throw open certain

portions of the mines to lessees on the following terms;

Profits to be divided equally on a basis of a net recover-

able value of 90% of the gold at $30 per oz., after de-

ducting $4 per ton for transporting, sampling and mill-

ing: the company to hoist the ore free of charge and to

furnish all tools and supjjlies except powder. On outlying

portions of the company's estate, not connected with the

main workings, a modified form of lease is tu be granted.

On the basis of late company returns at Goldfield, the

lessees will not make their salt, but as in many other

mines, it is anticipated that the superior "nose" for ore

of the "leaser" will enable him to thrive where corporate

direction—without the stimulus of individual gain—was

impotent. Inasmuch as the Goldfield Consolidated group

of mines may be said to have been made by the

"leaser," it is fitting that he should have the opportunity

of seeing if he can rejuvenate the properties. It will be

exceedingly interesting to follow the results of this ex-

periment and observe whether he can again put these

mines in the dividend list. The most promising discov-

eries made in the Goldfield district of late liave been in

what may be termed the newer jtroijerties, while the

established producers have practically exhausted their

reserves without developing any new ore of much value.

The Atlanta company has just arranged to have its low-

grade copper-gold ore treated in the (Joldfield Consoli-

dated mill on a cu.stom basis.

0.

The Randall Rider Killed

The Post Office Appropriation Bill, n-IM9,41(), was

passed in the House of Representatives, Washington,

D. C, on Tuesday, Jan. 16. Section 10, known as the

"Randall Rider," which provided that newspapers, maga-
zines and other publications regularly admitted to tin

mails as nuitter of the second class, when mailed by thi'

publisher, shall hereafter be subjected to a change in rates

of postage under a zone system now applying to parcel

post matter, was .stricken from the bill.

This new legislation, had it received the approval of

Congress and ultimately become laAv, would have imposed

a tremendous burden upon most subscribers, and it is with

great relief that we announce that Congress, in its wis-

dom, has not seen fit to impose this burden at this time.

The Webb Bill

Doubt is growing about the passage of the Webb Bill.

This having been already passed the House of Representa-

tives, having the indorsement of the Federal Trade
Commission, and furthermore, having the indorsement of

the Administration, a few weeks ago it seemed that it

would be only a matter of time before it would be passed

by the Senate. However, it appears now that several of

the lawyers on the Senate Commerce Committee argue

that this bill, which is intended to permit cooperation

among manufacturers for foreign trade, is imnecessary,

there being no prohibition in the Sherman Law against

combinations for export trade. To be sure, that is what
many per.sons think, but there is doubt, and doubt in the

minds of business men has the same effect as legal prohibi-

tion. The passage of the Webb Bill by the Senate would

lemove it. The mulling over this question is simply

another example of the way that lawv'ers of a certain type

mess things up in our public life.

An interesting innovation in the management of ma-
chine drills under ground has been made at the Franklin

mine, in the Lake Superior district. As many as eight

machine drills are ran in a row all supervised by one ex-

pert mechanic. This scheme could well be copied by other

mines that have .stopes sufficiently large to justify that

number of drills. The advantages are obvious; the bunch-

ing of machine drills pleases the miners, who like com-

pany in their work, and it saves on supplies, and also

in the matter of time in the correction of any minor dif-

ficulties that may arise. Although the machine runner

in the Lake Superior District is of a superior type, never-

theless he cannot be expected to be as good a mechanic as

he is a drill runner, and therefore the .services of a me-

chanic at hand are of great advantage. Not the least

benefit of such an arrangement is that it reduces to a

minimum the likelihood of a drill runner losing his tem-

])er and hitting his drill with a sledge-hammer, whereupon

it innnediately becomes a candidate for the drill hospital.
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BY THE WAY

Till' iiiiportatidii ol' roroio'ii aiitoiiiohiles, motorcycles

and ])artti llu'rcol' into India is prohibited d'oni Jan. 1,

1917. It is understood that tliis is occasioned by the

shortage of pasoline in British India and that no ship-

ment exported from the TTiiJted States or other foreign

country after Jan. 1 -will be admitted.

For the eleventli consecutive year Jolm Hays Tlaiii-

mond is to be president of the Rocky Jlonntain Club, of

whicli he was one of the founders and of which William B.

Thompson is vice-i>resident. At the annual dinner at

Delmonico's, on Jan. 9 estianates of the wealth repre-

sented, were in ten tig-ures. The Club is to have a new

>t! 1,000,000 clubhouse between Fifth and Sixth Ave., it

was announced at the banquet. John Hays Hanunond
said that an attempt would be made during the year to

double the present membership of 1000.

A mining engineer writes us on the letterhead of a

mining company as follows: ''I resigned from this com-

pany because they were using too mvich poetic license

with my reports and trying to place ore in sight and

money in the treasury through the instrumentality of

ju'ospectuses instead of by the drill. There are many
good properties idle now because of such methods and

such promoters. We need capital, but it must be

legitimate." These are correct ideas, and the action of

our correspondent exhibits courage of convictions and
the flavor of the honor that mining engineers have

ill their profession.

V

It is as hard to get admission to the Nichols Copper

Co's plant as to enter some of the proverbial places. Only

men on the payroll may enter the gate without passes, and
even the stafl' may not take accredited visitors by the

gate without delivering fur them a pass to the gatekeeper.

One day Dr. Nichols started to enter the iilant and was
asked for his pass by the gatekeeper. He hadn't any, bul

said, "Oh, I am Dr. Nichols.'" The gateraan replied,

''That doesn't mean anything to me." "But I am presi-

dent of this company," said Dr. Nichols. "Well," said the

gateman, "that doesn't get you in, and the only thing

lliat will is a pass from the office." Dr. Nichols went over

to the office, got the necessary pass, and incidentally or-

dered the gateman's wages increased.

To precipitate oneself together with a car and two tons

<if ore down a TjOO-ft shaft is an adventure, says a Morenci
miner, frought with dire possibilities, and, in the event

one survives the experience with oidy two ribs fractured,

is calculated to strengthen one's conviction that humans
iiave a jjarticularly secure hold on life. I say that is the

way it looks to me. Many thousands of cars of ore had

Cristobal Coi'tez, of Santander, trammed and diiinpcil

into the ski]), and never a time had he known the ski]),

once it was ])laced, to move until be hail diinqicd Ibc car

and pulled the bell coimI. So com]il('te was Cristobal's

faitii in the antomaticity of the opci'atiiiii thai he ex-

pended no energy in ascertaining if such was the behavior

of the skip at tliis ])articular time. It wasn't. The

ski]) Joi- some reason bail liccii lakcii away. As a conse-

(fuence the S])aiiiaril ])usbcil the lar straight into the

shaft and ac(-()mi)anied it forthwith. A few feet down,
however, the car s])illed the contents in such fashion a.s

to wedge itself hard ami fast between the timbers. Hence
onlv the lii-i)ken i-ilis.

.V ))romineiit (unnamed) director of Utali Copper Co,
is quoted by the Jioxloii: Ncirx liitreiiii with reference to

notation operations at that comi)any's mills. The Bos-
ton ])aper, in its issue of Jan. 18. says: "Since the ad-
vei'se decision of the Supreme Court in the Minerals
Seiiaration litigation whereby the copjier comi)anies which
have not taken out licenses are prohibited from using less

than 1% of oil in the flotation process, Utah Coi)per
has been making some extraordinaiy recoveries in the use
I'f a fraction over 1% of oil. Anything over 1% does
nut fall within the prohibitions of the patent. The di-

rector in question, asserts that the recoveries are Just as

high as when a very small percentage of oil was used and
that l)y cheapening the gTade the increased quantity of

oil does not materially affect the cost." This is vei7 im-
portant—if true.

The man who holds a dying nation in his arms, says
(lie New York Tribune, Jan. 23, came down the gang-
plank of the liner "Philadelphia" into New York City
yesterday. He stood for a moment, silent in the hurry of

disembarkment. His tired eyes looked through the
gloomy arch of the jiier out ui)on a snowswept bit of thi>

richest city in the world. He was Herbert C. Hoover, of

the Belgian Relief Connnission—Hoover of Belgium

—

bead of the great organization that woi-ks unceasingly to
keep the beaten souls of a people in their stiirved bodies.

He has come to America once more on the same endless

mission—to ask that the United States do her share in

supplying a part of the $200,000,000 which Belgium must
have or perish. There are new lines about the man's
eyes, for they have looked on suffering every day for

months. He is thinner than when New York saw him
last, and there is more weariness in his face. That has
been stamped upon it by the woes of 5,500,000 people, the

;i500,000 Belgians and 2.000,000 French which he and
his commission, by the grace of the German Empire, are
allowed to keep from starving to death. Since the begin-
ning of the war be has toiled cotitinually, and all this

time the fight has been going against him. The mighty
efforts of the commission have saved Belgian bodies from
dying. They have not been able to lift up the spirits of a
lieople that Germany is tiding to crush. "The situation

in Belgium is the worst since the beginning of the war."
he said. "T have come home to a.sk Americans to do their

share in raising between $150,000,000 and $200,000,000
needed to feed the destitute.'" .\sked wliat he regai-ded

as the greatest accom])lishinent of the .\mei-ican connnis-
sion in the last year, .Mi'. Hoover rejilied: '•One-fourth of

a million school children have received an extra meal
daily from the coiimiissioii. The meal consists only of a
meat hash and bread, hut it lias bel])ed greatly to increase

the attendance of the schools. Previously the children re-

mained at home, as their ])arents were afraid that they
would go liungry if allowed to de])art from the parental

fireside. Now, with their extra meal guaranteed, the

])areiits let tbeni attend classes."'
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Personals

Fred Hellmann is back from C'lille,

H. H. Knox liiis rcturiU'd from Hussi;i',

Prof. Waldemar Lindgron is yoiric to Soulli
AniL-riiM for f(oir months.

Herbert C. Hoover iini\i<I this week. He will
be here tor about :i molllll.

A. E. Wheeler, foniiirl.v in the BelKliin CoiiKo.
is new ;it (ircat Falls, Mont.
W. 1. Higgins is now oiieratinE the Hillenbcrg

& HigKins mine, near Twin Bridges Mont.
Hon. Esioff L. Patenaude. of Montreal, has

been apixiinted Canadian Seeretar.v of .Stale and
.Minister of Mines.

Ellard W. Carson has been made siiiieiinlend-
ent of the Oeeanic Quicksilver Mine, at C'am-
bria, Calif., and lias entered n|)on his duties
there.

James E. Strong has been ai)iiointed gein-ral
superintendent of mines for the (iloss-Shefflcld
Steel and Iron Co., succeeding the late ,1. G.
Moore.

D. C. Bard has become a member of the geo-
logical dei)artinent of the Cliicago. .Milwaukee &
.St. Paul Railwa.v Co.. with hendiiuarters at
Seattle. Wasli.

Charles M. Hanson has been made chairman
of a committee on accident prevention and work-
men's compensation of the National Association
ot Manufacturers.

J. E. Hughes, formerl.v with El Oro Mining and
li.v. Co. in -Mexico, sailed .Ian. l!i for Santiago,
Cuba, where he has accepted a position with
the Cuba Copper Co.

Carl J. Trauerman, of Butte, Mont., is spend-
ing a month in Cliicago. Pittsburg and .New-
York and can be reached nt A. I. M. E. head-
uuarters. New York Cit.v.

C. G. Tarkington has resigned his position with
the Snyder Electric Finn. ice Co.. Chicago, and
is now in cliarge of a brancli office of the Havnes-
Stellite Co.. at rittsbnigli, I'a.

Viscount Tevashino Inovyi, professor of min-
ing in a goi'ernnient school in Tokio. .lapan, is
in Butte stud.ving mining, milling and smelting
methods in Butte and Anaconda.

H. M. S. Tuckwell, chief engineer of the Lon-
don otHce of the Tata Iron and Steel Co.. India,
arrived in New Y'ork on .Tan. Iti for a few-
weeks' stay in the United States.

R. K. Stockwell. for tlie past five years super-
intendent of construction for tlie Braden Copper
Co.. Chile, \vill re[)resent tiie Robins Conveying
Belt Co., In Salt Lake City, Utah.

Premier Brewster of British Columbia has re-
turned to the Pacific Coast after a visit to East-
ern Canada, where he has secured financial
assistance for the development of the British
Columbia mining industry.

W. W. Charles has severed his connection with
the Tonopah Mining Co.. and will establish his
own business in consulting work. Jlr. Charles
was in di.irgc of placer operations in the Brcck-
enridge district. Colo., and afterward went to
Soutli .\merica for the Tonopah company.

Robert Linton has been made first vice-presi-
dent and assistant to the president of the North
Butte Mining Co.. and will undertake the duties
of his new position on Feb. 1. Mining and de-
velopment work will be under his direct charge.
He will make his headduarters in New Y'ork.

J. A. Carpenter, recently in charge of the
metiillurgical deiiartment of the \Vest End Con-
solidated cotiijiany. of Tonopali. Nev., lias ac-
cepted tlie aiipointment as general superintendent
for the .Nevada Packard Mines Co., of Rochester,
Nev. He will undertake his new work imme-
diately.

C. W. Fielding, chairman of the Kio Tinto
Co., Ltd., has been apiiointcd chairman of the
Metals and Materials Economy Committee un-
der tlie British Jlinistry of Munitions, which
will consider and suggest the action necessary
to secure economies In metals and materials as
regards their use in munitions of war, taking into
consideration matters atTectlng design, methods of
purchase, .stocks. Impbrt. distribution and (con-
trol ; with powers to take such evidence as may
he necessary both from the deiiartments of the
Jlinistry and from manufacturers.

,
Obituary
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Ernest 0. Jacobsen of :iO'l West Seventy-llrsi
St., Secretary and Treasurer and one of the
fcninders of the National Zinc Co.. died on .Ian.
24. in the Post-Graduate Hospital. In his Ht'ty-
flrst year. He was born in Liverpool, and catiie
to this country 3.5 years ago. Mr. .lacobsen
was formerly private seeretar.v of the late Elli-
ott F. Shepard. later founding the firm of E.
O. .lacobsen & Co.. which w.is merged Into the
National Zinc Co. five years ago.

0. A. Palmer, well-known mining engineer and
mining cvpi-rt of Salt Lake CItv. died .Ian. lo
of hardening of llie arteries. .Mr. Palmer was
consulting engineer tor the Ontario mine, at
Park City, during this property's most inoductlvc
lieriod. The Ontario drain tunnels were con-
ceived and driven tuider his direction. Mr.
Palmer was also consulting engineer for the
Centennial Eureka and Eureka Hill mines at
Tlntic up to aliout ISil.".. He made a s|icclaltv
of mining law-suit work, and was prominent in
a number of Imiiort.int suits in this .section and
in Montana and Idaho. Services were held at
the Masonic li-rnple.

Col. Alexander M. Hay. a prominent mining
man died at Haileybury, Ont., on Jan. 20, from
inieumonia, at the age of .16 years. He was
born in Scotland and came to America In 1890.
Ho was engaged In various mining cnteriirl.ses
in the United States. Canada and .Mexico and
came to the Cobalt district in I'JO.'i. with the
development of w-hlcll he has been closely Iden-
tified. He was president of the Trethewev," North-
ern Exploration and Mclnlyre Porcupine com-
panies and a director of various other mining
and industrial coriiorations. Until about two
weeks before his death Col. Hav was actively
engaged in looking after the affairs of the .Mcln'-
tyre conijiany. He sutTered from a sliglit indispo-
sition, but visited the mine to procure informa-
tion for the iiuarterly leport of the companv, and
while there contracted tlie illness which proved
latal. Col. Hay was widely known and much
esteemed in commei-cial circles. He leaves a
widow hut no family. It Is understood that his
demise will not halt the pending consolidation of
tlie Mclntyre. Jupiter and .Mclntyre Extension
fold Pearl Lake) pro]ierties.

Societies

American Institute of Mining Engineers has
appointed a committee, consisting of Hennen
.lennings. fi. S. \Villiams and G. E. Walcott. to
act as delegates at the Congress of Constructive
Patriotism, to he held at Washington, D. C.
.Ian. 2.5 to 27, 1017.

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America
has appointed Arthur S. Dwight, Hennen Jen-
nings and (ieorge Otis Smith, as delegates to
the Congress of Constructive Patriotism, to be
held at Washington. Jan. 2.5 to 27. under the
allspices of the National Security League.

American Institute of Mining Engineers. Colo-
rado Section, held its annual dinner and meeting
at the Universiity Club, Denver, Jan, 1.".. The
following officers for 1917 were elected: Chair-
man, Charles Loughridge ; vice-cllairman. GeorgeM Taylor; secretary-treasurer. Fred Carroll ;

other directors, Fred .\. Bostwick and P 51
McHugh. Dr. L. D. Ricketts, president of the
parent institute, addressed the meeting bv long
distance phone. Howard C. Parmelee. president
of the Colorado School of Mines, spoke upon
"Flotation Exposed and Explained," and Thomas
B. Stearns read a paiier upon "The Latest
Practice in Cyanide Milling." Each of these
papers described features of the respective pro-
cesses that had never before been made public.

Lake Superior Mining Institute has made ar-
rangements for its 21st annual meeting, which
this year will be held at Birmingham, Ala Mar
l.S, 14 and 15, 1917. The invitation was ex-
tended to the Institute througli the courtesy of
C. T. Fairlaini. manager for the Republic Iron
and Steel Co. Members and guests will assemble
in Cliicago on Saturday. .»Iar. 10. Headiiuarters
will be at the Congress Hotel. A special train to
be furnished by the Queen & Crescent Route will
leave from the Illinois Central Station and ar-
rive In Cincinnati at 8 : 00 Sunday morning : de-
parting at 8:2.5 for Chattanooga, Tenn., arriving
there about 6:25 p.m. The special train will
be parked at Chattanooga and sleeping cars w-ill
be occupied for the niglit. On Jloudav Mar
12, the train will leave Chattanooga in sight-
seeing cars for trip through Chickamauga
National Military Park, Missionary Ridge and
the National Cemetery. Returning the party
will reach Patten Hotel about noon, where
luncheon will he served, M 2 : (10 p.m. the iiartv
will leave Patten Hotel for the trip to the sum"-
init of Lookout Mountain in sight-seeing cars
Trip will be completed and return for dinner at
5:00 p.m. The train will leave Chattanooga
about midnight for Birmingham, arriving there
at C a.m. Tuesday. Slar. 13. .\ very interesting
inogram is being outlined for the following three
da.vs by the mining men of the Birmingham dis-
trict, for the entertainment of the visitors from
the North and complete itinerary will lie an-
nounced later. Headiiuarters will be at the Tut-
wiler Hotel.

Industrial News I

^ I m J

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. held the annual
convention of its sales and factory organlzathuis
at the Great Northern hotel, Chicago, Jan. II,
12 and lo, 1917. 'I'hc program included a trlii
to the comiiany's iilaiit at Chicago Helght.s

United States Cast-Iron Pipe and Foundry Co.
has iKell awarded a loiitract to Hu|ipl\ 1,0.001)
Ions of Jilpe for llie Obras Salillarlas de la
.\acliin, of Buenos Aires, Argeiillna, according
to a note published In "Commerce Report*." The
contract Involves about |a,r,00,000.

The Dorr Co., engineers, with offlces at Den-
ver and .New York, |iay to each employee of
six months or more service, a bonus e<|ual to
15% of his monthly salary, as an offset to the
high cost of living. The arrangement Is sub-
ject to terminatirm at the end of six months
from .Ian. I. 1917

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. has made arrange-
ments for the merger Into it of the Union Switch
and Signal Co. and practically all of the Switch
and Signal company's stock has been deposited
In assent to the plan. Directors of the Air
Brake i-ompany have called a sjieclal meeting of
the stockholders for .Mar. 15, 1917, to ratify the
merger and to approve an increase of the
capital stock from $20,(100.000 to $:)0,000,000, to
finance the transaction. Out of the increased
lapltal it is proposed to declare a stock dlvl-
deiul of 20-; to all holders of Air Brake stock
including those exchanged for the Switch anc
Signal stock.

Yuba Construction Co. has leased the plant of
the Benccia Iron Works, situated on deep water
on the north shore of Carciuinez Strait, to sup-
jdement the .Marysvllle shops and Increase the
caiiadty of the manufacturing department of tlr;
company. The plant at .Marysvllle has for some
time been taxed bejond its normal capacity with
orders for Yuba tractors, plows and pumps In
addition to the large demands for design and
manufacture of dredge machinery and material
to keep pace with the construction department
in the field. The Yuba Construction Co is
essentially a manufacturing concern: the con
stniction department is emiiloyed solely in tl

assembling of material and machinery in tl

held and constructing dredges and other ni.i
chines designed and manufactured at the com-
pany shops. The Benecia plant will be chicflv
imiiloyed in the manufacture of tractors, plow's
and pumps. The placer dredges will continue
to be designed and built at the Marysvllle manu-
factory. The Bene(-ia plant occupies about 20
acres of ground and ln<-ludes a foundry, forge
and machine shops, wood shop and warehouses
The situation, between the head of San Pablo
Hay .ind the confluence of the Sacramento and
San Joaijuin Rivers tlirougli Suisun Bay with
the strait, provides not only for deep water
transportation but commands both water and
rail outlet to interior points in California and
rail connection with points in adjoining states.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuqg

New Patents
tniiitiiiiMiiiiiiiii

United States patent speciflcations listed below
may he obtained from 'The Engineering and
Mining Journal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum Alloy. William A. McAdams, Bav
Shore, .\. Y, (U. S. No. 1.212.374: Jan. 16, 1917.')

Charge Car. John E. Greenawalt. Denver, Colo
(U. S. No. 1,212,629; Jan. 16, 1917.)

Concentration—Separating Finely Divided Ore
Jli.xtures in Vacuum Separating Vessels or Cham-
bers. Friedricli Arthur JIaximilian Schiechel.
Frankfnrt-on-the-Maiu, Germany. (U. S. Xo
1,212.500: Jan. 10, 1917.)

Concentrating Table. Pneuumatlc. Clarence Q
Payne. New York. N. Y. (U. S. Xo. 1,212,393;
Jan. 10, 1917)

Drill Sharpening Machine. James H. Sinclair
and Harry L. Sinclair, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No
1.212.571; : Jan. 10, 1917.)

Mining Machine. Carl J. E. Waxbom, Colum^
bus, Ohio, assignor to the Jeffrey Manufacturing
Co., Columbus, Ohio. (U. S. Xo. 1,212,717- Jan
16, 1917.)

Mining Machine. Edmund C. Morgan, Morgan
Park. Ill (U. S. .No. 1,212 382; Jan. 16, 1917.)

Nickel Ores—Treatment of. Frederic A. Eustis,
Milton, .Mass. (U. S. No. 1,212.334; Jan. 16.
I9I7.I

Revolving Screen and Method of Screening.
Walter O. Borcherdt. .Vustinville, Va.. assignor
to llie New Jersey Zinc Co.. New York. (U S
No. 1.212.179; Jan. 16, 1917.)

Smoke Treatment—Method of Removing Sul-
phur Dioxide from Metallurgical Smoke and Sim-
ilar Gases. Frederic Augustus Eustis. Milton.
Mass. (U. S. No. 1.212,199; Jan. 16. 1917.)

Sintering Apparatus. Frederic .\. Eustis Mil-
ton. .Mass. (U. s. No. 1,212,333; Jan. 16, 1917.)

Steel Treatment -.Viiparatiis for Treatins Steel
Ingots. Edward J. Flynii, Jr.. Woodlawn, Penn
(U. S. No, 1,212,470; Jan. 10, 1917.)

Tungsten—Process for Producing Homogeneous
Bodies of Chemically-Pure Tungsten Metal of
.^ny Desired Shape. Otto Voigtiander and Hugo
Lohiuann, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany. lU S
No. 1,212,426 ; Jan. 16, 1917)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Jan. 18

In Big Bend District, iie.-ii Yanltee Hill, In

Bulte County. Uo\ ekipmL'Ht by .1. A. and I. X.

Clark lia.s disclosed a 20-rt. Kold-beanng yein near

the Sureease mine. J. A. Clark discovered and

develoiied the Surcease, now owned by .lohn

Kinkaid. which is coining into position as a pro-

ducer. There are other showings of gold-bearing

ores in this basin, situated in the bend of North

Fork of Feather River. The Clark brothers have

worked alone there for several years in the belief

that the district will show good mines if money
and labor are properly expended.

California Oil Production in December amounted

to T,935.473 bbl. from l-V.V.i wells. Total ship-

ments were S,813,459 bbl., reducing the stocks

on hand from 45.911,181 bbl. at the end of

November to 44,036.190 bbl. at the end of

December. Comparisons with November show

a daily decline in production of 722ti bbl. and a

daily increase In shipments of (i553 bbl. The
December well completions totaled 56, which

yielded an initial daily production of 15,746 hbl.

During the year 1916 tlie demand exceeded the

supply by an average of 35,822 bhl. daily and

reduced the stocks on hand at the end of 1910

by 13 110 861 bbl. The daily average production

of 1916 exceeded that of 1915 by 5493 bbl. But

the daily average shipments increased 36.536 bbl.

The total production in 1916, as recorded by the

Standard, amounted to 91,822,362 bbl. The pro-

duction in 1915, as reported by the State Mining

Bureau, was 91,146.620 bbl.

BUTTE—Jan. 18

Proposed Taxation of Montana Mining has

become a universal topic of conversation m Butte.

The Sliining industry of Montana is once more

threatened through hostile, shortsighted, and

excessive taxation that has been proposed in

the state legislature, convened at Helena on

Jan 1. One bill, the most radical of all, pro-

poses to lew a tax of 6% on the value of all

metals taken out of the ground in Montana.

This and other proposed measures have aroused

every mining company and miner, as well as

thousands indirectly connected with the Industry

in the state. It has led to the organization

of the mining companies and mining men of the

entire state and vigorous steps are now being

taken to prevent the success of the plan to

burden the mining companies of Montana with

this additional taxation. A meeting was held

on Jan. 15, at the Silver Bow Club in Butte,

which was attended by representatives of 28

mining companies and as many more individual

mining operators. Former Senator Lee Mantle

presided and the object of the meeting was set

forth by Cornelius F. Kelley, vice-president and
managing director of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co., whose address was accepted as

outlining tlic policy of the new organization.

Senator Mantle was made permanent chairman

of the oiganizatinn. Attorney J. Bruce Kremer,
Democratic national committeeman from Montana,

the vice-chairman, and Charles Booking, of the

Butte & Superior company, secretary. An ex-

ecutive committee was named to take full charge

of the campaign consisting of Cornelius i.

Kelley, J. L. Bruce, general manager of the

Butte' & Superior company, W. L. Credeft.

general manager of the Davis-Daly company,

Oscar Rohn, general manager of the East Butte

Copper Mining Co. and George F. Shelton of

the Clark mining interests. In addition to these

a general committee was named on which are the

following : Charles H. Lane, mayor of Butte

;

W A Clark Jr.. manager of the Elm Orlu

Mining Co. and Timber Butte Milling Co. ; Paul

A Gow, general manager of the Tuolumne
Mining Co. ; Andrew J. Davis, president of the

First National Bunk : Norman Braley, general

manager of the North Butte Jlining Co. ; R. M.

Green, general manager of the Butte & Great

Falls Mining Co. ; F. M. Kerr, general manager
of the Montana Power Co. ; Alfred Frank,

manager of the Mines Operating Co. : Sol

Genzberger. secretary of the Butte & Zenith

Citv Mining Co. ; John Gillie, general manager
of mines of the Anaconda ccmipany ; H. C.

Bacorn of the Greater Butte Mining Co. ; L. O.

Kvans. general attorney of the Anaconda com-
pany : C. J. Kellv, president of the Daly Bank
and Trust Co. ; D. J. Charles, president of the

Minors' Savings Bank, and a number of other

prominent business and professicuial men of the

eitv. A committee was also appointed to organize

the mining interests outside the Butte district

in Montana. This Includes V. W. Goodale,
" president of llie Karnes-King Development Co. ;

\V. A. Clark, Jr.; Samuel Barker, Jr.. of the

mining-cnKlneering firm of Barker & Wilson

;

Arthur V. Corrv. of the engineering Hrm of

Harper McDonald & Co. ; Attorney Charles R.

Lcanard of the Barnes-King company; Oscar
Holin, J, L. Bruce, W. L. Credcn and .Norman
Braley. This committee has already enlisted the

active cooperation of tho leading mining com-
panies and operators in tlie Helena mining dis-

trict in Lewis and Clark County, in the Montana
section of tlie Ca;ur D'Alene district, in the

cities of Anaconda and (ireat Falls where tlie

big reduction works are located, in the Fergus
County mining district In the iMoccasln moun-
tains, and in Granite County. The operators of

tlie coal mines in soutlieastern Montana have
also pledged their cooperation. The attack on
the mining interests originated among the repre-

sentatives from the eastern farming counties

of Montana. They do not take into account tlie

fact that the wages of the miners and laborers
have advanced from $3.50 to if4.75 per daV and
that when conditions become normal again these
mining companies will find it diffleult in many
instances to make profits enough to maintain the

regular dividend rate. An additional fact brought
out in the committee meeting was that only
five of the 28 operating companies in Butte
are paying dividends at all. While the mining
industry has prospered, the farming industry
has enjoyed a proportionately great prosperity.

One of tile emergencies that Montana piust meet
is the falling off in state, county and city

revenues beginning in January, 191!}, when tlie

state-wide prohibition law goes into effect. It

is for this emergency that some of the farmer
representatives introduced the mining-tax propo-
sition. The mining operators are confident that
they will succeed in heading off the unjust
measure as tlie labor element dependent on
mining is also thoroughly aroused to what the

proposed bill will mean to them in the loss

of work and tlie reduction in wages.

Further Sinking at Shannon Mine was ordered
this week by Barnes-King Development Co.

Tliis mine is the most promising of all the
Barnes-King properties. It is in the famous
Drumlummon district and the development on
the upper levels has been of the most en-

couraging nature. The average of the ore mined
at the Shannon in the month of December was
$14.39 per ton and this included a large amount
of low-grade ore from the dump that was taken
out in the development work. A payment or

$14,200 was made in December on the purchase
price of the Sliannon, reducing the amount still

due for that property to $133,300. At tlie

present rate of payment it will be next fall

before final payment is made. The company
has an advantageous contract by which the
property is to be paid for from a part of the
proceeds of the mine. The note indebtedness gf
the company incurred last simimer is being
rapidly paid off and at the rate of production
during the last three months, it will be entirely

wiped out before July. The Barnes-King com-
pany is getting into a satisfactory condition
and is making good profits above mining costs.

Dividends, however, are not likely until Shannon
IS paid for.

DENVER—Jan. 17

Radium Signs, luminous in the dark are to

be made by the Cold Light JIanufacturing Co.

This corporation has been organized as a suli-

sidlarv of the Sclilessinger Radium Co. with the

object of manufacturing door plates, street signs,

push buttons, watch and clock dials and similar

objects that will be luminous in the dark. Its

headquarters are In the Chamber of Commerce
Bulding, Denver.

Shortage of Cyanide has become so serious in

Colorado tliat it amounts almost to a famine,

and unless the market relaxes soon a number
of mines will be obliged to close down. The
situation is keenly felt in the San Juan region.

At least one new project (in the Alma district)

is unable to start up its mill. A few large

companies are running upon stocks of cyanide

that were laid In a year or more ago in anticipa-

tion of this crisis. Telegrams have been sent

by operators to the Colorado Congressmen urging

their support of the Niagara Water Diversion bill.

Community Mining is exemplified in the Hope
Tunnel project at Aspen. The company is com-

posed almost exi'liisivcly of local stockholders.

Including, It Is said, members of every family

In town; the success of the enterprise therefore

is of vital interest to everylxidy. Economy in

every move is a consequence of this condition.

Last year the tunnel was advanced more than

100 ft. per month and the objective ore-bearing

measures are still several hundreds of feet bc.vond

the breast. The company controls a large

acreage In the best part of the district and the

present price of sliver acts as a strong stimulus

for continued effort In 1917.

SALT LAKE CITY—Jan. 19

Metallurgical Research Division of the U. S.

Bureau of iMiiies at the University of Utah
is to receive several thousand dollars for

the prosecution of its work. This money, pro-

vided by the Federal f^jvernment, is to bo used
exclusively for investigation looking to the ex-

traction of potash as a byproduct. Tliere is no
process at present by whicli this can be profitably

extracted from mined ore and the department
will investigate this field. The tailings from
copper mines in this state contain as high as

6% potash, which, however, is not water-soluble,

but combined In silicate form. Experimental
work will be started at once by J. C. Morgan,
junior diemist, under the supervision of E. A.
Well.-i.

Utah Railroad Co. is being organized by the
United States Fuel Co.—a subsidiary of the

United States Smelting, Refining and Mining
Co.—to undertake the transportation of coal

from mines owned In Emery and Carbon Counties.

The company Is arranging to take over the
Utah Fuel Co. track between Provo and Thistle,

at present operated by tlie Denver & Rio Grande
and also to make use of trackage rights, agreed
to by contract, over the Denver & Klo Grande
between Thistle Junction and Castle Gate.

According to the contract a 12 months' notifi-

cation is necessary and the Utah Railroad Co.

will not begin operation until Nov. 1 of this

year. The new company will also take over the
Southern Utah railroad of the Fuel company,
which affords transportation for the mines at

Price. Arrangements Ivivei been made with
the Salt Lake Route for transportation from
Provo into Salt Lake. The coal mines at

Sunnyside and at Scofield will remain as at
present tributary to the Denver & Rio Grande.
The new railroad company will build yards,
roundhouse, coal chutes, water tanks, etc., at
Provo, and shops and terminal facilities at

Hiawatha. An order for 1500 all-steel gondola
coal cars has been placed jointly with the Salt
Lake Route, and new freight engines will be
installed by the Utah Railroad Co. Traffic will

be entirely in coal, though It Is possible some
passenger "trains will be run for the benefit of
employees.

LEAD, S. D.—Jan. 18

The Water-Right Case now before the circuit

court of Lawrence County is of vital interest

to Homestake Mining Co. That company and
300 other parties are made defendants in a

case brought by Joseph Cook, a farmer resid-

ing on Spearfish Creek. Cook claims that in

dry seasons other farmers above him. and the

Homestake Mining Co. take all of the water, and
his crops suffer through lack of Irrigation. He
claims prior right. Homestake takes the water
from near the head of Spearfish and pumps it

across the divide, using it in the mills at Lead
and selling it for domestic supply both of Lead
and Deadwood.

Oro Hondo Developments are understood to have
been back of the recent purchase of the Monte-
zuma and Whizzers. near Deadwood. John T. Milli-

ken, who has for two years been developing Oro
Hondo in search of the southerly extension of

Homestake orebodies, has now secured control of

the property adjoining Homestake on the east, ex-
tending to the city limits of Deadwood, and cov-

ering over 1 mi. of outcrop of tlie big "Iron
dike," one of the strongest and most persistent

veins in the Black Hills. Encouraging devel-

opments in Oro Hondo are believed to be re-

sponsible for the move, thougli Information re-

garding underground conditions is kept confiden-

tial. The Oro Hondo shaft Is 2000 ft. deep, and
four diamond drills were used during the greater

part of 1916 in exploratory work.

MORENCI, ARIZ.—Jan. 19

Mine Fires in the Morenci District are en-

gaging the serious attention of the operating

officials. The Detroit Copper Mining Co. and
the Arizima Copper Co. liave jointly offered a

reward of $500 for the arrest and conviction

of tlie vandal who set fire to the Copper
Mountain mine belonging to the former com-
pany and the Clay mine belonging to the latter

on or about Sept. 23, 1910. Although all effort

practicable has lieen made and expense tin-

spared in iin endeavor to extinguish the fires.

they are .still burning, and, in the case of tlie

Copper Mountain fire, the work of combating
and tlie threatening attitude of the confiagration

are daily bei'oming more serious. The old stojic

that Is burning In tlio Copper Mountain adjoins

a big scjuare-sct slope of the Arizona Copper

;

this is in turn connected with tlie immense antl

much timbered old and current workings of

the latter company ; If the fire ever crosses into
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this aruii. iiiany of tht^ mines will be clo.se(i.

To prevent this, all the lower levels of the

Copper Mountain have been flooded, and. just

as soon as the ArlZ(tna Coiiper Co, shall liave

finished biilkheadinu otT its workings, the water

will he raised to hiulier levels. But tills will

take time and lots of water, as tile country 1»

open and llu- water uds away at a fast rate.

The misereaiit who fired the ('f)pi)er Mountain
mine was particularly careful tu leave iiu doubt

as to his intentions. He climhed up about 2lin

ft. of ladderways. walked way hack in some
old W()rkin;;s, did some more elimhlnu and
prowlinu' and started liis deviltry in a place that

not only had been worked out and ahandoned
months liefore. but that was cxtrtMnely dannL-r-

ous—a place where no man would have uone
exeept to start such a flre. Yet the "hombres"
have been heard to remark thiit they do not

w;int ihf $riOO.

HOUGHTON. MICH.—Jan. 22

The Weather and Production aiv inliniafdy

associated at this perio<l of the year. The out-

put of the copper mines in the Lake Superior
country lor the next two months will he largely

dependent on weather conditions. Ore t raffle

has not as yet been interfered with to any
Kreat extent, but plows, etc.. have been kept

at wurk in the numerous cuts, More men.
attracted by the hitih wattes jiaid in the district,

are coming in daily, thereby helping the smaller

and more remote mines to maintain their out-

puts despite the more severe weather conditions.

BRAINERD. Minn.—Jan. 18

Tax-Case Decision on .Ian. favored the

Cuvuiia Uange operators. This is the first round
in their legal tight against the high taxation

of undeveloped mineral lands. District Judge
W. S. McClenaghan held that the state tax con-

mission's figures were exorbitant and unreason-
able, and in his opinion the theory of the tax

commission in assessing prospects on the same
basis as actual mines was erroneous and illegal.

This case is the outcome of a protest entered
by George H. Crosby of Duluth. against the high
assessed valuation placed on Lot 1, Sec. 18,4(i-29,

Crow Wing Co., Minn. The assessed valuation
in 1913 was .flllU. During this year exploration
work was conducted and a low-grade nrebody
developed. In 11H4 the tax commission placed
the assessed valuation at $44.fMUi. In li»l.^. it

was $:i5.000 and $!)3.0fM1 for HUG. The court

held this as exorbitant and unreasonal)le and
ordered the assessment reduced to .'?2."i(M). The
case has been appealed and if the state supreme
court affirms this decision, it will not only mean

a groat reduction in taxes, hui a thorough ex-

ploration of the Cuyuna Kaiigc. Heretofore
nijnirig men have been reluctant lo explore
mineral lands because of the high taxes that
nuist he paid each year when an orebndy has
hecn indicated' and for this reason only enough
exploration work is done to assure the operator
(if a sufllcient tonnage l«i warrant mining.

JOPLIN MO.—Jan. 20

New Record for Milling in this district wa.s

made hv the Nella mill nt the Kagle-I'tcher Lead
Co.. at I'lcher, Okla., last week. In 20 hours'
continuous operation, the plant made 107 tons
of zinc concentrates and tons of lea<i. Previous
record was ahout H't tons. The Netla mill had
the advantage of unusually good ore, only ahout
1400 tons being used in this run. The mill is

the largest of the IMclicr group and was com-
pleted last summer. It is electrb'ally operated
throughout. A. E. Bendelari. of .loplin. is gen-
eral manager of this and of other of the com-
[lany's mills.

Drill Strikes of Exceptional Richness are being
reported from the Oklahoma section of the tleld.

An assaycr's report on a recent hole put down
on the K. F. Hartley farm, south of Haxter
Springs. Kan., showed 20..')% blende from ID') to

200 ft. ; :il.8% blende at 205 ft. ; :iJt.yr,% at 210
ft.: 43.05% at 212 ft.; 17.07% at 2iri ft.; 32.176
at 217 ft.; and 4.80% at 218 ft. A still richer
hole than this is reported by the Walker Mining
Co., on a lease near the Oklahoma-Kansas state

line. The drill encountered ore at 170 ft.; for

23 ft. the average assav was 4.5% blende, and
for the next 47 ft. It was slightly belter than
20 per cent.

WASHINGTON. D. C—Jan. 23

Oatman Geologic Work cannot be undertaken
this winter, due to the fact that topographical
maps cannot he completed in lime. Adolph
Knopf, wlio was preparing to direct the geological

work at Oatman will conseciuently proceed im-
mediately to the Itochester district of Nevada
to make a geological study of that mining
region. This probably means the deferring of

the Oatman work until fall.

Transfer of Bureau of Mines to the Depart-
ment of Lahor has been lu-ojiosed by Secretary
Wilson and suhmitted to Congress. In addition
the Secretary <if Labor suggests that all, or a
portion, of the work being done by the follow-
ing bureaus of other departments be incorporated
in the Department of Labor: Public Health Ser-
vice. OflBce of Markets and Rural Organization,
Steamboat Inspection Service. Bureau of Naviga-
tion. Interstate Commerce Commission and the

Bourd of Mediation and Cuncllllatlon. Several
previous attempts have been made to Incorporate

the Bureau of .Mines hi the Department of Lalxu*

but each of these bus failed. That the effort Is to

h>: renewed, and this time with all the sllmulurt

that Is given legislation liy a direct recommenda-
tion by an officer of the cabinet. Is generally
recognized. Such a nufvemenl, If successful, would
make Imposslhle the conllnuance of the Bureuu'ri

cooperation with mine operators and with manu-
facturers, many here believe. Much of the
success of (he work of the Bureau of Mines has
been due to the cordial cooperation of thoHc
representing the capital employed In mining
operations. Itepresentatlves of the Bureau of

Mines, who are In constant touch with mine
ojierators, have sounded the sentiment among
operators In regard to the transfer of the

Bureau to the Department of Labor. The
consensus of opinion thus obtained Indicates
that the same measure of cooperation would
not be extended the Bureau If the change should
be made. This is not due, those reporting say,

to any hostility to the Department of Labor.
a simply Is recognized that the act establishing
the Department makes It tlrst and above all the
representative of the employees. The Secretary
of Labor describes his department as "labor's
State Department." While many employers are
under the Impression that the Department of
Lahor goes to the extent of seeking sjiedal

pririleges for organized lalwr; even if It were
[iroved to (hem tliat this was not the i*usc they
would hardly be willing to disclose their records
and secrets to a bureau of a department, the
duties of which are prescribed by law as being
"to foster, promote and develop the welfare
of the wage earners of the I'nlted States,"
especially when the organic act makes no men-
tion of any obligation to the employers of labor.

In view of the well-known .sentiment existing
among employers, efforts already are being made
by friends of the Bureau of Mines to meet any
activity on the part of the Secretary of Labor
to secure this legislation.

TORONTO—Jan. 20

New Gold Field in Powell Township, to the
northwest of Elk Lake, is attracting many pros-
pectors. The first find was made in November
hy a prospector named Davidson, free gold being
discovered in a vein reported to be very wide.
Since then discoverj' has been confirmed and
many good samples of gold have been shown.
About 75 claims have been staked and prospec-
tors are busy in Powell and the adjoining town-
ships despite unfavorable weather. A rush
is anticipated in the .spring.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT (Kennwott)—Keimecott Copper

f!ori>or;itinn's A]ask:in properties produced 111,-

.'ilse.OOU 11). of copper in liilfi ; its totiil copper
production, including Hraden's 44,071,000 11)., Wiis

1.56 207,001) lb. The Alasl<an mines in li)ir> pro-

duced .tbout fi3,000,000 lb., and Braden sri,444,-

000 lb.

ALASKA JIFA'ICAN (Treadwell) -Mill ran IS

da.vs «i/4 hr. in November, crushinK rJ.07."i tons

.vieldin(;"«l."),S7:i or .$l.:i:> per ton: operatiiii: ex-

pense, $14,709; operatini! profit, .$1104: construc-

tion $."ili98; loss, .1;4-'>ii4 ; miscellaneous income,

$;)783.

ALASKA TKEADWELL (Trcadwell) In the

:!00-stamp mill, l.'iO wcic operated in November
erushinK 25.«27 tons yieldini: $."i7.S00 or $2.2S per

ton; operatini: expense, $::l,10.'>: oiieratini; profit.

$26,4.54; eonstriletion. $17,711: net opcratiriK in-

come, $874:!; other income, $11,702: total net

profit, $20.r)06. Stock of luiiken ore decreased

14,226 tons.

AI.ASICA UNITED (TreadwelU—C'ruslied in

November in Iteadv Bullion mill 22.610 tons and
in 700-KI. Claim mill 20,o:;fl tons yielding re-

spectively $40,844 and $45,4.-..-. or $1.82 and $2.2!1

per ton. ' Ueady Bullion (.perating expenses, $40,-

82:{; operating profit, $21; eonstriletion expenses,

$28,»:i5: loss, $28,i)i:i; miscellaneous income,

.$1940 The 700-Ft. Claim operating expenses

wore $68,492; operating loss, $23.0:i6 ; eonstrile-

tion expenses, $90:i8 ; loss, $32,075; miscellaneous

income $1940.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

BLACK I'ltlNCK l.lolnisonl Has resumed after

shutdown, owing to ct.al shortage,

CALI'MUT & ARIZONA (BIsbce) High-Erade
sulphide ore reported in I'ay Day claims, 2000 ft.

southeast of .lunelion shaft.

ARKONA-DHA(;OON COl'TKR CO (I'caree)—
Has bonded five claims 10 mi. west of town.

Four hundred tons of cop|)er-sllver ore on dump
is being transported to I'earce on burros.

HELENS DOME .MIXING (Bowie)—New cor-

lioration composed of Bowie men: T. .1. (iuiUiu.
president. Will develop 18 claims. 14 mi. south
of Bowie.
BISBEE COPPER JIINING AND DEVELOP

-MENT I'Bishee)—Kefiorts encountering copper
sulphides at depth of 610 ft. in drill hole on
Pauline claim.

KLOSSIK MINl.NC CO. (.lohnson)—Controlled
by local business men : four claims owned ; shaft
down 100 ft. : one car running 8% copper and
one running \2% shipped recently. At present
7 ft. of the shaft, is in 10^, ore: contract let for

drifting on 100-lt. level. L. \V. Rader, secretary;
Asa Walker, superintendent.

Gila County
IRON CAP (Copper Hill)—Ore struck at 35 ft.

from shaft on 900 level.

VAN DYKE COPPER (Miami)—Now exploring
with largi' rotary drill.

INSPIHATIO.N (Jliami)— Stopiiig on highest
slice completed and cap allowed to cave; mill re-

centl.\ treating about 17,000 tons daily.

fIRK.VT RAY COPPER (Ray)—New organiza-
tion to develop 800 acres in vicinity of Ray
Consolidated. Superintendent, F. A. Richards.

INTERNATIONAL SMELTING (Miami)- Struc-
tural steel sliipped from Kansas City for new
addition, which will cover three waste-heat boil-

ers, one new reverberatory, and four additional
drying furnaces. (\>pper outpvit now reported to

he' 18,000,000 lb. per month.

Graham County

ARIZONA COPPER (Clitl.inl-December out-

l)Ut 2230 tons.

Mohave County

GOLD ROAD (Goldroad)— Cut 11 ft. of mill-

ing ore in northern part of pi-operty, hitherto

linprospected ; second cross<'Ut being driven.

MOSS (Oatman) Being pros|iectcd by dia-

mond drill hv Venture Corporation Ltd., of

London. First drill bole, down .".00 ft. on 60°

angh-, has cut ore: si'cond hole started.

(IXITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Opened shoot
of high-grade gold ore, assaying up to $4000 per
ton.

Maricopa County

SLOCl'M (Glendale)—Taken over by Jerome
Butte Copper Co. ; ore carries some gold and sil-

ver besides copper.

CONSTANTINOPLE (Wiekenburg)—This prop-
erty, 12 mi. south of Wiekenburg, sold to O. D.
Warnock and associates of El Paso ; ore carries

gold, silver, lead and copper.

Santa Cruz County

MOWRV (Mowrv)—William J. Mitchell, man-
ager for Standard Metals Co.. plans to reopen
old Jlowry mine soon.

BBOCKMAN & CO. (Xogales)—Erecting 100-

ton flotation mill to treat custom ores and also

ore from their El Pilar mine in Santa Cruz
Jlountalns, 28 mi. from Xogales.

MONTANA MIXES CO. (Ruby)—Machinery ar-

riving for 200-ton flotation mill; shaft being

sunk to 700-ft. point ; 15-ft. orebody opened

;

completion of road to Nogaies, now under con-

struction will reduce distance from 70 to 30 mi.

Yavapai County

Al.GONKlAN (Crown King)—High-grade gold

ore reported on lowest level.

SHANNON COPPER (Clifton)—Has leased

Yeager eopj.er mine between Jerome and Pres-

cott in Black Hills district. Unwatering to pros-

pect lower levels.

LITTLE JESSIE (CliaparaD—Plans for reduc-

tion iilant accepted; Ibrcc shifts working; will

develop to liOO-ft. level and treat old dump.

WILDFLOWER (Crown King)—Tramway being

built to new mill of Bradshaw Development Co.

at Crown King: crosses Del Pasco peak at ele-

vation of 8000 ft. ; will serve to carry ores from

the Jlontezuma, Old Reliable, Del Pascos, War-
Kagle-Gladlator, Nelson and other properties.
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CALIFORNIA

Amador County

HAKDEXUKKiJ (.lackson)—OUI workliiKS ck'ured
«t water and dei-ptninK ot shitlt atartod. \V. J.

Loring, general niaiiat:t.'i-.

CEXTHAL KUKKKA (Sutter Creek)—Shaft
I'll) ft. litlnw the ;i:ii>0 level. Body of liigh-grade
ore rvpmtrd ; extent of this ore will determine
whcthci sinking will be continued. Fred Jost.

superintendent.

CONSOLIDATED AMADOU (Suiter Creek)—
Shaft retiinbered to 1400-ft. point and installa-

tion of pump in progress. Fire wliieli was said

by early operators to have caused closiuR of mine
was apparently not of particularly serious nature ;

no charred timbers of consequence encountered
except at the 800 level. After completion of

pump installation, surface installations will be
pushed.

Butte County

UKDCE (Ou'ville)—New 5-slaiiip null in foni-

missir)n. Ore opened for i:iO ft.

Inyo County

CALIFORNIA TALC CO. (KeelerJ—Installing
20-ton mill for grinding tale ; property between
Keeler and Darwin. Kaw material will also be
shipped. J. K. Stewart, San Francisco, is presi-

dent : J. \V. K. Stewart, manager.

Nevada County

UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Contemplate
deepening shaft and prospecting lower ground.
New claims added to group. Erroll McBoyle,
manager. Reopening of the South Idaho con-
templated.

CHAMPION (Nevada City)—Ore improving as
depth is attained. Ten additional stamps now
dropping, making a total of -40. This is the only
large mine operating in the Nevada City district.

Since its purchase by the North Star Mines Co.
a large amount of money has been spent in
development and equipment. The mine promises
to be a large producer of medium-grade ore.

Placer County
DREDGING GROUND on north fork of Ameri-

can River prospected by the tUiggenlieim interests
reported satisfactory and dredge to be installed
within the year. Probable that the dredge which
has worked out its ground on middle fork of
American River will be dismantled and the ma-
ciiinery removed to this ground in the vicinity
(if Applegate, where a new steel bull will be
constructed. The dredging ground is situated
north of Auburn and extends for a long distance
up the river. H. C. Perring, who had charge
of construction of middle-fork dredge and the
recent construction on the Yuba River, will super-
intend the work.

Plumas County

COPPER MOUNTAIN-SUMMIT (Indian Falls)
—This group of 36 claims optioned to H. L.
Huston of San Francisco.

PILOT (Indian Falls)—Goodhue Bros, who pur-
chased tliis mine two months ago driving tunnel
to cut vein 300 ft. below upper workings. Re-
cently shipped 10 tons gold-copper ore on which
smeller returns were over $1200. About 50 tons
high-grade milling ore on dumji.

INTERNATIONAL SMELTING (Portola)—Haul
from Walker mine to Portola, 2ti mi., shortened
by extension of railway to Indian Valley. Com-
pany has optioned the Tutt and Green Ledge
mines.

U. S. SMELTING, REFINING AND MINING
EXPLORATION CO. (Genesee)—This Boston
company has option on Genesee, Italia. Provi-
dence, Five Bears. Calnan group. Eagle Hill
group and Cliff mines near Genesee and the
Iron Dike at Taylorsville. From 3300 ft. in
Five Bears tunnel, a 40-ft. crosscut has uncov-
ered chalcopyrite orebody ; larger compressor to
Ije installfd. Genesee to be prospected at 200
level before sinking is resumed. Gold-copper ore
opened in Calnan group and Eagle Hill mine be-
ing developed by tunnel. Air compressor in-

stalled at the Iron Dike to aid in driving tunnel.

Shasta County

DONKEY (Ingot)—Reported that tliis copper
property adjoining tlie Aftertlnpupht will be re-

opened and developed by the JLunmotli company.
Situated in the Little Cow Creek region about 10

mi. southeast of Bully Hill copper-zinc mines
and about 25 mi. northeast itf Redding. Reported
that the Afterthought will also be reopened.

Sierra County

ON SLATE CREEK, near Howland Flat, a
large restraining dam recently completed. In
spring, iiydrau licking will be done here and at
St. Louis, by Los Angeles operators.

SIKKRA MININ(; CORPORATION (Sierra City)
-^Organized liy .Tohn V. Powers to develop Sham-
rock group of 10 claims. Work begun; crew
to be augmented in spring.

SIXTREN-TO-ONE (Alkgliany) In apex suit
against Twenty -One Mining ("*>.. motion of de-
fendant to dissolve injun<-tion against mining on
disputed vein, denied and plaintilT ordered to
suspend operations and furnish bond of $:{0,000
to insure compliance.

Siskiyou County
BLUE NOSE I'l.ACEK (Sonu'sbar)—Permitted

to issue 15,000 shares each to Donald MacPher-
son, L. D. (Jracter, H. C. Nelson. 7500 shares to
Lee Harris, and 2750 shares each to Emil Franlts
and L. D. Hinds in payment for five placer
claims aggregating about 100 acres situated on
Klamath River. 25 mi. north of Somesbar.
Also permitted to sell Iit,i(!l5 shares for devel-
npment.

Tuolumne County
SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL (Cohnnbia) —Rich

gravel disclosed iti old Fox channel near the
Davis ranch, on both rims; center of channel
will be prospected.
BLACK OAK (Soulsbyville)—Diamond drilling

totaling 1800 ft. completed. Drill removed to
Dutch mine near Jamestown where exploration of
new ground will be started.

RAWHIDE NO. 2 (Jamestown) — Purchase
option secured from the Hobart estate by H. H.
Stambaugh and R. C. Steese. of Youngstown,
Ohio. It is stated that development will be
started immediately.
CHILANO (Tuttletown)—High-grade ore en-

countered on 160-ft. level : vein 12 ft. wide. Will
raise to 75-ft. level wtien new compressor is
installed. Bonded to International Mines Co.. 4
Post Office Square. Boston.

Yuba County
YUBA NO. 8 DREDGE (Hanum.nton) -W.

(.'hromas. an oiler, was caught in trilling belt at
upper end of stacker and fatally injured Jan. 17.

COLORADO
Dolores County

RICO MINING CO. (Rico)—Pro Patria tunnel
being retimbered, preparatory to opening more
(pf the mine to leasers ; several leasers now at
work. George E. Hicks, superintendent.

ARGONAUT (Rico)—Trial shipment being
prepared from strike lately made at tliis property
near southern limits of city. Bert Arms, owner.

Gunnison County
BUFFALO HEAD (Pitkin)—Another strike of

silver ore made by A. L. Pearson in this prop-
erty south of Bald Mountain.

Clear Creek County
CAPITAL (Georgetown)—Another strike of

"picture rock" in this mine has greatly stimulated
prospecting in Georgetown district.

Ouray County

VERNOX (Ironton)—Sampling of oreshoot re-
cently crosscut on 100 -ft. level showed 4 ft. of
extremely high-grade silver-copper smelting ore
and 10 to 15 ft. of good-gi-ude milling ore, some
of which may be smelted when transport condi-
tions are norraaL Shaft now 300 ft. deep ; after
crosscutting to oreshoot on this level, will be
-sunk to 500 ft.

San Miguel County
COLORADO-SUPERIOR (Telluride)—This com-

pany, owning the Black Bear mine, milled In Its

fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1916, 48,450 tons
yielding 3506 oz. of gold bullion, 1888 tons of
lead concentrate and 4660 tons of zinc concen-
trate. Net operating profit, $67,660. Operating
costs, including development and new construc-
tion, was $3,956 per ton milled. Lsaac Nevala,
superintendent.

KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY ROCK ASPHALT CO. (Asplialt)—

Over 40,000 acres in Edmonson and adjoining
counties, owned by the Bee Spring and the
Wadsworth companies, taken over by this new
company of Pittsburgh men.

MICHIGAN
Copper

ISLE ROYALE (Hougluon)—Shipping 3200
tons daily to mills. The track is laid in No. 7

shaft and tiiree new drifts are being opened
soutfiward.

QUINCY (Hancock)—Sending about 4500 tons
daily to mill from three shafts. Much ore com-
ing from below the 60th level. Mass copper,
encountered at 70th level last year, has now
been removed: was one of largest copper masses
ever found in district.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—On 1500-ft.
(bottom) level crosscut will be continued farther
to identify positively lode thought to be the
New Arcadian.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Has received eiiuipment
for eighth head for mill at Hubbell : expect it to

be in operation in from four to five weeks. Seven
stamps now in commission operating to full

capacity. When eiglith head is ready La Salle's
500 tons per day, which is now treated at the
Franklin mill, in all probability will be sent to
the Ahmeek.
CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Copper pro-

per i)roduetion from C. & H. and subsidiaries
was as follows in December (year's output given
in parantheses) : Calumet & Hecla. 6,424.053 lb.

(76.762.240) ; Ahmeek, 2,321,530 (24.142.158) ;

AUouez, 770,22;: (10.219,290); Centennial. 193,050
(2 367,400); Isle Rovale, 1,113,814 (12,412.111);
La Salle. 169.211 (1,380,352); Osceola, 1,561,830
(19.586.501) ; Superior, 254.477 (3,034.656) : Tam-
arack 582.267 {6.618.507) ; White Pine, 238.307
(4.207,449).

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

MANtJAN NO. I (Ironton)- Shaft sinking corn
pleted from 105 ft. to the 155-ft. level which will
be the main level.

FERRO (Inmton)—Hoisting 160 tons dally;
produces best grade of nianganiferous ore on the
range. Average of stockpile. 25% Fe, 0.085 P.
25.34 Mn, 17.02 SiO;.. and 117,; moisture.

Mesabi Range
FRANTZ (Buhl)—This mine, idle since 1905.

i)eing opened by M. A. Hanna Co. Shaft, being
unwatered and surface equipment being improved.
LA RUE (Nashwauk) — "Scramming" opera-

tions around pit will soon start. Improvements
in progress at washing plant; turbine being in-
stalled; 380,000 tons handled in 1916.

MACE (Hibbing)—No. 1 mine shipped in 1910
to Great Northern docks at Superior, Wis., 157.-
251 tons; to Zenith Furnace Co., Duluth, Minn,
(all rail), 6100 tons; total. 163,351 tons. No. 2
mine shipped 367.443 tons to Great Northern
docks. Oscar B. Warren, general manager.
MISSABE MOUNTAIN (Virginia) —Being

opened on large scale by Oliver Iron Mining Co.
Four steam shovels now in use, two of which are
cutting approaches. Company has purchased
three large 315-ton Bucyrus shovels ; these are
of revolving type with 87-ft, boom; one will be
at A'irginia, another at Eveleth and the third at
Hibbing. Five such shovels will operate on
the range during coming year.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

WALKER (Miami, Okla.)—Drill hole on Wright
land, north of Tar River, Okla., showed better
than 45% blende for 23 ft. and 20% for next
47 ft.

MONTREAL (Tar River, Okla.)—Broke into
underground cavern at mine at Century, Okla.,
containing chunks of galena and blende, some
weighing 5 tons.

DEFENDER (Commerce, Okla.)—Sold to Tay-
lor & Funkhouser. of Roanoke, Va. Shaft now
down to ore and mill is to be erected.

WAYLAND (Galena, Kan.)—Water line put in
from creek. Six-inch centrifugal pump used foi

110-ft. lift from creek to mill.

BERTA LEE (Joplin)—Good strike in new sJiatt
on Myrick land, on West Twentieth St. A 14-ft
face of ore opened at 110 ft. Mine near oh!
Pumpklnhead. Hand-jig plant used at present.
AURORA CONSOLIDATED (Aiirora)-Plan-

ning second shaft known as Sassafras, so as to
keep mill busy double shift.

TRENTON (Commerce. Okla.)—Struck 10-fi.
face of galena in lease, 3 mi. west of Commerce
in new territory.

PIOKEE (Quapaw. Okla.)—New 300-ton mill
almost ready to operate. A 30-ft. face of ore
proved. Owned by Church & Winger.
NIANGUA (Commerce, Okla.)—Paid $30,000

for Thomas-Sraith-Wells lease north of town. E
S. Warner, Buffalo. Mo., president.
MISSOURI MINING (Joplin)-New 150-ton mill

operating on old Frisco land, at Thoms Station.

MONTANA
Fergus County

.lUDITH .M01:NTAIN GOLD MINING (Giltedge)
—Company recently incorporated by J. L. Bruce
and others, of Butte, to develop the Mammoth
group. Controls 55 acres of patented claims and
40 acres unpatented, and a 50-ton cyanide plant.
Large low-grade gold orebody to be explored as
well as some narrow high-grade seams. About
600 ft. from old Gilt Edge mine. Mill will be
stiuted if development proves satisfactory.

Lewis and Clark County
BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—De-

cember bullion amounted to $74,395. At Plegan-
Gloster mill 5388 tons were treated, 3093 com-
ing from Shannon mine. Shannon ore averaged
$14.39 per ton and Piegan-Gloster ore $7.83.
North Moccasin properties near Kendall in Fer-
gus County, produced 2S06 tons yielding $15,728
or $5.60 per ton.

Silver Bow County
ANACONDA (Butte)—All company's Butte

mines closed on .Tan. 22 owing to coal shortage
at Wasline Reduction Works. St. Lawrence shaft
will remain closed for retimbering.

BULLWHACKER 51INING CO. (Butte)—Nego-
tiations are under way for transfer of control
of the Butte-Bullwhacker mine from East Side
I-easing Co. which iias an option at 50c. per
.share, to the leasers of the Butte-Duluth com-
pany which includes Samuel Newhouse, Jlr. Bam-
berger, Alfred Frank and other Salt Lake min-
ing men. Transfer to be made at rate of 75c,

a share. I. H. Hellbronner is president and
Patrick Wall manager of the East Side company.
Decision to transfer property rea<'hed becNiuse of

high cost of treating Bxdlwhacker ore, which is

now being shipped to Salt Lake, Tacoma and
Granby. B. C. By the transfer of control, the ore
will be treated in the Butte-Duluth plant, thus
eliminating a large percentage of the transpor-
tation costs. Old Shaft on Builwhacker is down
400 ft. ; the new shaft is 100 ft. deep. Most
of ore shipped recently was extracted from tlu
gloryholc.
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NEVADA
Esmeralda Counb

UEOIUJANIZKI) KKWANAS ((inldneld)—Dllv-
IllB west crosscut trciin liiisc. frmii 8'10-ft. level
to intersect oreshoot tluit showed about 4 ft. of
$40 ore near that level.

SPEAKIIEAD (Coldfield)—SillkhlR suspended
for lateral develojiiuent of latlte-sliale contact
from station recently cut at dei)tli iif 910 ft.

Humboldt County

ST. ANTHO.NY HUNKS CO. (Toy, via Love-
locks)—Announced that mine and 50-ton mill
will be closed for i>resent ; about 30 men were
enijiloyed at mine and mill. Other properties of
company producing.

Lincoln County
CKOOM (Indian Springs, via Las Vecas)--

Producing GO tt)ns per week of high-grade lead-
silver ore; hauled by tractors and trucks about
50 mi. to Indian Springs station.

UVADA COPPER (Pioehe)—Shipping about
30 cars of ore per month. Stated that examina-
tion is under way with view to purchase by Salt
Lake City men.

Lyon County

BLUESTOXE (Slason)—lias begun shipments
to Mason Valley Mines Co. smeltery at Thomiison.
NEVADA-DOrOLAS (Ludwig)—Over 300 men

now employed by this comiiany.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PKODUCTION for week ended

.Ian. 13 was 9396 tons valued at $169,985, com-
pared with 7461 tons for week previous. Pro-
ducers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3003 tons; Tono-
pah Extension, 23.S0 ; Tonopah Mining, 1650 ; Jim
Butler. 1050: West End, 885; Halifax, 211:
Rescue-Eula, 192 ; miscellaneous, 26 tons.

NORTH STAR (Tonopah)—On 1050-ft. level
in northerly crosscut off main east crosscut,
management reports cutting 2-ft. vein of milling
ore.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Report fo,

quarter ended Nov. 30 shows receipts from bid-
lion, etc., to be $641,591 ; operating expenses,
$342,216; miscellaneous income, $8964; net in-
come. $308,340.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah) — Addi-
tional pumps placed for unwaterlng of Victor
shaft below 1540-ft. level. Shaft flooded to this
level as a result of the interruption to electric-
power service during Christmas week.

,IIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—For year ended Sept.
30, 1916; total production was $919,604 from
46,489 dry tons or $19.78 per ton ; total net
realization was $359,386.82 or $7.73 per ton.
There was 10,428 ft. of development done at
$7.58 per ft. At end of period : ore reserves were
19,158 tons; cash in bank. $267,724; silver stored,
194,991 oz.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Has secured
extension of option on Jlizpah Extension and
will continue development as during last two
years. For quarter ended Nov. 30, net realiza-
tion, $399,463 : operating expenses, $220,346 ; net
earnings, $179,117, and miscellaneous income,
$142,455; exploration expense, $13,113; net in-
come for quarter, $308,459. Quick assets, $1,593,-
812. including silver bullion stored, $430,011.

Storey County
OPHIR (Virginia)—South drift 2700 level ad-

vanced to 91-tt. point ; face in quartz and por-
phyry.

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 80 cars of ore from
stope on 350 level, averaging $8,90.

COMBINATION SHAFT (Virginia)—Headframe
completed ; electrical connections being made

;

compressor being rei)aired.

CONFIDENCE-rHALLENGE-IMPERLiL (Vir-
ginia)—East crosscut in porphyry. West cross-
cut to be started soon.

JACKET (Gold Hill)—Two shifts working at
tunnel, cleaning out and making repairs ; 21 cars
ore saved; cyanide i)lant in operation; bar of
bullion shipped.

White Pine County
NEVADA CONSOLIDATKK (McGllI)—Reduc-

tion capacity now aljoot 12.000 tons but is tem-
porarily much reduced owing to coal shortage.

NEW MEXICO

Grant County

CARLISLE (Steci)lerock)- New Ilardinge 6x32
ball mill received. Ore is crushed to 1% in.

;

fed to Hardinge mill ; passed to spitzkasten, from
wlilch slimes go to flotation machines, sands
drojjping to Wilfley tables.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Black Hills District

CUSTER PEAK (Nallant)-,-Shaft is 300 ft.

deep. Crosscut will be driven 350 ft. to catch
vein.

NEVi' PURITAN (Deadwood)—Development con-
tinues, with satisfactory showings. Ore is being
blocked out, and it is probable mill will be put
In oiieration in spring,

DEADWOOD - HEIDELHEKG (Deadwood) —
Crosscut being extended to surface for ventilation

and to give easy means of delivery of ore from
new vein. Shipments to Golden Reward mlU are
lilanned as soon as connection is made and bins
Installed.

MINNESOTA (Maltland)—Development for pur-
po.se of locating downward extension of Unlon-
vllle outcrop. Is under wav. Crosscuts being
driven easterly and westerly from adit tunnel.

UTAH
Beaver County

LEONORA (Mllford)—Two feet of ore, carry-
ing copper, lead, and sliver, recently opened.
A. C. Nebeker, superintendent.

PALO.MA (Milford)—Carbonate lead-silver ore
on 700 level has widened from 1 to 5 ft. In
thickness.

CREOLE (Milford)—Coppcr-sllver-gold ore re-
l>orte(t to have been opened in 12 places on this
property. Eighteen teams hauling. About 20
miners working.

BEAVER COPPER (Milford)—Crosscutting be-
ing done on 200-ft. level for oreshoot developed
on level above. Expected to reach the vein In
about 30 ft. L. Mcrriman, superintendent of the
Yankee at Tintic, manager.
PALOMA (Milford)—Three feet of galena ore

i-ut on 600-ft. level. Two feet of copper ore
opened on 700. Inclined shaft being sunk ; should
reach 800-ft. point by end of January. C. J.
(iratf, superintendent.

MONITOR (Milford)—About 20 cars or 900
tons of ore shipped since Nov. 10. Property
adjoins Moscow on southeast. Recently leased
to r. Kimball and A, F. .McCulley. Ore from
stope near tunnel level carries gold, sliver and
lead. Owned by E. H. AltholT

Iron County

ARROWHEAD (Luiull Mines Development Co.
has made another shipment of lead-silver ore
from this property.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Jan. 12

amounted to 210 cars, 23 properties shipping.

LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Control re-
cently acquired by Knight interests.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Operations cur-
tailed owing to recent accident to hoisting equip-
ment.

COLORADO (Silver City)—Shaft being sunk
under contract nearing 1700-ft. level. Good
progress being made. To be carried to greater
depth before prospecting is undertaken.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—Operations resumed
Jan. 4 after shutdown of about a week. Trouble
caused by freezing of air line from the Grand
Central, which furnishes power to Gold Chain.

GEMINI (Eureka)—Arrangements ntade to
increase shipments from 2000 tons to 3000 tons
per month. Output for 1916 approximately 25.-
000 tons. High-grade silver-lead ore opened to
and below water level, in a number of places
on 1800.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—Mill resumed
operation Jan. 7. after shutdown caused by
failure to obtain regular shipments of salt.
Some inconvenience owing to frozen ores.

DRAGON CONSOLID.\TED (Silver City)—
Shaft in nortlieru end of property down 400 ft.

below tunnel level, corresponding to 900 in Iron
Blossom ; will be continued another 100 ft. be-
fore starting development. Best ore comes from
northern end, and is extending to greater depth.

EUREKA MINES (Eureka)—Development being
done by company from 900 and 1300 levels of
Gemini, to cut several ore-bearing fissures pro-
ductive in latter property. Owns 47 acres of
patented ground adjoining Gemini, Eureka Hill,
Eagle & Blue Bell, and Chief Consohdated. W.
E. Wallace, president; Jackson McChrystal,
manager.

Salt Lake County
ALBION (Altai—Two faces of ore opened

by lessees working in Quincy tunnel. These
are on the Kate Hayes and Connor Assures.

SOUTH HECLA (Altai—Ten cars of ore
shipped week ended Jan. 14. Many teams haul-
ing. Roads in good condition "for bobsleds.
Altogether 35 to 40 outflts hauling from camp.
SILVE« SHIELD (Bingham)—Two feet of

galena ore opened in drift near main stope

;

25 mine cars extracted. Shipment of gold-
silver-copper ore made by Bassett lease.

UTAH CONSOLIDATED (Bingham)—Working
forces reduced on account of difficulty in secur-
ing coal and coke. Some curtailment in
development. Mining being carried on.

Summit County
PARK CITY SIIIJ'.MENTS lor iveek ended Jan.

12 amounted to 3.527,670 lb., by seven shippers.
NAILDRIVKR (Park City)- Fifty-ton shipment

made week ended Jan. 12 by J. D. Fislier, lessee.
Ore sliowing continues good.

CALIFORNIA COMSTOCK (Park City)—Lesees
carrying on develcqiment and mining at this
property in Thaynes Canon.

IOWA COPPER (Park City)—Road broken to
Ibis pro|)erly near Scott Hill, and 100 tons of

ore being liaulcd. Cumpressur, motor, and otie r
machinery shipped, and will be hauled to nroner-
ly at once.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Hetlmbering of shaft
piogrcsslng and will soon be completed as far
as 1100 level. Lessees mining and marketlnn ore
Ironi below 600.

Utah County
NEW RAILWAY INTO DEEP ( UEKK Is witbn

5 ml. of Goodwin, the proposed terminus, and Is
expected to be completed by Feb. 1.

BL'FFALO CONSOLIDATED (Opiiir)—Ore re-
cently oiiened varies from a few Inches to 2 ft.,
and runs well in silver, lead, and gold; 100
tons accumulated awaiting shipments. Property
on Lion urn. A. \\, McClelland, manager.
WESTERN UTAH COPPER (Gold HUD—

Further ore being blocked out at this .property.
New (Tosscut in ore of shipping grade for 76
ft. Expected to start shipments over new
railroad about Feb. I. Duncan MacVlchle,
general manager.

COPPEROPOLIS (Gold HUD—Shipments to be
started from this property on completion of
railroad. Ore being mined and .stored cm dump
Recently high-grade copper ore drifted on In
vein for 28 ft. Owned by Dunyon and Bam-
berger interests.

POLE STAR COPPER (Gold Hill)—First ship-
ment of ore over new Deep Creek railway made
from this property. Ore hauled 15 mi by
auto-truck to siding at Erlckson's Ranch. Ship-
ments to be continued. Pole Star claims, located
by P. A. Hudson 25 years ago, recently ac(iulrcd
by Pittsburgh Interests. I'p to 6 ft. of partly
oxidized ore carrying limonite and chalcopyrlt'c
opened. Ten men working; hoist and other
equipment ordered.

CANADA
Ontario

ADANAC (Cobalt)—Crosscutting started at
400-ft. level; expect to cut three veins within
loO ft.

LA BELLE KIRKLAXD (Kirkland Lake)—
Main vein cut by drilling at depth of approxi-
mately 650 ft. Two parallel veins encountered.
KNAPP. HENDRICKSON & MORTONSON

(Tashota)—Have shaft down 20 ft. on 8-ft vein
free gold visible.

ASSOCIATED GOLDFIELDS (Larder Lake)—
Nine carloads machinery and supplies have for-
warded to this property.

PITTSBURGH LORRAINE (South Lorraine)—
Aein. carrying some high-grade, developed on
300-ft. level.

DAVIDSON (Porcupine)—It is stated that
main vein on 300-ft. level has widened to 97 ft.,
being the largest in the camp at depth, excepting
the Dome.

PORCUPINE PREMIER (Porcupine)—Has in-
stalled two 60-hp. boilers and six-drill compressor
Shaft. 100 ft. deep, will be continued to the 300-
tt. level.

HURD CLAIMS (Kirkland Lake)—Being devel-
oped by La Rose Consolidated of Cobalt. Main
vein widening at a depth of 25 ft. A second
vein discovered 40 ft. from main vein.

TASH ORN MINING (Tashota)—Down 80 ft
with 9xl2-ft. shaft ; vein showing free gold has
widened to "H ft. Compressor and steam hoist
installed: working 75 men; 40 claims under
option. M. Casselburg, Baltimore Md., president.

Yukon Territory

CANADIAN KLO.XDYKE MINING CO. (Daw-
son)—Two of the 17.2-cu.ft. dredges, Nos. 2 and
4, are still operating despite temperatures rang-
ing down to 60° below zero. Gold won in 1916
amounted to about 50,000 oz ; the 714-cu.ft.
No. I dredge, operating on Hunker Creek, about
25 mi. from Dawson, dug about 4000 cu.vd. daily ;

the three large dredges, having a capacity of
about 12.000 cu.yd.. were digging on the "Bovle
Concession" in the Klondike Valley, between
Dawson and the mouth of Hunker Vailev. Work
was begun in 1916 on the reservoir dam and
ditch to supplement the storage for the Canadian
Klondyke Power Co.'s plant on North Fork of
Klondike River ; will be completed this year. J.
\V. Boyle, general manager.

SOUTH AFRICA
MODDERFONTEI.V B. GOLD MINES, LTD.

(Box 1145, Johannesburg, Transvaal)—Directors
voted to increase milling capacity to 60.000 tons
monthly. Original plant, built in 1911. contained
SO stamps, Ave tube mills and cyanide adjunct;
capacity, 36,000 tons monthly. Capacity in-
creased in 1914 and 1915 to 45.000 tons by
addition of 16 Nissen stamps and another tube
mill.

JOHANNESBURG CONSOLIDATED INVEST-
MENT CO. (Johannesburg, Transvaal)—Provi-
sional agreement entered into for purchase of Sir
.loseph B. Robinson's holdings in the Randfon-
tein Central, Randfonteln Estates and Langiaagte
Estate properties. The annual output of the
Barnato or "Johnnies" group will then total
9.000.000 oz.. and according to the "Financial
Times" the profits, estimated at over $14,500,000.
will be larger than those of any other single
group on the Rand.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STEKLING
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Fluorspar, iiu'tiillurulnil. jaT Inn, $2S.

Magnesite, i-.uv. ]iit Urn, $25. Ciilcliu'il, rici'

ton, $«.';.

Tantalite. cuiiniiilci'd u-,% 'J'liiO;,, ]iei- iinll, $l.'i.

Monazite Siind, mill. ii% ThO^,, per IIi. c)r tlin-

rium o.vlilt', $1,911.

STOCK OIIOT.\TIONK

Rutile. 21-mesh
per ton, $05,

I'litnitfs, mill. 95',;, TiOj,

llmenite, min. .'i(i'.<, TH)~. irt Idii, $22.5ii.

Carnotite. 2% li;iOs, jht tun. $130.

sn';;.Zirkite, mctallurpiciU ^rade
tmi. $1211,

nd nnii alCerium-Iron Alloy licntatui is ^nnd
$28 pcT II..

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Jan. 24

January lias dovcluped no siuns of a i-hanKC
to easier eonditions in tlie steel trade, says "Iron
Age." After ail tl'e jieaee moves, it is apparent
that American steel manufacturers will be beset
ftir montlls witil more business, export and domes-
tic, tlKui the.v can llandle. Tile past wecii has
empliasized the tiKhteninp of tlie situation.

Predictions lately made of a lessened export
movement in 1917 are to be talicn in tlie iiglit

of larger expectations of an exiiandinp domestii*
dem.ind which the mills cannot put asidi',

Pittsburgh—Jan. 23

Last week's steel shipments of the Carnegie
Steel Co, were 15% less than those of tlie preced-
ing week, which showed close to a normal ton-
nage, A few mills in tlie Pittsburgll and valley
districts had an even greater curtailment. The
chief and growing difficulty is tlie inability of
the railroads to remove cars once tlie,v are loaded,
scarcity of empties being no longer the greatest
obstacle to a free movement. The view is con-
tirmed that tiie shortage is one of motive power,
and little hope of relief is entertained with
respect to the Interstate Commerce Commission's
efforts to develop (luicker return of empty cars.

Steel production has been curtailed soinewllat
liy natural-gas shortage, and this week a flood
in the Jlonongahela Kiver has closed the Edgar
Thomson works, together with a few smaller
plants. More serious curtailment in production
is threatened frcmi the inabilit.v to ship steel.

There is no material change in the steel market.
Kxcept in the case of sliipbuilding material buyers
are indisposed to consider the late deliveries,
beyond six or eight months. There is insistent
demand for earlier deliveries but the mills can-
not meet it. and steel promises to be scarcer a
montit or two hence than it has been thus far.
Many manufacturing consumers are now at the
point where they must curtail tlieir operations
if they do not secure better deliveries. Tliere is

no indication that there are stocks of steel in the
hands of buyers.

Pig Iron—The ('onnellsviUe coke region seems
1o be sliipping oiili; about 7,5% as miu'h coke as
leiiuired by the blast furnaces dependent on it.

Of the Carnegie Steel Co.'s 59 blast furnaces 12
are inactive, half of these being out of blast and
the other half banked. The National Tube Co.
lias two Lorain furnaces banked. Among inde-
liendents there are several furnaces banked, but
not as great a proportion as in tlie case of tlie

Steel Corporation, whii'h hanks some furnaces and
"lierates others at full capacit.v. Most of the
independent stacks are slowed down. It is sur-
prising tiiat a greater scarcity of pig iron has not
developed. The steel mills are drawing upon re-
serves of scrap and pig iron. Foundries are more
.ictively inijuiring for small lots of prompt foun-
dry and malleable iron, and paying premiums up
to $2 or $3 a ton for ,small prompt lots. There
continues to be a he.ivy export demand for
bessemcr iron but greater difficulty is experi-
enced in securing bottoms. It is possible bes-
semcr is not as strong as it was and of course
the abnormal spread of $,5 between bessemer
and basic, although it has obtained for more than
two months, cannot continue indefinitely. We
uuotc: Hessemer, $:!5 : basic, $3nif(31; foundry
and malleable. $:;9if/3:l: forge. $29* 30, f.ob,
valley furnaces, 95c, higher delivered TMttsburgli,

Steel—Sales of billets and sheet bars, even in
small lots, arc now extremely rare and there is
less ,Hteel to he found Ihan at any previous time.
We quote the market nominally at $60T/ «,'i. with
rods about $75 and forging billets about $80.

Coke

Connellsville—Furnace coke for spot shipment
sold at the beginning of last week at $8 and
at the close at $9.50. with $10 reported paid in
one Instance. This week the market is about $9
and is not active. The market di-mand is not in
proportion to the ,shortage as consumers feel that
to pay fancy pri<-es is simply to put the market
still higher without Increasing the supply. A
contract for shipment over the next 90 da.vs has
gone through at $8.25. Shipments appear to be
about 7,'!% of reiiuirements. There are now
consiflerable stocks of coke in the region.

N, Y,EXCH,t Jan. 23

,S'ro<;K Ol'OTATIONS—ContloU'.d
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Anaconda
IiatoplliLs Mln.
Helliiehem Steel
MeMilelicni Slcel. |if.

Huttfl * Superior
Chile Cop
chino
<'olo.KiicI A- Inni .
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Dome Mines,
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Inspiration Con
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Kemiei'ott ,

.

Lackawanna Steel.
Miami Coiiper . . ,

Nat 'I Lead. com,,.
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Xev. Ciinsiil
iiiilarlo Mln
Uiiickslt\er
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liuffalo Mines. . ,

.

Huttc & N, Y
Hutte C. & Z
Caledonia
Can. Cop, Corpn.

.

Cashboy
Cerro de Posco. . .

,

Con. .Ariz, Sm. , . ,

Con. Coppermlnes,
<'on. Nev.-Utali, .

Crystal Cop
i-'irst Nat, Cop. , .

,

Florence
Goldfleld Con...
Goldfleld Merger.
Granite
Hecla Mln
Howe Sound. . . .

,lernme Verde.

.

Joplin Ore & Spel,
Kerr Lake
Magma
"Majestic
McKinley-Dar-Sa
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills
N. Y. & Hond. .

.

Nipissing Mines. .

.

Oro
Ray Hercules. . ,

,

Rochester Mines,

.

St. .Joseph Lead, ,

,

Standard S, L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribullion
Troy .\rizona
I'niled Verde E.\t.

.

I'niled Zinc
White Knob, pf, , , .

White o.<iks
Yukon Gold

U
i;

11
,57
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.06
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3i
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.62
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.40
8
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SAX FRAN.* Jan. 23

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
(Challenge Con

, , ,

Confidence
<'on. Virginia. , ,

,

Gould & Curry..

.

Hale & Norcross. .

,Iacket-Cr, Pt
Mexican
Occidental , . ,

ophlr
Overman
Savaee
seg Belcher
sierra Nevada. . . .

Colon Con
Utah Con
Belmont
.Mm Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonnpah. . .

North Star
Rescue ICula
W'eat End Con. . ,

,

Atlanta
Booth
( :omb. Frac
D'llcld B.B
n'neUi Daisy
Florence
Jnmlm Kxtenslon..
Kcwanus
Round Mountain ,

silver Pick
Argo
.\rlz. Central
BlB Jim
Lazy Boy
.•Mellle

Tom Rccd
Cnltod Eastern,
United Western. .

.02

.17

.05

.02
,25
.04
.10
.07
.02
.07
.03
,07
.65
.14
.03
.07
.03
,18
.40
.01

4.40
.74
.08
.'20

.19

.17

.29

.67

.14

.08

.05

.04

.04

.21

.31
,18
39
.24
.06
.10

1.25
.06
,27

1,87!
4.,50
02

Arlventuro.

.

Allllleek
Alk'oniall
Alloiiez
Ariz, Com., ctfs
Bonanza.
Untie- Ballaklnva
CalunieL A Ariz
Calumet A Hi-i-lu .

Centennial,
Copper Rangi-
Daly West. , .

.

East Butte
I'Yanklln
f ;raiit)v
TIaiiio.k
Iledlev
Helveila,,,
Indiana.
Island C'r'k, com,

,

Isle Hii.valc
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle
Mason Valley
Mas,s
Mayllower
Michigan
Mohawk
,\'cw Arcadian. . , ,

New Idrla
North Butte
North Lake .

Ojibwav
Old Colony
)ld Dominion. . .

.

O.sceola. , , ,

(iulncy
St. Mary's M, L, ,

Santa Fe
Shamion
Shattuck-Arli
So, I,ake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Boat, .,

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne.
U, S, Smelting
V. S, Smelt'g, pf . ,

,

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
W'yandot

3
1021

I,"

35
,

1

84
555
22
651
2j
I4i
8j

H5
19

t24
,50

2)
68 j

33 i

lli

^',

'II'
21

84
5

13',

211
2
2
2!

63 i
86
89
85

l\
26
5

,31
15
6'.

54

I'
63 j

51!
2!
18
6i

n
47}
U
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.\laska Mines Corp
Bingham Mines, , .

.

Boston Elv
Boston & "Mont.
Bntte& Lon'nDcv,
Calaveras
Calumet-CorblQ.

,

.

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve... .

Davis-Daly. ..

Eagle & Blue Bell . ,

Houghton Copper,
,

Iron Cap Cop,, pf.

,

Mexican Metals. ...
Mines of America. .

Mojave Tungsten.

.

Nat. Zinc* Lead. .

Nevada-Douglas. . .

New Baltic
New Cornelia
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Pacific Mines
Rex Cons. . . .

Rilla

lA
7i

.50

.75

.25
4;

.01
IH

.30

.43

.35
15
11

IS
i;

.75
35
.45
,05

SALT LAKE*

Big Four
Black Jack
CardlH
Colorado Alining,

.

Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Emiiire Copper
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . ,

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs,. ,

Silver-King Coal'n.
Silver King Con,

,

Sioux Con
So. Hecla
Uncle Sam
Wilbert
Y'ankee

07
6.25
.17
,04

8.50
2.12!
1.70
.15
52

1.25
06
.10!
01

1.27!
,04

3.15
4.15
.13

1.30
.04
.US
.!6"

TORONTO* Jan. 23

Uailcv
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Operating Conditions in the San Juan
Country, Colorado

By L. Hall Goodwin*

!>l'X<)PSf,S—The "San Juan Cuuntri/," at cle-

vafionx from 12,000 to H.OOO ft., iiresentiy

difficult mining conditions. There are xereral

targe and famous [/roducers, but the teaxiug

system is much in vogue and smati operators are

numerous. Immense lava ftows mark the district.

Veins are all of the open-fissure tijpe. Total

mineral production of the San Juan more than

$:>nn,ooo,ooo.

The rather picturesque term 'San .luaii Countrv" (ir

simply "San Juan" is somewhat loosely ajiplied to a lariie

together with an uncertain extent of plains country on

all sides. Within this area are several mining districts

and many operations that are of peculiar interest to the

mining- profession because of the particularly severe

external conditions which have to be met and overcome.

When tiiis feature is combined with the natural pictures-

(jueness of the mining camps, situated as they are among
lofty and extremely rugged mountains which generally

rise to heights of 2500 to 5000 ft. above the valley floors

and to total elevations of 14,000 ft. and more above

sea level, the region becomes one of the most interesting

in the TTnited States. It is essentially a region of many
small mines which present a variety of metals and ores

GENERAL VIEW OP THE TOMHOY GOLD MINES CO., LTD.. TELLURIDE. COLO.

region in Houlhwestern Colorado embracing the range and a corres]U)nding variety in mining and metallurgical

of mountains Unown liy that name, roughly an area of ])rol)leiiis. Although it claims such large and famous
S(i mi. east aii<l west by 25 to 40 mi. north and south, producers as the Camp Bird. Tomboy, Smuggler-Union,

~^are of virBiaia Sn.cUinB Co.. West Norfolk, Va. Liberty Bell, Silver Lake and others, a considerable
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]ii'n|iorlioii of the in'oiluitioii of llic wlinlc dislrict conies

from a large nuiiiljcr of coinparativelv small mines. In

1913, for instance, a .yield of over $;.r)On.()()ll came from

a total of 142 proclucers,* so il is ap|iaiviit that the

small operator has more of a field here than in most of

our mining districts, and the leasing system is much

in vogue.

The main features of the geology of this region are

simple. The entire surface was invaded liy immense flows

of lavas, mostly andesites and rhyolites, as a result of

intensively active dynamic disturbances in three great

epochs of the early Tertiary. A great amount of volcania

material was poured out which covers an area of at least

15,000 sq.mi., and reaches a thickness of .several thousand

feet. From the central portion of this the massive San

Juan Mountains have been cut. l^ater in the same

geologic period Assuring took ])lace, which was partic-

ularly intense near the sources of the earlier vulcanism,

hut it is thought that this fracturing was largely

dependent upon slow-working gravitative forces within

the mass rather than upon violent disturbance by further

tectonic action. Before the close of the Tertiary the

mineralization of the region was probably complete, and

the dissection of the great plateau of lava by erosion

had probably already largely determined the outlines of

the present topography.

Peksistent Fissure Veins

Several types of ore deposits have been worked, but

by far the most common is that of filled fissures

which as a rule were not planes of mo\i'ment, or if they

were faults, the throw was always moderate. ' No general

direction may be given to the Assuring as a whole, but

when individual fractures are considered, they are re-

markable for their continuity in direction and strength

for long distances. The Snniggler vein has been worked

for a length of more than two miles, and many non-

mineralized fissures may be traced for much longer

distances. The ores mined vary widely in the different

districts: From the mines near Silverton the production

has been mostly from silver-lead ores, but the low price

of silver prior to the war caused the production to

become more diversified, and it is now largely gold with

considerable lead, silver, copper and zinc; in the San

Miguel district, as well as in the mines about Ouray,

the greater part of the production has always been gold,

but considerable quantities of the other metals enumer-

ated have also been mined.

No prospecting was done in this region before the

70's, but in the following decade exploration was active

and most of the extensive valuable lodes since worked

were discovered and opened. The output was at first

restricted entirely to high-grade ores which would stand

the expense of animal haulage, and as the nearest

smelteries were almost 500 mi. away, ores worth less

than $100 per ton could seldom be worked at a profit.

With the advent of the railroad, mining of lower-grade

ores became active. Narrow-gage branch lines of the

Denver & Rio Grande reached Silverton in 1882 and

Telluride in 1890, and in the latter year the concentra-

tion of low-grade ores, which had not been attempted

previously, was begun at the Silver Lake and the Sunny-

'"Mineral Resources of the United Statt-s," U. S. Geological
Survey,

side mines. In these early days the high-grade ores and

concentrates had to bt' shipped to Denver or i'ueblo and

freight rates wei'e high—about -$10 i)er ton at first

—

hut later the smeltery at Durango and other local

reduction works obviated much of this extra expense.

The value of the production from this region cannot

be accurately estimated, as no records were kept for

jnany years. The authors of the respective United Statf;s

Geological Survey folios covering the Silverton, Telluride

and Rico quadrangles state the following as minimum
estimates: In the Silvert^)n district the production had

been $35,000,0(10 up to 1900, at Telluride it had been

$25,000,000 up to 1.S97, and at Rico $10,000,000 up
to 1903. The production of the various counties con-

tributing to the San Juan region for the years 1904 to

1914 inclusive was well over $90,000,0(10, so that the total

production of the various districts to date must be ovi^r

$200,000,000 if allowance be made for the gap in the

years previous to 1904 and for the production in the out-

lying districts in all years prior to that date, as the

early output of the Ouray mines must have been large.

DiFi'K Ti.T Opi;u.\ting Conditions

Many factors combine to make operating conditions

difficult, the most potent of them being the extreme

altitude and the steep slopes. The outcrops of many of

the mines are above an altitude of 12,000 ft.; the rarity

of the atmosphere makes manual labor difficult and in-

efficient, while the steep slopes render the use of ordinary

means of haulage of ores and .supplies expensive and

necessitate the use of aerial tramways wherever natural

conditions permit and the operation is large enough to

stand the initial cost.

During the short summer season the climatic condi-

tions are excellent, but the winters are long and severe

and the snowfall heavy. The severity of the winters

would be a minor factor if it were not for the extreme

abruptness of the slopes which, with even a comparatively

light snowfall, causes a great deal of trouble from .snow-

slides. It is always difficult and often impossible to

place mine buildings where they will be out of danger

from this sotirce, and the destruction of tramway towers

and other structures is a constant occurrence. It is

common for such large mines as the Liberty Bell and

the Camp Bird to have to shut down for several months

to allow reconstruction of btiildings destroyed by slides,

and with the smaller mines, especially those in the

development stage, accidents of this kind are even more

frequent. It is common practice to protect exposed

tramway towers with huge barricades of logs anchored

in place by boulders, the object being to split the slide

into two streams which will pass on either side.

Any discussion of the mining costs obtained in this

district, unless made by a man of extensive operating

experience in this or similar regions, or else by one who
has had access to such data as only these operators would

possess, will be very incomplete and unsatisfactory. It is

true that most of the larger companies render excellent

reports to their stockholders, so that a study of the cost of

these larger operations may easily be made. Such costs of

going mines are interesting and instructive if properly

presented, but are of comparatively little service to the

examining engineer or to the operator who is dealing

with the i)roblem of working a partly developed property

;

sizing up such a proposition in this district calls for
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miicli more knowledjje and care tliaii in lliosc districts

whore eoiiditidiis are less variable and severe.

The princi])al factors whicli make the average niinin,?

cost in this region higher than in most others are the

effect of the altitnde in decreasing tiie efFicieney of work-

men, and the transportation problem. Thus, altliough

the price of labor per unit of time is not higher than

in many other districts, the price per unit of work

accomplished is conspicuously high. The transportation

problem is serious in practically all cases, but makes

itself especially prominent in the early stages of mining.

The installation of a tramway to serve a mine of ])roved

value is not a serious problem, as the original cost may
be closely estimated in advance and the cost of operation

forms only an inconsiderable item in the total costs. In

the case of prospects or of mines where a tram is not

warranted, this item of transportation has decided the

fate of many deposits; a good illustration of how im-

portant this factor may become in such cases is furnished

by the cost of the wagon road from Telluride to Savage

case, it would i)e instructive to know just what proper-

lion of this (>xtravaga]ice is due to its London directorate,

or as a com[)lenientary fact, just what jjroportion may be

ascribed to local Factors such as the high grade of ore and
the exceptionally difficult operating conditions. When
the mine was examined in 1900 for the London syndicate

which was trading with the owner, Thomas F. Walsh, it

was found- that $2,.53o,000 worth of ore had been ex-

tracted at an average cost of $6.50 per ton; the a.^sureil

ore remaining was estimated at $6,000,000, and it was

antici]iated that costs could be reduced to $.5.25 per ton

i)y emjjloying inipro\ed cf|uipment. These estimates have

been more than fulfilled as to tonnage and -grade, but

the costs have been $10 ])er ton, and apparently the

excess over the estimates was entirely due to the extra

expense incurred as a result of operating the mine from
London as compared with the performance of the thrifty

local management upon which the opinion was based.

The actual figures as reported to the Camp Bird

stockholders show that from the beginning of operations

TWO VIEWS IN THE RUGGED SAN JUAN COUNTRY
On the left the tramway terminal at the Liberty Bell and on the right a general view of the Smuggler Union, both

at Telluride

Basin, which is 1 mi. long and was built by the county

at a cost of about $50,000. The frequency of snowslides

is another factor imposing risks, and in this district

the mine that does not have a certain amount of recon-

struction to do every year is rare. This is often of more

importance in causing loss by curtailing or stopping

operations than in the cost of replacing the destroyed

equipment, as the latter may be only a tramway tower or

other structure which is comparatively inexpensive to re-

build, but weeks may be consumed in this operation,

during which time the whole mine has to be idle.

The operating costs obtained at the larger mines in

this district have been ably discussed by J. K. Finlay

in his treatise on mining (;osts, and records for several

of the mines during recent years are given by Skinner

and Plate in their handbook on the subjec't. A factor

that is generally admitted as having a pronounced in-

fluence on operating costs is the fact that some of the

companies are owned by English capital and the broad

features in the policies of mine development and ojiora-

tion, as well as the general administration of the work,

are directed from London. The famous Camp Bird

mine, for instance, is generally thought to have been

extravajjantlv managed, but granting llial such is the

m 1!»();5 to the end of the fi.scal year in 1915 there had

iieen mined a total of 759,129 tons of an average re-

covered value of $27.86 per ton at an average cost of

$10.41 per ton. To compare with this is the performance

of the Liberty Bell mine, which is managed by an

American company, extending over a similar period of

years, namely from 1S99 to 1913, during which period

there was mined 1,397,168 tons of ore of an average

recovered value of $6.96 per ton at an average cost of

$5.17 per ton. It is interesting to note that this figure

of cost is practically the same as that estimated for Camp
Bird and so far this analysis certainly warrants the belief

that the London management has been an expensive

luxury for the latter mine.

However, the results obtained at the Tomlxiy

mine, which, like the Camp Bird, is managed from

London, and a comparison with those of the Liberty

Bell lead to a negative conclusion and indicate that

in this case the London management has at least secured

as good results as the local. The Tomboy from the

beginning of operations in 1899 to 1915 had treated

1,612,215 tons of ore of an average recovered value of

^Transactions of the International Engineering Congress,
1915; "Mining Engineering," p. 76.
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$S.IO per Ion at an avcraso cost of $5.01 per ton, .so

that it hail actually secured a sli,^;l)tly lower cost than

the local management of the Jjiherty Bell on a grade

of ore averaging over $1 per ton higher; this latter factor

becomes more significant when it is considered that the

average profit obtained at the Tomboy was $3.39 per ton,

while'that of the Liberty Bell was only $1.82. External

conditions at the two properties are prol)al)ly aijoiit the

same in sjiitc of the fact that the Liberty Bell has a

tramway, while the Tomboy mill is near the mine plant;

but this comparison is probably somewhat unfair to the

Liberty Bell, because its ore is not as favorable metal-

Inrgically as that of the Tomboy.

Ferrocerium and Other Pyrophoric

Alloys*

The earliest methods of producing fire, as has been

shown by archaeological research, were those employed in

the Stone Age by the rapid attrition or striking of one

piece of flint against another. Later on, the native di-

snlphide of iron was found to produce copious sparks on

being .struck with a harder substance. Hence it was

named pyrite or fire stone. Subsequently the tinder-bos

came into use. The production of fire by means of flint

and steel is due to the combustion of the small particles

which are torn from both the steel and flint. The.se

particles become incandescent, owing to the heat devel-

oped by the blow and friction.

About the year 1903 Welsbach discovered that certain

alloys of the rare earths, when filed, gave ofi' showers of

bright sparks which wonld readily ignite inflammable

gases. It was subsequently found that the best results

were seciired when employing an alloy carrying about

65% iron. The same action takes place with these alloys

as with the flint and steel, except that a spark is pro-

duced much easier than with the primitive tinder-bos.

The mixture of certain earth metals, often called misch

metal, consists mainly of the elements cerium, lanthanum,

didymium, neodymium, praseodymium and samarium.

All these metals are white to light yellow in color and not

readily oxidized in the air. The commercial misch

metal which has appeared in the market varies in char-

acter according to the man^ifacture. For example, the

misch metal produced by one large Gemian chemical

manufacturer is quite soft, whereas that produced by

another manufacturer iising electric reduction is quite

hard and often verj' brittle. The brittleness in most

cases is caused by the presence of silicon as an impurity,

which comes from the crucible in which the alloy is pro-

duced. Welsbach patented his di.scovery and for a time

monopolized the market. Subsequently the German
courts limited the operation of the patent and at one

time threatened to annul it entirely.

The price of ferrocerium alloys when first produced

was about $(iO ])er kg. Later this was reduced to $12 per

kg. and in 1913 to about $4.60 per kg. The present re-

turn to the old price is, of course, due to abnormal con-

ditions which have affected nearly all products.

Wliile the original ]iyrophoric alloy (ferrocerium)

manuractured by Welsbacli contains nearly 40% iron, the

competing products have only about 15% iron, and for the

purpose of hardening, about 2% antimony or bismuth is

•Extracts from "Die Verwenduntr der Seltenen Rrden." by
"Mineral Koote Notes," Foote Mineral Co., Philadelphia, Penn.

added. Silicon is, of course, found in nearly all ferro-

cerium alloys, because it is either contained in the raw

imsch metal as an impurity or has been al)sorb('d froMi the

clay crucibles in which the alloy is often produced. To
produce a low-melting and smooth-casting pyioplioi-ie

alloy, cei'tain manufacturers add alwiit 5% copper.

Various theories have been advanced to explain the pVro-

phoric chaiacter of ferrocerium alloys, and various author-

ities claim that it is due to nitrides, hydrides or suboxides.

None of these theinies has been substantiated, however.

Several alloys, interesting -solely from a .scieiitilic stand-

jioint, have been ])roduced with mercury and platinum.

The former is highly exjilosive. The latter alloy, when
carrying about 25%. platinum, possesses the greatest pyro-

phoric properties of any of the known cerium alloys; but,

of course, on account of the high price of platinum, it is

an alloy that could not be used in commercial quantities.

A zinc-cerium alloy is especially suitable for the ignition

of mine lamps. Cerium alloys carrying boron have al.so

been recommended for a like purpose.

By the addition of 25% aluminum or magnesium to the

cerium alloys, a very brittle metal is produced, which is

readily ])ulverized. Inferior pyrophoric alloys containing

high percentages of carbides are very unstable, and unless

protected from the air by a film of oil, readily oxidize

and become worthless within a few weeks.

The manufacture of ferrocerium is a task fraught with

considerable dilficulty. The raw- material used is gener-

ally the waste from gas-mantle factories, which (onsume
large quantities of monazite sand. After the extraction of

the thorium from the sand, there is produced as a by-

product what is known as rare earth residues or misch

metal oxides.

Most manufacturers produce ferrocerium by the elec-

trolysis of the anhydrous chlorides of cerium, lanthanum,

didymium, etc. A good grade of mixed anhydrous chlor-

ides coste, vinder normal conditions, about 70c. per kg.

The fluorides of the cerium metals have not proved satis-

factory, as they produce a thick, pasty metal in which the

misch metal separates in a fine state of distribution and
not in the form of a solid mass as in the case of the

chlorides. For the production of ferrocerium by the elec-

trolytic process, it is necessary that cheap current be

available. Many manufacturers use ordinary graphite or

clay crucibles with large iron cathodes. Others use water-

jacketed iron crucibles.

In the early days of the industry, the small pocket

lighters, in which the pyrophoric alloy was employed, con-

tained only small pieces of metal weighing from 14 to Vq
gram and these lighters were regarded more or less as

scientific toys. At -the present time there are two distinct

types of lighters on the market, in one of which the jiyro-

phoric alloy is fed in the fonu of a small stick against a

hard steel wheel with a file-like surface. This wheel, when
revolved, produces a shower of sparks, which are projected

on a cotton wick imjiregnated with benzine or gasoline.

The other type of lighter consists of a long strip of pyro-

phoric alloy against which a hard steel pin is struck,

around which is wrapped an asbestos thread, which is kept

saturated, when not in use, with ga,«oline in a small

reservoir constructed in the body of the lighter.

The largest con.sumption of ferrocerium in the United

States is for patent gas-lighters. In Europe, where the

match industry is a government monopoly, the main

coiisuni]ition of ferrocerium is for cigar lighters.
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Flotation at the Magma Mill

SYNOPSIS—The Mayma ores are of differenl

l-itids, so thai different inilliiiy [iroces.ses are in u.te.

The sulpJtide filininc/ of oxide and carbonate orefs

is- an intensely interesting feature. The yas meth-

od is tised, and its system, resuJts and costs are

presented in detail.

Tho use of three different milling methods on the ores

eoiiiintr from one mine is somewhat unusual, but tliis is

what is taking place at the Magma Copjier Co., Superior,

Ariz. The ores, as described by W. C. Browning, manager

for the company, all occur in a porphyry-filled fi.ssure

vein. Three classes of milling ore are being mined, the

first being a copper sulpliide ore which contains varying

amounts of bornite, clialcopyrite, pyrite and chalcocite,

impregnated or ribboned through a gaugue of altered,

siliceous porphyry or altered diabase. The second is an

oxidized ore from the upper levels of the mine, which

contains malachite, chrysocolla, and at times a small

amount of cuprite, native copper, chalcocite and covellite.

TrodeOr^J'^^ Sort'"?
rermtn"'" Belt

-' BLAKE
CRUSHER

FirstC/ass Ore -to

Railroad Bins

+' Sorting 3elr^ .J^,
[

^jSy, ^-I'smma
I " SCREENS

> 10 DRAGCIASSmER
Ck (eOMesti)
\ ^=, CALLOW PNEUMATIC

FLOTATION CELLS

S-Foughers
'
-Clearer'j

GLLANER CELLS
CALLOW PNEUMATIC
TLOTATION CELLS

Trailingi to Dam
mater Returned

PIG. 1. FLOW SHEET OF SULPHIDE COPPER PL.\NT AT
MAGMA MILL

This ore is an oxidized ^iroduct of the sulphide ores. The
third is a xinc suliihidc oie, containing the black form of

sphalerite, galena, pyrite and a small amount of chalcopy-

rite. This ore occurs in separate shoots from the copper

ores. The gangue is usually a very siliceous, altered

porphyry. Both cop])er and zinc ores usually carry an

ounce of silver to the ])er cent, copper or zinc.

•The accompanying drawing .shows the flow sheet, which

comprises a combination of hand sorting, gravity and

flotation. The 6x4^/^ Marcy mill, here used, was the

first machine of this type insttilled commercially. Some
early troubles were experienced from overspeed and too

nmch ])ulp dilution. Since then it has given excellent

service. The pulp density is now C0% solids and (he

revolutions, 22 per minute.

.As first installed, flotation followed gravity, with Dorr
tanks for thickening the feed in the interval. The prin-

cipal defect of this arrangement was the large amount of

])ulp storage ahead of flotation, .so that adjustment of the

oil, when fed in the tube mill, could not be followed in

the flotation plant. This was changed, and flotation was
sandwiched in between the first and second tabling. The
lower cells are still retained in operation as "gleaners."

These gleaner cells, at the present time, contribute some-

thing less than 5% to the total recovery and take care of

any irregularity in the operation of the main plant.

The distribution of labor is as shown in Table 1.

TABLE I. LABOR DISTRIBUTION .KT THE MAGMA MILL
Total
Men

Ore sorting and coarse crushing, 1 shift of 1 2 men 12
Table floor, 3 shifts of 2 men 6
Flotation, 3 shifts of 1 man 3
Filter presses and concentrate settling tanks, 3 shifts of 2 men 6
Shift bosses, 3 shifts of I man 3

Ore loaders. I shift of 4 men. ... 4

Watchmen, 2 shifts of 1 man ,2
36

2
1

5

16

1

61

•Prom "NotcH on Flot.ntion, 1916." by ,1. M. Callow, a paper
to lie presented :it the February, 1917. meeting of the American
Institute of Minint; I'lnjjlneers

Total operating

For repairs, general cleaning up, tailings-dam upkeep:

Carpenters
Head repairmen
Repairmen helpi-rs

Roustabouts. ...

Sampler

Total
which gives 3.6 tons handled per man.

Distribution of Power:
Hp. Shifts.

Sorting plant 45 I

No. 645 Marcy mill 45 3

5 X 1 2-in. tube mill 45 3

Concentrating machinery and miscellaneous 80 3

Flotation (15 cells).., 80 3

Pumping water 15 3

6,720*
which equals 22.8 kw.-hr. per ton.

* "Motor" horsepower-hours—not net horsepower-hours.

Ratio of water to ore in the tailrace is about 71/^ to 1.

Tine mill was designed for 150 tons per day. On
occasions it handles 250 tons per day. The original

laboratory tests on this ore promised an 86% recoven' on

a 5.21 feed to the mill.

Part of the flotation concentrates are now settled by

Dorr continuous thickeners and part in intermittent

decantation tanks.

Magma Zinc-Plant Flow Sheet

The flow sheet, given in Fig. 2, is substantially the

same as tho one at the sulphide copper plant. The main

difference is that a drag classifier is used in closed cir-

cuit with a Marcy mill instead of a Callow screen. This

mill crushes to 48-inesh instead of lO-mesh, as in the sul-

phide mill. A G-ft. Hardinge mill, u.sed for the final

crush, is loaded with steel ]X!bbles. The final crushing is

now to 150-mesh. The plant was designed for 50 tons a

day, which it will handle with ea.«e.

For commercial reasons, the plant is now temporanly

treating about 75 to 100 tons per day of suljihide cojiper

ore. with results that are fully up to the standard for the

sul]>hide copper plant. The only change necessary was to

cluniire the laundere to the t^ibles handlino; the zinc
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notation conpentrates. AVitli the addition of the two more

cells, it is expected to raise the toniia»-e to 150 tons per

day.

This ore was first tested by the tieueral Engineering

Co. with a combination of roasting and magnetic sepa-

ration, gravity and flotation. This gave excellent results,

hut the process was complicated and costly. Persistent

experimenting wilh tldtalion cvcjitually led to the present

flow sheet.

T.^BLE 2. MAGM.\ COPPER C(i . sn.PHIDE MILL KESULTS

October, 1916

Average
Tons Assay in Copner

per Day Total OxKles Hoooveries, Per Cent.

Hand-sorted ore 31035 15 500 38 9 1 = 92.7<^f

Millfeed 187,565 4 042 ..

Mill eoncentrates 50 670 13. 165 , 53.8 ( = 88«';, of mill feed

Mill tails 136.895 0.660 0.11 731
Crude ore 218.600 5.672 100 = lossi

September, 1916

Hand-sorted ore 17 830 18 000 28 90) = 93.39 Tr
Millfeed 188.590 4.173 ...

Mill concentrates 49 563 14 400 . 64 42 =90.02% of mill

I feed

Mill tails... 139 027 529 14 6 61 = loss

Crude ore 206 420 5 672

TABLE 3. M.VGMA COPPER CO . SULPHIDE MILL COSTS

Scptjmber and Octo'.)er. 1916

Costs per Ton Crude Ore
September October

Ore sorting $0 2130 $0 230
Coarse crushing... 0879 150

Marcy mill. 0790 087
Tube mill 0637 086
Callow screen ... . 0143 010
Tables 1840 200
Flotation 3210 345
Filter pressini; 0746 0.072

Total . $1 0375 $1. 180

These costs include all items of direct labor, supplies,

maintenance and power, but no general expen.se or over-

head charges.

It was found that No. 34 gravity fuel oil in combina-

nation with General Naval Stores No. IT oil had the

property of floating the zinc in preference to the iron.

These tests have been substantially duplicated in practice.

Some trouble was experienced at first in making both

the desired grade of zinc and tailings. Frequent changes

in the grade of ore and the percentage of iron and zinc,

owing to unavoidable conditions at the mine, made it

difficult at first to get the desired results. It was also

found that returned water from the sulpliide mill pond

contained sufficient coal-tar products to float the iron,

thereby reducing the grade of zinc. Trouble was ex-

perienced at first with the oils which had lost some of

their volatile constituents, due to liot weather. After cor-

recting tliese conditions, results steadily improved.

The use of a small quantity {^jj lb.) of copper sulphate

was decidedly l)eneficial, reducing the tails from 2 to 3%
zinc without materially affecting the grade of the concen-

trates. Prior to the use of co])])er sulphate, acid wa.s

tried and, while it lowered tlie tailings, it also lowered

the concentrates. The dilution was 6 to 1 and was an

important item in maintaining the grade of concentrates.

The cells were sometimes run in parallel and sometimes in

scries. No dift'erenees in results were noticed.

The mill proper was operated with two men per shift.

As it was found necessary to operate the sorting and

crushing plants only a few hours per day, no labor was

em])loycd here regularly ; two men were taken from the

crushing department of the sulphide ])lant for this work.

Some iron and copper was hand-sorted at this plant and,

together with the iron concentrates from the —150-mesh

tailing tahles, was shipped with the regular product of the

sulphide ])lant. The intermittent settling sj'stem, as

indicated in the flow sheet, was decidedly successful,

delivering a 70% solid feed to the filter with a clear

oveifitjw from llie tank. A summary of results is given in

Table 1, showing the difterenee in results with and with-

out copper sulphate.

The Sulphide Filming Plant

The process in use in this plant is covered by Schwarz'

U. S. patent No. 807,50], which is the first disclosure of

the u.se of a soluble sul])hide foi* converting an oxide of

a metal into a sujierficial sulphide, and afterward re-

covering it by a flotation process.

Earliest experiments were made with H.S gas as the

filming agent. A plant of 9J) tons daily capacity was
built. In this the gas was applied to the pulp by intro-
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FIG. 2. FLOW SHEET OF ZINC PLANT AT MAGMA MILL

ducing it into the bottom of an open tank, having a mix-

ing agitator. The results were encouraging, but the con-

sumption of gas prohibitive—as much as 8 or 10 lb. per

ton. The ore treated was the tailings of the ilagma sul-

phide mill, which at that time carried considerable oxide.

Occasional recoveries of 60% (of the total copper) were

made, but the results were erratic owing to the difficult}'

of getting uniform filming of the pulp with this method

of applying gas. Tiien followed an interval of .several

months when sodium sulphide, calcium sulphide and cal-

sium sulpho-hydrate were u.sed in an endeavor to avoid

the u.se of gas, on the assumption that it was objectionable,

owing to the danger of its poisoning the surrounding

atmosphere. This was true when attempting to use it in

an open tank, much of it being lost in the atmosphere.

During tliis time a number of theories were advanced,

exploited and abandoned. One of these was that natural

and artificial sul]ihides could not be floated together, and

that H.,S interfered with the flotation of the natural

sulphides. Our experience now is that HjS, in the proper

quantity, really iiromotes flotation of natural sulphides in

comiianv with the filmed oxides, and also that it is im-
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niaU'rial wlicllier tliCkoiling is done beluiv or al'lcr Uliniii.u',

eilluT ])liui is merely a matter of conveniciuc.

In treatiiiij I\Iaunui siiliiliiile tails, in wliicli tlie prin-

cipal losses were sulphides, the introduction ol' the gusi

not only lilnied the oxides present, a goodly pei'centage of

TABLE 4. MAGMA ZINC-PLANT RESl'LTS WITH AND WITHOUT
COPPKR SULPHATE

Without Copper Sulphate, Oct. I to 19, 1916 Zinr Iron Lr:icl

Heads 15 38 7 80 1 89
Zinc concentrates 39 55 7 96 8 16

Lead concentrates... . 12 43 22 60 20 04
Tails 6 50 4 62 81

.

With Copper Sulphate, Oct. 20 ti> 31, 1916

Heads 12 50 8 80 3,50
Zinc concentrates 38 50' 9 16 6 57
Lead concentrates... 15 93 24 01 12 60
Tails 3 23 4 56 78

* The lower zinc conccntrati'.s in the latter perioil were due to lower heads and
not to use of copper sulphate.

which was recovered, lint it also raised an entirely new

crop of refractory sulphides. An all-sulphide sample of

regular Magma ore was te.sted with and without II._,.S.

The results are given in Table 5.

The commercial plant .was shut down, and lalxiratory

work was again reverted to, which resulted in the ad-

herence to H.,S in preference to any other agent on this

particular ore, and also to a complete change in the

method of applying it. The plant was reconstructed,

crushing machinery and more cells added in accordance

with the flow sheet shown in Fig. 3, for the purpose of

treating Magma oxidized ores on a commercial scale.

The gas method used at present introduces the gas into

the suction of a centrifugal pump in the manner indi-

cated in the flow sheet. This has proved effective, greatly

reducing the gas consumption, giving more uniform re-

coveries, and has removed all danger from the ])oisoning

of the atmosphere ; in fact, the commercial results now
being obtained date from the fir.st use of this expedient.

TABLE 5. EFFECT OF H„.S ON NATURAL .SULPHIDES

Magma Sulphide Ore

No H^S Gas Heads Tails Concentrates Recovery

Test!
".

2.45 22 1182 92 70
Test 2 2.45 25 9 62 92 20

Average 2.45 0,235 10 72 92 45

With H,S Gas to Excess

Test 1 2,45 28 9 40 91 30
Test 2 2.45 20 8 41 94 ID

Average 2 45 24 8,90 92 70

The present method of making H^S gas is to heat sul-

phur and oil in a retort. Various proportions of sulphur

and oil have been tried, the present' ratio being 1 of

sulphur to 21/^ of oil. The temperature in the retort is

kept at a uniform 300° C. At times the making of gas has

given considerable trouble, owing almost entirely to

changes from time to time in the quality of the oil used.

Satisfactory results have been obtained at all times with

California crude oil, but Texas oil always gives trouble,

making a gas containing what is believed to be hydro-

gen-persulphide, which interferes with flotation and can

always be identified by its eye-burning properties. This

is in a measure overcome by careful scrubbing, sulphur

being precipitated in the scrubbers with free II.^S liber-

ated.

Free gas in a pulp is fatal to flotation, hence the use of

the blowing cell at the head of the first flotation cell.

Experiments indicate that heating the pulp slightly liefore

adding the gas is beneficial.

The cost of manufacturing the gas by this method will

of course vary greatly according to local comlitions.

Those at Magma are abnormal. Suljihur is costing nearly

3c. txiday, and oil nearly Ic. per lb., f.o.b. Superior, and
costs on a basis of 30 tons per day and maximum of 3 lb.

per ton stand as follows:' 90 lb. of sulphur at 2.74c.,

$2.51; 225 lb. of oil at 0.914c., $2.1(i; total $4.77 =
15.25(^ per ton, or approximately 5c. per ton for each
pound of sulphur per ton required by the ore.

On Magma sulpliiile tailings the gas consumption varies

from 1/2 to 11/2 11j- sulphur per ton. On strictly car-

bonate ore assaying 3 or 4% copper, 3 lb. is an average

figure, and on the latest test with a mixed carbonate and
silicate ore assaying from 4 to 5% copper, 2 lb. of sul-

j)hur per ton. The fuel required for heating the retort is

almost negligible. There are no cost figures since so far

scrap himber left over from construction has been burned

for fuel. The labor item is unduly heavy, as the retort

is situated about 600 ft. away and one man has to be held

in reserve for the purpose. He could as easily make gas

on one shift for 500 tons per day. With sulphur and oil
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at moderate prices on a 500-ton scale, using 2 lb. of

sulphur per ton, an estimate of total gas cost is as follows

:

1000 lb. of .sulphur at $45 per ton (2.25c. per lb.), $22.50

;

2500 lb. of oil at $1.75 per barrel (0.436c. per lb), $11;

1 man at $4; extra fuel for heating retort and sundry

repairs, $2.50 ; a total of $40 per day. Thus the probable

cost is 8c. per ton of ore, or 4c. per ton for each pound

of .sulphur required for the ore.

Other methods were tried—one using powdered coal in

a separate retort instead of the oil mixture, and another

in which the oil. instead of being mixed with the sulphur,

was dri]5ped into the sulphur retort with a force-feed

lubricator. The usual iron-matte and sulphuric-aoid

method was also tried, but none of these had anything to

recommend it over the one adopted. Iron matte was

never seriously considered as a commercial possiliility on

account of the cost of acid.

The flow sheet given in Fig. 3 is .self-explanatory. The

fi-ft. by 18-in. Hardinge ball mill has a capacity of 35

tons per day when loaded with balls requiring 35 hp., or

45 tons per day when loaded up to 50-lip. requirements

and grinding to 83% —150 mesh.

The power requirements are distributed as shown in

Tiible 6.
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TABLE 6. POWER DISTRIBUTION AT MAGMA MII.I,

1 5-ft. by 16-iii. Ilardiiisce ball mill 35 hn.

1 8 ft. by M; Root blower. No. I (400 cu.ft. at 5 lb.) .

I 7 by M Dodge crusher (1 shift only) ...
j

I 2-in. centiifuKal ga.siii(; pump 1

1 4-ft. diuplirasm pump. .... 20 hp.

I 10-in. belt drag classifier. .

.

- 1

1 Oil feeder . .

I Ore feeder . J

55 hp.

Tlii.s is the oqiiixiilciit of .'!7.(i li|i.-Iir. ])cr Ion, or 28

kw.-lir. per ton.

The phiiit is operated by four men for the three sliifts,

the extra man on day sliift crusliin^ the oi'e and at tlie

.same time hand-sort iiiy- out any (irst-chiss ore tlicre is.

Magma Ke.sult.s Summauizeo

Table 7 gives the results of gasiiig the sulphide mill

tailings, the feed in all these experiments being the feed

to the lower cells, or gleaner cells, as they are described

on the flow sheet. The soluble copper in these tests

varied from 0.3 to 0A5%, and tlie average for the entire

period was 0.35%. Attention is directed to tests Nos. C3A
and G7, giving results on this feed without gasing; further

comparisons of more direct kind are given in Table 9.

The results on strictly carbonate ore are given in Table

10, and on a mixed carbonate-silieate-.sulphide ore, in

Table 11. The latter tabulation gives a complete record

and shows the contribution that hand-sorting makes to the

total recovery. The carbonate results, for the most part,

were on the rejections from the hand-sorting done at the

mine, but in all these results the heads referred to are

actual mill fecd.s, and the effect of hand-.sorting is there-

fore not .shown. On the mixed ore, gravity tables on the

notation tails would have aililed considerable to the

total recovery, but on the straight carbonate ores they

would have served no puq)ose. The question of the use

of gravity-concentration machinery on flotation tailings

here receives .some light, but not enougli to permit formu-
lation of definite rules.

Screen
Size

-I- 60
+ 100
+ 200
—200

Total..
Assay .

.

% WciKlits

TABLE 8. SCREEN ANALYSIS
-Heads . . —Taild-

%
Indi.

8,3
25 6
20 8
44 8
100

Total
Cu
63
77
75

1 32
1 00
I 00

Assays
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'I'lio iirrangonieiU of ]i!an( did not, iiennil of cloiiniii!.'- llie

(iliiipd coiicontratos. The eon cent rates "no II.S" were

cleaned in the regular way.

TABLE 10. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FN TREATMENT Or OXmE ORE
BY FILMING AT MAGMA COPPER CO.

Test Tonnage Concen- Rccov-
Date No. Rate Heads Tails tratcs Ratio ery

July 8 150 35 00 2 78 86 9 50 4 50 75 94
.lul'v 9 151 30 00 3 15 I 06 9 72 4 18 74.31
July 12 ... 154 26 00 2 92 I 17 7 02 3 34 72 00
.lul'v 13 155 30 00 3 24 122 1166 5 16 69 72
.lulv 14 156 33 00 2 92 1.35 10 26 5 67 61 94
,Inlv 15 157 2 92 108 8 21 3 89 72 27

Julv 16 158 28 00 2.75 83 8 30 4 14 77.25
July 18 159 30 00 2 99 70 8 32 3 32 83.78
July 20 161 30.00 3 08 108 9 18 4 05 73.62
July 23 164 31.00 3.92 1.62 10.80 3 95 69.76

Average.. 30 33 3.06 1.09 9 34 4 22 73 08

Aug. 9 175 25 3 04 0.71 14 85 5 41 80 49
Aug. 10.. 176 30 3 63 0.81 16.07 5 40 81 82
Aug. 11 177 27 5.46 125 17.36 3.82 83 22
Aug 12. 178 25.0 5 46 1 80 22.74 5 72 72 81

Aug. 13.. 179 27 5.12 1.43 16.80 4 17 78 68
Aug. 14.. 180 25 5 04 1 85 16.91 4 72 71 09
Aug. 17.. 181 25 4 23 162 18 48 6 46 67 64
Aug. 18 182 25.0 11.66 265 2650 265 8576
Aug. 19 183 25.0 6 73 2 67 22 Z6 4 82 68 62
Aug. 20 184 25 8 35 2 45 20 67 3 09 80 12

Average 25.9 5 87 1 72 19.26 4.63 77 025

Sept. 25 185 28 4 90 133 14 8 3 77 80
Sept. 27 186 27 5 50 0,79 17 8 3 51 90
Sept. 28 187 30 5 00 1 50 18 1 4 74 76 4

Sept. 29 188 25 3.10 61 13 9 5 30 84 7

Sept. 30 189 24 2 80 54 13 2 5 60 84 1

Oct. 1 190 23 2.30 58 15 1 8 40 77 8
Oet. 2 191 24 2.40 68 14 4 8 00 75
Oet. 3 192 27 2.60 41 14 3 6 30 86
Oet. 3 192 27 2 70 36 14 9 6 20 89 2

Oct. 4 193 3 60 61 10 3 3 60 89 6

Average 26 3 49 74 14 68 5 55 83 28

Best result in July tests were obtained with a consumption of about 4 lb.

sulphur and 10 lb. fuel oil per ton feed. Sulphur consumption on tests 181 to 184
inclusive was 6 lb. per ton. In the other August tests a minimum of 2.25 and
niaxinmm of 3 lb. per ton. The September and October results were obtained
with a sulphur consumption of 2.8 minimum and 3.5 ma.ximum per ton.

Leadville Mineral Production in 1916

Lkadvili.i-: ( 'iiriiicspondence

The output of the uiine.s of the Leadville district for

1916 as compared with that of the previous year is

^iven in the accompanyina- talile.

LEADVILLE MINERAL PRODUCTION

Gold, oz
Sdver, oz
Lead, lb
Copper, lb. .

.

Spelter, lb

Manganese, tons.

1915
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Symposium on the High Cost of Mining,

Milling and Smelting
At the December meetin.s: of the ^Minin.it and .Metal-

lurgical Society of America, the subject. "Uow and why

do present conditions affect the cost of mining, smelting

pnd milling," brought out many interesting and some very

unexpected facts as to present conditions and the read-

j\istment that will come when peace abroad is restored.

United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.

Sidney J. Jennings, vice-president of the United

States Smelting Refining and Mining Co. said : The min-

ing of ore in the United States is done almost entirely

by foreigners. In the mines with which I am connected,

27 different nationalities are represented. In some mines,

especially copper mines, Spaniards are in the majority; in

others, Finns iirodominate for running rock drills, while

shoveling and pushing cars is done largely by Austrians,

work on the surface being done nuistly by (i reeks.

The breaking out of the war called to the armies of the

different nations those, at least, who were sulficiontly

patriotic to want to be called. There are still undoubtedly

a mmiber of foreigners working in this country who,

during the past two and a half or three years, have ac-

cumulated large sums of money. They do not spend

much, their families are not here, and consequently they

acevmiulate money. The wages in the mines with which I

am connected have been advanced in order to keep up

with what we might call the scale advance, that is, in pro-

portion to the price of copper, so that wages paid to min-

ers are now about 60% higher than they were three years

ago. As wages constitute approximately two-thirds the

cost of mining, the actual cost of mining has increased

very largely from that factor alone.

Cost of Supplies Advanced as Much as Cost of Labor

The price of all supplies, owing to the insistent de-

mand for materials wliich enter into the manufacture of

explosi\'es, fuse and all machinery, has increased very

largely. For the first year and a half of the war, our sup-

plies were delivered to us on contracts which had been

made before the war broke out, and the increase in their

cost was not felt by the mining companies until the ex-

piration of those contracts. At the present time, I should

say, the cost of supplies has certainly advanced as much
as the cost of labor. Now, that increase has occurred

not only in the cost of mining, but in all industries, and
the miner now has to pay, for his food and clothing and
rent and transportation, an increase proportionate to his

increa.sed wages; but of course his capacity for saving has

likewise increased in proportion, so that all his increased

wages have not been cousumed by the imn'eased cost to

him. Taking a very broad view of the situation, it ap-

pears to nie tiiat the [Tnited States has financed a rise

in price of all commodities, including labor, and that this

prosperity, which is so apparent at present, will i)robably

not remain with us, because the reducing of the ])rice of

all things will he accomplished with so much greater diffi-

culty than the raising was accomplished, the wealth ac-

cumulated in this period of prosjierity will be absorbed in

that period of depression. It will need our best effort and
our most can.'ful study bow to economize in the use of

lalior, especially, and in consumption of supplies, if we
wish to retain in this country some of the prosperity

which has been so ajjparent in the past two years.

In Pachuca we have operated contiimously during all

this period, on more or less of a scale. In April, 1914,

we took out all our American employees in Pachuca, and

left the mines in charge of one of our Mexican officials,

together with two Englishmen. During that period the

pumps were kept working and development was carried

on ; one of the mills was run for the whole period and

part of the time two of the mills were run, so that actually

the expcn.ses were met by the product of the mine. Then
our American managers returned in October of that year

and during 191.5 we operated with difficulty, mainly in

obtaining supplies such as cyanide and dynamite. Every

once in a while there would be difficulty with the Amer-
ican government about exporting dynamite to Mexico,

and of course there were times when the IMexican factor}'

(ouldn't supply any dynamite at all because it was in

possession of the opposing faction.

Pachuca has been under Carranza most of the time

since he has obtained the upper hand in Mexico. In June
1916 all our Americans came out, leaving the property in

the hands of two Englishmen ; one mill has been operating

continuously with the exception of about six weeks when
we had no cyanide.

Monetary Difficulties Add to Mexican Troubles

The difficulty has become acute in the last six weeks or

two months, from the fact that there is no circulating

medium to pay our men or to pay for our supplies. Mex-
ican laborers absolutely refuse to accept paper money of

any kind. The Carranza government passed a decree that

you should pay 50% of the wages in paper and -50% in

metallic currency, at the normal rate of wages which pre-

vailed before the outbreak of revolution—"stated in terms

of Mexican gold." When the laborers realized that they

were getting only 50% of their former rate of wages in

metallic currency, and the balance in something that

wasn't worth anything, they struck and started rioting,

about a thousand shots being exchanged betvveen the

guards and the rioting laborers. It -nas explained to the

men by the government officials that that was the decree

and that the company could not pay differently, although

it was willing to do so. Then when it was learned also

tliat the stores would have to accept payment for their

goods half in metallic currency and half in paper money
of no value, the workmen quieted down, but until there is

some form of circulating medium that the people can

accept there is going to be trouble.

One of the difficulties that confront the Me.xican gov-

(>rnment, of course, is the fact that a Jlexican dollar

(peso), considered as bullion, is wortli 59c., instead of

50c. as it is stamped. In other words, when you coin a

jifisu you tjike 59c. worth of silver, ]nit it through a mint,

make a coin and slanip it, and it loses 9c. in value. Now,

no government, however rich, can continue that practice

for an indefinite period of time. The Mexican govern-

ment, in order to get around the difficulty to some ex-

tent, created a half dollar which is SOO fine, but even that,
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!it ])r<'soiit ])ri('0, is worth slightly iiion' as liiilliini tlian it

is as a half petto ; some financier will have to gvt iiyi a

srluMiin for a eirciilating modiuiu that will l)e ofl'cctive,

which will he satisfactory to the laborer, and will not cost

the yovernment too ninch.

The qnestion of obtaining snpplics in Jlexico, especially

cyanide, is an extremely difficult one. The sources of

cyainde previous to the outbreak of the European War
were Germany and England. The source of German sup-

])ly is absolutely cut off and the English supply is coni-

])letely absorbed by the English companies in South

Africa and Canada. All other raw material that would

go to make cyanide is utilized for the manufacture of

powder. In the United States, they have started a plant

to make sodium cyanide, but great difficulties have been

encountered because the firm has been placed on the

blacklist of the English government, and consequently

cannot get power from Canada, and is deprived of a

lot of things. An American company has recently started

manufacturing cyanimide, which contains the equivalent

of 20% of potassium cyanide, and the officials think they

can manufacture that at such a price including freight,

that we can afford to use it. Experiments have been

made, which show that the percentage of carbon in it is

not detrimental, because when it is dissolved the carbon

settles to the bottom, and after filtering you have a so-

lution which is as efficient in the dissolving of silver and

gold as potassium cyanide. Dynamite, of course, is one

of those supplies with which we have continual difficulty.

We have solved that by operating two special trains, the

locomotives and cars of which we have borrowed from

.American railroads and bonded, which W'e run to our

works in Pachuca, and they are returned with the same

engines, crews and cars to the United States.

New Jersey Zinc Co.

George C. Stone, of the New Jersey Zinc Co., much
to the amusement of his hearers, began: I think that we
zinc men have been some of the worst sufferers in the

last two years. There have been compensations sufficient

to make \vp for the large increase in labor costs, but aside

from this we have suffered severely from the scarcity of

skilled furnacemen. Good spelter men are always scarce,

and when the smelting capacity of the country was

doubled in a very short time, the lack of experienced

men was severely felt. Owing to the shortage, they could

get practically what they asked for and they asked fre-

quently. We found considerable difference in the amount
of trouble involved in obtaining suitable men in differ-

ent parts of the country, depending on the proximity of

other smelters. The southwest, where the works are nu-

merous, close together, and were rapidly increasing their

ca])acity, was the worst point. The Mississippi Valley,

where there are fewer works and less expansion, was not

so bad, and in the oast, where there are no other spelter

works, our (uily tnuihle was due to the general shortage

of labor.

The scarcity of skilled labor has been a nuu-h more seri-

ous matter than high wages, the latter being compensated
for by the high price of the jn-oduct. Spelter furnace-

men, like poets, are largely born and not made, and the

presence of a large proportion of men who do not know
the business tends generally to poor work, both in re-

coveries and in quality of the product. Owing to the

labor shortage, the men were very inde])endcnt and it has

been inipossiljle to enforce discipline. The men did not

care if they were discharged as they knew they could go
to the next works and get an equally good job at the

same pay. It is impossible to state in dollars and cents

the loss through poor and careless work, but it is very

large and is likely to continue for some time after the

conditions that have caused it are removed. It is much
easier for the men to do things in a careless way which
causes losses in recoveries and quality, and it will take a

long period of hard times to make them again take

pro]ier care. The success of spelter work depends more
on the individual care and skill of the men than in al-

most any other branch of metallurgy, which is my reason

for saying that we have suffered more than others.

American Smeltino .\nd Refining Co.

H. H. Alexander, manager of the American Smelting
and Refining Co.'s lead ]ilant at Perth Aniboy, N. J. : In

common with other metallurgical operations, lead re-

fining has had to stand heavy increases in price for all

items entering into the cojst of operations. The increased

cost may be divided into two classes: Labor, and supplies

and material.

Labor has been given increases varying from 20 to

riO%, common labor getting the greater amount. Usually

when such increases have been made, there has been more
or less increase in the amount of labor performed. I

think it has been the usual experience that where wages
have been increased there has been a corresponding im-

provment in performance ; but this has not been the ease

in this instance. On the contrary, there has been a di-

cided falling off in the amount of work done. Without
attempting to explain this condition, the fact remains

that the employers of common labor have found it to

exist, thus making it an important factor of cost. Our
experience with common labor shows a decrease in effi-

ciency of between 25% and 30%. As 40% of the cost of

labor in lead refining comes under this classification, it

makes the expense more than the increase would indicate.

This criticism does not apply to the steady labor, furnace-

men, helpers, and that class, who have been long on that

particular job. They are doing as much as ever.

Another factor which adds to costs is a shortage of

labor. We estimate the supply at somewhere around 80%
in our vicinity. Tliat is, if each employer had all the

labor he desired to do his work, we would absorb 20%
more than we have. This means that something is left

undone and has to be done when you can get around to

it, which naturally increases cost all along the line.

The .second cause of increase has been due to the higher

jirices for material. This can be shown best by the fol-

lowino- list of the increases.

Material

Firebrick
Common brick.

.

Magiiesite briek
Iron.
Steel
Castings. ,

(^rudibles .

.

Retorts
Nitric acid
Sulphuric ucifi.

Zinc .

.

Comparative
Increase, %

50
30

300
45
80
45
135
265
35
30
170

In the softening, cupelling, and refining processes

themselves, there are no particular items other than those

previously mentioned which have risen in cost, except

fuel. The desilverizing o))eration has been hit particu-

larly hard by the advance in the price of zinc. There is
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a fixed loss in rcliniii,!! of hotwoon 12 iiiiil I.'! Hi. of zinc

\^er ton of lead, throuiih saturation.

IMoroovpr, the cosl of kettles lias followed the upward

trend of iron and sleel ])riee.s. Retorts made of American

elay cost over three times as nnuh as those formerly in

use, made of foreign clay, and do not show the same

length of life. This disadvantafje of short life is heine

improved and we have no doubt that eventually we shall

obtain as long life from the American article as formerly

from the imported one. At one time we contracted for all

retorts on a given life, and if a retort did not last that

long a certain deduction was made. The last retorts we

got are la.sting about 75% as long as old retorts, but they

are improving right along. The bags now being used

cost 100% more and arc not so durable as those formerly

obtained for half the price.

The higher cost of operating reverberatories has been

due to the higher cost of common labor. The transfer of

material to and from these furnaces is done by this com-

mon labor, which has received the increase.

Summarizing the various increases in coat, the expense

of lead refining today is 50% more than formerly.

United St.vtes I\Iet.\t,s Eefining Co.

F. R. Pyne, assistant superintendent. United States

l\retals Refining Co.. Chrome. N. J.: In connection with

copper refining, we have likew'ise suffered a large irtcrease

in the cost of operation. Inasmuch as Germany and

Austria consumed a large part of our production, it

seemed wise to the producers of this country when the

war in Europe started to cut tlic ])roduction approxi-

mately in half, so that in a few months the refineries were

desolate looking places. The ore trade with the west

coast of South America went all to pot, largely on account

of the monetary situation. Then the tremendous demand

for copper by the munition makers started and everybody

began to .ship to the refineries everything resembling cop-

per. Although it had never been thought possible that

the smelters coiild overship, the plants very soon began

to resemble large stockyards. Everybody had copper and

ore piled up. So we iiumediately decided to enlarge, but

when it came to letting the contracts we couldn't get any

deliveries under six to nine months, but we are finally

getting out of this hole and pretty soon we hope to have

the situation in hand. The accumulation of these stocks

has resulted, naturally, in a tremendous interest charge;

then labor, Mhich, has advanced anywhere from 30 to

t)0% in price and lowered 20 to 30 and 40% in efficiency,

has also boosted costs sky-high. In fact, I .should say where

formerly we could get a piece of work done with a

tlunisand hours of work, it now takes twelve or thirteen

hundred to get the same thing done. That occurs in

handling, more than anything else. The men on the

furnace are still doing their job about as they did. al-

thougii one remarked, when we were trying to speed him
up, that this is 191fi and not 1914, and if we didii'l like it

he'd go next door and get another job.

The price of supplies has gone kiting, as u nntural

consequence of the labor situation, and there is a nuirked

falling olT in the quality of the materials. Refractory ma-

terial has not only gone away up in jjrice, magnesite and

chrome brick going up 300%, and not to be had, but the

quality of silica brick and clay brick has absolutely gone

to pieces, resulting in additional furnace repairs, and loss

of production from having to siuil down the furnaces

more often tiian in the past.

A big fiiilor in the rising cost is the tremendous in-

( rcase in the \alue of metal losses. Tiie.se have been n--

(luced ill past years to a very low figure; w<! were gradu-

ally getting them lower and lower as years went by; but

when the price of copper is d<)ui)l('d and the jiriee of silver

increased by 50%-, it can be seen tlial I lie \;ilue of

metal losses has gone away up in X, without any ])rospcct

of its coming down until jjriccs fall.

Another thing that has helped to increa.se costs is the

transportation situation. The railroad gives cars if it

feels like it; if it does not feel like it they are not to t)e

had, and that necessitates putting co]jper into stock and

taking it out again, where formerly it was put directly

into ears. The question of lighterage is similar, and at

times barges cannot be had at all. Also, the frequent cni-

iiargoes that the railroads have placed have disorganized

things to a greater or less extent.

With conditions as they are at present, I do not think

the demands for labor are satisfied. In fact, raises seem

to be coming along as a regular performance, and I

imagine they will continue for the months to come. Most

of the refineries here employ Hungarians, Poles, Aus-

trians and other Europeans, a great many of whom have

signified their intention of going back to their countries

when peace is declared, to see what has happened over

there. A great many of the steamship companies have

been flooded with applications for reservations on the

first steamship leaving for Europe. If they are going to

leave in such great numbers as is indicated, it does not

look as though the labor situation is going to improve,

and I expect that we shall be faced with high costs lor a

long time to come.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Walter Douglas, vice-president of Phelps, Dodge &
Co. : I have tried to prepare some figures that might be

regarded as comparative and would show the effect of in-

crease in wages and supplies on the cost of copper. The
conditions surrounding our operations have been so ab-

normal during the last three years that the result of my
investigation has been extremely unsuccessful. We are

operating four producing properties, three in the United

States and one in ]\Iexico, and I have been unable to

reconcile the operations this year with those of 1914

and 1915 so as to arrive at any comparisons that might

be regarded as of interest.

In the case of Bisbee, where we have what is called a

"white camp," that is we employ American or Northern

European labor underground exclusively, our wages in

1916 have increased over the 1914 scale by 48%, the aver-

age wages paid underground in 1915 having been $5.35

while the miners wage, December, 1916, based on the

price of copper for the month of November, is $6.12. We
are, and have been for two years past, operating on a

sliding scale. We take 14c. cojjper as the ba.se rate, and

on that base the luiner receives $3.75 per day, and the

imiiker and nmle skinner $3.50. For each cent increase

in the price of copper wages riise 121^0. per day, so that

our increase in wages in 1915 was 13% over 1914, and

18% in 1916.

Strangely enough, our costs have not increased in any-

thing like the proportion that would be expected by these

additional wages. Probably this is due to an improve-

ment in etficioncy and to a very small reduction in over-

head, through iiu'reased production. We show little or

no marked increase per ton of ore in the cost of supplies,
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which may be nscribud hu'goly to the main items which

enter into sucli an account which were contracted for

]irior to the war and cover a period of years. This is es-

j)ecially true as to fuel, and hirgoly as to mine timber,

etc. Explosives liave increased greatly in price.

When wo consider the iNforenci district, where we work

^Mexicans, Spaniards and Italians underground, wc en-

counter a condition whidi forbids comparison. \\v were

there tied up witii a strike from August, lOl."), to March,

1916, and after resuming operations we had the mines

to pump out and the concentrator and smelteries to over-

haul, so that with such extraordinary expenses all com-

parisons are useless. Here, our wage scale has increased

'('0% over that in force in 1911; the average wage of the

underground man for 1916 has been $4.15, and the De-

cember wage approximately -$1.60.

In our Mexican mines, again, comparisons are impos-

sible. We there carry an additional burden, due to the

high selling jjrice of copper, in that, in order to meet the

extraordinary expenses of maintaining the present army
in ^lexico, the Carranza government has enforced a high

export tax, varying according to the selling price of the

metal. This tax, which is in addition to any other tax

paid before, amounts at present to about 2.6c. (gold) per

pound of copper. The concession under which we operate

provides that we shall be permitted to export copper free

of all duties, although we are required to pay taxes on the

export of precious metals. The cost of labor has also

increased enormously, as the state government requires

that wages now be paid in silver, as it was found im-

possible to induce the ]\Iexican laborers to accept the de-

preciated ]iaper currency of the country. We have also

been required, by decree, to put all classes of labor on an

8-hr. day basis, which has likewise increased operating

costs.

AVage Scale Based on Market

As to the question of adjustment of wages after the

war there is, I daresay, a variety of ideas as to what will

happen. On only one occasion have we had to meet the

|)roblem of lowering the wage scale on account of a drop
in copper, and that occurred last July. We had been

paying on a 27c. market, and in July the price dropped
to about 23e.; in fact, there were no sales of any con-

siderable tonnage of copper through the months of June
and July, and such sales as were made were at a sacrifice.

Therefore, in August, our men had to take a cut of some-

thing over 50c., and they took it ; there was no kick at all.

They were very familiar with this sliding scale of wages.

In 1914, when cojiper dro]ipcd to lie. or lower, we then

cut the base rate by 10%. Miners had been getting $3.75

and nuickers $3.50, and they accepted a 10% reduction

without any objection at all; it was a question of taking
tliat or shutting dnwn.

Another condition presents itself in our Western min-
ing camps; a heavy drop in the price of copper means that

production is restricted. We cease to work low-grade
ores that are profitable only at a high ])rice for copjier,

and a large number of men are necessarily thrown out of

employment. Probably when the war ceases there will

be a period of readjustment when the price of copper
will be rather low ; but I believe that when the price does
drop it will drop fast, entailing a partial suspension of

operations in many cases, absolute suspension in others,

and very nuiterial curtailment in the whole industry.

This will residt in throwing a great nund)er of men out
of employment, and a nuin who wishes to hold his job
will acce^it the agreed wages when copper falls to the

base (igure.

Eli T. Conner, mining engineer of Philadelphia: In
my work the last two years. in remodeling anthracite coal

l)reakers, enlargement of power plants, installation of
pnmjjing equii)ment, etc., ''recent conditions" have in-

creased' the cost of all improvements mentioned about
65 to 79% over the costs of 1915, and about 90% above
similar installations in 1914. Not only has material of
all kinds greatly advanced in price, but labor also has
gone up and the work day has been reduced from nine
to eight hours. The general efficiency of working forces
has decreased more than one hour per day.

Miami Copper Co.

J. Parke Chaiuiing: The only property which I am
actively operating is the iMiami Copper Co., and the
conditions are very similar to those represented by Mr.
Douglas. Our labor is on practically the same scale, ex-
cept that at 14c. copper our base is $3.50 and advances
121/^c. for each cent increase in the price of copper, so
that at present we are paying about $5.50 a day. I should
say, roughly, that, as compared with the early part of
1 914, our labor cost has advanced 55%. The efficiency of
the labor has not increased, nor has it fallen off, so that
the tons per man per day remain just about the same as
they were in the early year of 1914. We are not par-
ticularly short of labor, although it is rather difficult to
get good machine men.

Powder has advanced, about 50% and in the last few-

months timber has gone up 15%. Our power is derived
from burning fuel oil and we fortunately have a long
contract, so that the price of that article has not ad-
vanced. In fact, if anything, the cost per kilowatt-hour
in our power plant has been reduced from 1.1c. to 0.9e.
jier kilowatt-hour, because of certain modifications which
we made in our engines so as to be able to run the three
of them continuously. Previously we have operated two
and kept one as a spare.

For 1916 the cost of copper will not be very much in

excess of 1915. The cost of our copper in 191.5 was about
8%c. a pound and I think that for 1916 it will be in the
neighborhood of 9c. a pound, or only half a cent increase,

notwithstanding this increased cost of labor, powder,
timber and the various miners' supplies.

The princii)al factor which has held down our cost has
been the increased tonnage, whicli has reduced overhead
expenses per ton of ore, both actual overhead expenses and
also in underground work, because the same number of
foremen are able to supervise a larger number of men.

For ]nirposes of comparison I have taken the two
months of November, 1915, and November, 1916, for the
reason that the grade of ore was very nearly the same. I

can hardly give any credit to improved metallurgical

conditions, because although flotation has helped us out
some, we were using flotation in November, 1915, al-

though probably not so efficiently as we are doing now,
but 1 thiidc the amount of oxidized copper in the ore is

now slightly in excess of what it was in 1915. In the
month of November, 1915, we treated but 130,000 tons,

whereas in November, 1916, wc treated 170,000 tons; that
is, 40,000 tons more. The grade of ore in 1915 was
2.18% ; in 1916 it was 2.13%. The net pounds of copper
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c.\ti'afted per ton of ore, after allowing for smeltery

losses, were 30.9 lb. in 1915 and 30.3 lb. in 1916, so

metallurffieal returns are nearly the same. The produe-

tion of ini,5 was 4,011,24a lb., whereas in 1910 it was

.5,141.000, giving, of eourse, a larger divisor. ]\Iining in

1915 was $1.04 per ton and in 1916 it was $1.14, an in-

crease of 10c.

I have divided, for these months, the cost of mining be-

tween labor and supplies. In November, 1915, the labor

cost per ton was 55c. and the supply cost was 37c. In

1916 the labor cost was 74c., very nearly a 50% increase,

whereas the sup]i!y cost has gone down to 26c. That re-

duction in the sup]ily cost is due to the fact that we are

drawing much more ore from shrinkage stopes this year

than last, so we are using less timber, less explosives,

less of everytliing; hence a great many factors come in

to complicate the results.

Milling has been reduced from 58 to 47c. The ques-

tion of tonnage enters largely here, notwithstanding the

fact that we are doing finer grinding now than we were

then.

The cost of general expense shows a decrease because

of increased tonnage. In general expense we. include

everything which cannot be properly called mining, mill-

ing or smelting. That has fallen from 26c. to 18c. a

ton.

Smelting is practically the same, 2.3c. per lb. of fiual

copper. This is so because we have a long-time contract

and the smelter, notwithstanding that his costs have gone

up, gets only the same rate. I think, in our case, he

possibly has a slight advantage, for the reason that he

turns us back only 95% of the copper contained in our

concentrate. I think his sa\'ing is probably in the

neighborhood of 97 or 98%, so he has gained slightly.

The other items remain just about the same, so that,

curiously enough, in November, 1915, our cost was 8.7c.

per lb., whereas in November, 1916, it was only 8.2c.

per lb. In other words, notwithstanding all these in-

creased items, our cost is about i^c. per lb. lower. This

will not be the case for the whole year; for the entire

year the average cost will be about %c. per lb. more.

Wage Adjustment on Outbreak of War
^Vlien the war broke out, instead of reducing wages at

Miami—I think we were paying about $3.50—we simply

]iut the men on half time. Each man worked three days a

week and got his f^iU rate. To those men who, of neces-

sity, had to work the full week we made a 10% cut. The
conditions very soon adjusted themselves, ileu did not

care to work half time and they gradually drifted off,

so that along in January, 1915, we were working our men
full time.

I am very mucli inclined to think that when the reac-

tion comes, as it surely will, we shall have to stop prob-

ably at a higher miiiinuim than we had before. The men
have increased their standard of living, and I do not think

they will be .satisfied to go back to the old one. If the

cost of living should very materially decrea.'^e, which it

is not likely to do, they might be satisfied. In the Globe-

Miami district, merely that the labor unions might have

something to say, it has often Ijeen suggested that this

minimum should be placed at $4. We have not con-

sidered this officially, though we are probably inclined to

suppose that maybe $4 may bo the irreducible minimum.
As has already been suggested, there certainly is

a very great opportunity for increase of efficiency. I never

sliall forget what Walter Fitch told me along in 189.';.

Ill 1893 he was running the Champion iron mine in

northern .Michigan and when the panic of '93 came they

nearly had to shut down the Cham])ion mine. They told

the men, "Here is the price tliat we are going to get for

a ton of ore tiiat costs so much. Here is the balance that

is left after paying for supplies, and we will give that to

you. We will mine this ore and stock it, and in the spring

send it down to Cleveland. If we get a new d<jllar for

an old one, well and good. We will not consider tlie fact

we are depleting the mine." Mr. Fitch told me that this

one winter revolutionized things, and that the efficiency

of the men doubled.

There are two ways in which you can increase efficiency.

You may be able to educate the men up to doing better

work, but of course, you must so modify your methods f)f

mining, .so improve your machines or your machinery.

thai you can get increased tons per man per day.

OvEiicoMixo tme Mixehs' Prejudice

A\'lien we .started the Miami mine, Mr. Lawton, who
came from Jlichigan, was very anxious to introduce

one-man machines. Our men said they had always been

accustomed to two men to a machine and that is what
they were going to have. Instead of bulling it through,

we went around in the stopes and whenever we got a

chance we told the men, "Here, this is wrong. You men
have got the wrong idea of this thing. We do not want
to have a man work alone with one of these great heavy

machines. We want to give you light machines and in-

stead of there being two men working in this drift with

this large machine, we are going to give each a light ma-
chine, in a drift by himself. Now here is what you must
realize : If we have got to work two men on a machine

this rock is not ore ; it will not pay to treat it ; but if we
can work one man on a machine, then it becomes ore

;

so you are standing in your own light. It does not

mean that one man is going to be thrown out ; it simply

means we are going to make places for two to work."

They gradually realized this and inside of a year you

could not get the men to go back to two men on a ma-
chine, because they felt that now each man stood on his

own merit and got credit for the work he did. Therefore,

what we must do in the future is so to improve our mining
and our metallurgical methods that we can afford to pay

these higher wages, make the men better American citi-

zens and permit them to live better, and we shall do just

as well, make just as much profit, and shall have a much
better and a much better satisfied community.

That is the point of \iew that we ha\e. We have been

trying to inculcate into some of these men the idea of

saving at these high wages. Wlien I was down there last.

Mr. Gottsberger said he imagined probably only 10% of

the nren did any saving. Now, conditions have certainly

improved in Arizona on accoimt of the prohibition law.

This law was in full force and effect for 15 months, then,

by a strange decision of the Supreme Court, the importa-

tion of liquor for ])ersonal tise v.-as permitted. That went

on for nine months. Last November the question was

brought up of making the state really prohibition, and it

was carried by a large majority, showing that the people

themselves were in favor of prohibition: it wasn't some-

thing that was forced on them by an order of the Czar,

as in Russia, or by the Government as in France or Eng-

land. When men have that point of view, that they arc

willing to cut liquor out (which is one of the worst curses
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of the lalioriiig mail
)
you will (iiul a ]in'tty irood coin-

muiiity. Thpy tell me, in Arizona, that when the pro-

hibition law was first introduced, almost immediately the

sales in the stores increased 25%. The bankers did not

notice any cliance until about six months, and then sud-

denly the bank deposits commenced to increase. They fig-

ured it out that it took the men six months to pay up
their debts and then they wore able to put something

aside ; hence the solution is not to try to cut wages to

the minimum, but to try and keep them as high as we
can, and to inculcate into the men the desire for efficiency

and to show them if they are efficient and do good work

that we can divide with them and that we trill divide witli

them.

Zinc Smelting in Kansas—Oklahoma

W. E. Ingalls: Not long ago I had occasion to look

over the cost sheets of a zinc plant in the natural gas

district, which is on the front, so to speak, where condi-

tions have been most difficult. Wiile with regard to

this particular plant, which is a new concern, I had no

means for comparison with previous years, out of curios-

ity I compared the figures with those of some other works

of the same character a few years before the war. Of

fiourse the comparison is not a perfect parallel, for the

Vvorks are not of the same capacity nor under the same
nianagement, but they are in the same district, where gen-

eral conditions are the same.

The labor cost per ton of ore had doubled, being in

round numbers $8.50 against $4.25 previously. Reduc-

tion material was $3.50 against $1.30. Retorts and con-

densers were $3 against 65c. Other clay material was

25c. against lie. iliscellaneous supplies were fiOc.

against 30c. Repairs and renewals were $1.50 against

70e. General expense was $1 against 85c. The total was

$16.35 against $8.35. These totals are exclusive of the

cost of natural gas—the fuel—whicli lately has been al-

most anything. Smelters have been paying 7, 8, 10c.

per 1000 cu.ft. and even more. It will be observed that

operating costs have increased from two to three times

in all principal items except general expense, which was

not much above that of normal times. This is because

taxes and insurance have not increased, and the increase

in salaries has been very small.

Increased operating cost is not the whole story in zinc

Bmelting. In general the metallurgical extraction has

fallen off, owing to the indifference and independence of

the smelters and the necessity for employing a good many
green hands. Experience in this respect has not been

uniform. At some plants where the working force is of

more permanent character there has been but little fall-

ing off. At other plants, however, recent results have

been atrocious, and I know of one at least where they

are nothing less than a metallurgical crime.

Nichols Coppeu Co.

H. II. Stout, Nicliols Copper Co., Laurel Hill, Long
Island : Roughly speaking, our labor for the year 1916

received average wages 26% in excess of 1914. Present

rates are 44% in advance of 1914.

As to labor efficiency, man-hour per unit of product

or charge, we found that when increased wages were de-

nranded and obtained by a strike the efficiency fell off,

in one case 38% for a few months. On the other hand,

by giving labor an increase sufficiently ahead of time for

it to be more or less of a surprise, our efficiency has in-

creased about 13%. It may be noted, however, that an in-

creased tonnage has had some effect in this direction.

(Hir costs are reduced to base price of labor and metal
losses. We allocate our metal losses to each step in the

operations.

As refiners, we view the increase in labor and commo-
dities with something akin to a panic, for the simple
reason tliat, no"t being producers (only custom refiners

with long-term contracts), our path is not made smooth
by the receipt of 30c. per lb. for our product.

The returning of 100% of cojipcr by the refinery is a

jiiece of stupidity on its part; the present price of copper
has increased its costs, from metal losses alone, about $1
because of the necessity for purchasing 7 lb. of copper at

30c., to make good the losses, as against the usual 15c.

per lb. As refiners, we should like to see copper go to

zero. On the other hand, the smelteiT, with its usual

1.3% off, makes us wish copper were $1.

Consider a typical ore in the smelter; 14% copper,

61% slag fall. The price of copper at 30c. against 15c.

has increased the value of this ore, to the producer, about

$37 per ton. The increased toll from 1.3% at 30c., as

against 15c., is $3.90. Of this $3.90 our labor received

$1.50; supply men, 90c.; losses, 48c.; and we, an addi-

tional profit of $1.13 per ton. Of the $3? increased value

there remains, as far as we are concerned, $33 per ton.

From the discussion, I judge that the inereased cost of

mining and freight has been about $8 per ton on this ore,

leaving $35 per ton net additional profit to producers.

over and above normal times. It can be seen that their

cries of distress are not, therefore, without their humor-
ous side.

There is one phase of this question the inevitable re-

action, in which, operators are interested, which has not

yet been touched upon. Even the most sanguine will not

predict a continuation of present metal prices. A re-

turn to normal times will probably bring an adjustment

in commodities which is the other fellow's job to regulate.

Since practically 70% of the refining capacity for copper
produced in this country is situated near New York, if

some scheme can be devised by which wage reductions can

be made without the usual friction, it would be highly

desirable. As operators, we have been of the opinion that

in the copper industry wages should be divided into two
classes, base rate in one envelope, and a bonus, depend-

ing on price of copper, in another envelope. Please note

I suggest labor should receive two envelopes. None of

the refineries has such a scheme, and if it could be put
into effect soon enough, so that the laborer would be-

come educated to the variation in his lionns envelope as it

relates to the price of copper, reductions might take place

with less interruption of operations.

Emmigration of Laroi! After the War

Judd Stewart of tlie American Smelting and Refin-

ing Co. : My idea on the subject is that, after the war,

we shall have worse labor conditions than we have now,

rather than better. In normal times, according to Im-
migration Bureau statistics, 30 or 10% of all the innni-

grants go back ; after they have accumulated enough to

live on the sunny slopes of Italy or the Balkan hills, they

return. We keep about 60 or 70% of tliem. Now, those

who liavc been interned here by the war have accumulated

vast wealth, for that class of people, and it is only human
nature for them to want to go back and see what hap-
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))('iU'd. As o-rciit iiuiiiIhts oI' iiicii were takrii onl of in-

dustrial pursuits bv this \\';ir, many killed or criijplcd

and many will be called upon to reliai)ilitate Kurope,

there is likely to l>e an exodus rather than an influx, and

we shall have a worse labor siluation after the war than

we have now.

^1. B. Spauldino-: T have recently been informed that

the North rtemian-Tiloyd and the TTanilinrfi-American

boats here in New York ITari)or have Ijeen fully prepared

to start on a moment's notice, and that they had all their

freight arranged for. The freight will consist primarily

of cotton and food stuffs, cotton at the rate of 3e. a pound

and food stufi's 21/2^- ^ pound. There is not a single ac-

commodation for passengers at ]ir,ese!it available on one

of those boats, everything having been fully reserved;

hence, the statement in regard to the possible shortage

of labor appears to bo true. We all know what the capac-

ity of these boats is as to passenger service. When we are

told, on such authority, that all passenger space has been

spoken for, it shows the intention of those who are in-

terned in this country to go back to the other side to see

what has happened.

Allen H. Rogers, consulting engineer, Boston, Mass.

:

I have little to do with actual operations, hut in regard

to the conditions after the war, I have no doubt that

there will be a considerable exodus of labor from this

country, and in view of that fact, there is likely to be

some considerable reduction in the supply of labor.

Whether the reduction in the extent of industrial oper-

ations will keep pace with that I do not see how you can

very well tell.

Mr. Douglas looks for a slump in copper after the war.

For my own part, I do not agree with that view. I do

not see how that can occur when we have been given

to understand that CTermany and Austria have used up
for munitions enormmis amounts of copper that had been

used for other purpo.ses. It seems to me that this has

to be replaced in some way. Again, industrial develop-

ment in Europe has been at an absolute standstill for two

years, which is true of a large part of the rest of the

world, also. To my mind, that amount of industrial de-

\'elopment must be made up. In other words, for a

period of years following the war we shall experience

more than normal increases in industrial development, so

that there will be a market for all the copper we can pro-

duce probalily not at 30c. but still at very good prices

compared witli those before the war.

TIOW TO ilEET THE READJUSTMENT

R. W. Raymond, professor of mining, School of -Mines,

Columbia University, New York City: The striking

question which presents itself is what are we going to do

about it. After the war, a great many men will go back

to Europe. Labor instead of being as abundant as it is

now, will be greatly reduced. One of the things that is

beginning to be felt is the advantage of educating men
and getting them worked up to a greater speed and

greater efficiency. Some of the results of this, which are

noticeable around the country, are shown in the good work
being done in Arizona, where, in some of the mines, in-

stead of getting out only 2 or 5 tons a day the men
underground are getting out 10 or 15 to 25 tons, duo
to the development of mechanical ap])liances, betterment

of drills, more efficient stoping, all tending, with the hel])

which the mining companies are giving to the training of

their men along this line, to reduce the cost and make the

men more efficient. When we come to it, we may be al)lo

to reduce wages on account of tlie lower price of copper,

and the men may be willing to agree to a reduction, but

W(! shall find that tlicy will demand as high a price, and
pcrha])s higher, than in the nnlf-hellum days, so that

better training for the workmen is a thing for serious

consideration all along this line.

One of the most notable examples of this is an in-

jeresting case in the iron mines of Minnesota. The luin-

ing of ore from» underground, whether it be soft ore or

hard ore, costs about $1 a ton on the surface. One mine
is doing a great deal better than this by speeding up the

efficiency of the men ; they are worked in small gangs

of 30 or 40 men, under charge of a district boss or a

gang boss, the men being paid, not their usual wages
of $3 a day, but at the rate of $2.50 a day, plus 8 to 10c.

a car (or 10c. a ton) for the number of cars they get out.

Every man speeds u]) to his utmost to get as many cars as

he can and the liighor wages per day. The extra wages
for every gang of men throughout the mine is posted, so

each man knows the next morning what he gained the day
before. It is developing a wonderful state of efficiency

among the men and a wonderful weeding out of inefficient

men. This company is getting out its ore for about 60c. a

ton. Those things pay, and training along that line is

worth taking up throughout the whole country, particu-

larly when our men are sure to be fewer in number after

the war than they are now.

Unfortunate Plight of the Gold Miner

E. Gybbon SpiLsbury, consulting mining and metal-

lurgical engineer. New York City: I have heard with a

great deal of interest the complaints of the miners of

copper and zinc on account of the increased cost of labor

and of supplies. Nothing has been said as to the in-

creased value of their products which they are enjoying

during this time. I want to call attention to the poor,

unfortunate gold miner. His product has not increased

in value at all, while its purchasing power has decreased;

therefore, while he is met with exactly the same conditions

as the copper, the zinc, and the lead men, so far as the

increase in the cost of labor and supplies is concerned,

he is getting no more for his product than he did when
everything was from 30 to 60 or 75% cheaper than it is

now. Copper and zinc producers are all looking forward.

though, to a terrible slump at the end of the war, while

the gold miner is looking forward with great hopes to

the time when he will once more continue to get his $20
an ounce real value for his product.

Robert Peele, profe.s.sor of mining. School of Mines,

Columbia University, New York City : I have had chiefly

to do for some years with a different kind of engineering

work. But we, also, at Columbia are interested in the

matter of increased cost, and it might be worth while to

lall attention to the fact that it is now costing much
more than formerly to turn out graduates at the School of

IMines. This is mainly due to the fact that about the

time the war began a new graduate course went into effect

in the School of Mine.s. Instead of the old four-year

course, we ha\e now a three-year course, preceded by the

equivalent of three years of scientific college training, as

preparation for entrance.

Since the change has gone into operation the size of

the classes has been temporarily reduced, so that the cost
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of turning nut n graduate during thi' next IVw years at

the Seliool of Mines will ])rol)ably be two or even two and

a balf times what it has been under the old four-year

jdan. The smaller classes bring to the university a cor-

respondingly reduced income from fees, while the cost of

maintiiining the school has certainly not dwreased. But,

running expenses have not increased in the same way that

the cost of the operation of mines and metallurgical works

liave increased. Wages and salaries remain about the

same up on the hill, notwithstanding the higher cost of

living. However, we manage to get on.

The value of the product, we hope, is being improved

;

not because it is costing more to produce it, but because

of the better preparation at entrance. It used to cost for

a School of Mines class graduating, say an average of

twenty-five, about $2600 oV $2700 per student. Of that,

the student paid $1000; that is, since the increase of the

annual fee to $250, he would in four years pay $1000.

I suppose that, with the small classes in prospect for the

next few years, it will probably cost the University $5000

or $5500 per student. I don't know whether the gentle-

men who are the prospective employers of these young

men will think it necessary to increase the inducements

to get School of Jlines graduates into their service, luit

I hope so. We look forward to turning out even a better

product tlian we have in the past, chiefly as the result of

more thorough preparation on the part of the students.

Additions to the Reduction Works
at Trail, B. C.

E. H. Hamilton, metallurgical manager for the Consoli-

dated Jlining and Siuelting Co. at Trail, B. C, gives

some interesting data regarding extensions and operations

at the Trail reduction works, in the annual report for the

year ended Sept. 30, 1916. From 1894 to date, there has

been treated at the British Columbian smeltery 4,819,903

tons of ore, of which 447,017 was smelted in 1916. Con-

struction expenses in 1916, according to the balance sheet,

were $2,326,021 ; the greater part of this was spent at

Trail, presumably for the new refineries, though there

was considerable work done in the smelting department.

Improvements in the lead department of the smelting

works included a Cottrell precipitating plant for the

AA'edge roasters, a briquetting plant for iiue dust, a samp-
ling room for the laboratory and extensions to the me-
chanical shops. A series of rcinforccd-concrete bins were

built, with hoppers, scales, etc., for weighing charges for

the lead blast furnaces ; also convenient trestles, tracks,

etc., for filling and discharging. A crushing plant with

skip and belt-conveyor system was installed for crushing

and handling the product from the Huntington-Heberlein

pots; also skipway, motor, etc., for conveying product to

the lead blast-furnace l)iiis. The lead sampling mill, witli

lube mill tor fine grinding, was completed. An ore-

bedding system was housed in substantial steel buildings

with concrete floors, covering 21,000 sq.ft.

In the copper-smelting department two 12-ft. -basic-

lined upright converters were installed; also an Ingersoll-

Ifand turbine blower with 900-hp. motor; a reverberatory

l-urnace and anode-casting apparatus.

Floor si)acc occupied by the new metallurgical plants

lately built at Ti'ai' arc gi\en in Mr. Ilamilloirs rcpoi-t

as follows

:

Tlie 15-ton sulpiiuric-arid plaid, built of tile brick, con-

taining two lead chami)ers, towers, etc., covers an area

of 8983 sq.ft. The hydrofluosilicic-acid plant covers 1472

sq.ft. The 13-ton electrolytic copper refinery, including

generator room, occupies a building having a floor area of

802 1 sq.ft., besides a basement, with concrete floor ))ro-

tected with asphalt; the building is of steel construction

with walls of hollow tile. An extension to the refinery to

firing the capacity up to 17 tons of refined copper daily

occupies a floor area of 5664 sq.ft. The co])per-melting

department, housed in a separate steel, hollow tile and

concrete building, covers 3600 sq.ft., being 60 ft. square

by 18 ft. high. The electrolytic y^inc plant, com])lete(l in

ilarch, 1916, is hou.sed in steel buildings with concrete

floors and tile walls; floor space covered is 163,611 sq.ft.

Smoke Damage to Vegetation

At the January meeting of the New York Section of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Ligiion

Johnson, attorney for the International Nickel Co. and

the American Smelting and Ecfining Co., gave a dis-

course on the legal phases of the smoke problem of the

smelting jjlant. It was found by scientific investigation

that much of the damage usually attributed to the smoke

from the smelting plant was actually due to other causes.

The problem has been studied by physicians, veterinary

surgeons, agronomists, entomologists and botanists—be-

sides the smelting-company chemists. Damage to human
beings or to animals had, he said, been practically elim-

inated with the improved methods of clearance for the

gases. With the perfection of clearanc-e methods, the use

of high stacks and the dispersion of hot gases, the smoke

problem had been solved at most of the big works.

In regard to alleged damage to vegetation, it was found

in many instances that the condition of the damaged

plants arose from other causes than smoke. Smoke of

much higher SO2 concentration was tested on uther grow-

ing plants, and it was found that they would stand with-

out damage much more sulphur dioxide than was con-

tained in the gases of the smelting plant. In a number of

instances the botanists and entomologists found that the

j-ilants were diseased; cultures were made from such

plants and the same clisea.ses introduced into healthy

plants. With elimination of certain plant di.seases, both

the crop yield and the nutritive value had been increased.

On some alkali land the crop had been improved by the

addition of sulphuric acid. The scientific study of the

vegetation in the vicinity of smelting plants had thus

revealed many causes of crop failures that had formerly

been attributed to the smoke.

Power from Volcanoes

The presence of subterranean steam coupled with high

coal prices has led to the erection of a power plant in

Italy, using a volcano as a source of energy. Drill lioles

were put down through which the steam issues at a pres-

sure of two to three atmospheres and a temperature of

150° to 190° C. On account of the presence of borax

salts and sulphuric acid in the steam, it could not be

used directly. By applying the superheated steam to a

boiler directly (using the steam in the same manner as

fuel) power was successfully generated. Three jilants

having a total of 9,000 kw. are at present in operation.
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The Origin of the Sudhury Nickel Ores
By C. F. Toi-jfAX, Jr.,* and Austin F. RooEitsf

SYNOPiSlS—By a comijlelc niicrosvoinc ex-

aviinalion of the Sudburij ores with the polarizing

and reflecting microscopes, the relative ages of

the rock minerats and ilie ore minerats tiave been

positively determined. This study reconciles tlie

two antagonistic views regarding the origin of

these ores.

To mention the (•()))iier-nu'kel ileposits at Sudbury,

Canada, is to arouse the interest of all who are connected

with minino; or engaged in the study ol' ores. This

interest is due not only to the great size and importance

of the orebodies which furnish tiic hidk of the Avorld's

output of nickel, but also to the mooted question as to

their origin.

The literature devoted to the description of the Sud-

bury ore deposits and to the discussion of the problems

of their genesis is extensive, the bibliography including

about 60 titles. A riumber of these articles have ap-

peared in the Journat.^ These include the most recent

contributions of Coleman and Knight.

In spite of the prolonged discussion no one theory as

to the origin of the Sudbury ores has received general

acceptance. For example, favoring the igneous origin we

note the names of von Foullon, Barlow, Browne, Adams,

Walker, Vogt, Coleman, Stutzer, St. Clair, Hore, and

Howe. Opposed to this view and favoring the hydro-

thermal origin are Bell, Argall, Posepny, Bush, Beck,

Collins, Hison, Dickson, Weed, Emmons, Gregory, Camp-

bell, and Knight. Neither is there in the literature a

clear summary of the characteristics of these ores, which

might serve as a guide to those in search of new deposits.

In connection with a general study- of the magmatic

sulphide ores carried on by us for the last two years, we*

undertook a complete microscopic examination of the

Sudbury ores, using both the polarizing microscope and

the reflecting microscope. In this study we have been

able to determine positively the relative ages of both the

rock minerals and the ore minerals, and also to place

definitely the period of hydro-thermal alteration with

reference to ore deposition.

The sequence of the minerals as determined by the

microscope furnishes a rather full account of the history

of ore deposition, and as sound theory of today becomes

one of the working tools by which the value of a prospect

is determined tomorrow, we venture to summarize

•Associate professor of economic geology, Leland Stanford,
Jr., University.

tAssociate professor of mineralogy and petrography, LcIand
Stanford, Jr., University.

'Browne, D. H.. "Tlie Composition of Nickeliferous Pyrrho-
tite," "Eng. and Min. Journ.," Vol. 50, SSii-e (1S93). Bush, E.
R., "The Sudburv Nickel Region," Vol. .17. 245-6 (1894). Cole-
man, A. r.. "Oeology of the Siidlnirv District," Vol. 79, 1S9-90
(1905); "Geological Relations of the Sudburv Nickel Ores. Vol.
102, 104-5 (191(1). Dickson, C. W., "Note on the Condition of
Nickel in Nick(difei-ous Pvrrhotite fi-om Sudburv," Vol. 7.1. fi60

(1902). Hixon, H. W., "fieologv of the Sudburv" District," Vol.
79, .334-5 (1905); "The Sudbury Nickel Region," Vol. S2, 313-14
(1906). Knight, C. W.. "Origin of Sudburv Nickel-Copper
Deposits," Vol. 101, Sll-12 (1916); "(ictdogical Relations of Sud-
bury Nickel Ores," Vol. 102, 554-5 (1910). Miller, W. G, and
Knight, C. W.. "Sudbury, Colialt and Porcupine Geology," Vol.
95, 1129-33 (1913). Thomas, K., "The Sudburv Nickel District
of Ontario," Vol. 97, 152-4 (1911). Thompson, P., "The Sudbury
Nickel Region." Vol. 82, 3-4 (1906).

="A .Study of the Miigmatic Sulphide Ores." C. F. Tolman,
Jr., and Austin F. Roger.s. TjCland Stanford, .Tr., University
Publications. University series, 76 pp., 20 plates (1916),

briefly some of the data we have gathered in regard

lo the Sudbury deposits.

We are chiefly indei)ted lo the excellent work of

Coleman^ for our knowledge of the geology of the

Sudbury region. In brief, the Sudbury orebodies arc

found at the base or margin of an intrusive sheet ol

igneous rock designated by Coleman as "norite-micropeg-

inatite" and also informally called by him the "nickel

eruptive." 'i'liis intrusive occurs as a great interforma-

tional sheet, or laccolith, which forms the base of a

spoon-shaped syncline about S.'i mi. in length and al)out

I.') mi. in width. Above the norite-micropegmatic sheet

is a younger metamorphosed sedimentary .series, and

below a coni])]ex of schistose sedimentary and intrusive

rocks known as the Sudbury series.

The orebodies are distributed along the entire ellipse

traced by the base of this sheet, and also occur in

dikelike apophyses and small parallel sheets of noriti?

which extend out from the main sheet into the underlying

Sudburv series.

The basal portion of this laccolith is quartz norite

(hypersthene and plagioclase with subordinate quartz).

It includes masses or segregations of hornlilende-bearing

acid material which is especially abundant as inclusions

in the rich ore. The upper portion of the laccolith is

an acid granitic rock in which the quartz and feldspar

often occur in fine graphic intergrowths, and hence was

early designated as micropegmatite.

Explanation of Acid and Basic

POETIONS OF OeEBODY

A reasonable e.\planation of the relation of the upper

acid portion of the sheet to the lower basic portion is

that differentiation was controlled by gravity. The
nickel eraptive or, more accurately speaking, the nickel

intrusive broke through the older granites and greenstone

schists, and along its margin a later granite was intruded.

This forms, according to Knight*, the foot wall of the

great Creighton ore deposit. Our study of material

kindly furnished by Dr. Knight leads us to believe that

the later granite, as well as the granitic material often

intimately associated with the ores, is an acid differentiate

from the magma basin which furnished the norite.

From the fact that the ore lies at the base of the

norite. the proponents of the magmatic theory postulate

that the ores were the first minerals to separate from the

magma and that they sank and thus accumulated at the

base of the norite sheet.

Tlio eai'lier observers impressed by th(> brecciation and

fissuring conn(!ctcd with the orebodies believed that the

oiTS were brought in by solutions, as does also Dickson,

who made a careful microscope study of the ores. Knight

has made recent field studies and states: "These deposits

were ]irobably formed, like all the otbei' deposits in the

area, by solutions circulating along crushed and sheared

:'.ones.'"

'"The Nickel Indu.stry with Special Reference to the Sudbury
Region, Ontario, Canada." Dept. Mines, Mines Branch, Publ.
170, 260 pp. (1912).

'"Eng. and Min. Journ.," Vol. 102, p. 554, Sept. 23, 1916.

6"Eng. and Min. Journ.," Vol. 102, p. 555 (1916).
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niatic stage as defined l)y us, and so the term niagmatic

may be retained I'dr this class of ores. We recognize,

however, that, certain misconceptions have been attached

to tliis term, sncli as the sinking of crystals in tlic magma,
and other erroneous assumptions, wliirli should he avoided

in the future.

Our study reconciles the two antagonistic views in

regard to the origin of these ores. We confirm the con-

clusions of the opponents of the niagmatic theory that

the ores Avere formed after the rock-forming silicates.

We agree, on the other hand,

with the magmatic' school that

the ores are not hydrothermal,

but for different I'easons than

advanced by the.se investigators.

Detailed microscopic study has

shown among other things that

the typical hydrothermal min-

erals are later than the ores.

The recent discovery of nickel-

copper deposits of this tyi-ie in

San Diego County, California,'

gives added interest to all in-

formation that can be obtained

from the study of the impor-

tant deposits in the Sudbury

district. The very definite

characteristics of this class of

ore deposits and its close re-

lation to certain types of ig-

neous rocks should be under-

stood by all who are. prospect-

ing and developing such de-

posits. Fig. 1, magnified ITjS

diameters, shows a thin section

of ore from the Evans mine,

showing a chalcopyrite vcinlet

(black) cutting a hornblende

{ho) cryistal. Data of this

character prove that the on-
are formed after rock consoli-

dation. In thin sections viewed

by transmitted light, the

opaque ore minerals are black

and the silicates are light gray.

In polished surfaces, imder re-

flected light, the ore minerals

are white or light gray and tin

silicates dark gray. Fig. "'.

magnified 10 diameters, i-

from a polished surface oi

granitic material from tin

Creighton mine. This show-

sulphide nuisses, pyrrhotitr

and chalcopyrite on the right

extending out into veinlets

(largely chalcopyrite) which

cut and replace the quartz {q)
and feldspar (/). Fig. 3, magnified 18 diameters, is

from a polished surface of granitic material from the

Creighton mine, Sudbury, showing pyrrhotite (p), pent-

landite (;w) and chalcopyrite (c/?). In the center the

structure of the original, graphic intergrowth of quartz

'Calkins, P. C "An Occurrence of Nickel Ore in San Diego
County, California," Bull. 640, U. S. Geol. Surv., 77-82 (1916i.

and feldspar is i-ctained through the selective replacement

of the feldspar by the ore minerals. Fig. 4 shows a pol-

ished surface (!)!) diameters) of granitic material frfun

the Creighton mine. Chalcopyrite {cp) extends from

the main ma,><s out into veinlets. Both are of the

same age. This proves that the veinlets are not due to

rearrangement.

Fig. .5, magnified 3.5 diameter.s, is from a polished

surface of massive ore from the Creighton mine. Pyrrho-

tite (/)) is cut by \ein-like areas of pentlandite (/^")-

r

y

/

^>

4^

>>t

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Fis. 7 Fig. 8

FIGS. 5 TO 8. PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF ORES FROM THE CREIGHTON AND
STOBIE MINES

The contrast between the pyrrhotite and ])entlandite is

brought out by polishing, not by etching. A small

amount of pentlandite of a second generation {pn.^ has

formed along later cracks and veinlets. Fig. 6, magni-

fied 36 diametci-s, shows a thin section of norite from the

Stobie mine, showing sulphides, chalcopyrite and pyrrho-

tite (black) cut by a veinlet of chlorite. This proves
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liiat llu' liyili-dllirinial allciMlion is post niineval. Fij;.

7, niayiiiluHl 1 I tliaiueicrs, siiows a polished surface ol'

lypieal rich ore rroni the Creighlon mine showing resi-

liual or unreplacod silicates (s) and mag-netite (m) ; also

pyrrhotile (/() cut by veins of pcnthindite (pn). Fig.

s shows a polished surface, highly nuignilied (790 diani-

elers), of an intergrowth of magnetite (main mass) with

illmonitc (parallel dark lines). The specimen is not

etched, but contrast is brought out by high polish. This

photograjihs proves that the problem of treating titanif-

crous magnetite is one of metallurgy and not one of

ore dressing.

Extraction of Silver from Manganiferous

Ores
A paper recently presented before the Chemical, Jletal-

lurgical and Mining .Society of Sonth Africa by Walter

Neal, describing metallurgical experiments on the man-

ganese-bearing silver ores of El Favor, in Jalisco, Mexico,

brought out some discussion by F. Wartenweiler. Re-

ferring to Mr. Neal's data on extracting 32 oz. silver from

;W oz. of ore of the character mentioned, Mr. Warten-

weiler said it reminded him of an investigation on silver-

gold ores and tailings carrying pyrolusite in considerable

quantity. The investigation included the dissolving action

of sodium-chloride solutions in wet chloridizing and the

chloridizatiou of silver ore by roasting supplemented by

wet chloridization roasting.

The process of forming silver-chloride and dissolving

with basic chloride was beiiig worked by nature and was

exemplified by the silver content of the acid- mine water

issuing from nndergronnd workings. The conditions were

favorable through the presence of silver minerals, pyro-

lusite, chlorides, base mineral sulphides and by mine

water passing through a mineral zone of partial oxidation.

The tailings assaying i.2 oz. silver and 0.05 oz. gold

]ier ton, w'ere leached with an 18% salt solution, which

luul been charged with electrolytically generated chlorine

liy passing through an absorption tower. The extraction

on the silver was 64.3%, and on the gold, 75%, The
precious metals were precipitated on lead shavings, giving

excellent deposition provided no free chlorine remained in

the effluent from the leaching vats. The solution of the

silver chloride in strong salt brine is an old method and

was at one time practiced under the name of the Augus-

tin process. The precipitation reaction for the silver

may be illustrated thus

:

4AgCl-f2Pb=2PbCL,+4Ag.
The partly oxidized silver-gold ores with which are

;issociated pyrolusite, mispickel and pyrite, were roasted

in a large muffle furnace with 4% salt, then leached with

the salt .solution (containing 18% NaCl and 0.20% free

CI), giving an extraction of silver, 90.7% on an original

\alue of 22.7 oz. and gold 75.0% on an original value of

0.10 oz.

The chloridi/ation of the silver during the roast was

85.9% (l)y iiypo test), and to olitain this it was necessary

to subject the ore first to an oxidizing roast, adding the

salt in the later stage on account of the rapid evolution of

SO. at the beginning of the roast. By kceiiing a low heat

tlu-ougboni, the volatilization loss was kept down to 5%
silver and gold.

In leaching this ore with I he salt solution, it is inter-

esting to observe that an elllueiit carrving as hi<;h as 17 oz.

silver per ton was obtained. This silver content seenu d

to lie the siituration point as experienced in leaching

high-grade ore assaying 150 oz. silver per ton. Sut'h high

silver content required a long time for dissolution by the

salt solution.

The same partly oxidi/.ecl ore yielded to cyanide treat-

ment after grinding through 150-mesh, giving extractions

shown in the accompanying table.

i;XTRACTIONS BY CYANIDE TREATMENT
.Silver

Oriein.al vtiUio 1 8.9 oz
Extraction by cyaniding
Extraction by cyuiiifling plus concentration

.

Gold

0. I03o/.
64. 5 "i 66.1%
75.9% 83,9%

The old and costly mill practice of chloridizing roast-

ing with 15% salt, followed by pan amalgamation, gave

an extraction of 90% silver and 5G% gold. By chlori-

dizing roasting with 6% salt, followed by cyaniding, the

extraction \\-as 90% silver and 74% gold.

When the ore was given an oxidizing roast only (no

salt added), the solubility of the silver in cyanide solu-

tion decreased remarkably, only 18.5% being dissolved.

Hanyang Iron Works Flourishing

Through the courtesy of Z. T. K. Woo, superintendent

of the Hanyang Iron and Steel Works, China's largest

plant, statistics of the work done in 1915 by the Hany-

ephing Iron and Coal Co., Ltd., have been made public

by the Far Eastern Bujeau. Mr. Woo reports : "The

output of the iron and steel works for 1915 was as

follows: Matin iron, 34,906 tons; foundry iron, 101,635

tons ; rail steel, 30,776 tons ; mild steel, l-6,'624 tons. The

output of the Tayeh iron mines was 545,819 tons of iron

ore, and that of the Pingsiang colliery was 365,000 tons

of coal and 273,000 tons of coke. During the year the

following additions to the plant were completed or in

hand : One blast furnace, capacity, 250 tons per day

:

eight boilers; one steel chimney; one blower; plant for

unloading ore and stone and loading pig iron and steel

products mechanically on the wharves; machinery for

removing pig iron from the casting bed and pig breaking;

openhearth furnace of 70 tons; and, in the dolomite mill,

four calcining cupolas and a grinder; an improved water

system to utilize water from the rivers, for which the

necessary settling beds and water channels have been also

completed. During the year there was a ri,se in value

of 9% in pig iron, and over 100% in structural steel

material. The present staff comprises 17 Chinese engi-

neers, 10 foreign chemists, 252 general staff, 2000 skilled

workmen and 2500 laborers."

Industrial Gold in Germany
A note in a recent issue of Madrid Cicntifico calls at-

tention to the publication in the Frankfort Gazette, of an

estimate of the quantity of gold being liberated by the

Reichsbank for use in jewelry and embroidery trades.

The quantity wdiich, before the war, was used by these

iiulustries and the dentists, photograjihers, gilders and

china makers is estimated at about 80,000,000 marks per

year. Now the consumption is but 14,000,000 to 1 5,000,-

000 marks per year, and of this amount four-lift hs is

destinetl for export. The jewelry trade now uses about

2,500,000 to 3,000,000 niaiiss in its ntanufactures.
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The Chilean Nitrate Industry
By a. W. Alli:n*

SYN0P1:^1S—The preparation uf nil.rate from

"caliche," or nitrate-hearing ruck, is somewhal

analogous to cyanide melallurgtj. The rock is

crushed coarsely and the nitrate leached out in

tanks. Vacuum filters are used to separate solu-

tions from finely ground rock. The choice grade

of product contains not less than 95% combined

sodium and potassium nitrates and not over 1%
of sodium chloride.

t'liile has the world's mouopoly of sodiuni-iiitratc

production. There are 174 oficinas, or nitrate plants,

distributed over the province of Tarapaca; the depart-

ments of Toeopilla, Antofagasta and Taltal, in the

province of Antofagasta; and at Aguas Blancas, a dis-

trict in the province of Antofagasta.

The available statistics for August, 1916, show that 30

of these ofidnas were closed previous to the war and that

whicli 4(),()00,00(), valued at alxjut .$.S(t,000,()0(», had Ix'cn

shipped.

The necessity for nitrate in the manufacture of certain

munitions has largely stimulated the demand for the sail,

but the comparison between peace and. war statistics, ami

excluding the increa.ses of the past few months, do not

show the variation that might have been expected. This

is largely due to the dislocation in shipping.

All calculations dealing with nitrate production and

all statistics show the Spanish quintal, of appro.ximately

100 lb., as the invariable unit of weight. Market quota-

tions are based on the English standards of shillings

and pence per quintal.

The principal importer of nitrate al the present tim-'

is the United Slates. Taking the period from July 1, t(j

June 30, the vcar l!)l.'5-ll showed an import of over

12,000,000; during 1914-15 of over 13,000,000, and
during 1915-16 of over 23,000,000 quintals. The United

Kingdom is the next largest importer, with about 17,-

.j^

1. 7p-;:v^ •

.

^^'-
>

it

i

VIEWS AT THE CHILEAN NITRATE FIELDS
The upper illustr.Ttions show sorting at the SaUtreras, and bringing the ore to the plant. The lower ones show dumping

into crusher l)ins and dumping the nitrate at the patio for drying and flacking

34 have since siis|»eiided operations. The production for 000,000 quintals during a similar period, 1915-16.

September amounted to 7,150,OOO (piintals, valued at Germany's imports, which stood at over 13,000,000

over $14,000,000. Up to the end of August the pro- quintals in 1913-14, were reduced to under 800,000

duction for 1916 had been about |;;.ihi(|.(i(|(i quintals, of during 1914-15, and none for the .subsequent year.

Japan, Russia, Spain, Italy and Denmark all show not-

Met.illurgical engineer, 309 Broadway, Now York. able increases in import.
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The caliche, or niti-nte-bearing rock, is carli'd rioin

iIk! Mlitrenu, wlicrc the deposita are a lew feet below the

siirl'aee ol' the grouiul, to ceutral loading stations. Fi'oni

here the material is hauled by locomotive in large trucks

to the treatment plant. The caliche is hand-picked on

the ground, and all fines are rejected, as the horra. or

slime associated with the broken caliche, is viewed as that

part of the product which not only yields nothing by

the old methods- of treatment, but actually leaves the

plant carrying a larger percentage of nitrate than when

it entered.

Rock breakers of the Blake or Blake-Marsden type are

in general iise to reduce the caliche to a size suitable

for leaching treatment or further reduction. In the

former case the jaws are set at al)out li/o in. The caliche

is easily broken, and the breaker wearing parts have a

long life. Secondary breaking to produce a finer product

is practiced only in a few instances. Symons disk

crushers are used at the Irene oficina and take the whole

of the product direct from the rock breakers. Rolls are

also in use in other plants and have proved satisfactory.

At the Agua Santa oficina the fines, of sand and

caliche dust separated by means of a shaking screen,

are delivered to a bin and pass from there to the scoop

feed of a Hardinge tube mill, where they mix with

plant liquor. No return system for unground product

has been arranged, and the whole of the tube-mill dis-

charge passes to the Butters-filter plant.

Leaching of the Broken CALiniE

Leaching of the broken caliche is performed in rectang-

ular vats termed cachuco, built in nests and grouped

together, thus affording economy in construction cost and

minimum heat loss by radiation. The broken caliche

is generally delivered to these by means of gable trucks

of large capacity, so that two vats can be filled simul-

taneously. In some instances belt conveyors are used,

and at Agua Santa a bucket elevator has been installed.

The capacity of the cachuco varies, but SO tons or

thereabouts may be taken as the average. A few inches

from the bottom of the vat a removable screen rests on

appropriate supports. This consists of steel plate in

sections, perforated with circular holes or diagonal slits,

and is the equivalent of the filter bottom in an ordinary

cyanide leaching vat. Steam coils are arranged in each

vat to raise the temperature of the percolating liquor

and to facilitate the solution of the nitrate contained

in the caliche.

Cooking with steam is continued until an economic

percentage of the nitrate is removed, the solvent solution

used being the acjua vieja, or "mother liquor" from the

crystallizing tanks. The nitrate contents of the. liquor

are gradually enriched by passage from one vat to

another until hydrometer tests show that it contains

sufficient nitrate for satisfactory crystallization.

Washing of the vat contents after drainage of the

strong liquor is done by circulating sufficient cold water

through the material in a single vat until the bulk of

the dissolved nitrate is removed ; or the wash water may
follow the same course as the leaching solution. Tiie

residue, or npio, is discharged by hand into trucks

through large bottom-discharge gates, and the trucks

are drawn to the dump by locomotive.

Underneath the perforated plates, or crinolinn.t. of the

leaching vats a deposit of horra, or slime, accumulates.

The amount of horra thus found varies with the class of

caliche being hanillcd and, according to its (|uantity,

necessitates the freipient or occasional removal of the

criiioliiia and the slioveling of the slime into the residue

trucks. This slime carries athigh percentage of moisture

in the form of nitrate liquor. The loss from this source

is considerable in some plants where borra percentage is

high, and insignificant in others where only a small

amount of slime finds its way below the crinolinas. In

some cases the screen has to be removed and the space

cleaned out after each charge. In the latter case the

horra dischargd may represent 5% of the tonnage of

caliche treated, and the loss of nitrate is thep considerable.

The caldo, or strong liquor, is tested by hydrometer

at every stage of the process, and when a satisfactory

density has been reached, it is passed to one of several

chidladores, or settling tanks, from which the clear liquor

is decanted by pipes which can be lowered into the tanks

by means of screw joints. Lime, flour and guano are all

used as coagulating agents to hasten settlement. The
efficiency of the last two in this capacity may be some-

what difficult to understand, but the action is obvious and

results are satisfactory.

The decanted cal'do passes to the hateas, or crystallizing

tanks, where it is allowed to cool. The stage at which

it is advisable to decant the agua vieja is indicated by

soundings of the hatea to ascertain the depth of crystalli-

zation, and is adjusted as nearly as possible to insure

crystallization of the maximum of nitrate with the mini-

mum of salt.

After drainage of the remaining liquor in the hatea,

the crystals of nitrate are allowed to dry and are then

shoveled into trucks and tipped to the sacking patio,

where further exposure to the abnormally dry air of

the locality reduces the moisture to 1% or so.

The salt which occurs in the caliche in varying

quantities (according to locality) is redeposited to a

considerable degree on the ripio during leaching. A
proportion which forms the invariable composition of

the caldo, or liquor going to the crystallizing tanks, is

precipitated in the vats receiving the cold liquor from

the latter, and is periodically dumped with the ripio.

Approximately half of the nitrate produced is known
as "95 and 1%," or refined nitrate. This means that

the shipped material must carry at least 95% of com-

bined (sodium and potassium) nitrates, and less than

1% of salt. This grade is insisted upon for munition

work. The nitrate is shipped in sacks carrying approxi-

mately one quintal each and is weighed in bulk on the

railroad cars.

Chemical Control of Operations

In addition to hydrometer testing previously men-

tioned (which corresponds to routine titration work in

the cyanide plant), a large amount of analytical work

is carried out in the laboratories connected with the

oficinaf!. It is imperative that the nitrate produced be

high-grade and with a minimum of chlorides or sul-

phates. Rcnncd nitrate may be ])roduced from some

classes of caliche with little difficulty and by adopting no

more than ordinary precautions against the inclusion of

more than the prohibited percentage of salt or sul])hate.

In other instances the interfering chemicals occur in

such quantity or combination that crystallization with the

nitrate is inevitable, and the value of the product is

consequently lowered.
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VarioH.* mctlunls of ostimating the iiitrato coiilunt in

caliche or ripio are in practice, the sim])lest being by

ferrous sulphate titration. The local adaptation of this

method has the advantage of being exceedingly rapid

and is sufficiently accurate for the purpose. Ten grams

of the ground sample is weighed out and mixed with

250 c.c. of cold water. The nitrate is readily soluble

with shaking, and the supernatant liquor can be drawn

oflE after a few minutes. Twenty-five cubic centimeters

of the clear solution is then taken and acidified with

excess sulphuric acid, and the titration is then made in

a porcelain dish by running 10% ferrous sulphate solu-

tion from a Inirette. The end point is shown by the

change from yellow to buff color, and a correction is

sometimes made by deducting 14 c.c. from the burette

reading before the calculation of nitrate content is made.

An anal3'tical estimation of salt, sulphates (in terms

of sodium snlphate), moisture and insolubles contained

in the shipped material is made. The nitrate content is

then calculated by difference.

The nitrate produced carries varying proportions of

the potassium and .sodium salt, the bulk being in the

latter form.

With regard to a statement of extraction results, any

reliable figures would be difficult to obtain. As a general

rule the nitrate would seem to be evenly distributed

Tlie sample-reducing equipment is generally so jjriini-

tive that with a ripio carrying any considerable variation

in nitrate content it would not be wise to ignore the

]jrobability tiiat the final sami)le taken for assay might
not be respreseutative.

Where an attempt is made to calculate the assay ex-

traction by means of estimated content of nitrate in

caliche and ripio, the neglect to adjust the latter figure

to represent per ton originally handled, results in an
excess of nitrate actually produced over that shown by

theoretical estimates. With a caliche assaying 15% and
r. ripio assaying 5%, the theoretical extraction is not

66.6% of the nitrate brought to the plant. It is neces-

sary to know the actual tonnage of nitrate and salt, or

the actual tonnage of ripio, before extraction figures are

available, thus:

Tons caliche originally handled , , 1 00
Tons nitrate produced 10 5
Estimated oncinal nitrate content. 100 tons X 15% = 15 000
Estimated final nitrate content. 89.5 tons X 5% = 4 475

Theoretical extraction; that is, yO^i of 15 tons 10. 525

A General View of the Methods Used

Considering the extraordinary simplicity of the old

method of working, the results are good in many in-

stances, and actual recoveries of 70 to 80% of the

nitrate brought to the mofjuina are by no means un-

common. The owners have invested an enormous amount

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE OFICINA

in the caliche, so that the assayed sample of "heads"
should approximate the actual content. Assuming the

correctness of this figure and also that of the estimated

weight of caliche treated, it would be possible to arrive

at the amount entering the treatment plant. The returns

of nitrate shipped and its analysis would supply the other
figure, which would be needed in order to compile actual

recovery results. Assay extraction results might be

obtainable if it were possible to arrive at any reliable

estimate of the nitrate contained in the ripio, borra or

sand discharged as residue, and their respective tonnages.

As a matter of fact, any estimate made in this direction

would be mere guesswork and the results correspondingly

approximate. In some instances assays of a special

material, carrying much nitrate and being periodically

discharged as residue through faulty plant design, are

made for local information only, and the nitrate thus
lost is not included in the generally supposed value of

the residue.

EMPTYING THE CRYSTALIZING TANKS

of capital in their plants, on which depreciation charges

are infinitesimal when compared with the corresponding

expense in a modern slime-treatment plant. Like many
other industries, it has been accused of conservatism for

not immediately adopting new schemes and processes

when the latter have proved successful in other eases

and under other conditions. But it is obvious that

any alternative equipment involves capital expense and
must not only yield enough to cover amortization, in-

terest and depreciation charges, but must show a distinct

advantage over other methods.

The bugijear of the old process is the horra, or slime.

This is evidenced by the fact that in oficinas where the

caliche, e\en after secondary breaking, contains only a

smaJl percentage of horra the results are good.

It is evident that the nitrate iii the caliche is easily

dissolved, and although it would seem that there ls a

considerable loss of nitrate in those plants where crush-

ing is not carried far enough (where untouched nitrate
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may bo soon in llio ccntor ol' llie lai-<4or liini|)s on tlio

lipio dump), it must bo admitted that all-sliiiiiiiii; is

out of the question. Any improveniont must bo carried

out along lines which recognize that (a) tlie caliche must

be crushed to a degree permitting free ])eroohition of tlie

solvent liquor, and no more, and (li) tiic subsequent

method of treatment must be simjilo and choa|i, involving

the minimum of power-consumption. If the whole

jiroduct could be treated in one handling, so much the

better.

The benefits of secondary crushing are evident from

the results of those ofirinas that have made the chang(>.

And even in the ease wliere a slime plant may 1)0 added,

the improved results in the leaching plant, brought

about by handling a finer and more homogeneous

product, may be overlooked in a statement of increased

yield.

A further effect of finer crushing prior to leaching

is that the percentage of voids in the leached product is

lowered and the amount of slime washed below the

rrinolina, by the action . . the crcolating liquors is

considerably reduced.

The treatment of the horra associated with the caTichc

is the main problem for consideration. Fresh points to

be solved are encountered with ordinary wet clas.sification

methods on account of the high specific gravity of the

liquor in circuit, and its tendency to crystallize on lower-

ing of temperature or exposure to the air. To sejiarato

the slime efficiently in the dry state is a difficult matter

on account of the clogging of any screening apparatus

used.

By the use of shaking screens it has been proved jios-

sible to separate a sand-and-slime product from the

material to be leached. Tube milling (since it has been

duly recognized that this is essentially a sliming opera-

tion with high power consumption) is not indicated.

The mixing of such fines, preparatory to separate treat-

ment, could be carried out in vortex mixers with one-

tenth the power consumption and with an elimination

of practically the whole of the renewal and upkeep costs

of tube mills.

The metallurgy of the process presents many interest-

ing problems, and the results of further research with

modern ore-handling and filtration equipment will be

awaited with interest.

Australian Loading Plant for Steamers*
The iron-ore deposits of the Broken Hill Proprietary

Co. are situated at Iron Knob, 34 mi. N. W. of Hum-
mock Hill, on Spencers Gulf, South Australia. Oponcut
quarrying is employed to mine the ore, which is transport-

ed by incline railways to the head of a main gravity in-

cline. As there are several quarries, this is the sinlplost

form of transportation. From a bin at the bottom of

this incline the ore is conducted to the coarse-crushing

plant, where a reduction to 3V^-in. is effected. From
small receiving bins in front of each crusher the ore is

transferred by means of a rubber-belt conveyor to the main
storage bin at the shore end of the loading dock. The
total storage capacity of this bin is 30,000 tons, of which
l.-j.OOO tons can be fed by gravity through the chutes

to the 3G-in. conveyor belt.

•Rxceipts from an .irtlcle entitled "Quairving anrl Ship-
pinB Iron Ore" in "Mining and Engineering: Review," Sept. 5,
1 91 fi.

The cuuNcying plant to transmit this ore to the stoaniors

consists of a set of seven conveyor belts 36 in. wide and

% in. thick, discharging from one to the other until the

end of the jetty, 2290 ft. in length, is reached. Si.\ of

these belts are, roughly, 400 ft. between centers, and eac'h

section is driven by a 7o-hp. induction motor, running at

48.5 r.]i.in., suitably connected by a double set of gearing

to bring the main belt drum down to a peripheral speed

of 3.50 ft. per min. Each of the bolts (one of which is

shown in the illustration) is elevated near the discharge

end at an angle of 15 deg., high enough to provide

sufficient discharge room to the next belt. The ore is

transferred by means of suitable steel chutes from one

i)elt to the other. All chutes are lined with hard-iron

wearing plates to provide against the abnormal wear due
to abrasion. The last section of the belt is elevated at an
angle of 1.5 deg. to a vertical height of 25 ft. and dis-

iharges upon a short 36-iu. belt with 65-ft. centers. This

belt is fitted on a steel boom, on which a 25-hp. driving

motor is also attached, and the whole structure is fitted

with track wheels and so arranged to move out over the

vessel's hold to a distance of 28 ft. The vertical rise of

No. 7 conveyor belt is necessary to provide sufficient

headroom for loading large empty vessels. The boom is

a steel latticework structure of the cantilever type, 70 ft.

long, running on rails, and is propelled forward or back-

ward by means of a capstan winch, driven by a motor
through suitable gearing. The distance this boom can be

movetl forward is ample to reach the center of the steam-

er's hold. A swinging chute 10 ft. long, attached to

the end of the boom, can be lowered into the ship's hold if

desired. The speed of the boom belt is fixed at 420 ft.

and all other belts at 350 ft. per min.

The rated capacity of the belt is 1000 tons per hr., and
this tonnage has been conveyed without difficulty. All

belts are fitted with trough idlers spaced at 3-ft. 6-in.

centers on the loading side and flat rollers on the return.

Suitable tightening gear of the tension-pulley system,

with a suspended weight box, is provided on each belt.

Telephone communication is established between the

jetty terminal and power house. Also a reliable system of

emergency control in case of accident, is fitted the full

length of the jetty and under the storage bins. This

consists of a pair of separate electric cables starting from
the extreme end of the jetty and terminating on the

feeder panel of the main switchboard of the power house,

where a magnet is placed directly under the tripper of

the main switch. Switches are installed every 200 ft. for

the full length of the jetty, and should a serious mishap
occur at any part during loading operations, the tripping

of any one of these switches will cause the electric cur-

rent to 1)0 cut off and the motors on the jetty to be brought
to rest. The power plant providing electric current con-

sists of a 600-hp. engine direct-connected to a 420-kw.
generator of 525 volts, running at 1G7 r.]).m.

Efficiency of Compressed Air

Installations

In the Journal of .Tan. 20. 1917, p. 135, the last

formula inadvertently had a plus sign substituted for a
minus sign. The correct formula is

ri - 1

7-.-r.(;.)'
29
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VIKWS IN THE SAN JUAN COUNTRY, SOUTHWESTERN COLORADO
The mines in this preoipitous region are situated at high altitufles and many of the supplies are still transported on

the mmmUiTi! iiVni.'''l°1"'^iV^nte^
""' '"

"
^"'"^ manner. Note the numerous loops of the road necessary to negotiate
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THE ROADS TO THE SMUGGLER AND TO THE TOMBOY iUN'ES

The ,-o.„ t„ the .S,.uggler rr,ine is ..unvn in the top yjew^anf,'" ^^^,,'°^''^
illustration are six-horse teams e,„ni„ tr from
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The Presidency of the Institute

The present riviilry for the next presidency of the

Institute between Sidney J. Jenninjifs, of New York, and

Philip N. Moore, of St. Louis, has excited much interest,

and incidentally there has been published some depreca-

tion of any competition for this office and some urging of

the election of Mr. Jennings on the ground that he is the

"regular'^ nominee.

I dissent strongly from this position, as no factor is

more promising for the future liealth and vigor of the

Institute than to have a wholesome rivalry for this highly

important office. The lack of this spirit resulted in the

moribund condition that caused the sloughing off of many

of the most active, strongest members into the Mining and

iletallurgical Society, and had it not been for hard work

and vigorous measures pursued by the recent "insurgents"',

the Institute would have finally landed on the rocks with

the dry rot that was slowly but surely sapping its exist-

ence. All honor to the "insurgents" for coming to the

rescue of the Institute and for uplifting it to a plane

where it is accomplishing much greater results and ren-

dering far superior service to its members than ever before

in its history. The continuation of this upbuilding and

the inciting of greater interest on the part of its members

will be promoted by the present happy condition of having

two candidates for its highest office.

The nominating committee rendered a signal service in

promoting the prosperity of the Institute by suggesting

two names for the presidency, even if for legal reasons it

thought it did not have the power officially to present

more than one name and had to suggest that the second

name be secured by special petition, which latter was

promptly done.

That either candidate will be a credit to the Institute

their professional record assures and the high standing of

all the members of the nominating committee is a guar-

antee that in suggesting two candidates it carefully con-

sidered the best interests of the organization. The func-

tion of the nominating committee has been entirely too

perfunctory in the past in presenting slates that were

usually made up by an inner circle that represented an ex-

tremely small fraction of the Institute. The present

committee should therefore be grateful for receiving the

views of the astoundingly large number that took the

trouble of informing it as to their preference for the

future occupant of the presidency. While the preference

of the great majority of the members in this preliminary

ballot for the Western candidate was regarded by some of

the committee as having been expressed in too informal a

manner to receive its just and fair recognition, its chair-

man has put the Institute under obligations in estab-

lishing a promising precedent by having at least two

candidates. Competition and a healthy, vigorous rivalry

is not only a fundamental requirement for successful,

enduring business, but is equally neces.sary for the health

and vigor of any social or professional organization, and

Ihc past record of tile Institute is certainly an illum-

inating warning of the danger of its ab.sence.

If tlie majority of tiic mcmlH'rs of the Tustitute are not

big enough and suilicicntly broad-minded to appreciate the

\aluo of a healthy, friendly rivalry for the highest post

in the Institute, then it is time to consider the dropping

of the first word in the In.stitute's title

—

"American."
St. Loui.s, Mo., .Ian. 30. 1917. IF. A. Wheeler.

Regarding Engineers and Efficiency

It is the custom, whenever an American consul has

uolliing else to do, for him to sit down and write a scath-

ing letter concerning the underpayment of postage by

his fellow countrymen. But after taking great pains to

get a foreign return postal on which to send aquestion to

a foreign country, and having it come back with an extra

stamp on its face and all of the reverse taken up with a

lecture on the typically American trait of not prepaying

replies, I thought this might be only a consular tradition.

However, from more recent experiences I expect the

worst is probably true. Having received applications for

Belgian Kiddies stock, circulars, etc., on unsigned let-

ters, and on letters with addresses of more or still more

abbreviated character, and having sent out the appro-

priate replies to everything received to the best approxi-

mation obtainable to the name and address, I now have

a table full of stuff returned by the parental Post Office

Department accompanied by any number of official ad-

monitions on the advisability of putting real names and

addresses on letters.

So maybe that is where your Belgian Kiddies mail is.

And for the benefit of engineers in general I give the

following advice : After affixing your signature to a letter,

then write (or print) your name; street addresses are

always helpful, and should be given; but as there are

several Colorado Streets in the United States, a town ad-

dress is of great assistance. Occasionally it is desirable to

add the state. Profanely yours,

SECRET.UiY BeLGI.\N KiDDIES.

New York City, Jan. S9, 1917.

The Fume
The undersigned, who must needs remain incognito.

is about to begin the preparation of copy for the Fume,

to lie ])ublished during the meeting of the American In-

,<(iiute of Mining Engineers, Feb. 19 to 22, inclusive.

Contributions are soliciteil from the profession on any

topic and in any vein.

The articles may be long, short or medium; historical,

biographical or fanciful, iliu.-^trated or unillustrated.

Interesting personal anecdotes are particularly desira-

ble. All material should be addressed care of the Journal,

to the Fume Editor.

New Yoik. .1; 1917
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Details of Practical Mining |
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Mine Unwatering with Air Lift

By S. H. Brockunikk*

The luiwateriiig of the Herman mine at Wcstville,

Calif., recently accomplished, presented some unusual

features. The large pump had been submerged through

the carelessness of a foreman, and the small pumps, while

efficient, were not capaiile of handling the water rapidly.

It was therefore decided to try air lifts.

The shaft was inclined at an angle of 52 deg., and

was 400 ft. deep. When the mine was closed down, three

years before, 356 ft. of 4-in. air column was left in the

shaft, with the expectation of using it for air to run

the pumps and drills at a higher level. The lower end

was therefore closed, but water leaked in and the column

was found full.

It was decided to use this air pipe for the lift, but

before doing so it was necessary to .shoot the lower end

off and this involved several nice problems. The length

of the column was first carefully measured by weighting

a steel tape and lowering it within the column. It

was then calculated where a shot should be placed to

come midway between the wall plates of the shaft, near

the bottom of the pipe, so that it would not disturb the

timbers.

The cartridge was prepared by binding four sticks of

40% dynamite tightly together, priming it with two elec-

tric detonators, attaching their terminals to No. IS

insulated copper wire, carefully binding the connections

with waterproof tape and daubing the latter with pitch.

In order to use the insulated wire for lowering the

cartridge, as well as for firing it, a half-hitch was made
with the wires around the cartridge, securing them firmly,

so that there would be no pull on the detonators. The
cartridge was weighted by attaching to it a piece of 1-in.

pipe cut to such a length that it would support the

cartridge at the place, above the bottom of the column,

where it was desired the explosion should occur.

The preliminary tests were made with the insulated

wire and detonators by firing a pair of detonators under

water, after a submergence of half an hour, when it was

found that it took six ordinary dry eel's connected in

series to get good results. When everything was ready,

I

tlie cartridge was lowered nearly to the bottom of the

column before meeting an obstruction—a tee, as was
afterward found. If it had not been for the pipe weight,

the work would have been held up at that point, but by

gcnily raising and lowering the cartridge, the pipe finally

guided it by the obstruction and landed firmly on the

i)ottom, as was shown by a mark previously measured off

on the conducting wires. Several hundred feet more wire

was then run off and connected to one terminal of the

batteries; it was then a simple thing to fire the cartridge

by .touching the other terminal of the batteries to the

remaining conductinir wire. SubseiiTunit unwatering

*.MininK enprinecr. Xeva(l;i Cit>'. C.aUf.

showeil that the column iiail been cut cleanly at the exact

point desired.

The factors for the air lift were now: 5000 ft. eleva-

tion, compressor capacity 1250 cu.ft. free air per minute
compres.sed to 100 lb., 253 ft. of 4-in. pipe in shaft at
slope of 52° giving a vertical head of 199 ft. From
these data it was decided that a li/4-in. air pipe within
the column would furnish sufficient air to lower the water
to the second level, at 164 ft., starting with a sub-

mergence of 100% and stopping with a submergence of

33%. As a matter of fact the air lift began to balk at

40% submergence, and failed to unwater as far as tlie

station by 20 ft., thus necessitating the lowering of the

air lift to reach it.

A pump head was made by grinding down a l^/^-in.

return elbow until it would slide inside the 4-in. pipe.

To one side of this was screwed the liA-in. air pipe

and to the other side a 1%-in. nipple 9 in. long. On
the upper end of this nipple was screwed a cap perforated

with fV-in. holes, to act as the air vent for the lift.

This pump head, with air pipe attached, was then lowered
inside the 4-in. pipe to near its bottom, and the air

turned on, with the iisual result of inexperience—too

much air used, resulting in shower baths for onlookers.

However, the flow of air was soon regulated and the v/ater

flow for several weeks, night and day, averaged 180
gal. per min., as measured over a dam. Subsequently,

two additional lifts were put in, consisting of 2-in. pipe

with side inlets of 1-in. pipe with %-in. nozzles. These
delivered 40 gal. per min. each. All failed below 40%
submergence.

The consumption of air and power to operate these

lifts was much higher than the theoretical figures, but

this is partly explained by a break that was found in

the large water column after unwatering. After reachins-

a depth of 164 ft. the remainder of the unwatering had
to be done by pumps. This was much slower, even with

the smaller amount of water contained in the lower

workings.

It is imcertain whether the shot caused the break in

the column, two lengths above the location of the shot,

or whether it was there before. The air could be heard

bubbling up, but the trouble could not be located. If

anyone should repeat this experience and hear air bub-

bling or boiling in the mine, our advice is to first locate

the break by raising and then lowering the air pipe

within the column and listening to the sound. If the

break is too far up, it will be best to abandon the

fixed column if possible aiul lower another. This would

be rather a difficult job in an inclined shaft full of

wreckage of stulls and timbers, but by careful manipula-

tion and using a large wooden cone attached to the lower

end of the column, as described by E. H. Emerson, in

the Journal of Oct. It, 1911, it might be accomplished.

It was expected to submit careful tests of power and air

consumed, but the break of the main column rendered the.se

useless for comparison with normal working conditions.
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But even with these unl'avorable circ-unistaiK-es six weeks'

time was saved and the cost was $1330 less than it would

have been had the jiunips available not been used

—

jndginfj bv their oxiiense and rate of work when they

were nsed after abandoninfr tlie iiii' lifts.

A Safe Electric Paring Switch

By a. C. Da.man^'

In electric shot tiring two general sources of current are

usually employed; namely, by means of a hand-operated

generator or directly from a source of electrical energy.

If the latter method is cnii>loyed. it is of extreme im-

AN ELECTRIC FIRING SWITCH FOR BLASTING

portance to have a switch that cannot remain closed after

contact is made. In the accompanying sketch, which is

.self-explanatory, I have incorporated many safety-first

details in orders to make the switch absolutely foolproof.

Standard Dampers, Breechings

and Stacks
At a convention of the Smoke Prevention Association

in St. Louis, the following recommendations, abstracted

by Power, Jan. 16, 1917, for dampers, breechings and

stacks for high-pressure steam-power plants were offered

by Osboru IMonnett, formerly chief smoke inspector of

Chicago.

For horizontal return-tubular boilers the dnmpers

should occupy the full width of the available opening and

lune a free area 25% in excess of the combined area of

the tubes. No type of dami)er plate that restricts the

opening should be tised. In water-tube boilers a free

()])ening of one-quarter the grate surface should Ije pro-

vided, and the dampers Avhen wide open should hang in

such a mannei- a.s not to obstruct the movement of the

gases. It is recommended that no damper be placed in

the main breeching.

The bi'cechings should bo as short and direct as pos-

sible, ]n-eferably having a direct run without turns into

the stack. No right-angle turns should be used. ' If

necessary to install a breeching with turns, the latter

should be in long-sweep bends with a radius on the center

of the turn of iu)t less than the diameter or width of the

bieeciiing. The breeching should not dil) below the

horizontal, but should have an ea.sy slope upward to the

stack. The connection from the breeching to tin," stack

should be preferably at an angle of 45 deg. Breechings

should not be constructed of brick or other porous material

subject to leakage. Breecliings made of steel i)late shoidd

have angle irons on the outside and have no projections

on the inside to resist the flow of the gases. Lagging

should be on the outside, where its condition can be

leadily inspected, whore repairs can be made without

interrupting the operation of the plant and where loose

pieces will not obstruct the How of the gases. Clean-out

doors should be ]>riivi(led at convenient ])oints for the re-

moval of accumulations of soot.

For water-tube boilers the area of the breeching should

not be less than 22% of the total area of the grate surface

served, or a ratio of breeching to grate surface of 1 to -ly^-

For horizontal return-tubular boilers the area of the

breeching should be 25%. in e.xcess of the total area

through tubes. Breechings should preferably have a round

or square .section. In ca.«e of rectangular sliape, one side

shoidd be not more than one-third great*'r than the other.

Stacks .should be located so a-s to give the most favorable

run of breeching possible. Steel stacks should be lined

for a height equal to 10 times their diameter. For water-

tulje boilers the free area of the stack at the smallest point

should be not less than one-fifth the area of the total

connected grate surface, where the stack is less than 150 ft.

high. Where the stack is over 150 ft. high, the area

.=hould be not less than one-sixth the grate surface. For

horizontal return-tubular boilers the .stacks should have

an area in free opening at the smallest point 25% in

excess of the combined area of the tubes served.

A good formula for calculating the draft available

from a certain height of staik is

T Tj
in which

D = Draft in inches of water;

// ^ Height of the stack above the grate in feet;

P = Atmospheric pressure in pounds per square

inch ;

r ^ Atmospheric temperature, absolute;

Tj -^= Absolute temperature of the stack gases.

For convenience the values of the product 0.52 X P

—, — ^1 := A' have been calcidated for a number of

different flue-gas temperatures at sea level and 60 deg. F.

atnios|>he;ic temperature. The formula becomes D =
Kff. the \alues of A' beinsr as follows:

I) = O.rriHP

Temp.
Stack Gas
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Smelting Capacity of the United States '-"I'-f'ty is much the greatest, yet by tar the more copper
!S probably made by the reverberatories. The explanation

For a considerable number of years the Jourml has of this is "that the reverberatories work generally on con-
pnblished in its annual statistical number a summary centrated ore of relatively high grade—even as high as
of the copper-, lead-, and zinc-smelting capacity and cop- 40% copper—while the blast furnaces are employed for
per-refining capacity of North America. Tliese figures smelting run-of-niine ore averaging much less in" copper
are the compilation of reports furnished by the several content. In the second place, it will be noted that blast-

metallurgical companies at the end of each year. Yet in furnace cajiacity has been about stationarv during the
spite of this official character, they are not to be regarded last four years, wliile there has been a great increase in

as precise, and this is primarily for the reason that smelt- reverlieratory. With the increased expfoitation of low-
ing capacity itself is not precise. Almost any works rated grade ore deposits, the increased employment of meehan-
at a certain normal capacity has a plus or minus. It may ieal concentration and improvements in reverberatory-
be forced to considerably more than normal capacity, per- smelting practice, the reverberatorv attained unchallenged
haps by the neglect of upkeep, and at a later date may preeminence. This is clearly reflected by the statistics,

be capable oidy of much less than normal capacity during The increase in ore smelted" in converters simply corre-

a period when deferred maintenance must be made good, sponds with the increase in copper production. Wi'th more
A further source of error in such statistics is misunder- copper to convert, there have to be more converters, and
standing on the part of the reporting company as to just naturally more ore is charged in them.
what constitutes ca])acity, or the terms in which it is 1,1 3 second table are grouped the lead-smelting, zinc-
asked that it be reported. Making allowances for such un- smelting and copper-refining capacities. These figures re-
certainties, however, the compilations are of great value q^ire scarcely any explanation in addition to what has al-
as a closely approximate survey of the American capac- ready been given. The silver-lead smeltino- capacity ex-
ity for smelting ores and producing metals. hibited but little change in 1913-1.-). Even'in those "years

In stating lead- and copper-.smelting capacity, we adopt there was a great surplus on the books, for the reason that
as the unit the ton of furnace charge, exclusive of coal through changes in the mining industry many works had
or coke, and express the figures in terms of tons per lost important sources of ore supjily. Thus' it is many
annum. If an ore be self-fluxing, the ton of charge and years since the Colorado plants haxe l)een able to obtain
ton of ore are the same thing; also if ores can be mixed sufficient ore in their territory to keep all their furnaces
so as to be self-fluxing, which of course is ever the aim of going. A good deal of this capacity ought to be written
the good smelter. This acme of metallurgical practice is off. The increase in 1916 was due chiefly to a new plant
seldom attained, and in general the ore is a percentage

—

[^ f]^,, Northwest.
95, 90, 85, or 80, as the case may be. Owing to this ^s for the zinc smelters and the copper refiners, the
variable, the ton of charge is manifestly the correct unit, figures speak for themselves. The great increases in 1915
Copper-refinmg capacity is, however, expressed naturally gi.a iqiq reflect the demands created by the war. In two
as pounds of copper. Zinc-smeltmg capacity is conven-

^.ggrs since 1914 the production of zinc in the United
lently stated m number of retorts, which m America are states has more than doubled. The smelting capacity
of substantially the same size. The capacity per retort ^a^ not increased in the same proportion, for at the end of
used to be figured at about 41/4 tons of spelter per annum, 1914 ti,e country possessed fortunately a large surplus
but in 1915 and lUKJ it has been less, and m 191G may Kevertheless the increase shown by our figures is suf-
not average more than 3^2 tons per annum owing to di- ficientlv siiectacular.
minished percentage of extraction, and possiljlv lower

"

.^,

grade of ore smelted.

COPPER-SMELTING WORKS OF NORTH AMERICA Incrcased Cost of Mining and Smelting
Annual Capacity at Ends of Years in Tons of Charge

Year F.frnat., ^IZ"^: ."".Zr. To.a.
^t the December meeting of the New York Section of

1913 22,116,236 6,156,500 509,778 28,782,514 the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America there
1914 22,522,457 6,466,450 610,438 29 599 345 " x j- 1 l ii t' ,. ,i

1915. . 22.2b5.bi7 7,887.000 662 200 30 814 857 was a vcrv interesting aiid valuai)le discussiou ol the maii-
"" "•^^»«» '•'"•'°"' '5''^" "''"^'^^ ner and 'extent in and to which rcc-ent conditions have

s.MELTiNC AND REFiMNG CAPACITY OF NORTH AMERICA affcctcd tlio cost of mining, smelting and refinino-. The
Annual Capacity at Ends of Years members prcscut, wlio participated in the discussion—

F.iortrniytic sUver-Lead zinr smoitorios. n""" I'l'^G Walter Bouglas, vice-presideiit of Phelps, Dodge

Year ^ISJ, ?.?; T^;^Tlt.,. ""^^j" & (^'>-
=
J- I'arke Clianning, vice-president of the Miami

l?ll:;:;:;;;;;:::;:::: \:ZZZl Zlll ^'T' ^"r
"• "•/'^^=>"'i^-- '"«"«f^'^'- «f the Perth

1913 1,768,000.000 7,173,000 110,746 Amhov works ot the American Smelting and Refinins Co.

:

1914 1,778,000,000 7,025,600 120,494 ri i"- uj- i I'il l i! j.i -nt- i . /n
I9J5 1,892,000,000 7,200,000 155,388 Captaiii Stout, Hmnagcr ol Ihe works ot the Nichols Cop-
'"^';

2.488,000,000* 7,555,000 212.326
j,^, p,, . ^j^^^rge C. Stoiic, chiof metallurgist of the Ne^v

The table of copper-smelting capacity reveals some in- Jersey Zinc Co.—were competent to give authoritative
lercsting tilings. In liie (ii'st place, (lie blast- I'uniace testimony on the subject. The version of this interesting
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discussion, given in tlic ImlleLin ol' the society, is repro-

duced elsewhere in this issue of the Journal. Unfortu-

nately it is well-nigh impossible to re])ort such discussions

with all the interesting details, comnients, etc.

A testimony of these high authorities revealed some im-

portant things. There was a sharp line of demarcation

between the miners and smelters of the West and the re-

finers of the East. The former unitofl in re])orting no

particular increase in the cost of production per pound

of copper, although the cost of labor and all supplies had

increased immensely. On the other hand, the smelters

and refiners of the East had a tale of woe. The zinc

smelters, like the lead and copper refiners, reported enor-

mous increase in the cost of smelting, but naturally they

could not draw very long faces about it in view of the

large profits that are knowTi to have been made in that

industry.

The explanation of the discrepancies in the rejrorts

from East and West is rather simple. The Westerners

treat the raw material and deal with large tonnages. In-

creased unit costs for labor and material have been offset

by increasing the tonnage worked; that is, although the

dividend has increased, the divisor has also been increased

with the result that there is not much change in the quo-

tient. The Easterner, on the other hand, rleals with the

concentrated product and from the nature of his business,

moreover, is unable to increase his divisor in the same
ratio as his dividend, wherefore his quotient has gone up.

Everybody agreed that readjustment from existing con-

ditions is going to produce serious problems. The AVest-

erners, who have arranged for payment for wages on a

sliding scale, have much less dread of this than the East-

erners. The latter have been troubled, not only by re-

peated demands for increased wages, but also by growing

and serious deterioration in the etficiency of their labor

—

as to that evei-ybody agreed—and they contemplate with

uneasiness the prospect of what may hap])en when it be-

comes impossible to allow to labor so much as it is getting

now.

m

The Traffic Delay

In our market reports for several weeks back we have

been s))eaking of the extraordinary delay in the movement
or freight, a delay that recently has been becoming more

and more serious. In the metal markets, and indeed in

other markets, this has lately become a factor of major

importance. Consumers who contracted last October and

November for the supplies of lead, spelter, etc., that they

expected to need in January, and not having received

them when January came, were in many cases obliged to

buy from dealers and speculators all of the near-by sup-

plies that could be obtained. Persons having such sup-

plies naturally took advantage of the situation. The

copper business was affected similarly, refiners being un-

able to get their expected supi)lv of crude copper from

the West.

We draw to this situation the attention of some pro-

ducers of ores in the West—such as tungsten ore, molyb-

denum ore, etc.—which have to come all the way to the

East. Some of them have infonned us that they are un-

able to get offers for their j)roduct anything like the

quotations in New York. A ])artial explanation of this,

anyway, is that their ore is not in New York, and even

if it bo put on the cars, noljoilv can tell when it will get

here. This unr<utainty naturally enters into the con-

sideration of buyers who are negotiating for ores in

Colorado and elsewhere.

Tiie congestion on the railways is naturally playing a

vciy important part in the markets for copper, lead and
zinc. An inimen.sc stock of those metals is locked up in

railway cars, whence it will some day be released. In

(lie meanwhile there is a renewal of ])ronounced scarcity

in many consuming districts where they are needed.

Si

The Randall Rider
The Randall Rider came a cropper and broke its neck.

But Mr. I'andall, being apparently a persistent person,

has introduced the same idea in the form of an independ-
ent bill, which is designated IIR-20,204.

It is easier to fix attention upon an independent bill

than it is upon a rider, which being attached to some
necessary appropriation bill may be carried through with

the measure on which it is hitched. Ability to load an
important bill with such riders is one of the vicious things

of our existing system of legislation.

We do not think that Jlr. Randall's bill will stand

much chance of passage in this session of Congress, the

present Congress expiring automatically on March 4.

However, it will be wise for everybody interested to keep

his eyes open, lest Mr. Randall's new bill be sneaked

through.

:<g

American Smelting and Refining

Company
The project of the American Smelting and Refining

Co. to retire the preferred stock B of the American

Smelters Securities Co., following the previous step of

letiring the debenture bonds of that company, is obviously

another movement toward simplification of the affairs of

the two companies, which once were very complicated. Ex-

planation of how the complications originated need not

be repeated, but as the business of the two companies

developed, it became increasingly evident that discrim-

ination as to ownership of property, contract rights and
many other things was troublesome. In the affairs of a

house where ownership and rights were not identical,

some opposition on the part of the holders of American

Smelters Securities preferred stock A, expressed within

the last few days, is illuminating of the very things that

it is sought to cure.

The first step toward simplification was taken when
the smelting company purchased from the Guggenheim
Exploration Co. the common stock of the Securities com-

pany held by the latter. This concentrated all the com-

mon stock of the Smelters Securities companj^ in the

hands of the Smelting company. The next step was

taken when the retirement of the debenture bonds of the

Securities company, convertible into common stock of

the Smelting company, was announced recently. This

left as the premier i.ssue of both these companies the B
preferred stock of the Securities company, which holds

the leading place by reason of being not only preferred as

to earnings of the Securities company, but also guar-

anteed as to dividends by the Smelting company.

It is now ]iroposed to issue a first mortgage on the

properties of the Smelting company, and exchange the

]ireferred stock B of the Securities company for these
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mortgage bonds. Except for reinoviiig one more issiie ol'

the Securities company, the exchange makes little dif-

ference, the interest rate being the same. The holders of

the B stoi'k obtain a security wliieh as a mortgage bond

will probnl)ly rate somewhat higher sentimentally, but for

all practical purposes this preferred stock, with the guar-

antee behind it, possesses all the elements of security of

a bond.

When the exchange was announced, opposition wa,s ex-

pressed on the part of o\vners of Securities preferred A
that a mortgage should be put ahead of their stock. This

opposition was naturally disi)elled when it was explained

that the mortgage was being jilaced on the property of the

Smelting company, with which* the Securities company
had nothing to do, wherefore the position of Securities

preferred A was altered in no wise. However, this il-

lustrates what the administration of the Smelting com-

pany is driving at, we think, and we anticipate that at

some opportune time steps will be taken to eliminate the

Securities preferred A and bring the ownership of all

property and of all the business unqualifiedly into the

hands of the American Smelting and Refining Co.

Great interest is exhibited in the election of president

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers. The
total vote, from present indications, will run nearly to

3,000, which will be a remarkably large percentage of the

maximum possible.

giiiiiiiiriiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

I
BY THE WAY

|

A market that depends for its strength upon the con-

tinning slaughter of men, the continuing sutfering of

women and children and the continuing destruction of

civilization is a market that the devil himself might
hesitate to call his ow-n.—Xew York World.

Bisbee is adding to its interest as a great center of

mining by the prosj>ect that it is going to have a big

openpit mine in the near future. The Copper Queen is

now making plans for steam-shoveling Sacramento Hill

to take out one of the disseminated orebodies in the por-

phyry stock by that method. Thus does the fame of

Bisbee increase.

The following resolution was passed by the Board of

Directors of the American Institute of Mining En-
gineers, at its meeting on Jan. 26, 1917: "In the

name of all the members of the American Insti-

tute of ^Mining Engineers, this Board extends to

Herbert C. Hoover, an honored vice-president of the In-

stitute, on the occasion of his present temporary return to

his native land, the cordial welcome of his colleagues, and
their congratulations ujion the noble work splendidly done

by the Commission for Relief in Belgium of which he is the

head. It is understood that a leading purpose of Mr.

Hoover's visit to America, at this time, is the collection of

additional funds, to be adnunistered by his Commission in

the care of the destitute cbililreii of Belgium. To this

enterprise, endorsed by both the belligerent parties, as

well as inspired by the purest and tenderest sentiments of

Ininianity, contributions arc solicited from engineers.

especially through an organiz.ation known as the 'Belgian
Kiddies, Ltd.,' which this Board, heartily approving its

object and method, recommends to the consideration ol'

the members of the Institute. On motion duly secomU'd it

was unanimously voted. That this minute be spread upon
the record of the Board, and published in the Bulletin, ami
that a copy thereof be transmitted to Mr. Hoover, and to

the San Francisco Section of the Institute."

January Mining Dividends

Jlining dividends paid in Januaiy, 1917, by 41 United
States mining companies amoiuited to $11,856,370, as

compared with $6,758,276 paid by 30 mines in January,
1916. Metallurgical, holding and steel companies paid

$8,879,019 in 1917, as against $4,231,879 in 1916, while
Canadian, Mexican and Central Amei'iean companies ])aid

$1,639,348 in January this year, against $1,732,257 in

1916.

United States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Totaj
Ahmeek, c Mirh. $4 00 $800,000
AUouez. c Mich. 3.00 303.000
Ariz. United, c Ariz. .01 25,000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s. . Ida. .50 153,500
Caledonia, l.s Ida. .03 78,150
Camp Bird, pfd . Colo. . 18 1 10.5C1
Cerro Gordo Calif. .05 50,CCO
Contin(nt.-il Zinc Mo. .50 1 1 000
Cresson. g Colo. .10 122,000
Doctor .lackpot, g Colo. .01 28.441
Dragon Cons Utah .01 18,750
East Butte, c Mont. 1.00 t4ll.00O
Electric Point, I Wash. .01 t8,000
Golden Cycle, g Colo. .03 45,0CC
Hecla. l.s Ida. .15 150,000
Hercules, l.s Ida. . 25 250,000
Homestake, g S. D. .65 163,254
Inspiraliou, c .. -Ariz. 2.00 2,363,934
Iowa, g.s Colo. .005 I2.5CO
Iron Blossom, s, I.g Utah .10 100,000
Iron Cap Copper, com . , Ariz. .20 t20.502
Iron Cap Copper, pfd .. . ,\riz. .35 15,683
Isle Rovale, c Mich. 2 00 300,000
Midwest Sulphur V\'yo. .015 4,125
Moscow, s.l.c.z ., Utah .02| 22,500
Nat. Zinc and Lead, 1.2 Mo. .02 lO.OCO
N. J. Zinc US 10 00 3,500,0tO
North Butte, c -\I..nt. .75 322,500
Oaks Co., pfd., g.s \ .M. .10 Ic9
Osceola, c Mich. 5 00 576,900
Pittsburgh-Idaho Ida. .05 40.88S
Portland, g . Colo. . 03 90.000
Shattuck .Arizona, c . . Ariz. 1.25 437,iOO
Silver King Coalition, s.l.z Utah .15 187,500
Tonopah Belmont, g.s Nev. .125 187,5M
Tonopah Extension, s - Nev. .15 192,420
Tonopah Min., s Nev. .10 10i,0£,0
United Cop. Min, c Wash. .01 10,010
United \'erde, c .\riz. 1 50 450,1 tC
Utah Apex, c -- Utah .25 132,t5t
Vindicator, g , Colo. . 03 45,000

Metallurgical, Holding and Steel Companies Situation Per Share Total

Am. Smelters, pfd. A . . 1,50 249,747
Am. Smelters, pfd B 125 375,OCO
Bethlohcm Steel, com. . . , . . U. S. 7 50 1, 1 M,6;0
Bethlehem Steel, pfd . U. S. 1 75 260,^90
Brier llill Steel, com U. S. 3 50 424,690
Brier Hill Sterl, pfd . U.S. 1-75 87,5tlO

*CUv,land-Cliffs, i ,. U.S. 2.50 184,253
Crucible Steel, pfd .U.S. 2,00 50O,0tO
Eagle-Picher Lead, pfd .U.S. 150 15,000
Greme Con , holding .. Mex. 100 1,000.000
Gulf States Steel, com .U.S. 2 00 65,686
Gulf States Steel, 1st pfd..., , , U. S. 175 22,050
La Belle Iron Wks U.S. 100 99,154
Nova Scotia .Steel, pfd , , . , N. S. 2 00 21,200
Penn. Salt Mfg Pcun, 2 00 100.000
Pittsburgh .Steel Penn 22 00 1,540,000
Republic Iron & Steel, pid. , , , . U. S. ' 5 75 1,437.500
Sloss-.Sliefli.ld, pfd ,. Tenn. 175 117,250
United .\llov Steel 100 1500,000
U. S. Smelting, com U. S.-Mex. 1.25 438,894
U. S. Snieltin.L', pfd U. S.-Mex. . 87J 425,555

Canadian Mexican and Central American
Companies Situation Per Share Total

Alaska Goldfields, K Yukon .10 25,000
Cons. Min. & Sm. Co., c.z B. C'. .625 210,695
Crown-Reserve, 3 Ont. ,05 88,441
Hollinger, g Ont. .05 240,000
La Rose, s Ont. .05 74,931

Luckv Tiger-Coin, E Mex. .09 64.380
Melvinlev-Darragh-Savage, s Ont. . 03 67,43

1

N. Y. & Ilond. Rosario C. A. .50 100.000
Nipissing, s Ont. . 50 600,000
Peterson Lake, s Ont. .015 42,032
Porcupine Crown, s Ont, . 03 60,000
Tough-Oakes, s Ont. .121 66,438

Paid also stock dividend of 35% callmg for distribution of $2,580,000 in new
shares, tinitial dividend.
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Albert G. Wolf liiis gone to California on pro-

fi'ssliniiil Imsint'ss.

H. C. Wilmot has returned to New York after

a trill lo Chile and Peru.

R. Gilman Brown has remcjved his olHee to

7 (iraeeeiuirch !St., London, E. C.

B. B. Gottsberger. general manat'er of the Mi-

ami Copper Co., is visitinR .New York.

W. H. Wright of the .Malm-Wolf Co. is ex-

amining placer ground in .lefferson Count.v, Colo-

rado.

0. C. Martin has been made works Tiianager

for the Nichols Copper Co., Laurel Hill. Long

Island.

Dr. A. R. Ledoux left New Y(uk on .Ian. 2S

tor a business trip. He will return earl.v in

February.

Harry L. Day, of Wallace, Idaho, was In

Washington last week to deliver the electoral

votes of las slate.

Daniel C. Jackling has sold his steam yacht

"Cyprus" to the Kussian Government for a

price said to be $i',.'iO,000.

R. L. Herrick, recently of the editorial staff

of the Engineering and Mining Journal, is now
witli tile Ingersoll-Rand Co.

H. M. Eakin has taken charge of the Georgia

property. Chloride, Ariz., in place of J. A. Ja-

cobson, who resigned recently.

Justice Grugan left New Y'ork on .Ian. 2i; for

Canada On i'eli. .i he will leave for Cuba on

professional business, to be gone about six

. weeks.

W. W. Taylor, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Oriskanv Ore and Iron Corporation,

Lynchburg, Va., has resigned to take up other

business.

Lausen Stone, superintendent of the Pitts-

burgli station of tlie Bureau of Jlines, was in

Wasliington last week conferring with Director

iManning.

C. V. Hopkins, chief engineer of the Vnited

Verde Copper Co. and tlie United Verde & Pa-

cific R.R. of Jerome is spending two weeks in

New York.

James M. Piatt has accepted the appointment

as mine superintendent for a British mining com-

pany in Peru, and will sail for that country

befcire Feb. 1.

W. R. Ingall- has been apiiointed. liy the Di-

rector of the r. S. Bureau of Mines, chairman

of tlie ConiniittL-e of Consulting Engineers on

Mining Law Kevision.

Chas. E. Lawrence, president of the Lake Su-

perior Mining Institute, was honored with a

hanquet by Menominee range mining men at

Iron River, Mich.. .Ian. 211.

J. B. Tyrrell left Toronto on .Tan. 2."> for the

Rice Lake district, of Manitoba, wiiere he will

examine one of the gold-mining properties that

has been most fully developed.

J. P. Bickell. of Toronto, has been chosen pres-

ident of the Jlclntyre-Poreuplne Mines. Ltd., to

succeed the late Col. Alexander M. Hay. and
E. K. B. Johnston has been elected a director.

George Giffault, for many years connected with

Filz, Dana <Sc Brown, metal dealers. New Y'ork.

has become identified with the staff of the North
American Copper Co., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New
Y'ork. effective Jan. 22.

William Herman, a "cleanup man" at the Butte

Si Superior mill lost his right hand and sus-

tained serious in.jury to bis shoulder when his

hand became caught in a pulley In the mill early

in the morning of Jan. 20.

W. M. Weigel has resigned as associate pro-

fessor of imning at Pennsylvania State College

to accept the position of superintendent of con-

centration for the International Molyhdennm Co..

Ltd., with headiiu.irteis at Renfrew, Out.

Dr. Edw. Fitch Northrup, research plivsieist of

I'riiici-loti rni\ ei sil> . Ii;is Iieeii awarded the El-

liott Cresson medal by the I'lanklin Institute of

Phiiadillilila "in recognition of bis electrical in-

ventions and high temperature investigations."

H. T. Liang, of the American oHlee of the

Wah Chang Mliiint! and Sniclling Co.. Woolworth
building. New York, sliorlly will return to

Changsha, China, where the headquarters of his

coiipany are located, for a visit of several

months.

Or. Otto Sussman. of the American Metal Co.,

of New York, spent the week in Butte confer-

rir.g witli I). I''. Haley of Wallace, Ida., who
ha.i been making an extensive examination of

tlie Uutle proiierly of lb.' liutle & .Superior

.Milling Co,

William Forsstrom has resigned the position of

chief engineer of the Lallelle Iron Works, Steu-

benville, Ohio, to accept a similar position with

the Yonngstown Sheet and Tube Co., Y'oungstown.

II. H. Roberts, assistant chief engineer, has been

aiipointed to succeed .Mr. Forsslrom.

George L. Collard. general superintendent of the

three blast furnaces of the Shcnango Furnace

Co., Sharpsville, Penn., lias been elected president

of the Chamber of Commerce of Sharon, Penn. He
succeeds in this position Severn P. Ker, who Is

president of the Sharon Steel Hoop Co.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth. the first president of

the college, now emeritus dean and iirofessor of

mining geology In the school of mines of the

Cniversltv of Pittsburgh, gave an address at

the recent thirtieth anniversary celebration of

the .Michigan College of Mines. The subject

was, "The Michigan College of Mines In the

.Nineteenth Century."

Herbert C. Hoover was tlie guest of honor at

a reception and dinner at the Hankers Club.

Jan 29. given bv John Hays Hammond and the

Rocitv Mountain Club. He will be the recipient of

all possible courtesies on the occasion of his

visit to Washington next week, due to the ef-

forts of mining men and geologists of the Capital.

He will be the honor guest at a lunclieon on

Feb I'l to be given by the American Mining

Congress at the Vnherslty Club. On Feb. '.

he will he the guest of .Mr. and Mrs. Hcnnen
Jennings at dinner. Other affairs in Mr. Hoover s

honor are being arranged.

Obituary

Col. Herbert Hughes, director of the well-known

steel firm of William Jessop & Sons. Ltd., Shef-

field, England. (Led last week, aged G4 years.

He was an eminent lawyer, was lord mayor of

Sheffield In 190.-|-1906, and was prominently as-

sociated with the volunteer forces in England,

having acted as brigadier-general. He was at

one time a member of the Advisory Board at

the War Office. Colonel Hughes represented the

British Government at the International Confer-

ence on Trademarks, held at Washington. D. <.,

a few years ago. He also represented that gov-

ernment in a similar capacity at conferences

held in Berlin and Madrid.

Howard L. Elton, an American mining engi-

neer, was executed at Oaxaca, Mexico, by agents

of the de facto government on Dec. 16. He
WIS tried and convicted of aiding rebels—ac-

cording to tlie dispatches, by purchasing ore

stolen from a mine confiscated by the Carranza

administration.. Elton was arrested last August,

and in September his case was hrought to the

attention of the United States Government ;
at

the time, the State Department was understood

to have succeeded in getting a commutation of

the sentence to 20 years, as it was asserted that

Elton did not know wlien he purchased the ore

that it bad been stolen. A Washington dispatch

now states that "reopening of the case enabled

Elton to produce no evidence that altered the

findings of the court."

Societies

Northwest Mining Convention wHl he held at

Spokane, Wash., Feb. 19 to 23, 1917. A large

attendance Is expected.

Idaho Mining Association held its fourth an-

nual eonveiition at Boise, Ida., Jan. 16 and 17.

I'il7 The session on the first day was held at

the Boise Commercial Club and included tech-

nical addresses on "Flotation in 1916" hy O.

C Ralston ; "Jletal Development of Southern

Idaho in the Past Year." by Robert N. Bell;

"Cvanidation of Ores." by F. C. Brown, and

"Value and Scope of State Mining Bureaus and
(Jeological Surveys." by Prof. E. K. Soper. of

the Universitv of Idaho. The second day brought

fortll a flrst-;iid demonstration by the Hecla

crew, and a lantern-slide exhibited prefaced by

remarks on the lead industry of the Coeur d'-

Alenes, by Stanly A. Easton.

American Association of Engineers was organ-

ized 19 months ago with the object : "To raise

the Standard of Ethics of the Engineering Pro-

fession and to Promote the Economic and So-

cial Welfare of Engineers." It now lias l.'irin

members. It embraces all varieties of technical

engineers, civil, electrical, mechanical, chemical,

mining, etc. As a portion of its routine ac-

tivities this organization will hold on Feb. 8.

1917 a national promotional convention under

the .slogan of "For the Good of the Kngineer."

This convention will be held in the La Salle

Hotel, Chicago. There will be papers and ad-

dresses on subjects of buslnens Imperative lo

the profession. The dlKcusslon will be of a nature
to Interest all kinds of engineers.

Engineers' Society of Western Penniylvania
will hold Its annual meeting of the mining and
metallurgical section al the Soi'lety rooms, Oliver

Building. Pltlsbnrgh, on Tuesday. Jan. 30, 1917.

The tecbnical part of the meeting will conslut

of a typical discussion on "The Possibilities of

Smokeless Operation of Heating Furnaces and
Soaking Plls." The discussion will be partici-

pated In by A. N. Dlelil, Asst. Gen. Supt., Du-
quesne Works, Carnegie Steel Co.; Julian Ken-
nedy, Consulting Engineer; John S. I'nger, .Mgr.,

('entra! Uesearch Hureau. Carnegie Steel ('o. ; .M.

F. McConnell, Superintendent, .Mingo Works, Car-
negie Steel Co. ; W. K. Snyder, .Mechanical Engr.,

American Steel & Wire Co. ; H. C. Siebert. Steam
Kngr., Dutiuesne Works. Carnegie Steel ('o. and
W. O. Kenkin, Chief Engineer, A. .M. Byers Co.

Canadian National Clay Products Association—
The fifteenth annual convention of the Canadian
National Clay Products Association was held at

Hamilton. Out., Jan 2:i-2r> with about one hun-
dred members In attendance. President J. Ed-
ward Frld. of Hamilton, delivered the opening
address and Mayor Booker extended a cordial

welcome on behalf of the city. Among the iia-

pers read and addresses given were the fol-

lowing: "Success In a One-Horse Tile Yard,"
by John T. Miner, of Kingsvllle, Ont. ; "The
Practical Applicallon of Pyrometers to the Burn-
ing of Clayware," hy J. P. Goheen, of Philadel-
phia ; "Clays In and Around Hamilton" by Jo-

seph Keele, of the Ceramics Branch of the Mines
Department, Ottawa. In connection with the
latter paper some of the products of Hamilton
shales were exhibited. The use of clay products
in engineering was treated by E. H. Darling,
C. E., of Hamilton, and J. F. Alen, of .New Lon-
don. Ohio, spoke on labor-saving devices In

soft mud brick plants. Principal George L.

Sprague dealt with industrial training In the

Hamilton Technical School. Several of the In-

dustrial works of the city were visited by the
delegates. The following officers were elcted

:

President, Greaves Walker, Toronto ; 1st vice-

president. Thomas Kennedy, Swansea. Ont. ; 2nd
vice-president, Wm. Burgess. Todmorden. Ont.

;

.3rd vice-president. Ryland H. New, Hamilton

;

secretar.v-treasurer, Gordon Keith, Toronto ; coun-
cillors, C. B. Lewis, Milton ; D. A. Lochrie. To-
ronto. .1. S. McCannell, Milton ; H. Desjardins,

Montreal ; Walter Clark. Coruvlna ; T. H. Gra-
ham. Inglewood ; C. A. Miller. Toronto and 0. A.

German. Toronto. The annual banquet was held

on the evening of the 24th at which Judge Rld-

dell of Toronto was the guest of honor and the

principal speaker.

American Institute of Mining Engineers is com-
pleting plans for the social side of the ll4th

meeting, at New Y'ork, Feb. 19-22. Each day of

the session will have some special social fea-

ture for both the men and women attending the

convention. On the evening of the opening day of

the meeting, a reunion celebration will be held in

the Engineering Societies' Building. Five hun-
dred persons are expected in attendance at this

affair, which will be of the nature of an in-

formal smoker, motion picture show, and enter-

tainment. On the second night of the conven-
tion, the annual dinner will be held at the

Hotel Astor, at which the retiring president, L.

D. Ricketts, and the incoming president will

make addresses. There will be dancing during

and after the dinner. On the evening of the

third dav of the convention, an exhibition will

be given of the technicolor standard films, which
is the projection of moving pictures in natural

colors from black and white films. This is the

first time an exhibition of this process has been

given publicly. Probably the most interesting

social feature of the convention will be a trip

on Washington's Birthday to West Point. In

the past year, the mining engineers have co-

operated in the organization of the country's in-

dustrial resources for military preparedness and

a strong bond of common interest has developed

between many military officers and officials of

the Institute. The delegates to the convention

will go to West Point by special train, where
there will be riding exhibitions, an address by

an officer of the post, and an inspection of the

grounds and buildings. The ladies' program for

the week includes theatre parties, the witness-

ing of motion picture making, and a visit to

the art galleries of Senator W. A. Clark.

Industrial News

Noble Electric Steel Co., San Francisco, re-

centlv shipped to Pliiladelphla .50 tons of ferro-

chrome, the fir.st such shipment from its plant

at Heroult. Calif,

Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co.,

has opened an office at 1414 Fisher Building.

Chicago, III., in charge of L. J. Hewes. who for

the last 36 years has been identified with stone-

crushing machinery.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Jan. 24

Relief for California Oil Operators in navnl
petroleum reserve \ii. 2 is proposed in an ainelul-
inent suggested by the Interior Department as a
substitute for tlie I'lielan amendments to min-
eral-iand leasing bill, in tlte Senate Lands
Tommittee recentl.v. It is probably the best
that the oil men can get at the present session
of Congress. The amendment provides that upon
relinquishment to the United States, within 90
days from the passage of tlie act or within 90
days after final denial or withdrawal of appli-
cation for patent, the claimant shall be entitled
to a lease for each location of IfiO acres or less,

upon a royalty of one-eighth of the production
to be placed to the credit of the IT. S. Navy.
Provision is further made for staying of proceed-
ings in the courts, brought or to be brought by
the Government, until the Secretary of the In-
terior shall have passed upon applications for
patent or lease, and for the final dismissal of
such suits upon determination by the Secretary
that the applicant is entitled to patent or lease.

The Mexican Mine, on the Comstock Lode in
Nevada, according to the report of Superin-
tendent Symmes for the last year, has been in
an unfortunate position regarding exploration
work. The company has been unable to follow
the vein on account of water and also unable
to work westerly from the east vein towards the
main Comstock, on account of the large amount
of hot water coming through tlie old west cross-
cut near the middle of the area. After the
work done on the 2700 level the exploration of
the main Comstock from the ^.'tOO level was
about all that remained. Tliese adverse con-
ditions are soon to be remedied, as tlie lowering
of the water below the 2700 has been started.
The company expects that the barren portion
of these veins between the S.'iOO and the 2700
levels will not continue much deeper ; wlien
the water is lowered to tlie 2900 level it is

expected to explore the east vein through the
2700-2900 winze. The company will then be
able also to explore the main Comstock and
hopes to find quartz below the point where it

was shown along the diorite-diabase contact
in the drifts from west crosscut No. 2 on
the 2500 level. The Mexican mill for last year

I

showed a total bullion production of $431,569

;

I bullion shipped from the mill, including ore
and solution in the mill at time of prior report,
$446,010. Refining charges, $2:J05. Cash received
for all bullion shipped in the year, $443,705.
Of the bullion shipped, the Union, Sierta Nevada
;ind Ophir were credited with $417,739. being
90% of tlie gross assay value of the ore shipped
to the mill by these mines. The ore from old
Mexican dumps returned $13,830. The total ore
milled was 18,920 tons.

BUTTE—Jan. 25

Proposed Taxation of the Mining Industry con-
tinues to be the princlp.il subject of conversa-
tion. On .Ian. 18, C. F. Kelley, vice-president
of the Anaconda company, by appointment, ad-
dressed the senate and house committees of the
legislature, now in session at Helena, to whom
lias been referred the subject of the proposed
special taxes. In his address, while incidentally
referring to the activity and status of the Ana-
conda company, he pointed out that the min-
ing Industry as a whole is now bearing its
full share of taxation while it was a matter of
common knowledge that other property in Mon-
tana has not been taxed as provided by law and
that there is ample wealth in Montana to sus-
tain the jiist burdens of government. He made
clear his statements by presenting indisi)utable
facts and figures that \»ere not generally known
heretofore, regarding the mining and otlier in-
liiistrles in Montana, and in tlie end assured
the lawmakers that if tlie state required more
money tlie Anaconda company would consci-
entiously pay its share If the burden be dis-
tributed fairly and justly among all tlie indus-
tries of the state. Mr. Kelky presented facts
and figures taken from the records of the Ana-
conda company for the last live years. From
1912 to 1910 inclusive he slated that the Ana-
conda company and its railway subsidlarv. the
Butte, Anaconda *r I'aciflc Railway Co.. have paid
out in wages a grand total of $106.041 .125 ; for
treight $24,679,919; for fuel and pi>wer $16,-
191,650; for lumber and timber $S,059,S44 ; for
opiilies $35,794,855; for taxes $3.76S.5SS ; for

iniacellaneous expense and insurance $9,335 732
This made a total of $208,074,718 to which must
be added $13,016,725 paid ..Mt for custom ores
making a total of $218,091,143. "The fore-
going shows," said Mr. Kelley. "that during the
last five years, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
has put back Into circulation In the Slate of
Montana, the enormous sum of $218,091,443 Now

what about the toll that foreign capitalists are
receiving from Montana's business? During the
same period of time there has been paid in
dividends the amount of $53,887,500, made up of
the following disbursements in the following
years; 1912, $10,831,250; 1913. $12,997,500;
1914, $9,077,500; 1915, $9,325,000; 1916, $11,-
656,250. During the last year the total amount
of approximately $63,000,000 was reinvested in
Montana. An amount approximating $200,000 a
day was required to carry iin the business of
the concern. Practically 50':; of this money was
distributed in wages to the workmen employed
directly by the company in tills state. TThe
number of men participaiing in this payroll
has varied from 13,000 to 21,000 while' in-
directly a population in this state amount-
ing to more tlian 125,000 people were in-
terested in the success of this company. . . .

For every $100 distributed in dividends from
all sources both within and without the State
of Montana, there has been paid in taxes to
the State of Montana $7. In addition to this
the Federal corporation and income taxes have
also been paid. I venture the assertion that no
other business enterprise in the State of Mon-
tana can show a more complete fulfillment of
its tax obligations than is disclosed by the
foregoing figures. . . . The assessment of the
Anaconda company amounts to $31,310,993, or
6.42";^ of the total assessed valuation of all
property in the state. The total assessed valua-
tion of all of the improvements in real estate
in the State of Montana outside of city lots
.was $24,223,881. so that the Anaconda com-
pany's assessment was approximately $7,000,000
more tiian the total assessment on all improve-
ments upon real estate in the State of Montana
other than city property. . . . Aside from the
uncertainties of mining, the mining business
stands upon a plane peculiarly applicable to
it alone, because of the necessity for a com-
plete amortization of capital before any return
can be regarded as profit. It is said that enor-
mous dividends are earned by the Butte mines,
Ihat the business is tremendously profitable and
such a conclusion is readily reached from a
cursory examination of the figures. But do you
realize that after all a mine is like a piece of
cheese from which a slice is taken in each day's
operations ? Be the total amount large or small,
tliere is only so much commercial ore existing
in any deposit or in any locality. It is im-
possible to either replenish or replace the ore
once taken from the ground. Do you realize that
before you can. as a business proposition, count
as profits a single dollar, you must return to
the investor the amount which he has expended
in capital?"

Labor Trouble in Marysville is threatening.
Jliners in the Marysiilie district, including those
working at the Barnes-King company's Plegan-
Closter properties have formed the "Mary.sville
Mine Workers' Union"—not afflliated with any
outside organization. On .Ian. 21 a committee
of the union waited on Manager MeGee of the
company presenting to him the wage scale adopt-
ed by the union, providing an increase of 50c.
jier day over the prevailing scale which is $3.50
per shift for miners. President Goodale of
the comiiany in commenting on the demand re-
ferred to the fact that in spite of the greatly
Increased oiieratlng costs and of supplies of
every description, the company has not raised
the charge to its men for board and room and
has at a great expense erected a number of
modern and well equipped buildings with im-
proved sanitary arrangements and lias taken great
pains in the hou.sing and hoarding of its men.
That in its efforts to revive tlie mining in-
dustry in the Marysville district the company
lias spent $300,000 more than it has taken out
In bullion ; that there has been no Increase in
the price of gold as there has been in that of
copper and zinc and that in view of these con-
ditions the demanded increase in wages can-
not be considered by the company at present.
What will be the action of the miners as a
result of the refusal, is not known at present
writing.

Butte & Superior company is conducting a
number of important experiments at its mill
in Butte to determine whether, by a change in
the process used, the retiulremnts in the de-
cision of the U. S. Supreme Court in the Min-
erals Se|)aration case can be so complied with
that it will not be necessary for the company
to make a contract with the British eomiiany.
These experiments are being surrounded v^ith
secrecy but arc on an extensive scale. On ac-
count of the experiments now going on. It is
said the .lanuary output of the Butte & Su-
perior mill will fall materially below that of De-

cember, The mine, up to the time of the Are in
the Black Rock shaft, was being operated at
the same rate but tlie ores piled up for
use later. Formerly it was with difllculty that
the Black Rock shaft could furnish enough ore
for the mill. Now the situation is reversed.

DENVER—Jan. 25
Shortage of Freight Cars is seriously affecting

both metal and coal mining tliroughout the
state. Metal mines are sufl'ering tllrough In-
ability to sliip ores as well as from lack of
fuel. At Leadville, sinking operations in one
of the New Monarch sliafts were necessarily
discontinued and the shaft has filled with water.
The Wolftone mine, on Jan. 25, was obliged to lay
oIT its men temporarily for lack of ears, while
the Down Town Mines Co., which recently began
shipments of ore after its long, costly unwaterlng
project, is also prevented from making regular
shipments. Similar conditions are reported from
other districts.

Copper-Lead Find in Fortune Mine at depth
suggests interesting possibilities for this old mine
on Little Ellen Hill in the Leadville district.
The Fortune produced rich gold ore in its earlier
history and was worked down to a depth of about
1000 ft. before excessive pumping cost resulted
in shutting down. The Yak tunnel now pene-
trates the property at a depth of about 1000 ft.

so that future drainage will he materially
lessened in expense. Leasers recently opened a
new shoot about 60 ft. below the tunnel ; while
rich in copper and lead, the ore as at present
developed carries but little gold.

SALT LAKE CITY—Jan. 24
New Development Campaign Is planned by

Utah Apex in Bingham Caiion. A recent report
of Utah Apex Mining Co. shows this property
to have had an unusually high record of earn-
ings during the spring months of 1916—owing
to much improvement in the grade of the ship-
ping ore, together with a larger tonnage than
ever before in history of the company. But
milling ores during the period were depleted
rapidly on account of the increased produc-
tion taking place in a short time, with an
equipment not adequate for a simultaneous
corresponding amount of development. The third
and fourth quarters showed marked decrease in
tonnage of shipping ores, and mill ore was
gradually exhausted, until in October there was
not enough left to permit of operating the mill.
A new flve-.vear smelting contract has been
made, as well as a contract with the Zinc
Concentrating Co. to treat 12,500 tons of zinc-
iron middlings, so that it is expected that
additional revenue will he available from the
zinc content of the ore, which has hitherto been
lost. Work is being done to improve the
general condition of the property. A new Nord-
bcrg hoist is being installed, and the shaft
srnk. and a lower level driven in the expectation
of developing additional shipping ore. The
in.stallation of the new hoist should be completed
by March, after which development of milling
ores will he resumed. The collar of the shaft

—

10110 ft. above the tunnel level—is so situated
as to afford ample dumping ground, very little
of which is available along the canon, and the
.shaft which is now 500 ft. below the tunnel
level, will be extended another 1500 ft., or
3000 ft. in all. A new power line is being
put in by the Utah Power and Light Co.. and
should he finished early in February.

SEWARD, ALASKA—Jan. 10

Gold Shipment from Tditarod and vicinity
reaiiied Seward this evening on its wav to Selby
smeltery in California. Shipment consists of
gold dust .and bullion, valued at nearly $600,000.
It left Iditarod early in December and, with
exception of last 40 mi., was conve.ved entirely by
dog teams. 46 dogs being used on tlie trip.
With opening of Government railroad during
coming summer, much prospecting in the Kenai
Peninsula is expected; region was not active
during the last season.

DEADWOOD. S. D.—Jan. 23

Homestako Power Development, following pur-
(ii.ase of Cascade placer on Spearflsh River, cov-
ering 6 ml. of stream, will nearly double this
company's electrical energy. Construction of the
new hydrn-electrlc plant Is to be begun at once.
Four miles of the necessary water conduit will
he of wood-stave pipe, wiiile practically 1 mi. will
he a tunnel tlirough the rough covintrv. The
tunnel work will be done by contract, bids on
which have been received. Tlie plant will de-
velop 31100 hp, at low water, and will supple-
ment the electric energy now developed by water
In the company's two units at Spearflsh and
Englewood. Other Homestake improvements In-
clude the enlargement of regrlndlng plant at
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Lead, where three 5xl4-fi. tube mills, two Dorr
classifiers and amalKumatiiiB tables are bclne
installed. During 19HJ the mine yielded nearly

$7,000 000—of which over $400,000 was from tung-
sten products— and paid $2,210,000 In dividends.

Wage bonus to employees, amounting to 7 '/( of

each person's earning during 1916, was paid
at the January paydays.

JOPLIN—Jan. 27

Extensive Drilling in Kansas Field is assured
by the recent acquisition of 1000 acres of

leases by L. C. Church, of .loplin, and K. C.

Mabon, of Miami, Okla., about '.i mi. north of

Baxter Springs. Several drills will be moved to

tliis section immediately.

Danger from High-Royalty Exactions by land-
owners has been proclaimed by August Mayer-
boff, editor of Commerce, Okla., "News," and
himself an investor in mining properties. In
editorial he declares that unless land owners
and flrst-lease owners are more reasonable In

their demands, trouble will eventually result.

After careful investigation, be ttnds that the

royalty charged throughout the district is from
12^^ to 259*^ and that such high royalties will

result in killing the entire district when ore
prices drop. He pleads for the general adop-
tion of a sliding scaie of royalty charges, to

be governed by ore prices. In another part of
his paper appears a news item to the effect tliat

Z. L. Douthat, a modest land owner at Tar Uiver,

Okla., is now receiving $1100 weekly from roy-
alties. The last week in December the lease

on a 200-acre tract in the rich section of

Oklahoma was auctioned off by a guardian for

John Butfalo. the Indian owner. The high hid

was 2G%, but this bidder later backed out of

the contract which finally was made to a St.

Louis man at 22^^%. Buffalo, who has since

become of age, brought suit last week for an-
nulment of the contract, charging that the high
hid was part of a scheme to defraud iiini by
keeping out other bidders.

HOUGHTON, MICH.—Jan. 25

Isle Royale's Milling Operations have gradually
extend.d with its increa.sing tonnage hut the re-

port that three additional stamp heads would be
used is probably an exaggeration. Isle Royale
today has a three-head stamp mill all its own,
handling approximately GO 000 tons a month.
Besides that Isle Royale utilizes one head at the
Point Mills plant of the Lake Milling corporation,
at one time a subsidiary of the Centennial and
Allouez properties, now under Calumet & Hecla
management. ' The Lake Milling corporation owns

two stamp mills, one at Point Mills and one at
Hubbell—the old Tamarack No. 2 mill, remodeled
and rebuilt. At the first-named plant there arc
six heads operating and at the Tamarack two
heads ; two more are luider const rut^t Ion at the
Tamarack mill, so that this plant will have four
heads ready for use In the spring. The Lake
Milling. Smelting and Itetlnlng Co. is owned
jointly by Superior, Isle Itoyale. Hancock, Allouez
and Centennial. It is a custom mill designed to
serve these companies first but willing to do
other custom work when it has room. At present
It cannot take care of the rock from Its own
mines. Of the 100,000 shares of the Lake Milling
company, Allouez is the greatest owner of stock
and therefore entitled to the greatest service.

Allouez owns 36.000 shares. Isle Koyale and
Superior lii.OOO each. Hancock 10,000 and Cen-
tennial 16.000. Isle Royale at present using one
head out of eight all of the time and another
head half of the time is getting her share of
milling capacity from this plant. With the two
more heads to be added in the spring Isle Royale
would not be entitled to any appreciable increase
in rock-milling capacity at the Lake Milling plant
unless some of the other mines do not need It.

And Allouez lik-'ly will neid It. On the other
hand it is well known that the Point Mills plant
can have i\n addition of two more stamp beads
at reasonable cost under normal conditions.
These may he built next summer, but It would
be impossible to liave them ready for operation
before September and then only at a high figure.

The Isle Royale mill at Houghton Is particularly
advantageous because of tlie low railway freiglit

charge on the ore. the mine owning its own rail-

way and the haul b?ing short. But the govern-
ment authorities would not agree to a larger mil!
at the present site because of the danger of block-
ing the water way.

DULUTH. MINN.—Jan. 26

Tonnage Tax on Iron Ore proposed in bill

just introduced in legislature by Representative
Henry O. Bjorge. It calls for a tax of 2%
ad valorem on iron ore mined, in addition to

all other taxes ; the money so collected is to be
credited to the state's general revenue fund. The
mining companies of tha Mesabi, Vermilion and
Cuyuna ranges will make a determined effort to

defeat the measure. A tonnage lax bill passed
the legislature several years ago, but was vetoed
by Gov. J. Johnson. An effort was made in
1913 to get another bill through, but support was
lacking.

Chances of Another L W. W. Strike on the
iron ranges have been reduced by the failure

of the effort of the InduHtrlal Workir« of the
World to lie up the lumbcrinB Industry of
northern Minnesota. Tho Mcntlment Is now
generally opposed to tho I. W, W. and Its

method.H of violence, A bill iias been Intro-
duced In the legislature providing an annual fund
of $.'j0,000 "for the suppression of emergenc)
disorders." It provides that "whenever Ihc
sheriff of any c<iunty shall represent to Ihu
governor that there Is Impending In his county
a probability of violations by a considerable
number of persons of the criminal laws of the
state, the governor shall authorise the appoint-
ment of a sufflclent number of deputies to sup-
press the threat cried disorders."

WASHINGTON. D. C—Jan. 30

Proposed Revenue Bill Is not highly pleasing
to Democratic members of Congress from the
mining states, as they feel that a large portion
of the tax levied by this measure will be paid
by the mining Industry. At the same time the
present hill is regard-'d as a great Improvement
over the singling out of certain metals to bear
the brunt of taxation. Senator Thomas, of
Colorado, thinks a tax on excess profits smacks
strongly of class legislation and his view is

shared by a number of other Senators and
Representatives. The probabilities are, however,
that the revenue measure is not sufficiently

objectionable to the Democrats from mining states
to cause them to vote against It. Northern
Democrats are lukewarm In their friendship for
the bill, due to the fact that the South will

pay only a small proportion of the tax. Majority-
Leader Kitrhin. in attempting to meet this
argument, declares that those who are making
particularly large profits should be called U|K>n
to meet the extra taxation.

TORONTO—Jan. 26

Mining Claims of Enlisted Men In Ontario wilt

b-? exLinpt from forfeiture until Jan. 1, 1ft 18,

according to action recently taken by the On-
tario government which has again extended the
time limit to men enlisted for active service.

Construction of Steel Works has been begun in

Toronto by the Imperial Munitions Board, on a
site of 60 acres in the Aslibridge's Bay industrial
district. The primary object is to supply muni-
tion manufacturers with large quantities of
high-grade steel. The raw material will be scrap
metal and electric furnaces will be used, re-

quiring 20,000 hp. There will be 10 sIx-(on
3-phase 25-cycle Heroult type electric furnaces,
the total capacity being :J00 Ions daily. The
cost is estimated at $3,000,000 and the plant
is expected to be in operation by July.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—Ammonia -leaching

plant for tailings is to be enlarged. At the
Bealson min? on Latouche Island, mill capacity
being graduall.v increased to l."iOO tons; lately
encountered a body of shipping ore carrying over
6% copper.

ARIZONA

Cochise County

MASCOT COPPER (Dos Caliezas)—Some high-
grade copper ore, 4 ft. wide, exposed on 150-ft.

level.

CALUMET & ARIZONA MINING CO. (War-
ren)—Has listed on New York Stock Exchange
its 642,462 sliares (par $10). Listing statement
shows total income for 10 months of 1916 to

liave been $in.r)08,863 ; expenditures $7,743,891;
surplus $18,748,634 of which $8,764,971 repre-
sented net earnings of 10 months* period; in-

vestment account increased $2,770,000 cliiefly in
accpiisitlon of New Cornelia Copper bonds. Owns
2068 acres in Warren district; about one-half
undeveloped; new shaft lately started on Reg-
ular claim, 2300 ft. from .Junction shaft ; has
six working shafts; lias blocked out 1.976,81.5

tons of direct smelting ore averaging 4.99 9^ cop-
per; also 831.000 tons averaging 1.7.TX.. At
Douglas, expending $680,000 for enlargement of
smeltery and $800,000 for a 200-ton sulphuric-
acid plant. In New Cornelia mine at Ajo, 40.-

000.000 tons of 1.51% ore are reported de-
veloped.

Gila County

ARIZONA COMMERCIAL (Copper Hill)—Ship-
ping abf>ut ISO tons dally, about one-half of
which comes from lOth level ; sinking shaft from
Hth to 16th level; ab(JUt l.-iO men employed.
OLD DOMINION (Globe)—About 1100 tons be-

ing lioisted daily; developing on ISth or low-
est level : "K" shaft being sunk to this level.

Pumping about 4.000. 000 gal. per d.ay. Milling
about 900 Ions dally, including some custom
ore. Three blast furnaces nruTating. notation

concentrates being sent to International smel-
tery; flotation capacity at Old Dominion being
increased to 900 tons.

IRON CAP (Copper Hill)—Cutting station at
1000-ft. level of Williams shaft ; drifting on
ore in winze already down to this level

SUPERIOR & BOSTON (Copper Hill)—Cross-
cutting at 1400-ft. l-'vel will be undertaken as
soon as station at that level Is completed. A
500-gai. pump is to be installed on the 12th
levol.

MIAMI MERGER (Miami)—Corner in this stock
on New York Curb resulted in stock advancing
in three days from 22c. to $1.62% on Jan. 24.

Stated that William Sulzer. former governor of
New York, will assume presidency on absorp-
tion of 30 additional claims which he controls on
west of company's property ; six other claims also
added to holdings, making total of 106.

Mohave County

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—First cleanup
will be made at mill about Feb. 3.

BIO JIM (Oatman)-Shaft down 580 ft. Sta-
tion to be cut at 600 level and crosscut driven
to vein.

ARIZONA MOLYBDENITE JIINING (Yucca)—
Company has begun construction of 150-ton flo-

tation mill.

TOM REED (Oatman)—On 400 level from Az-
tec shaft, passed through 30-ft. vein; high-
grade ore in raise on foot wall.

GOLD ROAD (Goldroad)—North branch vein
opened in two places 400 ft. apart on tunnel
level ; will crosscut to vein 200 ft. deeper.

BULLION HILL MINES CO. (Chloride)—
Organized by Knight interests of Provo, Utah, to

develop property on Bullion Hill, near Tennessee
mine.

Pima County

MILE WIDE (Tucson)—Crosscut on 200 level

cut 10 ft. of chalcopyrite ore; on 12ri-ft. level

orebody was 25 ft. wide. Compressor and power
plant ordered. H. G. Brown, superintendent.

NEW CORNELIA (Ajo)—Structural ironwork-
ers returned to work Jan. 16. refusing to recog-
nize longer the jurisdiction of Local 88, Interna-
tional Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
(Western Federation of Miners). Over 700 men
now at work.

Pinal County

MAGMA CHIEF (Superior)—Work begtin on
1800-ft. tunnel ; Charles Kimike, superintendent

CHOLLA COPPER CO. (Miami)—Organized by
E. R. Rice, of Inspiration Needles, and G. F.

Shaw to develop Henry Owen group of 12 claims.

18 mi. from Hayden.

Yavapai County

ARIZONA POWER CO. (Prescott)—Construc-
tion begun on new auxiliary steam-power plant

t3 be erected 3 mi. north of Clarkdale; will

1)3 connected up with company's other power
lilies. M. V. Watson, manager.

Yuma County

PARKER SYTiDICATE (Parker)—Copper sul-

phides encountered by churn drills at 150-ft.

deptli.
CALIFORNIA
Amador County

PLY'MOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—
Milled 11.120 tons yielding $56,500; working
expenses $28,700; development $5840; surplus
over working and development, $22,100; capital

expenditure, $2100.

Calaveras County
SOUTH CAROLINA (Carson)—Contemplated

refinancing reported. Property situated south-

east of the Finnegan ; developed by tunnels and
gloryhole ; the latter having caved, work has
lately been confined to smaller veins.

QUAIL HILL (Milton)—Newman & Alberton.

leasers, reported to have disclosed 7-ft. vein ol

copper ore at depth of 70 ft. Development in-

cludes 100 ft. of sloping. Equipped with 20-hp
hoist and 20-hp. compressor, which will be in

creased If development proves satisfactory.
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TULLOCH (Carson)—Now shaft now down 650
ft.; will bit deepened to 800 ft., at which level

H is repmtt'd a vein had been disclosed hy dia-
luoud-dnlliiiK in the Santa Ana, an adjoining
property.

Mariposa County

VIRGINIA (Coulterville)—Vein, worked nearly
to surface, encountered in erosscutting at 500
level ; 3 ft. wide, with high content in free

gold. Shaft to lie sunic another 150 ft.

Placer County

GLENN CONSOLIDATED (Towle)—Seven feet
of snow covers mine woikings and surface plant
but snowsheds witli connecting galleries were
built early in season to continue development all

winter. Sixty men at work on the several prop-
erties and none of tlicm need go out of shelter.

Housing in of mines in the liigher elevations
where the deep snows remain for several months
is not so common in California, as in other min-
ing states of high elevations.

Plumas County

IN BLUE NOSE MOUNTAIN section of the
Joimsville district, preparations for hydraulic
mining in progress by a Los Angeles company.
Crosscut tunnel being driven at north end of
mountain to determine width of Neocene channel.
Iteopening of the old London tunnel also in prog-
ress. Construction of a 5-mi. dilcli and 4000-ft.
siphon contemplated to carry water from Nelson
Creek, and a survey made for debris dam.
BEETLE (Copperopolis)—Trask & CofTer who

have bond on this mine on Surprise Creek, have
lately made several shipments.

STARK (Indian Falls)—Stark & Williams re-
centl.v made iiigh-grade sliipment from this cop-
per-gold mine 2 mi. east of north arm of In-
dian Valley.

CRESCENT (Crescent Mills)—Reported bonded
to Eastern men who will install pumps for un-
watering shaft; abandoned 25 years ago at a
depth of 400 ft.

Solano County
ST. JOHNS (Vallejo)—Reported that 75 flasks

of quicksilver per month is being shipped to
(Japan ; 35 men are employed at the mine and

furnace. Clifford Dennis, manager.

COLORADO
Boulder County

UP TO DATE (Boulder)—Pockets of high-
grade ore encountered in recent development.
ARGO (Jamestown)—Copper-lead ore disclosed

in recent development. Trial shipments being
made.
MOUNT PLEASANT (Jamestown)—Lead-copper

ore opened: d:ve!opment under direction of L.
R Evans of Boulder.
WHITE RAVEN (Boulder)—Sinking to be

resumed in main shaft now 550 ft. below tunnel
level. Considerable ore opened recently in lower
levels.

•ALICE (Jamestown)—Ten men employed in
development ; and payabl3 ore being op?ned.
A block in west end being developed under
lease by Robert Hasty of Cripple Creek.

GOLDEN TRIANGLE MINING CO. (James-
town)—Development to be undertaken in this
property on Porphyry Mountain. Small force
of men now engaged in preliminary work. H.
F Linnenbrink, manager.
NIL DESPERANDUM (Boulder)—Developing

under management of AI. S. Brandt. Recent
shipments of ore produced during development
returned $60 a ton in gold. Company will in-
stall additional mining eiiuipment early in spring.
GOLDEN AGE (lim-stown)—Drainage and

tninsportation tunnel being driven to cut vein at
depth of 600 ft. Purchased Standard mill at
Springdale and ordered additional milling equip-
ment : electric power.

Clear Creek County
WALDORF (Georgetown)—Mill being remodeled

by M. Lebrum. Additional equipment to be
installed.

PIEANKLTN (Idaho Springs)—Being developed
Tinder least! by John Peterson. Payable silver
ore opened.
BIG Fn^E (Idaho Springs)—Development

resumed on Lake vein by Quigley & Monre. Ore
'tpcned in cast heading from the tunnel level.

GEM (Idaho Springs)—Small body of rick ore
opened in ground being developed by G. W. Ford,
lessee. Trial sbipmnnts return S50 a ton. Ore
foiuul in west heading. Smith lease.

Dolores County
RICO-ARGENTINE (Rico) -Leasers producing

:^0 tons daily in upper workings. At face of main
tunnel in 800 ft., there is a 12-ft. face of ore
said to assay 4% copper, 15 to 20 oz. silver and
15'';. lead; zinc absent In ore since going fur-
Hkt into mountain; one shift pnidueing about
25 tons dally in development. Will install SOO-
ft. tramway in spring and increase development.
J. C. Jensen, manager. Mac-kintnsli block, Salt
Lake City. Utah ; Willi.im MeCullougb. super-
intendent,

San Miguel County
LONDON BADGEIt MINING \- MILLING CO.

(Opliir) Organized to develop H:idger eroup near
Ophir

San Juan County

KITTIMAC (Silverton)- Additional equipment
being installed, including 125- ton ball mill.

SUNNYSIDE (Eureka)—Negotiations pending
with Terry family for purchase ; rumored that
American Zinc interests are prospective pur-
cliasers.

CHAMPION (Silverton)—Development in pro-
gress through Pittsburgh tunnel by Allan &
Fattor, lessees. Payable milling ore produced
from development and shipped to Silver Lake
cu.stom mill for treatment.

BROAD GAUGE (Silverton)-A 7-ft. vein
opened containing 18-in. streak of smelting ore.
Company will install compressor plant, and con-
struct new bunkhouse and additional ore bins.
Adam Griesmer. general manager.

Summit County
RILLA MINING (Breckenridge)—On Feb. 5

petition will be heard in Boston, asking U. S.
district court to order records produced in con-
nection with charge of fraudulent use of mails
in selling company's stock. Tins was formerly
the O'Reilly Mining Co.

IDAHO

Boise County

ALPINE (Banks)—John A. Percival and as-
sociates, of New York, have optioned this old
silver-lead producer and are developing by an
adit to cut vein 150 ft. below old workings.

Shoshone County
ALAMEDA (Wallace)—Application made for

rehearing of Alemeda-Succjss apex case.

CONSTITUTION (Beeler)—The 100-ton flotation
mill on Pine Creek will be completed in February.
Now hauling 10 mi. to railroad about 200 tons
crude ore per month. Ore available in slopes
above main tunnel and drifts from bottom of
200-ft. shaft.

MARSH (Burke)-Water now 450 ft. below
collar of shaft. One 100-gal. pump and two
bailers with capacity of 900 gal. per min.
working. When 550 level is reached, crosscuts
will be run north and south, but unwatering will
continue until lowest (900) level is reached, when
it is probable shaft will be sunk 200 ft. farther.

TAMARACK & CUSTER (Wallace)—Deed to
Frisco mill from Federal company filed. Instru-
ment includes, besides old and new mill. Hirdy
clnim and certain surface rights, offlce buildings,
boarding houses, and all equipment used in
operation of Frisco mine; consideration $150.-
000. Tramway connecting Tamarack mine with
Frisco mill. 2 mi. in length, completed ; mill to
be ready about Feb. 1.

LOUISIANA
A 6000-BBL. GUSHER brought in in the

Edgerly oil field bv the Gulf Refining Co. on
the Bright Penn lease at depth of 3100 ft.

MICHIGAN

Copper

INDIANA (Rockland)—Shaft now down 160 ft.

ALLOUEZ (Allouez)—Sending about 2000 tons
daily to mill.

MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Shipping ^about~2600
tons daily to mill (full capacity).

ADVENTURE (Greenland)—Work to be started
Innnediately on last level recently unwatered.
Shipping about 120 tons daily.

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—Crosscutting to
lode, passed through by diamond drill, suspended
to drift on new unidentified lode.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Still encountering con-
siderable mass copper, same being found on the
three lodes. Evergreen, Ogimah and Butler.

WINONA (Winona)—Shipping about COO tons
daily to the mill. Exploratory drift being put
through on 15th level, from No. 4 to No. 3
shaft.

OSCEOLA CONSOLIDATED (Osceola)—Pro-
ducing up to capacity of mill 4700 tons daily.
Cutting plat on 37th level of No. 1 shaft. North
Kearsargo branch.

COPPER RANGE (Painsdale)—More uptodate
boiler plant will be installed Champion mill ;

four boilers of the Badenhausen type are to
replace the nine boilers now in the plant.

INDIANA (Rockland)—Shaft down 140 ft. ;

formation opened bears no resemblance to Butler
lode this shaft was to cut. Some copper encoun-
tered but rock is not of commercial grade.

KEWEENAW (Mandan)—Now shipping about
200 tons daily to its mill. The force of men
Is gradually increasing. Examination being made
of t he old Pbfpn i x fissure—about 1100 ft. from
shaft on seventh level.

NEW BALTIC (Houghton)— Blasting being done
at night. Sb;ift still open ; ptnnp not yet arrived.
The lode trending away from shaft ; after sinking
has progressed far enough to establish average
dip. shaft will be adjusted.

Iron

PLYMOUTH (Wakefield)—Largo electric shovel— first to be used In Michigan—has been pur-
chased for use In this pit.

CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Small steam shovel to be
given a trial underground in an H-ft. drift. Will
load nn a belt which will ijeliver into cars.

HOLMES (Ishpeming)—Shaft bottomed at 1056
ft. Drifting to I ho ore has started. Drift also
being run from Section 16 mine to connect with
the Holmes at 1000 ft.; will be finished In few
weeks.

MONONGAHELA (Crystal Falls)—Shaft to be
sunk on this propery. Churn drill now at work
to test formation. Some ore being taken (mt
through the Carpenter shaft. M. A. Hanna Co.,
operators.

MAITLAND (Palmer)—Two small locomotives.
a steam shovel, a 1000-cu.ft. angle compound com-
pressor and a crushing plant ordered for this
new openpit mine. Work will be started shortly.
Crushing house will contain two No. 6 and one
No. 12 crushers. Ore siliceous, running about
42% in iron.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

PENNINGTON (Ironton)—Since shipping season
closed. 80,000 tons of lean ore and waste has
been removed.
BARROWS MINING CO. (Barrows)—Has leased

NW14 of SW14 and Lot 3, Sec. 9, 46-29, Crow
Wing County.

HOCH (Ironton)—Has been taken over by
Algoma Manganese Co. and will hereafter be
known as the Algoma mine. Shaft sunk from
the 110-ft. to the I60-ft. level and development
is proceeding ; one diamond drill operating. About
150 tons are being stockpiled daily; average
analysis 30% Fe, 0.075 P, 20.4 Mn. 14.95 SiO.
and 9.5% moisture.

Mesabi Range
BRLTNT (Mountain Iron)—Stripping soon to be

started. Drying plant will not be operated in
future.

TROY (Nashwauk)—Drag-line excavator. Model
251 Marion with 115-ft. boom, will start strip-
ping this openpit next month. Washing plant
contemplated.

FRANTZ (Buhl)—Steam equipment replaced by
new electric plant. New hoist, compressor and
electric haulage installed. Mine was unwatered
and extraction started in November.
BENNETT (Keewatin)—New pit is being

opened bv Longv^ar-Bennett interests near the
pr^'sent pit. It will be strioped bv Butler B'-os..
who will use Model 225 B. Bucvrus shovel of
300 tons wei<:ht. About 1,000,000 yd. of over-
burden will be removed.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

C. S. & P. (.Toplin)—Good ore in two drifts
at 125 ft. l^vcl. Company now incorporated;
Harry Stephens. .Toplin, interested.

OTTAWA COUNTY LEASING (Miami, Okla.)—
Organized for development of various tr;icts. In-
corporatpd with $30,000 capital. W. H. Smith,
Webb City, president.

MOORE & CO. (Joplin)—Made rich drill strike
on lease at Chitwood, apparently extension of
rich run now being mined by St. Regis No. 2
mine. Shaft to be started soon and mill erect-
ed. George Monre, Webb City, interested.
CONSOLIDATED (Aurora)—After spending

nine months in draining big tract, compnnv has
begun operation. One 250-ton electrica'ly
equipped mill now in operation and another
contracted for. Ten sub-l^'s.sees at work on tract.

GATCH & BI^RXS (Baxter Snrings, Kan.)—
Contracted for 18.000 ft. of drilling on leases
near this town. Elias S. Gatch. h-ad of com-
pany, formerly general manager of Granbv Min-
ing and Smelting Co.
MIAMI ZINC AND LEAD (Commerce, Okla.)—

Completing installation of steam-power plant to
produce electricitv to run its three mills. Com-
pany's three mills, the Lennon, Quapaw and
Miami, combined, are producing more than 200
tons of concentrates weekly. Operations carried
on at 330-ft. level ; deepest in district. T. F.
Lennan, Joplin, general manager.

Northern Arkansas
NORTH POLE (Rush)—Paradise and associ-

ates opened good ore lately. One car already
shipped.

MARYHATTIANNA (Rush)—Mine worked 20
years ago in small way by A. A. Webber, being
once more opened by him.
SILVER RUN (Rush)—Leased by .T. F. Dil-

lard to Sberiflf Brewster, of Pine BlutT, Ark.
Mr. O'Connor, of Joplin, to be superintendent.
SILVER HOLLOW (Rush)—Oreshoot opened in

flour of tunnel some days ago proving large.
Mill <'annot be run full on account of lack
of sufllcient tables for slimes. Additional equip-
ment will be purchased.

MONTANA
Broadwater County

ECLIPSE-ARGO (Argo)— President Goodale of
Fvn-nace Creek company on Jan. 23 announced
that his company has .secured controlling inter-
est in option on property near Argo In Hell
Gate Caiion of Missouri River. Furnace CreeU
company purchased ~A% arul E. B. Milburn and
T. M. Lowry of Butte own 49 rj interest. Vein
Is from 18 in. to 2 ft. wide but is rich in cop-
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ii.r lUiiular slilpmfnU past six months nclled

5;Si).4ti per ton. TluTe Is 50-ton mill to haiiUlc

sfcond-cliiss oi-f.

Missoula County

HIDDEN TRKASritK (Clliilori)—This COppiT

group sold by .Tudui' w. I. si.pIum.s: new own-

ers win begin work in Kelouary.

Silver Bow County

BVTTE & SUI'KUIOIt (HuUel -Kesumed

operations in Blacii K..ek slnifl !•"; ;; "'''

diinniEe eonflned to a tew sets ot ""'btr^

ANACONDA (Huttel- Inability "f
f"-^}

No. h-

ern K U. to handle traltle to t.reat F.iUs.

"•count snowstorm. Compelled elosinc on .Ian. 29.

of seven mines for two shifts

NOUTH BUTTK (Huttel In IlUll shipped 5al,-

797 tons yieldlnK 24.WS.1S1 lb copper. 1.04, -

059 oz. silver and 1709 oz. 1,'old. Coppei pro-

duction in 1915 was 19,2:i4.9G0 lb. from .^l.,.^00

tons of ore.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte) -Another

vein cut on 1000 level makiiLK six veins so far

encoiuitered bv the development. Company plan-

nhtg lo sink to the 2000 level as ,oon as pres-

ent work of crosscnttiuK is comiileteU.

BfLI.WHACKEU (Butte) Dellnite acreement

re-.ehed .Ian 2:i which will result in jomt op-

eration ,>f BuUwhacker and Butte-Dnluth prop,

erties bv Mines Oi.eratinu C". " >s proposed

L sink Montgomery shaft to lower l^'els a..d

to crosscut combined Bullwlnu-ker and Butte-

Duluth inoperties from that shaft at depth.

DWIS-DAIA- (Butte)-\Vill develop Hlbernia

ch"iu situated near Anaconda's Nettie c a.m.

\ out a mile east of the Nettie and adjoining

the Bonanza claim on which the Anaconda com-

pinv s ™w sinking a 1000-ft. shaft, is the

B^nnia claim of which .Manager Creden o

the Davis-Dalv owns euiitrolling interest. He

is at present unwatering Britannia shaft to pros-

pect for zinc.
, ^ .

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Jline shut dmyn

Ian "0 Pumps have been pulled and mine will

be 'allowed to fill with water. I-.vidently no

agreement could be reached between Ua.nbow

Develoimient Co. and management of Butte &
London to continue work. It is said Rainbow

Devehimient company evpended $.100;000 in de-

velopment work thereby obtaining al ^r of (-i. -

dale Exploration Co. which holds title to th>.

property. ,,.,^, ^ ..

TUOLUMNE MINING (Butte)—W ithout wait-

ing to be served with summons or a copy ot

complaint. Tuolumne and ^p'"'
.

»""
„^"-"'';^;f

comiKinies have filed answer to suit of Frank Ole-

um s a St Uaul minority stockholder, denying

Ueged collusion, wasting of ore and deprecia-

ion of eiiuipmeiit and asserting that steps to

finance company were taken to the belieflt and

advance of stockholders. Details of the flnancing

plan were exiilained.

EAST BUTTE ( Butte)—Indications are that

January's output will be considerably higher

than that of December as smeltery has been

in continuous operation and conditions geofr-

allv have been more favorable, ^^ork of s nk^

ing main shaft and developing levels below 18im

evel will he taken up within 90 days. Kecent

showing in lower levels of Anaconda mines may

mdiice 'management to sink 1000 ft. below pres-

ent depth and crosscut at the lower le\ els. En-

tire miiduction of company's I'ittsmont smelter

for 1910 amounted t,. 18..-,G2.S4n 11.. copper and

api)roximately 500.000 oz. silver.

NEVADA
Humboldt County

UOCHESTER COMHl.NEli MINES CO. (Roches-

ter)—Formed by L. A. Fiiedman to ac.iuire

and develop practically entire area between

Kchester Mines and Nevada Packard properties

compiiscs over SOO acres. Mining euuipment

ordered and a small force at work; ''i'''™ ™"
.=!;;

greatly augmented in spring, when extensiM-

developmcnt will he l.egu...

Nye County

TONOP^H ORE PRODUCTION for week ended

Tui '-'I. was »409 to.is valued at $lfi9,:i62. com-

paring with 9:i9(i tons. Prodin-ers wore: Tono-

pah Belmont, 2841 tons; Tonopah Extension 23S0:

Tonopah Mining. 18.50; .l.m Bn er. l";'": ^^'«'

End T4G; Rescue Eula. 254; Halifax. I..9 ;
Mon-

tana, 29 ; Midway, 100 tons.

White Pine County

CONSOLIDATED COPPERMINES (Klmbcrl.y)

—Tuning up machinery of 500-tou tl(.tation mill.

NEW JERSEY
AMERICAN SMELTINC AND REFINING

(Maurer)—Strike endeil at retlnery on .Ian. 2a.

Sandoval County

SENORITO COPPER CORPORATION (Senor-

Ito)- Contract awarded to .1. G. White Engineer-

ing Cc.ri.oi-atlon. New York, for a (Jreenawall

l.acl.h.g iilant. 2-nil. tramway, power plant and

nil. .Ing e.iul|i..u-..t. Construction started; caini-

eltv of electrolytic-copper plant, 250,000 lb

monthly. Company will operate also small coal

mine in vicinity.

OREGON

Grant County

STANDARD (Prairie City)—An 8-ft. vein of

copper-sllver-gold ore opened at this properly

ml. north of Pialrle City. Gustavc T, 1. Pin-

son, manager. Operations temporarily suspended

on account of snow.

TEXAS

ANOTHER GUSHER in Sour Lake field brought

1.. on .Ian. 19 bv llumhie Gulf Co., about i a ft.

t...in the gusher, opened by the company on

Dec 5 1910 New gusher. Well No. !••, Hardin

County lease, was estimated at 15,000 to 20,000

bill tier day and does not seem to be afTectiuK

the 7000-bl)l. flow of the Hist gusher.

UTAH
Piute County

CRYSTAL ALUNITE (.Marysvale)—Cropping of

alunite vein uncovered for 40 ft. Claims adjoin

those of .Mineral Products Co.

DEER TRAIL (Ma.vsvale) -Oiieration resumed

and shlpme.its of silver-lead-gold ore n.ade dur-

ing last months of 1910. P.-(.pei-ty controlled by

Salislnirvs of Salt Lake. Idle for a long time.

.Near mi'iiith of Cottonwi.oil Cai'ion not far from

potash mill of Jlineral Products Co.

POT.\SH CO. OF UTAH (Marysvale)—B. H.

IViMie of San Francisco, president of company
leccnllv incorporated, visiting property. Devel-

opment of alunite holdings to be done by tunnel

driving instead of drilling as at flrst proposed.

Hednctio.. wnrks being i-ousidcred.

Salt Lake County

ITAH COPPER (Garfield)—December produc-

tio.., i;i,97ii.5;;;; lb.

W\SVTCH MIXES (Altai—Car of ore from

winkings along Braine ii.isnre shipped. Devel-

opment being pushed in Flagstaff section, ana

new drain tuni-el being conlinned.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Altai—Tramway operating

and ore being hauled from terminus at Tanner s

Flat to Wasatch. Up to 00 tons of ore per day,

carrying lead, silver, and copi.er, being shipped.

ALTA CONSOLIDATED (Altai-New directors

elected, ,Ian, l:i, are K. P. Morris, .1. D. Lewis,

.lolin Doriys, W. E. ^Vire, and Robert Brown,

consulting engineer. A. 0. Jacobson, former

president, resigned.

HOWELL (Salt Lake)—New drain tunnel being

diiven at this iiroperty adjoining Cardiff in Big

Cottonwood ; under same management. Tunnel

to be 1000 ft. long, and will give depth of MOO ft.

..Oder old workings. Followi.ig west contact of

limestone and quartzite. Cardiff orebodies found

on east contact.

Summit County

lUDGE MINING AND SMELTING (Park

City I— Current at new electrolytic zinc works

turned on, ,Ian. 20.

KEYSTONE (Park City)—Recent report to

stockholders states: Shaft being sunk on Crescent

fissure down 205 ft. below crosscut tunnel ; to

be continued and drifting done on fissure in

search of orebodies. Adjoining ground in Silver

King Coalition on same fissure productive. Prop-

erty etiuipped with 1200-cu.ft. compressor, sinking

pumps station pumps, drills, etc. Modern board-

ing house built, and 25 men working. Property

2 mi. from railroad.

Wasatch County

AMERICAN CHEMICAL AND OZOKERITE
CO (Soldiers Su.iiniit)—This company owns 240

acres and refluing iilant here, and SO acres and

small mill about 3 mi. from Colton in 1 tah

County Mine superintendent reported 1.5.0.000

lb of ozokerite developed in April. 1916. Stocks

in America .nuch deiileted owing to Gal.can
supplies being c.t off. Ward E. Pearson, of

Pearson Engineering Cinporation, 11a BroaU-

way. New York, now iiresidelit.

Washington County

VDAH (Saint George)—A 40-ton leaching idant

under consideration by this company to treat

oxidized copper ores in the Silver Reef district.

In the southwestern cnnier of the state.

CANADA

HUNTON KIRKLAND (Klrklalld Lake)--Klec-

tric-drlven compressor and hoists ordered and
camp buildings will be erected at once.

APE.X (Porcupine)—Water dimeuUles over-

come; diamond drilling In progress. Shaft un-

watered and sinking will be undertaken.

KEORA (Porcupine)—Two veins are stated to

have been cut l.v diamond drilling at :)0O-ft.

depth ; one for 2 ft. and the other for 5 fl.

McKlNLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)- Shaft belnc

continued to 400-ft. level to carry on exploration

and develoiimenl of new veins found from a winze

last sumn.er.

PORCUPINE CROWN (Timmlns) — Annual
statement shows operating protlls for l«lt) of

$270.4:10. as against $299,110 for 1915. Surplus

after paying olvldends. $297,882.

SLADE-FORHES (Porcupine)—Company has

made Us lirst shipment of asbestos—2:)00 Ib.--

fiom the property In Dcloro township. Small

plant en route to mine where 2« men are

emiiloyed.
CROWN-KESEKVK (Cobalt)—Annual report

shows gross product from mining $191,822; min-

ing and milling costs $188,819; net profit $2»7:i.

Revenue from Investments mainly Porcupine

Crown stock, was $145,413.

NBW'RAV (Porcupine)-Shareholders hava

sanctioned capital Increase from $1,000,000 to

$1,500,000. Of the Increased issue $;iOO,000 will

remain In the treasury. A syndicate has

underwritten remaining $200,000 at par.

BUFFALO (Cobalt)-Report .stales ore reserves

increased from :i2«,000 oz. In May, 191«, to

1,288,275 <iz. on Oct. 1, with l.liOO.OOO oz. on

hand and 180,000 In residues, which with bulllim

on hand of SOO,onO oz., make a total ot :i,8li8,:tia

oz.

TIP TOP (Kashabonic)—Light railway, 6%
mi. to mine, completed and mine Is now snip-

ping copper ore to Trail, B. C. A flotation

plant is to be Installed In the summer. t^apt^

T. H. Trethewey, formerly at the Silver Islet

mine is superintendent.

JIcI.VTYRE (Schumacher)—Report for last

quarter of 1910 shows gross production of $3.il).-

504 and operating profits from Mclntyre ai>d

customs ore of $208,:i90, as against $1.10.084

for iireceding iiuarter. There were 39.:ili9 tons of

ore milled, yielding $10.62 per ton; oiieratliiE

costs $4.51 per ton.

VIPOND-NOKTH THOMPSON (Timmlns) —
Merger now being arranged on following basis:

New company to be capitalized at $3,000,000, of

which Vipond and North Thompson each receive

1 125.000 shares leaving 750.000 in treasury. Of

latter .North Thompson shareholders take 300.000

at 60c. per share. Of the Vipond shares 225.(1(10

are given to Mr. Ward in exchange for his

bonds at 40c. .per share, leaving Vipond dear

of all debts.

HELIN DEVELOPMENT CO. (Three Rivers,

Que )—This comjianv has optioned four gold

claims 14 mi. north of Schreiber station on the

Canadian Pacific Ry. An 8x8-ft. shaft is now
down 45 ft. on a- 4i~-ft. vein in claim No. 1086

and a 6x6-ft. shaft is being sunk on a 11-ft.

vein About 25 men employed. Hennlj Helm.

Three Rivers. Que., president. Properties reached

by dog train in winter over almost straight road

oil chain of lakes ; in summer by canoe and port-

age Ontario government will build wagon road

next summer. About 100 claims located. Cop-

per ore. carrying 2 to 9%. also found In this

section.

Yukon Territory

C\NADIAN KLOXDYKE (Dawson)—Returns
week ended Dec. 31 : 681 oz. from 69.910 cu.yd.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

SHAFER (Piiios Altos)--Tliis mine purchased

by .lames II. Bell who will operate.

(•\RLISLB MINING (Steeplerock)—August

Hec'kscher and Marcus Daly estate of New- York

reported to have purchased controlling Interest .

l-'5-ton flotation mill being erected.

EL PASO MINING CO. (Pluos Altos)—Lessees

of Savanna coinicr jiroperty are remodeling

Stauber & Wright mill, adding SO-hp. oil en-

gine, ball mill and flotation eiiulpment.

Ontario

NATIONAL (Cobalt)—New -ton flotation

mill, is iieing tested.

CRtKSUS (Munroe Township)-Plant destroyed

hy file last summer has been duplicated and

lii-oiluclion resumed.

II VUGRAVES (Cobalt)—High-grade ore, 6 to

8 in. in width, found on 375-ft. level; winze

being sunk on tile oreshoot.

WRIGHT (Porciii)inc) Grasselll Chemical Co.,

ol Cleveland, Ohio, which has option, has con-

tr-cted for lOIIO ft. of diamond drilling.

MEXICO

MINING DECREE providing forfeiture of

noiioperating mines extended from .Ian. 14, to

Feb 14; further postponement asked. .4rt. -ii

of new constitution, requiring foreigners to

renounce nationality and treaty rights before

acquiring property, withdrawn on .Ian. 30 for

reconsideration and amendment by the Constitu-

tional Assembly in Queretaro.

COMPAGNIE DU BOLEO (Santa Rosalia, Ba-

ja Calif.)—December copper production 1092 long

tons; average grade of ore 3.69 Tt

.

S\NT.i GERTRl'DIS (Pachuca. Hidalgo)—
Mill'ed in December 4041 tons ; estimated profits

$1580. Mill operation curtailed owing to lack

iif cyanide ; shipment en route.

\MERICAN SMELTING AXD REFINING (120

Bro.idwav. New York)—Smelting plant at Monte-

rev has ' not yet been started as has been re-

ported Arrangements are being made, however,

to start as soon as conditions will permit.

COLOMBIA

P\TO MINES. LTD.. (Zaragoza)—Gross returns

period ended .Ian. 8: $10,017 from 35.016 cu.yd.

PERU

CERHO DE PASCO (Lima)—Constructing a

new hvdro-electrlc plant at Pachachaca on the

Central Rv. between Morococha and Oroya. It

consists of two units as against three at the

Orova plant, which it supplements. The new

I.lalit is up the Rimac Valley from Oroya ;
the

water after being used in the Pachachaca plant

is returned to the stream and again utilized at

Oroya.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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over ;!00 tons beiiiu M'lx'rtt'd dune. Several con-
tracts clDSfd at $17. ('(.id weather In the West
and trafHc confiestion and frcijilit embargoes make
brij^ht outlook lor ore |trices In the East.

Molybdenum Ore- Market firm al $1.80 per lb.

of miilyli<UMiuni Huljihide for concentrates con-
taining; N.".';. MoS.. tree fnun copper. Ore eon-
tainint; SO';;., is quoted at $1.70. These are
New York prices, und -owing to tile freight
micerlaiiities, l)iiyers are averse to entering into
contracts for shipments from the West.

Antimony Ore—High-grade ore Is quoted at
$1.8''> per unit.

Iron Trade Review

still beset by traffic troubles, the steel trade
has liad one of the quietest weeks in many, says
"Iron Age." tliougli January ends with even
more assurance of full operations far into the
year tlian existed at its^o^iening.

PITTSBURGH—Jan. 30

Transportation conditions are slightly improved.
While the restriction in coke shipments is prac-
tically as great as ever, on account of car
shortage, some of the embargoes have been lifted,

at least temporarily, allowing flnislied steel to

reach buyers who greatly needed it. All the
New York Central embargoes in tiie Youngstown
district are to be removed tomorrow. Finished
steel is still accumulating at mills to an extent,
even though production has been curtailed some-
what, and the congestion at mills is more
embarassing. Tomplete relief is not expected
before March or April, if then.

Strictly new buying in steel products is

limited, as there is very little tonnage for sale
for the next six or nine months and buyers
are indisposed to take hold for the later deliver-
ies the mills could offer. Specifications against
old contracts are in the main satisfactory, being
approximately equal to shipments, except in the
case of steel bars, tlie specifications for bars
having dropped oft very materially since the first

of the year.
Steel prices are firm all along the line, and

some commodities show an advancing tendency.
Since the Carnegie Steel Co.'s advance of $3
a ton in shapes and plates a week ago the
independents, who had not previously advanced,
have adopted the new prices, deliveries at mill
convenience being now ouotable at 3.25c. for
shapes and 3.75c. for plates, bars remaining at
3c. Ship plates for prompt shipment continue
to bring 6c. and higher from the small mills
which are not loaded so far ahead.
Consumers of steel are more importunate than

ever for better deliveries and the common pre-
diction is that steel will be still scarcer two
or three months hence. Most observers expect
some easing off in the pressure at some time
during the last four montlis of the year, pro-
vided the war does not end earlier. After the
price readjustment that must come eventually
the demand for steel in both the domestic and
export markets is expected to be very heavy.
For a year or so after the war steel exports'
will probably b'! regulated exclusively by ocean
shipping conditions.

Pig Iron—Pig iron production continues to be
restricted by the coke scarcity. The large steel
interests are drawing upon their reserves. Con-
sumers who buy their iron are hard pressed in
many instances and are forced to buy prompt
lots at relatively fancy prices. A shortage is

presumably accumulating but the condition does
not bring buyers into the market for late
deliveries and they are evidently in a very
conservative mood. The local market continues
t» present the anomaly of southern iron being
far cheaper than northern, yet the northern price
stays up and the market is not equalized by
consumers buying southern. Thus for second
half shipment southern foundry is quotable at
$23. Birmingham, or $27.55 dolivered Pittsburgh
while Valley foundry is quoted at not under
$30. or $30.95. delivered Pittsburgh, a divergence
of $3.40. Bessemer is perhaps not altogether
as strong as it was. We (juote : Bessemer,
$3r); basic. $30(!7i31

; foundry and malleable,
f.iO^'A'Z. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher de-
livered Pittsburgh.

STOCK OUOTATIONS STOCK OUOTATIONS—Continued

Ferroalloys

Ferromanganese—Spot ferromanganese has be-
come very scarce and it is claimed none is
available under about $200. Contract continues
to be (pioted at $164. seaboard, for imported
and $175. delivered, for domestic.

Ferromolybdenum- Quoted at $4 per lb.
nH)Iybdeiium content.

of

Ch,emicals

Arsenic—White ar.senic is firm at 9V.c. per lb.
in car lots. Small lots bring Hi(ii'UiV^c. per lb.

Strontium—Nitrate is quoted at 26(^28c. per
lb. packed in 010-Ib. casks, f o.l). Kastern points.
Standard runs about 98% Sr(NO:i)i'. Presence
nf barium, sodium and cadmium salts" reduces the
value.

Sulphnr— Commercial sulphur quoted at $1.35'fiJ

$1.15 pi r nil) lb.

ConiHT Sulphate (looted 12f??>13c. per lb., car

N. Y.EXCH.t
Alaska Gold M
Alaska Juneau
Am,Sm.ARef..rom,
Am. Sm. * Iter., pf.

Am. Sm. Sec, pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec, pf. H,
Am. Zlnf
Am. Zhir. jjf

Anaconda
Hat(iplla.s Mln
liethlehem Steel
lielhleliem sieel. pf.
Butto »V Superior. .

Chile Cop
Chino
Colo.Fuel A Irtni, .

Crucible Steel.., .

Dome Mines
l-'ederal M. AS...
Federal M. & S., pf.
Orcat Nor., ore ctf.

Creene Cananra... ,

Homestake
Inspiration Con . .

International Nh-kcl
Kennecoti
I.arkawaiuia Steel,

.

Miami Copper
Nat'l Lead, mm... .

National Lead. pr.

.

N'ev. Consol
Ontario Mln
(Julcksllver
<Julck3lIver. pf
Ray Con
Hepubllcl .A-S..com.,
Republic I A.s. pf.

,

Sloss-Shetnold
Tennessee C , & C .

.

U. S. Steel, com. . ..

r. S. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C A. & C...

n
106!
Ilfil
100
9Si
3!(i
70

SJj
400
125
50
241
541
47!
82i
211
15
39
30
44!
125
57
421
451
83!
42 i

59 i

113
241

i'

771
102
63
15i

113
120j
106
50 i

N. Y. CURBt Jan. 30

Buffalo Mines
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Can. Cop. Corpn..
Carlisle
Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco
Con. Ariz. Sm ...
Con. Coppermlncs.
Con. Nev.-Utah. ..

Crystal Cop
rirst Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldfield Con
Goldfleld Merger..
Granite
Hecla Min
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Joplin Ore i Spel.
Kerr I-ake
Maffma
Majestic
McKhiley-l>ar-Sa.
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills
N. Y. & Hond.. . .

Nlpissing Mines. .

.

Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines.

.

St. Joseph Lead. .

.

Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribullion
Troy Arizona

,

United Verde Est..
LTnlted Zinc
\Milte Knob, pf
\\Tilte Oaks
Yukon Gold

.1'

.55
ii
5)

.06
39)
2|
3J
A

If,

J*.70
.65
OS
.20
S
7!

.3^
4f=i
H

.55

.44

.20
15
SI
*i

.61
191
.75
.25
.39
5J
4A

.50

.58

n'
u
V

BOSTON EXCH.* Jan. 30

SAN FRAN.*

Alia
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challence Con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry... .

Hale A NorcrosB- .

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savage
See Belcher
Sierra Nevada. . .

.

Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Monl.-Tonopah..

.

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con ....

Atlanta
Booth •
Comb. Frac .

D'fleld B.B
D'fleld Daisy . . .

I'lnrence .

Jumbo Extension..
Kcwanaa
Round Mountain,

.

Sliver Pick
Areo
Ariz. Central
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
Nellie
Tom Reexl
United Eastern. .

United Western.

.

.04

.16

.05

.02

.24

.05

.10

.07

.02

.07

.04

.06

.65

.13

.03

.07

.02

.17

.43

.01
4..̂ 5
.75
.08
.20
.19
.16
.26
.67
.15
.09
.05
.04
.04
.26
.31
.17
.47
.20
.06
.10

1.25
.06

2;06i
4.371
.02

Adventure
Ahmeck
AlRomah
Allouez
Ariz, Com., ctfs.

,

,

Bonanza - , -

Butte-Ballaklava.

.

cahmiet A Ariz.. .

Calumet A Hecla..
Centennial
Copper RoiiKe. . .

Daly West
East Butte
Franklin
Oranl)v
I'ant-n.-k
Hcillrv .

Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com.

.

Isle Royalc
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salic
Mason Valley
Mass
Mayflower
Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . . .

New Idrla
North Butte
North Lake
OJlbway
Old Colony
Old Dominion ....
Osceola
Qutncy
St. Mary's M. h. .

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Arlz
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior A Best. .

.

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne

,

U. S. Smelting
U. S. Smelfg, pf.

.

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria. . .

.

Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

3|
lOU

H
82)

650
21

.?!
Si

87
171
18

.50
21

68
33)
4

141
41

41
5'

84
41
141
22!
2

il
63
86
90
85

l\
26
41

.28
14
61

531
4»

621
51 i

2
19
6!

Jl

BOSTON CURB' Jan. 30

Alask.a Mines Corl>
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The Mining Index
HiniiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiimmiiiiiii iiiiMimimimiiniiiiiiiiimiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimininiiniiiiiiiiiiiiirB

Tills index is a convenient reference to the cur-
rent literature of niining and metallurgy pub-
lished in all of the important periodicals of the
world. We will furnish a copy of any article (if

in iirint) in the original ianj^nage for the price
quoted. VVliero no price is iiuoted the cost is

unknown. Inasmuch as the papers must be or-
dered from the publishers, there will bo some
delay for the foreign papers. Remittance must
he sent witli order. Coupons are furnished at
the following prices : :;0c. each, six for $1. 33
for $5, and 100 for $15. When remittances are
made in even dollars, we will return the excess
over an order in coupons if so reciuested.

COPPER
4757—ARIZONA—Miami Copper Co. in 1916.

B. Britton Gottsherger. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 6, 1917; V4 p.) 20e.

4758—AUSTRALASIA—Mining in Australasia
in 1916 >V. P. Geary. (Eng. and Min. .lourn..

.Ian. 6, 1917 ; Si pp.) 2nc
4759—CANADA—The Possibility of Producing

Refined Copper in Canada. A. W. G. Wilson.
(Can. Min. Journ., Nov. 15, 191() : 6% pp.) From
Summary Report of Mines Branch, Can. Dept of
Mines. 2llc.

47611—CHILE—Braden Extensions in 1916. S.

S. Sorensen. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917 ;

% P) 2nc.

4761—COPPER-SMELTING AND REFINING
WORKS of Nortli America. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 6, 1917 ; 1 p.) Tables showing smelters and
electrol.vtic refiners, together with their capacities.
20c.

4762—FLOTATION CONCENTRATION at Ana-
conda, Mont. Discussion of paiier of Frederick
Laist and Albert E. Wiggin. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Nov., 1916 ; 8 pp ) 40c.

4763—JAPAN -Mining in Japan in 1916. H. W.
Paul. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917 ; 2 pp.)
20c.

4764—LEACHING—Notes on the Recovery of
Copper from Its Ores b.v Leaching and Precipita-
tion, in the United States of America, and on
Appliances Used in Connection Therewith. J. D.
Connor. (No. 1, So. Austral. Met. Report. Dept.
of Mines. 1916; 56 pp.; illus.)

476.5—MARKET—Copper Market in 1916. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 6, 1917 ; 2 pp.) 20c.
4766—METALLURGY—New Jletallurgy of Cop-

per in Arizona. I.. D. Ricketts. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 6, 1917; 2% pp.) 20c.

4767—METALLURGY of Copper in 1916. Law-
rence Addicks. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan 6,
1917; 2J pp.) 20c.

4T68—MICHIGAN—Lake Superior Copper Mines
in 1916. James MacNaughton. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 6. 1917; % p.) 20c.

4769—MINING METHOD-Cost and Extraction
in the Selection of a Mining Method. Discussion
of paper of C. E. Arnold. (Bull. A. I. M. B., Dec,
1916; IJ pp ) 40c.

4770—MONTANA—The Butte District. B. B.
Thaver. (Eng. and Min. Joiu-n.. Jan. 6, 1917 ;

.S p.) 20c.

4771—ORE DEPOSITS—Tlie Physiographic
Conditions at Butte. Montana, and Bingliain Can-
yon, UJah, when the Copper Ores in These Dis-
tricts Were Enriched. Wallace W. Atwood. (Econ.
Geology, Dec, 1916; 43 p'l. ; illus.) 60c.

4772—PRODUCTION—Copper in 1916. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan 6, 1917 ; 1 p.) 20c.

4773—REFINING—Electrolytic Refining at
Trail. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec.
30, 1916 ; 3 pp ; illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GEOLOGY
4774—ALASKA—The Y'ukon-Knviikuk Region,

Alaska. Henry M. Kakin (Bull. 631, U. S. Geo!.
Surv., 1916; 8S pp.; illus.) 40c.

4775—RAND—The Conglomerates of the Wit-
watersrand. E. T. Mellor (Hull. 147. I. M. M..
Dec. 14, 1916; 15 pp.) Author's reply to discus-
sion.

4776—RHODESIA—The (ieology of the Shamva
Mine. (Jeorge S. ('orstorphiue. ( Min. Mag.. Dec.
1916; 4Vi pp.. illus.) COiv

GOLD DREDGING AND PLACER MINING
477V—ALASKA—The Cache Creek Dredge.

Alaska. Sumner S. Smith. (Min. and Sci Press,
Dec 23, WVij 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1778—GOLD DREDGING in 1916. Robert E.
Cranston. (Hug and Min. .lourn., Jan 6, 1917;
IVi pp.) 20c.

IV79—IDAHO PLACER OPERATIONS. Julius
Horrdieln. (Kng, and Min. Journ.. Jan. 13, 1917:
2 PIL, illus.) Notes on operations in Lenilii
County. 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—CYANIDING
4780-METALLUR(;Y of Gold and Silver in

1916. Herbert A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 6, 1917 : 1% pp.) 20c.

4781-NEVADA—Tlie Rochester Cyanide Mill.
A. C. Daman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 20.
1917 ; 214 pp., illus.) 20c.

4782—NICARAGUA—Plant of the Babilonia
Gold Mines. Nicaragua. S. M. Parker. (Min.
and Sd. Press, Dec 23, 1916 ; 3% pp , illus.) 20c.

47S3-PRECIPITATION—Sodium Sulpliide Pre-
cipitation of Silver at the Nipissing Mine. U, B.
Watson. (Bull. Can. .Min. Inst., Nov., 1916; 5
pp.)

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
47S4—ALASKA—Alaska Treadweii-.'llexlcan-

United Rejiort. (Eng and Min. Journ.. Jan. 20,
1917 ; 4 lip ) Report of the president to the
hoards of directors of the above mines. Oct. 20,
1916. dealing with present conditions and future
v\ork. 20c.

4785—AUSTRALASIA—Mining in Australasia
in 1916. W. P. Geary, (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 6. 1917 ; 33 pp.) 20c
47S6—COLORADO—Mining and Milling at Rob-

inson. Colorado. W A. Sc'tt. (.Min. and Eng.
Wld.. Nov. 18, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

4787—GAS FROM ROCK—The Composition of
the Rock Gas of the Cripple Creek Mining Dis-
trict. Colo. Discussion of paper of George A
Burrell and Alfred W. Gauger. (Bull. A. I. M. E..
Dec, 1916 ; 2 pp.)

4788—IDAHO—The Coeur d'AIene District in
1916. Stanly A. Easton. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 6. 1917 : Vz P-> 20c.

4789—MANGANESE SILVER PROBLEM, The.
Walter Neal. (Journ. Cliem., Met. and Min. Soc
of So Afr., Oct.. 1916; 1 p.) Discussion of paper
previ(nisly indexed.

479(1 -MANITOBA—The Mining Situation in
Manitoba. R. C Wallace. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst..
Jan.. 1917 : 4 pp.) 40c
4791—METALLURGY—Gold and Silver Metal-

lurgy in 1916. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1,

1917 : 1 p ) 40c
4792—MEXICO—El Distrito Minero de Ho.sto-

tipaiiuillo y el Rio de Lerma o de Santiago. E.
Ordoiiez. (Bol. Minero, Nov. 1, 1916 ; 4 pp., illus )

4793—MILLING—The Milling of Gold Ore. A.
S. Lilburne. (Min. and Eng. Rev.. Nov. 6. 1916:
1% pp.) General notes on ditTerent points in
milling. 40c

4794—NEVADA—The Tononah Extension Mines
in Nevada. W. A. Scott. (Min. and Eng. Wld.,
Nov. 11, 1916; % p.) 20c.

479.5—NOVA SCOTIA—Gold Mining in Nova
Scotia, 1916. S. N. Graham (Bull. Can. Min.
Inst., Jan., 1917 ; 2V- pp.) 40c.
4796—PRODUCTION, PRICES. ETC.—Gold and

Silver in 1916. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6.
1917 : 1.^ pp.) 20c.

4797 -TRANSVAAL MINING in 1916. H. F.
Marriott. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917

;

2U pp.) 20e.

4798—WASHINGTON—Two Washington Mining
T)istricts. Metaline Falls and Bald Mountain.
Robert B. Brinsmade. (Jlin and Sci. Press. Nov.
IS. 1916 ;

2i,(. pp., illus.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MINING, ETC.

4799—CANADA—The Iron and Steel Resources
and Industries rjf Canada. Tliomas Cantlev.
(Bull. Can. Min. Inst.. Jan., 1917; 15% pp.)

4800—IOWA—The Iron Ore Deposits Near
Waukon, Iowa. Jesse V. Howell. (Vol. XXV.
Iowa (;eol. Surv.. 1916: 57 pii., illus.)

4801—MKTKORITE—Notes on the Whitfi Id
County. Georgia, Meteoric Irons, with New Analy-
ses. Geo. P. Merrill. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum,
Dec 16. 1916: 4 pp.. illus.)

4802-PRODUCTION— Iron and Steel in 1916.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 6. 1917; I'A pp.)
20c

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
4S0:i liL.iST FURNACE -Tlie VuUirr of the

Iron Blast Furnace. J. E. Jolinson, Jr. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1. 1917; 4 pp.. illus.) 40c.

4804—BLAST FURNACES—Calculations with
Reference to the Use of Carbon in Modern Amer-
ican Blast Furnaces. (Bull. A. I. M. E. Jin..
1917; 3 pp.. illus.) Discussion of paper by II. P.
Howland, previously indexed. 40c. .

4805—CANADA—The Iron and Steel Resources
and Industries of Canada. Thomas Cantley.
(Bull, Can. Min lust.. Jan,. 1917: 15% pp.)
4806 CANADIAN PIG IRON. Steel and Coal

in 1916. (Hull. Can. Min. Inst.. Jan.. !9I7; 2
rip.) 40c

IS07—CARBON IN STEEL—Determining Car-
bon in Steel by Combustion. Jacob W. Barbcy.
(Iron Age. Nov. 9. 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.
1808—FERROMANGANESE — Germany's Sup-

Iilies of Ferromanganesc—The Situation B'fore
and Since the War Began. Edwin F. (Vine.
(Iron Age, Dec 28. 1916; 2% pp.) 20c.

4809—HEAT TREATMENT—Notes on the Heat
Treatment of High-Speed Steel Tools. A. B.
Bellis and T. W. Hardv. (Bull. A. L M. E.,
.Ian.. 1917; 'V2 pp.. illus.) 40c
4810-MANGANESE—U.se of Manganese in

the Manufacture of Iron and Steel. Welton J.

Crook. (Pahasapa Quart.. Dec, 1916; 7 pp.)
4811—MARKETS—Pittsburgh Iron and Steel

Markets in 1916. B, E. V. Lutv. (Eng. and
Min, Journ,. Jan. 6. 1917: IVi pp.) 20c.

4812—METALLOGRAPHY-A Method for Dis-
tinguisliing Sulphides from Oxides in the Metal-
lography of Steel. (!eo. F. Comstock. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1916; 7 pp.. illus.) 40c
4813-NOVA SCOTIA—The Iron and Steel In-

dustry in Nova Scotia. F. W. Gray. (Can. Min.
Journ. Dec. 15. 1916: 1 p.) 20c.

4814—POTASH as a Byproduct from the Blast
Furnace. R. J. W.v.sor. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Jan..
1917 : 31>4 pp.. illus.)

4815-PRODUCTION—Iron and Steel in 1916.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917; 1% pp.)
20c.

LEAD AND ZINC

4816—ANALYSIS—Outlines for the Determina-
tion of Zinc. Franklin Heath. (Min. and Eng.
Wld,. Dec. 16. 1916: I1/2 pp.) 20c.

4S17—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Zinc Reduction
in British Columbia. J, P, Keane. (Bull. Can.
Min. Inst.. Nov.. 1916; 6 pp.)

481,S—CADMIUM IN SPELTER—A Cadmium
Myth. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. .Ian. 13. 1917;
1 ))., illus.) Comments by the Metallurgical De-
partment of th.^ Bridgeport Brass Co. on an
article by G. C. Stone previously published. 20c.

4H 19—CANADA—Report cm the Production of
Snelter in Canada 1916. Alfred W. G. Wilson.
(Can. Dept. of Mines. Mines Branch, 1916: 60
pp.)

4820—IDAHO—The CcEUr d'AIene District in
1916. Stanly A. Easton. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 6, 1917 ; V2 p.) 20c.

48i;i—JOPLIN DISTRICT—Lead and Zinc in
the Joplin District in 1916. J"s.se A. Zook. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 6. 1917: % p) 20c
4822—LEAD ARSENATE—A Boiling M-thod

for the Determination of Water-Soiuble Arsenic
in Lead Arsenate. George 1*. Gray and A. W.
Christie. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec,
1916; 4J pp.) 60c.

4823—METALLURGY of Lead in 1916. H. O.
Hofinan. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6. 1917 :

214 pp.) 20c.

4834—METALLURGY' of Zinc in 1916. W. R.
Ingalls. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. .Tan. 6. 1917:
IV2 pp.) 20c
482.5—MISSOURI—Southeastern Missouri Lead

Di.strict in 1916. H. A. Wheeler. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 6, 1917: 35 pp.) 20c.

4826—MONTANA—The Butte District. B. B.
Thayer. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Jan. 6, 1917;
i p.) 20c
4827—OKLAHOMA—Miami Zinc District. Okla-

homa. H. J. Cantwell. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 6, 1917 ; % p.) 20c.

4828—PRODUCTION, PRICES, ETC.—Lend in
1916. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917: 2 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

4S39—PRODUCTION, PRICES. ETC.—Zinc in
1916. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 6. 1917; 2',i
III).) A list of zinc-smelting works is given. 20c
4,830—JTTAH-Gold. Silver. Copper L'-mI and

Zinc in Utah in 1915. V. C. Heikes. (Min-ral
Resources of the U. S.. 1915-Part I; 35 pp )

4831-WHITE LEAD and Oxid"s in 19)6. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 6. 1917; Vz p.) 20c.
4832—WISCONSIN—Zinc Mining in Wisconsin

in 1916. J. E. Kennedy. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Ian, 6. 1917 ; % p.) 20c

OTHER METALS
4833—ALUMINUM INDUSTRY in 1016. (Eng.

and lyiin. Journ.. .Ian. 6, 1917; I2 ]).) 20c
1831—.\NTIMONY—Occurrence and Utilization

of Antimony Ores. (Bull . Imp. Inst., July-S,pt..
1916 : 28 pp.)

4835 — ANTIMONY DEPOSITS of Al i.ska
Alfred II. Brooks. (Bull. 649. U S. Geol. Surv..
1916 : 67 pp.. illus.)

i8lfi—C0HALT—Occurrence and Utilization of
Cohalt Ores. (Bull,. Imp. Inst.. July-Sept., 1916;
20 pp.)
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4837—MAGNESIUM 111 1!H5. Kraiik L. Hoas.

(Mineral Resources of the XI. S., l!)15~Piu-t I

:

7 pp.)
4838-- MANGANESE—(icologlcal Occurrence of

Manganese. .1. .1. Uunner. (Pahasapa Quart.,

Dec. lillB: S pp.) 20e.

4830—MANGAXESE~The Cliemlstry of Man-
ganese. M. L. Hartmann. (Pahasapa Ouart.,

Dec.. 191(1; pp.)

4840—MANGANESE MARKET. The. C. 0.

O'Harra. (Pahasapa Quart.. Dec, 1SI16; 4 pp.)

4841—MANGANESE ORBS of Russia, India.

Brazil and Chile. Discussion of paper of E. C.

Harder. (Bull. A. I. Jl. E., Dec, 1916; .5^ pp.)

40c.

4842—NICKEL in lOlfi. (Eng. and Mln. .lourn..

Jan. 13, 1017 ; V, p.) 2()c

4843—PLATINUM in IDIG. (Eng. and Mln.
.lourn., .Ian. li, 1917: % p.) Notes on production
and prices. 20c.

4844—PRICES of Some Unusual Ores and Min-
erals in' lillli. (Eng. and Mln. .lourn., ,Tan. li,

1917; 1 p.) Information furnished hy Foote
Mineral Co. 20('.

484.'i—QUICKSILVER in Terlingua. Texas. W.
D. Burcham. (Eng. and Mln. .lourn.. .Tan. 13,

1917 ; i p.) 20c.

4846—QUICKSILVER—The Kuho Quicksilver
Deposit in the Province of Tosa. Tadasu Hiki.

(Memoirs, College of Eng., Kyoto Imperial Univ..

.Tune, 1916 : 4% PI)., iiliis.)

4847—RARE MINERALS-Notes on Rare Min-
erals in JIadagascar. T. P. Waites. (.lourn.

Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. So. Afr., Oct., 1916;

% p.) Author's reply to discussion. 60c.

4848—TIN—Bucket-Dredging for Tin in the
Federated JIalav States. Harrv D. Griffiths.

(Min. Mag., Dec, 11116; 10 pp.. illus.l 60c.

4849—TIN—The Volumetric Determination of

Tin. (Abstract.) R. L. Hallelt. (Journ. Soc
Chem. Ind.. Nov. 15. 1916: 3 pp.)

4850—TIN ORE in Northern Lander County,
Nevada. Adolph Knopf. (Bull. 640-G, tl. S.

Geol. Surv.. 1916: 14 pp.. illus.)

48:">1—TI'NGSTEN in 1916. (Eng. and Min.
.lourn.. .Tan. 6, 1917 ; IM pp., illus.) Diita on
production and prices. 20c.

4852—TUNGSTEN—The Manufacture of Tung-
sten Powder at the Winks of High-Speed Alloys,

Ltd. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 24. 1916;
1 p.) 40c.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS

4853—GEMS—The Emerald in Spanish America.
(Bull. Pan-Amer. Union, Dec. 1916; 13 pp..

illus.) 40c.

4854—GYPSUM in the Southern Part of the
Bighorn Mountains. Wyoming. Chas. T. Lupton
and D. Dale Condit. (Bull. 640-H, U. S. Geol.

Surv.. 1916; 19 pp.. illus.)

485.5—IOWA— .Mineral Production in Iowa for

1913 and 1914, Geo. F. Kay. (Vol. XXV. Iowa
Geoi: Surv.. 1916: 30 pp.)

4856—MAGXESITK, Dolomite and Magnesium
Salts. A Review of Occurrences, Production.
Values and Prospects. B. Dunstan. (Queens-
land Govt. Min. .Tourn.. Nov. 15, 1916; 4% pp.)

60e.

4857—PRICES of Some Unusual Ores and
Minerals in 1916. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. Jan. 6,

1917: 1 p.) Information furnished by Foote
Mineral Co. 20c.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

4858—JIONTANA-Geology of the T"pper Still-

water Basin. Stillwater and Carbon Counties.
Montana, with Special Reference to Coal and Oil.

W. R. Calvert. (Bull. 641-G, U. S. Geol. Surv.,

1916; 10 pp.. illus.)

4839—OIL-BEARIN(i SHALES. Louis Simp-
son. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst.. Oct., 1916; 4% pp.)

4860-OIL SHALES Report on the Oil Shales
In Impendllle Countv, Natal. Alex. L. Du Tolt.

(So. Afri. Geol. Surv., 1916: 11 pp.. illus.)

4861- ORIGIN—The Nature and Origin of
Petroleum and Asphalt. Clifford Richardson.
(Met. and Chem. Eng. Jan. 1 . 1917 : 1 % pp.) 40c.

4862—PERU -Petroleo del Peru. (Bol. Soc.
Nac de Mineria. .luly-Aug., 1916; 25 pp.)

48(;:{_.IIXCONSOLlnATED SANDS—Problems
Connected with the Recovery of Petroleum from
Unconsolidated Sands. Wm. H. Kobbe. (Bull.

A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1916; 24 pp.. illus.) 40c.

4S64—UNITED STATES -Petroleum Output by
States. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 13, 1917:

% p.) Figures of U. S. (leologit-al Survey. 20c
4865—VALUATION— Principles of Natural Gas

Leasehold Valuation. Discussion of paper of

Samuel S. Wver. (Bull. A I. M. E.. Dec. 1916;
i% PP) J"'--

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
4866—ARIZONA—Mineralogy of Useful Min-

erals In Arizona. (Bull. 41. Univ. of Ariz.,

Bureau of Mines, 1916-17; 70 pp.)

4867—ECONOMIC GEOLOGY In 1916. Adolph
Knoiif. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917 ; 2'^

pp.) Review of interesting literature and inves-
tigations in 1916. 20c
4868—MISSOURI—Studies on the Origin of Mis-

souri Cherts and Klnc Ores. (;. H. Cox, Reginald
S. Dean and V. H. GotLschalk. (Bull. Mo. School
of Mines and Metallurgy Vol. Ill, No. 2. 1916;
:',4 pp.. illus.)

4869—TENNESSEE—Administrative Report of
the Stale Geologist, 1916. (Resources of Tenn.,
Jan., 1917 : I1',i. pp.)

4870—UNDERGROUND TEMPERATURES—On
the Measurement of Temjierature In Bore Holes.
.lolin Johnston and L. II. Adams. (Econ, Geulo^y,
Dec, 1916; 22 pp., illus.) 60c

MINING—GENERAL
4871—AUSTRALASIA— Mining in Australasia

in 1916. W. P. Geary. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
Jan. 6, 1917 : :i5 pp.) 20e.

4872—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Mining and Metal-
lurgy in British Columbia in 1916. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917: l',4 pp.) 20c
4873—BUREAU OF MINES STATION, at Fair-

banks, Alaska. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 13,
1917 : 11 pp.) 20c.

4874—CANADA—A General Summary of the
Mineral Production of Canada During 1915. John
McLeish. (Can. Dept. of .Mines. 1916; 45 pp.)

4875—CHRONOLOGY of Mining for 1916.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917; 2 pp.) 20c.

4876-CHUTE--Shaklng Chute for Flat Slopes.
(Journ. Chem., .Met. and Mln. Soc. So. Afr..

Oct.. 1916; 3M pp., illus.) 60c
4877—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado in

1916. George E. Collins. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 13, 1917 ; 1% pp.) 20c
4878—COOPERATIVE EFFORTS in Mining.

Discussion of paper of Joseph P, Hodgson. (Bull.

A. I. M. E., Dec 1916; 3U pp.) 10c
4879- COSTS, PROFITS. ETC.- Data of the

World's Principal Mines. S. F. Shaw. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 6, 1917 : 23 pp.) Table giving
tons treated, profit, dividends, ore reserves, price
received per ton and cost per ton, mainly for
1915. 20c.

4880 — DRILL SHARI'ENINt; — Operating a
Steel-Sharpening Shop. J. E. O'Rourke. (Eng.
News, Jan. IS. 1917; 1¥, pp.. illus.) 20c
4881—EXCAVATION—Developing the Ray Con-

solidated Copper Co.'s Property witii an Electric

Drag-Line Excavator. (Excavating Engr., Dec,
1916; 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

4882—EXPLOSIVES—Testing the Strengths of
Explosives. J. A. Campbell. (Journ. Chem. Met.
and Min. Soc So. Afr.. Oct., 1916; 3 pp., illus.)

60c.

4883-FIRST AID—Elementatry First Aid for
tlie Miner. W. A. Lynott and D. Harrington.
(Miners' Circular 23, U. S. Bureau of Mines,
1916: 23 pp., illus.)

4884—HEALTH—Bureau of Mines' Studies of

Occupational Diseases. W. A. Lynott. (Journ.

Ind. and Eng. Chem., Nov., 1916: 2% pp.) 20c
488.5—IDAHO—Mining in Idalio in 1916. Rob-

ert N. Bell. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 13.

1917 ; 2% pp.) 20c.

4386—JAPAN—Mining in Japan in 1916. H.
W. Paul. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Jan. 6, 1917

;

2 pp.)
4887- MEXICO—Mining in Mexico in 1916.

(Eng. and Min. Journ. Jan. 6. 1917: 2'i pp.) 20c
4888-NEW CONSTRUCTION — New Mining

and Metallurgical Construction in 1916. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917: 5% PP) 20c.

4889—ONTARIO-Mining In Ontario in 1916.

Thomas W. Gibson. (Eng. and Min. Journ..

.Tan. 6, 1917 : lU PP) 20c.

4890—OREGON—Mining Increasing in Oregon.
Henry M. Parks. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 13.

1917 : 2',.-: pp.) 20c
4S91—QUEBEC—Mining in Quebec in 1916.

T. C. Denis. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Jan., 1917

;

3% pp.) 40c
4892—SAFETY' AND SANITATION—Report of

the Secretary of the Committee on Safety and
Sanitation, Being a Classified Synopsis of the
Data Collected by the Committee. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., ,Tan., 1917 ; 35 pp.)

4893—SANITATION—Underground Latrines for

Mines. .Toseph H. White. (Tech. Paper 132, U.
S. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 23 pp., illus.)

4894—SOUTH AMERICA in 1916. (Eng. and
Min. Journ. Jan. 6. 1917; Z'i pp.) 2nc

4895—SURVEY DATA—Filing Survey Data at

Mines—I. R. S. Schultz, Jr. (Eng. and Jlin.

Journ., Jan. 20, 1917; 4% pp., illus.: to be con-
cluded.) 20c.

4896—U.NITED STATES—General Review of

Mining in the United States in 1916. (Eng. and
Min. .Tourn.. Jan. 6. 1917; 9 pp.) 20c
4897_rTAH—Mining in Utah In 1916. Edward

R. Zalinski. (Eng. and Min. Journ., ,Tan. 13.

1917 ; 3J pp.) 20c.

FLOTATION

(See also "Copper")

4898—BIBLIOGRAPHY— Bililiogra lib- of R cent
Literature on Flotation (Oct.. 1916.) D. A. L.von,

0. C. Ralston, F. B. Laney and K. S. Lewis. (U.

S. Bureau of Mines, Nov., 1916; 12 pp.)

4899—(;OLD AND SILVER—Metallurgy of Gold
and Silver. Herbert A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 6, 1917: 1% np) 20c-.

4900—NEW DEVELOPMENTS- -Advancements
and Present Status of Preferential Flotation.

Henrlcus J. Slander. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Nov.
18. 1916 ; 3'4 pp.) 2llc.

4901 — NEW DEVELOPMENTS— Progress of

Flotation In 1916. Herbert A. Megraw. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917; 4 pp.) 20c.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
4902—CANADIAN METALLURGY During 1918.

Alfred Slanslleld. (Bull. Can. Min. Ins) Jan.,
1917; i'A pp.) 40c.

4903— ELECTROMETALLURGY In 191H.
(Met. and Chem. Eng.. Jan. 1, 1917; 1 p.) 40c.

4904—FRANCE—£tude Comparative des .MC'tal-

lurgles Francalses et Etrangeres; Ueuxll'me Con-
ft^rence. Les Metallurgies Autres tine (^elle du
Fer. (Hull, Soc. d'Eneour., Sept. Oct . 1916; 19
pp., illus.)

4905—<;RAIN (JROWTH PHENOMENA in Met-
als. Zav Jeffries. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Nov.. 1916;
11 pp., illus.) 40c
4906—HEALTH— Bureau of Mines' .Studlen of

Occupational Diseases. W. A. Lynott. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., .Nov., 1916; 2% pp.) 20c.

4907- -NEW CON.STRUCTION—New Mining and
Metallurgical Construction in 1916. (Eng. and
.Mln. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917: 594 PP.) 20c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MACHINERY
1908 BELT CONVEYORS. A Rr.lierl.son and

A. .Me.Vrthur .lohnslon. (Journ. So. Afr. Inst.

Engrs. Dec, 1916; 2 pp.) Authors' reply to dis-
cussion of paper previously indexed.

4909 -COMPRESSED AIR—Measuring the Flow
of Compressed Air. Thomas (i. Estep. Jr. (Iron
Age. Nov. 9. 1916; 2 pp., illus.) A curve to
facilitate the calculation of the weight of air
flowing through orifices. 20c
4910—CRUCIBLES—The Safe Handling of

Cruiibles. (The Travelers Standard, Jan., 1917:
9 pp.. Illus.)

4911^.MINE RESCUE APPARATUS—Notes on
.Mine, Rescue Apparatus and the Training of Men
in Its Use. James 51. Stewart. (Bull. Can. Mln,
Inst., Nov., 1916; 3'/4 pp.)
4dl2—SKIP—The Oliver Automatic Safety Skip.

(Can. Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1917; H4 pp., Illus.)

20e.

4913—TUNNELING-Karns Heading Machine
at Bingham. L. L. Gilbert. (Salt Lake Min.
Rev.. Nov. 30, 1916: 5 p.) 20c
4914—WASTE HEAT—The Utilization of Waste

Heat for Steam-Generating Purposes. (Met. and
Chem. Engr., Jan. 1, 1917; 4% pp., illus.) Con-
tinuation of paper by A. D. Pratt before Am, Soc.
Mechao. Engrs. 40c.

FUELS
(See Also "Petroleum and Natural Gas")

4915—COKE AND BYPRODUCT.S—The Pros-
pects of the Carbonization of Coal, with By-
product Recovery as a South African Industry.
S. B. Bilbrough. (Journ. So. Afr. Inst, of Engrs..
Nov., 1916; 16 pp.) 60c.

4916—EVALUATION OF COAL—A Graphic
Ciiart for the Evaluation of Coal. A. F. Blake.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec, 1916; 2^4 PP-
illus.) 60c.

4917—GAS PRODUCERS—Operating Details of
Gas Producers. R. H. Fcrnald. (Bull. 109. U. S.

Bureau of 5Iines, 1916; 74 pp.)

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
4918—HEALTH—Dangers Other than Accidents

in the Manufacture of Explosives. Alice Hamil-
ton. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem,. Nov.. 1916;
2% pp.) 60c
4919—HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN GENERA-

TION by the Electrolytic Method at Tennessee
Copper Co.'s Plant. L. V. Curran. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Jan. 20, 1917; 1^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

4920—PROGRESS—Recent Advances in Chemi-
cal Industry. J. A. Wilkinson. Presidential :.d-

dress. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr.. Sept, 1916; 11 pp.) 60c
4921—SULPHUROUS ACID—The Electrolytic

Oxidation of Sulphurous Acid. De Kay Thomp-
son and N. J. Thompson. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Dec. 15. 1916; 2 pp.. illus.) 40c

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

4922—CEMENT—Grading in the Cement. Coal
and Coke Industries. Edward S. Wiard. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Dec. 15, 1916; 2"4 PP , illus.)

40e.

4923—HARDNESS TESTS—Report of the Hard-
ness Tests Research Committee. (Instn. Mech.
Engrs., Nov.. 1916: 36 pp. illus.) Committee was
appointed in 1914 to report on a hardness test

for hardened journals and pins.

MISCELLANEOUS

4924—DEPRECIATION—The Principles of De-
preciation Accounting. RoTiert G. Klotz. (Indus-
trial Management, Nov.. 1916; 12 pp., illus.) 40c.

4925—DIVIDENDS—Mining Dividends in 1916.

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 6, 1917; 'Si pp.)
Gives data on payments by all important United
States, Canadian, Mexican and Central Ameri-
can companies in 1913 and 1916; also total pay-
ments to date. 20c.

4926—MINING STOCKS in 1916 on the New-
York Exchanges. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Jan. 6,

1917 ; 1% pp.) 20c
4927—RL'SSIA—Russia's Import Duties on

Metals and Machinery. (Russia, Dec, 1916 ; IS

pp.) 20c.

4928 'WILnCATS." J. F. Kellock Brown.
(Eng. and Jlin. Journ., Jan. 20, 1917; 2 pp.) P..'-

marks called forth by an editorial previously
puhlisiicd. 20c.
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Twenty-One Years' Mining at Yellow Aster
By Lewis II. Eddy'

SYNOPSIS—A yiaiiiie t:lah Unit look-rd like a

tombstone to three prospectors in the Moja-ve Des-

ert was the discovery rock of the Yellow Astrr

mine, which has produced more than $8,000,000

in gold and paid more than $1,000,000 in divi-

dends; founded a town and opened a- gold-hearinij

district that is the largest aggregate producer in

southern California; installed stamp mills, devel-

oped water wells and creeled the demand thai

secured electric power and light for three camps—
Bandshurg, Johannesburg and AloHn—ami llic

mines in these distrirls.

The Yellow Aster mine at Randsburg, Calif., has been

in continuous operation since its discovery 21 yr. ago and

has produced a total of $8,424,577 in gold and paid

Randsburg is situated in a small valley in the north-

east end of Rand Mountains at an elevation of 3523 ft.

above sea level, on the eastern edge of Keru County, 75

mi. east of Bakersfield and about 100 mi. northeast of

Los Angeles. The Yellow Aster mine is situated about

half a mile south of Randsburg at 500 ft. higher elevation.

The Santa Fe railroad from Kramer, 30 mi. to the south,

built in 1897, has a terminus at Johannesburg, one mile

east of Randsburg and the Southern Pacific Owenyo
brancli from Mojave, 40 mi. to the southwest, built in

l',)09. iiasses Randsburg five miles to tlie northwest.

The story of the Yellow Aster is like a romance of the

ilesert, w'oven around the wisdom and patience of a

\\-oman and the labor and hardships of three men. In

1893 Dr. Rose L. Burchani, of Los Angeles, returned to

the practice of medicine to earn the money to grubstake

her husband, C. A. Burcham, and John Singleton and

VllCW OP SURFACE PLANT AND STAMl' MILLS AT YELLOW ASTER MINE

i^l,205,7S9 in dividends in 18 yr. The ore occurs in a

schist area as masses of broken granite, quartz veins and
stockworks. At present it is mined by the glory-hole

method and treated by cnishing and straight amalgama-
tion in a lOO-stani]) mill electrically driven and supplied

witli water electrically ]Hiniped from wells developed by

the company.

•:ii:iO Pi-i-alta St., OHkl.iiul, Calif.

F. M. Alooers. She agreed to furnish provisions for two

years and to receive her share of the result of the venture.

In April, 1895, the three men were camped at Summit
Diggings at the head of a small valley, or wash, on the

southern edge of Summit Range and 8 mi. northea.st of

the present site of the Yellow Aster.

Dry washing was in progress at Summit and at Goler

Wash, al)out 8 mi. west at (he southern edge of El Paso
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^loinitniiis. where fi'old liiul been iliscoxcrcil in the wiiitor

III' l.s!):!-l. Ollu'i- (Iry-wnshlng o<iiii|is spruiif^' up at lictl

K'ock Giiuoii iiiid Lost. Cliiiiice Canon. Ihiviiio' only six

months' grubstiikc left ;iii(l believing (hey could fjire no

worse th;iii Ihey had, the three prospprtors broke camp

and mo\ed o\er across the valley to a small gulch between

two low jieaks of the I'aiiil Moiiiilaiiis. The first object

that attracti-'d Ibcir atlciil inn was a hirge slab of granite

intruded in llic scIihI. wbiili resembled a tombstone.

Singleton sti'uck the lock a vigorous and vicious blow

with a pick, determined to destroy any. suggestion that this

was their finish. The broken fragments ol' granite dis-

closed free gold, the (irst indication oT success that they

had met with in 18 months. All about them were simi-

lar slabs and masses of granite, all i-arrying gold.

The initial moiuimeni of the first claim slaked was

bnilt on Discov(>ry K'oik aiul named lianil; it muikeil

the point wdiore they iiegan active work. 'I'his has since

been reduced to a glory hole. Singleton was at the time

reading,the story of "The Yellow Aster-", so that name

was given to the mine. Thev horned, iianncd, grouiul

labored with Iheir hands at the mine. Dr. Hurcliam made
legular monthly visits, 1rav<'ling from .Mojave through tiie

ilesert by team 'and biickboard and returned, usually at

night, with the eleaiiup to take the train at Mojave for

I'ios Angeles. The (irst shipment of milling ore went to

Sclby in Sejitember, 18!)5.

Tlu^ Yellow Aster Mining and Milling Co. was iu-

i()i])(nated in IHff; with the three discoverers, Dr. Biir-

I hiim and .lobii M. .Miller as directors, who elect<'d John
Singleton, president, and F. ,M. Mooers, vice-president.

Hr. Kurcluini was elected secretary and has hehl the posi-

tion continuously since. As soon a.s tiie production of the

mine warranted, she gave iij) the practice of medicine

and devoted her tin)e to the duties of secretary and the

.study of mining and mining law. She still continues her

regular visits to IJandsburg. Her knowledge; of mining
and studies in law saved the Yellow Aster from financial

disaster and legal disruption. The (irst mill, of ;{() stami)s,

was installed in 1899. The iOO-stamp mill was installed

in 1!>01. The first water plant, at llountain Wells, was

completed in December, 18!)S, and supplied water i)y ]ii]ie

LOCOMOTIVE AND ORE CABS AND VTKW OF GLORYHOI.l': WHKRK THEY ARE fSED

and retorted until Ihcy had enough gold to .send lUircham

to Mojave, tlien the nearest railroad and telegrajih .station,

where he purchased tools and grul), recorded the claims

and wired his wife that they had made a strike. Dr.

Burcham made her first visit to the camp in the following

July, when there were but two tents on the ground. Sum-
mit, Goler and other camps were piactiially deserted

immediately following tlie find in Kami Mountains.

Within a few months the little basin for a mile north of

Discovery Rock began to assume the apj)earance of a

real mining camp, and in 189G Randsburg grew into a

town of importance and later became famous as the home
of the Yellow Aster and the mining center of that region.

In this early operation of the Yellow Aster, the ore was

crushed in hand mortars and the gold recovered in a baby

retoii, that held oidy about $150. The process wa.s slow

and laborious. No water for mining purposes was avail-

able, and water for driid<ing and cooking lises had to be

hauled several miles. At nearly 4000 ft. elevation, they

were in the middle of a great desert region where the

summers were hot ami the winters windv and cold. The
men grew discontented, dissatisfied and discouraged.

They were about to sell out for a few thousand dollars

when Dr. Burcham. with much loresight and wisdom,

persuaded them to sign an agreement to stay on the jol>

and work together for five years. Before the period of

agreement had elapsed tliey had installed ». ;!0-stam]i mill

and were ffrowinu' rich. In all this time that the men

line' ,-) mi. long to the IJO-slami) mill. In 1900 the Goler

Wells plant was com])le1ed and water was piped (! mi. to

the IOO-stamp mill.

The Yellow Aster rock ranges from 20c. to $100 per

Ion. th(> entire granite body carrying free gold. The ore,

as broken down by machine drilling, blasting and barring,

inns from 75c. to $2.50 a ton, biit by careful hand-sort-

ing the average of ore .«ent to the mill is about .$3.50.

Estimating the grade of the ore is done entirely by shift

bosses, by panning. The shift-boss average for the year

1915 were within 7% of the actual mill recovery. In

the early stages of exploration three types of ore were

disclosed: (1) Deposits along faults in crushed schist

and granite, (2) stockworks in granite. (3) veins carry-

ing varying amounts of tpiartz.

For the first 10 yr. all the ore was extracted by stull-

stoping the narrow high-grade streaks and square-set-

ting the wider and lower-grade orebodies. ITntil 1903

all mining was done by hand, but since tlien air drills

have been \ised.

As the work advanced, a large body of low-grade ore

was opened u]i, which coidd be more economically worked

by the glory-hole system, and by 1910 nearly all the ore

going to the mill came from the glory hole. Parts of this

body of ore were covered with a schist overburden, in

places 75 ft. thick. This was removed through mill holes

run from the Ttnwil level (o the surfnce A\'hich was nboui

300 ft. al'..\r.
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After fstariiiii; the l()0-staiii|> mill, iiuilcs and (HU'-toii

cars were replaced by a jjasoline locomotive ami ;}-toii

side-dump ears. This equipment was later replaeed by

oil-burning locomotives and 3-toa V-bottomed cars.

The main shaft was sunk to a vertical distance of 236

ft. below the Rand level, or 53G ft. below the top of the

hill. After abandoning underground mining and getting

all the ore from the glory hole, the bottom of the glory

hole finally became too low to get the ore into the cars on

the Rand level. Drifts were then run on the sublevel

SO ft. below the Rand, connecting with raises from the

glory hole and the main shaft. Two-ton skips were put

into the main shaft and the ore and wa.ste hoisted to a

bin above the Rand level. The trains were loaded at this

bin and run to the crusher or to the waste duni]).

The highest bench in the glory hole is about 200 ft.

above the Rand level, and the lowest bench is on the

snblevel 80 ft. below the Rand. The main floor of the

glory hole is 40 ft. above the Rand. The headframe of

the main shaft is on this level. All the ore broken,

whether in the glory hole or in the underground workings,

is sorted by hand, and rock that averages less than $1 a

ton in place may be sorted to average $2.50 or more when

it reaches the mill. During the last two years some of

the better bodies in the underground workings have been

reopened and are being mined. At the main shaft the

ore is hoisted on day shift and the waste on night shift.

One shift is worked in the outside workings and three

shifts in the nnderground workings.

In the first 2i/2 yr- of milling 30 stamps were dropping

continnously and in the following 12 yr. a total of 130

stamps. Since 1913 the 30-stamp mill has been out of

commission, having run for 15 yr. The 100-stamp mill

has been in continuous operation for 15 yr. and is still

running, having a total capacity of 450 tons in 21 hr.

This amount is equal to the tonnage that can be economi-

cally broken down and handled in one glory hole. The
stamps weigh 1050 lb. each, the duty per stamp is 41/2

tons in 24 hr. The ore is treated by stamping and
amalgamation inside and outside, with no chuck plates

inside. Experiments showed that the mill was not making
as high percentage recovery as was possible by straight

amalgamation, so the plating surface was practically

doubled in the early part of 1916. This was done by

first installing below the regular plates six sets of plates

from the old 30-st.amp mill. It was found that the re-

covery was sufficiently increased to warrant additional

plates for the entire mill. The full plating surface is now
2940 sq.ft. The value of amalgam from the lower plates

is $3.(15 per oz. The value of amalgam from the entire

mill is approximately $7 per oz. The tailings from the

mill go to Dorr dewatering tanks, and the clear water is

pumped back to the mill reservoir. Careful sampling

has shown a loss of 50c. per ton in the tailings. Experi-

ments looking to further recovery have been made. Little

Wonder stamp-stem guides, invented at Yellow Aster, are

used in the mill ; two of them have been used for three

years and are still doing duty, good as new.

For the first 15 yr. the mills were driveir by steam,

oil fuel i)eing used. In the first half of 1914 complete

sub.stitution of electric power was nuidc without inter-

rupting the steam-power plant, which is held in reserve

and a byjiass system arranged at evei^ pump station so

that the change hack to steam may be made without delay

or trouble. The mill is driven by two 150-h]). Westing-

house motors, one for cadi haltery of 50 stamps. The pres-

ent electric equipment is the same as initially installed

except for change in position of the motors.

Electric current is furnished by the Southern Sierras

Power Co. from the substation at the east cm! of Rands-
burg, which is one of several substations along the power
line between Bishop Creek generating plant in Inyo

County and San Bernardino steam-generating plant, a

distance of 241 mi. During the period when steam
jiower was used fuel oil was shipped in tank cars to

Johannesburg station and hauled by teams to the ]nunp

stations and the mill. There is now little demand for

fuel oil for mining and milling puryxises as the mines are

economically supplied with electric ])ower.

The company developed the only wells available for

both mining and domestic water supply within the Rands-
burg quadrangle. This, according to the United States

(ieological Survey, comprises an area extending 17 mi.

north and south and 14 mi. east and west and is part of

the Mojave Desert. The Mountain wells furnished the

first water for milling and domestic use. The Old wells,

situated 4 mi. east of Randsburg, were brought in later

for domestic supply. There are two wells at this point,

one 1700 ft. deep and one 400 ft. deep. The latter fur-

nishes sufficient domestic water, which is pumped into

the town of Randsburg by a triplex ininip. The two wells

at Goler, 6 mi. northwest of Randsburg, supply water for

the Yellow Aster mill. One is 1800 ft. deep and one

525 ft. deep. The water rises in both Goler wells to

within about GO ft. of the bottom of the mine shaft at the

455-ft. level. The water is pumped by dec]3-well pumps
to the tank in the bottom of the mine shaft and from
this tank is pumped to the surface by an electrically driven

triplex pump. The water is pumped by duplex pump to

the repump station at Randsburg, and from the repumj
station it is pumped by a 700-gal. turbine to the mill

reservoir. Both the Goler and repump stations have

auxiliary steam equipment.

Other mills in the Randsburg district were for many
years supplied with water by tank cars on the Santa Fe
railroad, and until about two years ago there was no

local supply diiiect for milling purposes, though the

Randsburg Water Co. fui'nishes some mill water. The
AVedge shaft of the Consolidated Mines Co. began fur-

nishing water about three years ago and is now supplying

1,000.000 gal. a month.

The safety of miners and other workmen has always

been a care of the management of the Yellow Aster. In

the last nine years there have been oidy three fatal ac-

cidents in the mine. As result of further improvement

with the assistance of the mine-safety department of the

State Industrial Accident Commission there have been

only two total permanent disabilities, both men being

blasted, since the compensation law became effective. Tlie

mine is provided with two sets of mine-rescue apparatus,

pumps, oxygen tanks, meters, etc., and the mine-rescue

and first-aid teams are given regular training. As a

result of efficient precautionary methods the company
carries its own insurance at less than half the state in-

surance rate and is competent to handle serious surgical

cases in its own hospital, in chai-ge of a surgeon and
trained nurse, which is a large factor in the reduction of

the insurance rate and cost of treating the injured.

Dr. Burchani is the only survivor of the four original

owners of the Yellow .-Vstei'. The three discoverers of
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iIk' iniiu' iuid Jdiaiders of IJaiKlsl)urg and the l{;iiidsl)urg

niiniiifr district lived to pujoy the results of their labor

and count themselves among the rich men of soutliern

California. Until their decease Mr. Singleton continued

as manager and ^Ir. Rurcham as superintendent. Tlicv

were both indefatigaljlc workers from the day tlicy fouml

gold in Discovery Rock, and prior to the prospecting trip

that ended with the discovery and was followed by the

development of the Yellow Aster, Ihcy were both ])ractical

and experienced miners. K. D. .Mooers succeeded to his

father's interest. ^Irs. Bureham retains her own and

her husband's interest, and 'Sir. Singleton bequeathed

practically his entire fortune to his wife and daughter.

The personnel of the Yellow Aster Mining and Milling

Co. has undergone several changes. The present director-

ate is composed of Albert Anker, president; Arthur

Asher, vice-president: W. J. Cotton, managing director;

Dr. Rose L. Bureham. secretary: Ward Chapman, at-

torney: National Bank of California, treasurer. Carl' II.

Fry, who for six years was mine foreman under Single-

.ton and Bureham, became superintendent upon the death

of Singleton. At the same time J. H. Farrel, of Los

Angeles, was ajipointed consulting engineer. They im-

mediately mapped out a line of work, both development

and exploration on the property, which has been carried

oiit by both these men. and mainly to their devotion and

loyalt}' Dr. Bureham attributes the success of the mine

during the last 2i/2 years.

Portable Railroad to Atbasar Mine
in Siberia

The transporting of 3000 tons of heavy machinery' for

the new smelting works of the Atbasar mines, of the

Spassky Copper Co. in Siberia, by means of a portable

railroad, was discussed briefly in the Engineering and
Mining Journal of Dec. 9, 191(;. Some further informa-

tion in regard to this operation has been obtained from
E. T. McCarthy, the consulting engineer of the company.

The distance from the Trans-Siberian Ry. depot to the

site of the smelting works is about 2-10 mi. The method

of procedure was to lay about 10 mi. of track, using a

35-lb. rail. Over this distance the equipment was trans-

ported in trucks, together with two 43-ton locomotives

and two small ones, which, owing to the badness of the

water en route, were not used, a second-hand locomotive

being employed for this transport. As soon as the cars

and locomotives arrived at the far end of the track, the

rails were picked up and carried to the front, where

another 9 mi. of track were laid down, and so on.

The main difficulties were those connected with the

climate and with the war. There are only about six

months in the year in whiih climatic conditions make
work possible, and because of the war, mobilization and

some local trouble with the Kiiirgese labor, the time re-

quired for the transport was miich increased over what

might have been the ca.se in normal times. The train

with its load of smelting equipment and the locomotives

arrived last July within 40 mi. of the smeltery site, when

a local outbreak among the Khirgese tribesmen took away

the labor again, and the train was "parked" until the

coming spring.

The transport has been successfully carried out, with

the exceptions of the interruptions mentioned. It may be

n'ondered why ordinary wagon transport was not adopted.

The company had foimd by ])revious oxjjcricncc liiat a

load of more than three tons could not be suci-essfully

transported over the desert in wagons. What appear.« to

be a hard surface and a .seemingly good road is only a

thin crust, through which the wheels sink if the wagon
lie DVi'vloailcd. Even if the road were good, the camels

in this region are not taught to pull together and there

would have been consi(lerai)le trouble in training them to

do so. The minor dilliculties were mainly in jjroviding

camjis and food for the Khirgese and in sup|)lying water

to the hjcomotive in this desert country. Wells were

sunk at spots discovered by the company's prospectors,

and the water was conveyed by motor trucks to the tanks

provided on the train.

Geological Survey Engineers in the

Engineer Officers Reserve Corps

Secretary Lane has approved the apjilications of 93

topographic engineers in the Uniteil States Geological

Survey for commissions in the Engineers Officers' Reserve

Cor])s of the Army. This cor])S is established in con-

formity with the general plan, now being rapidly worked

out by the War Department, to organize and have

])romptly available for active service in time of need a

large immber of specially qualifipd men. The topographic

surveys and maps made by the Geological Survey are

lecognized as war necessities, and the Survey is now
carrying on special field work in cooperation with the

Engineer Corps of the Army to produce military maps.

The total number of applications for army commissions

thus far submitted amounts to 80% of the topograjjhic

field force of the Survey.

Interpretation of Contracts
By Arthur L. H. Street*

In an action to recover money claimed to be due under
a contract for sale of mining claims, the Ftah Supreme
Court decides that where such a contract is unambiguous
in its terms and there is no showing that either ])arty

was induced to enter into it through fraud or ojjpres-

sion or that the terms of the agreement are violative of

law or public policy, courts are powerless to place a

forced construction upon the agreement in order to make
it conform to the judicial idea of equity and fairness.

(Johnson vs. Geddes. 161 Pacific Reporter, 910.)

The coiirt also applies the well settled rule governing

contracts in general, that the plains terms of an agree-

ment cannot be enlarged or contradicted by evidence of

verbal negotiations preceding or contemporaneous with

the execution of the written contract.

Consumption of Aluminum in 1916

The domestic consumption of aluminum in 1916,

according to estimates of the United States Geological

Survey, was over 131,000,000 lb. The estimates are based

on statistics of the domestic production for the year and

of the imports for 9 months. This is an increase of

more than 21% over the consumption of 1915. These

estimates do not include the consumption of secondary

aluminum obtained from scrap materials, which is be-

lieved to have also increased.

•Attorney at la-w, 829 Security Building, Minneapolis. :Minn.
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Mining Conditions at Potosi, Bolivia
l'>V P>KNr.7AMlX L. MiLLKK* AND .losi:i'n 'I'. SlNCKWAl.l), .llt.f

S)'.\()rslS—I'uhsi. Boliria. is jirDhnhlii the

icdiiil'-f f/rcdtcst sllrcr producer— it hax a record of

(I I least 1.OHO.not).000 oz. mined in the last 372

i/ears. Miniiii/ irill coiiliiuir iirnfiial)le for i/enrs to

come, i/et as the ilistricl is douiiiiated tnj three

strong operaliny comjiairies oiriiig to the district's

jieniliar milling lairs, there is no opportunitij for

new companies to oljtaiii a foothold. Details of

mining, chloridizing, roasting and li.ririaiion are

given.

Tlie history of olil mining districts is fasoiuating and

iiistriK'tive, yet (lis;i|)poiiitiiig, as spkloiu can one obtaiii

onouiih information to form an adequate conception of the

various stages through which the region has passed.

Throughout Latin America ai'c liiousands of abandoned

mines, aiiliguas, concerning which little information can

hi comparison with other old mining camjjs of Soutli

America, I'otosi forms a stril\ing exception. From Ihi!

discovery of silver in i'otosi Mountain, Crrro llicn de

Potosi. in 1541 to the present, mining seems to have iteeu

carrieil <iii continuously, and still the mines yield suilicient

wealth each year to nuike tiie continuation of mining in

the region most ])rolitai)h\ After 372 yeai's of worlv the

end is not yet in sight, and il may well he i)redicted that

these mines will ecpial the longevity i-ecord of the recently

closed mines of Freiberg, Saxony.

HiSTOlJY OF 'rHE J'OTOSl HkGION

There are several versions of the story of the discovery

of the orebodies of Potosi. but the one most generally

;;ccepted is to the elTect that an Indian miner, delayed by

a llama straying far up the side of Potosi ]\Iountain,

camped out on it over night. The following morning he

discovered that some of the rocks had been melted by the

FIC;. 1. VIOLAHDK MILL OF LUIS SOUX, POTOSI DISTRICT. BOLIVIA

be obtained, yet often credited, by shrewd promoters, with

]3ractically unlimited hidden riches.

While many of these aiitiguas have been revived and
have i)nid handsome (li\idends, in some cases it has been

found, after rcli;il)ilitat i(ui, tli;il the old Spaniards with

<lave labor had removed all the rich ore and, at times, even

low-grade ore that could not n<)W be worked with iirolit,

in s])ite of improved methods of ore extraction and con-

centration, because of the present higher cost of labor.

•Professor of geology, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem,
Penn.

tAssociate In economic geology. .Tohns llopl<ins Univers-
ity. Baltimore, Md.

Iieat of his camp-fire and apj^eai-ed sjiotted with bright

metallic globules later pronounced silver by his Spanish

master.

Active mining began, and llic fcillnwing year the

jiresent town of Potosi was rounded. Frmn the first the

ores encountered wei'e unusually rich, and in a few year.s

the City of Potosi increased in ])opulation to 160,000.

according to the records, although the ]iresent city num-
bers only about 20,000 inhabitants. For more than a

century this Andean city was the metropolis of the West-

ern T[emisphero and many stories still survive of the

lavish display of easily acquired wealth during this ]ieriod.
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After the South Anicrieaii eounfrie.s liiul j^iiinod tlieir

independence, English capital was attracted, nml in 183.5

mimerons i-oni))anies were formed in London to operate

mines in i'(jtosi. The da.ys of the "Missis.sijjpi Bubble"

and the ruhhei' specidation of a few year.s ago were antici-

pated, and wildcat companies profited as usual. Legiti-

mate mining survived, however, and during the Nine-

teenth Century the mines of Potosi jiroduced a few inin-

dred thousand ounces of silver annually.

Between 1890 and 1900 the tin ores first received

serious attention, although known to exist long before,

and the declining mining industry was revived. Since

then mining has been active and large jirofits have been

made by the leading companies which mine and treat both

the silver and tin ores. Although the tin contents have

proved to be more valuable than the silver, the silver

production is considerable, while some copper is also

obtained.

Silver Peoduction Exceeds 1,000,000,000 Oz.

Various figures have been given of the total production

of silver from the Potosi mines, but so widely do they

vary that one cannot place much reliance upon them.

A^^iile the record of production during the days of Sjjau-

ish rule was supposed to be kept accurately because of the

taxes levied by the Crown, it is fairly certain that even

then much of it was never reported. By some the total

value of the silver produced is estimated at over $3,000,-

000,000; by others much more than that. The total

production of silver probably considerably exceeds 1,000,-

000,000 oz., and may even be more than twice that

amount, as other investigators claim. At any rate the

mountain holds the world's record for its silver produc-

tion, and probably no other mining region of equal area

has ever produced an equal amount of wealth.

. Potosi Mountain, appearing in the background of Fig.

3, has an elevation of 15,381 ft. above sea-level and is one

of the peaks of the eastern range of the Andes, known as

the Cordillera Real, that bounds on the east the great

interior ])lateau of Bolivia. It is one of the most beautiful

and most symmetrical conical mountains of the Andes.

In Bolivia it occupies much the same place that the

volcanic cone of Fujiyama does in Japan and is repre-

sented in the country's coat of arms and on many of the

coins. The mountain, however, is not a volcano, although

some of the rocks forming it must have been thrown out

of near-by volcanoes.

Although within the tropics, the entire upland region

of Bolivia is cold because of the great elevation. A prom-

inent Bolivian states that the region has two seasons,

spring and winter. The spring is the time when the main

precipitation occurs, much of which falls as snow, while

the remainder of the year is dry and cold. The annual

precipitation, according to the prefect of Potosi, is about

20 in. The low temperature and light rainfall are

responsible for the treeless character of the region, and

the visitor to the old mint marvels at the efforts and

expense that must have been put forth to bring from the

distant eastern slo])es of the mountains the massive tim-

bers used in the construction of this interesting and his-

toric old building.

During the most iloiirishing days the region was remote

from main lines of transportation and reached only by

Jong and difficult trips on muleback from Buenos Aires or

6omc of the distant Pacific ports. Not until May 15,

1912, was it connected by railroad, and even now there is

little contact with the outside world. 'J'here is bvit one

pas.senger train each way a week, coming from Rio Mulat<j

on the main line of the Antofagasta-La Paz line each

Saturday and returning the following Tuesday. The
branch line is 108 mi. in length and reaches an elevation

of 15,814 ft. above sea-level. The train does not attempt

to break any speed records, for it takes nine hours to make
the trip, or an average of 13 mi. per hr. The railroad has

done much to revive the mining industry of Potosi, how-
ever, as well as of other districts along the route.

Potosi Mountain, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of a cen-

tral core of porphyritic rhyolite (grading in places into

dacite or even andesite) surrounded by conglomerates,

shales and tuffs that in most places dip away from the

central mass. The conglomerates contain large boulders

of rhyolite of somewhat different character than the rock

forming the core of the mountain and also blocks of shales.

The tul'i's on the northeast slope of the mountain and also

in some of the tunnels carry plant remains. Earlier col-

lections of these fossil plants were studied by Britton and

Engelhard, who pronounced them of Tertiary age, while

Edward \V. Berry is studying the collection which we
made. He states that "the fossil flora contain about 50

species and is very similar to that occurring at the present

time on the slopes of the eastern Andes at considerably

lower levels. Its resemblance to this recent flora leads me
to consider it late Tertiary, probably Pliocene, although it

may be Pleistocene." A brachiopod obtained near the

base of the mountain has been determined by Prof. C.

Schuchert as a new species of Discinisca closely allied to

existing species of the west coast of .South America and

certainly not older than the Tertiary. This evidence is

extremely interesting and also startling, as it indicates

the very recent uplift of the high Andes from beneath

the waters of the Pacific Ocean and the extremely recent

age of the mineral deposits of the region.

Vein Systems and Orebodies

Tlie ores are found iji fairly well-defined fissure veins

with a small amount of replacement of the country rock.

The main veins have received names, but when one goes

through the mines with different superintendents on suc-

cessive days, he soon realizes that the nomenclature

adopted is not very definite. All the miners recognize

certain names, but differ in their application of these

jiames to the various veins. Also, numerous other veins

are unnamed or else are called ramos (branches) of the

named vein that is nearest. The whole mountain is cut,

as shown in Fig. 5, by hundreds of approximately parallel

veins that have an average strike of about N 10° E and

a dip of 80° or greater to Mie southeast in most places,

but in some instances to the northwest. The rock between

the veins is considerably mineralized, and one company

a few years ago sampled the mountain very thoroughly

to determine whetlu'r it might not be possible to work the

entire mountain as ore by means of steam shovels. The

veins vary in width from a few inches to 12 ft., although

where we observed the latter thickness in the Tajo Polo,

it was really a series of small veins in shattered rock and

not a single fissure vein. In many cases the vein materials

in the sulphide zone show distinct banding of pyrite and

tctrahedrite.

There are fewer veins in the shales than in the rhyolite,

but along the bedding planes one frequently observes tliin
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layers of pyrite, and probably there is likewise some tetra-

hcdritc and cassiterite. In the shales the ore has formed

mainly in shattered zones, while the veins in the i)orphyry

are more nearly true fissure fillings. In proximity to the

veins both sedimentary and igneous rocks have nndei'gone

much alteration. Both kinds of rocks have been silieified,

the feldspars have been thoroughly kaolinized in places,

and cubes of pyrite are abundant.

The ores of the mountain consist of two classes, the

upper oxidized ores (pacos) and the lower sulphide ores.

The depth of oxidation is not at all regular, and in some

places where drifting has been done along a vein, the ore

repeatedly changes at the same level between these two

classes. The porosity of the ore largely determines the

depth of oxidation, and much sulphide ore is found far

above water level where the veins are unusiuilly compact.

No oxidized ores have been encountered in the Real

Socavon, which is 2,050 ft. below the top of the mountain.

Almost all the veins carry both silver and tin minerals

as well as a small amount of copper and a still smaller

quantity of gold. In the oxidized zone the silver occurs as

horn silver (cerargj-rite) and native silver, while in the

sulphide zone the upper portion is characterized by an

abundance of ruby silver (pyrargyrite) and at lower levels

by tetrahedrite. The tin occurs as light-yellow cassiterite;

five years ago a careful sampling of the principal working
mines showed an average of 8% tin and 30 oz. silver to

the ton. This included both oxidized and sulphide ores.

The richest silver ores have been found in the upper

part of the zone of sulphides, where ruby silver predom-
inates and indicates a considerable amount of secondary

enrichment by meteoric waters. The vast amount of

mining done by the Spaniai'ds in the oxidized zone, how-
ever, extending to the very top of the mountain, shows

that much silver ore, altered to horn silver or native silver,

remained in the upper levels. At the present time the

oxidized ores mined furnish only small amounts of silver.

The percentage of tin averages about the same in the two
classes of ore.

PraMiTivE Mining Conducted for 373 Years

The mining in Potosi is primitive and is carried on

with little system, owing to the unintelligent Cholo miners

and also on account of the thousands of tunnels, drifts,

stopes and winzes that honeycomb the mountain. It is

said that 5,000 mines have been worked in the mountain,

operations extending over 372 years. Therefore one can

readily appreciate why the present companies are working

in a small way in numerous places, mining the tin ore

which the Spaniards entirely disregarded, as well as

FIG. 2. TYPICAL, MINE TUNNEL.
POTOSI

PIG. 3. CITY OF POTOSI. WITH MOUNTAIN IN THE
BACKGROUND

in most cases in compact lamiiup, but in places as tiny

crystals lining vugs. Pyrite is practically the only gangue

material present, although small amounts of barite and
quartz were observed.

Due to the removal of the pyrite, the oxidized ores are

porous and highly stained with limonite; while the sul-

phide ores are compact. Tlie walls of the old drifts and

stopes in the sulphide zone are coated with incrustations

of iron sulphate, much of which forms bunches of white,

satiny filjers several inches in length, resembling asbestos.

The tenor of the ores is extremely variable. In places

there are bonanza oreshoots extremely rich in silver or tin,

or both, while elsewhere the veins may be too lean to stope.

Some veins, such as the Estano, are characterized by their

high tin content; while others, such as the Rica, are noted

for the rich silver ores. At the mouths of the tunnels,

such as that shown in Fig. 2, the ore is sorted by Cholo

women, who discard from 10%' to 50% of the material

mined. One comi)aiiy states that the ore that they send

to the mill averages from 20 to 25 oz. of silver and 8%
to 10% tin. At the Velarde mill of Luis Soux, shown in

Fig. 1, the oxidized ore after hand-sorting contains 3%
to 4% tin, while the sulphide ore contains about 15% tin

and 3% copper, with varying amounts of silver. About

bunches of silver ore that were overlooked. It is an

interesting experience to go through the mountain,

although not altogether pleasant on account of the nar-

row, ancient connecting drifts. Should one lose his way,

he might wander about for days through a labyrinth of

drifts before reaching the surface.

All mining is done through tunnels, most of which

enter from the north side and run south, with numerous
crosscuts to the dilferent veins. Drifts and stopes are

driven wliere the ore values are sufficiently high. Prac-

tically no timber is used in the mines and very little rock-

filling is done, although some stone walls ajid arches have

been constructed. There are numerous stairways connect-

ing different levels, and considerable ore is carried in

rawhide bags up and down these passages to the cars,

which are trammed by hand.

In Potosi the old Spanish mining law, which now
applies to only two Bolivian mining districts, still persists..

Under this law any person, on the payment of a small

sum, can obtain a permit to start a tunnel into the moun-

tain at any point not already appropriated. Through

this tunnel work can be extended to any part of the moun-

tain as long as there is no interference with the work of

otiier companies. If one conijiany breaks into the work-
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ings of another, work imist l)c stdppcd and a stone wall

constniftod. No comj)any can ()l)tain any roservG orebody,

iiiid all (iro belongs to the first party to reach it. The law

was framed to aid the i)oor miner by supposedly giving

him an (M|ual chance with the large operator; but, in its

present application, the largest companies have practically

a monopoly and no new companies could iiope to get much
ore.

Attem])ts were made a few years ago to drive a long

tunnel near the base of the mountain to cut the orebodies

at a lower level than they have yet been worked. The

project was aliandoned, however, when it became apparent

that one of the companies then operating was preparing

to sink a shaft and cut the first orebody directly in front

of the advancing tunnel. One of the present companies

operating in the mountain is engaged in trying to reach

and cut certain orebodies in advance of the company now

working them. It can readily be seen that the most

powerful company with the greatest networiv of tunnels

and the ability to drive drifts most rapidly may eventually

confine the o'her companies to very restricted areas.

An operator owns all openings that he makes and also

the dumps on the surface, and l)oth of these are bought

and sold. Thus the ]nivchaser of a mine does not buy a

])ound of ore in jilace, but only the openings in the moun-

tain which may conduct him to places where ore can be

obtained provided someone else does not get there first.

The Cliolos do all the work of mining and, while inefli-

cient, must nevertheless be relied upon because of no other

supply of labor. An attempt was made at one time to

work the mines by imported labor, but it was found that

the men brought from lower-lying regions could not

endure the high elevation and soon left. Most of the

Cholos chew the coca leaf almost constantly, though they

do not seem to suffer ill effects from the cocaine which the

leaf contains as much as do white men who acquire the

habit. By preference the Cholo miner will remain in the

mine for a 36-hr. shift without eating or sleeping, but

with a good supply of coca leaf, which he can obtain from

the mining company at the mouth of the mine. The
numerous feast days interfere greatly with the work, for

not only does the Cholo spend those days in dancing and

drinking, but also the succeeding days as well. A holiday

thus means almost complete cessation of mining work for

several days.

The Cholos are very superstitious and have many queer

beliefs. Oin' of these in connection with the Whitsunday

observances is typical. On that day the miners will kill

one or two sheep or llamas at each tunnel and sprinkle

the blood about the entrance, claiming that the mountain

is hungry and must be fed, else it will cease to be produc-

tive. The mine owners usually furnish the animals, but

should they fail to do so, the Chitlos will ]n'Ovide them.

ClILOKiniZIXC!, H().\STI.\G AND Ll.XIVIATIOX

Tn almost evei-y case the ore as it comes to the surface

is dum])e(l in piles, wliei'c Cliohj women lireak it and

remove the liarren rock. It is then taken down the moun-

tain for further concentration. The company of Luis

Sou.x has an aerial tram by wbich ilie ore is transported

to the mill, shown in Pig. 1. situated in the valley below

the town of Potosi, while Bebin llermanos send the ore

from their mines to the mill by burros. Llamas are used

nuu'ii less in Potosi than in other mining districts of

Bolivia.

The treatment of the sulphide oi'c is most elaborate, as

it contains silver, co])i)er and tin. A generalized descrip-

tion of the mill of the Koyal .Silver .Mines Co., Ltd.. is

given here.'

The ore as it comes from the mines is sized and the

coarsest material, exceeding 1-iu. diameter, partially

roasted in a series of "^0 small furnaces holding about

5 tons each. This ])reliminary roasting is primarily for

the ])urpo.se of facilitating the crushing of the ore, which

is accomplished by idlls. 'i'he material is reduced to

1 nun. in size, the oversize being returned to the rolls after

passing over tronmiels. The ore then goes to ovens where

it is tlun'oughly roasted. 'J'he fuel useil is either larpiia,

the dung of the llama, or i/nrrla. a moss-like highly resin-

(uis ])lant that grows at high elevations. Tai/uia is jire-

ferred ami more generally used, as the i/arela is now

rather scarce. The cost for either is ai)Out the same

—

from $4 to $1.50 a ton. The fresh ore is roasted eight

hours, while the partially roasted nuiterial only requires

six hours. About 7% of salt is added during the last

half-hour of the roasting.

The roasted ore is ])ut into the lixiviation tanks, 19 in

number, holding aljout 10 tons each, where fresh water

is added to dissolve the copper. This .solution is drawn

FIG. 4. IDEAL GEOLOGICAL SECTION OF POTOSI
MOUNTAIN

off after three days into long, narrow troughs where old

iron is placed to precipitate the copper. The ore is then

tieated with a solution of hyposulphite of soda which is

allowed to remain 12 days ; then it is withdrawn and

calcium sulphide added to precipitate the silver. The

CaS^ is made at the plant by mixing sulphur (obtained

near-by) and lime and passing steam through the mix-

ture. The precipitated silver sulphide is shoveled into

sacks and pressed in a hand press ami then roasted in a

furnace to eliminate the lead, antimony and excess of sul-

pluir. The product, which contains from 40% to 45%
Ag, 8% to 10% Cu and about 4 oz. of gold to the ton, is

sliip])ed to LiverjMol.

The residue from the lixiviation tanks and also the

oxidized ore now mined, in which there is little silver, are

treated on tables and jigs, where the bulk of the tin is

recovered. The concentrates from the tables average about

55% tin and after treatment in kieves produce harrilta

for shipment containing (iO%. tin. The jigs also ju'oduce

barrilln for eN|iort, while the tailings are reground and

passed ovei' tables. The tailings of the second series of
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tiil)k's arc re>;roiuid by stamps or ball mills, classilied by

spitzkasten, and tlio {'oarsest sent to a jig', tlie next size to

tables and the finest to slime tables. The concentrates

from the slime tables go to two small stationary buddies,

where the heads are treated in a kieve producing export

harrUJa. The tails from the other t^ibles also go to

buddies.

In all the mills the processes of ore-treatment are essen-

tially the same, although naturally the arrangement of the

tables, jigs and buddies may vary somewhat in the differ-

ent establishments. At the Velarde Ingenio of Luis Soux,

three ditt'erent grades of concentrates are produced, con-

taining +60% Su, 3C-60% Sn and less than 30% Sn.

The first grade is exported, the second grade smelted at

the establishment, and the third grade is re-treated.

About 10 tons of concentrates are smelted daily in a small

lilast furnace, where chan-oal is used, and the product is

purified in a reverberatory furnace. The molten metal is

further purified by being drawn otf into a vat and pieces

of cactus pushed down into the liquid tin by means of a

FIG. 5. SURFACE MAP. POTOSI MOUNTAIN. SHOWING
VEIN OUTCROPS

.^tick. This cau.ses intense boiling, and a scum of impuri-

ties collects on the surface, is skimmed off and returned

to the furnace.

Luis Soux ex])©rts about 300 tons of tin liarrilla

monthly, of which the following is an average of a partial

analysis: Sn, 02.55% ; iron oxide, 14; SiO._„ 5; Cu, 0.10;

Sb, 0.20% ; and Ag, 2 oz. per ton. A complete analysis

of the bar tin shipped is as follows : Sn, 9-1.060% ; Sb,

2.277: As, 0.26S; Pb, 2.445; Bi, 0.085; Cu, 0.:387; Fe,

11.329 : Ag, 0.061 ; S, 0.037 ; and and loss, 0.05% ; total,

99.999%. A partial analysis of a silver-sulphide ship-

ment yielded 16,167 oz. silver, 4.625 oz. gold and 22.48%
copper.

The greatest dilliculty in the concentration of tlie ores

i« the scarcity of water. In the early part of the Seven-

teenth Century the Sjianiards built a series of dams in

the Kari-Ivari range of mountains to the east of I'otosi,

producing a innnlicr nl' hikes. It is t^nid that (lirrc wrre

originally 32: but as they have been neglected, there arc

scarcely half that. number now in service. The nuinici-

])ality controls the sui)])ly, antl (he mining companies arc

so limited that the mills along the small stream running
through the city use the same water repeatedly. The
greatest shortage of water is e.\]ierienced during Se])tem-

Ijer and October, when the mills can run only part of the

time.

Three Large Comi\\nies Control District

The largest operations are conducted by Luis Soux, a

Frenchman, who has made a fortune during the past 20

years in his Potosi mines. His principal mines are the

Caracoles, Moropoto, Jledina, Poderosa, San Uimas,

La Riva, Santa Rita, Pailaviri and Potosi, all of which,

with the exce]ition of the last, are on the north side of the

mountain. The output of his mines during 1915 was

about 16.5 tons of ore a day. He has several small mills

and one large one, the A'elarde (])reviously mentioned and

shown in Fig. 1), which is just below the town of Potosi.

Bebin Hermanos, operating on the northwest side of

the mountain, work the pacos orfes alone, and consequently

produce only tin. They also buy some ore from the small

operators. Their principal mines are the Carrasco, Chin-

gLirani, San Antonio and Puytucani. They have two

mills in Potosi—the Huayra and the Santa Rosa. Their

production is extremely variable. For example, during

May, 1915, they shipped 134 tons of 55+% tin barrilla,

while in the following month they only shipped 41 tons.

The Royal Silver Mines, Ltd., operates on the northeast

side of the mountain, its principal work being done

through the Real Socavon. Since the outbreak of the

European War this company has been doing very little

mining ; the mill, however, has been run most of the time

on ore sorted from the rock-dump and old tailings. The
tailings milled contain from 3% to 4% tin, and the ore

sorted from the rock-dump by Cholo women contains from

7 to 11%' tin and some silver.

In addition there are a few small workings being oper-

ated by individual operators, and some of the old dumps
that cover almost the entire north slope of the mountain

are being worked over. From all accounts the large com-

panies are all prosperous and there is promise of continued

successful operation for many years to come ; but on

account of the unique mining laws there is little oppor-

tunity for any new companies to gain a foothold.

Tin-Placer Workings Increase Output

Until about 20 years ago, no attention was given to

tlie tin minerals in the Potosi region and the cassiterite-

bearing residue from the silver mills was thrown into the

streams as waste. The result has been the development

of rich tin-placer deposits. Close to Potosi the stream

gravels are from 6 to 15 ft. thick, and as the values are

mainly confined to the lower layers, numerous drifts have

been driven from the side of recent ravines. Farther

down the stream, however, the gravels are seldom more

than 5 ft. thick and the cassiterite sands at the base arc

reached by pit,s or ditches.

Matias de Mendieta has the priiu-ijial placer concessions

and has been engaged in the work for the past 19 years.

Mendoza & Co. have placer concessions at a few places,

while a French company was engaged in 1915 in building

a small mill to treat the sands from a tract a h\\ kilo-

meters below Potosi.
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Tlie sands are dug by liidiaris, who arc granted permis-

^ion to work wherever they choose, l)ut required to sell

their product to the company owning the land. During

1915 the Indians received about 8 bolivianos ($3.40) a

quintal (101.4 lb.) for concentrates containing 40% tin

and 5 bolivianos for 30% tin concentrates.

The upper gravels are thrown to one side in the digging

and the lower layers dug and thrown against a screen to

remove the larger pebbles and cobbles. As almost all the

cassiterite has been derived from the old silver establish-

ments near Potosi and consequently is fine, only the finest

sands are saved. The washing of the sands is done in

small sloping troughs about 4x3 ft., usually made of stone

blocks. By hand-washing methods the Indians produce

concentrates running from 30% to 4.5% tin. The product

finally delivered at the mills contains, besides cassiterite,

considerable quantities of magnetite, hematite and garnet

as impurities.

Typical Mining Practice at La Palca Ingenio

In the mills the material bought from the Indians is

treated by jigs, tables and buddies. At La Palca Ingenio

of Jlendoza & Co., a mill typical of all those in the region,

the product is first sized by means of a simjile trommel.

The coarsest size, containing about 40% tin, is not treated

further; while the other two sizes go to jigs that make
three products

—

harriUa for export containing about 63%
tin; seconds containing 40% tin, which are sold to Luis

Soux to be smelted or further concentrated at his mill

near Potosi ; and a third product, which is ground in ball

mills and then passed over tables or treated in buddies.

The tables produce concentrates containing about 35%
tin, which are sold; and tailings averaging 13% tin,

which are now beiftg stored.

If the materials from the ball mills are treated in

liuddles they are washed several times and finally three

products are obtained

—

barrilla for export, wath 50% to

53% tin; seconds with 30% tin, which are sold to Luis

Soux; and tailings containing 4% to 5% tin, which are

thrown in the river. The company has a small magnetic

separator run by hand which is used part of the time to

remove the magnetite grains. The barrilla from the

placers contains about 4% antimony and also a little

silver.

As one goes down the Tarapaya River and sees the

heaps of discarded gravels on the flood plains all the way
to Jliraflores, it is natural that the impression should be

gained that the placer ground has all been worked over.

The unsystematic manner in which the work has been

carried on, however, furnishes reason for the belief ihat

considerable <]uantities of ground still remain untouched.

During periods of flood, the waste heaps (in which there

are some values) are reconcentrated ; so that certain areas

may be reworked with profit. Nevertheless, the annual

nroduction of placer tin in the Potosi region is on the

decrease, as is shown by the output of the two companies.

Mendieta has in tlie past produ(;ed as much as 50 tons of

harrUla monlhiy while now he sekiom produces more than

30 tons. Menchiza & Co. fornu'rly ])roduced as much as

:!0 tons a month, while now tlicii' monthly output is less

than 30 tons. In the past the pmlits in tin placer mining

were large. The industry is still iirofitable, and it may
I'cnuiin so for a numlier of years txj come, especially if the

\\iir demand continues to restrict tin shipments from the

The Gasoline Situation

In a recent address delivered ijctore the Washington

Retail Merchants' As.sociation, Van H. Manning, director

of the Bureau of Mines, pointed out the governing fea-

tures in the gasoline situation. The consumption of gaso-

line is steadily increasing wiiile the ])roilu<tion of crude

oil, the raw source of gasoline, is stationary or declining.

In 1915, when gasoline wa.s a.s low as lie. a gallon, the

Gushing Field in Oklahoma was producing crude oil con-

taining 35 to 30% gasoline at the rate of :?00.000 bbl.

per day. This production has declined to less than ()0,000

bbl. per day. Automobiles, the chief users of gasoline,

increased in number from 3^4 million on Jan. 1, 1916,

to 314 niillion on Jan. 1, 1917, and it is estimated that

41^-2 million will be in u.sc by 1918. These conditions (the

reduction in supjjly and increase in requirements) are

being met jointly by the automobile engineers and the

refiners.

The former have improved their engines and carbure-

tors, making it possible to use heavier fuels in the auto-

mobile of today, than would have been practical a year

or two ago. The refiners, taking advantage of the work
of the engineers, have been able to use heavier oils for

gasoline, thereby increasing the percentage of gasoline ob-

tainable from a given amount of crude oil. This has re-

sulted in increasing the "end point" from 150° C. in 1915

to an end ])oint of 175 to 300° C, the figure of today.

The end point is the temperature at which 95% of the

gasoline will distill off if handled in a proper flask at

the proper rate.

The end point is important because it is a measure of

the readiness of the gasoline to vaporize, information

which it is desirable and neces.sary to have in selecting

suitable fuel for gasoline engines. As a result, the re-

finers have been able to supply a lower-grade fuel, which
is now adaptable to the improved automobile engine.

Refiners are cooperating along another line to the same
end ; namely, to increase the amount of gasoline and at the

same time to keep the price down to a reasonable basis

by means of "cracking" kero.<enes and heavier oils, thereby

converting into gasoline a certain proportion of the crude

oil that formerly was not utilized for that purpose. In

1915 there was produced by the cracking process approxi-

mately 3,000,000 bbl. of gasoline; in 1916 it is estimated

that more than 5,000,000 bbl. was produced in this way.

This is all the more striking when it is considered that

this gasoline was made from oils which, in the past, did

not enter into the making of this product, and it also

indicates the possibilities of the present production of

crude oil to supply the future requirements of the auto-

mobile.

Recently, owing to the remarkable development of the

casing-head gasoline industry—that is, the obtaining of

gasoline from natural gas—there has been obtained a

product called blended gasoline. The casing-head gaso-

line is too volatile to be used directly. It is therefore

mixed with oil just a litle lighter than kerosene, but

heavier than gasoline. Such a blended gasoline may be

of any gravity desired by the manufacturer, but it is

naturally different in composition and properties from the

straight refinery product which it may chance to resemble

in gravity only. This is due to the fact that it is gener-

ally composed of more of both the heavier and lighter oils

than gasoline made by the ordiiian" processes.
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Zinc-Box Work
By ir. T. DiHANT*

In tlie early days of cyanide work the solutions enter-

ing the zine boxes were strong in eyanide, in compari-
son with later and modern practice. The difficulties ex-

perienced were much more frequent and owing to tJie

different working conditions, were somewhat different

from those that now occur. In general the following will

refer only to the use of zinc shavings, but in places it will

be obvious that it could equally well refer to zine dust.

There is much literature dealing with every phase of

zinc-box work, but that which has for its basis laboratory

experimental work is not always of value, as it is almost
impossible in small-scale zinc-box work to obtain true

works conditions.

Causes or Zinc-Box Ti!Oubles

The troiibles in the boxes, of which one used to hear
and see so much, were principally one or more of the

lollowing: White precipitate on the zinc, so-called zine

ferrocyanide
; gelatinous silica forming in the boxes; hy-

drated alumina coming out in the boxes ; coffee-colored

solutions, which it was almost impossible to test owing to

their color ; niirddy or slimy solutions ; a very general com-
plaint, which used to be generalized as "foul solutions."

One or more of these troubles at times was likelv to

make the life of the cyanide engineer a burden, wlien

boxes ceased to work properly almost at once and solutions

began to leave at the same values as when they entered,

or even at higher values. In despair various, procedures,

often more heroic than wise, were adopted, which were
not usually too openly discussed.

Before considering in detail the causes of these various
troubles, it is as well to recall that when cyanide solu-

tion containing gold, etc., acts on zinc, certain reactions

take place, and one of these is that zinc compounds are
formed, which, if enough cyanide is present, will pass into

solution at once and will never appear in the solid state i

but if cyanide is not present in sufficient' quantity, then
the zinc compound (white precipitate) will be formed
in the solid state and will remain adherent to the zinc

from which it was formed. This once having appeared in

the solid state, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to

redissolve it by increasing the amount of cvanide. It

is one thing to keep a substance in solution, but it is quite
another thing when once out of solution to get it back
again into solution.

Another way to get white precipitate is to let solutions
become acid. Then the complex zinc salts in the solution
are decomposed and precipitated on the zinc. White pre-
cipitate is a complex body because it is formed from so-
hitions essentially complex ; it is not by any means simply
zinc cyanide or zinc ferrocyanide.

Origin of "AViiite Prcipitate"

Zinc in water soon becomes coated with oxide, ami
when solutions containing practically no cyanide ( for ex-
ample, water washes) go through zinc boxes trouble is

oft"n caused by the coating of oxide.

White precipitate is especially the result of uneven How
of solution through boxes; that is, when the solution flows
tlfrough channels. Contributory causes are acid solutions
and also those weak in cyanide and muddy solutions. The

•MininK and met.-ilhiiKioal i-riKineer, London, K. C.

cyanide strength which is necessary for ore treatment, and
therefore wiiicli leaves the ore, is not necessarily the
strength wliicli will keep the zine box in order.

Foul solutions result from allowing the impurities in tiie

solution to increase. These impurities should be kept at a
safe constant point by seeing that the zinc-box work is so
good that a certain percentage of the precii)itated work-
ing cyanide solution can go to the duni]) each day as
moisture contained in the ore residues. The constitu-
ents of the ore itself often help to keep down the impuri-
ties in the working solutions.

The many and various troubles in connection with
zinc-box work are less frequently heard of now because
ore treatment is different and is generally better under-
stood

; and as a result the solutions entering the zinc boxes
are correct and suitable for the purpose. Zinc-box work
i.s therefore carried out under different conditions. From
whatever varieties of filtering, leaching or decantatiou
o]wrations the cyanide solutions are derived, the cause of
any zinc-box trouble is usually to be found in one or more
of the following

: Solutions entering the zinc boxes which
do not contain free caustic alkali or which even contain
free acid; soluble magnesium salts in the ore or in the
water used

; copper in solutions ; the use in the zine boxes
of cyanide containing alkaline carbonates or sulphides ; al-
lowing the hydrogen, etc., generated in the zinc boxes
to accumulate instead of insuring its liberation and escape
about as fast as it is formed

; greasy or oily zinc shavings;
turbid solutions due to damaged filter cloths or to dirty
decanted solutions, or the solutions may merely contain
very small quantities of flocculent or colloidal matter.

All these causes of trouble, to which others might be
added, have ultimately the same result; namely that
the metallic surface of the zinc is protected (insulated)
from the solution by either a precipitate of some kind,
by gas bubbles, by grease or by ore slimes.

Eemembering that a solution is run into a zinc box
in order to catch, say, 0.1 oz. of gold from each ton of
solution and if only an equal weight of some other pre-
cipitate (and this is a very small quantity and might
easily be dust lilown in by the wind) is allowed to" be
added somehow for each ton of solution, then the work-
ing life of that zinc box is divided by at least two.

The Function of Alkalies

Any solutions that do not contain free caustic alkali
(lime) or which contain free acid may carry in solution
silica, magnesium and aluminum salts, iron compounds
and organic matter, which last colors the solutions. These
substances can be caTried only in acid or neutral solutions
and will be deposited on the zinc shavings, and partly as
a surface scum in the zinc box, as soon as the solution
during the process of working becomes alkaline. As a
result the zinc shavings will be more or less coated and
will, to an increasing extent, cease work.
Magnesium salts are not rapidly precipitated liy caustic

lime, and therefore a solution might leave tlie ore alkaline
and yet still later on deposit a small remaining quantity
of hydrated-magnesium compounds. The organic matter
usually derived from ore that has been on the surface for
a long time gives the solutions a deeii-brown color, but
all this organic matter is precipitated by caustic lime,
leaving the solutions gin clear.

If every solution before it left the ore were alkaline
with caustic lime, all the substances referred to would
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have been preoipilatcil ri^lit in tlif "i-c. and would re-

main there in their proper ]iln<-c. liiit il', for however

short a time, any soliitimis not rontainintr free eaustic

all<ali are allowed to enter tiie zinc boxes, then sneh so-

lutions will be made alkaline eitiier by the working of the

zinc boxes or by adniixtnre willi other solutions entering

the same box, and a.^; a result will deposit their pre-

cipitates or scum in tlic box.

The ])oint to keep in front of one is that the mi.ved so-

lutions entering a zinc box need not contain free acid

in order to do harm, but every one of the various solu-

tions which, when mixed together, constitute the feed for

a box must of itself, before it leaves the ore and there-

fore before mixing with any other solution, contain caus-

tic lime, otherwise precijiitates will form in the zinc box.

In regard to copper in solution, this subject is a special

one, but in general, copper "plates" on the smooth side of

the zinc shavings, and where the copper does "plate"

there is no further precipitating action, becau.se the zinc

is no longer exposed to the action of the solution. Ijead

acetate and other means are employed in order that the

siirface of the zinc shall be roughened, so that the copper,

etc., dejxisits as a slime and not as a "plating deposit."

TiioUHLB Caused by Cakhoxates

When cvanide containing alkaline carbonates or sul-

phides is added to the cyanide solution entering the zinc

box, either in the solid state or by dripping in a strong

solution, since the solutions contain both lime and zinc

compounds, there are formed by double decomposition

calcium carbonate and zinc sulphide. The former crystal-

lizes on the zinc .shavings and is easily felt by the rough-

ness to the touch ; the presence of this carbonate of lime

will subsequently increase cleanup costs, etc. The zinc

sulphide forms a flocculent precipitate, much of which

settles on the zinc. The remedy is to be found in the

actual buying of the cyanide. Carbonates in cyanide

should not be reckoned as protective alkali—the only pro-

tective alkali is that which will absorb HCN, and this

must be caustic lime or caustic soda. This latter is seldom

used on account of its price ; it has also other properties

that are often a disadvantage in cyanide work.

It used to be no uncommon sight to see frames put on

the top of the zinc shavings in order to hold down the

zinc, .so great was the buoyancy due to the large quantity

of hydrogen held by it. The hydrogen that is held me-

chanically by the zinc shavings renders much of the zinc

useless, as the solution cannot touch it. It causes the

solution to run in channels, finding the path of least re-

sistance. There is a distinct difference of opinion among
engineers. Some pack the zinc shavings as tightly as

possible, and gas cannot escape unless the zinc is fre-

quently disturbed and the highly ])acked zinc causes re-

sistance to the i)assage of the solution resulting in chan-

neling of the solution, and therefore some of the zinc is

out of action.

The best results in all ways are found when 1lie zinc

is laid as loosely as ])ossible. There is thus less zinc to

handle, the gas escapes with very little attention as

fast as it is formed, and the gold slimes fall down

more easily under the screen. Under these conditions

there is nothing to cause the solution to run in channels,

and thus all the zinc may be in action. Channeling of

solution is tested for by coloring with aniline dye the solu-

tion wliii li enters the box and watching its ]irogress.

The siliceous aiul other matter which Ihiis gets into

the zinc boxes sto])s the precipitation by coating the zinc.

No matter how the cleaiinii is done, all the siliceous mat-

ter that is in with the zinc has nltiniately to be smelted,

and it will increase the slags, the lahor. the values teni-

])orarily held in sus])ense and therefore the costs all round.

The remedy is to arrange so that, when filter cloths fail,

the muddy solutions cannot get into the zinc boxes.

Value ok Kickimn ; Zim Ci.kw

The sum total of all zinc precipitation is that the

zinc; works satisfactorily so long as the zinc in the pre-

cipitating arrangement, whatever it may he, is metallic

zinc, and that the actual clean metal surface is directly

exposed to the circulating cyanide solution. As this

metal surface becomes coated or protected in any way
from the cyanide solution, the efficiency of the precipi-

tation drops. The efficiency is at any time, other things

being equal, directly i)roportional to the area of the clean

metal surface exposed.

(!old and silver also, as thrown out of solution by the

zinc, naturally gradually cover and protect zinc from con-

tact with cyanide solution, and therefore, all other con-

ditions being in order, all or part of the zinc may cease

to work because there is too much gold or silver in the

box, part or all of which requires to be cleaned up.

In early cyanide days boxes were cleaned up only

when the bullion had to be produced—usually once a

month. Later, on, the position became different, and it

was recognized that boxes, to work well, had to be cleaned

up more frequently, and now the practice is two or three

times per month. Cleaning up has never, even under the

best of working conditions, been an exceptionally cleanly

or show operation. Zinc shavings as used in zinc boxes,

of any of the various patterns, exhibit many defects, of

which the following are the principal : The amount of

zinc actually consumed is enormously above the amount
theoretically denuiuded for each ounce of gold or silver;

none of this excess zinc is recovered ; handling of the zinc

and gold slimes is considerable and possibilities of loss

are therefore increased ; there is a loss of interest on

money, due to the gold and silver values held in sus-

pension in the zinc boxes; the frequent cleaning up and

all the unsatisfactory handling is due to the fact that

there is no satisfactory means of removing, mechanically

or otherwise, all the precipitates of whatever kind from

the zinc, as fast as such precipitates are formed, thereby

leaving the zinc surface always clean for further action.

For some years past zinc dust has been used largely,

and in some respects it possesses advantages over the

shavings. There are disadvantages, such as its rapidity

of oxidation and varying percentage of metallic zinc.

It is not clear that the use of zinc shavings has reached

finality—there appears to be room for a more standard-

ized method of clean-up, embracing a means of remov-

ing the precipitates from the shavings as fast as formed

tliereby eliminating the handling of the zinc, the values

in suspense in the boxes and excessive zinc consumption.

The U.«ie» to ^\ hifli (irniihite Is Put are numerous and con-

stantly increasinK in number. A prominent industrial author-

ity has estimated that the proportion applied to the difEerent

purposes is about as follows, according to \V. L. Whitney, of

the United States CJraphitt Co.: 5r)% for making crucibles.

I't'/o for stove polish. 10% for foundry facing^, 5% for lead

pencils, 5

purposes.
for paints, 5% for lubricants and 5% for all other
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Operating a Steel-Sharpening Shop
lil .J. E. O'RoURKEf

Those oiign<n'(l in roek excavation are be^nnning to

realize more clonrly every clay the need of a well-e(|uipped

blaoksniith slu)]i Tor sh;)r])ening rock-drill bits. Wbcn
hammer water drills were adopted at the Wisconsin Zinc

Co.'s mines near Plattevillc, Wis., the management real-

ized that hollow high-carbon drill sleel required much
greater care in handling than the solid steel formerly used

with piston drills. Considerable thought was given this

matter, resulting in the erection of a new blacksmith shop

at the Champion mine. The site of this shop was care-

fully selected so as to be as nearly centrally located as

possible, in order to furnish steel to four mines—namely,

the Champion, Longhorn, Thompson and the Winskell.

Appreciating the fact that four mines were liable to

keep the blacksmith very busy, it was endeavored to

arrange the sho]i equipment in such a manner as to avoid

excessive handling of steel. With the idea of getting the

greaitest efficiency as regards the heating and the making
of drill bits and shanks it was decided to install a Denver

Fire Clay Co.'s oil forge and a Sullivan sharpener.

Attention is called first to the rack. Fig. 1, for dull steel

from the Chamjiion mine, the shaft of which is located

about 50 ft. from the south end of the shop. When the

dull steel is hoisted from tlie Chamjiion shaft, it is carried

to the shop, and each length is placed in the respective

compartment allotted for it on the dull-steel rack, the

longer lengths being placed in the lower compartments.

The movement of the steel through the shop from this

point is as follows: From the dull-steel rack it goes to the

upper deck of a douldc-decked stand in front of the oil

forge, as shown in the plan. Fig. 3.

The fire opening in the oil forge is of sufficient length

for placing nine steels in the fire at once. The writer

experimented with dilTerent forging heats and, contrary to

the recommendation of the steel manufacturer (which was
1.500° F.), it was determined that the most satisfactory

forging heat was close to 1,650° F. A Wilson-Mauelen

base-metal pyrometer was used. The fire end of this

pyrometer was held in position in the fire by means of a

home-made attachment (see Fig. 4) bolted to the forge

cap.

.Colonial steel was used, having the following analysis

:

Carbon, O.SS^, ; manganese, 0.357„ : phosphorns, 0.011% ;

Btilphur, 0.017% ; scleroscope hardness, 0.44.

The blacksmith stands on the sharpener side of the

double-deck stand shown in Fig. 3. with his helper on the

opposite side. The smith takes a heated steel from the

forge, and one step backward places him in position to

operate the sharpener. The dressing of a bit requires

about 30 sec. ; however, it is not unusual to attain

the completion of this operation in 30 sec. Much valuable

time is saved by placing the finished bit on the lower deck

of the double-decked stand, instead of following the old

hajihazard way of throwing it on the ground, where it will

be in the way and must be ]iicked up later.

I am, of course, well aware of the efficacy of an inter-

mediate or refining heat to rcnioxc forging strains, pre-

\ious to tempering, but owing to the heavy sleel demand
and the fact that satisfactory results were obtained with
two heats, it was decided to dispen.so with the refining

heat. Two metiiods of tempering were practiced: One
was to lower the temperature by partly quenching and
then drawing the temper to the desired color; the other

method consisted of plunging the bits in a brine of sal

ammoniac, salt]>cter and bromide of ])otasli solution cov-

ered with about 6 in. of Houghton's No. 2 soluble queiich-

FIGS. 1 .A..N"D DULL-.STEb;L RACK AXD THE DOUBLE-
DECK STAND

•First-prize drill-sharpening article In the "Engineering
News" prize contest, "Engineering News," Jan. IS, 1917.

tEngineer, American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co., Granbv,
Mo.

ing oil, the bit not bcnig withdrawn until thoroughly

cooled.

It is well known that brine as a tempering agent causes

much faster contraction of the molecules than water,

which contraction sometimes has a disastrous effect on the

bit when drilling in lime rock ; however, this rapid con-

traction was somewdiat retarded by a protecting film of

oil. The bromide of potash offset the injurious effects

resulting from overheating. The other ingredients of

the solution were added to soften and purify the water.

After the steels wei'e cool, they were removed from the

tempering tank and ]ilaced cni the adjacent sharp-steel

rack with shanks in the direction of the grinder near the

shop door.

The final operation consists in grinding the ends of

shanks perfectly true and square. This work is done by

a No. 2 Willey direct-connected l)ench grinder (James
Cla'rk, Jr., Electric Co., Louisville, Ky.) equipped with

12-in. wheels. After grinding, the steels are replaced

on the sharp-steel rack, whence they are carried to the

collar of the Cham]ii(ui shaft, which is onlv 50 ft. from
the end of the shop.
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Any mine operator wlio has ever tried to sharpen steels

for two or more mines in one blacksmith shop will

appreciate that it will be a matter of only a few days

before one mine will have absorbed most of the steel,

unless some steps are taken to prevent it. In order to

provide against this, three double racks were erected along

one side of the building. One of each of these sets of

racks is open to receive the dull steel when it is brought

from its respective mine. The other rack is protected by

a wooden grating furnished with hinges and a lock. These

locked compartments contain the sharp steel. A sufficient

amount of steel is provided for each mine so that when

a load of dull steel is delivered to the shop, it is counted

and an equal amount of sharp steel is taken from the

closed rack and returned to the mine, after which the

dull steel is sharpened and placed in the closed rack

under lock and key, awaiting the next day's demand. It

can be readily seen that if the above system is religiously

observed by the blacksmith it will be easily possible to

keep the exact cost of steel sharpening for each mine,

likewise the relative steel consumption.

The oil is stored in a pressure tank outside the building

and is heated to the proper temperature by means of

a coil placed in a stove, water being supplied to this coil

from the mine-pump discharge column, and circulated

through a hot-water jacket around the oil tank, thence

A B
H-;-tv ; -:.7

^'] 7 H
\'eff'\eri-s—>\zei\< —'-/&

7>m/r ^s

Sec+ion A-A Sec+K B-B
FIG. 3. DETAILS OF THE DRILL-SHARPENING SHOP

AT WISCONSIN ZINC MINES

to the upper bai'i'cl, in which an oil reservoir tank is

placed. Ill this manner a storage of about 50 gal. of

warm oil is constantly provided.

Another kink consists of a trolley for su]iporting the

drill-steel in the shari)ener. A rail similar to a l)arn-door

hanger is attached to the roof framing and cari-ies two

roller-bearing wheels in tandem, with a hanger between

them from which is suspended a rod about 9 ft. long.

The end of this rod is threaded to hold a double-swivel

hanger (see Fig. li), which can l)e adjusted instantly as

to height. On this the drill-sleel rests during the shariJen-

ing operation. Longer or sboi-ter steels can be handled

>!,'1^

FIG. 4. ATTACHMENT OF
PYROMETER TO FORGE

FIG. .';. DETAILS OF
DOI'BLE CROSSBIT

by running the trolley along its track. This eliminates

the cumbersome tripod-steel support.

The type of drill bit used is shown in Fig. 5. It is the

best bit for drilling Wisconsin limestone, when used in

hammer drills, on account of its high penetrating quali-

ties and ease of rotation.

An estimate of the total cost of this shop, with complete

equipment including building, is approximately $3,300.

The writer is greatly indebted to Douglas C. Corner,

former Superintendent of the Champion mine (now a

member of the engineering staff of the American Zinc,

Lead and Smelting Co., Granby, Mo.) for his kind

assistance in preparing this article.

Composition of Average Igneous Rock
The earlier computations on the composition of the

average igneous rock were made by finding the mean of a

large number of analyses, writes Adolph Knopf, in the

Journal of Geology, Vol. 24, p. 630 {Chem. Ahstr., Jan.

20, 1917). In this method each analysis receives the

same weight, regardless of the size of the geologic body it

represents. The present computation was made by divid-

ing the area occupied by each rock species by the total

area of igneous rocks (16,738 sq.mi. as mapped in the

Cordilleran and Appalachian folios of the United States

Geological Surv-ey—Daly's "Igneous Rocks and Their

Origin," Table 4) which gives a weight factor. This

factor, multiplied by the average composition of the

species gives the per cent, contribution of that species to

the composition of the average igneous rock. The com-

position thus calculated (Column 1) checks fairly closety

with Clark's average (Column 2) :12 12
SiO, . .

.

TiO. .

.

A1,0,.
Fe,0,

.

FeO...
MnO.
MgO..

61 64
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Investigation of Rock Crushing*

The aim of the hiboratory experiments described in

this paper was twofold : To measure as accurately as

possible the maxinium amount of crushing that can be

efTected by 1 hp. acting for 24 hr., by two proposed

methods for measuring the amount of crushing, namely^
(a) by Rittinger's method; (b) by Stadler's method,

based on Kick's law ; and to show, if possible, that by one

of these methods the amount of crushing produced by

1 hp. in 24 hr. is constant throughout a wide range in the

diameter of the piece crushed, and that by the other

method the amount of crushing is a variable quantity over

the same range of diameter, or else show that neither of

the proposed methods for measuring the amount of crush-

ing indicates a fixed relation between power and crashing

and consequently a new method for computing this

amount will have to be found to permit the establishment

of a law of crushing.

Experimental Methods

Testing machines, calorimetric methods and commercial

types of rock-crushing machines were considered with

reference to their value for measuring power used in

crushing. The following electrically dciven cTushing

machines, installed and available in the McGill ore-dress-

ing laboratory, which had been used in previous rock-

crushing tests, on the whole seemed especially suited to

the investigation : Comet "A" crusher ; 7x9-in. Dodge
crusher; 10xl6-in. rolls. In later tests a Si/o-ft. Hunt-
ington mill was used.

In all the series of tests except one, the rock crushed

nas a tinguaite—an intruded eruptive obtained from a

local quarry. It is a hard and brittle rock, with a tendency

to break rather more easily in one plane than in another

at right angles to it. It, therefore, is inclined to break in

slabs, although the fractured pieces are always irregular

in shape.

Ceushixg Tests Made Ix 1914

In 1914 three series of tests were made to measure the

work done per "apparent effective horsepower in 24 hr."'

In the first series the laboratory Comet "A" crusher was

used ; in the second series, the Dodge crusher ; and in

the third series, the rolls.

In certain respects the results of these tests were un-

satisfactory, but the data obtained indicated strikingly

table I. SUMMARY OF THE MOST EFFICIENT OF THE 1914 TESTS
Work Done per A.E. Hp.*

Diameter of in 24 Ilr.

Piece Crushed, Measured in Measured in
In. Stadler E. U.t Rittinger S. V .%

3 50 710 947
1.20 520 1,030
0.50 286 1,128
0.29 138 1,000
0.18 68 1,022
0.11 89 1.187
0.07 52 823

Total range, 50 diameters. Range in roll tests, 7 diameters.
* Apparent effective horsepower. f E. U. = energy units. JS. U. =

surface units.

the probability of a fatal error in Stadler's method and a

degree of reliability in Rittinger's. The figures showed
an enormous variation in the amount of crushing done

•A paper to be read at the New York meeting of the Amer-
icar. Institute of Mining Engineers. It is .an abstract of a
paper prepared for publication in the "Transactions of the
Can.adian Mining Institute." giving an account of an experi-
ment.al investigation of the tiieorv of rocic crushing made by
John W. Bell, M. Sc, W. G. Mitchell, M. Sc, P. P. Bailv, M. Sc,
ana W. R. Cockfleld. M. Sc, in the ore-dressing laboratory of
McGill University, Montreal. Canada. This paper is a con-
tinuation of the discussion of the relative value, for measur-
ing the efficiency of crushing machines, of Kick's law (advo-
cated by Stadler) and Rittinger's theory (advocated by Gales).

Test No.
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(lirtiiH'tcr willi oiilv a small xariatioii in the WDik (linic pel'

ton, Sladlci's tliciirv. liasi'd as il is on iiiic iif llic inaiiircs-

tatioiii^ of crusliiiif;-, sluiws the clKinu-tci- oT the cliaiifies in

efficiency pniduced by changes in adjustment, hut the

Kittingcr system, even if if, fails to conform with a law,

is preterahle by reason of its greater sensitiveness to small

variations in the amounts of crushing.

The sudden inci'ease in the work pci' apparent effective

]u)rsep()wer in the last four tests (see Table 2), indicated

the importance of investigating the relation (it power and

the crushing of rock ])articles of very small diameter.

Some preliminary work convinced us that a Huntington

mill was admirably suited tor (he investigation, and this

machine, with some modifications, was accordingly used.

TABLE 3. srM.MAKY OF AVKUAGE RESULTS, HUNTINGTON MILL
TEST.S

Work Dono
per A. I''.. Hp.

T")ianiotor Stiidlt-r lUttiiiger

Te.st No. Rpi.iarks Ciado Feed, In. E. U. S. U.

114 11') + 20 031 55 1.590

1 16-1 19 + 30 020 47 5 1.860
120-122 +40 014 45 5 2.030
125-127 +60 009 34 2 1.970

128-129 Test 1 30 exdudeil +80 007 28 I 1.910

131-132 +100 005 20 2 1.800

Hani;*' of (liaiiicter trsfid. 6,

The results in Table 3 show the characteristic drop in

Stadler units per apparent etfecti\e horsepower, altlunigh

the range of diameters tested is iiol large. However,

many more experiments would be retpiircd to detei-mine

the effect of alterations in tonnage, percentage of water

in pulp, speed of machine, etc.

Test 1]() was madi^ to obtain an indication n( the

effect of a reduced tonnage. The nundier of Kittinger

units appears to increase, but several check tests would be

required to form a definite conclusion.

Considered as a whole, the results are in closer agree-

ment with Kittinger's theory than could be expected, when
two obstacles which cons]iire to defeat the jjurpose of the

investigation are taken into account. One is the difficulty

of measuring the power used only in crushing. The
second has to do with the measurement of the surface in

the —200 grade. Noliody has yet made a relialde

measurement of this, and it is probable that it is a

varial)le factor. For the —200 grade 8tadler's ordinal

lumdjer 28 was adopted, for although it was realized that

it was not necessarily an accurate e.stimate of the average

volume of the |)articlcs it was supposed to represent, it

would al least si'i\c to make the comparison as fair to one

as to the otlicr tbcoi-y. The corresponding Tiittinger

number is 780, which was adopted. It is ]irobal>le that

the average factoi- is appreciably greater than 'ISO.

If, in going from coarse to fine crushing, there is a con-

siderable de<-rease in surface in the —200 grades, the re-

sults tabulated in this ))a])er would be appreciablv alfected,

although the effect of such a variation would be more

disastrous to Stadler's theory based on Kick's law than to

Tiiftingi'r's, and the Stadler units per apjjareiit clfectivo

horsepower might in consequence a])]iroach ])erilously near

to zero.

In this investigation the desirability of crushing a

quartz gangue was recognized as being of more interest

to those engaged in ]>rai'tical work; unfortunately, how-
ever, none was obtainable locally, and tinguaite was em-
j)loycd for the experiments. It was feared that to some
extent the habit of fracture of tinguaite might ha\e

prejudicially infhiciKcd Ihe results obtained, hence upon
the conclusion (jf Ibc 1 1 iiiilinglon mill tiniruailc tests, a

scries of grades of i[uartz sand was prepared and u.'^ed to

determine this ])oint.

The restdts obtained furnished conviix'ing evidence

thai the relation between power and crushing indicaUHJ by

the tinguaite Icsls remains unchanged when the roc-k

eriishcd is quartz, excepting that the crushing force is less.

When it is considered that (iates, using a testing

machine, obtained similar results for three entirely dif-

ferent rocks, a sullicient amount of c.xperiniental data

now seems axailable to justify the following c(jnclusions

:

1. That in the reduction of any gi\cn rock there is a

constant relationshi]) between the |K>wcr applied and the

crushing ell'ected.

2. That liiltingcr's theory appears to ((inform agrt'cabiy

with this relat i(]nsbi|).

;S. That Stadlcr'> llicory based on Kick's law docs not

so conform.

M

The Ekibastus Smelting Plant
In the annual rcpoit of the liiy>li ('or]ioratioii, J..td.,

the progress in building and putting into operation the

great zinc and lead-smelting plant at Iskibastus, Siberia,

which is to treat the ore of the Kidder mine, was sum-

marized.

In the zinc plant ]iroper the first duplex .Mertou calciiier

started in .May. I'.Mi;, and one block of retorts followed

in Atigust. The zinc-distillation furnaces are of modern

type, gas-fired and regenerative. Each block has an

estimated output id' loO tons of sjielter a month. The
ordinary troubles to be ex])ecfed in the starting of a new
])lant are gradually being o\eicome; the men are getting

used to their work, experiment is demonstrating the

pro])er proportion of the various clays for the retorts, and

the amount of material treated is being increased. For

the first eight weeks of operation the out])ut of spelter

was about 90 tons, and the management is looking forward

to a rapid increase in this uj) to full capacity. Additional

calciners are nearing comjjletion, and a .second block of

zinc retorts was to be ready by the end of 1916.

The plant has been laid out for an installation of 20

blocks of zinc furnaces, of which it is exiiected to have

six ((unpleted by the end of 1!)17. The site lends itself

admirably to this and to still further extension.

Construction work on the lead-smelting plant is well

advanced. The smaller of the two blast furnaces should

lie ready to go into commission early in 1917 ajid the

larger one during the summer. The greater part of the

auxiliary plant and machinery is already on the ground.

This plant will treat the lead concentrates received from
Iiidder and the residues from the zinc retorts.

Adjacent to the lead plant a lead refinery is being

en>cted. This also is well forward, and the machinery

was all to be on the ground before the end of 1916. It

will consist of .softening and dressing furnaces, desilveri-

zation kettles, a. Howard press and stirrer and a tilting

furnace for the distillation id' the zinc crusts from the

desilverization kettles. Tlu^ bnllion refinery will produce

pure gold and silver. Work on the bullion refinery is

advancing, and should be comjileted as soon as needed.

The 80 ndles of broad-gage railway betwetm Ekiba.stus

and the Irtysh River (Ermnk) has been further improved

and the rolling stock augmented. In addition to the

transport of supplies and concentrates to Ekibastus, the

railway carries coal and coke to Ermak, whence it is

shipped by i-i\'(>r.
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A Handy Method for Assaying

Tin Ores

By Gixiiiiii: M. I i:Mi!:itsox'

Diiriiij^ till" course ol an

1 had occasion to make a

At first an atlenipt was

exaniinatioji ti'i|) in Bolivia,

larfTc nunilier ol tin assays,

made to use tlic coiiiinoii

(Bolivian method—tiic crucilde lusion using K(.'.\ as a

tliix. Hut tliis was soon given up, because its use on

low-grade ores was found to be out of the (piestion

—

irustwortiiy residt.s could not be obtained.

After some experimenting a wet method was ado])ted,

using sodium ])eroxide for II ux. The melt was made in

a nickel crucible, then dissolved in HCI. reduced with

nickel, and the reduced solution was titrated with a

standard solution of iodine

All went well until the nickel cnuibles were found

to be attacked, and after .several fusions, the bottoms

dropped out. This was rather a serious predicament,

iis we were just sta.rting the exannnation of a large

])roperty, wliicii would necessitate tlie delermination of

several hundred samples. Nickel crucibles were oiitain-

able only from the United States, ami it would re(iuire

at least a month to secure a new supply.

So the problem was to lind some container near at,

hand in which to make the fusion. .Vfter trying variou

things a small scoriticr was used, and it was found not

only to answer the jnirpose, but also to iin])rove the

former procedure with the nickel crucibles by increasing

the speed of the analysis. Tlu' inncedurc finally aclopted

was as follows:

Weigh out 11.5 gram of ore ground throvigh li>0-mesh. I f

the ore is oxidized, mix directly witli five times its

weight in a ly^- or 2-iii. scorifier. In case the ore con-

tains sulphides, weigh the ore and then roa.st in a muffle.

After the roast is conijileted, remove from the muffle,

cool and mix in the ]ieroxide. The mixed peroxide and

ore is then put in the muffle and allowed to remain

until entirely liquid. The scorifier .'^houhl not lie left

in the muffle too long after the mass is liquefied, or an

incrustation will he formed that is insoluble in ITCl.

After cooling, the scorifier is drojiped into a |i»i-c.c-.

beaker, containing about 100 e.c. of distilled water. The
beaker should be covered with a large watcli glass, to

prevent sjiattering. After all action has ceased, remove

the scorifier and w-ash out with water and CO c.c. of

concentrated UCl and pour the contents of the beaker

into a 500-c,e. Florence flask. The fused mass should

dissolve completely and leave a clear, yellow solution.

The volume of the solution in the flask is made U]j to

about 250 c.c. with distilled water.

The solution is then reduced by boiling with a coil

of thin, sheet nickel. After the reduction is completed,

the flask is cooled and the titratidn with standard iodine

solution made.

'I'll is method has been adopted by a numlier of the

1 in-mining com|)aiiies in Bolivia. M. (;. F. Sohnlein,
mill superintendent of the Compaiiia Miiiera de Oruro,
at Machacamaraca, Bolivia, has made a thorough test to

determine its accuracy. In an article in the Uevista

Minvia. of Bolivia, he gives the following results obtained:

C-O.MP.-^RISO.V OF ri.V ASS.\Y METHODS
Sample Sample
No. I. No. 2.

Method fsed % Tin % Tin
Fusion with .sodium peroxide in scorifier 5.06 22.45
Fusion with sodium peroxide in nickel

crucible 5 01 22 50
Berringer-Hutchin method 5 06 22 40
Fusion with KCN

. . 3 40 22 20

Sample
No. 3,

% Tin
94

94
94

Lead-Precipitate Drain Board
In the assay of cyanide solutions for gold and silver

the lead jirecipitate, after having the excess :dne dis-

solved by hyilrochloric acid, is ready for water washing
and cupellation. At a mine in Nevada difficuitv

was encountered in getting this precipitate together

without losing small particles in washing and deeantarion.

To facilitate the gathering of the precipitate the sloping

i'nedGasketRubber

•JlinitiK cntiinecr. Weston. Mass.

A BOARD TH.\T PREVENTS LOSS OF I>EAD PRECIPITATE

drainboard shown in the accompanying sketch was de-

r-igned at the plant Ijy the assayer for the company. It

consists of a plain block of wood covered with iV-in- red

gasket rnbi)er.

The precipitate and the small amount of water re-

maining in the beaker after the bulk of it had been

decanted are poured onto the rubber surface. Tlie lead

]irecipitate, which adheres to the surface, while the water

Hows off, can be easily gathered and ])ressed into the

shape of cubes ready for cui)ellation.

Field Test for Phosphates
For field tests on supposed phosphate rock llic V . S.

(ieological Survey is now recommending that the fiesh

rock surface be moistened with a drop of 1: 2 UNO., and

then a crystal of ammonium molybdate be placeil on the

wet spot (]\Iineral Eesourees of the United States, 1915,

Part TI, p. 242), rather than the usual method of bring-

ing the rock into solution. A rough estimate of the

amount of P^.O,, in the rock may be made by comparing

the spot produced with .some standard samples.

'^.

Oil Does Not WVnr Out, but does need treatment to cleanse
and purify it. VeKctablo oils will wash out of fabrics, but
mineral oils will not.
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Views at St. Joseph Lead Co.'s
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BONNE TERRE. MO., THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE ST. JOSEPH
1—Bonne Terre Farming and Cattle Co. office. 2—^Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Ry. office. 3—Bonne Terre

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO.'S MILL AT LEADWOOD. IN ST. FRANCOIS COUNTY, THE CENTER

RIVERMINES MILL OF DOE RUN LEAD CO., A SUBSIDIARY OF
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Operations in Southeastern Missouri
|
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y

LEAH I'd,, THE LARGEST LEAD-MINIXG COMPANY IX A.MICUic'A

concentrating mill. 4—Bank. 5—St. Joseph Lead Co. offices. 6—Storeiiouse for IJonne .Teri-e mill

OF THE DISSEMINATED LEAD FIELD OF SOUTHEASTERN MISSOURI

THE ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO.. AT RIVERMINES, MISSOURI
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I Details of Milling and Smelting
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IK'aiaiur in the solution, methods of treatment and equip-

nient h.id to he devised for precipitating and filtering

them out in the projx;r plaee in the proeess. The repeated

liiiiulling, clarifying, filtering, etc., of large quantities of

muddy, eorrosive solution made it necessary to devise new
))um])s, etc. Questions of temperature, current, etc., in

tlie electrolytic room were overcome successfully, and the

jirwess is now working satisfactorily and can be extended

indefinitely, producing zinc of great purity. Manganese
dioxide is now being produced from the Sullivan ore. as a

byproduct in the electrolytic zinc refmeiT.

m

A Goocl Air-Relief Valve
Bv Lixu.s.w Duncan*

Tlie air-relief valve shown in the acompanying sketch

has been found to be more satisfactory for turbo-blowers

Solid Ox'des of Nickel and Copper
Reduced by Iron

To determine whether solid oxide ol' iiici<('l or solid

oxide of copper would react on solid iron at tempera-

tures far below their melting points, according to Iron

Age, Dec. 31, 1916, several pieces of 1-in. round bars

of Armco iron containing 0.03% carbon were drilled

down the center and filled respectively with nickel oxide

and copper oxide and consolidated by forcibly driving in

a plug of the same iron. The bars thus prepared were

placed in a muffle furnace and heated to about 1000° C.

for about 6 hours for 3 days. AVhen drawn from the

muffle they were sectioned by sawing vertically through

the center and then examined.

Dr. J. E. Stead, who made the experiments and who

presented the results to tlie Iron and Steel Institute

at its autumn meeting in London,

Sept. 22, 1916, offered the following

conclusions : It has been proved that ^

solid iron is capable of reducing solid

oxide of nickel and oxide of copper to

the metallic state with the formation

of iron oxide. That the interchange

is not confined to the surfaces of eon-

tact, but extends for a considerable

distance from the surface of the iron, e

suggesting that there is interdiffusion ^'3

of iron and nickel and iron and cop- "l"

per, and of the oxides of these metals.

That surface tension plays an im-

portant part in causing the reduced

metals and the oxides to segregate into ;

coherent independent masses. There i

is some evidence that the reduced
i

metals, copper and nickel, are alloyed ^

with some iron. More research

is being made to determine whether this is so. and blowing engines on converter service than any type

*; of valve which could be purchased in the open market.

It is used by the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. in its

plant. The valve is quick and positive in action, opens

and closes under small differences of pressure and permits

a large volume of air to escape when open.

The essential principle is that of a large balanced valve

actuated by a small and accurately made pilot valve. The
weight box of the pilot valve is partly filled -nith shot

so as to open at the desired pressure. The operation is as

follows : The pilot valve rises with excess air pressure

and uncovers a port admitting the compressed air below

the main operating piston, which in turn rises, lifting a

balanced piston in the lower compartment and uncovering

twelve 21/2-in. circular relief ports. When the pressure

drops a fraction of a pound, the pilot valve drops and

simultaneously admits compressed air above the operat-

ing piston and imcovers a port relieving the pressurt-

*CE:agi=i7
DETAILS OF THE AIR-RELIEF VALVE

Some Problems in the Production of

Electrolytic Zinc

With reference to the production of electrolytic zini' at

the Trail refineiy, E. H. Hamilton, the metallurgical

manager, makes the following interesting comments in the

annual I'cport of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Co. of Canada. The preliminary operations involve

extremely fine grinding of the ore, careful roasting, and

leaching, with thousands of tons of solution of varj'ing

degrees of acidity, and the elimination of the impurities

from the .solution before electrolysis. The iron, copper,

lead, arsenic, cadmium, etc., go into solution in the earlier

stages and have to be eliminated into less than one part

in 100,000. Most of these elements were reported to be

absent from the Sullivan ore—for which the electrolytic

zinc plant was erocf(!d—and when (bey made their ap-
•Mechanical

McOin. Ncv.
engineer, Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.,
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below it. The operatins; piston then drops, and the relief

ports are instantly closed.

The valve bodies are made of cast iron, the pistons

of brass, and the double piston pilot valve is turned out

of a single piece of cold-rolled shafting. This valve was

designed by me and built in the McGill shops of the

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. It is not patented.

Design of a Thousand-Foot

Smeltery Stack

By N. L. Stewart*

The object in building a very high smeltery stack is

to carry obnoxious gases far above the surrounding ground

and is not to obtain draft. Then if the gases do settle to

the ground, they will be greatly diluted and their dele-

terious action either gi-eatly reduced or entirely elim-

inated. In this connection it might be mentioned that to

get the best results in diffusing the gases the velocity

should be high on leaving the stack. In other words, for

a given quantity of gas the inside diameter at the top

should not be made too liberal.

The highest stack in existence today is at Great Falls,

Mont., and the height is 506 ft. It might be thought

that there never will be need of building a stack higher

than this. However, if the cost were not too great, it is

quite likely that a stack much higher than 500 ft. would

improve smoke conditions materially in some localities.

It was in order to get an idea of the quantities of materials

necessary to build a 1000-ft. stack that the accompanying

design was made. The design is only preliminary ; it will

be noted that the stack was only divided into five sections.

Nevertheless the cubic feet of brickwork should not vary

by more than a small percentage from that of the final

design. The following assumptions were made : Stack to

have no lining; flue openings to be in the foundations

instead of the stack proper; stack to be built of hard-

burned perforated blocks ; maximum compression for com-

bined dead and wind loads to be 43,000 lb. per sq.ft. of

walls: this is a little less than 300 lb. per square inch;

wind load 30 lb. per sq.ft of projected area ; temperature

of gases, 300° F. ; weight of brickwork, 100 lb. per cu.ft.

The stack has a capacity of 1,412,000 cu.ft. of gas per

minute assuming a velocity of 2000 ft. per min. at the

top of the stack and should develop a theoretical draft of

3.5 in. of water. Friction loss would be about 0.84 in. of

water, leaving a net available draft of 2.66 in. of water.

The accompanying table gives the results of the calcu-

lations for dead and wind loads. The total dead-loads and

wind moments are for all of the stack above any particular

section.

It will be seen from the sketch that though the diame-

ter of the base is very great, the stack does not look at

all "squatty" which is because of its great height. As a

matter of fact it would probably have a more needle-like

appearance than any. of the stacks now standing.

The total contents of the brickwork in the stack is

1,026,400 cu.ft. Assuming the cost per unit for brick-

work to be 10% higher than a moderately high stack the

cost for the stack would be $698,000. This is exclusive

of the foundation. The foundation would have to be de-

signed to suit the ground on whiih it was built. Assum-

ing the ground to be cemented gravel good for 12,000 lb.

per sq.ft. the foundation would be about 150 ft. in

diameter, would contain 14,000 yards of concrete and 90

tons of reinforcing steel. Cost of foundation estimated

at $94,000. Total cost of stack and foundation estimated

$792,000. This is such a staggering amount that it is

doubtful if the benefits from the high stack would war-

rant such an expenditure.
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•Salt Lake City. Utah. PROPOSED innO-FT. STACK FOR SMELTERY SMOKE
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Details of Practical Mining
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Cost of Leaking Steam*

To determine the eo.sl ol' lenkinji steam with any de-

gree of ac'ciiraey at least four I'actors must be iviiown :

(1) The number of pounds of steam evaporated by one

pound of coal (tlie greater this factor the less the cost

of leaky pipes, otlier conditions being the same) ; (2) the

total area of leakage; (3) the absolute steam pressure,

which is equal to the gage pressure plus atmospheric
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DIAGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE COST OF LEAKING
STEAM

pressure (at sea level this is usually gage pressui'e, plus

14.7) ; (!) the cost of coal ])er ton.

For example, how much money is lost every 10 hr.

under the following conditions? Nine pounds of steam is

generated by eacih pound of coal ; the total area of leakage

is 1/2 sq.in.; the gage pressure is 105 lb. per sq.in. (mak-

ing the ab.solute pressure appro.xinuitely 120 lb. I ; and The

cost of the coal is $3.50 per ton.

Simply lay a straight-edge across the accompanying

chart three times as indicated by the dotted lines, and the

problem is solved. Run the first lina front the 9 (col-

umn A) through the 120 (column (') and locate the in-

ter.section in column E. Run the second line from that

))oint of intersection to the 0.5 (column I-! ) and locate the

intersection in column C. From that point of intersec-

tion run the third and last line to the $;5.50 (column E).

and the answer is found at the intersection with column

I). The answer is $G loss per 10 hr.

In case it is found that the total leakage area is less

than shown in column B, the chart may be used just as

easily by merely shifting decimal points. For example,

if in the problem given the leakage area had been 0.05

instead of 0.5 .sq.in, The answer would be fiOc. instead of

$C i)er 10-hr. day.

When using the chart the steps must follow in the order

shown and described : First line, A to E through C; sec-

ond line, E to B; third line, C to S. The range of the

chart is great enough to handle any ordinary problem.

A Skip Axle Which Keeps Oiled

By Ja.mks R. Hardixg*

Skip axles on which the wheels turn, generally «car

out quickly. They cannot be kept oiled because grit gets

into the bearings, removes the grease and cuts the metal

out. At the Dairy Farm mine, California, 2i/2-tou skips

running on a 60-deg. incline handle ore that is mostly

pyrite. Formerly the axles used were of the regular wagon

A SELF-OILING SKIP AXLE

t.yi)e with pressure grease cups in the wheels, which were

l)i-onzc-bushed. This type lasted from three weeks to a

niontb. Then they had to be replaced with new axles

anil all the wheels had to have new bronze bushings.

•Copvright. 1917, by W. F. Schaphorst. met-hanioal engi-
neer, w'ooUvorth Building. New York.

•Care of American Smelting and Refining Co.. Caldera.
Atacama. Chile
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Finally P. M. Siiniison, fho master ineeliaiiit', designed

the axles sliowii in 11u> accoiii|ianvinf>- illustration. A %-
in. hole was bored directly into the center on the end of

the axle to a depth of 1 1 in. The outer end of this hole

was filled with a wooden \)\\\ix extending in beyond the

(•linchpin hole. At the inside end of the hole another

was hored, from the side of the axle, at right angles to the

(irst and connecting with it. This latter was threaded

to take a section of %-in. pipe, 6 in. long. The other

end of the pipe section was covered with a regular pipe

cap carrying a vent hole -^ in. diam. Then three fV-in.

holes were drilled from the bearing part of the axle,

through to the center hole, at right angles to the hole in

which the %-in. pipe is set. Lastly, the clinehpin hole

was drilled through the wooden plug, making it imjios-

sible for oil to escape except between the two parts of

the bearing.

When affixed to the skip, the pipe lies along the out-

i^ide of the bottom of the skip and is well protected.

In this way the delivery of oil occurs at the top of the

hearing. The pipe is filled with zinc .shavings to retard

the flow of the oil. All pipes are filled with oil twice eacli

shift. A set of these axles has been in constant service

for over six months and shows no appreciable wear.

Labor-Saving Pipe-Bending Machine
A labor-saving device is used by the Philadelphia

Suburban Gas and Electric Co., Chester, Peun., for the

( old bending of 8-in. pipe, which appeals to mining men
\iho have long pipe lines to lay. The machine is de-

scribed by Charles Wilde in a paper presented at the

October meeting of the American Gas Institute and in

Engineering and Contracting, Jan. 10, 1917. The ar-

rangement consists of a 10-in. I-beam, 10 ft. long, braced

with fi^-in. tie-rod, two %-in. chains 8 ft. long and an

ordinary 20-ton screw jack and block. To operate, all

that is necessary is to link the chains around the pipe

:;nd I-beam liy means of a slip link, place the jack and

AN EASILY MADE PIPE-BENDING APPARATUS

pipe block in position between the ]iipe and the beam,

and then by the force of the jack make the bend. If the

iji-nd required is only a slight one, it may be made with-

init any shift of the machine. If it is of any considerable

'xteiit, the machine should be shifted one way or the

other, bending the pipe a few degrees until the re(piired

bend is made.

With this machine four men can make a bend in an
s-in. pipe, depending of course upon the radius and
degree of the bend required, in from I/2 to 21/2 hr., or a
labor cost <(f from .'jOc. to .$2.50 jier bend.

Pole Buffer in Ore Chute
In the accompanying illustration is shown a device for

retarding ore or rock rolling down a steeply inclined

chute. A number of poles, 8 to 10 in. diameter, are

suspended in parallel groups from the tie-pieces of the

chute, as shown, the lower ends resting on the bottom of

the chute. The number of poles and the distance be-

tween the groups vary according to the steepness of the

( bute and the character of the ore. Ordinarily, one pole
tn each foot in width of chute will suffice. If the ore

is coarse and dry, the groups of poles will have to be

/tcpe-

REDUCING THE SPEED OP ORE IN THE CHUTE BY
POLE BUFFERS

so spaced that the lower ends of. one group will be about

vertically under the upper ends of the next lower group.

For finer ore or material that is wet or sticky, a wider

spacing will be sufficient. If the ore changes from a

free-rolling to a slower-moving material, it is a sinqile

matter to elevate the lower ends of one or two poles of

each group by tying them to the next lower chute-tie,

thus permitting a less interrupted passage.

Rope Capacity of Drums
The rule used by A. Leschen & Sons Eope Co. for

computing the rope capacity of any size of drum, is as

follows : Add the depth of flange in inches to the diameter

of the diiim, multiply this result by the out-and-out

width of the drum and by the dejjtb of flange. This

product is then multiplied by the factor in the accompany-

ing table corresponding to the size of the rope used.

FACTORS FOR DRUM CAPACITY

} in, . 4 16 ; in 342 I J in 085
? in. . 186 lin... .0.262 IJin 074
i^in I 37 I Jin 207 2 in 066
5 in I 05 U in 167 2J in 058
J^in 828 IJin... 138 2} in •• 052
J in 672 1 1 in . . . 116 2j in., 046
3 in 465 i;in... 099 2iin.. 042

This rule applies of course to a drum on which the

rope is to be wound in successive layers up to the full

height of the flange. As published in the "Handbook of

Mining Details," p. 184, the rule is incomplete at it omits

to multi|.)ly by the factor "dejitli of flange."

Cow Bell on Cage
In metal mines in which it is not practicable to employ

a station tender at each level, it is suggested in the Pro-

ceedings of the National Safety Congress to use a cow
bell underneath each cage. This will give warning of the

approach of the cage and will remove the necessity I'or

a miner to put his head out into the hoisting compartment

to see where the cage is.
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Hidden Creek Mine and Smeltery
By Doxald fi. Camphell*

SYNOPSItS—An account of the (Jranby L'on-

soJidated's copper operations at Anyox in north-

western British Columbia. From 2000 to 2500

tons of ore, yielding about S5 lb. of copper and

35c. per ton in gold and silver, is mi7ied and

smelted dnily.

The Hidden Creek copper mine nnd the Anyox

smeltery of the Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting

and Power Co. lie on the north shore of Granby Bay, a

secluded body of water opening on the u]iper end of

Observatory Inlet, in noi-thwestem British Columbia.

Observatory Inlet is one of the typical long, narrow

fiords which cut deeply into the Coast Eange of British

Columbia and help to compensate for the lack of rail

transportation through that rugged country.

The town of Anyox has good freight and passenger

service by steamers both from Vancouver, nearly 400 mi.

to the south, and from Prince Rupert, on the Skeena

Eiver, the terminal point of the Grand Trunk Pacific,

about 100 mi. to the south. This route is of great

scenic beauty, being for the greater part a narrow channel

lying between densely wooden islands and the mainland.

The mountain ranges usually slope up steeply from the

shoi'e line, and on many of the peaks glacial ice lingers

Hack ol' the dock a modern concrete three-story build-

ing, llTxGO ft., serves as store, commissary, etc. Beyond
this a planked road leads past a modern and coml'ortaijle

hotel to the town and smeltery, which lie close at iiand

on the north and west. In the l)ackground rise the

Burniston Mountains to a heigiit of 5700 ft., separating

Observatory Inlet from Portland Canal to the north.

Thk Hidden Creek Coppee Mine

A walk of about two miles to the north along the

nearly level haulage track leads to the mouth of the main
haulage tunnel, or 150-ft. level of the mine. The eleva-

tions are referenced to sea level and not to the topmost
workings or to the outcrop, as is usually the case.

The Hidden Creek property was first lcK;ated in 1901

by McMillan, Eudge and Flewin, of Port Simpson. It

was bonded to the Daly interests, but after Daly's death

was allowed to revert. In 1905 interests associated with

the original Britannia Copper Syndicate bonded it and
did some development work. Finally, in 1908 M. K.
Eodgers bought it on behalf of himself and as.sociates,

continued the development and two years later sold it

to the present owners at a reported price of $500,000.

Henceforward development was actively pursued, and
by 1914 there had been 21.400 ft. of drifts and rai.ses

driven as well as a large amount of diamond-drill work.

ORE STEAMKl; EN ROUTE TO ANYO.X. B. C.

the year round, nearly down to the water. A large

number of salmon canneries are scattered at favorable

Fpots along the coast; and during the salmon run the

many fishing grounds are thickly dotted with the gasoline

boats of the Japanese and Indian fishermen, working

untiringly to make the most of their short summer
harvest.

Coming into Anyox, a busy harbor scene is usually

in evidence. A modern dock, 50x500 ft. long, is provided

with three traveling bunkers, cranes and other facilities

for handling ore and freight. It is in constant use and

in fact is usually crowded with ore, lime and coal barges

two or three deep waiting tlieir turn to be woi-ked, so

that the occasional jJassengcr boat s(>ldom has more than

room enough to shove her nose up the dock to land the

Anyox visitors.

•Mining and metallurgical ciiKincer, rampbcll-Wolls Co.,
114 James St., Seattle. Wash.

UNLOADING BARGES OF LIMEROCK AT ANYOX

As a result of this work two principal orebodies have been

developed and two others discovered and ]iartly developed.

Togellier the two former bodies have ore estimated, in the

company's annual report for 191.5, at 9,205,837 tons av-

eraging 2.17% and 8,628.000 tons of 0.63%, or a total

of 17,833,837 tons averaging 1.43%. To this should be

added over 900,000 tons of similar grade in the "Bonan-
za,"—a near-by i)roperty now belonging to the company.
The two orebodies of the Hidden Creek group are

opened by levels at 150, 230, 385, 530, 630, 700 and 800
ft. above .sea level. The bodies are both elliptical in section,

No. 1 being 1300 ft. long striking north and south and

dipping 65° to the west. No. 2 strikes northwest, is

nearly as long as the first and dips 45° to the northeast.

The geology has been described' as follows

:

The rock formation in which the orebodies occur may be
best described as an argrillaceous schist: it has been subjected

'"Report of Minister of Mines for British Columbia." 1911.
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to very considerable alteration, and in some places the fissile

structure of the argillaceous bands h.as dis.ipeared and the

rock appears to be massive. This rock formation can be

traced for several miles along; the shore of the inlet to the

adjacent islands and extends nearly to the summit of the

mountains to the west of the property, where the Coast gran-
ites are found. The orebodies are at some places cut by in-

trusive dikes, but these dikes have no influence on the nature

of the ore nor on its commercial value.

Milling operations consist of "glury-iioling" from the

surface down to about tlie 70()-ft, level, and shrinkage-

stoping on an incline to tlie full width of the orebody,

leaving pillars as demanded by the ground. The ground

is fairly hard and stands well. Practically uo timber

is used. The chutes from the glory hole and the various

stopes on each orebody converge to a single pair of

chutes on the 380 level, where the ore is discharged into

mine cars. These are hauled in trains of Id or 12 by

electric locomotives and dump automatically into outside

bins on the hillside above the crusher. Passing through

the crusher, the ore discharges throtigh a rock chute into

the 150 level below, where it is finally loaded into

30-toii steel hopper cars and hauled to the smeltery. All

heavy-duty chutes are lined with steel plates and are

provided with iron finger gates operated by compressed

air. instead of the usual arc type. Underground haulage

is by 3,'i'-ton side-dump steel cars, pulled by 6-toii electric

locomotives; a track of 2-ft. gage, laid with 30-lb, rails,

is used in all tunnels and drifts. All haulageways are

electric-lighted. Carbide lio-hting is used entirelv by the

r)!)7,7;n lb. copper, 1 97,70 1 m. silver, and 3581 oz. gold,

or an average yield of about 34.7 lb, of copper and 35c.

in gold and silver per ton.

Mining costs for 1915 were given as $1.03 per ton,

loaded in cars for the smeltery. This includes the

handling of 3!).0fl() tcms (if waste and a development

charge of 10c. per ton. A 50c. bonus was also paid the

men, which made a charge of 7c. ])er ton on the ore.

With the completion of \arioiis improvements, anil under

normal conditions, it is expected that this cost will be

reduced to Sic. per ton. As in other copper camps of

the country, labor is today exceedingly prosperous, the

lowest wages being $-1 a day, including the $1 bonus due

to the high price of copper. Miners and smeltermen

get $4.50 to $6 a day.

At the smelting plant in Anyox, every fifth or tenth

car of ore is discharged into sample bins, to be sampled,

and the remainder goes to the regular storage bins.

From these. Anaconda-type charge cars receive the

required mixture and deliver it to the blast furnaces.

These are four in number, each 54x360 in. ; blast is

supplied at about 50-oz. pressure through 5-in. tuyeres

placed at 11-in. centers, Semipyritic smelting is em-

ployed, the coke varying from 5 to 10% of the charge.

The charge cars do not discharge directly into the

furnaces, but into a hopper on the charge floor. Plows,

or scrapers, operated by compressed air force the charge

over a lip plate which overhangs the side of the furnace

FRAME COTTAGES AND CONCRETE DORMITORIES AT ANYOX. B. C.

men, the carbide being furnished by the company and

the men providing their own lamjjs.

The 530 level is the main entry for lucu and supplies.

From it manways and skips lead to the various stopes

above and communicate with the "lorv holes. An under-

ground lilacksmith shop, containing Leyuer drill

sharpener and Case oil-fired steel forge has been fitted

up in a central location on this level.

The 380 is the main development level, and most of

the necessary development work on the Nos. 1 and 2

orebodies has already been done from this level. Later

it is planned to extend the 150 level to tap the lower

portions of the various orebodies.

The average daily output at present is 2000 to 2500

tons, proportioned as nearly as feasible between the

siliceous No, 2 ore and the heavier suljihides in No, 1

orebody. Thus, at this rate of exploitation the property

will have a life of 25 to 30 years. During 1915 the

iimount of ore smelted was 477,435 tons, yielding 16,-

ijy about 9 in. Tlie speed of the [ilows may be controlled

to place the charge more to the middle of the furnace or

to the wall, as may be necessary. This results in an

even feed, gives hot edges and prevents crusts and bridges,

it is claimed.

The slag from the blast furnaces is granulated and

is being flushed out to reclaim a considerable area of

tide land lying under shallow water close to the smeltery.

Because of the heavy matte lall, m low-grade and corros-

sive matte is produced, usually running from <S to 12%
copper. This at present is run into beds, allowed to cool,

blasted lightly, and scraped into railroad cars with drag

scrapers, to be elevated and reconceutrated to a graile

of 25 to 30% copper.

The converter plant contains three stands of 12-ft.

Great Falls tyi)e converters. The blister cop]ier is cast

into molds, holding 325 to 350 lb., in ;i straight-liiic

casting machine. It is shipped mainly to the Nichols

Copper Co. for refining. Flues from the converters and
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downlnkos 1'roiii the blast furiuu-cs load lo a dust ulianiber.

From this a main flue leads to tlie reinrorced-foncrote

stack, which is 23 ft. in diameter by 150 I't. hisjh, the

top standino- 300 ft. above the furnaces.

Coke is brought to the .smeltery in large wooden

boats or l)argcs from C'omox, on Vancouver Island.

Custom ore and some from the mines on I'rince of Wales

Island belonging to the (iranby conii)any are also l)rought

here fdr tivatiuent. Lime for the blast furnaces and

silica for tlie converters are quarried a few miles away

and transported in ordinary Hat barges. From the

bunkers on the dock the ore and coke are discharged into

15- to 20-ton hopper-bottomed steel cars, to be taken to

the storage bins above the blast furnaces. 'J'he track

is 3-ft. gage, laid with 5C-lb. rails, and haidage is by

Haldwin-Westinghouse 40-ton electric locomotives. The

distance to the blast funuu-es from the dock is about

10,000 ft., including a switchback, and the nuiximum

grade is about 21A%.
The power for tlie smeltery and mine is generated in

a hydro-electric plant just below the smelting plant.

Water from a reservoir on Falls Creek is conveyed in

a 6-ft. wood-st-ave pipe to a point directly above the

generating station, then carried dowii in steel pipes, a

head of about 380 ft. being secured. The power equip-

ment consists of two generators, 93S kv.-a. : two motor-

generator sets of 300 kw. ; three Connersville blower.s.

CHANOIC HfUISE AT HIDDEN CREEK MINE

direct-connected to I'elton wheels, supplying 48,000 cu.ft.

of free air per minute at 3-lb. pressure; a Nordberg

blowing engiiu!. having a capacity of 81,000 cu.ft. of

free air per minute at 16-11). pressure; another Nordberg

two-stage comjiressor, with a capacity of 4000 cu.ft., sup-

plies air at a ]iressure of 100 lb. The power was shut

off for a considerable time during the cold weather last

vear on account of ice: to guard against svuli Failures

in the future an auxiliary steam plant has been con-

^trlu•ted. to lie operated with crude oil as fuel.

A foundry is in constant use at the ])lant. in connection

with a thoroughly equip])ed machine sho]i containing

modern machine tools of every deseriptiim. including

millers, turret lathes and all facilities for raiiid work.

I'ractically all repair parts are made here for both the

mine and smeltery.

The Anyox town site is on the comparatively flat

base of an irregular hillside, heavily wooded; much, of

it is a soft muskeg, with occasional knobs of granite

I)rojecting through. Hence a great deal of laborious

clearing has been necessary to make conditions as

presentable as they are now. A regular street system has

l)een laid out in the town, and all the roads have been

planked. Upward of a hundred cottages of the bungalow

ly])c, containing three, five and seven rooms, have iieeu

liuilt by the com])any for its married employees. These

have all been neatly [lainted, and in numy cases lawns

and other evidences of home-making adil nnudi to their

attractiveness. A good sewerage system and water works,

with a pressure of 60 lb., have been provided, and electric

lighting is installed in all the cottages and has been

adequately sup])lied along the streets. For single men
a neat type of concrete dormitory has been sui)plied.

Several of these are now built; they are of two stories,

have cement floors and are plastered inside; wide

>erandas on bolh floors add materially to their appear-

ance. Inside individual steel cots, two in a room, are

])rovided. Large wash and locker rooms and a reading

and billiard room make much more comfortable condi-

tions than are usually found in isolated camps in the

North. A large recreation hall is centrally located, and

hospital, school and church show that good provisio)i has

been made for the needs of community life. A frequent

boat .service, winter and summer, keeps the community
well supplied with fresh news and provisions, and both

wire and wireless communication overcomes the isolation

hI' its position on the map.

As in the case of most of the im])ortaut mining and

smelting companies of the present day, a great deal of

attention is being paid to safety. At the mine an active

'"safety-first" s(|uad is under the leadership of the mine

Foreman, Mr. Swanson. This reports at regular meetings

on conditions existing throughout the mine workings,

and suggests all improvements or precautions that seem

necessar- Along with this a first-aid course is given.

'^

Methods of Testing Natural Gas

for Gasoline Content*
Natural gas to be treated by compression and conden-

-ation methods may be tested for its gasoline content by

determining the specific gravity of the gas and the per-

centage of absorption in oil. The quantity of gasoline

that may be- obtained from natural gas ranging in specific

gravity from 0.64 to 1.46 varies from zero to 5 gal. per

1000 cu.ft. of gas tested. The yield corresponding to the

percentage of the gas absorbed in oil varies from zero for

an absorption of 16% to 5 gal. for an absorption of 86%.
So called "dry gas" can be tested for treatment by

the absorption process, a method that is a duplicate on

a small scale of the large-scale practice. The method

consists in absorbing the gasoline in "mineral seal oil"

by passing a measured amount of the gas through the

oil in a jiortable absorber and then distilling the ab-

sorbed gasoline out of the oil.

Another method that is essentially a laboratory method

consists in freezing the gasoline out of the natural gas at

a temperature of about—115° C. The flow of gas from a

well may be determined by the use of a pilot tube or an

orifice meter; the flows of less than 15,000 ft. in 24 hours

mav he measured dircctlv bv domestic meters.

•E.xcerpt from "Methods of Testins Natural Gas for Gas-
oline Content." Bureau of Mines, Technical Paper S7. Wash-
ington. D. C.
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Conditions in Belgium
At n (liniicr toiulorcd to Herbert t'. Hoover by tlie

Rocky Jlountain t'lub, Jan. 29, Mr. Hoover, according

to tbc Xcw York Herald of .Ian. 30, 1917, endeavored

to niako the American people comprehend the conditions

in Belgium and the necessity for continued and greater

assistance as follows

:

"A ditflcnlty I have is to visualize to men who have

rot been in Europe since the war began the actual situa-

tion which exists in an occupied territory. Endeavor

to imagine Xew York and about five adjoining c(ninties

occupied by an enemy army, blockaded from without and

surrounded within by an armv of steel, the normal flow

of food stopi)ed ; you would awaken within 36 hr. to find

your markets empty and your liakeries stopped.

"Add to this that vour railroads would be taken over

for military jjurposes ; that your telephones and telegraphs

would be suppressed ; that your newspapers would be

chised up ; that every form of communication and in-

tellectual life would cease instantly; that you could not

move outside your own wards and your own villages ; that

you could not assemble except by special permission; that

every street corner and every crossroads would be occupied

by a sentry ; that the normal feeling of security which

every man has is lost; that he has not even an appeal

to .iustice—all this is gone. He is submerged in

the fact that he is subject to only an army—even then

you have an inadequate picture because it is almost im-

possible to convey to you the psychology of a people

under such a stress.

"The feeling that the food supply of the community,

the food supply of an individual, may cease at any

moment, that your women and ihildren are in imminent
jeopardy, and the feeling that disturbance only means
bloodshed in the streets, that there is no possible salva-

tion nor any solution, all this in a population ashiver

with rumors, goes beyond the ability to describe.

Their One Salvatiux

"This has been the situation of Belgium and northern

France, .with 10,000,000 persons, for nearly two years,

with one excejition, and that exception is the Commission
for Eelief. The Commission for Belief has not only

been the salvation of their food supply, but has been

their protection and despair."

Mr. Hoover here explained that both Germany and the

Allies regarded the destitution of Belgium as being the

aifair of the other forces, although each allowed the

work of the commission, the Allied governments even

donating $14,000,000 monthly to feed the desitute people

of the country.

"Up until the first of danuary," he said, "we had
spent $250,000,000, and we are now issuing over 2,500,-

000 loaves of bread everv month; we have divided up
20,000.000 to 30,000,000 li). of fats and distributed 5,000,-

000 tins of condensed milk.

"The Belgians have come to look upon Americans as

ibeir sole saviors, to look upon the American flag as the

flag which is fighting to protect them. Within six weeks'

time I have visited in the slums of Brussels where 1500
children were sitting down to their one meal, and I

heard those youngsters warbling the first stanza of 'The

Star S]iangled Banner.' Xow, knowing that that food

supply was not American T could feel nothing but shame.
Europe is taking stock of this Kelief Commission.

"We started oil with high ])romises as to American

su])i)ort and American ideals, we have rested on tlic

iieliel' that we had the undoubted i)acking of the Ameri-
can people in our endeavor to keep this gate open.

Oftentimes we have had to defend the portals of the

enclosure, and we have always used as our last and final

v.-eapon that interference with the Belgian Eelief would
offend the sensibilities of the American people more
deeply than anything that has hajipcMied in this war.

-Vnd yet Belgian relief is lieing paid for with foreign

monc\v- But of moi'c ini]iortance than this purely moral
• iuestion is the fact that our finances are in great

jeopardy. .\s the time goes on the situation becomes

more desperate in Europe, our nec-essilies grow greater,

it is growing more and more dilhcult to see our way
ihrougli.

"Today our budget calls fen- about $18,000,000 to

$19,000,000 a month, if we are not to reduce the food
supjily of these peo]iIe. We are receiving $14,000,000
a month from the allied governments; there is no hope
of any increase in that aiul there is always the possibility

ihat at some stage we may lose it altogether. In any
event, we are from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 a montii

short. We have to raise this money by public charity and
the few American measures which we are able to secure,

and we thought that perhaps the American people would
take off our shoulders the burden of those 1,250,000

children. This feeling is crushing to our national pride

;

it undermines our ability to defend these people, and
what is more, it is frought with the utmost suffering, at

a point which should touch the heart of every American
deepest.

This matter is one of more importance even than the

feeding of 1,250,000 children, as large as that may be.

This relief has come to be America's greatest exhibit in

Euro)ie. We are undertaking to do it on the faith of

the American people : we are undertaking to do it, know-
ing that they will do it in the American way; we want
to give a demonstration here of that great humanity
which we know runs through our people, because we
know of the character of the peojile that make up this

republic. If we succeed it will be because we have re-

ceived the support of the Anierican people instead of

being forgotten."

The Field of the Electric Furnace
Harry Etchells, one of the designers of the Greaves-

Etchells electric steel furnace, in a recent lecture before

the Sheflfield Society of Engineers and. Metallurgists, noted
in Iron Age, Feb. 1, 1917, said that when dealing with
the cost of melting, even at the present comparatively
high prices caused by war conditions, the electric furnace

had provcid a good investment to many users and an im-
mense boon in the economy of steel production and utiliz-

ation of scrap. "The wai- has shown us," he said, "how
to make our.selves independent of Swedish bessemer im-

ports and to convert into valuable steel the acc'unnilation.

of nickel and clii-onie steel scrap. In spite of diffieultie.i

of manipulation, which still remain to be overcome, tho

elec'tric furnace has a pai-t- of its own to play, and has

come to stay.'^ Prof. J. O. Arnold, the president, observed

that if the electric furnace had come to stay, there would
have to be clieaper current; that this is one of the greatest

obstacles to the development of the electric furnace tn

Shellicld, which would have to be got over in some way.
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Chronology of Mining for Month
of January, 1917

Jan. 1—Reorganized "Ohio Copper Co. of Utah'' re-

sumed operation of Ohio mine in Bingham Canon, on

company account.

Jan. 3—Three men killed in rittsburgh-Idaiio mine

at Gilmore, Idaho, by explosion on 400 level; 10 others,

temporarily entombed, rescued on following day.

Jan. 4—United Eastern's 200-ton mill in the Oatman

gold camp in Arizona began operation.

Jan. 9—Reduced assessment on Cuyuna Range pros-

pects ordered by Judge McClenaghan in George H. Cros-

l)y's case against ]\Iinnesota state tax commission.

Jan. 10—Announcement of Goldfield Consolidated's

policy to resume leasing at its Ne\ada mines.

Jan. 14—]\rexican decree, embodying forfeiture of idle

mining properties, extended to Feb. 14; further postpone-

ment asked by U. S. Government.

Jan. 15—Frisco mill, near Gem, Idaho, deeded to

Tamarack & Custer Consolidated Mining Co. by Federal

Mining and Smelting Co.—Dissolution of Pilot-Butte

Mining Co. ordered by court, assets having been pur-

chased by Anaconda.

Jan. 16—Labor strike at New Cornelia Copper Go's.

new leaching plant at Ajo, Ariz., practically ended by

structural-steel workers returning to work, repudiating

jurisdiction of Western Federation of Miners.

Jan. 20—First section of Consolidated Coppermines

Co.'s 500-ton flotation mill started at Kimberly. Nev.

—

l\Iachinery "turned over" at new electrolytic zinc plant

of Judge Mining and Smelting Co., near Park City, Utah.

Jan. 2.3—Withdrawal begun of American "punitive

expedition" from Mexico.—Agreement reached whereby

Bullwhacker and Butte-Duluth copper properties in Butte,

Mont., will be jointly worked by Mines Operating Co.

Jan. 24—End of two-weeks' strike at Perth Amboy
plant of American Smelting and Refining Co.

Jan. 29—Announcement of listing of Calumet &
Arizona Mining Co.'s stock on New York Stock Exchange.

.Jan. 30—Art. 33 of new Mexican constitution, requir-

ing foreigners to renounce nationality and treaty rights

before acquiring property. withdra\vn for reconsideration

by the Constitutional Assembly in Queretaro.

V

British Iron and Steel Exports
The British Government's efforts to restrict iron and

steel exports are meeting with success (according to a re-

port in Iron Age, Feb. 1. 1917). The December exports,

excluding iron ore and including scrap, were only 158,-

(;09 gross tons, the lowest for any month in 1916. The

decline was regular in the last four or five months of the

year, the high mark having been reached in ^lay with

395,750 tons. The December exports were the lowest

for any month in the last three years.

Taking 1916 as a whole the exports exceeded those for

1915 by only a little more than 100,000 tons—3,357,829

Ions against 3,248,046 tons. In 1913 they were about

.'),000,000 tons, a year of exceptional export trade. The

fiverage value per ton of exports last year was £17 4s.

as compared with £12 12s. in 1915 and £10 14.s. in 1914.

The pig-iron exports in 191(; were exceedingly large,

aniounting to 790,065 tons, of wlii.-h France took over

75%. The average value per ton was £5 18s. as com-

pared with £2 18s. f)d. in 1914 and £3 7s. 6d. in 1913. As

to ferromanganese, the statistics show that the United
States was credited with 81,600 tons, or over 60% of the

total exported, the remainder going almost entirely to

tlie Allied countries. The average value per ton of ex-

])orted ferroalloys advanced rapidly, having been £21

15s. as against £8 10s. in 1914.

In rails the shrinkage in exports was decided, the

total for 1916 liaving been only 50,275 tons, as compared
with 242,267 tons in 1915 and over .500,000 tons in 1913.

Steel bars showed a phenomenal increa.se, the total for

1916 having been 617,159 tons (France taking 519,888

tons) against 189.191 tons in 1915 and alwut 351,000

tons in 1913.

Imports of iron and steel, excluding iron ore and in-

cluding scrap, in 1916, were only 872,890 tons as against

1.290,603 tons in 1915. The valuation, however, was con-

siderably higher. Last year 6,900,000 tons of iron ore

were imported or about 700,000 tons more than the im-

ports of 1915, which is well up to the average of pre-war

years. In 1913 the iron-ore imports were 7,442,000 tons.

Imports of pig iron and finished iron and steel continue

to decrea.se. La.st year they were only 775,000 tons, the

lowest figure for 16 years. In 1915 imports of American
billets were 350,000 tons; in 1916 they were 120,000

tons. "So far, however, as manufactured and finished

forms are concerned the quantities reaching these shores

are still large." says the Ijondon Iron and Coal Trades

Review, "a considerable tonnage of wire rods, wire nails,

tubes and fittings, etc., having been imported, almost en-

tirely from the United States."

Steel Manufacture in South China
A critical situation has been reached in the production

of pig iron and the manufacture of steel and general

steel products in South China, according to a report

from G. E. Anderson, consul general at Hongkong, puli-

lished by the Department of Commerce at Washington,

and the indications are that in the next few months there

will be some important developments. Negotiations have

been undertaken by various Japanese interests looking

toward the acquiring of certain mining rights in South

China and for the inauguration of a steel-making plant

in or near Hongkong for serving the South China trade,

especially in the line of rolled iron and steel not exceed-

ing 5 in. cross dimensions and steel plates not exceeding

^ in. in thickness, for which there is a strong demand
in this market and which can be manufactured in a plant

of comparatively small cost.

The Hongkong Steel Foundry Co., Ltd., was organ-

ized five years ago for the purpose of making steel ingots

or molds by a secret process from scrap steel or, if the

demand justified, from crude iron ore or pig iron. The

company has slowly developed its business until it is now
operating two double sets of four furnaces each, but con-

tinues to use only scrap steel and pig. Its object, as in-

dicated in its report, has been the development of a steel-

manufacturing plant to handle ore from deposits in South

China. With a view to such development the company

has an option on several hundred acres in the Waichow

district of Kwangtung province and has plans for a com-

plete plant, including railway and other transportation

service to and from Hongkong and Canton. Outside capi-

tal is needed, and it seems likely tliat it will come eitlier

from Japan or from the United States.
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McKinley-Darragh-Savage Flotation

Plant, Cobalt, Ont.*

To show the possibilities of flotation on silver ores, a

brief descriptiou is jjivcn of the Mclvinley-Darragh plant,

at Cobalt. Some of the mills in this district, notably the

Nipissing-, are haiulling their ores by cyanirlation, and in

other mills liy a combination of ooneentratiou and cya-

nide. Generally speaking, it may be said that flotation

will give from 1 to II/2 oz. better extraction than cyani-

dation will, using the same degree of comminution. The

principal problem involved in a wider application of flo-

tation to this district is the disposal of the concentrates.

The present smelting and freight charges on a .300-oz.

concentrate varies from $20 to .$25 per ton. A great

many different methods have been tried for a local treat-

ment for these concentrates. The most encouraging re-

sults have been obtained by a ehloridizing roast with

the Holt-Dern roasting process. A movement is now
on foot among some of the operators to install an experi-

mental plant of this description. It is confidently ex-

pected that this will be the ultimate solution for the

local treatment of Cobalt flotation and other concen-

trates, effecting a saving of $10, and possibly of $15, per

ton from their treatment charges over smelting.

The feed to the flotation plant consists of slimes re-

sulting from mining operations and primary crushing,

which are separated in the jigging plant, and mill slimes

resulting from crushing in stamps and one pebble mill.

The mill treats 200 tons per day, approximately 50%
of which readies and is treated in the flotation plant;

93% of the feed to the flotation plant is finer than 200

niesh. The chief economic minerals recovered by flotation

are argentite, proustite, pyrargyrite and metallic silver.

The plant consists of two triple-length Callow roughers,

operating in parallel and two standard-length Callow

cleaners, operating in series, the tailing from cleaner No.

1 being recleaned in cleaner No. 2. Table 1 gives a sum-

mary of typical results.

T.\BLE 1. FLOTATION RESULT.S AT THE McKINLEY-DARRAGH-
SAVAGE MINES. LTD.

Month, Extraction,
1916 Week Heads Tails Concentrates To

June 2 8 04 2 01 310 75 00
3 8 91 1 75 386 80 30
4 7 74 1 64 363 78 80

Julv 1 8 65 1 90 334 78 00
2 8 03 2. 10 231 73 80
3 5 86 I 40 172 76 10
4 6 10 141- 233 77 00

August 1 6,20 I 48 309 76 10
2 6 43 1 71 289 73 40
3 5.88 1 66 233 71 70
4 6 71 1 53 260 73 20

.September 1 7 68 2 55 349 66 80
2 6.55 2.16 272 67 00

A 3 5.30 r.35 206 74 50
4 6.29 I 91 211 69 60

October 1 8 05 2 35 238 70 80
2 10 05 3 74 331 62 78
3 8 03 2 60 279 67 62
4 8 07 3 04 177 62 30

November I 5 64 2 13 309 62 20
2 4 71 1 38 248 70 70
3 4 73 1 53 204 67 60
4 4 65 1 70 178 64 00

December I 5 36 160 220 70 70
2 6 92 1 08 217 84 50

Average 6.78 1.909 262 71 37

Everyone who has used flotation appreciates the diffi-

culties of taking care of the flotation concentrates, and

the problems connected with their preparation for the

smelters. So far, the area or tank volume necessary

for. a continuous settling system has never been decided

•Prom a paper on "Notes on Flotation in 1916," by J. M.
Callow, Salt Lake City. Utah, to he presented at the February,
1917, meeting of tlie American Institute of Mining Engineers
at New York.

on, from the fact that the area or volume required ap-

parently varies with almost every different concentrate.

The requirements for the continuous filter now in every-

day use are severe, requiring a pulp of at least 50%
solids and as much thicker than this as is possible. The
overflow must be clear, and the accumulation of froth

incident to a continuous settling plan must be taken care

of. Our experience has not been satisfactory with the

continuous plan, and it is for this reason that in all our

recent plants, wo have been installing the intermittent

system. Until showTi to the contrary, we think that this

oft'ers the best solution, in that with it one has complete

control of the necessary density for the filters; there is

no danger from losses in the overflow ; the froth which ac-

cumulates during the filling of the tank is completely dis-

posed of at each cycle of the operation, and therefore

cannot accumulate.

The agitator for stirring the contents of the tank dur-

ing the discharging period is copied from those used at

the Goldfleld Consolidated mill. It consists of arms se-

cured to a square revolving shaft, suspended by a chain

block, and passing through a square hole in the driving

gear. It is simple, inexpensive, and gives no trouble

whatever. The thickened pulp may be drawn off from a

central bottom discharge. More recent practice is to

draw off through a valve or molasses gate on the side

of the tank, or better still, with a diaphragm pump.

Dry Powder Fire Extinguisher

Eecent analyses made for the British Government show

that dry powder fire extinguishers generally contain as

their main constituent bicarbonate of soda, the amount
of which varies from about 46% to 56% in the different

samijles examined, says a writer in Quarterly of the Na-
tional Association, reprinted in Current Topics, Septem-

ber, 1916. It is true that bicarbonate of soda, on heating,

gives off a certain quantity of carbon dioxide, but, in

the opinion of the investigating committee, it is doubtful

if the quantity generated has a materially effective in-

fluence on the action of the powder as an extinguisher,

except possibly in cases of small fires of a special nature

and limited extent. Water is far more effective than dry

powder, the wetting of the surrounding material prevent-

ing the spread of the fire and thus confining its area. In

the application of water, experiment showed that a given

volume of water applied as a jet was decidedly more ef-

fective than the same amount applied by buckets. If the

whole of the carbonic acid available on heating were given

off suddenly, immediately the powder is strewn on the fire,

approximately 1 cu.ft. of gas would be formed for each

pound of powder used. The smothering effect of this

quantity of gas may be contrasted with that of the enor-

mously larger volume of steam which would be generated

by one pound of water, which gives over 25 cu.ft. of steam

at atmospheric pressure.

m
Molybdenite in Norway—Norway is one of the chief pro-

ducers of molybdenite, according to a report published in

"Iron Age." .Ian. 11, 1917. The two principal mines are located
near Knabcheien, north of Fleliliefjord. Their combined out-
put of concentrate, averaging 75% of MoS™, was 72 tons in 1914

and S7 tons in 1915. The success of these two companies and
the demand for molybdenum lias resulted in the formation of
several new companies to exploit and develop surrounding
claims. The two principal companies use the Elmore vacuum
flotation process.
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United States Breaks with Germany
Following the receipt of the Gernuui note on Jan. .'51,

revoking previous agreements respecting the practices of

submarines in warfare and imposing limitations upon

sea traffic of neutrals as well as belligerents that no self-

respecting great nation could stand, the United States of

America on Feb. 3 severed diplomatic relations with

Germam' and stepped upon the threshold of war. If

war there is to be rests solely with Germany. If she in-

fringes any American right, there is to be war.

To this stern reality the nation awoke and as one man
responded in support of the Administration which had

taken grim action. No longer was there bickering or

dissatisfaction. America had been threatened and de-

fied, and America had spoken as of yore. There was no

American who at noon last Saturday did not hold his

liead erect and feel the blood course through his veins

with stronger pulse. From that time there ceased to be

any hyphenated Americans. The trumpet had sounded,

and there were none then but simple, loyal Americans.

The future may have its troubles in store. The German
threat against Great Britain's life-line may be made
effective, not only depriving Great Britain of free supplies

but also depriving America of free markets. Much money

may be needed. Men may be called away from peaceful

pursuits for which even now there are not enough. Our
already congested traffic lines may be further disturbed.

All these things imply adverse economic conditions.

But on the other hand we may have an awakening that

wiU be more than compensatory. During two decades we
have seen the development of disconcerting internal condi-

tions. There has been a growing spirit of sectionalism

—

South against North and East against West. There has

been a growing tendency toward class legislation, setting

one group of people against another, as if their interests

were different. When the alarum was sounded, all such

things were forgotten in the renewal of the realization

that from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Great

Lakes to the Rio Grande we are of one nation and one

common interest. We awoke, moreover, to ah abhorrence

of shiftlessness and to an appreciation of organization and

efficiency. War or no war, we cannot after this shock

be just the same. The apostles of preparedness have had

their justification.

That we may be able to stop short of a state of war is

the prayer of all, but the belief of few. But whatever

may come, America faces the future calmly, with con-

fidence and pride.

An Anti-Fleecing Law
In proi)osing a remedy to ])rotcct the ])ublic from the

wiles of unscrupulous promoters. Otto H. Kahn, the

distinguished banker, remarked, in the course of a great

speech, recently delivered: "Against the last cause (the

wiles of outside promoters or unscrupulous financiers)

a remedy might be found in a law which should forbid

any })ul)lic dealing in any industrial security (for railroad

and public-service securities the e.xisting commissions

afford ample protection to the public) unless its intro-

duction is accomjjanied by a prospectus setting forth

every material detail about tlie company concerned aiul

the security offered, such prospectus to be signed by

persons who are to be held responsible at law for any

Avillful omission or misstatement therein. Such a law

would be analogous in its purpose and function to the

Pure Food law, and any, let us call it 'anti-fleecing,'

law would overshoot the mark if it went beyond that

purpose and function. The Pure Food law does not

pretend to prescribe how much a man shoidd eat, when
he should eat or what is good or bad for him to eat.

but it does pre.scribe that the ingredients of what is sold

to him as food must be honestly and publicly stated."

This is an excellent statement and recommendation. Its

chief weakness is in that qualifying word ''willful" that

has been the safety of so many of the skin-game artists

in mining promotions, who have been put to trial. There

ought to be some limitation to the plea of ignorance,

hopes, opinions, etc. There are certain things that the

promoter of a mine ought to know, and in the omission

of such knowledge and statement of it there should be

nothing extenuating by the saving grace of its not being

"willful," which is so difficult to prove.

Colloid Processes in Mineral

Deposition

There is a growing appreciation of the tremendous

role played by the colloids in the chemical processes which

are going on at or near the surface. The many text-

books devoted to colloid cliemistrj^ recently issued—for

instance, those by Ta3'lor, Burton and Hatschek—bear

evidence of the interest in this study. The biologists

were the first to take up the application of colloid chem-

istry, but the agricultural and industrial chemists soon

followed, and now the students of mineral deposits are

beginning to realize that, in their field too, colloid pro-

ces.ses are extremely important. The .talented Cornu, of

Vienna, whose tragic death robbed science of many valu-

able contributions, was among the first to urge the necess-

ity of studying the colloids formed during the oxidation

of ore deposits. A few investigators have taken up the

subject in this country, and the little that has been done

is enough to indicate what may be expected if the field is

worked as it should be.

The problems of deposition of bauxite, of limonite, of

phosphates, are all connected with colloid chemistry.

Even in deposits formed below the surface similar pro-

cesses are active. A few years ago TTatschek and Simon
published an interesting paper on "Gels in relation to ore

deposition," in which the pi-oblem of deposition of gold in

quartz was touched upon. The paper was discussed in

the "Transactions of the Institution of IMining and Metal-

lurgy-," and the valuable fact was brought out by one con-
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tril>u(()r tluU (nmrU crystals actually formed in nature

from a silica gel ac'cumulatoil in a lissuro accidentally

opened up in a mine. 'IMie explanation of rhythmical

precipitation in li'els by Lieseifani; is also an imjiortant

contribution, and its ap])lication is ajjparent in many

cases of de])osition of ores. Is it not jiossible that the

extremely line distribution of gold in certain deposits is

caused by its precipitation in a colloid modification?

Ilig-h temperatures are unfavorable to the existence of

colloids, and so we may expect to find that in the more

deep-seated deposits this form of solution plays a lesser

part. But up to about 200" or oOO" C, gels may easily

exist, and recent investigation show that in some veins the

quartz is really crystallized from a gel, the depositional

surfaces of which are still visible. Still another discovery

is that in alkaline solutions containing hydrogen sulphide,

crystallized metallic sulphides may be '"dispersed" into

clouds of colloid material. It is probable that a careful

study of the reactions going on in the humble and incon-

spicuous jellies will amply repay our investigators of

mineral deposits.

The Belgian Relief

The break between the United States and Germany will

greatly increase the difficulties under which the Com-
mission for Relief in Belgium has labored. It may result

in developments that vr'di necessitate the administration

being placed in the hands of another nationality. At
present the mind of every member of the relief com-
mission and of every thinking person is filled with the

utmost anxiety as to the fate of the ten millions of

people who are destitute in Belgium and northern France.

No stone will be left unturned to reestablish the trans-

port of supplies to them, and continue the work.

In the words of Mr. Hoover, upon whose devoted head

the new trouble falls most keenly, "No matter what con-

tingency arises between this country and Germany, Ameri-

cans must not desert the cause which has been so peculiarly

our own, and we must give our every support to some
other neutral body if we should be forced to retire from
administration of the relief.''

Since Hoover has been here Americans have con-

tributed liberally to the cause, but subscriptions to Belgian

Kiddies, Ltd., which is pecvrliarly the business of Hoover's

professional colleagues, have lagged. . This enterprise

must be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

Mhrituj engineers, you niusi had- up Hoover.
'^.

The Question of Secondary Chalcocite

For the time being the chemical side of the question

of secondary chalcocite in ore deposits appears to be

settled. The chemists of the geophysical laboratory of

the Carnegie Institution have taken a hand in the matter,

and in their usual thorough manner have established

the main facts as to the deposition of this mineral on

other sulphides. The investigations were quantitative

throughout. The experiments with pyrite, chalcopyrite,,

pyrrhotite, bornite, sphalterite and galena show that the

process always involves a formation of sulphate of the

metals of the precipitating sulphides.

All the reactions were studied at several temperatures

ranging from 20(1° down to ."iO" C. It was shown con-

clusively that 111 TiO", sul]ilii(les of co])per (chalcocite or

covellite) resulted from a reaction between pyrite crushed
liner than 2()0-mesh, and cuprie sulphate. The solution
lost 52 mg. of copper in six months and a corresponding
amount of iron sulphate and sulphuric acid was found
in the solution.

This solves definitely a mooted question that long has
occupied the attention of mining geologists. In the same
manner chalcopyrite alters to covellite ' and chalcocite,
while bornite and covellite alter to chalcocite alone. Sphal-
erite and galena are easily converted first to covellite and
then to chalcocite. Many other imjwrtant reactions have
also been studied in this interesting invcstigalion which
til row light on secondary ores.

Drill-Sharpening Shop
Our esteemed civil-engineering contemporary, Engi-

rieei-ing Ne-ws, in an investigation regarding the modern
efl^cient methods of tunnel driving, ofl'ered prizes for the
best two articles on drill sharpening. The articles

submitted were judged solely on their merits, and as a

result, both the prizes were awarded for articles written
by mining men, describing drill-sharpening shops at

mines. This is not surjirising, as it was to be expected
that drill sharpening would reach its greatest efficiency

at some of the large mining operations, where much more
drilling is done and consequently more steel sharpened
than in any tunnelling operation, where only one face

is being drilled, even though it may be a large one and
done in benches.

A tunnel job has a short life, and its drill shops,

etc., are temporary. At a mine, on the other hand, the

installation may be considered permanent. The pressure
for speed is not greater to complete the tunnel than
to accelerate mine production, so that every reason leads

to the expectation that the best results would be accom-
plished and the best work done in the mining field.

The New Laboratory at Urbana
A new laboratory building of economic engineering

was recently opened with appropriate ceremonies by the

University of Illinois, at Urbana. The university is to

be congratulated upon this step in advance, and it is

indeed fitting that the new laboratories should be in

Illinois, for this state is now the fourth in rank as to

value of clay products, the figures for 1915 being given
as nearly fifteen million dollars. The building is abund-
antly provided with all facilities for research in ceramics

and is now also the headquarters of the State Geological

Survey.

A handsomely illustrated booklet describes tlie

new department of ceramic engineering and its ecjuip-

ment. Necessarily the geological features of this branch
of engineering are not overlooked.

The scope of the industry, as stated in this pamphlet,

seems a little too ambitious. Germanics is there defined

as the study of the occurrence, exploitation and subse-

quent manufacture of all nonmefallic natural substances

including (besides clay) graphite, asbestos, gypsum,
cement, slate, building stone, sulphur, .soapstone, etc. Al-

though low aim and not failure is to be depreciated, we
are of the opinion that this is going a little to far

and hope at least that the ceramic engineers will pause

before including coal and oil in their realm of research.
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It may or may not interest many readers to know that

at present there enters into eadi Porcl ear 8.:} lb. of copper

and 9.5 lb. of brass. This is a rediuttion of 3 lb. of cop-

per in each car, according to the Boston New.s Bureau.

As the Ford company announces that it will sell approxi-

mately 1,000,000 cars in 1917, the change indicates a

reduction in their annual copper requirements of about

3,000,000 lb.

^:

Arizona has now made it doubly sure that it is going to

have a real governor, worthy of this high honor and

responsibility in directing the affairs of the country's

leading copper-producing state. On Jan. 27, the Arizona

Supreme Court returned a decision holding that Thomas

E. Campbell is the de facto governor of Arizona. This

decision puts the provei'bial "rollers" under Former Gov-

ernor G. W. P. Hunt who claimed reelection and declined

to yield possession of the state capitol.

In the early days of rock drills at the Lake Superior

copper mines, the first machines were clumsy "Burleighs."

A pair of miners working with one at the Quincy had

finished their round of holes and were ready to blast.

One partner said to the other, "What are ee going to do

by they machine?" The other replied "I don't know,

lave un theer." "If we lave un theer, she'll be blasted."

"Damnee, I don't keer. I wan't work with a partner

I have to pack out to shaft. Lave un stay."

^:

Finishing touches on the last 25-mi. stretch of elec-

trified railway of the St. Paul is rapidly nearing com-

pletion. It is expected that the entire mountain divi-

sion will be electrically operated before the end of the

month. Early in December the line from Harlowton to

East Portal, 406 mi., was in operation for passenger and

freight service. One of most remarkable features of the

installation is braking control to hold back trains on

long, descending grades and to return power to the line.

Ever}' test has demonstrated the superiority of the elec-

tric motor over the steam engine.

::

A large display ad in the New York papers of the

Keystone Mining Co., of Utah, by members of the New
York Stock Exchange begins, "A prospect," and after a

description of the property and a statement of the produc-

tion of the district and the dividends paid by an ad-

jacent mine and some other interesting figures in the

millions, the ad states : "All the stock having been sold,

this advertisement appears as a matter of record only,"

and winds up with the following disclaimer : "The above

information, while not guaranteed, has been obtained from

sources which we believe to be reliable."

The Mexicans are great leasers. They are often not

over-particular as to the location of the lease; whether

it is on the ledge or on a slag dump is a matter of little

consequence. Not the least important thing about the

business, however, is the fact that they invariably get a

good-sized ' check from the smelter. In discussing this

phase of the matter, one was heard to remark as follows:

"If a man gets a lease and has to go out and dig to find

tlie ore, there is not much profit in the business; but

if a man can go out and get some ore that somebuiiy

else has dug for and found already, then there is some
profit in it."

The demand for copper in the manufacture of muni-
tions of war has restricted the use of the metal in many
other way.s, but one of its uses which has been little

tliought of is in the nuinul'acture of tinsel goods. This

industry has been almost entirely suspended in France,

according to a statement by J. E. Jones, consul at Lyons,

France, owing to government sequestration of jilants for-

merly nuiking tinsel, because it requires large quantities

of copper. The United States alone took $909,788 worth

of French tinsel goods in the first nine months of 1916,

and it is believed that the closing (piarter brought the

total to more than $1,000,000.

"Attention, married booze fighters !" is the title of a

Ijithy paragraph in the Bulletin of the Universitv' of

Arizona Bureau of Klines. "To the married man who
thinks he cannot get along without his drinks, the fol-

lowing is suggested as a solution to the bondage of his

habit : First—Start a saloon in your own house.

Second—Be the only customer, and you'll have no
license to pay. Give your wife $2 to buy a gallon of

whisky, and remember, there are 69 drinks in one gallon.

Third—Buy your drinks from no one but your wife, and

by the time the first gallon is gone she will have $8 to put

in the bank and $2 to start business again. Fourth

—

Should you live ten years and continue to buy booze from

her, and then die with snakes in your boots, she will

have money enough to bury you decently, educate your

children, Ijuy a house and lot, marry a decent man and

cpiit thinking about you."

m
"With the peace 'scare' Jerome had quite a setback,

but the district is going to develoj) some more mines,

peace or no peace," writes an engineer from this lively

Arizona mining center. "But of all the wildcat camps

that were ever started this is the wildest, and the reason

is simply that they have big mines here and nobody knows

why. There is less reliable infomiation to be had about

this district than about any I have ever been in. Good

reliable business men and mining engineers are standing

behind prospects here that have not a single sign of ore

except in a few cases where there is a little green stain.

Why? Because the Lord only knows what there is

1500 ft. underground. How do I know this to be so?

Because I am trying to stand behind one myself. And
the one I am standing behind at least has the geological

conditions and a few ounces of real ore showing on sur-

face. Wliat there is down below is more than I am willing

to guess at. But I am going to continue to stand behind

it until the company either makes or breaks."

m
The Boston News Bureau thus sunuuarizes how the

once-brilliant prospect of "millions in it" for the Ameri-

can makers of war rifles faded into somber colors. In

brief, the various stages in the rifle-contract business may
be pictured as follows: (1) 10,000,000 militarv rifles

wanted at once; (3) a profit of $150,000,000 predicted;

(3) mad competition to get a slice of it; (4) probable

profit reduced to $100,000,000; (5) construction delays,
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scart-ity ot' skilled iiieii, i-nstly material; (0) predicted

profit reduced to $50,000,000; (7) allied goverument.s to

pay i'or new plant-* and promise to absorb all operating

loss: (8) rejections, recriminations and remorse. Less

than 500.000 rifles have actually been delivered, although

shipments from all American factories are now going for-

ward at rate of 10,000 rifles a day. On this basis—and

it has taken two years to build our works up to this capa-

city—it would take over three years more to complete the

entire transaction. However, the News Burfau is reli-

ably informed that the Remington, Winchester and Mid-

vale plants are delivering at the present time between

7000 and 8000 rifles per day and that from now out there

should be a gradual speeding-up of production. The

Westinghouse company appears to have managed the

busiBess better than the others and is expecting to realize

a profit of at least $3,000,000 on its contracts.

A writer in the New York Times, Jan. 29, 1917, refers

to Herbert C. Hoover, in connection with the commis-

sion for the relief of Belgium, as "the horse and the

wagon and the dog under the wagon," in other words,

'"the whole works." Continuing, he says : "I think it is

$200,000,000 altogether that has been raised for Belgium

by the activities headed by Mr. Hoover. In a way, no

other man outside official life has carried such a load.

He has unhesitatingly sacrificed his private interests,

which are very large. He has had the satisfaction, if he

counts it so, of standing in the middle of the belligerents

and dealing with them all. His fight has been on inter-

nal lines with a vengance. One week his business has

been with the Kaiser, his generals and ministers; the

next with the French government, and the next with the

British Prime jMinister. He will have material for many
an interesting volume, if he should turn author after the

war. Mr. Hoover's abilities have excited the greatest ad-

miration in the highest circles. They have wanted him
very much to become an English citizen, and I don't

think that I exaggerate when I say that the House of

Lords would not have been beyond his reach if he had
consented to change his allegiance. But through aU
these years of residence in London he has kept his Amer-
icanism fresh, and nothing would induce him to give

up his native country. As Mrs. Hoover feels the

same way, they have lived their life and done their

work in London, but as Americans, and will continue to

do so."

One of those incidents which now and then come to

light to add to the glamor and fascination of mining
investments was revealed recently through the corre-

spondence of the First National Bank of Wallace, Idaho.

There was received from the National Bank of Commerce,
of New York, a certificate of stock in the Hecla Mining
Co., of Wallace, for 5000 shares, drawn in favor of M. L.

Martin. Accompanying the certificate was a request that

the bank collect the accumulated dividends and have the

certificate reissued in the name of Mrs. Maiy L. Humes.
Attached to the certificate were affidavits establishing the

identity of Mrs. Humes as ]\r. L. jMartin. and also a
bond to indemnify the company from possible loss. The
rertificate was No. 41 and was issued in 1892, the year

in which the Hecla Alining Co. was organized. It was
signed by Patrick Clark, president, and John A. Finch,

secretary, both of whom are dead. In carrying out the

instructions from tlie New York bank, the local bank
found that the books of the Hecla company showed a

credit on account of dividends due the holder of certificate

No. 41, amounting to $2(),500, less .$400 due for assess-

ments un]iai(i. This amount was remitted to the New
York bank to be delivered to Mrs. Mary L. Humes, to-

gether with a new certificate, which has a market value

today of $8 per share, or $40,000. The original purchase

price of the stock was 10c. a share, or $500, to which is

now added the long overdue assessments of $400, making
the total investment, $900, which at present represents a

total value of $66,500. Hecla is paying monthly divi-

dends of 15c. a share, which means that Mrs. Humes will

continue to receive $750 per month. For years the com-

pany made diligent effort to find the holder of this stock,

but without success, the task being made more difficult

I\v the fact that it was not known whether 'SI. L. Martin
was a man or woman. The stock could of course have been

sold to pay delinquent assessments, but the management
very considerately protected the owner.

Government mining on the Far East Rand has been

the subject of much lengthy discussion in South Africa.

The leading objections to state mining are succinctly

stated in the annual address of Chairman S. B. Joel at the

recent meeting of the Johannesburg Consolidated Invest-

ment Co.—the so-called "Johnnies'' or Barnato group,

with the largest gold production on the Rand. Mr. Joel

said: "In the first place, we must all admit that, even

with the best expert advice we are able to obtain, mining
is, always has been and always will be risky and highly

speculative. I have yet to learn that the government is

entitled to gamble with the funds entrusted to its care

any more than any other trustee. But apart from the

initial risk, which is the greatest objection of all, there

are three points against state enterprise of this nature

that stand out so prominently that any one of them is, in

my humble opinion, more than sufficient to spell disas-

ter. I refer to the enormous amount of capital required

for development and eqitipment and the length of time

this amount must remain unproductive (some seven

years), the labor difficulties that must inevitably arise in

a state-managed concern, and lastly but very importantly,

the possibilitv' of interference with the management and
control by political influence thus interrupting that

continuity of policy and management which is so es-

sential to the .success of a mining proposition. I think

I may rightly claim to speak with some authority on

the possibilities of mining in this particular area, and
although the Government Areas, in which we are so

largely interested, has proved itself a success, I can assure

you that for a considerable period, and not so long ago,

the proposition was a cause of grave anxiety. I very much
doubt if any government, having expended a million

pounds upon what then appeared to be an unpayable

proposition, would have felt justified in following the

course I adopted of putting another million into the

venture. Had this not been done, the inevitable result

must have been that the total area of the Far Eastern

Kaud would have been utterly discredited and the countiy

would have suffered an irretrievable loss." The Govern-

ment Areas mine, which Mr. Joel's company so persist-

ently developed, now has reserves of over 4,600,000 tons

of $7 ore and a milling plant with a capacitv for treating

120,000 tons monthly.
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Prof. Waldemar Lindgrcn h;cs gone to Chile on

prolessional business.

John T. Rcid will be In New York on Feb. I'l

tor a two-weeks' visit. He will return to Love-

lock, Nev., about Apr. 1.

H W. Darling, lately connected witli the Por-

cupine Crown mine, has been appointed nianaEcr

of llle Dome Lake.^rnrcupnie.
_

John Greenway. of UisOee, Ariz., has reiiuested

to bo allowed to enlist under the command ot

Colonel Roosevelt, in case the latter raises a body

of troops.

T 0. IVIcGrath. auditor of the Shattuck Arizona

Copper Co., Bisbee, Ariz., is in New York for two

weeks on his annual trip relative to copper sales

and accounts. _ .

Eugene Steindler, president of the Dominion

Reduction Co.. is in New York, in connection with

plans for the company's entering the Kukland

Lake gold field.

Walter Douglas has been appointed member of

the committee on revision of the milling law in

place of Dr. James Douglas, his father, who was
unable to accept owing to ill health.

D D Hull, Jr.. was elected vice-president of the

Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke Co. at a meeting of

the board of directors in New York. Jan. 23. His

headquarters will be at Koanokc, Va.

S. S. Sorensen, general manager of Braden

Copper Co.. wlio has been in the United States

for several montlis, enjoying a much needed vaca-

tion, expects shortly to return to Chile.

T. M. Stanton, late superintendent of mines for

the Cauanea Consolidated Copper Co., Cananea,

Mexico, has gone to Sontii America as mine

superintendent for the Cia. Estanifera de Llal-

lagua, at Llallagua, Bolivia.

Jos A. Silver, formerly president of tlie Silver

Iron Works, Salt Lake City, is president of the

Silver Steel Tie Co., Woolworth Building, New
York Citv, promoting a device to do away with

wooden railway ties of which he is the patentee.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts has returned from the \Vest

where he has been enjoying a holiday. About tlie

end of February he will leave for South .\merica

to inspect the operations of the Andes Copper Co.

He expects to be back from South America about

the end of JIay.

E A Barnard, for the past five years member
of the engineering staff at the \Vaslioe smeltery, at

Anaconda, Mont., left on Jan. 29, for Madison,

Wis , where he will be an instructor in the min-

ing and metallurgical department of file Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

Societies

American Society of Civil Engineers held a

meeting at the Society House on Wednesday,

Feb 7, lUl". at which a paper by A. C. Dennis,

on "Construction Methods for Rogers I'ass Tun-

nel" was ]iresented for discussion.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania

lield the annual meeting of its Meclianii'al Section

on I'"eb. (i, nilT. The meeting was prec'eded by a

dinner at the William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,

after which the members went to the society

rooms in the Oliver Building. The discussion

was on "Burning of Blast-Furnace Gas Under
Boilers."

University of Idaho, Moscow. Ida., started its

sliort course fiu- prospectors, miners and mlllmen.

olTercd eacli vear bv tile University of Idaho at

Moscow, began Jan. S. The course continues tor

twii months and students may enroll up to Feb. I.

The course includes studies in chemistry, min-

eralogy, petrology, geology, prospecting, mining,

assaying, ore dressing, and milling. Professors

E. K. Soper and R. It. (ioodrich have charge of

the w(uk.

College of the City of New York offers courses

In business education and provides a way in

which those unable to begin study last fall can

save a full academic year by special study now.

The courses are for evening work, and include

accounting systems, practical auditing, cost ac-

counting, marketing and foreign exchange, eco-

nomics, etc. Enrollments may be made now at

the registrar's offlee. Cour.ses arc open to all

citizens of New Y'ork.

Nevada Mine Operators' Association at a meet-

ing held Jan. iu, 1917, rei^lected John L. Kircheu

as president. J. H. Hutchinson, of the Goldflcld

Consolidated, was elected first vice-president, and

W. A. Blackbun, of the Tonopah Mining Co.,

second vice-president, and Henry Rives, secretary.

A new executive committee was named consisting

of the officers and L. A. Friedman, of the Roches-

ter Mines Co., Frederick Bradshaw, of the Tono-

pah Development Co., E. A. Julian, of the Nevada
Hills Co., and C. V. Jenkins, of the Nevada Con-
solidated, at Ely.

Southwestern Society of Engineers, erroneously

reported in the •'Journal" of Jan. i:!, 1917. as

the Engineers' Society ot Texas held the meeting

reported at El Paso, and not at Austin. The
society is intended to include engineers of all

branches in Texas, Arizona and New Mexico.

The constitution conmiittee has practically fin-

ished its work and that the committee on program
is now working on the arrangements for a con-

vention to be held in March. Just prior to this

convention, a meeting to adopt the constitution

will be held, and up to this date charter members
will be received.

Herbert C. Hoover was honor guest at a

luncheon given on Feb. « by the American Jlin-

ing Congress. The affair w.is arranged by a

committee consisting of Van H. Manning, di-

rector of the Bureau of Mines; George Otis

Smith director of the United states Geological

Survey ; Capt. A. F. Lucas, of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers; A. H. Brooks, of

tlie .Mining and Metallurgical Society of America

and J. F. Callbn-ath, of the American Mining

Congress.

Obituary

Charles J. Moore. G8, one of Colorado's long-

lime mining engineers, died at his home in Den-

ver, Sunday, Jan. 28, his demise being ascribed

to a compiicatlon of stomach disorders coupled

with mental unrest due to the European war in

which several of his close relatives are engaged.

He was born in Liverpool, England. He came to

Colorado in 1872 as the engineer for an irriga-

tion company. Remaining here permanently, he

practiced his profession at Leadville, Cripple

Creek, Goldfield and throughout the West gener-

ally. He made a special study of the geology

of the Leadville and adjacent mining districts,

and owned properties therein. At one time he

was consulting engineer for the Portland Gold

Mining Co. The funeral occurred at Denver, Jan.

.1(1, under the auspices of the Christian Science

denoininatlon.

Alfred Thielen. mining engineer, died Jan. 11.

at his home in Leadville, -Colo. He had been 111

for several months with stomach trouble and had
recently returned from the Minnequa hospital,

I'ueblo, where he underwent a serious operation.

Although, toward the last, he was troubled wltli

a complication of disorders, he was daily about,

and his death came as a shock to his many
friends, he pa.ssing away Instantly while dress-

ing himself. He was born at Springfield, Mass.

As a young man. in 1879, he located in Leadville

and soon became active not only In his profession

but also In civic affairs. He was a United States

mineral surveyor, member of the city school board

for several terms, and member of the Fraternal

Order of Elks. Since 1891 he had been consult-

ing engineer for the Ibex Mining Co. His funeral

was conducted by his fraternity, Sunday, Jan. 14.

Trade Catalogs

Stanley Cotton Belting.. Stanley Belting Cor-

poration, :;2-40 South Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

Pamphlet; pp. S; SVixiJ in.

Draeger Self- Rescuer. Tlie Draeger Oxygen
Apparatus Co.. 422 First Ave.. Pittsburgh. Penn.

Bulletin ; pp. 8 ; 6x9 in. ; illustrated.

Sullivan Rotator Hammer Drills. Sullivan

Machinery Co.. 122 South Jlichigan Ave . Chicago,

111. Bulletin No. 70A; pp. 24 ; 6x9 in. ; ilhlstrated.

Type "B" Pulmotor—Hand Operated. Tlie Drae-

ger Oxvgen .Apparatus Co . 422 First Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Penn. Bulletin ; pp. S ; 6x9 in. ; illustrated.

Vasco- Marvel Semi-High-Speed Steel. Vana-
dium-Allovs Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. Folder

describing this steel, also containing high-speed

steel standard classification of extras adopted

July 22, 1915.

Mesta Automatic Valves (Iversen Patent).

Mesta Maciiine Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Bulletin

I) ; pp. 8 ; 6x9 in. ; illustrated. This bulletin

describes the application of these valves to old

and new compressors, pumps, etc.

S K F Self-Aligning Bali-Bearing Hangers and

Pillow Blocks. S K F Ball Bearing Co.. Hartford.

(\,nii Hulletin : pp. 48 ; 6x9 in. ;
illustrated.

This contains tables and curves and engineering

data on mounting, lubrication, testing lubricants,

etc.

Industrial News

Alberger Pump and Condenser Co. has opened

a branch otlice at 1118 Pennsylvania lluildlne,

Philadelpliia, Penn. It is In charge of II. W.
Wetjcn.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. Ims recently opened

a branch olllce at Cleveland, Ohio, at 421 liockc-

feller Building. Tlie office will be In ctuirgc of

W. E. Holloway and C. B. Reed.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.

has inirch.ised abinit :•»'! acres of land at Essing-

ton, Penn., near Philadelphia, which will torni a

new Industrial center for the Westinghouse Elec-

tric Interests. The new center will be devoted

to the production of large apparatus; power ma-
chinery, steam turbines, condensers and reduc-

tion gears. Initial development will Involve ex-

penditure of 5.-1,000,(190 or $6,000,000, occupying
about une-fiftli of the area acquired.

Layne & Bowler Corporation, of Los Angeles,

Calif., has built for the El Paso & Southwest-

ern H.R. two ;iO-stage centrifugal pumps to be

Installed in a 12-in. bored well ; the pumps are

to work against a total head of 600 ft. and to

handle 250 to 350 gal. per mln. About twn
years ago the Layne & Bowler Corporation In-

stalled a 15-in. 18-stage turbine pump for the

Citv of Glendora, Calif. ; this is Installed at a

bored well. 400 ft. deep, and 450 to 500 gal. per

. mln. is being pumped.

Newport Turpentine and Rosin Co. has recently

completed a new plant at Pensacola, Fla., for the

extraction of turpentine, rosin and pine oil by
steam and solvent methods from finely shredded
pine wood. The product of the new plant, to-

gether with the company's older one at Bay
Mlnnette, Ala., will approximate 65,000 bbl. of

rosin and 20.000 bbl. of turpentine and pine oil

annually. All of the output is marketed by the

General" Naval Stores Co., of New Y'ork. which
supplies much of the oil for flotation plants.

Walter Kidde & Co.. Inc.. has been formed to

take the business of Walter Kidde, engineer and
constructor, 140 Cedar St.. New York. The busi-

ness was established in 1900, and from the first

the functions of the engineer and constructor

was combined, as it was believed that in this

way the common interests of the client and the

constructor could be best served. Among estab-

lishments designed and built is the well-known
plant of the Barlow Foundry, of Newark. X. J.,

which has received the unqualified praise ot the

New Jersey State Labor Commission. Mr. Kidde
has a keen appreciation of the great importance

ot the chemical Industry in this country, and tlie

members of his staff have made a thorough study

of the requirements of chemical plants. A good
example of their work in this field is the plant

of the Monmouth Chemical Co., at Keyport N. J.,

which is devoted to the manufacture of potassium
chlorate. In this undertaking not only was the

entire plant constructed and equipped, but the

process ot manufacture had to be developed and
perfected. This was successfully accomplished.

SIMIIIIIIM)IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII<llill))llllllllllllllllllIIII<»l

New Patents

Spraco Efuipment for Washing a„d Cooling Air.
HearVh FSnaces" ™e^o?e"p«u.."'Bi™in,

m'S" ''B!;ile'tin"l'o''''25n'; pp^'^ie"; sV-ixlTin"; ^'- (U- S. No. 1,214,066; Jan. 30, 1917

illustrated. The equipment shown in this bulletin

is especinllv applicable for steam turbine gene-

rators and other electrical machinery.

Injectors, Ejectors, Grease Cups, Etc. Penberthy
Injector Co., Detroit. Mich. Catalog -No. 28; pp.

Sil ; 6x9 in. ; illustrated. In addition to a great

deal of data on injectors this shows a complete

line of brass specialties pertaining to steam,

Illumbing and automobile accessory trades.

Cochrane Heaters for Steam Power Plants.

Harrison Safety Holler Works. I'hiladeliihia,

I'eoo Catalog No. 710; pp. 196; 6x9 in.: illus-

trated. Descriptive of the utilization of exhaust

steam and llle heating, softening and metering of

boiler feed water as accomplished by Cochrane
apparatus.

United States patent specifications listed below
mav be obtained from "The Engineering and
.Mining Journal" at 23c. each. British patents

are supplied at 40c. each.

Concentrator.—Arthur O. Gates, La Fayette,

Ind. (U. S. No. 1,213,348; Jan. 23, 1917.)

Drill Extractor.—William W. Wilson, Wonder,
Nev. (U. S. No. 1,213.989; Jan. 30, 1917.)

Drill Steel—Apparatus for Forming Lugs Upon
Drill Steel. Theodore H. Proske. Denver, Colo.

(U. S. No. 1.214.070; Jan. 30, 1917.)

Mine Car Brake—Safety. Isaac A. Machamer,
Wiconisco. Penn.. assignor of one-half to An-

diew Budd. Allen Budd, and Richard Budd,
Williamstown, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,214,341 ; Jan.

30, 1917.)

Mine Hoist—Safety.
Barre, Penn. (U. S

1917.)

Metallurgical Furnace—Roof-Crown for Open-~ ' ~ " mingham."'
)

Ore Separators—Attachment for Dry On-

Separators. William W. Bonson. Dubuque, Iowa.

(U. S. No. 1,214.269; Jan. 30, 1917.)

Portable Hoist— Ernest C. Wingire, Miniie-

aiiolis, Minn., assignor of one-half to Peter .1

N. Miller, Miller, .S. D. (U. S. No. 1.214.101:

Jan. 30, 1917.)

George F. Royer, Wilkts
No. 1,213,956 ; Jan. 30.

Charles H. Fulton.

to David B. Jon s.

1,213,180; Jan. 23.

Zinc—Recovery of Zinc.

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor
Chicago, m (U. S. No.
I9I7.)

Zinc Furnace—George Lundress and Leyland

Rogers. Clarksburg, W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,213,422 :

Jan. 30, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO— Feb. I

January Weather in California was tUe coldest

since 1!)13 and the wiiiiiT season bug-.m earlier

than anv other in the same period. Tlie snow
in the higher elevations has been heavy and the

indications are good for an aljundant sui)ply of

water for mininK and agricnlniral uses in the

coming spring and sunnner. The cold has been
severe in the mountain regions ; the storms ex-
traordinarily disastrous. In fact the entire winter

has been more lilte an Eastern winter than Cali-

forniiins have been used to.

Reclamation of Dredged Placers for agricultural

uses is having a second demonstration in the

American Kiver district through the operation

of Xatoma No. 1 dredge, reconstructed and placed

in commission in November. 1916. The original

Natoma No. 1 was installed in May. 190S, and

was the first dredge in California equipped with

buckets of greater capacity than S cu.ft. The
introduction of l.SVi-cu.ft. buckets was looked

upon as an innovation that would be more
attractive as history than useful in the practical

and profitable operation of the industry.

Results show that the 13^4-cu.ft. bucket was
merely the forerunner of the 15- 16- and 18-

cu.ft. buckets, and there are indications that

the deeper placer fields nniy be dug with

buckets of 1-cu.yd. capacity. The greater the

possibilities for reclamation of ground fit for

agricultural purposes the easier the digging. A
small boat, enuipped with large buckets, makes
an ideal dredge for this character of placer

work. So when Natoma No. 1 was reconstructe<l

with four tailing stackers the bucket capacity

was increased to In cu.ft. This dredge is not

the first to imdertake the reclamation of the

ground coincident with the recovery of the gold

but is probably to be the first whose design

and operation will form the standard principle

upon which this class of dredges will hereafter

be built. Natoma No. 4 dredge was reconstructed

and placed in commission in the early part of

1916 with the purpose of reclaiming the ground.

and succeeded after some additional improvements
were made But No. 4 was designed with only

two tailing stackers and its early performance
was rather discouraging. At the time No. 1

was placed in commission with the four tailing

stackers. No. 4 dredge was under successful and
satisfactory operation. The bucket capacity of

this dredge is also 1.5 cu.ft. It is not expected

that either No. 4 or No. 1 will meet every

demand for the reclamation of placer ground,

but the essential improvement will perhaps be

confined to changes in details of construction

rather than in any radical change of plan.

Electric Power for Plumas County Mines is

assured by recent action of the State Railroad

Commis-ion in dismissing an injunction brought

by the Plumas Light and Power Co. against the

Great Western Power Co The complainant serves

the town of Crescent Mills with electric lights

and some power, and although it has a power

plant, buys electricity from the Great Western.

It was apparently evident to the commission that

the Plumas Light and Power Co. is not equal to

the power demands of the mines in this region

of copper and gold mining and that the Great

Western is fully equipped for extension of its

lines and supplying all the electric power that

the mines may require. The successful operation

of the copper and gold mines of central and
southwestern Plumas Cfunity is dependent upon
the availability of cheap power. The mineral

development was for many years badly handi-

capped hv lack of rail tran.sportation, until the

Western Pacific Ry. was built, and by the fact

that the seasons for outdoor mining work are

short, owing to the high elevations in which
the mines are situated and the extreme cold and
heavy snows in the winter. But the Plumas
Comity prospectors were persistent and patient

while investors were slow to appreciate the great

mineral resources of the county. The develop-

ment of copper deposits was not seriously con-

sidered outside of the county until five or six

years ago ; but for more than l.'i years prior to

the first commercial production of copper there

were three mines in which dcveloiiment or

assessment work was kept alive. In 1912 the

Engels and the Walker copper mines were attract-

ing some attention and in that year the copper
output of the county was nilC:! lb. valued at

$1149; in 191.T Plumas County produced 3,164.496

lb, of copper valued at $r;.-,:(,-ST. This advance-
ment was accomi>Iished without dirc<'t rail trans-

portation—necessitating team or motor haulage
a distance of 25 to 40 mi. front mines to railroad

—and without electric piSwer. Now that the

electric power Is assured and a branch railroad Is

under construction throtigh Indian Valley the

(treat mineral wealth of central Phnnas County
Is attracting the attention of large Investors, and

the owners and operators wlio have held on for

20 years awaiting transportation and power arc
now reaping the results of their persisteni'e and
labor. The total production of Plumas County
minerals In 1916 has iiiaced the county in the

million dollar class and there is every reason to

believe that it will continue to advance in the
prodiu'tion of copper, gold and sliver.

DENVER— Feb. 2

Workmen's Compensation in again up for con-
sideration before the state legislature. Two
years ago a law was passed nmking this form

of insurance compulsory in Colorado. The
industrial relations commission is now back ot

a measure proposing that tlte weekly payment
to an injured employee shall be $IT> instead of

$S : that the maximum payment for a fatal

accident be $5000 in place of $25011 and
aiplicable whether or not the victim has
dependents : that the disability period be redticed

from 21 to 14 days: and that tlie state adminster
the funds. These suggestions are opposed by
members of the metal-mining industry who feel

that they are already severely over-taxed. At
present, compensation insurance placed with old-

line companies costs an employer $3.85 per $100
of payroll. Should the suggested changes be
made the average cost will probably run up
t) about $7. During the prevailing high prices

for the metals, probably most of the state's mines
could share this additional burden but, should
metal prices drop back to tlieir past averages,

it is doubtful if a great many could stand the

increased operating costs due to this measure.
No mine owner wishes to avoid his share of

taxation but there prevails a feeling that the
mining industry of Colorado is bearing an unjust
proportion of the state's expenses.

A Leasing Enterprise in Leadville of more than
ordinary interest is that of a comi)any, organized
by .lames Daniels, of Leadville, to operate the old

Gray Eagle, Crown Point and the Wildcat claims
on Carbonate Hill, east of the Penrose. These
properties were originally in the control of the
Down Town Mines Co. Preparations for operat-

ing through the Gray Eagle shaft are nearing
completion. A new headframe has been erected

and steam-hoisting machinery installed. Retim-
bering in the shaft will be started shortly. The
shaft is estimated to be 500 ft. deep and has
been idle for at least 20 years. The Gray Eagle
was important in the early-day history of the
district as a producer of high-grade silver-lead

ores. It was first operated by Eben Smith and
David H. Moffat, two pioneer mining men widelv'

known throughout the West, The present oper-

ators expect to uncover bodies of silver-bearing

iron and iron-manganese ore in the Gray Eagle

and Crown Point. Large slopes of such ore were
opened in the Bison adjoining the Gray Eagle
and worked up to the Gray Eagle line, Tlie leas-

ing company is well financed and plans extensive

development throughout the property.

BUTTE—Feb. I

The Extra Mine Taxation Proposed has resulted

in so many protests being received in the com-
mittee rooms of the legislators that a change

in the form of taxation is now in view. A
bill is now being framed providing for an income
tax upon all corporations, companies, copartner-

ships and persons doing business in the State

of Montana. It will likewise be recommended
that a tax commission be named to carry on

an investigation during the next two years in

order that property values for taxation pur-

poses may be properly adjusted. This is intended
to distrlhute the tax burden more equally upon
all the industries in the state and meantime
to provide an increased revenue, pending the

adjustment of taxation by the permanent com-
mission to be appointed for that purpose.

Butte &. Superior's Legal Troubles continue

It is still involved in tlie liig legal war witli

the Minerals Separation Co, over the flotation

piocess. Now another chapter lias been addeil

to Butte & Superior's legal history by the

filing of a motion for a supplemental suit

before the Federal District Court in Unite by

tlic W. .\. Clark interests, owners of the Elm
Orlu Mining Co, At tlie time the court handed
down its derision in the original suit between the

Butte & Superior and Elm Orlu companies over

the rights of the two companies to certain ore-

bodies that were claimed by iHith, the decision

as to where the Rainbow lode ended and the

Pvle "strand" began was reserved. The cmirt

Intimated that until further development work
was done, it would he difflciilt to dei'iilc that

point. Since then both the Elm Orlu company
and the Butte & Superior have been carrying

on development work raiiidly In the ground

referred to and the raining of ores has been
going steadily ahead in the disputed district. For
the last three weeks the Clark interests have
had engineers making an examination of the work
done by both companies and of the mining
carried on by Butte & Superior. As a rcsiilt

of the engineers' reports, the supplemental bill

has been filed. In this bill the court is asked
to define definitely where the Butte & Superior
rights end and the rights of the Elm Orlu com-
pany begin. It is also claimed that Butte &
Stiperior has been taking ores lielonging 'to the

Elm Orlu company and an accounting is asked
of the court.

Butte &. London's Future is now uncertain.

Since the closing of the mine, the management
has announced that no elTorts are being made
at present to get the Rainbow Exploration Co.

and the Cole-Congdon interests to do any
further development and the company has no
funds on hand for that purpose. Opinions as to

tin intrinsic value of the mine are divided, some
claiming tliat the veins encountered were of no
commercial value while others claim the reverse.

As the pumps Iiave been drawn and the mine
allowed to fill with water, the actual facts will

perhaps never he known, unless these veins are

tapped by crosscuts from the North Butte or

Rainbow properties In which Messrs, Cole and
Congdon are interested This has been suggested
as being a more economical procedure than to

operate Butte & London as a separate mine-

Organization of Motitana Mining Interests is

proposed as tlie aftermath of the legislation

introduced in the state legislature adverse

to the mining Industry. This movement has
served to unite interests that have been fight-

ing each other for more than a score of

years. In a letter just sent to practically every

mining man in the state, the committee on
organization sets fortll the need of mining men
getting together. The letter says: "It Is the

intention of the men interested In the mining
Industry ' In Montana to form a permanent
organization for the mutual benefit and protec-

tion of the miners, prospectors, mine owners,
mine operators, and others interested in the

mining Industry In Montana. We need
,
no

further evidence of the necessity of such an
organization than the bills that have been
introduced at this session of the legislature

at Helena aimed directly at the mining industry.

We urge your cooperation and ask you to see

personally all mining men of your vicinity with
the Idea of Immediately forming a local branch.
Several local organizations have already been
formed." Representatives of all important mining
companies of the state are on the organization
committee. The new organization will not only

devote its attention to legislation afTectlng the

Industry, hut later it is the Intention to broadea
the field of usefulness of the new organization
and make it a power. One of the propositions

is to raise the standard of mining promotions
and to see that fraudulent mining propositions

are dealt with in a m.inner to protect the

Innocent investors. The legislature will be asked
to enact laws that will make it possible for any
person to find out all the real facts about any
mining company of the state before Investing,

Wildcat schemes will probably find a most deter-

nilned and persistent foe in the new organization.
In the matter of freight rates, reduction charges
and costs of supplies and materials, the new-

organization is expected to take an important
position. The movement has met with far greater
success than its original promoters anticipated.

SALT LAKE CITY— Feb. I

Land-Patent Applications in Utah for the

immtli of Deeemlier were nnicli heavier than is

usual at tills season. Indicating the great mining
activity. Altogetlier there were 55 applications

entered at the oWr.- of the riilted states sur-

veyor general for I'tali. Twenty-three were from
Piute County. Gold .Mountain district; 21 froi.

I)eei> Creek or Clifton mining district ; tllrefe

from Tintlc district : remainder scattered.

Utah Copper Co.'s Production for 1916 amounted
to 1911 752,63 1 III eolJlier, 111 1915 it was 148,-

:illT,006 lb., and in 1911, 115,599.445 lb. The
output In December, 1916, was 13,965.533 lb.

as compared with 16,421,192 lb. the month pre-

ceding, and with over 20,ooo,nno in ,Iuly, August,
September and October. Heavy snow storms and
unusually cold weather in the latter part of the

year made mining, milling and transport condi-

tions difflcult. Work hid to be entirely suspended
for about a week in the latter part of Deeemlier

on account of snow. The conditions at present

are somewhat better, and 16 out of the 22 steam
shovels are operating; daily production of ore

amounts to 21,500 tons. Dividends were paid

during 1916. amounting to $12 a share on the
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1,624,41*0 shares of stock oulstaiuling, or a total

of $i;t. 494,410. In 1915, $fi, 899,700, or $4.25

a share was distributed. Total dividends to diite

amninit to $52,161,110.

JOPLIN—Feb. 2

Another Safety and Sanitation Campaign to

bring about improved conditions in the mines of

this district has been launclied l)y the U. S.

Bureau of Jlines. \V. D. Ryan, .safety commis-
sioner, was here several days recently, and
with him was Dr. W. A. Lynol, who has started

a procram of lectures and i)ractical demonstra-
tions of first-aid work at the change houses of

the larger mines.

HOUGHTON. MICH.—Feb. 2

Working Old Mines olten involves "grief" that

new operations are liappUy free from. A new
mine, to be sure, may open a strong watercourse,

but there is usually time for the men to get

away, which is not always the case with the

old mine. The recent experience of the Isle

Royale illustrates some of the difficulties en-

countered in handling old mines in the Lake
Superior district. The Isle Koyale company.
when it commenced operations on the old

Portage lode, expended $60,000 in diamond drill-

ing, punching holes to find water-filled old work-
ings north of its No. 1 shaft. Tlie maps left

liy I he pie\ ious corporations were crude and
while fairly reliable did not Include everything.
In tact the old Portage company liad twice gone
I)unkrupt and wiien turned over there were few
ortice records of importance. Under the circum-
stances and for the safety of the men. diamond
drilling was cctnducted on an elalmrale scale to

prevent a wasliout. Yet the recent disaster, In

whlcli two men lost their lives and many
others escaped l)y rare good fortune, came when
the miners blasted right Into an old Portage
working and let loose tons of water. The
diamond drill had touched every corner but the
one wlicic 1 1 It.- water happened to be,

WASHINGTON. D. C—Feb. 6

Mining-Code Revision should be preceded by
a careful survey of the industry, and Kepre-
sentative Taybu', of Colorad(). who has been an
insistent champion of the plan to have a com-
mission study the needs of the metal-mining
industry before attempting a revision of the
ii'ining code. Is now hojjeful of accompllsliing
satisfactory results through the committee
aj.pointed l)y Van. H. Manning, director of the
Bureau of Mines. Chairman Foster of the
House rommittee on Mines and Mining has
reciuested Director Manning and his committee
to submit a bill for consideration at the next
session of Congress. To insure prompt action

when Congress assemblca in December, Mr. Taylor
says it will bo necessary for a completed draft
of the bill to be available not later than Sept. 1.

This will be necessary, he believes, In order to

give members of Congress an opportunity to

consult with their constituents and to study the
efTcct the provisions of the bill would have on
local mining conditions, if It should become a
statute. Any bill wlilch does not take Into con-
Blderatlon the man with the burro, declares Mr.
Taylor, can not liope for favorable consideration.
He believes the present law must be the baslH of
the new code arul hopes that changes, with
their necessarily unsettling eflfects, will be held
to the absolute minimum.

TORONTO—Feb. 2
On 1600-Ft Level of Beaver Mfne> at Cobalt,

a 6- to 8-in. vein of high-grade ore has been
opened that is loc.tlly regarded as having an Im-
portant bearing on the life of the Cobalt camp. The
wall rock on both sides of the vein la also stated
to carry native silver for about 3 ft. The find-
ing of good ore at the lower contact created
much excitement in mining circles and was fol-

lowed by a strong upward movement In the
stock market. It Is regarded as Justifying con-
fidence In the undertaking of deep mining opera-
lions on other properties in that section of the
Cobalt district.

BlimimiiiuimimiimminimimmmiiinimiimimiiimnimiiianmaiimuiiMimmiiiiiiiiaiia aiiiiiaiiiuiiiiiiiiiimnii i niniii i tiiiiiiiiaiiriiiiiiii aMiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiifiimmiimilllllliiiiiiii^

The Mining News
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—Estinuited January

copper production, from Kennecott and Beatson.

7,08U000 lb.

ALASKA MINES CORPORATION (Nome)—
Has acquired Johnson property of seven acres;

company's holdings now embrace 2235 acres.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Warren)—Copper
production in 1916 was 73,790,000 lb., as against

65,268,000 lb. in 1915.

SHATTUCK-ARIZONA (Blsbee)—Plans erec-

tion of 300-ton mill to treat silicious oxidized lead

ore, averaging 10 to 12% lead, $1 gold and 6 oz.

silver; estimates 1000,000 tons of such ore

developed. January production was : Copper,

1,415,303 lb.; lead, 425,638 lb.; silver, 19,103 oz.

;

gold, 211 oz.
Gila County

MIAMI (Miami)—Copper output in 1916 was
53,518,000 lb., as against 41,832,000 lb. in 1915.

January output 5,020.000 lb.

INSPIRATION (Miami)—Estimated January
copper output 11,600,000 lb. Production in 1916

was 120,749,000 lb. ; first half only 53,850,000

'•>

Mohave County

GOLD ORE (Goldroad)—Manager A. C. Wcrden
announces that test of Minerals Separation flota-

tion method will be made before plans for new
mill are decided.

Pinal County

RAY CONSOLIDATED (Ray)—December cop-

per output 7,838.132 lb. ; total for 1916 was 77,-

853,000 lb. ; 1915 production 60,338.936 lb. Mill

extraction during last ciuarter of 1916 was 75.3%,
as compared with 71.4% during third quarter.

UNITED MAGMA MINES CO. (Superior)—
New flotation of Lefkovits Brothers. Property
comprises 34 claims, west of the Magma.
TROY-ARIZONA COPPER (Troy via Kelvin)—

Equipment has arrived for Climax shaft which is

to be made into three-compartment working shaft.

and is to be sunk 800 ft. or deeper. This prop-

erty about 1 mi. west of tho Rattler mine.

TOKTILLITA COPPER (Redroik)—A UO-hp
hoist Installed to expedite sinking nf 500-ft.

shaft 300 ft. deeper. Property comprises 340
acres, 14 mi. nortbea.st of Rcdrnck. Western
office, 32 North Stone Ave., Tucson ; New Y'ork

office, 289 Madison Ave.

Yavapai County

BIO LEDGE DEVELOPMENT (iruniboldt)—
Reported to have acciuired the Sterling mine near
Providence camp In the Big Bug district.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

SOUTH KEYSTONE (Sutter Creek)—Permitted
to issue 183.000 shares t<i William Virges and
30,000 shares to Jobn A. Melntlre in exchange
for North Star and option to purchase South
Key8t*)ne, Boyson and Mclntire claims at $100,-

000, Also permitted to sell 87.000 shares at

50c. for further exi)loration.

Calaveras County
ISABEL GOLD DRKDCiJNG (Jenny Lind)—

l'on.structlng 6'^-cu.ft. dredge, on area below

old dredging ground; dredge .sliould lie ready
about Mar. 1.").

SAFE DEPOSIT (Mokelumne Hill)—Preparing
for hydra ulicking; gravel will be raised by hy-
draulic elevator ; 1000 in. of water available. G.
H. Burgess, superintendent.

Eldorado County

WOODSIDE (Georgetown) --.Mine situated in
center of town ; will be reopened by A. S. West-
over and associates forming the Woodside-Eureka
Mining Co. of San Francisco.

Nevada County

DREDGING AN ORCHAUD. owned by Hughes
brothers, at North San Juan, is to be under-
taken by F. V. Flint, who bonded 200 acres.

Orchard has borne fine fruit, but land is said
to be more valuable for the gold there is under
the surface.

GRASS VALLEY CONSOLIDATED (Grass Val-
ley)—Permitted to sell additional 100,000 shares
at $1 per share, for development and for com-
pleting equipment on Allison Ranch mine. Has
options on Syndicate group at $40,000 and Key-
stone claim at $1500.

Plumas County

ENGELS COPPER MI.VING (Keddie)—Prepar-
ing to increase milling plant to 4500 ton daily
capacity ; will be divided into six 750-ton vmits.

The No. 6 tunnel opened orebodies 300-ft. lower
than previous workings. Building 26-mi. stand-
ard-gage railroad from Paxton on Western Pa-
cific to the mines.

San Bernardino County

STRONTIUM DISCOVERIES, just north of Bar-
stow, Calif., are to be examined by the U. S.

Geological Survey at once with the object of

securing an idea of the importance of the de-

posits.

Trinity County

LEWISTON DREDGING CO. (Lewiston)—Re-
ported that cleanup of a 16-day run in Decem-
ber amounted to $19,748. H. E. Chesebro.
manager. This 11-cu.ft. dredge has been oper-
ating on Trinity River about 4 years.

COLORADO
Dolores County

RICO CONSOLIDATED (Rico)—This company
controlled by the Knights of Provo, Utah, has
nearly eonqjleted its long tunnel from Silver

Creek. George Garren. superintendent.

RICO MINING (Rico)—Bids being asked for

driving tunnel at Syndicate mine; other work sus-
pended until spring.

San Miguel County

SILVER BKLL (Opbirl —Crosscut tunnel now
in 2600 ft. ; in hard diorite. only 170 ft. having
been driven in last two nuuiths.

COLORADO-SUPERIOR (T.lluride)—New skip

at Black Bear mine in operation. Twenty-five
st.'imps at tho Smuggler-Union mine being used
on this ore.

Teller County
DEXTER (Victor) -Main shaft, now 1300 ft.

deep, is to be sunk to the 1400 level. The
sinking will be done by Le.isees Anderson &
llenkelman who are developing a block of ground

in the Trail mine of the United Gold Mines Co.
immediately adjoining the Dexter.

C. K. & N. (Cripple Creek)—Dump being op-
erated by Frank Cottier and associates under
lease. The product sorted for shipment runs
from $4 to $6 a ton.

GOLD KING (Cripple Creek)—Zenith Gold Min-
ing Co. is operating through this property on
El Paso vein under lease. Work being done on
second, fourth, and seventh levels of Gold King
shaft. Bert Gilbert is superintendent.

VINDICATOR (Goldfield)—It is estimated that
dumps contain 1,800,000 tons of ore that can
be treated at profit of 50c. a ton. Underground
development, last year, amounted to 22.029 ft.,

of which 8294 ft. were driven by lessees. Total
development to date amounts to 245,106 ft. Most
important recent development work has been done
at the 2000-tt. level of the Golden Cycle shaft,
and at the 1900-ft. level of the Vindicator shaft.
It is estimated that three-quarters of the prob-
able mineralized area of the property remains
undeveloped. Additional systematic develop-
ment work is planned. Present ore reserves
total 412.796 tons. Present cost of operation is

a little over $2 a ton. During the last year
the Vindicator concentration mill treated 127.-

947 tons of ore of an average value of $1.68
a ton. The average cost of milling was 17.4c. a
ton, leaving a profit of about $1.50 a ton. Ex-
periments in flotation test mill have given en-
couraging results. Pumps installed on 2000-ft.
level of mine to raise water to the 1800-ft. level.

A three-ton storage battery locomotive will be
installed on the I700-ft. level. Irving T. Snyder,
general manager.

IDAHO
Owyhee County

DEMMING MINES CO., (Demming. via Mur-
phy). This company, a subsidiary of the Row-
land Corporations, has purchased the Talmadge
and Bobolink groups, comprising 240 acres, for

$32,500. Over $60,000 expended lately in the
company's development in the new Demming gold
field. M. T. Rowland. Nampa. Idaho, president.

MICHIGAN
Copper

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Running seven heads of
the mill at Hubbell on its own rock. The eighth
head is now in operation stamping LaSalle rock.

The Ahmeek mill now has a stamping capacity
of about 5500 tons.

INDIANA (Rockland)—Shaft angle altered to

follow new unidentified lode that passed out of

the shaft into the hanging wall. Work at other
shaft, to explore lodes discovered by diamond
drills, has been unsuccessful and operations
suspended.
CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Daily rock

tonnage now about 10,350 tons. Contract let

for three-ton electric furnace to be installed in

the foundry at Calumet ; extension to foundry
almost C(mipleted.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Western drift, on
sixth level, on Butler lode, discontinued because
of the decline in copper content, but raise is

being driven to examine other lod.'S. Eastern
drift on fifth level encountering good ore.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—New Arciidian
lode intercepted in crosscut from shaft on 1500-

ft. level at distance of about 90 ft. The vein
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on tilts level is jipproximately 25 ft. thick.

Crosscut now abotit 40 ft. bi'.vond tlu' lode.

IHISSOURI

Joplin District

VESUVIUS (C.irthage) —New 250-toii electrical-

ly driven mill in o|ieralti)n. First turnin made.
Shaft recently P"' down on new portion of lease

is in good ore. M. V. Eardley, of Carthage,
manager.

R. E. LAUrK (Kansas Cityl—Has taken lease

on 260-acre tract near Afton. Okla., and will

put drills at work ininu'diately.

JESSE SHORT (.loplin)—Disposed of three

leases on rceentlv aciiuired 120-acre tract of

Scott land for $99,000, One 40-acre lease to

Golden Eagle Mining Co., which has started shaft

sinking. Short retains lease for Sequoyah com-
pany, which has shaft down 85 ft. Expect to

get to ore by middle February ; new mill, 250

ton capacity, already completed.

CLIFFWOOD (Carthage)—Good ore shown by
drill holes in new territory li mi. northwest of

Carthage. B. L. Van Hoose, Carthage, inter-

ested. Shaft now being sunk. Ore at 140 to

160 ft.

ARROW (Aurora)—The 150-ton mill from
Alba, Mo., rebuilt on this lease, north of Red
Wasp property. Ore at 135, 175 and 215 ft.

MONTANA
Silver Bow County

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Januarj- copper pro-
duction estimated at 1,479.500 lb.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Orebody opened .Tan. 9

on 2400 level still being drifted on ; 9^4 ft. wide,
containing glance and bornite ; 50 mine cars
ordered.

TUOLUMNE MINING (Butte)—December ship-

ments from Main Range amounted to about 450
tens, netting over $4000. Production at Tuolumne
mine proper for January will be 3500 tons.

Sinking to the 2800 and 3000 levels will be
resumed soon.

GREAT BUTTE COPPER CO. (Butte)—Repairs
to Calumet shaft completed and 300-gal. steam
pump installed on 1000-ft. level. Shaft now down
1027 ft., will be continued to 1500 level. Shaft
is about 6000 ft. northeasterly from Butte &
Superior's Black Rock mine. Property consists

of 272 acres of mineral land, formerly controlled

by the Butte & Bacorn company.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—January zinc
production estimated at 13.000.000 lb., a decrease
of about 2,500,000 lb. from December Milled
only 49.000 tons of ore as against 57.140 in

December. Decrease due to cold weather, fire

in shaft and experimentation in mill with flota-

tion processes. The fire, which occurred Jan.
26 on the 150-ft. level of the Black Rock mine
for a time threatened to cause a serious situa-

tion. Due to prompt efforts of fire fighters of

the Butte & Superior and Anaconda companies,
blaze was brought tinder control before it could
communicate to other levels ; the damage to the
shaft was comparatively small and was quickly
repaired. This was the first underground tire

in the Black Rock. It appears that the fire

was started from a torch left burning at the
150 station. As soon as discovered the under-
ground men were brought to the surface through
the auxiliary shaft as a matter of precaution
and one day and night shift laid off ; mill con-
tinued operations. Hoist for new No. 2 shaft
has been shipped. When installed, company will

b.> in position to increase output, having two
hoisting shafts to depend on hereafter instead of
one. The hoist is expected to be ready for
operation the latter part of >Iay. Planned to

sink shaft to 2000 level and then crosscut.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GREAT BEND (Goldficid)—Ore of commercial
grade over a 4 -ft. widtb opened on 260-ft. level.

"ATLANTA (Goldfield)—Manager A. L d'Arcy
reports gold-silver-copper ore in north drift at
the 1750-ft. level ; where opened vein was 6 ft.

wide.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—Drift on 880-
ft. level recently opened 4 ft. of .$40 ore. This
with pillars being mined in old stopes is ex-
pected to meet co.^t of present development. Core
drilling recently started on 1017-ft. level.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)-
Net realization for December from 26.000 tons was
$16,441. Operating costs per ton milled were:
Mining $2.22 : transporting. Including moving of
tailing. 12c. : milling. $1.74 ; marketing, 3c.

;

general exnense 43c. : bullion tax Ic. : filter roy-
alty 3c. : flotation royalty 5c. ; surface 4c. : total
operating costs. $4.67; misc. earnings 8c.; net
operating costs $4. .59.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODTTCTION for week ended
Jan. 27 was 9266 tons of an estimated value of
$166,788. comparing with an output of 9396 tons
for the' previous week. Shippers were; Tonopah
Belmont. 2873 tons; Tonopah Extension. 2380;
Tonopah Mining 1750; Jim Butler. 1050; West
End. 697; Rescue, 192; Halifax, 208; MacNamara,
.52 ; Midway. 43 ; miscellaneous. 21 tons.

Jni BUTLER (Timopah)—December net profit

$22.50S from 2601 tons of ore shipped to Bel-
mont plant -»t r.llilers.

TONOl'Al' '. ;ljI0NT (Tonopah)—December
net profit $in,<<35.51 from 10,204 tons of ore.
Bullion production 2159.11 oz. gold and 205,174
oz. silver.

Lincoln County

SHIPMENTS FROM PIOCHE amounted to 70
cars, for week of Jan. 27, as follows : Prince
Con., 60 cars; Nevada-Utah (concentrates), 2;
Hodges Cook Mercantile Co., 2 ; Hamburg Mines,
1; Uvada Copper, 8; E. H. Snyder (slag). 2;
Crippe & Co., 1 car.

ATLANTA HOME (Atlanta)—Allen Hastings
Rogers recently examined this gold property ; mill
eonleniplated.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (McGilD—December
copper output 7,174.415 lb. ; totill for 1916 was
90,831.000 lb.; 1915 output 62.726.651 lb.

CONSOLIDATED COPPERMINES (Kimberly)
—Coal shortage delaying start of additional sec-
tions of 500-ton mill. Properties recently in-
spected by Directors Humphreys, Burgess and
Merritt. in company with Oscar Rohn. general
manager of East Butte Copper Mining Co. Charles
H. Bo>'iiton, who has been president of the Cop-
permyies company during the past two years of
its regeneration, has resigned because of pros-
pective absence in Russia : no successor named

;

Albert E. Humphreys of Denver, who has been
active in the recent financing, will act as chair-
man of the board.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

CHINO (Hurlev)—December copper output
6,750,916 lb.; total for 1916 was 75.551,000 lb.;
1915 output was 64.887.788 lb.

LAWRENCE MINING (Lordsburg)—This com-
pany has purchased the Bonney mine from West-
ern Mining and Development Co. Guilford A.
Deitch, of Indianapolis, is president : Oliver Pow-
ers, superintendent.

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE COPPER (Copperhill)—Suit en-

tered against this company and National Surety
Co. in Federal court in New York by Russian
government for $1,140,000 advanced on trinitro-
toluol purchase.

TEXAS
Brazoria County

FREEPORT SULPHUR (Freeport) — No, 4
"steaming" plant nearly completed ; should be
placed in operation soon increasing sulphur out-
put about one-third.

Reeves County
JIICHIGAN SULPHUR AND OIL (Orla)—

This company, late in January, was loading its

first car of sulphur for shipment.

TOYAH VALLEY SULPHUR (Houston)—Ex-
pects to install sulphuric-acid works as well as a
raining plant at its property near Orla in Reeves
County. Joseph A. Daniel, secretary,

UTAH
Beaver County

ANTELOPE STAR (Milford)—Galena ore 1

ft. thick in south tunnel at intersection of fis-

sure with limestone. A. C. Nebeker, superin-
tendent,

MINERAL RANGE (Milford)—First shipment
of ore from this property showed control as-
says of 15% lead. 8,8 oz, silver. 6.5% iron,
and 30c, gold. Vein 4 ft. wide. J, L. Craig,
manager.

fiAST ANTELOPE (Milford)—Drifting being
done to reach limestone-quartzite contact. Cop-
per ore up to 18 in. wide, opened along foot-
wall of southwest fissure, L. McLease, superin-
tendent.

Juab County

EUREICA MINES (Eureka)—Selling 200.000
shares treasury stock to obtain funds for devel-
opment. Being explored through the Gemini,

YANICEE (Eureka)—New crosscut tunnel be-
ing driven to reach recently developed silver-
lead-gold oreshoot. Will facilitate handling of
ore and waste,

LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Report for
1916 shows receipts of $39,207 ; control lately
acquired by Knight interests : new directorate
comprises: Jesse Knight, president; John Dem.
J. W, Knight. W, L. Mangum. A. Reeves, R. E,
Allen, r, D, Kimball and K, S, .Jordan.

MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Copper-silver ore be-
ing mined from recent strike on 400 level about
1000 ft, northi'ast of main shaft. Total mine
outjiut about 20 ears a week, ore coming from
400 to 1600 levels. Arrangements ni:ide to mar-
ket large dump. .Vbout 130 men employed.

IRON BLOSSOJI (Silver City)—Raise to be
driven from 1700 to connect with winze from
1300 level in copper orebody. When completed
ore will be dropped to 1700 for hoisting from
No. 1 shaft. Copper orebody ojieiied on three
levels. Not yet sloped, awaiting better arrange-
ments for handling ore.

SIOUX (Eureka)—Shaft being sunk under con-
tract, by Duncan & Allen, now down to 900
level and to be continued to 1000 level. Sta-
tion cut on 800 and drifting to be done on this
and 1000 as soon as latter level is reached.
Prospecting being done In search of continua-
tion of coiipcr orebody opened in north end of
Iron Blossom. .Most of Sioux ore has been sil-
ver-lead, coming from above 600.

COLORADO CONSOLIDATED (Sliver City)-
JIain sh.ifl down 17011 ft.; being sunk under eon-
tract to Waller Fitch, Jr. Sinking to be eon-
tiiiued to 2000 ft. or possibly water level. To
be deepest shaft on east of Colorado-Iron Blos-
som-Sloux ore zone. Iron Blossom shaft down
1900 ft., and Yankee shaft. 2000 ft. Largest
orebodies in former Colorado oreshoot found
above 250 level. Lessees working extensively.

Sale Lake County
MONTANA-BINGHAM (Bingham) — Special

meeting called for Feb. 15 to consider increas-
ing capitalization to 3.000,000 shares. W. E.
Hubbard, president.

UTAH FERTILIZER & POTASH (Salt Lake)—
Quit claim deed filed for record at Provo to this
company for six claims in Lehi raining district,
between Pelican Point and Monda, on west side
of Utah Lake.

Summit County
NEW QtTiNCY (Park City)—Car of ore lately

marketed from east and west drifts on 280 level,
above tho Daly West 900.

KEYSTONE (Park City)—E. O, .1. Hanke, who
has been associated with the Daly Judge, has
acquired interest in this property, and has been
made a director,

Utah County

GOLD HILL (American Fork)—Lower tunnel
in 175 ft. and has cut vein opened in No. 2 tunnel.
Ore carries copper, silver and gold. Tunnel gives
depth of 200 ft. on vein.

BIG NEBO (Provo)—Drifting near face of
SOO-ft. tunnel in rock mineralized with galena
and pyrite. Properly in Santaquin district. W,
r. Giles, manager.
GLOBE (American Fork)—Work to be resumed

as soon as weather permits. Tunnel in 400 ft.,

and some mineralization encountered. Claims
between Belerophon and Earl-Eagle.

CANADA
Ontario

KENABEEK (Auld Township)—Reopened; shaft
down 92 ft, on vein,

McRAE (Porcupine)—Offering 200,000 shares
of treasury stock at 50c. for further develop-
m.ent.

O'CONNOR CLAIMS near Nellie Lake, a short
distance north of Porquis Junction, which show
a vein carrying nickel on the surface, are being
diamond drilled,

GOLD REEF— (Porcupine)-Drifting at depth
of 35 ft. encountered 3-in. vein of high-grade
ore, with good gold content in wall rock for 12 in.

on each side,

SCHUMACHER— (Schumacher)—Large vein re-
cently tapped at 200-ft, level 22 ft. in width;
ore of fair grade. Crosscutting nortli from 200-
ft. level of No. 4 shaft.

KIRKLAND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—Shaft
down 470 ft. At 300-ft, level fair ore ob-
tained for width of 42 ft, ; richer at the 400
level. >Mien 500-ft. depth is reached another
crosscut will be driven to the vein. Stated that
Beaver Consolidated will exercise Its option.

BOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED— (Timmins)—
Report for four-week period ended Dec. 31,

showed profits of $225,057, from the treatment
of 49,106 tons of ore; average value $8.49;
working cost $3.70 per ton milled. Mill only
ran 8.5,3% of possible running time. Operating
profits for year were $2.866.984 ; current and
gold assets at end of year were $981,263; cur-
rent liabilities of $425,211. During December
the company received $180,000 in premiums on
new stock issue and defici* existing since the
merger was reduced to $79 015.

COSTA RICA
AGUACATE MINES (San Mateo)—Black vein

of Quebrada Honda mine latel.v opened on 850
level for about 200 ft. ; stoping will be started
soon as new equipment is installed ; ore will bo
hoisted to seventh level, mill being situated at
mouth of seventh-level tunnel ; station will be
cut at 925-ft. level of interior shaft and cross-
cutting started to Black vein. In Oreamunos
group, company reports opening two of the old
rich shoots. P. G. Spilsbury, manager.

CHILE
BRADEN (Sewelll -January copper production

estimated at 4.79S.0OO lb.

AUSTRALIA
ELECTROLY-TIC ZINC CO. OF AUSTRALIA

(Melbourne)—Construction of electrolytic zinc
plant near Hobart. Tasmania, begun Jan. 8. First
unit expected to be ready for operation about end
of July.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLin.iTED (Unsan)—January

cleanup, reported by cable, $1.52,305 ; ore milleo
above average grade.
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.sccuro not only i»r<iiupt sujipUes but also contracts
tor forward dtlivfry, and it" a reliable supply can
lie obtained, the qucstiori of price fould be easily
nvemitne. Tliu iiiark'-'t coritinues nominally at
$1.80 per ib. for lUt'.;. coneentrates."

Tungsten Ore- We quote tliis market unchanged
at $17 pi-r unit.

Charles Hardy reports under date of Feb. 6:
"During the latter part of last week hardly any
business was done in tungsten on account of the
uncertainty in the political situation. Tlie actual
announcement of the break (with Germany), liow-
ever. fi>nnd the market swamped with iiKjuiries
from all quarters and considerable business was
done on Feb. 5 for innnediate delivery fr(nn stock
New Yiu'k. at $17. .Tust now spot material. New
York, is very much in preference on account of
the heavy congestion of traflic in the West. Mate-
rial which left Western points in December lias

not yet reached the factories ;uid it is even diffi-

cult to locate the cars. Anything that can bo
delivered at a moment's notice in the Kast would
even obtain a premixnn. Resides our home mar-
ket. Enphmd. France and Italy appeared on Feb.
r» as buyers for consideralilc i|Uantitics and only
the difticMlti'-s of securing freight have so far
prevented the business being consvmimated."

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Feb. 7

It is too early, according to "Iron Age" to
measure the effect on the iron and steel trade of
Germany's unrestricted submarine warfare. The
railroads have been the clogging defile in the
path from mill to ship, and for a long time ex-
porting has been embarrassed more by the chaos
in rail transportation than by the scarcity of
vessels.

The war buying by the United States Gov-
ernment now at last becomes definite after months
of reservation by mills and ordnance makers.
Pushing warship material for early rollings may
tend to disturb other plate deliveries, but sliell-

steel demand is not likely to be heavy until we
have something with which to shoot it. Active
negotiations are now under way for big addi-
tions to our artillery equipment.

PITTSBURGH—Feb. 6

A blizzard struck the Pittsburgh district, and
the Central West generally, on Sunday, tempera-
tures falling below zero. Natural gas was shut
off largely from the few mills still using it and
various other inconveniences were suffered, all

cutting down production. Car supplies through-
out the industry were much reduced. The Con-
nellsville coke region is likely to ship less than
one-half the coke required and pig iron produc-
tion in the tributary region, nearly one-half the
iron industry will be correspondingly reduced.
More than a score of blast furnaces were already
banked, and additional stacks are being banked
daily. The third of the five Lorain furnaces, for
instance, was banked yesterday. Steel mills have
been drawing upon their reserves of scrap and
[lig iron, which promise to prove altogether inade-
quate if the coke shortage continues very much
longer.

The steel market has not been definitely affected
by the break with Germany or the definite pros-
pect of more serious developments to follow.
Naturally there is reduced inquiry, but there are
no cancellations or suspensions and buyers are
exerting at least as mucli pressure as formerly
for better deliveries of steel. The present reduc-
tion in shipments will probably result in increased
pressure.

At the outside, rush orders for steel for war
preparations would not represent more than say
15 to 25% of the steel-making capacity. This
would be obtained. by delaying shipments of com-
mercial steel ordered, not by curtailing supplies
to those already fighting Germany. The steel
mills are all ready to enter rush orders for war
preparation, irrespective of price. The chief
inconvenience would fall upon domestic con-
sumers.

W'hile steel producers feel that war conditions
would tend to advance prices, they have no
tliought of advancing prices at this time and
riossibly would welcome Government regulation
"f prices. How much steel can be shipped for
export in future is purely a matter of conjecture.
There may be a reduction but the considerable
reduction that has occurred since the September
maxinunn has been accompanied by increasing
scarcity of steel for domestic use.

Pig Iron—There is increased inquiry for prompt
I'lundry iron on account of curtailed production
and embargoes on shipments. A fresh demand for
prompt basic has ari.sen. There is no market for
late deliveries. Tlic northern furnaces if cytled
upon to quote would ([uote their prompt prices,
which are out of the question, as Southern iron,
in foundry grades at least, could be had for
many dollars a ton less. We quote prompt as
follows: Bessemer. $35; basic. %'M\ ; ff.undrv and
malleable, $:i:J(f;'>:i5 ; forge, ^Tlfa^M, f.n.b. valley
furnaces, nr>c. higher delivered Pittsburgh. Wheii
there was a real market on second-half foundry
iron it was $80. valley.

Steel—There Is practically nothing to be had.
Last r[Uotations were about $(15 for bessemer or
openhearth billets or sheet bars.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued
N.Y.EXCH.t
Alaska (;ni(l M
Alaska Juneau. .

.

Am.Sni.&Ucr..coii>
Am. Sm. A- Rof.. pf,

.\m. Sm. See., pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec. pf. U,
-•Vm. Zlnr
Am. Zinc, pf .

.

Anaermdn
RaiopHxs MIn
liothlelieiii Sleol
Hellileliciii Steel, pf.
liutic .V Superior. ,

Chile Cop
Chino
colo.l-'iiel & Iron .

Crucible Steel,. .

Dome Mines
Federal M. A S
Federal M. A S., pf.
Great Nor . ore ct(.

(;;recne Canunea...
Honiestake
Inspiration Con, .

.

International Xlekel
Kenneeott
Lackawanna Steel..
Miami Copper
Nat'l Lead. com... .

National Load, pf.

.

Nev. Consol
Ontario Min
Quicksilver
Quicksilver, pf
Ray Con
Republiel ,AS. .com.,
Republic LAS. pf.

.

Sloss-Sheffleld
Tennessee c , & C .

.

U. S. Steel, com, ..

U. S. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C...

.

?!
99
114;
99
97
361
67
76 i

li
415
120
46
22'
54 i

44 i

68
fl
lU
36 i

32}
45
125
561
44 i

44 i

78 i

.36 i

56 i

110
24 i

5
2
24

26
77i
102
62
141

,

!07i 1

117i 1

105 i

47!

HOSTON EXCH.« FlI). 6

N. Y. CURBt Feb. 6

Buffalo Mines
Butte & \'. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Can. Cop. Corpn...
Carlisle
Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppermines.

.

Con. Nev .-Utah
Crystal Cop
First Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldfleld Con
Goldfleld Merger.- .

Granite
Hecla Min
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Joplin Ore & Spel.

.

Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mother Lode
Nevada Hills
N. Y. & Hond
Nipissinp Mines....
Ray Hercules
Rochester .Mines. . .

St. Joseph Lead. . . .

Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex.
TrlbuUion
Troy Arizona
United Verde E.\t..
United Zinc
White Knob. pf. . .

.

White Oaks
Yulion Gold

1.60
li

9i
.52

If
5S

.06i
37 J

21
3i

i

'3^

S 70
.64
.09
.12

7i

n
.34
41
45
H

.50

.41

.20
13in
4J

.56
19
H

.25

.35
5i
3i

35
. 3
U
2
2

SAX FRAN.'

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con. . .

.

Conhdence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry... .

Hale & XorcrosB -

Jacltet-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. . . .

Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNaniara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah. .

.

North star
Rescue Eula
West End Con. . .

.

.Atlanta
Booth
Comb. Frac
D'fleld B.B
D'fteld Daisy . . .

.

Florence
Jumbo Extension..
Kewanas
Round Mountain.
Silver Plcli
Argo
Ariz. Central
Big Jim
Lazy Hoy
Nellie
Tom Reed
Uniteti Eastern. ,

United Western , .

.03

.17

.03

.02

.18

.04

.10

.05

.04

.06

.04

.15

.65

.10

.03

.06

.02

.15

.44

.01
4.30
.70
.06
.17
.17
.13
.22
.63
.14
.11
.05
.03
.04
.24
.30
.15
.42
.17
.00
.10

1.061
.06
.18

1.75
4.37)
J.02

Adventure
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Mining Companies United States

Name of Company
and Situation

Ahmeek, c.

Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Treaclwell, g . . .

Alaska United, g
Allouez, c
Am. Sm. & Ref., com.
Am. Sm. & Ref., pf. .

Am. Smelters, pf. A.

.

Am. Smelters, pf. B..
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, com

.

Arizona Copper **A," pf

Arizona Copper, pf . . .

.

Baltic, c
Barnes-King, c

Bingham N. H., c
Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g...
Bunker Hill & Sul., l.s

Butte-.\lex Scott, c

Butte-Ballaklava, c.

Butte & Superior, z.

.

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c

.

Calumet & Hecla, c . . -

Camp Bird, g.s

Cardiff, Iz
Centennial, c
Centen'1-Eur., J.s.g.c

Center Creek, i.z

Champion, c

Chief Consolidated, s.g.l.

Chino. c . -

.

Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging.

.

Colorado, I.s.g

Commercial Gold. .

.

Cons. Inter. Callahan I.z

Continental, z.I

Copper Range, c

Cresson Con
Daly West, s.l

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run, 1

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l.

Elkton Con., g. . .

El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s..

Fed. M. & S., com
Fed. M. &S..pf
Florence, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini, l.g.s ...

General Dev .

Gold Chain, g...
Gold Dollar Con. . .•

Gold King Con., g
Golden Cycle, g
Golden Star, g .

Goldfield Con., g
Good Springs Anchor, s.

Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, 1.8

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Horn Silver, l.s.z

Inspiration, c
Inter'l Nickel, com
Inter'l Nickel, pfd
Iowa, g.s.l

Iowa-Tiger, g.s

Iron Blossom, s.l.g

Iron Silver, s.l.g

Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson, g
Jim liutler-Toncpah, g.s.

Judge M. & S., S.l

Jumbo Extension, g
Kendall, g
Kcnneeott Cop., c
Kennedy, g
Klar Piquette, z.I

Knob Hill, g
Liberty Bell, g
Little Bell, 1.8

Magma, c

Mammoth, g.s.c

Mary McKinney, g
May Day, g.s.l

Mexican, g.s
Miami, c

Modoc, g.s

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.B.l...

Montana-Tonop., s.g. .

.

Mountain, c

National, g
National Lead, com
National Lead, pf
Neva<la Con., c , . .

New Idria, ti

North Butte, e

North .Star, g
Old Dominion, (holding)
Old Dnniin'n. M. & Sm

Mich
Alas. .

.

Alas
Alas .

Mich
U. S.. .

U.S...
U. S...
U. S...
V-S...
Mont.
Calif....
.\riz

Ariz ....

Ariz ....

Mich . .

.

Mont. . .

Utah...
Colo...
Calif...,
Calif....
Ida
Mont. . .

Mont.
Mont.
Ida
.\riz

Mich. .

.

Colo..
Utah....
Mich...
Utah...
Mo
Mich...
Utah. .

.

New Me
Utah...
Alas
Colo..
Utah. .

.

Ore...
Ida
Mo... .

Mich..

.

Colo..
Utah...
Colo..
Mo... ,

Utah. .

.

Colo..
Colo. .

.

N.M...
Idaho.

.

Idaho.

.

Nev. . .

.

Calif.

Wis.

.

Utah. .

.

U.S..
Utah . .

Colo..
Colo..
Colo.

.

Ariz.. .

.

Nev. . .

.

Nev. . .

.

Utah...
Colo.

.

Cal..
Idaho.

.

Idaho.

.

S. D..
Utah...
Ariz.. . .

U. S.. .

U.S...
Colo..
Colo..
Utah...
Colo..
Cal..
Colo..
Nev....
Utah...
Nev
Mont.
Alas. . .

Cal..
Wis. . . .

Wash.
Colo..
Utah...
Ariz..

.

Utah...
Colo...
Utah...
Nev. .

.

.\riz..

.

Colo..
Mich..
Colo..
Nev...
Cal..
Nov..

.

N. Y..
N. Y..
Nev. .

.

Cal...
Mont.
Cal.,
Ariz. , .

.\r'i7..-

Shares

Issued

200,000
180.000
200,000
180,200
100,000
501,080
500.000
166.498
300.000
228.120

2,331.250
200.000

1.519.896
160,000

1,266,120
100,000
400,000
228,689
300,000
395,287
200,000
327,000
79,311

250,000
290.197

2,605.000
642.378
100,000

1. 100.051
500,000
90,000
100,000
100,000
100.000
883.020
869.980
300.000
100,000
100,000

1.000,000
1.661.000
464,990
22,000

394.001
1,220,000
180,000

3,000.000
65,749

893,146
2,500.000
490,000
300,000
60,000
120,000

1,050,000
200,000

1,250
5,000

120,000
1,000.000
2,500.000
1,000.000
1.500,000
400,000

3,559,148
550,000
500,000

1,650,000
900,000

1,000,000
1.000,000
251,160
400,000

1,181,967
1,673,384

89,126
1,666,667

3,000
1,000.000
500,000
390,000

2,500,000
1,718,021
480,000

1,550,000
500,000

2,780,583
100,000
20,000

1,000,000
133.551
300,000
240.000
400.000

1,309.252
800,000
201,600
747,114
500.000
100,000

1,000,000
921,865
250,000
750,000
206,554
243,676

1,999,457
100,000
430,000
250,000
293,353
162,000

$25
5

25
5

25
100
100
100
100
25
50
5

20
.20
20
25

25
5

10
25

I

5

I

I

10
20

I

10
25
25

I

20
10

100
1

1

5

5
100
100

1

50
100
100
25

I

10
I

I

5
10

I

I

1

I

25
1

100
25
20
25
100

1

I

I. 10
20
10
10

I

I

100

5

50
I

0.25
2 50

5

1

25
I

I

25
I

100
100

5

5

15
10
25
25

Dividends

Total

$6,850,000
3,507,38
15,785,000
2,045,270
1,050,000

32.131.048
58.296.386
11.933.282
17.385.000
1.108.820

17,891,875
1.780,000

18.477.482
253.564

1.994.720
7,950.000

60,000
960,493

1,425,000
203,315
876,000

18.653.250
1,054.119
125,000

15,010.486
1.872.631

28,925.269
36,750.000
9,750.836
500.000
90.000

4,150,000
615.000

17.960.000
527,518

13.875,330
90,000
210,000
775,000

2,570,000
366.350

5,347.385
594.000

19,108.758
4,343.162
6.606.000

141.699
3.550,969
535,887

3.579,460
1,707,545
150.000

2.708,750
13.086.795

840.000
258,000
146,202

2,435.000
3.683.917

130.000
100.000

1,417.319
7.713.300

140.000
28,999,832

108,785
1.673.250
286,500
971,000

5,455,000
11.250.000
40.850,956
5,682,000
8,548,050

35,961.490
5.882.102
299.333
25,179

2,950.000
4,950.000
386,100
187,500
515,406

1,590,000
685,000

1,555,000
15,292,722
1,831,001
259,000
70.000

1.752.795
90.000

720.000
2.420,000
1,182,398
300,000
161,910

9,695,783
275,000

5,575,000
40,000

488,588
4,216,250
570,000

9,758,562
33.058,984
27.474.122
2.230,000
13,689,500
5,087,040

10,840,714
8.424,000

Jan.
Nov.
May
Feb.

Latest
I

Amt.

Ja
Dee.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Nov.
Dec.
July
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
lune
Dec.
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
Jan.
.\pr.

•\ug.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
\ov.
Dee.
St'pt.

-•\pr.

Dee.
Dec.
Nov.
Dee.
Jan.
Oct.
Feb.
Dee.
Oct.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
May
Feb.
July
Jan.
Dec.
.\pr.

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
May
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.
Mar.
Oct.
May
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
June
Jan.
Dee.
Nov.
Ian.

Dee.
Jan.
Dec.
Dee.
Nov.
.\ug.
Dec.
June
.Apr.

Dec.
Apr.
Apr.
Oct.
Sept

.

Apr.
Dec.
Dee.
Oct.
Dec.
June
Nov.
Dec.
Aug.
Mav
Dec.
May
May
Dec.
Dec
Dee.
Dec.
Jan.
Dee.
Dec.
Dee

•17
15
•16
'16
•17
'16
'16
17
•17
•13
'16
•16
'16
•16
'16
'13

•16
•15

II
'15

'16

17
•16
'10
'16

17
16
'16
15
•16
'16
'16
16
16
'16
'16
'13

'13
'16
'12
'16

16
17
16
•17
13
17
'13
'16
'15
'14
'15

'09
'16

'II
'14

'13
'16
16
13
'12
'15

'17
•10
'15
'16

'16
'12
13
17
17
17
16
17
16
'16

17

$4 00
10
50
30

3 00
1 50
I 75
I 50
1 25

50
2 00

10
36

'15
•|7
14
15
14
16
'16
'16
16
'16
'10
'13
'13
'15
'16
'16
'16
'16

'16
'14

'16

'II
'16

'II
'12
'08

'II
'16
'16
•16
'16
'17
'16
'16
'16

2 00
075
05
20
06
02S
50

10 50
50

6 25
03

3 00
25 00

24
25

1 00
1 00

10
6 40

05
2 50
0. 10

01

1 00
03
OOJ

1 50
0.50
3 50

10
15
01

0.76
05
02
10
10

1 50
1 25

10
02

2.00
6 00
1.50
03
OOJ
01

0.03
05
10
01

04
01

01

15

25
65
05

2 00
1 50
1.50
0.00>
1.00

10
10
01

01

10
25
05
10

1 50
03
50
oo;
20
05
50
10
01
02

0,75
1 50

01

10 00
01

0. 10
44

0. 10

Mining Companies United States (Continued)

Name of Company
and Situation

Shares Dividends

Is;

Ophir, s.g
Opohongo, g.s.l

Oroville Dredging
Osceola, c

Pacific Mines Corpn., g.

Parrot, c
Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g.
Phelps, Dodge & Co..
Piotiei'r. K
Pittsburgh-Idaho, 1

Pittsburg Silver Peak, g.
Portland, g
Prince Con
Quilp
Quincy. e

Ray, c

Reorg. Booth, g
Republic, g
Rochester, I.z

Round Mountain, g. . .

.

Seven Troughs Coal, g.

.

St. .loseph. I

Shannon, c

Shattuek .Arizona, e.

Silver King Coalition, l.s

SiKer Iving Con., l.s

Sioux Con., s.l.g

Skidoo. g.
.Snowstorm, eg
Socorro, g
South Eureka, g. .

.

Standard Con., g.s. . . .

.Stewart, s.l

•Slratton's Ind., g
Success, z

Superior & Pitts., c

Tennessee, c

Tomboy, g.s

Tom Reed, g
Tonopah Belm't, s.g

Tonopah Ext., g.s

Tonopah of Nev., s.g... .

Triniountain, c
Tuoloumne, c

LTncle Sam, g.s.l.

United Cop. Min.. e

United Globe, c

U. S. Steel Corp., com.

.

U. S. Steel Corp., pf
U. S. S., R. &M.,com. .

U. S. S., R. & M., pf .

United Verde, c

Utah, s.l

Utah, c

Utah Con., c

Valley View, g
Victoria, g.s.l

Vintlicator Con., g. . .

Wasp No. 2, g
Wellington Mines, g
Wolverine, e

Yak, s.l

Yankee Con., g.s..

Yellow Aster, g
Y'ellow Pine, l.z.s

Y'ukon Gold, g

Nov
Utah..
Cal..
Mich
Calif.

Mont .

Wash. .

Colo,.
U. S
Alas
Ida..
Nev.. . -

Colo.. .

Nev
Wash
Mich
Ariz..

Nev..
Wash
Mo..
Nov..
Nov..
Mo .

Ariz..
Ariz..

Utah
Utah. .

lUtah...
Cal..
Ida
N. M
Calif. .

iCal
Ida
Colo.

.

Ida..
'Ariz..

jTenn...
[Colo
{Ariz
Nev
Nev
'Nev..
Mich ...

Mont
Utah, .

Wa>,h.
Ariz
|U. S
u. s
U.S.-Mex.
U.S.-Mex.
'Ariz

I
Utah. ..

Utah...
!utah...
Colo.. .

Utah...
Colo.. .

S. D.. .

Colo.. .

Mich
Colo
Utah. . .

Cal..
Nev..
Alas

201,600
898.978
686,538
96,150

642,000
229,850

1,909,711
1,500,000
450,000

5,000,000
817,692

2,790,000
3,000,000
1,000.000
1,500.000

1 10.000
1.577.179
1.000.000
1.000.000

4,900
1,266,591
1,443,077
1.409.466
300.000
350,000

1.250.000
637.582
745.389

1.000,000
1,500.000
377.342
299.981
178,394

1,238,362
1,000,000:0 30!

1.500.000 1

1.499.792' 10
200.000 25
310.000 4 85

Par
I

Total Latest I Amt.

$3
25
5

25
1

10
05

1

100
1

I

1

1

2

I

25
10

I

1

100
11

\t

10
10
10
5

l|

I

909.555
1,500.000,
1.282.801
1,000,000
100,000

2.500.000
500.000'

1.000.000!
23,000

5,083,025
3,602,811
351.115
486.350;
300.000:
lOO.OOOl

1.624.490
300.000

1,000,0001
250,000

1.500.000
500.000'

10,000.000

60.000
1,000.000
1,000.000
100.000,

1.000.000
3,500,000|

I

I

I

1

|i

l|

100
100
100
50
50
100
10
10
5
1

1

1

1

1

25
1,

10
1

5

2,068,360 Jan.
80,907 Jan.

2,189,600 Dee
15,064,175 Jan.

276.060 Dee
7,87 1,839 July

181,422 Dee
87,500 Feb

60,296,527 Dee
2,041,526 Oct.
338,750 Jan.
771.200 July

10.687.000 Jan.
375,000 Dec.
67, 500, Feb.

23,537, 500'Dec
8.931.100 Dee
500,000 July
170.000 .N'ov.

190.846 July
363,365 Aug.
252,572 Apr.

13.791.560 Dee.
9OO.OOON0V.

5,075,000 Jan.
14,523,385Jan.

1. 101.768 Dee.
872.097 Julv
365,000 Oct

1.192.1030(1
233.802 ,Sipt

722.870 Mav
5.274.407 No<.
2,012.314 Dee
618.625 Jan.

1, 125, 000 Julv
10.318.569 Dee.
5.206.250 Apr
3.937,815 Dee.
2, 528,648 Oct
8,580,539 .Ian

1.784.l40Jan
1 3, 700, 000 Jan.
1,450,000 Dee.
520.000 May
495,000 Sept.
60.000Jan.

4. 25 5. 000 Dee.
257.941, 6l4Dee.
420,732.690Nov

8,l17.9l8Jan.
l8.497.922Jan.
40, 697. 000 Jan

281.860 Dee.
52,2l5.777Dec.
10. 275. 000 Dee.

240.000 Dee.
207. 500 War.

3. 577. 500 Jan

2$0 10
Ji 02

12

6 00
01

1 63
02
00)

16,12 SO
'11 OOJ
'17
'141

17
'16
•12
16!

'16!

'12!

•12
'13

05
02
03
05
01

5 00
1 00

10

01)
50
04

I6| 02)
•16l I 25
'16 50
171 I 25
'17 15
'16 15
II 04
14 01
13 02
16 05

07
25
05
04
03
36
75
24
01

12)
15

10

2 00
10
05
01

'16 22 00
'16

16
17

'17
•|7<

10
16
16'
10
10
17

649.466 May ^16
1.250.000 Oct

•

9.120.000 Oct
2.767.685 Die.
167.500Jan

1,210,789,Dic.
1,943,008 Dee.
8,633, 110' Dec.

25
75
25
87)
50
02
50
50
04
04
03
02)
02

6 00
57
01
05
15

07)

Csinadicin, Mexican and Central American Companies

Ajuchitlan, g.s .

.\mparo, g.s.

B. C. Copper
Beaver Con., s

Buffalo, s

Canadian Goldfields, g..

.

Chontalpan. g.s.l.z

Cobalt Townsite, s

Coniagas, s

Con. M. & S. Co. of Can
Crown Reserve, s

Dome Mines, s.

.

Dos Estrellas, g.s.

.

El Oro, g.s
Esperanza, s.g
Granby, s.l.c

Greene Cananea
Greene Con., c
Guanajuato D., pf., s. .

.

Hedley Gold
Jlollinger, g. .

.

Kerr Lake, s

La Rose Con., s

Le Roi No. 2, g
Lucky Tiger-Com., g. . .

MeK.-Dar. Sav. s
Mines Co. of Am. (new)
N. Y. &Hond. Ros.,g, .

Nipissing. s

Penoles, s.l.g

Pinguico, pf., s
Riplit of Way Mns., s.

Rio Plata, s

."^an Rafael, g.s.

San Toy. g.s

Seneca-Superior
Sorpresa. g.s
Stancrd Silver-Lead. . . .

Temiskaming, s
Tern. & Hud. Bay, s. . .

Trethewey, s

I Wettlaufer-I.orrgin. s. ..

Mex.
Mex.
B. C.
Out.. .

Ont...
B.C..
Mex. -

Ont.

.

Out..
B. C.
Ont..
Ont..
Alex...

Mex. .

Mex..
B. C.
Mex..
Mex..
Mex. .

B. C.
Ont..
Ont. . ,

Ont. . ,

B. C.
Mex.

.

Ont..
Mex.
C. A..

Ont.
Mex..
Mex..
Ont..
Mex..
Mex..
Mex..
Ont..
Mex..
B. C.
Ont..
Ont..
Ont.

.

Ont

.

50,000 $
2.000,000
591,709

2.000,000
1,000,000,
600.0000

7.000'

45.000'

800.000
337.112

1.999.957
400.000
300.0000 50

1.147.500 4 85

51$
I

5I

|!

10
25

455.000
149.985
488.444

1.000.000
10,000

I 20,000
4.800.000
600.000

1,498,627
I 20.000
715,337

2,247.692
862.658
200,000

1,200,000
80,000
20.000

1.685,500
374,518

2,400
5,750,000
478.884
19.200

2.000,000
2.500.000

7.761
1.000.000
1.416.590

4 85
100
100
10

1000
10
5

5

5

24.3(1

10
I

10
10
5

25
100

1

5

25

20

212,
2.060,
615.
649.

2.787.
290,

61,
1,042.

8.440.
3.162.

6.190.
1.200.

10.335.
8.947.

12.013,
6,875,
7,792,
14.544,

214,

2.063,

6.570
6.720
5.761
1.566
3.842
4.877
4.958
4.240,
15,540,
6.361
840,
569
345

1.442,

530,
1.579,

3,979,
2.400
1.684,

1.940,

I. Ill

637

500
883
399
912
000
000
250
259
000
044
849
000
000
260
882
259
950
400
356
520
000
000
777
450
.814
507
,600
11(1(1

000
.688
000
,042
,745
.380
000
817
240
000
156
250
998
465

Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Apr.
lulv
lulv
Mav
Mav
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Dee.
D.e
Julv
Julv
Nov.
Nov.
.Ian-

Jan.
Dee.
Jan.
D.c.
Jan
Mar.

,Iulv

Jan
June
(l.t.

Sept

.

Feb.
Jan.
Julv
Dee.
J'.n.

Dee.
Nov.
Nov.
Dee
Oct.

12
16
13
16
14
'14
14
14
•16
17
17
16
13
13
15
16
'16
17
'10
'16
17
16
17

'16
17
17
13
17
17
13
•|3
16
•13
14
13
•16

•II
16
16
14
16
13

$0 25
05
15

03
05

eoii
75
10
25
62)
05
50

1 50
24
24
00
00
00
00

0.50
05
25
05
30

0.09
03
12;

50
25

1 25
3 00

OOJ
05
50
01

05
34 00

02i
03

3 00
05
05

Corrected to February 1. 1917
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The Baghouse of the St. Joseph Lead Co.
By S. Paul Lindau*

SYNOPSIS—Detailed description of plant details

and manner of shahing hags meclianicalh/ from

outside of building. Cotton bags found to be more

economical than woolen. Fume recovered per ton

of charge average,.'; 10.6 lb. Cadmium sulphide

gives fine yellow dust on bottom when fume is

.sintered in l)a<jhouse chamber.

The baghouse was tirst introduced into lead-smelting

practice in 1890 by Dr. M. W. lies, superintendent and

D. Sheedv, manager, of the Globe Snieltino- and Retiniuff

and materials remain practically the same, many improve-
ments in detail and ap])lieation have been made. The
two filtering mediums universally employed are eitiier

cotton or woolen bags.

The baghouse of the St. .Jose]iii l.ead Co. at Hcrevda-
neum, Mo., was designed by H. V. Saunders, engineer

for the company in 1911, and was erected under his su-

pervision. Previous to this time gases from the four
43x]92-iu. lead blast furnaces were permitted to escape
directly into the atmosphere through short steel stacks

over all the furnaces, consequently ]:iermitting all the en-

trained dust and fume to be lost.

BAGIlOlISl!; AT THIO .ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO., HEliCULAA'EUAl. ,\l(i.

Co. of Denver, Colo. This was known as the Lewis &
iJartlett process and was designed by Franz Cazin, me-
cbanical engineer, of Denver. AHlmu.ub the pi'iiiciples

•Care of St. Joseph Load Co., Hcrculanciim, Mo.

At present the gases are drawn from the furnaces by

a No. 16 Sirocco blower, rated at 1'10,000 cu.ft. per niin.

through a ]'i-ft. balloon flue 600 ft. long, thence into a

14x1 l-ft. brick Hue 70 ft. long and discharged (under a
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pressure of 2 to 21/^ in. water) into an 18.\12-ft. brick

Hue imssinji- along the baghouse. The pressure depends on

tlic iiniount oi' material in the bags. After passing

throu,i;]i tJie liags, the gases are drawn through a central

oxerlicad rectangular steel flue 10x10 ft., which leads into

a brick stack :i50 ft. high and 20 ft. inside diameter.

The building is 216 ft. 6 in. long, 50 ft. 6 in. wide, and

(iO ft. high fnnn the floor to the discharge flue leading

overhead. The Itrick walls are 21 in. thick at bottom, 17

in. in center and i:S in. at top. Additional strength is

given by pilasters spaced every 13 and 14 ft. The roof

is made of 2-in. ])lauk covered with %-"!• hoxing laid

solid so as to break joints. This is covered with 5X
elaterite roofing guarding against coiulensation of moist-

ure vt'hich would driji down and soon destroy the bags.

The interior is divided into four compartments entirely

separated by Inick jjartitions having the same thickness

as the walls. Below the thimble floor each compartment

is subdivided into four t'bambers. separated by 13 in. thick

and 16 ft. high brick partitions. These partitions are

12x53 ft. having a 31/2x8 ft. iron door through which the

dust is removed and loaded into railroad cars running

alongside the building.

Each compartment of the four thimble floors contains

624 steel thimbles 16% in. diameter and 10 in. high;

DustFilter.

SampleTube

& Rubber Tube-^

"Gas
No 10 Rubber ,„„,,
jSropper ?oo^%,^

Mar^ometer

To Flue

',Gooch Glass
Funnel

Enlarged Section o*f , thnu
Dust Filter //rot*

APPAR.A.TUS FOR TAKING GAS SAMPLE AT LEAD
BAGHOUSE

these thimbles are made of No. 14 gage ingot iron, beaded

at the top for attaching the bag; they are spaced 24 in.

apart and arranged as shown in the accompanying draw-

ing. The thimble floor itself is made from No. 10 gage

American ingot iron riveted together to make it as

nearly gas-tight as possible.

The di.stribnting flue is built of brick with 5-ft. jack-

arch roof construction and connects with each of the 16

chambers by means of 42-in. disk-valve dampers. These

dampers are made of cast iron, arc operated by means of a

2-^-^-m. shaft running through the distributing flue, and

arc controlled by haudwheel and screw.

The hags are made of cotton, either 8-oz. Osnaburg

or seamless 48 woof and 48 warp. They are 18 in.

diameter l)y 30 ft. long. The lower end is fastened

over the thimbles by means of a strap and buckle

(copper wire is equally as good) ; the other end is wired

and hung liy means of Vi-in- hooks to a shaft overhead,

which runs directly over each row of thimbles; these

shafts are connected to mechanical shakers and at stated

intervals are given a shake by a special patianted motion-

device to dislodge the fume caught in the bags. The

shakers are operated by 2-hp. motors, one for each

chandler, thus doing away with the disagreeable features

of hand-shaking. The motors are control Ifd from the

ground by means of a switch. This meciianism was in-

vented by .Mr. Saunders, and patents are ijcnding.

There is a total of 2496 bags having a filtering sur-

face of 363.860 sq.ft., or about 3 sq.ft. per cu.ft. of gas

])er minute, when all are in use. Various types of bags

have been tried, and those made of cotton with 48 threads

per inch were found to give the l)est satisfaction in our

case and cost from $1.90 to $3.05 each. The life of these

varies from 8 to 18 months, depending on the nature

and tiu' temjierature of the gas treated.

Woolen bags were tried and fouml t<i i-ost a trifle more
in the long run. For a while some trouble was experi-

enced with fires, which .seemed to originate from a spark

from the blast furnaces, setting fire to the dust in the

brick flue and iieing drawn into the bags, and there is

also some danger of spontaneous coml)ustion if the dust

is permitted to pile over 3 ft. high in the cha^.-bers.

However. noni> have occurred for a year or more.

The temperature of the gases leaving the blast furnace is

200 to 260° ¥.. reaching the bags at a temjierature of from
120° to 180° F. depending principally upon the outside

temperature and the number of furnaces in operation.

In case they become too hot, atmospheric air is admitted

through a door in the brick flue.

An analvsis of gases in the baghouse is: (), 16% ; CO,

1%; C02,"4%; >S(X, 0.75%; N, 71%. As yet no SO3
has been detected.

An additional amount of abmit 120.000 <u.ft. of gas

will l)e supjilied to the baghouse as soon as the 16 Scotch

hearths now under construction are completed.

Eecovery AND Analysis of Fume

For a period of twelve months the recovery of fume was

1460 tons, in which the lead recovered was 62%. The

total weight of lead in fume was 1,810,400 11j. and the

fume recovered ])er ton of charge was 10.6 lb.

A tvpical analvsis of this fume is : 63.8%, Pb ; 9.28%,,

Cd; 3%, Zu; 0,2 %f, Fe; 1%, As and Sb; 0.1%, Insol.;

8.1% total S. Before cadmium accumulated in fume

it analyzed: 75%, Pb; 0.30%, Cd; 2%, Zn; 0.3%, Fe;

1%. As and Sb: 0.15%,, Insol. and 7.1%, total S.

At present only three compartments of the baghouse

are being used, although the bags are hung in the fourth

in case they should be needed. One compartment is

cleaned and thoroughly overhauled each week, necessary

repairs being made at this time, and only the two re-

maining compartments are kept in operation ; this means

that each compartment .will be in continuous use for two

weeks between cleanings.

The bags in each compartment arc examined once a

week to detect any holes or detached bags. Also at the

same intervals or more often if thought necessary, the

escaping gases are sampled for lead, and if the saving is

not over 97%, the cause is immediately .sought for and

removed. The average lead saving is from 98% to 100%,

Tt has been found that with one bag ort' there will be a

lead loss of about seven to nine tons per month. With

two bags off the loss will be about double this amount;

three l)ags ofl'. about 18 tons per month. The reason for

this can be idainly seen, as a very large proportion of the

gas will rush through the openings where there is com-

paratively little resistance. Even a very small rent in a

bag will cause considerable loss; this makes it necessary

to kec]) a close tab on them.

The bags are shaken regularly every four hours. This

is done by one man, who operates all the shaking in
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cliaiiilK-rs from alongside the distrilnitinLC tluc. Two
chambers are dosed at a time; niechaniial sliakors are

started by tbn)wiii<>; in a switch, and are run 2 min., uliich

is siiffit-ient time to sliake all dust from the bags. The

dust falls into ciiambers below, jiiliug ai)()ut Si/o i't. thick

in two weeks, after which time the dampers leading into

the ihanil)ers are closed, and the dust is ignited by means

of lighted waste. .Sufficient air is admitted through the

doors and win<l(nvs on the opposite side, to keep the tem-

perature as low as possible and furnish oxygen for com-

bustion. As a rule it takes about three days after setting

tire to the dust, before the chambers can be cleaned. The
sintered dust then has the appearance of lava, with a

columnar structure, and is about (i in. thick. It is shoveled

Gootch cruciiile with aliout V^-in. asbe«tos fiber packed

in the bottom for liltering purjwses (moist glass wool

will also do if tightly packed) ; a glass Gootch funnel

about () nnn. larger than the diameter of the Gootch cruci-

ble; a rubiier ho.se and '/i-in. glass tubing, long enough to

suit conditions (a i)0-deg. bend is made at one end of glass

tubing, as in sketch) ; a manometer, a thermometer ai.d

a pitot tube. The opening of sam])ling tube should lie

carefully measured and the area calculated. All connec-

tions should be air-tight.

To take the samjjle, the tank is tilled with water, the

apparatus being connected as shown in the accompanying

sketch, and the opening in the sam})liug tube ))laced at the

center of the flue, or where the average velocitv has l)ccn

Section A.B.C.D Section E-F Part Elevation

DETAILS IN ELEVATION, PLAN AND SECTION OF THE HERCULANEUM BAGHOUSE

into wheelbarrows, dumped into railroad cars and taken

directly to the blast-furnace bins.

On the bottom of the sintered fume there is usually

about 1/^ in. of fine yellow dust, having very much the

appearance of litharge. The analysis of this is: Pb,

58%; Zn, 7.5%; Cd, 20.9%; S, 7.1%. The CdS im-

parts the yellow color. The ore before being smelted

contains only a very small percentage of cadmium, which

aci-umulates in the baghouse. At present a method of

extracting the cadmium is being investigated. After the

sintered fume has been fed into the blast furnaces, the

smoke is of a yellowish color ; the yellow dust also ap-

pears on top of the molten slag and matte.

The following method is emj>loyed in detecting the

lead losses without going into the baghonse. If care-

fully manipiilated, this will give results accurate enough

for- all practical ]mrposes. It will take about three hours

to obtain and analyze the sam])le.

The ap]iaratus consists of an oil di'iiin of about 5

cu.ft. capacity, to be used as an as])irator; a porcelain

determineil with the pitot tube ; this opening must face

the flow of gas. The aspirator is then started, employing
ap]iroximately the same velocity in the sampling tube as

in the Hue. It has been found that 5 ft., either way
affects results but slightly. The time of taking a sample

will vary from one to two hours, depending upon size of

the opening in the sampling tube and the velocity of the

gases.

If a large sample- of gas is desired, two oil tanks may
be used, switching alternately from one to the other. The
manometer and the thermometer are read carefully, and

the volume of gas is calculated by the amount of water

aspirat(>(l.

If a large amount of dust and fume is carried in the

gases, 3 cu.ft. of gas will give a sample sufficiently large.

After the sample is collected, the sampling tube is with-

drawn and the outside wiped off with a cloth or damp
sponge. It is then disccumected, with the crucible, and

i)oth are taken to the laboratory. The asbestos is placed

in a beakei'. The inside of the tube and cruciiile are thor-
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oiighly washed with acid, followed by water, into tlic

beaker containing the asbestos; this is boiled to get all

the lead into solution, is then filtered and washed, and

the ainonnt of lead determined in the usual way; bi-

chromate or electrolytic methods are more accurate on

small amounts. The amount of lead is calculated in

terms of tons per month for a basis for comparison.

Wlien the presence of free SO3 is to be detected, it can

be determined from the same sample liy drawing at least

five liters of air through the apparatus after the sample

has been taken, to expel the last trace of SO, from all

parts of the apparatus; the asbestos is placed in the

beaker, the sampling tube and crucible are \vashed with

distilled water, and the contents added to it. This is

filtered, thoroughly washed, a few drops of methyl orange

added and is titrated with N/10, Na.Coj—Ice. N/10.

Na.Cog = 0.0040 gr. SO3.

As lead is the only valuable metal in the gas. this

method of determination is probably more accurate than

catching a small amount of dust on a weighted filter and

weighing, as the amount of lead in the dust varies

somewhat. The lead loss and not the dust loss in our case

is sought for. The amount of lead in dust and fume

entering the baghouse is fairly constant while furnaces

are running at normal conditions, so a determination of

the gas entering the baghouse is always necessary when

the escaping gases are being sampled.

The formulas used in the calculation are:

V^ X 273 X P
" (273 + 7^) X 760

(1)

Grams Pb per liter or oz. per cu.ft.
Gr. Pb in sample

FT"

(There happens to be the same commercial relation be-

tween ounces and grams as between cubic feet and liters.)

Estimated tons Pb ^^e?- month 30 days =

oz. per cu.ft. X cu.ft. gas per min. main flueX 1,440X 30

16 X 2,000

where

Fj = Volume water drawn from aspirator in liters;

V„ = Volume gas at zero degrees C. in liters;

P = Barometric pressure;

T = Temperature of gas aspirated.

To settle the accuracy of this method, 40 determina-

tions were made in one month on the gases before they

entered the baghouse. The estimated tonnage was found

to be only 7% lower than the amount of lead actually

caught. The check may not always be so close, due to ir-

regularity of the furnaces. These samples were taken

while furnaces were running at normal conditions.

Copper-Pyrites Cinder Leaching

During a period of over one year 15 cargoes of copper-

pyrites ore. of 1200 gross tons each, received at a smelting

works on the Atlantic Seaboard, was handled separately

from any other in hand and was calcined and the cinder

weighed and sampled directly after removing from the

sulphur burners. The lump ore averaged 3.09.5% copper.

The returns by weight were 79% of the green ore. The

copper content of the green ore was 78.4% of the copper

in the lump cinder, which assayed 3.951% (this is a

good check).

During a period extending over one year, eight cargoes

(pf ore, both lump and fine, were taken from the burners

and stacked in a shed open on all sides with porous sand

bottoms, or were put on ])orous ground outside of the

shed. The relative (|uantitios outside and inside the

shed and the length of the period of exposure were not

noted, but the period of exposure was not less than 30

days. Tlie percentage of copper in the ore was 82.1%
of the copper content of the cinder, as against 78.4%
in the case previously cited. The weight return was

76.1%, as against 79% when handled directly after

calcining. The loss in copper percentage is to be

attributed to leaching; the loss in weight is due to

exposure, to wind and weathering (rain run-olf) and to

mechanical losses in handling several times, and partic-

ularly in cleaning up the ground when shipping.

It is a matter of common ob.servation in the yards

of chemical and smelting plants that during and after a

heavy rainfall, before the rain has time to penetrate the

ground, pools of water containing copper in solution are

formed wherever there is cinder exposed. Some of this

copper is cumulative, but most of it, particularly on

more or less porous ground, is carried off in solution

after each rainfall.

These conditions, especially when large tonnages are

involved, emphasize the desirability from every point of

view, of storing cinder in a different way from that now
in use at most works. This could well be met by any

of the following methods: Ore bins with a roof cover-

ing overhead; a closed shed with flooring; an open

storage yard with concrete bottom and run-off for the

rain water, filled with scrap iron to precipitate the copper

in solution.

The objections to the ore bins if constructed, as

usual, of timber, would be the fire risk, rmless the cinder

were allowed to get cold before dumping in the bins.

The same holds true for the shed unless concrete floors

were provided.

(^) Damage Caused by Smoke or Fumes
By Aethur L. H. Street*

Passing upon a suit brought against the American

Smelting and Refining Co. by the Riverside Dairy and

Stock Farm to recover damages sustained by the latter

through fumes passing over its property from the defend-

ant's smeltery near Salt Lake City, the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, lately declared

that the measure of damages to growing crops injured

by smeltery smoke and fumes is the excess of the market

value of the crop that probably would have been raised

but for the smoke and fumes above the market value of

the crop actually raised, less any expenses in handling

the crop saved by the injury. Damages in such a case

cannot be based upon mere conjecture, but will not be

disallowed merely because the amount of injury is not

ascertainable with certainty and precision; it being sufii-

cient that the damages may be approximated.

The court recognizes the rule that the complaining

property owner in such cases is bound to use a reasonable

degree of diligence to minimize his loss occasioned by

the smoke and fumes, but is not bound to make extra-

.

ordinary effort or expenditure, as by abandoning pasture

land for dairy purposes. (236 Federal Reporter, 510.)

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Building^. Minneapolis, Minn
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Flotation at Pioche, Nevada*

An illustration of the possibilities ol' a eoiiibination of

gravity and Hotation processes on a complex mixed lead-

zine-iron sulphide ore is the jilant of the Consolidated

Nevada-Utah Co., at Pioche, Nev. The description of the

ore, together witii much of the data, was sup|)lie(i by

Mr. Van Wagenen, general su]ierintendent.

The ore is a typical complex sulphide, consisting of py-

rite, galena, sphalerite and chalcopyrite in a quartz ma-

trix. The gangue is coarse quartz, but the vein carries

fragments, large and small, of tiie quartzite hanging wall,

cemented intimately l)y quartz amidst the ore proper.

All the sulphides are distinctly crystalline; they are ar-

gentiferous in varying degree, the silver occurring both

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF LABORATORY TESTS WITH LARGE-
SCALE OPERATIONS, CONSOLIDATED NEVADA-UTAH

CORPORATION
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N. S. No. 8. nnd 20% reiisticola No. SO. The coal tar

(G. N. S. No. 28) is fcfl to tho Marcy mill Adding tar

to the pebble mill was diily of sljo-ht value, while ad-_

dino; it to the Marcy mill lowered tailings about IV2

units. A mixture of No. S and No. 80 is added to the

elevator, elevatinji llotatioii Iced sulfieieiit for I'rothing,

No. 8 alone having been roiiiul best added to the rougher

tails to give the desired froth on the second series.

The lead concentrate made originally was too "zinky"'

to market, so that it is now cut in two. making a lead

concentrate and an iron concentrate. The former is mar-

keted and the latter is jiiled up awaiting J'urther treat-

ment.

The lead concentrates assav apjiroximately 0.42 oz.

An: HO 07.. Ag; ^4%, I'b; o'.o%, Cu.; 7%, Zn; 33%,
Fe; l.i%, Insoluble; 40%, S.

TABLE 2 COMMERCIAL ZINC RESVLTS
September; Tons Gold Silver Lead Zinc Iron Insoluble

Heads . 1.567 9 115 15 90

Concentrates... 385 135 25 6 1.35 4166 9.1 15.3

Tails 15 5 20

October:

Heads . 1.575 60 9 00 1 5 70

Concentrates 495 00 10 19 95 134 42 45 9 75 11.5

Tails I 10 5 30

The iron concentrates assay ajiproximately : An. 0.24

:

Ag. 30; ri). 4; Cu, 0.30; Zn,'24; Fe, 33; Insoluble. 2.50;

S.' 40.

About 4% of the ilotation feed consists of this latter

material. The zinc and iron are in chemical combination.

Floating this would mean an unsalable product, while

dropping it means high tails.

For thickening the ilotation concentrates prior to filter-

pressing, three (ixl4 tanks, fitted with Goldlicld agitators.

are n.sed. Two would have been sufficient for the tonnage.

These are run intermittently, the system being to fill,

settle and decant in rotation. This is the same scheme

as that used at the zinc plant of the Magma Copper Co.,

also in a recent installation at the Bingham and New
Haven Copper and Gold Alining Co.

The filtering is done on a 4x6-ft. Portland filter, the ca-

pacity being sufficient so that the filter operates only

a'MHit one-third of the time. The blow is set so that it

ojjerates just above the scraper; an overflow pipe pre-

vents the pulp level from rising too high. A Gould wet-

\acuum pump is used, giving an average vacuum of 17

in. The filter cake averages a thickness of about % in.,

moisture seldom being above 8%. Filter concentrates

are mixed with table concentrates, which have been

drained in the bins, for shipment. Car samples vary

from 5 to !•%. in moisture. j\lr. Van Wagenen says

that this method of handling float concentrates is ad-

mirable and one of the best features of the mill.

When the canvas needs cleaning, a water connection is

made to the air pipe and the canvas is rapidly cleaned

simply by brushing.

Molybdenum and Its Ores

An investigation to ascertain why inolybdcnum in this

country should remain undeveloped is reported in

Hullctin 111 of the United States liiireau of Mines, called

"Molybdenum, Its Ores and Their Concentration." A
preliminary review of the situation showed that the

market for molybdenum in alloy steels must be developed,

or that new ii.ses for the metal must be created before

the demand will be suflicient to warrant any extensive

mining of the ore.

One factor in retarding demand from the alloy-steel

trade is that manufacturers who might use Uie metal

are kept out of the market by the fear of not being able

to obtain steady supplies. Those who might develo]) the

extensive low-grade molybdenite or wulfeiiite deposits

in this country are prevented by the small visible demand
and the fear that a large jjroduction will overstock the

market. Owing to these conditions the mining of molyb-

denum has in the past been confined almost entirely to

small-scale operations on high-grade streaks of molyb-

denite ore, and the methods of recovery have been

limited largely to cobbing and hand picking.

The problem before the Bureau of Mines in this

instance was to ascertain the character and extent of

the deposits of molybdenum ores in the United States

from which supplies requisite for the development of

the market might be obtained, and how the ores might

best be concentrated into a marketable product and to

prove to jwssible consumers of molybdenum that the

element is not, as scarce as commonly su]j])osed, and that

there are in this country many deposits of low-grade ore

from which large supplies may be derived. An additional

purpose is to prove to producers of molybdenum that

there is a latent market for their jiroduct in the alloy-steel

trade, which needs only the a.ssurance of steady supplies

to make possible a considerable development.

Tungsten Deposits of Inyo

County, California

The notable tungsten deposits near Bishop, the prin-

cipal town of Owens Valley, California, are described in

a report recently issued by the United States Geological

Survey. These deposits are mined in Deep Caiion, which

traverses an i.solated group of hills at the base of the Sierra

Nevada. Similar groups of hills farther south in Owens

A'alley are known by distinctive names, such as the Ala-

bama Hills, and the name Tungsten Hills has been

suggested for the group in which the principal tungsten

deposits have been found.

Tungsten ore was first found in place in August, 1913,

on the Jackrabbit claim, near the present center of

mining activity. Three partners, who were mining placer

gold in Deep Canon, found that the concentrates they

obtained were difficult to clean because the gold was

accompanied by a heavy white mineral, which proved to

be scheelite. When its identity and value became known,

search for it was begun. At one place the scheelite is

embedded in the blackish garnet rock in particles some-

what larger than those commonly found in the orebodies

of the district, but it is neither so prominent nor so

obviously recognizable that it would have been found had

it not been the special object of search. The discovery

that the scheelite occurs in the garnet rock, however,

made prospecting for tungsten simple. The blackish

garnet masses on the bare hills contrast with the prevail-

ing gray and reddish granite and are therefore easily

recognized.

The deposits, although found in 1913, remained prac-

tically unknown until the spring of 1916, when their

development was energetically begun. The ore consists

of scheelite, garnet, epidote, quartz, and other minerals.

By midsummer two mills, having a total daily capacity

of 400 tons, had been completed and were in active

operation.
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Utah Copper Co.

The report of tlie Utah Copper Co. for the fourth

quarter of 1916 sliows a production of 50,723,245 lb.

of copper; 20,325,520 lb. in October, 16,421,192 lb. in

November, and 13.97r),553 II). in I)eeeniber. The gros;*

production for tlie whole year i= 19(i.752,ii31 lb., niakinj;

the average gros.s nionthlv prddiictinn for the year 16,-

396,053 lb.

Ore milled durinir the last quarter was 2,846,600 tons,

a daily average of 30.941 tons. Average assay was
1.4742% copper, and average extraction 60.14%. The
low extraction is due partly to the fact that the ore con-

tained some copper in form of carbonate, but principally

to the unusually large tonnage milled, troubles with ir-

regular ore supply and intermittent operations occa-

sioned by bad weather and by alterations that are in

progress in the three sections of the Arthur plant, and

one section at Magna, for the purpose of increasing mill

capacity.

Average cost per pound of net copper, after making al-

lowance for smelter deductions and crediting miscellane-

ous income, including Bingham & Garfield Ry. Co. earn-

ings, was 7.498c., as compared with 6.322c. for the third

quarter, 6.726c. for the second quarter, and 7.19c. for the

first quarter of 1916. The comparatively high cost for the

last quarter of the j-ear is due partly to bad weather and

consequent decrease in tonnage during the last seven

weeks, partly to the increased cost of supplies, and partly

to the increase in wage scale which became effective

Dec. 1.

Financial report for the quarter showed net profits

from milling operations, •$8,503,926 : other income, $161,-

392; dividends from Nevada Consolidated, $1,500,750;

dividends from Bingham & Garfield Ry. Co.. $485,-

000. A total net profit of $10,651,068. Dividends amount-

ing to $5,685,715 were paid, leaving net surplus of $4,-

965,353. Earnings for fourth quarter were computed on

the basis of 26.487c. per lb. for copper. Regular dividend

paid on Dec. 31 was at the rate of $10 per annum, plus an

extra dividend of $1 per share, making a total of $3.50

per share for the quarter.

Ray Consolidated Copper Co.

The report of the Ray Consolidated Copper Co. for the

last quarter of 1916 shows production of 21.651,956 lb.

of copper; 7.302,817 lb. in October, 6,856,114 lb. in No-
vember and 7,493,025 lb. in December. In addition to

copper from concentrating ore there was a total of 940,950

lb. produced from ore shipped direct to smelters, bringing

gross production up to 22,592,906 lb.

Total ore milled during the quarter was 871,700 tons,

averaging 1.649% copper, average mill extraction being

75.32%. ilill improvements, under way for more than a

year, are still actively in progress and account for the high

extraction and increased mill capacity, the latter now be-

ing about 25% greater than was contemplated in the de-

sign of the mill.

Average net cost of all copper produced for the quarter

was 9.769c. per lb. including I21/2C. per ton of ore milled

for retirement of mino-develo])ment cost, and credits of

income from Ray & Gila Valley K.R. revenue from gold

and silver produced and all other miscellaneous income.

Wage bonuses during the quarter amounted to more than
40% above regular .scales.

Net profits for the quarter amounted to $3,583,516;
miscellaneous income $8676, a total of $3,592,192. Divi-
dends^ of $1,577,179 were paid, leaving net surplus of
$2,015,013. Earnings for the quarter are based ou price
of 26.25c. per lb. for copper. The twelfth quarterly divi-
dend of 75c. per share was jjaid, and an extra dividend
of 25c. per share. Total dividends ])aid since beginning
of the company's operations amount to $8,931,100, in*-

cludiiig those distributed for this quarter.
:*'

Chino Copper Co.
Report of the Chino Copper Co. for the fourth quarter

of 1916 shows a total production of 20,578,021 ]h. of
copper: 6.921.081 lb. in October, 6,906,024 lb. in No-
vember, and 6.750.916 lb. in December. Total amount of
ore treated was 790,000 tons, or an average of 8587 tons
per day. Average copper content was i.78%, and the
recovery per ton of ore milled was 26.05 lb. of copper.
In addition to the copper recovered by milling, 24,925 lb.

was recovered from precipitation plants at the mine,
making a total production from all sources for the fourth
quarter of 20,602,946 lb. Cost of net copper produced
for the quarter, after allowing for smelter deductions and
crediting all miscellaneous income was 8.S9c. per lb.

The net profit from coppef production during the
quarter was $3,347,640, and miscellaneous income was
$81,336. making a total of $3,428,976. Dividends paid
amounted to $2,174,950, leaving a net surplus of $1,254,-
026. The earnings for last quarter were based on 26.34c.
per lb. for copper. The regular dividend of $1.50 per
share, at the rate of $6 per annum, and an extra divi-

dend of $1 per share was paid, making a total of $2.50
for the quarter.

During the quarter, 466.526 cu.yd. per month of ma-
terial in place was removed by steam shovels. Of this,

985,659 was stripping, the remainder being equal to 791,-
743 tons of ore.

Foreign Trade in Copper
Exports of copper from the United States in December,

1916. are reported by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

Ore and concentrates, contents. .

.

Unrefined, etc., in bars, pigs, etc.
Refined bars, etc
Old and scrap
Plates and sheets
Wire

Lb.

622.885
5.669,253

56.824,321
700

4,598,332
1.851.047

69,566.538

December was 7859

Total

The weight of ore exported

tons; of concentrates, 431 tons.

Imports of cop])er into the United States in December,
1916, are reported by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

Lh.

Ore and concentrates, contents 15,607,527
Matte, contents 1,751,510
Unrefined, etc., in bars, pigs, etc 19, 139,626
Old, etc.. for rcmanufacture 716.364
Composition, copper chief value 48,031

Total 37,263,125

Actual tonnage of copper-ljearing material imported in

December was 49,674 tons ore, 12,383 tons concentrates,

and 2683 tons matte.
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Revival of the Cerro Gordo Mines
By Lewis 11. l^uuv*

SYXOPSI,'<—The Cerro Gordo mines, fcnnuiis for

a production of approximalcly $1().(>00,000 in.

PMrly days by cmde mining and .smelling methods

and a total production to date of $1-3,000,000, is

a recent example of the revival of old properties

in California. It was closed down in 1SS7 and for

thirty years worked only by leasers, followed -in

1907 by an unsl-illful attempt to resume deep

mining. In 1911 it was reopened under lease and

in 1915 became the properly of the Cerro Gordo

Mines Co. The rerival is attril)uted to ''killful

application of modern iiiiiiiinj nirllidds.

The Cerro Gordo mine, at Keeler, Calif., reopened in

1911 after having been ilosed for about forty years, is

now one of the largest ]iroducers of lead and silver in

California. From Feb. 20. 1911. to Sept. 20, 1915, cover-

ing the period of aititnl work under the Cerro Gordo

dry tons of zinc ore was ])rodu(ed, yielding 4,556,062 IIj.

of zinc; 398 dry tons of silver-lead ore, yielding 7 oz.

gold, 9980 oz. silver, 21,669 lb. zinc and 295,489 lb. lead.

From the proceeds of the first year of company operation

n dividend of $85,000 was paid on Sept. 32, 1916, and

a reserve fund of $50,000 was created, showing a total

net profit of $118,000.

The Cerro Gordo mine, discovered by Pablo Flores in

1865, is situated in the western part of Inyo County, 5y^

mi. by aerial gravity tramway and 8 mi. by wagon road

northeast of Keeler, a railroad shipping point on tlie

eastern shore of Owens Lake. The property includes the

Newsboy, situated 11/^ mi. farther southeast and tlie

Swansea claims, 3 mi. north of Keeler. There arc 8

jiatented lode claims and 33 unpatented lode claims

in the Corro Gordo grouji, and 3 in the Swansea. Pablo

Flores and his Mexican associates worked the Cerro Gordo

by surface mining, smelting the lead-silver ore in vasos,

crude but substantial stone furnaces, built of local mate-

GENERAL VI KW AT THK CERRO GORDO MINES. KEELER. CALIF.

lease operated by Ijuuis 1). (ionbin and associates, the

total production of all ores iunounted to 25,504 dry tons,

having a total net smelting value of $713,278, or an

average value of $28.72 per ton.

The Cerro Gordo Mines Co. was organized in June,

1914, assumed control at the expiration of the lease in

September, 1915, and began active operation of the

property as owner on Oct. 1, 1915. In the first 12 months

of company operation tlie mine produced and shipped a

total of 8195 dry tons of ore and 6517 dry tons of slag

and flue dust valued at $236,687. In this period 7797

'

"Associate editor, 3430 Peralta St., Oakland. Calif.

rial and lircd with charcoal fuel. Some of the.se va.'ios

.nre still standing, though badly weathered by the storms

of li I'ty years.

Beginning in 1868 some of California's pioneers o])er-

atcil the ]iroperty. The first water-jacketed furnace

introduced into the Tnited States is said to have been

installed, at the Cerro Gordo. The complete plant in-

cluded two slagging furnaces, two blast furnaces, rock

crusher, blower, water-supply pipe line and other essen-

tial equipment. The mine was opened by a 900-ft. shaft

and several tunnels. Large orebodies containing lead,

filver, copper and gold were developed, but were believed
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10 liiivc been generally exhausted when, in 1887, tlic (he too U'vel and are used to lift /.ine ore from winzes
plant was destroyed hy tire and the mine closed down, below the 400 level. A fourth air hoist was installed

The owners, being apparently satisfied with a total pro- on the 400 level to sink a winze in the extension of

duetion of $10,000,000 in ten years and unaecfuainted the Jefl'erson orehody below the 400. The ore is hand-
with the fault system so important in the geologic struc- trammed in IC-cu.ft. Joshua Hendy floating-axle ears

ture of California lode mines, abandoned the Cerro Gordo which carry about one ton of zinc ore, or 2500 lb. of

to venture in other fields. In that period the pig lead lead ore.

and siher produced in the ("erro (Jordo furnaces and Tlie aerial tramway buckets ai'e loaded direct from
some of the silver-lead ore was hauled by nmle teams a the bins. The tramway, built hy A. Lesehen & Sons
distance of 380 mi. to San I'edro, whence it was shipped Rope Co., St. Louis, Mo., delivers the ore at the rate

by water to San Francisco and to Wales. The hauling of of 120 tons in 8 hr. to the terminal station at Keeler,

this product in the time of largest production required where it is dumjied dire(41y into bins provided with chutes

p freighting outfit which included 1500 mules and that deliver the oi-e into narrow-gage cars of the Nevada
about 100 men. The production of the Cerro Gordo & California R.B. This road is part of the Southern
mine and the freighting business in the region became Pacific syistem connecting at Mina, Nev., with the stand-
a large factor in keeping Los Angeles on the map. ard-gage. The lead-silver ore is shipped to the United

For thirty years the mines were worked only by States Smelting Co. at Salt T^ake, and the zinc ore goes
leasers, chiefly on surface stringers, the ore being treated to Kansas and Oklahoma,
by chlorination. The leasing was practically continuous s^

vear after year and the aggregate amount of lead, silver
r> j •

and gold produced in that period approximated $3,000,- CadmiUm in Spelter
000. Li 1907 the Four Metals Minins- and Smelting Co. , ,.. ^ ,, , . . r, i • o ,.

1 m •

I u f ^ ,.^,. -^ "^^"^f P^'P'^'^ °" ^li^ subject of Cadmium m Spelter,
v.as organized. This company built a traniwav of poor

, . i . xi t ^-^ ^ ^ U i ,

.
^ , ,. 1 -„,,. ,

f t f '

fi, ']A "> "• '^- In.sjalls, presented to the Institute of Metals
con.struction, shipiied oOOO tons ot slag Iroin the old /r'„„„+ -d -i.^: v i , i ii ^ , j-
.

•
1 1 J. a.oA noA ^u e + +1^ (Great Britain) drew out some valuable contributions on

fnrnaces, mined about f^30,000 worth ot ore from the ,,^ ..^,^^^ .,i j. i -i n i? r< n n_L i

,x , 1 vi I 4. J' <-! 1
'''^ '^^"^^^ subject, besides those of George C. Stone and

Newsboy and did a small amount ot other mining, and ,, „ t>„. ,
",

-o ^ . . .i t 7

c ,1
•

, , ^ , 1 , , , f 1
•

1 -J.
^"^ Bridgeport Brass Co. sent to the Journal

finally trot into imancial and lesal .straits from wdiich it tj t -r> i* /--d ij? i\ x xi j_ ; ,. ,'-,,,• ,, .
'

1 r • 1? 1

It. J
. Kolfe (Bedford) wrote that out ol about one

was rescued by leasing the zinc orebodies in tebruarv, i,,,., i,,.! , , i e i-ij? x i ,,,-,
.n^^ i x t xT i J? \ loi-i t

" "undred complete analv.ses of different bra.sses published
.i911, and extending the lease in iebruarv, 191?, to m- -, ,1 t ? x x7 V ,-j j r ir , 7 ,

, i' 1, .,
^ .. HI the Journal of the Institufp of Mdah, not one men-

elude all the ores. j,„, i 1 • 1x1 1 1 , ^tioned cadnimm, although very minute proportions of
Organization of Ceiiko GoKno Mines Co. other elements were often recorded.

Exploration and development of the silver-lead and With regard to lead, the grading of spelters according

copper-gold orebodies followed immediately the extension to the amount of this impurity is most desirable. A
of the lea.se, and with surprising results. A new steam- hard and fast classification does not appear to obtain in

hoisting plant was installed and other essential ecpiiiuncnt this country, and what are described as good ordinary

or repairs were added to the mining plant, including brands show a very large variation in the proportion of

new ore bins, new camp buildings, new compressor, anil learl contained. Furthermore, different consignments of

rebuilding the aerial tramway from the mines to Keeler. spelter of the same brand often \arv in this manner to

The installation of complete electric power and lighting an undesirable degree.

equipment soon followed. The Cerro Gordo Mines Co. The following results, among others, were obtained by

was then organized, with Frank Hambly, of San Jose, the writer from different brands of spelter examined dur-

as president and Louis D. Bordon, of San Francisco, as ing the years 1913-16:

vice-president and general manager. James C. Clinio, i^ead, iron,

of Los xAngeles, was retained as superintendent. „
^"""^ Date of Sampling '%

'

The Cerro Gordo and Newsboy groups are near the R''''''

„

Jiar 31, 1913 1 21 19
., ,. T -r. 1 1 • .11 ,

Nouvelle Montagne . .
.

, April 17, 1913 94 03
summit ol Invo Range, which is a southern extension ste.de Boom.. May 14.1913 1 65 trace

of White Mountains, at an average elevation of 8600 ft. nf Boom.' .... JZl 't 1913
"

llZl

above sea level and 5031 ft. above the level of Owens f-l^hfe^wagne Ocf Is' I9I3 f
4" ow

Lake. The collar of the Belshaw shaft on the Cerro EmeUouu^ne. fill 11' \l\l ] tl Tol
Gordo mine is at an elevation of 8506 ft. above sea level, ^ro.™-. „ Jan. 13,1915 152 os

r, ,, 1 -r. 1 1 . .. , • » ,, 7 pj
Vivian&Co .... Mar. 19, 1915 83 12

(erro Gordo I'eak, about i/? mi. east of the mine shaft. Vman&Co. May i9, 1915 1 32 08

has an elevation ot 9»17 tt. The present in-oductive

operation by the company is on the Cerro Gordo groii|). *•'"' '>'' H'c brands contained, in addition, aluminum to

although sufficient exploration has been done 011 the f'^' extent, usually, of about 0.30%, with some copper,

Newsboy to place it in condition as a fine prospect. '"I'' ""^ probably a remelted spelter.

The mine is operated through the Belshaw shaft. The samples analyzed were average ones from different

constituting the principal work of the original American consignments, taken at the dates given, and were obtained

owners. The shaft is vertical, two-compartment, 900 ft. I'.V drilling right through several plates (for example, 3

deep with a 250-ft. winze, making a total depth of 1150 plates from a i/y-tou lot of 31 plates and pro rata in the

ft. Tlic shaft has not been deepened since reopening case of larger lots), the drillings being cut or otherwise

llie mine, as development work is continuously extending separated into very small pieces, which were then tliov-

the known orebodies and ex])loratioii disidosing new ones, oiighly mixed together.

Three auxiliary air hoists \vere in use in li)16. One These spelters were bought at widely differing prices,

is on the 200 level, hoisting out of the 252-ft. winze over a long period during part of which spelter condition,"?

in the Jtdferson orehody; the other two are situated on were very abnormal, and therefore no suggestion is made
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that any i.articular brand nuMitioiicd is better or worse

than another according to the lesser or greater lead con-

tent. In the case in question tlie si)elters are being em-

ployed almost exclusively in the manufacture of gun-

metal of Admiralty composition (88:10:3), and since

no objection is raised to the presence of O.S^o of lead as

a maximum in this alloy, the quantity of lead occurring

in the spelter is of slight importance.

Conditions Necessitating Limits hy SpEcii'irATioN

Under other conditions. howcNcr. it, tor example, the

spelters are to be used for the manufacture of high-grade

brasses, it obviously becomes necessary to limit rigidly the

proportion of lead by specification and to sample care-

fully each lot delivered. Fi'om the figures given, it is

clearly unsafe without checking to depend upon the con-

stancy of a particular brand one or more previous consign-

ments of which may have proved satisfactory as regards

lead content and in practice.

H. Kaye (London) wrote that his information is to

the effect 'that practically all the brass trade in the United

States today ignores cadmium up to 0.40%. in the manu-

facture of cartridge brass, german silver and similar al-

loys, this view being based upon the result of practical ex-

perience. Chemists and metallurgists of the highest repute,

also, are unable to determine with certainty the presence

of cadmium in the alloy made with spelter c-ontaining up

to 0.407c of cadmium, and interest in the investigation

as to the effects of small percentages of cadmium in cart-

ridge brass has perceptibly decreased because of the grow-

ing"" conviction that the subject bears no important rela-

tion to the superior performance either in brass mill prac-

tice or proof-firing tests.

It is quite safe to assume that in America since August,

1914, more cartridge brass has been produced from high-

grade spelter containing up to 0.57c cadmium than from

cadmium-free high-grade spelter. To the brass manu-

facturer a minimum content of lead and iron in zinc for

cartridge and similar mixtures is of more importance.

The average of 50 assay certificates covering 50 car-

loads of American high-grade spelter made from virgin

ores handled during recent weeks was : Cadmium, 0.227o ;

iron, 0.011%; lead, 0.00823%.

Season cracking, which wa.s formerly attributed solely

to cadmium, is now recognized to be the result of internal

strains due to improper heat treatment or the entire lack

of heat treatment.

In Great Britain 99.97o spelter is produced by redistil-

lation, and the dift'erence in volatilization enables manu-

facturers to separate the two metals.

Norwegian producers of high-grade spelter (also by

redistillation) expressly ignore cadmium, the general

conditions of sale being that 99.97o spelter be guaranteed

to contain, in the aggregate, not more than 0.17o of

lead and iron (generally the proportions are 0.07 7o lead

and 0.005 7o iron, the lead and iron contents being anal-

yzed and the zinc contents taken by difference).

Jlaul'acturing exports have held the view for many

years that the objection to cadmium up to 0.57o on the

part of metallurgists was based on laboratory practice

only and not on the use in bulk of cadmium-bearing spel-

ter (up to 0.57p); and since the outbreak of the war,

when the manufacture of cartridge brass became a major

industry, many of the most rcs])ected noii ferrous chem-

ists and metallurgists in the United Kingdom have qui-

etly accepted the view that cadmium up to 0.5%^ i>

injurious only when spelter is used for sheet rolling, for

galvanizing and for making slush (ornamental) ca.stings.

Militarv engineers have been the last to accept the

opinion that cartridge brass made from cadmium-bearing

spelter fuUills every necessary te.st, their revised sijccifi-

cation for high-grade spelter permitting a maxiimini of

0.15% cadmium.

In this connection a report of ]irool'-(iring tests on

four :i-iii. artillery ca.ses, made in the ordinary routine

of brass mill practice, with high-grade spelter carrying

betweeiL 0.;50% and 0.407f cadmium (other imimrities

being 0.009% lead and 0.01% iron) is of interest. It

.shows that the weight of charge varied from 24.5 to 2(i

oz., the jirojectile weight being 18.5 lb. and the mean

IH-cssuri' varying from 14.4 to 15.2 tons per s<[.in. In

all. ";;) rounds were tired, rounds 1 to 24 inclusive in one

gun. and rounds 25 to 73 inclusive in anothci'. The re-

])ort concludes, after giving details of each shot, "Tlicse

cases are considered to have passed an excellent test in

all respects."' The cases were fired at the proving grounds

tif one of the most eminent ordnance liniis in America

and were passed by British inspectors.

The New Cornelia Leaching Plant

Construction on the 50()0-ton leaching plant being built

by the New Cornelia Copper Co., at Ajo, Ariz., is be-

ing carried on as rapidly as possible. On Feb. 1, the

trestle and tail track, as well as the primary crushing

plant, are practically complete, and with the exception of

some electrical work this part of the plant is finished.

AVork on the ore-storage bin, which is between the

primary and secondary crushing plants, is going ahead

rapidly, while at the secondarj', or fine-crushing plant,

the cle\ators are 907c, completed. The placing of the

stationary screens and the completion of the oiling system

will prac'ticallv finish the work on the fine-crushing end.

At the leaching tanks, the steel for the central structure

which will contain the pumping system is up. Six pumps

and brackets are in place. Work on the Hulett excavator

has been started, and the transfer table is about 907p

completed. Pipe trenches are complete, and the laying of

the lead pipes will be begun immediately.

Steel for the absorption towers has been erected, and

exca\ation for circulation pumps and pipe trenches com-

pleted. At the tank house, the piping and the bus bars

are aliout 80% completed. Work on the tank-house

cranes is progressing rapidly. In the power house, three

motor-generators are in place ; No. 2 turbine is about 757o

and electrical work about 707o completed. Concrete work

on the cooling pond has been finished, and the suction

and discharge pipes are being installed. Pipe work in

the cooling pond itself is over 907o completed.

Ore is still being shipped from Hill No. 3, to Douglas

for reverberatorv fettling. The steam shovel working

between Hill No. 1 and Hill No. 2 is loading dirt for

ballasting the tracks from mine to coarse crusher.

•^:

Fluo Dust for MakliiB Specular Iron—The Sociftf dej

Acifries <le I'aiis et cl'dulieau has installed a f.On-kw. furnace

for dealing with the flue dust from some Cowper stoves work-

ing in conjunction with ferromangranese blast furnaces. "Iron

and Coal Trades Kevlew," of Dec. 22. lillG, reports that, the

dust contains about 25 to 309t of manganese and is treated in

the form of! briquettes in the electric furnace to make rich

siiecular iron.
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The Wetherbee Iron-Ore Concentrator
at La Rue Mine

Bv Stanley A. Mahon*

^SYNOPSIS—Dcscrijition of vonccniralor fur ufe

in cleaning and concenlraling iron ore.t, the arlion

of irliicli depends itpun the effect of an itpwnrd

swirling cnrreni of iraler. Gives crcellenf resvlts

on hard- coarse ores but on soft ores requiring me-

chanical agitation whicli is given tig the log irasher

this concentrator lias not liccn so successful.

The Wetherbee coiiceiitrator is designed to simplify

the iron-concentration process and do the work now done

by turbos and tables. The machine, as shown, consists

of a cylindrical drum carried on a vertical shaft within

an outer casing. The shaft is driven from above. The
drum compartment receives the ore to be washed and

discharges it by centrifugal force through openings into

the annular space between the drum and casing. The
(asing has an overflow launder at the top and is bolted

at the bottom to a water-tight compartment connected

with the boot of an elevator. The recpiii'ed water enters

at the base of the machine, rises through the annular

space between the revolving drum and the casing, and
discharges into the launder at the top of the casing.

The work of the machine is based on the following

principle : If, during a second of time, a particle of ore

settles 4 in., while a particle of quartz settles only 3 in.,

it is evident that in order to separate these two particles

by means of an upward current of water, a current of

somewhere between 3 and -l in. per see. would be re-

quired, or say 3 in. per sec. Assuming that these same
two particles are placed in the Wetherbee concentrator

and the revolving drum gi\"en such a velocity that the

quartz particle remains in suspension, traveling in a given

horizontal plane, the heavier ore particle in the same
length of time will settle, say 1 in. It is then evident

that the slightest upward flow of water will wash out

the particle of quartz and still allow the particle of ore

to settle, and that the same results are secured bv the

ixse of this machine with an upward flow of, say, only

f-^ in. per sec. as could be secured by upward current

alone with a flow of 3 in. per sec, or in other words,

with the use of ^/^^ of the amount of water. The fact

that the whirling current can be controlled independently

of the velocity of the upward rising current allows an
exact and independent control over the material that

goes into the overflow or into the concentrates, by chang-
ing either the speed of the drum or the amount of

water used.

The first Wetherbee concentrator, invented by H. E.

Wetherbee, of Cleveland, Ohio, was used at the Madrid
mine, Virginia, Minn., during the season of 1913. This
was a 3-ft. machine and handled the undersize of a

revolving screen having i/o-in. openings in the screen

Jacket. The ore was screened without wash water and
was fed dry into the macliine. This is the ideal manner
of feeding, as the entire flow in the sorting column can
ihns be supi>licd by hydraidic water and the same sorting
elicct maintained botli lielow and n.bovo the feed open-

•Ija Rue Mining €o.. Nashwaiak, Minn.

ings in the cylinder; but on lu'avy feeds of lean o,v, dry
feeding is quite impracticable.

During the same season a (i-ft. machine built by rhe
National Iron Co., of Duhith, lor the La Eue Mining
Co., was installed in an experimental plant at the La
Rue mine, Nashwauk, Minn.' Mucli experimenting was
done during this and the following season, and in 1915
(he nuichine was made part of the permanent installa-
tion, handling the tailings of the coarse log washer, work
done theretofore in the district Ijy the turbo log washers.
After experimenting with a small machine, a 3-ft. nv.i-

chine was built and installed to handle the tails of the
(j-ft. machine, doing the work of eight concentrating
tables. The dimensions nl' tliis macliine are not yet

^tygr Transmission
^ Shaft

'-'^

E

^Ouf/tfS for )CMtOre..

ilevvtor

WETHERBEE CONCENTRATOR

standardized; the correct height of the sorting column
not being fully determined, but it luis given ciuite satis-

factory results.

The Wetherbee concentrator is not a centrifugal ma-
chine in its action as a classifier. Centrifugal force does
move the pulp from its point of entrance into the cylinder
to the parts where it enters the sorting column. From
its point of entrance to the sorting column it is subject
to the action of a hindred settling classifier, the whirling
motion of the water only serving to lessen the settling

velocity, and hence to diminish the amount of hydraulic
water necessary to maintain the sorting action.

Diiferent speeds of rotation between 18 and -10 r.p.ni.

have been tried, but it is found that the best results

'"Nashwauk Tron-WashlnK Plants,"
"Eng. and Mln. Journ.," Sept. 16, l!iX(i.

l>y L. A. Rossman.
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are obtained with a speed of 28 r.p.m. for the 6-ft.

machine and 3G r.p.m. for the 3-ft. maehine, the only

adjustments for varying grades of ore being in the

amount of liydraulic water used. The amount varies

between 80 and 150 gal. per min., depending on the

grades of the ore. The thickness of the pulp seems to

make no difference up to the heaviest feed yet tried, while

the volume is kept constant. The millman in charge

watches the product and increases or restricts the flow

of hydraulic water in the same manner as a jigmau

raises or lowers the gates of a jig.

The maximum capacity of either size machine has not

been determined, the maximum cajiacity of the elevators

having been reached in both cases before the classifier

became overloaded. The 6-ft. machine has been found

to work well on feeds of 50 tons per hr. On ores in

which the ratio of concentration is lower, or in which

the difference between the specific gravities of ore and

gangue is greater than in the case of hematite and silica,

larger feeds could be handled.

The following data on speeds and amount of water

used in daily mill runs are for ores of different grades

and structure and hence are of use only as examples of

the work done by the machine

:

TABLE 1 SPEED AND WATER USED IN CONCENTRATION
Speed,
R.P.M.

Water Feed.
Gal. per Mia. Tons per Hr.

35 80 30
34 90 30
32 100 35
32 100 35
30 90 30
28 100 36
28 120 40

Feed.
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Flin-Flon Lake Copper District
By John W. Callinan*

SYNOPSIS—Two copper mines of the first

nmgnUude liave been indicated by drillin;; during

the first year's development of this interesting

mining area around Flin-Flon and Schist Lakes

at the Manitoba-Saskatchewan boundary, about

650 mi. northwest of Winnipeg and 90 mi. from

the railroad at Pas, Manitoba. Tonopah Mining

Co., interested in rich chatcopyrite orebody, while

large low-grade deposit is being drilled by Messrs.

TInyden. Stone. JacMing, Clark and Coolidge.

The Flin-Flon Lake mining district, which lies about

650 mi. northwest of Winnipeg and about 90 mi. north-

west of Pas, Manitoba, is situated on the boundary line

between Saskatchewan and Jlanitoba and is reached in

winter by a sleigh road 90 mi. long and in summer by

boat and canoe, a distance of 200 mi.

The history of this camp is extremely interesting

owing to the fact that during its first year of life

,over $45,000,000 worth of ore has been indicated on

two properties by diamond drilling. The Great Sulphide

at Flin-Flon Lake—or, as it is better known, the Ham-
mill property—has 3,000.000 tons of $10 ore blocked out

above the 250-ft. level. The Mandy Mining Co. has

''SfciW**^ "

CAMP AT FLIX-FLOX LAKE. MANITOBA
Thomas Creighton. cUscoverer of Flin-Flon district, in doorway

110,000 tons of copper ore said to average 22% to 28%
copper, $3.60 in gold and 9 to 16 oz. in silver-

There has never been a boom in the Flin-Flon

Lake district, owing to the fact that John E. Haanmill

and his associates were content to develop their

property themselves. F. C. Jackson, who staked the

Mandy claim, had met J. E. Spurr, of the Tonojwh

Mining f'o. of Nevada, on his way ijito the district, and

showed Mr. Spurr a specimen of the ore he had found.

Mr. S]nirr immediately recognized the value of the find

and took over the ])roperty on behalf of the Tonopah
Mining Co., agreeing to develop it, Mr. Jackson to ivtain

a 15%) interest.

•Office of the Commissioner of Northern Manitoba, Pas,
Manitoba. Canada.

It has therefore not been necessary for the owners of

these claims to go to the public for assistance to develop

their properties, and consequently little is known about

this camp except by those intimately connected with its

development. Another factor, which has perhaps been

the reason of no further finds of note, is the lack of

prospectors owing to the present war. Development has

gone ahead steadily at the two ])ropertics mentioned,

and great things are looked forward to in the next

few years.

To make this camp a success a railroad must l)e built,

which will be about 90 mi. in length from Pas, as it

would be impossible to carry on development on the scale

necessary without the proper transportation facilities. It

is the intention, however, of the Hammill syndicate to

develop the orebody further by diamond drilling so as

to determine the desired capacity of tlie smeltery. A net

jirofit of about $4 per ton is estimated for this ore.

During the summer of 1916 the Dominion government

sent hydro-electrical engineers up to the Churchill Eiver

SO mi. north of Flin-Flon to ascertain the amount of

water power available. They reported that 50,000 hp.

could be developed—an ample supply for all purposes.

The ore at Flin-Flon is a sulphide and occurs in a

solid mass; it does not as a rule contain any quartz.

The principal metals are gold, silver,

co]iper and zinc. The formation in

which these orebodies occur is of an-

cient volcanic rocks, greenstones, pyro-

clastics and autoclastics together with

longlomerates and intrusions of quartz

porphyry. The orebody at Flin-Flon

Lake strikes 40° west of north. The

first discove17 at Flin-Flon Lake was

made in August, 1915, by Thomas
Creighton, prospector for the Hammill,

Currie & Fasken syndicate, of Toronto,

Out. The first discovery was on the

southeast shore of Flin-Flon Lake,

wliere a large outcrop of oxidized ore

(ircurs. Ten claims were then staked,

and they comprise the present Great

Sulphide Co.'s property. After the

claims were staked and recorded, some

trenches were run disclosing in places

ore over 200 ft. in width. This was

sampled, but owing to surface concentratioij the metallic

content was extremely high; resampling, after shooting

off the top of the orebody, disclosed the fact that the ore

would average about $10 per ton in gold, copper and

silver, the 'copper content averaging lVi%- The orebody

has b(!en trenclied for 1700 ft. at different points and

it is thought that it will be over 2000 ft. long' It is

narrowest at the north end and widest at the south end

where it enters the lake. Here it is nearly 300 ft. wide

—

solid sulphides. The orebody is broken up in some parts

of Uie vein, but it is mainly a solid mass.

In the fall of 1915 K. B. Watson, of the Xipissing Min-

ing Co., sampled the property where it had been trenched

by the pros|)ectors. The proposition was, however, too

large for his company, so was dro])ped and nothing
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furllicr (lone as the term.^^ called i'or $2,000,000 for 31%
interest in the jiroperty. the erection of a smeltery and

the development of water jiower and hiiildiiiff the rail-

road. In Fehrnarv. IDK!, ^Mr. Hammili succeeded in

interesting Messrs. Hayden, Stone and Jackling, of New

York, and Clark and Coolidge, of Boston. They agreed

to spend .$,50,000 in diamond drilling and sampling the

property. The Clark and Coolidge interests were looked

after by Mack H. Newman and C. P. Woods, of Mascot.

Tenn., and Orrin P. Peterson. Hayden, Stone and

Jackling's interests were looked after by Kaymond A.

Brooks, who came from the Ray mine, Eay, Ariz.

Diamond drilling was begun with two drills on Mar.

26, 1916, and continued until July 15, during which time

over 18 holes were put down and over 6000 ft, of drilling

done. This drilling proved up over 3,000,000 tons of $10

ore and does not allow for any ore below the angle of ilrill

holes nor for any proliable ore. The drilling did not

extend over 1200 ft. on the orebody. By those familiar

with deposits of this kind, it is estimated that with

proper drilling at least 30.000,000 tons of ore can be

proven up in two year,*' drilling. The initial outlay,

ioefore production can begin, is estimated to exceed $12,-

000,0(111.

The Rich Maxdy Cl.voi Located by Civil Engineer

ON His First Prcspecting Expedition

The other discovery of importance is the one made

on the Mandy claim, staked by Fred C, Jackson, a

civil engineer on the Hudson Bay Ry, Mr. Jackson had

never been on a prospecting expedition until October,

191.5, when he staked the present Mandy claim. Here

was found an outcrop of chalcopyrite over 3.5 ft. wide on

a small point or arm extending into Schi.st Lake. This

property lies about 3 mi. southeast of Fliu-Flon Lake.

In March, 1916, the Tonopah Mining Co. began opera-

tions and uncovered the vein, which showed on the

surface a shoot of ore from 1-5 to 40 ft. wide of .solid

chalcopyrite averaging from 32% to 28% copper, $3.60

gold and 9 to 16 oz. in silver. Diamond drilling was

begun in April, 1916, and about 4000 ft. of drilling

was done. This disclosed 110,000 tons of ore averaging

over 22% copper, or at 30c. a pound over $14..520.O0O

without counting the gold or silver. For each thousand

dollars spent drilling in this camp, over $1,2.50,000 in

ore has been disclosed. At present the Tonopah com-

pany is working about 40 men getting out ore, which

is being hauled by sleigh to Sturgeon Lake, a distance

of 40 mi. From there it will be taken by barge 160

mi.—during the summer—to Pas and shipped to British

Columbia for treatment. There are 150 teams hauling

ore and supplies at present, and the daily output is 50

tons. It is the intention of the company to get out

at least 3500 tons and as much more as possible. Henry

C, Carlisle is engineer in charge of the work. The

company is called the Mandy Mining Co. and is a subsi-

diary of the Tonoi)ah Mining Co. A complete plant of

machinery will be installed as rapidly as delivery is made,

and a shaft will be sunk and actual underground devel-

ojiment work will be carried on.

The data concerning the Great Sulphide property

were obtained from John E. Hammili and for the Mandy

mine from F. C. Jackson. During the summer of 1916

Professors Wallace' and DeLury, of the University of

Manitoba, paid the Flin-Flon district a visit, but owing

to the work carried on being under option, no specific

data in regard to mine develo])ments were given out.

Tbi'y examined the surface carefully and were very favor-

alily im])rcssod.

The laws governing this district are the Dominion

mining laws, and there are no apex rights, all (;laims

iiaving vertical side and end lines. Tiie province of

Manitoba has a]ipointed a commissioner for the northern

district of the province, and it is the intention to aid

the mining industry in every possible way. The Com-
missioner for Northern Manitoba is .John A. Campbell.

of Pas, Manitolia. The provincial government is buibling

a wagon road a distance of 18 mi. from Sturgeon Land-

ing to Lake Athapapuskow. It is over this road that

the Mandv ore is being hauled.

Foreign Trade in Lead and Zinc

Im])orts of lead and zinc in Decemljer, 1916, are

reported by the Department of Commerce as follows:

Articles and Countries
Lead Ore:

Canada
Mexico .

Peru
ChUe
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Dry Concentration of Gold Ore
HV l,l:(>NAI!l) (JoODDAY*

SYNOPSIS— 7'lie record of the InsttiUalinn of

a niin requiring of its designer the xupcrin.tending

of II jinrt of the macliinery construction at tlir fae-

tor/i. The novel feature is a drg concentrating ma-

chine that had formerly been sneces.sfullii used at a

plant in North Wales. The insinuation wax made

and put into surcessfnl operation.

At a mine near H;\h\ J^ake, West Austniliii oiieneil

in 1868, and saiil to have ]iro(liicecl a great deal of

ore up to 18()5, from whieh loOO oz. of gold had been

recovered by coucentration, the nietallwrgical problem to

be solved by a new company Avas the economical recovery

of gold from low-grade ore. The original mill at this

property contained old Corni>h stamps and Bcrdau pans

as crushing machinery.

The operation paid toleraljly well while the oxidized

ores were being treated, but when sulijhides of zinc and

lead were met, monthly returns soon failed to pay wages

and like many others, this mine was aliandoned. It

was reopened by pri\ate eiiteriirise and for four years,

Sme/fers

The ore is brought from the mine l)y a tramway and
delivered to the drying chambers on the top floor of

the mill. The floors of these chambers, which are

]iractieally aii--tight,. consist of iron bars placed about

1 in. a])art. The ore is dumped on to these grids to

the thickness of about a foot. A ]iartition divides these

rooms, about the middle of which chutes lead to the

first rock breaker so that the ore can be fed from the

rooms alternately. Outside the mill, opposite the dividing

])artitiou. a Blackman fan is fixed so that by shutting

off one chamber, a strong current of dry air is drawn
through the body of the ore deposited iu the other, and
vice versa.

The heated air produced by a fire on the ground tlo(jr

of the mill is conducted through pipes to the under

side of the drying chambers, drawn by the fan through

the ore, and discharged into the atmosphere. The ore

is cjuickly and etfectually dried at a very small cost.

From the dry chambers the ore is shoveled into the feed

hopper of Xo. 1 rockbreaker, of the Biake type, from
which it passes considerably reduced in size through a

revolving trommel with %-in. ])unrhed holes. This

Afam Bin

Slimer Fan
Cyclone Dust

Collector

Jaws^"
Gage To Coarse Trommel

hawng^"Mesh

Drying Room
irizzlyBars
across &spaced
I" apart

..kL:;Breai(erf/?J

i\'GageJams I

GrizzlyBars
across&spaced

I" apart

C= Classifiers
Figures = Number ofSquare Holes
ofMesh to the LinearInch on the
ZScreens on each Qassrfier

FLOW SHEET OF THE illLL. SHOWING THE DRT-CONCEXTRATIXG MACHIXE

Drying Room

steady development work ])roceeiied. M'heii the nature

of the ore had been well studied and many thousands of

tons developed, the owners looked for a plant which was
mo.st likely to treat successfully the low-grade sulphide

gold ore. A dry concentrator, invented in 1889 by Clark-

son and Htanlield, was used at the Carn Dochan mine,

ami was suggested for iise here.

The mill, as finally constructed, consists of three

floors, and is built in a substantial manner. Elevators and
conveyors arc utilized, so that the ore is never handled

from the time it is fed into the first rock breaker until

concentrates are sacked. A Jonval turliine working under
a head of (;5 ft. develops about fiO lip.

•Mechanical antl civil cnKincer. SOU Gladstone /-.ve.. Ottawa,
Ont.. late of the British Aclniiralty.

trommel delivers the rough portions of the ore to No. 'I

rockbreaker, where it is further reduced in size, and

thence it passes by gravity to a Dodge-type crusher,

wliich gives a product of about 1/4 ™- From the Dodge

crusher the ore is elevated to the first trommel so that,

up to this point, everything is crushed to pass a %-iii.

hole. The ore is now elevated to the top of the mill

by No. 2 elevator into a double trommel, the inside

plate having perforations of -^ in. and the outside

covering being a 30-mesh wire screen. The ore which

passes 30-mesh is stifFiciently reduced for the sizing and

conceiitrating, which forms the second part of the in-

stallation. The ore between 10 and 30 mesh falls down

a chute to the feed hoiiper of a .set of high-speed Kroni

rolls, by which it is reduced to such a de£;rec tliat it
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will pass the BO-mesh screen in the trommel, being con-

timioiisly conveyed there by tlie No. 2 elevator, the boot

of which is in connection witli tlu; delivery spout fixed

beneath the rolls. The whole ol' the ore thus being

reduced to pass a 30-mesh screen goes to the slimer,

which extracts tlie fine, un])al|)al)le powder and collects

it in a cyclone dust cliandicr. This slime in the Carn

Dochan ore is nearly barren of mineral, l)ut in cases

where the gold is very fine the contents of this diist cliam-

ber are rich concentrates.

After passing the slimer, the ore is graded into the

following sizes : 30 to ;3."), 3.j to 42. 42 to 50, 50 to 70,

70 to 90, 90 to 120 and under l-'d. Two systems are

in use for this classificalion. First, ordinary reels are

used by millers, and .«ccond. flat vibrating screens

operated by a triangular cam. The latter form is efficient

and so simple in construction that it can be made at anv

mill. The sized ore then pa.sses into bins capable of

DRY-COXCE.\'TRATI.XG MACHINE

lidlding many tons. From the bottom of these bins a

spout leads to the boot of elevator No. 3, which conveys

any grade to the hopper of the concentrator.

The action of the concentrator or distributor is based

upon the Joint operation of the three powers, centrifugal

force, atmospheric resistance and gravitation. Pulver-

ized ore is fed on to the center of the rapidly rotating

disk grooved with a numlier of radial channels, and on

it there fits a solid cover. The ore passes along the

ehaimels, and is ejected at the circumference with a

uniform velocity. The particles of rich and heavy ore,

by rea.son of their superior inertia, are thrown to a

greater distance, while the worthless particles, being

higher, are more quickly overpowered by the force of

the atmospheric resistance and gravitation and thus fall

short, being separated effectively.

The colleclion of the ejected ore in annular receivers

at various distances, is thus easily accomplished and

in fact, goes on continuously, while the ore is being

shot out. Means are also provided for regulating either

the centrifugal force or the atmospheric resistance,

according to the nature of the ore- There is nothing

in this machine resembling the shaking and blowing

method by which dry concentration has hitherto been

attempted.

The ore Avorked was very low in grade, containing

about 3 to 4 dwt. gold and G to 7 dwt. silver. 'I'he

first concentrates, from numerous assays, contained 30

to 40 oz. silver and 30 to 35% lead. The second con-

centrates ran about 20 oz. of gold and silver bullion and
the intermediates assay about 8 dwt. gold and silver.

The latter are retreated, the heavy sizes by passing again

to the rolls to be further reduced, and the fine sizes by

passing again through the distributor. These three prod-

ucts contain aliout 10% of the quantity crushed, and

the 9(1%, tailings in most instaiu-es are barren. The
tailings thrown on the inner compartment of the re-

ceivers fall by gravity down an inverted cone, and by
means of a creeper are conveyed to the dump, the

arrangements being so complete that all handling is

dispen.sed with. The iiins ])laced at did'erent stages of

reduction, classificalion and concentration give greai

elasticity to the system, and neutralize the effect of one
.set of machi))es gaining on the other. Any heavy gold

in the ore which, being slightly flattened by the rolls,

]irpvents it ])assing the 3(i-mesh screen, is recovered

periodically by stop])ing the crushers for a few minutes

and emptying the feed hopper to the rolls.

ESTIXIATION OF MlCTALLURGICAL RESULTS

From a close estimate made of the loss, and this can

be easily done in the dry process, as everything is to

be accounted for, the machine is recovering between 75

and 80% of the actual value of ore. The product is

sold to the Swansea smelters, who give a full market
price for the gold, silver and lead, the latter two being

byproducts and not recoverable by tlie ordinary method.

The mill is kept com]3aratively free from dust by the

cyclone dust-chamber drawing it away at an early stage

by means of a fan wdiich sucks away other particles

made by the crushers. The plant is treating a ton an

hour and only four men are, required to attend to it

—

one to feed into the rockbreaker, one to watch the

screening, one to attend to the concentrator and the

foiu'th to lubricate machinery and watch the fire. The
first could double the work and the last three could

attend to three or four times as much machinery. When
a double shift is being worked for 16 hours a day, which

is now contemplated, mining, milling and concentrating

will be performed for about $1.25 to $1.50 per ton.

The dotted circle shown in the plan of the concen-

trator re])resent.s a cylinder (below the rotating dis-

tributing di.sk) through which air is drawn by a fan at

a certain speed, and which draws any useless dust down
from the annular spaces and allows it to drop down the

inverted cone with the tailings.

The speeds, showni in the accompanying table, were,

on an average, given to the different machines:

SPEEDS OF MILLING MACHINERY
Blackman's fan connected to the drying rooms, about

.

Blake's stone crushers, one and two
C, Tronmiel
F. Trornnifl
Krom rolls

Slimer fan to cyclone dust collector, about.
Classifiers bo.ats, per inin., about.
Concentrator fan for tailings dust.

320 r.p.m.
250 to 350 r.p.m.

25 r.p.m.
20 r.p.m.

100 to 125 r.p.m.
1.200 r.p.m.

900 to 1,000 r.p.m.
100 to 120 r.p.m.

Elevator buckets travel 1 57 to 2 1 2 in. per min.
Conveyors abotlt , 36 in, per min.
Concentrator distributor, from 130 to 280 r,p,m., according to sizes discharged.

While the method adopted in treating these ores is

somewhat unusual, and the diy-concentrating machine an
innovation, the results as .'shown in this description, jus-

tify the means employed for obtaining thcin.
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Tempering Rock Drills

The problem of tempering roek drills has given me a

great deal of trouble reeently. I have tried various

degrees of hardness, but can get no satisfactory results.

When the drills are hardened sutticiently to stand the

work, they become brittle and break easily. Any J'ornnila

or heat process that can be recommended, I shall be very

thankful for. R.vlph F. DEiiiiV.

37 Eowell Ave., Beverly, Mass.

m

The Cottrell Process

In tJie Journal of Feb. 5, 1916, page 252, in an article

by E. E. Free on "Colloids and Collodial Slimes," it is

said: "It forms the basis of the well-known Cottrell pro-

cess for the collection of acid and smelter fume, the re-

moval of dust from stack ga.ses. the separation of oil

globules from condenser water and the like."

I am at present interested in the removal and collection

of oil from water after it has formed an emulsion. This

I believe can be done by passing an electric current

through the emulsion. Can you give me any information

on this matter? Is the Cottrell process applicable to such

a thing? Are there any publications on the subject?

If so, where are they obtainable? Corxubia.

Seoul, Chosen, Dec. 26, 1916.

"Wildcats"
The writer of the interesting communication entitled

"Wildcats" in the Journal of Jan. 20, must be a eon-

firmed optimist to consider taking up any educational

campaign on any such extensive lines as he mentions.

In my humble opinion saving the public from themselves

is a thankless task when saving one's friends from poor

investments is so rarely appreciated.

During the Goldfield boom a friend of mine in Boston

wired me to examine some claims which -had been repre-

sented to him as on a direct line through the Mohawk
mine and in such attractive terms that he had purchased

them without examination for fear that he might overlook

a grand opportunity. The claims were on a direct line

drawn through the Mohawk, as represented, but on that

line prolonged about 5 mi. out into Stonewall Basin,

and the claims netted nothing exce]it three pretty pieces

of sardonyx, wliich I had made into stickpins. 01)sessed

by the Goldfield boom, the Easterner insisted upon
spending some money on these claims and took an option

on anoth.er group, as far away from the Mohawk in

an op|)osite direction. These, however, he had examined
before he paid any money. There was not a chance in

the world of finding a mine on them, and I reported

adversely. This was received with very bad grace, and
my client wired me the price at which he had optioned

the claims and asked if, considering the remarkal)ly low
figure, T did not think the claims should be taken up.

Tlie claims wTre finally relinquished and the option

drop|)ed, but I always felt that my client thought that

he had been prevented from getting in on a good thing,

until, several years later, he happened to visit Goldfield

at a time when I was there, and we visited the scene of

his first investment. That trip completed his education
in "wildcats."

Life is too short to ffive intensive courses like this to

everybody who has money '
i spend in mining property.

As a matter of fact, thev don't want to be educated.

New York, Feb, 3, 1917. M. R. Percy.

Wage and Bonus versus Wage
In the "Symposium on the High Cost of Mining and

Smelting" in the Journal of Feb. 3, 1917, it is sug-

gested that sliding-scale compen.sation dependent on metal

price should be consummated by means of a constant base-

wage plus the variable bonus payment—accomplished by

two wage checks. One of the advantages cited in this

connection is the better realization on the part of the wage
earner of the temporary status of the bonus, so that less

dissatisfaction will occur at the termination of the bonus,

due to decreasing metal prices. This is a more or less

similar condition to the payment of dividends to stock-

holders. Some companies have, increa.sed their dividend

rate, while others have kept it the same but distributed

their excess profits in the form of extra dividends.

One of the large metallurgical com]3anies. which has

profited immensely by war orders and has augmented its

organization many fold, has adopted this system of com-
pensation to its employees. One jiay check is given, but
it is the sum of two amounts (the base and the bonus),

which is indicated on the check. To be sure, the wage
scale including the bonus is about the same as the

straightway scale in effect in neighboring plants, but the

moral effect on the workers on payday is noticeable. They
have a distinct feeling of exultatiim at having obtained

some money for no extra work, and the extra bonus is con-

sidered in its proper liglit; that is, a separate windfall

due to unusual conditions. Being a windfall, it is treated

according to the individual inclination of the receiver,

but is considered distinct from the main amount, which is

compensation for labor performed.-

I think that this method of differentiation in the copper

camps would go a long way toward reducing discontent

dependent upon the stepping-down process, which is in-

evitnlde at the recession of co])per prices. The worker
then will be spared the feeling that he is receiving less

and less for the same services performed, which could

not fail to have an effect on his efficiency. He will

realize that he is getting the same compensation for his

services, but that he is profiting less at the expense of

world peace and normal conditions. The psychological

effect of a bonus system is very evident to those who have

worked in a bonus camp and also been present at the

"gloom party" attendant with the cut in wages in a

straight-wage camp. F. W. Fuedeiuc-cs

New York, Feb. 8, 1917.
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An Economical Prospect Hoist
By L. a. and \V. C. Ueiii-uss*

One of the simplest, cheapest and yet most satisfaetoiy

and economical hoists one could want for use in prelimi-

nary mine exploration can be rigged up from an ordinary

;' or 5-hp. gasoline engine. It was formerly the custom

to employ a horse whim for that period in shaft sinking

that occurs before the windlas.^er really dreams of a

mechanical hoist. That was in the days of yore, before

precedent and example showed the miner that a gallon or

two of gasoline or distillate is cheaper than horse feed.

The equipment shown in the illustration is installed at

a small mine at Westpoint, Calif., in what is known as the

East Belt of the Mother Lode. The whole contrivance,

which is home-made, is o])erated by a 3-hp. Sampson

gasoline engine. It hoLsts a bucket containing 500 lb. of

rock from the bottom of a shaft 110 ft. deep in ly^ niin.

Its cost of operation in this land of high freight rates

(30 mi. from a railroad) is about 8c. per hr., while run-

ning at full capacity, but usually averages the insignifi-

cant total of 30c. a day.

A loose belt is employed on the drum, so that when the

tightener pulley is released and the brake put on, the

bucket can be stopped at any desired place, while the

engine contiu\ies running, the small pulley on the coiinter-

By providing an extra ))uU('y on the countershaft, a jack-

head pump can be operated in the intervals of idleness of

the hoist.

Simple Derailing Device

It frequently happens that a switch must be put in

on more or less of a grade. This is a constant .source of

PLAN OF THE DERAILER

danger from runaway cars. The simple derailing device

shown in the accompanying illustration, which has been

in successful operation for some time at the plant of the

iMseBelte'-

Driving

Pulley^
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1

Pulley Relation on Counfershaff

depends on Engine Conditions.

A HOMEMADE BELT-DRIVEN PROSPECT HOIST OPERATED BY GASOLINE ENGINE

shaft turning inside of the loose belt. A third lever, or

throttle for the engine, is provided so that the engine may
be throttled down while not actually hoisting. It is of

great convenience to have all the regulating levers placed

near the collar of the shaft, so that the hoistmau may
handle the bucket and attend to its unloading, where no

automatic dumping device is provided. It is essential

that a powerful band brake be employed, strong enough

to hold a fully loaded bucket at all times so that in case

of any belt slips, accidents may be avoided. In the actual

operation of this hoist we have not had any slips.

•Mining engineers. Deerfoot Mine, Westpoint, Calif.,

Chicago & Big ,Muddy Coal and Coke Co., obviates this

danger, according to Thomas E. ilyers, in Coal Aye.

This appliance may be placed just outside the

switch so that neither loads nor empties can run far

enough to gain dangerous headway before being thrown

from the track.

When the latch is closed, it rests against, and is held

in place by, a twisted fishplate spiked to a tie near the

latch point. It is necessary to lift this latch point in

order to open it. This operation must be performed

by hand.

•Marion. 111.
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Truing Worn Triangles

If there is a jol) tluit most draftsmen hate to taekle,
it is tilling up the edges of a worn triangle, wiiether
it is of wood or transparent composition.
The rigging shown in the sketcli from tiie American

Machinist has been devised by V. P. Fenaux to ob-
tain an edge square with the faces and straight for

TRUING WORN TRIANGLES

its whole length. On a board A approximately 8x8 in.,

of well-seasoned hardwood, strongly reinforced to prevent
warping, are tacked a strip of fine sandpaper B and a
guiding rod C. The hardwood block D has its side
perfectly square with the bottom and is shaped to fit the
hand; the bottom is recessed to allow the triangle to
travel over the sandpaper and is grooved with large clear-
ance over the rod C. The operation is evident.

Train Dispatcher's Board
By L. D. Davenpoet*

The accompanying sketch shows a device used bv the
Oliver Iron Jlining Co. at the headquarters shops in
Hibbing as a means of recording the location of its

movable equipment such as locomotives, steam shovels,
etc. For want of a better name the device is called a
"Dispatcher's Board."' The board is 24x48 in., iiainted

-a-^ii"yy=--RusT_ KERR — •

r
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SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED MINE, NEAR PARK CITY. UTAH
ropertv is wfst of the old Silver King, extending into Thaynes Canon. The vie"' ".as taken looking southwest

' toward the shaft house, bunk and boarding houses and snuwshed.s

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATIOl ) MILL, NEAll PARK CITY, UTAH

For the treatment of its second-grade ore. the cornpany remodeled the old Grasselli mill, and connected u w,th th.

mine by a 2-mi. aerial tramway
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EFFECT OF A CLOUDBURST ON A MESABI RANGE OPENPIT MINE
This was one of the deepest pits on the Minnesota iron lanpe. The carefully cleaned ore surfaces around the edges

of the pit were covered for a width of over 100 ft. with (travel, lioulders and clay scoured out of the banks liv tiie torrents.
Tracks were buried and the lower parts of the pit Hlled with water and mud
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Tube-Mill Feed-Box Protector

By a. W. Allen*

Daiiiiig-e at the feed end of a tube mill is often caused

when pebbles are "thrown back," or the scoop fails to take

the material fed into it. To obviate this, the inside of

the feed l)ox should be lined with a strip of steel plate.

iltOTECTOR FOR TUBE-MILL FKICD BOX

curved in the manner illustrated and placed so that the

scoop clears it by half an inch or so. Pebbles, mine rock

or other material destined for the interior of the mill will

then be taken up by the scoop or pushed aside without

doing damage.

Manufacture of Tungsten Powder

The manufacture of tungsten ]iowder at the Widues

plant, England, is briefly summarized by the Chemical

Trade Journal and Chemical Engineer. Dec. 9, 1916.

The plant construction was started in November, 1914,

and in July, 1915, the plant was completed and put in

operation. Except for stoppages due to a .shortage of ore

supply, it has been in full operation since, giving an out-

put of three tons per day of a purity of 981/2%, which

incidentally was 1% better than that obtained from Ger-

many previous to the war. The plant occupies a site com-

prising about six acres, the greater part of which is al-

ready covered by buildings. The raw materials consist

of wolfram ore, fuel, alkali and acid, and are delivered

on a siding, the cars being handled by the company's

locomotive crane. The process of manufacture consists

essentially in removing the tungsten oxide from the ore,

recovering it in a pure state, and then reducing this pure

oxide to metal. Six of the eight departments are em-

ployed in preparing tungsten oxide, and the remaining

two are producing the metal. The first department com-

prises a warehouse for the storage of ore, the grinding

and mixing plant and the magnetic separator. The sec-

ond department contains furnaces for roasting the nnxed

ore and soda. Th'e product is broken up in the third de-

partment and conveyed automatically into the next de-

jiartmcnt, where it is boiled with water and the tungsten,

which has been rendered soluble by the action of the soda,

is removed from the other constituents of the ore by fil-

tering. All the tungsten is then collected as tungstate of

soda and passes to the next department, where it is

treated with acid and the tungsten, now in the form of a

yellow oxide, is collected and taken to the next depart-

ment. Here it is dried and prepared for reduction to

metal. The seventh department is a furnace house for

heating the crucibles to reduce the tungsten. An exten-

sion to this building contains a new continuous gas-

heated furnace, which it is expected will replace the pres-

ent furnaces at a considerably reduced cost. Finally, in

the last department the metal is washed and dried, yield-

ing tungsten metal powder, 98 to 99% pure. A large

addition has been made to the original laboratories for

investigation and research work.

Worm-Gear Oiler

By Arthur C. Daman*

For lubricating the worm gears on Dorr thickeners, cup

grease is usually employed, but in several mills oil is used

instead. The accompanpng sketch shows an oil cau at-

•MetaUuigical engineer. .'iO'J Broadway. New Y'ork.

.\ WoKM-GEAR OILER

tached to the gear case. The novel feature of this contriv-

ance is the i/o-in. cross, by which the amount of oil fed

can be observed and closely regulated by the valve imme-

diately above it.

•Minins engineer. 267S Eudoia St.. Denver. Colo.
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Drill-Sharpening Methods at the United
Verde, Jerome, Arizona*

By Frank RifiiAUDsf

The ground in the TTnited Yerde mine is hard, and as

n result the steel is quite dull when it reaches the sharp-

iiiing plant. This is especially true of the steel used

in couJHiK-tion with the I^yner drills. The sharpeners

are in continuous operation during the entire 8-hr. pe-

liod. A highly efficient system of collecting, sorting and

routing, sharpening and distributing has been developed

at this mine.

DAILY MOVEMENT OF STKELS AT UNITED VERDE MINE
Average number of steels sharp-
ened per dav 1.800

Type of bits Crossbits
Length of steels 2 to 10 ft.

Shanks 60*"e Leynor-Ingersoll drill shanks with lugs.

20<^ "Jaokhamer" shanks with collar, 20%
Stopehamer shanks wit'aout cullar

Grade of steel 75 to 95% carbon
Sharpening-plant equipment. . . Two No. 5 Le>ner sharpeners and one No. 3

Leyner sharpener, each equipped with Davies
hole-blowing device; three Davies punching
machines: thr.'c oil furnac:-s .and one tem-
pering furnace

Shop blacksTiiith force. Thre<- operators sharpening, three helpers heat-
ing and punching, one blacksmith temper-
ing, and « n- utilitv man

Working shift One 8-hr. shift per day

Dull steels are collected on the various levels under-

ground, brought to the surface and sorted by nippers

onto steel cars. These cars consist of trucks on which

are mounted four-section bodies, revolving on ball bear-

ings (Fig. 1). By sorting at this point, the blacksmith

is saved several liiiles of walking each day.

The sharpening plant is located aboveground and has

three units, each consisting of an oil furnace, Davies air-

operated punching machine, Tjeyner drill sharpener and

Davies blow gun.

The steel travels from the dull-steel car in approxi-

mately a straight line through each unit to a car for the

sharpened steel (Fig. 3). The sequence of operations is

as follows: The helper unloads the dull-steel car and

places the steel in the furnace: when it comes to the

proper heat, he removes it with his right hand, places it

in the ]iunchiug maeliine, while at the same time his

left hand operates a clamping lever, then moves a few

Second-prize drill-sharpening article in the "Engineering?
News'* Prize Contest, "Engineering News," Feb. 1. 1917.

t229 West l.'JDtli St.. New York City.

inches to the lever that controls the punch—the entire

operation is completed in 2 to 3 sec. The hole in the

steel is opened for 3 to 4 in. The helper passes the steel

to the blacksmith, who receives it in his left hand, places

it in the sharpener,, bringing the machine into operation

with his right hand. After the bit is formed, the steel

is rever.sed and the .«hank end is placed against the blower:

this movement is really a step in transferring from the

Dull
Sfeels

J
Q)5oH-;r

Hecrf-ing

(^Punchin^

(j)Sharpeningr

u
QHea-Hr

'I

HetrUn^

)Punchinq (^Punchin^

1

jShan/ring \~}5I

I
(^Iso SharpeningjX,

'h(jrperrirty

r
(^ Tempering

FIG. 3.

Dressed
S'eels

SEQUENCE OF HANDLING AND SH.\RPENING
OPERATIONS

sharpener to the car. It is desirable to stand the steel

with the bit up.

This method is identical for each sharpening unit, the

sharp-steel ears from all traveling to one tempering forge.

The steels are then brought to a tempering heat and

delivered to the slack tub. Plunge tempering is em-
ployed, the bits in water and the shanks in oil.

Between the sharpener and the temperer the steel cools

to normal temperature and is ready for reheating. The
utilitv man takes care of ffrindinsr and dressing- the

FIGS. 1 AND DRILL-STEEL CARS. AND A DRIT-I.-SHARPENING T'NIT
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shanks, tlio Xo. 3 sharpener boina; the onlv nno devoted

to shanking. Figs. 2 and 4- show the hxyout of a sharpening

unit. The forge is long and low, heating from 15 to 25

steels at one time. The helper starts the steel in the

left-hand side of the forge, gradually working it to the

Ptr.njnch
Opercrhnd, f^^^
Lever ^-—:—,-

One Hand I
Opercrhi

Contra/ ' Leyers' _ , ,

One HcndCorrHvl

.4[*n^^

Car ofMlShe/

f/o-SLeyner I

5/jarpener
\

f \Open>/rn^
L F lev^r

\ / One Hand
Con/ro/

Carrier

\Car-for
ISlrarp

Sfeel

FIG. 4. LAYOUT OF .A SHARPENING UNIT

right, each steel thus receiving the proper lieat and also

bringing it into easy removing position

The punching machine (Fig. 5) consists of an air

plunger governed by an oil cylinder. The piston rod car-

ries a chuck for holding the punches. A self-centering

clamp operated by an air cylinder insures alignment of

steel and punch. This punch has increased the sharp-

ening capacity 50%.
Each steel" is testeci ny a blow gun. 'llie blacksmith,

while turning the steel up to place it on the car, pushes

Corrircl Valve

Punch
Chuck

Aufomcrhc
Cerrten'nof

d Clamptng
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Ridge Mechanical Blende-Roasting

Furnace
By T1. .M. Ridoe*

III llu' iirticl(> '('niiiniciits ami Speciiliitions on the

Jletallurgy of Zinc" in the ./oiiriKi! ol' Oct. 7. 191(i. are

discussed the important prohlenis of tlie art of zinc .smelt-

ing. Havina' been interested for many years in tliis in-

dustry and iiaving been connected with the desiijn and

constrnetion of various new worivs and jdants in Enaland

and on the Continent, I wouhl draw tiie attention of the

profession to tlie details of improvements made on this

side of the Atlantic.

During the last 15 years, Ilegeler and Merton lurnaees

have been introduced, but have not made mru'h headway.

I needed furnaces in a smelting works with which I was

connected, and not being able to obtain in the market

anything that was entirely satisfactory, I carried on in-

vestigations and experiments in furnace design for several

years. As a re-sult, a met-hanieal blende-roasting fur-

roasting hearths, and then drops to the cooling hearth to

preheat the air required in the furnace. By cooling the

ore before it leaves the furnace, heat units are .saved and
at the same time any tenden(y of the ore particles to

stick together is overcome. The over-all lengtii of the

brickwork of the furnace is 5() ft.

Flotation concentrate from Broken Hill is treated in

Ibis furnace with a reduction of the sulphirr content to

about 114 to 1%%, with a fuel consumption of under 8%.
One furnace treats 12 to 14 long tons per day, with a

power consumption of % hp. and a small amount of cool-

ing water. Only one man per shift is required.

Repairs on these furnaces have been small. On two
furnaces during the last Sl/o years, only two arms were

broken and had to be replaced. Of course the rabbles

which are in contact with the hot ore are renewed, but

tills does not interfere with tlie regular working of the

furnace.

The cost of one of these furnaces before the war was
I'oOOO erected complete with electric motor, so that the

FIG. 1 Longitudinal Section
-.-^-.- .

.
,.-.

Oischarge-

FIG. 3 Cross Section

'^Drying and PreheatingHearth^.

B-B" -'

Fire Flues

SecondaryAh

FI5.4 Cross Section Trough Moffied Furnace

DETAIL .SECTIONS OF THE RIDGE MECHANICAL BLENDE-ROASTING FURNACE

nace was developed and has siuce been supplied to live

companies with satisfactory operating results.

Fig. 1 shows a longitudinal section, Fig. "2 a lieartli

plan and Fig. 3 a cross-section of this type of direct-

lired furnace. The ore is fed continuously to the top

hearth and is gradually dried by the heat from the top

arch. Most of the ore treated carries lead, and unless it

is dried gradually under continual stirring, lumps are

formed which do not disintegrate in roasting. The ilried

and preheated ore is fed to the top roasting hearth and

is raveled along this hearth, also the miilille and bottom

•ConsultinK mininK nnd motalliirKical engineer, 2 Great
Wtnche.ster St.. London. I'^. C.

initial outlay compared favorably with the older designs

of mechanical furnaces.

Most of the Ridge furnaces are muffled, so that the

su!))liur fumes can be made for making acid. Fig. 4

shows a cross-section through the muffled furnace. Rather

more brickwork is required for this furnace than for the

others, but with inexperienced labor it is easier to super-

vise, because good stoking is not so essential as with the

iiirect-fircd furnace, 'i'he lire gases leave the furnace a^

a liigli temperature and pass through a recuperator to

lu-eheat part of the air going to the furnace, while the rest

of the air is preheated by the hot ore. The ore is warmed
up sufficiently on the drying hearth so that it ignites as
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soon as it enters tlie t()|) roasting- heartli ; the sulphur

fumes thus leave the furnace at a iiigh temperature.

The mechanical details are extremely simple. Each

of the four shafts is made in one piece, and the arms are

fixed to the shaft in such a way that they can be renewed

easily \\ hen neces.sary. The driving gear is placed on a

solid Inundation away from the heat and is protected

from the dust. The main driving wheels are independent

of the shaft, which can be raised or lowered at will.

Being able to reduce the sulphur content further than

is possible in the best hand furnaces was not expected,

but is accomplished on a wide variety of ores. One smelter

had much trouble with a highly ferruginous blende: in

the hand roasters the average sulphur was 314%, but in

the mechanical furnace as low as 21/^% could be obtained

witliout ditficulty. On good ores the sulphur can be re-

duced to 0.7% and 0.6% without any difficulty.

Mineral Deposits of Tuscany

By Waldi.iiaii Lindguen

In two interesting jiamphlets^ P. Toso discusses tb

various mineral deposits of irregular or stratified form

which occur in the interesting metallogenetic i)rovince

of Toscana (Tuscany) and the deposits of petroleum and

sulphur, in the light of experience gained in the earlier

investigations. The author believes in the efficacy

of magmatic emanations, and he regards deposits of

sulphur and oil, as well as metalliferous ores, as having

originated from these emanations. The publications are

not exactly objective descriptions, but present arguments

to sni)port a stated thesis.

The deposits of the Massetano region are metalliferous

veins and contact deposits of various kinds, carrying

pyrite. chalcopyrite and quartz. Many of the contact

deposits are found between Permian schists and the over-

lying Eocene limestones or parallel to the bedding of the

latter. The author advances his view that these deposits

are caused by gaseous superheated emanations finding

their way upward through simple fractures and then

sidcM'ays on faults or contacts between the formations

along which there has been extensive crushing and

movement. The often-found thick ore beds are explained

liy the theory that the gaseous emanations have filled the

openings gradually and eontemiioraneously with the fault-

ing movements.

In this connection attention is drawn to the fumaroles,

or yojfioni, of superheated vapors carrying boric acid

which occur in the same region, and which pyritize and

otherwise alter the Eoceue marls which they traverse.

Some of the soffiniii which contain much water vapor

have a temperature of 100° C, but others issue with a

temperature of up to 190° C. and with a pressure of from

two to four atmospheres. The lines of the soffiom', as well

as those of the ore deposits, correspond with the structural

and tectonic lines of the region. The author concludes

that such soffiotii have formed the ore deposits. For

.'ome deposits the theory of replacement advocated by

cimentl pptrolifcri < solfli-ri." by P. Toso; pp. 92; Kstratto
(lal Kollettino rtel R. Comitate Opologlco, Vol. XLV. tasc. 1 and
2. Roma, inifi.

lioiti is admitted, but the majority are deposited by filling

contemporaneously with the opening of the faults.

The (|uicksilver dc])osits of Mont(> Amiata are, on

the contrary, attributed to ascending springs of lower

temperature, wdiich may even, upon reaching the surface,

descend into porous strata, and thus the deposits may
have been formed by locally descending waters. In the

closing chai)ter the author apidies his theory to other

d('])()sits. like those of Elba, Agordo and Monte (,'atini.

Taking up the study of the ])etroleum deposits, the

author deduces to his own satisfaction that tliey are

primarily caused by emanations of hydrocarbons from

deep-.seated magmatic sources, but to the reader the

actuality of these emanations of hydrocarbons in large

volume seems far from being established. The sul|)hur

deposits of Sicily, Louisiana and Texas, and Mexico are

next examined, and the conclusion is reached that similar

magmatic emanations of hydrocarbons carrying, besides,

silica and strontium have reduced beds of gypsum with

formation of calcium carbonate and native sulphur. In

general, therefore, the theory of the author is similar

to that of Baldacci.

It is recognized, however, that certain sulphur deposits

•like those of Murcia in Spain and Lornano, near Siena,

in Italy, are of different origin and probably were de-

posited as sediments, perhaps by reduction of gypsum
beds, by carbonaceous material present at their time

of formation.

Dinner to Hoover at Hotel Astor

Six hundred persons, including many of the mining

profession, gathered at a testimonial dinner given to H. C-

Hoover at the Hotel Astor, New York, Feb. lo. There

were only two speakers, Nicholas Murray Butler, president

of Columbia University, who gave a glowing tribute to

Mr. Hoover and to the Belgian nation and 'Sir. Hoover
himself.

It was a most impressive speech in which Mr. Hoover

told about humanity's work in Belgium and he was

noticeably affected by the news that the Germans had

ordered out of Belgium the little army of the commission,

and throughout his speech his voice shook with emotion

until he could hardly be heard at the rear of the room.

"Yon will ask." he said, "what will happen in case of

war. The Relief Organization is not a single individual

;

it is an army, comprising over 55,000 volunteers, at

present under the direction of American officers. It de-

pends upon the whole world for its support. If it is

necessary for Americans to retire in favor of some other

neutrals, the obligation upon the world will remain. The

world cannot resist the call of 6,000,000 of women and

children for the hare subsistence of life. God still reigns,

and no matter what our temporary difficulties may be, the

same faith and the same force which has enabled us to go

thus far will enable these people to be saved. Whether at

the hands of this particular group of men, or at the hands

of whatever neutral nation to whom the responsiliility for

administration of the work falls, the obligation of the

American people to support such an administration, and

thus to support these people, is no less than if it .should

hap]ien to be dii'ected by Americans themselves. There

can be no shn-kening of our endeavors; there can be no

relaxation of mir responsibilifv in this matter."
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Magnetometric Survey Method
Bv .1. F. Kkluh K Uiiowx*

magnetic field that the engineer bases his deduced results.

It appears as if there were really three readinjjs to

watch—the effect of the draw of the ore upon tlie needle

The niaj;nct()inctric system, as api)lic(l to the explora- while the instrument is fixed in a certain constant direc-

tion of magnetic iron ores, as is well known is a scientific tion, tlie same thing- under attraction lirought about liy

development of the old-fashioned dip needle. Tlie in- the use of a magnet, and the effect of attraction on the

strument employed differs from tiu' dip needle in the needle while in the same constant vertical plane,

accuracy of the instrument itself, in its ability to take On a magnetic-ore ])rosiJect, many miles back in the

successive readings constantly in the same vertical and woods, it was the desire of the engineers to find out

also in the same horizontal plane, and under a definitely something about the shape of the deposits and, if possible,

known attraction, and in the taking of the readings at the depth before proceeding to do deep shaft work,

properly measured and accurately laid-out distances. In Unfortunately, there was no magnetometric instrument

the hands of experienced operators it is capable of deter- available anywhere, but a theodolite and an ordinary dip

mining not only the direction of the deposit and its area, needle were on the ground. With the.se two a sort of

but also its depth and from that some idea of the quantity combination instrument was built which answered the

of ore available. But there aic no doubt many cases purpose fairly well, giving rough comparative readings

where much rougher work would be just as valuable, that in relation to each other were quite in proper

provided there were some means of accomplishing it, accord. To do this the dip needle was set up on the

])articularly in view of the fact that the magnetometric (heodolite between the pillars and in the axis of the

instrument is a costly one to acquire when perhaps it telescope, which was removed for the time being. Of
may only be of use once or twice in .many .seasons' work, course the needles attracted each other, but this attraction

The magnetometric system is, after all, a relative was a constant as long as the instrument was outside

the influence of the orebody and as long

as the instrument was constantly oper-

ated and read in the same vertical

plane. A few degrees either way
caused a fresh set of constant varia-

tions to become operative. The de-

posit was a supposed narrow vein of ore

approximati'ly 8 to 1.5 ft. in width,

and it had been proved by a number
of surface pits sunk through heavy

surface covering and placed at dis-

tances of 300 to 400 ft. apart, as shown
in the accompanying sketch. From
this the orebody was assumed to be

a continuous deposit running prac-

tically in a straight line. Immediately
when the improvised magnetometric
instrument went into operation, it

proved tlie shape otherwise and in-

dicated that the supposed straight vein

was a series of pockets, or lenses, with

only slight connection, twisting this

method, it is a method of sur\ eying whereby the effect way and that in the ground. This rather upset the idea of

of ground known absolutely not to contain magnetic the work to be undertaken, and to prove the matter, a

mineral is compared with the magnetic-ore ground, and proper magnetometric instrument was purchased and
the depth, width and extent of the deposit and its con- used upon the ground, confirming the results of the home-
sequent outline are arrived at by plotting the variations made instrument. The sketch shows the difference be-

in the readings obtained and compared, with those. pre- tween the supposed orebody and what it was found to be.

determined from the nonmineralized ground. It is ;*;

OUTLINKS OF OREBODY AS I.VDICATED BY MAGNETOMETRIC SURVEY

obvious that the readings of such an instrument, taken

outside the ore district, provided that they are always

taken in the same planes, will always be the same, and

further that any attraction of the needle caused by an

artificially introduced magnet, such as is used in con-

junction with the magnetometric instrument, will also

be constant. But immediately when the instrument

comes within the magnetic field created by the iron

orebody, the readings recorded begin to vary in proportion

to the proximity of the instrument to the orebody. It

is on the difference between the figures read before ap-

proaching the orebody and those read while within the

•Mining eneirifer, No. 247 Esplanade, Sydney, N. S.

Bauxite Brick

At a steel foundry an experiment was made using :i.")00

7T)% ALO., bauxite brick in the side wall of a tilting

oiieidicartb furnace. The result showed the durability of

bauxite brick to lie fully on a ])ar with the formerly used

nuignesito brick, while the cost of the batixite was lower.

For use in copper furnaces, a laboratory experiment was
made foi' comparative results between bauxite and mag-
ncsite brick, both being tested with blast furnace aiul re-

verbcratory nuitte. The results, according to the Laclede-

Christy Clay Products Co., were as follows: No fusion or

fiuxion occurred in either case; the slag penetrated the

magnesite brick 2 in. and the bauxite brick I/2 '"•
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Ray Consolidated

Up to the end of 1915 Ray Con!<olidated. with a report-

ed ore reserve of 71,911,475 tons, estimated as averaging

44.7 lb. copper per ton, had mined and milled 9,902,890

tons, yielding 319,293,568 lb. of copper, an average of

23 lb. per ton. It has been well known that the Ray ore

has presented certain difficulties in concentration, es-

pecially owing to the occurrence of o.xidizod copper. It

has been known, moreover, that the Ray, like the other

jackling copper properties, has suffered from backward

metallurgical practice, especially owing to delay in adopt-

ing the flotation process. Yet in reviewing the figures

that represent the extraction of nearly 13% of the es-

timated ore, it is decidedly a shock to find that the ex-

traction of copper apparently has been only 50%, and

one is immediately prompted to consider what may be the

explanation of this astonishing figure.

The first thought is naturally that the principal—that

is, the ore estimated as being developed and the copper

content thereof—is incorrectly stated. Such an estimate

is admittedly only an approximation. It has been the

invariable experience witli the jwrjihyry coppers that the

ore milled has never come up to the sampling of the

orebody. For this there are two chief reasons, both of

them good. One is that in mining there is unavoidable

admixture of waste, reducing the grade. The other is that

as the orebody is extracted to the limiting line of the es-

timate, there is often found ore of lower grade beyond

that line, which may still be mined profitably, and of

course that is done. While both of these conditions re-

duce the average grade of the ore, they increase the

tonnage, and it has also been the invariable experience of

these mines that tonnage exceeds the original estimate.

The last quarterly report of Ray Consolidated, bringing

its record up to tlie end of 1916, throws light on these

things in its case and also communicates encouraging

infonnation as to the steps that have been taken to im-

prove its metallurgical practice. On the subject of ore

reserves it is said

:

Durins 1916 the ore reserves of the mines have been re-

calcuI.Tted with a view to including certain areas and zones

of ore which were not included in original calculations or in

estimates shown in previous reports. Some of these ores were

of grades lower than it was thought conservative in original

estimates to accept as profitable. Others were insufOciently

proven or so located that it was not considered proper to

class them as fully developed and available reserves until by

extended underground development and mining experience

it wns proven that they were practically and commercially

available. All these things have now been demonstrated to

an extent justifying a revision of the available ore reserves

by adding over 20,000.000 tons of ore having an average
copper content somewhat in excess of l.i5%. Practically all

the tonnage so added lies within areas formerly reported as

fairly developed by drilling. Final figures pertaining to this

readjustment of ore-reserve estimates are not now av.ailable,

but they will appear in the forthcoming annual report. In

general terms the results will show over 91,000.000 tons of

ore reserves remaining on Dec. 31, 1916, the average copper

content of which is approximately 2.05%. Up to the date stated

considerably over 13,000,000 tons of ore had been mined, and
accordingly the total ore developed in the property up to the

end of the year closely approximates 105,000,000 tons.

At the end of 1915 tlicie was estimated 71,911,475

tons of oi'e containing 1,(507,221 tons of copper. During

1916 there was mined about 3,400,000 tons yielding about

;i8.000 tons of copper. But at the end of 191C, in spite

ot the extraction of upward of 13,000,000 tons of ore, the

mine is refigurcd as still containing 91,000,000 tons of

ore, containing 1,805,500 tons of copper.

On the subject of mill extraction, it is reported that

the average recovei'y from concentrating ores during the

last quarter was 75.32% of the total copper contained in

such ores. The president and managing director express

some jubilation when tliey add, "This is the best metal-

lurgical result achieved in the company's history and

corresponds to an extraction of approximately 83% of

the copper contained in unoxidized form." The hope is

held out that even better results may be expected as

further progress is made with the improvements.

^yhile developed tonnage is commonly understated and

average grade overstated, as already explained, another

important element—cost of production—is generally

understated. The reasons for this involve a discussion

that would exceed the length of this article. The Ray
cost for the last quarter is figured by the company at

9.769c. per lb. of copper. Wages were more than 40%
above the usual scale, and supply costs were also much in

excess of normal. The officers of the company say that

if usual operating expenses had been applied to the

quarter the cost per pound of copjjer would have been

Ijelow 8c. However, we figure from a con.solidation of

all the annual reports of the company from the beginning

up to the end of 1915 its real cost was about lO^/i*?- per

lb.—this for the production of about 220.000.000 lb. of

copper.

Universal Military Training

A bill for universal compulsory military training has

been reported to the Senate from the Committee on Mili-

tary Affairs. This measiu-e, fathered by Senator Chamber-

lain, was drafted with the assistance of ilaj. George 6.

V. li. Moseley, formerly a member of the general staff of

the Army, and has been under consideration by the com-

mittee for several weeks. The bill provides that upon

reaching the age of 19 years all male citizens and those

who liave taken out their first naturalization pajitrs, who
have no dependent relatives, shall put in .six months,

without ]iay, in military training.

The liill disagrees with the theory of the Army General

Staff as to the amount of training necessary to make a

soldier Ht to go into the firing line. Major General Scott,

the chief of the staff, believes that one year of intensive

instruction is the safe minimum for training.

Anothei- bill for universal training, carrying the in-

dorsement of virtually the entire membership of the Gen-

eral Stall and based on a year's training, is almost ready

for final submission to the Secretary of War and the

President, who are not yet committed to the principle.
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It is not expected that citlier bill will be acted upon

at tliis session of Congress. With the mistakes ol' Eng-

land in this direction plain in front of our eyes, and the

agonies through which she has been going for almost

tliree years as a consequence; with our foreign relations

in the delicate condition in which they are; and with war

for this country almost universally expected, it is dif-

ficult to comprehend the state of mind of our national

legislators in delaying on this vital matter.

As between the two bills, although we have seen neither,

we incline to the belief in this, as in other matters, that

the bill approved by the board of experts, in this case the

General Staff, is the one which should have consideration.

We have at the present a military law (the Hay bill) on

our statute books which is the product of political efforts

and political minds, to the exclusion of advice by military

experts, and we have seen it utterly fall down during the

past eight months v.-hen the National Guard has been

concentrated on the Mexican border. That experience of

eight months has of itself shown that that period of

time is not long enough to make a thoroughly efficient

soldier, and what is more, under anything like our present

military establishment that length of time is hardly a

beginning.

One year of a young man's life at the age of 19 or 20

is to him of the least value of any year in his career, al-

though youth, taking itself verv seriously, does not often

think so. One year's intensive military training at this

period of a career would fit any young man much better

to take up either four years' study in college or to plunge

into the hard school of experience for his education and
livelihood. He would have straighter shoulders, harder

muscles, a deeper chest and a more democratic feeling,

and he would have fewer cobwebs in his brain. One year

under canvas and under intensive military training of

regular army officers would make a man of him if there

were anything at all to begin with, and would go a long

way toward making him a thoroughly first-class soldier.

We should have universal military training ; the in-

tensive period should not be less than one year; and it

should begin at once.

Always Room at the Top
Why is it that there is a dearth of men to fill important

high-salaried and responsible positions, concerning which
we have so many platitudes and hear so many sermons?
Too little attention is paid by the big corporations to

developing men for specific places. Probably a large per-

centage of the graduates from our technical institutions,

if properly handled by their employers, could be made
very much more valuable than they now are. It is almost

an axiom that the better assayer or surveyor or draftsman
a man is, the more certain is he to stay in that rut and
never be anything else.

We have in mind specific instances where men have
shown particular aptitude in lines similar to the above
and were considered so valuable to the institution that

they would not be surrendered voluntarily to another con-

cern which needed that particular kind of talent, never-

theless the company did not increase the men's salaries

(which is not the point in this argument), but did not
.give them any wider sway in its own affairs. When one of

these young men with the advantage of the technical train-

inn which is gained at our admirable institutions shows

particular adaptability in his work, his superior makes
a mistake if he simply congratulates himself on the fact

that he has a good man. He should rather change hini

from one department to another, with the definite idea of

broadening and developing him and making him into a

big man.

That such a thing can be done out of ordinary human
matei-ial is shown by the Army and the Navy, more es-

pecially the latter. There have been many times in our

history when navy officers have acquitted themselves in

delicate diplomatic matters abroad much to our pride and
satisfaction. High naval commanders have a tremendous
task in their organization and executive problems, and it.

is rarely that such a man in such a. position fails to de-

liver the goods. The reason is because he is systematically

developed for that very position, from the beginning of his

training as a student at Annapolis. His entire work and
career is progressive, so that when in the course of time

age brings him to positions of supreme command, he has

been through all the nether departments and the pro-

gressive training of a lifetime counts. He is not isolated;

he is only one of a class, average ordinary material at the

start, but at the finish he is a product of continuous logical

development.

If our mining and metallurgical companies would,

instead of considering some of their employees so good

that they cannot be replaced, consider them so good that

they ought to be put .somewhere else, it would be much
better for all concerned.

The Advance of Flotation

Since the recognition of the practicability of the flota-

tion process, the amount of interest attracted to it has

been so great that other metallurgical methods have

suffered by the neglect. Flotation has absorbed all the

propulsive effort that was formerly divided among man}^

processes, and while this has resulted in a notable advance

in the new system, it has also unduly emphasized its ad-

vantages and obscured 'the real value of the others.

Flotation has been like a good many other processes.

At fir.st nobody had much confidence in it, but a devoted

few stuck to its development and proved that it had real

value. After this value had been clearly demonstrated,

it began to invade all fields, and not long ago its impetus

was so great that almost any kind of ore anywhere was

considered a field for its application. Since no metal-

lurgical process, however, has ever been made to ap})ly

with equal success to all kinds of ores, the reaction began.

It is under way now, and metallurgists are recognizing

the fact that it is not the best process for some of the ores

to which it is being applied, and that it may prove best

applicable to some ores upon which it has been used

little or not at all.

Some of the problems that are occupving the attention

of metallurgical workers now include the possibility of

applying flotation, instead of cyaniding, to the silver-

sulphide ores of the West and of Mexico. In many
cases where the silver occurs exclusively as sulphide, in-

eluding most of the great mines of Mexico, it appears to

be possible to concentrate by flotation and smelt the con-

centrates at a less ultimate cost than cyaniding involves.

In the case of some of the isolated mines it may even be

expedient to cyanide the concentrates rather than ship

them to a smeller, making liullion as a final product.
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On tlio otlicr hand, some of llio copijcr ores of the West

may be better handled In- leaching. In a case of this

kind it is a qnestion of examination of the problem from

all points, and the cost and extraction percentage by

flotation nuist be compared with the cost of the details

of leaching, inchuling roasting where that is necessary,

the cost of acid, cost of precijiitatioii, and all other details.

It is to be remembered, also, that the leaching process

resnlts in marketable bnllion, whereas flotation, in itself,

does not. The percentage of extraction, too, is likely to be

somewluit better with leacliing. At any rate it is recog-

nized that there is a qnestion, and it will be necessary to

devote carefnl study to determine whether it will be better

to apply flotation or some one, or combination, of the

older systems. The latter are still reliable.

BY THE WAY

A bridge uearljn a mile long is being built by th^

Russian and Swedish governments over the River Tornea,

which separates Sweden and Finland at the apex of the

Gulf of Bothnia. The Swedish government is doing the

actual work, having better access to material. By this

bridge the railway systems of the t«3 countries will be

united, and one may then be able to travel from Stock-

holm to Vladivostok without alighting from the railway

coach. The bridge is nearly completed.

At the last meeting of the Rhodesian ^Munitions and

Resources Committee, some examples of dog spikes and

nails were shown which had been manufactured on the

Rezende ]\rines from old wire ropes, says the South

African Mining Journal. The work was done by native

drill sharpeners, and all the mine requirements for the

past six months in heavy nails and dog spikes were manu-
factured at a cost of less than 2d. per lb. The present

market price of these was about 6d. per lb. The rope,

of suitiible diameter for size of nails or dog spikes re-

quired, was cut np into suitable lengths for handling.

About C in. of the end was heated and welded on the

anvil, using dry slime as a flux and the welding process

continued until a Ipar was completed. The making of

these bars was done by the native drill sharpenei when

carrying out his ordinary routine of drill sharpening.

The rest of the woi-k necessary—drawing down the points

and shaping heads—wa.s done when drill sharpening was

not going on, and as on most mines tlie drill sharpener

is not engaged all the time, there is suifieient margin to

carry out this work. The heads were shaped in a black-

smith's vise, but the work could be done quicker and

better if a few simjile tools were made. No difficulty

was experienced in welding, and the ordinary native drill

sharpener can quickly master it. The nails are of the

same tyjie as (;ut nails, but heavier, and would be very

suitable for heavy timber work, particidarly native timber,

as they do not bend when heing driven.

The first gold medal of the Mining and ]\Ietallnrgical

Society of America was awardctd to !Mr. and ^Irs. II. C.

Hoover and presented at a notable and elaborate dinner

in the Biltmore Hotel in New York in 1914, at which a

large number of ladies were present. The second gold

medal was awarded in 1915 to Prof. R. H. Richards and

was presented at a. dinner held at the Chemists' Club,

'Sew Y(n-k, to wliicli ladies were not invited. Tlic third

medal was awartlcd to I'rof. J. F. Kemp and, on acconrit

of his ill healtli, was pre.sentt;d to him at his home in New
York by a connhittee delegated by the council of the

Society. It was announced at the annual meeting of tiie

Society in January, 1917, that the ftnirth gold medal

had been awarded to E. V. .Mathcwson, the date of

presentation to be announced later. Owing to the exist-

ing circumstances and the i'a<t that Mi'. .Mathewson is a

native of Canada and a graduate of ^IcCJiJl Univoi-sity

and that he has just returned to Canada to head an
important metallurgical enterprise there, though still re-

taining his American citizen.ship, it has been decided to

make this presentation at the annual dinner of the

Canadian Mining Institute to be given Thursday evening

-Mar. 8, during the session of the Institute extending fi-om

Mar. 7 to 9 inclusive. It is sincerely to be ho])ed that a

large number of American mining engineers will take

this o])]iortunify to attend the meeting of the Canadian

^Mining Institute and join in making the presentation to

^Ir. 31athewson as noteworthy an occasion as it deserves

to be under these unusual and interesting circumstances.

The Ballad of the Torn Boots
Bv Chahles Nicholls \A'ebi)

"Look at them boots," said Cap'n Dan,
"Lo^»k at tlie way they're tore!

They was wore by as careful a man
As ever shoveled ore,

"Careful 'e was, but a single break
"E made on a busy day.

The foolishest kind of a fool mistake
That a man can make, I say.

"'Urried and rushed to reach the top;

Ladder route, then, was too slow,
Run.s to the skip and gives an 'op,

Jupt as she .starts for to go.

THE LESSON OF THE TORN BOOTS

"Catched 'e was 'twixt plate and skip,

Catched by the feet, you see

—

.Something gives with a mighty rip;

Out 'e iJulls scot-free.

"Luck.\' 'e's got any bloody feet;

That they wasn't took clean away.
'Don't ride the skip' is a rule that's neat;
Orders is made to obey.

"Look at "is boots," said Cap'n Dan,
"Learned Mm a thing, you bet!

Never 'as been so careful a man
As couldn't be carefuller yet."
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New Publications

EstadistJca Minera en 1914. By Carlos P. Jim-
t'ru'/. I'p- l-'>i>- Hull. S2. Cuerpo de InRenleros
tK- .Miiias i!t.'i IV-ru. Lini;i,

ReiHirt on the Fertilizer Industry. I'p. -ti!* ; H-
lus. ; .')(lr- r. S. Kcikijil Trado t.\)nimicsioii,

Wiisliiiitiion. Aut:. li». IMIil,

Operating Details of Gas Producers. By B. H.
Ferriiikl. tlxli. pp. 74. p;i|)er. Bull. 101>. U. S.

Buroavi <>! Mint's. \Va.^hiritit(Hi.

The Yukon-Koyukuk Region. Alaska. By H. M.
Eakin. Pp. 8S. illus. Bull. ti:il. V. S. Geo-
logifal Survey. \Vasliint;tiin. D. ('.

Summary Report of the Mines Branch. Canadian
Depaitment ut Mines, tor 191,'.. Pp. 213.

illus. Canadian Department of Mines, Ottawa.

Review of the Geology of Texas. By J. A. Ud-
den. C. I>. Baker and Emii Bose. Pp. 164 ;

illus. Bull. 44. rniversitv of Texas, Austin,
Auk. *'. litHl-

Bibliography of Australian Mineralogy. By C.

Anderson. Pi>. 104 ; 2s. (Id. .Mineral Re-
sourt-es No. 22. New Suutli Wales Geological
Survey, Sydney.

The Analytical Distillation of Petroleum. By
W. F. Rittman and E. W. Dean. 6x9. pp. 79,

illus. ; paper. Bull. 125, U. S. Bureau of

Mines, WashinKton.

Preliminary Oil Report on Southern Illinois. By
Albert D. Brokaw, 7xU). i:; pp., paper. Ex-
tract from Bull. :>r>. Illinois State Geological
Survey, t'rbana. III.

Magnesium in 1915. By Frank L. Hess, 6x9. pp.
735-741 of "Mineral Resources of the United
States." 191.5, Part I; paper. U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey, Washington.

A Study of Oil Engines in Iowa Power Plants.
By H. \V. Waener. Pp. i:.9 ; illus. Bull.

42, Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts. Ames. Iowa.

Elementary First Aid for the Miner. By W. A.
Lynott and D. Harrington. 6x9, pp. 23,
illus. ; paper. Miners Circular 23, U. S.

Bureau of Mines, Washington.

Prospecting and Mining of Copper Ore at Santa
Rita. N. M. By Dnnald F. Macdonald and
Charles Enzian. 122 pp.. illus. Bull, ill",

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington.

Mineral Resources of Alaska, Report on Progress
of Investigations in 19ir(. By Alfred H.
Brooks and Others. Pp. 279. illus. Bull. 642.
U. S. Geological Survey. Washington.

Gypsum in the Southern Part of the Bighorn
Mountains, Wyoming. Bv C. T. Lupton and
D. D. Condit. Pp. 20. illus. Bull. 640-H,
U. S. Getilogical Survey, Washington, D C.

The Gold Hog Mine. Talladega County, Alabama.
By Edson S. Bastin. 6x9. pp. ir»y-l61 of
"Contributions to Economic Geology," 1916,
Part I; paper. Bull. 640-1. U. S, Geological
Survey, Washington.

Tin Ore in Northern Lander County, Nevada.
By Adolph Knopf. 6x9, pp. 12.'.-I3S of "Con-
tributions in Economic (ieology," 1916, Part
I; paper. Bull. 64I)-G, U. S. Geological
Survey, Washington.

Geological and Mineral Resources of Curry County,
Oregon. Prelimiiiarv Survey of the. Bv
G. M. Butler and (J. .1. MitcIieU. l*p. 132;
illus. Oregon Bureau of Mines and Geology,
Corvallis, Ore., 1916.

Geology of the Upper Stillwater Basin. Stillwater
and Carbon Counties, Mont., with Special Ref-
erence to Oil and Gas. Bv W. R. Calvert.
Pp. 18. iUus. Bull. 641-(;, V. S, Geological
Survey. Washington, D. C.

California Mineral Production for 1915. With
Jlining Law Appendix and County JIaps. By
Walter W. Bradley. Mining Statistician. Pp.
193: illus. Bull. 71. California State Min-
ing Bureau. San Francisro. 1916.

Sampling Metallic Metallurgical Materials. Tlie
Principles and Practice of, witli Special Refer-
ence to the Sampling of Copper Bulliun. Bv
Edward Keller. 102 pp.. ilhis. Bull. 122,
V. S. Bin-eau of Mines, Washington.

Relations of the Ember and Chug-Water Forma-
tions in Central Wvoiiiing. Bv I). Dale Con-
dit. 9xnV2, pp. 263-270 of "Shorter Con-
tributions to General Geology" 1916; paper.
TJ. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

Geology and Paleontology of San Juan County.
New :\!exir(p, rniitrilniticin tn the. Strati -

grajihy of a Part of tlie Chaco River Valley.
By C. M. Bauer. Pp. 10, illus. Prof. Paper,
9S-P. V. S. Geological Survey, Washington,
D. C.

The Golden Arrow Clifford and Ellendale Dis-
tricts. \ye Ciiunly. Nevada. By Henry G,
Ferguson. 6xi). pp. n:(-l23 of" "Contribu-
tions to Economic Geology." 1916. Part I;
paper. Bull, 640-F. U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington.

Phj'sical and Chemical Properties of Gasoline
Sold Throughout the I'nited Stales During
the Calerid'T Year 19'-. Uv \\ V Kitlnnn

W. A. .lacobs and E. W^ Dean. 6x9, pp. 4.''..

eliaits ; paper. Technical Paper 163. V. S.
Bureau (il Mines. Washington.

Heatop's Annual. The Commercial Handbook of
Canada and Boards of Trade Register. 1917.
4V^x7',4, pp. 518; $1.25. Beaton's Agency,
Toronto, Canada.

Contains statistics relative to the industrial and
economic conditions in the provinces of Canada ;

18 pages are devoted to mineral production ftg--

ures and location of ndnerals of economic
imi»ortan<-e.

Parts of Mineral Resources of the United States.
1915. Iron Ore, Pig Iron ami Steel in 1915.
By K. V. Burchard. Pp. 6". illus. Gi.ld,

Silver. Copper and Lead in South Dakota
and W'yoming in 1915. (Mines Report.) By
C. W. Henderson. Pp. 19. Gold, Silver, Cop-
per, Lead and Zinc In Utah in 1915. (Mines
Report.) By V. C. Heikes. Pp. 40. U. S.
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C

Report on State Water Problems Conference. Pp.
125. Presented to the (idvernor of Califor-
nia. Nov. 25, 1916. California State Print-
ing Office. Sacramento.

The Conference acted under instructions of the
California Legislature to recommend "a unified
state policy with reference to irrigation, water
storage, flood control, municipalities and drain-
age, with due regard to tin* needs of water
power, mining and navigation,"

Bulletin of the New York State Museum, Julv 1,

1916. Pp. 192, illus. Bull. 187. University
of the State of New York, Albany.

This bulletin contains tlie twelfth report of
the director of the State Museum and Science
Department, including the sixty-ninth report of

the State Museum, the thirty-fifth report of the
state geologist and the report of the state P'lleon-

tologist for 1915; also the following scientific

papers: Landslides in Unconsolidated Sediments,
by D. H. Newland; Albany Molding Sand, by D.
H. Newland; On the Genus Urasterella and De-
scription of a New Species, by G, H. Hudson;
Ancient Water Levels of the Crown Point Em-
hayment. by E. E. Barker.

Outlines of Industrial Chemistry. By Frank Hall
Thorp, with assistance in revision from War-
ren K. Lewis. 5*4x834. pp. 665 -\- XXV,
illus. $3.25. The Macmillan Co.. New York.

The progress of the chemical industries has
rendered necessary another revision of this stand-
ard book. No attempt has been made to render
it a treatise for specialists. It still remains
merely a general textbook for the student and a

guide for the engineer who needs only a super-
ficial knowledge of certain processes. The plan
remains as before—to touch lightly on every
one of the great chemical and metallurgical in-

dustries. The book should continue to hold the
enviablu position the previous editions have
enjoyed in their time.

Economic Geology. By Heinrich Ries. ii%x9. pp.
856. ilhis. .John Wiley & Sons. New York.

This work is about equally divided, half to

nonmet allies, coal, clays, fertilizers, etc., and
half to ore deposits, which, besides the metals of
najor importance include also sucJi minor metals
as aluminum, manganese, mercury, antimony and
vanadium. The book, though strictly technical,
is very interestingly written and is a valuable
addition to the literature of the subject. It deals
only with the economic side of geological occur-
rence of these deposits and such specific struc-
tural and physiograpliical features as are neces-
sary to the topic. The illustrations are copious
and illuminating, and very few of them could
well be dispensed with. It is the latest book on
the subject and well done.

Field Geology. Bv Frederic H. Lahee. 5x7^/^.

pp. .508. illus.. leather; $3. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York.

This book, leather-bound and of pocket size, is

the kind an engineer is glad to put in his war
bag when starting on a mine examination or a
reconnaissance. It will help untangle many a
knotty problem that otherwise would be put off

and then sidetracked altogether. The book pre-
supposes an elementary knowledge of geology and
the common rocks, but is also a valuable adjunct
for the beginner. It deals solely with field geol-
ogy and omits the usual textbook stut?. It is

unusually replete with line drawings, sketclies
and block diagrams. There are chapters on topo-
graphical and geological surveying and geological
computations that are unusually welcome. The
book fills a long-felt want and will be welcomed
by mining engineers everywhere.

Kunda'tientals of Military Service. By Capt.
Lincoln C. Atidrews, 4i/-»x7ii

. pp. 428. illus..

leatiier; $1.50. .1. B. Lippincott Co.. Phila-
delphia. Penn.

Major General Leonard Wood asked Captain
Andrews to write this book and it ought to he
read by every United States citizen. There would
be no further Idiotic utterances by public men
about "million armed citizens springing," etc.

There are several chapters that are toclndcal
and deal with specific military duties, but they
are interesting and enlightening. The chapters
that arc not technical are very illuminating and
give a comprehensive idea of the re(iuirements of
our national defense. There Is a chapter on the
Engineer Cin-ps, devoted ahnost exclusively to field

intrenchments. and tiiere i.s one chapter on Hor.'^e-

manship. which is worth the price of the book
to ;inv minincr engineer who has riding to do.

The Metallurgy of Steel. Vol. I, Metallurgy, by
F. W Harliord; Vol. II. Mechanical Treat
ment, by .1. W. Hall. Pp. 522 and 411; 6x
H% ; illus. Charles (Jritlln & Co.. Ltd., 1916.

The first edition of this work appeared in 1904.
but the appearance at this time of the fifth edition
does not alone show the imjjortant place which it

has made for Itself in the literature of iron and
steel. It is the most recent book taking up In
detail the nmnufacture of steel and the oniy re-
cent one going exhaustively into the subject of
the me<!hanh-al treatment of steel. There have
been no special developments in tiie manufacture
of iron and steel since the last editi(fn of this book
in 1912, but advances have been made in details,
and these have been reviewed In the fifth edition,
especially the nmnufacture of chemically pure
iron in the basic openhearth furnace from phos-
plim-ic pigj iron ; methods of |)roducing sound in-
gots and for decreasing segregation. The chapter
on the manufacture of armor plate and that on
the theory of iron and steel have l)een largely
rewritten, and the latter contains material ctm-
tributed by Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter, dealing with
the stress theories of hardening.—Bradley Stough-
ton.

The Deposits of the Useful Minerals and Rocks.
Their Origin. Form and Content. By F. Bey-
schlag. .). H. L. Vogl and P. Krusch. Trans-
lated by S. J. Truscott. Vol. II. 6x9, pp.
1262 illus.; $5 25. Macmillan & Co., Ltd..
London. 1916,

The .second volume of Tru.scott's translation of
the great work by Beyschlag. Vogt and, Krusch
has recently appeared. It forms a substantial
book of 1262 pages, with a rather scant number
of 176 illustrations. The promised third volume
of the original has not so far appeared, but the
two volumes in hand form a complete description
of the metallic ores and their deposits. The
translation is very well done and the figures, in
general, are satisfactory. The English edition is
welcome to many who cannot easily use the orig-
inal. The work is the most modern description
of the ore deposits of the world so far issued,
and it is rich in quotations and references. Iij

the present publication one notes the omission
of description of some important deposits. The
Homestake mine, of South Dakota, though work-
ing one of the great gold deposits in the world,
is not mentioned, nor are the siliceous replace-
ment ores in the same region described. The
gold-bearing veins of Mysore. India, are appar-
ently overlooked, though so many interesting data
are available in regard to them. Looking at the
work from an American standpoint, it is regret-
table that none of the authors has had experience
on this continent. Professor Vogt has handled
the extensive American literature with great skill
which however, cannot quite replace personal
acquaintance. The work is not based on a
genetic classification, Init the deposits are de-
scribed by metals, probably tlie only practicable
way in a work of this kind. These criticisms do
not materially detract from the volume as a most
welcome source of information, indispensable to
every student of ore deposits.

The Fundamental Principles of Petrology. By
Ernst Wfinsclienk. Third Edition, translated
by Albert .lohannsen. Pp. 214, illus.; $2.50.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York. 1916.

The need of a short presentation of the funda-
mental principles of petrology as applied to geol-
ogy has suggested to Professor Johannsen the
translation of the first volume of Weinschenk's
"Grundziige der Gesteinskunde," and it is certain
that the American literature of petrography is

distinctly enriched by this work. If the numer-
ous illustrations in places leave something to de-
sire, this is explained by the difficulty of obtain-
ing the original electrotypes. There are many
most excellent reproductions of types of rock
structures, which lend great value" to the pub-
lication. Some of the sections across volcanoes
and intrusions ar0 of ancient vintage and gen-
erally without scale or with the vertical features
gros.sly exaggerated. The translation is good,
though not always above criticism. An excellent
feature is the placing of the references to impor-
tant literature at the beginning of the chapters.
The book covers petrology in its widest sense,

hence sediments and metamorphic rocks as well
as weathering, thermal alteration and contact
metamorphism are given proper consideration. In
the words of the author, petrology is the study
of the origin, present condition and decay of
rocks. The strong individuality of Professor
Weinschenk is apparent throughout the book, and
some views are advanced that will not meet with
universal approval among the geologists of this
country. The book is a forceful rather than
impartial presentation of the subject. American
literature is -scantily represented and the views
of American investigators often receive short
shrift. For these and other reasons the work is

scarcely suitable for a general textbook, but no
advanced student can fail to derive an immense
benefit from the perusal of its virile chapters.
The author is a strong upholder of the theory

of the powerfid cfl'ect of igneous emanations,
and his remarks on this .subject are worthy of
very careful sttidy. Some peculiar views are sot
forth on weathering and rock iilteration, in which
it is maintained that kaolin does not form during
weathering and that kaoliidzation is mainly a
hydrothermal process, a point of view long since
left behind by American students of ore deposits.
All these criti<-lsms are overshadowed by the stim-
ulating value of the book.
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Personals

Sir Robert Hadfleld lias been ekcted iiiesldcnt

of 111!' Kaiailay S(KiL'l,\ . Lniiilon.

Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. Morse :ul- :rt their

now hiniir 111 riiuciuiciimala. Cliilo.

John T. Fuller is bnciniiiiic a tliree-montlis'

visit to Aikaiisiis, Kentucky and Utali.

Hon. Arthur R. Slipp lias been apiiointed Min-

ister of Lands and .Mines for New BrnnswicU.

C M. Weld lias returned to New York after

visiting some charcoal blast furnaces in MichiEan.

George Wingfield, of Goldflel-J, recently imder-

went a surgical operation at San Francisco for

throat troutile.

W N Thayer has recently returned to Cin-

cinnati after making examinations of oil lands

ill southwestern Kentucky.

S R. Wickett of Toronto, has been chosen

president of tlie Trethewey Silver Mines Co. ot

Cobalt in place of the late Col. Alex. .M. Hay.

Frank Oliver is at Charleston, N. C. where he

will make headnuarters during the cxamin.ition

of mineral deposits in the interest of New ^orK

people.

F R. Weekes will be in the West on devel-

opment and examination work for the next two

nionths. He will make headquarters at Dar-

win, Calif.

Dr H M. Payne has been appointed repre-

sentative of the American Slining Congress at

the Northwestern Jlining Association meeting m
Spokane, Feb. 19-24.

H M Kingsbury, lately with the South Ural

.Mining Co.. a British organization operating in

the Ural Jlonntains. Russia, has recently ar-

rived at Victoria, B. C.

Garnett A. Joslin has completed his examina-

tion of the Dierks Lumber and Coal Co. s land

in Arkansas and Oklahoma, and is now at his

ofHce at Salt Lake City.

Frederick T. Teddy recently resigned his con-

nection with the Tennessee Copper Co. to become

mining engineer for the Adventure Consolidated

Copper Co., of Greenland. Mich.

Samuel Mather, of Piekands, Mather & Co.,

Cleveland, and William G. JIather, Cleveland-

Cliffs Iron Co.. leave this week for California,

where they will spend the remainder of the

winter.

Edward L. Dufourq. who has "disappeared tem-

porarily into .Mexico," expects to return shortly

to Mexico City and to then visit Pachuca. He

plans to return to New York by the end ot

February.

Bayard S. Morrow has been promoted to be

superintendent of the regrinding and flotation

departments of the concentrator at the Anaconda

company's Washoe works in Anaconda.

C. R. McCollom has established an ofBce for

consulting mining engineering work at Oatman,

Ariz and also will manage the Sunnyside Gold

Mines Co,'s property and that of the Chicago

Syndicate Mining Co.

Professor Rolla Clinton Carpenter, of Sibley

College, Cornell University, has resigned, his

resignation to take effect at the end of this acad-

emic year. Professor Carpenter will reach the

age of sixty-five on June 215, 1917, the day before

commencement

Francis B. Dutton has resigned as superin-

tendent of the Lebanon, Penn., furnaces of the

Bethlehem Steel Co. to become general superin-

tendent of the Wharton Steel Co. plant at \Vhar-

ton. .N. .1.. recently aciiuired by J. Leonard
Bcp'logle and associates.

Adolph Knopf, of the riiitcd States Geological

Survey, has gone to the Rochester district of

Nevada, where he will spend three months ill

making a detailed geological survey of the small

area in which the princijial operations in that

district are confined.

L. D. Gordon, manager of the Ccrro Gordo
mines in Invo County. Calif., and the Round
Jlountain, In Nevada, who recently visited New
York and other Eastern cities, has returned from

a thorough inspection of the mines under his

control and is In San Francisco.

Carl H. Fry, for nine years superintendent of the

Yellow Aster mine at Randsburg. Calif., h.is re-

signed and is visiting San Franci.sco and the

mining districts of central California. .Mr. Fry
made an exceptionally Uo"d record of produc-

tion from the Yellow Aster and was foremost

among mining men in the installation of safety

devices for the protection of workmen.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss. for many years associ-

ated with the Schools of Kngine-rlng. Purdue
Unlversllv. and since 1907, Dean of the Col-

lege of Engineering of tlie University of Illi-

nois, has resigned that ofUce. effective JIar. I,

1917, to assume the presidency of the Railway
Car Manufacturers' Association, an office to which
he was elcctcii on Feb. 1, subject to- his re-

lease by the University authorities.

Elton W. Walker has resigned as superlntend-

c;nt of the Lake Copper Co. to devote his entire

allentlcjii lo llie Mass and Adventure companies.

He is succeeded at the Lake liy I'. E. Weed, who
is thoroughly acciualnted with the Lake .situation,

having been employed under Mr. Walker .since

work was resumed at the properly two years ago.

Mr. Walker is largely respunslble for the success-

ful work at the Lake and in Jlr, Weed the com-
pany Is fortunate in having a man who Is best

ciiulpped by technical knowledge and practical

experience lo succeed him and to Continue the

inoiltalile operation of the mine.

William L. Saunders has been elected a Class
(' diiecior of the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York, 'n [ilace of Charles Starek, for the

term ending Dec. ai. 1917. Mr. Saunders Is

chairman of the hoard of directors of the In-

gersoll-Rand company and iironilnently identi-

fied with other husiness interests in New Y'ork

Cllv and .New .lersev. He has twice been Mayor
of Plainfleld, N. .1., a member of the New .lerscy

Harbor Commission, the New .lersey Board of

Commerce and Navigation, jiresident of the Am-
erlca-n Institute of Mining Engineers, and is now
chairman of the U. S. Naval Consulting Board.

the Watcrtown arsenal. A committee of lin-

Naval Consulting Board, headed by Dr. Hudson
Maxim, will lie present at the Mining Engineers
session and discuss the subject, after which the
<'f)niniiltee will hold a meeting with technical

exjierls In the rooms of the American Inslilute

of Milling Engineers. The eiillre Naval Con-
sulting Hoard has been invited lo attend Hie
meeting of the Institute and It Is believed that

the coming meeting will rank In hniiortanee with
any In the 46 years of the Institute's history.
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Obituary

Charles Alexander Canda, 17 years old, secre-

tary of the Clivome Steel Works, at Chrome,
N. J., died on Feb. 5 at his home, 581 West-
minster Ave,, following an illness of more than
a month, .Mr. Canda was horn in New York,
bull had made his home in Elizabeth for the

last eiglit years.

John Adams Church, who was one of the

early graduates from the School of Mines, Co-
lumbia University, died Feb. 12 at his home, 697
West End Ave.. New Y'ork, He was born in

Rochester, April a. 1S43, and received the de-

gree of engineer of mines from Colambia in

1867. From then until 1870 he studied in

Europe ; from 1872 to 1873 he was acting pro-

fessor of mjiicraiogy and metallurgy at Colum-
bia, and at the same time was assistant editor

of the "Engineering and Mining .lournal."

In later years he became one of the most
I>rominent of American milling engineers. Ho
was actively engaged at Tombstone, Ariz., and
in the later 80's did important work in China
for the Cliinese government. Since 1890 he had
been a consulting engineer in New Y'ork. He
was a brother of Col. William C. Church, founder

and editor of the "Army and Navy Journal." He
leaves a son—.lohn .\. Cliurcli. .Ir., who is metal-

lurgical engineer with the Nichols Coiiper Co.

We shall publish a fuller biographical notice of

Mr. Church in a later issue.

Societies

New Patents

American Association ot Mechanical Engineers

will hold its annual convention at Cincinnati,

Ohio. May 21 to 21, inclusive. Committees in

charge of arrangements are now planning the

program for the four days.

American Institute of Mining Engineers, Mon-
tana Section ; IJ2 members of tlie section assem-

bled on the evening of Feb. 2 at the Silver Bow
club at Butte, Mont., to hold their semi-annual
meeting, preceded by an informal dinner. The
election of ofBcers for the ensuing year was the

main business transacted. W. O. Siderfln was
elected chairman, Oscar Rolin, vice chairman, E,

B, Y'oung, secretary-treasurer and C. D. Demond
and F. W. Bacorn members of the executive com-
mittee. The retiring chairman. .1. L. Bruce, ad-

dressed the meeting on the general activities

of the Institute, being followed by L. D. Frink,

superintendent of the Nortli Butte Mining Co.,

who read a paper on the new ventilation sys-

tem introduced in the company's mines, illus-

trating his paper by photograiihs taken in the

mines and by specimens of the canvas tubing

and the joints devised by tlie company's engi-

neers. F. L. Linforth. of the geological depart-

ment of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. ex-

hibited and explained maps and models, illus-

trating the graphical solution of many intricate

geological problems. The meeling closed with a
vivid description by B. H. Dunshee, of Ana-
conda, of his recent trip to the Hawaiian Islands.

American Institute of Mining Engineers In an
effort to increase the eftieieney and life of guns
constructed for the U. S. Governnieiit, members
of the Naval Consulting Board will, during the

next two weeks, meet with the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers for discussion of an
Impiu'tant phase of this subject. The meeting

will be in connection with the llllh convention

of the Institute, Officers of tlic iVrmy and .\avy.

Government rejiresentatives and other experts will

he In attendance. The special subject to be

discussed deals with the erosion of guns, or

the hardening of the inner surface of the gun
tube. The discussion will be opened with a

liaper by Dr, Henry Fay. of the Massachusett.*

Institute of Technology, which paper was pre-

pared from a series of tests of metals made at
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I'nited Slates patent speclflcatlonll listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
kilning .lournal" at 2ric. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum—Production of Alumina and Potas-
sium Sulphate from Atnnite. Earl Blough and
Thomas Mcintosh. Pittsburgh, Penn., assignors
to Aluminum Co. of America. Pittsburgh, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,214.991; Feb. 6, 1917.)

Ball Mill, Mortar. Leverctt S. Ropes, Helena,
Mont. ir. S. No. 1,213,264; Jan. 23, 1917.)

Cyanogen—Process of Making Cy.-inogen Com-
pounds. Hans Foersterling and Herbert Phllipp,
Perth Amboy. N, .1., assignors to The Roessler &
Hasslacher Cliemical Co., New Y'ork, (U. S. No.
1.21 1,77": Feb, li, 1917,1

Crusher. Robert Eubank Leighton, Kingston,
N. Y'., assignor to Universal Road Machinery Co.
(U. S. No. 1.214.693; Feb. 6, 1917.)

Crusher—Rotary Beater Mill. Thomas Joseph
Sturlevaiit, Wellesley, Mass., assignor to Sturte-
vant Mill Co. (U. S. No. 1,21.5,07.1 ; Feb. 6, 1917.)

Drill Mounting. Fred L, Emerson, Denver,
Colo., assignor to the Denver Rock Drill Manufac-
turing Co., Denver, Colo, (U. S, No. 1,214,527;
Feb. K, 1917 )

Drill Sharpening Apparatus. William A. Smith,
Denver, Colo., assignor to the Denver Rock Drill
Manufacturing Co.. Denver, Colo. (U. S; No.
1,214,604; Feb, 6, 1917.)

Electric Furnace for Fusing Metals. J5hn
Thomson, New Y'ork, N. Y'., assignor to John
Thomson Press Co., Jersey Citv, N. J. (U. S. No.
1,214,.'<41 ; Feb, 6. 1917.)

Electrolytic Apparatus. William E. Greena-
walt. Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,214,775; Feb. 6,

1917.)

Electrolytic Reduction—Method of Reducing
Metals, Robert J, .McNitt, Niagara Falls, N. T.,

assignor to the Roessler & Hasslaclier Chemical
Co.. New York. (U. S. No. 1,214,808; Feb. 6.

1917.)

Hoist. Charles G. Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio.

(U. S, No. 1.214,818; Feb, 6, 1917)

Iron and Steel, Process of Making Iron and
Steel, Sherwood S, Knight. Berkeley, Calif.

(U. S. No. 1,213,806; Jan. 23. 1917.)

Leaching Apparatus—Apparatus for Extracting
Values from Bodies. Richard Leslie Ogden, Rah-
way, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,215,182 ; Feb. 6, 1917.)

Magnetic Separation—Means for Effecting Mag-
netic or Inductive Separation of Substances.
Samuel W. Osgood. Chicago, III. (U. S. No.
1,214,817: Feb, 6, 1917.)

Manganese Alloy—Method of Improving the

Alloving Qualities of Manganese with Brass and
Bronze. Hans Goldschmidt and Otto Weil. Essen-
on-the-Ruhr, Germany, assignors to Goldschmidt
Thermit Co,. New York. (U. S. No. 1,214,539;

Feb, 6, 1917.)

Metallurgical Machinery—Appliance for Sealing

the Feed and Discharge Openings of Rotary Con-

tainers John L. Malm, Denver, Colo., assignor

to the Midwest Metals Co. (U. S. No. 1,214,809;

Feb. 6, 1917.)

Ore Classifier or Separator. John N. Wingett,

Denver Colo. (U. S. No. 1,215,230: Feb. 6,

1917.)

Ore Reduction-
Metallizing Ores.

Calif. lU. S. No

Pulverizer. Wi
Ohio, assignor to

Columbus, Ohio.
1917.)

Rock Drill. W
wall. England
1917.)

-Apparatus for Reducing and
Harmon N Tracy. Los Angeles,
1.214.844; Feb. 6. 1917.)

illiam Kelsey Liggett. C^ilumbus,

the Jeffrey Slanufacturing Co.,

(U. S. No. 1,214,558; Feb. 6,

illiam Charles Stephens. Corn-
(U. S. No. 1,214,607; Feb. 6,

Rock Drill. Seymour Ferguson. Ocotlan, Mex-
ico, d". S. No. 1,214,665 : Feb. 6, 1917.)

Shoveling Machine. Frank M. Hewitt, Gold-

field, Nev. ir. S No. 1,213.640; Jan. 23. 1917.)

2.1IIC Distilling Furnace. Electric, and Condenser

for Producing Blue Powder. John Thomson, New
York assignor to John Tliomson Press Co. Jersey

City. N. J. (U. S. No. 1,214.842; Feb. 6 1917.)

Zinc Retorts—Method and Apparatus for Treat-

ing Zinc Bearing Materials. Charles A. H.

de Saulles, New York. (U. S. No. 1,215,006

;

I 215,007 : Feb. 6, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Feb. 8

Mother Lode Mining Carnival is liciiiK. I'l'"";"'

bv miiuagers and superintundcMils of minus. luo

nierchants' association and tlie Native Sons nnii

Daugliturs. Tliis proposed
<v''»'V'' '";, '"'r ,. k

rimvth of a celebration held at suttei riiil^

last vear in honor of the reopcninp; ot the Old

Kiireka mine. At that celebration there were

about .'iOOO people from various parts of Amadoi

and adjoining counties, as evidence o* '
'^ 'V;

terest talien in the advancement of tl!e,'»>"'"E

industrv. J. Walter Beam. manaBcr ot the urn

Eurelta', has been selected chairman of the orgilii-

ization and other prominent minini; men hau.

been selected as the officers, representing: the

principal mines of the Mother Lode^ Us
irdialile that the orRanization «i 1 he made

P'Tiiianent and that a similar carnival or eelelira-

tioii will he held every year.

New GeoioBical Map of California, publislied

bv the State Mining Bureau, is ready tor ( is-

tribution at nominal prices representingaetti.

cost-mounted on cloth and with molding toi

wall hanging. $2.50: unmounted $1. Ihe geoiokx

bv .lames Perrin Smith is represented in ->

colors and s.vmbols. The map is .^OxbO in..

drawn bv \V. E. Condon to a scale ot 1 m "'

!' mi It represents two years of careful com-

pilation of data from all available sources, bolh

governmental and private, and includes much

data heretofore unpublished, official and personal.

An entirely new base map of the state was

drawn and is up to date regarding boundaries,

post offices, railroads, highways, roads, power

transmission lines, oil pipe lines, anueducts and

other industrial improvements. The extraordinary

amount of detail, not usual in a geological map.

was placed in this map under the direction ot

Fletcher Hamilton, state mineralogist, bt-calise

of the large demand by that branch of the

mining industry directly interested in tne

economic as well as the geologic teatures ot

California mining regions.

A $1000 Monument for John H. Stowell is to

he erected at the grave of this pioneer of

the Shasta County copper region, who died li.

years ago about as ixior as the average pros-

pector and miner who "holds on to a good tiling

too long." Stoweir.s property, whic'li was not

much more than a partialy-developed prospect

at the time of his death, sold two years ago.

for approximately $200,000 and the Mammolli

Copper Mining Co. is now developing a mine

where Stowell wasted the later years ot his lite.

He was a typical old-timer, who would not accept

a $125,000 offer—a year or so prior to his

death—because the prospective buyers wouhl not

bring the money m gold and lay it down on tne

dump. This is no fiction story. Stowell was

cither ignorant of values or unreasonably ohsii-

nate in respec' to the sale of his property. He
stated to the ".Tournal's" correspondent one day

in the summer of 1899 that he had little faith

in the intentions and purposes of the prospective

purchasers. "If anybody thinks tlic mine is

worth a damn," he said in concluding tlie inter-

view, "let liim bring the money and pile it up

here' on this board on the dump, so tliat I

can see it." He would not trust tlie banks and

did not believe the promoters meant husiiuss

because they would not show the actual coul

Though he died, poor and friendless in Ins old

age, there is now to be erected to his memory
a '$1000 mill unent. A bird in tlie hand

is worth sev'.r.il in the bush and prospectors

who are approaching the journey over the Creiit

Divide might do well to consider this instance.

It has many counterparts. Prospectors and

owners in nearly every mining state are holding

out for a price, one-quarter of which would

maintain them in every comfort or luxury they

could enjoy during the remaining span of their

lives.

BUTTE—Feb. 8

Compensation-Law Report of tlie stall' lii-

dustrial commission shows that up to .Tan. .il.

last. 1I>9S employers had enrolled under the act.

bringing with them 50.4:14 employees. During the

lime the compensation law has been In operation

there has been paid out in compensation, medical

and hospital fees $505,369, distributed among
i;ol eni|)lovecs. The total number of accidents

r.porled up to .Ian 31. 1910. was 11,405. of

wbii'h 215 were fatal. The administration of the

law during the time of its operation has cost

the state $39,000, comparing favorably with the

cost in other states where such a law is In

otTeet.

New Important Litigations are eonfinnilng the

liutte camp. The short breathing spell enjoyed

by the liutte & Superior eoiniiany since lust

spring Is Sfion to be interruptcfl again by suits

to be instituted against it by tlie Minerals
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Scliaratioii Co. and by the Clark interesls.

representing the Clark-Montana Itealty and I he

Kim Orlu mining companies. The suit ot the

Minerals Separation Co. against Dlltte & SMperlor

comes to trial on Mar. 19, ill tile U. .s. Ulstricl

Court of Montana. The suit is based on the

Hyde case and new evidence will likely be

presented bv the defendant comiiany lliat may
have a decided elTect on llie ultimate oiiteome.

The question of damage due to tiie Minerals

Separation Co. will be brougllt up. Tabulating

the reports Hied by defendants wltli tiie .Montana

court since 1913, the Minerals Separation ( o_

figures the value of flotation concentrates at

over $10,000,000, the cost of whic'h was about

$1,000,000, leaving an apparent profit ot $l.i,-

000 Olio, to part of which tlie plainliff claims to

lie entitled. It will be up t<i the court to decide

the amount of damages, if any, to be awarded lo

Minerals Separation. In addition to the Minerals

Separation suit, Butte & Superior will also lie

called upon to face the new suit witii the

Clark-Montana Realty and the Kim Orlu .Alining

Co As the result of recent develoimieut wiirk.

it Is alleged, that the so-called Pyle strand ot

the Rainbow vein, apexes in the Kim Orlu

ground and that therefore there is no warrant

for claiming extralateral rights to orebodies be-

yond the "301" plane by which .fudge Bouniuiu

adjudicated conflicting interests last .spring. The

petition will be heard Feb. 10. In the petition

it is also set forth that the Butle & Siqierior

company has been mining ore from tile ground

In controversy at the rate of about 10.0110 tons

a month. An injunction restraining Butte *,•

Superior from mining ore in the Pyle strand

below its junction with the Rainbow vein and

an accounting for the ore previously mined will

be asked If the injunction be granted. Bulte

& Superior would have to reduce its present

output temporarily by about 207< nntil the

completion of the new shafts will permit it to

mine ore. developed in other sections of its own,

undisputed territory.

DENVER—Feb 8

Merger of Cripple Creek Mines is reported to

be ill progress, Uiniii.r states that A. E. Carlton

is working on plans for merger of EIW™
Cresson. Portland. Golden Cycle and United Cold

Mines.

Wet Concentration is not extensively practiced

at Leadville The reason for this as usually

given is that most of the ores are suitable for

smelting and that the district is well provided

with custom smelting facilities. However, there

is no doubt that flie district contains large

bodies of mineral-bearing materials that are

not classified as ore but which might be mined

and marketed profltably if subjected to some

form of concentration. Cramer & Co.. leasing a

gioup on Carbonate Hill, close to town, are to

construct a small mill to jig a low-grade lead

material that has purposely been avoided tor

many years. The results may prove a valuable

pointer to other leasers and owners.

SALT LAKE CITY—Feb. 8

Classifying Utah's Mineral Resources is to he

undertaken on a comprehensive scale. A hul-

letin has been issued jointly by the Utah State

Conservation Commission, the Utah State School

of Mines, the Utah Chapter of the American
Mining Congress—In cooperation with the U. S.

Bureau of Mines—announcing and outlining work

to be undertaken to allocate, classify, develop,

and record the mineral resources of tlie State

of Utah. It is planned to offer free determina-

tion of minerals, instruction in metallurgy,

mineralogy, geology, and mining for prospectors,

and to arrange for sucli steps as may properl.\'

bo taken to bring owners of mineral deposits into

touch with investors. It is not iiroposed to

eneroacli In any degree upon fields now legitimate-

ly occupied by private interests. The object

instead Is to exercise functions not now dis-

charged and to supplement where necessiiry the

activities of private interests to develop tile

state's mineral resources. The Utah State Con-

ser\atiou Commission—a body created in 1909

and the members of whicli are appointed by

the governor—has already done much vahuible

work in ascertaining and investigating tlie

mineral and other resources of the state A
course for prospectors and others interested is

being offered by the Stale ScIk.oI of Mines for

the winter of 1910-17. and will alfonl five weeks

work, instruction being given in tlie ruiiiiamentals

of niclalliirgv. mineralogy, geology of ore de-

posits, anil mining. The object is to give

Iirosiieetors such knowledge as will enable them

to work to the best advantage In Ihe field
;

to

leacli them bow to determine the value of a

mineral deiiosit, to dispose of the ore, to secure

a purchaser for the property or to interest others

ill its development. The Utah Chapter ol tlie

American Mining Congress will assist in every

liossible wa\' tile work of milling prospectors,

recognizing that all mining development has Us

inccpllmi in the activities of the prospector and

appr-ciating that authoritative identification ot

iiiiniaal specimens will be of great valvie to

prospectors. For the work, the State School ot

.Mines conlrihutes the use of its laboratories and

the services of its faculty; the State Conserva-

tion Commission, the services of its office and

field organization, including personal reconnais-

sance of mineral ground by its field secretary

when necessary or desirable, and bears part ot

the laboratory expense; the Bureau of Mines,

the services of Its technical staff and organiza-

tion ; the Utah Chapter of the American Mining

Congress, the facilities of its office and organiza-

tion, sharing In the expense of printing,

stationary, chemicals, and labor to make deter-

minations of specimens submitted. Specimens

may be sent for identification by mail or prepaid

express, addressed to the Utah State Conservation

Commission, room 412 Capitol Building, or to

the Department of Metallurgical Research.

University of Utah. Salt Lake City.

ROCHESTER. NEV— Feb. 9

Greater Activity in Rochester is assured in

the coming season. Besides tlie important devc'l-

opmeiit inaugurated by L, A. Friedman in the

area between the Rochester Mines and the

Nevada Packard properties, other new capital has

entered the district. Noteworthy in this con-

nection is the interest recently .o- luired by Cl.vdc

A Heller, president of Tonopah Belmont, in the

Itocliester Merger Mines Co. of which he has

become vice-president. The Nenzel interests, in

addition to their niining operations, are preparing

to install a water system in the towns of Uoelies-

ter and Lower Rochester, pumping the water from

springs in south American Caiion. on the cast

side of Nenzel Hill, and conducting if by pipes

tiirougll the Nenzel-Crowii i'oint workings, thence

into and out of the Pitt -Nenzel tunnel on the

Rochester side of the hill, through a raise that

will connect these mine wcnkiiigs,

WALLACE. IDAHO— Feb. 6

Closing of the Mines Employment Office in

Wallace on .Ian. 31. marks the end of a notable

cliapter in tlie history of mining in tlie Cieur

d'Alene district. It was the instrument that

effectually broke the power of the Western

Federation of Miners and prevented the organiza-

tion from again becoming entrenched in the

district, and while in recent years the systeiii

lias been employed by only two companies, it

has exercised a most wholesome influence m
discouraging agents of the Federation in their

efforts to restore the old regime. The discon-

tinuance of the emiilovment office Is viewed with

considerable apprehension by those who recall

the conditions that prevailed prior to its estab-

lishment and the riot and disorder which brougllt

it about. The Mines Employment Office, or the

"permit system" as it was familiarly called when

first adopted, was a measure adopted by the

military authorities following the blowing np of

the Bunker Hill & Sullivan mill in 1S99.

Shoshone County was placed under martial law

bv proclamation of the late Governor Steuneii-

berg. and in order to free the mines from the

disturbing element and those who were m
sympathy with the Western Federation, the

iliilitarv authorities took charge of the eniploy-

nient of men for all the mines, cstablislieii

central employment offices in Wallace and Kel-

logg, and no one was allowed to go to work

until he had received a "permit." to obtain

which he had to pass through a rigid investiga-

tion to show that he was not affiliated with the

Western Federation of Miners nor in sympathy

with that organization. Upon the withdrawal

of troops and the discontinuance of martial law.

the system of employment was adopted by all

the mining companies of the district willi t le

exceiition of the Hercules. As applied by the

companies the system was somewhat less rigid

than was maintained by the military nuthorities

but a close surveillance was exerii.scd. and all

who were known to he actively identified with

the Western Federation of Miners or in sympathy

with its methods were excluded from the mines,

Munbers of the union who were known to he

peaceable and law-respecting men were given

employment, but the agitators and trouble-

breeders were effectually barred through the

methods adopted by the employment office. The

power of the Federation was crushed and the

local organizations were reduced to mere skele-

tons As years passed new operating companies

entered the field which had no .• .nnectlon Willi
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till- labor Itoubk'S and tlu-refon' did not join

the system of t-mployment, while othur I'ompanlea
which Iiad a<loiJted llie system passed out of

fxistiuice for one eanse or another. Hut the

Hunker Hill \- Snliivan. the Hi-chi and tlic

Federal, which luid :ihsorhLd tiie Standard. Mam-
moth ami Morning mines, clung to the system
of employment wtiieh )iad proved S(» etTective

In ridding' tlie district ot the disturbing element
and the maintenance of which they rouarded
as a aafe{;uard against a recurreru-e of the

troubles of the past. However, upon the advent
of Harry L. Day as president and general
manager of tlie Federal Mining A: Smelting Co..

four years ago. the compatiy withdrew from the

employment office, leaving only tlie Hccla and
the Bunker Hill & Sullivan. U|)on the retire-

ment of Mr. Day about a year ago it was
expected that the Federal would again adopt the

employment-office system, hut definite announce-
ment was made the I;i.tter part of .Tanuary that

the company would not come in again. It

was then that the Bvinker Hill & SulUyan and
the Hecla companies deckled to close tlie AValhice
office, as it was being utilized only by tlie Heela.

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan company will con-
tinue the Kellogg office alone for the employment
of men for itself and affiUiated companies. The
abandonment of the employment otficc by tlie

Federal is believed to have some connection with

the prospective litigation between the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan and American Smelting and
Refining Co., which controls the Federal, over

the enforcement of tlie ore contract which will

be set aside by the Bunker Hill & Sullivan when
it begins smelting Us own ore.

JOPLIN. MO.—Feb. 10

New Taxation for Joplin District is proposed.
The war prosperity of tlie zinc producers has
turned the attention of legislators in their direc-

tion, when looking for means to increase the

revenues of the states. Both in the Missouri
and Oklahoma legislatures, bills are pending to

place a tax on zinc and lead ores. The measure
introduced at -Tefferson City provides for a tax
of 4c. a ton on blende and lead ore and V/ajC.

on calamine. It is considered likely that this

bill will he passed and become a law. with ])rop-

er readjustment so as not to favor the calamine
producers to the present extent. At Oklalioma
City a bill has been introduced providing a '^^'o

lax on the gross production of all <ires. Zinc
l)rodncei'.s have sent representatives to the state
capltol to light this measure. Thev estimate
it w<mld take $200,000 from the Oklahoma field

during i;H".

Title to Rich Zinc Land in the Oklahoma
section of the illstriet now hinges on a delicate
legal iM)int. Secretary of the Interior Lane has
lieeii called upon to decide whether Leander -I.

Fish, who died in November. 1914. owner of 2110

acres of mineralized land north of Cnnunerce,
Okla., now valued at .LjOO.OOO. was ever married
to a Washington, D. C. woman, and whether
she has a right to one-half his property despite
the fact that she, believing he had divorced
her, remarried. On tlie property is now located
the Montreal and other rich zinc mines. -Joseph

Fish presumably has been the sole owner of the
feu. and no one in this i)art of the country
ever knew the senior Fish had ever married in

Washington, on a business trip there about seven
years ago. which is the claim.

TORONTO— Feb. 12

Most Interesting and Important Discovery in

tlie Cobalt camp in several years is the way
the recent discovery of silver on the HiOO-ft.

level of tlu* Beaver mine is characterized in

Canada's leading silver camp. While the major
portion of the Beaver is not affected this new
vein lias an important bearing on the mines in

the southeastern part of the camp. The rocks
of Cobalt may lie roughly divided into three
classes: The conglomerate wlilch is the prin-
cipal ore-hearing formation ; the Keewatin, a
much older formation; and the diabase which is

tiie youngest of all. The conglomerate was laid

down on the Keewatin and these two formations
were intruded by the dial)Hse wliich occurs in

the form of a sill. These formations were
eroded by glacial action which laid hare the
conglomerate that formerly was under the sill,

and in tliis formation the most of the silver

lias been found. In the southeastern part of
the camp, however, the conglomerate was tliln-

ner or the erosion was greater and the Keewatin
was exposed, and only in this section of the
camp has it been very productive. Tiie Beaver
and the Temiskaming mines decided to sink
through the diabase sil' which is about 1000 ft.

thick and prospect the lower contact. In the
other parts of the camp the Keewatin under-

neath the sill has not been especially produetlre
and it was generally believed that the Bea\'er
haii lillle i-haru-e of encountering anything of

importance. Fortunately, however, for the com-
pany and fttr the camp, the work at thiH h'vel

succeeded in opening a vein ot high grade and
since the first vein was found another parallel

vein. 7 ft. away was cut. What etTect this

may have on the fortunes of the other niliie»

in that section Is of course an unknown <|uantlty.

hut their speculative value has been much
enchanced.

MELBOURNE—Jan. 9

Forty-four Hours a Week is now almo.st the
universal rule thrnn^hunt Australia and New Zea-
land for un<iergr(unid workers. Although In the
recent Broken Hill Arbitration Court case, the
employees undertook to jirodnce as much ore In

14 hr. as previously In 4S hi., rejiorts have not
shown that this result has been attained. The
tendency will undoubtedly be to eliminate Satur-
dav work as far as possible and reduce the hours
to 40. with pay as for 48, as a half-shift Is not
popular either with the manager or the men.

Bendigo Goldfleld in Victoria is receiving re-
newed attenlictn by reason of the proposal to com-,
bine a number of claims under one management.
Certainty some action is necessary if the steadily
diminishing yield of the Bendigo mines Is to be
counteracted. The gokl output has shrunk in

10 years by no less than ill.0(10 <>/.. The results
for 1910 were as follows : I'roduction, sri.TOO oz.

;

calls. i:4:i,000 ; dividends. K.i:'..2~'*. The reason
for the decline is not that tlie Bendigo reefs are
exiiausted—on the contrary many of them have
hardly liad a pick in them—but that the investing
public has lost confidence in the district and
declines to invest. The proposal Is to amalgamate
about 40 contiguous proi)ertles and to embark on
a systematic policy of prospecting and equiplng
various projierties located advantageously over
the area to be worked. By the introduction of

modern methods it is believed that considerable
economies can he etTectetl and that as compared
with the present methods larger profits will be
shown. The capital of the new company is to be
£500.000 In r»s. shares. One miliion shares go
to the shareholders of the companies being ab-
sorbed, and the other million are to be utilized
for the financing of the prospecting operations.
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ALASKA
ALASKA-.IUNEAt' (.luiK'iUl) — The mill is

already so far advancud that it is expected that

it will be completed in April. litlT.

ALASKA JIEXICAN (TreadwelD—Mill ran 19

days 12 lir. in December, crusliing 11,739 tons,

vielding $18,234, or $1.56 per ton ; operating ex-

pense, $20,45T ; operating loss, $2351) ; construc-
tion expense, $5284 ; loss. $7640 : miscellaneous
income. $3942.
ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—In the

300-stami) mill 150 were operated in December
crushing 24,843 tons yielding $52,510 or $2.13
per ton ; operating expenses. $29,924 ; operating
profit, $22,585; construction. $14,444; net oper-
ating income, $8140 ; other income, $14,917 ; total

net profit. $23,058. Slock of broken ore decreased
15,225 tons.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell) — Crushed in
December in Iteady Bullion mill 21,924 tons and
in 7nO-Ft. Claim mill 22.050 tons yielding re-

spectively $42,080 and $41,288. or $1.92 and
$2.01 per ton. Readj- Bullion npei-ating expenses
were $43,829; operating loss. $2lo:;; constrviction

expenses, $28,935 ; lo.ss. $22,440 ; miscellaneous
income, $1940. The 700-Ft. Claim operating ex-
penses were $75,710; operating loss. $31,870; con-
struction expenses, $7021 ; loss. $38.892 ; miscel-
laneous Income, $1940.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

BIWBBE COPPER JIlNINtJ AND DEVELOP-
MENT (Bisbee)—Three-compartment shaft down
70 ft. Diamond drill down 740 ft., having gone
through 50 ft. of sulphide below illO ft. Ma-
chinery in place and operation expected in short
time.

Greenlee County

SIIA.V.VON (Clifton)—.Tanuary copper produc-
tion was 759.000 lb. ; decre.-.se due to labor trou-

bles ; December output 977.000 lb. The 150-ton
unit of Uiiching plant nearly completed; ex-

pected to be operating by end of February ;

President Anistcr states that if operation is sat-

i.lfactorv, plant will he enlarged to 1000 tons

capacity for treating company's I .OOO.OOII-ton

tailing dump, and p.'.rtly oxidized ore of Shan-
non Hill, estimated at from 3,000.000 to 5,000,-

000 tons. Developments in Leonard mine to

depth of 450 ft. so satisfactory that new tlirec-

compartment shaft will be sunk to 000 ft. ; mine
now .shipping about 125 tons dally.

Mohave County

BIG .IIM (Oatinan)—Crosscutting under way at
600-ft. level.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—^First shipment
made of gold bullion from new mill ; araoimted
to about 350 lb.

ADAMS (Oatman)—This prospec/ in Black
Range section cut a 4-ft. quartz lein on 400

level.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

TREASURE (Amador City)—Two men killed

Feb. 5 by falling or being thrown from skip in

winze below 1600 level.

BUNKER HILL (Amador City)—New tube-
milling and concentrating i)lant in operation

;

working satisfactorily. Expect to make closer

saving than formerly.

CENTR.\L EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Prepara-
tions being made for opening new level at 3350-ft.

point ; good ore disclosed at the bottom and also

in crosscut on 2500 level.

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—
Water lowered to 1300 level ; from that point to

the 2100 level, shaft is single compartment, so

that unwatering will proceed more rapidly.

Calaveras County

COI.DE.N WAVE iAiigels Camp)—Purchased
from \V. I). Itiley & Sons by .Vapa County men.
Mill may be erected.

CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—Report-
ed that railroad extension from Milton, ncaresl

station on Southern Pacific R.R., will be built to

the mine and that it will be ready for handling
freight before next winter. S. SI. Levey, super-
intendent, is now in Boston conferring with own-
ers. Route will he via Salt Spring Valley reser-

voir and follow along west side of valiej-. Nine
16-horse teams are now emi)loyed hauling concen-
trates from mine to railroad at Milton, and car-

rying freight back to the mines. Milling capacity
recentlv increased and deepening of three-t!om-

partme'nt shaft from the 000 level to the 1000-ft.

point Is In progress.

Eldorado County
DARLING CONSOLIDATED ((;e<ugetown)

—

.New York men .said to have lu'c-orne Interested in

this development.

PYRAMID (Rescue)-Shalt down to 700 ft. and
25 men are employed. Crosscut will be driven to
tap the vein while shaft is being deepened.
MANGANESE CO. (Garden Valley)—Five car-

loads of chrome ore recently shipped by rail from
Placerville to Pittsburgh. Ore hauled by teams to
railroad.

Nevada County
ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—Mill and

cyanide plant are being constructed under super-
intendence of Frank A. Vestal, formerly \vith

Empire mine. Installation of improvements and
development of orebodies delayed by storm which
blocked transportation b.v rail.

.lERKY GOODWIN ESTATE (Y'ou Bet)—Final
distribution ordered. Goodwin, owner of gravel
mine, was killed in pistol fight two years ago.
Annie M. Brown, of Maine, who bought out other
heirs, will receive bulk of property. Nahum Good-
win, brother of decedent, is to be paid a monthly
stipend for life and Adele Flint Kern, of Salinas,
has been paid a be(|uest of $2500 for nursing
Jerry Goodwin. Expected tliat mines will be
operated without further interruption.

CHAMPION (Nevada City)—Reported that flo-

tation will be tried and that material and machin-
ery are on the ground for installation of plant.
This will be the first trial to be given to flotation

in Nevada Count.v. Construction of aerial tram-
way across Deer Creek from tlie nuiuth of Provi-
dence shaft to the Champion mill will be started
this month. By that time new station at 2700
level will he completed. Then all ore will be
hoisted through Providence shaft and carried
across creek to mill. About 150 men are em-
ployed.

Shasta County
.MOU.NTAIN COPPER (Keswick)—Capacity Of

flotation plant to be increased to 50(i tons. Addi-
tions also being made to plant at JIartinez. Re-
serves largely increased in the last year.

Siskiyou Cou.nty

BLUE LEDGE (Medford. Ore.)— First shipment
of copi)er ore hauled by teams to .lacksonville

and loaded on freight cars. In the spring it ii;

expected to increase shipments.

GRAY K.VGLE (Happy Camp)—Eighteen bunk-
houses, a dining room l>>x70 ft., and other sur-
face buildings under construction. Freighting in

of machinery, lumber and other materials retarded
by had roads which would have been imjiassable
to lu'avy loads if the contpany had l.ot made
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rt'imiis. Til is rxpciiso iiddoil lo 2i\ ytvv lb. loi"

waiioii ti'i'it;lil makes shipping cost liiyili Ilcvcl

Dpiiu'iit lit additional k'OUIuI nii dear rn-rk, 12

mi, lichiw Happy Camp, and thu Kly Icdu^' on
IClk Crvt'k is also in prouress. Dlauumd diillinu

to be done. William IvoenuT. snperintendent.

Trinity County

LA GRAN(;K (Woaveivilkl Kepoitod that a

siphon on Stewarts Fork and a section of ;Ui-in.

pipe was damaged by tree/inn ;ind that operations
are temporarily eiirtailed,

DEMOCHAT (Weaverville) Work resnmed by
new owners, Junkiiis, Hanna it Kyan. Property is

developed by a :ilHi-it. tnnne! at 100 ft. below
surfaee. Crosscut is being run to Ibo ore.

Yuba County

A. B. C. IMIXK (Brownsville)—This property,
formerly the Solano Wonder, is being operated by
J, Hoeppner, an oil man. Property was eiiuipped
with r>-stam]) mill and cyanide plant. The Clark
mine adjoining also purchased by Hoeppner.
Sinking to 400-ft. point in progress.

COLORADO
Boulder County

DEGGE-CLARK MILL (Boulder)—Tliis tung-
sten reduction plant has resumed operations after
short shut-down.

Dolores County

EMMA (Dunton) ^Extensive development work
being done by Tonopah Mining Co.

RICO ARGENTINE (Rico)—Drift being ad-
vanced into good-grade lead-silver ore containing
copper and zinc.

Lake County

MSI PRirS EXTENSION (Leadville)—Lessees
have opened body of nuinganese ore on 180-ft.

level; shipping IO(t(t tons monthly.

Park County

FIRE IN ALMA destroyed 18 buildings in busi-
ness district including Rediuen and K. of P. halls.

HOCKING MINE (Alma)—Operations suspended
indefinitely.

San Miguel County

TOMBOY GOLD MINES CO. (Telluride)— Mill
ran 29 days during .lanuaiy crushing 12, 000 tons
of ore which vielded $25,801) in bullion and
$72,400 in concentrates, a total of $*I8.20)). Oper-
ating expenses were $70,400, leaving an operating
profit of $27,800. to which was added $ir.70 de-
rived from other sources. Total profit. $29.:570.

Summit County

KOKOMO METALS CO. (Kokomo)—First car
lead-iron ore shipped recently. Regular shipments
to be made in future.

MICHIGAN (Kokomo)—Large shoot good-grade
lead ore being developed. Shipping retarded on
account of car sliortage. January production was
55 cars iron and lead ores.

WILFLEY (Kokomo)—Snow blockade of spur
track to mine prevents shipping 15 to 20 cars ore
but development work being continued. Upper
tunnel being cleaned out and retimbered in prep-
aration for furtlier wnrk,

GIBSON HILL (Brerkenridge)—Car of lead-
zinc ore sliipped to smelting plant at Flor-
ence. Expected regular shipments will he made
in future. Both milling and shipping grade ores
being mined and consideralile development work
under way.

Teller County
LACKAWANNA BELLE {Cripple Creek)—Being

operated by lessees.

DANTE (Victor)—Four sets lessees working on
this Bull Hill property.

FIDELITY GOLD MINING CO. (Cripple Creek)—Stated rich strike made on this property- which
lies between Lackawanna Belle and Mt. Champion
mines.

ELKTON (Victor)—Dumps at main shaft leased
for two years to I. J. Russell, who plans to
rough sort the ore and thereby raise average
value of shipping prnduct to about $6.00 a ton.
Product will be shipped to the Golden Cvcle
mill at Colorado City.

GRANITE GOLD (Victor)—Bob Tail vein
opened at li;0()-ft. level of Dillon sliaft. drift
advanced :iO ft. in ore. Vein is IS ft. wide and
contains streaks of ore assaying $M0 a ton. Ore
shipped to Goldeti Cycle mill at Colorado Citv.
C. C. Hamlin is general manager.
ROOSEVELT DRAINAGE TUNNEL (Victor)—

One shift per day is being worked. Breast of
tunnel is in the Comstock lode and approach-
ing eastern end line of that claim. Small vein
of quartz and flunrile, recently cut by tunnel,
assayed $2.40 a ton. Tapping of this vein
caused slight increase in How of water from
tunnel, which is about 0000 gal. per min. Charles
Tuller, superintendent.
ALBERT BEACON GOLD MINING (Cripple

Creek)—At recent meeting, following directors
and offlcers were elected: Frank Vetter, presi-
dent and treasurer; F. W. Revoice. vice-presi-
d.-nt ; A. M. McVicar, assistant treasurer; .1. D.
Dunn, secretary ; James Butler. ;issistant secre-
tary; W. I. Scyman ; and D. W. Kilpatrick. Shaft
sunk additional lilt ft. recently. Considerable
ore Is being develnped by lessees.

GEORGIA
BAUXITE MINING is active in the Anderson-

ville district in Sumter County. Among the
o|)erators are Easterlln Brothers of Anderson-
ville; Repulilic Mining Co. of Philadelphia.
IVnn. ; Kiill)Ileisch Coiporation of New York and
Chattanooga. Teini,

CHHSTATEE (Brookton)—This cupriferous pv-
rite property being prepared for production by
N;irhaniel I', and (Jenrge L. Pratt of Atlanta.
Dam and HMlO-lip. hy(ho-electri<' equipment being
installed, and arrangements made for railroad
branch from Brookton on Gairu-sville & North-
western R.R.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

BUNKER HILL .V SULLIVAN (Kellogg)—New
smelting plant is about iJn% completed. It is

expected to be in operation about July 1.

JACK W'AITE (Wallace)—Since ore shipments
began 6 weeks ago, company has siiipped ^tOO

tons of ore averaging over 50% lead, with
low silver content. Twenty men employed and
shipments paying all expenses and providing
surplus with which to liuild a mill in spring,
according to the manager. Rush J. White.
COPPER KINt; (Mullan)—Diamond drill pene-

trated orebndy several months ago. Drift being
run to diamond drill luile has exposed :! ft. of
ore running from HO to 4(i% lead and al)out
5 ft. of lower grade. Drift will reach drill bole
in about two weeks. Ore in same shoot opened
years ago about 1200 ft. above.
RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace) Beaver Creek

branch of Oregon-Washington Railroad and
Navigation Co. completed to Ray-.TelTersoii mill
recently. Large accumulation of zinc and lead
concentrates now lieing shipped ami mill will
iH'gin running full time at lOO-ioii capacity.

Property adjoins Interstate- Callahan on west.
Large amount of ore availal)le and company
thoroughly e<iuipp<"d foi- steady operation.

AMBERGRIS (Wallace)—Rapid progress being
made driving crosscut from No. 4 tunnel of
Hercules north to cut Ambergris orebodv at
1000 ft. below shaft, which is 200 ft. deep and
shows two or three feel of high grade lead-
silver ore. Aerial tramway fioni Hercules tun-
nel to be used to convey ore 1 mi. to the
railroad. Ambergris controlle<l by Hercules.

BLACK BEAR (Wallace)—Meeting of stock-
holders authorized increase of capital stock from
$1,250,000 to $2,000,000 with view to selling con-
trol. Meeting also authorized directors to borrow
not more than $100,000 if desirable to provide
mill and eiiuip mine for operation. Property
located on Canon Creek near Black Bear, and has
considerable lead and zinc ore blocked out.

KENTUCKY
IN THE ESTILL COUNTY OIL FIELD, con-

siderable prosjjecting is being done under the di-
rection of geologists. Last year a good showing
was made by Ibis field.

MICHIGAN
Copper

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)— Drifts on the new
lode arc encountering good rock.

NEW ARCADIA (Houghton)—Has found the
lode sought and is drifting both ways.

ALLOUEZ (Allouez)—Shipping about 2150 tons
per day to' the mill : about capacity of mill.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Preparing to open its

lodes; steps taken toward enlargement of shaft
from two to three compartments for two-skip
hoisting.

NEW BALTIC (Houghton)—New pump arrived
and will be put in commission when shaft is .10

ft. below the ledge and sump constructed. Large
amount of water in shaft has been delaying work.

OSCEOLA (Osceola)—Noticeable increa.se in
tonnage over preceding month. Better ore com-
ing from new ground opened at southern end
of the old Osceola.

WYANDOT (Houghton)—On 10th level (bot-
tom) has drifted 150 ft. in each direction. On
the 9th level, each side has been stoped to the
8th level.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)— Miil now has eight stamp
heads in operation, six of which are of latest
design. Seven heads treating Ahmeek rock with
a daily average of over 5400 tons. Eighth head
handling La Salle rock.

FRANKLIN (Demmnn)—Electric rope-haulage
system on :i2d level wil! be in commission in
about another month. The system on the 29th.
liOtb and 31st levels higl'.Iy successfu' : r::":«
increase in tonnage as each was 'nstailec. taking
care of the scarcity of trammers.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Good showings in
tJu' drift on third level on the Butler lode and
on (Ith level of the No. :i Nortli lode. On the
South lode a drift is being extended beyond the
boundary, connecting with the Lake workings, for
ventilation. Daily tonnage, 175, yielding IS lb.

])er ton.

INDIANA (Rockland)—Assessment of $1 levied
payable Mar. 1. President R. M. Edwards .states
that since last April 700 ft .of development had
been done on 1150 and 1400 levels; this work

.showed felsitc mass to be of irregular skiape :

some native copper found near contact hut no
cimimerclal (|Uantittes; No. 2 drill hole, which
gavo rich core, not encountered. A South Lake
amygdaloid lode, on SW*/4, Sec. 21, showing a
little coppei- at surface, is being prosi)ected ; shaft
down 100 ft. ; will be sunk to yoo ft. when lateral
work will he luidertaken.

Iron

JONES A: LAU(;HLIX <»RK CO. (Wakefield)—
Seven dlaninnd drills nciw at work. Shaft to be
sunk and mine develojied this .spring.

HOLMES (Ishpeming) Mine now connected
with Sec. 10 shaft at depth of 1000 ft. Drifting
started to ore. Concrete pockets put U\ under-
ground.
OGLEBAY-NORTON (Ironwood)—General oflBces

of this company for the Lake Superior district
to he removed from Commonwealth. Wis., to Iron-
wood. E. H. Hopkins now at Ironwood.
WAUSECA {Iron Itiver) —New concrete -lined

shaft is to bo sunk. It will be 21x7 ft. inside
and 500 ft. deep. Osana shaft, owned by same
company, to be concreted to depth of 500 ft.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

HONEY BEE (Joplin)—In good ore in new
prospect on Banker's land near old Bumblebee
property.

OSCEOLA (Joplin)—Erected 250-ton hopper
over new shaft and will tram to mill. Flans
for new concentrator temporarily ahandoiu?d.
ROANOKE (Commerce, Okla.)—Constructing

new :i50-ton mill sluut distance northeast of
Commerce. Steam plant. E. M. Funkhouser,
Commerce, manager.
CROCKETT (Joplin)—Opened good ore run

at property formerly known as Lucky Joe at
Four Corners. Fate Rhodes of Neck City, man-
ager.

MATTES BROS. (Joplin)—Have leased and are
operating Symmes mine .southwest of city. Also
have leased Dick Turpin near-by and will open
it in about a month.
MISSOURI ZINC MINES CO. (Joplin)—In-

stalled Pomona pump at Texino shaft at Neck
City. Will reopen mine and operate piill.

Company also owns Quick Seven property which
is shipping two carloads concentrates weekly
from an opencut.

SCHOOLHOUSE (Joplin)—This mine at Carter-
ville reopened by Chapman-Hosley Co. Mill
remodeled and enlarged. Steam plant with
2600-ft. Sullivan cross-contpoiuid compressor,
duplicate of one at Oronogo Mutual, which was
largest in district. New feature is :i7^-hp. oil
engine to operate geared pump. Water hammer-
drills replace old style, and mine formerly dusty
in excellent sanitary shape.

Northern Arkansas
LIGHT SHIPMENTS IN JANUARY were re-

ported from this field, the cold weather and bad
roads heing responsible. The total amounted to
:19 cars, divided as follows: Rush, 10; Mt.
Hersey, 16; Gilbert, 4; Zinc. :> ; Ponca, 2; and
Yellville, 1. J. C. Sliepberd continued to be
the largest operator, having shipped 18 cars.

MONTANA
Deerlodge County

ANACONDA (Anaconda )— Eiglitv-two electri-
cal workers walked out Feb. ti at the Wasbo'e
smeltery due to disagreement on the question of
jurisdiction between the Electrical Workers' Union
and the Mill and Smeltermen's Union. The con-
troversy is still undecided. Temporarily, electri-
cal machinery is kept running by members of the
company's technical stafT and volunteers from the
Mill and Smeltermen's Union. On Feb. 7 the
boilermakers walked out on the same ground
taken by the electrical workers. On Feb. 9, all
tile men returned to work, tlie question of juris-
diction of the unions to be decided by arbitration.

Lincoln County
TROY DISTRICT is increasing its activities.

A .syndicate of Troy and Kali.spell men have just
taken over group of 15 silver-lead-zinc claims
which they intend to develop under the title
of Kalispell-Troy Mining Co. At the Montana
Morning mine, owned by William Hogan and
associates, development has started on a silver-
Icad-zinc vein ; compressor is being in.stalled.
Togo Mining Co. is completing 4000-ft. flume
and hydro-electric plant to supply power for
development of orebodies exposed on companv's
properties. Big Eight, now controlled by the
Day interests, has been considerably developed
and more exton.sive operations are planned for
coming season. On Silver Tip Extension, a $900)t
cor.trac: was let last summer for crosscutting
ro reach promising orebody exposed on surface.
Extensive development work is being done by
tiic Troy Mining Cx>. ; machine drills will be
introduced as soon as Snowstorm company is

prepared to furnish electric power. The" old
Keystone. (Jold Flint. Jim Hill and Great North-
ern properties have been consolidated and
financed l)y a Minneapolis syndicate. The copper
z<ine in tlie eastern part of the county is assured
considerable attention during coming summer.

Silver Bow County
BXTTTE-DULITTH MIXING CO. (Butte)—Bad

weather and consequent tying up of acid ship-
ments necessitated a shut-down of mine and mill
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im Fob. :> ; lOO.OOO lb. of copper liavf bc-eli

shipped. Mines Openiting Co. wlii iilso talti' over
tlie BullHli:u'lier on Feb. 22. and eontlnue opera-
lions now carried on by leasing; syndicate. Ore
running from 5 to 8% copper is now being taken
out.

EAST BUTTE MINING CO. (Butte)—Output at

I'ittsmont smeltery during .lanuary was 1.47!t.520

ib. copper and U'.l.r.lt oz. silver. Development on
ISOIl level of Pittsniont mine shows orebotiies to

be better in ciuantily and iiuality tluin on upiier

levels. As soon as ISIMI level is thoroughly
opened up, sliaft will be sunk to 2000-ft. level

and lateral devoiopnu'ut work done.

KOUTH BUTTE (Butte)—Company reports for

quarter ended Dec. 31, 191(i, surplus of .$r».274,-

941, after paving quarterly dividend amountinr
to $322,500. Earnings for <iiiarter were $S0S.11T2.

Copper production for (luarter was (i,729,5()l lb. :

sliver 289.834 oz. ; gold .'lOO oz. Total profit

for 1916 was $2,487,524. Development work
during quarter was as follows : Crosscuts 1534
ft. ; drifts, 2321 ft. : raises. 20.'>7 ft. : stations.

74 ft. ; total (518(i lin.ft. During quarter mined
and shipped 144,371 wet tons of ore and 16 wet
tons of precipitates.

NEVADA
i Clark County

SAN DIEGO (Nelson)—Tills Eldorado Canon
property, together with the Chicago and other

claims, has been purchased by W. U. Letton and
associates of Los Angeles, Calif., and shaft will

be sunk to ."iOn ft.

Esmeralda County

CHAMPS D'OR (JOLD .MIXING (Hornsilver)—
On 3r)0-ft. level, Dunfee lease, east drift encoun-

tered vein beyond Ihe fault exposing several feet

of shipping ore. .Sliipments will lie confined to

ore extracted in development with object of creat-

ing sufficient reserves to warrant erection of local

treatment plant.

RED HILLS-FLORENCE MINING CO. (Gold-

fleld)—The old Plorence-Americau 800-ft. will

be used as main hoisting shaft in present plan

for development of property. A 50-hp. double

drum hoist piuchased and new headframc is

being erected.

Humboldt County

HOME TRAIL (Rochester)—Property was re-

cently purchased by Reno men and being

developed.
ROCHESTER JUNES (Rochester)—Towers for

the new aerial tramway are completed and cables

are being placed.

NENZEL-CROWN POINT (Rochester)—Long
tunnel in American Canon recently cut 5 ft. of

ore in the Zero vein, supplementing the strike of

sulphide ore in the Pitt-Nenzel tunnel.

ROCHESTER UNITED (Rochester)—Adit to

develop downward extension of ore opened in

25-ft. shaft has cut tlie oreshoot. Another adit,

known as the Silver King now being driven,

should eventually tap this ground at 375-ft. depth.

NATIONAL MINES CO. (National)—Mill shut

down in November, having treated 27.:i78 tons

in 191li. Operations now confined to sinking

main working winze to open three, new 150-ft.

levels. Perry G. Harrison, superintendent..

HATCH MINING (National)—This company,

leasing on the Buckskin-National company's

ground, developed a considerable body of good-

grade sil\er-gold ore. Six-stamp amalganuitiou

and concentration mill erected but recoveries

,vere unsatisfaclorj'. Pniiierty now idle.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PEODICTION for week ended

Feb 3 was 10,994 tons valued at $lSl,r>92. com-

pared with 92«(i tons for week previous. Pro-

ducers were: Tonopah Belmont. 3171 tons; Tono-

pah Mining 2400 ; Tonopah Exten.sion, 2380 ;
.Tim

Butler 900 ; West End, (ir>8 ; Rescue-Eula. 252

;

H.-ilifax. I(i2 : MacNamara. 54: Midway, 51; Mon-
tana. 50 ; mis<-ellaneoiis. K tons,

TONOPAH EXTENSION (TonopalD- Net profit

for December was $51,220 from 8203 dry tons of

ore; bullion production 1413 oz. gold and 141.097

oz. silver.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Net profit for

December was $nl.000 from 7070 dry tons having

average value of $17.ii5 ; bullion prndudlon was
134.990 oz. valued at $124. COO.

RESCUK-EULA (Tonopah)—On 1050-ft. level

cut vein that was a consistent producer on level

above. Drifting east on full face of ore averag-

ing about $20 per ton.

MONARCII-PITTSBUIKiH (Tonopah)—On 850-

ft level, west crosscut being run to connect with

raise from 1000-ft. level. Early in February

Iirospecting of oreshoot will be resumed.

NEW JERSEY

NEW .TERSEY ZINC (Franklin Furnace)—Net
profits In 1910 were $:;1.1.ss.2:i9: dividends $26.-

(3)0,000; proflt-siiaring pavrilents about $900,000.

NEW IVIEXICO

Grant County

CARLISLE MINING (Sleeijlerock)—New di-

rectors of this comiiany are: August Heckscher.

G Maurice Heckscher. Sumner Gerard. Howard

k' Welch and Sanford Makeever. Marcus Daly

Estate not interested as previously reported ; Mar-

cus Daly. .Ir.. Is a small stockbolder but is not

connected with the management.

UTAH
Juab County

TINTIC SIIII'.MENTS during January amounted
to 802 cars; first week showing li>5 cars; sei-ond

week. 210 cars; third week, 212 cars: and fourth
week. 185 <-ars. Shipments in last week curtailed
by car shortage. In first week of February 211
cars were shipped.

YANKKE (Kureka)—Develoi)ment concentrated
at western end of property, tollowlng recent strike

here, in searcli of Beck Tunnel ore.

TINTIC STANDARD ( Hurcka) — New shaft
doHii over 400 ft. I'ltiniate depth to be at least

1500 ft. Blower on 1500 has lirqiroved ventilation.
Sliiimients resumed

OPOHONCJO (.Mammoth)—.lanuary and Decem-
ber shiimients amounted to :{ cars for each month.
Property has worked 20 years, liavlng been de-
veloiied without assessment : it lias paid $71,900
in dividends ; last payment in January, 1913,
amounting to $9000 or Ic. a share.

Salt Lake County

MONTANA-BINGHA.'M (Bingham) Contract for

900-ft. extension of tunnel by the Karns company
nearly completed.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—There are 35 to 40 men
working. Dittlculty in getting ores to market
owing to weather conditions.

UTAH APEX (Bingliani)—Net proceeds in 191(i

were $784,202, according to report filed with state
hoard of eciuaiization.
CONGOR (Bingham)—Sinking to meet raise

from ftlontana-Bingliam tunnel. Property pro-
duced car of ore daily during summer months.

UTAH COPPER (Garfield)—According to state-

ment filed with state board of etiualization, 191t>

net earnings were $31,843,955: expenses, $18,-

345.603. Construction and repairs at plants cost

:

Magna mill. $120,438; Arthur mill. $535,399:
leaching plant. $300,467; mines plant. $211.8.50.

JIICHIGAN-tTTAH (Bingham) — Orebody in

crosscuf from Lavina tunnel being explored:
drifted on for 152 ft. and raise in ore up 35 ft. ;

extending upward and downward toward Copper
Prince tunnel. January shipments about 20 cars.

Ore accumulated at bins, owing to unfavorable
weather conditions.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Property recently
inspected by President Hubert E. Rogers. Both
Janiiev and Minerals Separation fiotation systems
to be 'tried out. Mill treating 2400 to 2600 tons
of ore daily, averaging 1% copper. Recovery
about 50%. Cash on hand. $250,000. with 2.000.-

OOO shares of par value of $1 issued, and $500,000
sliares in treasury.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for January amount-
ed to about 6943 tons, as compared to a little over
SOOO tons in December, and 6750 in November.
January shipments hampered by bad weatlier.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—
New 50-ton mill giving satisfactory service.

Thaynes Canon tunnel in 1400 ft., daily progress
<if 12 to 13 ft. made; working two shifts; third
shift to be added.

Utah County

MILLER MINES DEVELOPMENT (American
Fork)—Organized by Kirk & Leavell. Salt Lake
engineers, with a view to working old Miller mine,
wliich made good production from upper workings.

CANADA
British Columbia

BRITISH COLU.MBIA COPPER (Greenwood)—
Coiiper production for month of January was
331.667 Ih.

Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS over the T. & N. O. Ry.

for December. 1916. were: From Cobalt. Alad-

din Cobalt. 22 tons; Beaver. 69; Buffalo. 32;
Coniagas. 56 ; Colialt Comet. 62 ; Crown Reserve.

91 ; Hudson Bay. 30 ; Kerr Lake. 94 : La Rose.

44 ; Mining Coriicn-ation of Canada 107 ; McKin-
ley'-Darragh, 165 ; Penn-Canadian. 42 ; Trethe-

wey. 38; Total. 854 tons. From Elk Lake. Miller-

Lake-0"Brien, 20 tons. From Hatleybury. Pitts-

hurgh-Lorrain. 17 tons ; Wettlaufer. 13 tons. To-

tal silver ore shiiiments. 906 tons. From Porquis
Junction. .Vlexo (nickel). 347 tons.

GIFFORD (Coli;ilt)— Caiiital slock has been in-

creased from *250,000 to $1,000,000.

MINAKER (Kirkland Lake)-Narrow vein car-

rying free gold lias been discovered.

HARGRAVES (Cobalt)—New vein 4 to 8 in.

wide carrying 2500 oz. per ton. has been struck

in No. 1 shaft at tile 75-ft. level.

CROWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Vein of high-

grade lui' 1 in. wide said to liave been struck

on the 700-ft. level.

BOSTON CKKEK (Boston Creek)—Plans for a
mill the fiisl unit of which will have a capacity

of 175 tons of ore per day are In preparation.

DOME (South Porcupine) In January, pro-

duced ijlSl.OOO worth of bullion from 89.600

tons of ore averaging $4.57 per ton, at a cost

of $2.81 per ton.

McINTYHE (Schumacher)- Omdal figures give

production during January as $115,297 from 14,-

317 tons of ore averaging $10,60 per ton. Av-
erage montblv production for the last quarter

of 1910 was $118,704. average tonnage treated

was 13.123 tons of an average value of $10.60.

BIOAVER (Cob.ilt)—High-grade vein recently
encountered on 160()-ft. level is said to carry
2tl00 oz. ore and wall rock carries silver for from
3 to 5 ft. on either side of the vein. (Later— Al
7-ft. distance another lilgb-grade vein was
encountered.) EtTorts being made to connect
with the Temlskamlng workings on the IHOO-fl.

lelel to improve the air circulation.

WEST DO.ME CONSOLIDATED (Porcu[plne)
Drift on 300-ft. level frrjin the main sliafl now
In about 420 ft., and the vein which at first

averaged $12 to $14 per ton Is now said to av-
erage $34 i)er ton with an average width of
5 ft. A smaller vein 3 ft. wide, averaging $8
jier ton was enc<puntered, at right angles to the
main vein.

MEXICO
JALISCO .MINKS In the llostotlpaqulllo dis-

trict have resumed operiitirjns. the principal dif-

ficulties being In securing supjillcs—especially
cyanide. Cinco MInas has been milting 400 tons
dally. Aniparo. 300 tons, and El Favor and ,Mo!o-
loa are preparing to resume,
GREE.NK-CANANEA (Cananea. Son.)—-laiiuary

production 5.700,000 lb. copper, 156,690 oz. sil-

ver. 770 oz. gold,

MAKGIKItlTK MINING CO. (Hunslcker Bldg..
Allentown. Peiin.) J. S. .M.ack. president of this
company, reports (hat installation of concentrat-
ing e(tuipment for low-grade ore Is contemplated ;

shipping high-grade to smelters. Projierty in San-
to Toinas district in northern part of Baja
(.'allfomia.

TRINIDAD
TRINIDAD LEASEHOLDS. LTD. (1 London

Wall Buildings. London. Eng.) -,\t annual meet-
ing, petroleum output for fiscal vear ended June
30. 1916. reported as 120.060 bbl. ; from July to
November. 19H>, it was 115.000 bhl. Shipping
station at La Carriere with 8-in. submerged line
\vorking satisfactorily. Production mainly from
Forest Reserve area ; geoiogii-al survey made of
Guayagua.vare area. Surrendered 7.500 acres of
Crown land held under exploration license.

NICARAGUA
BABILONIA GOLD .MINES. LTD. (La Liber-

tad)—J. V. Lake has lately resumed cilarge after
an absence of a year, on leave. Crosscut started
from shaft for second level—120 ft. below main
drainage level. Mill increased from 40 to 60
tons, and with two additional grinding pans it

is hoped to mill 75 tons daily.

BRAZIL
SU.MIDOURO GOLD MINE in the district

of Ouro Preto, State of Minas Geraes, has
been acquired under optional contract by a New
Y'ork syndic.ite for whom Kirby Thomas is con-
sulting engineer. An examination is now being
made.

FRENCH GUIANA
SOCIETE-ANONYME DBS GISEMENTS d'OR

de SAINT ELIE (Sinnaniary)—Report for 1915-
16 shows 189 tributers worked at the company's
Saint Elie placers and 30 at those of Adieu Vat.
Y'ield for the year was 149,215.9 grams or an
average of 12,235 grams monthly, as again^
15.691 grams per month during the preceding
year : tills output includes also the production
from the Courifege and Dieu Merci placers. Com-
pany's profit was about $15 000—entirely from
merchandise sales ; tributers' gold purchased at
standard price.

BOLIVIA
CIA. MINER.\ Y AGRICOLA DE OPLOCA

(Chocaya)—This company according to the "West
Coast Leader." has doubled capitalization by issue
of 60.000 more £1 shares, of which £28.000 are
to be used at once for development campaigns
at Tatasi and Portugalete silver-tin mines and
at file Choroma silver mine. Company is owned
by Chilean and Bolivian interests : was under op-
tion to North .\niericans last year but price was
considered too high.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fundicion)-Estimated

January copper production. 6.172.000 lb.

SPAIN
PY"RITES EXPORTS to the United States from

Spanish and Portuguese ports in 1916. as re-

ported by the Spanish agents of file Davis Sul-

liliur Ore Co.. amounted to 1.117.968 long tons,

from various ports as follows: Huelva. 1.057.-

326 tons; Seville. 21,100; Pomarao (Portugal),
39.542 tons. Pyrites exports to the United States

in 1915 were 874.920 tons and in 1914 were 854,-

432 tons,

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—From

27.123 tons milled in December, (he detailed re-

turns were: Tabowie bullion. $33,903; Taracol.

$33,558 ; Maibong. $28,597 : T;nacol cyanide-plant
bullion, $63.593 ; Maibong tube-mill bullion.

$4588; total. $164,240. Tabowie stamp mill

crushed only 10,448 tons, owing to 20 stam|>s

being hung up for 17 days during installation of

four new mortars. Cage accident at Taliowie

mine. Dee. 20. due to breaking of cable, resulted

in death of 1 1 Koreans ; followed by strike of

contract miners for liigher pay ; strike broken

by Dec. 27. Hydro-electric plant closed on Dec.

21 ; using some steam, and electric power pur-

chased from Okura & Co.
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Joplin, Mo., .Tun. 27—Blcndi', lilgli, $92. IB; 6%
Zn, premium ore $90, medium, $87..'')0(fji85

; low,

$82. ('Mliiiniiu., per ton 40% Zn, $r>0. Avi'riice

SfllinK pric-i' :ill crades of zinc ore, $81.10 per ton.

.Toplin, Mil,, Feb. 3—Blende, basis 60% Zn, liicb,

$82.4.'-., nudinni $70(Si8O. Calamine, 40% Zn,
$50(f/ 5,T. Average seiline price all grades zinc
ore, $80.13.

Other Ores

Tungsten Ore—Negotiations witb foreign bu.vers

who wanted spot deliver.v of ore, resulted in fair

orders being placed. Further orders are being
negotiated. We quote the market at $17, at which
business was done last week. Owing ti> tlie ijnliti-

cal uncertainties the situation is diilicult to gage.

The Wah Chang Mining and Smelting Co. is

now producing higli-grade tungsten concentrates

in China, and is exporting botli to England and
America. The ore is shipped in iron-bound wood-
en cases, containing 220 lb.

Uranium Ore—t'nchanged. Carnotite ore at

$3.2.'i per lb. of UjOg.

Other Minerals

(Quoted by Fuote Mineral Co.. for car lots,

I'hiladeliihia.)

Barytes—Crude sulphate is linn at U^c. for

floated bleaclied white grade; off color remains
at $18 per net ton and commercial lining at $1"

per ton.

Magnesite—Raw flrni at IHc. per lb. for

Calitornia, %e. higher for Grecian.

Tantalite—The 65% T.aiOj compound un-
changed at $15 per unit.

Thorianite—Only small lots available for spot

delivery at $7 per lb. of ThOo.

Lepidolite—The 4% oxide is at l?ic. per lb.

Ilmenite—The 50% oxide is firm at 45c. per

unit.

Zirkite—77.5 'S oxide at Cc.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Feb. 14

Cold weather has added lo the trials of insuffi-

cient cars and locomotives and, gaged roughly,

25% of tlie producing capacity of the Central

West in pig iron and seralfinislied and finished

steel is idle, according to the estimate of "Iron

Age." About 30 blast furnaces of the Steel

Corporation are banked and more may follow.

Tlie industry cannot push out product against

linos of standing loaded cars nor can it get steady
inflow of materials if empty cars do not reach
sources of supply.

In a word, the railroad situation is all absorb-
ing. It is developing a pronoiuiced spot market,
particularly In pig iron Prices on most grades
of iron have been advanced, from 50c. per ton
m some markets and $2 on foundry iron in Pitts-

liurgh, where there has been a spread between
prompt and future of fully $5. Basic alone has
not responded, domestic sales bringing a shading
of $30 at Valley furnace, but the general falling

off in production is regarded as a check. Export
purcliases of basic include 20.000 tons for Italy

at $32 lo $32.50, seaboard, for April delivery,

and 5000 tons at $31, Valley furnace.
Steel consumers are concerned over the uncer-

tainties of deliveries and increasing activity in
negotiations for second-half buying is noted.
The increased Government naval program, adding
three more battleships, one battle cruiser. 15
destroyers and 18 submarines, makes a disturb-
ance of mill delivery schedules more likely.

Prices are naturally sensitive, and tlie next two
or three months curtailment in output is calcu-
lated to hold, if not to stiffen, present levels

through the second half and possibly through tiie

entire year.
France, as well as England. Is now seeking

lioats. Besides trying for existing ships, negotia-

tions are under way to take over contracts for

shiiis inuler construction. It is believed that six

have already been bought and new contracts have
been placed, contingent solely on securing the

material. Three of the new ships are to be buill

in San Francisco. For oil tanks in Mexico some
7500 tons in plates is wanted.
So far the Government's purchases, outside of

shapes for navy yard buildings, cover only large

shells, A domestic shell maker has been sound-
ing the tnarket on 2000 tons of shell steel billets

for March and April.

Iron Ore

Ore shipments from Lake Eric docks lo fur-

naces In .January, according to "Iron Age,"
were ()86,277 tons, which is 201,149 tons, or
22i/.%, less than the shipments of .lanuary.

1916. While the reduced movement is attribut-

able In part lo car shortage, stocks at fur-

naces were larger at llu: close of the navl-

giittnn season than was tlic case a year before.

The stocks on the docks on Feb. 1 were 9,118.026

tons, whleli Is 2,1147,651 tons greater than tlie

dock supply on Feb. 1, rjlli. and it Is expect(.d

that on Apr. 1 there will be more ore available

at Lake Eric ports than cm the same date In 1916.

Imports at Baltimore Includi'd 2823 tons of iron

ore from Spain.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

N. Y. E.KCH.t
Alaska Gold M .

.
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New Developments in the Porco
District, Bolivia

Bv .TnSEPli T. SiXGEWALD. Jl!.,* AM) I '>i:\.I A.M I .V LeIvOY AIlELEKf

SYNOPSIS—llie Porco mines were aniony the

first to be worked in Bolivia for .'iilver and are

now being worked for tin, the silver-bearing

high-grade veins having been worked out. At

present operations arc conducted hij the Porco

Tin Mines, Ltd.. on wide-vein low-grade oxidized

tin ores. Concentration in a 120-ton mill is

practiced and barilla shipped.

The Porco mines are said to be the tirst in Bolivia

worked by the Spaniards, and the neighboring but more

famous district of Potosi was discovered in 1544: by a

miner from Porco. Lilce Potosi. it was originally a silver

camp of considerable importance, but the rich silver ores

law. stil force at Potosi, no longer exists here. In

recent years tin mining had been conducted in a more
.or less desultory way by Bolivians who had a mill for

treating the ores at Agua Castilla, which extracted both

silver and tin. These operations have now been super-

seded hy those of the Porco Tin Mines, Ltd., which

company acciuired the properties in 1913.

The chief mineralized area is confined to a mountain

mass culminating in a peak of about 17,000 ft. elevation

railed Apo Porco and having as one of its spurs a

smaller and lower peak known for that reason as Huayna
Porco. Both of these peaks are mineralized but, as- will

be described farther- on, in a different manner. '^ISiie

town of Porco is a small Indian village lying near -the

mouth of a gidch at the foot of the mountain on the

THE AGUA CASTILLA MILL IN THE PORCO DISTRICT, BOLIVIA

were soon exhausted and there came a long period during opposite side of Iluayna side of Huayna Porco from
which the mines were practically abandoned; hence, when the mines. It is a most primitive and picturesque place,

consisting entirely of crude houses built of boulder§

collected from the stream and hill slopes and covered witji

thatched roofs. In many of them the inluibitants have

not even taken the trouble to fill the crevices, between

the stones with nnid. so that the house affords onlv

in later years mining was resumed, titles were taken

according to the Bolivian law and tlic old boca niina

••Associate in economic geology, .lolin.s Hopl<ins Univer.sity,
Raltimore, M<1.

tProfessor of geology,
hem, Penn.

Lehigh Univei'.sity, South F.elhlc-
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partial protection agraiiist wind and cold. Tim railroad

from Rio Mulato to Potosi that \va.s openod in \'-H2

passes only 5 km. from the mines and the lown, the

station for both of which is Agua' Castilla, lit km.

from Rio Mulato and 60 km. from Potosi, and the onl.v

station on the entire line. Tiiese improved trans])orta-

tion facilities made the development of tlie Porco ore

deposits along the lines of a low-grade, large-scale

proposition possible and resulted at once in the applica-

tion of foreign capital to that end. It is believed that

the Porco Tin Mines, Ltd., is elo.'^ely affiliated witii the

Aramayo Francke Co., Ltd., interests.

The impression one receives of the geology of the

country in traversing it on the railroad is rather erroneous.

The train leaves Rio Mulato every Saturday morning

at 8 : 25. For a short distance the road traverses the

altiplanidc, skirting several knolls of igneous rock that

rise above it, and then enters the Cordillera Real for the

rest of the journey. The train climbs continuously until

about one o'clock, when the highest point on the line is-

reached at an elevation of 15,814 ft., more than 3000 ft.

above Rio Mulato and the highest point on any Bolivian

railroad. From here there is a rajiid descent of over

2000 ft. to Agua Castilla, reached about an hour later.

The rock seen along the entire route consists of light-

colored volcanics carrying abundant biotite and .cjunrtz

phenocrysts, and apparently rhyolitic in composition.

The ridge at the foot of which the Agua I'aslilla

mill is situated is capped by an igneous flow that

manifests considerable difference in ap])earance from

])lace to place, but which in general is characterized by

an abundance of biotite, a varying amount of quart/,,

and felds|)ar phenocrysts that are chiefly orthoclastic.

and consequently seems to range in composition from

rhyolite to trachyte. Underlying this flow is a heavy,

distinctly cross-bedded sandstone, the one previously

mentioned, whidi readily disintegrates and has yielded

a large amount of sand that has accumulated in the

form of dunes in the direction of Porco. Beneath the

sandstone on the road from the mill to the mines are

several small exposures of a dai'k gray to black shale.

On the northeast, east and south sides of Apo Porco,

the igneous rocks of that mountain are in contact with

a very heavy fpiartzitc, in which the bedding is not

very distinct, but which, in so far as it can be recognized.

is that of a heavy, cross-bedded sandstone. As no other

(piartzite of this character was seen in the region, it seems

probable that it represents a local metamorphosed phase

of the friable sandstone previously mentioned.

The two mountains, Apo Porco and lluayna Porco.

are composed entirely of igneous material. Their lower

jiarts are composed of quartz porphyry, rhyolitic tuff

and agglomerate. The agglomerate in particular is

characterized by an abundance of shale fragments, and

OPENCUT ON THE SAN JOSiS VEIN APO PORCO AND HUATNA PORCO

Some phases of the rocks represent compact porphyries,

others are more pumaceous in texture. A short distance

before reaching Agua Castilla, in the walls of a deep

gorge on the south side of the track, we saw some

excellent examples of columnar structure in the volcanics.

Just beyond Agua Castilla, on the way to Potosi, for a

short distance an area of tan-colored, heavy, cross-bedded

sandstone is passed through, aftei- which only igneous

rocks are again encountered until near Potosi. The im-

pression gained from the railroad is that of a vast area

of prevailingly igneous rock. Quite the reverse are the

true relations unfolded by the magnificent view from

the top of Apo Porco, from which the famous mountains

of Potosi, Tasna and Chorolque are visible. The country

that spreads out for miles before one is seen to consist

for the most part of sedimentary rocks, the bedding of

which is distinctly visible on the almost barren hills.

Here and there are igneous intrusions and cappings of

lava, some of considerable area! extent, but the whole

constituting a minor part of the terrain. It is mere

chance, therefore, that the railroad throughout nearly

its w'hole extent traverses igneous rocks.

only a few sandstone or quartzite fragments were noted,

indicating that the underlying rock consists of the dark

shales, chiefly Paleozoic in age, that constitute such a

large part of the eastern range of the Andes in Bolivia.

The summit of Apo Porco appears to be entirely devoid

of mineralization and consists of a quartz trachyte with

large feldspar phenocrysts, some of them as much as

3 in. long, and is almost devoid of foreign inclusions.

The chief mineralization has taken place within a

very restricted area that includes Huayna Porco and the

adjoining portions of Apo Porco; especially that portion

on the east side of Iluayiui Porco. By far the greater

part of the mining in the past was done on lluayna Porco,

which in places is almost as completely covered with

old mine dumps as is Potosi Mountain. The reason

for this is that the veins are argentiferous and in colonial

days yielded rich silver ores. They are usually narrow,

run in fairly straight lines and carry an ore consisting

of high-grade argentiferous galena, sphalerite which is

usually low in silver, and here and there pockets of

ruby silver. The richest parts of these veins have lon<r

since been worked out, and they are today abandoned.
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In I'ontnist to the veins of HuayiiM I'orco, those of

Apo Poi'fO are wide, carry but little .silver and galena,,

in the sulphide zone contain mostly pyrite and in places

considerable sphalerite, and are characterized by their

tin content, which exceeds in value the silver. Mining

in recent years has been confined to these ores. Most

of the work has been done in the o.xidized ores that

are said to average 12 ox. silver- and 31^% tin. The
sulphide ores average much lower in tin, indicating a

tin enrichment in the oxidized zone. Xo cassiteritc was

recognized in the sulpiiide ore, showing that it occ\irs in

small particles in the prinuiry ore. The same is true

to a large extent of the oxidized ore, and where it is

visible it occurs as minute black specks either in the

soft clayey material of the gossan or as a thin coating

on the surface of rock fragments. Very little guia, as

the high-grade cassiterite that can be hand-sorted is

called, is encountered anywhere in the veins. This man-
ner of occurrence of the cassiterite makes it likely that

the tin enrichment in the oxidized ore is to a large

extent both residual and mechanical. The elimination

of the sulphides of the primary ore would of itself

cause a considerable relative enrichment in tin. The
small particles of cassiterite liberated in the then ponms
oxidized material doubtless to some extent sift down
through it and in this way add to that originally present,

causing an actual increase in the amount of tin in the

oxidized parts of the veins. Harold A. Lewis, manager
of the mines, is also inclined to believe that concentra-

tion may have taken place in this way, and told us of

another instance to which he gave the same interpretation.

In the Berenguela district, Mr. Lewis said, the highest

tin content is encountered in the sulphides under the

oxidized ores. These sulphides are very porous and
drusy, and the openings are filled with small particles

of cassiterite which he believes is due to a mechanical

downward migration. At Porco the migration was

confined to the oxidized zone. It is quite possible that

in the presence of the sulphuric acid and ferric sulphate

generated in the oxidation of the pyrite, there may have

been some solution and redeposition of the tin. This

action is generally believed to take place to a limited

extent in tin ores, however, so that the first explanation

appears the more plausible.

Many Antimony Bearing Veins Occur

In addition to the mineralization of the Porco Moun-
tains, there are a great many antimony veins in the

shales of the surrounding country that were actively

exploited during the recent high prices for that ore, and
Agua Castilla was one of the principal shipping points

of the Bolivian production during that period. Though
the veins are comparatively narrow in most instances,

the filling consists chiefly of stibnite, with only sub-

ordinate quantities of quartz, which is the most abundant
gangue mineral, so that it is easy to secure hand-sorted

stibnite with which is often associated a little antimony
ocher carrying 50 to .5.5% antimony. The mines are

small, crudely worked jiroperties, generally operated by

Indians. The latter prospect the mountains and, on

locating a promising vein, bring samples to someone
capable of financing the project and in return for per-

mitting him to denounce the claims are given the

privilege of working them and are paid by the quintal

for the ore when delivered at the railroad. Many
afitimony-mine owners have never seen their mines. This

procedure is due to the fact that the Indians lacking

capital are forced to realize on their labor at once;

whereas the owner of the property receives, as his com-
])ensation for advancing the money and waiting several

months for settlements the wide margin between the

price received by the Indians and the market price of

the metal, which may be as much as 50%.

Mining Operations Conducted by Porco
Tin Mines, Ltd.

The I'orco Tin Mines, Ltd., is the only o])erator in

the district, and its pro])erty includes the whole of the

mineralized area of Apo Porco and a large part of

Huayna Porco, but it is mining only the tin veins of

Apo Porco. The mine offices are situated in the ravine

between the two mountains on the luirth side of Apo
Porco at the tunnel of the old Pie de Gallo mine, which
was the most important of the silver mines on Huayna
Porco. A short distance above the buildings is the tram
terminal from which the ore is sent to the mill. Here
the Dolores adit, the principal adit of the company
crosscuts 800 to 900 ft. south to the principal vein, the

San Jose. The vein on this level consists of heavy
pyrite and carries only a fraction of a per cent, of tin

and about 8 oz. silver. The country rock is agglomerate,

tuff and quartz porphyry. Besides fragments of igneous

material, the agglomerate and to a less extent the tuff

are characterized by an abundance of shale fragments.

A raise from this level serves as an ore course from the

main San Jose level.

The San Jose adit enters the hill farther to the east

and 73 m. .higher than the Dolores. It is a 400-ft.

crosscut to the west to the San Jose vein, which has been

drifted on from it to the north and to the south. The
Dolores connection is made in the north drift, and at

the same point is a raise to the surface to connect with

a surface tram that brings the ore from the Santa

Rosa and Misericordia veins. The plan of mining the

San Jose vein above this level is to glory-hole the out-

crop and a series of raises 30 m. apart and extending

to the surface that are to serve as ore chutes were about

completed at the time of our visit. This level as far

as developed is in the oxidized zone, though occasional

patches of sulphides are encountered; but at the breast

of the south drift the vein consi.sts of small stringers

of sulphide, chiefly pyrite, cutting a country rock very

much impregnated with pyrite, indicating that the sul-

phide zone has been reached. A level 22 m. below the

San Jose is practically at the contact of the oxidized

and sulphide ores. The country rock of these workings

is similar to that in the Dolores level, except toward

the north end, where there is a very dark agglomeratic

rock that looks as if it might be a dark mud flow that

gathered up the included rock fragments.

The San Jose oreshoot developed in these workings

has a length of about 150 m. and an average width of

3 m. The maximum width is near the south end of

the outcrop, where a width of 30 m. is being removed

for a short distance. The vein has a strike of N 10-20"

E and a dip that changes from nearly vertical at the

north end to much flatter southeasterly at the opposite

end. It is not a simple fissure tilling, but a lode

fissure or shattered zone. In the sulphide zone, the

veinlets are more or less distinct, though the intervening

rock is impregnated with pyrite. In the oxidized zone,

the pyrite has completely changed to limonite and the
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uljacent country rook is tlioroiiglilv altered and iron-

stained, so that the entire width of the lode fissure con-

sists of the highly ferruginous, low-grade stanniferous,

soft material that constitutes the great bulk of the

ore. Some of it is of very smooth, uniform texture like

kaolin and is stained a light to reddish yellow. Though

usually soft, this material is in places silicified and hard.

The San Jose dump will also bo sorted, since it is found

to yield a -1% ore that can be profitably milled.

A short distance south of the San Jose workings, a

second oreshoot on the same vein is opened up by the

Zuniga level. This shoot is 30 to 50 m. long, averages

21/2 m. wide and the ores run 3% tin. The importance

of the San Jose vein is indicated from the fact that

80% of the developed ore of the company is in this vein.

Two other veins east of the San Jose and parallel to

it in strike but with a steep westerly dip—that is,

toward the San Jose—the Misericordia and Santa Kosa,

are being developed. The Santa Rosa mine has an

adit 400 ft. long, penetrating the hill in a .southerly

direction, and as the hill ri,ses in this direction, the adit

first passes through oxidized ores and then into the sul-

phide zone. The sulphide ores consist chiefly of pyrite,

but contain also considerable sphalerite. The oxidized

ores are of the same character as those of the San Jose.

The vein averages about 0.7 m. in width. A surface tram

connects the adit with the ore chute from the surface

to the San Jose level of the San Jose mine, the difference

in elevation of the two levels being 42 m.

The Misericordia vein lies between the Santa Rosa and

the San Jose, about 50 m. from the former. It is

developed by an adit 45 ra. higher than the Santa Rosa

in the oxidized ores and a crosscut from the latter, which

penetrates the sulphide zone, with a raise to the adit to

serve as an ore course. The Misericordia is a fissure

vein of less than 1 m. in average width and filling con-

sisting chiefly of sphalerite, in places almost pure coarsely

crvstallized dark zinc blende, mingled with more or less

pyrite and locally a little galena. One face of such

ore showed 3% tin, but in general the tin content of

the sulphides is much lower. The oxidized material

differs from that of the other two veins in being of

distinctly red instead of yellowish color and is said to

run higher in tin. In addition to the three principal

veins described, there are a number of others on the

property.

Milling at the Agca Castilla Mill

The mine workings are all connected in such a way

that the ore is brought through the Dolores adit to the

aerial tram terminal close to its portal. The tram is of

the single-cable type 4200 in. long, the longest span of

which is 1082 m. Since the mill terminal is only 240 m.

below the mine terminal, whicii has an elevation of 13,400

ft., and there is an intervening ridge 220 m. higher than

the latter gravity does not suffice to operate the tram and

must be supplemented by a 15-hp. motor. The buckets

have a capacity of 400 lb. The cost of the tram was

£8000. At the mill are an automatic counter and scales.

The mill is situated 1 km. east of Agua Castilla sta-

tion on the north side of the railroad, from which it is

served by a siding, and was comi)leted in June, 1915, at

a cost of £25,000. It is run by water power furnished

by a 222-m. head. A small reservoir in the ravine back

of the mill, supplying the flume, is fed by a spring called

Agua Castilla on account of the clearness of its water.

which furnishes a flow of 31/2 in. over a .'!-ft. w.ir fniiu

a point 60 m. higher up.

The mill is constructed in two similar luiiis, only one

of whicli will be desciibed. On arriving at the mill, the

ore is dumped into a GO-ton steel bin, from which it is
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FLOW SHEET OF ONE SECTION OF AGUA CASTILLA MILL

run over a 2-in. grizzly and the oversize after removing

the larger masses of barren rock fed to a 12x8-in. jaw

crusher. The entire product goes to a second bin. which

feeds a 3-mm. Wilfley shaking screen the oversize of which

is ground in two ball mills and the undersize passes to a

second Wilflev screen of 0.7 mm. mesh. The ball mills
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lire I'liuippi'il with l-iiiiii. srrccns, ami llic piil|i Fi'dni

racli is classified in a spilzixastuii. The (Aci'tlow i^ocs Id

tin: sliinos laiUKlcr and the suttlinf>s to tlic second screen.

Tlu! screen oversize is distrilniled i)y a iannder classi-

fier to two :i-conii)artnieMt JIarz jigs. Tlie Iced of the

coarse jif,^ is considerably higlier in lin than the nnclassi-

fied material, a "•^1/4% ore giving a coarse feed with .")%

tin. Tlie screens of the first and second compartments

of the coarse jig are 'Z mm. and 3 mm. respectively and

of the second jig 1.7 mm. and 2 mm., and pyrite is used

for the bedding. Concentrates with >i>% tin, miildlings

that are regroiind in a Huntington mill and tailings tliat

go to the creek are ])rodu(ed by the jigs. The screen

undersize goes to a i)yraniidal dewaterer, the settlings of

which are treated on a Buss lal)le and the overflow in

a second dewaterer, the settlings in turn being treated

on a Wilfley table and the overflow going to the slimes

launder. The tables yield a 35% concentrate which is

rewashed by hand on four square buddies, the tails from

which are reground aiul the waters added to the regrind

pulp, middlings that arc dewatered and reground and

the waters passed to the slimes laun<ler, and tailings

carrying 0.3% tin which go to the creek.

The Huntington mill has a 0.7-mm. screen, and its

pulp flows through a .series of three pyramidal .settlers

for classification, eacli of which feeds a Humboldt table,

and the overflow the slimes launder. These tables make
a concentrate that is re-treated in a kievc, waters that

go to the slimes launder and an intermediate product

that goes to two buddies with revolving arms. The
heads from these buddies are re-treated on the square

buddies, the middlings in the same buildles, the tailings

go to the creek, and the overflow to the slimes launder.

The slimes launder empties into a long spitzkasten at

the bottom of the upper end of which i.s a sjjigot to catch

any sands the slimes may contain. Such sands are

treated on two buddies, to the left of the frames which

yield heads carrying 1 to 2% tin that go to the regrind,

the tailings and overflow l)eing discarded. The spitz-

kasten also has two spigots f(n- slime settlings, each of

which feeds a row of 10 frames. The overflow from
it goes to the creek. The concentrates from the frames

go to a settling tank the overflow of which is also dis-

carded and the settlings sent to an Acme table. The
concentrate of this table is furtlicr treated in a concave

huddle and that of the concave huddle of each unit of

the mill in a single convex biuldle.

Plaxt Exceeds Designed Capacity

The mill was originally designed to treat 80 tons of

ore daily, but the one unit in operation at the time of

our visit was handling 50 tons and could take care of

()0 tons, so that the plant really has a capacity of 120

tons. The mill feed averages 12 oz. silver and 21/2% ti"-

Operations had not been under way long enough to get

the mill in complete adjustment so that it was not known
what fin recovery could be made. The tailings carry 10

oz. silver showing that there has been but little or no

concentration of it. Cyanidation of the tailings to recover

the silver is being considered.

In addition to the einiipnient describc(l. there is a

roasting furnace and diicr. It is found thai the pyrite

in the ore goes maiidy into tin- fine-grained IiarUIa. or

concentrates, which carries less tin consequently than the

coarse. The second layer in the kieve (contains much
pyriti' and will be roasted. There is some barite in the

h/iri/lii. and this mineral has beoi seen in small amount
in ihe Misericordia ore. No antimony minerals have
liecn recognized, but (X'casionally there is a little galena.

The )nill is one of the most modern and best con-

si rncted in Bolivia, and the i-esults of this attempt at

mining low-grade tin oi'c In that country will be awaited

with much interest and will donbtless exert a considerable

inthieiic(^ on the development of the tin-mining industry

of Bolivia.

The Patent Situation in Flotation
Following up the recent Supreme Coui-t decision in

favor of Minerals Separation, with which all operators

are undoubtedly familiar at this time, the attorneys for

that company have sent out a letter to all who are using
flotation without license fi-om Minerals Separation,

notifying them of the Supreme Court's decision, iiU'losing

a copy of the o|nnion and order of the court, and
asking for a settlement for the infringement. Minerals
Separation proposes to grant licenses on an equitable

basis after payment for the process, as already used,

has been made. A blank containing a number of

(|uestions, the replies to which are to be filled out and
sent to the company, is included. Among the questions
of technical interest are those which ask for the present

and expected daily tonnage, general character of the ore

treated, a note of the principal sulphide materials and
of the principal gangue materials, the type of the milling
plant and whether the flotation process is at present in

use or has been used either experimentally or otherwise.
The questionnaire also asks for a note of what proportion
of total recovery is due to flotation, what number of

tons is treated daily by flotation, and what number of

tons total has been treated by flotation up to date. It

also includes questions as to the type and manufacture
of flotation apparatus used in the mill and suggests that
a complete statement of flotation tests already made be
given.

In general, Minerals Separation, according to the

statement of its officials, desire first to clean up all

questions of previous infringement and then license all

users of the process on an equitable basis. The company
intends, according to its statement, to use the fairest

possible methods with the users of the process and has
no idea of instituting vindictive methods with anyone
who has used flotation without paying royalties for it.

It is stated that an equitable and fair arrangement will

be made with anyone who desires to use the process and
that all arrangements will be made in a business way.

Hercules I*«\v<ler f'o.'w Potash Plant at San Diegro, Calif.,
began the production of potash from kelp in June. 1916, but
owing to the insufficiency of the kelp harvest, it has utilized
only about 1000 tons of wet kelp per day. It was designed,
however, to handle l.'iOO to 2000 tons per day, but so much less
kelp was found than was indicated in the preliminary surveys
that the company has been forced to secure its raw material
at much greater distances than was at first anticipated,
reducing the amount that can be delivered to the plant daily
with the established marine equipment. The company's
experience has indicated that from the California kelp beds
from the Mexican line to Point Concepcion, which are prac-
tically the only beds that can be harvested throughout any
large part of the year, there will actually be obtained during
any one year approximately 22,000 tons of potash, as against
the official estimate of 69fi,000 tons per annum available
from the same beds. The company's reduction plant was
designed to secure not only the potash content, but the
fermentable content, and all other byproducts, recovery of
wliicli the market conditions may favor.
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Two Eastwood-Dam Installations

in California

By John S. Eastwood*

During the spring and siimnuT of 191(1 a dam was

built for the Argonaut Mining Co.,' Jackson, Calif. , for

the purpose of storing the tailings from the new quartz

mill which was being erected. This dam is one of the

type, of which there are now a number in California,

known as the Eastwood multiple-arched dam, in M'hieh

the deck, or water face, consists of a series of arches sup-

ported by corresponding buttresses placed to take the

loading at the spring lines of the arches.

This Argonaut dam is 50 ft. at its highest point at

present, but will eventually be increased to 80 ft. in

height. It is 450 ft. long on the crest and has 14 arches

of 33-ft. span each, and 15 buttresses. It was designed on

the assumption that the tailings from the quartz mill are

the equivalent of a liquid having a weight of 75 lb. per

cu.ft. In practice, however, there can never be a pressure

of more than the hydrostatic pressure due to clear water,

for the reason that as soon as the liquid reaches a weight

of To lb. or more, it also becomes a viscuous mass that will

THE COMTLETED EASTWOOD DAM AT KENNEDY

assume an angle of repose that will reduce the pressure in

a horizontal direction as its angle of repose increases.

The storage of the tailings from the quartz mills on

the ilother Lode was started in compliance with an agree-

ment with the farmers owning riparian lands on the

streams below, which lands were claimed to have been in-

jured by the overflow of sand on the bottoms along the

streams; but after it was begun, it was found that these

tailings, that have been wasted heretofore in the streams,

have a content that with the aging of the tailings can be

recovered at a profit by the flotation processes.

This process will make it a part of the regular opera-

tion to .store the tailings for future treatment. This type

of dam is the best that could possibly be devised for this

purpose, as It combines the factors of great strength and

permanency, economy in cost of construction and is the

cheapest possible method of closing any opening (cheaper

than earth-fill) and has greater strength than a solid ma-
sonry structure. In building these dams for debris storage,

it is not essential that the cutoff wall at the front be made
absolutely water-tight, but it must have a good and firm

•Hearst Building, San Francisco. Calif.

iDoscribed by Lewis H. Eddy, "The Argonaut Mine. Cali-
fornia," "Eng. and Min. Journ.," Aug. 5, 1916.

bearing on bedrock although a great part of the

water carrying the tailings may be allowed tf) seep

through.

The only practical difference made is that if the basin is

small, there will possibly be a greater storage if the water

i.-i so far restrained as to permit the storage reservoir to

fill and the water to spill over the spillways, owing to the

greater angle of repose the fines will take in still water;

i)ut if the point of discharge into the reservoir is a con-

siderabk^ distance from the dam, it will be better if most
of the water filters under the dam, as it will then be

clear and not carry tailings over the spillway.

The storage capacity at the Argonaut dam is quite large

in ccmiparison with the cost of the dam. It .stretches

across a wide-bottomed ravine with a greenstone bed-

lock, which crops out in places to the surface, but in

order to get a fimi foundation, the excavation was car-

ried to an average depth of about 6 ft. into this bedrock,

requiring the removal of 11(i? cu.yd. of earth and rock.

The total number of cubic yards of concrete in the struc-

ture is 123, the total contract cost, $19,063 and the total

over-all cost, $21,()80. Work was begun on the struc-

ture on the first of March and completed in .July, 1916.

Completion of the Kennedy Dam

The first installation of the multiple-arched type of dam
was made l)y the Kennedy ilining and Milling Co., of

Jackson, Calif., for whom a base 30 ft. high above ground
was built for debris storage by the East^vood Construc-

tion Co. in 1914, the capacity of which was fully occu-

pied by July, 1916, when work was started to complete

this stnicture to its final height of 50 ft. The base

was completed in December, 1914, and was put in service

at once, the water and debris being raised to within one

foot of the top of the dam, the excess water flowing

through a small spillway at this level. The extension

consists of an addition to the rear of each of the but-

tresses of the base structure; raising these to a height

of 50 ft. ; adding the required buttresses at the ends ; and
raising the arched water face to the final height.

In adding the extension, the upper 13 ft. was carried up
as a vertical head and the top finished with a cope

along the entire length of the arches. Additional strut-

tie beams were placed and the top beam built to a width

of 4 ft. to serve as a footwalk as well.

This structure stands on the slate bedrock, which is

nearly on edge, the strata running across the line of the

dam. This made it necessary to place the toe of the dam
firmly into the bedrock in order to prevent too much
seepage under it. Quite a lot of the water seeps through

over a well-distributed area, so that it comes through

absolutely clear. In addition to the 20 ft. of dam now
placed, a further extension of 4 ft. is provided for to be

placed on the top of the arches when the present capac-

ity has been reached.

The structure is provided with a spillway at the end
to allow the excess water to flow over the dam. The
rainwater is diverted around the top of the basin and is

discharged below the dam so that only the mine-tailings

water is to be taken care of through the spillway, ex-

cepting the rainfall on the area of the basin. This
dam has a maximum height from foundations of 64 ft.,

is 690 ft. long on the crest iUid consists of 17 arches and
buttresses, the buttresses being spaced 40 ft. apart. The
base required 1233 cu.yd. of concrete and the extension
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UifiO cu.yd., making a total of 2893 cu.yd. in the oom-

plottxl structure.

The caiJacity oi' the basin up to the top of the new dam
is 15,S04,1()1 cu.l't., though on account oi tlie angle of re-

pose of the coarser sands the storage capacity is nearly

half again as nnich.

Work on the construction was begun on July 1 and

was completed Nov. 1, 1!)16. The cost of the SO-ft. base

was $25,G58 and of the extension $36,367, making a tot:iil

cost of $53,025. The cost per short ton stored is about

4.1e. which is small considering the possible returns fnnn

re-treatment.

Outfitting for Prospecting Trip

in Nicaragua

By George F. Bridger*

The Atlantic Coast country of Nicaragua is a promis-

ing field for prospectors with some capital or represent-

ing small exploration companies. The mining code is

liberal, and mine owners are given favorable concessions

as regards mineral claims, surface rights, timber, water

power, importation of mining machinery and prospect-

ing outfits free of duty, etc. Foreigners are encouraged

to engage in mining, and everything possible is done to

foster gold production as the 3% export tax on gold is

one of the country's sources of income.

Two months' stay on the Caribbean coast and in the

jungle enabled me to gather some information which,

while not purely tecliaiical, will perhaps be useful to

engineers and prospectors who may visit the country.

Desultory placer washing is done by the natives, who
also work the hilos, or stringers, carrying coarse free gold.

Colors can be found in any of the creeks, but to find vir-

gin ground one must go to the backwoods. A look at the

country convinces one that there are good but not unsur-

mountable reasons why the gold resources have not been

entirely exploited. In the past, surface working of the

oxidized ores only has been done, and a milling plant

consisting of a Huntington mill with amalgamating

plates was used, with consequent high gold losses in the

tailings, avoidable in the cyanide plant of today.

For a trip to Nicaragua one should outfit in the United

States, as Nicaraguan prices are high and the quality of

goods poor. No heavy clothes need be taken. For the

towns Palm Beach suits or white duck, B. V. D. under-

wear, negligee shirts, white socks, white shoes and a

straw hat. A strong umbrella is useful during the inter-

mittent showers and as a sunshade. For the "bush,"

light-weight khaki is recommended, a broad-brimmed hat

and two pairs of high boots. Boots should be well vis-

colized, as one is always walking in water or mud.

While camping out, a folding cot is needed with an

attachable framework for the indispensable mosquito bar.

A light blanket, comfort, feather pillow, air mattress and

bed linen should be bundled in the iisual cowboy tar-

paulin. The tarpaulin can be stretched over the cot as a

rain shed.

A trunk should not be taken unless it is airtight. The
great humidity causes the contents of an ordinary trunk

to become covered with mold, and cockroaches will find

their way into ordinary baggage. The natives make an

•Metallurgist, 1232 T>ake St., Los Anqrolcs, Calif.

excellent waterproof bag of strong cloth treated with

crude nibber. These bags can be used inside of canvas

dunnage bags, which may be tied to the canoe and a

spill then means no loss or wet clothes. Inner bags of

oiled silk would answer the same purpose and would not

be hai'med by salt water.

Supplies should bo ordered packed for a tropical cli-

mate, and goods subject to harm by dampness .sliould be

put up in glass or tight tins. Custom duties are charged on

the gross weight of the package. Failure to declare goods

is punished by an increase of 100% in the duties. Ri-

fies and shot-guns are ta.xed, and a permit must be se-

cured from the govei'nment to take them out of the

customhouse. A revolver and cartridges can be taken in

on the person. Machinery shipped should be well painted

to resist oxidation, and boilers, stacks, etc., should be

heavily coated with tar.

There are few roads and trails in the coast country,

and these are passible only in dry spells when the creek

fords are shallow; at these times some packing can be

done on bulls. The real highways of the country are the

numerous rivers and their tributaries. Gasoline schoon-

ers carry passengers and freight from the port of entry,

Bluefields, to the rivers. The back country is reached in

pitpans—a cross jjetween a dugout and a canoe—which

are paddled or poled by Indians.

Traveling on the small streams at high water is ren-

flered difficult by snags and the lack of headroom beneath

the arching bamboo, and after a storm the fallen bamboo

keeps a macheteman busy cutting a way. Careful out-

fitting, a knowledge of the seasons, money and consider-

able grit are needed to get over the country after leaving

the beaten paths. The dry season favorable for prospect-

ing is during February, March, April and May.

The Indian boatmen are paid 70c. per day and rations.

Fresh meat soon spoils, so the ration for one Indian per

day is : Flour, 1 lb. ; beans, ^2 lb. ; rice, 6 oz. ; coffee, %
oz. ; sugar, 2 oz. ; lard, 2 oz. ; salt, 3 oz. ; a little baking

powder and some matches.

Plenty of fish can be taken from the streams, and the

jungle teems with game, large and small. The hunting

should be done by the blacks, however, as ticks make life

miserable for the white man. The Indians make an

infusion of tobacco leaves and water for washing the body

after exposure to the ticks.

The Misskito Indians furnish the common labor; they

are paid 60c. per day. West Indian negroes are the

mechanics at $1.20; Spanish-speaking Nicaraguans from

the interior are the miners at $1.30 per day. Board is

given in addition to the wage scale.

The most interesting question to the white man is that

of health. Until acclimated one should avoid heavy

work during the heat of the day and never work until ex-

hausted. At the end of the day one is usually wet with

rainwater or with sweat and should always change into

dry clothes. At the modern mines the members of the

staff live in screened houses, sleep under mosquito net-

ting, drink boiled, condensed or rain water. By doing

this and keeping the bowels open the white men avoid the

malaria.

The prospector should take one of the standard tropical

medicine chests or at least a supply of quinine, cathartic

pills, calomel and epsom salts. A fountain syringe, to ad-

minister enemas, and a first-aid outfit should be included.
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The Rork-Sandberg Flotation Machine
liY (iE01!(;K C. W'ks'I'BV''

One of till' ii<l\aiita;;('s in the ai)])lii.-ati()ii oT lldtalioii

methods of concentration in the siinjjlicity of llie appa-

ratns required. The pneumatic flotation devices, however,

seem to have approached most closely the simplest me-

chanical terms. The Callow and <iahl machines are ty])es

which are notahle both for effect ixcncss and hick of in-

tricate mechanism, their o])eration depending only on the

introduction of minutely subdivided volumes of air

through porous materials into emidsificd pidp. This type

of apparatus calls foi' sonic form ot lilnucr as part ol' the

system.

The Eork-Sandberg machine' is a pneuinatic dexice

which does not require an extraneous blower or c(jm-

pressor plant and has tlic advantages of the Jaiiiicy

type of pneumatic agitators. It is the prototyj)!' of all

machines with a horizontal shaft carrying a partly im-

mersed drum with fan blades distributed around the

periphery.

The machine consists oC a wooden casing, or cliandier,

litted inside with baffles ami diversion plates, a form (jf

Mley rfJl

-s'-e'- ->1

RORK-SANDBERG FLOTATION MACHI-XK

spitzka.sten, a steel shaft with cast-iron spiders carrying

fan blades which are keyed or bolted to the i)eri])hery of

the spiders to form a drum, and means for regidating the

flow of pulp from the spitzkasten to the drum section of

the chamber. The machine is constructed so that the

shaft is sustained and rotates in bearings supported out-

side of the casing. A variable-speed motor Ijelted to a

pulley attached to the drum shaft operates the mechanism.

Ordinarily, in ]iractice the drum rotates between 180 and

200 r.p.m. A feed piijc at the pulley end of the machine

receives the i)nlp charge, and a siphon at the other end

discharges the tailings to waste.

In operation the drum, rotating in the direction in-

dicated by the arrow in the accompanying sketch, beats

up the pul|) as it emerges into the chamber from the feed

pipe and progresses in its .spiral course to the discharge.

At the same time air is drawn into the apparatus from the

ends through annular o])enings about the shaft. The

air is forced Ijy the fan-like action of the l)ladcs of the

drum into the jndp through slits between the fan blades.

This action results in the fornuition of sulphide carry-

ing froth from the emulsified pulp. The mixed froth and

pulp is forced over the lip of a vertical partition into the

spitzkasten section of the apjiaralus.

The froth discharges over the lip of the spitzkasten into

the concentrate launder, while the residual pulp falls to

the bottom of the section and ])asscs back into the drum
section of the apjiaralus for re-treatment or cleaning.

If Ihc oil is charged into the ]ndp mixture ])assiiig to

the lube mill or other form of pulverizer, no other pre-

liminary treatment is necessary, and the undersize dis-

charge of the grinder may be jjassed directly into the feed

jiipc of the l?ork-Sandberg machine.

It is obvious that a machine unit of this kind com-

bines the separate functions of a rougher and cleaner. It

is plain also that the cell might be made of any length

called for by any special kind of work required of it and
made ada])tal)le to the demands of dilferential flotation.

The larger unit, who.se dimensions iire shown in the

sketch, is designed to treat between -i') and 10 tons of XO-

mesh material per 24 lir. The power required to operate

^^ould be al)out .'5 hp.

The fan blades are made of hanhvood and experience

has shown that the machine may o|)cratc continiujusly

eight or nine months before replacement of the worn
blades is necessary. Repair is made easy by the provision

of a hinged top to the casing, which gives convenient ac-

cess to all parts of the interior of the casing.

Tiu' main advantageous features claimed for the ma-
chine aix": .Mechanical simplicity, accessibility, com-
bined rougher and cleaiu'r. a machine cond)ining ad-

vantages of both pneumatic and agitation flotation ma-
chines and a hjw first cost. In addition it is a pneu-

matically operated flotation machine requiring no sepa-

rate blower. It makes a moderately stiff froth, and good

concentration is |)erformed with the oils suited t<j the

ore. The machine is installed in several mills, among
which are those of Burro .Mountain, at Tyrone, X. il. ; the

Detroit Co])per Co., ^lorenci, Ariz.; the Old Dominion
and the Shann<in Copi)er Co.

Assessment Work under Mining
Location

l]v AiiTiiuj; L. II. Sthket*

Section 23-24 of the United States llevi.sed Statutes

provides that until patent is issued on a mining location

not less than $100 worth of labor shall be performed

or improvements made during each year, and that imless

this is done, the claim shall be open lo relocation the

same as if no location of the same had ever been made,

"provided that the original locators, their heirs, assigns

or legal representatives have not resumed work upon the

claim after failure and before such location."

Applying this provision in the recent case of Plough

vs. Nelson, 161 Pacific Reporter, 1134, the Utah Supreme

Court holds that forfeiture of an original location is

lirevcnted, and that no rights are acquired by another's

relocation, where the original locator went on the claim

the last day of the year, did part of the required work

and remained there and completed it after the com-

mencement of the next year, although another person

made a relocation on the claim on the first day of

such succeeding year, before the original locator com-

jiletcil his work. The Utah Sn])remc Court cites

numerous decisions of the Federal courts supporting the

rule that commencement of assessment work in a given

year will axoid a forfeiture if prosecuted continuously.

•MetaUurgical engineer, Lutlwit;, Nev.
"Patent No. 1,136,485; other patiuts anpUed for. •Attorney at law. S29 Securit.v BuiUlinK, Minnoapoti.s. Minn.
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American Institute of Mining Engineers

."^yXOPiSIS—A revieiv of the (innual Xew York

meeting of the Institute, wliirli inchuhd a mimher

of interesting technical sessions and a varied pro-

gram of social activifg. The role for president re-

sulted in the selection of Philip X. Moore of St.

Louis. The presence of Herbert C. Hoover, both

at the Reunion Smoker ami nl the Haiujuet. lent

a i/reat amount of interest in these uccasiniis.

The 114tli meeting of tlip American Institute of

Mining Engineers closed on Tlinrsday afternoon. Feb. 22,

after an all-day excursion by the nieniliers to the

United States :\iilitary Acadeniy. at West Point. N. Y.

The first session of the meeting took place at 10 :30 a.m.

on ]\Ionday, Feb. 19, after which there were sessions, botli

of technical and social interest, morning, afternoon and

evening. The meeting was attended by more than 500

mining engineers, including many of the most promi-

nent of this country. There was also a large attendance of

Canadian engineers.

The Openixg Sessions

On the first day of the meeting members were register-

ing at the headquarters of the Society during the whole

dav. planning the technical sessions they desired to attend,

and selecting those social activities most attractive tu

them. At 10 o'clock there were sessions on geology and

on metallography, William Kelly presiding at the first and

Albert Sauveur at the second. At the session on geology,

the indebtedness of the United States to Brazil for its sup-

ply of manganese ore since the outbreak of the European

War was pointed out by Dr. Joseph E. Singewald, Jr.,

and Dr. Benjamin Le Roy ifiller. ^Manganese is one of the

few important metals that is not produced in the United

States in quantities commensurate with the needs, and

that there is now being imported about 300,000 tons of ore

annually. In a year's time Brazil's portion of the mangan-

ese importation jumped from two-fifths to nine-tenths of

the total. Prior to the war, India and Russia supplied the

greatest part of the American consumption.

Other papers dealing with geology included one by ^lax

Roesler on the "Geology of the Iron Ore Deposits of the

Firmeza District, Oricnte Province, Cul)a," one by J. F.

AVolff on the "Recent Geological Development of the

Mesabi Iron Range, ]\Iinn.," one by M. H. Loveman on

the "Geology of the Bawdin Mine, Burma, Asia," and one

Ijy Frank C. Schrader on the "Geology and Ore Deposits

of Mohave County, Ariz."

The session on metallography included papers by Zay

Jeffries on "Grain Growth Phenomena in Metals," one

Ijy Henry ^f. Howe on "Grain Growth," and another on

"Recrystallization after Plastic Deformation" l)y the same

author, another paper by Zay Jeffries on "Tungsten and

^Folybdenum Equilibrium Diagram and System of Crys-

tallization," and a paper by Frank A. Fahrenwald on

"The System Tungsten-JIolybdenum."

The ladies' committee, in charge of .Mrs. H. W. Hard-

ing, chairman, and Mrs. Bradley Stoughton, secretary,

provided an interesting visit to the art galleries of H. C.

Frick, for the ladies attending the Institute meeting, and

at 4 :3.5 p.m. gave a tea at the Waldorf-Astoria, at which

there was an interesting exhibition of ice skating.

Teclmical sessions were held on Jlonday afternoon, one

on petroleum and gas, presided over by Mark L. Rcqua.

and another on milling and smelting, presided over by

Sidney J. Jennings. All of these meetings were well

attended and proved highly interesting, both technically

and socially.

The smoker reunion held in the Engineering Societies

Building on Monday evening was on novel lines aiid was

the greatest success of any of the Institute's smokers. Tlie

two lecture halls were opened into each other and filled

with small round tables and chairs, and on the tal)les,

arranged according to proper groupings, were pennants of

the various colleges represented by members who expected

to be present. Beer, pretzels and interestingly pi'C|)ared

souvenir packages of smokes were provided in abundance.

The meeting opened with all standing and singing

"America" accompanied by the piano and a pianist, who.

unlike the average, knew when and what to play and
when not to play at all. D. H. Browne announced that

one of the important members had recently left this

country to return to tlie land of his birth to engage in

important metallurgical work: that when in this country

he was a naturalized citizen, and that he felt it proper

to call upon 1']. P. Mathewson to tell the members where
he stood. Mr. Mathewson promptly took the rostrum

;\nd dispelled any doubt on the subject by beginning "Fel-

low Citizens." lie said that when he went to Montreal

there was some doubt in his mind as to what was to be

done in the nuitter and inquiry resulted in his being-

passed from one bureau to another, and they were not at all

backward in telling him they did not know who he was
or anything about him, and finally he discovered that if

he takes the step it will require five years to regain his

citizenship in the country of his birth and "So," he

finished. "I am still with you."

Philip N. iloore was called upon and said that his

position (as presidential candidate) was an anomalous

one at jjresent and it was like a man who was imable to

tell whether he was standing on solid bottom or quicksand.

He was followed by Sidney J. Jennings who told one of

his interesting and inimitable stories about a Frenchman
in South Africa who came down there to show them how
to do their blasting underground with water pressure in-

stead of explosives.

Following this, D. H. Browne read one of his un-

published and hitherto unread stories written on Irish

child life, which was a picture of his life forty-five years

ago, when he was a small boy in Ireland. It was filled

with inimitable charm and novelty, and was very well

received. Dr. I!. W. Raymond was then introduced.

Dr. Raymond's Introduction of Hoover

Dr. Raymond, in his usual felicitous style, told about

Hoover, his early life, his translation of Agricola and

his work with the American toiirists at the outbreak of

the war, and subsequently with the Belgian Relief Com-
mission. The latter two, he said, were characteristically

mining engineering jobs. The work confronting this

original committee was so tremendous that the committee

almost automatically divided itself into three 8-hr. shifts

and the work went on without cessation 24 hr. a day. In

one instance the English authorities announced that, since
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evervbody was ovoiworkod, ovprvt!iiiif>- would stop for 48

hr., jio trains would be received, etc., and everybody could

have a rest. The American Committee announced that it

did not need any rest, that it was running along smoothly,

and would continue operations. At two o'clock in the

mornino- of the next day, a train unexpectedly arrived

with 2000 hysterical schoolma'ams, young girls unat-

tended, and distressed women. These were met by the

American mining engineers and their wives, and in every

case were properly cared for. After many interesting

personal remarks about Hoover, who is rajiidly becoming

the pride of the whole world. Dr. Raymond said :
''It is

not necessary to consult "Who's AVho" to find out "Who's

Hoover" and after announcing that the Belgian Kiddies,

Ltd., had now raised $T.5.000 to aid him in his work

he introduced H. C. Hoover.

Hoover's reception was a touching one, and he was

visibly affected. After waiting for long and renewed ap-

plause, he began by giving the credit which Dr. Raymond

had bestowed on him for the translation of Agricola

wholly to his wife, and the work of his committee wholly

to his" associates, of which he said he was chairman simply

by accident. He is so loyal to those who are working with

him in this great work that it seems impossible to make

him take any credit for the wonderful work he has ac-

complished. He then began by telling some very inter-

esting and amusing episodes which occurred during the

time he and his committee were getting 100,000 hyster-

ical tourists back to this country at the outbreak of the

war. He said the committee provided $300,000 which

they raised themselves to cash checks, letters of credit, ex-

press orders, etc., for these tourists, which of course were

uncashable anywhere else at that time. The committee

divided all of the applicants into three classes : Good, bad

and indifferent ; to the good they gave money on their own

personal checks without any security or question and, be

it said to the credit of the judgment and perception of the

American mining engineers, of that $300,000 all has been

returned except $250 which Hoover is convinced remains

unpaid solely on account of a loss of address. Of the

indifferent ones, the govermnent put up the money and

has been trving ever since to collect. Those judged bad

were simply sent into one department, were handed trans-

portation home, and bundled off accordingly. One of

the most amusing incidents was when a cowboy, a real

live, Western cowboy with nine perfectly good Indians

dressed in feathers from to]) to toe. walked into the office

and wanted to get back home. They had been running a

Wild West show on the continent when the war broke

out and were possessed of several ponies, a camel, and

an ourang-outang and two lions. Hard times struck them

and they killed the onrang-outang, who was objectionable

anyway, and fed him to the lions, wliicli were worth $1000.

Then they fed the camel and one after another of tlie

ponies to the lions and, being unable to sell the lions to the

zoo at Cracow, because the Russians were closing in on it

so rapidly, they finally ducked out for Hamljurg one

night and left the lions in the hotel yard. At Ham-

burg they picked up a typical American boy who had $12

and who was trying to get back to America alone whence

he had been sent.

The cowboy announced tiiat he wanted to get his

troupe back to America; that the most valuable things

they had were their paraphernalia and feathers, and not

being able to carry any baggage they were wearing their

full dress unilorms. lie announced that he did not want

to borrow any money; he did not want any (ioveriunent

money, but he had a farm in North Dakota and he wanted

to mortgage it for enough to get home on and more

particularly the first thing he wanted to do was to pay

laack to the boy his $12. After the financial arrange-

ments were made, one of the ladies offered to take care

of the boy until he could be ])roperly delivered to his

family, but the boy .said that White Cloud was a friend

of his and that never having had an opportunity before to

live with an Indian, he thought he would stay with the

outfit. Hoover turned from this diverting experience to

a serious one and touched very briefly, saying that

evening was not a time for going deeply into serious

things, on the Belgian Relief and wa,s again applauded.

Before the sjjeeches, which were of an entirely new va-

riety in that they were all .short and pithy, several inter-

esting reels of films, taken by the French Government and

owned by the French projjagauda in New York, were ex-

hibited showing the manufacture of the larger guns in

France and then many scenes in the trenches and battle-

fields, with particular reference, of course, to the artillery

action. During the periods between speeches, there were

songs and music.

After Hoover had finished. Chairman Brown an-

]!Ounced that after listening to Hoover anything that any-

one else might say would be an anti-climax and that the

meeting stood adjourned. It was nearly three quarters of

an hour later, however, when the last guest left the hall,

the period having been spent in chatting with Hoover and

among themselves.

The Election of Officers

At the business meeting held on Tuesday morning,

Feb. 20, beside the regular reports of the various com-

mittees, and the secretary and treasurer, the two most

important things were the announcement by the tellers

of the balloting for the president and the result of the

'"simp" spelling crusade. Philip M. Moore was declared

elected President, having received 120-5 votes, Sidney J-

Jennings having received 1010 votes.

All three of the questions as to the adoption of sim-

plified spelling, which were submitted to a referendum

of the members were carried heavily in the affimiative,

besides which 346 unmarked ballots were sent in to be

used by the directors at their discretion. Therefore, un-

less the directors fly in the face of Providence, simpli-

fied spelling for the Institute may be considered a fait

accoiiipU. Contributors (to the Transactions) need have

no further worry about deficiencies in spelling, since

"simp" spelling will cover a multitude of sins.

At 11 a.m. there was a technical session dealing with

nonmetallic minerals presided over by Prof. Heinrich

Ries, of Cornell University. The papers included one on

"A Study of the Silica Refractories," by J. Spotts Mc-

Dowell ; one on "The Genesis of Asbestos and Asbesti-

form Minerals," by Stephen Taber: and one on "The Con-

servation of Phosphate Rock of the United States," by

AV. C. Phalen. The ladies held an open forum on cur-

rent events of the day at 10 : 30 a.m. At this meeting

subjects of general interest were discussed and arrange-

ments were made by the ladies for the carrying out of

the remaining parts of their program. In the afternoon

they visited the galleries of Senator W. A. Clark, where

thev were entertained bv an organ recital. The visit to
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Senator Clark's galleries has been a i'caturo of iiitori'sl lor

attendants at the New York meetings ol' the Institute

for several years, and has always been one that was highly

appreciated. This year the attendance was good, and all

of the ladies, particularly, were much ])leased and inter-

ested in the visit.

The sessions of Tuesday afternoon were of great in-

terest, the one on blast-fui'iiaee practice bringing forth

four papers, one on "Dry-Hot vs. Cold-Wet Blast-Furnace

Gas," by Linn Bradley, "h. D. Egbert and W. W. Strong;

"Some Suggestions Regarding Construction of Hot-Blast

Stoves," by the same authors, "Calculations with Refer-

ence to the Use of Carbon in Modern American Blast

Furnaces," by H. P. H'owland, and "Potash as a By-

product from the Blast Furnace," by R. J. Wysor. The

session on flotation brought forth but one contributed

paper, that by J. M. Callow, on "Notes on Flotation,

1916." The paper was read by H. A. Megraw, in abstract,

special attention being paid to that portion dealing with

the sulpliide filming plant at the Magma mill. B. A.

Robinson, assistant secretary of the Institute, read a dis-

cussion of the paper by Dr. Rudolph Gahl, who sent his

discussion by telegraph. Dr. Gahl pointed out his differ-

ences in opinion from ^Ir. Callow, particularly in com-

parisons of the Callow and Inspiration flotiition machines.

G. D. Van Arsdale remarked that operators were be-

ginning to discover the theory that the applications of

flotation depended, upon the character of the gangue as

well as the character of the mineral. E. E. Free spoke

upon the theory of the process, pointing out the possible

effect of adsorbed films upon mineral and gangue parti-

cles, and suggested that in this detail might be discovered

the means of altering flotation effects.

Professor J. W. Bell, of McGill University, spoke of

the impossibility of getting good flotation results in many
eases without an acid solution. H. W. Dubois touched

upon the legal status of the process, as also did the chair-

man.
On Tuesday evening, the annual banquet of the In-

stitute took place at the Hotel Astor. At 6 : 30 p.m., a

reception was given to the retiring president. Dr. L. D.

Ricketts, and Mrs. Ricketts, and to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

C. Hoover, guests of honor, in the reception room. Fol-

lowing the reception, the annual banquet was served.

Afterward, Dr. Ricketts, the retiring president, made a

short address outlining the work done by the Institute

during the year of his incumbency, and finally introduced

the president-elect, Philip N. Moore, o'f St. Louis. Mr.

Moore promised his most earnest service to the Institute

and pledged himself to do all in his power to accom-

plish its objects.

After Mr. Moore had finished, Dr. Ricketts introduced

Herbert C. Hoover. A tremendous ovation was giv.en to

Mr. Hoover, who was unable to speak for some time,

owing to the cheering and, after that, to his own emo-

tions. Mr. Hoover spoke only a short time, the burden

of his remarks being an effort to transfer attention from

himself to his associates on the Committee for the Relief

of Belgium.

On Wednesday, Feb. 21, a technical session on the

manufacture of iron and steel was held at 10 o'clock in

the morning, Henry B. Hibbard, presiding. The papers

presented were: "The Seasoning of Castings," by Rich-

ard Moldenke; "Significance of Manganese in American

Steel Metallurgy," F. IT. Willcox; "Roll Scale as a Fac-

tor in tile Bessemer Process," by A. Patton and F. N.

Speller; "Temperature Measurements in Bessemer and

Openhearth I'ractice," by George K. Burgess; and "Tlie

Manufacture of Weldless Steel Tires for Locomotives and

Car Wheels," by Guilliaem Aertsen.

At 12:30 p.m. the usual luncheon was served and

this luncheon was particularly interesting since it was
attended by a large number of members of the Naval

Consulting Board. The interest of this body had been

attracted by a paper on "Erosion of Guns—the Harden-
ing of the Surface," by Henry Fay. Some members of

the Consulting Board expressed a desire to hear this

paper, so an invitation was extended by the Institute to

the whole body, and many of them attended.

The technical sessions of the afternoon were one on the

Metallography and Heat Treatment of Steel, Albert Sau-

veur presiding, this being the meeting of interest to the

Naval Consulting Board, and one on Mining Methods,

R. M. Catlin, presiding. At the first-named session, the

paper on the "Erosion of Guns" was presented in addition

to one on "Notes on the Heat Treatment of High-Speed

Steel Tools," by A. E. Bellis and T. W. Hardy; one on

the "Effect of Time in Reheating Hardened Steel Below

the Critical Range," by C. R. Hayward and S. S. Ray-

mond ; one on "The Effect of Sulphur on Low-Carbon
Steel," by C. R. Hayward, and one on "A Method for

Distinguishing Sulphide from Oxide in the Metallogra-

phy of Steel," by George F. Comstock. The session on

Mining Methods included a paper on "Anthracite Strip-

ping," by J. B. Warriner; one on "Portable Miners'

Lamps," by E. M. Chance ; one on "Shot Firing in Bitu-

minous Mines," by M. D. Cooper; one on "The Penn-

sylvania Mine Fire, Butte, Mont.," by C. E. Nighman and

R. S. Foster, and the reports of the secretary of the

Committee on Safety and Sanitation.

On Wednesday afternoon there was a theater party for

the ladies, who attended "The Yellow Jacket" at the

Harris Theater. At 5 p.m. a party of ladies went to

visit a moving-picture studio, where they were enter-

tained by seeing the making of a "thriller."

Demonstkatiox of Colored Moving Pigtuees

On Wednesday night Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus gave a

lecture illustrated by experiments, showing the funda-

mental principles of the process and demonstrating its

commercial adaptation to the production of photoplays in

color. Special emphasis was laid on the fact that this

process is not limited to the taking of scenery, portraits

and other very slowly-moving objects, but is being com-

mercially used for the i^roduction of actual photoplays.

The success depends upon the ordinary motion-picture

principle, togetlier with a second optical principle as fol-

lows: All colors and every shade thereof may be pro-

duced by the combination of three fundamental colors,

the proper .shade of red, green and blue, combining them

in the jiroper pro])ortions. Furthermore, a practical ap-

proximation to faithful colors may be obtained by sub-

stituting for the three above-mentioned colors a particular

red and a particular green. That is, two fundamental

colors.

The Technicolor process is free from "color fringes"

and "color flicker." It is accomplished as follows: In-

stead of photographing 32 pictures per second one after

another, 16 pairs of pictures are photographed. The

easiest wav to do this would be to have two lenses, nnd
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(() simiiltimconsly pliotograpli tliroiijili these, one tlironifli

tlie green screen and the other through the red screen.

A )iioinent of retleetion. however, will show that

this wouhl not do, for such a pair of pictures are taken

from dilTerent points of view. Conse(|uently they are not

identical and could never lie brought into register

The Technicolor cameni photographs two simultaneous

pictures tlii'ougli the same lens; that is, from the same

jMiint of view; one through a green screen, and the other

tJi rough a red sci'cen. Pictures taken at the same time

from the same |iniri( ot view by the same lens must be

identical in tonn and heuee can be brought absolutely

into register.

'I'hesc are |)rojected in pairs in register on the screen,

and consequently there is no possibility of color fringes.

Moreover, since these are projected in pairs in register,

the actual color (>\ists on the screen, so that there is

no color nii\ing Inr the eye to do, that is, no color flicker.

The general effect is a relatively peaceful ])icture, rela-

tively free IVom eye fatigue.

On Thui-sday the party made an excursion to the

Military Academy, West Point, leaving on a special train

over the West Shore Hailroad at !• a.m. Arrival at West

Point was at about 10 : ;^l) o'clock, and at 11:15 there

was a riding drill and exhibition given by cadets at the

Academy. The luncheon was served from about 1 to 2

p.m. in Cullum Memoi'ial Hall. At 2 p.m. there was

an address by Col. Biddle. commandant at the Post, on

an interesting military subject. Then Dr. Raymond made
an interesting address. Opportunity was given the mem-
bers and guests to visit ])oints of interest.

This meeting was largely attended and proved to be

one of the best and most instructive meetings ever held

in New York.

The Dailji Funie made its appearance eveiy day of the

meeting and was even more cordially received than it

was last yea'r.

._ The Market for Explosives in Chile
Various methods are employed in handling the trade

in explosives in Chile. One agency has for its manager

in Antofagasta an American engineer, who travels fre-

quently into the interior and sees personally the leading

consumers in the interest of the explosives that he repre-

sents. He has arranged demonstrations and tests and in

an intelligent way -promotes interest in his product.

Other sellers of explosives also have employees who devote

their attention to technic'al features, so that the merits

of the various brands are brought to the attenion of in-

tending ])urchasers in effective ways. Imports of this

class of goods in 1914 and 1915 by principal ports, accord-

ing to Consul Thomas W. Voetter, in Cvmmprce Bepoiis

of flu- Department of Commerce, Feb. 15, 1917, were:

VALUE OF EXPLOSIVES IMPORTED
Porte 1914 1915

DynaiiiiU!:

Iriuiquo $59,523 $19,334
Tocopilla 21,815 7,700
Alitolugasta 134,284 177,961
Taltal , 17,164 5,267

BluBtlnK rnp»:

Iquiqup 9,211 3,507
'I'ucopillii - . . 3,000
Antotagiistii , 29.622 12,564
Taltal.... 3,870

Fuse;

Arica 145 86
Iquiquc • 13,862 5,167
Tocopilla 3,254 2.856
AntofaKaBi,. 23,750 7,815
Haltal 5,471 2,630

The gun])owder used is manufactured locallv, all the

ingredients being ])roduced in Ciiile. Sulphur is ex-

tensively mined in or near former volcanic craters. The
other articles are not segregated in the lists of imports,

and quantities or value cannot be ascertained. In the

classidcatioii of dynamite as given are included all similar

varieties of explosives, such as gelignite, etc.

The rates of duty levied by the tariff law of i:»|(i. all

specific, in United States currency per ]iouiid gross

weight, are: Blasting powder, l.fiGe. ; ca])s, ().(i2c. ; fuse,

0.8:5.c. ; dynamite, 1.32c.; batteries, l.(56c.

Pew regulations govern the handling of cxjilosives. In

practice the restrictions are confined to unloading from
the ves.sel at a distance from the usual place of anchorage

in front of the city, landing at a separate cove, storage

in magazines outside the city limits and transportation

to railway loading places by roads distant from the centers

of population. High ox])losives are transported in .sepa-

rate railway cars. When these ])recautions have been

taken, the free sale of explosives is not restricted.

In the nitrate fields a powerful explosive which would

shatter the caliche, or nitrate-bearing strata, is not de-

sired, so a low grade of black powder is used. Dynamite
is used more especially in the mines.

Purchases for nitrate oficinas are usually made tlirougli

])ort agents, who are generally the leading general im-

porters, although some of the nitrate com^Janies have their

own port oflices.

Utah Copper Co.'s Tailings Pond
The area of ground owned by the Utah Copper Co.

which will be used solely for impounding tailings embraces

6000 acres. It is bisected in an approximately east

and west direction by tlie main-line tracks of the

Western Pacific and Los Angeles & Salt Lake railroads,

and in order to make use of it to the best advantage

and in the most economical manner, it will be necessary to

move these tracks to the north a distance varying be-

tween about 1 and II/2 ™i- These track changes will

extend from a point 7.75 mi. east of Garfield station

to a point fi/t i^^i- west of that station, making the

total length of the change about 9 mi. The Bingham
& Garfield Ry., which now connects with the Los Angeles

& Salt Lake R.R. at a point about % mi. east of

Garfield station, will also have to construct additional

trackage to make a connection with the new location of

the latter road.

A levee will be constructed around this entire area,

so that the tailings from the concentrating plants can

be impounded and dewatered. The levee around the

tailings pond will at first be built comparatively low,

and it will be raised from time to time as operations

require. The ultimate capacity of the pond is estimated

at 500,000,000 tons, although it can easily be increased to

a greater (juantity than that if it should be found neces-

sary, by simply building the levee higher. The area has

a length east and west of about 414 mi., and the natural

drainage of the country will have to be diverted and

taken care of through a drainage ditch which will be

constructed along the entire north side of the pond.

This ditch will be large enough to carry not only the

drainage water in times of heavy rainfall, but also any

surplus water from the tailings pond, and it will have

a total length of appro.ximati'ly (i mi.
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Hand Stokine Soft-Coal Boilers
Owin;;' to the unsitiT (|Manti(y i<( soft cumI than aiithi'a-

oite, most luiiR' stuaiii |i(iuit plants arc opfratccl mi soft

coal. The projier desi^ni i>f the boiler sottiii<i' to permit

of the most perfeet combustion is essential to economic

operation, aurl the pro]K'r stokini;- of these furnaces is of

utmost iniportaiicc both from the standpoint of smoke

reduction and fuel economy. Smoke is a most direct

measure of imperfect condmstion and consequently of low

economy. Charles II. Ilrondcy in Power, Jan. 9, 1!)17,

gives data on proper design and opci'ation that sliouh

prove interesting and ]irolitablc to the

mine operator using hand-tired soft coal

furnaces as his source of ])ower. It is the

duty of firemen to burn c-oal e(;onomicaIly

and with as little smoke as possible. In

this article bituminous coal is considered

exclusively, and the best methods of buin-

ing it in hand-fired horizontal tubular

boilers as demonstrated under commercial

conditions. However competent the man,

smokeless and economical combustion is

commercially impossiijle unless the fur-

nace is suitable; that is, has volume,

proper proportions and adjuncts. Without ^^^^
these essentials—namely, draft, tempera- 'm\%

ture, time, and gas and air mixing provi- i>v:."

sions—good combustion cannot be had. pj,_

A typical soft coal has the following

principal constituents as received: Fixed carbon.

57.6%; volatile, 32.24%; ash, 7.32%; moisture,

2.84%. The coal is a solid. On being burned

everything but the ash and what combustible remains

in it is driven off as gas accompanied by a small quantity

of line siiliii particles. The Milatilc matter consists largely

of oils which will distill olf, some at temperatures a little

below .")()() (leg. v.. ami others, the heavier ones, at 800

to '.)'){) (leg. F. K'unning luirnudly. the furnace tempera-

ture will be about 1,800 to 2,.500 deg. ¥. (hand-firing)—
from six to eight times as high as needed to sn])])ort dis-

tillation. After these oils vaporize and gasify, they

must receive enough air for their eondjustion, must iiave

1. THio Mi.M II Airri-'i >i;i) st.vndard settinu

sufHcicnt temperature to carry on combust icju and must be

well mixed with the air for combustion. And all this

should happen before the gases get into the boiler tubes;

in fact, for best results the whole combination of events

>li(iuhl lie ((iniplctcd before the gases touch the heating

6 ' Tube Sheet
to Wall

r= Width
of Orate

FIG IMPROVED TYf'E OF SETTINT, RECOMMEXDED FOR HORIZONT.^L RETURN-TUBULAR BOILERS
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surface at all—in less than a second, even with an un-

commonly high setting. Is it to be wondered at, then,

that this"is impossible in the widely used Hartford stand-

ard setting. Fig. 1, where tlie boiler slicU is but two

feet above the grate?

In one investigation of a large number of boiler

plants it was found that over 90% of the boilers were of

that whiili gave the best results, smokelessness and econ-

omy considered, is shown in P^g. 2. This setting is

reconnnended by nearly all smoke inspectors and is be-

coming standard in soft-coal burning districts. It repre-

sents the ajjplieation of facts discovered and corroborated

by thousands of tests and observations. The dimensions

as given in the accompanying table referring to Fig. 2

are'^those used by the smoke inspection deijartnient of a

large municipality. It is recommended that for all liand-

fired furnaces using coal above 2.5% volatile the distance

from shell to grate be not less than 4 ft. or the nearest

approach to tliat lieight that commercial briik will give.

FIG. 3. STARTING THE FIRE

the horizontal return-tubuiar type naving settings wherein

the distance from grate to shell was not more than two

feet.

The tlusli-front and tlie extension-front dutch oven and

several other types of settings have been investigated, and

FIG. 4. COAL, COKING AT THE DEADPLATE

FIG 5 COKING METHOD WITH FRESH COAL SPREAD
OUT MORE THAN IN FIG. 4

To build a fire in a cold boiler without excessive smoke,

is regarded as at least extremely doubtful by the average

man.° But it can be done. Here is a method applicable

to stationary boilers, which gives good re.sults.

The entire grate is covered with 3 in. of gas coal

(assumably a coal containing from 32 to 38%; vola-

tile) spread evenly, and upon this is laid a layer

of low-volatile coal (about 20%,) thoroughly wet

to a depth of 4 in. Dry wood shavings are then spread

over the surface of the coal, after which an ordinary

bucket of shavings soaked in crude oil is distributed

on top of the dry .shavings. A piece of oil-soaked waste

is thrown into tlie middle of the grate to ignite the shav-

SPECIFIC.\TIONS FOR IMPROVED SETTING HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILERS TO ACCOMPANY FIG. 2

Diameter shell

.

Lengtll shell

.

C.
D
E..
F...
G..
H..
I..
.1..,

K..

M.,
N..
O..
P..
Q..
R..
S..
T...
U
V
Number and Hizeof tubes

iieatinK surface in tubes. .

Heatiiii! surface in shell

Total hiatinn svirface tubes
anfl shell, sq.ft

Boiler horsepower
Square feet of Krate surface

Area through each bridge

wall retort, sq.in.

Area between bridge wall

and deflection arch, sq.in.

Area under deflection arch

Area of tubes, sq.in ,'?j 1 „
25% over flue area 1264

Notes— First grade of firebrick to Ix

84 in

20 ft.

42 ill.

2 ft. 2 in.

6ft. 6in.
7 ft.

2 ft. 10 in.

1 ft. lOin.

6 ft. 4 in.

6j in.

1 ft. IDS in.

2 ft. 3 in.

3 ft.

1 ft. bin.
2 ft. 9 in.

1 ft. 4 in.

2 ft. 5Sin.
4ft. 2 in.

2ft. 2in,
9 in.

I ft.

. I ft. Uin
. 92-4 in.

1932
219 9

84 in.

18 ft.

42 in.

2 ft. 2 in.

6 ft.

7 ft.

2 ft. I Gin.
1 ft. lOin.

5ft IDS in.

6 in.

2 ft.

2ft. 3 in.

3 ft.

1 ft. bin.
2 ft. 9 in.

I ft. 2 in.

2 ft. 3 J in.

3ft. lOSin.
2 ft.

9 in

I ft

I ft. i;in.
92-4 in

1738 8
197 9

2151 9
215
45 5

820

2448
3280

1936 7
194

42

756

2448
3024
ion
1264

78 in.

20 ft.

42 in.

2ft. 2 in.

bft. bin.
6ft. bin.
2 ft. 8 in.

1ft. 9 in.

bft. 5Hn.
bS in.

1 ft. 9S in.

2ft. 3in.

2ft. lOin.

I ft. bin.
2ft. bin.

1 ft. 55 in.

2 ft. 55 in

4 ft. 25 in.

2 ft, 3 in.

9 in.

I ft.

1ft. IJin.
88-4 in.

1842 8
204 2

2047
205
42 25

761

2040
3041
967
1208

78 in
18 ft.

42 in.

2 ft. 2 in.

bft.
bft. bin.
2ft. 8ia.

1 ft. 9 in.

bft.
6 in.

1ft. 1 1 in.

2 ft. 3 in.

2ft. lOin.
I ft. bin.

2ft. bin.
1 ft. 35 in.

2ft. 3Un.
3 ft. 11 in.

2ft. tin.

9 in.

1 ft.

1ft. Uin.
88-4 in.

1658 5

183 6

1842 8
184
39

702

2040
2808
9b7
1208

72 in
18 ft.

36 in.

2 ft.

bft.
bft.

2ft. bin.
1 ft. Sin.

5tt. 115 in

b in.

1 ft. bin.
2 ft.

2 ft. 6 in.

1ft. IJin
2ft. 55 in,

1 ft. lin.

2 ft. 2 in.

3ft. 115 in
2 ft.

9 in.

1 ft.

, I ft. IJin,
70-4 in,

1323
169 6

1492 6
149
36

648

1770
2592
769
961

72 in
16 ft.

3b in.

2 ft.

5 ft. bin.
bft.

2ft. bin.
1 ft. Sin.
5 ft. 6S in.

55 in.

1 ft. 7 in.

2 ft.

2 ft. 6 in.

1 ft. liin
2ft. 5!. in

1 ft. 15 in.

2 ft. ', in.

3ft. Sin.
1ft. 105 in

9 in.

1 ft.

. 1ft. liir
70-4 in.

1176
150 7

1326 7

133
33

594

1770
2376
769
961

6b in. bO in.

16 ft. 18 ft.

3b in. 3b in.

2 ft. 1 ft. 10 in.

5 ft. 5ft.bin,
5ft.bin, 5 ft.

2 ft. 4 in. 2 ft. 2 in.

1ft. 7in. 1ft. bin.

5 ft. Uin, 5 ft. 9 in.

5 in. 55 in.

. .. . .... 1 ft. Sin. 1ft. 55 in.

1 ft. 105 in. 1 ft. 105 in. 1 ft. 1 05 in.

2 ft. 4 in. 2 ft. 4 in. 2 ft. 2 in.

1 ft. 15 in. 1 ft. IS in.

2 ft. 25 in. 1 ft. 11* in.

I in. 1ft. 3 in.

1 ft. 11 in. 2 ft. 5 in.

3ft. 45 in. 3ft. 9in
1ft. 9in. 2 ft.

9 in. 9 in.

II in. 10 in.

1 ft. IS in. 1 ft. IS in

54-4 in. 46-4 in.

904 6 866 9

13S 2 141 3

66 in.

18 ft.

36 in.

2 ft.

5ft.bin.
5ft. bin.
2ft. 4iu.
I ft. 7 in.

5 ft. 7 in.

51 in.

1 ft. 7 in.

1ft. 15 in.

2 ft. 2! in.

1 ft. IJ in.

2ft. Sin.
3ft. 85 in.

1 ft. lot in.

9 in.

II in.

1 ft, IS in
54-4 in.

1017 7

155 5

1173 2
117
30 25

544 5

1484
2177
593
741

1042 9
104
27,5

495

1484
1979
593
741

1008 2
101

27 5

495

1326
1979
505
631

60 in
16 ft.

3b in.

1ft. 10 in.

5 ft.

5 ft.

2 ft. 2 in.

1ft. bin.

5 ft. 4 in.

Sin.
1 ft. bS in.

1 ft. lOUn.
2 ft. 2 in.

1 ft. IS in.

, 1ft. 115 in.

1 ft. 15 in.

I ft. 1 1 in.

3 ft. 55 in.

1ft. 105 in.

9 in.

10 in.

1ft. 15 in

4b-4 in.

770 b
/25 b

89b 2

90
25

450

132b
1800
505
b3l

54 in.

lb ft.

3b in.

I ft. 10 in.

4ft- bin.
4 ft . 6 in.

2 ft.

1ft. 5 in.

4ft. liin.
41 in.

1 ft. 75 in.

1ft. 6 in.

2 ft.

1ft. 1 5 in.

1 ft. 85 in.

1ft. 15 in.

1 ft. 85 in.

3ft. 2in.
1 ft. 9 in.

9 in.

9 in.

, I ft. Uin.
36-4 in.

604 8

113 1

717 9
72

20 25

3b4 5

984
145?
396
495

54 in
14 ft

36 in.

1 ft. 10 in.

4 ft.

4 ft. 6 in.

2 ft.

1 ft. 5 in.

4ft. Sin.
4 in.

1 ft. bin.
1 ft. bin

2 ft.

Ht. Uin.
1 ft. 85 in.

1 ft. 25 in.

I ft. 9 in.

2ft. lOin.

1 ft, lOin.
9 in.

9 in.

. I ft. 15 in.

3b-4 in.

529 2

99

b28 2
b3
18

324

984
129b
396
495

side walls of the chamber back from a
, ., 1 .. ,,.;,i, the eieeotion of the combustion chamber floor ami tne slue wai s oi lue i,ijuii.u<ri uo^=. *"" "

pointonni^^t^ind-ihe-i^arW^f^tliedegeA^
.u 1.; o,.™„„ lw,.l..ris 20nniin<l8or less. II aesireu, luuoi uu,

1. .,„,„„!,;„„ „,.j ,,,i,„, r..m.,.tmna Table aDollcs only for

!il?iSn?atriB'^Lte"o'?e'?fsro°n oTmtrficHUon^
-^faces are in square feet, areas in square mohes. except for grate surface
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ings (see Fig. 3). The blower is opened very lightly

and the opening increased as the coal beeonics ignited.

The (ire-door is kept open nntil ai'ter the coal is burning,

or longer, depending npon the condition of the stack.

Sometimes more coal is needed before a good fire is had,

FIG. 6. COAL, COKING IN SMAL,L, PILES

and if so, wet low-volatile coal is nsed. The gas coal is

used to prevent the low-volatile coal from falling through

the grate.

This method of building a fire is correct from every

viewpoint. The fire burns from the top down, causing

the volatile to pass through a zone hot enough to com-

pletely gasify the vapors. The fire should not be sliced

or hooked or otherwise disturbed. The method is ap-

plicable to a stationary boiler, and although the low-

volatile coal may not be easily had, coal from the everyday

- Ashes

>
'
no^'j'ii^ .^ j,rf>(,.uo<M,^- i/Ve Coal

FIG. 7. BACK HALF OF GRATE CLEANED FIRST

supply will do. Fig. 3 shows the method applied to a

stationary boiler.

Maintaining the fire between cleaning periods requires

no mean skill. The coking method with which every

fireman who reads should be familiar is not always the

best. A glance at Fig. 4 shows that only a small part

of the total surface of the green coals coking is exposed to

the direct heat of the furnace. If the pile of coal cok-

ing could be left there long enough, the volatile would

be driven off so slowly as to make no objectionable smoke.

But it must soon be pushed and spread over the hot

fire, and when this is done the volatile in the coal be-

neath the surface of the pile has reached a temperature

where only a slight increase is needed to make it give

forth its vapors so suddenly as not to give time for

adequate mixing with air, thus making dense black

smoke. The lowered furnace temperature also helps to

make smoke at this time. All this is clear when we realize

that the rapidity of distillation depends, for any given

temperature, upon the surface of coal ex})osed to the

heat. Less smoke will be made, even with a "puffy"

coal if the pile is spread as in Fig. 5, and if steam-air

jets or other means of getting air in over the fire are

used.

Tiie alternate method of covering has the same disad-

vantage, in that the green coal, even though thrown
on but one-half or one-third of the fuel bed, has so mucli
of its surface exposed at once to the incandescent coal that

distillation is more rapid than can be cared for by tiie

air admission. Unfortunately, too, the.se vajjors sliould

receive heat as they go on their way to the uptake in-

stead of losing it. With tins method the gases do not
pass directly over an incandescent area, as they do when
the coking method is employed. It has been suggested
to throw the green coal in small piles well distributed over
the burning fuel, and later, when most of the volatile has
been distilled to level these piles (see Fig. 6). The idea is

to gradually expose the whole charge of coal to the direc't

heat of the furnace. Theoretically the method is good.

FIG. 8. CLEANING THE FRONT HALF OP THE GRATE

but it is hard work for the fireman and unfort:unately

gets him into the habit of disturbing the fuel betl with

rake or slice bar, a most egregious fault.

Whether the coking, alternate, or the divided method
of covering is used, or if the whole fire surface is covered

at once, the covering must be thin and done frequently.

This is particularly true of caking coals. Caking coals

form the surface crust so peculiar to them during the

coking process. The crust prevents sufficient air reach-

ing the coal, and high spots form in the fuel bed. If

Fresh
Coal .,

^-Live Coal

FIG. THE FIRE CLEANED

these places are covered with fresh coal before the sur-

face of the high spots have been broken and allowed to

burn away, the trouble grows worse. Do not cover un-

burned places in the fuel bed. The troubles had with

many caking coals may be made nearly negligible if the

fire is always covered lightly and often. Use the rake

and slice bar as little as possible, but remember that the

crust of caking coal must be often broken, if formed,

to nuiintain the desired steam pressure. When breaking

the crust, be careful not to so disturb the fuel bed as to
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<>('t ashes oil or near the top ol' tlie (ire. Usually tliis

r-auses seriou.s eliiiker trouhle. whieh sto])s the iiomial

flow of air thnnif^ii the tiii'l lied and yi\i's rise to more

caking.

For a not too-heavv eoverin.ii' and at noriiial hanrl-firiiig

fombustion rates, it takes I'roni 2 to (i niin. for the vola-

tile to be driven off. During the major part of this

time use the steam Jet it provided or open the tire-door

to admit air in above the fire. The time it should bo

left open depends, of course, upon tlie rapidity of distilla-

tion of the quantity of the vajior and gas (li.stilled.

There is probably no more praeticalile satisfaetory way

of cleaning a tire than that shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

The back half of the grate is lirst cleaned as shown in

Fig. 7, then about 3 in. of green coal is thrown on the

bare grate and all the live coal i)ushcd back on top of

the green coal, which begins to burn from the top

down, making it necessary for the vapors and gases to

pass through the hot coal (see Fig. 8). The ashes are

jmlled from the front of the grate, green coal thrown on

and the live coals at the back pulled forward and evenly

distributed over the whole fuel-bed surface. Fig. 9.

Leaching Plant of Utah Copper Co.

The new leaching plant of the Utah Copper Co. is

situated on a hillside, about I'^OO ft. from the Magna

concentrator, with the floor of the leaching tanks at an

elevation of about 7(» ft. above the track of the Magna

plant coarse bins. It will consist of a crushing plant,

a series of leaching tanks, a pumping plant for handling

the leaching solutions, a water-.service plant for furnish-

ing the amount of water required, tanks for the storage

of sulphuric acid, a precipitation jilant and a sub-station

for distributing the power re(iuired.

The crushing ]ibiiit, with grizzlies and feeders in the

receiving bin, is designed along the same lines as the

coarse-crushing plants in operation at the Magna and

Arthur niill.s, and the method of crushing and handling

the ore through the crushers and rolls is jiractically

the same as the one used at those two mills. After the

ore, which contains copper in the I'orm of carbonates,

has been crushed to %-in. mesh, it will be transported

to the filling bridge at the leaching tanks by a belt

conveyor. This conveyor is 700 ft. long, T.' in. wide,

and has a capacity of ' 500 tons per lir. At the filling

bridge the conveyor belt ])asses over a detacbalile tripper

and is carried out on the tilling-bridge conveyor. The

lining bridge runs on toji of the Icacliing-vat wall, and

the belt conveyor on the bridge is provided with a self-

propelling tripper, thereby making it iiossible. in com-

bination with the movement of the briilge. to distribute

the ore at any point in the leaching tanks. The arrange-

nu'iits are such that the filling bridge can be used to

serve any fiitiiro additions to the leaching tanks.

The discharging bridge will run on tracks that will be

constructed alongside the leaching tanks for that jnirpose.

It will be furnished with a grab bucket suspended under

a light trolley, and when the bucket has been filled, it

will travel over to a hopper into which it will discharge

the tailings.

The hooper will be provided with mechanism

so that cither one of two lines of cars under it

can be loaded. This bridge <-an also bo used if tlic plant

is ever extended to greater capacity. The discl'.arging

bridge will have a capacity of from HOOO to ID.ooi) tonf

of tailings in two -liifts jier day of H br. each.

The first installation of leaching tanks vill comprise

12 tanks, which will be built in two sections, ea>'li section

to consist of six compartments, and caili compa,-*nient

will have a width of 50 ft., a leiif^tli of 100 ft. and a

depth of 18 ft. The foundation, the floors and the

walls of the leaching tanks will be built of reinforced

concrele, and the floors and walls will be lined on (be

inside with asphalt mastic to ])rotocl the concrete from

the action of sulphuric acid in the leaching solution

Filter liottoms, consisting of lumber and cocoa matting

will be installed on the floors of ibose tanks. The
capacity of each tank will be approximately tOO(i Ions,

and about 290,000 gal. of solution will be required to

fill the voids and cover the ore to a de|)th of fi in.

After the crushed carbonate ore is jilaced in the tanks,

it will be leached with a dilute solution of suljihuric

acid, which will extract nearly all the copper that occurs

in the form of carbonate. The solution-conduit system

will consist of four rows of launders running at the

top of leaching vats and three pi]io lines at the bottom.

The launders are made of redwoofi load-lined, and the

pipes will be made of redwood boiled in jiaraffin and

machine-banded with copper wire; all fittings will be

lead-lined. The launders will carry the precipitation and

wash solutions, and the pipe lines will be utilized for

applying the upward percolation of the first leaching

solution, the fresh wash water, as well as for draining

the various compartments of the leaching vat. The
pumping plant and the water-service plant will have

sufficient capacity to handle the solutions and the amount

of fresh water required for the leaching plant when

treating 4000 tons of carbonate ore daily.

The precipitation plant will be north of and below

the leaching vats. The solutions will be drawn from

the vats and run into a storage tank having a capacity

for 24 hr. From the storage tank the solution containing

dissolved copper will be run through revolving drums

charged with scrap iron, and it is expected that two of these

drums will be sufficient to precipitate practically all of the

copper. After leaving the drum the solution will carry

the precipitated copper into a classifier, and from there

the solution will run to a Dorr thickener and then over-

flow to a system of launders containing scrap iron,

where the remainder of the copper will be removed. The

precipitates will be loaded into cars and shipped to the

smeltery for treatment.

The capacity of the twelve compartments of the

leaching tanks will be from 2000 to 4000 dry tons daily,

depending upon the length of time required for one

complete cycle of operation. However, it is hoped that

the charging, leaching, w'ashing and discharging can be

done within a space of time that will give the twelve

leaching tanks a capacity of 4000 tons of carbonate ore

daily. On the basis of 4000 tons, it is estimated that

the amount of copper precipitated daily will be about

40,000 lb. The site chosen for the plant will permit

of at least doubling its capacity at some future time

if it seems desirable to do so. If the leaching capacity

is doubled, and if it should then prove more satisfactory

to install an electrolytic-precipitation plant, instead of

doubling the iron-precipitation plant, such a plant will

bo constructed. It is expected that this leaching plant

will be ready for operation during the spring of 1917.
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The Assayer and Chemist
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Detection of Calcium

A nietliod for the (letoetioii of falciuiii in the presence

of barium and strontium, where all are present as car-

bonates, has recently been worked out by P. N. Raikow

{Chem.-Zeil., 1916,' Vol. 40, p. 781 ; abstr. Journ. Soc.

Chem. Ind., Oct. 31, 191(5). The material is heated for

a few minutes in an open porcelain crucible over a Techi

burner, the product stirred, when cold, with a few

cubic centimeters of water, the mixture filtered and the

filtrate tested with phenolphthalein. An alkaline reaction

indicates the presence of calcium. Under the conditions

stated, strontium and liarium carbonates are not altered,

but calcium carbonate is readily decomposed, as little as

0.2% being detected with ease.

Lead Determination as Molybdate

In determining either lead or molybdenum by precipi-

tation as lead molybdate, Harry B. Weiser states {Journ.

Pliys. Chem.. Vol. 20, pp. 640-2) that the precipitate

using a solution of lead nitrate or the salt of some other

strong acid is more granular and less bulky and conse-

quently more easily handled than if it is formed with the

use of lead acetate, which he explains on the basis of the

solvent action of the nitric acid formed on the salt.

For the determination of lead the following method

was found to be accurate : The solution should preferably

contain about V^ gram of lead to 200 c.c. ; add 8 drops

concentrated nitric acid, heat to and keep at boiling

while adding a 2% solution of ammonium molybdate

slowly and with constant stirring. Avoid any great ex-

cess. Neutralize the solution with ammonia, barely

acidify with acetic acid, wash the precipitate with hot

ammonium-nitrate solution until the addition of lead

acetate to the filtrate produces no cloudiness and ignite

at a dull red heat. Pb:\[oO^ X 0.56415 = Pb.

Separation of the Tin Group
The separation of the sulphides of the heavy metals

is still, in practice, an unsatisfactory operation. J. M.
Welch and H. C. P. Weber give a method embodying some
new features in the -Journal of the American Chemical

Society, 1916, Vol. 38, p. 1011; abstr. Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind.. June 30, 1916. p. 708.

The mixed sulphides of the copper group are treated

with ammonium-polysulphide solution containing 5% of

caustic soda, which has no effect on the sulphides of

mercury and copper, and the sulphides of arsenic, anti-

mony and tin, reprecipitatcd from the filtered solution,

are superficially dried, by suction or with filter paper, and
heated for 10 minutes on the water bath with 10 c.c. of

hydrochloric acid of sp.gr. 1.2. The residual arsenic

sulphide is examined in the usual way, and the filtrate,

diluted to 70 c.c, is saturated with hydrogen sulphide;

antimony and tin are thereby thrown down together, when

both are present, as a characteristic brown precipitate

(possibly a thioantimonite of tin), the color of which,

within rather wide limits, is a reliable indication of the

presence of the two metals. Excess of hydrogen sulphide

is expelled by heating, 5 c.c. of 3% hydrogen-peroxide

solution is introduced, and heating is continued until the

j)recipitate has redissolved, or solution may be effected by

simply evajjorating the mixture, without hydrogen perox-

ide, or by adding a few drops of bromine water. Five to

ten grams of oxalic acid is then added, and the solution,

while cooling, is saturated with hydrogen sidphide. Anti-

mony is thus precipitated as a bright-red sul])hide, and
tin is detected in the filtrate by boiling with 1 to 2 grams
of granulated lead for 2 to 3 minutes, cooling, and filter-

ing into mercuric chloride solution.

Analysis of Tungsten Derivatives

Peculiar difficulties are met with in connection with

The separation of phosphoric and vanadic acids from
molybdic and tungstic acids. 0. R. Sweeney, in the

Journal of the American Chemical Society, states that

in presence of a tungstate, arsenic is e.xpelled only with

great difficulty from an arsenate, even when heated in a

stream of dry hydrogen chloride. By heating at a tempera-

ture a few degrees below that at which the volatilization

of tungstic acid takes place, however, all the arsenic can

be removed; antimonio-tungstate, when treated in a

similar manner, gave concordant results. 'Wlien dry hy-

drogen chloride was passed over a sodium vanadio-tung-

state, the vanadium volatilized as a red vapor condensing

to a reddish-brown liquid, the oxy-chloride. The appear-

ance of the red vanadium oxy-chloride proved a delicate

test for vanadium. For estimating the vanadium after

volatilization, the volumetric method using potassium

permanganate was found best suited to the conditions

of the experiment.

Producing Accurate Glass Tubes
Burettes, measuring cylinders, apparatus for gas

analysis, and other measuring appliances made by

Kiipper's process (German Pat. 292,737; English Pat.

20.192 of 1913), have been tested, according to a writer

in Zeit f. Angew Chem., noted in the Journal of the

Society of Chemical Industry, Nov. 30, 1916, and it has

been found that they are accurate to 0.001 mm.
The process consists in placing a core, of the same

diameter as that desired for the interior of the lube,

inside an ordinary glass tube, which is sealed at both

ends and evacuated. The tube is then heated externally

until it shrinks onto the core and is thereby given the

required internal dimensions. The core is then removed,

leaving a tube which is so accurate in size and so uni-

form in diameter throughout its whole length that it may
be engraved at once with a scale placed alongside and

without the need for calibration, such as is necessary

with ordinarv tubes.
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Transportation of Ore in
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B

BOBSLEDS NOW BEING USED TO HAUL ORE FROM CARDIFF MINE

ROAD NIOAK AUiUTH OK BIG COTTONWOOD CA.vON. UTAH
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Big Cottonwood Canon, Utah
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COAL LOADED FOR CARDIFF MINE TRACTION WHEEL WITH REMOVABLE CALKS

KNOX TRACTOR TRAINS HAULING 22 TONS OF ORE; TWO TRIl'S DAILY
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Chart for Finding Air Consumption
of Drills

By Robekt S. Lewis*

The accompanying thart is a iiiodification of tlio one

ap]ieaviiig in "Roek Drilling," by Dana and Saunders,

with the addition of data for hannner drills and basing

the diagram on an air pressure of 90 lb. per sq.in. at the

drill instead of 75 lb., to conform more nearly with the

requirements of modern practice.

The inclined lines are based on a sea-level datum and

90 lb. pressure per sq.in. at the drill. This gives a factor

60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 lEO 125 130

Air Pressure at Machine, Fbunds

CHART FOR FINDING FACTORS FOR AIR CONSUMPTION
OF DRILLS

of 1; for any other altitude or pressure at drill, the

factor is found at the left margin, passing there from the

intersection of the inclined line of the given altitude with

a vertical through the given pressure.

TAHI.E 1. AIU CONSUMPTIOX OF ROCK DRILLS, CU.FT. PER MIN.

90 Lb. at Sea LpvoI. Piston Drills

Drills, in

.

Cu.ft ....

2

68
2!
87

2'.

92
2!
98

2J
118

3

125
3J
129

3!
135

3;
161

4)
210

5

250

.Slopers

48-55-58

90 Lb. at Sea Level. Hammer Drills

Drifters Sinkers Block HolinR Hitrh Cutters

40-60 38-60 25-30 15-25

The average consumption of air for both piston and
hammer drills is given in Table 1. Hammer drills vary

so in air consumption that only general figures can be

given. Catalogs from drill manufacturers will give the

•Associate professor oC mining, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah.

consumiition for any particular drill, and generally at

(10 lb. ])n'ssiire and at .<ea level. By means of the chart

the consuin]ition for other conditions can be quickly

found.

TABLE 2.

No. of Drills... I

Factor 10
No. of Drills... 11

Factor 7 8

AIR CO.NSUMPTION FOR MORE THAN ONE DRILL
2

1

12
8 4

3
2 7

15
10 3

4
3 4

20
12 8

5

4.1

25
15 1

6
4 8

30
17 3

7
5 5

35
19 7

6.1

40
22

9 10
6.7 7 J

SO 60
26 5 30 5

Tn case more than one drill is used, the fa<tor by which
lo multiply the air consumption of one drill to determine

the consumption of a number is to be taken from Table

2. This is ba.sed on manufacturers' statements. When
a number are working, they are seldom all running at the

same time. This table covers the requirenient.s from one

to sixty drills.

California Horse Snowshoe

By S H. Beockuniek*

The snowfall in the Sierra Mountains of California is

usually quite heavy, but as the temperature is never very

low, the snow seldom attains the firmness that it does in

more northern climates. The engineer accustomed to

doing most of his heavy hauling in winter as in Canada,

will find different conditions in California. The snow
is so moist that the country- is almost impassable except

on a packed trail or broken road. His webfoot snowshoes

have to be replaced by 7- or 9-ft. skis, and his pack, even

on the broken loads, will have to be cut down to the

minimum during January, February and March.

The unevenness of the temperature—a few days of

15° to 19° F. above zero, followed by perhaps a week of

30° to 3-t° above zero—causes the roads to be subjected

to a continual freezing and thawing action so that the

hard-packed trail of today may become soft tomorrow.

To offset this condition, the Californian puts his horses

on snowshoes, and their aptitude for these snowshoes and

the progress they make over any depth of snow are re-

mai-kable. A horse of steady nerve, one that is going

to make a good snowshoer, will learn the trick in half

an hour ; others may never learn it. A pair of horses,

cither in span or in tandem, wearing sets of snowshoes,

can go along 4 or 5 mi. per hr. with 500 to 1000 lbs. of

freight, where horses without snowshoes would flounder.

These snowshoes are simple and easily made and are

attached over the ordinary horseshoe in a few minutes'

time. The shoes, as shown in the accompanying drawing,

consist of a plate of sheet iron, ""/s-iii- thick and 9 in.

square, the corners being rounded. This plate has two

l.\li/2-in. rectangular slots cut through it ll^ in. apart.

These are for the heel calks of the ordinary horseshoe to

fit in and are made long .so as to accommodate horeshoes

of different sizes. Eye-bolts are bolted through the plate,

near the center of two edges, and in these the hooks of

•Mininir onsinft^r, Nevada City. Calif.
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tho chimps, whicli Imlil tin' Iioiil' llrinly Id U\v plaU', are

ins(M'ti'(I. Beneath lliis irdii plate are twn tliicknesses of

5-ply rubber belting 11 in. square, with rouniled corners,

and underneath the beltinu; is a large horseshoe 9 in.

long. Plate, belting and hor.seshoe are firmly bolted

together by i/4-in. bolts, and the eye-bolts already men-

tioned also traverse the plate, belting and horseshoe; thus

all are rigidly bolted together. The only thing to whit-h

there is any wear is the belting, which is readily replaced

when it wears down to the size of the iron plate.

The clamps are quite easily forged out of i^i;-in. tlat

iron and conform to the shape of the froiit part of a

horse's hoof, around which they are to lit. One side, or

strap, of the clamp is simply a quadrant of iron fV in.

thick by % in. wide by a in. long, with a corkscrew hook

on one end and a square bearing shoulder on the other.

This shoulder has a %-in. bevel hole, at the base, drilled

1/8 ill. into it, as a bearing for the screw in the other part

• of the clamp. The other side of the clamp is also a

quadrant; it is f% in. thiik, lyo in. wide, and 5 in. long,

has a corkscrew hook ou one end and is split in a U-shape

for half its lenuth on the other end. This U is au inch

Sheetlron.

'Rubber Belting

DETAILS OF .\ SNOW.SHOE FOR HORSES

wide, and the metal on each branch of it is i\x-f\j-in.

section. Each arm of the U terminates in an eye, and a

swivel rolates in these eyes. This swivel is drilled in the

center and threaded for a %-in. bolt. The bolt whicli

works in this swivel is I/2 in. diameter by 4 in. long; the

end of the screw is made conical to fit in the bearing

hole on the other half of the clamp, and the other end of

the bolt is finished in a round eye, with a i/4-in. hole,

through which a piece of iron can be stuck to turn the

bolt and thus tighten the clamp.

The whole is now assembled by placing the horse's

foot in the position shown by the dotted lines, hooking one

side of the clamp in one eycbolt of the jilate and the

other side of the clamp in the other eycbolt. Both sides

of the clamp are now brought around the front of the

hoof, the tongue of the clamp run through the TJ of the

clamp, the end of the bolt brought to a bearing in the

hole of the shoulder and the screw tightened. This holds

the plate of the snowshoe between the c-alks of the horse-

shoe and the clamps of the snowshoe and attaches it

riijidlv to the bnvsc's lioof.

The Amount of Concrete

Useful data for the concrete man arc found in "The
Concrete Do])e Book" issued by the Cement Tile Machin-
ery Co., of Waterloo, Iowa. Considering the size of stone

or gravel, the following suggestions are given : Use any-
thing up to 2%-in. diam. for foundations or thick struc-

tures. Use li/^-in. and under for thin walls and reinforced

concrete. Use %-in. or under for finishes or hard coat-

ings. The best results are obtained from a careful mi.\'-

ture and grading of sizes.

The question of the amount of concrete required for

different work often comes up. The nile devLsed by
William B. Fuller is as follows: "Divide 11 by the .sum of

the ratios of all the ingredients (for a 1:15:6 mixture
divide 11 by 1 + 3 -j- fi), and the quotient will be the

Jiumber of barrels of portland cement required for 1 cu.

yd. of concrete ; the number of barrels thus fonned mul-
tiplied respectively by the parts of sand and stone will

give the number of barrels of each required for 1 cu.yd.

of concrete, and multiplying these values by .'5.8 (the

number of cubic feet in a barrel) and dividing by 27

(cubic feet per cubic yard) will give the quantities of

sand and stone in fractions of a cubic yard needed for

1 cu.yd. of concrete." A useful table based on this rule

is given.

TABLE 1
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Details of Milling and Smelting

|
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A Tube Mill for Zinc Shorts

By AuTiiui! C. Daman*

The tube mill for zinc shorts .shown in the accompany-

ing drawing is a good example of the mechanical ingenu-

ity of some millmen. It was made of an oil tank and a few

1
1 Strong Cyanide

2inc
I

I Orcuhfinq Solution

Shorts. ^ ^

Z-hp. Drive.

4 Dischar^

Pipe

MILL FOR GRINDIN(; ZINC SHORTS

pipe fittings, and for grinding zinc shorts prior to refining

cyanide precipitates it has lieen a remarkable help. At

first glance one woidd take it to be a miniature tube-mill.

m

Regulator for Hose Discharge

By a. W. ALLENf

A simple type of regulator for discharge of hose is illus-

trated herewith. It is simple and can he made from

%-in. round iron at any mine shop. The con,struction is

applied so that no sharp corners are formed in the hose.

V3^

HOSE-DISCHARtnO REGULATOR

and collection of .solids is thus made imi)ossible. Ad-

justment can be made in.stantly and witliout dillicvdty.

The device is serviceable in all places where rubber hose

is u.sed to deliver or discharge water, pulp or air, such

as on wash-water deliveries, the discharge from cone

classifiers and air for regulation, where the lios(' is used

to deliver it.

Sample-Quartering Table

Sample quartering necessarily gives rise to a consider-

able amount of dust in the air, and can well i)e

conducted in a boxed-in space. Two forms of chamber

are in use in South Africa. One resembles an ordinary

fume chamber such as is used in chemical laboratories

and is shown in the accompanying sketch from the

General Eeport of the Miners' Phthisis Prevention Com-
mittee; the other has an inclined gla.ss top. The chaml)er

should be connected to the conduit through which air is

=1^ To Fan

Counterbalanced

•Mining enfilneer, 2678 Eudora St., Denver. Colo.

tMetallurgical engrinerr, 309 Rroadway, New York.

A DUSTLESS SAMPLING TABLE

drawn, or a jet of compressed air may create sufficient

draft to draw off the air through a separate pipe. A pipe

should always be provided, leading from the table to out-

side the room, through which the rejected portion of the

sample can be discharged.

It is a useful plan to scatter damp sawdust over the

floors of sample crushing and quartering rooms, as it

tends to retain any dust that settles.

I*!

To t'onvert I'ipr-I.ine Flow FiBures given in barrels per
hour into Ballons per minute it is only necessary to multiply
by 0.7.
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The Cerro De Pasco Mines, Peru

syyori>IiS—.4 review in brief of the histori/ of

the Cerro de Pasco copper mines and a statement

of their present condition. The ore contains cop-

per and silrer as the metals of principal value,

vith some gold. The ore reserves provide for ten

years' operation, but indications are for a much
greater quantity as yet undeveloped. The com-

pany owns its coal mines and railroad lines, and
includes the Morococha Mining Co., with large

operations in the district of that name.

The CeiTo de Pasco Mininjr Co. owns about 730 mineral

claims comprising about 5900 acres, being the largest

part of the mineralized area of the Cerro de Pasco dis-

trict in the department of Jiinin, Peru. It is on the

eastern slope of the Andes at an altitude of about 14,300

ft., and about 220 mi. by rail from Lima, the capital of

Peru. Tlae company owns in addition, extensive hacien-

das, amounting to about 70,000 acres, valuable water

rights, power sites, surface rights and other valuable

properties in the district.

Original Mining Operations in the District

When the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. started opera-

tions, the mining developments consisted largely of hun-

dreds of old gopher-hole workings, a few still open but

many caved in and abandoned. The surface of the dis-

trict shows scores of tajos resulting from the eaving-in of

these old worlcings. The largest of the tajos is called

Santa Rosa. It is in the center of the district and is about

half a mile in length, several hundred feet •n-ide and be-

tween 100 and 200 ft. deep. Some of the old workings

at one time reached a depth of about 300 ft., or to the

level of the old Quillacocha drainage tunnel, and today

in prosecuting the work of the modern development it

is a common occurrence to run into these old workings

called bogacones.

The Rumilliana drainage tiinnel, about 150 ft. lower

than the old Quillacocha tunnel, was begun in 1887 by
Henry Meiggs, but work had been abandoned when the

Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. began operations. Activities

causing a revival of the drainage scheme, work was re-

sumed and the tunnel was completed in 1907. In the

meantime, however, the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. had
started scientific development of the lower levels of the

district by shafts equipped with steam pumps and was
carrying on extensive workings on these levels before this

timnel was completed. The compam' has continued its

development work with an entire disregard for old work-
ings, and the whole district has been opened \vp sys-

tematically by timbered shafts, winzes, raises, drifts,

crosscuts and stopes. The aggregate of these workings
at the present time is considerably in excess of 20 mi.
Wherever required, complete equipment of pumps, air

compressors and hoists have been installed.

The Esperanza shaft, having four compartments, is

the main ore-hoisting shaft, but there are four other im-
portant ones—the Diamante, Carmen, Noruega and Ex-
celsior—all equipped with modern hoists, pumps and air

•Prom an official statement made by the Cerro de Pasco
Copper Corporation to the Committee on Stock List of the
New Yorlt Stoclt Exchange

supply. The lowest levels at present worked are about 7 00

ft. below the collar of the Esperanza sliaft. The Esper-

anza shaft hoist is now being electrified and is to have a

capacity of 1600 ft. in depth; an entirely new electric

hoist has just been purchased for Excelsior shaft, having
a capacity of 1500 ft. About 1200 men are employed at

Cerro de Pasco.

The ore reserves of the company ai'e unusually large,

considering the high-grade character of the ore. Up to a
few years ago it was not considered advisable to block out
a large tonnage ahead, because of the nature of the ore
deposit and the cost of keeping the ground open. During
the last four years, however, more attention has been given
to the development work, and since annual reports have
been started, the ore reserves have increased each year.
The last annual report of ore reserves shows about 3,000.-
000 tons of first- and second-class ore, containing about
253,452,000 lb. of copper and 21,725,000 oz. of silver, be-
sides the gold contents. Preliminary reports received
during 1916 indicate that the next annual report will
show larger ore reserves than any previous year. In con-
nection with this estimate of ore reserves it must be
borne in mind that only about 40% of the total smelter
production is supplied by the Cerro mines, the other 60%
coming from outside purchased ores and from the Mo-
rococha district. The engineers estimate that on the basis
of past performances and present sliowing the positive
and probable ore reserves at the present time are equal
to about 10 years' supply. It is expected that the develop-
ment now being carried on will increase these reserves.

Besides the main sulphide copper deposit being mined
and treated at the smeltery, there is a large deposit, con-
taining many millions of tons of low-grade oxidized silver
ore averaging from 8 to 30 oz. per ton, not included in
the estimate of ore reserves. Some of the richest of thfse
ores are being mined and used as silica ores in furnaces
and converter linings, and in addition, experiments are
being conducted to determine the most economical process
for extracting the silver values from the lower-grade oxi-
dized ores. It is expected that all this large tonnage will
ultimately be treated at a profit.

Geological Outline of the Deposits

In the Cerro basin, gray limestone, some dark carbon-
aceous shale and a little gray sandstone make up the sedi-
mentary formations. An extensive intrusive mass of
quartz porphyry is the principal igneous rock. A blanket
of a fragmental igneous rock resembling volcanic tuff
covers a large part of the area. Metamorphie material oc-
curs abimdantly. The sediments, as a whole, dip easterly.

A strong zone of fracturing traverses the country in a
general north to south direction. The intrusive niass of

quartz porphyry with its capping of fragmental material
lies in the western portion of the basin and forms the
western wall of the great fracture zone. Limestone forms
its eastern wall. Minor fissures extend in an east-west di-

rection through both the limestone and porphyry and
fragmental material to the west of the great fracture zone.

Most of the ore produced at present is a black sulphide
rich in copper and silver. A small tonnage of carbonate
and oxide ore is also mined, in which gold is present as
a minor accessory mineral.
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The .«ulpliitle ore is mark up ol' two types: First, the

semicrystallinc sulpha rseimtes of the enargite-famatinite-

luzonite series and occasionally a little tetrahedrite, pray

copper, in a jaiiirue of pvrite, silica and some barite,

sphalerite and -ralena. The second type includes inco-

herent and granidar sulphide comiiosed chiefly of the

aforementioned sulpharseuatc and chalcocite, in a silice-

ous aangue. The carbonate ore shows both the copper

carbonates, malachite and azurite, and some lead as cerus-

site. The red oxide of coi^per. cuprite, and possibly some

of the black, melaconite, are present sparingly. The grade

of the ore as a whole is nmisually high. The occurrence

of the ore is chiefly in veins or zones along fractures

between walls of sedimentaries. The granular sulphide

ore occurs in zones along the main north-south fracture.

Carbonate ore occurs next above the sulphide, along the

^eins in some instances to a depth of 300 ft., and the

oxidized ore extends from the carbonate zone upward.

The persistence in depth of values in known ore in this

.rrouud depends upon whether the minerals carrying those

values are primary or secondary. If they are primary,

the values mav be expected to persist, regardless of sec-

ondary enrichment, to indefinite depth. In fact, primary

ore minerals make up practically all of some veins and

much of all others, so that the mineralogic evidence in-

dicates that the ore will persist to an indefinite depth

The general facts as to the character and appearance of

the Cerro ore deposits and the tentative conclusions which

these facts warrant indicate that good, new ore probably

exists adjacent to known bodies on their continuation

along both the strike and on the dip. and also m virgin

ground.

The Cerro de Pasco IMining Co. owns 108 coal-mimng

claims, comprising about 18(i5 acres. The two principally

active operating districts are Goyallarisquisga and Quis-

huarcancba. The coal is of fair quality in both places

and sufficiently good for smelting i)urposes. The total

coal reserve, at both camps amounts to about 3,0.52.903

tons. The annual requirement is about 300.000 tons.

The Smelting Plant and Auxiliaeies

The smelting plant of the Cerro de Pasco :\Iining Co.

is known as La Fundicion and is at Tinyaliuana. 9 mi.

from Cerro de Pasco and on the main line of the Cerro

de Pa^eo Ev. It is equipped with five blast furnaces,

three reverberatories, four Picrce-Sraith basic-lined con-

verters, six Dwight-Lloyd sintering machines, fourteen

l\IacDougal roasters and all other necessary auxiliary

equipment. About 1300 men are employed at this smelt-

en' which started operations in 190(i. At first difficul-

ties were encountered in oiK-rating at such a distance and

under new conditions of altitude, etc., so that it was not

until the latter part of 1907 that the plant was brought to

a rcnilar producing basis. The company also owns and

oi)erates, at or near the smeltery, a coal-washmg plant and

100 Lehigh ovens for making coke from its own coal for

use in the copper blast furnaces. It has a good supjily of

limestone and maintains a plant for making silica brick

and tile and i)ii)e from a good fireclay deposit.

The total net returns for the smeltery production dur-

ing eight years, 1908 to 1915 inclusive, for Cerro de

Pasco, Morococha and other custom ores treated, amount-

ed 'to about $04,300,000. Of this sum $.50,000,000 was

from coi.per, $11,000,000 from silver and $3,300,000 from

<'o\A. No other metals are recoverable in commercial

quantities at the present time. During the eight years

mciitioiicd, the smeltery treated about 2,358,000 tons of

ore and i)roduced 310,000 11). of coi)per, an average of

7.2%, or 144 lb. of line copj)er per ton of ore treated.

There was also produced during these eight years about

19,802,000 oz. of silver—8.4 oz. of silver per ton of ore,

or 117 oz. per ton of copper. Also about 154,200 oz. of

gold was produced, or aliout ic, "Z. per ton of coi)i)cr.

The highest yield of blister copper to date was in July,

1916, when over 3,250.000 lb. was produced, or at the

rate of more than 55.000.000 tons of copper per year.

The .MoHocoriiA Minks

The Morococha Mining Co. is one of the i)rincipal suIj-

sidiaries of the Cerro de Pasco. It is in the district of

Morococha. which is an old mining country. In eariy

times it furnislied argentiferous lead ores and more or

less gold. About 1870 an amalgamation and lixiviation

plant was erected at Tuctu, just below Morococha. In

about 1886 a new concentrator was constructed below

Lake Huascacocha and the construction of a narrow-gage

railroad was begun, to connect the concentrator with the

mines. This railroad was never finished. Before 1894:

the only coii]3er ores worked in the district were sulphates

from tiie oxidized ores of the San Miguel mine, for use

in the Tuctu plant. In that year large-scale operations

were started, and from that time the district was gradu-

ally converted into a copper camp, until now the argen-

tiferous lead ores are practically neglected. The dis-

trict rivals Cerro de Pasco as the most active and import-

ant metal-iuining section of Peru.

Properties or the :Moi!Ococha Mining Co.

The most important mines owned eitherwholly or in part

or operated or leased l)y the Morococha :\Iining Co. are

the San Francisco group, Natividad group, the Gertrudis,

San iliguel, Amistad, etc. The company owns either

wholly or in part about 6000 acres. The various mines

are all opened bv many short tunnels and shallow shafts,

the longest tunnel being the Carios Eeynaldo. which

starts at Tuctu and runs under Morococha Lake for about

4200 ft. and connects with the San Francisco shaft at a

depth of about 470 ft. below the collar of the shaft. This

tunnel is the lowest working operated by the ilorococha

:\Iining Co. and intersects the San Francisco vein at a

depth of 1200 ft. from the highest surface outcrop of these

veins. Above the collar of the San Francisco shaft the

upper tunnel opens the upper portion of the ore zone

from the apex down to the shaft collar. At present the

following shafts are in operation by the company
:

San

Francisco, Natividad, Gertrudis and the Amistad. They

are equipped with modern electric hoists and electrically

driven centrifugal pumps. The mines are systematically

opened by tunnels, drifts, crosscuts, raises and slopes,

and the ore is being extracted in a scientific and econom-

ical manner. About 750 men are employed.

The Morococha Mining Co. is supplied with ample

power for all uses from the Cerro de Pasco hydro-electric

plant at Oroya. The district is served by branch lines of

the Central 'Railway of Peru, about 14 mi. long, con-

necting with the branch line at Ticlio. The smelting

ores are shipped via the Central Railway of Peru to Oroya,

iunction point of the Cerro de Pasco Ry.. and from there

by the Cerro de Pasco Ry. to the company's smeltery. Be-

cause of the rapid and important growth of operations in
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Moroi'oc-ha, whitli has iiicR'ased from 50,000 tons of ore

in 1911 to 115,000 tons in 1915, the blocking out of ore

reserves has not kept pace with production, but the

strength of the veins on the lowest levels and the niin-

eraloj,ncally primary character of the ore itself indicate

beyond reasonable question the persistence in depth and

lateral extent of the veins in the Morococha camp. No
exact tonnage of ore reserves has yet been compiled, but

the engineers fix 10 years as a conservative basis for esti-

mating equipment capacity for the future.

The geological formations in the ^Morococha district

are made up of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic

rock. The sedimentary rocks comprise five lithologic

divisions, embracing three of limestone, one of sandstone

and one of shale. The thickness of these beds aggregates

several thousand feet. The igneous rocks include in-

trusive and extrusive. The main types of intrusive are

quartz porphyry, dioritic porphyry and diabasic material,

and the extrusives are embraced in two chief groups, one

of the basic lava flows, the other of metamorphosed ma-

terial. The metamorphic rocks embrace those adjoining

the intrusives characterized by a varied and extensive

series of compact metamorphic minerals, and those ad-

jacent to veins thus forming the walls of mineralized

fissures. The sedimentaries and interbedded volcanics

constitute a broad, flat arch. Athwart the central part of

this arch the intrusives extend eastward to the central

axis. Strong fractures of northeast-southwest course

traverse these composite formations indiscriminately.

The chief minerals at Morococha are copper and silver.

The ore minerals are the sulphides, enargite. tetrahedrite,

chalcopyrite and bornite. As gangue mineral, pyrite,

silica and rhodochrosite predominate. Some sphalerite is

present, and the contact metamorphic silicates are com-

mon. Oxidized ore is scarce, though a little native copper

is found.

The ores occur chiefly in two types of deposit: First,

in metamorphosed limestone adjacent to intrusives, as

contact metamorphic deposits, and second, in fractures of

both the limestone and the intrusives as veins. The evi-

dence at hand on the character of the primary ore affords

good ground for believing that the values in the rich

copper ore will persist in depth. The present reconnais-

sance survey of the geology of the Morococha mining dis-

trict, with special reference to the geology of the ore de-

posits, indicates in general that more similar ore exists in

the continuations of some of these known orebodies, both

along their strike and on their depth, and that also within

the limits of the company's grounds new bodies of similar

ores exist in virgin ground.

The Htdro-Electeic Power Plant

A hydro-electric plant was built in 1913 at Oroya, 12,-

200 ft., above sea level, at the junction of the Central

Railway of Peru and the Cerro de Pasco Ry. It is

equipped with three 4000-hp. (normal rating) water-

wheels, and three 3760-kv.-a. generators. The normal ca-

pacity is about 12,000 hp. Power is transmitted to the

smeltery, mines and coal ])rcperties at 43,000 volts. To
meet the increased demand for power, an additional

auxiliary plant of about 4000 hp:, of the same type, is be-

ing installed about 10 mi. upstream from the Oroya plant

near a place called Pachachaca. This plant will probably

be in operation during the latter part of 1917, making a

total of IG.OOO hp. available for use at the properties.

The Cerro de I'asco Haihvay Co. serves the Cerro de

Pasco Mining Co.'s mines, smeltery and coal mines. The
main line.as has been noted, runs from Oroya, the junction

point of the Central Railway of Peru, to Cerro de Pasco,

the terminus, a total length of 83 mi. The branch line

to Goyllarisquisga coal mine is 2G mi., to Quisliuarcantlia

coal mine, 11 mi. In total there are about 135 mi. of

single-track, standard-gage, line all laid with 70-lb. rails.

There are 14 locomoti\es of American manufacture and
2T0 freight cars. About 120 men are employed in the

railway departments.

^:

Metallurgy of Zinc

We note the following summaries in Chemical Ah-
strarts, of ])oints of interest in the metallurgy of zinc:

Electrolytic Precipitation—Vilhelm Gruner, in Tiil-

.skrift Kern. Farm. Terapi, 13, 216-20, 232-6 (1916),
says that zinc is electrolytically precipitated in compact
form from pure acid solutions if sufficiently stirred. The
zinc concentration may be as low as 2% and the acid as

high as 30%. At a zinc concentration of 5% and acid

concentration of 5% the maximum precipitation occurs

when Dk = 500 amp. per sq.cm. Lowering the zinc

concentration or increasing the acid concentration lowers

the rate of precipitation. Increasing the acid concentra-

tion also lowers the electric tension. At about 10% the

energy consumption per kilogram of zinc is at a mini-

mum. The precipitation is somewhat facilitated by the

addition of water glass, but the addition of hydro-

fluosilicic acid gives no advantage. Electrolytic zinc

heated to just under its melting point is increased in

volume from 15 to 30%. In most concentration the

Zn-ion concentration is increased by the addition of

HoSOj, provided, however, that this is not at a point

where complex salts are formed.

Zinc Burning—The Mctallbank and Metallurgisclic

Ges. AU.-Ges. in German patent, 290,013, Oct. 8, 1913

(addition to 252,195) says that the driving off of the

zinc from the mixture of ore and fuel has been foiuid

to proceed more satisfactorily the smaller the excess of

air in the heating gases entering the reaction chamber.

Upon smelting the charge a portion of the zinc is held

back by the slag which forms, while the reduced zinc

vapor is reoxidized by the excess air to ZnO, which is

dissolved by the molten slag. In order to overcome this

difficulty, the process is carried out in a reducing atmos-

phere, avoiding fusion. In order that the highest possible

temperatures may be used, the charge is mixed with ores

or additions so that only a sintering results, without

fusion. The CO, present in the heating gases has been

found sufficient to oxidize the zinc vapors without excess

of air. The zinc vapors may be oxidized by air sub-

sequently.

Injuries to the Eye should be treated as foUows, according
to Miners' Circular No. 23 of the United States Bureau of
Mines: If the eye is badly hurt, as by a blast, it is best not to
try to remove the bits of rock, etc.; quickly cover the injured
eye with a bandage compress (not picric-acid gauze) or clean
cloth or cotton and tie loosely. Do not allow the patient to
rub the eyes, but lead or carry him to a doctor as soon as
possible. If the eye has merely a small piece of rock or other
material in it, close both eyes for about half a minute and
moisture from the eye may form and wash away the particle.
If this remedy fails, close both eyes, pull the upper lid over the
lower lid two or three times, close the nostril on the other
side of the head with the finger, and blow the nose hard.
Bandage the eye and wait for the doctor's aid.
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St. Joseph Lead Co.
The President's annual report to the stockholders of

the St. Joseph Lead Co., I'or the fiscal year ended Dec.

31, 1916, states that the year 1916 was memorable for ab-

normally hifjh lead prices received by the company and a

record production at the companies' mines, mills and

smeltery. Employees and stockholders benefited from the

resulting large earnings.

Dividends to the amount of $1,432,903 were paid. Dis-

tributions from the amortization i-eserve amounting to

$2,149,07-1 were made. The smeltery produced during

the year 91,073 tons of pig lead. The mills produced

169,302 tons of lead concentrates, 148,387 tons of which

was shipped to the smeltery, and 20,915 tons to other

smelteries. The mines produced 2,431,939 tons of ore.

The proving of additional ore reserves by extensive dia-

mond drilling gave encouraging results.

The $985,000 par value of Doe Run Lead Co. gold

notes, due ]\Iarch 1, 1918, outstanding at last annual re-

port, were purchased and cancelled and the underlying

mortgage on the property of the Doe Run Lead Co. satis-

fied and discharged of record. The Doe Run Lead Co.

paid on April 1, 1916, its outstanding notes of $53,000.

The St. Joseph Lead Co. on July 1, 1916, paid its out-

standing note of $5,000. During the year the com-

pany purchased and now holds in its Treasury or in the

Sinking Fund $323,000 par value additional bonds of

the Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Ry.

Amortization

In conducting a mining business, the ore reserves are

a wasting asset which grows less each operating day and

can only be replaced by the purchase of additional ore

reserves.

It has seemed wise to the trustees that as nearly as pos-

sible the company's books should reflect these facts and

that a reserve for amortization should be established to

be used either for the purchase of additional ore reserves

or to return to the stockholders the value of the capital

invested in the business.

A careful engineering appraisal by well-known engi-

neers has enabled the trustees to create such a reserve on

a proper basis. The following broad general factors based

on this careful engineering investigation were deduced:

A capital value of $20,000,000; an estimated life of 20

years; an annual production by the companies of 2,000,-

000 tons of crude ore ; an annual production from this ore

of 80,000 tons of pig lead ; as both costs and lead prices

fluctuate, it was desirable to provide for this fluctuation

in a reasonable manner.

The following resolution was passed by the trustees

Nov. 4, 1915:
Resolved, That whenever during the calendar year 1916

the company's monthly average sales price of lead exceeds

$60 per ton East St. I^ouis, a charge of 2c. per ton of ore milled

for each dollar of such excess be charged to Profit and Loss
Surplus and credited to "Ueserve for Amortization."

On Nov. 17, 1916, the period covered by this resolu-

tion was extended indefinitely. The balance sheet is now

made up as follows:

Ore reserves and mineral rights owned by the company

Mar. 1, 1913, are carried on the books at their appraised

value as of that date (appraisal made by J. R. Finlay)

;

purchases since that date are carried at cost; real estate,

buildings and machinery at mines, dwelling houses, mis-

cellaneous buildings, etc., are carried at book value; in-

vestments in subsidiary companies are carried at co.^-t:

a monthly charge to Profit and Loss in accordance with

the foregoing resolutions has been and is being made;

the Reserve for Amortization, or "reserve for dei)letioii."

is being carried as a per contra entry in the as.set side of

the balance sheet against Ore Reserves and Mineral

Rights.

The labor conditions in the district have been sat-

isfactory throughout the year. The bonus was increased

from 10 to 20% in March and from 20 to 30% in April.

This 30% is still being paid.

In December bonuses ranging from 5 to 25% were

paid to the salaried employees of the company who were

not already iu receipt of the labor bonus.

New Construction

The principal new construction begun during the

year 1916 was the following:

A new power plant at Rivermines which is equipped

with two 3000-kw. (teneral Electric steam turbo units,

Heine boilers and modern coal handling machinery. At
all mills additional flotation machines, Oliver filters

for drying flotation concentrates and ball mills for fine

grinding were installed.

At the smeltery a double roasting plant equipped with

four Dwight-Lloyd machines, a Scotch hearth building

equipped with 12 Newnam mechanical hearths, a power-

plant addition equipped with a 1000-kw. General Electric

steam turbo unit, and a Cottrell plant for the treating of

roaster gases have been constructed.

The companies have licenses from the Dwight & Lloyd

^Metallurgical Co. for the use of the Dwight-Lloyd sinter-

ing machines ; from the Minerals Separation American

Syndicate, Ltd., for the use of flotation ; from the Re-

search Corporation for the use of the Cottrell system

;

from W. A. Butchart for the use of Butchart riffles, and

from the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Co. for the

use of mechanically operated Scotch hearths.

Future Policy

On May 1, 1916, the President made the following re-

commendations to the Board of Trustees

:

I should like to call the trustees' attention to the fact

that the company has now reached a point of debt reduction
which was agreed upon as a policy at the time the Consol-
idation Committee's report was accepted in September. 1913.

There is no longer any short-term debt and the railroad mort-
gage bearing 59^ does not fall due until 1931. The sinking
fund on this mortgage calls for a payment of 550.000 on the

first day of each January, keeping alive all the bonds called

for the sinking fund, so that the sinking fund is alive and
drawing interest at 5%. These sinking fund and interest

payments will reduce the debt at maturity to $1,100,000. I

should recommend that we set aside annually a further
amount which would pay the debt completely out of the sink-
ing fund at maturity. This would require an increase of the
sinking fund payment of $75,000 per annum. I should further
recommend the accumulation of a cash surplus of $2,500,000

as rapidly as possible and that the present dividend rate be
not increased until this cash surplus is accumulated. I should
further recommend that the plant at all times be kept in a
thoroughly up-to-date and efficient condition and that what-
ever expenditures are necessary for this purpose should be
appropriated from earnings. I believe that this policy in the
long run is best for all the stockholders.

This recommendation was approved and a cash surplus

of $2,500,000 was accumulated before the payment of the

first amortization di.strilmtion in September.
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American Institute of Weights
and Measures

The enforced iiitrodiietion of the metric system in the

United States, making it by legislation the only legal

system of weights and measures after a certain date,

as has been proposed by several bills that have been

introduced in Congress, is regarded by many industrialists

and engineers as a threatened calamity of the first order.

Such legislation would not merely mean the use of

different kinds of weights and measures, as its advocates

carelessly think, but woukl involve and lead to changes

of the thousands of standards of materials and all sorts of

units upon which our industr}^ is hased. ^lanufacturers

wouUl be confronted by the necessity of changing gages,

])atterns, etc., at costs running to a million dollars even

in individual cases. Engineers would lose the old factors

and data of work, material, costs, etc., which from long

experience have accumulated in their minds. Such rec-

ords as are inscribed in Trautwine would be rendered

useless, and so would it be with nnich of our engineering

literature.

After their overwhelming victory of a dozen years ago,

the opponents of the metric system went to sleep. Not so,

liowever, with the metric party, which has i-ontinued its

publication of assumptions, while the public, to whom the

extended investigations necessary to refute these false

statements are impossible, has been misled and deceived.

Last spring came the remarkable and wholly misleading

report of Dr. Stratton, director of the Bureau of Stand-

ards, on the metric system in export trade and with it

the realization that insidious methods were being em-
ployed to foist the metric system on this coimtry.

Following these disclosures tlie Disposition awoke, and
under the leadership of Henry D. Sharpe several meet-

ings were held with the result that the organization of

a defense association was decided upon. This has been

organized as the American lustitutfi of Weiglits and
Measures.

The objects of the new Institute are declared to be

:

The maintenance and improvement of our present (Eng-
Ush) system ot weights and measures, for the good of our
commerce and industr.v and the weU-being of our country.

The education of the people witl\ respect to the importance
of our weights and measures, tlirough the dissemination of
correct information with respect to them and to tlie danger
inherent in changes of our basic standards of measurement.

The improvement of old and the development of additional
standards as they may be needed by reason of new conditions
in commerce, industry, science and engineering.

The promotion of wise legislation for the conservation of
our basic English units of weight and measure and opposition
to liasty and ill-considered legislation involving changes from
our fundamental English standards.

The annual dues of the association meinl)ers are $100
for associations which are national in scope and $25 for

all others. The annual dues of corporation members em-
ploying less than five hundred employees are $25, and of

tliose employing more than five hundred and less than

one thousand employees are $50, increasing at the rate

of $85 for each additional thousand employees or fraction

tlicrefore up to a maximum of $500. The annual dues of

individual members are $5.

The members of the council are: John P. Parrel!,

superintendent of weights and measures. State of New
York; Fred A. Geier, i)resident, Cincinnati ^Milling .Ma-

chine Co.; B. M. Herr, president, Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co. ; Alexander C. TTumphreys, pres-

iilent, Stevens Institute of Technology, past president,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers; W. R.
Ingalls, editor, Engineerinf/ and Mining Journal, presi-

dent. Mining and JMetnllurgical Society of America;
D. H. Kelly, secretary, Toledo Scale Co.; Harry .M.

Leland, ]>resi(lent, Cadillac .Motor Car Co., past president,

Society of Automobile Engineers; William Lodge, presi-

dent, Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co.; Walter M.
McFarland, Babcock & Wilcox Co.; Henry D. Shar])e,

trea.surer. Brown & Sharpe Manuracturing Co.; Steven-

son Taylor, president, American Bureau of Shipping, pa.st

president. Institute of Naval Architects and Marine En-
gineers ; Charles N. Thoi-n, president, Inter-Continental

^lachinery Corporation; Henry R. Towiie, president, Yale

& Towne Manufacturing Co., pa.st president, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers ; W. H. Van Dervoort,

president. Root & Van Dervoort Engineering Co., presi-

dent, National \Ietal Trades Association; Worcester R.

Warner, vice-president, Warner & Swasey Co., past presi-

dent, American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

At a meeting on Feb. 19, 1917, the following officers

were elected : W. R. Ingalls, president ; Henry D. Sharpe
and D. H. Kelly, vice-presidents; AValter M. JIcFarland,

treasurer. Frederick A. Halsey wa« appointed secretary

and commissioner.

The Strike at Anaconda
The great damage that can be done to legitimate indus-

try through hasty and ill-advised action on the part of

labor unions and especially where two labor organizations

are at war with each other, has been illustrated again in

the Butte district, says the Boston News Bureau. On the

afternoon of Feb. 6, 82 men, consisting of 24 cranemen
and 58 electrical workers employed at the Washoe smelter

of the Anaconda company, laid down their tools and
Avalked out.

They had no grievance against Anaconda. Wages and
hours were satisfactory. Their difficulty was with the

mill and smeltermen's union. The latter for the past 10

years has had jurisdiction over the cranemen in the

smelters. Anaconda in its contract with the mill and
smeltermen's union recognized that jurisdiction.

Then the electrical workers came in and claimed juris-

diction over the cranemen. Some of the latter refused

or neglected to pay their dues to the mill and smeltermen's

union and the company, when called upon by the latter

union to do so, let the men out.

The electrical workers claimed that the men must be

put back to work. To meet their demands the company
would have been compelled to violate its contract with the

mill and smeltermen. It refused to do this and the walk-

out followed.

Anaconda is seeking to have the American Federation

of Labor to which all the contending parties belong, settle

the trouble. Unless the labor men get together, the

company will have no recourse except to follow the lines

it adopted when the old miners' union got into a war
with the Butte mine workers' union two years ago. That
trouble resulted in the open-shop system in the mines
there.

Vice-l'vesident C. P. Kelly of Anaconda says:

"The company wishes to make it clear that it is in no

way interested in this dispute, which is purely and simply

a jurisdictional one. It also wishes to make it plain that
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nil trouble can be avoided if tbe cranemeii and boiler-

makere' lielpor.-; will continue payment of their dues to

the union to which they have belonged ever since the

present agreements were made.

"The payment of dues by these men until the juris-

dictional matter can be settled by the American Federa-

tion of Labor would involve no hardship and would also

avoid loss of time and money with the po.*sibility of in-

volving thousands of their fellow em))loyees at Butte, An-

aconda and Great Falls.

"The novel situation is presented of a walkout by mem-
bers of the electrical worker.-;' union and the boilermakers"

union in defiance of the laws of their respective organ-

isations, and also their taking with them a body of men
belonging to another union, because the parties to the

written agreement existing between the company and the

mill and smeltermen's union insist upon regarding it as

binding."

Joplin District Ore Shipments
JOPLIN CoiasESPOXDEXl'E

The total amount of ore shipments from the Joplin

district, including blende, calamine and lead, together

with their value, has been set forth in the accompanying

table. Comparisons of totals are made between l!)l(j.

and 191.5, and the increased production shown:

JOPLIN DISTRICT ORE SHIPMENTS,

Missouri Blfnde

Jasper County 505.141.750
Newton County 35.449.590
Lawrence County 6.742.830
Dade County
Greene County ....

Christian County 158.860
Howell County
Moniteau County 64.910
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The Situation

The situation is one of groat conl'iision, great imcer-

taiiitv. Therefore tlie recent stagnation in the stock mar-

ket, the ageiu-v that reflects tlie opinions of l)usiness men
all over the United States more accurately than anything.

The major factor of the moment is the trend of Ger-

many's submarine campaign toward success or failure. If

successful, which means a blockade of America's exports,

the economic effect upon this country is bound to be great.

x4nother major factor is, of course, whether the United

States will engage in hostilities with Germany, and if so,

how?
A third great factor is the congestion of freight traffic

on the railways and the establishment of an embargo.

This has been attributed to the inauguration of Ger-

many's submarine campaign, l)ut a little reflection shows

that manifestly it is not due to tliat. but to other causes.

The other causes are clearly overshipment for export,

slackness of consignees in unloading, increasing ineffi-

ciency of labor, difficulties resulting from the severe

weather, and finally absence of organization.

As the days of February have passed by, there has

been a growing conviction that the German submarine

campaign is falling far short of what was expected of it

and of what is necessary to establish an effective blockade.

With the apparent disappearance of this menace, there

was a distinct increase in optimism here.

The railway embargo is jn-obably but a temjjorary mat-

ter, one that may be cleared up in a month or so.

The prospect of war is not apparently regarded with

forebodings of either commercial or financial trouble.

Copper, Lead and Zinc

In copper and lead we have reached simply the limit

of things; that is commercially. Copper on the spot or

for prompt delivery has been sold as high as 37c., lead as

high as lie. Such figures are without any broad com-

mercial significance. They do not concern producers at

all, for producers do not and cannot derive any benefit

from them. The markets are sometimes referred to in

this juncture as being "cornered." They are not cor-

nered, for tliat exnression implies a segregation of owner-

ship of supplies, which will be released if anybody bids

high enough. In copper and lead at present there are

no considerable supplies for early delivery. There are no

corners, but simply a sold-out position. It is analogous to

all the seats in the theater being sold out. A specula-

tor may hold two. or three which he will sell at an ad-

vance of 50%, and .someone determined to go to the

theater at any price may pay what is demanded, but most

people will not do so and go home. Thus it lias been with

consumers, who, finding themselves unable to get copper

and 'lead, especially the latter, have closed their plants.

This acute situation in lead is due to the freight conges-

tion more than to anything else. Ever since last November

lead has been delayed in coming from the West, and an

immense quantity is now locked up in railway cars. If

this could be released, the shortage would be quickly re-

lieved, without any doubt. At jiresent there is on the

railway cars between the Mississippi Kiver and the Atlan-

tic seaboard about three times the quantity of lead that

is normally in transit, if the figures communicated by
some ])roducers are indicative.

It should be clearly understood that the high prices

that have been talked about, and that have undoubtedly
been paid, represent transactions in relatively trifling

quantities on the spot. The great bulk of the lead is

being delivered to consumers on average price contracts.

The American Smelting and Refining Co. maintains its

price at Si/oC. and delivers lead to its customers on that

basis. Its position and its reasons are the same as about

a year ago in a juncture that was similar, although aris-

ing from different causes. Undoubtedly it considers that

it is not justified in strangling consumers by raising its

price controlling the settlement of many thousands of

tons monthly to figures rejiresenting transactions in only

a few hundred tons, which figures W(]uld themselves be

impossible, probably, if consumers had not entered into

the contracts they have. Other large producers are treat-

ing their customers likewise. The attitude of the pro-

ducers in this unprecedented situation both commands
respect and appeals to common sense.

The situation in copper results primarily from the pro-

ducers contracting last November for the bulk of their

expected output in the first half of 1917. When a rela-

tive calm followed that tempestuous market, there was a

position of some consumers being still uncovered while

others were overbought. The decline in price that began

about Dec. 12 resulted in a more or less equalization of

that situation. Consumers who had ovei'bought consid-

ered it wise to resell, and uncovered consumers bought.

The readjustment seemed to have been completed, when

the freight congestion, reducing refinery supplies, to-

gether with troubles such as strikes and breakdowns at

the refineries, reduced the expected output, and moreover

the severe weather tied up the shipment of copper from

the refineries to Connecticut. For examjde, barges carry-

ing considerable quantities of copper up the Soimd were

literally frozen in. Such things put some manufacturers

in a position so awkward that they considered the ship-

ment of considerable quantities of copper by express, but

the aggregate of such business or the payment of prices

of 35 @ 37e. per lb. were of course relatively trifling; and

the realization of such prices was enjoyed only by a

few speculators, whose transactions were devoid of any

broad significance, just as the payment of $10 per seat

does not reflect the general pric'c for going to the opera in

New York. The realization of such ])rices or even some

hundreds of thousands of jiouiids is no argument for

booming copper stocks, for the producers have sold out

their houses, so to speak, at 361/2 @ 37i4c. and what

speculators may get makes no difTercnce to them. In-
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ilpod, the producers have heen liclpiug OTit, so far a,5 they

TOVild, their customers who liave found themselves in

emergencies, at much lower prices, and the major market

has not been higher than 33c. on the February advance.

Even that is too dizzy a price. Its maintenance is

developing conditions that are impossil)h' and dangerous.

The market has worked itself into tlie position of the ship-

master's son whose predicament used to excite us in the

Tliird Reader. Having climbed the mainmast, he stood

finally on the truck and then knew not how to get down.

The copper market is threatened with an equal peril of

fall unless it can in some way be brought dowTi in a

relatively safe way. It would be better for everybody to-

day if copper were around 25c. instead of being above

30c. "We do not suppose that there is anybody who will

deny that it has got to come dowTi some day and will

better come down easily than with a crash. What most

concerns the producers now is how they are going to

market their second-half production. They were gratified

last week by some nibbling for July copper.

The situation in spelter is of course quite difl'erent from

what it is in either copper or lead, for the reason that

there is now a stock of spelter on hand and production

has caught up with consumption and is very likely out-

running it. Winter difficulties in Kansas and Oklahoma

and freight difficulties have played a part in strengthen-

ing the price for this metal from its last decline t» 8%c.,

but the strength is more sentimental, out of the belief

that the political situation may re.«ult in a renewed de-

mand, than is it real strength based on the statistical

position, as in the cases of copper and lead.

£^:

Church and Peters

We have been grieved during the last month by the de-

parture of two of otir old friends, mining and metal-

lurgical engineers of the highest distinction, both of whom
had been clcsely associated with us in former years—John

Adams Church and Edward Dyer Peters. The former

was assistant editor of the Journal, in the early days, im-

der Rothwell and Ea\anond. For many years thereafter

he was a valued contriliutor and coadjutor. Although in

late years he gradually ceased to render such active assist-

ance, he was a friend always. Similarly as to Peters.

WTiile never a member of the staff, he was ever an im-

portant collaborator. Out of the association grew his

classic "Modern Copper Smelting" and numerous other

contributions, both in the form of books and through tlie

pages of the Journal, which were of powerful influence

in the development of American metallurgy.

Both Church and Peters were shining examples of the

best in the old school of mining and metallurgical engi-

neers. To the same school belonged August Eaht, the

prince of lead smelters, who died only a few weeks ago.

It was such men who created the arts of mining and

metallurgy- in America in the 70's and 80's. Nor did they

fall behind in the later and marvelous developments of

the 90's and the new century, except that inasmuch as

they were growing older, they became naturally less active.

But none of these men ever became a back number.

Church gradually passed into dignified retirement, but

this only in the last few years; while Peters died in

harness as professor of metallurgy at Harvard, a chair

that he had filled with great distinction for many years.

The lives and works of these old friends, both stars in

their professions, are models and inspirations for the

yoTinger generations. Churcb's work began half a century

ago. Peters was not quite so old. Gradually are depart-

ing these links with the past. As one goes after another,

we see in our friendship gaps that do not fill up, but in

our memory there is no one missing.

:*

American Institute of Mining Engineers
The annual meeting of the American Institute of Min-

ing Engineers held in New York this week was a repeti-

tion of the great .social successes that these meetings have

been scoring in recent j'ears. The reading of papers at

these meetings and the discussion of them are rather minor
events. Members get the papers in their bulletins and
read them at leisure if they happen to be on subjects of

interest. There is not much disposition to thresh out

disputed questions in public. The chief function of the.se

meetings is the bringing of members together, making
tliem acquainted with one another. The great interest

is therefore the human interest, as indeed it is in most
things.

It is obvious that the more the spirit of fraternity and
society can be cultivated in the Institute the better it will

be. It is a comprehensive organisation which takes in

everybody who is interested in mining. Through its pub-

lications it plays a great part in the advancement of

knowledge of the science and art of mining and metal-

lurgy. Beyond these functions—which are big enough,

anyway—it does not go. It does not concern itself with

industrial or professional problems beyond the presenta-

tion of opinions of individual members through the me-
dium of its transactions, nor does it act as a unit or

engage in any propaganda. Tliose branches of activity

pertain to the ^lining and Metallurgical Society of Amer-
ica, a compact, profes-sional organization, which is con-

stituted to be a militant agent.

The American Institute of Mining Engineers, as the

inspiration for the communication and dissemination of

professional knowledge and as a social organization, serves

a great purpose. May it increase and flourish forever and
ever

!

W.

Amalgamation is being discontinued at the Treadwell

gold mines on Douglas Island, Alaska. In the recent

monthly reports of these companies there have appeared

as income items such entries as, "Net value of copper

plates, $32,517," for the Alaska Treadwell company in

October and for the Alaska United company in the same

month a similar entry amounting to $23,279.

Amalgamation is being discontinued at the Doiiglas

Island properties, as it has been found that the gold so

saved could be recovered with the sulphide concentrates.

In consequence the companies have lately been melting up
their copper plates and shipping them to the smelters in

the form of bars. Thus it is that the strongholds of

amalgamation have, one by one, given up to the newer

metallurgy. Even the gravity stamp is now beginning to

feel the loss of its first-line trenches to this later metal-

lurgy. Few new gold mills of moderate size have been

built in this coimtry lately with stamps as the crushing

apparatus, and several large mills have abandoned tlie

stamp for rolls or cylindrical mills, sometimes with a com-

bination of the two, or preceded by an intermediate

crusher.
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BY THE WAY

A Salt Lake broker is out with a general market letter

with a new wrinkle. Attached to his letter is a picture

post card in colors, giving a view of the mining district

in Utah which the market letter is booming.

^ipon representations being made by him to the directors

and to the brokers, the advertising was withdrawn, and
the bi-okers agreed to refund the amount of the stock

subscriptions. Probably their intentions were all right in

the first jilace, but in their inexperience they let their

imagination discount the fat^ts. It is not often, however,
that affairs of this kind have such a happy ending as

did this one.

It is interesting to note the attitude of a state financier

on the proposed state-mining scheme in South Africa. At
a recent sitting of the State ^lining Commission, Mr.

Leisk, Secretary of Finance, testified that—given an over-

flowing treasury—he saw no objection to the financing of

state mining from the general revenue in the same way
as is already done with railways, telegraphs and tele-

phones. Conditions at present were of course unfavor-

able, and he thought it unreasonable to expect for several

years a surplus such as could be justifiably applied to

state mining. It woidd be better to reduce the dead-

weight of debt created by the war, unless the Union of

South Africa were willing to submit to enhanced taxa-

tion. He concluded, therefore, that state mining by the

medium of ordinary revenue must be dismissed from the

region of early practical politics.

Under the caption "Mine Advertising for Rube Con-

sumption" the Satufday Night, of Toronto, publishes

the following boost: "Sixty cents now, the price will

positively be advanced to 75c. per share after that date"

—

the date being Jan. 15. Such is some of the hot stuff in

the advertising matter of the Tommy Burns Gold Mining

Co. which is being published in our most religious and

driest daily newspapers. Just think of a lot of phil-

anthropists who are going to make you 15c. a share on
Tommy Burns, all within a few days. A company that

will do this should have a D.S.O., not to speak of a Mili-

tary Cross. And to get this 15c. per share profit you do

not even have to pay for the stock. You just send along

25% of the purchase price for a million shares or so, and

you may pay the balance in three monthly installments.

And then, not to be outdone in any department of phil-

anthropy, the Tommy Burns company will give a free

ride to the properties. If you are not satisfied after you
have inspected the woodpeckers and the Christmas trees,

j'ou can have your money back. Great stuff this adver-

tising. It should be set to music and played at the

Mimico Asylum.

The advertising methods used by the promoters of a

number of recent mining flotations in Northern Ontario

call for criticism. Extravagant statements, which have

little foundation in fact, are freely made in an effort to

entice the gullible public to subscribe for the shares. An
instance of this was the offering of stock in the Cheney
Copper Co. made by a firm of New York brokers. These
brokers were given a report on the property, written by
Robert A. Bryce, a reputable mining engineer, of Toronto.

In their advertising literature they endeavored to con-

vey the impression that Mr. Bryce was responsible for

the statements made, although they were at variance with
the facts as given in his report, he being in no way
responsible for these extravagant claims. Mr. Bryce
promptly severed his connection with the company, and

Same old stuff!—For several years W. E. Noble has

freighted mine supplies through the Calico Canon in

Nevada. On his last trip, early in December, his wagon
broke down, and as it was nearly time for camping, he

hobbled his mules, built his fire, supped and rolled him-
self in his blanket and went to sleep. Toward morning he

awoke, kicked the embers together and then noticed,

against an enormous rock on the other side of the fire,

a coiled rattlesnake, now aroused and threatening. The
instant shot from Noble's revolver passed through the

snake's head and stnick the rock, chipping off a large

scale and revealing, in the light of the fire, some glitter-

ing substance. Noble's experienced eyes told him that it

was gold. With his ax he chipped off a few pounds of

tlie mixed rock and ore, rode one of the mules mto Elko

and got an assay. It showed $150 gold and 900 oz. of

silver to the ton. Two or three days blasting into the

rock, revealed a true rich vein, and a party of men paid

him $50,000 cash for his claim. Noble has driven past

that rock some scores of times, and prospectors have

prospected all through that canon. Had that rattler been

two feet to the right or left of where it was, that rich

deposit would still be an unknown and unworked vein.

An American mining engineer writes from our sister re-

public al Sur; "I have been in ]\lexico for some time in-

vestigating the conditions affecting the mining and smelt-

ing industry in the southern part of the country, trying to

figure the probable costs of production under the new 'de-

crees' which constantly change the value of tlie currency,

the rate of wagesand the cost of railroad transportation. It

is most interesting, but a rather complicated problem. I

have been fortunate enough not to have been on any trains

that have been attacked by Zapatistas, who are still very

active in this part of the country, and I hope to return

safely to New York before spring. The State Department

refused to renew my passport, on the groimd that the

department's advice had been for all Americans to absent

themselves from Mexico until further advice. Of course

I hadn't expected any active help or protection to go with

the passport, but I should have liked to have been able to

prove my nationality in case of need. The trip by rail

from Laredo to ilexico City takes three days instead of

35 hours as formerly, as there are two districts through

which trains are not operated at night. Between Laredo

and Saltillo the entire freight and passenger service is

taken care of by four locomotives—mixed trains. The
freight movement can be imagined. Between Saltillo and
San Luis Potosi two cars of soldiers are attached to the

passenger trains to ward off attacks by the Cedilla

brothers, who are operating without apparent affiliation

with any of the other revolutionists. I saw one of their

followers, captured during a recent raid on the rail-

road, hanging quietly from a tree near the Charcos sta-

tion.
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Personals

Reginald More, of Toronto, was in Ni!W York
this «(ik.

G. A. Guess, of Toronto, visited at New York
(hu'iiiK tlio wei'k.

Chas. B. Murray, of Cleveland, Ohio, visited

in New York during tlie week.

B. F. Tibby, of Salt Lake City, was in New
York, attendint; tlie A. I. M. E. meeting.

Dr. Otto Sussman of tlie American Metal Co.

expects to ieave tor Clille in a few weeks.

John F. Spedding is now manager of the mines
of the New Caiininu' Mining Syndicate, Ud., in

India.

J. M. Anderson, formerly of Detroit, Mich., is

beiny: soiitilil. Will he please CDtntiuinicate with
this office.

F. H. Minard, of New York, is consulting en-

gineer for the Mineral Hill Consolidated Copper
Co.. Tucson, Ariz.

Harold 0, E. Spence, of Mtmtreal, is at the
Ritz-Carlton liotel. New York, where he will

spend a few weeks.

Paul W. Gaebelein, superintendent for the Baker
Mines Cn., Curnucopja, Ore., was married at

New York on Monday, Feb. 19.

J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, has been in New
York, attending tlie 114th meeting of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers.

Fred. G. Farish has taken over the manage-
ment of tlie Mineral Hill Consolidated Copper Co.,

with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz.

J. L. W. Birkinbine. of I'hiladelphia, was pres-

ent at the meeting of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers at New York this week.

Professor J. W. Bell, of McGill rniversity. Mon-
treal, attended the meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, at New York,
this week.

Professor Robert H. Richards, of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Teclinology. was in New York
this week on the occasion of tlie meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers.

E. J. Schrader. manager for the Pittsburg-

Dolores Mining Co., Rockland, Nev.. has fully

recovered from operations performed upon him
at Lane Hospital, San Francisco, in December,
and is now back at Rockland.

Samuel W. Cohen, general manager of Crown
Reserve Mining Co.. Ltd., and Porcupine-Crown
Mines, Ltd.. consulting engineer for Dominion
Reduction Co., Ltd., is now permanently located

at the Dominion Express Building, Montreal.

Herbert C. Hoover addressed a gathering of

mining engineers on Reunion Night. Feb. 19,

one of the series of meetings comprising the

n4th meeting of the American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers. He also spoke at the baniiuet at

the Hotel Astor. on the following evening.

D. F. MacDonald left Washington last week
to take charge of the Bureau of Mines, station

at Urbana, 111. Mr. MacDonald is the mining
geologist who reported on the slides at Panama
for the Government. He is the author of a
bulletin on Prospecting and Copper Mining
Methods at Santa Rita, N. M.

The Committee of Consulting Engineers of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines on Revision of the Mining
Laws met in the Engineers' Club. New York, on
Feb. 20, and organized with \V. R. Ingalls,

chairman and Hennen Jennings, vice-chairman.
.T. R. .lones, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines has
been detailed to act as secretary.

General Geo. W. Goethals has opened consult-
ing offices at 48 Exchange Place, New Y'ork,

for practice in civil, electrical, mechanical and
hydraulic engineering. He will be aided by a

stafT of experienced si)ecialists. Gen. Goethals
was retired from the Army on Nov. ITi undei-

the law that gives an ofh{'er the privilege of
retirement after 10 years of continuous service.

M. M, Duncan, general manager of mines for
the Cievcl.irnl-Cliffs Iron Co.. with headquarters
at Ishiieining. Mich., has been named vice-presi-
dent of the company. He will continue to reside
in Ishpeming. He fills the office left vacant by
the death of .T. H. Sheadle, of Cleveland, Mr.
Duncan has been with the Cleveland- Cliff's Iron
Co. for 19 years, and under his direction the
concern has grown to be one of the largest oper-
ators in tiie Lake Superior district.

largest owners of the Mining Corporation of
Canada. Mr. Van Cutscm was one of the orig-
inal promoters of the Cobalt Townslte Mining
Co., which, with other properties was merged In

the Mining Corporation. He leaves a widow
and one son.

John L. Buell, who discovered the first ore on
the Menominee, Michigan, Iron range, and who
opened the old Quinnesec mine, died at his home
in Quinne.sec. Feb. 1. He was born in Lawrcnce-
bcrg. Ind,, IH'.iii. He studied in Norwich .Mili-

tary Academy. Vermont, and later entered Har-
vard law school. Was engaged in mining In

LcadvIUe In 1S60. Later, he worked at the IMnos
Altos mines, in New Mexico. Served with Fmirth
Cnited States Infantry throughout the Civil War.
He arrived In Michigan in \mj~t and engaged In

Iiublishing business. His first visit to what is

now the Menominee range was in 1873, A short
time later he commenced exploring and found
the first merchantable iron ore there and opened
<iuinnesec mine. He was a i)romlnent figure in

Lake Superior mining and newspaper circles for
many years.

Professor Edward Dyer Peters, a member of
the faculties of Harvard Tni versify and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and a

well-known metallurgical expert, died at his home
in Boston. Kelt. 17, at the age of 67. Profes-
sor Peters was a native of Dorchester. Mass..
and was graduated in 18*i9 from the School of
Mines, at Freiburg. Germany, where he later
received the degree of Doctor of Engineering.
In 1877 he recci\ ed the. degree of Doctor of
Medicine from Haivard I'niversity. In 1872 he
was territorial assa>er of Colorado, and he lec-

tured on metallurgy at Harvard in 190;i and
1904. I^ater he was made a professor at Har-
vard and became attached to the faculty at
the Institute of Technology. Dr. Peters was
a fellow of the American Association for the
Advani'cment of Science and a member of the
American Institute of ^lining Engineers. He
was the author of "Modern Copper Smelting,"
"The Principals of Copper Smelting." and other
technical works. A more complete biography of
Professor Peters will he publislied later.

• IIMIMtlltllHIMIIIIIMHIIIIIMIIIIIII

New Patents

Obituary

Hermann A. Koller. one of the most distin-
guished mining engineers of the lTiiiit.(i States,
was struck and killed by a locomotive in a
mine tunnel at Clifton, Ariz., on Feb. Hi. We
shall publish an extended biographical sketch of
Mr. KclU-r in an early issue.

Henry Harcourt Van Cutsem, of London. Eng-
land, died on Feb. i:^, at the age of .S8. He
was well known in Canada in connection with
Cobalt mining enterprises, as a member of the
firm of Rose, Van Cutscm & Co., one of tho

Societies

Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania held
its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday, Feb.
20, at the Pittsburgh Carnegie Library. A lec-

ture was delivered on "The Aeroplane in War-
fare," by G. L. Faulkner, lieutenant. Royal Fly-
ing Corps.. British Army. This lecture will not
lie published in tiie suciety's lu'oceedings.

American Institute of Consulting Engineers, at
the annual meeting, held .Ian. IT,, 1917. elected
A. M. Hunt, L. B. Stillwell, Wm. J. Wilgus and
G. S. \Villiams members of the council. George
Gibbs was elected president of the Council at

the meeting on Feb. 6. and L. B. Stillwell, vice-

president, and F. A. Holitor, secretary and treas-
urer.

The Ladies Committee of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers gave a luncheon to Mrs. H.
C. Hoover on Saturday. Feb. 10. at the Bankers'
Club, at New York. In addition to the guest of

honor, Mrs. W. L. Honnold was present. Mr.
Honnold is closely associated with Mr. Hoover
in the work of the Commission for Belgian Relief.

Mrs. H. \V. Hardinge. chairman of the ladies*

committee, presided, and the entire committee
was present. The committee, desiring to perform
useful and patriotic work, resolved to organize
all the ladies of the Institute so that in the
event of war, they could perform whatever service
seems most useful, and should there be no war,
they will interest themselves actively in Belgian
relief. It was resolved also to ask Mrs. Hoover
to exhibit at the Engineering Building various
articles connected with the Belgian work on
Tuesdav, Feh. 20.

Industrial News
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

Jenkins Bros., manufacturers of valves. New
York, has elected Parnham Yardley. son-in-law
of the late Alfred B. .Tenkins, and formerly Vice-
President, President of the coiupany to fill the
vacancy caused by tlie death of Mr. .lenkins.

Frank T. Swain, general inanager of the com-
pany, was elected Vice-President. Samuel Laird.
Mannfcer of the Phildelphia business, has been
elected a director to till the vacancy in the board.

Alberger Pump and Condenser Co. has opened
a br.incll offlce at MIS Peiiitsylvania Huildinc.
I'biladi'lpliiu. I'enn.. in chartje of H. \V. U'etjen.

Atlantic Smelting and Reftning Works has re-

moved to 57-11:! Richards St., lironklyn.

P. H. & F. M. Roots Co., ('onner.svlllo. Ind..

has received an order for six .\o. lY* horizontal
high-pressure blowers, haviiif,' a capacity eacil

of 48(111 cuft. per minute against ti lb. pressure
at. IGO r.p.m., from the Miami Copper Co.. Mi-
ami, Ariz.

Canadian SKF Co., Ltd.. lias been orcanized
under Dumiiiion charter tor the manufacture and
sale of ball bearings in Canada.

SIIIMIIIIUMIIIHIIIIIIIllll I tlllll IIIMdIlllltnilllMIIIIIIIM lltHlfl

Vnlled Slates patent SDeclHcatlons listed below
may he obtained from "The KuKlneerllii; and
Mlnlni; .lournal" at iTic. each. British |)atent»
are supplied at 40c. each.

Alloys—Process of Producliic Metallic Alloya.
.Michael A. Itebert, York, Penn. (U. 8. No.
1,210,8.'.7 ; Feb. 13, 1!)1T.)

Alkali Recovery—Process of RecoverlnK Con-
sllluenls of Value from Alkaline Deposits. LouU
C. Jones and Fred. L. tirover. Syracuse, N, V.,
asslgnctrs to The Solvav Process Co., Solvay, N.
Y. (U. S. No. l,2ir,„';43, l,21.-i,.544, l,2ir,M5,
l,2Lj..'i40, 1,215.574, 1.215,575; Feb. 13, 1917,)

Aluminum Hydrate—Process for Producing
Aluminum Hydrate. Charles A. Doremus, New
York. asslKUor of one-half to .lohn Sherman Hoyt,
Darlen, Conn. (l'. S. No. 1,215,351; Feb. 13,
1»17.)

Cage—Device for HoldlnE Mine Cages. Wil-
liam H. Price, Butte, Mont. (U. S. No. 1,215,-
tllU; Felj. 13, 1!(17.)

Concentration—Apparaus for the Water Con-
centration of Ores <ir the Like. William Morley
Martin, Uedruth, England. (U. S. No. 1,2U7,!)B7;
Dec. 12, 1916.)

Dust— Loading Apparatus for Powdered Mate-
rials and tlie Like. Claude H. Polk, Anaconda,
Mont. (C. S. No. 1,211,348; .Ian. 2, 1916.)

Dust Separator. Harry A. Thuneman, St. Lou-
is, Mo., assignor to Williams I'atent Crusher and
I'ulverizer Co., St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,215,-
890; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Flotation—Concentration of Sulphide Ores. Hen-
ry Lavcrs. Camberwell, Alfred Henry Piper Low-
ry, Prahran, and Henry Howard (ireenway,
Melbourne. Australia, assignors, by mesne assign-
ments, til Jlinerals Separation American Syndi-
cate (l'.il3) Ltd.. London, Fngland. (U. S. No.
1,208.171 ; Dec. 3, 1910.)

Heat Treatment—.Method of Treating Metals and
Other Materials by Heat. .lean H. L. De Bats,
Zelienople, Penn.. assignor of one-third to Al-
fred G. Zehner, Zelienople, Penn, and one-third
to Tensard De Wolf, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S.

No. 1,210.086; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Hoist—Stop Mechanism for Mine Hoists. Dan-
iel F. Lepley, Connellsville, Penn. (U. S. No.
1,216.143: Feb. 13, 1917.)

Hoist—Safety Device for Hoists. Ludwig Rief-
stahl, Vienna, Austria-Hungary, assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Co. (U. S. No. 1,216,168 ; Feb. 13,

1917 )

Iron Metallurgy—Process of Treating Iron Ores.
Edward F. Goltra, St. Louis. Mo. (U. S. Na
1,216,109 ; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Mine Cars—Mounting for Wheels and Axles of

Mine Cars. Walter A. Dorsey, Columbus. Ohio,
assignor to The Bonney-Floyd Co., Columbus,
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,215,631, 1,215,632 ; Feb. 13,

1917.1

Mining Machine. George B. Norris, Columbus.
Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. (U. S. No. 1,215,962;
Feb. 13, 1917.)

Ore Sampler. Frank B. Pott, Leadville. Colo.

(V. S. No. 1.21.1.988: Feb. 13. 1917.)

Ore Separator. George Hering. Larchmont, N.
Y. (U. S. No. 1,216,118: Feb. 13, 1917.)

Placer Mining Machine. Vivian V. Clark.
Tucson. Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.215.345; Feb. 13.

1917.)

Quartz Mill. Hart H. Tobener, San Francisco,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1.216,185; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Refining—Process of Deoxidizing and Refining
Ferrous Metals. Edward H. Schwartz, Chicago,
111. (U S. No. 1,213.065; Feb. 6. 1917.)

Retort Apparatus. Edward Fink. Milwaukee.
Wis., assignor of one-half to Halleck W. Seaman,
Clinton. Iowa. (U. S. No. 1,213,346; 1,213,347;
Jan. 23, 1917.)

Rock-Driil. William A. Smith. Denver, Colo.,

assignor to the Denver Rock Drill Slanufacturing
Co.. Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1,214,603 ; Feb. «,

1917.)

Rock Drill. Charles H. Haesler, Philadelpliia,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,214.542; Feb. 6. 1917.)

Sintering and Smelting. Ore Process and
Apparatus. Arthur S. Dwight. New York. (U.

S No. 1.213,635, 1,215,636, 1,215,637; Feb. 13,

1910.)

Smelting—Process for Treating Metalliferous

Ores. Richard Lewis Lloyd. New York, N. Y..

assignor to Dwight & Lloyd Metallurgical Co..

New York. (U. S. No. 1,213,672; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Smelting—Feeding Mechanism. Henry J.

Stchli. Monlclair, N. J., assignor to Dwight &
Lloyd Metalliiri;ical Co., New York. (U. S. No.
1.2i3,739; Fell. 13, 1917.)

Strontium Sulphide—Process of Producing Alka-
line Eartb-JIetal Compounds. Frederick W. Huber
and Unbevt \V. Poindexter, Jr., Los Angeles, Cali'l.

(U S. Nil. 1,213.373 : Jan. 23. 1917.1
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SAN FRANCISCO—Feb. 14

Fatal Mine Accidents in Ciiliiurnla numbered
41 fix)m .Ian. 1, to Dec. 1, I'.tlt;, according to

Safety Bear Letter No. U, issued by tlie mine-
safety department of tlie Industrial Accident
Commission. For tlie same period in 1915 there
were (il fatal accidents. For this improvement
much credit is due the mine-safety department
and the inspection service. It seems evident
that the distribution of Safety Bear letters and
the enrolling of miners as members has had a
fine effect upon the men who are responsible
for accidents in the mines. There are now
about 6000 members of the organization who
wear Safety Bear badges and rciid the literature.

Mother Lode Mining Carnival to be held at
Sutter Creek. Amador County, on Apr. 14, will
be more than a carnival of pleas\ire for the
joyous expression of the youtii of the Mother
Lode region. It will be a chapter in the modern
history of California mining. It will recall
the pioneer days and mark the advancement frcmi
the crude methods of the early-day mining to the
modern appliances adapted to the extraction and
treatment of ores. It will impress even the mine
owners themselves witii tlie wonderful progress
that has been made in reopening idle mines
and the fine achievements of the operating mines
that have been regular ])roducers for a quarter
century or more. This carnival spirit was born
a year ago in celebrating the reop>^ning of the
Old Eureka or Hetty Green mine. Not that
this old mine was more worthy of attention than
other idle mines reopened or still idle. But, in
the memories of the pioneers of Amador County.
there was a closer relation between the Old
Eureka and the people of Sutter Creek than
existed in any other camp in the county—for
the reason that the people of the town had
participated more directly in the production of
this mine and derived a greater individual benefit
from the profits than from any other mine in

the district. Alvinza Hayward, a pioneer owner,
formed a close-mouthed, one-man corporation ;

his desire to avoid publicity about his mining
enterprises may have been his excuse for giving
small heed to the doings of his fellow miners.
In addition to the Old Eureka mill hand-stamp
mills, mortars, arrastres. grinders of various types
situated in cellars and sheds were busy separating
the free gold from the quartz ; and Pine Street.
San Francisco, was busy separating many of
these small but prosperous miners from their
profits. Sutter Creek had a population of 2000
or ."^000 and was wide open to the roof. The
pood old days when dreams came true, however,
passed into history. Hetty Green became the
owner of the Old Eureka and a lethargic thrall
overtook Sutter Creek. When the announcement
of the reopening of the Old Eureka was con-
firmed by action, the old-timers were stirred as
similar announcement of the reopening of no
other mine in the district could have stirred
them. So they got up a celebration and they
had a grand good time. Now the newer genera-
tion is going to perpetuate the memory of
Hayward and the Old Eureka with another
carnival and make it a bigger one and an annual
holiday. This year it will be much more
elaborate than last year. All the mines on the
Mother Lode will participate. The Amador base-
ball team has invited the Spokane baseball team
to visit the carnival and get a walloping: and
there will be other sports; probably a first-aid
contest ; then the youngsters will dance in the
evening, and the oldsters will tell yarns.

BUTTE—Feb. 15

Special Tax Question is still to the fore. With
less than two weeks left for the present legisla-
ture the general public is beginning to doubt the
probability of settling this question intelligently
or justly within so short a time. The Senate
committee, appointed to investigate the question
of special taxation, spent five weeks collecting
data for its report. Committee finds that the
state's population, assumed to be about 700,000.
includes 115,000 persons who are dependent on
mining: lO.'i.OOO persons on railroading, and 400,-
000 on farming. The aim of the committee in
giving these figures evidently was to justify their
conclusion that "while the average gross pro-
duction for each person dependent upon the min-
ing industry is approximately .fKiOO a year, it is
$200 for each person dependent ui)on farming."
Whether the figures be correct or not. "per
capita" conditions do not alone furnish a foun-
dation for inteiligeni method of taxation. More-
over, the facts are that the time allotted for the
rt-ork was utterly inaderiuate to collect reliable
and complete data; nor is the time remaining
sultlcient for passing a law that would not only
provide the required revenue by special taxation
but would at the same flnie be fair and just to all
concerned. It is hoped that tile assemblv In the

la.st hours of rush that is sure to occur, will not
connnlt the error of passing a special tax law
that will in any way cripple one or the other of
the industries of the state or discriminate against
any special Industry. The house committee found
that there are ineiiualitles in taxation and Irre-
gularities in assessment, but did not find that the
mining industry fails to bear its just and proper
pro])ortion of the tax burden. How the inune-
diate needs of the state will be provided for at
the last minute by the present assembly, before
its adjournment at the end of two weeks, is Im-
possible to predict at present. Protests against
a special taxation of the mining industry con-
tinue to reach the legislators from all parts of
the state. A committee of the recently organized
Montana Mining Association has submitted a
lengthy communication to the Senate committee
in which specific objections to the proposed law
were elucidated by figures and arguments similar
to those forcibly presented some time ago by the
Anaconda company through its vice-president. C.
F. Kelley. Whatever may be the ultimate de-
cision of the lawmakers, they will not have the
excuse of lack of information regarding the min-
ing industry.

' DENVER—Feb. 15

Unwatering Projects at Leadville have had an
important bearing on the camp's activities. The
Greenback shaft is the latest to be unwatered;
this will cnal)le resumption of mining activities
in several neighboring mines on Carbonate Hill.
On Fryer Hill sinking is proceeding at the Jamie
Lee shaft of the Leadville Unit; this work
is being pushed to exploit the formations below
the upper contact, which has been the only
zone heretofore developed in this part of the
district : the Harvard shaft will be retained as
the central point for draining the large area
held by the Tnited Stales Smelting, Refining
and Mining Exploration Co., but the Jamie Lee
shaft is to be made the principal opening for
mining operations.

"Cascade" Flotation Apparatus, used, last sea-
son, at the ^Mineral Farm mill, near Ouray, at-
tracted considerable attention in the San Juan
country. The device was developed by Cllfl'ord
R. Wiifley of Ouray and was the sole fiotation
apparatus used at the Mineral Farm mill, mak-
ing a good recovery on pulp crushed by light
gravity stamps to only 24 mesh, without fine
grinding. The features of the apparatus are
low construction cost and low operating cost,
making il adaptable to small plants; it was made
almost entirely of lumber by the mill carpen-
ter. The only power required is that for ele-
vating the pulp 15 or 2(1 ft., and for skimming;
the pulp is permitted to cascade by its own
fall through a series of aprons and boxes, the
plunge into each box giving an effective froth
which is skimmed mechanically. A number of
these machines are being installed in other
Ouray plants.

The Miner's Candlestick has always appeared to
have possibilities as a weapon, and in fact
miners often carry tins utensil as a bodily pro-
tection when going to and from night shifts,
but it has often proved a treacherous thing to
its owner and serious accidents have 'occurred
from time to time. One of these befell a miner
at Leadville on Feb. 8tli. While going to work,
Howard Mulqueen slipped on an icy walk and
fell in such a manner as to drive his candle-
hook into the left lung. His condition is seri-
ous. Another accident in the same district oc-
curred Feb. 7 at tlie Robert Emmet shaft, when
a cage parted from its cable and dropped about
550 ft., instantly killing its two occupants. Peter
Mattson, 26. and Joseph Trager. 34. Hoisting
engineer is said to have been notified hours be-
fore that the cable had jumped its sheave and
was traveling over the sheave shaft in the
headframe ; this severe usage is supposed to have
resulted in the breaking of the cable.

SALT LAKE CITY—Feb. 16

Activity in Mining, general in this .section, is
illustrated in the volume of business being done
by the Utah Ore Sampling Co. This company
on Feb. 12 released 40 cars of ore. Twenty-six
cars came from Utah ; 12 from California ; t> from
Nevada; one from Colorado; and one from Idaho.

Workmen's Compensation Law is being con-
sidered by state Iet;islature. The Utah chapter
of the American Mining Congress has gathered
data and made reeonunenilations with especial
reference to the mining industry. Tiie chapter
found, through a canvass of the leading mining
Interests, practically unanimous disposition in
favor of workmen's compensation. The following
recommendations were made, based on a study
of similar measures In other states, and on

past experience in this state. The chapter is

opposed to monoi>ollstic state insurance com-
pelling all mining companies to Insure under
a state fund, but would allow all companies
to take care of their own insurance If desired,
or to insure in regular stock companies. Fair
(•(tmpcnsation for employees who sustained serious
injury is advocated, but slight disability should
not be considered of sufficient importance to be
made a feature of indemnity. Eniployecrs should
be protectc<J against fraud. Fully 90% of
accidents occurring in Utah industries do not
cause to exceed two weeks' disability, and the
chapter favors a waiting period of this length
of time, which would miniml/,e imposition. In
the matter of compensatitm the chapter advises
that compensation should not be over .50%
of wages. In case of fatal accidents, the
constitution of the State of Utah prevents
making the proposed compensation bill man-
datory, but provides that any case resulting in
fatal injury can be taken to covnt if desired.

WALLACE. IDAHO—Feb. 15

Caledonia's 19(6 Report contains some striking
features, particularly as compared with cost and
profits of other lead-silver mines of the Creur
d'Alene district. The gross value of its product
was $1.7(i9.(>t;9, obtained from 17,464 tons; the
value of the lead was $71.5, SOI ; of silver, $854,-
544, and of the copper $199,823. The deduc-
tions for freight and smelter treatment amounted
to $467,556, leaving a net bullion value of
$1,.302, 113. Costs of operation are listed as
follows: Mining $2.61 per ton or $120,499; mill-
ing 59c. per ton or $22,869; shipping, 22c. per
ton or $3981 ; total cost of operation, $147,350.
Net profit for the year was $1,154,762. The
Caledonia is the only lead-silver mine in the
district' in which copper figures as an element
of profit. The silver content of the ore is also
much higher than for other mines of its class,
the report for last year showing the value of
the silver produced to be $139,243 more than the
lead. The most remarkable feature is the cost
of operation as compared with the earnings ; the
total cost of operation is only about one-ninth
of the net profit, that is to say. for every dol-
lar expended in the local operations, the com-
pany gained $9 in profit. The cost of freight and
treatment was more than three times the cost
of the local operations. While it is not shown
in the statement, it is known that 35 men is

the maximum number employed by the Cale-
donia ia mine and mill. The control of the
company is owned by the Bunker Hill & Sulli-
van company and it is operated under the same
management. It may be assumed that, upon
the completion of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan
smeltery, there will be material reduction
in the freight and treatment charges. An vm-
fortunate feature of the Caledonia situation,
however, is that its ore reserves are very low
and the prospecting campaign has not to date
opened any important new orebodies.

ELY. NEV—Feb. 15

Production Curtailed about 25'^; during January
by coal' shortage and weather conditions. Nevada
Consolidated was only able to produce about
three-fourths of its normal tonnage, or 9000 tons,
daily. The continued cold weather seriously
interferes with the openpit operations. The water
pipe lines (which have to be moved with the
shovels and drills) freeze, and it becomes neces-
sary to keep a string of wood fires along the
lines; snow and drifts block the railroad tracks
and switches ; the ore freezes in the cars in
transit to the mill and has to be blasted out.
At present, however, normal production has been
restored. All of the shift and suburban trains
are again running ; owing to the coal shortage,
they were taken off for a time. About 20%
of the Nevada Consolidated ore comes from
the underground-mining operations of the Ruth
mine. Of the ore now coming from the open-
pits. 75*^^ is primary ore.

Outlying Camps are not so active as a year
ago. Owing to the low price for the product,
timgsten mining which was very active last year,
has dwindled to only one mill running—the" Salt
Lake Tungstonia. managed by A. H. Sheperd.
The Camp Bird company, wiiich held a bond
and lease on the old Ward mine. 18 mi. south
of Ely. after doing several months work, has
given up the bond and quit ; leasers, however,
are continuing operations and expect soon to bo
able to ship a car per day to the smelteries at
Salt Lake. The old Argus mine near Taylor is

again shipping. Leasers, on the old Vulcan
mine. 25 mi. southwest of Cherry Creek, In the
Hunter district, are shipping lead-silver ore.
Stmie copper ores are being shipped from
the Aurum and Muncy Creek district on the
east side of the Sciiell Creek Range; they
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nre being hauled l)y .TUto tiucks, .around the
north end of the riinge, to Cuirlo, a .st.atlon on
tlxe Nevada Northern U.K.. ahout 70 ml. north
of KI.v ; thus avoidiUK the Schellbourno Tass,
which on account of snow, Is now Impracticable.
A number of minora are taking out ore at the
old camp of Hamilton, 45 ml. west, of Ely, but
on a(u'()uiit of tlie conditions of the roads, they
can not ship until next May.

Coppermines Mill Is not yet In full commercial
operation ;ind the Consolidated Cojjpermlnes Co.
(Old (Jiroux) has not yet accepted the 500-ton
mill, built by the (Jeneral Engineering Co., of
Salt Lake. Wood is being used as fuel. Two
drills are prospecting on its ground, below the
railroad track on the flat ; some ore Is being
found. It Is announced tliat more drills will
be placed In operation In the spring.
Messrs Humphreys, Bm-gess and Merrltt, who
have recently financed the operations, have been
spending considerable time at the mines. About
$700,000 of Indebtedness has lately been p:lld.

ROCHESTER, NEV.—Feb. 15

New Capital h.is been entering the Rochester
district and, with the new discoveries, has strong-
ly augmented the mining activity here. It is
expected that the new capital will be an im-
portant factor in the future operations of the
camp. Lately each month has witnessed a ma-
terial increase In the demonstrated mineral re-
sources of the big properties, and some of the
prospects are being turned into mines, as for
example, the Rochester United, which has about
240 acres on the Weaver Canon slope of Sun-
flower Hill, adjoining the Rochester Merger and
Rochester Mines properties. The district was
visited last week by a party of Kansas City
men including R. M. Sanford, R. W. Street and
Harry Broud, and L. P. Kindred, president of
the Farmers' State Bank of Bonner Springs, Kan.
They inspected especially the Nenzel-Crown
Point workings, where a new vein of sulphide
ore had just been cut in the Pllt-Nenzel tunnel,
at about 1700 ft. from the portal and 200 ft.
beyond the wide vein encountered a month ago,
which showed at the point of Intersection 25 ft.'

of rich milling ore. The new vein Is 10 ft. wide
and the tunnel will be driven ahead about 200 ft
and then a raise of 300 ft. will be put up to
connect with the Crown Point tunnel on the
American Canon slope of Nenzel Hill. The raise
will cut on their dip several veins already opened
by the Crown Point tunnel, and It will also serve
as a connection between these workings for the
pipe line of the water system which the Nenzel
niterests will install as soon as possible from

American Caiion to tiie towns of Rciehester and
Lower Rocbesler.. Machinery and other equip-
ment for the Rochester Combined Mines Co. are
being hauled in from Oreana and will soon be
placed In commission at the property. In the
Packard section of the district. Dcvcloijment Is

in progress on several veins, and an energetic
campaign of operation will be carried forward.

DULUTH. MINN.—Feb. 16

Cuyuna Range Engineers gave evidence of their
patriotism wben tlie l."» who attended a bantiuet,
given by .1. C. Barr, of Rlverton, at the Kltchl
Gannal Club In Dulutli, on Feb. it, all handed
in their applications for appointment in the
Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps. After the din-
ner, Lleut.-Col. Edward H. Schulz. O. S. A,
reviewed the retiulremcnts for this service as out-
lined In the National Defence Act and pointed
out the present deficiency in the engineer reserve.
Those who handed In their applications were:
,1. C. Barr, Frank Hutchinson, William Wearne,
B. Magoffin, Jr., L. T. Govin, C. T. Watson, L.
C. Davids, A. A. McKav, C. M. Pearce, M. W.
Ford, C. D. Peacock, Kenneth llriiuhart, A. K.
McGulre, U. G. Pearsull, A. F. Victor.

WASHINGTON—Feb. 18

Sage-brush Oil as a flotation agent possesses
sufficient promise to cause the Bureau of Mines
to undertake additional research In an effort to
establlsli more clearly the exact merits of this
oil. The work done with sage-brush oil at the
Salt Lake City station of the Bureau has
attracted considerable attention. Prof. C. H.
Clevenger, of Palo Alto, Calif., a c<insulting
metallurgist of the Bureau of Mines, who has
specialized on the use of this oil, recently
has been In conference with Dorsey A. Lyon,
now superintendent of the Seattle station with
regard to lines which will be followed in this
work in the future.

Cooperative Research will be conducted bv the
V. S. Bureau of Mines and several Western
schools. Agreements have lately been made with
the University of Idaho and with the Oregon
Bureau of Mines and Geology. The cooperative
agreement with the Universitv of Washington,
arrangements for which were completed some time
ago, has also been signed. These contracts
enable the Bureau of Mines to devote the entire
appropriation, allotted to these stations, to re-
search work. The other contracting party in each
case furnishes offices, laboratories, equipment
and, in addition, contributes some personal
service. To carry out Its part of the agree-
ment, the Bureau of Mines has appointed E. K.
Soper and Robert R. Goodrich as consulting

metallurglsta who will be In direct charge of the
work of the station at Moscow, Idaho. The work
at CorvalUs, Oregon, will he under the direction
of Will H. Coghlll, who Just has been appointed
a consulting metallurgist of the Bureau. He will
bo assisted by Arthur M. Schwartley, whose title
will bo asslstiint metallurgist. An electro-
metallurgist at a salary of $2400 has been added
to the staff of the mining-experiment station at
Seattle which Is conducted In cooperation with
the University of Washington. This appointment
has been given to Francis C. Ityan, formerly
with the V. S. Metals Reflnlng Co,
Chalk Shortage Is feared by paint manufac-

turers, judging from inquiries to the U. 8.
Bureau of Mines as to the supply of chalk. With
space In ocean bottoms commanding higher and
higher premiums, the imports of chalk are
threatened. The chief source of supply Is the
Dover region of England, Scarcity of lalwr
and probabilities of Increasing restrictions on
shipping make It Imperative that sources of sup-
ply In the United States be developed. While
the Imports of chalk do not exceed 200,000 tons
annually, this Is the minimum quantity needed
by American manufacturers.

TORONTO—Feb. 17

Ungava Exploration Is to be undertaken by the
Mackenzie & Maiui Interests. This region Is
now part of ((uebec province. Arrangements
have been made with the Marine Department
to take a party of geologists by steamer to
the Seven Islands from which a long overland
trip will be made by dog train.

New Power Line to Kirkland Lake will soon be
in operation. Tests of the new transmission line
of the Northern Ontario Light and Power Co.
from Cobalt to the Kirkland Lake district are
now being made, and should the result be satis-
factory the line will be put In regular operation
next week. The capacity of the plant is 5000 hp.,
which will supply the needs of the camp for some
time to come.

Cyanide Supply for Ontario gold and silver
mines wa.s the occasion of considerable worry to
mine managers, when, toward the close of the
year, the Cassell Co. of Glasgow, who have been
furnishing cyanide to the companies, notified
their customers that they might be unable to
continue the supply. Active efforts were made
by Canadian representatives in England to avert
the threatened disaster and have proved suc-
cessful. R. Reid, Ontario government agent in
London, has Informed the provincial government
by cablegram that the Cassell Co. has undertaken
to keep up the supply of cyanide for Canadian
mines.
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ALASKA
MOTHER LODE COPPER MINES CO. (Kenne-

cott)—Company report for year ended Dec. 31,
19I(), gives ore reserves as 114,328 tons contain-
ing 17,770 tons of copper and 468,074 oz. of
silver, an average of about 15% Cu and 4 oz.
Ag. Davelopment during year amounted to
2765 ft.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

WILLIE ROSE COPPER MINING CO. (Bowie)—Has made shipment of sulphide ore ; planning
mill. .1. W. Sterling, manager.
HELENS DOME (Bowie)—Small mill at work

on complex-ore containing copper, gold, silver
and lead. J. H. Jaque, secretary.

Gila County
MIAMI (Miami)—Flotation report for January,

required by the court, shows 124,676 tons yield-
ing 1553 tons of concentrates averaging 43.059%
Cu. Heads, 1.175% ; tails 0.ti4l!<;;:.

Mohave County
EMERSON (Chloride)- Tunnel in high-grade

ore at 300 ft.

KEYSTONE (Chloride)—North drift on 300-ft.
level In high-grade silver ore. Mill expected to
start soon.

HIDDEN TREASURE (Chloride)-A 9-ft. vein
of milling ore opened in adit about 600 ft. from
portal. F. C. Smith, manager.

Pinal County
LAKE SHORE (Casa Grande)-This mine, said

to show 600,000 tons of 3% copper ore. sold
by Frank M. Leonard to Potter Palmer interests
of Chicago, and will be further developed under
the title of Atlas Development Co. with E P
Ryan in charge. H. L. Hollls, 1025 Peoples Gas
Bldg., Chicago, consulting engineer,

Yavapai County
UNITED VERDE (.lerome)—Production in 1916

was : Copper, 58,299,000 lb. ; sliver, 1,030,850 oz.

;

gold "sales," $546,373. Copper production in
1915 was 45.127,000 lb. Smeltery output now
about 6,000,000 lb. monthly.
HULL COPPER (Jerome)—Estate of G. W Hull

secured judgment of $94,096 against this com-
pany for development funds advanced.
HITHBOLDT CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

(Mesa)—This company has taken over the Schill
group of eight, claims, opened by 300-ft. adit
and 200-ft. Incline and crosscuts. Further de-
velopment planned. F. J. Davis, president.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Shaft will
be deepened to 50 ft. below the 3350 level. Good
ore is being extracted from the 2S00-level slopes.
TEXAS HILL EXPLORATION CO. (Placerville)—New company formed by Sacramento men, has

bonded Glgnac and Robinson i)lacer mines. O. A.
Ingram, of flldorado, will lie superintendent
CALIFORNIA CLAY CORPORATION (lone)—

Contemplates installation of firebrick plant to
cost about $05,000. Has lease rights on 30,000
acres of clay lands In Arroya Seco grant owned
by lone Coal & Iron Co. This will be the
second plant at lone. A. S. Cunningham is
manager.

Butte County
BEAR CANYON (Mooretowii)—A. A. Hall re-

ported to have lease; contemplates development
preparatory to extracting manganese ore. George
Wooley is owner.
ZENITH MlNl.NG CO. (Forbestown)—Chrome

mining will be resumed as soon as weather per-
mits hauling of ore to Orovllle. Deposits near
Clipper Mills will also be worked. E. A. Dickey,
manager.

Elorado County
MANGANESE CO. OF CALIF. (Kelsey)—

Superior court has Issued Injunction restraining
company from development of property recently
acquired pending settlement of legal disputes
between former owners and the promoter.

Inyo County

.STANDARD TUNGSTEN (Bishop)—Mill re-
siuued operation Feb. 5, after shutdown caused
by freezing of water supply.

Mariposa County
SCHROEDER (Briceburg) — Development re-

sumed and mine sliowing up well.
BUENA VISTA (Briceburg)—Formerly known

as the Busch mine; recently reopened by W M.
Brice. Large vein reported.
MARIPOSA GRANT (San Francisco)—Reported

that Mariposa Commercial & Mining Co. has
sold this property to W. J. Morgan Co. and that
a first payment has been made. Purchase or
option price is not stated. The grant contains
about 75 mining claims, some of which have
been developed into mines, along the Mother
Lode. There are 70 sq.mi. in the grant including
mines and agricultural lands. Mining improve-
ments include stamp mills, reservoirs and a
hydro-electric plant. The property was orlginallv
granted to Gen. John C. Fremont by Governor
Alverado in 1847 and Is said to have once been
mortgaged for $9,000,000 and sold to an English
concern for $16,000,000. The Mariposa Com-
mercial & Mining Co. bought It in 1898 for
$1,500,000.

Nevada County
PHOENIX (Nevada City)—This gravel mine

win be reopened by company organized under laws
of Nevada ; Judge Bradley V. Sargent, president

;

Andrew Goerinp, superintendent.
KENOSHA (Grass Valley)—Mine to be re-

opened by Lloyd Root, son of former superintend-
ent and part owner. The 400-ft. shaft will be
deepened to 1200 ft. Heavier machinery ordered
for sinking. Four veins disclosed in old work-
ings at 400-ft. level.

Plumas County
WALKER CONSOLIDATED (Portola)—H. All-

read, manager, of Salt Lake, Is preparing for
development of this copper property. A three-
compartment shaft will be sunk immediately.
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Shasta County
COri'EU DKroSITS in sitll;i illstili't, ncnr

Whiskevl.jwn iuul F.nir Mile Hniisi.-, have been
located li.v I (). .lillson. Idinu'r maiiaijer of the

Oladstone iiolil mine, liordon Alnanis. Kay Pow-
ers and others have also loeated eoppor claims in

Bame vicinity. Some activity here several years

aRO. hnt low price of copper cansed abandonment ;

there is prospect of actual development now.

SYBIL (French Culcli)—I'mperty belnpr exam-
ined by J. K. Davis, of Nevada, wlio lias purchase
option" on this and other property owned by
Accident tiold Mininj; Co Jline has shipped
some high-grade ore.

Sierra County
NORTH FORK (Forest) DrlfliliK fnml bottom

of shaft. tleorge F. Stone, manaEer.

fJRAY EAGLE (Downieville)—Development re-

sumed ; stamp mill running steadily, Robert Nye
in charge.

BTTCKEYE (Downieville)—Vein opened eairyiiiK

free gold and arsenical sulphides. Owens &
McKillop developing.

KIRKPATRICK (Mountain House) —I'nder bond
to John Donnelly of San Francisco. Drift in

gravel being run northeast toward old rich

Magnolia ground. Crew will be doubled.

Tuolumne County
RAWHIDE NO. 2 (.laraestown) —Framework of

new machine shops, diange room and office com-
pleted and framing of timbers for lieadframe in

progress. J. Packard, formerly at the old Raw-
hide, is superintendent.

MIRIAM MINING CO. (Columbia)—Struck flow
of water in east drift on ITTi-ft. level. New
three-stage centrifugal electric pump has flow
under control. Drifting being carried im in other
part of mine. ,Tohn M. .Tacksou. vice-president
and superintendent.

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT CO. (Oakland)—
Has optioned magnesite deposit owned by Henry
Sims of Chinese Camp. Hoist will b^' installed.

Ten men at work and two shifts will be put
ou immediately. Eugene Schmidt and associates,

of San Francisco, interested.

COLORADO
Gilpin County

PEWABIC (Central City)—Rees and associate;?
have secured lease. Mine being drained tlirougb
the Becky Sharp. Good-grade ore developed,
but no work done for some time owing to ex-
pense of handling water

EGY'PTIAN (Central City)—New plant of ma-
cliiner.v being installed on this Quartz Hill

property. Old shaft house being repaired, new
one to be built. Mine once a i>roducer of high
grade gold ore.

COLORADO-CARR (Central City)—Development
work for past two years in virgin ground on old
900- and 1000-ft. levels opened. Gold-silver-
copper ore now being stripped. "Water now being
pumped from llOO-ft. level where further work
will be done.

BECKY' SHARP (Central City)—Water from
this mine and the Federal being drained through
diamond-drill hole from Old Town workings at
rate of 60 gal. per rain. Expected mines to
be drained to f»00-ft. level soon. Hole driven
5.50 ft. from ."jOO-ft. level of Old Town mine
at cost of $2 per ft. Considerable pyritic ore
assa.ving well in gold developed ; shipping to com-
metice as soon as mine drained.

Ouray County

ST. PAUL (Silverton)—Shipments of high-
grade gold-copper ore being made by lessees.

ST. LAWRENCE LEASING CO. (Ouray)—Com-
posed of Ouray men : developing group north
of St. Paul mine.
SAN ANTONIO (Ouray)—Being overhauled

preparatory to resumption of active development.
John F. Roper, manager.
GENESSEE (Ironton)—The new flotation plant

at this property is nearly completed. Extensive
development will soon be started under the
management of James M. Hyde.

San Juan County
JANUARY' SHIPllEXTS from Silverton were

as follows : Snnnyside and Gold King, 2S cars
each : Iowa-Tiger, 27 ; Old Green Mountain, 2:i ;

Cliampion. 17 ; Silver Lake custom mill, 14

;

Silver Ledge, 13; St. Paul, B; New Green Moun-
tain. 5 : Kittimac, 4 : S. D. & G. Leasing Co.,
Dives Leasing Co.. Congress, Ross, Mayflower,
:j cars each: Big Giant Leasing Co., 2: Baggozi,
Highland Mary, and Intersection, one car each

:

miscellaneous small properties, 16 ; total 201
cars.

LACKAWANNA (Silverton)— Development dur-
ing past month opened payable lead-copper ore,
whicli is being sliipped to Durango. Mine is

b"iiig reoi)ened by R. E. L. Townsend of Silver-
ton : George Lugg. superintendent.
HKJIILAND .MARY (Silverton)—High-grade

silver ore opened in this property at head of
Cunningham gulch. Under lease to J, H. Slatter.^

and associates. Ore transported by pack train
to the railroad and shipped to Durango plant of
American Smelting and Refining Co.

San Miguel County
JANUARY SHIPMENTS trnm Telhirlde were as

follows: Smtlggier-Unlon, :!2 cars of concen-

trates to Durango anil 4 cars to Blende; Tomboy.
M to Durango and (I to Blende; Liberty Bell,

i;{ to Durango: Carruthers lease, one car to

Durangc) ; total 110 cars of concentrates.

SMUG(;LER-UN10N (Tellurlde) — Blacksmitli
sho|) and several timber sheds receiuly destroyed
hy fire at Bullion tunnel. All men in mine rescued
and luj serious accidents resulted from smoke
wliicb was drawn into workings. At tlie Smug-
gler mills, construction of new ."iOO-ton flotation

plant is under way; designed to treat ores from
Smuggler. Black Bear and Humboldt properties.

Summit County

MIDDLESEX (Breckenridge) —Tunnel now in

:i50 ft.; planned to drive 1000 ft. to cut main
vein. Shoot of good-grade ore opened recently.

KILLA (Breckeiu-idge)—Shoot of good ore.

:JH ft. wide, opened in raise from west drift

on Witch Hazel vein at 1300 ft. from portal.

Raise up 40 ft. in ore.

KING SOLOMON (Frisco)—Work will be re-

sumed in main tunnel and development done on
No. 2 vein where shoot lead-silver ore opened.
Mine has hydraulic power plant.

PIONEER CONSOLIDATED (Breckenridge)—
Several veins, not cropping on surface, cut by
new lower tunnel : last one assayed well in gold,

f^od progress made in drifting to open old
Jumbo workings. Mill ruiuiing steadily on ore

from Dreadnought tuiuiel.

Teller County

STRATTONS INDEPENDENCE. LTD., former
owners of Independence mine at Victor, now
owned bv Portland Gulil .Mining Co.. was awarded
$ll,rl:ir) by I'. S. District Court in suit against

Teller County for excessive taxation.

MODOC CONSOLIDATED MINES CO. (Cripple

Creek)—The new Frankenberg shaft will be com-
pleted in about 30 days. Raising now in

progress from 550-ft. and 67.5-ft. levels. New-

shaft will have lOxlO-in. Oregon timbers and
IxtJ-in. guides. -New electric hoisting plant

will Ite installed.

ISABELLA (Cripple Creek)—At recent meeting
following officers were elected : E. E. Quentin,
president ; R. N. Carson, vifcc-president ; John
W. Brown, secretary-treasurer; and Clark G.

Mitchell, manager. Recently shipped 2S tons

averaging $92 per ton ; mine in better condition
than in any recent period.

VINDICATOR (Cripple Creek)—At annual meet-
ing in Denver, Feb. S. officers elected were

:

Guilford S. Wood, jjresident (reelected) ; Irving

T. Snvder, vice-president and general manager:
George A. Stahl, secretary; other directors:

Adolph r. Zang. Charles Siegel, Jr., A. E. Carl-

ton, Philip A. Zang. Considerable discussion

over maintenance of two offices, and consequent
duplication of expense. Stated 400,000 tons ore

developed. Mill capacity only one-half that ex-

pected ; changes in eqviipment to be made.

IDAHO
Owyhee County

DEMMINt; MINES CO. (Demming, via Murphy)
—Properties comprise over 60O acres, witii 2000-

In. water right on Boulder Creek. At depth of

100 ft., four faces are reported in liigh-grade

ore. M. T. Rowland, of Mampa, vice-iiresldent

and general manager.

FEDERAL JIINING AND SMELTING (Wallace)
—This company's operation at North Star mine
in Wood River district hampered by lack of

miners. Mill getting only 100 tons daily, instead

of 150 tons, its capacity. Filter plant to de-

water concentrates being built ; will contain Dorr
thickener and Oliver filter. Railroad facilities

at Gimlet improved.

Shoshone County
POLARIS (Wallace)—Last car of 31 tons netted

$4000 ; shipping two or three carloads of silver-

. copper ore per month. Shaft sunk 100 ft. from
main tunnel shows 2V2 ft. of high-grade ore;

being sunk 100 ft. further, and if showing con-
tinues company will drive crosscut tunnel 2500
ft. and gain 800 ft. additional depth.

COPPER KING (Mullan)—Recent strike one
of importance. Was made at a vertical depth
of more than 1000 ft. below oreshoot opened
many years ago uear top of hill—approximately
1500 ft. on the dip. Drifting has progressed

about 25 ft. ; silver-lead o:-e being sorted for

shipment and it is expected that shipments will

cover cost of further deveiojmient. Only about
2 mi. to railroad.

MICHIGAN
Copper

ISLE ROY'ALE (Houghton)—Daily output of

mine reduced about 450 tons by recent flooding of

No. 2 shaft. Pumps lowering water some but
balling will be adopted soon.

VICTORIA (Victoria) — This property, being
isolated. Is still having trouble getting enough
men. Sinking lias passed the 27th level and drifts

started at that point.

HANCOCK CONSOLIDATED (Houghton)—Han-
cock Consolidated has increased daily rock ton-
nage to 1000 from No. 1 shaft to the Point Mills
plant and tonnage from Quincy No. 7 to Quincy
mill is maintained at normal. Copper contents
higher than frnni previous ore.

COPPER RANGE (Palnesdale)—Production for
1916 from these mines averaged 33 lb. of cop-
per iier ton—probably highest average for 1916
of an>' large producer in district; company's
Champion mine averaged over 35 lb. per ton.
Company uses 30 electric locomotives.

CALUJIET & HECLA (Calumet)-January cop-
per production of this (lomiiany and subsidiaries
was as follows : C. & H., 6,576,868 lb. ; Ah-
meek, 2.411,329; Allouez, 861,413; Centennial,
163,841; Isle Royale. 1,172,149; La Salle, i:!0,-

761; Osceola. 1,.")I3,942 : Superior, 318,798; Tam-
arack, .585.328; White Pine, 368,697.

Iron

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Order placed for large
geared pump. Will lift water 2600 ft. Greatest
single lift of any pump in district. Pump at
the Newport in Ironwood, is lifting 2200 ft.

;

the record-holder at present.

PLYMOUTH (Verona)—About 2,000,000 vd. of
material will be moved this season. Shovel eiiuip-
ment will consist of one Class 225 Bucyrus

—

largest built—one 103 C and 35 B Bucyrus.
For stripping, a Bucyrus Class 24 electrically
operated dragline excavator will he used. C. A.
Meyers, superintendent.

MISSOURI
MID-NATION IRON PRODUCTS CO. (Williams-

vllle)—This company, organized by Earl A. de-
mons of demons Construction Co., of Chicago,
controls 24,500 acres near Wllliamsvllle in Wayne
County and 800 acres in Butler County. Iron-
mining operations to be undertaken and iios-
slbly smelting will be done near St. Louis.
BUTLER IRON CO. (Poplar Bluff)—Controls

10.000 acres in Butler County* Ojienpit mining
will be done and a 50-ton blast furnace and
cliari'oal plant erected. Directors Include : \\ .

W. .Mechling, president ; JI. H. Cutter and C.
E. Temple, vice-presidents ; H. F. Landeck, treas-
urer : J. A. JIassen, secretary ; B. F. Baker, W.
E. Ortlnvein. E. P. Sedgewlck and C. H. Wheeler.

Joplin Zinc-Lead District

FLANNERY' (Sarcoxie)—New mill, to replace
one burned Dec. 2, ready for operation.
LIGHTBURN (Joplin)—Good drill strike on

lease 2^4 mi. east of Plcher. Okla. ; shows 17
ft. of 15'-/; ore at 129-ft. level.

RICHARDS (Quapaw. Okla.)—Will erect new
mill on lease 1 ml. northwest of Quapaw; 14
good drill holes obtained. John D. Richards,
Tulsa, manager.

M. M. & B. (Duenweg)—Erected small mill
for silicate mine in new territor.v soutlieast of
Scotland, Mo. Alaking 40 tons weekly from 35-
ft. level. First lease owned by Piayter Bros.,
Joplin.

KING DAVID (.loplin)— Bought 150-ton JIc-
Clintock mill and moving It from Cave Springs
to Chitwood. To be ready April 15. Two shafts
in ore ou lease. Piayter Bros., Joplin, owners.

ATHLETIC (Webb City)—Now getting about
400 tons of ore daily from San Gabriel field

shaft, about 2000 ft. from mill : gasoline loco-

motive used for tramming. Recently installed

electric hoist and 5000-lb. skips; 112-hp. motor
used ; capable of making 400 round trips In 8 hr.

but ground is not yet sulficiently opened to re-

quire this capacity. Charles T. Orr, general
manager.

Northern Arkansas

EVERTON .MINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(Everton)—Building 150-ton mill for Big Joe
zinc-carbonate mine. Hoist and drills operated
from direct-driven air compressor. Two oil en-

gines, one 80-hp. Muncie and one 50-hp. Chicago
Pneumatic. Garford truck will be used to haul
concentrates 3 mi. to Everton. Prospecting with
No. 3 Keystone drill. Joseph Migliore. 71 W.
23rd St., New York, president : J. Hamilton Mob-
ley, general manager.

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

OIL DEVELOPMENT, according to reliable in-

formation, is being done by tlie following com-
panies in the Beaverhead fields ; National Oil,

Beaverhead-Bitter Root Oil and Gas, and Beaver-
head-Alberta Oil and Gas Co.. all of which are

now drilling; the Dillon Oil Co.. financed by Butte
capital, has not yet started drilling ; in addition

there are the Ainslee group and the Red Rock
and Black Butte claims, comprising several thou-

sand acres of oil land. Drill of National Oil is

down about 1000 ft. and there is a thin film of

crude oil on surface. Beaverhead-Albevta Is down
about 800 ft. On the Red Rock and Black Rock
claims, oil shale Is found whicli upon distillation

is said to yield crude oil having a paraffin base

and high gasoline content. In the Muddy Creek
district, more than 12,000 acres of shale-bearing
ground have been loeated. The districts Included
ill the Beaverhead County oil fields are the

Jluddy. Little Sheep Creek. Dell and .Smallhorn.

all within easy distance of railroads.

BANNACK GOLD JIINING (Bannack)—At an-

nual meeting, Jan. 30. stockliolders authorized

bond Issue of $125,000 to pay Indebtedness and
carry on general mining work. Report shows
mill completed; ready for operation as soon as

electric power is available Before another

winter company exiiects to have auxiliary steam
plant to furnish power Independent of the hydro-
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electric plant, now out of ((inimlssloii due to

freezing of stream.

Jefferson County

BOSTON & MONTANA DEVKLOPMENT CO.

(Butte)—With i-ompletioil of 2700-tt. tunnel In

eompun.v's property in the Elkliorn illslriet, eross-

cutting'to the vein at a point 20IU( ft. from mouth
of tunnel has been started. C'onlraet for "lOO-ton

mill has been let. Work started in Big Horn
Canon on the Butle. Wisdom iSi Paeiflc R.v.

Granite County

OLYJiriA MININC (rrincoton)—Annual re-

port states development work, carried on for

last 18 months, opened body of commercial ore.

Properties in Phillipsburg district ; connected by

good 5-mi. wagon road witli .Northern I'acitic Uy.

tracks.

Madison County

ALAMEDA AND WAKOOSTA (\irginla City)—
George Westinghouse, .Ir., of Pittsburgh, Penn.,

has recently become owner of these mines, just

west of city limits. Properties are known to

contain bodies of sulphide ore in depth, having

yielded in the past considerable gold from sur-

face down to SOO-ft. level. Exjie^ted tlwt

operations will be resumed in llie sjiring.

Silver Bow County

DAVIS-DALY (Bulte)- New lOOO-ft. shaft

authorized bv directors on Hibernia claim, near

Anaconda's Nettie mine. Management suggested

four new prospecting shafts. Company hoisting

about 250 tons daily.

MINES OPERATING CO. (Butte)—After short

shutdown caused by delay in acid shipments,

operations have -been resumed at Butte-Duluth

property. More than 50 men are at work at

mine and mill and output has been increased to

250 tons a day. Arrangements witli Bullwhacker
company nearing consummation.

NEVADA
Clark County

HAND MIXlNti (Searcblighf)—This Eldorado

Canon property will add a flotation depirtment

lo its mill. Robert Dunbar, manager.
Humboldt County

HELEN-BETTY MINES CO (Seven Troughs)

—This company will reopen old Mazuma Hills

and Extension mines; unwatering will soon be

started. Darby mill also optioned. F. E. G.

Berry, manager.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week of

Feb. 10 was 9261 tons of an estimated value of

$1(>6.698, as compared with in.n!i4 during pre-

vious week. The producers were : Tonopah Bel-

mont, 286S tons : Tonopah Mining. 1900 : Tonopah
Extension, 2380 ; .lim Butler, 850 : West End,

429 ; Rescue, 190 : Halifax, 214 : Montana. 3.52 ;

MacNamara, 53 : Midway, 30 tons.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 85 cars, averaging

$11.60. from 350 level slope.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Southwest drift

2700 level advanced 44 ft. through quartz and
clay.

.lACKET-CROWN POINT (Gold Hill)— Ex-
tracted 154 cars while cleaning out and repairing

crosscut.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Continued work on 2300
level and Ophir south drift. 2700 level. Old main
south drift cleaned out and repaired on 2300 level

and jointly with Union advanced west crosscut

on north boundary total distance 72 ft.

CO.MSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Vir-

ginia)—At Ophir and Mexican winze, both sink-

ug pumiis working satisfactorily ; water on Feb. 10

180 ft below 2700 level ; on Feb. 14 2900 level

reached.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Conditions generally

improved : 53 tons averaging .$22.94 extracted

from 2500 level. Vein has turned to southwest

and joined the north and south vein ; 1 ft. wide

sampling $24 per ton. Prospecting on this level

from No. 2 crosscut has given encouraging
results. In southwest drift 40 tons of ore aver-

aged $15.54.

White Pine County

ELY CONSOLIDATED (Ely) —Pumping water

out of Zack shaft; also retlmbering first 100 ft.

of American shaft. William Campbell, super-

intendent.

ARtiUS (Ely)—This old producer near Taylor,

east of the Ward mine. Is again being operated,

shipping ore to Salt Lake ; H. C. McCulloch,
manager.

NEW IVIEXICO

Grant County
SOCORRO (Mogollon)—Production from Pacific

mine being increased ; good ore showing on 500

level

.MOGOLLON AIINES CO. (Mogollon)—Has com-
pleted ore pockets, timbering and piping to 900-

II. level and is drifting east at rate of 6 ft. per

day.
Beaver County

MA.IESTIC MINES (Mllford)—.Tanuary ship-

ments from Old Hickory mine 10 cars ; ore from
large opencut. Company's Hoosler Boy mine
operating. Drifting being done on 800, whore
small stringers of ore are appearing in the face.

Juab County

TINTK' SHIPMENTS lor week ended Feb. 9

amounted to 200 ears.

IRO.N KI.N'G (Eureka)— Assessment levied with
vti'w to resuming in spring.

EUREKA MINES (Eureka)—Bottom of winze
down 7 fl. from 120(1 level in ore. Operated
Ihrougli Gemini shaft, under same management.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eineka) Report for

l!ll(i shows receipts of $1.1101.903; disbursements
of $1,124,607. leaving cash on hand of $477,295.

('omi).iny's most successful year. Dividends of

$576,710 lo date. There were shipped 83,6110 tons

of ore carrying 8331 oz. gold; 1,739,004 oz. sliver ;

18,356,937 lb. lead; 1795 lb. co])per ; and 790..S25

lb. zinc. Work done from 600 to 1800 levels

amounted to 25,844 ft. Company owns 32.50

acres unpatented ground and 1345 acres patented.

During year 600 acres aeiiuired and paid for,

covering property of Homansville kilning, Balti-

more Consolidated. Little Edgar and Duprezln.
giving company continuous ownership of grotmd
from Ihe mine for a distance of 3V^ mi.

Salt Lake City

HOWELL (Salt Lake)—New tunnel, under old

surface vmrkings, in about 300 ft. Property ad-
joins Cardiff on west and north.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alia)- Two new directors

—C. A. Gillette and F. B. Cook—elected to take

place of F. W. Price and Duiuan MacVichie.
resigned. N. W. Haire president. This year 30

cars of ore have been shipped, and 800 tons

accumulated at Tanner's Flat and 200 at Wasatch.
Development of ore in Copper Prince tunnel

opened in November, continues. Employing 85
men.

Summit County

IOWA COPl'KU (Park City)—New compressor
installed and mo ft. of tunnel retimbercd.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—Winze from 500
level down 170 ft. : stringers of silver-lead ore
sliowing.

KEYSTONE (Park City)—Crosscut from Judge
tunnel progressing rapidly mth three shifts.

George Krueger, of Judge Mining and Smelting,
foreman.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)— .

First-class ore coming from No. 2 slope (main
working). Mill treating 50 tons of second-class
ore daily.

.lUDGE MINING AND SMELTING (Park City)

—Test nuis made at new electrolytic zinc plant.

Few minor adjustments and changes being made,
riant to be running soon.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Shaft retimbered to 50
level. Within next two weeks unwatering from
1500 to 1700 expected to be under way. after
which mining will be resumed on these levels.

Utah Ounty
AMERICAN FORK CA"NON is unusually active

for so early in the season, and with the coming
of more favorable weather tins promises to

increase. At the Miller Hill, a blower has been
installed to take care of gas encountered in

tunnel now in 1300 ft. ; expect to reach the fissure

within 700 or 800 ft. Among tlie active properties

are the Earl-Eagle. Dutchman. Belerophon, Pa-
cific, etc. The Pacific shipped 21 cars of ore
during 1916, smelter retm-ns from which were
$49,999. the company receiving $8636 from tills

as royalties, and paying to stockholders a divi-

dend of $8000.

WASHINGTON
Ferry County

KNOB HILL (Repubhc)—About 7000 tons ship-

ped last year. Further development of Mud
Lake claim" planned ; tunnel to be extended and
shaft sunk 100 ft. below tunnel. John W. Lloyd
has resumed charge of operations.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

TIFFANY (Platteville)—New 200 -ton concen-
trating mill at Potosl placed in operation.

NEW ROSE (Platteville)—This new company
now producing zinc ore <in the Weigle land.

FIELD MINING AJiD MILLING (Scales Mound,
III.)—This company has taken over Little Cor-
poral mine at Galena.

WISCONSIN (Platteville)—Driving 700 ft.

north to connect the Winskell mine with newly
discovered "range."

MINERAL POINT (Galena. 111.)—Constructing
buildings, concreting shaft aiui preparing to erect

new concentrating mill at llie Hoskiiis (on Me-
loy tract) at New Diggings, Wis.; owned in fee

by company.

VINEGAR HILL (Platteville)—New Mcloy mill,

at New Diggings, placed in operation. Foundations
laid for 200-ton Jefferson mill at Hazel Green

;

lieadframe In course of construction ; shaft is to

bo sunk 240 ft. : a drainage tunnel will be
driven 750 ft. into hillside t(] cut off heavy
water flow. New shaft heiiig sunk for "dry-

hone" on Robinson land adjoining the Meloy
lease at New Diggings. Tlie llodge. at Platte-

ville, an abandoned property reopened by this

company, is making weekly output of 160 tons of

zinc concentrates.

CANADA
British Columbia

GALENA FAR.M (Sllveitou)—MllllnR -ore, aver-
aging 10 ft. In wldlh and assaying 8% lead and
16% zinc, opened no one of the lowest levels.

PACIFIC SVNDICATE, LTD. (i'riuceton)- One
of the largest deals In Brilisli (.'olumbla mining
history was consummated through W. R. Helne-
iiian by the taking over of the Voigt properties
by New York interests. The bonding price Is

announced al $:;,000,000. In addition l.i Die Volgt
properties, the same interests have bonded group
of 22 claims ,'idjoining the Britannia mine on
Howo Sound. At the Volgt camp, the develop-
ments are expected lo Include large concentrating
mill, power plant and transportation facilities.

The camp is about 3 mi. north of the Copper
.Mountain property of the British Columbia Cop-
per Co., which Is now reported to have 11,000,000
tons of 1.75% copper ore.

Ontario
NIGHT HAWK LAKE (Porcupine)—Installing

small plant.

KEOR.\ (Porcupine)—Arrangements made to
hlialice company.
NIPISSING (Cobalt)—Productbm for January

estimated at $282,698.

INSPIRATION (Porcupine)—Will stop diamond
drilling ; nothing of importiince was cut.

LA ROSE (Cobalt)—New high-grade vein
opened in old workings.

.McINTYRE (Schumacher)—Mill capacity will

be raised t<i 600 tons a day within the next
month.
KIRKLAND LAKE (iOLD (Kirkland Lake)—Cut

tile vein at 500-ft. level where It shows good
width.

NEWRAY (Porcupine)—Quartz vein, 4 ft. wide,
showing visible gold, struck in diamond drilling

at a depth of 104 ft.

CROWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Vein recently
found at SOO-ft. level is stated to be 20 in.

wide, of wliich 4 in. is high grade.

APEX (Cobalt)—A 5-ft. vein, highly mineral-
ized, encountered in diamond-drill hole at 900 ft. ;

in contact between basalt and Keewatin.
SVLVANITE (Kirkland Lake)—A 5-drlll elec-

^ trie-driven compressor and a hoist have been
installed. Development will be started as soon
as power is obtained.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Annual report
shows deficit of $92,787 ; estimates of ore re-

serves not substantiated. Mill heads for the
last two or three months said to have run under
$3 per ton.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—^At the lower contact, in-

tercepted third vein of high-grade ore. Tlie
three veins are within 14 ft. Discovery Is of
extreme importance to the Beaver and to the
camp as a whole.

HOLLINGER (Timmins)—On account of short-
age of labor, unable to earn the dividend.
Increased mill capacity vrill result in a drop
in grade of ore ; doubtful if sufficient men can
be obtained to supply larger mill.

VACUUM GAS AND OIL (Thamesvllle)—It
has been officially st,ated that additional acre-
;ige has been secured giving control of a very
extensive field. Boundary wells have been sunk
whieli show that the oil pool is at least two miles
in length by % mi. in width. There arc 15
producing wells equipped for pumping. Since
Oct. 24, over 2700 barrels have been shipped.

Yukon Territory

WHITEHORSE SHIPMENTS have been stimu-
lated by high price of copper. The Grafter mine
is sliipping from 600 to 1000 tons per month ; the
old Pueblo now known as the Y'ukon has an out-
put of about 600 tons monthly ; the Copper King
is averaging 300 tons per month ; the War Eagle
150 tons and the Anaconda 100 tons monthly.

MEXICO
FORFEITURE OP UNWORKED MINES owned

by foreigners in Mexico is to proceed, according
to dispatch from Ambassador Fletcher, unless
mine owners file statements showing cause of
idleness and requesting extension of time from
Feb. 14.

CHILE

CHILE EXPLORATION (Chuquicamata)—Cop-
per outpiU in December was 3.636.000 lb., and
for January. 7,756,000 lb. Neither of these fig-

ures is a true indication of the company's opera-
tions, as in December there was a large quan-
tity of copper on hand as cathodes ; only cop-

per in the form of ingots or wirebars is in-

cluded in the monthly production figure. In

January, a great part of these December cathodes

were turned intn ingots and included in the Jan-

uary production ; even at the end of January
there was still on hand an abnormal amount of

copper In the shape of cathodes. Rate of cop-

per extraction during December and January wa^

actually a little over 6,000.000 lb. per miuith

NORWAY
PYRl'l'ES E.MliARGO established with reler

ence to Germany, in exchange for lifting ol

restrictions <ui shipment of <-oal from Great

Britain.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING
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.$17 iinu lurtlier iiujiMlities cduUl he sulci iit

llmt luure if anyllilllE ot a desiriilile niiliiro >-an

111' fnoiKi cast of CIiUmko. FcrlnTiU-, wlik-li is

always in <lcmand, lias realized ?1S a onit.

WolfVaiiille, liowever. nf wlik-li tlieie was at one

time eolisideialiie stiieks, luui to lie sold af "

ooncession in tlie New Ytilk mallet, lillt at

no time did tlie iiriee pi lielow .fid. As a

matter of fact, mnst sale.s were made well above

tliat Hsinre. The fnreiKO market lias aKaiii t.aKen

a imantitv and the stocks in New Yiirk have

been sii iiuicli reduced that they would supply

the normal lecioiremenl for only one mnnth, II.

howevei-, the demand from aliroad continues at

the same rate as at present. It is very douhttui

whetlier the stcieks here will last longer

a fortnight to three weeks at tlie best,

freicht congestion in tile whole country has been

a "reat help to stimulate the tungsten market

and our liorae buyers have been taking mute a

iniantity of the New York stocks.

Moiybdcnum Ore—Charles Hardy reports as

follows: •From all quarters complaints are

made that enntracts entered into for the stJl'P'V

of mohhdenite have been very badly tulfllled.

In addition to the scarcity of the ore. the trelght

lias plaved havoc with tile maikel.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

N. Y r.NCH t

than
The

congestion

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Feb. 21

With the worst railroad tangle kiinwii. says

"Iron Age." and scores of men from the largest

manufacturing concerns trying to ferret out cars

containing raw materials for their works, it is

not surprising that a spot market, with numerous

higher prices, has developed in steel as well as

in iron. Tiglltness of order books has not allowed

for a l)ig volume of such business and the condi-

tion seems not likely of long duration.

Alaska CohlM..
Alaaka .Juneau ,

Am.sni.ARof,,coni,
Am. Sin. * Uef.. pt.

Am. «ni. sec. pf, ^

Am. sm. Sec pf. U.

-\m. Ztiie

Am. Zinc, pf
Anaronda
Bat<Miila.i NMn
netlilelicTM Steel
liellilelieip '^leel. pt.

Butlo .t Superior

-

Clille Cop
rhino
Colo.Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel .

Dome Mines.

.

Federal M . & s
Federal M. & S.. pt,

Greal Nor., ore ctf,

Greene Caiianea..
Iloniestake
Inspiration Con . .

.

Inteniat loiial Xlekel
Kennecott
LacVtawanna steel
Miami Chopper.

. .

Nat'l Lead, com...
National Lead, pi,

Nev. consol
Ontario Mln . ...

Quicksilver
Qnicksiivcr. pf ...
Rav Con
Repulilii-I &S..com.,
Rcpubiir I A- S. pf..

Sioss-Sheflleld
Tenues-see c . vt C .

.

IT. S. Steei. com . ..

U. s. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C, & C...

8;
71

101 i

112
99
95 S

39
68
79!
1.

140
120
47 J

23!
.•)6j

48
j

07 S

20 i

15
44t
33'.

43
126
.W!
41'
45 i

80 i

39
.581
110!
25i
6i
21
21

27 i

79 i

ion
62 \

16
1091
US!
111!
56

HOSTOX F,X CI 1 .
• Fell. 20

. etfs

N. Y CURBt Feb. 20

PITTSBURGH— Feb. 20

The very bad traffic condition has been tlie

chief factor in the iron and steel situation,

causing reduced deliveries and greater pressure

for material. Last week's coke shipments were

about one-half the actual reiiuirements. being

the smallest since the depression. Tig iron and

coal have been very scarce. Steel production

has been .Tt a reduced rate, through lack ot

material and lack of adequate sliipping facilities.

As an extreme instance, the ('ontlneiital and

I'ennsvlvaiiia works in Pittsburgh and the Lorain

pipe mill of the National Tube Co. are idle

from lack of coal, while four of the five Lorain

blast furnaces are banked from lack of coke.

Yesterday and today traffic cimditions are

measurably improved tiiid tlie present mild

weather promises further iinprovement. Spot

furnace coke reached record liiRli price Satur-

dav but is easier today. Car supplies at steel

mills are better but are still far from adequate.

There is increased inquiry for steei products

for forward delivery, attributed to buyers con-

cluding that war preparations by the United

States will make steel scarcer then than was

expected Standard iron and steel jiipe, line

pipe and oil country goods have advanced about

*4 a ton. The new basing discount on steel

pipe is 62'', otr. making the price double that

at the low point at the end of 1914. Wire nails

are double price while most other steel products

are nuicli more than double price. Steel hoops

are higher at 4l?i4..')0c. and black sheets are now
4.75c. minimum, or $5 a ton advance.

While steel mill bookings are at a rate less

than half of that in November, the accumulation

of business on books is not mtiterialiy decreas-

ing and operations throughout the yetir are ex-

pected to be as full as traffic conditions will

permit.

Pig Iron—The scarcity of foundry iron has in-

creased, with production decreased by the coke

.shortage, and higher prices are paid, SSafri .ih

valley, but buying is confined to these prompt

deliveries. There is more demand for prompt

iiasic but the price has not advanced, several

sales having been made at $:io, valley. Prompt

bessemer is scarcer and is held at $:i6. valley.

We iiuote fouiuirv and malleable for proini)*

shipment, there being no forward market, at

JrintSiSG. bessemer at $:)r.(fi':i(; and basic, at ?3n,

all f.o.b. valley, delivered Pittsburgh being 9.>c.

higher. Southern iron is stilTer at $25, lilrmlng-

ham, for prompt and $24 for second half,

freight to Pittsburgh being $'1..'i.'i. The last

important .sales of valley foundry were at $30,

valley

Steel—A sale of T.'iOO tons of ordinary open-

hearth billets, delivery to .Tilly 1. has been made
at $65. f.o.b. Pittsburgh district mill, and tlie

market for billets and sheet liars is quotable

strong at this figure, there being only occasional

offerings.

Huflalo Mines
Butte * N. Y"

Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
can Cop. Corpn ..

Carlisle
Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco
Con. .\riz. Sm
Con. Coppermines.

.

Con. Nev .-Utah

—

First Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldfleld Con
Goldlleld Merger.. .

Granite
Hecla Mln
Howe sound
Jerome Verde
.loplin Ore & Spel.

.

Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mother Lode
Nevada Hills
N. Y'. & Hond. . . .

Nipissing Mines...
Ohio Cop
R.av HerruU^ ....

Rochester Mines.

.

St. Joseph Lead. .

.

Standard .s. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribuliiou
Troy Arizona
L'nited ^'e^de Ext.
United Zinc
White Knob. pt. . .

White Oaks
Y'ukon Gold

U
II
91

60
li
5i

06
40i

i!|

071
;

7*Hi
6i !

1*
1

t.32

.52»

.40

.21
15
8i
li
4i

.60
19
,75^

43'

6i
4S

37 S

.55
39!
3i
U
2
2

.Adventure
Ahineek. .

.

.MEomah

.Mlouex-

.\rl7,, com
Bonanza
Bmtc-Ballaklava.

.

Calumet tt .\riz.

Calumet A- Hecla .

Centennial
Coiilier Haiil^c
Dale «Csl
Davls-l)al\'
Ea.st Butte
Franklin
Granby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com.

.

Isle Royale. .....
Keweenaw.. .....
Lake
La Salic
Mason Valley
Maas
Mavllower
Mlc^hlcan
Mohawk
New .Arcacllan. . . .

,Xew Idrla
North Bcitte
North Lake
Ojlbway
Old Colony
Old Dominion. . .

.

Osceola
Qtiincy
St. Mary's M. L.

.

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shatturk-Arlz
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Bost. .,

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
L'. S- Smelting... .

U. S. Snu'It'g, pf..
Utah .Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

3;
Mil
.99
66!
131
30
i;

82!
560
21

"51

6!
14'
.s

86
17
16
45

63
34
35
14
3!
5!
14!
2i
3!

83
41
15!
22!

!

64
S7
93

9',

27
4;

.28
14!
6!

56!
4A
I'

59!
.50!

•

2S
21
SI
5{
4i

49!
11

BOSTON CURB* Feb. 20

SAN FRAN.

( Ferroalloys
Ferromansanese- A distinct sliortage in early

deliveries has developed through inciuiry by

smaller users, who do not buy ahead, the large

consumers being well covered. Domestic is

$27.')'?/ 306 for prompt. $250 for sec.ond ciuarter

and $200 for .second half, delivered east of the

Mississippi, while Imported has been advanced

from $161 to $lK.'i. seaboard, for Indefinite de-

livery.

Ferrotungsten—Quoted at $2 and business re-

ported done at that figure.

Alta
.Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross. . .

Jacket^Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
S.avage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. .

.

.

Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah..

.

North star
Rescue Eula
West F.nd Con
Atlanta
Booth
Comb. Frac
D'neld B.B
D'flcld Daisy . . .

.

Florence
Jumbo ExKinslon..
Kewanas
Round Mountain.
silver Pick
Argo
Ariz. Central
Big Jim
Laity Boy
Nellie
Tom Reed
United Eastern.
United Western

.Maska Mines Corp.
Bingham Mines, .

.

Boston Ely
Boston & Mont. . . .

Butte& Lon'nDev.
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbln

—

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve... .

Crystal Cop
Eagle & Blue Bell
Houghton Copper.
Iron cap Cop., pf.

Mexican Metals. .

Mines ot ..\merica.
Mojave Tungsten.
Nat. Zinc & Lead
Nevada-Douglas.
New Baltic.
New Cornelia ....

Oneco
Pacific Mines. . .

.

Rex Cons
Rilla

lA
8!
35
.71
22
45

.01!
2
30
35
i:
1!

li
.30

71
.54

.60

.35

.32

.06

SALT LAKE'

.04

.25

.03

.02

.19
I

.04

.06

.08

.02
04
04
.13
.65
.04
04
.05
02
.10
43
.01

4.40
.81
.08
.17
.20
.16
.25
.65
.13
.09
04
02
.03
.22
.27
.17
42
15
.05
.10

1.31
.06
.18

2.12)
4.25
.02

Big Four
Black Jack
Cardiff
Colorado Mining. .

.

Crown Point
Daly-Judge

—

Emma Cop
Empire Copper .

Gold Chain.
Grand Central
Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth...
May Day
Moscow
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . .

Sllver-Klng Coal'n.
Sliver King Con .

.

Sioux Con
So. Hecla
Uncle Sam
Wllbert
Yankee

STOCK 01

COLO springs"
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Commonsense of Gold Dredging
By a. C. LiULi .\r

i'>YXOPSIS—The esacntial^ iircHininanj In n

.sucresxfiil (jold-dredging operalion arc roncu'ichj

e-vplained. Failures of the pant largely due to lack

of prospecting or unsuitable equipment.

The right way lu detcniiiuL' the desirability of a

dredging project seems so simple that one often wonders

how anyone can go wrong in this industry—that is,

assuming that the promoter or prospector is serious and

honest in his intentions and has no idea of promoting

a wildcat scheme; and in this connection it is most

There have been failures in gold-dredging eiiteri>rises,

and most of these might lia\e i)een prevented if the

proper steps had been taken in the beginning. There
is still too much of a tendency to regard gold dredging

in the light of a gamble, instead of applying to it

conservative business methods, such as anyone should

apply when contemplating an investment in a manufac-
turing or contracting business.

The prospector and promoter must be born optimists,

but the investor should be tlie stabilizer, by applying the

test of busine.ss and engineering methods to the project.

The first step to be taken when considering any gold-

l..\ CLAR.V MIXES, COLOMBI.X, WHERE GROUXD IS PROFIT.VDLY OPER,\TED WITH HYDR.4tILIC ELEVATORS—
LARCIE BOULDEU.S PRECLUDED DREIKIINC,

satisfacfory to note thai there have been few wildcat dredging ])rojecl is to senii-e I be services of a coniiicteiit

companies promoted in the dredging field in recent years. engineer e.x|)erienced in this particular line of work.

This may not always prove as easy as it sounds.

However, there are main channel.-' llinuiiiii which the
•President, New Yoik Engineering Co,, 2 Rector St., Ne

York.
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iianic of a i(iiii|M'tiMit oii'i'iiieor can lie scciiird. l"ri'(|iiciil-

ly, the good nature of the eilitors of some of ilie niininj:-

journals are called upon, anil their reeoniniendations

appear to prove reliable.

Often tlie engineer ean observe conditions on the

surface of the ground that will eondenni the enterprise

to failure, and thus can save the investor from furtluT

loss. It sometimes occurs that rough. Iiard liedi'ock will

be visible in many places, or it can be icadily seen that

the gravel deposit is extremely shaHow. Numerous

iioulders may be in evidence, so large as to nuil<e the

cost of mining prohibitive. The ])rospector oi- promoter

rarely ever seems to see any boulders larger than a

man's head. This .seems to ln' the typical manner of

disposing of the boulder question in all i)laeer ground.

Large boulders are not always prohibitive to successful

mining, but they do make for high opei'ating costs and

can be handled only by certain methods.

The accompanying view shows La Clai'a Mines, ia

Colombia, South America, which have been successfully

operated for the last four or live years, notwithstanding

the presence of enormous boulders: but it is doubtful

whether this ground could be successiully handled Ijy any

other method than with the combination of giants and

hydraulic elevators.

If, on the other hand, the physical conditions appear

to be favorable for successful operations, it is then a

comparatively simple matter to prospect the ground

I'ither by shafts or drill holes, or opencuts across the

deposit may even sometimes be run. This work, which

can be done at a comparatively snuill expense, will

determine whether the ground is worthy of an exhaustive

examination : in other words, a complete proving of the

entire area may be made before the expensive dredging

equipment is purchased.

Paucity of Good Refbkexce Litbkatuke

It is to be regretted that there is so little literature

available to the average inquirer on gold dredging. Only

a few books have been jjublished on this subject, and

none of recent authorship. However, the U. S. Bureau

of Jlines lias now under way a publication on gold

dredging, written by Charles Janin, which it is expected

will be ])ublished in the near future. It is understood

that this book will cover thoroughly the subject of gold

dredging in the United States and will contain much

vahiable information. This would certainly be a great

aid to those about to enter this line of work, as well

us to those already engaged in dredging. Bulletin l'i\.

issued by the Bureau of Mines, on the "History and

Development of Gold Dredging in Montana," contains

much valuable data and many interesting photographs.

This booklet was written by Hennen Jennings, and

contains a chapter on other i)lacer-mining methods and

operating costs, by Charles Janin.

Dredging, of course, is a comparatively new industry,

dating back only about 20 years in this country. For

the first few years, it "just growed," like Topsy. with

no systematic development. This growth is well illus-

trated in the Bureau of Mines bulletin just cited. In

this pamphlet is shown the struggle of a comjiany during

a number of years, with the expenditure of many

thousands of dollars, in order to dcxclop a successful

dredge for the existing conditions.

Tjater. engineering ability came moi-<' fully into jilay

in the dredging industry and today the American type

of dredge may be said to be standardized, variati(jn in

the details of de,~ign and construction being tnniU; ordy

to lit tbe paiticular conditions under which tin; dredge

is to operate. Willi dredges standardized and with a

numbei' of res|)onsible gold-dredge engineering and con-

struction comjianies in the field, there is little need for

anyone making a complete failure by secui'ing the wrong

tyjjc of dredge.

FiiicAK Equii'Mk.nts Hksi'o.vmbli: roi; Maxy Faiia'hks

Manv failures were made in the earlier days by

attempting to u.se the suction and the dijjper types of

dredges; also many peculiar engineering freaks were tried

out and proved ineflicient, such as sinking caissons, using

divers in connection with suction dredges. Many so-

called dry-land dredges, as well as the steam shovel,

combined with sluicing apparatus, have also demonstrated

their inetliciency and have caused failures, whereas with

]iroper e(|ui])ment a success might have been made.

^\'llile there are many records of the.se failures, it is

to be regretted that there is no compilation of them in

any one ])articular form and therefore nothing to warn

the average outside intpiirer from these pitfalls. There

is, however, le.<s tendency nowadays for new com])anies to

go wrong by attemiiting any of these experiments, which

ha\e demonstrated their failure in the past.

There is not only a standard type of successful dredge,

Init working costs have been accurately and closely

determined, and many records of them are published

in pamphlet form and in the various mining journals.

Therefore there is little reason for any enterprise making

a failure by underestimating their working costs.

liegarding the operating costs of different companies

there is a strong tendency for the manager to over-

estimate or run u]) his yardage and to neglect many
items that should properly be charged against the

dredging costs. In determining this factor, one should

not be guided by an isolated set of figures, but should

endeavor to compare the costs over a jieriod of years from

a number of operating companies, and in this way perhaps

secure a safer average.

Methods of prospecting have been developed and

well established within the last few years. Sinking

])its and shafts generally give good results. However.

this work is usually expensive and generally slow and

troublesome, owing to the presence of water in most

placer ground or to the necessity of timbering the shafts.

With the large amount of water flowing in from the

Ijottom of the shaft, together with the running ground,

it is most difficult to get an accurate sample of the

ground. Owing to the troubles mentioned, the pits are

often too few in number to determine accurately the

actual mineral content of the ground in question.

The drilling method has generally been adopted, on

account of the greater number of holes that can be

sunk at a comparatively small cost. Contents can lie

accurately determined by this method, granting, of course,

that the man in charge of the work is ex]ierieiiced and

fully competent io make his estimates. The number of

holes to be drilled in a certain area of ground cannot

be determined beforehand: it will depend on whether the

valuable metals or minerals appear to be generally and

evenly distributed ovi>r a large area of ground or whether

the deposit has a few rich jiay channels or is generally

spotty. For ordinary calculations one hole to the acre

is considereil fairly close jirospecting work.
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Tlieiv ;uv, today, well-kmiwii mining enf^inccr.s witii

,inii)k' ex|ii'ri('nro, uIid a it tliortuijili!}' conipotont to

iletei'niini' tlic valiu' ol' a iioid-dredging |)roject. This

was not .so a lew years ago, as most of tiieso engineers

were obliged to gatlier their experience and knowledge

in the active Held of operations; few universities iu-

ehided this line of instruction in their course. Many
failures of the earlier days would have heen axoided if

the experienced engineei' in gold dredgipg had been

available.

In considering a dredging enterprise, special attention

must be given to amortization; it must be borne in

mind that the initial cost of the ground and the dredge

installation must be recovered before any real profit is

earned, as the ground when dredged is practically

useless. Attempts iiave been made to resoil or to render

the ground u.weful after ilredging. and this is now meet-

ing with some success. In Australia it is compulsory

by law. and the dredges are designed and their operations

condncled so as to re.soil all the dredged ground.

Ot,P DliEIXJE.S OliniXAIMLY OF LlTTLH YauJK

The dredging equipment is of little \alue after a few

vears' operntion. and es))ecially if the ground is dredged

out anil useless. The dredging eipiipmcnt in ordinary

limes will be worth little, though today, when the cost

of all material is excessive and time of delivery greatly

pxtended, a second-hand dredge may have a much higher

\alne than otlierwi.se—but these times are exceptional.

The ca])ital investment is a diminishing as.set, probably

disajipearing during the operation of the enterprise. It

is therefore necessary to prove up ample ground to cover

the cost of the ground and the equipment and the

o|)erating expense, and then to leave a sufficient balance

for a profit commensurate with the capital invested.

There is one factor that always remains the same

in gold dredging; that is, the market value of the

])roduct. This is unchangeable, and the government

always stands ready to buy the entire product at a fixed

price. Another favorable point in gold dredging is the

fact that the entire area can be prospected and all

conditions predetermined, and there are less chances of

the unexpected happening, such as the ore changing its

character with depth or the vein faulting or pinching

out, as in lode mining: in fact, it would seem that

there is no one form of mining enterprise in which one

needs to take less chance than in gold dredging. Tf

the investor will only jirotect himself by securing the

tiest possible talent in gold-dredge engineering before

making any heavy commitments, success will be assured,

or at least failure prevented.

Jade Specimen from Jordansmuhl

Among the noteworthy minerals shown for the (li'st

time at the recent New York meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science was the

largest mass of jade ever mined in the world. This pol-

ished boulder, weighing 4710 lb., was placed on exhibition

in the foyer of the Museum of Natural TTistory, where it

attracted great attention. It was discovered and mined,
having the largest surface that has ever been |)olished,

by Dr. George S. Kunz, an honorary curatcu' of gems in the

American Museum of Natural TTistory. 'I'he story of the

finding and the dilTicnlt problem of mining this huge
mass of jade is interesting.

Ileinrich Fisher, of the University of Freiburg, (Jer-

many, devoted almost his entire life tn the study of jade.

His consideration of the migration of races and of the

relation and origin of the various jade objects throughout
Fnropi" led him to the conclusion that all jade objects-

found in Ivirope bail an Asiatic origin, due to the mi
gration ol' races. Those views he presented in his book

Ne|ilirit and Jadeit,'' published in 187.5. Prof. A. B.

.Meyer, director of the Royal Anthropological Mn.seum ai

Dresden, howe\er jjroved later on that the ))resence of

jade objects in Europe did not constitute an ethnological,

liut a chemical problem, although the gnsatest men of the

period assailed this solution of a nmcli-discussed theory.

The discovery of nc|)hrite (jade) at Jordansmiihl,

.-southwest of Breslan, Silesia, (Jermany, by H. Traube in

'881, helped to confirm Professor .Meyer's opinion. Whib
engaged in working on the catalog'of the collection of the

late Heber R. Bishop, Dr. Kunz realized that in this

great collection of jade and jadeite there was not a single

specimen of jade with the matrix attached, and the same
was found to he the case in the collections of every Amer-
ican and foreign nuiseum. Since it was desirable to ob-

tain such a specimen. Dr. Kunz decided to visit Jordans-

iuiihl, where nephrite had ijcen found in situ. While
abroad in 180!), this was made possible through the cour-

tesy of Dr. C. F. Hintze, professor of mineralogy in the

University of Breslau, whose assistant, Mr. Ulitzka.

pointed out the exact location of the quarry. Since Dr.

Kunz had but a single day at his disposal. Dr. Hintze was
skeptical about being able to obtain the desired specimen.

However, several evidences of small pieces of nephrite

were found at one side of the quarry. A great deposit of

serpentine, due to alteration, was noticed, which was in

the form of a low, bowl-.shaped hill about 75 ft. high, and
2000 ft. long, and of which more than two-thirds had
been removed. One large protuberance was found that

was greenish in color, and upon breaking off a few

splinters it was found to be nephi-ite. The mass was
7 ft. long, 2J ft. wide and 1 ft. thick.

Through the kindness of Dr. Hintze the specimen was
prepared for shipment. Although he was entitled to one-

half of what was foun.d, he preferred to have some polish-

ing done for his nuiseuni rather than to take part of the

jade, the result being that the entire ma.ss is now in the

American ]\Iuseum of Natural History. The specimen,

weighing 4710 lb., is believed to be the largest rock sur-

face that has e\er been polished. A.s it is large enough

to furnish more than sufficient material to produce all the

known objects of nephrite that have been found in

Europe, it seems to prove conclusively that the prehistoric

jade (nephrite) objects found in Europe need not neces-

sarily ha\e heen brought there from the East.

Although both are included in the connnon designation

"jade," nephrite and jadeite are mineralogically distiiict,

the former being a magnesium-calcium silicate and tlie

latter a .sodium-aluminum silicate, although they are more
or less similar in general appearance. The source of

jadeite today is Burma, where it is mined in con.siderable

quantities for Chinese demand. It is notably harder than

nephrite and ranges in specific gravity froni 3.2 to .'i.l,

whei'cas the average for nephrite is but 2.9.5. Jadeite

was first determined in 1863 by the French mineralogist

.Vugustin Alexis Daniour, who also determined an allied

substance, chloramelanite, of greater density (3.4), darker

hue and equal hardness.
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Depreciation and Measurement of Expired

Outlay on Plant—

I

By E. a. Erickson*

SYXOPSL'<—The tuiccettK or failure uf a iiiuiin;/

enterprise iiiaij depend upoit proper niemureincnl

of depreciation of productive plant. There can be

no true profit iiiilll expired outlaji is taken out of

gross revenue. Depreciation is as much an opera-

tive expense a/< operative wages and should be dis-

tributed equitatilii over the economic life-period.

Several methods of writing off depreciation are des-

cribed. An itemized register of plant should be.

kept. sejMirale from the ordinari/ financial ledgers.

The fcut that the ultimate ,<uiiess or failure of >o many

productive industries largely depends upon the adequate

and proper recognition of the question of determining the

best methods of measuring and providing for deprecia-

tion (which I call "outlay on productive plant") is not

sufficiently realized ; but the subjei-t is constantly increas-

ing in importance and has been gradually accentuated

for years, possibly owing to the extension of joint-stock

enterprise. I do not think it is too much to forecast that

the whole question of the measurement of and due pro-

vision for depreciation of productive plant is now assum-

ing such vast public importance that in the near future

it will be necessaiT for the protection of the community

at large, as well as the directors of public companies, tn

insist upon the use of more advanced and enlightened

methods. The present happy-go-lucky do-as-you-please

treatment of the subject has become intolerable.

No profit can exist until expired outlay on productive

plant has been provided out of gross revenue.

One of the most vital matters connected with productive

industries and trading concerns is the regular casting up,

with substantial accuracy, of the annual net profit or loss

that has resulted from the operations of each year ; and

unless a near approximation is made of the outlay on pro-

ductive plant which has expired within each year, and

value provided for out of gross revenue, no correct state-

ment of profit or loss can be obtained. This does not

seem to he altogether appreciated, if we may judge by

some company reports and speeches to company share-

holders—as well as by comments in the financial press

—

for it is often stated that the profit earned for the year is

so much, out of which it is proposed to set aside such and

such a sum for depreciation of plant and machinery.

It is startling to find what a large part of the capital

(if industrial undertakings of all kinds has been expended

upon productive plant, which may be defined as consist-

ing of all perishable material property owned by the

undertaking other than that primarily intended for resale,

'i'hercforc, in the case of mining comjiaiiies, it covers all

liuildings, plant, machinery, etc., other than land. All

this capital invested in productive plant is invested in

nothing more substantial than in payments made in ad-

vance on revenue account, which are presumably unex-

pired. Therefore the whole of such invested capital must

come back ultimately out of gross revenue. About this

•262 South Auburn St.. Grass Valley. Calif.

there is no room for doubt: but where difference of

opinion arises is, when is it to come back out of gross

revenue? The extreme efhcient et^onomic life-period of

any class of productive plant exceeds 100 years scarcely

ever and oO years rarely, the most common life-period be-

ing perhaps lietwccn 10 and 20 years.

Capital invested in the purchase of property of any

kind primaiiiy intended for re-sale does not come within

our consideration, and any alteration in value, either up

or down, which may take place in such assets—as value

<if orebodies-—we are not concerned about, as these do

not fall within the definition of productive plant. Al-

though it is customary and jinidcnt to set aside provisions

of this kind, it should always be remembered that sums

so set aside are true profits to the extent that all opera-

tive expenditure incurred in the process of earning them

has been provided for. That such jjrofits may come from

an enterprise of an essentially and admittedly wasting

character possessing unknown capacity does not divest

them of the character of legal profits. On the other hand,

no profits can emerge from an undertaking until each

year's expired outlay on productive plant, being part of the

operative industrial expenditure, has been taken out of

gross revenue.

OlTLAY Ox PnODUCTIVE PlAXT COMPARED WiTH
Other Advaxce Payments

To my mind money invested in productive plant, being

nothing more than a payment made on revenue account

in advance, may be compared with a premium in advance

to cover, say, seven years' fire insurance. Such payment

is sometimes made in order to secure better terms than

lan be obtained by paying an annual premium and there

is in such cases no doubt that one-seventh of the sum paid

would he charged to revenue account for each year until,

at the end of the seventh year, the last installment of the

original payment would come back out of gross revenue.

Such outlay as is under consideration should be treated

in the same way. Therefore, if an undertaking lays out,

sav, $100,000—being part of its capital provided for the

inirpose—in the purchase of a certain kind of productive

]dant that (its competent and responsible officers de-

ilare), after taking into account the ravages of use and

time and the probabilities of obsolescence, is likely to

have an efficient economic life of 10 years, should not one

tenth of $100,000 be taken out of gross revenue every

vear, as a proper charge for the use of that plant? T

cannot follow the argument that, because a plant has been

well maintained and is working more smoothly at the end

than at the beginning of the first year of its life, no part

of the original cost need come back out of the gross

revenue of that first year. A man occupying a new house

may have spent a large amount of money in making good

unsuspected defects, and at the end of the first year of

his occupancy the house may be much more suitable for

occupation than it was at the beginning; but he has to

pay the rent charge for his use of the house, which in-

rhidcs a full provision for the year's expired life.
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Tlu'ii ii^jiin. if tlic productive plant purchased witli llii^

$100.()0() had hccii coiiipictciy usod up and cxiiaustcd

witliin an account period of one year, no one wouhl sug-

<;ost that the profit on the year's work couhl he ascei-tained

until this $100,000 had come back out ot icveiuic. Is,

tlien, the i'act tiiat this outhiy incurred on revenue at'count

does not all expire within an exact acc(nint ])eriod of one

year any reason for neglecting to refund, out of the year's

gross revenue, the year's expired ])ortion of the outlay?

There is, of course, no particular virtue in a period of one

year save that it is usual to ascertain operating residts at

the end of each 305 days.

Depkeciatiox Is An Operative Hxpexse

The depreciation of ]iroductive ]>lant ocoirring each

year is as much an o])erative expense as operative wages.

Productive plant has two very marked characteristics.

One is that, other things remaining the same, it tends to

fall in its present value (to a willing jnuvhaser, having

equal opportunities for employing it ) in direct relation to

the proportion of the economic life-period that has e.x-

pired. The other marked characteristic is that the ad-

vantage or consideration obtained by the mining company,

from the existence of its productive plant, is spread with

approximate evenness ovei' the whole period of the eco-

nomic life of the plant. Therefore, in assessing this

operative expense, the nearest approach to accuracy will

he obtained by estimating tlie life of each class of pro-

ductive plant, with due regard to all known facts as well

as to probabilities, and basing the assessment upon this.

The narrow view already mentioned, that if jiroductive

plant has been well maintained and works as well as

ever depreciation may be omitted from operating ex-

pense or only provided out of surplus revenue when con-

venient, is a dangerous fallacy.

It will be found that the provision out of gross revenue

of a fairly regular annual sum will amount, over a series

of years, to no more than is now taken out of the gross

revenue of any sound enterprise at irregular intervals for

renewal of productive plant at or about the time the cost

of these is actually incurred. The latter method often

gives good groimd for bitter complaint from those who
happen to be holders of deferred-ordinary and lower-

preference classes of shares at the time when a sudden

call of this kind is made upon the balance of revenue ac-

count. In the case of holders of preference shares entitled

to annual non-cumulative dividends the inaccurate assess-

ment of annual profits arising out of this want of sys-

tematic policy often inflicts serious injury that can never

he remedied.

^Iethods oe "Writing Off Depkeciation-

I now propo.se to refer briefly to some of the methods

in most general use for ascertaining and providing di'-

preciation, the first being the simjile one of charging to

revenue account eacli year an ecpial fraction of the original

cost of the particular kind of ])roduciive plant, based on

its estimated efficient economic life. The cost of repairs

and partial renewals is also charged in I'cvcnue account,

as well as the cost of loose tools and utensils, s\il)ject to

adjustment of stock values at tlu; beginning and end of

the year.

Another common practice is that of writing a percent-

age off the diminishing annual balance of cost of pro-

ductive plant. This is a complicated method and leads

to confusion. Thus it nia\' be understood In- dii-cctors

that 10% is written olf the jjlant. but this often means

10% of the diminishing balance of plant. It certaiidy

leads to the belief in .some minds that the cost will be

written off in 10 years, although the fact is that it will

take niilny years. If it was desired to write ofl! the cost

of productive |)lant in 10 years by means of a percentage

olf the diminishing balance, the percentage to be ein])loyi'il

would be exceedingly heavy—at least 33%%—and I

think this system of writing a percentage off the reducing

balaiue is in most cases a bad one. Under this method

the cost of repairs and partial renewals, as incurred each

year, is of course charged to the revenue account of the

year as well as adjusted cost of loose tools and utensils.

Table 1 will give an illustration of the effect of writing

a percentage off the diminishing balance. The lO^f' rate

off the diminishing balance will take many more than 10

years to write down the cost to a nominal amount, a

balance of no less than $20,00;! remaining at the end of

the 10 years, although the original outlay of $(50,000 has

wholly expired.

table I. WRITI.XG OFF COST OF PLANT BY PERCENTAGE OFF
ANNUAL BALANCE*

33; '7, Off 10';, Off
Diminishinc Diminishing

Bulancf Balancf

$60,000 $60,000
First year —20,000 6,000

40,000 34.000
.Second year — 13,330 —5,400

26,670 48,600
Third year —8,890 —4,860

17,780 43,740
Fourth year —5,930 —4,370

11,850 39,370
Fifth year —3,950 —3,940

7,900 35,430
Sixth year —2,630 —3,540

5,270 31,890
Seventh year — 1,760 — 3,190

3,510 28.700
Eighth year —1,170 —2,870

2,340 25,830
Ninth year —780 — 2,580

1,560 23,250
Tenth year —520 — 2,320

$1,040 $20,930
* The Slims deducted each year are slide-rule computations and so are approxi-

mations.

Annuity Method of Writing off Depreciation

There are two methods that involve the use of interest.

One of these is known as the annuity method, in which

revenue is charged with equal annual sums sufficient to

])rovide, at the expiration of the estimated life of the

productive plant, an amount equal to the original cost

thereof plus interest on the ca]iital remaining invested

therein for the time being. An amount equal to that i)art

of these annual sums which represents interest is credited

in annually diminishing amounts to the revenue account:

so that, taking the difference between the constant amount
debited for dejireciation and diminishing amount credited

to revenue each year as intei'cst, the result is really to

throw the increasing animal burden u]>on the revenue ac-

count as the productive plant ctunes nearer to the end of

its life. I think this is a bad plan, especially in view of

the fact that the cost of repairs and partial renewals in-

curred in connection with the productive plant may also

increase as it goes on.

The effect of this method will be clearer by taking an

imaginary case in which a producti\e plant, having an

estimated life of ll> years, has cost $()0,000 and is to l)e

written off within that period wii the annuity system
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( Imrti'inf; interest at 3% upon tlio diininisliins balaiieos.

In this CMS!' the constant annual sums chai'geahli' lo rev-

enni' lor ('.xpii'eil outlay would amount to a total, ilurinj;

the 10 years, ot .iiTO,;!:!;}.;!;], and the diminishing sums

that would be credited to I'cvcnuc in respect of interest

amount to a total o( .$l(),;5;5;j.33.

TABLE 2. WRITINC OKK COST OF PI..\NT DY THE ANNUITY
MKTHOI)
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A Chilean Pocket Gold Mine
By E. David Pope*

i'<)'.\OPSjS— III lun llip (lixcoreri/ of ii rich t/olil

porhri nt I'lihi crenlcd iinirli p.rcilriiifliil. The

depoxH ifns of limiti'd e.rli-iil mid irns soon irorki'd

out. The rriiix were ml off bij numerous fnulls.

Thix isolated juilrli of rirli gold ore in a rounlri/

full of harrcn i/iiarl: reins is of special inleresl.

Some of the slif/htli/ uiineralized ifuartz rein was

cruslied irith ii sleiiui slump iiiid llw i/old rernrered

III/ auiiilf/uinuhon.

Early in the hkhiiIi hI' Se])t('iiilier. liUl. the wliole

of Chile was startled by tales of -a sensational gold

discovery at the village of Pntu, near the fashionable

bathing place of C'onstitiuion. Fabnlons stories were

told of the rich gold encounteivd there, and the jewelers'

shop windows in Santiago were daily surrounded by a

dreaming crowd eyeing the beautiful specimens exhibited

behind the glass. And the specimens were certainly

beautiful—a white, milky quartz held together by a

cement of crystalline gold (940 line) of an exceptionally

brilliant yellow color. The fever grew, and it was found

necessary to send a quarter squadron of carabineros to

the village to keep order. All Chile from the president

to the humblest roto miner were dreaming of the future

with a golden Chile.

All has now been dead .several years, and the mystery

that surrounded the whole of the operations has never

been cleared up. The di.scovery occurred near the village

of Putu, 1? km. north of the port of Constitucion,

depai'tment of Talia. and about 300 km. south of

Valparaiso. The initial stages of the episode have been

dealt with,^ but I will briefly repeat what took place

at the discovery.

A Chilean laborer, in the employ of a man named
Juan Rodriquez, had been sent to the site of the vein

to get large white stones known to exist there, with

which to pave a new cattle shed. He tried to lift a

stone about 18 in. diameter into the cart, but he could

not move it. Neither could it be broken by hammers
with any ease. Being attracted by the yellow metal

binding the stones, he showed it to Rodriquez, who
thought it was copper, but still was shrewd enough to

keep the stones. Xo one in th(> village of Putu knew
native gold when he saw it, and people had actually

built a hut at the foot of the outcrop with stones heavy

with free gold. Stones carrying free gold were found

in a pear tree, where they had been thrown to get down
the fruit.

In the first few days of the rush, after the discovery

(for Rodriquez showed his stones to someoiii' who knew
gold when he saw it), about €()000 worth of gold was

collected oft' the slojie of tlir hill for a distance of more
than 50 m.

After considerable fighting foi' claims, legal juggling.

etc., Rodriquez received .t.'"2(l,0(H) in cash in a week, and

under the extremely able leadership of Senor Artuso

•Mining: engineer, cire of Socit^tf des Mines de Cuivie de
Catemou Kl Nllliue, CliaRre.s. Chile.

'"i;rild Discovery at I'titu. Chile," l)\- .Mark R. T.anili. "Kng.
and .Min. .Tourn.." Dec. 2, 1911.

Alcxandri. a loinjtany was formed (alle<l C'onipanin Orcrii

sp Puiu. owning al)out 3()0 acres of claims with a capital

of £85,000, of which £8500 was working capital.

Trouble began soon becau.se the man in charge could

find no vein, and so great was the disapiiointnient thai

.$1000 shares were being given away. Indeed, even today

one fre(|iiently hears people say that no vein was ever

I'dund. Later these shares reached a value of .$"i200.

The difiit-ulty arose l)ecause the vein thinned out to a

stringer at the outcrop, which, where cut. was barren.

A pit sunk at this iioint. I)ut on the wrong side of a

fault, was actually within 5 cm. of the rich pocket.

Standing in this pit, the company's engineer assured

the crestfallen directors that the gold was a placer occur-

rence, and that the vein was a barren one, having nothing

to do with the quartz boulders found on the surface.

However, the directors, headed by Senor Alexandri.

tried again. They made an dtVcr of too of the $1000
shares to Senor Alfredo Oralle, an elderly silver-mining

man from the northern fields, if he could find gold in

vein form.

Senor (halle went wrong at first, but finally made a

fortunate crosscut and after driving two meters ran into

0' 300' 600' 900' leOO' 1500'

Supposed Position of
Outcrop from which .

Surface Gold came

Foliatedpurple

^\i-- Schistdipping

Fia. 1. LONGITUniN.\L SECTION OF S.-VNT-^ -V.NA MINE

what proved to be the heart of the pocket on what is

known as the Santa Ana vein. Shortly after this Senor

Aralle retired, previously having sold his shares for

$2000. A young mining engineer was then put in

charge, and he had the doubtful pleasure of proving in

six months that all the gold in that particular mine was

contained in one pocket aliout ''•") ni. long, l?0 cm. wide

and 5 m. vertical de])th.

The coastal district in which tlie Putu mine is situated

is formed of schists and other altered rocks lying on a

granitic basal formation which constitutes the highland

behind. This is I lie favorable countr\' rock- carrying the

gold deposits of Chile.

The .schists immediately surrounding the mine all lie

at a Hat angle and dip in various directions, due to much
faulting. .\ feature is the freipicnt occurrence of lenses

and small masses of a glassy (piartz. In the I'utii mine

all the out(M- jiortion of the hill is a der-oniposed mica

="Mininit: Masrazine." London. June. 19in
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nnrl scliisi, (lio other minerals being entirely indis-

tinKuisliable. The mica is mostly biotite, hut some

muscovitc and a little lepidolite were found. In the

deepest working's a hard jjiiride schist, very foliated, was

encountered, carrying much lepidolite, which gave it a

silky appearance. On the surface considerable tloat

granite was fouiul, and everywhere was quartz broken

out of the len.ses in the schist.

The whole area is deeply covered with drift sand from

the seashore, and nuich scrub still further impedes

effective prospecting. .V characteristic of the district is

the great number of faults which run in all directions

and have different (dVccts on the country they cover.

However, one series of pai'aHcl dikes, the most persistent,

runs approximately east and west and dii)s l.")° south.

There is much clay, and the fault width reaches to

-i m. in one case. This fault, .\'o. 1 in the mine, is

traceable for 3 km.

The first work was done at the |)it A. Fig. 1, on the

narrow outcrop, immediately under some high-grade large

stones found on the surface. (No valuable tioat was

found higher up the hill.) The vein at a depth of 5 m.

was 40 cm. wide, hard, glassy and almost barren, inclosed

in walls of soft, decomposed biotite schist dipping slightly

to the south.

Loss OF Veixs uy Faulting

On driving north 2 m. into the hill from the foot of

the pit, the No. 1 fault was cut and the vein lost, due

to its turning farther east, while a barren stringer

extended directly on. This stringer was followed north.

A crosscut west from the 20-ni. mark passed through

two more barren stringers, on which sufficient work was

done to prove them. Turning east from the aO-m. mark,

the Santa Ana vein was again met, carrying large lumps

and stringers of native gold in a broken area about 1 m.

wide ; turning south along this vein, it was found to

return to the bottom of pit A. All this 20 m. contained

rich specimen ore. (4oing north, the high-grade ore con-

tinued another 5 m. until fault No. 2 was encountered,

striking parallel to fault No. f, but dipping in the oppo-

site direction. Beyond this fault no payable gold was

ever found, and although considerable work was done

in all directions, no further ore was exjiosed.

The vein continued another 10 ni., however, getting

wider and finally reached a width of 1 m. It was com-

pletely lost at No. 4 fault. Beyond this major fault

the Santa Ana vein could not be found, but a brecciated

formation 10 ni. wide was cut, running east and west,

which carried much line-grained pyrite and marcasite and

assayed 100 grams of silver and 5 grams of gold per ton.

This formation did not outcrop, being ctit off by No. 4

fault before it reached the surface.

An attempt was made to lind this last mineralized

body on the lower Avorkings, but a .second major fault,

.Vo. 5, parallel to Xo. 4, was encountered, and the country

roek on its northern side was found to be a very hard

lepidolite schist, wiiich made driving slow and costly,

and to my knowledge the vein was never reached. The

Santa Aiui vein was well formed in the lower, or No. 3,

adit, but carried no gold to speak of and was coni])letely

lost at its meeting with No. I fault.

Many other veins were encountered in the crosscuts

and drives, bid none carried pay oi'e. A most iioticcable

featui'e in the rnb pocket in the vein is an almost hori-

zontal formation of ])eculiar structure which is inter-

bedded with the schist. This bed, which has an average

thickness of 2 ni., is also cut olT at the \o. 4 fault.

Its com])osition xaried greatly. At its outcrop it con-

sisted of a massive fei'romagnesian mineral having many

vugs lined with crystals of silica. This was the jMcvailing

structure, but where the S;inla .\na \ciii cut it, in tbc

rich section of the vein, it was found to take the roiin

of chertv quartz, mi.xed with much brown sand, and

the large lumps were very hard and spherical. The

larger pieces carried cubical ))yrite crystals, which on con-

centration, assayed 10 grams of gold per ton.

,\t its intersection with the rich portion of the vein,

this bed bad first rolled upward, then been faulted

downward as shown in Fig. 2, and thus had an actual

contact of 5 m. wi.th the vein. It was only where this

bed cut the Santa Ana vein, and only the Santa Ana,

and also only where it took the cherty form, that pay

ore was found, riidoiibtcdly the surface tloat had come

from the weathered portion of the vein south of the

No. I fault, which'

had been entirely

eroded, as indi-

cated liy the dot-

ted lines in the

longitudinal sec-

tion. The fact

that heavy gold

was formed at

this contact led

the engineer, who
had intimate
knowledge of the

Gympie field in

Queensland, to

hope that other

veins meeting this

bed would also

carry gold, but al-

though the ferro-

magnesian variety

of the bed was coiuinon, no more quartzo.se variety could

be found, and ajiiiarently the ferromagnesian form was

not of any value from an enriching point of view. This

peculiar isolated patch of rich gold ore in a coiuitry full

of quartz veins, possessing identical formation conditions

as that of the Santa Ana, has always puzzled me, and I

would he interested to learn if other analogous cases are

known.

As an exam])le of the kind of ore obtained from the

]iocket, one parc'cl of rock taken directly from the

vein gave 8 kg. of gold from 38 kg. of stone, and alto-

gether o\er £10,000 of gold was taken out of one pocket

containing only about 50 cubits of ore averaging £80

per ton. The gold was highly crystalline, massive and

very pure; one shi|iinent averaged 965 tine. The occur-

rence of the gold in the ipiartz .seemed an ideal illustra-

tion of the "gel" formation theory.

The schist at I'utu was soft and yet stood well, greatly

facilitating cheap development work. Most of it could

be mined with a jiiek. The average cost jier meter of a

drive 2 m. by i)0 cm. was tl, 10s. This included dynamite

and tool sharpening, hut not trainining. In the short

FIO. 2. SHOWINP. BED FAULTED
AT RICH I'OKTION OF VEIN
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lime of six iiionllis. "(») in. dl' r\|il(ii';il inn wcii'k \v:is

ilonu with a Umv that nc\x'r exa'cdcil ;>() miners iiinl

tramniors all lulcl.

W illi the idea of treating this ore and in the hope ol'

lindinn' sufficient 10-t;m. ore to supply 10 tons per day,

a Treniain steam stamp outtit, with a 7-l't.x3-rt. (i-in.

apron i)late and Overstrom taijle was installed. Tlie

stamp crushed about 250 tons of hard quartz ore a( the

rate of 13 tons per 24 hr. It worked well and smnnlhlv

and, in a country where fuel is cheap, is a really valuable

plant for prospectors and develoi)ii)g mines. This plant,

including all charges, cost €800 erected and ready to run.

It was ordered by cable on Aug. 29, and was running

on Dec. 38 of the same year, which is rapid work for

Chile. There is only one trouble to be found by the

novice in running these steam stamps, and that is due

to the packing blowing out in the valve. This could

be overcome by increasing the width of metal between

the different steam passages, thus giving a wider seat to

the packing.

The Putu company stopped operations in April, 1913,

having had a life of IS months. It is still an after-

dinner topic in mining circles in Chile, and the richness

increases every time the story is told.

;*

British Attitude on Taxation of Mines

Washington- Corresponuexce

It is a matter of common knowledge to mininii- men
lliat London is the home of many mining enterprises

whose operations cover many continents. It is also a

well-known fact that taxation of mining property, if car-

ried to the extreme, will prove fatal, and perhaps more

swiftly than to any other industry. With these facts be-

fore us there may be some significance as well as interest

for American mining men in the cogent remarks of a

P>ritish metallurgical authority at the time the British

government considered increased taxation of all mining

interests situated within lier domains. He said:

The City of London has been for years par excellence

the financial center of the mining world. From no other

renter has there been such an amount of speculative

money available. In no other center has so much capital

at all times been available; in no other center has there

been so much information ready to hand or so many
facilities to assist speculative entor]irises. Look at the

London Stock Exchange. Consider the list of mining

companies in London and the vast number of persons

throughout Great Britain who hold shares in mining-

ventures throughout the world. Of the world's gold 70%
came from or was owned in the British Fhnpire, probably

(;0% of the lead, 30% of the zinc, 30%, of the copper and

80% of the tin. The diamond mines, of course, are a

British monopoly. I believe I have counted about 2500

T5ritish mining companies which were actually producing

metal on a ct)nsiderable scale in practically all the metal-

liferous regions of the world.

Now comes the war and the war taxation. A mine is not

a farm or a factory. If you tax its income you arc also

taxing its capital. A mine witli ten years to I'un Mdiicb

is only paying 10% is paying no interest :\\ all to the

man who buys its shares at jiar. The liiinleii, tlierefcn-c.

of 4's income tax works intolerahle liarilslii|) ii|ioii the

milling eoMipaiiy. The lilV of e\eiy muie is liiiiiled. and

e\crv di\i(leiid is (liei'elorc n part ii'tiii'li of capital, ('on

seipiciidy III this industry alone is the return of capital

sulijec-t lo iiironie tax. (ireat numbers of mining com-

panies whose heail ollices are in London are really owned
in the colonics and abroad. The convenience of a bead

ollic(i in London, with a board of directors and a stall

of clerks, was very great, and, a 5% income tax would in

most eases be endured. These head ollices are very ])rolit-

able to London; they disburse from £1000 to €5000 per

annum each in management expenses to British citizens.

But the new burdens—unless speedy steps are taken lo

relieve the foreigner and to meet the special ease of mines

whose profits, as I have shown, are in quite a distinct

category—these new burdens will cause such a flight of

mining companies from London as the government , I

am sure, has never dreamed of. Neither the colonial nor

the foreign enterprises will hesitate to transfer their head

offices to countries where they will escape confiscatory

taxation.

I know of very important enterprises in foreign coun-

tries which are certain to be sold or, if not, to be trans-

ferred from London to the United States, or to Holland,

or to India, or to Australia, unless, as I have said, very

speedy action is taken to remedy the evil from which

they are determined to escape. Prohibitive legislation is

impossible, for capital will run like water from countries

where it is harshly treated. The city may only begin

to appreciate the loss when it is too late.

Military Mapping by the United

States Geological Survey

As a result of cooperation between the United States

Geological Survey and the War Department through the

Topogra])hic Branch of the Survey, which has had to meet

special requirements of the Army, a Division of Militan'

Surveys has been created. Glenn S. Smith, who is cred-

ited with much that has already been accomplished in this

special work, is in charge as topographic engineer.

The special order issued by the Department concern-

ing this adds: "In whatever degree the topographic sur-

\ey of any area is intended to meet the needs of the War
Department, the field and office work will be administered

directly by the chief of the division under which that area

comes geographically, but the supervision of the technical

work in so far as it is planned to meet military require-

ments will be under the chief of the Division of Military

Surveys. It is believed that this division of responsibility

is definite enough to continue the present plan of efficient

administration and also to provide for the specialization

necessary in much of the mapping planned and indeed

already in ]irogress. The special map data desired by

the War De])artment will thus be collected under one plan

and by the same methods for certain areas, wiiether on

the Atlantic or Pacific coa.st, but without affecting the

general administration of the work within any division."

Few Do|ta!4lt.>t <>f HiRii-Grade Aiiiari>liou.s Graiiliite have

been discovered. Chosen and Mexico are perhaps the only two
countries that produce it in appreciable quantities. The
Mexican deposit is owned and operated by the United States

("raphite Co., of Saginaw, Mich. The oi-e is conveyed from the

mine 20 ml. to the railroad by mule teams and shipped from

Torres, in the State of Sonora, about 150 mi. from the border.

There are other deposits in the country but, accordintj to VV. L.

Whitney, of Ihe Ciiiled States Graphite Co.. none is of suHi-

eu ntl.\ (4e(Hl quality to justify operation.
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Lubrication of Rock Drills

By Charles C. Phelps*

Rock drills are generally regarded as the most "rough

and ready" tools in use- They can withstand almost

any abuse. As a consequence many drill runners believe

that any oil is good enough for lubricating a drill.

While it is true that drills will run with almost any

kind of oil, it is beyond (juestion that the best results

and the least repair costs are obtained only by employ-

ing lubricants especially suited to the service. For

steam-operated drills a good quality heavy-body steam

cylinder oil is generally found to be most suitable. For

air-operated drills, the usual advice is to employ a light

or medium-body oil of good quality; however, recent

experiments have shown that liquid grease is much better

suited for air-operated drills under many conditions of

service. This lubricant has been used successfully with

both hammer and juston drills, mounted and unmounted

types. Liquid grease is particularly valuable for water

FIG. 1. HANDLE OP A STOPING DRILL USED AS AN
OIL RESERVOIR

machines, like the Leyner-IngersoU, water jackhamer and

water stopehamer, for the reason that it is not washed

out by the water as readily as oil is.

Liquid grease is a substance that has the appearance

of oil and flow-s similarly, but otherwise has the charac-

teristics and properties of grease. It may be handled in

an ordinary oil can and will flow freely through the

automatic lubricators on drills. It is made by several

of the oil companies. It would be impractical to list

here all the various brands which are suitable for air-

operated drills, but Texaco transmission grease No. 2,

Polarine liquid grease, Keystone liquid grease No. 5

and Xo. 6 have been found to give satisfactory results.

The method of feeding is fully as important as the

kind of lubricant used. Insufficient lubrication results

in slower drilling speed, power wasted in friction, and

a more rapid wearing out of parts with consequent

higher repair expense. Lubricating too liberally simply

increases the oil bill without making any appreciable gain

in the operation of the drill. Too often, the matter of

lubrication is left to the discretion of the drill runner,

who either feeds the oil too liberally or forgets to

replenish the supply until the drill runs dry and, by

its poor performance, reminds him that it is time to

relubricate. One of the best ways to determine whether

a hammer drill is getting sufficient lubricant is to notice,

when changing steels, whether the shank has oil on it.

An operator soon learns to tell when a drill needs

lubricant by the dry appearance of the steel shank.

The more modern drills are provided with means for

automatic lubrication—features of the greatest practical

value. Sometimes the oiling device is an integral part

of the drill, and sometimes it is a separate part.

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement for oiling employed

with a typical stoping drill. The oil well is in the

•Ingersoll-Rand Co.. 11 Broadway. New York.

baiKJlc used for mtalnig the stoper. The hollow handle

A fits in a taper hole in the valve chest. In the handle

is a porous plug (', beyond which is the oil chamber.

Before starting the machine, oil plug B is removed and

the chamber in the handle filled with liquid grease. As
the machine runs, the ]ndsatioiis of the air in the supply

chamber of the chest draw the oil through the porous

plug into the machine. Means are provided to exhaust

any pressure in the handle after the air is shut off

without drawing the oil out of the chamber. The jjorous

plug serves the double purpose of regulating the flow

of oil and straining out any dirt or grit it may contain.

A somewhat similar arrangement is used with jack-

hamers, but in these drills the oil chamber is placed in

the side of the cylinder.

If a drill does not embody an oiling device as an

integral part of its construction, it can be fitted easily

with a special oiler, of which there are .several types

on the market. In fact, many modern drills are designed

to be used with oilers of the external type.

Fig. 2 shows a satisfactory tx-pe of external oiler

which embodies an oil reservoir of about a half-pint

capacity. It is made of malleable iron with a taper

])lug valve, and is intended for use with either air- or

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4

EXTERNAL OILERS AND LUBRICATING CARTRIDGE

steam-operated piston drills. The reservoir is closed with

a screw plug- The taper plug has two cups on opposite

sides, each holding about a teaspoonful of oil. One cup

is always in communication with the reservoir and filled.

A half-turn of the handle empties this cup into the

supply passage to the drill, and the oil is carried as a

spray into the machine. The other cup is filled ready

for another turn of the handle. The reservoir holds

enough oil for a half-shift's run, and the handle should

be thrown about every 5 to 10 ft. of drilling. The right

amount of oil is admitted each time, with no loss of

oil or pressure.

Another type of oiler. Fig. 3. is designed to take the

responsibility for proper drill lubrication out of the

hands of the runner and place it entirely in those of

the foreman. It operates by the pulsations of air in

the supply pipe near the drill, due to the alternating

reversals of the drill piston, and from the nature o!'

its operation has been aptly named the "Ileart Beat'"

oiler. It consists of an oiler body containing a plug

carrying a cartridge of wire gauze and au absorbent
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material ( l''iiX. 1). 'I'lii' lnuly is screwed into a too, to

the hraiuh of wliicli the drill is coiiiieeled, llie oilei'

i-oiiiiiig aliovo tilt' tee and the throttle.

The cartridges are earned in hoxes. 'I'hree cartridges

wili sutliec for one shift. 'I'he drill runner going on

ijiirt gets tliree cartridges from the foreman, and

coming oir sliift, lie retni-ns three di'v cartridges, wliich

are dropped in a tub of oil and recharged. There is

no way of drying the cui'tri<lges except hy using them

ill the drill, and the return of dry cartridges is ])roof

the drill has been properly (jiled. The oil is not

wasted—blown out willunit doing useful work—but is

fed slowly and used to best adx'antage.

The "Heart Beat" oiler not only enforces proper

lubrication of the drill, thus reducing its wear and in-

creasing its capacity, but also economizes lubricant- This

type of oiler is intended only for use with air-operated

piston drills.

Sometimes drill runners introduce oil through the

hose, pouring it in before connecting the drill line to

the pressure main, thereby saving themselves the trouble

of unscrewing the oil ]ilugs of the drill. This ]u-actice

cannot be con<leniiie(l too emphatically, for the oil

of air pressure. However, tests at various |)ressures have

shown that no reduction in air consumption or loss of

power occurs through its use. if the work done by the

machine falls oil', it is an iiidicat icjii that the sti'ainer

is clogged with dirt and needs cleaning. It will be

noticed that the air inlet is enlarged at the strainer,

])erniitting an unrestricted flow of air.

Fig. () shows another type of strainer, which is |)rin-

ci])ally intended for use on slope drills. The straining

medium consists of a piei-e of perforated metal rolled

into the form of a tub(>- The connection of which this

type of strainer is a ]iart should always remain attached

to the valve chest when the machine is disconnected from

the ]n-essiire line to jjrevent dust from entering the tool

M-bile lying idle. Dirt collects on the inside of the strain-

ing tube and may be easily removed from time to lime

l)y taking the device oif the drill and blowing air through

it from the end opposite that into which air ordinarily

enters. Fig. 7 shows a .sectional view of an angle filter,

which forms a ]iart of the standard ecpiipment of certain

water drills.

The straining medium in the filter illusti'ated in

Fig. "i consists of a tube of l>rass wire cloth thruuLfh

Fig. G

THREE TYPES OF OIL STRAINERS IN USE WITH W.A.TER DRILLS

Fig. 7

rapidly destroys the ruliber liidiig u,se(l in ordinary ho.se,

and furthermore, it carries into the drill any particles

of dirt that may have lodged in the hose.

The remaining important point to be considered in

connection with lubrication pertains to grit, dirt and

other foreign matter. It is scarcely necessary to men-

tion that the working parts of the drill should lie

cleaned frequently, preferably with kerosene, and kept

well oiled or greased while standing idle.

Dirt must be prevented from entering the drill either

with the lubricant or with the compressed air. The

former point is taken care of by using a good quality

of liquid grease only or oil free from impurities and

keeping the supply in a closed vessel. A little grit will

do a lot of damage in cutting out cylinders, valves and

rotation parts. Small })articles of grit and dust pass

through the hose, and these must be removed before

entering the drill, usually, by an air strainer or filter of

some type placed as close to the drill inlet as jirac-

ticable.

Fig. 5 shows the details of a strainer placed within

a stoping drill. This strainer consists of a eup-shaped

disk of perforated metal bt'ld in jiosition back of the

throttle valve by a coiled s]n-ing. It has been objected

bv some that a strainer such as this will result in loss

which the air must pass to enter the machine. The
area through this tube is greatly in e.Keess of the area

of the inlet and outlet passages, which insures a free

flow of air.

Swedish Iron and Steel Output
Official returns of the Swedish iron and steel industry,

according to Iron Age, Feb. 23, 1917, give the pig-iron

output in 1915 at 760,701 metric tons,' of which 35,075

tons was made in electric furnaces. Of the total, 419,(18(1

tons was openhearth iron, 161,8:55 tons forge iron, 121,-

476 tons bessemev iron and 45,931 tons foundry iron.

Furnaces in blast were 120, with an average output of

21.4 tons per day. Charcoal was almost e.xclusively the

fuel, 674,360 tons having been used.

The output of wrought-iron blooms was 119,629 tons:

be.semer-steel ingots, 91,070 tons; openhearth steel, 503,-

766 tons; cnicible steel, 3395 tons; electric steel, 2187

tons, and blister steel, 148 tons. The forged iron and

steel production was 42,403 tons and the rolled iron and

steel 830,167 tons.

Ore output includecl 7 607 tons of manganese ore, 55.-

937 tons of zinc ore, 16 12 tons of nicked ore and 76,.'i2 t

tons of pyrites.
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Sodium-Sulphide Precipitation

at Nipissing*

Before the war alumiiuini dust co.st 33.82c. per lb.

and caustic soad 2.11c. per lb. delivered at the Nipissing

mine. This was used in tlie precipitation process de-

scribed by E. M. Hamilton in the Journal of May 10,

1913. In ]\Iay, 1916, the lowest ])rice at which aluminum

dust could be bought was 90c. per lb. and caustic soda had

risen to 5.77c. per lb. At these prices the increased cost

for chemicals used at this mill would have amounted to

about $33,000 per year. This condition compelled the im-

mediate adoption of a substitute. Sodiimi sulphide ap-

peared to present the most promising solution of the dif-

ficulty, and experiments were carried out and were so

successful that in June, 1916, the process was adopted.

Two objections are apparent in the use of sodium sul-

phide for precipitation—the first, that complete precipi-

tation could not be obtained without \ising an accessory

reagent ; and the second, the difficulty of producing silver

sulphide instead of metallic silver. In regard to the first

point it was found that the solution could be precipitated

to 0.2 oz. silver without an excess of sodium sulphide in

the barren solution. The second objection was met by

converting the silver sulphide to bullion by using the

same principle employed in the desulphurization of the

raw ore before it is sent to the cyanide treatment. This

principle is that the various sulphides and combinations

of silver are decomposed by contact with metallic alum-

inum in a caustic-soda solution. This is an important

feature of the process, since it gives fine bullion as a prod-

uct at small cost.

Previous Sulphide-Precipitatiok Methods

In the former days of the sodium-hyposulphite process,

before silver ores were treated by cyanide, the treatment

and marketing of the sidphides produced was the prin-

cipal obstacle. Various methods were devised for the

treatment of this product at the plant, but they were

costly and unsatisfactory. The best of them, however,

was the Dewey-Walter process, in use at the ^larsac mill.

Park City, Utah. The reactions involved in this process

are as follows

:

2NaCv. -f Na.S = Ag,S + 4 NaCy
2A1 + .5NaOH + SAg^S = Na.,Al.,04 + 6Ag +

3NaHS + H,0.

2A1 + 8NaOH + 3Ag,S = Na,AUO, + SNa^S +
6Ag -f 4H„d

The commercial sodium sulphide used is supposed to

be NajS + 9H,0, which would be equivalent to 32.5%

Na^.S. A concentrated form of sodium sulphide can be

had, which promises to work up cheaper than the ordinary

brass.

By the use of the equation it is found that it would

require 0.076 lb. avoirdupois of commercial sodium sul-

]>bide to ))rccipit<ate ont troy ounce of silver. In practice

the amount required is 0.12 lb. In the desulphurizing

operation one troy ounce of silver requires 0.021 lb. of

NaOH. This would be 0.028 lb. of commercial caustic

soda carrying 76% NaOII. if an excess of caustic is

present in tlic operation, the reaction in the third equa-

tion may Uikc place, in wliicli case 0.034 lb. of NaOH

•Excerpts from an article by K. li. Watson, in the "BuUe-
tin" of the Canadian Tn.stitute of Mining Engineers, NoveniDer,
1916.

is used for each ounce of silver desulphurized. To pre-

vent this taking place, the amount of silver present iu

the charge to be desulphurized is estimated as closely as

possible and 0.03 lb. of commercial caustic soda is added

for each ounce of silver contained. The theoretical

amount of aluminum necessary to desulphurize one ounce

of silver is 0.0057 lb. avoirdupois, the amount actually

used in practice being 0.006 lb.

Pkactic.xl Details of the Pkocess

The procedure is carried out by dissolving the sodium

sulphide in an iron liarrel into which is flowing constantly

a small stream of barren solution from the filter press.

The barrel is divided by a vertical partition reaching

nearly to the bottom. There is an excess of sodium sul-

phide in the barrel, and the overflow pipe of the opposite

side of the partition from the inflow carries the precipi-

tant to a tank, where it is agitated with pregnant solution,

which is then pumped to the Jferrill filter press. The
amount of sodium sulphide added is regulated by a boy,

who constantly tests the inflowing barren solution with

pregnant solution and with sodium sulphides to deter-

mine whether there is an excess of sodium sulphide or un-

precipitated silver present in the discharge from the

press. The amount of barren solution coming into the

barrel, and consequently the overflow of sodium sul-

phide, is regulated by a valve on the intake pipe in front

of the operator. This operation could be carried out more
precisely, perhaps, by precijutating a tankful at a time.

but in our case the tank capacity was not available. The
solution from the filter press is aerated thoroughly in tlie

barren-solution tank by air lift and a large circulating

pump, the object being to oxidize any sodium sulphide

should there happen to be a slight excess in the precipi-

tated solution. The shiftman always tests the solution

for soluble sulphide before running it to the treatment

tank, and no bad effect has been noticed from this cause.

Aeration is used in preference to lead salt, as lead has a

bad effect on extraction. A tankful of sulphide pre-

cipitates contains 35,000 oz. of silver. This is drawn into

a tank, and the proper amount of caustic soda is added.

0.03 lb. for each ounce of silver. The dilution is four

parts of solution to one of sulphide, and the strength of

the solution in NaOH is about 8%. The pulp in this

tank is kept mixed by the usual mechanical stirring de-

vice. Over the tank is mounted a small tul)e mill, which

makes 10 r.p.m. The charge of aluminum ingots weighs

300 lb. and fills the tube mill half fidl. Below the tank

is a centrifugal pump which circulates the pulp from the

tank through the tube mill for ten or twelve hours. AVlien

desulphurization is about complete, the precipitate rubbed

on a piece of paper by a spatula gives a silvery color and a

metallic luster. It is then pumped to another press,

where it is wa.shed for two hours; the resulting product.

then mixed with a small amount of water, is charged

without drying, to the reverberatory refining furnace, and

melted down to bullion, which comes out about 996 fine.

The slag is saved and put through a small blast furnace.

The grade of the precipitate depends largely on how
well the pregnant solution has been clarified before pre-

cipitation, but under ordinary conditions it assays about

23,500 oz. before and 26,500 oz. after desulphurization.

The final product carries from i/^% to 1% sulphur. Gold

is not precipitated in an alkaline cyanide solution, and

copper docs not come down if there is sufiicient free

cvanide in the sohition.
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Cousiilcring' the present war price of aluminnm dust,

the continued use of tliis reagent for ])recipitation is out

of tlie question. It would appear, liowever, tliat even

wlien prices of all cliemicals used return to normal, so-

dium-sulphide precipitation will he cheaper than the

method formerly employed.

ANALYSIS OF PRECIPIT.VTE
Before After

Desulphurizing, Desulplmrizing,

/p 'f

Ag 81 21 91 72
S 12 09 58

Soluble in water 2 02 52

Insoluble in acid 2.63 3 03

FeO 0.45 57

CaO 0.44 49
Al,0, 1.32 1 55

MgO 14 16

Hg 10 Oil

100 41 98 73

The precipitate contained no Au, Pb, Cu, Bi, Co, Ni, Sb, As or Zn.

In the followintf comparison pre-war prices are given;

the quantity of aluminum dust used per ounce silver is

the average for 1915.

COST OF SULPHIDE COMPARED WITH .\LUMINUM PRECIPITATION
.\luniinum-Dust Method

Cents per
Oz. Silver

0262 1b. aluminum dust ^- 33.82c 8861
0.051b. caustic soda (A 2 lie 1055

Labor, power, and workshops 1710

1.16261

Sodium-Sulphide Method
0.12 lb. commercial sodium sulphide (ai 1.89c 2268
006 lb. aluminum ingots (at 19.25c 0. 1 155

0.03 lb. caustic soda ^. 2.11c 0633
Labor, power and workshops 0, 3020

0.7076
Difference in favor of Na, S method 0. 4550
Saving per year— 2,000.000 oz. ft 0.455c $9,100

It has been shown in Hamilton's article that a large

part of the saving in the use of aluminum over zinc dust

is in the regeneration of cyanide. By comparing the first

equation with Hamilton's equation, given here, it will

be seen that the regeneration is the same when sodium sul-

phide is used.

2NaAgCv.. + 4NaOH + 2A1 = 4NaCy + 3Ag "+

Na.ALO^ 4- 4H.

The process as described is limited in its application to

silver ores, as gold sulphide is not precipitated. It is

possible, however, that the procedure given could be used

to precipitate the silver, followed by the precipitation of

the gold in the solution by aluminum.

Liability for Demurrage Charges
By a. L, H. Street*

A mining company asks citation to judicial rulings

relative to the payment of demurrage on cars which, al-

though shipped at intervals, have been bunched by the

railroads en route and, arriving together, prevent the

consignee from unloading them all before demurrage ac-

crues.

According to a Federal court ruling, it is a valid de-

fen.se to a carrier's claim for demurrage charges that the

carrier delivered cars to the consignee in such large num-
bers and so unreasonably concentrated them as to prevent

the latter from handling them promptly, choking and
overwhelming the delivery tracks, with knowledge of the

impossibility of prompt unloading. Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad Co. vs. Empire State Chemical Co., T8fl

Federal Reporter, 174.)

And it was declared by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in a conference rulinir that ta rill's ousht to con-

•Attorncy at law, 829 Security building, Minneapolis, Minn,

tain a rule providing that when, by fault of the carrier.

cars are bunched in excess of the shipper's or consignee's

ability to handle them within the free time, demurrage

will not accrue, but that in the absence of such a rule the

commission can determine the rea.sonablcness of such

]»ractice only upon complaint filed.

The commission has decided the following additional

points, as shown by opinions reported in the cited pages

of that body's reports:

A tarill' rule may validly provide that demurrage shall

not accrue so far as the delay is caused by the carrier

liunching cars and delivering them in excess of the con-

signee's unloading facilities (15 I. C. C. 160, 164). Un-
reasonable delays in transportation should not cau.se de-

murrage to accrue (18 I. C. C. 38, 46). But where the

cars are held off private delivery tracks because of the

consignee having more business than facilities to handle

it, there cannot be said to be such "hunching in transit"

as avoids demurrage charges (22 I. C. C. 358). If the

consignee has reasonably adequate unloading facilities,

demurrage charges may be found to have been unreason-

ably imposed, where he complained against the setting in

of too many cars at one time (15 I. C. C. 160).

But to justify an exemption from established demur-

rage charges, there must be some showing of active fault

on the part of the carriers, producing the congestion ;

mere proof as to delivery of cars in excess of daily ship-

ments is in,sufficient to entitle a consignee to exemption.

The courts exact clear proof of fault of the carrier in such

cases, since the exemption might othenvise be made the

means of giving unjust favors to particular shippers (24

I. C. C. 27, 32; 21 I. C. C. 197, 198).

Higher Tax on Mexican Oil

Decided increases in the export duties on crude oil and

its products are provided for in a decree outlined by the

Mexican Department of Foment© and now awaiting the

signature of General Carranza, according to the New
York Sun, Feb. 26, 1917.

According to the decree the tax will be graduated ac-

cording to the specific gravity of the oil. Oil of a higher

gravity than 0.94 will be taxed 80 centavos per ton, and

lighter oil will pay 10 centavos per ton additional for each

degree less than 0.94. A tax of 5% on the commercial

value will be placed on refined products, which now pay

no export tax.

The present tax of 60 centavos per ton on crude oil for

Mexican consumption is abrogated. A tax of 120 centavos

is placed on all oil wasted at new wells or not utilized

from flowing wells. The proposed decree is intended to

become effective July 1. The present export tax is 60

centavos a ton without regard to gravity.

It is believed the tax will increase the government's

revenues largely, but oil men say it will make it difficult

for Mexican producers to compete with foreign companies

on kerosene, gasoline and other derivatives.

'0.

The One-Man Drill and the Carr Bit have doubled the out-

put of the Lake Superior miner of a few years ago, according
to "Mineral Resources of Michigan," published by the state.

A close study of the breaking of ore underground and the

introduction of lighter and more efficient drilling machines
have resulted during the last five years in a saving of over

$2,000,000 to the mining companies and at the same time the

woiklngmen have benefited by over $1,000,000,
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Edward Dyer Peters
I'l-nf. E(hv;ird Dyer Peters, ;i inenihcr (if the I'iU-ultics

(if llarvMi'd I'liivorsity iiiid the Massacliusctts Institute

(if Tei'hiMihi.i;\ anil a wcll-knciwii niclallui'uical cxjiei'i.

(lied in Dorchester, Mass., Fel). \'i, at the age of (m. Pro-

fessor Peters was a native of Dorchester, anil that ])laee,

which hecanic a |i:irf of the City oT IJosloii, was iiis

home thruuKiiout iiis life. He was horn in Dorchester.

June 1, 1849.

Dr. Peters, as he was called eoninionly. earned ins

hifrh rank in the large army of mininjj and metallurgical

engineers, not only by his servu-es in the lichl of ])ractice,

but also bv his eminent coiitrilnitions to the literature

of bis profession. t)nc reason for his success, apart

from his inherent talents,

was the breadth of his edu-

cation, which covered not

only the sciences and arts of

the profession by which he

became best known, but also

those of medicine and surg-

ery. ' After completing his

preliminary studies in this

country, fitting to enter col-

lege, he made tip his mind

that a scientifie education

would be more suited to hitn

and went to Germany, where

he entered the Berijaka-

ilemie at Freiberg, Saxony.

ITe studied for four years at

Freiberg, paying special at-

tention to metallurgy and.

besides the regular course,

spent all his summers in

practical work in the mines,

concentrating mills and

smelting works. On com-

pleting his cotirse at the

Hrninkaikinic in 1869, he

successfully ])assed the ex-

aminations in metallurgy,

assaying, chemistry and

mineralogy, olitaining in

every case the highest or

next to the highest mark.

During the latter ])art of
_ kd\v.\rd uy

iiis residence at Freil)erg he

served as president of the American colony tiiere, which

was at that time a flourishing organization numbering

about \'i miMnbers.

Returning to the United States in 18(1!), Dr. Peters

went at once to Colorado, whei-e he immediately founil

employment in the practice of his ])roressioii. lie re-

mained in Colorado for live years, occupying \ai-ious

positions, among others that of assistant superintendent,

of the Caribou null and Territorial Assaycr, being

a]ipointed to the latter office in 18T0. During the sami?

year he huilt, the Mt. Lincoln smelting works, and

remained the superintendent of that plant for al)out three

years, or until the Moose mine, which siqijilied it, was

]iractically worked out. .Ml his work in Colorado was

marked bv that clo.so observation of details and ajipliea-

tion of true prinii|)les lo reasonable |)raclice wiiicli

characterized his snhse<pient career.

Dr. Peters was called Ivist by family affairs in 1875,

and while continuing to act as a consulting mining

engineer, spent the next three years in the study of

medicine at the Harvard Medical School, graduating

first in a class of 160 and being the only one whose

thesis was mentioned on the commencement program,

lie actually practiced medicine for a short season, but

finding that the ties which connected him. with the pro-

fession of metallurgy were becoming stronger and

stronger, he finally gave up all idea of following liis

other jirofcssion and then became i)usily engaged in

hinlding and managing

smelting works. Between

1880 aiid 1890, Dr. Peters

originated or was associated

with several of the largest

copijer-smelting establish-

m.ents in the United States.

He was for some time met-

allurgical manager for the

Orford Nickel aiul Smelting

Co., which was the name of

the company then operating

the celebrated ])lant at Con-

stable Hook. He erecte<l

the first successful concen-

trating and smelting works

of the Parrott Silver and

Copper Co., at Butte. ^lont.

He planneil the refining

plant of the Calumet &
Hecla company and design-

ed and started tlie very elli-

cicnt works of the Canadian

Co])per Co. at Sudbury.

Out., for the jtroduction of

]uckel-co])per matte. Dr.

Peters' ability as a designer

and safe guide became so

well established that several

works in Europe owed their

construction to him, and he

was almost always, as a

i;iatter of course, consulted

by the jiromoters of new

copper-smelting enterprises on this side of the Atlantic.

Even as earlv as 1S!)0. however, his fame bad become

worbl-wide. and in the early 9()'s he filled a highly im-

portant engagement in Australia.

During the 9()'s Dr. Peters was occupied wilh numer-

ous engagements as consulting metallurgical engineer,

hut ha\ing already acipiired financial independence

through llie practice of bis pi-ofessioii. lu' retired gradu-

ally from active work in the field and devoted himself

nuire and more to study and technical literature. About

1900 he hecame lecturer on metallurgy in Harvard Uni-

\ersity, and linding that work conu;enial, he was olTered

and acce|)ted the chair of metallurgy in the university in

1!)0I. He continued to till that chair uj) to the time

of his death, appeariii'.;- alscj oi! the list of the faculty

ER IMOTEl^S
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111' tlie M;lss;K-luis(.'tls liistiluU' tif 'l\Tliiiulu;j;y al'ler tla-

iilliiuice of that institulioii with Ilarxard a few years ago.

Dr. Fetors' reputation rests not only on the success of

tlie estahlislinients he lias engineered, but especially on the

nniqvie character of his first and most famous book. He
began to write on technical subjects at an early date.

Thus, in 1873 his name is found in tlie Transactions of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers on a pa])er

dealing witii tlu' Mount Eincoln smelting works, his first

professional undertaking. About 1882-83 he made con-

tributions on the metallurgy of copper to "Jlineral Re-

sources of the United States." A little later ho con-

tributed a series of papers to the Engineering and Mining

Journal, which in 1887 were published in book form
under the title of "American Methods of Copper Smelt-

ing." The first reference to this book is to be found in the

Journal of Oct. 29, 1887, as follows:

Congratulatory letters upon the excellence and value of

Dr. E. D. Peters' work, "American Methods of Copper Smelt-
ing,'* continue to reach us by each mail. All our coi-respond-

ents admit that it is superior to anything else on this subject
in our language, and those of our subscribers who have failed

to keep a file of the "Journal" in which it originally appeared
in serial form, are strongly recommended to secure the
volume. It has been completely revised, improved, and
biought up to date by the author.

As a rule the literature of science and art originates

from the student, not from the practical worker. Hence,

in technical books there is usually a preponderance of

experimental and theoretical matter and a deplorable

absence of the detail of construction and manipulation,

of which the workingman, when he proceeds to build

and to manufacture, stands so sorely in need. Dr.

Peters' treatise, on the other hand, was immediately

recognized as a working manual for the working copper

smelter by a fellow workman. It gives the most minute

directions to the furnace builder, specifies accurately the

ipiantities and (jualities of the material to be used in

construction and instructs the metallurgist so precisely

how to handle the apparatus he has completed that the

opprobium of ambiguity, which is so justly and generally

cast at authors of technical treatises, could never be

cast upon this notable book. However, it merely re-

flected the character of its author.

"American ifethods of Copper Smelting" immediately

became a recognized authority on the subject. The first

edition was exhausted in a few years, and the second

edition, revised, corrected and greatly expanded, was
iissued in 1891 under the title of "Modern American
.Methods of Cop]ier Smelting." Since then there have been

many editions. Published by the book department of the

Engineering and Mining Journal and later by its succes-

sor, the McGraw-Hill Book Co., we are able to say that in

the history of this business, covering a period of more than

oO years Dr. Peters' first book has been the "best seller."

Up to date the total sale has been over 20,000 copies.

The seventh edition, published in 1895, was revised again,

and the title was changed to "Modern Copper Smetling."

Dr. Peters' second great treatise, the "Princii)les of

Copper Smelting," published in 11)07, was esteemed by

liimsell' more highly than his iirst one. Without any
doubt it was a far more erudite ami nioi'c scholarly

liroduction. This was devoted to the reasons n:lii/ instead

III' to the niraii.f liow. Ft was well received, but it did not

nicot with the same degree of popuhir appreciation that

fell to his first book. J'erha])s it has not had the recog-

nition that it deserves, for surely it is one of the classics

of inelallurgii'al lilei-ature. In 1:MI was jiublished the

"Practice of Copper Smelting." This was a rewriting of

"Modern Copper Smelting," but the demand for the

latter kept up to such an extent that the publishers con-

tinued to supply it.

We have dwelt at length upon the subject of Dr.

Peters' writings, for it is by them that he is best known
and by them that his fame was established. Although
an ex))erienced metallurgist in practice and one of a wide
variety of experience, his career in the field was not

signalized by participation in great improvements in the

art. It was, however, characterized by keen perception,

clear thinking and good judgment. When, therefore,

a man of such experience and such qualities set out to

write a treatise on his special subject, he was bound to

do it in a distinct way; and tliat way opened a new era

in metallurgical literature. All subsequent writers have

tried to offer in their own subjects the same kind of a

book that Peters did in his, if there were any opportunity

for them to do so, and to Peters we may therefore trace

much of the influence and inspiration that have given us

the great, invaluable metallurgical literature of the last

25 years.

His colleague. Professor Hofnian, of Harvard and the

I\Iassachusetts Institute of Technology, has contributed

the following appreciation of Dr. Peters as a teacher:

"While the engineering career of Professor Peters has

been brilliant, his teaching has been not less successful.

lie had the gift of bringing in an agreeable manner be-

fore his students clearly and convincingly what he had to

say; the students liked him and he liked the students.

Kindliness and unselfishness are characteristics which a

student-body appreciates readily. Since the affiliation of

the Harvard Graduate School of Ai^plied Science with the

Institute, the inborn wish to help made itself manifest in

the new surroundings, so that his new colleagues quickly

learned to appreciate the lovable character of the man.
With tlie death of Professor Peters, the metallurgical

world has lost one of its American pioneers, the teaching

profession a conscientious and enthusiastic man, and the

personal associate a true friend."

•m.

Potash Producers

Producers of potash (stone-ash or crude pota.sh, black

.salts or black flux, and pearlash or white flux) ob-

tained by the old-time method of leaching wood
ashes are writing to the United States Geological

Survey, Department of the Interior, complaining of

a lack of market for their product. This seems an

anomalous situation in view of the scarcity of potash

in the United States and the need for potassium carbonate

for glass and the caustic for soap making, and in laundry

11.*e especially.

Thirty-three producers have reported to the Geological

Survey over 000 tons of these materials, valued from
7 to 70c. a pound according to degree of refinement. This

class of materials includes caustic potash, and mixtures
of caustic potash, potassium carbonate and potassium sul-

phate with organic and some kinds of inorganic matter.

The (ieological Survey will be |)leascd to act as inter-

mediary in bringing producers and buyers of these mate-
rials together. A list of such potash and pearlash pro-

ducers, particulai'ly nientioning those who i-eport a stock

of material on hami, will be sent on inquiry.
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Great Britain Prohibits Dealings in Lead

Di^Uiiiiis ill k'iul wcMV jn-oliibitcd on Feb. 2 liy the

British jjjovemnient except under license and for the exe-

cution of contracts. Tlie order of the Minister of Muni-

tions establishing this emhargo was iu the following;-

terms

:

1. No ])ersoii shall as from the date hereof until fur-

tlier notice purchase, sell or, except for the |)ur])ose of

carrying out a contract in writing existing prior to such

date for the sale or ]nirchase of lead, enter into any

transaction or negotiation in ichition to the sale nr pur-

chase of lead situated outside the United Kingdom except

under and in accordance with the terms of a license issued

under the authority of the Minister of Munitions.

2. No person shall as from the date hereof until fur-

ther notice purchase or take delivery of any lead situated

in the United Kingdom except under and in accordance

with the terms of a license issued under the authority

of the Minister of Munitions, or sell, supply or deliver any

such lead to any ])erson other than the holder of such

a license and iu accordance with the terms thereof; pro-

vided that no such license shall be required in the case of

any sale, purchase or delivery of such lead

—

a. For the purpose of a contract or order for the time

being in existence certified to be within Classes "A" or

"B" of Circular L.33 as to Control of Output issued hy

the ]\Iinister of ^lunitions on Mar. 31, 1916, where the

price paid upon such sale or purchase does not in the

case of virgin pig lead exceed £29 per ton net and in the

case of remelted lead, or old or scrap lead, exceed £26 per

ton net.

b. For the purpose of necessary rejiairs or renewals in-

volving the use of not exceeding 1 cwt. of such lead.

3. No jierson shall as from the date hereof until further

notice use any lead for the purpose of any manufacture

or work except

:

a. For the purpose of a contract or order for the time

being in existence certified to be within Classes "A" or

"B" of Circular L.33 as to Control of Output issued by

the ^Minister of Jlmiitions on Mar. 31, 1916.

b. For the purpose of necessaiy repairs or renewals in-

volving the use of not exceeding 1 cwt. of lead.

c. For the purpose of type casting from lead already in

the form of type or ]mrchased for that purpose at the

date hereof.

d. Under and iu accordance with the terms of a license

issued under the authority of the Minister of Munitions.

I. .Ml ])ersons .shall within ten days from Feb. 1, 191 T.

and within seven days from the first day of each succeed-

ing month send in to the Director of Materials

(A.M.2.|E|), Hotel Victoria, Nortliumberland Ave.,

London, S.W., monthly returns of

—

a. All lead held by them in stock or otherwise under

their control on the last day nf 1bc preceding ninnlb.

I). .Ml lead purchased or sold by them for I'uluie deliv-

ery and not yet delivered on such last day, together with

the names of the sellers to or inirchasers from them.

c. All lead delivered to them during the ]M'eceding

inontb.

d. All contracts or orders existing on the last day of

or entered into during the ju'eceding month requiring for

their execution the use of lead for any purpo.se, specify-

ing the amounts of lead required weekly for the ])urposes

of such contracts or orders and distinguishing between the

aniiiiinis rc^quircd Inr ('las.-jcs ".M" and "K" respectively

III' Circular L.33, and the amounts retiuired for otiiei-

l)ur|)()ses.

Notwithstanding the above, no return is recpiircd from

any ]ierson whose total stock of lead in band and on ordci-

for future delivery to him has not at any time during th'-

])receding month exceeded 1 cwt.

•"j. For the inirjiose of this Order the exjircssioii lead

shall mean ])ig leail, whether virgin or remelted, slice*

lead, lead l)i]ie, and old and scrap lead or any of them.

('). All aj)|)lications for licenses to ])urcliasc or use lead

shall be made to Ibe Director of Materials ( A..M.3.| E
| )

.

Hotel Victoria, Northumberland \\c., S.W'., and marked

"Lead License."

Note—Licenses to purchase and take delivery of lead

situated in the United Kingdom will usually be granted

by the Minister of .Munitions under the above Order for

necessary repairs and renewals in the ordinarA' course of

trade and will also be granted for any other jiurposes

which may be apfiroved by the Minister of .Munitions, in-

cluding manufacture for the purposes of export trade.

Every applicant for a license must state the amount of

metal required by him per month and the u.se to which it

will be put. Any person acting in contravention of or

failing to comply with the above Order will lie guilty of

an olfense under the Defence of the Eealm Regulations

and be lialjle to penalties of fine and imprisonment.

Silver Production of the World

Li the following table is given the worbl's produc-

tion of silver as collected by the Director of the ilint

and published in his annual report for the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1916, which includes also a report on the

production of precious metals in the calendar year 1915.

THE WORLD'S PRODUCTIO-\" OF .SILVER IN 1914 .\.\D 1915

Country
North ,4.merica

United Statea
Canada
Mexico

Central .\in_erie:i

South America

Europe

.Australasia

Australia
New Zealand

.'Vsia

British India
China
Chosen
East Indies. Indo-China. etc.

Jiipan

.\frica

Heliiian Congo
Rhodesia
Transvaal. Cape Colony and Natal

.

Ml other ,\friea

Total for World

1914 1915
( )z. Kine Oz. Fine

72.455.100 74.961,075
28,406.711 28.401.503
27.546.752 39.570.151
2.754.868 2.920.496

10.448.557 13,687.464

9.240.025 9.276.9!0

2,973,915 3,338.214
599.162 957.541

236.440 284,875
18,230

16.864 21,876
52.847 48.032

4.836.228 5,079,552

4,770 4,770
150,794 185.233
901.763 996,379

1,223

160,626,019 179.753,978

January Oil Production in California

.laniiaiv nil pi-ciduction in (!alirornia totaled 8,082,090

bbl.. a gain <>( 1 I."), I 19 bbl. over December. Shipments in

January amounted to 9,I8T,8S2, decreasing the stocks by

1,405,<92 bbl. The stocks on hand at Feb. 1, were 42,-

234.502 bbl. These are the figures of the Independent

Agency. The Standard Oil figures show a decline of field

stocks of only 976,000 bbl. and some other figures differ

from the .Agency report. At the end of the month 312

wells were drilling, an increase of 26 over December.
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The Baghouse of the St. Joseph

Lead Co.

'I'lic tluirmii;li drscriiiticin nf ronstrui-tioii, oporatiou

111(1 yield (if thr hniilnnisc ((illcctiii,!;' lead ruiiR'. Iiv

S. I'aul Lindau, in tliu Jourim-l ol' Feb. 17, 1!)1T, is

interesting to me, sinee I, in assoeiatioji with F. L.

liartlett, in Portland, ;\Ie., in the Sd's, and unassociated

ill the OO's, built and operated what were pcrhaiis the

lii-st Ijaghouses collecting zinc-lead fume and contending

with SO2 and SO3 gases.

Several types of bag structures were built, and nuicli

the same conclusion was reached then as now, relative

to details of construction and operation. While the

type of bag shaker designed by Mr. Saunders, said to

be eflftcient, is not made clear, I designed the lifter-cam

ly])e now used in the mechanical bag machine marketed

and installed by the engineering firm of Simon, Buhler

& Baumann, which I believe is the most eflRcient of

any so far invented, and I greatly niai'vel at the amount

of hand bag-shaking still going on in America with the

detriment to human health, wlien 20 years ago an ideal

apparatus existed. It merely illustrates the perverseness

111' engineers or the unwillingness of industry to adopt

advances.

1 note in this article that cadmium concenti'atcs itsell'

uji to the averaging figure of 1.') to 20% in the fume

and that a rcuu^dy or removal of this cadmium is sought.

1 ne\er removed cadmium in the concentrated proportion

here discussed, but in Portland continually clarified the

fume from cadmium, selenium, iiulium and lighter vola-

tile bodies by passing it at a red heat through revolving

muffle tubes.

I brought this practice to considerable ]icrtection in

a|iparatus and detail and see no reason why at ])eriods

the cadmium, as concentrated at ilerculaneum, should

not I bus be simply removed, as 1 poii'ormed it 20 to oO

yeai's agci. Tt may be desirable to mi.x in .'i% or so of

I'lial dust when practicing muffle volatilizing. The cad-

mium will be produced as a fume mixed with many other

rare metals in accordance witli the orebodies treated, etc.

or lale years another method of removing cadmium
has |)resentcd itself to my mind, which yields the metal

loi'in with very little zin(' and |iractically no lead. This

process is |)nibably capable of purifying spelter without

distilling ihe zinc, but i)cing of novel design, had best

not be publicly described.

It is intxM'csling to sec^ the ])ioneer work of 2.5 to

•'SO yeai's ago becoming the basis. of extensive o))erntions.

and as an indeprniliuil cngincec I am inlcrcslcd in fol-

lowing or assisting in all such work and am a firm believer

in the dissemination of pi-artical ideas.

.Tiiere is far too much I'csearcb woi'k bidden by selfish

interests or neglect, which costs in I'ediscovery many
time.s what il slionid ami genci-ally delays community
advance and technical elliciencv. We should be reaching

a stage of economic eHicienc\' (ji' rivilization when com-

mun (ciinmddily prailii-e slmuld be <in call at the

minimum cdst. Much of llii' woi'k I did 20 to ;iu years

ago is now repeateil on a lai'ger scale under sligbth'

niixlilied cnnditiniis. and I am ipiite rcadv to aid the

St. .lose])li Lead Co. or any ullicr indnsti'y, meeting

problems of the volatile nature, with the added advices

that m(jdern relations suggest.

Mr. Liiulau's article s])eaks of an installation of Scotch

hearths being maile, and 1 would call attention to the

discussion in tbe .laiirnal, Xov. 25 and Dec. 9, IDKi,

between Messrs. (iarlichs, Dwight and my.self.

Essex, Mass., Feb. 20, 1917. Parker C. Cho.vte.

Ill mv article on "The Baghouse of the St. Joseph

Lead Co.," )iublished in the Jounial of Feb. 17, on ])age

29-1, the last sentence in the third ]iaragrai)h should

read as follows: "The amount of lead in dust and fume

entering the baghouse is fairly con.stant while furnaces

are running at normal conditions, so a determination

of the gas entering the baghouse is 'not' always necessary

when the escaping gases are being samyiled."

Also, just below in formula (2) the word "commei'cial"

should read "numerical." S. P.vtJL Li.\])Ai:.

Hercidancum, Mo., Feb. 20, 1917.

Government Aid for Mining in

British Columbia

III tbe Jdiiniiil (if .Ian. 20 the Wa.shingt.on cdrrcspoii-

<lent ipidtes I'lcinicr r.rcwster a^; saying: "I have always

wimdercd wby. when we have large deposits of iron ore ou

Te.xada Island, with a short and cheap water-haul to the

coal measures on Vancouver Island and all the other

requisites, we ha\e yet no steel industry." I venture to

suggest the answer Ut this is very simple, and if the

Honorable Premier had studied the iron and steel ]H'ob-

lem (U' had followed the columns of the Journal, he wmild

ha\e discovered that one of the prime "requisites" for a

steel industry is a market.

Texada and A'ancouver Islands may furnish all the coal,

iron and other raw materials required, bitt it is susceptible

of ])roof by figui'es, as has been demonstrated in th(>

columns of the Jovriml, that ]iro.\imity of the consumer's

market is a sine qua nnn of a successful steel industry.

Freight rate on finished ])ro(luct to the consitming center

i~ a more important factor than freight rate on coal and

iniii t(i the furnace. When Pittsburgh became the center

of the steel jiroducing industry of the country it was alvn

tbe center of population and only when the center of

population moved west were steel jilants of importance

established at Chicago and Duluth. When the Pacific

(^oast demand for steel becomes great enough, or when
tli(> rail rates become low enough to deliver the product

in the East against competition, then and then only may
tlie hopeful Premier expect to see a successful steel in-

dustry on Texada and Vancomcr Islands.

New York, ,Ian. 20. M. It. I'loncY.
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I Photographs from the Field
j
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LOOKING NOiiTH ACliUSS I'AKT OF AJO, ARIZ.; NOW REACHED BY RAILOAD AXlJ TELEGRAPH
In the distance are the new towns of Gibson, Clarlison and Cornelia. Near the last-named town, at the right, is the

copper-leaching plant of the New Cornelia Copper Co.

DWIGHT & LLOYD SINTERING MACHINES AT ST. JOSEPH LEAD SMELTERY, HERCULANEtTM, MO.
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VALDOR GOLD DREDGE ON TRINITY RIVER. NEAR JTNCTION CITY. .CALIF.

This Union Iron Works dredge, with 7-cu.ft. buckets, started operating Nov. IS, 1916

SPHALRRITE CAVERN IN MONTREAL JUNE NEAR CENTURY. i»KLA.

In this rich mine in the Oklahoma section of the Joplin district a number of caves have latel.v been encountered; no blasting-

had been done in this opening al the time tlie photoRraph was taken
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The concentrates were ej'anidcd after roasting, and it

was found that there was no jn-eiiiature precijiitation of

gold by residual carbon from flotation oil ignited during

roasting. This point was determined by post treatment

of the cyanide residue with sodium sulphide. The strik-

ing feature of the extraction test was the comparative

ease of dissolving the gold in the middlings and tailings,

a feature which emphasizes the extent of the transference

of refactory minerals to the concentrates by flotation.

In a commercial a])plication it is advisable to assume a

.^% loss of the gold contained in these particular arsenical

concentrates by volatilization during roasting. The total

recovery, including concentration, cyaniding the concen-

trates and cyaniding the flotation tailings, amounts to,

after accounting the loss by volatization, 84.05%.

Flotation on the Rand

A paper describing some flotation experiments on a

Transvaal gold ore was published by F. Wartenweiler in

rlie Journal of the Chemical, Metallurgical and Alining

Society of South Africa, for November, 1916. The in-

vestigation had for its object the maximum recovery of

gold from an arsenopyritic gold ore developed below the

oxidized ground of the mine workings of a Barberton

mine. Cyaniding this sulphide ore after grinding to 1.50-

mesh gives a ma.xinuim e.xtraition of 45%. This low

extraction is increased from ;5 to 5% by preliminary

treatment with solution of sodium carbonate or sodium

hydrate for the dissolution of arsenical sulphide. The

recovery by amalgamation was negligible. Roasting, fol-

lowed by cyaniding, gave an extraction of 82.5 in total,

but such treatment was prohibitive on account of high

operating cost. Trials with gravity concentration and

cyaniding of the concentrate tailings were made, giving a

total extraction of 70%, figuring the gold in concentrates,

as recovered.

Flotation tests with various oils and in neutral, alkali,

and acid solutions were carried out at the Rand ilines

metallurgical laboratory with a mechanical-agitation type

machine. Tests were repeated until a sufficient amount

of concentrates and tailings were obtained for furtlier

extraction tests. A small portion of coarse sulphide not

floated was recovered by panning and added to the flota-

tion concentrates. Unless the ore was ground extremely

fine, flotation needed this supplementing by gravity con-

centration. The best results, from a commercial and

metallurgical point of view were obtained in a slightly

alkaline circuit. The ore, which had been kept sub-

merged to prevent serious oxidation, was ground in

water through 90-mesh. It was pulped in water in a ratio

of 5 to 1, with wood creosote and paraffin oil. Sufficient

lime in solution was added to bring the alkalinity to

0.005% CaO. After agitation in the machine for 15 min-

utes, withdrawing the froth concentrates with a skim-

ming tool, as it was formed, the dark persistent froth of

fine mineral floccules gradually changed to a froth of a

lighter color, and gangue composed of slaty and schistose

material was floated. The machine was stopped when

this stage was reached, and the tailings discharged. The

froth formed during the early operation of the test car-

ried clean mineral showing selective action by the oils

used and a flocculation of the fines. Flotation and skim-

ming of the froth was continiied until the froth forming

showed no sulphide. This prolonged flotation contam-

inated the concentrates, and they were therefore subse-

quently cleaned by running through the machine again.

The products from this last operation were concentrates

and middlings. This procedure is considered sound and

is established by modem practice, the middlings easily

being returned to the head of the roughing machine for

reconcentration. Counting the concentrates and mid-

dlings as total recovery, the percentage extraction by the

flotation tests amounted to 79%.

Tube-Mill Discharge Screen

By a. W. Allex*

The screen illustrated herewith was designed to meet

the requirements where lack of fall existed at the dis-

charge end of the mill. It proved superior to the usual

arrangement. The discarded pebbles and gravel are lifted

at each revolution of the mill by an additional piece of

Pulp Discharge^ Ohcharge

TUBE-MILL DISCHARGE SCREEN

screen which runs from the screen periphery to the point

of discharge; and a strip of light iron plate, curved to

fit, is bolted to this and placed so that it tends to carry the

coarse material toward the opening, where it is delivered

to the lip and is then discharged. The apparatus works

satisfactorily and needs no attention. By the use of a

water spray on the screen, the pebbles can be discharged

clean and free from adhering slime.

•Metallurgical piminicr, .'iOO Bro;ui\v;i.v, New TorK.
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Details of Practical Mining
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Aids in Estimating Concrete Costs

The Cement Tile ^laehiner)' Co., of Waterloo, Iowa,

bas issued for users of concrete, a pamphlet entitled "The

Concrete Dope Book," in which much information of in-

terest to those engaged in mining or metallurgical con-

struction can be found. The following data in regard

to concrete estimations should prove useful—keeping in

miud that a factor of 10 to 20% should usually be added

for mining or metallurgical work to allow for greater

difficulties of mine construction. The data in the pamph-

let are based on practice in cities where conditions are

better than those found during the construction period

I at mines or metallurgical works.

For plain work, such as dams, retaining walls, etc., the

lost of framing and erecting forms is estimated at between

J?7 and $8 per M. ft., b.m., while the cost of tearing down

is estimated at $2 per M. The cost of erecting and re-

movinff forms for general work is considered to be about

Ic. per sq.ft. of wall surface to be formed. In reinforced-

<oncrete building work it is estimated that forms erected

will cost about 8c. per sq.ft. of form surface. Another

rule for estimating ordinary wall work where rough lum-

ber is used, is to allow 50 to 75c. per cu.yd. of concrete.

This price includes the cost of lumber and labor for fram-

ing both sides of the wall.

A rule for estimating labor costs on concrete is to allow

one man one day for each % yd. of concrete used, or it is

estimated that two men will average 1 cu.yd. of concrete,

including the liuilding of the forms. For ordinary rein-

forced-concrete walls the labor can generally be estimated

by allowing one man one day for I14 cu.yd. of concrete.

For concrete cohimns and pilasters the labor can be esti-

mated by allowing one man one day for each cahic yard of

concrete used. A four-man crew mixing by hand will

average about 9 cu.yd. per day, provided the material is

not wheeled more than 50 ft. Mixing by hand costs ap-

proximately 5c. per cu.yd. for each turn given tlie mix-

ture. One man will mi.x, place and finish on an average

100 sq.ft. of 4-in. concrete floor in 10 hr. Material can

be shoveled at a cost of about 10c. per cu.yd. Wheeling

material an average of 50 ft. costs approximately 6c. jjer

cu.yd. Cement can be unloaded from car directly to stor-

age bins at a cost of approximately 2c. a barrel, and if

unloaded by wheelbarrows and wheeled a distance of 100

ft., the cost will ])robably be about .3c. per barrel. The
lost of loading concrete into wheelbarrows is approxi-

mately 4c. per cu.yd. It is generally estimated that a

man will mix by hand about 2V2 cu.yd. of concrete per

day. The cost of handling concrete by spouting is usually

about 70c. per cu.yd. A man will tamp thoroughly about

25 cu.yd. of material into a layer 6 in. thick in 10 hr.

For ordinary work, such as retaining walls, arches, cul-

verts, etc., the co.^t of placing steel is from i/j to l/oc. per

lb. -In reinforced-concrete building the cost of placing

<te9l is 5 to Ic. per lb. The cost of finishing walls wlicrc

forms have been used is about Ic. per sq.fi.

The cost of loading sand and gravel into cars

is approximately 20c. per cu.yd. The cost of shoveling

sand direct from car to storage bin is generally from

6 to 10c. per i-u.yd. One man will usually load from

15 to 20 cu.yd. of sand into wagons in 10 hr. The
cost of hauling sand by teams is about 26c. per mile.

A cubic yard of sand, gravel and crushed stone is a

fair load for a team. A man and team using ordinar}*

dump ore wagon will load and haul on an average

5 loads of sand a distance of V/^ mi. from pit to

storage is 9 hr. The cost of loading sand, stone or

gravel in wheelbarrows is approximately 12c. per cu.yd.

Cost of washing sand and gravel is about 20c. per

cu.yd. with work done by hand. Thei^e factors should

prove of assistance in estimating and jilanning con-

crete work.

Ventilation at Old Dominion

Every mine superintendent realizes that his men will

accomplish more when working in well-ventilated slopes.

As a matter of fact, there is no bigger money loser in

mining than poor ventilation and every company knows

it. But conditions are often such as to render good

ventilation a difficult attainment at the moment. The
Old Dominion Bulletin for December cites as an instance

the west workings of that mine at Globe, Ariz., which

stretch under a capping of water-filled dacite formation,

through which it is impracticable to sink a sliaft farther

west than the C shaft. All the fresh air, therefore has

to travel a long distance west before it can be utilized

through the stopes. The lowest levels of the mine are

necessarily hot because they are the levels through which

the warm used air is brought to be returned to surface

through the upcast A shaft.

The present equipment for ventilation in the Old

Dominion mine consists of a 100,000-cu.ft. fan at the

K shaft to ventilate the east-side workings with a return

.system to the ^-1 shaft on the 16th level east, and a

75,000-cu.ft. fan at the (' shaft to provide fresh air

for the west workings, which air is returned to the .-I

shaft on the 18th level west.

In addition there are in the mine the following

smaller booster ventilating fans : Five of SO.OOO-cu.ft.

capacity each, and ten others ranging in capacity from

1000 up to 3().000-cu.ft. output.

During the last six months a large number of air-

operated ventilation doors have been installed to improve

the air currents and also numerous liand-o])erated doors

for the same purpose.

During the first ten months cif 1916. the company
expended $17,000 to provide adequate ventilation in the

mine, entailing a cost of 16c. per ton mined. In addition

new ventilating C(|uipment. costing about $20,000 to

purchase and install, will be placed in the mine in

the first half of 1917. to improve further the system.

A new C shaft blower fan of practically double the
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and several hir^'C lioosler Fans will Innii |i:ii-t (if llie

new sysleni to ]ir()viile nuire .-lir iiinl <iiiilci- wurkiiit;'

places; also, s|i('cially (Icsiii ncd vrntilatinn raisrs «'ill

i-arrv I'itsIi air dirccl to Ilic lower l('\cls wilhoiit lii'st

having' Id pass lliioiiu'li tlu! sto))es above.

Apparatus for Mixing Soap and Alum
Waterproofing with Concrete

In reliniiiu' the slopes of liasiiis 1 and '.' of Ihc Walnut

TTill resri'Miir al (>niaha. Ncli., dcsciahcd li\ lionicr \'.

Kiionso, rnnst I'uil ion I'n^inriT. Mel ropiiiiiaii Water 1 »is-

tl'ict of the Citv of Omaha, in /Jiii/iiirrriiKj .Xr/r.-^

of Feb. 1, \'.)\], waterprooling consisting of bar soap

Overfhw wifh

A^us^ble Funnel .
'
i.^ -

... r^p^ . <:

Cab/e from Tank Dischcrrge
ioOpervhrb Plafform

Bcrfch Counfer

Diachaf-ae \ ,V '

'

iv Drum-'AU- Zti

Quick opening Val^e
/Overflow Pipe wrih Hose

*'
ix> reacii EiHierBarrel

Sieam Line x

Enbtaasf

FIG. 1. CONCRETE-MTXING PLANT WITH ATTACH.MKN'T
FOR ADDING WATERPROOFING TO MIX

and sul])hate of alumina was added to the tempering

water before it entered the gaging lank on tlie top

frame of the mixer. To obtain an aeeurate control of

the quantity of these materials applied per cubic yard

^ 0.700

r- 0.600

a=.

;0>M0^

3 0.300

PIG. 2.

2 4 6 8 10 le 14 6 7 8 9 10 11

Hopper 6oge Pounds of Soop SoWon per 300 lb. Wa+er

CHART FOR DETERMINATION OP QUANTITY OF
.SOAP WATERPROOFING SOLUTION

mixer le\'el were \\!^i'i\ for preparing tiie tempering water

and were coTinected to the suction side of a 1-in. cen-

tril'iigal ])niM]i so that eadi could be used wbih; the other

was being jirepared. This ])ump discharged into the gaging

tank on the to]) of tlie mi.ver frame, ami from it the wafer

was discharged into the drnm through a lil't valve in the

bottom. In order to control the amount of water per

batch, an overtlow, discharging into the nii.ving barrels,

was a|)plicd in the lorm of a runnel screwed to a long

threaded ni))ple. This gave a large area ol' weir for

(piick disehaige and allowed adjustment as the moisture

content of the aggregates varied.

Alter mixing, the concrete was discharged into a cali-

brated hopper: ami at frequent intervals the quantity

of concrete jM-r batch was measured, allhougli it was
found that by the methods followed in charging the ski]j

very little variation occurred. The amount of temjiering

water ])er batch was determined by a gage on the u))per

tank, and from these data the proper amount of soap

solution per measured quantity of tempering water was
obtained (piickly by u.se of the chart shown in Fig. 2.

Three men were required to operate this equipment

—

an o])erator, a firenum and a man to prepare the teni-

pei-ing water. All operating levers and valves were with-

in easy reach of the operator, and the sequence of oper-

ations was so arranged that a maximum length of time
of the nialerials in the drum was obtained in each cycle.

Water Sprays in Drifts

The reduction of dust is of the utmost importance to

the health of the workers in South African mines and has

been the subject of much attention, ilany means or de-

vices furthering the accompli.shment of this end are in

use. AVet drilling is always practiced. Piping i.s laid

into all the shafts and drifts, and a blast of s])ray, actu-

ated by compressed air, is turned on immediately after

^^^^?^
Va/ve

Tee Piece''

>^ Connected to Main WaterService
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An Ideal (>hangehouse

By I''i{i;i) M. II i:ii)E1,1!K1!(!*

Tiio consti'iu'tioii of uiuit the 111:1 iui<ri'mc'iit coiisidors an

ideal chaiigvliouse has just liwii hcauu at the DaHas

shaft of the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Co., Bis-

bee, Ariz. A great deal of study was given to this ques-

tion, and it is believed that every oondition that could

.ill'eit the miner, be it ever so unimportant, was considered.

Sanitation was considered paramount in the design.

Absolute cleanliness has to be maintained, and everything

is so constructed that it can be readily cleaned. The
floors are made of concrete sloping toward a common
drain, to permit hosing. The lockers were designed so

that they will not be a catch-all for dirt and rubbish. The

tops of the lockers slope so that nothing can be placed on

them, and they are made small, so that little can be placed

in them. Seats are provided below the lockers.

The drying of clothes has been the chief problem in the

changehouses of the camp. Without ventilation through

the ceiling, clothes would not dry, regardless of the

temperature of the room. In order to get the best venti-

thus virtually I'drcing uvery man to take a complete
shower bath. Both hot and cold water are jirovided.

ITeating the changehousc is accomjilislied by means of

Ii/2-iii- steam pipes on the outer walls. Besides serving to

heat the room, this system assists the circulation of the

air currents, which augments the drying of clothes. As
much light as possible is provided, consistent with good

design. Windows were placed wherever and as high as

possible, so that the entire room niiglit benefit. The lower

sashes of all windows can be raised and thus provide

fresh air when necessary. The mine timekeeping offices

are housed in one end of the building. They are not

usually considered part of a changehouse, although fre-

quently placed there in order to save the expense of a

separate building. The details of design of tlie change-

house are given in tlu' accompanying Fig. 1, showing the

fioor plan, and Fig. 2, the cross-section. The building

will accommodate about -100 men and 24 bosses. It covei's

a ground space of 1:50 ft. 5 in. by 30 ft., with two 20x20-

ft. shower rooms on the back. The height of wall lo

rafters is \5 ft. (i in. The foundation is of concrete am!

is allowed to pr(ij(irl up ns n D-in. wall 1 ft. f! in. almve the

Ke^e'A^-

7,

FIG. 1. FLOUR FLAX OF THF: COPPER QUEEN CHAN( iEHoU.SE

hitiiiii. tlie rafters have been scaled and ventilators have

been placed in the ridge of the roof. Th:s method gives

an almost ])erfect circulation of air, and consequently a

-(ioil I Irving of wet clothes is accomplished. All clothes

lia\(' to be hung on the ceiling rafters to get the greatest

advantage of the circulating air currents. This gets the

ilothes out iif the way and allows more space to be utilized

for other ]]uri)oses. The dirty and clean clothes of each

man are fn be separated from each other and from those

111" his neighbor by means of galvanized iron sheets. The
-bower room is e([uipped with showers only, because in

iither changchousps men washed their bodies in the wash

basins, and the man following washed his face in the same
bnsin, ignorant (if its previous use. This is considered

unsanitary, and tlierefore basins have been ]irohibifed.

•Mechanical eng:ine<-r. Copper Queon Con.solidatcfl ^Tinini;
Co.. Bislicc. Ariz.

ground, in order to keej) the floor drains within the build-

ing. A 4.\4-in. timber is bolted to this 9-in. wall as a

bottom plate, and on it the 2x0-in. studding is nailed. .A

double studding is provided at all corners and on both

sides of all openings. The outside of the studding is

covered with No. 24 corrugated galvanized iron, while

the inside is covered with lx4-in. ceiling. The roof rafters

are trussed and made of 2xfi in. timbers, surfaced on four

sides for painting. The rafters of the truss are ceiled

with 1x4 in. flooring, the dressed side down. Nailing

strips of 1x4-in. timbers jilaced on 2-ft. spreaders are

provided on this ceiling, to whirli the No. 24 corrugated

oalvanized iron is nailed. To the bottom chord of the

truss the 2x4's surfaced four sides, that carry both clothes

pulleys and the No. 18 galvanized iron sheets, are secured.

These SxI's also serve ns a stiffening to the bottom chord

of the tmsses.
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Tlic vfiililMtors Mrc ])laci'(l cvcrv 10 ft. on tlic ri(li;v iif

tlic rudf. Tlicy are J() in. in iliamctcr and arc lilted witii

dampers tliat ean be worived rnini the floor by means of

safety chains. 'JMie lloor is a 1-iii. ((Hicrete slab eo\ered

with a 1-in. coat of cement. This lloor slopes lo a com-

mon di'ain undei- one line ol' lockers, from whieli tlie

water is taken oil' by moans of an H-iii. pipe. The coii-

striK-tioii of tbe shower room is Ihe same as that of the

main cliaiif^eroom. FouHeen showers are jjrovidud in eaeli

room, with both hot and cold water. Tbe hot water is

heated in a sheet-iron cylinder with steam-beatiiif; plant.

In tbis May live .steam never gets to the baths. Venti-

lators are also provided in the roof oi' the shower room.

The water from the sliower drains to a tra]) in the eentei-

of the floor, from which it is removed through an 8-in.

pipe. The windows are of the double-sized type, eacli

consisting of twelve lights of lOxK! in. glas.s. Tbe win-

dows are spaced .5 ft. apart. Half-windows are pT'o\ ided

over all openings in the oltice end of the building.

The locker system is worthy of note. The lockers are

])laeed high up, and benches of two pieces of 2x1 2's are

provided under each line of lockers. Hitherto lockers have

always been built to take all the clothes and luggage a

man. might have. K.\perience with such lockers led to

the development of the small locker used in this change-

house. They are made small so that nothing but hats,

shcx^s and ties can be ])laced

more sanitaiv aiTani;cincMt.

in tliem, thus making a far

The ( lothes are to he taken

^-^~4Ventilarors spaced
'^' '' 10'Centers

KIG. 2. TUAN.SVKHSE .SI'X"ri(lN OF THK CHANCK HOUSE

care of by another method ; namely, that of hanging them

from the ceiling on hooks and coat hangers. TIh' hooks

are made of V2-^i''t-'|'- liars, with <ye in one end and the

other end split and Itent, up to form two hooks. The bar

is bolted to an ordinary coat-hanger and is fastf^ned to

No. 2 brass safety cliain that pas.ses ovei- a ;!-in. screw

pulley and then into the lockei-. l']ach lockei' is piovided

with two clothes-banging oidlits, one foi- clean and tbe

olliei- for dirty clotlu's. '{'he lockers ari' bnill of 1-in.

inaiei-ial, !l in. deep, I.") in. wiilc> anil with an cll'ci-live

height of 20 in. Instead of building the lockers single,

they aic made in sections of twelve lockers, placed on

l.'i-in. centeis. This gives a better method of sus|»ension

than could be (jbtained with single lockers. The usual

\entilating holes in both bottom and top are i)rovide<l.

Clothes books and two snalclu^< on which to fasten sal'elv

chains when in "np'" ]iosition are part iif tlie loc-k^ i

equipment. The lockers are supported on the same angle-

iron frame as tlie benches, thus giving a neat, clean

method of support.

Tn the ollice end of the b\ulding are the bosses' lobby

and changeroom. The lobby is provided for noonday

chats and consultations and I'm' the making (tut of reports.

The l)os.>;es" changeroom is of the same general style as

the main changeroom. The timekeeper's office is situated

near the men, ajid his window opens into the changeroom.

which allows the men to re])ort without the necessity of

going outside. A sn'iall porch is provided about ihe ofTic

end to ])roteet tbe nccu]iants from bad weather.

Swiss ("hemical Industries

In spite of the dilTiculty in im])orting s\ipplies of neces-

sary raw materials, and the additional u])set cau.^ed by

the witlidrawal of labor on mobilization, 191(5 represented

another jieriod of exceptional ])ros])erity for the chemical

industries of Switzerland, according to an account pub-

lished in the Cheinical Trade Journal. Fob. 3, IDUi. The
abnormal demands for certain <-hem-

ical ])roducts, due entirely to the

war, were met as far as possible by

e.xtension.s, more or less of a tem-

])orary nature, of the existing sources

of su])ply. Where, however, the o))-

port unity presented itself of suj)-'

plying the demands for goods hither-

to obtained almost exclusively from

Germany, more permanent develo])-

nients took ])lace, and tbe fine chem-

ical and (lyestnfT industries were the

ones more clo.sely affected in this

respect. As in 1915, the United

Kingdom took the largest share of

Switzerland's exports of these prod-

ucts, the transactions being of a re-

cipidcal nature. Xo figures as to

the extent of this trade in the past

year are as yet available, but it may
"

safely be assumed that no decline

from the value of the jirevious year

has been experienced. A .shortage

in the .supplies of soda ash and other

.soda compounds stimulated Swiss

enterprise, and a soda works erected

at Zurzach commenced operations

in th(> fall of 191 (!. The full productive capacity, how-

ever, is not expected to be attained until early in 1917.

A.nother branch of the chemical industry to experience a

jieriod of great actixity, notwithstanding the scarcity or

entire absence of certain raw materials, was the manu-
facture of ehvtrochemical jiroducts. The outputs of cal-

cium carbide and cyanamide. abrasi\c materials, caustic

soda, bleaching ])owiler, nitric acid, and aluminum, with

scai'cely an exception, won' increased, or at least fully

li'aintaini'il. in response |u Hie lica\y di-manils foi' them.

jll^ Coverednith
r corrugated

ill IronOufside
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The :\rcGraw Publishing Co., Inc., and the Hill Pub-
lishing Co., of New York, have consolidated as the

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. The new company
acquires all the properties and interests of the two con-

stituents, including the following engineering journals:

Electrical World, Electrical Merchandising, Electric

Railway Journal, Engineering Record, The Contractor,

i*

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, American Ma-
chinist, Power, Engineering Xeirs, Engineering and

,
Mining Journal, and Coal Age. Two of these papers, the

Engineering News and the Engineering Record, will be

consolidated as the Engineering News-Record, with

Charles AMiiting Baker as editor.

The ofBcers of the new coin]iany are : James H.
r\[cGraw, president; Arthur J. Baldwin, vice-president

and treasurer; E. J. Mehren, vice-president and general

manager.

The new company will be the largest engineering j)ub-

lishing house in the world.

Refinement in Chemical Analysis

Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, of the United States Bureau of

t Standards, in delivering the Chandler lecture not long

ago, took as his subject, "Our Analytical Chemistry and
its Future." His theme was the need for increased re-

finement in methods of chemical analysis. Heretofore

analytical work has been more or less slipshod. An ap-

proximation of the trath plus or minus half a per cent,

was near enough. Yet even in mining and metalhirgical

M'ork during the last 10 years there has been a growing

appreciation of the necessity of more accuracy. In buy-

• ing a carload of zinc ore for which one analyst reports

} ol% Zn and another 50%, there is no serious incon-

venience, nor even loss, in compromising on 50.5% : but

when, in buying a mine on the records of drilling, one

chemist (expert in the determination of zinc) reports 3%
. Zn in a sample and another chemist (equally expert) re-

l ports 2% in the same sample, it becomes time to pause

I
and take notice. The last was an actual occurrence.

A ease was recently brought to our attention, which re-

lated to a contract for the sale of an ore containing about

I

1% of copper. The contract provided that the full

amo\int of copper should be paid for on the condition that

it ran as much as 1%. In this case the difference between

0.000% and 1.001% may amount to several dollars per

ton of ore, and umpire determinations may be required to

settle a difference as small as 0.002% copper.

Of superior importance are requirements for the pre-

cise determination of impurities for the control of metal-

lurgical work. E. H. Hamilton, metallurgical manager of

the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada,
reported recently that in the electrolytic zinc process at

Trail it is necessary to eliminate impurities—iron, cop-

per, Tead, arsenic, cadmium, etc.—from the electrolyte to

leas than one part in 100.000. According to Brode. quoted

bv Jerome Alexander in a recent address before the New

York Section of the Society of Chemical Industry, one
gram-molecule of molybdic acid in 31,000,000 liters has
a detectable catalytic effect upon the reaction between hy-
driodic acid and hydrogen peroxide.

^\ ith some substances the escape of mere traces must
be prevented. Thus, in the manufacture of sulphonal
there is produced a mercaptan, the odor of which is de-

scribed as appalling, and so powerful that
4qo7joo~000

milligram may be recognized.

The importance of impurities in some of the great com-
mercial metals, such as steel, copper and lead, is so well

recognized that specifications are made and accepted, lim-

iting some of them to the third decimal place.

Another phase of the subject is the existence, as Dr.

Hillebrand points oiit, of rare elements, stiU chemical

curiosities, for which no use has yet been found. Yet rare

though they be, like gallium, indium and germanium, and
costly as is their extraction, the finding of a use for them
will broaden the search for their ores and reduce the cost

of production. "With use will come a demand for methods
of separation and determination, which must be accurate,

owing to the small percentages in question or the enor-

mous value of the material.

In order to meet the requirements of such refined ana-

lysis. Dr. Hillebrand gives some illustrations of minute
details that must receive attention. Thus, in the de-

termination of the electrochemical equivalent of silver,

from which the value of the ampere is derived, researches

have shown that purity of the electrolyte is of funda-

mental importance. It was foimd that the presence in the

electrolyte of the organic matter derived from filter paper

by the passage through it of the distilled water used was
sufficient to cause an appreciable effect iipon the structure

and weight of the silver deposit.

Many inquiries addressed to the participants in a series

of analyses for the establishment of a standard method
elicited the information that few knew anything definite

about the quality of the water they were using, though
examination showed it to be bad in a few instances and
on the border line in others. Still less was known as to

the quality of the reagents. One admitted that a flaky

sediment showed in the ammonia bottle, but he used only

the clear liquid above. If the sediment represented silica

from the bottle, as it may well have done, what had be-

come of the other constituents of the attacked glass, unless

they were in solution?

Dr. Hillebrand. in his work in the Bureau of Stand-

ards, has been examining analytical methods and deter-

mining reliable standards, although naturally this is a

work that can proceed but slowly. As illustrating its

nature, the following is cited

:

(1) There are several methods that are in daily use for the
determination of phosphorus in steel. Most of them depend
on the precipitation of the phosphorus as ammonium-pho.'spho-
molybdate. and many are the articles that have been written
hearing on tiie proper conditions for forming; and washing
the precipitate. The wash liquid used in the alkalimetric
method, which is probably the most widely employed of any
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of the methods, is a 1 per cent, solution ot th.- potassium

nitrate. Woik done at the Bureau of Standards recently has

shown that the solubility of the phosphorus-beating precipi-

tate in this wash soUilion, even in the absence of vanadium,

is considerably more than has been suspected. In fact, on a

high-phosphorus prO(iu<'t. if an attempt is made to wash until

the washinss are neutral, the result may be several hun-

dredth.'! of 1 per cent. low. This appears to be true whether

the phospho-molybdate is precipitated in presence or absence

of iron.

2. The so-called evciluliun iiicllm,! loi del ermininf; sulphiir

in iron and steel is one very much in vogue in industrial

laboratories because of the shorl time required for the deter-

mination. Tn it the sulphur is driven out. mainly in the form

of hydrogen sulphide, by boiling the alloy with hydrochloric

acid and collecting in a solution of a cadmium salt with a

view to determining the sulphur by titration of iodine. The

method suffers, however, from defects, some of which are

understood but others not, as is evidenced by the very dis-

cordant results that are reported by different analysts upon

the same sample. So far as can be determined, the most

discordant results are sometimes obtained by analysts who

seem to follow precisely the same procedure. I'^vidently there

is room here for some critical research.

3. Manganese is determined in iions and steels liy several

methods, of which the bismuthate affords perhaps the most

concuidant results in different hands when carried out

according to certain closely prescribed details of manipulation

and standardization of volumetric solutions. There is still

doubt, however, as to just what the conditions shoubl be fur

obtaining a correct end-point in the titiation.

4. The methods in use for the determination of tungsten

in ferro-tungsten failed completely in a particular instance

that was brought to my attention by the chemist ot a large

steel plant. Works and commercial analysts differed by sev-

eral per cent, in their reported results. A partial explanation

for the agreement was afforded by finding columbium to be

present in the alloy, an eleinent hitherto unnoticed and unsus-

pected in such material. Attempts to devise a convenient and

accurate method to meet the conditions have not been very

successful, so far as T am aware. Here, again, is room for an

interesting study.

5. In the analysis of a brass, one ot the Bureau of Stand-

ards' series of analyzed samples, somewhat discordant results

for lead were reported by different analysts. It was found

that those results which had been obtained by depositing the

lead electrolytically on the anode as peroxide involved a slight

error by reason of coprecipitation of snuiU amount.s of silica

and stannic oxide, these having been present presumably in

the colloidal form in the solution as residuals from the sepa-

rations that had preceded.

AVo liad ocfasion recently to investioatc methods for the

(leteniiination of eadiniuni in brass and inquired of a

distinguished brass-worl<s chemist wliat method in liis

ojiinion is the best. He replied that he did not kiKiw and

implied more or less suspicion of all. In fact, there is

ponsiderahle xinoertainty ivspectino this determination.

Xot long ago a mailer came up in whic-h it was con-

jectured that a miiuitc percentage of gprnianium might he

plaving a part. A distingxiished analytical chemist was

requested to make an analysis, lie replied that he did

not know how and was awai-c (if "iily two chemists (one

of them Dr. Tlillehrand, hy the way) in this country who

did know how. These are sonic of the iiiteri'sting prob-

lems tlint conrroiit the analysts of todiiy.

A One-Thousand- Foot Stack

The interesting and daring design of a lOOO-l't. stack

for a smeltery described hy N. L. Stewart in the Journal

of Feb. 10, invites coininent. The ])ur|)osp of the design

was to .determine what the cost oT such a stack would lie.

its benefits in gi\ing great dilfnsion to smeltery smoke

being of eour.se apparent. The total estiniittcd cost was

$:!)2,000, and l\lr. Stewart (concluded with the remark

that "this is such a staggering amount that it is doubtful

if the benefits from the high stack would warrant such

an e.xpenditure."

.1. I'arkc (Jhanning has called our attention to a copy

<,f the CiiUui I'rrss of Jan. 28. I!) Hi. which was sent to

him li\ M. I'',is>lcr, a well-kiinwn engineer, who at that

time had Just completed a tri]i through .Ja])an and Chosen.

The Press contained an interest iiig statement by him of

the smoke trouhh's and remedies ])laiined by the llidachi

mine, which smelts daily about 2000 tons of ore witii a

Mil|iliiir <(intciil of 25%. 'I'he sidphur smoke causes the

mining company mucli trouble on account of damages

1o agricultural and rural |iopulatioii, to whimi the mine

owners have to pay heavy penalties for the destruction,

mostly of rice. Altliough the company had a stack 511

ft. high on 1o|i of a hill IO-j!) ft. high, in order to miii-

iini/.e this nuisance and reduce the damage, it was pre-

])aring to supplant this stack with another 1000 ft. high.

The inside diameter at the top was to be ;i:i ft., and it>

estimated cost was 1,200,000 i/rti (about $(500,000).

Although unfortunately no (ithet dimensions of the

stack are given, yet structural conditions would require

other dimensi(uis to be not dissimilar, and it is very inter-

esting to note hdw clo.sely these two designs and estimates,

made on two dilferent continents, agree. The difference

111 diiimeter at the to]) is iddy .'! ft., which, of course.

would depend largely on the capacity of the smeltery,

but while the tonnage of the Salt Lake smeltery for which

the stack was designed is not given, the amount of gas to

be handletl is stated, and the tonnage thereby indicated

is not greatly ditferent from that at Hidachi. One was

1o be of bai(l-buiiieil perforateil blocks, and the other was

to be of reinforced concrete. The difference in the esti-

mated cost is not great when it is considered that the

lower estimate was inadi^ in .Japan one year ago, when the

price of materials was not nearly so high as at the pre.s-

eiit, and when it is considered further that the labor item

would be much less with Oriental labor than the high

cost in Salt Lake Valley. We are not informed as to

whether this Hidachi stack has been built, but it seems

probable that a 1000-ft. .stack for a copper smeltery will

become a reality in the not distant future.

Demurrage on Car Shipments

Owing to till' freight congestion in the East and the

disarrangement of trattic throughout the comitry, con-

signees are e-\perieiicing in an extreme degree an iiicou-

\cnieiice wdiicli is not peculiar to this freight congestion,

but is accentuated and increa.sed by it; namely, the

iiiinchiiig of cars en route so that on arrival it is impos-

sible to get them all unloaded before demurrage charges

accrue.

Thei'c is no legal provision covering this point, but

Ibeie are many rulings on the subject, as pointed out in a

short article elsewhere in tliis issue. The experience of

one mining coniimny in handling this problem satisfac-

torily to itsilf might also work elsewhere. Original ship-

ping bills wcic procured from the shipper and were pre-

sented to the lailroad agent at the point of destination,

and a period demanded for the unloading of each car such

as would have been the case had the cars arrived on the

.same sclicilule as that on which they were shipped. In

flic case in iHiiiit, although the mine was not a large

<inc. the lailniad permitted a .'SO-day account, and when

the bills were rendered at the end of that time the mana-

ger returned therewith the original shijiping hills of the

cars wbicli had been I'eccixcd. showing the shipping inter-
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Nil!: tlio railroad waybill sIiowimI the dates of arrival; and

the delays were credited to the I'onsijriice as an allowable

uiiloadiiiL;' period.

Ordinarily, the freight agent at a ])oint where a large

milling ojieration is going on is friendly to the mining

interests (otherwise they generally sui'eeed in haxing him

renioM'd). but he is part of the railroad machine and

there are matters not left to his discretion and limits be-

yond which he cannot go. and the demurrage question is

generally one. But the railroads being well aware of the

decisions cited, ai'e not inclined to be unfair or arbitrary,

at least in the face of documentary evidence, and it is

])r()l)able that the deimnrage on cars which have been

bunched in transit lan always be handled this wav.

BY THE WAY

A large sign in a t(nirist ottiee in ro])eniiageii reads:

"Safest route to America—yia the Trans-Siberian Kail-

road. Tickets for sale here." The sign is attracting

the attention of a large number of Americans in Copen-

hagen, who have been waiting for several weeks for an

opportunity to return to the United States by sea. A trip

from Denmark to New York by way of the Trans-Siberian

Ry. would cover more than 15.000 mi. The journey

would be from Copenhagen to Petrograd. across Russia

and Siberia to Vladivostock. thence by way of Japan,

across the Pacific and thence across the American con-

tinent to New York.

The executive conncil of the Association of Chambers

of Commerce of Great Britain is to consider proposals for

reform of M-eights, measures and coinage. If a general

ajiproval is given, bills to carry out the proposals will be

submitted to Parliament. A bill for the establishment of a

decimal coinage probably will receive first attention, and
the bills for the metric system of weights and measures

will not be acted on until the decimal coinage has become

familiar. The suggestion is to make the existing florin,

which is one-tenth of a pound, the unit and re]Dlace the

existing farthing, which is 1/9^ of a florin, by a cent

equal to one-hundredth of a florin.

'4;

Columbia University has offered its entire resources to

the f4o\ernment in event of war and, according to the

Arm.]/ and Nari/ Journal, Secretary of the Navy Daniels

and Engr.-in-Chief R. S. (iriffin, U.S.N.. have approved

a tentative ]>]an formulated by a committee on ]ire])aied-

ness appointed by President Butler. This plan of link-

ing up the laboi'atories, hos])itals.and professional de]iart-

ments of Columbia University with the machinery of mili-

tary and naval ])re]iaicdness is extraordinarily compre-

hensive. A field hospital to be equipped by the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, scientific mobilization of the

women of the country lor economy in tiie home bv Teach-

ers" Colk^ge, labor and iinancial ])roposa.ls by the econom-
ics department, and the building of machinery for

submarines and niotoi' boats by the engineering depart-

ment. The following amendment to the constitution of

the Columbia University Club, in Ncnv York City has

been proposed, adding the words: "In case any member
,«hall be also a iiiciiiber of the National (Jiiai'd of anv state

or territory and shall be actually engaged in active serv-

ice for the United States upon the date when a half-yearly

instilment of dues becomes jiayablc. the payment, of such

instalment of dues shall be remitted to such member."

The following, respecting the eop|)er mines of Serbia,

is from the Croatian paper /I rr(ilsl,-(i Kiuiia through the

New York Evcnnuj J'u.sl

:

The two largest of the copper mines at Majdanpek .ind Bit
are situated in the part of Serbia which is occupied Ijy the
Bulgars; the daily output of each of thesr two mines is three
truckloads of pure copper and two truckloads of material used
in thi! manufacture of explosives, which was formerly im-
ported from Spain. The Austrians are working these two
mines, but the Bulgars have a .share in them. Besides copper,
there is lead to be found in Serbia in the Baba mine.s: the
daily output is one truckload of lead and a hundred of sul-
phuret of lead. Lead is found also in Kazanja. at Crveni Bregr.
and at Rudnik, where there is copper as well.

We gather from this that the Bor mines are now i)eing

worked again and are producing three carloads ( Kuro-

pean ) of bli.ster copper per day. The "material used in

the manufacture of explosive.s, which was fonnerly im-
ported from Spain" is probably pyiites. The Baha mines
are a]>pareiitly producing one carload of pig lead and a
hundred carloads of galena ore.

February Mining Dividends

Dividends paid in Feljruary, 1917, by 25 United States

mining and metallurgical companies making public re-

ports amount to $12,812,268, as compared with -$7,935,-

089 paid by 26 similar companies in February. 1916.

Holding companies allied to mining paid $340,000, as

compared with $220,000 in 1916. Canadian and Mexican
mining companies ]>aid $2,186,851 in 1917, as against

$1,324,677 in 1916.

United States Mining and Metallurgical
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Personals

Frank H. Sistermans. liitf of El I'jisn. now
has ;in (illlci- ;il ini Hrnadway, New York.

E. Norris Hobart has pone to Hermosillo
Sonora, -Moxu-ii, In examine copper properties.

D. W. Brunton sailed on Feb. 12, fruni San
I'ranciscn. on tlie "Ecuador." en route for China.

Seetey W. Mudd has been elected aeeond vice-

president of the Los Angeles Chamber of Mines
and Oil.

Clyde T. Griswold, of the Associated Geolog-
ical Engineers, Pittsburgh, is examining mining
fields in Oklalioma.

J. D. Sperr has severed all connections in

the Jerome. Ariz., district and will be temporarily
situated at Houghton, Mich.

Arthur S. Dwight has been commissioned
Major (Engineers) in the Officers Reserve Corps
to date from Jan. 2:i. 11H7.

A. Bodelson of Sumpter has purchased 200
acres of placer land in Powder Kiver Valley,

extending to northern city limit.

J. F. Kellock Brown has joined Arthur D.

Little, Inc., as mining engineer. His present

address is 137 ^Ic<;ill St,. Montreal.

Charles J. Adami. Bartlett L. Thane and C. M.
Weld have been elected to membership in the
Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.

John F. Spedding is manager for the New
Gangpur Mining Syndicate, Ltd., Gariajore
Mines P. O.. via Hajgangpur, B. N. R., India.

6. Robert De Beque has severed his connec-
tion with the Progress Mining and Milling Co.,

and will enter tlie oil. gas and oil-shale business
at De Beque, Colo.

G. M. Ratlitf. heretofore assistant engineer of

maintenance of the Southern Ry.. has been
appointed ofBce engineer of the system, with
headquarters at Washington, D. C.

W. L. Creden, of Butte, Mont., made an
address to the members of the Standard Stock
Exchange, Toronto, on Feb. 22. on the Butte
mining camp and its development from a silver

to a copper- and zinc-bearing district.

William H. Leerpabel. an American mining en-
gineer operating at the Carlota mine, near Cien-
fuegos, Cuba, is reported to have been wounded
by Cuban rebels, and the United States minister
has been asked to secure the punishment of tliose

guilty of the offense.

Adolph Knopf, of the United States Geological
Survey, left recently for the Rochester district of

Nevada, where he will spend tluec months in

making a detailed geological survey of the small
area in which tlie principal operations in that
district are confined.

R. H. Sweetser. for some time president of the
Thomas Iron Co.. Hokendauqua, Pa., has
been made works manager of the Columbus Iron

» and Steel Co., Columbus, Ohio. He was super-
intendent of that company's furnaces before
engaging with the Thomas Iron Co.

S. Coles Peebles has been elected general
manager of the Ashland Iron and Mining Co.,

Ashland, Ky,. and will hare charge of its steel

plant now under construction. Jlr. Peebles is

closely identified with large interests in the
vicinity of Ironton and Portsmouth, Ohio.

John C. Jay, Jr., formerly vice-president of the
Pennsylvania Steel Co., and chairman of the
Iward of the Maxwell Motor Co., has joined the
firm of Jamieson, Houston & Graham, consulting
engineers, 40 Wall St.. New York. The firm
will hereafter be known as Jamieson, Houston,
Graham & Jay.

John 0. Pew, who retired. Feb. 15, as president
of the Youngstown Iron & Steel Co., was given
a dinner in the Hotel Oliio, Youngstown, last

week, attended by about !H) employees. Mason
Evans, treasurer, ac-ted as toastmaster and pre-
sented Mr. Pew with a diamond stickpin as a
gift from the employees.

Dr. L. D. RIcketts was the guest of honor at
the annual dinmr, given at the Princeton Club.
New York, on Feb. H. Dr. J. G. Hibben. president
of Princeton, was present and made an address.
Dr. RIcketts was graduated from Princeton with
the class of 1881. He expects to make his home
In Princeton, and has purchased a house tliere.

Eric T. King has been appointed assistant
secretary of The (Jeneral Contra<'tors' Association.
New York. Mr. King was. for (en years, an
assistant engineer on the Calskill Water System
for New York City, and latterly has been assist-
ant to Lcderle & Provost, Consulting Engineers.
He was graduated from TTnion College in 1005.

John A. Davis, superintendent of the Fair-
banks. Alaska, mining experiment station, left

Washington last week for an Inspection tour of
.'ill the Bureau of Mines' stations, By familiar-
izing himself with the work of (he other sta-
tions duplications of effort will he avoided. It

Is believed. Mr. Davis expects to reach Fair-
banks June 15.

Edmund S. Leaver, of Salt Lake City, has been
appointed metallurgist for the Tucsmi mining ex-
periment station of the Bureau of Mines. Mr.

Leaver's technical education was obtained at the
Cniverslty of Utah, where he was a student from
188!) to 18!t4. Since leaving the University he
has worked as a metallurgist with Charles But-
ters and Co., Inc.; Dexter Tuscarora Mining Co.;
Nevada-Goldrteld Reduction Co. ; Daisy Combina-
tl<m .Mining Co. ; Knight-Christensen Metallur-
gical Co.. and the Tlntlc Milling Co. He reported
for duty February 1,

showing features In the graphic Interpretation
of geological problems. Discussion by Mr. Dun-
shce, of the A. C. M. Co., IndofBcd the value
of such work to the mining department.

Trade Catalogs

Societies

American Society for Testing Materials will

hold its ::()th annual meeting at Atlantic City,

at the Hotel Traymore, June 2ii to ;{0, Inclusive.
The effect of the increase in dues in l!)Ui is that
in.stead of an estimated deficit of $7500 otherwise
expected at the close of the year, the Increase
has brought about a .surplus of $1785. The
membership has also shown a gain, the increase
for the year being 171, compared with, however,
a net Increase for 1915 of 208. The present total
membership is 2132,

Canadian Mining Institute will hold Its 19th
annual meeting at Montreal, on Wednesday.
Thursday and Fridiiy, Mar. 7, 8 and 9, 1917.
A large list of interesting technical papers has
been prepared for presentation. The annual din-
ner will be held on the evening of Mar. 8, at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. By the courtesy of the
managements of respectively the Canadian
Vickers, Ltd., the Dominion Copper Products Co.,
and the Montreal Ammunition Co., members will
be afforded the ojtportunity of visiting the muni-
tion plants of these companies.

Northern Minnesota Engineers' Club held its

third annual ban(iuet at the New Fay Hotel,
Yirginia. Minn., on Jan. 20. T. E. Charlton,
of the Oliver Iron Alining Co.. was elected presi-
dent. Edward Scallon. of Virginia, was toast-
master, and among the speakers were C. N.
Boss, Duluth ; B. A. Middlemiss. F. A. Wildes,
Hibbing; Past President Downing, Robert Down-
ing, Keewatin ; President-elect Charlt^)n. One
hundred engineers attended the banciuet. Enter-
taining numbers were furnished by vaudeville
teams from local theaters.

Northwest Mining Convention was held at
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 19 to 25. The technical
program was in charge of the Spokane Engineer-
ing and Technical Association, assisted by the
Columbia Section of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, the Spokane Section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and
the Spokane Section of the American Society of
Civil Engineers. An interesting technical and
social program was provided, and the meeting
was largely attended by engineers from all over
the West. A number of representatives from
the East were also present.

Chemical Engineering Catalog is another of
those cons(antly recurring instances of the
typical American tendency to do something in
a radically better way than it has ever been
done before, and at the same time to do it

more cheaply by doing it more scientifically.
The catalog is a standardized collection of the
advertising matter of the various nmnufacturers
of chemical engineering apparatus and supplies,
and will eventually contain in a single volume
practically all of the available information on
raw materials, e(iuipment and supplies which
previously has demanded the maintenance of an
extensive file of manufacturers' catalogs and an
elaborate filing system. In order that the cata-
log may be of maximum value to those interested,
its preparation is under the supervision of a
committee on which are representatives of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, the
American Chemical Society and the New York
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry. In
order to broaden the scope of this supervision,
the American Electrochemical Society has been
asked to name representatives to act on this
commmittee.

American Institute of Mining Engineers—The
semi-annual meeting of the Montana Section of
A. I, M, E. was held at the Silver Bow Club,
putte, Mont., on Friday, Feb. 2. 1917. at 8
p.m. An informal dinner was served earlier in

the evening to sixty-two members and guests.
Cliairman J. L. Bruce called the meeting to
order and talked a few minutes on membership in

the Institute, and the activities of the Naval
Consulting Board. C. W. Goodale spoke at length
regartling contributions for the relief of Belgian
children, with an appeal to the members of the
Institute to respond in apiireciation of the work
of H. C. Hoover. The following officers were
chosen for (he en.suing year: Chairman. W. C.
Siderfin. Butte; vice-chairman. Oscar Bohn. Butte;
secretary-treasurer. E. B. Young. Butte ; exe-
eutive committee. C. I). Demond, Anaciuida

;

F. W. Bacorn. Butte. An interesdng paper was
given by L. D. Frink, superintendent of the
Speculator mine, upon the applications of mine
ventilation in Butte. Several exhibits and
photographs, .showing the operation of the canvas
tubing, etc., added to the interest of the talk.

I)is<'usslon followed by Messrs, Goodale, Bruce,
Dunshee, Bacorn, Warner, and Simons. F. A.
Linforth of the A. C. M. Co. Geological Depart-
n?nt exhibited a number of models and maps
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Yuba Centrifugal Pumps. Yuba Mfg. Co.,
4.i;t California St., San Francisco, Cal. Pp. 48;
7x10 In. This contains blue prints showing
sections and tables of dimensions, etc.

Motor Trucks of America. The B. F. Good-
rich Co., Akron, Obir). This Is the flfth annual
volume of this publication and contains photo-
graphs and specifications of different makes of
motor trucks, also an article entitled "Lengthening
the Life of the Motor Truck." This book ought
to be useful (o those interested In motor trucks.
Pp. 164; 7x10 In.

Industrial News j

Electric Fans. Weslinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.. E. Pittsburgh, Pcnn. Catalog 8-A. Pp.
28; 9x11 in.; illuslrated.

Blaw Steel Construction Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has opened an office in the Uialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal. Edward M. Ornltz is In charge

Air Compressor. Rock Drills, Mining Pumps,
etc. Itix Compressed Air & Drill Co., San
Francisco, Cal. Bulletin 144A. Pp. 48; 6x9 in.;
illustrated.

Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Co.. St. Louis, Mo.,
has purchased the Idaho Southern R.K., which
runs from Gooding to Jerome. Idaho and the
Milner & North Side K.R., a short line extending
from Milner to Oakley, Idaho, comprising a total
of approximately 50 mi. These railroads were
built only a few years ago by Pittsburgh capital.
It is understood the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply
Co., will dismantle the roads and sell the rails
and other efjuipment, which are practically new.

2iniii> I iiMitMnniiii riirriir»nniriiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit)iiiiiiiiiii:

New Patents

United States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "Tbe Engineering and
Mining Journal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c.- each.

Agitator for treating mineral oils. Julius Han-
sen, Cotfe.vville, Kan. (U. S. No. 1,215,526;
Feb. 13, 1917.)

Aluminum Hydroxide—Process for the Manu-
facture of Hydroxide of Aluminum. Botho
Schwerin, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, as-
signor to Elektro-Osmose Aktiengesellschaft {Graf
Schwerin Gesellschaft) , Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1.216,371; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Blast-Furnace Practice—Preheating of Air for
Hot Blast Stoves of Blast Furnaces. Edward E.
Marshall, Philadelphia. Penn. (U. S. Xo. 1,217,-
039; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Casting Pot. Grenville Mellen, East Orange,
N. J. (U. S. No. 1,216,341 ; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Concentrator. Joseph B. Green. Seattle, Wash.,
assignor to G, X Henkel. Arlington, Ore. (U. S.
Xo. l,21i;.7!'S; Feb. 20. 1917.)

Dust Separator— Separator. Milton L. Hick-
man, Rapid City. S. D. (U. S. Xo. 1,215.935;
Feb. 13, 1917.)

Electro-Metallurgy—Cliangeable Vault Structure
for Electric Melting Furnaces. Bernhard Chris-
tian Kvairno, Haugesund, Xorway. (U. S. Xo.
1.216.331; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Ferrophosphorous—Process of Producing Ferro-
phosphornus from Xelsonite. John JeiTerson Gray,
Jr., Roekdale. Tenn. (U. S. No. 1,216,306; Feb.
20, 1917)

Gases—.\pparatus for Purif.ving Blast-Furnace
Gases. Martin Ernest Feilmaun. Donald Bagle.v
and Artlivn- Herbert Smith, London, England. (U.
S. No. 1.216.677 ; Feb. 2II, 1917.)

Gases—Filtering Medium for Cleaning Furnace
Gases. Fred E. Kling. Youngstown, Ohio, assignor
of one-half to Luther B. Weidlein. (U. S. No.
1,215,385 ; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Malm Process—Barrel. John L. Malm, Denver,
Colo. (11. S. No. 1.21."..r.G.'i; Feb. 13, 1917.)

Ore Treatment—Process of Treating Ores.
George F. Downs. Buffalo, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.-

216,667; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Potash—Process for Obtaining Potash from
Pota.sh-Rocks. Frederick C. Gillen, Milwaukee.
Wis., assignor to William A. Krasselt, Milwau-
kee, Wi.s. (U. S. No. 1,215.517. 1,215,518; Feb.
13. 1917.)

Pump Valve-Seat for Mine-Pumping Conduits.
Daniel F. Lepley, Connellsville. Penn. (U. S.

No, 1.216,144; Feb. 13, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO— Feb. 22

Yuba Manufacturing Co., formerly known as
tlif Vuiiji I'onstrm-tiiin Co.. has formally offered
to the United States, in case of war, tlie nse
of its two nianufacturing plants at Marys-
ville and Benicia. These plants manufacture
dredges, tractors, pumps and other machinery,
and are equipped for the manufacture of some
of the essential reuuirements of the Government
in the event of war. Both plants were surveyed
by tlie United States Government as part of the
preparedness program. When the Mexican trouble
was at a point requiring this sort of assistance,
the plant at Marysville was offered to the Govern-
ment for the production of Yuba tractors.

Weather Conditions liave lately been more
favoral)le for mining during the coming season.
Tlte long period of dry cold weather was broken
last week by a hot spell of two or three days,
(luickly followed by cold and rain on Feb. 17.

Hydraulic mining in some of the northern
counties was interrupted by freezing weather
and there have been also interruptions of quartz
mining where the water supply is taken from
open d'tches and through surface pipes. There
has been no great damage resulting from the
extreme cold weather, but a little of it will
now go a long way and is not at all essential
to the progress of mining or the happiness of
the mining men.

Mother Lode Mine Safety Association was
formed last month at a meeting held at Sut-
ter Creek. Amador County, called at the sug-
gestion of Edwin Higgins. safety engineer of
the California Metal Producers Association. The
action was participated in by mine managers
and superintendents. Monthly meetings will be
held for discussion and exchange of views and
suggestions looking to the improvement of safe-

ty conditions in the mines and mills ; the fore-
inen, shift bosses, mill superintendents and others
will be invited to take part. Methods of prose-
cution of safety work and various needs of mine
communities were discussed at the first meet-
ing, including better housing of miners and
adequate hospital service. First-aid and mine-
rescue training also occupied the attention of
the meeting. Plans will be made for holding
public meetings for the delivery of addresses
or lectures on mine safety and rescue work, to
be illustrated by moving pictures. The interest
manifested by miners as well as superintend-
ents and foremen in the subject of practical
safety measures is rapidly reducing the prob-
ability of accidents resulting from carelessness
or negligence. Some interesting reforms have
been adopted by the mines along the lode in
Amador County. A central safety committee
meets once a month to discuss suggestions and
consider ways and means to prevent accidents.
Each mine has a safety inspector and sends a
committee of miners through the mine each
month to make exploration and recommendation
for safety. All of the mines have bulletins and
suggestion boxes, and warnings and admonitions
around the yard. Never in the history of the
Mother Lode lias such a campaign for safet.v
been conducted. There is no doubt that it will
result in an appreciable reduction of accidents.

BUTTE—Feb. 23

Anaconda Extensions are attracting attention.
At the Washoe Reduction Works in Anaconda,
excavation was begun Feb. l."* for an extension
of the sulphuric-acid plant. The addition will
be housed in separate buildings just north of
present plant. Combined capacity at the be-
ginning of operations will be ISO tons of acid
per day, 140 tons of which are now being fur-
nished by the original plant. It is also ex-
pected that a new stack may be built for the
Washoe smeltery to take place of or act in com-
bination witli old stack. Dimensions of proposed
stack have been reported as Sua ft. higli by .50

ft., inside diameter. rc(iuiring 30.000.000 brick
and involving addition to the brick-making plant
at Anaconda. This would be the highest stack
in the world. As a matter of fact, however, no
details have been decided and the stack has
not yet been authorized. The December ac-
cident record in Anaconda's Butte mine shows
only 24 serious accidents in 3:i8.0:ifi shifts

;

of the 28 operating shafts, 13 had a clear
score. Anaconda's option on the Douglas
mine in Cceur d'Alene district. Idaho, expires
within next 60 days. Indications are to the
effect that company will either take up option
or take another extension. Compressor has been
Installed at the mine and considerable ore
blocked out. Slilpment-s have steadily increased
and now average 50 tons a day.

Barnes-King Operations interest many peoiile in
Butte, as well as iilhiT stockholders throughout

the state. The report for WIC just issued shows
good progress was made in tlie upliill liattle

that the present management has been waging.
Tlie (om|>any met with many diftlculties even
during tlie last year but some of these troubles
have now been cleared uii. The net oiierating
profits in lOlli w.ere $96,338 as compared with
$147,008 during lOl.'i. Decrease is accoinited
for by diminished returns from tlie Nortll
Moccasin properties and increased losses in
Piegan-Gloster properties In Lewis and Clark
County, although the latter showed a profit
of $20,000 during the last four months of the
year due to better grade of ore and
higher recovery. Profits from Shannon prop-
erty have all been applied to purchase price.
During period, $58,000 were paid out for addi-
tional claims and equipment and $100,000 for
the Kendall property in Fergus County, whicii
made it necessary to borrow $90,000, of wiiicli
$!.">.000 was repaid prior to Dec. 31, 1916. At
close of year the company had balance on hand
of $109,120 consisting of $34,726 in cash, bal-
ance in bullion in transit. Production at North
Moccasin was 33,71.5 tons of an average grade
of $8.6.5 per ton. A total of 14.918 tons of ore
was mined and milled at the Kendall mine of
an average grade of $2.50 per ton. At Piegan-
Gloster and Shannon mines 35,536 tons of aver-
age grade of $9.48 were mined and milled during
year,

DENVER—Feb. 22

Dangerous Flooding of Penrose Shaft at Lead-
ville resulted from sucli a sinii>le tiling as the
temporary shvitting-otT of water from one of the
Leadville Water Co.'s minor branch lines. This
created some expensive havoc in the Penrose
workings and almost resulted in the death of a
number of miners. The great Providence cen-
trifugal pumps in this mine must keep going
every minute to prevent flooding the mine. The
bearings of these high-speed pumps are cooled
by pure water taken from the city main. About
noon of Feb. 21, the pumpmen noticed that this
water was not flowing, and it became immediately
necessary to stop the pumps. Thinking the wa-
ter service would be soon resumed, no warning
was sent to tlie men working in distant parts
of the bottom level. The water rose rapidly
and within one hour the station was more than
half full and extended far enough back into
the level to apprise the men of their danger
and tliey promptly made their escape by long,
strenuous deep wading and swimming. Fortu-
nately the city water was turned on in time to
prevent the drowning of the motors wliidi are
mounted above these mammoth pumps, and the
three pumps were soon throwing about 4000 gal
per min, to the surface.

Mine Taxation is a vexatious problem and
Colorado has had its share of the controversies
that arise as to what is a fair basis of assess-
ment. The law passed two years ago basing
a mine's valuation upon both its gross and net
outputs has proved far from satisfying. At the
annual conference of the Colorado Tax Com-
mission, held in Denver this week. J. C. Fer-
rlU, assessor of Teller County (Cripple Creek dis-
trict), recomemnded that mines be assessed at
their full value. He proposed that a mine's full
valuation be considered a direct function of its
net returns per year, and he suggested that it

he fixed at about 4 or 5 times this profit. In
other words, he would argue that the profits from
mining are about 20 or 25"^ of the full value
of the property. This is not good doctrine when
viewed from a mining-engineering standpoint, but
does provide a tangible basis for t:ix assessment
and it will be fairer than most proiiosals be-
cause it will fluctuate with the profits, though
it will be hard on expiring mines or those of
short life. Mr. Ferrill also proposed that non-
producing properties be assessed at a value per
acre that is noti less than the Government's sale
price, which for lode ground is $5 and for placer
is $2.50. His remarks were commended by the
commission.

SALT LAKE CITY—Feb. 23

Output of Utah Copper Co., restricted by bad
weatlier during last Miree months, is gradaully
returning to the high rate of in-orluction of 1916.
when the average dally tonnage milled was 31,000
tons. Tile tonnage, which during tlie worst
weatlier reached the low point of about 20.000
tons daily, has been increased to 28,000 tons a
day. At the mine, 16 out of tlu( 22 steam sliovels
are now working. The .Tanuary |)roduction is

rouglily estimated at 13.500.000 lb. of copper.

Mining Taxation in Utah is still under consid-
eration, and a resolution i)roposing an aiiieiulment
to the state constitution fixing the assessment and

taxation of mining claims and property at their
full money value, asses.sriient to be made by the
State Board of Eciuali/.ation, lias just been voted
by the House, if the Senate concurs in tlie action
of the House, the proposed amendment will come
before the voters at the next general elction iti

November. It takes the iilace of a former pro-
posed amendment—iireviouslv discussed in tlicse
columns—to tax mines at three times tlieir net
proceeds, pei milting tli« taxing authorities to
place their own valuation on tlie surface ground
of nonnietallil'ernus mines. .Mines are at present
taxed according to tlie price paid the (Jovernment
for surface ground of iiatented claims, machinery
and surface imiirovements at their value, and net
annual proceeds at value. As will be seen, the
new method proposed leaves the fixing of value as
before in the hands of the State Board of Eiiual-
ization. General opinion among mining men and
mine owners is opiiosed to tliese ciianges.

PHOENIX. ARIZ.—Feb. 23

State Smelting is jiroposed in one of the new
bills now before the Arizona legislature. Tlie
Foster Bill provides for the establishment of
a state smeltery to be under charge of a board
of directors of five members, with qualifications
specified only in that not more than three shall
belong to the same political party, all to be
appointed by the governor, to be confirmed by
the senate and to have a 4-yr. tenure of of-
fice. The directors sliall con.5titute a body cor-
porate, "with the powers of a corporation en-
gaged in the industrial pursuit of smelting ore
reduction works, including the right of eminent
domain," though not permitted to become en-
dorser on any obligations. The directors shall
receive $10 a day each for actual service, with
10c. mileage and shall be bonded in $25,000
each. Organization of the directorate shall be
at once and choice then shall be made of a
suitable site for the smeltery and of plans for
the building of works that shall cost, exclu-
sive of the site, not more than $750,000. Con-
struction is to be "with the utmost speed." No
provision is made for securing the necessary
funds, save that they shall come from the gen-
eral fund, which shall be repaid bv the setting
aside of half of the profits of the smeltery, which
is to do business on a 10 Tc margin; the other
half of the prospective profits shall be applied
to betterments and extensions. The bill is tc
have favorable report this week from the house
committee on mines. It is rumored that an at-
tempt will be made to change it to provide only
a state sampling works. The smeltery bill has
been introduced in the senate by Chairman Ma-
honey of the committee on labor. While fav-
ored by labor-union sentiment and based upon
a iirovision of the constitution permitting the
state to engage in industrial pursuits, it is in-
sisted that the measure is backed especially by
small mine owners who now are unable to get
their ores treated in the present reduction works
of the Southwest. .lust how the state would be
able to provide capacity more readilv than the
established companies is not explained and it is
entirely likely that before a state plant could
be built, it would be found that there was an
excess of smelting capacity and that the limit-
ing feature in copper production is in the re-
fining capacity.

JEROME. ARIZ.—Feb. 21

Labor Unrest is in the air; I. W. W. agi-
tators and unionists are working in the district.
It is said that at the United Verde offices, the
labor situation has already been seriously dis-
cussed and that if a strike is called the mine
will be closed at once ; also, the union is re-
ported to have taken a strike vote but no
results have been announced. Some labor un-
rest has been apparent for months. The general
feeling among the men is that wages are too
low in this camp compared to living expense.
The United Verde and United Verde Extension
both pay on a sliding scale based on the price
of copper. What the result is going to be is

hard to guess. A strike now would be the last
straw for .lerome. Prnhahly all work would be
suspended and the strikers would be given the
privilege of amiLsing themselves as tliey saw tit.

New development would come to a standstill.

JOPLIN—Feb. 24

Extensive Operations by But^e & Superior in
the Kansas section of the .luiiliu district have
just been announced. Rome months ago. through
Victor Kakowsky. this company obtained leases
on 4300, acres of land directly nortll of the
Eagle-Plcher Lead Co.'s operations in Oklahoma.
This big acreage, whicli is virtually in one solid
block, lies entirely in Kansas, being boundeli
on the east by the town limits of Baxter Siirings,
Kan., and on the south by the Kansas-Oklahoma
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8t4ite line, to which the PU-her hinds extend.

Under the name of a subsidiary nrganiziition

eaUed the Miami Zinc Syndicate, the Butte &
Superior company lias been drlUint: portions of

tlie tract and has located one mill site 1 ml.

west ot Baxter, wliere shaft sinkint: and mill

huildinn is to start within a few weeks. Kroni

10 to 15 churn drills are bclnR kept at work
on the tract, and portions of it will he suh-
Iciised in order lo hasten full development to

the utmost. Drilling to date is authoratively

stated to bear out theory that the Oklahoma
mineralization extends through this territory. Vic-

tor Rakowsky interested the richer company in

the tract to south where development has been
extraordinary during the last two years. G.

M. Burke, of Joplin, is local mananer for the
Butte & Superior interests, and will be actively

in charge of development. He is nominally man-
ager for the Continental Zinc Co., another Butte
& Superior subsidiary, which has long oper-

ated in .loplin camp. .1. L. Bruce, now manager
for Butte & Superior, at Butte was formerly
manager of the Cnntiuental Zinc Co. here.

DULUTH. MINN.—Feb. 24

Tonnage-Tax Bill passed the lower branch of

the Minnesota legislature by a vote of t>9 to

t;i. It will next be taken up by the senate,
where it is believed the measure will meet de-

feat. A vote was secured in the house after

only a few liours' debate, and it is generally
believed before the vote was recorded that tlie

bill was doomed. The tonnage-tax advocates,
however, had mustered sufficient votes to get
the bill through. The bill provides for a super
tax of 2',r on all "merchantable" iron ore at
the mouth of the mine.

IRONTON. MINN.— Feb. 23

I. W. W. Strike on Cuyuna Range focuses at-

tention on the labor situation that is to con-
front Luke Superior mine operators with the
opening of the new season. The present strike

is at the Wilcox mine of the Canadian Cuyuna
Mining Co. at Woodrow. Approximately 11)0

men walked out Feb. 19. demanding the aboli-

tion of the contract system and substitution of

the following wage schedule: Trammers. $3.50;
miners (dry places). $3.75; miners (wet places).
?4. Deputy sheriffs from Brainerd are sta-
tioned at the mine to protect property and pre-
serve order as violence has been threatened to

anyone returning to work. Tiie mining com-
pany will keep its mine idle until the men are
willing to return to work under the contract sys-
tem. Tliis may be the forerunner of a general

.strike on the Cuyuna range which prominent
mining men think will be called early this spring.
The highest wages in tlie history of the Cuyuna
range are being paid to the miners. At the
Wilcox mine, where the miners are on a strike
the lowest paid miner under the contract sys-
tem was $3.8."i per day for the month of .lan-

uary, yet under the guidance of the silvery Iniigue

I. W. W. organizers they ask for the ahnlltlon
of the contract system, set a lower wage sched-
ule, fall a strike and tlien fill tlie coffers of
the Haywood cruud.

TORONTO—Feb. 24

Power Plant at Gowganda. on which work
lias been hegini. will provide an ample suit-

ply of electric energy to the mines of this dis-

trict. It is expected that the construction of
a dam at Hanging Stone Falls and the di-

version of tiie water of the East branch of

the Montreal Itiver through a GfjOO-ft, tun-
nel into Hanging Stone Creek wil render pos-
sible the development of 1500 hp. The power
plant will be situated at the south i-nd of (Jow-
ganda Lake and will cimtaln three units of
500 hp. each. The enterprise is being pro-
moted by Buffalo and Philadelphia interests and
will involve an expenditure of about $250,000.

Kirkland Lake Dcvelopnients continue u* be
highly satisfactory. At present tlie Tough-Oakes
is the only producer, but within the next few
days the Teck Hughes property will commence
milling. In addition to these two properties, de-
velopments on the McKane, Lake Shore and-
Wright-Hargraves properties indicate that they
will become profitable mines. The Beaver Con-
solidated of Cobalt has made the first payment
of $75,000 on the McKane property in Kirk-
land Lake, which it has under option. During
the last year a shaft has been sunk lo a depth
of 500 ft., and crosscuts driven into the vein
at every liio ft. The ore is reported to aver-
age $18 over a width of 5 to li ft. A hirger
mining plant was ordered recently.

Labor Conditions Continue Acute throughout
nortiieru Ontario. Committees of the labor
luiions are meeting to draw up wage schedules
for the various camps, and it is understood
that they propose to usk for a $4 flat rate for
drill runners, $3.75 for helpers and $3.50 for
muckers. Whiie some of the more prosperous
companies in Cobalt can pay these wages, it is

an entirely different question in Porcupine, where
the price of the product has remained constant,
whiie the cost of material and supplies has in-

creased greatly. rndlcatlons point to a nlrlke

In Porcupine, where the operators claim that with
ilie huTeused cost of supplies and the decreased
efficiency of labor, it would he preferable for
them to close the mines rather than to Increase
wages. It appears that the miners will also
make a demand ten- llo- recognition 'if the West-
ern Federation, and if this point should become
a real issue, there seems to he no (juestlon hut
that the operators In all the camps would tight

rather than recognize this union.

Hollinger Dividend Reduction is pre.naged. While
official arinouiicenieiil has nut yet been made, it

is dehnltely understood that the Hollinger Con-
solidated Cold Mines proposes to cut the divi-

dend from 13% a year to tiVj'/J. This reduc-
tion is stated to he only temporary and that
when normal conditions return (he shareholders
will be reimbursed tor the redu<-tlon. Hollinger
is In the unfortunate position of having ke]it

the mill ca|>acity and dividend payments in

advance of the mine development, and the acute
labor situation now prevailing In the F'orcu-

pine district Is the reason for their being un-
able to catch uji. It Is also generally thouglil

that the capital of $_'5.000.noo for the amal-
gamated compiinii'S is too great. Since this

amalagamation went into effect, Hollinger profits

have not been sufficient to meet the dividends.
The milt capacity is being increased to 3000
tons per day. and had the mine \fi'n able to

get all the men it needed It would have had
little difflculty. Labor is. however, so scarce
that the company is barely able to raise the
tonnage required for the present mill, and until
labor conditions improve there seems little chance
of the company being in a position to feed
a larger mill. Hollinger is. however, a great
mine, and will eventually be able to work it-

self oiit of the present unfortunate position.

MELBOURNE—Jan. 24

Foreign Mining Investments have appealed to

certain Australian investors nnu'e than some of

the local operations. For some years Australians
have been largely interested in tin mining in the
Malaya and it is now interesting to note that they
are extending their interests to another field. T.

H. Martyn, of Sydney, one of the directors of the
Malaya Tin Corporation, has recently returned
from Siberia where he acquired interests in

alluvial and lode gold areas in the provinces of
Yenessi and Tomsk. A plant has already been
forwarded from Australia to one of these prop-
erties, the Savanick. of which (i. V. Piper is the
superintending engineer.
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ALASKA
HANDY ANDY GOLD MINING (ClliehagoCf)—

Development, by sinking and drifting, in iirogress

at tliis property across the bay.

SEA LKVKI. COI'PER, (riliebagofT)—Deyelop-
luent suspended for winter at tleplli of 21)0 ft. in

this property at Tidewater, about IS mi. north of

nilchagolT.

CHICHAGOFF MIXING (Chlchagoff)—Running
30 stanii)s and employing 14U men. Ore free mill-

ing ; o:i% of the gold being reeovered ; oceurs in

shear zone in graywaeke ; worked to dei)th of

2200 ft. .lames L. Freeburn. superintendent.

ALASKA ENGINEERING COMMISSION (An-
chorage)—Bringing additional e(iuipment from
Panama Canal as follows : Seven small locomo-
tives of :i-ft. gage. 1() .standard locomotives, lUO
flat cars of 80.(100 lb. capacity, two Lidgerwood
linloaders, one Mann-^IeCann spreader and two
70-ton steam shovels. Has lately purchased from
U. S. Steel Products Co. 1300 tons of ."lO-lb. rails

at $38 per ton for Nerana-Fairbanks division.

ALABAMA
GENERAL GUAI'HITE CO. (1823 .lefferson

Bank Bldg., Hirminglum, Ala.)—Incoriiorated

In Delaware for SI."'O».000 to operate graphite-
bearing lands, about 10,000 acres, in North and
South Carolina, and to manufacture finished

Brai)hite products. I. Standish Clark, general
manager.

ARIZONA
Gila County

OLD DOMINION {(;iobe) -To simplify cor-

porate matters, directors of Old Dominion Copper
Mining and Smelting Co have voted to dissolve

that New .lersey corporation and sell its remain-
ing assets to Old Dominion Co. of Maine, which
already owns most of the .lersey c'orporation's

stock and all of that of the L'iiited Globe Mines
Co.

Greenlee County

ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—This company's
production for .laiinary was 1, 100,000 lb.

Mohave County

SCHENECTADY (Chloride)—Telluride & Chlo-
ride Leasing. Mining and Milling Co.. operating
this mine, is installing a 40-hp. Fairbanks-Morse
gasoline engine, Ingersoll air compressor and
Denver rock drills. Shaft now 190 ft. deep ; will

sink to 300 ft. H. L. Heath, inesident. Bulkeley
Wells, of Smuggler-Union Mining Co.. Telluride,
Colo., recently purchased a block of stock and has
optioned additional stock which would give con-
trol.

Yavapai County

I'NITED YERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Con-
tract for about 20.000 cu.yd. of concrete for the
new smeltery will shortly be let.

.TERO.ME-YICTOR EXTENSION (.lerome)—
Some of the new eiiuipment, including l.iO-hp.

hoist, air compressor, boilers, cars, cage, ptmips,
etc., is arriving.

Yuma County

ARIZO.NA REYENUE COPPER (Parker)—On
Echo grcnip. near western end of property, opened
3% orebody, from which preparing to ship some
selected ore. H. \. Morse, superintendent.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

KEYSTONE (Suiter (reck)—New station cut

on 1800 level : crosscutting in progress. Forty
stamps dropping on ore from 900, 1000, 1200
and 1400 levels.

SOVTH KEYSTONE (Amador)—Water lowered
lo 600 level. Next level is at 1000-ft. iioint

near bottom of shaft. Complete uunaterlng and
repair of shaft is cmitemplated.

KE.NNEDY (.lackson)— Sliaft has reached tlie

4000-ft. point and preparations being made for

new station. Recent report tlnit comi)any was
reopening Zeila mine is untrue; survey made,
but no step yet taken toward operating the mine.

CENTRAL EI'REKA (Sutter Creek)—Thirty
stamps dropping on ore from 2800- to 32no-ft

levels. (Jood ore also being developed In the

2500 crosscut where vein was disclosed recently.

Shaft being deepened at rate of 15 ft. a week.

HARDE.NBERG (.lackson)—Unwateriug and
repairing shaft completed and levels are being
put in working condition. Shaft is 1100 ft. deep;
two levels were cut in former operation, one at

850 ft. and one at 1000 ft. and ore disclosed

by crosscut. W. .1. Loring is operating under
purchase option.

Butte County

BUTTERFLY (Oroville)—Recent development
disclosed pay gravel in what is believed to be
a large cliannel. Operated under option by W.
T. Baldwin and associates.

ST. FRANCIS (Oroville)—Gold property in the
eastern part of the county near Kanaka Peak,
reported to have been purchased by Engels
brothers who are principal owners of the Engels
copper mine in Plumas Coinuy.

Calaveras County

ANTIMONY ORE in vicinity of Mokelumne
Hiil reported by Lyden aixd Htterchner who have
known of the deposit for several years, but
were unaware of its character and value.

Presence of stibnite. associated with gold ores

at Mokelumne Hill has been reported by the

State Mining Bureau. Bull. 6'." and known
also along the Mother Lode, but no production
or commercial development in this region has
ever been officially reported,

Inyo County

ANTIMONY ORE near Bishop, recently re-

ported by .1. G. Bryan, is being prospected and
sampled. Inyo County has long been known to

contain antimony ores, although this is the first

reiM)rted discovery in the Bishop district ; Wild
Ro.se mine in southern part of cciutuy was largest

individual producer <tf antimony ore in 1915.

There were 5 producers in Kern County and one
each in Inyo and San Bernardino. Numerous
veins of stibnite have been reported in other

soutliern counties, chiefly associated with cinna-

bar.
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Nevada County

IHCLHI (Nfvada City )— Ki'iKiitrd that npt'i-atiinis

lie ti'iiiiutraitly susiieiuU-d nwinu U) water sup-
ply boiiit; cut oIY by froezliiy;.

LK DUC <;0M» MIMXi! CO. ((Irass Valley)—
Owners, after l(t-year uiierathm as individuals.

Iiave ineiirporated wltli the foIlowinK oftleers

:

Charles H. White, president ; It. A. Peiiliall. vice-

president ; James Sampson, secretary ; Nevada
County Bank, treasurer. Capital stock .$."iO(i.OOO.

iif which k is preferred. Company owns
mineral rights on ground, adjoining tlie Knipirc

on the east, and will develop by shaft and tun-

nels.

Siskiyou County

COPrER DErOSIT on nrufh fork of Little

Humbug Creek is reported by Harry Daggett wlio

mines and farms on INIcKinney Creek, north of

Yreka. Tliis region lias not been priispccted for

copper, but tliere is copper north and northwest.

It is said the property will be explored for

San Francisco men.

GRAY KAGLK (Happy Camp) -Preparation for

development and the installation of ma<-hinery
progressing as rapidly as conditions permit.

Diamond drill men are ready, waiting for drills

to arrive. Delivery of 2000 cords of wood will

begifl as soon as the compressor is installed.

Heavy snow and had roads have retarded work.

Trinity County

HYDRAI'LIC -^IINi:\'(i resumed at tlie Lorenz
and the Testy mines on Feb. 14. La Grange
will resume as soon as the siplion on Stewarts
Fork is rcpiired.

Tuolumne County

SHORE (Jamestown)—New prospecting mill

Installed on Table Mountain for crushing ore

already extracted. Joseph Shore, owner.

SPRINGFIELD TITNNEL (Columbia )—Keystone
drills on Barry channel making fine progress,
showing 40 ft. of gravel. Tunnel will be ad-
vanced to Uie vicinity of the old workings near
Springfield.

STARR KING (Tuolumne)—Permit by State
Water (Commission to divert 4 miners' inches
from springs for mining purjtoses. Pipe line

ISOO ft, long will be installed. Ronald C.

Kennedy, owner.

HEAD CENTER (Sonera)—R. R. Daves recently
sold one-half interest to >V. J. Temple of San
Jose. Will install hoist and milling plant and
the S.'j-ft. shaft will be deepened, with station

and drift at lOO-ft. point. The 5-.stamp mill
formerly on Basin Slope mine and boilers and
steam hoist ei|Uipment have been purchased for
this property.

COLORADO
Chaffee County

INDEPENDENCE (Turret)— R. F. Stratton has
cut on 120-ft. level liigh-grade zine-copper ore.

Incline is being straightened and new equipment
is to be installed.

MOLLY GIBSON LEASING CO. (Turret)-- The
old shaft unwatered : developing on 100 -ft. level

wiiere sylvanite was cut in the north drift ;

in the east drift shipping ore is Ijeing mined
and sorted.

TURRET COPPER MINING AND REDUCTION
(Turret)—Will begin shipping soon from the
M. & W. l.-iO- and 200-ft. levels. Main shaft
extended and a crosscut on the 200-ft. level.

12.5 ft. to the west, has cut several low-grade
veins.

Custer County

BISMUTH (Westcliffe)—Iron -silver ore from
above water-level being shipped by lessees.

LADY FRANKLIN (WestclifTe)—Lessees on this
White Hills property sinking new .shaft and
mining lead-carbonate ore.

BELLE (WestclifTe)—Lease taken and shaft
.sinking begun ; adjoins famous old Bull-Domingo
mine on west.

Clear Creek County
OTTAWA (iROT'P in the Alice district was

recently sold to Silverton and Denver men.
Over 2000 ft. of development work done and
considerable good-grade gold ore opened. New
crossciit tunnel to be driven.

SUN AND MOON (Idaho Springs) - Work re-
.sumed under Superintendent C. J, Hershey,

WESTERN TUNNEL MINING CO. (Idaho
Springs)—New incorporation to develop Vindi-
cator group of 34 claims.

DT^MONT MININf; AND MILLING CO. (Du-
mont)—New incorporation to acquire the Syn-
dicate property and the Pioneer mill at Dumont,
and property of the Pioneer Gold Mining Co. at
Empire. Will remodel IMoneer mill. Officers are:
(Jeorge Wright, president ; Ernest Wright, vice
nresident ; Simon Bitterman. treasurer ; and C
W. Lerchen, secretary and manager. Head
offlce in Denver.

Lake County
MONARCH (Leadville)—Shaft being sunk an-

other 100 ft.

ROBERT KMMETT (Leadville)—New eleotrlcnl
m;u<hinery being installed at shaft by Empire
Zinc Co.. now operating this mine.

Ouray County

VEKXOX (Ironton) Tliree Leyner drills and
new hoist. «ith caiiacitv of ItOOO lb. frc)m 1000-

ft. d4'pth. installed. Sinking of shaft to .-.oo-ft,

level to l)e started aftiT further exploration of

oreshoots opene<l on :!tHI level.

San Juan County

HA.MLET (Silverton) Developing. Mill being
remodeled tor s))ring lampalgn nf production.

COMIXC; WONDEK ( Si Iveiton)—Lessees work-
ing this mine on Anvil .Mountain. Silver-lead-

zinc ore being [lacked to railroad tor sliipmenl,

SILVER LAKE (Silverton) —Leasing Hrm of
,

Slattcry, Delsant & (iillett making regular

shipments.

GREEN .MOUNTAIN (Silverton)—DevehipnK^nt
will continue at this Cunningham gulch property

during winter. In spring active operations _
will

tu' re.sumed under manjigennTit of L. K. Clapp
for the American Smelling and Refining Co.

San Miguel County

ACTIVITY IN OPHIR DISTRICT at this time

r)f year indicates extensive work next spring and
summer. Silver Hell mine being developed at

Opliir Loop by Opliir Loop Mines Co. ;
Opbir

.Mining Co. is operating Suffolk mine ; Highland
Mary. Carimnero. Badger Tunnel ami several

smaller properties also active.

:\I(trNTAIN FLOWER (Teiluride)—Develop-
ment in progress in this property on Deep Creek.

CARRUTHERS LEASE (Teiluride) Inema &
Perino, lessees on this part of Smuggler-Union
ground, shipping two cars concentrate per month.

Summit County

JANUARY SHIPMENTS of ore and concen-
trates from Breckenridge amounted to 17") cars

or about 472.*) tons.

JUNE BUG (Breckenridge)- -Lessees on this

Gibson Hill property have struck high-grade gold-

silver ore.

JOHANNESBURG (Breckenridge) — This old

mine in French Gulch has been leased ; equip-

ment includes milling plant.

GOLDEN (iUEEN (Kokomo)—Vein. 8 ft. wide

and asaying well in silver, lead and zinc, dis-

covered recently in opening old lower- tunnel

workings. Some of ore shows much free silver.

Discovery t*.rst made in surface workitigs. then

in 4.^.-ft. shaft. Mutual Cooperative Mining Co.

tiien organized, and lower (iold Queen tunnel

advanced to vein, cutting it at considerable

depth. Mueh excitement caused by strike, and
other old properties being opened.

Teller County

SIX POINTS (Cripple Creek) -Lessees MeLeod
and Kessee are shipping payable ore from devel-

opment.
GOLD BOND (Victor)—Development has opened

payable ore at several points near Himnner
shaft. Water line is being laid from El Paso
company's pipe line. Machine drills will be

installed. F. L. W'ilcox. manager.

MARY McKINNEY (Anaconda)—Marketed last

year (1328 tons of ore of gross value of $131,-

265 ; cash on hand Dec. 31. 1916. was $82,806.
Directors appropriated $20,000 for explorations

on ninth and tenth levels, recommended by
engineers.

CRIPPLE CREEK DEEP DRAINAGE AND
TUNNEL CO. (Cripple Creek)—Mineralized
phonoHte dike, 30 ft. wide, cut in Roosevelt
tunnel at depth of 1700 ft. under Plnenix fraction

belonging to Ramona Gold Mining Co.. a close

corporation controlled by Colorado Springs and
Cleveland men.
PORTLAND (Victor)—Production in 1916—ex-

cluding Independence mine—amoinited to 418.937
tons valued at over $3. 040. (too or about $7.r.O

per ton; net profit $768,810; dividends paid 14e.

per share or $420,000 ; total to date $IO.r>97.

080. There are 58 mi. of underground workings
in the Portland mine. Independ^-nce 3.'i0-ton mill

will be <iuadrupled. employing flotation for the
sulpiiide ores; oxidized ore will continue to be
cyanided. Dump ore treated last year averaged
$2.64 per ton.

GEORGIA

Lumkin County
CROWX MOUNTAIN MINING AND POWER

(Dahlonega)—A. H. Head, metallurgical engi-
neer, who has been testing Crown ore in the
small mill for some months, reports a recovery
of 84% ; 30% was obtained by amalgama-
tion and 54% by cyanidation. Plans prepared
for lOO-fon cyanide plant ; ore expected to

average $6. W. D. McGinnis. general manager.

IDAHO

Bonner County

HOPE MINING AND :\nLLING (Sandpoint)—
Two copper-sulphide veins out in 313-ft. tunnel ;

last one drifted on for 50 ft. W. P. Shutz.
Interested.

Custer County
COPPER BASIN MIXING (Mackay)—Shipping

about 250 tons per week, carrying 7 to 12% Cu.
5 to 6 oz. Ag atul about $1 in gold. To avoid
23-mi. wagon haul, contemplate erecting 200-ton

leaehitig iilaut ; process being develoi)cd by Mer-
rill Metallurgical Co., of San Francisi-o. Fred H.
Vahrenkamp. of 911 Boston Rullding. Salt Lake
City, Utali, general manager.

Idaho County

OROGRANDE COLD .MININ(i (Orogrande)
Litigation settled and as soon as weathei- c-oruli-

tlons permit, mill equipment will be brought in.

A l.-»0-ton countercurrent decantatlon plant
ordered. iru-lndiTig two 'ix22-ft. Power and Mining
Machinery tube mills, with Kl Oro lining ; 2
Dorr standard duplex clnsslflers ; machitu'ry foi

4 Dorr agitators in tanks 22x22x10 ft.; 12 Dorr
thickeners for tanks. 22x22x6'/^ ft. {rectanguhiP
steel tanks previously used by ^ild company as
sand tanUs) ; 9 Dorr 1-in. diaphragm pumps;
300 -en. ft. Laidlaw low-pressure air compressor
for cyanide plant. New jxtwer equipnu-nt will

include 1200 ft. 13-in. steel penstock pipe; 6-ft.

Pellon wheel. 300 hp.. to drive tube mills and
20 stamps ; 70 -in. IN'lton wheel for compressor,
elevator and c-Iassi tiers ; liO-in. wheel to drive
cyaniding machinery and pumps ; 42-in. wheel
for No. 5-D (latcs crusher. The ore, which has
been estimated tii average $3.20 per ton, crushes
easily and m.iy be cheaply mined ; glory-hole
n.ethod formerly used but steam shovel may he
installed and entire dike, about 400 ft. wide,
mined. F. W. Bewley, nninager.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Tonnage increased
to 164 tons daily, yielding about 17 lb. per ton.

Owyhee County
FEDERAL MINING AND SMELTING (Hailey)—^Snowslide on Feb. 25 struck North Star com-

pressor house, warehouse and bunk house, killing
15 men Tliomas Jay, mine superintendent, among
tlie injured.

MICHIGAN
Copper

COPPER RAN(;e (Painesdale) -Sinking in

Champion No. 3 shaft.

KEWEENAW (Mandan) Still short of men hut
rujuung mill IS hr. per day.
ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Damage done ity

water not so great as expected, but daily produc-
tion curtailed about 3U0 tons.

"new BALTIC (Baltic)- Down 50 It. willi

shaft on New Arcadian lode. Rock of good
character and it is believed will pay expenses of
sinking.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)- With installation of
mechanical haulage on tiiree levels, getting 50%,
more rock with about one- ha If the number of
trammers.
NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—Levels in the new

lode showing good mineralization. One drill

transferred to crosscut to get necessary geological
data for correlation of lode.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)— Has been drifting on
Kearsarge conglomerate lode for about a month.
Eightli head at stamp mill at Hubbell is being
supplemented witli rolls to increase capacity of
the unit.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Both drifts for
length of about 40 ft., have good-grade ore on
foot-wall side, hut almost entire width of 24 ft.

can be mined. Lai-k of men caused closing of
No. 2 Shaft. When new rockhouse engine is

installed, mill test will be made, probably at
the Franklin mill. Developing on the 900- 1200-
and 1500-ft. levels.

Iron

IN QUINNESEC DISTRICT, several drill holes
on the McKenna homestead show low-grade but
merchantable ore. Mine may be opened. At
present not a single mine is operating in district.

AI^RORAdronwoodl—Shaft now full size down
to depth nf 1200 ft. Sinking discontinued; rais-
ing started from 19th level ; connection will he
made at 17th level. Sh ;ft. inclined at 68'.

will be lined with concrete and steel.

WEST CHAPIN :\IINES CO. (Iron Mountain)—
Organized to develop lands west of Chapin mine
of Oliver Iron Mining Co. Shaft several hundred
feet deep; additional work to be done. Large
body of low-grade ore known to exist. Ore low-

in phosphorus. May he mined with steam
shovels.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

ROWE (Riverfon)—Contract let to K. J.

Longyear Co. for sinking I2xl8-ft. shaft to roi'k

or to depth of not less than 250 ft.

C. M. HILL LiniBER CO. (Ironton)-This
company has four diamond drills working on
Si^. SWVi. Sec. 2. 4R-29. recently leased from
Cuyuna Realty Co. Previous drilling indicates
openpit mining.
JOAN (Ironton)—Shaft is through overburden

and is 2." ft. in rock. Sublevel will be devel-
oped at 7.''. ft. and the main level at 12:1 ft.

Drill explorations indicated large body of man-
ganiferous ore. Company will enter shipiiing list

this coming season. Operation financed by Mar-
cus L. Fay. C. M. Pierce is superintendent.

Mesabi Range
BENNETT MINING CO. (Na.sbwauk)—New

company organized to oi)erate Longyear- Bennett
mine. Men connected with Pickands. Mather &
Co.. Pittsbnrp* Steel Ore Co.. and Young.stown
Sheet and Tube Co on hoard of directors. Mine
already a producer; opened two years ago.
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TKNKU {Chisholm)—Work of ooiUTL'tlnK shaft
com|)leted ; now 7 by 18 ft. Insldo. Shaft used
four years; exact counterpart now uf MoiirDC
shaft.

MA.IOKICA (Caiumut)—Ni'w niiUL* uf Ilobiirt

Miiiiii;; C(t.. EquipiiuMit on ground for .stripping.

About 40ll.n00 cu..vd, will in' roniovc-d. Ovrr
1,000, IMIII tons of orr proved by drills. Close to

Hill Amu'X pit. Sonu' ori' will bi- slilpp^'d this

year, i'lckarids, Mather & Co. will act 0.9

sales agents.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

TIGER (Tar Rivi-r, Okla.)—Let contract for

350-t.on mill on lease north of Walker Mlnlnfi
Co.

BLUE MOUND (Baxter. Kan.)—New mill

produced :U7 tons of concentrates first eight

days of operation.

TEXAS {.Inplin)—InstallinR crusher and lolis

at mine; mill burned two years ago. lU-cent

work developed galena and blende run.

LOGAN BIIOS. & HOLT (Tar Uiver, Okla.)—
Sunk shaft on lease near Montreal mine, in

Century camp, and made ricli strike.

THOMAS F. COYNE (Webl) City)--Will build

new mill at old Victor mine on Connor land.

Ore showed 7"^^ blende at custom mill.

BIISSOUHI (Joplin)—Starting .shaft at mill

on Thorns Station property. Ore to date taken
from field shaft, east of mill. Later second field

shaft will be sunk.

ADAMS-HICKS (.Joplin)—Using "string pump"
method of draining tract 4 mi. southeast of

Joplin. By use of steel cable .strung on iwles.

several walking-beam i>umps operated by one gas
engine.

RED FOX (Baxter. Kan.)—Sinking shaft and
preparing to erect 300 -ton mill on lease, north-
east of Picher, Okla., just south of Kansas-
Oklahoma state line. H. C. Austin, principal
owner.

I. L. BURCH, until recently assistant state

mine inspector has obtained, with associates,

leases on 3000 acres northeast of AVaco. Mo.,
and will prospect with drills. District is in line
of extension of Commerce. Okla,. field to Lawton.
Kan. Recent finds near Waco causing activity
there.

^_ MONTANA
Cascade County

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS MINING (Neihart)—
Since cessation of operations at company's Butte
properties, development at its properties in the
Neihart district has reached a point where regular
shipments of three cars a week to Anaconda
will be made, pending installation of air com-
pressor when output will be raised to 50 tons a

day. Ore runs high in lead, silver and zinc. A
shipment of 17 tons from the adjoining Belt

mine netted $10,000.

Lincoln County

TOGO (Troy)^Making extensive improvements
at its property in the Eureka district and will

develop 500 hp. for hydroelectric plant. New
10-drill compressor and other equipment being
installed.

Silver Bow County

DAAnS-DALY (Butte)—Ore returns for quarter
ended Dec. 31 were $146,822 ; expenditures. $142,-
595. Development consisted of 534 ft. of drifts

and 647 ft. of crosscuts.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—January output
amounted to 2.744,103 lb. copper. 124,362 oz.

silver and 196 oz. gold. Extensive new devel-
opment work under way. about 600 ft. of cross-

cutting being done per week in the new or^bodies.
Zinc production increasing.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte-) — Unconfirmed
rumors are passed around tliat property is to

be taken over by a new company. Meantime
machinery is being dismantled and sold. North
Butte has bought c-ompressor and Butte & Zenith
City company has bought electric pump. Other
companies are looking over machinery with idea
of buying whatever can be utilized.

BUTTE-NEW YORK MINING (Butte)—Opera-
tions resumed at enmpany's properties which
adjoin liutte & Superior mines and are
controlled l>y latter comp;iny luider contr;ict to

develop. Drifting on Colonel Sellers vein which
pronUses to develop into a valuable body of zinc
ore. This will enable Butte & Superior to

Increase present output or at least maintain it,

should Injunction asked for by Elm Oilu com-
pany be granted, thereb>' preventing Hulte &
Superior from mining in disputed ground.

TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Development on 700
level of Sinliad claim in company's Butte Main
Range property shows orebody to he one of great
extent and unusual richness. Recently in the
wbHt crosscut 8 ft. of the Spread Delight vein
showed 63 oz. silver and 'i¥>% copper. Ore
taken out In course of development work returns
$550 per day. covering practically all the ex-
penses of development work. Large comtiressor
ordered and new hoist and other equipment w!H
probably lie installed at Main Range the <-oniing

summer. At company's old property on Anaconda
hill, 1600 tons of ore were mined and shipped,
luring first half of February. January shipments
From both Tuolumne and Main Range properties
rvturned $35,000.

NEVADA
Lincoln County

AMAL(!AMATED I'lorilK (IMoche)—Sloping
discontinued because ot unsatisfactory smelting
contract, zinc smelters having a surfeit of ore.
Development will be continued In search for old
Raymond A: Ely lead-silver vein under direction
of Tiieodore K Van Wagenen. Superintendent
H. R. Van Wagenen will be absent about five

months on a South American examination.

Lyon County
MASON VALLEV MINES CO. (Thompson)—

iSmelting resumed with one furnace on Feb. 13
with Mason Valley and Hluestone ore; other cus-
tom ore will be received later, and it is hoped
that a sufflcient coke supply will be accumulated
to permit the blowing In of the second furnace
l)y tlie middle of March.

Mineral County
HIGH (JRADE COPPER MlNIXtJ AM) LEAS-

ING (Mina)—This company has taken over the
property, !) ml. east of Mina. owned by Messrs.
Messinger. Hansen, Hood and Reddish. Ore oc-
curs at lliiU!Slone-granite contact and besides
copper carries goid and silver. Leasers still

working in property. Last shipment averaged
18.9% Cu ; another now ready. C. E. Noble, sec-
retary.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Rand)—At Copper
Mountain property, recently optioned, <leveIop-
ment shaft down 75 ft., being sunk with two
shifts. Leasers continuing to work, three sets
shipping regularly from Nolan, on Hazen-Mlna
branch of Southern Pacific. If company devel-
opments are satisfactory, will install 25-hp. hoist,
air compressor, drills and 6- ton truck. J. K.
Turner, of Goldfield, consulting engineer.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia) Saved 75 ears averaging
$9.40 per ton from 35(1 level slope.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Vir-
ginia)—Water in shaft now below 2900 level.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 44 cars
from No. 10 stope. 2500 level, sampling $27.39 ;

40 tons from No. 11 stope, $15.05 per ton. South
drift on 2600 level extended 18 ft., and extraction
from roof of drift 6 tons of ore, averaging $67.
Face shows 3 ft. of quartz, sampling $13 to $62.

White Pine County

SALT LAKE-TUNGSTONIA MIXES CO (Au-
rum)—Mill at Tungstonia handling 20 tons per
day; test of concentrates showed 71% WO3.
Shipments must await Improved weather condi-
tions owing to 50-mi. haul to railroad. Develop-
ments in mine favorable and funds being set
aside for enlargement of mill to at least 50 tons
capacity. L. W. Robhins, general manager. Head
office, 212 Kearns Building. Salt Lake City, Utah.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

AUSTIN-AMAZON COI'PER (Silver City)—
This property, about 6 mi from Tyrone, shipping
four to five cars per week from orebody now
opened for length of loo ft. Power hoist just
installed and will sink development shaft to 500
ft. with levels at each 100 ft. Air compressor and
60-hp. engine, wtih drills, expected to enable com-
pany to get out about 100 tons daily. W. W.
Porterfleld, vice-president.

UTAH
Beaver County

RED WARRIOR (Milford)—Ore being mined
from old slopes. Development being done on 200
and 500 levels. Power furnished by Moscow
compressor. G. S. Wilkin, superintendent of
the Moscow, in charge of operations.

Box Elder County

LAKEVIEW MINING (Promontory Point)—
.Tanuary shipments amounted to four cars zinc
and one car lead ore. Four cars—one lead, three
zinc—ready for shipment ; production by lessees,

of which 24 are working.

Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Feb. 16.

amounted to 235 cars, a record week among
recent shipments.

EUREKA HILL (Eureka)—This close corpora-
tion, having 10.000 shares, paid dividend of $1
a share or $10,000 in 1916 ; production during
1916 was 46 cars.

PROPERTIES IN W'EST TINTIC or Erickson
district that are now operating include : Happy
Jack, Deseret Mines, Pyramid Summit. Mammoth
Queen, etc. Ore chiefly lead-silver.

EMPIRE MINES (Eureka) Company being
organizeti to take over Lower ^lanunoth, Boston
& Tintic. Central Mammoth. Tennessee. Rebel,
Old Colony & Eureka. Black .Tack. Garnet. Opex,
and Manhattan—all controlled by Knight inter-

ests-shaving combined territory of 600 acres.
Stockholders' nu-etings to approve merger to be
held middle of March.

Salt Lake County

MONTANA-BINGHAM (Binehaml- Capit;iliza-

tion increased from $1,500,000 to S3, 000,000.

Increase to be placed In treasury with a view
to financing operations. Company owns 170 acres
and a fifth interest In adjoining Bingham
Amalgamated's 300 acres. There Is a tunnel 4785

ft. In length, and other worklngM. Ore Ik heavy
Hutphlde, largely pyrlte carrying a lUtle chalcopy-
rlle. and In places a 8mall amount of secondary
chalcocUe, Shipments made by lettseeti have run
from 2 to 4% or more in copper.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for the week ended

Feb. 16. amounted to 155(1 tons of ore and
concentrates.

.IIDGE MINING AND SMELTING (Park City)
—Try-out of new zinc plant reported succeasful.

DALY (Park C'lty) ConditlotiH more encourag-
ing. Shipped 107.900 lb. Of ore week ended
Feb. 16.

COMSTOCK-CALIFOKMA (Park City)—Two
adjoining properties— lit claims In all -contiguous
to Silver King Coalition and Crescent, consoll-
dated under above name. Capitalization, 1,000,-
000 shares, par value $1, with 615,000 shares
in treasury. Ore left exposed on suspension of
operations several >ears ago. owing to apex liti-

gation—on 450- and 250-ft. levels, which together
have produced about 7000 tons of .shipping ore.
Five feet of ore also exposed in Comstock tunnel.
Lessees working on upper levels, week ended Feb.
16, shipped about 33 tons of ore. Property has
hoist, compressor, etc.. and mill. Work on com-
pany account starting promptly.

Utah County

BELEROPHON (American Fork) —Work re-
sumed in north drift from main tunnel, where
streak of ri<'h ore carrying silver opened.

MFLLER HILL (American Fork)—Gas en-
countered in comi)any's tunnel determined to
be carbon dioxide, and thought to come from
oxidation of sulphide ores, the resultant sul-
phuric acid acting on the limestone. Fan and
double motor installed. Work resumed.

WYOMING
PORTLAND CONSOLIDATED COPPER (En-

campment) — Shaft unwatered and sunk to 285 ft.

Spur vein, encountered in shaft, drifted on, and
ore from it and from main vein being sacked for
shipment when railroad service Is resumed. Guy
S. Weston, manager.

CANADA
Ontario

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—The 150-ton flotation

plant now running smoothly. New 2-in. low-
grade vein cut at 150-ft. level.

MILLER LAKE (Gowganda)—Reported that the
silver ore in sight on new deep level is extensive
and rich. It is being prospected as rapidly as
possible.

SHAMROCK (Cobalt)—Encouraged by success
of the Beaver, the management is planning to

sink to 1600 ft. and explore lower contact a^
soon as funds can be raised.

VIPOND-NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—
Three-compartment shaft down to 600-ft. level

;

station cut, and 900-ft. connection will be driven
to Vipond workings. Large compressor ordered.

BELLE ELLEN (South Lorain)—Shaft, down
250 ft., will be continued another 100 ft. before
lateral work. Contact between diabase and
Keewatin is expected to be reached at depth of

325 ft.

KENABEEK (Auld Township)—Silver ore re-

ported at 104-ft. level, but it is thought to be
only a small pocket. Shareholders, on Feb. 22,

decided to purchase the Hitchcock mine and
increase capital to $2,000,000.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Timmins)—
First annual statement shows production of

$5,073,401, as against an output of $4,205,901
bv tiie old HolUnger compauv in 1915. Dividends
paid were $3,126,000 as against $1,720,000.
Profits from operations amounted to $2,866,984
and income from premium on shares sold to

$180,000. Deducting $40,575 for taxes and $150.-

000 written off for depreciation the net income
was $2,856,409. leaving a deficit after the pay-
ment of dividends of $269,590. Whether present

rate of dividend with less frequent distributions,

or whether the rate will be reduced by one-half
will be announced at the annual meeting.

Managing Director P. A. Robhins estimates ore

reserves at end of the year at 3.938,000 tons of

an average value of $8.68 ner ton or $34,185,535
as compared with $33,837,870 on Dec. 31. 1915.

Total cost in 1916 amounted to $2,428,601. or

$4.03 per ton, as compared with $3.98 in 1915.

Additions to plant and equipment totaled $599,417
and the total development accomplished was
20.280 ft.

MEXICO
AMERICAN S:\IELTING AND REFINING

(Monterey, Nuevo Leon)—Three lead furnaces
blown in on Feb. 19. resuming smelting operations
discontinoed in March. 1916. when, after about
eight weeks' operation at Monterey and Matehuala.
smelting was suspended owing to general hostility

toward all American enterprises. Two copper
furnaces at Monterey will soon be started, and as
soon as typhus can he stamped out the copper
furnaces of tlie Matehiiala plant will blow in.

CHILE
SALE OF NITRATE AREAS annonnced for

Apr. 16. Details may he obtained from the Charge
d'Affaires of Chile. Washington. I>. C.
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fortuiiiitelv, such development will not brinp; any
molybdeniU' on the market In-fore two or tliree

months."

Tungsten Ore Wo ijuotf this niaikiM at $H>..'iO

frplT per unit.

Charles Hardy, hi his report under dati* ot

Feb. 27. Kives the loUowinK interestinR infiirma-

tion : "The past week has Iteeii just as hi-

(erestiuK. it in»l more, than the previous week
in the tnriusten market. The sliortage of spot

tun(j;sten. e,s|jecially scheelife, becomes more ac-

rentualiHl and i)riees advanced further until

during the last days of the week $18 was paid

for i)rompt material. Smne of tlie tungsten con-

sumers in this country have allowed themselves

to run so short of stocks that material was
bought in New York by the carload and ruslicd

to the steel districts by express. In addition

to the demand from our own buyers, the foreign

demand continued unabated and tlie tungsten ore

fiandled during the last eight days ran into

many hundred tons. Wolframite on the spot in

New York, whidi was sold down t(. $lli. recovered

and $l(j..".l);?; 17 was paid. At the moment ot

writing, a furtlier contract for 100 tons tungsten

from abroad is under negotiation and the elimina-

tion of this auautity will re<iucc the present N'ew

York stocks to a negligililc iinantitv. One of

the European countries is in tlic market for

.")0 tons of ferrotungsten and tliis iniiuiry is a

further help towards strengthening the market.

The large producers in the West have tungsten

ore ready for shipment hut are unable to move
it on account of the railroad embargo."

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK— Feb. 28

Pig iron continues to hold the spot light,

according to "Iron Age." Tlic spurt which the

car congestion gave to prompt delivery buying
two and three weeks ago was accentuated in

the past week by still higher and more widely
divergent prices. Dependent largely on the

present unusual situation, prices arc sooner ov

later expected to come more nearly in line with

contract lex'els. Interference with contract ship-

ments has affected steel-making as well as

foundry iron.

PITTSBURGH— Feb. 27

Car supplies at steel nulls have improved
slightly, resulting in slightly heavier shipments
of finished steel hut production, although cur-

tailed, is still somewhat less than shipments.

Coke shipments have increased a tritle, hut much
coke en route has reached destination and llu'

number of blast furnaces hanked lias been de-

creased by one-third or one-half- Several mills

idle on account of lack of coal have resumed.
Cases of improvement in transportation condi-

tions are so sporadic that no basis is afforded

for expecting general or speedy relief.

Steel is being produced and shipped at about
10% under capacity while pig-iron production
is still at least lOH^ under normal. Tlie steel

market is very quiet hut there is a considerable
volume of rmitine contrflcting. mills phicing
regular customers under c(uitract fov additional

periods, and the Steel Corporation will hardly
show more than a small loss in unfilled tonnage
during February, the curtailment in shipments
helping to prevent a large loss being shown.

Ship plates continue active and two new
shipyards are in the market, one on Staten
Island anil oiu- at Superior. \Vis. Steel bars and
shapes are <iuiet. There is pressure for sheets
and tin plates for early delivery, witli mills

already far behind in deliveries. Tubular goods
and wire jiroducts are fairly active.

Pig Iron—Uj) to $:>8. valley, has been paid
for prompt foundry iron. Trices are irregiUar
as only prompt deliveries are desired and tliat

is a question of the situation of buyer and seller.

The pig-iron distiicts arc i>racticaUy isolated

from each other, and sonu- districts are higlu-r

than others by more than the freight between
them. liessemer and basic are in only moderate
demand. Sharpsville furnace was bU)wn out
yesterday for relining. Scottdale and luie of the
.Tosephine .stacks, scheduled to blow in a ftntnight
ago after repairs, are still out, having no coke.
We qnnte prompt deliveries at $sr)(J/ ;iS for

foundry aiul nniileal)le, .|:i() for hesscmer and
$:iO(fi:n for basic, and forward at $:ir, for

bessemcr and $;'.0 for basic, forward being nu-
qtiotable except by inference fnnn basic, which
usually sells at the same level, (flotations named
are f.o.b. valley furnaces, n."»c. higher delivered
Pittsburgh. A southern producer is rcporti-d to

have advanced from $2r^ to $:ui, Ilirmingbam,

Steel— Prompt deliveries of soft steel arc
nominally $(iri, at which sales were recently
nnide, but higher prices would hi- paid by some
consimiers. There is a more complete hick of

Interest In forward deliveries, and in smne quar-
ter.s a decline is expected.

Coke

ConnDJIsville Last week opened with relatively

good supplies, ending very jiooiiy. while this week
opened poorly. Yesterday $12 to $i;i, was paid
for spot furnace coke, and up to $iri for spot

foundry, but today the market is (juotable about
$ll.r(0(fi)12.ri0 for furnace and %\'A'?t\'\ lor

foundry.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued
N. Y. EXCH.t Feb. 27

.\laakaC.oI(lM.. .

AlliSkiL Junefiii
Am.Sni A Ilef .com
Am. Sm. A Kef . pf.

Am. Sm. Sec., pf. A
Am.Sm. Sec. pf. U.
Am. Zinc
Am. Zinc, pf
Anaiourla
hut.>|.ll:i.s Mln.
[irlhlch.-ni Steel, .

.

Mcltilftu-ni Stc-el. pf.
Ilutto kV Superior. .

Ccrro <le Pa«co
Chile Cop
Cbino
Colo. Fuel A Iron .

<Tuclb!c Steel .

Iiome MliU'9
[ederal M. & S.
Federal M. & S.. pf.
(ircat Nor., ore ctf.

creene Ciinanea..
Ilnmestake .

Inspiration Con ,

1 nt crnat lonal Nickel
Kenneeolt
hackawanna Steel.

.

Miami Copper
NafI Lead. com..
National Lead, pf .

\cv, ( 'nnsol . . .

Ontario Mln
(Jukksllver
tjulcksllver. pf . . .

Ray Con
Uepubliel.&.S.com.,
Republic I. & S. pf.
Sloss-Sheffleld .

Tennessee C. & C.

.

U. S. Steel, com .,

U S. Steel, pf
Utah Copper ...
Va. Iron C. AC...

7!
7

111 ;

100
95

',

.17

fifi

"?i
129
120
47
39
23:
65!
47
H.'i!

Ifli

14'
41
32!
411

'?!;,

'41'

441
79
39
5B!

1081
24;
5!
01

2!
27
77
lor.
eo
15

10s i

I17J
110!
55

HO.STON EXCH.' Feb. 27

X. Y. CURBt

BufTalo Mines
nutte A N. Y
Butte C. i Z
Caledonia, .,,.,.,,
Can, Cop, Corpn,.,
Carlisle
Casbboy
Con, Ariz, Sm
Con. Coppermlnes ,

Con. Nev.-Utah, ,,

IMrst .N'at, Cop, ,

.

I'lorence
Coldfleld Con .

coldlield Merger,, ,

t;ranite
Hecla Mln
Howe Sound
,Ieronie Verde
.Toplln Ore & Spel, ,

Kerr Lake
Magraa.

.

Majestic
McKinley-Dar-Sa
Mother Lode.
Nevada Hills
N, Y, & Hond
NipissinK Mines

—

Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines, , ,

St, Joseph Lead. , , .

standard S, L,
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
TrlbuUion
Troy Arizona
United Verde Ext,,
United Zinc
White Knob. pf.. . ,

\\'liite Oaks
Yukon c.old

Hi
,62

li
6 I

.06 '

2! i

3 I

,12'.
I3"

t.70 ,

.64
,07S

,

7H
6!
lA

,27
4H

49
,75
53
,39
21
15
81
lA
41

,59
18!
,75^

.46'

61
3(i

.62= !

SAN FRAN.'

,\lta
.\ndes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
challenge con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
Could & Curry
Hale & Norcross, , ,

lacket-Cr, Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman , ,

Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
I'tah Con
Belmont
Jim Biitlcr
MacNamara
Midway
Mont --Tonopah., ,

.

North Star
Rescue Eula
West Knd C'on
.\tlanta
Booth
Comb. 1 rac . ,

D'fleld B,B
D'field Daisy
Florence
Jumbo Extension,.,
Kewanaa
Round Mountain,

,

Silver Pick
Argo
Arfz, Central
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
Nellie
Tom Reed
United Eastern, , .

United Western. . .

,03
21
,03
.02
,15'
,04
,08
,07
.02
,03
,05
,12
,66
04
,03
,04
02
.09
,41
,01

4,30
,78
,07
,18
,21
,14
,25
,65
13
,10
04
,02
,03
20
,27
.21
42
.11
.05
,10

1,31
,00
,19

2,00
4,50
,02

Adventure . ,
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The Mining Index
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This index is a i-onveiiieut ii-lV-n-nce to tlie cur-

rent literature of mining and nielallnrcy |)vili-

iished in all of the iniporfant periodicals of tlie

world. We will furnish a copy "f any article (if

in priill) in the original language for tlie price

iiuoted. Where no price is i|Uoled the cost is

unknown. Inasniucli as the papers must lie or-

dered from the publisllers. there will be some
delay for the foreign iiapers. Remittance must
he sent with order. Coupons are furnished at

the following prices: 'iilc. each, six for $1, 33

for $.>. and 100 for $l.'i. When remittances are

made in eyeii dollars, we will return the excess

over an order in coupons if so reiinested.

COPPER

4112'.!—.\RIZOXA- Rejuvenation of the Old
Camp of Chloride, Arizona. V S. (',. Todd. (Salt

hake Min. Rev., Dec. 30, lOlli ; 2? pp.,illus.) 2>K-.

4930—BOLIVIA—El Origen de los Yacimienios
Cupriferos de Corocoro y de Otros Semejantes v.ii

Bolivia. Gustavo Steinmann. (Revista Minera,

Oruro, Bolivia, Sept., lillli : 321,4 pp.. ilhls.)

4931—BOLIVIA—The Corocoro Copper District

of Bolivia. .Tos. T. Singewald. .Tr.. and Benjamin
LeRoy Miller. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. .Ian. 2",

1(117-: ."i pp., illus.) 2(lc.

4932—BRITISH COLUMBIA-Hidden Creek
Mine and Smeltery. Donald C Campbell. {Eng.

and Min. Journ., Feb. 10, 1917: 2^4 PP. illus)

20c.

4933—CANADA—Flin-I .on Lake Copper 1)'.>-

trict. John W. Callinan. (Eng. and Mhi. Journ..

Feb. 17. 1917; 1»4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4934—EXCAVATION'-Developing the Ray Con-
solidated Copper Co.'s Property with an Electric

Drag-line Excavator. (Excavating Engr.. De-j
,

1916: 31,4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

493."i—FIRE—The Pennsylvania Mine Fire.

Butte. Mont. C. Edwin Nighman and Rollins S.

Foster. (Bull. A. L M. E., Feb., 1917; 16 pp..

illus.) 40c.

4936—FLOTATION at the Calaveras Copper—
A Simple Flow-Sheet. Hallct R. Robbins. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Nov. 25, 1916 ; 4% pp., illus.) 20c.

4937—FL0T.\TIOX at the Magma Mill. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Feb. 3, 1917: -I'-i PP.. illus.)

From a paper bv J, M. Callow before A. I. M. E,,

Feb.. 1917. 20c.

4938—METALLURGY—The Year 1916 in Cop-
per. Editorial. (Met. and Chein. Eng., Jan. 1.

1917; l',4 pp.) 40c.

4939 — POWER PLANT — The Hydro-Electric
Plant of the Braden Copper Co. C. 0. Newton.
(Teniente Topics, Sept.. 1916: 8 pp.. illus.)

4940—REFINING—Current Efficiency in Copper
Refining. Lawrence Addicks. (Met. and Cbeni.

Eng.. Jan. 1. 1917; 2I4 pp.) 40c.

4941—STEAM SHOVEL—Openpit Steam-Sllovel
Costs. J. M. Anderson. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Jan. 27, 1917; Wz pp.. illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—CYANIDING

4942—NEW ZEALAND— Evolution of the Cya-
nide Process. J. McCombie. (Min. and Eng.
Rev.. Jan. .'1. 1917 ; 1 p.) Brief note <in the use
of cyaniding in New Zealand where first installa-

tion was made in 18.*^9. 40c.

4943—PRECIPirATION-A New .Method of

Zinc Precipitation. H. R. Conklin. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 27. 1917: IV2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4944—REFI-XING—From Precipitate to Bullion.

R. R. Bryan. (Jlin. and Sci. Press. Dec. 9. 1916;
2^2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

494.1—ZINC-BOX WORK. H. T. Durant. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Feb. 10. 1917; 2 pp.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
49411—ALABAMA—The Gold Log Mine, Talla-

dega County. Alabama. Edson S. Bastin. (Bull.
I140-I. r. S. Geol. Surv.. 1916; 3 pp.)

4947—ARIZONA—Tcmi Reed Gold Jlilles Prop-
erty. Arizona. C. F. Sjiilman. (5Iin. and Eng.
WId., Dec. 23. 1916; 1>, pp.. illus.) 20c.

4918—BOLIVIA—Mining Conditions at Potosi.
Bolivia. Benjamin L. Miller and Joseph T. Singe-
wald, .Tr. (Eng. and Min, .Tourn., Feb. 10. 1917;
"I'/i pp., illus.) 20c.

4949-BlfITISH COLUMBIA-The Nickel Plate
Mine and Mill. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Jan. 20, 1917; 6% pp., illus.) 20c.

lor.O — CALIFORNIA — Revival of the Cerro
Gordo Mines, Lewis H. Eddv. (Eng. and Min.
Journ,, Feb. 17, 1917; 1% pp.. illus.) 20i-.

IS.-il-CALIFORNIA—Twenty-one Years' Min-
ing at Yellow Aster. Lewis H. Eddv. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Feb. .10, 1917; 3 pii.. illus.) 20c.

49.-i2—COLORAno—Operating Conditions in

tlie San .luan Country. Colorado. L, Hall Good-
win. (Eng. and .Min. joinai.. Feb. 3. I'.)17; ;! jip..

Illus.) 20c.

4953—CRUSHIN(!-A Simple Metliod of Sizing
Ore for Tube Milling—Dumb-Bcll Tulie Mill. G.

A. Robertson. (So. Afr. Min. Journ,. Dec. 9.

1916; % p.) 40e.

4954—DRY CONCENTRATION of Gold Ore.
Leonard tlooddav. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb.
17. 1917 ; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4955—FLOTATION CONCENTRATION EXPER-
IMENTS on a Transvaal Gold Ore. F. Warten-
weiler. (Jonrti. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr.. Nov.. 1916; 3V2 pp.. illus.) 60c.

4950—NEVADA—Activity in Goodsprings Dis-
trict. Nevada. W. A. Scott. (Min. and Eng.
WId.. Dec. 23. 1916; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4957—NEVADA— El Dorado Canyon -Mining.
Milling and Development. W. A. Scott. (Min.
and Eng. WId., Dec. 16, 1916; 31A pp., illus.) 20c.

4958—NEVADA—The Golden Arrow. Clifford
and Ellendale Districts. Nye County. Nevada.
Henrv G. Ferguson. (Bull. 640-r, U. .S. Geol.
Surv., 1916; 11 pp., illus.)

4959—STOPE FILLING—Neutralization Effect
of Ash on Acid-Sand in Stope Filling. Chris.
TtHimhs. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr., Nov.. 1916; 3 pp.) «0c.

4960—VICTORIA—Deep-Lead and Drift Mining.
M. T. Taylor. (Min. Mag.. Oct., 1916: 9% pp.,
illus.) From a paper before (Cornish Inst, of
Engrs. 60c.

4961—VOLATILITY OF GOLD at High Temper-
atiu'e in Atmosplieres of Air and Other Gases.
W. Mostowitsch and W. Pletneff. (Met. and
Chem. Eng.. Feb. 1. 1917; % p.) Translated
from Journ., Russian Met. Soc. 40c.

4962—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Gold Mining
and War Profits Taxation. W. A. Macleod.
(Monthly Journ. Chamber of Mines of West. Aus-
tralia. Sept. 30. 1916; 4 pp.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MINING. ETC.

4963—CONCENTRATION—The Magnetic Con-
centration of Low-fJrade Iron Ores. S. Norton
and S. Le Fevre. (Bidl.. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1917;
21 pp.. illus.) 40c.

4964—CONCENTRATOR—The Wetherbee Iron-
Ore Concentrator at La Rue Mine. Minn. Stan-
lev A. Mahon. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 17.
1917 : \% pp.. illus.) 20c.

4965—IROX-ORE RESERVES of the World.
H. H. Campbell. (Iron Age. .Ian. 4. 1917; 2 pp.)

4966—LAKE SUPERIOR Iron-Ore District in

1916. R. V. Sawhill. (Iron Tr. Rev., .Tan. 4.

1917; 12 pp.. illus.) Notes on production, im-
provements in treating, reserves, etc. 60c.

4967 — SURVEYING — Magnetometric Survey
Method. J. F, Kellock Brown. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Feb. 17. 1917; ^ p.. illus.) 20c.

IRON AND STEEL—METALLURGY
4988—ALLOY STEELS—United Alloy Steel

Corporation Works. (Iron Age, Jan. 4. 1917 ; 5

pp.. illus.)

4969—BLOWING PLANT—New Blowing Plant
at tire Barrow Hematite Company's Works. (Iron
and Coal Tr. Rev., .Tan. 26, 1917; IVz pp., illus.)

.40e.

4970—CORROSION of Ingot Iron Containing
Cobalt. Nickel or Copper. Herbert T. Kalimis
and K. B. Blake. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Cliem..
Feb.. 1917 : 13 pp.. illus.) 60c.

4971—ELECTRIC FURNACES—Arc Furnaces
for Steel-Making. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Jan.
26. 1917 ; 3 pp.. illus.) 40c.

4972 — ELECTRIC STEEL INDUSTRY', The
Status of the. (Iron Age, Jan. 4, 1917; 2^4 pp.)

4973—FERROALLOYS—Metals and Alloys in
the Steel Industry. De Courcy Browne. (Iron
Age. Jan. 4. 1917; 3 pp.. illus.) Notes on devel-
opments in tungsten, cobalt, uraniimi. mol^'b-
denum. etc.. in 1916.

4974 — FERROMANGANESE — American Skill

Solves Problem of Supplying Ferromanganese and
Spiegeleisen. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Jan. 4. 1917 ; 2 pp.)
60e.

4975—FOT'NDRY IROXS The Chemical and
Physical Properties of Foundry Irons. J. E.

.lohnson. Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Nov. 15.

Dec. 1 and 15. 1916; 16 pp.. illus.)

4976—GREAT BRITAIN-The Iron and Steel

Trade in 1916. District Reviews of the Iron and
Steel Trade. (Iron and Coal Tr. Kev., Dec. 29.
1910: 7 pp.) 40c.

4977—GAS—Dry-Hot versus Cold-Wet Biast-
Furnace Gas Cleaning. Linn Bradley. H. D.
Egbert and W, W. Strong. (Bull. A. L M. E..
Feb.. 1917 ; 16 pp.. illlus.) 40c.

I97S HOT- BLAST STOVES—Some Suggestions
Uegarding Construction of Hot-Blast Stoves. Linn
Bradley. II D. Egbert and W. W. Strong. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. Feb.. 1917; 3J, pp.) 40c.

4979—METALLURGY—Etude Comparative des
Metallurgies Francaise et Etrangferes ; Premlfere
Conference, La .M^taiinrgie du Fer. (Bull., .Soc.

d'Encour.. Sept. -Oct., 1916; 57 pp.. illus.)

4980— PROGRESS—Technical Advances in Iron
and Steel. J. K. Johnson. Jr. (Iron Age. .Ian, I.

1917 ; 3 pp.)

1981—REFRACTORY .MATERIALS for the
Sheffield Trade. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Dec.
15. 1916; Hi pp.) Lecture liv W. G. Fearnsidcs
lief<ire the .Midland Inst, of Min. Engrs. 40c.

4982—SLAti- The Viscosity of Blast-Furnace
Slag. Alexander L. Fcikl. (Bull.. A. I. M. E..
Feb.. 1917 ; 25V4 pp.. illus. 1 4(lc.

49S3—TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS in

Bessemer and Open-Heai-th Practice. Geo. K.
Burgess. (Bull.. A. I. M. E.. Feb., 1917; 14 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

4984—TIRE MANUFACTURE—The Manufac-
ture of Weldless Steel Tires for Locomotive and
Car Wheels. Guilliaem Aertsen. (Bull. 121.
A, L M. E., Jan., 1917; 5'/, pp.) 40c.

498.5—WASTE-HEAT BOILERS Make Good
Record at South Chicago Works of Illinois Steel
Co. (Iron Age. Jan, 1, 1917.)

LEAD AND ZINC

4986—ANALYSIS—The Analysis of Antimonial
Lead. C. R. McCabe. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem.. Jan., 1917; 1 M; pp.) 60c.

4987—BLAST-FURNACE CHARGES—The Cal-
culation of Lead-Blast-Furnace Charges for Stu-
dents of Metallurgv. Boyd Dudley. Jr. (Met.
and Chem. Eng.. Jan. 15 and Feb. 1. 1917 ; 14Vi
pp.

)

4988—BRITISH COLUMBIA— Electrolytic Re-
fining at Trail. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Dec. 23 and 30. 1916; 8 pp.. illus.) Gives
details of lead smelting, zinc-ore roasting and a

description of the electrolytic process employed.
40c.

4989 — CALIFORNIA— Revival of the Cerro
Gordo Mines, Lewis H. Eddv. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 17, 1917; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

4990—FLOTATION at Pioche, Nevada. (Eng.
and Mill. Journ.. Feb. 17. 1917 ; li/4 PP-, illus.)

Data on plant of Consolidated Nevada-Utah Co..

from a paper bv J, .M. Callow, before A. I. M. E..

Feb.. 1917. 20c.

4991—GREAT BRITAIN—Lead Mines in Wear-
dale, County Durham. Worked by the Weardale
Lead Co.. Ltd. Henrv Lfuiis. (Min. Mag.. Jan..
1917 ; 11 pp.. illus.) 60c.

4992—ILLINOIS-IOWA—Geologic Atlas of the
United States—Galena-Elizabeth Folio. E. W.
Shaw and A. C. Trowbridge. (U. S. Geol. Survey.
1916 : 13 pp.. illus.)

499:i—MISSOURI—Studies on the Origin of
Missouri Cherts and Zinc Ores. G. H. Cox. Reg-
inald S. Dean and V. H. Gottschalk. (Bull. Mo.
School of Mines and Metallurgy. Vol. Ill, No. 2,

1916; 34 pp.. illus.)

4994—ORES, PRODUCTION, ETC.—Lead. P.
E. Josepii. (Bull. 45. ITniv. of Ariz., Bureau of
Mines. 1916-17 ; 12 pp.)

4995—ROA.STIXG—Ridge Mechanical Blende-
Roasting Furnace. H. M. Ridge. (Eng. and Min.
.lourn.. Feb. 17. 1917; I'/i pp.. illus.) 20c.

4996—SJIELTER FUME—The Baghouse of tile

St. Josepli Lead Co. S. Paul Liiidau. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Feb. 17. 1917; 3',4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4997—SMELTERY—The Bunker Hill Smeltery.
Jules Labarthe. (Min. and Sci. Press. Feb. 3.

1917; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

4998—ZINC OXIDE from Lead Slag. H. B.
Pulsifer and Geo. Perlstein. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Feb. 3. 1917 ; 3 pp.. illus.) Describes proc-
ess of Hedges and Devine. 20c.

4999—ALUMINUM INDUSTRY in 1916. The.
(Metal Ind.. Jan.. 1917: % p.) 20c.

OTHER METALS
5000—ALUMINUM ROLLING-MILL PRACTICE.

Geo. Lyon. Jr. (Metal Ind.. Jan.. 1917 ; 2 pp.) 20c.

5001—AXTIMO.XY—Flotation of Stibnitc Ores
.loseph Daniels and C. R. Corey. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 27. 1917: 2^ pp.) 20c.

5002—ANTIMONY—Mlning of Antimony Ores
in Canada. (Summary Report. Mines Branch.
Can. Dejit. of Mines for 1915; 9 pp.)

5003-CADMll'.M Metallurgy of Cadmium-
Raw Materials. Tecbniiiue and lOconomics. Franz
Juretzka. translated by Oliver C. Ralston. (Met.
and Chem. Eng.. Feb. I. 1917; 2Vi PP.. Illus.)

From Metall und Erz. 40c.
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:-,001—rKLESTITE—A Discovery of Celostlte,

San Uenuiidino Co., Calif. Wlllard Malk'ry.

(Mill, and Sfi. Press, Dec. 30, 19I(i; % P.. il>"s >

20c.

5005—MANCiANESE in West-Central Arkansas.

Garnett A. Joslin. (Mln. and Scl. I'rcss, Dec. 30,

191(i : I'/i lip.) 20c.

.^OOCi -llANCANESE—Use of Manganese in the

Manufacture of Iron and Steel. Welton J. Crook.

(Pahasapa (Juart., Dec. 101(1; 7 pp.)

5007 — MOLYHDENTM — Analysis of Molyb-

denum Ores. H. \Yestllni,' and Carl Andersen.

(Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 23, 1910; 1% PP.) -"«.

SOUS—MONAZITE—Recent Work on Moniizitc

and Other Thorium Minerals in Ceylon. (Bull.,

Imp. Inst.. .Tuly-Sei)t., 1916: 49 pp., illus.)

5009—NICKEL—Nota Sobre a Occorrencla de

um Mineral de Nickel, Perto da Villa dc Livra-

mento. Estaciio da Estrada de Ferro Itede-Sul-

Mineira, Estado de Minas Ceraes. Horace E.

Williams. (Servico Geologico e Mineralogico do

Brasil, 1916 ; 8 pp.)

5010—NICKEI^The Oricin of the Sudbury

Nickel Ores. C. F. Tolman, .Ir., and Austin F.

Rogers. (Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Feb. 3, 1917; 3

pp., illus.) 20c.

50ii_QiiiCKSlLVER—Cinnabar in the Sierra

Nevada S. L. Gillan. (Min. and Sci. Press.

Jan. 20, 1917: % p.) 20c.

50i->_sTRONTirM NITRATE: A New Indus-

try. Donald F Irvin, (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov.

25", 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

5013—STRONTIUM PRODUCTION, A New
Southwestern Industry. B. W. James. (Min. and

Oil Bull., Feb., 1917; 1% PP-. iHus.) 20c.

5014—TIN—A Handy Method for Assaying Tin

Ores George M. Henderson. (Eng. and Jlin.

Journ., Feb. 10, 1917; V4 P) 20c.

5015—TIN—Bucket-Dredging for Tin in the

Federated Malay States. Harry D. Griffiths.

(Min. Mag.. Jan., 1917 ; 8 pp., illus.) Continuation

of article previously indexed. 40c.

5016—TIN—Northern Nigeria Tin Industry.

Editorial. (5Iin. Journ., Dec. 30, 1916; 1>4 PP)
40c.

5017—TI'NGSTEN—Electrolytic Behavior of

Tungsten Walter E. Koerner. (Met. and Chem.

Eng., Jan. 1. 1917; 7 pp.) Paper before Am.
Electrochem. Soc.

5018 TUNGSTEN—New Scheelite Discovery in

Kern Co., California. W. H. Storms. (Min. and

Sci. Press, Nov. 25, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

NONMETALLiC MINERALS

5019 — ABRASIVES — Selecting Abrasives for

Specific Uses. R. G. Williams. (Industrial Man-
agement, Jan.. 1917; 7J pp.. illus.) Gives major

characteristics of the commercial abrasives,

natural and artiflcial. 40c.

5020—BUILDING STONE—Metodos de Explo-

tacion de Aigunos JIateriales de Construccion Em-
pleados en el Distrito Federal y Medios Propuestos

para Mejorarlos. Rafael M. Tello. (Bol. Minero,

Jan. 15, 1917 ; 21 pp., illus.)

5021—CLAYS—Refining and Utilization of

Georgia Kaolins. Ira E. Sproat. (Bull. 12S,

U. S. Bureau of Jlines. 1916 ; 59 pp., illus.)

5022—DIATOMITE—A Review of Occurrences,

Production, Values and Prospects. B. Dunstan.

(Queensland Govt. Min. .Journ., Dec. 15, 1916;

3ii pp.1 60c.

5023—FERTILIZERS—The Intern-ational Move-
ment of Fertilizers and Cliemical Products Useful

to Agriculture. (International Inst, of Agri..

Sept, 1916; 76 pp.) Data on production of

phosphates, basic slag, potash salts, nitrate of

soda, etc., also prices, consumption, etc.

50'>4—GEMS and Precious Stones of Arizona.

Frank L. Culln, Jr. (Bull. 48, Univ. of Ariz.,

1916-17 ;
0i/» pp.)

5025—LIME ROCKS. Frank L. Culin. Jr.

(Bull. 45, Univ. of Ariz., Bureau of Mines, 1916-

17; 8 pp.) Occurrence, uses, mining, prices, etc.

5026—MAGNESITE—California Magncsite In-

dustry and Production. W. A. Scoit. (Min. and

Eng. 'Wld., Dec. 30, 191G ; 2% PP.. illus.)

5097—MINERAL WATERS In 191.5. Richard

B. Dole. (Mineral Resources of tUe U. S.. 1915

—Part TI; 38 pp.)

5028—MOLDING S.\N"D— Properties of Molding

Sand. Robert E. Wendt. (Resources of Tenn.,

Jan., 1917 ; 1'/: PP)
5029—NITRATE—The Chilean Nitrate Industry.

A. W. Allen. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Feb. 3,

1917; 3Vi pp., illus.) 20c.

5030—POTASH as a Byproduct from the Blast

Furnace. R. J. Wysor. (Bull., A. L M. E., .Ian.,

1917 ; 3H4 pp.. illus.)

r,o:ii—SALT—The Production of Salt in Szech-

uen Province, Western China. H. K. Richardson.

(Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1. 1917 ; 8% pp..

Illus.) 40c

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

5032-ANTICLINAL THEORY'—Tlie Evidence

of tlie Oklahoma Oil Fields on the Anticlinal

Theory. Dorsev Hager, (Bull., A. I. M. E.,

Feb.. 1917 : 4 pp.) 40c.

5033—DISTILLATION—The Analytical Distil-

lation of Petroleum. W. F. RIttrann and E. W.
Dean, (Bull, 125, U, S, Bureau of Mines, 1916;

79 pp,, Illus.)

5034— ILLl.NOLS-Preliminary Oil Repurt on
Soul hern Illinois. Albert D. Urokaw. (Extract

from Bull. 35, 111. Geol. Surv., 1916; 13 pp.,

illus.)

5035—LAW—The Need and Advantages of a

National Bureau of Weil-Log Statistics. W. G.

Matteson. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb,, 1917; 3>4

pp.) 40c.

503fi—OHIO—Reservoir Gas and Oil In the

Vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio. Frank R. Van Horn.
(Hull.,' A. I. M. E., Jan., 1917; 11V4 pp., Illus.)

40c.

5037-I'ETROLEUM WITHDRAWALS and Res-

torations Affecting tile I'libllc Domain, Issued

Between Jan. 16 and Sept. 30, 1916. (Bull. 623,

Appendix A, U. S. Geol. Surv., Jan-Sept., 1916;

16 pp.)

5038—ROUMANIA—L'Industrle du Petrole en
Knumanie. J. Vlcliniak. (G^nic Civil, Jan. 13,

1917 : 2V2 pp., illus.) 40c.

5039—TE.VX KSSEE—Recent Oil Development
at (ilenmary, Tenn. L. C. Glenn. (Resources of

Tenn., Jan., 1917 ; 4 pp.)

5040—WYOMING—The Pilot Butte Oil Field,

Fremont County. Victor Zlegler. (Bull. 13,

Wyo, (k'ologisfs Office, 1916; 40 pp., illus.)

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
5041 — COLORADO — (ieoliigii- .\tlas of the

United States—Colorado Springs Folio. George
I Finlay. (U. S. Geol. Survey, 1916; 15 pp.,

illus.)

5042—ITALY'-Mineral Deposits of Tuscany.
Waldemar Lindgren. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Feb. 17, 1917 ; Vi p.) Notes from two pamphlets

by P. Toso. 20c.

5043—MEXICO—Region Minera de Santa Maria
del Rio, Estado de San Luis Potosi. (Bol. Minero,
Jan. 1, 1917 ; 5 pp.)

5044—NEW MEXICO—Contributions to the
Geology and Paleontology of San Juan County,

New Mexico. 1. Stratigraphy of a Part of the
Chaco River Y'alley. Clyde .Max Bauer. (Prof.

Paper 9S-P, U. S. Geol. Surv.. 1916: 8 pp.. illus.)

5045—QUEENSLAND—Kangaroo Hills Mineral
Field, North Queensland. E. Cecil Saint-Smith.

(Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Nov. 15, 1916 ;

514 pp.. illus.) 60c.

5046—SOUTH AFRICA—The Economic Geology
of the Insizwa Range. W. H. Goodchlld ; also

discussion. (Bulls. 147 and 148, 1. M. M., 1916;
64 pp., illus.)

5047—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Annual Prog-
ress Report of the Geological Survey for the

Y'ear 1915. (Geol. Surv. of West. Austr., 1916;

44 pp.)
5048—WY'OMING—Relations of the Erabar and

Chugwater Formations in Central Wyoming. D.

Dale Condit. (Paper 9S-0. U. S. Geol. Surv.,

1916; 8 pp., illus.)

MINING—GENERAL
5049—ACCIDENTS—Quarry Accidents in the

I' S. During 1915. Albert H. Fay. (Tech.

Paper 165, U. S. Bureau of Mines. 1917; 77 pp.)

5050—BLASTING—The Priming of Charges
and Firing of Blasts. Thomas M. Knight. (Eng.

and Contract., Deo. 20. 1916: lu pp.. illus.) 20c.

505l_BRITISH COLUMBIA MINING in 1916.

E. Jacobs. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., .Tan., 1917 ; 2

pp.) 40c.

5051a—COST—Symposium on the High Cost of

Mining, Milling and Smelting. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Feb. 3, 1917; 7H PP I Remarks by S. J.

Jennings, George C. Stone, H. H. Alexander and
others before the New Y'ork section. Mining and
Metallurgical Society of_Ainerica. 20c.

50.52—DRILL-SHARPENING METHODS at the

United Y'crde, Jerome, Ariz. Frank Richards.

(Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Feb. 17. 1917; IS pp..

illus.) Second-prize winner in "Eng. News."
contest, and republished from that periodical. 20c.

5052a—DRILL STEEL—Operating a Steel-

Sharpening Shop. J. E. O'Rourke. (Eng. and

Min. Journ., Feb. 10, 1917; 1% PP., iHus.) Win-
ner of a prize contest conducted by "Eng. News,

and reprinted from the Jan. 18th issue of that

publication. 20c.

5053 — FIRE — The Pennsylvania Mine Fire,

Butte Mont. C. Edwin Nigliman and Rollins S.

Foster (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb.. 1917 ; 16 pp.,

illus.) 40c.

5053a—FIRST AID—The Encouragement of

Flrst-Ald Work on tlie Jlines : Some Suggestions

«ased on Crown Mines Experience. A. J. Brett.

(Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr.,

Nov., 1916; 3^4 pp.) Discussion of paper pre-

viously indexed. 60c.

5054 HOIST—An Economical Prospect Hoist

at Wcstpolnt, Calif. L. A. and W. C. Rehfuss.

(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb. 17, 1917 ; M. p.,

illus.) 20c.

5054a—NEW Y'ORK—The Mining and Quarry

Industry of New Y'ork State ; Report of Operations

and Productiim During 1915. D. H. Newland.

(Bull. N. Y'. State Museum, Oct. 1, 1916; 92 pp.)

505.5-SAFETY' WORK in Ontario Mines.

James Bartlctt. (Proc. Mine Inspectors' Inst,

of the U. S., June, 1916; 6 pp.)

5055a—SOUTH AUSTRALIA— .\ Review of

Mining Operations In the Stale of Smith Austra-

ila During Haif-Y'ear Ended June 30, 1916. Cnni-

nlled bv Lionel C. E. Gee. (No. 24, So, Austral.

Bureau" of Mines, 1916; 03 pp., illus.)

5056—STEAM SHOVEL—Opcnpit Steam-Shovel
Costs. J. M. Ander.son. (Eng and Mln. Journ.,

Jan. 27, 1917: IVi PP , Illus.) 20c.

50,50h—SURVEY DATA— Filing Survey Data at

Mines. K. S. Schullz, Jr. (Eng. and Mln. Journ..

Jan. 27, 1917; 4V4 pp.. Illus.) Conclusion of

article previously Indexed. 20c,

5057—TIMBER—The Decay of I'll Timber.
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Dec. 15, 1916; IJ pp.)

Paper by J. Mitchell before Midland InsI, of

Mln. Engrs. 40c.

5057a—UNWATERING—Mine Unwatcrlng with
Air Lift. S. H. Brockunler. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ., Feb. 3, 1917; 1 p.) Relates to Herman
mine at Westvllle, Calif. 20c.

FLOTATION
(See also "Copper," "Lead and Zinc" and "Gold

and Silver")

5058—ANTIMONY—Flotation of Stibnite Ores.
Joseph Daniels and C. R. Corey. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ., Jan. 27, 1917 ; 2'.i pp.) 20c.

5058a—BIBLIOGRAPHY' of Recent Literature
on Flotation of Ores, January to June, 1916. D.
A. Lyon, O. C. Ralston, F. B. Laney and U. S.

Lewis. (Tech. Paper 135, U. S. Bureau of Mines,
1917 ; 20 pp.

5059—LEGAL STATUS of Flotation Processes.
Correspondence. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 1,

1917; 1% pp.) 40c.

5059a — NEW DEVELOPMENTS— Flotation
Practice In 1916. Editorial. (Met. and Chem.
Eng.. Jan. I, 1917; 1% pp.) 40c.

5060—NOTES on Flotation- 1916. J, M. Cal-
low. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Feb., 1917; 19 pp.,
illus.) Notes on Magma, Inspiration. Arizona
Copper and other installations. 40c.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
5060a—BKO.NZE POWDER—The Manufacture

of Bronze Powder. Otto Von-Schlenk. (Metal
Ind., Feb., 1917 ; 1% pp., illus.) Description of

its production in Germany and its industrial uses.

20c.

5061—COST—Symposium on tlie High Cost of
Mining, Milling and Smelting. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ., Feb. 3, 1917; 7^ pp.) Remarks by S. J.

Jennings, George C. Stone, H. H. Alexander and
others before New Y'ork Section, Min. and Met.
Socy. of America, 20c.

5062—FLUE GASES—Determination of the
Density of Flue Gases. J. A. Smith. (Chem.
Tr. Journ., Dec. 23, 1916; IVt PP., Ulus.) Paper
before Y'ictorian Inst, of Engrs. 40c.

5063—ITALY'—Electrochemical Industries in

Italy. A. Miolati. (Chem. Tr. Journ., Oct 14,

1916; IS pp.) Conclusion of article previously in-

dexed. 40c.

5064—REFRACTORIES-Silica Brick and Some
New Uses for Them. Walter Gray. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., Feb. 15, 1917: 7 pp., illus.) 40c.

5065 — REFRACTORY' MATERIALS — General
Discussion on Refractory Materials. J. W'. Mellor,

W. G. Fearnsides and others. (Advance copy,

Faraday Soc, Nov. 8, 1916; 5 pp.)

5066—SMELTER SMOKE—The Baghousc of the

St. Joseph Lead Co. S. Paul Lindau. (Eng.

and Min. .Tourn., Feb. 17, 1917; SVi pp., illus.)

20c.

5067—STACK—Design of a Thousand-Foot
Smeltery Stack. N. L. Stewart. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Feb. 10, 1917; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MACHINERY

5068—BELT-COST ESTIMATING CHART. W.
P. Sehaplior.st. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 27,

1917 ; % p., illus.) 20c.

5069—ELECTRIC-MOTOR GROl'NDING and In-

sulation. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 27. 1917 ;

1 p., illus.) From an article in "Power," Jan.

2, 1917. 20c.

5070—ELECTRICAL MACHINERT—Suggested
Safety Rules for Installing and T'sing Electrical

Eiiuipment in Bituminous Coal Mines. H. H.

Clark and C. M. Means. (Tech. Paper 138, U.

S. Bureau of Jlines, 1916; 36 pp.;

5071—LUBRICATION—Oils and Greases in

Common Use. R. Gray. (Am. Mach., Jan. 25,

1917; 1% pp.) 20c.

5072—MOTOR TRUCKS—Design and Operation

of Motor Trucks. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 13.

1917 ; iV' PP . illus.) Abstract of paper by W.
H. Clapp" before Los Angeles Section. A. S. M.
E. 20c.

5073 MOTOR TRUCKS-Efficiency to and from

the Sliop Rollin W. Hutchinson. Jr. (Indus-

trial Management, Jan., 1917 ; 12 pp., illus.)

40c.

5074—POWER PLANT—The Hydro-Electric

Plant of the Braden Copper Co. C. G Newton.

(Teniente Topics, Sept.. 1916; 8 pp., lUus.)

5075—SKIP AXLE Which Keeps Oiled, A.

James E. Harding. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb.

10, 1917; V« p.. illus.) 20c.

5076—STEAM—Chart to Determine Cost of

Leaking Steam. W. F. Schapliorst. (Eng. and

Mln. .Tourn.. Feb. 10. 1917; ',i p.. illus.)

5077—WATER SOFTENING- Methods of Soft-

ening and Filtering Mine Water. M. F Newm.in.

(Min. and Eng. WHd., Dec, 9, 1916; 2% pp., il-

lus.) 20c.
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Metal Mining in Russia
l!v SYl)Xl;^ II. Hall" and Bkla Lowf

SyyOPSIS—.4 rcririr of jN-e.'ii'nt slalus uf the

metal-mining indn.^li-t/ in Hiixsin togclhev tcitli.

fjeological clfwcri/iliom- of the rari()u.<t mineral de-

jiosils and details uf ail the princiixiJ producing

mining companies. Hussia .stand.i eiglith in the

list of «'or/(/'.s- cu/i/!cr iiroducerx, fourth as a gold

producer and first in tlie jjruductiun- of platinum,

and ha.s the most important manganese deposit in

the world.

A re.sult of the European War will be the' further in-

dustrialization of Russia and the development of her vast

natural resources on a larger scale and at greater speed

quirenients of tiie industrial establishments of the country,

the introduction of modern milling and metallurgical

methods and the de.-^irc of I'lissia to make herself as far as

possible independent of imports.

Since the outbreak of the wa.- the necessity of closer

commercial relations belween IJussia and the United

States has often bpcn pointed out. American capital is

beginning to invest heavily in European countries, and as

Russia is more in need of capital for developing her in-

dustries than the other great powers, she constitutes a

particularly attractive field to financiers. The mining

investor, especially, may look favorably upon a country in

which so many mining ventures by foreign capital have

succeeded. The exploitation of copper, iron, manganese.

TYPES OF KUSSlA.xs A.XD K I K' ; M i:si':, iHi-; lattki; thi-j riM.vci cai, lai;i '|;|'.i;.-> hi.- ihI'; kiki,hi:81i; tiri:Li'i;.s

than during the last decade, which witnessed an un- lead and zinc properties has been highly successful, al-

precedented increase of mineral production in that eoun- though that of gold mines, with few exceptions, has been

try. The Russian mining industry in parti<'ula,' is not disappointing.

in keeping with her natural resources, and a considerably Foreign Hnanciers, particiiliirly liritish. have the lead

larg^r mineral output can be expected in view of the re- at the present time in this field: pi'ior to liMO, however,——. . ,.„,„, „ ,. , ^., French, (lerman and Belgian investors ]n'edominated over
•Mining geologist, 71 Tiioail w:iy. New ^ ork City.

. . .,,,._, ., ,, , , r ii 11
tMining engineer. 42 Broadway, New York City. British. It IS .said that 2:>'/o ol the stocks oL all gold
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mines in Tfussia is owned in the British Isles, and in

oopjipr mines British capital predominates. The (Jermans

nri,' rather heavily interested in manganese, iron and

eopjier properties: the Freneh, throiigh a sales ,-iyndieate,

control the ]ilatinnni inchistry, while Belgians have in-

vested heavily in the iron industry. German c-apital has

largely contined itself to the Caneasns, the Donetz basin

and the Paeifie Coast regions; Uelgian, to the Donetz

basin, while French ami iMiglish eai)ital have sought all

parts of the empire.

Although American capital as yet is interested in Hus-

sian mines to hut a small extent, American engineers are

responsible for many of the notable successes. Under

these circumstances details of the metal-mining industry

in Russia are of increasing inlerest to American mining

men. This description of all the important metal niine.^

and the conditions alfecting mining in each district is

the result of compilation of data scattered among various

(mostly foreign) publications and of personal observation

made during extended trips throughout Ihe Ttussian Em-
pire.

Table 1 of the Eussian metal production for the j-ears

1880, 1892, 1904 and 1913, gives the status of Russian

mining at four periods at, roughly, 10-year intervals.

These tables show that the metal production is neither

sufficient for the needs of the country nor eoniniensuratc

with its great mineral wealth. They demonstrate, how-

ever, the steady and satisfactory ])rogress in copjier and

))ig-iron ]noduction and likewise what an erratic in-

dustry is Russian manganese mining.

In 1913 Russia produced only 1.7% of the lead she

consumed, or less than 0.1% of the world's production in

that mclal : and 22.'.)% of the zinc she u.sed, or about

0.7.')% to the world's production of this metal. The lead

and zinc productions should soon reach respectable figures,

when the large eastern Siberian companies begin iiro-

dnction.

Knssia in 1913 contributed 3.4% to the world's pro-

duction of copper, ranking as eighth, ju.st after Canada,

and the production was 85.3% of the copper consumed.

The important copper producers in Russia form a trust,

the Myed Syndicate. It controls, through its company
members and through its purchasing contracts, about

9.')% of the Russian coi)])er production. Engineers for

the last six years have foreseen the day when the Rus-

sian copper production would exceed its consumption.

liul with the commercial expansion to be expected after

the war, that day is doubtless still some years in the

TABLE 1 RUSSI.W MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION
1880

1.003.147 tons

3.138 tons
hisignificant

$27,804,400
94,775 02.

1,112 tons
4,298 tons

1892 1904

Iron orp
Pig iron
Copper
Manganese ore

.

Gold
Platinum
Lead., ,

Zinc

This table shows the great strides that have been made

in the last 35 years, in the production of copper, iron and

manganese, and that the gold output during that time lias

decreased, while platinum has increased.

Table 2, compiled from the sbitistics of the MetaUge-

fsellschaff, shows the production and consumption of lead,

copper and spelter for the 10 years preceding the war.

The copper productions for 1914 and 1915 arc from re-

ports of the Myed Syndicate

:

TABLE 2. RUSSIAN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF LEAD,
COPPER .\ND ZINC

1,072,651 tons
5.377 tons

203.460 tons
$25,818,000

141,845 oz.

885 tons
4.372 tons

2.972,115 tons
10.900 tons

430.090 tons
$24,627,537

161.950 oz.

300 tons
10,606 tons

1913

4,547.000 tons
34.300 tons

1.171.000 tons
$22,199,000

173.642 02.

1,000 tons
7,610 tons
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Formerly the gold whirh was not registered—that is was

stolen from the miues—was estimated to be about 10%
of the reported total production. In recent years the

amount has decreased relatively, by reason of more string-

ent laws, and the fact that a greater proportion of the

output is from the operations of large companies, es-

pecially in eastern Siljeria, where the larger proportion

of illicit gold was mined. The setback in 1911-12 was

due in part to deplorable labor troubles in the Lena Dis-

trict. No great gain is to be expected in the gold output,

and unless offset by gold recovered from base-metal re-

fining, the output will probably decrease.

Silver is produced mostly as a byproduct of copper or

gold refining, although a little silver comes from the Urals

and the Trans-Baikal and the Semipalitinsy provinces.

The total production for 1911 was 263,000 oz. and in

1914 the government gold refineries turned out 145,000

oz. silver. As the Altai mines are opened up, silver pro-

duction should increase.

Table 4 shows approximately the relative importance

of the various mining districts as metal producers.

TABLE 4. RUSSI.\X METAL PRODICTIOX BY DISTRICTS

Mangan-
ese, %

Copper Plat- GoUI. Iron. Quick- Av.
1914, inum. 1910, 1912, silver, 1904- Silver, Zinr,

District % % '"o ""r % 1913 % %
Ural 53 100 24 20 2

Caucausus...-24 .. 73 17

Siberia
Altai I 25 26

Kirghese steppes 18 . .

Eastern Siberia ... 61
Yenisei ... 13 . ...

Poland 10 . 57

Donetz Basin 68 100 23
Finland I ...

Moscow (Central
Russia) ... 2

Secondary Metal.3
Gold and Copper

Refineries .
75 ...

Effect of Political Coxditions

The future of the mining industry in Russia will de-

pend to a great extent on political conditions. The well-

known features and policies of the semi-absolute govern-

ment have held back the intellectual advance of the

Russian people and have retarded the industrial develop-

ment of the country. Now, however, the Russian rulers

are anxious to assist industrial undertakings, as is

evidenced by the high protective tariff on metals; and

this import duty (Ic. per lb. on lead and spelter, 7c. per

lb. on copper) certainly stimulates mining enterprises

potently. However, the largest metal concerns usually

deduct from this bonus the freight rate from the mine to

Moscow or Petrograd. Early in 19r6 the import duty

upon gold mining and development machinery was re-

moved, thus inviting development.

Political changes that will remove other ob.stacles to

industrial development are also to be expected. The war

has democratized the Russian people and awakened their

social conscience, and the government will ultimately

have to grant reforms which will result in the training

and educating of the Russian workman. This factor is

of the utmost importance, as the lack of properly skilled

and intelligent workingmen is one of the main reasons

for the l)ackwardness of industry. The prohibition of

vodka sale has had a wonderful etfect, increasing every-

where in the empire the productivity of labor. Perhaps

III' ('(|\i;il value will be the return to his field of labor of

the scildier peasant, used to discipline and acquainted to

s(niic degree at least with the wonders of the world beyond

the confines of his own rcighhoriiood.

Any di.scnssion of Russian labor is dillicult, for in one

place the workman may be a Teuton, in another a

Russian, in a third a Tartar, and a fourth a Kirgheae.

W'itii few exceptions, whatever his race may be, his ef-

ficiency is low. Labor is frequently done by contract,

but the minimum amount of work required is so small

and the Russian workman is so used to a low standard of

living and at the same time so suspicious of the .system,

that it does not result in high productivity.

At the present time foreigners are permitted to prospect

or mine only within a belt of 60 miles wide on the east

coast of Siberia, upon receiving a permit from the gov-

ernor of East Siberia. This permit is difficult to ob-

tain. Portions of southern Siberia and Turkesttin are also

partially closed to foreigners. With Russia in alliance

with Phigland and Japan such restrictions will doubt-

less disappear in the future.

Cohpoeation axd Mining Law

Russia has no corporation law. If a new company is

to be formed, a special charter must be granted by the

Council of ilinisters. The laws affecting corporations are

scattered among criminal, civil and commercial laws,

but if the bylaws nf a company and its purposes are in

conformity with Russian law, its charter is always grant-

ed, although in .some instances not without unpleasant

delay. Restrictions made by the laws can almost invari-

ablj' be waived by a special permit from the Minister,

and a company of standing will usually lie able to obtain

such permit. A company established by foreigners out-

side of Russia must obtain pennission from the govern-

ment before starting operations, but in the event that it

is officially recognized, may plead in the courts and in

other ways has legal standing. Any company fonned in

Russia, even by foreigners, is a Russian company. The
general manager of a Russian company must be a Rus-

sian and a Christian. A freqnent practice of foreign

companies, which are excluded from real-estate owner-

ship in some parts of the empire (Poland, Turkestan and

Siberia adjoining China, and a .strip 60 miles wide along

the Pacific coast ) , is to create a Russian company to hold

its property, the foreign company in turn owning the

stock of the Russian company. The extent to which the

legal status of such companies is recognized is evidenced

by the fact that the Russian subsidiaries controlled by the

German General Electric Co., Siemens & Halske and

Orenstein & Koppel were, after the war, permitted to

continue Inisiness. although their relations with their

German ]>areiit firms had to be discontinued. There is

a capital tax on Russian companies amounting to 15

kopecks per 100 rubles (0.15%) of stock, and a graduated

tax on profits exceeding 3%, which since the war varies

from 5% to 111/2% of' the profits. (The latter on 20%
or over.) There is also at present a heavy income tax oa
corporations both foreign and domestic.

Recently it has been inexpedient for some of the produc-

ing mines owned largely outside of Russia to disburse

dividends on account of the depreciation of the ruble.

The profit in some instances has been held in reserve or

has been used in improvements, or the dividend has been

made payable in Petrograd.

The Russian mining law, like that of the United States,

is based on the principle that ownership of land extends

to the center of the earth. On Crown land (unoccupied

government land) surface prospecting is free. To pros-
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pert underground, however, a lioeni;e good for two or

three year.s nni.<t be obtained. To operate a mine, an

otvod, equivalent to a patented claim, must be ajiplied

for. In such a case work mu.'^t be started within one

year and production must begin within three years; the

interpretation of the words work and ])r()duction is, how-

ever, quite liberal. For gold mining there are special

regulations, as to size of otvod. Special laws pertain to

platinum. Rather strict regulations are in force pro-

viding for safety, and detailed reports must be sent to

the government district engineer at stated intervals cover-

ing accidents, dynamite stocks and consumption, prog-

ress underground and an endless number of other things.

Foreign mining engineers can only nominally be in

charge of mines; hence they act through a Russian gradu-

ate foreman, who is responsible to the government for

compliance with the mining laws. The direct responsi-

bility of the man and possible imprisonment in case of

serious accident to one of the miners under him leads to

excessive and costly precautions. A Russian also is

usually delegated to represent foreign companies in finan-

cial matters.

An interesting feature of Russian mining administra-

tion is the preparation at the lieginning of the fiscal year

of the smieta, a program of the coming year's operations.

This has a dwarfing effect on operations, because a mana-

ger will not bind himself to produce or to develop more

ore than he can easily, and if operations are unusually

successful, the strong tendency is to hold them in check

to prove that the manager after all was a good prophet.

In the same way Russian engineers, in drilling placer

ground, frequently purposely estimate the grade lower

than it is, to insure a more than satisfactory recovery

later.

The Ueal ^Iountain ^Iixixg District

The Ural ilountains, a low north-to-south chain of

hills dividing European and Asiatic Russia, is one of the

richest mining regions in the world. ^lineral produc-

tion, which began with salt mining, dates back over 500

years. At present the most important metal products are

platinum, iron, copper and gold. The region is compara-

tively well developed by railroads and constitutes one of

the important industrial districts of the Russian Empire.

Mining is chiefly done on enormoiis estates of feudal

origin. Usually each estate has copper and iron mines

and furnaces and valuable forests, and in addition may
produce gold, platinum and precious stones.

The important gold production of the Urals has con-

siderably and rathei- steadily declined during the last

two decades. The placers are mostly worked out, and in

only two districts is lode mining carried oixt on a large

scale, notwithstanding the fact that the Ural district is

at present the principal center of Russian lode-gold min-

ing. Nearlv all the lode deposits are associated with

granite and contain complex sulphides. Gold mining

has been adversely affected by the scarcity of labor, many
men going to railroad-construction cnmps and to the

platinum fields.

A number of small dredges have operated in the Urals,

but many have already been abandoned. The placers are

not capable of supporting large dredges, as they have been

worked several times by chea]) labor, are a.s a rule small,

and the gravel is clayey, making the gold difficult to

save. Small lea.sers \siaraUli) produce a considerable

amount of gold with the use of a kind of cradle and
sluices, and a number of small washing plants are operated

by companies.

The Bereozovsk property, covering about 'ZQ sq. miles,

i)elongs to a Russian corporation, the Bereozovsk Gold
Mining Co. It was discovered in 1745, and nine years

thereafter a 12-stamp mill was operating on the projH'rty.

It is 8 miles northeast of Ekaterinburg and produces about

*G00,000 gold per year. The total production has been

about $,'52,000,000, of which almost 60% has come from
placers and 40% from veins. The country rocks, talcose

and chloritic schists are cut by a vast numlxT of quartz-

porphyry dikes (beresite) from 30 to 150 ft. wide and
several miles long. These dikes are in turn cut at right

angles by numerous small quartz-filled auriferous fis-

sures from a few inches to 2 ft. wide. About 80% of the

ore treated is bought from the tributers under old con-

tracts, payments being made on the basis of gold extracted

by amalgamation. The ore treated averages about $9.

A few years ago an examination was made, to determine

whether the whole dike matter was minable, but the con-

tents were found insufficient. From these veins a num-
ber of small rich placers were formed, which have been

extensively exploited.

Gold Vein.s in Graxite Porphyry

At Katchkar, 50 miles southeast of Miass, in the Gov-

ernment of Orenburg, granite prophyry is transversed by

hundreds of east-west quartz veinlets containing auriferous

iron pyrite and arsenopyrite. A French company (So-

ciete Anonyme des Mines d"Or du Katchkar, capital

13,250,000 rubles) is operating in this district, which

was discovered in 1868. In 189T the company bought

from the PodvintsefF family, of Petrograd. 48 gold-

mining concessions in the Troitzk and Cheliabinsk dis-

tricts. In 1912 the company produced about $588,000

gold, largely from tailings and dumps, at a profit of

$90,000. Reserves averaged only $6 or $7 per ton. In

1913 the company purchased for $250,000 from the

Societe des Mines d'Or, of Ekaterinburg, 10 mining con-

cessions, aggregating 3^ sq.miles. In 1906 the Orsk

Goldfields, Ltd. (capital £920.000), was formed in Lon-

don, to acquire from the Siberian Proprietar}- Mines,

Ltd. (capital £135.000), a lease on a property in this

district owned by Heyman Orkin. The lease was soon

given up however. In the same year the Troitzk Gold-

fields. Ltd. (capital £625.000), acquired from the Siberian

Proprietary another property near-by, also once owned by

ilr. Orkin. This mine has a modem cyanide mill. In

1913 it mined 39,500 tons, yielding $265,000 and in 1914,

34,190 tons, yielding $223,000. Its reserves were esti-

mated at 23.250 tons, averaging $6.50 per ton. but because

of the lenticular shape of the veins, the estimation of ore

reserves was difficult. No dividends were paid, and in

1916 the property was sold to Russian interests for about

$125,000. In 1913. the Russo-Asiatic Corporation, Ltd.,

gave up its option on the Miass property.

The Eiderlinsky property, comprising 14,000 aci'es. is

93 miles east of Orsk and 130 miles south of Troitzk and

is owned by the Russian Gold Exploration Co. The

geology is quite similar to Katchkar, numerous quartz

veins occurring in granodiorite. Mining is carried on

by one inclined and three vertical shafts, principally on

tliree veins, which have an average width of 3 ft. The

treatment plant consists of 12 Chilean mills, each of a ca-
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pacity of 20 tons. The ore is free niilliiifr, and rceovcry

In amalgamation is S79<'- Durinj;' eleven months in 1913

about GOjOOO tons of ore was treated, with an average

-old yield of $8.50 per ton.

Platinum in the Urals comes ehiefiy from two dis-

triet.s—one near (Jorablagodat at Krestovozdvishensk, on

the river Iss, controlled by Count Shuvaloif, and the othei'

near Nizhni Tagil, belonging ehiefiy to Prince Demidoll'.

A third area is that of the Nikolaie-Pavdinsk estate, where

in 1914 a modern Tl/^j-eu.ft. dredge was installed. The
platinum sands oiigiiuite from ultra basic ferronian-

ganesian rocks, particularly dunite. The rocks themselves

contain such small quantities of the metal that to date

they have not proved exploitable, but at the present time

a further attempt is lieing made by the Demidoff estate

to work lode platinum. By long-continued decomposition

of enormous quantities of these rocks and by the con-

centration of the metallic content in alluvial deposits,

profitable placers have been formed.

Since the beginning of the industry, about 85 years

ago, not far from 6,000,000 oz. of platinum has been re-

covered from ;30,000.000 to 40.000,000 cu.yd. of gravel.

With the exhaustion of the coarse, rich gravels, mining

CAMEL TRANSPORTATION IN THE KIRGHESE
STEPPES REGION

moves downstream into poorer territory : the average con-

tent per cubic yard of the gravel, which .is from .3 ft. to

6 ft. thick, is now less than 0.05 ounce. The platinum is

usually associated with gold, osmium and iridium, the

crude metal assaying about 83% platinum. 5 to 7%
osmium and iridium, small amounts of ruthenium, pal-

ladium and gold, and 10% impurities, mostly iron and
'.-opper. About 25 dredges, with few exceptions small and
inefficient, are installed, and there are also numerous mills,

consisting of a tronunel (usiiall\- u'illi some clay-dis-

integrating attachment) and gold-saving tables. Where
dredgf^s are not used the gravel is mined by opencuts un-

less (he overliurden is thick, then shafts are used.

Cradles are also used by the starntiJi. who are supposed to

Sell the platinum lo the oiieniting companies at so low a

price that a handsome profit to the company residts. It

is estimated that in some operations more platinum was

tl)ro\yn back in tailings and black sands than was re-

( overed ; and it is expected that at some future time
nnicli of the area may be reworked. As the richer gravels

are exhausted, the tendency is for the fields to fall into

the hands of larger and more powerful companies.

The platinum output is controlled by an Anglo-French
syndicate. La Societe Industrielle de Platine, which owns
several placers, but (hiefty secures the output by con-

tracts; Shuvalolf and Demidoff are members of the syndi-

cate. A few years ago a law was passed to tax the ex-

jiorts of crude platinum, but has not yet been enforced,

'i'here is a strong nationalistic undercurrent of pulilic

oj>inion, however, demanding that this typically Russian

product benefit Russia only and not outsiders. This
movement looks to the establishment of platinum re-

fineries in Eussia, although practically all the platinum is

now refined in France, England. Germany and the United
States. Early in 191() the Russian government pro-

hibited the sale or other disposal of platinum stocks in

Russia and requisitioned all. Since then, however, the

order has been rescinded, although export since the war
began has not been permitted.

Stringent laws have been passed to prevent stealing, as

it is estimated that from 30% to 40% of the output is

stolen. All dealings in platinum must now be recorded

;

permits to sell the metal must be secured from the govern-

ment district engineer, and such ])ermits are granted only

to owners of placers.

As a byproduct of the refining of Rus.sian platinum,

osmium, palladium and iridium are obtained for which
the producer is not jiaid. In 1901 there was produced
252 oz. of osmiridiuiu but in 1910 only 52 oz. was ob-

tained.

Copper Mine.s ix the Ural ^Iountains

The Ural Mountain district is the most important cop-

per-producing district in Russia, having yielded 17,300

metric tons in 1913; over 50% of the output of the

whole country. Its relative importance as a copper pro-

ducer is increasing.

The Bogoslovsk estate, with an area of 2000 sq.miles

(with an additional area of about 1350 sq.miles of leased

crown forest lands), was sold to the Polovzeff family by

the government in 1877. In 1912 it was incorporated as

a company, with the cooperation of the Asov-Don Com-
mercial Bank. The company owns a standard-gage 120-

mile railroad, connecting the ])roperty with the Perm
railroad and a narrow-gage railroad connecting the vari-

ous mines and works of the e.state. The estate has its

own mines trade school and an excellent geological

museum.
Cojjper mining dates from 1745. The deposits are of

the contact metamorphic type, the ore being closely as-

sociated with augite-garnet rocks, resulting from the

contact metamorphism by monzonites and granodiorites

(if lower Devonian limestones and tulfs. The other wall

may be either marble, slaty qiuirtzite, tuff or igneous rock.

Ores are chiefly chalcopyrite, with some pyrite and
pyrrhotite, but ehalcoeite persists in one mine to consider-

able depth. Gold and silver are each jjresent in amounts
varying from 6c. to $1 per long ton of ore. Four mines,

Vassilyevsky, Bogoslovsky, Frolovsky and Nikitinsky, ly-

ing within a belt four miles long, are producing at the

ini'scnt time. The second of these, now nearly exhausted,

was situated on two gently di])ping beds, which have

yielded over 1,000,000 tons of 51/0%' ore. Vassilyevsky

mines irregular lenses of rather small size, but the ore

shipped, practically without sorting, averages 13%. The
other mines are on vertical columns or tabular lenses of
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ore. A little cupriferous magnetite I'roni the iron mines

is also treated. In 1914 about 65,000 tons of ore was

mined, yielding 4200 tons of copper, at a cost of Si/^c.

per lb. There is a modern 700-ton smeltery on the

property, with converters and an electrolytic refinery.

Bogoslovsk is at present the third largest copper pro-

ducer in Russia, although from 1906 to 1911 it held the

premier position.

The ilyednorudyansk mine (ihe name is Russian for

"copper mine") is on the estate granted to Prince Demi-

doff by Peter the Great. It lies near Nizhni Tagil and

has an area of 2150 sq.miles. Copper was discovered in

1720, and prior to 1906 the mine was the most important

copper producer in Russia. It has produced a total of

over 3,000,000 tons of 2% ore. Gold and silver are ab-

sent. The orebodies are contact metamorphic deposits at

the contact of Devonian limestone and diorite. Surface

oxidation has been much deeper than at Bogoslovsk, and

the mine is famous for its beautiful malachite specimens

and for its rather large number of rare oxidized copper

minerals. The ore is either copper sulphide, cupriferous

iron ore or clay, containing oxidized copper ore. The

mine is probably nearly exhausted, production having

fallen to 1400 tons copper per year, but the cupriferous

magnetites of the Vissokogoi mine may lengthen the

life of the property. The sulphide ore is roasted with

wood before smelting. A reverbcratory furnace and

many ancient Russian shaft furnaces constitute the plant.

The mine and smeltery are connected with a broad-gage

railroad, li/o miles long, which is connected with the

Perm railroad by a o-mile branch. Some idea of the

size of these Ural estates may be had from the fact that

coal is obtained from the SunifEsky mine on the same

estate at least 100 miles away.

Contact Metamorphic and Replacement Copper

Deposits

The Verkh-Issetsky. operating the estate of Count

Stenbock-Fermor, is working two copper mines, the

Pyshminsko-Klyutchevskoy and the Kalatinsk^. ' The

former, located at Ekaterinburg, is a contact metamor-

phic deposit. It produced 3,900,000 lb. of copper in

1912, from ore averaging lO^o copper. The Kalatinsky

mine, situated near Nevyansk, is a pyritic replacement

deposit of the Huelva type, averaging a little over 2%
copper. It is still more or less in the development stage

and is considered highly promising. Pyritic smelting is

nsed for reduction, and production for 1914 was 1000

tons of copper. The Beklorechnsk mine is a large sul-

phide lens m greenstone with low copper but high

precious-metal (about $2.50 per ton) content.

The Sissert Co. Ltd. (capital £1,000,000, of which

£755,000 is issued) organized in 1913, has, through own-

ing the entire share capital of its Russian company, the

Sissert Mining District Co., Ltd., a perpetual lease on

about 1000 sq.miles, situated 30 miles south of Ekaterin-

burg. Tlio Perm railroad runs through the estate. The

Poleskoi and Gumeshevsky mines have been worked for

two centuries, and the beautifully drafted maps of the

more ancient workings look like etchings. From 1727 to

1870 these and other old mines produced 28,500 tons of

copper. At the Gumeshevsky niiiie, cupriferous clay

consisting of decomposed cupriferous contact metamor-

phic limestone and old fill, averaging about 1 % copper, is

fuccessfully leached by sulphuric acid. The supply is

said to be sufficient for si.x years. The Sysselsky mine,

opened in 1906, was in 1915 reported to have an ore re-

serve of 68,500 tons, as.saying 4'/j7o copper. At the

Degtiarsky mine, explored by drilling, ore reserves are

estimated to be 2,100,000 tons, assaying 3% cofiper and

75c. in precious metals; an additional 700,000 tons is

indicated. Genetically, the Gumeshevsky mine orebodies

are contact metamorphic deposits similar to tho.se of

Bogoslovsk: Degtiarsky is like Kyshtini, while tiie Syssel-

sky mine is a somewhat similar sul]>hide replacement of

chlorite schists. The Degtiarsky complex lens system

extends into the neighboring Revdinsk estate and the lat-

ter is reported to contemplate the installation of a smelt-

ery. The Sissert company uses modern water-jacket

furnaces for .smelting and in addition makes sulphuric

acid from the leaner pyrite of the Sysselsky mine. Cop-

per production in 1912 was 1491 tons; 1316 tons in

1913, and 973 tons in 1914. Besides copper mines, the

estate has iron furnaces and iron works, gold vein mines

and gold-])lat ilium jjlacers.

Tin: KvsiiTiii Corpor.\tion

The Kyshtim Corporation (capital £1,254,240 in £5

shares and £13,300 debentures outstanding) was brought

out in London early in 1907 by the Anglo-Siberian Co., to

acquire from the Perm Syndicate an estate of about 2200

sq.miles. It was at that time owned by the Kyshtim

Mining Works Co., a Russian corporation which is

still the operating company. The mines are 30 miles

from Ky.shtim, in the Soymonofsk valley. A narrow-gage

(36 inches) railroad connects the mine with the Perm
government railroad and the various mines with the

works. The enterprise has been a great success. The
operating company paid di\idends in 1912, 1913 and

1914 of £296,421', £311,579 and £210,526 respectively.

The mine is now the largest copper producer in Russia.

Iron mining began on the estate as early as 1747, gold

mining in 1822, and copper smelting was in progress at

least by 1837. The copper orebodies are large lenses con-

taining on an average 1,000,000 tons and are pyritic re-

placement deposits of the Huelva type. The Soymonov-

sky mine, now abandoned, is of the contact metamorphic

type. Production from the Konyukoff, Smirnoff, Tis-

sotf and Amerikansky mines was 7314 tons of refined

copper in 1912, 7971 tons in 1913, 7588 tons in 1914, and

8138 tons of blister copper (7642 tons of refined copper)

in 1915. The estimated production for 1916 is 6600

tons. The ore treated in 1915 was 361,750 tons, averag-

ing 3.05% copper, $1.80 gold and 1.1 oz. silver. In 1914

the cost was 8V4c. per lb. and in 1915 about 10.4c. which

cost is about covered by the value of the precious-metal

content and the Russian import duty on copper; so that

the current London copper price is clear profit. Re-

serves were estimated in 1915 at 2.667,000 tons, assay-

ing 2.8% Cu, $1.80 Au and 1 oz. Ag. The Karabash

smeltery has a capacity of 10,000 tons copper per year.

All the blister copper is electrolytically refined at the

property, and after the export of bullion from Russia was

prohibited in 1915, a parting plant was constructed. The

company sells a considerable amount of iron sulphide to

manufacturers of sulphuric acid.

The Tanalyk Corporation (capital £450.000, issued

£353,991, and outstanding £198,357 G% convertible deb-

entures) was formed by the Anglo-Siberian Co. in 1912,

to purchase the entire share capital of the South Ural
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Milling Miiil Siin'itiiig Co., a Russian ((irpnratiiiii. 'I'lic

pidjierty, situated in the Orsk distriet of the (icivernnii'iit

of Orcnburi!:, embraces about 41 sq.miles, and in addiliim

the company has prospecting rights over <! Ncry large

area. Siliceous veins of cupriferous pyritic ore with

rather high precious-metal content occur in schists. In

•June, 1916, the Scmeonovsky mine contained I'oserves

of 82,000 tons of o.xidizcd gold ore, averaging about

>|;12.20 per ton and the Tuba mine 48.000 tons of assured

and probable ore, with $43.75 in gold and $12.15 in

silver. At the same time there were in six mines 10(i.200

tons of ore, of which a little over 100,000 tons averages

3.43% copper, $5.80 gold and 5.fi5 oz. silver. There

was to be in operation late in 1916 an amalgamating

plant to treat the Tuba gold ore; recovery is expected to

be aboiit 60%, and the auriferous tailings will be treated

in the copper smeltery handling TOOO to 8000 tons of

ore per month, .which was blown in April, 1914. A
small cyanide plant began operation in August, 1915. A
narrow-gage railroad connects the mine with the various

works. In 1914 the output was 252 tons of blister cop-

per and 12,000 oz. gold. In the year ended Jan. 13,

1915, the smeltery produced 573 tons blister copper, 12,-

033 oz. gold and 106,678 oz. silver, from 32,000 tons of

ore. In the first 8 months of 1916 there was produced

420 tons of copper. The estimated total production for

1916 is 700 tons; the actual and estimated gold output

for the same periods is respectively 14.700 and 36,000 oz.

The copper is refined at Kyshtim. The cost per ton of

ore is about $7, and with copper at 14c. per lb., the profit

per ton of ore is $10. The gross profit for 1916 was

estimated at about 2,000.000 rubles ; the value of products

in 1915 was £800,000, and 1916 is estimated at £1.500,-

000.

The properties that have been described are situated on

the eastern slopes of the ITral ilonntains. In the plains

to the west of the mountains for a distance of about 300

miles are numerous copper deposits geologically inter-

esting, but economically of little importance. The ore-

bodies are usually thin and of low grade ; the ore im-

pregnates certain- beds of Permian red sandstone; it

also occurs as nodules, as veinlcts and as replacements of

plant remains. The ores include malachite, azurite, cu-

prite, native copper, black copper oxide, chalcoeite, vol-

borthite, pyrite and chalcopyrite'. The Kargalinsky mine,

24 miles from the City of Orenburg, belonging to W. A.

Pashkiffi, at one time produced about 800 tons of copper

per year from 3% ore.

Iron' Mines ik the Urals

The Urals produce approximately 900,000 tons of pig

iron per year, which is about one-fifth of the Russian

total. In the aggregate the iron-ore resources of the Urals

are estimated to be equivalent to about 135,000,000 tons

of iron. The chief sources of supply are contact met-

amorphic deposits, gossans of sul]ihide-ore lenses, and the

limonitized outcrops of iron-carbonate veins and beds. As

the Ural Mountains have lignite of inferior quality but

no coking coal, the iron ores are smelted almost wholly

with charcoal. yVltbough the product is excellent, the

de]iletion of the forests constitutes a verv' serious prob-

lem, and ihe industry it at a disadvantage in com])arison

with the iron districts of European Russia, with coking

coal at hand, and the more modern plants efficiently run

by foreigners. The Ural plants are also farther from the

|uini-ipal niiirkcl.-:. The ehiel' products are rails, sheets

and castings, although soiiie machinery is made.
The northern part of the mineral belt of the Bogoslovsk

estate rontains chiefly copper ores, but the southern part

near the largest masses of nionzonitic rocks contains main-
ly iron orebodies. Genetically the two are identical, and
iietwcen tbcni are all gi'adations. The magnetite ore-

bodies have been superficially decomposed to limonite

and red hematite, and these latter are the chief ores

used. The company produces 120,000 tons of iron manu-
factured products per annum and has the largest and

most modern steel plant in llie Ural Mountiiins. \
(ii-oiiilal ])lant is to be installed to .separate the cop])er

and other sulphides from the magnetite.

The (lOra Blagodat iron-ore deposit, worked since 1730,

belongs to the government. It is estimated to contain

17.000,000 Ions of magnetite ore, averaging 54% Fe. In

an augite-.syenite and Devonian limestone, magnetite

forms bands as if interstratified with the igneous rock.

Magnetite also cements the broken fragments of .syenite

constituents of which it appears to be a differentiate.

The property lies on the so-called "Smelter Line" of the

Siberian railroad, and the government's furnaces at Kush-

va produce 30,000 tons of pig iron per year.

The Vyssokaya Gora iron ore property near Nizhni

Tagil, belongs to the Demidoff estate. It consists of

lenses of magnetite, the chief ore mined being the surface-

altered red iron ore, assaying 65% Fe. Both contact

metamorphic deposits and syenite differentiates are pres-

ent. The ore is smelted at the Nizhni Tagil works, and

100,000 tons of manufactured products of various kinds

are produced yearly.

There are many other important iron mines and works

in the Urals including the French Kamsky Co. ; the

Kyshtim Corporation, famous for its wrought-iron figur-

ettes; the Lysvinsky estate of Count ShuvalofE; the

Iviselyovsky estate of Prince Lazareff ; the Alapayevesky

works of itr. RukavishnikofP. The iron works of the

Sissert company obtain ore from 50 mines, one of which

is reported to have reserves of 6,000,000 tons, assaying

from 40% to 50% Fe. A large magnetite deposit, the

j\fagnitnaya Gora, is. situated 40 miles from Verkhne

Uralsk, but because of its isolation is ]iractically idle. At

Kyshtim 18.000 tons of sheet iron and ca.stings are made
'

annually.

Othki! ^Iktals i\ the Urals

Pvrite mining is a considerable industry, particularly

on the Kyshtim and Sissert estates. The production was

for many years from 50,000 to 75,000 tons per year, but

in 191l'was 162,000 tons, and in 1912, 180,000. The

jn'oduct is used locally in chemical works and sulphuric-

acid plants and in various sulphuric-acid plants on' the

A'olga. Pyrite in the Urals costs from $1 to $1.70 per

ton at the mine. A small amount of manganese ore is

produced in the Urals for local consumption in chemical

and steel works. Chrome iron ore, occurring in small

len.ses in basic igneous rocks, is mined to a small extent

in the Urals and is for use also in the local cliemiial

works.

In 1866 an unsuccessful attempt was made to mine

nickel on the Revdinsk estate near Ekaterinburg\ The

M'in, 6 ft. wide, with walls of chlorite schist, is reported

to have contained 12%. nickel. Elsewhere in the

Urals, notably on the Verkhne-Ufalei estate, nickel sili-

cate is associated with seriientine.
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Cinnabar pcbliles are not rare in tlio j^old placers of

the Urals, particularly at Bogdslovsk and Miass. In 1912

veins of rich cinnabar ore, cai'rying also gold and silver,

were reported on the Vorkh Issetsky estate. Gold-bearing

antimony veins occur on the Ayatsky estate about 27

miles from Nevyansk, in the p]katerinburg district.

Mining is not nearly so highly developed in the

Causasus Mountain Range as in the Urals; this is chiefly

due to the rough topography, transportation problems and

lack of timber and coal, but in part to the fact that this

district has been pacified and subjected to Russian rule

conii)arative!y recently. An interesting feature is the

foreign ownership of every inqiortant metal mine.

Manganese deposits, the most important in the world,

yielding 75% of the Russian total production, are situated

in the vicinity of Chiaturi, 126 miles from the Black Sea

port of Batum. Development began in 1878, but the output

was small until 1885, when the Trans-Caucasian railroad

was completed. The manganese was deposited near shore

in shallow bays of Eocene age and now occurs as hori-

zontal beds 4 ft. to 8 ft. thii'k. The ore is pyrolusite,

assaying 46% to 50% manganese, 5 to 12% silica and

0.18% phosphorus. Above this rich streak is from 3 ft.

to 9 ft. of poorer material. The roof is sandstone, the

floor limestone. The better-grade mineral underlies

about 44 sq.miles, the whole field covering approximately

55 sq. miles. The reserve tonnage is usually estimated

The Caucasus at one time was the foremost copper-

producing region of Russia, but its yield has declined

relatively to other districts. In 1907 it amounted lo

34% of Russia's total output, but declined to 29% in

1913. Actual production, however, increased from 5100

tons in 1907 to 10,000 tons copper in 1913.

The Caucasus Copper Co. is a British-American com-

panv with issued capital £563,500 ordinary shares, £45,-

280 1st 5%dcbentnres, (•500,000 convertible 5% deben-

tures and £745,900 nonconvertible 5% 2nd debentures.

It owns the Dazansul mine, probably the largest single

copper orebody yet found in Russia. The property was

worked by the Genoese five centuries ago. It is in the

Artvin di.strict, about 45 miles from Batum, and consists

of quartzite, carrying chalcopyrite and a little boniite,

the lens being 164 ft. by 328 ft. by 1000 ft. In 1914

about 4,000,000 tons of 2.8% ore was in sight. The mine

is an opencut; the soil and other overburden from 10 to

100 ft. thick is removed by hydraulicking. Just before

the war a steam shovel to handle overburden was added.

The ore is "mill holed" to a traction level. The mine

and mill are connected by aerial tram. The concentrates

from the mill of 1000 tons daily capacity are smelted

and the product converted and refined at the company

works. Since its organization in 1900 an enormous

amount of money has been spent on the property, probably

about -$10,000,000, a large part of which was furnished

VASSILYEVSKY MINE AND COPPER MINING REGION ON BOGOSLOVSK ESTATE, SHOWING LOW HILLS TYPICAL
OF URAL MOUNTAINS

at about 110,000,000. The chief operating companies

are the Schalker Gruben und Hiitten Verein, of Gel-

senkirchen, Germany (whicli consumes its own ore) ;

Forwood Bros. (English) ; Panassie (French) ; and

the Industrial and Commercial Co., of Antwerp. This

last-named company has a plant that produces 100,-

000 tons of 53%, to 54% washed manganese ore per year.

There are numerous other small properties being worked

in crude fashion by peasant and nobleman. An inter-

esting feature of the local industry is the Manganese Pro-

ducers' Association, which levies a small tax on all ore

shipped by rail from the district. This tax, collected by

governmental permit, is set aside to improve means o1

transport, to supply water for the mining communities,

and in other ways to improve the condition of the laborers.

The independent prodiu'crs sell their ore to brokers,

who stock it at so-called "i)latforms" on the railroad. A
large ore stock is a necessary asset to the broker, for if

the quantity of ore for ex])ort exceeds the capacity of the

railroad, government officials ajiijoi-tion the empty cars

among the .shippers pro rata according to stocks on hand.

Before the war Germany bouglit over half the camp's out-

put of manganese ore.

bv the American group headed by J. P. ilorgan. The

company has continuously labored under its heavy obli-

gations, as well as under serious treatment problems, con-

sisting of heavy slime losses and highly siliceous con-

centrates. In 1914 a 400-ton Minerals Separation plant

was added, which tests indicate should solve the dif-

ficulties. In October, 1914, the mine was captured by

the Turks and shut down, hut they were driven out in

March, 1915, before having done much harm. The

property under its present excellent management should

soon become one of the most important producers in Rus-

sia. Production was 3030 tons in 1911-12, 2992 tons in

1912-13 and 3936 tons in 1913-14. Costs are about

13c. per jjound.

The Kvarzkhana mine is situated in the Artvin dis-

trict, 40 miles from Batum, and belongs to Siemens Bros.,

German capitalists, who acquired the property about 14

years ago and have recently completed its equipment.

The orebody is a lens of cupriferous pyrite formed by

metasomatic replacement at a slate-quartzite contact. It

contains 500.0(t0 tons of 41/0% ore, with $2 in precious

metals. The property is equipped with a 200-ton smeltery,

converting plant, aerial tram, etc Tlic management es-
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tinijitos ccists nt •$(! ]ior tnii of oro. In IIM I ilic smeltery

was sliut ildwn on ;i(c(i\nit of tlie war.

Tlie Allah Verdi iiiinu is hold hy a lease expirinjT in

1944, by a French eonipany. La Societe Lidustrielle et

Meiallurii;iqne (hi Caucaso. This company started o])era-

tions in 1888. The mines, which weie worked KiO years

ago by Greeks, are sit\iated near the railioad fnnn Tijiis

to Kars. The ore, chiefly chalcoiiyrite with qnartz

gangue, occurs as lenses in qiiartz-andesite. One of the

largest lenses mined, which was fiOO ft. long, 120 ft. wide

and 36 ft. thick, averaged 31A% copper and about $1

gold and silver per ton. Ore reserves only suffice for three

years, and in consequence an energetic campaign of de-

velopment has been inaugurated. The smeltery has a

capacity of 150 tons ore per day, and the charge averages

^1% copper. The com!]ian\« refines one-fourth of its

product, but is prevented from refining all by an agree-

ment with the Myed Syndicate. Production is stated to

be 3500 tons per year, at a coist of about lie. per pound.

Copper ^Iixes il.vDE Pkofitable by Low-
Ppjckd Oil Fuel

The Kedabek Copper Works, situated 26i miles from

Dalliar, in the Elizabethpol district, belong to Siemens

Bros., who began operations there in 1864. The enter-

prise was unsuccessful until a large sum was spent,

chiefly on construction of pipe lines for oil from Baku for

use in roasting, smelting and refining the copper, and for

steam generation. The smelting capacity is 160 tons per

daj'. The mine is at ilis-Dag ('copper hill") one mile

from the works. There are 16 lenticular orebodies in

altered quartz-porphyry and andesite, particularly near

their contact, and these vary in thickness from 6 ft. to

165 ft., in width from 16 ft. to 165 ft. and in length from

33 ft. to 820 ft. The ore consists of chalcopyrite, pyrite,

pyrrhotite and sphalerite, in a barite gangue. The ore,

which is sorted underground into two grades, one above

and the other below 5%, carries about 214c. of precious

metals per unit of copper. From 1900 to 1912 the mine
produced on an average 1750 tons of copper per year, at

a cost of 131/20. per lb. In 1914, 14,401 tons of ore was

mined, yielding 794 tons of copper, but at present the

production is only about 100 tons per year. The smelting

ore is practically exhausted, and the management is

leaching the low-grade ores on a moderate .scale. A large

portion of the staff was sent two years ago to the

Kvar:'.khana mine.

The Ugurchaisky mine is situated in the Zangesur di.s-

trict near the Persian frontier, 130 miles from the rail-

road station of Evlakh and near the Arak River. It

belongs to the Kunduroff Bros., Greeks, residing in

Tiflis. Veins 3 ft. to 6 ft. wide traverse diaba.se or

andesite, the best part of the vein averaging 8 in. in

width and 15% in copper, ilining methods are crude.

There is a small smelting plant on the property. Pro-

duction in 1913 was 800 tons of copper, which the owners
ilaim yielded a profit of .$150,000.

The Synik mine is situated near the Ugurchaisky, and
is very similar to it geologically. The property was

bought from llelik Asarianz by ihe Societe Industri-

elle et jMetallurgique du Caucase. It is said to have paid

the high price of 1,900,000 rubles for it and to have

sjieut on it altogether over 3,000,000 rubles. The pro-

duction is reported to be only 15 tons of 12% ore per

day. The veins, about 20 in nundjor, are from 7 in. to

I ft. wide; tile gangue is quartz, and the ure niinci-als

chalcopyrite, some bornite, tetrahedrite, pyrite and native

co])])er. The ore contains a small ])i-ecious-metal content.

There are numerous other small jjroducing properties

in the Cancasus, especially in 1lu> Artvin aiul Zangcsnr

districts. Neai- iiyelokan the Kunduroff Bros, own
;i|iparcntly very large pyritic lenses of low copper tenor,

on which consideraiile work was done by the Russian

linn of Wogau. The Khot-eli mines, once famous, were

recently bought by I')e Boer and Gukossow. They are

situated in the Artvin district, 90 miles from Hatum. The
]irin(i])al orebody is a cupriferous pyrite vein averaging

5%, co])per. A plant is to be erected notwithstanding the

small reserves.

At Hatalpachinsk in the northern Caucasus, near

Mount Klberuz, tliere is a low-grade lead-zinc deposit

which has been idle for .some time. Near the Black Sea

at Sukhum and (iudant. very narrow high-grade lead-

zinc veins e.xist.

The Alagir mine, the only lead and zinc ]iroducer in

the Caucasus, was owned by a Russian company of Bel-

gian-Russian capital (Societe Alinere et Chemique
Alagir, capital 4,500,000 rubles; founded in 1896), but

in 1914 was being administrated by G. A. Duquenne, of

Liege. The mine is at vSadon, 50 miles from Vladicavkas.

Quartz veins traverse granites and carry zinc blende and

argentiferous galena. Daily production in 1913 was 100

tons of ore, assaying 16% Zn, 6% Pb, 12% Fe and 5 oz.

Ag. The reserves were estimated at 100,000 tons. The
ore is hand-.sorted and the reject concentrated on jigs

and tables. The concentrate carries 63% lead and 45%
zinc; the recovery being respectively 61% of the zinc and

59% of the lead leaving considerable room for improve-

ment. The smeltery, situated at Vladicavkas, consists of

two lead stacks, each of a capacity of 10 tons concentrates

per day. and four Ijlocks of zinc retorts, capable of

treating 30 tons zinc concentrates per day.

There are several deposits of iron ore of excellent

quality in the Caucasus, but lack of transportation facil-

ities as well as of coke or charcoal has prevented their

development. Ore reserves are estimated at 19,000,000

tons, containing 8.300,000 tons of iron. One of these,

the Dashkesan mine, 20 miles from Elizabethpol, is owned
by the Siemens Bros. The ore is magnetite, averaging

65% Fe. The orebody, which varies in thickness from

3 ft. to 70 ft., occurs on the contact of diorite and lime-

stone. At one time this mine was worked for cobalt,

which occurred in certain parts of the deposit in consid-

erable amounts. The ore, probably sorted, is said to

have assayed 17%, Cu, 32%o As and 1/2%, Ni.

Settlemext axd Development of Tuifi\EST.\x

After Turkestan was conquered by Russia in. 1881,

settlement and development proceeded very rapidly, and

compared with other parts of the empire, it is fairly well

developed by railroads. Oil and coal are at hand; the

geology has been completely described, and many mineral

deposits are known
;

yet there is practically no metal

mining. There are restrictions against foreigners, who,

for example, arc not allowed to travel without special

permit of the .Minister of War; these restrictions were

largely due to the conflict of Russian and English inter-

ests as to India and are likely to be removed as a result

of the present alliance. A new railroad is being built

through Turkestiin. and the country seems to offer great

iiossibilitics.
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(iold placers exist in Bokhara, wliicli were worked in

ancient, times by Mongoliiins and Sards. The natives

work the placers on a limited scale, but arc satisfied with

a miserable return for their work. Bokhara in 1905

only lu'odnced about 100 oz. of cold. The Russian fjjovern-

nient made an extensive examination of Turkestiin in

1894. The placers apparently are for the most part

poor or exhausted. Values in certain placers, however,

ranged from 13c. to $1.68 per cubic yard.

At Karamazar, 25 miles northeast of Khodjent, are

quartz-barite veins 7 ft. wide carrying galena, zinc blende

and chalcopyrite. Galena veins in syenite are known at

Mogul-Tau, 16 miles from Khodjent. The Darvasa-Kau

mine, :50 miles from Kliodjent, was worked by the ancient

Persians. The veins are said to vary in width from 1 ft.

to 5 ft. and to contain high content of lead and silver.

Although several copper deposits are known, only one

attempt has been made at development, which so far has

failed. This is the Naukat mine, near Kokand. In a

bed of Tertiary sandstone, which can be traced for miles,

native copper occurs, as tiny grains, nodules and oc-

casional lumps, the mineralized portion being from 2 ft.

to 7 ft. thick. An average content of 1% was claimed

—

probably double the actual amount. A contact metamor-

phic deposit between diorite and limestone exists 24 miles

from Chilkoff. A large tonnage of magnetite contain-

ing chalcopyrite averaging 3% Cu is said to be partly

developed.

Siberian Mining Confined Principally to Gold

Owing to various difficulties, such as lack of trans-

portation, severe climate in places, small population and

consequent scarcity of labor, etc., Siberia is still largely

undeveloped and mining is confined chiefly to alluvial

gold mining. Gold was discovered in Siberia in 1830 on

the Yenisei, and the total production of Siberia to date

is over $1,000,000,000. The auriferous lode deposits are

always associated with granitic magmas, but they are

usually low-grade. Commercial placers are the result of

a long period of concentration of these primary low-grade

deposits.

Although several promising prospects exist in the

Kirghese Steppes, the only important mines so far

developed are those of the Spassky Copper ^line,

Ltd. (capital £1,250,000; issued 9;8,9lb). A consider-

able amount of stock in this com]iany. which was floated

in 1904 by L. Ehrlich Co., of London, is held in Paris,

chiefly by Ernest S. Carnot. The company's copper

and coal holdings total about 100 sq. miles. The Yus-

penssky mine is situated 500 miles south of Petropav-

lovsk, a station on the Trans-Siberian railroad. Slate

and arkositic sandstone of Permian age are folded into

an arc, and along the contact at either tip is an orebody.

The 7nain orebody is 250 ft. long and 30 ft. wide, while

the smaller is from 30 ft. to 120 ft. long and 30 ft. wide.

A band of massive chalcocito and bornite assaying 20%
Cu abuts against the hanging-wall slate, and tlie vein

gradually becomes poorer toward the foot wall, and grades

into copper-impregnated sandstone. Near the orebodies

is a hill of porphyrite, and in addition there is in the

vicinity rhyolitc breccia. The gangue is sandstone, quartz

or l)arite. In 1913 the shaft was 630 ft. deep and is

now being sunk to the 700 ft. level, 'i'he smeltery treats

80 to 100 tons ore per day. A concentrator was erected

when the high-grade ore was exhausted, but was only

ready to o])erate in the fall of 1916. At tiiat time re-

serves were estimated to he 429,475 tons of 7.8% copper.

The first dividend was paid in 1909-10, and to date a total

of 18s. 6d. per share has been paid. The unrefined blister

copper carries about $25 in precious metals. In 1911 the

cost of ])roducing copper was given as 8.2c. per lb., and in

1912 the |)r()diiction was 3998 tons of copper. A 2C-mile

railroad connects the copper mine and the Karagandy
coal mine belonging to the company. In 1913 the com-

pany acquired the Atbasar Copj)er Fields, Ltd. (registered

ill 1906 by practically the same capital), which owned a

])roperty at Dzhez-Kazgan (Kirghese for "copper hill"),

250 miles from Djou.salie, a station on the Orenburg-

Tashkent railroad, and 500 miles south of Petropavlovsk

on the Trans-Siberian railway. The company controls

about 28i sq. miles of rolling plain. The orebodies above

the zone of oxidation had been extensively worked cen-

turies ago by some ancient tribe. In the middle of the

past century Cossacks on outpost duty found the mines

and Ousherkoff, a merchant of Ekaterinburg, bought

them. They passed from him in 1891 to the Riazanoff

family of the City of Ekaterinburg, and were subsequently

sold to the Atbasar Copper Fields, Ltd. The orebodies

consist of Permo-Carboniferous .sandstone beds of 3 ft.

average thickness, cemented with malachite at the sur-

face and at depth with bornite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and

chalcocite. Late in 1915 reserves were stated to be

.1)43,900 tons, averaging 10.7% copper, of which 154,818

tons, averaging 13.1%, is ready to slope. From 35 to 50

oz. silver is to be expected in each ton of copper. A nar-

row-gage railway to the company-owned Bai-Kanour coal

mine, 80 miles west of the copper mine, and a concen-

trator are built, and equipment for a smeltery is en

route to the mine. The production of the old mines of

the Spassky company was 2858 tons copper in 1910-11,

3998 tons in 1911-12, 6251 tons in 15 months of 1912-13

and 4683 tons in 1914. It is thus the second producer in

Russia. After the war began the company intended to

raise new capital to increase its production, but permis-

sion to do so was not given by the British Treasury De-

partment, so that these expenditures are being defrayed

out of profits. The company owns, together with the

Russian firm of Rosenkranz, an electrolytic copper re-

finery in ]\[os('ow.

ilixixG IX THE Altai ^Iountains

Tlie important mining district of the Altai Mountains

was recently brought to public notice when two important

English companies took up properties. Some of the

mines were probably worked in prehistoric time by the

Tchoods ; Russian mining began as early as 1745. Up
to 1860 the district had produced 70,000,000 oz. of silver,

30,000 tons of copper and 500,000 tons of lead, but since

then, with the exhaustion of oxidized ores, production has

greatly declined. A concession of about 20,000 sq. miles

covering the three most important properties—the

Zmeinogorsk, Zyrianovsk and Riddersk—was given to

the Prince of Thurn und Taxis of Vienna, about 13 years

ago. The concession was too large for him to handle,

and he finally dropjjed the Riddersk, and it reverted to

the Cabinet. The region is one of tilted Devonian and

Carboniferous sedimentary rocks, 'mostly graj^waeke, slate,

tuff and limestone, intruded by various igneous rocks.

In the Kalbinsky Mountains to the west of the Irtysh

River are a number of Russian-owned gold quartz veins

of promise. Since the recent completion of the Altai

railroad to Semipalatinsk, the district is within easy
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reach ; only one year ago Novo-Nikolayevsk was one week's

sleigh ride in winter and the river trip lo Omsk in sum-
mer was of about the same duration.

Tiie Russian .Mining Corporation (organized in IIJOG,

capital f250,000, of which £245,250 is issued) is con-

trolled by F. W. Baker and Lord Harris; the Con-

solidated Goldfields and Consolidated Mines Selection are

also interested. It is practically a successor of the Ven-

ture Corporation and was the seller of the Kolcliau

property to the Orsk Goldfields and the promoter of the

Lena. In 1914 the company, with the understanding that

it would finance the undertaking, acquired from the

Price of Thurn und Taxis the Zmeinogorsk and Zyria-

novsk concessions, respectively the northern and southern

portions of his vast concession. The first contains about

12,300 sq.miles and the latter 2200 sq.miles. The
Zmeinogorsk, the oldest and once the most important mine
in Siberia, was formerly the seat of a well-known mines

trade school. The deposit is a bedded replacement on the

contact of limestone and clay slate cut by porphyry, the

slate having been altered to hornstone. The foot-wall

hornstone has been extensively mined, for gold and sil-

ver. In the oxidized zone were ore lenses 1000 t't. long

and up to 300 ft. wide, which were worked to a depth of

over 600 ft. Below water level the ore is a complex sul-

phide. In the old days it produced 30,000,000 oz. silver

and much lead and gold. The Zyrianovsk is situated

150 miles southeast of the Zmeinogorsk. The orebodies

lie between a hanging wall of siliceous tuff and a foot-

wall of clay slate, both intruded by greenstone and por-

phyry. At this contact are numerous irregular lenses

of complex suljihidcs for the most part conforming to the

bedding of the wall rock. The mine was worked from

1T91 to about 1860. When the property was taken over,

there was 50,000 tons on dumps and 150,000 tons de-

veloped, assaying 22% Zn, 12% Pb, 2% Cu, 15 oz. Ag
and $5 Au. The company has since done diamond dril-

ling, pro^ing ore in one case to a depth of 870 ft., and

some underground work has been done. On July 20, 1916,

there was on the dumps and partly proved underground

228,000 tons of $48 ore. Old copper mines on this con-

cession have a fair production recoi'd, and like the Bid-

der concession, the mines from which the concessions

are named, are the most important of many mines on the

property.

The InxYsir and the Riddeu

The property of the Irtysh Corporation, Ltd., (having

a capital of 2,000,000 shares of £1 each, of which 1,420,-

969 have been issued, and £1,000,000 convertible 6% de-

bentures, of which £500,000 have been issued), lies be-

tween those of the Russian Mining Corporation. This

is the Riddersk Concession, which was leased early

in 1914 for 72 years on a small royalty basis from
thfi Cabinet (the administrator of the Czar's private

properties) by the Russo-Asiatic Corporation (capital

£300,000). H. C. Hoover and Leslie Urquhart are

prominent in this company, which may be regarded as the

continuation of the Anglo-Siberian Co., which financed

the Tanalyk and Kyshtim corporations; the Russo-

Asiatic Bank, and the Banque du. Commerce Privee. of

Petrograd, are likewise interested. In November. 191 1,

the Irtysh Corporation, Ltd., was formed to acquire the

Riddersk concession (1600 sq.miles) as well as the

Ekibastus coal mine, and it owns all the stock of two

Russian companies, the Bidder Mining Co. (capital

16,000,000 rubles) and the Kirgiz Mining Co. (ca])ital

8,500,000 rubles). The latter controls \he Ekibastus

Coal Field. The Riddcr mine was worked from 1778 to

1863, when in the latter year complex sulphides were
encountered. The Bidder mine has a slate hanging wall

and hornstone (contact metaincn-iihosed shale) foot wall.

The orcbody is at least 750 ft. long aiul averages 36 ft.

wide, and is known to have a vertical dciitb of 540 ft.

and a long dip of 700 ft. The foot-wall streak of dis-

seniiimted ore averages 110 ft. in width. The sulphides

iii-e blende, galena, pyrite and chalcopyritc. A report of

Xovember, 1916, estimates a profit in sight of $52,796,-

000, from the following ore reserves : Solid sulphide,

9 15,000 tons, 0.17 oz. Au, 9.7 oz. Ag, 1.5% Cu, 18.1%
I'b, 31.2%i Zn; concentrating (disseminated) ore, 2,229,-

000 tons, (i.Tl oz. Au, 1.7 oz.'Ag, 0.6% Cu, 3.5% Pb,

5.7% Zn. A mill is completed, capable of treating from
1500 to 2000 tons of sulphide ore per month. The dia-

mond drilling is being continued; the mill is to be en-

larged to a capacity of 100 tons per day, and plans are

being drawn for a 300-ton first unit of a large mill of

an annual capacity of 200,000 tons. The mine is being

equipijcd to produce 600 tons per day. A 63-mile narrow-

gage (1-meter) railroad from the mine to Ust-Kameno-
gorsk on the Irtysh River is practically completed. Eight
river steamers and 28 barges are also owned.

Zixc Smelting at Ekibastus

The present output of the Ekibastus mine, which is

connected by an 80-inile broad-gage railroad with Ermak
on the Irtysh River, is 75,000 tons per annum. The
Ekibastus coal basin is 8 miles long and from 2| to 3

miles wide, and the seams present are reported to ag-

gregate a thickness of 240 ft. The first unit of the zinc

smeltery at Ekibastus has begun operation, and the lead

smeltery is practically completed. Lead and bullion re-

fineries are also to Ije erected. In the first nine months
of 1916 there were produced 5100 tons of zinc concen-

trates and 1600 tons of lead concentrates. In 1917 the

technical committee expect to produce concentrates

equivalent to 5000 tons of zinc, 4000 tons of lead, 50,000

oz. gold and 80,000 oz. silver.

The Achinsk and Minusinsk district is of no great im-

portance, altliough the railroad which will probably soon

be completed between Achinsk and Minusinsk may lead

to its development. Gold occurs in small ]ilacers, the

largest of which has produced a total of 20,000 oz. The
Julia mine at Abakansky was bought in 1911 by the

Siberian Copper Co., an English concern, from the

Yenisei Copper Co., in which American capital was in-

\ested. The ores of the mine are highly siliceous and

average 3% copper. To date the mine has failed to pay

its way.

The Uriankhai region on the Mongolian frontier is

also under the jurisdiction of the government mining

engineer at Jlinusinsk. Since 1839, when placer gold was

discovered, the total production approximates $14,000,-

000, of which one-half has found its way to the Russian

nunt. The placers are shallow and narrow and of rather

!ow grade. Sevei'al futile attempts have been made to

work the quartz veins. A 7|-cu.ft. Russian dredge was

placed on the Safyanoff placer, but at last accounts was

not operating successfully.

The Lower Yenisei district, in the middle of the last

century, was the most important Li'old district nf Silieria;
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its prodiK'tiou in 1847, was over (500,000 oz. I(s total

produftion to date is about 14,000,000 oz., but tiie im-

jiortauee oi' tbc district lias greatly declined, and tliere is

no large producer at the present time. The gravel treated

several decades ago contained $4 per eu.yd. of gravel,

while today the content is about 50c. The Draga (Jold

Co., a Russian corporation (capital 500,000 rubles), in-

stalled in 1901 in this district the first gold dredge in

Russia. This, like most Russian gold dredges, has been

a disappointing venture. In adtlition there are a number
of other dredges in the region. The introduction of

dredges appears to offer faint hope of a revival of the

industry, unless careful preliminary prospecting is done

and then dredges of better design and larger capacity are

substituted for the present inefficient types. The lodes

from which the gold originates are of low and unproiitable

grade.

Gold ix the Traxs-Baik.vl

In the Trans-Baikal district the more important of the

numerous gold properties are the Onon placers near the

Manchurian frontier, which have produced over $9,000,-

000, and the Blagovietchinsk placer, which has produced

over $100,000,000. At one time it had gravel averaging $33

per cu.yd., although in 1913 the grade had fallen to

15c. It is now practically deserted. Only two large

companies are working the placers—the Russian Gold

Mining Co. and the Nerchinsk Gold Co., Ltd.

Some lodes of the Ural type have been worked, but

usually with disappointing results. The Kluchi Gold

Klines Co., an outgrowth of the Siberian Proprietary,

took over the mine of that name in the Nerchinsk dis-

trict. The ore was refractory and low-grade, and work
has been suspended for nearly seven years.

Near Nerchinsk the Cabinet owns important silver-lead

replacement orebodies, lenses, stockwerks and veins, in

schists and limestones near intrusive rocks. From 1703

to 1870 there was mined 1,500,000 tons of ore which

yielded 40.000 tons lead, 12,000,000 oz. silver and 40,000

oz. gold. All these properties are idle, owing in part to

lack of initiative on the part of the Cabinet and in part

to increased labor costs and to the loss of a once profit-

able local market. The Russo-Asiatic Corporation had an

option on one of the properties, the Kadainsky mine, but

ultimately decided not to take it. The ore is much coarser

than the Riddersk, making hand separation of lead and

zinc minerals possible.

In 1912 Berlin and Hamlnirg capitalists and the St.

Peterburg International Bank formed a company to ex-

ploit a supposedly rich tin lode in the Nerchinsk dis-

trict three miles from Olovyanka one the Trans-Bailkal

railroad. In this region are the following tin placers:

Pervonachalny. Kulundinsky, Sharanarsky and Zavit-

insky. In the basin of the Chida River are native copper

deposits in basic lavas of the Lake Superior type. Similar

deposits are known in the Kirghese Steppes.

The Lena district, now the most important Siberian

gold district, yields one-third of its gold. It is situated

in the Irkutsk jirovince near the Lena River, 300 miles

from Irkutsk and is a two weeks' journey from the rail-

I'oad. The Lena Goldflelds, Ltd. (capital £1.405.000,

L'l, 159,297 being issued), was organized in 1908, to ac-

quire through the Russian Mining Corporation, an inter-

est in the Lenskoie (issued cai)ital 1908. 11,100,000

rubles) a Russian com])any leasing or controlling four

placers in the Bodaibo district. The Lenskoie fur-

ther, owns a railroad and a number of river steamers.

The Lena today controls about 70% of the Lenskoie

stock; the management, however, remains largely in

Russian hands. The partnership has not at all times

been conducted without friction. The Consolidated Gold
Fields, once the principal stockholder, sold its holdings at

a good profit some time ago. The gold-bearing gravels

have been worked since 1863, the production having been
over $200,000,000. Productions for recent years have
been: 1912-13, 851,761 cu.yd., yielding $6.94 per cu.yd.;

1913-14, 873,635 cu.yd., yielding $7.15 per cu.yd.;

1914-15, 974,234 cu.yd., yielding $9.50 per cu.yd.
"

In

1915 the cost was $6.46 per yard. On Oct. 1, 1915, the

reserves were estimated to be 2,238,850 cu.yd., averaging

a little over $8, and in consequence the property has
sufficient high-grade gravel for five years operation which
should yield a profit of £800,000. At the present time
the introduction of large dredges has been recommended.
The property is one of the most important gold properties

in the world. The gold of the Lena placers is derived

from the disintegration of granitic rocks containing

auriferous pyrite aniTOroni gold-quartz veins ; indeed, the

Frodosievsky . quartz vein is being actively prospected.

The placers occur both as stream and bench placers, hav-

ing pay gravel from 3 ft. to 6 ft. thick, beneath an over-

burden that is often 100 ft. thick. It is interesting to

note that conditions force this company to buy a con-

siderable quantity of gold each year from its own work-
men, who have stolen it from the company's property-

Company officials also estimated in 1914 that $50,000
worth of gold was mined from and smuggled off the

company property.

Pkomisixg Prospects in Amur Province

In the Amur province nearly all affluents of the Amur
River carry gold, and with the completion of the Amur
railroad the country may be expected to develop under
more thorough prospecting. This will particularly be the

case if the government withdraws its present restriction

against the employment of Chinese and Korean labor.

The loss of this efficient and cheap labor has been a hard

blow to the local gold-mining industry. The average of

the placers is from $1.25 to $2 per cu.yd., although there

are streams with $6 gravel. Among the better-known

properties is the Djilinda on the Zeya Basin. The Amur
Gold Mining Co. (capital 3,000,000 rubles) in 1914

erected a 5-ft. dredge on the Kharga, a tributary of tlie

Zeya; the gravel carries 75c. per cu.yd., and the 1914 pro-

duction was about $120,000. The Leonovsky placer pro-

duced 400,000 oz. of gold in 10 years and the whole

section $20,000,000 in that period.

The Kolchan placer (area about 10^ sq.miles), be-

longing to the Ochotsk Gold Mining Co. and leased by the

Orsk Goldfields, Ltd. (capital £920,000; issued 530,007

ordinary £1 shares, 318,000 preferred 5s. shares and

80,000 priority £1 sliares), is in this province, 50 miles

north of Nikolaievsk. The auriferous gravels are derived

from the erosion of the rhyolitic White Mountain. In

the season of 191 1 one 74-ft. and one 3^-ft. dredge (a

stacker scow converted into a dredge) produced about

$307,400 from 928,100 cu.yd., or 33c. per yard, at a report-

ed working cost of 10c. and a total cost of 28c. In 1915 the

two dredges washed 784,552 cu.yd., which yielded

$399,225.
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111 the Vladivostok district there are hir.ite iiiagiictite

deposits at Nilvohuevsi< and iiuiiieroiis jiold deposits are

known, especially near Oiula J5ay. At 'retiiklic. neai'

Olga Bay, 250 miles from Vladivostok, valuable lead-sil-

ver and zinc deposits have been successfully developed.

Work began in 1909, and in 1911 $500,000 was put

into a mill. In 191 I then! were proiliiccd 90. (iO tons of

lead concentrates and 194.14 tons of /.inc conientiates.

The calamine is now exported to Japan, but before the war

broke out the owners had intended to ship the lead con-

centrates by steamer to Riga and to smelt them there.

MiNEltAL WE.\l/ni 01' EUKOl'EAN KUS«1A

While tile mineral wealth of ]*]uropean Russia is not

great compared with that of Asiatic Russia, there are

some important metal mines west of the Urals.

The Nikopol manganese deposit, situated in the south-

western part of the Government of Ekaterinoslav, is geo-

logically similar to those of the Caucasus. The ore is pyro-

lusite, and the beds vai'y in thickness from 4^ to 7| ft.

Mining started in 1886, and the district now produces

about one-lifth of Russia's total. An embryonic manganese

producer is the Gaisinsk district, near Hoslievatova,

province of Podolia (221 miles from Odessa).

The Krivoi-Rog iron district lies near the Donetz coal

basin in the governments of Ekaterinoslav and Kherson

and is important. It was known to Potemkih in ITTO.

The ore occurs as martite, specular hematite and mag-

netite in rather steeply dipping schist, slate and quartzite

in two beds, the upper one 125 ft. and the lower one 250

ft. thick. The ore has a high iron content and carries

hut from 0.01 to 0.02% P. The reserve is estimated at

S(),000,000 tons of 62% ore. The district has many mines

and is the main source of the pig iron produced in Rus-

sia. Foreign lompanies, largely Belgian and German,

and some French, are the main operators in its highly

organized steel industry.

Among the operating companies is the Societe Metal-

lurgique Rus.so-Belge, a Russian company of Belgian and

Russian capital (20,000,000 rubles). It owns coal mines,

iron furnaces and steel mills, and iron mines at Korsak,

Moghila and Krivoi-Rog. In 1912-13 it mined 859,006

tons of iron ore, and the company's operations sliowed a

profit of about $4,l;i0.000. The Union Miniere et Metal-

lurgique de Russie, a Russian company (capital 40.000,-

000 fr.) owned by French capital, has iron ore which

carries from 65% to 67% Fe. from one of its Krivoi-

Rog mines. The iu-o(it in 1912-i:i was about .$4.50.000.

The Societe iMetallurgique Dnieprovienne du Midi de la

Russie (capital 40,000,000 fr.) has iron mines at Krivoi-

Rog, and manganese mines at Nikopol ; and in addition

numerous coal mines, coke ovens, iron furnaces and steel

mills. In 1912-18 the profit was about $4,4:50,000. The

iron-ore production in that year was 1,046,520 tons. As

early as 1902 it employed almost 10,000 laborers. The

Societe iretallurgiquc Donetz-Iouriewska. founded in

1895 by French and Russians (capital 22,100,000 rubles),

operates iron furnaces, .steel and iron mills, and iron

mines at Krivoi-I?og and Kerch (Crimea). The profit in

1913 was about .1;2,581,000. The Providence Russe a

Marioupol is a company of large ca])italization, with iron

mines at Krivoi-Rog and at Kerch, Crimea. Profit for

1912-13 was about $1,136,000,

The New Russian Co., JA<\.. an English corporation

founded in 1869 (caiHtal 1-1,200,000 ordinary and

£571,200 debentures) has coal mines and iron and steel

works at llighesolfka, Government of Kkaterinoslav.

In the Ci'imea, at Kerch, are important iron-ore mines

and .some of the companies already mentioned have iron

mines in that region. The Crimean iron-ore reserves are

slated to be 450,000,000 tons of 40% ore. The Societe

Metalliirgique de Taganrog, a Russian-Belgian comiiany,

has a capital of 21,000,000 ruiiles. Its owns iron mines

at Ken h in Crimea, with 60,000,000 tons of ore reserve

in 1900. It also operates iron furnaces and steel mills.

The profit in 1912 was $910,000.

The Nikitovka quicksilver deposit is situated in the

center of the Donetz coal basin. It was discovered in

1879, and mining began seven years later. The ore-bear-

ing stratum dips 50 deg. and is Carboniferous sandstone

beneath a shale roof; no igneous rocks are near. Cinnabar

ill crystalline masses with stibnite and sulphur occurs in

fractures in the sandstone and also in the underlying

quartzite. The ore carries from 0.4%i to 1.1% mercury.

The mercury production up to 1907 was 300 to 400 tons

per year, but since then it has fallen to less than 50 tons,

and the mine is probably nearly exhausted. In December,

1912, the owners, Auerbadi & Co., were transferring the

property to Belgian interests. In the Donetz valley, east

of Bachmut, oxidized ores of copper in sandstone were

worked in prehistoric time.

Deposits of lead ore e.xist on the western shore of

.Murman coast on the White Sea, east of Varangerfiord.

The properties have been examined several times, but

mining operations have not been inaugurated, although

they may become prolitable with the completion of the

railroad to Kola.

The island of Novaya Zeinlya in the Arctic Ocean, in-

habited by a few hundred Samoyeds, is the north exten-

sion of the Ural uplift. It has a copper deposit, of the

Bogoslov.sk contact metamorphic type, which belongs to

Odessa financiers. A large expedition sent out in 1912

reported favorably on the property, but an attempt to work

it the next year failed.

Mines of Russian Poland

Russian Poland in the past was one of the important

mining districts of Europe. Mining dates from the

Fifteenth Century, and in that century and the succeed-

ing one it was the premiei' lead district of Europe. Zinc

mining began more than 100 years ago; copper and iron

are also mined now, and some tin has been produced.

The Silesian zinc deposits of the Tarnovitz syncline.

extend into Russian Poland to Boleslav, near the Doiii-

brova coal basin. Even up to 1880 these deposits were

among the most important in Europe. A Triassic (Mus-

chelkalk) limestone contains a bed of dolomite, which was

ill part metasomatically replaced by galena and zinc

blende ; later these sulphides were oxidized by surface

waters. The orebodies are most irregular in form with

a floor of limestone and a roof of dolomite. The annual

l)roductioii is about 60,000 tons of calamine and smith-

sonite. The property is now in territory occupied by Ger-

mans. Another important mine of the same type is at

OIkusz. As has so frequently ha])pened before, these

old lead mines are now chiefly zinc producers.

Tlic Medzianka Gora copper property near Kielce, is

ii liiluilar contact deposit between Devonian bituminoiis

slates and granite. It varies from 1 ft. to 15 ft. in thick-

ness and carries from 1% to 3% copper. The ore is
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malachite, azurito and cliaUopynU', ami i1k> j^aiij^iu' loik

is liniostone. The mine was ojK'ned in the Fifteenth

Ceutiiiv, but has been idle i'or several years, althouf,di it

is now reported that the Uernians are operating it.

Iron oeriirs iu several forms in Poland. Perhaps the

chief source is the brown iron ores (;i5%-45%) and the

iron carbonates (87%-;35%) of the Keuper forniation.

The brown ores of the Muschelkalk are also worked at

numerous places, and at Bendzin the lenticular masses of

ore of this type are 55 ft. thick and carry from 25% to

33% iron. Forty per cent, ores occur in the Devonian

at Daleszyei. At one time the carbonate ores of the

Carboniferous were worked. In 1862 about 13,000 tons

of iron and steel were produced in Poland, and in 1905

500.000 tons. The total reserves are estimated to be

300,000,000 tons of 40% ore. The Polish iron works re-

lently, however, have depended to a considerable extent

nn ores and on pig iron from other Russian districts.

The French-German-Polish company. Charbonnages,

Mines et Usines de Sosnowice, has a capital of 20,000,000

fr. It owns metallurgical works in the Government of

Piotrkow and Kielce, as well as coal, iron and lead and

zinc mines.

Metal Mixes of Fixlaxd

ilining for copper and associated tin began at Pit-

karanta in Finland in 1820 and continued until 1903.

The annual production was about 750,000 lb. copper and
a little tin. The ores occur in a dike-like mass of contact

metamorphic limestone enclosed in red granite. This

steeply dipping mass averages 15 ft. wide and ore deposits

have been mined along it for a distance of 1| miles. Chal-

copyrite occurs disseminated in the metamorphic lime-

stone, while cassiterite is disseminated in certain layers

of it and also occurs in granite dikes in it. The properties

were bought in 1908 from the Imperial Russian Bank by

the Ladoga Lake Mining and Smelting Co., an English

concern, but the company was not properly financed and

soon suspended operations.

The Orijarvi copper mine, in the Abo province, about

50 miles from Helsingfors, belongs to the Finnish-Ameri-

can Mining Co., composed of Finns living in the United

States. The geology is similar to Pitkaranta. and the

mine is credited with a total output of $5,000,000 in cop-

per and silver. The company spent $250,000 in explora-

tion work with encouraging results, according to reports.

Work had. however, to be discontinued, . it is claimed on

account of local prejudice and difficulties with the au-

thorities.

In 1836 the Russian government tried to foster placer-

gold mining in Finnish Lapland. The maximum yearly

production was $37,800 in 1871, and the total production

has been only about $340,000. The iron-ore deposits of

Finland are estimated to contain about 15,000,000 tons

of iron.

Demurrage on Car Shipments

In a pani]ihlct pui)lislicd by the Interstate Comnierce

Commission entitled "National Car Demurrage liulcs and
Explanations" as adopted by the American Railway Asso-

ciation and Tentatively Indor.sed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, January, l!)Ui, Rule 8, covers the

case of cliai-ges of demurrage on cars bunched en route

which arrive in excess of unloadinij facilities as follows:

No demurrage charges shall be collected under these

rules for detention of cars through causes named below.

Dcnmrrage charges as.sessed or collected under such con-

ditions shall be promjitly canceled oi- refunded.

Section B—Bunching.

1. Cars for Loading—-When, by reason of delay or ir-

regularity of the carrier in filling orders, cars are bunched
and placed for loading in accumulated numbers in excess

of daily orders, the shipper «hall be -allowed such free

time for loading as he would have been entitled to had the

cars been placed for loading as ordered.

2. Cars for Unloading or Reconsigning—When, as the

result of the act or neglect of any carrier, cars destined for

one consignee at one point are bunched at originating

point, in transit, or at destination, and delivered by the

carrier lie in accumulated numbers in excess of daily

shipments, the consignee shall be allowed such free time
as he would have been entitled to had the cars been de-

livered in accordance with the daily rate of shipment.

Claim to be presented to carrier's agent within 15 days.

Selling Machinery in Siberia

A correspondent—a commission house—in Vladivo-

stok sends us this letter and asks us to publish it, which
we are glad to do, for we think that it offers advice that

may advantageously be taken by concerns that desire to

increase sales of American machinery in the Russian
market.

We have been dealers in machinery for the last 10 years,
beginning with typewriters and ending with almost every-
thing used in installing ice plants and flour mills. All this
machinery was formerly made in Germany, and the Germans
knew their business. Giving an agency, they would not only
furnish Russian catalogs, but also electric or hand-operated
models, so that people investing $100 could see with their
own eyes how the thing looked and how it worked. This is

the right way to sell anything. It can't be done with English
catalogs, which are not understood by Russians.

The Germans would also pay a bonus if a certain number
of machines were sold in a year, and even would give so many
rubles' worth of machinery for starting the business, print-
ing catalogs and advertising. American manufacturers, on
the other hand, are so short-sighted even as to refuse to send
a sample worth a couple of dollars. Yet they will send for a
couple of years catalogs that simply go in the waste paper
basket, for they are not understood.

The mining of coal and gold, lead and other ores is done
m a primitive way. Gold gravel is dug with pick and shovel
and handled with a horse and cart or a wheelbarrow. This
pays well, but how much more could be done if worked with
capital and machinery?

We request American manufacturers to state what they
ask for all kinds of machinery and urge them to send models
also. If we take up the agency, we will print the catalogs
ourselves.

Gold, coal, cement, wood, lead and iron are plentiful here,

and also other mining properties. We would be glad to

answer all inquiries and give all particulars regarding these
properties, which are not developed owing to lack of labor-
saving machinery and capital and to enemy ownership.

Our main point is to get labor-saving machinery for min-
ing, and also flour, cement and ice-making mills.

We shall be glad to send the name and address of the

firm communicating the above to anvone who is interested.

Mpthoils of Steel Analysis—The Bureau of Standards has
recently reissued Circular No. 14. dealing with "Analyzed
Irons and .Steels—Methods of Analysis," making certain
changes which were found desirable. The determinations for

irons and ordinary steels are: Total carbon, graphite, com-
bined carbon, silicon, titanium, phosphorus, sulphur and man-
ganese Kor alloy steels methods are given for copper,
molybdenum, nickel, chromium, phosphorus, manganese, vana-
dium, tungsten and carbon
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Butte & Superior Mining Co.

Till- tweli'th quartci-ly report (it tlie Butte & Superior

Mining Co., Butte, Mont., covering the fourth quarter of

1916, shows the prineijial o])erating features for the

(piarter as compared with those of the third, second and

first quarters as follows:

BUTTE & SUPERIOK 0PER.\TION.S FOR 1916

Fourth Third Second First

QuarftT Quarter Quarter Quarter

Dry tons of ore milled 165.470 156.130 161,270 Ib4,500

Average zinc contents. %. . 14 9855 15,5570 15-9709 15,692

.\verage silver contents, oz. per
,

ton ,
6 1669 6 6072 6,7041 6,844

Zinc concentrates produced, _,, ,,.„. .,.,.
tons ,

44.099 37.333 45.194 45,121

Average zinc in concentrates, % 52,456 52,928 52,9956 53.122

Total zinc in concentrates, lb .,, 46,265,435 39,519.432 47.901,445 47.938,530

Average silver in concentrates.
pz.perton 20.752 21,500 21,8757 22,018

Mill recovery ( % zinc recovered „ ,

,

in concentrates) 93,290 93,314 92,989 92 855

Mining cost per ton $4,5980 $4,9437 $4 4971 $4 0341

Milling cost per ton $1,9193 $2,1691 $1,7610 $1,5763

Total cost per ton, mining and
milling,.. $6,5173 $7100 $6 2581 $5,6104

The tonnage of ore treated est^ihlislied a new record,

heing 29,340 tons greater than for the previous quarter.

The decrease of costs in mining and milling is accounted

for hy differences as between the two periods in wage

schedules and supply costs. The grade of ore mined and

concentrates produced was practically the same as for the

previoiTS quarter.

Eeplenishnient of ore reserves by development amount-

ed to 275,831 tons, or a net increase over the tonnage

mined for the quarter of 109,950 tons.

The two new hoist buildings were practically com-

pleted and cranes set in them, so that the new hoists can

lie placed without loss of time upon their arrival. Latest

advices, however, confirm further delays in delivery and

indicate that the main hoist cannot be in operation much

before the end of May. The man and timber hoist for

shaft No. 3 may be ready for use some time during llareh.

The new miners' changehouse, having 1800 steel lockers,

is completed and in service and is a great iinpro\ement

over former crowded quarters.

The financial results of operation for the fourth quarter

as compared with those of the third, second and first

quarters are as follows

:

FINANCIAL RESULTS AT BUTTE & SUPERIOR. IN 1916

Fourth Third Second First

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Net value of zinc con-

centrates (at mill) , $2,445,877 71 $1,731,670 20 $2,879,568 45 $4,337,412,99

Net value of lead con-
centrates (at mill)

and of residues, , , 396,278 51 190,099 18 246.341 54 264,302 75

Metal inventories
and quotations. ,. , 650,000 00

Miscellaneous income 22,357 36 14,757 71 22,772 34 21,427 21

Total net value $3,514,513,58 $1,936,527 09 $3,148,682 33 $4,623,142 95

Operating costs, tax-

es, etc 1,205,445 49 988,625 59 1,086,653 00 1,068,203 27

Profits $2,309,068 09 $947,901 50 $2,062,029 33 $3,554,939,68

The stated earnings for the quarter included a credit

of $fi50,000 on account of "Metal Inventories and Quo-

tations," this credit being due to underestimates during

the three previous quarters of the net value of metals as

compared with the cash actually received for them. Ad-

justment of this account is made from time to time, and

as completely as possible during the last quarter of each

year, but in the case of the last year there was greater de-

lay than formerly in receiving .settlement from the resi-

dues containing values other than zinc owing to the diffi-

culty in marketing the residues as compared with former

years.

The average price used in eslimating returns on sjielter

for the quarter was 9.7548c. per i)ound.

After the payiiicnt of the regular ipiarlcrly ili\ideii(l

of $1.25 and an e.xtra dividend of $5 per share payalile to

stockholders on Dee. 30, tiie coiii))any had net quick assets

of $2,834,240 of whicii $853,529 was cash. $l,(i30,359 was

the estimated net value of products on hand and in transit

upon which final settlements had not been rei'cived, and

the remainder, $3.44,358, covered operating supplies, ac-

counts, receivable, etc.

On Dec. 11, 1910, the Supreme Court of the United

States rendered a decision in the ease of Minerals Sepa-

ration, Ltd., vs. Hyd(!, involving a patent upon the process

of concentration theretofore employed in the company's

mill. As a result of this decision it became necessary, in

order to avoid infringement in accordance with the decree,

to discontinue the use of less than 1% of oil on the ore in

the type of flotation apparatu.s employed. Steps were im-

mediately taken toward modifying operating methods and

conditions to conform to the requirements of the deci-

sion by the use of 1 % of oil or more. Prior to the end

of December the continuous use of more than 1% of oil

was adopted and has been applied regularly since that

time up to the end of the year. At the time the report

was written the full plant had been running for con-

siderably more than a month at normal tonnage and u.sing

1% of oil or more uniformly throughout all flotation

operations. The results of this modified practice had been

and are .satisfactory in all metallurgical respects. Some
difficulties were experienced in quickly securing the in-

creased supplies of oils required. This was due in part to

the congested condition of transportation. Nevertheless

an adequate supply was maintained and under normal

operating conditions the most notable difference in oper-

ating results was the difference in cost between the

smaller quantities of oils previously used and the larger

cjuantity of similar and suitable oils now used. It may
be said, however, that the increase in cost of oil supply

is not a serious item when compared to the royalties which

the owners of the patents in litigation exact for the use of

their process in the treatment of similar ores.

Butte & Superior was not a party to the suit mentioned,

but after the decision of the Di.strict Court of the United

States for the State of ^Montana had been rendered in that

suit, an action was instituted in the same court against

the Butte & Superior wherein it was charged with hav-

ing infringed the patent held to be valid in the Hyde
case. The hearing was had upon the application of the

plaintiff for an injunction pendente lite, and upon that

hearing the court denied the application for preliminary

injunction and provided that the defendant file a bond in

the sum of $75,000, conditioned among other things to

pay the complainant all damages, profits, costs and ex-

penses that miglit thereafter be awarded to the plaintiff by

any decree or judgment by reason of the defendant's con-

tinued use of the ]iatent process, provided that the de-

fendant file a monthly statement of its operations with

the notation process. The defendant complied with the

provisions embodied in the order of the court and con-

tinued to comply with tlie order of court. This decision

of the court was rendered on Nov. 14, 1913. Thereafter

on Nov. 31, 191(i, Minerals Separation, Ltd., upon notice,

made request of the court that the defendant be eom-

pelled to furnish an increased bond and that the de-

fendant be enjoined from extending its use of the process

and be further enjoined from declaring dividends or in

any wise disposing of any of its assets. Upon a hearing
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belore the ('(iiirt tlu' (IcIVndant requested that it be en-

tirely relieved of the obligations of tiie order of Nov. 14,

1913, contending that in view of the reversal by the Cir-

fuit Court of Appeals of a decision of the District Court

ill the Hvde case, it should be entirely relieved of obliga-

tion to Minerals Separation, Ltd. The court sustained

the motion of the defendant. The case remained in this

condition until after the decision of the Supreme Court

of the United States rendered on Dec. 11. 191(3. After

this decision, which reversed the decision of the Circuit

Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit, the plaintiff re-

newed its motion of Nov. 21, 19J6, and asked for the can-

cellation of the order of court made on said motion. The

defendant was granted leave to renew the motion, which

will come on for hearing on ilar. 19, 191?.

United Verde Extension Mining Co.

The directors of the United Verde Extension Mining

Co., Jerome, Ariz., report to the stockholders for the year

1916 that conditions at the mine are highly satisfactory.

The orebody encountered on the 1400 level, in Januarw

1916, was fully developed on that level by drifts at regu-

lar intervals and has an area on that level of over 60,000

sq.ft. Between the 1400 and the 1300 levels this ore-

body was developed by raises in the ore. Above the 1300

level three raises were run in the ore. At about 60 ft.

above the 1300 level the oxidized zone was encountered.

No considerable amount of ore in this orebody above that

point is looked for. A large amount of high-grade ore in

addition to the 700,000 tons in sight between the 1300

and 1400 levels is certain. It is conservatively estimated

that 1,000,000 tons of 16% ore is in sight.

A winze was sunk 800 ft. below the 1400 level, which,

after passing through 114 ft. of 15% ore and 46 ft. of

very low-grade ore, at 160 ft. encountered one of the bars

of intrusive waste characteristic of the deposit. At the

bottom the winze passed out of the intmsive and encoun-

tered a chalcopyrite ore, such as is found elsewhere in the

camp. The winze was stopped at the 1600 level, and on

account of the difficulty of handling the water, no drifts

were run from that level.

The development operations of the year 1916, aggre-

gated 12,193 ft. ; in addition, drifting and crosscutting

to the extent of 1541 ft. was done in Jerome Verde ground

for the Jerome Verde Copper Co. No prospecting is now

in progress. The efforts of the company are devoted to

mining as much ore as can be shipped, developing the

existing orebody and putting the mine in shape for eco-

nomical production.

So long as the present high price for copper eoutiiiues,

it will be the policy of the company—as far as consistent

with good mining—to continue i)roduction at the maxi-

mum shipping capacity. In eonuncni with every other

industry, the output of the mine is affected by car short-

age and is governed by the available supply of cars.

Smelting contracts have been made with the Copper

Queen, Calumet & Arizona and Consolidated Arizona

smelting companies, whi< take care of jjresent out-

j)ut. An arrangement for relining the product of the com-

l)Mny has been made.

Sliipments for the y(^ar lUKi animiiilcd to 80.159 dry

tons of ore containing 2570 oz. gold, 128,467 oz. silver

and 36,402,972 11). co])per—an average of 0.032 oz. gold.

1.62 oz. silver and 151.1 lb. cop))er ])er dry ton of ore

(figures for silver and copper representing 95%, of total

assay contents).

The company now has an area of approximately 1200

acres, and 19 claims, containing about 300 acres, are still

held under option, which will probably be exercised

within the coming year.

During the last year there were constructed and

ecjuii)ped a changehou,se, blacksmith shop, warehouse and

timber framing shed. It is necessary to build an addition

to the changehouse for the miners and a new odico build-

ing to house the staff in the accounting, engineering and

laboratory departments. Work on both has begun. Plans

have l)ccn prepared for a hospital, which it is proposed to

erect innnediately. To improve living conditions for the

employees, it is proposed to lay out a townsite on part of

the company's property, where employees who wish to

own their own homes can build and where they can live

under sanitary conditions.

The site of the new shaft has been determined, plans

made for a three-compartment concrete-lined shaft and

work on the shaft commenced. A smeltery site has been pui'-

chased, plans for a smelting plant are being prepared and

work has begun. The site is about 2^ miles from Clark-

dale, the present terminus of a branch line of the Santa

Fe. It is expected that early in 1918 the company will

be smelting its own ore. This will make a considerable

reduction in the cost per pound of producing copper. The

site for a tunnel has been selected, and work will begin as

soon as a power line can be run and electric power is

available. The proposed tunnel will strike the mine work-

ings at the 1300 level.

The directors elected for the year 1917 are: James S.

Douglas, George E. Tener, Louis E. Whicher, Charles P.

Sands, Archibald Douglas, George Kingdon, Paul Armi-

tage, Andrew J. Pickrell, H. Kenyon Burch. The officers

elected are: James S. Douglas, president; George E.

Tener and Louis E. \Vhicher, vice-presidents; Charles P.

Sands, secretary and treasurer.

The gross revenue from ore produced during 1916 was

<i;9,949,918: other revenue amounted to $31,154; making

a total of $9,981,072. Mine operating expenses and de-

velopment, freight, treatment, refining and selling

amounted to $2,334,746 ; other expenses, including taxes

paid and accrued, totaled $207,809 ; amounts written off

to reserves for depletion of ore and depreciation amounted

to $500,417; making total' deductions of $3,042. i)72,

which left the net earnings $6,938,100. Dividends Nos.

] and 2 were paid, amounting to $1,050,000, which left

a balance to surplus account of $5,888,100.

Imports of Manganese Ore

Manganesi' ore imports into the United States in 1916

not only exceeded all former records but were greater than

the estimates of the most optimistic, says a report in Iron

Aye, Mar. 1, 1917. The December imports of 49,796

gross tons bring the total for the year to 576,321 tons, as

"against 313,985 tons in 1915 and 283,294 tons in 1914.

This is more than double the 1914 total and nearly

equaled the British imports in 1913 of 601,000 tons. The

lai'gest month in 1916 was July, with 81,942 tons, and

the smallest February, with 8685 tons. The December

imports ranked sixth in order of magnitude. The British

imports, of this ore in 1916 were only 439,509 gross tons.
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Photographs from the Field
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ilKADFRAME AT OLIVER SHAFT Ob' CALUMKT & ARIZONA MINING CO., NEAR WARREN. ARIZ.
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CONSTRUCTING AN AMERICAN DREDGE IN NORTHWESTERN CHOSEN
After an exhaustive testing of its ground by drilling, the Chiksan Mining Co. ordered this lOJ-cu.ft. steel dredge fromNew lork Engineering Co. The hull is 110 x 50 x 10 ft. and the dredge is designed to dig 25 ft.' below water line and to
y a 15-tt. bank. It is etiuijjped with bypass for handling clay and overburden. Photographs taken about Jan 1 1917

CALUMET & ARIZONA MINING CO.'S OLIVER SHAFT IN THE BISBEE DISTRICT, ARIZONA
This four-compartment shaft is 1375 ft. deep and is oquippe'i with a 75-ft. steel headframo and a four-cylinder double-

icM-i Nordberg hr.ist. Levels established at 750 ft. and each 100 ft. lower to the 1450-ft. level. The IfiOO level was run from
thi' Hoatson shalt. Ore has been shipped from all levels from the S50 down. Sinking of Oliver sh.'irt was started in 1903
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Preparing Iron Ores for Magnetic

Concentration
In a p.nper on "Magnetic Conocntration of Low-Grado

Iron Ores," read at the New York meeting of liu- Ameri-

can Institute of Mining Engineers, Feiiniary, l!)i;, S.

Norton and S. Le Fevre stated the requirements for

preparing ores for magnetic concentration.

The authors point out that in the practical application

of magnetic separation, the most vital ])art is the prepara-

tion of the ore. It must be crushed so tiiat the crystals

of magnetite, or groups of crystals, are sufficiently freed

from rock to bring the percentage of iron u]) to the

standard set for shipping ore. On the other haiul. it

must not be crnsbed too fine, if it is possible to avoid it,

otherwise the blast does not readily pass through in the

furnace, or the ore ilows over the top. To maintain the

best possible physical structure the separation must be

made at each stage of the crushing. If the material going

to the separators is sized, the strength of the magnets

can be adjusted to pick up the ore of more nearly uni-

form quality, but a se]iaration can be made without very

close sizing.

Air Lift for Slime Pulp
By a. W. Allen*

The accompanying diagram illustrates a type of air

lift installed recently in South America for the iirst

stage of a compound lift to handle slimed-ore pulp. The

Air

'Supply

Cock

AIR LIFT FOR SLIME PULP

second lift was of the ordinary type with compres.sed air

delivered into the bottom of the lift in the usual way. A
comparison was therefore possible as conditions were equal,

and resultw obtained were all in favorof the type illustrated.

The dimension of the lift pii)e was '.^y.j in. and of the

air pipe, 5 in. The 5-in. ])ipc was canicil jnsi above

the level of the pidp and was conncct<'d with the lift

j)i])e by a 'yx'.)yo-\n. reducer. It extended about <J in.

below the level of the lift pipe.

A Chain-Drive Oiler
By Arthu'r C. Daman*

Silent-chain drives, if not properly handled, are a con-

tinual nuisance. One of the greatest abu.ses of a chain

drive is in the oiling. I have seen heavy tar-oil used as

a lubricant, and in a short time it gummed up so badly

and dirt was so inijtregnated in the chain that its pliability

was gone, wear was e.xcessive and breaks became frequent.

The various manufacturers recommend a special oil, or

at least an oil of s])ecial qualities. The chains should lie

^^-3 /V/pp/e

A CHAIN-DRIVE OILER

cleaned with gasoline at least once a month, so as to clear

gritty matter and sticky oil from the links. A chain with

proper care should last for years. The automatic constant

oiler shown in the sketch was designed by W. J. Wilkey,

superintendent of the Xevada Packard Mines Co., and has

pro\ed a great success, as the chains are constantly and

evenly lubrica>ted. It is made entirely of pipe fittings.

Flotation in Rhodesia
A note of the use of flotation at the Falcon mine, Eho-

desia, is given in the description of ore treatment at this

mine, by H. R. Adam, in the Journal of the Chemical,

I\Ietallurgical and Jlining Society of South Africa, No-

vember, 1916. The Falcon mine, situated at Umvuma.
IGO mi. from Bulawayo, Rhodesia, has been producing

for more than two years, its monthly output being in the

neighborhood of 60,000 lb. of blister copper, 3000 oz. of

gold, and 6000 oz. of silver. From 18.000 to 20,000 tons

of ore are treated monthly, and of this quantity 14,000 to

1.'j,000 tons consists of sulphide ore, containing 2i/i^

copper as chalcopyrite, and 5 to 6 dwt. of gold per ton.

Tlie chalcopyrite is associated with iron jiyrite and pyr-

rhotite.

The cru.shing system includes ore breakers, trommels

and Nis.^en stamps in the mill. The stamped product is

conccntrati'd on vanners, the tailings from which are clas-

•MftuUufBipal ent'liu-ur. :fO'.i liioadway, .New York. •Mining engineer, L'67!! ICudora St., Denver, Colo.
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sillpil and Teafroiiiid in hiln' mills. Tlie luho-niill iimduct

is iiii'aiii conceiitriitcil on vniiiicrs ami blanket tallies.

Prom the latter the tailings are lifted by 6-in. centrifugal

pumps to cone classifiers, the underflow of which is

pumped back to tlie tube mill, tlie overflow going to sec-

ondary cones preparatory to a jiartial unwatering for the

flotation plant. Tlie result of the gravity concentration

is the recovery of 1800 to 1900 tons of concentrates per

month, averaging 5% copper and 19 to 20 dwt. gold.

Underflow from the secondary classifiers goes to a

pump, the overflow being thickened in Dorr thickeners.

The thickened sand and slime with water in the pro-

portion of 31/2 to 1 goes to a head box wliere flotation oil

is added to the pump intake to insure thorough mixing.

Before entering the first flotation compartment, a sample

of the feed is automatically cut out. The flotation plant

is of the Minerals Separation type and consists of nine

compartments with agitaturs revolving at 250 r.p.m., pro-

ducing a froth in the spitzkasten about 15 in. deep. This

froth has a copper content ranging from 13 to 14% in

the first compartment, down to 3% or 4% in the last,

so that the froth, or middling, from the last three com-

partments is returned to the original feed. From 10,000

to 11,000 tons of tailings are treated every month, the

feed value being 1.8% copper and 2.3 dwt. of gold per

ton. About 2000 tons of concentrates are recovered, con-

taining 8 to 9% copper and 5 dwt. of gold per ton, by

the Minerals Se]mration unit itself, recovery being about

86% for the copper and 43 7c for the gold.

The flotation concentrates gravitate to collector vats,

where the coarser material settles. The fine concentrates

in suspension run to an agitator and then to filter presses.

The coarser settled concentrates are shoveled out of the

bottom-discharge door, stacked on the surface to dry, and

then trucked to the smelting plant. The tailings from the
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lliilalinii ]ilnnt are aiitiiniatically samidcd before ])assing

to fine-collecting vats, where slimes are separated for

transport to the slimes van, to be hauled to the dump.

Chart for Obtaining the Velocity

of Air

The accompanying chart, by Francis J. G. Renter, in

American Machinist, is useful for obtaining the air veloc-

ity in pitot-tube work from the fornuila

-5 ^)41096

V = Velocity in feet per minute;

P = Pressure due to velocity in inches of water;

W = Weiglit of air in pounds per cubic feet.

To read the chart and obtain the value V, take on

the axis of abscissa a value for P which has been measured

with a ]3itot tube or a similar instrument. From /"s

value run vertically to an oblique line representing the

value for IT; from the intersection of those two lines

run horizontally to the curve. From the intersection on

the curve run vertically to an olilique line 1096.5 in., and

from that intersection run horizontally to the ordinate

V. If the intersection is found on the first '"1096.5

line," the value of V is read from to 2400. If the in-

tersection is found on the second "1096.5 line," V the

scale number from to 2400 plus 2000. Similarly 4000

is added for the third and 6000 for the fourth line.

An example is shown by the dotted lines, having P =
0.4 and 11' = 0.1. The intersection comes on both the

first and second "1096.5 line." From the first intersec-

tion line V read 2193; from the second, 193 -f 2000

= 2193, which is the velocity in feet per minute.

V.
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Clamp for Piston Rings

There are probably few power ]ihint operators or oper-

ators of gasoline eiifjines who have not lost ])atience in

trying to enter a piston and rings into the eylinder. It is

a hard task at best. E. L. Davis' described in Power a

eonvenient method liy the nse of a piece of l)and or boo])

Hoop Iron

wBolt

BAND OF HOOP IRON AROUND PISTON

iron about three-fourths the width of the piston and about

\ in. shorter than the piston. In each end of the strap

a 1%- or ^-in. hole is drilled and i in. of the strap bent

up. A bolt about 3 in. long, threaded nearly full length,

is then put in and the baud is placed around the piston

and drawn up with the bolt. This holds the ring and

makes it easy to insert the piston.

'us

Signal Lights for Mine Locomotives

The accompanying diagram from Coal Aye shows a

system of signal lights employed by R. Thomas Kirk,

chief electrician of the Federal Coal Co., of Straight

Creek, Ky., to safeguard the men who operate mine lo-

comotives. The switch boards are inexpensive, consider-

ing the important part they play in the matter of safety.

One conductor is all that is necessary ; and this can be

made of an old burned-out field coil or, better vet. a No.

Trolley Wire

A PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF SIGNAL LIGHTS

18 B. & S. insulated wire. The signal lights are mani-

pulated as follows: When an incoming locomotive passes

the first switchboard, the motornian throws the lever and

thus opens the circuit, thereby bloclsing the road. On

reaching the next switchboard, he throws its le\er. whiili

closes the circnit, causing the two 12o-volt lamps to bum
and showing the road is clear for following locomotives.

The lights should be placed close to a siding, so that

the motornian can clear the road for other locomotives.

Jt should be noticed carefully that the lights are so

arranged that they burn when the road is clear and are

lint when the road is blocked.

Each switchboard can be made of a well-seasoned

board or an old piece of slate or marble and should ite

placed on a timl)er in some convenient place, so as to

be within easy reach of the motornian. This system of

lights is being u.sed efficiently in both the Barker and

Glendon mines of the company; each light doing away

with the .services of a trapper boy.

Laying out Angles and Curves in

Mine Work
IVfine foremen and superintendents are often called

upon to lay out many of the most commonly used angles

and curves in mine track underground. A very simple

way to lay out angles without the use of the transit as

shown in the accompanying drawings is given by 0. H.

A-8'BC'
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10 ft. on tliesp siglits, sot over rlistniicc .\' rroiii llie sec-

ond point, or the PC, and drivo iilicad ancillici- 10 I'l., muk-

inj; tliG offset the sanu> as herorc. 'I'lu' lirsi and last olV-

sots are always equal io one-hall' the distance X.

Althoni>li other distances in jiroportion to the ones

shown on the dra\vin>>-s can he used, the dimensions shown

will he fonnd most (•on\('nient. Ordinary sij^ht strings

or phimli bol)s huni;- from spads are used for line.

V

A Drafting-Room Kink

A good drafting-room kink was shown by Jan .Si)aan<ler

of Brooklyn, N. Y., in a recent issue of the American Ma-
cliinisf to combine a T-square and compass to obtain a

beam compass for striking large arcs. A small V-groo\('

is cut in tlie end of the T-square and forms a rigid center

METHOD OF USING T-SQTTARE AS A BEAM COMPASS

lo revolve the T-square around a pin in the board ; and

iomewhere on the .square, near tlie circle to be drawn, stick

the sharp point of the compass firmly in the wooih rest

the pencil or the ruling pen on the paper and against the

edge of the square. Then take hold of the scriber and

hold it firmly against the square and re\olve, cutting the

desired arc.

Blowpipe Made from Pipe Fittings

The illustration, by H. H. Parker', in Power, shows

a blowpipe, for soldering, brazing, etc., made from pipe

fittings. A copper or brass tube about ^ in. diameter is

tilled with melted lead and given a right-angle bend so

BLOWPIPE ASSEMBLED READY FOR USE

that it will go into a jj-in. tee as shown, after which the

lead is melted out. A brass or libci' bushing is then driven

into a |-in. short nipi)l(^ and drilled out to take the bent

tube", which should make a close working lit, and the tube

is dri\('n into the bushing and the bushing screwed into

the tee, tlu' ttdie turning in the bushing wdiile the nipiile is

being s<'r('W(>(l in. ;\ ij-in. nipple about tiiree inches long

is then screwed into the end of the tee over the air nozzle,

and a i-vg-in. bushing is screwed into the other end. The
air tube should l)e adjusted eeulrally in the J-'i-'-in.

nipple. Valves or cocks are u.sed to regulate the How

of air and gas into tlie nozzle. The a])]iaratus has been

found to work best when the air Hows through tlu> bent

tube as shown and the gas is led through the straight por-

tion of the tee. Any size or shajie of nozzle may be used,

de[)ending on the character of work to be heateil.

Drawing Board for Large Drawings

A)i arrangement of drawing board for Iiandling large

drawings which has been used satisfactorily for several

years is described by H. E. Beard' in the American

Machini.tt. The outfit consists of a large board and a

standard make of drafting instrument, as shown. The

hoard can be made any length to suit the individual ca.se.

They have been used 8, 12 and 16 ft. long. The arrange-

ARRANnEMENT OF THE BO.\RD FOR L.\RGE DRAWINGS

nient can be raised or lowered liy using the foot in the

stirrup fastened to the bottom edge.

The paper, after two strips the required length have

l)een cut and pasted together, is held on the board with

a few thumli-tacks jdaced about 12 in. from the top edge.

It is then dampened with a piece of waste dipped in

water, after which the edges are coated with mucilage,

the tacks are removed, and small wooden strips are

nailed on, to bold it until dry and ready to use. When
fastened to the board in this manner, the pajier gets

very tight and makes a good smootli surface to draw on.

:*:

Leiirii Aliou* Firs<-Aiil TrniiiinB fiom Mines Circular No. 23

of the Bureau of Mines. This circular has been prepared to

interest miners in first aid. If you are interested, write the

Director of the Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C, for thii

handbook on advanced first-aid worli. which fully explains

first-aid methods. Ask your boss to place you in the first-aid

class, if there is such a class organized at your mine. It

there is not, tell the boss he ought to organize one. Tal;e

flrst-aid and mine-rescue training the next time one of the

mine-rescue cars of the Bureau of Mines visits your mine.

'Oakland, Calif. 'Waynesboro, Penn.
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Company Reports
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Wettlaufer-Lorrain Silver Mines
The annual report of the Wettlaufer-Lorrain Silver Mines,

South Lorrain, Ont.. for the year 191G shows a loss for the year
ended Dec. 31, l'J16, of $28,314. The balance on hand Jan. 1.

1916, was $157,466, which leaves a balance on hand Jan. 1. 1917.

of $129,152.

During the year the properties of the company were oper-
ated under a lease to the Comfort Mining and Ijeasing Co..

Ltd., and royalties amounting to approximately $8250 were
received. The lessee performed some development work, but
no important discoveries were made. This lease expired Feb.

17, 1917, and the lessee has not availed himself of the privilege

-to renew, and unless a new lease is made the looking after and
operation of the property will again fall to the company.

New Idria Quicksilver Mining Co.
The annual report for 1916 of the New Idria Quicksilver

Mining Co., California, shows net profits for the year 1916.

$419,235, from which dividends amounting to $400,000 were
paid. During the year 10,S2S flasks of quicksilver were pro-
duced, wliich were sold at an average price of $89.57 per flask,

as compared with a production of 6250 flasks sold at an aver-
age of $74.21 in 1915.

The ore worked during the year came from the upper levels

and dumps of both the New Idria and San Carlos mines. The
completion of the aerial tramway during the year from San
Carlos Mountain to the Idria furnaces allowed the transpor-
tation of ore in small cars by gravity at a very low cost. The
length of this cable tram is about a mile. The crushing mill

ind concentrating plant, which enable the working of lower-
grade ores than heretofore, worked satisfactorily. Several
changes in the concentrating and smelting plants, which will

give a larger percentage of extraction, thereby reducing cost

and increasing production, are under consideration. Another
aerial tram from the Idria mine to the furnaces is in contem-
plation and will probably be installed early in 1917.

St. John del Rey Mining Co.
The 5Sth half-yearly report of the directors of the St. John

del Rey Mining Co., Brazil, was presented at a general meet-
ing of the company, held Dec. 6, 1916, in London. The report

covers six months to Aug 31, 1916. which is the first half of

the company's fiscal year. The profit for the half-year was .

£72,199, which compares with £79,718 for the corresponding
period of 1915. The balance brought forw-ard at the begin-
ning of the semester was £7574, and the balance carried for-

ward at the end of the semester was £19,811.

The output from the mine was well maintained during the
half-year, but the tonnage treated was slightly less than that
of recent years, in consequence of economy in the use of
certain stores, which was thought desirable. The bullion

realized was £231,332, compared with £234,285 in the corre-
sponding period of 1915. The yield per ton reached the satis-

factory figure of over 49s. %(1. per ton treated and is the
highest recorded since the reopening of the mine. Working
costs showed an increase due to the enhanced prices of stores

and material brought about by the war.
The usual interim dividend of 9d. per share on the ordinary

shares was recommended and approved. This dividend
amounted to £20,485. Ten per cent, preference-share dividend
for six months ended Nov. 30 and tax amounting to £6487 were
also paid, and £20,000 was transferred to capital works
accounts.

It was announced at the meeting that the board had
decided to take the necessary steps for working the lode below
horizon 20. In the last annual report it was estimated that at
the end of the present financial year—February, 1017—there
would be standing in the mine from horizon 20 upward sufli-

cient ore for 4% yr. stamping, at the present rate of 16,000

tons a month. The proposed new shaft would open up four
more horizons, 21, 22, 23 and 24, each of which, 300 ft. in

depth, would last 1% yr. at the present rate of consumption,
assuming the lode retained its present size. This would give

a life of 10% yr. down to horizon 24. There has been progreg-
sive increase in the value of the lode in recent years. The
(luestion of improved ventilation has been settled after care-
ful inquiry, and a new plant will be ordered.

Si

Superior & Boston Copper Co.
The annual report of the Superior & Boston Copper Co. for

the fiscal year ended Sept. 30. 1916. shows balance on hand
Oct. 1, 1916, of $176,107, against $29,529 Oct. 1. 1915. This
balance is made up as follows: Cash and ore in transit, $176,-

603; supplies, $15,476; accounts receivable, $1339; against
which there are accounts payable of $17,311, leaving a net
balance as of Oct. 1, 1916, of $176,107. Receipts for the year
were $313,060. made up as follows: From calls, $237,840;

interest, $5190; ore sales, $40,500. Expenditures for the year
were: For development at mine and expenses Houghton office.

$110,970; construction and equipment at mine, $8483; loans
paid, $17,500; making a total of $136,953.

The mine produced during the year to Sept. 30, 1916, ores
of the value of $207,622, of which lessees shipped $167,121.

During the fiscal year the greater portion of the develop-
ment work was confined to operations in the upper levels.

Practically all of the drifting, crosscutting and raising was
(lone on the 800-ft. level. These workings were all driven in

the footwall in order to run vertical raises, as most of the
oi-e is about 70 ft. above tlie 8th level and the greater portion
of ore shipments came from that point. The chief hindrance
to mine operation, as well as the source of the largest items
of expense, was the handling of the mine water. The shaft
sinking progressed satisfactorily, and the shaft bottom is

now near the 1400-ft. level.

m

Jim Butler Tonopah Mining Co.
The annual report of the Jim Butler Tonopah Mining Co.

for the fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1916, show^s receipts for the
fiscal year on account of shipment of ore and sales of stored
silver, $640,000; interest received on deposit. $7313. Disburse-
ments during the fiscal year were: Operation of mine and
conduct of business at Tonopah, $274,651; conduct of business
at Philadelphia, $9176; income tax, $2856; dividends Nos. 2

and 3, $343,604; leaving a balance on hand Sept. 30, 1916, of

$267,724. as against $250,698 Sept. 30. 1915. In addition to this

cash, the company had on hand Sept. 30, 1916, silver bullion

(at 50c. per oz.) to the amount of $97,495.

The net realization for the period was slightly greater
than for the previous fiscal year, making 1916 the most profit-

able year in the life of the company. This was owing to the
high price of silver. The tonnage handled was. less, the aver-
age metal content per ton in ounces of gold and silver was
less, while the combined mining, transportation and milling
costs were higher, but a higher average price received for
silver and an increased percentage of extraction in the mill,

together with a small profit made from a lease operated by
the company, overbalanced the unfavorable factors and made
possible the greater profit.

The ore reserves as of Sept. 30, 1916, amount to 19,158 tons.
The report says; "As of Sept. 30, 1915, the estimated ore re-

serves of all classes totaled 40,310 tons. During the fiscal

year 52,142 tons of crude ore was mined. Comparing the
ore extracted during the year plus the ore reserves at the end
of the year with the ore reserves at the beginning of the year,
it is apparent that some 30,990 tons was added to the tonnage
indicated as on Sept. 30. 1915. The Jim Butler property, with
its large acreage of virgin, unexplored territory, has been
considered to have great posibilities."

The report does not leave .a particularly favorable impres-
sion, for despite the optimistic way of stating results, the
fact remains that the ore in sight is only 19.158 tons, against
40,310 tons a year ago. although during the year development
work was "pushed to the allowable limit." And while "geolog-
ical information of the utmost importance in the consider-
ation of future possibilities" has been brought out, "geological
developments during the past year in certain portions of the
property have been discouraging."
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Hermann A. Keller

llcrniiinn A. Keller was killed by Ijciuo; struck by a loro-

nidtivc ill a mine tunnel at Cliftfln, Ariz., Fel). 1(1. IK'

was visitiiii;' Clifton on iirol'essional business. Xo Turtlier

])articulars of the acrident have yet readied liere.

jiernianii," as he was fondly known anioiii;' the old

Leaih illians and the early workers at Huttt', was born in

riiiladelphia. Mar. 2;i, 18(i0, the son of Dr. William Kel-

ler. He was educated first at tho (iynmasiuni, at Darm-
stadt, Baden, and next at the University of Pennsylvania,

where he was graduated in 1881. Innnediately upon his

graduation he received an appointment to the instruction

staff as assistant in mining and metallurgy. In 1882 he

went to Leadville, becoming assayer and chemist for the

HERMANN A. KEI.I.ER

Arkansas Valley Smelting Co. Jn those times the direct

road to promotion in a smelting works was through tlie

analytical laboratory, and in course of time the superin-

tendencv of his jjlant came to him. This was in 1S8().

Tn 1888 he became metallurgist of the Globe' Smelting

and licfining Co. at Denver, and in 188!) superintendent

of the Philadelphia Smelting Works at Pueblo. From
the la'.ter he returnecl to tlie Arkansas Valley Smelting

Works again as su])erintendent. Tn 1891 lie was ap-

]ioiiite(l su]>eriiitendeiit of the Parrot Smelting Works at

Butte, -Mont., which position he held until 1896. Leav-

ing the Parrot works, he reconstructed the smeltery of

lbe_ Moinilaiii Mines nt Keswick, Calif., and in 1891 cs-

tablisbed liiuiself as a consnlting engineer in San

I'^rancisco.

Up to this time Hermann Keller had heeii distinctly a

.'•nielter, lii'st of siUcr-lead ores, then of cupper (jres. lie

was widely and favorably kn(jwn as a good superintendent

and a inetallurgist of skill. Tie exhibited considerable in-

\entive ability and while at the Parrot works designed

1hc ingenious and eflicient mechanical roasting furnace

vith which his name is associated. 'I'his furnace wa.s

used extensively at the Parrot works in Butte, and
at the (Jennania works near Salt I^ake City. Dur-
ing this jieriod he was a frequent contributor to the

Kiii/inrPfiiif/ ami MiniiK/ Joiirnal and to the Tmnaaciion^i

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers: and he

collaborated with Dr. Peters in writing the chapter on

'"Bessemerizing" for "Modern American Copper Smelt-
ing.''

After the completion of his engagement with the

Mountain Cojiper Co., Mr. Keller became less and less

interested in metallurgy and more and more in .mining,

although metallurgical jobs frequently came to him. Thus
we find him about 1899 conducting prolonged experiments

with the Ellershausen process at Angouleme in France,

but in the main his work as consulting engineer became

the examination and development of mines. This work
took him to all parts of the world. He was one of the first

to go to the Copper River region in Alaska. Another year

would find him in Chile. At one time he did extensive

work in (iermany. There was scarcely a part of the world

in which there are mines that he did not visit profes-

sionally.

After a few years with his headquarters in San Fran-

cisco, .Mr. Keller removed to New York, which thence-

forward was the place of his office, but there were ever

jong periods, while he was on his travels, during which

his office did not see him.

Hei'mann Keller was twice married. His second wife,

who was Miss Laura (iuiteras, survives him. I)ut he left

no children. His brother—the popular and lovable

"Billy"" Keller—also a distinguished mining engineer.

died many years ago. One other brother survives.

Hermann Keller was a man of wide acquaintance and

many friends, who will miss his genial presence. We do

not think he ever had an enemy in the world. He was

first a metallurgical engineer and then a mining engineer

of marvelous experience and remarkably .sound judgment.

By his death the profession has suffered a great loss.

^;

John Adams Church

John Adams Church was born Apr. 5, 1843, at

Roche.ster, N. Y. He graduated from the School of Mines,

Columbia University, in 1867, as a member of the first

class to receive the degree of E. M. from this school.

He went to Europe shortly afterward and spent several

years in travel, the professional side of which was revealed

in his "Xotes on a Metallurgical Journey," published

in 1873. During this jieriod he took a practical course

at Clansthnl.

t)n bis i-etnrn to this country he took over Professor

Egleston's courses in mineralogy at the School of Mines

during the hitter's absence on leave. From 1873 to

1874 he was assistant editor of the Eru/ineerimj and

Mining Journal. In 1877, as a member of the United

States Geological Snrvcy west of \\w lOfltli Meridian.

("Wheeler's Siirvev"), lie made the studies which resulted
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in a iiionoyi-apli (in llic Cnnistock lindc, inihlislicd in

1880. In this treatise he ailvanced ti:e novel anil inf>;eni-

ous theory that the heat of the rocks and waters

eneountered in depth on the Comstot-k lode is due to

the kaolinization of the roeks—a theory which elicited

much discussion and was not fjenerally accepted hy

chemical geologists as a complete and satisfactory

explanation. Tn the light of suhserpient puhlieations in

the science of economic geology and the formation of

ore deposits, this discussion ha.s hecome an academic

one—the heat of tlie earth's interior being recognized as

both the product and the cause of various thermic

processes, among which tliosi- of metamorphism have their

secondary place. I'rofessor Chnrch's paper on the subject

in the Tmnsarlions of the American Institute of Mining-

Engineers (^'ol. VII, pp. I.")-?!)) is very interesting and

able. It was controverted with equal ability by George

JOHN ADAMS CHURCH

F. Becker, of King's survey, in \'nl. Mil of the same

Tranmctions.

From 1878 to 188] Mr. Church was professor of

mining and metallurgy in the State University of Ohio.

Besides the paper just mentioned, he nuide at this ])eriod

many other contributions to professional literature.

Tn 1880 he became sui)erintendent of the Tombstone

Milling and Mining Co., in Arizona. One of his in-oblems

here was to find a basic flu.x for the lead-silver concen-

trates from his mill ; and this he solved by replacing iron

v\'ith manganese. For two years he ran his blast furnaces on

slags containing about -1:?% MnO, characterized by great

fluidity and low metal losses. Tliese slags have become

the classic exani])les of their tyjK's.

In 18S(i the Chinese Viceroy, Li Hung Chang, engaged
him to introduce American mining in China. Some old

silver mines in Mongolia were selected for modern devel-

opment, and Mr. Church took liis family l/JO miles north

of the (freat Chinesi^ Wall, among a ])eo])le wiio had

never before seen a Euro])eaii. Here be s])ent nearly three

year-s reojiening the mines, modernizing the practice and
erecting a smeltery. Again the problem of basic Hux

came up, and this time it was .solved with crushed

magnetite, the only available material. A Chinese belief

in dragons forced him to send an extra day's journey

for coal ; the mines were threatened by a band of robbers,

uliich was (inally broken up by cavalry; the labor wa.s

utterly ignorant and at times diflicult to handle. Xever-

theless, at the expiration of his contract, Mr. Church

left a producing pro])erly, although he foresaw the con-

tinued difficulties of modern industry in a land without

railroads.

Upon his return to America, in 1890, he established a

consulting practice, which he maintained until his death.

He was a member of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, which he joined in 1873, and of which he was

a manager from 1879 to 1881 and from 189-1 to 1896,

and a vice-president in 1907 and 19118. He was also a

member of the Century Club in New York and was a

frequent contributor to technical literature. In 1879 he

received the degree of Ph.D. and very recently that of

31. Sc, both from his .\lma Mater. In 1884 he married

Miss Jessie A. Peel, who, with a son, survives him.

Alexander Burrell

Alexander Burrell, general manager of the Furnace

Creek Copper Oxide Co. and one of the best-known

mining men of Montana, died suddenly at the Agio

mine on Feb. 13, 1917. Apparently Mr. Burrell had been

enjoying his usual health. The end came suddenly about

10 o'clock in the morning while he was .seated in his

chair at the mine office. He was a prominent Mason
and also belonged to the Ancient Order of United

AA'orkmen.

Air. Burrell was born at Edinburgh, Scotland, Jan. 14,

1851. AVith his parents he came to Chicago in 1856.

The elder Mr. Burrell died soon after his arrival at

Chicago. From childhood, Mr. Burrell had to depend

upon himself. His opportunities to gain ^n education

in schools were limited, but he was a natural student,

and when he had reached man's estate he possessed a

liberal education. All his life he read and studied,

particularly in the sciences. In addition to the practical

side of mining, he had a highly developed scientific

knowledge of the business. It was this technical educa-

tion as well as his ability as an executive that won for

him a high place in mining circles in Montan-i.

Mr. Burrell as a very young man engaged in mining

in Illinois. He worked as a miner and later became

an operator of a coal property, with fair success.

With his brother, he afterward engaged in the manu-

facturing business in Chicago. Disposing of his

interest in Illinois in 1888, he moved to Marysville,

Alont., then the principal gold-mining district of the

state, and entered the employ of the Montana Co., Ltd.,

an English concern that owned and develojied the famous

Drum liunnnon mine. He was steadily ])romoted by this

(oinjiany until he became its general manager, and the
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pn)]iorty was oiicrated iindov liis inanageiiK'ut Tor iiiauy

years.

During this period, or a largo pan of it, Mr. Burrell

had his residence at llek'na. W'iien the oreliodies in iiic

Drum Lummon mine ]dayed oat, he in some measure

retired, althougli he retained his interest in mining and

was sought after in a ]irofessional way. He always was

interested in politics. lie was identified with the Repidi-

lican party and as a Kepubliean was elected to the

legislature from Lewis and Clark County in 1893. He

served in that body with much credit. As a member of

the house committee on mines and mining some very

important legislation was framed l)y him, and in other

ways he rendered distinguished service to the state. He
could have been reelected, it was generally admitted, but

he declined to make the race for any office, as his own

affairs took up all his time.

From Helena Mr. Burrell removed to Teton County,

where he acquired a large and valuable tract of land at

Choteau, where he established a pleasant home, known

far and wide for its hospitality, and there most of the

members of his family reside.

Recently Mr. Burrell was selected as general manager

of the Furnace Creek Oxide Copper ]\Iining Co., which

in January secured control of the Argo mine, 30 mile.s

from Helena. For several weeks he had been at the

]iropertv engaged in the work of developing it. He had

been given entire charge of the property by the company

and associated interests, as he had their complete

confidence.

Mr. Burrell married Miss Abbey Kiersted, of Morris,

111., Apr. 8, 1879. To them there were born the follow-

ing children : George L., Alexander A., Grace, Sidney

IT., John A., William D., Roger A., Howard and Nan
K. All are living except William D. Burrell, who died

in California in 1906.

m

August Raht
August Raht, whose death occurred at San Francisco,

Dec. 25, 1916, was born Feb. 25, 1843, at Dillenburg,

Duchy of Nassau, where his father was jiresident of the

Court of Appeals. After passing through the gymnasium,

he studied mining and metallurgy, graduating from the

Polytechnic Institute at Hesse-Cassel in 1863, and con-

tinued his studies at Freiberg.

He came to the United States about 1867 and engaged

in professional work with the Ducktowil Smelting and

Reduction Co. at Duektown, Tenn. He was connected

with metallurgical work in the United States more or less

continuously except for some professional trips to Italy

and to Africa, being absent about two years. On his re-

turn to the United States, he went West and became

connected with various metallurgical operations at Pu-

eblo, Colo., New ^lexico and Utah, at first with the ^fingo

))lant and later, in 1883, building the Horn Silver plant.

About 1887 he went to Wickes, Mont., and later to

Helena, Mont., building the plant of the Helena & Liv-

ingston Reduction Co., at East Helena which afterward

was consolidated with the Great Falls plant, built by

Anton Filers, forming the United Smelting and Refin-

ing Co., of which Mr. Raht was manager.

About 1889 'Meyer Guggenheim & Sons liuilt and put

into "operation the Philadelphia Smelting Works at Pu-
eblo, Colo., their chief jiurpose being to smelt more ad-

vantageously than the terms offered by other smelters,

the zinky lea<l sulithide oi-e of the A. Y. & Minnie mine; at

Leadville, in which the Guggenheims were interested.

The Philadeli)hia ]ilani was put in ojieration with metal-

lurgical and commercial results that looked disastrous

and would indeed jirobably have wrecked a concern less

strong financially. After a series of vicissitudes the

Guggenheims made up their minds that what they needed

was the best metalhirgical advice and direction that ]ios-

sibly could be obtained, and seeking such assistance, they

engaged Mr. Raht, who took up the work at Pueblo about

the latter part of 1891 or early in 1892. He soon suc-

ceeded in putting the enterprise upon its feet and thereby

convinced the Guggenheims of the correctness of the

principle that the best technical knowledge—no matter

what salary or fee may be required to get it—is the cheap-

est thing in the operation of such a business.

Mr. Raht continued with the Guggenheims in an oper-

ating and consulting capacity for a number of years while

AUGUST RAHT

they were enlarging and developing their metallurgical

plants, acting for them in Colorado, Mexico. Perth Am-
bov, N. J., and other places. He visited Australia for

the London Exploration Co. about 1899 and, on returning

to the United States, was again connected with the Gug-

genheim interests, especially the American Smelting and

Refining Co., until his retirement from active work about

1910.

August Raht was actively and prominently connected

with the development of the smelting industry in the

United Stales dni'ing its most important period, both in

copper and lead, allhough more prominently in the latter.

He originated many improvements in details of operation

and was one of the first of the Western metallurffists to
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recofjnize tlie importance of buiiiK al)l(' io tivai ('oiiii)k'x

sulphide ore.s, his work of this kind at I he riiila(lcli)hia

smeltery at Pueblo, Colo., being very largely the cause

of its success. This plant was one of the pioneers in

providing itself with equipment for treating lead sul-

phide ores on a large scale. Mr. Raht was one of the

first to recognize the possibility and benefit of low fuel

in the blast-furnace operations connected with lead smelt-

ing. In the early stage of lead smelting, and before the

present practice of converting mattes became connnon,

he worked up such copper byproducts at the Philadel-

phia plant into blister copper. During the greater part

of his later technical career he successfully devoted him-

self to solving the new problems which were arising with

the evolution of lead smelting.

In addition to being a man of unusual technical ability,

he had a fund of general knowledge, particularly with

regard to all branches of natural history, which was a

constant source of wonderment and admiration to those

who had the privilege of knowing him intimately. This

knowledge seems to have come from his early education

under the thorough German system, coupled with a deep

personal love for everything in nature. He was a sports-

man of the highest type, both as regards hunting and fish-

ing, indulging in this purely for the sport rather than

for the sake of getting the game ; and in the latter part

of his life, especially after his retirement from active

work, his principal relaxation was, while living on the

California coast, to indulge in fishing of the various kinds

which the locality afforded. With all his varied knowl-

edge, he was so exceedingly modest in using it that it took

a rather intimate acquaintance to find it out.

To the younger metallurgists whom he met during the

development of this science in Colorado and elsewhere,

Mr. Paht was of the greatest help. They all soon learned

that they could freely ask his advice and assistance with

the assurance of receiving it in the most unreserved and

helpful way.

Mr. Eaht leaves two daughters; Mrs. L. G. Eakins, wife

of general manager L. G. Eakins, of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Co. in Denver, and Mrs. Stewart A.

Marsh, of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The active chairman of tlie (iciicrai Committee of the

itocky Mountain Club is Edward 11. Clark, long and

jiromincntly idenliiied with the West, and the Irea.surer

is William R Thompson, originally a .Montana man. The

other members of the committee are:

Kurnal R. Babbitt. C. W. Barron. Bernard M. Baruch,

Thomas Burke. Benjamin F. Bush, Ivlgar I']. Calvin,

Thomas L. Cliadbourne, Jr.: William II. Crocker, J. S.

Cullinan, Maurice S. Dean, James S. Douglas, Walter

Douglas, Robert 11. Driscoll, Coleman du Pont, Albert J.

Karling. Stanley A. Ea.ston, L. 0. Evans, Sam D. Goza,

Daniel Guggenheim, John Hays Hammond, Ru.sell

Hawkins, Charles Hayden, Hale Holden, Norman B.

Holtcr, Willard S. Hopewell, J. Guthrie Hopkins, Sam-

uel In.sull, Daniel C. Jackling, C. B. Lakenan, Adolph

Lewisohn. Clarence B. Little, 0. J. .McConnell, N. Bruce

MacKelvie, James ;\IacNaughton, Charles ]\1. MacNeill,

E. P. Mathewson, Charles W. ^Merrill, Eugene Meyer, Jr.;

Charles E. Mills, John C. Mitchell, Seeley w". Mudd,

William A. Nichols, Spencer Penrose, Lawrence C.

I'hipps, William C. Potter, P. J. Quealy, Charles F.

Rand, L. D. Ricketts, John D. Ryan, Eugene P. Shove,

W. Ilinckle Smith, Thomas B. Stearns, Benjamin B.

Thayer, J. E. Thom]ison, Chester Thorne, George Turner,

Thomas J. Walsh, Bulkeley Wells, William Wallace, Jr.,

and Charles W. Whitley.

The club has committees for "team work" in this city.

The Brokers' Committee is at work and the Newspaper

Committee, composed of editors who are memb.ers of the

club, is headed by William E. Hazen.

While the city membership of the club is working here,

Tinceasing attention is being paid to the Western country,

of which it has been said that no sentiment exists for

assisting the sufferers from the war.

An appeal is al.so being made to the miners in these

Western States. The miners of South Africa are giving

10% of their earnings to the Belgians, and the miners of

America are to have an opportunity of saying how much

they will give.

The club is trying to raise $1,000,000 a month, which

is urgently needed to give the children of Belgium one

meal a day to keep them from star\ation.

The Rocky Mountain Club Continues

to Aid Belgian Children

The Rocky Mountain Club of New York, which re-

cently decided to devote all its energies to the relief of the

hungry children of Belgium, according to an announce-

ment in the New York Herald. Mar. 4, 1917, while its

new clubhouse pioject was laid aside, has been perfecting

its organization for making a nation-wide canvass for

funds. Theodore Roosevelt has consented to serve as

honorary chairman of the General Committee which has

been formed. This is the fir;!- war-relief effort with which

Mr. Roosevelt has been connected. He consented to serve

and not only lend his name but his personal efforts, for

two reasons : In the first place, as a man clo-sely identified

with the Far West, the Rocky Mountain Club idea of

waking up the country ap])ealed to him; and, in the sec-

ond place, the appeal made by the conditionof the chil-

dren of Belgium struck him with irresistible force. He

has always regarded Belgium as the blackest spot in the

present war.

Chronology of Mining for Month
of February, 1917

Feb. 2—Great Biitain put restrictions on dealings in

pig lead and products thereof—Suit filed against Ten-

nessee Copper Co. and National Surety Co. by Russian

government for $1,140,000 advanced on trinitrotoluol

purchase.

Feb. 13—Price of silver reached 79c. per oz., high-

est i)rice since June, 1893—Smeltery of ilason Valley

Mines Co. at Thompson, Nev., resumed operations.

Feb. 15—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation stock

listed on New York Stock Exchange.

Feb. 19—Smelting resumed in Jlexico by American

Smelting and Refining Co. at Monterey, after an idleness

of about one year due to ho.stile conditions.

Feb. 2.5—Snowslide at Federal Mining and Smelting

Co.'s North Star mine. 12 miles northeast of Hailey,

Idaho, struck compressor house and bunkhouse, killing

U) men.
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Freight Congestion

The freight roiigestioii due to car shortage has heen

somewhat ameliorated. From Nov. 1, 19](i, to Jan.

1, 1917, the car shortage was reduced 50%, attril)uted, it

is claimed, more than anything else to the co6])erative

efforts of the Interstate Commerce Commission, shippers

and the railroads. Kecent condition.-;, which have caused

such trouhle, are attributed to three causes: (1) The
lack of rolling stock by the railroads; (2) much of the

freight arriving in New York, particularly food sta])les

and materials being held unloaded purposely so that fi-

nancial advantage may be gained from the constantly ad-

vancing prices; (3) freight intended for foreign ship-

ment being tied up for lack of bottoms.

The effects of the German submarine ]iolicy are now
l>eing felt and it is expected in shipping circles now that

Washington has failed to find some means of overcoming

the menace innnediately that the congestion will he aggra-

vated. So far as the shortage of ships is concerned, no

help can be expected, as almost every shipyard in the

world is working at present to its utmost capacity, and it

takes so long to construct vessels.

As to the second cause, it would seem that so many
investigations into the high cost of living would trail this

charge to its source if true, and thereupon prescribe a

remedy. As to the first charge the railroads say it is not

true. While one of the most important members of the

Produce Exchange in discussing the car shortage has

said that "if things go on as they are, there will be a

shortage of practically all kinds of foodstuffs in the East,

and the poor middleman and speculator will have the

blame put on his shoulders, wherea,« it is nothing more
than a matter of equipment and inability of the railroads

to bring goods from the West to the East."

The American Railway Association has issued a circu-

lar which states that in the 10-year period ended Dec. 31,

1916, the railroads of the United States added to their

equipment 078,000 cars and that in that period on an

average of 92 days out of every 100 the railroads of the

country provided more cars than the shippers called for to

carry the traffic of the country. At times an extraordin-

ary percentage of cars was idle for the lack of freight.

Figures compiled by this same source show there have

been car shortages in the last 10 years only in 1907, in

the winter of 1912 and 1913 and in 1916, and that dur-

ing that 10 years the amoimt of car idleness due to lack

of freight to be hauled was 131/0 times the amomit of

ear shortage. Alfred H. Smith, purchasing agent for the

New York Central R.R., in writing on this subject under

date of Jan. 21, 1017, said: "Our foreign trade has in-

creased from $1,000,000,000 at the beginning of the

war to $8,000,000,000 at the present time, and domestic

trade has increased from about $30,000,000,000 to about

$16,000,000,000, the domestic trade showing an increase

of nearly 50% and the foreign trade nearly 100%. In

addition to this enormous foreign movement to and from

tidewater, there has been set up a greater internal in-

dustrial situation in manufacture and commerce, to pro-

vide these stipplies which, in many eases, have to be

handled half a dozen times from one plant to another in

))ro<ess of manufacturing and finishing. This condition

was precipitated almost immediately, and the railroads

within a few months were called upon to perform in many
instances a service 10% in excess of the preceding year."

Testifying before the Interstate Commerce Commission
in Washington, December last, W. W. Atterbury, presi-

dent of the American Railway Association, said that a

certain railroad in Pliiladelphia was unloading 1400 cars

which necessitated a "pot" of about 3800 or 3900 cars,

that is, its yard took care of that number of cars and had
them availalile to throw into the industry, in order that

those 1400 cars should be unloaded. The following year

this company increased its yard facilities and in 1916

made another increase, so that it now has a holding

ca))acity of nearly 7000 cars, and yet the uidoading

ability of the shipjiens has increased only from 1400 to

1800 cars. The effect of all this is to clear the riuining

track, but it does not release equipment, and while the

railroads can increase their facilities for holding loaded

cars at terminals, they claim that they cannot force un-

loading; tliat has got to be done by the consignee himself.

Embargoes are being placed throughout the West on

various materials and at the time of writing the em-

bargo on zinc sheets from Illinois is absolute.

A duty rests upon the consignee to unload his ship-

ment immediately on arrival, and if this is done it will

be solely up to the railroad to shoulder responsibility for

car shortage and freight congestion.

Probably too little weight has been given to severe

winter-weather conditions as effecting congestion of

freight and shipments. Lightering in New York and

New England, by which copper, lead and zinc are handled

more perhaps than some other commodities, has been

stopped at times by actual freeze-up of the channels.

Under date of Mar. 1, 1917, the Pennsylvania railroad

issued a statement announcing material progress in

expediting the movement of freight over its system,

between the Middle West and Eastern points, effected

through the work of the newly established Pennsylvania

System Joint Embargo Committee, which has its head-

quarters at Pittsburgh.

This committee was created to devise means for more
satisfactorily handling freight affected by embargoes, be-

tween the lines East and West, by making modifications

of embargoes where transportation conditions and the

ability of consignees to remove freight from the ears

])romptly upon arrival permit such exceptions to be made.

This makes more effective the object sought in handling

freight under embargoes, which is to prevent terminal

congestion by separating the freight that will be held in

cars at destination from that which will be taken off

the railroad's hands without delay.

As a result of the committee's efforts there have been

moved in one week, through the Pittsburgh and Buffalo

gateways, more than 3100 carloads of freight of all kinds,

which were under embargo and could not have been

handled with equal promptness, if at all, except by special

arrangement effected by the committee. Of this freight

approximately 2000 cars were eastbound and 1100 cars

westbound. At the close of the week arrangements were

pending for the movement of 4100 additional ears of

embargoed freight.

During the period in question the committee has had

presented to it for consideration nearly 1500 separate

applications for individual shipments under special modi-

fications of the em!)argoes. It has been possible thus far

to grant about half of these ap]ilications. All sliippers

seeking special permits for the movement of embargoed

freight have been placed upon an equal footing.
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New Smelting Schedule at Tacoma

Se.\TTLE CoiMiESroN'DKNTK

Because of the number of small ioi)pL'r properties that

pprung into existence during li)l(), as well as the f^reatly

increased tonnajic of ore produced by its I'eonlar shippers,

the Tacoma Smelting Co. last spring found ore was offered

greatly in excess of its smelting and converting ca-

pacity, which ore it would be necessary to put on the

stockpile, during the suiumer months at least.

In order to encourage the new shippers, as well as to

protect itself against a sudden drop in the market, the

company offered them a new schedule of treatment, of

which the principal feature was that in the case of ore

that it was necessary to stock, a preliminary settlement

would be made on the copper at the rate of 14c. per lb.,

and on the silver at 55c. per oz. Final settlement was to

be made, 90 days after the ore was reclaimed from the

stockpile, on Enfiinceriiuj ami .][iiiinij Journal quotations

at the end of that time.

This schedule remained in force for the rest of the

year. ^Meantime, the addition of a large reverberatory

furnace, together with greatly increased converter capacity

and the partial completion of a new refinery, enabled the

smelting company to reclaim a great part of the ore

stocked in the early sunnner months and to smelt approxi-

mately 500 tons per day over previous capacity. A con-

siderable decrease of shipments took place during the

winter mouths.

These conditions have led to the announcement of new

schedules by the company. Instead of not making final

settlement for the ore until 90 days after the ore is

actually smelted, as outlined in the circular letter of May

25, loie, the company will now make prompt settlement

for the ore on the current quotations, provided the ship-

per is willing to allow an adequate margin sufficient to off-

set the risk involved in carrying copper in stock at present

pi-ices. A sudden drop in the price of coi)per would wipe

out all the smelting company's profit, and therefore in

order to cover this emergency the company has provided

in Schedule A, reproduced below, a clause which pro-

vides that when copper is over 14c. per lb., the sn:elting

company is to absorb one-quarter of the excess price of

copper over 14c. per lb. Schedule B provides for making

an advance on the copper and final settlement on the 90th

day after actual date of arrival of the ore at the plant,

thus making a definite settlement date. In making ship-

ments, the miners arc requested to notify the smelting

company under which schedule they elect to have their

ore treated. The schedules follow

:

SCHEDULE A

Gold—Pay for 95% of the gold at $20 per oz. No pay for

gold under 0.03 oz. per ton.

SUvor-r-ray for 95% of the silver contents at New York

quotation on date of arrival of the ore at the. smeltinK com-

pany's plant. No pay for silver unless 1 oz. per ton or over.

Copper—Pay for 100% of the copper on the wet assay,

less a deduction of 1.3 units, at 3c. less than the price for

copper as follows: When copper is quoted at or below 14c.

per lb., the price basis Is to be the "Engineering and Mining

Journal," of New York, wire-bar <iuotation on the date of

arrival of the ore at the smelting company's plant. When
the quotation is more than 14c. per lb., the price will be 14c.

per lb, plus 15% of the excess over 14c. per lb. For example,

if the copper quotation is 30c. per lb., the price basis will be

14c. plus 75'/o of 16c.. equals 12c., or a total of 26o, per lb.

will be the price for copper.

Treatment Rate—To be $1.50 per ton, f.o.b. smelling com-

pany's plant.

Penalties— Zini- limit S',; ; .30c. a unit will lie charged fi.r

any excess, fractions in proportion. Arsenic and antimony
combined, 3% allowed free; HOe. a unit will be charged for

any excess, fractions in proportion.

SCHEDULE B

Gold—Pay for 95% of the gold at J20 per oz. No pay for

gold under 0.03 oz. per ton.

Silver—-Pay for 95% of the silver contents at New York
quotation. No pay for silver unless 1 oz. per ton or over.

Copper—Pay for 100% of the copper on the wet assay, less

a deduction of 1.3 units and less a deduction of 3c. per lb.

Settlement—Preliminary settlement will be made imme-
diately upon the sampling and a.ssaylng of the ore on a basis

of 14-c. copper, 55-c. silver and $1.50 treatment. Final settle-

ment will be made 90 days after date of the arrival of the

ore at the smelting company's plant. Delivery of the ore to

be f.o.b. smelting company's plant.

The copper quotation to be used in final settlement will

be the average wire-bar quotation for the six days published

in the "Engineering and Mining Journal." of New York, of

the calendar week previous to the 90th day after arrival of

the ore at the smelting company's plant, and it is provided

that if the final quotation is In excess of 18c. per lb., the

treatment rate is to $2.50 per ton.

The silver quotation to be used in final settlement will be

the New York quotation on the 90th day after arrival of the

ore at the smelting company's plant. In the event, however,
that should this particular date be a legal holiday or one
upon which no quotation is issued, the next succeeding quota-

tion will be used.

Penalties—Zinc limit. S% allowed free; 30c. a unit will be

charged for any excess, fractions in proportions. Arsenic and
antimony combined, 3% allowed free; 50c. a unit will be

charged for any excess, fractions in proportions.

General Clauses—The rates herewith apply on any size lot

down to five tons. On anything under five tons we add to

these rates a flat sampling charge on each lot of $10.

In the event that should the quotation date fall on a legal

holiday or one upon which no quotation is issued, the next

succeeding quotations will be used in settlement.

All schedules on ore not under contract for a definite

period of time are subject to change without notice. How-
ever, should a shipment be en route at a time w'hen a change
in the schedule is made, that one shipment will be settled for

on the rates as herein quoted.

Treatment rates apply on the ore delivered at our plant.

On the above schedules where the word "ton" is used, it

is understood to be a ton of 2000 lb. avoirdupois; where the

word "ounce" is used, as referring to gold and silver, it Is

understood to mean the troy ounce, and where the word "unit"

is used, it is understood to mean a unit of 1%. or 20 lb. avoir-

dupois.

In the case of umpires the following rule will be observed:

The result obtained by the umpire shall be accepted by both
parties provided the result obtained is between the results

obtained by both contestants. If the result obtained by the

umpire is above or below the results obtained by both con-

testants, the assay of the contestant nearest the assay of 'the

umpire shall be accepted in settlement and the party whose
results are farthest from the umpire's result shall pay for the

cost of the umpire.

Ore Dilution in Stoping

In its usual excellent aiimial report, just issued for

I'.fKl, the TloUinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd.,

l'(]rcupine. Out., states that in estimating the ore reserve

of course actual measurements of ore in place are taken.

\\'li('n the ore is mined, however, it is not possible to

prevent a certain amount of waste rock from being broken

and becoming intermingled with the (U'o. This dilution

with waste has the effect of lowering the value per ton

of the mixture, although it increases the number of

tons. The experience of this comi)aiiy after five years

of oi)eration shows that there is a dilution in its case

of approximately 10%, and hence the present estimate

ol' :!,9:iS,540 tons of ore valued at $S.f)8 per ton will,

when mined and milled, prol>al>ly yield ai)proximalely

4,300,0(10 tons averaging about $7.75 per ton.
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The Metal Markets
Conditions in the metal markets arc very eomjjlex. Wo

ran see what they are, but the eonl'usion makes I'ureeast-

in<j (liifieult. What seemed certain about the bef^inning

of January was upset l>y the unforeseen political and in-

dustrial events of February.

In copper the governino- condition is tlie check to pro-

duction owing to labor dilliculties in January, delay in

bringing iu raw material in February and the strain on

plant generally. Demand keeps up. and the only hope

for early relief is increased production.

Probably 99% of the expected producticm of this coun-

try up to July 1 is sold t6 ultimate consumers, including

in this category the allied governments. Therefore, the

only chances for business for delivery from JIarch to

July are

:

1. Eesale of copper by consumers who have overbought.

In the latter half of December and the first half of Janu-

ary' such reselling and readjusting was going on, but now
it is probably completed.

2. The possibility that some of the producers will make
a little larger production than they were justified in es-

timating and will be able to put that metal on the market.

The chances for this seem now rather slim, for owing to

the refinery and transportation troubles, producers have

probably oversold rather than nndersold.

3. The possibility of the release for sale in this country

of some of the tonnage contracted for by the Allies.

During the last fortnight business in copper for de-

livery ill July, in the third quarter, and even in the fourth

quarter, has been developing, but has not yet attained any

large proportions.

We may add to the three possibilities mentioned, one

other: The tightness in the copper situation—and the

same is true of lead—has frightened consumers, eacli of

whom is looking but for himself and himself only, and

there is some probability that certain of these, in order to

be on the safe side, have contracted for more copper than

they are really going to need. Under c.ertain conditions,

which need not be pointed out, such surplus copper (if it

exists) may be released later on.

The tension in lead has been due mainly to the lock-up

on the railways. Advantage has Ijeen taken of this by

some small interests to jack irp prices. The largest pro-

ducers have opposed that, regarding it as unfair to

strangle consumers (who are taking more than .50% of

the country's output on average prices) by marking up
prices to correspond with relatively small transactions

made under stress. Unfortunately, the big ]n'oducers

.sold themselves out, so tluit they lost control of the situa-

tion. If the large consumers had been willing to go easy

in their March specifications, so as to give the producer

some lead, conditions would have been ameliorated, but

apparently everybody wanted for himself all that he could

get, although perhaps it might not really be needed. It

has been, therefore, the consumers' own fault to a large

extent that they have had to i)ay .such high prices. But

perhaps it does not matter greatly, for if the market
should get thoroughly atlame, the time will come when
some consumers will be temiited to resell, and the outcome
will be about the same anyhow.

In spite of the acutcness of the moment, we think wc
can discern some moderating factors coming into play,

and an easing of the tension nuiy be expected before the

end of March. The American Smelting and Refining Co.

has resumed smelting at Monterey, and the new lead from
that source shoidd be ro'ady for this market late in March.

Some of the Hercules ore is going to Trail, which sooner

or later will ease the Canadian demand for pig lead.

There have already been indications that there are certain

consumers who are thinking of reselling some lead. But
of course the factor that is going to fix things is release

of the lead on the railways, and already that seems to be

trickling through a little more freely.

Zinc is in fairly liberal supply, although production

has possibly been reduced to some extent. With blende

assaying 60% zinc quoted at $90 jwr 2000 lb. in the

Joplin market, and spelter at 10;Jc., St. Louis, the smelt-

ing margin is practically back to normal ; and indeed it

may be less than normal, con.sidering the increased cost

of smelting. The margin on Western ores also has

shrunk. Ore supply seems to be less liberal, which may be

partly due to freight delays in this country and partly

to inability to bring in any more Australian ore. Anyway,

there is no longer the great i^rofit in smelting that there

was in 1915-1(;, and this is a reason why some producers

are not driving so hard, are taking advantage of the op-

portunity to make necessary repairs, etc. Tbo.se who have

spelter to sell are holding it with the idea that the United

States Government may be a buyer.

Military Mapping by Geological Survey

At one of the military lectures before the members

of the various national engineering societies in New
York last year, a high-ranking officer in the Engineer

Corps of tlie Army made the startling statement that

there was not in existence a set of proper military maps

from which a military officer could lay out proper

maneuvers for the defense of New York City, not to

mention other important centers throughout the country.

There is now hope that this may in time be remedied.

A distinct division has been created by the United

States Geological Survey, known as the Division of

Military Surveys, to cooperate with the War Department

for the produi'tion of such maps as will meet the

requirements of the Army. It is recognized that the

to])ographical maps of the Geological Survey are invalu-

able for military purposes so far as they go, but they

are topographical maps for engineering ]niri)oses and

omit most, if not all, of the important features of

mil ilary importance, which are necessary in the tactical

handling of troops. Inasmuch, however, as nothing has

as vet been done, further than to make a start, the amount
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of work facing this division is tremendous and all but

impossible of accomplishment within the period which it

may be assumed will intervene before the need becomes

imperative.

Thirty-six states have stat« geologists, and these offi-

cials, with their stale organizations, could be coordinated

with the War Department in the matter of military

mapping, to the great advantage of the latter. The state

geologists, more than any other individuals, know in

detail of such important features in their state, knowl-

edge of which is absolutely necessary to military operation

in the territory, as jjotable and im[)otable water supply,

swampy and unsanitary locations, conditions of ground

making for excellence of camp sites, localities supplying

the three fundamental requisites of a good camp site

—

wood, water and grass—and infinite other details. If

all the state geologists were to work in harmony with

the department and collect, tabulate and map these data

in times of peace, when it can be done with a certain

amount of composure, it would be ready to hand when

needed and would obviate the necessity of sending out

military reconnaissance parties to make hurried road

sketches, some of them from the saddle, with the un-

avoidable inaccuracies due to the haste with which they

are made. Kock features and rock formations arc known

to these state geologists, which the reconnaissance parties

of the army would be at loss to see or comprehend,

which features might be of inestimable value to military

commanders in the way of trenching, mining, tunneling,

location of siege guns, transfer of troops through rough

country, etc.

It has become a platitude nowadays that war is

dependent on the opposing engineering talent and capac-

ities, but these are not confined to the munition factory.

Mining engineers abroad are in the forefront of dis-

tinguished service, and the only documents of interest

now being pul)lished by some of the English mining and

metallurgical institutions are lists of the members in the

service and their whereabouts and conditions. Work for

our own mining engineers is to be found in many ways

and cooperating with state geologists- in complete map-

ping of the states is one that will be of inestimable value

in case of war and of great, perhaps of equal, value

during the pursuits of peace.

Russian Mining

Wo do not often give so much space to a single article

as is allowed for that on Russian mining in this issue.

It seemed to us, liowever. that circumst-ances afforded a

good excuse to break a rule. The value of the article, both

for immediate reading and for later reference, is in-

creased liy putting it in one issue, while another justifi-

cation is to be found in the great interest in Russian min-

ing that is now being exhibited in this country.

Not long ago an advertisement for a mine manager
wanted for a foreign country was ])\iblished in the depart-

ment of "Positions Vac-ant" ol' our advertising pages.

An extraordinary number of replies was received. This

surprised us greatly, knowing the miusual activity in

mining ])revailing in this country and the relatively small

number of mining men who are unemployed. We sought

elucidation from tlie advertiser, asking liim how he ac-

counted for it. "Oh, they want to go to Russia," said he.

"But there was no mention of Russia in the advertise-

ment." "True enough," he replied, "but they surmised

Russia and therefore the volume of tiie applications."

8uch great interest is being exhibited not only iiy mining

engineers, but also by American capitalists. Without any

doubt, American investment in Russia is going to be

large and advantageous, both to the Russians and to our-

selves. The ]iublication of such an authoritative article

as we are able to offer this week is, therefore, unusually

timely and will constitute a highly valuable reference.

Spelter Statistics

In connection with the revised and detailed statistics

of the zinc industrv' that it has been our custom to

publish annually, we are this year conducting an investi-

gation of the consumi)tion of spelter in li>16, which will

be reported according to the main purposes—galvanizing,

brass making, sheet zinc, etc. We used to collect and

report such statistics, but abandoned them some six or

seven years ago. The renewal of this investigation for

1916 is particularly important inasmuch as there have

been such phenomenal changes in the nature of the con-

sumption since the beginning of the war. Previous to

1914 galvanizing was the principal consumption of zinc;

since 191.5 it has been brass. The establishment of re-

liable data respecting this industrial revolution will be

of great value not only in estimating commercial condi-

tions at the ]3resent time, but also for the student of

economics in the future.

We are glad to be able to say that consumers are cooper-

ating generally in this investigation by comnmnicating

promptly and specifically the data requested respecting

their individual business. Producers, as usual, are re-

sponding freely as to their production, ore receipts, etc.

The results of the investigation will be communicated to

all producers and consumers and will be published in the

Journal for the benefit of all readers as soon as possible.

Flotation Theory
The underlying reasons for the phenomena of which

flotation is a demonstration still continue to puzzle

students of the question. Flotation operators know the

manifestations of forces involved and, in a general way,

how to enlist their aid, but they do not know enough to

foretell definitely the action tliat will result from the

application of any particular set of conditions. It may
be considered certain that until the basic theory is dis-

covered, the whole truth about flotation application will

not be known. What is necessary is to find out why oil

adheres preferably to minerals rather than gangues, if it

does, and what qualities in oils or in the gaugiies promote

or interfere with this tendency. The fact that the intro-

duction of the various substances into the solution or

mill water, such as acid, copper sulphate, etc., may have

a decided effect upon recoveries, leads operators to ask

\\hat these eft'ects are, why they so act, and how they can

l)e controlled.

The evident desirability of knowing these facts is pro-

moting a careful study of them in a good many labora-

tories connected with mining industries. That the whole

truth will be worked out there, however, is by no means

certain. It seems probable that no one scientist ^all be

able to arrive at all of the truth, since it will probably

involve chemistry, physical cheniistiy and physics.
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'I'lu' lldlliiiger report for 1916 includes the following

ii])piviiativo statement: "The work of the year has been

t^onstantly umler the shadow of the war, not only in

difficulties arising therefrom, but also in losses of a

personal nature. Last year we reported that two of our

young men had fallen in France; during the year four

more have been killcil and a number of olhcrs seriously

wounded."

Regardless of the merits of the question, it is apparent

that the smelting subsidiary of the Coniagas Mines, Ltd.,

is being stung, judging from a paragraph in their annual

report, just published, which says: "During the year

some of the residents within a few miles of your Re-

duction company have entered suit against that company

for damages for the alleged destruction of bees during

the years subsequent to 1908, and the decision of the

court is expected about the new year."

^'

The i\s.<cmbly Chamber in the State Capitol at Albany,

N. Y., was the scene on Feb. 28, of a very unusual

function, perhaps unparalleled in the history of the state.

The governor, the state officers, the Senate, the Assembly,

and minor officials, dropped their routine affairs for an

hour and listened to Herbert C. Hoover, who addressed a

joint session of both houses of the legislature on the

subject of Belgian relief. There was little oratory about

Mr. Hoover. He contented himself with a quiet presenta-

tion of the case for Belgium. After his address he was

the guest of honor at a luncheon given' by Col. AVilliam

Gorham Rice. The luncheon consisted of an exact dupli-

cate, quantity, quality, and composition—the soup and

bread—that make up the standard Belgian ration.

Frank M. Iceland, for many years of Coram, Calif.,

who resigned recently as general manager of the Balak-

lala and Trinity Copper companies says that he quit bo-

cause the job "did not furnish enough to do." Mr. Leland

will be remembered by old-time San Diegans as the man
who installed the first electric-power plant in San Diego

in August, 1887. The plant was situated between San

Diego and Old Town. "I systematized myself out of

a good position," said Mr. Leland. "I had everything

running so smoothly and each department was handling

its work so well that there was nothing for a manager

to do except to open his personal mail. T thought it was

time to <|uit." Mr. Leland made a mistake in quitting,

and so did his companies in letting him go. A managei

who has nothing to do but read his uuiil is the right

kind of a manager.

'i'bc ruliber-stamp stage has lieen rcaihcd in stock spec-

lation. Brokers have been sadly overworked for the last

six months and may ha\e to take a vacation unless the

strain is removed. One of the newer firms, to facilitate

s])ecu]ation, has now ado])ted the rubber stamp as an

auxiliary. It sends out a jiost card stating. "We call

your attention to the new situation in

Co. Recent months show a decided change in earning

power, and surplus a\ailalilc (or di\ ideiuls." The cir-

cular goes on to say thai, tlie market position of these

issues is likely to be strongly all'ected in the n(>ar future;.

Whenever specailation becomes inactive, the broker may
send out a series to stimulate interest anu)ng prospective

investors. Of course the same facts apply to all com-

panies, and the rubber stamp reduces typewriting. The
value of a rubber-stamp invitation to invest seems

doid)tful. Possibly tlu> brokers now led that the ])ul)lie

will gulp at a j)iecc of icd llannri (ir any old bait.

X

Don't buy a stock wluTi'of tbr price is advertised to

advance on a certain day and minute. It is easier to buy

than it is to sell.

Do not lie hoggish. It is better to be a year too early

than a minute too late.

When youi- morning ])a[icr contains ads. of four or five

brokers urging the pui'chase of something like Dakota

Pet, ask yourself why they should be spending good money

for space. They are not iihilanthropists.

Report of Copper Production

This table is compiled from reports received from the

respective companies (except in the cases noted by as-

terisk as estimated), together with the reports of the

January February

Alaska shipments 2,516,372

Arizona:

Arizona Copper 4,100,000

Cons. Arizona

.

Inspiration. 11.600,000 10,250,000

Miami 5.020.370 4,210,780

Old Dominion 3,000,000

Ray 7,767,663

Shannon 759.000 888,000

Other Arizona 28,696,785

California:

Mammoth 2,200,000 2,200,000

Michigan:

Calumet & Hecia 14,103,126

Other Lake Superior* ...

.

9,500,000

Montana:

Anaconda 25,250,000 25,000,000

East Butte 1,479.520 1,460,440

Nevada:

Mason Valley t

Nevada Cons ... 6,279,432

New Me.xico:

Chino 6,452,154

Utah:

Utah Copper .
13,913,811

Eastern Smelters* .
2,670.370

Total reported. .. 148,308,603

Others, estimated, .
26.850,000

Total United Stair. 175,158,603

Imports in ore
Imports in blister copper

Grand total

British Columbia:

B. C. Copper 331,667

Granby Cons

.

Mexico:

Boleo. . ,

1,983,080

Cananca 5.700,000

Other Foreipii:

Braden 4,798,000 3,450,000

Cerro dc Pa.sco 6, 1 72,000

Chile 7,75i-,000

Cape Copper 398,720

Kyshtim 1,151,200

Rniussky
Katanga 3,297,280 5,152,000

* Estimated. t Operation just started.

United States Department of Connnerce as to imported

material, and in the main represents the crude-copper

content of lilistev copper, in pounds.
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Personals Obituary

Bradley Stoughton is at New Orleans.

C. A. Gibbons, Jr.. is with the Andes Devel-
opnu'iil ("<).

Algernon Del Mar is mnnagcr for Hie Dewey
Mines Co.. Siskiyou County. Calif.

Howland Bancroft hus returned to his Denver
office after an extended absence in South Amer-
ica.

H. R. Van Wagenen is en route to Chile on
professional business. He will be away until

about .luly 1.

Martin Schwerin is at Pearce. Ariz., in con-

nection Willi mine examination and development
work in Arizona and New Mexico.

Nelson Dickerman has gone to (Juatemala on
professional business. He expect-s to return to

San Francisco about the first of May.

D. H. Browne who has been confined to his

bed a week with the grippe is improving and
hopes to be at his office before the end of
anotlier week.

Kirby Thomas will spend several weeks in Bra-
zil com'luding an examination of tlie Suniidouro
gold mine, in tlie Ouro Freto district, Minas Ge-
raes, for a New York syndicate which has a
contract for the property.

Dr. G. F. Matthews, of St. .Tohn. N. B.. has
been awarded the Murchison Medal and Check by
the Royal (Jeological Society of England for

valuable services in connection with geological
research in New Brunswick.

T. Hart Given, president Farmers' Deposit Na-
tional Bank, Pittsburgh, has been elected a
director of the Crucible Steel Company of Amer-
ica to fin the vacancy in the board caused by
the death of C. C. Ramsey.

B. E. V. Luty. of Pittsburgh, Penn., has cele-

brated his 25th anniversary in iron-trade journal-
ism. For many years he has been a trusted
and faithful contribul^^ir to technical and trade
journals in the iron and steel fields.

Prof. James F. Kemp is back in New York,
very much improved in health. Indeed, he is

doing a little work, but he is still obliged to

take things easy. His recovery and return is

the subject of great rejoicing among his friends.

W. W. Hall, for some years district sales man-
ager of the Republic Iron and Steel Co.
in the Pittsburgh district, has resigned, and
after about April 1 lie will be connected with
the Columbia Steel and Shafting Co., Car-
negie, Penn.

J. E. Spurr. geologist for the Tonopah Min-
ing Co., and E. E. Carpenter, designer of the
Eden mill, are in Nicaragua to be present at

the starting of milling operations of the Eden
Mining Co., the leading subsidiary of tlie Tono-
pah Mining Co. in Nicaragua.

William H. Gessman. blast-furnace superintend-
ent at the Gary plant of the ITnited States Steel

Corporation, has been appointed general super-
intendent of the open-hearth plant of the Brier
Hill Steel Co., Youngstown, succeeding Wil-.
Ham H. Warren, who is now general manager.

Pierce Barker, chief chemist at the Washoe
Reduction Works of the Anaconda Copper IMining

Co., has been promoted to the position of super-
intendent nf the blast furnaces, succeeding H.
W. Aldrich, wiio resigned to accept a position in
British Columbia. Mr. Barker is succeeded by
J. A. Root.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts was taken ill with pleurisy
during tin? recent meeting of the American In-
stitute of Mining Engineers and remained "on
the jol)" when he ouglit to have stayed at home.
Since then he has been (luite ill, but is now
recovering. However, his projected trip to Chile
will he delayed considerably.

Stanley E. Bates, formerly editor and man-
ager nf "The Contractor," has liecome as.'^nci-

ated with the Lee Leader and Body Co., 2343
South LaSalle St.. Chicago. As a civil engi-
neer. Mr. Bates has made a special study of
haulage problems, particularly tho.se of the con-
tractor, and is author of many articles on the
subject.

P. N. Nissen, inventor of the Nissen stamp,
is a Major in the Royal Engineers. British Army,
and has invented, as a result of his estimation
of the necessities, a steel shelter, or hut, which
serves as a home for 24 soldiers in the field.

The shelter is entirely of steel, is sectional, and
can be set up in a few liours. It is provided
with a stove for heating.

Wm. J. Uren has been appointed manager of
the Seneca mine. Michigan. Mr. Uren has the
technical training of the Michigan College of
Mines, combined with an Inherited tendency to
copper mining (his father, the late Capt. Rich-
ard Uren. having been a mining "agent" as
managers then were called, for numerous Mich-
igan mines) and years of practical training in
various mining and milling capacities. Mr. Uren
constructed the original Trlmountaln stamp mill.

Later he was assistant to William E. Parnall
when that well-known mining man succeeded
his father In charge of the Bigelow mines of
the Lake district. When .Tudge Halre became
manager for the Bigelow Interests Mr. I^ren
continued as actively in charge of the mines.
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Frederick Rowland Hazard, president Solvay
I'rocess Co.. and a director in many large
industrial corporations, died at Syracuse. Feb. 27.

He was born at Peacedale, R. I., in 1858,
and was graduated from Brown University in

1881.

Clarence R. Brown, manager of the Buchanan
Foundry Co., Lebanon, Penn.. died Feb. 20
after a week's illness from pneumonia, aged 31

years. He went to Lebanon from Philadelphia
two years ago to succeed his brother, T. Harold
Brown, in the management of Hie foundry in

which the Brown family holds a controlling in-

terest.

Theodore Newton Barnsdall, aged G6, pioneer
driller and oil producer, with various interests

in more than a dozen states, and in the Do-
minion of Canada, and known throughout the

country as one of the foremost men in the oil

industry, died on Feb. 27 in his home. 1025 North
Negley Ave., Pittsburgh. Penn. He had been
ill for a week. On Feb. 19 he experienced an
attack of grip and on Feb. 21 he suffered a

paralytic stroke. Mr. Barnsdall was born in

Titusville. Penn., the son of William Barnsdall
and Fidelia Ann Goodrich, pioneer residents there.

His father drilled the first oil well after the

famous Drake well, and was owner of the first

uil refinery in the country. It was located at

Titusville.

Societies

Portland Cement Association will hold its spring
convention at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco,

Apr. 16-18. inclusive. This will be the first time
in the history of the association that any of its

meetings have been held west of Chicago. A
special train has been arranged for the going trip

from Chicago to San Francisco via the Northwest-
ern. Union Pacific and Southern Pacific route.

This train will leave Chicago at 8 p.m.. central

time, Friday. Apr. 13, and arrive at San Francisco
at 9 a.m., Monday, Apr. 16. At the conclusion
of the committee and business sessions of the
association it is planned tliat members attending
will go in a body to Del Monte, Calif., and spend
Apr. 19 and 20 there in an outing.

Southwestern Society of Engineers Iield their

second session at tlie Hotel Sheldon, El Paso,
Texas, on Mar. 8, 9, 10. Papers and discussions
were presented on "Engineering Education, Its

Purposes and Necessity," by Dean Butler, Uni-
versity of Arizona : "Some Lessons Taught the
Mining Industry of the Southwest by Present
Activities and Prices," by Gerald Sherman, of

Phelps-Dodge & Co. "Modern Highways and the
Dividends They Pay," by .1. L. Campbell, El Paso
& Southwestern R.R. ; "Engineering in National
Defense," by Lieut. -Col. Walker, U. S. Army.
This was followed by the first annual banduet
on Saturday night. This society was formed and
had its first meeting in October. 1916, through the
efforts of the faculty of the New Mexico College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, to bring into

closer touch, professionally and socially, the engi-
neers in western Texas, Arizona and New Jlexico.

Stevens Institute of Technology, through its

alumni, has been actively engaged in measures
for military and industrial preparedness, so that
the present emergency has not taken them by
surprise. Acting through their committee on mili-

tary and naval affairs, there is now being com-
piled a classified list of Stevens men willing and
ready to serve in such branches of the Army or
Navy as their specialized education and experi-
ence will prove of most value in the Government
service. Many Stevens men have already been
commissioned in the Officers' Reserve Corps.
Some are officers, in the Regidar Army, the Navy
and the National Guard, while others are doing
special work in ordnance and in naval engineer-
ing. This enrollment is being carried on under
the auspices of an advisory committee, consisting
of: Alex. C. Humphreys, president. Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology ; John W. Lieb, vice-president,
New York Edison Co. ; Roliert M. Dixon, presi-
dent. Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co. : Anson
W. Burchard. vice-president. General Electric Co. ;

William D. Hoxie, vice-president, Babeock & Wil-
cox Co.: Newcomb Carlton, president. Western
Union Telegraph Co. ; William A. Field, general
manager. United Alloy Steel Corporation ; Charles
H. McCullough, Jr., vice-president. Lackawanna
Steel Co.
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Trade Catalogs

\

Industrial News

Nordberg Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee,
Wis., rttfi-iiliy shipiJL-ci tliruutjli Mitsui & Co. a
larce electric liolst for institllatiori ;il the Aahlo
copper mines of Furukawa At ('o., Tokyo, Japan.

Stroh Steel-Hardening Process Co., I'lttsburuh,
I'eiin.. is preparing' for \vid<-iiiii(; its activities
and lias apiK)intc(l K, I,. -Miirk, Western sales
manager with headquarters at 728 Monadnoek
block, Chicago.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton, N. J.,

manufacturers of steam turbines .and helical re-
duction gears for ail classes of service. Including
ship propulsion and marine work, centrifugal
pumps, centrifugal compressors and similar ap-
paratus, announces the opening of a district sales
(ifflce in the .Smith Building, Seattle, Wash., in
charge of .Mr. William I'uiUn.

Newport Turpentine and Rosin Co., at its new
plant at l*ensacola, Kla., uses the Newport process,
which is the extraction of turpentine, rosin and
pine oil by a steam and solvent method, from
finely shredded resinous pine. The raw material
enters at the west end of the plant and travels
east, the products and byproducts being delivered
at the extreme east end of the plant, to the
storage and sliipping stations. The products are
marketed by the General Naval Stores Co., New
York.

Redwood Pipe—Hedwood Manufacturers Co.,
San Francisco. Calif., report the following Install-
ations of Kemco Redwood pii)e in mining and
metallurgical plants; 24,000 ft., 48 in. Morococha
Mining Co., Peru : 3700 ft., 18 In. Braden Copper
Co , Chile ; 30,000 ft., .52 in. for a power line
for the Home.stake Mining Co., Lead, S. D.

;

4600 ft., 42 In. to Utah Copper Co., Arthur
Plant; 10,000 ft., 8 in., 12 in., 16 in., Garfield
Water Co., Garfield, Utah ; 700 ft., 6 in. copper
wound for acid solution transmission. Burro Mt.
Copper Co.. Tyronnc, N. M. ; 900 ft., 12 In. for
the Minerals Products Co.'s chemical plant at
Marysvale. Utah.

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., Cleveland Ohio,
held a meeting of its Board of Directors on Feb.
26, at which Edwin S. Church was elected presi-
dent to succeed WiUard N. Sawyer, who tendered
his resignation because of poor health. Mr.
Sawyer will not engage actively in business for
the present, hoping that by giving up business
cares he will recover his health, which has not
been good since he suffered an attack of typhoid
fever two years ago. Mr. Church is well known
in the industrial field. He was for some time
l)resident of the Mcintosh & Se.vmour Corporation,
Auburn, X. Y.. and he lias recently been engaged
in some special work in connection with the ex-
port trade. W. P. Cowell was reelected secretary
and treasurer. S. T. Wellman. chairman of the
board, and S. H. Pitkin, first vice-president, will
continue in those positions until their successors
are elected.

Dewco Ball Mills. The Denver Engineering
W'orks Co., Denver, Colo. Bulletin No. 1077.
Pp. 16: 8',4xl0>,<; in.; illustrated.

Thew Shovels, Steam. Electric. Gasoline. Tlicw
Auloniatlc- Shovel Co.. Loialn. Ohio. Catalog No.
9. Pii. 32 ; C.\9 in. : Illustrated.

New Patents

United States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
^Mining .Tournal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Alloy—Metallic Compound. Herbert B. Coho.
Mount Vernon. N. Y., assignor to United Lead
Co. (U. S. Nos. 1,217,710; 1,217,711: Feb. 27.
1917.)

Blast Furnace—Charging Device. John Nicho-
las Reese, Y'oungstown, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,217 -

219; Feb. 27. 1917.)

Blast Furnace—Open Hearth Furnace. Nelson
Thomas and Anson W. Allen, Birmingham, Ala.
(U. S. No. 1.217,367; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Blast Furnace—Apparatus for the Detection of
Leakages in the Water-jackets of Blast Furnaces.
Enriciue Retuerto y Rizo. Portugalete, Spain. (U.
S. -Vo. 1,217.346; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Cast Iron—Composition of Cast Iron. Joseph
E. Johnson. Jr.. New Y'ork, N. Y. (U. S. Nos.
1,217,184. 1,217,185; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Crusher—Breaker and Drier. Henrv G. Schwarz,
Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,217,351; Feb. 27,
1917.)

Concentration—Process of Concentrating Oxide
Ores of Copper. Rudolf Gahl. Miami, Ariz. (U.
S. No. 1.217,437; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Crusher—Ring Roll Mill. Edgar B. Symons.
Milwaukee, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,217,525; Feb. 27,
1917.)

Drills—Steel Retainer for Hammer Drills. Rus-
sell H. Wilhelm. Easton. Penn., assignor to In-
gersoll-RaiKl Co.. Jersey City, N. J. (U. S. No.
1,217,378; Feb. 27. 1917.)

Drilling Machine. Frank Marovitch, Nelson,
British Columbia, Canada. . (U. S. No. 1.217,-

017 ; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Electric Furnace. Carl A. Pfanstiehl, Watike-
gan. 111., assignor to Pfanstiehl Co. (U. S. No.
1,217,497; Feb. 27, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Feb. 27

Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields. Ltd., o|)or;itlng

the lalTi'St th'it lit ]il:u-iT-K"lil diL-tlKt'S ill olio

Held ill tlie woild, IK iiri-liiuiiig fi>r tlio ITtll illc'llHO

While the llitll is iieurliig coiupletioii. Desijiils for

Yuba No. IT lire ill eourse iit prepaiation by tile

engineeriiiE diMKirtment of the Yuba Construction

Co. at Marysvllle, Yuba No. Ifi will be put in

commission earlv In March and the cinislruc-

tion of No. 17 will begiiTTn July. The new dredge

will be eiiuipped witii 18-cu ft. buckets and one

tailing stacker : it is to be operated in a section

of the Hainmonti>n Held that does not reciuire the

disposition of the tailing on both banks of the

river as in the case of the No. Iti dredge, which

is provided with two tailing stackers. The in-

stallation of six all-steel dredges In this field in

the last three years and preparation for the

seventh and the recent Installation of a steel

hull dredge in the same district by the Pacific

Gold Dredging Co. Is fairly good evidence that

the dredging Industry in Yuba Basin district is

not waning.

Legislation Affecting Mining includes 20 bills

so far Introduced in the present legislature ot

California. Most of these concern labor and none

of them has been referred to the committees on

mines and mining. In the legislature of 191o

a good deal of legislation detrimental to the

mining Industry was essayed, but vigorous oppo-

sition of mining men seek-ing to protect the

industry from bad laws succeeded in preventing

the passage of the bills. The California Metal

Producers Association will no doubt be called

upon for the same sort of protection of the

Industry in the last half of the present legisla-

ture. There are two bills which are particularly

offensive and eiiually useless so far as benelitting

the labor element is concerned. One is the semi-

monthlv payday ; the other a bill which provides

that It' shall be unlawful to operate mines (and

other specific Industries) on Sunday. Miners,

generally, have no use for two paydays a month
and most of them do not desire It. The law

would be a serious Inconvenience to the opera-

tors and result in no advantage to the workmen.
The proposed law prohibiting operation of mines

and other Industries on Sunday reads like a joke,

but Its enforcement would be a disaster. The
bin provides for permitting work essential to

the protection of the mines, but as the enforce-

ment of the law Is in the hands of the labor

commissioner the prospect for the mines affected

by the enforcement would not be at all en-

couraging. There are several industries exempt,
according to the provisions of the bill, as "works
of necessity." It Is refreshing to notice that

two of such exemptions are saloons and Ice-

cream parlors. And these exemptions are what
make the bill read like a joke : but Its proponents
are serious about it. and that is why it behooves
mining men to kill the measure in committee,

If possible. Some mining men are inclined to

believe that the proposed law is so preposterous

that it win stand no chance of enactment. But
It Is just as well to he on guard. Fool laws
are sometimes slipped through.

BUTTE—Mar. I

Gould Tax Bill, originally proposing a license

tax of 0.7.")'7r on the net Income of all corpora-
tions that do an annual business of $10,000 or

more, was amended to increase the tax to 1%
and was at last passed by both houses of the

legislature in session at Helena, \\niile by no
means satisfactory, the hill will be accepted by
the interests affected, because it Is less burden-
some and less unfair than other measures which
have been urged and because it Is probably the

most satisfactory hill that could be enacted at

this session. At best it will be only a temporary
makeshift to provide revenue for carrying on
the business of the government for the next two
years, pending adjustment by a permanent tax
commission that will collect full data on which
to base a just and fair taxation of all Industries

of the state. To those wilo had favored a

special taxation of the mining industry, the

amended Oould hill will no doubt prove a dis-

appointment. As It now stands, the mining
industry alone will contribute about $1,200,000

a year to the state's revenue, which will be ample
to take care of the deficit that confronts the

state.

Anaconda's Accident Record in 191G shows the

excellent results of the campaign carried forward
by the Bureau of Safely, under the direction

of lohn h. Roardman. In spite of the "21

deaths at, the Pensylvanla mine fire in February.
miB. the average for the year was only 0,12 per
10,000 shifts as compared with 0.10 In Ml.';. The
average number of scrlovis accidents per 10.000

shifts In IHl.'i was I.:i2; last year It was 0.70.

Th« total of fatal and serious accidents in 1915

was 1.42 per 10,000 shifts and in 1910 was
0.91—a reduction of 3.1.9%. The principal causes

of accidents were : Falling ground and rocks,

34.3%; ore cars and trains, 10.1%.; handling

timber and tools, 2r).;'i% ; overcome by gas. 0.3',:;
;

falling material, tools and timber, 3.4';;.. The
comparative tabulations show that there has been

a noticeable decrease in the serious-accident rate

in llilli. Falling ground and rocks, which caused
0..-iS5 accidents per 10,000 shifts In llll.'i, caused
only 0.339 per 10,000 shifts in lolO, a decrease

of '42%c. The safety-first work is being iiushed

steadily and conditions are becoming more and
more safe every month. The men are exercising

greater care and the management Is highly

pleased with the progress already made. Prac-

tically every mine of the 2.S ojjeraled by the

Anaconda company in the Butte district has its

own safety-first team and some of the larger

ones have second teams oijitanized. The contests

between these teams have aroused a healthy
rivalry between the mines and this In turn

has served to awaken an Interest among hundreds
of miners who were inclined to be careless

before this movement started. The records at the

\Vashoe smeltery and at the Croat Falls reduction
works also show a big reduction In the percent-

age of accidents in the last two years.

Another Tuolumne Find, which is looked upon
as highly imiiortant, is reiiorted by tile company
from the Main Range property. On the 700-ft.

level of the Spread Delight vein, a nortliwest

fissure was cut, opening 4 ft. of silver ore.

It runs 82 oz. in silver and 1.9%, copjier. It

Is thought that this northwest vein is the same
fissure that was cut about three weeks ago by
the crosscut being driven south from the Sinbad
shaft for the purpose of reaching the Torrid
and Rory O'Moore. There it showed a width of

6 ft. ; 2 ft. was of heavy pyritic material with

a knife-blade stringer of copper ore. The present
silver-ore development is at a point on strike

of this vein about 200 ft. farther north and
west. Where the ore was encountered was at

the Intersection of the Spread Delight vein and
the northwester. The Spread Delight vein Itself

shows the effect of the juncture. Tlie slope

near the crossing show's 8 ft. of clean ore which
assays 58 oz. of silver and 5% copper. The
ore in the Spread Delight is of a different

character from that In the northwester. In the
latter fissure, the ore filling plainly Is of a

distinctly silver character; pink manganese is

In evidence and the ore is of the same general
aimearance as that of the Alice, and here and
there ruby silver is to be seen. During the
inontli of February there was shipped from the

JIain Range mine of the Tuolumne company
approximately 1000 tons of ore. Tlie old
Tuolumne mine during the month of February
produced about 3.'>00 tons or a good increase
over the previous month. .Tanuary smelter re-

turns on Main Range ore amounted to $4821 and
on Tuolumne ores $30,089. February returns
will show a big Increase.

DENVER—Feb. 28

Custom Flotation Mill at Ouray is to he estab-

lished ill the remodeled Foersler mill, which Is

expected to be ready for cnmmercial operation
about Apr. 1. Dr. Edward C. Weatherly has been
working on this project for two years and has
finally succeeded in financing It. David Foerster
will be manager of the plant.

Two Colorado Dredging Projects are under con-
sideration, according to the newspapers of Breck-
enrldge and Golden, which are each to have a new
gold dredge this year. The Lambing placer. 2

miles below Breckenridge along the Blue River,

has been systematically drilled tinder the direc-

tion of Walter ,T. Radford with results that have
warranted the placing of an order for a modern
dredge ; this ground produced much nugget gold
from pioneer bedrock shafts. .lames Myers and
Harry Wright are hack of the (lolden project

which contemplates dredging from the Avenue
bridge, in the City of Golden, uii Clear Creek
Valley to tlie mouth of the caiion ; test shafts

are being sunk.

Central City's New Charter removes an inter-

esting anachronism from this early Gilpin County
settlement's official documents. History relates

that the first lode-milling claim in the Rockies
was taken up between the present towils of Black
Hawk and Central City by a mall named Gregory
from Georgia. That Gilpin County must have
been settled princiiiaily by Southerners appear.s

evident from ail interesting bit of business that
has recently engaged some attention In the state

legislature. It seems that when Central City

was organized in ISTiO, one provision of the

ini'orporatlon excluded negroes frnni voting. The
subsoducnt passage of the Fourteenth .\meiid-

ment to our Federal Constitution automatically

nullified this provision but It has remained un-
changed in the city's charter to date. The
.lenkins Bill, now before the legislature, es-

talilislies a new charter for this city that made
Colorado the lOldorado of the late .'JO's.

SALT LAKE CITY—Mar. I

Gross and Net Earnings of Utah Mines for 191G
are being filed with the state board of cnuallza-
tlon for purposes of taxation. Some of tnesc

figures for well-knowii mines may be of Interest.

Horn Silver Mines Co., at Frisco, in Beaver Coun-
ty, reports: (iross proceeds, $325,978; net pro-
ceeds, $11,230. Salt Lake Copper Co. (Copper
Mountain mine), $111,402 and $30,708. Inde-
pendent Coal and Coke Co., $4152,898; $174,619.

Pleasant Valley Coal Co., Wlnteniuarters, $340,-

188; $60,272; Castlegate, $686,875; $161,901;
Clear Creek, $409,373; $96,968; I'lah mine, $30.-

513; $9293. Utah Fuel Co., Suiinvside. $1,473,-

392 ; $438,133. United States Fuel Co., Panther,
$70,939; $11,694; Mohrland. $350,581; (deficit)

$18,761; Hiawatha, $312,408; $78,809; Blacli

Hawk, $404,205; ,$130,395. Centennial-Eureka.
$l,176.152j $406,982; Bullion Beck and Cham-
pion, $112,859; $11,576. Victoria Consolidatca,
$117,221; $36,314. Dragon Consolidated, $201,-

992; $37,688. Chief Consolidated, $2,635,061;
$569,240; Eagle & Blue Bell, $530,850; $128,719;
May Day, $72,809 ; $19,267 ; South Hecla, $1SS,-
904 ; $30,161 ; United States Smelting (United
States mine), $2,343,632; $507,546; Niagara,
$34,142 ; $20.5.58. Bingham Mines Co. (Dalton &
Lark mine), $439,103; $127,718. Tintic Minln-;
and Development. $1,038,341; $285,630. Utali
Metal and Tunnel, $748,581; $297,716; Ophir
Hill, $788,684; $479,016: Blngham-New Haven,
$750,680 : $318,342 ; Utah Apex, $2,652,323 ;

$784,202. Gllson Asphaltum Co. (Bonanza mine.
Uinta County), $50,816; $13,317: (Rainbow mine)
$319,145 ; $73,538. American Asphaltum Asso-
ciation (Temple and Country Boy mines) $333,-
497 : $26,867.

PHOENIX. ARIZ.—Mar. 2

Proposed State Smeltery Killed by the Foster
Bill being placed at the foot of the long com-
mlttee-of-the-whole calendar. It would have been
killed If passed to the senate, where the mines
committee already had reported a substitute. It

is an exact copy of the smeltery bill, save that
instead, provision is made for a state sampling
and ore-buying works, with appropriation of

$100,000, in the place of the $750,000 carried
by the other bill. The same provisions are made
for an operating committe of tllree, at $10 a

day. and for repayment of the sum expended
on the works through a sinking fund of half
of the lO*;; profit stipulated above the operat-
ing cost. There is little prospect, however, of

its passage. The senate committee on mines also
has unfavorably reported the two-man-drill bill,

vvhicli had been passed In the house; It was con-
sidered especially burdensome upon small mine
owners. From Miami the legislature has received
a communication, signed by the officers of the
miners' union, asking provision of funds by the
sale of state bonds for use in public works in

the event of a depression in the copper market
and consequent closing of mines ; it is related

that the high wages of the .copper camps and
cold weather In the North have brought to

Arizona camps a large overplus of labor, espe-

cially of mechanics. Senator Devlne, of Pinal
County, has offered a bill designed to correct

the common practice of relocating or contesting
ownership of mining (ialms about the time the

owner is known to have a chance for selling.

DULUTH. MINN—Mar. 6

Two Great Northern Ore Leases are reported In

a story printed by the "St. Paul Dispatch" on
Mar. 5. The leases are reported sold to the

Inland Steel Co. and to the .lones & Laughlln
Co. of Pittsburgh, and are to run until tlie mines
are exhausted. No confirmation obtainable at

Great Northern Ore Proiierties office. In the

absence of Carnii Thiniipsoii. manager.

HOUGHTON, MICH,—Mar. 3

The Tramming Problem in the Michigan cop-

per mines has been acute during the last sea-
son, and with the continued shortage of lalior

will be just as difficult a problem next spring.

Already a number of the companies have taken
steps to Introduce or extend mechanical-haul-
age installations. The Calumet & Hecla com-
pany Is meeting with success with Its Installa-

tion of a stcuage-battery locomotive on the l«th

level at Xo. 15 shaft on the Osceola lode. It is

likely that more of the same type will be in-

stalled at an early date. Two of company's
engineers have been sent East on a tour of

insiiectlon of this type of locomotives among the
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coal minus, nnd to the plants both of manu-
facturers of locomotives :in(i of storugo batteries.

As soon as the trolley system at the Allouez

has been installed and given a fair test, a

fiood comparison can be made as to which would
be the best system to establish on a lar^e scale.

This, of course, depends on the character of

the place where the locomotive is to be In-

stalled, as there are some workin^js where it

would be abnost impossible to install a trolley

system. Extensive trials will be Kiven both

types before any definite action is taken. Calu-
met & Hecla has now 20 of the new I'eerh^ss

drills, the Ingersoll-Kaud No. 128; this drill

has been tested extensively and is said to i»e

a faster cutter than the Leyner-Ingersoll. The
C. & H. company is now shipping from 10..'"iOO

to 10.81)0 tons daily to the mills, liaving less

trouble than other properties in handling loaded
rock trains, because of the downgrade run to

the mills. The company will soon commence
building the new large extension planned for

its leaching plant, which will double the pres-

ent capacity.

JOPLIN, MO.—Mar. 3

New Field seems about to be developed 4 mi.

southwest of Joplin, at u iKiint where the geol-

ogists gave no hope for any ore to be found.
The Grand Falls cliart, which marks the lowest

sheet-ground formation in this district, outcrops
at this point, but at a depth of IHO ft. good
ore has been encountered by a company pros-

pecting on the Renzenhausen farm. The cut-

tings indicate lead- and iron-free ore. which is

reached after going through I'lO ft. of solid rock.

Raising $12,000 Fund has been undertaken for

sanitation and safety work in the Joplin district.

If this sum is raised by the mine operators. Dr.

W. A. Lynott of r. S. Bureau of Mines, who
now is working here, likely will be retained for

two years. The sum mentioned will be to pay
his salary for this term and also provide run-
ning expenses for a free dispensary and clinic

est^ibiislied in Webb City a year ago. The plan

is to get forty operators to give $300 each, as
all the money is to be in the bank before the

plan is decided upon.

TORONTO—Mar. 3

Subsidized Smeltery on Pacific Coast was fore-

shadowed in the address of Lieutenant-Covernor
Barnard at the (J^iening of the British Coluiiibia

Legislature on Mar. 1. In outlining the policy

of the government he referred to possibility of

the establisliment of a smeltery on the Pacific

Coast with the assistance of the government

and assured prospectors and the owners of small
iiii!iing |ii-o|uTties of the continujince of govern-
ment aid.

The Nickel Question is still being discussed In

the Ontario legLshiture. On Mar. 1. considerable
surprise was caused in political circles by tlie

statement of Hon. I. B. Lucas, provincial attorney
general, in the ciiurse of a hot debate on the

nickel iiuestion, that at the outset of the war
the International Nickel Co. offered to turn over
to the Canadian government the sole control of

their nickel output. This annodncement has con-
siderably weakened the force of the attacks on
the government policy, which derived their prin-

cipal eltcctlvcness from the popular impression
that the company was to some extent under
Cerman control or infiueiicc.

WASHINGTON—Mar. 6

Mobilization of Mineral Resources has been
occiii).\ iiig an iiiipnrlant porlion of tiie time of

the directors of the Geological Survey and of the
Bureau of Mines since the severance of diplo-

matic relations with Germany. Kvery ettort is

being made to be in a position to serve the War
Department effectively and efficiently in case the
nation should be called upon for a great military
efTort.

Seattle Experiment Station of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines is preparing for active work. Metal-
mining problems comprise two of the three main
objects aimed at. Dorsey A. Lyon, in announcing
the program to be followed at the station, gives
first place to research to determine how far It

may be profitable and feasible to use electricity

in recovering metals from their ores by electro-

thermic and electrolytic processes. Treatment
problems arising in the Northwest and in Alaska
will constitute another main division of the work.
5Ir. Lyon specifies, however, in his rejiort to

Washington that only such problems will be
considered as may dilTer from those being studied

at other stations. The third subdivision of the
work provides for studies of coal in the North-
west.

Potash Explorations in Texas are reaching an
an exi'eedingh' interesting stage. If Fate wiU
just be kind, one of the greatest scientific vic-

tories of a century is within the grasp of the
Geological Survey The drill in the prospect well,
near ClitTside in the Texas Panhandle, is reaching
the salt strata in which soluahle potassium salts

are expected to be found. Kapid progress is

being made in the drilling which is being con-
ducted under scientific control. A chemist is

stationed at the well and every boring is exam-
ined. While tliere is geologic evidence that Cliff-

side Is the center of maximum evaporation In the
great inland «ea which covered ii large urea of

the Southwest, it Is recognized that some of

the essential minor conditions neceHsary to thy

depositing of potash may not have existed. Willi

It Is known that the greater part of this Hea

was taken up by evaporation, It Is not known
that it evaporated to the last dregs. It Is pos-

sible that drainage may have been fstablisbed.

Since potassium salts arc so highly soluble.

they would have been among the last Ingredients

of the water to be deposited. If drainage took
place while there still was a considerable quan-
tity of water In the sea. It Is probable that no
potash was deposited. Even If evaporation was
complete, the potash naturally would be de-

posited In the final pools. While admitting the
possibilities of failure, there la a .strong hope
existing among geologists of the Survey that
this first well will di.sdose the presence of

potash. With the drill already In ground that

may contain this much-needed mineral, each
letter from Cliffslde is awaited with Interest.

MELBOURNE—Feb. 2

Principal Copper Mines of New South Wales
are the (ireat C<»bar. Mouramba, C. S. A.. Mt.
Hope and Abercrombie. The Great Cobar has
been at work during the whole year and is

producing about (jno tons of ore per day; the
output for liUli will be about ^itJOl) tons of copper.
The Mouramba company at Nymagee has taken
over the old N. G. K. smeltery at Eskbank and is

remodeling and extending the plant. The mine
is handicapped by transportation dltficultles. being
situated 45 ml. from the railway. The (juestion

of railway communication is being considered by
the Government. The C. S. A. mine Is being
reopened and a smelting campaign is about to b.*

initiated. Reporting on the (juestlon of providing
railway facilities for this property a government
engineer recently estimated that 150.000 tons of

secondarily enriched ores averaging 7% copper
are available for smelting. The Mt. Hope min •

has been rejmrted on by the government geologist

also with a view to the provision of transport
facilities. It Is situated 11 mi. from the main
line which is being constructed to Broken Hill

via Condobolin. Pending the construction of this

spur line, leaching operations on the old dumps
are being carried out with satisfactory results.

These tailings are estimated at about 30,000 tons
averaging 3% copper. The Abercrombie is a new-

London company formed to take over the Lloyd
copper mine at Burraga, which has been idle

since July, 1914. The ore reserves at June 30.

1913, were given as 116,400 tons averaging 4.4%
copper.
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ALASKA
ALASKA-PITTSBUHCH COLD MIXIXG (Bet-

ties)—Mill planned for Dale.v-Bennutt property

on Bettles, Bay, Prince William Sound. B. C.

Wlltse. president, now at head office. 215 Fifth

Ave., Pittsburgh, Penii,, makini; arrangements for

coming season's operations.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

WILLIE ROSE (Bowie)—From No. 1 shaft, at
188-ft. level, drifting toward No. 2 shaft to

encounter orehody 225 ft. deeper than ex-posed

in latter shaft.

CASEY GOLD RIDGE (Willcox)—This mine,
near Dos Cabezas, acquired by H. C. Kimball.
About 2;i00 ft. of workings ; both frce-miUing and
base gold-silver ores developed. Mill contem-
plated.

COCHISE HEAD MIXING CO. (Bowie)—Devel-
oping this grouii of 10 claims in Wood Canon,
southeast of Bowie. Copper sulphides encoun-
tered in 250-ft. zone between granite and lime-

stone ; considered extension of Willie Rose ore-

body. J. W. Sterling in charge.

COPPER QUEEN (Hisliee) Breaking of main
shaft of hoist at Sacramento shaft interrupted

production for several days. Most of company's
ore Is regularly hoisted tlirough the Sacramento.
Repair of broken hoist sliaft, which is 2S ft. lung

by about 15 in. diameter, was accomplislicd in

a few days by bringing In a Thermit reiiair

outfit.

Gila County

INSPIRATION (Miami) February copper pro-

duction 10,250,000 lb.; in .laiiuary It was 11,000,-

1100 lb.

Greenlee County

SHANNON (Cliflon) Copper iiroiluclion In

February was S.SS.aiiii lb.

Mohave County

BIG .II.M (Oatman)—Station cut at iHio level

;

crosscultlng toward the vein.

NORTH STAR (Oatman)—Unwatering tlie 4:i5-

ft. incline, preparatory to resumptiim of drift-

ing easterly on 400-ft. level.

NELLIE (Oatman)—Crosscultlng in big vein

at :i8."i-ft. level has proceeded 25 ft. ; three shifts

sinking shaft to 500 level.

OATMAN CRESCENT (Oatman)—Crosscut tun-
nel in SOO ft. : drifting on Crescent 8-ft. vein

toward tlie andesite ; now in latite.

RED LION MINING CO. (Oatman)—Machinery
ordered for sinking sliaft on this property ad-
joining the Tom Reed ; about 700 ft. west of

iatter's Gray Eagle shaft.

ARIZONA BVTTE MINES CO. (Kingman)—
Recently shipped car of rich lead ore from drift

at 2S00-ft. point in adit. Three shifts to be put

on at mill. II. M. Crowtber. nninagev.

Santa Cru2 County

JIONTANA MI.NES CO. (Ruby) —Extensive de-

velopment being carried out ; the double-com-
partment shaft is being sunk to 700 ft. The
150-ton mill, designed by Bradley, BrufT & La-
barthe. of San Francisco, is under construction.

Caterpillar trucks hauling freight from Amado-
ville but Sllva station will be used later. E. L.

S. Wrampelmeier. manager.

Yuma County

.lUNIATA (Parker)—Shaft to be sunk on this

gold-copper group of 11 claims adjoining the

Empire mine. II. B. Ailman. suiierintendent.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

PLYMOUTH C0NS01.lli.\Ti:ii (PLvmouth)—Re-
port of Supt. .laines K. Parks, for .lanuary shows ;

11.000 tons milled, yielding .$01,750; working
expense $30.077 ; development $11095 ; surplus

$21,078.

SOUTH KEYSTONE (Sutter Creek)—Good
lieadwav being made unwatering old North Star

shaft. Explorations just made on 000 level show
south cHisscut caved at :i00-ft. iioint frimi shaft.

Jline einilliiied with good sin-face plant, adequate

for development contemplated. Charles H. Coipe,

general manager.

Butte County
KELLY (Magalia)—Reported bonded to Salt

Lake men and reopening begun by company
known as Utah Gold Reef. Mill contemplated.

GOLD BANK (Forebestown)—Operating under
lease, with 10 stamps dropping on $8 ore ; re-

maining 10 stamps will be in commission in

March. E. I. West and J. Godfrey, leasers.

Calaveras County

ROUGH DIAMOND (Angels Camp)—Horse whim
installed and shaft will be unwatered to develoii

gravel at depth of 57 ft. on the bedrock.

SAFE DEPOSIT (Mokelumne Hill)—Installation
of pipe and hydraulic elevator nearly completed

;

cleaning and widening Mokelumne Canal from
which will be taken 1000 in. of water.

NAPOLEON (Milton)—Reported that this cop-
per mine, lirst producer in California, has been
reopened and ores are to be treated by notation.

Dr. E. Coughanour and C. E. Olson are owners.
Mine first opened in the 60's and produced rich

ore that was shipped to Wales. Closed down
and filled with water from 1806 to 1900. Later
taken over by the Peyton Chemical Co. and has
since been idle a number of years. Situated 9

mi. southwest of Copperopolls and 13 mi. south-
cast of Milton.

Colusa County

ELGIN OUICKSILVER (Williams)—This old

mine near Wilbur Springs being reopened.

Eldorado County

LEMON (Placcrville)—Anolher .strike of high-

grade ore reported ; tliird paystreak said to have
been disclosed under oi>eration of the Hollywood
Mining Co. Property developed by 400-ft. tunnel

BEEHE (Georgetown)—Unwatering completed.

A 24-in. wooden pipe line. 1700 ft. long, has been
installed, connected to the main ilitcb. Expect

to be ready for development work by March. A.

E. Gregory, manager.
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Inyo County

LAST CHANCE (lllsliii|i) Ni'w iiropevty re-

(fiilly (ii'vi'loiK'd liy CooiuT SlKipU'V, who Is

siipiTliiti-Muliiii; ili'V0loi)rm'Mt for Itiiiind Viilli'y

Tungsten Co, A 12ri-toii IuuksIiml imUI ln'iiii;

dt'sli!iu'<l liy Harold (', I\lilli-i-. SampliiiK plant

will be Installed tor custom ores. Largo toniiago

medlum-srade sclieelite opened. Crosscutting

from tunnel at depth of 70 ft. showed vein

about .If) ft. wide. Length of the oreslioot being

detoi mined by drifting. Eleelrle powir will be

supplied by Southern Sierras I'ower Co., whieli

will extend its line 2 ml. north from Tungsten.
Associated yvitli the tungsten is U.7% Ou, and
$1.10 in gold and silver.

Nevada County

MA.rOR (Nevada City)—Thi.s drift mine on
Cement Hill will be reopened by .1. E. I'roetor.

Installation of stamp mill contemplated. Shaft

Is 14(i ft. deep and about GOO ft. of drifting has
been done on the channel. J. M. Proctor will

be manager.

NEW ENGLAND (Grass Valley)—Hoisting and
pumping plant to be Installed : old inclined shaft

to be unwatered and crosscut nni from bottom or

900-ft. level to tap Moliegan vein. Both proper-

ties will be worked through this silaft. .1. C.

Campbell is manager.

UNION Hill (Grass Valley)—Auxiliary steam
pumping plant Installed to prevent flooding of
lower workings in case of stopping of electric

pumps. Sinking shaft steadily ; drifting on ore-

body. Company also developing South Idalio

and other properties. Errol MacBoyle. manager.

OMEGA (Washington)—Raising this dam in

Scotchman Creek, near Washington, has been
completed. Original dam built, under supervision
of the debris commission, several years ago
to hold tailings from Omega hydraulic mine, and
was filled. In order to resume hydraulic mining
the dam was raised. It is provided wltii concrete
key and 4S layers of wire baskets tilled with
rocks. Mine operated by Harker & Larsen.

Placer County

GRASS VALLEY MINING CO. (Dutch Flat)—
Has taken over Wisconsin and Jlichigan gravel
properties. Formerly produced rich gravel : the
1200-ft. tunnel will be extended.
LIME KILN (Auburn)—Development of chrome

ore in progress: now hauled to New Castle for

$2 per ton, when shipped by rail ; 400 tons
shipped.

San Diego County

SACRAMENTO MINING CO. (Sacramento)—
Permitted to issue 64,000 shares to Bour Mining
Co. for option to purchase molybdenum property
in San Diego County, and 11,033 shares to
W'lUiam Bowclen and associates for money ad-
vanced and to sell 2.5,000 shares at $1 for
installing additional eiiuipment and developtnent.

Tuolumne County

EAGLE SHAWMUT (.lacksonviUe)—Optioned by
Tonopah Belmont Development Co. ; property in-

cludes the mines, mill sites, 100-stamp mill and
large surface plant. First installment of purchase
price paid. Property operated for years by the
Rosenfelds of San Francisco. Louis Rosenfeld,
the president, recently died.

COLORADO

Clear Creek County

NEWTON MILL (Idaho Springs)—Additional
flotation machines installed.

ROCKFORD (Idaho Springs)—Development will
soon be resiuued by North American Smelter and
Mines Co.

FRANKLIN (Idaho Springs)—Development by
Peterson & Co., lessees, has opened payable ore.

Jones & Co. leasing on lower levels.

ST. GEORGE (Georgetown)—Being developed
under management of Charles Fulton. New com-
pressor being installed.

TOGO AND DRUID (Idaho Springs)—Being
developed by G. E. Collins. Electric hoist is

being installed and winze will be sunk on the
vein.

UNCAS CHIEF MINING AND MILLING CO.
(Idaho Springs)—New incorporation to accinire
and operate mining properties in Clear Creek
County.
FRENCH FLAG (Idaho Springs)-Shaft will

be sunk an additional 100 ft. and 300-ft. level

will be advanced westward to prospect Silver
Age oreshoot. Additions to mining eciulpment
will include air compressor and machine drills,

C. S. Ripley, manager.

Custer County

BEAUTY BELLE (Westelilfe)-Lessees opening
good-grade lead ore on property near (Juerlda.

BEN EATON (WcstdilTe)— Shaft sinking under
way near Querida by lessees of Denver,

PRINCESS ANNIE (WestdilTe)—This mine, 12
mi. southwest, in Sangre de Cristo range, being
developed by shaft and tunnel work. Silver-
copper ore opened and shlppitig will bi'gin soon.

Mineralization in iiuartz-filled flssm-es In granite.

Eagle County
BLACK IRON GUOfTP SALE by American Zinc

Co. to Empire ZlTic Co. reported to have been
comi)leted in Denver recently. (Jroup (tonsists of

30 claims on Battle Mountain and covers about
one-third of limestone licit of district. Ciiees-

man estate, owner of ground, and American '/A]\r.

Co. Iiolds lease and bond secured two years ago.

Black Iron, It Is stated, has been prodiu'ing 300
to 3.50 tons zinc ore daily for past two years.

Empire Zinc Co. now holds practically entire lime-

stone belt of district.

Gilpin County

TWO-FORTY' (Central City)—Being worked by
1( ssei's. Mine iniwatered and repaired. Slop-
ing gold ore,

ANNEX MINING AND MILLING (Central City)

—Long-time lease secured by this company on
Saratoga mine and dumps. Tlie 300,000-lon dumiis
will be treated in company's 10-stamp mill.

Morgan County

DRILLING FOR OIL near Brush will begin

soon. All macliinery except boilers on ground,

drillers also on band. Town of Padrone has

sprung up in conseuuence of oil boom.

Park County

MAGNOLIA (Alma)—Operations suspended
until severe winter weather is over.

IN WESTON PASS SECTION, there is prospect

of a mining revival in the spring. Tlie Cincinnati

mine has opened a large shoot of shipping-grade

lead ore in its tunnel level. Ore being stored

at mine until roads are open.

Summit County

.lESSIE (Breckenridge)—Development progress-

ing steadily : much low-grade ore blocked out.

Ore now being tested by flotation process.

HOWE (Breckenridge)—This group in upper
Blue Kiver section taken over by Denver men;
operations will start after spring lireakup.

ROY'AL TIGER (Breckenridge)-Wink on this

property on Swan River will be resumed. Mine
opened by lOOO-ft. tunnel; tonnage of gold-silver-

lead-zinc ore blocked.

GIBSON HILL MINING AND MILLING (Breck-

enridge)—Developments encouraging; some lead-

zinc ore being shipped and milling ore being
placed on dumps until amount justifies mill.

WELLINGTON MINES CO. (Breckenridge)—
The Wellington Mines Co. of Arizona, with
capitalization of $10,000,000, has been dissolved,

and The Wellington Mines Co., a Colorado cor-

poration, with capitalization of .$1,000,000,

formed. Shareholders in the Arizona corpora-

tion will receive a "pro rata" distribution of

stock. New arrangement will lessen taxes and
simplify conduct of company business.

FLORIDA

Polk County

AMERICAN CYANAMID CO. (Brewster, Fla.,

and 200 Fifth Ave., New Y'ork)—Has acquired

Amalgamated Phosphate Co.'s pebble-phosphate
properties and will install equipment to double

output. Product will be sent to company's new
plant on New Y'ork harbor where eyanamid, made
at Niagara Falls, will also be assembled for

the production of a new fertilizing material,

"Ammo-Pl»os," containing ammonia and phos-

phoric acid.

GEORGIA

MINEROIL CO. OF NEW YORK, INC. (1234
Tribune Bldg., New Y'ork)—Boggs Branch gold

property will be operated by this company under
direction Dr. A. H. Malaney. Dam to develop
hydro-electric power is to be built across Etowah
River on company property.

IDAHO

Blaine County

WILBERT (Arco)—Winze from 600-ft. level is

down 100 ft. in lead-silver orebody 1 to 6 ft.

wide. First-class ore being shipped : mill run

on accumulating second-class ore will be made
.soon. H. S. Knight, Kearns Bldg., Salt L.ake

City, titall. maimger.

Bonner County

IDAHO CONTINENTAL CO. (Klockmann)—
New 300-{on mill, operating from Aug. 1.5 to

.Ian. 15, produced 1S75 tons of concentrates

carrying 2.5 to 30 oz. Ag and 60 to 70% I'll

;

mill ran only 12 hours daily owing to lack of

water power ; additional power unit to be added.

A. Klocknmnn, president.

Shoshone County

HECLA (Burke)—First car of zinc ore recently

shipped from Oronogo vein. Company has been
large producer of lead and silver. The zinc ore

is being obtained from eastern section of the

property.

STAR MINING (Wallace)—This proiierty, com-
prising nine patented and seven uiqiatented

claims, west of the Federal Miinng and Smelting
Col's Morning mine, has been idle for years,

lint receTidy over a dozen men were put to work.
Mine openings consist of two adits with mnner-
ous drifts and crosscuts which opened eonslder-
alile low-grade lead ore. Morning mine in

(Ififting west on its SOO level enc<nnitcred gocul

ore. It is understood that suit will shortly be
brought against the Federal comp;iny for ore tres-

pass and that the work now being done at the

St.ar Is to secure necessary evidence. E. II,

Molllt. maTiager. (Later Suit for $5110,(100 filed

at Boise, Mar. 1.)

MAINE

Hancock County

IIOLMAN .MOI.VIIDKNITE (Rockland)—This
disseminated molyltdenite deposit on a granite hill

in Township 10 has been opened by quarry 90x200
ft,, l)esides several smaller opencuts Vj mi. west
and two shallow shafts about 100 ft. to the north,
these exposures indicating an average tenor of

about 1% MoSj. Now preparing to erect first

milling unit. About nn. from Franklin station
on .Maine Central R.R. .M. R. and C. Vey Hol-
man, owners.

MICHIGAN

Copper
ADVENTURE (Greenland) -Shipping about 200

tons daily. Stoping on second, third and sixth

levels.

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—New lode opened
for about 100 ft. ; revealed fair grade of rock.

MOHAWK (Moliawk)—Copper output in 1916
was 13,834,000 lb., comparing with 1.5,882.914

lb. in 1915 : decrease due to labor shortage.

WOLVERINE (Kearsarge)—Copper production
in 1916 was 6.185,7.53 lb., about the same as In

1915. Rock average 17.478 lb. per ton.

MASS (Mass)—Sinking from 13th level on
Butler lode at C shaft. Producing alrout 1100
tons per day, yielding over 16 lb. per ton,

INDIANA (Rockland)—Down 225 ft. with .shaft

and will proceed to 300-ft. level, where drifting

will be done in both directions to explore lodes
of the Evergreen and Knowlton series.

ISLE ROY'ALE (Houghton)—Started work on
No. 7 rockhouse ; putting in new rock crusher.
No. 2 unwatered to 30th level ; not hoisting yet.

Sinking suspended at No. 5 and No. 6 shafts in

order to use men in mining.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—At I500-ft.

level, lode found to be regular and unbroken.
Widtll of lode is 24 ft. on tlie angle of the
crosscut and 20 ft. perpendicular to its walls.

Sinking to the 1625-ft. level will be commenced
as soon as the new rockhouse engine arrives.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—This com-
])any and subsidiaries now using about 3000 tons
of coal daily. Contract let for large coal bridge
at Hubbell coal docks, raising capacity from
200,000 to 500,000 tons per annum ; Union dock
at Dollar Bay, serving C. & H. subsidiaries, has
capacity of 300,000 tons,

MINNESOTA

Cuyuna Range

FEIGH property in Sec. 10, 46-29 is being
developed by shaft sinking and hydraulic strip-

ping. West quarter will be operated by the Hill

Mines Co. as a pit-continuation of the Hill

Crest mine. Remainder of property will be
mined imderground by the .lefferson Iron Mining
Co. The estimated tonnage from drill explora-
tions is 6,114,375 tons averaging 56.68% Fe
and 0.260% P. Approximately 1,000,000 tons
will be mined by openpit. Jefferson company
is sinking a 13xl8-ft. lagged shaft through 85
ft. of sand and expect to develop main level at
165 ft. Orders have been placed for electric

equipment which include one 50-kw. General
Electric rotary converter, one two-ton conical-
drum, electric ore hoist, one electric cage hoist,

two electric locomotives,

BRAINERD CUY'UNA (Brainerd)—The partly
developed property In Sec. 36, 45-31, has been
leased to an Eastern furnace company on a
royalty of 35c. a ton.

Mesabi Range

YORK (Nashwauk)—Construction of washing
plant started ; will be similar to that of the
Crosby.

ALBANY (Hibhing)—New shaft being sunk.
Equipment for screening plant purchased.

BRAY' (Keewatln)—Mining resumed, after idle-

ness of three years.

MISSOURI

Joplin District

TREECE, KAN., is newest mining camp in this

district. It lies directly west of Baxter Springs,

abinit 6 miles, and is coming into prominence
through development operations of the Butte &
Superior company on territory in this vicinity.

FRANK SPONABLE (Alba)—New mill at Neck
City will start soon. Old Little Mary plant

enlarged and improved. Gas engines furnish

IH)wer.

JIcDONALD BROS. (Webb City)—New mill on
Cfi?n)or land at Prosperity in operation. Rich
disseniinated formation at 196-ft. level, with sheet

ground below.

LUCKY KH) (Tar River, Okla.)—Puri'hased for

$35,000 a 40-acre lease on Horker land, 3i.i

miles southwest of Baxter. Extensive drilling

indicates (U'e run.

FLANNEKY ZINC (Sarcoxle)-Sliovelers placed

in ground and mill started Mar, 5, after idle-

ness at mine since mill burned Dec. 2, Three
Diesel oil engines used.
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since nccvnibtT. No. 2

SiKift at iNu. 1 sunk 1j

LEAD AND ZINC DEVELOPMENT (Miami,

Okla.)—StartinR shaft aiul will crfct mill <">, "j":
;

I mile northeast of tluapaw. Okla. heveial <liiM

holes show ore from Hill tu 1X0 It.

TULSA LEAD AND ZINC (.loplln)—Cumpletea

imiirovements at So. 1 mill In Koutli .lophn and

will start again ; idle

plant also in operation

ft. deeper.

WADE MINING AND MILLING (JopUn)—Has

quit working tailing at jiroperty between Diamcind

and Tipton Eord and is going Into old urltts.

Draining completed. Evans W. Buskett, Joplln,

treasurer.

SYMMES (Joplln)—Have connected mill, near

Prosperity, with new Dixie shaft by 480-tt.

tram. Now sinking tliird field shaft, southeast

of mill, where recent drill liole showed rich

blende cuttings tor 13 ft.

SEQUOYAH (.Toplin)—Has sunk shaft into rich

ore at new property northeast of Picher. Okla.

near Kansas-Oklahoma state line. Moying old

Senuovah mill from Thorns Station to site and
• ..--.. - 1,1 jgsse Short,hope to begin operations Mar.

Joplin, interested,

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

ORIGINAL, BANNACK (Bannack)—In Pioneer

shaft, 35 ft. below present crosscut, a body

of high-grade copper ore is being opened. Com-
pany Is arranging for transportation of ore to

Grant by the American Tran.s|iortation Co., which

Is operating trucks for the BaniKick Gold Mining

Co. in the same district.

Mineral County

TARBOS (Saltese)—Recent reports from ProP;

erty highly encouraging. Vein, encountered 23.>

ft "from shaft, has been drifted upon and shows

high lead, silver and zinc. East vein lias width

of 100 ft. on surface. Impregnated with lead

and zinc. Jline now eiiuipped with uptodate

machinery and expected to produce shortly.

Park County

.TARDINE GOLD MINING AND MILLING (Jar-

dine)—This company has acuuired properties of

Kimberly Gold Mining and Montana Consolidated

companies, embracing over 300 acres and power

plant. 40-stamp mill, cyanide plant. 150-hp. com-

pressor and sliops. Developing low-grade ore-

bodies, but there also occur bunches of high-grade

gold ore and pockets of scheelite. T. J. Welcker,

superintendent. W. S. Hunnewell. president; H.

C. Bacorn, vice-president and general manager

;

head office. Silver Bow Block. Butte,

Silver Bow County

SNOW BLOCKADE on the Butte Anaconda &
Pacific Ry. compelled many Butte copper mines to

close for' day shift. Feb. 27, the bins becoming

full before regular sliipment to Anaconda could

be made.
DAVIS-DALY* (Butte)—At company's Colorado

mine 2ri0 tons of copper ore now being hoisted

per day Output will soon he increased. Ship-

ments of rich ore from recently discovered vein

on 2400 level gave returns of over $28,000 for

one lot of five cars.

OTISCO (Butte)—Charles J. Stone, formerly of

the Butte-Alex Scott mine, has t

Otisco, one of Butte's old-time mines with

view of exploiting its silver ores. It is 600 ft.

southwest of Anaconda's Belmont mine and is one

of the Largev estate mines. Old workings on 100

and 200 levels will be unwatered and explored for

orebodies which at present price of silver should

prove profitable.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—High price

of silver has promiited company to develop the

Emily and Corinthian veins in northern part

of property, the Emily vein having in past days

furnished rich silver ore. New veins encountered

on 1000-ft. level ciirry both copper and silver.

Electric pump purchased from Butte & London

will be installed at 1000-ft. station, after which

sinking to l.'iOO level will be started.

ANACONDA (Butte)—At this company's West

Colusa mine. William D. Lewin. a boss trammer,

was overcome by gas on tlie fourth floor of the

1000-ft level, on Feb. 2S. and died while being

brought to the surface by helmet men. Frank
McPherson who was with him at the time,

managed to get down to level below and give

warning Mine officials unable to account for

the gas, but stated it might have come from

unconquered mine fires of 2r> years ago which

still rage in the district. Presence of gas not

reported In any other mines.

NEVADA
Lander County

COPPER CANYON MINING CO (Buttle Moun-
tain) This old Glasgow & Western property now
being develoiied by new company. Taking out

100 tons daily, much of which Is of shipping

grade stoping ore from two levels above the

113-ft and the lS8-ft. levels. Pumping out

old nOO-ft. shaft. Officers and directors are:

R. M. Atwater. Jr.. iiresident : C. C. Burger,

vice-president: L. E, Whlcher. treasurer: P. Pelz.

secretary; and Herman Aaron. F. Sommcr
Schmidt, manager.

Lincoln County

PRINCE CONSOLIDATED (Piocbe)—Weekly
shipments have lately been running between 2500

and 3000 tons.

GROOM (Indian Springs via Las Vegas)—Tom
Jlc'Cormac, of Las Vegas, lessee, shiiiping tiO tons

lier week of lead-silver ore by tractors and

trucks to Indian Springs station, 00 miles. In

1010 shipments amount to 1455 dry Ions.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week Feb. 24

was 10,312 tons, valued at $185,010, comparing

with 9598 tons during the jirevlous week. Pro-

ducers were : Tonopah Belmont, 2IMM! tons :
Tono-

'pali Mining, 3000; Tonopah Extension, 2380: Jim

Butler, 800; West End, 048: Rescue, 191; Hall-

fax, 210; Montana, 100; Midway, 57; and the

Cash Boy. 20 tons.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—January
receipts $103,827 ; exiienses, $92,701 ; operating

profit, $71,120.

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Recent ore strike

on lOO-ft. level followed down to 435 level, ore

improving in value. Tests have shown tliat

realgar can be eliminated by roasting winch

will be followed by cyanlding. Mill to be ready

early in summer.

NEW JERSEY
HOFF MINING AND REALTY IMPROVEMENT

(Wharton)—Surface cave occurred at this iron

mine, 3 miles from Wharton, on Mar, 5. caused

considerable damage. Subsidence covered area

of about one acre and maximum depth reporteu

to be 150 ft.

UTAH
Beaver County

LEONORA (Jlilford)-Jleeting called I" „<^""-

sider increasing capitalization from 1.000,1)00

siiares par value 10c. to 1,500.000. par value

remaining same. John Matson. president.

MOSCOW (Miltord)—Jline produced 35 cars of

ore (about 1000 tons) during last four months;

.November, 14 cars; December. 5; January, •

32; Kerr Lake-by Dom. Red. Co., 99; Laltune,

131; McKlnley-Durragh. 138; O'Brien, 85; Peiin

Canadian, 83; Right-of-way, 41; TenilskaniliiB,

41; Trcthewey, ii ; total, 927 tons; Cobalt ore

conlalning no silver, Aguanlco (.North Cobalt),

20.00 tons; nickel ore, Alexo (Poniuis Junction),

515 tons; asbestos, Sladc & Forbs Asbestos Co.

(South i'orcuplne), 1 ton.

THOMPSON -KKLST (Porcupine)—Diamond-drill
hole, at angle of 45°, slated to have cut 75 ft.

of ciuartz carrying gold.

TECK-HI;g1IES (KIrkland Lake)—Power now
being received from new transmission line. The
SO-lon ball mill Is In operation.

RAND CONSOLIDATED (Cobalt)— Copper
opened on .No. 2 property ; the sulphides running
about 31%. Five or six tons a day being taken

out.

KURD (KIrkland Lake)—On this claim, being

develoi)ed by the La Rose, vein is 12 to 15 ft.

wide at 50-ft. level, with some showings of

free gold.

WEST DOME CONSOLIDATED (Porcupine)—
Steam plant superseded by electricity. Drifting

on main vein at :',oO-ft. level has been continued

for 50O ft. ; average width 5 ft. reported. A
winze Mill be put down to 400-ft. level.

MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA (Cobalt)

—The headciuarters, now in England, are shortly

to be removed to Toronto. Car of high-grade
ore recently shipped, estimated to contain 227,000

oz. of silver and Is said to be most valuable

carload ever sent out of the camp.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Timmlns)—Re-
port for four weeks, ended Jan. 28, shows gross

profits of $217,100, from 48,119 tons; average
value $8.71 ; working cost $3.88 per ton milled.

Mill ran S5.5';{, of jKi.ssible time. Deflclt had
creased to $298,490. Dividend cut one-half Mar.
6, or to 17o in eight weeks.

PETERSON LAKE (Cobalt)—Long-continued

February
'

10 cars. Shipping both lead and zinc contest for control resulted in the retirement

ores; in February, 3 cars zinc (running .,0/c,),

and 7 cars lead. Drifting being done from bottonl

of 1400-ft. shaft, recently completed to connect

with old workings.
Juab County

TINTIC SHIP.MENTS in February amounted to

737 cars as compared to S02 cars in January.

Reduction due to heavy snows Conditions

especially unfavorable during week ended tU).

24 some mines being forced to suspend tor two

three days or to restrict operations.

of old directors excepting the president. Sir Henry
JI. Pellatt. Three new directors—W. A. Lam-
port, S. G. Forst and Charles 51. Mlckel—were
elected, and it is understood that at next meeting
M. B. Borg and Irving Ermst, both of New Y'ork,

will be added to the board.

MEXICO
BOLEO (Santa Rosalia)—January copper out-

put 1.982,400 lb.; average grade of ore 3.39%.

MEXICO MINES OF EL ORO (El Oro, Mex.)

—

"'i.-v';rHT""RlirRf>AD SNOWBOUND for several Declared dividend of 7s. per share payable Mar.

da^SJ'^Z'T IrrWsom, and Dragon H-Ar^^^^sii^ce Juiie, m^ Figures for
.
year

Consolidated mines to remain closed.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—Work resumed

after sliutdown of few days due to inability to get

coal to mine from station, owing to heavy

snows.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—ReiKirt for

liilG shows net earnings of $154,776 as compared

with $143,345 in 1915. During year two dividends

of 5c. each, amounting to $89,314. paid. I ro-

duction amounted to 5.815.776 lb. lead as com-

pared to 8.275.734 lb. in 1915 ; 347,501 oz. silver

as compared to 441.208 oz. m 1915 ;
gold, 9Si

oz. as compared to 1228 oz. in 1915.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Work of

lie, formerly ot
, ;„ g,,,,^ ,,([, be completed in about two

akcn over the
j^^^,,,,^^

"^
„.„, ^,1,.^ ,„pee compartments to 1800

"'""'
ft or water level. Owing to stormy weather,

and consequent difficulty in procuring coal, ore

production almost at standstill with orebins till

during week ended Feb. 24. Shipments held

down for several weeks by car shortage. Pre-

paring to install pumping plant to be used

when work below water level is undertaken on

completion of shaft.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Bingliam)—January produc-

tion 13 913 811 lb.—heaviest of any January so

far Previous high record for month-January,
1916-was 11,999.910 lb.

BINGHAM MINES (Bingham)—Gross earnings

for 1916 $251,422 as compared to $236,792 m
1915 Dividends on company's holdings in Eagle

& Blue Bell of Tintic were $65,912. Surplus

$185 159 as compared to $197,923 in 1915.

BOSTON DEVELOPMENT (Salt Lake)—New
find at bottom of 1800-ft. incline in old Maxfleld

mine in Big Cottonwood— operated under bond

and lease bv <-ompany—reported to be yielding la

tons of ore daily. Fifty -five men being worked.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIP.MENTS for February, 6304

tons as compared to 6943 tons in January ;
dif-

ference due to bad weather.

IOWA COPPER (Park City)—Installation ot

machinery practically cmnpleted. Mining to be

resumed soon. February shipments 135 tons.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Shaft agiiin in working

order Preiiaring to unwuter from 1500 to 1700;

work at deiitli to be resumeil soon by company.

Lessees to number of 120 at work in upper work-

ings. February produclion 560 tons.

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS from Colialt in January over

the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Ry., are

reported bv Arthur A. Cole, mining engineer, as

f.illows- Aladdin, 21 tons; Beaver. 42: ("onlagas.

55- Cobalt Comet—by Dom Red. Co.. 58; Crown

Reserve—bv Dom. Red Co.. 97: Hudson Bay,

ended June 30, 1910, just available, showed loss

of £21.855; unappropriated profit carried forward

£50.072 : ore reserves. 505,300 tons averaging

$10.40 in gold and 0.4 oz. silver. Development
has been continued on small scale. Mill started

in August. 1916, and to end of December had
treated 31,000 tons. Issued capital, June 30.

1916. was £180,000 ; since then British and
French authority obtained to issue 30,000 shares

for the Oro Nolan property.

AMERICANS RETURNING to Sonora and a

number of mines preparing to resume. A recent

letter from an engineer at Hermosillo states:

"Over a dozen Americans came in on today's

train. La Colorado gold mine is starting up
again. About 40 miles farther east, an Okla-

homa company is starting its silver mines. About
30 miles northwest of Hermosillo. another silver

mine is preparing to erect a reduction plant

A man who arrived from the North on today's

train told me there were three cars of mining
machinery for Sonora mines on the sidetrack on

the Mexican side of the line. From this you

will see that the Villa trouble in Chihuahua
is having little effect on conditions in Sonora."

NICARAGUA
TONOPAH-NICARAGIA CO. (Bluefields)—This

subsidiary of Tonopah Mining Co., of Philadel-
,

phia, U. S. A., is developing the Santa Rita mine

and it is reported has option on the Bonanza
mine, which will be examined by J. E. Spurr,

while he is in Nicaragua, with the Tonopah
officials to observe the starting of the Eden mill,

expected late in March,.

RUSSIA

LENA GOLDFIELDS, LTD., (441 Salisbury

House. London. Eng.)—Directors have accepted

offer from un-named "responsible parties for pur-

chase of 41.000 shares of company's Lenskoie

holdings at 450 rubles or, in certain events, £30

per share, payable in three annual installments."

Presumably to provide funds for dredging and

other proposed extensions of the Siberian opera-

tions. Details to be given out at annual meeting.

BELGIAN CONGO

UNION MINIERE DU HAUT KATANGA (Lu-

bumbashi)—.Tanuary copper output 1472 tons;

plant closed few days early in month for repairs;

last week's output was 523 tons.

SOUTH AFRICA

MEYER & CHARLTO.V (Johannesburg)-Strike

of white miners, comprising 31 men, occurred

Feb 7, because two sklpmen refused to join

union.
'

First time "open shop" issue has been

raised here.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Cable

estimate February cleanup $132,232.
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realized iifciiln $17. Shipments from South Amer-
ica arc not a.s lieavy as tlicy used to be, as
in tlie Art'entlne as well as in Peru and Ho-
livla, (ireat Brit.:lin. Tranee and Itai.v are com-
;)etinE against eadl otlier for the securintj of

suiiplies. As a matter <ir fad. to diseiiuraRe

shipments to this countr.v. tlie Ailies iiave paid

in South America, f.o.li. Soutii American port,

prices at, wliicll tungsten ore cinild ilavi- i)eeu

bought f.o.li. New Yorli. A si.\-montlis' contract

was closed in Soutli .America at prices of about

$16.65 f.o.h. Soutii American shippinp; point,

and nctiotiatious for furtiier contracts to cover

the wiioie of tiiis year are now In process.

Should shipments frinn Soutii America remain
as low as tiley liave been dnriUR tlie last inontli.

the chances are tilat our home supply will lie

called upon to fill the marltet needs and tiiis

should worii toward a liiciier levei of prices.

Ferberite and scheeiite liave aEain reali/ed -Six.

with wolframite now up to $17."

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK— IVIar. 7

Belief in early Goiernnicnl purcliasinff on a

war foutiUE scale seems to be the nnderlyiup; rea-

son for tlie sliarp advances and continued streiictli

of both iron and steel mariiets, accordinj; to

"Iron Ape." Facinp: tiie possible Government jn-e-

emption of space in niiiis, after suITcrinji tiie

curtaiiment of output, particularly throuiiliout

February, amountinc to perhaps 'Ml'", as an
estimated average, both pig iron and finisiicd

.steel are sensitive to even expected iuiving of

consumers.
PITTSBURGH— iVIar. 6

The heaviest snowfall of tlie season occurred

in this general district on Sunday and raiirnad

operations were greati.A liaiiipered but conditions

are already improving and by next week are ex-

pected to be better than at any time during tile

winter. The mills shipped a trifle more steel

last week tiian the week before, but still iiave

large accumulations.
Iron and steel pipe have been advanced two

points or about $4 a ton. effective Mar. o. tile

advance covering also line pipe and oil country
goods. Tlie long expected advance in wire prod-

ucts was announced yesterday. $4 a ton, mak-
ing nails $3.20, base. Pittsburgh iron mills iiave

advanced refined iron bars $'< a ton to S.'iOc.

and chain is up $10 a ton to a basis of U.r.Oc.

rredictions are that liars, plates and shapes will

siiortly be advanced. Altogetiier, steel prices have
Iieen advancing more rapidly since the middle
of December than they did on an average during
tlie two years prec-eding. despite tiie fact tiiat

the market has had an appearance of quietness.

There is a stronger disposition on the part

of consumers to cover reouirements to tiie end
of the year in all materials, a disposition at-

tributed to the prospect of war. In finislied

steel products generally there is a desire on

tlie part of regular eon.sumers to cover for

additional periods, and a large volume of busi-

ness has been put tiirough. although as to defi-

nite orders for specific reciuireinents. sueli as

bridges, buildings, etc.. conditions have been very

uniet. The automobile and agricultural imple-
ment makers iiave lately covered largely on steel

bars for second half, luit sheet mills iiave re-

fused to sell them much of tlieir product.

Pig Iron—The deadlock as to second half foun-

dr.\' iron, arising from quotations iieiiig so mucti

liigher tiiaii for basic iron, which costs aliout

the siime to make, appears to have been broken,
as three sales for second half, aggregating over

:iO0O tons, have been made at $:!.'i. valley, and
one sale is reported at $::il. An advance in basic
iron is predicted, but tlius far it lias iieen sell-

ing for all deliveries at $:iO. valley, and Jlessrs.

\V. P. Snyder & Co.'s computation of the aver-

age for February shows $:in flat, wlliic the bcs-

senicr average was $;i.'i.41S, .lanuary averages
having been $30 and $:!ri respectively. Foundry
iron was nominally quotable at $30 through tlie

month, for forward delivery, but prompt brought
an average of $35, valley. A fortnight ago south-
ern foundry iron was $24, Birniingilam. Init in

the past week practically all producers Iiave

either witiidrawri from tlie market or advanced
to $30. Hirmillgiiam. equal to $34. .15 delivered
Pittsiiurgb. We quote : Basic, $311 : bessemer,
prompt, $36 ; forward, $3r» ; foundry and malleable,

prompt, $36@38: forward, $3.''.(o :a;, all f.oli, val-

ley furnaces, l)5c. higiicr delivered I'itislmigli.

•STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

N. Y. EXCH.t

Ferroalloys

Ferromanganese Tlic scarcity continues, qim-
tations on domestic, delivered, being $300 for

prompt or first half. $275 for third iiuarter and
.$250 for fourtii quarter. Most Knglisii producers
have witiidrawn qtnitatiou $185, sealioard.

Ferrotungsten—Business is reported as iiaving

been done at $l.75ft2 per lb.

Ferromolybdenum—Manufacturers are reported
far behind witli their deliveries, owing to siiortage

of raw material.

Coke
Connellsville—The market is easier, despite

SuiKlay's big snowfall, with spot furnace $10.50

ail and spot foundry $13('(,'14. per net ton at

ovens. Two or three prodiKters iiave been sell-

ing second half foundry at $7 but have now
withdrawn and tiie niarkel is $7.5n(!i 8.50.
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The Ajo District, Arizona
BV A. J. llo.SKlN'*

SYNOPSIS—The Ajo di^rid in Pima Couniij is

the scene of great a.cUvity. Principal operator ix

11\e New Cornelia Copper Co., which has proved

JfO,000,0()0 tons of 1.5% copper ore and erected a

50U0-ton leachinij plant, ivhicli will (jo into opera-

tion in April, 1017. Several other .'onaller com-

panies: are doing exploration and derelopnienf work.

As far bai.-k a,s the early GO",s, it is claimed, the exist-

ence of copper in the western part of Pima County,

Arizona, about 25 miles north of the Mexican border, was

known to a few ^lexicans and Papago Indians, who dug

rich native copper and cuprite ore from shallow holes and

haided it by ox-teams to the coast, whence it was ship])ed

to Wales for reduction. But, except for such small-scale

and primitive operations, the region remained virgin

until about the beginning of the present century. Alin-

ing claims were surveyed by venturesome prospectors who

of cuprite, chaloocite and a little native copper were un-

covered. With depth the copper was found as bornite and
chalcocite. In the adjacent New Cornelia group the ore

is a niiiss of nionzonite jjorphyry with stringers and dis-

semination of copper minei'als. The primary minerals

are chalcopyrite and bornite, which have changed near

the surface to iron oxide and malachite. Below the shal-

low surface oxidation it is not uncommon to find, witliin

fragments of the monzonite, particles or veinlets of the

original sulphides ; while below the water level the primarj'

minerals are found intact. Chalcocite is relatively rare

in this property.

The rocks of the region are all igneous (if a few very

small ])atches of recent conglomerates that have accumu-

lated in modern stream-courses are disregarded). Among
the Hows that must have taken place over a long period,

there can be found andesite, basalt, granite, diorite and

diabase in addition to the monzonite and rhyolite already

mentioned. Close to the town of Ajo the prevailing rock

THK NORTHICUN I'ART OF THE N¥1W CORNELIA PRCIRERTV ON THE LEFT, AND COPPER MOTTNTAIN AND
NEW CORNELLS. DEVELOPMENT PL.'^.NT O.N' THE RKJHT

made efforts many times to secure the attention of i'a])i-

tal. Two or three companies were organized, and attem])ls

were made at development and the local treatment of 1he

copper ore.s, but no real success was attained.

Until recently interest in this vicinity has centt^red ex-

clusively in the New Cornelia and the Ajo groups, the

name of the camp being derived I'rom the latter. A con-

sideral)lc nniomit (if (lc\i'lii])iiiciil wurk was done f)ii liic

,\jo gi'oup, along iiniiicroiis xciiis in rhvolifc varying in

Ibii'kness from (i in. to .'U fl. .-uiil well mineralized with

oxides and sul|)hides of copper. Shafts wci'c snnk, and a

considerable tonnage of rich ore was mined and hauled in

wagons across th(> desert. Near the snri'ace, I'icb slioots

•Minins cnpineei-. P.nx ri2fi, Lp;iilvUle. Cnlo.

is rhyolite dipjiing in all directicnis from a central mass

of monzonite porphyry that lifted up the rhyolite into a

great dome, the apex of which is still discernible by a

small horizontal patch of rhyolite on the top of Copper
^Mountain. This hill, shown in the illustration on the

right, and four others, some of which are shown in the

illiisti'ation on the k'ft. comprise all the rhyolite batho-

litli that ontci'oiis in th(> vicinity. It is probable that

the vent whence this great sheet rose may lie directly

beneath thcs(> hills. The New Cornelia Copper Co.

owns all this monzonite area, the co])|icr bearing por-

tion being about 55 acres. Tlie lioldings of the Ajo
Cfinsolidated Co]iper Co. are immediately adjacent to the

New Cornelia group to the east in the ilnolite area.
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A slmi't. (listanco in any (lii'cciii'ii rnun flic iown of Ajn

arc round outcrops of tlio various otliur eruptives iiicn-

tionod. The t>ruptions appear to have followed one an-

other at long intervals; metamorphisni was produced

along with distortions. The mapping of the area geo-

logically has never heen doiie thoroughly except in the

vicinity of the towni, hut it will jjrohably be required in

the proposed mining activities of several new companies

that have taken up properties in the outlying parts of the

district. Among these companies is the Arizona-Jerome

Copper Co., owning the South Cornelia group of 3;i0 acres

about three miles south oi' AJo. Here are found all the

rocks mentioned with the exception of the monzonite,

which is presumed to be present at considerable depth.

The different flows outcroj) in approximately parallel

bands from a fe^v to several liundreds of feet in thickness,

hut these are undoubtedly the upturned edges of sheets

having strikes about N 55° W. There is usually a distinct

clea\'age along the same course, although in places there

are sharp cross-strikes due probably to structural stresses.

DlFFEKENT lIlNEIiALOGICAL CONDITIONS IN SoUTirERX

Part of Di.stkict

The conditions in the mineralization of this outlying

southern part of the district are different somewhat from

those in either of the two chief projierties upon which

exploration work has been done. Little development has

been done upon the South Cornelia ground, so that the

study of the formations and the minerals is limited to

exposures in many small, shallow discovery pits and

prospect holes. It is found, however, that copper occurs

in every type of rock, although, from present exposures,

the best showings are in the rhyolite. The rocks contain

myriads of tiny fractures, the majority being along the

planes of cleavage, and these fractures contain veinlets of

chalcocite which has altered to malachite near the sur-

face. Systematic exploration of this area by shaft-sinking

is already under way ^dth the object of determining the

conditions at depth. In one or two holes the showings are

good, and the company hopes to prove the presence of

large tonnages of low-grade copper ore that may be exca-

vated by openpit methods.

The region is desert; there is no grass of any sort, but

ironwood, greasewood, paloverde, manzanita and numer-

ous varieties of cactus thrive. Prospecting in this region

is an occupation involving real hardships. During the

summer the prospector must endure intense heat by day,

shortage of water and constant danger from pests such as

ants, tarantulas and scorpions. Gila monsters infest the

region, but they are so sluggish that they seldom are dan-

gerous to human i)oings. Tents are usually occupied for

sleeping, but cooking and eating are done in the open

air. Tlie winters as a rule are pleasant, although the

pre.sent season has been exceptionally cold at times.

Tiiere are no streams or bodies of water for many miles

in any direction. All water for domestic consumption is

purciiased from peddlers who maintain primitive tank-

wagon service daily from the mains of the New Cornelia

Copper Co. This company, as a preliminary necessity,

drilled a largo (lOO-ft. artesian well about six miles to the

northeast and was successful in developing an abundant

flow of remarkably pure water. It is pi|x'd throughout

the tow7i of Cornelia ami will be a. tremendous asset in

the projiosed metallurgical operations of the coin]iaiiy.

Ajo Is about 45 miles from the station of Gila Bend

on the Southern Pacific Rv. The distance is crossed by

a fairly good wagon road and by the new Tucson, (Cor-

nelia & Gila Bend Jly. owned by the Caliiniet & Arizona

Copper Co., of which tlie New Cornelia Copper Co. is a

subsidiary.

Experiments on the New Cornelia ore began in Ajjril,

1912, and have been continued almost without interrup-

tion to date. An ex])eriniental plant of 40 tons daily

capacity was first erected dose to the great deposit, the

process selected being acid leaching. Machinery for

grinding, including a tube mill, was hauled by teams

across the desert. Concrete leaching and solution tanks

were built. Water for the proc^ess was also hauled in

wagons. This temporary plant was completed in Janu-

ary, 1915, and went into immediate service. Approxi-

mately 13,000 tons of the raw surface ore was handled in

291 experiments. The results were sudi as to justify

greater investigations. Meanwhile the ground had been

most systematically sampled by 84 diamond-drill holes

and 77 fifty-foot test pits. This sampling proved the

existence of more than 40.000,000 tons that would aver-

age 1.5% copper, most of the material being available for

steam-shoveling. The drill holes varied in depth from

200 to 1000 ft. The oxidized zone was found to extend

to a very uniform level that coincides with the jjermanent

water table. Of tlie proved ore, approximately two-thirds

is designated a-s oxidized or carbonate. As tiius far tested

there is little, if any, difference in copper tenor between

the carbonate and the sulphide ores. Gold and silver

occur in a very small amount—perhaps 15c. per ton.

One spur of the railroad lies along the eastern foot of

Copper Mountain, the central hill in the New Cornelia

property as shown in the illustration. The shed-like

structure in the foreground is the temporary electric and

compressed-air plant that was used during the initial de-

velopment of the property and contains machinery driven

by an oil engine. The adit whose portal shows just aI)ove

the large dump leads back into the hill and connects with

a glory hole. Shipments in trainloads have been made to

the Calumet & Arizona works at Douglas, but these have

been discontinued and further treatment of the New Cor-

nelia ore will await the completion of the big new plant

—

probably about April, 1917. This plant is designed with

a daily capacity of 5000 tons. As the ore is delivered at

the works, it is put through one large and five smaller

gv'ratoiy crushers before being delivered by conveyors to

the storage bius. From these bins the ore is taken by

conveyors to twelve 4-ft. Synions disk grinders that reduce

it to ^ in. the ultimate fineness required. On its way
thence to the leaching tanks, the ore is automatically

sampled.

Leaching at New Coknelia

The leaching department contains 12 lead-lined con-

crete tanks, eadi 88 ft. square and 15 ft. deep, arranged

in two j)arallel row.*, in the open air. A complete pump-
ing unit accomjianies each tank, and the 3% sulphuric-

acid solution is forced into and through each tank at the

rate of 8000 gal. per min. Each tank will hold one day's

ore supply. The solution is caused to advance from tank

to tank according to the order of charging, the fresh solu-

tion passing first through the oldest charge and then in

sequence through the succefnling charges. The pregnant

solution from the last tank passes to the electrolytic tank-

house containing 158 lead-lined tanks each 4 ft. wide, .'iO

ft. long and 5 ft. deep. Tlie solution traverses these tanks

longitudiiuilly, passing between the lead anodes and the
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roppi'T ciitliiMli's. V\Mu Ikmiii;' T'l'slniidii rdizcil —wliicli is

liir.i^i'ly (lotii- in the clrrtrolysis -tlu' s(iliitii)ii is rctui'iird

for use in tlic k'iU-hinj;- (Icpartniont. (twinj;' to the dissolv-

inji; of SOUK' iron and alumina from the ore, the solutions

have a tendency to foul. Therefore, to maintain a ji-ood

i^rade of solution, it will he necessary to discard a small

amount of it after it passes the electrolytic i-clls and to

pass it over scrap iron for recovering the residual copper

in the form of sludge.

A feature of this plant that will |iro\(> unusually in-

teresting is the type of machine that has heen designed

and huilt for excavating the tails from the leaching tanks.

Briefly, this excavator is a traveling crane spanning tlie

rows of tanks. Instead of running upon elevated tracks,

however, it will travel on heavy rails laid level with the

mill floor. Upon the structural framework, high ahove

the tanks, is a so-called trolley traveling at right angles to

the main carriage. This trolley supports a heavy walking

heam upon the outward end of which is suspended the

large bucket leg from which is hung the 10-ton bucket of

the clamshell type. The entire machine is under the

control of a single operator, who will lead an interesting

life, for his station is within the bucket leg and he will

surely have his "ups and down in life." After each !)nckct

load is scooped from a tank, the walking-beam mechanism

lifts the bucket clear and the trolley travels to one end

of its track, where it stops while the bucket is dumi)ed

into the waiting dump-car. The machines capacity is ex-

]iected to be 500 tons per hour and was built by the

Wellman-Seaver-ilorgan Co., Cleveland, Ohio. The new

power plant comprises five oil-fired Stirling boilers hav-

ing a combined capacity of 4100 hp., two steam turbines

of T500 kw. each and three loOO-kw. motor-generator sets.

Living conditions at present are somewhat hard at Ajo.

owing to the inrush of laborers and prospectors. The
usual shelter is the tent. When finished, the town of Cor-

nelia will prove the better place of habitation. The New
Cornelia Copper Co. owns the town and is erecting many
substantial concrete, tile and sheet-iron buildings. These

are primarily intended for occupancy by employees. The
company is also building stores, a hotel and a bank, all

of which will be run by its own employees and managers.

No kind of business will be permitted within the town's

limits except that conducted on company account. Upon
lands contiguous to Cornelia lots have been platted for

the towns of (Jibson and Clarkson, and these will proliably

contain numerous stoics, boarding houses, theatei's, etc.,

iipcratcd by private <'a])ital.

History of the Divining Rod
The idea that a forked twig, or so-called divining rod,

is useful in locating minerals, finding hidden treasure or

detecting criminals is a curious superstition that has been

a subject of discussion since the middle of the Sixteenth

Century and still lias a strong bold on the popular mind.

('\en in Ibis country. This is evident from the large

numb(>r id' inipiiries received each ycai' by the United

States Geological Survey as to the etticaey of such a

twig, especially for locating underground water. To fur-

ni.sh a re]>ly to these inquiries the Survev has published

ii paper" by .Arthur .1. h'lli-^. on (be history of divining-ind

'"Water-Supply Pajier 416" can be obtained by adilrcssing:
Vio Director. Unitetl States Geological Survey. WashinKton,
DC.

practice with a bililiography that includes a truly aston-

ishing luinibcr of hooks and paiiiphlets on this subject.

It is doubtrnl whethei' so niiich iincstigation and dis-

cussion have been bestowed on any other subject with such

absolute lack of positive results. It is difficult to see how
for practical purposes the entire matter could be more
thoroughly discredited. It is by no means true that all

jiersons using a forked twig or some other device for

locating water or other minerals are intentional de-

ceivers. Some of them are doubtless men of good char-

acter and benevolent intentions. However, as anything

that can be dee]ily veiled in mystery affords a good op-

|)ortunity for swindlers, there can be no reasonable doubt

that many of the large group of professional finders of

water, oil, or other minerals who take pay for their "'serv-

ices''" or for the sale of their "instruments" are delib-

erately defrauding the people and that the total amount
of money they obtain is large. To all inquirers the

Ignited States Geological Survey therefore gives the advice

not to expend any money for the services of any "water

witch'' or for the use or purchase of any machine or in-

strument devised for locating underground water or

minerals.

IIlSTOi!Y OF THE SUPERSTITION

In tracing the history of the subject, it is found that

divining rods have been used for a great variety of pur-

[loses, including the location of ore deposits, buried or

hidden treasure, well sites, the finding of lost landmarks

and animals, th(> detection of criminals and the analysis

of personal <-haracter. They have been used as fetishes

to insure immunity from disease. They have been used

to determine the amount of water available by drilling at

a given spot, the depth at which ore or water occurs, the

direction of the cardinal points, and the height of trees,

and to analyze ores and water.

The origin of the superstition is lost in antiquity.

What is believed to be the first published description of

the divining rod is contained in Agricola's "De re m^tal-

lica," which was published in 1556. The device became

common in Germany, and it was introduced into Eng-

land bv German miners during the reign of Elizabeth,

and before the end of the Seventeenth Century had

spread throughout Europe. Everywhere it aroused

controversy. The rules prescribed for the cutting of the

twig partook largely of heathen sorcery and astrology and

were directly traceable to the old Scandinavian and Ai^an

mythology. But this heathen influence was ofl'set when

the rod was duly Christianized by baptism, l)eing laid for

this purpose in the bed with a newly baptized child, by

whose Christian iianu' it was afterward addressed. It is

readilv conceivable that tlie motive for surrounding this

practice with a religious atmosjjlicre might not have l)een

altogether a belief in its di\in(' cliaracter, for at that

time anyone found engaged in mysterious works was in

danger of being charged with sorcery and burned to

death at the stake.

The divining rod continued to be a favorite subject

with alchemist ic writers until about I6(i0, when a new

turn of affairs was brought about by a Jesuit father, who

denounced il as an instrument controlled by the devil.

The subject was then taken up by th(> church, and for more

than 100 years it was hotly debated by churchmen, in

KIDS, the year of the Salcin witchcraft, its notoriety was

greatlv increased by the arrest and execution of a criminal

through the agency of a peasant who u-ed a divining rod.
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As late as 170-! this pciisaiit was cniploycil to jioiiit out

witli his tJiviiiing rod Protestants for massaero, iukKm- Iho

plwi of punishment for crimes they had committed. Tlie

divining rod was in some respects clcsely related to

witchcraft, as is snggestcd by the use of incantations in

connection with divining, and to this relationsliip may he

ascribed in some measure the strengthening of belief in

it. Witchcraft at that time had become a frenzy, and

anything whicli by any stretch of tlie imagination could

be suspected of implication with witchcraft became a

subject of discussion and the basis of lli'm opinions and

beliefs. In 1701, however, the Inquisition issued a decree

against the further use of the divining rod in criminal

prosecution, and this use of the device rapidly came to

an end.

In the last of the Eighteenth Century an attempt was

made to explain water-witching as an electric phenome-

non, and later it was discussed as a psychic phenome-

non. At almost every step in the advance of science some-

one has attempted to explain its supposed operation by

means of the latest scientific theories.

Before the present war there were several societies in

Germany whose sole object was said to be the study of the

divining rod. In 1910 the Department of Agriculture of

France appointed a committee to investigate the subject,

and in 1914 this committee was still investigating.

Red Mountain—A 40-Year Monument

to the Crosscut Tunnel
By a. G. dk Golyer*

There is some interesting work now going on in the

Red Mountain section of the San Juan mining district

of Colorado, which, if it is successful, will have an im-

portant influence on mining in this district. I refer to

the effort on the part of the Vernon Mining Co. to develop

a mine on Red Mountain by the simple process of follow-

ing the ore downward from the surface—something that

the Red ^fountain miner has woefully neglected in the

past, with the result that Red and Brown .Mountains have

stood out for years as apparently non-producers right

in the heart of the San Juan triangle.

To my knowledge, and I have known this section since

a boy, the orebodies have not been followed from the

surface since the days of the Yankee Girl, Guston and

other bonanzas far down on the western slope of Red

Minuitain, and even then this fundamental rule of min-

ing science as taught in our schools and colleges was ap-

plied only to the zone near the town of Ironton. And as I

.see it, the only reason they followed their ore streaks down

even there was that the tunnel sites were mostly above

the croi)i)ings and therefore there was no place to start

except on the vein and no jiarticular direction to go ex-

cept down. The result was that mines were opened there,

whereas the orebodies in the mountains around have been

scrak'hed only by the hand steel and ''dinner-bucket"

bailing apparatus of the ])rospector and have been aimed

at but never hit by aml)itious cro.sscut tunnels with their

faces about half way into tlie objective points.

Hero then are two mountains geographically in the

center of a jiroductive mining district and geologically in

the best formation, the andcsite. On these mountain.s,

where the ore had been seriously Followed, meager surface

•Consultinpr mining enKinoer. Ouray. Colo

shou'iiiLjs had (k'M'iopcd into inunensely |]i'oductivc mines

from about the 200-11. level down. Other .showings,

equally good aJid even nmch better, but handica])pc(l by

possessing a crosscut tunnel site, are still showings and

nothing more. Surely this was gi-ouml for serious pros-

pecting— for ore following.

Away up on Red Mountain, in Gray Co])per Gulch, I have

been instrumental in having the Vernon .Mining Co. take '

hold of the South Dakota and other claims through which

the South Dakota and Vernon veins take their course, be-

ing visible for a mile or more on the surface. The South

Dakota is without doubt one of the stronge.st fissures, if

not the strongest, in this entire .section, and has ])een .so

characterized by the United States Geological Survey.

This fis.«ure is from 80 to 100 ft. in thickness and dips at

an angle of about 45° toward a probable intersection

with the Vernon vein at a depth of around 300 ft. or a

little deeper. In this big vein, in the most favorable

formation of the San Juan country, leasers years ago did

some work around a depth of 50 ft. and shipped ore from
a chamber which reached a width of 20 ft., this ore being

the characteristic highgrade of the section. After the

manner of leasers, ore had a great attraction for them
and they, of course, underhand sloped, thus greatly dis-

turbing the owners of the property, who in turn canceled

the lease. The leasers left the operations with a substan-

tial orebody .-^bowing in the bottom of their workings at

a (Icjith of .'iO ft., but there the matter rested.

Veunon Followixg the Vein' Dowx

The Vernon Mining Co. has equipped this property

with modern, electrically operated machinery and is now
sinking its shaft in the South Dakota vein, paralleling the

orebodies as shown in the shallow workings. The shaft is

now down a little more than 250 ft. and is going down at

the rate of about 20 ft. a week. The company will push

the shaft down to the intersection of the two vejns and

develop laterally at the 300 and below.

The shaft was not started in the oreshoot of the South

Dakota vein, but at a depth of 150 ft. ore commenced to

come into it, and below that depth the shaft has continu-

ously showed increasing mineralization. The question is.

What will be found on the 300 and below ? To my mind,

and I have followed this district closely for years, the in-

creasing mineralization in the shaft can have but one

meaning—the same that it has had in' the successful

mines of this camp.

If the Vernon develops into a mine, it will mean a time

of rejuvenation for Red jMountain and it will mean the

development at depth of a do^n other promising sur-

face showings which have been onlj' scratched by leasers

and prospectors. It will be but one more instance of the

wisdom of the old maxim, "Follow your ore." In other .

words, it will mean that 40 years have been wasted on

lied ]\Iountain, for during the last 40 years mines have

been made on all sides of this peak, while it rested a mon-
ument to the fallacy of driving crosscut tunnels of con-

siderable length and always at great expense of both time

and money.

A Collt^ffre Course on the Huninn Side of KnK'ineeriii^ has
been outllnt'd by the industrial department of tlie Interna-
tional Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations, 124
East Twenty-eighth St., New York. A copy of the outline

together with a list of reference books may be obtained by
applying to V. H. Kindge, Jr., at the foregoing address.
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Depreciation and Measurement of Expired
Outlay on Plant—IF

By E. a. EitiiicsONf

SYNOPSIS—A system of kecpinc/ a plant register

is siu/i/esled and ej-cniplified. Original cost of

plant should be kept out of revenue account, onli/

a part being charged cnrli year; but expense fur

tools, utensils, repairs and partial renewals sliould

be charged ax incurred. Depreciation considered a

charge against ineritable decay, rather than annual

ccdue.

If the system of phint register should come into general

use, a kind of standard would speedily be established,

and we should get rid of the extreme state of affairs which

at present allows profit to be computed and dealt with

without making any provision whatever for depreciation

or expired outlay on productive plant.

These units of productive plant should, if movable,

bear an identification number; or, if fixed, they should be

so described in the register of plant that identification

would l)e always easy and it would be possible to say how
much of the original outlay thereon had then expired, as

TABLE I. REGISTER OF PRODUCTIVE PLANT
Description of productive plant: Pumps
Length of efficient economic life: 10 yr. (equal to ip,5c)

Date of declaration: Jan. 1, 1S95. Declared by Tf ..-1. Jones

Date of subsequent declaration Declared by
Section: P
Sheet 40*

"

Certified by A, Smith

Certified by

Depreciation
Year

Capital outlay during the years ending Dec. 31, and subsequent
annual depreciation deducted therefrom

1895 1896 1898 1906
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productive; jihuil, by .--uiliiljly iii(iilir\ in;,'- \\\v (coiioiiiii- life-

period in the register (if |tlaiit In iiierl the new circuin-

sfiiiiees; and, I'urilier, there would be ii perniiinent rerord

of this always available.

Productive plant, which I have defined as comprising

all perishable material property owned by the eom|«uiy,

includes loose tools and utensils, and precisely what these

are should be defined by si'liedulo to be settled according

to the circumstances of eai-h case. The exact value at

any time of these loose tools and utensils can be ascer-

tained by an annual stock-taking. All outlay both for re-

newal and repair of loose tools and utensils should there-

fore be charged to the revenue account of the year in

which it is incurred, subject to adjustment of stock

values at the beginning and end of each year. This

should be shown as a separate item or items in the rev-

enue account.

All productive plant, except that dealt with as loose

tools and utensils, should be classified and recorded in the

register of plant, showing the year of purchase and orig-

inal cost. The characteristic common to this productive

plant is that the original cost will be found to be a pay-

ment made in order to secure future advantages in earn-

ing revenue, and therefore, to the extent that it is a pay-

ment in advance, is not properly chargeable to the revenue

account of the year in which it is incurred. For this

reason it demands careful record and suitable subsequent

treatment.

The original cost of all productive plant, whenever

purchased, should always be kept out of revenue account.

This account will, however, in lieu thereof, be inexorably

charged each year with a sum to cover the part expiring

within the year of all such advance payments. This

charge should be shown separately in the books of the

company and in the revenue account presented for the

consideration of the directors. Personally I believe it

should be shown .separately on the published accounts,

but this is a matter to be settled according to the circum-

stances of each case.

EEPAIliS AM) PaKTIAL RENEWALS ArE CuAKGEABLE
TO Revenue Account

Besides the annual charges to revenue aci/ount repre-

sented by the adjusted expense of loose tools and utensils

and the expired outlay on other productive plant as

measured, there will be the cost of repairs and partial

renewals of this other productive plant to he shown sepa-

rately for the information of the directors.

The most difficult question—common, however, to all

methods of accounting—is that of detenuining what are

renewals, the cost of which must not be charged to the

year's revenue account, and what on th(> other hand are

partial renewals, the cost of which will come out of the

revenue of the year in which they are incurred. It de-

petuls uyHin the particular class of undertaking and can

best be settled by means of standard schedules prepared,

after careful consideration, with the cooperation of the

engineer's and accountant's dejiartmonts.

What is a unit of productive plant or, as T liavc called

it, a natural or customary unit must be determined in

each case by the nature of the particular undertaking.

Thus the original cost of construction of a mill would be

one unit, hut mills would be divided into different classes

according to the nature of their construction and con-

sequent ])robablc economic life.

A power ]ilanl would seem to be a natural unit; but

the efficient economic life of the transformers, motxjrs

and compressors may all dill'er; so that for the purpose of

record in the register of jilant this property would |)r(jb-

ably by custom be divided under no less than three heads

or classes. Similarly, with the electric railway, if the

motor has a shorter economic life than the truck, it would

be an easv nuitter to record the cost under two lieails

instead of one.

Suppose the cost of a null having an estimated life of

20 years was .$fiO,000, and that at the end of 10 years

ihe mill is partly pulled down and a now one built; the

new expendiluie being double the cost of the original

mill, or •$120,1)00. It would be possible to say definitely

that $30,000 had been taken out of revenue during the

10 years for expired outlay on the original mill, the life

of which had been estinuited at 20 years. It might be de-

termined either to write off the remaining $30,000, in

whole or in part, over the next few years, or add it to the

$120,000 new expenditure, and immediately thereafter

revenue account would begin to contribute to the re-

duction of the new total of $150,000.

DeI'KEC lATION ClIAUGE IS NoT ANNUAL VaLUE, BUT A

CiiAUGB Against Inevitable Decay

The charging of $5000 or $10,000 per annum to rev-

enue is, of course, not intended to represent the annual

value of the mill, but stands only for the inevitable decay

of the structure which forms part of the operative ex-

pense of the company, whether it be so recorded or not.

The habit of considering new ventures in the light of

the probable length of the economic life of the productive

plant represented by the capital outlay is a good one as

it often shows that the future prospects are by no means

so sound as they may otherwise appear to be, and if it

should be found in looking at the matter in this way,

that revenue account cannot take the necessarv' annual

luirden, the inevitable conclusion is that the undertaking

is not really on profit-earning lines.

The practice generally adopted by mining companies of

charging the cost of renewals to the revenue account of ii

the year when the outlay is incurred depends for its ef-

ficiency upon the strictness with which it is carried out,

and the examination of the accounts of mining companies

in recent years shows that very large sums have been

charged to revenue in respect of reliewals so that sub-

stantial provision has been made, although—I venture to

think—by wrong methods. Again, under this method it

is always possible for a sanguine temperament (especially

in vears when the revenue account shows a lean result) to

regard too large a proportion of outlay on productive

])lant in the nature of extensions and imjirovements and

as being pi-operly chargeable to capital. Directors are of

necessity largelv dependent upon the advice of officials

in these matters; having no independent gage or mea.sure

to enable them to form an opinion as to whether a well

settled and sound policy is being pursued with the same

strictness, whether the results of the year are good or bad.

It may he objected that the charging of revenue account

with an equal installment of the original cost of repairs

and partial renewals as paid will unduly burden the rev-

enue accounts of the latter years of the iiroduetive life of

the plant; but it should not he overlook-vd that against this

there is the fact that money originally locked up in the

purchase of this productive plant is being gradually re-
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Icnscd ami will liml prolilalilc iiivu.stiuoiit nr cinpluyiiu'lil

ritlu>r ill ilic iindi'i-taking; or by investment in dutsidc se-

curities, and the resnltinij income will i-ome to the rev-

enue aeeonnt. A,i;ain in a \ariic nndertakini;^ annual ex-

penditures on repairs and uartial renewal averages itself

in a remarkable way.

I am not sure, however, that it would not be an ad-

vantaije that the burden ol' extensive repairs, which may
be necessary when a particular class of plant is becoming

decrepit or obsolete, should tend to fall lieavily on revenue

at that time, thus forcibly calling attention to the need of

replacing this by modern and up-to-date plant.

I have prepared (Table 4) particulars of the outlay

nn productive plant of a mining company covering a

period of 12 years; also a simple statement of finances at

the end of the period. The table shows that the under-

taking was started in the year 1895, by the end of which

year the outlay on productive plant amounted to $88,000

and the depreciation provision amounted to $3097.4(5,

being one-half of a full year's allowance. For the next

two years there was a further outlay on productive plant,

and at the end of 1897 the balance of unexpired outlay

on productive plant amounted to $121,300.06. For the

T.\BLE 4. OUTLAY ON PRODUCTIVE PL.\NT OF MINING COMPANY
Year's Year's
Increase Deerease

in Balance in Balance
Annual of Unexpired of Unexpired

Capital Depreciation Capital Capital
Outlay Provision Outlay Outlay

$88,000 00 $3,097 46 $84,902 54
34,500 00 7,707 56 26,792 44
19,500.00 9.894,32 9.605 68

1895
1896
1897

1898
1899
1900.
1901

1902
1903
1904

1905
1906
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New Work of the Bureau of Mines
AVa.siiinoton Co

Sliortly aftt-r Apr. 1 tlu' l^urciui of Mines expects to

licji'iii tlie iiio.st extensive work it lias yet uii(ii'rtai<en in the

nictal-niininjj regions. At that time tlie Bureau's three all-

steel cars, each with a crew eonsistini;- of a mininfi- engi-

neer, a mine surgeon, a foreman miner and a (irst-aid

miner, will begin tours of the territories to which they

have been assigned. During this tour an educational

j)ropaganda designed to aid all operators and employees

will be conducted.

At each mining camp wliere the cars stop, the mining

engineer will otter to insjiect mines with the hope of be-

ing able tu make recommendations that will imiinixc con-

liHESI'ONDIOXfl-;

work to which they will be assigned. While they will Ik!

engaged for the most part in educational propaganda,

they will be in readiness at all times for immediate dis-

patch to the scene of a disaster. They will be eriuipperl

with mine-rescue apparatus and a complete line of first-

aid paraphernalia.

The car stationed at Butte will have as its t(!rritory

Montana, Wyoming and Idaho. The car with head(piar-

ters at Keno has been assigned to Nevada, Utah and a

])art of California. The third car will be stationed at

Katon, New Me.\.. and will have as its territory, New
Mexico, Colorado and Arizona. The assignments of ter-

ORGANIZATION CHART OK THK BUREAU OF MINES

ditions. Tn the same way the surgeon will otfer to make

inspections so as to point out ways in which sanitary and

health conditions may be improved. Tmmediately on the

arrival of the car the foreman and first-aid miners will

take steps to organize classes among the emjiloyees for

instruction in mine-rescue and first-aid work, l^lach car

is equipped with motion-picture machine and stercopticon.

On as many evenings as is practicable, illustrated lec-

tures having a bearing on welfare work will be given.

The cars will be the last word in equi]iment of this type.

They are 80 ft. long and have been designed with the

greatest care, so as to make them specially fitted for the

ritory iiave been made with the understanding that no

hard-and-fast boundaries are to be established. This is

esi)ecially true in the matter of mine rescue. In case of

a disaster thi^ car that can be first on the scene will

be the one to go.

It is i-ealized that much of the success of this work will

dejiend on the mea.sure of cooperation given by the mine

opeiators. For this reason inquin* has been made in

many sections to ascertain how the o]ierators will regard

this activity of the Bureau of Mines, and without excep-

tion the fullest cooperation has been jmimised and the

results are cxpccti'd to be n[ the greatest \alue.
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I

Kv(>rv r;iilnin(l line in tlio territory to lie covered liy

the new eiii-s has ajjrcoil tn liaiii tliein jiratis. By eliminat-

iiii,' wiiat otherwise would liave l)een a very heavy drain

on the appropriations for this purpose, tlie railroads have

made possible an extensive service whieh the otBcials of

the Bureau of ]\[ines believe will have an immediate and

important influence on the metal-mininji' industry.

The aeeompanyinj; diajiram from the Sixth Annual

report by the director of the Bureau of Mines shows the

orijanization chart of the bureau and is interesting as

demonstrating the extensiveness of the work being carried

ou by this department.

The investigations cover the fields of mining and metal-

lurgy and extend into many of their innumerable ramifi-

cations. Besides are the important divisions devoted to

fuels both solid and liquid and the bureau's classic in-

vestigations into coal-mine explosions.

Between four and five hundred employees are on duty

in the Bureau of Mines under the direction of Van H.

Manning, the director.

There is a movement on foot to ]Hit the bureau in the

Department of Lator, removing it from the Department

of Interior where it has always been. This would prob-

ably totally destroy its usefulness and would result

eventually in decay of the organization, not through any

fault of the bureau, but because it would be placed in

such an attitude to the mining l)usiness that it could not

expect to receive the support and cooperation extended

to it now.

Extralateral Mining Rights

By Akthlu L. H. Stkekt*

The recently haiided-down decision of the Idaho

Supreme Court in the case of Alameda Mining Co. vs.

Success Mining Co., KJl Pacific IJeporter, 862, reaffirms

several fundamental principles of lode-mining law. The
principal points decided are as follows

:

Congress, in enacting mining regulations and in using

the terms "lodes, veins and ledges," did not intend to

make distinctions based upon genetic principle. When
precious metals occur in tilted beds in places associated

with subsequent fissuring and mineralization, tliev are

sidjject to location as veins and lodes within the meaning
of the Federal laws.

Judicially defined, an "apex" is that portion of a

terminal edge of a vein from which the vein has extended
downward in the direction of the dip. It is a point

from which the vein has a dip as well as a strike.

The fact that a vein terminates against granite or

monzonite does not affect extralateral rights therein.

The course of a crooked vein is not determined by
its direction at any given point. An extralateral right

must be determined by the course of a vein at its apex
at the surface of the claim or at the nearest point to

the surface to which the apex extends.

The openings of a mine made during mining opera-
tions, and not in support of litigation, should be given
more weight as evidence of facts coneeming a vein than
a mere opinion of an expert witness.

Tlie court overrules the decision of the same court
in the Stewart-Ontario Case (23 Idaho Reports, 724,
73S; 132 Pacific Reporter, 787, 792) that "to pursue

•Attorney at law, 829 Security Building, Minneapolis. Minn.

a vein in the dii'eclion of its strike at an angle of less

than 4.')° to the coui'sc thereof w^onhl clearly not be

following the vein in its 'downwai'd course,' as authorized

by the statute." The court rcceiles from that statement

on the ground that, under the provisions of Fniled

States Revised Statutes, Sec. 2322, extralateral rights

must be determined by the apex ou the surface and

not upon the levels disclosed by working of the mine.

Hindu Mine Consecration

By .loiix V. Spedding*

A shoi-t time ago, I took part in an interesting cere-

mony which few mining engineers e\er have the chance of

seeing. It was the consecration of a mine in accordance

with Hindu religion.

The mine is an openjiit manganese property which has

been closed for several years, and is being reopened. One

of the owners is a Parsee gentleman, and he suggested

that, before beginning work, a little ceremony should be

performed in the pit, in order to comply with some super-

stitious beliefs of the coolies. Accordingly the word w'as

sent around that at 10 :30 a.m. the mine was to be "con-

A HINDU MINE CONSECRATION

secrated." In addition to the officials of the works, a

large number of coolies gathered. The Parsee gentle-

man officiated.

First of all he made a charcoal fire, on which he placed

incense and over which he said prayers. Next, he placed

offerings of flowers and sweetmeats on an exposed por-

tion of the ore bed (presumably to appease the gods who
dwelt therein) and broke a cocoanut, pouring the milk out

on the ore. More prayers were said, another cocoanut was

broken, and tlien the ceremony was closed by giving each

person an offering of sweetmeats.

It was explained that if no ceremony were performed

and any accident happened during the working of the

mine, the coolies might attribute it to the fact that the

Gods were not appeased, and were showing displeasure

!

^>

Austrian Magnetic Bricks are being made, according to a
writer in tlie "Moui-nal" of the Society of Chemical Industry.
Dec. 30, mifi. by adding about 8% of ferric oxide to Greelt

magnesite, wliich is too pure. It is suggested that when
dolomite is used in basic steel furnaces, active calcium fei'-

rates might be formed, the result being destructive to the
magnesite foundation.

•Manager, New Gargpur Mining Syndicate, Ltd.,

Mines 1'. o. via Rajgangpur, B. N. R., India.

Uanujore
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Tube-Mill Practice in Rhodesia
By a. \V. Allen*

ISYNOPSIS—CompariiKj llie pcrfunnancu of three

different fiitte wilU viuler vanjing conditions and

ivith various linings and pebble chare/es, gives some
interesting information. The classification effi-

ciency was formulated. Close-grained felsite served

ircll instead of tite vsual Danish pebbles.

Thanks to the opportunity for testing three tuhe mills

at the Lonely Keef Mill, Khodesia. South Africa, with

different linings and under varying eonditions, it was pos-

sible to make definite comparisons of output and ef-

ficiency. Early in 1912 the plant was operating on a

system that allowed for the handling of coarse-mesh bat-

tery j^roduct in cones of the baffle (Caldecott) ty]ie and

with no further attempt at classification. Each mill was

provided with one cone which received a proportionate

amount of battery pulp and delivered the underflow to

the tube mill and the overflow to the Dorr thickeners.

The original design was based on a misunderstanding

as to the efficiency of such a cone, working "dry," to act

as a classifier. By estimating the actual undersize and

oversize tonnages of underflow and overflow, after adjust-

ment of the cone to produce a minimum of oversize in the

overflow and a minimum of undersize in the underflow,

use them in series. W. K. Dowling* explains that "in

all cone as well as in other methods of hydraulic classi-

fication it is important to have suflicieiit return-sand

cones, operated with fluid underflow, to receive the over-

flow of the primary cones, so that the contained sand

may be separated and returned to the primary cone.s. The
more complete the separation of slime in the primary

nines, the more sand will be contained in the overflow,

;iiid hence the greater necessity for efficient retum-sand

cones."

The inefficiency of the work of these cones at the

Lonely Reef mill led to the installation of an additional

cone, running "wet," which took the overflow from the

"dry" baffle cones, and catered for a large tonnage of

coarse material, which inevitably formed a part of the

jirimary-cone overflow.

As shown in Fig. 1 the usual method of erecting tube

mills in South Africa is to place them at a considerable

height from the ground. This makes the elevation of

battery pulp a necessity. Centrifugal pumps are largely

used for this pvirpose, but often give an erratic dis-

charge, especially when the liners and runners are worn.

Various methods of dealing with this tn)ui)le are taken

advantage of, such as the use of equalizing tanks, bypass

systems, etc., but classification under these conditions is

FIG. 1. TUBE MILL EMPLOYED FOR
PULVERIZING

FIG. 2. FELSITE PEBBLES. CRUDE AND AFTER USE
IN MILL

the results obtained were poor. Such units often prove

useful as dewaterers, but cannot be considered in the same

class as vertical-sided classifiers of the mechanical type,

such as the Dorr.

In calculating the efficiency of classification a system

was formulated for the purpose of a comparative state-

ment of results and was used in the case where a division

of 200-mcsh material was required. In this system, the

totJil ore tonnage to classifier per 24 hours = A ; the ton-

luige of —200-mcsh material in cone overflow per 2-1

hours = a' and the tonnage of -|-200-mesh material in

cone overflow ]wr 24 hours = a". Then

100 («' -H a") ... . , .„ ,.
i—-p = ejfivienc)! of rhissificafion

Experience has shown that the only .satisfactory method

of obtaining classification results from these cones is to

•Metallurgical engineer. 309 Broadway. 'Nevv York.

seldom so satisfactory as when the machine receives a

steady feed direct from the battery.

After the secondary cone was installed at the Lonely

Reef mill, the underflow was returned to the sump of a

centrifugal jnimp which elevated the battery pulp to a

distributor supplying the tube-mill cones. The overflow

from the secondary cone went directly to the Dorr thick-

eners.

Tlie underflow' discharge from the baffle cones was de-

livered into the tulie-mill feed-boxes, where the material

was picked up by the usual type of scoop feeder. Solu-

tion was added to reduce the specific gravity of the pulp,

but it was found permissible to lower the moisture content

below the usual percentage, the increase in power con-

sumption being more than compensated for by the in-

crease in tonnage ground.

'"Rand MctaUurgical Practice," Vol. I. p. 212.
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'I'lu' tiilic nulls were all littcil with lirll ends, an ar-

ranu'cnicnt lor uiiirli 1 lia\i' ni'xci- ln'rii able In discern a

siiij:-|(' ailxaiitafiX'. The oi'ij;inal ciul-linur dosiun was

laully, and a space was left intn which s'mvel and small

pebbles often found their way. Scourini;- of the mill-end

then occurred, and breakage of the trunnions was a com-

]iaratively common occurrence. End liners were then

desijined of a thickness varying with the severity of

wear, being about three times as thick at the junction ol'

trunnion liner and end liner as at the internal periphery

of the mill.

Tests ox Types of Lixeus

The mills were originally designed for sile.x liners, set

in magnesite. These proved hopeless. In addition to

the need for constant repair, due to the collajjse of one or

more liner blocks, there was a material loss in duty as a

result of the reduction in the eifective diameter of tlie

mill. The smoothness of the interior also detracted from

grinding etticieney.

A number of full-scale tests were then carried out and

comparisons made with various designs of metal lining.

A Komata lining was installed in one of the mills and the

speed reduced to satisfy the requirements of this particu-

lar type. It was found, however, that the reduction in

speed resulted in a serious diminution in duty. Further

investigations showed that the grade of product being

handled (about 6 holes per square inch) was too coarse

to be eifectively slimed in a mill of this type at the re-

duced speed. By returning to a speed based on Davison's

formula {s = —y-, where d = diameter in inches, and

s = the r.p.m.) the Komata still showed a lower efficiency

than other types.

At the same time a second mill was equipped with

ordinary El Oro lining, and comparative tests were made

between this and the Komata lining. The results were

conclusive and led to the adoption of El Oro in both mills.

Further tests were made on a third mill with a type

of lining known locally as the Osborne, in which steel

strips a few inches wide, an inch or so thick, and the

length of the mill, were placed alternately flat and edge-

wise around the inside of the mill. These were kept in

position by a wedging action without bolts. The results,

however, were not satisfactory, and the third mill was

then equipped with El Oro liners. The latter are now
made on the property from a special mixture, and are

giving comparatively long life at a moderate cost.

As previously indicated, tube-milling practice on this

property was designed along Rand lines. The original

intention was, therefore, to use mine rock in place of

p('bl)les as a regrinding medium in the tube mills. On
the Kand a spetially hard chert is generally availalilc for

this purpose, but the Lonely Reef ore was a friable quartz.

Nothing more satisfactory was found in the mine, and

it was only after considernlile expense that any quantity

of tulic-mill pebbles could l)e obtained from this material.

These fractured in quantity on being fed into the mill,

and the production of large tonnages of chips and gravel

resulted in very low output and grinding efficiency.

Mine rock of this description may serve in ca.ses where

the tube mill merely acts as a regi'inder to produce a

slightly finer product than is being sent out by tlie bat-

tery, l)ut experience shows that pebbles ol' good quality

arc needed to slime elliciciitly a coarse-ore jjulp.

Sti'ps wci-e then taken to lind a suitable suljstililte for

the mine rock, and a deposit of close-grained felsite,

situated a few miles from the mine, was selected to pro-

duce the necessary material. Following along lines

instituted in Mexico early in 1910, the rounded pebbles

were hand-made under contract, with native labor, the

average cost being about $5 per ton delivered at the mine.

A double-ring gage was used to test the stones and to see

that those delivered satisfied the contract requirements.

This precaution insured that the maximum-sized pebble

was fed to the mill without danger of choking the scoop

feeder or trunnion intake.

In designing tube mills it is important to allow ample

capacity in the scoo]) and trunnion diameters. In the case

under re\icw it became advisable to use a very coarse

screen on the battery, and this required correspondingly

heavy pebbles in the tube mill. It often occurs that the

size of the pebble used is limited below the effective

diameter on account of the smallness of the mill-feed

entrance.

In order to test the work of the mills from every stand-

point, a quantity of Danish flint pebbles was imported.

The result was a diminution in output and a considerable

rise in the cost of grinding. The hand-made felsite

pebbles gave by far the best results, largely because of

their uniformity in size and weight and the fact that

they possessed a granular composition that resisted frac-

ture.

Brazilian Zirkite Deposits

Some particulars of the Brazilian deposits of zirkite are

noted, from a Brazilian periodical, in the Chemical Trade

Journal, Feb. 3, 1917. The Caldas region, in which

these deposits occur, is about 130 miles north of the City

of Sao Paulo. Several large outcrops of the ore occur on

the extreme westerly edge of the deposits, one or two

isolated boulders weighing as much as 30 tons. No ex-

tensive development work has yet been attempted, al-

though several crosscuts have been run to determine the

width of the vein and a few shallow prospect holes to as-

certain the depth. Deposits have been traced for 15 miles

between Cascata and Caldas.

In some of the deposits the ore occurs in the form of

gravel, and large pebbles embedded in a reddish clay

matrix greatly resembling boulder clay. The clayey mass,

on being exposed to the tropical sun and air, readily dries,

and the zirconia can then be separated from the clay

matrix by a coarse screen. Before shipment it is thor-

oughly washed to remove the small percentage of ferrugin-

ous matter still remaining,

^lost of the mines are many miles from a railway, so

that the ore has to be transported by ox carts carrying

about one ton each. Owing to the mountainous character

of the roads from 20 to 30 o.xen are generally required

for each cart.

Piprs of l',l<-€-troI>tlc Iron— .\ Arm at Grenoble in France,

says a writer in "Iron antl Coal Trades Review," Doc. 22, 1916.

is now manufacturing pipes of electrol.vtic iron up to 5 m.

(16.4 ft.) in Icng-th, 300 mm. (nearly 12 in.) diameter and 3 mm.

(% in. bare) thick. The metal as taken from the bath is

hard and very brittle, but after a special and careful heat

treatment becomes of excellent quality and has a tensile

strength of over 25 tons per sq.in. in any direction. They

are said to be superior to cast-iron pipes in several respects.
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New East Rand Mines
By a. Coopek Key*

— The airiouiil |iiiy;il)l(> tf> the Union ji^overnment works
SYXOPSIS—Brah-pan and Moclilcrfontein liavc out as shown in the accompanying table:

completed armiKjemenls for the taking nver^ of gov- table showing percentage of government royai.tv
ernment areas for deep mining. Compensation is to sliding

t}a on a sliding scale of royalty thai puts a premium Ordinary otthi Ordinary Toui
on mining and metallurgical efficiency. Terms are

'^"fedurt
,"% '^ Tm'*! Pro<w, % ""%"''•

u^y.V,,
'*"%"''

favorable to overatinq coinpanies and the qovern- 3o and under in i2i(niin.» ii\ 5 27)
'

, 7 , • 1 ,, I u ,1 32! I" Ml 24} 5 29)me nt and it ix assumed that as a result the possi- 35 10 17 27 5 32

hilihl of futur(' (/overnmenl mining ivill be removed. 40' '.' 10 2\\ 111 I III'

', 42! '
'

\L 23 33 5 38
45 10 24J 34! 5 39)

Thei tenders accepted by the> government of tlie Union
H'' 10 27 37 5 42

of South Africa for the working ot' 1 812 claims on Brak- j^ ^^^^^^ ^^ remembered that this sliding scale does not
pan and the 651 claims on the Modderfontein are re-

^^^^-^^ ^^, |,^, ..^^^,^, „„tii gf^,, ^j,^ g.^ ^.^^^s (the period
markably satisfactory from the governments point of

-^^^^ ^^^ developing the new area presumably) have
view. The tender of the Brakpan mines also constitutes

^^^^^^^^ ,^^, ^^.^^ time-indeed, long before-it is hoped
remarkably good business from that company s stand-

^^^^ ^j^^^.^ ^^jjj ,^^ ^^ necessity for a war levy. This,

P^^^*"' however, brings the period to 1921, before which several
The Brakpan mines project is to amalgamate the ten-

^^ ^^^ ^,^^^ ^^^^^.^.^p ^^^^^^^^ ^ij, ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.j.^^ ^^^.
der block of 1812 claims with the property of that com-

,^y ^g^^ -^ -^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^h^t only 33 of the existing 58
pany, originally 1150 claims, of which about a quarter

^.^^^^^^^^ ^^n ^e working. Based upon past experience
has been exhausted, and with 424 claims m Scliapenrust.

^^ g^^^j^ ^^^j^.^^^ ^^^y^^ ^^^^^^^ j^ ^^^,j^ certainly be
The Brakpan mine agrees to spend £850,000 m developmg

^^^^-^^ ^^ ^,^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ lightening of the burden.
the area, and 111 doubling its reduction plant.

jf ^^^ ^ ^^^ 1^^,^^ j^ ^^^,1^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^j^^j. ^^^ ^j jg^,y_

The Sliding-Scalb Formula Used To Pay Is the Brakpan tender better than that of the ]\Iodder

Government Areas (Barnato Bros.) ? It is difficult to give an answer

to this question, inasmuch as the latter applied to virgin
Thet consideration to be paid to the. go^•e^lment m

^^.^^,^^^ whereas in the present instance the government
addition to profits tax (an* war levy as long as imposed)

participates immediately in the profits of an established
is 5% of the profits of the amalgamated property tor the

^^^-^^ ^^ ^^jj ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^j^ (Schapen-
first five years and thereafter a percentage calculated ra

j.^^^.) j^ ^^^^^^^ -^^^^^ extraneous areas. During 1916

the sliding scale according to the formula, 50 — ~, Brakpan crushed nearly 3,600.000 tons, and by the time
^'^ the sliding scale becomes operative, this quantity can

Z being the percentage that the net produce bears to the ^3^^^ ^g increased to 8,000,000 tons, assuming that the

recovery. This is the general formula devised by Mr. additional crushing capacity is brought into operation

Kotze,. the government raining engineer, and given in gradually. Taking very rough figures, this would mean
the memorandum on the Far East Eand, which was sum- that two-thirds of the original Brakpan area had been

marized in the Engineering and Mining Journal, Sept. exhausted. Making allowance for this factor, the com-

30, 1916. It provides that while the government gets \^i^^Q^ unworked area would be rather less than 3600

a greater share of the ]M-ofits when these increase owing claims. In five years the government will be receiving

to higher grade, tliey should not rise unduly when profits a minimum of 224% of the profits eventually won from
are increased by a reduction of costs. Otherwise, as in 2600 claims as consideration for the rigl;it to work 1812

the case of the Modder Areas lease, efficiency would be claims (the area to be leased), which is equal to about

penalized. These objects can best be attained by calcu- 32% in respect of the leased area, vie-sved separately.

lating the government's share of profits in accordance Taking the recovery at 27s. and costs at 18s., the royalty

.,, ^, , .,
,

h . . . would be 25% with profits tax and 30% with both profits
with the general formula, 1/ — a — -, in whuh V is

, ,
'

tj. • •;! j. -iu +1 1 +• ^fs -^ X ^
tax and war levy. It is evident with the acceleration ot

the percentage payable to the government, and a and h crushing at Brakjian (to which there are of course practi-

are constants. In the Brakpan mines tender a becomes cal limits) the importance of the existing Brakpan mines

50 and b becomes 1150. These appear to be round num- area as a factor, diminishes.

hers, but they are the outcome of exhaustive engineering
^^^^ Modderfontein 17 Tender

calculation and investigation. The 1150 is by a curious ,,,1x1 x i j- j-i /-ki 1 tvt ;^a
. .-. .,

'^,

, c 1 ;„ ' R,.,i-,..„i The tender accepted for the 651 claims on Modder-
coincidence the original number of claims ol Brakpan.

,. , . ^t -, ^ 1
-• -.i ., tj,„,i

, , ., , J. ,

,

•
n-,, li-i;,,,, tontein No. 17 proposes amalgamation with the liancl

but it has, of course, no possible connection. 1 he sliding 1 1 .
J^ u- *^ ••

,,f
1 . • -4.1, • e loicf rri,v «.;„;^„,M Mil) and Cloverfield mines and the ultimate provision ot

scale begins with a minimum of 12^%. This minimum ,.,'„,„„,, ,, 1 , • x 1 1+ +1 „ „„,.,.,-,
, '^,

, ,, p, lo-ifv * j-i „i„, C ,184,000, the consideration to be paid to the govem-
is reached where the profits represent 31% of the produc- '

'

n, j. / -, 11 ,

,- .4 orf./ .- (• A + , +1 ,,„„„„f ment 111 addition to profits tax (and presumably war
tion. At 35% ratio ot profit to recovery, the amount

x, , •
, , 1 e nnnf 1 j- „-rj.„^ '

1150
'°^'y) ^'^ ^^7o\ that IS, a total of 20% including profits

payable on the sliding scale would be: 50 ^, or tax or 25% including profits tax and war levy. As no

^ ,

°
ore has been milled from this area of 2450 claims and

oO 33= I//0.
there is no sliding scale, comparison and analysis are

^ox 3621, .lohannesburB. Kouth Africa. simpler. The new company is to give the government
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10'',' (if tlu' kiImI |ir(iflts I'loin tlic wlioli' aii'ii. This is

iiKuli' up of 1(100 riaiiiis (if llic K'iuul Klip, 800 claiiiis of

('lov(.'rli(,'l(l iniiK's jiiiil tlu' (i.M t;'(i\i'riiincn( -lease c'laims,

(11- 2451 claims in all. It will lie ohscrvoil that the leased

aiva is little luoro than a quai-t<'r of the wliDle, and this

fact ednihined with the tlat rate <ji\os a very hiji'h pro-

]i(irtion when worked tuit on the leased area itself. If the

ealculatiou be based on jirodts tax alone, tlie new eoni-

jiany is paying 47.7% of the net produi'e of the govern-

ment ground; if it is reekoned on the war levy as well,

the rate comes to over half, or o'3.6%. Whether the rate

of profit per ton be high or low—and this is of course

the crucial point in relation to renuineratiou as capital—

-

the government will receive about half less with profits

tax only, more if war levy or its equivalent be continued.

In the original lease for ground in the Far East Eand,

Modder State mines, the lower royalty would be reached

only when tlue ratio of profits to recovery was 41%,
while at the higher royalty the ratio would be nearly 45%.
It has long been contended by the controllers of this

property that the lease is inequitable in its tax.

The extraordinarily high terms offered, are all the

more surprising in view of the evidence given by E. A.

Wallers, manager of the Central Mining and Investment

Corporation, the successful tenderer before the Select

Committee on East Rand gold areas in April, lOKi. The
Central Mining and Investment Corporation guarantees

to subscribe £350,000, while if the options are exercised

by that corjioraticui, the two con.stituent companies and

the creditors of Cloverfield, the amount will be increased

to £1,184,000. It may be recalled that the government's

estimate of the preliminary capital required was at least

£300,000 if the ground was worked as an entirely inde-

pendent proposition. The further sum of £300,000 was

estimated as required to bring the property to the full

producing stage. It will be seen that the ultimate amount

contemplated under the scheme is virtually double, but

then, of course, the mining area is nearly four times as

great. All these years the Rand Kli|) and Cloverfield

have been unable to reach the producing stage, and one

pauses to consider how matters can he changed by lia-

bility to give the Union government a much larger share

of the profit derivable from these areas; that is, over

17% against the ordinary profits tax of 10%.

What the Roy.^lty Means fou the Area Itself

If we take costs at 17s. per ton (this property will not

be a very deep one), the recovery would .have to be 32s.

if the ratio of profit to production were 47%, the etfective

royalty on the (ioO lca.se claims. At that point the Plod-

der State mines would have to ])ay 55%, but on the Clover

Klip project there is no sliding scale. Can it be that there

is suflicient ore above the average value to justify such a

high flat rate? It may be recalled that the government

mining engineer, in evidence before the Eastern Area

Select Committee, said he 1 bought one of the reasons

why no tenders were forthcoming for the earlier offer of

Hrak]ia!i was that the minimum terms asked were a lit-

tle bit too high. That mininnim was 10%, and u]) to

30% the royalty was the same as the ratio; thereafter the

curve flattened, and with a ratio of CtO% profits to re-

covery, the ])ercentage of profit was but 45. Now we have

a, Hal rate oftered which is in effect in excess of the latter

ma.xiiniini ; Ihe tender is much belter llian the govern-

nicnl advisers ever ho))ed to get. \\'hen the mining groujis

of ihe Rand are j)repared to give such terms as those for

las always been a])-

riiese aie its latest

Ihe iirakpan ami Moililci' leases, why shuuld llie g<ivei'n-

ment considei- state ex|)loitation foi- a moment? The
offers ai'e deemed to ha\'e killed any idea of state mining.

Hoover—Belgium

Our esteemed contemjiorary Lifi

pi'cciative of our fi-irnd Iloo\rr.

remarks

:

Hoover is here! Hoover; TTerbert C. the Reliever.

He is here about Belgium and relief. lie is here with

both feet. He wants Belgium relieved at once on a large

continuous scale, and wants us to do it; he says we ought
to do it ; that it is our job ; that the Belgians mostly think

we are their chief relievers, whereas the truth is that of

$250,000,000 spent for Belgian relief up to Jan. 1, 1917,

we gave ^li.OOO.OOO: and Hoover says we made $30,000,-

000 on the supjilies we sold.

No doubt these are true figures, but Hoover does not

quite do us justice, in that he has omitted to mention our

greatest gift to Belgium. We haven't given licr much
money, but we gave her Hoover ! So we claim. ^laybe

Hoover thinks he gave Hoover. He might make out a

ca.se for that, but if he docs, it will leave our case looking

very sick, for we have had much credit fen- Belgian relief

and have not given much money. What Hoover has done,

and the Americans who have worked with him, is the main
part of what the Belgians thank us for. Hoover will

protest at this and probably insist that he has not done

more than others, and it is true that he has had good

helpers; but if you go to the helpers to find out the truth

about it, they will tell yon, "Hoover!"

The papers say the British appreciate Hoover and
wanted to naturalize him. But he declined. He does not

wish to be naturalized in England nor lionized here.

What he wants is money ; money for Belgium ! He thinks

we should ]iay in for Belgium at least $6,000,000 a month.

That would meet about one-third of Belgium's monthly

needs.

Send the money to the Belgium Relief Commission.

120 Broadway, New York.

Keep on sending it: a little at a time if more con-

venient, but preferably a good deal at a time, for $6,000,-

000 a month is quite a bit of money. If we get into the

war, of which, at this writing there is a cheering pros-

pect, our Government may undertake part of this duty,

miless, indeed, the German blockade has the power and

the disposition to stop all transportation of relief. ^Ir.

Hoover thinks Belgium relief will not be affected by the

new blockade, as the Commission's ships now have passes

from all the belligerents. Anyhow, the Commission's

ships will sail as usmil until further notice, and money

must continue to be ]irovided to load them.

So send it in

!

;*:

United States Production of

Strontium Ore
For the first time in many years strontium ore has

been nmrki>ted from deposits in the United States,

according to J. M. Hill, in bulletin of the United

States Geological Survey. Most of the ore marketed in

1!I16 was produced in .\riy.ona and Calil'oi'nia. The do-

mestic output was about 10';; of the ordinary d(Mnand.

wliich amounts to 2000 tons.
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Preliminary Report of the Mineral Production

of Canada for 1916
The ]ircliininary report on the mineral |)roiluetion of

Canada, during the calendar yeai- 1!)1(!, ])re|)ared by .John

McLeish, chief of the division of Mineral Kesources and

Statistics, has lieen issued by Dr. I'lugeno Ilaancl. direc-

tor of the Department of Mines.

The war had a most pronounced elYect in stimulating

the production of nickel, copper, and zinc, iron and steel,

molybdenum, etc., used so extensively for war purposes,

and also in increasing the ])roduction of other product*

such as chromite ami magnesite. The general industrial

activity in metallurgical operations and in the manufac-

ture generally of munitions of all kinds, including the

freight movements I'ccfuii'ed, increased the demand for

fuel, which was met in "Western Canada at least by large

increases in coal production.

Considerable progress was made during the year in

establishing and increasing smelting and refining capaci-

ties, of which the installation of electrolytic /.ini- and

copper refineries at Trail and the beginning of construc-

tion of a nickel refinery at Port Colborne, Out., are con-

spicuous examples. In addition, mention should be made

of the production of metallic magnesium at Shawinigan

THE MINER.\L PRODUCTION OF CANADA, IN 1916

(Subject to Revision)

Product Quantity
Metallic:
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The prodiution in Qui'Ijoc was about !)7,000 oz. dc'i'ivecl

rroni pyritic ores ol' the Kastoni Townships and the zinc-

load ores of Notre Dame des Anges.

In Britisli Columbia the ]>ro(lu(tioii was 3,235,76-i oz.,

us afjainst :>, 5(15,853 oz. in l!)ir), a decrease of aliout !)%.

Tliis production includes refined silver, silver contained in

smeltery iiroduets and estimated recoveries fi-om ores

exported.

The Yukon production was 360,466 oz., as against 248,-

040 oz. in 1915, an increa.se of about 45%. The 1916

production included 47,703 oz. derived from the placer

operations; the balance was the product of the gold and

copjier mines of the Whitehorse district and the high-

grade gold-silver-lead mines of Mayo.

The exports of silver bullion and silver in ore, et^^., as

reported by the Customs Department were: 35,379,359

oz., as against 27,672,481 oz. in 1015.

Copper and Nickel

The production of copper has shown large increases

during the last tliree years. In 1916 the total copper

contents of smeltery products credited to Canadian ores

and estimated recoveries from ores exported amounted to

110,770.814 lb.; production in 1015 was 100,785,150 lb.

There was thus an increase in 1016 of 18,985,664 lb., or

18.8%.

Of the total lOlG production 02,763.603 lb. was con-

tained in blister copper and in matte, and 27,007,211 lb.

estimated as recovered from ores exported. In addition to

the recoveries from domestic ores there was also recovered

by British Columbia .smelters 5,551,166 lb. of copper

from imported ores. An electrolytic copper refinery, in-

stalled at Trail, began active operations about Nov. 1 with

a capacity of 10 tons of refined copper per day.

The production in Quebec from pyrite ores was 5,707,-

200 lb., as against 4,107,482 lb. in 'lOlo. These are the

quantities reported as being paid for; the actual content

was much higher.

The Ontario production was derived chiefly from the

nickel-copper ores of the Sudbury district and of the

Alexo mine in Timiskaming, supplemented by a small

recovery from the Cobalt district silver ores and by

shipments made from sis copper properties under de-

velopment. The total production in 1916 was 44,997,035

lb., as ag-aiust 39,361,404 lb. in 1915, an increase of

12.5%.

The British Columbia production was 65,086,119 lb., as

compared with 56,602,088 lb. in 1015, -an increase of

14.8%. The 1916 production in this province included

47,904,282 lb. recovered in blister and matte and 17,181,-

837 lb. recovered from ores shipped to United States

smelters. The Coast mines, including the Britannia,

Texrtda Island and Ajiyox mines, together with the ship-

ments from Hazelton, were credited with 43,048,065 lb.

and tlie Trail Creek and Boundary mines with 22,038,054
lb. The increase in 1916 was entirely from the Coast

])ro|icrties.

Tlic high price of copper stimulated jiroduction from
Ihe WJiitehorse district of the Yukon. Complete returns

have not yet been received, but the ore shipments were

ai)pro.\inuitely 40,000 tons, with a recoverable cojiper con-

tint c.'itimated at 3,980,610 II). In 1015 the production

from this source was 533,216 lb.

Exports of co])per according to customs records were

:

Copi)er fine in ore, matte, regulus, (4c., 121,0 12,400 lb.;

in pigs, bars, sheets, etc., 2,430,400 lb. Tliere were also

cxi)orts of old and scrap copper anuiuiiting to 5,816,600
lb.

The production of nickel in 1016 was, as usual, de-

rived from the ores of the Sudbury disti'ict supplemented
by the recovery of a small quantity of metallic nickel,

nickel oxide and other nickel .salts as byproducts in the

treatment of ores from the silver-cobalt-nickel ores of the

Cobalt district. The total production was 82,058,564 lb.,

as against 68.308,657 lb. in 1015, an increase of 21.5%.
The nickel-coj)per ore, derived from nine .separate mines

in the Sudbury district, together with a small tonnage of

similar ores from the Ale.xo r^ine in Timiskaming, was
reduced at Copjjcr Cliff and Coniston to a 77 to 82%
matte and shipped in that form to Great Britain and the

United States for refining, the product of the Canadian
Copper Co. going to New Jersey and that of the Mond
Nickel Co. to Wales. A refinery is now under construc-

tion at Port Colborne, Ont., by the International Nickel
Co., in which a portion of the matte produced by the

Canadian Copper Co. will be refined. Although not sbij)-

ping during the year, the British America Nickel Cor-

poration, Ltd., was acti\ely engaged in the development
of its nickel properties iu the Sudbury district and in the

erection of a smeltery.

The total production of matte in 1916 was 80,010 tons,

containing 44,850,321 lb. of copper and 82,596,862 lb.

of nickel. The tonnage of ore smelted (part being previ-

ously roasted) was 1,521,689 tons.

Nickel was recovered as a byproduct in smelteries at

Deloro, Thorold and Wetland, from the .':ilver-cobalt-

nickel ores of the Cobalt district, the total nickel contents

of nickel oxide, nickel sulphate and metallic nickel pro-

duced being 361,701 lb. The products recovered in-

cluded 79,360 lb. of metallic nickel, 323,418 lb. of nickel

oxide and 232,450 lb. of nickel sulphate.

The following table shows the production of nickel by
smelters in the Sudbury districts, the exports from Canada
and United States records of imports and exports

:

PRODUCTION" OF NICICEL IN CANADA
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916
Tons * Tons * Tons * Tons * Tons *

Ore mined 737,584 784.697 1,000.364 1.364,048 1,566.333
Ore smelted 725.065 823.403 947.053 1,272,283 1,521,689
Bessemer matte

produced 41,925 47,150 46,396 67,703 80,010
Copper content of

matte 11,116 12,938 14,448 19,608 22,450
Nickel content of
matte 22,421 24,838 22,759 34.039 41,298

EXPORTS OF NICIvEL FROM CANADA
Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb.

Nickel contained
in matte, etc.:

Exported to Great
Britain 5,072,867 5,164,512 10,291,979 13,748,000 11,136,900

Exported to United
.States 39,148.993 44.224,119 36,015,642 52.662,400 69,304,800

Exported to Other
Countries 70,386 220,706

44,221,860 49,459,017 46,538,327 66,410,400 80,441,700
* In tons of 2, 000 lbs.

Lead

Notwithstanding the demand and high prices, the ac-

tual recovery of lead as bullion and refined, was less than

during 1915. The total production in 1916 of lead in

bullion credited to Canadian mines and estimated as re-

coverable from ores exported was 41,593,680 lb., a de-

crea.sc of over 10%. The 1916 production included

38,838,372 lb. of lead in bullion, of which a large portion

was electrolytically refined, and 2,755,308 lb. recoverable

from ores p\|)orted. The bnid bullion was produced chiefly

at Trail with small contributions from smelters at Kings-
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ton and (ialctta, Out. The lead oivs cxiioitcd were de-

rived from Notre Dame des Anges, Que. : Ilollandia )nine,

Baiinockburn, Ont. ; Surprise mine, Sloean, B. C. : and

tlie Silver Kinj; mine, Mayo, Yukon district.

AIthouf,di the recoveries of lead were small in 1016,

.shipments of lead ores from mines appear to have been

greater than in the previous year. Lead-ore shii)ments

in !!)!(; were approximately 83,000 tons, containini;- .51,-

08;),000 11). of lead, while zinc-lead ores shipped to Trail

contained considerable quantities of lead which would be

recoverable in large part after the extraction of the zinc.

Zixc

With the exception of a small production in experi-

mental work, there was no ]ii'oduction of refined zinc in

Canada previous to lOlfi. The establishment of an elec-

trolytic zinc refinery at Trail, and of a zinc recovery plant

at Shawinigan Falls, has placed the mefaillurffv of this

metal in Canada on a similar basis to that of lead and

copper.

In 191(i the total zinc-ore shipments from mines, in-

cluding the zinc-lead ores from the Sullivan mine and ores

exported, were about 80,96.5 tons, containing 47,24:5,57.5

lb. of zinc (partly estimated in the absence of complete

returns). A portion of the ores shipped to Trail were

not treated during the year, and the percentage of zinc

recovered at the Trail refinery in the early stages of oper-

ation was probably not so large as wnll be secured when
primary difficulties have been eliminated. Adding to the

actual recovery of refined zinc at Trail 80% of the zinc

contents of ores sent to the United States smelteries,

there was a zinc production of 23,515,030 lb. Of the

total production, 1,774,080 lb. was credited to the Notre

Dame des Anges ores in Quebec, and 21,740,950 lb. to

British Columbia.

Cobalt

Cobalt is being recovered at the smelteries at Deloro,

Thorold and Welland, Ont., in the form of metallic

cobalt, cobalt oxide, cobalt sulphate and other salts and

also stellite, the cobalt alloy used for high-speed tool

metal, from silver-cobalt-nickel ores of the Cobalt dis-

trict. Some colialt residues from the Nipissing null wore

also shipped to Great Britain. The total production of co-

balt contained in smeltery products recovered arid in cobalt

residues exported during 191G amounted to 841.859 lb.

The 191 () production included 215,215 lb. of metallic

cobalt.

Molybdenum

The demand for molybdenite le.sulted in considerable

exploration of known occurrences and the development

of several properties of considerable promise. Shipments

were made during 1916 from at least 17 different locali-

ties in Quebec, Ontario and Briti.sh Columbia, of which

that at Quyon, operated by the Canadian Wood Molyb-

d(;nite Co., was the most importiint. .Most of the ores

produced were shipped for concentration to the Inter-

national ^Molybdenum Co.'s mill at IJenfrew, or the con-

centrating plant operated by the IMines Department at

Ottawa. Some ores were also ship])ed by the Canadian

Wood Jlolybdenitc Co. for concentration in Denver; this

company also built a mill near the mine at Quyon and a

.second mill at Hull, Que. A concentrating mill was built

by the Renfrew Molybdenum ]\Iines Co. at ^It. St.

Patrick.

The total MoS, contents of concentrates produced and

shipped during the year was about 159,000 lb., for whicli

the ofllcial price ])aid was 105s. per unit of MoS,_, at

Liverpool. A portion of the concentrates were used in

the manufacture of molybdic acid, and ferromolybdenum

at Orillia, Ont. Ferromolybdeimm is also now being

made at Belleville, Ont. The Imperial .Munitions Board,

Ottawa, is an agent for the purchase in Canada of molyb-

denum for the British government.

Iron Ore

Iron-ore mining operations were confined to the Helen

and .Magpie mines of the Algoma Steel Corporation in the

^lichipicoten district of Ont-ario, together with a small

]iroduction of ilmenite at Ivry-on-the-Lake, Que., by the

Manitou Iron Mining Co. There was also a shipment of

concentrates from the concentrator at Trenton, Ont., pro-

duced in previous years from ores derixed from the Besse-

mer and Cliilds mines in Hastings County. The total

shipments in 1916 were 339,600 short tons, as compared
with 398,112 tons in 1915. Shipments of iron ore from

Wabana mines, Newfoundland, in 1916 by the two Can-

adian com]ianies operating there were 1.012,060 short

tons, all of which was shipped to Cape Breton.

The total production of pig iron in 1916, not including

the output of ferroalloys, was, according to com])lete re-

turns now received, 1,169,257 short tons (1,043,979 long

tons). The 1916 production wa.s greater than that of

any previous year, the second largest production of pig

iron having been 1,128,967 short tons in 1913,

The blast-furnace plants operated were the same as in

the previous year, viz.. the Dominion Iron and Steel Co.,

at Sydney, N. S. ; the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co., at

North Sydney; the Standard Iron Co., at Deseronto,

Ont. ; the Steel Company of Canada, at Hamilton, Ont.

;

the Canadian Furnace Co., at Port Colborne, Ont.; and
the Algoma Steel Corporation, at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

The production of ferroalloys in Canada in 1916,

chiefly ferrosilicon, but including also ferrophosphorus

and ferromolybdenum, all made in electric furnace.?, was
28,628 tona

"

Asbestos and Cnr.oiiiTE

The asbestos indu.stry was particularly active during
1916, the value of the production having been the highest

on record, though the quantity was slightly exceeded in

1913. Stocks on hand at the end of the yearwere re-

duced to a minimum. Production, as usual, was confined

to the asbestos district of Black Lake, Thetford, Eohert-

OUTPUT AND VALUE OF ASBESTOS 1915 AND 1916

1915 1916
Crude MiUed Crude Milled

Output, tons 3.987 102.572 5.4M 112.832
Sold, tons 5.370 105.772 5,893 130,123
Valiio, tons $1,076,297 $2,476,869 $1,867,064 $3,266,268
.\verage per ton $200 43 $23.42 $316 82 $25 10

sonville, Danville, and East Broguhton, in the eastern

townships, province of Quebec

The total output in 1916 was 118,216 tons which, com-
pared with 106,559 tons in 1915, shows an increase of

11%.
Stocks on hand Dec. ']], 191(i, were reported as oidy

6081 tons, as compared with 24,345 tons Dec, 31, 1915,

and 31,171 tons Dec. 31, 191 I. Sales of asbestic in 1916

were 18,500 tons.

The total quantity of asbestos rock sent to mills during

the year was 1,82'.*, 16 1 tons, from which was obtained

1 12,832 tons of fiber, or an average recovery of 6.20%.
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Tlic 1()(iil slii|)iii(Miis (iT cruili' clirdiiiilt' ores in l!ll(i wore

^T, ();>() tons. Tln'sc ori's ((iiilaiiu'd n lotal of approxi-

inatoly (iSM tons ol' Cr^.O;, or an nvci'a^c ol' about 2\'/(.

A consirlorablo ])ortion of the Iciw-niiulc urc and sand,

liowt'vcr, amoiiutiiisi' to ]-\,2\2 tons, was sont to cnnceii-

trating mills for concentration lud'oro being' marketed.

The quantity tbus ronccnii-atcd was lfl,!)!)"3 t<iiis, from

which were recovered, 10 Hi tons ot concentrates, averag-

ing from 42% to over SO'/p Cr.,().,. The final shipments

of ore and concentrates approximated ];i,cS.'54 tons. Prac-

tically the entire jiroduction was obtained in the district

tributary to Thetl'ord and IMack Lake, in the l']astern

Townships, Quebec.

Manganese and Gold in Brazil

Increasing interest in the manganese mines of Brazil

is evident in the accompanying statistics of production for

the last five years, as rejJorted by the Brazilian Bureau

of Connnercial Statistics and published in the Jornal do

Commercio, Feb. 1, 1917. The increase in the production

of manganese ore, following the cutting off of European

supplies is noteworthy; 1915 regi.stered a marked increase

over the previous year, and notwithstanding this stimula-

tion, the 19 IG production was nearly double that of

1915 in tonnage and almost tripled it in value, the 503,-

130 tons being valued at Rio de Janeiro at about $7,180,-

000, or more than -$14 per ton. The gold output has been

practically stationary for several years, but a North

American syndicate is just now considering the develop-

ment of another gold mine in the old Ouro Preto dis-

trict.

MANGANESE AND GOLD IN BRAZIL

Manganese Ore Gold
Year Metric Tons Kg.

1912 154.870 4,027
1913 122,300 3.393
1914 183.330 4,051
1915 288,671 4,565
1916 503,130 4,378

Refining of Georgia Kaolins

For years American manufacturers of tile and white

ware have been dependent on the im])ortation of foreign

kaolin, chiefly in the form of English china clay, for

their high-grade material. In 191(i there was 229.093 tons

of kaolin imported. At the same time there were known
to be available in Georgia and South Carolina large

quantities of kaolin of a high degree of purity, e.xeept that

it had an abnormal shrinkage and contained certain color-

giving minerals, especially iron and titanium compounds.

Heretofore this material has been available only for the

paper trade and for some lower grades of pottery. In-

vestigations carried on by Ira E. Sproat, of the Bureau of

Mines, the results of which have been published as Bul-

letin 118, entitled "Refining and Utilization of Georgia

Kaolins,"' show that the im]nirities may be readilv and

(Iieaply separated and lln' kanliii so modified in its

))hysical characteristics, both as to shrinkage and to the

development of color on burning, thai it is comparable

with llie best Engli.sh fireclay for many pottery jmrposcs.

.\h a result of his investigation he concludes tliat a

connnercial vitreous china body could not be obtained by

the direct substitution "!' relined Georgia kaolin for Eng-
lish china clay, but the Ihixcs had to be increased to ob-

tain the desired degree of vitrification. However, the

snlistilnl idii (if li'ealed (icorgia kaolin I'cjr all (be ball

clay and 50% of ibe l*]nglish china clay ])rodnc«s a body

of gi](i<l working (pialities and as good a color as the

whilesi connnercial w,'irc and of a I'ai- better color than

most vitreous cbinaware on the market.

He I'ound al.so that Cornwall stone makes a stronger

body than feldspar, but a feldspar wall-tile body can be

made that is as strong as any commercial wall tile on the

market. providc<l that the total clay content is at least

52%,, of which 10"/{ is ball clay and Ibe other 12%. i^^

treated Georgia kaolin.

For the Relief of British Engineers

The families of many jn'ofessional men in Great Britain

are experiencing privation such as they have never before

been called upon to face. This is not true only as regards

families of those at the front, but also as regards families

of many who are e.xcu.sed from active service because of

age or physical disability, but who find themselves in need

owing to the fact that they no longer are able to earn an

income in the practice of their profes.sions. For exaini)le.

an architect in England to day has practically no possi-

bility of professional employment, except in governmental

work, as the construction of buildings, except those re-

quired for government |iurposes or specifically authorized

liv the aovernmcnt, is not permitted.

To relieve the resulting hard.-ihips and distress, the Pro-

fessional Glasses War Relief Council, Inc., was organized

in Great Britain shortly after the outbreak of the war.

ilajor Leonard Darwin, a son of the great naturalist, is

chairman of the council. .Teirard Grant Allen is now in

America repre.senting the cimncil, and independent inves-

tigation has confirmed his statements in respect not only

of the need which exists, but also in respect of the organ-

ization and methods of the War Relief Council.

J. Pierpont JMorgan has lent to the council his house in

Prince's (Sate for use as a maternity hospital. Births in

this institution last year numbered approximately 300.

At the present time the eovmcil is disbursing about $5000

per week, and the administrative expense, wdiich is limited

to compensation of subordinate employees, amounts to

less than 2% of the money distributed. The coiincil di-

rects its activities largely along lines which provide relief

by finding temporary employment for those whose accus-

tomed way of earning a living is cut off, Init in many
cases pecuniary help is necessary.

The committee appeals to American engineers to dem-

onstrate their sympathy by contributing to this worthy

object. It is hoped that practically every American

engineer will contribute at least $5, and contributions of

this amount will be most welcome, as it is desirable that

the engineering profession in America be represented by

the largest possible number of contributors. Larger

amounts also will be highly appreciated. Contributions

may be forwarded to Lewis B. Stillwell, treasurer, care

the Karmcrs" Loan and Trust Co.. 4','> Fifth Ave, New
York.

m

I'lie T*r<>dii«'tioii of tlir /iiio .^liiioN (.f Tonkin in 1916 is re-

ported b.v "I'jcho (ley Mines" ms follows: Sooi^'te Minit^re dii

Tonltin, 17,000 metric tons (pi-esumalily selected ore or con-
centrates); Mines de Cho-Dien, SOOO tons; Society de Trang-Da,
7200 tons; Socifti? de Yen-I.inli, lionn tons; Socii^'t.^ do Tliunli-

Moi, 2!)00 tons.
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Alaska Juneau's New Mill
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PANORAMA OF THE NEW MILL AND SUBSIDIARY BUILDINGS OF THE ALASKA JUNEAU GOLI

i'OWKR IlOtlSIO LOOKING EAST FROM MILL POWER HOUSE LOOKING NORTH PROM DOCK
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on Gastineau Channel, Alaska
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i.,il.,l.>u CU., NEAi; JUNEAU ON THE GASTi.N EAL CllA.NXEE. uii'U.SiTE DuUULA.S ItSEA-XU, ALASKA

ALASKA JUNEAI' ROTLER ROOM ECONOMIZER ROOM TURBINE FI^OOR
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Alaska Juneau mill—taken Jan. 1, 1917 One of the car tipples at top of mill

Ball-mill floor—looking east Tube-mill floor—taken Feb. 5, 1917

Roughing-table floor—looking east Finishing-table floor—taken Feb. 5, 1917

LATE VIEWS IN ALASKA JUNEAU'S MILL. WHICH WILL START IN APRIL
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I Details of Practical Mining
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A Secure Windlass Barrel

By a. W. Allen*

A secure type of windlass barrel I'or prospecting or

winzing is illustrated herewith. The handles are bent in

the shape shown, and the barrel is bored across its full

A SECURE HANDLE FOR WINDLASS

diameter at a point 8 in. or so from each end. A narrow

radius space is then cut out to allow the handle to be

inserted, and the opening wedged up.

Skip-Pocket Construction

By James E. HARDiNof

The following method of construction of skip pockets

was used at the Dairy Farm mine, Vantrent, Calif. The
ground around the station was good, and no timber was

necessary for the support of the roof. In building a

station in an incline shaft, the first work is to enlarge the

shaft below the station to such size that the bottom and

front timbers of the skip pocket may be put in place.

In this instance the bottom three lOxlO-in. timbers were

placed side by side and perpendicular to the dip of the

shaft and wedged solidly between the shaft timbers and

the hanging wall of the incline. Then the front of the

pocket was placed directly on the shaft timbers. First

lOxlO-in. timbers were laid directly on the cap ties and

then up and down in each compartment between the ties.

The distance between these latter was the same as the

width of the pocket gate wliicb delivered into the skip.

I'|i(in Ihese lOxlO-in. timbers a double layer of 2.xl2-in.

jilank was laid and last of all sections of 5f;-lb. rail were

I'aslened with U-bolts to the i)lank rts a protection. These

ran u]) and down the shaft and were placed dii'ectly iindci-

tlic duni])ing holes to r(>c('i\'e the shock of tbe falling rock.

When the I'rDiil and hnlloiii were in [ilacc, work started

at the bottom of the ]>ocket will) marliiiics and raised up

and alongside of tbe sluift so tliat the hack of the pucket

formed an angle of ahont fiO" with the shaft timbers.

A Hatter angle than this would have been useless be-

cause the chute would lill up with fine rock. The il-

lustration of the skip ]inckct shows the angle of the

front and bac'k. When all the ground was taken out, the

top of the station was put in place. A bed of four

stringers of lOxlO-in. timher, the length of the station,

was laid, and the stringers were trussed as shown, and the

division between pockets put in. On the top stringers

sections of 56-lb. rail were placed crosswise, let into the

stringers sufficiently to allow 2 in. of the ball and web of

the rail to appear above the surface of the stringers. The
rail sections were laid 12 in. apart to allow a 2xl2-in.

plank to be placed in the spaces between each two rails.

•MetallurKical enBincor. 30;i Uro;i<lw;iy, New York.
tAmorlciin Smrltins and Refining Co., Caldera, Atacama,

Chile.

SECTION THKlUeH STATION

SKIP POCKET AT DAIRY' FARM MINE, CALIFORNIA

spaces being left open foi- the dumping holes. Thus rails

and plank left a smooth surface upon which was laid the

second floor of plank at right angles to the first, still

leaving the dumiiing holes open. Car track was laid over

the dumping holes, forming a grizzly with the 56-lb. rails,

with openings 12x18 in. A movable switc'h was placed

leading from the single track of the cros.scut to the double

track at the station and a man kept at the station to lend

the switch, assist in dumping cars and break rocks too

large to pass the grizzly. '

The construction of the station required 168 man-

shifts besides supervision, alxuit 300 lin.ft. of lOxlO-in.
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lillilxT, aliout 1800 lin.ri. of 2.\l'^-iii. phmk, ;iii(l uliout

250 ft. of 5(;-lb. rail besides the dynamite used to break

the groTind. Single gat^s ol' i/o-i"- steel with the usual

rack and ])inion wore placed in each pocket to empty

directly into the skips which rest on chains across the

shaft while loading, thereby saving the jar on the hoist-

ing cable caused by the rock running into the skip. Two
men loaded the ski]i, and fast work was possilile if the

rock was not too coarse.

Hose Connections on Sinking Pumps
By J. F. KioLLOOK Hwown*

The flexibility attained iliroiiuli using hose connections

in handling sinking [uiinps in shaft work may not he an

original idea, but it certainly deserves to be more widely

known and api)lied.

As the siid-;ing of a shaft proceeds and the depth in-

creases, the sinking [luin]) has to be frequently lowered.

Usually this is done by fitting in short lengths of pipe,

until a siifficient distance for a full ])ipe length has been

sunk. This may be a comparatively sinijile matter where

there is little water in the shaft and there is consequently

ARRANGEMENT OF FLEXIBLE HOSE CONNECTIONS
FOR SINKING PUMPS

plenty of time in which to malm the change. Remem-
bering however, that a shaft pump must have attached to

it two and sometimes three pipes (dcqiendiug on whether

the power is steam or air)—the intake steam, the ex-

liaust steam and the water discharge. These pipes extend

to the surface, and in a long distance it is a hard task to

juggle the pump u]) and down so that they may he

changed and brought into positimi to loe pro])erly con-

nected to the pump. Three full lengths have to be

changed at one time, since the alternative of working

with a number of short lengths of varying measurement

implies too much- "dodging" for position. It is nearly

impossible to get three pipe lengths projecting down a

shaft to I'emain in the same straight line, so that they can

be readily attached to the yntmp. Nearly always the

])unip piece, probably a short ni])ple, and ihe pipe In uIikIi

•MlniiiR enKineer. with Arthur 1). Little. Inc., 137 McGill
St., Montreal, Canada.

it is to Ih' allaelie(l meet al an angle sulliciently large to

make the threading of the one ])iece to the other a inalttT

of great dilTleully. This is greater in inclined shafts,

where the ])ipes lie along one wall and where a projecting

])iece of timber may throw them out of line. In large

sinking operations these difficulties are provided against,

but in .small prospecting work there is much thoughtless

pi'occdure. In cases where there is excessive water and

the puni]) is working to its utmost capacity, the time

s])ent doing this pipe changing is often .so great that no

])rogiess can be made. During the time of change the

water has risen so rapidly that the pumj) should have

been left wheie it was before the projrosed change was

made.

To overcome a series of difficulties of this character in

one ]iarticular instance, the scheme was tried of inserting

in the ]n])e line between the bottom lengths of ])ipe and

the ]>ump, a jjipe length of hose. Twenty-two feet of

steam hose for the steam pipe, the same for the exhaust

])ipe, and also for the discharge pipe, were cut and fitted

with a short nii)i)le comiection and a union. The con-

nections between the hose. ])ump and ])ipe were made by

means of unions, one at each end of each hose. As there

was pressure on .steam- and water-discharge connections,

care had to be taken to have them fitted extra tight, since

a sudden blowolf of steam or a burst of water through a

broken connection is an iinnece.ssarv evil. The kinkintr of

the hose had to fie watched, and when the pump was close

to the pipe ends, the coils of hose were looped by leather

holders and marlin tying strings to nails driven in the

timbers so ])laeed that the hose would be clear of the work-

ing space in the shaft.

The advantages gained by this scheme were flexibility

of the pumping arrangements and speed in changing

pipe connections. The disadvantages of any twists in the

pipe from the surface to the pump were readily obviated

by the use of the hose ; the pump could be lowered 20 ft.

at a time without changing the pipes and could be kept

working if required during the lowering process. This

prevented the loss of time during which the men working

in the shaft bottom were driven out by water and the time

while that water was being pumped out. The hose and

the unions facilitated the changing of the pipes to a

great extent. The three pipes to be changed were lowered

liy rope to the pump and hung in position along the side

of the shaft, while the pump remained where it was with-

out any change. The pumpman took his position with

his pipe wrenches, at the top connection of the hose and

pipe, where he broke the unions of all three connections

in turn. His assistant stood on the pump below. The

bottom end of each pipe to be clianged into the ne\\'

position, lying ready at the pumpman's hand, had on it

the u])per half of a fresh union, and to this the pumpman
lightly attached the hose. The pump and hose were then

lowered to the second man, who detached the hose for the

time being while the man a!)ove connected his pipe to the

line, and the man on the pump tightened up his union

between hose and pump and the connection was ready for

operation. A similar procedure took place with the re-

maining two connections. This meant onlv a short time

lost at the change and reduced the danger of a lo.sf pump.
«:

rolilin^ Itliicpriist.s .sti the title may bo read and so that the

blue .surface is not exposed to the light and to wear is accom-
Idi.shed at (he Copper Queen by the simple expedient of fold-

ing the printed side in and finally turning over diag-onally the

last corner containinjr the title.
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Flivver Merchanttnen to Overcome
Submarine Menace

The German submarine is a factor with which the

United States must contend, whether wo go into the war
or keep out of it, if we intend to niaintain'our established

commercial rights. The only sure method of neutralizing

the effect of the U-boat campaign is to create tonnage

as fast or faster than it can be destroyed. If this

country could build ships of a type capable of evading

the U-boat and build them ' faster than Germany could

sink them, it is probable that Germany would be ]n-epared

to retract from the indefensible position she has taken.

The rate at which steel ships are Ijeing Iniilt cannot be

increased, as our shipyards and rolling mills ai'e doing

their utmost now. It is possible, however, to build a

large number of small wooden i-argo l)oats of from 1000

to 2000 tons' capacity, equipped with internal-combustion

engines. Boats of tliis type have been built for the last

few years on the Pacific Coast and have demonstrated

their usefulness as cheap and efficient cargo carriers.

These boats, as built on the Pacific Coast, are equipped

with semi-Diesel motors and have a sea speed of about

nine knots. The most efficient size, from a purely com-

mercial point of view, is between 3000 and -1000 tons'

capacity; but if boats were to be built for the purpose of

carrying cargoes through .submarine-infested waters, it

is probable that it would be advisable to sacrifice com-

mercial efficiency and economy in operation in order to

get both sufficient speed and quick-turning ability to give

the best possible chance to evade the submarines. With
this in view it seems probable that a boat of between 1000

and 3000 tons' capacity with a speed of 14 knots would be

advisable. It is possible that, to secure a speed of 14

knots, it would be necessary to make a further sacrifice of

economy and use a gasoline engine instead of a Diesel or

semi-Diesel type.

Low YisiniLiTV A Large Factor

A fleet of a thousand such ships equipped with bow
and stern guns would have a great many advantages and
a maximum cliance of getting their cargoes safely to port.

Such ships would have very low visibility and would be

seen at about one-third the distance of the steamship,

thus multiplying the number of submarines necessary to

establish a tight blockade. They would be small and

specially designed for quick turning. For these reasons

the number of misses made by the U-boats would be

greatly increased. Furthermore, such boats operate with

very small crews, from 12 to 14 men; the value of the

cargo on any one ship is small, so that when one of them
is sunk the loss in jiersonnel, cargo and shipping is small.

For offensive purposes 10 small ships each armed with

two guns are much nioie elfective than one large ship

with' two guns. In case we should l)ecome involved in I be

war, a fli'ct of such ships would be immensely valuable

for patrol boats, mine laying and other purposes.

To build these boats, it would be necessary to utilize

the facilities of every wooden shipyard in the country.

It is probable that a considerable number could be made
in the old yards up and down the Atlantic Coast, but the

two points at which the greatest number could be built

would be the Pacitic Coast, with its inexhaustible supply

of lumber and enormous mills, ami the upper coast of

Te.xas, where similar conditions prevail. To build a

wooden ship does not require the yard and equipment
necessary for the construction of steel boats. About all

that is necessary is a crane for handling heavy material

and a small amount of woodworking machinery. Such
l)oats should be absolutely standardized, the timters sent

from the mill ready to be bolted into place, and in the

tonstruction utmost skill in scientific management could

be utilized.

There is in this country the necessary lumber and the

facilities for getting it out. We have the labor; we can

build the engines. It is physically possible for this coun-

try to turn out ships of this kind at a rate absolutely to

neutralize the U-boat campaign. If this were done, it

would probably end the war very quickly. With these two
]5oints established, any ordinary argument of difficulty or

cost has very little weight.

The war is at present costing not far from $300,000,000

per day. One-half of the daily cost, or $100,000,000,

would put 1.000,000 tons of wooden shipping in the water

and do more to bring about the end of the war than

any other possible action on our ])art.

This jilan has had careful consideration hv leading

shipping men in this country, as well as some of our

foremost naval authorities, and has been strongly in-

dorsed by them as being the most effective move this

country could make to end the war.

F. Huntington Clark,

j\Iining Engineer.

465 West End Ave., New York City, Mar. 10, 1917.

Refinement in Chemical Analysis

The first step for obtaining real "Refinement in Chemi-
cal Analysis" (discussed editorially in the Jimrnal, Mar.

o, 1917) in connnercial work is to ascertain the exact

present condition. Fen- many years I have had the ques-

tion of improving the accuracy of gold-bullion assaying

under investigation, during which time proiiably 100,000

special assays have been made on thousands of samples,

which have been supplemented by voluminons records of

regular W(u-k.

The most troublesome point in such an investigation is

the question of personality—the personal equation, if you

will. We are all subject to many untoward influences, to

many of which we are entirely unconscious, but for some

we have vague consciousness and it is difficult to draw the

line. As a general ride, one of the most fatal obstacles to

real accuracy in connnercial work is knowledire by the
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(i|ierator of previous results, and the roiiditioii i> worse

wlieu he has an interest ol' any kind lu tlie result. i']ven

sueh an intangible interest as loyalty to his .superior may

influence a weigher. Tlierefore, when the best results are

desired, the operator must not be able to tell at a glance

what the answer is going to be when making the final

observation, weighing, volume reading, etc. He should

then simply record the Tacts. The calcnlatimis to show

the final results .should be made independently. It is far

better to have someone else make the eakulafions. al-

though this is not always possible, but at least the o])era-

tor should not undertake the calculations before finishing

the observations. In a large laboratory the operative

records should be delivered to an independent calculator

to work out the results.

While it is apparently a great time saver in a busy

laboratory to have the final observation be the figure

sought, yet this practice leads to and covers up much poor

work. In gold-bullion assaying, the cornet weight is

generally the fineness of the bullion. The influeiu-e of

this upon the accuracy of the work is well illustrated by

the fallacy of agreeing duplicates. Four samples repre-

senting a melt of fine gold were each assayed in duplicate,

and every one of the eight results was !)S)9.,-). The samples

were returned to the laboratory without any knowledge as

to what they were. Now 10 out of \2 duplicates agreed,

but the .sets of duplicates varied from one at 999.1 to one

at 999.6. and only one was at 999.5. Institutional pride

was largely responsible for the first total agreement and

for the agreement of duplicates in the test.

Again. 34 assays were made in four laboratories on the

four samples re]nesenting a melt. Agreeing duplicates

were reported at 999.4 and 999.8 and at each 0.1 between,

while an individual as.say was reported at 999.9. This

variation may be taken as a fair illustration of the present

actual accuracy of such work, when cutting the sample to

a fixed weight. Undoubtedly more reliable results would be

obtained by cutting the sample to between 500 and 501

ms. and weighing to 0.01 mg. with the rider, the cornet

being weighed back in the .same way. This would require

a calculation to get the fineness, but on the whole would

probably not consume any more time than in cutting to

a fixed weight. Frederic P. Dewey,

Assayer, Bureau of the Mint.

Washington, D. C. Mar. 6,'l917.

Underground Boxes for Primers

I am a great believer in the safety-first moxemeut and

at all times encourage it in every reasonalile way possible.

Howevei-, it seems to me that the idea can be run into

the ground by inea])able inspectors. As a case in point

let nie offer an incident. We received a visit from a dej)-

uty inspector who complimented us on general under-

'ground conditions and also offered a few suggestions. At

that time we had, on one of the levels, a good fuse-and-

cap room, where various leng-fhs of fuse were cut and

capped as needed. Complying with a suggestion from the

inspector, this was removed. On the surface a suitable

room was arranged, and therein a stock of capped fu.se in

various lengths was ke]it on band. It was then made a

duty of the nippers to deliver to each miner, in time for

loading, the exact nundier nf primers he required.

About six months later another deputy ins]icctor

called on us. Practically everything underground met

with his approval. However, develojiments indicated

that in order to be making good he had to pick a

liaw somewhere. At the time of his visit we were just

completing the station, skip-pocket, etc., at a new level.

Tiuibermen, pipemen and trackmen were engaged in ]iut-

ting the finishing touches to the job. The place was in

more or less of a mess, littered up with scia)>s of lumber,

pipes, track and tools. This was all carefully explained

to the inspector and the information added that the next

I'ight hours would .see everything cleaned u]) and active

work starting on the level. In prowling around he dis-

covered an empty ]jowder box in which lay a 2-ft. piece

of fuse without a cap on either end. Undoubtedly it had

been trinnned from a long ))rimer used in blasting a plug

in the station work. An inquiry was in order regarding

our ])lan of handling primers. This was explained ami

the surface fuse room shown to him. About a week later

we received a suggestion by mail that fuse boxe.s be con-

structed of 2xl2-in. material and installed on each level.

One day a miner from one of the slopes came to the

level for primers. A nipper not being in evidence at the

moment, he looked in the fuse box and found enough for

his needs. He returned to the stope where he and his

])artner loaded the round of eighteen holes. Now, with-

out his knowing it, some of the fuse had Iwen in the box

fur a long time, and though the box was well made, it

must have ab.sorbed more or less moisture. Some of the

fuse could not be lighted. After trying in vain to spit

these fuses, both men took out their knives, cut off several

inches of the length, split the fuse in fresh places and

tried again, with no better success. All this time .some of

the fuse was burning merrily on. They kept this up as long

as they dared and then ran for the manway. One man
had cut his hand, and both had been burned slightly.

AVhen the men were alwut 10 ft. from the bottom of the

manway, the first shot went off and a stray rock weigh-

ing about 5 lb. came flying by them, fortunately missing

both. When the next shift went up into this stope, they

found eight niis.sed holes and the round ruined.

New York City, Feb. 15, 1917. 8. Ford E.\tox.

Exploration in Sudbury Nickel District

An article in the Engineering and Minini/ Journal, of

Jan. 6, 1917, by Thomas W. Gibson, De^3uty Minister of

Mines of Ontario, makes note of the fact that "diamond

drilling during the year (1916) disclosed the existence of

important orebodies on the norite contact east of the

(iarson mine, where the glacial drift is 100 ft. thick and

there is no outcrop to be seen."

The E. J. Long-year Co., which did this work. Is still

drilling in this vicinity and has recently sunk a test shaft

on tbe pi-operty for the jmrpose of checking the results

of The drilling. This exploration is interesting for the

reason that there were no surface indications, and the

work nnist liave been guided largely by considerations of

the general geology of the district. Work of this type is

frequently carried on in the ii'on and copper districts of

the Lake Superior region, but has not hitherto been at-

tempted to any great extent in the drift-covered regions

of Ontario. Thus it would appear that the recent dis-

cussions on the origin of the Sudbury ores in the Journal

have more than an academic interest. These ))roblems have

a vital relation to the development of new orelxidies.

Sudbury. Ont., Feb. 20, 1917. J.vmes W. M.UiTiN.
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The Annual Meeting of the Canadian
Mining Institute

MoNii;:: Ai. ('dkuicsi'ondioxck

SYNOPSIS— Till' i/carli/ mcciiii;/ tif flic Cana-

dian Mining Institute brought fortli a targe nunt-

ber of interesting teclinical papers, many uf them

based direrthj or indirerttij on the prolilems grow-

ing out of war conditions. E. I'. Mathewson,

formerttj of tlie Anaconda Copper Mining Co., but

noii> witli the Britisli America .\icl:el Corpora-

tion witli headquarters at Toronto, read some in-

ter'esting papers, and receired the gold medal of

the Mining and Metallurgical Societg of America,

for his contributions to the art of metallurgg.

The nineteenth annual convention of the Canadian

Mining Institute was held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,

Montreal, :\Iai-. 7 to 9, 1917. The proceedings were of

unusual interest by reason of the many problems which

have arisen on account of the war and the recent expan-

sion of the mining and metallurgical industries. President

Arthur A. Cule in his annual address said that the ab-

normally high prices of metal had stimulated the mining

industry and 1916 had established a new mining record.

It had been a year of activity for the Institute. It was

through its influence that a guarantee had been obtained

of ample supjdies of cyanide for the Canadian mines at

lower jjrices than prevailed elsewhere. A metallurgical

section had been formed, which had already e.xtended the

scope of the Institute. In the past a lack of coordination

had been a notable defect in administration methods.

Enormous masses of information had accumulated in the

government departments, universities, and coi'n]iany and

private offices, l)ut a strong central organization was neces-

sary. The recommendations of the Institute a year ago

for the appointment of a commission to organize the de-

partments of the civil service for the purpose of correlat-

ing information respecting the resources of trade and in-

dustry had residted in the creation of such a commission.

Last year was the most active and successful in the history

of the Institute. The preliminary report of John Mc-
Leish, chief of the Division of ^lineral Resources and

Statistics, on the mineral production of Canada during

1916 was presented.

The preliminary report of Thomas W. Gibson, Deputy
Minister of Mines for Ontario, ou the mineral produc-

tion of Ontario for 1916 was presented.

IXDU.STRI.VL Pl!EP.\EEDNESS

E. p. Mathewson read a paper on "Organization for

Industrial Preparedness," taking the ground that Ca-

nadian statistics were based on insuiTicient data. Tiic In-

stitute should recommend the government to appoint a

special statistical board from the officials of the Bureau
of Mines. Geological Survey, Labor Department, Internal

Revenue Department and Census Bureau to compile the

necessary data concerning industries, publish yearly re-

ports and give statistics indicating possible openings for

new industries.

Dr. Frank D. Adams read a paper somewhat along (he

same lines ou the work of the Advisory Council for

Sricnlilii- and Industrial Ivcseai'ih. An interesting dis-

cussion ensued in the course of wbicii Mr. Mathewson
urged that the first and most obvious duty of the Re-
search Commission was to call attention to the need for

the electrification of railways where coal was not easily

available. James \Vhyt<', chief of the Conservation Com-
mission, said it was questionable whether the roads could

afford the initial cost. Moreover, it would be difficult to

increase the amount of Niagara ])ower under the arrange-

ment with the United States, but be looked forward to a

time when railroads within a reasonable distance of the

great water powers would be electrified. Mr. Cole said that

tbc electrification of the Temiskaming & Northern
Ontario Ry. was now under consideration. Dr. Adams
stated that the available water powers had all been mapped
out and that the matter of electrifying the principal rail-

ways was receiving attention.

A paper by (Gordon S]icncci' on the possibilities for the

manufacture of cyanide in Canada was read, which treated

of the nsetbods in vogvie in (termany. Alfred \V. G.

Wilson, of the ilines Department, Ottawa, favored the

cyanamide process as being most applicable in Canada.

President Cole detailed the steps taken by the Institute

to relieve the situation caused by cyanide shortage for

the Northern Ontario mines and stated that negotiations

were now on foot with the Cassel Cyanide Co., for the

starting of a Canadian branch of the company.

CaN.\DIAX METALLUliGIC.i^L POSSIBILITIES

"Electrochemical and Jletallurgical Possibilities in

Canada" was the subject of a paper by H. E. Howe, who
contended that in order to make these industries success-

ful it would be necessary to bring about a lower price

for power, and insure consumers large blocks of power
which must be steady and continuous, and also cheap

freights and abundance of raw material. In the discus-

sion following the paper Dr. Goodwin, of Queens College,

Kingston, suggested storage of water to prevent a failure

in the power supply and W. D. Dick said that Canada
was transmitting power to the United States to the detri-

ment of her own industries.

On motion of D. B. Dowling, a resolution was unani-

mously adopted sending the greetings of the Institute

to their members at the front, overseas.

H. J. Roast read a paper on the "Development of

Canadian Magnesite," illustrated with lantern slides show-

ing the magnesite formations. The same subject was

dealt with by H. J. Ross in a paper on "Magnesite and

its Uses," samples being exhibited showing its variations

in appearance and brick and other articles manufactured

from it. Mr. Ross strongly urged that the crude material

should be manufactured in Canada.

C. W. Drysdale, of the Geological Survey, stated that

large deposits of magnesite of a good grade occurred in

I'.ritish Columbia. Mr. Ross stated that to establish the

iiulustry would require a large amount of capital, prob-

ably about $350,000. In treating of "Potash and its Uses,"

C. W. Drury expressed strong doidits as to the successful

use of feldspar in potash nuuiufacture.
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H. H. Claudet doalt with the "Concentration and

Marketing of Canadian ]\Iolyl)dpnite," and gave some

interesting details as to the growth of this new ('anadian

industry, with illustrations of the leading molybdenite

properties. J. B. Tyrrell gave an account of the molyb-

denite occurrences in British Columbia. J. S. Coffin

pointed out the advantages of pulverized fuel for loco-

motives.

At the evening session Dr. Henry M. Payne told of

hot water thawing in the Yukon.

Edgar Eickardtold of the work of the Belgian Relief

Commission, organized by Herbert C. Hoover, in saving

millions of the Belgian people from starvation. By a

unanimous vote of the convention Mr. Hoover was made

an honorary member of the Institute. An interesting

feature of the session was the shomng by IT. W. DuBois

of a nvunber of motion pictures vividly illustrative of

scenes in Alaska.

On the second day metallurgical subjects held the fore-

mo.'jt place in the topics discussed, which were of a most

interesting and timely character. The chair was occupied

by Dr. Porter, of ilcGill University. E. P. Mathewson

led off with a paper on the "Electro-De]iosition of Zinc

from Aqueous Solutions," which he said was no new

thing, though it wa.s decidedly novel to produce zinc in

this way in succes.sful competition with established fur-

nace methods. The Siemens & Halske experts were early

in the field, and the names of Hoepfner, Engelhardt, Huth

and Isherwood were prominent. The Japanese, Australi-

ans and Tasmanians were producing electrolytic zinc.

The complex ore question had been practically solved, and

former waste had become valuable. The extremely costly

experiments of the Anaconda Copper ^lining Co. had re-

sulted in the establishment, at Great Falls, ^lont., of a

plant which was the largest and best-equipped refinery in

the world and which was in December producing 95 tons

of zinc daily, of a purity of 5)9.92%. He described the

process in use by the company. E. E. Watts dealt with

electrolytic zinc in eastern Canada and spoke of the ex-

perimental work conducted at the JIcGill University,

which had proved it to be possible to manufacture electro-

lytic zinc, in Canada on a connnercial scale. There were

two operating zinc mines in Quebec—that of the Zinc

Alining Co.—with a daily output of 120 tons, and the

Tetreau mine, producing 100 tons per day. An interesting

discussion ensue<l on tlie respective processes at the Ana-

conda and Trail, B. C, smelteries, one of the points

brought out being that while the Anaconda company

raised no objections to iron content in the ore, a difficulty

had been e.\]X'rienced at Trail in the masting of ore that

contained iron. Mr. Jlathewson, in replying to .some of

the speakers, said that in normal times electrolytic zinc

would be able to compete successfully with retort zinc

owing to the value of other metal products recovered.

Ibon and Steel Industoy

"The Future of the Iron and Steel Industry in Canada"

was the subject of two papers which, in the absence of the

writers, were read by the chairman, the question being

considered from the standpoint of preparedness for new
conditions after the war. That by D. H. McDougall em-

phasized the temporary character of the ])resent pros-

perity due to the artificial stinmlus of war conditions.

The factors of permanent success included ready acces.s to

raw material and coal and the proximity of markets for

the output. While large concerns favorably .situated in

these respects would survive, new conditions woulil proba-

bly eliminate many small businesses at present profitjibie.

F. WHiilton made an elaborate presentation of the posi-

tion of the iron and steel ])lant.s, with a desciiption of the

equipment of the Dominion and Nova Scotia steel works,

wliich he said were the most favorably situated in

('anada. He gave voluminous .statistics of production in

the various lines and figures .showing that the manufac-

turers of the United States had an immen.se advantage

in the lower cost of production. F. P. Jones took strong

exception to the figures as to the respective cost of produc-

tion in Canada and the United States as being incorrect.

He thought what was needed to protect the industry was

a more uniform tariff. G. A. Irving, of the Algoma Steel

Co., thought that manufacturers should have a more di-

versified output. His company was installing a mill to

produce stnictural shapes, and other companies were con-

templating the manufacture of new lines. There was op-

portunity for expansion by all the plants.

J. A. Dresser said that the lack of suitable raw material

should induce further prospecting and exploration in

search of new mineral depo-sits. S. F. Belknap, Dese-

ronto, urged government action to further the supply

of raw material. Dr. Porter thought that the Canadian

iron ore would have progressed much more rapidly but for

the high-grade character of the ore procured from the

United States. R. R. Iledley, of Vancouver, contributed

a paper on the iron industry of British Columbia, claiming

that the province had all the factors necessary for its suc-

cessful development. "The Occurrence and Testing of

Moulding Sands" was the subject of a paper by L. H. Cole.

R.\W MATEmAL.S FOR MANUFACTURE OF REFRACTORIES

At the afternoon session N". B. Davis dealt with re-

fractory clays. It was only lately, he said, that manu-
facturers had begun to use raw material for the making

of refractory goods. He showed the widespread distribu-

tion of clays and shales which constituted raw material

for the making of silica, magnesite and cbromite brick.

He mentioned that quartzite pebbles suitable for tube

milling occurred in Saskatchewan. S. V. Ells, with the aid

of illustrations, described the bituminous sands of north-

ern Alberta, the largest deposits in the world and wholly

undeveloped. They covered an area of 1800 square miles.

The lack of transportation was a serious handicap, but

one that would shortly be removed. The quality of the

material had been proved by its use for the construction

of ]«i\ement in Edmonton, which was in a satisfacton'

condition.

Robert E. Dye told of milling practice at the Buffalo

Klines, Cobalt, where a Callow flotation plant of a capacity

of SOO tons per day had been installed. Its satisfactory

operation was proved by the fact that while the coist of

the cyanide process was $2.0-i per ton, flotation had re-

duced it to .$1.99. It was necessary, however, to develop

the local method for the treatment of concentrates. A
])aper by John M. Callow and E. B. Thoruhill, on "Flo-

tation by the Callow Process in the Cobalt District," was
presented, showing the economy of the process. The pres-

ent problem is the reduction of flotatioii concentrates to

reduce the cost of freight. It was contended that as the

Cobalt ores decreased in grade, flotation would become
moi'e important to enable the mining of low-grade ores

at a profit. C. S. Parsons, in his paper on "Flotation Ex-
periments with Canadian Wood Oils," gave the results of

a series of tests made at the Forest Products Laboratory
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(if M('(iill Uiii\ersil\ ill the ])ri>iluc( ion nl' wddil dil I'oi'

mining purposes, iiicludinf^j c.\]ieriiiicnts at utiliy.iiiu- |iiiu'

stumps for that purpose.

'"The Clironiite l)e]iiisits ol' Quelicc." was the suhjeit of

an address by Dr. Koliert Ilarvie, who said that tliev oe-

eurred in masses which .sometimes contained as liiirh as

2000 tons, as well as in the form of disseminated ore. Tlie

latter he thouulit would he the ])riiicip;d source of sup-

ply for the future.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows, the

president and mo.st of the last year's council being re-

elected by acclamation : President, Arthur A. Cole, Co-

balt ; vice-presidents, D. B. Dowling, Ottawa, and M. E.

Purcell, Rossland, B. C. Councillors: For Nova Scotia,

F. H. Sexton, Halifa.x. For Quebec, L. D. Adams, Mon-
treal : T. C. Denis, Quebec; A. Stansfield, .Montreal. For

Ontario, M. B. Baiter. Kingston; W. J. Dick, Ottawa;

Norman R. Fisher, Cobalt ; Reginald E. Hore, Toronto

;

G. C. jMackenZ|ie, Ottawa ; E. P. Mathewson, Toronto

;

W. E. Segsworth, Toronto ; Clifford E. Smith, Toronto

;

J. H. Stovel, Sudbury ; il. W. Sunnnerliayes, Timmins.

For British Columbia, E. E. Campliell, Anyo.x ; Thonuis

Graham, Victoria; G. P. Jones, Iledley. For Alberta,

W. A. Davidson, Calgary; Walter F. McNeil, Calgary;

Norman C. Pitcher, Edmonton.

The annual lianquet was held in the evening at the Eitz-

Carlton Hotel and was of more than usual interest, as it

was made the occasion of the presentation to Edward P.

ilathewson of a gold medal for distinguished services,

from the ilining and Metallurgical Society of America.

A delegation from the society was in attendance. AY. R.

Ingalls, in making the presentation, recounted the import-

ant contributions to mining and metallurgical science

made by Jlr. ilathew.son during his career of 32 years, in

recognition of which he had received the gold medal of

the Institute of Mining and }iletallurgy of Great Britain.

Mr. !Mathewson, in a hapjiy speech, expressed his apprecia-

tion of the honor conferred upon him and gave some inter-

esting details of his experiences. P. N. .^loore, president

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, conveyed

the greetings of the Institute and congratulations on the

success of the convention. President Cole, in the course of

a few well-chosen renurrks, alluded to the part taken by

the members in the war, 25% of the membership being

at the front. Other speakers were: J. W. Flavelle, head

of the Imperial Munitions Board; Hon. Honore Mercier,

^linister of Colonization, ]\rines and Fisheries for Quebec

;

Edgar Eickard, of the British Institute of ^lining and

Metallurgy; and Lieut.-Col. Caldwell.

A party of the members of the Institute accepted the in-

vitation to visit various nnuiition plants and see the oper-

ation of the industry under stress of war demands.

Edward Payson Mathewson
Edward Payson .Mathewson was horn in Montreal, Can-

ada, Ot't. 16, 1 864. He received the degree of B. S. from Mc-
Gill University in 188.5. From 1886 to 1897 he was assayer

and later superintendent of the Pueblo Smelting and Ec-
fining Co. Here Mr. Mathewson sluiwed a spirit of in-

vestigation and research which resulted in many improve-

ments in lead smelting. From 1897 to 1902 be was a

member of the (iuggcnheini technical stall'. He was at

first superintendent and later general manager at Perth

Amboy, X. J., where he improved greatly the lead-smelting

|irarlice. Later he was M'ut to .Montei'ey, .Mexico, and to

.\iitofagasta, Chile. From 1902 to 191(1 he was connected

with (he .\naconda (dipper Mining Co., first as superin-

tciideiit of blast fui-naces and later as manager of the

eiitii'e plant. Here he made many improvements in cop-

]>er smelting, increa.sing greatly the the size of the blast

and reverberatory furnaces, thereby reducing costs and
fuel consumiition and increasing their eiliciencv. In 190.5-

06 he conducted impoi'tant and far-reaching invc>stigations

into the damage by smeltery fumes and their elfect on
vegetation and animals. In 1911-12 he directed and
supei'vised the work of his assistant, Frederick Ijaist, on
the lixiviation of copper tailings and preei|)itation of cop-

])er by sjionge iron produced by direct reduction of iron

ore. In 19l:i-M he directed the investigation of Mr.
Laist for the leaching and electrolytic precipitation of

zinc ores. He has been also a constructor and manairer of

large smelting plants ; for example the plants of the luter-

KDWAIID l'Ay.SU.\ ilATHEWSON
Recipient of tlie 1917 gold medal of the Mining and

Metallurgical Society of America

national Smelting and Eefining Co., at Tooele, Utah, anil

its lead refinery at Ea.sf Chicago.

Mr. Mathewson has contributed important papers to

the Transactions of the American Institute of ilining En-

gineers. In 1907 (Vol. ;38, p. 184) on the '-Eelative

Elimination of Iron, Sulphur and Arsenic in Be.ssemeriz-

ing Copper .Matte"; in 1912 (Vol. 44, p. 781) on the

"Developmnt of the Eeverberatory Furnace for Smelting

Copper Ores"; and in 1913 (Vol. 46, p. 966) on the

"Development of the Basic-Lined Converter for Copper

T»Iattes." His investigations on the effects of smeltery

fumes were published in pamjihlet form. In 1911 he re-

ceived the gold medal of the Institute of Mining and
Metallurg}' of Great Britain.

In 1916 Mr. Mathcw.son resigned from the Anaconda
company to become connected with the British .\merica

Nickel Corporation, Ltd., with headquarters in Toronto.

For bis distinguished services he was awarded the 1917

gold medal of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

Amerii'a.
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American Smelting and Refining Co.
The eio-htcpiith Miiiuial report of the Amerir-an Siiiolt-

ing and Eefining Co., to the stockholders, for the year

ended Dec. .'!!, 1916, states that the earnings of the com-

pany and its subsidiaries, for the year, after deducting

genera! expenses, fixed charges and corporate taxes, aggre-

gated •$25,242,397. This was an increase over the results

of the preceding year of $8,999,877 and au increase over

the year 1914 of $14,430,382. From the earnings as

given, there was deducted the annual charge for deprecia-

tion and depletion of ore reserves, $1,990,048: appropria-

tion for employees" bonuses, $575,000; appropriation for

pension fund, $275,000 ; appropriation for welfare work,

$150,000; miscellaneous profit and loss charges, $100,000 ;

a total of $3,090,048 ; leaving total earnings applicable te

dividends of $22,152,249. Preferred-stock dividends for

the year amounted to $5,993,258, leaving applicaljle to

dividends on the common stock, $16,158,991. This is in

excess of 32% on the amount of common stock upon

which dividends were paid during the year, or nearly 30%
on the amount of common stock outstanding Dec. 31,

1916. Regular quarterly dividends at the rate of 6% per

annum were declared on the common stock, amounting to

$3,140,576. The balance carried to profit and loss account

was $13,018,415. The directors believed it wise to make

special appropriations from surplus account as follows : To

credit of property account and miscellaneous items, $3,-

136,559, and for reserve for enlargement and extension,

$6,000,000 ; a total of $9,136,559.

Total Gross Earnings for the Yeas.

A comparison of the accounts with the semiannual re-

port made as of June 30, 1916, shows gross earnings for

the first half of the year, $13,229,059, and for the last

half, $14,888,773. On the other hand, the net earnings

reported for the first half of the year were $11,145,694,

and for the last half, $11,006,556."

From the gross income for the last half of the year

were deducted the increased income tax on the earnings

of the entire year and the special appropriations for em-

ployees' bonuses, pension fund and welfare work.

The high prices for metals recorded in the last semi-

annual report, which were therein mentioned as being the

cause of a largely increased pi'oduction of ore and bullion

for smelting and refining, continued, with few exceptions,

and exceeded the prices of the earlier part of the year.

The smelting and refining operations of the company cor-

respondingly increased. Wages and the cost of fuel and

material have continued to advance. The scarcity of all

materials needed for construction and operation, together

with unequaled congestion on the railroads of the country,

united to make the continued working of the smelting

and refining plants most difficult. However, at the close

of the year the tonnage being handled and the refined

metals produced were never equaled in the life of the com-

pany.

While constantly increasing costs inade some lines of

operation comparatively unprofitable, there were com-

pensating advantages which were more than an offset.

The policy of the company continued to lavnr ciilarge-

nicjit and extension of its operations and a diversilied pro-

duction. By these means a proper expenditure of the

present abnormally high earnings, it is believed, will in-

sure a continuation of earnings which could not otlienvise

1)0 cx])ected.

While none of the Mexican smelting plants of the com-

pany were operated during the year 1916, a few of the

mines were worked, entirely under Mexican supervision.

At the time of the writing of the report, steps were being

taken to open up l)oth the Monterey and Matchuala plants.

Movement of materials in Mexico will largely be effected

through the use of locomotives and cars belonging to the

company. Favorable arrangements have been made with

both the national and state governments, and it is evi-

dently the earnest desire of the Mexican people, both in

official and private life, that accustomed business shall be

resumed. Until, however, the destructive effect of the

past few years has been largely overcome, all business in

]\!cxico nuist expect to be greatly hampered by high costs,

especially in taxation and freight.

Property Purchased in Chile

The board of directors, after due examination and de-

liberation, extending over the last two j'ears, decided to

enter into the mining and smelting business in the Ee-

public of Chile. The company purchased, during the

year, the Caldera smeltery, together with a highly min-
erali7<ed zone, including many mines which are but im-

perfectly developed. There was purchased, also, the stock

of the Carrizal Smelting Co.

An important and favorably developed mining property

in Mexico, adjoining and extending the mines of the com-

pany at Parral, was secured at a value which was believed

warranted, even if operations may be delayed.

Smelting Operations

The tin plant did not produce to its full capacity until

the latter part of the year. The production is now about

600 tons monthly, and the results are satisfactory, and an

addition to the plant is therefore now under construction,

which, it is hoped, will result in a production of 18,000

tons of pig tin per annum, after about July 1, 1917.

The increasing price at which electrolytic copper sold

brought about, quite naturally, a constantly increasing

production of ore and bullion for smelting and refining

plants. This necessitated additions to all the copper

smelting and refining plants, requiring the expenditure,

during the year, of over $5,000,000, most of which was
contemplated at the beginning of the year. In the last

annual report it was stated that this construction would
bi'ing the smelting and refining capacity of the company
up to 1,000,000,000 lb. of electrolytic copper yearly. With
the completion of construction, now covered by appropria-

tion, which should be in operation soon after the middle
of 1917, the company will have a capacity for producing

1,300,000,000 lb. of electrolytic copper per annum.
Owing to the falling off in the lead ore coming to the

company from the Cteur d'Alene mines, attention has been

given to increasing the sup])ly of lead from other sources.

About $^50,000 has been expended in enlarging the mill-

ing and smelting works and extending the development of

mines of the company in Missouri. While the jiroduction,

from this source, at the beginning of 1916, was approxi-

mately 42,000 foils of pig lead per annum, this was in-

creased to 66,000 tons. Constant attention was given to

increasing the supply of lead ore for the company.
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During tlie year was completed tlie cnnstnutioii of a

sulpliurie-aeid plant at Salt Lake City, witli m capacity of

(iNcr TiO.OOO Ions per annum, and plans are being made to

duplicate this plant as soon as a market can be i'ouiid for

tlie increased product. To this end appro])riations have

been made to cover experimental construction, looking to

the production of various cliemical products using sul-

jihuric acid as a hase. It is believed that these ])lant-s,

when fully completed, will not only lie large consumers

of acid, but also commensurate producers of profit.

The saving of the major metals, heretofore lost through

unscientific methods, and the production, as byproducts,

of the minor metals and chemical substances were given

increased attention by the metallurgical staff, and large

expenditures are expected to be made during 1917.

In addition to more than .$2,000,000 spent during the

vear in ordinary repairs and renewals, there was expended,

as already outlined, and charged to property account, $8,-

285,226, covering the various enlargements and exten-

sions, and for new property. There was credited to

propertj' accounted as appropriated, to cover exjiected ex-

tension and enlargement (191.^), .$3,900,000; for depreci-

ation and ore depletion, $1,990,0-17 ; for special appropria-

tion to credit property account, $2,563,010; for sale

of various items of real estate, $109,483 ; a total of

$8,562,540. This leaves the property account of the com-

pany, $141,165,684; having been reduced during the year

$277,314.

Metal Stocks

The book value of ore, bullion and factory products on

hand and in transit Dec. 31, 1916, less treatment charges

accrued but not earned, was $105,254,065, as compared

with the value of the same stock at the end of the pre-

ceding year of $58,582,143; an increase of $46,671,922.

This increase was mostly in the weight of metal carried

in the normal business of the company, as the average in-

Nentory price at which metals were carried was not

increased during the year. Of this enormous increase,

$42,813,134 was for account of mining companies.

The increase in inventory value of metals held at the

ri.sk of the company during the year was $3,858,788,

which was only the normal increase made necessary by the

total increase of material delivered to the smelting and

refining works, together with the added carrv, on account

of delays in transit from smelteries to refineries, due to

the congestion of traffic affecting the whole country.

The par value of bonds held by trustees,in sinking fund,

Dec. 31, 191(!, was $4,110,000; par value held in the

treasury of the company for which smelting company's
' common stock was issued in exchange was $4,191,000;

leaving bonds outstanding, $6,699,000 ; a decrea.se for the

year of $5,913,500. The Securities company called the

entire outstanding issue of bonds for redemption, as of

Feb. 1, 1917, and the exchanges which were made for

common stock resulted in a total common stock issue, as

of Feb. 1, 1917, of $60,998,000.

The Smelting company owns all the common stock of

the American Smelters Securities Co. The bonds of the

latter company have been redeemed. The 5% cumulative

preferred stoc'k. Series B, of the Securities company is

guaranteed by the Smelting comiiany, both as to interest

' and jjrincipal, and is therefore an obligation of the Smelt-

ing company, prior to its preferred stock.

After mature deliberation, the directors decided that it

would be to the interest of the Smelting company to ac-

quire tlie Series B ])rel'erred stock of the Securities com-

pany, by offering its first mortgage 5% bonds in exchange

for the Series B 5% preferred stock of the Securities com-

pany, ]Dar for par.

At the end of the year, the cash on hand and in baid<.

.subject to check, together with loans secured by Stock

E.\change collateral, aggregated $19,941,492.

The total receipts from the sale of metals and manu-
factured products were $346,602,866, compared with tlie

receipts from the same sources in 1915 of $219,603,470,

and in 1914 of $183,116,077. Receipts from manufac-

tured products increased from $4,103,228 in 1915 to $16,-

304,914 in 1916. While this unusual increase is largely

due to ri.sc in values, yet the volume and variety of

products was no inconsiderable item, and a permanent

advance in this direction is expected.

OPERATING ST.\TISTICS

1915 1916

Number of men employed, excluding Mexico 15.556 21,073
Total wage.s and salaries, excluding Mexico $1 1,392,503 $17,047,944
Average wages per 8-hr. day $2 44 $2 70
Tons charge smelted 4,153,092 4,789,474
Tons bullion refined 579,080 677,460
Tons coal used 604,204 724,595
Tons coke used ... ,

401,511 454,468
Barrels fuel oil used 829,304 1.107,285
Cubic feet gas used 1.071.593.000 2,130.460,328
Tons ore mined . . 1,578,611 1,638,566
Tons coal mined 235,222 224,807
Tons coke produced 120,660 140,961

MKTAI. I'UonrCTS

Gold produced, oz
Silver produced, oz
Platinum and palladium produced, oz
Lead produced, tons
Copper produced. lb
Spelter produced, lb , .

Nickel produced, lb

Tin produced, lb -

Sulphuric acid produced, lb
Arsenic produced, lb ;

Copper sulphate produced, lb - . .

Byproduct metals, lb
Copper and brass manufactured products, lb.

,

Test lead and litharge sold, lb
Number loaded cartridges sold - . .

Sheet lead, pipe, etc., sold, lb.

.

Mixed met.als sold, lb

1915 1916

2,672.702 2,662,011
76,117,453 71,868,451

693 868
296,986 279,144

551,798,000 789,438,000
36,154,000 47,807,547
1,120,556 1,224,328

3,262,000
34,124,000 25,842,000
7,269,000 9,090.000
8,366,000 13.046,000
2,229,887 5,671,827
8,763,480 31,597,489
355,229 417,898

12,898,000 15.338,000
9,638,205 21,713,331
2,566,255 2,831,617

Welfaee and Safety Work
During the last year efforts in behalf of the welfare,

health and safety of employees was vigorously continued.

There was spent or appropriated, under this head, approx-

imately $504,000, which was divided up as follows: $130,-

000 for building and improving company houses ; .$210,000

for what mav be termed welfare, recreation and health;

$85,000 for safet}'; $48,000 for pension, and $31,000 for

life insurance. To which should be added the increase of

$275,000 in the pension fund.

The company's efforts for the prevention of accidents

during the year 1916 yielded satisfactory' results, particu-

larly in view of the fact that the number of men employed

was increased 33%, which means that there was a very

large number of green men who were not so well-versed

in the dangers of the work, or the means of guarding

against them, as the older employees. Based on the num-
ber of men per thou.sand, there was a reduction of 13%
in fatal accidents, 34% in permanently injured and 9%
in ordinary temporary accidents in 1916, as compared

with 1915. At tlie same time the average number of days

disability per temporary accident was reduced 1.01

The foregoing means that the actual results in 1916,

as compared with the hypothetical results based on the

1915 record, .show a saving of one life, nine permanent in-

juries and 200 temporary injuries, and this, in connection

with the number of days disability, means that there was

a saving in time lo.st becau.se of injury of more than

6000 davs.
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Belgian Kiddies

iliuing enj^ineers are not doing what they ought to in

subscribing to the fund of Belgian Kiddies, Ltd. The

sum to be raised is $120,000, and not yet has it been ob-

tained. Remember that this is tlie special fund l)y which

it is intended that mining engineers show their profes-

sional appreciation of Mr. Hoover and his work. The

money that has been raised for this does not measure

the liberality of the profession—if it did, we should be

ashamed—for a good many have subscribed generously

to tlie main fund of the C. R. B. We wish that in some

cases they had put their contributions into Belgian Kid-

dies, which, of course, would have turned it over to the

C. R. B. in the end, but the mining engineers would have

had the credit for it.

However, we cannot but feel some mortification that the

money for Belgian Kiddies, which was started three

months ago, has been so slow in coming. There is not a

mining engineer in this country who has not benefited

from the high prices for iron, cojiper, zinc, lead, .silver,

tungsten and the whole list of commodities that are

mined; and the high prices and the huge profits are di-

rectly attributable to the war, to tlie sutfering of iJeople

in Europe. No one can with a clear conscience draw his

big dividends, big bonuses or big increases in salary unless

he gives some of it back to the people from whom it came.

The mining engineers of this country may be ashamed

of themselves if they do not in short order supply the

.$30,000 to $40,000 that is needed to complete the Belgian

Kiddies fund. Subscriptions should be sent the Belgian

Kiddies, Ltd., care of Herbert C. Hoover, Equitable

Building, New York. No sum is too small to be grate-

fully received, but there are many men in the profession

who can aiford to send checks for $100 to $1000 and

ijught to do so.

Weights and Measures

In the discussion of the metric sy.stem, wliich is now

becoming active both in the United States and Great

Britain, several things should be ke])t prominently in

mind, especially the following:

1. The metric system already is legal in the United

States. Anybody who finds it advantageous in his work

and business may use it, and in fact does so if he wants

to. The pro-metric ])arty is aiming to ninkc the metric

system compul.sory.

2. A distinction should be drawn between the metric

.system and the decimal .system generically. The metric

system is a decimal system and possesses the advantages

that are inherent in such. P>ut the English system may
also be decimalized and is, in fact, used in that way when

it is found advantageous. The surveyor uses a 100-ft.

tape divided into feet and tenths of feet. The machinist

uses the inch divided into thousandths. The architect

measures rooling in squares of 100 feet. The water com-

pany sells its water in cubic feet, and tenths thereof.

Probablv the KnglLsh system can be more extensively

dciinializcd than it is, and will be. Let it be borne clearly

in mind, however, that decimalization does not pertain

.'iolely to the metric system.

The pro-metric argument is advanced with a great

deal of fallacy. We received recently an article from the

New York Section of the American Chemical Society

which may be taken as an example of this. AVe quote

tlici'efrom and add our comments:

'"Prof. Kennelly, of Harvard, observed that whereas

the metric system employs only two units of measurement,

the meter and the gram, we have about 40 units and these

are entangled in measures of length, area, volume, and in

dry, liquid, cord, apothecaries', avoirdupois, troy, and

what-not other standards until dire confusion has re-

.sultcd."

The metric .system itself has had to undergo a simjili-

fication in usage. There is no longer tiijk of the stere

and the milliliter. Cu.stom and convenience have substi-

tuted the cubic meter and the cubic centimeter. Similar-

ly in the English system has there been .simplification.

Nobody now thinks or talks about the barleycorn, the

palm, the coomb, the chaldron, or the pottle. There will

be, without any doubt, much further simplification.

Thus, the bushel may be supplanted by the cubic foot

and fractions thereof.

There is a certain confusion in our weights, especially

as between the pound avoirdupois and pound troy, and

as between the long ton and the short ton, but the latter

conflict, which is the more important, is disappearing

with the gradual acceptance of the ton of 2000 lb. as the

standard ton. But whatever confusion there be is not

dire confusion and is far less dangerous than what exists

in tiermany with regard to the zentner and the doppel-

zentner, and in Chile with regard to the quintal and the

metric quintal.

"Every nic'kel five-cent piece weighs five grams and is

one centimeter in diameter."

It weighs five grams, hut it is not one centimeter in

(I la meter.

"A bushel is a measure of volume, but it is also a

mea.sure of weight, and while the volume is consfcint, the

weights vary in the different states."

This is the first time that we ever heard that the

l)ushel is a measure of weight. It is trae that the several

states have established by law what shall be the weight of

a legal bushel of certain sulistances, and the figures vary,

but tliat is a matter of measurement ; not of tlie standard

of measure, the latter being constant. It would be the same
as if several states should prescribe that the cubic deci-

meter must comprise so many grams of rye, barley, buck-

wheat, etc., and the several states .should vary in their

prescriptions.

"The metric system is international and is employed

ill all Europe and America except Great Britain and her

colonies, Russia and the United States."

This is a favorite and misleading manner of represent-

ing the use of the metric system, for it ignores the fact
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that llio Uiiiied Slates and (ircat Britain and lici' col-

onios are the" i^reat industrial nations ul' the world, and

tojiether with Kussia are the most populous. The eorreet

way of making the statement would he to say that the

largest nations of tlie world do not use the metric system,

wliich is employed exclusively only in a portion of conti-

nental Europe and in ]\Iexii'o and the countries of South

America.

The need of the metric system in selling manufactured

goods is another one of the fallacious arguments, for it

disregards entirely the immense export trade that has

been built up by the United States, and especially Great

Britain, on the basis of the English system of weights and

measures.

"It is held that any intelligent child can learn and

carry in his head after three lessons, the whole metric

system."

Considerable observation of children and attention to

their instruction in the grammar school convinces us that

this statement is not correct. We find on the contrary

that children generally have difficulty in comprehending

decimal fractions. Their natural tendency is to divide

things into halves.

The circular recently issued by the New York Section

of the American Chemical Society is erroneous in many
respects, both in statements of facts and in arguments.

The issuance of such a document does not comport with

the dignity of so important a society.

Fords of the Sea

Great interest has been exhibited this week in a pro-

posal by F. Huntington Clark, a mining engineer, for the

construction of submarine evaders, which it is believed

would prove successful in breaking a German submarine

blockade.

The proposal, in brief, consists in the construction of a

fleet of merchantmen built of wood, driven by internal

combustion motors. Each ship would be 185 ft. long,

have cargo capacity of 1000 tons, and speed of 14 knots.

Lying low in the water, being without masts, and making
no smoke, they would have no great trouble in evading

\ submarines.

It is estimated that after six months such ships can be

turned out at the rate of 1000 annually, which would
make good the destruction by submarines. For the con-

struction of such ships no elaborate yards are necessary.

They may be built on ways by the harbor side, just as

wooden ships were built in days of old. With standardized

constraction they can be built very rapidly. The greatest

difficulty would be in providing the necessary number of

Diesel, or similar, engines.

This project has received widespread endorsement in

tiie highest quarters, including that of naval authorities,

and has aroused the keen interest of the Federal Shipping

) Board. It is not uillikely that that board will enter upon
such a building program. j\Ir. Clark's original suggestion

was for the construction of 1000-ton ships, costing $100,-

000 each, but revised opinion appears to be in favor of

ships of larger capacity, say of 2500 tons, costing about

$200,000 each.

^Ir. Clark's ideas undouliledly have great merit. We
are glad that they originated with a young mining engi-

neer, formerly associated with .J. I'arke Channing. Great

Britain is now huilding standardized steel ships of 8000
tons capacity. Standardization in shipbuilding is a wise

step ahead. It will undoulitedly result in such economies
as have been experienced in the construction of the Ford
automobiles. In the popular mind, the new proposal for

shi))building became immediately associated with Mr.
Ford's manner of building automobiles, and the ships of

iir. Clark's fancy are already referred to as "Fords of

the Sea" and "Flivvers," the latter being a thoroughly
convenient term of reference.

The New Revenue Law
The new revenue law is in accordance with the present

financial policy of making the very well-to-do and the

corporations pay the additional taxes that are required.

Discussion will center around the excess-profits tax.

Profits in excess of 8% of invested capital, and a $5000
exemption, arc to be taxed at the rate of 8%.

There is going to be some perplexity in detemiining

the invested capital, especially in the case of mining com-

panies. The main difficulty lies in the definition of

"invested capital." Invested capital is supposed to in-

clude cash paid in and ca.sh value of assets at the time

they were transferred to the business.

The Alpha mine, producing 50,000,000 lb. of copper

per annum at a profit of 5c. per lb., may be operated by a

company that acquired the property as a prospect for

$100,000, which, together with the plant and equipment,

might represent all the capital actually invested.

The Omega mine, on the other hand, producing the

same quantity of copper per annum at the same profit,

was developed by an exploration company, which sold it

to the present company for $5,000,000, which, together

with the plant and equipment that had to be put in, rep-

resents the present capital investment.

The tax to be paid by these two mining companies will

be widely different, or is there to bo a physical valuation

such as the Interstate Commerce Commission has been

trying to figure up in estimating the capital value of the

railways of the country* ? There is going to be a great

muddle. Congress has left it to the Treasury Department

to fix things by a series of arbitrary rulings, which then

will have to be determined by the courts when they are

sufficiently controversial and sufficiently important. We
await with great curiosity the Treasury rulings respecting

mining companies.

Canadian Mining Institute

The annual meeting of the Canadian iliuing Institute

at ilontreal was an interesting occasion, as its meetings

always are. However, the absence of so large a proportion

of its membership at the front naturally detracted from

the usual hilarity. On the contrary, there was a proper

soberness about everything. The Mining and Metallurgi-

cal Society of America did a graceful thing by sending a

delegation to Jlontreal to present the gold medal of the

society to Edward P. JIathewson, who graduated from

McGill 32 years ago and who thus received this honor in

the city where he was born and educated. By the courtesy

of the Canadian ^Fining Institute this presentation was

made at its annual banquet.
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A private compilation ol' copper lost on steamers sunk

by siibmariiips since the first cf December places the

total at 62.000,000 lb. .Most of the lujipci' so lost was

boiuiil to France, altbongb Ifussia and Italy were also

losers.

The directors of the Canadian Minium and Finance Co..

Lta., who are the principal shareholders in Ilollinger

Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd., have made a substantial

distribution of stock to the members of the staif of Hoi-

linger Consolidated. They are further giving to each of

the 75 or 80 employees who have enlisted with the British

forces, 1 GO shares of Hollinger stock.

'0.

A recent "heat-neutralizing mixture for treating bums"'

is formed as follows, according to U. S. Pat. 1.204.8;50:

A lard-like mass is formed of 13 lb. lime, 3.5 gal. water,

7.5 lb. black mineral oil, 2.5 lb. red oil, 2.5 lb. socia ash

and 1 lb. yellow ochre. This sounds all right, but the

description then adds, "The mixture may also be used as

a lubricant on axle journals or other machine parts." As

this concoction seems to be a sort of vaile mecunu we

nominate it also for salad dressing, hair oil and hog-

cholera cure.

Speaking of professional ethics, the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers has issued an elaborate year book

for 1917, 6x9 in., 418 pages, bound in blue and gold, the

frontispiece of which is a full-page illustration of the

building of the United Engineering Societies, 27 to 33

West 39th St., which bears this caption: "Headquarters

of American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 33 West

39th Street, New York, Executive Offices, 10th Floor;

Library. 13th Floor; Auditorium, 3rd Floor."' This is

unworthy the dignity of a national engineering society

the size of tlie Electrical Engineers and is hardly fair to

the other founder societies that are interested in this

building.

0.

Orientals appear to be opportunists as well as fatalists.

On the morning ol' Dec. -^0. the 1-in. cable of the center

compartment of the shaft at tlie Tabowie mines broke and

the cage went to the bottom with 11 Koreans, who were

killed. The next morning over 200 contract miners went

on strike' demanding an inerea.se in prices. They estab-

lished pickets in true Western style and prevented others

from going to work. The company's manager reports

from Unsan, under date of Jan. 1 : "We managed to get

between 20 and 40 men, including a few mill hands.

underground to pu.sh cars and kept the mill going. This

partly accounts for the big cleanup at Tabowie; we had

to take ore that wa.s already bi-oken as the miners, who

were not in sympathy with the strikers, were afraid to

come to work. Thanks to the \aluable assistance of the

police, the strike came to an end on the 27th and by the

evening of the 28tli we had a full crew at work in tlieir

regular places and at the same rates."

Till' Colorado School of Mines Mar/azine publishes the

following clever editorial under the caption, "ll I'ays

To Advertise": "Write articles and .<en(l tlicni to the

Mcu/azine for publication. Of course if you send them

to the larger technical journals you may get from ten

to fifty dollars apiece for them, but they will reach a

wider circle if first ]niblished by the Colorado School

of Mines Magazine. This statement may sound foolish,

but it is true nevertheless. Here is the reason: No
technical journal considers our magazine as a financial

rival and therefore does not hesitate to rejirint any

original article of value wo may publish, and give us

credit. Practically every original article we have printed

since the Magazine was started has l)ecn rejjublished

infrom one to ten of the leading technical journals,

depending on its originality and value. Send us that

article first. The ultimate wider circulation will be of

more value to you than the few dollars you may get

for it elsewhere." [There is such a thing as killing the

gooi5e, however.—Editor.]

Si

Learnin'
By Bei!Ton I)1!.\li:y

(With apologies io Kipling)

AVhen I began as a mucker,

I was a husky young plug.

Always a takin' of chances

Down in the mine where I dug

;

^liners said, "Kid, you be careful

Everywhere you may be at,"

But I laughed and got cute till I fell down a chute—

An' I learned about minin' from that.

.A.fter awhile I was drillin',

Runuin' a full-size machine,

Handlin' the fu.ses and powder,

Proudest young buck ever seen.

Shift Boss was Jimmy ^IcLoughlin

—

Great guy for safety was Jim;
And he licked me with skill when I tamped with a drill

—

An' I learned about minin' from him.

Bobby ilciiuire was my partner

—

Mighty wise buddy was Bob;

Taught me to set up my timbers.

Showed me the tricks of the job

;

Fsed to say, " 'Nother .shift coniin',

Don't use n]i all of yer vim.

The boss has gone past, don't he workin" so fast"

—

An" I learned about minin' from him.

There was one gang that I worked with.

Used to get tanked quite a bit,

Came to work bleary an' shaky.

Not very lively or fit;

Wouldn't test ground up above 'eni-

Hown came that shaky roof, flat!

With a crash an' a bang, it erased the whole gang

—

An" I learned aliout minin" from that.

An' so I have learned as I labored

The ways an" the work of a mine.

How one way of doin' is crazy

An' others is sure to be fine;

An' the end of it's sittin' an' rcstin"

An' wishiii" you'd saved up more pelf,

An' if you would know if my story is so

—

Go learn about minin" verselfl
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New Publications

Analyses of Coals Purchased by the Government
Diirint; Yuais l!H)S-i:.. Ily (it-oitce S. l*(t|)e.

I'p. MS. Hull. n;i, V. S. BuriMU uf Mines,
W;isliitit;tOTi,

Quins Metal Handbook and Statistics. 1917. Com-
piled by L. H. iniin. ii%\A% ; pp. 211; As.

(id. Tlu' Metal Information Bureau, Ltd., Lon-
don. Entilaiid.

Abstracts of Current Decisions on Mines and
Milling. to August. liUtj. By .1. W.
Thompson. Pp. '-

: Bull. 14:!, U. S. Bu-
reau of Mini's, Wasiiington.

The Analysis of Copper and Its Ores and Alloys.

Bv Ce.ose L. Heath, (i x !> ; pp. 292; iMus. ;

?;i. M<-(;ra\v-Hill Book ("o.. New York.
More extended review will be published later.

Report of the Secretary for Mines tor the Y'ear

1915: Including Reports of the Inspectors of

Mines, CJovernnient Geologist. Mount Cam-
eron Water-Kaee Board, Etc. Pp. 134. Tas-
mania Bureau of Mines. Hobart.

The "Mechanical World" Pocket Diary and Year
Book for 1HI7. 4xi.i ; pp. 45:i ; illus. ; o.')C.

by mail 4(}e. Kmmott and Co.. Ltd.. .Man-
chester. A Collect ion of Useful Engineer-
ing Notes. Rules. Tables and Data.

The Principles and Practice of Sampling Metal-
lic Met-iillurgical Materials, with Special Ref-
erence to the Sampling of Copper Bullion.

By Edward Keller. Pp. 102, illus. V. S.

Bureau of Mines. >Yashington, D. C.

Weights and Measures; Report of Eleventh An-
nual Conference of Represent^itives from Y'a-

rious States held at the Bureau of Standards,
May. 1916. 7x10 ; pp. 2G4 : illus. U. S.

Department of Commerce. Washington.

Practical Oil Geology. The Application of Ge-
ology to Oil Field Problems. By Dorsey
Hager. Second edition, revised and enlarged.
5x7; pp. 187; illus.; flexible binding, $2.

McCraw-Hill Book Co., New Y'ork. 1917.

Russian Mines; Covering Mining Concessions
\Yorked by British Companies in Siberia.

Compiled by A. N. Jackman. 514x8^4 ; PP-
50; paper; Is. Financial Times, Ltd.. Lon-
don. \Vith specially compiled map indicating
position of various properties.

The Yukon Territory; Its History and Resources.
Gi^xlO: pp. 233; illus.; paper. Mining Lands
and Y'ukon Branch, Department of the In-
terior. Ottawa, Ont., 191«.

This book contains the most complete and
authentic data of the Canadian Y'ukon yet pub-
lished.

Refining and Utilization of Georgia Kaolins. By
Ira E. Sproat. Pp, .'iH. illus. Bull. 128.

U. S. Bureau of Mines. AYashiiigton.

Results of investigations to determine a method
for economic separation of impurities from kaolin
to make American deposits available for pottery
manufacture.

Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United States. 1916.
Compiled by Alliert 11. Fay. Pp. 42. U. S.

Bureau of Mines. \Vashington.
Review containing details of causes of acci-

dents and tables showing monthly records by
states. A table of permissible explosives tested
to Jan. 1, 1917. also is given.

Wilson's Mining Laws. United States. Arizona.
California. Idaiio, Colorado. Nevada, Oregon
and L'tah, Including Laws to Locate Oil

Lands. Compiled by Calvert \Yilson. ."iV-.x

8\ii ; pp. 240 ; paper : $1. Baumgardt Pub-
lishing Co.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Mineral Resources of Michigan, with Stiitistical

Tables of Productimi and Value of :Mineral
Products fi>i' HU.") and Prior Y'ears ; with a
Treatise on Limestone Resources, by R. A.
Smith. Prepared under the direction of R.

C. Allen. Pp. 402: illus. ;Michigan Geolog-
ical and Biological Survey. Lansing.

Quarry Accidents in the United States During
thd Y'ear 191.'.. Comiiiled by Albert H. Fay.
Pp. 77. I'. S. Bureau of Mines. \Va3hington.

A classification of the different kinds of quar-
ries is given, with monthly accident records and
comparisons with metal- and coal -mining acci-
dents, also the state laws in regard to the re-

porting of quarry accidents.

Accidents at Metallurgical Works in the United
States During the Year IDl.'i. Compiled hv
Albert H. Fay. Pp. 20. t'. S. Bureau of
Mines, ^Vashington.

Data relative to cause, extent and locality of
:iccideiits in metallurgical plants. Statistical ta-
bles show accidents grouped according to char-
acter, state, type of work. etc.

American Exporter Export Trade Directory. Ex-
port Merchants. .Ma tiufacliners' Exiiort
Agents, Foreign Ex<-hange Bankers, Foreign
Freight Forwarders, Steamship Lines, For-
eign Consuls. Etc., in Princ-ipal Ports of the
United States. Compiled under the super-
vision of B. OIney Hough. Fifth Edition;
pp. r.3fi ; $.1. .lohnston Export Publishing Co.,
New York.

Cobalt Alloys with Non-Corrosive Properties. Bv
Ilerberl T. Kalmus and K. B. Blake. Pp.
;i7 ; illus. Canada Department of Mines.
Ottawa.

Fourth ainiual report on Investigations for the
purpose of Increasing the economic Importance
of cobalt. (Jives details of tests of corrosiveness
of iron -cobalt a Hoys—particularly rooting con-
taining \ arious percentages of cnbalt.

Metal-Mine Accidents in the United States During
the Year l!Hr>. Compiled hy Albert H. Fay.
Pp. 114. illus. V. S. Bureau of Mines,
\YashinKton.

Accident statistics grouped accmdlng to types
of mine, arul mining nu'thods employed. Slate
laws for the reporting of metal-mining accidents
in each state are given. Many interesting tables
and diagrams show extent and character of ac-
cident.s.

Blast-Furnace Construction in America. Bv J.

E. Johnson. .Ir. tl x 9 ; pp. 415; illus.; $4.
McC.raw-HiJl Book Co.. New York. 1017.

Contents: Introdiictinn ; Handling the Raw Ma-
terials; Filling the Blast Furnace: The Boiler
Plant : Blowing Apparatus : Hot-Blast Stoves

;

The Construction of the Blast-Furnace Stack

;

Cleaning and \Vashing the Gas; Handling the
Iron and Cinder : Auxiliaries and fieneral Ar-
rangement of Plants ; The Dry Blast ; Index
.More extended review will follow.

Selling Your Services. 5iAx8
; pp. 176 ; board

covers; $1. The Sales Service Co., New
Yi.rk.

A short collection of brief pithy essays. Not
a panacea for the man out of a job, but soinid
keen advice on points generally overlooked by
the job hunter. The point of view is that sell-

ing a man's services requires the same approach
and attack as selling commodities. The book
has some type letters of application which are
out of the ordinary and it is so interesting, so
crisp and cheerful, that it should stimulate any-
body to new lines of effort in job hunting.

Annuare pour I'An 1917. Public par le Bureau
des Longitudes. 4x6; pp. (ifiO ; paper; 2 fr.

Gauthier-Villars et Cie.. Paris.
This book continues to appear, despite the

war. In addition to the usual tables of celes-
tial, physical and chemical constants, there are
several interesting supplements. One of these
deals at length with the daylight-saving prob-
lem, through setting the clock an hour ahead
in siminier. Another very interesting study, al-

though not of so great everyday interest, is

one bearing on the determination of the meter
in terms of the wave length of light. As usual,
this annual gives a great amount of informa-
tion for the price.

Classified List of Searches Made in the Library.
Compiled by the American Society of Civil

Engineers. Pp. 22. tlx'i. Reprinted from
Transactions A. S. C. E.. pp. 2086-2108.

This pamphlet contains a list of the searches
made in the library of the American Society of
Civil Engineers for the last 15 yr. In each
case the cost of the search is given, and copies
of them can be obtained by application to the
librarian of the United Engineering Socictv with
which library that of the A. S. C. E. is now
consolidated. The footnote on each page states
that the original cost is given, and that a dis-
count of 50% is made to members of the society.

This ruling has been changed, and copies of any
of these searches may be obtained hy anyone at
the 50% discount.

Mechanical Engineers' Handbook. Lionel S. Marks.
Hdiloi-in-Chief. 4i- x 7 : pp. 183t;

; illus. ;

fi-xible leather. $5. .McGraw-Hill Book Co..
New Y'ork. IHie.

Contents : Mathematical Tables and Weights
and Measures : Mathematics ; Mechanics of Sol-
ids and Liquids ; Heat ; Strength of Materials

;

Materials of Engineering ; Machine Elements

;

PiDwer Generation ; Hoisting and Conveying

;

Transportiition ; Building Construction and E(iuip-
nient ; 5Iachine-Shop Practice ; Pumps and Com-
pressors ; Electrical Engineering ; Engineering
^Measurements. Mechanical Refrigeration. Etc.

This handbook is based on Hiitte, arrangements
having been made for use of such portions of
the original handbook as are within the field

of the mechanical engineer. JIuch of the book
is new and has been prepared by a staff selected
for their jirominence in special lines.

Feldspar in Canada. By Hugh S. de Schmid.
Pp. 125. illus. Canada Department of Mines,
Ottawa.

The first part of this report comprises a review
of the Canadian feldspar mining industry with
detailed descriptions of the quarries and occur-
rences of feldspar in Canada. The second part

treats of the mineralogical character of the feld-

spars, the occurrence of this mineral in other
countries, and its uses and treatment. The feld-

spar resources of Canada are practi<'ally un-
limited, pegmatite dikes being found over an
immense area extending from Labrador through
Quebec and Ontario and northward through
northeast Manitoba into the Northwest territories.

The future development of the feldspar-mining
industry is dependent on the grr)wth of domestic
consumption. The present annual consvnnptlon
of feldspar for all purposes in Canada is not
more than 3000 tons, of whicli less than 400 tons

appear on the returns as domestic mineral. By
far the greater part of the spar uuarri'd in Can-
ada Is consigned to American potters, wlio use It

in their own works.

Hydro- Electric Power. By Lamar Lyndon. Vol.

1, H.\ draulic Development and Equipment,
Vol. il, Electrical Kquipmenl and Transmis-
sion. Ox'J ; pp. 4i»;t, and 3(ift respectively;
Illus. ; $5 and $3 respectively. McGraw-Hill
Book Co.. New York, lOlB.

These two volumes comprise practically all that

la necessary for the mining engineer to know
about hydro -electric development. For the engi-
neer in a country where hydro-electric power
development is possible, \'olume I gives the meth-
ods and practice of preliminary investigation,

and the design, construction methods and some
typical costs of hydraulic transmission lines of

different types. Volume II gives the design of
hydro-electric power plants and the factors gov-
erning the choice of etiuipment. Finally, power-
transmission lines are discussed and details of
design and costs are given. The books through-
out contain useful tables and photograjihs of in-

stallations. While written for hydraulic engi-
neers, they are a most \ aluable asset to the
mining engineer who has any hydro-electric prob-
lems to solve.

Principles of Oil and Gas Production. By Ros-
well H. Johnson and L. G. Huntlev. 6x9;
pp. 371; illus.; $3.75. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York. 1910.

Perhaps no two men are in a better position
or better prejiared to present the subject of oil

and gas production in book form than are
Messrs. Johnson and Huntley. This voUmie treat^s

rather exhaustively the .subjects of the origin

and accumulation of (til and c(m tains especially
interesting chapters on the physical conditions
in oil reservoirs, a subject which has received
but scant attention in tlie past. The authors'
views on oil accumulation are broad, and all

possible factors are given due consideration and
the subjects of extraction and production are
well treated, and the book gives one a good
insight into the many complex problems of these
branches of the petroleum and natural-gas in-

dustry. Likewise there Is much valuable and in-

tere,stiug information on oil land in general,
leasing, reports, and valuations, and the last part

of the book is devoted to brief descriptions of

the oil fields of North America with lists of

references to the literature in each case. On
the whole the book is well presented and is a

valuable contribution to the literature of the
petroleum industry.

Engineering of Power Plants. By Robert H.
Fernald and George A. Orrok. 6x9, pp. 586,

illus. : $4. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New Y'ork.

This work is the collaboration of Professor
Fernald of the University of Pennsylvania, and
George A. Orrok. consulting engineer, for-

merly mechanical engineer with the New Y'ork

Edison Co. This combination of the tiieoretical

and the practical has resulted in a very good
book with but little mathematics. The volume
has 20 chapters on the following wide range of

subjects: Sources of Energy; The Steam Engine;
Electric Generators and Motors; Foundations;
Condensers; The Steam Boiler; Chimneys am!
Jlechanical Draft ; Smoke and Smoke Prevention

;

Boiler Auxiliaries: Piping; Coal and Ash Han-
dling ; The Steam Power Plant ; Variable Load
Economy ; Cost of Power ; Hints on Steam Plant
Operation ; Power Transmission ; District Heat-
ing ; The Power Plant of the Tall Office Build-
ing; The Power Plant of the Steam Locomotive;
Fuels: Internal Combustion Engines; Producer
Gas and Gas Producers; Comparative Efficiencies

and Operating Costs for Different Types of In-
stallation ; Compressed Air; Refrigerating ;Ma-
chinery and Hydraulic Power. Fifteen of thes*
chapters have lists of problems to be solved bv
the reader. The book is copiously illustrated with
charts, tables and cuts.

The American Petroleum Industry. By Raymond
Foss Bacon and William Allen Hamor. with
special chapters by F. G. Clapp, Roswell H.
.Tohnson. J. P. Cappeau and L. G. Huntley.
In two volumes; 6x9; pp. 446; illus.; $10.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New Y'ork.

This treatise fills a much-felt need and fills

it well. It is in reality the first work of its

kind published from the American viewpoint. It

covers the petroleum industry from the point of
well location and drilling up to the various re-

fining processes. In the first vohmie are chap-
ters on the composition, origin and accumula-
tion of petroleum and a most interesting chapter
on the history of the industry. The technol-
ogy of petrolexnn production is well treated,
though it is to be regretted that nothing ap-
pears in the text aboxit oil storage or trans-
portation. Likewise water and pressure problems
in production have received but scant attention
from tlie authors. These omissions, liowever, do
not constitute a criticism, for the book is essen-
tially devoted to oil refining, which subject Is

discussed exhaustively in tlie second volume.
Throughout the two volumes there are ample illus-

trations, much valuable information in tabular
form, and the references and footnotes are full

and complete. This work represents great care
and elaborate preparation on the part of its

authors, and all those connected with the petrole-

um industry will doubtless find much use for it.
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Personals

D. M. Liddell Iws returned from :i professional

visit tu P'loiitla.

R. St. John Dixon is wltli tlie Dome Mines Co..

Ltd.. Soutli I'orcupine, Ont.

C. 0. Litidberg h.is cliiiiiKed liis address in Lns

Ani;eles t" l-li; Ilnli;ii;;swnrtll Bidf.

W. S. Pillino 'if I'illiiig & Crane, riiiiadeipliia,

lias gone to Califiiinia for a stay of severai weelts.

Walter Douglas lias been elected president of

Phelps. Dodge ii^ Co., suecceding Dr. .lames

Douglas.

Angus McDonald, a pioneer of Manitolia min-

ing, lias enlisted in an artillery battery for service

overseas.

Charles Mentzel lias returned to New York
from an eiglit months' trip in the interior of

Colombia.

Rush T. Sill, of the flrni of Sill & Sill, of Los

Angeles, was in the Gold Reef district of Cali-

fornia, on professional worii.

Dr. James Douglas has resigned as president

of Phelps, Dodge & Co., and has been appointed

chairman of the Board of Directors.

Dr. Edward Keller, for many years connected

with the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. as chemist

and metallurgist, will sever his connection with

that company on Apr. 1.

R. C. Coffey, formerly with the Schumacher
fioid Mines, Ltd.. of Porcupine. Out., is now
designing and building a lllO-ton mill for the

Lake Shore Mines. Ltd,. Kirkland Lake, Ont.

S. Ford Eaton, formerly of Vantrcnt, Calif.,

sailed from New York on the S.S. 'Santa Malta"
on Mar. 14 enroute to Magangue, Colombia, to

become assistant manager of the Guniaco Mining

Co.

L. P. Alford has resigned as editor of the

"American Machini.st" to establish himself in

industrial engineering, and he has been succeeded

by John H. Van Deventer, managing editor of

tlie "American Machinist."

J. Leonard Replogle has been made president

of the American Vanadium Co., Pittsburgh, suc-

ceeding .Tames J. Fiannery, who has become
chairman of the board of directors. Mr. Replogle

has been vice-president and general manager of

sales.

Alva C. Dinkey, first vice-president Midvale

Steel and Ordnance Co.. has been appinted one

of a committee of five by tlie Philadelphia Cham-
ber of Commerce to cooperate witli the quarter-

master's department in tlie purchase of army sup-

plies in case of war.

Fred W. Steinen, for many years connected with

Corrigan. McKiiiney & Co.. Cleveland, has re-

signed. He will devote liis time to personal

affairs and niav engage in business in Cleveland.

He has been succeeded by A. .T. Sweeney, who
has been his assistant.

W. R. Ingalls attended tlie recent meeting of

the (';iii:iiUjii Milling Institute at Montreal. At

the aniui:il banquet, on the evening of Thursday.

Mar. 8, lie presented the medal of the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America to E. P.

Mathcwson, in recognition of his contributions

to the ailvaiireinent of metallurgy.

William B. Thompson, who resides on North

Broadway, Yonkers. plans to organize a motor
machine gun company of 150 men, to be inde-

pendent of any other unit of the militia. It will

he supplied Willi auto trucks for transportation

of supplies and extra eiiuipment and with a

surgical staff and ambulance. The organization

is to be supported by private subscription, but

will be subject to either state or Federal call.

Herbert C. Hoover, Iiead of the Belgian Relief

Coinmission, sailed on Mar. l:i on a neutral sllip

tor a Siianisli port. He will go from Spain to

Paris, and thence to London, After resuming
direction there of the relief elTorts, he hopes to

cross the channel again and make his way into

Belgium for a conference with tlie conunission's

agents, who have remained in tliat country not-

withstanding the situation between the United
States and (Jermany. Mr. Hoover, just before

sailing, gave out the following statement : "We
have 1(1 ships loaded with grain on the ocean

now, and will start more. Ten millions of people

are dependent tor tlieir very lives upon the arrival

of these cargoes before mid-April. The commis-
sion has passed through a dozen crises before, but
the faith that the cry of 10,000,000 helpless

people cannot remain unheard, and the ability,

courage, and resolution of my colleagues, lias

weathered every storm so far. We hove lost 15

ships In the hist two years out of noo voyages.

We have not thrown up our hands before on such
incidents, nor will we do so now. At the worst

this Is In the nature of Incidental misfortune,

and It la unthinkable that most of our ships

should not reach their destination. Every one of

these ships that leaves a North Atlantic or tinlf

port carries with lier a safe conduct from the

Swiss minister, acting upon authority from the

Oerman government, guaranteeing our flag, and
their routes are accepted by the German govern-

ment as safe from their attack."

Obituary

George Christian Hoffman, LL.D.. formerly
assistant director of tile Canadian Geological Sur-
vey, died at Ottawa, Ont., on Mar. 0th In his

SOtli year after a sliort illness. He was Ixirn in

London, Kngland, and received his scientiJlc edu-
cation in Germany. He traveled extensively and
held important positions in Africa and Australia,

being for several years in charge of the Pliyto-

chemical Laboratory in .Melliourne. In 1872 he
came to Canada and joined tlie staff of tlie Geo-
logical Survey, serving for some time as assistant
cliemist and mineralogist and rising to tlie jiosl-

tion of assistant director. He retired from active
duties in 1907. Dr. Hoffman was a Fellow of
the Institute of Chemistry of Great Britain, a
memlier of the Pharniaceutical College of Quebec
and of the Royal Society of Canada.

Societies

National Metal Trades Association will hold its

next t'oin cntiiiii at tlie Hotel Astor. N'cw Yo;"k
City, on Apr. 2."» iuid '2ti. As usual, the meeting
will be pieoecJed by ji session of the Administra-
tive Council of the association on the day before
the ((mvt'nti<in opens.

Committee on Engineering Cooperation. The
report of tht* subcommittee, jtrepared after the
meetiny of Nov. 21, 1910. at Cleveland, Ohio, in

accordance with the resolutions adopted at the
second conference on engineering cooperation held
in Chicago, Apr. 14, 1916, for presentation to
the third annual conference, will be made at
that meeting which will be held on Thursday,
Mar. 29. 1917. at 1735 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials will

hold its 20th annual meeting at Atlantic City.
X. .1.. .Uine 2«-;)ii. 1917. Headquarters will be
at the Traymore Hotel. It is expected that special
entertainment features will be provided for the
meeting, concerning which more detail:.d an-
nouncements will follow. An entire afternoon
will i)robably be devoted to a golf tournament and
a putting contest for ladies, and an jtT:)."t will

be made to keep this afternoon free from all

committee meetings and business interferences
of any kind. In lieu of the usual smoker one
entire evening, early in the meeting, will prob-
ably be reserved exclusively for the presidential
address, followed by a reception open to members
and ladies.

Institute of Metals will hold its annual general
meeting in the rooms of the Chemical Society.
Burlington House. Piccadilly. London, on Mar. 21
and 22, 1917. A special feature of the meeting
will be a general discussion on metal melting, a
subject which hitherto has received very little

attention from the scientific societies. It has
now assumed great national importance, since
vast ciuantities of fuel—solid, li<iuid and gaseous
—are used in metal melting, particularly for
munitions making. Economies in the use of
these fuels in the metal industries are generally
realized to be possible, but the lack of compara-
tive data has often hindered the adoption of the
most efficient means of metal melting. The In-
stitute of Metals is fortunate in having as its

president Sir George Beilby. LL.D., F.R.S.. the
head of the new Goveriunent Board of Fuel Re-
search. At the forthcoming meeting a series of
six communications will be made bearing on all

phases of the question of the melting of the
nonferrous metals, whether liy high-pressure or
low-pressure gas, coke, oil fuel, or electricity.

In addition to the metal-melting discussion, sev-
eral important communications bearing on other
phases of metallurgical work will be presented .it

tlie meeting.

American Chemical Society will hold its r>4th

general meeting at Kansas City, Mo.. Apr. 10 to
14. 1917. Headquarters will be at the Hotel
Muehlebach. registration office on the mezzanine
floor, where banquet tickets will be available.
The program will include a dinner on Apr. 10,

tendered by the Kansas City section to the coun-
cil, at the Universit.i. Cluii. followed by Ihe
meeting of the council at the hotel. On Wednes-
day. Apr. 11, there will be the general meeting
of the society in the Hotel Muehlebach. begin-
ning at 10 a.m. Addresses of welcome by Hon.
George H. I-Mwards, Mayor of Kansas City, and
Dr. Frank Strong, chiincclliir of the University
of Kansas. Then there will l)e the response by
Julius Stieglitz, president American Chemical
Society. General papers will include "The Eco-
nomic" Resources of the Kansas City Zone," by
Arthur .T. Hoynlon. at 2 p.m. public session.

Hotel Muehlebach. Papci" on "Petroleum and
Natural <;as," by Dr. H. P. Cady, chairman, at

8 p.m., smoker. Hotel Muehlebach. All sessions
and division meetings of the society will Ite held,

as far us possible. In the Hotel Muehlebach. on
the mezzanine floor. The remaining program
includes on Tuesday night. Apr. 10, council din-

ner and meeting; Wednesday morning, Apr. 11.

opening session; Wednesday afternoon, Apr. 11,

public session. "Petroleum and Natural (ias" :

Wednesday night. Apr. 1 1 . smoker ; Thursday
morning. Apr. 12. division meetings ; Thursday

afternoon, Apr. 12. division meetings; Thuraday
night, Apr. 12. bantiuel ; Friday morning, Apr. i:i,

division meetings; Friday afternoon, Apr. l:{, ex-
cursion.H; Friday night, Apr. ill, open; Saturday
morning, Apr. 14, excursions. Interesting excur-
sions are being arranged covering trips to the
following industries: Packing houses, flour mlllfi
and other food stuffs manufactories, zinc smeJterH.
acids, cement, paper, soap, and structural steel
factories, and serum laboratories, and probably
also u petroleum reflnery. A trip will also be
made to Lawrence to visit the University of
Kansas.

Industrial News
nillllllllMIIIII Hint III! IMMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIUIinilllllllllll IIIIIIIMIIIItT

The Canadian Northern Railway Co. lias organ-
ized a department of resfuirces. and appointed
Daniel V. <'oyle. industrial commissioner with
headquarters at Winnipeg,

Tray lor Engineering and Manufacturing Co.
has opened branch offices at Spf)kane, Wasli., In
charge of C. H. Abeling. and at EI Paso, Tex,,
in charge of R. M. Peabody.

Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co.. Home-
stead, Pa., announces the appointment of the
following representatives to have exclusive repre-
sentation of the Homestead quarter-turn cock and
tlie Hovalco angle blowotT valve in their Imme-
diate vicinities: Queen City Supply Co.. Cincin-
nati, Ohio, and Root, Neal & Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

New Patents

United States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining .Tournal" at 2.5c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Aerial Tramways—Grip for. Frederick C. Car-
starphen, Trenton, N. .!,. assignor to the Ameri-
can Steel and Wire Co., Hoboken, N, J. (U. S.
So. 1,218,372; Mar. B, 1917.)

Aluminum Chloride—Art of Producing Alumi-
num Chloride, .Maurice Barnett and Louis Bur-
gess. \ew York, assignors to Alchlor Chemical
Co. (U. S. No. 1,218, r.SS; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Blasting—Electric Blasting Cap Protector. Ford
Alexander. Taft. Calif. (U. S. No. 1,218,504;
.Mar. li. 1917.)

Blasting— Miner's Blasting Box. Joseph S. Bee-
neck, .\anticoke, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,217,902;
Mar. B, 1917.)

Electric Induction Furnace. Parkin Wright,
Vancouver, B. C. (U. S. No. 1,218,151 ; Mar, 6,

1917.)

Electric Furnace. Carl A. Pfanstiehl, Wauke-
gan. 111., assignor to Pfanstiehl Co., North Chi-
cago, 111. (U, S. No. 1,218,582; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Electric Furnace. Frank T. Cope, Alliance,
Ohio, assignor to the Electric Furnace Co., Al-
liance, Oliio. (U. S. No. 1,218,058; Mar. 6,

1917.)

Electric Furnace Wall Construction. Ingenuin
Heclienbleikner, Charlotte, N. C, assignor to

Soutliern Electro-Chemical Co., New York. (U.

S. No. 1,217,306; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Potash—Process of Producing a Soluble Potas-
sium Compound. Harry P. Bassett, Catonsville,

Md.. assignor to the Spar Chemical Co., Balti-

more, Md. (U. S. No. 1,217,388 ; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Potash—Process of Treating Potassium Con-
taining Silicates and Phosphate Rock and the
Product of Such Process. Harry P. Bassett,
Catonsville. Md., assignor to the Spar Chemi-
cal Co.. Baltimore, Md, (U. S. Nos. 1,217,389,

1,217.390; Feb. 27. 1917.)

Potash—Process for Extracting Potash and
Alumina from Alunjte. Paul J. Fox, Washington,
D. C. (IT. S. No. 1,217,432; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Pulley—Mine. .Tames Bovd Anderson. Shick-
shinnv, Penn,, (U. S. No. 1,218,505; Mar. 6.

1917,)

Rock Drill. Koscoe E. Overman, Los Angeles,
Calif. (U. S, No. 1,218,579; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Rock Drill. James C. Wriglit. Colorado Springs,

Colo., assignor of one-half to T. L. Rippey, Dal-
las. Tex. (U. S. No. 1,218,149; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Rock Drill--Support. Daniel .1. O'Rourke and
Fred D. Holdsworth, Claremont. N. H.. assignors,

by mesne assignment, to Sullivan Machinery Co.,

Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1.218,604; Mar. 6,

1917.)

Tungsten—Extraction of Tungsten from Tung-
sten Ores. John Cope Butterfleld, Balham, Lon-
don England, assignor of one-half to Arthur
Ashworth, Bury, England. (U. S. No. 1,217,914;

Mar. fi, 1917.)

Tungsten production of Tungsten from Scliee-

Ute, .Tohn Cope Butterfleld. Balham. London,
England, assignor of one-half to Arthur Ash-

worth, Bury, England. (U. S. No. 1.217,913;

Mar. G, 1917.)

Uranium Steel—High Speed Steel. Joseph M,
Fiannery. Pilt.sburgh. Penn., assignor to Stand-

ard Chemical Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. Nos.

121IM125, 1,210,020, 1,210,027; Jan. 2, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Mar. 7

New Mining Corporations doubtless comprised

;i irix.dlv luoiK.ilinn ui tlu- l.'.liS corporations ap-

Dlvinu toi- ch;iiteis to the State Corporation

Ihpartment in litlG. These lJt>3 corporations

had capital stock aggregating $4TS.t;71.fJ84.

Of lliis nvmiber 1543 .were permitted t"

issue 47 HT;i,7:;o shares at an aggregate selling

price of $15l».405.141 and bonds of a face value

of $;i4 SUS tjSG. The minimum selling price of

the bonds authorized was $31.175,:.ti9—more than

Mo'^r of the -par value. The maximum commis-

sions allowed aggregated $2.8:i6.r,15. The expense

,.f operating the department^ _tnr the first two

years of its existence was $tiri.7S4,

Merit-Rating System of Insurance fnr California

mines will be adopted by the insurance depart-

ment of the Industrial Accident Commission, pro-

vided the scheme in preparation shall be appix>ved

bv the state insurance commissioner. Tlie subject

of the applicatiim of merit rating to "V"^-^''f*:*>'

work is discussed in "Bull. 4." by H. M \>oimn

cMef inspector of mines. It is contended that

tiie svstem will place mine-safety work 'on a basis

of dollars and cents, rewarding the caretul opera-

tor and penalizing the careless one. and be ot

advantage to everv mine operator carrying

insurance, immediately improving safety condi-

tions so that the mines will be in condition tor

the necessary inspection to precede liie applica-

tion of the "rating. The operator who neglects

ireans of safety will not have the advantage ot

the same rate as the operator whose properly

is in the best of condition. Under the present

system of writing insurance by the state the

properly conducted mine is being taxed for the

neglect* practiced by the careless. It is generally

recognized, however, by mine owners in Calitorma

that no amount of safety work or inspection by

the state or the government can accomplish the

satisfactory results that follow the sustained

effort of the operator and the cooperation ot the

employees in guarding against accidents. Ihe

responsibility laid upon the indifference and

ignorance of men working underground is being

more and more recognized by employees and

decried l>y superintendents and foremen, as a

result of the persistent work of the inspectors.

The reduction in mine accidents has been

gratifying not onlv to the Industrial Accident

Coram'ission but to the mine owners and em-

ployees. "Bull. 4" also discusses the need ot

preparation regarding mine fires and the use of

rescue apparatus and attention is directed to the

fact that many of the mines are abolismng

randies and substituting acetylene lamps, not

..nlv reducing the hazard of mine fires but

reducing the cost about 50<^t in the lighting of

the mine.

BUTTE—Mar. 8

Mine Fires are again engaging the serious

attention of the Anaconda Copper Mining Cn.

The fire that has been burning in the old Minnie

Healv mine for the last 10 years, has broken

through on the i:iO0-ft. level of the Leonid
mine and the stopes of the Leonard. West Colusa

and Tramwav mines, where they come together,

are burning between the i:iOn and the H>on level.

Xearlv 1000 men are laid off hut it is expected

that the St. Lawrence mine, which has been

closed for several months, is now ready to resume
and will be placed in operation during tlie com-
ing week. Two powerful fans have been plac?d

in the ^Mitchell air shaft of the Leonard aid
three large leads of hose turned on the fire. The
fans drew the smoke and gases to the surface so

that the fire fighters could battle with the fire hi

the stopes without much danger. A force begin
putting in bulkheads but before the fire could b?

headed ntT it had gone down to the KiOO-ft. level.

The fire spread to the old stopes of the \Ve.5t

Colusa and Tramway mines which adjoin the

Leonard. These three mines are among the larg-

est prnducers of the Anaconda company, having
a total daily output when in full operation of

about lOiiO tons. The fire has necessitated shut-

ting off operations in a part of each of the three

mines. It happened, however, that the Washoe
and Creat Falls smelteries are not able just now
to handle the maximum output of the Butte mines
and this curtailment will not affect the output
of the smelteries. The present fire has served

to show to what « high degree of efficiency the

safety-first and first-aid work of the Anaconda
company has been brought. A year ago last

month the fire that broke out in the Pennsylvania
mine cost the lives of 21 men. The fire which
has just broken out in the Leonard is a far

more extensive one than that which occurred
in the Pennsylvania. Hundreds of men were in

more or less danger but the first-aid teams with
their helmets and apparatus were ready for the
emergency. Many of the men employed in put-

ting in the bulkheads and fighting the fire have
been overcome l)y gases or smoke but the (juick

work of the well-disciplined first-aid teams has
prevented any serious results with the exception
of Foreman Lewin, who was killed before the
ccmditions were understood. The fire has served
to arouse a greater Interest than ever before in

the safety-first work of the company among the
16,000 miners employed in the mines of Butte.

DENVER—Mar. 7

Two Problems in Cripple Creek are (I) the
northern extent of the crater and (2) the oc-
curreiu^e of silver ore occasionally found In

these mines. The theory held by nunurous min-
ing men wlio have had opportunity to study the

geology of the northern end of the district is that
the crater extends much further to the north
than has been supposed but that the breccia and
tuff contents are covered by an encu-inous block
of granite brought thither by a slide. It may
be years before this is substantiated or dis-
proved. The otlier problem relates to a recent
find of rich silver ore in the Jerry Johnson
mine at the presumed northern rim of the
crater. Ore ranging from 50 to S:i oz. silver

per ton lias been found at a depth of 950 ft.

As a rule. Cripple Creek ores carry little si'ver,

the average ratio of gold to silver being, by
weight, about 10 to I. Occasionally there have
been found pockets of tetrahedrite and galena
tliat would contain considerable silver, one ship-
ment, several years ago. from the Accident mine,
running 2500 oz. silver and 2.'j oz. gold per ton.

Black Iron Group, recently purchased from the
American Zinc Ore Separating Co., by the Em-
pire Zinc Co.. gives the latter control of prac-
tically all of Battle Mountain, near Redcliff,
in Eagle County. This Black Iron group, which
adjoins the Empire company's Iron Mask mine,
derived its name from extensive replacement
masses of manganese -iron ore. Slining was con-
ducted here extensively in the 90's, the output
being shipped to the steel works of the Colo-
rado Fuel and Iron Co. at Pueblo. During the
excavation of the manganese ore. masses of heavy
material were encountered and avoided as both
objectionable and worthless. Eventually the mine
was worked out (?) and it remained closed so
long that the workings caved. MTien the car-
bonates and silicates of zinc were identified at
Leadville a decade ago, W. N. Buell, a miner who
had worked in the Black Iron mine, recalled the
character of the stuff purposely left in the mine,
and secured a 10-yr. lease and bond from the
Chet'.sman Estate of Denver. He convinced a
Denver attorney. George C. ^Mauley, that this
old mine was still valuable and they foim-d a
partnership. After they had done considerable
development, they endeavored to interest capital
but negative reports were rendered by various
mining engineers. Finally W. G. Swart, then of
the American Zinc Ore Separating Co., examined
the mine and, upon a renewal of the bond and
lease for 20 years, his company purchased a
three-quarters interest from Buell and Manley.
More development disclosed still further ore re-
serves. Last May the original lessees sold their
remaining one-fourth interest to the American
company for $80,00it and this company there-
upon purchased the property outright from the
Cheesmau Estate. Already engineers are plan-
'ning for increasing the power and milling fa-
cilities in the Iron Mask plant with the view of
consolidating the dressing of the ores from both
these great mines. Credit for recognition of the
merits of the abandoned mine goes to Bueil and
it is satisfying to feel that he was able to ob-
tain substantial remuneration for his sagacity
and hard efforts.

SALT LAKE CITY—Mar. 9

Tintic Milling Co. at Silver City is installing
a melting furnace to handle its precipitates at

the plant. This will eliminate the high freight
rates on the output, and cut down the cost of

placing the bullion on the market. The mill is

at present treating 150 tons per day by its

chloridizing, roasting and leaching process. As
soon as the changes and improvements now being
made are completed, the capacity will be in-
creased. Additional precipitation boxes and new
tanks are being added.

Increased Wages at Park City were announced
on Mar. 2. A notice was posted by the mining
companies of an increase in wages of 25c. a day.
taking effect Mar. 1. This increase is voluntary
on the part of the mine operators, no increase
having been asked, and is the result of high
metal prices and the general prosperity of the

camp. The principal active properties, the Silver

King Coalition, Daly-Judge, Daly West, Ontario,

Comstock-California, Naildrlver, and New Qulncy,
are employing all told approximately 1000 men

at present. Besides this numerous lessees are
working. The wages before tlie increase were

:

$:i.50 a day for muckers; for machine men, $4;
for tlmbermen. $4.5U ; and $4.50 for engineers.

Park City shipments for the week ended Mar. 2.

were l,S92.:UO lb., which is lower than usual.

The railroad has been blocked several times on

account of heavy snows.

Two Flotation Units at Ohio Copper Co.'s mill

at Lark. I'tah. are to be tried to determine the

e(|uipment best suited to the Ohio ore. The
Cfmipanv is at present installing a 150-ton Jannev
unit and a standard M. S. unit of 500 to 600
tons daily capacity. These units should be In

running order by the middle of April. As soon
as it has been ascertained which of the two
systems is better suited for the Ohio ores, it is

the intention of the company to equip the -nil!

fully with such system. The two units referred
to are being installed in the slime plant, as at

this point in the concentration of the ores thei'e

is the greatest loss. By this installation a large
part of the loss in slime will be saved. R. W.
Diamond, formerly connected with the research
department of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
has been placed in charge of flotation at LavK.
The operations of the property suffered severely
both during February and January, on account
of the heavy snow and inability of the railroad
to move the concentrates to the smeltery. Con-
ditions at present are improved. There has been
no change with respect to the transportation of
the ore through the Mascottle tunnel to the mill,

for which the company pays 15c. per ton ; this

situation is being studied for the purpose of

ascertaining a fair charge for this service. Pro-
duction for the months of January and February
combined was approximately 1,000,000 lb. of cop-
per. The mill at Lark is now treating about
2600 tons daily of \% ore.

ELY, NEV.—Mar. 6

Tungsten Mines. Inc.. is the new name of the
Tungstonia Mining and Milling Co.'s operation
in the Tungstonia district east of Ely. This is

the most active property in the district and ship-
ped over $60,000 worth of concentrates last year.
The company is working a vein from 15 to 30 ft.

wide under the management of A. R. Shepherd,
who has no connection with the Salt Lake
Tungstonia operations, as erroneously stated last

week. The latter property is about 3 miles from
the Tungstonia Mines. Inc.

GOODSPRINGS, NEV.—Mar. 8

Railroad to Goodsprings is considered probable.
Camii was recently visited by San Pedro, Los
Angeles At Salt Lake R.R. officials who are
seriously contemplating the construction of a
branch line from their main line at Jean to

Goodsprings and thence to the western portion
of the district which is now badly handicapped
by lack of transportation.

In the Platinum-Copper Section of the district,

there is considerabl activity in the vicinity of

the Boss mine, where the following properties
are undergoing active development : Oro Aniigo,

Platino, Azurite, Boss Extension and Scottish
Chiefs. Several shipments of copper ore have
been made from the Azurite, and platinum metals
have been reported at the Oro Amigo, Platino
and Scottisii Chiefs, although no shipments have
been made as yet. Other copper properties ac-

tive in the district are the Copper Peak, Colum-
bia, Copper Metals and New Dominion.

New 100-Ton Samoling Mill, built at Jean by
Salt Lake capital and managed by J. B. Jenson, is

now in operation handling custom ores from all

pi.rts of the district. Besides the larger producers,
these mines are making regular shipments of lead
and zinc ores : Green Monster. Sultan. Root
Zinc Mining Co., Ingomar, Bill Nye and Bullion.

Aerial tramways have recently been completed
at the Ingomar and at the Bonanza property of
the Root Zinc Mining Co. The Bullion has added
another unit to its dry concentrating plant, and
is making regular shipments of lead concen-
trates.

IRONTON. MINN.—Mar. 7

Labor Strike at Sultana Mine was called ^lar.

1 . by I, \V. W (trganiziMs. Api)roximately S:i

men followed thoir leaders when tlie coiupan.\'

refused their demand to go down and come ui»

on company time. Last year, the I. W. W. strike

on the Mesabi and Cnyuna ranges was directed
mainly at the abolition of the contract system.
Tiie Sultana mine is one of the few mines on
the Cuyuna ran^e where the contract system is

not used. Evidently the leaders ciilled an ill-

timed strike for within four days the strike

was called off, without the company granting the
demands.
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DULUTH. MINN.—Mar. 9

State Investigation of Iron Industry has been
roconiiiu-mlt'd 1>.\ the K'Kisl;itivr cnniniittt'e of the

real estate hoiuds oi St. Paul. Miiim-apoHs and
Duluth. The committee in its recommendation
sugfjest tliat the leuislature proceed at once.

throui,'ii ii conunission. to iiscertain cost of mining
and manufacturing of iron and steel products
from ore mined in Minnesota. The ol)ject of

this investiKation is to eneourace and develop
the manufacture of iron and steel products within
the state. To accomplish tliis. the committee
recommends an increase in state charges on iron

ore permanently removed from the state, proceeds
to be used for creatiUK other assessable property
and to develop iron and steel manufacture in the

state.

I. W. W. Agitators are at work in several places
in the Lake Superior district and it is generally
believed that an elTort will he made to precipi-

tate trouble about the time the shipping season
opens. A cenerai meeting has been called for

Virginia, Minn., next week, when deletiates will

be in attendance from several of the ranges. An
attempt was made to hold a meeting in Hurley,
last Sunday afternoon, but the authorities took
hold of tile situation and prevented the gathering.
However, a meeting took place later in the iay
in one of the other towns on the Gogebic range.
Some effort has been made to gain members on
the Marcjuette range and in tlie Iron Kiver dis-

trict on ttie Menoniinee range, but it is not known
what sort of success they are having. It is

feared that the agitators will endeavor to lie

up the docks, realizing that they met with failure
last summer when tliey started a strike on the
Mesabi range. They discovered that tlie opeupit
mines couid be kept running and that the stock-
piles of tlie underground properties could be
drawn upon. Some of the mining companies are
preparing for trouble and are increasing their

police forces. The Oliver Iron Mining Co. has
put on additional men on all of the ranges where
it has mines, and the otliers are doing likewise.

One railroad company is already guarding its

docks and bridges. It has been rumored re-

peatedly tliat agents ol the Oerman government
are aiding the I. AY. W. with money.

JOPLIN. MO.—Mar. 10

Increased Production Assured in the immediate
future for this district. Last week, the local

electric company finally completed repairs at

its plant at Riverton. Kan., which will permit
operation of electrically e(|uipi)ed mills for 20
hr. a day instead <)f 8 hr.. whicli has been
the limitation for several months. Within an-

other fortniglit the company expects to have
otlier impt'ovemcnts compk-ted that will permit
operation of mills continuously throughout the
24 hr. [n addlticui to this, the remarkable de-
velopment of the Oklahoma field, in the Miami-
Commerce-l'icher camp, wliich really began only
two years ago, is only "ow getting in full swing.
Announcement of construction of at least a dozen
new mills lias been made since the first of the
year, and mills begun last siunmer are just being
completed and getting into the prodvicing class,

with the result that the average normal output
of the camp now appears to have passed that
of the sheet-grovnid district of Webb Clty-Carter-
ville in Missouri, which has long held the lead
in the district. The activity in the Oklahoma
field is .so great that miners arc being drawn
from the older camps, and there is a dearth of
men, particularly shovelers. in .loplin and Webb
City. If the price of ore remains near its pres-
ent level for a few months, the indications
are that the district output will be not far
from 10.000 tons of bknde per week.

WASHINGTON—Mar. 13

Ferro- metallurgy is of such importance that
Van H. Manning, tlie director of the U. S. Bu-
reau of Mines, concedes that one of the new
mining-experiment stations should be placed in

an iron-producing district. For this reason ar-
rangements are being made on the pra(?ti(!al

certainty that one of the stations to be author-
ized in liH7 will be at Minneapolis, under a co-
operative agreement with the L'niversity of Min-
nesota. The two other stations will not be lo-

cated until Director Manning and some of his
stalT have made a personal investigation of the
advantages offered by each place making appli-
cation for a station. Strong bids for stations
are being made by the i»etroIeum and by the
ceramic industries.

Government Mining Bureaus wilt not be ham-
pered greatly by lh« failure of the Sundry
Civil Bill at the last session of Congre.ss as
an early extra session is in sight. In the bill

which passed the House and which was re-

ported favorably by the appropriations committee
of the Senate, the Geological Survey was allowed
$1,550,520. and the Bureau of Mines $1,267,070.
Important increases were allowed over the ap-
propriations of the year previous. In order to

map out their work intelligently these bureaus
should have as much advance notice as possible
as to tlie amount of money they will have at
their disposal. This is particularly true in the
mining bureaus because much of the expense
is incurred in field work. Previously consider-

able losses have been occaKloiied from delay»
in enacting the Sundry Civil Bill. Oinseiiuently,
it was feared that 'nuch inconvenlifnce and lo»s
would result when Congress adjourned Mar. 4
without passing this bill.

Mine-Rescue Work In metal mines Is to receive
additional attentl<in from the U. S. Bureau of
Mines and B. O. I'Ickard, of Phfonlx, Ariz., has
been appointed assistant mine-safety engineer to
be in direct charge of this work. D. .1. Parker,
the mine-safety engineer of tlie Bureau, is a
specialist in rescue and first-aid work In coal
mines. He will continue to have general super-
vision over this branch of the Bureau's activities
In both metal and coal mines. Mr. I'ickard will

lake charge of his new work on Mar. 20, at a
salary of $2520 per annum. The itaton mine-
rescue car, which will be ready for service Apr.
1, will l)e in charge of C. A. Herbert, of Cameron,
Mo., who has lately joined tlie Bureau.

JOHANNESBURG—Jan. 13

East Rand Proprietary Mines, once regarded as
one of the best mining properties on the Rand.
has fallen on evil times. Kvor since the fiasco
of five years ago. the stock has been steadily
falling and although only about a third of the
property lias been exploited, the future of the
I)roperty is impossible to foretell. At a vertical
depth of 4000 ft., profitable ore disappeared, and
although tlie western section of the property was
expected to give good results, it proved too water-
logged and broken to be of value. A scheme
has now been started to prove tlie reef at a
vertical depth of 0000 ft. from the surface, not
by continuing an incline shaft in the foot wall
of the reef as is the custom on the Band, but
by driving two crosscuts from No. 27 level at a
depth of 4000 ft. from the surface, and then
sinking a 2000-fl. vertical shaft to the underlying
reef. Apparently this scheme was hoped to avoid
water troubles, but the crosscut lias already
tapped a heavy infiow of water, bringing the
water to be pumped per day up to 4.000,000 gal.
The cost of these crosscuts and sinking to the
reef was estimated at £200,000. The proposal
lias met with some opposition among the directors
of the company, and one of thera has already
resigned. General opinion seems to be that driv-
ing and sinking through so much dead ground
was unnecessary, and that it would be mu(!h
better despite water troubles, to continue the
incline shafts in the foot wall of the reef, as
already commenced at the Angelo Deep shafts.
The dip ground of East Rand Proprietary is

extensive, but it has never been proved by bore-
holes or otherwise.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—Company's Alaskan

properties produced 7.090,000 lb. copper in

February.
ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—Crushed in

.January 10.::;95 tons yielding $15,929 or $1.54 per

ton; operating expenses, $14,182; operating profit,

$1747; construction, $323li ; loss, $1488; sundry
income, $4441.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—In the

HOO-stamp mill, stamps in operation increased

during January from 150 to 175, then to 225

;

tons crushed 29,554 ; yield $r>B,254 i>r $2.26 per

ton; operating expense $:{rt.974 ; operating profit

$30,280; construction exjiense $11,273; sundry
income $11,839; net profit $30,846. -

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell) — In .Tanuary

crushed 27,615 tons from Heady Bullion and
23,870 tons in 700-ft. Claim mill yielding respec-

tively $53,817 and $44,019 or $1.97 and $1.86

per "ton. Readv Bullion operating expenses were

$43.339 ; operating profit. $10.478 ; construction

expense, $681 ; net profit. $9790 ; sundry income.

$2041. Operating expenses, 700-ft. Claim division,

$70,136; operating loss $26,11"; construction

expense. $6730; sundry income. $2041. No. 5

diamond-drill hole on 2300 level showsd 263 ft.

$3.33; No. 4 hole 97 ft. $0.97.

ARIZONA

Cochise County

CALUMKT & ARIZONA (Warren) -Company's
mines produced In February 5,500,000 lb. of

copjier.

SHATTt'CK-ARIZONA (Bisbee)—February out-

put: Copper. 1.402,853 lb.; lead. 359.485 lb.:

silver, 19,488 oz. ; gold, 201.62 oz. Production
about same tn January.

Gila County

OLD DOMINION (iJlobe) February copper pro-

duction estimated at 2.600.000 lb., as compared
with approximately 3,(UMMi(in in .T.imiary

Pima County

SESAME COPPER CO. (Tucson)—New incor-
poration by Comity Auditor Charles M. Taylor.
Gerald .lones, assistant United States attorney, S.

A. Elrod et al.

Santa Cruz County

ROYAL BLl'E MIMN(; (Patagonia)—This
company, operating the Wandering .lew and Royal
Blue mines, will add to its concentrator this

season.

Yavapai County

MOXTE CRISTO (C.mstellation) — Reported
that this rich silver mine, in drifting south on
the 1000-ft. level, encountered copper-gold ore.

EACLE (Constellation)—This copper-gold mine,
near the Monte Cristo, has been taken over by
Paul Development Co. of Douglas. Opened by
tunnels.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING (Hum-
boldt)—The 1916 output of this smelting plant
was: Copper. 11.989.139 lb.; 1511,012 oz. silver:

5972 oz. gold. Company's own mines produced
5.829,500 lb. of the copper. About $360,000 was
spent in plant improvements.

Yuma County

SOCORRO (Wendell) —This old gold-copper
mine, now owned by George Ward, may be re-

npened by Los Angeles men.

BLACK REEF (Salome)^Ei|uipment from the

Palo Verde mine being installed and shaft mill

deepened to 500 ft. A' W. Scott, manager.

CRITIC (Wenden)—At this old mine in Cun-
ningham Pass district, a raise from the fourth

to the third level encountered glance orcbody
carrying gold.

K1N(; PLACER CONSOLIDATED (Quartzlte)—
Installing 20(IO-cu.yd. plant to treat the Plamnsa
gravels. Control .ilso tlie Middle Camp group of

1600 acres and the King of 400 acres. F. W.
Dunn, manager.

CALIFORNIA

Amador County

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Upon
completion of station at 3400 level drifting will

begin north and south. About 100 men are
employed.
NORTH STAR (Amador)—Shaft unwatered.

Timbers, placed 26 years ago, still in good condi-
tion ; no repairs necessary. The only caving dur-
ing idleness of mine was in crosscuts. Mclntyre
and South Keystone claims will also be reopened;
South Keystone Consolidated is developing.

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—
Shaft clear of water to 1700 level; recent rains
interfered with unwatering progress. Expect to

reach 2200 level in about six weeks. Everj'thing
is ready for operation of new hoist, except motors,
which have arrived at Martell station and will

be hauled out as soon as road recently damaged
by storms is repaired.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—^James
Kerfoot. engineer, who during the labor strike

was driving an automobile that struck and fatally

injured Obron Mijovich, will not be tried on a

felony charge. Investigation by the district at-

torney showed that Mijovich sprang in front of

the car in an endeavor to prevent Kerfoot from
proceeding to the mine, and that he was accom-
panied by a number of strikers who were inter-
fering with men who wished to work. Case was
dismissed in magistrate's court.

Butte County

MORRIS RAVINE LEASING (Oroville)—Com-
pany reports rich gravel ; some exceptionally
coarse gold : old tunnel extended 580 ft.

Calaveras County

FOLTZ (West Point)-Mill installation com-
plete, but ojieration i«tarded by recent storms.
Work al other mines in district also interfered
with by the exceptional winter.

QUARTZ GLENN (San Andreas)—Thieves re-

cently robbed mill of three plates and cleaned off
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anialuiiin from anotluT. Mill idlo. but was not
fiirt'Iully nuardi'd bei-aust- <il' Its sitviathin at tlie

top of a hill iTniiassal)lt' to trains and covered
with lieavy lnush from mill to tile river.

Mariposa County

MAKY HAltlUSON (HaKhy ) — Keported that
U. S. Smeitiiif;. Uetlninji and Mining Co. is re-
openinK tills gold property.

Nevada County

KMPIRK (Grass Valley) .New residence of G.
W. Starr, genenii manager, just completed and
furnislied ready for uectipancy, was partially de-
stroyed by lire Feb. 22. Cost. $20,000 ; loss, about
$!."». t)00. including specimens and curios, sonic of
which were from South Afiica.

San Bernardino County
GOLDE.V WKST MINING CO. (Needles)—Per-

mitted to issue IIKI.IIOO sliares each to T. A.
Dumunt and H. C. Adams for 17 patented claims
in Ibex mining district and to sell 50.000 sliares
at .lOc. for piu'cliase of macllinery and develop-
ment.

Shasta County

(;AUDELLA DHEDGING lO. (ISedding)—Two
new dredges to be installed on Clear Creek. 4
miles soutll of Itedding. Design contemplates
reclaiming llle land coincident witli recovery of
the gold. Kxpect to be ready to dig by Nov. 1.

Lawrence Gardella, of Oroville, manager.

DONKEY COPPER (Ingot)—Development in
progress by Manimotli Copper Alining Co. Elec-
tric-power line being installed. 1^ mi. long, to
connect with Northern California Power Co.
substation, for operation of hoist. Property near
the Aftertliought mine also under development by
the Alammotb.
NOBLE ELECTRIC STEEL (Heroult)-Smeltery

li.is produced since April, lOlH. an average of
8 tons per day of ferro-manganese ; closed tem-
porarily Feb. 2G for relining furnace ; expects to
resume about middle of Mardi. Knijiloys 100
men at smeltery and I."i at mines nearby. W. \V.

Clark is superintendent of smeltery, and R. M.
Finn of mines.

Sierra County
GREY EAGLE (Dowiiieville)—Operations re-

sumed ; 20 men employed and 10 stamiis dropping.
S. C. Love in ciiarge.

CROESUS (Alleghany)—Another bonanza strike
made in west drift on 2200-ft. level. W. B.
Pearson, superintendent.
BROWX BEAR (Goodyears Bar)-This gravel

mine, bonded to .1. G. Sartorius of San Francisco.
Calif., and Phojnix, Ariz. Development to begin
before JIay. 15.

ROCK CREEK (Downievillel—Shaft being sunk
in tunnel, 1400 ft. from mouth, to tap gravel
channel supjiosed to be feeder of famous Bald
Mountain lead. Under bond to W. F. Copeland.

Siskiyou County
GRAY EAGLE (Happy Camp)—Boarding house

to accommodate 100 men. an assay office and
eiglit other surface buildings completed. One
compressor is on tlie ground. Four miles of
wagon road built from Indian Creek road up
Luther Gulch and Thompson Creek to the main
tunnel of the copper mine. Company is develop-
ing anotlier property on Clear Creek and the Ely
cojiper claim recently optioned. \V. Koerner.
manager.

BLUE LEDGE (Medford, Ore.)—First shipment
of copper-gold ore via Medford to Tacoma smel-
tery showed total return from 34 tons of $3319 ;

average per ton was 16% copper and $7.50 gold.
Ora_ hauled by teams to Southern Pacific R.R. at
$7.50 per ton. and in order to secure enough
teams the rate has been raised to $10 per ton

;

teams can haul three tons and require three days.
:Manager Carnahan st.ites that shipment can be
increased if sutticient teams are secured. More
than 500 claims have been staked in the district
and prospects are good for much development.
District is 14 mi. uortll of Happy Camp and is
accessible to Klamath by an 8% trail which could
be economically widened to accommodate teams
.md make the wagon haul shorter.

Tuolumne County
McCORMICK (.Tacksonviiie)—The 20-ton Hunt-

ington mill running. .New assay office under con-
struction. Ten men are employed. Andrew
McCormick. owner.

TCOLIMNE RIVER PLACER MINING CO.
(S(riiora) Suit for damages amounting to $l'i0.000
tiled against Hctch Hetchy R.R. for dumping rock
anil refuse into the channel of river where mining
compaiu' fiperatcs.

SCH.MITZ (Cliincse Camp)—Machinery from
the Street mine at Tuttletown in.stalled at this
new proiierty for development of chrome and
magnesite. Shaft down 110 ft. and power drills
will be Installed. Eugene Schmitz and associates
of .San Francisco are developing.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

TWO BROTHERS .MINING AND LEASING CO.
llilalvi Springs)- .New incorporation formed by
D. H. Eider. G. A. Online, and W. C. K. Berlin.
Head office in Denver. Will develoii mining
property In Clear Creek County,

(ilOM (Idaho Siniugs)—Jlazda Leasing Co. du-
iflopcd payable ore in east lieading on 1400-ft.
level, \'cin is ft. wide tn places. Raise is

living driven on vein. Siiipiiing aliout 50 tons
per day. to iNcwton mill foi- Ircalmcnt. A. C.
Dart has lease on tunnel-level east lieailing aiul
will extend it muler the oicshiiot opened by
the Mazda com[>an.i.

Custer County

SUNRISE (Westcliire) I).>vilo|,ment work on
this iMt. Robinson luuiierty under wa,\' for some
time. Results so encouraging that work on larger
scale planned when weather will permit.

PASSIKI.ORA MINING AND MILLING (Wesl-
clifTe) — Tills ciimpau,!' working old Herman group.
Herman shaft reopened and sunk to 200-ft, lev-

el : levels driven and sloping under way. Siiip-

iiing iron-silver ore. Eauipped witli steam hoist
and compressor plant. Lease let on Passiflora
claim ; repairing shaft on parallel vein. Mill
under consideration,

Ouray County

BENACK .TUNING CO. (Ouray)—New corpora-
tion III succeed partnership in operating Des
Ouray group of about 50 iicres. 7 miles southeast
of Ouray. Development began with tunnel three
>ears ago and to date 29 cars llave been sliipped
to Salida smeltery averaging: (iold. 0,02S oz.

;

silver, 57.04 oz. ; lead, 13.10%; copiper, 2.14%:
zinc, 5.2:i'%. Average value realized per ton
(zinc not included) was $42.11 ; average freight
charges, $4.35. and average smelting charges,
$5.59 per ton ; if sliipped under present prices,
average value would iiave lieen $00.45 ]icr ton,
Orebody opened for 400 ft. with about 300 ft. of
backs: shipping ore developed. 17.9()7 tons; be-
sides the shipping ore. tiicre is niucll ore <if mill-
ing grade ranging from $10 to $25 per ton. M.
M. Ferguson. 700 Fleming Bldg., Des Moines,
Iowa, interested.

San Juan County
ALL O. K. (Silverton)—Small force engaged on

development work. More extensive work planned
for early spring.

MAYFLOWER (Silverton)—Recent development
has opened considerable ore. Working force
increased. J. H. Slattery and associates devel-
oping under lease. J. M. Sullivan is superin-
tendent.

ASPEN (.Silverton)—Being developed under
lease by Johnson & Anderson. Ore containing
gold, silver, lead and copper opened and is being
shipped to Silver Lake custom mill.

GEORGIA
DU PONT POWDER (Rome)—Following the

aciiuisition of the Harrison Bros. & Co. paint
business, the company has taken over the oper-
ation of the bauxite mines of Harrison Bros, and
R. S. Perry, near Six Mile station.

IDAHO

Shoshone County
KEYSTONE (Spokane, Wash.)—This copper-

goid-siiver property, near Blacktail landing on
west sliore of Lake Pend Oreille, sold to Armstead
Mines Corporation, in which Henry H. Armstead
of New York is interested. Opened to 900 ft. by
No. 3 tunnel ; No. 4 tunnel is in 1600 ft. and
is to be continued 2200 ft. farther to cut vein at
1600-ft. deptii. .Mill contemplated. Daniel C
McLa cilia n . superint eiident

.

CONSOLIDATED INTERSTATE - CALLAHAN
(Wallace)—Ore reserves reported a tliird larger
than a year ago or about four years' su|)plv
at present rate of milling— 14.000 tons per month,
or 672.000 tons ; on 100-ft. level below main
tunnel— 1600 ft. from surface—ore averaging about
S ft. in width opened for 400 ft. At a point
350 ft. below- main tunnel. Amazon tunnel pro-
vides outlet to Enaville side of hill ; most of
the mine waste now taken out through tliat

Opening. Plans for first unit of new Enaville
mill sent to New Y'ork for approval ; cost about
$400,000. Old mill Iiandiing 450 to 500 tons
daily: alterations proceeding; 400-toil flotation
lilant to be ready in May.

MICHIGAN
Copper

NEW BALTIC (Baltic)—Sump, 30x20x8 ft.,

finished and shaft sinking resumed.
SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Drifting on third

level in west drift on Butler lode ; in some places,
lode lias vvidtli of 110 ft.

MOHAWK (Moliawk)—Mechanical haulage be-
ing introduced at No. 6 shaft, compressed-air
being the system of power used.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Flotation ex-
jierinients on tine sands reported to warrant com-
mercial plant, which is to lie built on sliorc of
Torch Lake.
ISLE UOYALE (Houghton)—Hoisting resumed

on Mar. 8 at No. 2 shaft, restoring iirodiielion
to former Iilgh level. Out|iiit curtailed about 20.-
000 tons by recent flooding.

LAKE MILLING. SMELTING AND REFINING
CO. (Point Mills) -Company recently ordered
2000-kw. mixed -pressure turbine; which will util-
ize exhaust steam from the stamp heads of the
mill.

CENTENIAL (Calumet)—Installing mechanical
haulage on 37th level, operating same by com-

pressed air, and making this level a main liaul-
agc level ; chute cut from 33rd level.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Winze, carried down on
the incline of the formation from 14th to 4S)th
level, has lieen cut through, and so has the
winze from the tilth to tile 53rd. TIley are di-
vided into tliree compartments, a rock chute,
a trackway for drills and timber, and a ladder-
way.

Iron

WAKEFIELD, (Wakelleld)—Additional shovels
purchased. Company will operate. Property to
the west, which will be milled, now being opcioii,

HOL.MES (Ishpeming)— First skip-load of ore
brought to surface from new .shaft and hoisting
now going on regularly. Shaft sinking started
in .lanuary. 1916. Only new mine opened in
Ishpeming in a number of years.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

RIALTO (Baxter Springs. Kan.)—Building new
aOO-ton mill to cost $50,000.
YELLOWSTONE (.loplin)— In drilling cam-

paign, seven boles sliowed two runs of ore—
from 60 to 90 ft. and from 125 to 150 ft.

A. W. C. (.loplin)- -Sinking new shaft at No. 5
mine, which will be connected with mill by
incline tram. 400 ft. long.

N. ROSENBERG (.loplin) — With associates,
has leased 1600 acres mining land near .Mansfleld.
Mo. Will rebuild mill and encourage operation
by sublessees. .Mostly shallow mining.
LACLEDE (Commerce. Okla. )—Completed drill-

ing holes on tract northeast of Commerce on Tar
Creek: practically all showed ore; shallowest 126
ft.

; deepest 226 ft. Shaft under way.
VESUVIUS (Carthage)—One man killed and

tour injured wlien wind blew down bin contain-
ing consider.ible ore. .Mar. 6. Twentv-six men
in mine liad to be taken out through nearby
sliatt, mill shaft being choked with debris.
SCHOOLHOUSE (.Toplin)—Tills mine near Car-

terville leased to A. W. Canada, of .loplin, and
associates, by Chapman-Hoslev Co., wiiich re-
cently rebuilt mill and got mine in shape for
operation.

BOSTON MEN purchased through August Mav-
erhoff. of Commerce. Okla.. lease on Chubb land
5 miles west of Baxter, for $35,000. Tract of 3ti
acres already drilled, but new owners will check
drilling and later build mill.

M. K. & T. (Neosho, Mo.)—Under direction of
\\arren Heaton. will reopen Silver Plume mine.
6 ',4 mi. northeast. Formerly good jiroducer but
null burned m 1909. Companv to build modern
^00-ton mill adjoining spur track of Missouri
Pacific R.R.
WILLIAM FOSTER WHITE CO. (Pieher Okla )—Building 500-1011 mill west of Pieher Will use

Dorr thickener. 40 ft. diameter, and a Dorr classi-
fier will take place of the usual sand tanks—lirst
time this plan has been tried in this field F L
L'Eiigle, Joplin, JIo., sujit,

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

ARIZONA CONSOLIDATED (Armstead)—This
London company is shipping ore.
BEAVERHEAD COPPER MINING (Armstead)

—This company, financed by Pittsburgh Peiin
men, is steadily taking ore from 1- to C-ft
vein, ruiiing from 4 to 15% copper with some
gold and silver.

Broadwater County
SCRATCH GRAVEL IIOLD MINING (Helena)—

At this property, about 2 miles northwest of city
and adjoining the Franklin mine of the Cruse
estate, a mill is being erected to treat the low-
grade ores, varying from 1 to 4 ft. in thickness
along the hanging wall. High-grade ore, averag-
ing about IS in., continues to be found along
the foot wall. Charles E. Frvberger. who ex-
amined property, rejiorted 49,711 tons of develo|)ed
ore of gross value of $24.50 per ton, and probable
ore was valued at $1,939,300

Jefferson County
BALTIMORE (Boulder)—This mine in Boom-

erang Gulch reported to be shipping 10 carloads
of rich copper ore weekly.

Silver Bow County
EAST BUTTE (Butte)—February copper out-

put at company's Pittsmont smeltery amounted
to 1,460,440 lb., as against 1,479,520 lb. in
January. Silver output 40.900 oz. From some
portions of mine, ore is running from 6 to 11%
copper.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Buttel—Output for
February amounted to 48,500 tons of ore from
whicii 14.000 tons of concentrates were realized,
eoiitaiiiing 13.700.000 ill. of zinc and 285.000 oz.
of silver. Jlinerals Separation case hearing post-
poned from Mar. 27 to Apr. 16. iModifled process
reported to be giving satisfactory results.

DAVIS-DALY COPPER (Blltle)—Rushing work
of 0[ienilig its zinc veins to develop stuping ground
for output of 500 tons a day; about 200 tons now
being sliipped to Oiiliir mill. The old Belmont
crosscut is being put in shape and will be driven
to the Emma vein, now being developed by thf
Anaconda company in the Emma iiiine. Blount
Moriali and Silver King shafts in tlie zinc s-jc-

tion are ojierated by leasers.
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NEVADA
Clark County

ANCHOR (GcodsDiings) -ODcratinE .W-ton diT

concentrator, and makini: shipmc-nts "f
^

'''•' ™"
centratfs and crude lead and zinc ore. l'»inE

dividends monthly. Under management of R. ".

'

CHRISTMAS (GoodsprinRs)—First sliipmcnt

of "nadum ore from tin. district made by tl. s

?om, any ''"ring last mcmlli. Ore is desc oiz.te

(l,-ill zinc vanadate). Company also opeiates, a

.'o-' on dry concentrator, completed in November

1910. producing lead-silver concentrates -shipped

to Salt Lak? smelters.

BOSS ((ioodsprings)-First "»">''
,'';'5'|;,'[,'^

plant is completed, and will be tried '"'"'"
few days; utilizes special Pro^f/ "''^'^, 'i'

Oeneral Manager O. .1. I'Msk and Metallurgist R.

.V Goodwin for treating the, complex oPl";;-!!"
"

nl.itinum ores, u.sing a chloridizing roast and sul-

uric™ id leach. Shipments ,,f Wcl'-f'-;;'„ •™;J?
ove lielni: made at rate of about .500 tons pel

month Ld company is now paying tliv'"",'?^

nuTrterlv Shipii ent.s during 191" included 410

2" of Plalinuiu metals : will b. greatly increased

during current year.
.

YELLOW I'INE (Goodsprings)-Producing ap-

nroxmatelv 1500 tons of zinc concejitrate and

250 tois lead concentrate monthly. Large body

of hiih grade lead-zinc ore at north limit of

workiuES just below the MO-ft. level, has re-

rentlvb^enl locked, and a 1000-ft. crosscut is

be"ng driven from the 700-ft. level to intersect

?lis^.?ebody. Crosscut now entering the ore

zone and exposes ore of same gr''d>- -'S .t""

ft level Company has announced |iolK-> ot

paying dividends of 3c. per month hroughout

current year, a monthly disbursement of f.O.-

OoS "with siich extra, dividends as may be just -

ned by the earnings." Fred A. Hale, .11., gen

eral manager.
,. „ »

Elko County

STEWART MlXINi; CO. (lit Broadway, New

Yortf-^TMs Idaho company "ill develop a group

of Tuscarora gold ><""«•,'"''"<'.'"!;.''?
^Eiin.

Oiieen the Commonwealth, MeCr.vstal, txiia,

Sixteen to One and the Surprise Fraction cla.ms_

I'ome; owners will erect 150-ton ,m and if

results are satisfactory, "i" ,^.'" „ lir C
the mill and erect hydro-electric plant, Huam c
Todd, of New York, president.

Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)--.Vet

realization in .Tanuary was $19..-iOB from 2fi oOO

to s- operating costs, fa.OO ; miscellaneous earn-

ngs'$n.lS ne'i operating, $4,H1 per ton. During

moiitli 1718 ft. of development was done at cost

of $4.96 per ft.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODFCTION ("l
».-k

"ff
Mir •! was 9685 tons, valued at $li4,.i..». rro

ducers'were: Tonopah Belmont 2920 ons

;

Tonopah Mining, 2300 :
Tonopah Exte.™m 2380

lim Butler, "50 : West End ly
. ,

R'^*'"'«' .r".
Halifax 161; Montana, SO; Midway. .16, Mac

Namar.a 53 ; and North Star. 53 tons.

MANHATTAN CONSOLIDATED JUNES CO.

IM inhattaiO-This company, whieli closed Us

,?operrv' n 1912, ^vhen at the 200-level refractory

ore was encountered, is preparing to reopen the

mine and sink shaft to 4on-ft. level.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Extracted 19 cars of ore

from 350 level.
, ,.,

.TACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hllll

—Took out 138 cars of ore from surface tunnel.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Installed electric hoist

on "500-2900 winze level, and reopened 2300 lev.>l

workings Mexican mill received 590 tons I nion

ore averaging S22.90 and having total gross value

of over $13,000.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—High-grade ore taKen

from 2600 level, and four tons taken from Union-

Sierra Nevada, the latter averaging $221.82. ex-

ploration and development continued and ore

extracted from 2400 atul 25ii0 levels.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

HANOVER-BESSEMEIt lltON AND COPPER
(Flerro)- Fire destroyed on Mar. 6 new mill and

power plant, under construction.

OREGON
Josenhlne County

GOLCONDA (Kerhvl li. dialling 30-ton concen-

trating mill at this chrome mine; niarketed In

191 ! about 3000 tons of 40O', ore. Operating a

series of lenses in a zone 300 ft In w-idth ;
big-

grade lenses (38 to 15% ore) hauled to Kerl.y

^5 ml low-grade ore (below 38% chromic ox-

We) win be milled to produce 55% concentrates,

Lcns-s 15 to GO ft. in width. Collard, Moore &
Collard, owners.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

WVSP NO 2 (Deadwood) liold and tungsten

both being produced; several shipments of tung-

sten concentrates made recently.

CUSTER PEAK (Roubalx)-Shaft repaired and

Hlnklng started : expect to sink to 500 ft. before

Ut eral work Is undertaken. Good copper showing

was found at depth of 2:iO ft.

BISMARCK (Flatiron)—Win resume niilllng

operations soon under management of ». C. Bow-

man.
,

.

NEW PURITAN (DeadwoodI - Dritting at

dentil of l(;o ft. to intersect high-grade vertical

.shoot is now in inogress. Before starting milling,

new eU-elrle lioist will be installeil.

HOMESTAKK (Lead) -Several tungsten ship-

ments made to eastern market during last few

weeks ; concentrator operating full capacity.

Company will erect new $100,000 hospital.

ELK MOUNTAIN (Trojan) Plant working

nearly to full capacity of 100 tons daily
;

the

lessees well satisfied with reluriis. Conslderalile

body of <ue opened and conllnued operations

as.iuied.
TENNESSEE

TENNESSEE COPPER (CoTiperllill) - .lanuary

production of sulphuric acid 18.685 tons; cop-

per over one million iioumls. Dispute with

International Agricultural Corporation, over acid

deliveries, settled out of court.

OCOEE COPPER CO. (Ducktown)—This ccim-

panv organized to develop 124 acres i;">",, ",

Ducktown Copper Sulphur and Iron ( o. s fcast

Tennessee mine. Company reiiorts tln.t ^ M>

t

drUl holes have indicated 361,000 tons of .i'.i:';r-

ore. .T. I. Carter, of Chattanooga, president.

UTAH

Beaver County

COMJIONWEALTH (Milford) —Crosscut from

tunnel in direction of Moscow making about .> tt.

Montreal (Milford)—Report of operations

for l'il6 tiled with state, shows: (iross income,

$70,571 ;'operating expense, $63,182 :"-'< l"-'';T,f^»;

$7389. Operated under lease by Frank Mining

Juab County

TINTIC smPMENTS for week end.d Mar. 2,

amounted to 171 cars by 15 shippers, ^'S <">"-

pared with 91 cars the week preceding. I"' "^''^^

lue partly to better sliipping conditions and to

he fact that shortage of coal !;>,'>;;"« ,'',;|;„

come. Considerable ore has accumulated, awaiting

shipment.
, . ^

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Ore run-

ning unusually high in silver ''^^ ','•;" ."';™;'^

beyond the large stope on the 1 800 '' .^
>^' .",',

T.'tons ner day being mined. \\ ovK ot eni.iil.i"B

niain siiatt is being done in four different places.

Piute County

DEER TRAIL (Marysvale)—This mine just

south of Marysvale near mouth of V<M<mvun,d

Son again producing ; shipping three or four

cars of lead-silver-gold ore per week. P opeity

was located in 1878 and shipped some biRb-Kiade

galena ore by team to old Utah Soutliern RR._

in .luab County, hut closed down ,«>"'/<"''.•

worked oft and on since. Ore occurs ";'.;''
"'^f'

or bedded vein on the contact of quartzite with

overlying limestone. The ore at present is 1- tt.

thick A timnel has been driven in the „uartzite

and several raises run to the ore. Galena occurs

in lenses and liodies in ore of lower grade. W ater

n ned from springs and small milling .plant may

be built Controlled by the Salisbury brothers

of Salt Lake.

Salt Lake County

onto COPPER (Lark)—Report of operations

filed with state board of equanzation shows:

Gross income. $1 .661 ,318 ; ^ oreT:,ting expense.

111037 613; net proceeds. $623, i04.

EMMV CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—Roads hive

been hroken to property and a 35-toii shipment

is being made. Gnlena ore is reported to ha\.

lieen opened in No. 2 raise.

C-VRDIFF (Salt Lake) -Net proceeds for 1916.

reponed to 'state board of eoualijatiolj^ were:

$37'>200; gro.ss returns. $1.45. 11 2. '•;^1"",?|°

wereT Transportation, $104,124 : lahm- $114,1.3 ;

supplies. $44,295: improvements. $10,.i<8.

SOUTH HECLA (.Mfa) Report for 1916 shows

7962 tons of ore to have been P"'"?""';';!.
""''Xi

pane account, having gross value of $161,,91. and

giving net sloping profit "f
, t^''-^.'

'„„„^" ^.^^„^

niinr.fl 1003 tous ;
gross value $21,989, iiom

wl c comiativ had net profit of $2847. giving

Jo I ne sf ping profit of $42,222, Development

work iring vear amotinted to 268 ft. of r.aising

ami 788 t of drifting and crosscutling. Tola

metal content of ore produc..d _was : 301

lb. iron.
Summit County

.lUDGE MINING .VND SMELTING (Park Citv)

-

New zinc plant has be u limbered m. and hl^

prodnced spelter. Adjustments being made, and

oufput will show a gradual \'"->-"'>"^^

CMIFORNIA-COJISTOCK (Park Cty)—Pie-
narl'ng for active development under new maiiage-

mc
'

Peter Kaas, who has been leasing here,

his three cars of ore on the market,

'ioW\ COPPER (Park City)- New maelliiiory

''t^Lr':i'"^-".'i-v'snrsne''o:;i^, ii;:^;-;

;;;;;;; 'ha vin ;ur;:ilpi.one ime o„, or busmos.

THRKE KIN(;S (Park City)-Winze from the

hot 1 level -520 ft.-ls down 180 ft. Some
•

It 'has been encountered, and about an hoir s

imping a day will be necessary. A streak

running high In Kold was cut recently 20 fl.

above bottom of winze; will be further prospected

by drifting.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park ( lly»—
Operations suspended for a few days on account

of coal shortage. Regular (|uarterly dividend of

10c, a share and an extra dividend of oc. «a«

declared Mar. 3, payable Mar. 31 ; » II '"•";,""

to $103,287, and bring tr.tal dividends to dale

to $1,212,705; last year, 45c. a sliare or $2»H,-

875 was paid. Several shlpiueiits of concentrates

have been made from the new mill. New tunnel

for the Tbaynes Cation section is in ai)proxlmatel>

2000 ft.

CANADA
Ontario

DAVIDSON (Porcupine) A 40. ton shipment,

taken from three levels, is being prepared and

test run will be made to determine grade and

character of ore.

NATIONAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO. (Dur-

ham) -This plant producing about 2000 bbl. of

cement daily from feldspar and limestone, has

installed imfiish-recovery plant of 15 tons capac-

ity under direction of Allan Grand.

PORT ARTHUR COPPER (1230 Traders Bank

Bldg Toronto) Developing copper property at

Mine' Center. ISO mi. west of Port Arthur on

Canadian Northern. Eleven cars, averaging 4 7r ,

shipped for testing and sampling purposes ;
ore

contains gold and silver, also. Mill may be

built, F, M. Connell, cruisulling engineer.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (TImmins) -

it annual meeting. Managing Director Percy A.

Robbins stated that he could safely add $1,000,000

to estimated value of ore reserves stated In

annual reiiort as $34,186,000 on .Ian. 1. 191i.

Mill additions to he completed in about six

weeks- cost from $100,000 to $1.50,000 more than

estimate of $750,000, owing to advance In ma-

chinery and supjilies.

MEXICO
SANTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—

Miib'd in ,Ianuary 12,676 tons ; estimated profit.

$11,880.

GREENE-CANANEA (Cananca, Son.)—Febru-

ary production : Copper, 5,100,000 lb. ;
silver

144 610 02. : gold, 815 oz. Copper output In

.lanuary, 5.700,000 lb.

MEXICO MINES OF EL ORO (El Oro, Mex.)—
In'.Ianuarv. mill ran 19 days, crushing 700O tons;

total realizable value $194,000 or $27.71 Per ton ;

operating expense $54,000; development $1..000 .

export tax $19,000 : total expense, $90,000 or

$12 85 per ton: profit, $104,000.

HOWE SOUND CO. (734 Fifth Ave., New York)

—This company's El Potosi and Chihuahua

mines in the Santa Eulalia district are working;

the former produces lead-silver ores, now snip-

ned to El Paso instead of Chihuahua smeltery,

as heretofore ; the Chihuahua mine produces zinc

ore which is shipped to Colorado and Kansas

smelteries. Mexican operations are under direc-

tion of W. .1. Quigly. of El Paso, Texas.

CUBA
FRANCISCO MINING CO (Los Acostas) -Has

cut 30 ft of ore on lOO-ft. level about ,5 fi.

from shaft Ore is of concentrating grade, prin-

cipal mineral being cubanite. Drifting now in

progress. W. E. Fenwiek, superintendent.

COLOMBIA
NECHI MINES. LTD. (Zaragoza)—Returns

from gold dredge for month ended Feb 19 were

$43,333 from 114,634 cu.yd.. or about 26.:.c. |)er

cu.yd. „. , . ,

,

PATO MINES. LTD. (Zaragoza)—Rich yield

from this dredge for 13 days ended Feb. 1..:

cieanup was $53,694 from 24,370 ct^yd. or over

S") ..o per cu yd. Damage to (lower dam by liign

w'l'ter late in 1916, not .so serious as reported,

onlv 'the top portion or addition having been

carried away.
^^^^

CFRRO DE PASCO (Fundicion)—Febru.arv

copper output 5 352,000 lb., as compared with

6,172.000 lb. in .Tanuary.

CHILE

CHILE EXPLOtiATIDN (Chilouicamata)-- Feb-

ruary copper production ^•"'^OOO.Ib. ; in .lanuarv

7 756 000 lb Extension of capacity from 10 000

to 27 000 tons of ore daily again being consid-rcd

and special meeting of Chile Copper Co. (bolding

company) is called for Apr. 16 to authorise

ssuance of $35,000,000 in new 6% convertible

bonds, which have already been underwritten oy

Ihigene Meyer, •"•.& ^o. of 11 ^^.an St.. Ne-v

York : bonds convertible into stock at $.l.i.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED ( Insan) — Tanu-

arv cleanup was $152,362 from various n'jnsns

?ollows: Tabowie $34,808: Taracol .$:12.1, , :

Alaibong, $26,318; Taracol cyanid.' plant, $..1 ..li ,

JLalbong tube-mill bullion, ?"'2 •.'<"";•"::,„'"; :

ed "7 4''S • average recovery. $a.5,) pel ton
,
ore

from" Chlnt'ui and Tongkol mines proving of higher

,1K. Iban estimated:, also No. 12 level slopes

„f Charahowie mine wader t'i-'"
expected. Final

results for December from 27,123 tons $ie...3i3.

o crating costs, $79.41.S: operating profll $,8..-

955 • developments and lm[irovements $5174 ,
av-

erage yield, $6.10 per ton; average profit per ton,

$? 98.
'
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING
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Fluorspar—AciO gnuli' "P to *>* 1"''' '""• ""-''"1-

lurgU-iil prade, .$30. Aninionium iiiui sudium ftou-

lidfs at 27i;. and 13c. |)er lb. respecUvcly.

Maonesite—All glades flrni. Standard cal-

cined, o'ic per 11).; domestic raw, H4c. ; Greek

raw, 2c. per 11).

Zirkite—Finn at 6c. per lb. for "7.5% ZrO™;

extra charges for milling to various degrees of

fineness. The 95% silicate zircon, civioted at 6c.

per lb.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK— Mar. 14

Times lilie these arc witliout parallel^ in tlie

STOCK OUt)TAT10NS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

N. Y. F.XCH.t Mar. 13

iron and steel trade, sajs "Iron Age. Pig iron

since .lanuarv has been advancing in price by

jumps and tiiev have been frequently lor two.

three and four times the usual amounts. The

advance in sti-el has been steady since the

temporary halt in the middle of last year, but

the biggest increments have been made in the

last few weeks.
If export demand may be seized on as suD-

stantiallv the main reason besides Government s

needs for the later price increases, it is not

yet certain that foreign buying will be checked.

Large offerings in some forms of finished steel

have been made at tlie new prices. Domestic

purchasing meanwhile has not by eon)parison

been of a large order, with some seasnnal ex-

ceptions, but the advances have now had the

effect of driving in many consumers for mill

protection at prices below the new levels.

Thus far it is not clear that the pressure on

the producers will be relieved. Certain it is

that operating and sales departments are resisting

vigorouslv a condition in which their hands are

tied hv ccimmitments many months in the future.

The' volume of forward buying in pig iron is

particularly significant, in view of the prices

involved.

PITTSBURGH—Mar. 13

Last Thursday the Carnegie Steel Co. announced

the following advances : Steel bars. $7 a ton to

3.3.5c.: shapes. $7 to 3.6nc. ; plates, $!:> to 4.MIC.,

these advances at once becoming general. They

followed advances the preceding Monday of »4

a ton on wire products and welded tubular goods

generally. Sheets have since advanced $5 a ton.

The advances are by a wide margin the greatest

that have ever occurred within a similar time in

the history of the steel industry. The mills are

sold up solidly, with occasional exceptions, into

the new year, and Government orders just placed

or about' to be placed will throw deliveries to

ordinary domestic consumers still later than was

expected. Whatever deliveries the Government

needs are to he given, and prices charged are

made satisfactory, with no reference to regular

open market prices.

The Steel Corporation's increase of 102.613 tons

in unfilled obligations during February, when the

steel market appeared to be quiet, indicates that

a great deal of routine contracting was put

through, covering regular customers for the late

deliveries of the year, while some Government
tonnage was probably included.

Since the first of the year fully 1000 locomo-

tives have been ordered, apart from export busi-

ness, or nearly one-third as many as in tlie past

•two years, while domestic freight car orders

total about 20,000 cars, or about one-fourteenth

as many as in the two years. Demand for loco-

motives ciinlinues despite the high prices.

Traffic conditions have improved slightly. Pro-

duction is increased a trifle and most of the

mills have made a beginning at shipping the

steel accumulated in the past few months.

Pig Iron— Basic iron, unchanged at $30. v-illey.

since the I)L'ginning of December, has started to

move, sales of about 40.000 tons having been

made in the past few days at $31 to $33, and
$32 Is now clearly the minimum. Consideralile

demand has come from points outside the usual

tributary territory. Bessemer iron is stronger,

with recent sales at $36. valley, for late delivery,

.and $37 readilv obtained for proinjit. Foundry
is unchanged at $35(ff36 for second half and
SSfifiSS for prompt. All prices tiuoted are f.n.h.

valley furnaces, prices delivered Pittsburgh being
nr,c. higher.

Steel—The market Is very strong for early de-

liveries, at not under $65 for hiilets or sheet

bars, but consumers slir>w no interest in forward
deliveries. The termination of present shell con-

tracts Mar. 31 will release considerable steel,

while .Hteel-making I'apaclty will Increase, through
new construction, much more than steel flnishing

capacity.

Ferroalloys

Ferromanganese (liiotatlons for <lonii*stlc re-

main al $;!00 for ijnimpt, $275 tor tlilrd-iiuartcr

and $250 for luurlh-iiuarler, delivered, but there

Is not much l.iiyhig, .Mo.st of the Kngllsh pro-

ducers have Wlllidrawn $185, seaboard.

Ferromolybdenum—Firm at last-ipioted price of

$4 per III.

Coke
Connellsvllle—The spot market has softened

further, willi better car supplies, spot furnace

being $ll5nC(iin and spot foundry $114(12. Con-

tract Is iiuolatile nominally al $7W8.50 for fur-

nace and $7.50Ca,8.50 lor foundry.

Ala.ska<ioUI M
Ala.ska Juneau
Am.Sm.&Ref..com.
Am. .''m. & Ret., pt.

Am. Sin. Sec, pt. A
Am. Sm. See., pf. B.
Am. Zinc
Am. zinc, pf
Anaconda
BalopUas Mln,
Iiclhlehem steel .

licttilehein steel, pt.

Ruttc A Superior ,
,

f'erro Ue Pa.sco
Chile Cop
Chlno
Colo.l-'liel A Iron, .

Crudhlc Steel .

Dome Mines
Federal M. & S
Federal M. & S.. pf.

Great Nor., ore ctf.

Greene Caiianea... .

Homestalte
Inspiration Con. . ,

Internal ional Xlckel
Kcnnecfiit
La<'ka\MUin:L sieel,

Miami ' 'i.lM.er

Nafl real, ccni ,

Nalloiial I.cad. pt,

Nev. Cnnsol
Ontario Mln
Quicksilver
Quicksilver, pf, . . .

Ray Con
Rciiuljllcl,&S.,com
Republic 1,&S. pt.

Sloss-SheOleld
Tennessee C. 4 C.
U. S. steel, com. .

.

U. S. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C & C

7S
7!

104!
nii
1011
96 i

37
68
S3!
li

140
118
47
381
251
58 (

47
65!
19
131
42 J

34
44

128!
59 i

4U
45 i

84!
41
66
110
24!
6i
2
'>^

28 S

79 i

102 i

64!
15!

llOi
lis
HI!
59
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, etta.

N. Y CURBt
Buffalo Mines
Butte & X. Y
Butte C. /cZ
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome.
<'an. Cop, Corpn,..
Carlisle
Con. .\rl7,. Sm
Con. C'oppermines.

.

Con, Nev,-Utah

—

First Nat. Cop
GoldOeKl Con
Goldfield Merger.. ,

Granite
Greenmonsler
Hecia Min
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Jopim Ore & Spel.

.

Kerr I.ake
Macnia
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa
Mother Lode,
N. Y'. & Hond,.
Niplssinp Mines, ..

Ohio cop.
Rav Hercules
Rochester Mines.

.

St. Joseph Lead, ,

,

8eneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopab
Tonopah Ex. .....
Tribullion
Trov .\rizona
United Verde Ext.
United Zinc
White Knob. pf.

White Oaks
Yukon Gold

.15
2i
lOi
.65
IH
IH
6i
2A
3i-

3
.58 I

.07
I

.25 '

I

2
1.30

48 J

50'

.40
15
S

4i
.56
:i9
13
.75

^

.50"
6
3E

.50

.59
3S!
5i

2
2

Adventure.
Ahmock , .

.

Alconiah. .

.

Alloviez.
.\riz. Com..
Bonanza
lintto-ltallakhiva..
Cuhiniot A- Ariz. .

falviniet * llccla..
rcntcnniiil
Copjior Range. . -

.

Daly West
Davls-naly
East Butte. . ;

Franklin
Oranhy
Hanror-k
Heitl'-v
Helv'tla
Indiana
Island ('r*k. com.

.

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
T,a Salle
Mason Valley
Mass
Mavilowcr
Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . .

.

New Idria
North Butte
North Lake
Ojlbway
Old foloiiy
Old Dominion. . .

.

Osceola
Quincy.
St. Mary's M. L.

.

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattiick-Arlz. . ..

So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Bost.

.

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
U. S. Smelting...
IT. s. Smelt'g. pf.

Utah .\pex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

10
.05
68
13(
.30
u

82
550
21
631

i'

'I'
85
17
16
.45
3!
63
33
*!
13
4
61
131
2!
31

851
4i
15
23
li

66
931
88
85
li
9
28
4

.25
14
5i

58
4S
li

62 i

SOi
2!
I8i
6
5
4i
45
U

BOSTON CURB* Mar. 13

SAN FRAN.*
Alta
.\ndes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
ConHdence
Con Virginia
Co'dd & Curry
Hale & Xorcross, .

Jaiket-Cr, rt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seit Belcher
Sierra Nevada,
Union Con
Utah con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacN'amara
>Mclway
^'onl„-Tonopah., ,

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con. . .

.

Atlanta
Booth
Comb. Frac
D'fleld B.B
P'fleld Daisy . . . .

Florence. ...

Jumbo Extension..
Kewanas. .......
Round Mountain.

.

silver Pick
Argo
Arb.. Central
BlK Jim
Lazy Boy
Nellie
Tom Reed
United Eastern.

.

United Western.

.

Alaska Mines Corp.
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Unwatering Projects at Leadville
liv AiiTin u

SYXOJ\'^IS— Tld'ee iniifutcriinj jirojcrls lia.rc

been unclertaken in Leadville. One hy the Down-
town Mines Co., under E.v-Governor Jesse McDon-
ald, is being conducted through the Penrose shaft.

The project undertaken hy the Leadville Unit of

the United States iSnielting, llefining and Mining

Exploration Co. will accomplish the drainage of

Fryer and Carbonate Hills through the Harvard

shaft. The Empire Zinc Co. is unwatering a group

of properties along Stray Horse Gulch through the

Greenback shaft. The completion of these projects

will lend great impetus to mining in Leadville.

A s}>teniatic i-anipaign ol' unwatering old mines has

been in progress at Leadville, Colo., for nearly two years.

Undcrtakinsrs of this sort in the old, well-worked sections

.). IIOSKIN*

anlii-ipate two sources of revenue; namely, from the work-

ing of the zinc ores hitherto considered waste and from

deeper development.

The hills within and immediately east of the City of

Leadville were sjdendidly pruduetive for decades. Large

tonnages uf lead, silver, gold, iron, manganese and copper

ore were mined from tiie erratically ilistriljuted orebodies

iu the rejilacement or contact formations of Carbonate and
Fryer Hills, Mining w-as discontinued about 10 years

ctgo in most of these mines. Heavy tlows of water en-

countered necessitated constant pum])ing at the numerous

shafts, and the expenses incurred by the individual opera-

tors, coupled with the then prevailing low prices for the

metals brought about a condition that led to the cessation

of pumping and the consequent flooding of the mines.

Ex-Governor Jesse F. McDonald succeeded, after a year

or more of negotiations, in i-oumling u]) practically all

SUHFACE PLANT .A.T THE FKN'ROSb: SHAFT, WITH ilT. ilAS.SIVE I\ THE DT.STAXCE

were somewliat sjieculative, but they were ))redicatcd upon
geological, mineralogical and historical premises that

appeared to be sound.

?Jot much, if any, ore of the kinds mined during jircx i-

ous activities in these same properties was expected to be

rendered immediately available by umvatering, but the

men back of the projects had confidence enough in tlie

properties to beli(>ve that, by solving tlie water problem
through installations of up-to-date a])paratus, they coidd

•Mining engineer, Box 526, Leadville, Colo.

the mines Ih-.it had been ])re\iously spoken of as in the

"Downtown" district, and incorporated them as the Down-
town Mines Co., which he has skillfully managed until

success finally looks certain. The Leadville district

recognizes the great significance of this project, and men
«lio have backed the enterprise by putting capital into it

showed their faith in Leadville's ability to "come back.''

Despite the modern heavy machinery that was installed

in the Penrose shaft foi- the pur]iose of draining this

large group of downtown pro])ertie>;. the task has provecl
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mucli greater than was antiei]>ated by even the most pessi-

mist ir critic prior to the uiu]ertai<ing. Instead of re-

quiring only a few months to drain this ground, it

actually took more than a year to lower the water suf-

ficiently to install permanent pumping machinery at the

lx)ttom of the shaft, wliich is 874 ft. deep. Success

seemed then attained when, in making slight excavations

for setting the new pumps, a previously imsuspected

watercourse was opened and the additional flow has kept

the pumps working almost to capacity since the spring of

1916. The source of this flow proved a mystery, but from

observations in old mines three miles or more to the east,

it was suspected that the Penrose pump was draining

several Iowa Gulch mines. This is substantiated by the

flow subsiding in the distant mines with the lowering of

water in the downtown mines. At the same time it has

been shown that a rather strong flow' enters the Penrose

workings from the north.

Fig. 2 is a surface map of the eastern portion of Lcad-

\ ille and shows, by heavy line, the eastern boundary of the

properties now controlled by

the Downtown ilines Co.

Among the claims included are

manv that were famous in the

early days, among them being

the Grav Eagle, Bon Air. Pen-

rose, P.' 0. S., Wolcott. .Midas.

Augusta, Bison, Orion, Wel-

don, Alice and Otisito. The

mines are adequately provided

with railroad facilities: ore

shipments can be made over

the Denver & Rio Grande.

Colorado ^lidland and Coh)-

rado & .Southern railways.

As fast as they can be reached,

either by underground work-

ings from the Penrose shaft

or through the reopening of

their own abandoned shafts,

these mines promise to become

scenes of renewed activity.

Leasers are clamoring for o])-

portunities. Already the Gray

Eagle's shaft has been retini-

bered, a new headframe

erected and a new hoisting

plant installed. This mine was

first operated by Ebeii Smith

and David H. ^lofFatt, who

mined large bodies of lead-sil-

ver ore. Similar improvements

are in progress at the Bohn,

Coronado and Wolcott shafts.

The Penrose is already ship-

ping two varieties of ore. Shipments of carbonate ore

averaging 2.'5% zinc arc l-.iug made to Eastern reduc-

tion works, while other shipments of ore running about

2()% metallic manganese and 30% metallic iron are

being sent to the steel works of the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Co. at Pueblo. This latter variety of ore runs

about 0.034% phosphorus and less than 4% .silica. Fig.

1 shows a composite plan of most of the openings that

were made in this ground during the fornier operation in

the palniv days of Leadville's lareer.

As these openings arc on several levels, the workings are

not so complex as they appear. A few of the diifts ter-

minated without having reached ore. Large orebodies

were mined, but at the same time, it must be remembered
that most of the sloping was done in the upper levels and

that development on the ground below may piove it just

as profitable. Quantities of mineral that was formerly

considered worthless rock are now known to be zinc ores,

so that some of the pillars remaining between worked out

blocks of ground that were originally purposely avoidcti

are now reserves. They require only the reopening of such

old workings to assure their early mining and marketing

—

as is being done in the Penrose. The.se reserves constitute

one of the anticipated sources of revenue, while the ores

that are presumed to exist in the hitherto unexplored deep

portions of the hills (probably all of suli)hide character)

compose the other incentive to the unwatering.

At the Penrose shaft plant electric drive has been

substituted for steam, current being received from the

mains of the Colorado Power Co. The hoistroom contains

Fig. 1 rig. ;

vIGS. 1 AND 2. MAPS SHOWINO THE UNDERGROUND WORKINGS
SURFACE OPENI.NGS OF THE DOWNTOWN MINES CO.

a two-dnini engine, provided with an electric motor of

175 hp., using current at 5.t0 volts and running at 700

r.p.ni. tinder full load. Adjoining the hoistroom are the

shops. The shafthouse surrounds the collar of the three-

compartment shaft and the headframe. The transformer

house is of concrete and contains four transfonners that

receive current at C600 volts and deliver it at 550 volts.

The machinery u.scd in this project has been described

before, so it will be siiffn^ent to say that the pumps are

two-stage centrifugal, direct-connected to General Elec-
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trif ;iOO-lip. indiuliun iiiolors riiiininji: at 1810 r.p.m. The

))uiiii)s were all runiished by the Providence Engineering

Works. They were specially designed lu hang in the

conipartnient.s of the shaft, in which lliey could he hoisted

and lowered the same as cages and operate in upright

positions. When tln' surface of the water had been low-

ered to the 410-ft. piiini, a large station was cut and two

relay pumps, exactly like the two sinkers except that they

were set stationary, were installed and these were con-

nected in series with tlie sinkers, wliirli continued on

downward. This equipnu'nt luuidled more than its guar-

anteed 2000 gal. ]ier niin. and for long periods was lift-

ing as much as 2T00 gal. per niin. When the bottom level

was finally drained, the sinkers were permanently set as

station pumps. This unwatcring ecpiipment represented

an investment of about .$(i.").00().

The properties included in tlu'sc holdings are credited

with an aggregate production of about $12,000,000 as

shown by smelters' settlements. The previous mining has

been in the so-called first and second contacts. There is

still the third contact to be explored, while it is improbable

that all the shoots in the two upper contacts have been

disclosed. This area has been proved to be heavily miner-

alized; it contains a large extent of virgin ground; it is

ideally located for economical mining: and it has abund-

ance of ores formerly avoided.

In addition to the Downtown ilines Co.'s project, the

drainage of Frver and Carbonate Hills has been done by

age did not receive suiliciently serious attention to at-

tain substantial results. It remained for a strong out-

side company with many interests scattered throughout

the mining w(nld to enter the field and to undertake a

task that had liilbertcj been littk^ more than a serious de-

sire among residents of the district.

The company took these leases and started its expen-

sive operations with the intention to drain the old work-

ings, to sink deepei- and to explore? the white-limestone

horizon in which there is stnnig reason to expect more
orebodies such as have been pi'o\eil in the lower zone in

other parts of the district.

The management of this diflicult project was given to

Howard S. Lee, who has long been connected with the

company's operations in other districts; his superintend-

ent is E. A. Hamilton, and the mining engineers are Carl

A. Allen and Douglas Piatt. Owing to the unwiehly

title possessed by this company, this particular project

was styled its Leadville Unit, while popularly this name
is still further abbreviated to the Unit.

Althougli the Harvard shaft is somewhat near the west-

ern boundaries of the holdings, it was selected as the

center for drainage operation, its collar being upon a low

part of the surface just north of Evans Gulch. At the

time work was begun here, this site was thought also to be

the best for the mouth of future mining operations. Ac-

cordingly, a most complete surface plant was erected.

Among the buildings are a commodious shafthouse sur-

SHOP AND SHAFTHOUSE AT THE HARVARD SHAFT GENERAL VIEW OF FRYER HILL AND EVANS GULCH

the Leadville LTnit of ilie LTnited States Smelting, Ee-

fining and Mining Exploration Co. This company began

its actual operations here a little more than a year ago,

after it had spent months in securing long-time leases on

38 different mining properties. There were no purchases

made. The ground secured lies in a rather compact area

of about 200 acres, with maximum dimensions of 2000 by

4200 ft. Among these properties are such well-known old

nuues as the Fitzhugh, Cora Bell, Bangkok, Forepangh,

Tip Top, Quadrilateral, .Tamie Lee, El Paso and a part of

the Denver City.

These mines all lie either on Fryer Hill or just across

Evans Gulch to the north on a southwest flank of Pros-

pect ]\fountain that is called Canterbury Hill. Fryer Hill

was one of the portions of the Leadville district that at-

taiiu'd fame in pioneer days. There is no record of the

gross produc-tion of the.se mines, but it is generally con-

ceded that they have produced millions. Alining in this

portion of the district practically ceased about a. decade

ago because of the great expense incurred by the numerous

companies in combating the inflows of water, together

with th(> seeming near exhaustion of orebodies in the

jji'iived zone or contact. I<'iirnicrly. co(i|ici-;iti(iii in drain-

rounding the collar of the three-compartment shaft, a

shop, a hoisting and compressor building, a main office, an

assay office and a warehouse.

The timbering in the Harvard shaft was found to be in

splendid condition, while that in the Jamie Lee shaft

—

which was also seriously considered—was rotten and the

shaft was about to cave. The first underground work was

that of cutting a pump station in the Harvard shaft,

above the water level, at a depth from the collar of 216

ft. In this station were placed two Krogh four-.stage

centrifugal pumps, each with one impeller removed, thus

reducing its power consumption and likewise its efficiency.

These pumps were found to lift 62-5 gal. per min. each

to the surface at an efficiency of 60%.
Next a deep-well Byron-Jackson eight-stage turbine

pump was lowered in tlie shaft and suspended from steel

I-beams. This ]nimp (sometimes called a "shoestring

pump") extended downward into the water 190 ft. to the

bottom of the shaft. It handled 1000 gal. per min., de-

livering its discharge to the suction of the relay or station

pumps which, in turn, threw the water to the surface

where it ilowed into I'vans Gulch. The arrangement

worked well. The only dilliculties e\perieni(Ml wove with
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debris in the slial't. Tlieix' bciu^;- no suinp, il was nn-cs-

sary to maintain the foot of the pump close to tin- bottom

of the shiil'l in onler to (Irain tlie main level. Boulders,

\vater-loni;-e(l limbers and Inr^^e quantities of mud and

.'^harp sand ail contributed to the troubles of the pump-

men. The impellers of the ])ump8 wore rapidly because of the trouble was easily overcome by the use of .sawdust se-

li\ci'ed from the .lamir her tciiitiirv toward the Harvard

shaft.

At lirst this ])ipc line ]iro\ed very leaky, apjiroximately

;iOO gal. per min. being lost along it. It was imjiossible

to .sectiro light joints because of the crooks in the line, but

the sand. When the water was lowered sufficiently for

men to work in the bottom, or lOT-ft. level, a concrete

bulkhead was constructed 1o shut off a considerable flow

wliuli it was desired 1o hold ba.k during the excavation

and equi])i)ing of the ])ermanent i)uinp station.

The Harvard shaft is close to Evans Gulch, and the old

workings pass beneath the stream. When the inflow of

water did not abate, it was susi)ecti'd that the nune was re-

ceiving a good portion of its watei' froni the creek directly

above. A 3 x 5-ft. flume, 1 iOO ft. long was therefore built

in the channel of the gulch, starting at the city water com-

pany's dam. The lumber for this flume

was surfaced and slip-tongued. aljout

(iO.OOO ft. being required at a co.sf of

approximately $2200. AVithin 48 hours

after the water had been diverted into

this flume, tlie nniie water had lieeii

reduced fully 50%, and one pump was

thereafter sutiieient to keep the shaft

drained. The deep-well luimii was

continued in commission until the

permanent, large pump stalion was

completed and equipped, when it was

removed from the shaft. This station

contains two Krogh and one liyron-

Jackson horizontal, four-stage centrif-

ugal pumps, each running at 1800

r.p.m. Their eomlnned cajiacity ]nunp-

ing to the surface is 1^00 gal. per

min. At present only one pump is kept

running at a time. The pumps have

General Electric induction motors and

all take their suction from a large

square sump at one side of the station.

After this area had been drained, the

engineers and samplers spent several

months systematically exploring the

old workings, making earefitl sur\eys,

taking many samples and devoting

special study to the geology. As a

result, the company now jiossesses a

most complete .set of mine and assay

maps and detailed geological cross-

.seetions. The old workings to the east

of the HarNiii'd arc somewhat lower

in elevation. There is about 100 ft. dilferenre in ele-

vation between the collai- of thi' llaiwai'd shaft ami

the collar of the Jamie Lee sluift on Fryer Hill, but the

bottom of the latter shalt was ai)out 2li ft. lower than the

station at the Harvard. To accomplish drainage of the

bottom workings in the eastern part of the area, it was

ilecided to install a jiumping equi])ment in the Jamie Lee

tliaft. It was first necessary to re|)air this two-compart-

ment shaft, and this was accomplished by thoroughly lin-

ing the compartments with 3-in. cribbing. The deep-well

]Mimp previously used in the Harvard shaft was then

!-hortencd to (>0 ft. in length, reduced from eight-stage to

three-stage and lowered in this shaft. By a line of spiral-

primp ])ipe laid through old slopes the water was I hen de-

cured from mills that were ripping logs. The stringy,

fibrous sawdust was fed to the suction of the deej)-well

juimp and, becoming entangled at the jjoints of leakage, it

soon reduced the loss to less than 10 gal. per min., an

effectiveness considered sufficient for this tenii)orary in-

stallation. This pipe line was provided with relief valves

of home-made construeticni for venting air pockets that

accumulated in the high ])oints.

The water pumped from these eastern workings was so

full of mud and saml that it was not ]n|ied directly to the

Harvard station, but was discharged into a .settling tank

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP SHOWING MINE ENTRANCES IN THE
VICINITY OF LEADVILLE

that was Intilt in an old stoj)e. From this tank the water

overflowed ami made its way by gravity a short distance

to the Mar\ai'd sump. As the level helow the slopes con-

taining the leaky ])ipe line drained toward the Jamie Lee

shaft, a series of baffles was constructed along this level

to jn-event mud ami sand from flowing back to that shaft.

L^pon the completion of the investigations, it was evi-

dent that geological and mineralogical conditions in the

vicinity of the Jamie Lee shaft were more promising than

those near tlie Harvard shaft. By this time it was also

concluded that the Fryer Hill site was better for mininy

oiierations in general and that the ground was drier. But.

before all this had !)een determined, the permanent ])lant

and the pum|iing station had been estalilislu'd at t^c Har-
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varil. Therefore it was diTiilod to make tlie llarvaid

plant the center for drainajje and air compression, but to

move all other snrfare activities to the Jamie Lee shaft.

With this scheme linally settled upon, a series ol' old drifts

was cleaned out for 1275 ft. counecting the two shafts.

Along this level the permanent 8-in. pipe line conveys

water from the eastern part of the property to the Harvard

sump, replacing the line temporarily strung through the

stopes.

A pump station has been equipped at the Jamie Lee

shaft. This contains two single-stage Byron-JacUson hori-

zontal units with ti-in. discharge, direct-connected to

General Electric motors. The pumps ha\e a combined

capacity of IGOO gal. per min. working against a static

head of 20 ft. plus a friction head amounting to 15 ft.

This shaft is being sunk to explore the formations be-

neath the fir.st contact, and water accumulating in the

shaft is lifted to this station by an ordinary sinking

pump.

PnospECT OF Deep Sixkixg

The depth to which the shaft will be sunk is not known.

It is being done by contract for which 140 ft. has already

been let. In all probability the sluift will be put down at

least 300 ft. below its present level, but in any event it

will be driven until it penetrates the Cambrian quartzite.

Whereas the old portion of this shaft contains but two

compartments, the new portion is being sunk and tim-

l)ered for three compartments. The two hoisting com-
partments are each 4x5 ft. and the manway is 5-ft.

square. Should the hopes of the company be realized at

the new depths, the upper part of the sliaft will be in-

creased to three compartments. There is a possiliility

al.so that, should the orebodies extend toward the Harvard
territory and beyond, a raise will be driven to connect

with the Harvard shaft, which might thereafter become

the opening for the area to the north and west or for

practically all the company's holdings north of Evans

Gulch.

The plant at the Harvard includes an Ingersoll-Eand

Imperial type, two-stage compressor having cylinders of

21 in. and 12 in. by 16-in. stroke, rated at 11.50 cu.ft. of

free air per minute when running at 180 r.p.m. It is

driven by short-belt connection from a 150-hp. General

Electric motor. A new Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon feather-

valve type of compressor is being installed to provide more
airthat will be required by the expanding aetivities. This
will he short-belted to a 250-hp. General Electric motor
and. when running at 220 r.p.m., is expected to deliver

1440 en. ft. of air per minute.

Hoisting at this shaft is done by a Denver Engineering
Works electric hoist direct-connected to a General Elec-

tric I. T. C.-type 82-hp. motor. The rope jmll is 5000 lb.

when running at 100 ft. per min. The engine at the other

shaft is a duplicate of thisone, but it is to be operated at

<>00 ft. per minute.

Thus far, this project is in its constructive or pros-

jKictivo stage. Production was not anticipated early—vtn-

Icss ])ossibly of zinc ore that might be fouiul in the old

workings. Up to Feb. 18, 1917, firiy carloads of ore had
been siiipjied from the Tip Top shaft in this group, 15

'

carloads carrying some silver and occasionally high in

zinc
; the other lots were low-grade zinc ore. In this upper

(iintact formation, the new work has develojied four dif-

IVrent ex])osures of ore. Shipments from these |)laces

have averaged about 20% zinc. Some curiosities in min-
eralization have been okserved here. At some jjoints a

sheet of oxidized zinc ore will be found to be underlain by
a straight zinc sulphide ore, and this in turn lies uiJon a

zinc carbonate ore. Some investigation is already being

made toward the local treatment of the ores that are ex-

pected to be developed in this large property.

The Empire Zinc Co.'s Project

Another pumping ])roject has just been sitecessfuUy

concluded at the Greenback shaft (see Fig. 3). Althougli

this mine is the property of a private individual who has

no desire to sell, the use of this shaft as a drainage center

was obtained by the Empire Zinc Co., which holds a

group of properties along Stray Horse Gulch on Car-

bonate Hill in the vicinity of the Wolftone mine.

In this work a Layne-Bowler sinking pump was used

steadily for several months. When the shaft was finally

drained, a station was excavated at the 900-ft. point and
permanent pumps were installed. These pumps have a

capacity of 1200 gal. per min., but their duty has been

gradually decreasing while the ground has been drain-

ing until at present they are handling only 500 gal. per

nunute.

Drainage of this shaft will prove a benefit not only to

the Empire Zinc Co., but to the Wolfton£ and Iron-Silver

iom])anies, neighi)ors respectively on the west and south.

The Iron-Silver Mining Co. is preparing to begin pump-
ing operations of its own in its Mikado sliaft. Among
mines that will either start new operations or will be

permitted to enlarge their present scope as a result of

this ]nimping are the Eobert Emmet, McCormick and the

Greenback. These properties are well known for their

records and are expected to outdo their earlier produc-

tions. AVhen closed down because of the trouble with

water, the Greenback was reported to have showings of

ore aggregating $1,000,000.

By the middle of the summer of 1917, all these old

properties that have been recently reclaimed should be

scenes of most active mining, and the effect will be most

beneficial not only for this district, but for the whole

State of Colorado.

Consolidated Interstate-Callahan

Mining Co.

The report of the Consolidated Interstate-Callahan

Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, for the last quarter of 1916

shows that 40,708 tons of ore was mined and 33,726 tons

milled, the average contents being 24.75% zinc, 2.1 oz.

silver and 6% lead. The total mill recovery was 81%,
and on tlie basis of metals paid for, 78%. Total zinc in

zinc crude and zinc concentrates shipped was 15,830,100

lb., and the total lead, 1,286,670 lb. Cost of mining per

ton extracted was $4,735, and milling, $1.33 per ton.

Maximum ])roduction was maintained during the

quarter, there having been shipped 16,424,704 lb. of

crude zinc ore and concentrates. Mill recovery is some-

what lower than in the in-eceding quarter. This was

caused by a lack of. water for the mill, which condition

has now-1)een remedied.

One dividend was \y.ud during the (pmrter, amounting

to $1.50 per .share, or a total of 697,485. All dividends

paid to date- amount to $11.50 per share, since Apr. 1.

1915, M total of $5,317,385.
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Asbestos From Ontario

Vol. lO;}, No. 12

Toronto Correspondence

The high prices niw being paid for crude asbestos

—

tliat is, hand-sorted long-fiber—has stimulated production

in the Thetford district in Quebec and has also been the

means of creating interest in hitherto unexploited areas.

Pre-war prices of No. 1 crude, fiber of 1-in. and over,

was about $375 a ton, while No. 2 crude, being fiber from

I to 1 in., sold at $i:i5 a ton. Sales have been recently

made from $1000 to $1200 a ton for No. 1 and $G00 to

$800 a ton for No. 2. While these are in a sense war

prices, the production of crude during the last few years

has fallen considerably below market requirements, so it

is doubtful if prices will ever again fall as low as those

existing before the war.

In November, 19Ui, two former operators in the Thet-

ford district, D. M. Forbes and Edward Slade, took over

a property in the serpentine areas of the Township of

Deloro in the Porcupine gold district of Ontario and are

now producing a good grade of asbestos fiber. In January

the first asbestos produced in Ontario was shipped. Work

is being carried on liy hand, and the crude fiber is

hand-cobbed. A small .steam plant is being installed to

do the drilling and hoisting. Recovery of crude has so

far been \% of the rock mined, as against an average

recovery of 0.5% in the Thetford district. The propor-

tion of No. 1 to No. 2 is 1 : 10. The accompanying views

show interesting scenes in the Ontario asbestos field.

wm w

OPENCUT IN FORBES & SLADE ASBESTOS MINE AND FIRST SHIPMENT OF ASBESTOS FROM ONTARIO

SURFACE EQUIPMENT AND SORTINH HOU.=5E AND A SAMPMO SIIuWlN,! ASBESTOS VEINS IN
°^ w ^^^ FORBES & SLADE MINE
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Mining Laws of Brazil
I r\i;v

Si'SOPSlS—The miniiiij lairs of Brazil ircre rc-

vixcil ill 1!)15 to (jive greater proleclion in liohler.f

of claims. There are some Ihiiii/s to he desired

however, hut the fjoveriiiiieiil is read// lo eoiiperale

irilli investors or jirospectors,

I'riur to Jamuiry, IIM"), a saii.-liictury liilc lo iiiiniiij;

proi)erty in Brazil could be acquired only liy ihc piucliase

of ground i'roni the owner. When mineral was dis-

covered upon public domain, the only procedure was to

attempt to secure a concession from the state, or from

the federal government at Rio de Janeiro if the property

was situated in a district in which state government had

not yet been organized. This was always a troublesome

and tedious matter, involving acts of either state or

federal congress, and all concessions were further com-

plicated by the fact that they were only granted "as

against the rights of third parties." In other words,

after a concession was secured some private party could

come in and upset the title by claiming private ownership

to the lands in question. Great opportunities were thus

opened to ''i)leed" mining companies, and the whole sys-

tem was most unsatisfactory.

In the early part of I'Jlo a new mining law was

enacted as an attempt to relieve this situation. This

it has done to a great extent, but many of the law-s

i
are still far from clear. The proprietor of any land

owns all mineral rights on the land. The words "on the

land" are here inserted because the federal government

at Rio de Janeiro holds title to all navigable waters.

The word "navigable" is generally construed to mean
any stream that can be traveled by a canoe at some

time during the year. As the rise and fall of all waters

in Brazil is considerable, this brings practically all rivers

and streams under federal Jurisdiction. Under these

( onditions the land bordering the stream may be pur-

chased from an individual owner and still the stream

will belong to the federal government. On the other

hand, a concession may be obtained from the govern-

ment for the stream, and conflict with the owner of the

property on the banks is almost certain to eventuate,

owing to the flexibility of the law governing placer

deposits. This law gives the owner of a concession title

to 1514 meters on each side of the river, the edge of

the bank lieing the point to w'hich the waters of the

-tream reach at their highest known flood level. Many
nf the streams widen from a tiny rivulet to widths of

more than a mile, so the complications are obvious.

Under the existing law the discoverer of mineral on

public domain must first secure wdiat is known as a

prospector's license. This is not general m its provisions,

but applies to only one designated area. It is granted

for a period of one year and is renewable for two further

periods of six months each. Ajiplication for this license

must l)e made ])ersonally to the Servi'cio Geolof/ieo in Rio

de Janeiro. Therefore the discoverer must either go to

Rio or furnish someone there witli a ])ower of attorney

to act.for him. The renewals must be made in the same

•Room 311, .30 East 12^1 St.. X.\v Ycrk.

1 llOAtAS-

way. The discoverer writes a short description of th.'

ground lliat lu; desires (o prospect and fdes this with

his a])plication. The cost is nominal, generally not

exceeding $10. A recei))t for this ]iaper is given him,

and tlie licence is considered as granted if no noti<-e

refusing it is ])ublishe(l in the Diario Offieial, a govern-

nicut daily ncwspa])er, within 30 days from the date of

filing the claim, Sundays excluded. The amount of

ground that may be taken up under this license is 100

hectares or .50 km. along the bed of any stream.

This prospecting license secured, the discoverer must
explore the area granted him. No definite amount of

work is mentioned. At some time within the two-year

period, the sooner the better, he must send to the

Servicio Geologico in Rio a complete survey of the ground
in question, with maps covering the geographical, topo-

graphical and geological features, together with samples

of both ore and country rock and all possible information

concerning the geological conditions of the district. At
the same time he must make application for his conces-

sion, the area given being the same as in the prospecting

license. The law sets no limit upon the number of tracts

for which license or concession, may be applied for by

the same person, but requires that the law be complied

with for each tract separately from any other area applied

for, whether they are contiguous or not. The concession

must be again applied for in Rio de Janeiro, either

personally or by power of attorney. If done personally,

the costs average about $100; if done through an

attorney, about $>')00. Upon the registering of this ap-

plication a notice of it is published in the Diario Official.

for a period of 60 days and also in the principal news-

papers of the district m which the property is situated.

If no objection is made during this period by anyone

who has a valid title to the ground asked for, a con-

cession is granted for a ])eriad of 30 yr., which may,

at the discretion of the government, be extended.

Tax To Cover Cost of Government Examination

The owner of this concession must pay to the federal

treasury, every three months in advance, a tax which

cannot exceed a total of 12 cantos per year, which, at

the prevailing rates of exchange of j91G, is approximatelj

$3000. The amount of this tax is based upon the cost

of au examination of the property by a government in-

spector and is largely governed by the distance of the

mine from Rio de Janeiro. If, for reasons beyond the

control of the owner of the concession, work cannot be

carried on continuously, the tax may be remitted at the

discretion of the inspector for the period during which

the property is inactive.

A prospecting license must be granted before a con-

cession can be applied for. A foreigner as an individual

can secure both license and concession, but a foreign

company must be legalized—a process which takes about

tliiee months and costs about $500—before it can take

title to any property.

The following metals and minerals may be acquired

under these laws: Gold, silver, platinum, n-.ercury, cop-

per, lead, zinc, cobalt, nickel, bismuth, manganese,

molybdenum, antimony, arsenic, tin. gincium, other un-
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spocificd rare iiiinorals, ornpliitc, anthracite and lignite

c-oal, mineral oils, sulphur, diamonds and precious stones.

The title to any other mineral substance iw situ is vested

in the owaicr of the soil.

A further clause states that all melal-bcaring or gem-

bearing sands in the beds of rivers belong to the owner

of the soil, but as the owner is in this instance the

federal government, as explained, all alluvial deposits

where there is any flow of water at all at any season of

the year are considered as open for location irrespective

of the owners of the land bordering the stream.

The law provides for the settlement of conflicts between

the rights of the discoverer and the owner of adjoining

ground, going into these matters at some length. As a

six weeks' journey is often necessary for the interested

parties to reach the courts and as the witnesses are

generally numerous and the cost of transportation very

heavy and as the action of the courts is very slow, the

settlement of these disputes by law is almost impossible.

To acquire a valid title to mining property in Brazil

the owner of the soil, if there is one, should first be

taken into consideration. The geographical situation of

the property should be determined independently of any

local information, which is unreliable. This point having

been settled, a search should be made of the records at

either the state capital or in Rio de Janeiro. Duplicates

of all records in Brazil are kept in Rio. If an o-\vner is

found whose claims may conflict, it is wise to consider

him and purchase any interest he may have or may think

he has, as the good-will of the residents of the district is

essential to success even if their claims are not strictly

leg-al, as for reasons stated, recourse to the courts is

1

almost impossible, particularly in any of the outlying

districts. This statement applies especially to any claims

in stream beds, because if the owners of the banks

are not conciliated, trouble is liable to follow. This is

not generally expensive, as the natives care nothing for

mineral and would never work it themselves. If an

undoubted owner of the soil is found, a government

concession is not necessary for a lode claim, but great

care must be exercised to see that all relations of the

owner are taken into con.sideration when payments are

made, or some distant relative may appear on the scene

later on and contest the title. Where placer ground in

river beds is to be acquired, both the owner and the

government should always be considered. If this is done

carefully, full jjcrsonal investigation being made of all

cetails, good title can be secured without trouble.

The export duties of the dilferent states vary, but none

of them are excessive. A transport tax is assessed in

some states on mineral passing through to the coast. This

is also small and is generally refunded upon production

at port of receipts for export duties ))aid in the state

from which the mineral came.

The Servicio Geologico, in Rio de Janeiro, whiili is at

present under the Ministry of Agriculture, is greatly

handicapped by the general lack of interest in its work,

as evidenced by the- meager a|(propria(ioiis placed at its

disposal. Its officials are most courteous and anxioiis

to assist in the development of mining. They will do

everything possible to help the investor or prosjjector.

The mineral resources of this great area are being slowl>'

developed, and the next few years sho\ild slmw a marked

change for the l)etter in the facilities extendeil by the

govenment to the prospector.

Foreign Trade in Lead and Zinc

Imports of lead and zinc during January, !!HT, arc

reported l)y the Department of Commerce as follows:

Articles and Countries

Lead t)re:

England
Canada
Mexico
Peru

Lead in Base IJuUion and Bullion:

Mexico. .

Peru .

Contents, Lb

Lead. Pigs, IJars and Old:

Mexico
Canada
Barbados
Panama
Japan

182
3.339,677
2,774,643

29.210

6,143,712

1,894,156
24,850

1,919,006

661,328
184,591

1,000

9,546
500

856,965

The actual tonnage of lead ore imported in January

was 5774. The imports of zinc ore amounted to 21,189

tons in January. The countries of origin and the metal

content were as follows

:

Countries:

Canada .

Spain , -

Mexico
French Africa .

Contents, Lb.

1.613,000
3,163,560
8,527,999
1,245.000

14,549,559

Zinc in blocks, pigs, etc., was imijorted as follows (in

pounds) :

Canada
Panama
Cuba
Guatemala
Costa Rica
England

50
3.106

26,367
888
423
600

Imjiorts of zinc dust from Japan amounted to 44,012 lb.

Exports of lead and zinc were as follows (in jrouuds) :

Lead, Pig, Bars, etc.:

Produced from domestic ore 16, 189.417
Produced from foreign ore 1,282.263

Zinc, Pigs, Bars, etc.:

Produced from domestic ore 29. 156.436
Produced from foreign ore 5.301,222
Zinc, plate.s and sheets 1,546,149

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.

The report of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., Ely,

Nev., for the last quarter of 1916 shows production of

22,898,228 lb. of copper; 8,676,327 lb. in October, 7,047,-

186 lb. in November and 7,174,415 lb. in December.

During the quarter 979,329 dry tons of Nevada con-

solidated ore, averaging 1.63% copper, was milled. Of

this, 79% came from the pits and 21% from underground

workings. In addition, 11,351 dry tons of Giroux Con-

solidated IMines Co. ore was milled.

Cost of copper produced, including Steptoe plant de-

preciation and all charges except ore extinguishment, and

after crediting all miscellaneous earnings, was 9.2c. per

lb. Profits are based on a copper price of 28.408c. per lb.

for the quarter. No copper available for delivery re-

mained unsold.

The surplus for the quarter was $1,526,841, after pay-

ment on Dor. 30 of the 28th dividend of 50c. per share

anil e.\tra dividend No. 7 of $1 per share, amounting to

.$2.999.1 8,"). .")0. There was set aside $166,-592 for plant

and equipnu'iit depreciation and $97.(i52 for ore ex-

lingiiishnieiit. leaving a net credit to earned surplus for

the quarter of $1,262,597. and a balance of $12,353,643

in earned surplus.
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The Dairy Farm Mine, California
Bv J. K. Hardixo*

SYXOPSL'<—An opcraliiKj iniiu' in tlw Cali-

fornia copper helt is dexcrihed. Shrinkage slop-

ing was emploi/ed until it became inapplicable

owing to the inclination of the vein. Caving was

then used to complete the extraction, effecting the

recovery of 12,000 ion.s- thai would otherwise have

been lost.

Although tlie Plarer County, Caliloniia, eopperhelt ex-

tends for about 40 mi. in length and 2 mi. in width, only

one mine of any size has ever been developed upon it, this

being the Dairy Farm mine, operated by the Vantrent

Jlining Co. under a tonnage contract. The operating

company has been at work on the basic ore of tlie mine
since January, 1915, and ha.-; maintained a monthly

production of about 11,500 tons, making it one of the

six largest in the state. The mine is on the Bear Eiver,

38 mi. from Sacramento and 9 mi. from the station of

Sheridan on the Shasta route of the Southern Pacific

E.R., with which the mine is connected bv a narrow-gage

line.

The orebody, consisting of a lenticular deposit of

highly concentrated pyrite carrying a small percentage of

copper and small quantities of gold and silver, is irregu-

larly elliptical in shape, with the major axis lying slightly

?00Ft Level

I "'-It. pillar between the two. When the width of the

orebody reaches 25 ft. or over, it is deemed advisable

to stope from two drifts and when less than that width, to

stopc from a single drift run along the foot wall only.

Whenever drifting is done, a bonus system is in forci'

to expedite the work. From the mine crew the most effi-

cient men are selected, Ijoth machinemen and muckers,

and paid a bonus of 50c. a day each, abo\e regular M-ages.

Each shift crew consists of two machinemen and two
nmckers. The machines used are the small-sized water
Leyners, and the drifts are broken with 16 holes to the

round, 4 holes high and 4 wide, the two center vertical

rows being drilled one by each machine in such a way that

a V-cut is formed running from the floor to the roof of

the drift. The side holes are drilled straight in along
the wall of the drift. As soon as they come on shift, the

machinemen make a set-up with a crossbar above the

muck-pile and drill the 13 holes forming the upper part of

the round. By the time this drilling is done, the muck-
ers generally have the greater part of the muck out of the

way, enabling the machinemen to make the lower set-up

and drill the lifters with little delay. Proceeding in this

way, no trouble is experienced in drilling and shooting

a 5-ft. round each shift.

It was found necessary to drive several raises for devel-

opment and ventilation purposes, and in doing this work

^OOFtLevel

300FtLeyel

CROSS-SECTION AND LONGITUDINAI^ SECTION OF STOPE, SHOWING DEVELOPMENT WORK PREPARATORY TO
THE ELECTRIC BLAST

north of west and dipping to the ea.st at an angle of from
45 to 65 deg. The extreme length of the workable de-

posit is 600 ft., with a maximum width of 90 ft. On both

the north and south ends the ore diminishes in width to

narrow stringers and pinches out altogether.

The mine is developed Ijy an incline shaft in the foot

wall dipping at 62 deg., with levels ran every 120 ft. on

the incline. Hoisting is done with a 140-hp. electric

hoist and two skips of 21/^ tons' capacity running in

counterbalance. The skips are tended by two men under-

ground and dump automatically.

The main crosscut had been driven from the shaft

straight across the vein, and it was determined to make
the attack upon the orebody on each level from this cross-

( ut. The new development work consisted in driving two
new drifts 8x8 ft. in the clear, both north and south on
the vein, the first following the foot wall as nearly as

possible and the second parallel to the first, carrying a

•Care of American Smelting
Atacama, Chile.

anil Refining Co.. Caldera.

a unique condition developed. Generally it has been

found that such work can be done by contract faster and
cheaper than on company time. The opposite, however,

has proved true here. The first two raises were driven

by contract, the company furnishing everything but the

labor for drilling and timbering. The contractors in both

cases had a relative or friend who needed a job and a

tendency developed to do the poorest work that the fore-

man would stand for. On acount of this the contract

system was abandoned and such work has since been done

with the men on the bonus system, the same a.s in the

drifts. This method has been foiuid to be more satis-

factory from all viewpoints. The work goes ahead faster,

better and cheaper. The accompanying comparison is

interesting. Raises Nos. 1 and 2 were driven on con-

tract and No. 3 on company time, the two fonner being

carried by a stuU and lagging division between nianway
and rock chute and the latter with the manway square-set

all the way. The figures merely show the cost per foot

driven and do not indicate the better grade of work.
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The stopes are flriven across tlie vein and vary in

leiigtli from 40 to 70 ft., dopondiufr on Ihe thickness of

the formation. Generally ])illars about 8 ft. thick arc

left between stopes. Work is bejifun from the levels to

RAISING COSTS PER FOOT

Maphinomon and tiiiibonncn. . .

.

.Muckrrs and rarnicn
Miscrllaneous labor
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iwk. No imuiway has ever fjivon way, and in nearly two

years only thrco wall plates have been lii-dkeii by bla.stinfr.

This nietbod of carryin,';- up a stojie always starts off

well, but often runs into diHieulties before the slope ar-

rives at the level above. The overlay of the orebody owing-

to its (lip carries the back of the slope far away laterally

from a vertical jtlane tliroug:h the chutes on the level be-

low. Of course it will be seen that the chutes pull verti-

cally so that when the slope is up from 50 to 60 ft. all the

drawing, even from the foot-wall chutes only, lowers the

muck on the hanging-wall side of the slope. If the slope

is unduly jnilled, the hanging side not only becomes too

low to drill from the muck, but also very dangerous. Too

much mucking has to be done from the foot wall to make
room to drill from the muck. This shoveling in the slope

is slow and tedious as well as expensive and slows up the

work in the slope to a marked degree. However, if the

ore does not lie too flat or the hanging wall become too

dangerous, the slopes are carried through on the straight

shrinkage system throughout.

In one slope insurmountable obstacles were encoun-

tered. The dip fell to nearly 4.5 deg., and the hanging

wall became very loose and dangerous so that the slope

was slopped at a height of 56 ft. above the level. A dif-

ferent method had to Ije employed, or about 12,000 tons

of ore still remaining from the back of the slope to the

level above had to be left. To mine this a method of

vertical block caving was worked out.

Details of Special Stoping Method

The raises E, F and G, in the illustration, were run

from the center line of the back of the .slope to the level

above. Then the crosscuts //, /, -/. K, L and M were run

t
from hanging wall to foot wall to subdivide the block of

ground vertically into three equal and smaller blocks.

Then the Junctions of the raises and crosscuts were con-

nected by the drifts N, 0, P and Q. The intention in

the placing of these workings was to render it possible

to drill practically the whole block of ground from the

\arious raises, drifts and crosscuts as well as from the

back of the slope and distribute powder in drill holes in

such a way that the rock would be broken fine enough to

jiass the chutes at the bottom of the slope.

AMiile the drilling of the block was in progress, a blast-

ing expert was consulted, who advised blasting the upper

tier of crcssculs by the pothole method, which was done.

The potholes were merely offsets at the ends and oenlers

of the cros.scuts, the load for each pothole being from 8 to

16 boxes of from 40 to 60% powder, for which work 53

boxes were used in all. The lower tier of crosscuts was
drilled on both sides with a Leyner machine and the

back of the stope drilled to a depth of 10 ft. with sloping

machines. Then all the holes and p)otholes were loaded

and blasted by electricity with a total of 456 electric

blasts, using altogether a few boxes short of four tons

of powder. Inst-antaneous caps were used in all cases and
current taken from a 440-v. 60-amp. circuit. No damage
was done to any other part of the mine by the blast.

I

While no entrance to the zone of the blast has been

possible since it was shot, more than the calculated ton-

nage of ore has been drawn out of the chutes below, from
which the work is considered to have been successful. In

drawing off the ore iho rock- appeared at the chutes,

broken to various sizes from as fine as that ]iroduced from
the regidur rounds to pieces as large as a grand piano.

The problem of making such large rocks pa.ss through

the chutes was easily solved and causes no more troubJe.

A man is stationed on each level with a sloping drill and
air connections so that he can reach whatever chute mav
hang up. When a ha iig-up happens, this man cither drills

and blasts or bulldozes whatever large rocks appear.

Often the hang-up happens 10 ft. or more above the level

of the chute mouth. For working under these conditions

drills up to 1 1 ft. in length are kept handy, which gen-

erally reach the offending rock without trouble. When
bulldozing, strips of 1-in. board are kept on the level at

all times and the powder is tied to the end of one of these

and placed in position. The object of this is to enable the

chute blaster to work from the outside of the chute and
never ha\e to enter below the hang-u]i, where he may be

crushed in case the rock falls. So far there have been no

severe injuries in this work.

Wien the rock hapjiened to be running large, the chutes

were blasted every two or three cars, and this constant

blasting produced unlooked-for results. When a high

hang-up is blasted, of course the whole slope settles from
top to bottom above the chute, the movement taking place

in the shape of an inverted cone with the apex at the

chute. Thus the hammering effect in the course of time

crushed the already shattered pillars, and the timber in

the drift began to give way. It finally became necessary

to solid-set the drift and replace a large amount of

broken limber. Guided by this experience, the chutes

have since been placed farther apart, leaving larger and
stronger pillars between, which have been able to support

the stope and .save the drift timber below. At present

a pillar length of from 8 to 10 ft., according to the hard-

ness of the ground is maintained.

Working along in this fashion, a rather creditable pro-

duction per man-shift ha.s been attained. In selecting a

representative period for three months in which the

breaking, hoisting and tramming have run along well

together, the results given here are shown. For the

months of June, July and August, 1915, the pro<luction

for every man who worked below the collar of the shaft,

including bosses, was, respectively, 7.20, 7.22, and 10.18

tons of ore hoisted per man-shift, from which should be

deducted the small percentage of waste removed on top by

the sorting crew. Since that time the production per

man-shift has been increased and the costs lowered.

Months could be selected during 1916 when the produc-

tion ran between 13 and 14 tons per man-shift, but

these would be when the tramming and hoi.sting was far

in excess of the breaking and therefore not representative.

Labor Conditions During Operation

Owing to the situation of the mine, an abundant sup-

ply of labor is at all times available. As in all places,

good men are scarce. At different times every nation and
race of Europe has been represented on the payroll, as

well as all countries of North America and many of

South America. A high state of efficiency is required of

the employees and any who cannot attain the desired

standard are eliminated. Ninety feet of holes with the

16 V-ty]ie Waugh drill is regarded as the minimum, and
the drilling of men who are considered good enough to

hold a Job runs from that to 130 ft. per shift. On the

small-type Leyners not less than 65 ft. of holes per shift

is required and efficient men often go as high as 100 ft.

per shift. This, of course, applies when the men have
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good conditions under wliicli (o \vori<. In casi^s wlierc a

nian ha.*! to spend time at wori< other than drilling or is

delayed for some other legitimate reason, no particular

amount of work is required.

The cars used in drawing from the chutes ai'C of 20

cu.ft. capacity and cany, when full, from 2800 to 3000

lb. of ore. Two men work on one car. For this work

the mine has been fortunate in generally having a large

percentage of Herzcgovinians and Servians, who are gen-

erally large and powerful men as well as willing to work.

Sometimes pairs of Italians or Spaniards develo]) into

good carmen, but the first-mentioned by all odds make

the best trammers. The average run per pair of men is

from 50 to 60 cars, or from 125 to 175 tons per shift.

The record for a single day's run by two men is 100 cars,

or 250 tons. The amount handled by any two men is

governed largely by the length of haul and the size of the

rock to be taken out of the chute.

Figured on a basis of tonnage per man-shift, the pro-

duction of the Dairy Farm mine compares favorably with

that of almost any mine in the world. The efficiency of

the underground supervision is largely responsilile for the

rather remarkable work, although it must be remembered

that the large tonnage produced is materially helped by

the factt that the specific gravity of the rock either in

place or broken runs about 40% higher than that usually

encountered in mines.

^'

The Wood Molybdenite Mine Near

Quyon, Quebec*
The recent demand for molybdenite has greatly

stimulated prospecting for that mineral in all accessible

localities where it is at all likely to be found. From the

outset the well-known varieties of minerals in that district

have attracted attention to that part of the Ottawa valley

immediately west of the City of Ottawa. Numerous

discoveries have been made which vary in importance

from mere mineral occurrences to deposits which have

already given considerable production. The most import-

ant deposit yet proven is that known as the Wood mine,

near the village of Quyon, on the north shore of the

Ottawa River, about 33 miles west of Ottawa City, in the

County of Pontiac, Quebec.

Work was begun in March, 1916, and ])roduction for

the year is stated to have been somewhat in excess of

5500 tons of ore averaging 2% of molybdenite. All

molybdenite ore ]n-oduced in Canada is bought at the

Department of Mines, Ottawa, for the imperial govern-

ment at a rate of $1 per lb. for the amount actually

recovered in concentration. The recovery is said to be

75^1 to 80% for ores carrying as low as 1% of molyb-

denite.

Four pits disclosing ore have been ojieiied on the

Quyon property. Three of these are near togethci- .iml

may yet prove to be practically in one body for working

purposes, while the fourth i)it (No. 2) is a qiiavti'r of a

mile distant .from the others. , Pit No. 1, Itoui which the

principal part of the production has thus far been ob-

tained, is an opencut 50 x 115 ft. which has been carried

downward from a nearly level surface to a depth oi' about

30 ft. Machine drills are used, and hoisting is done by

means of boom derricks. Steam power is used, the water

•Paper read before- Canadian MlninK Institute. Marcli. 1917.

by .Tohn A. Drcs.ser, consultinu engineer and e«ologi.sl, Mon-
treal.

being pumped a distance of 1^ miles. There is ample

water ])ower five or si.x miles distant, the early develop-

ment of which may be expected.

Hand sorting is done in the pit and on the .surface,

but the total amount of waste rock is small, apparently

little more than 10%. After trial shipments had been

made to the laboratory of the Wood Ore Testing Co. at

Denver, the ore was principally sent to the concentrating

plant of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines

;it Ottawa. In shipment the ore is hauled by teams from

the mine to Quyon station on the Waltham branch of

the Canadian I'acific Ky., a distance of three miles' over

an average country highway. The hauling is done by

contract, generally by farmers from the neighborhood.

The ore is shi])])ed without cnuhing and may be in blocks

up to any size that can be handled by two men.

A concentrating mill capable of treating 60 tons of

ore in 24 hours has recently been completed at the mine

and a second concentrator of 150 tons' (-apacity is being

built in the City of Hull, 35 miles distant, by the owners

of the mine. The essential equipment of each mill con-

sists of crushers, rotary driers and ball mills, together

with a Wood flotation plant designed and patented by

Henry E. Wood, of Denver, one of the owners. Com-
modious quarters for the men, well lighted and furnished,

are a noteworthy feature of surface equipment of the

mine. Exclusive of the teamsters who work by contract,

about 130 men are at present employed in mining and

construction.

At present little can be said definitely of the nature of

the deposit. The country is one of low relief, much of

it covered by drift, and the geological structure has not

yet been worked out in detail. No diamond drilling has

been done nor any trial sinking below the level of the

actual workings.

The country rock is a reddish gneissoid granite of a

type common to this part of the Laurentian system. The

strike of the gneiss is about east and west. In one case,

pit No. 2, the ore appears to be in a band of pegmatite

which cuts across the gneiss in a northerly direction. At

the other pits it may have had a similar origin; but the

appearance in the field is suggestive of a rock of some-

what different composition, such as might have been in-

closed in the intrusion of the granite gneiss. Detailed

field and microscopic study will doubtless determine this

definitely. It is, of course, a question of much importance

both in its bearing on the probable depth of this deposit

and as a clue to where others may be found.

Pyrite seems to be constantly present with the oro and

in some places is nearly equal in amount to the molyb-

denite. No other suli)hides are noticeable, but fluorite

is common. While there are exceedingly rich pockets of

ore, large crystals of molybdenite are not common. The

ore is princi]ially finely disseminated in flakes of half

an inch or less in size at pit No. 1, while at pit No. 3

tlio average size of flake is probably less than 0.1 in. in

ore of a very satisfactory grade.

Tli«- Miiipriil Prixliiction of Aliteria in 1916 was consider-

ably larger tlian in the preceding year, according to statistics

just publislied by "Echo des Mines." The output reported for

the two years follows, with the 1915 figures in parentheses;
Phosphate roclc, 3S0.211 (225,871) metric tons; iron ore, 938,684

(818,70,';); copper ore. 1098 (nil); lead ore, 23,731 (15,046); zinc

ore, 28,973 (16,796); antimony ore, 28,473 (9022); quicksilver,

31,6 tons. With the exception of the lead ore and the quiclc-

silvcr. only a small proportion of thcso mineral products was
utilized in France.
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Managers of Metallurgical Plants in

New York and Vicinity
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H. H. STOUT
Nichols Copper Co.. Laurel Hill, L. I.

R. W. DEACON
United States Metals Reflning Co., Chrome, N. J.

H. H. ALKXANUER
American Smelting and Refining Co., Mauror, N. J.

A. C. CLARK
Rarilan (^'opper Works, Perth Amboy, N. J.
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Analysis of Aluminum Dust
By J. E. Clennell*

SYNOPSIS— TIic aluminum diixt of commerce,

used as a precipitant for recovering meiah from

cyanide solutions, contains a good many elements

aside from ahiminum. The dust is efficacious, of

course, in proportion to the pwHy of the nuderial.

A scheme is here outlined for mnlnng a total analy-

sis of the proihirf.

In former articles' some aeeomit has been given of the

methods developed at the Butters plant for the estima-

tion of metallic aluminum in aluminum dust. In the

present paper I shall describe the process of making a

complete analysis of this product, so far as practicable

with ordinary laboratory appliances.

The impurities present may be classified as metallic

and nonmetallic. Of the former, iron is usually the most

abundant and is invariably present to a greater or less

extent, as a little is inevitably introduced during the

grinding process. Copper and zinc are frequently found.

A few samples have shown lead and magnesium. Some

analyses reported from Russia indicate chromium, and a

search was made in our laboratory for this element, but

no trace of it co\M be found. Judging by the nature of

the raw material from which the dust is manufactured,

other metals might be looked for in the product—for

example, arsenic, antimonv, tin, manganese, nickel and

sodium—but so far none of these has been detected in

the samples examined. The only metals, the estimation of

which will be considered in the following notes are alumi-

num, iron, copper, zinc, lead and magnesium.

The nonmetallic ingredients are moisture, grease, car-

bon, silicon, oxygen and nitrogen. The grease consists

of one or more hydrocarbons of the paraffin series, in-

troduced to facilitate the process of fine-grinding the

granular product. It is present in most brands, though

occasionally absent, and it is of interest in this connection

to observe that the paraffin compounds used in our pro-

cess of manufacture have no reducing action whatever on

ferric sulphate or permanganate and consequently intro-

duce no error in our standard test for metallic aluminum.

Silicon, presumably, occurs in the elementary form or

as a metallic silicide, not as silica, but is obtained in the

latter form in the course of analysis. A small percentage

of the aluminum and perhaps of other metals may bo

present as oxide or nitrate. As yet no methods have been

devised by us for the detennination of oxygen and nitro-

gen in these forms. Of the nonmetallic constituents, only

the determinations of moisture, grease, carbon aiid sili-

con are here given.

General ilKxiioi) of Analysis

I shall first give an outline of a general mctlioil nT

analysis by which all the constituents considered may be

separated in one weighed portion of the original dust.

Special methods will afterward be given for more rMi)id

or exact determination of particular constituents.

(1) Weigh out 1 frm. of Ihe dust, place on weighed

watch glass and heat in the drying oven to 100° C. Cool

•Metallurgical chemist. Chas. Ruttors & Co., Oakland, Calif.

'"Ene. and Mln. Journ.," May 6, 1916, and Aug. 12, 1916.

about 10 mill., under cover, preferably in a desiccator.

Weigh watch glass and contents. Repeat the o|)eration of

heating to 100° C, cooling and weighing until consecu-

tive readings are practically constant. The loss of weight

represents moisture. This method appears to be satis-

factory, as the paraffin compound, altliough melted, is

]iractically nonvolatile at the temperature used.

Transfer the dried material from the watch glass to a

clean, perfectly dry, 200-c.c. beaker. Cover the sample

^rith ether (commercial "sulphuric" ether may be used if

free from residue on evaporation). Stir with a glass rod,

settle and decant liquid through a 9-cm. filter. Continue

washing in this way by decantation with small quantities

of ether until a drop of the filtrate allowed to fall on a

watch glass leaves no residue on evaporation. The filtrate

is collected in a small, previously weighed flask. Filtrate,

(2) ; residue, (3).

(2) When the extraction is complete, connect this fla.sk

with a condenser and immerse it in hot water; the latter

need not be heated beyond the boiling point of ether, as

the liquid should not be allowed to boil too violently. The
ether is collected for re-use. The flask and contents after

cooling are weighed, the increase in weight representing

grease.

(3) The bulk of the residue will probably still remain

in the beaker. Brush into a 300-c.c. conical flask, adding

as much as possible of the material collected on the filter;

to the same flask add 50 c.c. of water and place under

funnel containing filter used in previous operation. In

the beaker add 50 c.c. dilute hydrochloric acid (25%
HCl by volume). Heat to boiling and pour gradually

through the funnel into the conical flask, agitating the

latter to break up the froth formed by the somewhat

violent action. With care the bulk of the material may
thus be rapidly dissolved without loss, but sometimes it

may be neeessarv to cool the flask by immersion or use a

more dilute acid. Finally, when violent action has ceased,

heat to boiling and filter again through some paper into a

second 300-c.c. flask, at the same time rinsing flask and

1 leaker with hot water and collecting all washings in the

second flask. Residue, (4) ; filtrate, (7).

Estimating the Silica

( I ) Wash residue from paper back into the first flask.

Add 50 c.c. of 50% nitric acid, boil off red fumes, dilute

if necessary, and filter into a separate small flask, using

same paper as before. [The quantities of acid, etc., may
be varied according to the nature and anioimt of residue.

This treatment usually suffices to dissolve everything ex-

cept carbon and silicon. If lead is present, however, give

a final wash with 5 to 10 c.c. of hot 50% HCl.l Ex-

tract with boiling water until the filtrate is free from

chloride, which may be ascertained by testing with a drop

of AgNO,. Residiie, (5) ; filtrate, (fi).

(5) Dry the filter paper and contents without burn-

ing. Brush off the residue as much as possible into a

small dish or watch glass. Incinerate the paper, add .the

iish and weigh together as carbon -j- silica + ash.

After M'cighing, brush into a nickel cmci.ble, mix in

about 0.5 gm. sodium peroxide and fuse for a few minutes

at a moderate heat. Dissolve the melt in hot water, wash
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and rnnoM' iTm-ible. Ac idiil.ilc willi IICI, cvaporale

fiirefully to dryness, take up with IK'I ami auaiii cNapor-

ate to ilrviu'ss. Finally boil with ililutc IICI, liltcr and

wash fret' I'l-oni chlorides.
|
The liltrate from this o])era-

tion always eontains a litth' nickel rroni the crucihie. It

slionld lie examined For c(i|iper, ircm or othei' metals

likely to t)ccur in the sample. U' these are ahsejil. it may
be rejected; if present, the aninnnts may best be detei'-

niincd se])arate]y and added to the princijial quantities

obtained hiter.
|

T)ry the residue, iaiiite and weiirh as

silica + ash. The weight of silica X 0.47 = silicon (Si).

This pi-ocedui-e was adojjted after many trials, as it

was frequently J'ound that the carbon resisted innition

very jiersistently and a white residue could not be ob-

tained by the ordinary method of if:cnitin<j over a blast

lamp. A platinum crucible mio-hf preferably ])e used,

but imder present conditions such apparatus is, of course,

beyond the dreams of avarice.

(6) Add 5 to 10 c.c. concentrated 11,80,. Heat to

white fumes: cool: transfer liquid, together with any

lead sulphate which may separate out. to the liulk of fil-

trate from the original extraction with hydrochloric acid,

set aside in the 300-c.c. flask, and ]iroceed as under (7).

(7) This filtrate should contain all the metals origin-

ally present in the dust, but a part of the lead may have

settled out as a heavy white precipitate of PbSO,. Heat

to boiling, and pass a current of hydrogen sulphide, to

saturation. Filter ; wash with H„S water. Eesidue, (8) ;

filtrate, (11).

(8) Spread out the filter paper containing the pre-

cipitate in a casserole or evaporating basin. Cover with

50% HCl. adding a little H.S water. Heat nearly, l)ut

not quite, to boiling, and again filter. "Wash with hot

water. Eesidue, (9) : filtrate, (10).

Tjie Detekmin-vtion of Coi'i'ici; a.vd Lic.vd

(9) This residue consists of copper sulphide, practi-

cally free from lead; place open papci' in a dish or cas-

serole. Cover with about 5 c.c. 50% nitric acid, adding

more if necessary, and heat, without boiling, until the

sulphide is decomposed. Filter off the separated sulphur;

wash with hot water. Boil, cool, add 5 c.c. ammonia and

titrate copper with standard cyanide.

If so much acid has been used that 5 c.c. of ammonia
does not give a blue color, boil ofl' excess of acid or

neutralize with pure sodium carbonate before adding am-
monia.

(10) The filtrate contains the lead, with perhajis a

trace of copper. Boil to exiiel H„S. Add excess of am-
monia, then acidify slightly with acetic acid and add a

few drops of a concentrated solution of potassium chrom-

ate. Boil 5 or 10 min. The lead is precipitated in a dense

form as orange-colored chromate. Filter ; wash free from
soluble chromates and redissolve the precipitate in cold

50% HCl, or in hot HCl, cooling the liquid afterward.

Add a few crystals of |X)tassium iodide and determine

lead by titrating the equivalent of iodine with standard

thiosulphate. (For details .see A. H. Low, "Technical

.Methods of Ore Analysis," Fifth Edit., p. 144.) Copper
and lead are best determined by the direct methods given

later, but a fairly good separation may generallv be

made as Just described.

(11) Boil to e.xpel excess of ILS. Add 2 or :! c.c.

concentrates HNO, ; boil, neutralize cautiously by adding
])uro caustic soda in small pieces or as concentrated solu-

tion, coulmuing until the precipitate of alumina fii'st

r<irmed has ciitiicly redissolved, leaving a residue of

ferric hydrate and possibly magnesia. Boil i»nd allow to

settle; filler, wash with hot water until practically free

Irom alkali. Eesidue, (12) ; filtrate, (15).

(12) Dissolve the precipitate from the filter by passing
through it about "^0 c.c. of hot 25% hydrochloric acid,

and wash with hot water. Aild ammonia in excess and
boil. Filter and wash with hot very dilute ammonia,
avoiding unnecessarv dilution of filtrate. Eesidue, (I:!) ;

filtrate, (M).

TlT[;.\TIO\ OF THE Il!ON

(l:i) Dis.solve residue with about 25 c.c. of 25%, sid-

piiuric acid previously heated to boiling. Wash filter

thoroughly with hot water, dilute liquid to about 150 c.c.

ill a llask proxided with stopper and bunsen valve. Add
one or two pieces of pure aluminum foil. Boil 15 to 20,
mill. Test a drop on a glass rod with thiocyanate solu-

tion to see that reduction is complete. If not, continue
leaching, with addition of water if necessar}'. Cool. Ti-

trate iron with permanganate. This may be done without
removing the pieces of aluminum foil, if all action ceases

on cooling.

(14) To the filtrate add 5 or 10 c.c. of a saturated

dear solution of sodium ])hosphate. Agitate briskly and
allow to settle overnight. Filler. \\'ash with a mini-
mum quantity of 10%, ammonia until free from chlorides

(test with AgN03 -f HNOs). Dry, ignite and determine

magnesium from weight of Mg, P.O^ found.

(15) To the filtrate from Fe(bH);, and Mg(OH),
add about 10 c.c. of a strong solution of sodium sulphide.

Boil thoroughly, settle and filter. AVash with hot water

until free from alkaline sulphides, testing a drop of the

filtrate with a lead solution. Eesidue, (IG) ; filtrate, (20).

(Ki) If this residue is perfectly white, proceed at

once as under 19. IF dark-colored, redissolve in IICI.

boil olf IT^S, adil a Few drops of HNO.^, then excess of

ammonia. Boil, filter, wash. Eesidue, (17) ; filtrate, (18).

(17) The small amount of iron which is sometimes

jirecipitated here can best be determined by the colori-

nietric method described later, and added to the main
amouiiF.

ESTI1IATI0\ OF THE Zl\C

(18) Add sodium sui]ihide as in (15). Boil, settle,

filter, wash with hot water until free from soluble sul-

phide. Eesidue, (19) ;. filtrate, reject.

(19) Place filter paper and precipitate in a small

stoppered flask. Cover with cold distilled water. Add

a measured amount (say 10 or 20 c.c.) of -- iodine in

Kl. Agitate thoroughly and allow to stand about 5

mill. Acidulate slightly with HCl. Titrate the excess of

iodine with — thiosxilphate, adding starch solution near

the finish. The difference between the amounts of iodine

and thiosulphate used is the equivalent of the zinc.

If preferred, the zinc may be estimated by the fer-

roeyanide method, in which case the precipitate is dis-

solved in HCl, boiled to expel H,S, allowed to cool some-

what, and titrated with standard ferrocyanide, using a

uranium solution as external indicator.

When the (piaiitity of zinc jirecipitate is very small,

moisten the ]iaper with a solution of ammonium nitrate,

dry, ignite and weigh as zinc oxide. ZnO X 0.8035 = Zn.
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(20) The filtrate from the first pretripitatioii of zinc

sulphide eoutains the ahuniiuim as sodium aluniiuate,

with an ext'ess of sodium sulphide and hydroxide. A
rough determination of the aluminum nuiy he made as

follows

:

Aeidulate with hydrochloric acid. Boil tlioroiighly to

expel HoS and coagulate the precipitated sulphur so that

it can be removed by filtration. Filter. \\'ash well with

hot water, cool filtrate and make up to 500 c.c. in a mea-

suring flask. Mix thoroughly. Tests are then made on

portions of 100 c.c, which represent 200 mg. of the

original sample.

Add two drops of a 0.1% solution of methyl orange;

run in nomial caustic soda until pink color appears, again

acidulate slightly with HCI and add normal soda cautious-

ly imtil the color change is just permanent on agitation.

Note reading of burette. Run in normal soda, add a few

drops of phenolphthalein and continue adding the alkali

until a permanent pink tint is formed. Again note read-

ing of burette. The interval between the points of color-

change with methyl orange and phenolphthalein respec-

tively is proportional to the amount of aluminum. Tests

wnth this method of titrating aluminum gave results

showing a variation of about -|- 2%. The color changes,

making the two points, are not absolutely sharp, and the

method is only recommended for rough approximations.

One possible source of error, the presence of carbonates in

the normal soda .solution, may be eliminated by the addi-

tion of a little chloride or hydroxide to this standard so-

lution. The caustic soda may be standardized on a solu-

tion of aluminum chloride containing 1 gm. Al per liter

(1 c.c. = 1 mg. Al) prepared by dissolving pure alu-

minum foil or granules in hydrochloric acid.

In most cases this general method of analysis may be

considerably simplified, owing to the absence of one or

more of the constituents to be separated. Thus lead is

rarely present, and u.sually only copper need be looked for

in the group precipitated by H,S in acid solution. The

ordinary course of separation is varied somewhat, as it

is desirable to keep the aluminum in solution until all

imimrities have been eliminated: for this reason caustic

soda is used rather than ammonia, for precipitation of

i ]T)n

.

Spe(;i.\l iMKTiioD Foi! I'ahticul.m; Constituents

The determination <ilica given in the foregoing

general method is ojien lo the theoretical objection that

silica might be present in a form soluble in hydrochloric

acid and wouhl consequenfly jiass into the filtrate. Tests

were therefore made in which 1 gm. of the dust, after re-

moval of grease by means of ether as described, was

evaporated to dryness in a porcelain dish or casserole.

The operation is tedious, owing to the large amount of

.soluble salts which crystallize out, and a low temperatui'e

must be used at the finish, to avoid loss. To insure com-

plete solution of the copper, a little nitric acid should be

added. When the residue is perfectly dry, allow to cool

somewhat and add 5 to 10 c.c. TICl. Again evaporate.

Repeat this adilition of IlCl and eva])oration a second

time. Finally take up with dilute ITCl, heat to boiling,

settle, filter and wash free from chlorides. Ignite and

weigh.

If a white residue is not obtained by this means, fuse

in a nickel crucible with sodium jjcroxide, and proceed

as described in general method, section (5).

Many methods i'or the direct determination of iron have

been investigated in our laboratory. The most satis-

factory results have generally been obtained by bringing

the metals into solution as supl])hates. I'cducing the iron

to the ferrous state and titrating with permanganate.

Since hydrochloric acid or aqua reyia are much luore

rapid .solvents of aluminum than sulphuric acid, the ob-

vious proc'cdure would bo to dissolve in dilute HCI witli

the addition of a little HN().„ then add ILSO^, evaporati'

to white fumes, cool, dilute, filter and apply a suitable re-

ducing agent to the filtrate. Owing to the large qiumtity

of soluble salts, however, the mani])ulations are trouble-

some, and the solution is very apt to spirt on concentrat-

ing. It is therefore better to dissolve as much as possible

by direct treatment with H„80^ and treat only the residue

insoluble in that acid with nfjua ref/ia.

Determination of Ikon and Copper

The following scheme, although rather long, has been

found to give excellent results:

Take 1 gm. of the sample. Place 200-c.c. Ijcaker, cover

with ether and extract grease as described in the general

method, section ( 1 ). Brush the residue from beaker and

filter as much as possible into a ."iOO-cc. flask (marked

No. 1). Place the flask under the funnel containing fil-

ter paper used in filtering the ether extract. In the

beaker add 50 c.c. of sulphuric acid (13% H2SO4 by vol-

ume). Heat to boiling and pour through filter, collecting

filtrate in flask No. 1. When liquid has drained through,

place a clean ;'00-c.c. flask (marked No. 2) under the

funnel. Heat contents of flask No. 1 to boiling and con-

tinue boiling gently until action has practically ceased,

usually requiring 20 to 30 min. Add water to about

original volume and filter through same paper as before

to flask No. 2, retaining undissolved residue chiefly in

flask No. 1.

Place filter paper, opened, in a di.sh or casserole; add

5 c.c. 50%. IICl and 5 c.c. 50% HNO3. Heat gently,

finally almost to boiling. Pour liquid into flask No. 1

and wash off all residue from the paper and beaker into

same. Concentrate to small bulk. Add 5 to 10 c.c. con-

centrate HjSO^ and boil to wdiite fumes. Cool. Add 5

c.c. water, boil and filter through fresh pajjer into flask

No. 2. Wash with hot water.

The whole of the material soluble in acids is now in

flask No. 2. Occasionally it may be necessary to examine

the residue still remaining undissolved, by fusion with

soidium peroxide as described in general method, sec-

tion (5), but in most cases the treatment described suf-

fices to dissolve the whole of the iron and copper.

Add two or three pieces of pure aluminum foil, bent

at the (jomers, fit stojjper with bunsen valve in neck of

flask and boil gently. For complete precipitation of the

coi)p(!r, I have foimd it safer to allow at least 30 min.

boiling. Remove a drop on a glass rod, and test with

KCNS to make sure that reduction is complete. Cool to

room temjierature. Remove stopper and decant liquid

carefully into a clean flask. Wash twice by decantation

with cold water, leaving the whole of the precipitated cop-

])GT and the pieces of foil in flask No. 2. At once titrate

the decanted solution for iron with pernuinganate.

In flask No. 2 now add 5 c.c. of r>0% HNO,, warm

gently, see that every particle of copijcr dissolves: pour

into another flask, wash several times with water, pouring

the liquid into the same flask, but retaining the clean
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pieces of foil in Husk No. 2. Ih'ut ilccantcil solution to

boiling, I'ool to room temperature, add 5 e.e. stronjr am-
monia, cool again if necessary, and titrate with cyanide.

Where the quantity of cojiper is considerable, the iodide

method is preferable. In this c^ase, after adding ammonia
as mentioned, boil down to about 30 c.c., acidulate sligiitly

with acetic acid, again boil, cool thoroughly, add 1 to 3 gm.
of potassium iodide and titrate into standard thiosiilpliMte,

using starch indicator when near the finish.

Very small amounts of copper are best estimated by

solorimetry in the ammoniacal solution, by comparison

with standards of known copper contents, containing ap-

proximately the same volume of liq\iid and the same

amounts of acid and ammonia.

Weigh out 100 mg. of the sample. Add 20 c.c. 25%
hydrochloric acid and 5 c.c. 50% nitric acid. Heat to

boiling; the material dissolves very rapidly, usually

leaving only a minute residue of grease carbon and silica.

Dilute somewhat, filter and wash with hot water. ^lake

filtrate up to 100 c.c. cool thorouglily and add 5 c.c. of

a 1% solution of potassium thiocyanate.

A blank test is run simultaneously, using exactly the

same treatment and same quantities of acid, filter-papers

and thiocyanate, but omitting the aluminum dust. To
the solution of the blank, run in standard ferric chloride

until the tint of the liquid is the same as in the solution

of the sample. The amount of ferric chloride used in-

dicates the amount of iron in the latter.

The standard ferric chloride is made by dissolving 1 gm.
pure iron wire in, say, 25 c.c. of 25^. HCl and 1 c.c.

concentrate HNO3; boil thor(}ughlv. cool and dilute to

1000 c.c.

One c.c. of the solution = 1 mg. Fe = 1 % on a test

of 100 mg. Al dust.

Take one gram of the dust. Remove grease by treat--

ment with ether as previously described. Dissolve the

residue as completely as possible by boiling with 50 c.c.

normal caustic soda. If the action is very violent, dihite

somewhat. Filter and wash with hot water. To the

filtrate add 5 to 10 c.c. concentrated sodiimi sulphide.

Boil thoroughly, settle, filter and wash free from soluble

sulphides. If the precipitated sulphide is white, the zinc

may be at once determined by means of standard iodine

and thiosulphate, as described in general method, section

(19). If a dark colored precipitate is obtained, dis-

solve in hot IICI, pass Tl.,S to remove copper, filter, boil off

excess H.^S, add a drop or two of HNO.„ then ammonia
in excess, boil, filter and again precipitate the zinc in the

filtrate by means of .sodium sulphide.

The Le.vd Determination

Take one gram of the sample. T?emove grease as

descril)ed in general method. Dissolve the bulk of the

residue in sulphuric acid, as described in detail in special

method for iron and copper, but allow the solution to cool

and settle thoroughly before filtering. Treat the residue

insoluble in IL.SO^ by boiling with a(jua regia, and finallv

heating to white fumes with a few c.c. of sulphuric acid.

Dilute, boil agftin, cool, settle and filter through same

naper as before. Wash well with 10% H^SO^ until the

residue is free from iron or copper.

The lead is now contained in the residue as sulphate,

mixed with carbon and silica. It may be extracted by

treatment either with hot ammonium acetate slightly

acidified with acetic acid, or with boiling 50% hydro-

chloric acid. In either case make the extract slightlv

alkaline with aninidiiia, then very slightly acid with
acetic acid, add clironiate solution and j)roceed as des-

cribed in genei'al method, section (10).

The following analyses may bo taken as typical of the

products commonly placed on the market. The low-grade
dust is nuide from automobile castings and similar materi-

al ; the high-grade from pure aluminum wire and sera]).

AN.-iLVSES OF ALUMI.N'U.VI DU.ST
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Aluminum, Al 80 02 76 13 93 50 93 29 95 20 94 50
Iron, Fe 4 16 5 49 59 I 59 1 70 I 00
Copper, Cu 3 99 5 24 16 134 17 20
Zinc, Zn 3 83 4 40 44 1 03 03 05
Carbon, C 120 2 51 42 47
Silicon, Si. : 24 43 39 64 50 OQ
Grease 3 60 2 97 I 50 79 I 80 2 82
-Moiftur,- ... 09 012

The Copper Producers to the

Government
This is what the cop|ier producers of the United States

are going to do in providing the United States with cop-

per for the army and navy.

For more than a week Bernard M. Baruch of Xew
York, chairman of the committee on mining and metals

of the Council of National Defence, has been in conference

with repre.sentatives of the large copper mining and smelt-

ing intere.sts. As a result of this Director GitJord of the

Council made the following announcement on Mar. 21 :

The followinu' letter, signed by nearly all the copper

jiroducers of the country, was received today by ilr.

Baruch

:

"Keferring to our several conversations on the subject

of sup]ilying co]i]ier for the army and navy, to the letter

of the Secretary of the Navy of ]\Iar. 16, and the tele-

gram of the Secretary of War of Mar. 18, both ad-

dressed to you, on behalf of the principal producers of

copper in this country, we beg to .say that we will fur-

nish the quantity named for delivery within twelve

months, viz.

:

'•Twenty millions (20.000.000) pounds for the navy

and twenty-five million five hundred and ten thousand

(25,510,000) pounds for the army, in approximately

equal quantities each quarter from April, 1917, to April,

1918, at a. price of 16.6739c. a pound, delivered in regular

shapes at Atlantic seaboard points.

"The price named is the actual average selling jn-ice ob-

tained by. the United Metals Selling Co., the largest seller

of copper, over the period of ten years, 1907 to 191 fi

inclusive, and represents in our opinion the fair average

price of all copper sold by American producers during

that time.

"We offer the copper at this ]irice notwithstanding our

costs for labor, materials, supplies, etc., vary from 30 to

759( above the average during the ten year period

because we believe it to be our duty to furnish the re-

quirements of the Government in preparing the nation for

war with no profit more than we receive from our regular

]in)duction in normal times. It is understood that the

price quoted above is for the quantity and period of

delivery above named."

Director Gifford concluded:

''This willingness to furnish the copper supply needed

by the Government at a maximum concession in price i>-

a very gratifying evidence of the recognition of men of

large affairs of their patriotic obligation and both the

War and Navy Departments appreciate their generous

and public spirited attitude."'
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I
Details of Practical Mining
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Boiler Horsepower Saved by a I'eed-

Water Heater''
BV \V. 1\ S'ilAI'IIOIlSTf

The feed-water heater is a devici' thai is not sutficieiitly

appreciated. Home men have the idea. Ihat they arc a

theoretical rather than a practical addition to the ]io\vcr
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Shaft Winch for Supplies

1)Y C. F. Jackson*

On the -Mosabi Eange, timber, lagging, mine cars,

powder and other supplies are commonly sent into the

mine thnnigli '-timber shafts," instead of tlirough the

main lioisting shaft, there sometimes being five or six

timber shafts to serve a single mine.

The material lowered through this timber sliaft is or-

dinarily handled by means of a common windlass with

ffr4f^/'lV
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DETAILS OF SHAFT TIIMBER-WTNCH

brake attachment. In 1914-15, with the common wind-

lass we had a number of accidents at our mines due to

handling too heavy loads, it being impossible for the

lander to hold the load, after raising it clear of the shaft

collar, with one hand, while applying the brake with the

other. It was tlierefore decided to install a winch for

raising the load above the shaft collar. We could not

fiiKl nn the market a winch designed primarily for lower-

Chief engineer. Central District. Artliur Iron Mining Co.,

Hibbing:, Minn.

ing, with means provided for readily disengaging the

gears, and the winch shown in the accompanying sketch

was therefore designed. Three winches of this type were

built and installed in April, 1915.

In operation, the lander throws in the gear by means of

the shift lever and hoists the load clear of the shaft

collar. The brake is then applied, the pinion thrown

out of gear, and the load lowered on the brake. Two
ropes, wound on the drum in opposite directions, are used,

po that the loaded end brings up the empty chain and
there is always a chain ready to which to attach a load

at the surface.

Waterproofing Leather Boots

Treating leather boots to make them waterproof is a

subject of much interest to engineers, miners and pros-

pectors where snow, wet workings and rainy weather are

to be contended with.

The time-honored method of rul)bing mutton tallow on

the l)Oots and then standing them near the fire so that the

tallow can melt in is good, but troublesome and nast>-.

There are several liquid preparations sold on the market,

warranted to make leather waterproof. As a rule, how-

ever, these are e.xpensive and do not do the work. Jlost

of them, while making the leather soft and pliable and

probably adding to its life, seem to allow the water to

pass through the leather faster than when not used.

Neat's-foot and castor oil, when freshly applied, are water-

proofing, but the effect is short-lived. Any liquid to be

thoroughly waterproofing and at the same time have a

lasting effect must consist of a gummy base and a dis-

solving liquid. The latter makes it possible to spread

the mixture and also carries the gummy ingredient into

the leather.

A mixture that is waterproof can be prepared by melt-

ing rubber into a pan of boiling grease. The rubber from

old rubber boots will do; it should be burned over the

grease and the molten matter allowed to fall into the pin.

Another mixture just as good can be made by substituting

the gum from any of the evergreey trees for the grease in

the mixture just described. Either of these preparations

is decidedly disagreeable to make, but when applied hot to

leather boots will positively make them waterproof.

W.

To Remove Paint Chemically

To remove paint from iron and steel surfaces the fol-

lowing formula is prescribed by the United States Coast

Artillerv Corps, and the method is u.sed in cleaning the

exterior surfaces of the big guns and carriages in our

coast defenses.

One pound of concentrated powdered lye is dissolved in

six pints of hot water, and enough lime is added to make

the solution thick enough to spread. It is then a]iplied,

freshly mixed, with a brush, and allowed to remain until

it is almost dry. When it is then removed, it will take the

paint with it. In case the paint is very thick and very

old, it may be necessarj' to wash off the surface and apply

a second coat of this emulsion. After the old paint has

been entirely removed and before a new coat of paint is

put on. the metal should be washed with a solution made

of onc-bair ])ound of washing soda, or salsoda, dissolved in

eight quarts of water, after which, of course, the parts

should be tliorouiJihlv dried.
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Gold Dredging in Mambulao

MAMBULAO J'LACER CO.. OF MANILA, IS DREDGING FOR GOLD IN

This American di-cdec started last July just back of Mamliulao B:iy and has since dug its way into the salt water
of the bay. It was built by the Now Vni'l< RnKini-iM-inR Co.; is desiKued to diff hTt ft. below water line and has a number
of «pecial features. It has a wooden liuil, sheatlied willi liair felt, wliicli is in turn prutceted iiy IJ-in. lioards; tlie air in
the hull is chanK''d every 111 niin. by the ventilaliiiK fan o( the turlio-nmirator. This is tlie first sol<l dredge to have
a. steam-electric jiower plant on the dreUgei all power being appliiMl I'ldTu I'l.iUie motors supplied with current by the
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Bay in the Philippine Islands

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIPIIinilllllllllllllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIII^

MAMBULAO BAY, PROVINCE OP AMBOS ("AlIARIN'ES. ISLAND OP LUZON
rjOO-kw. turbo-generator; steam is furnished by a water-tube boiler whicli burns about 12 cords of wood per day. The
dredge has 8-cu.ft. bucl<ets and is equipped with a bypass chute (shown in No. S) for disposing of clay and overburden
without passing it over the Bold-savinK tables. Views 1 and .''j—Manibulao Bay, where dredge machinery was landed and
into which it eventually dredged its way; 2 and 3

—

hull during construction; 4—staff cottage; (i—IiuU after launching;
7—dredge ready for bucket line; S—digging its way to Mamlmlao I'.ay
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Mining Engineers'

SrXOFSIS—Address by I). II. Browne on II. ('.

Hoover and the work of American mininij engi-

neers in Belgium, delivered at the annual meeting

of the Mining cuid Metallurgical Societi/ of

A m erica.

At the annual meeting of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America, David H. Browne made a most

gripping^ speech on the work of Hoover and American

mining engineers in the Belgian relief work. This work

is far from being akin to mining, but it is being directed

I)}- American mining engineers in a wa.y that is epoch-

making both in the way of philanthropy and the mining

profession. For that reason and because it was presented

in Browne's most forceful and felicitous way, we are

reproducing it here in full for the benefit of our fellow

engineers far afield.

There are in even' profession men whose personality

and accomplishments raise them above the level of their

colleagues, and they in turn raise their profession to new

standards and their confreres to their own level.

Take a" concrete example. Much as Edison, Steinmetz

and Pupin owed to the work of their forerunners in

electrical invention, yet the profession is in debt today to

those men for the work they have done and for the honor

they have conferred upon their fellows in raising a new

standard in electrical engineering. There is no civil engi-

neer but has received some share of the glory accruing

to Goethals. Gaillard, and the men who dug the Panama
Canal. Carrere, Cass Gilbert and McKim bave set new

records in municipal architecture. Every metallurgist

is under obligations to Sticht, Mathewson and Cappelen-

Smith ; and so today every mining engineer is deeply

indebted to men like John Hays Hammond, Pope Yeat-

man and Herbert C. Hoover.

Creators of New Ideals

Such men create a new horizon, envisage large ideals,

invest old things with a new meaning. Yon and I re-

member that 30, even 20, years ago, the mining engineer

was regarded with amusement tinged with suspicion. His

report was accepted, but before any real money was ex-

pended the advice of some old Cornish miner was sought

upon the subject. The mining engineer was a theorist

;

'•yellow-legged expert" was the connnon term for him.

Today you do not hear that epithet. Why? Because

time is a good story teller and honest work counts up.

You and I profit today from the clean, clear thinking

of our fellow engineers. Their accumulated reiuitation

is our working capital ; their success illuminat-c^s our

future. So I want to tell you what Hoover has done

for the mining engineers.

Herbert Clark Hoover was born in Iowa in 187-1. He
studied mining at Leland Slandfoi'd University and

graduated there in 1895. After a year on the geological

survey he became assistant manager of the Carlisle and

the Morning Star mines. His work there was so suc-

cessful that in 1897 he was asked by Bewick, Moreing

& Co. to become their chief of stall in West Austnilia.

a position which he held for three years. Jn 19(10 he

was called bv the Chinese government to take chnrge

Work in Belgium
of the Cninese Bureau o. Mines, and a year later he

became general manager of the Chinese Engineering and

Mining Co. In 1902, at the age of 28, he was made

partner of Bewick, Moreing & Co. and director of their

mining activities. Of his instant success in whatever he

became engaged; of his home in London and its ho.s-

pitality to all; of his translation of the old German

treatise on mining, Agricola's "De Re Metallica"; of his

own book on the same subject; and of his lectures at

Columbia, I have no time to tell you. Tlie year 1914

found him in London, wealthy, successful and honored

in his work as are few men at the age of forty.

HoovEit's Aid Enlisted

On the morning of Aug. I, 1914, Mr. Skinner, the

American Consul in London, called Mr. Hoover on the

telephone. "Mr. Hoover," he said, "there's a mob of

American citizens here at the consulate, trying to change

letters of credit, hank drafts, and express orders for

English gold. We are swamped with them. For God's

sake come over and help us out." Mr. Hoover came over,

took in the situation at once and called up all the

American mining engineers in London. "How much
money have you in your safes?" he said. "Get all the

cash you can raise at once, get in the back door of the

banks, get money immediately, get it any way short of

petty larcency.

'

These men responded to his call. They worked night

and day. They raised about $200,000 themselves and

the government loaned the same amount. Through the

efforts of this informal committee of mining engineers

42,000 Americans were sent home happy.

By the month of October, 1914, the situation in

Belgium had liecome desperate. A population of 9,000,-

000 people was facing starvation. Brand Whitlock, the

American ambassador, with the aid of the other ambas-

sadors of neutral countries, took up the matter and

obtained an agreement from the invading army to the

effect that food might be imported for the use of the

civil population. This was ratified by the German
government. With the assistance of Ambassador Page

a similar agreement was obtained from the British

government, and permission was sought from Washington

to allow American citizens to collaborate. Remembering

the work which bad been done by the American mining

engineers in London, Mr. Page asked Mr. Hoover to

undertake the formation of a committee to handle this

work of relief in Belgium and Northern France. On
October 22, the first meeting of these American engineers

was held in London, and the first food .was sent to

Belgium on Nov. 1, 1914.

Hoover's way is to do tilings first and to ask per-

mission later. lie nnd his associates had only .$500,000

promised, but witli this in sight, they arranged to place

orders for 20,000 tons, or $2,000,000 worth, of food a

week. They punluised the food, transported it to the

docks, chartered vessels and loaded them. Then, when

the hatches were closed. Hoover sought permission to

make shipment. He went before the proper official.

"Unless 1 get four .shiploads of food to Belgium before

the end of the week those people will starve," he said.

Tlie high ofTlcial deeply regretted his inability to aid him.

The food could not lie pun-hased, the railways were
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;'li(ikt'il willi iiiunilions nl' war. tlu' ships were all iinili'i'

govorniiient onU'rs. aiul furl hcniKii'c, tlic Cliaiiiirl was

closed to ooninici'cc.

Mr. Hoo\or lirai-il liiin Id tlii' ciiil. "I lia\i' aUcnili'il

to all this," he said, "'riu' ships arp loaded and ready.

All T need now is clearance papers, and I haxc come to

you for these beca^ise you are flie (inly man who can

tyrant them." The official gasped. It was incredible, un-

heard of. ''Young man," he said, "there have been men
sent to the Tower for less than you have done. If it

were any one else or for any other cause, I hate to think

what might happen ; but, as it is, all I can do is to

congratulate you on some very good work."

Hoover always moves that way. When the thing is

done, when it is fait acrniiijili. then and only then docs

he consider the established methods. "It's an iMiginccr's

job," as he said.

WirAT Is Tins En-(;in'eet!> Jon?

What is the engineer's job he talks of!' Here is a

country about as big as tiie State of Maryland, containing

approximately 9.0(i(),(l()() jieople, or G.")() to (he s(|uare

mile. One-third of these live by culti\ation of the soil,

two-thirds by various mining, smelting, ami manulac-

turing industries. (Suddenly the whole mechanism of

civilization comes to n standstill; industry cea.sos; banks

.and shops close; trains, telephones, telegrai)bs, postal

service stop; food can no longer be harvested, sold or

shipped. What follows? Star\ation.

To keep these people alive, noo\x'r and his fellow engi-

neers had to assume diplomatic standing and negotiate

with the belligerent governments a series of agreements

—

treaties would be a better word—treaties of foreign

governments with a body of American mining engineers.

These cover: Permission for transportation of food

through belligerent lines, immunity of shipping from

attack, distribution to civil population only, protection

of native food from requisition, permission to engage in

trade and banking, securing of government subsidies,

freedom of staff movement and communication.

All this was arranged in an incredilily short time, and

for 2^ years this machine has functioned, supplying to

9,000,000 people the necessities of life. This Commission

for Relief in Belgium, the C. K. B., as it is called, has

kept its neutrality. It has no share in this war, it takes

no sides, and has the respect of all the governments with

which it deals. The German army and the imperial

government have strictly adhered to its agreements and

have permitted the use of railways, roads, canals and other

transportation in the conquered country. In April, 1915.

through some mistake, one relief ship was torpedoed and

an aeroplane tried to drop a bomb on another. .Mr.

Hoover took a flying trip to Berlin and was assured

that it would not happen again. "Your E.Kcellency," he

said, '"there was a man once who was annoyed by a

snarling dog. He woit to see the owner and asked liim

to muzzle the dog. 'There is no need of that.' s.-iid

the owner, 'the dog will not bite you.' 'Maybe,' said

the man, 'you kiuiw the dog will not bite me. I know
the dog will not bite me, but does the dog know?'"
"Pardon me one moment, Herr Hoover," said the ofllcial.

"1 will telephone at once and let the dog know."

So, as I say, the machine works; selling fofid to those

who can buy, taking the labor of others in exchange for

bread, giving to those who have neither money to pay.

nor scr\ i<'e to I'endcr ; keeping !».(100, (1011 people! alive

since No\cnil)ci'. 1!) I I.

When these men started this work they had $500,000
in sight. I'p to Oct. .'ll. I!)l(;. the Commission has

received and expended $-.'01 .7-^0,07!). Of this, the British

and French governments have loaned to Belgium $108,-

1'41,358. The Commission lias received through exchange
operations $4,001,446. There has been loaned by French

institutions to communes in Northern l''rance $60,155,-

501. The rest of th(> uumey ex])ended, amounting to

$'43,441,771, has been gi\en by voluntary contributions,

ami of this, $8,747,138 has come from the United States.

Out of (his, however, $1.'>20,000 came from the Rocke-

feller Fouiulation. The total private contributions from

the Unit<Ml States amoujit to about .seven cents per capita.

Seven cents apiece from the wealthiest nation in the

world! Not quite three cents a year! We have much to

be proud of, but not of that.

Having once set their hands to this work. Hoover and
his friends cannot let it di'op. Those men have neglected

their own interests, yet when a short time ago it ,was

represented to the belligerent governments that the

])ersonal sacrifice these men were undergoing was more
than they C(nild bear, the same i-eply was given by both

sides, that this American Commission was the oidy body

that could be trusted (o maintain strict neutrality and
keep the confidence of all, aiul if they could not carry it

on the work must di'o]i. So they must perforce do as they

have done, sacrifice their time and interests, give their

work and their money, that these people may live.

As I said, they are feeding 9,000,000 people. By this

I do not mean feeding as you and I use the term. The
ration which they distribute is one-third less than that

given to the pauper inmates of English workhouses. It

sustains life, that is all. These men, women and children,

as Maeterlinck says, "for two years have not eaten

according to their hunger." Even such food as is given

cannot continue, for the Commission is falling behind

at the rate of $3,000,000 per month.

A Million Little Children AVe.vk. Tuberculae
AXD lLL-N"orRISIIED

The children, how lia\e they fared on this? Hoover

writes us that a commission of doctors report a million

little children are weak, tubercular, ill-nourished, and

unfit to withstand the winter. To help them, the Com-
mission is trying to provide a special meal in the middle

of the day ; a very simple meal, but adapted to their

requirements. It costs three cents a meal, one dollar a

month for each child. Yet, to feed these million children,

$1 '2,000,000 is required for the coming year. The Com-
mission has not the money to do it. Already, at each

feeding ])lacc. Belgian women are stationed to take from

the ranks of waiting children those who are not actually

starving. In many cases, those who were fed vesterday

must wait uytil tomorrow. Could you drag your child

from his dinner? Could you do it. gentlemen?

Did yon hcai' "ilr. Homiold tell the story of the four-

year-old boy at one feeding station in Belgium, the little

hoy who critnl wlu'n they gave him an egg? He did

not remember ever having seen eggs; did not know what

an egg was, nor how to eat it. When we heard this at

a meeting of the Xew York Section of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, w'o got together, as one

of us said, "(o put that kid wise to eggs." We didn't
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try to raise $12,000,(100, or even .$l,00O,Ooii. We tried

to" raise $120,000, just 1% of what Hoover asl<s the

American people to give this year for those children.

We formed a committee of 60 prominent mining engi-

neers, two from each state, if possible, and asked them to

help us raise the sum so we might cable it to Hoover

for his Christmas present. We wanted to be able to

tell him that 4000 mining engineers in the United States

would take care of 10,000 children this year. Have we

got it? No, we haven't; we have about a third of it.

Four thousand letters were sent out, asking every one

of our members here to show what they thought of the

work of our own members on the other si<le. We had

replies and contributions from 390 men, not quiie one

man in ten. The total amount contributed to .'an. 1

was $40,692, and of this one check for $10,000 came

from a friend who is not a member of our society. Here

is the way the states responded ; I will not mention them

all : Alabama, two replies from 536 memi)ers, total

$24. Twenty-four dollars! How much pig iron can you

buy in Alabama for $24 today? Arizona, 27 replies,

and a total of $1224—from Arizona, with copper at

30e. and silver at to. California does better and send->

38 replies and $3396 from the 433 meml)ers who received

our appeal. Illinois gives $266. Massachusetts sends

$648; New Jersey contributes $1188; New York sends

85 replies from 630 members and forwards $12,912 from

members and this check for $10,000 from a friend. And

so on down the list. Penn.sylvania, $1000 ; Utah, $1068.

But why prolong the tale?

What Has Not Been Doxe

We have not done what we set out to do. Do you

realize why I speak to you about this? First, I speak

to you as engineers. Do you or do you not approve of the

work Hoover and the American engineers are doing? Do

you know that one of these men, a friend of mine, and

yours, who was making over $50,000 a year from his

profession, gave it up to go into this work, and has put

all his time on this? When that man looks on us. self-

satisfied and busy, making money out of this war. when

he sees how little we are doing for this work, how small

is our help and appreciation, he says to himself, "I

must be a fool." T tell you, gentlemen, God has need

of fools like this.

I speak to you as engineers, because there is a con-

certed move today in England and her colonies to get

rid of the American engineer. They say that we are

profiting by their misfortune, taking the bread from their

mouths. Can you stand this stigma, oi- will you show

that it is unjust?

I speak to you as men. This work we are trying to

do is for the children, and busy as the (lc\il is. these

children have had no part or lot in this wai'. They are

children like yours and mine, hungry as—thank God

—

yours and mine have never been, and please God, ncvei-

will be. I am not asking you licre to contribute moi'c

than you have done. The easiest thing in the world is to

put your hand in your pocket. You have already given

money. Now I ask you to give .something more difficult,

your personal enthusiasm and individual effort in this

cause.

T am much i)leased to learn that the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society of America, which has never been tethered

by the umbilical cord of precedent, has today given its

official sanction to this voluntary movement by our com-

mittee of .si.xty. So far we have not asked for a similar

indorsement from the American Institute of Mining

Engineers; we have been too cautious; too fearful lest wo

might offend someone. How the feeding of a child could

offend anyone is something I cannot understand. The
more I look into this matter, the more I am convinced

that since the Commission for Kclief in Belgium bears

the approval of the German government, it should also

have the approval of our brother engineers of German
descent. Now that Hoover is on his way to this co\intry,

we intend to ask the American Institute of Mining

Engineers for a formal indorsement of his work, so that

we can meet him unashamed.

When I ask you tonight, gentlemen, I ask you for the

sake of humanity, for the sake of the honor of our

profession, and for the sake of Hoover and his associates

who have done so much for us.

Since this address was delivered the American Institute

of Mining Engineers has indor.'ied this movement and

Hoover, after a short period of tremendous effort, has

sailed again for the scene of his colossal endeavor.

The Question of Wooden Ships

Cllll A(i0 COKIiESPOXDEXCE

In reference to the ])reparation to build a large nundier

of small wooden cargo carriers for overseas transporta-

tion, it is indicated that the lumber interests of the

United States and Canada will be able to come im-

mediately to the aid of the world to prevent a famine in

ocean carriers because of the submarine warfare. The
conference on Wednesday, Mar. 14, at Washington, be-

tween the shipping board, lumbermen and other interested

parties brought a reqttest to the hnnbermen of the coun-

try to aid in the supplying of merchant ships.

Owing to conditions in the steel market and the time re-

quired for the construction of steel ships, the wooden
ship is coming back into its own, largely in the form of

schooners with auxiliary engines, mainly internal-com-

bustion types. There are 68 wooden vessels \uider con-

struction on the United States Pacific Coast, with a

combined carry-ing capacity of 88,563 tons, or an average

of over 1000 tons each. Each vessel requires 1,250.000 ft.

of lumber in its construction, and is built mainly for lum-

ber carrying, though available for any variety of cargo

offered. They have a capacity of 1.500,000 to 2,000,000

ft. of lumber each. Inasmuch as the plant facilities for

Imilding these ves.sels are not expensive or detailed, this

type of shiii can readily be built in large numbers. In the

war of 1812, it will be recalled, Connnodore Periy con-

verted trees from the forest into warships in 90 days, and

this time can be beaten on modern larger ships by the

improved equipment easily obtainable.

Thei'e is a revival of the building of schooners such as

rormerly constituted the chief bulk of the Great Lakes

fleets, ]iractieally all of which have been sent down the

lakes for Atlantic coast charters.

The United States has just felt this need. In Canada,

however, shipbuilding has become (}ne of the great war

industries of the Dominion, there being contracts placed

for ships at a total cost of $209,000,000^ There are seven

schooners of the American tyjie being built now in British

Columbia, with a total capacity of 10,500 tons.
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A. S. & R. Co.'s New Insurance Plan

Uiulor (l;ilo of Mill-. 20 the Amcriraii Siueltiiig ami I>c--

fining Co., aiuiouiu'i's a new and comprehensive insurance

plan for ail its employees. Two circulars, Nos. 314 and

345, dated j\Iar. 7, give all details; the former is given

herewith in full and that portion of the latter which is not

iluplicated in the former.

The American Smelting and Refining Co., (the

American Smelters Securities Co. likewise), in further

development of its policy in matters relating to Lahor

and Welfare, has aclopted the following plan of Group

Life Indemnity for the benefit of its workmen and their

families or dependents

:

CiKCULAU No. 344

Effective as of Jan. 1, 1917, the Company at its own ex-

pense will issue to each wage-earner employed at any of

its plants, mines or mills in tlie United States, who has

been in the service of the Company for one year or more,

a certificate of indemnity naying, in the event of death

for any cause while in the employ of the Company, $1000

to the families or dependents of married men and $500

to the dependents of single men. On the marriage of a

single man, the amount of his indemnity will at once be

increased to that of a married man. Persons in the em-

ploy of the Company for less than a j'ear will receive a

certifiate upon the completion of one year's service. Cer-

tificates will 1)6 is.sued without discrimination as to

language or nationality, color or creed, irrespective of age,

and without medical examination or other proof of physi-

cal condition. Payment will be made to the beneficiary

designated by the employee, but if there be no designated

beneficiary surviving at the death of the employee, pay-

ment will be made to (1) the widow; (3) if no widow,

the children, equally; (3) if no child, the parents,

equally; (4) if no parent, the brothers and sisters,

equally; (5) if no brother or sister, the estate, in the

order named, payment to a beneficiary first in order, ex-

chiding beneficiaries later in order. The indemnity will

be paid in whole or part as soon as possible and not more

than 30 days after satisfactory proof of death and identi-

fication of beneficiary. It will be paid in a lump sum or

in not more than five installments, as in the judgment

of the plant manager will prove the more advantageous

to the beneficiary; but all installments shall be fully

paid within twelve months after death. The term of

the certificate will be one year, but af the end of each

year, for the five years next ensuing, the intention of the

Company is to issue a new certificate, increasing the

amount $100 in the case of married men and $50 in the

case of single men, to the end that the indemnity of

married men will eventually be $1500 and the indemnity

of single men $750. This indemnity is for employees of

the Company only, and will therefore cease in the case of

any person leaving its employ for any cause.

The motives which actuated the Company in taking

the action announced may be summarized as follows:

The Comjiany regards itself as under an obligation to

its faithful and regular employees, who do its work and

keep its operations going, in the same way that it is

under an obligation to the stockholders whose savings and

investments furnish the cajiifal for its business. With

regard to employees, the Company is concerned with the

welfare, not onlv of the men, but of their families. Its

aim is, llicrefore, in addilion to paying (hem a fair living

wage, as high as prevailing conditions and the competitive

natui-e of the industry will allow, to provide sale and
suitable conditions for tlicii' cniiiloyinciit, to promote

their general health and well being, to furnish aid and

relief in the case of sickness and accident, and to make
]ii'ovision for those growing old in the service. In fur-

therance of this aim, the Company employs safety experts

and engineers, installs safety devices, provides hospital

care and medical service, administers workmen's benefit

funds, and maintains an old age pension system, all

under the direction of a permanent Lalwr and Welfare

Department. In this way, while supplying the means of

livelihood for them and their families, the Company
hopes also to spread a feeling of contentment among its

workmen, to give them a sense of security in their em-

ployment, to earn their loyalty and confidence, and to

give them sound reasons for believing that the Company's

interest is their interest, and thus promote a relation of

mutual consideration productive of the best results for

both employer and employee.

The present action of the Company in establishing a

system of life indemnity for its workmen marks a fur-

ther and important step in the same direction, and gives

further evidence of the Company's appreciation of the

individual needs of its employees and readiness to sup-

ply such needs in every feasible way. With this added

proof of practical good-will before them, the Company

believes that its workmen will enjoy a peace of mind and

freedom of worry which can only come with the knowl-

edge that their families or dependents at their death will

not be left in want. The Company desires to cultivate a

permanent force of employees, who will remain in its

service from year to year, upon whose continued loyalty

and industry it can rely, and who in turn can rely upon

the Company to protect their interests and reward their

labors. The theoiy of the Company is that whatever

makes for a feeling of contentment and security among

its workmen makes also for willingness and efficiency in

their work, and gives rise to a permanent body of active

and interested working aids.

The indemnity in question will be carried by the

Company itself, with no charge to employees, and the

cost will be taken ivp in the general expenses of each

plant. In the case of those plants where group life in-

surance is now in efFect under policies issued by an in-

surance company the policies will not he renewed on

their expiration, and certificates of the Company will be

issued in lieu thereof.

The certificates of indemnity above referred to will be

issued as soon as the necessary details involved in the

establishment of the system can be completed.

Excerpt fkom Circular No. :)45

Effective as of Jan. 1, 1917, the American Smelting and

Refining Co. (the American Smelters Securities Co. also)

will issue at its own expense to each salaried (nnployee of

whatever grade, whether employed in the United States,

]\Iexico, South America or elsewhere, who has been in the

service of the Company for one year or more, a certificate

of indemnity paying, in the event of death for any cause

while in the employ of the Company, to his or her family

or dependents a sum equivalent to one year's salary, with

a maxinuim limit of $10,000 in the case of those receiving

a larger salary.
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Pig-Iron Production in 1916

The total make of ]jig iron in tlic United States in the

second half of 1910, as given in Slatisiical Bulhtin No. 1

of the American Iron and Steel Association, was 10,815,-

375 long tons, making tlie total for the year ;i9,-i:U,;0T

tons, an increase of 9,518,58-1 tons, or 38.2%, over 1915.

In the following statements compiled from tlie BvJIelin

all pig iron and ferroalloys are included, whether made in

blast furnaces or in electric furnaces. Pig iron made

with bituminous coal is included under coke pig iron.

Pig iron made with mixed anthracite and coke is in-

cluded in anthracite pig iron. Pig iron made with elec-

tricity is included in coke pig iron. Low-ijhosjihorus pig

iron—that is, iron running under 0.04 in ])hos])horus— is

included in bessemer pig iron. Pig iron containing from

0.04 to 0.10% of phosphorus is classified as bessemer. The

figures for 19l;> and subsequent years include \inder basic-

iron a small quantity of t-harcoal iron of basic grade. In

1912 and prior years charcoal pig iron of basic quality was

not included in the basic production. Xearly all the char-

coal iron is clas.sed as foundry pig iron. Ferrosilicon is

included in foundry pig iron. Pig iron containing 7%
or over of silicon is classified as ferrosilicon. ITnder "all

other grades"' are included white and mottled iron, direct

castings and miscellaneous ferroalloys.

The produ(-ti<m of pig iron by grade for two years was

as follows, in long tons:

Grades

Basic
Bessemer
Foundrv
Malleable
Forge - .

Spiegeleisen
Ferromanganese
Ml other

Total

The tonnage of bessemer iron increased 37% and of

liasic 35%. That of ferromanganese nearly doubled.

The totals for 10 years past have been as below:

The ]n-iidii(-tinn nf the merchant liunaces which make

iron for sale in the form of pig was 28.5%, and that of

the stacks owned oi' opcratcil by steel works 71.5% of the

total.

The [)roduction by states in 191(1 was as follows, in long

tons

:

1915
Tons
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Economic Changes by the War
It was recognized from the beginning that the war was

bound to prodiice politital and economic changes in the

life of the world that would be momentous. It was fore-

seen that these might be so momentous and so funda-

mental that no one ventured to prophesy their scope, nor

can that be done even yet with any safety. However,

some of them have already developed : others are de-

veloping in ways that we can see.

The first great economic event was the institution of

the prohibition of alcoholic drink in Russia. Respecting

the economic benefit of this there is no doubt. It is

probable that without this Russia would have been unable

to hold out so long as she has. In France and Great

Britain there has been a movement in the direction of

restriction of alcoholic drink, but far less effective than

in Russia. In the United States there has been a re-

markable spread of prohibition legislation. It is safe to

prophesy that this tendency is going to increase all over

the world and that there is going to be an enormous re-

duction in the economic waste resulting from the use of

alcohol.

The next great lesson of the war was organization.

Germany's early successes were due to her siiperior or-

ganization, not only in the military way, but also in the

industrial. The Allies had to learn from Germany's book.

How they have learned we see most strikingly in Great

Britain, where the policies of individualism, hardly re-

stricted beyond the old theory of lahsez fairc. have given

way to those of national collectivism. With the return of

peace there will probably be much relaxation of the pres-

ent rules, but that there will be a stepping back to what
prevailed before the war is scarcely imaginable. We may
expect to see the hand of the state continue to rest

heavily upon the vital things, such as the production and
distribution of coal, the regulation of shipping and the

management of the railways.

The governing theory is now, and M'ill continue to be,

the promotion of economy in living. The war is the most
stupendous waste that has ever been known in the history

of the world. Its consequences can be minimized only by
preventing all other kinds of waste, not only now but

hereafter. Therefore the British government, under
Lloyd George, prohibits the importation of a long list

of unnecessary commodities. Domestic waste will be

checked by taxation. An inconspicuous note in the recent

cable news tells !)riefly of a new feature in Chancellor

Bonar Law's new plan of revenue for the British gov-

ernment. He proposes, it appears, to impose heavy duties

where they will be the most effective deterrents to ex-

travagance, to make utterly impossible the earning bv
anybody of a profit in any business or any line of business

tliat tempts the people to waste.

This idea is so brimful of conunon sense that it is no
wonder it strikes the average American reader as novel,

not to say revolutionary, remarks the New York Suil
Tax waste instead of saving; tax profligacy instead of

eliiciency ? Shades of the income tax and tiie new tax on

excess pmlitsl War must Jiave driven the.se Britishers

mad.

Such measures are necessary to compel the mass of the

l)eople to do what they will not do by tiiemselves. It

takes a long time for new ideas, especially those of

economic nature, to impregnate the minds of the people.

This is one of the weaknesses of a democracy and is why
the United Kingdom by the roup d'eiat of last December
was obliged to cease to be, temporarily, a democracy. But
the people will learn, and that they learn by their own
experience and thinking is better than to have their

thinking done for them. It may turn out that the great-

est work of Hoover and the Commission for Relief in

Belgium is its demonstration of efficiency in administra-

tion and in the distribution of goods. The seeming
paradox that they have been able to buy wheat in America,
carry it to Belgium, and while suffering the interference

of unparalleled difficulties, have found it possible to sell

liread in Brussels more cheaply than in New York, will

sooner or later produce new ideas in the minds of the

people. Who so well as Hoover could solve the problem
of the high cost of living in the United States and other

countries ?

All work resolves itself into the effort of the i)eople

of the world to live. Considering the commodities that

the people must have there are four phases of the ques-

tion: 1, Production; 3, Distribution; 3, Division; 4.

Consumption. Great Britain has heretofore been care-

less, in vars'ing degrees, in all those branches, but the

war has compelled her to give heed to them, and she has

done so. In production British industry is experiencing

a renaissance. The matter of consumption is now re-

ceiving the careful attention of the government.

But what of the United States amid all this? It is

not too much to say that collectively, nationally, we have

not given thought to any of it. On the contrary, our leg-

islation for a long period of years has been chaotic and
in defiance of economic principles. In production we
have excelled. In major distribution our railway com-
panies have done wonderful things in overcoming the

liandicaps of our great distances. In both these branches

of work, however, the people, exemplified by their state

legislatures and by Congress, have done nmch to check

and impede—by legislation to destroy the big corpora-

tions, and by special taxation. In minor distribution

—

meaning the transportation of goods from railway termi-

nals, the marketing through retail stores and the final

delivery to consumers—we have been derelict. The efforts

to organize this branch of work have met with disfavor

—

not of the consumers who enjoy the benefit of it, but

rather of the pcojile as a whole in the exercise of tlie tax-

ing power. In the division of commodities we have seen

the development of a new kind of inequality, organized

labor claiming and obtaining a larger share, while un-

organized—the great majority—suffers. But it is in con-

sumption that America is most careless. Of all the coun-

tries on the face of the globe, the United States is no-
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toriou.sly tliat of the gronlest waste. While Eunipe is

strivinji' above all tlunj;s to luiniiui/.e Avaste, America is

not tliiiikiny at all about the subject, but rather i.s pur-

suiiig a career of increased profligacy. Yet this is prob-

ably the greatest economic question to be- considered.

One Per Cent, of Oil Plus or Minus

In their last quarterly report the president and manag-

ing director of the Butte & Superior .Mining Co., in dis-

cussing the flotation process used by that company, the

patent litigation, etc., make a positive, unequivocal and

important statement as follows:

On Dec. 11 last the Supreme Court of the United States

rendered a decision in the case of Minerals Separation. Ltd.,

vs. Hyde, involving a patent upon the process of concentra-
tion theretofore employed in your company's mill. As a
result of this decision it became necessary, in order to avoid
infringrement in acccordance with the deci'ee. to discontinu.-

the use of less than 1'}',, on the ore, of oil in the type of

flotation apparatus employed. Steps were immediately taiien

toward modifying operating methods and conditions to con-
form to the requirements of the decision by the use of I'/r of

oil or more. Prior to the end of December the continuous
use of more than 1% of oil was adopted and has been applied
regularly since that time up to date [Feb. 26, 1917]. At the
time of writing this report tile full plant has been running
for considerably more than a month at normal tonnage and
using 1 "^ of oil or niore uniformly throughout all flotation

operations. The results of this modified practice have been
and are satisfactory in all metallurgical respects. Some diffi-

culties were experienced in quickly securing the increased
supplies of oils required. This was due in p,art to the con-
gested condition of transportation. Nevei'theless an ade-
quate supply has been maintained, and under normal oper-
ating conditions tlie most notable difference in operating re-

sults has been the difference in cost between the smaller
quantities of oils previously used and the larger quantity of
similar and suitable oils now used.

An oil-flotation process in which more than 1% of oil

is used is ijiso facto outside of the .Minerals Separation

]>atents, which recently were upheld by the Supreme

Court. The line was sharply drawn at 1%. The use of

less than 1 % of oil is an infringement ; of more than 1 %
it is not, this being in the eyes of both the Minerals

Separation Co. and the Court a different process.

The adjudication hy the Supreme Court resolved itself

into the sustaining of the Minerals Separation conten-

tion that with the use of a very small cptantity of oil

—

less than 1%—there is a certain critical point at which

something different and commercially important happens,

and the discovery of that constituted an invention. It

was alleged, and the Court held, that when more than 1*;^

of oil was used the same thing could not be done.

Now come the Butte & Superior people, saying that

v\'ith the use of a trifle more than ] % of oil they get, if

not the same thing, an equally good metallurgical result.

We have heard of a similar report from the ilagma

mine, where copper ore is concentrated.

This is a matter of great interest, if the .statements

which are made so positively are correct. The questions

that will first suggest themselves arc: \Miy was not this

learned earlier? Has some new invention been made?
ir so, what?

]( with the use of 22 lb. of oil per ton the same per-

centage of extraction and the same grade of concentrates

can be made as with 10 lb. of oil, the only c-ommercial dil'-

fercnce will be the cost of 12 lb. of oil on the one hand

(assuming all other costs to be the same) against royalty

on the other hand, no matter what may be the difference

\n the nature of the froths. The subject is one upon

which further iiilormation is awaited willi i:'rc:il intcn>t.

American Smelting and Refining Co.
The 18th annual ic])oit of the American Smelting and

defining Co., covering the year ended Dec. 31, 191 G, is

one of the most remarkalile documents ever issued by a

mining and metallurgical company. Lot us make haste

to say that this report, like its immediate predecessor, is

commendably full in its information, giving about all that

a stockholder in such a company has reason to expect.

The business of the company has become so complex, liow-

ever, that to the engineer and stati.stician not many
figures of value can be deduced.. In order to obtain such

ligures it would manifestly be necessary to go back to the

records of the several operating departments. Neverthe-

less it is interesting and instructive to summarize and

illuminate some of the ai*ta that in the annual report of

a company are presented with the undressed simplicity of

the auditor.

The first thing that strikes us is the great diversity

that this business has attained. It is the largest producer

of gold, .silver, lead and copper in the United States. It

has become a large pi-odncer of zinc, copper sulphate,

white arsenic and sulphuric acid. In lOKi it produced

IGOO tons of tin and in 1917 expects to produce a good

deal more than that. In 191fi it produced 612 tons of

nickel. ]\Ianife.stly the cargo of the "Deufschland" might

have been filled from this source. There was also pro-

duced in 191 r; ])latinum and ))alladium to the amount of

8G8 oz. Tliose precious metals, together with the nickel,

arsenic. co])]ier snl])hate and sulphuric acid were by-

products. The company has been making a specialty of

l)y])roduct recovery. It does not intend to let be wasted

any of the valuable constituents of the ores that it pro-

duces and buys. Besides the metals already mentioned,

it reports additional "liyproduct metals" to the amount of

28.3.5 tons in 1016 against 111.5 in 1915. We wi.sh these

had been enumerated. We may imagine such things as

cadmium, antimony, bismuth, .selenium, thallium, but

not to the total of anything like 2835 tons.

Besides being a producer of metals, the company is a

manufacturer, an output of copper and brass products,

litharge, sheet lead, lead pipe, and sundry alloys being

reported. Even was it a manufacturer of munitions, 1.5,-

338,000 loaded cartridges being made and sold in 1916.

The basic measures of the Smelting company's busi-

ness are the tons of charge smelted and of. bullion refined.

The latter comprises the bullion from its own smelteries

plus what it gets from other smelters—like Nevada Con-

.solidated. In 1916 the smelting of 4,r89,474 tons of

charge was done and the refining of 677,460 tons of bul-

lion. The corresponding figures for 191.5 were 4,153,092

and 579,080. These figures indicate that the mining in-

dustry in its relations to the A. S. & R. Co. was about

15% more active in 1916 than in 191.5. It is com-

monly overlooked that the A. S. & R. Co. is itself an im-

])ortant mining company. In 1916 it produced 1,638,566

tons of ore. which was more than one-third of all the

charge it smelted. In 1915 the proportion was even

larger. From the mines of the company was realized $2,-

725.222 profit in 1916 against $1,984,977 in 1915. The

receipts from mining pni])crtics in 1916 arc given as

$5,6(11, 198. Ap]iarently, therefore, the ore averaged about

$3.50 per ton and the profit per ton of ore a little more

than $1.50.

The Smelting company mined about one-third of all

the coal it u.scd and proiluctMl a little less than one-third of
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its I'oke (.onsuniplioii. The tulal iininlu'i' of nu'ii ciiiiildycd

in the business, cxelusive ol' those in iMexieo, was 2l,()(;!,

compared witli l.j,5.')(; in the previous year. The avera;,^e

wage per eight hours was $-^.:o against .$'^.||, an in-

ereaso of about lO^J.

Tlie net earnings ot the eonipany in lUKI wi're $2"3,-

153,250, eonipared with .$i:!,05;j.:iOt in l!)i;i. Tiie (igure

for 1916 was arrived at after de(hu-ting .$l.!)90,()t)() for de-

pletion of ore reserves and over $2,000,000 for ordinary

plant repairs and renewals. Over $5,000,000 was ex-

pended in the construction of new jilant in I'.tlG and $(>,-

000,000 has been set aside for further extensions. After

all these deductions the company ended 191 (i with n sur

plus of about $23,500,000, most of which was in cash and

in loans secured by stock exc-hange collateral. There is

no doubt about the excellent linancial jjosition of the

company.

It is interesting to record some of the plans for the

future. The company is going to enter extensively into

mining and smelting in Chile, two smelteries there—the

Caldera and Carrizal—having been purchased. Evidently

it is also going more and more into the mining busi

ness, both in Chile and in ^lexico. Most astonishing,

however, is the extent to whicli the company is going into

tin smelting and copper refining. At the end of 1916

the tin plant at Perth Amboy was producing aljout (iOO

tons of tin per month. With an addition now under

construction it is hoped to jiroduce 18.000 tons of Jjig tin

per annum after July 1, 1917. With lliis extension, to-

gether with the plans of another conijiany, it looks as if

the United States will soon be producing tlic major part

of its requirement for jiig tin.

In 1916 the American Smelting and Refining Co. pro-

duced abont 800,000,000 lb. of refined copper. At the

end of 1916 its refineries had capacity for the production

of 970,000,000 lb. per annum. Now it is officially stated

that with the new construction in progress there should

be a capacity for 1,300,000,000 lb. per annum soon after

the middle of 1917. This will give the United States a

total electrolytic capacity of about 2,800,000,000 lb. per

annum, and a grand total capacity, including Lake, cast-

ing and pig copper of over 3,100,000,000 lb. Xote that

in 1916 the total production of refined copper in the

United States was about 2,300,000,000 pcninds.

Only in lead does the American Smelting and Refin-

ing Co. appear to be going backward, its total production

in 1916 having been only 279,1-l-t tons, compared with

296,986 in the previous year. The falling ott' was due es-

liecially to the loss of the Hercules contract. However,

the Smelting company is making strenuous efforts to in-

crease its own output of lead ore, directing its attention

especially to its ^Missouri mines. While the production

from ibis source at the beginning of 1916 was at the

rate of approximately 42,000 tons of pig lead per annum,

it has now been increased to 66,000 tons.

.\ most interesting feature of the I'cpoit is the account

of efforts for social wclfait' and jjcrsonal safety. Exce])t-

ing the United States Steel Coriioratioii, no other coni-

)iaiiv connected with tlie nn'ning industi'y goes so ex-

tcnsi\elv into the maiter of social welfare iil' iis cinplnvccs.

W'c understand that since the <levelopnicni oi eondilions

that may cause the United States fo cnler into war. the

admission of visitoi-s int-) the metal rclineries in the

vicinity of New York lias been discoidinned.

I
BY THE WAY

|

That the trend of public opinion of the country is in

Favor of univei'sal military training is shown by a com-

]>ilation of recent editorial expressions on the subject by

the National Secni'ity League. Since the introduction of

the Chand)erlain and (Icueral Staff bills in Congress

made iuu\ersal military training a live issue, 1193 edi-

foiial refeieiiccs to it have been made by the newspapers

of flu; country. A lanvass of tliese editorials shows>that

ihey re]n'esent -i;() different papei'S, 270 of which are en-

tli\isiastic advocates of universal military training. Of

I he balance, 49, ])rincipally Socialist-Labor and religious

papers, oppose this vital measure for national defense, and

157 are noneommital. Practically all the big metropolitan

dailies of the country are actively promoting, througli their

editorial columns, the campaign of education necessary to

bring about the passage of a universal military training

bill by Congress.

:*;

Five consular officers have been ordered to return to

their posts in ]\Iexico and report conditions in their re-

spective districts, according to a Washington dispatch in

the New York Times, Mar. 18, 1917. Announcement of

the decision was made at the State Department today, as

follows: ''The Department of State has ordered a num-

ber oF consular officers to return to Mexico and report on

conditions in their respective districts. John R. Silli-

man will return to his post at Guadalajara; Thomas

Dickinson to San Luis Potosi as vice consul; Randolph

Robertson to Monterey as yice consul; Thomas D. Bow-

man to Frontera as consid, and William E. Chapman

will soon proceed to Mazatlan as consul. No passports

will be issued to Americans desiring to return to Mexico

until the reports of consuls upon local conditions have

been received and considered, and in the meantime Ameri-

cans are advised not to return to ilexico."

The state-minii]g scheme in the Union of South

Africa, it is believc^l, has practically been abandoned

owing to the risk inherent in mining development, and

it is now expected that further development of the

government areas in the Far Eastern Rand will hv

accomplished under the leasing system already in vogue.

In testifying before the state mining commission, U.

Newhouse. of the firm of A. Goerz & Co., summarized the

situation succinctly in his statement that "the government

should not risk ratepayers' money in mining while there

were opportunities in irrigation, afforestation and other de-

\elopment directions to which the taxpayers' money could

he devoted with certainty of .u'ain." And a.sain: "While

the individual is quite entitled to gamble in mining

when he 'Iias money to burn,' the state on the other hand

can never have money to burn." The state-mining com-

mission's report is ex])ected to be "filed" and development

in the Far Eastern Rand to proceed under the Transvaal

Mining Leases Bill now before the Cape Town assembly.

Tlie Financial Times states that the passage of this bill

IS likely (o be Followed by the "long-expected introduction

oF "I'ankee capital to the Rand by the financing of the

Fas! Kami Mining Estates' Grootvlei property. Addi-

tional ground is recpiired to round up this property.
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Personals

Mark L. Requa. of San Francisco, is here.

C. W. Nichols iias been elected president of the

Nil-Ill. Is ('.i|.|Ki Co.

Ross Hoffmann returned to Petrograd in .Tanii-

ary from Central Siberia.

F. A. Ray and F. K. Day have returned to

I'etrocrad from South Russia.

F. F. Kett. wlio was absent from I'otrograii for

a nnintli, returned in January.

R. M. Geppert arrived in Petrograd in .lanuary

on liis uay to Siberia from London.

S. J. Speak has recently been in Siberia and
expected to return to London about Mar. 1.

D. H. Browne will go to .lamaica to recuperate

after his attack of grippe and neuritis.

Albert G. Wolf is at the Red Cross Hospital,

Victor, Colo., suffering from a severe mine

accident.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts is still seriously ill and it

will probably be several months before lie is at

work again.

John A. Topping, chairman of the Republic Iron

and Steel Co., is spending several weeUs at Hot
Springs. Ark.

H. W. Du Bois has returned from the meeting
of the Canadian Slining Institute at Montreal, and
is now at Philadelphia.

Harry D. Symmes. managing director of the

Boston Creek mine, has returned to Boston Creek

from a visit to Arizona.

R. H. McDonald, formerly captain of the Alex-

andria mine (Chisholm), is superintendent of

the Feigh mine (Ironton).

C. H. Scheuer, chief engineer Oliver Iron Min-
ing Co.. Fayai district, Eveleth, Minn., spent two

days on tlie Cuyuna range.

F. G. Lasin. of Detroit left New York Mar. 14

for Colorado, Utah and Arizona and will return

to Michigan alKiut .\pr. 10.

Howland Bancroft, of Denver, is making exam-
inations in the Oatman district of Arizona. He
will return to Denver early in April.

W. E. Fenwick, superintendent of the Francisco
Milling Co.. Los .\costas. Pinar del Rio. Cuba,

has been in the United States for a few weeks.

Harrison W. Craver has resigned as chief li-

brarian of the Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh, and
will become director of the library of the United

Engineering Societies, New York.

J. C. Dick, in partnership with C. T. Van
Winkle, has opened offices for the practice of

milling and metallurgical engineering in Scott

Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.

H. H. Nicholson has finished the examination

of the Black Bear mine at Grass Valley and re-

turned to the Plinco mine, at Doyle, Calif., for

which he is consulting engineer.

N. M. Muir has returned to San Francisco

from Jarbidge. Xev., where he has had charge

for S months of the development of the Hm-
ftird properties recently taken over by the Elkoro

Mines Co.

Sir Robert Hadfield has offered, through the

Council of the Institution of Jlechanical Jlngi-

neers (Britislil, £200 to provide a prize or prizes

for a new and accurate method of determining the

hardness of metals.

E. C. Reeder has been appointed manager of

the ChiiMg" branch of the Clyde Iron Works, of

Duluth, Minn., with offices at 900 Fisher Build-

ing. He succeeds E. S. Quinn, who is now in

charge of the New Y'ork office.

C. H. Hunt, for several years chief engineer of

the William Tod Co.. Youngstown, Ohio, has re-

signed to accejit the position of chief constnicting

engineer for the Phillips Sheet and Tin Plate Co.,

Weirton, W. Va., effective Mar. l.i.

Dr. John H. Banks, of the late firm of Ricketts

& Hanks, announces that his son. Harold P.

Banks, has been taken into partnership. The
address of the new Arm of John H. Banks & Son
will remain at Gl Broadway, New York.

Dr. R. B. Moore, of the Golden branch of the

U. S. Bvn-eau of Mines, is chairman of the Colo-

rado section of the Naval Consulting Board. He
delivered an address at a largely attended lunch-

eon in Denver, Feb. 28, on "What is Industrial

Preparedness?"

H. J. Rahilly of the United States Bureau
of Mines has been conducting exaraination.s dur-

ing tlie week for Butle members of the mine
rescue and first-aid classes which have b3en in-

sliurted by J. L. Boardman of the Anaconda
Copper Milling Co.

T. M. Schumacher has been elected president

of the Kl I'aso and Southwestern It. 11. Mr.

SchumachiT has been in charge of the operations

of the Phelps, Dodge railroads f«r several years.

The change is part of the new operating policy

of the Phelps, Dodge company.

H. H. Stout has been made assistant to the

president, C. VV. Nichols, of the Nichols Copper

Co.. and has been succeeded as metallurgical

manager at liic works by 0. C. Martin.

Lawrence H. Stone has lieen promoted to the

iinice of sU]Kriritclldent of the Thomas Iron Co.'s

Ulcliard mine to succeed Albert L. Lobb. Mr.

Lobb was connected with the iron company for

'M vears. He started as a miner and advanced
slowly until lie was made assistant to the super-

intendent, James Arthur, in lalO.

A. E. Wheeler, formerly superintendent of the

Great Kails smelterv, of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co.. but for the last three years in charge

of the Belgian operations in the Congo district,

Africa, is visiting in Montana, inspecting the

new features at the Waslloe and Great Falls

smellers that have been introduced during his

absence.

Frederick Laist. manager of the Washoe works
of the .Vnaeonda Copper Mining Co.. left Ana-
conda .Mar. 10 for New York, whence he will

.sail for Chile. S. A., by way of Panama to in-

spect properties at Potrerlllos. now being ex-

plored by the Anaconda conu>any. He is

aeeomiianied by William Wraitli, of the Tooele

Smeltery in Utah. They expect to be absent

about tliree months.

Francis Bird Dutton. formerly general manager
of the Pennsylvania Steel Co.'s Lelianon iilant.

has associated himself with the American Grondal

Co., 120 Broadway, New York, and will have

charge of all its technical work. This embodies

the Grondal wet magnetic separator, the Grondal

briiiuetting kiln and. under certain circumstances,

the Greenawalt sintering process. The Pennsyl-

vania Steel Co. operated a concentrating mill at

Lebanon, using the Grondal separators. Mr.

DiUton is not only familiar with this operation

but with the otlier magnetic concentration opera-

tions in the country.

for Installation In Its new «tcel foundry. Th
new IV-i-ton llennerfelt furnace, recently Installed

at the plant of the Parsons Co., Newton, Iowa,
is now in operation.

Evinrude Motor Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., inanu-
factiiri-i's of riiwboat and canoe motors, has In-

creased its capital stock from $:i.')0.UOO to $SO0,000
to engage the manufacture of Internal com-
bustion, heavy oil engines. Construction of a
large modern plant will be begun at once, the
site, which will be in the city, being about
definitely decided upon.

Obituary

New Patents

L. C. Winn, of New Y'ork. and Bert Seigel, of

Pittsburgh, are reported to have been killed by

Mexican bandits, said to he Villistas, at Magis-

tral, Durango, Mexico. Both were employees of

the National Mines and Smelters Co., of Pitts-

bur;;b.

Frederick Rowland Hazard, president of the

Solvav Process Co., Syracuse, N. Y.. and presi-

dent of the Syracuse Trust Co. and a director

of many other concerns, died at Syracuse Feb.

27. He was born at Peacedale, R. I., and gradu-

ated from Brown University in 1881. He was a

presidential elector last year.

Societies

Society of Chemical Industry held a meeting of

the New York section on Mar. 2S. at the Chem-
ists Building. .'.0 E. 41st St.. New York. Papers

were read on "Food Fads," by Prof. Lafayette

Mendel, of Y'ale University, and "Food Values,"

by Dr. Graham Lusk, Cornell University.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers has

changed the date of its spring meeting, which will

be held at Cincinnati, May 21 to 24, 1017. A
feature of the meeting will be a joint session on

Tuesday, May 22, with the National Machine Tool

Builders' Association. This will be in charge of

the Cincinnati local committee and a committee

representing the Machine Tool Builders' Asso-

ciation. Papers will be presented on employees'

service work and industrial education, as developed

in Cincinnati. The change in the date for the

opening of the nteeting was made in order to

permit of this joint session. Another important

session will be devoted to a discussion of prob-

lems relating to the manufacture of munitions.

The papers will treat of topics such as financing,

organizing, inspecting, specifications, materials,

limits, gages, special machines, designing for

quantitv manufacture, tr.aining the working force,

etc. .\11 who liave had experience in the manu-
facture of munitions are invited to contribute

brief discussions. Sessions will also be held by
the subcommittees on gas power and on machine-

shop practice, and there will be at least one ses-

sion devoted to miscellaneous papers. At the gas-

power session papers will be presented on recent

developments in high-speed gasoline engines with

special reference to automobile and aviation serv-

ice. The machine-shop session will be of

particular Interest to those engaged in the manu-
facture or use of machine tools.

Industrial News

Bacharach Industrial instrument Co. has rc-

movcil into larger uuarters at 422 First Ave.,

I'iltsliurgh. Pcnn.

Pennsylvania Smelting Co. will have its Pltts-

liurgh onlce in the First National Bank Building.

Pillsliurgh. after Mar. 2fi.

Hamilton & Hansell, 17 Battery PL. New York
City, have sold a I -ton Kennerfelt electric fur-

nace to the Oklahoma Iron Works, Tulsa, Okla.,

I'nited States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
.Mining Journal" at 2.5c. each. British patents
are supjilied at 40c. each.

Agitation—Automatic Controlling System for
Continuous Agitation and Transfer Systems for

Treatment of Ores. John Wm. Bucher and Ran-
dall 1*. Akins, Denver, Colo., assignors to Colorado
Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,219,-

240; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Classification—Ore Classifying and Separating
Process. George C. Hackstaff and George B.

Holdcn. Denver, Colo. tU, S. No. 1,219,408

;

.Mar. l;j, 1SI17.)

Classification—Method and Apparatus for Sepa-
rating Magnetic Ores. Joseph Weatherby. New
Cumberland, Penn,. assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, to Electric Ore Separator Co., New
Cumberland. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,218,916; Mar.
13, 1917.)

Concentrator. Harlev L. Sherwood. Oregon
City. Ore. (U. S. No. 1.219,048; .Mar. 13, 1917.)

Concentrating—Ore Concentrating Apparatus.
George W. Burnhart, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No.
1.219,977; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Concentrating — Ore Concentrating Apparatus.
Joiin Mickelson, Anaconda, Mont. (U. S. No.
1,219.128; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Concentrating—Method and Apparatus for Con-
centrating Ore. Harry M. Dunn, Hurley, N, M.
(U. S. No. 1,219,089; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Drilling—Well Drilling Bit. George Lorenzo
Lane, Wllliamstown, W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,218,-

671 ; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Electric Furnace. Hector de Nolly. St. Cha-
mond. France, assignor to Societe Electro-M^tal-
hirgique De St. Beron, Lyon. France. (U. S.

No. 1.216,961; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Furnace. Malcolm U. Wikstrom, Charleroi,

Penn.. assignor to Pittsburgh Steel Products Co.,

Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,217,251 ; Feb. 27,

1917.)

Magnetic Separator—Automatic Magnetic Sep-
arator for Mills. Henry O. Little, Bridgewater,

.Mass. (U. S. No. 1,217.613; Feb. 27. 1917.)

Mine Cars—Safety Stop for Mine Cars. Wil-

liam D. Moon, Blocton, Ala., assignor of one-
half to Clvde W. Lowrev, Blocton, Ala. (U. S.

No. 1.217,620; Feb. 27, 1917.)

Mine Signal—Pull Switch for Electric Mine Sig-

nals. Carl Clausen, Bisbee, Ariz. (U. S. No.

1.217,707; Feb. 27. 1917.)

Ore Separator. Daniel W. Shepherd, Rupert,

Idaho. (U. S. No. 1,218,809; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Potash—Process of Extracting Potassium from
Minerals. Henrv Blumenberg, Los Angeles, Calif.,

assignor to Elliott B. Mapel, trustee. New Y'ork.

(U. S. No. 1,214.003 ; Jan. 30. 1917.)

Pump—Deep Well Pump. William B. Hewitt.

Holyoke. Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Wortliington Pump and Machinery Corporation.

New York. (U S. No. 1,219,307; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Pump—Working Head for Deep Well Pumps.

John T S. Brown, Jr.. Prospect, Ky. (U. S. No.

1,218.626 : Mar. 13, 1917.)

Roasting and Magnetic Separation.—Process of

Treating Iron Ores. Thomas S. JIafBtt. St. Louis.

Mo., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Missis-

sippi Valley Iron Co.- Wilmington, Del. (U. S.

No. 1,219,338; Mar. 13, 1917.)

Sulphur Byproducts—Process for the Utilization

of Waste Sulphite Liquor. Adolph D. Fest, Chi-

cago. 111. (U. S. No. 1.218,638; Mar. 13. 1917.)

Sulphuric Acid—Apparatus for Effecting the

Continuous Concentration of Sulphuric Acid.

Sylvain Dreyfus. Denton, near Manchester, Lan-

ci.ster, England. (U. S. No. 1,217,577; Feb. 27,

1917.)

Sulphuric Acid—Process of Producing Sulphuric

-icid. Peder Farup. Gloshaugen, near Trondhjem.

Norway, assignor to Det norske Aktieselskab for

elektro'kemisk Industri, Christiania, Norway. (U. S.

No. 1,219.277; Mar. 13. 1917.)

Zinc—Electric Zinc Distilling Furnace. John

Tliomson. New Y'ork, and Francis A. .1. Fitz

(;erald, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignors to John

Thomson Press Co., Jersey City. (U. S. No.

1.219.194; Mar. 13. 1917.)

2inc—Condenser in the Metallurgy of Zinc.

John Tbnmson, New Y'ork. and Francis A. .'. Fitz

Gerald. Niagara Falls. .V. Y.. assignors to John

Tliomson Press Co., Jersey City. (U. S. No.

1,219,193; Mar. 13, 1917.)
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SAN* FRANCISCO—Mar, 14

Increased Chemical Production in (aliluniia is

fort'i'jistt'd ill' llu* iipiilH-iifioii. ift-i'iitly jcranted tn

the tJreat M'estern Klt'ctro-Clifinicai Co. by the
California department uf corpuiatioas, tor permis-
sion to sell an additional 4IHH) shuros of preferred
stock and to issne ;i4()() sliares of fonimon stock
to net $100,000, for installiuK additional e(iuip-

ment and enlarging plant for the produetioii of

caustic soda and chlorine and the manufacture ot

other chemical products. In the last year $(;n(t.0OO

has been invested. The plant is situated at Pitts-
burg, a matuifacturing town on the Oakland,
Antioch & Ea.stcrn Uy., in Contra Costa County.

Industrial Accident Cummission of California
has issued it.s uiuiual reihtrt fur the period from
July 1. 1915. to June oO. lltlt;. The outstanding
features of the work of the mining division are:
(1) Adoption of mine-safety rules; (2) inaugura-
tion of a safety campaign among mine operators
and miners; (3) inspection of a total of S.'ij

mines, quarries and dredges; (4) training of 711
miners in first aid to the injured. As in the
previous year, the work of the division was
carried on in cooperation with the Federal gov-
ernment and mine inspection luuler the super-
vision of a mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines. I'p to the end of the fiscal year no
difficulties were met in the administration of
the safety rules, which became eflfective .Tan. 1,

lfll6. The first half of the year the work was
under the supervision of H. 51. Wolflin, who
began the work of investigation Jan. I. 1914.
5Ir. Wolflin was succeeded by Edwin Higgins on
•Tan. 1, lyifi, who was given the title of chief
inspector. In July. litl.^. G, Cliester Brown and
J. \V. Gehb were appointed deputy mine inspectors
and in September F. L. Lowell was appointed.
During the first half of the fiscal year the
deputies inspected 200 mines which employed a
total of 8000 men; more than 1400 suggestions
for safety resulted. As inspections of this period
were under the existing laws, the work of the
second half, under the new safety rules, was
necessarily more thoroughly systematized and the
inspections were consequently more complete. In
this period l.'if. mines were inspected and l~i fatal

accidents investigated and reported upon. The
safety campaign inaugurated early in lOlfi em-
braced the issuance of bulletins on safety and
efficiency in mining and the organization of
the Safety Bear Club. T^p to the end of the
year 285 blueprints and photostat copies of
sketches and ;^00 clippings relating to safety and
efficiency were mailed to operators of mines in
the state. By the end of the year more than
nooo miners had become members of the Safety
Bear Club and four of the Safety Bear letters

had been mailed to all members. The interest
taken by the miners themselves in the practice of
safety rules was evidenced by their active partici-
pation in the aff'airs of the club, the elTective

results of which have been highly appreciated
by mine owners and operators. First-aid and
rescue training was given in California in the
year by George W. Riggs, S. C. Dickinson and
Joseph Woods of the Bureau of Mines and by
Messrs. Brown and Lowell, deputy mine in-

spectors. The complete course of first-aid train-
ing was given 281 miners and the partial course
to 430; mine-rescue training to l.! miners, this
small number being accounted for by the fart that
oxygen-breathing apparatus was not installed at
the mines until near the end of the fiscal year;
the installation of such apparatus was then ap-
plied to mines employing more than 30 men on
one shift.

BUTTE—Mar. 16

Activity in Jardine District is attracting atten-
tion. After having lieen idle for the last 11
years, the district is experiencing a revival that
bids fair to assume considerable proportions,
The Jardine Gold Mining and Milling Co. is

doing considerable development work and the
Butte-Jardine Meta! Mines company is working a
force of miners in a crosscut tunnel to tap
several large veins that are exposed on the
surface. Tliis company owns six claims, ad-
joining the property of the Jardine Gold. Jardine
is a noted gold and tungsten district, having a
record output of more than $3,000,000. Some
rich samples of tungsten ore have recently been
brought to Butte from the district, which lies
along Ihe nortli boundary of Yellowstone ParK.

Accidents at Butte Mines during tlic past week
wore remarkably few considering tiie possibilities
in connection with the Minnie Healy fire and
the gas in certain portions of the West Colusa,
Tramway and Leonard mines. There were three
deaths, however, from accidents of the more
usual sort. Patrick Byrne, a miner at the Ana-
conda company's Steward mine, was killed Mar.

by a fall of ground that came through an

opening in the lagging on the 2300 level, in-
flicting a gasli that almost decapitated him. Wil-
liam Ilarty, a miner at tlie North Butte com-
pany's Speculator mine, was killed Mar. 13 by
being struck by a falling roek tliat came bounc-
ing down tlie shaft while he was standing on
the upi)er deck of the cage at the (iOO-ft. level.
Mike liozic. a muleskinner at the East Butte com-
pany's Pittsmont mine, was killed Mar. 13 by
being eauglit between a tram car and a post in
the lianlage drift on llie 1200 level. At tlie Washoe
works in Anaconda, Louis Lane was killed Mar.
11 by being run .-ver l)y a calcine car from
which he was thrown when a switch train ran
into the string of caieiiif cars.

Tuolumne"s Annual {Meeting held in Butte, Mar.
12, was an event of widesjiread interest liere.

Of the 2200 stockholders uf the company, a large
nimiber resfde in the Butte district and have been
keeping in close personal touch with the opera-
tions of the company. Last year and the year
l)eforc that, the annual meetings of the Tvm-
lumne company were marked by most hitter fights
between the minority and majority interests. The
meeting this year was in strong contrast. Not a
word of criticism was to be heard. Every stock-
holder was not only satisfied but jubilant over
the results and most enthusiastic praise for the
management was expressed. The reason for this
is well understood in mining circles. During
the last year Tuolumne ac(iuired control of the
Coiusa-Leonard and the Butte Main Range prop-
erties and in the first few weeks of development
opened up what appears to be one of the largest
orebodies ever found in the district. At the meet-
ing of the stockholders the following directors
were elected for the ensuing year ; Edward Hickey,
Paul Gow, James A, Cantv'. Edward J. Hickevi
John Harrington, T. E. Murray of St. Paul and
William Jahn of Milwaukee. The action of the
directors in otfering to exchange one share of
Tuolumne stock for three shares of Butte Main
Range and to exchange one share of Tuoliunne
stock for four shares of Coiusa-Leonard stock
is another step toward the complete consolida-
tion of the three companies into the Tiiolumne.
The oft'er of exchange is close to the market
value of the stocks concerned. Tuolumne has
been selling between $1.62 1/^ @2. 2.5 per share in
the last month. Coiusa-Leonard stock has been
selling between 40'?/5-jc. per share and Butte
JIain Range has lieen selling at from 70fa)80c. a
share. The annual report of the Tuolumne com-
liany shows that on Dec. 31. 191(i, the cash in
banks and ores in process of settlement amounted
to $186,450; a year ago the balance was $21,645.
Manager Gow reconnnended that the Sinbad shaft
be sunk an additional 400 ft. and that it be
enlarged to three compartments from the TOO
level upward. In addition to other improvements
planned, a new hoisting eciuipment will be re-'
quired at the Main Range property. A 260n-cu.ft.
electric-driven compressor has already been or-
dered and the boiler plant is being enlarged to
600 hp.

DENVER—Mar. 16

Colorado School of (Mines has joined the pre-
paredness movement of tlie colleges. Alumni and
students have become interested in the work that
is believed will prove especially useful to the
Government inasmuch as the school is in position
to report reliably upon the West's mineral re-
sources. Prof. Harry J. Wolf is adjutant in
charge of the work.

Shortage of Miners, according to Fred Carroll,
state commissioner of mines, is preventing Colo-
rado from making much larger productions in
all the metals. Fully 2500 miners could be put
to work immediately, he believes. On the West-
ern slope, classes are being conducted to give
instruction in mining to laborers, while farmers
from Kansas are being induced to learn mining.
Demand for men is so strong in the Leadville dis-
trict that the threat of strike for higher wages
made four moiUhs ago is being revived.

SALT LAKE CITY—Mar. IG

Laws Affecting Mining, which were passed by
tiie iwelltli scssinu nl tlie I'tah legislature, just
ended, were as follows: A constitutional amend-
ment providing for taxing metal mines at a
multiple or submulliple of their net proceeds;
other mines, not metal, at their full value;
metal mines in addition are taxed at $.^» an acre
and at full value of improvements; also if the
ground is used for purposes other than mining
it shall be taxed in addition ; this amendment
passed the legislature, but must be voted on by
the peojile in November, 1918. An occupation
tax on mines and a workman's compensation bill ;

tlu^ occupational tax on mines provides for the
collection of $1 a year for every employee,
laborers excluded, and for the year 1917, taxes
the mines 3% of their net proceeds, and 2% of

the net proceeds thereafter ; this Is in addition
to the tax on one times the net proceeds now
imposed, so that in 1917. the mines will l)e pay-
ing on about four times tlieir net proceeds

—

payable in December. lOlS. Tlie state board of
eipiaiization. which is a body of f(uir nu-mbcrs
aiipoinled l)y tlie governor, is given power to
impose and collect tlie tax. Mining companies
which are delintiuent may be obliged to pay a
fine of 57o and interest at the rate of 12%,
for not reporting their proceeds, or the pavmeni
of the tax. Of funds collected under this act
seven-sixteenths are to be applied to the state
school fund, and nine-sixteentlis to the general
fund. Twenty-eight per ceiU. of the amount ap-
portioned to the general fund goes to the
University of Utah and tlie Utah Agricultural
College. Tlie state levy will lie increased to the
constitutional limit of five mills,

"Net Proceeds" of Utah Mines annnuit at
present to approximately $40,000,000 a year, and
the taxes now arranged will net almost $1,200.-
000 during the next two years. The occupation
tax is to be levied on all persons and corpora-
tions carrying on the business of mining, whether
as owner or lessee, etc., and whether tlie mines
are metallic or non-metallic or placer. Opera-
tions amounting to less than $500 a year are
exempted from tlie occupation tax. All persons
are required to make out statements, beginning
with the year 1918, containing all of the data
required by the law, to be furnished on or before
the second Monday in February each year. The
statement must contain a true account of actual
expenditures of money and labor in extracting
and transporting mineral and conversion into
money during the year, allowance to be made
for all money expended for labor, machinery
and supplies, but deduction shall not include
salaries of any officer or person not actually
engaged in the work of the mine or personally
superintending tlie same. The occupational tax
bill is a law, but may be unconstitutional. Tiiere
was much opposition to the provision for taxing
mines at three times their net proceeds on the
ground that the net proceeds of Utah mines hein^
$40,000,000 a year and that approximately $600.-
000 a year or $1,200,000 for the next two years
would be collected through the tax—that this
was too great an amount, and that many in-
dustries throughout tlie state were as well able to
pay the income tax as the mines. It has also
been held by competent legal authority—former
U. S. Senator J. L. Rawlins, who was retained
by the legislature as its legal adviser, and by
others—that according to the state constitution
no such power exists in the legislature as to
tax at three times tiie net proceeds. Sec. 3. Art.
13, of the constitution provides for "uniform
and equal rate of assessment and taxation on all

property in the state." It should be mentioned
that the occupational tax and the amendment
proposed providing for taxing mines on a mul-
tiple or submultiple of the net proceeds were
both administration measures prepared in the
olfice of the attorney general. These were intro-
duced in their present form, II hours and two
hours, respectively, before the legislature ad-
journed and were railroaded through without any
semblance of a hearing, or any effort to give the
interests affected an opportunity to be heard.
The proposition previously agreed upon, by the
legislative committees and representatii'es of the
mining interests regarding mine taxation at a
meeting held Mar. 4, and called at the request
of the governor, was rejected by the governor,
and the measures agreed upon at tliat conference
were never introduced. The occupational tax is

regarded here as distinctly class legislation. No
attempt has ever . been made before to impose
a similar tax on any otlier indutsry.

WALLACE. IDAHO—Mar. 12

Wages Advanced Voluntarily in Cceur d'Alenc
mines as a resiill ft a meeting in Wallace by
representatives of the principal pix)ducing com-
panies. Wages of all employees under the grade
of manager were increased 2.'>c. per shift so long
as the price of lead for the preceding month
averages above 7V2C. per lb., based on the
quotation of the Engineering and Mining Journal,
The previous voluntary advance became effective
on Feb. 1. 1916. and provided for an increase
of 2ac. per shift for every O.-^c. increase in the
price of lead above Tic. per lb., but stopped at

6^/^c., making the total increase or bonus $1
per shift. The advance just made will make a

total increase of $1.25 per shift, which applied
to miners means $4.75 per day. It is estimated
that. over 5000 employees are affected by the
raise.

Suit Against Federal Mining and Smelting Co.
has been instituted by the Star Mining Co. for

ore valued at upward of $500,000 alleged to
have been wrongfully extracted from the ground
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of plaintitT. A iioinianent injvinclioii rcstniliiing

the Fedoiiil fi'oni lurlhcr IrosiiiissiiiK is also uskod.

The action is liroUKliI in tlic Urilti'il States court

for the district of Idaiio. and arKument is lieinR

heard today by .Tudce Dcitridi at Boise on the

iiuestion of issuing a temporary restraining order

against tlie Federal company until the issues have

been flnallv determined. The complaint is sup-

ported by lengtliv altidavits by K. H. Moltit. presi-

dent and manager of the Star Mining (V :

Stanly A. -Easton, manager of the Hunker Hill

& Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co., and

Rush .1. White, mining engineer, formerly chief

engineer for the Federal company. The Star

property joins the Morning mine, the Federal, on

the east, and it is alleged that the trespas',

consists of drifts run from the workings of the

Morning into the Star ground on eight levels,

beginning with the 801), or main-adit level, and

extending to the ISriO. the deepest level m the

mine. It is shown that the Evening Star and

Morning claims have a common end line, and it

is alleged that these drifts extend west beyond

the common end line for distances ranging from

300 to 1200 ft., and that on all hut two of these

levels stopes have been opened on Star ground

and ore extracted to the value of more than

$500,000, and the engineers estimate that 1,000,-

000 tons of ore were developed. Tlie Star was
under option to the Federal company in 1914.

The Star company has been inactive for several

years, but it is controlled by strong financial

interests, and it is known that expert engineers

and geologists of national fame have been en-

gaged. From the standpoint of tangible ore

involved, it is believed that this is the most im-

portant litigation in the history of the Cajur

d'Alene district. No intimation has been m.ade

of the line of defense that will be made by

the Federal, but it is presumed it will he eon-

tended that the apex of the vein is in the Iron

Crown and Oroiise claims, two of the Morning

group lying south of and adjoining the Evening

Star and Mary .1. Fraction.

OATMAN, ARIZ.—Mar. 15

United Eastern Mill, since starting operations

Ian. 4, has treated an average of more than 200

tons of ore daily with a net realization of $23.30

a ton. Mill is now treating 220 to 23.5 tons a

day and shipping $150,000 to $160,000 in bullion

mo'nthly. The orebody being mined is 30 to 4S

ft. in width and has been opened for length of

700 ft. on four levels to depth 665 ft. Shaft

should intersect vein on dip at 950 ft. First

discovery of ore in the United Eastern mine was
made two years ago today. Machinery is arriv-

ing for addition to Tom Itced cyanide mill and
new unit, wliich will IntTcase capacity to about
300 tons daily, will be completed within 75 days.

This comiiany has practically developed a new
mine in its Aztec workings I mile east of the

main workings. Main workings on Ben Harrison
claim have reached a dcplh of 1100 ft. and are

*n ore all the way from a depth of 2.50 ft.

RONTON, MINN.—MAR. 15

Efficiency of Mining Operations in all state-

owned mines of Minnesota is to be the subject

of a ([uasl-Federal investigation, arrangements
for which have been made by State Auditor
Freus, through the cooi)erati(jn of Van H. Man-
ning, director of the U. S. Bureau of .Mines.

The investigation is to determine whether in

the state-owned mines all reiiuirements as de-

scribed in the state leases are being met and
if conservation policies are being followed. The
leases on state-owned mineral lands call for the

removal of all merchantable ore according to

the best mining methods.

JOPLIN, MO.—Mar. 17

Oeflciency of Mine Labor now restricts the out-

put of .loplin. Stronger gas and additional elec-

tric current have created an Increased demand for

mine labor, especially shovelers. and, unless more
labor can he secured, it will materially handicap
the output. The mechanical eiiulpment of the dis-

trict is equal to 12,000 tons per week, while the

human equipment is equal only to aiiproxlmately
8400 tons weekly. Should additional labor be

slow coming, with a probable strong demand for

ore, and high prices prevailing. It is a fair sur-

mise that producers will bid for labor until a
serious lab<n- situation is developed by or be-

fore midsummer. The active demand for blende

the last four weeks ha.s taken up a large part

of the 14,000-ton reserve on hand the first of

the year, leaving around 3900 tons of unsold ore,

mostly calamine.

Several Mining Deals of interest marked the

week just passed, the considerations totaling well

over half a million dollars. The largest was that

of a 243-acre lease between Commerce. Okla.. and
the camp of Picher, 4 miles to the northeast, for

$300,000. Temple Chapman. Crenvllle Chapman
and O. Longacre, of Joplln, and Samuel Sullivan,

of Miami, Okla., were the owners of this lease:

the buyers were J. R. Cole and associates, of

Tulsa, already heavily interested In the field,

and also large oil operators. Another important

sale was that of the B. L. & C. Co.'s 20-acre

lease in the same vicinity to S. Y. Raraage and
associates, of Oil City, Penn., $125,000 being paid

for seven-elghthB Interest In the property. This
Is a 20% lea.ie, and the d'velopinents IncJud-
only 15 drill holes and a shaft sunk I'JO ft into

ore. The company plans constructing a mill ; I

once. It Is a record price for a lease With so

little development. L. P. Buchanan, of Joplln.
sold a one-fifth Interest in the Blue Mound
Mining Co.'s riroperty. In Kansas just north of

richer, for $100,000; the mill on tills property
has been operating only a few months and is now
making nearly 300 tons of concentrates weekly,
being one of the big jiroducers of the field; the
property was developed by William Keneflck and
associates. Early in the week the Boomerang
Mining Co. sold its 40-acre lease east of Picher
for $65,000. Another lease of 40 acres was sold
by Frank B. .lohnson, an Oklahoma City banker,
for $50,000, and several other smaller sales are
reported. The price of leases In this section of
the district Is steadily advancing, and localities
considered a few years ago as completely out
of the field of mlnerallicatlon are now being
drilled and being proved to carry ore deposits In

many instances. The Central Lead and Zinc Co.,
which has a new concentrating plant almost
ready to operate about 1 mile west of Picher, Is

reported to have refused $100,000 for Its property,
although It has made no j)roductlon yet.

TORONTO—Mar. 17

Wage Question in the Porcupine and Cobalt
districts appears to be in a fair way of bein

:

amicably adjusted. It is stated that the me 1

have decided not to press their claim for a
recognition of the Western Federation of Miners,
which would be firmly resisted by the operators,
but ask for an all-around increase of 50c. per
day for both underground and surface workers.
The mine managers of Cobalt offered a 25c, bonus
as a compromise, and tiie general opinion I

;

that a strike will be averted, though nothin-;

will be definitely known until next week when
the union is expected to take action.

Smoke Damage Suits, brought by .1. H. Clarv

and J. Ostroskl, farmers of the Sudbury district,

against the .Mond Nickel Co. on the ground
that the fumes from the smelting plant destroyed
vegetation and rendered their farms unworkable,
which were in progress In the High Court in

Toronto, came to a sudden close on Mar. 9. It

was pleaded for the defence that a stoppage of

the operations of the company at present would
cut off the supply of nickel for the armament
manufacturers and retard the prosecution of the

war. The plaintiffs accepted this view and with-

drew their claims for damages and applications

for an injunction for patriotic reasons.
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ALASKA
AL.\SKA CASTINE.Jir (.Tuiieau) — Milled in

February 150,000 tons averaging $1.35 : extraction

83%; loss in tailings 22c. per ton. In January,
milled 173,300 tons averaging $1.24 per ton.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

COPPER QVEEX (Douglas)—Steps taken to

Increase capitalization from $2,000,000 to $50,-

000,000 to correspond with growth and surplus.

Also contemplate making this the operating com-
pany for all Phelps, Dodge & Co. subsidiaries.

TWO PEAKS (Turner)—Development resumed
In Buck tunnel; from 200-ft. point, crosscut

started easterly encountered ore at 14 ft. ; still

In ore at 26 ft. New tunnel will be started on
White Oak claim and run northeasterly to tap

orebody 300 ft. deeper.

Gila County

JIIAMI (Miami)- February flotation operations
reported to the court as follows : Tons of feed.

113,639; of concentrates, 1361; copper tenor of

feed. 1.18%; of concentrates, 43.420%; of tails,

0.668%.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—New flotation unit

being added to mill ; also 4o-ft. Dorr thickener
for dcwatering slimes before flotation ; about
one car of flotation concentrates sent to In-

ternational smeltery dally ; jig and table con-
centrates treated In Old Dominion smeltery.

KIngdon shaft being sunk lo 1950 level.

Mohave County
TELLURIDE (Oatman)—Work resumed In this

property; Sfime lateral exjiloration is to be done
on the 500 level and shaft deepened to the

«00-ft. level.

BIC. .TIM (Oatman)—This property, adjoining

the Aztec workings of the Tom Reed on west

has reached the vein on the 600 level and is

crosscuttlng. About 400 ft. between workings of

two properties. Vein averages 30 ft. In width

and Is said to he all ore, with streaks of high-

grade at Intervals along foot-wall.

WESTERN ORE CO.NCENTRATION CO. (Chlor-

ide)—Excavations completed for 250-ton flotatlo_n

mill. Milling equipment will include : A 9 s 15-

in. Blake crusher ; 14 x 30-in. Reliance roll ; 19-ft.

Hancock jig ; another 14 x 30-ln. Reliance roll

;

five No. 3 Wllfiey tables ; Marcy ball mill ; five

.Vo. 5 Wllfieys ; Kohlberg & Kraut flotation equip-

ment. Frank E. Stefty, engineer.

Pima County

MILE WIDE COPPER (Tucson)—On 200 level,

crosscut orebody for 16 ft. : continuing 20 ft.

farther, company reports entering another body
of nearly solid chalcopyrite for 8 ft. C. E.

Vlsel, superintendent.

TUCSON-ARIZONA (Tucson) — New mining
equipment installed and sinking of permanent
shaft at east end of property begun. West shaft

at 70 ft. dejith cut 4 ft. of 6% copper ore; one
car shljiped therefrom. Asher Cowan, superin-

tendent.

NEW CORNELIA (Ajo)—Mar, 1, progress re-

port on new 5000-lon leaching plant shows

:

Mining department equipped to deliver 5000 tons

per day ;
jirimary crushing plant ready excejit a

few chutes; 10,000-ton storage bin for coarse-

crushed ore nearly finished. In leaching plant

liroper, Hulett excavator about 60% complete

;

asphalt paving between leaching tanks nearly

finished; steel structure to carry solution pipes

and centrifugal inimps about completed; two
solution-storage tanks are lead lined, and wood
floor laid for the other two ; three of the four

22-ft. Wedge roasters erected and brickwork being

laid In the first two ; all lead anodes made and
about half of them placed In tanks. In power

plant, both 7500-kw. turbo-generators have been

tested ; electrical work about 90%, finished. At

townslte, store building will be ready for oc-

cupancy within a month ; hospital excavation

about comjileted.

Yavapai County

UNITED VERDK EXTENSION (.Terome)—
Crading contract let to Fleming & Stitzcr for

standard-gage extension of Verde Valley raliroad

from the terminal at Clarkdale to the Hopkin.-.

ranch, the site of the new smelting plant.

.TEROME VERDE (Jerome)
—"Important devel-

opments" recently rumored seem to have been

based on encountering In the Columbia shaft, at

a depth of about 950 ft., a body of jasper and
iron ; the jasper contained magnetite and speci-

men hunters looking over the dumps mistook

the magnetite for chalcocite. Shaft 985 ft. deep

now and in April when it reaches 1050 ft.,

lateral exploration will be started. J. B. Harper,

superintendent.

JEROME D.iISY (.Terome)—A 25-hp. hoist in-

stalled and shaft sinking will be resumed; shaft

already 80 ft. deep.

CALIFORNIA

Amador County

CONSOLIDATED AJI.\DOR (Sutter Creek)

—

New motors installed and as soon as wiring is

completed the new hoist will be put in commission.

Motors are said to be largest In Amador County;
rated at 300 hp. and weigh 5 tons. Last storm

increased amount of water to be handled by the

pumjis, one of the sinking pumps having been

necessarily raised to a higher level.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Vein, re-

cently disclosed on 2500 level, has been drifted

on for 250 ft., average assay $6 per ton; large

amount of filling had been done on this level as

ground had not been considered favorable, but

(qienlng will now be made from face of drift to

the shaft. Since deepening shaft to 3400 ft.,

crosscut w-as driven above sump and ore of fair

value disclosed.

Inyo County

SALINE VALLEY SAI.I' CO. (Keeler)—Merger
with Owens Valley Salt Co. contemplated. Tram-
way Idle during heavy storms, but is expected to

be " iiut In ciuumlssion again soon. Increase of

grinding plant expected to provide for 75 tons

per day; now handling about 30 tons. About
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iiaoo tons of crude salt at tlu' works ready for

tri'iitnifiit. White Smltli. piesider.t, said be in

euiitrol.

.lACOltV (lliK IMiie via Zurleli)— Sliipplufi lo

t;artu'ld smeltery. In ISSO mine was lar^e t,'<'ld

lirotiueer but at depth developed eoi)|ier ure

without t^ld. Oasis Copper Corporation in Mareh,
19U!, after sinking shallow shaft, hetxan ship-

ping ore; Ave carlonds in initial shipment netted

H">00 a car. First sliipment was by way of

Coaldale, Nev.. but co.st of wagon haul was
reduced by hauling 37 mi. to Zurieli which is

the railroad station for Big IMne. Property is

in foothills of Wliite .Mountains. Vein cut at

depth «f 90 ft. by a 40a-ft. tunnel. Deep shatt

to be sunk to test continuity of orebody whieh
is lenticular. \V. .1. .Neil, manager.

Nevada County

GOLDEiX CKXTEIi (C.rass Valley )—Doubling
of 10-stamp mill, neariiig completion. Orcslmot
cut on 900 level ; flow of water will require
installation of Cameron turbine pump.
ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)— Electric

hoist ready for connection with the motors ; two
electric pumps being installed ; compressor nearly
ready. About six weeks will be occupied in un-
watering. Five of the cyanide tanks are in place.

C. A. Brockington. manager.

EMPIRE (Crass Valley)—Twelfth horizontal
plunger-type pump will he installed immediately.
Pump weighs 4(10(1 lb, and wilt be driven by
200-hp. motor ; eapaeity of SdO gal. per min.
for 1000-ft. lift. Will be installed in the Penn-
sylvania workings to take care of water on 1400
level.

Orange County

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COAL MINING CO.
(Orange)—Permitted to issue 15,000 shares to

S. M. Craddiek in part payment for property
situated 9 miles east of Orange. Also permitted
to sell 3-"i.OOO shares to pay balance on purchase
price and to install eiinipment to operate mine.
Some coal is said to have been mined prior to

1895.

Placer County

EXCELSIOR (Forest Hill)—Heavy snow, weight-
ing electric-power line crossing IflOO-ft. canon,
put line out of commission. Short-circuiting
caused burning out of machinery and new equip-
ment will have to be taken up narrow heavy-grade
trail to power house at Cache Rock on middl-^

fork of American River.

Plumas County

IRON DYKE (Taylorsville)—Reported that

large deposit of high-grade copper ore has been
disclosed in development of tlie IT. S. Smelting
Refining and Mining Exploration Co. Compressor
recently installed ; 20 men employed. Tunnel
being driven to crosscut Cemetery ridge. High-
grade copper ore also reported disclosed in com-
pany's development in Five Bears mine, near
Genesee, formerly owned by G. H. Goodhue.

San Bernadino County

POTASH PLANT, being erected jointly by
Pacific Coast Borax Co. and Solvay Process Co.
near the former's patented land on Searles Lake,
is to be ready for operation about Apr. 1.

Capacity estimated at looo tons per month of

KCl. 80% or higher in purity.

ENCINITAS COPPER CO. (Encinitas)—Will
install a 50-ton Kohlherg & Kraut flotation eauip-
ment, following tests on company's chalcopyrite
ore by Southwestern Engineering Co. of Los
Angeles. C. A. A. McGee is president, and main
offices are at 715 Timken Bldg.. San Diego.

Trinity County

TRINITY STAR DREDGING CO. (Lewiston)—
Contract for 200,000 ft. of lumber for construc-
tion of dredge to be installed on Paulsen rancii

has been let to Patrick Ryan of Weaverville.
Lumber will he cut on Rush Creek with mill
formerly operated by Valdor Dredging Co. W. B.
Winston of San Francisco is president.

COLORADO
Boulder County

LIVINGSTON (Sugar Loaf)—On 5n0-ft. level.
4 -ft. vein of payable milling ore opened.

NIL DESPERANDUM (Sunshine) —Active
development disclosing payable ore. M. S.

Brandt, manager.
APRIL FOOL (Sugar Loaf)—Being developed

under lease by H. C. Smiley. Payable ore opened
east of main shaft.

DELINEATOR (Ferberite)-Body of high-grade
ferberite ore opened by recent development.
Duncan mill in operation.

NANCY (Wallstreet)—Griswold Bros. & Ham-
mond, operating under lease, opened sluMit of
smelting ore on Last Chance vein.

YELLOW PINE (Boulder)—Development being
continued by Wallace & McHaig. lessees. Keghlar
.shipments of payable .silver ore maintained.

HERALD (Sugar Loaf)—Shaft sunk an addi-
tional 200 ft. during last few months and levels

advanced in payable ore. Shipments being made
to custom cyanide plant of United States Gold
Corporation.

SUMMIT (Wallstreet)—Leased to Charles Sul-
livan and associates. Air comprcs.sor Installed

and extensive development planned. A small

streak of smelting ore opened for 50 ft, ; drift

will be advanced 100 ft, and a lOO-fl. sliaft

will be sunk.
MO.IAVE - HOCLDEiR TUNtlSTEX (Boulder

Falls)- New mining plant recenllv destroyed by
lire Is being rebuilt. Loss estimated at $12,000.

Extensive di-veloinnent performed <iuring winter
and considerable high-grade ore opened. N. II.

Brown, manager.
COLrMHIA (Ward)—Four-ounce gold ore,

carrying small amounts of silver and copper,

opened by ('. E. Bradenluirg ; the pocket of

richest ore was found in shaft at 35 ft. Ore-
shoot is about (jOO ft. long; vein averages about
2 ft. wide and assays of 0.5 to 1.0 oz. gold are
freijuent.

BOULDER TUNGSTEN PRODTTCTION CO.
(Boulder)—Breaking ground for rctiuing i)lant

on the Denver Boulder & Western tracks near
mouth of Boulder Canon. Buildings will Include
furnace plant, 36 x T'l ft. ; acid plant, 3(; x 90

ft. ; lalMiratory and < ..Ice. Machinery expected
in April, Plant may be ready for operation in

90 days. Ferro-tungsten and tiuigstic acid will

be produced.

Clear Creek County

BIG INDIAN (Georgetown) — Payable inx* opened
by lessees.

SANTIAGO (Georgetown) — Arrangements made
to reopen this property under management of

L. Jones.

ARGO MILL (Idaho Springs)—This plant

treated 2700 tons of custom ore in February.

R. E. Sehirmer. manager.

LORD BYRON (Idaho Springs) - Being re-

opened by Charles Hixson and associates. Shaft

being retimbered.

DRUID (Idaho Springs)—New compressor plant

and machine drills have been installed. George

E. Collins in charge.

LONE TREE (Freeland)—This property in

Freeland gulch will be reopened under direction

of E. M. Moscript.

SHAFTER (Idaho Springs)—Development start-

ed on the property through Big Five tunnel by
C. O. Withrow.
CONCRETE (Idaho Springs)—Leased to Fre-

mont Leasing Co. ; development now in progress

in drift from winze 100 ft. below tunnel level.

MATRIX MINING CO. (Lawson)—New incor-

poration, with capital of $30,000, by B. L. Wilson.

.T. D. Parker, and Oscar Anderson. Leasing on

Prince Albert property near Lawson.

GRAND CLEAR CREEK (Empire)—Being de-

veloped under management of H. E. Willey.

Zinc-lead ore being shipped to Newton mill at

Idaho Springs for treatment.

SUN-MOON LEASING CO. (Idaho Springs)—
New incorporation with 10.000 shares, par value

of $1, organized by I. C. Clapper. G. L. Nye.

and -T C. Hershev. Has commenced operations

at old Sun and Moon mine, cleaning out work-

ings preparatory to development.

Teller County

ROOSEVELT DRAINAGE TUNNEL is being

pushed forward at rate of 7 ft. per day with one

shift ; the breast is near the east end line of the

Comstock claim.

ISABELLA MINES CO. (Victor) — General

Manager C, G. Mitchell has reported to directors

tlie cutting of the Buena Vista vein at 183 ft.

from winze, 16th level: vein still oxidized: sam-

ples high both in gold and silver.

IDAHO

Shoshone County

DOTTGLAS (Beeler)—Having developed a large

body of zinc-lead ore on three tunnel levels, the

Anaconda company, which operates property under

bond, lias unwatered shaft sunk 150 ft, from

the lower tunnel by former operator-s. In cutting

station a 5- to 6-ft. vein of zinc ore was dis-

closed. Hauling 50 tons per day 10 miles to rail-

road for sliipment to Montana.

NABOB (Kellogg)—Stockholders will meet on

Mar. 31 to accept or reject proposition from

Stewart Mining Co. to take over property, togetlier

with the Denver and Mascot claims, held under
liond. Nabob stockholders to receive 750,000

shares in new company in excliange for old hold-

ings. Also Stewart company to advance $05,000

to take up bond on Denver and Mascot, and place

$150,000 in cash and 1,650.000 shares in treasury

of new company to be used in building mill, tram-

way and otherwise enuip property. New organ-

ization to be called Nabob Consolidated company,
with capital stock of $3,500,000. shares par value

$1. Large body of zinc-lead ore developed in

Denver claim. Property on Pine Creek.

MICHIGAN
Copper

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Enlarging of shaft for

tiirec compartments about lialf done: will be fin-

ished in alunit six weeks.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)— Drifted 60 ft.

each way on the 1500-ft. level. New rockhouse
engini' will he in commission soon,

TAMARACK (Calumet )—Minority stockholders
voted Mar, U; to accept Calumet t^t Hecla's offer

of $60 per share for stock not already held by
C, A- II. company, which will continue manage-
ment.

NEW BALTIC (Houghton)-Installing hoist
taken out of Nil. 1 siiaft of the New Arcadian;
used only a year and is good for l(H)0-ft. deptli.

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)-Drifted f(u- Ili(t

ft. on the unidentihed lode with fair average
showing. No other work being dotio except by
the drill in the crosscut beyond tiie lode to get
geological data.

VICTORIA (Victoria)—Company has cut load-
ing station at the 27th level and has tlius far run
tlirough 14 ft. of good copper ore without encoun-
tering the trap on either the hanging- or foot-

wall side. Other levels also showing good grades.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton) — Hoisting inter-
rujited l»y breakdown of electric pvunp on tlie

sixth level and the necessity of keeping hailing
tanks going in order to prevent the pump from
being flooded ; company had been hoisting about
200 tons daily.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Shipping an
average of about 10,300 tons daily to mill; an
excellent average for winter months. February
production of C. & H. and its subsidiaries was
as follows: C. & H., 6.230.533 lb,; Ahmeek,
:!.2(;i.356; Allouez. 742.250; Centennial. 151.759;
Isle Uovale, 1,141,888; La Salle, 173.511; Osceola,
l.ht:..05S: Superior. 185,888; Tamarack. 529.315;
White IMne. 250,449 |h,

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

MIXEAPOLIS CUYUNA JIINIXG CO (Minne-
apolis, jMinn.)—Sinking test sliaft in Sec. 23.

47-29.

McKENZIE (Ironton)—Shaft in this mine on
E M:. SE \i. Sec. 28. 47-29, is through over-
burden and 25 ft. in the rock. Permanent build-
ings being erected and "Soo" line is building
spin- track to mine. Drill explorations have
"proven" manganiferous orebody.

BARROWS (Barrows)—Valley Ore Corporation,
of Duluth. is unwatering this mine in Sec. 10,

44-31. A Layne & Bowler four-stage pump in-

stalled ; capacity 4500 gal. per min. Mine, for-

merly operated by Virginia Ore Co.. has been
idle for three years. C. T. Watson, of Crosby,
is in charge.

MISSOURI

JoDfIn District

MILLER & STEPHENS (Tulsa. Okia,)—Shipped
standard deep drill outfit to Halloweli, Kan., in

Cherokee County, and will put down test hole
for oil and gas.

BOOMERANG (Tar River, Okla.)—This 40-acre
lease, sold by T. L. Robinson and sons to Dr.
Skelton. Muskogee. Okla., Frank Childress. Galena,
Kan., and W. H. Weir, Kansas City, Mo. Con-
sideration. $65,000.

KITTY (Tar River, Okla.)—New mill nearly
ready on 20 -acre lease west of camp ; capacity
300 tons per shift ; steam power. Mining at 237
to 280 ft. Owned by .Johnstown, Penn., men, and
R. L. Kidner. of Kansas City, Mo.

ORONOGO CIRCLE (Oronogo)—Construction
has begun on new 2000-ton mill, which is to be
district's largest. Original plan included slime
department with 40 tables, hut will install Akins
classifier and reduce number of tables to 16.

Steam shovel to be used in opencut mining now
at work excavating for railroad track to carry
away waste. Expect to build mill in five months.

PICHER LEAD (.loplin)—After several months
of curtailed operations, company began on Mar.
15 operating its four concentrating plants at

Piclier. Okla., 20 iiours daily. Making more than
100 tons of concentrates daily from the four
plants. Ball mill tried out at the Netta. largest

of tiie Picher plants, has been taken out of the
slime department on account of not having enough
material to keep it busy ; will be used later on.

Four new shafts being put down by tlie company
and one new concentrating plant being erected.

MONTANA
Jefferson County

MONTANA ZINC CO. (Corbin)—Developing its

newly ac(iuired tract of 100 acres about a mile
from Corbin on Great Northern Ry. Vein being
developed is over 3 ft. wide carrying copper,
silver, lead and zinc. Zinc content from 20 to

40% per ton.

Madison County

VIRGINIA CITY DISTRICT becoming active.

Reported that group of Virginia City men have
leased Easton mine, soutii of city, and will start

a cyanide plant in near future; mine was large
producer in past. At Shaffer mine three shifts

are taking out ore and doing development work;
mill will resume operations this spring.

Silver Bow County

NORTH BUTTE (Buttel — February copper
Iiroduclion estimated at 2,800.000 lb.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Estimated results for

February indicate profits of nearly $50,000; gross
receipts over $90,000 and expenses about $40,000.

Output averages about 200 tons zinc ore and 400
tons copper ore.

BUTTE-DETROIT (Butte)—The remodeled mill

at tile Ophir is now operating at a profit in

treating Davis-Daly ores from the Colorado mine,
which run 1.5% zinc, the concentrates averaging
52% zinc and 16 oz. in silver. I'rofits from the
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mill pnv for a l.uRO portion of the dovelopment

of the Ophlr niini!, reducliiK compiiny s oiiei.itmi,

expense" to about $1000 per month. The Op nr

experted soon to furnish additional zinc ore lor

tiie mill.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Minnie Hcaly Are, which

spfead \."to the West Colnsa and Tra.nway mines

and also eaused the Leonard mine output to he

slightly eurtailed, is again under eontri.l. ,. icl

nearly 1000 men wlio were out of work foi a t.H

days 'have gone hack. The output, redueed hi

about UOOO tons a day on account ot the shut-

down will return to normal soon. Ihe case 01

Peter (ieddes and others vs. Anaconda compan>

to prevent acquisition of the Alice hy exchange

of i"ock was argued Mar. 12 before the court

appeals at San Francisco winch took the .ssi.

under advisement Mar. 14 is the date se foi

navment bv Anaconda of its installment on

option on the Douglas mine in Crur
!
Alene dls^

tiicl, Idaho: whether company will •xeicise

option at this time has not been announced but

from extensive improvements made it is assumed

company will at least continue operations duiing

term of lease of two years

NEVADA
Clark County

POTOSI (Ardcn)—Shipments of zinc-caibnnate

ore being made at rate ot; about 1200 tons ,».,•

month; hauled by motor trucks to Aiden. All

shipments given preliminary treatment '" c'^;;.

pany"s calcining plant, resulting '> •'"^.•^,\

grade and decreased freight costs. Owned W 'hi-

Empire Zinc Co.; made net profit ot over JJOa,-

000 in 1911).

Nye County

TOXOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended

Mar 10 was 9:il8 tons valued at $167,724, com-

paring with 9GSr, tons for tlie previous week.

Producers were Tonopali Belmont. .Ml^^ tons,

Tonopah Mining, 1900; Tonopali Extension, 2.18)

.lim Butler, ir>0 ; West End. 589; Rescue, 191 ,

Halifax, 198; Montana, 14.5; Midway, 8; Mac-

Namara, 142 tons.

UNION AlIALGAISIATED (Manhattan) --Work

resumed at this property embracing about 1 8 acres

on Litigation Hill. Tlie 10-stamp mill may be

moved to mouth of shaft.

CASH BOY CONSOLIDATED <Tonopah)--

Drifting on orebody disclosed in winze, 14^.0-ft

level, continuing to give satisfactory results and

suggests considerable extension of ore-bearing

area in western section of district. R. A. Dooley.

superintendent.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 60 cars of ore

averaging $5.10 per ton.

UNITED COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION
(Virginia)—Repairing station at Mexican-Ophir

winze.
JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)

Alterations in mill; ore extraction from Jacket

Tunnel workings.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Installed electric calile

to 2700-2900 winze and continued work on 2300

level.

CON VIRGINIA (Virgina)—Showing continues

favoralile on 2700 level ; assays for week range

$1.32 to $20.94 per ton.

UNION (Virginia)—Extracted ore from 2500

and 2B00 levels; three tons from 2600 sampled

$a:«.7U per ton. Shipments to mill include .'J,

tons sampling $17.04.

NEW MEXICO

Grant County

MAUD S. (MogollciiD—This old producer re-

cently bonded by the Oaks Co. which is cleaning

out workings preparatory to active development.

MOGOLLON MINES CO. (Mogollon)—Continu-

ing work on its tailings tlume down Silver Creek ;

terminus is about I! miles below at impounding

dams on Mineral Creek.

SOCORRO (Mogollon)—At its Johnson mine,

shaft is down 400 ft. with ore practically all the

way; stations cut at each 100 ft. Hand drilling

will be superseded hy machines as soon as com-

pressor installation is completed. Gasoline hoist

used,

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

CUSTER PIOAK (Rouhaix)-—Shaft now 325 ft.

deep and lateral work is being done. Most of

machinery for coiu^elilrator is oil tlie ground and

as soon lis weather permits, plant will be erected,

HOMESTAKK (Lead) — Iiislallatloii of new
hoist at K Hi. M shaft coiiiiplctcd and as soon

as some minor changes an- made, ore will be

rem<ived from mine by six-ton skips. Ellison

station at 2000-ft. level is nearly finished and

the shaft will be continued several hundred feet

In depth.

Meade County

DAKOTA PLASTHIt (Black ILiuk)-New flrc-

Iproof plaster mill under construclinii.

OLD MIKE (Custer)—Compressor plant is

being moved to Harr & Foye ground, near

Pringle ; regular shipments of mica will lie made
to Chicago commencing aliout Nov. 1.

CUYAHOGA (Custer)—Two new boilers added

to equipment at this pyrlte mine. One trial car-

load shipped and it Is iinilerstood that year's

output has lieeti cuiitractcd

Pennington County

HOMELODB (Silver City)—Ore is being blocked

at 200-ft. level. Machinery lor new mill has

arrived.

NEW OOLDEX WEST (Rochford)—Develop-

ment continues with satisfactory results. Expect

to sink several hundred feet.

HILL CITY PRODUCERS (Hill City)—Plant

In operation on tin ore from the Cowboy and

adjoining leases. Tungsten ores will also lie

concentrated.

UTAH

Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Mar. 9.

were 219 cars. There were 22 shippers.

SIOUX CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)- Drifting

on both 800 and 1000 level to find continuation

of cojjper oreliody ill Iron Blossom.

TINTIC STANDARD (Kureka)—Five cars ship-

ped week ended .Mar. 9. Total for February, 19

cars, in spite of adverse shipping and operating

conditions brought about by bad weather.

EUREKA MIXES (Eureka)—Good body of ore

of shipping grade, carrying silver, lead and cop-

lier, opened below 1200 level as result of recent

development. Lessees have mined much high-

grade ore from upper levels. Shiimients on com-

pany account to lie started ill immediate future.

Jackson McChrystal, manager.

Salt Lake County

SOUTH HECLA (Altai—New raise being driven

from Dwver Tunnel level, following fissure ;
about

1400 ft. from portal and 400 ft. from surface:

some ore showing. Shipments lately restricted

by heavy snows.

SELLS (Alta)—Ore being mined from develop-

ment at 890 ft. below surface. Thought to

extend upward, from evidence of old surface

workings. Not yet extensively prospected. Ship-

ments being made.

UTAH ORE SAMPLING (Salt Lake)—Company.
nn Jlar. 12, reported release of 16 cars: Nine

from Utah : four from Nevada ; two from Idaho ;

and one from California. Company has sampling

mills in operation at Murray, Silver City, and

Park City.

AJIERICAN CONSOLIDATED (Salt Lake)—
This property in Big Cottonwood will install

Pelton wheel, blower, and fan to take care of

gas encountered in cross fissure intersecting

Silver King fissure at depth of 500 to r,no ft.

from surface. Some good ore found along Silver

King fissure in 400 ft. of drifting.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIP:mexTS for week ended Mar.

9, were 3,177,460 lb. of ore and concentrates.

BIG FOUR EXPLORATION (Park City)—
Blowers, shipped from Connersville, Ind.. Feb. 16.

held up en route, and starting of mill postponed.

Hope to start mill by April.

CALIFORNIA-COMSTOCK (Park City)—Prepa-
rations being made for beginning active develop-

ment. Ore of good grade being mined on 250

level. J. C. Jensen, manager.

DALY WEST (Park City)—Mill not in opera-

tion owing to frozen water supply. February
shipments 410 tons and January. 864 tons. To

be increased as soon as mill can again be

operated. A good tonnage of miUing ore is being

developed, and mined from the 2100 level up
to the 1400.

JUDGE MINING AND SMELTING (Park City)

—Regular r|uarterlv dividend of 25c. a share or

$120,000 declared, payable Apr. 1. brhiElng total

to $1,710,000. Production for 1916 was 19,437

tons of ore and concentrates. In January shipped

1210 tons of first-class ore, and in February 1044

tons. Second-class zinc concentrates stored for

treatment in new electrolytic zinc plant.

Tooele County

DEEP CREEK RAILROAD, on Mar. 12. sent

out its first train of <ue from Goodwin ; and
effective transportation of ores from this district

so long cut otT from the market by long and

expensive wagon-haul is now an accomiilished

fact. First shipment was from Western U'tali

Copper Co., of which Duncan IMacViehie of

Salt Lake is president, besides being president

of the railway company. The Western Utah
Copper Co. expects to make regular shipments

of 5':l. copper ore from reserves it has devel-

oped Freight alone will be handled for the

present, but II Is expected to have regular passen-

ger service In force before end of April. Other

mines in the district now producing ore are the

Pole Star, Christmas grmip, Alvarado, Fraukie,

Copperopolis, etc.

Utah County

JIILLER HILL (American Fork)—Development
fund of this company increased by $20,000 from

purchase of stock by leading stcckiiolders.

Controlled by Knight interests.

MINERAL FLAT (Ameiican Fork)—Contract
let to drive 2lOO-ft. tunnel, :100 to 500 ft.

further Machine drills to be used. Company
has 22 claims at bead of American Fork Canon

aiid "extending to top of ridge, which divides

Americjin Pork and Little Cottonwood districts.

Jesse Knight, president ; J. C. Jensen, general

manager.

WASHINGTON
Ferry County

LONE PINE-SUltPlllSlO CONSOLIDATED (Re-

,,u|,|- )_ Shaft ill La.Ht Chance mine |ia»«ed

through 6-ft. orebody near 500-ft. point; station

will be cut at 500-ft. level and shaft conllnueu

:t0 ft. to provide sump. Sklfi ordered. G. C.

Taylor, superintendent.

Stevens County

ELECTRIC POINT (Xorthport) -Another strike

of lead-silver ore Is reported from tunnel level,

giving backs of 240 ft. : believed to be another

chlmnev similar to several previously discovered,

ranglnii from 25 to 3G ft. In size.

CANADA
British Columbia

HIGHLAXD VALLEY I Ashcroft) — A. F. Ben-

nett a mining engineer from Duluth, has been

making an Inspection of this property with Fred-

eric KefTer, general manager, with a view to

greater development and an Increased output.

GRAXBY CONSOLIDATED (Victoria) Febru-

ary production amounted to about 2,580,000 lb. as

compared with 2.946.476 lb. in January ;
decrease

of 366 000 lb., mainly due to bad weather at

Anvox and coke shortage at Grand Forks ;
Anyox

output off about 350,000 lb. Anyox production.

1.019,000; Grand Forks 1.071.000 lb.

LADYSMITH SMELTING CORPORATION
(LadvsmithI—Remodeled plant of Tyee Copper Co.

is about readv to resume operations. Converter

will be Installed. New owners who Include

Col W L. Stevenson, of Victoria, have secured

properties that will furnish regular supplies of

ore and the smelterv will also handle custom

ores. Great stimulus to mining Industry on

\'ancouver Island Is expected.

Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS FROM COBALT for Feb-

ruarv over the Teml.skaming & Northern Ontario

Rv are reported bv Arthur A. Cole, mining en-

gineer, as follows: Beaver, 39.63 tons; Buffalo.

;i2.30 ; Cobalt Comet—Dom. Red Co.— 41.20 :

Conlagas 101.30; Crown Reserve—Dom. Red. Co.

—67 79 ; Hudson Bay. 30.77 ; Kerr Lake—Dom.
I(j.(] Co-69.60; La Rose. 87.40; Mining Corpora-

tion of Canada. 3S.S1 ;
McKinley-Darragh, 111.22:

O'Brien, 32.86; Peiin Canadian, 38.15; Temlskim-

ing, 28.90 ; Trethewey, 36.71 : total for Cobalt

proper, 7.56.64 tons: Miller Lake-O'Brien (Elk

Lake) 25 ; total silver-ore shipments, 781.64 tons.

Alexo (Porquis Jet), 322 tons of nickel ore;

Slade & Forbes Asbestos Co. (South Porcupine).

1 ton of asbestos fiber.

TASH-ORNE (Tashota)—Shaft now down to

100-ft. level ; vein, comparatively narrow at sur-

face, iias widened to width of shaft.

KERR LAKE (Cobalt)—Silver production In

February amounted to 206.474 oz. as compartd

with 215.206 oz. in January

.TUPITER—Diamond drill, operating on east end

of property, cut 5-ft. vein high-grade ore at

735 ft from the surface. Shaft being sunk

from 500 ft. to 1000 ft.

CORDOV-\ (Cordova)—Fire on Mar. 13 d"!-

stroyed large part of surface equipment of this

gold mine, causing loss of $100,000 ; covered by

insurance.

McIXTYRE (Schumacher) — During February

gross production was $143,802 from 13,500 tons;

average value $10.65 per ton. Mill now doing

600 tons per day : down two days during month
for Installation of new hoisting system.

BOSTON CREEK (Boston Creek)—Winze from

200-ft. level has reached the 300. Camp build-

ings being constructed so as to increase the force

from about 50 to 90 or 100 men. Power may
he secured from the Cobalt-Kirkland Lake line.

TOl'C.H OAKES (Klrkland Lake)-Annual report

for 1916 shows earnings from production $707.-

114- net profit. $260,668. After payment of

dividend amounting to $265,750 and other deduc-

tions there was deficit of $104,667. Mine de-

velopment much curtailed owing to insufHcient

power.
Quebec

BLACK LAKE ASBESTOS AND CHROME CO.

(Black Lake)—At the annual meeting in Mon-
treal, Robert F. Massie. managing director, said

that drilling bad shown a reserve of asbestos

that would last for 15 years, adjoining the pres-

ent workings. Company's product, which is

medium grade, is in demand at $90 per ton,

price before the war being $45 per ton. Annual

report showed income of $77,788; expenses, $14,-

133; net profits, $63,654.

MEXICO
SANTA GERTRI'DIS (Pachuca, Hildalgo)

—

General manager reports for quarter ended Dec.

31, 1916: Estimated profits from 33,243 tons about

$16,200. Development amounted to 2407 ft., of

which 981 ft. were in payable ore. 718 ft. in

unpayable vein matter and 76S ft. in country rock.

Average milling rate for period was 33% capacity,

due to shortage of cyanide. Milling operations

completely suspended for 36 days and carried 011

at a reduced rate during remainder of period

All work not Immediately necessary suspended

pending improvement in cyanide delivery. In-

creased cost of living making Itself felt in grad-

nallv Increasing wage schedule: present scale

fully 25c;, higher than that of 1912, which it has

been customary to take as normal.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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Other Ores

Antimony Ore—Tliis oontiinies sciirce, and

iiuiili'd at $2.:iO poi- unit f(ir .shipment and

$2, 6(1 |HT luiit for spot deliVHT.v.

Molybdenite — Tlie demand is no longer so

pressing and prii'cs are a little easier. We uuote

$1.80 per ill. of MoS;.

Tungsten Ore—Business continued at $17 per

wolframite, and as lligli as $17,50 tor

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

at N.Y.'EXCH.t Mar. 20'

unit tor

sciieelite

Iron Trade Review

IS in-

several

of

NEW YORK—Mar. 21

Prices are inidenialil.v tiie main concern of the

iron and steel trade, sa.vs •'Iron Age." This week,

lllie those preceding, marks further advani'cs

Those airead.v made have been fairl.v well tested

and there is notliing discernible that is calculated

to reduce tliem for many months unless it be

a liick of balance in respect to tlie new capacity

being completed from time to time.

International conditions have, if anytlnng,

stimulated demand. Foreign bidding for nnitc-

rials seems not to llave diminisbed in any

])arlicular and many domestic consumers arc

eager to sectu'e forward protection.

PITTSBURGH—Mar. 20

If there bad Ikcii a genual railroad strike the

Iron and steel industry would simply have slowed

(l.ovn in proportion to its extent. Scarcely any

prepaiatinn was made last week against a strike

as there was no way in which this could be done.

Production and distribution is so difflcult at this

time that the feeling of relief to be expected at

tlie strike being averted is not as apparent as

might be assumed. The industry still luis many
troubles.

Transportation conditions continue to improve

slowly. Pig iron and steel production

creasing slowly but at best it will be

weeks before the record rate can again be at

tained. Shipments are now slightly in excess

current production but it will be a long tinie

before all the steel accumulated in recent months

is moved.
Steel bookings, are almost wholly of routine

character, the covering of regular customers for

additional tonnages, current bookings averaging

more than three-fourths as large a tonnage as

the slupments, .In tubular goods bookiil.gs great-

ly exceed shiiimtnts. In the wire triide there

is approximately an even break, whiVe In bars,

plates and shapes as a group the shipments are

slightlv in excess. Tn sheets and tin plates

bookings are very light as mills have not opened

their books for second-half contracts. This event

may occur early next month. In sheets the

booking will be under the new contract form,

providing for the full carrying out of contracts

and assessing damages against either buyer or

seller in case he does not live up to the con-

tract.

The tonnage of rush orders in connection with

Covernment work is already important, and op-

erates to delay deliveries on orders already placed

by ordinary domestic consumers. Deliveries on.

Government steel, made and shortly to be made,

are probably heavier than are actually needed,

the steel producers merely acceding to all legi-

timate-reiiuests that are made.

Pig Iron—Bessemer at $:J0, valley, has disap-

peared, even for late delivery and the market is

at least $1 a ton higher, while basic iron quo-

tations run up to $3.5 and the market may soon

be on that level. Consumers of valley iron are

commonly in mood to cover for tliird nuarter but

not for fourth. Virginia and southern Ohio fur-

naces are sold up for the year and are effecting

some sales for the first half of 191S. Alabama
furnaces are also reported sold up for this year.

The market is in sellers' hands white buyers
show a wide divergence of views as to what they

should do. The market stands approximately as

follows: Bessemer, $:i7(i7i:iS : basic. $:!2ifj':jri

;

foundry and malleable, prompt, $36(n)3S'; second

half, $:i.5(fu3«, t.o.b. valley furnaces, 950.
'
higher

delivered I'ittsburgh.

Ferroalloys

.\la>^ka(;oi(I M. .
,

.

Alaska Juneau
Am.Sm.&Ref..coin.
Am. Sm. & Uol., pt.

Am. Sm. Sec. pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec., pf. Ii.

Am. Zinc
Am. Zlnr. pf
.'Vnaconda
MatoplIiLs Mln
nettlletlrin Steel

, , .

BelllleMcIii SI eel. pt.

BuMc ,t .SupcTlor, ,

Cerro de I'aJieo

Chile Cop
Chlno
Colo.Fuel & Iron.

.

Crurlble Steel...,
nonie Mines
Federal M. & S. . . ,

Federal M . & S., pf

.

Great Nor., ore ctf.

Greene fananea...
Homestake
Inspiration f'on, , ,

,

1 nl ernat lonal NicUcl
Kcmicenll
l.arkaw.iiina steel..

Miami Copi'er ...

Nafl Lead. com.. ,

National Lead, pf .

.

Ncv, Consol
Ontario Mln
(Julrksllver
(Julcksllver. pt
Ray foil
Kepubllrl,&S,.eom..
Ilepulillf I- &S:pI..
Sloss-ShefTleld
'I'ennessee (". & C .

U. s. Steel, com. ...

U. S. Steel, pt
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C. .

7
108 i

113
1 on ',

955
37 i

681
861
l!

146
120
47!
39
25!
69 i

53 i

711
18!
181
43
371
45;
125
631
40',

40

;

86;
4i;
57!
111!
24!
5!
2
2!

29;
851

1021
73
17

117
us;
115i
67

noSTON EXCH." Mar. 20 COI.O. SPItlNGS Mar. 20

. ctfs.

,

N. Y. CURBt
Buffalo Mines
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The Lordsburg District, New Mexico
l'.Y Paris V. Ilrsii*

SVXOJ'SIS— Till- iiroihicUmi of lliis ilislrid has

liccii (louhled duriinj I'.iKi. Several niinex arr in

(iciire operation and develoiJineiit in under irai/ at

others. Tlie ,s'J Mining Co., i.s- tlie largest uperalor.

Theij are shijipiug diXt Jons tlaili/ tn llie smelters in

the South iresl.

From a prudiutinii ol' !•;!,()()() tons ui ore in \'J\'> llic

output of tlie Lonlsluiru' uiiiiiiiL;- districts I'or llMCi in-

creased to 18(>,000 tons. Tliis was the biijjiest year in the

liistory of the camp. Tlie largest proihicinjj companies

were the 85 Mining Co., Bonney Mining Co. (througli

lessees), Crocker and Randall at "the Nellie Bly mine. F.

Weldon and associates. Trainer and Bonnet and other

smaller lessees throughout the camp.

During last year a nnniber of improvements were made
at the 85 mine, the largest ju'oducer in the cam]), which

for 1915 reported to the State Tax Commission a gross

year and it is shipping about 500 tons of ore daily to

the smelters in the Soiitlnvest.

l)uring IDIG almost all the ore shipped from the rmii-

iicy property was niineil by lessees. Wells and Slioily,

opci-ating the No. 1 and Xo. 2 shafts, shipjied a large

t(iiinage to I"]l I'aso and Douglas smelters with excellent

returns. Other lessees have made money leasing on va-

riiiiis parts of the I'xjiiney jiroperty. In the fall of 191G

the property was taken over by the Western Mining and
l)e\clo]iment Co., composed of Chicago cai)italists. Their

engineer in charge is J. P. Porteiis. The work of this

coni])any was confined to the No. 3 shaft. Development
work was done, and strong veins of ore were opened u)>

and blocked out for shipjiing. The company has secured

ail excellent contract with the Douglas smelters. In

January, 1917, the Western Mining and Development Co.

was purchased by the San Toy Mining Co., of Mexico.

Ill the spring of 1916 a rich strike was made by Frank
Weldon on the Nellie Gray (formerly Mollie Dream)

THE BONNEY MINE AND THE UCTO MINE IN THE LOKDSBUKG MINING DISTKIOT. NEW MEXICO

production of ^KiS.DSl. The (Mmpaiiy has added another

engine unit to its plants, giving it n((w two Lyons-

Atlas Diesel engines, each with 500-h]i. ca])acity. The
mine has lieen opened to the fifth level, a station cut and
dcvclojmient work prosecuted from that point in the

blocking out of new orebodies. Although not ac()uiring

any new property, the company has ex])ended a large

sum in development work at various )wints. A new office

building and a number of employees' houses have been

erected at the 85 camp, and the company has planned
a hotel and other buildings near the main office and com-
pany store to be built soon. A. J. Tnderrieden is man-
ager of the 85 mine and J. W. Jackson is mine sui)(>riii-

tendent. The roiiipiiiiy made big strides during hist

•Miiiuitc engint-ei-, Lonislnn-K. N. M.

milling claim and ore was shipped to El Pa.so smeltery.

This mine is now under lease to J. L. Wells, who is

continuing shipments to El Paso. The Nellie Bly mine

at Leidendorff produced nearty all of the ship]iiiig ore of

that region for 191(i. Col. "B. W. Randall a.;id Dr. M.

il. Crocker have been shipping an average of 10 car-

loads of ore monthly from the property. Trainer and
Bonnet have operated the Waldo-Beam property adjoin-

ing the Atwood and have shipped several carloads of ore

also to El Paso. A number of small lessees have done

work at various points in the camp and have made good.

At the close of 191() several new companies were com-

ing into the field. The 85 Extension Copper ]\Iiniiig

and Development Co. was organized by Miami, Ariz., men
to work claiiiis adjoining the 85 mine. The Hecla Miii-
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ing Co. has taken over the ]iniperty u( the Michitian-

New Mexico Copper Co. and others in that vicinity. 'I'o

tlie .south of Lonlshurnr in tlie I'yraniiil .Mountains I-',!

Centro Mining Co. is operating the Last Chance mine, a

silver property, and is achieving considerahle success. A

number of excellent patented claims including the Viola,

Silver Bell and others await further development. The

Nellie Ely mine and the Eohert E. Tice are practically the

only producers in the Pyraniiii district. These are (dip-

per properties.

The prominent outcrops of siliceous dikes near Lords-

burg were a great attraction to prospectors in the early

days. The indication was always favorable for the oc-

currence of ore, and the camp ot Shakesjieare was one of

the first in the Southwest to be prospected. In 1885

:\Iatthew Doyle and Vic Van Hall located live mining

claims on a prominent mountain three miles southwest of

Lordsburg. They named one of their claims the 85

on account of the year of the location and ])roceeded to

do development work on the main vein, opening up a

good grade of copper, gold and silver ore. Aliont one

year later some San Francisco mining men heard of the

strike at the 85, and they made Doyle and Van Hall a

Uia-J BINS AT THE 85 MINli

proposition which was accepted. These men did further

development work at the mine and incidentally incurred

a heavy indebtedness at the Roberts and Leahy Mercan-

tile Co. at Lordsburg. The San Francisco interests were

not successful with the mine, and it was soon acquired by

Joseph A. Leahy, who, together with Carl F. Dunnegan

and Albert Fitch, worked the mine for about a year, ship-

ping an average of 100 tons of ore daily from the main

vein. Leahy, Dunnegan and Fiteh were very successful

in their operations of the 85 mine and took out ore that

brought the mine into prominence.

Li 1906 a mining engineer by the name of W. P. Black

was en route to Clifton, Ariz., to look over some mining

property there. In passing through Tjordsburg he saw.

.some of the ore from the 85 mine and innnediately be-

came interested. He inspected the property and niaile the

owners a proposition which was accepted, and by 1907

the mine was sold by ^Ir. Black to James Barclay, B. P.

Yates and Arthur and Charles Warner, all of Beloit,

Wis., for $75,000.

.James Barclay, one of the owners, came to Lordsburg

and began the first extensive development work at the

projx'rty. To liis efforts nnu'h of the present success of

the company is due. He secured the services of a ])rac-

tieal miner, John Evans, and together they put Lordsburg

and the 85 mine on the map.

There are li\e Icxels in the mine, the lowest being 5l5

ft. friini the eollai' of tlie main shaft and "I'ZO ft. from

the surface of the mountain. .\ main adit has been dri\en

from the east side of the .'^5 nimintain 1500 ft. wr i

where a winze is down 515 I'l. This main adit connects

with the workings of the Su]ierior mine, as do al.so the

first and second levels of the main property. Mining i;

carried on at all five levels, but iirineipally on the 150-

rt. level where the lateral work extends west 1700 ft

The ore is mined by the shrinkage-sto])e method with

chutes every 20 ft. The shaft is single-compartment with

a counterbalance. On the 450-ft. level a 50-li]). motor

drives a three-plunger Alrich pnni]) lifting 250 gal. of

water ])er minute. There is also a 175-ga]. ])er min.

])um]) on this level. On the ;i()0-l't. !e\el ;i pum|) is lifting

75 gal. per minute.

TlIK 150N.\EV ^llNK

In .January. 191 T, a transaction was made whereby the

Bonney mine, owned by the \\'est(>rn .Mining and De-

velopment Co. was sold. Donald B. (iillies is consult-

ing engineer and Oliver Powers, general manager. The
Boimcy mine in one of the richest in the district, with

an average value of i>20 ]ier ton in gold, silver and

copper. Ore as high as $80 and $100 per ton has been

found in many places in the Bonney veins. The ore

is not so high in silica as the mines to the north, but

will average ()9%. There are three deep shafts on the

property. The No. 1 is 120 ft. deep on a 6° incline.

This was the fir.st shaft to be sunk on 'the property. The
No. 2 shaft is 261 ft. deep with four levels and over 1000

ft. of lateral work di'veloping large bodies of ore. The

main vein at the bottom of the No. 2 shaft is 19 ft. wide

composed of a shipping grade of ore. There is an 18-hp.

boiler, a 40-hp. horizontal boiler, a 5-hp. engine aiul

a 120-hp. Ottumwa steam hoist at the shaft. On ac-

count of lack of adequate dumping ground and on ac-

count of excellent surface indications, the No. 3 shaft was

begun early in 1915, west of the No. 2. This is down 420

ft. with four levels and a 25,000-gaL sump on the third

le\el. The equipment at the No. 3 consists of two 100-

hp. boilers, two 100-hp. heaters; one 20-hp. steam hoist; a

Sullivan two-stage compressor with three drills; revers-

ible blower and a complete machine shop. During the

development work on the No. 3 shaft several high-grade

veins were encountered, and at the 420-ft. there is a 5-

ft. vein. There are 17 veins on the Bonney property,

])ractically all of them outcropping at the surface in

widths up to 30 ft. The strike of the veins is 45° to the

northeast and southwest, and the dip is 76° to the north-

west. Practically all the veins are parallel. The copper

ore occurs as cuprite, clialcopyrite, azurite and malachite.

The veins are all well definetl.

Export Duty on Malay Tin Ore
A notice of a revision of the expoi't duties on tin ores

from the states of Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and

Paliang is ])ublished in the Federated Malay Statet; Gor-

rnimciil (liizcHe, of Dec. 30, 1916.

Ululer the new ruling, tin ore, exported under such

guarantees as the Resident may require that it shall be

smelted in tlie Straits Settlements, Australia or the Uni-

ted Kingdom, is dutiable at 72% of the duty on tin.

while without such guarantees the tax is 72% of the duty

on tin [)lus $30 per pikul.
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Unwatering an Inclined Shaft
1)Y .Tajiks 1']. llAiiDiNo''

i^YNOl'SIS— Ditjicllll (j/ii'ivliiii/ 10mlilia IIS nii /lir

Conisfork. briniijhl ahiiu.l hi/ (jri'dl licilt. Inlillii

sPH'lluKj ijruuiiil ami liii/lili/ aridiilalctl irah'r arc

deffcrihed and llie methods of uiitrateriiii; a slinfl

thai had been, under water J") ijears are f/iven. An
. elertrir-drircn reiitrlfiii/nl /nun/) iras used.

Jliniiii;' on the Conislurk Jjoile, Ni'vada, is a louj; series

of eiu-ounters lietween man ami natural obstacles, the

most striking of whieh are a nurnial iiiiilerurnunil tem-

perature of 10G° to 150° F., liadly swelling ground and

highly acidulated mine water llial runs anywhere from

lid<ewarm to the boiling ])oint.

The methods used in handling a pumping problem at

the mines in Gold Hill, on the south I'lid of (he Comstock,

are of interest. The jmmps were o])erated in an int'liue

(lipping 2!)°, which had been under water about 35 years

and in which the tindjer and track were of course in a

bad condition. The dilllcult conditions should he kept in

mind as reason for the somewhat peculiar methods which

it was found necesary to use.

The ])umps, owing to the heat in which they were to

operate and the hot water which thev were to handle, had

to be of N special design throughout. They were of the

single-stage centrifugal type with imjiellers of bronze,

capable of ele\aiing 1800 gal. per min. to a height of TSO

A -Pump -starting BoK

B" Po^er-cable Reel

C Lead Covered fbwerCabk
^- Winch Cable

E = 12"-Discharge Pipe

F ' on Coolerand OilPump

ARRANGEMENT OP EQUIPMENT IN IT.NWATERING AN
INCLINED SHAFT

ft. while running at 880 r.p.m. Direct-connected on each

pump shaft wa,s 200-hp. motor operating on 410 volts

at 00 amperes. Owing to the fact that the pump was to

operate on an uneven and shaking foundation, both the

impeller case and motor were bolted solidly to a heavy

and rigid cast-iron base and then trussed together to pre-

vent the pump and motor shafts from getting out of

alignment. '\\\v. total weight of this unit was slightly

o\('r 10 tons.

The motors had ball bearings running in oil and had a

special cooling system. A small centrifugal pump and a

jacketed worm were boiled on the piinip bed between the

niolor and impeller, and a ' |-in. pipe line connected both

inotin- bearings anil led hack lliidiigh the \\\^\\\\ In Ibc

*Care of AiiU'iican Smelting
Alacam.i. Cliilo.

mil Krlinini; Co., Caldera.

small circulating pump. This will be seen marked ¥ in

the acccompanying sketch. A line of 1-in. i)i]ie brought

cold watci' down the incline and into the worm jacket,

and the <iutlct of the worm jacket was piped so that it

llowcd ovci- the impeller and thrust bearing. Thu.s one

stream of cold water cooled all bearings.

In ])reparing for the installation of the pumps, a

slalion was cut a U'w feet above the 1400-ft. level, in

which were installed a .'jO-ton electric winch, the start-

ing box, marked .1 and the reel of lead-covered power
cable, marlced /.' in the sketch. The power -cable reel was
placed in such fashion that the cable conld be sent down
willi the p\im]is by merely revolving the reel and allowing
the cable to run down in a wooden box, which protected

the lead covering as well as lessened friction.

To make working conditions possible for the men, a

lO-hp. fan was put in on the 1400 station, where there

was cool fresh air, and an 18-in. ventilating line carried

down the incline directly to where the men were working.
This line was always advanced with the pumps. Two
tubs of ice water were always kept near-by; one contained

water for drinking purposes and the other a "dabbler"
into which the men phinged arms, head and shoulders to

cool olf. The men worked stripped to the waist and
dri|iped with sweat continually. The temperature gener-

ally was below 110° except when the jxiwer went olf.

shutting down the ventilation, and then the temperature
rose very raf>idly to a point where a man could bear it but

a few minutes. In such cases everyone started immedi-
ately for a cooler place. As the power line came through
a moniitain(ras country, such shutdowns were of frequent

occu rrence, especially in the winter time.

With the installation of this equipment everything was
in readiness, and all connections were made and actual

pumping started. At first some mechanical difficulty was
encountered while the machinery was getting limbered up,

and in training the men to opei-ate the pumps, but these

difficulties were overcome one by one and everything was
running smoothly within two months.
The incline timbering was found to be in fairly good

condition until a point just above the 1600 level was
reached, where a cave-in was encountered. It was neces-

sary to put a skip into one compartment to take away the

debris, and after this the water was handled with only

one pump. The difficulties beean at this, stage. An old

Cornish pump had been installed in the original work in

the incline. It had to be cleared out of the way, together

with its rods and water column. The old pump and water
column were of cast iron, and these had to be broken u]i

with hammers and dynamite. The rod was of wood
12x12 in., with two sides reinforced by IxlO-in. strap iron

bolted through. This strap was of a fine grade of wrought
iron, and although it had been under acid water for years,

it was in-actically unaffected. It could not be broken and
so was cut up with cold chisels. This work was very

>:low. dilliciilt and expensive, owing to the heat in which
I he men had to \^'ork. Probably it could have heon done
more cheaplv with an oxyacetylene cutter if one had been

a\'ailable. When (be debris was cleared away ahead of the

pnnip snllicicnlly (<i permit it to be lowered, the real s])ccd

of (he woi'k was made.
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Owiiifi to Uk' rottenness of the old timber, the ])uinp

eould not be merely blocked against it. At the upper end

of the pnni)! bed an anchor lahle was attaelied and the

upper end of this cable wrapped around three sills in the

floor of the incline. This cable was tiLditened up with a

turnbuckle to hold in case the blocking below gave way.

When everything was in readiness to lower, the winch

cable was tightened up as much as possible, the anchor

cable loosened and the Ijlocks below taken out, the pump

being allowed to run, held by the winch cable alone until

the suction was out of water. The valve in the water

column above the pump was closed, and the signal was

given to the man at the winch statiori to cut off the ])owcr

in the lead cable and lower away. Breaking the water

column gave no trouble as it was of wood-stave pipe,

12-in. diameter with tapered ends jammed into wrought-

ivon bands. When the pump was lowered sufficiently to

allow the insertion of a 15-ft. section, the signal to stop

was given and one end of a new length of water column

in,serted in the joint at the pump. Then the signal to

hoist was given, and as the pump came slowly back, the

other end of the water-column section was guided into

the band above and the whole cinched as tightly as the

winch could do ft. Two men then blocked below, and two

others tightened up the anchor cable above, and the pump

was ready to start pumping again.

The control valve had been placed in the outlet of the

pump instead of the suction, to allow more leeway when

the water rose, and so the pump had to be primed. The

primer furnished with the pump proved unsatisfactory,

so a hand pump was used. This was at first connected to

the impeller case by a hose, but later the l»ose was dis-

carded. Finally the priming device was the hand pump

bolted to the pump bed and piped with sealed joints to

the impeller case. This proved satisfactory, enabling the

big pump to be primed in less than a minute. When

water came through the hand pump, it was known that

the big pump was pi'imed and ready to start.

Pump Opekatioxs Ixdicated by Ammeter

In starting there was no indicator except the ammeter

at the winch station to show what the pump was doing.

When the signal was given to the man at the winch

station to throw on the power, the ammeter generally

showed about 250 amp., and as the pump gathered speed

the needle came slowly back to 140-150 amp. when full

speed was turned on at the starting box. The pumpman

below watched the electric lights grow dim and then

bright and judged the speed of the pump. Of course the

brightness of the lights and the speed of the pump in-

creased synchronously, and when both came to about

normal, the outlet valve of the ]nnnp was opened. After

few trials there was no trouljlc in resuming.

Working in this way, a quick change; was possible. The

record time from shutdown to start-up was 57 min. and

generally averaged a few minutes more than an hour.

The entire operation as far as. the pumping went was a

success. I think it will be conceded that the ]ninip.s

worked under most unfavorable conditions. However,

not the slightest trouble was ever experienced with them

after the first month, during which the bearings heated

up, but this difTlculty passed away after they had become

"worn in." The water was lowered to the 1690-ft. mark

and held there with one pump for over seven months

with onlv occasional shutdowns necessary for repacking.

Cataloging Minerals and Mining

Engineers for War Purposes
WA.srilNGTO.V CoKliESPONDENCE

Each mineral affected by war conditions is to be the sub-

ject of a concise review liy the United States Geological

Survey. The object is to show the present status of mineral

production and of the mineral industries from the stand-

]ioint of. the development witnessed and the experience

gained since the outbreak of the war. Special attention

is being given to conditions and to the demand that will

confront the Fnited States in case of war.

The work has been assigned to the regular geologists

having charge of each of the minerals to be reviewed.

They will show what has been accomplished under the

extraordinary stimulus of foreign war markets on the

on-' hand, and of restricted or even totally obstructed im-

portations on the other. An effort will be made to .show

the ability and the extent to which the mineral industries

can meet possible superimposed demands of war. Limits

as to the mineral available for mining, smelting, coking

and refining will be discussed. The rate of expansion

under pressure as estimated on the basis of what has been

achieved since Se]>tember. 1014, will be calculated. The
adequacy of the mineral reserves of the country and the

])ossible development of new reserves of special type to

meet greater demands or to replace importations will be

considered.

The result of this work will be published as a bulletin,

which will be the logical successor of the brief summary.

Bulletin 599, published a few weeks after the beginning of

the war. That publication outlined what might be ex-

pected of the United States in developing industrial in-

dependence. The new bulletin will state what has been

accomplished.

Alining engineers and metallurgists are being requested

l)y the Bureau of !Mines, "as a patriotic duty," to fill

out a card on which some 40 questions appear. "Eu-

ropean experience," says a letter which will accompany

the questions, 'lias shown that nothing is more important

in time of war or national emergency than a knowledge

of the qualifications and experience of expert technical

men. It is therefore important, especially at present, that

this information be available in the United States." The
information is being collected by the Bureau of Klines, in

cooperation with the American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers. The work of gathering these data was undertaken

at the request of the Council of National Defense. Simi-

lar information is being sought from chemists. The
American Chemical Society is cooperating with the Bu-

reau of Jlines in the effort to secure the information from

the chemists of the United States. Among the more
significant questions asked are: "In ca.se of an emerg-

ency, bow and where, in your opinion, cmdd you *)e of

most service to this country?" "In what countries have

you had experience, and how much ?" "What foreign

language do you speak?" "Are you an American citi-

zen ?" "Where were ymir parents born ?" "Give char-

acter of machine and repair-shop ex])erience." These

questions are in addition to those as to name, address,

age, education, technical-society affiliations, positions held

and ])ublished writings. Numerous sid)divisions are made
under the heads of "Mining" and of "Ore Reduction" to

establish the exact class of mining and metallurgical

experience of each of the men addressed.
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Native Copper in Arctic Canada*

Copper has been re])oi'tutl from llircc separate loealities

in tlio region about Coronation Gulf; only two of these

have been visited by white men. Tlie first locality is that

iu the Copper Jlountaius, which run in a i)road curve,

concave to the north, and are intersected by the Copper-

mine River about 35 miles south of Coronation (Julf.

This locality has been briefly reported on by Dr. August

Sandberg.^ The second occurrence is in and about

Bathurst Inlet and was investigated by the Canadian

Arctic Expedition in 1915-16.- That copper occurs about

to miles north to northeast of Prince Albert Sound,

^'ictoria Land, is the statement of many Eskimos who live

in that region and frequently go there for their copper

in the summer.

Tiei; CoppiciiJiiM-: Rivi;u Dici'osit

The Copper Mountains are composed of a series of

superimposed flows of basaltic lava, with occasional inter-

bedded conglomerates, which occupy a belt 16 miles wide

where cut by the Copjiermine River and which have a

general dip of about 13° to the north. These rocks

are reported to occur for at least -iO miles west of the

Coppermine River, and to the eastward ara bounded by

older rocks, which reach tiie coast at Port ?]pworth about

75 miles east of the mouth of the Coppermine River.

Native copper was actually seen by Dr. Sandberg in

two places near the Coppermine River: (1) At Copper

Creek in an exposure of basalt 30 ft. in thickness. The

copper was in amygdules and as tiny shots or flakes in

the massive portion of the rock. (2) At Burnt Creek,

copper occurred similarly through a total thickness of 51

ft. of basalt and in pebbles in 25 ft. of conglomerate.

Copper stain was seen in many other flows. Pieces of

float copper are found on the morainic material north of

the Copper Mountains; one piece brought back by the

Canadian Arctic Expedition weighs more than 35 lb. and

Eskimos report an abundance in jjlaces, some of which

they cannot handle.

Not much information is available concerning the

occurrence of copper on \'ictoria Land, and it is not

established wliether the copper is in place or in float. The
Eskimos, who visit the region northeast of Prince Albert

Sound, report that large masses of copper, much larger

than a man's body, protrude from the hillside in places

and are cut off by them for weapon-making, etc., as

required. The Northern party of the Canadian Arctic

Expedition olitained a piece of co])per weighing about 40

lb. from some Eskimos who obtained it at this place.

The cop])er-bearing rocks in Bathurst Inlet are ap-

parently distinct from those about the Coppermine River;

they occupy a pear-shaped area extending about 50 miles

nortliwest-soudieast by about 35 miles at the greatest

breadth. This area includes more than 200 islands rang-

ing in size from a few hundred square yards to several

square miles, also part of the western mainland—Banks

Peninsula, and a strip of coast from Arctic Sound to

^foore Bay and 5 or 6 miles inland. The islands and

Banks Peninsula have been mapped and investigated, but

the copper content of the remainder of the maiuland has

•From an addros.s tiv J. .1. O'Neill, before the Montreal
Branch of the Canadian Mininp Institute, Jan. 12. 1917; "Bul-
le'tin'' ot the Institutf. March, 1917.

'Appendix B, "Lands Forlorn," Ijy George M. Douglas.
^Report not yet published.

not been established, althinigli the same rocks are known
to (iciur lliei'e. The formation is a series of basic lava

Hows with three thin beds of sediment. The total thick-

ness is over -100 ft. on Banks Penijisula, and native

copper was actually seen in rocks representing over 350

ft. of this thickness. Similar rocks are found througiiout

the area where exposed on the islands. The general dip

is about G° and makes a shallow basin of the area.

The copper occurs in three forms: (1) As vein-copper,

in thin fissures in the rocks. (2) As amygdaloidal cop-

per: ii'i-egular grains and small masses in the branching

gas cavities near the surface of the flows. (3) As
disseminated copper; minute flakes scattered throughout

the ground mass. Nos. 1 and 2 are locally important, but

No. 3 is the most widespread.

Vein coppei' occurs as thin sheets of native copper and

as small flakes and pieces scattered through a matrix of

quartz, calcite, etc. A sample of the latter from a half-

inch vein assayed 4.56% copper. In parts of the area

this vein-copper is quite important in amount, but no

attcm])t was made to estimate its relative importance.

Amygdaloidal copper is found in the upper portion of

the flows, where the gas cavities were numerous and a

free passage was permitted to the mineralizing solutions.

Only occasionally was this type visible for examination,

because of accumulations of talus or of snow along the

cliff face. A sample from one of the exposures gave

1.44% copper and 0.05 oz. (Troy) of silver per ton of

2000 lb. No estimate was made of the amount of this

material available.

Disseminated copper occurs over the whole area of

more than 1000 square miles and practically through the

whole thickness of the formation. Analyses of 45 repre-

sentative samples show that the values range between 0.01

and 0.25%. This copper is in tiny flakes and can usually

be seen with a lens.

Occurrence of Bornite and Galena

In many parts of the southern half of the area of

copper-bearing rocks in Bathurst Inlet a series of dolo-

mites immediately underlies the basalts; the upper few

feet of this series is partly replaced by bornite in layers

and masses. Exposures occur in cliffs facing the east and

.southeast, notably on the islands Kanuyak, Barry or

Ekullialuk, Iglor-u-ullig and Algaq, and along the east

base of Banks Peninsula.

Thin veins of galena occur at Galena Point, Bathurst

Inlet, cutting the granite. The veins are seldom more

than 3 in. in width, or more than 20 ft. in length, pinch-

ing out at both ends. Only four or five veins were .seen

in making a traverse of about 1-J miles across the point.

An analysis of this galena shows only a trace of silver.

Water power is available from the Hood, Tree and

Coi)])ermine Rivers. Oil occurs in the basin of the

Mackenzie River as far north as Fort Norman at least.

Lignite coal has been reported from the north side of

Bear Lake, on the Horton River, and on the north coast

of Banks Island.

ft has been said that there are only two seasons in

the north—winter and late in the fall. This is far li-oni

the truth, for even the E.skimos divide the year into

five distrinct periods, or seasons, and conduct their move-

ments accordingly. A decided break from the grip of

winter occurs about the middle of April, and by the end

of May all the snow has disappeared from the laud except
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wlii'i'c lurfjc ilrifts occur under tlie el ill's. Tlie sun is (juitc

hot in April, the seals coine out cm llio ice and the

caribou begin their migration to the northern islands; in

May the wild fowl arrive and then the small birds; the

sun shines for 24i hours and the vegetation responds

rapidly, so that by the middle of June many wild flowers

are in bloom, the slopes and valleys are green and the

small mammals are disporting themselves everywhere.

At this time the flies are beginning to make their presence

felt, and soon the mosquitoes are so numerous that one

is reminded of the summer in northern Ontario ; black

flies are rare on the coast, but are too abundant along

some of the rivers. The rivers are usually tree of ice

by June, and by July most of tlie small lakes are open.

Great Bear Lake breaks up about June 20, and the ice

in Coronation Gulf about the same time; the ice is then

rapidly crushed into small pieces anddisajipears before

August. The ice wliicli offers 'obstruction to navigation

is that in Beaufort Sea, which drifts around all summer

and responds to any variation of wind or tide. By

September the days are shorteninjj and light snowstorms

occur; by October all the small lakes are frozen and the

swift rivers freeze before the middle of the month; all

the birds have departed for the south, and by the end

of the month the shore-ice is thick enough to permit of

traveling by sled. The sun disappears altogether in

Xovember, but even in the middle of December there is

suff^icient light for traveling for about five hours on clear

days. The mean temperature for the five months, Xovem-

ber to March inclusive, in the winters of 1914-15 and

1915-16, at Dolphon and Union Straits was —15° F.

The minimum was —19° the first year, and —1-1° the

second. The total snowfall does not exceed three feet, and

the wind keeps the islands and coast rather barren. Thaw
takes place to about 21 in. depth during the summer, but

below that depth the ground is permanently frozen. In

the summer the maximum temperature recorded oia the

coast was above 60° F., and the mean for the months of

June, July, August and September, was above 32° F.

Hence climatic conditions are by lu) means prohibitive

to settlement in this region. Game and lish abound. In

short, there should be little difficulty in establishing a

mining industry should the deposits warrant it.

{^]

The Canadian Cobalt Industry*

Cobalt is a Canadian |iroduct of some iniporlance to

the country, as almost the entire supply of tln' woi-ld is

drawn from the mines of Onlario. This metal was

formerly largely a German jiroduct, and for twn or three

hundred years that country controlled the supply, lint

prior to the discovery of the Canadian product the ores

of Xew Caledonia had become the main source of sujjply.

The.se mines,' however, were forced to close when brought

into coinpctition with the cheaper supply from Ontario.

The ore and concentrates produced in the Temiskaming

district of Ontario contain from 4 to 10% cobalt, 2 to

8% nickel, 15 to 40% arsenic, and from 500 to 5000

oz. of silver per ton..

During the early days of mining in the Cobalt district

much ore was exported to the United States and treated

for its silver contents, the cobalt beijig slagged and lost.

Xow, only a small amount of the rich cobalt ores is

•From report of Special Conimiltcp on Metal Industries to
Canadian Mining Institute, "Bulletin" of tlio Institute, March,
1917.

exported lo that counli'y, but a considerable toiiiuige "i

lou'-gi'ade concentrates, low in silver, nickel and cobalt,

still goes to the American smelters and is ti'eati'd for its

silver contents only. Two or three of the mining com-

panies at Cobalt have erected plants for desilverizing their

high-grade ores and concentrates, leaving the cobalt,

nickel and arsenic in residues for shipment to cobalt

smelters. Germany received some of this product before

the war. .\ small (piantity is now sold in ICngland.

while the bii'gcr |iorti(in is handled by southern Ontario

smelters. During the ])ast years the smelting industrv

of Ontario has been steadily develojiiii'' and handling a

larger ])ercentage of the ores and concentrates from tli-.'

Temiskaming district. Tlie jirincipal southern Ontario

smelters treating the silvei'-cobalt ores are the Dcloro

Smelting and l?e(ining Co., and the Coniagas iicductioii

Co. In addition to this the Metals Chemical Co. is ti'cat-

ing some of the desilverized residues mentioned. These

smelters save and market as refined ])roducls all tln'

valuable metals in the ores; namely, siivei-, arsenic, nickel

and cobalt, 'i'be last-named metal is lai'gely marketed as

cobalt oxide, but also in the metallic form and to a

limited extent ill salts. The out])ut of tlic works men-

tioned is largely controlled by the market demand for

cobalt, as they could I'eadily increase their production

if circumstances warranted it. A few years ago ]irae-

tically the only market for cobalt was in the ceramic

trade, where it was employed for whitening the body of

china and in the production of blue color in that in-

dustry. It is employed in the enameling trade, the

manufacture of blue-colored signs, the coloring of glass,

and in a small way in the manufacture of paints sucli as

cobalt blue. These industries could consume only thi-eo

or four hundred tons of cobalt per year. In the last

few years, however, new uses liave been found for this

metal. There lias been an increase in the consumption

of cobalt .salts for such purposes as the manufacture of

cobalt driers for paints.

The use of cobalt in the metallic form is increasing.

It has been found that it has several advantages over

nickel for electroplating, a smaller ipiantity having a

greater resistance to abrasion, and with use of a ])ropei

bath it can be )dated much more rajjidly. In the manu-

facture of high-si)eed steels, cobalt has been used as an

alloy to considerable advantage, as for instance, in the

manufacture of the so-called Becker steel, which became

of some little commercial importance in Germany just

befoi-e the wai'. Other brands of cobalt steel ai'c also on

the market. A new cutting metal called "stellite," com-

posed of robalt, chromium and tungsten witliout any iron,

lias pi'oved to be; superior to high-speed steel for many
operations. It is claimed that this metal is to high-speed

steel what high-sjieed steel is to ordinary carbon steel ;

that is, it will allow of increasing the rate of cutting on

the lathe from 20% to 50% and minimizes the time

consumeil in sliar]iening tools. The development of i.ie

cobalt industi'y in Ontario has been greatly assisted

through the action of the Ontario government in grant-

ing, some years ago, a bounfv of 6c. per lb. for all cobalt

and nickel refined in that province. The Dominion

government, also thi'ough the Department of Mines,

assisted in the attempts to develop new uses for this

metal bv a \dfe fiu' reseai'ib woi'k conducted in the

metallurgical laboi-atories of Queen's University. It was

liere that cobalt plating was developed.
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The Alaska Juneau Mill

iSYA'OrSIS—Acu! gold mill fasl ncariiuj lunipU',-

tion to hare capacittj of 10,000 to 12,000 tons.

Crushiny and concentrating are the onlt/ milling

methods used, crushing t>cing done by ball mills

and tube mills.

The new mill of the Alaska Juneau (iuld Mininj;- C'o.

is situated near Juneau, on Gastineau Channel, opposite

Douglas Island. Alaska. The mill is eojistrueted for a

minimum capacity of iSdOO tons per day, but probably will

be able to handle 10,000 tons, or possibly even 12,000 tons

per day under favorable conditions. The expected output

is based upon the jierformanct! of the ball mills, ami Ihc

output will depend a great deal upon how they handle the

ore. The mill is so designed as to reduce operation costs

two. The mill Imilding itself is a steel structure and is

especially designed to suit the climatic c()niliti(jns in tlii'^

part of Alaska. Foundations, both of the mill building

itself and the machinery, are of concrete, practically all

of which have been completed at this time.

Ore from the mine is carried to the mill in steel cars.

which are received in ti]iples at the top of the mill. These

tip])les are of the revolving type, and dump by invert-

ing the cars. The ore is received in a 2000-ton bin, whence

ajtron feeders carry it to grizzlies having 8-in. opening.

Tlie oversize passes through jaw crushers where it is re-

duced to G-in. size, and then, joining the undersize from

the grizzly, ]iasses over a second grizzly with 3-in. opening.

From this grizzly the oversize |)asses through a gyratory

crusher that- reduces to 3-in. size. The ore is then dis-

tributed to the mill-ore bin by a system of conveyors and

a.396./S

.<^<7\>i^^
..

E.I.29I68

Z- FOUR CAR
[REVOLVING TIPPLES
10-TON ORE CARS

ORE BIN

CARie0OT0N5

6X12
TUBE MILL

PUMP-

CROSS-SECTION" TIlIiCK'CIl .\l':\\' .\I,.\8I<.\ .ir.N'K.VU MILL

3-CLASSIFIER

RE-TREATMENT
'

" TABLES

^i^^//33.4
[iJTxI'BALtPEBS

MILL

to a minimum, and contains no appliances thai can be

dispensed with. The process in use is entirely crushing

and concentrating, the class and kind of ci|uipmciit being

(learly .shown in the accomiianying drawings and flow

sheet.

Eoth ball mills and tube mills are i)rovided for second-

ary crushing, classifiers handling the material between the

distributors that allows the material tn be ile]ii)sitcd at the

point where it is most needtMl. It will lie seen (hen that the

ball-mill feed is ;i-iiL material and. as shown in the flow

sheet, the screens at the ball-mill delivery provide a 10-

mesh undersize and an oversize that is reground in tube

mills. The hillside site of the mill being steep provides

satisfaciorv fall for gravitv flow throughout.
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Mi'rli;iiiical ilistrihiiliirs arr ]ii-(i\ iilril Inr ilisi riluiliiiL;: I'DWcr is j^iMicralcd in a sLiparatc powLT house, e<jui|i|ircl

the |iul|i ti> lidtli roujjliiiig ami linisliiiiu ((iiinMilriitoi's. willi hoilcrs, oeoiioniizers and turbines. As has been

Dcistcr, .'i-spi^-ot classifiers are provided to I'ollow tiie noted, tlie metallurgical process is concentration, which is

roughing concentrators, the oversize being ground over accomplished first on roughing tables and then on finish-

again in a 6 X 12-ft. tube mill. Separate collection ing tables. Such higlily elKcient methods have been

receptacles are provided for lead and golil concentrators, instituted at the mine and provided for at the mill thai

and all modern conveniences for handling are supjjlied. the principal items of cost for the whole operation are

PLAN OF TH13 ALASK.V JUNEAU'S NEW MILL ON GASTINEAU CHANNEL. ALASKA
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expected to be triunmiiif;- iuiil iiiillinf;. Tlio caving system

laid out tor working the mine lias already been so success-

fully put into oiJcration that the mine is ijuifa! ready to

supply the mill at its maximum capacity.

The Alaska Juneau mill is one of the latest designs of

modern concentrating-mill construction and embodies the

most highly developed ideas of mill planning. The mill

is so uear completion that ojjcration is expected to be

the •$::iO,0()0 spent during the last fis('al year and comment
on the economy of such ex])enditure for work in.suring

Ihe total of $250,000,00(1, which is already invested in

California oil operalions. Recent <levclopments in varimis

fields are covered in detail, an<l maps show the exact lo-

cation of the 80,702 acres of proven oil lands in the state.

A feature that should be of general usefulness is a

incorjiorated oil companies, giv-

2-FOURCAR
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lOTON STEEL
ORE CARS

COARSE-ORE BIN

CopEOOOTons
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MILLOREBIN

CopBOOOTois

cr~p,
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COHRX-CRUSHINO DEPmTMVIT(COMPLET£)

complcfe directory of

SaltWaHr Fresh Waitr

KflOOH CENTRIFU6AL
TA1UN6S PUMP

FOUR spieof
, I

OEISTEB CLASSIFIER Overflow > tSETTLING TANKS

BETRUTMCNT PUNT lamPtlJE)

CONCCNTKSme PEPORTHEtn (ONE UNIT}

PLOW SHEET OF THE) ALASKA JUNEAU 10,000- TO 12,000-TON HILL

comnu'nccil some time in Aiiril. In the Jnurmd of Mar.

17, were many progress photos of this mill, showing \a-

rious sections under construction.

This mill was designed by Bradley, Brutf & Labarthe,

San Francisco, and is being built under their supervision.

It is by their courtesy and that of V. W . lii'adley, ]iresi-

dcnt of the .Alaska Juneau that w<' are able to publish

these olKcial drawings of the mill.

Protecting California Oil Fields

The lirst annual iTp(u-t, covering the work of the State

.Mining Bureau in protecting California oil lields from

infiltrating water, has just been published and is ready foi-

distribution. The rcpoi-t summarizes the i)hysical i-oiidi-

tions encountered and the means of carrying on the su-

pervision under the state law wlm li liecame eti'ective in

August, 1!)15. and authorized State Mineralogist Fli'tchcr

Hamilton to appoint an engineer to direct the work. R.

V. McLaughlin has lilled the jiosition of slate oil and

gas supervisor since that time, and is the author of the

report.

The rejiort consists of almost ;iOO i)i'inted ])ages and

contains much technical iufm-mation not lu'cviously ])ub-

lished, together with general descriptions of \aiious phases

of the work and the policy under which the law has been

adiuinisfered. There is a financial statement covering

iiig names of olticers, caiiitalization, number and location

of wells, besides showing whether or not the company
produces oil.

Upon the facts presented in the report of its work and

ex]5erieuce, the State Mining Bureau has framed the

amendments to the present law and anticipates no dif-

ficulty in proving the necessity for the changes. The re-

])ort will be distributed to the oil operators by the State

Jlining Bureau from its offices at the Perr\- Building,

San Francisco, and 520 Union League Building, Los

Angeles.

Nickel in the United States

During the general stocktaking which has been going

I'll in the United States during the la.st year many ques-

tions as to the country's resources in nickel have been

asked. The .Vnu'rican nickel deposits are small com-

|iarc<l with tlic unrivalled deposits at Sudiuiry, Canada,

but they have in the past made .-;ome ])roduction, and will

proliably do so again. Xickel in quantities sufficiently

large to in<itc attempts to exploit the deposits on a com-

mercial .-^eale has been found in California, Colorado.

Connecticut, Idaho, ^Missouri, Nevada, New Mexico,

North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and

Washington under very diverse conditions, and smaller

(U'posits lune been found in other States.
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Lake Superior Mining Institute

Annual Meeting

MlClUCAN OoUltESrONDEXfE

The twi'uty-lirst Miiiniiil meetinu; of tlio Lake Superior

Miniiii; Institulc was hdil in the Hiriniii,>;haiii district,

Alabama, Mar. i:i, II and l.'i. with about 150 incnibors

and g-iK'sts ill attnidaiu-e. It was the longest trip ever

taken by the organization and was highh' instructive and

entertaining from start to finish. A few hurried North

before (he trip was completed, as it was feared that tlie

threatened railroad strike would cause them some incon-

venience if passenger service was discontinued.

The I'arty assenil)led in Chicago on Saturday, Mar. 10,

and (he si)ecial train dei)artcd from there that niglit for

Chattanooga, 'i'l'iin.. which was reached on ;\l(uiday morn-

ing. The day was spent in sight-seeing in and about the

city, the visitors greatly enjoying the visits to Lookout

^lounfain and (lie battlclieids of Chickamauga and Mis-

sionary IJidge.

Birniinghaui was reac-licd on Tuesday morning, and (lie

local conimittee there had a strenuous two-days" ju-ogi^am

outlined, which was followed c-losely. Tuesday morning

was spent in looking over the surface equipment of (he

Ishkooda, Wenonah and Muscado iron-ore mines of tiio

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Co. A barbecue was

served at noon at Bayview, where the Tennessee company

is opening up a new coal property which is destined to

be one of the largest in the district. In the afternoon the

Edgewater coal mine of the Tennessee company and the

plant of the American Steel and Wire Co. were visited.

The Northerners w^re greatly interested in witnessing

the manufacture of wire rods, barb wire, nails, etc., as it

was all new to many of them. In the evening a Imsiness

session was held, when committees were ap])oiiited and

several papers were read.

On Wednesday morning the jiarty was taken to the

Thomas furnaces of the Repulilic Iron and Steel Co., after

which a stop was made at Docena, wdiere tlie Tennessee

company has a new coal property and a coal-washing plant

that cost about $300,000. There is also a- model town

there, just completed. Tlie remainder of the moniing
was spent at the Ensley mills of the Tennessee company,

where the crude materials, all of which come from ther

Birmingham district, are nuide into pig iron and then

into steel. The greater part of the steel is rolled into

rails, although some is shipjied east in the form of billets.

In the afternoon a second business session was held in

the Tutwiler Hotel, wdien officers were eleeted for the

ensuing year and resolutions adopt<;>d. In the evening the

Birmingham Atiiletic Club entertained the party at a

"stag"' in its gymnasium.

There was no set ])rograni for Thursday, the visitors

being given the jn-ivilege of going underground in coal

or iron mines or visiting the cotton mills. Some, how-
ever, took advantage of tlie fine golf courses to get a little

e.xercise. The return trip North was started that niglit,

a stop being made on Friday morning at Kno.xville, where
the mining men were the guests of the Commercial Club
during the forenoon. In the afternoon a trip was taken

to Mascot, to look over (he jjlants of the Aluminum Com-
pany of America and the. American Zinc Co. Tlie party

reached Chicago on Saturday morning.
The new officers of (he Lake Su]ierior Alining Institute

are: Presideid. C. T. Fairbairn, I'inningham, Ala.; vice

prcsideiils, W. 1). Caherlcy, ILougblon, .Mich., and
M. \']. Kichards, Cry.stal Falls, Micii.; managers, A.
J). Chisiiolm, Ironwood, i\Iich., l^'dward S. Orierson, Calu-

met, Micli., and B. W. BatcJiehler, Nashwauk, Minn.;
treasurer. Vl. W. Hopkins, Commonwealth, Wis.; secre-

tary, A. J. Yungbluth, Ishpeming, Mich.

The following resolutions were adopted

:

First: (ireetiiigs were sent to Dr. N. V. Ilulst, of Mil-
waukee, the lir.st president of the Institute, \T-ho recendv
celebrated liis iTitb birthday.

Second: That the Institute, an organizaticui composed
of more I hail .500 members, in annual convcnlion assem-
bled, declared it to be the deliberate judgment that (he

Congress of the United States should without dehiv pro-

vide by law lor universal military (raining ami universal

compulsory military service in our army and navy, along
lli(^ lines recommended by tlie (ieiieral Army Fxiard, and
(hat Ihc {'resident should sign and put into c.xecntion such
a lau."

'I'liird: .A resolution was devoted to extending thanks
to (he iJirmingbam commitiee, (he various companies en-
gaged in mining and metallurgical jmrsuits in tlie dis-

trict, and especially to Edwin Ball and C. T. Fairbairn,
who had charge of most of the entertainment, and to the
others in Birmingham atid Chattanooga who jiad done so
much to make the stay of the Northerners a pleasant one.

Listing of Aluminum Supply
The liritisb Minister of Munitions has issued an or-

der, under date of Feb. 17, 1 91 ;, according to the Board of
Trailr Jounml, Feb. 23, 1917, requiring all persons to

send in to the Director of Materials, London, in the first

seven days of each month, commencing in March, monthly
returns of: All aluminum held by them in .stock or

otherwise under their control on the last day of the pre-

ceding month; all aluminum purchased or sold by them
for future delivery and not yet delivered on such last day,

together with the names of the sellers to or purchasers

from them : all aluminum delivered to them during the

preceding month; all aluminum scrap or swarf produced
by them and (or) issued from their works during the

preceding month; and all contracts or orders existing on
the last day of, or entered into during, the preceding

month requiring for their execution the use of aluniinum,

specifying the purposes thereof.

Notwithstanding this order, no return is rcquinnl from

any person whose total stock of aluminum in hand and
on order for future delivery to him has not at any time

during the preceding niontli exceeded 5(1 lb.

For the purpose of this order the expression almniniiin

shall mean: Aluminum and alloys of alumimim, un-

wrought and partly wrought, including ingots, notched

liars, slaljs, billets, bars, rods, tubes, wire, sdand. cable,

plates, sheets, circles, stri|K aluminum scrap and swarf,

aluminum alloy scrap and swarf, remelted aliimimrM

scrap and remelted aluminum alloy scrap and swarf;

and granulated aluminum, aluminum powder, "bronze,'"

'"flake" and "flitter," or any of these.

Attention is drawn to the fact that under the order

inad(! by the Minister of iMunitions on Dec. 2 last, where-

by regulation 30 (A) of the Defense of the Realm Regu-

lations was applied to aluminum, as herein defined, all

dealing, or negotiations for dealing, in aluminum, with-

out a permit as specified in that regulation, is illegal and

an otEense against the Defense of (be Realm Regulations.
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Pacific Northwest Mining Station

The I'acific Northwest Mining and Metalhirgieal Ex-

periment Station, Bureau of IMiiies, Department of the

Interior, has been organized and has commenced work on

its various problems. The personnel of the staff consists

of Dorsey A. Lyon, metallurgist and superintendent of

station ; George \v. Evans, coal-mining engineer ; Francis

C. Ryan, (^ectrometallurgist ; Harlan A. Depew, chemist,

and Union B. White, clerk. Superintendent Lyon, in out-

lining the work for this station, said

:

At present the majority of our metallurgical processes

are carried out in some type of combustion furnace, which

means that carbon in some form has to be burned. There-

fore, the widening of tlie scope of those metallurgical

processes in which the electric current is used, either for

its thermal effect or for the electrodeposition of metals,

means that our coal and oil resources will be conserved,

for one of the greatest resources of the country is its

water power. Therefore, one of the principal lines of

investigation that will be taken up at the Pacific North-

west station will be a study of electrometallurgical

processes. Another line of investigation that will be taken

up in connection with the -w'ork of the station at Seattle

will be a study of the methods used on the Pacific Coast

for mining coal, with the idea of devising ways and means

of preventing waste.

It is hoped, with the help and cooperation of the coal

operators of the State of Washington, to install a coal-

testing laboratory that will facilitate investigations on the

beueficiation of the low-grade, and at present practically

valueless, coals found in the Pacific Northwest States.

It is also hoped that ways and means may be found for

taking up cooperative work with various industrial con-

cerns, and with the department of mechanical engineering

of tlie University of Wa,>;hington, as regards the proper

utilization of low-grade coals and of those coals which may

be beneficiated as a result of washing, etc.

As a part of its work the bureau has entered into a

cooperative agreement with the University of Idaho,

whereby an ore-dressing experiment station is to be estab-

lished at Moscow, Idaho, and cooperative work carried on

with the mining and metallurgical departments of that

university. In this work the prolilenis met with in the

treating of lead, silver and zinc ores of the Canir d'Alene

type will receive special attention, as will the problems on

ore dressing that may be encountered in other mining

districts of the state. Thomas Varley, who for several

years has been in charge of the ore-testing work for the

Federal Mining and Smelting Co., and who has only

recently entered the employ of the bureau, will have

charge of the bureau's work at ]\Ioscow and will work in

cooperation with the departments of mining and metal-

lurgy of the university.

As a part of the cooperative work to be undertaken in

Idaho, a survey of the many mining districts of tlie state

will l)c undertaken during the coming spring and sunnner.

in order to determine what metallurgical problems de-

mand fir.st consideration.

The bureau has entered into a cooperative agreement

with the Oregon Bureau of ]\Iines and (Jeologv. whereliy

it will assist that bureau in dealing with the prol)lenis of

the mining interests of that state. Will H. Coghiii, pro-

fessor of metallurgy at the Oregon State Agricultural Col-

lege, will represent the bureau as consulting metallurgist

ill this cooperative work. One of the first tilings that will

be undertaken in connection with this work will be a

grouping of the ores of the various mining districts of the

state, for the purpose of determining, as far as may Ije

possible, the suitability of present-day metallurgical

process to their treatment and especially as to whether

those that have to be concentrated before shipment can be

eft'ecti\ely and elficiently treated by the flotation process.

World's Production of Silver

In the Commerce Reports, Mar. IG, 19IT, issued by the

United States Department of Commerce, is given tiie

following estimate of the world's production of silver in

191(>, from the London Statist, Feb. 24, lUlT:

For several years past the .output of silver has been

quite up to, if not beyond, the world's demand. Mining

for silver alone is rare except as to the Cobalt region and

some special mines in the United States, .Mexico ami

South America; the greater portion of the silver output

of the world in some years is a byproduct obtained from

mining for base metals, particularly copper and lead.

In making our estimates as to the world's silver out-

put of 19] 6, we have not only taken account of the restric-

tion of output of enterprises that mined for silver only,

but have also made allowance for the exceptional circum-

stances governing the output of silver as a byproduct, for

we believe that the abnormally high prices received for

base metals have in many instances led mining companie-

to increase their extraction of base metals and thereby re-

duced the extraction of the silver content of the ore.

AYe have taken these various features into ac-

count in our estimates, but the war completely upsets cal-

culations, and we frankly admit that in large measure

the figures given partake of the nature of calculated

guesses. Our estimate of the world output of silver dur-

ing 1916 is:

E.STIiUTED WORLDS PRODUCTION OF SILVER, 1916

Countries Oz., Fine

United States 72.880.000
Canada 25,000.000
Mexico 40,000.000
.Australia 9,000.000
Europe 4.000.000
.\sia 6.500.000
Africa 1.000,000

South and Central America 1 9,000,000

Total 1 77.380.000'

The world's production of silver in 1916 was the smallest

of tlie decade ended with that year and fell 48,800.000 oz.

short of the output in the record year 1911. The aver-

age price received, however, was the highest since 1891.

The following table shows the growth in output and the

variations in the price of silver since 1861:

GROWTH OF WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF SILVER
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Saving a Shrinkage Stope by an
Electric Blast

Bv S. Foitn ICaton''

S1W()}\SIS—Sli riiiL-fii/c sloping became inujijilir-

able to an oreboili/ as it became flutter and cavin;/

icas subaiiluted in tlie n/i/ier part of the stope. De-

fails of devclopnteni and cliarge for an electric blast

are given. The slope produced J0,Ot)0 tons of ore

by this blast which would otherwise have been lost,

lu the i-ourso of miiiiiin- a body of copper sulphide ore

at tlie Dairy Farm mine, by the Vantrent Jliiiinij: Co.,

Vantrent, Calif., the problem of saving a half-eomjjletod

stope was solved by an electric blast. Jlining is done by

shrinkage stoping with no ])articularly unique features.

The area of the ordinary stope is 48 x .'J.") ft; the former

measurement along the strike of the ore lenses, the latter

beimr the a\eraa'e width ol' minable ore from font to

nviT-all. The block is divided into two 48-ft. stopes with

a lO-l'l pillar at each end, between stopes. i'lovision is

made under each stope for foiir raises in each drift—one

manway and chute raise and three chute raises. The
manway and chute raises are in diagonally opposite cor-

ners, one from the foot-wall drift and one from the hang-

ing-wall drift. Manway and ihute i-aises are driven

(i X \'i ft., the manway half being within the limits of

the stope pillars. Chute raises are driven G x G ft., with 8-

ft. ])illars left between raises. This arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1, However, the projection is a composite of both

drifts. One drift would show one manway only.

Before driving the raises, drift timbering under the

])illars between raises is put in, 10 x 10-in. square timber

being used for drift sets witli fi or 8 in. rcuiiid poles for

lago-jnn- ovei- them. The raises are next driven to a

FIG. 1. CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH STOPE, DAIRY FARM MINE
Lower portion of stope mined by shrinltage stoping and upper portion developed for caving by an electric blast

hanging wall. Beyond this distance on the hanging wall,

the ore deteriorates to a mineralized schist of extremely

low gi'ade, cut up by stringers of waste, schist or green-

stone.

A block of ground to be mined is laid off 118 ft. along

the vein and not over 3.5 ft. wide. Two drifts are run

this entire leng-th from the main-haulage crosscut; one

cutting into the foot wall to the extent of about one

quarter of the area of the face and the other in the ore

under the hanging-wall half of the xcin. .\ 10-ft. (iillar is

left between these drifts (see Fig. 1 ) which are 8x8 ft.

•Assistant manager.
Colombia. .S. A.

Mining Co.. Mngangue.

height of 16 or 17 ft., and chutes and first manway sets

])ut in. Starting at each manway, 5 ft. above the backs

of the di'ifts, the first slice of the stope is cut out with

Leyners. Thereafter the stope is driven up by regular

shrinkage methods, half of the stope and one manway
being blasted at a time—this is so that one manway will

always be clear. The stopes are either driven through to

the level above or a 10-ft. capping is left, depending on

conditions above.

The sto]ie in question. No. 4, extends from the 300

to the 200 level, a vertical distance of 100 ft. The dip of

the orebody being approximately (iO", the actual height

of the stope on the incline is about 115 ft. Incidentally,
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all the st(i].uiii;' (ipcratious have sluiwn that an (iri'lmdy

with this pitch fannot be iiiined ailvaiitaiicously, by tho

sliriiikage system, espocially with levels so I'ai' apart.. All

levels had been driven before this eonipaiiy undertook the

niininfj of the orebody, hence no reasonable or economical

change in the old plan ('ould be made. Another condition

was found to exist which further comi)licated matters.

The immediate hanging-wall and foot-wall portions of

the ore consist of lenses of varying thickness. These

ap)>arently pinch out with height on the hanging wall

and "make" on the foot wall. The pinching out and

"making" seem to compensate each other, so that the

width of the vein continues about the same.

However, as the stope advanced two troublesome fea-

tures occurred : First, the hanging-wall ore, having been

cut out to a definite point by the first slice, the ground

broke from there xip to a relative dip of 60°. As the

back was carried up and the hanging-wall lenses ])inched

out, it was obvious that it was impossible not to mine

wa.ste. Eliminating the extreme hanging-wall hol(>s of

successive rounds did not remedy this. M'hilc the unde-

sirable portion might hang for awhile, it eventually ca\ed

in large slabs, which caused a great deal of troidile at the

chutes. The only solution we found was to establish Iho

primary hanging-wall line of the stnjie (I oi- 7 ft. within

the known limit of minable ore. Doing this caused sumo

ore to be sacrificed at first, but the amount nl' waste

mined in the upper portion of the sto]ie was materially

decreased, particularly if the stojie was driven upwai-d as

rapidly as possible, and any given jiortion of tlie hanging

wall not left exposed for an luidue jieriod. Second, as

the work in the stope progressed, a persistent cutting into

the foot wall with flat stoping holes was imperatixc in

order to mine all the ore. The grade of the ore on the

foot wall usually being the best, this feature was quite

essential. This cutting in after the lenses which are under

the foot wall brought the dip of foot wall of the stope to

about 55°.

The line of pulling or drawing of the chutes was

practically vertical. As the stope advanced at the di]) of

55°, it was inevitable that ore accumulated on the foot

wall. This could not be lowered without excessive draw-

ing, which pulled the broken ore under the hanging-wall

half of the back down so that it was diffic-ult to drill the

next round. The alternative was fo nnick back, and

after a stope passed the 50-ft mai'k the cost of this muck-

ing assumed serious proportions.

Tino Development of .\ Rlock-C.wtxg Sy.stem

Slope No. 4, between the 200 and 300 level, had been

driven to a point 65 ft. above the 300-ft. level, with ex-

ce])tionally heavy cutting into the foot wall. By this

time the cost of mucking was getting too high and the

hanging wall was caving waste badly. Not only a large

amount of waste and poor ore was coming into the sto]K>,

but it was getting extremely dangerous to work in.

Sonu'thing had to be done, so it was decided to cave

the balance of the stope by an electric blast; it l)ciug

lM)])ed by this means to eliminate all dangerous working

conditions, hold the stoping costs down to normal and de-

crease the amount of waste di'awii. Hy lireakijig and

bringing down this i)lock of gi'oiiiid. it was reasoneil that

the lianging wall would be lield in llic place by broken

(JIT, in all probability until the m;ijor ]iortion id" com-

pai'ati\('lv clean ore was drawn.

This hanging wall caving being taken into considera-

tion, it was decided to confine, if possible, the immediat';

bi'caking eifec'ts of the blast to tlic^ estinuited hanging-

wall limit of minable ore. At the time the prejjaratory

work for the blast was commenced, stope No. I mea-

sured about 15 ft. from foot to hanging wall. In ])re-

|)aring for the block caving, this distance was cut <lown

to ;i0'feet.

In this plane, 30 ft. from the foot wall, three raises

5x1) ft. were driven, holing through into a drift on the

aOO level. Uiwn the eom])letion of these raises, all tools,

timber, ])owder, etc., were lowered from the upper level.

Next, six inclined crosscuts were driven from these raises

to the foot wall, two from each raise nearly at right

angles to the dip of the ore. The plane of the bottoms of

the lower three crosscuts was 14 ft. above the back of the

stope; that uf the niijjer three, 14 ft. above the first. This

left about 8 ft. of ground between the backs of the

ii])l)er .series of crosscuts and the 200 level (Fig. 1 ).

iP OT.

86P

Stope //?4c
J

N?I4 I

Nf/4'

'W~

N?pf
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^ 30P\
I

M'/ff

f-Cutf/?4-N'l4-50',
x-Cut /i^5-fl?l4^S
/i-CufN?6'N?l4 50'

All omerLeaasNfia
P/i.'Potfloles

P = Pnmers
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FIC. 2. AVIRIXt; DIAGR.AJM AND DISPOSITION OF CHAROK
FOR ELECTRIC BLAST

The three lower crosscuts were connected by a drift—this

for accessibility only. In all these operations the ore

broken was mucked bac-k and thrown do\\-n the raises to

the stope. Sufficient drawing was of course done to ac-

commodate this rock.

The problem of powder dispo.sal or placing was thor-

oughly discussed. Two methods seemed available. The

entire block of ground could be drilled and the powder

placed uniformly throughout, or the powder could be con-

ct-ntrated in a limited number of "pot-holes." The esti-

mated quantity of po\yder required was based on the

amouut regularly used in mining a block of ore this size.

plus about 15% for margin. The amount was jDlaced at

5000 pounds.

The method used w^as a combination of both of the

foregoing. The lower half was drilled and the upper half

broken by "pot-holes." In the back of the stope 9-ft.

holes 4 ft. apart were drilled with stopers over the en-

tire area 48x30 ft. (see Fig. 1). The sides of cross-

cuts Nos. i and (i, facing the block, were drilled with.

i-ows of five T-ft. holes 3 ft. apart. Both sides of cross-

cut No. 5 were drilled in the sanu' manner. The ])illar ^

between nu>asuring only 1(> ft., this leng-th of hnU' was

ronsidei'cd sulficient. In C'l-osscuts Nos. 1, "^ and :> six

'pot-hole.s" were cut, two in each— in Nos. 1 and 3 on tlu-

sides facing the block, in No. 2 one (Ui the foot wall facing

crossc\it No. 3 and one 5 ft. Troni raise No. 2 facing cross-

cnt No. 1. These "pot-holes" wei'e cnf with one round of

holes, into the face about li I'l. aiul down 2 \{. The rock
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hrokiMi liy the last niunds in crosscuts Nos. 1, 2 ainl :! and

till' "iH>t-lu)los" was li'l't ill those crosscuts and used fur

t-iiin])ini,'- over the chargps in the ''pot-holes." The entire

arrangement of ))o\vder ^^as made with a view to cavini;

the stope through to the 200 level. Inasmuch as this pov-

tion of the mine had been worked out, no harm could he

d(ine by so doing.

At about the time No. 4 was in readiness, the adjacent

stope, No. 3, had been driven within 20 ft. of the 200

level. It was decided to drill a 10-ft. round of holes in

the back of this stope and blast them with No. 1. A raise

from No. 3 stope to the 200 level was availaijle for i-arry-

ing down wires.

Ahrangements for Electric Bl.istin(^,

Wiring was started a few days before loading: that is,

main leads and snbleads were strung. Loading and com-

l)lete wiring was started at 6 p.m.. June (!, and the blast

fired at 9 a.m., June 7. Shifts of 20 men including tim-

bermen, machinenien and muckers, working 8-hr. shifts,

accomplished this. All final connecting of primers, sub-

leads and main leads and circuit testing was done by the

mine foreman and a shift boss.

As the wiring was completed and the work retreated

up the raises, all ladderways were removed by the timber-

men. Before the last connections were made under-

irround, all power was shut off at the transfonner house

and the firing current later thrown in from there. The
current used was 2300 volts stepped down to 440 volts.

The ]ilan of wiring and division of the load are shown in

Fig. 2.

In the stopes, primers were connected in multiple-series

of five and six each. In crosscuts Nos. 4, 5 and 6 it was
found easier to connect in parallel, each primer direct to

the two sublead wires. Three primers were vised for the

•'pot-hole'"' charges, each placed in a separate box of 609,'

powder. No. 18 wire was strung from the snbleads in

the raises to each "pot-hole."' These were run through

flexible conduit to protect them from the rock banked

over and in front of the charge.

Two strengths of powder were used, 40% and 60%.
For primers 60% only was used. Bottoms of all drill

holes were loaded with 60% and four cases (200 lb.) of

the same placed in each '"pot-hole" charge. The number
iif holes, amount of charge, etc., are given in the table.

DISTRIBUTIOX OF POWDER IN" BL.\ST

Kind of Amount
Place powder I,b.

Back of stope Xo. 4. 120 holes 60% 200
40% 300

Crosscuts Nos. 4, 5, 6. 260 holes 60% 250
40% 450

Six-pot-holes, 200 lb each 60% 1,200
300 lb. c.ich 40% 1,800

Biii-k of stope No. 3, 100 holes 60% 200
40% 250

500 primers 60% 250

Tot:il 4,900

The estimated amount of ore broken by the blast was

about 20,000 tons mine-run. On this basis the cost l>er

I
ton of that mined liy this blast approximated the nor-

mal cost. The blast was a complete success, the one draw-

back being that the stope was held up for a time from
production but at a mine operating on a tonnage basis

from several producing stopes, this was a minor matter
compared with the loss of 20,000 tons of ore, which would
have otherwise been the case. This method could be

a(l\airtageou.'^ly ado))ted for shooting and caving stopes

under (ircumstanccs not as (om])ulsory as in this case.

Tin Output of Slam
According to recently issued official statistics, published

in a report of tlie Department of Commerce, communicated
liy Vice Consul C. C. Hansen, of Bankok, the total tin out-

])iit in Siam for the fiscal year ended Mar. 31, 1915, was
1 l.:()4,133 lb., out of which 3,958,133 lb. was recovered

liv dredging; and for the previous year the total amount
obtained was 15,114,933 lb., of which 4,003,467 lb. was
(he result of dredging. Statistical tables further show
that Siam's yearly production of tin has slowly advanced
since the fiscal year 1908, when the amount obtained by
mining was 9,596,133 lb. and dredging gave only 62,111

11). The average price of tin has increased from 71 Mex-
ican dollars per picul (133-i lb.) in 1908 to $95 in 1915.

The mining and dredging for tin is entirely confined

to Siam's possessions in the ]\[alay Peninsula, and out of

the total production in 1915 of 1 10,731 piculs in the four

mining districts, the district of Puket yielded 98,390

]iiculs; Patani, 7989; Nakawn Sritamarat, 2025; and
Chumporn, 2327 piculs.

From unofficial sources it is ascertained that Siam"s

total tin exports for the fiscal year ended Mar. 31, 1916,

amounted to 20,156,667 lb., e.xceeding the exports for

1915 by 5,392,533 lb., but it is not expected that this rate

of iucreare will be maintained in the future. Of the total

amount of tin exported in 1916, the quantity obtained bv

dredging was 6,243,880 lb., or 2,285,747 lb. more than in

1915.

Six dredges were operated in the district of Puket and
nine in Penong, and a total of over 9,000,000 cu.vd. M-as

excavated, yielding from 0.53 to 1.12 catty (about 20 to

40 oz.) of tin ore per cubic yard during 1916.

Government Nitrate Plant
W.\SHINGTON CORRE.SPOXDEXCE

Experimental nitrate plants probably will be estab-

lished at several points before final decision is made for

the location of the large Federal nitrate plant. This

course appears probable in the light of the hearings which
have just been completed by the interdepartmental board,

which is studying the matter of location. George Otis

Smith, of the United States' Geological Survey, and
Charles L. Parsons, of the division of mining technology

of the Bureau of Mines, are the members of the board

representing the mineral end of the investigation. Other

members are the Secretary of the Interior; the Secre-

tary of Agriculture ; the Secretary of War ; General Black.

Chief of Engineers; Colonel Keller, Engineer Corps; Col-

onel 'WHieeler, Division of Ordnance ;^ Oscar C. ^Merrill,

Forest Service and J. C. Carruthers, of the Nitrate Exper-

imental Laboratory. Hearings were conducted at Colum-
bia, S. C, Augusta, Ga., Atlanta, Birmingham, Tusca-

loosa, Nashville, Louisville and Wlieeling, W. Va. In

addition the board took a day's trip on the Tennessee

Eiver between Decatur and Florence, Ala. A visit also

was made to the phosphate-rock locality at Blount Pleas-

ant, Tenn. The board inspected the byproduct ovens

and the steel plant at Ensley, Ala. All members of the

party expressed themselves as being thoroughly impressed

nith the richness of tlie states visited in the mineral

resources essential to the establishment of a varied elec-

trochemical industry on a large scale. It is expected that

the trip will result in expediting matters before the new

Congress.
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James H. McGraw
For more than a quarter of a century, James H.

JIcGraw, who has become the President of the McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co., Inc., has been a prominent fiirure in

the field of technical journalism.

In the late 80's three young men, who had come to

New York City from country towns only a short time

previous, were associated in publishing three small Jour-

nals, called Power, the Street Railway Journul and the

Journal of Railway Appliances. The three men were

Emerson P. Harris, H. ^I. Swetland and James H.

^I((iraw. Harris was the pioneer in estalilisjiing the

^K
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Details of Milling and Smelting
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A Hand)^ Silent-Chain Cleaner

By a. C. Daman*

At the Tonopah Behnont mill i^reat care is taken of

the chain drives. At delinito periods and also when heing

repaired, tliey are thoronghly cleaned l)v a method which

is quite unique and chea|i. The accompanyinjr sketch

shows a block pulley made of two ordinary hlocks fastened

to a slow-moving linoshaft. On this l)lock are hung the

long silent-drive chains the lower jiart nl' which di|i into

a bucket of kerosene! The cliains are revoUcd for hours

at a time in this manner without attention. This ef-

Qalv Iron

Sheeting

^1 Tub confamng

/i Kerosene

AN EASILY MADE CHAIN CLEANER

fectnally cuts all the grease and grime not onlv from

the exterior, but also from the joints of the chain. Tliis

nielhod adds to the life of the gear, hcsidcs lu'lping to

keep the uperation smooth and noiseless.

Air Supply for Laboratory Tests

By a. W. AT.LENf

K\cn where available, a normal air-pressure .service is

not suitable for small-scale tests. An arrangement for such

purpose that can be put togetlier in a few minutes and lan

be used, with an ordinary sink is illustrated herewith.

A ]npe is fixed in the discharge as shown, and serves

to raise the overflow level of the water in the sink as

high as necessary. A length of rubber hose is connected

with llic water su])ply and a piece of bent glass tubing

•Mining engineer, 2G7S Eudora St., Denver. Colo.

tMetiiUurgical engineer, 309 Broadway, New York.

let into this to supjjly the air. An inverted glass funnel

is u.sed to collect the air, and rubber t\d)ing cai'rics th.'

supply to (he experimental jdant.

The |)ressure of air can be regulated, subject to a\ail-

able water supply, l)y the depth of the funnel in the

3

Water Discharge

APPARATUS FOR A LABOR.ATORY AIR SUPPPLY

Sink or box used. An advantage in the use of such

a system in small-scale hydrometallurgical tests is that

cool and moist air i.s used arid excessive evaporation of the

test avoided. Also, the pressure cannot rise above a deter-

mined ma.ximum.

A Dressing-Water Board
By E. J. O'CONXELL*

A dressing-water arrangement for concentrating tables

that has recently been develo]5ed and perfected has several

advantages over the dressing-water box su.spended above

the table deck that has been so long in use. Where di'css-

ing water is largely made up from the overflow from set-

tling tanks or thickeners, it has a special advantage. The
board is flush with the outlets and beinsj fastened to the

W
All Buttorss Adjustable

CONCENTH.VTOU HRESSING-WATER BOARD

splash board shakes with the table, making it self-

cleaning. The stationaiy water box usually becomes a

settling basin for solid matter, clogging up the outlets.

Such a condition pi'events the uniform flow of dressing

water tliat is so desirable. The success of this new
dressing-water board lies in its varying widths and lateral

and longitudinal inclines.

•The Deister Concentrator Co., Fort Wayne. Ind.
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Mining and Metallurgical Machinery
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Critical-Temperature Indicator

The following illustration shows an instrument for in-

dicating the presence of the critical point in steel abso-

lutel}'. It is a well-known fact tliat steel in the process ol'

heating loses its magnetic jjroperties when it is brought to

l!0-2E0Volt.AC.L!ne

Small Transform:r

IIOorZEO^olis;

Flexible

Lampcord'.

[Z3

INDICATOR

-Search Coil

'Asbestos Pntecied Shield'.

CRITICAL-TEMPKRATURE PYROMETER

its critical point. The pyrometer known as the "Crit

Point," which is a product of the Gibb Instrument Co., of

Pittsburgh, Penn., takes advantage of this phenomenon.

Through the medium of magnetic coils, contact is made
with the steel in the furnace. A magnetic indicator is

placed in the circuit, and the meter immediately indi-

cates through the loss of magnetism when the steel has

reached its critical point.

World's Greatest Steam Locomotive

A new ri'cord in size and capacity of lailway locomo-

tive-; lias been made by the triple articulated 128-ton

freight locoinoti\e j)atcnted l)y Ueorgc nender.<oii and

liuilt by tlic liaidwin Locomotive Works tor the Virginian

Ey. As shown in the accompanying illustrations from

Enf/ineeririf/ yews, it lias a 2-8-8-8-4 wiieel arrangement.

Tiie maximum tractive effort ol' this locomotive is 160.-

;J00 lb. It has a height limit of 16 ft.lO in. and a width

limit of 12 ft. at a height of 2 ft. 3 in. above the rail. The
center line of the boiler is 10 ft. 9 in. above the rail. The
rigid wheel base is 15 ft. 3 in. and the total wheel ba.-;e

91 ft. 3 in.

The Virginian locomotive has a third set of cylinders

and driving wheels imder the locomotive tender, all cyl-

inders of the same size with the two center cylinders tak-

ing high-pressure steam and discharging to the end pair

of cylinders working on lower pressure, a huge super-

heater, a feed-water heater on the tender, etc. Flanged
tires are u.<ed throughout, the lateral play between flanges

and rails being | in. on the front and back drivers of each

group, and f in. for the main and intermediate pairs.

Since the railroad has no turntable capable of taking thi.-

nnit, it is turned on Y's laid out with a curvature of 1« .

The tliree groups of driving wheels carry approximately

equal loads ((iO.oOO lb. per axle). The weight of tlic

overhans- on tiie tender is carried bv a tour-wheeleil

U— - -~ - gi-3'Totof Wheel Base

SKELETON ELEVATION OP TRIPLE COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE. SHOWING WHEEL SPACING

THE LARGEST STEAM LOCOMOTIVE I.N THE WORLD
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constii lit-resistance cii^ino truck. 'I'liis has a total svviiii(

of ];!] in. and carries a load ('(|iial to tliat of an express

passeiiijer loc'oiiioti.ve of ISO years ajj'o—83.000 lb. 'i'lic

Idcoiiiiitive lias a tank cajiacity of l;J,000 gallon.s, and a

fuel cajjaeity of 13 tons.

m

Measuring and Calculating Scale

The accoinpanyina' illustration shows a projiortional

scale consisting of a horizontal sliding arm on which is

niminted a lock screw and two swinging arms hehl I0-

gether by a small eyelet. It is used for solving proldenis

that involve proportion, and is operated by laying the scale

SCALE FOR MEASUni.NG AND CAT.CUT.ATTXG

on a desk ov talile and manipulating the two sliding arms.

It is designed particularly for those who have to sohc

numerous problems involving proportion. It is being-

placed on the market by W. E. ]\leadwell, Ithaca, N. Y.

Improved Locknut
The locknut illustrated is one of the latest forms that

has been placed on the market. The nut consists of two

]jarts. The lower half is provided with a cylindrical-

shaped projection the extreme end of which is machined

W-VSA^;

AN IMPROVED FORM OF LOCKNUT

to the shape of a truncated cone. Tlie whole projection

is divided into six fingers by means of three cross-slots,

ill a manner somewhat similar to that used in making
castellated nuts. The under side of the upi)er half, or

locking part, of llie nul is niacliined io fit oxci- these six

fingers as shown. On screwiuLr the nnt down tlu> tiniicrs

are s(|ueezed inward, firmly locking the lower half of the

nut to tlie liolt. The |)r;ike Locknut is manufactured iiy

the W'estci'n Scix'w and Locknut Co., San I'ranciscu, Calif.

The Largest Gyratory Crusher

The largest gyratorv crusli(>r e\er constructed is in-

stalled at the plant of the .Michigan Limestone and Chem-
ical Co., Calcite, ^Mich. The machine is a No. (iO Ken-
nedy gyratory breaker, made by the Kennedy-Van Saun
Manufacturing and Engineering Corporation, New York,
and has a capacity of 35,000 tons jier 30-liour day, crush-

ing from (iOJ-in. down to about 8-in. and finer. The
crushing space between the head and concaves holds ;i0

tens of rock, and this, together \y\\\\ the liojiper which
flares out above the head, with an outside diameter of

about 23 ft., afl'ords a receptacle Imliling (>.") tons.

WORLD'.S LAROE.ST ROCK BREAKER

The design of this unusual machine naturally involved

imicli careful study, with reganl not only to its o]jerating

features, but also to its manufacture and transportation.

For instance, its spider, which is made in a single casting,

came within one inch of the height limit permitted by

railroad regulations, when shi])ped in a well-Iiottom car.

The main shaft is about ;> ft. diameter at its largest por-

tion and about 28 ft. long. The total height of tlu< nia-

cliiiie is 31 ft. It is driven with 1|-iii. manila rojies by

a (!'i-in. cast-steel sliea\e having IS machined r-o))e grooves.

It is dri\cn by a .'iOO-hp. motor, which has been found

ample for the ref|uirements.
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TONOPAH BELMONT'S XEW GOLD MINE AT SURF INLET, BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Surf Inlet mine of the Tonopah Belmont Development Co. is on Princess Royal Island, 7i miles from tidewater.

View at left shows the hollow, concrete dam built to provide hydro-electric power and also to raise the lakes for water
transportation to the mine. View at right shows mine and mill site; old mine camp buildings; grading for mill, as of
Dec. 10, 1916; No. 3 mine tunnel in background

^
ytiUM 4

NEW HI'IAllFRAME AND MILL OF PLYMOUTH CONSOLID.ATED

This old Mother Lode producer, after lying idle about 30 years, was reopened by a British company on the recommen-
dation of W. ,T. LoriUK. 11 has been yielding steadily since August. 1914, when the new works were placed in operation,
following unwaterinj^ ;inil exploration in the- uld mine; the main shaft is viTtical for about IfiOn ft. and inclined to the
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MINING MAYARI IRON ORE. PROVINCE OF ORIENTE, CUBA
Two views at the mines of the Spanish-American Iron Co. in the Mayari district. The firmness of the bank is illustrated

by the nearly vertical face in the upper view, and in the lower view by the proximity of the loco'notive to the edg^e of the
bank, which is about 25 ft.- high. The Mayari district, which is about 15 mi. from the sea. is the only one of the northern
iron districts of Cuba that is active: the Moa district, about 40 mi. to the east, and the Cubitas or San Felipe district,
about 160 mi. northwest, have not been exploited commerciallj'. The Mayari ore. which contains a large amount of
water (25^^ absorbed and 14% combined), is beneficiated in nodulizing kilns and shipped from Nipe Bay to the United
States. These operations are now controlled by the Bethlehem Steel Co.

>l^t«s^jp!«ISgf:

GOI.D MINES. UTD., AT PUYMOUTH. AMADOR COITNTY. CALIFORNIA
2450-ft. level, and is to be sunk .SOfl ft. farther. About 11,000 tons arc milled monthly for a yield of about $55,000. Since
rropenniK tlie mine has produced over $1,750,000. Its success has stimulated the opening: of a number of other old gold
iuini's in California
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The Cost of Doing Things

I <r

Milling Results at the Hollinger Plant

The milling record for tlu' _vo;ir at tlic nnlliii<;or plant,

Tinuiiins, Out., has been satisraetoiy as was expected, al-

thongh various factors caused the tonnage treated to

be somewhat les.s than had been anticipated. Dnring the

year additions to the mill were completed and the tonnage

treated per month gradually incTeased from i;i.000 to

.50,000 tons. A total of 610,85-4 tons was milled. 1(M9

tons per day, having an average value of $8.84 per ton.

The total value of the ore sent to the mill was $5,322,736.

The mill ran 01. K{ of the possible rnnniiig time, and the

average stamp duty per 24 hours was 16.1 Ions. The un-

recovered values iiu-ludcd ^l.'!!)"; in roncentrates stored

DISTrtlBL'TIiiX OF MILLING COSTS

Per Ton
Ore .

Account Labor Stores Millril

General milling charges $8,101 16 $6,611 12 $0 024

Rupmntcndcncc 15,224 20 025

Tailings disposal 2,0M 64 5,767 85 013

Heating 5.134 70 13.745 04 031

Lighting 591 07 3.566 87 007

Mill power plant 3.137 04 1.983 59 009

Shoveling in bins 6. 164 72 01!

Crushing 17.613 95 23.863 25 069

Conveying 17,986 67 9,082 41 045

Stamping 15,947 69 44,786 08 101

Classification and tube milling 19,542 32 83,065 96 170

Concentration 9,029 27 2,914 51 020

Treating and handling concentrate:-. 3,681 56 4,952 09 014

H.andling pulp 2.174 08 4,374 07 Oil

Thickening pulp, 1.047 97 1,484 76 004

Treating ore and pulp 236 40 53,529 11 089

Agitation 7, 1 26 59 7,338 43 024

Continuous dccantation 5,924 36 4,415 63 017

Filtration 8,889 64 10,792 59 033

Neutralizing 1.297.85 6.500 05 .013

Refining 10,137 32 14.037 11 .040

Clarifving and precipitation 6,468 08 65,625 21 ,120

Pumping solutions 4,98179 6,765 82 020

Cleaning mill 1,676 83 38 08 003

Alterations 6,645 44 11,581 00 030

Ball mill 2,100 55 6.576 28 .014

\ssaying 4.382 10 2.164 30 Oil

Maiiitcnancc of buildmgi.. . 537 17 19.31 .001

$187,880 18 $395,580 52 $0 969

for rctreatment and $241,958 lost in tailings, making a

total of $24!),.'325. The value recovered amounted to

$5,073,401.

The eonsumjition of various chemicals lias remained

about the same as jirevioiisly. the lime consumed per ton

of ore amounting to 2.1 1.'! III.. the zinc. 0.105 lb. ]ier ton,

lead acetate. 0.0012 lb. ]ier ton. The tons of solution

precipitated per ton of ore was 2.221. and the zinc added

per ton of solution was 0.182 lb. The average value of

the pi'egnant .solution amounteil to $:).782. In the ac-

companying table is shown the distribution of the milling

costs, in total and per ton.

Mining Costs at Hollinger

The annual report for U)16 of the TFollinger Consoli-

datcil (Jold Mines, Ltd.. I'iinmins. Ont., goes into con-

siderable detail about the delay and increa.sed cost of sup-

plies and other disadvantageous features incident to war

conditions throughout the Dominion. Despite that fact,

however, total o])erating costs in 1016 were $4.03 per

ton, as against $3.98 per ton in 1915. The reason for

the small difference of cost is attributx^d to the advantages

due to consolidation of the difTeVent properties, wbich led

to economics that offset to a large extent tlie aildilimial

e.\])eiise due to increased cost of supplies and inellicitjiit

labor. The re[)ort states that it is hoped the working

costs will be from 40 to 50c. per ton below present figures

when normal conditions are again restored.

This is another case of a 7nining comjiany which, for

one reason or another, despite most disadvantageous cir-

MINING COSTS

.\cpount Labor Stores

General iiiimng charg.-^ $10,513 22 $7,884 52
Supcrintendenee 35,783 04 7 90
Diamond drilling 3,024 43 2,234 79
Crosscutting 15,458 52 22,426 39
Drifting 54,997 31 68.303 48
Raising 10,353 09 11,433.41
Winzes 3.409 45 1.397 62
Timbering winzes. 2,322 61 2.154 20
Stoping 230,64146 259.045 04
Scaling 12,006.55 3 16
Tinibc ring slopes and raises 38,925 77 19,109 39
Retimbering 7,170 57 4,75150
Back-filling 2,940 27 88 69
Trtick-laying 13,722 64 6.854.12
Tramming 205,074 44 9,901 26
Pipefitting underground ... 9,439 65 6,671 32
Mine drainage 5.700 53 8.986 80
Hoisting 34,903 35 16,228.53
Landing and dumping 24,326 57 890 75
Drill repairs 5.864 62 40,167 02
Sh.arpening steel . . 29.867 85 11.810.45
Distributing steel 21.623 46 7.27
Mine sampling 9,959 54 84.93
Changehouse . . 2.738 38 1,582 72
Mine lighting 770 29 8,524 30
.\s,saving . . . 1,915 12 952 72
Surveying 9,329 50 1,859 91

$804,083 34 $513,372 20

RF,CAPITUL.\TION OF MINING COSTS

Total
Per Ton
Ore

Milled

$0 031
.059
.009
.065
.205
.036
.008
.007
.813
,020
.095
.020
.005
.034
.357
.027
.026
.085
.042
.076
.069
.036
.017
.007
.015
005
.019

$2. 188

Account

K.'cplor.iti'.n

DcvcloliMient
Profluction
Deferred develiipiiiciii

Broken ore reserve

.

Labor

$3,209 85
215,391 03
561,358 5?

5,492 97
18,530 95

Stores

$2,049 36
137,517 79
358,402 97

3,507 03
11.895 05

$804,083.34 $513,372.20 $2 188

cum.stances in all operating conditions did not suffer

materially increased costs per ton. In addition, the Hol-

linger has not had the advantage of hig^i metal prices

but. like other gold producers, gets only the fixed nonnal

rate ]ier ounce.

Mining Costs at Vindicator Consolidated

During the year ended Dec. 31, 1916, the Vindicator

Consolidated Gold Mining Co., Independence, Colo.,

miiipd'319,197 tons of crude ore; which produced 119,130

tons of shi])ping ore having an average gold content of

$19,271 per ton. Th(? mining costs ]ier ton hoisted were

as follows

:

Breaking ore

.

Tramming
Timbering
Moisting
Sorting and loading
Pumjiing
Lighting
.\ssaying

$0 505
252
267
253
197
207
.023
031

Surveying
Renewals and repairs.
Sundry expense
Office.

.Superintendence
Watchmen ,

Total

$0 019
055
.066
.055
.095
.035

$2 081

ChikMan >liiiiiii; Co., ChoNeii. reports that for the half-year
ended Deo. 31, iniG. the reaovery was $12.12 per ton, at a cost

of $ri..';3 per ton. leaving a profit of $(i.fi0 per ton. Total output
of gold bullion was 21,817 oz., and of concentrates, 451 tons.
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Accurate Silica Determination in

Commercial Analysis
By F. (i. II AW I, icy"

S)'\<)1'>!IS—.4 discussion uf methods of silica

iiiKdi/sis with notes on the errors introduced hy a

rariaiion on the amount, strength, and tempera-

ture of acid used in preliminnrtj reduction, and

length of time under treatment. The higti cost of

platinum has led to the introduction of a uictlmd

usint/ nick-el crucit)tes irhich is descritied in detail.

'rin'oreticaUy, the detenuiiiation of "true" silica is a

simple process, but it is I'ouikI in coniniercial analysis

that it is frequently a dillieult matter to get satisfactory

results. With careful work a chemist can usually ,i;et

duplicate deterniiuatidns to cheek within ().:! to 0. t';; , Iml

frequently different chemists will not agree to within 2'/c-

In view of these facts it would seem that chemists should

investigate the cause of the errors and adopt some pro-

cedure that would at least tend to minimize these diverg-

eni'ios.

In "Bulletin 422"' of the United States Geological Sur-

vey—"The Analysis of Silicate and Carbonate Rocks"

—

Dr. Ilillebrand describes how an accurate SiO, determina-

tion can be made, but the method given is not suitable to

commercial work where speed is necessary. Dr. Hille-

brand and others proved long ago that there were three

main sources of error in the method commonly used: A
plus error from the small amount of SiO^ from the flux;

aiiotlier plus error due to imjiurities retained by the SiO^,

;

and a minus error due to the solubility of the SiO., in

the HCl.

In my e.xperience the amount of SiOo introduced witli

the Hux usually amounts to less than 1 mg. and a satisfac-

tory correction may be easily made if the flux is measured.

The amount of impurity retained by the SiO„ may vary

according to the elements present and to differences in

the acid treatment, but generally amounts to between 0.1

and 0.3%. By far the largest and most troublesome error

is the one due to the solubility of the SiOj in the IICl.

This error is much greater than most chemists realize.

I have known of several who carefully deducted 0.3 to

0.4% for SiO^ from the tiux and impurities in the SiO^,

but failed to add anything for the SiO^ lost in solution,

which in these instances was about 1.7%.

Dis.soLvixu OF Si(L IX HCl
According to niv observations the amount of freshly

precipitated 8i()^ that dissolves in HCl, depends on the

lolliiwing conditions: First, the amount of acid i)resent:

second, the strength of the acid; tliird. the temperature;

and fourth, the length of time the silica is in contact with

the acid. There may be other conditions governing the

solubility of SiO„ in HCl, but these seem to be the prin-

cipal ones. By far the most inijjoitant is the amount of

acid used.

^lost chemists use acid of about tlie same strength lo

treat the dehydrated silica, and liie assays are bi'ought to

a boil, insuring the same temperature, and are boiled foi-

•Chief chc-ini.st, liitci ii;itiuii:d SnifltiiiB: Co.. 1'. i). IJo.x SJl,
Miami, Ariz.

a lairly uniform length of time. I'^-w, liowcM'i'. consider

the importance of using a deliiiife amount of acid. It

seems to be a prevalent idea that the amount of silica dis-

solved by the acid sohition is jii'opoi-tional to the amount
of SiO^ in the sample. When a .small bulk of acid is used,

this is certaiidy not the case. The experiments showji in

Table I pi-ove clearly that when a small amount of SiO.
is present, the amount dissolved is proportional to the

quantity of acid solution pi-esent and not to the amount
of SiO.^ in the sani])le. These experiments were made on
the standard .sample of ai'gillaceous limestone issued bv

the r.ureau of Standards, which contains, according to

the aiudvsis made bv Dr. Hillebiaiid and Dr. Watei's.

18.15% of SiO„.

One-half gram samples were fused in )>latinum dishes

with sodium carbonate dehydrated at 140° C, and run

in the oi-diiiary way except that varying amounts of f»0%,

HCl were u.sed. .Ml weix' boiled five minutes, filtcre<l,

and the filtrate evaporated a second time to recover the

SiO, dissolved.

SoLuiiiLiTY oi'- SiO, IX HCl with V.\i;yixg

AmoUXT.S of At'IDS
T.4BLE I.

(). on Kilter. SiO. from Filtrate
Xo.

1 ..

2

3

4

5...

6...

HCl Used,
CO.
10
20
30
50

. . 70
. .. 100

17 90
17 78
17 58
17 02.
16 52
16 12

28
48
60

1 16

1 60
2 04

Impurity in SiO-
%
12
10

10

12

08
0,08

This experiment has been repeated many times by differ-

ent chemists and always with similar results. Some text-

books recommend using ."lO to 100 c.c. of dilute HCl to

dissolve the bases, but do not intimate that as much as 2%
of SiO. may be dissolved from a sample that contains

less than 30%,, as shown in Table I.

Much light is thiowii on this subject by the following

experiment, in which ditferent weights of an ore contain-

ing 70.8%i Si(_), were assayed in the usual way. The
samjjles were all boiled two minutes with 10 c.c. of 60%
HCl. The other conditions were the same except for the

varviii"' amounts of oi'(\
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one foiitaininfi' )i)'/c iiatiiially loads one to inquire why

it does not all dissolve when [)i'esenl in \ery small amounts,

or how SiOj that has onee gone into the filtrate can be

reeovercd by a second evaporation. The following seems

to be at least a partial explanation : When the solution

containing silica is evaporated, it precipitates as small

flakes. As soon as the hot acid is added, these begin to

dis.solve very slowly. In samples containing 10% SiOo

or more, the relatively large number oi' Hakes, presenting

a correspoudiugly large surface to the action of the acid,

\yill quickly saturate it; consequently no more can dis-

solve from a high-grade sample, than from one containing

about 15%. On the othei' hand, when the sample con-

tains but little silica, there will be but few flakes and the

rate of solubility of these will not be sufficiently rapid to

saturate the solution in the ordinary time taken for a

determination. From this it must follow that when very

small amounts of SiO„ are to be determined, the acid

solution should not be boiled longer than necessary.

To jjrove that the length of boiling has an influence

ou the resiilts the experiments referred to in Table III

were made, 0.5 gram of ore containg 21.1% of SiO^ being

used in each case.

Effect of Vaiuatiox ix Timu of Boiling

TABLE in.

25% HCl Boiled. SiO, on Filter, SiO. from Filtrate.
No. C.C. Mill. Gt:itii Ciralii

1 70 I 1146 0050
2 70 2 1138 0054
3 70 4 1150 0068
4 70 10 1120 0090
5 70 20 1117 009i
6 15 1 1 182 0020
7 15 2 1186 0020
8 15 5 1 188 0018
9 15 12 1I<I4 0016

These cxiicriments (Icnionstratcil that when there is

considerable \dlume of acid solution, some time is needed

to saturate it, and consequently the length of boiling time

is of considerable importance. On the other hand, with

only a small amount of acid solution it very quickly be-

comes saturated and so the length of time it is boiled, is

of less consequence. If boiled long enough, the solution

may concentrate to such an extent that the dissolved SiO,
will begin to reprecipitate. This is indicated in the last

two exj^crimeuts shown in Table III.

Tabic IV gives the results of experiments made to see

what cft'ect a variation in the strength of HCl would have

on solubility. The results were rather surprising, as

it was found that HCl of 15 to 25% strength would dis-

solve much more SiO^ than stiongcr arid.

In each experiment 75 c.c. of acid was u.s(vl and boiling

was continued for five niiiiut«s.

Effect OF Va 1:1. \'i'io\ in SriiKNdrii oi- HCl
'lABLK IV.

llf'l Sid, on KiltiT, HiO, from Fillriitc,

No. ' % (inirii Cniin

1 80 1199 00 iO

2 40 ,">
1 142 (1064

3 25 1110 0095
4 15 1112 n 0095
5.. 8 1140 0060
6 4 1160 II 11054

7 I 005S
8 • 0,5 . 0022

The SiO^ from experiments 7 and 8 was too badly con-

taminated with iron to weigh. From other expcrii«|^^

it was found that pure water has a very slight solvennlc-

tion on SiO^, which is greatly increased by the presence

of NaCl. Considerable NaCI is always present from the

action of HCl on the flux, and part of the solubility shown

in these tests is undoubtedlv due fo this cause.

In a I'urtbcr scries of tests (Tabic \'
) Iml a<-id proved

to be more efl'ective in dissolving SiO, than cold. Stirring

also affected the result, in these experiments 70 c.c. of

40%, HCl was in contact with the SiO, for 10 min.

Samjilcs 3 and I were placed in a water bath containing

boiling water and heated as hot as possible.

From the results of this and the previous series of ex-

periments it ('an readily bo seen that adding boiling water

to dilute the assay or washing the sides of tlie cas.serolc!

should be avoided, as it would be equivalent to using a

large volume of hot dilute acid, which would result in an

excessive loss. Tests made to determine the most satis-

factory temperature and Icngtii of time for dehydrating

Effect of TEMPBHATUiiE of Solution
table v.

SiO, on Filter, SiO, from Filtrate
Temperature Gram Gratn

1 Boiled 1148 0068
2 Boili'd 1146 0066
3 88°C stirred 1164 0048
4 88°C not stirred 1175 0040
5 ,

70»('.stirred 1175 0.0038
6 70''C not stirred 1185 0028
7 45''C stirred 1185 0.0022
8 45''C not stirred 1194 0.0020

the SiO, indicate that heating to 120° to 150" C. for :!0

niin. gives satisfactory results. If heated to a higher

temjierature or for a nnu-h longer time, the solubility is

slightly decreased but the silica will be contaminated by

more impurities. Ordinarily, I find that boiling for three

minutes with 15 c.c. of G0% HCl will give about as jjure

silica as could be obtained by boiling longer or with more
or stronger acid.

A source of eri'or not generally known is caused Ijy the

silica adhering to the casserole so tenaciously that it is

not removed by ordinary rubbing. When the acidified

solution is evaporated quite slowly to dryness, the silica

has little tendency to stick to the casserole; but if the

solution is evaporated rapidly, and especially if it is

boiled, considerable silica sticks to the casserole and can

only be partly rubbed off. The silica adheres mostly to

the side at or near the surface of the liquid and forms

a roughened ring. When first used, very little silica ad-

heres to the casserole, but with each repeated usage the

ring becomes larger and rougher and accumulates more.

To reduce this error to a minimum tlie casserole should

be kept as smooth as possible. To remedy the rougjiening,

which is frequently mistaken for etching of the glaze,

watch the casserole and as soon as a slight roughening is

noticed, remove it carefully with dilute hydrofluoric a.cid.

Place a spoonful of water in the casserole and then an
equal amount of HF and quickly rub with a rubber finger

cap or "policeman." As soon as no rough places can be

felt, quickly empty out the acid and rinse well. If these

operations are carefully done, the glaze is not injured

noticeably.

When making SiO^, determinations on sulphide ores or

ores containing much Cu, Pb, Sb or other easily reduced

metal that would attack the platinum crucible, it is cus-

tomary to give the sample a preliminary acid treatment
to remove the objectionable metal and then determine
8iO. on the insoluble residue. The necessity of this acid

treatment, together with the high cost of platinum, led

to the introduction a few years ago of a new method, using
nickel crucibles and a flux of Na^O, -{- NaOH, and elim-

inating the acid treatment.

This method is used extensively at a number of the large

copper camps of the West. Several years ago I made an
extensive .series of tests to see how its accuracy would com-
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piuv with the staii(l:iril siMliuni-enrlioiubte nu'lliud. M;ui.v

oxiiorinicnls wi-ro iimdo on analyzed samiik's issued by tlic

Bureau of Standards, and many eoniiiarative assays were

also run by the two met'hods on reguhu- work. These

tests, which were carefully made, proved that with care-

ful maniiHilatiou the new method is ea.pable of giving as

good results a,s the longer sodium-ciwhonate method. Most

of the foregoing experiments were run by both methods.

The sodium hydiwcide used in the new method reacts

with the silica of the ore, forming sodium silicate and

watci'. This water is in the form of steam, and if tJie

fusiDii is stiuted too hot the escaping ste<im may cause a

slight mecJianical loss. This will not happen if care is

taken to start the fusion at a very low temperature and to

increase the heat slowly.

In either method, after dissolving the melt and acidify-

ing, the flux is changed to NaCl, and as the operations

arc the same from this point onwards and as the same

salts are present in about the same quantity, there can

be no difference due to the method.

!My own modification of the i)eroxide method, as used

for routine work, is as follows : AVeigh 0.5 gram of pulp

into a 30 c.c. nickel crucible and add one scoopful (about

i grams) of flux composed of equal parts of sodium perox-

ide and sodium hydroxide. Mix the pulp and flux, and

if the sample is knowni to contain over 50% of SiOo put

on a cover to prevent loss. Fuse at a low temperature,

beginning much below redness and increasing very slowly

until a dull red is reached. A good way to make the

fusion is to set the crucibles in an iron tray having holes

punched to accommodate them and constructed so that

they are held about half an inch above the floor of the

nniffle. Introduce the tray with crucibles into the nniffle

at a low red temperature and fuse for three or four min-

utes.

The Life of Nickel Crucibles

Wien the fusions are made as described the nickel cru-

cibles can be used from 20 to -10 times, but if the tem-

perature is too high, or if there is too much sodium

peroxide in the flux, they will burn out much quicker.

Eemo\e the crucibles and partly cool
;
place in 4-in.

casseroles, and cbver the crucibles with 2-in. watch glasses

so placed that a slight opening is left on one side.

Through this opening squirt in 3 or 3 c.c. of warm dis-

tilled water from a wash bottle. This should start a

x'igorous reaction between the water and the flux. As
soon as the action has somewhat diminished add 3 or 4 c.c.

more water and continue to do this until the fused mass
is disintegrated. Toward the end the water should be

added with enough force to thoroughly stir the contents.

If the crucible gets too cold or the water is not hot enough,

the action may cease before the melt is loosened from the

crucible ; and if too hot the contents may boil over. With
a little practice the right conditions are readily found.

As soon as the action ceases and the crucible is a little

over hair full, rinse off the watch glass and from a large

burette add about 10 c.c. of 00% HCl in small portions

so as to avoid too violent reaction ; then add 90% HCl
until it is in excess. The crucible should now 1)0 about

full and everything in solution ex(;epl j.iossihiy a little gela-

tinous silica.

With the fingers or ]ilaf iiiuni-tip|)ed tongs, remove the

crucible, rinse, and iilace the casserole on the hot plate

to evaporate. No harm is done if it boils gently at first

\\ hen al)oul lialf e\apor;ited. place the casserole on an iron

or ahiniinuni ring so made that the bottom of the casseroI<-

is kept about one-quarter inch above the hot plate. These
rings are very bcnelicial in preventing sjiitting. When
the residue has become diy, cover with a watch glass and
bake at about 125° C. for 30 min. ; remove and when cool

add 15 c.c. of G0% HCl and turn about so a.s to moisten

all ])arts of the residue. Allow to stand a short time and
then put on the hot plate, and with cover still on, boil

for 3 min. Remove and allow to cool, rinse the sides

down with the minimum amount of warm distilled water,

and swirl around to loosen any crust still adhering to the

.sides. The NaCl does not all dissolve, but will readily do

so in the v/ash water.

It is very necessary that the casserole should not be

heated after rinsing down the sides with water. After

standing a few minutes, transfer the contents to a filter

and wash twice with warm water; then once with hot

dilute IICl and add a little to the casserole. Rub
the sides and bottom of the casserole to loosen any
adhering Si02 and rinse into the filter. This SiO. is

ground rather fine by the rubbing and has a tendency to

clog the filter, hence it is better to add this after the main
portion has been partly washed. Wash the filter twice

again with water, place in a crucible, partly dry, and
ignite strongly for ten minutes. Weigh the SiO^ as soon

as cool, for it is hygroscopic. A correction is now made
for the SiOa lost in solution, which under these conditions

will amount to about 0.4%. A deduction is made for im-
purities in the SiOg and the 8iO^ from the flux. These
gains about balance the solubility loss. Occasional tests

should be made to check these losses and gains.

It is evident from the nature of the flux that some spe-

cial method for preparing and storing it will be necessary.

The following has proved satisfactory : Take a half-pound
or more of pure dry NaOPI and grind up, a few sticks at

a time, in an iron mortar so that the largest pieces are

no larger than a grain of wheat. The grinding must be
done quickly, or the NaOH will absorb moisture. Place
it in a wide-mouthed jar and add an equal amount of

Na^O, and mix by rotating. A satisfactory jar to use is

a small 4-in. straight-sided desiccator with a circular piece

of gasket rubber for a cover. The jar should be opened
as seldom as possible, but in spite of this precaution the

flux will slowly absorb moisture. This moisture reacts

with the sodium peroxide, changing it to hydroxide, prob-

ably according to the following equation

:

Na,0, + H„0 = 2NaOH -f

Fi'om this it will be seen that the H,0 is chemically

held and so the flux will still be dry, but the oxidizing

power is lost. When such flux is used, the fusions will

fail to disintegrate pi-operly when hot water is added.

The remedy is to add more NaaO, from time to time.

Pure Zin'onium Dioxide is a very valuable refractory mate-
rial, according to Dr. W. Rosenliain, in tlie "Journal" of the
Society of Chemical Industry, Dec. 30, 1916. Highly purified

zirconia is a very valuable material. Crude zirconia (about
"iH'/r ZrO:;) falls far short of pure zirconium dioxide in refrac-
toriness, but bricks made of it will resist temperatures up to
alDout 1600^* C. It is much improved by removing" ttie iron

oxide by treatment with hydrochloric acid. To get the best
results it is necessary to shrinlc the material at a much higher
temperature than it would have to stand eventually. Zirconia
bricks as purified for optical purposes frit above 2000° C. The
cracking of refractory materials is caused by forces involving
nothing but determinable constants, and the coetllcients of
theimal endurance can be-i^v^orked out, as has been done for

glass.

^--
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United States Steel Corporation
Tlie report ol' tlu; United States Steel Corpoial ion for

1!)1G covers an e.xtreniely wide range and tlierc are so

many properties and plants t-overed that individual men-

tion is impossible in a briel' review. Since, liowever. the

Corporation is one of the country "s principal units in the

metal industry, its report is important, and may lie con-

sidered an index of the state of the iron and strel in-

dustry of the United States.

The general balance sheet, coiidcn-cd. is as fidlows:

CONDENSED B.\I..^NCE .SilEET

Common stock
Preferred stock .

Stock sub^^iciiary companies not owned
Bonded debt, U. S. Steel Corporation
Bonded debt, subsidiary companies, . .

.

Notes subsidiary companies
Mortgages and purchase money
Current liabilities

Reserve fund.s
Appropriated surplus
Undivided surplus

Total liabilities

Property account l?ssdepre -iat ion
Advanced mining royalties
Mining royalties . ...
Deferred charges
Investments
Sinking-fund assets.

Current a.ssets

$508,302,500
560.281,100

505,042
42'i. 464,000
174.007,027
24,')25,558

902,290
92.942.436
55,337,108
55,000,000

381,360,913

$2,083,027,974

1.472.623.667
18,678,087
24,925,558
1.618,063
3.548.202

60,483,524
501,150,873

$2,083,027,974Total assets .

Of the animal assets, $181,901.00-") represents materials

and products t)ii hand: ^H:),-!-) 1 ,<S'2 1 , accounts receivable,

and it;i48,394,';ui, cash on hand.

The income for the year, summarized and coiideirsed as

far as possible, was as follows

:

INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Gross receipts
Operating charges

Balance

Royalties and rentals

$1,231,473,779
867,762.218

$363,711,561

4.730,147

Other income

Less adjustments and charges

Total earnings

Interest and depreciation

$368,441,706
6,434,459

$374,876,167
31,879.075

$342,997,092

48,970,528

Net income for year $294,026,564

Dividends jiaid were 7% on the preferred stock and 5%
regular and i5j% extra on the common stock. The totals

were $25,219,(j77 on preferred and $44,476,469 on the

common. From the net income for the year, deductions

of $22,619,801 for interest and ])remiums and the divi-

dends noted leave a surplus of $201,835,585 for 1916.

Total shipments to domestic customers were: EoUed

steel and other finished products, 13,075,295 tons: pig

iron, ingots, spiegel, ferro and scrap, 524,885 tons: iron

ore, coal and coke, 1,172,958 tons; and sundry materials

and byproducts 160,483 tons. Total tons all kinds of

materials, except cement, 14,9.33,621: universal portlaud

cement (bbl.) 10,861.126.

The export shijiments were : TJolled steel and other

finisliied products, 2,466,7 9.3 Ions; pig iron, ingols and

scrap, 32,636 tons; sundry materials and byproducts,

2198 tons; total tons all kinds id' materials, 2,501,627.

The active demand for iron and steel products for both

the domestic and export trade, which prevailed at the

opening of the year 1916, referred to in last year's annual

rcjiort, continued during the entire year. These demands

exceeded the cajiacitics of the mills, and consequently

jiricos advanced throughout the year. The tonnage of

unfillcil orders of the subsidiary companies at Dec. 31,

I HI 6, was n.."ii;,286 tons of rolled steel products, tin-

highest total ever recorded in the history ol the Corpora-

tion, and exceeding Gy 3,M 1,066 tons, or 47.9%, the un-

Idled tonnage at close of 1 9 1 5. The character of the order

book is excellent. The bulk of the tonnage covers the

needs (d' buyers for definite contract work or their re-

quirements for ojH'iation and maintenance, thus ent'ourag-

ing the belief that the operation of the mills at their

full capacity will be continued for at least the greater

part of 1917. The ex])ort sales were for cash, and domes-

tic sales were either for cash or on thirty- to sixty-day

terms in accordance with the custom of the trade as to

various commodities. Collections have been unusually

good.

Dining the entire year 1916 the several producing

pio])erties and ])laiits of the subsidiary conqmnies were

TOTAL PHODICTIO-N" I.\" 1915 .\ND 1916

1916 1915Products
Iron Ore Mined

In the Lake Superior Region Tons Tons

Mesabi Range 24,928.039 17.209,664
Vermilion Range 1,314,002 1,273,825
Gogebic Range 2,369,460 1,277,419
Menominee Range 996,983 939,304
.Marquette Range 647.132 618,108

In the Southern Region
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co.'s Mines J,099,553 2.351,356

33,355,169 23.669.676
7,023,474 5,795.925

Total
Limestone Quarrici!

Coal Mined „
For use in the manufacture of coke 26.606.041 20,800,2"j
I^or steam, gas and all, other purposes 6,162.340 5.828,2'"

Total

Coke Manufactured
In bee-hive ovens
In byproduct ovens

Total

32,768,381 26,628.482

12.479.160 9.701.692
6,422,802 4,799, |26

18.901.962 14,500,818

Blast-Furnace Production
Pigiron 17,412,049 13,517.598
Spiegel 31,486 7,175
Ferro-niangane.se and silicon 164,102 116,735

Total

.Steel-Ingot Production
Bessemer ingots
Open-hearth ingots

Total

17.607,637 13,641.508

7.273,766 5,584,198
13,636.823 10.792,294

16.376,492

Rolled and Other Finished Steel
Products for Sale

Steel rails (heavy and light tee and girder)

Blooms, billets, slabs, sheet and tinplate bars.

.

Plates . - .

Heavy structural shapes
Merchant steel, bars, hoops, bands, skelp. etc.

.

Tubing and pipe
Wire rods
Wire and products of w ire

Sheets (black and galvanized) and tinplates....

Finished structural work
Angle splice bars and all other rail joints

Spikes, bolts, nuts and rivets
.Vxles

Steel car wheels .

Sundry steel and iron products.

Total

Spelter
Sulphate of iron . .

1.533.681 1,129,832
1,881,526 1,404,443
1,332,262 974.741
1.029.682 726,082
2,715,277 2,118.366
1,338,892 919,280
278,197 261,036

2,004.494 1,771,945
1,786,642 1.368,178
557,953 476,896
277,271 190,758
95.096 74.289
173,530 95.476
107,167 77,569
349,122 173.748

15.460,792 11,762,639

55,898
46,263

32.031
35,377

Bills Bbls.

10,425,600 7,648,658L'niversal Portland cement

operated at substantially tbcii- maxiinum ca])acily, except

as they were at times pi-c\ciitcil by reason of the unusual

conditions prevailing as to labor supply and railroad

transportation. The production during the year of basic

raw and semifinished materials and of rolled and other

finished products for sale to customers, exceeded, except in

respect of cement, the output in any previous year.

The expenditures during the year on capital account for

additions to the properties and new construction and for

strii>piiig and developincnl work at mines, c(jualcil tlic
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net sum of .$d9,5(j3,983. The expeudituros niaile I'oi

these purposes since ihe-oroanization of the Corporation

ajrgi-eo-ate $553,3T7,(iS 1. For HUG they were a total oT

$59,503,983.

The volume of busiDcss done by all companies during

the year, as represented by their combined gross sales

and earnings, equaled the sum of $1,231,473,779, as com-

pared with a total of $720,(583,589 in the preceding year.

This amount represents the aggregate gross value of the

commercial transactions conducted by the several sub-

sidiary companies, and includes sales made between the

subsidiary companies and the gross receipts of the trans-

portation comi)anies for services rendered both to sub-

sidiary companies and to the public. The earnings fur

the year resulting from the gross business represent the

combined profits accruing to the several corporate in-

terests on the respective sales and services rendered, each

of which is in itself a complete commercial transaction.

The Duluth (^liun.), plant of the Minnesota Steel Co.

was completed during the early part of the year in ac-

cordance with original plans, and all departments wore

|ilaced in operation. The output of the plant in 191(5 was

212,972 tons of rolled-steel products of various classes,

or about two-thirds the rated full annual capacity of the

jilant. The new cement plant, constructed by the Univer-

sal Portland Cement Co., and adjoining the ilinnesota

steel plant, was also ]mt into operation during the year,

producing 710,600 bbl. of cement in 1916.

Other Importaxt Additions axd Betterjiexts

Other important additions and betterments for which

large outlays were made by the subsidiary companies dur-

ing the year are the following: On account of the con-

struction of new byproduct coke plants at Clairton and
New Castle, Penn., and at Youugstown, Cleveland and

Lorain, Ohio, expenditures of $3,695,554 were made dur-

ing the year. These five plants when completed will

have an aggregate of 1488 ovens. In the Pittsburgh

district, at Edgar Thomson works, there has been in-

stalled a central pumping station and water-distributing

system; at opcnhearth plant No. 3 of Homestead works,

a 1500-ton hot-metal mixer; at Schoeu steel wheel works,

an additional unit increasing the capacity by 15i»,000

wheels per annum ; at Clairton works, the installation of

two additional openhearth furnaces and a 1200-ton hot-

metal mixer; at Donora works, the con.struction of a

duplexing steel plant, including two 25-ton bessemer

converters and a 300-ton hot-metal mixer. Additional

expenditures were also made at the Donora zinc-smeltery

for the installation of muriatic-acid and zinc-oxide de-

partments, and the fini.^hiug up of the final construction

of the spelter plant. The output of the Donora plant in

1916 was 22.800 tons of spelter, 108,277 tons of sul-

])huric acid and 5(i3 t tons of muriatic acid.

In the Valley districts, at Youngstown, Ohio, there were

completed three additional openhearth furnaces, and sub-

stantial progress was made in the construction of the

new ilcDonald merchant-bar plant, which is to comprise

10 mills of various types and sizes; at Farrell, Penn.,

three additional openhearth furnaces were installed. At

Ellwood City, Penn., work was actively prosecuted in the

enlargement and extension of the seamless tube plant of

Shelby Steel Tube Co.

In the Cleveland district, at the Cuyahoga works of

American Steel and Wire Co., there was completed a

new rod null and there were installed additional wire-

drawing buildings with equipment; and work is progres-

sing on the construction of a new rolling mill for hot- and
.old-rolled flats. At Lorain, Ohio, works of The National

Tube Co., four new openhearth furnaces were completed,

and work is in progress on the construction of two ad-

ditional furnaces and a new 40-in. blooming mill.

In the Chicago district, the Indiana Steel Co. at Gary,

made substantial progress iu the con.struction of four

new blast furnaces, a dujilexing steel plant, including two
25-ton bessemer converters and two tilting open-hearth

furnaces; a 40-in. blooming mill, 160-in. sheared plate

mill, three merchant mills and new forged-steel wheel

l)lant ; and the American Sheet and Tin Plate Co. practi-

cally completed the con,struction of a new tin-plate plant

of 24 hot mills. At the South Chicago plant of. Illinois

Steel Co., progress was made in the installation of a

duplexing steel plant of two 25-ton bessemer converters

and two 100-ton tilting openhearth furnaces; also in the

construction of an electric steel plant of two 20-ton fur-

naces, one tilting openhearth furnace, forging presses, etc.

The ore-storage yai-ds at this jjlant were extended and

equipment improved during the year. At Joliet works of

Illinois Steel Co. a new benzol-recovery department was

installed at the byproduct coke plant.

AdDITIOXAI. TliANSPORTATIOX EqUIPMEXT

During the year the subsidiary railroad companies pur-

chased or constructed additional equipment consisting of

84 locomotives, 3471 freight cars and 34 road cars of

various kinds, the aggregate cost of which was $6,908,177.

There were purchased and placed in commission during

the year on the Great Lakes two 12,700-ton capacity and

six 6500-ton ore-carr\ing vessels; also one supply boat.

The total cost of these vessels, together with payments

made in 1916 on account of cost of four additional 12,700-

ton steamers deliverable in 1917. was $3,517,496. There

was completed by the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad Co.

a new steel ore-dock at Two Harbors, Minn.

At the close of 1916 the amount unexjDeuded on

authorized appropriations for extensions, additions and

betterments, including iron-ore mine-stripping opera-

tions for 1917, was approximately $137,000,000. It is

estimated that about $100,000,000 of this total will be ex-

pended in 1917. These authorizations cover the outlays

vet to be made to complete the important improvements

herein described as in course of construction at the close

of the year, also several important new extensions and

additions, as well as a wide range of miscellaneous work.

The principal new extensions and additions authoi'ized

and not heretofore mentioned are the following: The

contemplated construction at Gary, Ind., of a tube plant,

the plans for -which have not yet been fully developed,

will comprise blast furnaces and steel works as well as

finishing mills. At the Edgar Thomson works of Car-

negie Steel Co. extensive improvements are to be made

to the blast-furnace plant; at Duquesne works of a new

12-in. bar mill will be installed ; at Farrell works the billet

and bar mills are to be reconstructed ; extensions are

to be made to rhe tin-pat? plants at Shenango and Far-

rell works. A complete complement of equipment is to

1)0 put in service for use ij^auling coal on river from

mines to the new byprod\ict^Pl<e plant at Clairton, and a

pipe line is to be installed'' for conveying gas from this

plant to steel plants in the Pittsburgh district. The
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Diiluth, MisKiibe & Nortlifni Railway Co. is roiistriK-tiiif;

at Dulutli, i\liuii., a new steel iHV-(l()ci< ot ;i84 jjoekets.

Tliere havu been ordered liy the subsidiai-y railway com-

panies, for delivery to them in 1!)17, equipment aggre-

gating ;il locomotives and olOS steel cars.

In January, 1917, there was utl'ered to the employees of

the United States Steel Corporation and of the subsidiary

companies the privilege of subscribing for cuninion stock

of tlie Corporation, at the price of $10? per share. Sub-

scriptions were received from ."59,0(3 employees for an

aggregate of 67,410 shares. The conditions attached to

the oit'er and subscription, aside fioni tlic feature of price,

were generally similar to those undci' which stock has

been heretofore offered to em])loyees. The usual dis-

tribution of special compensation "to employees nnder the

plan adopted in 1903 was also made.

The trustees of the United States Steel and Carnegie

Pension Fund disbursed during the year 1916, in pen-

sions to retired employees, the sum of $71 l,l.']0.8:). Pen-

sions were granted during 1916 to 2W) retiring em-

ployees. At the close of the year there were .iOlS names
on the pension rolls. The average age at which pensions

have been granted to retiring enii)loyees since the inaugu-

ration of the plan is d.").:!:] years, and the average term

of service rendered by such pensioners was 29.9:5 years.

The total amount expended by the Corporation and the

subsidiary comjianies dui'ing the year for safety work was

$848,080, in comi)ari.son with $(i08.644 expended in the

previous year. The number of fatal aicidcnts in 1916,

based on the number of accidents per 100 employees, was

14.46% less than in 1906: and the number of fatal and

serious accidents combined was 31.60% less than in 1906.

The eft'orts of the companies to safeguard employees from

injuries, through installation of safety devices, facilities,

etc., are assisted by the employees themselves through

duly a]i)K)inted committees. At present 1773 employees

are serving on safety committees

Total Amouxt Dlshuhsei) foii Accidexts

The total amount disbursed by all the com|janies during
1916 in connection with work accidents was $2,593,960.

Of the amount disbursed during the past year, 88% was
paid directly to the injured employees or their families
or ill taking care of them. These payments were made
either in accoi'dance with the provisions of the workmen's
compensation laws enacted by the several states in which
the subsidiary companies are operating, or under the

Corfioration's Voluntary Accident Kelief Plan, which was
introduced by the Corporation prior to the enactment of

the laws referred to. The.se compen.sation laws, which
have been promptly accepted by the subsidiary companies,

merely establi.shed the principles upon which the voluntary

relief iilaii. regardless of legal liability, had been previ-

ously inaugurated by the Corporation.

The amount expended during the year for sanitary

work in and about the mines and mills was $1,402,798, in

comjiarison with an expenditure of $953,056 in the previ-

ous year. The sum of $.322,595 was expended for pro-

tection of water su])])ly and drinking water systems for

the use of employees. During tlie year there were in-

stalled an additional 31.3 showers and 10,662 lockers.

The efforts of the Corporation and the suijsidiary com-
panies toward the improvement of the material welfare of

employees and their fan'.ilies, rcTerred to in the previous

year's annual rejiort, have been continued. During the

last summer the area of gardens maintained liy emjiloyees

on the eomiianios' lands covered lu^arly 1000 acres. At

jiresent there are maintained 17 clubs for employees with

a membership of 5242; also 137 playgrounds, 125 athletic

KMPLOVES AND PAYROLL.S

1916, 1915.
Number NunilxT

187.289 140,875
25.143 19,485
12.624 9,668
24,189 18.240
3.423 2,858

Kniploycs (if

Manufactuiing prnpcrlics
Cortl and roke propert ic» . .

Iron ore pro|jertic«
Trantiportutton proper! i<"S

Miseellaneouy properties

Total 252.668 191,126
Total salaries and wages paid $263,385,502 $176,800,864

Average Salar.v or Wage per Employee per Day:
All employees, exelusive of General AdminiBtrative
and SelliiiE force $3.29 $2,9:

Total eninloyees. including General Admini.*trativc
and Sellins force $3 36 $3 01

parks and 8 swimming ])ools, all of which have either

been constructed by the subsidiary conqtanies or in the

construction of which they have materially assisted.

A. I. M. E. for Universal Military

Training

The American Institute of Mining Engineers, at a

meeting held in New York, Mar, 23, adopted resolutions

favoring nniversal military service and urging the im-

mediate complete ]ireparedness of the army, navy and in-

dustries for war purposes a.* follows:

'W'heieas, The integrity and life of this nation is dc-

]>endeiit ujion its ability to successfully defend itself

against foreign a,K,iiression and attack ; and

Whereas, It is neces-sary that the nation be properly

prepared to the end that our untrained patriotic volun-

teers bd not uselessly slaughtered and our country dis-

graced and defeated ; be it therefore

Eesolved, That the Board of Directors of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers believe that compulsory

universal military training should be at once instituted

and that adequate, complete and immediate preparedness

should be provided.

Be It Further Resolved, That we believe that thorough

and complete preparedness in the army, the navy, and the

industries of the country is vital; anything less is unsat-

isfactory and iii.sufficient, and may result in disaster to

the nation.

Be It Further Eesolved, That a copy of this resolution

be transmitted to the President of the United States and
to each Senator and Congressman,

Dry Concentration of Gold Ore
Eeterring to my article on "Dry Concentration of Hold

Ore." in the Journal of Feb, 17,"l917, Bala Lake, where
I went to examine this small plant, is in North Wales,

not in West Australia. The mine in North Wales was
first opened in 18G3, Gold was first worked on a large

scale in West Australia about 1892,

On ])agc 305, seven lines from the bottom of the .sec-

end column. ]X'rforatioiis should be yV '"• instead of -^
in. On ])age 30(), third line from top of second column,

I should like to add the fact that the concentrates con-

tained 50 to 60 oz, bullion. The classifier lieats, in the

table at the foot of tlii> column, should be 900 to 1000
per minute, not revolutions per minute,

Leonard Goodd.vy,

309 Gladstone Ave., Ottawa, Mar. 5, 191;,
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Editorials

iniiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

The Copper Producers to the

Government

Nothing has excited more coniment lately in the top-

per market than the agreement by the producers to I'ur-

nish about 45,000,000 lb of cojipor to the United States

Government for military purposes at IGfc. per lb., the

delivery to be spread over a year from Apr. 1, 1!)1T. This

has drawn otit remarks of the following nature:

From the pessimist: The ]irodueers have bui little

confidence in the futtire of cop]>er.

From the stockjobber: There ar(> not going to be any

large war jjrofits if tlie producers are going to sell their

stuff so cheaply.

Fj'om the manufacturer: If tlie copper producers can

suj)ply the Government at so low a price, why not us ?

The simple fact of the matter is that the copper pro-

ducers desired to show their patriotism in a concrete, un-

ccjuivocal way. Jlany other persons have said that they

would put their plants, products, etc., at the dis])osal of

the Government, but no one of whom we know, except

^Ir. Ford, has named terms. The copper producers. Iie-

lieving that actions speak louder than words, acted. In

all probability they will he able to sell their entire out-

put up to Apr. 1, 1918, at a much higher price tlwn

what they have made to the Government. Their sole idea

was to he generous to the Government, to he patriotic.

Looking at the transaction from the economic stand-

point, the total quantity that is involved is relatively

small, being only about a week's output at the present

rate. The delivery of one-fourth of this copper during

the second quarter of 1917 will cause some inconvenience;

after that none at all, for Imt little of the production ex-

pected after July 1 has yet been sold. The quantity of

copper thus contracted for the Army and Navy is so small

that it looks as if the military program were not to he

very extensive. However, in this connection it is to be

remarked that the immense quantities of copper that

have been purchased by the Allies have not been solely

for military purposes, but have been for all the uses of

the nations, indttstrial as well as military. Just what

the military requirements have been is known to no one

outside the munitions ministries.

But if America goes into the war with the Allies, why

should not we help them also with cheap copper. cbea]i

steel, etc.? In the first place, the Allies have not here-

tofore been obliged to pay extravagant prices for cojjper.

Their first big purchase was at 20c. The 448.000,000-lb.

transaction was at 25c. A subsequent transaction—about

40.000,000 lb.—was at 27c. The Allies have had their

copper as cheaply as the American consumer.

It is conceivable that if the United States should under-

take to finance the Allies, some arrangement woubl be

made for sjiecial terms for su])i)lics for governmental pur-

poses, but tlie market for general consum])tion must

necessarily he left to itself and must be determined, by

natural laws. Anything else would be dangerous. It

does not follow from this that the price of copper is

going to be .{Oc. or more; nor is there any reason why
it should be except for bad buying, which the govern-

ments can, and ])robal)ly will, avoid. The copper pro-

ducers in 191() averaged about 21 to 25c. on their de-

liveries. For their deliveries in the first half of 1917 they

will average around 27c. Those are not extravagant

prices. . Such levels were attained in 190(i-7, when there

was no war, nothing but an unusual industrial demand.
Tiiat c()])])er ]>roducers make a great profit at 25c. there

is no dotibt, but it is necessary to permit producers to

realize a great profit in order to insure a large and rapidly

increasing production, which is the most essential thing.

When the production has become large enough, the price

will automatically decline. The cop]ier market will be

better for everybody if a drclino to 20-25c. comes soon.

The International Nickel Co.

was unable to resist the

who legarded as quixotic

The International Nickel Co.

importunities of its stockholders

and unfair the policy of keeping the prii-e for nickel at

ante-bellum figures, and it recently announced an increase

of 5c. per lb. This will not affect the long-running con-

tracts until they expire and probably will not affect the

contract with the British government at all.

The International Nickel Co. has been in a difficult

position ever since the war broke out. (Jetting its raw
material from mines in Canada and being obliged to bring

it to New York for refining, it became imniediatelv the

target for attack by politicians in Canada, who charged

that Canadian nickel was being allowed to go to Germany
for the purpose of killing Canadian soldiers, while the

more moderate charge was that the British government

was the victim of a foreign nionojioly f)f its own colonial

resources.

The company met these charges by showing that it had

put its business under the supervision of the Canadian

authorities, so that they might assure themselves of no

improper consignment of the product. And it was shown,

moreover, on the floor of the Dominion Parliament that

the British government was being supplied with nickel at

the same price as before the war. For that matter it has

been of public notoriety that tlie ]irice for nickel to

everybody was practically unchanged.

That very thing excited clamor among the stockholders.

With the prices for copper, steel, zinc, lead and nearly

everything else at fabulous figures, why should there not

lie some advance in nickel? To this the management

finally had to bow. but what it did was very moderate.

Throughout these delicate situations the International

Nickel Co. has conducted itself with great moderation and

]U'oprietv. Besides doing the things that have herein

before been mentioned, it has .(Jeferred to the popular de-

mand in Canada that some of the Canadian nickel should

be refined at home, and is now building a large refinery

in Canada, although without any doubt-the work will lie ,
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(lone there less economically than in New York. Along

with thi.s it has a ])ros]iective competitor in the company

Messrs. Carlylc ;:iul Mathewson arc directing technically

The Gift of the Copper Producers

The statement that has been made that the copper sell-

ing agencies with German affiliations did not participate

in"the sale of copper to the United States Government at

16§c. is correct. The further statement, going the rounds,

that it was peculiar, or not peculiar, that they failed tf)

do so, involves entirely erroneous implications. None of

the copper selling agencies participated in the trans-,

action. They do not produce any copper. They sell it

simply as commission merchants or traders. If in the

former position they would have to refer to their, princi-

pals ; if in the latter, they would have to sell for l(i§c.

what they would have to buy at 30c. or more, in order to

make the delivery, which would be something not reason-

ably to be expected. The only corporations or persons who

could supply this copper at a very low price were those

who commanded an original source of it. Participation

in the transaction was, therefore, an affair of producers,

not of custom smelters, refiners, or selling agencies.

Another fallacy that has been going around the streets

is that even at ]6|c. the producers are making a fat profit,

the cost of prodiiction being only 8c. per lb., or so. The

average cost of producing copper iised to be a subject of

voluminous discussion before the war. AVhile no absolute

conclusion could be reached, the consensus of opinion

was that the average cost to the big producers was about

10c. per lb., this representing the direct charges on pro-

duction, and being exclusive of charges on capital ac-

count. There were some big producers showing lower

figures, to be sure, but in many cases their real figures

were not so low as they were made to look for stock market

purposes. As a matter of fact, 10c. per lb. has been below

what experience has demonstrated as being the bed-rock

price during the last 10 years. In 1907 and in 191-1 the

cataclysmic declines halted at about 12c. Since 1914 the

cost of production has increased, as everybody knows.

Kennecott Increases Its Interest in Utah

The announcement of the purchase by the Kennecott

Copper Corp. of 200,000 shares of the Utah Copper Co.

explains the great strength in Utah during the last six

months when the acquisition was going on. Judging from

the announcement as to the financing of the operation, the

cost of the new block of stock was about $100 per share.

Kennecott previously owned a little more than 400,000

shares of Utah, which it acquired from the Guggenheim

Exploration Co. With the new block of shares it owns

about three-eighths of the total issue of Utah, and Avitb

the private holdings of the Guggenheims and persons

closely associated with them, the ]\Iorgan-Guggenheim

group is now probably in majority interest in Utah, which

in turn controls Nevada Consolidated.

There has been a good deal of talk of consolidation of

Utah with Kennecott, but it is now denied that anything

of that sort is contemplated. Eumor goes on further to say

that such a consolidation was being considered, but was

opposed by an important independent interest in Utah,

which was strong enough to block the ju-oject and intended

to do so, in the courts, if Tiecessary. The nrcsent outlook

is, therel'oie, that Utah will bear the same relation to

Kennecott that Nevada Consolidated does to Utah.

The ex])lanatioii of Kennecott's purchase is now that

its management regards Utah as the best investment for

its great surplus. Railway companies buy the stocks of

one another, so why should not mining companies, con-

forming to the sound policy of sticking to the business in

which the management is most experienced? Anyway,

Kennecott's great interest in Utah Avill give it increased

staliility aiul M'ill help to tide it over any adversities in

Alaska that may transpire.

Cherryvale Makes an Endurance Record

in Zinc Smelting

On Mar. 12, 1917, block "C,"' comprising 600 retorts

at the Cherryvale works of the Edgar Zinc Co., completed

a campaign of 10 years. This furnace, Avhicli is natural-

gas-fired, was put on full charge Mar. 12, 1907, and has

been running steadily ever since; that is the fire has never

Ijeen out. During the 10 years smelting was interrupted

for ].") days owing to labor troubles and for 15 days owing

to breakage of gas mains, but during those times the fur-

nace was on dead-fire, which means that the temperature

is maintained at red heat, and everything is in order for

raising the temperature and proceeding with smelting.

During the period of 10 j^eais this furnace produced 29,-

136 tons of spelter.

A campaign of a zinc-distilling furnace is ordinarily

somewhere around three years, in good practice. Cam-
paigns of five years or so are on record, and are regarded

as extraordinary. The 10-year campaign of "C" furnace

at Cherryvale is phenomenal and surpasses anything else

whereof we know. Such a thing is possible only with

furnaces of the good construction which characterizes

those at Cherryvale, and with good care. Certainly, great

credit is reflected upon 0. P. Garrison, the manager. We
need not di.scuss the differences due to natural-gas firing

\"s. coal-gas firing, to temperature of smelting, etc. Ad-
mitting that all conditions may have been in favor of

the Cherryvale furnate, a 10-year campaign is something

remarkal^le anyhow. We say "a 10-year campaign,'" but

it will be even longer, for the furnace is still in operation;

Mar. 12, 1917, was simply a decennial celebration.

The Judge Mining and Smelting Co., of Park City,

Utah, put its electrolytic zinc plant in operation on Feb.

25, producing about three tons of zinc per 24 hours,

which is gradually to be increased to 12-15 tons. This

|)lant, which was designed and built by C. A. Hansen, is

especially interesting from the fact that it is the first zinc

plant to be equipped with rotating, circular cathodes.

That is to say, it is the first modern plant using zinc-

.snlphate elect I'olytc. Doctor IToepfner employed such

cathodes in the old plants at Fiihrfort in Germany and at

AVinnington in England, but at those plants the electrolyte

was zinc chloride. At Anaconda, Great Palls and Trail

the electrolytic vats have stationary cathodes, similar to

those of the electrolytic copper refinery. Rotating cath-

odes offer some distinct theoretical advantages, against

which there are some disadvantages (among which are

considerably higher first cost), but they have not yet had

a trial in modern in'actice. The Park City plant will

pnn-idc that. It is to be hoped tha+ it v.-ill be successful.
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BY THE WAY

The John Fritz .Medal Board of Award has i)uhlishi'd

a hook .giviiit;- a liistorv of the medal, the ndes of its

award, liiojjraphieal notiees of the medalist.* illustrated

with ])ortraits, etr. The hook is for sale and may he

obtained from the seeretary. John Fritz Medal Board of

Award, Engineering Societies Building, New York City.

Charles A. Suker, Democrat, and In-other of fm-mer

Governor William Snlzer, of New York, was elected Dele-

gate to Congress from Alaska last November by a majority

of 19 votes, according to a decision of United States .Fudge

Kobert W. .Jennings sitting at .Tuneau, ^lar. '21. Tiie

can.vassing ijoard had declared James Wickersham, Inde-

])endent Republican, elected, but an appeal was taken ti)

the Federal Court. Wickersham has served four terms

as Delegate from Alaska.

Annoumement is made tliat applications for the Em-
mons Memorial Fellowship in Economic Geology will be

considered, and an incundient appointed jn-ior to tlie lirst

of June. Applications should he sent to Prof. .T. F. Kem]i,

of Columbia University, not later than ^lay l-j. The
holder of this fellowship will receive an income of .$1000

and is expected to carry on an investigation in economic

geology that will add a distinct contribution to the litera-

ture. The institution at which the study is parsue<l will

be decided after conference with the members of the Com-
mittee of Awards. The character of the investigation will

be decided after applications have been passed upon.

The late August Eaht deserved the name of the "Prince

of Fishermen'' as much as that of the "'Prince ol' Lead

Smelters," by which he used to be known in the metallur-

gical profession. Years ago, staying one sunnncron one of

the Canadian lakes, famous as the habitat of those two most

beautiful species of lake trout, locally called "Coiiper-

longe" and ''Silverlouge," the fonner of the color of bur-

nished copper, the latter of polished silver, lie was for

some time unsuccessful in catching a single specimen.

Concluding that the water near the surface was too warm
to suit those 'ionges,'"' he rigged a contrivance for deep-

water trolling, and soon was rewarded by ample catches.

It was this kind of intuitive knowledge and resourceful-

ness that helped him in his profession over the perplexi-

ties occurring in the treatment of ores.

Bankers greeted with remarkable enthusiasm, said the

Ereiiinr/ Post, the suggestion of AV. P. G. Harding, gov-

ernor of the Federal Eeserve Board, that tliis country

should not hesitate to extend a credit of .$1,000,000,000,

taking as security the simple obligation of Great Britain

and France. Some even believed that this did \\t\\ go

far enough: and one asserted thai wr liaxc already lent

Europe about $2,000,000,000. We can contiiuK- to lend

money; hut what we need to do if we enter the war is to

''buy some of the Allies' chips." "There is no use,"' said

one banker, ''of a three-foot man tr\-iiig 1o do a six-foot

man's job. We are military infants. AVo can't send our

]ioor little group of soldiers over 1o Europe. It would

take too nnich time to eqtiip and train them. Something

might hnpjien tf) them. They might be mi.staken for a

Cooks" toui'. .\nd, bcsidis. if \vc ai'e to as.'^nme tliat the

end of the war is near, it Wduld be folly to direct mu-
nitions and money from Euroi)e for equipping a large

ai-niy <i\' our own. when it would not be ready till the

war"s end. Hut we ai-e giants in finance. Wc are the

giant. I doubt wbetber jieople realize how wonderfully
well this wai- has piepared us, from a financial standpoint.

I'"inancing tlie wai- should be our task. Lending money to

the .VUie.s would nud<e us most innnediately and fearfully

elfective."'

There is a market-lettei' writer in Wall Street who
frankly admits that he jmlges the course of the market
not l)y rea.son, but by intuition. "When I write my mar-
ket advice in the morning,"" he say.?, "I simply trv to get

the 'feel' of the market. I say that the outlook is that

the market will go u)i, or that the outlook is that it will

go down. Sometimes I give my reasons, but very often

r don"t. T simply cannot give my reasons because I do
not know them. Frankly, I write on what I suppose you
would call a linneli.'" Peojilc may call this superstition,

but peojde do not know. This market-letter writer often

does give the reasons for his predictions; he is a keen

student of conditions and of the technical status:, and
while he is sometimes wrong on the market, his record

conifiared with that of other mai'ket-letter writers is as-

tonishingly good, says the wi'iter of Wall Street Pai-a-

graphs in the Eraninr/ Poxt, who proceeds to remark:
"A phenomenon not uidike this is often observed among
fishermen, fanners, giiides and others who qualifv as

local weather projihets. Though they occasionally talk of

winds and moisture and the look of the sky, they have
little scientific knowledge of weather; vet thev have an

uncanny habit of being right. The psychologist, AVilliam

.Tames, somewhere gives an examjdo of dentists who can

tell you that a tooth will break, but cannot tell you why
it will break. And w\\ax is tlie ex]danation in each in-

stance—market prophet, weather prophet and dentist?

The explanation is that in eat'h iust<ince the individual

has acquired over years of experience a mass of empirical

knowledge which far ontruns his scientific knowledge.

He has unconsciou.«ly or half-consciously abso]-bed an in-

definite number of items of knowledge which he has not

inalyzed. In his judgment of things, these it^ms of

knowledge lying at the back of his nund act as reasons,

but they are too vague and incoherent to admit of ex-

planation. 'AA'by don't you s]ieculate?' the market-letter

writer was askeil. 'I used to,' he replied, Hint never suc-

cessf\dly. AVhen I speculate, my fears and hopes make me
nervous and eonfu.sed; T try to justify my moves with

reasons ]n-o and con, and I lose my liunch." '' Alining en-

gineers will understand this. What engineer of long ex-

]ierienee is there who cannot relate instances of being in

an orebody penetrated Ijy oidy one drift, with no means

for measurement of ore in sight according to the acce]ited

tenets, and feeling the conviction that he is in the midst

of a whal(> of an (u'oliody: and in another case that he is

merely surro\nided by a thin shell of ore? Yet in neither

rase can be (uitline any real rea.sons. Tf he tried to, they

would verv likely he weak. Of the same order is the ad-

\ ice. "Never give reasons. Your judgment may be fine

and your reasons feeble.'' AVho also does not remendier

cases of the mining engineer who is superb in his ad-

vice to clients and unsuccessful when he goes into mining

ventures on his own account ?
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Personals

Charles E. Van Barneveld is in charge of the
Tucsuii stutiun of the U. S. Bur*^au of Mines.

A. J. Evelaiid lias returned to New York uftcr
an abseiu'e of more tlian a year in South Amer-
ica. He is at the Engineers' ("lub.

J. W. Shields, mill superintendent of the Quincy,
at Hnncock. Jlicli., has resigned and the position
has been filled by Ralph Hayden, formerly with
the Anaconda.

Professor Jay Lonergan has resigned the chair
of mining: at the Pekinti Governnieiil University,
China, and will return to America to resume
active praetice.

A. M. Bilsky has been appointed manaRing di-
recloi- of the Apex Mining (^o. of rorcni)ine for
the purpose of supervising the work of explora-
tion by diamond drilis.

W. A. Schmidt, who has been prominently as-
sociated witli potash retovery in the West, is in

Washington for a ten days' stay to confer with
the Government's potash specialists.

E. D. Kifburn. manager of the Power Depart-
ment of the New York office of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co., has been ap-
pointed district manager of this office.

H. A. Morrison who has neen superintendent
at the Silver Dyke mine at Sodaville, Nev., is

now engaged in unwatering and opening up the
Oak Hill mine at La Grange, Calif.

Dorsey A. Lyon, metallurgist in charge of the
Seattle station of tlio Bineau of Mines, will visit
Washington in the near future to discuss with
Bureau officials some phases of the work in the
Northwest.

S. M. SoupcofF has joined the staff of the
mining department of the American Smelting and
Refining Co., and will have charge of the field

work of the Halt Lake office with headquarters
in the Mclntyre Building.

W. S. Rugg, formerly district manager of the
New York office of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co.. succeeds Chas. S. Cook as
manager of the Railway Department with head-
(luarters at East Pittsburgh.

S. A. Hollman. for three years superintendent,
has been appointed general manager for the
Balaklala mine, at Coram. Calif. George S. Fer-
guson, assistant manager under Frank Leland,
has resigned and retired to his ranch.

E. P. Dillon, fonntniy assistant to manager of
the Railway and Lighting Department of the
AVestinghouse Electric and atanufacturing Co.. at
East Pittsburgh, has been appointed manager of
the Power Division of the New Y'ork office.

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the
Bureau of Mines, attended the conference held
in Albany, N. Y., by the New Y'ork Industrial
Commission, which is considering a revision of
the state's mining laws. Mr. Rice represented the
U. S. Bureau of :\!ines at the meeting.

Simon Guggenheim was trapped in a snow^Ude.
on Mar. 17. at tlie summil of Mt. Cceur d'Alene,
Idaho, his train being blocked by snowslides
ahead and behind it. A relief train was able
to reach Dorsey. within a mile of the blockade,
and passengers were compelled to go down the
ni(nu]tain to it.

J. F. Hanst. formerly senior engineer on the
staff of th Cl-'veland-Cliffs Iron Co.. I.shpeming.
Mich., and in charge of engineering operations
at its new Athens mine, has resigned his posi-
tion with tliat company to accept one with the
Andes Copper Mining Co.. at Potrerillos. Chile,
S. A., and will sail from New York with his
family on Apr. 7.

Howard F. Weiss, director of the Forest Prod-
ucts LalHu-atory, at Madison, Wis., has tendered
his resignation to become effective Apr. 1. He
has accepted a position with the C. V. Burgess
Laboratories f Chemical Engineers), at Madison,
Wis., and will engage in the development of prod-
ucts and pntcesses involving a more profitable
utilization nf wood and timber.

Dr. James Douglas, of New York, has given
Qui'cn's rnlvrsitv of Kingston. Out., another
donation of $(;:i.out» to meet deficits in various
departments. The will of the late Dr. George C.
Hoffman of Ottawa, former assistant director of
the Canadian Geological Survey contains a be-
quest of $.'ir»,000 to (lueen's for the establish-
ment of fellowships in surgery and pathology.

J. Morgan Clements, of New York, has been
selected Ity the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, of the Department of Commerce,
Washington, to make a survey of the mineral
resources of the Far East, Including Chhia and
Siberia. Before leaving, this spring, he will visit
American concerns that are interested in the de-
velopment of mineral resources acro.ss the Pa-
cific to get a definite Idea of the specific points
that rcfiulrc elalM»ration.

Archer E. Wheeler, formerly superintendent of
the (Jreat Falls smeltery, now consulting engi-
neer for tlie Union Minl6re du Haul Katanga,
In the Belgian Congo, Africa, has secured the
services of H. Y. Eagle, S. Ward Haas and I*.

E. Weldy, employees of the Anaconda Cupper
Mining Co., to design and erect a leaching pl.mt

and electrolytic copper refinery at the property
of the Belgian company. The men have left for

New York, where the plans will be completed
before going to London, whence they will con-
tinue to the Congo.

Col. J. C. Maben, long president of the Sloss-
Sheflleld Sti'el and Iron Co., Birmingham, Ala.,

has resigned and has been made chairman of
thii board. lie will be succeeded temporarily
by James N. Wallace, president. Central Trust
Co., New York, but it is expected that later a
man actively engaged in the manufacture of
iron will be elected. Colonel Maben will reside
In New York at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Prof. W. D. Bancroft, Cornell I'niversity, has
been selected by the board of directors of the
American Electrochemical Society to represent
electrochemistry on the Chemistry Committee of
Hie National Research Council.

Dr. W. A. Lynott has resigned his position with
the tJ. S. Bureau of Mines to be the official

physician for the Southwest Missouri Mine Safety
and Sanitation Association. He will have his
headiiuarters at Webb City, where he will look
after the free clinic and dispensary that was
established there by the association about two
years ago. and will spend a portion of the time
in the field, teaching miners first aid and sani-
tation. He will enter his new work with a con-
tract for three years' employment and will begin
his duties Apr. 1. Approximately $ll).Olt() was
raised by private subscription, in cash, as a
guarantee of Dr. Lynott's salary.

Obituary

A. Y. Cannan. discoverer of the A. Y. and
Minnie mine, in Colorado, is dead, according to a
Denver report. He was S4 years old.

Ferdinand W. Roebling, secretary and treas-
urer of John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton,
N. J., manufacturers of wire rope, died on Fridav,
Mar. 16, 1917.

Alexander Sutherland, a workman employed at
the srndpits of the leaching plant at the Washoe
works in Anaconda, Mont., was killed Mar. 15
by heing smothered under caving sand.

David Rainey. 62 years old, of Birmingham,
was killed on Mar. 10, 191". when he fell from a
cliff at Stewart. British Columbia, where he was
owner of several gold and eojjper mines. He
leaves a widow and two sons, a mother 80 years
old, a sister and two brothers.

Frank Mingus, a miner was killed March 1j
in the Anaconda company's Mountain Con mine,
at Butte, when a heavy inickn falling through
the shaft struck him while he was working in
the sump and practically decapitated him. The
bucket was suspended from an auxiliary cage
operated by a hoisting engine on the 2:J00-ft. lev-
el, lieeame unfastened while being lowered.

Edward Payson Ferry, pioneer mining man of
I'tah and once a legislator, died Sundav night.
Mar. 11. 1917 in Los Angeles. .Mayor W. Mont
Ferry, of Salt Lake City, is his only living son.
Mr. Ferry was born April 16. 18S7. He will ba
buried from thj church that his father built.
Mr. Ferry went to Utah in 1878. Going to

Park City as the representative of Eastern cap-
italists, he took charge of the development of
properties that were later parts of the Silver
King Coalition and Daly-Judge mines. He became
identified politically with the Liberal party and
was one of its leaders, being elected for two
terms to the territorial legislature from Summit
County. He was president of the Trans-Mis-
sissippi congress in Denver in iSiH. In addition
to his son. Mayor Ferry, Mr. Ferry is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Charles C. Reynolds of
Los Angeles and Mrs. Dana T. Merrill of Wash-
ington.

SIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Societies

Canadian Mining Institute held a well-attended
meeting of the Western Branch in Vancouver.
Mar. 15 to IG, with Robert R. Hedley presiding!
The papers presented were as follows : "Notes
on an Iron and Steel Industry for British Co-
lumbia," by R. R. Hedley, Vancouver; "Manu-
facture of Pig Iron." by M. W. Carman, Nanaimo.
A'ancouver Island, B. C. ; "Five Years of Pro-
gress in Metallurgy," by Francis A. Tliomson,
Pullman, Washington, head of the Department
of Mining Engineering at the State C(»llege of
Wa.shington ; 'Tiode-Mining Industry of Vancouver
Island." by W. M. Brewer. Victoria ; "Notes on
the Copper Deposits of the Northern Interior of
British Columbia." by John D. Calloway, as-
sistant mlneralogl.st for British Columbia ; "Ne-
cessity for Technical Instruction in the High
Schools in Mining Districts of the Province." by
John Kyle, organizer of technical education in
British Columbia, and a description of the Ta-
conia Smelting Co.'s smeltery and refinery at
Tacoma. Wash., by Dale W. Pitt, one of the com-
pany's field engineers. The Api>lied Science De-
partment of the TTnlverslty of British Cohnnbia
was represented by J. M. Tnrnbull. acting de;in ;

J. C Davidson, professor of phvslcs, and E. T.'

Hodge, professor of geology and mining. Dr.
Davidson spoke on the Collrell dust and fume
precipitation process, giving information relative
to its great success In connection with recovery
of copper, lead and zinc from ores of those
metals, and of Its later successful adoption In
treating mercury ore. Dr. Hodge, In discussing
the (lucstion of the establishment of an Iron
and steel manufacturing industry In the Province,
urged the necessity of obtaining much more spe-
cific information concerning the extent and na-
ture ol tlie available iron-ore deposits before ad-
vocating large expenditures In iron-smelting and
steel-manufacturing plants. The discussion of
the papers relating to iron and steel was ani-
mated and prolonged, Mr. Kyle, who showed many
stereoptlcon views of technical schools and classes
of students at work, slrongly urged the active
support of mining men generally in securing rajre
technical instruction In the |)ublic high schools
of British Columbia. Views of the CJranby Con-
solidated Co.'s Hidden Creek mine and copper
smelting works at Anyox, In the Co; st district
of British Columbia, and of the Brltlannla cop-
per mine and modern concentrating mill, near
Vancouver, B. C, were shown by E. Jacobs,
branch settretary. who briefly commented on those
imjiortant indu.stries. A demonstration of th^
new Type "B" Pulmotor attracted general at-
tention.

New Patents

United States patent speciflratinns listed below
may I'e obtained from "The Kni;ineerin(,' and
MininK .lournal" at 2ric. each. British patents
are stiitjilii-d at iitc. eaeh.

Crusiiino Roil. Laurent C. G. Dibbcts. The
Hak'ue. Netlicrlands. (U. S. No, 1,219,927 ; Mar.
20, 1917.)

Tunneling or ExcavatinE Machine. Oliver O.
App. .\ew York. (U. S. No. 1,219,419; Mar. 20.
1!»17.)

Mine Car Dumping Apparatus. William A. Wil-
liams. Barton, Ohio. (U. .S. .Vo. 1,218,029. Mar
U, 1917.)

Cars—Snfetj- Stop for Mine Cars. .Joseph Klans-
nic. Black Diamond, Wasli. (U. S. No. 1,219,-
748; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Mine Door Operating Apparatus. William Mar-
tin Hummel, Lewistown, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,218,-
401; .Mar. 6, 1917.)

Ore Separator. William P. Clifford, Ottumwa.
and Inhn C. Cook, Russell, Iowa. (U. S. No.
1,218,170; Mar. G, 1917.)

Pump—Peep Well Pump. Walter G. Black and
August L. Segelhorst, Brea. Calif. (U. S. No
1,219, 7;ill; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Amalgamation — Centrifugal Separator and
Am.-ilgamator. Harrv R. Zimmer, Los Angeles,
Calif. (U. S. Xo. 1.220,031; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Preheating—Process of Preheating Blast Fur-
nace Gases. Otto Oesterlen, Zweibrucken, Ger-
nian.v. (f, .S. No. 1,219,852 : Mar. 20, 1917.)

Metal Reflnino—Apparatus for Refining Metals
bv Heating. Alois Helfenstein, VK-nna, Austria-
Hungar.v. (U. S. No. 1,220,111; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Sulphur—Metliod of Mining Sulphur and Other
Minerals. Hampton P. Rhodes, Shrevepurt, La.
(U. S. Nos. 1.217.065, 1.217,0Gfi; Feb. 20, 1917.)

Lead Metallurgy—Process for Separating Lead
;tnd IVIolybdetu;m from ili'ieral Wulfenite. Alan
Kissock, Tucson, Ariz. (U: S, No. 1,218,412

;

Mar. fi, 1917.)

Drill Sharpener. Edv-.-ird L. Oldham. Denver,
Colo., asignor to The Denver Rock Drill Manu-
facturing Co.. Denver. Colo. (U. S. Nos. 1,219,-
477; 1,219,478; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Lamp—Miner's Safety Electric Lani]). Richard
Koch. Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor to Tl\e Con-
cordia Safety Lamp Co., Inc.. Pittsburgh, Penn.
(f. S. Xo. 1,21S,.370- Mar. 6, 1917.)

Drills—Operating Mechanism for Rock Drills.
William A .Smith. Denver, Colo., assignor to The
Denver Rock Drill ManTifacturing Co., Denver.
Colo. (U. S. Xo. 1,219.498; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Tank Lining—Api)aratus for Lining Reservoirs
and tlu' like. Gustav Mcmrath. CluKiuicamata.
Chile, assignor to Chil? Exploration Co., New
York. (C. S. No. 1.219,840; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Mining Machinery Bralie for mining Machine
Trucks. Kdward L. Hopkins. Columbus, Ohio, as-
signor to the .Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Coliun-
bus, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,218.402; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Agitator—Apparatus for Agitating Freezing
Water. Edward H. Altli.iff, Salt Lake Citv. lUah,
a.ssignor of one-half to Louis A. Roser. Suit Lake
City. Utah, (U, S. No. 1,219,897; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Elevator — Safety Device for Mine Elevator
Cages. George Coatcs, Victor. Colo., assignor of
one-eighth to Richard W. Coates and one-eighth
to .loini S. Walker, ^|(tor, Colo. (U. S. No.
I,219.!HS; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Blasting— Combined Powder Punch and Blast-
ing Fuse Holder. Danl ^1 .lames Watt?, Iron
River, Mich . assignor of one-fourth to Leonard
.1. Wright aTid one-fourth to Reiniu.ld C. Doenitz.
Iron River. Mich. (U, S. No, 1.219,009; Mar. 20,
1917,)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Mar. 21

First Comstock Ore at 2700-ft. Depth Ikis jus

l.oen .iisclnsocl in tlic I\iino„s old O.nsolidato.

Viruinia mine in this lustonc district i'' ^"»"
Cotmtv, Nevada. A dispatch froin Whitman

Synnii'es received at San Francisco today states

tliat the ore runs $15 per ton The strilte is in

absolutely virgin ground; the orebody 9 ft.

wide, has been penetrated I'l^'^distance ot 4., ft

The reports for the week ended Mar. 1' show«l

a saving of 77 cars from 13 ft. along the vein,

assaying $8 per ton. There was some improve-

ment on Monday and on Tuesday and Wednesday

the important strike was made. This is m the

southwest drift from No. i west crosscut and

is the first ore ever taken from a depth "fj""
ft The old "bonanza crowd" never went below

tlie 2500 level In extraction of ore. Present oper-

ators have been obliged to wait until the water

was lowered, but began exploration as soon as

thev could get into the ground and are now

rewarded for the undertaking and have proved

their faith in the downward persistence of the

orebodies.

Gold Dreilging Lands of Natomas Co. of Cali-

fornia still contain 2r,ll,IJl)(l,(ll»l cu.yd. of pay

gravel, according to the annual rejicrt made pub-

lic on Mar. 20. Prospecting, from which this

estimate Is made, was carried on througliout the

year and further prospecting will probably in-

crease the estimated yardage in the Natoma divi-

sion of the American Itiver district and in the

Feather Kiver division ot the Oroville district.

The company owns and operates 11 dredges at

Natoma and three at Oroville. During ISlb the

gross recovery of gold by tlie 14 dredges totaled

$2 137 120 and the net operating profit was $988,-

885 The dredges liandled a total of 2..,SGS.01IO

cu yd In this period No. 1 dredge was rebuilt

and designed to resoil the land, and was out ot

commission nearly nine months. No. 7 was sunk

Apr 1 and reeommissioued Oct. 1, being closed

wn six months. The sum of $108,248 vyas

expended in salving and rebuilding No. .. winch

was charged to operating expense, reducing the

net operating profits in that sum.

Mother Lode Carnival, in celebration of the

Old Eureka reopening at Sutter Creek on Apr. 14.

promises to be free from the disagreeable and

disturbing element that freiinently attends the

street fairs in valley towns of California. Both

the mining and agricultural interior communities

are disposed to the enjoyment of out-door shows

in the spring and summer seasons ; often these

celebrations or street fairs are gotten up by show-

men from San Francisco or other cities ;
too

freiinently thev are conducted in a disgraceful

manner and attended by gamblers and skin-game

operators of the lowest order. But the amusement
committee of the Mother Lode Carnival and the

Sutter Creek board of trustee? have provided

against the possibility of such disturbance by

agreeing that no concessions will bo given to other

than legitimate and moral features of outdoor

or indoor entertainment. There will be ball

games, other athletic sports, music, dancing and
such amusements as are clean and respectable

and hence enjoyable to visitors from other por-

tions of the county and state.

BUTTE—Mar. 22

First Commercial "Wireless" in Montana will

"connect" the Montana Power Co.'s plants and
offices at Butte, lireat Falls, Tliompson Falls

and Lewistown. The object of this system of

wireless is to supplement the regular telegraph

and telephone service between these stations and
to enable the company to remain in communica-
tion with the various stations when tlie regular

channels of communication are interfered witli

by storms and accidents and when it is all

the more necessary to send out men to make
necessary repairs and thus reduce tlie period of

interruption of service.

Tuolumne-Main Range Controversy has been
engaging (considerable atUMition in Hutu* during

the last week. Ever since Tiicihniiiu- undertook
to develop the properties of the Butte Main Hange
eompanv in the eastern section of tb.e camp, a

group of stockholders of the Main Range company
have manifested dissatisfaction with the arrange-

ment by which the Tuolumne company is to

acquire the stock of the Main liaiige company
and the manner by which, it is alleged, tlie first

named company is claiming credit for enhanc-
ing the value of its stock through the splendid

sliowing disclosed in the Main Range properties.

Wjlliin the last few days both sides have aii-

iiovinred their view of the transaction with the

cibjeel of clearing up any misunderstanding that

may linger In the minds of stockholders in either

eniiipany.
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DENVER—Mar. 22

Colorado School of Mines has recently estab-

lislu'd one free schularslup per year to one

student from Mexico, and from each Central

American and Soutli American Country, in the

belief that this actiim will foster universal min-

ing education and will provide greater exploita-

tion of the mineral resources of those countries.

The School's regular winter course for prospec-

tors is still in session ; the attendants represent

widely separated portions of our country, includ-

ing two ladies and range in age from 18 to til.

SALT LAKE CITY—Mar. 23

Large Deposits of Oil Shale in Tiilta County
have been made the subject of Covernment res'jr-

vation. The acreage involved—2,511,517 acres—is

not entirely withdrawn from entry, but in each
case where land is to be taken uj), examination
will be made for possilde oil shale. The shale

in most cases lies in thick layers almost directly

below the surface and llie deposits are believed

to be of great value. The proving of deposits of

value will undoubtedly bring increased activity

to the Ilnita basin; with the development of the

oil fields railroad communication would follow,

and another productive section of Utah opened.
The most feasible railroad into this section would
probably be a branch line from the Denver &
Rio (Grande from Soldiers Summit.

WALLACE, IDAHO—Mar. 19

Restraining Order Against Federal Mining and
Smelting <'<i. was not granted by .ludge Deitrich,

of the United States district court, on the appli-

cation by the Star Mining Co., which sougiit to

restrain
" the Federal company from extracting

ore from the Star ground pending the conclusion
of the litigation over the ownership of the vein,

details of which were given in the last issue of

the ".lournal." The court, however, ordered the

Federal c<nnpany to render a complete account
of all ore that has been extracted from the

ground In controversy and all ore tliat is here-

after extracted and file llie same wltli the court.

The court took into consideration the unfavorable
terms of the smelting contract under which
Federal ores are shipped to the American Smelt-

ing and Reflining Co., which controls the Federal,

as compared with contracts with independent
smelters, and took as a fair example of inde-

pendent contracts that of the Hecla Mining Co.

with the International Smelting Co., ordering the

Federal compan;-,' to deposit with the court the

dilTerence that would have been received if the

ore in question had been shipped under the

terms of the Hecla contract. The Star company
has started work on its property, the purpose

being to accomplish certain development work to

demonstrate the apex of the vein within its lines.

Suit Over Hercules Mine Value has been filed

in the I'nited States district court at Boise, by

Mrs. Mathilde Cardoner, widow of the late

Daniian Cardoner. who was the owner of a A
interest in the Hercules mine. The complaint

states that Mrs. Cardoner was induced to sell

the interest left to her ana her daughter to

Eugene R. Day and Eleanor Day Boyce for

$:!70.000 through false representations made by
Harrv R. Allen, of Wallace, who came to her as

a friend, but who she subsequently learned was
in the employ of the defendants ; that Allen

represented to her that the Hercules was prac-

tically worked out ; that the mine did not pay

dividends for four months while lead was so

high ; that members of the Day family were

speculating in the metal market with the mine's

money and were likelv to lose everything they

had:' that thev were bucking the Gnggenheims
in the smelting business; that the Guggenheims

had too much money for them and that tlio

Days would be crushed : that other claimants

under a former will of her husband were likely

to cause trouble and possibly get her interest

In the mine unless she converted it into cash.

Upon these representations he is alleged to have

advised her to sell her interest as speedily as

possible, for if she did not do so her interest

would soon become valueless ; that the mine was

not worth to exceed $5,000,000. In conse.iuence

of these representations on Oct. 27, 1910, she

empowered Allen to sell her interest in the mine

for $:)12,500, her interest in the cash on hand

for $37,500, and certain property in Burke tor

$20 000, totaling $370,000. From subsequent in-

formation Mrs. Cardoner alleges that the Hercules

mine was at tlie time worth $20,000,000, and that

the company had acquired large interest in a

smelting and a refining plant and that the entire

Hercules holdings were worth $30,000,000 in

which her interest was entitled to share. Attor

gaining a fortune in the Hercules, Damlan ( ar-

doner returned to Barcehnia, Spain, his native

land, and he died at Las Palmas, Canary Islands,

in February, 1015, Mrs. Cardoner alleges that

being unfamiliar witii iier husbands affairs, and

having confidence in Eugene R. Day, manager of

the Hercules mine, she desired his appointment as

administra'or of the estate, and he was so ap-

pointed In .Inly, 1915. She further alleges that

the representations made by Allen were incited

and suggested by Eugene R. Day for the purpose

of deceiving and alarming her, and causing her

to sell her Interest at an inadequate price. The

filing of this action has caused a real sensation

and the trial is exjiected to bring out some

startling revelations. In an interview in Spokane,

Harry L. Day suggests tliat Mrs. Cardoner Is

only a figurehead in the matter and that other

interests are back of the suit.

JARBIDGE, NEV.—Mar. 16

The Wingfield Interests have the Elmore group

under o])liiiii and have 15 nun working on devel-

opment under the direction of .1. O. Creenan.

Legitimate Mines Co. is working 10 men on

devebqjment under the direction of A. T. Mc-
Cauley. The total payroll of the .larbidge camp
will approximate $35,0110; about 250 men arc

employed, the town having a po|)ulatlon of 800.

It would be con.servative to say that there is

approximately eight or ten million dollars worth

of ore in sight in the district. An interesting

feature is the persistence of the oreshoots m
the rhyolite formation ; tlie entire country for

some miles around being a recent rhyolite flow.

Considerable Change in Jarbidge was efl'ected

by the entrance of llie Cuggenheim interests,

the camp generally having taken on an air of

activity and expectancy such as has not been

felt for a number of years, and it now seems

as if the district wore assured ot adequate

development. The Elkoro Mines Co.. a subsidiary

of tlie Yukon Cold Co.. has taken over the

Hanford interest in the development at the Star-

light, .larbidge C.nUl and Flaxie mines. These

properties have been under development by the

Hanf<nd interests of San Francisco for eight

months, with about 50 men working under the

direction of N. JI. Mnir. The Starlight is opent'd

by three adits, whic-li have disclosed three shoots

of ore, with a depth of about 350 ft., an average

length of 125 ft., and an average ore width m
5 ft The general value reported is $1 i a ton.

The Long Hike mine, which was the first and

principal holding of the Elkoro cianpany, is devel-

oped by four adits, having a proven depth ot

vein of 650 ft., an average width of abcnit 8 ft.,

and a proven oreshoot of over Sno tt. It is

understood that tlie average value is $2": about

150 men are employed on the Long Hike, ah
of tlie work of the Elk.iro Mines Co. is under

the direction of E. A. Austin, resident manager.

The company has now six properties ; namely, the

Long Hike, 0. K., Buckeye, Flaxie, Starlight and

Jarbidge Cold.

DULUTH, MINN.—Mar. 21

Tonnage-Tax Bill Defeated in the Senate by a

vote of 40 to 27. The bill provided for a super-

tax of 2% on all merchantable Iron ore at the

mouth of the mine. It passed the house in Feh-

ruarv bv a vote of fiO to 61.

To Maintain Order throughout the state, the

subcommittee of the labor committee of the

house has sent to the committee its recommenda-

tion for the creation of a state fund to aid

counties of slender means to fight the I ^ J^
activities which have in the past resulted in dis-

orders and violations of the law. The report

states that it believes that the principle of col-

lective bargaining should not be discouraged by

employers of labor and that the failure to recog-

nize this right was responsible, to a great extent,

for the labor disturbances in northern Minnesota,

which were aggravated to an alarming degree

bv activities of the organizers and members ot

the Industrial Workers of the World, whose doc-

trine of criminal syndicalism, advocating violence,

sabotage and various unlawful methods of ter-

rorism, tended to infiame the passions of men to

acts which undermine the very foundations ot

order and government. The subcommittee recom-

mends a state-law-enforcement fund, to be used

in giving counties of this state sufficient financial

assistance with which to procure enforcement of

the laws, but permitting the use of such fund

only by counties not able to defray such expense.

IRONWOOD, MICH.—Mar. 2J

Fearing I. W. W. Agitation on the Gogebic

Range this year, the business men of Ironwood

have adopted' resolutions condemning the activities

of this organization on the Lake Superior Iron

ranges I. W. W. men have been active in and

about Ironwood for several weeks and meetings

have been held in difl-erent parts of the Cogebic

range The action of the business men, how-

ijever 'will probablv be a big factor in changing
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Ihc minds of somo of llu' minors who have
tlinu(:lil of K':ivin;r their work. They \vill f;ot

liiile svmpathv fnim the owners of stores, who
realize "that tlie I. W. \V. has invariably brought

about loss of lime and money in every district

in which it lias operated. Agitators are also

working on some of the other ranges, but it is

not believed that there wilt he any strike in

the Michigan field. It is thought that some
trouble may arise on the Mesabi range or at

ihe docks.

JOPLIN. MO.—Mar. 24

Present Cost of Mine Development in the

.loplin district is illustrated by the fact that the

Itlue Mound Mining Co. has announced that in

.liinuary. this year, it just i>ut its first ton of

fiincentrates in the bin at a cost of $12'),000.

The property is situated in Kansas, just across

the state line, north of Picher, Okla. Drilling

was started almost a year ago and development
pusiied but the mill was not able to start until

.Tanuary. It is a 300-ton plant, with IS slime

tatties. William Kenefick. of Kansas City, and
L P. Buchanan, of Joplin. arc principal owners.

Investments in Kansas-Oklahoma Section of the

district liave been heavy in the last two weeks.
As one instance, may he cited S Y. Ramage, of

Oil City, Penn.. who for several year.s operated

a sheet-ground mine north of Carterville, and
two years ago developed a tract west of .Toplin.

Recently, he has bought the B. L. & C property

at Century, a sale previously reported, wlierein

the consideration was $12r(.000. Immediately
afterward he bought a 40-aere tract on Grace
Sacto land, one-half mile southeast of Picher,

Okla,. for .$105,000. And a few days later he

bought the first lease on a quarter section of the

Cooper estate, west of Baxter Springs, Kan., pay-

ing $;iS,500. He will build a mill on the B. L.

& G. ground and two on the Sacto lease, and
will drill thoroughly the Cooper land.

WASHINGTON—Mar. 27

Gases from Rotting Timber ;ir(' thought to have
been the cause oi the death of the two men who
recently were suffocated in the Adventure copper
mine, at Greenland, Mich. At the request of the
operators, the U. S. Bureau of Mines has dis

patched H. I. Smith, a mining engineer connected
with the Urbana, III., station, to make an investi-

gation.

Mining engineers and chemists throughout the
United States are to be called upon by the
IT. 8. Bureau of Mines to coojierate in collect-

ing information with regard to the particular

fitness of cii.'h engineer for service in case of

war. In this w;iy it is expected to establish

liow and where the service of these men could
be of mo.st use tp the country. Blanks are to

be sent out soon calling for detailed infonuation
as to the si)ecial (lualifications of eacli engineer.
This information will be assembled and classified

at the Bureau of Mines.

Nickel and Cobalt are to be the subjects of

intensive study by the U. S. Bureau of Mines
under tlie direction of Carl E. .lulihn, of Alameda.
Calif., who has just been iiiM»<'hited a mineral
technologist at a salary of $;j(i(Ml per annmn. The
principal aim of the work is to ascertain the

possibility of obtaining a domestic supply of

these minerals. This will involve a tluirough
study of methods of production. The work will

be conducted at f;oIden, Colorado.

Dust and Fume Collection is to receive increased
attention from the metallurgical division of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines. With the introduction of
flotation and the finer grinding \vhlch goes with
it, the dust losses at smelteries have increased
decidedly. To meet this, extensive alterations are
being planned by several smelters. Some oper-
ators already have made installations looking to

a greater dust and fume recovery. It is the
object of the Bureau of Mines to ascertain more
definitely the value of the various metliods for
reducing dust and smoke losses, and it also is

hoped that this research may add something to
the knowledge alre.idy possessed of this problem.

THETFORD MINES, QUE.—Mar. 14

Chrome Mining has again revived after a sus-
pension of about 10 years. In contrast to ship-
ping practically all in concentrates, as formerly,
the ore is now nearly all shipi)ed in the crude
state, with a chromic-acid content of from 2.'>

tn 40'";, Most of the ore is shipi)ed to the
United States to be used as furnace linings in

the steel industry. Of tliese grades theie was
sliii)ped about 15,000 tons in 1!H1). The Mutual
Chemical Co. of America, of "i."> .Tohn St., New
York, has completed two concentrating plants
in the Black Lake district, with a capacity
(if r> tons per hour each; the Caribou plant
is the old style stamp mill, while the Lake
St. Francis plant uses the hall mill for sec-
ondary crushing, and the Dorr thickener and
Wilfley tables for handling the fine material.
The efficiency obtained at the latter plant has
been highly satisfactory. A noticeable migration
of American mining men into the province has
been caused by the expansion in tlie industries
and to take the place of those who are absent
on military duties.

Asbestos Industry of Quebec is exceedingly
prosperous ; the Important issues 111 tills Held
at present are; High i)rices ruling for produc-
tion; (juestluns arising from the labor situation;
and transportation hy rail and water, A serious
shortage of coal was threatened for a time, lint

conditions have again become normal and opera-
tions were suspended only for a short time.
Asbestos being in a large measure required for
admiralty work receives preference over many
classes of goods. The comfitlon of the labor
market Is also more satisfactory than in many
of tlie mining centers tliroughout ('anada. In

spite of I lie abnormal pi ices of the last two
years there has been little done in the way of
opening new properties or rco|)ening those
which have been dosed down since the lioom of
lf)08-11. At present two of the more promising
properties arc Ix-lng reorganized to begin opera-
lions in May and .Innc—the Frascr property by
the Asbestos Corporation of Canada and the old

Ling Asbestos Co. taken over by New York
interests and operated under tlie name of tlic

Quebec Asl)estos Co. These are both at Kast
Broughton and are producers of low-grade fiber.

This class of low-grade mine has never been
able to produce dividends but it is held thai

with present higli prices and the more effieient

mechanical separation of present-day milling

methods, much belter results can be obtained.

The Dr. Beed mine at Black Lake has been
organized as the Imperial Chrome Co. and has
been operated for the recovery of crude asbestos.

The Belmina Asbestos Mines at Coieraine is

also being worked under the same system by
J. M. Johnston of Black Lake.

TORONTO—Mar. 23

Industrial Preparedness is being forwarded
through the recentl\ organized Advisory Council
of Scientific and Industrial Research. Follow-
ing the American plan it is sending out a
questionnaire to every Canadian university, tech-
nical society and manufacturer and all gov-
ernment departments engaged in research work.
Manufacturers are asked to give contidential in-
formation as to what rajv material they use
and where they obtain it and whether they have
research laboratories in connection witli their
plants. Among the more important i)roblems
which will be first considered by the couiu'i! arc
the economic productiiui of potash from feldspar,
the briquetting of the lignite coal of western
Canada, and the utilization of the extensive
deposits of tar sand lying to the northwest of
Kdmonton. The couneil has received reciuests for
their cooperation from private firms engaged in
investigating these jiroblems.
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ARIZONA
Greenlee County

ARIZONA COITKU {Clifton)—February pro-
duction 1.000,000 tons.

Mohave County

TELLURTDK ClIIKK (Kingman)—Developing
five veins of mol>bdeniun -copper-gold-silver ore,

mill tests of wlijch have indicated molybdenum
concentrate averaging: MoS.. 64.4r>% ; Fe ^^AH;
Cu 0,-^)0

; SiO:: 2:i.4."»% and "'traces" of arsenic,
barium and phosphorus. Heavier mine eiiuip-

ment to he installed includes: A 500-cu.ft. air

compressor; 100-hp. semi-Diesel engine. (iO-hp.

hoist. y5-hp. engine and generator, sinking and
.station pumps; four Jackhamcr drills. The 200-
ft shaft will be extended to .'»00 ft. and a 100-
ton flotation mill will be erected. Koy L, Cornell,
resident engineer; U. K. Hannan, general man-
ager. Main office, Hass Bldg., Los Angeles,
Calif. .Mine. 20 miles southeast of Kingman in
Maynard mining district.

Pima County

A.IO CONSOLIDATED (Ajo) -Reported sale of
this property to New Cornelia on $12,000,000
option denied.

A.IO CORNELIA COBPKU CO. (Ajn)- -Sinking
of double-compartment shaft stopped and will

he superseded by diamond-drill work. K. .1. Long-
year Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., having contract.
Property comprises 27 claims; about 1 mile
south of Cornelia. Kdward .1. Crant, president.

Pinal County

UNITKD STATES VANADIUM DKVELOP-
I^IKNT (Kelvin) — High-grade vanadium ore re-
ported In raise conne(,'tH)n recently completed
between upper and lower tunnels. Dr. E. Payne
Palmer, of riiocnlx, president.

Santa Cruz County
LOWER CALIFORNIA METALS (Nogalos)—

-Flotation mill. 2Vi: miles north of Nogales,
Hearing 'omplelion, To be electrically driven.

Yavapai County

CALU.MET & .1KK0ME (.lerome)—Three-com-
partment shaft now over 250 ft. deep. Camp
buildings recently completed ; also water- and
oil-storage tanks, rrineipul equipment includes

:

A 325-hp. Slclntosh-Seymour Diesel engine; 200-
kv.-a. Crocker-Wheeler generator; 513--cu.ft. Im-
perial air compressor ; Lidgerwood double-drum
electric hoist for depth of 1600 ft.; Leyner Xo.
5 drill sharpener.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

STATE HIGHWAY LATERAL from .lacksmi to

Herold will be built ; Amador County board of
supervisors have appropriated money for survey;
will make direct connection with main highway
between Stockton and Sacramento and with
Southern PaciHc It.R.

CONSOLIDATED AJIADOR (Sutter Creek)—
Water in sltaft lowered to IT2.5 ft. The debris
and muck in tlie bottom of the shaft will require
use of pick and shovel. E.vpects to have large
hoist in use in few days. Considering delays in

receiving niachinery, the reopening has been ae-
complisiied expeditiously. T. Walter Beam,
manager.
BUNKER HILL (Amador)—Shaft repairs in

progresii! and bend in lower end of shaft
straightened. This, with the concreting at the
collar for a depth of 22.5 ft., makes tiie Bunker
Hill one of the best working shafts on the

Mother Lode. The 40-stamp mill running steadi-

ly. E. Hampton, who has been superintendent
for several years, has resigned to acce]>t a similar

position in Nevada County.

Butte County

RICH QUARTZ POCKETS reported by Cox &
Parker of Yankee Hill wliile prospecting in tlie

Tordon Hill district. (Jruund In vicinity better

known for gravel mining, and discovery of (piarlz

pockets was a surprise. Some nuggets worth $15
each.

CKUBBS PLACERS (Orovllle)—Ten-year lease

granted to Charles Mooney by .lohn (iruhbs on

placer ground in Fine Gold, Kitchen and Scott
Whipple ravines.

SURCEASE (Oroville)—Property situated in
Big Bend district reported optioned by Eastern
men. Development started and good ore disclosed.
J. H. Kinkaid is in charge.

Eldorado County

CHURCH-UNION (Placerville)—Property near
Eldorado, recently taken over Jjv H. H. Lang, of
Mill Valley for $1(1.000. has been conveyed to
the Oakland Bank of Savings and Loan.

EL DORADO EXPLORATION CO. (Placerville)
—This Seattle company driving crosscut tinuicl ;

cut 26-ft. vein at ITiO ft. in Hot Spur claim,
south of the old Church-Union mine ; drifted

.^O ft. along east wall of vein; raise to surface
contemplated; also mill. John W. Cover, in

charge.

Inyo County

LOST BURROS (Bonnie Clare. Nev.)—New TiO-

ton mill being installed by JIontana-Tonopah
Mining Co. at this mine 50 miles west in Uhehebe
district on western edge of Death Valley. Con-
siderable ore in bins. Ore formerly hauled by
tractors to the railroad.

CALIFORNIA ALKALI CO. (Keeler)—Organ-
ized to construct works af southern end of Owens
Lake to manufacture soda ash and other products
from waters of lake. Permitted to sell 2000-

shares preferred stock for $200,000 and to issue
1.5,000 shares common stock in payment for secret
processes and services rendered in exploration
and promotion. Cement and lumber on ground
and GCJistruction begun. Plant expected to be In

operaflon in July.

Nevada County

SUiNAL (Craiis Valley)—Cornish pump in-

stalled and shaft sinking in progress at this

former producer.
WEEKS (Rough and Ready)—Steam hoist will

be displaced by modern electric plant. Shaft

deepened from 200 to 400 ft., since property was
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opiioiu'd by Salt Lake nu'ii. Cnri'ful sainplini;

HOW In progress. Dow Ytuuii: iti t'hargo.

Sierra County

WIDK AWAKK (Downii'viUcl—I'luler option to

Thomas Wilson and Reno associalos. ("ontrafl

Ift for lllll ft. more tunnel to tap eliainiel.

OXFORD-OOLD BLVPF (Downlcville)—Work
n*siniu'(l with two shifts drivinji tleveloinnent t\in-

nel. Clitr Leasing Co., Salt Lake, operating under
bond.

Shasta County
NTTifiET. valued at $ri4.i;i), found recently in

Old Diggings district hy William Klmire after a
he.ivv storm. District has been mined and pros-
pected for till years, following the heavy winter

rains, prospectors usually tlnding coarse gold.

Kl'.SSELL PLAfEUS (iBH)-H. W. Turner is

prospecting this ground to ascertain if it will

warrant installation of a dredge by an Oroville

company.
MOrXTALN' COPPER (Keswick)—New Year

mine, adjoining Balaklala property, reported to

be producing. At the Iron Mountain miiu's. ar-

rangements made for increasing shipments to

Martinez smeltery.

ARPS COPPER CO. (Redding)—Will operate
Ariis crou]) of copper-zinc claims at Copper City

on the north side of Pit River, near the Bully

Hill mine. William Ari)s located and began de-

veloimient about the time Bully Hill was pur-
chased by Captain De Lamar. His associates are
Anton .laegel and R. M. Saeltzer of Redding.
Shipping ore by rail to the Mammoth smeltery

at Keiniett. Concentration by flotation or other

method is contemplated. W. W, Henry .Ir., super-

intendent.

Siskiyou County
fJRAY EAGLE (Ha|ipy Camp)—Diamond drills,

engines and boilers going in by freight teams
via Ft. Jones: drilling will be in cliarge of

D. Harrington. Entire summer will probably be
occupied drilling on property controlled by the

Gray Eagle.

.MOLYBDENITE reported discovered in granite

near Oak Bar on Klamath River. The farthest
north that this mineral has heretofore been re-

ported in California is in Shasta County. State
Mining Bureau. "Bui.. t)7." records occurrences
of molybdenite also in Eldorado. Fresno, Inyo,
Madera, Mariposa, Mono, Xapa. Nevada, Placer,
Plumas. San Diego. Tulare. Tuolumne and River-
side counties : no commercial production reported,
e.\cept a small tonnage mined in Plumas County.

Tuolumne County
RAWHIDE (.lamestown)—Water in ISOO-ft.

sliaft lowered to below the 171)0 level. Another
pum)) will be installed to complete unwatering.
Exploration will follow-. Pittshurg-Silver Peak
Mining Co. operating. .John ^locine, superin-
tendent.

SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL (Columbia)—Special
stockliolders meeting increased capital from loOO,-
iliin to $1,000,000. C. A. Belli elected secretary.

Drainage tunnel, run from canon of Stanislaus
River, will now be advanced to old workings at

Springfield where rich gravel was indicated by
drills in the Barry channel on the edge of

Springfield Flat.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

WESTERN TINNEL MINING CORPORATION
(Uiahii Springs)—New company incorporated by
\\ H JIalone, .T. H. Marshall, and L. B. Sehart-
sell ; inincipal office in Denver. Has taken over
the Vindicator group of 34 mining claims, up
Chicago Creek, and will commence development.

OTTAWA (Alice)—Acquired recently by A.
Clark and associates of Denver. Jline is opened
by about 2000 ft. of workings. A SOO-ft. cross-

cut is to be driven. Pockets of high-grade gold
ore found in upper workings.

Summit County
WASHINGTON (Breckenridge)—Shipments be-

ing made by lessees and sublessees : considerable
milling-grade ore also being developed; contains
gold, silver and lead.

IDAHO
Lemhi

srNSET JIINING (Leadore)—Shipped ap-
proximately .")0n tons of lead-silver ore in

February, and March shipments will approximate
1000 Ions. Lately, 3-ft. vein of galena ore
averaging .^O^J lead was opeiied, besides large

body of iO% ore carrying about 15 oz. of silver.

.\Ivin I. Smith, superintendent.

Owyhee County

CARBONIFEROUS (Hailey) —Acquired by P.ay-

mond Guyer, manager of the Rex Consolidated, of

Wallace. Several months ago Jlr. Guyer acquired
the Black Barb group adjoining. Properties con-
tain the characteristic lead-silver-zinc ores of
Wood River district and development company is

to be formed this spring for their exploitation.

Shoshone County
BUNKER HILL fc SULLIVAN (Kellogg)—

Regarding reported sale of this property to

.Vmerican Smelting and Refining Co., President
F. W. Bradley telegraphs : "Negotiations have
never been entered into as alleged and a sale is

neither contemplated nor pending."

SUCCESS (W.illacc) .M.uiagement announces
that body of (U'e has been opened lor SO ft.

on Die 1400 level, which In iilaces Is 20 ft.

wide. Shaft down to the l.'iOO and orebody will

he explored on this level. Company has bonded
proi)erty of (^layton Mining and Smelting Co,,

in Custer County, a Illgh-grade lead-silver mine,
upon which a 100-ton mill will be built at once.

KAY-.IEFFEKSON (Wallace)—New 400-ton
null, which has been runtung only a few weeks,
was closed Mar. IS. Mine ih velopment was not

far enough ahead to keep it nuuiing. About .'lO

men are retailu'd in the mine an<l it is expected
that sufflcient ore will be available in a few
weeks: controlled by Day interests. Railroad up
Beaver Creek recently completed to the mill to

handle shipments.

MICHIGAN

Copper

NEW BALTIC (Baltic)—Shaft down !)0 ft.

OSCF.OLA (Osceola)—Production tor March
will be lower than the average, due to severe
snow storms din-ing last week.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Hoisting enough ore to

supply (ioo-ton head at the Centenial-Allouez
mill, and ."lOO-ton head at the (Julney mill.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)— Purchased new
Sullivan WB-2 air compressor, having capacity
of 18 drills ; will give total capacity of 20 drills.

SENECA (.Mohawk)—Sinking of tbree-compart-
ment shaft approved by directors :

propi>sed use
of Jlohawk No. 2 shaft, which is within 4.10

ft. of Seneca ground, aliandoned. W. .1. Uren,
superintendent.

KEWEENAW (Phcenix)—Phojnix mill losing

approximately i; lb. copper per ton. To iirescnt

equipment, consisting of four Overstrom and three

Wilfley tables, four more WilHeys will be added.

No. 1 shaft bottomed at 16th level. Installation

of some flotation process contemplated.

Iron

AMERICAN (Diorite)—Small stripping opera-
tion being carried on. Cave-in last sununcr ex-

posed fair-sized body of ore which will be mined
this summer.
QUEEN (Negaunee)—Ore supply will be ex-

hausted In about two months. Will probably end
the Oliver oi)erations in Negaunee, where they

formerly had a number of mines. The StegmiUer,
at Princeton, will be closed by the same com-
pany this year.

MINNESOTA
Mesabi Range

M.\DRID (Virginia)—Mine working again. Ore
being stocked. Small washing plant, begun some
years ago, will be finished.

"PEARSON (Nashwauk)—This ' mine, north of

the La Rue and idle since 1013, has been leased

to C. K. Quinn of Duluth; new shaft may be

sunk.

.1ULIA (Virginia)—Operations resumed at this

mine, formerly known as the Bessemer. Inland
Steel Co. has lease. New equipment installed.

Republic Iron and Steel Co. worked mine until

two years ago.

DUNWOODY' (Cblsholm)—This openpit mine
will be operated bv the Orwell Iron Co. :

Bruce
Jliddlemiss of Hibbing will be general numager.
Orwell company controlled by Inland Steel Co.

and Tod-Stambaugh interests.

SHENANGO (Chisbolm)—Steam shovels will

be used for last time this year
;

pit getting too

deep. An incline will be built to a pocket in

the center of pit. Ore will be milled and
trammed to pocket by small gasoline locomotives.

New electric hoist to be installed and 1200-gal.

electric pump ordered, to replace steam pump.
Entire cost of new equipment about $230,000.

MISSOURI

Joplin District

ARISTA (Wentworth)—New mill about com-
pleted on tract 3 miles southeast of Wentworth.
Eciuipped with oil engines.

AFTON MINING (Afton, Okla.)—Made fair

find in third hole in drilling campaign, indicating

that ore exists as far south as Afton.

PICHER GOODRICH (Picher, Okla )—Picher
Lead Co. has this new mill—it's flfth—well imder-
way. Besides other modern equipment, it will have
largest thickener plant in district—two 50-tt.

Dorr thickeners.

CLIFF (Joplin)—New 200-ton mill almost
ready to operate in Leadville Hollow, northwest
of Joplin. Cecil C. Fennell, of St. Louis, and
V. C. Erman, Pittsburgh. Penn., principal owners.
Is 200-ton per shift mill.

CENTRAL (Tar -River, Okla.)—Refused $400,-

000 for lease and mill just completed Ground
not opened up, but two shafts down, showing
rich ore. Southeast Missouri investors owners

;

H. W. Geissing, secretary.

BIG CHIEF (Picher, Okla.)—Contract let for

new 250-ton mill by L. W. Moore and associates,

of Kansas City. Lease owned and developed
by A. E. Bendelari, mines manager for Picher
companv. It is between Picher Netta and
Picher Goodrich mills. Shaft sunk into rich ore.

I). .\. JIcCALLUM, (Jcqjlln)-Purchased lease
of 224 acres west of Ccanmen-e, Okla. Lone
considered out of producing Held, but recent
drilling showed several good drill holes.

WAMPLER (Webb City)—Drifting In new shaft
on lease south of Duenweg residted In rich find

of ore similar to that worked by Baltic mine,
short distance to norlli. Comitany lias i)iuchased
Babcock mill, north of Joplin, and will move it to

new strike.

SLIM JI.M (Picher, Okla.)—Tract of 51 acres,
fli-.st lease, sold to National Zinc and Lead and
Miltcni Mining Co. for $10,000. First mentioned
company will develop :U) acres and Milton 21,

National will move (ioogie mill now at Prosperity,
Mo., to tract. H. F. Sanborn. Joplin, general
manager. Slim .lim company I'ut down IS drill

holes, and sh.itt 111.', ft.

MONTANA
Cascade County

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Neihart)—Since
discontinuing operations at its Butte i)roperties,

company has done extensive development work
at Its Neihart mines. By Mar. 1, abiult 10.000
tons of commercial ore were Idocked out ; and
several sbiiiments made since. New slope, just

opened, disclosed ore aveijiging 18% zinc, 10%
lead atid 8 oz. silver, with a small amount of
gold. As soon as new compressor is installed 50
tons will he shi|)ped daily. Company will prob-
ably erect mill. Jlay add to holdings.

Fergus County

BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall)—
Bullion pi-oduction of Nortll Moccasin at Kendall,
and of Piegan-f:loster and Shannon at Marys-
vlllc. Lewis and Clark County, totaled $8I.43.">

in February. Out of tills $l(i..'iT4 was paid on
Shannon propeity and $:!0,000 on outstamllng
notes. Out of total, Mocca.stn produced $20,635
from 3278 tons of ore. Piegan-Gloster and Shan-
non produced $60,800 from .1028 tons of ore.

Lewis and Clark County

JIARYSVILLE GOLD (Marysvillc)—Mill con-
templated to treat ore rejiorted developed in
various properties of company above Mar.^'sville.

ST. LOUIS MINING (.Marysvillc)-Work at
mine and mill progressing to a point wliere
peiinanent ojierations will soon be slatted.
Electric machinery installed to operate mill and
mine, power being obtained from the plant at

Hauser Lake, luirth of Helena. Ore reported in

the old Drumlinnmon and new strike of high-
grade ore was made recently.

Madison County

IN VIRGINIA CITY DISTRICT. Butte men have
bonded Pennington copper group in Ramsborn
Gulch : idle for 20 years. George W. Knight
has leased Paymaster mine near Slieridan. J.

M. Jackson of Spokane, Wash., who has bonded
Grand View mine, expects to ship soon wulfenite
ore. J. O. Carpenter of Detroit, ^lich., is com-
pleting cyanide plant for Lake Shore group at

head of Wisconsin Creek.

Silver Bow County

DAVIS DALY (Butte)—More glance ore en-
countered on 2400 level; vein over 12 ft. averages
S^r copper.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—During Febru-
ary, 43,216 tons of ore were treated in flotation

section of company's mill, producing 9980 tons
of concentrates. Average cost $.t.55 per ton

;

value of concentrates recovered $50 per ton.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—Shaft sink-
ing resumed Mar. 20 : will be extended from
1000 to l.'iOO level where property will be fur-
ther explored. Crosscutting on 1000 level devel-

oped promising conditions, although commercial
ore in quantity was not found on that level.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Fires at company's Butte
mines still causing considerable trouble, particu-

larly in the Tramway mine, although situation

there is gradually improving ; output from West
Colusa and Leonard mines has nearly reached
normal figures. Sinking at the Bonanza mine
in southwest jiart of district has progressed to

below the 300-ft. level. -Although compaii>' did

not pay the $10,000 due Mar. 16, on the option

on tlie Douglas mine in the Ccenr d'Alene district,

Idaho, and did not ask for an extension of the

time for payment, it Is understood, comiiany will

continue ojierating property tnider lease, which
was given Independently <if the option and has
until Dec. 16. 1918 to run ; company paying
royalty of $3 per ton or $150 per day on ore

shipped and is carrying on extensive development

:

It Is assumed company may purchase property

under terms of lease, paying the total at expira-

tion of lease rather than in installments under
the option.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GREAT BEND (Goldtteld)—Sixth carload of

ore from slope at top of 300-level raise returned

$45 iier ton : seventtl car being loaded.

HILVERMINES CORPORATION (Horusilver)—
The i;0° inclined shaft, now down to 400-ft. level,

will be sunk to the 800 level during building of
100-ton cyanide mill. Company reports present
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ore reserves as 20.001) tons averagiiic over Sl.'i;

ratio of silver to i;i 111. .Soil. SliliiTii; einil[)ment

will Include : .\o. I Wheeler foree-feell cnislier.

lueakini; to 1 ',4 in., at the shaft; belt eonveyor;
Chalmers A: Williams liall mill, (i ft. diam. by
I ft. lonu ; 4-ft. Dorr i-las.sifler : Dorr thlekenors

;

oversize Kromid in two -IxlO-ft. Colorado Iron

Works tube mills ; rephieement process carried
out In Dorr a^litators. All mill equipment motor
driven, power beint: obtained from 200-hp. Fair-
lianks-Morsc semi-Diesel enKine burnini; 24-

cravity crude oil. and a direct -connected 1.10-

kv.-a. General Electric generator. Main office,

.\i\on Building. Keno ; S. H. Brady, president.

Lander County

COPI'KU r.\XON (Battle Mountain)—R. P.
Davidson has hauliiit: contract : is using 7r>-lip.

caterpillar tractor and hauling 2.1 tons a trip 9

miles to Nevada Central K.K. ; two trips dally.

Expect to double load when roads are better.

Lyon County

NEVADA DOUCLA.'^ (Ludwig)—Dining first

llalf (If March, shipped 2i'.(io Ions lo Thompson
and 17-10 tons to I'lali sou Ileries,

Nye County

TOXOI'AH QUE I'ltODUCTIOX for week ended
Mar. 17. was (Mill tons, valued at $177,811). as

compared with iiaiS tons for the previous week.
Producers were; Tonopah Belmont. 2974 tons:

Tonopah Mining, 2250 ; Tonopali Extension. 2:180
;

.Mm Butler. 7.50; West End, 1)28; Rescue, 2.50;

Halifax. 1(15 : Montana, 133 ; Midway, 30 ; North
Star, .54 tons.

MORXINC (JLORY MINING (Manhattim)—Has
started its shaft, about 60 ft. from White Caps
side line.

MAXHATTAX RED TOP (Manhattan)—Re-
organized and has started work; north of the

Dexter- Union property.

MAXHATTAX COXSOLI'DATED JIIXES DE-
VELOr.MEXT CO. (Manhattan)—-Contract let to

sink .shaft 2110 ft. farther ; three shifts working.

TOXOI'AH BELMO.VT (Tonopah)—February
net earnings were $104.(iO!l from 10,975 tons

yielding 2070 oz. gold bullion and 199,234 of

silver.

TONOPAH MIXIXG (Tonopah)—February net

Iivoflts at Tonopah were $21,030 from 8042 tons.

Kollion shipped 105,070 oz. ; value about $100,-

000.

A.MALGAMATED EXTF.XSION (Manhattan)—
This new c*ompanv. formeii b' I.. I.. Musl-ett. C
V. Wittenberg and .lohn E. Gregory, has bought
the Buckhoard and 111,- Cirod Luck Fraction, west

of Litigation Hill.

Storey County

CON. VIUGIXIA (Virginia)—Saved 77 cars of

ore assaying $8 per ton from 2700 level. Further
development since disclosed ore assaying $13.

First ore mined on 2700 level in history of the

Comstock.

rxION COX. (Virginia)—Saved 10 tons of ore

on 2400 level, sampling $11.63 and 113 tons,

S17.51; on 2500 level. IG tons. $18.51; 82 tons.

$19.15; 92 tons, $24.80. On 2H00 level, 2500-2900

winze saved 5 tons sampling $118.40. Sent to

mill from mine and surface storage 518 tons

sampling $15.90 per ton.

Washoe County

OLIXGHOrSE DISTRICT is attracting atten-

tion of niaii.\- small operators. It is along
southern border of county. 7 miles from Derby
rni tlie Southern ra<-itic and 9 miles from W'ads-

worth, from both of which daily stages are run.

,1. EITrick and George Dalliniore, who have lease

on Slipp mine and the custom mill, are taking

out ore steadily ; some $00 gold ore Ijeing mined.
Malherby & Co.. leasing on the No. 2. are sink

ing a winze from the 100 level, where they

struck body of low-grade ore. Laineiix. who lias

developed the Renegade, is now taking out gold

ore of fair grade. MafTe *.- Co., leasing on the

Olinghouse property, recently milled 43 tons,

and are still working in high-grade gold
ore. Dondero \- Co. renewed their lease on the

Dondero. Cabin and V claims, and have about

30 tons of $20 gold ore on dump, awaiting ship-

ment to the custom mill when the roads are

dry. Ferrelto Brothers have obtained two-year
lea.se on the Keystone Milling and Mining Co.

jiroperty. Illinois Mining Co. has begun develop-

ment, installing small temporary gasoline hoist;

contractors sinking main shaft. G. Shavee, In

charge of Buckeye Buster Mining Co., recently

shipped 21 tons of high-grade silver ore, and
more is In sight. Practically all of these opera-

tions are near the surface and from present

Indications camp lias prosperous fiiliue.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

HAXOVIOK-BESSE.MKIt IltOX AND COPPER
(Hanover)— Recent fire destroyed only old trestle:

. no new construction damaged. Loss about $4000 ;

Insured.

Santa Fe County

NEAR GOLDE.N. In southwestern part of

counlv, the Yuba Manufacturing Co. of Kan
Francisco, Calif., will construct for the Santa Fe
Dredging Co. a 3-cu.ft. gold dredge, to dig 40

ft. below water lino. It will have woollen bull.

Inil modern machinery with latest type California

buckets and Yuba pumps. Construction to be

completed this summer ; digging to start In

Xovcmber.

PENNSYLVANIA
AMERICAN STEKl, AND WIRE CO. (Donora)

—A portion of the zinc-oxide plant has been put

in operation.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

ORO HONDO (Deadwood)—Alter spending a

year in diamond drilling from 2000-lt. depth,

shaft is being sunk another 1000 ft,

AMERICAX MIXIXG CORPORATION (Flat-

iron) .Mill is in continuous operation though at

reduced capacity. New oreshoots being developed
and plant will soon be treating full capacity of

200 Ions daily.

Pennington County

AMERICAX TUNGSTEN (Hill City)—Concen-
trator is handling about 90 tons of tin ore daily

from the Cowboy. Custom ore from the Cum-
mins tungsten projierty will also be treated.

GOLDEN SUMMIT (Hill City)—Shaft, now 230
ft., will be continued to 250 ft., where lateral

work will conunence. Shaft sinking will be re-

sinned as soon as station is cut. Mill may be
remodeled and operated this coming summer.

UTAH
Beaver County

LEONORA (Milfordl—Proposed increase of
500.000 shares in capitalization (at present 1,000,-

000 shares) voted down at stockholder's meeting.
Development at property progressing. Eiiuijiment
adequate for present.

KI.XC D-WID (Frisco)—Ore reported in west
workings. East-west fissure from neighboring
Horn Silver passes through property. Company
holdings extensive. The Knights, of Provo,
are interested.

Juab County

GE.MIXI (Eureka)—Dividend of $23,000 or $3
a share announced. Production for 191G was
518 ears of ore ; February. 44 cars. Present out-
put about 2000 tons monthly.

EUREKA JIIXES (Eureka)—Shipment of 30

tons made, to afford basis for smelting contract,
ore coming from near 1200 level. Development
being done throughout property.

IRO.V KIXG (Eureka)—Expected to start work
in April. Owns 500 acres south and southwest
of Tintic Standard. Shaft—500 ft. deep—will be
sunk, and drifting started 'to find coiitinuation

of Tintic Standard ore.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Ore being mined
in increased amount from between 1600 and 1700
levels ; 1500 level being developed. Work carried
on through the Gemini. Intends to sink own
shaft—now SOU ft. deep. Electric hoist to be
installed. Under same management as Gemini.

DESERET .MOUXTAIX (Tintic) — Company
owns 250 acres—12 claims—and lias bonded two
more claims. Good tonnage of copper ore blocked
out. Property opened by three shafts, deepest

of which is 21S-ft. inclined shaft. Some drifting
done. Recently lead-silver ore of good grade
reported ojiened on 127 -ft. level. W. Jlont Ferry,
of Salt Lake City, president.

E.VGLE & BLL'E BELL (Eureka)—Production
for first three weeks of March, 61 cars; daily

rate. 150 tons ; heavier tlian ever before. Montlily
profit stated to be almost sufficient to meet ijuar-

terly dividend requirement—$45,000. Adjoining
Victoria recently acquired, worked througli this

property, and daily tonnage of 50 tons from here
hoisted through Eagle & Blue Bell shaft.

Salt Lake County

SHIl'MEXTS FROM ALTA are being Increased

;

present rate is about 700 tons a week, the ore
being hauled to Wasatch, and from tiiere trans-
ported to the smelteries via the Salt Lake &
Alia R.R.. wliicli goes up the caiion as far as
Wasatch. Snow is still heavy in the canon, and
although temporary setbacks are expected from
snowslides. regular shipments will be started be-

fore long, and continued throughout the shipping
season. Operators in this camp llave adapted
themselves to climatic conditions so that there
is now—through the careful location of mine
buildings, etc.—practically no danger to life or

property from snowslides. With the opening of

the canon, the construction of the narrow-gage
line, which will connect Alta with the standard-

gage railroad at Wasatch, will be carried on with
greater energy. The line is completed for nearly

a third of the way. to Tanner's Flat—from
Wasatch 3 miles— with G miles more to go to

reach Alta. This road, when completed, .sliould

afford considerable relief to shippers. During
the winter season the mines are' much hampered
In getting their ores to market, from this camp,
which is one of the highest in the stale. Shippers

are the South Hecla. Emma Consolidated. Michi-
gan-Utah, Sells, etc. Winter operating condi-

tions are similar in Big Cottonwood, whicli lies

north across the divide from Alta. Tlie chief

shipper there Is the Cardllf. At .some properties

In these camps, as well as in American Fork
cation, south from Alta, across the divide, ores

are being accumulated, awaiting spring shipment.

fiARFIELD SMELTIXG (Garfield)—Manager C.

W. Whitley Is quoted as saying that work of
cnl.irglng smelling plant 40';;, will he undertaken
at once.

MOXTAXA-BIXtiHAM (Bingham)—Shaft down
167 ft. and Is now In copper ore. Work being
done on 200 level also. Tunnel—over 4000 ft.

long—recently extended about 900 ft. under con-
tract. T. B. Leggat, manager.

Summit County

.7UD(;E JIIXIXG AXD S.MELTING (Park City)

—Sales In 191G brought $839,455 from 17,000 tons

of ore and concentrates. Mill treated 61,787
tons; second-class zinc concentrates were stored
pending completion of electrolytic-zinc plant.

SILVER KIX(; CONSOLIDATED (Park City)-
During 1916 shipments amounted to 10.082 tons
of ore valued at $.300,498, Receipts—with
balance of $232,644, Feb. 1, 191G—were $908,949.
Dividends of $294,561 paid. .Net gain for .year

$404,865, Surplus account, $341,962. Two towers
of new aiirial tramway blown down in heavy
storm being repaired. February (1917) shipments
amounted to 1000 tons of oie and concentrates.

Tooele County

DRY CANON has been active throughout the
winter in spite of the heavy snows, wllich have
at times almost entirely blocked the road leading
out from the canon. More than the usual amount
of work at this season has been done, and ship-
ments made in sleds. The Hidden Treasure.
which has just finished sending to market 300
tons of zinc ore has a good accumulation on
the dumps, ready for the market. The Mono and
the Kearsarge are being worked by lessees ; at
the former there is ore on the diirap awaiting
shipment ; at the latter development is being
done, and shipments are to be made from old
stope fillings.

CANADA
Ontario

MURRAYMOGKIDGE (Wolf Lake)—Shipment
of machinery on the way. Ore being blocked.

McCREA (Boston Creek)—Taken over by Shir-
ley Ogilvie and Alexander McKinnon. of Montreal.

TUETHEWEY (Cobalt)—Groche flotation plant,
recently installed, is understood to be giving satis-
faction.

HUXTOX-KIRKLAXD (Kirkland Lake)—Vein,
7 ft. in widtli, stripped for 200 ft. Shaft In
rich ore for IS ft.

LARDER LAKE GOLDFIELDS (Larder Lake)—
Encouraging results obtained on the 300 level,

where considerable free gold is showing in quartz.

TEMISKAMtXG (Cobalt)—Main shaft at 1600-
ft. level, connected up with workings of the
Beaver, considerably improving the air circula-
tion. Sinking will be continued to the 1800 level.

KIRKLAND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—Vein at

500-ft. level stated to be from 20 to 30 ft. in

width, with higher gold content than on upper
levels. Shaft to be continued down to 600-ft.

level.

JIcINTYRE (Schumacher)—Main vein at 1000-
ft. level drifted on for 900 ft. Crosscuts at

intervals average 28 ft. Drift will be continued
to the Plenaurum property, on which the Mc-
Intyre holds option, in order to make explorations
at depth.

BUFF DIUXRO (Munro Township)—Develop-
ment will shortly be begun on this 160-acre
tract, one mile from the Crcesus. where mineral-
ized veins, varying from a few Indies to 4 ft.

in width, have been found. J. G. Dodds, of

Haileybury. in charge.

McKIXLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—Annual re-

port for 1916 shows ore reserves estimated at

1.714.302 oz. as compared with 1,871,280 oz. on
.Ian. 1. 1916. It is stated that ore-bearing zone
in eastern part of property has a greater depth
than was formerly assumed. The third and
foui-th levels have been opened. Value of 1916
production, after deducting marketing costs, was
$395,316 ; costs of production $290,679 ;

gross

operating profit. $304,637 ; net profit, $282,304,

as against $236,656 in 1913. Surplus of assets

over liabilities was $264,942. Tliere were 62,676

tons of ore treated at the mill ; extraction

82.39%. Operating co.sts were 40.73c. per oz.

NEWFOUNDLAND
HYDliO-ELECTRIC SMELTIXG CO. (St. .Tohns)

—Develoiiing an old coppei- property on Little

Bay; operated by British company from 1878
to 1890. Driving adit, now in about 400 ft., to

tap new area ; will also be extended to old

workings.

MEXICO
CIE. DU BOLEO (Santa Rosalia. Baja Calif.)—

Feliruary copper iiroductlon approximately 1,600,-

000 lb. ; grade of ore 3.3%,

COLOMBIA
PATO MINES. LTD. (Zaragoza)—Another high

cleanup reported; for 13 days ended Feb. 20.

yield was $61,974 from 26,000 cu.yd. or $2.38 per
cu.yd.

BELGIAN CONGO
UNION JIIMEIIE DU HAUT KATANGA (Lu-

humbashi)—February copper production 2327
tons.
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livLTV ;iii(l for fill-ward alilpnioMl. This was tlic

flist timf simc till! Wk drop In 1916, when i-oii-

HumiMs were willing to buy for sliipment from
Koutii America.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Mar. 28

At this time steel nial<ers are in conference

and the prices at whieli sleel mill products will

be supplied to tlie (inverinuent are under dis-

cussion, says "Ircni Age." Without regard to

the concession wlilch will lie made, it is to 1)0

rememliered that tlie total con.sumption for

Government ptu'poses does not bid fair to exceed

2% of tlie country's productive capacity, lliicli

of it, of course, will get first attention, and

by that fact penalize domestic consumers in

respect to delivery and price.

Representing an elTort to serve the Government
with material without regard to otiier obligations

of the mills, it is not yet believed tiiat any

price reductions are liliely in futtue purcliasing

for the governments of the Allies, .Signs /"'»

that general exporting will carry stiffer prices

rather tlian otherwise.

Domestic buying has been of no inconsiderame

magnitude in the last few weeks, in anticipation

of the readiness with wliich ;l hlgll market

augments witll a demand. And licre tliere has

been the specter of the Government witli its

great resources and tlie ultimate possiliilit.v ot

its needing material on a gigantic scale. One

Sinn of the present distortion is a furtlier delay

in shipments of boiler tubes because of tlie

Government program with its fleet of little as

well as big siiips.

A side liglit on the progress of the war is

thrown by tlie receipt in tliis country of an

inquiry for 200.009 tons of rails for Mesopotamia.

Presli'lots of 40.000 tons are wanted by France

and Belgium, and ,Tava would* buy 18,000 tons.

PITTSBURGH—Mar. 27
*

Transportation cniidili.ms h.ive undergone a

slight further improvement. Iron and steel pro-

duction is increasing and stocks accumulated dur-

ing tlie blockade are being moved. The steel

market is fairly active, there being heavy book-

ings, of routine clmracter, in the lines for wliicli

mill books are open. Tlie American Slieet and

Tin Plate Co. is expected to name prices next

week on sheets and tinplate for second-half. The
tinplate is alreadv practically all preempted

through September. Leading tinplate makers

were in ^yashingtoll last Friday conferring with

the Department of Commerce, canners having

represented that there is a sliortage of tinplate.

The mills assert that it is simply a case of an

utterly abnormal demand. There is to be further

investigation.
Arrangements thus far made with respect to

steel for the Government lias involved chiefly the

speeding up of deliveries on steel ordered long

ago. new orders having Involved no large tonnage.

The question is before the steel makers as to

what they will do as to fresh orders, in view of

the tender the cojiper producers made last week.

Steel prices continue to tend upward. Sliafting

and railroad spikes are higher. Tlie Wheeling
Steel and Iron Co. has advanced steel pipe about

$10 a toll, effei'tive today, but it is uncertain what
other mills will do.

Pig Iron—Prices are up again and there is no
sign of any arrest to the price movement. As
was the case with the sharp advances from four

to six months ago advances occur after only
limited tonnages have been sold at a given price.

Some conservative observers are predicting that
$."iO will be reached. In the past week bessemer
has advanced fully $1 a ton and \iasic $3 ; a

round tonnage of liasic having gone at J:!,"!, valley.

Production cannot increase much more, wliile

with new steel capacity constantly coming in

consumption is increasing and the entrance of

the L'liited States into the war is expected to

make it easier for France and Italy to secure
shipping facilities for tlie large tonnages tliey evi-

dently need. \Ve tiuote ; Bessemer. $:!Sfr( 10 ; liasic.

$;',rii(; :;ii ; foundry, prompt, $:!Sfo40; forward.
$:{6fo::7. all f-o.ii. valley furnaces, O.'ic. higher
delivered I'ittsburgh.

Steel—The market is higlicr, billets being $"Ofii

75 for prompt siiipment. witli very limited offer-

ings, and no quotations made for second lialf.

STOCK OUOTATIONS STOCK OUOTATIONS—f^ntlnued

Hoysrerroa

Ferromanganese— The predicted famine in

prompt ferromanganese is deieloiiing rapidly,
prompt lieliig $ loofij 4.",9, while domi-stii: on con-
tract Is offered only for fourth-(|iiarter, at $300.
Imported seems out of the question, deliveries
being far beliinil and ore movement to England
reduced.

Ferrotungsten -A consideralile volume of busi-
ness was placed and more is under negotiation.

Ferromolybdenum— Foreign buyers have again
been in tlie market.

Coke
Connellsvillc—The market Is easier as to spot,

but operators are quite averse to selling for sec-

ond half, conditions being so uncertain. We
<lllote : Sjiot furnace, .$8..''iO ; contract, nominal.
ftllt'H; spot foundry, $10.riO; contract, nominal.
$8ff/ it. per net ton at ovens.

N.Y.EXCH.t Mar. 27||
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Methods of Underground Metal Mining
W. Si'KiMr'-

Irciin i;i;i\cis is |iliictM- iiiiiiiii^; dif^f^jiiif;^ stones i.s slonc

milling' ()! ([uarniiig; dijjgiiii;' ores from open surl'aco

uorkiiiys is open])!'! iiiiniiifj;; and ilijjjjinjf ores mid metals

from uii(l('ri,n'oiiiid u'oikiiif;;s is miniiiLr in (lie most ordi-

iiarv use of the term, but the spei-ilic ait is called slojiiiii;

and the excavation is called a sto]ie. 'The siqireme ob.jcci

ni' milliii;;- is pi-olit. Where thci'c is iio a nt icipal imi ol'

• profit of some soi't, there is no miniiii;-; and, as in all

The universal term compreheiiilini;- all methods of inin industrial enterprises, tlu^re is a certain cK'nient of risk

in"' is dijjs'iiio'. Diiiuin"- coal is coal mininu-; diuuiiiL.' iroM to investt'il capital am! conseciuenf liahilit\' to n'\crsc the

altainment of the su]ireme ohjeci. l''nr flic atlaiiimcnt of
•Professor of civil and mining enKiiietTiiiK. .VUcliiKan . . • , ,i , i .i i

,
i i- i -r. , i ri

College of Mines, Houghton, Mich. Ills olijcct the miner takes the risk ol llic lialiilltv to bodily

Sl\\Ol'SI,S—. I iliiiijniiiniKilii: rlds.siju-tiliun uf 10^'

different iiiiiiiiii/ iiicllifiils iai/rllier in'lli ilrfuiiHuns

of the priiiKin/ tiiiil sccdiiihiri/ siilidirisiuiis uf tlie.sc

various iiictlioils, with the uhjecl of clfirifi/in;/

lite c.risliiKJ nillildle in. the use uf Icrms ilcsrnliiinj

the si/xteiii-'i iiseil.

FIG. 1. UNDERHAND BENCH STOl-K IN' CM.EVlOI.AXn CLIFFS IRON CO. MINE
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ovorbunli'M ur the ore, or both ore ami (iverliurclen, are

made to cave aiid follow the excavation (lownwaid as the

ore is heino; removed from nndcrneatli.

Tlie diU'eroiiees in diU'erent orehodies in regard tct nidcle

of oceurrenee, texture of ore, character of the inclosin,;;

rocks and depth of the ore from surface naturally lead

to the subdivision of the two principal systems into

nine different principal methods and to the resubdivision

of the ])rincipal methods into various minor methods.

The PiiixciPAL Methods oe .MiNiyr,

The principal methods may hv eiuinierated and tlefined

as follows

:

1. Underhand stoping is started- from the top of a

body of ore and is carried downward, the excavation

being enlarged at the top with downward extension.

3. Overhand stoping is started at the bottom of a body

of ore and is carried upward.

3. Sublevel stoping is carried on from small sublevel

drifts above the main level or haulageway, each main
level when its operations are finished becoming the top

"sub" of the next main level below.

4. Top slicing is removing the ore from the top of an

orebody downward in successive slices in unit operations

and allowing the overburden to cave to the floor of each

successive slice.

5. Sublevel caving is caving the ore from sublevel to

sublevel by means of undercuts supported by drift sets

on each successive sublevel, each main level in siiccession

becoming the top "sub" of the next main level below.

6. Block caving is caving the ore by a single undercut

for each main level, the imdercut being made on the

main level (sill floor), or on an arch above the main
level, or at the top of a system of branched raises from

the main level.

7. Chute caving is caving the ore in funnel-shaped

stopes from individual chutes either on the main level

or on sublevels, escape holes being maintained from the

tops of the stopes for the access and retreat of the miners.

8. Square-set caving is mining the ore on square sets

until the weight of the overburden or capping rock be-

comes excessive ; then the legs of the bottom sets are

blasted out and the overlying rock is allowed to cave

into the excavation.

9. Room-and-pillar caving is backstoping rooms on

broken ore (by shrinkage stoping) and caving the room

pillars and the overlying arch, together with the stopes

full of broken ore, drawing the ore .through arch chutes

at the main level.

Among the secondary subdivisions of mining methods

the following definitions will lend clarity to the subject

:

Milling is breaking ore by underhand stoping into mill-

holes that lead to loading chutes on an underground level

or haulageway. The stope may start from surface on

an outcrop of ore or on an orebody from which the over-

burden has been stripped, or under an arch of the ore or

capping rock, or it may start under a back stuU built in

for protection against the falling of loose fragments

from the arch.

Arch chutes are loading chutes on a haulage level that

are fed through mill-holes which ultimately become small,

funnel-shaped, imderhand stopes in the top of the arch

above the level. At first the mill-holes are placed as far

apart as is necessary to secure a nuiximum run of ore

to each chute; then other mill-holes are raised ball" way

between the preceding ones, until the ridges of ore (hog-

backs) between chutes are reduced to small dimensions.

A gloryhole is a large underhand stope developed fi'om

siirface in mining a lenticular- or massive-shajied orehody

through an individual mill-hole to a chute under the

inverted apex oL' the orebody.

Bench stoping is breaking the ore in a succession of

more or less well-defined horizontal benches, one under

the other, from the top of the sto])e to the bottom. It

is similar to juilling from which it differs most when

FIG. .SHilWIXCj JIETHOD OF LAGGING FLOOR IN
TOP-SLICING DRIFT

the ore is broken to the sill floor and shoveled into the

tram-cars instead of being drawn from chutes; and when
square sets are used, either o])en or filled,- to sustain the

overlying rocks.

Raise stoping is extending upwai'd the apex of an over-

hand stope. This operation in itself does not constitute

a method of mining. Back stoping is cutting successive

horizontal slices from the back or top of the stope, starting

from a raise or raise stope. Breast stoping is breaking

the ore in successive steps by means of breast holes in-

clined slightly downward. Rill stoping or cliff stoping

is like back stoping, except that the face of the stope is

inclined instead of horizontal, and the drill ]u)les are
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pointed at ii lu,t;ii au<;le instead ol' liorizoiihillv or slightly

upward as in hack stopiiig. lireast stopes ami rill stopcs

arc can-icil continuously along the lode from entl to end,

or from shall pillar to shall pillar. Back stopes may
bo conti 11 lions along (he lode or in I'oonis and pillars across

the lode.

Continttous stopiiig may temporarily make use of shaft

and floor pillars, and of arches in lodes with an angle

of dip of, say, 50 deg. or more. Pro\ isioii is supp<isc(l to be

made for the ie<-overy of all such jiillars. Iiooni-and-

pillar stopiiig is systeniatically sto])ing the ore in rooms

of definite dimensions wilh intervening pillars of certain

pig. 3. open pit in illnnissota iron jiink. showing
jiiIjL holes

.^ize. ]'ro\isioii should always he made lor the recovery

of all jiillars, under this method of mining, or else col-

lapse with ]irohahle disaster is sure to follow if minin.;'

is continued.

Pillar-on-foot (wall) stoping is adapted to lodes having

a linv angle of dip, say, 10 deg. or less. Above and around

the pillars the method may he hack stoping, or hreast

stojjing, or rill stojiing, hut not room-and-pillar ; it is

not open stope, because of the pillars; and it is not

full stope. The complete recovery of the ])illars in ihis

method of mining, is selilom practicable. Usually the

pillars are robbed and partly lost.

r>uckey(:iiig and highgrading is gouging out liigli-grade

material which may he discovered in any of the workings,

and it is one of the favored methods for "digging the

eyes out of a mine"—hence the terms.

Gophering and coyoting are indescribable metliods in

irregular liurrows, which cannot be ehissilieil. Imt wliieli

belong to the supported-stoiie system.

There has been much confusion in the use of term-

to designate methods of mining, diJl'erent terms having

been ap])lied to the same method and thi; same term to

different methods. The accompanying diagram is de-

signed 1o gi\f a consistent scheme of elassilication of

methods. There are ]6"i different methods represented

on the diagram taking no account of the dilVereiit ways

of dexeloiiiiig, hoisting, tramming or hauling, drilling

ajid blasting, holding u]i loose rock, lilliiig stopes, clear-

ing chutes, dealing with ore pillars, and the many special

devices for executing the details of the different methods.

The methods indicated on the diagram for dealing

with arch, room and floor pillars, in some of the

underhand-sloping operations, arc the same for tlealing

with such pillars when they occur in aiiv of the supported-

stope methods.

'{'here i< liarilly any limit lo wlial could be writti/ii

on these mining methods and deseriplions of their various

conibinalions. .V fvw illusfratioiis of types will In-ro

snilice. fig. 1 sluiws an iindeihand bench stope where

the drilling is iieing dmie from .-i Iripod rigged ini a

ladder plallorni. This iiu'lliod is adaptable to very hard

rock. In Fig. ;i is shown a wvy good example of top

sli( iiig with drift sets. The method of setting legs, cap-

aiid studdles i.< obvious, also tile inanner of lagging tiie

Jloor on which the gob will fjill when the legs are blasted

out and the weight of the cajijiiiig above begins to crush

the sets. The slicing is continued in width, set against

set, until the pressure indicates inimincnt movement from
abo\e, when the legs are blasted.

In Fig. •"! is shown an open]n't at i^veleth. .Minn.,

showing uii(l(!rhand milling from surface. The toj) of

the arch is -.'il to :!n ft. above the haulage level. The
mill holes, showing funnel sliapei! in the illustration,

have loading chutes below. The ridgi's between the mills

are called hogbacks. Such arches may be developeil by

manv dilferent methods of mining: Bv iinderhanil

milling; by any of the methods of overhand stoping excepi

baeklilling; by sulile\el sto])ing to arch; and by block

caving to arch.

A case of a siiblevel acting badly is shown in Fig. I.

The |iressure from aliovc is de\c'lo])ing too slowly, and

the stope sets in the niidereiit iire falling out of ])lace,

owing to the i>ob not caving and following the ore. Such

EICJ. 4 SHOWING EFFECT WHEN SUBLI'IVEL ROOF
DOES NOT CAVlO I'Kul'ERLV

conditions are liable to develop a sudden fall of rock,

causing an air-blast that may do damage, besides the

danger of caving the sublevels below.

The su('cess of a mining venture will often dejieml

upon the .selecfioii of a proper mining luelhod. An im-

]iro]ier choice leads to high niining costs, loss of orebodie'^

and often loss of life. It is too much to hoiie that any

fixed system of nomenclature for milling methods may
soon be ado])ted but it is an aim worth while and should

be borne in mind by engineers before attempting to de-

vise new descriptive titles for their work and ailding to

the present confusion of terms.
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The Coronado Top-Slicing Method
l'>^ I'ei'ki; B. Scotland*

SYNOPSIS—A III fill 0(1 of Idii-sUriiui (Iprclojwd

III/ the Arizona ('opjicr Co.. lo ilo aivaij iinfli the

slioreling and irliccllidrroir work incident In the

ordinari/ to/i-.flirinn method of mininy. The dice

/.s' developed' on on incline (/reofer than the angle

of repose of the brohen ore, so that it man '"" ilrmnn

from pockets irithoiil iiiiickini/ or tram mm i/.

A oreat disadvantiiuc of the ordiiiarv top-sliciiis;-

method of mining is the necessity for much shoveling and

frequent wheelbarrow work to get the broken ore into

the stope chntes. To reduce this lalrar, chutes are made at

close intervals; this, in turn, involves mnch extra work to

make and maintain these chute raises.

A stopiug nu'thod has been worked out and is now in

successful operation at the Coronado mine of the Arizona

Copper Co.. Ltd.. at ^letcalf. .Ariz., where the shoveling

Coniniencing on the top (if these sets, an opening the

lull width across the \cin and about 4 ft. in size is stoped

lo th<> mat above. This opening, or .shrinkage stope, is

kept filled with broken ore. and access is obtained from

the laddtM- and timber raise made in one of the walls of

the vein. By opening the ore gates on the sublevel,

enough broken ore is drawn out of this shrinkage stope to

allow access and working room.

K'cferring to the longitudinal section shown, the

jiari marked A shows conditions after the slice lias

been worked out and blasted down. A timber mat of

2xl2-in. plank covers the tloor of the slice, separating

the overburden from 1lie solid ore and is in place to form

the roof of the next slice beneath. The mat is nailed to

sills of 10-ft. stulls placed at 5-ft. intervals. These sjlls

will form the c^aps of the timber sets supporting the mat

on the next slice beneath. The broken ore in the shi'iiik-

..', .
.".• •: r-c. T- >t.,- .'- v^ -• •~ :•

— 1^

MjdCI

MAIN HAULA6E LEVEL

lONSlTUDINAL SECTION OF VEIN
CROSS-SECTION OF VEIN

SECTIONS SHOWING THE CORONADO INCLTNE-TOP-i?LlrlXG IIKTHOD OF MINING

of the broken ore is practically eliminated by inclining

the floor of the top-slice sto])es. This is a combination
of the shrinkage, rill and fi)|)-slicing methods of mining.
The various steps in the working of this incline top-

slicing are : Chutes are raised through the orebody, which
is in porphyry, at intervals of 50 ft. along the strike of

the vein and as nearly as possible equidistant between the

walls, which in this mine are of granite. Sublevels are

drixeii at vertical intervals of .55 ft. above the haulage level

to connect these raises and allow access to the slice stopes

above. Crosscuts are then made from wall to wall, on the

sublevel, opposite the mouths of the haulage-level chutes.

These crosscuts arc (imbered with square sets, and in

these sets sloping plank slides are erected and ore gate.s

fitted, forming an ore bin on each side of, and emptying
into, the haulaiic-lcxcl cluitcs.

down 1 1 ft. ])reparatory to

•General superintf luliiit of mim-.s. Arizona Copjui- Co., LtJ
Morenci, Ariz.

age stope has been drawn
beginning the ne.xt slice.

In part B of the same section the stulls which foiiiicd

the chute grizzly of the exhausted slice have been cauylit

up by two inclined posts standing on hitches in the walls

of the shrinkage stope. A grizzly is then laid over the

mouth of the opening and stoping begins. Jackhamer
drills are used, and the ore, when blasted, rolls directly

through the grizzly into the shrinkage stope below. The
floor of the stope is kept sloping at an angle of about
33 deg. from the horizontal. As the sills of the mat
above are exposed by mining, they are caught up by posts

10 ft. long. New sills of 10-f't. [rosts ar(> laid down and
covered by 3-in. plank 13 ft. long, forming an ore slide

for this stope and a roof for the next slice below. When
the top of the incline is reached, mining ceases. The
floor is com])letely boarded over, the shrinkage stope left

full of broken ore, and the jtosts blasted down. The mat
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and snporinrumbont ovorburden crushes in. iind a new

slice can now be started 11 ft. lower down.

The amount of broken ore left in the shrinkage stope is

easily controlled by the ore gates opening over the main-

haulage chutes. For safety, the slopes should never be

drawn empty. The men employed in each slice are one

machine miner, a timberman and a timijerman-helper.

x\ll the broken ore rolls down the incline to the shrinkage

stope, shoveling being practically eliminated.

A floor slope of 33 deg. has been found to give the best

results. It is steep enough for the ore to roll on, but

not steep enough to seriously hamper the movements of

the men in their work. If the width of the ore is too

great to mine in one slice, it can be worked out in

^—-f^F^-~^^•'

J^^x^^^'

PriRSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE CORONADO INCLINE
SLICING METHOD

panels and each panel blasted down when com])leted.

Little trouble has been experienced in mining along the

side of a caved panel.

Should the weight of nuit above become too great when

one slope of a slice has been worked out, this slope can be

blasted down and the other slope worked out later, with-

out special difficulty. Tlie consumption of timber is no

greater than in the flat top-slice method. Much credit

is due to W. G. Scott, the superintendent of tlie Coronado

mine, and to his foremen and shift bosses, for devising

and working out this new mining method.

Mining Activity at Caen, France
By Charles R. FL-wniiKAii*

It is well known to the close observers of international

mining operations tliat there are extensive deposits of

iron in tlie territory comprising Norman Basin in the

consular districtt of Havre, France. Prior to the out-

break of the I'juropcan War these deposits were being ex-

•District National Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

]iloitcd on a large scale and at a good profit by Thyssen

Bros. German capitalists, who controlled, in large meas-

ure, the metallurgical operations in that section. It may
also be said that the existence of the.se rich deposits of iron

were in no small way responsible for the rapid growth

of the port of Caen.

At the outbreak of the war it was Iiut natural that the

French government should sequester the German inter-

ests in this field. The mobilization of the French army

also greatly hindered the development of the.se mines be-

cause nearly all the able-bodied miners were called to

the colors. At that time there were 21 mining conces-

sions in tliis district with an annual output exceeding

600,000 tons. The exact locations of the principal mines

were: In Calvados—Saint-Reniy, Saint-Andre. May-

sur-Orne, Soumont and Jurques; in Orno—Halouze, La
Ferriers-aux-Etange and Larchamps; and in Manche

—

Dielette, Bourberouge and Moratin. It will be seen, there-

fore, that the mining industries of this region were of no

small importance.

Prior to the war the work of extraction and reduction of

the iron ore in the Norman Basin was in the hands of the

Societe des Hauts-Foumeaux et Aeieries de Caen, a con-

cern backed by French and foreign capital, and by the

Societe Francaise de Constructions !Mecaniques. These

concerns had at that time begun to equip the blast fur-

naces of Caen with modern apparatus. The war, how-

ever, caused a sudden cessation of all activities in that

district, and the mines remained inactive for some time.

The Societe Normande de iletallurgie has now recom-

menced operations at the stage where work was stopped

by the war. This company has enlarged npon the original

plan of the former operatives, and rapid progress is being

made toward realization of the projects. Present oper-

ations comprise the working of the mines of Soumont ; the

constrnction of a railway crossing the entire basin, con-

necting with the metallurgical works at Caen and termi-

nating at the port of Caen ; and the construction of a

private port on the canal from Caen to the coast, which

will, wdien completed, be capable of receiving vessels of

8000 tons. The value of this last plant should not be

underestimated for it will not only permit vessels to dis-

charge their cargoes of material necessary for the oper-

ation of the mines, but will also allow the exportation of

the finished product of the mines direct from Caen.

The mine equipment is up-to-date and comprises coke

ovens, installations for the recovery of byproducts, blast

furnaces, each of 450 tons' capacity and able to produce

600,000 tons of castings per year, Thomas steel appa-

ratus, Martin steel apparatus, and a complete series of

rolling mills for rails, beams, bars, sheets and market-

able steel. Power for the operation of the mines will be

furnished from the central station, which will be fed by

the gas of the coke and blast furnaces. The first battery

of coke ovens is already lighted, and three others are near-

ing completion and will be in operation as soon as pos-

sible. The plants adjoining are completed, and it is ex-

pected that these will soon be able to furnish benzol,

toluol, najihthalene and phenol to the powder service of

the government. The first blast furnace is nearly eom-

])leted, and the others will be in operation shortly after

this one. These furnaces will first product haematite

casting for the manufacture of the steel to be furnished by

the Thomas and Martin steel mills and rolling mills.

Other castings and rolled products will be produced as the

works are improved later on.
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Mining Methods Illustrated in Miniature
I'.v W . i;. CuANi:*

^ ;

tally as possible. In actual iiiiiiiug, great irregularity
SYNOFHIS—A (jcneral di.'icugsioti of ndninij often exists owing to conditions of occurrence of mineral
methods and underyround support illmlrated hij in the orebodies and methods of working. Further, all

the use of clay models, which are conducive to mine openings as shown in models are of necessity made
clear uiiderstandin;/ of underground conditions, large and consequently out of proportion to size of deposit.
corrclaiin<j the irorkim/s in various parts of the The same is true of timbering, but instead of being a
mine and presenUng a good mechanical picture of disadvantage, the enlargement may be in fact a posirive
the development as a whole. This method is advantage in that it accentuates and emphasizes the fea-
imrticularhj valuable for shoiving students I he tures represented.
principles of the mnnij varied sijstrms of mining.

'.

!

', Developmknt of .Mixes

The \alue of models as a means of conveying ideas and The purpose of development is primarily to connect the

creating mental imagery of works and processes is beyond deposit to be worked with the surface by openings suitable

question. Models are employed in courts as exhibits il- for the passage of men, the handling of ore and supitlies

lustrating industrial and domestic problems and in con- and for drainage and ventilation. The opening of a

nection with great enterprises, as the building of the mine is accomplished by the use of various forms of pas-

Panama Canal. No class of work furnishes a more sages driven either in the deposit or in the inclosing

profitable field for the use of models than does mining, wall-rock, as typified in Fig. 1. As to whether tunnels,

and this is now wqU recognized by the mining engineer, slopes, inclined or vertical shafts .shall be used depends
the mine manager, the stockholder and the student of upon the dip of the orebody.

mining. It is to be hoped that some good may result from The limits set by common practice are as follows

:

our efforts to describe modern mining methods as they Angle Made with Horizontal
look, not to the man in the mine who can see but a few Drift or tunnel o° to 3°

J. , , ,

.

1 i_ i.1 i_ T • 11- •
i. 1 Sloi>e or plane 3° to 25"

feet at a time, but rather to him who, being acquainted inclined shaft 2r>» to S5°

with methods, sees the mine in its entirety.
vertical shaft 90

'

Lack of time and opportunity prevent many from se- Except in special cases there can be no doul)t as to the

curing a comprehensive grasp of the metliods employed in choice of a drift, tunnel or slope; but with inclined and

r -.
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ami tlie broken ore liandlcd to tlu^ best jiossible iiilvantagc

and at miniiiuira cost, a.s in Figs. 2 and 4. Tlic borizoiital

l)assages in the deposit are nsnally spoken of as levels aiul

are spaced from 50 to 300 I't. a\n\rt vertically. These pas-

sages are in turn conneeted witli otber passages driven

vertically at right angles to them and are called raises or

winzes depending lapon \vhetlier they are driven npward

or sunk, noted in Figs. ;i ajul 4. -By means of these devel-

opment passages in tlu^ de])osit the ore is bhx-ked out and

rendered accessibh^ tn tbc niiners. and they at the same

time give a means III' dctci-miiiing ibf \alur <d' the ore thus

blocked out.

A well-de\eloped \ein or bigbly inclined bedded deposit

may be likened to a high building, thin but wide, the

floors of which are .served by elevators. A massive deposit

may similarly be likened to a factory covering consider-

able area, the floors of which are also served by elevators

with well-defined passage?? for hantlling cars and trucks

as well as for the movement of laborers. In a similar

manner a horizontal l>edded deposit of moderate thickness,

when developed. resend)l('s tbc fti'd'ts of a city, and not

and fool wall>, and inclination of the vein. Wliile ibcse

tbree factors are of practically equal importance, yet the

inclination or dip is the one particular factor that de-

mands attention uiuler all circumstances; the other fac-

tors may be so intimately interrelated in certain instances

as to diminish or increase tbc conditions ol' support from a

maximum to a minimum or \ice versa. Figs. T) and •'^

illustrate this.

With horizontal beds oi- veins tlic su])crimi)i)scd strata

must be sujjiioi-ted, while with vertically standing Ix^ds

or veins the veilical and horizontal acting com))onents

ba\e changed places with resjiect to the deposit and a

mininnim amount of sup])ort is rerpiired to maintain ex-

cavations in lh(> deposit. Methods and materials of

support may be grcniped umler the following heads: Pil-

lars of ore or waste; tind)er, consisting of props, stulls,

cribs and square-sets; filling with ore or wa.ste; caving

methods, and arching of roofs. Pillars may reach a

height of 100 ft. or more and stand in veins with itu-lina-

tions as high as 50 deg., bu( ilw height nuist of necessity

diniinisli with im rcasc of dip. I^hey aic c^pfc-ially ap-

FIG. VKHTTC.^L .st:cTio.v, .sHfiAvixi; Tnio r.'^i: nv
STUT^L.S ox I.EVKJ-

VERTICAL SECTION. SHOWING METHOD OF
DEVELOPMENT BY-SUBLEVELS

only with rcs]icrt to the working phuvs in the buildings

and the handling ol' jiroducts in the streets, but with

respect t(t lighting and drainage.

Careful ami w<'ll-plann('(l ilcveloi>nient systems are

necessary for the proper working of mineral deposits, and

while the e.\i)ense may be great, the saving in operating

cost and the high ])ercentage extraction of ore togi'ther

with the ])re\ention of dilution by the admixture of waste

are sufficient warrant lor the I'xtra expcndituir and time

irnohed.

Among the various factors that determine the melbod

of support to be cm]iloyed in a |iarticidar case, that. <il"

cost is probably of first importance. The cost of niateiials

of support, their ])re|)ai'ation for use, ami especially the;

co.st of development that will jjernut of tlieir use, must

be considered. The increased cost of tindier and the con-

stantly diminisliing supjily liave been res])onsible for radi-

cal changes in methods of supj)ort—as from an extensive

use of stnlLs and square-sets to caving and filling methods,

and to the arching of stopo hacks to reiuler them sclf-

Bupjiorting.

Methods of support in metal mines depend jirimarily

upon the character of vein-filling, nature of \')v liau'ring

plicable to moderately wide veins in which open stopes

are maintained, and in massive deposits worked bv under-

ha)id stojiing.

J'rops constitute the universal method of support with

tindjer, particularly on inclinations not exceeding 10 to

1 5 deg. They are placed normal to the surface to be sup-

ported and recpiire no special ])reparation except the use of

caj)s and occasionally lagging. Stulls differ little from

projjs, but are adapted to steeper dips, as from 10 deg.

to the vertical, as shown in Fig. 3. Owing to the fact that

they are usually employed in inclined beds and veins, it

is necessary to provide special excavations in the foot wall,

known as ''hitches," to hold them 'in ])lace. Further, the

angle that thi' stull makes with the hanging wall is some-

what greater than a right angle above and less below. The
angle of '•underlie" is that made by the stull and a nor-

mal to the banging wall, being about one-fmirth of the

angle ol' (lip of the vein.

Cribs are not extensively employed except in certain

localities ami are ]iarticularly suited to large stopes where

the walls are weak and the vein-content difficult to hold up.

as in Fig. 7. Cribs may be used with or without filling

and under exceptional circumstances are filled in around
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FIGS. 5 TO S. SHOWING VARIOUS TYPES OF MINING METHODS AXU U.N'DERGKOUND SUrrOHT
Pig. 5—Use of stulls for .support of weiik but nearly vertical walls. Fig. fi—Vertical section, showing development for
top-slicing caving nietliod. Fig. 7—Use of criljs in veins with weak walls. Fig. S—Showing use of square-set timbering
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with wnstc rock. Square sets were formerly extensively

used ill all forms of deposits, and so ](>n^ as timber was
plentiful they constituted a method of support applicable

nnder a wide range of conditions. Square sets are shown
in Fig. 8. When reinforced by waste tilling, square sets

have all the advantages of either used separately.

Use of Broken Rock as Gkouxd Support

Ore and waste may be employed as support in wide veins

and massive deposits, the former being temporary in

character and the latter more or less permanent. Broken
ore standing in stopes serves a useful purpose as support

for drills, and at the same time forms an ore reserve that

can be drawn upon to maintain regularity of output.

Waste filling furnishes permanent support except in those

cases where it is drawn from one stope to another as the

work of removal of ore permits. It has its source in

waste sorted from the broken vein-filling, from special

excavations in the hanging and foot walls, from quarries

on the surface and waste products from concentrating

plants. The main objections to its use are the tendency

to shrink, and to liocomc quirk and flow, thus jco]iardiziug

the workings.

Caving is usually employed as a supplementary method

following some well-defined sy.stein of working and sup-

])ort (see Fig. 6). It may be used in working massive

deposits of shallow de]itli, the broken ore being drawn off

below as it caves upward ; or in similar deposits developed

in floors, certain definite portions may be systematically

raved, in which case considerable timber is often employed

to regulate and render safer the handling of the ore. The
use of caving methods necessitates continuous and rapid

work following a well-.s)'steniatized plan, which results in

a large tonnage extracted at low cost. Caving is particu-

larly adajited to large deposits of low-grade ore, such as

copper and iron.

The arching of roofs or stope-backs may be classed as

an indirect method of support, such arched excavations'

being commonly spoken of as "domes of equilibrium.'" It

has been observed that the roofs of underground exca-

vations will in time cave, forming a natural arch which

under normal conditions wnll stand for some time, the

weight of the rock and the resisting elements being in a

state of equilibrium. When the conditions of vein-filling

permit, such arches are usually formed and allow large

quantities of ore to be removed with no sup])ort whatever

or, at most, support of ilie most (emporary character.

A Prospectors' Convention

Hy J. V. Kki.i,o( K Hiiowx*

A prospectors' couvcniion is to be held in Fort William,

Ontario, aljout Easter time. This represents .something

new in mining, and it is proiiably the first couveutioii

of its kind to be called together. Credit for the con-

ception of the idea is due to J. T. Hewitson. of that city,

a successful mining promoter and operator whd lias

iicen forced to the conclusion that something should be

doiu' in the western Ontario district to iiiqirove the status

.if those who carry on the initial work in mining.

Port Arthur and Fort William, the twin cities of the

center of Canada, are peculiarly situated with regard

to contributary countrv. For hundreds of miles to the

•Care of Arthur 1). l.itllr-, Ltd., i:i7 Monill St.. Montroal,.

north, northeast and nui-t hwest, ihc eounlry is practieally

unknown. The geology of this district is largely Archiean

and Keweenawan. Farm land is scanty, with the excep-

tion of the clay belt through which the transcontinental

railway runs. In any ease most of the intending settlers

having come so far, would pass this timbered country,

and endure another day or two of train-traveling to reach

the rolling prairie. The country has many waterways, and
these have served to make it a land of the trapper, the

prospector, and, latterly, the lumberman.

The twin cities are the natural t'cnter of this part of the

country and also the natural outlet for its mineral and

lumber products through the Great Lakes and their ship-

]u'ng trade. To these cities the prospector must turn, and

it is there that he finds the men willing to "grubstake"

him in his summer and winter work. The prospector's

knowledge of the work is often scanty, and the town
merchant has none at all. The prospector is the man
who does the hunting for the minerals and finds the

"color," but he needs financing through the ])eriod of de-

velopment of the property to tlie stage when it becomes

worthy of attention of outside capital. Obviously, the

only men who are in a position to do that, and to whose

interest it is to do it, are the merchants of the two cities.

Gradually a feeling has grown that the future of Port

Arthur and Fort William lies in the development of the

surrounding country. This must be in the character of

mineral development owing to tiie nature of the country

;

and as .soon as this idea was realized, it was felt that

there ought to be some organization to encourage and to

carry on the ^vork.

The result has been the proposal for a prospectors' con-

vention which will discuss ways and means toward de-

veloping the .search for minerals and will attempt to

provide a reasonable system of aiding the prospector with

proper information. The merchants on the other hand,

will be given some ideas on the elements of mining, and
an endeavor will be made to bring local capital into line

with the requirements of the project, which is likely to

develop along three main lines. First, it will try to ar-

range some system whereby the prospector will be able

to get information and a preliminary report on his

samples. This may be accomplished through the es-

tal)lishment of a small mining school and laboratory.

The establishment of a clearing house for local "grub-

stakers" is the second consideration, where pro.spectors can

obtain a list of men willing to undertake the early stages

of mining, and where the men willing to do the "grub-

staking" may have some guarantee that the prospector is

bringing forward a reasonable proposal. The convention,

or the organization resulting, will endeavor to make cer-

tain that the ])rospeetor's .statements are reliable. Finally,

some organization will be needed to take care of the pro-

jects that have been developed and proved by local cap-

ital at the stage where outside capital becomes a necessity

to further e.xjiansion.

The ju'oject is worthy of assistance, and it is hoped thai

Ihc prospectors will attend the convention in large num-
bers and that the merchants of the town will show their

interest. While Port Arthur has the credit of initiating

the pros])ectors' convention. Fort William, not to be out-

done, has evolved a deiinrtment of its Board of Trade
under I'resident W. A. Dowler. which intends to proceed
upon .somewhat similar lines. It is difficult to anticipate

what may develop out of these two movements.
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Mine-Pumping Equipment
I'.Y WlllTMAX SVM.MKS*

SYNOPSIS—The choice of )i)ii)e-pum pinf/ ei/iiip-

ment depends on a varieti/ of factors. There are

two general types of pumps, plunger and centrif-

vgal, which may be operated hy steam, compressed

air or electricity. Cornish pumps, air lifts and
hydrnnlic elevators hare a minor application. The
operating conditions under irliich a type of pump
worlcs best are given and means for the adjustment

of different types to the various conditions.

Tlie principal types of mine puiiiiis in use at present

are steam- or air-driven pluna:er pnmps, electri.-ally

driven plunger pumps and electrically driven centrifugal

pumps. To a less' extent piimping is accomplished by

means of Cornish bob pumps, air lifts and hydraulic ele-

vators. Centrifugals are coming more into use at the ex-

panse of the oiher types, notwithstanding the fact that

the capacity and lift of any one pump can be varied only

within narrow limits. Electricity for operation has also

shown a large extension througli the mining field, so that

now it can be considered as tlie standard power for mine

pumps. This extension is taking place notwithstanding

the fact that fixed-speed motors must generally be em-

ployed, thus confining the pump to one fixed duty while

in operation.

Cornish bob pumps are now but little used. 'I'he orig-

inal Cornish pump was steam-driven and was condensing.

to some extent in Colorado and other localities where coal

is olitainable at compai'ativcly low |)rices. On the Pa-
cific slope they are now used only wbere the mines have

not attained any great depth and where there is no con-

venient .source of electric power available. 'I'here has been

little change in steam-driven pumps within recent years.

The station pumps u.sed in the coal mines are generally

of com])ound- or tri]ile-ex])ansioii types, often with a fly-

wheel. Those used in AVestcrn metal mines are generally

of simple construction. There would seem to be a field

for steam turbine-driven centrifugal i)umps wherever the

use of steam underground is advisable. Air turbines for

driving centrifugals are too expensive in jiower for any

known conditions.

Air-driven plunger pumps are still in \i>e everywhere,

although their field has been greatly encroached upon by

the electrically driven plunger type, the power cost of

which is only a fraction of that required for air operation.

The type of pump used in tlie West nearly always ha.s

a simple cylinder and therefore can be u.sed for either

steam or air. Compound air-driven pumps require, of

course, a different valve adjustment.

The deep-well pump, which is a half-brother of the

Cornish pump, appears to have occasional applications

to mining work. It operates by the pull on the rod, where-

as the Cornish pump operates by the weight of the rod.

Two deep-well pumps were recently in.stalled in the shaft

of the Great Western mine at Tonopah as a temporary

TWO ALDRICH QUINTUPLE.X PUMP INSTALLATICJX.S OX TUK 13TH LEVEL OF THE BUN'KER HILL MINE

California practice changed the motive power to a water-

driven impact wheel with gear connection, as being far

more economical in most places in that state. Later the

waterwheel was replaced by an electric motor. The Cor-

nish pump formerly used in Western metal mines has

been generally replaced by electrically operated centrif-

uga) \nd plunger pumps.

The use of steam-driven plunger pumps is principally

confined to the coal-miniuij regions. Thev are also used

•Engineer. United Comstock Pumping Association; super-
intendent. Mexican Gold and Silver Mining Co.. Union Consol-
idated Mining Co., Sierra Nevada. Mexican and Union Shaft
Co.. Ophir Silver Mining Co., Middli' Mines Association. Vir-
ginia City, Nev.

expedient and have been found most .serviceable. They
are placed in the sump, and the power head is placed on

the lower pump station and ojierated electrically. They

have given additional sump witliout having to be lifted

when the power failed, as would have been the case witb

any other motor-driven type.

Electric power, where used, is nearly always in the form

of alternating cunvnt, and therefoi'e the motoi's have a

fixed s|ieed and the cajiacilies of the pumps, whether cen-

trifugal or of tbe plunger type, cannot be varied. The

amount of water pumped is mad(» to agi'ee with the in-

flux either by intermittent opei-ation of the pum]i, or by
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tlip iis(J of a bypass. In (he liiltcr rast-, ol' coiu'so the

pump is operated at I'lill ciipncily and ronsiinies power

aeeordingly. Were direct eurreid iiviiilalile. il would be

far superior to alternating eurrent Tor opeiation ol' mine

pumps, because with direct-current motors the speed can

be varied. A scheme for changing alternaling to direct

eurrent for pumping tJic Comstock was abandoned beeanse

of the greatly inei'eascd expensi' of installation.

In the case of phinger-di'i\en |)iiiii|is tliere appears to

be only two possible exceptions to the rule given. On

the Comstock. two-speed motors have been used. By

throwing a switeli the motor.s (-an be made lo Dpei-ate the

pumps to throw eitlier 1000 or 'lOO gal. per iiiin. \\\

occasionally changing the capacity of the ]Kimps by this

means, regulation is obtained without (>\eessive tank ca-

pacity, which, under the local conditions, would lia\c l)een

too expensive. In the other case regulation is obtained

by means of changeable gears. Triplex shaft pum])s wei-e

constructed with a double gear recluelion and with three

•sets of gears, so that each jiump has rapacities of I"), S8

and 104 gal. per niiii. 'I'he gear ratio used is that which

gives the least excess capacity possible; over the influx

at the winze where the pum])s are installed, a further

regulation being obtaineil by intermittent operation of

the pump or by bypassing. The advantage of having the

pump operated at the least possible speed to handle (he

influx is considerable, because gear-driven units opei-ated

at high speed require far more attention and repairs than

those run at lower speeds. This advantage, however, is

now becoming of less moment because of the introduction

of herringbone gears and the nse of the Drake locknut.

The regulation of centrifugals is obtained by throttling

the discharge or by bypassing or by intermittent opera-

tion of the pump. The last is the only method by which

the power consumed is in accordance with the water

pumped. A large sump is therefore aiecessary and, un-

less the ground is bad, will pay for itself many times over,

provided the electric power is purchased aeeording to

meter readings. Bypassing of emirse does not save any

power worth mentioning and throttling saves very little

power. . Even when the throttle valve is entirely closed,

the saving of power will be less than 10% id' that used

when the pump is operated at its full cajiacity. When
pumps made for a high lift are used for a lowi'r lift (as

in beginning to unwater a shaft) a pressure gage should

be used on the discharge column and the |ninip should

he kept well throttled, otherwise it will probably take

power in excess of the capacity of the niotnr. whi<-h inaA'

thus be burned out.

i{i;(irLA'ri(i\ in .^I^;A^^ oi 'rii i-: ItiNM-.i;

In Conislock practice a fiirlher mint n( regidation

is obtained from time to time by ehanging the )-unner.

In ease the influx is less than the ca])ai:ity of the pump,

a runner is emjdoycd with a narrower opening. This

cuts down the capacity of the pmup aiul also cuts down

the power consumption more or less in proportion. Small

variations in the recpiired lift, from that for which the

pump was originally built, are met by slightly increasing

or deci'casing (turning down ) tlu; size of (lie runnei-. (!en-

crally it is advisable to change the liners to correspond.

As regards lift, the plunger pump has an advantage over

the centrifugal, its lift being dependent only upcm the

yjower of the motor and the strength of the machine.

The centrifugjil pump, however, must be made fni- a cer-

tain lift and a certain capacity. As soon as this lift

is increased, if only by a few feet, the capacity is con-

sidei'ahlv redui-ed. The lift also varies with the slight<'sl

change in the speed of the mol,oi's. During the winter

storms, ulien power is irregular, the lower levels of the

Comstock are frequently flooded, because of a drop in the

frequency of only two oi- three cycles per second. Under

such conditions the plunger pumps operate with scarcely

au\' pereeptiblc ciiange in eajjacity.

ri.ix«i;i{ I'l'.Mc Moi.'i; j'li-i'icii'.vr Than Ckn-i iiiiiicai.

The cfTicieney ol the mciderii electiically diiveii plunger

pump is in all cases supeiiijr lo that of the centrifugal.

The ellicieiicy of the former can be assumed at about 83'/

or a little better. The elTiciency of centrifugal pumps I

to It) in. in size can be assunuMl at till to 75%. In smaller

sizes with high lift, tlie elliciciiey decreases rapidly. A
•>-'\\\. four-stage ptmip will gi\e only about .'55% efficiency.

These statements are of course only approximate, because

different manufacturers making apparently similar

pumps, be they plunger or centrifugal, will deliver ma-
chines that vary '>y 5%,, or even 10%, in efficiency. Com-
paiative efficiencies from wire to water can generally be

assimied at about 72% foi- the plunger jiumps and ni

;ibout 05%! for the best centrifugal turbine pumps. Plain

centrifugals (without diffusion vanes), when properly de-

signed and lused, may be nearly as efficient as the turbini-

ly]ie. Till' electrically driven ])luuger pinnp is superior

to the electrically driven centrifugal for small quantities

of water against a high lift. With increase of capacity

and iitcrease of lift, which requires heavier construction

in thi> plunger ptunp and greater attention to packing

and repairs, the advantages of the centrifugal become of

increasing importance. Therefore,' notwithstanding its

inferior electrical efficiency of 7% or more (often much
more) in the nuijority of instances, and especially where

the mining is speculative and of uncertain duration, il

is the most economical pump for shaft and station work.

For shaft sinking, the plunger pump, whether driven

by steam, air or electric motor, has the field all to itself.

Centrifugal pumps cannot be used except undei' unusual

circuiuslanc-es and never with satisfaction. I'he centrif-

ugal mine )ium]) must work on clear water. This applies

es]iecially to the turbine type. Sand and grit rapidly cut

il out. In shaft sinking it is almost impossible to kee]i

the water well down and at the same time keep the pump
primed. In Comstock ])ractice, where centrifugal shaft

pumps arc genei'ally used for unwatering the ohl work-

ings, as many precatttions as ])ossible are taken to handle

the minimum amount of sand and grit. Work is pushed

as rapidly as ))ossible, and new i-unners and liners are

kept at hand. As soon as a level is reached, new liners

and ruiniers ai'c put in, sand boxes are installed, and

ibc pumps are then operated as station pumps. Unwater-

ing a nunc, whether the shaft be caved or open, is very

luucb easier on a pump than sinking a new shaft.

Tin; type of electi-ically driven plunger pump now most

largely uscil has either three or live vertical plungers.

The \crtical-plungei- ]nimi) will go into fork without ham-
mering, while in the horizontal pump the hammering is

consi<lerable and at high speeds is often dangerous. On
the tri])lc\ pumps an air chamber is always employed, but

on IIh! (]uintuplex pumps the makers generally supply an

alleviator oidy. It is better, however, to have an air cham-

ber, even (Hi llie ipiiiduplex t\'pe. An air chamber eon-
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sistinj;' of ;i liorizoilliil S-iii. |ii|H' ((Jiinci Icil in rarli of the

livi' pliinjicr (liscliai'fjcs li;is been apiiliod In ipiiiituplox

puiuiis nil tlic Coinstoik :it siiuill cxpcnsi' ami with roii-

sidoralilc iiiiprii\i'ni('nl in llic niiiniiin'. Air cliaiiihci's are

licst iliarycd l)y foiiipiv^isiiin' air in a large |)ipu l>y means
of water rroiii tlie ]nimp cDliniin. Where the eoiiditiDiis

are i'avorahle to the ii-e of a belt, a hell-driveii pump
will nm siiKKither and hetter than one that is iiear-di-i\eii.

Vibration means exju-nse. Oidy oeeasionally, however, will

uiuleruround eonditious jiistil'y a belt installation, ami

lliey are rarely seen. Silent steel l)elts are oeeasionally

used. They make it easier to elianii'e a ucar rali<i. but

have little else in their favor, and their expense is iiiiieh

asjainst tliem. Sinjile-rediiction u'ears arc" ,u:enerally used,

and with the reeent herrini;bi)iie type of jrear. with

pinion eut from a solid shaft, a i-eduetion of speed as

liiu'li as "^(1 to 1 can be dbtailled. I'limps an> oflell lined

to ])roteet them from aeid water, either with cement or

-ij-in. wood. Lead eoiihl also be used. I'limp ((iliimns

also are sometiine> i\( nrressiiN lined willi |r;id or Wdod.

VEKTIC.Vl. J;lKi;i T c( j.\.\ i;( li;i . I'L'.Ml' .\T C. A; C. Sli.\FT,
LX),M .STUCK I^ODE

Eleetrirallv driven ])liini;er ]niin])s always ein])loy a

jnilley or pear rednetion between motor and jjumj). A
dire(t drive similar to that now largely used for air com-
jiress'irs was trieil in the high-speed plunger ]ium|is made
for the Wai'd shaft nn the Coiiistoek. The SOO-hp. jiiotor

made l!Mi r.]i.m. The piimji ran well foi- short periods

of time, but as soon as any trouble develo|)ed. the pump
and jnini]) column wvrc subjectecl to terrilie hammering
and vibralioii. Although ihe rotnr of tlic mnlor was made
!) ft. ; in. diameter, and weiuhed ll.doil |b.. in order to

obtain a rcasnnable sjieed, the valves had to ojjeii an<l

close Ijj- times ])er second. .Viler numerous ti'ials the

pumps were di.searded. 'I'hese high speeds in ])liinger

pumps are praetieable if the pumps are properly de-

signed, but there is really no necessity for their u.se.

.Slower-spc^ed ]>liinger ])um])s cost less money and require

less attention. The liiedliM- (lunip is the most successful

high-speed ty])e and has mechanically actuated valves.

Those at the C. >S; ('. shaft make li:i r.p.ni. with 2f-in.

stroke and have lieeii in continuous use siiU'e IDOo.

Where motors of .M) bp. nv more are used, there should

be an outboanl licariiig beyond ihc pinion, and in large

installations, where herringlxme gears are not used, a

llexible cou|iling between motor and |)inion should be em-
])loyed. The shafts of lioth jiumps and motors, except in

the small sizes, are best made of nickel steel to resist

fatigue. The }nanufacturers generally make the valves

in nests of (i\e or more to lie jilaced in each pot. In

Comstock ])ractice an annular valve is used in each pot.

It was developed from the Kiedler valve and has given

excellent satisfaction. On lifts of .".00 ft. or less the Kied-

ler leather seal is not necessary and the valve can be made
entirely of metal. Im)!' higher lifts the valve can be su]i-

plied with a rubber bull'i'r. which also acts similarlv to

the leather seal.

riungers are generally made of chilled cast iron. Moiiel

metal, although very ex])ensive, has been used on the Com-
stoik with excellent results. The usual Comstock prac-

tice, howevi'r (except in small pumps, whore iron is oc-

casionally used), is to line the jilungers with l)rass tubing.

1"liis can be bought in J-in- sizes. The jdunger is turned

lo lit it exactly, and it is then slipped on and fasteJied

in place. \Miere heavy grit is not handled, it gives ex-

cellent results.

Cii-MiAL-riMMs'ncs ()i- C'i;-\TiiiFr{!.\r. Priti'S

.
*

Centrifugal ]uiinj)s are inferior in power elficiency imd

are of a fixed capai-ity and fixed lift, and tliey lack tin-

])ositive siKtion of the plunger pumps. 'Hieir use is fur-

ther limiteil by the fact that they cannot he. used For

sinking purposes except temporarily, ner for handling

gritty water. ITieir great advantages, however, consist

in their suuill size, with corrcs])(mdingly .sjnall pump sta-

tion : in iheir high speed, which takes a smaller and

chea]ier motor: in the fact that they can more cheapl\"

be made of brass or bronze to resist acid mine water: in

their ease of installation: and. when projierly used, in

their jiractical freedom from all repaii's. Two stations

at the Ward shaft, in A'irginia City, Xev., each contained

three 300-hp. <piintuj>lox pumjjs with a combined cajiacity

of 3000 gal. ]icr min. (500-ft. lift), and each station is

TOO ft. long. IS ft. wide and IS ft. high. Thc' 3310

station at the C. & C. shaft, in A'irginia City, contains

three 200-hp. centrifugal ]nimi)s with a combined Cci]iai-ity

of 4">00 gal. per min. (33"i-ft. lift). and is only 17" ft. wide,

10 ft. high and 30 ft. long. The 3000 station at the

same shaft contains three Kiedler pumps with a combined

capacity of 4Jii0 gal. ]ier min. (30.")-ft. lift) and is llfi

ft. long hy 20 ft. wide by liij ft. high.

Centrifugal pumps can be constructed equally well in

either the vertical or the horizontal type. The latter is

more often employed for station use, but it is Comstock

practice to use the vortical tyjie for station pumping on

the lower levels. On the 2T00 and 2000 levels the pumps
fornierlv used in unwatering the lower workings have
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boen swung out into tlic stations with the iidvantiige timt

in case of an interruption to the power, which is always

to be guarded against, the entire level nuist be flooded

before tlie motor is reached and the |iuni|i incapacitated.

The pumps are suspended on a ti-oilcy and I-beam ex-

tending from the winze a sliorl distance into the sta-

tion, and during inteii'U])tion of tiie power tiic pumps

(weighing, with motor, 13,000 lb.) have been easily swung

out into the winze and hoisted. Upon the resumption

of power they were again used to unwater the workings

and were easily replaced upon the station. Such pumps,

when used in shaft or winze \\^ork, are hung from worm-

driven winches operated by compressed air. 'riicy run

Discharge -,

t

f{,r

'Outlet
^it„ /Discharge

^^^^ separating

^i_t Chamber

FromSurface ^

Waters
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AMuu motors have been drowned, tlie Conistock practice

is to ilrv tlieni out witli the lieat I'l'oni a cluster of elec-

tric liulbs Miicl with current at 38 volts, next 110 volts

and linally I 10 volts.

In sliat't sinking', two jiuinps slioiild always be used,

eaili with its own discharge column and with its own air

or steam i>ipe or electric cable. A telescope connection

can generally be made at the mine I'rom two pieces of

pipe. Discharge connections of fire hose or of flexible

copper tubing, are nearly always worth while in ordinary

sinking. Where the mine plant does not inchide a sep-

arate hoist or winch to handle the pumps, wooden rollers

are used to carry the nuiin hoist rope between the centers

and into the pump compartment. AVhere a hoist is not

of sufficient cajsacity, the power can easily be doubled

by attaching a 14-in. (or larger) sheave to the pumji.

Ant Lifts and Hyduualic Elevators

Air lifts in certain particidar cases may afford the best

method of removing water from the mine. They can only

be used, however, when the situation is such that the

necessary submergence can be obtained. For economical

operation the submergence should be nearly twice as great

as the lift. They will operate when the submergence is

equal to the lift. Pumping will generally cease when the

ratio of submergence to lift is 45 to 55. As compared

with electrical pumps, air lifts are very extravagant in

the use of power.

Air around a mine is generally carried at a pressure

of 90 to 105 lb. Ninety pounds pi'essure corresponds to

207 ft. of water column. Therefore, if the air-nozzle of

the lift is submerged more than 207 ft., it cannot be

started by air at 90-lb. i^ressure. In order to pump to

greater deptli than 100 ft. (50% submergence) a com-

pound air lift is used, having two or more compressed-air

pipes, each controlled by valves at the collar of the shaft.

^^^len the water has been reduced by means of the upper

nozzle and the pressure against the air correspondingly

reduced, the air may then be turned in to the second

air jjipe and the level thus reduced below what would be

2iossible by use of the upper nozzle alone. The air lift

used temporarily in unwatering the Xorth End Conistock

mines is shown in Fig. 1. Where the water pumped by

the air lift is to be taken away by gravity through a

pipe, an air-seiJarating chamber should be supplied at

the top of the lift, as shown in Fig. 2.

Water jets or hydraulic elevators are occasionally used

in mining operations. Small jets were formerly quite

common in California mines. They will generally lift

to a height equivalent to about 25% of the available water

pressure, but the amount of water lifted depends largely

upon the design of the jet. The hydraulic elevator for-

merly used in unwatering the Xorth End Conistock mines

is illustrated in Fig. 3. The nozzle was made of steel,

and the water pressure at the nozzle when the elevator

was at its last position at the 2500 level was 2900 ft.

The throat and taper pieces were made of bronze, and

the taper piece was lined with aluminum bronze. The
linings lasted about 18 days. On account of its extreme

vibration the elevator did not prove to be a practical

success until compressed air was introduced into the

thioat-piece. This elevator could not be allowed to go

Into fork without shakina; itself to pieces, and its efficiency

decreased rajiidly witli tlie wear of the throat-]iiece liners.

Generally, three gallons of pressure water would lift two

gallons of mine water from the 2500 to the 2000 level.

When first installed, this elevator was an economical
method of ]nimping, as the delivery was then ilirectly

into the Sutro tunnel on the lOOO level. After electric

])umps were installed on the 2000 level, it was temporarily
employed below that point, but then became an expen-
sive piece of machinery, because both the mine water and
the ]iower water had to be handleil by the electric pumps.
Jt was re])laced by electrically driven centrifugal turbine

shaft and station pumps.
riydraulically operated plunger pum])s were formerly

much in use upon the Comstock and proved excellent ma-
chines. In the Combination shaft they were installed

on the 2400, 2(500 and 3000 levels and were used in

conjunction with the Cornish pump. "They lifted 2000
gal. per min. to the Sutro tunnel (1600 level), while the

former was handling 1500 gal. Smaller hydraulically

ojjc rated jjumps were also used in the winzes in the Xorth
End mines. A hydraulic pump, using a Lakenan valve,

has been ojrerating in the Xorth Star mine at Grass

Valley, Calif., for many ^-ears at a minimum of expense.

Such pum]is, however, can never find more than a limited

use for mining.

In designing mine-pumping plants, the greatest care

should be used to combine a maximum of convenience and
efficiency. A reasonable additional expense for convenient

arrangement is nearly always regained the first time that

any serious accident or lack of jjower occurs. Sand boxes

should always be used. AYitli centrifugal turbine pumps
they are an absolute necessity. Recording instruments

should be employed so that the power consumed by each

]nuup can be noted. If they are not iised, the pumpman
should be required to take readings on the ammeter at

frequent intervals. The water should be measured either

by a weir at the discharge, or in the case of a large in-

stallation it can be measured and recorded by a venturi

meter. The latter, however, must be placed either in

the shaft or at some other point 20 ft. or more below the

discharge.

Successful mine pumping is as much a matter of detail

as any other modern engineei'ing work. Each district and

each mine has its own peculiar conditions, wdiich should

be taken care of in the design of the pumping plant.

Leasing Corporate Property in

Colorado
By a. L. H. Street*

The following quoted Colorado statute has been in-

terpreted by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

Eighth Circuit, in the case of Elder vs. Western Mining

Co., 237 Federal Reporter, 966, as invalidating a lease

of a mining corporation's ju-operty where the lease has

not been approved in the manner indicated in the statute

:

'"The board of directors or trustees of a mining or

manufacturing corporation shall not have power to in-

cumber the mines or plant of such corporation, or the

])rincipal machinery incident to the production from such

mine or plant until the question shall have been submitted

at a proper and legal meeting of the stockholders and a

majority of all the shares of stock shall have been voted in

favor of such proposition; and any mortgaging or in-

cumbering of such property, without such consent, shall

be absolutclv void."

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Distinguished Mining Administrators

B. H. THAYKR
Vicf pi-fKident. Anaconda Copix-i Miniii'j

Co.

1). C. JACKMNC
.Mai.auinu ilirector of thf Ha y<hti-St nne-

WAl.TIOR DOTTOTvAS
Prt'sldciit, riu'lps Doilue Corporation

J. PAnKlC CHANN INC.

Vice pri-sidfnt. Miami Copper Co.
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R. M. CATLIN
Eastern manager of mines. New Jersey Zinc

Co.

JAMES MACNAIIGHTON
General manager, Calumet & Hecla
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President. Bunker Hill & Sullivan and
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Manager, Nevada Consolidated Copper
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Underground Churn Drilling at Old Dominion
By (iuY N. ]{joi!(ji:*

SYNOP!^IS—The initial tuse of a churn drill un-

derground brought out defects in its design and the

drill was practically relmilt in the company's sliops.

After lliis its operation was successful and vnlnter-

rupird. Jicsvlts and costs of the work before and

after rebuilding show that with proper equipment

churn drill holes for ventilation, and prospecting

purposes are cheaper tlian the same amount of

sinking or raising.

In Dcrcnibcr, 1914, a clnirn drill designed for under-

ground operation was puvehased by the Old Dominion

Copper .Mining and Sniolting Co., Globe, Ariz., to drill

via. UNDERGROUND CHURN DRILL AT THE OLD
DOMINION MINE

holes to serve two purposes; namely, for prospecting and

for ventilation. There were several areas in the mine

where prospecting by vertical holes ranging in depth

from 100 to 250 ft. from the lowest level would give re-

•JlinitiK geologLst. Box 2434, Globe. Ariz.

sulis (luit might save large amounts in the development

of new levels. Large holes could be drilled from the

10th level to be used for the ventilation of long develop-

ment drifts to be driven on the 18th level. The possi-

bility of its use for ventilation led to the purchase of a

clnirn drill rather than a diamond drill, and recent work
has shown that a churn drill can be made to serve a use-

ful purpose in the ventilation of new workings.

Tvpi) OK 'Machine and Changes ^Iade

The machine was electrically driven and was so coii-

.strueted that it could be moved on 18-in. gage tracks

through ordinary drifts from one part of the mine to

another. The frame was of 7-in. standard steel channels.

The motor and controller were mounted on a separate

truck, which was bolted to the drilling machine and
securely braced when set for operation and could be easily

detached for facility in moving. The mast was of 6-in.

standard channel of ladder type with 3-in. standard

channel braces and carried a crown sheave of 18-in.

diameter. This mast was not rigid enough and was used

only a short time. "WTiere the drill is operating in good

ground, the crown sheave is supported on sprags in the

raise, which must he put up for headroom, and in other

cases a spliced mast of 12 x 12-in. timber has been used.

The power was furnished by a 6-hp. General Electric

special variable-speed motor with belt drive from a small

pulley on motor countershaft to a 4-ft. hand-wheel on the

crank.shaft. The machine was designed to drill 8-in. holes

to a maximum depth of 300 ft., entirely by spudding.

Actual drilling began in February, 1915. During the

next five months work was done on three holes. The ma-
chine soon developed a number of weaknesses, and the

work was so hampered by frequent breakdowns that at the

end of July, 1915, while drilling hole No. 3, it was de-

cided to suspend operations and rebuild the drill. The
weaknesses and disadvantages of the original machine
were: (1) The band-wheel clutch, which was an internal-

expansion friction clutch, kept slipping and breakages

were frequent; (2) the crankshaft was too light and was
bent; (3) the crankshaft bearings were too light; (1) the

drive was from a small pulley on the motor countershaft

to a band-wheel of -t-ft. diameter, and the belt kept .slip-

ping on the drive pulley; (5) the band-wheel was heavy

and cumbersome; (6) in general, the parts were not

strong enough and the frame not sufficiently rigid.

The machine was almost wholly rebuilt in the com-

pany's shops, and drilling was resumed late in October.

Since that time the drill has been in continuous operation

for 1 5 months and has given satisfactory service. The re-

modeled drill is .shown in Fig. 2. The principal changes

made were : ( I ) The frame was made of 8-in. standard

steel channels with more bracing and was stronger and

more rigid. (2) For the band-wheel and friction clutch

Hiere was substituted a gear on the crankshaft, and a

new countershaft and pinion were added to drive the

crankshaft. (3) The friction clutch for operating the

spudding beam was replaced by a jaw clutch. The pinion

is loose on the countershaft and fonns half of the jaw

clutch. A sliding collar on the countershaft works on a

feather key M'hich is operated by tlie clutch control lever.
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(4) The power transmission is a gear transmission from

motor to motor countershaft, belt transmission from mo-

tor countershaft to clutchshaft, witli both pulleys about

2 ft. diameter, and gear transmission from clutehshaft to

erankshaft. (5) The cranksluift is heavier anil 1ms three

bearings instead of two. These bearings arc heavier.

The over-all horizontal dimensions of the machine are

12 ft. 6 in. X 3 ft. 6 in., and 2-5 ft. headroom is required

for the mast. The machine can be operated in an ordinary

drift, though a little wider space at the head of the ma-

chine makes the operation more convenient. A 4 x 4 ft.

raise to a height of 25 ft. from the rail gives sufficient

space for the mnst and crown sheave. AVhere such raises

liave been in good ground, the crown sheave has been sup-

ported on sprags in the raise and no mast has been used.

The machine, in operating position, is shown in Fig. 1.

In this case a 12-in. hole for ventilation purposes is being

drilled. The cost of preparing sites has ranged from

nothing for hole No. 9, where an old raise directly over

the drift was utilized, to $1,895 per foot of hole drilled

for hole No. 12, where the entire space was cut out of

solid groimd. No. 12 was a ventilation hole, and the

same space was later iised for the blower and motor, so

a portion of the co.st could justly be charged to ventila-

tion direct. Exclusive of hole No. 12, the cost of pre-

paring sites has averaged $0,351 per foot of hole drilled.

Fi> to date 1 1 luilcs have been drilled to an average
depth of 160 ft., giving a total of 1760 ft. Table I gives

geiieial data on operation and a summary of performance

TABLIC I. GENEHAI. DATA A.N'D SUMMAIIY OF CO.STS

l-"ir8t Period— Second Period— Third Period

—

Holes I to 3 Holes 4 to 10 Hole 12 Total
% % % %

Hours of Total Hours of Total Hours of Total Hours of Total
Moving
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The third period includes (inly mie hole, No. 12. This

was a ventilation hole drilled from the 16th level to

furnish ventilation for a new drift on the 18th level. The
upper ?>:) ft. was diabase and the remainder a hard silici-

fied limestone, and the hole was drilled witii a 13-in. hit

throughout. From a coiiiparisdii with the second period

> TIME CARD
OLD DOMINION COPPER MINING 4. SMCtTlNGCO

DRILL WORK
. _^Ay si„(i

Deplh o( hole at end ol .hill - *?/ -

Depth of hole al beeinning ol •hift...-. Ov- ~

sutoibiL ..?!'% —

-

NO MOM"S
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Underground Tramming

577

By David B. Scott*

SYNOrSJi^—Melhotls of undcrgronnd Imiii iiiinii

have dereloiicd thraiujli hniid and annual poircr

to .fystciiix v.fiiu) cdiiijircssed air, elcctricih/ and

intcrnal-cuni bastion enyini's as sources of poircr.

Tlie cost has diminished as more efficient meclian-

icat methods hare been applied. Compressed air

and electricili/ arc the most widehj tised poirers.

Mint' trammiug has developed principally along the

meehauical side of operation during the last few years,

and there has been a consequent tendency toward tlie

substitution of mechanical types in the jdace of those

employing man and animal power. The development ol"

mechanical tramming is at its best in the mines handling

large daily tonnages, notably the low-grade coppers and

the iron mines. Tramming by animal power still has a

Tr~K

Jochhafi to

'/atcJi Doar'on r(li£———i, ,

other End ]_[" \\

FIG. 1. END VIEWS OF WESTERN TYPES OP MINE CARS
A—30-cu.ft. end-dump car. B—Round-bottom, side-dump

car, North Star mine type. C—1-ton tipple dumping car, no
truck

wide field in mines lai-ge and small, where concentrated

handling of ore is impossible oi- whcj-c tlie tonnage does

not justify expensive mechanical i'C|\iipmciit. The cost

of handling ore by the ditfei-ent means shows the prin-

cipal reason why the mechanical types ai-e favored. The

Width of Body at Top. IZi

s^e"-

FIG. 2. SKETCHES OP EASTERN TYPES OF HAND CARS
-Open-end 20-cu.ft. sublevel car. B—IJ-ton iron-ore car as used at Mineville

N. Y. C—15-cu.ft. open-end car for slices

cost ranges in general are as follows, for transi)ortation

alone : Man-power tramming, 20 to 30c. per ton ; mule

haulage, 8c, to 12c. per ton ; mechanical haulage, 2c. to

5c. per ton.

Hand-tramming requirements have developed the car

with small unit load to as high a degree as that reached

by the large-capacity cars. In the small-car type the

weight does not exceed one-fourth tlie capacity; in the

heavy meclianical-haulage ty))es the weiglit is usually one-

third or more of the capacity. Car designs have certain

distinctive features when the practice in Western and

Eastern districts is compared. Western cars are almost

•Engrineer, Miami Copper Co., .Miami, Ariz,

universally of the short-body, narrow-gage type. The
18- and 20-cu.ft. cars are the common .stantlards in

Western mines, a capacity of 30 cu.ft. being rarely ex-

ceeded foi- hand-trannning. Track gages of 18, 20 and

21 in. prevail, and where constant duty is re()uired, the

Ifi-lb. rail ]ii()ves the most satisfactory. The shape and

durni)ing arrangements are largely a matter of local

opinion, and the types now in use are box or round-

liottoincd. witli end or side dump. Sketches of a few types

an; show ii in Fig. 1.

Hand-cars in use in the Michigan and Minnesota
country and in other metal-mining districts of the East

diffei- from the Western cars in long, low bodies, wide

gage and short wheelbase. Many districts use cars with

one or both ends opiMi. In the Copper country the usual

track gage is 3 ft. f in., occasionally -1 ft., made neces-

sary liy the large capacity of 2 or 2^ tons. The car

height above the rail ranges from 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft.

commonly. Many mines use ears with one end open, but

several of the Lake Superior copper mines make use also

of the doi>i- type. Mechanical haulage is rather uncom-
mon in the Lake Superior copper district, the character

of the vein deposit.* being such as to make haulage

concontration difficult. Hand-tramming with large open
cars over long leads is the general practice. According
to published figures, for example, the Calumet & ITecla

mines, two years ago, had an average tram of 609 ft.,

with a shift output of 14.8 tons trammed per man.'

As practically all tramming is done to shafts, the situa-

tion of the latter is governed consideral)ly bv tramming
considerations. Some Eastern car types are sketched in

Fig. 2.

The u.<e of cars with unit loads greater than 2 tons is

required for the most economical operation of mechanical

tramming systems. The design t)f these cars is governed

by the dumping requirements. For continuous and

,
simple dumping, the gable-bot-

**' "^ ""1 tomed car has Ijcen highly devel-

oped in the ]\]ichigan iron mines,

in the Missouri lead districts and
in a few of the Southwestern

mines. Where tipple dumping is

practiced, the rigidly mounted
flat-bottomed cai- is required.

Conspicuous examples of this ty^Je

are found in the Ray Consolidated

and Inspiration mines of Arizona,

where S-ton cars of this type are

used to handle a combined daily tonnage for the two
mines of more than 25,000 tons. The gable-bottom is

not apjdicable to sticky ores such as are found in

Bisbee or Butte, but is highly successful with the hard
and soft ores found in the Miami district, Arizona. The
deep, flat-bottomed tipple car is open to the objection

that fine ore packs in the bottom, leaving a "skull," or

shell, that is not freed by tippling.

The gaiile-bottomed car, evolved largely in the United

States Steel Corpdralion mines of the Northern iron

districts, and used ((insidcraiily in the West, is com.^

Width of Box.m
I Sides.i'plate

\FrontAtk bolted to Body

"EnB. and Min. ,Iourn,," Nov, 21. lilll, p, i)0,S.
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luonly of 3- or 4-toii fiiliac-ity. Its load is released

by hand through side-swing doors. As the security of

the load is dependent on tlic locking device, it is in-

teresting to note the various means employed. Three

successful and considerahly used types are shown in Eig.

3, from the St. Joe mine in Missouri, the Miami copper

mine in Arizona, and the Oliver iron mine of Michigan.

In Fig. 3 A locks with a hand lever at each end of

the car, B with a lever at one end only and C with a

swinging lever which, when at dead-center, keeps the

doors shut. Cars of this type are swung on springs,

while the tipple-car pattern cannot conveniently use

springs because imequal loading of the car will not permit

entrance into the tipple frame.

The use of locomotives deriving power from electricity,

compressed air or gasoline engines is constantly being

extended, even where concentrated haulage is impossible.

Mine locomotives are easily capable of 500 ton-miles duty

per shift ; the displacement of mule haulage with its

maximum duty of 150 ton-miles per mule shift is

readily ex])lained. In some districts, as in the Missouri

lead country, mules are used for gathering the cars which

are trammed to the shaft by motors.

Electric haulage was the pioneer in locomotive haulage,

one of the earliest installations being in 1886 at the

Hillside Coal and Iron Co. It is now in use in nearlv

every mining district, in both coal and metal mines, the

dominating type ' being the trolley

motor operating at 250 volts or less.

Haulage by compressed air is a more

recent development that is compet-

ing successfully with electric systems

in all classes of service. It has dis-

placed the electric locomotive in

gaseous coal mines and some of the

large metal mines. While it is not

within the scope of this article to

discuss in detail the merits and per-

foi-niance of these two types of liaul-

age power, it can be said that safety

is usuall.T the deciding factor in making a choice. In

mines having, very large equipment, it is said that

the cost of installation of the two systems is aljout

the same. The operating cost gives neither type a

definite advantage unless cheap hydro-electric power

makes a power-house equipment unnecessary, in which

ease the electric type is favored. Elimination of the

exposed trolley wire and the fire danger from feeder lines

make compressed air attractive to many operators.

The power consumption of electric and compressed-air

systems per ton-mile (reduced to kilowatt-hours for com

motors o])erating at 250 volts on an IS-in. gage track.

Many of the Missouri lead mines use 6-ton, 250-volt

locomotives. Several of the Arizona mines, such as the

Copper Queen and tlie Miami, use G-ton sizes operating

at from 210 to 250 volts. The Ray Consolidated has

discarded 10-ton locomotives in favor of compressed-air

haulage. An important feature of the trolley locomotive

is the low body and compactness of design that permits

wide drift clearances. This makes possible the use of

small track gages and relatively small drifts, as in the

vein mines having heavy ground such as are found in

Bisbee, Butte and many of the iron mines. Electric

haulage is almost universal in the Michigan iron-mining

country, among the jilants having c(jiisidenible installa-

tions being the Newport, the Chapin and other mines of

the Oliver Iron Mining Co. and the mines at Iron River.

Trolley locomotives can be classed according to the

motor types—single-motor or two-motor. Illustrations of

these two types as furnished by the Goodman Manufac-

turing Co., are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The single-

motor type is characteristic of metal-mine equipment,

as it permits the use of narrow gages without the .sacrifice

of motive power. In arrangement the armature lies

along the long axis of the locomotive or parallel witli

the rails and is geared to both axles. Double-end control

with controller boxes at each end of the motor is usual

in single-motor types and is a very useful feature.

Rocking Lever

-Pfmf

Levers on each End of Car. each

Lever operating one Door

A

Lever on one End only. Handle

latched at K

... S^
J[\

/

Doors remain c/gjgg\SJu
vihen Rocking Lever is

at De^ Center

FIG. 3. EXAMPLES OF SIDE-DUMP DOOR LOCKS FOR HAULAGE CARS

The two-motor locomotive is employed principally in

coal mining, where wide track gages and heavy grades

prevail. This type with independent motor drive for

each axle requires a heavier construction, and the range

in weights is usually from 5 to 15 tons. These motors

ordinarily have single-end control.

A more recent application of electricity to mine haul-

age is found in the storage-battery locomotive. This

type has been used in many districts both as an auxiliary

and as a main unit in the haulage systems. Like the

compressed-air locomotive the storage-battery motor

pressed-air systems using electric power for compressing eliminates the trolley wire and track bonding and can

air) can in general be rated within the following limits:

Electric trolley systems, 0.8 to 1.0 kw-hr. ; electric

storage-battery systems, 1.6 to 1.8 kw.-hr. ; compre.ssed-

air systems, 0.8 to 1.0 kw.-hr. The power requirements

of tiie electric and compressed-air systems show little

difference in efficiency. The power consideration is.

however, second in inijiortance to mainleiiance, ujjkeep

and flexibility.

Electric mine locomotives range in size from the small

3-ton units to the 30-ton Babhvin-Westinghouse locomo-

tives at the Charleroi mine in Pennsylvania. Metal mines

as a rule do not use a larger size than the 10-ton

locomotive. The Butte mines commonly employ 3-ton

o|)erate wherever the track is laid. Unlike the com-

pressed-air locomotive, it is not adajited to handling

heavy loads on long hauls. Its field is principally in

development and advanced headings. Because it carries

its power source on its back, the storage-battery motor

has a smaller hauling capacity than the trolley motor of

the same size; in other words, more trips are required

to handle the same tonnage. It is therefore best adapted

to conditions requiring .small unit loads, and to service

conditions that will iiermit battery recharging for at least

9 out of 21 hours. For additional capacity per

locomotive, batteries are occasionally mounted on a trailer.

One of the largest systems recently in use, at the Big
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Vwv. tiiiUK'l in Colorailo, pcniiittcil tlic liandlinj; of Sd-ton

(raiiifi by a siiifjlc! loi-omotivc which had a Iraih'r rar lor

aiMitioiial battery power.

Kecent practice indicates that storage-battery loeoiuo-

tivcs rauiic in weight from 2 J to 6 tons. In tlie .lotl'rey,

\Vestins,'iiouse-Bal(l\vin, (Jeneral P'lectric and other types,

the battery is mounted on the toj) of the locomotive and

contains usually from 60 to 80 cells. The voltage is

therefore lower than in trolley systems, ranging from 125

to 150 volts, which eliminates some of the coninintator-

sparlving troubles found in trolley motors. Typical in-

stallations in Western properties are found at the Bunker

Tlill & Sullivan, the Alaska Treadwell and the Alaska

tives on a )!0-in. track. Two-stage types of locomotives

are used almost exclusively, since they are more eco-

nomical, and tlu> installation cost of the plant is less

than that For the single-e.xpansion type. The two-stage

jiattcrn has been developed since 1908. According to the

II. K. Porter Co., the saving in compressed-air consump-

tion was .30% as compared with the single-e.xpansion

engine. While a detailed description cannot be presented

here, the chief features of lh<^ most up-to-date type of

installation may be nicntionc(l.

The air is expanded in two cylinders successively, and

between the liigh- and biw-pi'essurc cylinders is inter-

posed an interheatci-, the function of which is to raise

PIG. 4. SINGLE-MOTOR 6-TON LOCOMOTIVE

Juneau mines. At tlie Idaho mines 2|- and 4-to!i

locomotives are used ; at the Alaska properties the sizes

are 4J and 5^ tons. In Arizona the Miami Copper Co.

has made successful use of the storage-battery motor in

development work.

The use of compressed air in mine haulage has been

developed entirely in the last 20 years. The question

of safety is largely the factor in determining the choice

between electric and compressed-air installations. As

already noted, equipment costs compare favorably with

those of electric systems of the same capacity. In opera-

FIG. 5. SINGLE-MOTOR INDUCED-TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

the temperature of the air exhausted from the high-

pressure cjdinder before it is expanded again in the

low-pressure cylinder. As the air from the high-pressure

cylinder exhausts at a temperature of about —70° P., it

is obviously a great gain in economy to bring this air

to approximately the same temperature as the atmosphere

before it enters the low-pressure cylinder. The locomo-

tives made by the H. K. Porter Co. admit air to the

high-pressure cylinder at 250 lb. and to the low-pressure

cylinder at 50 lb. The storage or charging air is usually

under a pressure of 900 lb. per sq.in., with a range from

FIG. 6. TWO-MOTOR DOUBLE-END 13-TON
LOCOMOTIVE

tion the compressed-air system has advantages in great

flexibility, high acceleration, and speed of operating

trains. In mines using tlie tiiiple type of car dumping.

it has an advantage in eliminating the electric conductors

arouiul tlu! tipples.

CompreSsed-air locomotives, while more bulky in size

than electric motors, have the same range of ap]dication

as the latter to metal mining; they are used in both the

lode and large disseminateil deposits. The common range

of sizes now in use is from 1 to 10 tons. Ilaulageways

do not necessarily have to be large to accommodate this

type. The Ilomestake mine cm]iloyed 4i-ton locomotives

on 18-in. track; the Inspiration mine uses 10-ton locomo-

FIG. 7. 10-TON TWO-STAGE COMPRESSED-AIR
LOCOMOTIVE

700 to 1200 lb. The employment of cutotf expansion

with relatively low operating pressure makes it possible

to use lighter cylinder construction than if the high

charging-pressure air were admitted directly to the

pistons.

Ivpcharging of locomotives requires hardly 3% of the

working time of each shift, as a rule. The operations at

the ])lant of the Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. can

be taken as an example of the most recent practice.

The lO-ton locomotives used here liavc a haulage capac-

ity of about 50 ton-miles. Tlu- charging is done each

round tri]) and consumes generally 45 sec. for the whole

operation. With normal duty of 20 trips, this requires
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15 min. out of the 8-liom- shift. x\.n illiistiiiiioii of ;i

recent type of two-stage Iwomotive built liy llic Porter

company is shown in Fig. 7.

For both hand-tramming and mccliauical haulage,

cast-iron or steel wheels are used with chilled-steel or

manganese-steel tires. Coning of the wheels to keep the

flanges away from the rail has, of course, special use-

fulness under tlie usually poor o])erating coiulition of

mine tracks. The iclations of wlieels to axles brings in

features not common in surface haulage. Thoi-e are four

general methods of wheel attachment: Both wheels

rigidly attached to the axles; one wheel attached and tlie

other moving freely on the axle; both wheels moving

loosely on the axles, and the axle in halves, each with

its attached wheel, called the split-axle type. The first

type is applicable to straight track and is not greatly

used in underground haulage unless the curves are of

long radius. The second style with one loose and one

fixed wheel, is widely used as the most satisfactory

method of reducing friction; it rcdiu-cs hub wear to

almost nothing as com)iarc(l with the first type. One

PIG. S. ASSEMBLY OF ROLLER BEARINf;s ANI> AVHEELS,
RIGID-BOX TYPE

wheel is pi'essed on at (i-ton ]ircssurc and the ollu'r is

keyed on. The third type with two loose wheels is used

in light tramming and for light trucks. The split-axle.

or Anaconda type, with each wheel on a separate axle,

is claimed to represent the best engineering practice.

The use of roller bearings has spread so rapidly in the

last five years that it is not uncommon to find them in

the smallest types of hand-cars. According to tests

described by Mr. Liebermaiin,- the saving in draw-bar

y)ull in favor of roller bearings is so large that a given

locomotive can pull 90% more roller bearing cars on

level track than plain bearing cars, at equal speeds. The
point of application of rollers is important, and bearings

can lie classed as (a) wheel-hub bearings, (b) bearings

in outside boxes, (c) bearings in inside separate boxes,

(d) inside bearings in one rigid box. Tn general it is

recommended that bearings in wheels be used for light

tramming and that box bearings, inside or outside of hub.

be used for heavy haulage. The type with bearings in

the hub is u.sed almost exclusively in Eastern soft-coal

mines and in some of the Southern iron mines. Where

.service is heavy, the use of rollers in separate bo.xt's has

been found to be troublesome liecause of boxes getting out

of alignment, with consequent roller breakage. The use

of a rigid box extending from wheel to wheel and con-

taining both bearings has proved a great improvement.

The application of this type as used by the Miami Copper

Co. and elsewhere is shown in Fisf. H.

'Am. Inst, of Mlnincr EnKlnef-rs, Bull. Ill, lOlfi.

Lubrication is seldom reipiired for the rollers oftener

than once in six months, but systematic greasing once in

two weeks has been found of great ailvantage in reducing

friction between the box-cap and wheel-hub. For roller

bearings a thin grea.se is required; for plain bearings,

a black oil.

Cou])liiigs with light cars can be of the link-and-pin

or chain-and-book type. AVhen loads heavier than two

tons ai'e moved in long trains, drawbar couplings are

needed to prevent pulling of the trains apart. With
the liidv-and-pin combined with drawbar coui)lings it is

necessary to regulate the link length to the track curva-

ture. 'With 25-ft.-radius curves for instance, a 12-in.

link is needed, and with long trains the "take-up" in

the train is considerable. This makes difficult "spotting"

of cars at chutes, so that we have the usual practice of

backing tlic train when loading from chutes. Automatic

couplings are used in many large installations and
eliminate much of this train stretching, the stretch

per car lieing 3 in. as against ^^l in. for link couplings

under ihe same conditions.

'rii.\( K-l-;QuirMi;xr JL\tki{l\ls and Methods

!Me<haiiical tramming re(|uires rails that will withstand

the stresses of the heaviest unit, so that all calculations

are l)ased on the locomotive weight. The minimum rail

sizes required, as published by various locomotive builders,

are usuallv figured on an approximate formula: IT =

j for 4-wheeled locomotives, where 11 is the rail

weight in pounds per yard and L = locomotive weight in

tons. Tn practice at least 40% is added to this weight,

depending on the character of service, roadbed, etc. Rail

of sufficient weight to keep the track alignment is useful

only when proper attention is given to the spacing of

ties, ballasting and drainage. For electric haulage heavier

rails have decided advantages in keeping Ijonding in good

condition. With ties s])aced at 2-ft. centers with regular

Ijallasting. 30-lb. rails, for instance, are satisfactory with

()-ton locomotives. It has been found, however, that

better results are obtained under these same conditions

by using 45-lb. rails.

Ties of ])ine. white cedar and creosoted ])ine are in

romnioii use—the last two varieties being used to prevent

rutting. The softness of white cedar makes its use on

sharp curves rather ilndesirable, as in a wet roadbed the

spikes have a tendency to loosen.

AVith tlie rigid-wheelbase, characteristic of mine locomo-

tives and cars, the minimum radius of curve is dependent

on the wheelbase length and the play of the wheels. An
approximate formula for determining minimum curve

radius is used by some manufacturers as follows: R =
0.76 X ir

I/,

= wheelbase in feet, and j) = wheel ])lay in ilecimals of

a foot.

The sliort, rigid wheelljase produces great wear on

curves, so that short curves of long radius are preferable.

Increase of gage on curves by a maximum of 1 in. is

common practice. Adoption of standard haulage curves

is now the practice in all large mines, the Copper Queen,

for example, using 40-ft. to 80-ft. radius on a 30-in.

gage; the Miami a minimum of 25-ft. on 24-in. gage;

and the Inspiration, 60-ft. radius on 30-in. gage.

in which /.' = ininimum radius in feet, 11'
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Managers of the Big Porphyry Coppers

J. M. Sl'LLY
Chino Coppor Co.

B. B. GOTTSBERGER
;Miami Copper Co.

LOUIS S. GATES
Ray Consolidated Copper Co.

ROBERT C. GEMMELL,
Utah Copper Co.
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The Testing and Application of Hammer Drills
By Benjamin F. TiLLsoNf

syNOPSIS—Tesh of luiiiniicr drills made by the

New Jersey Zinc Co. resvited. in tlie scrapping of

the reciprocal drills and all of the work is now done

by the one-man hammer drill. Thorough efficiency

tests were made, derclojiini/ more satisfactory

conditions and forms of drills and bits. Records

and comparisons are shown.

The hainiiier drill rightly receives the credit for having

produced the one-man drill, and so many economies seem

possible through the proper application of different types

of hammer drills to various mining, quarrying and exca-

vating operations that an indication of the economies ef-

fected by the New Jersey Zinc Co. at its Franklin mines

may be of interest. When this company commenced its

trials of hammer drills in IDOT, these tools had not been

developed to one-fourth the capacity and refinement they

have since reached. At that time it was frequently said

that such a small tool, drilling holes of less diameter than

the reciprocating rock drill, could not drill enough holes

in a shift to permit the placing of sufficient explosive to

break a tonnage of ore comparable with that produced

by the "rock drills"; that the placing of small holes in-

clined upward at angles steeper than 40 deg. above the

horizontal could not be expected to produce results equal to

the large flat, wet or dry, holes in the breasted back of

an overhand stope and would only shatter the ground so

as to make the back iinsafe. In spite of these adverse

opinions the hammer drills first showed their superiority

over both heavy and light reciprocating drills in raising

and in stoping, and then in drifting and quarry work.

As a result, all of the reciprocating drills at the Franklin

mines werja s^rappeil^hree vrars .ago,_ all of the mining

work being accomplished with increased efficiency, as

shown in detail' in this article.

With the advent of the hammer drill in this property,

it was considered advisable to make comparative tests of

all the tools accessible, and it has since been the policy to

investigate the merits of any advance of the drilling art

in order to get the maximum amount of work from the

tools. The necessity of devising some means of stand-

ardizing drill te.sts, and of measuring the consumption of

compressed air as well as the drilling speed, was early

realized.

The conunon test was to fill a measured air receiver

with compressed air at a certain gage pressure, run the

drill until the pressure had drop])ed to too low a ligure.

then coniiJute, Inmi the time, drop in pressure and

capacity of the receiver, tlie cubic feet of free air used.

This was not considered a fair indication of the drilling

capacity of a machine, since the performance of some
drills did not \'ary directly with the absolute pressures

of the compressed air.

It was therefore found ex])edient to Iniild a water-

displacement air meter with which the drill test could be

carried on for any length of time without serious varia-

tions in the desired air pressure. This a))paratus, as

sliown in Fig. 1, consists of two tanks, half-filled with

water, and made of 12-in. pipe with blind flanges, gage-

glasses being mounted on one, a four-way cock connecting

the compressed-air su])]ily pipe with both tanks and the air

line going to the drill. 'J'his device gives more accurate

results than the coininon types of water or gas meters;

and since any errors are due to the human element of

reading the gage-glasses and reversing the four-way cock,

they lend to be compensating throughout a immber of

tests.

The procedure is as follows: Air is drawn by the drill

from the receiver C, which tends to trap any moisture
carried over by the air from tanks A and B and assure?

a constant pressure while the four-way cock is reversed.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, the receiver draws
its supply of air from the tank B and the water rises in

•This paper was orlginaUy presented at the Febiuary, 1915,
meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
For the purposes of this publication Mr. Tillson has amplinei!
the paper materially and brought it up to date—Editor.

tFranklln Furnace, X. J.

Tank A

FIG. 1. ARRANGEMENT OF TANKS FOR TESTING
AIR DRILLS

this tank by virture of the pressure of the air admitted

from th^ air main through the four-way cock to the top

of tank A, where the water is being forced downward and

through the 2-in. connecting pipe to tank B. When the

water has risen to a certain point near the top of the

gage-glass in tank B, the four-way cock is reversed and

the inlet air is supplied to the top of tank B; the drilling

air is then taken from the top of A, the reversal of the

cock again being made when the water in tank B has

fallen to a point near the bottom of the gage-glass.

A pet-cock is placed on the top of tank C so as to per-

mit the bleeding of air to bring the water columns to the

desired point for starting a run, and another pet-cock is

attached to the bottom of the same tank in order to per-

mit the drainage of water. For convenience in measuring

and computing, a run is made on the supply of com-
pressed air indicated by a certain number of reciprocations

of the water columns between fixed jioints on the gage-

glasses; the pressures arc measured on the air gage moun-
ted on tank C, the length of time is taken by a stop watch,

and the consumption of free air per minute is computed.
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I'lik'ss a pressure regulator is installed lietwceu tlic lour-

way cock and the receiver C, or else a globe valve at this

])()int is ojicratcd manually to throttle the air so as to

maintain a constanl ])r('ssure, it is evident that the air

])ressur(' ai tin- drill will \ary in arcordanco with the

water vokunu su[)i)c>rted by the iidet air pressure, but since

till' jj'age-glass marks are in this instance set 34^ in.

ajiart, the maximum variation in pressures is about 1} lb.

per sq.in.; it is ditKcult to find a jiressure regulator which

will control a pressure of !>0 or 100 lb. per sq.in. to a

closer degree of accuracy, and the sensitiveness of drills

to air pressures and the accuracy of time and distance

measurements rarely exceeds this error.

It is obvious that in comparative drill tests the follow-

ing factors must be considered : The nature of the rock

drilled ; the gage of the drill bits and their form and con-

dition ; the maintenance of equal compressed-air pressures

;

similar inclination and ap])roximate depths of drill holes;

equal vigor in the rotation of hand-rotated tools; and
proper fit of the drill shanks in the chuck bushings, as

well as their construction so that the blows are delivered

on a jilane surface of proper size at right angles to the

axis of the drill steel and at the center of its shank end.

In the tests summarized in Table I, Ij in. has been taken

as the standard diametral gage of the bit, since it is a di-

Detail of
Taper

4 Point

5 Quarter

Octagon

4 Straight

I4 Round
ePoint.^Hex&rHex.

I Quarter Octagon
and Ig Round

PICx. 2. DRILL BITS USED AT THE FRANKLIN MINES

mension which averages the gages of drill steels used in

reciprocating rock drills and is fair in determining the

performances of such tools ; it also represents almost the

largest gage necessary in hammer-drill stopers or block-

holers, so that equal or even better performances may be

expected from them as a hole is deepened with the smaller

gages in a set of drill steel. At Franklin the testing rock

is a compact coarsely crystalline white limestone, which
greatly resembles a marble, and this rock proves a fair

average of the various qualities of ore met in the mining
operations. Although it is not hard, for a well-tempered

drill bit can drill 3 or 4 ft. of hole before its cutting edges

are materially dulled, and although it seems to chip freely,

yet it possesses a compa, tness and toughness that is likely

to i)rove surprising to one who has not previously tested

a drill in it. Tests with various machines in Franklin

and elsewhere indicate that this white linu'stone does not
cut quite so fast as a sharp drill can a<-hie\e in Crijiple

Creek o-ranite, is about on a ])ar with Baiic granite, and
cuts sliglitly faster than Quincy granite. The chief differ-

ence is that a good drill will cut this limestone as fast in

the second oi- tliinl minute of its I'un, while it would have
been dulled bv tlic lirst minute's run in the uranitcs, caus-

ing its (utting speed to fall oil' materially in the second and
third minutes. Raised-center cross-bits are the standard

ty])e used with .solid steel in these tests, and flat-faced six-

point bits are generally used with the hollow steels ; in gen-

eral the cutting speed of these bits being about the same
if the rotation of the drill steel is free. Fig. 2 shows the

forms of the drill bits used at the Franklin mines.

Fig. 3 shows the forms of moils used with a pneumatic
tool (built for a coal pick) which proves of great value

in replacing the hammer and moil in eutting "hitches" in

the rock as a footing for timber. Tlie collar on the shank
of the steel in conjunction with a spring retaining device

on the pneumatic hammer prevents the moil from being

"shot out" to injure a neighboring workman and absorbs
the shock of the blows when the tool is away from the

ground. This tool may therefore be handled with safety

and comfort to the workman.

t<-,v -i^'todf 4IH
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Sonic tests were included in this tahh for the consid- P
oration of points to be made hiter. Before studying the M
improvements in hammer-drill efficiency, it seems wise to Then

explain the reasons for offering the figures in the last

column of figures as representing a factor of "drill desira-

bility." " Let
In (leterniiniug the rchitivc merits of I'ock drills,

whether of the reciprocating or hammer type, the logical

basis is one of cost. Therefore, the drill which bores a

foot of drill hole of standard cross-section at the lowest

cost rate for drilling labor, power and maintenance (in-

cluding amortization) would have tlic highest "factor of

desirability," and a formula to exjiress tiiis may be de- x,

:

veloped as follows :

Let

F = "Factor of desirability" ;

D = Cost of drilling labor per foot of hole;

Cost of ])(iwcr jjer foot of hoh;;

Cost of maintenance per foot of hole.

F = 1

I) + P + M

Period of time lor drilling-speed test, in min-

utes;

d = Depth of hole drilled in lime t, in inches;

b ^ ^ == Drilling speed diiring actual ruiiuing of ma-

chine, in inches per minute

;

Hourly wage of drilling labor, iu cents

;

Percentage of time spent in drilling to total o])-

erating time, including the ('hanging of drill

steels and shifting to new positions and start-

ing of new holes.

TAB1£ I. SUMMARY OF TESTS OF REPRESENTATIVE DRILL TYPES MADE BY THK .VEW JERSEY ZINC CO.

-Type of Drill-

Symbol
for DrUl

A

IB
C
D
D
E
F
G

G*

IH
J
J
J
K
K
L
L
L
M
M.
IM
M,
M,
N
N
?•
X M,
X M,
X O
X O,

X O,

P

I
B
3

i:

T
S»T,

I"
I'
V
V,

V..0

V,

X

x:y'

z
z,

Date
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Then

D =
60^

L

1

= 0.
'

(10

Lot

Thei

/» = Power cost to produce 100 cu.ft. of free air, com-
pressed to standard drill-tet^ting ])ressnre. in

cents

;

V = Number of culiic feet of free air used in test by

operating drill

;

d = Depth of standai'd imle drilled, in inches.

lOOf/ -'^ d

Substituting these values df I) and P in the original

equation we obtain

0.-20^ + 0.\Z^+ M ^f,^ f + 0.1 2;w + dM
dO d '

Since L is a constant for any particular mine, and
for a given number of steel changes with any particular

type of drill—such as a column-miuinted reci])rocating

drill, a column-mounted hammer drill, an air-feed ham-
mer drill, a block-lioling drill, etc.—we may simplify the

equation by substituting

k = coefficient of dnUuig — —
j^
—

Also, since /? is a constant for any particular mine we
may further simplify by placing

fc' = coefficient of power = 0.13p

and we then have the general equation for any particular

mining conditions and type of drill,

F = - J
kt + k'v + dM

However, the correct value for maintenance and amortiza-

tion of any particular type and make of drill can be deter-

mined only after operations extending over months or

years, so that this factor may well he left out of a for-

mula wliich is to be used for classifjdng drills after

drilling-speed and ]iower-consumption tests, which may
be completed in a short time. The consideration of the

reduction of drilling speed and the increase of i)ower con-

sumption, wliich occur in a drill because of wear or any
other normal results of service, may fairly be placed in

the same class as maintenance. Judgment as to the mate-
rials, workmanship and design of any drill, as well as re-

ports of its satisfactory service elsewhere, will lead to a

rough estimate of the final desirability of a drill if it has
shown a high standard, on testing based on drilling speed
and power consum]ition.

The equation is thus sim])lilied to the form,

d

kf +'L^v

But other highly important factors enter into the jjrob-

lem of selection of a drill : The reduction in labor units,

liapital and overhead charges i)rought about by an in-

i^reased drilling speed an<l increased tonnage per machine;
the increased efficiency of supervision and work caused by
the reduction and concentration of the number of work-
ing places; the possibility of producing a greater tonnage
irom any property with a limited nundier of working

F =

places; and the po.ssibility of reducing the drilling equip-

ment, with its attendant stock of spares, hoses and con-
nections, and extensive air mains, if a diill with a greater

drilling s]iced may be em[)loyed. It therefore seems that the

following fornmla is more indicative of the actual merits of

drills, although theoretically it has no derivation and ntust

be considered empirical; it also possesses the virtue of re-

ducing to a sim|)le form. This formula for a "factor of

desirability"' has been used for the past eight years at tlu;

Franklin Furnace mines of the New Jersey Zinc Co. All

coefficients have been omitted since the following drill

tests have all been under the same standard conditions.

DPM
Since M is treated separately, as has been previously

.suggested, the equation becomes

F'
1

DP
Now if the same values previously deduced for D and

P are substituted,

1 d'i
F' = = A'^

kt k'v fv

d d

where K is a new coeificient equal to the reciprocal of the

product of I- and k'.

Therefore the '-factor of desirability" equals the drill-

ing speed, in inches per minute, divided by the power
consumption in cubic feet of free air per inch drilled. It

is quite evident that the factor gained from the quotient
of inches drilled per minute divided by cubic feet of free

air per minute (or the reciprocal of this quotient) gives

merely the power consumption per inch of hole drilled

and ignores the quantity of drilling which may he accom-
plished.

The application of both of these formulas for F and F'
to a hypothetical problem may lie of interest to show the

comparative results within the limits of practice.

Let us assume that 30 hp. is required to compress 100
cu.ft. of free air per minute to 100 lb. per sq.in. gage
pressure and deliver the same to a drill in the mine ; that
the power cost is Ic. per hp.-hr. ; that a drill which shows
a drilling speed of 10 in. per min. on test averages 20 ft.

per hour under working conditions, and uses 60 cu.ft. of
free air per minute on test; that another drill will show
a drilling .speed of 6 in. per min. on test with an air con-
sumption of 36 cu.ft. per min. and will average 12 ft.

per hour under working conditions, and that the wage
scale for drill runners is 40c. per hour, then.

For the fast drill

:

t = 1 min.

d^ = 10 in.

L = 10c.

30 X 1

40

P =
60

0.5c.

I'l = 60

^, = d 10

0.2-^^-f 0.12;;r,
0.2X40X1

0.40

= 0.434

-hO.12XO.5X60
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F,' =
(i.9ML

X
O^d, ^ d,

0.40 X 100

0.024 X 1 X -40 X 0.5 X 60

For the .'ilow drill

:

do = fi ill.

r„ = 36 cu.ft.

= 1.389

Oj = la -^
6 X 60

n

F. =

= 0.40

6

0.2 X 40 X 1

0.40

= 0.271

+ 0.12 X 0.5 X 36

0.40 X 36

' ~ 0.024 X 1 X40 X0.6 X 36
= 0.833

Thus the relative factors for the two drills hy the first

formula have a ratio of 0.4-^4 to 0.271, or 1.56 to 1; and

by the second foriiuila (empirical) the ratio of factors is

1.389 to 0.833, or 1.67 to 1. In other words, hy the em-

pirical formula the fast drill is credited with about a 7%
higher rating- than by the theoretical formula, and this

does not seem an undue allowance to cover tiie unestimated

advantages previously enumerated.

Records inade previous to July, 1909, have not been

sho\\'n in Table I since much of the woi-k done in 1907

and 1908 was distinctly experimental in determining the

desirable cylinder diameters, lengths of strokes, piston

weights, valve weights, etc. ; but such records show drill-

ing speeds of about 2 to 3 in. per min. with air comsump-

tions of from 40 to 70 cu.ft. of free air per minute at 90

lb. per sq.iu. gage pressure. The listed tests made during

1909 cover most of the well-known American makes of

hammer drills at that time, and if one excepts the drills

denoted by symbols G, G^, etc., since, they were experi-

mental tools, the design of which was developed by the

New Jersey Zinc Co. at Franklin Furnace, N. J., it is

noticeable that about 4^ and 5 in. were the highest drilling

speeds obtainable at about 90 lb. pressure and with an air

consumption of 60 to 90 cu.ft. of free air per minute ; and

for various drills the "factor" varied from 0.09 to 0.41.

Tliose drills marked G, which were made exclusively for

the New Jersey Zinc Co., increased the drilling speed

about 40% above the best previous drill performances and

remained uncqualed in drilling speed for a year and un-

surpassed for about a year and a half. The fact that a

nuiul)er of these drills were included in the equipment at

Franklin accounts for part of the increased stoping effi-

ciency during the year 1911, as cited later. Although it

was then the opinion of some unprejudiced persons, well

versed in the drilling art, that such tools had reached

their practical limit of drilling s])eed as well as the limit

of strength.s of materials, yet 18 months later a new type

of drill was developed to achieve 20% more drilling with

twice as good a factor, and a renewed equipment of these

other drills again increased the mining efficiency. Again

a ])eriod of 18 months sulficed for the pi'odiu-tion of a

hammer drill which still further advanced the drilling

speeds 20%, and since the introduction of this drill we

have been able to find several drills which surpassed it 10

to 20^ in drilling speed.

In Table 1 some .seemingly freak runs arc ndticeable,

M^hich are included to call attention to the variability of

lesults in presumably standard testin;'. For instance.

under drills D it appears that a bit with two wings broken

will drill faster and at a lower air consumption jicr min-

ute than can bo attained with a perfect bit; and again,

with drill il/,, a bit which lias proved a little soft ami bat-

tered drills one-fourth more per minute than bits in

proper condition and with the same air consumption. Fur-

thermore, the tests of one ])erson indicate that, when the

size and form of the drill bits are the same, faster drilling

can be done with sliort steels than with long ones, while

another investigator shows a greater drilling .speed with

long steel than with short. The use of tappets or anvil

blocks between the shanks of drill steels and pistons is

generally estimated as causing a reduction of 20 to 30%
in the drilling ability, but .some tests do not confirm this

and show even an increa.sed cutting speed with the use of

anvil blocks in a machine otherwise the same. With some

drills the use of water to clean the cuttings from the hole

seems to cause a cutting sjieed below that obtainable

through the u.se of compres.sed air for the same purpose,

hut in other ijistances the advantages are rever.sed. In

•short, there seem to he .so many variables in the drilling

problem as to warrant a 10% variation in the results of

supposedly standard tests, and a number of runs should be

made to gain a fair average ; or strict judgment of ma-
chines should not be made within this limit.

CONSIDERATIO.V OF PHYSICAL PlIEXOMEXA

Perhaps the consideration of the physical phenomensi

relating to the process of drilling may prove of interesi;

and value. When rock is excavated by a drill bit, three

applications of forces seem to be involved—by abrasion,

by cru.shing, and by severing or chipping. Although all

these must take place to a certain degree, the greatest

amount of useful work is performed when the percentage

of force applied to chip reaches a maximum. But in rock

it appears that chips can be produced in radically differ-

ent ways—first, by the severing of molecules and, second

,

by the reflex forces produced in an elastic medium. Tc^

illustrate this, consider the chipping of a comparatively

inelastic substance such as lead. With a hammer and a

chisel whose axis is inclined considerably from the normal

to the surface of a lead block it is possible to sever the

lead and roll up chips, but if the chisel is normal to the

surface of a thick block, only an indentation can be made
and there probably will be a raised area about the indenta-

tion to accommodate a certain percentage of the displaced

metal. On the other hand, with a highly elastic material,

such as glass, the forces impressed by a normally posi-

tioned chisel will cause a compression of the molecules,

whose elasticity will cause their expansion toward a free,

unresisted surface. Since the greatest forces are devel-

oped at the surface, since the penetration of the chisel

carries .some forces to a de])tli below the surface, and since

the chisel surface itself applies some forces at an angle

to its axis and impedes the reexpansion of molecules to

the space it occupies, therefore the reflex forces produce

more or less cone-shaiied chips or flakes and leave a cor-

responding crater in the block of glass. Now, if the chisel

is placed near the edge of a block of glass, the blow upon
it will induce stresses to another free face and a corre-

spondingly larger chip will be produced because of the

tendency of the forces to seek relief in the shortest direc-

tion as well as becau.-JC of the severing effect. The method
of cutting of a drill bit is commonly shown as taking place

in this hist w;\\ with the ])rogressive chipping of a series
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of beiulie;? or steps, but it is doubtful wliotber sui-b a ]iro-

ii'duro exists, except in rare instances, for the speed and

latitude ol' rotation lietween consecutive blows of the drill

jiiston or liannuer cannot be controlled with sufficient pre-

cision nor adjusted to the various rocks; and an inspection

of the cuttings from a drill hole shows tlicni to be flakes

or a trushed and aln-aded powder.

In the format ion of these flaky ehi])s there may l>e a

limiting force of blow for each velocity of imjiression in

order to gain the most useful work (that is in tlie produc-

ticm of flakes), for it appears that beyond certain limits

the blows increase the jiercentage of crushed material and

the drilling speed does not vary with the force applied,

so that some heavy-hitting drills accomplish more in

medium-soft ground wlicn a portion of their blows are

absorbed by a tappet at the shank end of the steel or by
a cushion of water intervening between the bit and the

rock. If the force of the blows was lessened by a reduc-

tion in air pressure the speed of the ])iston would be

slowed up and the drilling would suffer from the fewer

number of blows per minute.

The transmission of the kinetic energy of the piston to

the rock is also influenced by many factors. The blow

may be delivered against the rock by the free drill steel

which is driven forward through the intervening air or

feed so that tile pressure is lowered as the piston is trav-

eling on its back stroke (possibly by taking the supply air,

for the back stroke, from the air feed) and so that the
air-feed pressure builds up and forces the drill against
the rock just before it is sti'uck by the piston. The
reversed-air feeds luay sometimes ap]>i-o.\imate these con-
tlitions and then assist the machine to a liigber drilling

speed. Tf hannner di-ills were made so that the drill steels

were always held firmly against the rock, when the piston
strikes them, it seems unquestionable that the greatest ef-

ficiency of the blows of the piston would ivsult, jirovided
they were jirojjcrly timed, tor no energy would be lost by
reason of the inertia of the drill steel, but only that due
to heating, resulting from the imperfect elasticity of the
metal. The question of the proper timing of the piston
blows opens another phase of the matter; namely, the
reaction of the rock U])on the drill steel; and this" effect

is the m(u-i' ])ronouncc(l with hai'der rock. It tends to
speed up the jiiston and is so noticeable in running a ma-
chine against a metal block as to invalidate, as too high,
all air-consumjjtion tests so conducted. The effect of these
reactive vibrations upon the drill steel may prove very
marked and serious. Where the reactive vibrations inter-
fere with oncoming compressional waves, considerable
energy is dissijiated, and at times one nuiy be so fortunate

as to detect points

of increased tem-
pcratnr (proliablle

nodes) upon a drill

steel which is cutting

ground; and it is no
uncommon thing to

see a drill steel, in

service, break al two

points (into three

pieces) simultaneous-

ly, probably from fa-

tigue because. of

these vibratory stres-

ses. The accom-

panying photograph-

ic repi'odui'tions cx-

hiliit the jieciiliai

concboidal fracture

resulting from the

growth of vibratory

water by the impact of the piston, and the velocity of the rupture of a drill steel at two places simultaneously,

steel will depend upon the relative masses of the drill It is noticeable that the fracture started at several jioints

steel and piston, the velocity of the piston and the coeffi- on the peripherv of the bole and that opposite the

cient of elasticity of the steel, in accordance with the well- large fracture growths on each end there are small

<i;rowt]is on the other end. This mav indicate a seffresa-

RUPTURES OF DRILL STEEL SHOWING TWO ENDS OP A PIECE 1 IN. LONG

known laws of mechanics which deal with elastic or partly

elastic bodies and their impact. The drill steel in this

way assumes the functions of a "jumper" drill which is

driven against and rebounds from the rock at a high fre-

quency, and its action is well seen in most all screw-feed

liannuer drills with the ringing or jingling of the steel in

a drill liole. Another mode of force transmission is by

coni])ressional waves, traveling through the drill steel from

the shank to the bit. This latter condition brings a cut-

ting effect only when one end of the steel is tight against

the rock, bid tlien proves very efficient. Although the

air-feed bnnimei- drills usually chatter the steel against

the rock, like a projectile shot from the chuck hushing
by iniiiacts of the piston, yet it seems possible to ajiproxi-

mate llic ofliei- workinsj- c(Midition 1)V desi<>'nin"' the air

tion of metal, or a concentration of stresses caused by

scratches of the tools which originally punched or drilled

the billets before rolling to the size of the |-in. hexagon

drill steel. The fractures seem to indicate a gradual

growth and extension from the form of microscopic slij)

planes to cracks which extend as the steel fails because

of xibratory stresses. Solid drill steels fail with similar

fi-ae)nres. but these usually start from a nick, bruise. ])uncli

or stencil mark at the surface; but some have been found

which start in the interior of the steel. Of course any

cut, nick or mark which snddenlv reduces the section of a

piece of steel (although only very slightly) causes any

stresses from vibration or bending to concentrate at such

])oints and cneonnige fractures to start -there wlien llii'
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metal is too greatly fatigued or stre.ssed. .Similarly, any

sudden change in the constituency or structui'c of tiie

metal would appear to produce the .<ame results.

It is of interest that the railroads have hail failures of

their steel rails with fractures of the same appearance, as

in both instances the metal is subjected to recurrent shocks

of impact. On the other hand, if these vibrations syn-

chronize at the bit, it is quite possible that the chipping

forces are greatly augmented, and such an explanation

may readily answiT tho.^c ])U7.zliiig drill tests in wliidi a

dull or l)roken bit exceeds a linely formed bit in drilling

speed. For a long time at Fi-anklin a tally was kept of

the different individual drill .steels which entered into Ihc

testing, with the hope of determining that some particular

piece of steel produced the greatest cutting speed, but no

conclusion could be drawn from the records, except that

the changes in length due to reshai'pening probably

masked any possibility of deterndning the suitable lengths

for maximum efficiency. And it seems quite plausible

that such a ivsult should be expected if the possible wave

lengths of the compressional vibrations in the drill steels

are considered. Probably these reactive vibrations occur

to a great extent, as well, in the process of drilling, where

the steel dances in the chuck and against the lock, for

steel breakage appears equally as high with such a type of

machine a'^ with the jineuniatic feed, if not higher, and

tests comparing these two types for such effects nnirht

prove interesting as well as instructive.

But still other fac-tors influence the force delivered at

the rock. If the anvil block or tappet is not in contact

with the drill when the piston strikes, a considerable en-

ergy loss occurs through the transference of momentum
to several pieces. If the steel is bound in the chuck bush-

ing, a great amount of the energy is absorbed by the

friction. If the steel is not straight, it loses energy be-

cause of the flexure. If the chuck is badly worn, the axis

of the steel does not coincide with that of the drill and

there is a loss due to the oblique, eccentric impact. If

the steel is tight in the drill hole or if the friction against

the side of the hole is great because of its depth, the

velocity of the steel, as a projected body, is lessened and

the drilling speed is reduc'cd.

Lexotii of i)uii>i, Sti:i:i,

'fne length of the drill steel is an item generally cred-

ited as an important influence, and connnon opinioa sup-

ports the iilea that the cutting speed falls as the lenath

of the steel increases, although some |)eople, on the con-

trary, feel sure that the long steels drill the fastest. The

tests conducted at franklin do not lend an unqualilied

su])port to either view, for the peculiai-ities of different

ty])es of machines play so imixirtant a iiart. For ex-

anqilc. if the air feed is very .strong in a sto].iing drill the

adiiitional counteracting weight of a long and heavy steel

may so improve the working conditions as to indicate a

su]ieri()rity for the long steel, and if llu' air feed is weak

the reverse may be true; if tlie drill steel cuts by virtue

of a dancing or "jumper'" action, the mass added with

length may so rcduci! its velo(dty again.st the rock as to

bring it below the amount required for efficient chipping;

if the piston nornudly delivers to(j heavy a blow for the

rock, tlie drilling s])eed may be im])roved by the added

inertia of the long stc^el ; and if the steel is always against

the rock when a blow is delivered, it is doubtful whether

the length of the steel plays an important part unless the

permitted decrease in the gage of the drill bits aids the

cutting speeds. It is of course to be understood that the

foregoing considerations of drill-steel lengths refer to the

perfornumces with bit gages of the same diameter.

The use of an anvil block is considered by some drill

designeis to necessitate a loss of from 20 to 'M)% of the

power of a drill, but actual tests do tiot always indicate

sucli a condition wlicn the identical steel is tested in the

same drill with and without a tapjiet. The results proba-

bly deiK'ud upon how frequently the ta|)pet is stru(;k

when away from the shank of the steel, and also upon the

suitability of the nuu-hine to the rock, for if its blows are

too heavy the intervention of a loose ta])])et might reduce

their force, with a benefit in drilling s])eed. The use of

water at the bottom of the hole ordinarily consumes about

10% of the cutting speed if there is no tendency for the

drill bits to lose their temper, and com])ressed air for

cleaning the holes encourages a greater drilling speed

provided the cushion of water in the bottom of the holes

does not liave a benign influence in reducing too powerful

a blow upim the rock.

The manner in which a drill is rotated has a bearing

upon the amount of work acconii)lished, and with hand-

rotated tools, a vigorous rotation with a rapid and wide

FIC. 4. SPECIAL DRILI^ WITH SINGLE BIT

arc of swing produces the best results; with power-rotated

drills it is jiossible to reach such a speed as to abrade and

dull the drill bits and consequently les.sen the drilling

speed. It seemed that, with a positixe and t-onstant rota-

tion, the axial planes of the cutting edges of the drill bits

should be at the same angle with the cut .surface as the

resultant velocity vector, as estimated for the rotative and

striking velocities: and such a bit (see Fig. 4) was tried

in an electrically driven hammer drill at Franklin without

showing a cliange in cutting s]>eed. probably becau.se with

either bit the chips came out in flakes, as previously de-

scribed.

In view of the fact that the subject of hammer drills is

more or less in its infancy and literature in regard to them
is rather limited, it seems desirable to correct at the earli-

est opportunity any typographical or other errors which,

if acce]ited without investigation, might work to the

detriment of the art of drilling. In this connection it

.seems that some statements .should he corrected in the

IIJIO edition of Eustace M. Weston's book, "Rock Drills,"

in the chapter "Philosophy of Process of Drilling Eock,"
under the subheading of hanuner drills. In considering

tiic kinetic energy of a blow he states, on page 139:
III other words, to double the energy of a blow it would

be necessary to double the mass, or weight, if the velocity is

tho same; but to double the energy, keeping the mass the
.same, thi- velocity must be increased four times. The weight
of tlie pi.ston hamnur of the largest type of drill is 15 lb.

The wdight of piston, steel, etc., of a piston drill varies
from 60 to 125 lb., so that a blow of equal force can be
delivered by a hammer drill only by increasing the velocity
of the hammer ver.v greatly. This is asknowledged, for as
onf liamnipt-drill maker states, the weight of the piston Is
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one-fiiurUi (IkU cif a piston drill; but the vrlucity is liun

times as gicat. To privo a blow ociual in power it slioubl

he sixteen times as great.

A iiiatlieiuaticiil error aiipoars to liaxo liccii iiiailc in tlic

preinist's of Mr. Weston's arouinoiit and his roiiscqueiil

(lefluctions as to tlie prac'tieal iin])ossil)ility of liaiiinicr

drills beiiifj able to conipetc with piston drills arc quite

lo^2:ieal, but probably at fault.

ir tbe kinetic enerijry of a body, sucb as a drill piston,

is desio-nat(Hl by K, its velocitv by 1'. and its mass by 3/.

then.

UIV l<

Now if M,
then.

therefore,

i.1/,1

equals .1/ ami l\ ^
is, say twice tbe value K

IV = -iV ami rV^

i\ = 1.41-ir

FIG.

.So tbe velocity of tbe |)iston in a banimer drill need be

only l.f times as sjreat as that when tbe binetic energy of

tbe ])iston is cut in lialf.

Again, in tbe example comparing tin; piston weights

of piston and hammer drills, Mr. Weston ajipears in error

in stating that tbe velocity should be Ki times as gj'ent,

for if the piston of a hammer drill is one-fourth the

weight of that of the jiiston diill, the velocity of tbe

hammer-drill pistoir tieed be only twice

as great as that of the piston drill in

order to deliver blow,s of the same
energy ; and the hammer drill will also

surpass the pi.ston drill since it will

strike twice as many of such blows per

minute. Subsequent to the appearance

of this article .Mr. Weston granted the

justice of the above contentions and

stated that his book .should have been

corrected in accordance with the force

theory here expressed. The necessity

of using high air pressures in ham-
mer drills is only incident to the pe-

culiarity of certain drill designs and is

not dependent upon the divorcing of

the Jiiston from the steel. If we are to

consider the shock upon the parts of two drills of equal

capacity, it is evident that with the shorter piston strokes

in hammer drills, with the increased number of blows,

whose final striking velocity is equal to that of a piston

drill under comparison, the weight of tbe hammer-drill

piston may be less and the energy in each individual blow

may be les ; in order that the same amount of energy per

minute be developed. Therefore the shocks upon ham-
mer-(liill parts are more frequent, but not as ]iea\'y as the

shocks upon piston drills of equal capacity.

It is extremely difficult to get adeauate figures as tn ibc

maintenanee of drills unless .some s])ecial forms aie kept,

whiib become to all intents a ledger account of each indi-

vidual drill, for questions naturally arise as to tbe cost

pel- liioi iif hole drilled, the length of time tbe machine
has been in service and has been running, tbe number of

holes drilled, the kind of rock encountered and the supply

of steel used, as well as the drill parts replaced. The New
Jersey Zinc Co. uses a system of punched slips for shift

bosse.s' reports and "drill rccni'd" slips arc a ]iart of tbe

scheme. These are punched in duiilicate by the shift boss

and filed at tbe mine nffice and main ollice, wbei'c the in-

formalicm is traiisfci-rcd lo laroc sheets. <ir which each

one acciiniiiiodatcs the rc'coi'd oi one machine for a nioiilb

and (he footings are carried forward ,so as (o indicate the

total work accomplished and maintenance of any machine

•"to date." The icpair |iarts are designated "iis to wdiethcr

Ibey are new or old (second-band) ones, amKoriginal and

subsecpient drilling-test records are noted on the same
summary sheet.

Figs. 5 and (i .-how the record slip and sheet. The po-

sitions of drills are by stope-slice coordinates, the class

of work (whether raising, drifting, stoping, block-holing

or drilling chutes) is indicated, the kind of rock (ore.

limestone, gneiss, pegmatite, garnet or feldspar) is

jujucbed, and if the machine is idle, broken or being

;!eaned, those points are recorded.

The compressed-air rock di'ill made revolutionary

changes in mining methods and in the reduction of min-

ing costs in units of labor per ton of ore, and at Pranklii:

even nun-e marked savings have lieeh made through the

deve]o])ment of hammer drills. There, in the days of

hand drilling, a total of S ft. in three drill holes with

varying diameters of IJ to 1| in. was considered a fair

10-hour shift's work, and possibly 8 tons of ore would be

l)i-(>ken per drill-shifi: or 4 tons per man-shift. \\'\W\ ;3-in.

reciprocating rock drills from 20 to 40 ft. of drill holes,

ranging in diameter from 2h to \\ in., would be the aver-
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not be given to the tyjie ol' drill, fur improved organiza-

tion, S3'stem of worlcing and .^uperx ision have undoubtedly

]ilayed an important part: but the greater mobility and

Hexibility ot the light hammer drills bavt> permitted and

encouraged a more efficient placing of drill holes, have cut

in half the labor necessary to run a drill and have per-

mitted a more effective supervision and mining scheme.

The actual tonnage broken per nmn working in a stope

will not be so high, coni]iaratively, .since it has been found

worth while to place additional men in stopes to .sledge

.iiid block-hole large chunks of ore which were formerly

often allowed to become buried and so proved obstacles to

high tiamming efficiency by blocking chutes through

which the shrinkage stopes were drawn into tram cars.

Table II shows the gains that have been made with the

adoption of hammer drills by the New Jersey Zinc Co.

It is to be regretted that :io records of tonnage and labor

were available for earlier years, so as to cover the average

efficiencies before the advent of ham-
mer drills and back to the days of

hand-drilling. The different divisions

of mining work are classified in this

table as drifting, raising, stoping. and

opencut or quarry, and it may be in-

teresting to summarize the important

features, reducing the labor to an hour-

ly basis, inasmuch as a change was

made from a 10-hour to an 8-hour

shift basis in July, 1913. Since 1913

labor conditions have been very un-

settled and the force of workmen has

been continually changing, with a con-

siderable influx of incompetents, so

that the comparison of efficieircies in

the last three years does not properly indicate the econo-

mies which hammer drills might produce.

There have been no radical changes in the ])lacing of

the drill holes in drifts since the adoption of the air-feed

hammer drill for this work, but one man with a single

nuicbine is now placed in a heading; he is instructed to

"pull" a "round" each 2-hour shift, working overtime if

necessary, and to accomplish an advance of 3^ to 4 ft. per

round. Two men operating a reciprocating rock drill

formerly made an advance of a 5 to 6 ft. round in five

10-hour shifts. So the drilling labor (runners and help-

ers) per foot of advance averaged 18.4 hours for the entire

mine during the year 1910, when reciprocating rock drills

were solely in u.se. As shown by the average for 1913,

hammer drills have reduced this figure to 5.3 hours per

foot of advance, or about one-third the former labor of

drilling and blasting. The explosive costs have also been

reduced by the use of hammer drills from the figure of

$1.81 per ft. of drift during 1910 to $1.10 per ft. in

1913, for two probable reasons:

First, hammer drills permit the placing of drill holes

smaller in diameter than tho.se bored by reciprocating

drills, so that an unnecessary amount of ex]jlosive is not

required merely to fill the holes sufficiently to distriljutc

the force of the explosion.

Second, the flexibility and ease of rigging the light

hammer drills permit and encourage a more efficient

])lacing of drill holes. The almost exclusive u.se of 1 x 8-

in. explosive cartridges now, as contrasted with the 1^ x

8-in. cartridges formerly used, demonstrates the first con-

tention, for in terms of 1-in. powder, the equivalent of

3(1.8 sticks per foot of di'ift was u.sed in 1910, and 34.0

sticks per foot in 1913. The drill shifts per foot of ad-

vance were lowered from 0.74 in 1910 to 0.33 in 1913, and

the corresponding drill hours from 7.4 to 3.1

The dilicrent drifts may vary in size from (! x 7 ft. to

8x11 ft. in section, and perhaps 7x8 ft. is an average

section. Because of the compact, tough nature of the

ground, it requires from 20 to 30 drill holes in a round,

and 21 would be a fair average, so the drilling operation

is an imjiortant factor of the drifting costs. The follow-

ing comparison of the average drifting costs for each year

shows the saving which has been possible hec-ause of ham-

mer drills: but only the cost of drilling labor and ex-

plosives is considered. The record drift in 1913 was

driven for $2.0() per foot.

As covered by a lootniile in Table IT, the labor ]ier foot

of drift advance in 191() should be increased from $0.58 to

$0.^8 if it inclndes the bonus of overtime for breaking a

round ill a shift, .'^ucb an overtime bonus wa> not iu-

The New Jersev Zinc Company

DRILL R

MAKF; TYPF
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will kiiiu' lunirs wciv Icssi'iu'd rrmu 10 tii S and tlic li(iurl\

w:i>;v was iiUTcasud to .$0.;.'S1 mid .$0.2;>1. However, the

cost per foot was (lieii only i).2 hours of drilliii"' lalmr and

•i;l.O;J |ier fool for explosives. .Vhoiit 18 drill holes are

now placed to pull a '>-({. luund and two ineii are e.\peeted

T.^BI.IC II. ANNUAL COMPARISONS OF MINING KFFICIKNriES
WITH PISTON OKILLS AND HAMMER ORILLS

Drifting
% Size Explos. Ihin'rs

Drill Type of of I'owdrr Powder in Cost and
Shifts Drills, 50', No. .Sticks per per Ft. Helpers

Footage per Ft. ",o Strength Caps Ft. Ad- per Ft.

Ad- Ad- i; 1 per Ad- Drill viinee .\d-

Year Vance vaneo H. D. P. in. in. Ft. vunce Shifts vanee

1908' 4')4 1.45 36 4 25 2 .

1909 4.890 131 32 7 25 .
-

1910 4,909 74 99 2 73 27 5 43 31 1 42 5 $1 84 1 84

1911 2,814 63 99 2 96 4 4.95 26 5 41 9 I 59 I 7

1

1912 374 0.44 100 11 89 7 40 36 4 89 6 I 61 84

1913 905 0.33 100 100 5 56 34 6 106 I 40 59

1916 6,011 26 100 100 6 45 42.0 162 1.94 0.58J;

' Last 4 niont lis t" 78 ifjbonus inelnded

.

liaising

1908 715 I 18 27 7 23 4

1909 5,446 90 29 3 32 4

1910 4,257 44 97 16 84 5 11 27 4 62 7 $1 54 78

1911 1,865 23 98 5 8 92 4.38 21 5 92 5 1.04 65
1912 1,311 17 100 2 98 3 46 20 1 115 0.93 48
1913 2,306 20 100 I 99 3 94 21 4 106 2 1 03 58

1916 6,118 20 100 100 4 43 29 6 150 1 37 63):

t 86 if bonus included.

St oping (.Active)

Type of Drills,% 1= %_Size Powder in „ „
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the objcrt was to (listi'ilnitc the ilynnniito more evenly in

the rock, as contrasted to churn-drill or iiianunotli blasts.

In the touah, crystalhne Franklin limestone this applica-

tion of hammer drills to quarrying has proved superior to

the heavy or mammoth blasts, for the same tonnage can

be produced from a benc-h with a saving of labor and

powder, since a great amount of expensive block-holing

is avoided. A machine will drill about 100 ft. of holes

in a shift with a heavy hammer drill and two men can drill

only 30 ft. with a rock drill.

The light hammer drill, which may be mounted on a

column to do sublevel drifting and to place the flat slicing

holes, but which may be quickly removed and handled as

a block-holer, has proved to be almost a necessity in top-

slicing. The feed mounting, which has been superior in

this service is of comparatively recent design and dilfers

greatly from the shell and screw feed operated by hand.

It is of a balanced pneumatic type so arranged as to per-

mit the steel to be fed against the ground at various pres-

sures, or held at any point, or retracted with various forces

of pull. As a result it has been possible to start and drill

holes through fissures and even crossing old holes at slight

angles (which Avonld not be attempted with the scre-w

feed).

Another great convenience in drifting and top-slicing

is the eohmm fitting shown in Fig. 7. This special

"cross" fitting permits a pieces of pipe to be used as an

arm and allows an adjustment of its length to meet the

requirements of pointing the drills without the likelihood

of making another "set-up" of the drill column, '.A i^-m.

column gives proper rigidity for the heavy drifting drills,

but a 2|-in. outside diameter arm (pipe) may be used

satisfactorily and thereby save considerable weight in the

arm and clamp required to fit the same.

Ore Occurrence as It Affects Mining
Conditions in Bisbee

Bv W. E. GoiiiiiXG*

It has struck me manj- times that mining conditions

in Bisbee, Jerome and other camps where the ore is

scattered make demands on the underground organiza-

tion that differ radically from the demands made in the

mines working on large "one-piece" orebodies, such as

the porphyries and the big iron-ore deposits on the Mesabi

range, for instance.

In the one-piece mines the orebody is outlined, shafts

located, extraction drift* planned and a uniform min-

ing method adopted by the management, often before a

working opening is ever made in the ground ; and when

mining is finally started, the foreman and bosses are

judged principally by the efficiency of their labor in get-

ting out the ore as indicated on the daily reports. In

Bisbee it is impossible for the management to lay out

more than the most general plan of development, and

the ])lan of attack on Bisbee ores is therefore a matter of

almost daily conference between the shift bosses, foremen

and superintendents.

Moreover, the management cannot accurately gage the

efficiency of the iinderground work by study of daily re-

])orts in the office. Conditions, even in individual sto])es,

change so rapidly tliat what is good work on ])aper one

•Superintendent of mines. CaUimet & .Arizonn Mining Co..
Warri'n, Ariz.

week niav n<it repi-esent the same degree of efficiency

the ne.xt, and the only way (o judge of this is by personal

contacl with the undei'ground changes in conditions. We
have found ihal the law of averages works out in such

figures and that they do represent the work fairly well

over a period of time, but complex conditions render tliem

unreliable in comparing one day or week with another.

The Bisbee foreman not only has to mine the ore, hut

has a part in finding it and in planning its extraction.

He must not only keep up the daily routine output and

keep his men etiicienlly at work. Iiiit imist also keej) the

general development of his mine constantly in mind, with

a view to finding new ore.

The ore occurrences arc not along any i-egular lines:

there is no symmetry or uniformity either in the situa-

tion of the dilfei'cnt orebodies or in the ])iiysical or chem-

ical nature of the ores themselves. A new orebody may be

jiicked up in any part of the mine, resembling a fairly

uniform vein. This orebody often will be made up of ;i

liard ])yrite ore with more or less hard and definite walls,

and in the immediate vicinity the next orebody found

may be a soft oxidized material of irregular outline and

M'ith its walls represented by nothing Init the dying out

of the copper cfintents. In other words, the walls may l)e

the same material as the ore, ap])arently, but carry no

copper and with no definite visible dividing line except

the testimony on the daily as.say sheets.

Another condition that constantly arises is when ore

is encountered in new development work. It is ex-

plored by drifts and raises and a definite idea of its ex-

tent arrived at. A mining method is -then adopted, and

after the extraction drifts and loading chutes are care-

fully laid out and driven, the work of stoping begins. It

is then not at all uncommon for stoping operations to

show that our blocking-out work gave us an entirelv

erroneous idea ot the orebody. We find the main orebodv

to be ott' in a new direction not accessible to the extrac-

tion drifts we have cut, and it becomes necessary to lay

out and drive new openings, and possibly to adopt an

entirely different mining method.

Again, considering any given mine as a whole, con-

ditions of ore production change very rapidly. One year

the ore may be coming chiefly from the north side of the

shaft on two or three levels, and within a few months
the bulk of the production from that shaft may be coming
from the south side on entirely difi'erent levels. During
this period changes will have been made almost dailv

in haulage drifts, loading chutes, air lines and what not,

as well as in the organization taking care of that particidai-

part of the mine.

Probably 50% of the output of the Calumet & Arizona

mines comes from small, one-stope, isolated orebodies.

Each of these presents a separate problem, and the method
of stoping the ore and getting it to the shaft is decided

by the underground organization for each ' one sepa-

rately. In mining 7."3.000 tons of ore in January, 1017,

an a\ei-age month, the Calumet & Arizona Alining Co.

worked l;!T different slopes and used 18 modifications of

four standard miningmethods. "It iS ohvipiis that under
the.se conditions' 'the managementValiliofplii II the method
of attack on its ores in detail and must rely on the judg-

ment of its underground foremen to a great extent. It

is obvious that these foi-emcn nnist have the ability to

handle routine work and get efficient results from men, but

nnisl riirlher lii' men of thinking powc>r and imagination.
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Well Known Mine Operators

GERALD SHERMAN
Superintendpnt. mining department, Phelps

Dodge Corporation

JOHN KNOX
General superintendent. Calumet & Hecla

Mining Co.

STANLY A. EASTON
Manager, Bunker Hill & Sullivan M. and

C. Co.

CHARLES W. GOODALE
Manager, B. and M. department. Anaconda

Copper Mining Co.
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Loading Pocket in Burra Burra Mine
By Waltj;u H. Hodge*

SYNOPSIS—The luadiny .s/y.y/ewf of the Burra

Burra mine coitsust!< of a i<eries of /•ai.ye.s delivering

one into another and Kubsequentlj/ into a pufkel,

which in turn delivers the ore, through measuring

capsules, into the slwft above the neventh lerel.

The pooket is dosed al Hie bottom bij a rerticaJ

steel curtain in which are tiro oiieuiugs provided

with doors to control the flow of ore. Each of

these openings delivers into a steel measuring

capsule, also provided with a door. The door of

each cap-ntle opens into an inclined rhnle llinmifii

irhicli the ore runs inhi llir xZ-i'//.

The loading pocket here descriljed i^; situated in the

Burra Burra shaft of the Tennessee ("opjier Co.'s mines

at Duektown,. Teun. No claim is made for originality

of design or construction. There is at least one pocket of

•Mining engineor, Duektown. Tenn.

similar design in operation at the Ray Consolidated mine.

liut the successful o])eration under the somewhat diHicull

conditions encountered in construction should waii-aiit a

rather detailed description of the work. It may he of

interest to note that at no time during the cutting out of

the I'ock. l)uilding the foundation or erection of the steel-

work was regular hoisting rnun the shaft delayeil for

even one hour.

DlCT.UL.S Ol' TIIH Pof'KKTS

A series of raises takes ore from each level ahove the

si.\th and delivers it into a pocket of 800 tons' capacity

ahove the sixth level. Tliis is an enlarged raise. 11 is

sto|)ped at the bottom hy a concrete bin, or chute, which

runs from the floor to the back of the shaft crosscut at

the west edge of the opening to the lower pocket. In

ground plan the outside dimensions are 8x8 ft. The

south side of the ihute is fcu-med by the wall of the cross-

lul. The west wall is 18 in. thick, of concrete, reinforced

with old rail and cable. In the north wall of the chute is

e"i-posf

fl
lO'/O Oak

d Air Jack

Wroi'oM-iron Yoke

MEASURING
CAPSULE

Aprcn

Cast-iron Door

^ jSieel Liner

< fOakFilla-....--

\tood-hjmpir

Block

Concrete Bracket

Dooi

Hanger'^. ^.

Front Elevation

Partial Section Tiirouqh A-A
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III! opening; ."> ft. .) in. sciuiirc, to he used in emergency to

load t-ars. but which is at present bhicked with timber.

On the east side, delivering- into the lower pocket, is an

opening ."i ft. wide by -1 ft. -i in. high. The concrete

about this opening is protected by east-iron plates 1 in.

thick, iiolted to the concrete. Leading from the opening

is a chute. 1 1 ft. long, of timber and 2-in. oak i)lank,

lined with j-in. .steel plate. This slopes down and away

from the opening at about 30 deg. To control the flow of

the ore, an arc gate, actuated by a rope and windlass, is

placed at the end of the chute. The flat chute retards

the ilow of the ore sutficiently to prevent damage to the

door, but still permits rapid discharge into the large pock-

et. All ore from above the sixth level passes through the

chute here described. The sixth-level ore, hauled by an

electric locomotive in side-dump cars, empties directly

into the lower pocket.

The lower pocket is of 1500 tons' capacity, cut from the

hanging-wall .rock of the shaft, sloping at an angle of

55 deg. ou the back and vertical on the front or shaft face.

The lower opening is IT ft. high and 20 ft. wide. It is

stopped by a steel curtain. In the first few days of

operation the fines in the ore packed into a hard mass

with the natural slope of the ore—about 35 deg.—back

from each door. This forms an excellent bottom which

protects the concrete and is also self-renewing.

Details of Pocket Coxstructiox

The steel pocket consists of a frame-woi-k of structural

steel to whic'h is riveted |-in. steel plate. This steel plate

is stiffened and protected on the inside by 90-lb. steel

rail bolted vertically to the plates on 6-in. centers. The
rails directly over the door openings are supported by

6 X t>-in. angle-iron shelves. The other rails rest on the

concrete floor of the pocket. There are three principal

horizontal members to the framework. The lower mem-
ber is a 12-in. channel, hitched and grouted into the

rock at the south end of the opening and at the north end

bolted to the concrete. The two upper members are

12-in. I-beams fastened in place in the same manner as

is the channel. A vertical 12-in. I-beam runs from the

floor concrete, to which it is bolted, to the rock back of

the pocket opening, where a hitch and wedges secure it.

Through the curtain are two openings, with cast-iron

door Jambs, tops and sills 2 in. thick. The flow of ore

through the openings is controlled by upcut doors. Each
door consists of a heavy iron casting and a plate liner.

The door is 3 ft. x 3 ft. 6 in. x 5 in. thick and is cored

out on the back to reduce the weight somewhat. This

easting weighs about 900 lb. Bolted to the front of the

casting, with sixteen f-in. cone-headed bolts countersunk

into it, is a steel-plate liner 1 in. thick. At each side

of the door is a strap of 1 x 5-in. mild steel, which bends

under the bottom of the door and is secured to it at the

bottom and sides by 1-in. patch bolts. The straps extend

4 ft. 6 in. above the top of the door and are fastened by

patch bolts to the top of a forged-steel yoke that is con-

nected to the piston rod of an air jack. Above the door

and bolted to it and to the side-straps is an apron of

^-in. steel plate, 11 in. deep, which carries the ore over Ihc

back edge and liner of the measuring capsule and past

the door guides. The door guides consist of 4 x 6-in.

angles bolted to the floor concrete and riveted to the

borizontal T-beam above the door opening. These guides

are linc<l with 3 x 5-in. an^rles, casilv renewable.

In its lowest position the door rests on wood-faced con-

crete brackets heavily reinforced with steel rail. Alto-

gether, the door and appendages weigh about one ton.

Through the yoke of the door on each side run ]-in. eye-

bolts, and through each eye-bolt is clamped a |-in. cable,

which i-uns up over a 24-in. sheave and down to the coun-

terweight rod. The rod accommodates counterweights to

over half the total weight of the assembled door. The
counterweights are cast iron in 50-11). units, 8 in. in

diameter, provided with a vertical slot to accommodate the

counterweight rod and cast with a bead on top which fits

into a groove in the bottom of the next weight above and
locks the weight securely to the rod. The column of

counterweights swings in a 10-in. pipe attached to the

capsule by stra]is of steel. The counterweight sheaves are

kept well lubricated by means of grease cups fitted to the

ends of hollow axles.

The air jack that actuates the door of the pocket is of

3 ft. 4 in. stroke and has an inside diameter of 7§|
in. The jack takes air at each end and so has a positive

action both up and own. The two heads are cast iron

and contain the air ports, and have lugs for bolting the

air jack in position on the front of the pocket above the

door opening. The cylinder is of 8-in. extra-heavy

wrought-iron pipe turned to size inside. The piston can-

not hit the lower bead because the door is so adjusted that

it rests on the lirackets before the down stroke is en-

tirely completed. The upper head is recessed to take a

jjrojection on the top of the piston, which it fits closely.

On the up stroke an air cushion is formed, which prevents

any serious jar. A hand-feed oil cup on the top of the

cylinder furni.shes lubrication to the cylinder, while the

valves are lubricated by an automatic feed in the air line

in front of the valves. A four-way valve operated bv a

12-in. lever admits air to and exhausts air from the jack,

and the single 1-in. jiipe to each head of the jack serves

alternately as inlet and exhaust. Air is used at about

80-lb. pressure at the cylinder.

Det.vils of TtiE ilE.\srrvix(i Capsules

The measuring capsules are constructed of -J-in. steel

plate and 3-in. angles. On three sides the capsules reach

to the top of the door opening, but at the back they come
11 in. below the sill of the door opening in the curtain.

Inside the frame plates are 2-in. oak fillers on all four

sides and liners of ^-in. steel plate. The front and back

liners and fillers are single pieces, but the liners on the

sides are in sections 25 in. high, to allow easier handling.

.All bolt heads on the inside are countersunk, leaving a

smooth, surface in contact with the ore. The bottom of the

capsule, which also is protected by a 2-in. oak filler and

a 4-in. steel liner, slopes at an angle of 45 deg. In a plane

at right angles to the sloping bottom of the capsule is a

discharge opening 3 ft. x 2 ft. f! in. in the clear. This

opening, except at the moment of discharge, is covered

with a door suspended by three-pronged hangers from

trunnions riveted to the sides of the capsule. The three-

pronged hanger has the longest member at the bottom,

so that the door, as it rises, draws away from the charge

in the capsule. Except in case of a jam, it takes about

two seconds to load the contents of the capsule into the

skip ; and in most jams a rapid up-and-down movement of

the door suffices to start the ore running. The door of

the capsule is of i-m. plate, 3 ft. x 3 ft. fi in., with filler

anil liiKM-. ,-is in the capsule. It is heavily reinforced ou
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tliu back with G x (i-iii. angles. An iron rod, g in. iu

diameter, connects tlic door witli an air jack swunj; on a

timber above and in front oi' the capsule. This jack is

6 in. inside diameter and takes air only on the lower side

of the piston for raising the discharge door. The door

drops sharply of its own weight when the air in the jack

is cut off.

An apron, wider near the capsule than the capsule

door and at the opposite end nai'rower than the inside of

the skip, directs the ore into the skip from the capsule.

The apron, of ^-in. steel plate, lined with 2-in. oak filler

and 4-in. steel plate, is bolted directly to the concrete floor

of the capsule space and projects over the edge of the

skip when the skip is on the dogs for loading.

Operation of the Lo.vdixg Pocket

The skips operating in the Bui'ra Bui-ra mine are of

about 5 tons' capacity and hoist in balance. The opera-

tion cycle of the pocket is as follows: No. 1 capsule is

filled and dumped into No. 1 skip and the signal given

to hoist. While No. 1 skip is being hoisted and No. 2

skip lowered. No. 2 capsiile is charged and No. 1 capsule

is recharged. Then No. 2 skip is loaded and rung up

and No. 3 capsule is recharged. For periods of an hour

at a time a skip a minute has been hoisted.

Pulling alternately from No. 1 and No. 2 doors im-

parts to the ore an oscillating motion which to a certain

extent prevents jamming. However, in emergency a good

tonnage has been hoisted from one com]3artnient only.

At times the ore ^vill jam in the curtain doors or just

above the tops of the doors. If this jam cannot be

broken by thrusting bars against it, a short length of

-i X 6-in. timber is set against the key rock with its other

end against the top of the lowered door. When air is

applied to the door, the jam usually gives. If this fails,

a small quantity of dynamite is used.

A 2-in. floor is laid just below the level of the pocket

and surrounding the capsules. The space between the

shaft and the curtain is well lighted by tungsten bulbs.

A telephone connects the pocket with the main levels of

the mine and with the surface. This makes the dumpers

accessible from the eighth level, where, as on the seventh,

the ore is still dumped directly into the skips from end-

dump cars. On the third and sixth levels, the main

levels, the ore is hauled in side-dump cars to the pocket

.system by a 3-ton electric motor handling six to eight

loaded cars.

The Burra Burra shaft, a three-compartment foot-wall

shaft inclined at an angle of 75 deg. to the horizontal, is

sunk through the country rock, a mica schist, about TOO

ft. from and parallel to the vein. The logical place for

the loading pocket is between the sixth and seventh levels.

From the center of the lower opening of the pocket to

the seventh level the ground is badly shattered. This is

particularly true of the ladderway (north) side of the

shaft. Any attempt to cut out the rock as it stood would

have put additional weight on ilie ground below and

jeopardized the seventh-level station, so this ground had

to be sujiported permanently before any breaking out of

pocket was begun.

Before starting work in the pocket, this ground was

supported by 12 x 12-in. posts and caps. The posts were

set between the tracks delivering to No. 1 and No. 2

compartments and between No. 1 tram track and the

ladrierway compartment. The ends of the caps south of

No. 2 track ami ikhIIi of lb'- ladderway conipartnient

were hitched into the walls of the station. Also a battery

of 12 x 12-in. stulls. springing from the foot wall be-

tween No. 1 and No. 2 comi)artments and between No. I

compartment and the ladderway, sup]K)rted the brow

above the station. When work commenced on the ])ocket,

a post was set in the center of No. 1 tram track, sup])ort-

ing the ca]), and all ore from the seventh level for a time

was loaded in No. 2 compartment. Then the po.sf be-

tween the compartments was removed. Two piers of

concrete were built from the floor of the station against

the back. The old timber caps were left in place, but the

lagging was cho])]ied out so that the concrete surrounded

the caps, but was i-ammed solidly against the rock of the

back. These piers had a ground section 28 in. x 5 ft.

An arch between the two piers replaced the lagging.

Old 2()-lb. rails were placed vertically in the forms and

wedged tightly against the floor and back to reinforce and

tie together the jiiers. Rails bent to form were used to

reinforce the arch. The rails here were placed on 14-in.

centers. The forms were made of 2 x (i-in. oak plank with

bracing of the same dimensions. The concrete was mixed

by hand on the seventh level and shoveled into the forms.

Near the back of the station the concrete was handled in

buckets and plained with trowels and well rammed into

place. No rock underground was suitable for aggregate.

so all materials were sacked and taken underground

between shifts and on Sundays. Suitable water was

available at the station.

The Concrete Forms

When the piers and the arch joining them were in

place, a mixing board was built at the head of the lad-

dei-way on the sixth level and a chute of 2-in. oak plank.

8x12 in. inside dimensions, was suspended down the

ladderway. At the di.scharge end of the chiite a flat dis-

tributing launder was swung. As the concrete rose in

the forms above the seventh level, this chute was short-

ened and the distributing launder raised to a new posi-

tion from time to time. The batches were about a half

cubic yard in size and followed one another down the

chute as fast as mixing permitted. Apparently the long

fall, about 90 ft. maximum, of the wet concrete did not

affect its quality, for after the concrete work had been

completed, it became necessary to remove a part of it

to provide for larger skips in proposed new equipment-

At this time a close examination of the concrete broken

out showed it to be a most-excellent and well-set mix-

ture. However, this was probably due to the fact that it

did not fall directly into place, but was run down the

launder and shoveled into place in the forms, thus se-

curing a remix of the material.

.Above the piers on the seventh level the concrete was

carried up and around the stulls supporting the brow of

the station. From this point to 60 ft. above the level the

ground had fallen out of the hanging-wall, leaving an

irregular open space back of the shaft timbers, varying

in depth from 10 ft. at the ladderway to nothiTig at the

south end of the shaft and tapering above the pocket

opening to nothing. This condition was of material as-

sistance in placing the concrete. At a height of IS ft.

a flat arch was thrown across to the north wall of the

ladderway and three legs, or dividers, were thrown from

the foot wall to the face of tlie hanging-wall concrete.

Of these legs, one was at the north end of the ladderway.
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raimiit'd against tlu' niil< on i|s iMirlli siilr. (nic (IS m.

thick) between llie Imldei'way and No. I eoinpartnieiil

and (ino (10 in. tiiiek) between No. I and No. 2 eoni]iart-

nients. The nortli log was continuous vertically, but the

other two were broken by the tinibei- di\ iders, which wcr(>

left in ])laee and used as sujiports I'cir the Forms. Planks

were nailed on the hanuinc-wall jilates of No. 1 (•oui|)art-

inent and concrete (illetl in solid to 8 in. below the level

of the capsule base. The hanging-wall plates were em-

bedded in the concrete, but the .studdles were removed to

permit connecting the concrete dividers with the concrete

of the hanging wall. .V grilhvork of old 20-lb. rails, run-

ning horizontalUy and vertically, was used to tie the

concrete together. Rails were embedded in the dividers

and projected into the foot wall and set into tlie hanging-

wall concrete.

The concrete gang consisted of a boss and four men at

the mixing board. Another and often two more men were

used to distribute and tamp the concrete in ])lace. The

same gang that ])lai:ed the concrete built the I'oi'nis. All

forms in the shaft were built on Sundays and between

shifts. There was little woi'k directly in the shaft.

When the concrete was completed as previously out-

lined, the liack of the shaft was heavily lagged with G-in.

round timber and the cutting of the rock began. Batter

stulls were placed between compartments across the shaft

to hold the brow of the pocket opening. These are perma-

nent tindjers. A drift. It ft. in leng-fh, was driven at

the proposed top of the pocket opening. This was slow

work, since at the start only light shots could be fired for

fear of damaging the shaft tindiers. From Ihc end of

this drift a raise was driven to the sixth level. Dropping

back down the raise far enough to leave an 8-ft. floor in

the station crosscut, a chamber was underhanded to the

desired shape and size. This included cutting out rock

below the opening drift and providing room for the cap-

sules, etc. To obtain a maximum capacity with a mini-

mum opening on the level and a stable floor to the station

crosscut of the sixth level, the pocket was given roughly

the shape of two funnels placed top to top, the front

wall of the pocket being vertical and the back sloping at

an angle of 55 deg. The opening on the sixth level was left

the size of the raise originally driven and was covered with

a door until the pocket was completed and the gate bin on

the sixth level was ready for the removal of the forms. At

that time it was enlarged to about 8x 12 ft. The raise

opening was just large enough to allow the passage of the

largest piece of steel \ised in the construction of the

pocket front and capsules. This piece, by the way, was the

back of the capsule and was 10 ft. x ll ft. (! in. All

waste rock from the cutting was dropped down a chute in

the back of the ladderway to a bin on the seventh level,

from which it was trammed to the skip.

CoNTTiETlC T\ TIIM ToCKET

As soon as the rock poiiion of the ]iockct was cut to

size and shape, concreting was resumed in Hu^ same

numucr as before. The concrete was brought to a level

for the setting of the capsules and slopes inbi the shaft

pi'ovided for the loading aiu'ons. No bolts were scl at

this time except in the vertical wall back of the capsules

for anchoring the capsules and for su]iportiiig the door

guides in proper position.

" Then a vertical wall 10 ft. fi in. high was built from end

to end of the shaft below the pocket oiiening and back of

liic posiimn ui ihc capsules. This was auchorcd Id lln'

rock by means of numerous |)iiis set in holes angling into

the rock. The wall was heavily reinforced with steel

rails placed vertically and horizontally. The top of this

wall was extended hack into the pocket about seven fc(t to

form a llooi'.

On the south side of the pocket the wall rock was firm

and was merely trimmed to an approximately jjlane sur-

face. On the n<jrth side, however, the I'ock was badly,

shattered and required substantial su])port. So from the

floor of the ])ocket to the brow of the pocket opening, a

concrete wall with a minimum Ihickness of 2 ft. was
placed, reinfoi'ced as in the olhei- work. This wall was
also exteiuled with a thickness of 18 in. across to the foot

wall of the shaft. This forms a positive .support to the

fractured rock and takes the direct thrust of the north

side of the steel curtain. The reinforcement of the part

of this member in the shaft consists of old 1^-in. steel

cable, burned to remove grease and laid in pairs in the

concrete 18 in. apart vertically. Recesses were left in

this mendier for the main horizontal members of the

steel curtain.

Completing tiii'; Constmuction

Proceeding at the same time as the coru'rete W(n-k in

the pocket, a series of raises had been prepared, deliver-

ing from the first to the sixth lexel. At the levels the

raises had been tunneled out to facilitate dumping and
to afford protection against ricocheting fragments of fal-

ling ore. As an additional safeguard, heavy timber
baffles were provided, fi'om behind which the cars were

dumped. When the raises were completed, the chute

described above was built on the sixth level.

These raises, originally driven in the ore, were after-

ward replaced with raises driven in the foot wall. Or
rather, they were replaced with a continuous raise deliv-

ering into the upper pocket at the fifth level and at the

other levels provided with inclined openings into which

ore from the cars is dumped.

The erection of the steel curtain and capsules began as

soon as the concrete in the pocket floor and walls had set.

All steel was lowered in the shaft to the sixth level and
from there lowered through the raise opening to the floor

of the pocket as needed. Hitches were cut in the south

wall of the pocket to accommodate the main members of

the curtain, 12-in. I-beams and channels. The north ends

were slipped over the anchor bolts provided and fastened

loosely, and the south ends were allowed to float free in

the hitches. Not until the plates were all in place and

I'iveted to the longitudinal members were the nuts on these

anchor bolts turned home and the south ends and roof

end of the vertical mendier wedged and grouted in place.

The main members were first placed. Then the cap-

sules were set up, riveted and set home on the anchor

holts in the back wall. Then th(> curtain was com]deted

and the door jambs and sills bolted in place, and the air

jacks and doors were hung, counterweights placed, liners

and door fixed to capsules and air jacks for eap.«ule doors

liung. Then a floor was built around the capsules, piping

and valves installed, telephone and signal bell ])ut in,

the apron chutes into the .shaft bolted in place and the

bottoms of the capsules bolted to the floor with split bolts.

Finally, the I'aise opening on the sixth level was broken

to its present dimensions and the control put on the con-

crete chute nn the sixth level, and the iioeket was ready.
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The United Verde Underground Hoist
My T. D. Hawkins*

Sy.XOl'SIS—Expusilidii (if ilctails of lioisliiitj

pmhieiii III United Verde and nielhod of solution

that lend to jiutting a new shaft in coniniission.

The e(iiiijinirnl of this shaft is described and hoist-

inil and tonjue nirrrs are tjiren.

The problem ol' lioistinsT ore rroiii the lower levels of

the United Verde mine at Jerome, Ariz,, has been oue

that has received much consideration, with the result that

a new shaft. No. 5, will be put in operation very soon.

The several shafts

of the United Verde

mine have been

sunk just north of

the town of Jer-

ome. A tunnel has

been driven north-

east from Jerome,

with its portal 1^

miles from the town

and 1000 ft. below

it, connecting all

the shafts on this

1000-ft. level. This

provides an outlet

through which all

the ore 'mined on

all levels is hauled

to a series of trans-

fer bins one-qitarter

of a mile from the

jiortal of the tunnel,

where the ore is

transferred from

the mine trains in-

to the l)ins, next to

1)6 loaded into the

smeltery trains or

to be crushed and

treated in the cru.sh-

ing plant. A series

of storage bins are

situated at the other

end of the tunnel

near tJie several

shafts now in use

and almost adjoin-

ing No. 5 shaft.

It may therefore be

seen that all the

ore mined above llie

1000-ft. level is

drojiped by gravity to tiie storage bins on tlu' ii)00-ft.

level, and all the ore mined below the 1000-ft. level must

be hoisted to the f)00-ft. level and dumped back to the bins

im the 1000-ft. level, from which all outgoing ore passes;

lieing loaded directly into standard-gage ore trains and

hauled bv underground electric locomotives to the transfer

.-Th/s Distance 9 becomes
necessary to obtain an Angle

cfSS'on Chute from SOO'to900 Levels

FIG. 1. VERTICAL SECTIONS SHOWING GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
OF SHAFT AND DETAILS OF HOISTING .\NT) in'.MPING EQUIPMENT

bins \i miles away. The mine railroad therefore operates

for \\ miles nndergroiind. and j mile on the surface, all

on the 1000-ft. level. The foregoing outline of conditions

shows the necessity for constructing an underground

hoisting .system.

In describing the method cmijloyed and the e(|uipnient

installed in No. 5 shaft, attention may be invited lo llu;

following similar underground hoists of large capacity:

First, two designed and built by August Kloone, in Dort-

mund, Germany, and in operation at the beginning of the

I'hiropean War. Second, to the single loading-station

automatic hoist at

liis])iration, Ariz.

This No. 5 shaft

contains three com-

partments — t w o

ski])ways and a

manway. Its pres-

ent length is from

the 800-ft. level to

the 1850, and it

carries three load-

ing stations—one at

the 1250 level, one

at the 1550 level,

and the last at the

1850 level—togeth-

er with an unload-

ing and selector

station on the 850

level. It is con-

templated to in-

crease the number
of loading stations

below 1850 as smel-

tery conditions may
require. Fig. 1 il-

lustrates the general

arrangement of the

shaft and shows the

several loading sta-

tions below the

lOOO-ft. level; the

engine room and

hoist station on the

1000-ft. level, the

cable race leading

from it to the head-

fi-ame on the 800

level, and the un-

loading and select-

or stiition on the

850 level, with the

lins mi the 1000-ft.storas^r

•Mechanical engineer, United Vt:-(le CopiH-r Co., Clarl<cla!c.

Ariz.

gravity cblltcs b;lrk to till

level.

'

The sha.ft. logether with all its loading and unloading

stations as well as its engine room, cable rai-e and chutes,

is concrete-lined to iiistire a perfectly ilry arrangement

and long life of ]iarts. Ther" are no timbers whatever in

any i)art of the shaft or its attending equipment, which

is constructed ciitirclv of (oncrete and steel.
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Provision is iumiIc td oiierato two skips ol' a inodificil

Kimberley seli'-tliinipiiiii; type (each liaviii,;^ a capacity of

seven tons) and in balanced rciatidn. Tlieso operate ai

an average lioistius' s]ieed of imtO I't. per mill, from a

!IOO-lip. dii\H-t-current, douhie. (Iruin-iicared iiuist.

DirrAii.s Di'- CoNSTitrrTiox ov Shaft

Tile skipways are each ."> .\ ."> 11., nnd the manway is

•"> fl.Xo ft. 6 in. The three cdinpartmeiits are dixided

hy two concrete curlain-walLs each Id in. thick. Tliei-e are

a series of pockets left in the concrete walls and on the

si<les of the compartments. The smaller pockets are for

lilaeiiiij material when it becomes necessary to have men
working on the repair of guides, etc., in the ski]nvays.

The large o])eniiigs in the curtain-walls between the skip-

ways are primarily intended to ]ir()vidc a means for the

displacement i)f air from one compartment to the other

when hoisting, and secondly to facilitate the passage of

men working on guides from one compartment to the

other. The jmckets formed in the walls of the manway

are [irovided foi- laddei's. landings, etc.

(luide supports are placed every o ft. and consist of a

section of 10-in. 25-lb. I-beam and two spec-ial handlujld

castings. The I-beams are punched in the web with threi-

holes taking .'i x f-in. scpiare twist reinforcing l)ars.

The guides are 4 x 8-in. Oregon pine treated with .i

decay-resisting comitound and are attached to the guide

support with two ^-iii. machine bolts staggered to provide

a means for making a splice or joint in the guide at any

guide support. The handhole recess formed by the cast-

ing provides means for connecting the nut and bolt, while

a socket wrench is applied to the head of tlie bolt in a

counterbored recess in the guide. The web of the I-beam

provides an etfecti\e lock for the nut. All the bolts sup-

porting the guide are recessed in a counterbore to ]u'ovide

clearance for the skip or cage shoes.

The manway comprises a complete set of ladder sec-

tions, each section 10 ft. long and inclined from one side

of the compartment to the other, with landing stations

every 10 ft. There are six 3|-in. fiberduct conduits run-

ning the entire length of the shaft and concreted in the

outboard wall of the manway. The manway is provided

with .junction-boxes at each level. All the power and

light conductors run through these conduits and ai-e

tapped at each junction-box for the requirements of the

particular level. Each junction-box is sealed with a

gasket and clamp steel cover to exclude all moisture.

Lighting is arranged with 10-watt incandescent lamps

placed every 10 ft. ; that is, at every landing station of the

ladder. These lights arc controlled hy three-way switches

from each level, in order that a man walking from one

level to another may first switch the lights on in that sec-

tion of the manway in which he is walking at the point

from which he starts; and upon reaching the next level

either above or below, he can switch them oft' and light

the ne.\t section. In addition a master-switch on the

1000-ft. level controls all the lights in the entire manway.

This system of wiring comprises an arrangement of three-

way switches between each level and a master-switch on

the 1000-ft. level to control the entire circuit; the master-

circuit being used in the event of men working in the

Shjlft.

The manway has anchor Imlls s(4 excry -"i ft. in eleva-

tion in each outboard corner to proxide fur one 1-in. air-

pipe, and one .S-in. sinndpipe for water (pnini)ed), and

one 20-in. ])i])e for xx'atei- fm- diiid<iiig pur])oscs, etc., all

the ]iipes being held by straps to the anchor bolts.

The concreting of this shaft was accomplished by tlie use

of steel forms, in 5-ft. sections for each set ; there were suf-

ficient forms to provide continuous pouring of the con-

crete. The couci'ete therefore had sufficient time to set

liel'ore it became necessary to withdraw a form from its

position to use again as the pouring continued upward.

The mixture of concrete u.sed was in the pr(i|iortion of

]:3:G—one |)art of ])ortland cement, three parts of

sharp sand (clean ficjin dust), and six jiarts of clear

gravel passing a 2-in. ring. The concrete was mixed on
the l()0()-ft. level and was conducted downward through

a 4-in. jiipe to a juncture for all points below the 1000-ft.

IcxVl.

The fcillowing stresses relaling io eoiicrele and steel

r<ir sti'ucturcs were considered thi-ouglioul the entire de-

3000

Loading >JAcclk- Hoisting Uniform Speed ^%'rdUnlaid^-

iO 20 50 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 ISO 140 150 160 170 160 190 ZOO
TIME IN SECONDS

Pia. 2. .SHOWINO HOISTING CYCLE

sign of a Work: (.'oncrete mix, 1:3:6; tension, 0.00 lb.

jier sq.m. ; shear, 150 lb. per sq.in.; compression, 300 lb.

per sq.in.; formula for beams —r^ J bond, 0.00 lb. per

sq.in. Concrete mix, 1:2:4; tension, 0.00 lb. per sq.in.

;

shear, 200 lb. per sq,in. ; compression, 400 lb. per sq.in.;

WL
Jornuda for beams—r—^ bond, 0.00 lb. per sq.in.

Steel : Standard structural sections 55,000 to 65,000 lb.

ultimate strength per sq.in.—tension, 12,500 lb. per

sq.in. ; shear, 10,000 lb. ])er sq.in. ; compression, 12,500 lb.

per sq.in.; torsion in structure, 8000 lb. per sq.in.; rivets

in shear, 6000 lb. per sq.in.; bolts in tension, 6000 lb. per

sii.in. : max. ., of all columns or struts, 50.

The mixture in the proportion of 1:3:6 in the walls

of the shaft provides ample strength to resist any slipping

of rock, impact from ski])s, or outside influences tending

to collapse them. The minimum section is 10-in. with

no reinforcing in the outside walls. The curtain-wall

has been reinforced every 5 ft. with three |-in. square

twist bars. The resistance of these wafls to eollajisc due

to impact from side t^np from u skip running at 1000 ft.

per mill., as well .jis from compression from the outside

walls, is ample and has been weTl considered.

The skip used in this .shaft is of u modified Kimberley

type. It has a capacity of seven tons, and its weight is

12,600 lb. Tt is equipped on the base with a set of bronze

bearinys and a cradle seat bearing a locking-latch on the
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sidi' hales, uian^'-aiu'sr tniiiiiioii ulu'uls altaL-hed U) a trun-

nion plate on the side, and liai-d white cast-iron removahle

liner jjlates inside the body. On tiie diseharge side it lias

a o-iii. wooden pad in the bottom and is jirovided with air

vents in the bottom lo avoid any \arnum being created

when wet or muddy material is dumped. The skip is

made of structural steel, wiili the exi-ei)tion of the lower

bearing pin-plates at the base of the bales, which are oi'

nickel steel, the crosshead ])in of chrome nickel steel, the

lower bearing of cast iron, and the bronze journals with

liners and trunnion wheel also noted. There is a clear-

ance of ^ in. all around between the guide shoes and the

guides, and an adjustable distance of 1 in. between the

guides and the wall of the shaft that j)rovides an almost

perfect alignment between the skip and the guides. All

the guides on the skip are provided with removable wear-

ing plates, thus avoiding the entire removal of the guide

shoe when wear takes place.

The Hoist axd tiii; Powiju Ti.axt

The hoisting outfit consists of the following equipment

:

One double-drum, double-brake, geared electric hoist in

the engine room. The hoist is oqui]iped with two 10-ft.

flat drums, grooved to pitch a l|-in. round cable, with

hydraulically operated brakes and driven by a 900-hp.

direct-current reversible interpolar oOO-volt series-wound

motor. One of the drums of the hoist is over-wound with

reference to the cable and the other under-wound. A set

of controlling switches permits the changing of the rela-

tion of one drum to the other, with reference to the posi-

tion of the skips in the shaft. Means are provided for

running both drums in balanced operation, or one drum
only and the hoist in unbalanced operation. Fig. 2 shows

the hoisting cycle, while Fig. 3 shows the same with tabu-

lations for torque on the hoist .shaft at different points

of the cycle for unbalanced operation, these points being

indicated in the curve.

In addition to the hoist being equipped with adjustable

controlling switches, it is arranged with an automatic

over-wind release, operating to set the brakes if for any

reason the skip is hoisted farther than its dumping sta-

tion. A further automatic release operates to set the

brakes and open all operating circuits if, for any reason,

the discharge chutes from the dumping hopper become

clogged or fill so as to impair dumping. Both of these

automatic features Avill be dealt with under the descrip-

tion of the head frame and selcetor.

The power j)lant in connection with the hoist comprises

a fly-type motor-generator set. a l)()()-hp. three-phase 60-

cycle 2300-volt squirrel-cage induction motor on the same

base, but separated from a DOO-hp. oOO-volt .series-wound

direct-current generator by a 20-ton 7-ft. diameter

flywheel.

The control between the hoist nuilor and the generator

on the motor-generator set are in series relation with each

other, and the greatest flexibility obtainable with relation

to speed and speed control can be insure<l by the arrange-

ment of the combined held eontrols and with the least

amoinit of energy expended.

A cable race is provided at an angle of (U) dcg. from the

hoist station to an outlet tangent with the sheaves on the

beadfranK! on the SOO-ft. level. The cables running

through this race are sujiported on guide idlers approxi-

mately ."il-ft. centers in order to overenine any sweep or

side slap that might be imparled to the cables upon ipiick

reversal of the hoist, and for \arious other rea.sons.

The headframe compri.ses the general steed structure

.shown in Fig. 1 sitiuiled at and below the 800-ft. level.

Tbe heailfranie supports twa Hi-ft. sheaves operating in

two l)ronze journals, and a 2it-ton traveling crane operates

aljove them. The dumi)ing bin is tin-ee skip lengths below

the center line of the sheaxe shafts. It has a capacity of

seven skip loads and is equipped with a revolving selector.

The latter is arranged to travel over an arc of GO deg. and

to stop over any one of three chutes eonnce-ting with three

i)ins on the l()()()-ft. level below. This revolving selector

is electrically driven and is aiTanged to be automatically

oi)erated by means of a set of contactors (jii the engineer's

2000

1000

1000

Mv
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pdsit idii: . I''i(iiu lliis il will III' iintcil lluit iiii iiiH'ratur is

IV(|uir(Ml iili(i\r the l(lilil-ri. jc^vcl iliii-iiii;- (i|ici-Mti(iii of tlii'

shaft, <'Nco|itinji' llic |HMic»liriil trips iif an iiilcr. All tlic

(ipcratiim is carriiMl out aiitninatically in conjuiicliiiii

witii, or iiKJcpt'iulcnt of. ((iiilrdj d'oiu tlif lOOO-l'l. Icm'I.

A si'ri(^s of pilot lii^iits (in the swilclihoard in the cii.tiini'

room inclii-atrs the jKisitiim ul' the si'lcctcji'.

(iicxKitAL ]''i:ATn;i:s oi- I,iiaiii\(i Stations

There are three loailinj;' stations eonneeteil with the

shaft—one helow the TiOO-l't. level, one heknv the l."iOO-l"t.

level, and another helow tli(> ]S(ill-lt. level. The hins eon\-

meiiee from the level above at an angle of (iO deg. eai-li

eonverging toward the eenter line of the shaft. Below

tliese bins and immediately adjoining the shaft is a meas-

airing cartridge. Hireetly at the bottom of the bjn, tbere

is a cirenlar gate \^lli(h, when opened, discharges ore into

a cartridge having a cai)aeily of seven tons. At the bot-

tom of the cartridge is another circular gate which, when

opened, discharges ore directly into the skip hanging

below the chute connecting with the gate and discharging

into the sliaft. The ore is discharged from the bins into

the cartridge by opening the bin gate until it has com-

]iletely filled the cartridge to the angle of repose. The bin

or npper gate being an undercut gate, displace.s part of the

ore Tipon being closed, and thereby avoids the excessive

friction of shear that would result, should it lie necessary

for the gate to completely cut off a solid sliaft of ore in the

loading cartridge. The gate at the bottom of the cart-

ridge is an overcut gate and operates onjy to discharge thi-

cartridge load into the skij). These gates are each oper-

ated pneumatically. The bin gate has a 16-in. x 5-ft. trun-

nion cylinder to operate it. and the cartridge gate has a 12-

in. X -i-ft. trunnion cylinder for the same purpose. These

cyliiulers are controlled by lever-operated valves situated in

a room immediately above the loading cartridges. There

are two of these cartridges corresponding to the two com-

partments of the shaft and two sets of gates, cylinders, and

operating valves. Each set of operating valves is equip]i('<l

with a master valve, and means are ]u'ovided to assure the

opening of only one gate at a time. If the bin gate is open

the cartridge gate must lie closed, and if the cartridge gate

is o])en the bin gate must be closed, thus insuring a fool-

]iroof arrangement wherein the contents of any l)iii or any

portion of any bin cannot be discharged into the shaft or

in the sump unless it is. deliberately intended that this

should be done. Furthermore, the gallery is provided

with a grating floor so that the operator of the station is

in full view of the loading operations of the gates and

cartridges at all times. Although the entire loading sta-

tion is well lighted, a furtlier precaution is taken against

the closing of one gate before the other may be opened, by

means of a series of bypassing valves connected with tic.'

gates, whose function is to insure the positive closing of

the gate into the seat before the other gate can be opened,

even though the ojierator sboidd desire to open one gate

before the other is closed. .Ml llie cylinilers are self-

cushioning in order to retard the speed of the piston a'

either end, by means of ]ioppet valves with dashpot sleeves

to avoid excessive jai's and impact usnally residting in air-

cylinder operation. Kai li station is jirovided with a small

traveling crane, ]ilacc(l over the operating ])latform, I'm-

t.l\e ])ur])ose of removing aiiv pai'ts needing repair, ('ol-

lapsible doors are pro\ ided in each shaft compartment to

allow for the i'ntranc(> of an opcrntoi' fi'om the ski|i oi'

cage to tli<' station, and i'oi' tlic ino\ing or exchana;e of

any paHs needing ipiiek I'epair. .\ ])assageway is pro-

vided from the ojjcrating i-ooni on one side to the operat-

ing room on the other side of the shaft, crossing through
and over the manway. In this jiassageway the junction
lioves for lighting and jiower control are jilaced. also the

air and waier eoiiirol devices. Each operator is provided

with a telephone and signal station boili of which connect
u ill] the hoist station on the l()l)()-fl. le\el. One operator is

M-nally needed in each station from which hoisting is

done, and no moi-i' than two at an\ one time are required

in the Working of the shaft.

'i'lie hoisting capacity of Xo. .") shaft in tons per 21

hours is approximately r).")00 ; the number of men required

for the total shaft o|M'ration is never more than four and
seldom 1 -e than three, comprising the engineer in the

hoist station on the li)(ili-ft. level, two operators, and pos-

sibly only one on the loading stations below the 1000-ft.

le\el. and one oiler for all tli(> levels and stations on the

shaft. Precautions ba\i' been taken throughout the entire

construction to insure the speedy I'cpair of anv damaged
parts during ojieration. There is a 75-ton traveling crane

in the hoist station arranged to take anv part of anv
machinery from its place and deliver it on a standard-gage

car on the tracks in the drift at the main entrance to the

staticni, connecting with the main tracks in the l()0(i-ft.

level tunnel. There is also a traveling crane above the

headframe at the SO()-ft. level, with a capacity of 20 tons,

arranged to lift aiu.l move any ])art into the shaft and if

necessary to lower it to the lOOli-ft. level and to a car on
the tracks mentioned. Cranes of 10 tons' capacity have

been installed above the operating rooms in everv hoist

station for the same purpose. Each station on every level

has innnediate connection through drifts and by track to

other shafts, thus facilitating the hoisting of broken parts

for repair throtigh one of the other shafts during a tem-

porary shutdown of the hoisting machinery of Xo. 5 shaft.

Each compartment of No. 5 shaft is provided on the

1lH)0-ft. ]p\(.| -wjili ski]i-changiiig and rejiair pockets to

insure (piick and easy means of changing skips. Tbere
are approximately l.S.OOO cu.yd. of concrete in the general

construction, with Umiii unis of steel and 1100 tons of

machinery. The jieriod cd' constructiim covered over two
yeai's. and the maximum number of men emploved at anv
one time of cojistruction was 1 •-.'•).

Magnesite in Washington
The .Vmerican ilinei'al I'roiliiction Co., through its

sales representatives, H. II. Brunt & Co., 6G2 Insurance

Exchange Building, Chicago, has begun to market crude

magnesite of a coarsely crystalline character, said to be

similar to the standard Austrian magnesite, from a

large deposit located about 50 miles north and west of

Spokane, Wash., according to a report published in Iron

Af/e. The company lias let contracts to the Schaetfer Co.,

Tiffin, Ohio, for a calcining jdaiit ami. pending the erec-

tion and completion of this equipment, is [U'Cjiaring the

deposit to be worked on a large scale. Shipments of the

crude magnesite thus far foi- refractiu'y purposes, have

been limited to trial cars, but the company is submittini;'

samples of its product to those d(>sirous of acquaintinu'

themselves with the quality of tlu' mineral. .\n averaee

analysis shows : Silica. O.S^^i ; alumina. 0. 1 9r ; iron oxide,

3."'/,'
: lime. •''). .'!''',

: niagnesinm carbonate. !)2.T/( •
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Recent Developments in the Design of

Hoisting Engines
Ky FliKDHIMi K \V. O'XkII/

SYNOPSIS—Elccliic liiiish Iniic undergone

great di'i'i'hijiiiieni rrci'iilh/ ilnc In llw inile i/i.v-

trihviinn of clcclriad ciiergi/ at urines. Steam

hoists are iioir huilt in tlie ronijinund condensing

type and are most erononiicaJ in the use of steam.

Electric-genrrated air-driren hoists hare under-

gone itn prorenieni mid rep.nenient.

IJereiit aihiuue in tlu- (U'tiit;u uT hoistiiig I'ligines ha.s

been marked chiefly by the great development of the elec-

tric hoist, due to the wider distribution of cheap electric

energy in mining districts, and by improvements in

steam hoists.

The type of electric hoist that is being most widely used

is the induction-motor type in small and moderate sizes.

icccnt advances in l.lie making of herringbone gears.

Hoists typical of tbis class are shown in Figs. 1, 'Z and ''.

A hoist made by the Xordl)erg Manui'acturing Co. for

the Wakefield Iron Co. is shown in Kig. I. It lias di-unis

G ft. diameter, -12 in. face, for (100 ft. of l^-in. rope. The
'

total rope pull is 12,000 lb.; gear ratio, 10.7: i ; lioistiu<j

speed. 500 ft. ])er min. ; and it is driven by a 4.50-r.p.ni.

2()0-li]i. niotoi'. Tbe hoist is equipped with herringbone

gears, flexible coupling, gravity ])ost brakes and axial

])late clutches; clutches and brakes are hydraulically

operated. Electric control is of the contactor tyjie with

master controller. Overwinding devices arc ])rovided. In

Fig. 2 is shown a hoist made by tlie Wellman-S<!aver-.Mor-

gan Co. for the lOnipire mine, Grass Valley, Calif., to

liandle a b)ad of four tons from a depth of 7000 ft. on an

incline of 12 dug., at a hoisting speed of 1200 ft. per

LARGK ii.cN'ioFt-'rvi'io I'M.iocTinr norsT, i;rii,T by nordbrro m.^ni-factitrino co. and general electric CO.
l-'iil: SIONA'l'OIt CLAKK'S KI.M nVW.V .MINE AT KlITTE

using rope sj)eeds u]) to. sav. \.M) It. per \\\'\\\. These nun. Tbc drums arc il ft. dianictcr. ") ft. face, made of

lioists arc usually geared in (jrdcr to make use of high- steel jilatc. cacii drum being c((uippcd with Lane clutch

speed commercial motors, and most of Ibem can now be ami post bi-akes operated liy air-thrust cylinders. The

built with a single reihulion in gcaiing. owing to tbe motor is of I'lO hp.. 1:15 r.]).m., and the control is of the

liquid-rhcc'istat Upc; safety devices are provided. The
•A.M.HfHta!it Kenoial sales inanaproi-. In^ei-.-^oU- U.-unl Co.. 11

Brojulway, New York. third example ol' this t\pc of lioist is slmwii in Fig. 3,
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whiili illusii-iilf> a iiiiu-liiiu' iiiailc liy llic Allis-C'liiiliiu'rs dcviues arc jjrovided. Since this hoist, is o|nTal('il liy a

.Mamirailuriiiji- C'n. fur tiie United Verde Copper Co.. direct-current motor, automatic acceleration and rctarda-

liaving a maxininm rnpe ]iull of 33,500 lb., from a depth tion devices are also furnished. Other examples of this

of 2'200 ft.; rope speed. 1000 ft. per min. The drums are type of hoist are shown in Fi.^s. 1 and .5. An Allis-

JO ft. diauK'ler. ,'> ft. face, of steel plate, for 2300 ft. of Chalmers .Manufacturing Co. induction-niotor-driven hoist

FIG.S. 1 TO 6. VARIOUS ]M.\KKS OF ELECTRIC MINE HOISTS AT V.\RIOUS WELL-KNOWN MINES

Fig. 1—Wnkefield Iron Co. Fig. 2—Empirt- Mines, Grass Valley,

hoist witli liquid rheostat. Fig-. H—Furukawa Minins
Fig. 3—United Verde Copper Co. Fig. 4—Allis-Chalmers
Co.. .lapan. Fig. tj—.\llis-Chalmers leel hoist

Ig-in. rojic. The hoist is r(piip|icd with Uimwu a.xial with liquid-rheostat control is; shown in Fig. I. This hoist

iniilti|)Ie-arni fri<'tion clutch and gi'avity post brakes, is designed for 1 7.000 lb. rojje pull, each drum being 7 ft.

hydraulically operated. It is equipped with single-re- diameter, .") ft. face, with 2000 ft. of Ij-in. I'oiie, and

diiction Wuest herringbone gears and tlexibl(> coupling, is driven through single-reduction herringbone gears by

is di'iven by direct-current motor, and automatic safety a .'OO-hp. ."iSO-r.p.m. motor. Each drum is equipped
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with Lane i'ric-tioii eluteli ami post brake's, operak'cl by

air-thrust cylinders, the hoisting speed being 650 fl. per

niin. A hoist for the Furukawa j\Iining Co., Ashio,

Japan, is shown in Fig. 5. This was made by the Nord-

berg Manufacturing Co. and has a drum 10 ft. diameter,

(ipcratcd by air-lhrust. i-yliiidcis. and the hoist is ciiiiippcd

with the Welch-type safety stops.

^[ost of the hoists recently built arc equijjped witii

cylindrical drums for round rope, but a few have been

designed with reels instead of drums for the use of flat

PIGS. 7 TO 12. SHOWING TYPES OF ILGNER EI.ECTRTC AND AIR-DRIVEN MINE HOISTS
Pigs. 7 to 9—North Butte Mining Co. Fig. 10—-Canadian Copper Co. Fig. 11—Silver Kins Coalition Mines.

Fig. 12—Anaconda Copper Mining- Co.

42 in. face, equijjped for 1800 ft. of Ij-in. rope, with a

total rope pull of 18,600 lb. A hoisting speed of 1000

ft. per niin. is maintained, through a gear ratio of 11:1,

driven from a ;575-r.p.m. ;i75-b]i. induction motor.

Drums have a.xial plate clutch and gravity ]iost brakes

rope. Such hoists when electrically dini'ii have the ad-

vantage of a low starting torque, but have the disadvant-

age ol' all reel hoists in that the cost of rope maintenance

is high. A reel hoist is shown in Fig. G. This was built

bv the Allis-Chalniers ^lanufai'lurino- Co. for a maxi-
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imiiu rojii' pull (if 20.000 lb., from n dopth o( ^oOO ft..

(Iiiveii 1)V a 400-lip. iiuluction motor tliroujili Wuost i>i'ar.s,

tlu' control .hoiiiji: oi' liquid-rlii'ostat tvpc. Each reel is

((luippcd with Brown axial chitcli and i;ra\itv |iost braki's

liydinulically operad'd.

The ;-hiof adxantauos of the induition-niotnr lioist are

its low first i-ost and liii,di cllicicncy. It is tlu' most ef-

ficii'nt type of electric hoist. The chid' disad\anta,t;e is

the largo startinj;' current required, so iliat ii hec'omes

]ir()hil)itive (o ope^'ate \:\:'j.v hoists with this type ol' elec-

tric drive, owiui;- to the immense di-aft of cui-rent, trom

the line and consequent disturbances to the electric

system. For snch cases other devices must be used, as

described later. Another disadvantage is (hat this tyjie

is not adajitable to automatic electric con(ri)l of -arety

devices, and safety devices for siich hoists have to he

mechanical.

There are three dift'erent types of control used for in-

duction motors. For -hoists using motors up to 150 hp. a

drum tyjie of controller is satisfactory. For hoists larger

than this the control must be of the nuister-controller

type, where the primary current is not handled thiough

the controller, but through master switches or contactors

which handle the main cui'rent, and these switches are in

turn magnetically operated from the master controller.

In place of the contact(U' control liquid rlu'ostats are also

used to a great extent, but are generally more expensive

than the former until a motor size of 350 or -100 hp. is

reached. A liquid rheostat of this type is illustrated

with the hoist in Fig. 4. For safety devices for electric

hoists I believe that a modification of the Welch type

of automatic stop is the best so far deve!o]ied. This de-

vice consists essentially of a notched wheel or miniature

seared jiositively to ea:h d-um and .so constructed that a

finger, when brought in contact with the notches, relea.ses

a latch. The jiosition of this releasing finger is deter-

mined by a centrifugal governor, and when the latch is

relea.sed it shuts off the current from the motor and ap-

plies the hoist brake by either mechanically opening

switches or valves, which in turn control the current sup-

ply or thrust cylinders on the brakes. Such a device pre-

vents the o]ierator from overspeeding at any time and

al.'^o causes him to do the following things: (1) At a

predetermined and adjustable point in the shaft to start

to slow down and to continue to slow down until the dnnqi

is reached: ("2) to stop the hoist at the ditmp; (3) to

reverse the hoist before starting. Hoists with hydrauli-

eally operated brakes are best suited to the applicati(ui of

this form of safety device, and in fact there are no satis-

factory safety devices for electric hoists with hand-opera-

ted brakes.

The horsciHiwer of an electric lioist is rather a mis-

nomer ami means 'little. A hoist motor must be capable

of furnishing the large starting torque required, and after

that to conform to the cycle of operation without over-

heating, as this is the criterion which determines the

motor size. In other words, a 200-h]). motor means that

a motor having a normal continuous capacity of 200 hp.

will Tiot overheat whfen following the hoisting cycle. This

is an entirely different thing from the maximum power

that the motor may de\clop in following the cycle. Dur-

ing the cycle the liorsepow(M- varies continuously, ami the

motor may have to handle a ])eak of -100 hp. There-

fore, when selecting a motor for a hoist, it must be de-

termined bv its heating capa<itv after knowing the operat-

ing cycle bv llie NV'cll-known "root mean square"' method
of analysis.

Considering now th(> hoists where the loads and hoist-

ing s])eeds necessarily give powers such that induction

motors, if used, would give prohibitive starting current,

we come to the ty|)e commoidy known as Ilgner set.

wiiich consists of a hoist motor, generally direct-connect-

ed, of the direct-current tyjie and ojjerated by a motor-
genei-ator set consisting of an induction motor, direct-

current generator and heavy tlywheel mounted on a com-
niou shaft. Tlie.se sets arc usually design(>d to operate

at ab(uit 15% slip when handling the jieak of the load,

and thus give up to the hoist abcmt 'M% of the energy
of (he tlywlieel, so that the current represented by tliis

amount of energy does not come back cm the line. The
control is of the A\'ard-Leonard type. The main ail-

^•a^tage of this type of electric hoist is to keep |)eaks of!'

(he line and also with this type the control is excellent; in

fact, it is almost perfect. Further, dynamic braking can

be used, because every position of the control lever coi--

resjioTids to a fixed speed of the hoist motor, so that such

hoists can be braked by motor as well as by brake.

One disadvatitage of this type is its high cost, especially

when the hoist motor is direct-connected, owing to its

low speed. Another disadvantage is its low efficiency

compared Avith induction-motor hoists. Charles Le-

grand, of Phelps, Dodge & Co., has made a good modi-

fication of this type by using a geared hoist which em-
ploys the higher speed. and cheaper direct-current motor,

but this of course cannot be used in hoists of great

size. The operating condition under which Ilgner hoists

will show their best efticiency is rapid and continuous

hoisting: that is, where one hoisting cycle follows im-

mediately after anothei' and where there are no long

periods of idleness. Unfortunately this is not a condition

whi(h obtains around most metal mines, and the stand-

by losses are considerable. Fin- example, the motor-

"cncrator set that serves the hoist shown liy Fig. 7 takes

100 kw, to run idle. The ideal field for the Ilgner hoist,

and a field which has not yet been invaded by it to any

great extent, is in the coal mines of this country. The
heavy loads, high speeds, short lifts and continuoiis serv-

ice are ideal for the application of the Ilgner sy.stem.

Results of tests on large German hoists^ show over-all

efficiencies of from 28 to 5:]%. shaft horsepower to elec-

tric in])ut to flvwheel set. Shaft horsepower is the net

work represented by weight of ore times height lifted.

It shoidd be borne in mind, however, that these German
hoists, which coTisist of single reels of so-called Koepe

type, using tail ropes lietween the cages in the shaft, give

higher efficiencies than the large dnrm hoists iised in

American practice, due to our larw unbalanced loads and

the larger inertia effects. The hoist (Fig. ' ) built by Well-

man-Seaver-lforgan Co. and A\'estinghouse Electric and

^Ifg. Co. for North Butte ^Mining Co., is the largest unit of

this ty])e in operation. This hoist was designed to handle a

load of seven gross tons of ore, at a hoisting speed of 2700

ft per min., from a maximum depth of 4000 ft., under a cy

cle which will give a production of 200 tons per hour. The

drums are 12 ft. diameter, 9 ft. 4 in. face, of cast-steel

construction, each drum to handle 1000 ft. of If-i'i-

rope, the total rope pull being 12,000 lb. The dutches

and brakes are operated 1)v hydraulic cylinders, and in

'"Zeit. rles Verfinp.s Deiitscti. Tnn-." 1!>12. p. 14.';7.
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addilidii to the iiiaiii iiiakt'.s vnvh ilnmi is littt'il with an

auxiliary band brake operated by hand.

The electrical equipment consists of an 1850-hp. 71-

r.p.m. 550-volt direct-current motor, operated by a niotor-

tronerator set driven by a 1400-h)). 505-i-.p.m. alternat-

ing-current motor. The flywlu'el on the motor-generator

.set weighs lOO.dOi) lb. The hoist is ])rovidod with safety

devices, so as to bi-iiiu' the ci'iitrol lever to a eenti'al posi-

tion at the end of eaeh tii|i and Id automatically apply

the brakes in case of overwind. The iiiotur end of this

hoist is shown in Fig. 8, whde the type of motor-genera-

tor set used in this type of hoist is shown in Fig. 9. A
similar hoist built by the AVcllman-Seaver-^rorgan Co.

for the Canadian Copper Co. is shown in Fig. 10. This

will handle 9 tons of ore from a de])th of ISOO ft., at a

rope speed. Kaeh reel has a capacity of loOO ft. of l-iii.

by |-in. flat rope. The lioist is operated by a 200-lip.

(35-r.p.ni. direct-current motor, driven from !i motor-gen-

erator set. The illustration shows one of the advantages

of liat-rope hoists; that is, to place them near tiie liead-

franie where the operator can see the ascending cages.

KLE(Ti;ic-(i)o.\'i:ii.\Ti:i) .Viif-DitivKX Hoi.sts

There is another way to use eleetrieity iiidirectlv for

hoisting^

—

applicable to hoists of large size—whicli pre-

\ents prohibitive peaks coming on the electric transmis-

sion lines. The system consists in compressing aii' wilh

electrically driven air compressors and using this air in

hoisting engines. .\ machine of this type, built hy the

Nordberg ^ranufaeluriiig Co. for the compressed-air sys-

FIG. 13. SHOAVING ONK OK TWO NORDBERG STEAM HOISTS BUILT FOR NEWPORT IRON CO.

hoisting .speed of 2500 ft. ])ei- niin., the drums being 13

ft. diameter, 7 ft. face, made nf l^-in- steel ])late on cast-

sleel s))iders.

.Vordberg and Westinghouse are now building for

the Butte & .Su|)erior ^fining Co. the largest hoist of

this type in the world. It will ha\'e two drums 12 ft.

diameter, 10 ft. face, each to hold 5000 ft. of If-in. rope,

the maximum rope pull being 52,000 lb. and the hoisting

speed being ;!000 ft. per min. .\t each end of the shaft

there will l)e an !.S00-h|). direct-current motor, or .'?fiO0

lip. total. A hoist of the reel type made by the W'ellman-

Seaver- .Morgan Co. fni- the Silver King Coalition ilines

is shown in Fig. II. 'I'his is driven by a direct-connected

direct-current motor, 'i'he hoist was made for a capacity

of three tons h<ii-ted fmin a deplli ..f i:;00 fi. at 1200-ft.

teni of the Anaconda Copper Alining Co., ilutte, ^iont.,

is shown in Fig. 12. From this central .system ajijiroxi-

niately 30 large hoists are operated.-

The essential feature of the system consists in reheating

the compressed air before it is used in the hoists. The

hoist cylinders are of the convertible type, .so designed

that during the period of retardation the engine becomes

an air compressor and sends the compressed air back into

the system. Furthermore, the compressed-air storage is

of the hydrostatic direct-disidacement type: that is, the

compressed aii' is held in tanks under a hy<lrostatic head

equivalent to the air jiressnre, so that the stored air is

-This .sv.stem has been fuUv described by Mr. Nordbers i"

"The Comiiressed-Air System of the .\naconda Copper Miiiin,v

Co.." "Trans. A. I. M. E," Vnl, li;. p. vi'fi.
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iliivctly (lispliiccil liy water and is llicrcrcirr all a\ailal)l('.

This systriii is well adapted to larjic installations and is

as ellic'iont as the larsi'c I'Iccti'ic hoists of the TIgner t\|ie.

It is to be regretted that there ar<> no inoi'e data <d' (he

(oiii])arative edieieiieips of (he two types of lioists. and it

is to he hoped that in the i'litni'e more of tlii'se data will

he available.

CoMPouND-CoxnENSiNG Steam TIoists

No review of the (levelo|>nients of hoists wonid be com-

plete without referring to the recent advance in building

steam lioists of the eoni]iound-eondensing type, and it

may be said of the large hoists where the eondensiiig

water is available that this is the most economical type of

any. With siicli hoists a performance of from 25 to ;iO

lb. of steam per shaft horsepower-hour is obtained.

One of the two hoists built by (he Nordberg Manu-

facturing Co. foi' the Newjxirt Tnui Co. is shown in Fig.

l.'S. It has cylinders 20 in. and -'m in. by (Ui in., and

drums 10 ft. diameter by (i(i in. face, for 2700 ft. of Ij-

in. rope; total rope juill. 22.000 lb.; rope speed, 2400 ft.

per min. ; steam pressure, 150 lb. All au.xiliaries are

hydraulically operated. Such a hoist in addition to

running condensing has the great ailvantage of using

steam expansively right from the start and thus ovei--

conies the waste of steam used in starting hoists of th(>

high-pressure single-cylinder noucondensing type. Such

hoists must be provided with special condensers which

have large steam spaces so as to maintain the vacuum

during the acceleration period.

The Nordberg ilanufacturing Co. is now constructing

for the Quincy Mining Co. the largest hoist ever built.

This is of the compound-condensing type. There will be

two sets of compound cylinders, each ;!2 in. and (10 in. by

66 in., the cylinders being set at an angle of 15 deg.

from the horizontal. The drum will be of the cylindrical-

conical type, .TO ft. dianui'ter in the middle, 10 ft. at each

end, to wind 11,000 ft. of If-in. rope up an incline which

varies from 54 deg. at the top to ;16 deg. at the bottom.

High-Voltage Motors for Mines
]>v K(i]U':itT S. Ij:wis*

For a ]o;!g time (he standard motors for driving

mining ai.d milling machinery have been operated at

approximately 220 . or 440 volts. They are usually

induction motors of the "squirrel-cage" or '"phase-wound"'

type. As higher and higher voltages have Ijeen used in

electrical work, it is only natural that higher-voltage

motors should have been developed. Standard 2200-volt

motors are now manufactured by the electrical companies

and may be had as readily as motors of lower voltages.

The advantages of using 220(l-volt motors may be

illustrated by coni])aving them with 220- or 440-volt

motors. There is a saving in transmission copper

because, owing to the high voltage used, the line wires

may be smaller in si/e. The amount of cop])er required

varies inversely as the s(piare of the voltage. Better

voltage regulation can be secured. On account of the

high c'ost of co])per, there is a tendency to skimp the

amount of metal ])u\ into the lines. Thev are often

•made so small thai there is considerable loss in voltage:

5% to 1(1^1 is considereil good rcgnlation on lines fn

•Associate iirofessor i.r iiiitiiiif;, I'liiveisil \ nf I'lnli S.ilf
T^ake Oily.

nietins. Iiu( \(il(agc drops of 15%, 20% or even 25','

are no( unconnncm. With (he high voltage, (be lines

may he of small wire and ye( have less di'op in vollage.

This MiUage loss results in a diminished outpid, since

\\]i' power on(put of a motor is direcdy pi-oportional to

the speed, anil the sjieed (jf an inducdcin motoi' is some-

wha( depemlent upon the voKage. 'IMiis is an impor(ant

fact (ha( is fi-i'(|uently ovei'looked.

15etter efiiciency of transmission is obtained. For the

same distaiu'e, same power transmitted and same size oi

conductors, the line loss varies inversely as the s(piare of

the voltage. Thus it is evident that high voltages are

desii'able. i\s a rough rule, for successful or satisfactory

transmission with cn-dinary prices for co])per, poles and
other ti'ansmission-line parts, the ])ressure at the i-eceiver

cud sboubl be 1000 volts per mile of line. By this

rule the proper voltage for various transmission distances

may be selected. Thus for transmission of power up to

one-quarter of a nnle, use about 220 volts; for half a

mile, u.se 440 volts; and for greater distances, up to two

or three miles, use 2200 volts.

Transmission construction is cheaper and more compact
when high voltage is used. Now (hat the inrlividual-

uujtor drive has become so popular for milling machinery,

mo((us ai-e scattered all over a modern mill. The high

voltage makes it possilile to use smaller coiuluctors and
conduits, consequently less building space is required,

installation is easiei' and the construction is cheaper.

Where jiower is genei-ated at 2200 volts, it can freipiently

be directly transmitted to the motors without the use of

transformei-s. This ]>oint is not so im])ortant where the

current is sent long distances over high-tension ti'ans-

mission lines, but many .milling ])lants have powei'-

generating stations not more than two oi- tlii-ee miles

away, so that transformers would not be I'eipiii-ed for at

least the larger motors. In the large mills using .several

thousand horsepower, there is a marked reduction in the

quantity of copper required in the bu.sbars and feeder

lines distributing ])ower from the mill substation to the

vai'ions motors, when the pressui-e is 2200 vcilts.

The arguments against the use of high-voltage motiu's

may be stated as follows: Slightly higher cost of motor:

because of the high voltage, the insulation must be heavier

and the winding more carefully done. The net result

is a slight increase in cost. The sizes smaller than 20

bp. ai-e now special, and where necessary, lower-voltage

motors with transformers are used.

The M'eight is somewhat greater in the smaller sizes.

For the larger sizes the weight is no greater than for

440-volt motors. Greater danger to employees has

been suggested, but this objection has Ijeen disproved

in ])ractice. Owing to the greater precautions taken in

insulating the motors and installing the leads and con-

diiits, the danger to operatives is really not so great as

with the less-]irotected mot(U's of lower voltage. With

high voltage, all motor pai'ts are covered, the starters or

compensators are metal-cased and grcuinded aiul are

fitted with conduit connections.

The manufacturers have realized the jiossibility of the

motors luirning out and hav(> constructed them with grcai

care. The. latest types of compensators are eipiipped with

automatic ovci'load cutout i-elavs and ammeters. These

nuitors have proved fully as reliable as the low-voltage

m.icbines. IFigh-voltage motors have been installed in

many of the new milling plants in the West.
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Uses and Costs of Aerial Tramways
l>Y William ('. KuiiN*

SYXOl'SIS— I'l/jics iif iicridi Irani ii'aii.< (ire (!/-

Kcrihed and cla.'isificd. and llir suilabUil ij nj llw

.<i/slein In solve problems aj Innis/iorlnlioii under

varying condilions is deal I villi. Delails of prac-

iice and method in inslallalinn and operaiion. lo-

f/etlier irilh appro.riniale cnsl of nialerial and ron-

slruclion. are used 1o favor Ihe advocalion of llic

si/sfeni for general transport irorl,\ Applieabiliti/

Is shown to range from the distribution of articles

in various stages of manufa( lure in factories, to the

transport of large tonnages of ore for considerable

distances ncross count ni.

Aorial traiiiwavs aiv adopted as a jurtlidd of iiaiis-

porting" materials in receptacles .suspended Irom carriages

running on overhead stationary track caiiles and their

movement controlled hy a miming rope known as a trac-

tion rope. In Eurojie and other foreign I'ountries these

equipments are known as aerial ropeways to distinguish

type there may be again two classes, the first, known as a

single reversible, having only one Ijueket operating to

and lid on a single line ot track cable and controlled by an

endless traction rojje. The .second class, known as a double

i-eversible tramway, has two track cables and two carriers,

each of which travels to and I'ro over its respective track

cable, and i)oth are controlled by an endless traction rope.

On the single reversible tramway power is usually re-

quired to haul the carriers one way. On the double re-

versible tramway it frequently happens that no power is

required, as ilie loading terminal when located at a suf-

' ficiently higher elevation enables the loaded carrier, when
descending, to haul the empty carrier up on the opposite

cable. The cycle being accomplished, the direction of tbc

line is reversed.

The capacity of the above-mentioned types of tramways
IS somewhat limited, being controlled by the length of the

line and th(> limit of Aveights for the individual loads.

The particular advantage of the reversible types is that

they can be operated with a mininuim amount of labor.

FIO. 1. LOAD OF LUMBKK ON TRAMWAY NEAR QUINCY,
PT>t'MAS rorxTv. cai.tf.

tbein I'roni surface railways, which are rrccpicntly simply

termed tramways.

There are really two ty]ies of acMJal liaiiiways. The
original type was known as single-i-opc. in which tlic mov-

ing rope, being endless and running continuously in one

direction, served the purjiosc both of supporting and yvn-

])elling the carriers.

The second type is known as the double-ro])e system.

which can be divided into two classes—the reversible'

tramwav and the ccjiifinuous haniwav. In the reversible

•Tramway eriKinecr. Aniprican .Kteel ami Wire Co.. 30
Church St., New York City.

Fir;. 2. AUTOMATIC DUMPING BUCKET AT TACOMA
SMET.TTN'C, CO.. TACOM.V, WASH.

As a I'ule only ()ii(> man is required, stationecl at the

loading end. The carriers are generally arranged to auto-

matically discharge their contents when they n^ach the

<liscliarge terminal.

With the Clint inn<jus type of tramway there are two
(rack cables ami an endless moving traction rope. On
lliis tramway there are a number of carriers all traveling

in the same direction. The loaded i-arriers travel over a

bi'a\y cable, ami the enijities return on the opposite side

of the tramway over a somewhat lighter cable.

The continuous system of tramways is more widely
ailaplalile than any of the other iy))es menticuied. It is
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aijiable of transiKii-tinu' j^roatov fdima.m's and can be con-

stnu'ted to jiivatcr U'lijiiths. For cxaniple, there are con-

tinuous trannvays witli caiiacities up to :)00 tons |)er hour

and lines have been constructed up to 2"^ miles long.

With the first-mentioned type, the single-rope system,

tlie capacity is limited i)y the size ami uiimber of the iu-

ilividual loads that may be transported and the contour

of the ground over which the tramway is to be constructed.

If there are steep grades, this system is impracticable, as

the bucket is suspended from a casting resting on the rope

and held iu position by friction only. The weight of

the load is determined by the size of rope that can be sat-

isfactorily operated by terminal machinery.

The question of relation of weight of individual loads

to diameter and tension of supporting cable must be

very carefully considered if niaxinunn service is to be

secured from cable equipment. Aerial tramways are

. Track lalilcs arc installed at a picdelcrmined tension,

usuallv about ;iO,00() 11). [ler scj.in., c\istomary practice

being to have these tensions maintained by suspended

weight-bo.xes attached to one end of the cable, the o])posite

end being anchored. These weight-boxes, depending on

the size of the cable, are effective for a distance of from

-iOOO to 5000 ft. Therefore, when the length of the tram-

way is greater than, say, one mile, it becomes necessary

to install intermediate tension structures for each addi-

tional 1000 or 5000 ft. These are placed at points where

they will be most effective.

The intermediate supports (see Figs. 1 and '-i ) aie

jilaced at necessary ]>oints along the tramway. (_)n level

ground or ground having a uniform slojje the supports

will have au average spacing of about 250 ft., or about 20

or 22 to the mile. The heights vary from 10 to 80 ft.

Wliere the tramway line passes over a sharp ridge or sum-

Ele va Tion

-^
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The tcniiinal stnicturos (Fig. 3), where the carrior.s

are loaded and unloaded vary in design aeeording to tlie

type oC tramway and the particnhir requirements of the

purcliaser. The design of tliese structures is sueh that the

rails can he run to any desired point or points of loading

or diseharge.

The machinery for controlling the moving traction rope

and carriers is generally placed at the terminal station.

There is, however, an exception to this rule in the case

of long lines divided into two or more sections. On sudi

lines structures known as intermediate control statio'is

are installed. Here the traction rojJC is divided and the

carriers are transferred from one section to the other.

The controlling machinery consists of sheaves of large di-

ameters with their complement of brakes or power con-

nections depending on whether power is developed or

required. On lines developing a large amount of ])ower,

connections are usually fuiiiislied in addition to the

hrakes, so that the excess power developed may be utilized

or controlled by a suitable device.

On continuous tramways the carriers are usually equij)-

ped with friction grips (Fig. 4). so that they mav be

attached to and detached from the traction rope. This

is particularly advantageous, as it distributes the wcai'

over the entire rope, the grips seldom if ever pinching the

rope twice consecutively in the same place. Also, by de-

taching the carriers they can be shunted to any point in

tlie terminals for loading or discharging. The loading

of the buckets on tramways transporting ore, coal, stone,

gravel, etc., is accomplished from bins through chutes at

the loading end. They may hi' em])tied into bins, crushei's,

etc., at the discharge end ( see Fig. 3 )

.

The Costs of Aiiiii.\L Tuamw ays

As to the cost of tramway equipment, this will vary ac-

cording to ty])C of line, capacity, length. ])eculiarities of

the ground profile and terminal requirements. On a

single reversible tramway the equipment will cost from

about $1100 for a line 500 ft. long at 5 tons per hour up

to $3()00 for a line 2000 ft. and 10 tons per hour capacity.

The shorter the line the greater the capacity, 30

tons per hour being possible on a 500-ft. line. On

a doul^le re\ersible tramway the equipment will cost from

$2250 for a line 500 ft. long at 8 tons per hour, to $7000

for a line 2000 ft. long and 18 tons per houi-. IT|) to

50 tons per hour can be ti'ansported on a 500-ft. line.

The cost of installation will vary from one-third less to

equal to the cost of material.

The cost of continuous tramway equipment will run

from $()000 per mile for cables, carriers, traction rope

and machinery and bolts for intermediate supports, jilus

about $2500 for terminal machinery, for a line of from

5 to 10 tons per hour capacity, up to about $18,500 per

mile, plus $1500 for terminal machinery, for a line of about

200 tons per hour capacity. For instance, for a tramway 3

miles long at 10 tons ])er hour, the approximate cost would

be 3 X $fi000 = $18,000 + $2500 = $20,500, to which

should he added the cost of timberwork, erection and in-

stallation, which would ])rol)a!jly add another $15,000 to

$20,000. These figures are I'ougli approximations for a

uniform line, but will furnish an idea of the outside cost

for an equipment of this kind.

As to cost of operation, this will run from Ic to 'ir.

per ton-mile, de]XMiding on the ca])acity and length ol' I In

line. The cost per ton-mile is lower on long lines than on

short lines of equal capacity, as the labor requirements

are practi(fally the same in each case and the greater

mileage ]iro|)ortionate]y reduce all ccsts. The numlici

of men required will vary from two to ten, deiiendiiig on

ca]>acity transported.

On first-class tramway equipments the coEt of repairs

and maintenance is a very small item. For the first two

or three years it is practically nothing, and after this period

it would average from 3% to 59f' of an amount equal

to about two-thirds the value of the cables, machinery and

tind)er-work. Power costs are at a minimum liecause in

the great majority of instances a tramway will o])erate by

gravity and develop surjilus ]i(]W(i-. On lines where ])ower

is required, it is still small for tbi' reason that equipment

to be operated consists of only the terminal machinery,

requiring from 1 to 5 lip. and the moving traction rope

PIG. 4. TYPE OF SELF-DUIIPIXG BUCKET FOR
CONTINUOUS AiiRIAL TRAMWAY

and carriers. Friction dues not enter into the problem to

the same extent as with a surface railroad using locomo-

tives. By the use of what is known as a grip sheave (a

large sheave with a number of grip jaws uniformly spaced

around its periphery) it is possible with a comparatively

low tension to grip the traction rope securely and prevent

slii)i)age. This provides a direct pull on the rope and car-

riers and permits of operating on grades up to 90%.
Aerial-tramway equi]iments, manufactured by reputa-

ble concerns, have passed the experimental stage. Expe-
rience has |)ro\ed them to be a reliable and economical

metlKMJ III' tiansporting materials even on level ground
and comparing favorably with railroad haulage. As wa.ste-

disposal plants they are unsur])assed. The buckets being

arranged for automatic dumping at any point along the

line, the only labor required to operate is at the loading

end (see Fig. 2). Trans]H)rtation may be effected on any
uuiterial of any size and weight convenient for loading

and handling at the teiniinal stations.
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The Design of Headframes

Gil

SyyoFSlS— 'riw rarions lijpvs and classes oj

hea'dframes used under vanibuj conditions. <ind

constructed of different materials liare different

adrantayes. Each class and lij/ie is discussed in

relation to its adrantages, and the use of carious

niaterifils i.s described. More frequent use of con-

crete hearfframes is urged, and the construction

of one now beini/ erected is described and illus-

trated.

When a iiuw shaft is to Iju equipiicil with a iR'adlranio

or an old one is to ])e so vefittcfl. llii-re arc usually mau.\-

matters to be considered before the purely technical

llv l''i.()Mi \j. lii i;i:*

iiciieial economic or commercial matters or in the rc-

(piirements in some associated industry nuiy soon happen

to render a well-iiiuii perfect hivoiil decidedly imperfect

from the new standpoint. Of course lliis phase of the

effects of progress he]ono;S in common to all maniici- of

construction from the small dwcllinji' house to the huge

superdreadnought.

Kach headframc, and each surface plant constitutes a

s])ecial problem and for good results must he so studied.

To be sure, such study will soon bring out points of

resemblance or even of e.xact duplication, as well as of

complete antitheses with otlu;r propositions. On account

of this special nature of each proposition, the idea of

stajulardizcd head frames does not make a strong appeal.

Type 5 Type 6 Type? Type 8 Type 9 Type 10 Type H

Type 12 Type 13 Type 14- Type 15 Type 16 Type 17

VARIOUS TYPES AND CI-ASSES OF HEADFP.AME DESIGN

Type 18 Type 19

structural design can he taken up. If the.se matters be It is. however, not intended to condemn standanlixatioii

neglected as far as possible, an unsatisfactory design is of details of construction such as shape or in some degree

almost certain to result, particularly in case of a head- even size of structural members or the development of

frame and surrounding plant of a i)ernianent nature, distinct types. The diversified conditions that render

Even with the most careful study of present conditions each case a special one are such as shaft dimensions and

and thoughtful allowance for possible future e.xpansion layout of the comiiartments. the natiii-al and man-made

anil changes in local methods, some development in topography and the particular reijuirements of produc-

tion. 'J'hus. sometimes the hoisting machinery has been

•I'cnn ii-on Wining: ''o., vnio:ni Mich. l)laced or must be placed at a long distance from the
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ln'Mdl'i'Miiu' :iiiil pdssililv not ill jiliLjiiiiiciit Willi Jie a.\i>

of the t-h;\(i. (ir llir ilriiiiis may oi' necessity l)e extremely

L'lose to the siial'l ; tlii're are diil'erent typos of hoist in-

volving the use oi' flat or of round caiiles; tliere are all

sorts of foundation conditions; there may or may not

be occasion for the incorporation into tiic hi'adl'ranic

structure of screens, chutes, storage bins, crushing ma-

chinery support or of allowance to provide for such future

installation; speed of construction and earliest date of

completion may be ariiiti'arily imposed by commercial

conditions or by the arbitrary authority of some higher

and perhaps distant official ; there is the permanent or

temporary or undeveloped nature of the ore deposits of

the shaft itself; and there are an almost inlinite niiinber

of other conditions that may have a l)earing upon the

design of a particular headframe or indeed ujion any

part of the whole plant. Some of the more concrete and

definite conditions arc layout of shaft, position of hoist,

height at which the m-e must be discharged by the hoist,

the method of hoisting, as by car or skip, and the founda-

tion conditions.

The Vertical-Shaft Headfkame

Considering a simple vertical-shaft headframe. defined

as one that does nothing else than support headsheaves

and guides and resist hoisting strains, the position and

requisite strength of the principal structural members

will be determined largely by the direction and position

and intensity of the resultant or series of resultants of

the maximum strains in the hoisting cable or cables.

Xow the resultant or resultants may perhaps lie under

control in their direction and position. Probably in

most cases the position of hoisting drums is already fi.xed

by existing location or by general considerations, and

the usual way is to let the cables lead directly in a

straight, inclined line from drum to headsheave, thus

producing for each cable a line of resultant which is

inclined and wdiich intersects the ground at some distance

from the shaft. There is another scheme that has been

used in the past, but has never to my knowledge come

into very general use, by which a vertical-angle sheave

is installed at the ground level at the side of the head-

frame and the cable rises vertically from this sheave to

the headsheave. By this arrangement there are of course

for each cable two resultants to be resisted. One of these

is compression and vertical in direction and acts through

the center of the headsheave over the shaft or shaft

lining, while the other is tensile and inclined and acts

through the center of the angle sheave at a jioint close

to the ground, where it is generally ciim|iaratively easy

to provide for it.

From the standpoint of the designer of the headframe.

this arrangement of cables and sheaves and loail result-

ants possesses certain advantages for many situations'. It

is easier and more simple to construct all columns vertical

than inclined, and with this arrangement it is possil)le

to do thai. II has heeii u.sed sometimes with the old

pyramidal wooden headframe. There are many cases

where it would not be applicable on account of the

vertical portion of the cables interfering with some

other features of the headframe, like skip dump, cage

landing, trestle track, screens, bins and crusher oi- e\eii

some essential member of the sti-ucliii-e itself. The

cable from drum to aMglc-sheavc would ordinarily be at

comparatively little distance above tiie ground, where

there would lie the advantage of simple su]»porl of in-

termediate idler pulleys and great ease in oiling them.

Ill some cases, no doui)t, this same ))ro.\iniity to the ground

would carry the disadvantage of interference with the

most c(implet<' use of the siirroiiiidiiig yard. Of course

one <il' the chief objections which would be urged would

be adding- of the extra sheave, which would mean an

original oiilla)' and would have lo be inainlaiiicd and

kept oiled. The increased amount of bending to which

the calile would lie subjected would also ap|ieal to some

as being a disadvantage. The choice of tiiis scheme

would naturally dc|iend upon the ])articular conditions,

but it might often be found ii])p]icablo ;iud economical.

The principal detcriuinable stresses that a simjile head-

frame must resist are those due to the tension in the

hoisting cables, the effect of wind, and tiie dead load of

the weight of the structure itself with the sheaves and

other accessories. But in addition there are undetermin-

able stresses which may be gradually destructive of the

A
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UKTAILS OF CONCRETK SHAFT CUI^LAR

integrity of the structure and which, at least, may give

a, disagreeable feeling of lack of confidence in its stability.

These have to do with vibration and swaying due to the

ski}) entering the dump, the ore falling into a bin or car,

the rapid hauling of the car away on a connecting trestle,

etc. (ienerally these visible effects are most noticeable

in steel structures, owing to the elastic nature of the

material and to the somewhat small amount of mass.

Of course it is ])ossible to make the base of the structure

so large, to found it so well, and to design its members
so massive and .so well-braced at short intervals, that even

in the case of a high frame of structural .steel there will

lie little vibration ajiparenl. But such construction

absorbs lots of money, and the average mining company
wouhl be unwilling or uiialjle to go so far beyond mini-

niiini recjuirements. The effect of wind is usually not

\ery serious, but should be ke)it in mind and investigated.

A conservative design Un- hoisting stresses will usually

po.ssess ample strength and stability to withstand the

wind without much addition of cross-.section to the mem-
bers, i'.y such a conservative design is meant one by

whii h no niemiicr of the structure will be stressed up to

its elastic limit by the breaking of any one of the cables
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111' I'ull \\v\y strc'iiiitli wliili' llir I'csl cif llic rallies iiii' all

win'kiiit;' al their iiiMxiniiiiii luinual load and in whieli

dne re^'anl has hcoii paid to slenderness ratios of all

eonipression memljevs. It nia\ he nceessarv sonielinies to

assume larger ('ai)les than will at first he used in oi-dei'

to provide for future ehanges and expansion.

FACToiis IN 'nil': Dicsiox of 11 i:aiii'iiami:s

In enterini;- upon the desiyn of the strurtiii-e oiu- of

the first ipiestions to rome up is as to the size of the

base. In the ordinary type of headfraine, which in\olves

an inclined line of resultant jiassing through the head-

sheave, the longitudinal position of the back.stays or hack

eolunnis will \io fixed liy consideration of this line of

resultant (iu>t necessarily hy coincidence with it, how-

over), and the resulting longitudinal dimension of the

hase with front colnnins in a natural ])osition near the

.shaft will usually Ik' ample for satisfaction of reipiire-

mcnts for general stahility. But the maximum width

would he the corresponding dimension of the .shaft or

of that portion from which hoisting is to he done, and

this would constitute a limit for the top of the structure

as well. The width at the bottom may be limited on

one or both sides by other structures or topographical

features such as railroad tracks or driveways. Foundation

coiulitions nuiy also fix a limit on this width or on the

position of the columns, although such limit is more

likely to be one for minimum than for maximum width.

Between these limits the width might sometimes be chosen

to approximate some definite proportion of the height.

This ratio would vary with the material of construction

and possibly also with the shapes, sizes or types of struc-

tural members which the designer might ])refer to use

or which would be available. For steel structures a

width, center to center of columns of one-fifth the height,

base of columns to center of sheaves, might be considered

a reasonable minimum, but it may be feasible to use a

still smaller ratio, say down to one-sixth. The position and

dire(>tion of the axis of the skip dump will have much to

do with vibration of such a narrow frame. Even the hoist-

ing is likely to produce a marked sway at the top of such a

structure, but the shock of dumping a load of five or six

tons of ore makes a vigorous bump, especially where

the axis of the dump is normal to the longitudinal axis

of the structure. If the base is made nmch wider than

the necessary width at the top. the columns naturally

will be made, to incline transversely. If the width at

the bottom is made to just inclose the -shaft, the columns

will be vertical transversely. From the viewpoint of the

fabricatcu' and erector this is the simplest and therefore

the most desirable condition, but such a design may he

topheavy.

It must be kept in mind that these remarks a])ply to

the simple headfranu\ while as a matter of fact a large

])ro])ortion of the headframes are more or less complicated

by functions other than the simple support of sheaves.

These are so varied in character and combination that

any generalization is diflicult. Usually these accessories

in the way of screens, bins, etc., will require extra spac'c

in the lower part of the structure only, and it may often

be feasible to consider the simple headframe as the

principal sfru<fure In which is applied an addifion of

jiartial height to serve these .special ]nii'poses. It ma\'

sometimes be possilih' and wi.se to design such addition

as an iiii|e|iendcnt structure clos(dy adjacent.

1 s Willi all engineering structures, the foundation is

a 'cry important part of a headframe. The foundation

conditions immediately adjacent to the average shaft arc

M'lT jiooi'. iiiasnuich as the shaft lining is usually of

limlier nfteii in mure nr less advanced stage of decay,

the uroiiiid is iifleii 'made ground" for a considerable

de))tli and contains various limbers and other forms of

rubbish, which has liccii buried in the filling. The greater

the depth diiwii to snliij rock or hardpan. the worse such

iiiiiditions are. Any pressure near the shaft opening is

liable to nuike the shaft timbers give way, esj)eeially

when they decay, and allow complete or incipient caving

into the shaft, thus settling any foundation in the im-

mediate vicinity. It is obvious that it would not do to

found a heayv pernument headframe on such a base. If

the shaft has been lined with concrete from the ledge

up a sufficiently long time before to allow of .settlement

around the lining, the condition is much better, since this

lining will constitute a perfect and (Miduring retaining

wall. .Vs nu)re and more shafts are being so improved,

this condition may .it no very distant date become com-

mon. It will often be wi.se to take up this matter of a

concrete collar for the old shaft in connection with the

design and construction of a new headframe. This was

the ))rocednrc at the Curry shaft in 1!)08. The concrete

collar was built up from the rock ledge some 20 to 2~)

ft. below, and at the ends the concrete wall was made
wide enough to give a suitable bearing and anchorage

for the front cohunns of the steel headframe which was

designed to fit. The backstays rest upon simple piers

built upon the rock surface, which was at a much higher

elevation at this point than at the shaft. This arrange-

ment produced a headframe 20 ft. in width, center to center

of columns. The headsheaves are at an elevation of 87 ft.

The headframe belongs to class 8, types 2, 3, 5, 9, 1-t,

If'i and IS. according to classification given below and
as shown in the illustration. In case of new shafts

all these conditions can be controlled, but a large portion

of headframe propositions are for old shafts. Where the

rock is not buried more than 12 ft. or so, simple concrete

])iers—solid or cellular—can readily be built up from the

ledge, and of course such concrete ])iers could be built

up from greater depth if the expense were warranted.

Different Methods of Coxchete Collar Suppoist

Probably concrete piles could in some cases be driven

in groups to furnish a su|.)port reaching down to or nearly

to the ledge. But most mines v^'ould not be equipped for

driving ])iles, and it might he impracticable to rig uj)

fen- a very few piles. There are some cases where the

"front leg.s" may be made to rest upon a concrete collar

and lining built with especial reference to such use.

There are other cases where the columns of a wide struc-

ture may rest upon ordinary piers with necessary bearing

area of base or s])read footing. But wdiere a narrow

structure is desired, it will often be best to use longi-

tudinal or transverse girders to span the weak area and

carry the colunm loads to piers w footings on good

foundation ground. As has been remarked before, every

shaft is a problem in itself. There may even be cases

where a thin concrete lining already exists \vhere a raft

(ir concrete-slab foundation furnishing a common support

for all the columns might be the best solution. Various

cond)inatioiis of these forms of foundation may be ap-

plicable III pai'tieiilar rases.
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These iiiMllcrs (if choice ol' rdunihiticni ivjie are ol'

course hoiiiid ii]) with tlie (lesion of the s\i]iei'slrii(!ture

hoth as to its- form and iiialcrial. Thei-e are tliree

principal structural materials that have hceu used for

lieacU'raiues—M'ood, steel and reinforced concrete. Wood
has been used since minino- hciran and has done ,i;ood

service in its way. Structural steel has heen larg-ely used

for the last "20 year.'? or more at iii'W shafts and tor re-

placements at old shafts. Tt possesse.s attractive proper-

ties of permanence not pos.sessed hy wood. Hein forced

concrete has been little used so far. hut it .seems to pos.sess

qualities that luake it su])erior to biith steel and wood for

many situations.

For small temiJorary headframes, timlicr will ahva\s

have a ])Iace. Tt can undoubtedly be framed and erected,

added to and remodeled with greater facility than other

materials, and in niany oases will ser\c the ]iurpose per-

fectly while it lasts. But a strueture of wood has two
fatal defects which threaten its smblen or "Tadual

demi.se—combnstibility and liability to decay. Of course,

selection of quality and species and chemical treatment

may accomplish much toward the elimination of decay,

but even then the item of combustibility remains, li

costs money to obtain the best kind and (juality of timber
and apply a thorouoh chemical treatment, and generally

that money might better be expentled toward the higher

cost of structural steel or reinforced concrete. While steel

is not combustible, it can not witb'^taiid intense heat

without fatal expansion and distortion. X'ow the ordi-

nary shaft is wood-lined and subject to fire. .Vnvone

who has seen the flames shooting skyward from a luiin-

ing mine shaft can imagine what would become of a

wooden or steel headframe. Coiicrcte wouhl probalilv

withstand such a lire for a time without much injury.

Set over a modern concrete-lined shaft, a steel structure

is fireproof unless adjacent to or clo.scly suri-ouiidcd by

large combustible structures. .V wooden structure ovci-

a wooden shaft may even become the cause of a dis-

astrous shaft or mine fire by becoming it.self ignited fi'om

some surface source and dropping burning timbers into

the shaft. So a wood headframe would he a safer

proposition over a concrete .shaft, but it is almost in-

conceivable that a permanent concrete .shaft would lie

equipped with a headframe of such a temporary nature as

wood. A steel or a concrete structure over a concrete

shaft should be .steel and concrete all through, so that

there is practically nothing combustible in the sti-uct\irc.

In such a case there would seem to be no occasion what-

ever for insurance.

VlliTlKS OK THE SxiJliL IIi:.\IM-K.\J[l-;

From the viewpoint of the designer of structural

details there is no cpiestion as to the sujieriority of steel

over wood, because of the ea.se of producing in steel

reliable, amply strong joints with economy of material.

The uniform cross-section of steel shapes, the practically

limitless obtainable lengths and great diversity of sizes

and forms of i-ollod sections, the homogeneous nature
and uniform (piality of steel nlake a \ivid contrast with

the often variable dimensions of sawed timber, the limits

in length ea.sily obtainable, the low comi)ressive value<

across the grain and general lack of reliability ajid uiii-

formitv in quality of wood.

(-'ontrasled with reinforced i-oiu-retc, sti'cl possesses

some points of superiority as well as some points of

inferiority. Thus concrete is not thoroughly homogeneous
nor is its (juality so uniform and reliable. It is brittle

to .some extent; and for corres])onding strength it is

heavy. ()u account of these and otiiei' considerations

coiici-ete work cannot be designed with the same deflnite-

ness and snuill and uniform factor of safely as can steel-

W(uk. Concrete is manufactured on the ground, while steel

is made ajid faliric atcd in a factory or shop and conditions

for uniform and icliahle work -.tw likely lo be better

in the factory. Ciiven the fabricated steel at the site,

erection can ])robahly be accomplished quicker than with

concrete, hut starting with only the general layout

drawing completed, one could complete the plans and

Eisrj»^??-^»iBnK.>.Y-

CURRY .STEEL HE.ADFRAME UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN
ISKia. IT IS OF CLAS.. 3. TYPES 2. 3. 5, 9. 14. 16 AND IS

build in reinforced coiici-ete in less time than would bei

required foi' detailed tlrawings and fabrication of steel,

licinforcement bars can generally be olitained for imme-
diate delixcry. and one may choose from many styles

and manufacturers. Also one may generally find around
the nniie a considei'able quantity of sera]) steel that will

work in as reinforcement. Foian lumber can also usuallv

be obtained with ease, so that before i)reliminary work,
like e.\ca\ation. is completed, materials for formwork are

ready. Vvinn the natures of the two forms of construc-

tion, it is much simpler to make changes in concrete

designs during the ])rogress of the work than it is in

steel designs. Likewi.se. one may easily work around

tcmiioiary or jiernianent obstructions in concrete where
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111 sti'('l\V(irk siirli would III' mIiiuisI ini|iiissililc. and i'\c"i

wluMX' IVasililc would uriicrnlly iuviilxc much cll'di't, ex-

pi'iino and delay. In coniiiarinir steel with eonerete, the

niattov ol' iiaintintr slionkl not he forgotten, i'or a steel

structure is likely to need repaintin<;- after four or five

years and this paintiiifr is likely to l)e a rather expiiusiw

and bothersome matter on account of accumulations of

dirt, fjrease and rust and interference witli the rej^nlar

xise of the head frame. It shoidd also lie noted that the

riveted joints and other totally inaccessil>le surfaces may
be just the ones that have the f>'reatest need of the ])aint.

I'o do away with the occasion for tliis ]iaint, it may even

be worth while to consider the coatini;- of all princi]ial

members with cement "orunite." ^rainteuauce and repairs

are expensive and aygravatinf::. and I am incliiicil to

para])hrase and say "Millions for first cost, b\it not a

cent for patching u|i."

The Conckkti-: HiiADi'iiAjn-:

There are certain properties of towerlike structures of

concrete which should receive ])rominence in such a

discussion. Concrete is heavy, aiul when built upon a

good foundation a structure may, like a masonry stack,

be very stable and yet be very narrow in pro]iortion

to its height. This property may be of greatest im-

portance in the design where ground area is limited.

Another point about concrete is its adaptability to the

construction of cantilever work both for light loads and

heavy ones. The great excess of stability of the structure

proper is generally ade(|uate to easily ))rovide for these

heavy eccentric loads, but if it should not be thus suifi-

cient, one may readily counteract this eccentricity in large

part by adding dead load to the opposite side of the

structure. These things are ])ossible because the dead

load or weight of the structure is bound to l)e large as

compared to the live loads. Of course this same matter

of great weight makes it imperative that the structure

he extremely well founded so as to avoid settlement or at

least uneven settlement. Another feature of great im-

])ortance in favor of concrete is the absence of diagonal

braces. This leaves the many rectangular panels betw'een

girts entirely free and open for the passage of the hoistin:^-

cables or for the entrance of belts, tramcars, etc. At the

ground this allows of the greate,st possible freedom for

traffic to and about the shaft. Layouts in structural

steel are sometimes iiuite bothersome on account of the

common use of diagonal braces.

In the case of some simple types of headframes in

which the base area is kept down to a mininnim, the

Kimberly-skip dump extends outside of the plane of the

outside columns and girts and the upturned skipbox

travels even above the dumping position in the occasional

overwind, half in and half out of the structure proper.

This means that there must be in the side of the struc-

ture a long vertical slot or opening corresponding with

the width of the skip. See type 14 in the draw-

ing. The necessity of })roviding such openings is a

nuisance to the designer, as the opening cuts through the

natural position of such essential members as diagonal

braces and girts, thus intcrrci-iug with the iiitegritv of

the structure. Concrete seems to Iciul itself lo the solu-

tion of such a ])roblem better than wood or steel.

• There are many types of head frame structures in wood
and in steel, while of course conci'cte ty])es are as yet

undeveloped. Xaturally the general form of concrete

slructni-es will, al least I'oi' some time, rescnilile thai of

steel Ol- wooden structures, the dilfcreiicc now existing

or later to develop being based on the gi'cat weight of

concrete, the al)sence of diagonal braces, and the ease of

executing almost any shape or size in concrete. All head-

frames fall naturally into three general classes. In the

first class a pair or series of back stays is located ap-

proximately in the plane of tlie resultant or resultant-

of hoisting cable stresses, enabling these stresses to find

their way in a single and most direct path to the founda-

tion. There arc many modifications and it is often

im])ossible to design with strict adherence to this idea.

In this class major hoisting strains reach the foundation

only as compression through the back columns. Of course

the plane of the back columns passes through the center

of the headsheaves. In the second class the conditions

are the same as in the first, except that the plane of

the backstays does not coincide with the plane of the

resultant and, conse(|uently, the hoisting produces not

only coni]n'ession in the backstays, but also compression

(U- tension ill the front colunnis, such .stress being com-

pression when the back colunuis are flatter than th"

^^'fl>3aar

'
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resultant and tension when they are steeper. In the third

class the plane of the resultant does not pass through
the center of the headsheave and the distribution of

stresses between front and back colunuis is indeterminate.

Xaturally one would prefer the first class on account of

the simplicity of analysis, and certainty of distribution

of principal stress, while the third class would be least

desirable from the designer's ])oint of view.

To enable one to make easy reference to various features

of design of headframes, they may be classified accord-

ing to the following described types. Any individual

headframe will be then a combination of these types.

Consideration of the relation of the headframe to. the

shaft oiieiiing, it serves, gives types 1 and 3; the number
of columns, types 3, \, 5, 6 and 7; the inclination of

the columns, types 8, 9, 10, 11 and VI; the relation of

the skip dump to the structure, types 13 and 14; and
forms of bracing, types 15, 16, 17, is and 19, as shown.

Type J: The headframe projier incloses the shaft.

Ty]ie 2: The headframe proper is on one side of shaft,

and cageway and skipway guides are supported by brack-

ets caiitile\cring out finm the main structure.

Type 3: There are no intermediate columns situated

longitudinally between back colunuis and front columns.

Type 1 : There are such intermediate columns.

Ty])c 5: There are no intermediate columns situated

transversely between the two outside back columns or

between the two outside front columns.

Type 6: There are such intermediate columns.
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Type 7: There arc side .'^tays, or braeu coluiiiiis, lean-

ing against the front polumns to increase the lateral

stahilit}' of an otherwise narrow structure.

Type S: All columns arc vertical.

Type !) : Only the hack columns arc battered or in-

clined and they oidy in the longitudinal plane.

Type 10 : Botli iiack i-ohinms and I'ronl coluniiis ar'_^

battered, but in (he longitudinal plane only.

Type 11: All columns are bat(crc<l e(|ually and in

both planes so as to form a triineatcd regular jjyramid

witli vertical axis.

Type 12: All columns are batti'i-cd aiul in iiulh planes,

but the longitudinal inclination of the bailc t-olumiis is

flatter than that of the front columns.

Type 13: The ])ath of the skip lies entirely within

the structure as bounded by the ]ilan('s nf the exterior

columns and girts.

Type U: The patli of the skip after entering lb'

<lump does not lie entirely within the structure, bui

intersects one of the outside jjlanes of columns antl girts.

Type 1-5: There arc no braces in these exterior planes

of colunnis and girts, thus leaving unobstructed o\)en

bays.

Type IG: The columns and girts arc braced with

diagonal brace members.

Type IT: This bracing is ai-complisbed by use of knee

braces.

Type IS: The backstay colunnis are connected to the

front or intermediate culunms by the \ise of girts ami

braces.

Type if: The backstay columns are connected only

at their upper extremities to the rest of the structure,

being thus inde|ieudent of girts and bracing and having

no intermediate support throughout their length.

Steel on Coxcrete ix He^vdframe Design

Steel headframes have been designed and built along

the lines of all the.se types -with the jjossible exception

of type 15, which is a possible but not a likely arrange-

ment for steel. I'robably the majority of steel headframes

conform to types 1, 3, 5, 12, 13, 16 and 18, but types

3, 4 and 19 are eonmion. Type 9 deserves attention

on account of its inherent sim])licity, while type 1-t is

often a necessary consequence of an effort toward nrini-

mum dimensions and minimum cost. Type 7 has some
merit for special cases. For home-built steel headframes

it would seem that ty])e 9 would be jiarticularly attractive,

as the batterwork is therein reduced nearly to a minimum,
which makes for simplicity; and simplicity is important

at the average mine shop, which is seldom c(piipped for

elaborate work.

Type 11 has been tlie old standby for wooden construc-

tion at least in this region. Type 17 has generally been

used in connection with 11, but 16 is often put in. Other

types are not uncommon, as for instance 9, ]2 and 19.

IJeinforced concrete could be used in almost any tyjie,

but to keep down the cost and give full sway to thc^

advantageous properties of concrete, one should design it

in types 1, 2, 3, 5, 9. II and 18, where these tyjjes

are applicable. If conditions are such that ty])e 8 would

be suitable, one could then attain great simplicity and

consequent low cost, for vertical columns are much to

be preferred to battered oiu's from the constructiou

standpoint both as regards construction of forms and

jjouring of concrete.

(ienerally, a steel headframe will be designetl, detailed,

fabricated and perhaps erected by some steel-construction

company, but the mine engineer will have to make speci-

lications as to the rc(piirements. If the conditions are

rather complicated, the elaborateness of the required

specifications practically force the engineer to make .i

general design, since matters of clearances, working space^i

and other items may have to be dealt with in connection

with sizes, and form of members and other structural

matters. It might be exceedingly diHicult, in dealing witli

a distant structural designer, unfamiliar with probleni-

of mining, to convey to him, in writing or drawing, th-'

full idea of what are es.sential unbending requirements

ami what ones could arvommodate themselves somewhat

to his convenience in structural designing. To obtain

an economical design, endless correspoiulence may be

needed as the '"if.s" and the "buts" begin to develop in

tlu! progress of the designing. It may therefore be pre-

feiable uiuler some circumstances to have the desig;i

made quite complete by the mine engineer and then either

si'iul it to a steel-fabricating company or purchase the

steel and work it up at the mine. In case it were to b';*

l)uilt at the mine, it would be be.st to design it witli

that intention, kee])ing in mind all through such a choice

of sections and details as could best be handled at the

mine shops. Usually in such a case one would use eoni-

])iete rolled sections wherever possible in preference

to Iniilt-up .sections, in order to reduce shojiwork to a

minimum. Indeed it is a question whether steel com-

])anies could not profitably nse fewer riveted sections.

It would be entirely impracticable to attempt to

enumerate all the details of utility, convenience and

safety that should be kept in mind in laying out a head-

frame, as they will vary with kinds of mining, method^

of handling ore and supplies, size of proposition, etc.

But there are a few points that may be mentioned. Ther,'

must be means of handling everything that may need

handling in or around the structure. This will include

cages, cars, skips, sheaves, all kinds of pipe.s, pumps,

timber, and miscellaneous supplies. Almost always one

or more swinging Jib cranes will be useful. These should

be ]jlaced, to best suit their purposes, and some of them
will naturally be high up in the structure. They would

usually be attached to one of the principal columns. In

case of high structures a trolley crane or some other

form of crane will be needed at the top to use for hand-

ling headsheaves.

In case of very low structures the need of such a crane

is questionable, since it is easy to use a gin pole resting

either on the ground or on the to)) of the structure,

and the occasion for handling sheaves is not likely to

arise more than once in three or four years. I have in

mind a high headframe provided with a sheave crane

wliieli was erected and equipped in 1910 with new 12-ft.

sheaves. These sheaves have been in constant use ever

since, and there has never been anv need of the crane

since the original installation of the sheaves. Sometime,

however, they will need replacement, and then it would ne

decidedly inconvenient to handle them 100 ft. up in

tiic air without the crane.

Besides these regular cranes, there should be placed

around through the structure at likely points, eye-bolts,

clevises or other simple provision for hanging tackle

whenever or wherever the need may arise. It is also easy

to provide cantilever beams reaching out 5 or G ft. over
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piiints oil tho f;-f()uii(l or wherever there may lie occasion

lo iiiiloiid Wiijions or hiiiulle materials. Siuli provision

i-osts little money and may be very useful.

this specilieation. The surface of the "round shouhl hi'

.sloped slijihtly away from the shaft and paved with con-

crete or macadam m ordi'i' to do away with the u.snal

m
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It seems to bo wise lo iiu'lose oi' box in the skipway

from surface to tiie cliinip lo a\()id danger oii the ground

from tlie falling of occasional loose chunks of ore from.

I he bale or edge of tlio skipbox during its upward flight.

Suitable doors or gates should he i)rovided at the entrance

to the shaft compartments to prevent accidental or

mischievous approach. Such inclosures and doors may
well be high—even as much as 1(1 ft. in some situations.

In some places hand-railings may be needed to guide one

away from dangerous tracks or other points of danger,

or at least to arrest progress and cause one to "stop, look

and listen." There must lie a .system of substantial and

safeguarded ladders and landings reaching up to th

'

headsheaves and to other ])oints where attendance i<

needed. Pland-railings slundd inclose the sheave wheels

and protect the outside cdge'of all bindings and floors.

Important Factoids in Hicaofkamic ('onstruction

In building a permanent and (u'e-resistant structure

such as a steel Iveadframe, it seems only logical to make
the accessory portions also of time-enduring and fire-

resistant materials. In accord wilh tlii.< idea, it is niv

practice to build all stairways of steel-channel stringers

and I am not really satisfied with the 2 x lo-in. hardwoon
treads. These stairways are built with only sufficient

width for one person, with a clear sjiace between railings

of only 24 to 26 in. All floors throughout the structure,

including the stairway landings, are of reinforced con-

crete, generally 3 in. thick. These are visually reinforced

with some form of expanded metal and cast on a wooden

form, but there have also been used similar slabs with

old steel rope for reinforcement and other .slabs cast on

"multiplex plates" and on "hy-rib" or "self-centering."

The latter require plastering on the underside, and this

plastering may be bothersome on account of comparative

inaccessibility at some points. Such floors are usually

made of wood and certainly cost less than the concrete

slabs, but wood will require occasional renewal and it

does not foster the feeling of security which goes with

concrete construction. Grease and oil may accumulate,

and such wooden floors may actually get afire, though

such occurrences are rare.

Hand-railings may be of wnnight-iron pipe 1 in. or

more in diameter, but one liuilt of small steel sections.

either bolted or riveted together, seems jireferalile on

account of greater ease of construction and lower cost.

Some railings mu.st be designed so as to be capable of

ready removal to clear the path for removal of sheaves,

etc. Steel railings may be built of angles, both for

posts and rails, but the preferred type is constructed

of "small steel channels" using for posts, 1^ x 1^ x i\ in.

X 2.63 lb., and for rails, 2 x 1 x VV i"- x 2.40 lb. or

IJ X f X I in. X 1.17 lb.; according to post spacing and

required ruggedness. These steel railings may not be

so attractive as the more conventional pipe railing.

Any small buildings in the structure, such as landers'

houses and toolhouses should be of fire-resistant construc-

tion. For buildings that are not to be kept heated, a

satisfactory construction is corrugated sheeting on struc-

tural steel frame or even on a wooden frame. Where

heating is necessary, a hollow-wall construc-tion of cement

stucco on steel frame or some other form of cement work

will be in order. Windows for such biiildings are jirefi'r-

ably framed out in steel and provided with substantial

steel sash gla-/ed with wire-mesh glass.

As may be noted ihrougliout thjs arliile, I believe thai

reinforced concrete should have consideration as a mate-

rial for headframes, and the general arguments in favor

of concrete are given added emi)hasis at the present time

by the scarcity and high prices lor steel and skilled labor

due to wartime conditions. Concrete headframes have

not in any sense been standardized yet and, in fact, verv

few have been built. P>ut there should be. no new prin-

ci])Ies iiixolved and no particidai- reason for buibliiig

ditferently from other lowers wliicli are subjecteil t'l

lateral strains.

\ Xi:\v roxfiticTK IIi:.\nii(Airi':

The I'eiin Iron \Iining Co. is at present constructing

a concrete headframe under my direction, and while it

is not intended to ])resent a complete ilescri))tion, there

may be some interest in a few remarks as to various

details that are Iteing used. The structure will be

moderate in height, only 60 ft. to the center of the

lo-ft. headsheaves. It replaces a decayed, wooden head-

frame over old "('" shaft. It covers a skipway, a cage-

way and a counterbalance way anil belongs to class 1,

being designed according to ty])es 1, 4, .5, i), 14, lo and
18. There are four ])rinci])al columns, all 30 in. square,

connected by girts 1.5 in. wide by 48 in. deep. These
girts are at elevations 16, 35 and 54 ft. Above the 54

ft. are sheave girders 36 in. deep surmounted by piers of

the same height, which will support the sheave bearings.

The girts were nuide 4 ft. dee|) in order to give great

rigidity to the structure and 15 in. wide in order to

allow room for working inside the forms and also to

make lots of mass to retain heat, the structure being

erected in the severe winter weather of the up])or

peninsula of Michigan. The columns were made large

for the .same reasons, though long, unsui)iiorted lengths

in the case of the front columns would have required

large cross-section for them in any case. Eight-inch

floors at elevations 16 ft. and 35 ft. cover that ])ortion

of the area not over the shaft and serve as horizontal

stift'ening diajdiragms. The dump and a pocket of 6 tons'

capacity cantilever out from the south side. Eeinforce-

ment is entirely of ,old discarded steel hoisting cables

from 1 in. to 1^ in. diameter and, of various types and

qualities. The girts are reinforced top and bottom to

withstand bending moments from lateral forces such as

wind and the effect' of skip dumping. The whole struc-

ture is .set upon and integral with a pair of 30x7S-in.

longitudinal concrete girders spanning the disturbed

ground adjacent to the shaft. The reinforcement ropes

of the columns start at the bottom of the foundation

girders and reach continuously to the top of the structure

without splices. It is to be noted that the columns

are not truly '"reiuforced-concrete columns," since the

flexible" steel cables are not capable of aiding the concrete

in its resistance to compression. Their function is to

provide the tensile element to enable the columns to

exert beam-like resistance to all lateral or bending loads.

For forms there is used 2 x 6-in. tongue-and-groove

hemlock, ])ut together with 4-in. "economy double-headed

nails." The reinforcement is attached to the inside of the

forms by being wired at intervals to pairs of 3-in. double-

lieaded nails driven into the form so as to hold the cable

about 2 in. ilear ol' the form. These double-headed

nails serve the |uir]iose W(41 and after removal of forms,

protruiling ])oints are nipped off flush with the surface.
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'I'Ir' use cil' 1)1(1 slccl vojie is hasi'il jiriiiianly ii|i"ii tlir iiii;- <iul I'l-oin :i cunei'cto structure willi si I'uclurnl-sloel

low fost ol' a si-ra-|i material aiul u]uni the usual ease sectidiis should be noted. Such a |ii-ailiee is most

with which it cau lie ohtained lioin neijj-hhoriiig mines primitive hut exc(!ediiijjly satisradoi-v.

when (here is not a sullieient supply accumulated liy hhery part of the structure is intendcil 1o he simpl''

diseai'd. When strai^'hl and smooth and clean, it haiuljcs and substantial, and much of it will incidentally in' tar

verv iiieely. and on accouni of its tlexibilitx it ran he stronger than i> strictly necessaiT. Practical considera-

|ilaeed in confined positions wheri^ a ri,L;id rod would lions ofieii make it seem wise to waste a considerable

necessitate -special ]>rovision. It should also be mentioned \(ilunic of iimcrete in oi-der to sa\e time or lab<n' in

that it possesses the ail\anta.ue of bein.u' obtainable and l'orniwo)-k. The actual concrete is the cheapest part, the

usable in any lenulh. On the other hand, one never preparation of forms absorbinj; the larj^'e portion of the

knows with any approach lo jirecisiou just what its safe I'ost. There is op])ortuiuty for much development iilan.i;

strenu'lh is and must use it at small ti-nsile value al- lines of economical building and liandlinu- of forms as

wa\"s. lie mu>l "size it up'' ami establish in his nnnd well as the making and placing of the c<iucrete. 'I'liere

"C" SHAFT CONCRETE HEAPFKAIIE T'XDER
COXSTRUCTIOX

he must keep (Ui inspecting

duplicate another and even

a basis <d' evaluation, and

because one reel will not

on the same reel there may be all degrees of decay.

It may i-ecpiire a scrubbing with steel-wire brushes for

the removal of excessive amounts of rust or "rope dope."

The colunm forms are yoked with a peculiar type of

home-made yoke, a quantity of which was prepared some

years ago for a similar job. These yokes consist of two

pieces of scrapped f-in. boilei' tlue about 44 in. long and

two loops of old ^-in. steel I'ope, these loops being formed

by joining the ends of ]iroper lengths of rope by the use

of "cold shuts." The loops are ]ilaced over the ends of

the flues and twisted up by a short bar. untwisting being

prevented by the insertion of a short rod or large spike.

A steel stairway will extend up one side of the struc-

ture supported by a few old steid rails "sticking out" of

the concrete. The case of thus bracketiuu' or canti!e\ei-

COI.rjIX-FoRM YOKES OF SCRAl^ BOILER FLUES .\XD
SCRAP 1-IX. STEEL ROPE

may be cases where soctional-sti'cl forms woidd be ap-

plieal)le, hut usually this would occur only where a whole

]ilant is to be constructed of concrete and the forms

could be used repeatedly. The special nature of liead-

I'rames does not make steel forms seem verv attractive.

. Manganese in Nicaragua

liapid ])rogress is being made in the development of the

manganese mine at Playa Real, Nicaragua, according to

the U. S. Department .of Connnerce. The mine n|ipeais

to have a large quantity of ore lying more like a blankt-t

tlum as a vein formation. The jiriiuipal nuning method

is that of stripping the surface. Large whai'ves that will

permit the loading of the oi'e directly by overhead trol-

levs are contemplated.
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World's Two Largest Steam Hoists
P.v U'L A. llWCEI,*

The growth ill llic size of miiR's ami llic increase in

the cost of fuel 01' in many localities tiie pnrchase of

hydro-electric power has resulted in recent years in the

development of three types of hoists, each of wliich lias

a particular lield of application, 'i'lie three types are

the Compoiind-cniKJcnsinif slcam, thr clntrii- ami the aii'-

driven hoists.

The first of these is the twin-tandciii m- diiplex-coiii-

pound condensing steam hoist. Practically every modern

steam hoist of any size installed ahroad is of the con-

densing type, and the tendency among American mining

men is to specify condensing operation whenever steam

is used. It is sometimes incorrectly assumed tliat a con-

densing hoist is not a paying proposition except for a

mine of great dejith. It is argued that tlie saving due

to the vacuum is ohlained only when the hoist is running

at normal speed and that during the pciidd of accelera-

tion the heavy steam consumption ovcrhalances the saving

during the remainder of the trip. This might he true if

the condenser were not properly designed, so as to con-

den.se the large volume of exhaust at the start of the

trip. Actually, with a properly designed condenser, the

llic Ndrdlierg llaniifacliiriiig Co. This will be not onl>

tile largest compound-condensing hoist yet coiistnictcMi,

but also the largest hoist in tlie worM as regards capacity

and depth, surpassing in size the great four-cylinder non-

condensing hoists for the Tamarack Mining Co. built Hi

years ago. It will have two high-pressure and two low-

pressure cylinders .{2 and (JO in. diameter, with a common
stroke of (iii in., arranged at an angle of 1.") deg., with

the frames meeting at the ape.v of the ba.se and <l riving

a common crankjiin, as shown in Fig. 2. The drum will

be of the cylindro-conical type. l(i ft. small diameter

and .'50 ft. large diameter. This is o ft. greater than

the diameter of the Tamarack drums. The hoist is de-

signed to handle 10 tons of ore, from an ultimate depth

of lO.OOO ft., the shaft being inclined at an angle of be-

tween ;5-') and .")t degrees.

Where electric jjower, usually from hydro-electric gen-

ci'ation, is available, two types of hoisting erpiipment are

in u.-ic—the motor-driven and the air-driven. IJapid

strides have been made within a comparatively short time

in the use and developjnent of motor-driven hoists, either

v.ith induction motor or direct-current motor drive and
motor-generator set. In some instances electric hoists are

arrangeil for full automatic operation, as in the ca.se of

the units at the Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.

^^^^^^^^^^
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TWO TYPES OF INCLINE COMPOL'NIl CONDENSING 'HOISTS

saving of about ">()% due to the employment of vacuum
is just as great during the period of acceleration as when
running, and the proportionate saving by operating con-

densing is greater for shallow depth than for a great

depth. Of course the average steam consumption for the

entire trip is greater in the case of a hoist for shallow

depth than for great depth, just as with noncondensing.

The problem of proper cylinder and condenser pro-

portions, of valve-gear design and provisions to insure

full starting torque and immediate acceleration, have been

successfully worked out. Up to a few years ago, all these

units were of the twin-tandem design, but recently a

departure lias been made in the case of some vei'v huge

inst^illations.

In the case of the Tlomestake Mining Co.. the hoist was

built duplex with inclined cylinders, 2S and 52 by 42 in.,

driving two shafts linked by side rods. The cylinders

meet at the apex of the triangle as in Fig. 1. This hoist

has been put into regular service I'eeently and is the larg-

est compound hoist in operation. It will be surpassed

in size, however, by a new unit now being designed by

•Tribune Bklg.. New York City.

which were described in a recent paper' before the Amer-

ican Institute of Mining Engineers.

One of the drawbacks to the use of the motor-driven

hoist is the fact that the motor becomes large and ex-

pensive owing to the large starting current and the low

s]ieed, particularly in the larger sizes, where a first-mo-

tion hoist only can be considered. With great depth of

shaft and load, large rope must be u.sed and large drum
diameter, which means slow speed and a large and ex-

pensive motor. Furthermore, the transformation of en-

ergy from the line through the motor-genei'ator set, hoist

motor, hoist and shaft, is inefficient. The air hoist, like

ihe steam lioist, is capable of exerting great starting

power, and is nioie efficient than the motor-driven hoist

in large installations because the jwwer otherwise wasted

in braking is returned to the air-storage system, the en-

gine working as a compressor when retarding. The grow-

ing custom of filling worked-out portions of the mine

with rock calls for extensive lowering. Another feature

'"Automatic Operation of Mine Hoi.'^t.s as Exemplified by
tlie New Electric Hoist for tlie Inspii'ation Oonsolid.'^tetl Cop-
per Co.." by H. Kenyon Buieh and M. A. Whiting, p. .')S3, Bui
let in 111, .\, 1. M. E., Marcli, IHIC.
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ol' loiisiderabK' woiglil with maiiv niiiiiug iiiuii is tinit

in case of an interru])tion in the olci'tric supi)ly. tlio air

iioists i-an lio operated on the stored aii- I'or a eonsideraljle

j)eriod during wliich the men can he iioistec! IVoiu tlic

mine.

'i'lie majoritv of air lioists in this eounfrv have heeu

installed at the Anaconda mines iii Bntte, and (hiring

the last year four more Iiave been built i)y the Nordi)erg

Manufaeturing Co. for the same concern. This system

lias been fully. described in a comprehensive paper- belore

the American Institute of Mining Kngineeis. Otlier air

hoists have been Imilt for the North Star mines. (Jrass

Valley, Calif., and the Mond Nickel Co.. Siulbui'v. Out.

and at the present time there are se\'ei-al large mining
companies giving serious consideration to the installation

of air hoisis larger than any that have been luiilt io (bite.

V

Preventing Air-Driven Pumps from
Freezing

By .TvArKs Himes*

Three years ago, while sinking the Silvei' Ilill shaft.

Park City, TTtah, we encountered a large flow of water.

which necessitatetl the use of two large sinking pumps.

As the shaft is nearly two miles ri-um the portal of the

Checkhlve-y^^

Pischaiye

Fir;. 1. Exii.visT riPiXG for shaI'-t in'MP

tunnel .mil the power plant, (ompressed air was used to

operate the pinnps. As the eompre.ssoi-s were within 'M)0

It. 1)1' the junnp. the aii' was delivered warm, but nc\er-

tlieless. the e.xhaust opening woidd freeze solid in less than

live minutes altei' the pumps were started, which necessi-

tated a continual stopping and starting of the pmu|).

When the pumps sto]iped, they generally lost their water,
and when they did run. the noise made by the exhausting
air was enough to ruin tlu' nerves of a strong man. After
a .study of the conditions at the bottom of the shaft, I

devised tlie scheme, shown in Fig. 1, of placing a check
valve at H. and at .1 I ])laced a T with a gate valve

sci'cwed into it. The reason for having the valves placed

in this mannei- was so that the cheek \alve would pre-

\'cnt the water from going back into the air end of the
pump and so that when the jiunip was being started it

would be necessary to open the gate valve and let it ex-

haust into the sluifti otherwise the exhaust air would find

its way into the suction end of the ])um|) and prevent a

vacuum. Both these ideas, howevei-, proved to be wrong.
I xisited the shaft again a' few days after the scheme
hail been in operation and found that the pumps were
working satisfactorily, bid were reipiiring about l.'> II).

more air to operate. The operation was noiseless, how-
ever, even the usual water-hammer in the coluinu being

absent. I timed the miinbei- of strokes the piston was
making, then turned ilic exhaust in tlu' shaft ami found

there was no difference in speed. I went up to the dis-

.\RR.\.\i; Kit E.XT
ST.-\TIf)N-

PfllP LINES AT

-"The Compre.ssod -Vir System of the Anaconda Supper
Mining Co.. Butte. Mont." By Bruno V. Nordherg, Trans. .\. I.

M. ID., Vol. 4(i. p. S26.

•Superintendeiit, Silver King Coalition Minos Co., Park
Cil>-. riah.

cliarge end of llie i-oluiiui and -aw that the air was eject-

ing the water out of the end of the ])i)ie for a distance of

1-3 ft., so it seemed that oiii' sinking problem was solved.

Afterward, in repairing these pumiis. we found the

check valve broken, and from its condition we surmised

that it was ineffectual at that point, so we discontiniuMi

its u.se entirely. The vahc at .1 was also proved useless.

In fact, we did not use any valve between the air c\l-

inder and water column, and in the last yeai' it became
necessary to ])ut in greater jiuniping capacity, and as

we didn't have the (i-in. T on hand, we used two !)0-deg.

elbows at A, and carried the exhaust pi])e across in front

•of the air cylinder to a T in the water column at C.

^\\^ have sinking pumps IVoni SO to G.^O gal. capacity,

all of which are connected in this manner .v. present.

Recently we cut a watercourse in the bottom of tlie

sbal'l. and the tlnw iiirieased so niuch thai it raised the

water l.-)() ft. in the shaft in spite of the fact that tive

[lumps were running. Four of the pumps continued to

run, but in the fifth, as long as the submergence was right,

tlio air pa.ssed through the lutmii and brought up the

watei'. AVe found that one cd' the reversing valves in

this ])ump had beioiiie stuck, apd it stopped the slide

valve in suih a position that it allowed the free passage

of the air tbroiigb the pump and into the water-discharge
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cohiiim. Tt re(|iiir('(l six weeks lo lower the water down

to the |iuiii|is, and ii' they had been connected iiji in the

usual inannei-, 1 doubt it we would have not as j?ood

results as we did.

At 200-ft. intervals we had a doid)le installation of

electric-drive turbine pumps, each having a capacity of

750 gal. per niin. Fig. 2 shows such an installation, but

this one was made iu a Inirry before we had reached the

i.sual 20()-ft. interval, mi account of the .sudden inrush

of water that threatened to o\cr\\ln'lni our jninips. A
peculiar condition e.xisted at this point: When valve No.

2 was closed and the air-drivi'n sinking pump was send-

ing water to the ])umping station above, the pressure gage

showed but 28 lb. U'hen neither ol' the pumps was

running, the static ])ressnre shown on the gage was 04^

11)., and when the turbine pump was throwing water to

the same level as the sinking pump was the gage stood

at 74 lb. ^Mien these data were taken, the sinking pum])

was at least 50 ft. below the station shown, and discharged

into a wooden tank liack of the pump, the piping being

so arranged that this pump would throw the water to the

next pumping station alxne.

The end of the pump compartment is shown in Fig. 2,

but some of the eipiipment is omitted. Tliere are three

6-in. columns, two for water and one Tor air; all the

joints have bolted flanges, and each section is 10 ft. long,

so that one of them can be replaced in a short time. The

connections to the electric pumps are made with long-

radius elbows. The tanks at the main pumping station

are made of concrete and will hold 50,000 gal. The elec-

tric pumps are two- and four-stage, one having a capacity

of 750 gal. against a head of 700 ft. and the other 750

gal. against a head of 250 ft., and both give the best of

satisfaction.

Bulldozing Chambers at Treadwell

Mine
By E. G. Wayland*

During the early years of the Treadwell mine, Douglas

Island, Alaska, the lack of capital and. the low margin of

profit made it necessary to follow the best ore regardless

became apparent that the mining would go to consideia-

ble depth, the pillars were left systematically; but al-

though the strength of llie ore and hanging wall was un-

usually great, the weakened conditio]) of Hie old workings

resulted in failure of pillars, except tlie line-pillars be-

tween adjoining ])ro])erties. As mining operations at-

tained greater depth and support was withdrawn from

the weakened jiillars near the surface, these jjillars and

remaining portions of the worked-out levels caved. At tiie

same time lai'ge masses of waste from the surface gave

way and followed the caved ore, so that the mined-out

area was comi)letely filled with caved pillars, caved level

bottoms and waste. This material was chiefly ore in the

lower poi'tions of the mine and chiefly waste in the upper.

When an attempt was made to recover the caved ore,

it was found that chute after chute would be permanently

blocked, then; being no safe or practical way to bulldoze

or block-hole the large masses that came down. To meet

this situation the bulldozing chamber was developed.

In Fig. 1 the drift .4 is one of the original drifts, B is

the station for the finger chute, and F is the top of the

oi-iginal chute-raise nearest the foot wall. In cutting out

a series of foot-wall bulldozing chambers another drift A',

was run in the foot wall, approximately parallel to the

wall, and was so placed that the top of the chute-raise D
was from 30 to li5 ft. from the edge of the stope. From
.some convenient point a short manway raise was put \\])

and an intermediate di-ift C driven and connected with

the tops of the cluite-raises D. This intermediate drift

gave access to the chambers and also afforded ventilation.

A large, flat raise was then put up from D to E at such an

inclination that the ore would lie at its angle of repose

from the center of the chute to the back of the chamber at

the edge of the stope. Eoom was made so that the bull-

doze man could walk around the to]) of the chute-raise.

When the ore runs well, the pieces that are too large to

pass the chute can be easily block-holed or bulldozed be-

tween E and D, as the moving stream is not deep and

large pieces are sure to be brought to the top. The ore

below the line X-Y does not move.

Wheue\er a number of large blocks cause the broken ore

to hang up, the bulldoze man can safely go up to E, drill,

and blast out the key, so that the chute will again fill. It
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SKCTIONS -\ND PbAN OP BULLDOZING CHAMliERS IN TREAD'WELL MINE, AL.VSKA

of any regular system of pillars or supports. Timl.)ering

or waste filling was, and is, economically impossible.

While pillars and levels were ]ireviously left in ]ilace, they

were not situated to the best advantage. As soon as it

•General superintondeiil, Al.-iska Treadwell GoIU Jlitiing Co.,

Treadwell. Alaska.

is good practice to leave some of the finer stoped ore in

the bottom of the stope' so that when the caved ore is verj'

stubborn a few carloads can be drawn through F, thus

causing a movement above, and disturliing any arch of

larger masses of ore that may have formed in the throat

of the stojie raise.
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Wlicre tlu' (lip is vitv Hat, it is soim'tiiucs iiefcssary to

liavo more than one series of Imlldozin};- cliambers alono-

till' (lip from onc^ lev(<l to another. Fisr. 2 shows one in fi

]iillar lu'tween two stopes at some distance from the foot

wall. It is a modification of the chamber shown in Fis;-. 1

and is not so safe or satisraitory, hut readies ore that the

foot wall chambers would n(jt touch. Fiir. 3 is a ]ilan

showing both types of chandlers, but placed closer to-

gether than in actual practice.

Ordinarily, two men work together in a bulldozing

chamber and will handle fnnn 2.")0 to 100 tons in an

8-hour shift, depending on the size of matciial and the

facility with which it runs. A good bulldoze nuin is a

valuable man: he nnist be quick, agile and resourceful.

After working for some time in a bulldozing chamber, he

acquires a special knowledge of the behavior of liroken

rock and knows, instinctively, how to keep it ino\ ing with

inininnun of labor and explosive.

Winter Traveling in Western Ontario

By J. F. Kellock Bhowx*

Recentlv an ins]iectioii was made of a mineral property

in western Ontario, under temperature conditions rang-

ing downward to 50 and .).') ° lielow zero. Some experi-

ences and sensations of a newcomer to this class of work

may prove interesting.

The initial railway journey was made along the re-

cently opened line of the Canadian Railway Co. reaching

out of Port Arthur going eastward to Sudbury. This

line passes through fresh territory approximately halfway

between the lines of the Canadian Pacific and the Trans-

continental. Although seen under winter conditions, the

scenery along this route will almost certainly inake it

one of the most popular in Canada. Eunning east^vard

along the shore of Lake Sujjerior and then northward

along the Nipigon River and then along the banks of

Lake Xipigon, one encounters some wonderful scenic ef-

fects, and in summer these spots must be perfect pictures

of beauty.

The railway line was left at a siding about 100 miles

east of Nipigon, and a tramp through the woods under-

taken. As everything has to be packed in on men's hacks

in that countr}'^ superfluous personal baggage should be

reduced to a minimum. ATliat you need are the clothes

you stand in. a comb in your vest pocket, and some to-

bacco. For the rest, you can do your shaving when a'OU

return to the train going west or east, and have your

bath at the nearest civilized stopping place. Scrubby

chins are a mark of the prospector's independence. Pack
sacks take the place of bags and grips. These are canvas

holdalls designed to fit across the back and provided with

straps over the shoulders and one band passing round
the forehead. This provides a splendid e.xereise for the

development of the neck. Everything was jiacked into the

sacks the weights and shape adjusted and the party started

off. The newcomer to this work had better go easy in his

good-hearted offers to help, or it may end in his having

to be packed in himself.

Proper clothes for the trip are essential, iieginning at

the feet and working up, one should wear three pairs of

socks (not carried in for a change but worn on your feet)

a heavy pair of stockings over these and then a pair of

•Mining engineer, with Arthur D. I.ittle. Ltd., 137
St.. Montreal, Canada.

McGill

moccasins. Two jiairs of trousers, or a pair (jT niackinaw

trousers with overalls, heavy underwear (the heaviest ob-

fainable"), coat, jersey, niackinaw coat, cap with ear-

flaps, and a )iair oP leather covers over a ]iair of woolen

mittens. An im)iortant point is to kee]3 your I'ect warm,
and this you cannot do in any other rig than that de-

scribed ; miners' leather boots and rubbers appear to be

useless, neither of them keeping you warm enough, and

the leather boots allowing you to continually slip, which

adds greatly to the exhausting work of walking. Do not

bring an ordinary overcoat, as it has tails and gets in

the way, nor has if a collar sufficiently high and warm to

go over the head. Woolen mittens that are sejiarate

from the leather covers are better than any combined

type. The leather keeps out the wind and the inside

mittens can be removed and dried readily.

Traveling in this case was easy, over beaten trails, but

wherever the snow is untrodden, snowshoes have to be

put on, since the effort of struggling through snow u]i

to the waist (and over the head in some spots) renders

progress impossible. A .«lip from the trail to either side

means a snow bath, which is not entirely appreciated

if the snow finds its way up one's sleeves and down th(>

liack of one's neck.

Three hours of almost steady tramping for those with-

out a load brought the edge of* a frozen lake in view,

across which could be seen the camp, pitched in the only

clearing in the dense timberland encountered since leav-

ing the line of the railway. The camp proved to be one

building, which of course served as the entire hotel; it

berths eight men, houses the cookstove and resolves it-

self into a smoking room at night. There are no private

suites with Iiaths attached. So well constructed is the

cabin that all day and during most of the night the heat

inside is too great, and there are certain hours of the

evening in which the fog is also so great that the men
in the other Inmks cannot be recognized. Attempts to

lessen the heat by opening the doors result in filling the

cabin with a flood of steam due to the contact of the in-

side air with the 40 to .50° below air outside. In the

early part of the night it is far too hot for comfortable

sleeping, more especially as undressing is more or less

dispensed with and a pile of blankets added, but later

on if the fire is allowed to go down it gets just about

comfortable. Of other ills that may assail such a party,

gentlemen who snore should be ejected, and those who
love the "cup that cheers the day of past regrets" for-

bidden entrance into the Garden of Eden.

It is said that an army lives on its stomach, and this is

equally true of a prospecting party in winter time. In

the keen, clear frosty air it is a delight to know that a

presentable and eatable supper is available in the evening.

Sticklers for etiquette, those who object to seeing piles

of potato jackets strewn over an oilcloth cover, who cannot

get along with one knife and fork for all the courses there

may he or those whose stomachs turn at the sight of other

men mixing beans, toast, pie and tea into a sort of sou]),

are not invited to the feast. Where there is a good

clean Norwegian cook who understands his bu.siness, some

extremely ajipetizing meals may be encountered. But on

the other hand, where the beef would do to mend the

pack sacks, or a gruel appears misnamed beans, or the

fried potatoes and the toast are indistinguishable from

each other in the inky blackness of th-'ir being, or the

bread is so full of hair that razors are flashing in the sun,

then indeed does one wonder if life is worth prolonging.
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Washinf; in the morniiifj is an opoi-atioii lliat is under-

taken in shifts—both space and water being limited.

Hot water is prohibited, simc thai uoiild merely be giv-

ing Jack Frost another chance to do (hiniage. Stepping

outside on a 55° below zero morning in projier rig. the

only apparent difference is a feeling of sharpness in the

air. Icicles begin to gather around one's mustache, and

after a time the.se get tied onto tiie turned u)) la])els of

tlie coats—anchoring one's head "eyes front." Walking

briskly is enough to keep the circulation moving, and even

standing about can be indulged in for the jnirpose of tak-

ing notes provided the sto])page is not for any length of

time. Once the feeling of coldness gets in, it is diflficult

to get rid of it. Fall off the track, or into some hidden

holes in a windfall, and the resultant struggle to regain

the pathway will probably bring about a retui'u of heat.

Taking off and putting on mittens to work with bare

hands on a notebook, should not be done—instead, learn

to write and make sketches with them on. For this

purpose have a notebook thai holds the pencil to its

side, so that when drawn roughly from the ])ocket. book

and pencil will come together. At st()])ping places a fire

is often kindled for heating purposes, but my e.x])erience

has been that this makes one collier in llic end than using

a little energy walking round.

WaY8 of ()BVIATl-\(i W'lNIKi; I >! IFICIM.TIKS

Naturally, where there is si.\ fc'ct and oxer of snow.

surface work cannot be undertaken to any great extent,

but if trails are well beaten out in advance, much ground

oan be' covered and many trial shafts pr()])erly examined.

Axes and snow shovels have to be added to the usual

equipment. Skins of frozen wattn- covering the rock

faces are the most troublesome features, since tliey arc

so thin that they can hardly he distinguished, ami they

alter at times the appearance of the ore, causing examina-

tion to be rather tire.some. At the best, of course, all that

can be done is in the end to report upon things seen, and

other features that might have a bearing tijiou the. project

have to be allowed for as existing by ))roxy. AVhere

there is niiich marshy ground in summertime and shaft

sinking is to be done, the wintertime is alxuit as good a

period as any to carry on the work provided that care is

exercised in keeping pipes from freezing. Some care may
have to be taken to tide over the spring freshets, which

are usually so great that work will probably be more or

less interrupted for a few weeks in the early part of the

year. Wintertime in the north country is ideal for trans-

porting machinery. Tlien it can be taken in on sleighs

with about one-tenth the effort that would be required to

cover the same ground in summertime, even when the

ground is at its driest. Swamps that aic frozen are

negotiable while the same water ])ools \\d\dd engulf the

plant during all the rest of the year.

The return from the scene of our labors meant in the

end a 14-mile tramp ])artly through the tindierland and

partly along the line of the track, but foi-tunately a

freight train hove in sight and consented to be flagged

to a starulstill with a branch of a tree am! a red tobacco

can, whereupon llie remaining live miles was "hoboed"

on the end of a car of luml^er. Tliis train deposited us

at a divisional point in the center (jf the backwoods,

where, however, much to the comfort of man and his in-

ternal machinery, a comfortable li1tl(> hotel was unearthed,

and a deligblful evening spent listening to "Jleet ile

Down in Florida." with a snowstorm raging outside.

Finally, after .15 hours' delay the lost westixnind |)ass-

enger train hove into sight in the small hours of tiie

morning, and the return to Port Arthur wa« accom-

plished.

Stull-Measuring Devices
By Ivouis A. l?KiiFtTss AXi) W. C. Rriifuss*

The method of measuring for stulls in the average mine
is fraught with inaccuracy. Tt is usually done by means
of a ta])e or a pair of sticks, and in nuiiiy cases the result

is that the stull will iu)t fit without further trimming of

the hitch or tindjer, even then it .seldom fit,'.- right. In

hard ground where it may take a half a day or longer to

cut a pair of hitches it is worth Avhile to employ any
means that will insure an accurate fit and save time in

placing the stull. If a tajjc is used it takes a pretty

good man to measure the distanc-es between bitches, go
to the surface or out to a station and measure the stick

of timber selected with the same ])ull maintained in the

stretching of the ta|)e as be had cm])loyed in measuring
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the hitches. No effort at all is made to obtain the batter

of the hanging-wall hitch, the empty s])ace being filled

up with a mass of wooden wedges.

Where two sticks are used to obtain the stull length

and batter, the iniiier will usually be found notching

the sticks with a ])ocket knife to mark the distances.

After the same sticks have been notched several times, he

becomes confused in deciding which notches are the last

ones and serious errors result.

It was the consideration of these perfectly obvious, yet

commonly committed errors, that led to the evolution of

the stull-nieasuring .stick, .several forms of which are

shown in the accompanying sketch. The most common
form employed and the one most easily constructed is

shown in Fig. 1, where the end clamping plates are used

to get the batter of the bitches. Of course the end plates

and the central clamp are fastened when the device is

placed between the hitches, so that an exact reprodru'tion

of the stull required is obtained. The form shown in

Fig. 2 is nuule of telescoping ii'on pipe and can be nmde
in any mine blacksmith shop. The rotation of one pipe

inside the other permits the measurement of hitches in

walls tliat diverge or converge horizontally. The form
shown in Fig. 3 is a new device that was brought to our

attention by a miner who had been using notched .sticks.

One clam)i locks th(> wb(de four sticks in ]iosition, en-

abling the nieasurenieiit to be taken with little trouble

and without assistance. The stiffness of the ends adds

rigidity to the device. It is possible to use a system of

figures on the sticks so that a series of bitches can be

measured without making a separate trip for each.

•Mining cnsiineers, Deerfoot Mine, West Point, Calif.
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Shaft Raising at the Harold Mine

By Chakles F. Jackson*

At the Harold niinc, Hil)l)iii_i;. Minn., the slirinkajio

system vas recently eiiiiiloyofl in raisinfi the No. 2 shaft

from the 128-11. level of the old No. 1 shaft, which was

aboiit 650 ft. distant. It was not deemed safe to raise the

shaft without supportinir the walls; the use of the shrink-

age system permitted raisintr without timber, thus seciir- eacl

ing the advantage of the lower cost in

sinking and at the same time a\oidin
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shows condition after blasting cut holes. B shows condition after blasting
west end. C shows condition at end of round. D shows plan of round

the timber through the old shaft and mine and hoisting

by hand into place. The method of procedure is shown

in the illustration. The material cut above the 128-ft.

level was 20 ft. black slate, 85 ft. very hard taeonite and

20 ft. surface. The taeonite was hard to drill, but with

the number of holes used, broke fairly well. The shaft

was carried up full size, about 8 ft. 6 in. xl8 ft. (i in.

rock dimension.

A bulkhead was built at the level to take as much weight

from the drift sets as possible and to support the slate

wall, which was weak at this point. The work then pro-

gressed in three stages, as shown by A, B and C in the

illustration. In the first stage, cut holes 1 to 8 (shown in

plan D) and the corner holes 18 to 21 and 31 to 34 over

the cribbed manways were drilled. The manways were

then cribbed up within three or four feet of the back and

the cut holes blasted. In the second stage {B) holes

9 to 12 and corner holes 13 to 16 and 18 to 21 were blast-

ed, the manway on that side having been first cribbed as

close to the back as possible and covered with short lengths

of 30-lb. rails and lagging. In the last stage (C) the

other side was drilled and squared up in the same manner.

.Sometimes the practice was varied by drilling all the re-

maining holes immediately after the cut had been blasted,

but only one side was blasted at a time. Blasting was

done with electric exploders, and aftci- blasting it required

30 to 10 min. to blow the smoke out sufficiently for the

men to return to the work.

Three eight-hour sliift'< were worked, the labor con

sisting of two miners, mic helper and a shift boss part

time. No Sunday work was done. The holes were drilled

with two BC-21 Ingersoll-Kaiul butteriiy stopers, air being

•supplied by a 10^-in. Westinghouse cross-compound air

pump at OO-lb. gage pressure. One air line was carried in

each manway. Holes were 1 ft. deep, and 30 to 35 holes

were rc(|iiii'ed per round. After each blast, seven to ten

3-ton carloads were drawn oti' to make room at the back

and the rock was trammed by electric

motor to No. 1 hoisting shaft. Before

the top of the taeonite was reached,

two small test pits were sunk through

the surface material to rock directly

over the cribbed manways. The shaft

was raised full size to within 15 ft. of

the top of the taeonite and then

stopped temporarily, leaving a rock

pentice, and the manways were holed

through to the test pits. The bearers

and collar sets were next placed, and

the shaft was sunk through surface to

taeonite, regular sets being placed as

sinking progressed. The dirt was

hoisted with a one-ton sinking bucket

by an air-driven 8 x 10-in. duplex

hoist. When taeonite was reached, the

rock pentice was milled down thi'ough

the connections driven over the man-
ways. The shaft was then timbered to

the level, the broken rock being drawn

off and trammed to No. 1 shaft as the

work progressed. When the 128-ft.

level was reached the station was

raised and timbered and sinking was

carried a further distance of 79 ft.

Planviay covered mth 4 ,

Pieces Timber,^long//

resumed and

)?

•Chief engineer, Arthur Iron Mining Co.. Hibbing, Minn.

Alaskan Timbers for Mine Props

Mine timbers of white spruce, Sitka spruce, white birch

and western hemlock grown in the Chugach National

Forest, Alaska, have been demonstrated by the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., to be fully as good

as Douglas fir from the Eocky Mountain region and su-

perior to other Rocky Mountain species for use as

mine timbers, according to the Forest Service, of the De-

partment of Agriculture.

Tests made to determine the suitability of the Alaskan

trees for mine timbers showed that in bending strength

developed the four species named are from 20% to more

than 100% stronger than lodgepole pine, alpine fir, Engel-

mann spruce, bristle-cone pine, and western yellow pine

from the Rocky Mountain region. All these species are

widely used for mine timbers and were tested.

Sitka spruce, white birch and western hemlock from

Alaska proved to be considerably higher in average

strength than Rocky Mountain Douglas fir. White spruce

averaged nearly as well.

Redinston Rock Drtllit at the Coniagas Mines. St. Cath-

arines. Ont., according to the 1916 annual report of the com-
pany, drilled an average of 4.63 ft. per hour, compared with

3.89 for the year 1915.
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Court Decisions in Re^jard to

Unexploded Blasting Charges

1)Y C'HlChLA C. SlIHIiLOCK*

The majority of courts liold that the master owes the

fluty of inspeetioii after a lihist has been explodeil, to see

tliat there are no iuu'X|)h)(le(l eharii:es. hefore sending

enipiovees to work in the vicinity. A Massachusetts ease

held it was tlie duty of a master to examine to see that all

charues were exploded before sending laborers to the

\icinity, when there was danger of injury to them by

striking their tools on the unexploded cliarge. A _Xorth

Carolina case held that a servant has the right to believe

tliat the master has inspected a mine after the explosion

and located unexploded charges, and if they existed, he

would be warneil against them. In a ^Miiniesota ca.se the

court held the duty to be a more emphalie (ine where the

master, to the knowledge of the servant, had been in the

habit of making examinations but in the present instance

failed to do so.

Other courts hold that it is the special duty of the mas-

ter to warn the servant of the danger of unexploded

charges when they are sent to work in the immediate

vicinity. In Maine it was held not to be negligence, as a

matter of law, to leave iniexploded charges of dynamite

in old holes in a quarry pit, while new holes are being

drilled, but it is the dutv of the master to Avarn his ser-

•Toungerman Building. Des lloines. Iowa.

vant of this particular danger. Another Maine ca^e held

the master guilty of negligence for a faihiro to warn.

Many employers have lieon of the opinion that biicli a

risk is a risk of the employment which the em|ilr)vee

assumes. On the other Jiand, many of the cases hold that

the risk of injury by unex])loded charges is not an ordi-

nary risk of employment, so a Wa.'<hingtou ca.se held sucli

risk was not necessarily incident to the employment siicli

as would 1)0 assumed i)y the servant where he umlertook a

contract of emjjloyment. The liability of tlie master,

liowever, is limited in some instances. The master is not

liahle for unusual or extraordinary acciilents, as where an

old charge was cleaned out and a new one inserted, tlie

explosion of which failed to set off a portion of the <j1U

charge that remained. 'Wiiere a .servant himself examined

tlie hole and thought that the cliarge had gone off. lie

cannot recover from the master.

Old Spanish Mine Drawing
Tlie accompanying i)liotograpii, furnished by Lyman

Chatfield, Buenos Aires, is a copy of mine plans made
by Spanish engineers in ]7()T. These jilans accom])anied

reports, made by mining engineers to the Viceroy of

Peru, on the discovery of copper and silver deposits in

the district of Chimhova, Pern. Tlie documents and
]dans were sent from the office of the "Delegado de Minas
del Cuzco" and addressed to the Viceroy, then the Marques

de Osorno. It is interesting to note the exaggerations

and peculiarities of the graphics of that time.

>-\J^ z^*,^
'.''i^'-

f^/m'^^a^'-'^'V'

I

_; .-:~s:*CL

tuma aatm

SPECIMEN OF OLD SP.\XISH ^tlNE PLANS. SHOWTNC, THE PROPERTY AT CUZCA. PERU
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Recording of Accidents, and Safety Measures

Employed by the New Jersey Zinc Co. .

]?v lii:.\jA.Mix F. Tii.Lsox*

Sl'NOPlSIS—Accidciil sldli.slics (Is iisitii/h/ ((Jill-

piled fail to provide safe basis upon irliirli hazards

of other industries inaij he compared in 'mining.

Methods of compilinii and presenliii;/ fujurex were

devised at tlie New Jersey Zinc Co. lo oliriale tliis.

Accidents af all hinds decreased by inlelHijcnt co-

operation of irorkmen.

'I'lie accident slalislics culicctcil liy liic Fcileral (iuvern-

meiit, slate inspectors and labor l)\ireaus, insuranco eom-

paiiies and industrial corjiorntioiis. fail to provide a safe

basis upon wliirh the Jiazards of oilier industries may be

'I'lic mass oi: casualty statistics that have been compiled

ai-c, for the most part, wasted pll'ort, for they have not

been rated on the fixed basis of hours worked under

the jieculiar hazards involved and so liave no common
denominator. They, therefore, become a dangerous tool

in tlie hands of those who may, without knowing the

incompleteness of the data, draw deductions from figures

that ha\e not been collected on a comparable basis; they

may, indeed, be used maliciously b}' those willing to

distort them to support an argument. The seriousness of

this pitfall was not brought home to us until we had

overlook(>d some of tliese common short-comings for a

vear or two and had sjained a distorted idea of the results

OMPARISON OF MINE ACCIDENT RECORDS
N. J.

compared to those of mining, and throw no light on the

relative risks involved in specific methods of developing

or operating mines, or on their rehitivo cost in medical

attention and compensation, or on tli(> \ahie of time lost.

•New Jersey Zinc Co., Franklin, N. J.
Section of the National Safety Council.

Cliairnuui of Mining

of our safety work. AVe then began to realize the necessity

of an hourly rating and changed our statistics to their

present basic form.

Unlike factories and other industrial establishments

in which the gi'catest risks arise from moving machinei-y,

metal mines suffer most from "falls of ground," "handling
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e.xplosives," ''loading of car.s Ircjiii chutuH." ••Iriiiuiiiiug,"

etc., in which supervision and education ol' the workman

arc absolutely necessary for his safety, since no mechanical

contrivance can protect him. Realizing that any marked

rcduclion in miiiinu- accidents would prohably he most

readily attained by educating the workmen to take an in-

telligent interest in their own safely; the Xcu .Irrsey Zinc

Co., in its mines at Franklin. .\. .1., in 1!M I departed from

its former system of depending entirely on foremen and

bosses for .safety-ilrst ami lirst-aid work and instituted a

plan which seems to stinndate the interest of both men

and bosses. It will perhaps be better to defer the details

of this plan until after describing the niethoils i)reviously

employed and noting the rondilion id which it applied.

The mine at Franklin. X. .1.. during the ))eriod under

consideration, has emplovcd :i.'><i to l<it><> men (exchi<ling

the mill, nuu-hiuc shops and power iilant ) and has jn-o-

duced annually from .MXi.Oifd to i)il(l.()0() tons of zinc ore

and from l.ji),()(iii to v^")0.oo() tons of waste for rock fill.

The ore is composed cbietly of the combined o.xides of

iron, manganese and zinc and the silicate of zinc. The

waste rock is principally a highly crystalline limestone,

.so that the health of the workmen is not emlangered

by silicosis, as is the case at many Western metal mines.

Shrinkage methods of stoping are generally employed.

The deposit is cross-sectioned by .stope slices (having

widths of 17 ft. and lengths equal to the horizontal

distance across the orebody) leaving ore i)illars averaging

3.5 ft. thick between every two slices. As a rule the

mining of ore in stopes is carried upward to a height

of 50 ft., leaving enough broken ore in the stope for its

upper surface to be about (i ft. below the .solid back under

which the miners are working. The broken ore is then

drawn out, timbers are recovered, and waste rock is packed

into the empty chamber up to the level above. Set

timbers are next placed on the rock filling, and raining

continues on top of the.se for another lift, the stope slices

thus progressing u]iward from the bottom of the orebody.

At somefuture time the intermediate pillars of ore wdl

be recovered by a caving system of mining, working down-

ward from the upper portion of the orebody; some of

this work is now being practiced.

Enlisting the Aid of the Workings!an
.

Until the beginning of 1913 the active first-aid and

safety work devolved entirely upon the foremen and the

bosses, who were trained in bandaging and other such

operations as are necessarv until an injured man can be

sent to the hospital. Tt was naturally the duty of a boss

to supervise the work of each man in his gang, and we

felt that (uir shift bosses were more than ordinarilv

interested in the .safety of their men. Yet we appreciated

that failing in human nature which prompts a super-

visor to feel that the results of an accident due to

disobedience of explicit directions or to stupidity are

well deserved and should not excite sympathy so long as

no fatality or serious disability occurs.

ITence. to stimulate the shift bosses to such close

attention in their safety su])ervision as would be expected

of a kindergarten teacher toward her pujiil, in April.

1913, we offered a ]uize of $200 at the end of the year

to the mine shift boss or timber boss whose record was

most free from serious accidents; the gravity of the

several accidents was rated by the company's doctor in

accordance with his prognosis rated against the total

shifts of laboi' .-upcr\isiMl by that bos8. Tiie table of

prognosis values was formulated with due regard to the

I'clativc seriousness of fatalities, total (lisabijities and

major injuries as shown in the .\ew Jersey employers'

liability an<l compensation laws, and the probal)le lengtli

of disability was considered in setting values for minor

injurie.-. 'i'be accompanying taljje gives a list of injuries

anil till' weights apjjlying to them, among wtiiih is a

ileinerit op 50 point.s for the failure of a boss to report an

Mceidi-nt.

\Ai.iArn)x ui' iN.)rnii;s kou .safkty work

I )iiil£notiis

I.ifsy of life

Totiil (liHiibility

<ii) I.oH.'* of both pyi-M

(h) LoHS nf both nniiH
(n) I.osf* of both Ie(j«

(ci>- Broken back
(e) I-OM8 of one arm and one ler

Loss of arm or Irs
r.oHR of cyi" '

I'V:u-tur(' (if fcimir
('(iiiilXMinii fracture of arm orloK
I.o^^ of thumb or big toe
.Simple fracture of arm or Igk-
Loss of (ini;ers or toes
Injuries of joints.
Lacerated wounds
Contusions
.Vbrasions
.Scalp wounds
I)i>h)cations
Fnihire to report accident

l^^ngth of
Disability Demerits

200
20U

15"
125

) montha 100
) months 100

?>

2 months 60
50

I to 4 weeks 7 to Vt
I lo 3 weeks 7 to 30
I to 2 weeks 7 to 15
I to 10 days I to 10
I to 10 days I to 10

2 weeks 1

5

50

.Vlt bough we realized that chance was involved in the

winning of this ])rize. since many accidents have equal

]iotentialities but result sometimes in trivial and some-

times in serious injuries, nevertheless, in view of the fact

that the failure of a boss to win reward did not deprive

him of anything that he had j)reviousIy enjoyed, it seemed

that such a prize ought to .stimulate attention to safety

precautions. Tt was gratifying to note that this prize

went to a man who was conspicuous in his precautions

for safety and whose work lay in a comparative!)' hazard-

ous territory.

"Sheet" 1 shows graphically that during the last eight

months of 1913, when this prize system was operative.

accident ])revention showed an improvement over the first

four months of the year, when no such plan was in

operation. The number of accidents per 10,000 hours of

labor fell from 6 to 5.8, a reduction of 3.3%. The

number of disabilities (accidents entailing any loss of

time subsequent to the injury) per 10.000 hours of labor

fell from 2.24 to 2.17, a reduction of 3.1%. The hours

lost by accident disabilities per 10,000 hours worked in

the mines per month, were 18.35 for the first four

months, and 17.3 afterward, showing a decrease of 5.7%.

During the first four months only 3 gang-months, total-

ing 21.69 1 liours, were entirely free from disabilities;

while during the last eight months there were 12 gang-

months, totaling 77,592 hours, with perfect scores. The

record of the latter period was therefore abont four times

as good as that of the former.

Tt seemed |)rol)able that we coulil improve the system

by awarding a monthly prize instead of an annual one.

so as to reduce the element of chance. We first abandoned

the elaborate evaluation of accidents by prognosis of

iiijiii-ics. anil then arranged for a monthly bonus of $10

lo each underground timber nr shift boss, during 191-1,

who had less than 1.50 disabilities ])er 10,000 hours of

labor ill his gang each month; this rate was adopted

arbitrarily as being possible of attainment, while in-

dicating considerable improvement in safety work. The

advantage of this .scheme is that a boss can usually
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iiK-rt'iiso liis siiliiry liy di'Votiii!,' his spare tinic and ciii'i'^n'

to the oducatioii and training of his nion in .salVtv meas-

ures ; this encourages iiini to persist in iiis instruction of

the stupid and ignorant, as well as in Hie disciplining

ot the careless and disoliedient. Thai such has heen the

case is shown bv computing tlu' uuinher of bonuses that

wovild have been paiil in the two periods of l!)i;i and

until Dee. 31, 1914, if the monthly system had been

operative for that whole lime. Duiiug the first four

months of 1913, 11 lionuses would have been paid out of

a possible 3v!, a standing of '.UA'/i; and in the latter

eight months of the year, 27 bonuses would have been

paid from a possible fit, a standing of 43.2%. During

1914 we paid 6G bonuses out of a possible 110, showing

gang of the underground and surface mining oj)erations;

and of that gang having the best record eaeh month every

member was rewarded with a cigar, specially marked so

as to denot(> that il had been gi\(!n by the N. J. Zinc Co.

for excellence in safe work. -Vlthough about 90% of our

nunc labor was of such natioiuilities as Russians, I'oles,

Slavs, Lithuanians ajul Hungarians, it was encouraging

to note the pleasure and interest evinced by the men
who received these cigars and their pride and nndci-

sttmding in regard to the matter. That this token means
something to the men is sliown by the fact that during

1914 there were 41 underground gangs who won the cigar.s

by a clean record with no loss of time through accident,

although 292,383 hours were worked. In the open<-ut

COMPARISON OF MINE ACCIDENT RECORDS
S H E E T-2 NEW JERSEY ZINC F RANKLI

that our bosses were then succeeding (50% of the time

also, 41 times out of the 66 there were no disabilities.

The ratio of hours worked by gangs having the foregoing

disability ratings to the total hours of all underground

gangs rose in a like manner.

A teacher I'arcly acconi])lishes niiicli without Hie co-

operation <if his jiupil. and neither will a boss he able

to train his labor in safety methods without holding

their interest. Hence, in January, 1914, we began to

keep a monthly record of the number of hours lost

through accidents (rated per 1000 hours worked) in each

gangs 14 won cigars, of which 12 gangs had a clean

record with 62,560 hours of labor. As compared with

J913, the record of "'no lost time" gangs in 1914 was

over 125% better.

In the hope of perfecting our system so as to in-

terest the shift bosses in the continued safety of their

workmen, we made further changes at the beginning of

1915 in order to combat any lack of interest during the

remainder of a month when a boss has been so un-

fortunate as to have "lost time" accidents early in that

month. The revised scheme olfered a monthly prize of
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$5 t(i every uiKUirifrouiul bos* who liad not had a single

"lost time" accident in his gang during that month; in

addition, semiannual prizes of $30 may he gained by
bosses of six months' standing whose "lost time" accident

rate is less than 1.25 per lO.iiOO liours worked. To
encourage the bosses to concentrate their attention on tlie

sources of serious accidents, which cause considerable loss

of time, a further annual prize of $20 was offered to

each underground boss whose men average, fur the year,

less than 4 hours lost bv injuries per 1000 hours worked.

Since the numi)er of men in a gang may range from 20

to 80, it is evident that the opportunities for a niontidy

bonus, requiring a ]ierfect record, are best for those bosses

having small gangs; but it is hoped that the semiannual

and annual prize rates, as well as the larger amount'^

offered, will equalize the monthly advantages of a small

.
gang, for the greater number of hours worked in the

larger gangs permits some "lost time" accidents in every

month without destroying prize chances. It is interest-

ing to note that the boss who supervised the largest gang
(and that in a territory where the natural hazard was
comparatively great) was so unfortunate as to have "lost

time" accidents in every month during the first half-year

and yet participated in the midyear ])rize, while no bosses

achieved more than four monthly prizes and one of these

did not gain the semiannual ])rizc. The fact that more
monthly prizes were paid in the first half of 1915 than

would have been paid in any six months of 1914:, on the

same basis of "lost time" accidents seems to indicate an

improvement over the former scheme. For the year 1916.

92 monthly prizes were paid to the iindergroxind shift

bosses out of a maximum possibility of 176 (therefore 52%
of perfection without disabilities), 22 semi-annual prizes

out of 28 possibilities (or 79% perfect on a disability rate

imder 1.25 per 10,000 hr. of labor worked), and 2 an-

nual prizes of a possible 13 (or 15% with an accident lost

time record under ^17% of the hours of labor worked).

For the year 1915, 72 monthly prizes, 15 semiannual

prizes, and 1 annual prize were won. The greatest

amount won by any boss was 8 monthly prizes, 2 semi-

annual and 1 annual prize : this was the same boss who
won the lump-sum prize in 1913, although his territory

and duties were entirely different in the former year.

During 1915 there were 87 underground gang-months

(totaling 692,644 hours) with no lost time, out of a

possible 188 gang-months -and 1,566,631 hours worked.

This record of 46%j of gang-months and 45% of hours

worked free from disabilities is about 30% better than

the corresponding figures for 1914. In the opencuts, 33

out of 43, or 74%, of the gang-months were without

disabilities and they included 141,368 hours of the 203,-

518, or 69%, of tlie time worked. These figures were

about 50% better than the corresponding ones for 1914.

A big improvement was shown for 1915 over 1914,

and the latter over 1913 total, as well as tiie last eight

months and first four months respectively of 1913, as

follows:

PERCENTAGE OF TOT.VI. G.\XG-.MONTHS FKEE FROM
DIS.4BIUT1ES

1916
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wot'k and to take a tour o( iiispcctioii throufih some

portion of the mine, thus devoting an entire shift. Sug-

gestions are encouraged from the men, but probably the

most important results are found in their education and

the ]irompting of their interest in the protection of them-

selves and others; the bosses also are stimuhited to more

active supervision by the inspection and possible criticism

of their territories by a workmen's committee. Each

member is active for four weeks and then exchanges his

active badge for an exempt one, but receives his usual

pay for time devoted to active service. He is then priv-

ileged to attend the scene of an accident, when his

absence from regidar work will not cause injury to com-

tinic is i'('(|iiii\'d in training or rehearsing each of the

first-aid and rescue teams respectively, one-half day

each nunilh. Also it was found that not many suggestions

were forthcoming from the safety committee, so the plan

for the coming year is to arrange for a safety committee

to make two lours of inspection in successive weeks with

the object of being particularly instructed in the rules

and I'egulations as illustrated by the practical means taken

to guard against hazards in the workings, at the same time

having pointed out to (licin any improper practices ex-

isting.

The heads of departments are expected to make quar-

terly tours of inspection throughout the entire plant.

COMPARISON OF MINE ACCIDENT RECORDS
NEW JERSEY ZINC CO., FRANKLIN. N.«i.

GRAND TOTAL MINING

pany property or working operations. When any serious

accident takes place, the safety committee visits the scene

to discuss causes and remedies, and the committeemen

are asked to spread the news as to how the accident took

place, so that they may profit by the example. The

exempt members of the workmen's safety committee are

requested to take an active interest in safety work and

. to contribute suggestions to the safety suggestion box

;

also to caution any workman endangering his own safety

or that of anyone else.

Although the scheme has served admirably it has now

seemed wise to change it in view of the fact that so much

accompanied, if possible, by a safety inspector from some

other plant, and then hold a meeting to discuss any im-

provements and receive suggestions of practices elsewhere

as noted by the dei)artment heads or visiting safety

inspector.

We have supplemented this safety campaign by stere-

opticon and motion-picture lectures showing safe and

dangerous practices; and since we did not find a suffi-

cient supply of such material pertinent to metal mining

to insure tlie proper development of a series of lectures,

we composed a scenario depicting improper and dangerous

practices and the fatal or serious consequences that were
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likely to follow siuth traiisTessions ; it nl.'^o .-ilioucd the
safe and proper methods of workiiit^ as well as the way
serious eniergoneies should be met. 'J'he 90 motion-
pietiire .'iceiies were mainly staged iiiulergioimd in various
operating plaees iu the mine and retpiired about 7000
ft. of film.

It is notieeable that our safety organization does not
require the formation of a sjiecial depaiinient, but plaees
the responsibility upon the heads of the ordinary de-
partments, with the e.xpeetatiou that they will exhibit
the same zeal for safety that they do lor jiroduetion.

In this way are avoided many oecasions for friction

between oi)orating and safety control. The work of the
company is also accomplished iiioic eHieiently because
there is no division of authority in any department and
because the liead of o]ierations is best qualified to select

the proper time for taking .safety measures, without
undue increa.se of floating gangs and without waste of

time. The success of this .scheme really depends upon
the earnestness of "the man higher up." In order to

develop safety work intelligently it is highly important
that each department head have sufficient clerical aid

to attend to the routine of bulletins, the abstracting of

.safety literature, and most especially the recording of all

accidents, with classification of their causes, their dis-

tribution among the various gangs, and the amount of

time lost.

System of RKcoumNc; Accidents

Our system of recording accidents is as follows : Blanks
are furnished to the shift bosses on which to record the
following information concerning injuries sustained by
any workmen in their gangs, whether ^^hile engaged in

company work or otf shift, stating the latter case partic-

ularly, so that the company will have information to

disprove fraudulent claims for injuries in their employ-
ment: Xame, payroll number, address, age, occupation,

place where accident occurred, date and hour of accident,

where taken after accident, supervisor of the work, wit-

nesses, description of the injury, manner in which the

accident happened, classification according to the Bureau
of Mines system, and suggestions as to how it might have
been avoided. These reports are kept by the mine fore-

man, who investigates the matter and makes a copy of

the report. This is forwarded to the time office, where
information is entered as to weekly wages, weekly rate

of half-time, nationality, length of time man had been

employed at the work in which he was injiired, how long

he had been in the service of the company and whether

married or single. The report then goes to the main
office of the plant, where the information is typewritten

in triplicate on large re])ort sheets, to which is added

information as to the probable lengih of disability (shown

by the surgeon's prognosis), the actual time of disability

shown on the payroll, the dates that claims and settle-

ments are made and their amounts, the dates and amounts

of "surgeon's charges," "hospital charges" and "com-

pensation," and finally the "total burial expense" and

"total expenditures." One of these reports is kei>t on
file in the main plant office, one copy is sent to the time
office, and one copy to the main offices of the comjiany.
The State of Xew Jersey requires the immediate rei)ort-

ing of accidents, in prescribed form, to the Department
of Labor at Trenton, after a man has been absent from

work two weeks or more, due U) \\ui injury sustained.
All fatal ac(,idcntH are reported to the Department of
Labor in the same manner.
The shift bosses are also supplied with forms for ad-

mitting men to the hospital ; these they fill out with the
date, name, payroll number and occupation of any man
injure<l in comjiany work, no matter how slight the
injury. In ca.se of serious injuries first aid is given,

stretchers being employed if necessary, and the injured
men are sent immediately to the hospital in tiie com-
pany's automobile ambulance. If injuries are so slight as

not to incapacitate the men, bandaging is perfomied by the

shift boss (who carries sterile rolled bandages and gauze
pads in a container on his person) and the men receive

their hospital slips at tlie end of the .shift. Since the

hospital has di.spensary hours at night as well as by day,

it is possible for men to report there for the inspection

and dressing of wounds without interfering with their

work. The shift bosses permit no men to return to work
until they bring hospital discharge slips from the com-
pany surgeon, bearing the dat* when they are considen-d

fit to work. Thus responsibility for the cleanliness of

wound.s, however slight, is placed directly u])on the

surgeon; he is able to control the injured men because

they cannot get work until he has had an opportunity

for a final examination of their injuries and has formally

discharged them. Supervision by the shift boss is also

aided, as they can note whether men have stayed away

from work longer than their injuries warranted and can

fairly exercise such discipline as seems necessary. This

system of reporting accidents seems quite efficient. The

shift bosses do not rely solely upon the voluntary reports

of their men, but question and report any man who
exhibits an injury; if a man fails to report his injury,

it usually becomes known ultimately and results in a

severe disciplining by temporary laying-off from work or

by dismissal.

In classifying accidents as to their causes we have

adopted the headings employed by the United States

Bureau of Mines, with the addition of a group of

"Tri\aally Injured," including all such accidents as did

not prevent the men from returning to work the next

day. In 1915 a further subdivision was made by listing

"Permanent Disabilities" and separating "Slight In-

juries" into those causing a loss from 1 to 14 days and

from 15 to 20 days.

It should be noted that three systems of safety work

have been tried since 1913 and the results have been very

gratifying. The following percentages exhibit the de-

crease in accident rates, as based on 1000 employees for

300 days of- 10 hours, from Dec. 31, 1912, to Dec. 31.

1914:

Fatal Serious Slight

Underfefoiiutl mining.
Siirface mining
Tot^I mining

77 4
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diiccd only a slight injury if it had only grazed his

foot or niiglit not enter into the records at ail if it

missed him. It would therefore seem advisaljle to devote

greatest attention to the serioii.«. slight and trivial ac-

cidents, wliicli ornii' in greater minihers and licst illus-

trate the hazards involved. An analysis of these and a

comparison of their rates, as hased n]W)n nnits of hourly

lalioi- exposed to the hazards, will more truly show tlie

henefits of safety work; and such figures show that the

safety-work methods eni]jloyed during the year 191.5 het-

tei'ed the already excellent results of 191 I, as shown

graphically on sheets ISTos. I and 2.

In explanation ol' tli(> dilTerent types of gi-aphic lines

on sheet lYo. 3 it may he stated that the heavy lines

indicate the rated hours lost in any month owing to

accidents in that nioiitli, thin lines show the i'ate<l hoiu's

lost in a certain ni<intli because of an injury sustained

in some ])revious month in that year, and dotted lines

iiulicate a rated arliitrary value of hours lost because of

a fatality or total ])ermanent disability. Because there

are about ;ion working days in a year and it is only a

matter of luck whether the accident occurred the first or

tlie la.st day of the year, an arbitrary average of 15"

days lost is applied in one month to any accidents of

this type and these days are rated accordingly.

The managements of many coal mines and of some

metal mines like to rate their accidents against tonnage.

This appears to be of but little value, since the production

of a large or a snuill tonnage per man depends npon sncli

physical features as the size, position, configuration and

constitution of the deposit. These do iiot, as a rnle,

affect the total hazard, which depends most largely npon

the length of time spent in jeopardy.

FoREJiAx's Chart fok Showing Accidents

In order that the mine foremen and assistants may
be conversant with the causes of accidents which need

the most attention, they keep a chart showing a list of

the fatal, .serious, slight and trivial accidents against

the record of each boss. Classification of accidents hy

causes shows "'falls of rock or ore" to be the most serious,

"haulage or tramming" next in importance, and "falls

of persons down chutes, raises and stopes" third. "Hand-

ling of timber and hand tools" has sometimes been a

source of serious accident, but more commonly causes

only slight injuries, where it is rivaled by "ruus of ore

from chutes and pockets" and by "drilling operations."

We are gratified tlmt our fatality rate in 1916 fefl to

1.36, a point below the average of either coal- or metal-

mining industries, the rates for which were cjuoted as

•1.11 and 3.89 respectively for 1915.

Our charting of the causes of injuries luis been based

upon the classificatiou used by the United States Bureau

of ]\Iine.s, to which some few items were added. But

realizing the difficulty of properly classifying many acci-

dents, because of the meagerness and ambiguity of the

headings, we prepared a more detailed classification which

we submitted to A. H. Fay, the accident statistician of

the Bureau of Mines. We further suggested that if

forms suitable for the entering of accident statistics were

issued by the bureau to the different operators at the

beginning of the year and were tabulated so as to be

of use as a daily journal, a summary of which would he

the report desired by the Bureau of Mines at the end

of the year, it would be far easier for the different com-

])anics lo make intelligent reports, and the statistics would

be much more accurate and valuable than those collected

in the past. 'JMiis suggestion was adopted, and a form
( Xo. 6-4791) was issued to assist the mining industries

in re])orting for the year 1916; it is arranged so as to

apply lo both coal and metal mining on a standard basis

of hours of payroll labor. A corresponding sheet was

also issued to cover milling and smelting operations.

These sheets do not provide for trivia] accidents (from

which jio loss of lime has resulted). It woidd seem desir-

able to do .so, as such accidents also indicate the hazards,

for the same causes might have produced slight, .serious or

Fatal injuries. An important entry on this sheet is the

one relating to the "principal mining methfids used."

]\Icdiial examination of ap|)licants for employment has

been practiced siiice February, 191."). but as yet there has

been no .systematic canvass of old employees. Of the

a]:)proximalely l.-jnii api>licants. none has refused medical

examiiuition. Men suffering from hernia are not per-

mitted to go to witrk, where they may receive further

injury, until they have been operated ujjon or wear

a truss lo remedy the trouble. Many other serious

l)hysical ailments such as trachoma (or other infectious

<n- contagious diseases), varicose veins, deafness, partial

blindness, serious lung or heart conditions, have been

detected and the applicant refu.sed if he could not be

])laced without hazard to the company or himself; or else

he iecei\es medical attention and employment for occupa-

tions for which he is fitted.

It is only fair to our record of fatalities and serious

injuries to call attention to the fact that the Franklin

mine is in an orebody that jjossesses the unusual condi-

tion of being iu a state of internal stress. Ground that

appears and sounds solid to all tests will suddenly crack

with an explosion and will fall in masses from a fractioji

of a pound to many tons in weight; therefore, accidents

from "falls of ore and rock" are extremely hard to con-

trol. Furthermore, during 1915 and 1916 labor and pro-

duction w^ere abnormal because of the European War, and

lesulted in the employment of large numbers of unskilled

and deficient foreign workmen, with greatly increased pro-

duction and lessened efficiency. The increased con-

sumj>tion of alcoholics and the greater disorder in the

community during this period both would exert strong

tendencies toward increased accident rates. The operation

of portions of the mine on two and three shifts per day,

where it had formerly been worked on a single day shift,

required the employment of bosses who did not have so

much experience as the staff of bosses prior to that period.

It is therefore all the more remarkable that real progress

has been made in accident prevention.

British Tin Output in 1915
The total output of dressed tin ore according to press

accounts, in the United Kingdom in 1915 amounted to

8144 tons 11 ewt. (8085 tons 8 cwt. in 1914) ; the total

amount of tin obtainable by smelting was 4967 tons 17 cwt.

(5056 tons 5 cwt. in 1914). The returns supplied by the

owners of mines and quarries show that the average

]5ercentage of metallic tin obtaiitable was 66 in the case of

ordinary ores. In the case of the product of "stream

works,"" the average obtainable was 35.1%. There was

imported into the United Kingdom in 1915 44,748

tons of tin ore and 38,896 tons of block, ingot and bar tin.
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UNDERGROUND VIEW IN ONE OF ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO.'S MINES AT BONNE TERRE, MO.

In this high stope, work is proceediriK at three levels; at the bottom a compressed-air locomotive is about to pull a
train of ore from the loading pocket. The stope is an unusually hiffh one. even for southeastern Missouri- from the
main haulage level to the track on which the mule can be seen is 100 ft.; the total height of the stope is 117 ft.
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UNDERGROUND KLECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE AND ORE TRAIN IN ONE OF THE ANACONDA COPPER MINES

UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC PUMP IN THE LEONARD MINE OP THE ANACONDA COMPANY AT BUTTE. MONT.
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CAI.UMBT & HECLA WORKINGS IN THE CONCI.OMBRATE LODE, UPPER PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN

niiiK of :i slope in a Vfiin about 20 ft. wide
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The United States About To Enter

The War
President Wilson in an address, embodying the loftiest

ideas and phrased in wonderful language, told Congress,

Apr. 2, that the United States is in a state of war with

Germany, owing to German aggression ; that there should

be a declaration of this and that the United States should

cooperate with the Allies to the fullest extent to bring

the world war to an end. Up to the time of our going

to press Congress had not declared war. l)nt it is expected

promptly to do so.

The United States is going to war for the sake of its

rights, of its honor, and of the principles of democracy

and humanity. The violation of these by Germany became

so outrageous that the sentiment of America crystalliz.ed

regretfully but promptly in favor of war, no matter how

terrible, no matter what the consequences, no matter what

the cost. The condition was reached where the price of

peace was war. We enter it as an undivided nation, loyal

to our principles and our country. The time of discus-

sion has passed. The time of action has come.

Industrial Concerns Aiding the Nation

Following the generous offer of Mr. Ford in placing his

plant at the disposal of the Government to make things

at cost, and the contract of the copper producers to sup-

]ily copper at a greatly reduced ]irice, it is reported from

Washington that more than 5000 industrial concerns in

the United States have offered their services to the Gov-

ernment in time of war. Almost every commodity which

would lie required for maintenance of the army and the

navy, these departments announce, can now be obtained in

virtually unlimited quantities at near cost, or at only a

fair profit to the seller.

The War and Navy depai'tments highly commend the

almost miiversal response of American firms to the threat

of war, and the "self-sacrificing attitude" of the industries

of the nation. Some of the concerns have offered to pro-

duce at actual cost; others have offered to place their

plants at the disposal of the Government for whatever use

may be required of them, and still others have named
moderate jirofit arrangements whereby they may serve the

Government and still keep corporate interests intact. For

iron, steel, zinc and lead arrangements similar to those

made with the copper producers are now being negotiated.

Only here and there is there a discordant note with

respect to this policy of self-sacrifice. But whatever be

the academic questions that are involved, it is perfectly

obvious that the money for carrying on war must be

I'aised largely by taxation and the more that can be saved

to the nation the less will l)e the taxation. The important

thing to show the country, ]iowe\'er, is that America is

entering the war out of principles of honor and hu-

manity, notito make money for anybody. Therefore the

policy of self-sacrifice having been agreed \i|)(in by gen-

eral consent, it will appear selfish if any producer fails

to partici])ate in what is intended to be a Joint action of

his industry.

It is opportune tliat the demand of the American Gov-

ernment for supplies comes at the time when tlie great

bulk of the contracts of the Allied Governments with

American nuikers of nnmifions are about to exjiire. This

leaves the way clear J'ni' (illing our own requirements and
also for paying more attention to the sadly neglected needs

for peaceful purposes. This does not mean that there 't -

any slackening in the demand for raw materials, but

simply that Great Britain, France. Russia and Italy aie

now able to do their own manufacturing.

David H. Browne
The entire brotlierhood of metallurgists will be shocked

and grieved to learn of the untimely death of David H.
Browne. Among their ranks there was none who was
more beloved. He was in truth one of the anointed. The
major part of his professional career was passed at Sud-

bury, in the wilds of Ontario. Although ever}'body had
heard of him and the remarkable work he was doing

there, it was not until two or three years ago, when he

was promoted to the head office of his company and came
to New Yoik, that we Ijegan really to get acquainted with

the man. We felt sorry then that we had not had his

company for many years previously, but we rejoiced in

the ])rospect of it in the future, for he was still a young
man—only 52 when he died. The entire profession

grieves and pays triljute to his memory.
David H. Browne was a great man—a great metallurg-

ist and a great citizen. As a metallurgist he is unreserv-

edly credited with one of the major improvements of all

time in the mctallurg}' of copper. In publishing his

portrait a few months ago in a group of eight dis-

tinguished metallurgists, we described him thus : "If not

the father of coal-du.st firing, he was distinctly the doctor

who made the idea live and grow into a major improve-

ment in the art of metallurgy especially copper smelting."

The coal-dust firing of reverberatory smelting furnaces

is something that in metallurgic and commercial import-

ance ranks in the metallurgy of copper with the introduc-

tion of electrolytic refining and of basic converting. It

was one of those fundamental innovations that reduced the

cost of smelting not by a little nibble, like the minor im-

provements, but by a great chunk. Altliough Browne was
not the man in whose brain this conception originated,

he was distinctly the man who first did the thing success-

fully and made it a part of the art of smelting where

other good men had failed. Browne's achievement in this

was acclaimed by the entire profession of metalhirgists

without dissent. And it was characteristic of the man
that, having done this great thing, he freely and gener-

ously communicated his knowledge to others so that they

might do it too.

When a man is really great, liis powers cannot be con-

fined to any narrow clianncl. He may begin by being an
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eiij;iiu'(>r or ii nictiiihirgisl. or what else may be his pro-

fession, but the very qualities that cause him to bocomc

distiTiyuished in his profession make it inevitable that he

should overilow into the broader affairs of life and become

great as a litizen. Thus Hoover, and Rieketts, and i\Ia(h-

ewson, and men like Ihem. Brown was of their class,

but it was only a few years ago, when he came to New-

York, that he Ijegan to have his opportunity. If anybody

wants to study the man and see what we have lost, let

him read two of his notable addresses, botii before the Min-

ing and Metallurgical Society of America, one on the

occasion of the prese'ntation of the gold medal to Robert

H. Richards, the other last January on the subject of

Hoover and the Bclaian Relief.

Bread for the Belgian Children
In the death of David H. Browne, Belgian Kiddies,

Ltd., has lost its trustee and the Belgian children have

lost a loyal, hard-working friend.

Mining men, you who hammer the drill, push the car,

handle the compass, the crucible or the jien, it is up to

you to carry on David H. Browne's work. Remember
that each child is asking for only 3c. a day ; it is very little

to you, but so very much to him. He is not asking that

you and yours be stinted : indeed, he is not asking for

anything, but he is pathetically grateful for the few

morsels that you can well spare.

Fellow engineers, can we not do a little more to make
good; to deserve the praises that those poor creatures are

daily bestowing upon vis? This is men's works, but we
are now allowing our women folk to take it on their

shoulders. Our wives are hearing the call that we men
have heard but faintly. The Relief Committee of the

Women's Auxiliary of the A. I. il. E. is now asking the

cooperation of all women whose husbands are interested

in mining, and from the progress already reported we
predict a result that will both surprise and shame some

of us.

To you good women who read our columns, and we
know that you are many, to you we extend our encourage-

ment, aiul we feel confident that your united efforts will

bring results equaling if not surpassing those attained by

your husbands, too busy to think of this but as a petty

charity.

As an example of what the women are doing we cite

only one instance. The wife of a member of the A. I.

M. E., who felt that one share of Belgian Kiddies, Ltd.,

was all that he could buy, attended the meetings of the

Institute in February, met Hoover and Honnold and the

others, heard their stories and read the appeals sent to

her husband. "I must do my bit," she said, and, like our
friend Hoover, started to work, leaving the formalities to

be carried out later. She started with a card party with

a prize for every player, the privilege of contributing to

the charity of which she told them. For working material

she needed no more than the address of David H. Browne,
delivered before the Mining and ]\Ietallurgical Society of

America, and printed in our issue of Mar. 34, 1917. Her
friends who heard the story invited their friends to small

functions, the village churches and the school children did

their bit. The result of the efforts of this one little

woman and her 50c. campaign was a square meal for

20,000 children and still more meals to come.

Fellow mining men we will have to look to our laurels;

we ha'.e spent too much time looking for high-grade

poikcls as the only source of gold. Our wives may prove

to be the better miners ; they ai'e proving that large, low-

grade deposits, carefully worked, are remunerative.

Mrs. Axel 0. Ihlseng, secretary of the Women's Auxil-

iary of the A. I. M. E., 2'.) West .•]!)tli St., New York, will

gladly furnish information respecting the relief work of

the Auxiliary.

The Commision for Relief in Belgium has received a

cable announcing the arrival of Hoover in Europe and

he reports that the reorganization of the Commission's

membership in Belgium is being effected rapidly and

without hitch, and that there will be no interference with

the food supply.

S3

Our Special Mining Number
We call this issue a special mining number. Note the

qualifying adjective "special." Every issue of the Engi-

neering and Mining Journal is a mining number as well

as a metallurgical. But now and then we draw the line

between the miners and the metallurgists and publish a

number devoted exclusively to their special interests.

Thus six months ago we issued a special number for the

smelters and three months before that one for the mill-

men.

This sjiecial mining number comprises a noteworthy

collection of contributions upon subjects of major interest

to the mining engineer, mine manager and mine super-

intendent. The entire list of contributors will be recog-

nized as consisting of men who know what they are talk-

ing about. Underground methods, including drilling,

stoping, transportation, pumping and hoisting are all

treated in an autlioritative way, and the reader may feel

sure that he is presented with an exposition of the latest

practice. This issue of the Journal is one to be preserved

in a separate tile.

Mineral and Metal Statistics

It has been brought to our attention that the work of

the Division of Mineral Statistics of the United States

Geological Survey in reporting the present status of min-

eral production and of the mineral industry is being

hindered by the failure of some producers to make re-

turns. We ourselves are experiencing the same trouble

in certain of our own statistical investigations, more lim-

ited and more sjiecial in nature than those of the Survey.

The experience and condition is like this : There are -±0

]iroducers of zinc, let us say. The majority of them return

the blanks properly filled in a few days after they are

issued. The remainder dribble in after prolonged delay

and after two or three or four stirring-up letters. Finally

there may be only one or two reports missing. The sum-

ming up and reporting of results has to wait until they,

can be secured by importunity and at considerable ex-

pense for telegraph tolls and even for personal interviews.

Such delinquency is unfair to everybody—to the self-sac-

rificing statistician who is simply trying to render a serv-

ice, to the majority of fellow-producers who have promptly

made their returns, and to the whole industry which needs

the report. We shall not venture to indicate all the reasons

for it. In some cases it is attributal)le to the inattention

of clerks and subordinates who do not appreciate the im-

portance of the matter, probably regarding it as being

merely one other example of a pestering nuLsance. Our
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own annual roport on zinc pioductiun, etc., has always
been liiirlily valued in the industry. In former times—

a

lontr while ago—we u.sed to he bothered by tlie chronic

tardiness of one important concern. One year we received

a letter from its president, sayinj;:

'"When in tliander are vou gtiint;- 1(f |)ulili>h tliosc

spelter statistics of j-ours?"

It happening: tiiat his company.-. ua> ihr <iiil\- missijiL;-

report, we replied

:

"Just as .soon as you coniniuniciite your fiaures."'

They came by return mail, and that toni|iaiiv has ever

since been among the iironiptest.

At the pre.-icnt time the Geological .Survey is being
called upon continually hy the Army and Navy Depart-
ments to furnish accurate information as to the mineral re-

sources of the L'nited States. Jt is especially desirable to

have exact information in regard to the supjilies of miner-
als that are in unusual demand. It is very important to

secure ]ironipt information in regard to certain materials
that are known not to be jilentiful as domestic supplies. It

is believed, moreover, that the ])ossession of full infornui-
tion will be of importance in the readjustment of the
mineral indu.-itry after the war.

W'c thiidv we do not overstate the case when we sav that
it is the view in Washing-ton that comjjliance with requests
for statistical information mav he construed as a patriotic

duty.

Sappers and Miners
^Ye urge niiinng men not to be too quick iu volunteer-

ing for the army. Wait until there is a special call for

recruits for mining and tunnelling companies. The same
advice may be extended to all men engaged iu engineer-
ing pursuits, but we address the miners particularly. We
should profit from the experience iu Great Britain. When
it was found there that sappers and miners were needed it

was found also that many of the experienced men were
already at the front with the infantry and cavalry and it

was hard to get them out. To our own people, therefore,
we reiterate the advice to wait until sappers and miners
are called for.

Tip to last Tuesday evening the subscriptions to Belgian
Kiddies amounted to .$83,000. Mining engineers have
yet a lot to do to complete the fund iu honor of Hoover.

BY THE WAY
ailllllllllllllltimillllllMIIIIIIIIMMIIIMIMIIMIII, lllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllinillllllllllllllllR

The price of copper to the investor in coppei- securities

is an enigma, remarks the New York Commercial some
weeks ago. lie sees the Wall Street newspapers report-

ing copper as selling at 3.5c. and 3Gc., and ou Saturday
at 37c., all successively new record highs since 1873. He
begins to figure profits on the basis of at least 3oc. cop-

per. He is fortified in his figures by so-called market
letters of more of less irresponsible Curb brokerage houses

who, assuming that they e\er get to Hea\en, would ex-

aggerate the delights of Kingdom Come. The habit of

exaggeration gets to be part of the grain of Wall Street

life. It so happens that the bulk of the copper metal now
being sold is fetching between 33@33c. per pound cash

f.o.b. New York. On Thursday the Shannon Copper Co.

reported .sales of -100,000 Ih. March-to-Junc delivery at

33ic. terms and destination not stated. All the ccjppei-

now being tlelivered and which will be delivered to July

1, at least, will average under 30c. per pound. A very

large ])art of the outp\it was contracted for at lower ))rices

in 191G. One must not a.ssume that reported sah-s at 3.'j

@37c. are false. Such sales liave doubtless l)een madt^

but evidently in small lots, so that they must not l)e taken

as any critr>rion on the average price of cop|)er. These
.sales, as also the .so-called "quotations" (the asked price

of the producere), are considerably above the average

price received "net ca.sh f.o.b. New York." The prices

received by the cop]ier com])anies usually correspond very

clo.sely with the averages reported by the Eiif/ine^riiiy and
Miiilttf/ .Journal and are on the basis of net cash. New
York delivery. The figures thus rejiorted are based on

actual sales of the metal, and not merely on quotations

or asked prices, and still less on sporadic or exceptional

sales.

X
A comprehensive survey of the Jerome copper district,

in Arizona, is shown in "The Secret S|)ring," a motion

liicture recently made l)y the Yorke-Metro Co., at Jerome.

The scenes made are the first to be taken of this district,

and also are the first to show the copper-smelting process.

The .scenes around the mines and at the Clarkdale smeltery

were taken by ])ermission of the officials of the United

Verde mines. The scenes around the mining district

which are to be included in the picture consLst of pano-

ramic views in the vicinity of the mines and in the

smeltery. The picture .should give to those interested in

this district a good survey of the various Jerome prop-

erties.

There are many dangers in sampling old mines besides

that of getting an inaccurate sample, and the necessity

of the mining engineer practicing "safetv' first"' is empha-
sized by the experience of Albert 6. Wolf, of Denver, while

engaged in sampling the Hoosier mine in the Cripple

Creek district. With one a.ssistant, .Samuel ^IcAllister. he

had proceeded into the mine and descended the ladder

just above the sixth level. ilcAllister reached the level

safely and ste])ped to one side of the ladderway. Wolf
reached a point about 10 ft. above the level, when the

section of ladder on which he stood pulled loose and fell.

He crashed through the platform at the sixth level,

dropped 25 ft., crashed through the next bulkhead in the

manway and fell another 25 ft. to the next bulkhead,

which did not give way. The bulklieads were old and
dry. ^IcAllister could not descend because the timbering
was unsafe and the ladders were all swept out during the

fall, which was a total distance of about 60 ft. After

a brief conversation with Wolf, who was unconscious for

only a brief interval, McAllister went for help having to

climb up 600 ft. to get out of the mine, the hoist being

out of commission. About two hours after the fall, a
doctor was lowered on a rope, gave Wolf fir.«t aid and made
him as comfortable as possible pending the arrival of a

rescue party from the Portland mine imder the leadership

of Fred Jones. Both Frank Willis and Fred Jones
rendered efficient help in gettiug the injured man out of

the shaft, which operation was performed under most in-

convenient and trying circum.stances. He was raised to

the sixth level by a rope about his body, and from
there to the surface on a stretcher, one level at a
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tiliio tlu" slrclclicr liciili;' stc;uli<Ml in llu' .^liiil'l wllili'

Ihc iiu'ii :iIhi\(' |uiII('i1 by luind. The i)aticnit was

laiuk'd ill till' li(is|iital at Victor just cinht lidiirs after

tlic accident. An cxaiiiiiiation siiowi'd a riini|iiMiiiil I'l-ai-

tiirc of tlio left tibia, a siiH|il(' fracliiro of llie left libiila

and a siniple i'racture of tiic ri,i;iit chn iilr. Wolf will be

confined to the hospital for about four weeks loiifi'er,

thou-ili lie is i'eco\('iin<;' at niaxinium speed.

A corres|)oiuleii1 winle us i-erenllv:

I shall apprecLMtf it if yon will advi.se me about what
percentage of the copper produced in the world since the

beginning- of the war has been used directly or indirectly in

the manufacture of muiiitions of war. I have heard some-
where that the percentage is 90, and that only 10% is being
used for industrial i)urposes. This refers to the total copper
produced in the world, not in the I'nited States alone.

We answered as follow.s:

Replying to >our letter of Feb, 26. we have no statistics

which would enable anybody to determine what percentage
of copper produced in the world has been used in the manu-
facture of war munitions. Also, "we do not know whore such
information can Ih- ol>talned.

()nr corres])<)iident came back with :

I am in receipt of your favor of Mar. G, in which you state

that you liave no statistics which would enable you to esti-

mate what percentage of the copper i>roduced in the world
has been used for the manufacture of munitions of war since

the war begun. It seems strange to me that the "Journal'*

should not be able to give an estimate of the percentage of

the copper produced in the world since the war began that
has been used in the manufacture of munitions, which of
course includes all sorts of warsliips. It does not speak well
for your paper if >-ou cannot give a rough estimate of what
tliis proportion is. I have Avritten some other papers for this

information.

We, Olireelves, woidd like to ha\(' the iuroi-ination that

our corre-spondeut wants, and if he can ucl it from ""sonie

other papers,'" we .shall be truly jilcascd. We do not know
how the statistics are to be had e.xcept I'l'oni the muidt ions

departments of the ministries of Enro])e. We have been

unable to get «//// statistics from them—even on what look

to us like perfectly innocent siib.iects.

K
Some months a,i;o it was sviajiested that any heo'ira on

the part of mining companies from the warring- countries

to avoid taxation would )irohably he met by measures for-

hidding such a change or altering its advantages. This

has come about in Great Britain. Aramayo Francke
Mines, Ltd., which had decided to remove its lieadquarters

from London to Geneva, .Switzerland, has altered its jilans

It will remain a Britksh comjiany. but the business in

Bolivia will be entirely under the ccnitrol of a local board,

to the exclusion of the directors in ].,ondon. This will not

be a marked change in the actual transaction of the com-
pany's business in Bolivia, which has long been in the

hands of Malcolm Roberts and stall'. The former chair-

man of the coin])any, F. Avelino Aramayo, under the new
regime will act as chairman of the local board, his col-

leagues being ]\Ialcolm Roberts, Carlos Victor Aramayo
and Carlos Navarro. The directors in England will re-

tain no power of interfering with 1hc business in Bolivia

"either by way of supervision, direct ion or ])artici]iation."'

that retention (d' interference rendering the business liable

to be charged with being carried on ]iartly in England,

in which case the whole of the lirolits made in Bolivia

would be liable to taxation, and not simjily that ])art re-

mitted to Enghmd for British siuii'cholders. In the pro-

ceedings brought by the Briti.sh Board of Trade against

liermiltiug tJie change of the company's headquarters to

Switzerhnul, it was aroiie<l that such a change at this time

might permit the products of the company to fall into IIh'

hands of enemies of the enipiie. The reason for the

oiiginal |ilan was to escape the double taxation of share-

holders residing outside of England, who under the old

regime bad to ))ay taxes in (Jreat Britain and were also

liable to taxation in the plac(> of their abode. The Boliv-

ian boai'd will in the future r<'mit to England only such
sums as shall be nece.ssary to ]>ay dividends to stockholders
in the IFnited Kingdom and the expenses incurred by the
London board

March Mining Dividends
Dividends |iaid in March, l!Ji;, by ib United States

mining and metallurgical companies making public re-

ports amount to .$;)(>, IS I, "i-^H, as com]iaivd with $27,109,-

SO;! ])ai(l by 14 com])anies in .Maich, IDKi. Holding
companies juiid $!)4;i,4:!;), as com])ared with $197,485 in

I91(). Canadian, Mexican ami South American mining
companies paid .$2,ll(i.SS: in .March, 1917, and .$1.9->->,-

C42 in March, 191(i.

Total dividends in the hrsl three months of the year

jiaid by United States mining and metallurgic'al com-

Unitcd States Mining and Metallvirgical
Companies .Situation

Am. Sm. and Rcf., rom V. .s,-Mtr.\.

Am. .Sm. and Ref., pfd .

.

l'. S.-Mox.
Arponaut Conp., g f'alif.

Bunker Hill & Sullivan, 1 > Ida.
Butte & Superior, z , Mont.
Caledonia, t.s Ida.
Calumet .^ .\riz., c Ariz.
Calumet & Hecla, f ,M.i-li.

Centennial, < .Mich,

Chanipion, c Mich.
Chino, c M. M.
Cons. Interstate-Callalian, 1 s / Ida.
Copper Range, e. . - Mich.
Cresson, g.s Colo.
Electric Point, 1 Wash.
Empire Cop Ida-
Federal Min. & Sm., pfd L'. S.

Gemini, s.l l.'tah

Golden Cycle, .j Coto.
Hamburg, g s 1 , Nev.
Hecla, l.s Ida.
Homestake, g S. D.
Internat. Niekd r. S -Can.
Kennecott. c

Magma, c .\riz.

Mammoth, g.s.c. . . Utali
Mogollon Alines, g.s . , N. M.
Nevada Con., c . . Nev.
New Idria, q ... Calif.

New Jersey 7aiu V. S.

North Star, g Calif.

Oaks Co., pfd , gs X. M.
Old Dominion, e. . .\i-iz

Oroville Dredging Calif.

Phelps, Dodge & Co . U. S.-Mcx.
Quincy, c , , Mich.
Ray Con , c . , .\riz.

St. Joseph Lead - Mo.
Silver King Con., s.I ... Utah
United Cop. Min . . Wash.
United Verde, c , . .\riz.

Utah Con., c , . Utah
Utah Copper ... Utali
Yak., s.I . . Colo.
Yellow Pine, z.l ... Nev.
Yukon Gold, g .\las.

Canadian, Mexican and So..\merican
Companies Sitviation

Can. Min. Coi-pn., s Out.
Cerro de Pasco, c

.

Peru
Dome Mines, s . . Ont.
Hedley, g .. B.C.
Kerr Lake, s ... Ont.
Le Roi No. 2, «,».,

, . B. C.
Lucky Tiger-Comliination, g Mex.
Mexico Alines of El Oro Mex.
Right of Way, s Ont.

Holding Companies Situation

Exploration Co Mex.
General Dev U.S.
St. Mary's Min. Land, c Mich.
Yukon-.\Iaska Trust

panics, amount to $62,756,962; by liohling companies,

$2,283,43.3: by Canadian, ]\Iexican. South and Central

American com)5aiiies, $6, '.343,086.

The first quartei' of 1917 showed a considerable increase

over the corresponding jieriod last year.

Per Sliare Total

$1 50 $814,485
1,75 875.001)

10 20,000
.50 163,500

2.50 725,492
.03 78,150

3 00 1,927,385
25.00 2,500,000
1,00 90,000
5 40 640,000
2 50 2,174,950
1 00 464,990
2 50 987,500

10 122,000
.01 7,938
.05 50,000

1,75 210,000
5,00 25,000
.03 45,000
.01 8,000
.15 150,000
65 163,254

I 50 2,510,076
1,50 4,170,874
.50 120,000
.10 40,000
.05 17,784

1.00 1,999,457
1.00 100,000
4.00 1,400,000
,50 125,000

159
3 00 880,059
.12 82,385

5 00 2,700,000
5,00 550,000
1,00 1.577,179
.75 1,057,098
.15 103,287
,01 10,000

1.50 450,000
1,00 300,000
3.50 5,685.715
,07 70,000
.03 30,000
.07! 262,5C0

'er Share
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Personals

D. Ernest Marquardt Is In \V,v<iming.

C. T. Griswold is In soutlit>rn Okhiliomn.

S. F. Shaw lias returned to San Antonio. Trx.,
irom Moiiton-y, .Mfxico.

W. H. Wright, nf The lliilrn-Wolf Co.. Is niiiklnR
mine exaniiriatioris neni- Bonanza. Colo.

F. G. Clapp, nianaKinK Kt'i)lof;ist of the Asso-
ciated (leolunieal Engineers, has gone to Arkansas.

A. T. Thomson, of the IMielps-Dodge New York
oftiee, visited the company's plant at Morenci last
week.

A. V. Dye, secretary to Walter Donglas, visited
the plant of I'lielps, Dodge & Co. at .Morenci
last week.

0. F. Heizer is manager for tiie Louisiana
Consolidate<l Mining Co.. at Tonopah. \ev., re-
opening the oUi Tybo mine.

J. M. Hill, of the Geological Survey, lias re-
turned from a four weeks' insiiection triji of the
hauxite fields of (Jeorgia and Alabama.

Frank McLean, superintendent of the Detroit
Copper .Mining Co., visited the plant of
Phelps. Dodge & Co. at Nacozari recently.

J. P. Bickell. president of tlie Schumacher
mine, with a jiarty of officials and others recently
paid a visit of inspection to the property.

George T. Fletcher, for a long time manager
for the I'nited Zinc Co.. .lopliii. Mo., has re-
signed, and is succeeded by Fred L. Crouch.

V. F. Marsters is investigating a section in
eastern Kansas for oil. His temporary address
is 1218 Colcord Building. Oklahoma City, care
of Chas. i\. Could.

Professor C. K. Leith. of the University of
Wisconsin, has recently completed a six weeks'
course of lectures on metamorpliic geology at the
I'niversity of Chicago.

Karl G. Roebling, treasurer of .Tohn A Roeb-
liiig's Sons Co.. Trenton. N. .1.. has been ele<'ted
a director of tile Otis Elevator ("o. to succeed F.
W. Roebling. deceased.

Capt. Stewart Thome, formerly manager of the
Trethewey mine. Cobalt, who was fighting in
France, has been decorated by Gen. Xeville with
the French Croix de Guerre.

Harry E. Dennie. formerly representing the
Imperial Belting Co.. at Salt Lake City, has
become Western manager for tlie company, with
headquarters at r,2r> Market St.. San Francisco.

John B. Stewart, in company with .Tesse C.
Porter, is now in charge of the Havana branch
of the C. L. Constant Co.. Calle Cuba. No. 74.
The Havana branch is a permanent establish-
ment.

R. S. Rainsford is to undertake the manage-
ment of the Senorito Copper Corporation
Senorito, N. M.. in collaboration with W. E.
Greenawalt and .Tohn T. McLaughlin, according
to a recent press report.

C. H. Scheuer has resigned as chief engineer
of Fayal district of the Oliver Iron Mining Co..
a position he tiU'^d for eight years, and will
undertake general consulting practice with head-
quarters at Crosby, Minn.

Dr. W. A. Lynott. mine surgeon of the Bureau
of Mines, is in Washington giving first-aid in-
struction to the female employees of the Bureau
of Mines and to the wives and daughters of the
male members of the Bureavi's staff.

Simon Guggenheim of New York, in company
with E. L. Newhouse. first vice-president of the
American Smelting and Refining .Co.. and
Frank H. Brownell. president of the Federal
Mining and Smelting Co.. passed througli Butte
on Mar. 2r>. while on an inspection trip to the
smelter plants of the companies, in which they
are interested. After a visit to the East Helena
smeltery, the party left on the morning of Mar.
2G, for Salt Lake.

Obituary

Joe P. Sullivan, a miner at the Anaconda Cop-
per .Mining Co.'s Bell mine, in Butte, fell 70 ft.

to his death down a chute on the 1800 level on
the afternoon of Mar. 22.

John Balatino and .Toe Rose, leasers at the
old Hecia mine in Beaverhead County. 10 miles
above Melrose, were killed on Mar. 27, by being
caught in a cave-in at that mine. How the
accident happened is unknown as tjie men were
both dead when <lug out by a rescue party
that started for them when they failed to show
up at the boarding house at the accustomed
time.

Fred R. W. Thomas, age 37, resident of
Seattle for three years, died Mar. 22, at the
Providence Hospital, Seattle, Wash. Mr. Thomas
lived formerly in Roslyn, where for seven years
he was engineer for the Northwest Improve-
ment Co, He had offices in the Alaska building.
Prior to his residence in Roslyn. Mr, Thomas was

employed by the same comtiaiiv as superintendent
of Its coal mines at Ravensdale.

David H. Browne, clilef metallurgist for the
llilernalional .Nickel Co., died on Friday, Mar.
::il. at Ills lionie. 1(14 Gates Ave,. .Moiitclair, N. .T.

.Mr. Browne was one of the best known and
loved men In the mining protcssioii. His activi-
ties in metallurgy, in addition to Ills interest in
the alTaIrs of the American Institute of .Mining
Engineers and the .Mining and .Metallurgical
Society of America, made him a host of friends,
to whom his personal iiualltles greatly en-
deared him. His funeral was held on Monday,
Apr. 2 Jlr. Browne Is survived liv his wife and
three sons. He was born at Hollvmmint, County
Mayo, Ireland, ."i3 years ago. A more extended
notice will be published later.
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Societies

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America—
A meeting of the Society has been called for
Apr. l!l. at the Engineers' Club, preceded by
the usual Informal dinner at (> : :io p.m.. to con-
sider what it can and should do to assist the
government of the United States In the present
national crisis. Every member Is urged to attend
if he can possibly do so.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania
will hold a meeting of its nuchanlcal section at
the Society Rooms, in I'ittsburgli, on Tuesday,
.V|ir. :i. The principal subjei-t will be "Cotton
Hope for Power Transmission," a paper upon
which subject will be read bv .T. M. Allison of
William Kenyon & Sons. Dukinfteld. England.
The meeting will be preceded by a dinner at the
William Pellii hotel.

American Gear Manufacturers Association was
formed at Lakewood. .\. .).. at a meeting held
there Mar. 25 to 2". Its purposes are to advance
and improve the gear industry, and to stand-
ardize gear design, manufacture and application.
Officers elected were: President, F. W. Sinram;
Vice-jiresident, H. E. Eberhardt, Secretary, F. D.
Hamlin ; Treasurer, Frank Horsburgh. "

These
with Biddle Arthur, Geo. L. .Markland, and
Milton Rupert form the executive committee.

Southwestern Society of Engineers was organ-
ized at a convention held in El Paso. Tex., on
Mar. 8. 9 and TO. with more than 100 charter
members. Jlembership is open to civil, mechan-
ical mining, electrical, or chemical engineers, or
architects or other persons belonging to a tech-
nical profession, who are not less than twenty-
seven years of age, and who have been In active
practice of their profession for at least six years.
Provision is also made for Associated, Honorary,
and Affiliated Members. The great di.stance from
centers of population makes it difficult for south-
western engineers to attend meetings of the na-
tional engineering organizatons. so it is believed
that the new Society will fill a real need. It is
planned to hold at least two conventions of the
Society each year for the reading and discus-
sion of professional papers and for social in-
tercourse. At the first convention the following
papers were read and discussed: "The Purpose
of Engineering Education." by Dean G. M. But-
ler. College of Mines and Engineering. University
of Arizona ; "Some Lessons Taught the Mining
Industry of the Southwest by Present Activities
and Prices," by Gerald Sherman, Mine Supt. of
the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Co.. Bis-
bee. Ariz. ; "Engineering and National Defense."
by Lieut. -Col. M. L. Walker. Corps of Engineers.
U. S. Array. Chief Engineer of the recent Puni-
tive Expedition into Mexico : "Modern Highways
and the Dividends They Pay." bv .1. L. Camp-
bell. Chief Engineer of the E. P. & S. W. R.R.
The officers of the Society are : President. A. F.
Barnes, dean of the School of Engineering. New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

;

vice-president for 2-,year term. G. M. Butler, dean
of the College of Mines and Engineering. L^niver-
sity of Arizona ; vice-president for l-year term.
S. H. Worrell, dean of the Texas College of
Mines : secretary, Forrest E. Baker, El Paso. Tex. ;

treasurer, R. W. Goddard, professor electrical en-
gineering. New Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.

Industrial News

Deister Concentrator Co. has just closed a con-
tract with llie Anu'iican Zinc Co.. Mascot, Ten-
nt'ssuc, for fill Dfistor-Ovt'rstrom tiibles.

Astra Electric Novelty Works has been incor-
jioratcd tn manufacture dry batteries for domestic
and foreign trade. The address is 45 E. 17th St.,
New York.

The Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, made
a larpe number of valves for special purposes
last year, such as ir<>n valves for cyanides and
other solutions attacking copper and brass, and
nickel -iron composition valves for acid solutions.

U. S. Manganese Corporation, 74 Broadway,
New York, is mining miinnanese ore at KIkton,
Va., and shipping it to tlie Temple turnace near
Keadinfr, I'a. The ore is reported to average
over l.*i% manganese. This furnace, which is

controlled by the Seaboard Steel & Munui^in-av
Corporullon. Mtarted lo produce Hplej,'elt|»i;n about
Feb. 1.1. InlereslM amilated with llitm* <»>m-
panleji are also mlnlM^ iiii ore uvvrnaiuti alwjut
:iO to ;{.'i';;, manganese, at VesuvhjK, Va.. tiO ml
north of KIkton. ThlH ore 1h being sent to lb.-
same blast furnace. These ores, wllb olherH, will
be rtrst converted Into splcgeJelseM mul lali-r
ferromanganese will be the product. The com-
pany has already a large <|uantity of ore on the
ground.

ifiiniMiiiiiiiM)

Trade Catalogs
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Electric Fans. Sprague Electric Works, r,il-
r,:i2 W. :i1th St., .New York. Form .No. B-;ilO!i.
Pp. :;:; : :iM.. xii in.: illustrated.
Wethorill Magnetic Separator. The Stearns-

Uoger Mtg. Co., Denver. Colo, tiatalog 100, Kcc-
tion lllJ, Pp. Ill; 7'/ixl) In.; Illustrated.

Excavator Buckets. The Hayward Co., .V)
Church St.. .New York. Catalog No. 42. Pp. 80;
0x9 in. : illustrated. Describes the various types
of excavator buckets and shows the class of
work for which they arc especially adapted.

Imperial Duplex Dry Vacuum Pumps. Iiigersoll-
Kand Co. II Bro:iilwav. .New Y'ork. Form .No.
:in:!H. Pp. 21 : 1; x :i in.; illustrated. Comj.lete
details of design :ind construction with dimen-
sions, horsepowei reijuired and other data.

Ingersoll-Rogler Straight Line Dry Vacuum
Pumps. inger.soli-Itand Co.. 11 Broadway, -New
York. Form No. :ill.i;. Pp. 21 ; B x 9 In. ; Illus-
trated. Full particulars of construction and sizes
together with dimension drawings Indicative of
economy in floor si)a<'e with this type.

Single-Phase Motors, Varying Speed. Sprague
Electric Works, .'i27-r.:il W. :l4th St., New York.
Bulletin No ll.-ill. Pp. 12; 8 x 10^; in.; Illus-
trated. Variation in speed and alteration of
direction of rotation, water push button control,
of motors of ,\ to 7'/^ hp., are points described.

Apparatus for Chemical and Allied Industries.
.1. P. Devine Co . Bufl'alo. .N. Y*. Bulletin No
105. Pp. 32: ) X .".><; in.; illustrated. Details ot
construction of autoclaves ; reduction, fusion, and
tilting kettles; vacuum pans and evaporators;
dyesters and steam-jacketed valves and pipes are
given.

New Patents
iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

United States patent specifications listed belou
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining .Tournal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum—Production of Metallic Compounds
from Carbides. Paul R. Hershman, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to The Mineral Products Co., New York,
N. Y., (U. S. No. l,22n,84:i; Mar. 27, 1917.)

Cement—Water and Acid Proof Cement and
Process of Making Same. Utley Wedge. Ard-
more, Penn.. assignor to Electro-Chemical Supply
and Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Penn. (V. S.
No. 1,220,.j75; .Mar. 27. 1917.)

Flotation—-Apparatus for Separating Ores bv
Flotation. Herbert E. T. Haultaln, Toronto, Ont.
(U. S. Xo. 1.218.400; Mar. 6, 1917.)

Gold Dredge. .Tohn T. Cowles, Chicago, III

(U. S. No. 1,220,197) ; Mar. 27, 1917.)

Haulage—Truck Blocking Device. Peter -T.

Cunningham. Battle Mountain, Nev. (U. S.

No. 1.220. :i22: Mar. 27, 1917.)

Hydrochloric Acid—Manufacture of Hydro-
chloric Acid. .Tames B. Garner and Howard D.
Clayton, Pittsburgh, Penn., assignors to Metals
Research Co., New York. (U. S. No. 1,220,411

;

Mar. 27, 1917.)

Hydro-Metallurgy—Process of Extracting Metals
from Their Ores. William E. Greenawalt, Den-
ver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,218,996; Mar. 13. 1917.)

Iron Metallurgy—Puddling Iron. Joseph Ernst
Fletcher. Dudley, and .Tames Harrison. Tipton.
England. (U. S. No. 1,220,081; Mar. 20, 1917.)

Lamp. .Tohn T. .Tones. Ernest, Penn. (tJ. S.
No. 1.218.185: Mar. 6, 1917.)

Leaching Flue Dust. Frederick W. Ruber
and Frank F. Reath, Riverside, Calif., assignors
to William G. Henshaw, San Francisco, Calif.
(U. S. No. 1.220.989; Mar. 27. 1917.)

Oil Refining—Process and Apparatus for Con-
tinuously Distilling Mineral Oils and the like.

Carl Heinrich Borrmann. Essen-on-the-Ruhr.
Germany. (U. S. No. 1.220:067: Mar. 20, 1917.)

Ore Pulverizer. Alfred Molander, Slinneapolis
Minn. (U. S. No. 1.220.257; Mar. 27, 1917.)

Roasting Furnace—Gilbert Rigg, Palmerton,
Penn., and Walter L. Coursen, New Rochelle.
N. Y'., assignors to The New .Tersey Zinc Co., New-
York. (U. S. No. 1,220.789; Mar. 27, 1917.)

Sheave—Mine Sheave. .lohn N. Derrick and
Millard M. Vann. Rockwood, Tenn. fV. S. No.
1,220,963; Mar. 27, 1917.)

Sulphuric Acid—Slanufacture of Sulphuric
Acid. William J. Kee. .Ir.. Kansas City, Kan,
and Utley Wedge, Ardmore. Penn. (U. S. No.
1.220,752; Mar. 27, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Mar. 28

Another Double-Stacker Dredge is to be added

to the Natonias llett in tile Araeiioiin River dis-

trict by rebuilding Natnnia No. .^. Tlie old

dredge is still digKinE, but will finish its pound

in the earlv part of April. Meantime tlic design-

ine and building of new machinery and other

parts necessary are in progress and a large part

of the hull has been framed. It is to be a com-

posite dredge made up of wooden hull and steel

trusses. The tailing eiiuipment will be composed

of two belt conveyors and two tail sluices, similar

to Natonia No. 4 and embracing the improvements

of Natoma No. 1. which has tour stackers. There

is some slight variation from the designs of No. 4

and No. 1, which contemplates a further advance

in the building of a satisfactory reselling dredge

Both the other dredges are doing the work ot

resoiling satisfactorily, but both of them have

undergone slight changes in methods ot dispos-

ing of the tailing. For the No. 5 dredge, there

will be a considerable area of ground adjoining

that already dug. This dredge was installed in

December, 1903, eciuipped with 0-cu.ft. buckets,

to dig at Rebel Hill, in the hardest part of the

American River district. On June 8, U»13, the

dredge was sunk and was righted and ready tor

repair on July 13, as described in the "lourn.al

of Oct 2"! 1913. The present work of rebuilding

and construction is being done by the shops and

crews of the Natomas Co. of California, under the

direction of L. D. Hopfteld. district manager.

Mining Advancement in Southern Inyo is

largely due to the progress of the Oerro Gordo

Mines' Co. during the last two years. The de-

mands of that company upon the railroad facili-

ties terminating at Keeler have encouraged other

mine owners and operators to make similar de-

mands for the shipment of ores and concentrates.

The fact that the requirements of the mines

have e\ceeded the facilities of the railroad has

not deterred the miners from proceeding with

development and production. They are acting

upon the theory that the surest inducement for

the Nevada & California and the Southern Pacific

railroads to increase the present equipment of

rolling stock is to continue to increase the de-

mand The metal mines in this region are con-

tiguous only to the station at Keeler and many
of the shipments go out of the state through

Nevada to the smelteries at Salt Lake and Okla-

homa And the initial point for shipment either

way to the north and east or to the south and

west is Keeler; so that if the Nevada & Cali-

fornia road does not provide the rolling stock

to move the products of the mines from Keeler

to the junction at Owenyo. the open way to Los

Angeles and San Francisco might Just as well be

closed. But the Southern Pacific could remedy

this by the extension of a branch line for a dis-

tance of about 20 miles around the southeast side

of Owens Lake from Olanche to Keeler, over an
easy grade. The Cerro Gordo mine has the ad-

vantage of being equipped witli a bucket tram

and the shipments of ore are limited only by
the number of cars available. Santa Rosa mine,

situated between the Cerro Gordo and tlie Darwin,

has a wagon or motor truck haul of 2.5 miles or

more and the Darwin about the same distance.

The former ships sacked ore. while from Darwin
the shipments are chiefly concentrates and the

wagon or truck movement is always ahead of

the car supply. Add to these shippers the smaller

mines in the Darwin and Santa Rosa districts,

the Troeger Tunnel and other producers in the

Cerro Gordo district, the two soda and one salt

works, the talc plant and the new soda works
under construction, with the new development in

progress all through the Owens Lake region, and
there is evidently enough railroad shipping busi-

ness in sight at Keeler to urge at least a greater

effort to move the accumulating freight. The
shipments are constantly increasing, but the

demand is still in excess of tlie available cars.

The mine operators are employing animal teams
and motor trucks and caterpillar tractors, .lust

now, however, the roads are not well adapted to

motor-truck hauling, so the animals and the

tractors are handling most of the loads. There
are about 100 head of stock and five 10-ton cater-

pillars and one larger one on the roads. Keeler

is a busy , town—a large spot on the maj) of

southern Inyo.

BUTTE—Mar. 29

Sanitary Conditions in Butte Mines are com-
mended by iMSiiectors II. .1. McGrath and W. D.

Oreni, working under the industrial accident board
Of Montana. The inspectors have- been on a

tour investigating working conditions in the Butte
mines for the last three weeks. In their report to

the board they refer to the many improvements
introduced in these mines tending to make con-
ditions not only more comfortable but far more

sanitary than they were in years past. As a

particular instance they mentioned the ventilation

system installed at the Speculator mine of tlie

North Butte Mining Co., consl.sting of canvas

tubing through which fresh air is pimiped to all

working places. In the Mountain View, Penn-

sylvania, Anaconda and Berkeley they likewise

noted great improvement in ventilation by in-

creasing the number of air shafts and meclianl-

cally driven fans. Drinking water for tlie men Is

kept cool in many of the mines by various devices

in which the water does not come into direct con-

tact with the ice and Is therefore more sanitary

and healthful. This week the inspectors are

visiting the mines known as the Anaconda group

of the Anaconda company.

DENVER—Mar. 29

Flotation Oil from De Beque Shales is a pos-

sibility now being investigated in a research con-

ducted at tlie Colorado School of Mines, .lames

M Hyde says he has proved that such oil is well

adapted to flotation and tlie question is whether

or not it can be produced commercially at suit-

able cost. These shales produce, when distilled,

kerosene and gasoline as well as numerous heavy

oils and some ammonium sulphate. Estimates

place the expense of quarrying and treating this

material at about $2 per ton.

Welfare of Employees goes beyond "safety

first." Large employers are making their em-

ployees feel contented in their occupations

by extending the comforts of pensions and

life insurance. The recent announcement of tlie

American Smelting and Refining Co.'s new system

of life insurance is highly appreciated by tlie

many employees in its Colorado plants. The poli-

cies were issued without solicitation and without

expense to the men. and without medical or

physical examinations. The Colorado Fuel and

Iron Co. has come forward with a system whereby

any man of 63 or any woman of 5.5 who has

served the company for 20 years is automatically

retired upon a pension amounting to 30% of the

average salary or wage paid to tlie indivi.dual

during the preceding 10 years. Continuity of

service is not required in reckoning the 20-years

employment, a feature distinguislling this from

other industrial pension schemes. With the

approval of the president, same benefits may be

applied to men of 60, or women of 50, wliile

special provisions are being arranged for em-
ployees with records of but 15 years' service.

SALT LAKE CITY—Mar. 29

Abandonment of Park City Sampler was an-

nounced on Mar. 26 by the Utah Ore Sampling
Co. The company's newly remodeled plant at

Murray—capacity 1000 tons a day—together with

the plant at Silver City, will take care of the

ore to be sampled in this section. The Park City

plant, which had a daily capacity of about JOO

tons, will be dismantled, and much of the equip-

ment used at other points. The Utah Ore Sam-
pling Co. recently completed a plant at Jean, Nev.,

to serve the Goodsprings section.

Utah Copper's Tailings Pond at Garfield is in-

creasing rapidly in extent, and there is danger
of its encroaching upon the tracks of the San
Pedro and the Western Pacific railroads, so that

it may be necessary for these lines to move the

tracks to higher ground. The railroad companies
have recently filed condemnation proceedings in

the third district court against land owned by

J. L. Wilson, so that the roadbeds may be

ciianged. The rights of way desired are south

of their present course, along the benches, where
tlie Arthur and Magna mills are situated.

Fire In Utah Apex Mine at Bingham, starting

Mar. 21 on tlie 1300 level, has caused almost
complete suspension of operations at this prop-

erty. The tire was due to decomposing ores,

wli'ich later started the timbers burning. At pres-

ent most of the ground affected lies between tlie

1100 and 1300 levels. No fatal accidents occurred,

although several employees were overcome by
fumes. When it was found on Mar. 27 that the

fire was beyond control, efforts were made to re-

move pumps and hoisting machinery. Later tne
management began to pump water into the

workings from Carr Fork Creek, and with .his

water as well as the mine water coming in, the

mine is being rapidly flooded. There are 500 ft.

of workings below the 1200 or tunnel level. It is

estimated that from three to ten weeks may elapse

before tlie mine can he put in condition for

resuming work, as it will take some time to

unwater the mine after the fires are put out.

Also it may lie necessar.v—after the fire in the

ore has been stopped and the water pumped out

—

to bulkhead that part of the mine, which was the

source of the fire in order to prevent a recurrence

from spontaneous combustion. About 450 men
were laid off temporarily ; and lessees working
above the 1200 were driven out.

WALLACE. IDAHO—Mar. 26

Mining Bureau Bill Vetoed by Governor Alex-

ander. The proposed bureau of mines and geology

was to have been established in connection with

tlie mining department of the state university and
conducted in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau
of Mines. Much resentment is felt by the min-

ing interests over tlie action of the governor, wlio

justifies his veto by saying that Idaho is not ripe

for such a bureau. On the contrary, the opinion

is held by mining men generally, and has been

voiced repeatedly In tlie annual reports of State

Mine Inspector Bell, that a state bureau is the

most pressing need of the mining industry in

Idaho. The state has a vast mineral area cover-

ing rugged and remote sections, much of which
would no doubt prove attractive to capital if the

facts were properly presented. Another case in

which the mining interests suffer through the

narrow-mindedness of a chief executive, wlio

makes the demagogic plea of economy to curry

favor with his constituents in the agricultural

sections.

Restraining Order Against the Federal, as act-

ually issued hy Judge Deitrich, differs somewhat
froni the first published report. The Federal

company is forbidden to work in tlie Star grouad

from tlie five shaft levels, but may continue on

and above tlie 800,' which is identical with the

main working tunnel. All ore taken out In pursu-

ance of this order must be milled separately in

what is known as Morning mill No. 2 at Wallace

and an accurate account rendered of all ore ex-

tracted and of the operating costs. The concen-

trates must be shipped under the Federal contract

witli the American Smelting and Refining Co., but

the Federal company is to deposit the difference

between the returns received under its contract

and what would have been received had the

ore been shipped under the contract held by the

Hecla Mining Co. with the International smeltery.

Federal may file a bond covering this difference

in lieu of the cash. Each of the mining com-
panies is given tlie privilege of working in ihe

ground of the other for the purpose of proving

their respective contentions when the case comes
on for trial.

TONOPAH. NEV.—Mar. 23

Tonopah and Manhattan were never in better

shape tlian they are today. In Tonopah scarcely

a week has passed lately that has not marked the

opening of a new orebody. Recently the Monarch
Pittsburgh encountered a vein that has ueen

looking better after every round : this property

will now probably enter the producing class,

after a long period of assessments, uphill work
and discouraging results. Development on the

Cash Boy strike indicates that it will soon be in

the class of steady shippers. Lately the Belmont
cut an orebody that outclasses anything since

the Belmont' vein was discovered ; this orebody
has been opened for 20 ft., with the sides, bottom

and top in ore, and the hanging wall has not

yet been cut. Belmont is operating two diamond
drills away out on the east end, and activity in

the western section of the district is likewise

e-xtending the proven ore-bearing area. In the

southern part of the district the Jim Butler is

also doing diamond drilling. Tonopah breathes,

radiates, and perspires prosperity. New stores

are opening up. and the stock markets are doing
almost a boom-camp business. People are making
improvements on their liouses as if they intended
to settle down here for life, and nearly every
"Bohunk" owns a fiivver. While the increased

price of silver has heartened everyone, the pros-

perity of the district rests on the splendid con-

dition of the mines. In Manhattan, the White
Caps Mining Co. is doing excellently under ihe

new management, and following the recent dis-

coveries the stock is going up "to beat the band"
and taking all other Manhattan stocks with it.

There is real mining activity in the district, how-
ever, such as has not existed there for a number
of years.

MORENCI, ARIZ.—Mar. 30

Many Small Operators are at work in the sur-

rounding country, this condition being something

of a novelty for this district. Approximately 300

leasers and claim owners are exploring vigorously

and shipping smelting ore, via burro backs, with

all the burros that can be commandeered in the

neighborhood.

Weekly Conferences of employees of the Detroit

Copper Mining Co. arc being held regularlj-.

These are of a business and social nature and
promise good results. Addresses are usually

made by the superintendent, lieads of departments

and other engineers on different mine, mill and
smelting practices, as well as on other topics

relative to the industry. The meetings are well
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atli'iitU'd and much interest and enthusiasm arc
liointi sliown. Kmployees of one department are
yet ting afiiuiiinti'd witli those of tlie oilier de-
inutmeiits and 11ie.\ are mutually learning: some-
thliiir about each otlier's work.

PHOENIX. ARIZ.~Mar. 28

Quicksilver District, north nf IMiot-nix, has he-
conu' active. Though discovered only three
months iiiio. innduction already has heen started
on the Ilu{:;lu's. one ot the active elnnahar mines
hi the riiiic'iiix Mountains, it to 14 mlifs north
nf JMiociiix. A crude distillinK furnace has been
erected by the owners, Sam Hughes, L. U. Larson
and I'\ K. .letter and «iuicksilver is IjciiiK made
and broiiuht to IMuicnlx for sale. The Hughes
mine is less than a mile north of the Arizona
canal, near wliat is known as tlie "slate (|iiarry."
The material is found in a broad Icdnc. apparently
schist, with greenish copjier stain, but inspec-
tion under a glass brings out tlie presence of the
typical vermilion red nodules. A munber of
other ledges liave heen located in the hills, fol-

lowing tiie original discovery, made by .toe I'or-

terie. a Phoenix assayer, who sampled some rock
brought in by his young son, with no idea tiiat

anytliing save cojiper would be found. Itich cln-
nabar deposits are being worked in the northern
Mazatzal Mountains, about 70 miles ncutlieast
of Phoenix, hut they lie in a rocky wilderness,
without even a wagon road for 20 miles.

WASHINGTON—Mar. 30
Low-Grade Lead-Zinc-Copper Ores in Beaver

and Iron Counties, I' tab. are the subject of a
special study Iteing conducted by Koy It. Horner,
who is connected with the Salt Lake City station
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

Each Mineral Affected by War condithuis is to
be the subject of a concise review by tlie X'^. S.

Geological Survey. The object is to show the
present status of mineral jiroduction and of the
mineral industries from the standpoint of the
development witnessed and the experience gained
since the outbreak of the war. Si)eciiil :itteiitinn

is being given to conditions and to the demand
that will confront the TTuited States in case it

should become engaged in war. The work has
been assigned to the reguhir geologists having
charge of each of the minerals to lie reviewed.
They will show what lias been accomplished
under the extraordinary stimulus ttf ftueign war
markets, on the one hand, and of restricted or
even totally obstructed importations on tlie other.
An effort will be made to show the ability and the
extent to which the mineral industries can meet

a possible war demand. The result of this work
will be published as a bulletin which will be the
logical successor of the Inlef summary, pub-
lished a few weeks after the beginning of tlie

war, as "Bulletin r.itit." That publication outlined
what might l)e expected of the United Slates In
developing Industrial independence. The new
bulletin will state what has been accomplished.

JOPLIN. MO—Mar. 31

Cut in Geologic Work to be done in .Toplln dis-
trict hy the .Missouri State (icological Survey
seems probable. W'liile the legisljiture appropri-
ated $(i7.U00 fiu- tile two-year period Inr the
survey, (Jovernor (iardner has slgnlHcd bis in-
tention of cutting the appropriation to $i'.'i.000

or $:!O.0ii0. This will necessitate the abolisbnuMit
of the Joplin local office, according to State
(Jeologist II. A. Biiehler. The office was estab-
lished here three years ago and. while always
handlcai)ped tlirough lack of funds, has done mucli
valuable mapping and drill-log recording. An
effort may he made by the mine operators to
retain the ottlce.

TORONTO—Mar. 31

Domestic Refining of Ontario Ores Is a requlre-
iiietil <il a bill introduced in tlie Legislature by
Hon. Vi. Howard Ferguson. Minister of Mines, on
.Mar. 'Mi. It provides that iiereafter all leases
or grants from the Crown of mineral -bearing
lands shall c(tntain a condition that all ore mined
therefrnm shall be refined in Canada unless other-
wise directed by the lieutenant governor in
council.

Wage Discussion at the miners convention, held
at Ctili.iit last week resulted in a de<'ision to .isk
the mine managers for an increase in wages
aninuntiug to about 50c. per day all around;
this is subject to the sanction of the ditferent
camps and it is not expected tliat a formal de-
mand will be made before Apr. 20. Meantime a
number of the Cobalt mine owners have agreed
on the following scale : Base wages to remain as at
present ; bonus of 2oc. per shift when silver is

over (JOc. per oz. ; double bonus when over 70c, ;

and treble bonus when over 80c. : should silver
go below 70c. and remain above liOc. per oz., a
bonus of 50c, to be paid just the same so long
as the cost of living as determined by Canadian
government statistics remains at its present level.

The proposition is not favored by the miners
who regard the bonus system as too unstable.
The situation at Porcvipine is regarded as serious
as managers are not disposed to concede any

increase and some have sleiiincd their Intention
of curtailing operations or cIokUik down ratlier
than yield to tlie demand.

Increased Mine Tax Is propoHod In another hlU
Intrculuced on Mar. 28 In the provincial legUla-
ture of Ontario hy Uon. (I. Howiud Ferguson,
Mlidster of Mines. In accordance with the recom-
mendations of the Nickel Commission It provides
that the principle of taxation Hhall remain un-
changed, but that the rate shall he raised from
:i% to r/y't and upwards according to the following
sliding scale: Upon annual profits In exceKS of
$10,000 and up to $5.0or),0u0, 5'';

; on profits in
excess of $5,000,000 and up to $10,000,000. ti^/r ;

on prollts In excess of $10,000,000 and up to
$15,000,000. 7%; on profits In excess of $ir,.iMm,-
000 a iicrcentage Increasing with each adflltlonal
$5,000,000 In the same proportion. On nickel and
nickel-copper mines the tax Is to be made retro-
active as from .Ian, 1, 1915, In estimating pmntK,
the companies will be allowed to deduct L"!*^, in-
stead of 10% for depreciation, and will alHo he
allowed to deduct all taxes on protlls payable
under acts of Creat Britain or of Canada. The
provisions of the sliding scale are aimed uiore
especially at the International Nickel Co., which
has hitherto, through Its subsidiary, tlie Canadian
Copiier Co,, paid a Hat rate of $40,000 per year.
Under the new system of taxation It Is roughly
esilmated that the tax levied on the companv will
be $1,000,000 a year. The acreage tax on mining
claims Is increased to inc. per acre and Is made
general for the whole pn.vlnce Instead of being
limited to unorganized territory. The action of
the Provincial government in initiating Increased
taxatitm on mining companies lias created much
dissatisfaction among mining men, especially
those interested In gold mines. It Is pointed ^ut
that while silver and the base metals Hucluate
in price and have greatly advanced latterly, ,;old
remains stationary. The increase In the price
of materials, the shortage and higher cost itf

labor and the imposition of a Dominion war tax
have already heavily handicapped the gold niln-
Ing industry making this a specially inopportune
time for itlaclng additional burdens upon it. It

is regarded as grossly unfair that the I'rovintial
government, because it considers" tliat the Inter-
national Nickel Co. has been too lightly taxed
in the past, should press with undue severity upon
other branches of the mining indu.stry. The lear
is widely entertained that the increased tax. i'ol-

lowing so clr)sely upon the Dominion tax on excess
profits, will deter American investors from put-
ting capital into mining development.
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ALABAMA
HILb-CIUFFITH (iRAPHITE (Birmingham) ~

Contract let to Evans Brothers Construction Co.
for grapliite-reflning plant. Seventh Ave. and
Thirtieth St., near "Frisco" tracks.

GULF STATES STEEL CO. (Shannon)—Slope
lined witli concrete to depth of 700 ft. Per-
manent buildings such as tipple, power and boiler
house being constructed ; will house three 350-
lip. Stirling boilers, 32 x 72-in. double-drum
Nordherg hoist, generators, air compressors, crush-
ers, etc.

ALASKA

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)~-In Feb-
ruary, 225 stamps in ;iOO-stamp mill crushed ;>4.-

790 tons yielding $02,243 or $1.81 per ton ; op-
erating expense $38,100; operating prottt $21,142;
construction expense. $13,543 ; sundry income.
$11,838; net profit. $22,437.

ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—Crushed
6755 tons in February from own mine; also
6552 tons from Heady Bullion mine ; yield from
Mexican ore, $9029 ; operating e.\pense, $87%

;

operating profit $1132 ; construction expense,
$3127 ; sundry income, $4919.

ALASKA UNITED (Trcadwcll)—In February.
Readv Bullion mine supplied 28.409 tons and
700-Ft. Claim. 20.000 tons, yielding $53,807 and
$37,129 respectively or $1.91 and $1.80 per ton.

Ready Bullion opprating expense was $42,950;
operating profit $10,910 ; construction expense,
$8459 : net profit, $2450 ; sundry income $2040.
The 700-Ft. Claim operating expense was $00.-

087 ; operating loss. $28,957 ; construction expense,
$7843; net loss, $30,800; sundry income, $2040.

ARIZONA

Greenlee County

DETROIT COPPER (MorencD—Churn drilling

has been flnl.shed on Colorado Hill and drills now
working on the Ryerson mine ground.

ARIZO.VA COPPER (Clifton)—New electric

hoist iMstalled at Yavapai mine. New surface-
liaulage mad completed to Chiy mine.

Maricopa County

ARIZONA CACTILONE COPPER CO. (Glen-
dale)—Organized by S. C. Kingsbury and other
Phoenix men; raising funds for development
of about 320 acres about 13 miles from (Jlendale.

The 250-ft. sliaft on Slocum claim to be unwatered
and stoping to begin on 160-ft. level. New doubk--
compartm.ent shaft to be sunk.

Mohave County
DISTAFF (Chloride)—This old property is beint

unwatered. A. Lambert in charge.

DIANA (Chloride)—George F. Beveridgc has
purchased lioist and old 40-ft. shaft, about 500
ft. east of present prospecting shaft, will be sunk
to 300 ft.

CHLORIDE X-RAY MINING (Chloride)—Larger
power plant, including 100-hp. engine and tlve-

drlU compressor, ordered. Tunnel being driven
on Marietta claim by contract.

Pinal County

MAGMA (Superior)—Orehody, carrying from
5 to 10% copper, reported encountered between
1700 and 1800 levels.

RAY CONSOLIDATED (Ray)—February cop-
per output 7,177,898 ib., as compared with 5,707,-
087 lb. in February, 1910.

RAY HERCULES COPPER CO. (Ray)—General
Manager C. E. Addams states that No. 1 main
shaft has been sunk to depth of 862 ft. and
timbered to 850 ft. ; cost of sinking was $47.35
per ft., and for timbering $20.24 per ft. Oflf

this shaft, first level was started at 472 ft. and
tunnels are being driven to connect No. 1 and
No. 2 shafts; this level will be the first

hauling level. No. 2 shaft is completed at a
depth of 543 ft. ; cost of sinking %vas $28.50
per ft. and for timbering $17.96 per ft. ; station
i)eing cut at 522 ft. In No. 1 main shaft,

encountered carbonates and native copper and
In No. 2 shaft considerable sulphide ore. Car-
bonate ore being shipped to smeltery at El Paso.
Excavations comjileted at the mine for coarse-
crushing iilant, engine and compressor room,
engine and compressor foundations, blacksmitli

and machine shops, 5000-ton ore bin; concrete
being poured. At new millsite, excavations are
well under way for mill and machine shop

;

concrete is being poured for foundations for
Mcintosh & Seymour 1000-hp, Diesel engines,
of which three are ordered. Steel will he
arriving within nest fortnight and all other
equipment has been ordered.

Santa Cruz County

R.R.R. (I'atagonia)—Mill, lately started, has
shut down for some rearrangement of machinery.
ROYAL BLUE (Alto)—Now worked hy A, J.

Hooks solely ; sending good ore to smeltery up
to contract limit.

ALTO (Alto)—Formerly a large producer, and
credited with valuable dump ; just examined by
Tulius Kruttschnitt, Jr.^ and other Guggenheim
engineers.

PINAL (Patagonia)—John A. McDonald, super-
intending work, financed by Xarragansett Mining
Co. New shaft. 100 ft. south of old shaft, will
be sunk to 500 ft.

DUQUESNE (Duquesne)—Affected by the late
smelting congestion ; last montli shipped 2000 tons,
though having contract only for 000 tons: the
smelters called a halt ; consequently mine obliged
to curtail production of lessees.

Yavapai County

McKAY GOLD MINES CO. (Congress)—This
Phoenix company preparing to install 50- to 100-
ton cyanide plant. C. M. Cooper, secretarv.
JEROME VERDE (Jerome)—Shaft has reached

1050-ft. level, where station is being cut pre-
paratory to lateral exploration.

JEROME-DEL :\IONTE COPPER CO. (Jerome)
—New company formed to develop 711 acres in
Jerome district; part of tract adjoins the Green
Monster. Directors are Former Governor T. L.
Oddie of Nevada, Frederick Sutter, of Phoenix.
Ariz., A. B. Ewing. Thomas S. AVood. E. P.
Thompson and Francis E. Young, of Boston, and
E. S. Armstrong, of Los Angeles, under whose
direction a shaft has been started.
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CALIFORNIA
Amador County

I'l.VMOrTH CON.SOI.IKATKl) (I'lvnimitll)—
I'rtliminnrv ii'i>"i't "f Jmiies K. I'lnks. supfiln-

tendent. for Februury. Ore milkd, iwm tuns

;

value. $"1(1,200 ; Korklng exiiense, $27.!I27
: devel-

opment. $lili:!:i: surplus, $21,(i40. Other capital

expenditures, $399.

AUOOXAUT (.laekson)—Slmonds & Latham ey-

anldo plant operalliiK mukr eontrait wllli Ar-

gonaut Mining Co. at east end of mine on old

tallinR dam. Three shifts of Hve men eaeh em-
ployed. Nnmlier will he Inereased when full

cap'aeitv of 100 tons is in operation. Similar

to plant operated liy the same men at the Melones

mine in Calaveras County.

Calaveras County

ISABKL COLD DUKDCINt; (.lenny Lind)—No.
2 dredKe under eonstruetlon ; wooden hull, to lie

equipped witli modern maehinery. F. .1. Estep.

superintendent,

GAUlHALni (iMokelumne Hill)—New shaft

down 80 ft. diselosed liigh-grade ore; stockpiling

for later shipment. Old producer. John and
Louis Cardella, owners.

PENN JIININti (Campo Seco)—Bonus paid on

Mar. 15 of A of total amount earned to all

1916 emphiyees" who are still working. Comiiany

intends paving lionus in .luly. 1017. and .lanu-

ary, 1918.

Inyo County

DAltWIN DEVELOraiENT (ttarwinl—This

company, which is treating ore from its ovin

mine bv tlio Murex process, is negotiating for

purchase of the Defiance mine, an old lead-silver

producer.

LOW-CRADE OOLD GROlir in soutliwestern

Inyo near Brown Valley, reported optioned by

Raymond A. Gardiner, of Boston, and Californui

associates. Owners, scattered in Inyo, Kern and
Los Angeles Counties, represented by George

Brown, of Brown postoltiee.

Nevada County

BITXER (Speneeville)—Reported that mine is

being unwatered by Harry .lohnson, of San Fran-

cisco to itrospect copper vein.

EASTERN & MAIN (Grass Valley)—Situated
between Yoti Bet and Quaker Hill gravel camps;

reported optioned by Isaac Ostrom, at price ot

$15,000.

UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Shaft will be

deepened 400 ft. and raises driven to develop

tungsten ore. No diCBctdty in liandling water

witli an 18-in. Cornish pump. Crew of 30 men

will be increased soon. Erroll MacBoyle, man-

ager.

Plumas County
CATE-CAITLBACK-LEAVITT ((juincy) —Will

extend tunnel 200 ft. to tap rich gravel; now

in .')80 ft. most of which was driven m winter

season. Property at Newton Flat.

CRESCENT (Crescent Mills)—Great Western's

transmission line from Las rlumas completed to

this property ; unwatering 400-ft. shaft and drifts

with two Cameron electric pumps and bailing

tank having capacity of 1000 gal. per min. Pumps
started Mar. 25. Under option to Philadelphia

Exploration Co.

EXCELS COPPER (Paxton)-The .'lOO-ton flo-

tation plant being increased by addition of one

750-ton unit; will be further increased by addi-

tion of two more units to make a total of .lOOO

tons capacity. Indian Valley R.R now w-ithin

3 mi. of mines, and new electric line of (.rea

Western Power Co.. 8 mi. to the southwest, will

soon furnish all additional power.

FIVE BEARS (Genesee)—The U. S. Smelting.

Refining and Mining Exploration Co.. operating

the Five Bears copper mine, has extended main

tunnel to lllOO ft. ; crosscutting at IfiOO-ft. pmnt

cut vein IS ft. wide, averaging 5% copper. Mi.

Greenwood, formerly ac Gold Road mine. Oat-

man Ariz., is superintendent; employing about

30 men. On Calnan group, adjoining on east,

same company has opened high-grade gold-copper

ore iu Little .loe claim.

San Bernardino County

MOLYBDENITE reported in Lyile Creek Canon,

short distance from San Bernardino.

DRUM-CLANCV-GOLDSTONE (Barstow)—Re-

ports two strikes of high-grade ore, m 3-ft. and

2-ft. veins.

GOLDSTONB (Barstow)—Crew increased and

lumber for iiower plant and other surface build-

ing MOW on ground.

CATZOW JUNES CO. (VidaD—Sinking sliaft.

now down 240 ft., to .500 ft. Installing ir,-toii

aTalgamation mill for the straight gold ore. H.

E. Olund, resident engineer.

Shasta County

BULLY HILL (Winthrop)- Anchor sliaft being

unwatered by San Francisco ">™. .;".', '*,:.,^;.

Dlttmar of Bedding as manager. Hoi^t and b. ilti

have been replaced by electric pump. Michigan

gl-diip adjoining is also being reopened by the

same men.

AFTERTHOUGHT (Ingot)—Reported that con-

triH't has been let for 300-ton flotation plant

:

•ilso that .1 L. (?) MiUiken of Colorado has be-

cmie Interested with S. E. Brethcrton and otiiers

in operating the mine. Twelve men employed in

Keopening.

DREDGING GROUND on the Illlliorn and Xeal
Patterson ranches on the east side of the Sacra-
mento River opposite Redding being pro»|iected

with Kevstone drills liy El Oro Dredging Co. of

Oroville,

SHASTA NATIONAL COl'l'KR (Redding)—
Company, now organized under laws of Nevada,
has taken over assets of Shasta Xatlcmal Copper
Co, of Calltornlii. l'ro|ierty situated in Big

Backbone district and Includes Big Backbone
group of 20 claims, Klsle group of 18 and
Keystone group of 11 claims.

Sierra County
ORO (Downieville)- Former rich producer on

Alleghany-Downicvllle seriientine belt, being re-

opened under option to Dr. Reynolds of Alameda
and associates; a 4-ft. vein struck by crosscut,

both gouge and rock showing much free gold.

Lower tunnel to he continued, giving ."lOO ft.

backs. .lohn Costa in charge.

NORTH FORK (Forest)—Under development

bv North Fork Co. of San Frandsi'o. Vein

of ribbon ciuartz struck at deiilli, showing abun-

dance of ricli sulphides. Gouge prospects well

in tree gold. Drift to be continued northerly

to determine extent of payshoot and to reacli rich

section of upper workings. George F. Stone,

manager.
Tuolumne County

MONARCH (Sonora) -Situated near Middle

Camp on Stanislaus River. Tunnel now in 1300

ft from portal. Gravel tapped by three raises,

the last disclosing gravel running $3.10 per ton.

Leyner water drill installed for driving adit. \M1I

install water-driven mill for handling gravel.

C. E. RIVES CO. (Sonora)—Developing high-

grade gold property on Lawrence rancli on So-

nora -.la mestown road. Also shows small per-

centage of copper. Another property ne.arby on

Felipiio Cavalero ground is being developed ;
hoist

and pump installed: shaft down 90 ft. A third

Iiroperty being opened by tunnel on Hales & S.v -

mons laud.

COLORADO
Boulder County

U S GOLD CORI'ORATION (Sugar Loaf)—
This company, owning roasting and cyaniding

plant, will add custom sampling department and

purchase gold and silver ores.

Dolores County

SILVER SWAN (Rico)—This grou;i. owned by

Hay brothers and Swan, recently siiipped two

car's of lead-zinc ore to Midvale. Utah.

IRON (Rico)—Lessees Christopher Wold and

Kmil Baev recently shipped car of copper ore

taken from 2-ft. vein in this property.

Lake County

JIAXY SMALL OPEltATlOXS in Leadville .lis-

trict are attracting attention. At the Ontario in

Iowa Gulch, a rich shoot of gold-silver ore was

recently disclosed in the adit ; regular shipments

have been made during winter from tlie Bartlelt

development on Sugar Loaf Mountain ; the Dinero.

in same section, also producing silver ore both

on company and leasers' account ; the Denver

City on Yankee Hill is being reopened by a

leasing company under management of Isaac

.Tones.

Ouray County

SAX ANTOXIO (Ouray)—Working force in-

creased recently.

JIOUNTAIN KING (Ironton)—County SherifT

E A Krisher. who resigned to lease this property,

is shipping six tons daily of high-grade zinc ore.

GENESSEE (Ironton)—Active development 'n

progress in this Red Jlountain property ; con-

sideratile copper ore has been opened. New flota-

tion mill will be ready early in April. Under
lease to .1. M. Hyde. William Rith is superin-

tendent.

VERNON (Ironton)—Shaft sinking resumed;
interrupted about 10 days liy cutting of ore

pocket at 300 level : local mill will probably be

leased this summer, pending determination of

capacity suitable for company's proposed .lew

mill. A. G. de Golyer. manager.

Rio Grande County

EL MONTE MINING AND MILLING (Jasper)—
Replaced dry process witli wet concentration, us-

ing Card tables. E. V. Busch. superintendent.

San Juan County

SHIPMENTS FROM SILVERTON in February

were • To smelters from Iowa-Tiger. 2G cars ; Sun-

nyside 23 ; Silver Lake Custom Mill, 22 : S. D. &
G Leasing Co 11; Kittimac, 7: Silver Ledge and

St Paul each 6 ; Mayflower, 5 ; Congress, 4 ; New-

Green Mountain and Hamlet, each 1; total, U.'i

cars Shipments from properties of district to

Silver Lake Custom JIlIl were: Champion, 22 cars;

Old Green Mountain. L'l ; Champion. 4 ; New Green

Mountain. 2: miscellaneous, 7: total, 43 cars.

GOLD KING (Gladstone)—Repairing mill pre-

paratory to resumption in April. .1. H. Slattery

is manager.
CONGRESS (Silverton) -Contract awarded .Toe

Garrett and associates to sink shaft 50 ft. deeper

on the K. P. & G. lease.

HAMLET (Silverton)—Development during last

few months opened shoot of payable lead and

(cilMier ore at about Moo ft. from iiorliil of llftli-

level adit.

HENRIETTA (Gladstone)—Now company to be
known as Henrietta Copper Mining Co. being
organized to take over and operate this property.

HLK MINING AND JIILLIXG (Silverton) Phis

property of 325 acres develoijcd by crosscut tun-
nel to depth of 1400 ft. below surface, will be
reopened in tlie near future. .1. .1. Cuslck,
manager.

COLUMBUS (Animas Porks)—Development in

progress under A. S. Sturgeon. Contemplatea
installation of new air compressor. W. T. .lohn-
son is manager.
IOWA-TIGER (Silverton)—Extensive develop-

ment during winter opened considerabh? bodies
of lead, copper, and silver <ire. Mill in continu-
ous operation, itroduclng about 25 cars of con-
centrates per month.

BIG GIAXT (Silverton)—Peter Orella and as-
sociates developing this property ; mill completely
remodeled and flotation eiinipment installed. Re-
Iialrs are ill progress on tramway. Probable that
the Esmeralda and Mountain (Juail properliis
will be worked in coninnctlon with the Big (ilant.

Georgia

CROWN MOUNTAIN MIXlNt; AND POWER
(Dahlonega)—At recent meeting in Birmingham,
flnances arranged for the lOO-ton cyanide plant,

based on A. H. Head's e\|icrlnunls indicating
.S5% extraction.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

NATIONAL (Miiilan)--After shutdown of nev-

eral montlis. 20 men are now employed on devel-
opment at this low-grade copper mine. Shaft
<lowii 200 ft. below main tunnel, will be sunk
400 ft. further, with lateral work at each 100 ft.

.lACK WAITE (Union)—Rush .T. Wllite, man-
ager, states that four teams are now hauling 50^%.

lead <ire from mine to railroad. In miles. At mine,
:15 men are employed; sllipments paying all jper-

ating expenses and providing surplus wliich may
be used to build mill next summer.

CALEDONIA (Wallace)—Report for 191G shows
4fi.I77 tons mined at cost of $2.61 per ton; 38,-

929 tons milled at cost of 59c.; 18,11' tons ore
and concentrates shipped at cost of 22c. per ton.

Total operating cost, $147,350; net realization.

$1,302,113; operating profit, $1,154,762. Lead
produced, 10,412,640 lb. ; silver, 1,297,193 oz.

:

copper. 741,225 lb.

MICHIGAN
Copper

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—Drift on new
lode for 100 ft. in fair rock; will be continued.

WINONA (Winona) —Boilers repaired and mill

in full operation again.

ISLE ROY'ALE (Houghton)—Output now back
to normal; shipping about 3800 tons daily to

mill.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—Every machine drill,

but one, sloping in the conglomerate lode ; one

macliine working in amygdaloid.

ADVENTURE (Greenland)-Mine oper.ating

13 machine drills in Butler lode, ore averaging

from 15 to 16 lb. refined copper to the ton.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—The two drifts

on 1500-ft. level now in about 140 ft. Sinking

will be begun after new compressor is installed.

NEW BALTIC. (Baltic)—Down about 90 ft. in

rock ; shaft will be timbered as soon as frost

is out of ground. Rock now hoisted with small

"puffer" and derrick.

KEWEENAW (Phcenix)—Four new Wilfley

tables received. At present ten drills are at

work sloping. Still short of men and more
cottages and boarding liouse may be built.

SEXECA (Mohawk)—New shaft, west of tlie

No 2 Slohawk. will be sunk at angle of about
80"" for approximately 2000 ft. and then make
an easy angle or curve to the lode, which at

this depth has dip of about 33°. There is still

a cjiiestion as to exact location of shaft, and

whether it will be in the lode, or in the lianging

or foot wall. Sliaft in foot wall would give

advantage of using raises as rock cluites.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

UNITED ZINC (.lopliii) —Drilling on lease re

cently obtained in Waco. Mo., field. Fred L.

Crouch, manager.
BLOUNT & CO. (I'icher, Okla.)—Excellent

strike of lead at shallow level in new shaft just

south of Picher.

ROBERTA (Webb City)—Has taken ovc

Schoolhouse mine, at Carterville. formerly opcr

ated by .T. P. Dexter. G. 51. Burke, .Toplin.

interested.

WAMPLER (Wcl)b City)—New mine, just south

of former rich producers at Duenweg, i.s proving

bonanza. Ore lieing taken out at 130-ft. level,

is as ricli as any ever found in district. Work-
ing in three drifts.

DEFENDER (Picher. Okla.) — Church .an

Wriglit. .Toplin. owners, sold tlieir 40-acrc lease

just soutli of state line, northwest of Picher. to

Van Lanlngham and associates. Kansas City, fo

$50,000. One shaft partly down, and numcrou
drill holes showing ore. New owners will sink

two sliafts and build mill
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MONTANA
Broadwater County

BLACK PKIDAY (Itailoisliim;) — BreltuilK &
Co., Ltd.. of New York, whlfli has ojition on two-
thli'ds of raiiUal stock of iipan.v, lias been
lioiiiK oxtclislvti developiiK'Ht work ftir last nine
nionlhs. In .years past, mine i)rndtu'ed rich fiold

ore from npper levels. At depth lead was eneomt-
tered to eonsiderable extent ; this will prohalil.v

be ndned separately.

Deer Lodge County

IN GEOItr.ETOWN DISTUICT, dne to the col-

lective aettvit.v of the reeenlly organized Georce-
town Mining Association, the mineral resources

of the district will he mine fully developed than
was possible by individual elfcn-ts. Most im-

portant nndertaitini; will be tlie iinwaterinc of

the Montana mine. Tlie Venezuela properties,

controlled by Arthin- Fortier, are heirifx developed

and shaft will be sunk an additional 5(1 ft.

On the Glencoe, .1. .1. King has opened ore in

shaft at 1.50 ft. From Holdfast property, seven

cars of ore were shipped in Fi'bruary and shaft

will be sunk additional liio ft. In Ued Lion
section, contract has been let for driving 200 ft.

of tunnel on Badger-Montana property.

Mineral County
RICHMOND (Saltese)—Constructing IMj-niilc

aerial tramway from mine to Adair : will be in

operation in April. Mine on divide between Idaho
and Montana, and ore now being hauled (» miles

to Saltese. Company rei>orts 41 carloads shipped
in 1916 having gross value of $.59,431. Ore aver-

ages about 14% copper and $4 in gold. Control
of company recently acquired by New York men.

Silver Bow County

DAVIS-DALY' (Butte)—Shipments of copper
ore now averaging 170 tons per day and of

zinc ore 50 tons ; latter runs from 15 to 18%
zinc. Profits tor February were $35,000 ; expected

to he exceeded in March, as shipments of copper

ore will exceed 5000 tons. Two new air com-
pressors just started and production will soon

be increased.

BITTTE-DETROIT (Butte)—While company's
Ophir mill is not running at capacity, out-

look for increased supply of zinc ores is so

promising that management is arranging to in-

crease capacity to 400 tons a day to care for

growing supply of Davis-Daly properties, but
also for output of this company's Ophir mine
and of adjoining properties owned by the com-
pany. Crosscutting on 1000-ft. level of Ophir
mine to reach Ophir-Travona vein which showed
4 ft. of rich zinc ore on the 500 level.

MINES OPERATING CO (Butte)—On Mar. 23.

made second payment of $30,000 on option on
Bullwhacker stock held by East Side Mining
Co. ; about 45 men working and from 125 to

150 tons being sliipped to Tacoma and Garfield

smelteries ; copper production fixjm Bullwhacker
for March is estimated at 300,000 lb. At Butte-
Duluth, 55 men are working and from 180 to

210 tons of l',4% ore are mined and treated

daily in leaching plant : March output from
Butte-Duluth estimated at over 100,000 lb : addi-
tional equipment being installed to increase
treatment capacity to 500 tons a day.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Due, evidently to the
settling of the ground in the fire zone, by which
the company's Tramway and West Colusa mines
are chiefly affected, the power cables in the
Tramway shaft broke Mar. 25, and started a
blaze in the shaft timbers near the 1100 level;
required some time to extinguish and necessi-
tated laying off men in both mines ; ground
in the Tramway is still settling and work of
bulkheading to confine the old fire will be
going on for some time and prevent actual
mining in that property. At the West Colusa,
men have returned to work. Decrease in output
made up by resumption in the St. Lawrence and
by an increase in tlie working force at otlier

mines. Over 16,000 tons of ore shipped daily
to the reduction works at Great Falls and
Anaconda.

NEVADA
Churchill County

WESTERN CUE PURCHASING CO. (Hazen)—
The 300-ton sampling mill will be doubled or
tripled in capacity. F. M. Manson, manager.

Esmeralda County

LOUISLANA CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld and
120 Broadway, New Y'ork) - Has f<n'ce engaged in
active development of old Tybo mine, 55 miles
northeast ()f Tonopah. The mine has been
opened to 400 ft. ; though much ore still remains
on upper levels, present plans are for thorough
development to the 800-fi. point. Diesel-engine
power plant, with electric generators, compressor,
new hoist and two .sets of electric inimiis, now
being installed. Transmission line of Nevada-
California Power Co. will later be extended from
Belmont, 30 miles, after which jiresent power
plant will be held in reserve. Building of a
500-ton smelting plant at the mine and railroad

175 miles long to connect Tybo with Ely or

Eureka on the north and with Tonopah on the

south under consideration ; franchise for railroad

granted recently.

REORGANIZED DIA.MONDFIBLD TRIANGLE
.MINlNt; CO. (GoldHeld)— Organized to take over
old Dlaniondfleld Triangle group of seven claims
in Dlaniondfleld section of dislrlct ; .1. K. Turner,
consulling engineer Period for exchange of old
stock expires May 21,

GOLDFIKLD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—An-
nual report shows cash on hand, .Ian, I, 1917, as
$l,021,0«0, comparing with $573,370. Milled 338.-
liSO tons, yielding $0.53 per Ion. Net profit,

$428,619. Ore reserves at end of year, 85,000 tons,
but (Jeneral Manager .1. W. Hutchinson states
that It Is safe to say that "at least 300.000 tons
will he milled before profltable operations cease."
Itelreatment of tailing is ex|iccted to begin In
.lune. ,\'o new properties ac(|uired. but some
exploration was done on property of Lampa .Min-
ing Co., near Santa Luela, I'eru.

Humboldt County
NENZEL CROW.V POI.NT (Rochester)—Con-

struction on first unit of 200-ton mill to start
about May 1. Flotation and cyanidation will
both be used.

ROCHESTER MINES CO. (Rochester)—New
tramway nearly ready for operation. Orcbody on
800-fk. level developing satisfactorily.

Mineral County
AURORA CONSOLIDATHI) (Aurora) — This

Goldfleld Consolidated subsidiiiry in 1910 milled
173,270 tons of an average grade of $3.32 per
ton; gross profit $71,006. Paid $31,300 on its

$400,000 Indebtedness to parent company, leaving
$358,700 still due. Ore reserves 336,978 tons.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODI'CTION for week ended
.Mar. 24, was 8920 tons, valued at $160,.500,

as compared with 9614 tons the week previous.

Shippers were Tonopah Belmont, 3011 tons;
Tonopah Mining, 1500 ; Tonopah Extension, 2380 ;

.lim Butler, 700 ; West End, 462 ; Rescue, 189

;

Halifax, 208; Montana, 290; North Star, 55;
Casll Boy, 50 ; miscellaneous, 75 tons.

WHITE CAPS MINING (Manhattan)—Regard-
ing rich gold strike on 425-ft. level. General
Manager .John G. Kirchen of Tonopah wrote, on
Mar. 17, that east orebody had been followed
for 125-ft. ; average width, 30 ft. ; average samp-
ling for fortnight, $36 per ton ; expects oreshoot
to extend about 80 ft. farther. From 425-ft. to

310-ft. level, above is 178 ft. on pitch of vein,

all virgin grotind ; also, the 138 ft. on dip to next
level above. Installing seven-hearth 22^-ft.
Wedge roaster. Milling to be resumed in June.
Ore will be crushed to 8 mesh, roasted and
cyanided by percolation. Driving to west ore-

body, richest one worked in former operations.

(Later—An orebody reported cut by southwest
crosscut from east vein.)

Storey County
COJISTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Vir-

ginia)—Repairing 2900 winze station.

ANDES (Virginia) — Saved 67 cars of ore
averaging $9.30 ; raise for ventilation started in

stopes.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Sampling 2300 level and
making repairs to 2700-2900-winze ; 4 bars bullion

shipped from Mexican mill.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Advancing work
on 2400, 2500, and 2600 levels, last level show-
ing porphyry and quartz.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Draining 2300 level pre-

paring for exploration. Crosscut 2700 level

through porphyry and quartz seams.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Southwest drift

2700 level in wide vein of qu.artz, face exposing
low-grade ore ; 80 cars extracted averaging $7.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Shipped 564 tons ore
to Mexican mill averaging $18.67 ; extracted from
2400, 2500, 2600 and 2700 levels ; high-gr.ade

streak on 2600 produced eight tons sampling
$144.92 per. ton.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOLID.\TED (JIcGilD—February
copper output 5.708,214 lb., as compared with
6.553.412 lb. in February, 1916.

CONSOLIDATED COPPERMINES (Kimberly)—
Four cars of concentrate being shipped weekly to

Nevada Consolidated plant at McGill ; some high-
grade carbonate also being sliipped to Garfield,

Utah. Some of equipment for second unit of

flotation mill now on ground. About 250 men
employed. Cliurn drilling to be resumed this

month.

UTAH
Box Elder County

STIBNITE MINING (Brigbam City)—Incor-
porated Mar. 26, with 1,000,000 shares, par value
lOc. Owns 086 acres, a few miles east of main
Oregon Short Line track. Recently car of 29
tons brought $2647.13 gross. One deposit opened
by 225 ft. of tunneling and crosscutting. Also
a shaft 155 ft. deep. Property little developed.

H. C. Baker, president and general manager.

Juab County

TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended
Mar. 23, were 212 cars.

DESERET MOUNTAIN (Tintic)—Car of copper
ore loaded for shipment, on return trip of teams
hauling machinery to property.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—This properly,
which has recently become one of regular iiblp-

pers of Camp, Is hampered hy P,^-mlle haul to
railroad. Negotiating for railroad spur; or may
Install tractors.

TINTIC CENTRAL (Sliver City)— Drifting to
be started on Iron Blossom 1700 level, with double
purpose of opening this property at 1500 level—
500 ft. below present workings—and of pros-
pecting In Iron Blossom ground, undeveloped,
except by diainorid drilling several years ago.
EMPIRE .MI.VES CO. (Eureka)—Piled articleii

of Ineorporallori Mar. 27. Controls BOO acres,
representing eons<illdatlon of eight mining proper,
ties In TIntIc and West TInlle districts. Ex-
amination will be made to determine where work
will be started. Probably at Lower Mammoth,
one of the properties merged.

Salt Lake County
ALTA CONSOLIKATED (Alta)—Shipment* re-

sumed. Body of low-grade ore also being devel-
oped.

UTAH COPPER (Garfield)—February copper
output 13,4.59,829 Ih., as compared with 11,849,-
972 lb. In February, 1916.

COTTONWOOD KINt; (Salt Lake)—Assessmeni
of Vic a share, levied on this Big Cottonwood
property to sink winze in low-grade pyrlte ore.
OHIO COPPER (Lark)— Purchased all stock

and majority of iKinds of Bingham Central Kv.
Co., which owns the Mascotle tunnel through
which Ohio ore Is transported to mill at Lark.
GARFIELD CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING

(GarflehD— Plant, which began operation In
December has been gradually brougllt up to
capacity of 100 tons daily. Second 100-ton unit
to be added.
MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)— Sixty-flvc cars of

ore shipped first quarter 1917. Aerial tramway
operated satisfactorily during winter. New ore
showing in Copper Prince tunnel—500 ft. from
portal and 350 fl. from surface.

Summit County
PARK CITY' SHIPMENTS for the week ended

JIar. 23, were 212 cars.

CALIFORNIA-COMSTOCK (Park City)—Ship-
ments to be started with more favorable weather
conditions.

DALY (Park City)—Dividend of 10c. a share,
amounting to $15,000, to be paid Apr. 10
Some high-grade ore being shipped. The 800
and 500 levels being developed. Dividends were
paid by the mine during early days of the
camp. Present dividend is first in a long time

;

property idle until recently.

Tooele County
OPHIR HILL (Ophir)—Shipping two cars of

concentrates and one of high-grade daily. New
body of shipping ore opened on lower' levels

;

carries silver, lead and gold. Net proceeds filed
for taxation purposes for 1916 were $429,000.

Washington County

SILVER REEF (St. George)—Reported that
tailings dump in this old camp, west of Toquer-
ville, will be reworked.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

GOLDEN CREST (Deadwood)—Being unwi-
tered. and will be thoroughly sampled before min-
ing is resumed.
HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Camps are being estab-

lislied along Spearfish Creek, preparatory to con-
struction of 8-mile ditch for new power plant

;

included in the rock work is one tunnel more
than a mile long. Will be driven by contract.

SIOGUL (Terry)—By arangement with the Ofer
company, working tunnel is being driven in for-
mation below the orebodies. This is now in 330
ft. and will be continued to 2200 ft. Raises will

be driven to tlie stopes and the ore dropped to the
transportation tunnel from portal of which it will

be conveyed by aerial tramway to the Mogul iiill.

New method will eliminate railroad transportation
and winter interruptions due to snowfall.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

RODHAJI (Shullsburg)—New two-jig mill in

operation.

DOMESTIC (Benton)—Will build single-jig mill
on MeCabe-Buchan lease.

FRONTIER (Galena, III.)—Sinking shaft and
constructing two-jig mill at Mird No. 3, Benton.
BBRRYIIAN (Dodgeville)—Single-jig mill will

be built at once by H. F. Roberts, T. A. Metcalfe
and A. T. Cretney.

NEW EMPIRE (Platteviile)—Contract let to
Galena Iron Works to move Grant County mill to
Powder Mill property of Fritz Hoppe et al.—chris-
tened tlie New Empire.

CANADA
Ontario

ADANAC (Cobalt)—Strong vein encountered
in crosscutting on 400-ft. level.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED—Report for four-
week period ended Feb. 25 shows gross profits of
$210,868, from 48,252 tons; average value, $8.54;
working cost, $3.96 per ton.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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The pinlilem is not so simple as it liiuks to be.

A steel-plate prii'e of 3c., Instead of 6c., would
nieim a fraction of u cent above i-ost to a mill
payliiK .$35 a ton for basic pig ii'on. Tlie in-

teKi'ated companies could only stand it by tele-

scoping the i)r(illts now made on coke, pig iron
and ingots.

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 3

Pig iron, uiiftnislied steel and finished .steel

products all show a decided advancitig tendency.
Bessemer iron is vip .$2 ami fotmdry iron at

least $1. Billets and sheet bars are not iiviotably

higher but are still harder to negotiate. An
.idvance of live points or about .$'.( per net ton
in standard steel pii)e. begun by one independent
a week ago, has now become general and wrought
iron pipe is up six points. The National Tube
Co. has issued a new discount card <ui welded
steel boiler tubes, elfecting an advance of about
five points, but 12 i)oints above the previous list,

dated Nov. 2II, and witlidrawn shortly afterward.
The American Slieet and Tin Plate Co. has an-
nounced prices for third C]uarter to jolibers and
second half to maniifactiu-ing consumers as fol-

lows: Tin plate, $7.30; terne ]jlate, $7.1.') ; black
sheets 5.50c. ; lilue annealed sheets, 3. 00c. ; gal-
vanized sheets, 7.00c. The tin plate price Is lower
than was generally expected while the sheet
prices are a trifle under the prices ruling in the
past fortnight for deliveries in the next few
months. The great bulk of the mill tonnage will
no doubt be disjiosed of in the next two or three
weeks.

Deliveries of all steel jiroducts have become
very uncertain on account of the war. All steel
that can be used for government account will
readily be diverted by the manufacturers, but
ordinary consumers will have their deliveries set
back. Plans thus far matui-ed cannot possibly
involve more than a very few per cent, of the
steel now being made, but eventually may run
to between 10 and 20% provided shell making
for the Entente .\llies is resumed on the former
scale. Such prttduetiou has lately become very
light.

Transportation conditions continue to improve,
as evidenced, for one thing, by lower prices for
spot coa! and coke, and iron and steel production
is now very nearly at capacity.

Pig Iron—Tlie strength in basic iron is shown
by the fact that a large merchant producer has
bought a large tonnage at $33, valley. Several
lots of bessemer have sold at $40, valley, now
the minimum and representing an advance of $2
in tlie week. Inifuiries for round lots are being
turned down and the market may easily advance
farther. Foundry iron is bringing liiglier prices.
There is no definite knowledge whether pig iron
is likely to become scarcer or more plentiful,
there being a delicate balance between production
and consumption. We quote : Bessemer, $40 ;

basic, $35; foundry, prompt. $381340; second
half, $37lgJ38. f.o.b. valley furnaces, 95c, higher
delivered Pittsburgh.

Iron Ore
Washington—Without waiting for a supple-

mental decision by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the ore-rate case, the railroads have
prepared tariffs proposing a uniform increase of
15c. a ton, on iron ore from lower Lake Erie
ports, to furnaces in western Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia and Kentucky. All tariffs are
intended to become effective May 1. It is also
planned by the railroads to increase in coal
and coke rates.
The commission's supplemental decision in the

ore case has beeu expected before this, with
the new rates under it to be made effective
Apr. 1. For some unexplained reason, the
decision has been held up, but may be handed
down soon. This decision would prevent the
ore tariffs now prepared by the railroads from
becoming effective on the proposed date, if at
all. If insisted upon by tlic carriers, it is
believed that fin-nace interests would protest
vigorously, as the new tariffs would mean a big
advance—about 30% in the case of the Voungs-
town rate. These tariffs would continue present
rules and regulations governing ore transporta-
ti(ui, while the commission has proposed the seg-
regation of charges for different services, such as
handling from rail of vessel, spotting and stoilng.

Coke
Connellsville— The sjiot market is a trifle easier

inquiry being limited while offerings arc slightly
increased owing to better car supplies. Neither
buyers nor sellers show any disposition to con-
tract for sei'ond half. We ciuotc : Spot furnace,
$8(ffi8.50; contract, nominal, $7ft'S.5U; spot foun-
dry, $10(^1(1.50; contract, $8.3oro)9, per net ton
at ovens.

Chemicals

Arsenic—White, powdered, tinoted at 10(?iil7c
for general market. Steady demand.

Copper Sulphate -In car lot.? quotation Is OVi®
lOc,

; ijowdcrcd, KP/i (r/)14c.
"

Lead Acetate— Cry.stal.s, white, quoted at He;
powdered. llfT^iITc. Brown ciunted at 12%c.
Sulphur— Commercial, $1.00'!/ 1.70 per iflO lb

Flowers, $2.75fj)2.95.

STOCK QUOTATIONS .STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued
N. Y. EXCH.t
.MaskilCold M
.\lu^l<ii Juneau
Am.Sm.AUef,,cOTn.
Am. Sin. & Uef., pf.

.Am. Sin. Sec, pf. A
Am. Sni. Sec, pf. li.

.\ni. Zinc

.\m. Zinc pf
Anaconda
Patoplla-s Mln
liellilclicin Steel. , ,

.

Heltilcticiii Steel, pf.
nolle .t Superior. .

( 'erro Or Paaco
ClilleCop
Clllno
(*olo,I-'ucl & Iron. .

(riK'll)Io .Steel..,
IJome Mines
I'Ydoral M . & S
Federal M . & S., pf.

Crc-it N'or., ore elf.

flrecne C'ananea.. . ,

Uomcatake
Inspiration Con, , , ,

liiliTliallniialNlckel
Keiin n
larkauamia Steel..
MlHinl ( opl.er
Nal'l Lead, com..

,

National Lead, pf.

.

Nev. Consol
Ontario Mln
(Julckallver
Quicksilver, pf
Itay Con
HcpuliIlct,*s.,rom.,
Ki-pulili.- I & s. pf.

,

SL'ss-slii-nleld
•l-i-imcssie C. & (',

,

U. S. Steel, com. , .

.

U. s. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C.

.

7!
103!
113!
102
06!
36!
68
83;
11

148
120!
45!
301
24 i

60
62
70i
18
18
42
33 i

42!
tl20

61
44
46
86 S

42
68

111
24

3?l
831
103
68 i

16
116}
USS
111!
70 i

N. Y. CLTlBt Apr. 3
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The Mining Index
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rWs index is a convenient reference to tlic cur-

rent llleralure of niinini: and metallurgy pub-
lished in all of the important periodicals of the

world. We will furnish a copy of any article {if

In print) in the original lauKUage for the price

iiuoted. Where no price is quoted the cost is

unknown. Inasmuch as the papers must he or-

dered from the publishers, there will be some
delay for the foreign papers. Hemittance must
l»e sent with order. Coupons are furnished at

the following prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 'M
for $.'), and 100 for $1.5. When remittances are
made in even dollars, we will return the excess
over an order in coupons if so retiuested.

COPPER
.">0T8—ARIZONA—The Ajo District, Arizona.

A. .1. Hoskin. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Mar. 17,
1917; 2>4 pp.; illus.) 2nc.

."lOra—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Copper Mining
in British Columbia. E. .Tacobs. (Can. Slin.

Journ., Feb. 1.5, 1917: l>i pp.) 20c.

iJOSO—BRITISH EMPIRE—The Mineral Re-
sources of the British Empire, with Regard to

the Production of Non-Ferrous Industrial Metals.

C. Gilbert Cullis. (.lourn. Soc. of Engrs. , Lon-
don, Dec, 1916: 56 pp.) Metals dealt with are
copper, lead, zinc, tin and aluminum.

50,S1—C.4J,IF0RNI.\—The Dairy Farm .Mine,

California. T. E. Harding. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Mar. 24, 1917; 3H pp.. illus.) 2nc.

.5082—CANADA—Notes on the Occurrence of
Native Copper in Arctic Canada. .1. .T. O'Neill.

(Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Mar., 1017 : fi pp.)

5083-CONCENTR-\TION—Ri cent Improvements
in Concentration at the Washoe Reduction Works,
Anaconda, Montana. E. P. ^lathewson. (Trans.
Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XIX. 1916; 9 pp.. illus.)

50S4—rLOTATION—Notes on Flotation— 191G.

J. M. Callow. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1917; 19

pp., illus.) Notes on Magma. Inspiration, Ari-
zona Copper and other installations, 40c.

,5085—FLOTATION—The Rork-Sandberg Flota-
tion Machine. Geo. C. Westby. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 24, 1917; % p., illus.) Describes
machine used at Burro Jlountain, Detroit Copper,
Old Dominion and Shannon mills. 20c.

.5080—LEACHING PLANT of Utah Copper Co.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 24. 1917 ; % p.)

20c.
5087—PERU—The Cerro de Pasco Mines. Peru.

(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb. 24. 1917; 2% pp.)
Data from official statement of company to N. Y.
Stock Exchange. 20c.

5088—REFINING—Vaporization of Metallic
Copper in Wirebar Furnaces. Allison Butts.

(Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 15. 1917; 1% pp.)
40c.

5089—RHODESIA—Ore Treatment at the Fal-
con Mine (Rhodesia). H. R. Adams. (.lourn.

Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr.. Nov.,
1916; aVz pp.. illus.) 60c.

.5090—SMELTING SCHEDULE at Tacoma. Nev.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 10. 1917; % p.) 20c.

GOLD DREDGING AND PLACER MINING
.5091—ALASKA—Dredging for Gold on Seward

Peninsula. Alaska—Season 1916. Corey C. Bray-
ton. (Min. and Sci. Press. .Tan. 13, 1917; 6 pp..

illus.) 20c.

5092—COMMONSENSE of Gold Dredging. A,
C. Ludlum. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 3,

1917; iVz pp., illus.) Explains essentials pre-'

lirainary to successful gold dredging and men-
tions causes of failures. 20c.

5093—DRY PLACER MINING, Plomosa Mines,
Arizona. A. Maltman. (Min. and Scl. Press.

Feb. 10. 1917 : 1 p.. illus.) 20c.
r,094—SAMPLING and the Estimation of (Jold

in a Placer Deposit. Geo. R. Fansett. (Bull. 51.

Univ. of Ariz. Bureau of Mines, 1916-17; 17

pp.. illus.)

GOLD AND SILVER CYANIDING
509.5—CY.WIDE—Solving llu- Cyanide Short-

age with Special Reference to Plating. C. B.
Willmore. (Metal Ind.. Jan.. 1917; 2% pp..

lll\is.) 20c.

5096—riLTR.\T10N—Recent Improvements In

Vacuum Filtration Plants. Thos. B. Stevens.
(Monthly Journ. Chamber of Mines of Western
Australia. Nov. :;0. 1916; 51,4 pp., illus.)

.".097—SLIME-TIIICKENIXG TANKS, Methods
for Determining the Capacities of. R. T. Jlish-

ler. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar., 1917 : 22 pp.. illus,)

Outline of work at Lucky Tiger Mine. 40c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
5098—ARIZONA—Geology and Oie Deposits of

Mohave County, Arizona. Discussion of paper
of Frank C. Schrader. (Bull. A I. M. E ,

JIar.,

19.17 ; 51,4 pp., illus.) 40c.

5099—CHILE—A Chilean Pocket Gold Mine. E.

David Poi)e. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. :t,

1917; 2^4 pp.. illus.) Describes Santa .\na mine
discovered at Putu in 1911, which was soon
worked out. 20c.

6000—CHIX.i—Gold and Silver Mining hi Chlh-
11. North China. A. S. Wheler. (Min. and Scl.

Press. Feb. 1). 1917; fiV, pp.. illus.) 20c.

OOOl-COLORADO—Red .Mountain—A 10-Year
Monument to the Crosscut Tuiuu'l. A. G. de Gol-
ver. (Eng. and .Min. Journ.. .Mar. 17, 1917; %
p.) 20c.

6002—COLOR.\DO— Unwatering Projects at

Leadville. Arthur J. Hoskin. (Eng. and Min,
Journ., Mar. 24, 1917; 4% pp., illus.) 20c.

6003—EGYPT—Modern Gold Mining in .\ncicnt
Egypt. Ernest H. S. Sampson. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Mar. 3, 1917; 3.^ pp.. illus.) 20c.

6004—FRANCE—Les Usines Aurifires Fran-
(,'aises. L^on Guillet. (Rev. de Met.. Sept. -Oct.,

1916; 11 pp.. illus.) Describes plants of La
Belliere, Chatelet and La Lucette.

600.5—MADAGASCAR—Les Exploitations .\uri-

feres de Madagascar. Edmond Bernet. (Genie
Civil. Jan. 27. 1917; 4V4 pp.. illus.) 40c.

6006—NIC^RAGL^A-Oultitting for Prospecting
Trip in Nicaragua. Geo. F. Bridger. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 24. 1917; 1 p.) 20c.

6007—ONTARIO—Recent Progress at Cobalt.
A. A. Cole. (Can. Min. Journ., JIar. I, 1917;
IM pp., illus.) 20c.

6008—R-iND—New East Rand Mines. A.
Cooper Key. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 17,

1917; 1% pp.) 20c.

6009—TAILINGS DAMS—Two Eastwood-Dam
Installations in California. John S. Eastwood.
(Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Feb. 24. 1917; 1 p.. illus.)

Dams built for Argonaut and Kennedy companies
in California. 20c.

6010—TUBE-MILL PRACTICE in Rhodesia. A.
W. Allen. (Eng. and Jlin. .Tourn., Mar. 17, 1917;
1% pp., illus.) 20c.

6011—WASHINGTON Mining and Production.
J. E. Duff. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 30, 1917;
3% pp., illus.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MINING. ETC.

6012—CAN.-iDA—Investigation of Iron Ores. A.
H. A. Robinson. (Summary Report. Mines Branch,
Can. Dept. of Mines for 1915; 4 pp.)

6013—CHINA—The Tayeh Iron Ore Deposits.
Chung Yu Wang. (Bull. A. 1. M. E., Mar..
1 917 ; 6 'A pp., illus.) 40c.

6014—CUB.\—Geology of the Iron-Ore Deposits
of the Firmeza District, Oriente Province, Cuba.
Discussion bv W. L. Cumings of paper of Max
Roesler. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar., 1917 ; 1%
pp.)

6015-ELECTRIC POWER—The Electrification

of the Red Ore Mines of the Tennessee Coal.

Iron and R.R. Company. Howard M. Gassman.
(Gen..Elec. Rev.. Feb.. 1917; 6 pp., illus.) 40c.

6016—MINING METHODS of the Magpie Iron
Mine, Ontario. A. Hasselbring. (Bull. Can.
Min. Inst., Mar., 1917; II14 pp., illus.)

6017—MINNESOT.i—Recent Geologic Develop-
ments on the ilesabi Iron Range, Minnesota.
Discussion bv Carl Zapffe of paper of J. F. Wolff.

(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Mar.. 1917: 3 pp.) 40c.

6018—STRIPPING—Method of Breaking up
Frozen Covering on Stripping Jobs. Arthur E.
Anderson. (Eng. and Contract.. Mar. 21. 1917

;

li p., illus.) 2nc.

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
6019—.\LLOY STEELS—Making Alloy Steels on

a Big Scale. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 4, 1917 ; 12

pp., illus.) 60c.

8020—BESSEMER PROCESS—Roll Scale as a

Factor in the Bessemer Process. A. Patton and
F. N. Speller. (Bull. A.I.M.E.. Feb.. 1917; 9^4
pp.) 40c.

6021—BLAST-FURNACE GAS. Discussion of

paper of K. Huessener. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Mar.,
1917; 1% PP) 40e.

6022—CASTINGS—Making Manganese Steel

Castings. W. S. McKee. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Feb.
15. 1917: 51A pp.. illus.) Paper before Am.
F'd'ymen's Assn.. Sept.. 1916. 20c.

0023—ELECTRIC FURNACE-A New British

Electric Steel Furnace—the Grcaves-Etchells.
(Iron Age. Jan. 11. 1917; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

6024—ELECTRIC SMELTING as a Means of

T.'tlllzing the Iron Ore of the St. Charles Deposit.

A. Stansfield. (Chapter in Memoir 92. Can. Dept.

of Mines on District of Lake St. John, Quebec;
21 pp.)

6025—FERROMANGANESE in 1916. (Iron

.\gc. Feb. 8, 1917; 1 p.) Production, imports,

i-nnsumptlon, etc. 20c.

6026—HEAT TREATMENT of High-Speed Steel
Tools. Notes on the. Discussion of paper of
A. E. BelUs and T. W. Ilardv (Bull. A. I. M.
K., .Mar., 1917; T^A iip., illus) 10c.

6027—HOT-BLAST STOVE DESIGN, Progress
in. Arthur J. Boynton. (Iron Age. ,lan. 18 and
25, 1917 ; 8 pp.. illus.) Paper before Am. Iron
and Steel Inst. 40c.

6028—MANGANESE—The Significance of Man-
ganese in .American Steel Metallurgy. F. H.
Willcox. (Advance copy. A. I. M. E., Feb.. 1916;
9 pp.) 40c.

6029—POTASH as a Byproduct from the Blast
Furna''e. Discussion of paper of R. J. Wvsor.
(Bull. A. 1. M. E.. Mar., 1917: 1 p.) 40c.

6030—PYRITES CINDER Using Pyrites Cin-
der in Blast Furnaces. W. W. Taylor. (iron
Tr. Rev., JIar. 8, 1917; 1 p.) 20c.

6031—SINTERING— Production of a Sinter.
Low in Phosphorus from the Iron Ores of Cen-
tral Ontiirlo. G. C. Mackenzie. (Trans. Can.
Min., Inst,, Vol. .\IX. 1916; 3 pp.)

6032—SLAG—The Viscosity of Blast-Furnace
Slag. Discussion of paper of A. L. Field. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. .Mar.. 1917 ; 6Vi pp. 40c.

6033—STEEL MILLS—Industrial Control ; Part
VIII. Controllers for Steel-Mill Direct-Current
Auxiliary Motors. G. E. St;tck. (Gen. Eiec.
Rev.. Mar.. 1917; IVt pp.. illus.) Continuation
of article previously indexed. 40c.

LEAD AND ZINC
6034—ANALYSIS—The Determination of Zinc.

J. H. Hastings. (Met. and Cliem. Eng., Mar. 1,

1917; 1% pp.) 40c.

603.5—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Blue Bell
Mine. Riondel. B. C. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Nov. 25, 1916; 2J pp.. illus.) 20c.

6036—BRITISH EMPIRE—The Mineral Re-
sources of the British Empire, with Regard to the
Production of Non-Ferrous Industrial Metals. C.

Gilbert Cullis. (Journ. Soc. of Engrs., London,
Dec, 1916; 56 pp.) Metals dealt with are cop-
per, lead, zinc, tin and alumintnn.

6037—ELECTRO-DEPOSITION of Zinc from
Afiueous Solutions. E. P. JIathewson. (Bull.

Can. Min. Inst.. Mar. 1917 ; 2V4 pp.) Gives a
bibliography from 1880 to 1916.

6038—MONTANA—Butte & Superior Mining
Co. Abstract of report for fourth quarter of
1916. (Eng. and Min. .lourn,. Mar. 10. 1917

;

1 p.) 20c.

6039—ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO. Abstract of
annual report. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 24,

1917 ; 1 p.) 20c.

OTHER METALS

6040—ALUMINUJI PLANT of United Smelting
and Aluminum Co. (Metal Ind., Jan., 1917; 2

pp., illus.) 20c.

6041—ANTIMONY—Chinese Antimony. K. C.

Li. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 3, 1917; % P)
Letter on market conditions in China. 2l)c.

6042—BISMUTH—Queensland Mineral Depos-
its. A Review of Occurrences, Production. Values
and Prospects. B. Dunstan. (Queensland Govt
Min. .Tourn.. .Tan. 15, 1917; 514 pp.) 60c.

6043—BRITISH EMPIRE—The Mineral Re-
sources of the Britisli Empire, with Regard to

the Production of Non-Ferrous Industrial Metals.

C. Gilbert Cullis. (Journ. Soc. of Engrs., Lon-
don, Dec. 1916; 56 pp.) Metals dealt with are

copper, lead. zinc, tin and aluminum.
6044—COBALT ALLOYS with Non-Corrosive

Properties. Herbert T. Kalmus and K. B. Blake.

(Can. Dept. of Mines, Mines Branch 1916 : 37

pp., illus.) Part IV of Researches on Cobalt

and Cobalt Alloys at Queens University, Kingston,
Ont.
6045—MOLYBDENITE—Flotation of Molyb-

denite. Stuart H. Ingratn. (Min. and Sci. Press,

Feb. 10, 1917 : % p.) 20c.

(5046—PLATINUM in Callfoniia. E. F. Brooks.

(Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 27. 1917; 3 P) 20c.

6047—TIN—Metodos de Ensayar Mineralcs do
Estafio por via Humeda. M. G. F. Sohnleln.

(Revista Minera, Oruro, Bolivia. Aug., 1916; 16

pp.)
6048—TIN—New Developments in the Porco

District, Bolivia. .Tos. T. Singewald. Jr.. and Benj.

LeRoy Miller. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 24,

1917; AM pp., illus.) 20c
6049—TIN—The Wet and Dry Assays of Tin

Ore .John C. H. Mangaye. (Rec, Genl, Surv.

of N. S. W., Vol. IX. Part III, 1916; 22<,(. pp.)

0050—TIN—The Wet As.say of Tin Concenlrate.

H. W. Hutchin. (Bull. 149, I. SI, M,, Feb, 5,

1917; 27 pp.)

6050a—TUNGSTEN—El Tungateno en la Pniv-

incia de Cordoba, A. Carbonell y Trlllo-Figueroa.

(Revlstn Minera. .Tnn. 16 and 24. 1917: 3'4 pp.)
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NONMETALLIC MINERALS

(i051—ASBESTOS from Ontarii). (Eiiu, and
Mill. Journ., Mar. 24, 1917; 1 v.. illus.) iOc.

ri0r)2—ASBESTOS—The Ocliesls of Aslic-stos

and Asbcstlforni Jllneral.s. Discussion of iiaper

of Stephen Tal>oi-. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar., 11117;

S pp., illuo.\ 40e.

005.1—CALIFOUNIA—Secondary Economic Min-
erals of California. Herbert Lani;. (MIn. and
Sci. Press, Mar. 10, 1917; 2'4 pp.) 20c.

60r.3a—DIAMONDS in Caiifornia. \V. H.

Storms. (Min. and Sci. Press ; Feb. 24, 1917 ;

3 pp.) 20c.

fi0,'i4—MAGNESITE—Canadian Magnesite. How-
eiis Frechette. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.

XIX, 1916; 9 pp.)

(i0ri5—NITRATE—Genesis of the Cllilean Ni-

trate Deposits. L. Sundt. (Econ. Geoi., .Ian.,

1917; 8^4 pp.) Discussion of paper by Miller

and Singewald, with author's reply.

(1056—NITRATE INDUSTRY in Chile. I. Berk-
wood Hobsbawn. (Met, and Chem. Eng., Mar.
1. 1917 ; 6 pp.) 40c.

11037—NITRATE OP SODA in 1916. (Chem.

Tr. .Tourn., Jan. 20, 1917; 1% pp.) 4iic.

PETROLEUIM AND NATURAL GAS

110.18—ILLINOIS— Oil and Gas in tlie Birds
quadrangle, .lohn L. Rich. (Bull. 33, 111. State

Geoi, Surv.. 1916; 41 pp.. ilius.)

i;o.-,9—INDIANA- Oil and Gas, Floyd E.

Wright. (Indiana Dept. Geoi. and Natural Re-

scurces, Ann. Report, 191.5; 6 pp.)

(J060—ONTARIO—The Petrolia Oilfield, Ontario.

,Inhi\ Stansflnld. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.

XIX. 1916; 28 pp., illus.)

noGl—UNCONS0Lll)ATED SANDS. Problems
Connected with the Recovery of Petroleum from.

Discussion of paper of Wm. H. Kobbe. (Bull.

A. I. M. E.. Mar., 1917; 4% pp.) 40c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
l!062—CHOSEN—The Geology of the Collbran

Contact of the Snan Mining Concession, Cliosen.

D. F. Higgins. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., 1916;

19 pp.. illus.)

0063—IGNEOUS ROCKS—Suggestions for a

Quantitative Mineralogical Classification of Ig-

neous Rocks. Albert Johannsen. (.lourn. of

Genl,, .Tan. -Feb., 1917; 35 pp., illus.) 60c.

0064—ONTARIO—The Geology of Kingston and
Vicinitv. M. B. Baker. (Report, Ont. Bureau of

Mines, 1916, Vol. XX^', Part III; 36 pp., illus.)

6063—QUEBEC—The Mineral Deposits of the

Buckingham Map-Area. Quebec. M. E. Wilson.

(Trans. Can. Min. Inst., 1916 ; 22 pp., illus.)

(;06fi—WATER ANALYSES—The Interpretation

of Water Analyses by the Geologist. G. Sher-

burne Rogers. (Econ. Geoi., .Tan., 1917; 32y2

PIL, illus.) one.

MINING—GENERAL

0067—ACCIDENTS—Metal-Mine Accidents in

the United States During 1915. Albert H. Fay.

(Tech. Paper 168, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1917 :

114 pp.)
0068—ALASKA—Government Aid to Alaskan

Mining. .Tohn A. Davis. (Min. and Sci. Press,

.Ian. 20, 1917; IVi PP.) Ab.stract of report for

U. S. Bureau of Mines. 20c.

6069-BRAZIL—Mining Laws of Brazil. Henry
Thomas. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 24. 1917 ;

IV, pp.) 20c.

0070-BUREAU OF MINES—New Work of the

Bureau of Mines. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar.

17, 1917; 1% pp., illus. by chart). 20c.

6071—CANADA—The Production of Copper.

Gold. Lead, Nickel, Silver, Zinc and Other Metals

in Canada During 1915. (Can. Dept. of Mines,

1916; 82 pp.)

fl072—CHANGEHOUSE—An Ideal Changehouse,

Copper Queen Cons. Mining Co. Fred. M. Heidel-

berg (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 3, 1917; 1%
pp., illus.) 20c.

(1073—CRUSHING—An Investigation of Rock
Crushing Made at McGiU University. John W.
Beli. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Feb., 1917 :

5>,i pp.,

illus.) Abstract of a paper prepared for Can-

adian Mining Institute, 40e.

6074—DRILLS—Chart for Finding Air Con-

sumiition of Drills. Robert S. Lewis. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 24, 1917; V4 p. illus.) 20e.

607.3—DRILLS—Lubrication of Rock Drills.

Chas. C. Phelps. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Mar.

3, 1917; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

0076—ILLINOIS—Mineral Resources in Illinois

in UI15. H. J. Skewes. (Bull. 33, III. State Geoi.

Surv.. 1916 : 43'4 pp.. illus.)

(1077-MEXICO-Conditions in Mexico. (Min.

.ind Sci. Press, Jan. 20, 1917: 3 pp.. Illus.) 20c.

(1078—PHILIPPINES—The Mineral Resources

of the Philippine Islands for the Year 1915. V.

E. Lrdnickv and Others. (Div. of Mines Bureau
of Science, 1916; 39 pp., illus.)

(]n79—PROSPECTING—E.xpioration of Metalli-

ferous Deposits. W. H. Enunons. (Htili. A. I.

M. E., Mar.. 1917 ; 12 pp.) 40c.

noSO—QUKBEC—Preliminary Staiement on the

Mineral Prciduetion in the Province of (luehec

during 1916. (Dept. of Colonization, Mines and

I'isheries, 1917; 7 pp.)

(1081-RUSSIA - Metal Mining In Russia. Syd-
nev II. Ball and Bela Low. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Mar. 10, 1917; 14% pp., illus.) 20c.

60S2 RUSSIA—The Waiting Treasures of the

Urals. (Russia, Oct.. 1916; 5S pp., illus.) Gen-
eral notes on iron, copper, platiiuim and gold

resources, illustrated by map. 20<-.

6083—SAFETY AND SANITATION—Report of

the Secretiiry of the Committee on Safety and
Sanitation. Discussion of paper of E. .Maltby

Shiijp. (Bull., A. !. M. E., Mar., 1917; 3 |ip.)

60»4—SKIP-POCKET CONSTRUCTION at Dairy
Farm Mine, California. Jame-s E. Harding. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Mar. 17, 1917; % p., iUus.)

20c.

(10S3 SOUTH DAKOTA—Report of the State

Insiieetor of Mines for 1916. Otto Ellennan.
(Pahasapa Quart., Feb.. 1917: 4',A pp.)

OO.SO-UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 3, 1917; 2% pp.,

illus.) Notes on recent developments. 20c.

FLOTATION
(See also "Copper")

0087-NEW DEVELOPMENTS—Flotation in

1916. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 6, 1917; n-y,

PI)., illus.) 20c.

6088 - RHODESIA—Ore Treatment at the Fal-

con Mine (Rhodesia). H. R. Adams. (Journ.

Cliem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr.. Nov.
1916; 5>A pp., illus.) 60c.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
6089-AIR DRYING. Carl Ilering. (Met. and

Cliem. Eng., Feb. 13. 1917; 3J pp.) 40c.

6090—ALLOYS—A Bibliography of Alloys:
Binary, Ternary and Quaternary Systems Whose
Equilibria Have Been Investigated. Clarence
Estes. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. .'Mar. 1. 1917; 9

pp.) 40c.

6091—CANADA—Some Effects of the War on
the Metallurgical Industries of Canada. Alfred
Stansfleld. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XIX.
1916; 8 pp.. illus.)

6092—COBALT PLATING. C. A. Baltus. (MeU.I
Ind.. Jan.. 1917; Wt pp.) 20e.

6093—CUPRO-NICKEL: Its Micro-Structure.
.Tames Scott. (Metal Ind., Feb., 1917; 1% PP.,
illus.) 20c.

6094—EDLTCATION—Training the Works Chem-
ist. Frank E. Lathe. (Met. and Chem. Eng..
Jan. 15, 1917; 2',i: pp., illus.) 4Dc.

6095—FRANCE—Hydro-Electric Power and
Electrochemistry and Electronictallurgv in France.
C. O. Mailloux. (Met. and Cliem. Eng., Mar. 1

and 15, 1917 ; 20 pp.. ilhis.)

6096—HARDENING AND ANNEALING of Met-
als. Thomas Turner. Also discussion. (Journ.

Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. So. Afr., Oct. and
Nov., 1916; 8 pp.)

6097—SMELTER SMOKE—The History and
Legal Phases of the Smoke Problem. Ligon John-
son. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Feb. 15, 1917; 5H
pp.) Paper at joint meeting of New York sec-

tions, A. I. M. E. and Am. Electro-chera. Soc.
.Tan. 26, 1917. 40c.

6098—WESTERN AMERICAN METALLURGY.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 3. 1917; 3 pp.. illus.)

Notes made by a foreigtr mining engineer, recently

a visitor to the Ignited States. 20c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MACHINERY

6099—AERIAL TRAMWAY—The Spanish Peak
Aerial Tramway. J. A. Kitts. (Min. and Sci.

Press. Feb. 24, 1917: 3 pp.. illus.) Tranuvay
built at Quincy, Calif., for carrying lumber. 20c.

7000—DRILLS—Some Historic Rock Drills. H.

B. Willmott. (Can. Min. .Tourn., Jan. 15, 1917;
3^4 piv , illus.) 20e.

7001—ELECTRIC POWER—The Application of

Electricity to Mining in the Coeur d'Alenes. Ben
Olsen. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Feb., 1917; 10 pp.,

illus.) 40c.

7002—ELECTRICAL MACHINERY—Some De-
velopments in the Electrical Industry During 1916.

John Liston. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Jan., 1917; 27»4

pp.. illus.) Turbines, electric railways, locomo-
tives, electric shovels, etc, 40c.

7003—FEED-WATER HEATER—Boiler Horse-
power Saved by a Feed-Water Heater. W. F,

Schaphorst. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 24.

1917 ; % p., illus.) 20c.

7004 -HOISTS—Industrial Control; Part VII,

Magnetic Control as Applied to Large Mine
Hoists, E. C. Gooch. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Feb.,

1917 : 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

700.3—HORSESHOE— California Horse Snow-
shoe S. H. Brockunier, (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Feb, 24. 1917; % p., illus.) 20c.

7006—LAMPS— Portable Miners' Lamps. Ed-
win M. Chance. (Bull. A. I. M, E., Feb.. 1917;
8',/. pp.) 40c.

7007 .MINING CABLES—Protection of Mining
Callles. Chris. Jones, (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.,

Jan. 3, 1917 : I p., illus.) 40c.

7008 -MOTOR TRUCKS—Adapting Motor Trucks
to Desert Work. Edwin H. Warner. (F,ng. News,
Jan. 23, 1917 ; % p,) 20e.

7009 POWER PLANTS Hand Stoking Soft-

Coal Boilers. (Eng, and Min. Jcuirn., Feb. 24,

1917; SVi pp., Illus.) From article by C. H.
Ilrninlev In "Power," Jan, 9, 1917. 20c.

7010 I'UMI'S- Hose Connectloiui on HInklne
Pumps. J. F Kellock Brown. (Kng. and MIn.
Journ,. Mar, 17, 1917; 1 p,, Illus.) 20c.

7011 SHAFT WINCH for Supplies on .Mesahl

Range. ('. F. Jackson (Eng. and Min. .lourn.,

.Mar. 24, 1917; '/<> p,, Illus,) 20c,

7012 WIRE-ROPK TACKLE CHAItT ; Diagram
Enabling Calculations of Safe Load to He Made
(luliklv. W. F. Schaphorst. (Iron Age, Mar, I,

1917 ; y- |i., Illus.) 20c.

FUELS
(See also "Petroleum and Natural Gas")
7013COST OF COAL, The. Geo. Otis Smith

and C. E. Lesher. (Econ, ficol., Jan.. 1917;
14 pp.) 60c.

7014—HAXD-FIRED FURNArES, Combustion
in tlie Fuel Bed of. Henry Krelslnger, F. K.
Ovltz and <'. E, Augustine. (Tech. Paper 137

U. S. Bureau of .Mines, I91B ; 70 pp., Illu8,)

7015- LIQUID FUEL and Its Combustion. J,

S. S. Brame (Coll. Guard., Mar. 2, 1917; I'/l

pp.) 40c.

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING
7016- ALUMINUM DITST Analysis of Alu-

minum Dust. J. E. Clennell. (Eng. and .MIn.

Journ., Mar. 24, 1917; 3% pp.) 20c.

7017 -ANALYSIS-Our Analytical Chemistry
and Its Future, (.'handler lecture by Wm. Fran-
cis HUlebrand. (Columbia Univ. Press, 1917;
36 pp.)

7018— BABBITT METAL—Analysis of Babbitt
Metal. Alloys of Tin, Antimony, Lead and Cop-
lier. E. W. Hagmaler (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Jan. 15, 1917; M p.) 40c.

7019 -COAL ANALYSIS—Final Report of the
.Toint Committee of the American Society of Test-
ing Materials and the American Chemical Society.

(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. .Ian.. 1917 ; 8 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

7020—GAS ANALYSIS—Reagents for Use In

Gas Analysis—V. The Relative Advantages of
the Use of Sodium and Pottassium Hydroxides in

the Preparation of Alkaline Pyrogallol. K. P.
Anderson. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Nov..
1916: 1% pp.) 60c.

7021—NICKEL-CHR0MIU5I ALLOYS, The An-
alysis of. Emil D. Koepping. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Mar. 15, 1917; 2 pp.) 40c.

7022—REFINEMENT in Chemical Analysis.
Editorial (Eng and Min. .Tourn.. Mar. 3. 1917;
H4 p.) 20c.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
7023—BENZOL—The Recovery of Benzol from

Gas. F. W. Sperr, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Feb. 1, 1917; sy^ pp.. illus.) 40c.

7024—CHROMATES—Manufacture of Chrom-
ates from Chromite. Harold French. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Dec. 9, 1916: IJ pp.) 20c.

702.3—COKE BY-PRODUCT—By-Product Coke-
Oven Opportunities in Tennessee. A. H. Purdue.
(Resources of Tenn., Jan., 1917; 14 pp., ilius.)

7026—PHOSPHATE ROCK—The Use of the
Cottrell Precipitator in Recovering the Phosphoric
Acid Evolved in the Volatlzation Method of

Treating Phosphate Rock. W. H. Koss, J. N.
Carothers and A. R. Merz. (Journ. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., Jan. 1917; 3 pp., illus.) 60c.

7027—POTASH—The Carbonization of Kelp for
the Recovery of Pota.sh. J. W. Turrentine. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Feb. 15, 1917; 3 pp., illus.)

40c.

7028—POTASH FROM CEMENT—The Volatlza-

tion of Potash from Cement Materials. E. An-
derson and R. J. Nestell. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Mar., 1917; 7^4 pp.. illus.) 60c.

7029—PREPAREDNESS—The First Report
Upon the Chemical Industries of the United
States and Their Relation to National Prepar-
edness. C. A. Browne. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem.. Feb.. 1917; 4% pp.) 60c.

7030—SALT—The Removal of Barium from
Brines Used in the Manufacture of Salt. W.
W. Skinner and W. F. Baugbman. (.lourn. Ind.

and Eng. Chem.. .Tan., 1917; 8^4 pp., illus.) 60e.

7031—SULPH.\TE OF AMMONIA in 191 G.

(Chem. Tr. .Tourn., Jan. 20, 1917; 1% pp.) 40c.

7032—SULPHURIC-ACID .MAXUFACTURF^—
Control of the Cliamber Process. A. M. Fairlie.

(Chem. Tr. Journ., Jan. 27. 1917; l.i pp.) Paper
before Georgia Section, Am. Chem. Soc. 40c.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
7033—CEMENT— Electric-Driven Cement Mill

of Oregon Portland Cement Co., D. C. Pindlay.
(Eng. News, Dec. 21, 1910; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

70:i4—CEMENT—Science as an Agency in the
Development of the Portland Cement Industries.

J. P. Beck. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Jan.,

1917; 51,4 pp., illus.) 60e.

MISCELLANEOUS
7033—AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING

ENGINEERS. (Eng. and Jlin. Journ., Feb. 24,

1917 ; ;!>4 pp.) Account of annual meeting. 20c.

7036—AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING
CO. Abstract of annual report (Eng. and Min.
.Tourn., Mar. 17, 1917; 2 pp.) 20c.

70:!7—BELGIAN RELIEF—Mining Engineers'
Work in Belgium. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Mar.
24, 1917; 2% pp.) Address by D. H Browne
on H. C. Hoover's work. 20c.
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Gold Dredging in Tierra Del Fuego
I'lY ],^^IA^' CllA'I'l IKLD*

SYXOrSiS—i'oiKlU.Mitg ill lln: Chilean .tcdiun

of the archipelago of Tierra del Fuego are de-

scribed, with special reference to the possibilities

in dredging the gold-bearing rirer beds, irhirli the

author believes can be handled with good profit if

undertal-en by strong organizations. Gravels con-

tain little clay and few boulders; gold contents

range from lo to J/J/C. per cu.in. Climate dreary,

but cold is not severe. Only tiro dredges now
operating, though IJf or more hare been erected

since the opening of this field.

Separated I'roiu the great luainland of South Anieriea

b}' the Magellan Straits lies the large archipelago, Tierra

del Fiiciro. It i>: not iiiv idea to enter into exhaustive do-

Miiitheaslerly nearly in a line witli the Patagonian Andes
for about 425 nules. The arehi])e]ago is divided into

three main sections, known as East, West and South
l-"uegia. East Fuegia is 'the largest of the three, having
an extent of about 200 miles from north to south. Here
the slightly rolling plains are covered with a rich growth
of tall herbage, upon which feed the guanaco and other

iiiiimals known on the mainland. In the south a long
irregular peninsula projects westward to tlie Pacific. This
western portion is mountainous in character. Among the

many peaks are ilount Darwin, wliieh reaches a height of

6852 ft., and :\rount Sarmiento, 7110 ft.

Both West and South Fuegia are mountainous, as they

lie in a line with the main Ajidean axis. The mean ele-

\ation is about 3085 ft., and the vegetation is arboreal

instead of grassy. The mean temperature is about 42° F.

VALLEY OF THR RIO VERDE IN CHILEAN TIERRA DEI- PUEGO
Oxen and carts are used to transport supplies from the port of Porvenir to the dredges. The black pilP in tront of the

dredge tailing is peat which occurs in the overburden in much of this dredging field

tail regarding the geography and to|iography of this

j-egion, but to describe briefly in a general way this little-

known land should be of some interest to the reader.

The group lies betw(!Dn 52° 40' and 55° 58' south lati-

tude and 63° 28' and 74° 30' west lousitude, stretdiin-

•Mining engineer. Plaza Hotel, Bin^nns Aires.

The i>.uthernials of 33° F. for July (wiiiter) and .50° F.

for January (suniinor) show that fairly mild winters are

followed by cool summers. The cloudy skies, the sudden

changes from fair to bad weather, the high winds and

snowstorms all tend to make this region one of the drear-

iesl on the face of the earth.
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DREDGJNG FOR GOI>D IN THK TIliRKA DEL, FUEGO
The upper view shows a Ti-cu.ft. tlrcdBc that is oiK*rntins 'it the Rio ilel Oro Valley; the next view is also in the Rio del Oro.

The bottom view shows a drcclKe in the Rio Hrogreso—bags in loregrounci contain coal brought from Puntas Arenas
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These tliree division ui' Tierra ilel l"'uego arc inliabituil

\)\ tlireo distinet groups of Indians; the Onas of the East,

the Yaolmns of the South and tlie AlacMlufs of the AVest.

The total nnmbei' of these Indians ])rohal)ly does not ex-

eeed 5000 throucfhont the whole archipehiiio. They rarely

come in contact with one another and all are of a low

type, possessing scarcely any intelligence, and they are

cruel and filthy to the last degree. It is stated that the

old women among the Yaghans are oftentimes ]iiit to

death and eaten by tlie Other mendiers of the fainily.

They have not a trii)al government, each fanuly living by

itself. A general chief is not recognized by any of these

families.

A part of Tierra del Fuego belongs to Argentina, and

the other part is owned by the republic of Chile. There

has been some trouble over the boundary line in years

past, but I believe that this has now been settled in a

manner satisfactory to both gnxcrnments.

As my investigations have been limited to that pai't of

Tierra del Fuego belonging to Chile, I shall have little

to say regarding the gold-hearing alluvials belonging to

Argentina; It is interesting to note what little mention

is given to this region in the bulletin, "La (ieologia y
]\Iiueria Argentinas," published in 1!)]5 by the Director

General of Jlines of Argentina, K. Ilcrmitte. T quote

the following extract:

There are also outcrops of gold in the region of the Straits

of Magellan, usually in the form of alluvial; there are, how-
ever, some quartz veins which are lino\\'n to contain gold.

The greater part of the alluvial deposits are found in Chilean
territory, and a great deal of work has been done, but the

results are not good owing to the lack of proper studies being
made as to the conditions, and failure to operate on a bus-
iness-like basis.

Gold in Veude, Oscai;. ritooKEso ,\mi hi;], Ono Jvivi;i;s

After a careful study of the region ami existing condi-

tions, I agree with Seiior Hermitte on his summing up of

the situation. There is without question sufficient gold

in the gravels of the Eio del Oro, Rio Verde. Rio Oscar

and Rio Progreso to make dredging oiJcration.s pi-ofitable.

It is needless to say that the work must be carried on

under first-class engineers, backod by a strong organiza-

tion such as one finds in Xew Zealand, Australia, Cali-

fornia and other parts of the world. It is not .surprising

to find that many failures have been made in this region

when one considers the shiftless manner in whi<-h M'ork

has been conducted.

At present there ai'c 1 I di-edges in Tierra del Fuego

and only two of them are operating. All these dredges

are of the New Zealand type, loose-connected and operat-

ing with cables. They are quite different from the close-

connected spud-type dredges used in the United States.

Psw BouLDEris AND Bedhock Is Soi'T Sandstone

In the Rii) del Oro, Rio Yerdo and Rio Oscar, condi-

tions are especially favorable for dredging operations.

Dredges may be built and floated in any jiart of tliese riv-

ers, and from the port of Porvcnir tli(>i-e is a good cart

road over which matei'ial and su])])lies may he trans])orted.

There is an ample water supply, and lloods arc unknown.
The rivers are not large, and jiaddocks must be built to

receive the dredge. They range in width from 30 to 1 \0

ft., and the depth in tlic ililTercnt rivers varies from i in

.7 ft.

The gravels contain few boulders, and there is no buried

timber. I slunild say that a .set of grabhooks in the bucket

chain would take care of any boulders that might be

found, 'j'bc dc]ith of the gravel varies from r, to ;i0 ft.,

having an ideal bedrock of soft sandstone. Thus the
gravel could be dredged right down to bedrock and the
bedrock scrajied; in this manner all the gold settling
down toward bedrock during tlio dredging could be taken
out and sa\-ed. Owing to the nature of these rivers, when
operations for deep dredging are going on, the water in
the paddock conld he lowered from 3 to 7 ft., thus allow-
ing file dredge to do the .same work with a much shorter
laddci'. This would save a great deal of wear and tear
on the dredge, as long ladders swo mncb harder on the
working parts than short ones.

The overburden in this district consists of peat, vary-
ing in depth from 2 to f.T ft. An average depth of-the
peat along the rivers would not be moi'e than ^J ft., how-
ever. This peat is of good quality and may be utilized as
fuel citlier in the form of briquets or in gas producers.
Tlicrc is aNo a mine of good lignite a short di.sfance from
the Rio Verde.

I found no gravel in tliis district thai required blast-

ing, and from iiKpiii'les made ainoiig the old residents, I

found that the cold was never .severe enough to cause more
than surface freezing. There are no bad clay .seams in the
gravel

;
that is to say, the small blankets of clay were not

of enough importance to justify serious consideration as
to loss of gold in being carried out by way of the elevator.
As previously stated, the winters are not .severe enough

to affect dredging operations materially. At the outside,
it would not be necessary to cease operations for more than
11 weeks, and this need not be considered all time lost,

as a careful distribution of overhauling jjcriods will min-
imize tlie actual loss of time.

The accompanying table shows the results of test shafts
])ut down on these rivers. All are averages, and the

TEST SHAFTS IN RIVEllS OF TIERRA DEL FUEGO
^°- ,°' 'R'^P"' G°'d per Cubic Meter
Shafts m Mctere Peat CJravel Grams Cents

l{io Vt-rde
Lower .section.

.
15 4 36 I 3 36 264 15 85

Upper .section.
, 24 4.31 90 3 41 742 44 52

RiodelOro i^gg
J'!"""'-^'' 17 66
Rio rrogrcso ...... 20 87

ground measurements are in meters. I am in a position
to \ouch for the results given and am coniident that
dredger, ])ropcrly handled, in this field would amplify
them.

The Dcister Plateau

In the case of the suit against the Deister Machine
Co, by the Deister Concentrator Co., in which it was
charged that the former infringed the patents of Over-
strom, owned by the latter, in the use of a wedge block
interposed b(>tween the riffles and the table deck, forming
an inclined surface and a flat plateau, a judgment was
rendered in January.

The case was an ajipcal tried before Judges KohLsaat,

ifack and Altschuler in the United States Circuit Court
of Ajijicals for the Seventh Circuit. The decision upholds
llic lower coiiit ill that Deister's plateau does not in-

I'l-ingc Overstrom's i)ateiit. The court avoided, however,

expressly determining that the Oversfrom patent is in-

\ali(l.

The decision in this ease is of interest to the metal-

Inrgical profession because of the use that has been made
of the plateau principle in many instances. Experiments

are being made with the device on a large scale.
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Organization of Mine Labor on the

Witwatersrand
l^Y l']. M. WlCSTON^'

.SYNOPSIS—Both llir irhitc and the native la-

t)orers eiii/doi/ed underfjruitnd un- the Rand are gen-

eruttij iiielJirient. A mixture of t)otii accentuates

the fauttn of cacti, h'cuutts can t)e obtained only

1)1/ carcfut onjanization, and skilted xtajf superin-

tendence. Ca.useis and renitttx of inefficiency are

difcusscd, instance.'^ (liven, an<t oultines af ori/iini-

zation prohteins present c(t.

The organization cil' mine labor on the W ilwatursianil,

like the problem of obtaining efrieient work from any

class of labor in an}- i)ai't of tlie wDi-ld, presents its own
partienlar flifficulties. When two elasses of labor are

eniployctl, tlie task of obtaining a reasonable efficiency

from both becomes doubly difficult. On the Witwaters-

rand this difficulty is further increaosed by several con-

ditions peculiar to the country.

One of the cliief of these is the scarcity of skilled, re-

liable and intelligent white workers. Anyone who was

expected to obtain good results with tlie available labor

realized this before the war called away many of the best

men, and today the various mines are busy trying to rob

one another of any good men they have. The causes that

produced the shortage were the comparative isolation of

the Band from other mining regions ami the effect of

silicosis during the last 20 years. I suppose this disease

has caused the death of at least 50,000 workers during

that time, and it is only occasionally one meets a man

who has survived for 15 or 20 years. Conditions under-

ground have enormously improved, and a careful man

slundd be able to survive for an indelinite iieriod. The

state of affairs is not yet ideal, and the following dis-

cussion shows why it is so difficidt to make it so: but,

taking evei7thing into consideration, this field offers

greater attraction to the skilled workuum than most min-

ing distric'ts.

Labor Supply a Problem

The miner trained from youth up is dying out. The

Cornish mines, which jirnvided a great training ground,

are being exhausted, and the sjiread of education there

and el.'jewhere has apjiarently had the strange effect of

discouraging men from entering the most interesting oc-

cupation in the world. On the Rand a training school in

practical mining for youths of sixteen and u])ward has

been estal)lished and is doing good work: but the attend-

ance is much !)elow what it should be, and the young

colonial resents being taught to do what he calls "Kafir's

work"—hand drilling and shoveling. Real miners are

thus rare on the Rand. Tlie white labor supply, such as

it is, is supported niaiidy liy recruits from the countiT,

Dutch and English Africandese. These come to the mines

as "learners"; they may have been anything fi-om dis-

rated attorneys tf) butclu'rs nnil ar(> often of small edu-

cation and less intelligence. They are placc^l under a

miner and paid anything from 5s. u]) per day. After

a month or two, if they do not kill anyone or get blown

•Mlllsite, South Africa.

up themselves, they are given a provisional blasting

certificate, and later on they are alhtwed to obtain a

government certificate permitting tlicm to conduct blast-

ing operations. This they get after jiaying a small fee

and being subjected to an oral examination by a govern-

ment official. They then blo.ssom out as fully qualified

miners. Some of them do learn something of simple

driving and stoping, by pra<'ticiMg at the expen.se of the

various mines in which they obtain their first jobs, and

the rest join the great army of inefficient who Hit too and

fio between the \ai-ious mines. Drunkenness is a common
failing, and a general restlessness, extravagance and im-

pi'ovidence result from the high wages paid to single men.

(iooi) L\IU)I! SiAI.'i E AND I MMOPENUENT

The good miner who knows his work and is fairly re-

liable is the most independent man in the world. His

maxim is that which an old coal-mining boss in the Kent
valley in England propounded for the benefit of a youth-

ful cadet under his charge: "Say, lad, if thee hast a good

Job, keep grumbling like hell and then nubbody will

want it from thee.'' To exercise rigid discipline over

s)!ch men ns these is to rut one's own throat; they are

eagerly welcomed at the next mine, and to dismiss an

inefficient man is only to take a chance of getting someone

worse. Mine officials have winked at breaches of the min-

ing regulations for fear of losing good men, and are also

tolerant in regard to an average man, in .sheer despair of

getting anyone better. The good men nnist liave the best

places in the mine because they will not work in more
difficult places. Unskillful men are driven to work in

such places, where their very lack of skill proves fatal to

any chance of making money. High wages on contract

can still be made by a skillful man, and as his services are

in demand, he cares nothing for anyone or anything

apart from his own interests.

Hence losses arise in a dozen ways. Not a man would

lift a little finger to save anything belonging to the mine
from destniction. After blasting, machines and gears are

thrown down in the most convenient place and frequently

get blasted or lost. In the backstopes of one deep-level mine

it is said 50 rock drills disappeared within a short period.

Some were buried and others shot to pieces. The supply

of drill steel is a constant source of troidde. A miner

working in dexelopment faces or stopes with machines has

a native whose duty it is to bring in sharji steel from the

station and remove blunt drills. Generally the miner

takes no interest in this and, instead of having all blunts

collected and taken out at blasting time and all sharps

l)laeed together, steel is left an\-Avherc and everywhere.

It is covered up along the sides of the drives or in the

stope and is lost temporarily or totally. In a developing

mine, just as soon as a shortage of labor occurs, the clean-

ing up falls behind and broken rock tends to accumulate

along the sides of the drives. Prill steel, tightener bai-s.

feet for the jack, blocks, arms, clamps, and even machines

get lost. The average native shoveler loads anything he

can lift into his truck, and nmch small gear goes to the

waste dump. This dumj) should be examined morning
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ami evening, but this is sekluni dune. Drill steel even for

large niaehiues is often left lying on the floor of the

drive and tracks are laid over it. The supply of (Irill

steel gets short, and there is trouble all around.

Unless the underground officials are trained to see

tilings underground, these losses mount up alarmingly.

To appeal to the miners is useless. Sometimes native

drill pat'kers deliberately throw blunt steel down old

winzes and stopcs to save themselves the trouble of taking

it to the shaft. Where work is going ou over a large area,

especially where there are several inclined surface shafts

and winzes in an old mine and many old stopes and

drives, the loss of steel for hand drilling is a serious and

annoying problem. A native driller carries down two or

three J-in. octogon drill steels up to 4- ft. long, and to

save the trouble of carrying them up out of the mine, he

throws one down a flooded winze or buries it under filling.

To check or prevent this loss requires constant care.

Xatives may have their tickets punched either on returning

steel to the station, or they may have to take it to the sharp-

ening shop themselves to have their tickets punched. Only

those natives with punched tickets are given steel to drill

with next day. This system does not work perfectly, for

several reasons, and a constant search has to go on below

for abandoned stuff. This is only a portion of the waste

of material that goes on underground. Rock-drill opera-

tors or their natives persistently lose or break blocks.

wedges, plugs, blowpipes and tamping sticks, and damage

air and water hose.

A Eemedy for Lo.sixg Tool.s by Laborers

One obvious remedy is to make laborers pay for lost

materials. Some mines do this, and with marked air and

water hose it can be managed successfully; but generally

it merely makes things worse, as the careful and honest

miner has -to pay for the neglect of the opposite type, who
takes care to steal from others what he has destroyed. It

is impossible to build a tool box underground that cannot

be l)rokeu open. If a man takes the trouble to get to-

gether a good set of tools, he has to take them to the sur-

face to keep them. The underground manager has to

provide just twice as many such tools as are really neces-

sary or find the work delayed all round. Timbermen,

platelayers, pipe fitters, etc., unless provided with the very

strongest storerooms, come down to find that all the tools

necessary for a day's work have vanished. These troubles

are more apparent when working double shift, as the

offender is harder to discover; but they occur under all

conditions. Air hose is seldom drawn far enough away

from blasting, and men have constantly to be dismissed

for totally destroying it in this way, while water hose

.•ind jets last only half as long as they should.

^liners, as a rule, take little interest in the dust ques-

tion. Water blasts, produced by connecting air and

\rater pipes and turning on air and water after blasting,

are a blessing in any mine, as they lay the dust and

smoke, cool the air and absorb XoO and CO^,. Their one

fault is that they may lead to the flooding of winzes, air

])umps and winches. This, however, can be prevented by

placing a nonreturn valve of good design in the air pi]ie

on the side toward the shaft. ]\Iining rcgidations comjicl

managers to install these valves in all development faces

and require men to examine them before blasting, and to

use them. Yet there are mines on the Rand today in

which the miners persistently neglect to use them. Wa-

ter ])rovided for water blasts should be free from line

floating dust and should be maintained in the pipes at a

pressure greater than that of the air. The quantity of

water entering a 2-in. air ])ipe should be limited by in-

serting a ^-in. or j^-in. plug in the water pipe behind the

cock connecting it with the air pipe. As an additional

precaution against flooding of working places between

blasting time and the next shift, an arrangement should

1)0 made to turn all water out of the pipe system 15 or 20

mill, after blasting. If a water pipe be taken down a

long flat winze, as on the East Rand, it is a favorite trick

of the native to turn it on to get a drink and leave it

turned on until it floods his winze.

The only pick used in the mines of the liand is a

double-pointed detachable one with armored handles. Of
these there is a tremendous loss, as the heads are taken to

use in the capstan screws of the double jack bars,

where they soon get bent or broken. If special bars are

provided for this purpose, they get lost or buried. The
handles are the delight of Kaflrs, who smuggle them up
concealed in their trousers, to whittle down into battle

axes for their native dances. They also steal any bright

copper articles, such as nozzles for water sprays, and

many have been injured trying to pick the filling out of

detonators with which to make necklaces. Waste of nails

and tools takes place everywhere. The timbermen, plate-

layers and pipe fitters, or their natives, scatter nails,

bolts, dog spikes, pipe fittings and tools everywhere.

The Burden' of Undergrouxd Supervlsion

The burden of supervision is thus most heavy on the

underground manager. Even if he has shift bosses who
see things, he himself knows that in a developing mine

the one unpardonable sin is to reduce footage, and in a

producing mine to allow the mill to go short, and is

tempted to spend little time hunting down small matters.

The shift boss usually has a long round and many things

to attend to. He must keep up his tallies of rock to the

shaft. The shift is short, the levels are long, boys are

•azy and trammers slack. Trucks come off the rails and

winches break down ; so he mostly passes by on the other

side, and small los.ses are overlookecl in the end. Air and

water pipes blasted, tracks not laid, bottoms of levels

high, stope boxes blasted out, falls of hanging, natives not

turned out to work, rock drills broken down and not sent

up for repair, men absent, dumb, or sick—all these mat-

ters rise up to worry him, and he is only human after all.

Efficient shift bosses also are not found every day. It is

astonishing what a man who is not trained to look will

miss seeing underground, and a mine-blind shift boss is

worse than useless.

The lack of experience in never having performed an

honest day's work with pick and shovel handicaps the

class of white workers who are set to supervise the natives

doing this work in the Rand mines. ?^ot one in ten

knows how to handle a shovel or pick or can teach the

natives right methods. This leads to the unnecessary re-

handling of millions of tons of rock. As a rule, they are

incapable of doing the simple work of laying a temporary

track, but need a skilled tracklayer to do it for them. If

skilled whites performed this work, they would see that

short lengths of rail were always available and that they

were kept advanced in development ends so that only one

handling of rock broken in the face would be required to

place it ill the truck. TTnder existins conditions the
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iiiiiiiM.n'f'nu'nl does not ahvMvs proviilc those conveniences,

mill if i1 il(ic< Ilii'V Mi'c left too iii'iir the face and get

bent. 'I'll!' mill hinc man steals tlie iron sleeijcr liolding-

it tojictiu'i' to rii;- bis douijle jaik bai'. or tbc traninier is

too iji'Morant or la/,y to lay it : licncc onr constantly sees

six nrtli\es sho\elin;i- rock where two woidd be siillieient

under ]iro])er conditions. A nianant'r with ideas of ef-

ficiency (inds these conditions balllin.u him in every di-

rection. The nati\e loves to nse his sliovel as a lien nses

her l'e(M— to scratch dirt—and there is no one to teacli

him to shoM'l well. The ])raetice of layiiit;' iron sheets to

blast the round npon, thonuii it would siTeatly assist

shovel in<>-. is rarelv ado])ted bei-aiise .soineone forgets to

lay Ibem : they get blasted out oT slia])e, or they are badly

laid :\ni\ the tremendous blast I'l-om the heavy charges

disjiblces tliem and then shoots ibem iiii.

A birge increase of etficiency in rock drilling is easily

]iossib]e. but there is no scientifie study with yiainstaking

ai)plicat ion of its results underground, and owing to tlie

conditions mentioned, the lueii in many iiiines ol'ten lack

the iiecessarv tools and materials. 'I'lie natives soon learn

more or less the pro|ier wav to handle a rock drill. l)nt

thev have no idea of system or s|)c>ed in working, and (hir-

ing the absences of the miiici- from bis win-king ])laces

miich time is wasted and niuib loss caused by drilling

holes in the wrong direction, drills hectnning stuck, and

other preventable accidents occur. Tgnorant iia1i\es olten

render inoperati\e the safety ap|ilianees for haulage, etc..

cansing delay and accidents.

Snch, in brief, are some of the drawdiacks to ellicient

WTirk miller liaiid conditions, and a study of the organiza-

tion e\oheil to meet them may not 1h' wilbmit intci'est in

other mining centers.

EXECUTlVi; OlliiAMZATlilX AT Til K MlNE

The organization at a mine ciin>ists n>ually of board of

directors with. perhap>. managing director, consulting

engineer, general manager, underground manager, and

possibly other sectional mine oxerseers, mine ca]itains,

and mine foi-cmeii or shift bosses. Also nndci- tbc general

manager, but in a grou]) partly under the control of the

chief mechanical and chief electrical engineer, are the

mine engineer and mine electrical engineer, with some-

times an nndergroniid engineer, a com]ioniid manager

with assistants, a native hospital attendant with assist-

ants, a storckeepci- and a t iiuekec]ier. The mine secre-

tary is nsnalh' not appointed by the manager, but to a

certain extent the accountants, timekeeper and store-

keeper are under his snperxision. Sometimes, in large

mines, a business manager takes most of the work refer-

ring to the surface from the manager. The metallurgical

staff is usually more nndcr the control of tlic head metal-

hirgist of the group. Tlie exact jiosition and authority

exercised hy the consulting engineer, the head otfice staffs

and tlie general manager at the mine vary with the dif-

ferent groups. Tn some groujis the consulting engineer

is merely the technical adviser, while the managers exer-

cise real authority and initiati\e. Tn other-; the control

is absolutely centralized and the consulting engineer

practically makes all appointments (d' the staff. At the

centi-al office is decided exactly what stopes shall he

worked, and the manger has scarcely antlun-ity to start a

drive or boxhole him.self. The tendency has been for the

central organizations to seize mine control to reduce

initiative in the mine staffs. TIic actual control of labor

and the organization of mine work also diU'er wonu'wiial

among the various groups. The system liere described

a|)pears to me aiiinit the most effective I liave met.

At the mine comi)ound, which houses the native la-

borers, a register of all natives recruited or engagi'd lo-

cally is kept. In it are entered names, passport and mine
number, finger ])rints, chiefs, tribe, addresses, jiarticulars

of contract, date of ari'ival, time s|)ent in |)rison or hos-

pital, and date or discharge, death or desertion. Natives

are engag(>d for periods of so many months, a native's

working month consisting of 30 .shifts aitually worked.

This .system makes for simi)licity in dealing with natives

and i.: [laying them. Each native is given a book con-

taining 30 tickets and counterfoil. These contain the

number given him in the compound and liave spaces for

description of work, rate of pay, date, etc, and the sig-

nature of his wdiite gang boss, who is i-esponsil)!e for

marking his ticket after the day's work. A small extra

counterfoil numbered ticket is also most useful in check-

ing, as will be described.

.MoK'Nixi; liAUoi; SirLATUix xr CoMi'ou.si)

The situation on any morning, iieforc work, is this:

In a compound, ])erha)is half a mile from the work, are

several thousand natives. Some are due to go on night

shift: the remainder com]n'ises natives due to \\;nvk who

may he willing or unwilling to do so, and the problem is

to collect and deliver them to their separate gangs at

their working places underground. The conditions may
vary from an outcrop mine, where natives walk in and

out thnmgh various openings and small shafts, to a dce])-

level mine, where all arc lowered through one or two

large shafts. The coinpinuid manager has white assist-

ants and native compound ])olice to assist him, and na-

tives working on the same shifts are kept so far as pos-

sible in the same rooms.

According to the tirst system in use, which is the best,

in the early morning the compound manager lines u]i the

shift due for work and ihecks them off in acc(U-dance

with a list. The accuracy of the li.st is most important:

it is made uji by the clerk at the shaft and has to be re-

vised every day. noting transfers and other changes. In

the mine caiitain's olhce there is a hoard containing lists

sliowing the names of all miners working, their working

places and the numbers of the various natives under

them. This list is best kept on a separate card for each

man, on which any necessary instructions can be fur-

nished, and a duiilicate can he given to each miner. Thus

a check is ke])t against natives' moving from gang to

gang, or miners' taking more natives than they should or

natives that are not allotted to them. Shift bosses alone

are allowed to transfer natives and must note their num-

bers and give the shaft clerk all particulars of such

clianges. The lists are checked twice a week by examin-

ing all native tickets sent in by miners. These tickets are

inclosed in the miner's own time envelope and turned in

to the otlice at the end of the shift.

Tliough the comtiound manager may have turned out a

shift, there is no guarantee that some who left his com-

pound may not have gone off elsewhere, and here the extra

numbered counterfoil is useful. At the shaft the natives

are lined up and each one hands in his numbered counter-

foil as he enters the cage. As soon as the .shift is down,

these are checked with the gang lists, and within an hour

the result, showing absentees, is sent to the eomiiound.
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Tlu' ((iin|H)un(l lUiiiiifcr llu'ii lins (n Av;\\ willi it iinnii'ili-

ati'lv, and jmiiisli (iH'ciiilcrs or n'tiii'ii siuli iiiloniiiitioii as

follows : No. l:J(iT in ])rison. No. KS licivwilh sent 1o

woi'k. No. !)8r ahscnt on Ic-ivr. No. 2S (Inserted. No.

5!)(i r('|ioi'li'd sick Miid sciil to liosiiilal. No. l!)iti dis-

i-Ikii'uimI.

In otliiT mini's all white miners nrc jiivcn .uaii,i;liooks

slKnvinjz tlic luimhcrs of llicii- natixi's and k(>|i| up to date

by tlic shaft clerk. The uanu' bosses are sup]iosed to

ciieek their o-ani;-s at the heiiiniiinjj of the shift, and native

miner.s arc tiien sent down to collect all books and brin^

them to the surface 1o be cheeked as before. This, how-

ever, is a poor system, as white miners will not tronl)le

abont it. Sometimes the cheeking- of these books is de-

ferred till next day and the comiionml mana.^er turnishes

a rejiort on all ali.sentees as before described.

M'hei'e natives ai'e enuaijed in hand drillinu'. they are

paiil so nun It an inch drilled and tlu' ini'lies ili'illed an*

marked by the miner on the day's counterfoil and on the

book of tickets which the nati\e keeps. The counterfoil

reaches the timekeeper, w ho marks the value of the ticket

and credits the native the amo\in1 ; all tickets are then

sorted and debited undi'r the xai'ious items of mine ex-

penditures. When the nati\e luis ai\en in all his counter-

foils, he knows his work is finished, turns in his book,

draws hi> money and i-eeeives a new hook. This system

is simple and allows of lui misunderstandinsj in dealinu'

with the native miner; it also makes cost accountinn' easy,

as different-colored books and tickets can be used for

various departments of work.

By the aid of this system ami the compound register,

and by requirinjj the compound mamiijer, the timekeeper

aiul tlie secretary to atteml all ])aydays, it is easy for the

auditor to discover cases of fi'aud on the ])art (vf otTicials.

s\u-h as ]iayinif out for dead natives, on tii-kets not

pi'escntcd by workina: natives, native forgeries, and other

pretexts.

The System of Tallies

' The control of actual mininij work is obtained by a

system of tallies, as is usual elsewhere. The cars of ore

are sent to mill, with their contents weighed or estimated,

are checked auainst shifts hoisted, and these against

daily team tallies of the ore taken froin the different

workinir ]ilaces. Where enouj;h cars come to one bin. the

tair .system is found the best check to adoi")t, especially if

a contract trammino- system is em|)loyed with the natives.

Where a large amimnt of develojunent is going on, a

list should be kept in the mine cajitaiu's office of each face

working and each shift. Shift liosses re]iort on it thus:

f = cut blasted, 7? = whole round blast, NB = no blast

;

so that the average progress of each face can be watched

and causes of delays inquired into at (nice. The government

mining regulations compel the shift bosses to record the

working conditions of their section every shift in books

])rovid(>d : these are usually also nuule into diaries in

which the mine captain entei-s his instructions and re-

marks for future reference. Tla\ing lists showing the

number of roek di'ills or hammer boys working in any

face and the ears trannned from it for a day or a week,

the working efficiency for any particular gang can be

seen and, knowing the vahu- of 1h(> oi-e, an id(>a can be

gained whetlier the ]dace is jtayable or not.

A tally of the total ]n'ston- and hammer-drill steel

seid down and up e\(M'v dav. divided hv tlie numliei' of

machiiu'-shifts worked, emibles a check to be kept on drdi

su|)ply and >har])ening and on the collection of diills

uiulei'grouml, ami suggests investigation of losses. The
graphic method of ])lotting is useful in siiowing variations

in the daily work of the ntine, such as ttse of e.\])losives,

drills workitig atiil other heljiful data. These, however,

need to be interpreted by the aid of frequent underground

visits by a numager who has had his underground eyes

trained to see things until atttomatii-ally they note de-

tails such as those nu'iitioned, which, ^mall in themselves,

together go to spell the magic word ellicieiicy.

Electric Activity in Ore Deposits

It is suggested by some geologists that (dectric phe-

nomena might play an importatit part in the forma-

tion of ore deposits says a bitlletin by the ITnited States

Geological Survey, and that electric methods might be

utilized in prospecting for oi-ebodies. Roth these sugges-

tions, in the light of the growing knowledge of or(> de-

])osits atid id' electricity. .i]iiiear to be illusions. It i<

now clear that the great causes of ore de])ositi(Ui are not

electric in the ordinary sense and that the electric ettr-

reuts generated in ore deposits are far too small to aid a

prospector in discovering oi'c by tlieii- infhu'iice ou a

galvanometer or other electric a]i])aratns held in his

hands.

] f. however, electricity is denied a leading i)art in the

formation of ore deposits, its action cannot be disregarded

entirely. It is well known that many chemical reactions

are cajiable of develoiiing measurable electric currents,

ami it sliould therefore be expected that in places where

chemical action is in progress in ore de))osits today

cdectric activity should also be detectable. This has in-

deed been shown to be the case by several expiM'imenters.

and miniature batteries can be formed with watiu- for

the battery flitid and certain metallic minerals comnum in

ore deposits as the poles. A re]iort entitled '"Electric

Activity in Ore De]iosits." by T?oger C. Wells, recently

issued by the ITnited States Geological Survey, records a

series of careful measurements of the electric ]iotentials

developed when varioxis metallic minerals, common in ore

deposits, are in contact with water or with soltitions of

various salts. 'Mr. Wells c(uicludes that the character of

the scdtttions has fully as great an intiiuuici^ on the elec-

tric activity devchnied as the nature of the metallic min-

erals: aiul that acid and oxidizing solittious generally

give the highest jiotentials and alkaline atul reducing so-

lutiiuis the lowest. K<-onouiic geologists have hmg recog-

nized that the solutions in the up]ier oxidized ])ortion of

many ore de]iosits are acid atid oxidizing, while further

down thev become neutral or alkaline. Whether such

variations and the electric dirferences de])endent U]ic)n

them are snfficiettt to cause an ajipreciable electric citr-

rent to flfiw from the upper i^art of an ore de])osit to a

lower ]>art or v ice versa is still an o]ien question. Surely

such action, if it exists, is of relatively minor im])ortance

in controlling ore deposition, the main factor being the

actual movement of metal-bearing solittions from one

])lac(> to another. Measurements of (dectric potential

can, howi>ver. ho quickly and easily m ule and may i^rove

very iisefid in indicating the direction and intensity of

the chemical reactions of which they are an ex]>ression.

This sitbject. if investigated, may become n matter of

liolli tlieiu'ctical and ]iraetical importance.
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Mineral Prospects in Fergus County, Mont.
I'.v (I. W. Freeman*

J^l'A'OI'i^IS—Fre.seiil mineral produrliun chiejii/

from f/uld deposits foiiiid in linieslonrs in the

vicinif;/ of inirusive rods. Small amounts of lead

and zinc ore have been shipped. A far tliotisand

ounces of silver is produced annuallij from llw

ryanidalion of gold ores. Copper, f/i/psinn, coal,

oil, .mpphire and topaz are found in different parts

of the county. One cement mill is in operation

and tiro more are conleniplnled.

The metal deposits of the eouiity are ri'stricteil to the

neighborhood of intrusive igneous rocks, whieh usually

occur only in or near the nunintains. The mountains arc

rather detached groups and nearly surround western

Fergu.s County, which is called the Judith Basin ; they in-

clude the Juclith, North iloccasin, South Jloccasin, Big

Sno^\7 and the eastern part of the Little Belt Mountains.

The mining industry centers at Lewistown, which is the

county seat and main trading center.

Gold is the most im|iortaiit of the metals jimduced in

Fergus County. Of the lolal production to the eiid

of IfMlI. move than half came froin the .ludith Moun-

gulchcs to iiiMik the activity of the placer miner, Imf it

is douhtl'ul if a total production was great. Only a f('w

ounces are now rciiortcd each year.

Gold is .sometimes found in small stringers in porphyry

dikes in the Moccasin and Judith Mountains, but the pro-

duction from them has been small, although some of them

occasionally contain rich specimen ore. No im])ortant

mine has been developed from such deposits in the <-ountv.

The commercially profitable gold depo.sits are mostly

in limestone near rhyolite porphyry intrusion.s. Occa-

sionally the gold has been concentrated in rich shoots and

])ockets, as at .Maiden, but more often the deposits are

low-grade, worth only a few dollars per ton. Free gold is

rarely seen ; nnich of the gold is in the form of tellurides.

The S])otted Horse mine at ilaiden has been operated

continuously from 1881 to the present except from 1!)02

to 1913. Like the near-by Maginness and Cumberland

mines, it is operated under lease at pre.sent. Most of the

ore produced in the Maginness and Spotted Horse mines

in the pa^t was high grade: no ore worth less than $20

]iaid to .«hip to the smelter. Small cyanide plants have

been in.-italled at the.<e mines and ore worth only $3 ])er

ton ran now lie treated at a profit. Some other projierties

e
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LEWISTOWN. MONTANA, WITH JUDITH MOUNTAINS IN BACKGROUND

tains. Gold was first discovered in 1879 at the old town

of Yogo in the Little Belt Mountains; placer gold was

louiid in the Judiths in 1880, and the Spotted Horse and

some other mines were located soon afterward. Locations

were made in the North ]\loccasin M(nintains in the 80's

but the production was very small before 1900.

riacer gold has been produced from the Judith Moun-

tains, especially in Alpine Gulch and Arnu'lTs Creek;

from the Little Belts near Yogo; and fi'om the southern

gulches in the North Mocca.sins. Old tUimes and piles of

worked-over gravels and rock i-cniaiii in several of these

•Lewistown, Mont.

near i\laiden have produced many thousand dollars in the

past, and development has been done on several ])rospects

recently with encouraging results. Good results have

come from xeopening some of the old mines in recent

years, and mucli fa\orable ground still remains to be

prospected. The out]nit will likely continue for many
years.

On the south side of the Judiths, near the now

nearly ileserted town of Giltedge, much gold has been

])ro(luced from the Northern Pacific, Gold Eeef,

W hiskey Gulch, Mammoth and other mines. Claims were

located in 1883, but the chief production was from aboitt
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IS^!'-) to 1 !)().-), since which the output has dwiiifllpd to

iiolliin;:-. Tlie ores wore low-firadc. Two mines have re-

cently been leased, ami it is JKipiMl that tlu'y will be re-

openeil. Considerable lime ami money have been spent

on properties at New Year on the north side of the

Judiths and in the Cone Butte district without developin.ij;

any inipoi-tant mines.

Claims were located in the North Moccasin Mountains

in the early 80's, chiefly on snudl pyritie veins in por-

phyry, and the ruins of two small stamp mills remain to

remind the present-day jjrosjiector that gold has not yet

been found in paying quantities in such deposits there.

On the southeast side of the mountains low-grade gold ore

occurs on the contact between limestone and a porphyry

dike.

In the North Moccasins considerable develojiment work

has been done on the Gold Links and (iolden Discovery

near the Kendall mine, and on the Abbey and other claims

near the Barues-King without discovering any extensive

orebodies. Develo])ment work was done in the summer
of l'J16 on the West Kendall and North Kendall propei'-

ties, and some low-grade gold ore was found.

The chief prospecting in the Big Snowy Mountains has

been done in Cottonwood and Swimming Woman Canons

near dikes or sheets of porphyry. Encouraging signs of

]Jecently the Yankee Girl has been reop(>ned and lead-xinc

ore shipped to (Jreat I'^alls.

Lead ox'es have also been found in the West Kendall

mine in the North Moccasins and on claims on Cone
Butte, Elk ilountain and Armell's Creek in the Judiths,

and small amounts were shi])))ed during lOlti. Zinc ores

have been found on the War Eagle at Maiden and a small

pocket of lead-zinc ore on the Hardly Able near,the South

Moccasins. A few thousand ounces of silver is recovered

each year along with the gold in Ihe cyanide process.

Traces of copper have been known in different parts

of Fergus County for many years, but practically nothing

Mas done with them until the last two years. Ed Sutter

iiiul associates, of Lewistown, liave four claims on the

south side of Eed Mountain, in tlie Judiths, where copper

is found in veins in porphyry. A lead of 2 to 3% co))i)er

has been found, but more development is needed. During
March, 1916, these men located claims on a contact meta-

morphic deposit on Armell's Creek, from which con-

siderable 10 to 15% oxidized copper ore has already been

shipped. Development work is in progress.

Li the bottom of the creek near-by is an extensive de-

posit of limonite, but nothing has been done with it.

In the Little Belt ^lountains, on Eunning Wolf Creek, a

large deiiosit of 50% hematite is found ; Paris Gibson

GTPSUII JIILL NEAR I^EWTSTOWN KEXDALL MINE IN THE NORTH MOCASSINS

gold and copper have sometimes been found, but no im-

|iortant orebodies have been located.

Considerable time and money have been spent in the

South Moccasin Mountains in a search for gold. Claims

have been staked on barren sandstone and on areas of

altered porphyry: small calcite and quartz stringers have

been fouiul in sandstone that are gold-bearing, and a

lead of gold ore on the contact of limestone and an in-

trusive rock seems promising, but there has been little

production from these mountains, although in similar*

conditions in the near-by North Moccasions and .Ttidiths

there are profitable deposits.

Gold occurs in that part of Fergus County which in-

cludes the eastern slopes of the Little Belt Range on

I'linuing Wolf Creek and near Yogo, but the prodiTction

has been only a few thoiisand dollars. Load-silver ores

pi-rdominate in this district. They occur as replacements

in limestone near the contact with inlrusive rocks. The
oi-ebodies have usually jiroved small and pockety. The
total ))roduction has been chiefly fi-om the Mountainside,

Sir Walter Scott, Weatherwax and \Voo(lliui'st ])roperties.

and others, from Great Falls, have 30 claims on this de-

posit that will soon be patented.

The valuable nonmetals, excepting fuels, found in

I'ergus County include gypsum, sandstone, sapphire, to-

paz, lime and materials for brick and cement. Gypsum
beds are common. Beds 10 to 35 ft. thick occur along the

borders of tlie Big Snowy and South Jloccasin ilountains

and on ilcDonald Creek divide. A mill at Hanover, T

miles west of Lewistown, was completed about the middle

of 1916 and is producing 100 tons of cement daily. An-
other mill M'ill soon be built 10 miles east of Lewistown by

the LTnited States Gypsum Co.

Considerable sandstone suitable for building purposes

occurs in the county along valleys where quarrying is

easv', and much is used each year, chiefly the Kootenai

sandstone that overlies the coal beds.

Lime was formerly made in small kilns, cs|)ecially in

the Juditli Mountains, but none has been burnt in recent

years and a modern lime-kiln near a railroad should prove

a successful venture as a source of su])])ly for operations

in this pai't of the country.
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j\liicli inalcrial suitable for portlaiul-ci'iuL'iit iinimiraL-

ture is available, ami the Three Forks I'ortbiiul Ceineiit

Co. has decided to build a 1300-bl)l. daily-eapaeity cement

])lant 7 miles west of Lewistowu ; the liinesloiu' will come

from the South Moccasins by a 1t,000-ft. tramway.

Brick is made at Lewistown from shale, ureat (|uan-

tities (if whicli occ\ir in the county.

Gem topaz has been produced from the West Kendall

mine in the Moccasins and has been cut into excellent

stones rcseniblin£; the diamoiul. H, is claimed locally

that this is the only place in tlie world where sa]iphires

ai-e mined prolitahly from the rock in which they occur.

Klsewlier(^ the production is rrmn placer-;. Sap))hires

occur at YojiO, near Sapphire in the Little i^>elt Moun-

tains. Claims on the sapphiic (Ukc were first located in

1S!).5, aitboush stray sapphires had ]irevio\isly been picked

uji and rec-inered aloni; with pold in placers. The rock,

ai'ter mining', is ])lac(»d on hoard floors and allowed to

weather. It is then washed thi-(uii;h sluices, and the .sap-

phires are collected in the riflles, the process being re-

peated several times. At the American mine a system of

maguetic concentration was used. This mine was pur-

chased about two years ago by the New ^linc Sapphire

Syndicate, an English company. The gem sapjihires were

l)ractically all shipped abroad to Belgium for cutting,

hence production has been greatly curtailcil dui'iug the

last two years by the war.

The county contains extensive and \alualilc c(ial de-

posits. At one time it was an important producer of coal,

but when IMusselshell County was formed, the latter took

away the important coal-mining town of Eoundup, since

which the yearly jiroduction of Fergus County has been

small. Until two years ago there were no large mines

in the county; now, however, the Cottonwood Coal Co. at

I,chigh, on the Great Northern R.R. in western Fergus

County, lias one of the best-equipped mines in Montana
and is producing several hundred tons a day. The coal is

almost all used by the Great Northern E.E. The surface

plant includes coal-washing machinery and a long aerial

tramway to remove the waste. Considci-alilc .-lack is ]iro-

duced which might be used for fuel liy the cement plant

to be built nea- Lewistown.

The coal in the Judith Basin is a fair grade of bitu-

minous. In northern and eastern Fergus County, tliin

seams of lignite, which locally thicken into lenticular

beds, as at Cutbank, occur in the .Judith River fornuition.

Ijignite is also fouiul at l!oumlu]i and in eastern ilontana.

Some indications of petroleum and natural gas have

been found in the county. Considerable geological work
was done during ]91fi in a search for oil. and numerous
leases ha\e been taken; it is planned to drill in two or

tliree parts of the county during the sunnner of 1917.

Denver Engineers' Census

The Kngineering Group of the Denver Civic and Com-

mercial Association is making arrangements for the list-

ing of all engineers in order that tiie association shall

have a complete record of the engineering personnel for

use in assisting the Government in prejiaring for or

carrying out war mea.sures. This work is parallel with

that being done in all centers.

The Denver committee, of wliicli L. G. Carpenter is

chairman, has requested a headquarters for examining

engineers for admittance to the Engineer Officers' Reserve

Corjis at Denver. The ncaie.-t examining pninl- have

lieen Fort Leavenuorih. Ivan., or Yellowstone. It is

likely that some such arrangement will be made.

United States Smelting, Refining and

Mining Co.

The annual report of the United States Smelting, Hefin-

iiig and .Mining Co. for liJlG shows the net earnings for

the year, including those of its subsidiary companies, to

liave been $8,898,401, of which .$1,T02,2--Jo was paid as

a 75r; dividend on the preferred .stock, -$1,492,339, or

$4.2.5 per share, on tiie common stock, $1,000,000 carried

as additional reseives for depreciation and $1,704,000

added to the undistributed suri)lus. Including metals

frcjiii custoin oj-es and from .Mexico, the ])roduction was:

TOTAL .MKT.VL PUODLCTIO.V

C'upi"'
l.pail

Zinc
Silver
Gold
Coal

28.888,093 1b.

103.855.4511b.
65,584,001 lb.

1 1.647,205 oz.

129.273 oz.
756.931 toiiK

The average prices at which metals were ^Ad during

the year were: Copper, ,$0.2T297 per lb.; lead, .$0.06076

per ib. ; zinc, .$0.12:527 per lb., and silver, $0.0."):f80 per oz.

The tonnage of ores produced from Centennial-Eureka.

Mammoth, Gold Road, Tennes.see and Bingham mines,

and in ilexico, was 1,022.306 tons, of which the values

of the metal contents were in the ]u-o])ortion of 39% co])-

per, 8% lead, 15% zinc. 28% silver and 10% gold.

A favorable opportunity presented itself to acquire at

Checotah, Okla., a zinc smeltery designed for the use of

gas on modern lines. This smeltery was .served by a new

gas field, of such an extent that the supply of gas is as-

sured for many years. Payment for this smeltery was

made partly in cash and partly by the transfer of the

plant at lola. The sum of $3.50,000 was written off the

cost of the zinc plants, which now stand at •$480,030. The
entire cost of the tliree zinc smelteries pun-hased in 191.5

is now written off, and an adequate depreciation of the

new smeltery at Checotah has been set aside. The lea.^e

on the Ritz mine in Oklahoma on a royalty basis was

obtained, and the mill from liavenswood was moved to

this ]uo])erty. The development shows high-grade zinc

ore from whiclr a good profit should be derived.

The operations in Mexico have been hampered by a

variety of difficulties, among which has lieen the inability

to obtain sufficient cyanide, dynamite, timber and other

supplies. During the first of the year both mills in

IVIexico were able to operate. During the la-st half of

the year, only one could operate, and that only part of

the time. It was deemed best, however, ]iending antici-

pated improvement in conditions, to maintain the organ-

ization and to ke,;p mines and plants in good repair

and working order, as well as to carry on such develop-

ment work as adverse conditions would permit, 'fhe ex-

]iense of this upkeep of nonproducing capacity' exceeded

the jirofit from the very small proportion of producing

capacitv during the last half of the year. For the entire

year the jirofits derived from the Mexican operations

amount to only 4.7% of the total ])rotits. Arrangements,

however, have been made for obtaining sufficient quanti-

ties of cyanide to meet needs. Ample supplies of dyna-

mite are now on hand anft reasonably assured for future

needs. Timber is being more readily obtained. Latest

reports from ilexico are that conditions are improved.
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David H. Browne
David 11. Browne died at his home in Monte lair, X. .1.,

^lar. :)0, lOlT, as a result of eouiplications followiiiL;

ii'ri|i|H'. The end eanie .suddenly, when hoth Mr. l?ro\vne

and his taniily were e.xiieeting a sjjeedy rerovery and phui-

ninu' a trip to .(aniaica I'or c-onijilete reeujieration.

In the BuUciiii of Canadian Mining Institute for

March, litK. was an interesting;' hioaraphy of Dr. Browne
under (he caption "Institute Xotal)ilities,"" which is rc-

])rodueed he e. 'V\\'\> ua- wi'itteii in a li.u'hter. happii'r

vein than c-ouhl he ciciin' now lie has heeu taken away.

The in-opheey eoiitaiiied that he wcnild some time write

the story of his suceess can now iie\er ho fulHlled.

"It falls to the lot of few men m any walk of ][[{_ and

to those en<;a,u-ed in ]iurely scieiitilie pursuit-^ in particular,

to be so widely known and

so universally respected as

the sulijec-t of this sketch.

I'avid H. Bi'owiie. metal-

lurgist, author and speaker,

was born June 8. lS(il, at

lloUymount, in the County

of Mayo. Ireland. lie

passed successfully through

the ordeal of the famous

academy at Londonderry,

and at the age of Ki came
to America, and continuing

his scholastic career, grad-

uated with the class of 1885

at the University of Michi-

gan. Then followed a biief

period of apprentic-eship

and training, first as clieiu-

ist with the Joliet Steel Co.,

under Emnierton, then in a

similar ca])acity at the Lud-

ington mine. Iron Mciuii-

tain, Mich., and then back

to the academic- atmosphere

of his alma ni.iter as in-

structor in inorganic- anal-

ysis, 1888-!!. There is no
doubt that had he remained

he would have been today a

popular and successful pro-

fessor, but luckily for the

mining profession, the young
Irish lad found the univers-

ity life too tame. and. m> \w saic]

stand the job. bad 1c, bear steam

wheels go round,

llitc-hcock lila.^l ruinaccs. ilubliaicl. Oliici.

"In 18!M he entered the service of the newly organized

Canadian Copper Co. as (-hemist, and since then his whole
lime has been devoted to tlie working out of the complex-

metallurgical problems c-onstantly occurving and per-

sistently recurring in c-oiinec-tion with tli(> nic-kel-<-oppev

ores of the Sudbury lield.

"Suffice it to say in this short sketch that be made a

success of the job. It also goes without .saying that in

the 20 years of continuous service with this company he
has not hn-ked for excitement and material for studv. To

DAVID H.

himself. Ill' coulcln'i

ilow cilf and see the

1 wcirkcMl till I8i)l at the Andrews and

his heart's content he has heard steam blowing o(f, some-

times ai-companied by and closely associated with nickel-

(-opper iiiattc^r wliic-h should ba\e been ipiietly simmerinu'
ill the settler, lie has seen wheels in <-ouiitless imnibers

go round at \arying speeds, has even been known to wliis-

l)er to the engineer that it was revidutions he wanted, not

pressure. Scmie day Biciwne himself will write in his own
inimitable way the history of *he Canadian Copper Co..

and inseparably woven into it will l)e the story of his own
strng'iles and cNperiments, his faihiri's and ultimate snc-

(-ess.

"In 188!) he greaily iiii])ro\ed his i-haneos of success by

iiiarrying Sara .M. |)a\is, daughter of Captain Davis, then

in charge of the company's mining operations. This, he

lliniself asserts, was the best

thing he e\er did. Bi-own

Is a \crilable encyclopedia

of furiuu-e rei-ords, histori-

cal dates, chemical equations

and reactions, ores and min-

erals with particular refer-

en(-e to their behavior when
mi-\ecl with other substances

in a niodern furnace, and

the \\liole mass blown to

uiirec-ordablc temperatures.

\Miat he does not carry in

his head, he has carefully

recorded in handly little

notebooks closely written in

indelible ink. These he

prochices on rare occasions:

fur iii<tani-e. to carefully

reccjid in a line or two, in-

formation that kept some
poor unfortunate clerk,

"wlici knew not David,"

deh ing and digging through

old iiiustv furnace records

for a week. The informa-

tion SCI diligently sought

and nicire c-arid'ully rec-cuclecl

would, in all probability,

be the ainciiiiit and metallic

contents of the matte pro-

dnc-ed hy some jiarticular

fuiiiac-e for tlie last 17 days

of .Vcivemher, 1880.

"lie iciiiicl tell liesseinei- nialte from converter slag at

two chain lengths; he could also tell the foreman of the

loading gang what he thought cif that offic-ial's aliilitv or

inaliility to clistingnish thc>ni.

"Tf the reader thinks that Browne was all chemistrv and

that his thoughts and reasimiiig were (-onfined to waicr-

jacketed areas, ask (he young Bi-ownes who was the author

and illusti'ator of the charming stcn-\' books tlie\ ic.-id

when tliev were kiddies.

"On the job he was no(ecl fco- bis kindness to the young

men who worked under him. Xow he is metallurgist

emeritus with many years of usefulness ahead, and one

of the happiest, fullest lives in the world to look hack

upon. We have said thai he was metallurgist, author and

'pyricrht. I'tuUtwcickI .V- T'ncli-iwoml

BROWNE
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most di'ligblful and eiitcrliuniiii; ni s|)oala'rs. AVo should

liavo added prearher—a preacher of the ^ospul ol' Imiiian

kindness, ol' helpfulness to the young students of scienee,

aider and abettor of every inoveniont which has for its

ohjeet the social betterment of the working class. Honors,

well deserv(Hl, are coming fairly fast. ' At the annual con-

vocation of Queen's ITni versify, Kingstcm, in April, 191(),

he had conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Laws

in recognition of his work for the advancement of scien-

tific knowledge. He is now known as Dr. David H.

Browne, but the added litle has proved no impediment.

He is still i)lain Dave to his friends, and his greatest work

lies before him.'"'

To the foregoing appreciation of our good friend. Dr.

David H. Browne, little need i)e added, says the editor of

Bidleiin. It is an admirable summing up of the char-

ac:teristics and qualities of one who is universally esteemed

and respected by reason not only of the position he has

attained in the front rank of the metallurgi.sts of the con-

tinent, but also because of his personality—his disinter-

ested kindness and warm-heartedness, his altruism, and in

general his broad and generous outlook on and attitude

toward life. As he himself renuirked in his fine tribute

to Prof. Robert H. Richards, another lovalile nature:

"The greatest thing in life is personality. The greatest

men are those whose fingers lind the chords of life and

at whose touch we thrill in .sympathy." And realizing

this truth, few will challenge Dr. Browne's right to a po-

sition of honor and eminem-e among his fellows. To the

Canadian ^Mining Institute, of which he has been a mem-
ber for 12 years, he has been always a loyal and helpful

friend in need and deed.

Dr. Browne was a no less valued and lieloved member
of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America and

the American Institute of Mining Engineers, in which

iie held several important chairmanships and was the

moving spirit of the executive committees. lie leaves a

wife and three sons.

m

Engineers' Volunteer Regiment

steps were taken on Apr. o, at a meeting of prominent

engineers in the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West

:59th St., to organize the First Volunteer-Engineer Regi-

ment. Col. C. H. McKinstry, a "West Point graduate and

for more than 20 years engaged in engineering work for

the army, was designated as colonel of the new regiment,

and ]\lajor William. Barclay Parsons of the United States

Officers' Reserve Corps, and Jlajor Arthur S. Dwight

were designated as majors.

.1. AYaldo Smith, chief engineer of the Department of

Wilier Sujijily. (ias and Electricity of New York, is chair-

man of the committee which is undertaking the formation

of the new regiment, and the secretary is J. S. Lang-

Ihorn, deputy commissioner of the same department, Rob-

ert Ridgway, chief engineer of construction of the Public

Service Commission, is chairman of the recruiting com-

mittee, which will open this week an office in the Engi-

neering Societies Building.

It is expected the ranks of fhe new regiment will be

filled within two weeks because of the attractive features

connected with army-engineering work. The pay of the

engineering corps is the highest in the army; there are

more olTicers in proportion to enlisted men and ])romotion

is more nijiid. Tiu- ranks will lie miid(> \ip of toywgraph-

ical and mechanical draftsmen, photographers ami blue-

print men, quarrymen skilled in explosives, iniiiecs, car-

penters, bridge carpenters, l)lacksmillis, jjlumbers and

pipe fitters, electricians, gas- and stt-am-ongine men, ma-

chinists, masons, calkers, riggers, expert axemen, Ijoat-

men and horseshoers.

Chronology of Mining, March, 1916
^lar. 1—Star ^Mining Co. filed suit for $.")()0,0i)0 against

Fedei'al .Mining and Smelting Co. for alleged ore trespass

from latters ilorning mine in the Cccur d'Alene district,

Idaho—Increase of 2.5c. per day in wages made by

Park City, Utah, mines as a result of the high prices for

lead and silver—In the Cceur d'Alene district of Idaho,

another increase of 25c. per day was made effective, while

lead remains at or above t\c. per lb., total bonus now
being ^l.S-j ])cr shift.

^lar. ()— Price of lead in New York touched 95c. per

lb., being the highest price since Civil War times—Hol-

linger Consolidated, in the Porcupine gold district, cut its

dividend from 1% in four weeks to 1% in eight weeks,

until mine work can catih up to requirements of the con-

solidated company.

Mar. S—E. P. Mathew.son awarded 1917 medal of .Min-

ing and Metallurgical Society of America, for distin-

guished service to the industry.

^lar. 12—First train of ore hauled from Goodwin, ter-

minus of new Deep Creek railroad in western Utah.

Mar. 13—Capitalization of Copper Queen Consolidated

]\Iining Co., of Bisbee, Ariz., increa.sed from .$2,000,000

to ifSO.OOO.OOO to become the sole operating company for

the Phelps Dodge Corporation, the successor of Phelps,

Dodge & Co.

Mar. 14—Termination of extension period for for-

feiture of Mexican mining properties which are not operat-

ing or which have failed to request exemption because of

impossible operating conditions.

Mar. 1.5—Old Dominion Co. of !Maine succeeded Old

Dominion Copp'er Mining and Smelting Co., a New Jersey

corporation, and will henceforth operate the Old Domin-

ion and the United Globe mines at Globe, Ariz.

"Mar. 1()—Tamai-ack shareholders voted to sell their

holdings at $(iO per share to Calumet & Hecla Mining Co.,

thus giving latter complete control of this old Michigan

copper mine.

Mar. 17—Eden ilining Co., Tonopah Mining Co. sub-

sidiarj' in Nicaragua, began milling its gold ore at initial

capacity of 1.50 tons daily—First ore from 2700-ft. level

on Comstock Lode, Nevacla, mined during this week from

old Consolidated Virginia mine; lowest mining in "bon-

anza days'' was on 2500 level.

Mar. 21—Leading U. S. copper mines offered Govern-

ment about 45,000,000 lb. of copper at \^c., average

price supposed to have been received by U. M. S. Co. dur-

ing last decade, instead of current price of :^0i((/:?2c.

per lb.

Mar. 22—End of two weeks' strike at Nichols Copper

Co. refinery at Laurel Hill, Long Island.

;Mar. 24—Fire in Utah-Apex mine at Bingham, Utah,

beginning on 1000-ft. level, extended to 1300-ft. level, and

flooding was resorted to on !Mar. 28.

Mar. 30—Semicentennial of Alaska purchase for $7,-

200,000—Death of David H. Browne, metallurgical en-

gineer for International Nickel Co. and chairman of New
York Section of Anu'rican Institute of Mining Engineers.
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Hydraulic Flotation Machine

r.v Airniri; ('ii()\VL''()()'r'-'

The ilcseription {i'iveii liero is of a lorin nf flotation ma-

chine that is in operation at tlio mills of The yVrizona

Diirin^- the jKM'iod frnni ^lay, ^'.)\~>. to Septoniber, 11)1."),

jiiilu-i\(', llircc iliU'civiit fornis of air-entraining nia-

eliines were developed and pul into sne('essful operation

on slimes tailings, and from ihe exjjerienee gained in

the ()jieratit)n of them a final form of niaehine was de-

Copper Co., Ltd., at Moreuei and Clifton, Ariz. The cided npon.

maehine is of interest for several reasons, among whieh The first experimental machine was constrneted to

may be mentioned the following: The aeration of the entrain air by passing the pulp ihroii^ih a long, narrow

pulp is accomplished automatically by its gravity fall; slot in the Itottom of a launder, the slot being contained

there are no moving parts; no porous medium is used; between tight sides which extended about one foot below

the machine requires little attentiou and no power, the water level in a frothing lank. The frothing tank was

i \ M

THE HYDRAULIC Fl.

A brief history of the machine shows that during the

Mionth of March, 1915, K. H. Donaldson, foreman of No.

I concentrator, of Clifton, while considering means for

.amplifying the flotation apparatus in use at that time,

thought of applying the principle of the hydraulic air

(ompressor to a flotation apparatus. A few preliminary

ex])eriments demonstrated that sufficient air could be

iMitrained or injected by a falling stream of pulp to geu-

ci'ate a froth when tlie stream discharged thi-ough a

nozzle or similar form of opening into a tank. In April,

li)l.'j. an experimental machine .of commercial size wa.s

l)uilt at the No. fi concentrator, at Morenci.

•Superintendent of conccntr.Ttorw. .Arizona roppcr Co., Ltd.,
Morenci, Ariz.

lOTATION MACHINE

])laced about 4 ft. below the level of the launder. The air

was entrained through |-in. vertical pipes spaced at about

2 in. along the slot. Another system was by clischarging the

pulp under 4-ft. head through a large number of small

nozzles into a slot Just above water level in the frothing

tank, or, a third system, by discharging the pulp through

a smaller niiniber of larger nozzles than in the ]n'eceding

method.

These ex|XM-iniental machines indicated the conimei-cial

possibilities of the type, since in less than two months

they )3i-oduced 23 dry tons of concentrates which contained

TOOO lb. of copper, this representing material recovered

from the tailrace without the addition of oil, except for

a short p(>ri(Ml at the start nf the tests.
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'I'lic iiiill u:is riol ((|iii|i|ic(l with llo1;i(iiiii ii|i|i;ir:itil>

iit tins tiinr willi (lie cxc'cplioil of t'.\|)i'|-iiiicnt:il llllit^

;iii(l, :i^ a liifu'c iiiiKuiiil. of the mill wator is fc-iisi'il, it

\viis lint, (l('siral)le to ndd iiioro oil which, on its rctiini to

tlio mill ill the recliiiincil waliT, miiiht cause float mineral

((hat otherwise mii;ht he rocovci-ed ) to he ciifricd off in

the tailings. The e.xpei-imeiits ^\c^v ijiteri'iipicd in Scp-

SIDE VIEW OF THE MIDDLE fXIT

tendjer. lltl."). \>y lahor tvouhles. which continued until

tV'd-tiary. lilKi.

The machine as de\elo])ed at ]>reseiit. which has been

named tiie A. C. flotation machine No. ], is illustrated in

the acconiijanyinj;' drawing and photographs. It consists

of three units operating in series, each unit consisting

of four self-ai-'raf iug llntatiou cells. The tailings from

I |i to the present tinie tiie niacliiiie lias been used

cpidy fdi- the re-treatnient of tailings, as the tailracc was
the nio-l convenient ])lac(t to make the tests; hut the iv-

siills ohtained from the unit shown in the ])liotograj)hs

indiiate the ])ossihi]i1y of its use for the direct treatment
<if the slimes and fine sands. It is at present producing
concentrates assaying 1 1 9? cop|)er, and recovering 1800
II). of cn]i])er ])er 2 1 hr. without the addition of oil.

the iiecessaiT amount heiiig supplied fi-om the flotation

tailings from the mill.

The main requisite for the successful operation of the

machine is ])leiity of licadroom; less headroom, iiowexcr.

than is shown in the drawing can he successfully used, hut

for the machine descrihed the location of three sets of

concrete ])iers, which had formerly siip])orted three sand

hiiis, furnished convenient foundations for the ])laiit. I>v

passing the feed to the machine through a screened tank
using a i|-in. round-hole jilate screen, the machine o))ei--

ates without attendance, once the ju'oper adjustment of

the tailhoard. which conti'ols the water level in the froth-

ing tank, is decided ujion.

Treating Low-Grade Lead Ores

.\t till' Salt Lake City Ex])eriiiient Station of the Bu-
reau of \'ines, A. K. Wells, metallurgist in charge, re-

ported as follows to the AVashiiigton office of the hureau :

Till' most successful results of the metallurgical-re-

search hranch during the month were with low-grade lead

ores that have failed to yield to flotation or leaching

processes. By mixing these ores with sodium chloride

and heating to temperatures of aljout 800° C, high e\-

fi'actions of the lead can he ohtained irrespective of the

kind of gangue of the ores. The lead volatilizes as a

cliloride, and any silver or gold ])rcscnt is likewise vola-

tilixed. These chlorides are ])recipitated from the fume
l]y the use of the Cottrell ])rec!]iitator. Th.e pre(i])itated

lead chloride, after mixture with lime and a small amount
of reducing agent, is heated to redness, when a slag of

calcium chloride and metallic lead is formed. The cal-

I'EEI) LArXUERS ADOVE THIO I.'LOTATION
MACHINE

the first unit are ri'Ireatec! in the seii.ml ami the tail-

ings from the second unit, in the third. The machine

shown in operation in the pliotograph is the middle tmit;

the third unit is shown in course of construction. The

head unit will he installed last, since hefore it can he in-

stalled it will he neces.sary to elevate the tailings launder

feeding the machines to secure the necessary headroom, an

ossential with this kind of machine.

FEED PIPES, SHOWING WOOD BLOCKS AS TEMPORARY
NOZZLE CASINGS

cium chloride is an ad\antai;eous substitute for sodium

ih' in the first operation, and rom 50 to ::->% of

hlorine is recovered in this manner. This process

lave the advantage of producing huUion from either

ehloriiic

tlu

wil

o.vide or sul]ihide ores in localities that do not contain

suflicient water for milling purposes. Cost calculations

indicate the possibility of this process being cheaper

than water concentration followed by smelting.
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Ray Consolidated Copper Co.
'I'lic jiihiumI rr|i(ii-l 111' ihi' li';iv ('i)ii~iiliil:il''(l (l(i|i|icr ('"..

li'ay, Ariz., savs tluit the lu'l cdiiinT iii-ihIikI imi Inr IIMl!

was M.DS:!..'")!!) Ih., as ((iiiii.ian'tl with (iOj.'viS.UoG 11). I'or

.ll)l.">. Tin's increase of 21.21% in net eopper ]iro(lu('ti()n

resulted from an ineretisp of 17.(i% in tlie lolal t(inna,L;e

of ore ti'eated, with im])ro\o(l operations, and was niailc

J'roiu ore carryinu- an avoraue ol' 1.32 Ih. less eopi)er ])('r

ton than in 1 !•!•").

The cost of 10.2010. ]ier Ih. copper ]irodncc(l for the

year was liii;li. A carefnl calcnlation indicales tliat al

normal \vaj;es hasi'd upon average copper-metal prices, and

at former material prices, th<> cost for the year wonhl

lia\e been 8.i).')4c. per Ih.

The not profit for the yeai' availalilc for dividends

amounted to $12,08 1,1(11;. (U- ^I.iKi ]irr share. Of this

•$4,:)-'!7,!)."')5, or -$2.70 j)er share, was distriliuted to sto<k-

holders in dividends; •$3()7,7;>S, or 2oc. per share, was ap-

l)lied as a reserve for depreciation: and >|<';,.'i7cS,47;5, or

•$4.()<S per share, was adde(l to earned surplus.

There has been developed a total of lOd.0)07,080 tons,

and there has he(>n extracted and treated l.'!,2i):],8.')4 tons.

Development, constrnetion and equipment totaleil $1.'?,-

800..')14. Of this amount .$6,008,448 came from the sale

of cajiital seenrities, and $(i,8iJ2,0(;t) came from earninj;s.

In ten years (of which less tlian six have been pro-

ductive years) the company has earned a total of $2.j,-

.jOl.974. Of this amount $1 ..')29,94(5 has been reserved

for exting-uisbment of mine-development costs and $1,-

227.750 for depreciation of mine and etpiipment. leiiviiii;-

a i)alance of $22.744,,378.

Total dividends of $8,931,100 have l)een paid to stock-

holders, and the balance of $1:5.81:5.178 remains to earned

snrjdus. This earned surplus is now re]n-csented by $4.-

1:54,:569 still invested in develoi)ment, eonstruetiou and

equipment, and by $9.(578,809 represented by net current

assets eonsisting chiefly of metals in transit and of ac-

counts receivable.

UXUK1!G1!0U.\1I DeVELOPJIENT

The underground develojnnent for the year IDIi; con-

sisted of 6(5,86:) ft., an increase of 21,571 ft. as compa7-c(l

to that of the jirevious year. The total development since

the beginning of operations to the end of the year 1916

is 564,;588 ft., or ap]iroxiniately 107 miles of which min-

ing operations have destroyed to date 28:5.767 ft., leav-

ing still intact 280.621 ft., or approximately 5:S miles.

Through information gained from devplo])nipnt dur-

ing 191(), it was dcenicil advisable to recalculate ore re-

.scrves. The revised calculations of tonnage and grade

are baseil in jiart upon <lnirn-diill develo]inient, and in

])art iipon the records of umhu'ground work. This esti-

mate shows ore reserves remaining at the end of the year

1916 amounting to 9.'5,;!7:i,226 tons, ave?-aging 2.0:5% co])-

])er. Since the heginning of opei'atious there has been

mined a total of i;5,29:).8."i4 tons, averaging 1.70%- copper.

.Vdding this to the reserves now existing, brings the total

tonnage of availabli' and ])rofitablc ore disclosed and

]iroven in the ))ro])crty since the beginning of its de-

velopment to 10().()67.080 tons. T'he total lonnage ])re-

viously estimated as develo])e(l in the ])ro|)ei-ty and as

stated in the annual I'eport for the year 1912 was 82.904.-

o68 tons, having an average grade of 2.19^;;. .\s pi-e-

V iously stated, the total tonnage (lev('lo])ed from the he-

ginning of operations to the end of 1916, as shown by re-

vised estimates, was I DC.lKi; .080 tons. Using the pre-

viously repiirte(l total tonnage and grade as against the

tonnage and graile now reported, tlie average value of the

.added reserves is calculated ai \ .'-WO; . The revised esti-

mates do not take into account consideral)le areas of

deep oi'e known to exist as (hivvnwai'd extensions of ex-

celhuit grade (n-eli"dies already pi'oven. This ore lies

deeper than the holloms of existing drill holes where min-
ing o])erations have destroyed the uppei- jiai'ts of niany
of the holes so lliat they eaiOKit now be deepened, and
the orebodies referi-ed to can therefore be llest develo]jed
liy usual underground methods.

The total amount of ore mined from all sources during
the year and shipped to tlie ivdiictiou works at Ilavrlen

was :).:)()o,4U6 tons, an average of 9190 tons per dav,

containing 1.63% eojiin'r. l''or the year 1915 the total

])roduction was 2,86:i,517 tons, or an average of 18 15

tons ])er day. Of the ore received at the mills for 1916,
:!2.2:i5 tons, averaging 4.1-j;^{ copper, was sorted or .se-

lected ore wliich was diverted to the smelter for direct

smelting. The remainder, amounting to 3.331,231. Ions,

averaging 1.607% co]iper, was milling ore.

The slight decrease in co])]iei' contents of the ore inined
dui'ing the year as compared to the previous year was
caused largely by the rapid drawing of the last ore in some
large medium-grade reserve lilo<-ks. This was necessai'v

i]i oi-dcr to maintain, and. in fact, increase tonnage, and
was due in gi-eat measure to the enforced curtailment
of ]n'oduetion and almost complete suspension of develo])-

juent and stojie ])reparation (nv nearly a year beginning
with August. 1911. It ba^ bivn repeatedly stated in

jirevious repoits that the area< :ind zones in wh.ieh the

]>rincipal mining operations have been conducted in the

])ast are shown by dcvelo)iinent records to be of cnu-

sidei-alily low'n- grade tlian the average for the entire de-

posit. The reservi' blocks which were drawn upon so

heavily during the year wei-e in the.se lower-grade areas.

The mining costs for the year were 80.07;)C. per ton.

of vvhirb 5.1 Kic. ])er ton Avas d\ie to coarse-crushing and
loading, leaving tlie net mining eost ;4.927c. per ton.

The high-grade orebody developed ibrough and adjac-

ent to tlie No. :'. .shaft is, as has been frequently stated, of

a cbai-actci- not ada]ited to the application of the regular

system of mining used. The so-called square-set .system

is a]iplied hiM'c, requiring lieavy timbers and close filling.

As a result of this the jier ton cost of mining this orebodv

is approximately four times as great as that of mining
the larger bodies df average grade. These high costs are

included in the avm-age mining costs stated. If the ton-

jiage produced fi-oni the Xo. 3 shaft and the I'ost of pro-

ducing it wi'i'e eliiiiinaled from the general figures, the

,ivei-age mining cost for tbi' year, (-xeluding coarse-crush-

ing and loading costs, Avould hecome 69,12c. The higher

mining costs I'm- ih(> year 1916 are entirely duo to an in-

1 i-ease of al)out >0'^', in the cost of labor and supplies.

iMiiiiig the yeai- there was nulled at the Ilayden ])lant

:).:!:!2,:) 10 dry tons, corresjionding to a daily average of

9105 tons, as compared with 1805 tons during 1915. 'IMiis

average was reduced somewhat on account of the lost lime
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(luring tlip lirst quarter, when (ipcTalioas v,-ere siispciidud

I'or 11 days on account of wa.-^houts on the Arizona East-

ern K.R.. and tlic average ol' llie I'onrtli quarter, wliieli

M'a.s 9 IT") t(ni.si per day, is more n(>arly what may he e,\-

jn'ctcd until further increases oF milling ea])aeity now
under way are completed. The total tonnage (if ore

milled since the heginning of o])erations and to llif end

of IDlfi, was 13,221.700 t(ms. averaging 1.(50% copper.

The average grade of the ore nn'lled lor lOlfi was 1.()07'/(

copper, and the average recovery Fiu- the year was 70.20%
of the entire copper contents, e<piivalent to 22..")() Ih. ol'

copper per ton, as eompared with (M.11% or 21.4.5 Ih. ol'

copper per ton for the previous year. This iiu^rease in

recovery is the direct result ol' additions and improxc-

ments in mill equi]nnent made during the year. The
concentrate production for the year was 188.7'78 tons,

containing an average of 19.91-1% copper.

INCREASING EXTR.^CTIOIt DE.SULT.S

Pcrpentuge
_

I.b. of Copper
Reeovor.v Entire Rooovcrpd per Grade of
Copper Contents Ton of Ore Concentrates

First quarter 64 93 21 18 17 48
Seeond quarter 68 33 21 57 19 21
Third quarter 7 1 42 22.44 20 89
Fourth qu.artcr 75 32 24 84 21 93

The cost of milling for the year was ."i.j.li.-jc. ])er ton.

as compared with 50.86c. for the previous year. The
increase in milling cost is largely due to the same factors

that atfected mining costs in a similar way.

The tonnage treated and the production of copper ron-

tained in the concentrates, hy quarters, as compared with

the ]n-evious year, were as follows

:

COPPER PRODUCTION BY f^UARTERS
1916 1915

Tons l.h. Tons Lb.
Milled Copper Milled Copper

First quarter 745.940 15.801.568 656,652 14,463,213
Second quarter 865,300 18,667.664 679.004 14.524.380
Third quarter 849.400 19.061.727 716.211 14.931.388
Fourth quarter 871,700 21,651.956 797.102 17.195,533

Totiil for year 3.332,340 75.182.915 2,848,969 61,114,514

In addition to the copper in concentrates, there was

contained in ores shipped direct to the smelter, a total

of 2,073,798 lb., making the gross jiroduction of copper

from all sources 77,856,713 Ih. The average cost per

]iound of net copper produced from milling ores, after

making allowances for smelting and refining deductions

and crediting dividends from the Ray & Gila Valley R.R.

ami other miscellaneous income as a reduction of oper-

ation costs, was 10.134c. The comhined cost per pound

of net copper produced from milling ore and direct ship-

ping ore for the year was 10.267c.. as compared with

9. t23c. for the previous year. The.se costs include all

operating and general charges, except Federal income tax

as well as 12^c. per ton of ore milled, which is applied to

the retirement of mine-development costs.

Ontario Mining Taxes Increased

Taxes on every mine in Toronto, the annual [irofits of

which exceed $10,000, are to be raised frt)iu 3 to 5%
yearly upon the annual profits in excess of $10,000 and

up to $5,000,000. according to a recent press report from

Toronto. On all annual ]n'ofits over $5,000,000 and up
to $10,000,000 the tax will be 6%.; (ui all annual profits

over $10,000,000 and up to $15,000 the aiuial tax will be

7%, and on the aiinual profits in excess of $15,000,000 a

l)ercentage increasing with each additional $5,000,000 in

the same ])roportion as in the case of the second and tliird

five millions of dollars. On nickel and nickel copper

mines the new taxation is effective as from Jan. 1, 1915.

These are the outstanding features of the "nickel legis-

lation" introduced in the Legislative Assemlily by Hon.
(i. Howard Ferguson.

rp lo the jiresent the International Nickel Co. has j)aid

an annual tax of $40,000 to the Province. Under the new
system of taxation, it is roughly estimated that it will

have to pay $1,000,000 a year, as the annual net profits of

the corpcjration aic said to be about $16,(100,000.

Report of ("opper Production
This lahlc is compiltMl from ie))ort.s received from tbe

res[)ective companies (except in the cases noted by as-

terisk as estimated), together with the re])orts of the

lanuary February March
Alaska sliip iil.~ 2,515,372

Arizoiui:

.\rizona Copper
Inspiration
AHarni
Old Doniinion
Ray
shannon
Other Arizona

California

:

Mammoth 2,200,000 2.200,000 2.0C0.000

^nehi^ian;

Calumet & Hecla 14,103,126 13,162,007
CJther Lake Superior* 9.500,000 9,000,000

Xlotitana:

Anaconda 28,250,000 25.000.000 31,300,000
East Butte 1.479,520 1,460,440 1.597,340

Nevada:

Mason \'alley t t

4.100.000
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Air Lift for Slime Pulp

In the illustration »\' ni\ :iir lilt for slinie pulp, ap-

pearinfi' in the Journal of Mar. 10. 11)17, the thread on

the lift pipe at its juncture with the reducer leading to

the air pipe .should have been shown as aliout 5 in. long.

In erecting the lift, the reducer is screwed on the lift pipe,

sufficient thread appearing inside the reducer to take the

sleeve. The lower lengths of lift pipe are then screwed

in place, and the 5-in. air pipe connected with the re-

ducer. The lift pipe should be kept central in the air

pipe with three wedges or by means of a spacing "spider"

attached to the lift pipe at its lower end.

New York, ^Mar. 12. li)i:. A. W. Allen.

The Cottrell Process

In the Journal of Feb. IT. there ap]icars a note on the

Cottrell Process. Dr. Cottrell invented and developed

two separate and distinct processes. The first of these

is the well-known Cottrell process for the separation of

sxtspended particles from gases by electric means. In

this process the gases carrying the suspended particles

are passed throitgh a special apparatus in which the sus-

pended particles are subjected to an intense electric field

in which a corona discharge is taking place. Here the in-

dividual particles become charged and are then caused to

migrate in the electric field, out of the current of ad-

vancing gases, and defiosited upon the electrodes.

The second process deals with the dehydration of oils.

This process was aimed directly at the treatment of pe-

troleum emulsions. In this process the water-carrying oil

is subjected to the stresses of an alternating electric field,

which induces electric charges upon the water particles.

The water particles, nnder the action of the electric field,

coalesce to form larger globules, which readily settle out

of the oil. This tjrocess has not been applied to the removal

of oil from condenser A\'ater, as in this case the W'ater be-

comes the suspending medium, and this water would
form a short-circuit between the electrodes.

The ordinary properties of collodial suspensions play no

direct part in tlie operation of either process, entire ac-

tion being established by the electric charges placed upon
the suspended piarticles, by subjecting the particles, to-

gether with the suspending medium, to intense electric

stresses. The following articles describe the Cottrell

processes for separation of suspended particles from

gases: Journal of Industrial and Enghieering Chein-

u7n/. Vol. 3, p. 542, Aug. 1911—F. G. Cottrell.

Jleporf, Smithsonian InstMution for 1913, p, 653—F.

G. Cottrell: Anicrinni Institute Cheiiiical Engineers. Yol.

8, Aug. l'H.5—Walter .\. Schmidt; Engineering and Min-
inq Journal. Yol. 101, p. 385, Feb.' 2(5, 1916—F. G.

Cottrell.

The articles given in 1lie lirst two references, also

touch upon the processes for dehydration of oil. This

pi'ocess is described at greater length in "Electrical Pro-

cess for Dehydration of C'i-iide Petroleum," by Arthur T.

Beazley; in Oil Age (Los Angeles), Apr. 21, 1911, and
also in the following United States patents: 987,114,

.Mar. 21, 1911; 987J1.5, Mar. 21, MMl: 987,116, Mar.
21, 1911 ; 987,117, :Mar. 21, 1911.

AValteh a. SciiMiirr.

Los Angeles, Calif.. :\Iar. 5. 1917.
'*"

An Emergenc)^ Oil-Drum Stove

In the Journal of Jan. 13, 1917, there was a descrip-

tion of an emergency oil-drum stove. I have found the

Alaskan oil-drum stove an improvement upon this and
have adopted it in preference to any stove on the market
for heating mills or other buildings in which a large stove

is needed. It requires no grate bars; there is no danger

of hot ashes falling out ; it is much easier to construct

than the type mentioned above, and is air-tight. By clos-

ing both dampers the wood will smolder and retain fire

for eight hours. The stove pipe should be G to 8 in.

diameter and should contain a good damper. The down-
draft, for air, should be not more than one inch smaller

diameter than the stove pipe and should be closed by a

THK AI..-\SKA.V TYPE OP OIL-DRUM STOVE

sliding damper, consisting simply of a piece of heavy

sheet iron pivoted on one side and having an ear, or lug,

on the opposite side, by which it can be opened or closed.

The only thing to be careful al)out is to have the fuel

door large enough to take all kinds of odd chunks and to

have it close tight. A door 14x18 in. is often used,

but I believe 18 .x 24 in. would be better. It should be

jilaced as far ttpon the side of the drum as possible so as

to give plenty of room for a bed of fire. The ashes are

shoveled out through tliis dooi- whenever necessary.

For a foundation a couple of cradles may bo built of

bricks or dry-rock wall or concrete, depending on which

is the most handy.

Cordova Mines Ltd., S. II. i5uocK(iNiKn.

Cordova Mines, Out., Feb. 19, 1917.
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THE XISSKX HL'T. A KNOOKl^OWX SHKT.TKR FOR SOLDIERS. IXVEXTED BY A illXIXG EXOIXEER
"Somewhere in France," shelter from storms for the troops Vjehind the line was achieved in the Xissen hnt (tevis»-<l by

Peter X. Xissen. inventor of the Xissen stamp and now a major in the British Army. The "hut" has a V»oard floor with
a double sernicylindrii-al covering:, , the outside one being of corrus'i^ted iron, the inner of matched boarib'^; the only
openings are at tlie ends. It may be knocked down, transported readily and erected with a spanner Avrench—thus servintr
as a standardized, quickly available shelter for 24 men. During; the day. bedding- is rolled tf) the side and the hut
may be us€d as a mess hall

^ - »*

COFFEE CREEK DREDGE OF THE YUKON GOLD CO. IN TRINITY COUNTY. CALirur.NIA
Machinery for this-. 9-cu.ft. stPel-hiiU drcdsi" was furnished by the Marion Steam Shovel Co.. of Marion. Ohio. The erection

was done ijy the Pacific Gold Drertsing Co.. the Yulton Gold Co.'s California .xulisidiary; the company will oi)erate :, fleet
of Ave gold dredgres in Califoriii;t tiiis year
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FMjTTMANN ONE-MAX DRILLS AS USED IN ONE OF THE HAND MINES
In Ihc lop view, a Kafir Is driviriK ;ni uiijier witli polid .stepi and iiijictins water with the l-in. Mannesiiiann tube
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Air-Lift Data Tabulated

By a. W. Ai.i.kx-

The accompanying data (m air lifts iiave been put

into tabular form in order tliat tliey may !>(• more con-

veniently referred to when necessary. The ligures of

principal importance are given.

AIH PRESSURE TO OPEK.\TE LIFTS
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Construction of Chutes

Bv .Ia.mks I'L Hai;ding*

Early in the (i))er;itiiiii of the Dairy Fnnu iiiiiic in

California, it was I'oiuul that chntes, to stand the heavy

weight of the rock and the constant blasting, had to be

very strong. Several types and variations of types were

tried, and finally that .shown in the accompanying illus-

tration was adopted as best for all purposes.

When the chute rai.se is driven to a sufficient height,

the chute is constructed directly in the mouth of the

B-D

B

CHUTE USED AT THE DAIRY FARM MINE

raise. First, two drift sets are placed -i ft. apart in the

clear and blocked. Upon each cap are placed two 10x10-

in. stuUs, the first one directly above the cap and resting

on it. The second stuU is placed on the first and inset

1 in. toward the center of the chute to

protect the ends of the plank forming

the side of the chute. The bottom of

the chute is sustained by lOxlO-in.

crosspieces, held up in turn by posts

or solid ground, whichever is the

handier. The sides and bottom of the

chute are made of 2 x 12-in. plank

laid double and overlapping each other

by half their width. Overhead on the

drift timbers, 8 x 8-in. lagging is laid

to close the space over the drift to the ^SXPl^'
two 10 X 10-in. timbers which act as

bumpers for the chute mouth. For

gates 3 X 12-in. plank is used. This

type of chute has been found to be suf-

ficiently strong to stand all shocks re-

ceived. There are chutes in the mine,

still in good condition, which have been

blasted over a hundred times and Ihnuigh which several

thousand tons of ore has been drawn.

It is not to be understood that (he blasting is done

recklessly or heavily. Generally one stick of powder is

sufficient to break any rock encountered wlien drilled,

ami in bulldozing with several sticks, 1lic powder is ])laeed

in such a way that the tindier will not be hit a direct blow.

Men employed as chute blasters are s))ecially selected.

Intelligence is the prime requisite.

For building the.se chutes the amount of labor required

is four timberman .shifts. The approximate quantity of

thnber is 9r, to 100 lin.ft. of 1 Ox 10-in., 45 lin.ft. of 8x8-

in., 120 lin.ft. of 2xl2-in. plank and 7 ft. of 3xl2-in. for

gates. These gates are frequently broken by shooting

and have to be replaced. The u.se of 3xl2-in. plank for

gates in place of 2xl2-in. saves about 90% in the amount

of lumber used for this ])urpose.

Electric Heating Plant for

Powder Magazines

By Alvin' L. Kiuckso.v*

The electric heating system used in the powder maga-

zine on the No. 5 level of the Perseverance mine of the

Alaska Gastineau Mining Co., was devised by Carl E.

Fellstrom, electrical foreman of the Perseverance mine.

This system is now in successful operation and heats a

magazine having a capacity of about 20 tons of powder.

The system is safe and dependable.

This magazine is divided into two separate compart-

ments, each 47 ft. long, 7 ft. 6 in. wide and 6 ft. high.

There are two hot-water coils and a thermostat in each

compartment—one coil on each side of the compartment.

Four Bayonet heaters, which are electrical appliances for

lieating water, are placed in a station 30 ft. away from the

=^

Detail of
Automatic Electric

Heater

A " Bayonet tieateMSOO Watf /lO WtS '

B= " • Tube
C= Expansion ^nk
D = Gage Glass

E 'Heating Coil

F 'Air Cock
G 'Drain Valve

M 'Switch, rtiree Point
I ' Automatic HeatRegulator
J ^Thermostat
K 't^ain Line. 110 Volts

Bectrichotairheater
connected6yducts to. ~

rorerrxryency use
;

. Z'eiac^lron Pipes. M'in eachCoilGradeof^CoilW^o
'

'^4'7V7-6'i6'i^h
'

"
'factiT^Wit?" ^

Controllingftinel ,,

SmtctiBox7'kl4/26

AN EI.ECTRIC HOT-W.-VTER HE.VTING SYSTEM FOR UNDERGROUND
POWDER M.\GAZINES

magazine. Each one of these heaters supplies the hot

water for one of the coil units in the powder magazine.

The automatic controller, expansion tank, four three-point

heat-controlling switches and the main line switch are

also contained in the station. One coil in each comiiart-

ment is in constant operation, while ilu- other eoil is used

•Care of American Smelting and Refining Co.,
Atacaina, Chile.

Caldera,
•11.5 EiKliteentli .\ve., Nortli. Sf.ittl,-, Wa.-^li.
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1o j;t)\cni tlu' lu'iit mikI is cmiiKH-tod with tlu' llicniuisiat

which is iiistallod in Ihc ioiii]iartnient.

Eacli Bayoiipt heater lias three points ot rei;\il!iti<)n—
low. nu'diiun and high. These heat regulations are con-

trolled hy the four three-way switches. By throwing in all

the heat at one time, a niaxinuun teni])eratnre of 118° V.

can be attained, ilnis all'unling ample |ir<>te(li(in in case

of extreme weather. It is of course understoinl that this

temperature can he attained only by throwing out the

heat-controlling device, as the thermostats are set to only

allow a maximum of 90° F. Tender ordinary ci>nditions

setting the three-way switdies at the '"Idw" position has

been found to amply talsc care of the requirements.

The heat-controlling device consists of an alnmiiuim

expan.sion baiul connected to a brass stri]) at the end of

which are platinum contact points which make anil break

contact with a solenoid which in turn is connected to

How To Build a 2000-Pound Jib Crane

It soniclimes lia|i|iens that a small jib crane is wanted

uliere, for some i-eason or other, it is not easy to buy

one. I'or these cases the design of ii •iOOO-lb. crane that

has proxed successful in several railroad slioj)? may be of

leal viihie. as full details me given in an article by Joseph

K. Long in the A mcriiiiii Mncliiiml for ilar. 13, 1917.

Nearly all roundhouses are built from similar design,

with two or sometimes with three IDx l<J-in. s(piare po.sts

supporting the structure between the inner circle and the

(jiitei- widl. These post.s can also supjxjrt a crane of this

tyj)c. In order to lift or remove piston valves, steam

ihests, pistons, cylind(U- heails, front ends, etc., we built

and put in use several of these cranes.

The brackets are steel castings. The lower bracket is

<einrel\ bolted to the JXfst by six J-in. through bolts.
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W'c have instituted this new (lc|)iiftnuMit to I'uii while

the war is in progress, in «hieh will he siinnnari/.ed a

ivconl of tlie events and the e\|n-essi(in of ei-ononiic opin-

ions that have a direct, or even indirect, hearinij upon the

miniiii; and nietallur<;ical industries of the United States.

Progress of the War
The United States rornially declared war on (ierinany,

Friday, Apr. (!, and thereupon the (lernuin ships in

American ports were seized. Tlie I'resideut issued a

proclamation of the state? of war, notifyiuii (ierman sub-

jects in this country that they would lie unmolested so

lonjj as they were quiet and diil not ti'y to aid the enemy.

but Germans residinj; within hall' a mile of foi'ts, na\y

yard.s, and some otiier specilied ])laces were required to

remove. On Apr. 9 Austria-IIunuary severed diplomatic

relations with the United States, the latter then pi'om])tly

siezins; the Austrian sliips in American ports. American

aviators servinj;' in the Lafayette Kscadrille raised the

•American flag at the front in France. Preparations were

made for the introduction in Congress of a bill authoriz-

ing a bond issue of $5,000,000,006 at 3^%, two-fifths for

our own purjioses and three-fifths for the Allies.

V

How Best To Help the Allies in Europe

The war is of such magnitude as to tax the very re-

sources of Nature herself; hence, if prolonged, the neces-

sity for economy in consumption and stinuilation of ])ro-

dixetion is for us quite as necessary as if yon were not

taking part, says the London financial correspondent of

the Ereninij Po.'-tt. Briefly summarized, the best opin-

ions in London, while considering American particijjation

in the war as in.suring victory, lielieve tluit the flrst es-

sential, and the one on which the duration of the war
de])ends, is the closest, most intelligent and most skillful

coo))eratiou of America and lier allies; we iirofiting by

your help, yoii by our experience of the last two and a

half years. There must, liowever, he com])lete understand-

ing, both on general jjrinciples to he enqdoyed and on

methods of procedure.

A nu'thod of giving money to the Allies without in-

delicacy, says Norman Hapgood in the Evening Post,

would be to take over the total cost of relief work
in Belgium and nortiiern ]?i'ance, the past cost as well as

the future. America has the credit for having done that

relief work, but as a matter of fact, the French and
British have paid most of the money. France has already

paid $2.'')0,000,000 foi- thi- work, and the future cost will

lie .$15,000,000 a niontli. .V good plan would be to jnit

$1,000,000.OOO in the hands of an .Vnierican commission
for F'reiicli reconstruction. The men who did the Bel-

gian work ai-e now free to take over such an enterprise.

They are ex|>erienced and on the s]iot. We hope here

(in London) that the American public understands the

dilference tinit the French feel between accepting .service

and accei)ting money outriglit. It w(ndd. all Knglishmen

feel, be a terrible disaster were America iliverted from its

inincipal task of getting food and supplies to the Allies

in order to concentrate upon raising an army.

Flivvers To Be Built

The Federal Shipping Board's program of building a

fleet of 1000 wooden ships of 3000 oi- :i(iOO tons each has
been formally approved by President Wilson. Contracts

have been made and the first shi]) will be ready within five

months. The board will call u))on the Treasury for from
$10,000,000 to $15,000,000 within the ne.xt few days.

F'ifty million dollai's already has been authorized by Con-
gress foi- the work of the board.

Hy October the shipyartls on the Atlantic and Pacific

will be turning out the new vessels at the rate of two
or three a day to be leased to private shipping concerns.

The program calls for the building of 200,000 tons of

shij)ping monthly.

Herbert C. Hoover
Director Gifi:"ord of the Council of National Defense

announced on Apr. 7 that Herbert C. Hoover, who ha.s

won universal praise for his conduct of relief work in

Belgium, has been designated to head a connnission on

food supply and prices. The duties of Mr. Hoover at the

outset will be to give to the council the benefit of his

knowledge of European food condition.s. Later, if c(ni-

ditions justify it, it is understood Mr. Hoover may occujiv

a jjosition approximating that of food administrator. Tlie

resolution, by which the Council of National Defense

named Mr. Hoover to take cjiarge of the food problem,

follows

:

Resolved, That Herbert C. Hoover be requested to take the
chairmanship of a committee on food supply and prices, wliicb
shall report to the council such experience as European gov-
ernments have had and advise as to proper methods of pre-
venting recurrence, so far as practicable, of the evils arisinn
out of speculative prices and to stimulate increased production
of all food supplies.

According to a cable dispatch from London Apr. ;».

3 ]i.m., Jlr. Hoover had received no confinnation of the

AVashington report that he would be requested to head a

committee to take up the food problem in the United

States. On this account, he said he did not feel justified

in discussing it. At present his time is occupied with

efforts to insure the safe arrival of relief sliips at Rotter-

dam.

It is of great interest to record what Mr. Hoover cabled

to President Wilson on April 3, this being as follows

:

The members of the American Commission for Relief in

Belgium ask me to transmit to you an expression of united
devotion and of our admiration for the courage and wisdom
of your leadership. We wish to tell you that there is no word
in your historic statement to Congress tliat does not find a
response in all our hearts.

For two and a half years we have been obliged to remain
silent witnesses of the character of the forces domin.ating this
war, but we are now at liberty to say that, although we break
with great regret our association with many German indi-
viduals who have given sympathetic support to our work, yd
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your mo.ss;iHe eminclates our conviction, born oC our Intimate

experience and contact, that there is no hope for democracy
or liberalism, and conseciuently for the real peace and safety

of our country, unless the system which brought the world

Into this unfathomable misery can be stamped out once for all.

Financial Considerations

The response of tlie stock iiuivket to tlie President's

message was not so vigorous as had been expeeted by most

brokers and hankers, and was attributed to uiiwillinnness

of speculators and operators to make additional commit-

ments until the Governinent threw some light on the

methods by which it hopes to pay for carrying on war.

Opi'rators said there would be no incentive to purchase

industrials on the expectation of larger earnings if the

(iovernment intends to tax their ]iro(its heavily. Promi-

nent bankers agree that a jiortidii ol' the money needed

should be raised through taxation, but add that industry

should not be taxed so heavily as to kill enterprise and

flic inducement to work.

It is believed that the war will be scientifically financed,

but if our Congress proceeds upon the theory that the

main source of supply in providing the sinews of war is

to be found in excessive taxation of corporations, then

capital in this country will not move into enterprise as it

would under other conditions, says the New York Sun.

Tax the nation's prosperity beyond a certain limit, and

you cut down the plum tree in order to gather only the

best of the fruit. Tax legitimate profits in business be-

vond a certain limit instead of making the entire people

iiear the burden, and you tax the source of prosperity to

an I'xtent that will stunt commercial growth.

"The success of this and of sncceeding bond issues, in

my opinion." a leading banker said, "depends largely on

the scheme of taxation which the Government adopts.

Rich men should be taxed, to be sure, and the exemption

limit of the income tax should be lowered, so that men of

moderate means .shall bear their part. But it would be

a great mistake to lay such heavy taxes that industry

^^ould be chilled and enterprise dismayed. In that case,

M-e might see something resembling a strike of brain-

workers. Capital demands .'something more than a 'fair

return.' It insists upon having a return commensurate

with the risk involved. Their exist numberless fields

which have not been touched by taxation."

As yet we are entirely in the dark as to what basis the

Government would use in making its credit advances to

the Allies. In the opinion of one banker we may advance

to the Entente nations whatever is needed to finance

their purchases here and j^rotect the exchanges. Another

financier believed that we would merely advance a lump

.iuni, to be used under the direction of our Government

in paying for munitions. In that case, our own Govern-

ment might regulate the price which manufacturers shall

charge for supplies sold to Europe, and see that no waste

or excessive charges occurred.

A very mean and ba.se conception of the facts is ex-

hibited, says the Evening Post, by the group of carping

critics who have instantly begun to talk about the "pocket

nerve," and point triumphantly to a I or ^'/i decline

on the Stock Kxchan.ae as proof that Wall Street's pa-

triotism has been "dollar patriotism." and is now being

chilled by the prospect of financial burdens. The stock

market is a complex organism, whose variations reflect

its view of immediate intrinsic values, as well as

its view of larger general influences. What has oi-curivd

on the Stock Exchange this week rcllected simply tin

first confusion of ideas as to which was the prcdoniiiianl

influence of the moment on the attitude of investor.'-.

There will be abundant time for the financial community

to appraise both influences. The first and most ]ioweifiil

ofTset to the uncertainty of sentiment shown this week

will dime on consideration of the extent to which the

plans for military ])iepa redness on the large scale will

guarantee the national security in a war with so resource-

ful, desperate and unscrupulous an antagonist. Nowhere

has the assumption of our half-hearted and restricted

participation in the wai- ])roiliiccd more effect than in

official Germany, which has used that assumption to prove

that America would be negligible in the European con-

flict. Nowhere has the absence of such preparedne.ss been

more frequently insisted on, as a dangeious condition in

a country on the verge of war, than in our own financial

circles. With the declaration of war come promjit and

comprehensive measures to correct that ])art of the situa-

tion. It is impossible that this consideration should not

be reflected in financial sentiment. How far it will ott'-

set other legitimate considerations, it remains for the

market to show. But no one need wait for the movement

of the coming weeks or months on the Stock Exchange

to learn the real financial view, first, regarding the ca-

pacity of our immensely prosperous and well-organized

finance to meet all necessary requisitions on it, and .sec-

ond, regarding the manner in which our international

power and prestige have been fortified by our bringing

of Germany to a final reckoning.

Organization of the Railways

A plan for the mobilization of the country's 250 rail-

roads has been completed by the special committee on

national defense of the American Railway Association.

Fairfax Ilarri.son, president of the Southern Railway, is

chairman of the special committee. Heading sub-coni-

niittees are L. F. Loree of the Delaware and Hudson. R.

H. Ashton. of the Chicago and Northwestern, W. B. Scott

of the Southern Pacific lines in Texas and Louisiana, and

William Sproule of the Southern Pacific. It will be pos-

sible, under arrangements made by the railway men, to

operate all the roads of the United States practically as

one system at any time that it is necessary. The plan

provides for the closest coordination between the rail-

roads and the military authorities.

The railroads are placed completely at the disposal of

the (iovernment,- that is, the Governinent may have the

use of the sy.stems for the movement of any number of

troops at any time. Every other sort of traffic will give

way to the requirements of the Government. Responsi-

bility for the prompt and effective movement of trains,

however, will remain with the railroads. While the rail-

road officials are ready to give over their systems ex-

clusively to the use of the Government should occasion

demand it, they are of the opinion that normal business

will not lie greatly affected, since such elaborate prepara-

tions have been made to take care of any emergency.

How England Pays for War*
President Wilson's recommendation to Congress on

Monday that adequate credits be granted to the Govern-

•From the New York "Evening Post."
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nieiit, ^;llst;lilKHl, '"so far as tliry can cqiiitahly be sustaimnl

by the present generation, l)y well-conceived taxation,''

has annised frcsli interest in the war-tinic revenue meas-

ures of Enirland. It is naturally believed that the Ad-
ministration otiicials have studied the taxation methods

of Great Britain, both to ascertain the sources and the

means chosen for increased levies ami to determine tlu'

revenue received from each source.

(ireat Britain raised its first funds for carrying on tlic

war from the sale of Treasury bills, followed by the loan

of November, 1911. In that month the Chancellor of

the Exchequer presented the first war budget, which

doubled the income tax and super-tax, raised the tax on

l)eer from 7s. 9d. ]ier libl. to 2.')s., and increased the tax

on tea from 5s. to 8s. These measures resulted in raising

the national revenue from 198 to 237 millions sterling.

In September, 1915, the second war budget was intro-

<lu(ed, pnividing drastic increases in taxes. The income

tax. which had already been exceptionally high before the

war because of the government's extensive plans for social

betterment, was raised by nearly half the amount previ-

ously levied. The tax on moderate incomes from invest-

ments rose to 17^% of the income—nearly three times

the pre-war level—with a graduated "super-tax" on large

incomes of $500,000 or over to no less than 34%. Later

a tax on war profits of 50% was also imposed. This tax

was levied on the excess profits above the average of the

best two out of three years before the war began. Excise

or imjJort taxes ranging from .'30 to 100%- were imposed

on a number of articles. The tax on sugar was raised

from Is. 10(1. per cwt. to 9s. 4d. A 50% tax was placed

on tea, tobacco, cocoa, coffee, chicory and dried fruits.

A tax of 3d. a gallon was jilaced on gasoline, "motor

spirit." The tax on patent medicines was doubled. An
ad valorem duty of 33^% was placed on imports of motor
cars and cycles, motion-picture films, clocks, watches,

plate glass, musical instruments and hats.

The reception of these budget proposals on the Stock

E.xchange is described by the London Economist:
The Stock Exchange recognizes frankly that the new

taxation proposals must cut into its business still more deeply,
aclcnowledges tliat the necessity for domestic retrenchment
and economy is a bad thing- for its markets, and admits with
candor that it is difficult to see from what direction new
business can be expected to arrive. It praises, notwithstand-
ing, the taxation proposals, considering them to be. on the
whole, a fair and equitable adjustment of the burdens imposed
by the war.

Though spirits revived, quotations eased off. There was
not much pressure to sell, but what little there was sufficed

to demonstrate what may be expected. The taxpayer begins
to look ahead to next January, when he will be called upon
for the first installment of the extra amounts demanded. He
reads into Mr. McKenna's speech the practical certainty of

another war loan being issued—it may be before the next
batch of income-tax claims is sent out; and on whatever
terms the new loan is offered, it must act as a competitor with
existing" securities and have a lowering effect upon their
quotations. Consequently, he is asking his broker whether
it may not be worth while to sell now, in intelligent antici-
pation of another such all-round decline as took place last

June, when the ii^/c war loan appeared.

For the period of the war, England has raised about

35% of her war costs out of taxation. From Aug. 1,

1914. to ]\Iar. 31, 1915. 858 million dollars was raised

by taxation and 2025 million by bonds and other forms

of borrowing. From then until Mar. 31, 1916, 1685 mil-

lion dollars was rai.sed by taxation and 5820 million by

borrowing. From then until ilar. 31, 1917, 2475 million

was raised by ta.\ation and 7310 million by borrowing.

For the entire period of war England has thus raised

5010 million dollai's by taxation ami borrowed 15,1(10 mil-

lion, in the |)ci-io(l from Apr. 1, 1913, to Mar. 14, 1914—
embracing all luit three weeks of the last British fiscal

year before the war—total revenue of tlie United King-

dom was $99:!,000.000; in the ])eriod from Apr. 1 191(i,

to Mar. 10, 1917, the revenue amounted to $2,5G(;,000.0()0.

In the earlier year, customs duties produced $169,000,000,

(ompared with $331,000,000 in the year now closing; ex-

cise, $188,500,000, again.4 $261,000,000; estate duties,

$131,000,000, which this year increased to $1 16,000,000;

the returns from projierty and income taxes wei'e raised

fi-om $210,000,000 to $898,000,000; while this fiscal year

the "excess i)rofits" tax has pi'oduced $635,000,000, These
items, the princijial ones in the revenue retui'iis, indicate

the sources from which Great Britain has chiefly derived

its increased income.

Purchase of Material

The Council of Xational Defense on Apr, 9 appointed
a general munitions board, with Frank A, Scott, a Cleve-

land manufacturer and munitions expert, as its head.

The task of the new board will be the arming and equip-

ping of the forces the United States calls into service.

Mr. Scott, who will have as.sociated with him other prom-
inent business men, will have virtually the power and
fnnttions of a secretary of munitions except tliat the ac-

tual signing of contracts will remain with the War and
Navy Departments. He will have with him on the board
representatives from the following committees of the ad-
visory commission of the Council of National Defense:
Eaw materials, Bernard M. Baruch; indu.strial, Howard
E. Colfin, Detroit; supplies, Julius Eosenwald, Chicago;
medicine. Dr. Franklin H. Martin, Chicago. Represent-
ing the army on the board will be Gen. Thomas Cruse,

Col. F. G. Hodgson, Col. H. Fisher, Lieut.-Col. .J. E.
Hoffer, Major P. E. Pierce, Major Charles Wallace and
Capt. A. B. Barker. Naval officers on the board will be
Admiral H. H. Rosseau, Admiral AV. S. Capps, Com-
mander E. H. Leigh, Commander T. A. Kearney, Dr. S.

C. Holcomb, Paymaster J. H. Hancock and Lieut.-Col.

"\V. B. Lemly. L. :\IcH. Howe, secretary to Assistant Sec-
retary Eoosevelt, also will be a member.
The immediate efforts of the new board will be to coor-

dinate the purchasing agencies within each department and
also to coordinate the purchases of the two departments.
The board will assit in the acquirement of raw materials
and of manufacturing facilities and will establish the
precedence of orders between the Departments of War and
Navy and between the military and industrial needs of
the country. Present contracts will not be di,sturbed, nor
will the order of delivery where that has been arranged,
unless it is necessary to make changes to cover any re-

quirements which may develop. Officials of the Council
of National Defense said that it would he the aim of
the board to di.sturb the normal industrial process of the
country as little as possible in equij)ping and arming the
forces called into service.

The copper companies that signed the agreement to

supply the Army and Navy with 45,000,000 lb. of copjier

at 16.6739c. per lb. are the following: Anaconda, Braden,
Calumet & Arizona, Cerro de Pasco, Chile, Chino, lOast

Butte, Greene-Cananea, Hancock Consolidated, Ins]ura-

tion, Kennecott, Magma, Miami, Mohawk, Nevada Con-
solidated, North Butte, Old Dominion, Phelps Dodge &
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Co., (^uincy, l{<iy Con.solidiited, (fiiilcil X'ciilc. liiiilcd

\'ciil(> H.\t('U.><ioii, Utali Coii.<oli(l!dcMl. lUali, WolvcM-iiie.

I'ricrs ;it wliicli the stool roiii|)iiiii('s hnvo a^rood to soil

stool to tlio Na\y l)c|i:iiliiK'iit wrrv aiiiiouiicod Apr. 7.

Tlioy are 2.!)0o. por II). Tor jilatos and 2S>0f. I'or bars and

slia])os. This i.s a eoiicossion of $r)() a Ion I'l-oiii llic piicos

rocoiitly ounviit. or a sa\in-- of $18,000,000 to .$20,000,-

000 Tor llio (ioMTiiitionl on llio purchaso of :!00.0()0 tons

of stool wliirli. it is stated, tile \'a\v I )c|)a it nioiit has

thus Far oontraotod foi-. 'riicso prices are priictically the

saino as paid hy tlio (linernnienl in liMii. It is oxpoeted

in tho stoel tiaJle that udly 1,000,000 tons ot stool will be

spoodilv contrai-ted I'or h\ the (Jo\erninent to meet mili-

tary neods.

Negotiations are now in proercss with tlie producors

of zinc, load and aliiminnm.

Conimitteos on brass and alnminiim have been ap-

pointed to sor\e in eonjunetion wil b tbi' eonimil t n K'aw

^laterials conipo.sod as follows;

Brass—Charles l'\ llriKiker, pr<'sideiit of the .\iiieriean

Bra.ss Co., A\'atorl)ury, Conn.: C. P. (ioss, ])rosident of the

Seovill Manuraeturin.ii' t!o., Watei-bury, Conn.: Lewis

TT. Jones, president of tlio Detroit Co|i])er and iJrass Co..

Detroit; Barton lla/elloii, secretary and ti'casni'er and

neueral manager of the Komo I'.i-ass Co., Iconic, .\. ^;
F. J. Kingshnry, prt'sident <ir the llridgeporl llrass Co..

l>ridge]iort, Conn.

Ahnninnni—Arthur F. Davis, president of the .\luini-

num Coni])any of America. New York; E. Iv .\llyne.

president of the Alundniim Castings Co.. Cleveland:

Jo.sei)h A. Janney. of J;innev. .Steinnietz & Co., Phil-

adelphia.

^:

The Part of Organized Labor

The following is a list of what is tabulated in Croat

I'.ritain from which skilled workers should not he drawn

into the Army: Batteries, bleaching and dyeing, brew-

eries, brickyards, hiushmaking, button industry, candles.

grease and tallow; cement and lime; cbareoal. chemiial

industry, coke, cooperag(>. engineering, food, foundries.

furniture, glass, hat, iron and stool ; jewelry, cheap grades

:

leather, linoleum, lumber and timber; malting, mat-

tresses and spring beds; metals, military insignia, motor-

cai- industry, numitions, needles, oil and coke mills; oil

extracting, packing industry, paint, ]y,\]-)vr. ]ietroleum, ])i-

anos, jiottery, powder, printing, rubber, sand bags, saw-

mills, shi])building, soaji industry, stone, surgical dress-

ing, surgical ajjpliances. textiles, tobacco, toyniaking and

games; waters, aerated: wire rope, woodwoikcrs.

It should not be taken for granted that all tho items

mentioned in this list are iiec(>ssary in time of war. Init the

men emplovcd in their mannl'aeture are in most cases

trained workers whose exporioiico readily adapts them for

other linos. 'rhereb)re, it is probable that llie

United States will be able to strike manv of tho-e in-

dustries from the list, while it is probable that others wil!

have to be added to it. While in some lines of w<n-k men

may be replaced by women, others will need, it is said, a

greatly increased force of men workeis. If men ai'o on-

listed indiscriminatelv from all trades anil industrio.

experts look for a shortage of certain necessities, anil

much valuable time will be bjst in training other workers

to till the places of those who have been sent to tho front.

A plea to the employers of the c(mntry and their work-

ers not to seek to change existing standards of employ-

ment while war conditions prevail was issued Apr. 8 by

1lie Council of National Defense.

The action was taken in accordance with the I'econi-

inondation of the committee of labor, of which Samuel

(lompers. of the American Federation of Labor, is chair-

niaii. In submitting the report of the conunittee which

was approvecl by the council, Mr. (iomju'rs virtually

]ileilged the support of organized labor throughont the

country to the (iovernmeiit in the war with (iermany.

The text of the reeoininendations of Mr. (!oni))crs and his

committee follows :

The defense .Tiul .s:ifity of Ihc niition itiuKt he the (irst

(((usuiei'iition of :in patriotic citizen.s. To avoid confusion and
to farilitate thf iiripaiation for national dif<n»e and n'vi' u
stable ba.sis upon which the rejircHentatives of the Government
nia.\' operate durin*^ th<* war, we recommend;

1. That the Council of National Defense should isKur- a
statement to etnployers and employees in our indu.Mtrial pl;ints

;ind iransportation systems advising that neither empIoyerK
nui* i-rui)loyees shall endeavor to take advantaj^re of the coun-
try's necessity to chan^fe exlHliriK standards. When *-conomlc
<)r ether emergencies arise requiring chanj^es of «tandard8,
the same should be made only after such proposed clianj^es

have been investlsatod and approved by the Council of Na-
tional I^efense.

2. That the Council of National Defense urpe upon the
leKislatures of the states as well as all administrative agencies
cliarKed with the enforcement of labor and health laws, the
^I'eat duty of rigorously maintaining the existing safeguards
:is to the health ;ind welfare of workers, .ind that no departure
from such i)i-esent standards in state laws or state rulings
affecting labor sliouid be taken without declaiation of the
<'('uncil of National Defense that such de])arture is essential
for the effective pursuit of the nation.il defense.

3. That the Council of National Defense urge the leKis-
latures of the several states that before final adjournment
tliey delegate to the governors of their resjiective states the
power to suspind or modify restrictions contained in their
labor laws when suspension or modification shall be recom-
mended b\' the Council of National Defense; and such a sus-
pension i»r modification when made shall continue fo^- ,\

specified period and not longer than the duration of war.

The leconimendations wei-o unanimously approved

and adopted by the council and advisoiy commission.

Cupro-Nickel Scrap

The British .Minister of Munitions, in e.xercise of the

powers conferred upcm him by the Defence of the liealin

liegulations, has issued a notice to the eiTect that all

ciipro-nickel scrap shall as from Mar. 13 be dealt with

and disi)o.sed iif in accordance with instructions from

time to time given by the Director of Non-Ferrous Kolled

.Metal Strip and Sheet Supply, .Ministry of .Munitions,

Whitehall Place, London, on behalf of the Minister.

No person shall as from the appointed day .sell, offer

for sale, use or otlierwi.se deal with or dispose of any

cupro-nickel .scrap, whether in pursuance of a contract

existing prior to the appointed day or not. except under

and in accordance with the terms of a licence granted

liy the Director on behalf of the Minister.

All i)ei'sons shall, on or before Mar. 24. lUi;, fui-nisb

to the Director a statement in writing giving particulars

td' all cupT-o-nickel scrap in their ]iossossion or under

their ctjiiti-ol on the appointed day. and of all their exist-

ing contracts anil orders for the pui'chaso or sale of

cupro-nickel scra|). says the Iron and Coal Tmiles Uevicir

The tiTiii ciipid-nickel scrap for the pnr]iose of this

Ol'ilor inihides ;ill kinds of cnpro-niekel welibing sera]).

|)rocess sci'ap, and swarf and scrap of e\i'i'y kind in tho

coin|)osition of which co])per and nickel are included, or

any of them.
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Report of the Nickel Commission
.^} \01'SIS—Tlic icpoii uj' Ihe Hinjiil Oiilarii/

Xirki'l Coiiiniiss-ioii hns he.eii inailc. ami cuiistl-

liilr.'! an eiicj/clopeilin of infoniinli'/ii nhoul nickel

.

\ls i/colof/ii. (ires. iiiiiiiii<i. in('lalliir(/i/ aii<l rrjiiniitj.

All llir kiKiirn iiukrl ilrpusih of Hie irorlil hnvi:

hi-rii e.riiiiiincil iiiiil shnlird. I lie rcstills of llic

shi'lli's iiidiriilun/ lluil Oiilnriii is lilrrlii lo coii-

hiiuc tu liohl Ihc com iiKiiiiliii;/ jiOsHiini. Tti.ra-

lioit is rc/ioiied lo he on a /iro/icr hasis noir. atid

iiiii/ (jrenl inrrcnsc is o/ijiosrd.

'I'lir llnyal Ontiirio Xickcl ruiimiissioii. a])]i()iiit('(l liy

llif Ontario government Sept. !), 1915. to iuvestifrate tlie

resources, industries and cajiaeities of Ontario in con-

nection with nickel and its ores lias ])i-csentc(l its re-

]iiirt. The coniniissidners are: George T. Holloway. As-

sociate of tlie Royal Colleire of Science, Loiuhiu. and vice

president of the Tn.stitntinii nf Miningand Metallnriiy. an

English metalhirgieal cxjtert nf hiirli repnte: Dr. W. (!.

duller. Provincial (Jeologist: and .Mi(ire;;or Younu'. K.

C a well-known liarrister. of Toronto. Thomas W. (Jili-

son. Deputy Minister of Mines, acted as secretary. .\

little ])ink slip at the fi-ont nf the re]i(ii't informs tlie

reader that in order that it might he jilaced hefore the

legislature at the earliest ])ossihl(' date. l.')0 advance co])ies

have heen struck ofl' withmit the last cha)iter. which is a

hihliography of nickel, and the index. Imt hoth of these

will he inclnded hefore the rejwrt is issued to the )>nhlic

at large. The report ])ro])er is a htdkv volume containing

o\er (iOO pages and is well illustrated with cuts, diagrams

and maps. In addition there iiJ an appendix of 210 pages,

which contains the evidence of the witnesses avIio testi-

iied hefore the commission, and a iinmlier of ]iapers, mem-
oranda and other matter pertinent to the inquiry.

Prixcipal Questiox.s of Discu.ssiox

The commissioners print a summary of the report and

their conclusions on the main ]ioints of the investiga-

tion at the forefront of the volume and thus enahle the

reailer to ohtain the gist of the rejiort without ditlictilty.

After reference to the various countries they visited, iu-

elnding the ITnited States, fireat Britain. France. Nor-

way. Cuha, Australia and New Caledonia, and to numer-
ous mines, works, ]dants. smelteries, etc., on this side of

the Atlantic and on the other, and also to their inter-

views and conversations with Bonar I.,aw. then Secretary

of State for the Colonies, and other British government

officials, the commissioners go on to say:

The two questions that have been uppermost in the

numerous discussions that have taken place concerning: On-
tario's nickel industry during the last 2.") years are: (1) Can
nickel be retined economically in Ontario? and (2) Are the
nickel deposits of Ontario of such a character that this prov-
ince can compete successfully as a nickel producer with any
other country? It will be seen that the commissioners have
no hesitation in answering both of these questions in the

affirmative.

The report goes on to state that the eomniissioners are

of the o]nnion :

1. The nickel -ore deposits of Ontario are much more
extensive and offer better facilities for the production of

nickel at a low cost than do tiiose of any other country.
Nickel-bearing ores occur in many parts of the world, but the
great extent of the deposits in this province, their richness
and imiformlty in metal contents and the success of the

industry, point strongly to the conclusion thai Ontario nickel
has little to fear from competition.

2. Any of the processes now in u.si' for refining nickel
could be successfully worked In Ontario, and conditions and
facilities are at least as good in this province as In any other
part of (^an;ida.

:i. In view of the fact that practically no chemicals are
required, that there is a much mon^ complete saving of the
precious metals, especially platinum and palladium, and that
. lectric power is cheap and abundant, the most satisfactory
method of refining in Ontario will be the electrolytic.

4. The refining of nickel in Ontario will not only benefit
tin- nickil industry, but will promote the welfare of existing
l)ranches of thi chemical and metallurgical industries and
lead to the introduction of others.

.'.. The methods (mi)loyed at the Ontario i)lants of the
two operating nickel companies are modern and efficient,
although there are differences in both mining and smelting
practice. It is the consistent policy of both companies to
adopt all modern init)rovements in plant or treatment. Even
during the present time of acute pressure the Canadian Copper
Co. has materially increased its output without substantial
enlargement of its plant, and the losses in smelting are less,
both at Copper Cliff and the Mond plant at Coniston, than
they were a year ago. These companies have each had their
experimental stage, neither has asked nor r>-celyed any Gov-
ernment assistance, and both have earned the success which
they have achieved.

«. The present system of mining taxation in Ontario is

just and equitable and in the public interest, and is the best
system for this province. Any question of change is rather
one of rate than of principle. This Important question is dealt
with at some length in Chapter XII.

T. Experiments have been undertaken by the commission
in the production of nickel-copper steel direct from Sudbury
ore, and also in the electrolytic refining of nickel. Certain
improvements in the latter iirocess have been made the sub-
ject of application on behalf of the Government of Ontario for
patents in Canada, United States and Great Britain.

Puiilic intere.st in the nickel question has Ijeen. and
continues to he, very keen. It has heen a matter of popu-
lar helief that Ontario lias a ])ractical monopoly of the

world's nickel, and there has heen something like ex-

asperation in the ]mhlic mind hecausc none of the nickel

miiiecl in Ontario was refined in Canada. Iiut that it was
lieing sent abroad, and mostly to the United States,

XlCKKL IiEI'lXlNG IX OXTAHlo

The opening chapter of the re])ort deals with the agi-

tation Avhich has gone on from the heginning of the in-

dustry in fa\i)r of the refining of nickel in Ontario anil

the various ste]is which governments or parliaments have

from time to time taken to realize this desire; the ne-

gotiations with the Imperial government for the same

purpose are also summarized. The offer of the Ontario

government to the British authorities in 1801, to give the

latter a snltstantial, if not a controlling, interest in the

nickel mines of the ]irovince, if they would agree to es-

tablish refining iilants and make nickel-steel here, is re-

called. Doubt is cast, not u]><in the good faith of the

otf(>r. but ujion the possibility of implementing it. if it

included only the nickel deposits at that time remaining

in the jjossession of the Crown, It is stated that most of

the great deposits now being worked had already heen

]iarted with hefore the date of the offer. Nevertheless the

report says that the action of the government was a

notalile one. arguing nqnarkable insight into the future,

and "had the offer lieeii met with an equal degree of imag-

ination on the ))ai-t of (Jreiit iiritain. it is not easy to .say

what the results would have been. Even w-ith the de]iosits

found since 1801, a good deal of nickel could have been

obtained, and it could always have been possible to ]uir-

chase privately owned propertie.s."
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Tlu' loiimiissioncr.-; stiv that at the bt'giniiin>;- of their

inqiiirv it was asserted by the companies interested that

nic'lv-el could not ho refined economically in Ontario. They,

tlierefori', iial uinlly express gratification at the assured

prospect of tiie erection in Ontario of two large i;)lants

for the refining of nickel. One is now being constructed

by the International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., at Port

Colborne. The company has obtained a site of 400 acres

on which 2000 men are now at work, and is erecting a

]ilant whose initial output will be on the basis of 15.-

000,000 lb. of nickel per annum, provision being made
for doubling or quadrn]iling this capacity. The matte to

be refined here will come from the smelteries of the Cana-

dian Copper Co. at Copper Clilf, for the treatment of

which there will be required bituminous coal, coke, fuel

oil, niter-cake, and other chemicals and materials, esti-

mated at 100,000 tons annually. The plant is expected

to be in o]icration and turning out refined nickel in the

autumn of the ju'esent year.

The second refinery is that of the British America

Nickel Corporation. Ltd., a company amtrolled and

largely financed by the British government, which has

purchased the large Murray mine, the Wliistle. and other

deposits in the Sudbury region. This refinery will prob-

ably be erected at the Murray mine, which is about three

miles from Sudbury. The refining process employed will

be the electrolytic, otherwise known as the Hybinette

process, from the name of the inventor who ^ises it in the

Norwegian works. This plant will have a capacity at the

beginning of 5000 tons of nickel per annum.

As to compulsory measures foi insuring that the whole

of the nickel output of Ontario should be refined within

her borders, the commissioners say they are advised that

the provincial legislature has not power to prohibit ex-

]iort or to impose an export tax directly, and that the

power of the province in effect to regulate export by

differential taxation in favor of nickel refined within the

province is a matter of grave doubt. The completion and

operation of these plants, in the view of the commission-

ers, especially because of the probable extension of the

facilities now being provided, will go far toward a solution

of the question of home refining, which has so long ex-

ercised the public mind. The output of these refineries,

added to the nickel now being produced in England from

Ontario matte, will fully meet if not surpass, the entire

requirements of the British Phnpire.

A custom smelter for nickel ore has sometimes been

.suggested by individual owners of nickel deposits or small

companies. The report states that the British America

company is prejjared to consider this question, and that

if .such an arrangement could be effected it would answer

all probable requirements.

A Custom Smeltery for Nickel Ores

The suggestion has been made in certain quarters that

government ownership would solve many of the questions

that have been raised in connection with the nickel de-

posiis. The commissioners point out that to expropriate

the deposits and plants of the Sudbury nickel area would

probably cost not less than $100,000,000, a sum approx-

imately equal to the total ])aid-ui) capital of all the ii\ar-

tcred banks in Canada. They add

:

There is no certainty that large profits can be made every
year from the nickel industry. The present activity is in part

due to wcU-undorstood causes, which it is to be hoped will

never recur. In the past the output has had to be curtailed

at times. It the price of nickel should fall, profits wilt

naturally decrease. The nickel Industry l« to a fonHldinilil"

extent dependent for Its success on the hlKhly trained and
specialized technical men who superintend It, who command
salaries far beyond those which are paid In the fJovernmcnt
service to the most highly placed employees. Besides, nickel

is not a necessity of life, nor an article of universal consump-
tion or use, and the nickel business Is In no way comparable
to those connected with the operation of public utilities where
Government ownership may be beneficial or expedient. In
short, there does not seem to be any good reason why the
people of Ontario should be asked to adventure so large a.

sum of money as would be required for the purchase of the
nickel deposits and plants.

The uses of nickel are dealt with in several chapters

rmder the headings: "I*roi)crties and L^ses of Nickel and
Its Compounds"; "Nonferrous Alloys"; "Nickel Steel

and Other Alloys of Nickel Containing Iron." The great

use of nickel is in the manufacture of nickel steel, the

ordinary form of wliich contains about 3J% of the metal.

As compared with ordinary carbon steel, nickel steel has

much greater strength and ductility and is used in va-

rious forms in a wide range of industrial operations, also

in the manufacture of armor-plate, ordnance, projectiles,

])rotective dock idafc. gun shields and many other articles

of naval and military equipment. Large bridges at New
York and over the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, dams,
docks and spillways of the Panama Canal, and other large

structures illustrate the usefulness of nickel steel. For
locomotive forgings, marine engines and shafting, wire

cables, automobile parts, etc., there is a large and growing
use. Many alloys of copper and nickel are produced and
used for a variety of purposes—for bullet casings, for

coinage, plumbers' supplies, etc. The use of nickel in

the electroplating of metallic objects is widely known
and needs no explanation. As finely divided metal, nickel

is employed as a carrier of hydrogen in the manufacture
of fats from oils, and this property is largely utilized

by soapmakcrs. Pure nickel is used in coins, in making
watch and cigarette cases and cooking utensils. It is also

drawn into wire used in .spark plugs and electrical lead-

ing-in wires. Purchasers and leading consumers in Brit-

ain and the United States express the opinion that the

uses of nickel will be extended, and that when normal
peace conditions are fully restored, the demand will be

greater than it was before the war. A reduction of the

price would undoubtedly enlarge consumption and require

increased production.

The World's Nickel Depcsits

Chapter IV. on the "Nickel Deposits of the World,"

contains 191 pages and is in itself a complete treatise

on this subject. The Sudbury deposits are first taken

up and their geology, mineralogy and comjjosition fully

discussed. The extent of the ore reserves is given at

70,000,000 tons of proven ore, and of proven, probable

and possible ore, 150,000,000 tons. Mining methods are

described and illustrated. New Caledonia is generally

held up as the chief competitor of Ontario in the produc-

tion of nickel, and the deposits there are dealt with.

The ore is different from that of Sudbury and does not

contain copper. It is shown that while there is a good

deal of nickel in New Caledonia, the mines are small com-

])arcd with those of Sudbury. The largest mine yet

worked contained 000,000 tons; few exceed 250.000 tons,

while in Sudbury the large deposits have tonnages rang-

ing up to 45,000,000 tons. The ores as shipped are richer

in nickel than those of Sudbury, but are gradually lower-

ing in tenor; they are more expensive to work, are farther
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:i\v;iy I'nnu markets, and the produL-tioii is iinivusiiig very

slowly. While the output of the Sudhury mines has

j;ro\vi! ninel'cild durinn; the last 15 years, that of New
Caledonia has increased hy only 20%. The ciinclusion as

to Xew Caledonia is summed up in the I'ollowin;,' M'ords

:

Thp essence of the whole m.itter, in so far as competition

from New Caledonia in the open market is concerned, is the

cost of the refined nickel produced from these ores. More
than a dozen years ago the cost was approximately 19c.

per lb.: immediately prior to the war it had not been lowered;

at present, with excessive freight nates and increased prices

for supplies, the cost is much increased. As long as the price

of nickel remains about the same as it has been during recent

years. New Caledonia will have an important industry. It

will probably expand to some extent owing especially to the

.activities of the newer of the two companies that are shipping

ore and smelting on the island: but there is no good reason

for believing that the competition from New Caledonia will

become any stronger than it has been in the past. Should the

price of nickel fall to 25c. per lb. or less. New Caledonia will

have difficulty in keeping her mines in operation.

The nickel mines of Norway are dealt with. They are

of the same character as those of Sudbury, but poorer in

both nickel and copper. The deposits are small, and the

output is not capable of very larfje expansion. The elec-

trolytic process of refining is employed in Norway, and

all the Norwegian nickel since the beginning of the war

has been going to Germany.

There are many other countries in the world whicli

contain deposits of nickel ore. iiuluding Germany and

Austria, France, China, Eussia, Egypt, Italy, Tasmania

and the United States. Most of these deposits appear to

be of limited extent. In ifadagascar the ores are similar

to those of New Caledonia, but have never been worked.

In the Island of Seboekoe, near Borneo, and in Cuba
there are large and doubtless important deposits of nickel-

iferous iron ore. In Seboekoe they have never been

worked, while in Cuba operations have been going on

for some seven or eight years. Neither, however, can be

regarded as a source of metallic nickel, and the ship-

ments from Cuba do not appear to be increasing.

The commissioners conclude that while it is true that

Ontario has no monopoly of nickel, it possesses many
advantages over all competitors, even under the present

conditions of the market as to prices and trade connec-

tions. In any keen competition as to prices, it is doubt-

ful whether any locality at present known or suggested

could compete with Ontario. It is a matter of record that

at one time of low prices the leading New Caledonia

company was compelled to suspend its dividends. It may
be doubtful, further, whether anything but an arrange-

ment of the market between the great interests can pre-

vent the complete domination of the world's trade by the

nickel industry of Ontario making the best use of its ex-

ceptional resources. .

The Nickel-Peoducixg Compaxies

A chapter of the report is devoted to the history and
development of the principal operating companies con-

nected with the industry in Ontario from its inception.

The organization of the Canadian Co]iper Co. is traced,

and the merger of 1903 by wdiicb the International Nickel

Co. absorbed that company and the Orford works, and

thus united under one control the mines and the re-

fining process, is set forth. A table shows the exports of

metallic nickel by the International Nickel Co. for the

10 years previous to the war and aLso for the period from

the beginning of the war to Dec. 31, 1916, The former

table shows that Germanv and Great Britain received

the bulk of ibe exjjorts in ])i'('-war times, and that (I rial;

Britain, France, Bussia and Italy have taken nearly all

the overseas shipments since that time, none going to

Germany, i'rior to the war, nickel, in whatever eonntry

])roduced, was sold liki' any other metal wherever there

was a market for it and was treated solely as an article

of commerce without regard to international relations. A
schedule is given showing the countries in which the

shares of the International company are lield. This

covers 89,T2(; shares of preferred stock and 1,67.3,.384

shares of common stock. The great bulk of the shares

are held in the United States, Canada and Great Britain

coming next. Only 2.5(; shares of preferred and 4.52

shares of common stock are held in (iermany and Austria.

Full details are given of the reorganization of the Inter-

national company in 1912. On Dee. .31, lOlfi, the com-
mon stock stood "at $41,834.(i00 and the preferred at $8.-

912.fi00. making a total share liability of $50,747,200.

Another table shows common-stock dividends paid from
1910 to 191(), a total of .$30,942,238. The profits from
1903 to 1916 aggregated .$39,850,356, total assets .$61.-

230,813. Little further allusion is made to the question

of any possible exports of nickel to Germany during the

war, the commissioners stating that this question was
not within their jurisdiction.

The ^lond Nickel Co. operates on a smaller scale than

the Canadian Copper Co. It works the Garson, AVorth-

ington, Levftck. Victoria and Kirkwood mines, the ore

from which it smelts at the plant at Coniston, erected two

or three years ago. The matte is sent to Clydach in

"Wales, where it is refined by the ^fond process, invented

liy the late president of the company. Dr. Ludwig ilond.

The products of the refinery are metallic nickel, nickel

salts and copper sulphate ; the market for the la.st-named

is in the vine-growing countries of Europe, where it is

u.sed to combat the enemies of the grape.

The ^Iet.vllurgy of Nickel

Several chapters of tlie report are devoted to a de-

scription of the metallurgy of nickel, the roasting and

smelting of the ore and the bessemerizing of low-grade

matte. The bessemer matte contains about 80% of nickel
'

plus copper, the Canadian Copper Co.'s product contain-

ing about 53.5% nickel and 25%. copper. That of the

Lionel company is lower in nickel and higher in copper,

containing about 40 or 41% of each. The Orford, Mond
and electrolytic refining processes are described and com-

pared, the commissioners remarking that the respective

costs of producing refined nickel from the Sudbury^ ores

by each of the three processes mentioned do not differ

to such an extent as to give any one process a material ad-

vantage over the others in competition. Costs of produc-

tion are gradually falling through increased efRciency and

larger output and may be still further reduced. AVar con-

ditions are for the present exercising an influence in the

opposite direction. The use of the electrolytic process,

which the commissioners regard as most suited to On-

tario conditions, by all the companies operating in On-

tario, would not prevent their meeting competition from

any other quarter. This process can be operated as

cheaply and efficiently in Ontario ^as in Norway. The
r'.lond Nickel Co. gives its reasons for not refining in

Ontario. These are founded on the greater expen.se due

to higher wages, increased cost of fuel and chemicals,

higher freight charges and the necessity for quick dc-
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lixcry of copper sulphate to ^Vlcilitcrruiiciin ])(ii-|s (luriiij,'

the season when it is rcquii'cd.

Some space is dcvolccl in the report tn a possible

product from the Siulliiirv ores or slaj;s ; namely, niikel-

copper steel. There has hccii a prejiulice a<;;aiiist the

presence of copiici- in sled, hnt much recent experi-

mentation has Icndi'd 111 shdw that this |)ic'jnilice is un-

founded, if the coiiper is ikiI too hijih. indeed, tliere

is reason to belie\-e thai Ihc pi'esence ol' a limit<'d ]iro-

])ortion ol' coppei- in ^irr\ is henelicial and also that it is

capable of reidacini; a |iii)|iortion ol' the nickel in nickel-

steel up to at least one tliiid ol' the combined quantity

of nickel and co]iper. Kxperiments made I'or the com-

mission by Frofessoi' (iuess, of Toronto University, fully

confirmed these conclusions. Copper also appears to

assist steel in resisting corrosion.

The production of nickel as a liy])rodu(t was investi-

gated by the commission. Such prod action is of con-

siderable importance. Byproduct nickel comes mainly

from the electrolytic refining of blister co])i)er, copper

ores almost invariably carrying a small i)ro])ortion of

nickel. About <S1.5 tons of nickel was obtained in 101.5

from the refining of co]i]ier in the United States, and

the tremendous production of co]>per going on in that

country will lai'gely increase this quantity. Tn addition,

scrap metal containing nickel is continually being re-

treated and the nickel recovered. The ]irodiu-tion ol' by-

product nickel, though small in conipariscm with the

outimt of ores worked for that metal, has much bearing

upon possible sui^plies of non-Canadian nickel for ex]iort

to enemy or other countries.

PifEnous Met.vls tx Nickel Ouks

The connnissicmers point out that the imiiortanec of the

precious-metal content^^ of the Sudbury ores has not in

the past been fully recognized. These consist of gold,

silver, platinum, palladium, iridium and other rare ele-

ments. The proportions of these metals wdiich the ores

carry are minute and appear to vary in the several de-

jiosits. TJoasted matte from one of the companies showed

0.123.5 07.. platinum and 0.107 oz. palladium. 0.027 oz.

gold and 1.84 oz. silver, while the other company's matte

showed platinum. 0.0S8 oz. : palladium. 0.081 oz. ; gold,

0.25fi oz., and silver. fi.155 oz. per ton Platinum is at

present very scarce and the price unusually high. Palla-

dium is being substituted for it wherever suited. Both

these metals are now worth at least five times as much ^^er

ounce as gold. Tb(> Orford refining process recovers a

much smaller quantity of the precious notals than the

I\Iond and electrolytic processes. The recovery of the

metals of the platinum group cimstitutes an interesting

chapter of the report. It states that the platinum ami

]ialladiuni contained in the ('o|i|ici' Clilf mattes for lOKi

would he worth $:0 1.(;0().

Lo.sses in mining, smelting and relining arc discussed

in the report. The.se are stated to be considcrai)le. Cer-

tain losses are inevitable at each of the successive stages

of treating the ore. Tn mining. heai)-roasting, smelting,

i^onverting and refining, such losses cannot be wholly

avoided. In .smelting there is not much reason to antici-

pate that further saving of the metals can be made. The

abolition of heap-roasting wcmld make a snuill saving in

nickel and copper. The whole of the sulphur in the ore

must be got rid of, and at present all goes to waste. The

question of the possible recovery and utilization of sulphur

fumes is gixcn a cba])1cr. Fumes from the roasl-bcaps

are objectionable and injurious, and there is no means of

((dleeting the sulphur given olf from the heaps. A mil-

lion tons of ore eontain.s sulphur enough to make a mil-

lion tons of sulphuric acid, hut sid|)liuric acid could be

produced only at a heavy loss, since tlx; freight charu'cs

to markets on so bulky iin artich! would cost more tlian

it is worth.

A chapter is devoted to statistics of nickel production,

showing the out]iut of Ontario, New ("alc(lonia, Norway

and other count ries.

The important subject of taxation i> denlt with in the

concluding chajiter. The commissioners weic instructed

to report U])on a jnsi and equitable system for taxing,

not only nickel and co|)|)er mines, but mini's of all kinds.

Their report is that the jirc-icut method of taxation on

net ])rofits is the fairest and best. In their ojiinion the

present rate of .'!% sluudd iu)t be I'aised beyond >%.
Gold-mining eom|)anies occu|)y a unique ])osition ; their

product has a fixed jirice of $20.(17 per oz., and while all

other metals have advanceil. some of them viiry materially,

the gold companies get no more for their product than

before, yet their costs are largidy ineicased by the higher

)irices for labor and su])])lies.

The report seems to cover every conceivable phase of the

nickel question, at any rate in relation to industry and
trade, and will form a veritable encyclopedia of informa-

tion for many years to come.

The Recovery of Sulphur trom Fume
Sulphide (u-es are usually wasted before being ."^melted.

The sul])hurous-acid fumes resulting are detrimental to

agriculture, although not to the extent ]ujpidarly su|)-

posed. Ex]icrt investigation carried out hy the smelter

comjianies has shown that a general condenmation of

neighboring smelter fume as the invariahle cause of cro]i

failure is unjustifiable ami that the trouble is often trace-

able to conditions unde the immediate control of the

farmer. The danuige to soil is, however, generally admit-

ted.

The suliilnu'ons-aeid gas may he used for the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid in localities where a demand
exists, and Prof. S. W. Young, of Leland Stanford Jr.

University recently presented a paper to the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers outlining methods hy

which the sulphur may be recovered by either a wet or a

dry process based on the tendency of the oxygen to leave

the sulphur when the sulphurous acid is brought into

contact with certain other substances.

'0.

Russian Metal Imports
The following statistics of imports, in metric tons, have

recently been given out by Russian authorities, according

to the Mining Jouniat, ^lar. 17, 1917:

Metal 1914 1913 1916

Copper 23.548 10.778 4,576
Lend 23.128 25.059 36.691
Zinr 11.840 14.137 !4,328
Tin 2.424 4.906 3.570
Nicki'l 1.541 1.146 1.793

Alunnnum 149 2.316 863
Antimony 3.636 2.325 1.343

Copper and antimony were the only metals that showed

an increase over the ])receding year. The main portion

of the cop])er came fi'om the United States (11,728 tons)

and Japan (8.517 tons); the antimony was princijially

from Japan.
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America at War
'I'lic I'liiti'd States lias entered tlie Lin^at war airaiiisl

(ieiinaiiy. It is at last realized in lliis country that mil

only were its rialits njion the sea assailed in a wav to

wilieh we could not suimnt and kcc]i our honor, luit also

that the cause o\' liheily in the woihl is heini; I'oujiht out

in Flanders and in !•" ranee. It i^ a contest for su])reniacv

hetween the autocracies and the democracies, and we yd

to the hel]> of the democracies. It is a liulit for principles.

We shall have sonic arduous tliiiij;s to do. We are not

]ire|iared to euua^e in mililnrv tasks. Democracies do

uot prepare; hut we shall Icain how and shall do what
is needful just as they ilid in (ireat Britain and in

Canada. We shall have the henefit of theii' e.xperieiue.

But while we are ])reparinj;-, we shall he ahle immediately

to jiive our friends in Kuro]ie financial assistance and shall

he ahle to hurry the delivery of su|i)ilies to them, while

our navy may speedily relieve them of .some onerous johs.

IJeluetaut as we were to enter the war and rejjardfu!

of the paiu.s that we must suffer in common with our

friends ahroad, we mu«t nevertheless rejoice that when
the ))uhlic opinion crystallized it did so swiftly and sharply

and showed that the spirit <>( our lorcfatlici-< >till li\cd

in the Great Repuhlic.

When we finish our new task, wc shall he a different

lieople. We shall have learned discipline and the ])rin-

ci]iles of social orLianization. just a.s our cousins in Eng-
land have been learning;. We shall have a hroader view

of affairs, and many things in our life will be changed.

But before that we have serious work to do, and at pre.s-

(•nt the thoughts of everyliodv must he focused on that

work. We all want to help, but as yet we have not been

told what to do. Probably flic authorities themselves do

not yet know, but presently the leaders will arise who
will tell us. In the meanwhile our word to our readers

is to lie patient and calm. Avoid being hysterical. Help
the families of the men who are called upon to volunteer

for the army and navy. And do a lot of thinking.

Financing the War
The i)lan for linancing the war appears to be to do it

jiartly by issue of bonds, partly hy large increases in

taxes, following the British precedent. The pi'oportion

to be provided lor in each way depends u]ion how much is

to he charged to future generations, how much to the

present. Inasmuch as we are fighting for the heuetit of

the future as w(dl as for the present, a liberal part of the

burden should be deferred.

AVith res|iect to taxes, the scientilic process will be to

tnakc the first lc\ v on wastes and liiMirics, for the rea-on

that it will he an ci'onomic advantage to restrict both.

There should he large increases on alcoholic drinks and
on tobacco. For new sources (if revenue there may well

lie taxes on automobiles run for purjjoses of pleasure

—

an easy tax to collect—and on motion-picture shows, which

.are ra])idly becoming a demoralizing influence and ought

to be curtailcil. Unties on tea. colfcc, >iiuar and chewing
g\im would furnish a great deal of money, easily collecteil.

the hurden of which would lie widely di.strihuted.

Stamp taxes on hank checks, telegrams, Pullman tickets,
hills of lading and many lei;al documents woulil be a

Ifuitful source of revenue.

Increase in the income tax .ind the imposition of an
cxce.ss-profit tax are .sure to come. We Ihink, however,
that the full measure of them ought to he deferred. For
'ine thing the income tax has just lieeji raised and a large
new tax put on cor])oration.s ; for another thing these are
ea.sy taxes to collect and this source of further revenue
might well he reserved for emergencies.

The inheritance tax should be left alone, we think.
The Federal (iovernment has already encroached upon
the preserves of the states in this matter. And, anyway,
it is a vicious form of taxation, which cats up capital
rather than takes a ])roiiortio]i of income.

The Matter of Prices
The coiijier producers and steel makers having agreed

to su]iiily the Army and Navy with certain quantities of
their ]iroduets at reduced prices, and similar negotiations
liaving been instituted with the ]irodueers of lead, zinc

and aluminum, the whole matter of prices has become one
<if great concern. Pending further knowledge as to

jiolicies the nuirkets have practically halted. Questions
that are asked are How much of the metals is the United
States Government going to require? Will it be expected

that the prices now teing arranged will continue to

rule? Will the Allies be supplied at the same price?

AMiat will be the position of domestic consumers? Be-

neath all of this are involved fundamental questions of

economics.

We think the following theorems may be accepted

:

1. The prime need at the present time is the largest

]iossible supply of metals and everything else.

2. Anything that would check the inducement to

jiroduce would be adverse.

3. Economic laws, and especially the law of siqiply

and demand, prevail now as always. Any violation of

these laws will inevitably produce evH results.

4. State regulation of prices may not safely go any
further than to preclude speculative and panicky in-

flation. For example. Euroiiean nations have boosted

jirices by bidding against each other: individuals of the

same nation have done the same. This has been aiucli<ir-

ated by collective buying. However, the price paid has

had to be high enough to insure the production of what
was requinni. The state has the power to comniaiuleer

production, but if ha\iiig done so it should operate less

ellicieully than the private owner it would suffer loss.

Those producers who offer to (/ire their jiroducts to the

government exhibit patriotic sentiments, but not good

ideas of economies, for if they did so they would soon be

bankrupt, unable to give at all. and the iiatioji would

suffer from lack of material. If thcri' is to lie f/lriiiti. it
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must be by everybody and oi evurylhiiiy—labur iufludcd

—

but that is manifestly impracticable. Practically the

necessities and ('qnalizatioii llu'rcdl" are adjiislcd, or

shoidd be, by iaxalioii.

We are of tl:e opinion, tlicrefore, that the exhibition of

self-sacrifice that was instituted by the copper producers

is not to be rejjarded so much as the establishment of a

new social principle as it is as a symbol of commercial

disinterestedness: and not so much as a precedent as

a starting point for future negotiations that must I'ecog-

nize economic laws. Tf economic laws be disregarded the

seeds of troidilc will he sowed that will plague us later.

Belgian Relief
The suggestion has been made by the EiKjiiii'n-hKj

News-Record, and also by some well-known jiersons. that

a very effective manner of extending financial assistance

to Great Britain and France, without offending their

susceptibilities, would be to relieve them of the burden of

supporting the people of Belgium and the portion of

northern France that is occupied by the Germans. The
suggestion has even been made that we assume the ex-

penditure on this account since the beginning. Thus,

without offering to give anything directly to Great Britain

and France, which might offend their pride, we should

free their ov^Ti resources to an equivalent amount.

Incidentally, we should make good in the r61e of

saviour of the Belgian people, for which they erroneously

give us all the credit, and we should crown the work of

]\Ir. Hoover. In his last visit to this country Hoover

strove for increased subscriptions, biit the sums that he

wanted were too colossal to be raised by private enter-

prise, no matter how well directed and organized. Such

a project could lie undertaken successfully only by the

nation. We now have the chance.

Daylight Saving
At the last session of Congress, Mv. Borland introduced

a bill for daylight saving. It was scientific and simple.

The main provision was that at 3 a.m. of the last Sunday

of April in each year the clock should be moved back one

hour and at 2 a.m. of the last Sunday of September it

should be moved forward again, so as to corres])oud with

the astronomical time of the middle meridian of each

time zone. This innovation is no more radical than was

the fixing of arbitrary times when the system of zones

and standard times was instituted many years ago ; for as

it is now, no place has true time except those that are

on the middle meridian.

The effect of the change that is now proposed would be

to give us one hour more of daylight in the afternoon,

which would be gained at the expense of the daylight in

the morning while we are sleeping. Quitting work at

5 p.m., as now, the position of the sun in the sky would

be as it is at 4 p.m., and on June 21 there wmilil be

four hours of daylight left instead of three.

A special effort is now being made to have a similar

bill introduced and ]iassed along with other preparedness

measures. Physical training is necessarily the basis of

all military preparedness. The young men need more

time for recreation and excereise, especially those of the

cities. But there are other argiiments even more weighty.

Many men who do not limit themselves to eight hours of

work per day will be able to do more. The expense of

one luiur's illuiiiinal ion at night, will he sa\c(l.

This scheme of daylight saving is being ado|jle<J in

Europe. We think it ought to be in Ibis (country, where

our summer days are shorter anyway.

X

Phelps, Dodge & C^o.

There was recently a reorganization in a famous ohl

business, whereby Phelps, Dodge & Co. became the Phelps

Dodge Cori)oration and the Copper Queen company be-

came the operating concern. This was ))urely for internal

]iurposes, there being no change, otherwise, in the busi-

ness. We are sorry to see the name of Phelps, Dodge &
Co. disappear. We have always liked the perpetuation of

tho.se old partnership names, when it became necessary to

incorporate; best if nothing were added, although tlie

appendix "Limited," or "Incorporated"' dctracteil but lit-

tle from the flavor. Thus, Witherbee, Sherman & Co..

Williams, Harvey & Co., and the like. Phelps Dodge
Cor])oration is not .so .sentimental as Phelps, Dodge & Co..

but there is .«ome law we believe that prevents a reincor-

poi'ation from taking the same name. Anywa}', the per-

petuation and glorification of Copper Queen carries on

the tradition in this business.

Speaking of names, what a jiity it is that a great mine
like the United Verde Extension has to figure under a

borrowed and confusing title. It is one of the few "exten-

sions" that have ever made good. However, with the

naming of mining claims siu-h a strain on the imagination

as is the naming of Pullman cars, it is gratifying that our

big mines have had dignified titles .so generally as they

have.

m
Most of the copper producers put their export business

on the basis of f.o.b. New York as far back as a year ago.

some of them having instituted the custom earlier, but

the Calumet & Hecla company continued to .sell on the

c.i.f. basis (cost, freight and insurance) in deference, ap-

parently, to its long-established foreign trade. In selling

on that basis, the seller takes the chance of getting

freight, insurance, etc., u])on an estimated, satisfactory

basis. Such contracts have been very seriously affected

by the recent increases in freights and insurance. On
certain shipments these have come to approximately 7c.

per lb. Probably the entire copper export business of the

United States will soon have been placed on the basi^

of cents per pound f.o.b. New York, which is what pro-

ducers in general have long desired.

An esteemed friend of the Jowrnal, who contributes

occasionally, writes us that when somebody's article is

published in the Journal that is only the beginning of

his troubles. Our friend's last article, a description of

an underground station, was published in 1915, and he

says that he has not yet heard the last of it, being in re-

ceipt of an inquiry concerning it as late as March, 1917.

But he adds : "However, I think that this is one of the

advantages of writing for the Journnl. It increases one's

acquaintance." That is just one of the things that it

does and it is advantageous, but there are other things

of siiperior importance. First of all is the duty that

professional men owe to their profession and their coun-

try, namely, the adding to the stock of knowledge and

record of experience for the common good.

m
Up to Wednesday morning the subscriptions to the

Belgian Kiddies amounted to $83,636.
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BY THE WAY

Peerless John
Uy D. E. ClKulton*

Diilst ever 'ear of Peerless John
And "ow ee got 'is name?

I tell ee, lad, there never were
A man deserved more fame.

Oh, dam-me, son. them were the days.

We'll see 'em now no more.

For then we worked. Lord 'Arry, "ow

We worked to get they ore!

We 'ad no hair drills then, m' son,

'Twas single-jaokin'. too

—

Ten-'our shifts—but putten in.

That we was boun' to do.

Tom Kevern, me an' Dickie Broad
Had contrac' four-sixteen.

Old Tom since died, but Cap'n Dick
Ee's super at the Green.

"We ad 'ad our bit o' paasty.

An' we'd 'ad a drop o' tea.

Were sittin' down an' takin' five

—

Just as now. with you an' me.

When of a sudden came a crash.

I want to tell ee, son,

I've 'ad some frights, but this 'ere tim

Beats ev'ry other one.

'Ole bloody stope 'ad fallen down.
It seemed at first to me.

But soon I foun' that Dick an' Tom
Were soun' as soun' could be.

I've 'erd of miracles been done.

But never did I see

Just 'ow that stope when comin' down
Missed Dick an' Tom an' me.

But there we were, 'eld 'ard an' fas'

—

A room jus' two sets square.

It makes a man do thlnkin', son.

An' ask if ee's played square.

For two 'ole days an' two 'ole nights
The boys kep' diggin' spry

To get us out—tliey nawed that "we

Were there, they 'erd us crj-.

It seemed no use; the more they dug
The more kep' comin' down.

So Super said: "Run in a pipe.

We'll feed 'em. Damn this groun*."

So in she coines, an' dam-me, lad.

It's 'ard for me to say
Jus' 'o^v that pipe halTected us,

But we was glad that day.

An' thru' the pipe come food an' drink,

Enuff to feed a score

—

An' dam-me, lad, you would 'a thot

We'd never heat before.

Then Super John shouts in to us,

"Dost care for many more?"
"Oh, thank ee, no—unless thee's got
Some Peerless—ussell's sore."'

It 'ardly seemed no time at all

Befor' that Peerless come;
Five poun's there were; I tell ee, we
Was glad, but mos' struck dumb,

Becos at first we flggered out
That we'd be there some time,

•P. O, Box 2, 'Virginia. Minn.
H^ssell's sore—sore thro.at.

But wlien we stopped to tliink a bit.

We nawed that wer'n't the line.

For 'ow was Super .lohn to naw
'Ow mucli a man could chew?

Ee didn't naw—ee'd never tried

—

But what was right, ee'd do.

Ee wanted us to 'ave the best.

We did—an' it's no con
That no one calls 'im Super now,

E's nawn as Peerless Jolin.

The successful nianiicr in which sdiiic iiiiiiinir-compaiiy

reports conceal the nature and situation of the mines is

remarkable, antl perhaps accounts for the usual ijjnoranc-e

of shareholders as to the property. Shareholders rarely

see any general summary of the coinprtiiy's holdings, the

situation or depth of the mines, and often where the char-

acter of a property has changed, do not know just what
metals are being produced. The annual report may give

a mass of detail about the current j'ear's operation, but

frequently it fails to mention the head office of the com-
pany, the place at which operations are conducted and
the metal or metals that are being produced. How is the

stockholder, who sees this report once a year, to keep

these general facts in mind? And suppose anyone in-

herits some mining stock, what enlightenment would he

get from 90% of the mining-company reports? AMiy not

put the inside front cover to some good use?
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Personals Societies

Is at

iilifiirnhi lor Anlo-

D. C. Jacklino »as in Now York last woik.

George F. Bridoer has gciiio to HiiBiii". I'liilil)

liine Isi.inii.s

John T. Fuller, uf Mdiiisdale. 1

I'ara, lii;i/il

Donald F. Irwin has lilt (

latiasta, Ihilf,

Kirby Thomas has been in Brazil Imt Is I'x-

ln'fted in Nrw York soon.

H. R. Dorrington has ri'lnrncd to Enuland from

III,- liiiinlilii' ol Cnloinhla.

C. Tazewell. Assoc. Inst. M. M., lias returned to

Kni;laiiil Inmi South Africa.

J. T. Warne is returninp; to KuKland from the

Cold Coast Colini.v, on Icavi',

Edwin W. Mills was in Honk Koni; on Mar. i'..

en nintf for ShauRhai and IVkinj;.

George Kingdon has been made superintendent

at the Inilcd Verde Exteltsion mines, Ariz.

Milton A. Allen, is now eiiitaiicd in the Xjw
Y'ork ottice of Slessrs. Arthur L. I'earse & Co.

W. L. Saunders has heen elected a memh.r
of the l.iinid of the Xew York and Honduras

Uosario .MiiiinK Co.

G. Gordon Thomas is now assistant general

manager of the Aiutlo-Contincntal Mines Co.,

Ltd.. .Nnrtliein Xi^'cria.

M. J. West, of HilihinK. Minn., lias lieen placed

in c'liaiKc ol all inines of the Oliver Iron Minin;;

Co. oil the eastern Me.sahi.

0. R. Thomas has resigned as nianacer for the

Davidson lo.ld .Mines. Ltd.. at I'orcnpiue. Out.,

and is teiiiporarily in Xew Y'ork

Or. L. D. Ricketts Is m.ikini,' good progress

toward ncovery. but is still conliiu-d to the house

and is not able to receive visitors.

W. Donklin, Jr.. Inst. M. JI., having been dis-

charged as niiHt after Active Service in Kast

Africa, is now in Soutiiern Khodesia.

Arthur S. Dwight has lieen designated one of

the majors of the Kngineers Volunteer regi-

ment now being organized in Xew Vcnk.

Or. E. A. Smith, of Westmoreland, has been

appointed .Minister of Lands and Jlines in the

new liberal government of Xew Brunswick.

M. G. Godfrey, of Virginia. Minn., has been

made general superintendent of the mines of the

Oliver Iron .Mining Co. on the western Mesalii.

Justice Grugan has been appointed consulting

engineer to the Crasselli Chemical
directing simie of th

tions.

H. C. Bayldon has been appointed general m.ui-

ager of the Spasskv Copper properties at Atbasar

and Spassk.v, and his headiniarters are now at

Atbasar.

Rastus S. Ransom, sailed on Apr. 11, for Vii

Spain, on bis way to Visen, Portugal, to

tute conslriiction work for tlie Dia

Corporation.

Bernard de Ullrick, who has lately been at

Ouilchena. B. C. installing a mill for the Dono-

hue Jlines CoriMuation, has left for France to

rejoin the army.

Dr. Charles H. Henry, editor of the -.lournal

of Industrial and Engineering Clieniistry.'

been elected I'bairman of the Xew Y'ork

lion of the .American Chemical Society.

Frederick W. Foote. late of the editorial staff

of the •Kngineering and Mining .lournal." sailed

on the S. S. Alfonso XII on Alir 11. for Vigo.

Spain, en route for Visen. rortugal, where he will

be connected with the Di.i

Co. and
diamond-drill explora-

Montana Society ol Engineers will hold Its

.nniiial meeting Apr, 12, l:! and 14. at the home
of A, W. lili-litcr. in Mnltc.

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy—The
Twenty sixth Annn.il (icneial Mi-elilig will_ be

held, by permission, at the rooms ot the Geo-

loglc.ll Society, Hnrlington House, I'lccadlUy, W.,

on 'I'bnrsda.i. Apr. I!', 1II17,

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute-A large num-
ber of our graduates have .ilready made applica-

tion to tlie t'hief of Kngineers of the army,

olteilng their services. Arrangements have been

to take a census of graduates, as this may
possibly be useful In order to enable us to give

information to tile (iovernment, should such be

desired.

College of the City of New York— Five hun-

ibcd voung mill arc now taking a military course

during the davtlmc. consisting of live hours a

week of practiial training, chiefly drill, and three

boms a week of tbeinetlcal instruction. Thirty

young men in our evening session wish tills

course to be repeated after business hours

this will be done If the course obtains

llonal enrollment of about tiO.

Texas State School of Mines and Metallurgy—
The legislature has appropriated $Ii"l.iiim for new

buildings to replace the one lost liy Are In

Vctolier A new site of over 20 acres lias been

donated to the school whicli will put the buildings

in a more accessible place, and close to the El

I'aso smelting works. The above together with

the appropriation for maintenance which Is pend-

ing, should make tills one of the stronge-t

Institutions in the Southwest.

University of Pennsylvania—About laOO stu-

dents and 12:. members of the faculty are eng.-iged

in drilling and intensively studying

fleld and drill regulations,

aviation corps started and will receive

machines
irganlzing

and
addi-

leer In case of war. Tlieie are already open-

ings for the bulk of the graduates, and these

openings are of such a nature In connection with

manufacturing for an army that the Hludenls

ought not to go Into the regular line.

Columbia University— rresldeiii .Nicholas .Mur-

ray Holler will recommend to the trustees that

oniccis of instruction who are members of tlie

permanent staff and who volunteer or are call-.-d

upon for public service be protected from loss

of income, so far as the resources of the

university will permit. Leave of absence will of

course always be granted to any officer of In-

struction wlio enters the public service.
The president will recommend to the severi-l

faculties tliat all undergraduate and professional
students who are in good standing on Apr. '^,

Itni. and who wish or are reuuireU to with-
draw from the uidverslty for publUr service be
regarded as having satisfactorily (completed the
entire work of the academic year and be gradu-
ated or jiroinoted accordingly.
A course In training for motor-boat patrol

work is now being given In the engineering
departments to l;{8 students.

T'he Committee or Instruction of the Faculty
of .Vpplicd Si'ience has also arranged for the
substitution of work in military perparatlon tor
some of tile regular courses for the men who
remain here until the end of the term. Of the
instructing staff In the Schools of Mines. En2t-
neering and Chemistry, a large number iif men
are enrolled for the Ueserve Kngineering Corps,
and several of tllcm are already being ullli/ed
by the (iovernment for consultation work.
A general university organization Is very actli'e

just now in providing for an Officers Training
Corps and In ofTering opportunities for military
instruction for both .students and alumni.
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Obituary

George Christian Hoffmann, formerly assistant

director, chemist, and mliievalogist of tlie flini-

logical Survey of Canada, died in Ottawa, JIar.

8, 191T. He was born .lime 7. ls:l7. in London.

England, and studied at the Itoyal Sihool of

Mines under Sir Henry de la Beche. under HotT-

man. I'crcy. Smyth. Stokes, Ramsay, Huxley and

Willis. He spent several years as chemist in

research laiioratories of Kngland, and later ISIil,

wrought In Natal, South Africa, in the Mauritius,

later again in Australia. In IS'-J he joined the

technical stalT of the Oeological Survey of Canada,

Montreal under I)r. Alfred K. C. Selwyn. Dr.

Hoffman was a Fellow of the Institute of Chem-

istry of Great Britain. Fellow of the lto.\al

Society of Canada and of many other distin-

guished bodies. His bibliography contains valualilc

reports and papers of analyses and determina-

tions of Canadian ores, minerals and economic

products charaeterizinc the rock formations of

Canada and elsewhere, including rare and new
species.

iiiiriii^

New Patents

minor
larg-
three

In a very short time. They are also

a machilie-gun company. The National

Itesearch Council has been organized with a

committee at Pennsylvania, and already certain

research work at the reciuest of the Government

Is going on

Society of Chemical Industry. Xew York Sec

tion held a meeting. In connection with

American Chemical Society, at ."lO E. 41st St.. on

Apr 13. The papers included one on Kccent

Advances in Leather Manufacture." by

Rogers ; another on "Some Technological

pects of Colloid and Emulsion

bv Martin H. Fischer, and one

jilcroscoplc Demonstration of Zslgmondy-Browni-

an Jlotlon." bv .lerome Alexander. The meeting

was preceded by an informal dinner at the

chemist's clul).

Lehigh University—Lehigh University was one

of tile first institutions to respond to the

call made by the War Department, through

Major-C.eneral Wood when Chief of Staff in tie

spring of ISl:!. to cooperate in the establish-

ment of the summer military-training camps

which have proved to be so valuable an adjunct

to education and so potent a force in framing

a bodv of educated young men for readiness

for military service, if needed. ....
It is believed that the five weeks' intensive

training received in these camps is of greater

value than anv desultory course of training

scattered through the year, and we have

couraged our students to fake It

consideration the supplementing the military-

training camps with some measure of military

instruction, bv wav of lectures and reading under

the direction of the War Department

voluntary drill Is now being pursued l

department of physical education.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute^Thc Worcest-r

1-olvtechnlc Institute has felt that the best prep'i-

rition of its young men for service in case of

war Is to make sure of their thorough training

in the manufacturing and other engineering duty

that thcv would be called upon to do. It has

been tbonijht that purely military training with-

out taking into consideration the special field

that this school fills would lead to the same

mistake that was made in England when many

of' the skilled mechanics and engineers, were

sent to the front.
. , ,„

Last fall considerable attention was paid to

organizing the work In the gymnasium In the

direction of the exercises serving as preliminary

to military drill and to organizing more cffectiv dy

tlie Rifle Club already existing here

six target ranges in the gymnasium,

is a great deal of practice.

This spring, the faculty has voted to permit

students to devote some time to special prepara-

tion in subjects to which our attention has been

.•ailed by the War Department. It is proposrd

to take time from the prescrilied studh'S. in that

wav recognizing the i-mergcncy, liy changing the

reiiulrements for tile class tiiat is to graduate

In Iiine There will be some lectures from army

onlccrs intended to inform students more

tullv about the places for which tliey can volun-

There are
where there

Cnlted Stales patent speciftcations listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
iMlning .lournal" at a.'ic. each. British patent-s
are supplied at 40c. each.

Alkali Metals Process of Producing the Bicar-
b.in.itc ,,r an Alkali or Alkaline-Earth .Metal,
.lohu K. Bllcber. Coventry, R. I., assignor to
Nitrogen Products ('o.. Providence, R. I. (I'. S.

No. 1.22I..50I!; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Alloy of Nickel. Cobalt and Zirconium. Hugh
S. Cooper. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to the Cooper
Co.. Cleveland, Ohio (U. S. No. 1,221,769 ;

Apr. :f. 1917.)

Amalgamating Apparatus. Charles C. Lane, Los
Angeles. Calif (P. S. No. 1,221,461; Apr. 3.

1917.)

Amalgamator—Gold-Saving Amalgamator. Earl
P. Jlaybew. San Diego, Calif. (U. S. No. 1.221,-
347 : Apr. :i, 1917.)

Blast Furnace—Apparatus and Method for
Producing Metals of Improved Quality. Henry- M.
Chance. Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.221,-

139: Apr. 3, 1917.)

Concentrator. Charles Edward Bever, Maz:it-
Ir.n. Mexico. (U. S. No. I,221,6.'i9 ; Apr. 3. 1917.

»

Conveyor Chain. Alexander M. Sorber, Newell.
Penn.. assignor to I'ittsburgh Coal Washer Co..

Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,221,617; .\pr

3, 1917.)

Crucibles—Method of Making Clay Pots or

Crucibles. Halbert K. Hitchcock, Tarentum, Penn.
(IT. S. No. 1.221,4.-.0; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Drill—Rock Machine Drill for Operating with
Flushing Water. Robert Meyer, Miilheim-on-tbe-
Rubr, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,221,469; Apr. 3,

1917.)

Fumes—.Method of Separating Certain Constitu-
ents from a Gas or Jlixfure of (iases. Linn
Bradley. East Orange. N. .1., and Walter August
Schmidt. Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to Re-
search Corporation, New York, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 1,221,.50.5; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Ingot Molds. Collapsible Core For. .lohn B
Walker. Birmingham. Ala. {!". S. No. 1,221.-

110; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Ingot Molds. Flask For. John B. Walker, Bir-

mingham. Ala. (U. S. No. 1,221,117; Apr. 3.

1917.)

Mine-Car Door. Emil F. Tubach. Bernicc.

Penn. (U. S. No. 1,221,112; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Mine-Elevator Cage. Oscar Gilbert Lee and

Francis Marlon Osborne. Washington, Penn. 11.

S. No. 1.221.7r,4; Apr. 3, 1917.)

Mineral Oils—Process of Treating Mineral Oils

for Increasing the Yield of Light-Gravity Oils.

David T Day, Washington, D. C. (V. S. No.

1,221,698; Apr. 3. 191T.)

Pulverizing Apparatus. Toe Crites. Chicagij.

Ill assignor to Raymond Brothers Impact Pul-

verizer Co.. Chicago, 111. (TJ. S. No. 1,221,144;

Apr. -A, 1917.)

Zinc—Chemical Primer for Zinc. .lames H
Graven. Philadelphia. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,221,-

046 ; Apr. 3. 1917.)

Zinc—Condenser for Kedistilling Spelter. John

G Granherg, Beckemeyer. Ill (U. S. No. 1,221.-

045: Apr. 3, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Apr. 5

First Double-Stacker Gold Dredge in Vuli.i K.isin

lUsliic-t was (-(Hiiiilitrd on Api\ 1 .iikI sLnlcii (hi-

Jolluwiu;; iliiy to haul up tn tin- liiutiinii urduntl

illKHlt ;i liiili' liislaill finin llif p<pin( nf cnii-

striK-tion. Till- stai'Uiiiti i'«niiprmiit was (lfsit,'iuni

to rei-laiin tlu' banks nl Yuha Itiv.'i. pinvidiric

for a chauMfl alumt "•nil f1. wUK- liflwfin tlu-

tjiiliiit; piK-s nn eiilu-r sUW. The drrdj^'i' was
built bv llu' Yulia MaiiufacHu iiiu Co, in its

MiirVKvilU' simps tipr the Yuba ('(UisnlidaU-d (ioU\

Fii'lds at HiiiiiiiKint.in. Tlu- slfid hull was built

and launchfd tioni tlie saiiu' ways •**Miikd by

Yuba Nm. l."* and thu mai-liiiu-ry installed in tin-

jmnd dutr by \n. 1-".. Tlu- dredgi- was then

hauU'd by its own power and the use of head
line and bow and stern !ines into tlu' stream
left by No. 1-1. At one point the stream was
narntw enoujih to reciuire sonu- diutiii'ii I'V N'"

Itl in order to make pasaaK'.\ Tlie two dredt;es

will work together in reclaimint; the river chan-
nel, the d(udile-stacker boat foUowinp the single-

stacker. Tlie (ajlinp: stackers are over 200 ft.

louK i'lid will deposit the banks of tailiuKs bitrh

enough to iMoteet the adjacent low lands from
the bitihest floods occnrrint; in Yulta basin.

BUTTE—Apr. 5

Placer Mining in Helena's Streets is a;;ain a

familiar si;;lil. Water due 1o the sprints thaws
is rushin^^ down Main Stn-et and Hioadway.
brintiin;; with it sand and ^iravel from the ad-
joining' bills and gulches, and has deposited in

the gutters of tliese streets several valuable gold

nuggets that were first found by newslioys. The
find caused considerable excitement and in a

short time men were vieing with lioys in search
for more nuggets and in panning llie gravel that

had been accumulating in tlu' streets. Several
nuggets valued as high as $111 were reported

recovered. Main Street is a continuation of the

once famous Last Chance Oulch where placer

mining was conducted on an extensive scale in th,-

tiO's. Old-timers say that Broadway was slighted

in placer days and that the entire sand bed
imder the street is probably rich pay dirt. IMos-
pectors are now trying to trace tlu- pocket which
has been heretofore overlooked.

Washoe Works of Anaconda broke all its pre-

vious records in tlie prtMlucliou of eojiper during
the month of March, the pinduction being 27.-

«S8.:J!»H lb. The largest previous production in

any one month at this smeltery was in Ociobei'.

1916. when the output reached 27..'.;i!),tH;; lb.

These figures apply to new copper alone. In

addition, during March there was enough scrap
copper recast to bring the total up to 2!),lS:>.iino

lb. This scrap copper consists largely of the

anode tips, which were reshi!»pe<l from Great
Falls to Anaconda to be handled at the Washoe
plant while tlie furnaces at Perth .\mboy are be-

ing reconstructed. The building program an-
nounced last winter is well under way at the

Washoe jilant. Much time will of nece.ssity elapse

before the big new stack and the smoke-treating
plant can be completed. Approximately ;^5.000.-

000 brick will be reciuired for this work, and
these will all be made by the Anaconda com-
l)any at its own brick plants. I'lans are in

the drafting rooms for the huge addition that

will treat the smoke for the renuival of solids

by electrification and the w(U'k on the details

will kei'p this department busy for some time.

The walls for the addition to the acid plant,

which will add .^tO tons to its daily capacity.'

are going up rapidly, and should he completed
within a couple of weeks ; an additional \A'edge

furnace will be renuired for this deriartmeut, A
small nitric acid plant is also to in- instrilled.

DENVER—Apr. 4

Smelting Investigation, provided for in senate
iiill (H. enacted Ijy the recent legislature, will

be undertaketi as soon as the governor appoints
a mining engineer and a statist ican to sL-rve as
experts of the commission that will include also
Senators Fincher and randlish and Hepresenta-
tives McOonald. Ardourel and .\agle. It is doubt-
ful thai the ^1,-.,(HHI appropriation will accomiilish
an,\'tliiiig woi III w liile

Creede District Expects Revival, if i>ending ne-
goliatioris culminate. (Jerald Hughes. A. E. Hey-
nolds. 1. B. Humphrey, .Jr., L. K. Campbell and
Henry Ilanington are reported hack of a nn-r-
ger that w ill include the Anu'tbyst. Commodore,
l'.atcbelb)r. \ew York Chance. Volunteer. Creede
and Last Chance companies. It is uuilerstiiod that
Hie iilan calls for develojiment at new di'pths
bclftw the Nelson tunnel in ground presumed to

be rieb but which could not be reached because
of iieavy inflows of water. It is proposed to

invi'sf a large sum In plants for mining and mill-

ing. Finances have been fully provided and no
stock will be publicly offered.

Reopening ot Outlying Sections of Colorado's
luo\ed districts is expected this year and also

new activities in many mines that have been
neglected since the exhaustion of orebodles that
were I'arly diseov ered and readil.\- extiacted. In

many cases development was stopped because of

the refractiuy nature <if the ores or the then
objectionable zinc contetd. Advances in metal-
lurg>' and prevailing atlra<'ti\ e prices foi' metals
are resi)onsible for Ibis lu'w interest and it

is freely predicted that this state's number r)f

IModucing mines will be greater for 1M17 than
for tile last l.'i years. Instance <if such re-

vival is noted a few miles northwest of l.ead-

ville in the St. Kevin district, the geology <if

which is totally different from that close to Lead-
ville. In. the early 'SOs. Thomas Walsh (be of
Camp Bird fanu-) located iIk^ CMald (Irittin claim
ahing a vein in the Archean forma licni of this

Saw a tell Hange. A miner, connected with the
enterprise at that time, .stated that during the
sinking of the discovery shaft the first 100 ft.,

shipnu'iits itt silver ore aggiegated more than
$200.01M1 gross; at that depth ziiu- became such a

jironounced component of the ore that another
shaft was started 7iiO ft. up the bill and pro-
duction was made from another rich shoot until
the objectionable zone was again encountered.
This property was secured a >ear ago b\ Lucien
Smith of Leadville who has reopened it with
most encouiaging results, shipim-nts ot high-
grade ore being made regulaLl>'. Smith has se-

cured also the old St Kevin group in the same
hicality and has oiganized a coin|ian> that is

proceeding to ojierate both mines s.^stematicali.^'.

Another Leadville case is that of the Ontario
in ui'per I<iwa gulch S(nit beast of town. Here
the formations are the typical sediment a ries and
pfuphyries of this district. An adit driven along
a strong north-soutii vein in porphyry has, this
winter, developed a shoot of high-grade gold-
silver ore. Aspen district reports that the old
Keystone mine, now under lease, has disclosed
an S-ft, shoot of ore running almut '17i'y lead and
I r> oz. silver. While tiiis is not a grade of ore
ciiual to that produced in foiiner activities of
this mine, it now promises much. Gold Hill dis-
trict, Boulder County, comes forward with a

seipiel to the discovery and wtuking of the first

lode gold mine in that region, the Horsfall. The
Snow B<iund, an old claim, covers the extension
of tin- Horsfall lode and its recent exploitation
has produced shipments with settlement returns
of h\ to 7)7 oz. gold aiul mil I.. Si)n oz. silver
Iier ton.

SALT LAKE CITY—Apr. 5

New Leaching Plant ot the Utah Copper at

(iar field, which has bt-en delayed on account of
the late arrival of nniterial. is to be puslxed
so that the plant uiay be placed in operation
early in the summer. Acid for this plant will
be furnished liy the Garfield Chemical and Manu-
facturing Company,

Dividends by Utah Mines for the fir.st quarter
"t 11117 anminiled To $7.ii!t.'i.0."ir) as compared with
^4.7lt,"i,47-"i for the first quarter of 1910; mines
making such payments numbered l:j as compared
with 11 the year preceding. Names present this
.\ear and not present in the 1910 list are: The
Daly of Park City—after a long intermi.ssi'on and
with a total dividend record of $2.940.000—pay-
ing 10c. a share or $1.").000; the Dragon Con-
solidated, making its first iiavment of Ic. a share
or $lS.7."'iO; the Jfoscow. paving $22.:.00 ; the ITtah
Apex, $i:!2,((50: the Utah Metal .ind Tunnel.
$::42.lir>0. The remaining dividend payers in the
first ipiarter were: Gemini. $2.'..000

; Chief Con-
solidated. $41,200; Iron Blossom. $l(M).00)t; .Tudge
Minint: and Smelting, $120,000; Silver King Coali-
tion. $l.S7..">0(i ; Silver King Consolidated, $10:i.-

200; i'tah t^oTisolidated. $;iOO.OOll; Utah Coppe*-
$r..os.-.,7i:.

WALLACE. IDAHO—Apr. 4

C(Bur d'Alene Mine Dividends, during iIk' first

iliiai'ter of I!I17. ;i iir milled lo $'>.7 lH.ltlO, The
results do not iuelud,- the Tamarack iV Custer,
which was idle during most of the ipiai'ier on
account lit remodeling null and const lucling
Iramwax ; the Hunter, which is understood to

br opi-rating at a profit now. but for which no
ll^iures are available, nor the unmet ous leasing
I'perations which have grown to be a factor of
CMiisideralde imiimtance. The dividends in de-
tail were ; Bunker Hill & Sullivan, $490,.-.00

:

Caledonia, $2:S4.1.")0 ; Federal. $210,000 ; Heela.
$4.^0.000 ; Hercules (estimated)

.
$900.000 ; In-

terstate-Caliahan. $104,990 ; making a total of

$2.7Iii.O40 for the first quarter of ibis vear.

Federal Ceases Work in Contested Area, as a

ri'sult of the restraining order <if Judge Del-
trich, of the Federal Court at Boise. In the
opeiation of its Morning mine the Fedeial Min-
ing and Smelting company was restrained from
extracting ore from the ground in controversy
with the Star Mining Co. except above the 800
level, and was re<iuiied to render an accurate
account of .ill ore removed and dejiosit the dlf-
teii'in-e between the amount r'eri'i\ lul froiti the
A. S. and 1!. smelterj' and the amount that would
have been received if shipped under the terms
of the Hecla mine's contract. Tlu- Federal com-
pany, however, decided to abandon all work in

the controverted grovnid jientiing the trial of thi'

case. This will make a big reduction in tlie

luitput of the Moi ning mine. As a conseciueuce
the Morning mill .No. 2, near Walhu-e, has iieen

closed. This mill was onl.\ recently remodeled
and eidarged. gi\ ing it a capacity' of upward of
r.OO tons per day. It is intimated l»y Hie man-
agement tiiat devehiimient in the mine may soon
pio\'ide ore to justify starling the null again,
but for the present only the main mill at the
nnne will be ojierated. 'I'liis mill will handle over
i:»00 t(»ns per day arnl will be run at full ca-
pacity.

To Secure Railroad Up Pine Creek, the Mine
Owners* Assiuiation ot IMiie Cre.'k has devoted
much time to compiling data show ing the pres-
ent aiul prospective tonnage available for a rail-

load and a committee will soon present the
figures to I'resident Farrell, of the Oi'egon, W'ash-
ington Uailroad and Navigation Co.. with the
expectatiiui that it will induce the company to

build a brancli into that section, about 10 miles
in length. Shipments during the winter, in spite

of the long wagon iiaid, ha\e reached as high
as 2 loo tons per month from three properties,
the Douglas, Highland-Surprise and Constltu-
ti<ni. and they are in position to increase their
tonnage if transportation is provided. Besides
these the reorganized Nahoit company, whicli has
been taken over by the Stewart Mining Co.. will

build a mill this summer ami the \orthern Light
Co. is also planning a mill. With this show-
ing, it is iioped the railroad company will rec-
ognize the importance of Pine Creek and build
the branch this summer. Proposi-d line was sur-
\ t.\ed last autmnn.

SEARCHLIGHT. NEV.—Apr. I

Searchlight Region is gradually recovering fnmi
I he boom period, the nieritiu'ius iiroperties, such
as the Bloss(jm, Searchlight. Duplex, and Quar-
tette being constat ntly worked by leasers above
water level, and in some cases with great profit.

High-grade siliceous copper-gold ore is constantly
going forward to the Salt Lake smelteries whih-
the lower grades are milled here, the ores being
exceedingly fiee milling in character. Four mih-s
east of Searchlight, the Chief of the Hills Min-
ing Co., has cojnmeucL'd operations on .i group
of claims, fairly well developed, and arc in-

stalling two compressors, hoist and gold mill
under the direction of Fiank Sharps. The Big
t'asino Mining Co.. adjoining the Chief of the
Hills on the north, recently completed sinking of
the main shaft to 580 ft., and are crosscut ting
to the vein on the r,.^0-ff. level. The crosscut
will tap for the first time the copper-lead-gohl
ores below permanent water level. A ;)0-(on

testing mill has been erected. H. B. Sharps is

supei-intendent. Eureka grovip. three miles niulh
of the Big Casino, has reached a depth of -'.0

ft on a 4 -ft. vein of copper -silver-gold ore. It

is owned by J. T. Nagle. The Colossus Copper
Co. has been formed by Philadeli)hia men to

take over the Queen Copper group, 2.". miles south-
west of Searchlight in the New York Mountains
near Barnwell. Calif., and the Big Butte grcnip.
.">0 miles soutii of Searchlight, near Needles.
Calif. The Queen-Copi)er development shows fr«mi
ti ft. to 10 ft. of smelting copper ore. suggesting
installation of smell inu plant at Needles. Such
a plant would supply a long-f' It want for a
radius of I'tO miles, resulting in a saving on
freit^ht on average Searchlight ores of more than
$0 per ton. In Eldorado Canyon. 20 miles north
ot Searchlight, the Techatticup mine .ind the
Cohirado-Nevada property ai-e conl mplating in-

stalling the flotation process in lieu of cyanida-
lion now in use, because of the exorbitant price
of (> anidf,

VIRGINIA. MINN.—Apr. 5

"strike Vote at I. W. W. Meeting was taken
liere on Apr, 1 by delegates from the neigli-

biiring iion ranges. It was voted to go out on
strike if Congress shoidd declare war, hut it is

not believed that the threat will be carrie<l out.

The strike was to he called f(n- May 1. The
mining companies are of the opinion that the
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tlovernnu'ul will iwtt iicrinit llic iron-ore Industry
to be interferrt-d uitli ;iiui tli;tt aRitator.s will

promptly be laiien in liaiul if llu-y cause troui)le.

All of the iron ore tliat tbr mines can sblp will

be needed.

ISHPEMING. MICH.—Apr. 6

Advance in Wages, aniituiitinn to 10%, was
announeed by the Oliver Iron Miiiinn Co., Cleve-
land-Cliffs Iron Co.. Uepublie Imn and Steel Co.

and some of Ibe otber operatinji c-mnpanies. The
increase will become effective on the first of
May. This is the fourth ativance of 10'; to be
granted since the first of 19H;. All advances have
been made voluntarily. The manauements state

that tlie increases have lieen made because of
llif high liviuK costs. Tlie minimum wage for

miners on tlie Marciuette range is now about
$3.80; trammers and muckers are getting slightly

less than this figure. The wages now beiiig paid
are the highest in the history of the district.

JOPLIN—Apr. 7

Armed Guards for Mines has fciUowed advent
of war in this district. vVrnu-d guards have been
placed over all the prodvicing properties of the

Commerce Mining and Royalty Co.'s mines in

Oklahoma, and presumably will be placed over

most of the larger mines of the district. Flags
are kept flying at the highest points of mo.st of

the mills. If many soldiers are called, it will

create an acute labor shortag_' here so far as
workers in the mines are concerned, there being
already a shortage in the older camps of the

district. This is the result of more properties
in the producing class, however, as proved by
the production records. Fm* the first quarter of

191T the output of blendj was approximately
1(5.000 tons greater than in tiie same period of

any previous year in tlie district's history.

WASHINGTON—Apr, 9

Protection of Sulphur Mines arranged. Sul-

phur supplies for this country and for the

Allies are obtained almost entirely from the wells

in southern Louisiana and eastern Texas. Since

this sulpluir-bearing area is near the (iulf sea-

board not far from the Mexican coast, the War
Department is considering special plans for Us
defense. Due to the immense importance of

sulphur in the munitions industry and in many
other lines of manufacture, which are es.sential

to the conduct of the war. all sources of sulphur
are being investigated. The Geological Survey
is making an investigation of the status of pyrite

mining. If shipping should become so scarce as

to preclude imports of pyrite, it is believed a
considerable proportion of tlie deficiency can be

made up by local produclion. riilllip S. Smilb.
Ilie administrative geoIr)gist of the V. S. (ieo-

loglcal Survey, Is In the field at present Investigat-

ing abiindoned jiyrite mines. He also will look
Into the pnssilpility of securing sulphur as a by-
product in the treatment of gold, copper and other
ores, rrutectlon of mining properties throughout
the I'nlted States Is being carefully considered

;

preliminary steps in most instances are being
taken by the indivitiual operators.

NACOZARI, SON.—Apr. I

Active Sonera Mines iiuiude llie Arclilpelago
iu*;ir Cump.is. MiH-iated under lease by Henry
Holhveg and associates of Douglas. Arl/.. ; Helen
mine in Las I'abezas sect Inn Is pruduciiig and
when tile ;il)-nii. mountain road from Cum pas Is

completed motor trucks with trailers will be used
to haul the ore to Xacozarl. The rnad to the
Washington mine, In the district of Ari/.pe, from
the town of Huepac has been completed .'ind

macliinery fnr deeper development is being taken
to the mine. Operations have been recommenced
at the (luerigito mine near Nacozari. A flotation
plant is to be erected by the Nacozari Consoli-
dated Mines Co. near Nacozari. I'roductlon from
the Promontorlo mine, east of Moctezuina. Is be-
ing continued ; a motor truck Is being tried for
transporting tlie ore to Nacozari. Tlie Cliispas'
mine, of the Minas Pedrazzini Co., near Arizpe,
is again in operation after a long shutdown, the
ore being shipped to Nacozari. Operations have
been started on a small scale at the Lampazos
In low Moctezuma. The Lily mine, near Nacozari.
will resimie this month under the direction of
.1. P. Harvey. Exploration continues at the
Caridud, near Nacozari, and about 40 men are
said to be at work on the Canario adjoining the
Caridad.

TORONTO—Apr. 6

Mining Tax Bill was passed by the Ontario
Legislature on Apr. 5. after being re-drafted and
considerably modified as a result of strong iiro-

tests by those interested in gold and silver mines.
As finally adopted it leaves all mining companies,
with the exception of nickel and nickel-copper
companies, practically unaffected, while its pro-
visions as regards the estimating of the value
of the nickel output are made clearer and more
stringent. As the measure now stands the tax
on nickel mines is fixed at .^Tl on profits from
$10,000 to $5,000,000. with an increased rate of

1% on each Jn.OOO.OOO profit above the first

$5,000,000. The lax on all other mines, is as at
present, '.i% on excess of annual profits above
$10,000 to $1,000,000; profits over that amount
to be taxed on the same progressive scale of 1':'^

on each $5,000,000 as applies to the nickel com-

panies. The tax on nickel companies Ik retro-

active as frcmi Jan. 1, lifl.'i. ClauMen fj whIHi
much Importance Is atta<-lH'd provide that the
mine assessor shall ascertain the market value
of the fine metiil or otln-r pr(»durt Huilahle for

direct use In Industries or arts without further
treatment. He shall deduct from this the actual
cost of marketing and of each process of re-

fining or treatment as established to his satis-

faction by the owner, manager or operator of
the mine, and also make further allowances for
depreciation, Canadian taxes, etc., the balance
to be taken as the annual prr»Hts. To prevent
a subsidiary corporation putting a nominal value
on Its ore In dealing with Its principal (as it

claimed that the Canadl.in Copper Co. has done)
it Is furtlier provided that a sale shall not be
deemed a bona flde sale where It is made di-

rectly or Indirectly by an Incorporated company
to another Incorporated eompany which Is asso-
ciated with or ancillary to the selling company,
or which controls or substantially <'onlrol3 the
price to be paid lo the selling company for the
output of the mine. The acreage tax on mining
lands was fixed at 5e. per acre.

JOHANNESBURG—Mar. 2

Increased Cost of Mine Supplies Is shown In a
tabulation in the annual report of the Consoli-
dated Cold Fields of South Africa. The figures
given show an approximate doul)llng of cost
of most supplies but there Is a striking difference
from reported American prices for cyanide. In-
deed this material shows less advance over pre-
war prices than any other Item. The pre-war
prices follow (with tlie 191** prices In parenthe-
ses) ; Cyanide. lo'/jd. (IHid.) per lb.; mercury,
£8 IDs. (£17 10s.) per flask; zinc, :iV4d. (12d.) per
lb.; candies, 4V^d. (8%d.) per lb.; carbide, 22s.
(45s.) per drum; shoes and dies, 18s. (:ns. 6d.)
per cwt. ; steel plates, 153. (30s.) per cwt. ; rails,

£9 10s. (£18 10s.): drill steel, 3»^d. (7d.) per
pound.

Accident Rate in Rand Mines per 1000 men
employed was :{.20 In li*16; :i..'.8 in 191.'!; 3.8.'>

in 1914 and 4.70 in 1913; deaths from disease for
tlie same years respectively were 15.55. 14.99,
IG.09 and 25.08. This shows a gratifying im-
provement due to the study of diseases like pneu-
monia and to better observance of mining regu-
lations and to the educative safety-first work
carried on by means of journals, posters and
cinema films by the Kand Mutual Assurance.
Since 1912 the expense of compensation for min-
ers' phthisis by the government and the com-
panies has cost 4.15d. (8.3c.) per ton crushed
and 2.33d. (4.7c.) per ton has been spent for
underground sanitation.
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ALABAMA
WOODWARD IRON CO. (Wondwavd)—Prepar-

ing to open new red-ore mine on sontli side of

Red .Mountain, near XIorKan, on tire A. B. & A.

R.R. Verticai sliaft wiil be sunk.

OTTO COKING CO (Woodward)—Tliis New
Yorli company is erecting liO liyproduct coke ovens,

making 200 of the new type installed. New
ovens will be in operation in September.

ALASKA
KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—Output from Alas-

kan properties in Marcli was 7.076.000 lb., cop-

per, comparing with T, 090, 000 lli. in February.

ALASKA (iASTINEAU (.luneau)—In March
milled 217.700 tons; heads. $1.09: tails lS.7c. ex-

traction 82.91%. In February, milled I.'iO.OOO

tons averaging $1.3.'> ; in January 17o,liOO tons

averaging $1.24.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—In March,
smeltery output was s,.'iSii,oiHi Ih. of blister cop-
per; C. &- A. mines produced .')..528,000 lb.

EL COBHE MININt; CO. (Bowie)—New Incor-

poration to develop 21 claims on eastern exten-
sion of Willie Rose cni)per mine. W. E. Powers,
president ; .1. W. Sterlhig, manager.
SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—March out-

put: Copper, l,r.l8,4:iG lb.; lead, 278.778 lb.; sil-

ver, 18,176 oz. ; gold, 199.47 oz. First quarter

:

Copper, 4,3S6,.''.93 lb. ; lead, 1.0G:i.901 lb. In cave
on 100-ft. level, high-grade ore lines west and
north walls; some of the ore runs over 40% cop-

per; cave Is 120 ft. long and about 40 ft. wide.

Gila County

MIAMI (Miami)—Copper production in March
was 5,217,900 lb., a record output.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—March copper pro-

duction :),:i;!ri,000 lb. ; same month, last year,

a,277,000 lb.

INSPIRATION (Miami)—March copper output
11.100,000 lb. : for first quarter, .32,950,000 lb.

Greenlee County

SHANNON (Clifton)—March copper outiiut es-

timated at 9.')0,000 lb., comparing with SSO.OOO
lb. in February and 682,000 lb. in March, 1916.

Mohave County

ELKHART (Chloride)-Fourth carload recently
shipped ; mine luuvatered lo 500-ft. level.

TENNESSEE (Chloride)—Crosscut on 1600
level, from 1400-1600 winze, encountered 4-ft.

orebody; contains less zinc than usual but more
lead.

KEYSTONE (Chloride)—Trial run will soon
be made of 2."i0-ton mill built under contract by
.lohn D. Fields. All mining as yet is being
done from old 300-ft. shaft, which has been con-
nected with new mill by .'>00-ft, incline oper-

ated bv rope from hoist on new shaft. Fred
W. Sherman, formerly at the Daly West in Park
City, Utah, is superintendent.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Reported to

be negotiating for Big .Tim Gold Mining Go.'s Big
.Tim and Monarch claims, embracing 2800 ft. along

strike of vein and containing all the Big .Mm
workings. Only property not considered is .i

fractitnial wedge northwest of Big ,Iim claim and
north of the Aztec of the Tom Reed company.
It is assumed that the liOO.OOO shares in the

United Eastern treasury will be exchanged for the

property, equivalent to about $1.35 for Big Jim
stock.

Santa Cruj County

TWO STATES (Amadovllle)—Ore showing. 12

ft. wide, struck by upper tunnel giving depth of

200 ft., will be further explored by a l."iOO-ft.

tunnel giving backs of lOOO ft. New air equip-

ment ordered to drive tunnel. W. J. Walker, in

charge.

WA.VDERING JEW (Alto)—Being developed for

milling ore ; several cars of high-grade shipp'.'d.

and several cars of 60% lead concentrates made in

10-ton experimental mill. J. H. Verfurth, for-

merly of the Wolverine & Arizona at Bisbee,
together with Frederick B. Koliburg, of the Cop-
per Queen mill, have planned a 75-ton mill, and
are now building road to mine to transport the
machinery. Ore above 200-ft. level, tapped by
tunnel.

Yavapai County

CALUMET cS: JERO)LE (Jerome)—Three-com-
partment shaft now down 300 ft.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (.Jerome)—Con-
tinuing to ship high-grade ore ; some recent cars
liave averaged over 25%. George Kingdon, super-
intendent.

GADSDEN COPPER (Jerome)—Electric hoist

now installed and three-compartment shaft, sunk
about 80 ft. by hand, will be deepened at greater
speed. J. K. Hooper, superintendent.

UNITED VERDE (Jerome)—Smelter output,
now equivalent to about 6,000,000 lb. monthly,
will be increased bv present enlargements to

8.000,000 lb. by June and to 10,000,000 lb. by
end of year. Company preparing for steam-
shovel operations.

Yuma County

PRIDE (Parker)—Gold-copper orebody opened
on 125-fl. level.

COBRITA VERDE (Salome)—Shaft, down 85
ft., has encountered stringers of copper sulphides.

New equipment ordered, Charles Keadall, super-
intendent.

COBRITA MINES (Salome)—Shaft in 4-ft. cop-
per vein for 16 ft. ; after cutting station at 100-ft.

level for exjiloration of vein, sinking will be con-
tinued to .'.OO-ft. level.

WENDEN KING MINING CO. (Wenden)—New
incorporation to develop Conrad group of 14
claims adjoining Critic and Wenden Copper
groups. Fred A. Elliott, of Elliott Engineering
Co. of El I'aso. Texas, president ; Joseph W.
Donnelly, superintendent.
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CALIFORNIA

Amador County

rEXTUAl. Kl'UKKA (Siillii- Orcek)—Drift on

•Mi'i k'VL'l. I'ontimii-il from a pollit IS ft. from

shaft, disclosi'd good vein of ore carryiiiK some
free Bold. Station will now lie oiiened at 3350

level and drift started. Cood ore is also re-

ported 40 fl. lielow the 2700 level in liangini,'

wall : on 2 l.'iO level, $8 ore in the faee of east

crosscut. February statement shows :
Bullion

receipts, $4697 : 100 tons concentrate. $0800; total.

$11,497. OperatinK costs, $i:i,Sll); includes devel-

opment, tailini; reservoir repair and employees

compensation insurance, totalini; $2007. Willie

report does n<it show surplus, the improvement

in physical condition of mine is encouraging.

Calaveras County

CHKO.MK OUE near Coppcropolls being mined
and shipped liy Clary & Langford.

AT FORTH CKOSSINi; lietween Angels and San

Andreas, decomposed iiuartz vein. Iieing developed

by Charles .lohnson. reported lo have produced

pocket from whlcli $:iOO w.is taken ui one day.

AXOELS DEEP MIXIXO CO. (Angels Campl--
Reported that .John V. Henson, manager, will

return soon from Xew York and that shall

sinking and development will be immediately re-

.siuued.

GHOST (Angels Camp)—Reported that machin-

ery is being overhauled. Developed by 1400-ft.

shaft. Idle several years, preparatory to re-

opening.
PLYMOUTH ROtK (Jenny Lind)—Sinking 200

ft below old tunnel level. Shipping ore held iip

by winter rains. Power drills will be installed.

Thomas M. Lane, superintendent.

Inyo County

REWARD (Independence)—Flotation mill treat-

ing no tons a day. Old tailing dump will he

liut tJirough mill.

CALIFORXIA TALC CO. (Darwin)—Shipment
made from new mill, running at half capacity.

Two 12-animal teams hauling product to Heeler

for rail shipment.

STANDARD TUXOSTEX (Bishop)—Compressor

being installed at Aeroplane tunnel :
driven 2..0

ft bv hand drilling. Ingersoll-Rand drills and

Waugh stoiiers will be used. Tram track will be

extended V. mile up canon to property recently

purchased "of Vonderheide and Everett. Seven

prospect shafts sunk.

Kern County

RAXD METALS CO. ((Mennville)—.Tune lone

tungsten mine, on Slick Rock Creek about mid-

wav between Glennville and Kernville : eiiuipp-d

with jaw crusher, two sets of rolls and W ilfley

tables, and one 8-hp. and cme l.S-hp. gas engine:

producing concentrate from scheelite in form of

crystals in granite heavily impregnated with iron

sulphide.

San Bernardino County

ORO BELLE COXSOLIDATKD MIXES CO.

(Halt)—Has succeeded Oro Belle Mines Co. ;

developing wide low-grade gold vein under direc-

tion of Worth B. Andrews, superintendent ; Frank

W. Rover, of Los Angeles, who has acted in

the past for John Hays Hammond and other

Xew York men. is treasurer. Vein about 60 ft.

wide on second level ; crosseutting on seventir

level.

Shasta County

AIAMMOTH COPPER MINIXG (Kennett)—Esti-
mated March output. 2.000.000 lb. blister copper.

DIAMOND COPPER (Coram)—Property, in Flat

Creek district, adjoining Stowell mine, reported

optioned to C. W. Ceddes of Salt Lake City, rep-

resenting Boston and Xew Y'ork men.

COLORADO

Clear Creek County

WALDOttF (Silver Plnme)—Xew mill nearing

completion.

CENTRAL COLORADO (Georgetown)—Farr'a-

Rher & Holcombe opened 30-in. vein, assaying 1..5

oz. gold, 30 oz. silver, and 7% lead.

Lake County

MOXTHIA' OUTPUT of Leadville district is

about 75.800 tons produceil by 70 mines. There

are 115 active properties in the district, employ-

ing about 2000 men.
SIL'S'ER KIXG (Leadville)—Drifting from Pen-

derv shaft at 140-ft. level has opened :l-ft. ore-

hodv containing lead carbonates and silver chlor-

ides. Leasing company sinking shaft to reach

zinc carbonates opened last year by tunnel from
northwest slope of Yankee Hill.

San Juan County

KITTIMAC (Silvcrtnn) Xew orcshoot opened

in Isaiiella vein.

srXXYSlDB (Eureka)—Sale of this mine and

of Gold Prince group to V. S. Smelting, Refining

and Mining Exploration Co. annotuiccd.'

MAY"FLOWEU (Sllverton)- nevelopraent coii-

'inlles under Joseph Sullivan, superintendent.

Leased to J. H. Slattery and associates.

PKECIOrS MF.TALS (Tronton)-This property

in Mill Gulch being developed by Brown Bros.

& Co., lesees. Pnynble lead ore opened recently.

San Miguel County

UIGHLAXD MARY MIXES CO (Ophir) Kcccnl

develoimient opened several liodlcs ol milling ore;

installation of small llolalion iilant under ail

visement, William Parsons, manager.

NEW DOMl.NION (Telluride)—Developing 4-ft.

vein of milling ore. conlalning 8-ln. streak of

smelling ore assaying $00 a ton In gold, copper

and lead. J. M. Bellslc, manager.

TOMBOY (Telluride) In .March, mill ran 20

days : criished 13,000 tons of ore ; yielding in

bullion. $20,700, in i-oncentrates shipped, .$71,100;

expenses, $08,700 : profit, $29,400 ; from otlier

sources, $8.">0,

BLACK BEAR (Pandora)—Winze being sunk
on vein near end I'oiinh level. Crew increased

recently and mine iiroducing V2^> tons a day.

which is shipped via wire-rope tramwiiy to

Smuggler-rnion mill at I'andora. Zinc concen-
trate sbipiied to River Smelting and Refining Co.

at Florence.
Teller County

r.VITED GOLD Ml.NKS CO (Cripple Creek)
Deep development planned in the Wild Horse;
(ileason shaft, now 127ri ft., to be sunk an
additional 300 ft. and extensive lateral explora-

tion started. Three sets of lessees working on
300-ft. level and above. I. J. Russell, super-

intendent.

LAST DOLLAR (Cripple Creek)—This old mine
on Hull Hill is being reopened by Catherine
(;old Mining Co.. which has taken 5-year lease

and bond. Charles Walden. «f Victor, formerly
superintendent of Last Dollar, is in charge. Shaft
now 1.".00 ft. deep is to be sunk 200 ft. Lateral
exploration Is to he undertaken between 000 and
l".oo level and some blocks will lie leased.

IDAHO

Latah County

MOXTAXA MORXING (Troy)—A six-drill c-om-

pressor to be added to increase development at

Ibis lead-silver-zinc-copper property. Three veins
being developcfl by tiiniu'ls and shaft.

Owyhee County

FEDERAL MIXING AND SMELTIXG (Hailey)
—I'nderground work resumed and mill, which was
not damaged by the snowslide. continued experi-

menting with v.irious proportions of oil and acid,

while waiting fin- mine to resume normal output.

Shoshone County

H1(;HLA.\D-ST1!PRISE (Kellogg)—Shaft will

he sunk .">00 ft. from main tunnel level. Large
station now being cut and lioist at Stewart mine
has been purchased. Large compressor ordered.
;\nil turning out about 20 tons concentrates per
day ; ontpiil will be increased when additional
ore is availalile from siiaft levels.

JIAR.SH (Burke)—Management annoinices mine
now unwalered ; large pump submerged on OOti

level is handling the water. Estimate 2o.0Oii

Tons of low-grade lead ore available in old work-
ings and mill will start on this in May. Shaft
will be extended 200 ft. below 000. following vein

instead of continuing perpendicular. Marsh null

now being used by Hecia under lease, subject
to cancellatinn on month's notice.

MICHIGAN

Copper

MASS (Mass)—Hoisting about 1000 tons of

rock per day.

MfCHIGAX (Rockland)—Enlargement of sliaft

to three compartments almost completed ; oiil\-

about too ft. more to go. Esiiect to resume
mining about Jlay 1. Mill will be about ready
at tliat time ; installing more up-to-date appa-
ratus.

MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Best tonnage for the

year in Mardi. Mechanical-rope haulage in-

stalled at seventh and eigllt levels of Xo.
shaft, and electric haulage may be tried. Tram-
mers scarce in tills district, making electric, il

or rojie haulage especially advantageous at this

time.

Iron

SPIES (Iron River)— Jline now a producer;
ore being stocked. "Will ship when navigation
opens.
.\THEXS (Xegaunec)—Contract let for six

brick mine buildings. (^hange house will be

largest itn range; 2."»4 ft. long. Work to start

immediately.
CLEVELAXD-CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Xo. .". Key-

stone churn drill put to work in Xorth Lake dis-

trict. First churn drill to lie operated on Mar-
cniette Range. Will be used to jiul casing down
into the rock, nlam.oid drill will then complete
hole.

MINNESOTA

Mesabi Range

ST J.VMES (Aurora) dmlract let to strip

1.000.000 en. yd. of ovei burden. Property has

lieen worked as iindergroiind iilinc.

SHEX.\N(;0 (Cbisholm)—Drainage shaft is be-

ing sunk at bottom of pit. So ft. below the ore

surface. Electric pumps will be installed.

MAJORCA (Calumet)-Being opened bv Pick-

ands. Mather & Co ; stripping being done by

Uiuler Iirothers Ailjolns groat Hill Annex mine.
Over 1.000.000 cu..vd. of overburden will he

removed.

YORK (Nashwauk)—Framework for washing
plant practically done. Shaft sunk and stripping

oiierations on pit will start with large dragline
excavator. Ore will be milled from lilt and
lioisled through sliatl, and conveyed to washery.

WEHB (Hilibing)—Improvements made at wash-
ing Ilia lit dining winter. Pit being developed
by Slieiiango Furnace Co.; stripping is being do,i

;

liy Winston-Dear Co. which is assembling 300-

toii Marion shovel tor the work.

MISSOURI

Joplin District

C. E, SWARTZ (Tar Rivir. Okla.) -Has Iwo
new iiiills in operation.

CONTINENTAL JllNINt; (Miami. Okla.)—Will
build new mill on Hocker land, south of Bax-
ler Springs, Kan. .lobii Itomford. president.

RTBY (Baxter. Kan.) Cood strikes made on
(ract east of Blue Mound mini'. Will drill sev-

eral more holes; then build mill.

.ST. PAUL (.loplin) Planning to iielp oper-
ators ill developing shallow lead and calamine
mines on land soutlieast of .loplin. Will furnish

part of equipment.

HARMONY (Pieher. Okla.)—BulldlUE new 3.i0-

loii mill on tract northeast of Pieher. B. F.

Harmon, president: W. H. Dill, treasurer. Leas.'

lliorinighly prospected.

VINEtJAR HILL (Baxter Springs, Kan.)—In-
stalling big Pomona pump at site of new mill

northeast of Blue Mound mine. Will have pump-
ing capacity of one niillion gallons daily.

PLAYTEU BROS. (Joplin)- Sold Peacock-Ga
lena lease, with mill, at Galena to J. V. Comi -

Ion and W. O. Porter. Consideration unoffleially

reported at $30,000. Twenty-nine drill holes i n

tract.

KEYSTONE TAILlNtiS CO. (Joplin)- Coniplel

iiig 400-ton tailing mill on Blue Goose tract near

Tar River. Okla. T. L. Eyre and J. O. Clark,

of Philadelphia. Penii.. principal owners. P. R
Butler. Joplin. manager.

NORTHERN ARKANSAS
MARCH SHH'MENTS ainounled to 00 cars

from the Arkansas field. Higgest producer was
J C Shepherd's Big Hurricane mine, near Piii-

ilall. which shipped 10 cars ; 24 cars went out

from the Rush-Buffalo camp : 13 from the Zinc

.amp : 4 from the Cave Creek section ; 18 from

Pind.ill :

Springs.
MONTANA

from Ponca : and 3 from Kingdon

Granite County

OLYMPIA MINIXG CO. (Princeton)—In tunnel

on company's Lillian and Banner Claims, three

\elns cut carrying galena, silver and gold. One

vein reported 20 ft. wide. Extensive develop-

ment i>laiined this season.

Jefferson County

MONTAX.i ZINC CO. (Coriiin)—Machinery be-

ing installed and sinking will soon be started

lo ilevelop lead-silver orebody.

MONTANA CONSOLIDATED COPPER (Boulder)

This company plans expenditure of $100,000 for

machinery and prospecting of old Comet mine this

season ; unwatering mine will take about two

inonllis Mh . old producer, 7 miles nortliwest of

Boulder, has been shut down for 10 years excepl

lor aclivities of leasers, who have been shipping'

lead, silver and zinc ore to East Helena and

Anaconda. I'l-operty emliraces 050 acres.

Mineral County

TVRBOX (Saltese) -M.uiagenlent reports cross-

cut on COO level in me for last 40 ft. carrying

.>re witll about 12':; lead. Shaft will be sunk to

the son
;
planning for mill next simimcr.

Silver Bow County

EAST BUTTE (Bntte)— March copper produc-

tion 1.597.340 lb., comparing with 1.300.900 in

5Iarcli. last year.

VNACONDA (Butte)—Production of copper at

company's Great Falls and Washoe smelteries

amounted to 31.300.000 ib. during March as

against 2."..000,000 ill February. Increase for fil'.it

quarter 1917 over last year was 10.700.000 lb.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)- Dividend of $1 per

share declared, payable Apr. 30. Company re-

ports net prolils in 1910 of $2,479,595. Copper

production for year, 24.49S.1S1 lb.; silver 1.047.-

0113 oz • gold 1712 oz. Average number of tons

lioisted iier day was 1605. Development work
during year 21.094 linear feet.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—New electric

hoist will be ready for operation by middle of

May; capalile of hoisting five tons of ore from

a depth of 5000 ft. in 1=; min. March zinc

production alioni 14.400.000 lb. as compared with

13.500.000 in Febrnary ; milled in March 51.000

Ions producing 14.900 tons zinc concentrates

averaging nearly lO'S : about 300 tons lead con-

centrates: silver about 300.000 oz.
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NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GOl-DFIKLI) rONSOLlDATKl) ((ioldfldd)—In

Pubnuirv iiiillod 21,000 tuns; lu't reallziiUon, $19,-

2ai; oLemtmu c-osts, $n.83S per ton; S'";'l;-y <"";
iims $0 11 ;i wv ton. Liiistrs prcidiu^'cl 108 tons

vilu'cd at $2l-.iill. from which compuny received

$1^1 Company did 1698 ft. of development

costing $5.53 per ft.

Humboldt County

IN DISASTER PEAK SUCTION, George J.

Shoup, of Winnemucca and San Francisco, nas

iKjnded several claims of Choate hrolhcrs and

Klias .Tones who have worked o.'iidlzed ores from

Hve veins for several years by arrastre. Lessee

has installed drills and Chicago I'neumatic NSO
compressor and is drifting, raising and sinking.

ROCHESTElt MINES CO. (Rochester)- Cross-

cut on 700-rt. level disclosed high-grade ore,

containing native silver, in ground adjacent to

Codd winze; good ore also on (100 and SOU lev-

els Aerial tramway completed to millsite.

WINNEMUCCA MOUNTAIN (Winnemucca)—
Crosscutting on 200-ft. level in company s Bon-

anza mine to catch high-grade silver oreshoot

opened in bottom of drift on lOO-ft, level; par-

allels gold vein of this proiierty. .John R. Turner,

superintendent.
ROCHESTER COMBINED MINES CO. -(Rochest-

er)—Besides the flve-drill compressor now in

operation, a six-drill compressor is b'.ing in-

stalled and another contemplated. Main work-

ins tunnel, 250 ft. below Shepherd No 1 tun-

nel is in about 200 ft.; blacksmith shop and

Sullivan drill sharpener installed at mouth. K.

Freitag is designing the mill; first unit wil

treat 300 tons and use ball and tube mills New

townsite to be laid out adjacent to Packard.

Lander County

flIGHLAND MARY (Austin)—Frank SlcLaugh-

lin and George Gordon, leasing on this ProPfr'y

of Nevada Equity Mines Co., recently shipped 20

tons of lead-silver ore from S-ft. vein; on hang-

ing wall is 6-ln. bromyrite ore running high in

silver ; developing in old Pony vein system, borne

auriferous zinc ore taken out.

Mineral County

DISPOZITCH (Mina)—L. B. Spencer, lessee,

opened vein of high-grad,' copper-lead-silver ore

from 6 in to 4 ft. in width ; first shipment av-

eraged $60 per ton ; next $105. Tunnel and

winze give depth of 150 ft.; Ave men working.

Property about 5 miles west of Rhodes Marsh,

the shipping point. Being examined by prospec-

tive buyers.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended

Mar 31 was 9012 tons valued at $162,216, com-

nariiig witli 8920 tons for week previous. Ship-

pers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2937 tons; Tono-

pah Mining, 1695 ; Tonopah Extension, 2.)80

;

Jim Butler, 800 ; West End 659 : Rescue. 2.^4;

Halifax. 156 ; Montana. 39 ; North Star, 54 ;
Casli

Boy, So ; Midway, 16. and miscellaneous, 22

tons. „ ,

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—February

results: Receipts, $121,439; operating expenses,

$83,789; operating profits. $37,650.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—In quarter

ended Feb. 28, receipts were $658,076; operating

expenses, $319,813 ; operating profit, $308.26.

,

other income. $8275. Quick assets, $1,256,511.

CASH BOY (Tonop.ah)—Breaking ore at low-

est point in district, equivalent to 1600-ft. level

of the Victor mine which has deepest shaft,

1540 ft

CONSOLIDATED SPANISH BELT SILVER
MINING CO (Tonopah)—This company, recent y

formed bv Ohio men. is developing the old

Barcelona mine in nortliern ^'ye^Co™"'.
.,^^-

tween Manhattan and Belmont. Driving 1200-

ft tunnel to tap several veins 100 ft. below old

workings; under direction of W. J. Pike, super-

intendent of the .Tim Butler at Tonopah.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

CHINO (Hurley)-February copper outptJt,

6,572.106 lb., as compared with 4,617,220 lb. in

February, 1916.

CARLISLE ( Steepl crock)—Pilot mill operating

at capacity, 75 tons daily, on mill heads aver-

aging about 80c. per ton gold, 2 oz. silver. 1.25r,r.

copper 7Vi% lead, 7% zinc; lead and copper

recovery reported excellent; zinc yet to be de-

termined. „„,„„..OREGON
Josephine County

PARSONS (Merlin) Short tunnel has disclosed

copper ore full width of workings. Shipments

will be made as soon as 7-milc wagon road 13

completed. D. R. Morrison, manager.

LOGAN-SIMMONS (Waldo)—This placer mine

being drilled by G. E. Esterly of Seattle. L.

A Levensaler. a Taconia mining engineer, nas

made numerous visits to the property, which

comprises about 1500 acres. During last season

many shafts were sunk. Mine operated l3y hy-

draulic elevators; gets water from east branch

of the Illinois River, having about 2;. miles of

ditches and pipe line.

Juab County

TINTIC PRODUCTION FOR MARCH—covering

five weeks—amoiinud to 1042 cars of an cstl-

maled tonnage of 52,000 tons, valued at atiout

$1 300.000, as compared to 737 cars In I'euruary

and 802 cars in January. The number of ship-

pers for the month—31— is above normal lor the

camp, which has a greater numlicr of IndlvKlual

producers than any other camji in slate.

TI.NTIO STANDARD (Eureka)- Slilppcd In

March 14 cars of ore. Three-compartment shall

down 030 ft. ; lleing driven to develoii oiv opeiiea

at depth; progress during Manli 180 ft.

Salt Lake County

SHIPMENTS FROM ALTA for third week ^n

March amounted to 32 cars or about yj^" <""'!;

the ore coming from South Hecla, bells, Lmma
Consolidated and Cabin.

FORTUNA (Bingham)—Important body of ore

reported in process of being opeiied-so f", 300

ft. along strike and raise up 12a it m ore

high-grade along foot wall and remainder m lllil,

ore. Ogden interests said to have rellnnuishcU

option.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Tills company in Big

Cottonwood is again experiencing haulage dim-

cultles ; bad roads, following spring thaw, auer

unusually severe winter. Betterment of condi-

tions not expected before 20 days. 1 loT'er >

largest shipper in district. Normal output about

100 tons daily.

IIT\H COPPER (Bingham)—Daily tonnage of

30 000 tons being handled, and will be increased

as soon as weatlier conditions allow. Production

for February—shorter month by three days—is

13 459 829 lb. as compared with 13.913,811 lb.

in'january. Heaviest output of any February 111

history of company. Output for March cstiiiiatea

roughly at over 15,500,000 lb. copper.

BINGHAM METAL AND TUNNEL (Bingham)

—Report for 1916 shows gross value of ore

mined to have been $1,499,267, and total income

$1535 214; operating expense. $933..!83 ;
oper-

ating profit, $601,830; net profit, making allow-

ance for depletion charge, taxes, interest, etc..

was $528,737. During year there were produced

1 761,520 lb. copper as compared with 2,873,81j

in 1915; lead, 6,301,670 lb. as compared with

9.860.089 lb. in 1915; gold, 17,930 oz. ;
silver.

388.757 oz.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHII'MENTS for March amounted

to 7179 tons, this being an increase of

1288 tons over February. Shippers were:

Silver King Coalition, 2374 tons; Ontario Sliver,

1401 tons; Judge Mining and Smelting, 1452 tons;

Silver King Consolidated, 896 tons; Daly West

(mill unable to operate owing to frozen water

sunplv) 271 tons; Daly, 263 tons; Naildriver,

134 •
"

California-Comstock, 127 ;
Charles Moore.

74 -'Broadwater Mills, 70; Utah Ore Sampling,

32 ; Western Ore Purchasing. 25 tons.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—
Spiro tunnel—being driven to develop Thaynes

Canyon section—progressing about la ft. daily,

working three shifts. In about 2500 ft ultimate

length 14 000 ft. Ore-bearing ground expected

1000 to 2000 ft. from present face. Shipping

50 to 60 tons of crude ore daily, and mill treat-

ing 50 to 60 tons.

CALIFORNIA-COMSTOCK (Park City)—Shaft

to be sunk from 450 level in search of con-

tinuation in California-Comstock ground of ore-

bodies trending in that direction from neighboring

properties. Property well equipped, accommoda-

tions for men, mill, lioist, compressor, etc.. on

ground • ordered additional transformers, air pipe,

machine drills and other tools. Ore left in mine

when work was abandoned several years ago.

owing to water.

Tooele County

WESTERN UTAH COPPER (Gold Hill)—Ship-

ping about 36 cars of ore (1400 tons) weekly^

Ore averages 5% copper; 6 oz silver; and 20

to 25% iron. Large tonnage developed.

DEEP CREEK RAILROAD—recently completed

-is transporting at rate of 5000 tons of ore .a

month from tlie new camp of Goodwin (Gold

H 11) There is talk of 12-miIe branch line from

Erickson's ranch into the adjoining Ferber dis-

mct as soon as enough ore shall have been

developed there to warrant it.

WASHINGTON

Ferry County

REPUBLIC SHIPMENTS during a recent w-eek

amounted to 590 tons of ore ; 240 by Knob Hill

company and 350 by Lone Pine-Surprise Consoli-

dated.

BELCHER (Republic)—Resumed operations .ind

Belcher Mountain railway is being put in con-

dition for delivering ore to Lambert station on

Great Northern Ry.

LONE PINE-SURPRISE CONSOLIDATED (Re-

mibllc)—New double-compartment shaft at the

Lone Pine down about 700 ft. Station cut at

500-ft level In Last Chance claim where vein

Is about 5 ft. wide.

Stevens County

UNITED COPI'KR .MINING (Chewelah)—On
1100-11 level, a 4-fl. vein of good copper-silver

ore was recently opened. Jlulc traminlnit from

mine lo mill, about one mile, superseded Uy

electric haulage.

IROQUOIS MINING (Northport)- In Klectric

I'olnt district, 16 miles north; has car of high-

grade lead-hllver ore ready to ship as soon :is

roads permit; taken from upper tunnel near sur-

face. About 325 ft. lower, another crosscut

tunnel Is being driven; now In over 200 ft.

Compressor lately Installed. C. W. Van Home,
of Spokane, president.

CANADA
British Columbia

DONOHUE MINES COltPOltATION (Qullchena)

—Recently Installed 30-ion mill, designed by Ber-

nard de Ullrick of Seattle, to treat complex ores

of the Tubal Cain, King William and Joshua

mines; ores contain copper, lead, zinc, silver and

gold ; a 'balanced-rod" mill is used for grinding

and Monarch concentrators. Joshua and King

William mines developed bv shaft, that of the

former being 400 ft. deep with levels each hun-

dred feet ; the Tubal Cain is opened by tunnel,

following vein for over 300 f». Some shipments

of crude ore made to Trail smeltery. Frank M.

Hawkes, manager ; James McKieran, superintend-

ent.
ONTARIO

SILVERADO (Gowgaiida) -At this property.

which shows several good veins, a luo-hp. holler

and other eiiulpment Is being Installed.

ELLIOT-KIRKLAND (KIrkland Lake)—Main
shaft down so ft. on vein showing free gold.

Crosscut will be run at 125-ft. level to tap vein

system coming in from McKane property adjoin-

ing. Electric power obtained.

NEVVRAY' (Porcupine)-Crosscut at 400-ft. level

tapped orelKjdy 5 ft. in width, 340 ft. from shaft,

SLADE-FORBES ASBESTOS CO. (Porcuplne)--

Crude asbestos being shipped to Cincinnati. A
ton recently sent was valued at $600.

ADANAC (Cobalt)— Calcite vein 12 In. wide,

carrying ruby silver, has been crosscut 210 ft.

from shaft.

SYLVANITE (Kirkland Lake)—Veins showing

visible gold uncovered on the surface and con-

tract let for sinking shaft 100 ft.

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Underground
workings of the Dome at 700-ft. level have

extended into this property and high-grade ore

opened.
COLOSSUS (Munro Township)—Contract let

for diamond drilling to test surface outcrops

at depth.

McKINLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—Second 200-

ton flotation plant ordered. Tailings will be re-

ground in Maratlion mill. 4x8 ft.

CALTTMET & MONTANA (Cobalt)—Has cross-

cut 2-in. vein carrying silver.

HARGRAVES (Cobalt)—Rich ore being taken

from winze down 15 ft. from 375-ft. level ;
now

has 115 bags of high-grade ready for shipment.

KIRKLAND LAKE (KIrkland Lake)—Main
shaft has reached 550-ft. level ; will be sunk to

1000 ft. and orebody tapped every 100 ft.

DOME MINES (South Porcupine)-In March
milled 36,700 tons yielding $175,000, as com-

pared with 36,270 tons and $172,500 in February.

MEXICO
GREENE-CANANEA (Cananea. Son.)—March

output 5,500,000 lb. copper, comparing with

5,100,000 lb. in February.

ESPERANZA (El Oro. Mex.,)—Milled In Febru-

ary 20,732 tons; profit about $21,850.

SANTA GERTKUDIS (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—MiU
idle in February; no cyanide. No milling 500

tons daily.

CHILE
BRADEN (SewolD—March copper output 5.942,-

000 lb a high record; last year, March produc-

tion was 5,406,000 lb.

CHILE EXPLORATION (Chuquicamata)—March
copper output 8,714,000 lb., a high record, com-

paring with 6,056,000 lb. in February.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fwndlcion)—March

estimated copper production 6.074.000 lb. com-

paring with 5,352,000 in February and 6,172,000

lb. in January.
SOUTH AFRICA

DIAMOND DISCOVERY near Aliwal North, in

the northwestern part of Cape Province, reported

by U S Consul E. A. Wakefield, of Port Eliza-

beth
'

Area containing about 1000 claims was

opened for location on Feb. 19.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLID.ATED (Unsan)—March

cleanup bv cable, $147,705. In February, mills

operated steadily, except Tabowie mill which los^t

tvvo days owing to water shortage; milled 23.88

tons yielding $132,232 in bulHon January final

results show net profit of $78,811 from 27.428

ton" milled; gross receipts $154,056; operating

costs $71,828; operating profits $82,228 ; put back

in Improvements and development $3,417.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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for consicU'inljlv (luautities. Hit- iiiiticins fiillliiB

due durliii; this week. Tlic New York niiirkct

is rt.t burn :is ever of nuantltle.s (if lili;li-i;r"<le

ore, :ind in view of tile ilicreiiseci cilffli-ulties in

oiituinini; siii|imeiit from Koutli Aliieric-a, It Is

not iikeiy tlial tlic New York market will soon

be reiilenislied. At llie moment of writlni;. a

mcetinc of tlie tungsten produi'ers of the I'nited

States Is taking iiiaee in San Kralielseo. and tin'

outcome of this nieetinK is anxiously looked for-

ward to by the trade."

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Anr. II

Higher priees for pit: iron and tlnislied steel,

greater .scareitv of labor, says "Iron Age." and
henee further wage advanees. inereased demand
upon all steel and nietal-workini; eapaeity In fill

enormous orders of the (iovernment all are in-

dicated by the deveioiimenls of the Hrst week of

the war.
The labor problem is clvillE no lltti- eoni'vrn.

Workers released by the expiring of foreign

munitions eontiarls are being al)Sorlled by oilier

lines of industry. \Ybeii later tlie (iovernment

places war orders on a large scale, many ol

tllesc workers will be drawn bai'k, but mean-
while recruiting will .idd to llie scarcity of shop

labor. Costs will increase at tlic same time that

Government ordeis carr^ inices far In-low those

secured on tlie cxiiiriiig European contracts.

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 10

Steel for the present naval program has been

arranged, at 2.<J0c., for plates and 2.50c. for

shapes and bars, against 4..'i0c. for plates, :!.00c.

for sliapes and :!.3.")C. for bars now ruling in the

open market for indefinite delivery ami iiigber-

prices for early delivery. Between 40(1.000 and
500,000 tons is involved. For otlier (iovernment

activities there will be finthcr reciuircments.

measured probably in lunidreds of thousands of

Ions, wliile if shell making for tlic Euroi)ean

Allies is undertaken on a large scale, follow-

ing the recent decrease iu the Ijusiness as con-

ducted by ordinary purchase and sale, there

may possibly be reciuired steel at a hnndrcd thon-

saiid tons or more a month, the total production

of steel at present being at least 2,500,000 tons

l)er month in flnislied form.
All delivery promises liave ceased, not because

the steel now sure to be required for Govern-

ment account is large, hut because of luicer-

tainties as to what will be reciuired. Buyers seek

to be covered with as much eagerness as for-

, merly, though thereby they merely obtain a

place on order books, not a promise as to de-

livery. The Steel Corporation's unfilled obliga-

tions' increased by 134,947 tons during JIarch,

and as contracts for sheets and tin iilates for

second half are now being entered April prom-
ises to show a larger increase.

Transportation conditions continue to improve

slowly and steel shipments have slightly in-

creased, some of the accumulations beii\g moved,

while coke supples are almost adetinate and pig

iron production lias risen to a rate of 40,000.000

tons a year, very nearly tite physical capacity

Willi a hill supply of raw materials, rig iron

has grown scarcer, however, probably because

steel making capacity lias increased more than
blast-furnace capacity.

Pig Iron—The fact reported a week ago that

a largo meribant producing interest had itself

liought basic iron at $35, valley, was suggestive

of higher prices in prospect and these have been

realized, $3S, $:;» and $40 have been paid suc-

cessively, the highest price only on a small ton-

nage f(n- spot shipment. Bessemer lias not moved,

the demand being ciiietly for liasic. >Vc ouotc

:

Bessemer, $40e!42 ; basic, $:!8(S'40 : foundry and
malleable. $:!8(Fi!40, f.o.b. valley furnaces, !tr,c.

higher delivered Pittsburgli.

Steel -^Miile transactions tliat would sluiw tlie

market arc few, it is clear tiiat billets, slieet

bars and rods are approximately $5 a ton high-

er, at $7.''.((/'80 for billets and sheet bars and $.S.".(}i

90 for rods. Offerings ^ '"'

STOCK OUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Contlnuul

N. Y.EXCH.t

are very lintited.

Apr. 10

AljwkaOotd M
Ala.sku Juneau
Am.Sm.ARef .eoiii.

Am. Sm, .(.• Ret .
pt

Am, Stii, Sc'i-
. of ,\

Am. Sm. See., pt, H,
Am. Zinc
Am. Zinc, pt
Anaconda
Mampllius Mln
Ilcll.lchc'm Steel
Hethletieiu steel, pt.

llulte ,t Superior, ,

Cerro cle Poaco
Chile Cop
Chino
(^olo.l'ucl i- Iron.
Crurlhlc Steel..
Dome Mines
Fedenil M . & S. . , ,

I'eileral M 4 S., p(
Creai Xor,, ore ctr.

(Jreciie ( 'aiianea,
Iloniestake
liisplratliiii con,
lull riKill'inal Nickel
Keimr.i.ii
l.aekawauna Steel.,

Miami Copper
NafI Lead, com...
Nutlttnal Lead, p(.,

Ne\ .
( 'oiiHol

Olilarlo Mln
(Jiiliksllver
(Jiili'ksilver, pf . . . .

Hay Con
RepuhlleI,,tS..com.
Uepuhlle l.&S. pt..
Sloss-Shcflleld
Tennessee C. A C-

.

U. S. steel, com. . .

.

U. S. Steel, pt
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C .

8
7
OS
112
loir
06
34
67
78 i

U
134
121
42
35;
22;
63!
45;
60!
16;
13
38
30!
40;
127
56
41;
42;
801
41!
55
110
22
5;

2',

29
76(
1021
56;
15!

108!
117!
109
64'.

BOSTO.N' KXCIl.* Apr 10 COl.O. HI'RINOa Apr 10

, otfB,

.

N. Y. CURBt Apr. 10

Ferroalloys

Ferromanganese I'eais are eolcrtained of fur-

ther diminution in England's supplies of man-
ganese ore. wiu'rchy deliveries of tlu' alloy to

this side would be further delayed and con-

sumers might have to make purcliases of domes-

tic t<i eke out. Spot has advanced sharply. $400

being paid in at least one instance for more

than a carload. \Ve iinote spot donu-stic at

ifsriOifilOO and contract at aliout $300. with En-
glish nominal at $isr,rf)'200 on contract,

Spiegelcisen— Spot, $75(ii)80 : contract, $60ra)65,

Ferrosilicon—Material, 50%, $17G@225. Bes-

semer. 10'/,, $^4.

Coke

HIg Ledge
Duttc* N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome.
Can. Cop. Corpn...
Carlisle
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. coppcmilnes.

.

Con. Nev.-Utah

—

Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
C.oldflcld Con
C.oldfleld Merger. .

.

Clranile
Greenmonster. ......

Hecia Mln
Howe Soimd
.Icrome Verde
Joplln Ore & Spcl. .

Kerr Luke
Magma
Majestic
MeKinley-l>ar-Sa.
Mother Lode
N. Y. & llond. . . .

Nlpissing Mines. ..

Ohio Cop
Rav Hercules
Rochester Mines.

.

.St. Joseph Lead. .

.

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
ronopah Kx
Tribullion
Troy Arizona
United Verde Ext.
United Zinc
Wliitc Knob. pf.

.

White I )aks
Yukon Gold

3 J

1;
9!
63
1:

Of.
I

61*
I

07 '

t.25 I

ItVI
71
Gl
1'.

I

.20
1

4fti
46; I

.50

.49 I

.32
;

14
7J
1;
:*';

.54
17'.

1'.

.75
1**

.40

.4.S'
3K

"1!

U
1;

Adventure
Ahmeck

,

.

AlKomah.

,

.xUrmez. .

.

Ariz, f'om
Hnnanza - . -

I*utte-Halluklava. ..

Calumet »t \rl/. , .

f.'aluniel A- IliM-la,..

Centennial
("opper KailRc
IJalv Went. .......
l>avls-Ualy
Kast Hutte
Franklin
firanby
Hancock
Hediev
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k, com. .

.

Isle Royalc
Keweenaw
Lake
La J^alle

Mason Valley
Mass
Mayllower
Mli'lilcan
Mohawk
New -Vreadlan
New Idrla
Nortb Hultc
Nortli l,ake
Ojibway
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Oaeecla
Quhu-y
St. Mary's M. L. . .

Santa Ke
Sliannon
Shattuek-Arlz
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior A Bost. .

.

Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
TJ. S. Smelting
U. S. Smelfg. pf .

.

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

2:
OK
75
01
12

781
5451
20
.59!

'?!

85
161
18
.35
3
65
32
2!
12

".i
13'

2i
3!
83
4
16
22
1!
2{
21
59
84!
85!
80

l\
25
4

.21

5lf'
50!
01

14;
5
4;

t4
44
tl

BOSTON CURB* Apr. 10

SAN FRAN." Apr. 10

Alaska Mines Corp.
Bingham Mines. . .

.

Boston Ely
Boston & Mont, .. .

Butte & Lon'nDev.
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbin

—

Chlel Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Crvstal Cop
Eagle .!t Blue Bell. .

Houghton Copper.

,

Interniountain
Iron Cap Cop . pf.
Me\ieuu Metals ...

Mintw of .America, ,

Moiave Tungsten.
Nat. Zinc & Lead.
Xevada-Douglas.

.

New Baltic
New Cornelia
Oneco
Pacilic Mines
Rex Cons

1ft
10
.70
.60
.24

4
.02
2ft

.20

.31

.89
2:
99
1ft

14
.18

1:
.38
.50

•?

1>

17!
.50

SALT LAKE*

Connellsville--'l'hls week's car supplies are bet-

ter, but labin- was very sliort on Monday, on

acocunt of tlie holiday, and not all the cars could

be loaded. I'rospects arc uncertain and opera-

tors refuse to tiuote an contract furnace. We
quote: Spot furnace, $8.2.'i(a)8.r)0 ; contract, nom-
inal, $7(S)8.50; spot foundry, $10ff('ll : contract,

$8..'J0(f(J9, per net ton at ovens.

,\lta
.\ndes
Uest & Belcher
Uullliai
Caledonia
('hallenee Con
Conlitlcnco
Con. \'irginia

Gould *t <'urry

—

Hale & Norcross, ,

Jarkcl-cr. Pt
Mexican
Oceidcnlal
Ophir
overman
Savage
Seg IHeleher
sierra Nevada, , .

Union Con
Iltali Con
Ilelnioni
Jim Hutlir
MaeXainara
Midway , . . .

Mont .-Tonopah..

.

North star
Rescue Eula
West End Con

—

Atlanta
Booth
Comb. I'Yac
D'fleld Daisy . . -

.

Florence
Jumljo Extension,
Kcwaoas
Nevada Patkard,
Round Mountain,
Sliver Pick
Argo
Ariz. Central
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
NeUte
Tom Reed
United Eastern.

.03 I

.12

.06 '

.02
I

.14 .

.05

.10
2"*

^03
,06 1

-04
:

,07 II

,05 I

,10
[

-03
,06
02
.11
,32 I

01 I

4 15
,68
,07
16

I

:,i2o '

.15 1

.26
,66
.12
.09

I

.04

.03
22
!44
. 17
.44
,44
,13
.05
.10
.87'.

.06

.16
2,00
4.62!

Big Four. . .

Black Jack .

,

Cardiff
( 'olorado Mining.
CYown Potot
Daly-Judge
Emturc Copper. .

Gold chain
Cr.and C'entral. .

.

Iron Hlossom. . .

.

I^wer Mammoth.
May Day
Moscow
Prince Con
Seven Trovighs, .,

Silver-King Coal'n..
Silver King Con,
Sioux Con
So, Heda
Uncle Sam
Wilbert
Yankee

CrcMson Con,
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

lOlkton (,'un

El Poiio
Gold HoverelgD
Golden t-ycle
Granite
Isabella
Mary McKlnney..
Portland
United Gold M...
Vlndh-ator

TORONTO'

Bailey
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Clay County Graphite District of Alabama
I!y

ISYNOPSIS—Reasons for Ihe neces.sUy for utiliz-

ing the domestic siipijliex of graphite rather than

relying on imports are given, together iritli the

effect of the European War .on this industrij.

The metallurgy of graphite is dealt with in detail,

and suggestions are made toward improving the

treatment of the ore to produce a higli-grade

graphite trith less loss in residue. The e.rtrarfion

with existing methods amounts to about oO% of

tJie graphite in ilm orr.

There are iew industries in the United States that have

not been materially affected directly or indirectly by the

great European conflict. Some have been much in the

; 1Ibi!I{*

others are naturally white hut are coated with graphite

dust until it is liard to distinguish them from the bona
lide negroes. Tlie section of Alabama in which Clay

County is situated is known as the "black belt," on ac-

count of the preponderance of the negro population. It

might also have derived the name from the large veins of

graphite ore that traverse it for miles.

Tlie boom in graphite struck Clay County about six

nionths ago, as the result of a steady increase from a

normal price of about 7c. per lb. for good No. 1 flake,

to a maxinnmi of about 18c., and averaging between It

and 17c. The cause of this rise was an increasing call

for the comm'odity by the various crucible manufacturers,

who were unable to turn out graphite crucibles fast

enough to supply the demand put upon them by the

THE 400-TON MILL OP THE GREISMER GRAPHITE CO.. ASHLAND. ALA., NR.\RING COMPLETION

pulilic eye ; others, buried one might say in tlie baek-

tvdods, liave blossomed unseen and imknown except to a

-mall local coterie of interested parties.

The Clay County graphite industry is one of tlie latter.

During the last year it has developed into a husky, black-

infant iiulustry. The gra])hi1e is as black as tliosc who
work in the mills, snnii' cil' whdiii wore burn lilnck, wliile

*Goneral superintendent, t'rucible Fluke Graphite C<i.
I.-wkI, Ala.

Ash-

crueible-steel and brass foundries. Added to this was tlie

impossibility of getting Ceylon and JMadagascar graphite,

which in normal times furnishes the major portion of the

graphite used in this country. During the six years,

1910 to 1915, the average annual importation of graphite

into the United States was 24,250 short tons. The en-

lire production of the country for the same period was
4356 tons a year. Of the total amount imported more
than half was b'-ought from Ceylon. With the Ceylon
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produft iinobtaiiiablp and tlie demand for graphite con-

tinually increasing, the result wa.'i natural.

Instead of the Clay County producer sallying lorth to

hunt a market for his much-despii^ed ]iroduct, the crucilile

niannfacturers began to sciul linyers into the district and

prices went up. A year ago there were but three mills

operating in the district. Now there are six, and at least

a dozen more are in course of construction. Some of these

are in the initial stages, wliilc a few are almost com-

pleted.

Ashland, the center of the district, was formerly a

cotton town and the main visitors were cotton buyers or

drummers doing business witli the local stores. During

the latter part of lOlfi it became a mining town, rival-

ing a healthy Western boom mining camp. The ])eoi)le

of Ashland lived, talked and dreamed grajihite. A good

many also breathed it. particularly those who worked in

the dusty mills and who went home at night carrying a

coating on face and clothes.

Ashland's one hotel was simply overrun with mining

men and others who wanted to get in "on the ground

tloor," and one heard of nothing but graphite from early

morn until late at night. Additional rooms became a

necessity and were built by llie obliging proprietor of

the hotel, who was making money for the first time in his

life, but extra cots were often necessary to accommodate

the newcomers, and a private room became an impossi-

bility, not a luxury. In fact. Ashland had a bad case of

"graphitis."

ClTATiACTEKISTICS OF Ai.AB.\:MA (tTIAPHITE

In normal times Clay County graphite has been a

drug on the market. The reason for this condition was

that there has never been any uniformity either in the

quantity or quality of the finished flake. The buyers

know this from bitter experience and do not buy Ala-

bama graphite if they can get another class.

Good No. 1 flake should run close to 90% in graphitic

carbon, while good No. 2 tkke should contain about 85%.
In buying a hindquarter of lamb one does not want to

feel that unless the tail is left as a mark of identification,

one may he getting young goat. Likewise, in buying a

carload of graphite supposed to assay 90% carbon but

containing actually less than 80%. there is likely to be

trouble. Some carloads shipped from Ashland have come

back again.

Shipments of flake graphite in the past have varied

between 70% and 90%, but seldom reach the latter fig-

ure. The inevitable result has been a loss of customers,

but, just now almost any grade can be sold because of the

shortage in the supjily. As soon as the abnormal demand

subsides graphite, will again sell only on merit. The oper-

ators are finally realizing this fact and are taking steps

to supply a standard product. If the buyers can be

satisfied that a standard high-grade and regular supply

can be obtained from Alabama, the chances are strongly

in favor of their continuing to purchase from there after

the war is over, for if properly cleaned there is no better

flake to be had.

The methods in vog-ue for the recovery of the flake

from its ore are very interesting, although somewhat

crude. There is no separation of mineral from gangue

more fascinating than that of graphite, chiefly because

there is so little difference in specific gravity between the

mineral and the gangue that ordinary concentration

methods are not applicable. In fact, the mineral to be

saved is lighter by a small fraction than the gangue, but

Ihe shape of the flake is the determining factor in the

concentrating schcnio.

The ore occurs in large veins of granite schist, the

flake gra])hite partly or entirely replacing the mica. It

is unfortunate that the mica is not entirely replaced by

graphite, because it follows the latter throughout the

milling process. .Methods devised for extracting graphite

work admirably on mica, both i)eing flake and ditfer-

ing but little in weight. However, most of the veins

in the vicinity of Ashland are fairly free from mica: and

when streaks or bunches do occur in the veins, careful at-

tention on the part of the miner can prevent any quantity

of the undesirable material from reaching the uiill.

Mining consists simply of quarrying down the ore in

large ojjenculs. There is no undergnjund work in the

distriit. The veins usually occupy the ridges in an un-

dulating region. Working faces can be obtained bv cross-

Si Oraphite Bin

FIG. 1. THE AIR SEPARATOR FOR GRAPHITE

cuts into a ridge until the ore is reached. If a valley or

depression cuts across a vein, entrance can be had by

merely clearing away the loose top soil for a distance of

a few feet.

Holes from 10 to 30 ft. in depth (depending on the

condition and height of the working face) are used in

orebreaking. These are sprung once or twice with dyna-

mite and, after a chamber of sufficient size has been

formed, are shot with black powder. The average cost

of broken ore delivered to the mill stockliouse is 25e. a

ton. ^line labor is performed almost entirely by negroes,

working under a white foreman.

The ore is usually soft on account of the deiith of sur-

face decomposition. After reaching the mill, it is put

through a crusher of the Blake type and reduced to 2-in.

to 3-in. size. From the crusher it may pass on to either

a dry pan or muller pan, or to rolls. The dry pans in

use are of the type tised for grinding clay and are not

well adapted to the work required of them. They are
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lonstant souroos o1' trouble iuid rcquiro considoraljle re-

pairs and renewals. The coarse rolls are niiieh to be

preferred.

After the ore lias been redun-d to abotd half-ineh

size either by the nniller jian or l)y rolls, it is put through

a drier. This is a rotary type and is a sim])le eyiinder 1

ft. in diameter liy 10 fl. in length set at a slight angle, |

in. per ft. Inside and extending the entire length are

four Z bars, 90 deg. apart. .As the drier slowly revolves,

the .^-bars piek uj) the ore and drop it, thus assisting its

passage through the drier and bringing it into intimate

contact with the hot gases from the furnace. One end of

the drier extends into the furnace, wliilc the other end

discharges the dried ore into a dust chandjer, a nuisonry-

walled eluunber about 13 ft. square, from one corner of

which the stack emerges.

The object of the dust chamber is to arrest the light

particles of graphite that ha^•e been freed from the ore in

the crushing process and would be sucked up the stack

unless the velocity of the disiharging furnace air was

i) in. in width and G ft. long—the length of an individiuil

washer. The gaiigu<' sinks and passes out through four

small holes distributed along the bottom of the washer,

while the graphite rides across on the surface of the water

and discharges o\cr a li;) e.\tending along the front edge.

A trough running along the front of a line of washers

carries the flake and water to a shaking screen or de-

waterer. This is a rapidly shaking frame operated by a

cam and rocker arm and covered on the bottom with line

brass wire cloth, !)0- to 100-niesh. The water and some of

the finer flake escape to the nearest creek, while the main
])ortion of the graphite is discharged over the eud of the

screen to a floor, where it is piled np as crude concen-

trates ready to be dried again. This ])roduct carries about

.'50% carbon, the washers unfortunately carrying some

sand with the graphite.

If the feed to a set of washer.s assays 3% of carbon,

the tail sample will assay 1% or more, so the efficiency

of the process is not very high. But in defense of the

washer it sl)o\dd lie said that i)art of the graphite in the

CRUCIBLE FL.\KE GRAPlIITli) CO. illLL, i;o TONS CAP.A.CITY. AT A.SHLANr>. ALA.

checked. It is a moot question today just how much flake

is being lost through the stacks even with the dust cham-

ber in use. Within a radius of several hundred yards of

the mills the trees and vegetation are liberally coated

with graphite flake.

The next stage in the milling process is a further

crushing through rolls set close together. Here the final

crushed product is obtained. Usually all but about 15%
will pass a 30-mesh sieve, and .30% or more will pass a

40-mesh sieve. This final crushing of the thoroughly

dried ore is the cause of the dust that makes a graphite

mill the. dirtiest kind of a plant in existence. Bucket

elevators are freely \ised througliout the mill and even

when closely housed in, hel]j to keep the air full of dust.

The ore now enters the first concentrating stage on

washing machines (See Fig. 2) making use of the princi-

ple of surface tension. The (rre is fed through small

spouts from a bin over the washers in such a manner as to

form a thin sheet, and falling on an inclined feeding

lioard over which runs a fhin stream of water, it is

delivei'ed across a sheet of water varying from G in. to

tailing is due to incomplete crushing. The coarser

particles of ore still Irave flake attached.

Up to this point tlie processes in the roughing mill

have been described, although ]iroperly speaking, the

drying of the crude concentrates from the shaking screens

is not a function of the finishing mill, but a sort of in-

termediate step. In some of the mills this second drying

is done by spreading the concentrates in a layer a few

iiu'hes thick over a large floor built of iron sheets. Steam

pipes under tlie floor supply the heat for drying purposes.

Where steam is the motive ]iower in ilie mill, this forms

an economical and satisfactory methoil, as exhaust steam

from the engines is used. Where the drying floor is

used, the concentrates from one day's run are spread over

it and allowed to remain from J 2 to 2+ hours. Where

the rotary drier is in use, the feed is continuous and tlu'

operation similar to that of the ore drier previously de-

scribed, except thai the flames do not pass through the

shell of the drier, but along the outside, and the shell

is bricked in throughout its entire length. The dried

flake is so susceptible to currents of air that, when iji
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direct contact: with tlio rurmicc jiascs, most ot it is carrii'(|

lip the stack.

The concentrates are fed l)y hand at the front end of

the drier throu,ijh a small liolc. Another hole, also at

the head end, permits the escape of steam formed as the

concentrates dry. The dried crude flake discharges into

the boot of a bucket elevator and is carried up to the

finishing mill.

The finishing mill treats the rough concentratef? pro-

duced in the roughing mill and is not necessarily a sepa-

rate building. In fact, in nil the plants that have hecii

imder my observation. l)oth mills arc under one roof.

The mills first built were operated by steam, and it

was therefore advisable to group the various units in

order to avoid an excessive number of engines. When
electric power was introduced into the district, the newer

mills, which proposed to use electricity instead of steam,

still clung to the plan of the older mills purely through

lack of knowledge of a better method. •

Differences in ^Iills Unijicu Construction

Some of the mills now under construction are com-

pletely separating the finishing mill from the roughing

mill. This is an improvement, since it removes the fin-

ishing operations from the dust and grime of the rough-

ing mill. The use of electric power makes this simple and

practical. One of the recently built plants using elec-

tricity is arranged, however, in the same manner as if

steam were the motive power. Only two power units were

provided, one for the crushing mill and one for the

finishing mill. The result is that when it is necessary

to operate independently a certain small concentrates ele-

vator and air-separation machine, it cannot be done with-

out running the 7.5-hp. motor of the finishing mill, al-

though the power required is only about 1 hp. One of the

main advantages of electric power, the use of small in-

dividual units, was not utilized. In the mills now under

construction similar mistakes are not being made.

The first operation in the finishing mill is an in-

complete separation of tlie flakes of graphite from the

sand and grit carried across with the graphite on the wash-

ing machines. Some of this gangue matter is pulled

across by the flake itself, or a particle, of sand may ride

across on top of a large flake of graphite. A number of

flakes often join hands around a grain of sand and sweep

it across into the concentrates without giving it a chance

to sink.

The concentrates being perfectly dry, the first separa-

tion is done in an air machine not of standard pattern.

It is built on the ground and of a design according to

the whim of the particidar operator who is installing it.

In the main it consists of a hopper discharging along the

length of a roll force feed, on the front side of which is

an iron plate held against the front of the revolving feed

roller to regidate the amount of the feed. The thin

layer of conc'cntrates flowing down from the roll feed

crosses an air current produced by a small electrii- fan.

and the fiake is swung or sucked into the current, wliih'

the coarser sand falls through the air stream into a tail-

ings box or middlings box. or 1)oth. (See Fig. 1.)

These macliines are of crude design and do not do

clean work, but ai'e useful, as tliey take a considerable

amount of the burden away from the bnhr mills. The
more sand removed before sending the concentrates to

the huhrston(;s, the less will lie the grinding necessary

and the le.ss will he the inevitable grinding of flake into

(lust. It should be remembered that No. 1 Hake is now
woi'lh about 17c. per lb. while the same, ground into dust

and ])olluted with gangue, is scarcely salable.

'J'lic principle of the air separator is that a flake of

gra])lii1c of a certain weight presents more surface to a

current of air tiian a particle of saiul of the same weight;

or, conversely, flake and sand that will pass a screen of

the same mesh will not weigh the .same. In the actual

operation of the air separator it happens that some of the

tla.kes fall edgewise to the current instead of flatwise and
drop through it instead of being sucked along with it.

The general practice is to have a suction current for

this operation rather than a blast, because with suction

there is less likelihood of counter-currents, eddies and
swirls. The finer flake is affected by the slightest draft

aiul is extremely fickle in its movements. It reminds one

of light, dry snow and exhibits the same perversity and
])ro|x'nsity to swirl, drift ami float.

Unless I ha\e been misinformed, there has never been

any sizing of the concentrates attempted at this stage

Ore
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FIG. 2. WASHING MACHINE FOR GRAPHITE

of the process, in this district. The concentrates, coarse,

medium and fine, are passed over a current of the same
strength, and only one current is used. Any current of

air that will deflect or suck in a certain flake of graphite

will also deflect a grain of sand—smaller, of course.

Believing that much better work could be done by

using currents of different intensity, I recently introduced

into the mill of the Crucible Flake Graphite Co. a sepa-

rator in which a sizing reel first divides the concentrates

into two products. The cloth used is Dufour silk grit

gauze No. 50—approximately 5-t-mesh wire cloth. The
undersize passes into a hopper bin and thence to a roll

force feed and falls through a very gentle air suction

created by a 12-in. electric desk fan similar to the one

used in an othce.

The I'cniaindcr of the concentrates passes over the

end of the reel into another hopi^er and is fed over a roll

force feed across a suction current considerably stronger

than the first. The strong current is produced by a l(i-

in. desk fan, and the cross-sectional area of the current

where it is traversed by the concentrates is made smaller

than thai of the weak current. This reduction in area,

together with increased size of the fan, creates a strong

draft and a \cry satisfactory separation is made. Baffles

are also used to aid in the separation and play an im-
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portnnt ]wrl in the ojienition. The runctioii of tlic bailie

is to orttcli grnins of sand that arc being drawn into tlie

(Mirrent and deflect tlicm in the opposite direction toward

the tailings box. At the same time some of the flakes of

graphite that have fallen throngh the Tipper part of the

current on account of their position (being edge-on to

the current) on hitting the baffle have a chance to be

turned so as to be drawn in by the lower ]iart of the

current.

This machine is doing nuirb better work than the

single-fan machine which it replaced, and a much cleaner

feed is being introduced into the buhr mills. Still more

refinement in this process, such as the use of three cur-

rents, is practicable. With the one sizing into two pro-

ducts, however, the tinal rcsidt has been an increase in the

proportion of No. 1 to No. 2 tlake and also a very decided

reduction in the amount of dust ]iiTiduced.

After passing the air macliine, the flake is collected

in a bin and elevated to a large round or hexagonal siz-

ing reel, which divides the concentrate into three products.

The first is dust bolted out through a No. 12 cloth on

the upper third of the reel. The second product is the

feed for the No. 2 huhr mill and passes through a No. 6

cloth on the middle third of the reel. The third product

is the feed for the No. 1 buhr mill and is the undersize

through a very coarse grit gauze on the lower third of the

reel.

This latter cloth could be discarded where a good air

separator precedes the sizing, but in the absence of air

separation it is necessary for the purpose of removing

trash of various sorts that gets into the concentrate.

Sizing of the Flake

The flake is now sized and in bins ready for the buhr
mill. This is simply the old-fashioned flour mill, con-

sisting of two French buhr stones, an upper and a nether,

dressed in a little different style and with a graphite dress

instead of a wheat dress. The type is being done away
with in modern flour mills, and it is hoped and expected

that it will also be scrapped in the graphite mills. At
present it is a costly necessity—costly because it grind

flake into dust, and indispensable because no other method
to grind out the last remnants of the grit has, so far,

been discovered, but it will eventually be dispensed with.

For the present the best solution is to have as clean a

feed as possible and reduce the work of the buhr mill to a

minimum. With a minimum of grit to be cracked up and
ground, a minimum of flake will lie destroyed.

The purpose of the sizing reel ahead of the buhr mills

is to segregate the coarse flake and grit and permit the

No. 1 buhr stones to be set wide, grinding just close

enough to allow the grit to be removed from the No. 1

flake, with a minimum of injury to the flake.

The bolting reels (flour dressers) are set in tandem
fashion, one above the other, and there is at least one
set for each buhr mill.

The discharge from No. 1 buhr mill is elevated to the

head end of the top reel and passes into it. The speed

of the reels is about 30 r.p.m. This reel is covered with
No. 12 silk bolting cloth. The undersize is dust and is

spouted down to the bagging room. The oversize—a mix-
ture of No. 1 flake, No. 2 flake and middling—tails over

and is covered back to the head of the lower reel. Tliis

is covered with No. fi clolli. Tliis rloth, containing 74
meshes to the inch, usually makes the separation between

No. 1 aiul No. 2 flake. The undersize through this cloth

is a middling and is usually conveyed back to the bin

which feeds the No. 2 buhr mill.

The oversize is No. 1 flake, ready for the market, and
is spouted directly to the bagging room. In one mill

where an especially high-grade product is desired, it is

re-dusted in a separate reel together with the finished

No. 2 flake, and then again sized and the two products.

No. 1 and No, 2, are then spouted to the bagging room.

Just why the operations of the bolting reels are con-

ducted as they are has always remained a mystery to

nie. If I am going to make a sizing test with a nest of wire

sieves, I begin with the coarse sieve and work down
through the finer sieves. If I bad a .5-lh. sample for a

screen test, I woidd not start with the 200-mcsh screen

and work up to the 20-mesh. That is the pi-ecise practice

in bolting, however. Suggestions to reverse the order of

the cloths and put the heavy burden on the coarse cloth,

and separate out the No. 1 flake first, do not meet with
ai)])roval in this district. It is a custom (el coshimbre del

pai^) without rhyme or reason. Some day, however, the

reels are all going to be discarded and their place taken by

sifters or some kind of vibrating screens.

Finished No. 1 flake is satiny and soft and really beau-

tiful to look at. I like to plunge my hand into the filling

sack and feel the softness of it. The miller tests it for

grit by letting it slowly filter betn-een his fingers, or

by rubbing it between the end of his forefinger and thumb.
The old millers become cjuite expert and can tell you
whether the flake will pass 90% in carbon or fall below,

just by the feel. But if a sample is assayed, the returns

do not always check with the miller's verbal assay.

Another way to test the flake is to sprinkle it in a

thin layer on a piece of plate glass; then press it firmly

with a steel table knife, beginning at the end of the blade

and coming back toward the handle. If grit is present

each piece crackles like a pistol shot as the knife blade

crushes it against the glass.

Clay County Deposits

Clay County is just becoming acquainted with the

possibilities of its vast deposits of graphite. Probably

more earnest study has been given to the question dur-

ing the last six months than in the entire previous his-

tory of the industry. The nest twelve months will see

many improvements. Among these will probably he the

introduction of a wet method of crushing and the aban-

donment of the crude washers now in use, which render

necessary the drying of the entire tonnage of ore.

It is also quite probable that some form of air separa-

tion will almost or quite displace the use of the buhr
stone. A closer sizing of the concentrates before sub-

jecting them to air currents, and a further differentiation

in the strength of currents used to separate the flake from
the sand will in my opinion, yield products that can be

sieved direct, without the use of buhr mills.

There is some doubt whether strictly first-grade flake

can be produced without a slight grinding of some sort

in the final stage of cleaning. The examination, under a

glass, of flake that has not been through a buhr mill shows

a thin film of brown rust on man}'^ of the flakes. The
flake in bulk has not the satiny gleam of the ground
flake. This film coidd jirobably be removed by some t^^ie

of fine differential rolls without causing the excessive

destruction now going oji in the buhr mills.
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A Narrow-Gage Alternating Current
Mine Locomotive

'."i III liui I'll W. \ .w .\()|;|)i:\-

;syNOF:SIiS—The liaitlagc liiiiiirl at tlie Moun-
tain King mine, California, iras equipped with an

18-in. gage track. An alternating-current locomo-

tive, operated by two slandard-ti/pe f>-lip. General

Electric motors ira-'s designed and built of stand-

ard parts in San Francisco. For IS niontlis'

operation Wii'.s- molar lias given satisfaclory service.

SerernI vnifjne features are embodied in its design.

Electric tnutidu lias loiiu I'^'i'ii rL-eognizcd as a satis-

factory solution ol' the iiiiiic-haiilage problem where

tonnage to be transported is beyond the capacity of mule

power and where space restrictions and the undesirability

ot vitiating the air in underground passages, by the

exhaust of engines, ju'ccludes the use of gasoline, steam

or compres.scd air. Electric locomotives receiving their

energy either from a storage battery or from a trolley

the use of alternating current for railroad operation has

been rare. There are a nuinber of alternating-current

systems that have been successful, but these have eni-

|iloyed induction motors, which necessarily Avere operated

by three-jjliase current. This requires the use of three

feeder conductors. With a railroad, ./.lere the track may
serve as one conductor, two feeder wires are required.

This feature has rendered the eipiipment of railways for

alternating current, particularly in mines, ini])racticabl('.

Another disadvantage is the unsatisfactory speed-regula-

tion characteristic of the induction motor. Speed regu-

lation is accomplished at the expense of efficiency.

The cHort to employ alternating current for railway

work, with its many advantages from the generating and

distributing standpoint, iias resulted in the development

of the single-phase re]uilsioii motor. This ty])e of motor

has some of the speed-tor(|ue characteristics of the direct-

current raihvav motor ami may i)e controlled in mud)

^^B^V;^"

TTTE MOTTNT.ATN KTXG IS-IN. GAGE TjOCOMOTIVE COMING OT'T OF THE UTOTTTH OF THE MINE TT'NNEL

have been in general use for many years, and there is

nothing novel in mines so equipped, where there are long

hauls over tracks whose alignment is characterized by

extreme curvature, where narrow tunnels recjuire mini-

mum gages and where headroom is small. In such mines,

throughout the world, direct-current electricity has been

almost universally u.sed. This is because of the superior

control and the satisfactory speed-variation characteristics

of the .series-wound direct-curi'ent motor. Until recently

•Consulting engineer, 510 Rialto Kuildiiigr. S.an Francisco,
Calif.

the same way, but is not equal in etHcieiuy and cannot be

compared, for general railway wcu'k, with the direct-

current machine.

Where electric haulage is proposed for a mine and the

power requirement is small, the greater simplicity, less

equipment, freedom from intermediate converter losses,

lower cost of operation and lower first cost of in.stallation

more than ofl'set the slightly greater amount of power

required by an alternating-current single-phase system in

jjlace of the ordinary 250-volt direct-current or storage-

battery eqniinniMit.
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Most niiiioij arc luiw p(|uiiiiu'd lor uinTiilidii liv eU'ctrii'

]>ii\ver purchased from a distributing coiiipaiiy or gener-

ated iu a plant oi)cratcd by sleani or water and owned

by the mininj;- eoni|)aiiy. In cither case the majority of

puch instaUations supply three-jihase alternatin>j current

and the machinery, including hoists, is driven by induc-

tion motors. In order to produce the energy required

for the hauhige by direct current, it is necessary to install

a motor-generator with its regulating and control appa-

ratus. This may, if the system be extensive, require an

attendant, or in any case part of the time of a man
that might be used to better advantage. With a storage-

battery system the added equipment is still more com-

plicated, because there must be. as in the other case, a

motor-generator or, in a small installation, a rectifier for

charging batteries ; there must be a station for charging

and clianging batteries, where one set for each locomotive

must be undergoing charge, which requires skill and

attention, and where once or twice each day the batteries

in the locomotive must lie removed and tlie newly charged

set inserted. The cost of this system is high, by reason

of the greater first cost of the locomotive with its battery

and the need for a spare battery unless it is intended to

use the machine only a part of each day. Ou to]i of the

first cost is the high deterioration of the batteries, re-

(piiring the expense of constant renewals. This may be

exaggerated by unskillful care and attention.

There are many mines where the outinit can be moved
by mule power, but where a slight increase in tonnage

necessitates complications in added switches or double

tracks, or a lower o]3erating efficiency owing to the

crowding of the passages. These points in economical

operation do not always appear until more rapid haulage

in larger trains and covering shorter periods is adopted.

For this reason many mine operators have not seen the

desirability for electric haulage in view of tlie first cost

of installation.

H.\ULAGE Problem of the ^Iountaix King

Such a situation was presented to me in 1914, when

I was called to solve the power and milling prolilem at

the Mountain King mine on the Merced Eiver in Mari-

posa County, California, by the installation of a modern

hydro-electric power plant and milling plant. The two

problems proved to be entirely separate, the latter being

a requirement for mechanical efficiency and motion study

efficiency, with the assumption of adequate power supply.

But any further successful operation of the mine required

immediate procedure within the lowest possible cost, as

the money for construction had to be obtained from

stockholders by assessment.

The Mountain King mine is entered by an adit whose

level, at the time this work was commenced, was the

lowest in the mine development. This adit starts from

a gulch tributary to the Merced River, about 300 ft. above

and 1200 ft. distant from the river. All the older work-

ings in the mine extend upwai'd to the surface for 1000

ft. The distance from the adit to the farthest drift was,

at the time, about 3000 ft. This part of the mine was

also the principal source of ore, the drift passing through

the three largest oreshoots.

There was an ]8-in. track ai' 12-lb. rail in this adit.

])assing from the mine thence along the hillside and

terminal intr at a bin from which the ore was carried ou

an inclineil two-car gravity tramway lo the mills, situated

on the edge of the Merced River. The grade of the track

into the mine was nowhere greater than 1%; a mule
suiiplied the motive power and was able to haul three or

tour one-ton empty cars against this grade into the mine.

With the aid of the sliglit grade the mule had no difficulty

in pulling the loaded cars out. With one mule working
somewhat over one shaft, it was ])ossil)le to haul 40 tons of

(ire per day. As this was more than the capacity of the

old mill, the nuilc haulage was ([uite satisfactory.

As soon as the new mill, situated on the hillside, with

its capacity of over 100 tons per day, was built, the

haulage ]iroblem became imjiortant. The drifts in the

mine are no larger than absolutely necessary. The main

crosscut does not require timbering, the section being 5

ft. wide and from 6 to S ft. high. This crosscut is a

tangent and presented no difficulties to any sort of elec-

tric haulage system. The vein that is followed is

intersected by the crosscut about 800 ft. from the

entrance. The drift is sometimes in the foot wall and

sometimes in the hanging; much of it is timbered and
where it is in self-sujjporting rock, it is often narrow

or has sloping walls, and the alignment for a track is

necessarily poor. There are a number of curves of short

radius. AVithont great expense for enlargement, there

is not sufficient room to accommodate standard locomo-

tives. To maintain the 18-in. gage was necessary, and

it was impossible to lengthen curves except at great

exjjense; and yet, to operate a locomotive necessitated a

machine not over 33 in. wide and with a wheelba.se of

not more than 36 in. Coujjled with these limitations

was the necessity for sufficient power to haul 10 to "20

empty cars and as many loaded cars, besides providing

for rapid switching and haulage. Furthermore, owing

to the single adit and the comparatively small drifts, the

operation of trains in all shifts, while men were passing

in and out of the mine, was neither sai'e nor economical,

and the desirability for the movement of a large tonnage

in comparatively short periods was evident.

Power Conditions at the Mountain King

Electric jjower for operating the mine is generated in

the company's own hydro-electric plant on the Merced

River, 1| miles below the mine. This is transmitted at

4000 volts, three-phase, to three lOO-kv.-a. lowering trans-

formers at the new mill. These transformers sup])ly

current at 440 volts to all the motors in the mill, com-

])ressor-motor, hoist on the supply tram between the

loading platform of the Yosomite Valley R.R. and the

mine railroad, 300 ft. above, also a powerful shaft hoist

within the mine operating to the 1300-ft. (new develop-

ment) level. The transformers are delta-connected on

both sides, and on the low-tension side the middle point

of each transformer is tapped and brought out to a

terminal. The middle point of tran.sformer B is thor-

oughly grounded and tied solidly into the air-pijic system

of the mine. All lighting throughout the mine and camp

is supplied from three wires in three-phase relation at

220 volts across any two legs. This is obtained by tap-

ping to the delta connection between transformers B and

C the middle connection of transformer C and the middle

point (grounded) of transformer _B (Fig. 1). Current for

the railroad is taken directly from the transformers, the

erounded center iioint of transformer 7? being tied into
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the rails. The trolley load is taken from the delta eun-

neetion between transformers B and C. By this method

the trolley and lighting loads do not overlap in the Irans-

former, for while a part of the li-litin^^ load is iieiii.i,'

carried by one-half of transfonner B, 1liu other half is

independently carrying the trolley load. At the same

time the lighting circnit is grounded in one leg, which

is desirable and would he impossible with any other

connection.

The nse of alternating current directly from the

transformers, without the necessity of any converting

apparatus, with its attendance and npkeep, or the cost,

maintainance and bother of storage batteries, api)ealed to

me, while the disadvantage of slightly lower ellicieiicy

in the nse of single-phase repulsion motors was a matter

of small moment and could be overlooked in view of the

fact that converter losses amounting I0 30% of the power

1400-

leoo-

1000-

1800

600

400-

200-

within the restrictions of the requirements in this special

instance. Plans for the design of such a locomotive wei*-

discussed with .1. W. White, engineer for the Industrial

lupiipment Co., of San Francisco, who was then planning

a single-phase light locomotive for industrial works.

S])ecifications were pre|>ared and tentative designs

made for a 3-ton locomotive with a standing drawbar

l)ull of at least 750 lb. and a speed of 6 miles per hour.

As soon as the design was finally decided u|)on, plans

were made .stsmdardizing parts to adopt them to the

shop practice of this firm, and the order was placed. The

locomotive has, during IS months' operation, given a most

satisfactory service, exceeding the duty requirement bv

507o and handling the out])ut of the mine with ease.

The locomotive has an over-all length of 9 ft. 2 in..

the clear width is 33 in., and the height of the deck

above the rail is 32 in. Standard M. C. B. cast-iron
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supplied in direct-current systems is absent and also that

the company operates its own power plant and obtains

therefrom ample power for all purposes.

At the time there had just Ijeen placed on the market

a mine locomotive equipped with one single-phase re-

pulsion motor, but this machine was not suited for our

service, because it was too large and \\QZ.\y. There being

no other suitable locomotive on the market, T set out to

design one that could be built locally and that w(uild fall

wheels with chilled treads are pressed on 2J-in. steel

axles. The bearing boxes, which are held in the side

frames in guides, are of standard cast steel, with bronze

bearing seats in the upper half. Chrome-nickel-man-

ganese steel spiral springs are used. The chassis consists

of four pieces—the two side frames, which are of box

section heavily ribbed on the inside and into which are

cast two sand boxes, and two end-frames of heavy chann-.'l

section into each of which is bolted an oak buffer covered
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bv a iiii'r<' (if lidili'i' |iliil('. Sl:niihn-(1 ilinu-cye cnuiilinfiS

are bolted to tlic ciul rrnincs. 'I'lu' side rrnines at one

end are luiill low lor a ilistMiiec ol' ;i(l in., to the level of

the t(i|i of one n!' Ilie end IVanies, and within tlie space

so formed is placed a sheet-steel llnnr. This spaee pro-

vides room I'or the controller box, hral<e wheel and a seat

and lei;' space I'or the operator. The deck of tlii' locomo-

tive is Hat and is made of two sheets of steel, \ in.

thick; these are jirovided witli dowel pins that fit into

holes iu the side frames, and the plates may he lifted

off iu order to inspect the interior of the machine. This

top offers ample space for drill hits or machinery parts

to be taken in or out of the mine.

Up to this point in the desi<rn, except r<ir its extreme

narrowness and small height, the locomoti\e does not

differ notably from conventional practice. The power

equipment consists of two 5-hp. General Electric single-

phase repulsion-type motors. These are wound to operate

at 1200 r.p.m., 220 volts, GO cycles. The mounting of these

motors and the form of drive is interesting. With a

track gage of 18 in. and such a short wheelbase, it would

be impossible to mount motors in the conventional man-

ner of railway work; that is, witli the axis of the motor

FRAME AND TRl'CKS OF I^OCOMOTIVE, SHOWINC AR-
RANGEMENT OF THE TWO .'.-HP. MOTORS

parallel with the wheel axle and engaging therewith

through spur gears. These motors are mounted with

their axes parallel to the longitudinal axis of the chassis,

each being placed on the side of its respective axle

away from the controller end of tlie chassis. The motors

are standard, taken from stock, no special dimensions

being required, the standard shaft extension for the

pulley being a suificient mounting for a bevel-gear pinion,

the first unit in the drive.

The drive between motor and axle- is inclosed within

a gear box that forms the motor support and maintains

the alignment. This gear box is of cast iron and sur-

rounds the axle and occupies the entire space between

the wheels. At either side where the axle passes through

it are In-onze-bushed split bearings, the box being split

horizontally. Keyed to the axle and within the box to

one side is a solid disk split steel spur gear, 10 in. diam-

eter, containing 60 teeth. Above the axle, its axis being

in the same vertical jilane, is a 2J-in. jackshaft that is

I'arried in bronze-bushed bearings mounted in the sides of

the gear box, the box being again horizontally split to

accomplish this. The jackshaft carries a 3-in. spur-gear

])inion with 18 teeth that engag'es and drives the spur

gear on the axle; also a !»-in. bevel gear, carrying 54

teeth, the latter being of the type used in the drive of

an aiil(niiobile. The lower casting of the gear box i?

extended h(U'izontall\' lo I'oiin a plat form which carric-

the motor which is bulled to it. An opening in one side

of the gear box in which is placed, a felt washer to pre-

vent tlu^ ingress of dust, allows the shaft of the motor to

protrude into the gear box and its 2J-in. 15-toothcd bevel

pinion lo engage the bevel gear on the jackshaft. As this

gear box and motor mounting is supported by the axje

on one side, the entire rig is free to revolve around

the axle. In order to support the box and motor in its

proper ))osition anil to resist the turning thrust against

the axle, there is ])rovideil a spring support to an angle

cross-member bolted to the top of the side frames. 'I'his

sujiport, which consists of a long bolt, is fitted with rub-

ber cushions on both sides of its seat, to check vibration

and the torque thr\ist of the motor in either direction.

The bolt supports the motor at the upper side of the

outer end-liell which is a part of the motor hotising. By
this method of sup])ort, no distortion, due to nneven track

or any other defect, can cause the motor and running

gear to get out of alignment, while the niot(>r has a

flexible support at all times. The reduction between the

niotoi- shaft and wheels is 12 to 1. As the motor makes
1200 r.p.m., at full load and normal speed the wheels

revolve at 100 r.)i.ni. which is equivalent to a speed of 6

miles per hour. The gear box is partly filled with hard

oil or grease, so that the gears are at all times running

in a lubricant.

Method of Motor Coxtrol

Motor control is obtaineil by a standard doidjlc-drum

controllci' with grid resistances, there being five running

lioints, both forward and reverse. The controller is

mounted at one side, in the operator's pit. Immediately

back of the partition between the car body and the pit

is placed the grid resistances for both motors. The

wiring between the controller, resistances and motors is

inclosed in flexible steel conduit, as are also the head-

light circuits. A General Electric standard mine head-

light is mounted on the operator's end of the chassis.

The trolley is General Electric, mine-style, type D4. The

])ole is of wood, about 8 ft. long, and carries a -1-in.

l)ronze trolley wheel with a swivel mounting, offset to give

a caster effect, so that the trolley wheel will always draw

straight, whether the pole is pulling in line with the

trolley wire or not. The trolley is mounted on the cliassis

at one side in a swivel socket, and this has a holding-down

lock that holds the ]>ole flat to the deck of the locomotive

when the trolley is not in use.

There are brakes on all four wheels, with removable

shoes. These brakes are connected through a system of

compound levers and are operated simultaneously by a

hand-wheel whose shaft is threaded and on which runs

a floating nut engaging the lever system.

Tests of the motors were made before they left the

manufacturers, and after the locomotive was completed a

series of tests were conducted which gave results iu excess

of expectations. With the rated capacity of the motors of

10 hp., a drawbar pidl of 750 lb. was expected and deemed

to be suthcient for the .service requirement. This figure

was exceeded by 80%, or to the point where the adhesion

to the rails, a function of the weight, was overcome and

the wheels spun. This point occurred within the probable

maximnm dutv of the motors, as shown on the accom-

^panving curve (Fig. 1). In making this test a track of
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32-11). rails was used and llu' imll was against a calibrated

spiral spring in compression. There was .some variation

in the voltage, due to line drop, and this was rectified

in I he (K^fcrniinatioii id' results l)ased on <J"20 volts im-

pressed, for which the motors were built. The accom-

panying table gi\es the net results of this test :

TABLE SHOWINd DRAWBAR I^ULL IN PALTBHATION
TESTS

Drawbar PuU
Bi'fieetiOM Corrected

CoMlroUcr Line Current. of Actutil. for
I'ohit Voltage Amperes Spring, In. Lh. 230 V.. Lb.

1 273 4S 11-( 112 110
2 2rir) KT in: r,r,n 4S2
3 23:'! so 10 ,\!ll) S30
4 221 100 'M 1100 1100
5 20.1 122 9.1 121 n 1390

Figs. 2 and •'! shnw eharn'Icristies <d' the luotiirs.

ri;i;i' \i;Ariii\ i)i- iiii: lioi'ii:

In preparing the adit and dritts lor this equipment,

it was deemed advisable, where the 12-11). rails showed

wear or were in bad alignment, to remove them for use

in more remote parts of the mine and substitute new
16-lb. rails. The crosscut to the intersection of the main

drift was entirely so reconstructed, and new 4 .x 6-in. ties,

spaced not to exceed 24 in. centers, were laid throughout.

Por purposes of safety as well as convenience, the trolley

wire was sus])ended to one side, appro.xiinately !) in. out-

side of the righ-liand rail, eiilci-iiig the mine. This

trolley wire, which is of round hard-drawn copper, was.

for the sake of economy, in the face of the rising price

of copper, of the smallest cross-section that would giv-

proper voltage at the most distant points in the mine,

where the need for maxiinnm ])ower is greatest. The

size used was No. 2, which extends a distance of 2()(io

ft., while beyond this point and into the various drifts

and crosscuts the size is Xo. 4. Both of these sizes are

smaller than generally used, but with this type of equip-

ment, and by a slight boosting of the voltage at the traiis-

forniers, successful operation is feasible.

The trolley is suspended from mine hangers funiislied

by the Ohio Brass Co. In the rock sections l^-in. holes

were drilled from 4 in. to 6 in. deep in the roof, in which

were in.serted expansion bolts to which the hangers were

l)olted. In the timbered sections, hangers were lag-

screwed to the timlier caps. A simple pole and arm
construction was Iniilt outside, carrying the trolley 9 ft.

above the rail. In the mine the height of the trolley

varies from 6 to 8 ft.

The matter of ])rotection fnmi contact with the trolley,

either direct or by swinging a l)ar or pick into it, on the

]jart of a miner walking along the track was the subject of

much thought. A l(i-in. board 1^- in. thick was suspended

on a brac:ket, which in turn was suspended, in the rock

sections, eithci- from the hanger supi)ort or from an

anchor bolt of its own, in such a manner that the wire

is at all times behind the. board; that is, the board is

"between the wire and a person walking along the track.

This was found to afford ample protection unless anybody

actually reached up behind the board and touched the

wire. A number of such ca.ses occurred, when a miner

stepping aside actually raised his head, or the candle

fastened on his cap, against the wire. To remedy this

condition, a second board on the other side of the wire

has been added, both boards being tilted so that their

bottom edges approach each other, leaving a narrow slot,

sutticient only for the trolley wheel to pass between. This

method a|)|)eais to gi\e ample protection against accident.

To ])rovide a low-resistance return circuit, the rails are

bonded, and cross-bonded at intervals of every .'iOO ft. At
several points the.se bonds are carried to the air-supply

jiipe, which rests on the ground to one side. 'J'lie bonds

were made at the mine. They are Xo. 4 copper wire

and are 24 in. long so as to clear the fishplates. Holes

were punched in the webs of the rails, and ta])ered bra.ss

plugs were driven into the.se holes, the jirotruding ends

being rivitod over, thus making a good low-resistance

contact. In making the bond a hole the size of the wire

was drilled in the extended end of each ])lug, and the

end of the bond wire was in.serted and the whole dipped

in a bath of solder. Tliis construction made a cheaj),

efficient and quickly assembled bond. The cost was 6c.

])er plug, or 12e. per bond; wire, 8.5c.; cutting wire and

soldering lugs, 3c.; a total of 2;?Jc. ])er bond. This is

considerably less than the cost of any standard low-

resistance contact bond.

In order to give the full 220 volts at the terminals

in the mine, a small booster-transformer of .5 kv.-a.

capacity was installed (Fig. I). This is a standai'd

Mazda sign-lani]) transformer with 220-volt primary, and

27-54-volt secondary. By a series, or parallel connection

in the secondary terminals of this transformer, the line

voltage of 220 may be boosted to either 274 or to 247

volts resiK'ctively.

While the motors are required to receive a slight over-

voltage when the locomotive is at the mill end of the

line, this is not disadvantageous, because the repulsion

motor permits of considerable voltage variation and rise.

'*'

Preserving Pump Piston Rods
An engineering correspondent of the Shipbiiih/iiig ami

."^hiji/iiiKj Record reeonimends the method shown in the

accompanying diagram, and adopted by him, for preserv-

ing feed and other force-pump piston rods and mitigat-

ing errors when adjusting glands of working pumps. The
article is reprinted in Iron and Coal Trades Review, Mar.

2, 1917, giving the advantages of the appliance. Boring

out the gland was adopted with separate ])umps .sup-

plying feed water to boilers of (iOOO hp. and a

D'omefer of (bland

here to suit Rod

'::ar.d bored out J^ larger

than Rod

METHOD OP PRESERVING PUMP PISTON RODS

\\orking pressure of 245 lb. per sq.in. The gland

llanges were not weakened in any way. By adopting

this method it is said to be jn-actically impossible for the

rods to heat up. owing to the greatly reduced depth of

gland through which they have to work, and thus the

scoring and roughening of the rods is avoided. Should

the gland require to be hurriedly screwed up when the

l)uni|) is working, and the glands he unequally adjusted,

daiiijcr to the rods is to a <ireat extent obviated.
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War Importance of Canada's
Mineral Resources*

By Airniuu A. CoLEf

SYNOPSIS—AUenlion to llic Uiiporlanie of the

mineral industry of Canadu is pointed out hij draw-

ing attention to the attraction, of French ntineral

deposits to the Germans and their effect on the

strategy of the European War. The extent and or-

qanization of tlie Canadian industry is reviewed.

Mining engineers in tlie prai'tiee of their profession are

usually called away from the larger centers of civilization

to labor in the development of the newer parts of the coun-

try. Their work carries them into action, and they are

prone to forget that the importance of the mining indus-

try, which is self-evident to them, may not be so apparent

to the outsider. The war is emphasizing every day the

great importance of the mining industry, but even yet too

little attention is paid to this subject. When the war broke

out, the industry was woefully unprepared to meet the

calls upon it, and while much has been done since then,

more still remains to be done. In this reorganization a

well-informed and sympathetic public is of material as-

sistance.

The latter part of February Premier Lloyd George

pointed out in a speech upon what he considered the ulti-

mate success of the Allied cause depended. A large space

was devoted to mining. He called for more men to work

the industries at home, but particularly for experienced

woodsman to cut mine props for the coal mines. The

next two paragraphs referred entirely to means of increas-

ing the production of iron ore. Surely it is significant

that the coal and iron situations are discussed at length

and disposed of before the food situation is even men-

tioned.

The Minixg Industry in Belgium and France

Before coming to the mining industry in Canada, let

us consider the western battle front in Europe and see

how that line is influenced by the minerals in its vicmity.

Germany for years past has paid particular attention to

her mining and metallurgical industries, and this has

proved a great source of strength. Examining a map of

Belgium, one will find that the general line of advance of

the Germany army through Belgium was along the valley

of the Meuse. This is the line of the principal coal de-

posits of the country, which are at Liege, Huy, Mons and

Charleroi and the newly discovered deposits to the north

of Liege known as the Campine field. The coal output

of Belgium the year before the war was 23,500,000 tons.

The principal French field, and the one now in the pos-

session of the Germans, is the field of Valenciennes, which

is tlie continuation of the main Belgian field, the whole

being known as the llainault Basin. The coal output of

France for the year 1913 was 40,000,000 tons, the bulk

of which was probably supplied by the Valenciennes field.

Befoi'c 1870 French territory extended east to the

Rhine. At the close of the Franco-Prussian War Bismarck

•Address delivered before the Canadian Club of Montreal,
Mar. .=•., 1917.

t President, Canadian Mining Institute, mining ensineer,
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Ry.. Cobalt. Ont.

laid it down as axiomatic that the valley of the Rhine

must be secured to Germany by the possession of botii

banks, and in order to do this the provinces of Alsace and

Lorraine were taken from tlie French. In Alsace the

natural boundary between the two countries was the

Vosges Mountains, but when it came to Lorraine there

was no such natural boundary. There were, however, val-

uable iron-ore areas, so the boundary was arranged to

throw all of the then known iron deposits into (iernian ter-

ritory. As soon as France began to recover from the re-

sults of the war, her engineers started boring on the

French side of the line, A simple explanation of the struc-

tural geology of this area is that the different formations

are slightly tilted from the horizontal and dip gently

toward the valley of Paris. Thus in traveling from Lor-

raine toward Paris the different geological formations are

crossed at right angles in gradually ascending scale. The
iron-bearing formation outcrops in the German acquired

province of Lorraine, but the deposits continue in gradu-

ally increasing depth coming west in French territory.

The French engineers soon located the continuation of

these iron deposits by means of bore holes and at once

began development, and in the face of considerable diffi-

culties by the year 1914 they had developed a larger iron

industry than that on the German side of the line and

had greater ore reserves.

The French deposits occur in what is known as the

Briey Valley, and these form one of the most important

iron-ore areas in Europe. The production in 1913 was
about 30,000,000 tons. This area has been in the posses-

sion of the Germans since the beginning of the war, and
it has been estimated that last year it supplied 60% of

the total German iron-ore production.

The possession by the Germans of this iron field along

with that of the Valenciennes coal field deprived the

French at one sweep of the greater part of their iron

and coal resources. This, of course, was a great blow to

them and a corresponding source of strength to the Ger-

mans. The Briey Valley containing the French iron-ore

deposits lies between Verdun and Metz. The most plausi-

ble reason for the German attack at Verdun was that they

knew that if a breach could be made in the French lines

at Verdun, which was one of the strongest points in the

line, it would mean that the French would have to consol-

idate their lines at a considerable distance back from
Verdun, and this would remove the iron deposits from the

immediate danger zone.

Germany's economic dependence on the Briey iron field

for essential raw materials is .shown by the following

communication, which on May 20, 1915, was sent to

Chancellor Von Bethmann-Hollweg by Germany's six

great industrial and agricultural associations which ran

as follows

:

The manufacture of shells demands iron in a quantity so

great that no one could have formed an idea that so much
could be used had not our need of it been demonstrated. If

we had not been able to double the production of rough iron

and steel since the month of August, 1914. it would have been
impossible to continue the war.

We might count the war as very nearly lost should our
production of Minette (the Lorraine material) be disturbed.
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This (Hiiitation sIkuvs Imw iDiiHirhuit Fri'iicli inin is 1o

tlie Germans. The Belijian loiil mines and the iri>ii mines

of Bi'iey arc the two elements that the (lOrnums most re-

{|iiire I'ov their war.

Now consider Canada. It is sometimes salutary to look

at a country through the eyes ol' an outsider. A year ago

an article appeared in the National Oeographic Maijazine

t^rom the pen of lix-President Taft on "(ireat Britain

and Her Dauffhters.'' Mr. Tat't wa,s amazed that Canada

should be ready to add to lier national debt at rate of

$1,000,000 a day in support of her military policy in

view of lier existing heavy obligations incurred in the

construction of railways by pledging her credit to aid

them. He says: "In the Intercolonial, in the Canadian

Pacific, in the Grand Trunk Pacifie and in the Canadian

Northern, obligations have been assumed that might well

frighten a country with 8,000,000 of people." Canada's

great railway construction is what impressed ilr. Taft.

Mining Furnisiie.s Most oi-' the Eailroads' Thaffig

Most Canadians, if asked why .so nmch railway develoji-

ment, has been done, will answer that it wa.s primarily

with the object of o])ening up vast agricultural areas, and

likely they would be right. Now I do not wish for a

moment to minimize the importance of the agricultural

industry. It is the most important basic industry, but

we should try to see things in their true perspective. Now
that the railways have been l)uilt, who supjjlies the busi-

ness to them ?

Take for example, the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

By., Ontario's government railway. The T. & N. O. Ry.

was projected as a colonization railroad to open up the

large agricultural areas to the north of Lake Temiskam-
ing known as the "Clay Belt" of Northern Ontario. Who
provides the freight for this railway?

During the last five years the mining industry has been

accountable for -17% of the total freight revenue, while ag-

riculture gave nearly 13%, or a little over one-quarter that

of the mining industry. Thus the railway was l)uilt for

the farmer, but the miner supplies the freight. If the'

railwa}' was forced to dejjend on the farmer for its freight

revenue, it is likely that travelers would have to be eon-

tent with one or two mixed trains eacli way weekly instead

of, as at present, from two to three up-to-date passenger

trains daily.

Lest this may appear to be an exceptional case, consider

Canada as a whole. In tlie report for the tiscal year 191:5

the Department of Railways and Canals published figures

from which the following are jiertinent: For the 3'ear

191:3 the products of agriculture handled by the Canadian
railways formed 16% of the total, and during the same
period the products of mines was 38% of the total, or

more than twice as much ; and these percentages were
pi-actically the same for the six years previous. The man-
ufacturer need not think that li(> makes a better showing
than that, for maiuiractiii'cs come 1% less than agricul-

ture (14.8).

The figures prepared by the Interstate Commei-ce Com-
mission covering freight trallic ovei' the I'ailways of the
United States slmw that for two years whirh wi'i'e consid-

ered normal, the ]n-o(hicts of agriculture wei-c '.)'/,, of the

aggregate, while thi> jiroducts of mines formed 53% of

the total, or nearly six times as much. These are fads
I hat cannot be got away from and which show that,

from a railway st Ipoinl al Icasl. the mineral industi'v

is of innnense impoilaiice.

The total mineral prodnd ion of Canada now amounts
to !l^ 1 15,00,000 annually. In a li.st of the mineral re-

sources it will be I'ound that few of the im])ortant ones

are missing, and in some of those Canada leads the world.

The coal resources are among the greatest in the world.

The asbestos deposits in the eastern townships of Quebec
sup])ly most of the asbestos of commerce. The greatest

nickel deposits in the world arc located at Siidhury. On-
tario has the largest body of high-grade tale on the con-

tinent at iladoc; the largest body of high-grade feldspar

on the continent in the Richardson mine near Vercona;
the greatest mica mine on the continent at Sydenham, and
the greatest graphite mine at Calabogie. Quite recently

also a molyhdenite property lias been discovered within

'it) miles of Ottawa that bids fair to outstrip all rivals.

The tar-.sand deposits of northern Alberta are the most
extensive in the world. One of the richest silver cam|)s in

the world is at Cobalt, and the most promising of the

younger gold camps on the continent is at Porcupine.

The smelteries at Deloro and Thorold also produce more
refined cobalt than all the other refineries iu the world
])ut together.

With such a magnificent heritage Canada would be de-

linquent in its duty if it did not give the mineral industry

the careful attention that it de.serves.

Tin; OitGAMZATioN OK THE Industry

In the ])ust there has been too little cooperation between
the miner and the manufacturer. The lack of organiza-

tion was unnoticed until the war broke out and then the

deficiencies were made apparent. In March last, at the

request of Sir George E. Foster, ^Minister of Trade and
Commerce, a special committee of the Canadian Mining
Institute was appointed to study conditions in re.spect of

the mineral and metal industries of the Dominion with a

view to determining: (1) To what extent Canada can

supply the requirements of the empire, and thus help to

make it self-supporting and indejiendent of outside

sources for those supplies of materials essential to its

needs both in times of peace and war; (2) to indicate the

IJossibilities as regards the utilization of the natural re-

sources of the Dominion to greater national advantage
than heretofore in the upbuilding of home manufacturing-

industries.

In other -words, there is apparently sound reason to be-

lieve that a great quantity of raw material is being ex-

ported, which could be much more profitable, so far as

the national interests are concerned, if made the basis of

nianufai'turing industries at home; and also importing
supplies, a considerable proportion of which could quite

readily and most advantageously be produced at home.
In some cases it will he necessary merely to indicate the

opportunities that exist for the establishment of new in-

dustries to eft'ect the desired end; but in other instances

government encouragement will be required.

One does not need to be a stockholder iu a mine to be

financially interested in its developments. Take for in-

stance, the litth; camp of Cohalt. Of cour.se, a camji to

1)0 successful must make pi'olits, and Cobalt does that, and
the result is the dividends that are jjaid. That is wdiat

the shareholders are most interested iji. lUit look at

Cohalt from the angle- of a nonshareholder. It costs $~,-

000,0'U) anmially In run the Cohalt mines, most of which
e\('iit\ially liuds its way down lo Toronto and Montre:;!

to i)c spent tlieri'.
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It is doubtless lack of information that; makes the pub-

lic so often judge the minino' industry from the losses

made througli gamblinn: in miuinp;' stocks. When a man
gambles in wheat and loses, he does not blame the agri-

cultural industry. He usually keeps quiet about his losses,

but privately ho must confess to himself that they are due

to his own ignorance or inability to pro])erly size up the

wheat situation. He should treat the mining industry in

the same way.

If a man is heard blaming the mining indu.stry for

his losses, he is simply proclaiming to the world that he

is a gambler in mining stocks, and on inquiry it will

usually be found that although he may be a shrewd, care-

ful and successful business man in his own line, when it

comes to mining he throws shrewdness and common sense

to the winds and ignores usual business methods. Under

the circumstances the dice are loaded against him and he

has not an ordinary gambler's chance.

If a man were offered a bargain in real estate, he would

not think of paying over his money before he had made

a personal investigation of the property or had got an ex-

pert opinion on it, or both; yet, when buying a mining

property, that same man often puts up his hard-earned

savings without anything more than a seller's report.

If one wishes to invest in the mining industry, and not

simply to gamble in mining, and u.ses ordinary business

principles and common sense, I know of no other indus-

try that gives larger returns for the capital invested.

Forecasts for the future may be considered superfluous,

but I think that in this case they may help in a campaign

for better preparedness for the future. Again let us turn

to our northland for inspiration. Anyone who looked over

the unbroken forest of northern Ontario a dozen years ago

and predicted that this district would soon be producing

$20,000,000 in gold and silver annually, paying dividends

almost equal to those of all the chartered banks of Canada

put together, would have been put down as a fantastic

dreamer, but that is a fact today and the output is con-

tinually increasing. And yet only a small portion of the

country has been prosiJected. Running northeast and

northwest from Cobalt and extending to the Arctic Ocean,

taking in all northern Quebec and northern Ontario is the

great Canadian pre-Canibrian shield, the basement for-

mation of the continent. It contains thousands of square

miles and offers to prospectors better chances of locating

valuable mineral deposits than can be found in any other

country in the world. Turning from such a record and

looking forward into the future, it requires no very vivid

imagination to see other Cobalts and other Porcupines

converting the wilderness into hives of thriving industry.

Arrangement of Water Tanks for

Drifting Machines
Bv n. 11. IIODGKINSON*

Water taid<s arranged in the manner shown in the ac-

companying illustration are found to be of great assistance

in driving drifts or tunnels where machines are iised that

require water passed through the drill steel. This method

assures the drill runner of a steady supply of water having

the same pressure as the compressed air. If the water

pressure is greater than the air pressure, the cylinder of

the machine soon becomes flooded. This reduces the speed

•Mining engineer, care of United Verde Extension Mining
Co., Jerome, Ariz.

of the drill and also washes all Die lubricant out of tlic

cylinder so that the drill finally stops. If the water pres-

sure is lower than the air ))ressure, the sludge is not

cleaned out of the drill hole properly. This not only cuts

down the drilling speed, but may result in the loss of a

drill steel from becoming stuck in the hole.

Delavs in drifting are costly, ijut i)y the use of tanks

arranged in this manner, it is never necessary for the drill

runners to stop their drills for lack of water, it being only

necessary to manipulate the four valves or stop-cocks on

each tank. The drill runner is assured of good clean

water without grit or dirt, which often causes a great deal

of trouble, by plugging the water tube of the drill.

As the heading advances, pipe may be inserted between

the tanks and the machines instead of moving the tanks

each time. It is not necessary to remove the tanks when

blasting the heading if they are placed at a safe distance.

The two tanks A and B are standard stock galvanized

iron taid<s nuide bv anv of the larire drill manufacturers

ARRANGEMENT OF TWO INTERCHANGEABLE TANK TO
SUPPLY NECESSARY DRILLING WATER

and have three holes in the top tapped for standard |-in.

pipe tittings. Into these holes f-in. pipe is inserted, as

shown, with the required unions, elbows, tees and eight

rpin. stop-cocks. Stop-cocks are preferable to valves as

they can be opened or closed more readily, show at a

glance whether they are open or closed because of the

position of the handle, and are less expensive.

The operation of the tanks is as follows: Assuming

tank B supplying water to the drills, stop-cocks S^ and iSfg

are closed while S^ and S^ are open, allowing w-ater to pass

through pipe Z> and air through pipe E respectively. In

the meantime water is pa.ssing tlirough pipe G into tank

A and the stop-cocks -S'l and S. are open. S. is to allow

the air to escape from the tank as the water flows into

it through S-^. Stop-cocks !<-_ and .S', are closed. When
tank B is em])ty S^ and S^ are closed while !>',, and S„ are

opened, wliicli ]5ermits the water from C to fill it. By

closing S. and S^ and opening 8^ and S^, tank A will

now supply the water.

Two tanks are necessary ; while one is supplying water

the othoi' is being filled. It is also necessary to have a

small supply of water, which can be piped to the tanks,

liaving a head of at least 5 ft. so the water will flow into

the tanks and overcome the friction of the connections.
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Fairlie Process for Sulphuric-Acid

Manufacture

All interestinfif method of controlling the working of a

sulphurie-aiid chaniher plant has been patented by A. M.
Fairlie; brief abstracts of the claims have already been

published in U. S. Patents 1.20r),';'2;3 and 1.205.724. A
full description of the process vas given bv the inventor

in a paper read before the Georgia Section of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, which was published in the Chemi-
cal Trade JoitniaJ, Jan. 17, 1917.

It is well known that the largest single item of e.Kpeuse

in operating a sulphuric-acid chamber plant is nitrate of

soda. Efforts to improve the economical ojieration of

such a plant are naturally directed, therefore, toward the

conservation, or the recovery, of the valuable nitrogen

compounds. The most important of the inventions de-

signed to effect a saving in the consumption of nitrate of

soda was of course the Gay-Lussac tower. Since the use

of that tower for the recovery of the oxides of nitrogen

escaping from the last chamber has become universal

wherever the chamber process is in operation, many de-

vices have been introduced to improve the eiSciency of

the tower. These include various styles of packing mate-

rial, various ways of distributing the acid fed on the top,

the use of water instead of steam in the chambers, the

introduction of towers fed with cold acid between the

chambers to effect greater cooling of the chamber gases,

and so forth.

Efficiexct of Guy-Lussac Toweks

Even with the best of these improvements installed,

the efficiency of the Gay-Lussac tower will depend largely

upon the way the process is handled—upon the proper

regulation of the streams of acid in the towers, and of

the steam or water in the chambers: upon the efficient

cooling of the acid on the Gay-Lussacs; upon the avoid-

ance of interruptions due to breakdowns; and, above all,

upon the careful introduction of just that amount of niter

required for the oxidation of the sulphur dioxide admit-

ted to the chambers per unit of time.

Let us assume that the plant has been designed and
constructed intelligently—that proper materials of con-

struction have been used; that spare pumping appliances

have been provided to permit the uninterrupted flow of

the streams of acid over the towers under any possible

conditions; that bypass flues or spare fans have been

installed to insure the continuous and -uniform flow of

gas even in case of breakdown ; that the plant, in short,

has been built under the direction of a competent sul

phuric-acid engineer experienced in operation as well as

in construction—let us assume furtiier that the jjlant is

manned by a competent crew of workmen able to operate

the appliances without interruption, and turn our atten-

tion to the regulation of the niter in the system.

The well-known, time-tried methods of regulating the

quantity of niter introduced, or, let us say, of controlling

the process are: (1) By observing, the differences be-

tween chamber temperatures at different parts of the sys-

tem, learning by experience what differences yield the best

recoveries in the Gay-Lussac tower, and endeavoring there-

after to maintain such desirable temperature-differences

constant; (2) by observing the color of the gases in the

chambers or connecting pipes by means of windows or

"sights,'' and (3) by a combination of both methods.

These methods may be satisfactory in the main, as

long as the gas entering the Glover tower contains a sub-
stantially uniform percentage of sulphur dioxide, but il

is questionalile if, even under the best of conditions as

regards uniformity of grade of burner gas, they are ade-
quate to yield the mos't economical results. To control
by these methods is to control by symptoms, whereas the
I'ational method of control is by analysis of the ga.ses.

Certainly when the grade of burner or furnace gas is

irregular, as in the ease of planis manufacturing acid as

a byproduct of zinc or copper-smelting operations, the
time-tried methods of control should be replaced by the
analytical method. The temperature-difference method
fails, when operating on a fluctuating burner gas, be-
cause the indications of the temperature-differences are

misleading. The same change in the temperature-differ-

ence may be due to one of several causes, and as the

temperature-difference does not indicate in case of trouble

to which cause the trouble is due, the wrong remedy may
be applied. The color method alone is altogether inade-

quate as a guide for controlling the chamber process. In
the first place, the sight glasses are usually placed at the
back end of the chamber system, whereby information
about the color of the chamber gases is olifained too late

to prevent the damage which has been done ; and besides,

even if the sight glasses are in the front chamber, the

color there is so obscured by the white mists that few-

persons possess the ability to detect the differences in

shade, by day and by night, which would indicate whetlici'

or not the gas mixture contained the correct amount of

nitrogen oxides.

The Fairlie method of controlling the chamber process

is the only analytical method known to the industry. Il

has been in continuous daily use at the plant of the Ten
nessee Copper Co., where it was invented, for the patit

six years, and has proved its value every day that it has
been in u.se. It consists in determining the percentage
of sulphur dioxide in the chamber gases at some point

near the front end of the chamber system, and in com-
paring such percentage with the percentage of sulphur
dioxide in the burner gas, before admixture with niter

fumes. The comparison shows, after experience, that a

certain ratio between the two sulphur-dioxide percentages

must be maintained in order to secure the best results in

the Gay-Lussac tower. What this desirable ratio is must
be determined for everv' possible grade of burner gas.

Once determined, the desirable ratios are set down in

tabular form on a card, which is framed and fastened in

a convenient place for reference by the chamber operator.

This operator keeps his analytical apparatus in good
order at all times, and by taking frequent gas tests of the

burner gas and of the front chamber gas, accurate indi-

cations as to the condition of the gas mixture and as to

the speed of oxidation of sulphur dioxide are obtained,

and obtained in time to apply the proper remedy in case

anything is about to go wrong. An increase in the

sulphur-dioxide ratio above what is desirable indicates

the need of more niter; whereas a decrease below the

desirable ratio indicates that the quantity of niter must
be reduced.

The analytical method adopted for determining the

sul|)huric-dioxide percentage in the gases is the Reich

method—in its original form for the burner gas, but

modified by the addition of solution of acetate of soda

and acetic acid to the absorption bottle, for the chamber
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pis. 'J'hc oi-i^iii!ll uiunodilii'il U'ruh iiicllinil is inipossi-

l)lo I'or llic cluunber gas, bocMUse tlic jiresciice of nitrogen

oxides causes the stareli-ioilide blue color to recur aucl

vitiates the results. The Reicli method, as modified, will

give results on chamber gas agreeing within 0.01%, and

this is sullicieidlv accurate for tlie most careful control

of the ]irocess. The method of testing the gases can easily

be learned bv a workman of usual intelligence, so that the

expense of cinploving a chemist for the analysis of the

gases is avoided.

Use of Mom kikh K'kh ii Mkm'ihmi

It mav be remarked in this connectiim that by means

of the modilied lieich method, as applied t" chamlier

gases, important iiirormation may be obtained regarding

the percentage ol' sulplinr dioxide desirabli' in the gases

entering the Gay-Liissac. Some of our old aciil makers

and, indeed, some of our old acid engineers, grown gray

in the sul]iluiric-acid industry, scolf at the idea of any

sulphur dioxide being desirable in the (iay-Lussac tower

gases. This is because the older nu'n are not familiar

with any rapid method for determining accurately the

percentage of sulphur dioxide in gas mixtures containing

nitrogen oxides. And because the methods of analysis

which they are used to failed to indicate the presence of sul-

phur dioxide at the Gay-Lussae towei-, they have formed

the conclusion that none is ever present, imder normal

conditions. The facts, however, are these: The nitrogen

oxides are recovered most completely in the (iay-Lussac

tower when the proportion of nitric oxide (NO) and

nitrogen peroxide (NO.J in the gases entering that

tower are .such that the combination gives nitrogen tri-

oxide (N2O3) with no excess of either of the constituent

gases. The presence of a small quantity of sulphnr diox-

ide is needed in the gas mixture entering the (iay-Lussac

to keep a sufficient amount of the nitrogen gases reduced

to the nitric-oxide form. If the quautitv of sulphur

dioxide present be deficient or if there be none at all, an

excess of nitrogen peroxide will be present above what is

needed to combine with nitric oxide to form nitrogen tri-

oxide, and this excess, being only slightly soluble in the

cold 60° acid with wliich the tower is fed, will be lost,

as indicated by the red fumes escaping into the air

through the exit stacks. On the other hand, if too much

suljihur dioxide be present in the gas mixture entering

the Gay-Lussae, an excess of nitric oxide above the quan-

tity needed to combine with the nitrogen peroxide to i'orm

the trioxide will be present. As nitric oxide likewise is

only slightly soluble in cold sulphuric acid of (iO° .strength.

this excess will be largely lost, as before, althoiigh be-

cause the nitric oxide is a colorless gas, the loss will not

be .so readily detect:ed by observation of the culor of the

<;-ases escaping from the top of the tower as in the case

of the red gas, nitrogen ])eroxide. For this reason it is

of especial importance to have some other means of know-

ing when there is an excess of nitric oxide present in the

jia.'-es entering the Gay-Lussac. By means of the modified

Reich test it has been demonstrated that the right pro-

jjortions of nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide will he

present when the percentage of sulphur dioxide entering

the (iay-Lussac is between 0.07 and 0.10% in cold

weather, or between 0.09 and 0.12% in moderate or warm

weather. Under moderate weather conditions any devia-

tion in the percentage of sulphur dioxide above the high

limit of 0.13% indicates an exce.ss of nitric oxide, and

any deviation below the low limit of 0.09% indicates an

excess of nitrogen peroxide, so that careless iianilling of

the process at the front end of the system will be plainly

indicated by testing the gas at the entrance to the (iay-

Lussac tower.

The analytical method of controlling the eliambei'

))rocess ought to eradicate that old advice to the chamber

opeiator: "In case of trouble, first increase your nit^T at

the pots, then find out what is wrong." This advice,

ad\(icatcd by two such authorities ti.s Lunge and Falding,

is, on the face of it, absurd. Mow foolish to add more

niter in case of tr<iiiblc, when the thing that is wrong may
be already loo much niter. The rational thing to do in

case of trouble is to procee(l by the indications (jf the

analytical method. First lind out what is wrong bv

analysis of the gases (;iO sec. is all the time that is

needed). tlu>n (Mther increase or reduce the quantity of

niter, according to indications.

The analytical method of controlling the chamber sys-

tem is ])articularly valuable in starting up a set of cham-

bers after a shutdown or in starting up a new jilant for

the first time. It has been the experience of most cham-

ber-plant owners that in starting up a ))lant a period of

experinii'iitatioii nmst elapse, varying fnmi two weeks for

an old plant to several months for a new one, before the

chambers settle down to regular work. The reason for

this is that nobody knows, in starting up a plant, what

is wrong, becau.se the time-tried methods are usele.s.s while

the jirocess is ujjset. The analytical method of control,

on the other hand, indicates precisely what is wrong and

indicates to what extent it is wrong, thus permitting the

proper remedy to be ap])lied in the correct proportions. By
means of the analytical method of control the innnense

jjlant of the Tennessee Copper Co. has been repeatedly

put into legular working condition, after a shutdown,

within 36 houi's. The new 400-ton plant of this company,

started for the first time in July, 1910. and using the

analytical method of control from the start was in regular

working condition 48 hours after the gas was first ad-

mitted to the (ilo\er tower.

Note on Cadmium Precipitation

The Ckcmvit-Analjist for Mar. 1, 191T. publishes the

following-, by R. R. Turner, on the subject of cadmium

preei])itation ;

Having experienced diltit-ulties in the separation of cad-

nuum as .sulphide in spelter analysis, 1 dexist'd two years

ago the following method for securing quick and complete

sejjaration of CdS with minimum contamination by zinc.

.\fter a brief ]iass;ige (d' hydrogen suljihide (one minute

am])lv snfiices) and without discontinuing the pa.ssage of

the gas. one or two drops of ammonia are added to the

solution. The separation of the CdS precipitate, starting

from the piunt where the drops falls, spreads like a Hash

through the whole solution, which is in a sui)ersaturated

state with respect to CdS, and the precipitation is rapidly

completed, recpiiring less than 15 niin.

The precipitation is carried out in a solution containing

10% bv volume of concentrated sulphuric acid, this degree

of acidity being conducive to clean separation of cadmium

from zinc.

I'lu- I'liitiuuni tliniiiK ami MiHimLS Co., operating lessee of

the Rambler mine, Holmes, Wyo.. has resumed shipments of

ores containing eommorcial amounts of platinum and palladium.

Reports from the mine indicate an unusually severe winter.
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Events and Economics of the War
-u uiiumumiiii liuiiiii nuiuiuu lu nil

During the last week the United States has been get-

ting ready, Imt no formal announcement of plans has yet

been made. On Apr. 15 the President issued a i)roflama-

tion of advice and exhortation to the people, which is

published in full in this issue of the Journal. Congress

has passed the bill authorizing the borrowing of 7000 mil-

lion dollars. The British and French commissions that

are coming to discuss plans of cooperation are expected

to arrive this week. The great military event of the week

has been the continuation of the battle of Arras, which

has spread along the whole line, with the French and

British apparently victorious everywhere. The British

won the outskirts of Lens, the great coal-mining center

of the north of France. In retreating, the Germans con-

tinued to do great damage to property.

The National Press Bureau

Control of publicity in connection with the Govern-

ment's war activities was placed by President Wilson,

Apr. 14 in the hands of a Committee on Public Informa-

tion, whose task will be to safeguard secrets of value from

the enemy and at the same time to see that all affairs of

the nation are laid before the people as fully and frankly

as possible. Announcement of its creation was made in

the following executive order:

"I hereby create a Committee on Public Information,

to be composed of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of

War, the Secretary of the Navy and a civilian who shall

be charged with the executive direction of the committee.

As civilian chairman of the committee, I appoint Mr.

George Creel.

"The Secretary of State, the Secretary of War and the

Secretary of the Navy are authorized each to detail an

officer or officers to the work of the committee.'"'

The President's action was based on the following let-

ter, signed by the three Cabinet officers

:

"Even though the cooperation of the press has been

generous and patriotic, there is a steadily developing need

for some authoritative agency to assure the publication

of all the vital facts of national defense. Premature or

ill-advi.sed announcemeni^ of policies, plans and specific

activities, whether innocent or otherwise, would constitute

a source of danger.

"W'hile there is much that is properly secret m connec-

tion with the departments of the Government, the total

is small compared to the vast amount of information that

it is right and proper for the people to have. America's

great present needs are confidence, enthusiasm and serv-

ice, and these needs will not be met completely unless

every citizen is given the feeling of partnership that comes
with full, frank statements concerning the conduct of

the public business.

"It is our opinion tliat the two functions—censorship

and publicity—can be joined in honesty and with profit,

and we recommend the creation of a committee on public

information. The chairman should be a civilian, prefera-

bly some writer of proved courage, ability and vision, able

to gain the understanding cooperation of the press and
at the same time rally the authors of the country to a
work of service. Other members should be the Secretary
of State, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of tlie

Na^7, or an officer or officers detailed by them.
"We believe you have the undoubted authority to

create this committee on public information without
waiting for further legislation, and because of the im-
portance of the task and its pressing necessity we trust
that you will see fit to do so.

"The committee upon appointment can proceed to the
framing of regulations and the creation of machinery
that will safeguard all information of value to an enemy
and at the same time open every department of govern-
ment to the inspection of the people as far as possible.

Such regulations and such machinery will, of course, be
submitted to your approval before becoming effective."

m

Hoover Accepts Administration of

Food Supplies

Herbert C. Hoover, after consultation with his col-

leagues on the Commission for Relief in Belgium, ac-

cepted the chairmanship of the food board in the United
States. Mr. Hoover expects to come soon to America.
Meanwhile he has initiated a wide inquiry in France, Eng-
land and Italy regarding the existing food situation,

having the cooperation of the various governments in

this work. Mr. Hoover made the following statement
outlining his plans

:

"Beginning today I am initiating a wide inquiry in

France, England and Italy, in cooperation with gov-

ernment departments, into the existing food situation,

prospects of the coming harvest, import necessities and
the methods of regulating food control as at present in

operation and their working results in allied countries.

"One important feature of this inquiry will be the

methods used to control prices and for the elimination of

speculation, for Europe has been a vast experimental
laboratory in this particular. The staff of the relief com-
mission which recently evacuated Belgium has volun-

teered to undertake the details of this investigation.

"The foremost duty of America toward her allies in

this war is to see that they are supplied with food. France,

England and Italy in ordinary times depended largely
on Russia, Roumania and Bulgaria for a large portion of

their breadstuffs. With the isolation of these areas they

were thrown wholly upon the Western Hemis]ihere. The
bumper Western harvest of 1915 was able to carry the

load without a strain, but the more normal, or in jjlaccs

short, harvest of 1916, coupled with the fact that our

allies are today giving their whole and ablcbodied man-
hood to arms and the manufacture of munitions, has

brought the whole allied world face to face with a short-

age of breadstuffs. From the necessities of the case we
can put but few soldiers in the field, but every spadeful

of earth turned by our farmers, every seed we plant, every
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.miiic (if wnstc «(! I'liiiiiiiate. is j\ist a> iiiiicli m conlrihii-

iinii III I lie joint, cause as thai, ol' a man in ilii' trtMiclios.

"We must increase our production iiy every device of

our able I'arniins' conumiiiil y, witli the siiniulatinj; ad-

vice and guidance our agricultural institutions can in-

vent, but beyond this we must stop waste in every .seraji

of foodstuff. We must even be prepared to deprive our-

selves if necessary, in order that our allies may be su])-

ported. They have eliminated waste and are depriving

themselves today, and it is not less our duty than theirs.

"If America will only eliminate waste and e.\trava-

gance in food, it will go far to hcl]) the whole problem.

Now that we are in the serious and terrible conflict, the

very existence of oui- national ideas of waste and extrava-

gance in public jilaces and among certain classes in

America is a public scandal. Beyond ]mbli(; ])laces 85%
of the American food is consumed in the housliold. The

women of America thus really control America's loud

consumption.

''Among our allies the women uro working as lianl as

the men. There is no body of women in the world so

capable of rising to an emergency as American women,

nor is there any problem so peculiarly capable of solution

by them as the elimination of waste and e.\tra\agance.

.Much can be done by the substitution of the more abun-

dant commodities for those that our allies need most. For

instance, ever)' person in America who eats corn bread in-

stead of wheat Ijrcad helps in the present wheat shortage,

for the English jieople have never learned how and have not

the equipment to make corn bread, because they do not

bake in the household at all and corn bread cannot be

served from the baker.

Allies Must Have Fiii.st Call ox Food Supi-lii^

"It is obvious that our allies must ha\e first call on

our food .surplus. If we are to divert our man and woman
power to furnish foodstuffs to neutrals, they must be

compelled to give some equivalent service to our allies.

They can furnish shipping or commodities or manufac-

turers which our allies need in return for food from us.

"Moreover, in this war against Germany we should

allow no products of our labor or soil to go to any coun-

try or any jieojiles who assist Gennany directly or indi-

rectly. The supply of American corn to states bordering

on Germany, which is converted into meal for German
use, is depriving our allies of j.ust that nnuh food and

benefiting our enemies.

"The war probably will last another year, and IVom the

present outlook of the world's food su|)ply we shall have

all we can do, by the utmost elimination of waste and the

utmost stinmlation of production, to carry our allies

through with their I'ull lighting stamina.

"Xor can wc allow speculation or profiteering to bur-

diii our own ))eople with high ])rices. We must devise

ami enforce methods to reduce and maintain more reason-

able ])rices, both for our own ])eo))le and the Allies.

"All these are problems wdiich the capacity and high

ideals of self-sacrifice of the Amei'ican ]:)eopie can acconi-

j)lish smoothly and efficiently. Ijegislation and sumptuary

regulations can accomplish far less than the voluntary

self-denial and devotion of our ])eople."

The New York ollice of the Connnission for Kelicf in

TJelgium has rei:eived a cable message from Mr. Hoover,

in which he declared that his action in aecepting the

chairmanship of the food committee of the National

Council of Oelen.se wimid not interfere with Jiis work

iis chairman of the commission, and tiial be would retain

Ijoth posts.

"Such a combination is distinctly desirable,'" says ,Mr.

Hoover's mes.sage, "since thei'e is bound to be considerable

overla|)|iing. jiarticnlarly as to sujiplies and slii]))Hng."

Operation of the Railways

A board of railway executives, who will administer the

trans])ortation of troops and su])i)lies throughout the

United States for the duration of the war, was nameil"

Apr. 1 1 by the si)ecial connnittee on national defense of

the American Hallway Association. Members of the

central executive connnittee are Fairfa.x Harrison. ]iresi-

dent of the Southern Ky. ; Samuel J?ea, president of the

Pennsylvania; Howard Elliott of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford : Julius Knittschnitt, chairman of the

executive committee of the Soutbein Pacific, and Hale

itolden, of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Daniel

Willaid, president of the Baltimore & Ohio and ehairmati

of the advisory committee of the Council of National De-

fense, will be an ex officio member.

More than hO railroad executives, re])rescnting S.-iO.OOO

miles of American lailways, were in attendance at the

meeting which was called by .Mr. Willard. The following

resolution was unanimously adopted:

"Resolved, That the railroads of the United States,

acting through their chief executive officers here and now
as.sembled, and stirred by a high seu.se of their o])portunity

to be of the greatest service to their country in the ])resent

national crisis, do hereby pledge themselves, with the Gov-

ernment of the United States, with the .
governments of

the .several states and with one another, that during the

])resent war they will coordinate their operations in a

continental railway .systeni, merging during such period

all their merely individual and competitive activities in

the effort to produce a maxinmm of national transporta-

tion efhciencv'.

"To tills end they herel)y agree to create an organiza-

tion which shall have general authority to formulate iu

detail and from time to time a policy of operation of all

or any of the railways, which policy, when and a.s an-

nounced bv' such temporary organization, shall be accom-

])lished and earnestly made effective liy the several

managements of the individual railroad companies here

i-ej)resented."'

What Russia Needs

Prince L\()fV, |)reniiei' ol' the Provisional Council of

liussia, .said on Ajir. 10 to Henry Suydam, corres])ondent

of the Kveniiui J'ost:

"Ihissia today needs administrative, nieehanieal, and

engineering experts to assist in the vast work of reorgan-

izing the muddle created by the old autocratic regime.

We need war materials, especially railway rolling stock,

in big quantities. We do not need fighting men, bec'kuse

we have millions in reserve.

"While news of the probable departure of American

troops for France created intense enthusiasm throughout

liussia, T believe that the most significant aspect of Amer-
ican intervention, so far as Russia is eoncerned, is not

actual militai'v but leclmieal cooperation. We have, in-
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exh;iustalile liuiuiui rcsdiircps ; you have export dirertors

and spk'iuliilly i'qiii|)|ied Tactories to help us maintain

our immense armies at their highest possible fiffhting effi-

ciency. It is not men that Russia needs, but the means

of keeping lier armies a1 tlie front and in proper fighting

trim, under eHicient transjiort managers. We need rail-

road locomotives, cars and tracks, for e.xample, as much

as ammunition. We need railroad experts to deliver am-

munition promptly at required points as much as we

do ai'tillery. We need American equipment under the

direction of quick American methods."

The pressing need for extending aid to Russia, partic-

ularly by sending eflicient engineers to build up railroads

and other industries, has been called to President Wilson's

attention in a letter from Michael M. Podolsky, a Russian

engineer formerly connected with the Russian govern-

ment and now living in Philadelphia.

"As e\'ery one knows," Mr. Podolsky wrote, "this war

is a war in which the country most highly developed in

engineering and technical matters is at an advantage. It

seems to me that it would be helpful to Russia in the

highest degree if the United States should organize a

corps of several thousand etticieucy engineers, of marked

ability in all branches of engineering, and to pledge their

assistance to Russia in increasing that nation's output of

Ujuuitions, whii'h is so sorely needed, and in assisting to

direct the engineering projects on the Russian front."

List of Trades and Occupations of

Primary Importance

The Reserved Occupations Committee of the British

government has issued a list of trades and occupations

which have been declared by the government to be of

primary importance. The following occur in this list:

Mining and Quarrying—Coal mining. Patent-fuel

works. Oil-shale mining, including shale-oil works. Iron

mining and quarrying. Copper mining. Tin and wolfram

mining. Lead mining. Fireclay and silica stone mining

and quarrying. Canister mining and quarrying. Lime-

stone quarries (mainly supplying iron, steel or chemical

works).

Metals, Machines, Implements and Conveyances—All

classes of workers engaged in the manufacture of the fol-

lowing metals or their constituent parts from the treat-

ment of the ore to the production of the metal in standard

forms, such as ingot, billet, bloom, bar, rod, sheet or

section : Aluminum, copper, iron, steel, lead, nickel, tin

(smelting only), spelter, zinc and other metals (for ex-

ample, tungsten, vanadium, wolfram) needed for war

purposes, and tlicir alloys (for example, brass, phosphor-

bronze). Iron fomidi'ics and steel-smelting works and

rolling mills. Electrical-accumulator manufacture and

repairing. Scientilic-instrument making. Slag-wool

making.

Pottery and Glass Trades—Chemical ware (stoneware

and fireclay) manufacture. Furnace firebrick (including

ganister and silica brick) manufacture. Optical- and

chemical-glass manufacture. Optical-lens and prism mak-

ing. Other glass manufacture (except table and decora-

tive ware and bottles for beer, wine, spirits and aerated

waters).

Chemical, Oil, Etc., Trades—Coal-tar products, manu-
facture of. Dycslull's, manufacture of. Explosives and

]iro)i('llants, manufactui'c of. Otiici- chemical products,

manuractiire of. Lubricating oils and other luhricMiits,

manufacture of. Oil-seed crushing. Soap and candles,

manufacture of. Fertilizers, manufacture of.

Leather Trades—Hide and skin markets and fat and
bone factories. Fellmongery. Tanning and currying of

heavy leather. Leather transmission-belting manufac-

ture.

Food Trades—Flour, oatmeal and rice milling. Ma-
chine creameries and condensed-milk and milk-powder

factories. Margarine manufacture. Edible oils and fats,

preparation of. Sugar refineries working under govern-

ment.

.Miscellaneous—Coke, manufacture of. Rubber trades.

Waterproofing of fabrics for war purposes, and of paper.

Public Utility Services—Gas works. Water-works.

if;

The State Must Support the Soldiers'

Dependent Families

War is a Government function. The people declare it.

The people pay for it. The sons of the i)eople fight it. But

the Government must conduct it says the New York Sun.

To fill our armies the state nmst take from their daily

employment some millions of men. Many of these have

families. The same Government which assumes the bur-

den of clothing, housing and feeding its soldiers in the

field must clothe, shelter and sustain the wives and chil-

dren they leave behind.

Costly? Undoubtedly. War is a costly thing. But
neither justice nor humanity will uphold a state which

would ask its citizens to risk the perils of war and at

the same time endure the torturing thought of loved ones

left at home in destitution.

In our Spanish war, and again during the period of the

detention of our citizen soldiers on the border, this right-

eous obligation of the Government was shifted to the

shoulders of private citizens. The employers of the men
called to the front were asked to pay all or a great part

of their wages to their families while the wage earners

were away. Most of them to their high credit, did so.

But it was an unfair demand which the state should have

been ashamed to make.

We should not repeat this blunder this year. At the

outset official notice should be given that a subsistence al-

lowance shall be made from the national treasury to the

dependents of soldiers in the field. There should be no

opportunity for the public to demand pledges from em-

ployers. Only gross injustice can come of voluntary as-

sumption of this burden, just as gross injustice proceeds

from voluntai'y military service in place of universal

liability and conscription. The generous employer who
continues to pay wages to his workmen with the colors

will \\a\e to pay the same taxes as his niggardly neighbor

who refuses such a contribution.

The whole matter should be covered by taxation. The
sustenance of the soldier and the support of his family

should alike be met from the public purse.

The countries that put the clock forward during the

summer months are England, France, Australia. (Jcr-

many, Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Italy, Hol-

land and Portugal. In Canada, Nova Scotia has adopted

the system and of our own cities Cleveland and Detroit.
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STEEL HEADFRAMI5 AT STATE MINES NO. i SHAFT ON THE WITWATEUSIUVXD GOLD FIELD
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COPPER SMELTERY AT LAPTSMITH, B. C, NOW "DEING PUT IN SHAPE FOR RESUMPTION BY
LADYSMITH SMELTING CORPORATION, OF VICTORIA, B. C.

U. S. EITREAU OF MINES MINE-RESCUE TRITCK NO. 3. USED IN THE STATE OP WASHINGTON
A fast White "throe-quarter" truck, and .«ix memhers of the mine-rescue corps, ready for action. The motor truck

carries also emergency equipment sucli as oxynren tanl^s, pulmotors. fire extinguishers, hose, r'ope, compasses, drills,
srws, shovels, picks and other mine tools, besides a private telephone anrt set of surg:ical dressings and instruments
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David H. Browne's Message

to the Institutes

The successful caieci- oT the hitc Di-. David H. Browne

and the eminence lie had reached iu his profession have

been recorded by others. I wish to speak of the man
himself and to convey to the American institute of Min-

ing Engineers, and also to the Canadian Mining Institute.

a conclusion he had reached with respect to an enlarge-

ment of their field of operations.

Dr. Browne had emerged from long labors and strug-

gles with a personality singularly fi-ee from those re-

pressive and hardening effects that such experiences

usually produce. Years had not shriveled his soul. His

underlying strength of character and sanity of view were

such that in developing the judgment of a man he had

not lost the charm of youth. Approachability, capacity

for new friendships, enthusiasm and creative power are

not often found at fifty-three. When to these are added

a sympathetic imagination that could project itself into

the heart of a child and such a sense of moral duty that

flaming indignation at the crimes of Germany had to

express itself in active work for Belgium, the admira-

tion and affection inspired in those who knew him may

be understood.

The conviction that service for the common good is

the duty next in order to the living problem of self

and family was instinctive in such a man. His own pro-

cesses had brought him to the practical conclusion that

is common to all deep thinking in all ages. During the

last few years residence in a great center with more com-

mand of his own time had presented increased oppor-

tunities for such service. Throwing his energies into

these, one step led to another.

The first work to attract his attention was the prob-

lems of his own profession. How might he put new

life into the American and Canadian Institutes? He
tried to tlnwv members into closer personal relations and

to develo]) the social side of these organizations, but

nieanwdiile their deeper problems grew upon him. The

.Vmerican Institute has more than attained the objects

which its I'ounders had in view forty-five years ago, but

its own needs and those of the world about it have changed

since then. Dr. Browne was one of those who believed

that such an organization should move on to larger fields

of usefulness, and he tried to ascertain what line of

advance was most likely to meet the views of the mem-
bership. To this end he sought the opinions of others

and discussed the problem from every standpoint, finally

deciding that there was at least one line of procedure

about which there need be no delay, as it would com-

mand an overwhelming support.

The Institutes, both the American and its si.ster so-

ciety of Canada, should enter the active service of the

public and of the government, but from the nature of

the case the Institutes themselves must take the initia-

tive in discovering and working out the Iiest wavs of

serving. Every engineering and chemical society should

build up such a I'elationship that its government will

always turn to it for information and council in indus-

trial problems.

This, then, is the message that Dr. Browne was seek-

ing some way to present effectively to members. The
crises in Belgian relief work just then called for his

entire attention, and now with his death I feel author-

ized to present the message for him. Dr. Browne felt

that the best procedure could easily be determined after

a general discussion. The following is my own view of

the principal conditions to be considered

:

Tlie service needed from a professional organization

is entirely distinct from that given by the industrial cor-

porations which sell to the public and to the government

the products they need. Aside from its minor position

as a purchaser the latter has, in behalf of the public, to

regulate the ojjcrations of these producers and to de-

cide upon legislation of all kinds affecting them, their

employees and the mutual relations of the two. The
government must also work out the technical improve-

ments that are too general or too large for private en-

terprise. Under war conditions it must fill up the gaps

and supply the deficiencies in industry and will assume

more or less control of prices. Upon all such matters,

pressing now and likely to become even more so after

the war, independent, disinterested information is need-

ed, and the engineers and chemists of the country are in

the best position to supply this. Since governments are

at best but clumsy and inefficient things, not yet suffi-

ciently organized to recognize and supply all their needs,

the initiative must come from the technical societies

themselves. These will at first have to largely create

their own jobs, finding out for themselves just where

help is needed and persuading officials and legislators to

let them give it. The fact that the United States has

now entered the war will greatly lessen the difiBeulties an-

ticipated in this work, since European experience has

already shown the importance of mobilizing the technical

knowledge of the country.

War, therefore, has presented an opportunity that

shoidd be utilized to the utmost. Under war conditions

the desired relationship may be created promptly and

then developed into a permanent one.

New York, Apr. 11, 1917. Edmund B. Kikby.

Protection of American Tungsten

Industry

In the Journal of Dec. 23, 1916, is an article advocat-

ing the imposition of a duty to protect the American

tungsten industry as the "tungsten miner of the United

States cannot compete with the coolie labor in Burma.

the bushman of Australia, the underpaid miner of Por-

tugal, or the Indian of Peru or Bolivia." The only possi-

ble explanation is that this article is intended as a joke,

though the humor of it takes a long time to grow on
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one. The price appears to have increased in America

from $G or $7 per unit, befoi'c the war to as miich as

$85 and now ran<;es from $17 to $20 (as quoted in the

Journal columns). 'I'lie British Government lias com-

mandeered the whole output of all its dependencies (in-

cluding Australia and Burnui) so that at present the Aus-

tralian bushman or the Burmese coolie does not enter

into competition with your ill-used contributor. At the

same time tlie price is arbitrarily fixed at less than $12,

so that even were competition allowed tliere would be

about 50% jjrotection against these objectionable com-

petitors. And the "Australian bushman" has the nerve

to grumble because his government has been paying for-

eigners (our friend, the American tungsten industry,

for instance) two or three times as much as it is pay-

ing its own subjects for this mineral ! For the benefit

of your contributor I would explain that in Australia,

"bushman" means "countryman." "Bush" originally

meant "forest," but now means any part of the country,

and as mines are usually away from towns, one might

even thus call a miner a bushman. Has our friend some

confused notion of African bushmen?

The wages of wolfram miners here are doubtless as

high as those in the United States and decent men are

at present very difficult to get, practically all fit men
having enlisted and gone to the front. Also machinery

and stores of all sorts are scarce and dear, high-power ex-

plosives are pruhilnted (on account of the war) so that

mining costs are doubtless quite as high as in America.

Besides, we are always told to look to America for low

costs and efficiency in mining; indeed, T. J. Hoover

tells us that operations in America as compared with the

same in Australia would probably be 25% cheaper, even

though the cost of materials would be about the same

and wages much higher. "On the other hand," he says,

"labor is doubly efficient and the difl'erence in manage-

ment beyond power of figures to express." With the evi-

dence of such an authority as to their immense superior-

ity, the tungsten miners of the United States should

not be afraid of our competition—they should not even

be afraid of the imderpaid miner of Portugal or the

Indian of Peru or Bolivia. Of course all this explana-

tion may not be necessary, and your contributor will

doubtless be amused at the successful way in which he

has pulled mv leg. James B. Lewis.

Melbourne," Victoria, Feb. 15, 1917.

Minerals Separation's Policy

Referring to the policy of Minerals Separation toward

infringers and recent criticism that has been launched

against it by certain interests, it seems to me that a spirit

of get-together, rather than antagonism, might induce

both the party of the first part and the party of the

second part to be more reasonable.

In respect to the "Cascade" flotation apparatus, men-

tioned in the Denver correspondence of the Journal of

Feb. 24, 1917, as having been developed and used at the

Mineral Farm mill at Ouray, Colo., I think it right and

proper also to state that recently Minerals Separation

North American Corporation, through its chief engineer.

has written me a letter completely wiping out the Min-

eral Farm "infringement" and allowing me a clean slate.

Future operations will be under license, and I am as-

sured this license will be made reasonable. This letter

also states that the policy will bo to treat past infringers,

who have operated their milling plants in an experimen-

tal manner or have nuide no remarkabk' financial iiii-

lu-ovemcnt, with all leniency and (-onsideration.

In short I feel that I have been well treated and be-

lieve, from the tone of its letters, that this corporation

intends to carry out a decent and reasonable policy.

Ouray, Colo., Mar. G, 1917. C. R. Wilflky.

V

Gelatin Dynamite in the Tropics

Considering the almost prohibitive price, since the ear-

ly part of 1915, of gelatin dynamites and their extensive

use in the tropics, it would appear that users have a

prejudice against any possible substitute. The absence

of discussion of the subject in the columns of the Engi-

neering and Mining Journal prompts me to submit, in

the interest of users of explosives, especially in the

tropics, the results obtained here from the use of '"Atlas

Low-Freezing Extra Dynamite," which was supplied by

the manufacturers together with a statement that they

could not guarantee that it would even explode in the

tropics. Its use here has demonstrated a number of

points of superiority over straight gelatin, of which the

following may be mentioned: Cost, 33-45% less; breaks

more of any kind of rock encountered here ; no misfires

reported; .submergence in flowing water for 48 hours did

not afl'ect its sensitiveness or strength ; shows no signs

of deterioration after 4 months' storage, without turn-

ing boxes.

Summing up, it appeals to us here as being a perfect

powder. To be more in agreement with its use in the

tropics, its name might be changed to "Low-Melting Ex-

tra Dynamite." L. Draper.

Topaz Mining Co., Care of Belanger's Inc.,

Bluefields, Nicaragua, Mar. 13, 1917.

;*>

Metal Mining in Russia

In reading the proof of the article on "Metal Alining

in Russia," in the Jovrnal of Mar. 10, the senior author

neglected to note the following typographical errors:

Page 405, column 1 ; "Semipalatinsk3%" not "Semi-

palatin.'^v." Page 407, column 1 ; "Ferromagnesian," not

"Ferromanganesian." Page 408, column 1; "Beklore-

chensk," not "Beklorechnsk." Page 409, column 1

;

"Pashkoff," not "Paskiff." Page 410, column 2 ; "Dzan-

sul," not "Dazansul." Page 411, column 2; Kith line

from bottom : "Co," not "Cu."

I would be glad to have these corrections noted.

New York. Mar. 15, 1917. Sidney H. Ball.

How Does a Divining Rod Work?

AVe find among the relics of this place, an "F. II.

Brown electrical geodetic mineral finder." Can you refer

us to anyone who would know how the thing works?

This is our first opportunity to experiment with a divin-

ing rod, and as the instrument is rather elaborate and

well assembled, we would like to ascertain how it is sup-

posed to work; if we could do so, we could have some

amusement out of it. S. H. Bkockunier.

Cordova 'Mines, Ltil., Cordo\a Mines, Ont.,

Mar. 19, 1917.
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Chino Copper Co.
The aiijiunl report of llic Cliiiio Copper Co., ol' New-

Mexico, for I91(i shoM's tlie net operating profits to have

been $12,517,876 and miscellaneous income $325,285, a

total of $12,843,101, or $U.7G, per share, as compare 1

with $7.i)5 ])er shai'o for 1915. Dividends agfrroiratinj;-

$8.25 per share were paid during the year to the holders

of 869,980 shares of stock outstauding. Surplus anuiuiil-

ing to $5,350,613 was ])assed to earned surplus, after

$315,213 was set a.side for depreciation of phmt and

equipment.

The total earned sur])lus a.s of Dec. 31, 1910, aggregated

$13,936,87.'!. The surplus from sale of securities over

par value remained a-s in the ])revious year, $2,995,252.

MiNiNi! Development and Oke Be.serves

Churn drilling was continued throughout the year, the

drills being moved from the Northwest orebody to the

Sierra -section in order to define the extension of this area

to the east and to give data as to the iuter.section of

the stripping slopes between this orebody and the Hearst

pit. The total drilling for the year was 13,161 ft. Since

the beginning of operations there has been a total of 227,-

303 ft. drilled.

A recalculation of ore reserves as of Dec. 31, 1916,

showed the developed ore remaining in and on the prop-

erty at that time to be 95,555,843 tons, containing an

average of 1.656% copper. Of this quantity, 94,490,93(;

tons, averaging 1.655% copper, remained unmined. The

remainder, amounting to 1,064,907 tons, consisted of

mixed sulphide and carbonate ore stored in stockpiles, and

contained an average of L81% copper. This ore was so

stored because it wa,^ not amenable to concentration by

the methods regularly employed, but facilities for the

treatment of this class of material are now being provided.

The total amount of ore developed and reported from

time to time since the beginning of operations, including

that now reported, is 106,081,263 tons, having an average-

grade of 1.694% copper. The total of ore mined since

mining began amounts to 11,590,327 tons, having an

average assay of 2.01% copper. Of this quantity, 10,-

487,000 tons, averaging 2.02% copper, lia.s been milled,

and 22,343 tons, averaging 6.69% copper, has been .shipped

to the smeltery. The remainder represents ore stored in

mine stockpiles, on hand in coarse-crushing plant au<l

mill bins and in transit between mine and mill. The ore

added to reserves as a result of developments for the years

1915 and 1916 average 1.35% copper. Of the total ore

reserves stated as remaining, it is estimated that 81,765,-

279 tons, will be mined by steam .shovels and 13,790,56 I

tons by underground-mining methods. Since the begin-

ning of operations the tonnage of ore actually milled

or shipped direct to the smeltery repre-sents 9.92% of the

total amount of ore developed, which corresponds to

11.27% of all the ore estimated as being available for

steam-shovel nn'ning. .\t the same time there bad been

removed an amount of capping equivalent to jdwut 26%
of the quantity it will be necessary to stri]) in order to

uncover and recover the total developed tonnage. In re-

vising th.e estimates of ore reserves, an entirely new set

of calculations was made as applying not only to newly

developed areas, but as well to jireviously developed and

now partly mined areas. In the latter it was found neces-

sary to make corrections in the way of some reductions

in good-grade tonnage as compared to the figures shown

in former estimates, because steam-shovel operations up

to (late liave been quite largely conducted over areas

that bad |)re\iously been mined to a considerable extent

tbrdugh shallow underground workings. In ])repariug

oiiginnl estimates there was no means available lor mak-

ing iillowance either as to quantity or copper content for

the tonnage that had been so removed, and the jjartly

mined blocks were therefore calculated as solid ore. Prac-

tically all the zones containing these old workings have

now been removed, so that discrepancies from thi.s cause

will not occvii' again.

The total ore; and waste removed by steam shovels dur-

ing the year was 5,300,891 cu.yd. of material in place.

Of this amount 3,564,623 cu.yd. was stripping, the re-

mainder, equivalent to 3,216.065 tons, being ore. Of the

ore that was removed, 3,095,46(5 tons was shipped to the

mill and 646 tons direct to the smeltery. The re.st

was stored on the ore dumps. The ore sent to the storage

dumps consisted in part of lower-grade material en-

countered by the .steam shovels at times when the mill

was not prepared to receive it, and in ])art of oxidized

ores such as have since the beginning of ojierations been

stored for future tieatment.

From the beginning of .steam-shovel operations on Sept.

23, 1910, there has been removed a total of 22,795,332

cu.yd. of material in place, of which 16.886,785 cu.yd.

was stripping, the remainder being equivalent to 1 1,586,-

692 tons of ore. Of this ore, 1,0(J4,907 tons has been

stored in the stockpiles at the mine. Of the remainder,

10,501,855 tons was shipped to the mill, the remainder

having been shipped directly to the smeltery. The a\er-

age cost for the steam-shovel operations in the removing

of both ore and .stripping during the year was 37.97c. pei'

yd., as against 35.28c. per yd. for the year 1915. This

represents an increase equivalent to 7.62% ; whereas the

iuerea.sed cost of labor, supplies and ta.xes was in terms

of percentage several times as great. The cost of han-

dling waste alone was 38.82c., an increase of 13.24%, or

4.o4c. per yd. over the co.st of 1915. The cost of mining

ore was 19.88c. per ton, this being only 2.1% greater than

for 1915. The small advance in the cost of mining ore,

notwithstanding the greatly increased cost of labor and
supplies, was due to the greater efficiency of the train serv-

ive and the benefit of the primary crushing plant. Of the

ore production for the )'ear .shipped to the mill, 5.2%
came from the Northwest orebody, 19.7% from the North

orebody, 74.5% fiom the South orebody and 0.6% from

the Southwest orebody.

CoNSTHUrTIOX AXD IMPROVEMENTS AT THE MiLL

Following the completion at Hurley of the mill and

its accessories, which were originally built for a capacity

of 5000 tons ])er day. improvements in o]ierating meth-

ods were applied from time to time tending principally

toward increase of tonmige. During the first half of

the year 191 1 the ])lant handled an average of about 6500

tons per day. Then came the enforced restriction of

operations covering a ijcriod of several months, during

which time only limited expenditures for imjirovements

were made. After full tonnage operations were resumed
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in I!) 15, a still more active campaign of betterments was
inangurateil, liaving for iis purpose not only the increase

of tonnage, bnt the improvement of metallurgy. During
the last half of 1915 the plant treated an average tonnage

more than 50% in excess of its original capacity. This

\va.s made possible by the e.xtension of facilities in the

concentrating department, which resulted at the same
time in some increase of recoveries. With the beginning

of 1016 the jiower reqiiirements of the mill and mine
were ra]>idly approaching the maximum output of

the power i)lant, and it ivas decided to install an addi-

tional turbo-generator of a size such as to practically

double the safe working capacity of the plant and thus

provide a reserve against possible accident to any of the

units. The necessary nuicliinery and accessories were or-

dered in January of 1916 for delivery in August, but the

first of the apparatus was not received until late in the

year, and further delays in deliveries will make it impos-

sible to have the full ])lant in o]ieration nuich before the

middle of 1917. In the meantime further additions and
improvements were made in the concentrating depart-

ment. An entirely new slime-settling and water-recovery

system was designed and is now j^artly completed. A fil-

ter plant was constructed for handling fine slime con-

centrates, and the original mill was, through all these

betterments, brought up to the ma.xinnim capacity attain-

able except by the installation of additional grinding

machinery. Throughout the latter half of the year mill

operations were hampered not only by the interference of

alterations and construction, but by lack of an adequate

power supply. Notwithstanding this the average tonnage

for the year 1916 was substantially in excess of that

for the period of full-capacity operations in 1915.

Increase in Capacity

In the first quarter of 1916 it was decided to still further

increase the capacity of the plant by the addition of tivo

new sections, thus contemplating the first additions of

any consequence to the original mill building. One of

these sections and a part of the other will supplement the

original mill equipment by an extensive installation of

fine-grinding machiner\' as well as additional concen-

trating machinery for the treatment of the regular class

of sulphide concentrating ores. A part of the second

section will be set aside for treating the accumulated

stock of partlj' oxidized ores as well as future production

of this class of ore until it is exhausted, after which this

section as a whole may be readily converted to the treat-

ment of ores of the normal concentrating variety. Mate-

rial was not ordered and active construction begun on the

two new sections until late in 1916. At the end of the

year the work was well under way, and it is expected that

a part of the first new section will be in operation during

the second quarter of 1917, but on account of the diffi-

culty in securing construction material it is not probable

that the full benefit of the two new sections will be real-

ized nmch, if any, before the end of the year. It is esti-

mated that the seven-section plant, when completed, will

have a capacity of alx)ut 12,500 tons per day, corresijond-

ing to an increase of about 10% above the capacity of the

present five-section plant. About 1000 tons per day of

the increased capacity will be used foi- the accommodation

of partly oxidized or mixed carbonate and sulphide ores.

Late in the year 1916 an experimental plant of 100 tons

daily capacity was constructed for the jnirposc of working

out improved methods for application to the treatment
of all cla.s.ses of ores. The operation of this plant is

afl'ording valuable information from experimental and
investigative w^ork without interfering with the tonnage
or results of regular milling operations. Investiga-
tions covering a period of several months in 1915
and the eariy part of 1916 indicated that the ac-

cunnilation of several million tons of mill tailings

could be retreated at a profit. A tailings retreatment
jiiant of 1000 tons daily capacity has been constructed,

and is now practically ready for operation.

'SliLh Opekation

For the year 1916 there was treated in the mill at

Iluriey a total of .3,094,400 tons of ore, equivalent to an
average of 8455 tons per day. Previous to June 1 the

highest tonnage treated in the mill in any one dav was
9600 tons. In June a maximum of 10,200 tons wa.s

attained, after which month the average for periods of

several days frequently reached and at times exceeded
that figure. This large increase in tonnage was accom-
plished through changes in the details of milling practice

and through mill improvements that have been in prog-
ress for ahout two years and were still uncompleted at

the close of the year. During the last eight months of

1915 the mill averaged 7865 tons per day, accordingly

the increase in capacity for the year 1916 was 14.55%.
The improvements introduced during 1915 and 1916
increased the mill's capacity a total of 31.55% over the

best former record, which was the first seven months of

1914. This was accomplished in spite of the fact that

during the whole of 1916 the work of construction and
alteration interfered considerably with milling opera-

tions. The average content of the ore treated for the

year was 1.83% copper, or 0.32%, lower than for 1915.

The total production of concentrates was 254,852 tons,

which averaged 14.82% copper. The total amount of

copper contained in the concentrates was 75,551,376 lb.,

corresponding to a recovery of 24.42 lb. of copper per

ton of ore and" representing an extraction of 66.59%,
which was practically the same as that for the year 1915,

notwithstanding the increa.se of tonnage and lower grade
of ore. The average milling cost for the year was 61c.

per ton, an increase of 9.81c. over that for 1915, equiva-

lent to 18.1%, which again is much below the percentage

increase of labor, supplies and taxes.

During the year there was shipped from the mine direct

to the smeltery 524,734 dry tons of ore and 121,769 dry

tons of precipitates containing 210,002 lb. of copper.

The production of copper contained in concentrates

and other shipping pi-oducts for the year, by quarters,

was as follows:

i.b

, 16.350,548
18.157.923
20.550.761
20.602.946

First quarter-
.Second quarter
Third qu.irter
Fourth quarter

Total for year 1916 . 75.761.978

The average cost of the stated net copper jjroduccd for

the year, after making deductions for smelter allowances

and after crediting precious-metal values and miscellane-

ous income, was 8.7c. per lb., as compared to 6.75c. per

lb. for the previous year. The credit for jirecious metals

amounted to 0.11c. per lb., and that for mi.scellaneous in-

come to 0.45c. per lb., a total of 0.56c. per lb. The per

pound cost stated includes operating expenses and charges

of every nature cxcejit depreciation.
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Rand Mineral Production
H\ A. CooiMcii Key*

HYNOFiSIS—The gold oulput of ihc Transvaal in

1910 consfilutes a record, and llie recovery per ton

wa-t hitjiier lliaii in V.)l-'>. Working co.its advanced

f>d: jxr Ion, jirojils and dividendx are diiiiiniKliing.

The fohil pdd (iiitpnt of llie 'l'rans\aal lor liMCi. as

I'etiimcd by tlie (..'liainbi'r of Mines, is i;3!>,484,ii;54 and

L(ius(itutes a record, the previous higiiest being the t38,-

711,581 of 1912. Compared with the previous year tiiere

is an advance of £857,4T3. The recovery per ton of oi'c

crushed was 5d. higher at 2(is. !>(!., and this figure ap-

plied to the tonnage would account for about t"()0(i.(l()ii

of tlie increase. The tonnage crashed throughout the

Transvaal was IDl.ODO additional at 29,175,46.8, which

would represent rather over f2r)(),()()0. The Rand out-

put of £;i8,107,909 was again (as in 1915) a record, the

increase being £842,917. Taking the Hand mines by

tlieni.selA'es, there was an increase of 210,G7;5 in tonnage.

This is b\- no means so large an increase as that shown
in 1915, namely, 2,(112.585 tons, which period benefited

so largely by initial returns from the Government Areas

and Modder Deep. It is interesting to notice that the

tonnage crushed was more than double that in 19U().

A^'ouKiNti Costs Risk to ISn.

It may be recalled that in 1915 working costs advanced

4d. per ton, it being only in the later half of the yeai-

that the rise in the price of stores was felt at all seri-

ously. This last year there has been a further advance of

8d. to 18s. Id., the highest figure since 1912 and with" that

exception, since 1907. With a Held crushing 2,35(),0iK)

tons a moutli, as does the Rand, a few pence per ton

amount in tlie aggregate to a very large sum. The actual

rise which has taken place represents £950,000 for the

year. Collated figures show thai the mines of the Rand
expended £25,7(!o,000, compared with £24,057,500, an

increase of £1,10(1,000, an additional 210,(iOO tons being

crushed. If we take the mines of the outside districts

into consideration also, the total expenditure exceeded

£20,550,000. Owing to the enhanced tonnage and better

grade, Rand profits were only £.']00.000 less than for

1915. The total was £ll,()30.()0(i. On the unit basis, the

rale was 8s. 2d. instead of 8s. 5d. and contrasting with

9s. in 1914, 9s. Od. in 1913, and a level half-sovereign in

1912. Mines of the outside districts made an aggregate

profit of £251,300, or only a few thousands less than in

1915. when those mines made £170,000 less than for 1914.

Both the Nigel and the Slieba have for months sustained

losses. Some measure of the growth of expenditure may
be had from the fact that last year's total was within

£700.000 of Ihc- entin- Rand (mtput in 1907

.

l.\Ti-;i(x.\L Financing Xi-:ci:ssai;v

'i'he fact that the liritish Treasury prohibils new issues

of ca])ital for gold mining ventures—and that is broadly

the jjosition—has caused the industry to find such funds

fi-om internal sources to an even greater extent than pre-

viously. Much larger quantities of stores are held as a

verv necessary assurance against irregularity in ship-

ments, which an interval of a month between mails from

England brings forcibly home to the general public. 'I'lie

gi-eat Itandfontein Central company was in a position

lo liave paid a 5% dividend, which would have amounted
to £235,000, but the Barnato grou]), to which the control

has jiassed, decided that it was best to consei've the com-

pany's resources, lioth 1915 and 1910 had to bear the

special war levy of £500,000.

These factors explain why the gap between woi'king

))io(its (£11,630,001) and dividends actually declared

((:7,095.935) is wider than usual. Ft ligiires at no less

than £4,534,935, compared with £4.313,500 in 1915. In

the following table are contrasted the dividends and work-

ing pi'olit-s:

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

Even a glance at (he diagrams accompanying this ar-

ticle will show that shaieholdeis are not getting any pro-

portion of the greatly augmented production of the past

Profits
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a aiiir iiiilliiiiis. 1 1 t-iiiuiot he said (liat iiiiiu> sliai'dioldcrs

aiv liaviii.u- llic lime of their lives. While the jjosilioii

is eiiiineiillv souiiil rroiii a |ii'ii(hieti\(' standpoint, as also

rmni llie Iiiipei'ial vie\v|)oint, it is imieli loss satisfactory

to sliareholders. hast yeai- we drew attention to tlic in-

tensely diseriniinatiiig eharaeter of recent market activity,

and now tliat another lias passed, we may descrihe it as

the essential feature of liMil. Notice how many shares oi'

older mines are now in the reuion of pai', though still

])aying good dividends.

Ill the ciiTumstanees reviewed, it will he easily real-

ized ihat tlu' dill'erelice hetui'en dividends and produc-

tion. al\va\s a \cry drastic iiicllii)d of indicating work-

ina" costs, and with so nian\- items over and ahove those

charged to working costs now entering, no longer a reli-

ahle method, will represent a high figure per ton. lu point

^
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President Wilson's Proclamation to the

American People
President Wilson, on Apr. 15, made the loUowinf; ad-

dress to the people of the United States:

My Fellow Counlri/mcn :

The entrance of our own beloved country into the

grim and terrible war for democracy and human rii;hts

which has shaken the world creates so many problems of

national life and action which call for immediate con-

sideration and settlement Uiat I hoi)e yon will permit me
to address to you a few words of earnest counsel and ap-

peal with regard to them.

We are rapidly putting our navy upon an ell'cctive

war footing and are aboiit to create and equi)) a great

army, but these are the simplest parts of the great task

to which we have addressed ourselves. There is not a

single selfish element, so far as I can see, in the cause

we are fighting for. We are fighting for what we believe

and wish to be the rights of mankind and for the fviture

peace and security of the world. To do this great thing

worthily and successfully we must devote ourselves to

the service without regard to ]irofit or material advan-

tage and with an energy and intelliuence that will rise

to the level of the enterprise itself. Wo must realize to

the full how great the task is and how many things, how

many kinds and elements of capacity and service and

.self-sacrifice it involves.

Things to be done Besides Fighting

These, then, are the things we must do and do well,

besides fighting—the things without which mere fight-

ing would be fruitless.

We must supply abundant food for ourselves and for

our armies and our seamen not only ; but also, for a large

part of the nations with whom we have now made common
eaiise, in whose sujiport and by whose sides we shall be

fighting.

We mu.'jt supply shi])s by the hundreds out of our

shipyards to carry to the other side of the sea, subma-

rines or no submarines, what will every day be needed

there and abundant materials out of our fields and our

mines and our factories with which not only to clothe and

equip our own forces on land and sea but also to clothe

and support our people for whom the gallant fellows

under arms can no longer work : to help clothe and equip

the armies with which we are cooperating in Europe and

to keep the looms and manufactories there in raw ma-

terials ; coal to kee]) the fires going in ships at sea and

in the furnaces of huiulreds of factories across the sea ;.

steel out of which to make arms and ammunition both

here and there ; rails for worn out railways back of the

fighting fronts; locomotives and rolling stock to take the

place of those every day going to pieces; mules, hor.ses,

cattle for labor and for military service; everything with

which the people of England and France and Italy and

Russia have usually supplied themselves but cannot now
afford the men, the materials or the machinery to make.

It is evident to eyery thinking man that our indus-

tries, on the farms, in the shipyards, in the mines, in the

factories, must be made more prolific and moi'e ellicient

than ever and that they must be more economically man-

aged and better adapted to the ]iarticular requirements

of our task than they have oeen : and wliat I want to

say is that the men and the women who devote their

thought and their energy to the.se things will be serving

llie country and conducting the fight for peace and free-

dom jusl as truly and just as effectively as the men on

the battlefield or in the trenches.

The industrial forces of the country, men and women
alike, will be a great national, a great international

service army—a notable and honored host engaged in

the .service of the nation and the world, the efficient

friends and saviors of free man everywhere. Thousands,

nay, hundreds of thousands of men otherwise liable to

military service will, of right and of necessity, be e,\-

cused from that service and assigned to the fundamental

sustaining work of the fields and factories and mines,

and they will be as much part of the great patriotic forces

of the nation as the men under fire.

An Appe.al to the Farmer

I take the liberty, therefore, of addressing this word

to the farmers of the country and to all who work on

the farms. The supreme need of our own nation and of

the nations with which we are cooperating is an abun-

dance of supplies and especially of foodstuff's.

Tlie importance of an adequate food supply, espe-

cially for the present year, is superlative. Without

abundant food, alike for the armies and the peoples now

at war, the whole great enterpri.se upon which we have

embarked will break down and fail. The world's food

reserves are low. Not only during the present emer-

gency but for some time after peace shall have come

both our own people and a large proportion of the peo-

ple of Europe must rely upon the harvests in America.

Upon the farmers of this country, therefore, in large

measure rests the fate of the war and the fate of the

nations. May the nation not count upon them to omit

no step that will increa.«e the production of their land or

that will bring about the most effectual cooperation in

the sale and distribution of their products?

The time is short. It is of the most imperative impor-

tance that everything possible be done and done imme-
diately to make sure of large harvests. I call upon young
men and old alike and upon the able-bodied boys of the

land to accept and act upon thi.s duty—to turn in hosts

to the farms and make certain that no pains and labor

is lacking in this great matter.

To the Farmers of the South

I particularly appeal to the farmers of the South to

plant abundant foodstuffs as well as cotton. They can

show their patriotism in no better or more convincing

way than by resisting the great temptation of the present

price of cotton and helping, helping upon a great scale,

to feed the nation and the peoples everywhere who are

fighting for tlicir liberties and for our own. The variety

of their crops will be the visible measure of their com-

prehension of their national duty.

The Government of the United States and the Gov-

ernments of the .'jcyoral States stand ready to cooperate.

They will do everything possible to assist farmers in

securing an adequate siipply of seed, an adequate force

of laborers when they are most needed at harvest time.
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iiiul the moans ol' cxiicililinu' sliipiiiniN nf IVililizors anil

\'\w\\\ niafhinpi'v, :is well as nf llir rrii]>.s lliPinsi'lvcs

wlicn harvested.

The pour.se (iT trailc sliall he a.s uiihaniiipi'ed as it is

possible to make it ami there shall he no unwarranted

nianipnlation of the nalimi's food snjiply In' those who

handle it on its way to the eonsinner. This is our oppor-

tunity to demonstrate the etiieieney of a areat democracy

and we shall not fall short of i1.

This let me say to the middlemen of every sort, whether'

they are handlinji' our foodstuffs or our law materials of

mamvfacture or the ]iroduets of our mills and faetories.

Tlie eyes of the country will he esjiecially upon you. This

is your opjjortunity for signal service, ellicienl and dis-

interested. The country expects you, as it ex])ects all

others, to forego unusual profits, to organize and ex-

pedite shi])mcnts of supplies of every kind, hut especially

of food, with an eye to the service you are rendering and

in the spirit of those who enlist in the ranks, for their

people, not for themselves. I shall confidently expect

voir to deserve and win the confidence of people of every

sort and station.

To the men who run the railways of the country,

whether they he managers or operative emjiloyees, let

me say that the railways are the arteries of the nation's

life and that upon them rests the immense responsi-

bility of seeing to it that these arteries suffer no olistruc-

tion of any kind, nn inetTiciency or slackened ]iower.

Small Profits axd Quick Service

To the merchant let me suggest the motto : "Small

profits and quick service"; and to the shipbuilder the

thought that the life of the war depends upon him.

The food and the war supplies must be carried across

the seas no matter how many ships are sent to tlie bot-

tom. The places of those that go down nnist be sui_i))Iieil

and supplied at once.

To the miner let me say that he stands where the

farmer does; the work of the world waits on In'ni. If he

slackens or fails, armies and statesmen are helpless. He
also is enlisted in the great service army.

The manufacturer does not need to be told. I hope,

that the nation looks to him to speed and perfect every

process ; and I want only to remind his employees that

their service is absolutely indispensable and is counted

on by every man who loves the countiy and its liberties.

Let me suggest also that every one who creates or

cultivates a garden helps and helps greatly to solve the

problem of the feeding of the nations and that every

housewife who practices strict eco!iomy puts herself in

the ranks of those who serve the nation.

This is the time for America to correct her unpardon-

able fault of wastefulness and extravagance.

Let every man and every woman assume the duty of

careful, provident use and expenditure as a public duty,

as a dictate of patriotism which no one can now expect

ever to be excused or forgiven for ignoring.

In the hope that this statement of the needs of tlie

nation and of the worhl in tliis hour of supreme crisis

may .stimulate tho.se to whnn it comes and remind all

who need reminder of the solemn duties of a time such as

the world has never seen before, I beg that all editors

and publishers everywhere will give as prominent ]ndjlica-

tio)i and as wide circulation as possible to this a|jpeal. I

venture to suggest, also, to all ad\-ertising agencies that

lliey wnulil perhaps ivndei' a \cry substantial and timely

ser\icc> III llic cduiiliy if they would give it widespread
repetition, ami I hope that clergymen will not think tlie

theme of it an unworthy or inajjpropriatc subject of com-
ment and homily from their pulpits.

The supi-eme test of the nation has come. We must
all speak, act and scr\e together.

W'ooonow WiL.sON.

if;

Foreign Trade in Lead and Zinc

Im|)orts of lead and zinc during i<Y'l)i-uary, 1917, are

reported by the Department of Commerce as follows:

Artirlt's and C-ountrics Contents, Lb.
Lend I 111-:

Salvador
Mexico
Chile
Peru
German .\fri(

692
1,079,316

51,895
4,554

1,747,200

Lcatl—Raso

Canada
Mexiro
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The $5,000,000,000 Loan
Conafress has this wock authorized the issuance of bonrls

by the United States Government to the huge amount of

five thousand million dollars, two-fifths of which will be

for our own purposes and three-fifths for the Allies in

such ways as they may signify their needs. These bonds

will not be issued all at once, but as required. Thus will

financial conditions be lea.st disturbed. They Mill bear

interest at ^%.
Subscription to the new loan is going to he a ]iatriotic

duty. It is also going to be the most gilt-edge invest-

ment for reserve funds. It must be shown, moreover, that

the United States means business. In other words, the

money must be promptly subscribed, ^foney talks.

llany of our mining companies have bulging treas-

uries. They have huge s'lrpluses accunnilated di-

rectly from conditions arising from the war. Many of

them have already put their funds in Anglo- Freni-h and

other foreign loans. Let them, and others, now subscribe

liberally for the '"Old Glory Loan." Do it quickly and

do it lavishly. Not only will it 1)C patriotic, but also

will it look good in the balance sheets.

This editorial is addressed especially to the president-

and boards of directors, but none the less is the advice

intended for the individuals of the mining indu.stry

—

from the cajjitalist to the wage earner. To the humblest

and most timid we say with confidence, Put your savings

into (_)ld (Jlory bonds.

m

Copper, Lead and Zinc

The markets for co])]icr. lead and zinc since the declara-

tion of war have been outwardly dominated by the \incer-

tainty created in the first place by the offer l)y the copper

producers to the Government of a relatively small quan-

tity of co]3per at a greatly reduced price and the proba-

bility that the zinc and lead producers would do some-

thing similar. But we think that there are conditions

more fundamental that are operating in these markets

and are leading to the feelings of hesitation and the weak-

ening tendency in copper and'zinc.

Our readers will bear in mind that long ago we ex-

pressed the conviction that prices would come down, ir-

re.spective of continuance of the war, given time enough.

Not that they would recede to former low levels, but

rather to new ones corresponding somewhat to increased

costs of production, which vary in the several cases.

Merely as gue.sse.s, we think of the increa.sed cost of pro-

ducing copper on the average as being perhaps 10% above

what it was just before the war: of lead. \0% : of zinc,

50%. Declining pi'ices ought therefore to be checked for

a longer or shorter ])ei'iod on such elevated frameworks,

which later will be taken down gradually when the great

readjustment begins—in other words, when the least eco-

nomical producers begin to be forced out of b\isiness,

releasing men and reducing the demand \'oy supplies.

\\'ith respect to copper, we expressed the ()])inion last

December that (ircal Britain and France had probably

overbought their requirements for the first half of 1!)17

and that the producers had underestimated their output

:

and we looked therefore for an easing of the market at

about this time. The first part of our opinion is

undoubtedly proving correct, for it is well known

that the ])roducers are more or less behind in their deliv-

eries to the Allies, whose sanction has been given to the

dereliction. Our opinion as to production was mis-

taken, ])roduction having been curtailed by the .strikes

in several of the refineries and by the railway congestion,

which cau.sed certain of the refiners to have idle vats

owing to inability to get raw material. Nevertheless it is

certain that Great Britain and France have not got to

buy co])per for the second half of 1!)17 so early as three

months ago was expected, and this is due to the great

economies in the use of copper, as well as of other metals,

that have been instituted abroad. And it is these con-

ditions, we think, that are producing the present weak-

}iess in copper, not especially in the nearby position

—

which is still fairly strong owing to the scarcity of sup-

])ly. but does not mean anything owing to the relatively

trifling quantities either to be bought or sold—but rather

in the major market; that is, for delivery in July and

later, for which producers want to sell. They do not

readily find buyers, and manifestly the price must go

to a point wliere buyers will be interested.

Now that is not a gloomy prospect for the producers.

It is better for them to sell copper freely at a profitable

price than to have quotations of ;50c. or upward and not

sell any or, we should say, not very much. In fact, the

weekly sales of copper have been light ever since the mar-

ket cxdminated last November. Quotations have been

made on relatively small transactions. Thirty-cent cop-

per has looked fine on paper. But jiroducers have not

derived much profit from it. What they are doing is to

deliver their output for the first half of 19 IT on contracts

that are yielding them 26^fo 27ic. In 191G they earned

big profits on averages of 24Co 26c. It was a rather insane

idea that a new boom was going to start at about 30e. and

go to what ? 40c. ? Even ."JOc was bound to curtail con-

sumption.

We do not think that the offering of a little copper to

the Government at 16Jc. had very much to do with the

present situation except to inspire some soberer thoughts.

Of still less concern are the ideas that Washington will

commandeer large supplies of copper at that price. We
think rather that ijoth the United States and the Allies

will buy their great supplies of copper at the market

jirice—we do not see hove there can be two prices, a gov-

ernment price and an industrial price—but the market

lirice will probably be lower than now though still very

])rofitable to the ])roducers, for it will be necessary to

maintain ]iroduction at a high rate. The entry of the

United States into the war will increa.se the demand.

As for .spelter, the inmiediate situation i.s simple. Pro-

duction is already in excess of demand at existing |)rices.
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as evorybody lias been rores«nn<i' it woiibl be, and unsukl

stocks are accunmlatiiijj;. Tlie mystery of tbis market is

that it lias bold up so loii»- as it has, the only explanation

beinji: that producers have held back their supplies ex-

pecting an improved demand and have l)een disappointed.

When they came to that conclusion and tried to sell spel-

ter, the price cruini)led away. However, spelter has not,

perhajis, very far to drop. Durinj;' the depressions in

1!)1(> declines halted at about 8c., which appeared to be

bedrock nnder the then existino; cojiditions, for .-^ome ol'

the weaker smellers then bej;au to j>o out of business. Tf

the production of the strong concerns has sufficiently in-

creased, another group of weak members may be put out

on another decline which may find a new bedrock. Here

again a new demand from the United States Government

may be a retarding factor.

Of the three major metals lead is unquestionably the

strongest. The explanation is again very simple: namely,

demand is stronger than supply. A large demand from

the Government would jirobably create a very interesting

situation.

Let Us Avoid Economic Fallacies

The scheme for taxation submitted by Secretary Mc-

Adoo is in the main very sound, proposing as it does to

levy on luxuries and avoiding any further increase in the

inheritance tax. The proposal to reduce the limit of

exemption from the income tax also is proper, but the

increases on large incomes might well be tempered, any-

way to begin with. Stamp taxes have among other ad-

vantages that of immediate collection. The collei-tion

of income taxes is necessarily belated, and pending their

collection it is necessary to resort to other methods of

finance. It should not be forgotten that it was not until

September, 1915, when long continuance of the war
seemed certain, that Great Britain began to emphasize

the income tax, and it was not until the spring of 191G

that the existing high rate was fixed. Secretary McAdoo
is fully Justified, on the other hand, in his plan to in-

crease the tax on alcoholic spirit and beer, wdiile those

who suggest the excessive taxation of those things are

either insincere or incorrect. If it be their idea to effect

national prohibition by making drink too costly for use,

that is one thing ; but it would not be a revenue measure

at all, for if there were no use, there would be no taxes

collected.

A common fallacy is the idea of conducting a cheap

war; that is, a war in which nobody is to be permitted to

make any profit in supplying the amiy and navy. There

is no such thing as a cheap war. "War by its nature is

costly. Economy in the purchase of supplies and in ad-

ministration is desirable, but paramount is efficiencv.

There has been so much irresponsible clamor about the

war being forced by munition makers for their own
profit that there seemed to be great danger that the

executive departments would be led into grave errors in

the zeal to prevent extortion. This spirit is highly com-

mendable when directed against unpatriotic persons who
seek to palm off embalmed beef, useless steam yachts,

etc., on the Government at high prices and do such things

as created scandals in the Civil "War and during our re-

cent little war with Spain. But if cheese-paring is to be

practiced at the expense of speed in securing necessaiy

equipment, it is not economy at all, but rather a drag

upon efficiency. Economy and eilicieiU'y should be tlie

watchwords, and business men should be credited with

the patriotism that everyone feels.

Closely connected with this is the matter of price

regulation, not only of military material, but also of food-

stulfs and all the things required by the workers behind

the lines. The talk of price regulation has displayed an

amazing ignorance of economics. High prices contain

the elements of their own cure. They are necessary in

oilier to speed up production. That is the reason why
they beonie high. When production is sufficiently

stimulated, they begin to fall. P^urojiean experieni-es have

ilhisti'atcd the cycle. On the first great upward rush of

prices the governments have sought to check and control

the movement by fixing maxima. The result has been

just the opjiosite of what was hoped. If things had been

let alone, the high prices themselves would have re-

stricted consumption and the recession would have en-

sued. The establishment of moderate maxima simply

stimulated consumption. So the governments had to

make the sound econoinic move of controlling consump-

tion. Then it appealed that low jirices discourage pro-

duction, wliicli has to bi> maintained by fixing minima,

or guaranteed prices. The very governments that started

out with fixing maxima have ended with fixing minima.

There may be ])roperly, of course, such governmental

regulations as will prevent speculative "profiteering,"

but the" true control of prices lies in control of consump-

tion. Do that and the matter of prices will take care of

itself. The great es.sentials with regard to all commod-

ities is first to reduce wastes; next to restrict unnecessary

uses. The British and French have learned this. We
Americans are also going to learn it. That we are going

to be forced to do so makes us more hopeful of the future

than we should have been if the war had ceased six

months ago, when we were at the height of our ex-

travagance.

What of Business Prospects?

Since the United States has entered the war, business

has halted owing to fears of oppressive taxation. Previ-

ously, there had been ideas of activity resulting from the

inflation that always follows the financial measures neces-

sary to carry on war. Such ideas were chilled, however,

bv the talk of carrying on the war cheajily, and what with

the intimations about conscripting industries and so levy-

ing taxes as to ])av as we go, there has been a pall of gloom

thrown over business. Probably we have swung too far

into pessimism, as previously we hacl done into optimism.

Now, no economist will pretend that war is ever in-

herently a benefit. If it were, we should be at war all

the time. War may be a benefit for the correction of

evil, just as is a surgical operation, but nobody submits

himself to the latter unless he is obliged to, and either a

war or a surgical operation is a costly thing which would

be avoided unless something worse were likely to result.

But in the case of war it has been the common experience

that during the progress of it there has been great in-

dustrial activity and apparent prosperity.

As to what is going to ba])])en to business in the United

States in the immediate future, it is likely that out of

the confusion of the moment some fundamental condi-

tions will emerge. Common sense will |)revail, as gener-

ally it docs. This means that indiLstries will not be so
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uiulnly tlirnitlcd by taxation (hat Ihcy cannot be laiTicil

on, for if that vvtfp (o happen, we eoiilil not carry on \\w

war itself. Tiie e.xiJendilnre of large sums of bori'owed

money is bound to produce activity. There is uo reason

to foresee that we are going to reverse the e.x])erienees of

(lie past On the contrary, there is every reason to e.xpect

(hat business in the United States at war will Collow the

course of business in Great Britain at war. which has

been active, as everyone knows. Inasnuich as (lur mcdiod
of financing will prol)ably be planned according to Bridsh

l)recedents, it is likely that our industrial experiences

will be similai'. We are not to ex]iect a boom, however,

for our |irices were already at a high—too high—level

and readjustment downward was impending anyhow;
but we may exi)ect a continuance of activity and a high

level of prices.

Tin Plate and Can Industry

TJiis industry is seriously liandicappcd by (be diliiculty

of oljtaining an adequate supply of .pig tin. which has to

be imported from the Straits Settlements, Australia,

China and Java. In consequence of these ditficulties,

American manufacturers are forced to pay for pig tin

55c. per lb., while English manufacturers are paying

about 46o. per lb. Besides consumers of tin cans have

been unable in many cases to obtain a sufficient supjily

for their needs. The packing and canning industries are

being seriously afTected, while in other lines like tobacco,

etc., substitutes for tin cans are being considered. Prompt
relief is necessary before this year's crops are available.

[*]

We printed an edition of 14,000 copies of our Spe-

cial Mining Number, but this was exhausted within a

few days after publication. AVe regret, therefore, that

at present we are unable to supply the demand for ad-

ditional copies that still continues. There are probably

some of our readers interested in metallurgy rather than

mining who do not care to preserve the issue of Ajjr. 7.

We shall be pleased if they will return to us copies that

are not needed. We will pay the jjostage and the reg-

ular price of 15 cents per copy.

;^

Total subscrijitions to Belgian Kiddies up to date

amount to $80,812. This is nut increasing as rapidly as

it should, (iet busv !

DtiiimiiiiitiiMiii

I BY THE WAY
|

Under the caption "Class Legislation,'" the Boston A( irs

Huirau says : "Heiircsentativc Gary, Wisconsin, introduced

resolution that in raising army by selective conscriiition,

first selection should be made from such male citizens of

proper military age as are officers or members of New York

Stock Kxchange or any other similar body or officials in

banks, lawyers, magazine editors and other citizens en-

gaged in non])roductive pursuits.'" Our idea of zein in

legislative, ])roductive and military qualifications is typi-

fied by the honorable membei's from Wisconsin.

*;

Selling to the Govennnent at "10% over cost" sounds

simple until one asks what "cost" is, remarks the New
York Evening Post. The direct costs are of course as-

certainable, but in most factories more than half the cost

i> uxcrliead and tins \aiics with the totid <)uantity liinicd

oii(. Ilnw shall it be distributed? There are also the

questions of rent, heat, otiice and selling expenses in a

factory turning out a variety of articles which pass

through a series of processes. These are matters of dis-

agreement among experts. How much rent should be

permiKcd to a factory owned by the managers-' Tfow

large salaries should go to the officers? How shall we

estimate repairs and improvements? By a series of

arbitrary decisions the Interstate Connnerce Commission

has forced a uniform cost system on the railroads. Fac-

tories have none, and it is hard to see how they can

have any. It may be better to leave economic forces to

work themselves out. and regulate profits by taxation.

To any one who has followed English experience in tam-

pering with industrial machinery the danger will be

obvious.

Speaking of Hoover's new job, the New York Kicning

Post said: Everyone who knows Mr. Hoover or anything

about his work will acclaim the invitation to liim by our

Government to take special charge of matters relating

to food supply and food distribution in this country.

^Ii'. Hoover ha.s made jiroof of liis genius for organization

on a grand scale. While his heart must still be given

to tlie vast work of Belgian relief, it may be that the

machine which he built for it is now running .^o effi-

ciently that he can take his liand from it. Certainly, at

home he could find scope for his exceptional powers. The
lack of coordination in our whole system of producer-to-

con.sumer has long been notorious: and if anybody can

introduce method and economy into it, Mr. Hoover is

the man, espei-ially if he is clothed with peculiar au-

thority in time of war. To ask him to take the laborious

jiosition is at once a recognition of his great achievement

and a way of doing marked honor to him. For Mr.

Hoover is one to value, above jjraise for work done, the

opportunity to do new work.

The super-relined quintessence of editorial courtesy is

exemplified in the following from our esteemed contem-

porary Power. It is said that the return of a manuscript

to its authoi- may imperil the life of the Chinese editor

and that only by the invariable use of the most gracious,

courteous and apologetic language can he expect to avert

the awful -wrath of tlie contributor whose manuscript is

declined, and save his own editorial head from swift de-

capitation. Tile following letter from a Celestial editor,

accompanying the return of a manuscript, surely denotes

tactfulness and a realization of the direful consequences

if the recipient took offense thereat, says Our Dumb
.\ III mots: Most honored brother of the sun and the moon:

Your slave is prostrate at your feet! I kiss the ground

before you, and implore you to authorize me to speak

and li\e. Your manuscript has permitted itself to be

looked upon by us. and we have read it with enchant-

ment. I swear on the tomb of my ancestors that I have

never read anything more exalted. It is with fear and

terror that I send it back. If I allowed myself to print

this treasure, the president would immediately order me
to use it forever as an example, and forbid me to dare to

print anything inferior. My literary experience enables

ine to declare that such literary pearls are only created

once in ten thousand years, and this is why I take the

liljertv of rctui'uing it to you.
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New Publications

Oil Investigations in Illinois in 1916. Dirc-rtrd
by iTid II K.iy. I'p. SO ; illus. Bull. 33,
IllliiDis Stall' (;i-uUii:iial .Survey, Cibana.

Cost Accountins: Theory and rractice. By .T.

Lee .Niehols.ui. .T/ixSVj. pj). :i41, illus.': $1,
Ronald Tress Co., 20 Vesey St., New York,
19115.

Cobalt Alloys with Noncorrosive Properties. By
Herbert T. Kalmus arul K. B Blake. Tp. -i' :

illus. Part IV. Canada Department of Mines,
OttnMa.

A Study of the Magmatic Sulnhide Ores. Bv
C. F. Tolman, Jr., and Austin F. Rogers. 6',i

X 10, pp. 7li and i» plates. Stanford Vni-
versity, Calif.

The Transactions of the Canadian IHining Insti-
tute. 1916. Edited by the Secretary, H. .Mor-
timer-Lamb, .1^2 X S;'4 ; pp. 429; illus.. Vol.
XIX. Canadian Mining: Institute. Montreal.

The Theory of Drying and Its .Vitplieation to the
, New Humidity-IieKiilated and Recirculating
Dry Kiln. By Harry D. Tieniann. Pp. 28,
illus. Bull. .'.(19. r. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Wasbington.

The Geology of the Country to the South of

Kalgoorlie. Including the Mining Centers of

Golden Ridge and Feysville. By C. Sidney
Houman. Pp. 7.') ; illus. Bull. 66, Western
Australia Geological Suryey. Perth.

Handbook of the Mining Industry of Oregon.
AliJbabelical List nf .Mines. Mining Companies
and Prospects ;

Description of Jlining Dis-
tricts. By H. M. Parks and A. M. Swartley.
Pp. 306, illus. Oregon Bureau of Mines and
Geology, Corvallis.

Pipe and Public Welfare. By R. C. MeWane.
5x7^4, pp. lli.'i. illus.; $1. The Stirling

Press. New York.
Four chapters dealing with the early history

of pipe installations, process of manufacture ot

iron pipe, its deterioration aiul deyelopment of
wood pipe. Interesting reading for those inter-

ested in pipe manufacture.

The Efficient Purchase and Utilization of IMine

Supplies. By Hubert N Stronek and .Tolni

R. Billyard '. xHi, pp. 97. illus.; $1.23.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Y'ork.

A little book but interesting, describing a yery
complete system of purchase and store mefliods
and accounts for mines of considerable size ; but
containing many suggestions and blanks which
could well be adopted by small mines witli small
clerical forces

Boletin de Minas, No. 2. .Tan.. 1917. Pp. lO.i.

illus. Secretaria de Agricultura. Coiuercio j-

Trabajo. Habana. Cuba.
The report of the geological reconnaissance in

1901 by C. Willard Hayes, T. Wayland Vaughan
and Arthur C. Spencer, for Major General Leon-
ard Wood, translated into Spanish, witli notes
on the mines of Puerto Principe. Cobre. ^lani-
caragua. Also a short article on tlie int^.uence

of climate on the formation of minerals.

Part of the District of Lake St. John. Quebec.
By .Tohn A. Dresser. Pp. S.S ; illus. Memoir 92.

Canada Department of Mines, Geological Survey
Branch. Ottawa.
A geological description of this region, 120

miles north of Quebec City. An interesting
chapter on the possibility of electric smelting of
the iron ores of the St, Charles deposit, with
estimated costs compared with smelting.

Water Powers of Manitoba. Saskatciiewan and
Alberta, By Leo O Denis and .1, B Challies,
7x10. pp, .334, illus. Commission of Con-
servation, Ottawa.
The results of further work since the publi-

cation of "Water Powers of Canada" in 1911.
Rainfall data, profiles of the i)rincipal rivers and
an appendix containing a table of the available
water power capable of development makes this
book most useful for an engineer contemplating
hydraulic or hydro-electric development in tlie

provinces covered.

Engineering Analysis of a Mining Share. Bv .1.

C. Pickering. 6x9. pp, 95 : $1.50. McGraw-
Hill Book Co.. New York.

This estimable little book is a readable and
highly interesting discussion of the many factors
that an engineer weighs when examining and con-
sidering a mining proposition, and it is made
human (which the majority of such attempts are
not) by tile author's appreciation of the non-
technical training of his reader, for which class
it is intended, and by his choice of popular and
well-known mining shares to be analyzed for
examples.

Royal Ontario Nickel Commission Report. Pp.
52S: illus. Royal Ontario Nickel Commission.
Toronto.
Contents: Summary and Conclusions: Agita-

tion for Home Refining of Nickel: Historical
Sketch of Nickel Discoveries : The Operating
NMckel Companies : Nickel Deposits of the World

;

Properties and Uses of Nickel and Its Com-
ipounds ; Nonferrous Nickel .\lloys ; Nickel Steel
and Otiier .Vickel Alloys Containing Iron ; Smelt-
ing Wickel Ores; Refining Processes; Recovery

of Metals of tlie Platinum Group: Recovcrv and
nilization of Sulphur; Statistics; Taxation of
.Mines and .Mining Industries,

Illinois State Geological Survey, Year Hook for
1915. Adiiiinistrative Report and Kconoinic and
Geological I'apers. Il'i x 111. pp. Kso : llliis.

Bull. 33, Illinois Stale Geological Survey,
Urbann.
Administrative ReportV by F. W. DeWolf

;

Mineral Resources of Illinois In 1913, by n. .T,

Skewes ; Petroleum in Illinois In 1914 aiid 191.".,

by Fred H. Kay; Geological Structure of Canton
and Avon (luadrangles, by T. E. Savage: Notes
on Bremem Anticline, Randolpli County, bv Fred
H. Kay ; Oil and Gas in the Birds (iuailranglc,
liy John L. Rich ; and Oil and Gas in the Vin-
ccnnes (luadrangle, by John L. Rich

The Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute.
Edited by (Jeorge C. Lloyd. 5Vix8'4, pp.
303, illus. Vol. XCIV. Iron and Steel In-
stitute, London. S. W.

Contains a list of council and officers, minutes
and proceedings of the meetings, and the usual
collection of papers and discussion thereon, to-
gether with notes on the progress of the home
and foreign iron and steel industry, covering iron
ores, their composition and appearance, iron-ore
mining, mechanical separation ; refractory mate-
rials ; fuel; production of iron: foundry practice;
and tlie production of steel : forging and rolling-
mill practice; further treatment of iron and steel,
physical and chemical properties, chemical anal-
ysis and economics,

A Handbook of Briguetting. Vol. 1. Tlie Briiiuet-
ting of Coals, Brown Coals and Oilier Fuels.
By G. Franke, translated by Fred. C. A. H.
Lantsberry. 6.x8i,i. pp. 631. illus, London,
Charles Griffln & Co.: Pliiladelpliia, J. B.
Lippincott Co.

This volume, by the professor of mining, ore
dressing and briiiuetting, in the Kgl. Bergakademie
in Berlin, and translated by Lantsberry. the
head of the Birmingham Small Arms Co. Labora-
tory, deals wlioliy with the briquetting of pit coals
and brown coals, including the preparation of
wet compressed blocks. A second and shorter
volume will follow soon and will describe tiie

briquetting of ores, metallurgical products, metal
swarf and agglomeration.

The Mining Manual and Mining Year Book for
1917. By Walter R. Skinner. 3 x 8>i in : iip.

960. 17s, Walter R. Skinner, London, E, C,
England,

The 1917 volume of this well-known mining
year book, which is the thirty-first consecutive
yearly issue, lias ajipeared this year with its

usual regularity, and is especially welcome at
this time when reliable information regarding the
various mines, their financial position, etc . is so
useful. It is a matter of congratulaflon that the
war has not interfered witli the publication of
this work. Each volume lias either kept up to
tlie standard of the preceding one. or lias shown
an improvement. No important innovations are
noted in tlie present volume, but all of the good
features are continued.

State Oil and Gas Supervisor of California for
the Year 1913-16, Covering Operations of
tile Departnienr of Petroleum and Gas of the
State Mining Bureau, Submitted bv R, P,
McLaughlin. Pp, 278, illus. Bull. 73. Cali-
fornia State Mining Bureau. Sacramento.

The first annual report of the State Oil and Gas
Supervisor, relative to the work of protecting the
oil fields from damage by infiltration. The report
is wortliy of special comment, because tile law
authorizing the work is an entirely original de-
velopment from California experience, and not
previously used in any other state. As a result
of a year's operation, it has been found that this
pioneer legislation not onlv has been effective,
but meets with the approval of most of the oil
operators, and only minor details need revision.

Elements of Mineralogy. Crystallography and
Blowpipe Anal.vsis From a Practical Stand-
point. By Alfred J. Moses and Charles Latli-
rop Parsons. 5',4 x 8%, pp. 631, illus.; $3.
Fifth Edition, enlarged and in part rewrit-
ten. D. Van Nostraild Co.. New York.

This work includes a description of all common
and useful minerals, their formation and occur-
rence, tests necessary for their identification, the
recognition and measurement of their crystals,
and their economic importance and uses in the
arts. About 200 additional pages have been in-
cluded in this latest edition, the section on crys-
tallo-optics has been enlarged, togetlier with
schemes for crushed fragments and group optical
distinctions consequent upon the proved value for
polarizing microscopes. One chapter gives a sum-
mary of useful tests with the blowpipe, and the
work concludes with extensive and valuable tables
for rapid determination of the common minerals.
-Vlfrcd J. Moses is professor of mineralogy at
Columbia University, and Charles Lathrop Par-
sons is chief chemist of the United States Bureau
of Mines.

Workmen's Compensation Laws of the United
States and Foreign Countries. Pp. 961. Bull
203. U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wash-
ington.

Contains reports of the commissions of various
states, progress of leji-slation and comparison of
principal features of the various laws and their
many raiuitlcations, A chart showing the princi-

pal features of the various laws is given and an
analysis of tlie principal featilr.'S of the laws
of tlie various states. The constitutionality and
construction of statutes, due process of law. Jury
trial, liability vvlthont fault, abrogation of employ-
ers' defenses, are some of the many details dla-
cu.ssed. Under the head of "Worklngmen's Com-
pensatliui Laws of Foreign Countries" are given
the details of progress of such h^glslatlon, Indus-
tries covered, persons Insured, character of bene-
fits, disabilities not compensated, disabilities com-
jiensated, burden of cost, procedure, organization
of the Insurance, security of payment, and an
analysis of the principal features of such laws In
Canada, Europe, Russia and Australasia.

The "South American Year Book" will be edited
and iiiil.lislied in the riiited Stales by the
Americas Pnl.lisliing and Printing Corjiora-
lion. 20 Vesey St., New Y'ork. Heretofore this
work lias been published by the Louis Cassier
Co., Ltd., of London. It is the intention of
the new owners to Increase the value of the
Y'ear Book for the people of this country by
editing it from an American standpoint. In
furtherance of this idea, special attention will
be given to information helpful to the exten-
sion of American commercial and financial
interests in South America. The 1917 edition,
which will appear in September, will contain
the latest obtainable information pertaining to
tlie industrial, commercial, agricultural, finan-
cial, and political development of every South
American country, as well as historical and
geographical data. Latest reports of South
American railroads, industrial, and public
utility companies, and especially tliose whose
securities have a market in this country, will
be given. There is to be publislied with the
book a complete map of Snutl; America, 30x40
in., in full color, compiled by Alexander Gross,
F. R. G. S., from accurate Government data.

English and Engineering. A Volume of Essays
for English Classes in Engineering Schools.
Edited by Frank Aydelotte. 5 x 7. pp 390
$1.50. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New Y'ork

Whether the study of English is universally
detested by students because its appreciation only
conies to mature minds or because it is usually
the worst example of our execrable system of
education in general does not seem to be a doubt
after reading this book, which is a collection of
isolated essays by the peers of English literature
•lohn Ru.skin on "Writing and Tbinking," and
(Jeorge Henry Lewes on "The Principles of Sin-
cerity," show in an intensely and entirely undi-
dactic way that it is liopeless to write about
something not previously thouglit out and useless
to write if you do not have a heartfelt interest
in wllat you write. Witli both of these "The
Question of Style," by Arnold Bennett is no
longer a bugaboo and something acquired only
by tremendous elTort. but a something as indefin-
able and as naturally characteristic as wearing
one's clothes or one's gait or tricks of the features
Huxley, Tyndall, Mathew Arnold, Emerson. Robert
Louis Stevenson, have all been drawn on for
gems of one kind and another, and this book is
such a pleasure that you feel peevish at your
old English "Prof" for what he did not make
you see when up against the old grind. However,
this book was edited and compiled by the pro-
fessor of English at M. I. T., so maybe it is
not professor's faults, hut our own after all.

Notes on Military Explosives. Bv Erasmus M
Weaver. 3VL. x 9, pp. 382, illus. $3.25.
Fourth edition, revised and enlarged. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Y'ork.

The fourth edition, revised and enlarged, of
this book, by Major-General Erasmus M. Weaver
U, S, Army, and Chief of the Coast Artillery, is
particularly opportune at this time. It has long
been the standard work on military explosives,
and has been used continually as a textboox at
tlie United States Military Academy at West
Point. This edition has been brought up to date
and includes certain changes that have developed
in connection with the European War, particularly
the substitution of wood pulp for cotton in the
manufacture of nitro-cellulose explosives and the
fixation of nitrogen of the air by the three
separate processes whicll are now employed. No
new explosives of importance have been discovered
and introduced since tlie last edition of this book
appeared, the field of military explosives appar-
ently being definitely limited to the nitro-cellulose
series, the nitro-glycerine series, tlie nitro-benzine
series, the alkaline metallic nitrate mixtures, and
to a combination of some of these with each other.
The great propellent explosive for guns continues
to be nitro-cellulose ; the explosive for charging
shells, picric acid or some derivative thereof

;

and for submarine mines and torpedoes, eitlier
trinitrotoluol or gun-cotton : and to the old
nitrate mixtures for use in hand grenades, rockets,
and pyrotechnics. The principles of chemistry
applying to explosives are given in detail, and
the substances used in the manufacture of ex-
plosives are described at length. General remarks
on explosives I'over .also progressive and detonat-
ing explosives and their difTerenees. fundamental
and practical, are followed by chapters on service
tests of explosives, and instructions for the
proper storage handling A chapter is devoted
to military demolition, showing the proper way to
destroy buildings, bridges, iron plate, masonry
tunnels, stockades, railroads, etc.
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Personals

A. Livingstone Oke Is a mujor in tht- Uny:il

Garrisdii Arlillciy.

L. D. Huntoon lias left Now York tor a pro-
fcssioiiiil trip tci Wisconsin.

Dyke V. Keedy has been in Paramaribo, Dutch
(hiiaiia. itialxiiiK sniiie niliii' examinations.

George A. Laird, recently returned from Aus-
tralia, is speiuliTig a few weeks in New York.

John Eadie has been appointed peneral man-
ager of the Wallace Shipyards, North Vancouver,
B. C

Lieut 0. H. Woodward, of Australia, has re-

ceived the Military Cross and promotion for dis-
tinpviislu'U service at the front.

F. P. Sinn has been made general superintend-
ent at Palmerton, Penn.. for the New Jersey Zlne
Co., sucoeedinn .T. A. Singmaster.

H. J. Rahilly, a miniuK engineer of the Bureau
of Mines, has resit;ned to accept a position with
the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Oscar Lachmund, luanager of the British Co-
lumbia Clipper i'o., is in New York consultlns
with llie directors uf that company.

Rush M. Hess has resisned the superintendency
of the Stoddard Mines Co.. of Arizona, and ex-
pects to be in New York in the near future.

George T. Holloway. of London, has completed
bis work as cliairman of the Ontario Nickel
Commission and will aliortly return to Kntrland.

Harlan A. Depew. a physical chemist in the
service of the Bureau of Mines at Pittsburuli. is

to be transferred to tlie Seattle Experiment sta-
tion.

J. Morgan Clements sailed on Wednesday. Apr.
18. to lie-in his investij^ations of mineral re-

sources abroad, as has been already noted in the
"Journal."

Francis S. Schimerka, who has been in charge
of leaciiing oi)erations at tlie Shannon Copper Co.,
Clifton. Ariz., for the last four years, lias resigned
his position.

F. C. Ryan, of the Seattle station of the Bu-
reau of Mines, has been instructed to make an
examination of tlie electrical metallurgical plants
of the Xorthwest.

Major Peter N. Nissen. Royal Engineers, in-
ventor of I lie Xissen hut and well known to
American and Canadian engineers, has been
awarded the D. S. O.

J. A. Singmaster, formerly general superintend-
ent for the New Jersey Zinc Co., at Palmerton.
Penn.. lias been transferred to the New York
office in charge of metallurgical investigations.

Frank H. Sistermans, of 60 Broadway, has gone
to New Mexico in the interest of Eastern clients

and will be absent for several months, during
which time his address will be Lake Valley, c/o
Roper Group Mining Co.

C. E. Bunker has been appointed superintend-
ent of tlie Bunker Hill mine, at Amador, to

succeed E. Hampton, recently resigned. Mv.
Bunker was formerly employed at the Keystone
Mines, at Sutter Creek.

J. B. Johnson, for the past seven years in the

emiiloy of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. as
construction engineer at the Washoe smeltery,
has resigned and left for Clifton, Ariz., to be
cliief engineer for the Arizona Copper Co.

George W. Short, vice-president of the Sharon
Steel Hoop Co.. Sharon. Penn.. and general man-
ager in charge of the works in that city, has
been nuide vice-president and will have charge of

all tlie company's plants in the Shenango and
Mahoning Valleys.

L. P. Alford is now identified with "Industrial
Management." formerly "Engineering Magazine."
as editor in chief. He was editor of the "Amer-
ican Machinist" for about Ifl years. "Industrial
Management" is shortly to move its offices and
will be located at G East Thirty-ninth Street,
New York

Chen Cho. mine commissioner for the Province
of Yunnan, China, is in the United States to

study mining methods and select some American
machinery for Yunnan mining operations. He is

as present in New York, at the Park Avenue
Hotel, but will soon start on a trip to tlie prin-
cipal mining centers.

Mtair of llie Cocks Pioneer Mini'. Kidorado. Vic-
toria. He served with distinction at (iailipoll,

Kgypt and France, taking part in the battle of
Pozicrcs.

Harry C. Cutler, a well-kiuiwn mining engineer
of Hctin, .\.\.. <|i,-(| ;it It.no on Apr. (J. Cutler
was run- of ilir llrst nUning engineers to enter
the (Joldlleld district and was an engineer for
the Wingllcid inlerests in (ioldlleld during the
earlier <lays of tlu' camp. Of late he bad been
associated with Waiter Trent of the Trent En-
gineering Co., of Keno, in the operation of the
Como properties at Conio, near Dayton, Nevada.

John J. Drummond, of Midland, Ont., a pioneer
in the iron industry of Canada died in Montreal
on April 7, in bis (ilst year. He had been fall-

ing to health for some time and had g<me to

Montreal for nu^llcal treatment. He was one of
four brothers, all of them prominent men, one
of whom was tlu' late Dr. Wm. H. Drummond.
the noted author. He was born in Ireland and
went to Canada when Multe young. After serv-

ing his iipprcntlcesld]) as machinist and engineer
he went to Sweden, wliere lie studied the con-
struction and operation <if blast furnaces, and
also visitjd from time to time the principal iron
centers of Europe and the I'nlted States. Mr.
Drummond was one of the first designers and
operators of blast fuinaees in Canada In con-
nection with the Drummond iilaiits in St. Maur-
ice Valley and at Radnor Fcu-ges, Que., in .N'ovu

Scotia and later at Midland, Ont.. where he waa
President of the Zenith Maciiine Co.. Ltd. He
was very popular with his employees and during
:iO years of business life never had any labor
troubles. He is survived by a widow, one daugh-
ter and three sons, two <if whom are overseas
with the Canadian forces.

Obituary

George Evans, a miner at the Neversweat mine
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Hutte.
Mont., while working on Uie 1400-ft. level of

that mine, was killed on Apr. 10 by a huge slab
of rock falling on his head, throwing him be-
tween the rails of the track into a chute under-
neath.

Lieut. James M'Bryde. of the First Field Com-
pany of Engineers, A. F. K., was killed in the
battle of the Somnie, Sept. i:{. He was a graduate
of Sydney University, Australia. Prior to enlisting

in tiic early stages of the war he was on the

Societies

American Institute of Chemical Engineers will

hold its uiiilli semiannual meeting at Buffalo.
N. Y.. .Ultie lill to 22.

New York University. School of Commerce. Ac-
counts and Finance, has issued a preliminary
announcement of its day and evening sessions for
1917 and 191S. The school purposes to give
Iliorough and piarticul training for iiusiness life-

Institute of Metals. London, has issued its list

of members and officers, togetlier with a list of
the technical papers presented during 191*) at its

various meetings. Tlie address of tlie Institute's
offices has been changed to 36 Victoria St., West-
minster, S. W. <;. Shaw Scott is secretary.

University of Washington. College of Mines.
is making its annual spiing excursion to the

Cceur d'Alene region of Northern Idaiio. A party

of 15 students and instructors is visiting the

Bunker Hill Suilivan mine, mill and smeltery, at

Kellogg and several other plants in the vicinity

of Wallace and Mullan.

University of Wisconsin has presented its pre-
liminary announcement of the summer sessimi of

1917, Courses are offered in the academic grades
and are planned to meet tlie needs of graduate
and undergraduate students of colleges, teclmical
schools and universities. Tlie bulletin. No. 837,

General Series 632, provides a general description

of ail of tlie work and shows the terms of admis-
sion, fees, etc.

Colorado Scientific Society meeting of Apr. 7 was
addressed by Prof. Ceorgc .T. Y'oung, of the School
of Mines, on "The Kern Country," this being a
paper descriptive of a California area in the
forest reserve of the Sierra Nevada s just east

of the Sequoia National Park. Teknik Club held
its regular April meeting the niglit of the 10th,

this being also the annual "ladies night." Hugh
B. Lowden. of the Colorado Iron Works, delivered

an illustrated address on "Diatoms."

American Electrochemical Society. New York
section. At a joint meeting at tlie Cliemists' Club
on Friday. Apr. 13. witli tlie New York Sections

of tlie Society of Chemical Industry and the

American Cliemical Society, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: Chairman.
.1. V. N. Dorr, president of the Dorr Co. ; vice-

chairman. E. D. Kingsley, of the Niagara Alkali

Co. ; and secretary-treasurer, J. Malcolm Muir,
business manager of "Metallurgical and Chemi-
cal Engineering."

American Institute of Mining Engineers. St.

Louis Section—Tlie members of the Institute liv-

ing in the lower Jlississippi Valley extend a

cordial invitation to their fellow members to meet
with tliem next October, in St. Louis. They be-

lieve that it will be a meeting of singular interest

inasmucli as the district in tiuestion can show in

active production almost all of' the more useful

metals and notimetals. The Southeast Missouri

district, to which a special trip is planned, is the

largest lead district in the world. It was that

before the European war; and now that tlie pro-

duction of lead has greatly decreased abroad,
and has correspondingly increased in the United
States, this is one of the most interesting of all

lead districts. The ore is smelted at the various

plants of the difTerent companies, located at

Herculaneum, Alton and Collinsville, with a

comliined capacity of 250.000 tons of lead per
annum. These smelteries will be visited on
the occasion of the meeting.

Industrial News

Sullivan Machinery Co. Uhk removed Us Cana-
dian ortlce triim Montreal to ^7 Colborne St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Industrial Laboratories Co.. Hammond, Ind., Is

building a laboratory that wlil be the moHt com-
pletely equipped custom testing plant tn the
Calumet manulacturing district.

MacCamy Air Cooler &. Condenser Co.. is now
building a coridetisltig Intereooii-r for a (iOOO-cu.ft.
comitressor for the ("ananea Cojiper Co., ('ananea,
Mex.. and also one for an SOO-cu.fl. compressor
for the Yak Mining Co., Leadvllle, Colo.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.. In its statement for 1910,
showed a handsome Increase in net earnings.
The surplus was $7,104,098, etjual to $(J.'J.I7 per
share on !piO,!MiO,0:{r( common stock, against trt'ASiti

(»n $8.IiIIt.lOO conunon stock In the previous year.

Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Co., Mount
Ollead. Ohio, built a ir.oo-ton hydraulic forming
I)ress for use in .lapan. to make asbestos shingles.
A feature of the press is a track running between
the columns to carry on a truck the material 'to
be pressed. The wheels of the truck, it Is stated,
are free from all strain during the pressing
operation.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co..
Kast Pittsburgh, Penn., lias received contracts
totaling about $2,000,000 from the New York
Shipbuilding Co. for electrical e(|Uipment for tb-
ru-opulsion of the new battleslilps "Cfilorado" and
"Washington." The eiiuipment is like that ar-
ranged for the "Tennessee" now building at the
New York Navy Yard.

E. J. Lavino &. Co., Pliiladelphia, who acquired,
some weeks ago, the Vesta blast furnace at Watts,
Penn., has torn dfiwn the sh<*ll and will put up
a new sliell and provide filling eijuipment. The
company also aeiiuired Aurora furnace at

Wright sville, Penn.. which has been dismantled,
its stoves being niovetl to the Vesta furnace. Hoth
furnaces were formerly the property of llie Sus-
(iUelianna Ircjn Co.

3IIIIIIMIIIIIII llllllllllltlllltlll iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

New Patents

I'nited .States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from the "Engineering and
.Mining .lournal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum-Soldering Compound. Charles A.
Stewart. Carson City, .Nfv. (U S. No. 1.222,158;
Apr. 10. lia;.)

Briquetting Machine. .Tolin F. Lovejoy, Xew
Rocheiif, .N. Y., assignor of one-half to Abe Stein,
Xew York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,221,878; Apr. 10,
1!)1".)

Cableway. Charles McOuire. Seattle, Wash.
(U. S. N.I. 1,222,007; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Crushing—Grinding Mill. David Cole, Tucson,
Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.222,184; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Desulphurizing Ores, Process of. Howard F
Wieruni, Upper .Montclair. N J., assignor to the

Sulphur Syndicate, Ltd., London, England. (U. S.

No. 1,222,252; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Drying—^Method of and Apparatus for Drying
Materials. George B. Damon Belvidere, N. .1.,

assignor to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.,

Milwaiikee, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,222,079; Apr. 10,

1917.)

Ferro Alloys—Process of Producing Alloys.

Isador Ladotf. Wilkinsburg, Penn., assignor of

thirty one-hundredtlis to Walter D. Edmonds,
Booiiville. N. Y. (U. S. Nos. 1,221,873 and 1,221,-

874 ; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Fuel—Firing Chamber for Powdered Fuel.

Walter D Wood. Allentown, Penn., assignor to

Fuel Saving Co.. Allentown, Penn. (U. S. No.
1,222,344 ; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Mining System. George Griffin Hughes and John
Flack Jlilluffle Bessemer, Ala. (U. S. No. 1,-

221,860 ; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Ore Separator. Alionzo O. Thomas, Rollinsville,

Colo. (r. S. No. 1,222,491; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Percussive Tools, Valve for. Lewis C. Bayles,
Easton. Penn.. a.ssignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co.,

.lersev Citv, N. J. (U. S. No. 1.222,3.^13; Apr. 10.

1917.)

Phosphate—Process for Producing Citrate Sol-

uble Phosphates. .Tacob G. Lipman. New Bruns-
wick. N. .1. (U. S. No. 1,222,112; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Roasting Furnace. William W. Whitton, Oak-
land. Calif. (U. S. No. 1,222,251 ; Apr. 10, 1917.)

Sintering—Process for Sintering Fine Oxide
Ore and Metallurgical Products. Heinrlch Bitt-

mann, Fraiikfort-on-the-Main. Germany, assignor

to Dwiglit & Lloyd Sintering Co., Inc., New Y'ork.

N. Y. IV. S, No. 1.221,962; Apr 10, 1917.)

Ventilating System for Tunnels and the Like
Denton K, Swartwout. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor o

the Ohio Blower Co., Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No
1,222,569; Apr. 10, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—APR. II

Chromite Mining is a cumpiUJifively new in-

(hiHtry ill muthfrn Ciiliforniii and southern
Oregon. Until the Kuropean War, no ore was
shipped from tliis region. This season every ton
that is available will find a ready market, buyers
havinc been scouring the district all winter.

American manufacturers, shut otT from the old

soureea of supply by the war. must turn to

deposits in southern Oregon, northern California,

the Dakotas and Canada tor their supply, and
practically every person or corporation controling

chromite deposits in this district is preparing for

au active season.

Transport in Inyo County continues to be a
matter of mucli moment to the mining operators,

who are watching closely the developments in

this situation. Geographically Inyo County be-

longs in the southern half of California but the

interest displayed by Los Angeles in its devel-

opment has not been so great as that of San
Francisco. Industrially the region, which lies

east of the Sierra Nevada and north of San
Bernardino Coimty, is closely allied to Nevada.
A large amount of money used in the develop-

ment of Inyo County mines is supplied by Nevada
men, and much of the ore mined goes through
Nevada to Salt Lake and to Oklahoma for treat-

ment. But San Francisco also plays a large

part in tlie development and operation of the

mines of this region and furnishes a large pro-
portion of the machinery and supplies ; and there

is no question as to the attitude San Francisco
would assume if transport^ation facilities between
this city and Inyo County points were as fav-

orable as between those points and Los Angeles.

The Los Angeles "Times" is inclined to treat

the subject of Inyo County's position with a

crude effort at humor, which if considered seri-

ously would make Inyo appear ridiculous. There
was nothing humorous, however, in the situation

40 years ago when the freighting by teams of

the ores of this region to Los Angeles and the

purchase of supplies and machinery in that city

provided the means that aided largely in keep-

ing Los Angeles on the map until the tourist

arrived.

"War Minerals" in California will receive

particular attention of the State Mining Bureau
field assistants in a new survey just started

under direction of Fletcher Hamilton, state

mineralogist. These minerals are chrome, coal,

iron, magnesite. manganese, molybdenum, (luick-

silver and tungsten. Petroleum resources and
availability have already been so thorouglily and
recently investigated by the bureau that the

present field work will not include this important

material. However, the survey will not he solely

confined to the special minerals but will include

the common metals and minerals as well. For
the last four years, the bureau has been work-
ing on a complete survey of the mineral resources
of the state by counties. The field work in all

the counties has been practically finished and
the reports of several counties have been pub-
lished. This work will be continued in the

present campaign ; but particular attention will

he given to obtaining the latest data regarding
the resources, development and availability of the

special minerals. W. Burling Tucker, chief field

assistant, will visit the counties south of the

Tehach.tpi. Walter W. Bradley, mining statis-

tician, will visit Siskiyou and Shasta Counties
and continue the research already in hand in the

metallurgy of cinnabar ores and bring the data
regarding the resources of quicksilver to date.

The other field assistants are assigned as follows :

Clarence A. Waring, to the counties along the
Sierra Nevada from Tulare north; Emile Hugenin,
to the counties along the Coast Range from
Monterey north to Del Norte. The survey will

cover the situation, area, accessibility to trans-
imrtation, character, quality, development, etc.,

of every known deposit in the state, and the
reports added to tliose already published will

form the most complete and comprehensive con-
tribution to this chiss of literature the State
Mining Bureau has ever published.

Blue Ledge Copper District in northern Siski-
ynu County, but must accessible from Medford,
Ore., has been growing more active during the
last two seasons and these activities have been
notably stimulated during the last 10 days by
friendly weather conditions. The fourth carload
of rich coppcr-goI<i ore was shipped this week
from the Blue Ledge mine. :ir> miles distant
from Medford. to the smeltery at Tacoma. Wash-
ington. The mine Is now being equipped with
compressors and other machinery tf» expedite the
work of mining and men are being added to the
force as rapidly as they can be obtained. The
ore is hauled by team :>0 miles to tlie railroad.

New i)laiis are under discussion for the construc-

tion of a railroad to the Blue Ledge district

from Medford during the coming summer, the

enterprise as now proposed being independent ()f

any of the mining c<nnpanies operating or pre-

paring to operate in that district. A rate (tf $2

a ton is figured for the ^O-mile haul, and the

estimated cost of the line is $400,000. This
road wmild encourage tlie immediate operation
of the Bloomfleld, the Copper King, the Cook
& Creen and other promising properties in that
district. The Iron Hand, a copper property in

Squaw Creek district, :iO miles from Medford.
and a feeder of the proposed Blue Ledge rail-

road, was bonded a few days ago to Nevada
miners for $l.'i.OOO, immediate operation being
one of the conditions of the lease. Its sister

group, the Ir(m Knob, is under negotiations by
Messrs. Spencer & Spiker, with Salt Lake men on
a $20,000 bond. An interest to the Sylvanite
group of gold quartz claims, comprising 242 acres,
was sold last week to J. G. Davies and others, of

Sacramento, Calif. G. B. Stone and others pur-
chased this property last year and operated some
of the claims with marked success. Mine in-

vestors are coming in from many parts of the
country and several mining engineers are in-

vestigating properties in the southern Oregon
districts at this time.

DENVER—APR. II

Tungsten is Not a Dead Issue in Colorado.
Although the rusli in Boulder County has become
history, mining of this nutal continues actively.

Upon a 00% basis, crude ore sells at $1.") per
unit and concentrate at $17. Ore running '2't%

WOa sells for $9.40 to $12 per unit, while
10% ore brings between $fi.70 and $10. Mills
that purchase ores and produee concentrates
are running full capacity. Construction of the
second plant in the city of Boulder for the
production of tungstic acid, metallic tungsten
and ferro-tungsten proceeds rapidly.

Wages Are Being Raised in Colorado. Increased
lining exi tenses and attractions offered laborers
ill other occupations have caused sucii shortage
ill mine labor that operators find it expedient
voluntarily to increase wages. This applies

ei|ually to operators of metal and coal mines
with the difference that the- former have not
acted in cooperation while the Tatter have. On
Apr. 9. twenty-two coal-mining companies, repre-
senting more than 90% of the coal mines of
the state, announced a 10% raise, effective May
1 and affecting more than 12,000 men. Colorado
Fuel and Iron Co. has announced a similar raise
for its steel workers at the Minne(iua plant,

Pueblo.

BUTTE—APR. 12

Automatic Mucker has been invented by two
Butte miners, Fred Salmon and Thomas Harris.
These men have a patent pending for a shoveling
machine that is expected to "muck" from 150 to

175 cars of rock per shift, only one man being
required to handle the shovel. It may be attached
to cars to receive the rock and by its own power
will haul the train behind it.

No War Troubles of a violent nature are
anticipated at Butte mines, notwithstanding that
representatives of practically every European
country now at war are living in this city. There
have been patriotic demonstrations, manifesting
the war spirit, and others of the opposite
character. Offers of service from young and
old. from students and professional men liave

been numerous and the women of Butte have
combined to contribute their share. No visible

signs of warlike conditions have as yet made
their appearance, except perhaps the fact that

some of the railroad companies are. guarding
their more important tunnels and bridges from
attacks by cranks or fanatics. While the mines
seem to offer a rather vulnerable spot, reliance

is placed on the good sense of the miners, regard-
less of nationality, who on previous exciting

events have always shown a spirit of loyalty to

their employers when left undisturbed by profes-
sional trouble makers.

More Electrification on the Milwaukee is

jjlanned. In view of the iniqualifled success of
electrification of nearly 400 mi. of the c<impany's
read in Montana, estimates have been pre-
pared for extension on 300 mi. of trackage on
two divisions, one about 100 mi. and the other
200 mi. The chief merits of electric haulage
compared with steam haulage were enumerated
by one of the company's engineers at Butte,
as follows : "Less than one- third as many
locomotives are required. The electric-al locomo-
tive can run indefinitely without inspection while
the flues of a steam locomotive must be over-
hauled after a 100-mi. run. The cost of main-

taining numerous terminals is abolished. Electric
tiains can handle heavier trains in taster time.

This gives better service, gives opportunity to

each train crew to do more and makes all

handling costs cheaper. Water tanks and coal

pockets must be maintained for the steam engines.
These now are dispensed witli. The thousands of

cars necessary to haul the company coal now
may be used for other purposes. The trouble
and delay of having water tanks freeze in winter
are ended. There is an enormous improvement
in the service in the winter time. When it

is cold, it is difficult to get up steam and to

keep it up. All delays on the Milwaukee this

year have been on other divisions than those
electrified. Yet the electrified divisions are those
where the steepest grades are encountered. The
trains coast down grades without brakes, thereby
regenerating electricity. Thousands of dollars
in power are saved each month In this way.
There are no scraping brakes to wake sleepers.
There is no smoke. Train detentions are much
less. Because bigger trains can be handled at

a higher speed, a single track is sufficient for
traffic which would reiiuire a double track on
steam railways. No sparks drop from the loco-

motive to set fire to forests. This means a saving
of thousands of dollars every year in fire claims."
These satisfactory results in electrification of the
steam railroad mean an added market of copper,
both for transmission and for equipment.

SALT LAKE CITY—APR. 12

Tintic Milling Co.'s Expansion is about realized.
The company, starting with au initial capacity
of 100 tons daily, is now treating a daily average
of 2.'i0 tons; within the next three weeks this
will be increased to ;iOO tons. In the future,
after the completion of certain changes, the mill
will produce bullion only, instead of as at present
both bullion and concentrates, A car of bullion
of a value of $."i0.000 is being shipped to New
Jersey, and a car of concentrates to a local
smeltery, as annoiniced by the company, will

bring $36,000 net. The mines furnishing the
greater part of the ore treated are the Iron
Blossom and Diagon Consolidated.

Mobilization of Utah's Resources has been a
subject of much consideration hero during the
last week. The local managers of the three large
smelting companies ojterating in the Salt Lake
Valley have placed themselves and their plants
on record as being ready to furnish all possible
aid to the government in the present war
situation in the matter of the accumulation of

resources, etc. Possible difficulties, which may
arise, are those of labor and transportation.
In the latter regard, it may be mentioned that
there was, during the winter of 1917, a con-
siderable shortage of (;oal. felt by large and
small consumers alike, owing to transportation
difficulties. It is hoped that the experience of

the winter just passed will not be repeated, and
that the railroads may be able, during the
coming winter, to meet the demand with an
adequate supply of rolling stock.

GLOBE. ARIZ.—APR. 12

An Ambulance Corps fur T', S. service is being
organized in Clobe. Orr Woodhurn, foreman of

the Old Dominion first-aid and mine-rescue
teams, and associates are organizing and equip-
ping an ambulance corps which tiiey propose to

offer to the United States Government.

MORENCI, ARIZ—APR. 12

Weekly Conferences of Employees of the Phelps
Dodge sulisidiary lure have continued to grow-

in interest. The last conference was enlivened
by the presence of Ca pt. J. P. Hodgson , con -

suiting engineer of the mining department,
whose duties are divided between all the Phelps
Dodge mines. He gave an interesting talk on
the standardization of rounds of holes for dif-

ferent faces and classes of ground. A. H. Crane,

representative of the Hercules Powder Co., spoke
on the applicability of powder of various strengths

for different kinds of ground. The employees arc

deriving much benefit from these conferences.

BISBEE. ARIZ.—Apr. 12

Diversified Production at Bisbee is not the

usual conception of this camp. Most people think

only of copper when Bisbee is mentioned, but

the district is also producing some other raw
materials in important quantities. Among ite

other mineral products are zinc-lead shipments
to Kansas City, where they enter into the manu-
facture of paint ; silver-lead ore sent to Kl Paso
for smelting; manganese ore shipped to Chi-

cago : sulphides for the production at Douglas
of sulphuric acid which is used principally by

the New Cornelia Copper Co. at Ajo for leaching

Its exidized ores. In addition the Bisbee district
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is shiiipiriK Ihixliii; ores, miiinly sulphides, lo tin:

Sasco. Globe luul Kl I'iiso snicllerles. At CaluiiRa

& Arizona's .Iimcllon shaft, thfic Is belns In-

stalled, on the l,S(IO-ft. level, an eleetrlc pump
to lift lOOn i;al. of water the minute. This

pump. Willi its ISOO-fl. head. Is the lalRcsl

assigned to sueh work in this district. The pump
win employ power, which is beinc eonserved from

former loss at the Douglas smeltery <if the

company, conveyed here over a line just cotn-

I)leted.

OATMAN. ARIZ.—APR. 12

Vigorous Development, as well as increased

millinu lacililies. will follow the purchase by

the TInlted Eastern MlniiiE Co.. of tlie HlK .lim

mine from the Bis .Urn Cold Minini: Co. I'ayment

win be made in linited Eastern stock at the rate

of one share for six. The United lOastern stock

Is to be distributed pro rata to Bit! .lim stock-

holders who also are to receive share for share

in the Big .Mm Consolidated, a new company
wliieh will develop the Bluebird property that

endlincs the United Eastern on the west. Tlie

Bluebird vein is 30 ft. wide and contains the

characteristic calcite-quartz tilling. The shaft is

down 210 ft. and connected with the vein at

200-ft. dejith : A. C, Keating wllo develolied the

Big .lim mine, will have charge of the work.

Flotation for Gold Ores is to be tried although

the ores of the Oatman district are ideal for

eyaniding. The high price commanded hy cyanide

and difficulty of securing a supply has influenced

the United States Smelting. RefininR and Mining
Co.. owning the Gold Road mine, to experiment

with flotation. Tests on Gold Road ore are

now being conducted for Gold Roads Mines Co.

at the concentrator at Needles. Calif., 2.") miles

from Oatman. The Gold Road mine is eiiuippoil

with a 300-ton cyanide mill.

JOPLIN. MO.—APR. 14

American Metal Co. has entered the .loplln field

as an operator. Leases on 10.000 acres of land,

north of the Oklahoma zinc-fleld development and
northwest of the .Joplln camp, were obtained

during the last week by the American Metal Co..

Ltd.. from Victor Rakowsky, of Joplln. This,

the largest acreage ever obtained in this field

by one major company, marks the entrance of

the American Metal Co. into this district as a

producer ; in recent years it has been piuxhasing

from fiOOO to 12,000 tons of concentrates monthly
from local mines. S Now it will mine and produce

for itself. The lands upon which the first leases

were obtained extend north and northwest of

the Plcher. Okla.. field. The land selection was
based on the progressive develojmient along the

Miami major structure and an Intersection of the

northwesterly extension of the .loplln mineralized

belt. The deal was closed by Dr. Otto Sussman,
of New Vork, vice president and c<insnltlng engi-

neer of the American Metal Co. The consideration

was not made public but is known to have been

large, and Rakowsky maintains :in Interest In

the project. Ten drills liave been purchased and
set to woi-k on the lands.

Another Large Mining Deal was consummated
during liie last week when the Admiralty Zinc

Co. sold its leases and three nulls to Cosden.

Alkens and Curtis, of Tulsa, Okla., for $600,000.

The Admiralty property, which includes only a

120-acre lease south of Picher, Okla.. was devel-

ojied by the Century Zinc Co,, about two years

ago and sold to the Admiralty company just when
the first concentrating plant was ready to prodncc-

Tiie sale price at that time was ?i:iO,000. Since

then a large amount of ore has been taken from
the property, and operations arc said to have
only been fairly started. The Tulsa buyers of

the property already are heavily interested in

this field, having purchased the Baltic, the .Mc-

Donald, the Oueen Esther and the Red Bird mines
in the \Vel)l) City and Dueiiweg camps witliin

the last two years. It is rumored stiil larger

purchases are contemplated by this organization,

and that they will enter the smelting end of

the industry. They are oil producers and have
numerous gas wells. Another big deal was that

wherein the Metals Exploration Co., of New York,
purchased the second lease on the Anna Beaver
tract, two miles west of Picher, Okla., for .$2.")0.-

000. Bulkeley Wells, of Denver, is president of

the Metals Exploration Co.

MELBOURNE—MAR. 10

Labor Situation, which has been growing more
acute in Australia for the last decade, lias been
aggravated during the last two years by the

activities of the Industrial Workers of the World.
Australia is not only being exploited by the

various laborites to such an extent tliat out-

side capital is shunning investment here, but

local capital is also going to other fields because
of the unsatisfactory conditions in the Common-
wealth. With full control of the government in

the hands of the labor party, Australia, with
her government-fixed wages and hours and gov-

ernment-owned railways, telephone and telegraph
lines, and state-owned coal mines, brick worlds.

llslierlcs, bukeries iind other liiduHlrlfH, secmH to

be having her share of troubles hcBldeH her
part In the war. A letter recently received

from a Oiieensland hank manager expresscH the
existing .state of alTairs an follows: "There Is

no use In my abusing President Wilson for not

resenting the many German atrocities when we
here In Australia, are so callous to the sulTerliig

and sacrifices that are being made, that the

whole country Is now In an election turmoil

—

state and commonwealth fighting and haggling
over iietty domestic troubles of their own mak-
ing—and recruiting Is practically a dead letter.

Bitter wrangling and jealousy between parlies

deprived us rif even representation at the most
momentous conference In the world history
(Paris Conference) ; hut what do they care? 'Billy'

Hughes (Attorney General of the Common-
wealth—formerly secretary of the Wharf and
Dock Laborers Union) has certainly 'missed the

bus.' He had his chance of proving himself
a great man and a statesman. How It Is all

going to end is the problem. Labor has run ram-
pant until now It will neither fight nor work and
the country is fast getting hopelessly into a con-
dition that will be soon Intolerable. Two of

the I. W. W. crowd have already been hanged
for murder. It has steadied them a bit, hut
It Is only for a time. When there Is no
more money lo pay the high and extortionate
wages demanded, there Is going to be a lot of

trouble, and I have been seriously wondering
where is the iiest place to go. for it is about
time to get out of here. There is really more
prosperity here now owing to the war, than In

peace times, hut our raw products are not always
going to be in such demand and we will never
hec<»me a manufacturing country, with the labor

attitude what It is." What conditions are going
to prevail after the war, no one can foretell.

Readjustments will have to be made in every
country, but Australia has a particularly dlfflcult

time ahead. It does not portend well for Austra-
lian mining—next in importance to sheep raising.

TORONTO—APR. 14

Thamesville-Bothwell Oil Field, in uliich
Toronto and Detroit nu-n are interested is re-

ceiving active development. Additional drilling

outfits are going into operation and the available

territory has nearly all been located. The towns
in the neighborhood are prepared to grant
franchises if gas can be obtained, and a deep
well is being put down in tlie hope of olitainlug

a supply. An active summer is anticipated.
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ALASKA
ALASKA.V COPPER SHIPJIE.XTS to the United

States ill March amounted to 10,i)59.B<Jti lb. con-

tained In n.S.'il tons of ore and concentrates.

ALASKA .JUNEAU (.Juneau)—Milling opera-

tions under way at new mill, rated nominally at

SniiO tons capacity per day.

KEN.NECOTT COPPER CORPORATION (Kell-

necott)—Plans are being made for increa.sing tlie

300-ton leaching plant to 800 tons daily. Saving

on Bonanza tailings now over 70%. bringing total

extraction up to approximately 90%. Expect

enlarged plant to be ready by autumn.

ARIZONA

Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—The 200-

ton sulphuric-acid plant, on which work was

started May 1, 1910, was comiileted Mar. 21

and producing at specified capacity Mar. 29,

First shipment of 200 tons of (;o° Be acid sent

out Apr. I to Ajo for New Cornelia leaching

operations. A. B. Hardie was superinteiidciit of

construction.

Gila County

SUI'ERIOR & BOSTON (Globe) New strike of

glance cut on ino-ft, level.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—March copper out-

put 3,300,000 lb. Hoisting about 1000 tons daily

from "A" shaft : Installation of new hoist for

Kingdon shaft under way.

MIAMI COPPER (Miami)—March flotation re-

sults were : Tons of feed, 127,2.')2, averaging

1 2fl8<% ; concentrates, 1(>64 tons, averaging

43.983%; tails averaged 0.642%. In February
treated 113,639 tons averaging 1.18% recovering

1361 tons of 43.426% concentrates ; tails,

0.668%.
Greenlee County

ARIZONA-CLIFTON MINES (Clifton)—New
organization to develop local prospects; J. C.

Gatti, president ; P. Reisinger, vice-president ;

W. J. Riley, treasurer; L. J. Willett. secretary.

P. D. EXTENSION (Morenci)—New compres-
sor, drills and hoist ordered; W. P, Weller,

-Morenci, manager.

ARIZONA COPPER (Morenci)—Down 2 daxs
last week on account repairs in mill.

Mohave County
.NEVADA-ARIZONA (Hackberry)—Good ore be-

ing taken out through Blacksmith tunnel ; 50-

ton mill operating one shift. T. D. Walsh, super-

intendent.

ARIZONA CHLORIDE (Chloride)—This com-
pany, operating the Bobby Burns mine, has

started its two-compartment shaft and is in-

stalling 25-hp. Fairbanks-JIorse hoist under

direction of ,J. D. Quigley, now master mechanic.

Road completed to Bay State mine, giving outlet

to custom mills now under construction. F. W.
,IaC(iues, superintendent,

I'.NITED EASTERN (Oatman)—In March
milled l!:-)84 tons having gross value of $l."i«,9tf2

and yielding $150.9.5". Heads, $23.85 per ton

;

yield, $22.93; recovery nearly 96.2%. This com-

pares well with previous results. In .lanuary,

milled 3800 tons assaying $21.86 per ton; re-

covery 92.8%. In February. 5383 tons assaying

$22.33 per ton were milled, recovery. 95.2%.

Pima County

5IAGNATE COPPER (Twin Buttes)—Churn
drills purchased : Walter Harvey Weed, 29 Broad-

way. New York, consulting engineer.

TUCSON-ARIZONA (Tucson)—Extensive under-

ground development planned for next few months

;

5%, siliceous copper ore being shipped to Douglas.

NEW CORNELIA COPPER (Ajo)—Copper pro-

duction expected to start this week at new
5000-ton leaching plant; carbonate ore being

mined by steam shovel.

NARRAGANSETT COPPFT (Vail)—Tills is

one of tlie Ramsdell operations. Shipping 500

to TOO tons per month, limit of smelting contract.

Employing about 175 men. Leaching plant to

be built this year. Head office, 40 South Stone
Ave.. Tucson. W. R. Ramsdell, general manager.

Yavapai County

JEROME-MONTANA (Jerome)—This group of

29 claims, easterly, from Green Monster and
Verde Combination, are to be developed by
Eastern men.

JEROME-ST. LOUIS COPPER MINING CO. (.le-

rome)—Has installed 25-hp. Western gasoline

hoisting and will add a second and third shift

as soon as men can be secured; John L. Sullivan,

manager.

JEROME SUPERIOR COPPER (Jerome)—Churn
drill ordered in Los Angeles for this group west

of llic Arkansas & Arizona. Two-compartment
shaft contemplated near old 270-ft. drill hole.

George Jlltchell. manager.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Work
is expected to be begun soon on the transporta-

tion and drainage tunnel to tap lower workings.

Jerome Tunnel Co. owns 5 claims north of

the "hogbaclc" and about 1 mile from Clarkdale ;

this property was bought last summer hy W. E.

Deftv who later sold one-half interest to United

Verde Extension and one-half to Dundee Arizona.

About Hi miles of tunnel will be necessary to

tap I' V. Extension orebody. Power line has

been extended to portal site and railroad exten-

sion from Clarkdale is planned.

CALIFORNIA

Alameda County

MAGNESITE MINES in Livirmore district are

expected to resume work in April, Three mines

developed: the Western. Hoflf and Pacific. Wiltsee

interests may also open manganese mines in the

district.

Amador County

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—
Heavy platform, built on to|i of concrete piers 32

ft above collar of Old Eureka shaft, on a level
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ir>lKt-lip. tiMnsIuniu'is iiistiilii'ii. M.u'liiin'iy pnu'-

lii'iilly in ii'skUiu'ss lor i'h;irit;f In in-w luMtltraiiU'

;

siiiKli'-ri'i'i Imlsl. usini tii iiiiwali'iiiiti iiiiiir. will lie

nhatuiniuMi aiul ai-tivu dovoldpnu-iil prnsi-cuted.

Sninc miirU in luiltom of shiil't still but will not

dt'Iay woik in upprr levels.

KAST EUiUOKA (Sutter Creek)—Ueportcd thftt

olet'trii'iit niaeliinery is beiii^; removed: some of

It to be used by W. E. Darrow at bis eyanldo
plant to be installed at tbe new stamp mill of the
Arunnaut. Tlio Kast Euri'ka. or rouiidstono. Is

on tlio East belt about 1 mi. east ot Sutter Creek.

Butte County
CHEROKEE TAILINCS rei.orled to have i)eeu

Optioned by tlie (iuutit^'ulieim uiteresls witli a view
of installing a dredti<-. Tlie ohi Clieruli.'e mines
prodviced more tliau $10,0(H),iiOit by liydraulieking

in the early days.

CHROME MIXING near Pulgii, on the Western
Paeiflc. is being advaneed by F. H. Stewart, wlio

will begin hauling, as soon as roads are open
for motor trucks. Ity way of Yankee Hill, to Oro-
ville for rail shipment.

PARAGALIA MIXING CO. (Los Angeles)—Per-
mitted to issue 100 shares to J. A. F;iireliild Un-

purchase option from Feather River Land and
Mining Co. and to sell remaining 400 shares to

William R. Rowland. .T. A. Faircliild a"iul five

other purchasers at par $100 per share net.

Del Norte County
CHROME PROFEIITY. li.". miles northeast of

Crescent City, owned by G. W. Gravlin. of Grant's
Pass, Ore., will be in operation as soon as roads
permit. A notewortliy feature of this ore is Its

platinum content; samples analyzed by the Bogar-
dus Testing Laboratories, of Seattle, showed

:

Chromic oxide, 62.08%; ferrous oxide, 30.13; sul-

phur, 0.06; phosphorus, 0.11; silica, 5.71%; plat-

inum, 0.04 oz. to the ton.

BRITTEN & WILSON (Walflo. Ore.)—This
copper property on Patricks Crt'ek. 17 miles
sruthwest of Waldo, is developed by ROO ft. of
tunnel and 60 ft. of shaft. Now running 500-ft.

tunnel to cut vein 200 ft. below shaft. J. N.
Britten, manager.
LUCKY BOY (Waldn, Ore.)—Copper mine on

Shelley Creek, bonded by E. F. Helliere of Port-
land ; crew of men getting out copper ore for

shipment to Tnconia smeltery via (Jraiits Pas.s

as soon as roads permit. Owned by Otto An-
derson of Waldo.

IMono County

SERITA (Masonic)—This mill has resumed
after few months' shutdown.
PITTSBTTRGH (Masonic)—Leased to .T. P. Con-

way and F. Fredericks, Shipping ore opened at

150-ft. level. S. L. Perini. manager.

Nevada County

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Enlarged
mill and cyanide plant expected tn be in operation
liy middle of April. Frank Vestal, mill superin-
tendent,

CALIFORNIA (Rough and Ready)—New com-
pressor received ; new electric motor ou the road.
Property owned by King C. Gillette, of Los
Angeles.

UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Final payment
nf JSO.ono on purchase price reported made by
present operators. To be divided between former
stockholders' about 2Si^c. per share after satis-

fying liens and ending litigation.

San Bernardino CoU'nty

ATOLIA (Atolia)—Strike nf miners reported
and all men nut. Manager Leslie gone to San
Francisco for consultation with the agents. No
statements available as to demands of men.

Shasta County

AFTERTHOTTGHT (Ingot)—Ninety men em-
ployed. Supplies being hauled by mntnr truelvS

from Redding, 2o mi. Lumber for flotation plant
to be handled by flume

Siskiyou County
BLUE GRAVEL (Yreka )—Tliis i>U\ diill mine.

reported optioned by Oregon and Idaho men, who
will install two 120n-gal. pumps. Situated on
ranch of R. A. Lewis, who disposes only the
mineral ground.

DEWEY (Gazelle)—Mine and mill in operation
after 10-year idleness on account of bigli cost
of fuel. SincG installation of eleetrie-power line

in (bis region it is possible to mine tlie low-
grade ore which did not offer sufficient profit

formerly.

MT. VERNON MINING (Yreka)~Machine drills

installed. Early day produ<'er develope<l to ;J00-

ft. depth. Present company dmve (lOO-ft. tunnel
at vertical depth /if ildO ft. and ran S(H) ft. of
drifts. Situated between Greenhorn and Cherry
creeks. J, S. Dobyns, of Billings, Mont., man-
ager.

GRAY EAGLE (Happy Camp)—Annual report
of Mason Valley Mines Co.. controlling company,
gives estimates of reserves by Orvil 11. Whitaker,
as of .Tunc .5, 1916. as follows : Chalcnpvrite ore.
/llO.non tons averaging 4.68% Cn. 0.12 oz. Ag and
0.0.^> oz. All ; .semioxidized ore 50,000 tons aver-
aging r,% Cm: mineralized walls. 600,000 tons,
averaging \.'\:i% Co; "Indications" of tonnage
equal to present reserves.

COLORADO
Chaffee County

IN TURRET DISTRICT, the most amltitions

undertaking this season is the driving of the
Mount King tunnel by P. T. (Jleasnn of I'ueldo

;

expected to cut veins at depth of I'.ltO ft. l'\ B.

Radon, in charge of Turret Mining and Reduction
Co. is drifting on high-grade gold vein and driving
2.')0-ft. '-rosscut to a copper vein. Mr. Radon
Is also developing u 12-ft. gold-copper vein on
the Mollle Gibson for William Henry and Wil-
liam Kodekirclien of Pueblo; also driving a tlm-
nel for P. T. Gleason and WilUant Ileiny. of

I'ueblo. to cut the Waverly high-grade gold vein.

K. F. Stratton is sliippin;: copper and zinc ore

from the Independence and leasers are working
the Sedalia copper nniu-.

Lake County
LEADVILLE UNIT (Leadville)—This operation

of I . S, Smelting. Uetlning and Mining Explora-
tion Co. has sunk .lamie Lee shaft through the

(piartzite on Fiyer Mill and i^ now in white por-

phyry at 640 ft. Shipping regularly and em-
ploying abinit 75 men.
ONTARIO (Leadville)—Tunnel, being driven by

Ontario. Tiger & Green Mnunlain Leasing Co. in

Bail Moutain. h::s >pened 4Vi:-ft. orebody for

40 ft., about 700 ft. fr-mi portal ; raise up :'.0 ft.

still in ore. Hauling ore to Moyer siding in

California Gulch. Tunnel will be continued into

Tiger fercund.

San Juan County

DIVES LEASING (Silvertou)—Developing Shen-
andoah and Trilby properties, in Cunningham
Gulch, under direc'tion of Daniel McLean.
ELK MINING AND MILLING ((Jladstone)—

Considerable development work planned for com-
ing season. Elk tunnel will be advanced lOOO

ft. by contract. Queen vein will be cut by

tunnel within short distance and explored. Will

install saw mill and air compressor. "Dread-
naught" drills purchased for development work.
J. J. Cusick, manager.

Summit County

JIICHKJAN JllXIXt; AND MILLIXtJ (Knkomo)
—Shipping about ir)00 tons montldy to Denver
and Leadville smelteries. Recently made strike

of gold-silver-lead ore in raise above tunnel
level. S. H. Dunlop, manager.
TUCKER MOUNTAIN MINING AND MILLING

(Kokomo)—Lessees recently opened streak of

high-grade lead ore in Washington property,

adjoining and under same management as the

Michigan. Larger low-grade bodies have been
o|)ened during winter, and operations will be
increased during coming season.

Teller County
FREE COINAGE (Altman)—This old gwup,

adjoining the Pharmacist, Acacia and Isabella

mines, has been sold to David L. Killen of

Chicago.
COLORADO RARE METALS MINING AND

MILLING (Colorado Springs)—Newly ineor-

iwrated to investigate placer area near Woodland
Park ; black-sand analysis showed platinum.

CRESSON CONSOLIDATED {Cripple Creek)—
Pres. A. E. Carlton reported net profit in siglit

on fxdiv developed ore as of Mar. 1 was $4.00;i.-

r>82 ; cash in bank. $1,071,046; March profits,

$l."i2..')16 ; also that development on lower levels

bad disclosed important oreliodies.

IDAHO
Idaho County

NEW YORIC MINING AND MILLING (New-
some) ^Installing 10 -stamp mill. Has oiiencd
ii-ft. orebody. Charles Smith, manager.

TMINERAL ZONE (Elk City)—Sinking from
li')0-ft. level struck il ft. of ore: drifting on ore-

body. Stamp mill running full time. G. L,

Baskett. owner and manager.
BLACK PINE (Elk City)—Installing machine

.drills. Working tunnel in 1600 ft. on 2-ft, vein.

Ore bins full. Stamp mill will be started as
soon as water is available. S. .T. Reiben, manager.

MICHIGAN

Copper

QUIXCV (Hancock)—Running into rieh mass
Clipper on lower levels, especially on the 6'')th

level.

t)LD rOLOXY-MAYFLOWEl! (Calumet)— As
soon as weather permits, groinui will be broken
for exi)loratory shaft so located as to servo both
mines.

FRAXKLIN (Demmon)—Proceeding with i'*^

fourth installation of mechanical haulage; will

u.sc electricity instead of compressed air. Sys-
tem working satisfactorily.

^MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Resumption of mining
and hoisting expected by !May 1. after enlarging
of shaft is completed. Ore will be shipped to the
Michigan mill.

ADVENTURE (Greenland)—Sending about :100

(ons daily to Baltic null, and an increase is ex-
pected ; was formerly milled at the Winona.
Twelve drills arc now in operation.

NEW BALTIC (Baltic)—Sinking discontinued
to timber collar of shaft : the pit will then be
filled in. a temporary rockhouso built, hoist put
in conunisslon and sinking continued.

AIIMKKK (Ahmeek) Keeping up di-velopnienl

work, about 1700 ft. eaeh month. Jirul also sink
ing at. all shafts. No. I is ISOO ft.. No. 2 liilow

2000-ft. level, and Nos. 3 and 4 below 3.'J00-ft.

level,

WHITE PINE E.KTENSION (PInex)—Shaft now
down to 4(M)-ft. point where plat Is to be cut ; this

will be the third level. Crosscut will then he
started to lode; now drifting on two upper levels,

VICTORIA (Victoria)- Repairs to mill nf)t yet
completed, I'li-klng belts to be Installed, In tlie

ndne, the 27 tb level (bottom) has slmwn good
rock for about .'»0 ft, ; bucket being used as track
has not been extended to this level.

CALtTMET & IIECLA (Calumet)—March cop-
per ijroduction of this <-i>mpany and subsidiaries
was as follows: C. A: H.. 7,306,144 lb,; Ahmeek.
2,726. 8S!»; Allouez. 7!t0.724 : Centennial, 173.667;
Isle Rovale. 1.210.330; La Salle, 160,310; Osceola,
1..^53.21S; Superior, 20!).!)60 ; Tamarack, 550,403:
White Pine, 268,274 lb.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)— Shipping about 220
tons daily. Crosscut at sixth level on Butler
lode disclosing same conditions as on third level

;

some mass copper. No. 3 of the North lodes Is

maintaining Its average. The bules have been
holed through from level to level, thus improving
the ventilation.

WINONA (Winona)—Has bad trouble with its

electric hoist at No. 4 shaft, and Is using the
steam plant while waiting for necessary repairs.
Exploring underground with diamond drill in vein
and in tlie ground on tbe banging- and foot-wall
sides. Recent reports indicate loss at mill of
about 6 lb. copper per ton ; if two-thirds of this
could be reclaimed by some leaching process, it

would be enough to put the mine on its feet.

MISSOURI

Joplin District

FIRST SHIPMENTS TO ATHLETIC SMELTERY
at Fort Smitli. Ark., have just been made, six

cars nf concentrates being sent fnmi the Athletic
and Wingrteld-Bertha A. mines in the Webb City
and Duenweg camps. One block of new smelling
works now in operation.

WACO (.Toplin)—Shaft sinking on newly devel-
oped site at Waco, Mo., shows 52 ft. of ore so
far. P. B. Butler, manager.

CENTER CREEK (Webb City)—At annual
meeting, declared regular and extra dividend
totaling $6.1,000 for year 1916. Production is

on a tract worked continuously for over 40
years. Robert F. Stewart, Webb City, manager.
COLUMBUS MINING AND DEVELOPMENT

(Columbus. Kan.)—Sold leases on 2400 acres of

land around Columbus to Victor Rakowsky, getting
back .$3000 invested in development and retaining
royalty of 2^4% on future developments.

WELSH (Century, Okla.)—Starting work on
fourth mill, when completed, will give possible
output of 600 tons weekly. At new site, ore is

found at three levels. Water troubles remedied
by installation of Pomona pumps.

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

BAXXACK GOLD (Bannaek)—Operations on
old slime cyanide piles will begin by end of
month when it is expected hydro-electric power
plant can be started again. Manager's report
at first, of year sliowed 2000 tons of $8 to $10
ore; since then new orebody estimated at 30,000
tons averaging $13 per ton has been opened, as
well, as several veins carrying liigh-grade ore.

Deer Lodge County

IN GEORGETOWN DISTRICT, work delayed by
recent snowfall, has been resumed. L. E. Booth
has taken charge of Donohue lease on Oro Fino
groinid. IMontana-Reliance company has installed
electric machinery for its development work.
Robert Lindberg shipped two cars of high-grade
ore from liis claims. Venezuela jiroperties.

adjoining the Montana, are being developed by
Boston men.

Silver Bow County

BT^TTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Trial of

Afinerals Separation suit fiu" flotation -pa tent in

tiingement begun Apr. 16 b.'fore .ludge Bourquin
in U. S. district court.

COMBINATION MINE (Butte)-This mine, on
Main St., in Mcaderville. a suburb of Butte,
is being jnit in shape for active operations.
Shaft, down 700 ft., is connected with East
Colusa <if Anaconda company. Air line from
latter is being constructed to the Combination.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Operating profits for

February reported to be $3.').000. Copper ore
shipments averaging 170 tons a day—some high-
grade—and 75 tons of zinc ores running from 15

to 18% zinc go to the Buttc-Detroit mill. During
March, 10 cars of concentrates averaging 50%
zinc were made from Davis-t>aly ores.

GREAT BT^TTE COPPER CO. (Butte)—Sinking
of Calunu't .shaft by company, which took over
Butte & Bacorn property In extreme northern
Butte district, Is going on at rapid rate; shaft
now down to MOO level. Several quartz stringers

encountered, Crosscutting will probably be
started when 1500 level is reached.
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NEVADA
Mineral County

MOGUL minim; (UiiMiiiilc) Tills company has

tiiken over Prnskey IUtomI linld-sllver pioportles

ombnicliii; 17 claims ; cinilp|)ccl with two shafts,

hoists, compressors and drills. A, S. I'roskey, in

charKc.

MANION-CLARK-CLIFFOKD (Mina)—A 4-ft.

vein ol Icad-sllvcr ore has lieen cut by the new
:i0.fl tmnu-l driven In the south side of this croup

owned hv .lolm Maniou and C. W. Clark, of Tono-

pah and H. M. Cliirord, of .larhldize. Old tinniel

on northern side of hill will he extended.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE I'ltODll'TION for the week
ended Apr. 7 was U:i(ill tons, valued at $l7:i.lt;n,

comparing with ',11112 tolls for week previous.

Shippers were : Tonopah Belmont, 30:i0 tons

;

Tonopah Mining, 1900; Tonopah Kxtension, 2380;

.Tim Butler, 7011 ; West Knd. 7:i7 ; Kescue, 1110

;

Halifax. 2i:i : Montana, 102; Midway, 54; North

Star. .'54 tons.

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—West drift on

fourth level S^ ft. in ore ; at point where ore

was encountered by drift. :ill« ft. from station,

crosscut has been driven 20 ft. and Is still In ore.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 88 cars, averaging

$7.40.

UNION (Virginia)—Shipped to Mexican null

604 tons, averaging $11.82.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)

—Took out l."iS cars of ore from .Jacket surface

workings and continued installation of new eipiiii-

nient at mill.

CON VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Soutliwest drift

2700 level advanced 11 ft. in ore; total length.

I.IO ft exposing 8 ft. of vein which sampled for

that width $13.28 per ton. From this advance 102

cars saved averaging $12.41, shipped to Jlexican

mill. Ore exposed in drift a length of 80 ft.

Preparing to slope and to raise to 2.'i00 level.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

IRON (Mogollon)—Driving crosscut tunnel on

this group in southern part of district.

OAKS CO. (Mogollon)—Shipping to custom mill

from both JIaud S. and Clifton mines. The Deep
Down propertv added to company's central group

and 2.50-ft. shaft, now being retimbered, will be

sunk to 500 ft.

Taos County

TAOS COPPER MINING CO. (Taos)—Prepar-
ing to reopen the old Fraser Mountain copper

properties, comprising about 333 acres, 19 miles

by wagon road from Taos. Former company
erected mill and small smelting plant at Twining,

wllich will probably require remodeling. Dr. A.

Clarence Prohert, president ; John M. Bidwell,

superintendent.

NEW YORK
WILLIAMS HARVEY CORPORATION (New

York)—This company, in which National Lead

Co and Williams, Harvey & Co. hold control,

will build a tin-smelting plant at Mill Basin

on Jamaica Bay, Long Island. National Lead

Co., which is a large user of tin, lias long

smelted tin drosses and scrap and for a year or

two has been experimenting in ore smelting.

Williams, Harvey & Co. are the leading tin

smelters of Great Britain and have plants at

Liverpool and at Hayle in Cornwall.

OREGON
Josephine County

TWO MINERS were killed by an avalanche

which struck their cabin at the head of Canyon
Creek They were E. E. Lautzenhiser and D. F.

Stearns, of Oatman, Ariz. Slide occurred several

weeks before bodies were found.

DEEP GRAVEL (Waldo)—This placer mine has

crew of men at work under direction of W. J.

Wimer.
WALDO COPPER (Takilma)—Mine increasing

Its output and more teams are hauling ore to

Waters Creek. Motor trucks may be used if

sufficient teams are not available. W. B. Whipple,

manager.

OSGOOD (Waldo)—This placer owned by P.

H Osgood of Seattle is being examined by H.

L. Mead for New Y'ork men. Three giants are

in operathni ; sale will depend on the showing

made this season. Property comprises about 640

acres between east and west fork of Illinois

River, taking its water from the east fork. Un-

der lease to A. J. Adams for 10 years.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

MERRITT NO. 1 (Galena)—Borsh & Pelaney,

who leased this property, have first shipment of

ore ready.

MERRITT NO. 2 (Galena)—Leasers making
regular shliiments of lead-silver ore. Grade of

ore has Increased within last few months and

now shnw.s. In addition to lead and silver, gold

to the value of about $2.40 per ton.

MONTEZUMA AND WHIZZERS (Dcadwood)—
Being unwatcred and put In shape for active de-

velopment by J. T. Milllkcn, of St. Louis, who is

also Interested in the development at the Oro

Hondo, south of the Homestake.

UTAH
Beaver County

PROM STAR DISTRICT, near Mllford, ship-

ments In JIarch were made by the Montreal, which

shipped «5 curs ; Moscow, IT ; and Old Hickory,

17 cars.

KING DAVID (Frisco)—Tunnel being driven

under old workings, and crosscutting being done

from new shaft.

JIOXITOR (Mllford)- Sold to .Tosepli Plngree

and D L. Evans. Shipments for Urst cpiarler of

1(117 were 4li cars, amounting to about 1810 tons.

Ore carries lead, silver and gold, running $10

to $13 a ton.

Juab County

TIN'TIC SIIII'MEXTS for week endeil Apr. K

amounted to 216 cars.

EUREKA MINES (Eureka)—Initial car of 40

tons ran 23 oz. sliver and 19% lead; ore came
rroin !;;:>" level.

GODIVA (Eureka)—Preparing to enlarge oper-

ations. Has been worked to 1200 level, shipping

chieflv from levels above 900. Productive Assure

to be developed on 1200, and shaft to be sunk

to greater depth.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Dividend of 5c.

a share or $50,000 payable Apr. 25 ;
reduction

from 10c. per sliare per quarter thought not

to be permanent. Copper ore of good grade being

sliijiiied from new body.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—January
.ihipments, 55 cars; February, 62; March 99

—

total for quarter, 216 cars. Production for liHi;.

470 cars. Mine opened to about 1850 ft. Surplus

on hand end of year was $200,000 ; dividend of

10c. per share or $90,000 declared payable on

May 1.

Salt Lake County

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Accumulation of 1200

to 1500 tons of ore part way down canyon at

mil B. Flat ; will be hauled further as soon

as roads permit. Hardly expected that mine can

regularly bring normal daily tonnage of 100 tons

to market before June 1. Promising new find of

ore made on 400 level below tunnel level. Ore

similar to main orebody, value being in lead and

silver.

ALTA TUNNEL AND TRANSPORTATION
(Alta)—Assessment of Ic. a share levied.

Through lease, will mine Prince of Wales fissure

at vertical distance from surface of 550 ft.

Will thus reach own ground to west more easily

as well as explore to better advantage Clements

ground recently acquired.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Ore in Copper

Prince tunnel opening satisfactorily. Ore ac-

cumulated at Tanner's Flat.

SELLS (Alta)—Drifting toward west being

done 100 ft. above main-tunnel level. Ore of

shipping grade in several places. Shipments

awaiting better roads.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Experimental flota-

tion department at Lark mill treating 200 tons

of ore daily.

BINGHAM MINES (Bingham)—Debt of $1,600,-

000 cleared ofT, and company has surplus. Owns
and operates Y'osemite and Commercial mines in

Bingham, and controls Eagle & Blue Bell in

Tintic.

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Has acquired Jay

Gould and Alamo claims, owned by Col, E. A.

Wall ; cover 90 acres in Carr Fork west of steam-

shovel pits.

Summit County

PARK CITY' SHIPMENTS for week ended Apr.

G were 3,089.230 lb. of ore and concentrates.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—This property in

Nigger Hollow will soon have compressor in-

stalled. Work will he restricted until this is

in place.

Tooele County

ENDLINE GROUP (Salt Lake)—Property in

Dugway district. Hauling copper ore to Faust

station, 55 miles distant on San Pedro, Los

Angeles & Salt Lake R.R.

DEEP CREEK RAILROAD into Goodwin (Gold

Hill, P. 0.) from Wendover, which has been

transporting ores for several weeks, has begun

daily passenger service ; trains start from Wen-
dover at 7 a.m. every day except Sunday.

Utah County

BELEROPHON (American Fork)-In north

drift, there is from 4 to 5 ft. of ore running

well in silver, lead, and gold.

PACIFIC (American Fork)—In spite of snow-

slides, some of them deep, live teams arc hauling

ore from property.

ACTH'E AJIERICAN FORK MINES arc the

Whirlwind, Mineral Flat. Pacific. Miller Hill.

Belerophon, South Park, Miller, Dutchman, etc.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

MUD RANGE (Potosi)— Dlinneaiiolls men have

taken over this property, operated a few years

ago by Potosi Jliiiing and Milling Co.

GALBNITE MINING (Benton)-Equl|)ping its

lead prospect at New Diggings and will open up

a lower run of zinc ore proved by churn drill.

LAURENCE MINKS CO. (Dubmiuc, la.l—Huk
taken over Lucky Twelve nilm^ at New UlgglngH.

formerly operated by Indian .Mound Mining Co

MUSCALUNtJE DEVELOPMENT CO. (Lan-

caster)—New company formed by E. L. McCoy
and others to develop Joseph Thomas land at

Beetown.
WISCONSIN ZINC CO. (Plattevllle)—Blrkbeck

propertv is beliig dismantled and the Copeland.

at Shullsburg, and the Tom Calvert, at Belitoii.

are being equipped with mills.

CANADA
British Columbia

HEDLKY (;OLI) (Hedley)— Net profits ill I'JHi

were $218,617 ; dividends $210,000. Reserves

estimated at 311,100 tons of $9.41 ore and 87,«5ll

tons of $6 ore. Mill changed, cyanldatlon now

preceding concent raticm.

BRITISH COLUMBIA COPPER (Greenwood)—
A 50-t(Hl exiierlmeiital mill has been started at

company's Cupper Mountain development to deter-

mine treatment plan for that ore, of which over

10.000.000 tons averaging 1.75% copper have been

developed. Oscar Lachmund, manager.

GRANBY (Vancouver)—Slarch copper produc-

tion 3 901,398 lb., of which 2.811,780 was from

Anv'ox and 1,086,618 from Grand Forks. In .Janu-

ary and February out|iut was 2.946,476 anil 2.5X11,-

288 lb. respectively, production being curtailed

by bad weather and difflculty In getting sufficient

coke.
Ontario

DAVIDSON (Porcui)lne) — Diamond drilling

started from 30U-ft. level.

DOJIE LAKE (Porcupine)—Capitalization In-

creased from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000.

KERR LAKE (Cobalt) — Production during

March amounied to 219,335 oz. compared with

206.174 oz. ill February.

JIcINTYKE (Sctliumacher)—Gross production for

March was $147,792 from 14,377 tons of ore;

average value, $10.82 per ton.

MOND NICKEL (Conlston)—Smith & Durkee.

of Sndbiirv, are understood to have the contract

for deep drill exploration on the Flood Extension.

WEST DOME CON.SOLIDATED (Porcupine)—
Main vein on 300-ft. level. 200 ft. from shaft,

widened to 10 ft. with increased gold contents.

Vein li;is been prospected by diamond drilling.

MILLER INDEPENDENCE (Boston Creek)—
New ball mill expected to be in operation early

in July. Vein at bottom of 45-ft. incline shaft

about 5 ft. wide with good gold contents.

KENYON COPPER MINES (Massey Station)—
Gravitv and flotation concentrating department

enlarged ; capacity now 200 tons per day. Ship-

ments of ore and concentrates resumed.

vrPOND-.NOUTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)

—

Main shaft on .North Thompson side of property

timbered and station cut at 600-ft. level : crosscut

at this level cut vein. Mill is treating 100 tons

daily.

MEXICO
JIEXICO MINES OF EL ORO (El Oro. Mex.)—

Crushed in February 7300 tims, yielding $167,000 ;

working and development expense $52,000 ; export

tax, $8500 ; total, $60,500, or $8.29 per ton. Profit,

$106,500.

CHILE
EXPORT TAX ON COPPER approved by Gov-

ernment commission appointed to investigate this

proposal, according to cablegram of Apr. 17.

BETHLEHEM CHILE IRON MINES CO. (La

Higuera)—Three 120-tou electric locomotives re-

eentlv shipped by General Electric Co. from New
Y'ork for use on the railroad from Cruz Grande
harbor to Tofd iron mine.

CIA. CHILENA DE FUNDICION DE ESTANO
(Arica)—Construction begun on Llallagua tin

company's new smelting works. Committee of

engineers in charge consists of Durward Cope-

land. Guillemio Yunge and Richard Gabler.

Smelting company has paid up capital of $243.-

000. Head office. Santiago.

CHILE COPPER (Chuquicamata)—At special

meeting at Wilmington. Del., stockholders voted

to increase capital stock from $110,000,000 to

$135,000,000 and authorized isstie of $100,000,0_00

In bonds. Further voted to issue at once $35.-

000,000 convertible 6% bonds, to be offered at

par to stockholders; redeemable at $110 after

1922 and convertible into common stock at $3ii

:

underwritten for 6% by syndicate, including

Guggenheim Bros., Eugene Meyer, Jr., & Co.

and Guaranty Trust Co.

COLOMBIA
PATO MIXES, LTD. (Zaragoza)—Cleanup from

dredge for 13 days ended Mar. 11 was $36,510

from 21.027 cu.vd.. or over $1.73 per cu.yd.

Manager W. A. Prichard writes that while un-

precedented floods occurred during last rainy sea-

son and the Colombian press reported heavy

damages to the Pato plant, including the break-

ing of the power dam. no damage resulted and

there was no Interruption of power service for

the operation of the dredges; there have been

occasional interruptions from dry spells but none

from floods; dam, formerly 87 ft. in heiglit, has

been increased to 97 ft.
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Metal Markets
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last report has brought to Ilislit tho fact that

the present di'inand for tungsten ore Is ver.v

considerable; tliat In order to meet this demand

by home production, it is necessary to advance

ll'ie price, thus l)rinKini; into tlie market aKain

ores wlilch it would not pay to mine at tlie

lower flu'ure. Sliipiiini; eondilions nialie a rellanci'

upon forelKU linportalion alisolulciy impossible

:iMd tile scarcity of frciglil room has already

reduced tiic imports to a very large extent,

.lannary statistics sliowed imports of over liOO

tons from all sources: Feluuary sliowed only

about 350 tons, and 1 doul>> whether tile March

arrivals will exceed 200 tons. The imports from

Soutii America, especially ArBcntina, have stopped

or been heavily reduced, partly on account of

tlie shortage of shipping space, and partly on

account of contracts made liy tho allied govern

ments from South America to Kurope. This and

the heavy sales made during the first three

liionths of this year fully jvistifles an advance,

and the Atolia Mining Co.. no doubt the biggest

producer In this country, has adopted a schedule

etfective Mav 1, fixing the price for 60'7<. scheeiiti'

at .$20 a unit, with oOc. variation up and down

No doubt, the other producers of the United

States will follow tliis policy. Of course, it must

be clearly understoiid that this schedule applies

to good class ore; foreign ores winch generally

contain tin and co|)per, most olijeetional im

purities, are luiw sold at a dlscramt from the

blgh-grade. $18 has been paid for foreign ores

available for immediate delivery and of fairly

good quality, but our market is practically

bare of supplies. Sellers of ore are now holding

for prices from $lSi(T20, and at these the market

is quite strong. The liusincss transacted during

the past week has again exceeded several hundred

tons in tlie New York market alone.

Molybdenum Ore—Offerings are light. Small

lots of wulfenlte were sold at $2 per lb. of

molybdenum content.

Antimony Ore—This ore continues scarce.

Manganese Ore—Pemand Is strong. Ore of

.'50% grade is quoted at noc. per unit, while

S5c. has actually been paid on the basis of

45%. Chemical ore is quoted at 4^4 @6c. per

pound.

Other Minerals

(Quoted by Foote Mineral Co., I'hiladelphla.

for car lots.)

Barytes—Crude sulphate, bleached white grade,

l%c. per lb. Off color grade, $14 per net Ion.

Blanc fl-xe, prime white dry, SVjc. per lb.

Fluorspar—The 9'i','i grade advanced

$38; metallurgical grade, 8.')%, advanced
$33. Imported impure grade offered at

prices.

Magnesite—Firm at Ulc for Californian

2'.4c. per lb. for Grecian.

Molybdenite—Brisk demand for crude sulphide

with no high-grade spot in sight and little mov-

ing except under old contracts.

Zirkite—Firm at former price of 6c.

with improvement in <iuality to S% ZrO-...

cement nnehanged at 8c.

Carnotite—Minimum 2% VaOs. $60 per

N.Y.EXCH.t

STOCK QUOTATIONS
BO.STON' KXCH.'.\pr 17
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$3 to

lower
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per lb.
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Am, Zinc
Am. Zinc, pf
Anaconda
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Itetlilcheni Steel, , ,

Helhlohem Steel, pf.

liuuo .ti Superior
cerro de Pasco
C*llc Cop
chlno
C'olo.Fuel A Iron. .

crucible Steel .

Dome Mines
Federal M. ft S,

.

I'edcral M. & S.. pt,

tlreal Nor., ore etf.

C.reene Cananea,
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I nteniat lonal N Ickel

Kemiet'ott
Lackawanna steel..

Miami ("Pl.er
Nafl l.ea<l, com...
National bead, pf.
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Nev. Ccmsol
Ontario Mln .

Ciuleksllver
tiulcksllver, pf
Hay Con
UepubllcI.ftS.,com.
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U. S. Steel, com , .,

IT. s. Steel, pf
irtah Copper
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43
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110!
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Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Apr. 18

The steel trade is looking more closely into the

Influences the war situation has set in motion,

that will hold prices in check, says "Iron Age."

Tlie ultimate result of the concessions made to

the Ccivernment Is being considered ; also the

effect of the fixing by the Government of prices

on certain contracts which mean a loss to those

who take them unless tliey can get steel products

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 17

The war seems to liave stimulated activity in

the iron and steel markets, rather than otherwise.

Pig iron prices have been advancing, while book-

ings of steel orders, in tlie aggregate, are heavier

to date as compared with the corresponding period

last month. In point of tonnage! the orders by
the Government, or for Government account, are

not large, and do not account for the Increase in

bookings. Mudi of the war steel, however, is

wanted promptly and deliveries on other orders

are acciirdingly disarranged. Buyers are receiving

scarcely any delivery promises, but are glad to

place their contracts nevertlieless.

Pig Iron—The $10 price on basic iron, reported

a week ago as the upper limit of the market, and
done only on a small prompt tonnage, is now
easily the lower limit, represent $2 advance, and
there have been large sales at the price, while

there is talk of still higlier prices. Bessemer has

sold In several small lots at $42, or $2 advance,

and for this grade also higher prices are talked of.

Foundry and malleable have sold rather freely

at $40. a price formerly done only on prompt, and
there Is now no distinction as to deliveries. Local
and valley furnaces have not been asked to quote
on first half 1918 delivery, while on the other

hand the Virginia furnaces liave sold largely for

that period, and the leading Virginia maker has
just withdrawn quotations. We «iuote: Bessemer,
$12 ; basic, $40 ; foundry and malleable, $40,

t.o.b. valley furnaces, U'le, higher delivered

I'ittsburgli.
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Alaskan Mineral Region Tapped by
Government Railroad

By S. M. 8()i;i'Cofk

S¥N0F!<1S—A descriplioii of the distiirls to he

traversed by the proposed Government Railway

extension throuyh central Alaska, iviUi an outline

of mineral prospects and possibilities and a fore-

cast of the improved economic and general condi-

tions in thi« part of the northern territory as a

result of better transportaliini facilities.

Kenai Peninsula lies between Prince William Sound
and Cook's Inlet, between meridians 148° and 15"2° west

longitude, and parallels 59° and 61° north latitude. Its

area is about !>000 square miles. The southeastern part

is mountainous, and the remainder consists of lowlands

alon"- Cook Inlet. The altitude of the Kenai ilountains

Some of tlie small veins occurring in the

district are suitable for small operations and can be suc-

cessfully worked by individual leasers or operators. T

would not advise the prospecting of this particular por-

tion of Alaska for large bodies of ores of economic im-

])ortance, for the reasons mentioned.

The working season averages about six months each

year. This condition is ]u-imarily due to the rigorous,

cold winters.

The Matanuska Valley, in which are situated the Ma-
tanuska coal fields, lies between the Talkeetna Mountains

and the t'hugach Pange. It is drained by the Matanuska

River, which is lUO miles in length, and will soon be con-

nected by (iovernment railroad for the purpose of giving

the coal an (jutlet to tlie I'acilic inai'kets. The climate

tiTKKET SCENE AT AXCIIOHAGE AND I)()t:K SCENE AT KMK. ALASKA

varies from 3000 to 5000 ft. These are considerably

eroded by glaciation and glacier streams. The climate

along tlie coast is mild, but in the mountains the win-

ters are very severe. The lowlands of the peninsula ai'e

covered with spruce, birch and some hemlock, but this

can be utilized only for domestic ]nu'poses and fuel.

The mountains are formed princi))ally of indurated

metamorphosed slates, graywackes, and occasional intru-

sions of dioritic porphvr\' in lln' shape of dikes from S

to 10 ft. wide.

'{'he history of mining on the Kenai i'ciiinsula is not

very encoiii'aging. 'i'lie veins <ir stringers, lissiires, and

lenticular masses of (|iiartz do not assay uniformly or

occiii' regularly. As a rule they do not cNtenil in (le]ith

and as mining propositions of magiiitude tliev are not

•MiiiiiiK ensiiu"!'. Mt'Intyn- nuihliiisj, Sail i.aUo (.'ity.

of the Matanuska Valley is mild and offers no hindrance

to the successful operations of properties situated in these

coal fields. It is reached at the present time by means

of a horse trail from Knik, a point at the head of Cuok

Inlet. The tri]) takes about 2^ days.

'I'he coal areas consist of ajiproximately i 7,000 acres,

of wliich 7500 acres has been set aside by the Crovern-

uient for naval purposes. The coal is anthracite and a

(ine gi-ade of bitumiuoiis, the latter comparing favorably

with the celebrated Pocahontas coal of Virginia. An
idea can be obtaiueil of the size and value of these coal

lields from the fact that at dilferent points a thickness

of IIS ft. of clean solid coal is visible. Tliis coal is heavy,

firm and bard, and it is repoited not to be altered by

weatbcr. It has been favorably reported uixm for the

United States Navy, an average of 9(!.o points being re-

corded in comparison with Pocahontas coal as 100.
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The objections to workinjr llie liclds suv tluiU uwiiij;-

to tlie intrusion ot dinlmso, tlu! bi-ds Iimvp liccn Imilly

broken up and in ii good nuiny instaiiws |iitili at a sleep

ani;-ie, wliieli will necessitate sl()|)iiiii; in a \er1ical posi-

tion and also pumping all di'aiiiage ualer. 'I'lie uuder-

grouiul workings in tliese fields show the coal to be gaseous,

so that great care must be exeri-ised in oiicratiou.

No definite polit'V willi regard io the ii|ieniiig up of

these coal deiiosits has been announced by the hepai'tmeut

ot the Interior, l)ut mining opei'ations on a cojiHuercial

scale will begin when the railroad makes the coal ac-

SEWARD, ALASKA. THK TERMINUS OF THE
GOVERNMENT RAILWAY

cessible to the market. It must be understood that the

basis of leasing this coal must be equitable to the oper-

ator, and the system to be inaugurated must be devoid of

Cxovernment red-tape and impracticable methods.

At the present time on the Pacific Coast and at Hawaii

and Manila the United States Navy uses -t.-jO.OOO tons

of coal per annum. The greater part of this coal is

shipped from Norfolk. Ya.. and Baltimore, Md., by way

of the Panama Canal and is laid down at the harbor of

San Franci.seo for $().()0 ])er ton, inclusive.

These coals can also compete for the l.oOO.OOO tons

annually consumed on the Pacific Coast, a figure in-

cluding all coal used for coking and blacksmithing pur-

poses. The Alaska coal markets consume about lOO.OOi)

tons per annum, making a total of "^.OOO-OOO tons for

which the Matanuska fields can and Mill compete.

The coal of this particular Alaskan field, it is esti-

mated, can be laid down in Seattle for ai)pro.\imately $">

jxu' ton, and in San Francisco for $(i. These figures will

permit competition with coals mined in the States of

Washington, Colorado and New Mexico, or bronglit

through the Panama Canal for naval purposes.

The Department of the hifei'ior is exerting great ef-

forts to make these coal fields productive, and the basis

(if leasing will probably consist of competitive bidding fo;'

dilfei'eiil sections of I hi' liehlK. In no case can any in-

(li\idnal or corporation be inlei'estcd in more than ^Gtiit

acres, e\ce|)l by consent of the Secretary of the Interior,

The Willow Crt^ek district li<'s 10 miles north of KiiJk

.\ini and is drained by Willow Creek, which Hows into

the Siisiliia li'iver. The nniies oi-cnr at an altiluile of

fidiii liiuo to ."lOoii It., ;ind the v<'ins, lying in (piart:'.

diorite, are true lissures varying in width from a few

inches to a few feet. The oi'e is pyrites carrying free

gold mixed in a ipuirtz gangue. The district has a few

small ])ioperties which are successfully oj)erate(l about

li\i' months in the year, and most of the ground contain-

ing evidence that wmild justify fuillier (leveloj)ment has

been located. The cost of transportation, labor and jtow-

er is high, and conditions as a whole are adverse. Care-

ful sorting of the ore is imperative, and this is the only

method in successful operation at present. The future

of this camp is most promising and when the adverse

conditions are remedied so as to allow the successful

tri'atmeut of low-grade ore, it will become a big ]iro-

duier. The output last year was valued at $500,(100.

Hroad Pass is a wide glaciated valley between the head

of the Chulitna Kiver and a tributary of the Nenana

Hi\er called Jack River. This pass was first visited by

SPENCER GLACIER, ,'54 MILES FROM SEW.^RD, AL.A.SK.\

( iiivei-mnent e.\]il(iring |)ai'ties in 1908. Most of the in-

formation concerning this region was obtained in 1;113

b\ lM-<'d TI, Moffitt and Joseph E. Pogue, as members

of tlie United States Geological Survey. About 2500

square miles was mapped topographically, and ITOO was

examined geologically. The region consists of that area

defined by parallels G3° and G4° north latitude and meri-

'dians 1 i:° and 1-10° west longitude, comprising an area

'of 3700 squai-c miles. Most of the area is rugged and

lofty. I be highest mountain being !)000 ft. Tt is drained

b\ llie Xi^nana a-mi ('liiiliiiia Itivei's.
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Tin' liro:i(l I'nss |-c'L;ii)ii cnii ln' I'l'ailiccl liy tlirrr i-diitcs—
liy tlio south by tlic I'liiilil iki and Susilna \alli'vs, rmm
the Taiiana by means ol tlic Woml liixci' N'alley, or by

means of Valdez th-cek. This sinnnier it will be ad-

visable to take the route along the (ioxcrniuent railroad.

Tlie Broad Pass proper has been rhosen as the pass

through whieh the (ioveninient railroad surmounts the

main range of mountains. The eliniate in this parti-

eiilar portion of Alaska is severe, especially in the win-

ter; but sufficient water streams arc present so that the

discovery of a property warranting extensive develop-

ment could result in proper arrangements being made

for power supply. Most of the region is above timber

line, but sufficient timber for ordinary purposes can be

found at lower altitudes. The work already performed

has been in the nature of reconnaissance, but very little

of this has been done.

The formations that exist in the Broad Pass region

are favorable for tlie occurrence of orebodies. The sedi-

inentary rocks are intruded by granites, quartz monzonite,

Jay J. Monow, Alfred II. liiooks, Leonard M. Cox and

Colvin M. Ingei'soll to conduct an examination on the

transportation question in the Territory of Alaska; to

examine railroad routes from the seaboard to the coal

lields and to the interior; and to investigate navigable

waterways.

This act also provided that they were to make recom-

mendations in respect to the best and most available

routes for railroads in Alaska, which would develop the

country and the resources thereof, for the use of the

people of the United States.

This conunission, after spending six months in the

investigation, recommended the construction of a rail-

way line from the Town of Seward, an open port situ-

ated on Resurrection Bay on the Pacific Ocean, in a

northerly direction to Fairbanks, a mining town in the

inferior and 471 miles distant.

Following along the lines suggested. Congress appro-

priated the sum of $35,000,000 with which to construct

this railroad, and a commission consisting of Chairman

SCENE ON BROADWAY AND VIEW OP HARBOR FRONT. SEWARD, ALASKA

quartz diorite, some rhyolites. trachytes and andesites.

The sedimentary rocks consist of limestone, slate and

conglomerate, and from the fact that these have been in-

truded by later igneous rocks it nuiy be assumed that

deposits of economic importance ought to occur there.

In Bulletin G08, published by the United States Geo-

logical Survey, the following appears: "Geologic condi-

tions within the Broad Pass region are of a kind regarded

as favorable to mineralization. Though no extensive min-

eralization was found here during the geological field

work of 1913, that work was not sufficiently detailed to

warrant a sweeping statement as to the presence or ab-

sence of metalliferous deposits, particularly when the

general geologic conditions appear favorable to their pres-

ence; and it is believed that a search for valuable metals

may be justified."

Since the foregoing statement was issued, the Alaskan

Syndicate, now included in the Kennecott Copper Cor-

poration, has taken options on a group of claims in this

district. Considerable development work was done to

prove the existence of large bodies of basic ores, which

at the present time cannot be worked, owing to the lack

of transportation facilities. It would seem that these

deposits could be prolitably exploited when the Govern-

ment railroad is in o|)eration.

In accordance with the provisions of an act of Con-

gress, approved Aug. 24, 1912, the President of the

United States appoinlnl a nimniission consisting of MaJ.

W. C. Edes, Lieutenant Mears and Thomas Eiggs was

appointed to prosecute this work.

The road has been built from a point known as Anchor-

age, situated at the north end of Cook's Inlet toward the

Matanuska coal fields, and 72 miles of railroad, formerly

known as the Alaska Northern, has been purchased. This

line starts at Seward and at present ends in the wilder-

ness at Kern Creek. It is the intention of the Govern-

nieut to connect this road with the one from Anchorage,

and jiroceed north up the Susitna Valley and cross the

Broad Pass into Fairbanks. It is hardly to be expected

that this will be finished to Fairbanks" until 1918. on

account of the procrastination and red-tape connected

with Government work.

To connect the Alaska Northern with the main line

from Anchorage, a distance of 30 miles, will entail heavy

rock work. Some miles, it is estimated, will cost $100,-

000. From there and proceeding directly north with the

main road, the ultimate destination of the railway will

be Fairbanks, situated on the Tanana River. The I'oad

may eventually be constructed to the Yukon Eiver, a

navigaide stream that extends over a considerable ai'ea

of northern Alaska, thus connecting a main water artery

with the railroad extending from the Pacific.

In conclusion it may be added that the Govennnent

railroad will be instrumental in o]3ening a vast territory

of approximately -15,000 s(iuarc miles, which possesses

great possibilities for the discciver\' of minerals.
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Block-Caving System at Pewabic

Mine, Michigan*
The formation at the PcwMliic iiiiiu>, Michigan, in

wliicli Ihe block-cavinfj system (k'scrihcil was used, is about

250 I't. wide and stands vertically. The foot wall is the

gray Traders slate and the han};;infj wall is the Hed Brier

slate, both walls being uniform in dip and strike. A hori-

w>ntal sandstone capping about 100 It. thick, overlies the

uie formation and forms a strong arch over it. A depth

of 500 ft. was reached before the dome of subsidence

reached the surface and a hole 5 ft. diameter broke

through the sandstone. Subsequent mining operations

have increased this to an opening 700 f(. wide by 1500

ft. long. There are four distinct stages in this system of

mining; namely, developing, caving, opening up and ac-

tual mining.

The devolpment of a block of ore consists in driving

foot-wall and hanging-wall drifts 7 ft. wide by 8 ft. high

along the whole length of the block, which is about 350

ft. square. Crosscuts and drifts on 30-ft. centers are

driven north from the hanging-wall drift and east from
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Main Haulage Drift--

PLAN AND SECTION, SHOWING BLOCK-CAVING SYSTEM
USED AT PEWABIC

the main crosscuts, the width and length of the block

being thus developed, as shown in the accompanying plan.

Stopes are then started above the foot-wall drift and the

crosscut at the west end of the block, a back pillar about 6

ft. thick being left above the drift and crosscut to hold

the broken ore on which the men work while raising the

stopes. Raises on 30-ft. centers are put up through this

back pillar, every other one being cribbed to allow for

the passage of men, tools, etc. The other raises are known

as dummies and are used for drawing out the surplus ore

broken in the stopes. These stopes are raised to within

20 ft. of the level above,. a floor pillar being left to hold

back the wa.ste, gob and broken sandstone from the sur-

face. When the stopes have reached the required height,

the inllar above the crosscuts and foot-wall drift is drilled

and blasted out, the north and east corner of the block

being blasted first. The sto])es are then cleaned out from

foot to hanging wall and from end to end of the block.

Thus at the close of the development stage a block about

250 ft. square and from 100 to 125 ft. high is cut off on

•Paper presented by A. J. Myers, mining engineer, Pewabic
Mining Co.. Iron Mountain, Micii., at the 21st annual meeting
of the Lal<c Superior Mining Institute, Birmingham, Ala.,

Mar. 13 to 16. 1917.

all but the hanging-wall side and stands on solid jiillars

ubiiiit 22 ft. .square. In the meantime a main liaidage

drift has been driven in the red-slate wall ])arallel to and

about 40 ft. distant from the ore.

The pillars are next weakened by drilling and blasting

olf the corners; some of the ])illars will crush when ft.

in diameter and others have to be blasted out entirely,

depending on the jjhysical character of the ore in the

pillar itself. This weakening of the pillars is started on

the side of the block farthest from the main haulage drift

and proceeds until the width of the formation is covere<l.

In most ca.ses the north side of the block comes down be-

fore the weakening of the pillars is completed to the soutli

side. When the whole block is caved, it has dropjjed about

8 ft. and has iiroken ii]) fine enough for shoveling.

MlNJNti IN THE BliOKEN OilE

Ci'osscuts have been driven, meanwhile, from the main

haulage drift on 50-ft. centers to the south side of the

block. From the.se points timbered drifts are now poled

through the broken ore to the north, or foot-wall, side,

where drifts are driven off at right angles east and west.

The drawing out of the ore is now begun, and it is con-

tinued at any pne point until the .sandstone or surface

material moving with the ore makes the product too low

in ii-on content. Plank sollars are used, and one miner

can take care of one or two pairs of trammers, depending

on how weir the ore ha,s broken in caving. This drawing

is continued toward the main haulage drift until the ore

is extracted. At first glance one would think that con-

siderable timber is used in poling through the ore; how-

ever, only enough crosscuts are driven to supply th<J

output required, and thus only a small portion of the-

caved block is on timber at any one time.

Several attempts have been made to arrive at the proba-

ble loss of ore in mining with this system. The results

show that the loss is small and that the system in this re-

spect compares favorably with other systems used in un-

derground iron mining.

^:

Acieral, an Aluminum Alloy
An alloy containing 92 to 97% aluminum and offered

as a metal of strength and lightness, says Iron Age, non-

corrosive and suitable for use in the construction of auto-

mobiles, aircraft, military equipment, railroad cars, valves,

hardware, etc., has been put on the market by the Acieral

Company of America, 26 Cortlandt St., New York. It is

given the name Acieral and is the discovery of M. de

Montby, a Frenchman. It is being supplied, it is said, to

the French Government for the manufacture of helmets.

It is siher white, has a specific gravity of 2.82 and a

melting point of i;382° F. Its tensile sti'ength in castings

is given as 30,000 lb. per sq.in., and in rods and sheets

as 28,000 to 64,000 lb., and heat treated as upward of

70,000 lb. per sq.in. It is claimed that it may be sand

cast, die cast with or without pressure, hot and cold

forged, annealed, drawn, rolled, stamped, hardened by

temper, polished, electroplated and soldered. It with-

stands the action of all acids except hydrochloric.

With aluminum at 60e. per lb., acieral in ingot form

will sell, it is stated, at $1 per lb.; for marketing it is

furnished in the form of ingots, castings, plates, rods,

wires and tubes. It is manufactured in electric furnaces

and the plant has a daily capacity of 10 tons and has

been in operation for about a month and a half.
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Lead Mining and Smelting at

Galetta, Ont.*

Lead minino; Ims boun t'iirricHl on in sov(>ral parts nl'

tlio proviiu'o of Ontario in a dosultovy mainior for tho

last 10 years, l)iil up to lIMil the results were not of

nnnli I'onnneri'ia! ini|)ortanio. The most ambitious at-

tempt was made by an Enijlish ('(nnpany whirii built

a lead smeltery at Kingston, Out., in ISSO to treat the

eoneentrates from the Frontenae mines. Alter two years'

operation, the mines and smeltery were aliandoned. Up
to the present there has not been a sulfieient tonnage of

eoneentrates to support an elfieient blast-furnaee plant,

and as most of the small o|iriations eould not stand the

heavy freight and duty eharges into tho United States,

development work has not been earried on in a .systematic

manner. As a result the industry has languislied.

At Galetta, in southeastern Ontario, considerable pros-

pecting and development work has been carried on in

I he last few year.s, and very promising deposits of galena

less richly disscminateti in clusters and crystal aggregates.

In .some cases these masses weigh several liundred pounds.

Small amounts of sj)halerite are occasionally eneountei'ed.

The workings at the <'ast and west ends of tlio vein are

about 1(101) ft. ajjart, and the vein width frequently reaches

10 It. .Vlthough workings have not been carried to any
great dei)tli, suiricient development woi-k has been done

to disclose a large oreliody.

Ivirly in UUG a small concentrating plant was put in

o])eration. Owing to the coarseness of the galena grains

and the highly crystalline character of the caleite, a high-

grade ))rodiict is obtained with a low percentage of lead

in the tailings. An average analysis of the concentrates,

which consists of about 50% jig product and 50% tabic

concentrates: 1.14 oz. Ag, 7!)% Pb, 0.(1% insoluble, 1.2';^

Fe, O.H% CaO, 2% Zn, and 14.4% S. On account of the

absence of lead-smelting facilities in eastern Canada it

Avas decided, early in 1916, to build a smeltery on the

property as quickly as possible, as the concentrates were

jiiliug up and the demand for lead was great. I was

SIMPLE UUT EFFECTIVE LE.\D-SMELTING PL.^NT AT GALETT.i, OXT.\iaO

have been found in the Chats Island group by the James
Robertson Co., Ltd., of Jlontreal. The chief deposit is

that of the Galetta or Ivingdon lead mine, on Chats Island

in the Ottawa Eiver, about five miles east of the town of

Arnprior.

The rocks' in the vicinity of the mines consist of an

interbedded series of crystalline limestone and biotite

gneisses of pre-Cambrian age. This part of the Ottawa
I liver basin has been severely faulted, and tho overlying

i'aleozoic limestones may be seen in normal fault con-

tact with the pre-Cambrian. The vein is of a well-

marked fault-fissure type, and altlimigh the amount of

disjilacement is not determined at this point, similar

I'aults to the east show a displacenu'nt of from l.")00 to

ISOO ft., which would indicate mineralized fault fissures

of considerable de])th.

The ore occurs in a highly crystalline caleite with

some barite and fluorite, and the galena occurs more or

•A paper to bo presented at the St. Louis meetiiiB of the
Aniei'ican Institute of Mining JOngineors. C^etober, 1917. l>y

William E. Newnaiii. superintendent, .SI. Louis Smelting and
lietininK Co.. Collin.svlHe. 111.

'lieiiort of the Ontario Bureau of Mines.

called upon to furnish plans for the work and decided

that a mechanical-hearth plant would be the only solu-

tion from the standpoint of first cost of installation and
operating expen.se. The concentrates being high-grade

and quite coarse, they are an ideal product for hearth

treatment.

Active construction was begun in July, and although

considerably hampered by lack of building material, the

first hearth was placed in operation Oct. 9, 191(5. Since

that date the hearth has produced about 15 tons of lead

daily. From 2 to 3% of fine crushed limestone is mixed

with the galena as fed to the hearth, and about 3% of

coke breeze has been found sufficient to maintain the cor-

rect smelting temperature.

The general arrangement of this simple etl'ei'tive plant

are shown in the illustrations. The main hearth build-

ing contains the latest type of 8-ft. hearth, crossing and

molding kettle and ore-, coke- and coal-storage bins. In

order to secure a quick drop in flue temperatures and sep-

aration of the coarse ])articles of dust, four goosenecks

ill parallel are placed immediately hack of tho hearth.

This sudden lowering of the temperature makes possible
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ii short lluc, iidO ft. Idiii;, liallDcui-sliiipcil uitli cIcMtl-

mit hoppers every 4 I't. 'I'his Hue is housed to ciiuMlizc

the temperature in summer and winter and in connec-

tion vvitli a No. 10 Sirocoo exhaust fan delivers about

8000 eu.rt. of (hist-hiden gas ])er minute to the l)a<j;Iiouse.

]ielow tlie thimble Moor tlie baghouse is divided into three

compartments each connected to the damper flue by gas-

tight dampers; thus any compartment can be cleaned

without interrupting the operations. Above tlie thimble

lioor are !)!) cotton hags, 18 in. diameter and 'M) ft. long.

These bags are shaken from the outside by the etticient

Murray bumping system. Tlie temperature of the gases

in the baghouse does not exceed 180° F.

An industrial track runs under the gooseneck hoppers

and flue system, and by means of a closed dust buggy

the dust may be conveyed to the pugging room without

mechanical loss or endangering the health of the work-

dross and iikiIcIimI into trade l)ars. The dross is returned

lo the hearth.

The average metallurgical product per i! 1 liours is:

Ore charged (dry weight), 51,100 lb.; lead contents, 40,-

30!> lb.; pig lead made, a!),873 lb.; gray slag made, 11,-

815 lb.; dust and fume (7:5% lead), 7742 lb.; coke breeze

used, 3%.
The total lead in products is approximately: Pig lead,

74%; gray slag, 12%> ; dust and fume, 14%. Analysis

of gray slag ])roduced is; Pb, 41%; insoluble, 11.2%;
FeO, 13%; CaO, ll.<i%; S, 1.7%. Analy.sis of lead is:

5.0G oz. Ag, 99.95%, Pb, and 0.03% Cu.

As the amount of gray slag ])roduced is small, it is

saved up and periodically shipped to a distant blast-

furnace plant, the low sulphur contents and its self-

fluxing qualities making it a desirable blast-furnace ma-

terial. With the installation of larger concentrating fa-

jXij f/u

Section of Hear+h House

*^ »J-i>

Elevation of Floe

-/5'->t< i9S<!Ci!onij'8'CtoC.*Z'Lap'Z3^f- >^i

COAL COKE

"^5-6°

Portable Track-'

Lead Loading Trtxk
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Dr. Raymond at the Institute Meeting
Ainon>j; the niaiiy iiiU'rosting and iiotewortliy IVaturcs

of tlie meeting ol' the American Institute of iiining En-

gineers, at New York, last February were two addresses

by Dr. R. W. Raymond. Secretary Emeritus of the Insti-

tute, the one who first breatlied the breath of life into the

organization. The first of these addresses was at the Re-

union Smolier. when Dr. Raymond, called upon by

D. H. Browne, chairman, presented Herbert C. Hoover

in the following words:

"I have been honored by appointment to the pleasant

duty of introducing to this company of his professional

colleagues Herbert C. Hoover. Of course. Hoover needs

no introduction. It isn't necessary to look into "Who's

Who' in order to find out who's Hoover. If you

should consult that admirable volume, you wonld find

an outline of what we well-informed old fellows knew

about him a couple of years ago. We remembered him as

a promising graduate of the Stanford University, a

pupil of the distinguished Prof. J. C. Branner; then as

an active and intelligent field worker on state and Federal

geological surveys : tlien as a mine manager on the Pacific

slope ; then as the directing or advising engineer of great

corporations, exploring and mining on all the continents,

and conducting that 'big business' which both requires

and breeds big men. And we remembered him also as the

author of masterly books on the principles and econom-

ics of mining and of a wonderful translation of Agri-

cola's "De Re lletallica," with footnotes which constitute

a cyclopedia in themselves. But all this, that a few

of us knew about him, is now swallowed up in the things

that everybody knows.

The Belgian Kiddies. Ltd.

"By special agreement with Mr. Hoover, neither he nor

I will utilize this festive occasion by recommending the

enterprise of international philanthropy in which he now
stands at the head. It does not seem appropriate to at-

tempt, here and now, to touch either your hearts or your

pockets in the name of such a cause, however holy. You
have responded elsewhere already to that appeal. Be-

sides all other contributions previously made through

other channels, the whimsical corporation of "The Belgian

Kiddies,' very recently organized, has made a good be-

ginning by receiving from the engineers of this country

and forwarding to Mr. Hoover's commission the sum of

$75,000. But. I repeat, we are not going to consider that

subject tonight. We are here to greet a representative

American mining engineer and to acknowledge the glory

which in that capacity he has shed upon us all.

"Let me, however, return for a moment to Hoover's

translation of Agrieola. That book was written in the

Sixteenth Century in Latin—probably the worst Latin

of history : for the author coined words of his own for the

tools, machines, proces.«es and officials for which classic

literature contained no names. The German version,

published a few years later, was made by a physician who
knew nothing about mining, and is a mass of absurd mis-
understandings. So old Agrieola, one of the greatest

champions of science in the battle against superstition,

was deprived of his full fame by being buried in his own
bad language! He could be exhumed and exhibited in

his true proportions only by the skillful liands of some one

"ho knew all kinds of Latin, medieval, German and an-
cient mining and metallurgy besides. Let me say frankly
that the more I study this admirable translation, the
more T am inclined to give the cliier credit to Mrs.lloover,
whose name, with her husband's, staiuls u])on the title page.

"But Hoover had studied Agrieola to some purpo.se.

On the 93rd page of that book, the old expert, writing

four centuries before the pa.ssage of the eight-hour law,

describes the division of mining labor, for purposes pf

continuous efficiency, into three daily shifts. And when
in August, 1914, a hundred thousand American refugees,

caught in the sudden catastrophe of war. invaded London
as a frantic nniltitude, thirty American mining engi-

neers, who happened to be residing in that city, organized

themselves into a committee with Mr. Hoover as chair-

man and, as the first step in systematic operation, con-

stituted three shifts of eight hours each, thus becoming
at once a body which could not be tired out, because two-
thirds of it was always resting while the other third
worked. So while government officials threw up their

hands in despair, and well-meaning enthusiasts wore
themselves to a frazzle in protracted overexertion—'pour-
ing themselves out, as a useless libation, instead of con-
taining themselves for steady and tireless efl:'ort, this com-
mittee in three shifts went steadily on, giving to the
world an object lesson of knowing how and doing well
—of the scientiiic conservation of human energy; of

efficiency compared with—well, let us say, shiftlessness

!

American Mining Engineers Trained in Big
Business to Handle Men and Materials

"For these American mining engineers were trained in

big business. They knew how to handle both men and
materials on the great scale ; how to work together ; how
to keep cool; how to meet emergencies; how to climb
over, or tunnel under, or go around obstacles.

"And we of the Institute know what kind of wives

American mining engineers are apt to have—compan-
ions in enterprise and danger, equally fearless in camp or

cabin—oh ! you know the kind, you have one yourself

!

—and they were there too, making the splendid exhibition

complete. We always believed we—we pairs, I mean

—

were the finest double blossoms developed by modern
civilization ; and now we are sure of it.

"I have promised not to speak of the later and wider

work which naturally sought the same hands. But I

cannot pass it by in utter silence ; for above and through
all our shovxts and plaudits and self-congratulations over

this great achievement of patriotic ardor expressed in

scientific method and skill—above it all, and 'smiting a
silence' through it all, I hear a Voice, saying, 'Ye have
done it unto the least of these

!'

"So I end as I began. You cannot introduce Hoover.

You can only precede him—and you must not do that

too long. Knowing that Hoover was coming after me,
I have felt like the Irishman who was running wildly

through a railway cutting, pursued by a fast train, the

engineer of which succeeded in stopping it just as he was
about to be run over. When they said, 'Pat, why didn't

you get off the track and up on the embankment,' he
said 'Faith, I couhl onlv just kape ahead on a level; d'ye

think I'd try it up hill?'

'
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"Well, fiTullciiuMi, there is only one Wiiy lo iiit mdnce

Hoover. All oi' you f^et up, ami lift lii.trli your glasses,

and say with a will

:

"Here's—Hoover !"

(Which they rlifl.)

l)r. K'aymond's seconrl address was made at West Point,

on the occasion of the visit there of the nienihers of the

Institute on Thursday, Feh. 22. At 2 o'clock all as-

semhli-d ill the auditorium, where an iuldrmnl session

was held at which Maj. Arthur S. Dwi'dit, chairman of

the Institute's committee in chav^e ol' the excursion and

chairman of the Committee on Hcserve Corps of Civilian

Engineers, presided. After a few appropriate compli-

mentary and congratulatory remarks, Major Dwight in-

troduced Col. John Biddle, superintendent of the Military

Academy, who welcomed the visitors to West Point.

Du. Kaymoxd's Ties to the Academy

Sidney Jennings, vice president of the Institute, heing

called upon to reply, introduced, as its spokesman on this

occasion, Dr. Eossiter W. Eaymond, secretary emeritus,

whose family had been for many years connected with the

Military Academy, especially through his brother, the late

Brig. Gen. Charles W. l^aymond, of the Corjis of Engi-

neers, who spent many years at West Point as instructor

;

who. as the engineer of the post, erected several of the im-

portant buildings, including the hos])ital, the cadet bar-

racks, etc.; and who, besides his work for 40 years as a

military engineer, was famous as explorer of the Yukon,

constructor of the harbor of Philadelphia, designer and

builder of the Deleware breakwater, and finally chairman

of the board of engineers wdiich planned and directed the

great enterprise of the Pennsylvania Eailroad Co., with

its tunnels, terminals, yards and shops, in New Jersey,

Manhattan and Long Island.

Dr. Eaymond spoke as follows:

"Mr. Chairman, Fellow-Engineers, Ladies and Gentle-

men : I accept with frank pleasure the words just spoken

concerning my brother. He was indeed a great civil as

well as an accomplished military engineer; and he illus-

trated and exemplified, in his long career of 40 years of

successful achievements without a single failure, that fra-

ternal cooperation between the American engineers in

civil life and the Engineer Corps of the Army, the re-

cent development of which has inspired us all with pa-

triotic pricie. My own distinct recollections of West

Point date from the days of the War for the Union, when,

as staff officer, I visited the Academy and took great de-

light in being respectfully saluted by my cadet brother.

In later years, after my brief military career was over,

and during his unusually long residence here, I used to

visit him and to maintain a most agreeable friendshiii

with many of his fellow oiticers in the Corps of Engi-

neers. I have spent a solemn half-hour today, before this

session began, in wandering about this splendid me-

morial hall, and realizing, as I gazed upon these portraits

and tablets, that my army friends and contemporaries

have departed, and that 'glory guards their graves.' But

I have been comforted by meeting here, not only those

who recall my generation, but also the comrades of the

Kaymonds of a later date. Out yonder, in the West

Point cemetery—the fairest spot on earth—beside my
brother's grave, is the grave of his son. Captain Jack

Eaymond, of the Tenth Cavalry—oh ! they all loved Jack !

—and there are two of Jack's brothers in acti\(! service

still. So I may fairly feel that the relations of more

than half a century between my family and this historii-

Academy are still subsisting unimpaired. You will par-

don, I am sure, this outbreak of personal feeling, which

could not be suppressed in such a preseiU'C and at such

an hour.

'"We mining engineers have been accustomed to claim

that mining engineering comprises the oj)erations of all

other branches of engineering, together with peculiar

))recesses and difTicnlties of its own. But perhaps we must

now yield that i)roud comprehensive prei'ininence to the

military engineers. It is they who have t<^) know and
to em])loy in modern warfare all arts and sciences. That
even the highly abstruse and ab.stract science of astron-

omy may be a weapon of conquest, let me prove to you

by a little story.

"In 1869 a military expedition was sent by the United

States from the mouth of the Yukon River a thousand

miles or more, to the British post of Fort Yukon. The
expedition was commanded by Capt. Charles W. Eay-

mond, of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., whose military

force consisted of Michael Foley, private, of the Ninth

U. S. Infantry. The garrison of Fort Yukon, on the

other hand, consisted of two men in the service of the

Hudson's Bay Company.

MoviNC riiK BiiiTisii AT FoiiT Yukon

"The American force estaljlished an encampment (one

tent) on the esplanade—that is to say, in the front yard

of the fort, where it mounted its heavy artillery—a zenith

telescope. Bombarding the sky with this battery, it ob-

tained on Aug. 7. 18C)9, during an eclipse of the sun,

the data from which the longitude of the post could be

determined ; and on the next day Captain Raymond in-

formed the British garrison that Fort Yukon was many
miles west of the 141st meridian, which constitutes the

eastern boundary of Alaska—in other words, that it was

upon American soil—and called upon them to haul down
the British flag and substitute the stars and stripes. This

they declined to do; but the two armies being drawn up
on opposing lines, the garrison maintained an attitude

of innocuous desuetude and watchful waiting, while

Private Foley, Ninth Infantry, U. S. A., by a bold and

skillful sortie, effected the desired change of national

colors; after which the Briti.sh forces shook hands, and

amicably retired, to build a new fort on the other side

of the international boundary. This was the first instance

in history of the capture of an important fortified posi-

tion by one man with a telescope. It was a prophetic

illustration of the decisive importance of artillery. And
what a significant indication did it present of the di-

rection in which the millenium is to be reached in warfare

by the jjrogressiNe reduction of armaments ! But we must
bear in mind that as quantity is diminished, quality must
be improved. The one gun which reduced Fort Yukon,
nearly half a century ago. had an effective range of some
90,000,000 miles! (Laughter and applause.)

''Well, science having thus entered the sphere of war in

these latter days, it is but natural that war should make
its appeal to the men of science. Fifty years ago there

was some controversy between the civilian and the mili-

tary engineers of the United States. We thought that

they ought not to have the charge of great public im-

provements, like those of rivers and harbors and canals.

Aiul it was ]ierhaps an aggravation of our dissatisfaction
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that lluv |icil'ornio(l their woriv so well. But that con-

tnivcrsy has si-ttlod itself, like all eont roversies, religious,

political or other, since the world began—not by the

victory of either jiarty, hut through the advance of both

})arties to higher ground, where old differences are for-

gotten or disregarded or dismissed as trivial in the pres-

ence of a new danger, duty and devotion, connnon to all.

Yes, the military engineers have swallowed us, and we do

not disagree with them. Indeed, we are proud and happy

in our new fellowship. Look at Arthur Uwight. who

l)resides at this moment upon this platform. Do you

think he cares for those academic distinctions which, a

few months ago, he wore with such dignity and satis-

faction ? He's a ilajor now ! And look at me ! When I

receive annually from the Recorder of the ililitary Order

of the Loyal Legion of the United States a letter asking

me to pay my dues, it thrills me with joy. For it is

addressed to me as Captain, without any mention of titles

in philosophy or Jurisprudence; and it renews my youth

and strength to have my aliihahetical appendix thus re-

moved.

"Yes, all American engineers are simply patriots now.

These are tense and critical hours. Since we listened, a

few minutes ago, to the guns which saluted the memory

of Washington upon this, his natal day, our ears have

been strained to catch the muttered message from a dark

horizon, and we know not how soon the storm may break,

even upon the beauty and the white-robed peace that sur-

round us here.

''One of the earliest and greatest poets of our country,

Drake, chose this region as the scene of au exquisite poetic

narrative from which he carefully omitted all human
passions or purposes. From its serene opening lines,

The moon shines down on old Cronest;

She meUows the shades on his shaggy breast.

And seems his huge gray form to throw
In a silver cone on the wave below,

to the last words, 'the fays are gone,' the scenes and

images of the poem are those of fairy-land. Yet the

same pen wrote in the same environment that immortal

lyric.

When Freedom from her mountain height
Unfurled her standard to the air,

She tore the azure robe of night
And set the stars of glory there!

—

I will not recite it further. You know it. We used to

speak it in school—and it is a good piece to speak today.

"As you recall it, let it be associated in your minds

henceforth with the lovely and the lofty memories of this

place and this day. Imagine that upon these heights

of Storm King and Cronest was that 'mansion in the

sun' whence Freedom 'called her eagle bearer down, and
gave into his mighty hand the symbol of her chosen land.'

"And, as we shortly leave this charming place and
these its gallant, friendly guardians, our hearts will

breathe a friendly benediction upon the scenic beauty, the

historic glory and the heroic sons of West Point."

Training Mining Men for War*
So foreign was the idea of military service to most of

the members of the Canadian Mining Institute, that dur-

ing the first stages of the war many Joined units that

gave them no o]i])ortunity whatever of putting to use

•By J. C. Murray in Canadian Mining Institute "Bulletin,"
February, 1917.

their previous experience. I'artly for the purpose of

correcting this waste, the Engineers 'J'raining Depot, St.

Johns, P. Q., was organized. It has now been in existence

for about two years. The dilhculties to he overcome in

creating a military and technical training organization

in the most exigent of circumstances were by no means
light.

It is the intention here merely to outline my own
impressions of the depot (sadly mishandled word!) after

a few weeks of training. No doubt some of these im-

pressions are wrong, and all will be modified by the fu-

ture. Yet it is hoped that they will enlighten the civil-

ian darkness of those members of the Institute who will

have the good fortune to follow us here.

The newly arrived subaltern, tliough welcomed (dis-

creetly or otherwise) ijy his fellows, remains for the first

few days a dismal derelict, a military maverick. He is

painfully conscious of being neither fish, flesh nor good

red herring. This engenders a temporary loss of self-

respect. Also, however, it brings an ardent resolution to

make oneself like unto other men. Of course much of

this suffering is due to causes purely subjective. The
neophyte is his own harshest critic. And, painful though

this may be, these preliminary pangs are necessary. They
presage the birth of the spirit of military discipline, and

also the development of hitherto imsuspected muscles.

Both processes, the process spirtual and the process phj-

sical, are of inestimable value.

The Change Wrought by a Fortxight's Training

The change WTOught by a fortnight's training is not

merely visible^it is startling. Eeadjustment to strange

conditions may be rapid or slow. This is primarily a

function of temperament and possibly of age. But it

is inevitable. This does not imply that there is a leveling

or standardizing of the human units. It means simply,

that all must acquire a certain proficiency in things mili-

tary and must also conform, in matters of usage and

etiquette, to certain irrefragable rules.

Mining men need be told nothing of the ethics of the

game. Loyalty to one's official superiors, telling no t<iles

out of school, helping a friend or acquaintance or a

friend's friend, and avoiding that habit of speech to which

the name of a natural pastoral fertilizer has been ap-

plied, are cardinal eithical principles in mining as much

as in the army.

Military engineering methods may be described fairly

as field expedients. The engineer is taught how to tie

knots and lashings, how to devise and erect bridges,

derricks, trestles, etc. ; how best to utilize available nui-

terial : how to construct trenches, and how to do a thou-

sand and one other things necessary in the field. The

need of speed is impressed on him from first to last.

Military engineering has its own peculiar terminology,

sometimes extremely confusing to the lay mind. In gen-

eral the methods chosen are the shortest and most effective

means to the desired end. In addition to engineering,

the course includes insufficient doses of infantry training,

physical training, military law, musketry, equitation (the

standard Joke is to call this class "aviation") and other

miscellaneous subjects.

Since the training is prejionderatingly practical, and

since it overlaps and often duplicates actual experience

in the remoter mining regions, it seems particularly ap-

propriate that the Canadian engineers should lie the
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briincli (>r Ihfi service chosen liy tlic majority of mining

men. ISol-li in the ranks and among tlie com missioned

officers tlinre are at St. John's mining men from every

quarter of the globe.

Indeed, the cosmopolitan cliaracter of tlie officers' classes

is phenomenal. A small draft of officers sent to England

the other day included mining engineers from Burma,

Siberia, Cobalt and British Columbia. Similarly, the

classes at present in training are made up in part of men

who have come here from the remotest corners of the

earth. The Scotch burr, the murderous Cockney, the

soft Welsli speech, the harsh Yorkshire, the Ontai'io twang

—these and many other dialects are heard.

Among the rank and file an even more marked hetero-

geneity is observable. Men of education and refinement

are to be found in every company. And, be it noted,

these men look upon themselves as neithci- licrocs nor

martyrs. Posing and squealing are not encouraged in

the Engineers.

In effect, the raison d'etre of the Engineers Training

Depot, is the speediest possible conversion of civilians

into efficient military men. So to balance drill, practical

training and lectures, as not to neglect either the purely

military or the technical sides of the course is a prob-

lem of exceeding difficulty. However, that balance has

apparently been achieved and is being maintained. Not

that the course is perfect. Many a subaltern in training

could proffer suggestion after suggestion. Luckily, he is

restrained by a right and proper fear of God, early in-

stilled in the bosoms of all of ns.

That the course established at the depot makes a strong

and peculiar appeal to mining men goes without saying.

The work, alike for private and for officer, has a singu-

lar attraction. It is creative and direct. Resourceful-

ness and expedition count enormously. A high premium

is placed upon initiation and efficiency. The man who

has followed the "bush," or has prospected, or has done

general work about tlic mine, makes a mueh-de.sired and

mueh-a]ipreciated recruit.

Engineering Civic Federation

At tlie Third Conference Committee in Engineering

Cooperation, at Chicago, Mar. 29, 1917, W. L. Saunders

made the following interesting speech:

Dr. Newell has rendered the profession a great service

by initiating this movement in America looking toward

engineering cooperation. He has taken the first step

—

he has pointed out the weakness of the present situation

and the opportunity and the duty of the engineer to ae-

complisli larger things by getting together.

In many directions this call has been heeded and much

impetus i\as been given the proi^osition through the dis-

cussion of various plans, all looking to cooperation but

differing in certain essential features. The Secretary

of War, in a recent address before the Washington Society

of Engineers, said: "The part engineers are going to

play in the making of new civilization is probably more

important than that of any other profession. The engi-

neer is going to take his place alongside of the politician

in making ])o.ssil)le the vast extension of activity in our

country. War is becoming more dependent on engineer-

ing." Dr. Kicketts, in an address to the Engineering As-

sociation of the Princeton Club, said : "We vote, but we

do not really serve our comnuniity, strife and county. We

liave been so absorbed in advancing the industries with

which we have been connected tiiat we iiavo failed U>

exercise our proper influence in behalf of the coniniunity.

We have cstablisbed splendid engineering schools where

graduates are given superior technical training, but are

not inspired by tbe true spirit of service U> the Common-
wealth."

In order to crystallize this subject into ii practical plan,

it would .seem that the first thing to do is to get together

on fundamentals. There is much confusion and some

difference of opinion as to whether this movement should

lie one of co()|)eration among engineering societies or

whether it should take the line of an independent organ-

ization of engineers and scientific men, federating citizens

of technical thought and training into a broad, nation-

wide organization plaimed in accordance with American

ideals and to meet the conditions that exist in a demo-

cratic form of government.

ExCilNEERING SOCIETIES NaTUKALLY TeNI) AwaY
FROM Civic Duties

Engineering associations, national and local, are usu-

ally organized and directed for the purpose of advancing

engineering knowledge and for the maintenance of high

professional standards. Such organizations are of the

greatest value and importance to tlic profession, but their

very nature tends toward concentration upon purely tech-

nical lines and to separation from civic and social duties.

The highly trained civil engineer naturally considers that

he is a better judge of things involving civil engineering

than is any other type of engineer. He also considers his

judgment superior to that of one of his juniors. If a

question inxolving civil engineering is before a legisla-

tive body, he would not look favorably upon a proposition

to consider his vote as only equal to that of men in the

other professions. He would naturally, and reasonably, favor

submitting the question to a body of civil engineers. The
conclusion from this premise leads to permitting the en-

gineering societies to take separate action in public ques-

tions. The rlnfortunate part of this, however, is that

it is neither wise nor effective. It does not conform to

the American system of government. Such a system is

fundamentally one where the man in the street has an

equal vote with the man in the counting-house, even on

a banking question, and experience over and over again

has shown that legislative bodies are not influenced by

banking associations when banking questions are before

them. This may not be right, but it is a fact. It has

been shown recently in the Federal Reserve Act, which

was opposed by the bankers and which is now generally

approved.

Let me illustrate this point in another way: Let us

suppose a project to be before a county board, a state legis-

lature, or any governing body, involving the constriiction

of either a bridge across or a tunnel under a stream.

The civil engineer would perhaps be more interested in

a bridge, the mining engineer in a tunnel. The question

might appeal to the governing body on lines of general

public interest; matters of finance may come in, so that

a decision rendered on broad ground should have its in-

fluences reach out to lines of general technical and com-

menial knowledge. An association of technical men
without special predominance in any branch of engineer-

ing is not only likely to do more effective work, but its in-

fluence would be broader. There niav be but a few civil
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cn<;-iiiC(M's in that particular county or state, and this

small irroup acting in a ciunniunity would not be I'kely

to have as nnuh effect upon the governing body as the

more widely distributed inllueuce of a large number of

engineers, who might actually have been reasoned to their

position by the superior intelligence of the snuiU body of

civil engineers. This would be specially so if the right

and strength of the matter were on the side of this small

group.

The first reason why engineering societies are not likely

to be effective as such in public matters is that their

cliief function being technical, they are now engaged and

should continue to devote their time and energies, from

the president down, to the advancement of scientific

knowledge, and that if they attempt to divert those ener-

gies to public questions, they aa'e likely to do less in this

fundamental line, which in itself is of the greatest im-

portance. Furthermore, a departure from their true

province to one that borders on politics will threaten to

disrupt the organization.

It is proposed to organize an Engineering Civic Fed-

eration on practically the same basis as the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States has been established to

represent business. Business men have their manufac-

turers' associations, their bankers' clubs, their trade

associations, reaching into many lines of activity. They

federate together under the National Chamber, an or-

ganziation M'hich is geographically widely distributed, the

membership of which comprises all lines of business from

the head of a large corporation down to the comer grocer.

Waen this National Chamber speaks it is with the voice

of business, uninfluenced by personal considerations. It

is the popular expression of the American business world.

Why not have such an expression from the engineering

world ? If we make the attempt, let us make it on a broad

and not a narrow scale. Let us follow American systems.

Principle of Engineekixg Civic Fedeiution

The proposed Engineering Civic Federation is based in

principle upon the national political organizations of the

country. All members living in any county of any state

elect a countv chairman. The several county chairmen

in each state by majority vote elect a councilor; the sev-

eral councilors by majority vote elect a president. There

is complete autonomy in each county, in each state and

in the nation. Subjects relating to county interest

should be considered by the county members only, ques-

tions of state interest by state members only and national

questions by the entire organization. The opinion of the

organization on public questions should be expres.sed only

through a referendum.

It is proposed to elect Gen. George W. Goethals presi-

dent. Here we have a man of international reputation,

a great executive, through whom a membership at $1

each of from 75,000 to 100,000 technical men might be

enlisted for service. The possibilities of such an organiza-

tion can scarcely be overestimated. Annual meetings

might be held in Washington, D. C. ; state meetings more
frequently in each state, and county members might get

together at any time. There should be no jealousy ex-

cited among the various engineering and scientific soci-

eties by such an organization as this. It does not encroac'h

upon their province. On the contrarj', it draws a clear

line of distinction between maintaining high professional

standards and federating technical men foi' public service.

The engineer has no one but himself to blame because

his infhience is so nmch less than that of the lawyer. He
has been too modest. He looks upon engineering as too

.serious a thing, he hides his light behind a bushel, he is

too fond of avoiding the mire of politics, giving too little

consideration to the fact that politics enters into every

part, of our life and that if there is a mire there, it is

because the men who arc best fitted to clean it up do

not go in. We have a part to play ; now let us play it.

The problems of civilization are daily becoming more
and more technical. The United States is the greate.st

industrial nation of the world. It is the engineer who
has built up this industry. The men who have built it

up are best fitted to conduct it, for engineering today is

the art of organizing and directing men and of unfolding

and utilizing the work of Nature for the benefit of the

human race.

Platinum in 1916

Preliminary estimates based on practically complete

returns made to the United States Geological Survey, De-

partment' of the Interior, by domestic refiners of plat-

inum indicate that in 1916 approximately 488 oz. of

domestic crude platinum (about 74% metal) was refined,

producing 173 oz. platinum, 84 oz. of iridium, and

113 oz. of iridosmine, and that 10,118 oz. of South Amer-
ican crude platinum, about 88% pure, was refined.

The platinum metals produced by refining crude placer

platinum, of both foreign and domestic origin, amounted

to 8943 oz. platinum, 235 oz. iridium, 199 oz. iridosmine,

and 18 oz. palladium.

Refiners of copper matte and gold bullion report a pro-

duction from foreign and domestic material of 3556 oz.

platinum, 100 oz. iridium, and 2746 oz. palladium. About

half of this output was produced from domestic materials.

The total production of new platinum metals in 1916

was about 11,500 oz. of platinum, 335 oz. iridum, 300 oz.

iridosmine, and 2765 oz. palladium.

The scrap platinum metals sold in the United States

in 1916 amounted to ajiproximately 49,400 oz. of plat-

inum, 980 oz. iridium, and 2000 oz. palladium.

W.

Mining Regulations in Mexico

A recent issue of Commerce Reports of the Department

of Commerce, Washington, announces that Ambassador

Fletcher, at Mexico City, has telegraphed that General

Carranza has informed him that mine owners who are

unable to operate their properties in Jlexico should apply

for an extension of the time within which to resume work,

and that he assured the ambassador that in all cases where

the conditions were such as to make it impossible to re-

sume work an extension would be allowed. General Car-

ranza further said that it was not his government's

intention to compromise mining property.

The ambassador suggest that mine owners who are un-

able to operate and who have not applied for an extension

should immediately make application for such extension.

The applications .should be made in Spanish, to the Min-

ister of Fomento, jMexico City, giving title, size, location,

number and name of the property, together with the rea-

sons for failure to work the property. Each application or

jietition should be accompanied by the last tax receipt and
sliould bear a 50c. Mexican documentary stamp.
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Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.
Thr annual report of ilie Inspiration Consolidated Cop-

per Co., of Miami, Ariz., shows a net operating; profit for

1!)|(i. after charging' olf $: 50.000 for ilepreciation, of

$20,()2!),189, from whieli dividends amountinj;; to .i;8,.5l8,-

050 were paid, equal to $7.25 per share on the 1,181,907

shares of stock outstanding, the balance being carried' to

surplus which is shown as $12,(i8 1,500, with an additional

$l,281,4()i) carried as a charge for depreciation and de-

velopment. No attempt was made to develop additional

ore, 91,789,120 tons being in reserve Dec. 31, 191G.

The olTicei's of the coni]iany have been increased by an

additional vice president, L. D. K'icketts; in the directorate

Charles E. Mills has succeeded Thomas F. Cole.

A brief review of the time intervening between 1912

and the close of 1916 shows that during the first period

of 1912, to June 29, 1915 (when tiie first unit of the mill

ing in the Live Oak; 7,500,000 tons of ore was acquired

by the purchase of the Keystone grou p.

During the second period, July to December, 1915, the

mine and finished units of the mill were operated and

20,145,(570 11). of cojjper wa.s produced.

In 191(i, the third period, mining operations were sub-

stantially confined to the Ins])iration division. The Key-

stone projierty was not worked at all and the Live Oak

and Cordova group only to a very limited extent in sup-

plying with siliceous oxidized ore the small market fur-

nished by the International .smeltery for this class of

material. The concentrator was fully supplied from the

stopes of the Inspiration division. In all 5,155:5,880 tons

of ore was mined during the year, 21,289 tons being the

maximum for any single day. The average output of ore

per shift's work chargeable to the mining de])artnient

.MAP OF INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED, MIAMI. ARIZ.. SHOWING DEVELOPED ORE AREA

started) was a period of plant construction and under-

ground development. At the beginning of this period

the mines had already been developed by churn drills,

but only slightly by underground work. The second

quarter of 1912 was occupied in the selection of a mill

site, and suitable lands for tailings storage and with ne-

gotiations for hydro-electric power. In the latter half

of 1912 active underground work was stai-ted, the first

grading contract (for the railroad) was let and the first

grading actually began on the mill site. During 1913,

flotation tests began in a 10-ton plant and continued for

six months. Li the following six months a 700-ton flo-

tation test mill was built. Prom Jan. 1, 1914, to June

29, 1915, the 700-ton flotation test plant treated 257,000

tons of ore.

On July 30, 1913, the first concrete was poured for

surface structures; 23 months later the first unit of the

mill was started, and 7| months following this the last,

or eighteenth unit of the mill was started. Meanwhile,

the main shafts were sunk and equipped, the power house,

railroad, etc., built, and the water supply developed and

equipped; 53.7 miles of underground openings were

driven ; 6,858,000 tons of ore was developed by chum drill-

was 17.46 tons. The area covered by the undercutting of

ore was 18.4 acres; 28 miles of underground openings

were driven and 31 miles of such work was destroyed in

the caving operations.

TONS OF ORE MINED
Milling ore* 5,332,058 From Inspiration division

Siliceous ore sent to snielterj-

Smelting ore direct to anieltcrty
Oxide ore direct to smeltcrj'
Oxide ore direct to smeltery

1.969 From Inspiration division

1

8

From Blaek Copper claim
9,473 From Live Oalv division

1 0,362 From Cordova group

Total 5,353,880

* Includes 200,859 tons reclaimed from dumps by driving branch raises from

the mine below, and drawing ore down to the mine haulage ways.

DEVELOPMENT WORK UNDERGROUND
Destroyed

Openings
Driven to
Beginning

of
.1916,
Miles

Haulage ways. . ._. 7.61
Ordinary-sizes drifts 22 69
Main raises 23 20
Finger raises 8.93
Shafts 1.21

Miscellaneous 0.21
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Tlie cost of Clipper dcriNcd rnmi loiui'iiI ratiiifj; (irc:

was:

Mining
Coafsc rrushinp
Ore h.iuIinR
Concoiitrntinn ami royalty
Concentrate liaulinp

SnipltinR, freight, rt'tininB, niarkftin^, etc ,

It is estimated that for

Cost per
Ponnd
2 702.-

125
069

2 243
00(1

5 145c.

3 528

8 673c,
119,431,389 lb.

Coat per
Ton ( )rc

$0 60708
02798
01540
50385
00145

$1 15576
79269

$1 94845
5,316,350 til

Ccicli 1000 tons of ore iiiimd

there will have to be driven (iiicludinfj the orifjiiial ])\v-

paratory work) i;5 ft. of ordiiiarv-si>;ed drifts, 20 ft. of

main raises and 1.4 ft. of haulaijeways, makiiifr a chariiv

for this account of approximately SOc. per ton mined.

In the 1916 cost of mining as it appears in the cdsl

tabulation, 20e. per ton is eharued for drivino- of drifts,

main raises and haulageways, and -10. Gc. for nndercuttina

and caving, drawing, loading, hauling, hoisting, etc., to-

gether with a proper proportion of all general charges.

However, the actual cost during the period for driving

drifts, main raises and haulageways, amounted to 10c. per

ton. That is to say, the actual cash expenditure per ton

for mining in 1916 was $0..506.

The copjier in the ore occurs mainly in combination

with sulphur. Ijut partly in oxide combinations. The first

is readily separated from the waste rock in which it oc-

curs, by either flotation or gravity concentration. The
oxides, however, give but poor recoveries by either means.

The mill statistics for the year are as follows:

MILL ST.^TISTICS FOR 1916

Dry tons milled 5,316.350 1

Tons per day 14.850 1

Average number of sections running 16 54
Average tonnage rate per section . ... 897 8
Assay mill feed—per cent, copper 1 548
Screen analysis of feed (on 48 mesh) ... 33
Per cent, copper in feed—oxidized 335
Assay of general tailings—per cent, copper 397
Per cent, copper in general tailings—oxidized 283
Per cent, copper in general concentrates—smelter assay 30 688
Per cent, copper in flotation concentrates 37 50
Per cent, copper in table concentrates 1123
Per cent, moisture in general concentrates 17 27
Tons concentrates produced per ton of ore 0377
Recovery of copper calculated from: (Smelter Assays)

Assays only 75. 33
Assays and weights of concentrates and feed 74 86
Assays and weights of concentrates and tails . 75 18

.'Vssays and weights of feed and tails 75 29
Recovery of copper sulphides 90 95
Water used per ton ore—total gallons (February, 1917, figures) 1108
Water used per ton ore—gallons

Reclaimed in tanks at foot of mill . 554
Reclaimed from ponds 528
New water from Kiser pump station. , 226

Steel ball consumption per ton of ore milled
Flotation oil consumption per ton of ore milled (pounds) .

,

Coal tar
Other oils

1 20
087

I 76
1 287

As against the mill record for the latter half of 191.5,

this shows some improvement in the reco\ery of suli)hide

copper, but a lower total recovery due to an increased

proportion of oxide copper in the ore.

The la.st six sections of the present mill were not cjuitc

completed at the beginning of 1916, sections Nos. 13, 14,

15 and 16 being put into commission in January, and
Nos. 17 and 18 in February. Owing to this and the fur-

ther fact that the grinding capacity of the mills gradually

increased throughout the year, the average daily tonnage

milled during the first half-year was 13,466 tons, while

the average daily tonnage milled during the second half-

year was 1 6,203 tons. The average daily tonnage milled

during February, 1917, was 17,013 tons. The production

of copper for the fir.st half-year of 1916 was 53,96a, 13(;

lb. and for the second half was 66,810,501 lb.; a total

of 130,772,637 lb.

Government Regulation of Explosives
Wash iNGTON Couuespondencb

Secretary of I he Interior I.ane on Apr. 18 addressed the

folliiwing letter io Ibm. Martin D. P'oster, chairman of

the Coinmiltee on Mines and Mining, in the House of

l{epreseiilati\'es :

"May 1 request your assistance in obtaining authority

from Congress for the work of supervising the maiiurac-

ture, sale and use of explosives during war or national

emergency. The ways and means of carrying on thh work
have been the subject of full discussion among repre-

sentatives of the Department of War, the Department of

the Interior, and rejiresentatives of several of the most
im]u)rtant manufacturers of explosives. The judgment
reached as the result of these conferences is that this work
should lie c-arried on by the Bureau of Mines, of the De-
partment of the Interior.

"I am accordingly forwarding herewith a draft of the

legislation proposed to cover the subject. This draft is

the result of a careful consideration of all the problems in-

volved so far as they have disclosed themselves, and has

the ai)proval of the Secretary of War and of myself. I

desire also your friendly cooperation in procuring the

legislation needed, and request that you introduce the

proi)osed bill at your earliest convenience and give it your

earnest support.

"In order that you may be fully informed on the sub-

ject, I have authorized the Director of the Bureau of

Mines to discuss it with you personally."

A bill to regulate the manufacture, distribution, stor-

age, sale, use and possession of explosives in time of war
or during national emergency, and for other ])urposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress as-

sembled. That in time of war, or during national emer-

gency to be determined by the President and announced
by jiroclamation, he is hereby authorized and empowered,
in addition to the enforcement of all existing provisions

of law, to make and enforce, during such time of war or

national emergency, such orders, rules and regulations

governing the manufature, distriliution, storage, sale, use

and possession of smokeless powder, explosives, blasting

supplies, and ingredients thereof, as he may deem neces-

sary for the public safety, and to employ such persons

without regard to Civil Service requirements, and to

utilize such agents or agencies in the employ of the Gov-

ernment, as may be necessary in connection with the en-

forcement of said orders, rules and regulations, and any

person who violates any such order, rule or regulation

shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not

more than $5000 or to imprisonment for not more than

three years, or both ; and for the enforcement of the pro-

visions of this act, including personal .services in the Dis-

trict of Columbia and elsewhere, and including supplies,

equi])inent, e.xpenses of travel and subsistence, and the

purchase or hire of horse-drawn or motor-])ropelled jias-

senger-carrying vehicles, there is hereby appropriated to

the Bureau of Mines of the Department of the Interior

the sura of $250,000, or so much thereof as may be neces-

sary, and for the purposes of this Act the Director of the

Bureau of Mines is hereby authorized and empowered to

em])loy persons without regard to Civil Service require-

ments or to contributions to their salaries from sources

other than the Government of the United States.
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Notes on Rapid Wire Entanglement
SYNOPSIS— litirlird iriir ciilanglements are iin-

medwlchj necessanj lo iimlrct a captured ijositvon.

Rapiditij of coiis/ruclion is e-s-senliol lint only pos-

sible tvith a well drilled detail. Complete upedfiror-

lions for mnslruction. and drill arc f/iven.

lu the Marc-li-Ajiril issue oT Professional Memoirs,

the service pviblieation of the Corps of Knjjinecrs, U. S.

Army, is a most interesting paper entitled "Consolida-

tion of Trenches, Localities and Craters, after Assualt

and Capture."' The captui-e of a system of hostile trenches

is said to be an easy matter comparcil with the dilfi-

culty of retaining it, and any effort will result in success

only if there is an absolute determination on the part of

all ranks to get the work done promptly at all costs.

One of the first I'equii'ements in consolidating a ]iosition

is to get some wire entanglement up in front of it.

If Canadian experience may he taken as a criterion,

the mining profession will later on be heavily drawn on

for engineer imits, and wire entanglement is within the

scope oi duties of engineer troops. Not only is the dis-

semination of information about the most efficient and

rapid means of constructing entanglements a duty at

this time, but if small units of men are organized at

various mines this kind of drill will form an intere.sting

and valuable type of engineer work for their training.

These forms of entanglement are being used in drill

by the engineers of the New York Guard and doubtless of

other engineer units throughout the country. Imjirovised

materials for drill will of course instantly suggest them-

selves to the engineer, such as using tape or string in

place of wire and any kind of posts or standards for the

posts and pickets.

Notes on H.apid Wike Entanglbmext.s

The following general principles regarding the con-

struction of wire entanglements should be observed

:

I. The rear edge of the entanglement should be about

30 yd. from the trench; if the trace of the entanglement

is irregulai- and does not follow the trace of the trench,

it will make the task of the hostile artilleiy more difficult.

II. The dejith of the entanglement should be as great

as possible, and at least 30 ft. The wire available should

be expended in forming a deep entanglement rather than

a "heavy" one (that is, one with a large amount of wire

between each set of posts). The construction of two belts

with an interval between them, rather than one belt of

twice the depth, gives the hostile artillery a deeper target

to destroy, without increasing the material required for

constructing the entanglement, excejit by one row of

])ickets.

III. There will seldom bo time in rapid wiring to "dig

in" I he wire for concealment. Every advantage should

1)0 tak(>n, however, of natural folds in the gi'ound, long

grass or brushwood, or other means of concealment.

IV. Wire entanglements should be 2 ft. 6 in. to '.) ft.

high.

V. The posts in a row should be about G ft. from each

other and the rows about (! ft. apart. If wooden posts

are used, they must be strong; light posts are useless.

VI. The difficulties of crossing an entanglement are

increased if it is not too regular; for example, if the

bcigbts of the posts above giound and tiie distances be-

tween them are varied. For rajjid wiring drill, however,

a regular entanglemi'nt is easier to construct.

Necessity ok Dimi.i.

To insure that an obstacle can be erected with rapidity

;inil in silence, every one of the working ]iaily must know
what he has to do and work so that he does not get in the

way of the others. Tliis necessitates some form of drill.

Tbei-e arc a large number in use, of which a selection is

given here. The following notes aiul rules will be found

iseful ill carrying out any fonn of drill for constructing

wire entanglements:

I. 'I'be party should, as far as possible, work .so that

the obstacle is always between them and the enemy. Each
wiring jiarty should have a double sentry lying down
about 30 or 40 yd. toward the enemy to prevent patrols

sniping or homljing the pai'ty. If circumstances neces-

sitate it, a S])ecial covering )iarty should be ])roviiled.

II. The |)arty should work extended and not bunched

together.

III. J..aige parties, in which each group of men has

only one operation or duty to perform, will erect en-

tanglements quicker than a small party, in which each

man has several duties to perform in succession, unless

the latter is very well ilrilU'<l.

TV. The hest rmit of entanglement is about 40 or .50

yd. long. Its construction can then be controlled from

one point. This distance is also a convenient interval to

leave small gaps for patrols.

V. A line of posts is best laid (Uit at night by putting

down a tape or string with the intervals of the posts

marked by bits of rag or sandbag tied on to it.

VI. The end of a coil of barbed wire will lie found

secured on the drum tucked under the standing part.

In the dark it is very hard to find and release. Coils

should therefore be prepared by daylight. A good method
is to attach a piece of string to the end, uncoil the roll

half a turn, re-coil it on a piece of old sandbag and

fasten it u]> by the string. The end of the wire can then

be readily found in the dark. The pieces of tin on the

wooden dnmis should be removed to prevent noise. It

may be found convenient, to make carrying easier, to

re-coil the l>arbed wire in smaller coils on a stout stake.

VII. Pickets should he made up into bundles of one-

man loads. They should be firmly tied with plain wire or

brought up in sandbags. The latter is the surer way of

keeping them together, at any rate with small wooden

|)ickets. A drum of barbed wire is liest carried over

the shoulder, with a stout stake passed through it, which

also serves for uncoiling the wire. Pickets and wire

should he dumped by the carrying party, outside the

trench, behind the center of the length to be wired.

VIII. Mauls, if used, should be muffled by nailing on

a leather face or with sandbags. About eight thick-

nesses of sandbag material are necessary to be of any use.

TX. Equipment should not, unless necessary, be worn

by wiring parties, as it is liable to cause noise.

X. Stays and Holdfasts: Forward stays (see Fig. 1)

arc not absolutely necessary if the entanglement post«

are well driven in. They are usually required with iron

sci-ew jiosts, which are not very stiff unless driven in up
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to t'n:> bottom I've. F(ii-\v:iril s);i_vs cannot Ih' pn( on. with-

out liWdt loss of time, until tiie tVnce on tlu^ lirst row of

posts has been (ompiotud ; for they would interfere with

the fcnee wires being looped over the posts. Back stays

should invariably be provided and anchored well back, so

as to resist any attempt to i)ull tlu> entanjilement away

by grapnels. Side stays at the ends of separate lengths

of entanglement are usually desirable. Pickets used as

holdfasts for stays should be staggered, not driven in

vertically, but inclined away from the post that they stay.

XI. When stringing horizontal wires for an apron or

a stay or diagonal, the latter should be given a kink or

bend at the places of crossing, so that there will be less

chance of the wires slijiping down. The horizontal wires

mav be secured bv binding wire or bv taking a liight and

Posts flong) O
Pickeis(3hon)*

In Fence 1 Hor Wire

-++-

^ Horizontal Wires
!r^T^^^5w?TO^t^

4 Horizontal Wires

Top End
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Nos. 3. Screw in posts, separati>!y.

Nos. 4. Kay front and rear pickets in position.

Nos. 5. Screw in front piclcct.'f I!.

Nos. G. Screw in rear picliets C.

Second Duty
Nos. 1. Bottom wire of fence A.

Nos. 2. Second wire of fence A.

Nos. 3. Third wire of fence A.

Nos. 4. Top wire of fence A.

Nos. 6. Front diagonal between A and B.

Nos. C. Hear diagonal between A and C.

Tliird Duty
Nos. 1. Top horizontal wire on front diagonals AB.

Nos. 2. Second horizontal wire on front of diagonals AB.

Nos. 3. Bottom horizontal wire on front diagonals AB.

Nos. 4. Top horizontal wire on back diagonal AC.

Nos. !J. Second horizontal wire on back diagonal AC.

Nos. 6. Bottom horizontal wire on back diagonal AC.

This drill involves Nos. 5 in "Second Duty," and Nos. 1, 2

and 3 in "Third Duty," working in front of the fence. In the

"First Duty" No. 2 rear rank holds up a post for No. 3 front

row to screw in until it gets a bight in the ground. He then

holds up a post for No, 3 rear rank, etc. This obstacle and

others of the same nature can be deepened by adding similar

bays behind it. The posts in successive bays should cover the

intervals between those in front of them (see Fig. 4). If two

liays are made, the obstacle can be increased by tossing loose

wire into the valley between the posts.

DRILL NO. 2. TRIP, FENCE AND APRON
(See Fig. 5)

Working Party: 10 men, exclusive of noncommissioned

officers.

First Duty
Nos. 1. Lay posts in position A.

Nos. 2. Hold up posts.

Nos. 3. Screw in posts.

Nos. 4. Bring up and screw in front pickets B.

Nos. 5. Bring up and screw in rear pickets C.

Second Duty
Nos. 1. Front trip wire on pickets B.

Nos. 2. Bottom wire on fence A.

Nos. 3. Second wire on fence A.

Nos. 4. Third wire on fence A.

Nos. 5. Top wire on fence A.

Third Duty
Nos. 1. Front diagonal between A and B.

Nos. 2. Back diagonal between A and C.

Nos. 3. Top horizontal wire on the diagonals AC.

Nos. 4. Second horizontal wire on the diagonals AC.

Nos. 5. Bottom horizontal wire on the diagonals .\C.

Nos. 1 have to work in front of the fence in "Third Duty."

DRILL NO. 3. TRIP AND FENCE
(See Fig. 6)

Working Party: Ifi men, exclusive of noncommissioned

officers.

First Duty
Nos. 1. Screw in posts 6 ft. apart A.

Nos. 2. Screw in pickets B and C; B first.

Nos. 3. Trip wire B.

Nos. 4. Bottom wire of fence A.

Nos. 5. Second wire of fence A.

Nos. (i. Third wire of fence A.

Nos. 7. Top wire of fence A.

Nos. S. Diagonal wire between A and C.

Second Duty
Nos. 1. Diagonal wire between A and B.

Nos. 2. Trip wire C.

Nos. 3. Uncoil loose wire.

Nos. 4. Uncoil loose wire.

Nos. 5. Toss in loose wire uncoiled.

Nos. G. Toss in loose wire uncoiled.

Nos. 7. Fasten loose wire.

Nos. 8. Fasten loose win-.

In the "Second Duty," Nos. 1 have to work in front of the

fence. Nos. 3 and 4 uncoil the loose barbed wire on the ground

well clear of the entanglement. Six coils for each 25 yd.

Nos. 5 and 6, with large wooden pickets, lift the loose wire

and toss it on the entanglement. Nos. 7 and 8 spread the loose

wire out and fasten it by twisting a bight at intervals to the

diagonals and fence wires.

DitlLL NO. 4. FENCE, WITH CROSSED DIAGONALS AND
TRIPS

(See Fig. 7)

Working Party: 14 men. exclusive of noncommissioned

ollicers.

The pickets are placed opposite the posts.

This drill involves four men working on the enemy's side

of the fence.

First Duty
Nos. 1. Screw In po.sts A.

No.s. 2. Screw in pickets: P. first, then C.

Nos. 3. Trip wire B.

Nos. 4. Bottom wire of fence A.

Nos. 5. Second wire of fence A.

Nos. C. Third wire of fence A.

Nos. 7. Top wire of fence A.

Second Duty
Nos. 1 and 2. Prepare posts In next length.

Nos. 3. Front diagonal between A and H,

picket B, Bi, then A:, B.,, etc.

Nos. 4. Front diagonal between A and B,

top of post A), then to Ba, A3.

Nos. 5. Back diagonal between A and C,

Ci„ then to Aa, Ca, A,, etc.

Nos. 6 and 7. Back diagonal between A and C, commencing
at top of post A,, then to C., A3, etc.

DRILL NO. 5. SUCCESSIVE ROWS OF FENCES
(See Fig. 8.)

Working Party: 12 men, divided into four groups of three

each, W, X, Y. Z.

The posts must be prepared by attaching binding wire to

commencing at

commencing at

commencing at

/I 1} II It 13
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Firth Duty
Oroup W. Diagonal lietween i: ami C, bottom of C, to top

of B,, bottom of C2, etc.

Group X. Second diagonal lietween H and C. top of C, to

bottom of B,. top of Cs, etc.

Group T. Lay out and screw in pickets D; or lay out row

of posts D if the fences are to bo continued.

Group Z. Diagronal between C and D; or screw in above, etc.

In "Third Duty." Z, and in "Fifth Duty." W and X, work on

enemy's side of fence. In "Fifth Duty," W and X loop the

diagonals over top of pickets and nuike them fa.st to the bot-

tom eye by binding wire. Instead of putting the criss-cross

diagonals between fences B and C as above, which involves

binding wire and takes some little time, it would be sufficient

if time presses to stay the pickets merely by connecting the

heads (see Fig. 9). "Gooseberries," etc., can be thrown into

the space between B and C. Another variation is to put loose

wire or French wire between fences B and C and criss-cross

plain wire to connect the tops of the pickets (see Fig. 10). A
further variation can be introduced by placing the posts so

as to form squares instead of triangles (see Fig. 11.)

DRILL NO. 6. DOUBLR FI'INCE

(See I>^g. 12)

Working Party: 28 men, exclusive of noncommissioned
officers.

This entanglement is designed for stout wooden posts well

driven in, or screw posts screwed in down to the bottom eye;

no holdfast pickets are then required. The drill requires only

one duty from each pair of men. The apron is of a different

pattern to those previously given, the wires miss alternate

pickets. Three horizontal wires can be used for the fence,

instead of the "gate" pattern shown.
Order of Work

1. L'nder superintendence of two noncommissioned officers,

all hands carry and place the posts on the ground.

2. Nos. 1 drive or screw in posts in front fence A.

Nos. 2 drive or screw in posts in back fence B.

Nos. 3 bottom wrire 3 of fence A.

Nos. 4 diagonal wire 4 of fence A.

Nos. 5 diagonal wire 5 of fence A.
Nos. 6 top wire 6 of fence A.

Nos. 7 bottom wire 3 of fence B.

Nos. 8 diagonal wire 4 of fence B.

Nos. 9 diagonal wire 5 of fence B.

Nos. 10 top "Wire 6 of fence B.

Nos. 11 apron wire 11.

Nos. 12 apron wire 12.

Nos. 13 apron wire 13.

Nos. 14 festooned wire 14.

DRILL NO. 7. ORDINARY LOW KNTANGLEMENTi
Working Party: 30 men in 10 groups, with noncommissioned

officer.

Group A, front row of pickets A.

Group B, straight wire A, row of pickets.

Group C. second row of pickets C.

Group D, zigzag wire Ai, Ci, A::, Ci-, etc.

Group E, loose wire on zigzag Ai, C, A«, Ci>, etc.

Group F. straight wire on C ro\v of pickets.

Group G. third row^ of pickets G.

Group H, zigzag, wire Gi, Ci, G-, C;, etc.

Group J, loose wire on zigzag G,, Ci, Go, C:, etc.

Group K, straight wire on G row of pickets.

Pickets may be 12 to IS in. out of the ground and 3 ft.

apart.

DRILL NO. S. FRENCH WIRE OB.STACLE
(See Fig. 14)

The obstacle consists of two rows of French wire, placed
just far enough apart for a man to pass between them. Each
coil is stapled down in five places—at each end, and at 5, 4

and 3 of its length. When two coils meet, the same staple
fastens down both coils. Posts, 5 ft. long, are driven through
the center of the coils in five places, as in the case of the
staples; the ends of adjoining coils are interlaced a little so

that the posts will go through both.

A strand of barbed wire is I'un along the top of each row
and fastened to the posts with a round turn. It is pulled as
taut as possible and twisted on to the French wire, by a staple,

peg or wire cutters, close to each post and in several places
between the posts. One or more strands of barbed wire are
run along to the front as an "apron." Diagonal wires are
run from the tops of the front row to tops of posts of second
row.

Working Party; 24 men in three parties, with noncommis-
sioned officers.

'A low entanglement is not, as a rule, sufficient by itself.
but mav be combined witli ;i high entanglement (see Figs. ir>.

16, 17, IS).

Front Row
I'arty A. 1 liolds end of French wire and staples down; 2

pulls wire out 20 yd.; 3 shakes wire clear of obstructions and
puts in staples J, J and 3 way along.

Party B. 1 mauls in .anchorage pickets and posts; 2 holds

posts; 3 supplies posts.

Party C. 1 uncoils barbed wire; 2 makes fast end to

anchorage and twists wire around tops of pickets; 3 twists

barbed wire onto the French wire.

Party D. 1 1 uns coil of barbed wire along the front; 2 and
3 twist it onto the front of the French wire.

Back Row
Part.v E. Same as A.

Party F. Same as B.

Party G. Same as C.

Party H. 1, with coil of barbed wire, moves between the
two rows, uncoiling the wire; 2 and 3 move on either side of

the entanglement and make this barbed wire fast to the posts

as the diagonal, while H, holds the coil so that H; and H-, can
reach it.

The ()l).-;t;ul('s dc-icrihcd can be combined in varimi-* wav.-;

either by placing one liehind the others (see Figs. 1.5 and

Ki ) or by i)laeing a high wire entanglement over a lowone

(see Figs. 17 and 18).

•^.

Geological Survey War Bulletins

"War l)ulletins," covering the principal minerals are be-

ing issued by the United States Geological Survey. The

first of this series is ready for distribution, and others will

follow rapidly. The reports on sulphur and chromite are

the first to be completed. The paper on suljibur was

written by Philip S. Smith, the administrative geologist

of the Survey After pointing out that practically every

industry requires sulphur and reciting the fact that ])rac-

tieally all the sulphur produced in the United States

comes from deposits of native sulphur in Louisiana and

Texa.s, Mr. Smith says that "as a preparedness measure,

other deposits now idle should be developed thoroughly.

search should be made for new deposits where the geologic

conditions are similar to those in the vicinity of the known

deposits, and the de]iosits of suljihide ores should be

develojied intensively."

In his pa])er on chromite, J. S. Diller shows that, owing

to war conditions, the United States has increased its pro-

duction of chromite tenfold. The principal increase in

the production has taken place in California, which state

Mr. Diller predicts is destined to furnish the chief do-

mestic supply. He tells of some promising development

in Oregon and points to promising indications of produc-

tion in other seri)entine areas.

Deterioration of Rock-Drill Steel

The question whether rock-drill steel deteriorates in

service was discussed in a recent issue of the Canadian

Miniiiij Journal. A company using l^^-in. round hollow

drills had the following breakage record

:

Out of ;7,305 drills sharpened in the period Feb. 1

to ilay 1, 1915, ;55rO, or 4.62%, were broken. The

same steel lesharpened during the period May 10 to Aug.

9, 1915, showed, out of 85,882 drills sharpened, 2883,

of 3.35% were broken. In the period Mar. 1 to May

29, 1916, out of 54,285 drills sharpened, 1447, or 2.67%

were broken, 'i'he same company showed similar results

from 1-in. hexagonal hollow steel. Out of 116,750 drills

sharpened in the period Mar. 1 to Sept. 4, 1916, 208, or

0.18%, were broken, while out of 132,750 drills sharp-

ened in the period Sept. I to Dec. 26, 1916, 86. or 0.06%

were bi'okeii.
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I
Details of Practical Mining
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Designing and Checking Cast-Iron

Washers

The object of the uccompanying diagram contributed

by W. S. Wolfe, to Engineeriiif/ and Contradinfj, is two-

fold—first, to give the diameter of washer.^ required to

distribute the giveu load without exceeding a given al-

lowable unit pressure on the wood ; second, to give required

thickness when allowable tension in cast iron is known.

To find the required diameter D: Find the load to be

distributed in the column on the left side of the drawing

and then move horizontally to the right until the 200-lb.

vertical line is intersected. Then follow the inclined

lines until the vertical line representing the allowable

_ . '':u.vs-ii.<x!or
A'/ottobJe *€'"i!cn in tyoshers

imo'y'andc-ixi'rx-is.ooo-
l^,o<xli.px•^3.l<lo.cx^oo•/•^use

li rodupset mfh d'-V.D-Stonii

DIAGRAM FOR USE IN DESIGNING OGEE WASHERS

pressure on the wood is intersected, then follow i)arallel

to the horizontal lines and read olf the required diameter

on the right-hand scale.

To find tlie required thickness T : Follow down the

vertical line representing the allowable pressure on the

wood until the curved line near the bottom of the dia-

gi'am representing the allowable tension in the cast iron

is intersected. Then move to the riglit parallel to the

T
horizontal lines and ibc \aluc dT -.- is found on the scale

at the right-hand side of the drawing. If tlie diameter

T
1) ali-eady obtained is multiplied by this \aluc

/>'
the

required thickness is obtained.

Tliree of the columns on the left side of the sheet

simply give sizes of rods which will carry the loads given

in the other column when their fiber stress is Ki.OOO lb.

per sq.in., both upset rods and tlio.se not upset being

given. The note on tlic right tells how to obtain the cor-

rect size of rod when a stress other than 10,000 lb. per

sq.in. is used. For such cases, if the size of the rod is

obtained from a handbnok, the note does not a]iply.

Signal Bell for Stockpile

By D. E. Cir.vRLTON*

The accompanying sketch shows a signal l)ell for stock-

pile work. By the use of this device the signal is sent to

the skiptender, who fills the skip from the underground

pocket, that the motor and car on the surface are ap-

proaching the shaft. He can then give the signal to the

hoisting engineer to hoist the skip.

The device consists of a U-sha])ed strap-iron frame fast-

ened to the crosspiece connecting the bents of the stockpile

trestle. This is placed near enough to the dumping plates

of the headframe, so that if anything should go wrong
with the motor and car after passing the device the motor-

man can stop the skip by a direct signal to the hoisting

engineer. Hinged in the frame is an L-shapcd piece of

fiber.which straddles the trolley wire as shown, the outer

portion being covered with copper plate. Directly above

tliis is a double wire spring which is fastened to a con-

70 Dunp—

-

SIGNAL-BELI. ARRANGEMENT FOR STOCKPILE

necting post. It will be seen that as the motor comes
toward the shaft the trolley wheel, upon striking the L-
piece, will force the upper part against the spring,- thus

completing the circuit. A backstop is provided so that

upon the return trip the L-piece strikes this and no con-

nection is made. The diagram shows the connections to

the bell in the skip hole underground. A battery of seven

lights is used to reduce the voltage, which is obtained

from a 250-volt circuit. A signal light is provided on the

surface.

By the use of this device any confusion of signals is

eliminated and the skiptender is sure that the car will

be under the skip when it dumps, or if anything does

go wrong the motormau can stop the skip before it dumps.

•p. O. Box 2. VirBinia. Minn.
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Rig for Protecting Plans During

Examination

Propor I'iirc of mining maps, espuriall}- in ollices and

ilireutoi-s' meetings, is rarely considered though tlieir

cost and value may be great. Wherever there is

occasion to work with a nundier of large and often

unwieldy drawings, the little rig illustrated in the

accompanying sketch may be found useful. On an

ordinarj- large table, such as the library table used

in a directors' board-room, the drawing is often damaged

by being folded against the sharp edges. Cracks thus

formed in the draw-

ing prove a weakness

and sometimes lead

to irreparable dam-

age. The illustration

shows a method ad-

oiited to avoid such

injury. The edges

of the table were first

smoothed and a bar

attached in the man-

ner shown, about lialf

an inch oft', by means

of brackets. The lat-

ter act as a basket

to hold the portion

of the drawing not

in use, and the bar is

attached to any side

of the table where there are no drawers, and may be made
the full length of the side. In using this device the draw-

ing is unrolled to e.xpose the parts required. The edge is

then inserted through the spacing between bar and table-

edge, from one end, the brackets being allowed to support

the part of the drawing not required and protect it from

damage. The device is equally suitable for adoption in

large drawing tables, especially in the case where frequent

additions to large mine plans are required.

Extension Arm Clamp for Drills

By W. A. Wolf*

With the light-weight air-hammer drifting machines an

arm much longer than the customary or standard arm can

in many instances be used advantageously. We leng-

DEVICE .-ATTACHED TO TABLE TO
FACILITATE MAP EXAMINATION

COLUMN CLAMP FOR DRILL-EXTENSION ARM

tlicncd some of our old standard 21-in. arms to .'Sfi in.

by the aihlition of a 12-in. ni])ple of column pipe. A
lam]) of the type shown in the accompanying sketch,

though not new. may be of interest. It is simply a ihinip

for carrying any useful length of column pipe, the com-
bination forming a movable arm adjustable to any desired

length. In some headings where the ,set-up is made be-

fore cleaning out the face, we use an extension arm on a

crossbar with good results, often drilling the entire round
with one setting of the crossbar.

m

Finding Logarithms*

Have you ever been "out in the woods" away from

a table of logarithms and "up against it" simply because

you didn't have any logarithms to work with? If so, this

rough method, given in Coal Age, of finding approximate

logarithms will doubtless interest you. It is simple and

very easily remembered.

Lay off axes AC and BC at right angles to each other.

From the intersection lay ofl nine equal spaces to the

6 6 7 8 9 10 c
COPYRIGHT. 1917. BYW.FSCHAPHORST

DIAGRAM FOR FINDING APPROXIMATE
LOGARITHMS

left, as shown, and mark them 1, 2, 3, . . . 10 from

left to right. Then lay off ten equal spaces upward from

the intersection, as shown, and mark them 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

etc. Then, with the extremes ^4 and B as centers, and

distance AB as a radius, locate the center D. From that

center describe the arc AB.
We are now ready to read off our approximate loga-

rithms. For example, what is the logarithm of 4? The

dotted line shows how it is found. It is just a "hair"

more than 0.6. Anybody familiar with logarithms will

now understand the rest.

It is more convenient, of course, to make the drawing

on coordinate paper, but if this is not handy one can

easily do without it and employ plain paper.

Of course, this is not claimed to be better than a

logarithm table, nor is it as good, but as an approximate

method results will be found to be "jiretty close" to

those tabulated. Best of all is its sim])licity and the

ease with whiili this method can be remembered. Do
it once and you will never forget it.

W.

Rciiioviil of RiiHt—According to P. Marino's Britisfi patent
101.('>(i7 of Oct. 7. 1915, rust can best be removed from iron and
steel by connecting the piece to be treated witli an alternating-
current conductor and immersing: it in .1 10% solution of
H3PO, to which Na^HI'O, or other phosphates may be added
to improve results. A carbon electrode is connected to the
other conductor.

•Mine captain,
lOquador, S. A.

Zaruma Mines, C'lsilla r..''>,''i, Gun.vaquil,
•CupyriKht. 1U17, by VV. F. Shapliorst, New Yorlt. N. V.
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CLOSER VIEW OF INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.'S CONCENTRATOR

INTERNATIONAL SMELTERY; (1) MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. (2) CONVERTER, (3) REVERBERATORT,
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in South Central Arizona
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AND TAILING PONDS, AND INTERNATIONAL, SMELTERY IN CENTER BAOKGi;iHXD

i

7. ^* <^«HrwKa >v*-

«k>-«M^ "W

(4) POWER HOUSE, (r,) ROASTING, (G) COVERED BEDDING HOUSE, (7) CRUSHER HOUSE
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Events and Economics of the War

Ford Tractors for England
npury Ford, at the request of tlic Britisli Government,

has waived all patent rights on his farm traetor and has

cabled tlie specifieations so that Great Britain can man-

ufacture tractors for use in tlie British Isles and in

France. Announcement to this effect was made at the

Ford ]\Iotor Co. on Apr. 17. It is lielieved that the trac-

tors will help greatly to increase productive farm acreage

in tlie Entente countries.

'*;

First Issue of Treasury Bills

The first American offering of war securities $200,-

000.000 in Treasury certificates, was heavily oversub-

scribed. The certificates were offered only to financial in-

stitutions.

Offerings of the certificates were made informally be-

cause the $7,000,000,000 war finance measure was not

yet a law. As soon as it is disposed of by Congress,

probably before the end of this week, the formal off'er

will l)e made, and proceeds of the subscription called for at

once. The certificates will bear 3% interest and mature

June 30.

Calder for Daylight Saving

Senator Calder of New York introduced in tlie Senate

on Apr. 17 a daylight saving l)ill proposing the estab-

lishment of the time system that has been adopted by

several European countries. "The object of the legisla-

tion," said Senator Calder in a statement concerning the

measure, "is to move the clock forward one hour through-

out the United States and Alaska from the last Sunday
in April at 2 o'clock until the last Sunday in September at

2 o'clock—in other words, to bring about daylight saving,

the same as is done in England, France and in some of our

Western cities."

American Railroad Men to Russia

Rehabilitation of the crippled Russian railway systems

by a large corps of trained American railroad men will

be the direct and early result of an ajjpeal to the Presi-

dent from several of Russia's ablest engineers. The new
government thus will be strengthened against the pressure

to make a separate peace with Germany.
Plans to lend the Russian government some $2,000,-

000,000 out of the new $5,000,000,000 war bond issue al-

ready have been foi-mulated, but American aid is to go

still further and make effective the expenditure of the

great sums of money.

One of the greatest causes of Russian iiuictivity has been

the demoralized condition of the transport system, which

appears to have broken down at every emergency. To
correct thi.s defect, plans are being made to send more
than 500 trained American railroad men to Russia to

organize and operate her railroads.

It is said that millions of dollars' worth of supplies for

the army and food for the civil population lie useless in

the congestion of the traffic centers, while the Russian

railway organi'-ation is demoralized. By coming to the

aid of the new government at this time, it will bo

strengthened again.st internal disorder and outside pres-

sure.

Shipping Committee
The Council of National Defense on Apr. 23 created

a connuiltee on shipjiing to advise with the Federal Ship-

ping Board, and report to the Council on the best means

of increasing tonnage for shippintr to the Allies. Chair-

man Denman, of the Shi])piiig Board, will he (hainnan

of the new committee, which will inchidr : P. A. S. Frank-

lin, president International Mercantile -Marine: H. II.

Raymond, president Coastwise Shipping Association:

Eugene T. Chamberlain, Connnissioner Bureau of Navi-

gation, Department of Commerce; D. T. Warden, mana-

ger of the foreign shipping department, Standard Oil Co.

:

L. H. Shearman, vice ])resident W. R. Grace & Co.; A. H.

Bull, of A. II. Bull & Co., and Frank C. Munson, of the

Munson Steam.shi]) Ijine.

Another Railroad Car Shortage Menace
Despite the organized efforts of the railways of the

United States to deal with freight congestion, which re-

sulted in a temporary betterment, the railroads now face

the most .serious car-shortage situation in their history.

A statement issued by the American Railway Association

said that on Apr. 1, the last period for which statistics

have been compiled, there was a shortage of 143,059 cars,

an increase of 12,977 over the shortage for Mar. 1, and

the largest car .shortage ever reported by the railroads.

The association's statement said there were several fac-

tors that might make the shortage appear more serious

than it really was. One was the growing habit of .ship-

pers to order more cars than they needed, knowing the

railroads would not fill their entire order: another was

the practice of .shippers of filing requests for cars for the

same shipment with several roads.

^:

Technical Editors Promise Aid to

Nation
Tlic Editorial Conference of the New York Business

Publishers' Association passed a resolution on Apr. Ifi.

responding to the President's proclamation of Apr. 15,

in the following word^:

Resolved : The members of the Editorial Conference of

the class journals of New York City here assembled are

glad to respond to President Wilson's appeal in his

proclamation of Apr. 15 and will do all in their power

to lead and inspire the industries they represent to render

that patriotic service to the Nation which the President

lias requested.
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Tlu' Nrw ^'ll|k Business Publislicrs' Association coni-

jwschI oI' nidiv tiian 100 tticliiiical and trade journals

represented by more tlian 200 members assembled at the

Automobile Club of America, New York City, A])r. 2;i,

authorized Col. Charles E. Sherrill to send the following

telegram to the New York senators at Washington:

Last spring, during- thp Kreat proparcclness movement ini-

tiated liv New Yoik City's parade of 140.000 and re-sulting in

about 2,S00.000 paraders in over ninety cities, the one most
efficient factor was tiie unremitting cooperation of tlie trade
Journals. As a result of tliat experience, they toniRht. assem-
bled as the New Yorlc Tublishers' Association, representing-

100 trade journals, unanimously oppose the volunteer system
for raising our army, and declare themselves emphatically in

favor of universal military service in war. as the only prac-

tical and democratic metliod of defending our great Republic.

How South America Stands

Following is the way the Latin-American nations whose

positions are defined are lined up.

Cuba—Declared war against Germany.

Pamima—Declared her readiness to assist in any way

possible in the protection of the Panama Canal.

Costa Eiea—OflFered her jiorts and other territorial wa-

ters to the United States for war needs of the American

navy.

Brazil—Relations broken with Germany.

Bolivia—Eelations broken with Germany .

Uruguay—Endorsed the action of the United States

and characterized (iermany's submarine warfare as an

"insult to humanity."

Paraguay—Expressed synqiatliy with the Government

of the United States, ''forced into war to rehabilitate the

rights of neutrals."

Argentina—Endorsed the action of the United States

as just and right.

Mexico—Neutral.

Sir Robert Borden Speaks
Sir Eobert L. Borden, Premier of Canada, on Apr. 21

was given the freedom of the city of Manchester. In his

speech of acceptance he predicted that after the war Ger-

man industries would he supported and developed by the

most thorough and powerful State organization ever

known. He said that if the militarist autocracy remained

in control, the pos.sessions and integrity of the British

Empire would not remain -unchallenged. Referring to the

entrance of the United States into the war, he said:

"The great kindred nation adjoining the Dominion
from which I come has been impelled by the relentless

and overbearing arrogance and aggression of Germany to

take up arms in a common cause of liberty and humanity.

Prom the very foundation of the republic the traditions

of American policy have been consistently opposed to in-

tervention in any Euro]-)ean war. They would never have

committed this fateful ste% save for the overmastering

cause of honor and right.

"Our neighbors are peace-loving people, as we are, but

those who imagine they are more greatly influenced by
material considerations than other nations fail to realize

or comprehend the true spirit of the people of the United
States. Their astonishing progress and industry and their

remarkable ca]iacity in affairs may have led to a false con-

ception—possibly they have .some misconception with re-

gard to us.

"I hold that the .self-governing nations of the British

l']mpire are as truly and thoroughly democratic in their

purposes, ideals, and aspirations as any nation in the

world. It has been wittily said that the United St;al;es

might be regarded as a monarchy under an elective king

and the British P^mpire as a republic iindi-r an heriditary

President, and it is perfectly true that the President has

much greater executive power than the King. In all

essentials the ideals of government are the same in both

countries, and the spirit of the two nations is the same.

"In this conflict thousands of American citizens have

enrolled in our forees and have fought gallantly and
heroically side by side with Canadians. It will be a glo-

rious day when the Union Jack and Old Glory advance
together in the same cause on Freedom's battlclield.

"I have spoken of the responsibilities of our Empire;
let me emphasize even mon; strongly the joint responsi-

bility of the American Republic and the British Common-
wealth. Inspired by the same ideals, united in a common
purpose, and acting in unselfish and loyal cooperation,

they possess a power, both moral and material, which can

command the peace of the world. May they exercise that
power for this, the liighest of all purposes."

Government Armor Plant at Charleston

On Apr. 11, the Secretary of the Navy announced that

"in view of the unanimous recommendations of the board"
he had selected Charleston, W. Va., as the site for the

$11,000,000 Government armor-plate plant. The pro-

posed Federal pi'ojectile plant will be built nearby.

Charleston is the center of coal fields having an annual

output of thirty millions of tons, and at hand are exten-

sive natural-gas fields and crude-petroleum areas. Basic

pig inni is only 172 miles away and bessemer about 60

miles. Limestone and dolomites are available locally, and
the freight cost is low on ferrochrome, feiTomanganese and
nickel. The Great Kanawha River offers ample water,

and it is also possible for the Government to develop its

own water power.

In its report the board says: "As a general military

principle, no supply depot, arsenal or manufacturing plant

of any considerable size, supported by War Department ap-

propriations for military purposes, should be established or

maintained east of the Appalachian Mountains, west of

the Cascade or Sierra Nevada Mountains, nor within 200

miles of our Canadian or Jlexican borders, and steps

should be taken gradually to cause to be moved depots

and manufacturing plants already established in violation

of this military principle."

Census of Technical Men
At the request of the Council of National Defense, the

Bureau of Mines has undertaken a census of mining en-

gineers, metallurgists and chemists, to ascertain the quali-

fications of each and the line of work in which each could

be of most service to the country in time of emergency.

This work is being conducted in cooperation with the

American Institute of Mining Engineers and the Amer-

ican Chemical Society. Circular letters are being sent

to about 10,000 chemists who are members of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society and 5000 to mining engineers and

metallurgists who are members of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers.

The results to be attained by this census may be briefly

stated as follows: It will make available for use a class-

ificd list of chemists, mining cBgiBeers aud metallurgists.
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Tlic classincatioii will ciiihrnfo 27 sprcilio groups of iu-

dustriiil clipmists, as ex])losivos, sanitation, foods, dye-

stulTs, coal, petroleum, tats and soap, susrar, etc. The

mining engineers will be divided into Hi groups of engi-

neering work—engineers familiar with maehinery con-

struction, building construction, dredging, drainage and

pumping, underground mining, shaft sinking under com-

pressed air, etc. The classifieation of metallurgists will

embrace 15 groups, as for example, alloys, chromium and

manganese, copper, lead, iron and steel, zinc, etc.

In addition to the technical classification there will

also be a classification of engineers, metallurgists and

chemists according to their experience in foreign coun-

tries and languages willi which they are familiar.

The Food Question

The first and most important duty of the American

people to their allies is to economize on foodstuffs, said

]\Ir. Hoover, Apr. 21. "If we do not do it," ho declared,

"we stand a grave chance of losing tlio war, because our

allies cannot fight without food. Our enemies are calcu-

lating that America will fail in this, and that our allies

will need to give in. America can upset t]u>se calcula-

tions.

"I feel it my duty to emphasize," Mr. Hoover contin-

ued, "that the food situation is one of the utmost gravity,

which, unless it is solved, may possibly result in the col-

lapse of everything we hold dear in civilization.

"The total stock of food today available in the allied

world is simply not sufficient to last until September, if

America continues its present rate of consumption. AVe

are now face to face with the result of last year's poor

harvest, the diversion of man-power from agriculture all

over the world, the unavailing efforts of the European

women to plant available fields fully, the isolation of Rus-

sia, the sinking of food ships, and many other causes.

"England, France, and Italy are reducing consumption

by drastic steps, but e\en with all this reduction they must

have from us during the next three months more than

twice as much food as we should have exported uormally

or than we can send if we consume as usual. The only

hope of providing the deficiency is by the elimination of

waste and actual and rigorous self-sacrifice on the ])art of

the American people.

"The barest essentials the Allies must have are, pri-

marily, wheat and pork products; secondarily, meat, corn,

and beans. They need a minimum of 90,000,000 bushels

of wheat from North America, more than twice today's

apparent surplus on a nonnal export basis. There is no

time to reorganize the dietary of Europe. To carry the

Allies over until the next harvest we must reduce o\ir

wheat consumption 30%. This means that every man,

woman, and child must forego at least one loaf of wheat

bread per week and eat something else or less generally.

"]\Iore than 70% of American homes already are places

of thrift, econoiuy and clean plate. In the remaining

30% no one can deny that there is profligate extravagance

and waste. Temperance in ejitertainment, food and drink

is likely to become no longer an ethical question among

this class, but a grim imposition of war.

"We must also plant everything and everywhere it will

grow, or next year this time the food problem, will be

absolutely unsolvable and the world will face absolute

starvation.

"I do not believe there will be any necessity to ration

rigidly the American peo])le, for, if democracy is of any

value as a s]iiritual and polilical faith, the personal initi-

ative and willingness to volunteer self-sacrifice of every

member of the greatest democracy in the world will be

anijile to solve the problem.

"During the past fortnight \vi: have, with the collabora-

tion of the American Ambassadors in Europe, laid the

ground work for inter-allied cooperation in handling and

transporting the vast food sup])lics 7-ef[uircd from Amer-

ica, one result of which will tend to ameliorate the rise

in prices. I have proposed a ])lan by which the Allies can

consolidate under one head the whole purchasing of staple

foodstuffs from our market, and not oidy will competitive

bidding be abolished, but by cooperation on our side we

can arrange a proper balance between the rights of ])ro-

ducers and consumers."

Allied Food Board Plan is Approved

"The plan ])roposed by .Mr. Hoover to t!ie war Cabinet,"

said Baron Dovonport, the British Food Controller, "has

my strongest backing, and, I understand, also the back-

ing of representatives of our allies. It was that a small

inter-allied committee should be appointed, representing

five or six of those principally interested in the overseas

movement of food supplies; that this committee should

further develop the existing inter-allied organs in Eu-

rope for the combined purchase and combined handling of

all foodstuffs for the Allies, whether from America or

elsewhere. In other words, all vrlieat and any other com-

modities bought in the United .States or elsewhere are to

be bought through the head of a bureau subject to this

general committee, and thus the relative bidding by dif-

ferent allies and the consequent artificial forcing up of

American ]irices would be avoided. This competitive

buying among the Allies and the different departments

in the allied Governments has been to a considerable de-

gree responsible for the high prices which American cou-

sumej-s today have to pay for their foodstuffs.

"Another important function of the board would be to

determine the allocation of food supplies among the dif-

ferent Allies and formulat-e their recpiirements for a con-

sideral)le period ahead. It is not ])roposed that this

board shall have any functions inside the territory of any

of the Allies, but it is to be a bridge representing food

control of each allied country for cooperative purposes.

As America is wholly an exporter of food, our hopes of

the American people are that they luay place at the dis-

position of the inter-allied board as large quantities of

our necessary staples as possible, and it is our hope bj co-

operation that we shall be able to stem the rising tide

in the cost of living in America as well as Europe, and

thus ameliorate the condition of the civil population in

all the allied countries.

"The commodities needed by the Allies from America,

could be reduced to a few central staples. Our people

have been trained only to eat wheat bread, although we

are now mixing from 20 to 25% of maize meal, rice, and

other cereals with flour. Neither our people nor the

peoples on the Continent have equipment for making

maize bread, nor do they understand its great value. The

American peojile have long since recognized the superior

value of maize as human food. It will take months to get

our i)eople trained to it.
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Utah Copper Co.

C< 1 •£!>

At llif niiiin:il nieoliiifT of tlic lUali Copper Co., liolil iit

Jersey City, N. J., Apr. 27, 1917, the annual reports of

C. M. MacNeill. president, and D. C. Jaekling, first vice

jiresident and nianajiinji; director, were presented, which

except for financial sheets and illustrations are presented

liere almost in I'ull. The report is in its usual complete

and commendable form.

The gross production of copper in concentrates for the

year 1911) was ]9(),752,{);n lb. The shipments of crude

ore contained an additional 66-1,849 lb. After making
smelter deductions, the net production was 187,531,824

II). In addition, there were produced 47,648 oz. of gold,

for which the company received $20 per oz., and 461,596

oz. of silver, for which the company received 66.68c. per

oz. The net cost of all copper produced during 1916,

after deducting miscellaneous income, including that

from the Bingham & Garfield Ry. Co.'s operations,

was 6.95c. per lb., as compared with 6.612e. for the year

1915. Had it not been for the large increase in labor cost

and in taxation, the cost per pound would undouljtedly

have shown a substantial decrease instead of an increase.

No deductions were considered from the

cost stated for dividends received on

the stock owned in the Nevada Consol-

idated Copper Co. The net operating-

profit amounted to $33,747,739, div-

idends on investments and other income

from interest and rentals amounted to

$5,990,936. The total income or net

profit applicable to dividends or for

other capital purposes, therefore, was

$39,738,675, or $24.46 per share, as

compared with $11.03 per share for the

year 1915. Dividends were paid during

1916 as follows: Mar. 31, at the regu-

lar rate then existing of $1.50 per share

and an extra dividend of $1; June 30,

regular $1.50, with an extra dividend

of $1.50; Sept. 30, regular $1.50, extra

$1.50; Dec. 30, at the newly established regular rate of

$2.50 per quarter, plus an extra of $1. The total amount
of dividends paid during the year was $19,493,880 or $12

per share. The surplus remaining after dividends was

$20,244,795. The usual amount of depreciation of plants

and equipment, being a sum equal to 5% of the total

cost, was set aside and amounted to $589,732. This re-

sulted in passing $19,655,064 to the "Earned Surplus"

account. The dividends up to and including the divi-

dends paid during 1916 aggregate $52,215,777. The out-

standing stock of the company remaSned the same;

namely, 1,624,490 shares. The "Earned Surplus" ac-

count in part represents the working capital of the com-

pany, prepaid stripping and other pennanent capital ex-

penditures derived from earnings.

It is desired that particular attention be given to the

statements of the vice president and managing director

ill his report submitted regarding the condition and in-

( rease of the ore reserves and the progress made in the

construction of authorized additional capacity and im-

lirovements and the ])roi)erty of the Bingham & Garfield

Ry. Co., the operation and conditions surrounding which

could not be more satisfactory.

No underground work was done in the porphyry mine,
but drifts and raises to the extent of 2619 ft. were driven

in tlie suipiiide mine. One chuni-drill hole was deepened
ill (he poipiiyry orebody, and nine additional holes were
drilled, the total of such work for the year lieing 6906 ft.

The combined footage of the 96 holes drilled from the be-

ginning of the property's development up to the end of the

year was 54,6()2, corresponding to an average de])th jier

hole of 569 ft. The cost of all underground and churn-

drill development was charged against operations.

At the end of the year 1915 an ore-bearing area of

226.3 acres had been outlined by underground workings
and churn drilling. No attempt was made during 191()

to add to this area, but the churn drilling done during
the year increased the calculated average thickness of de-

veloped and partly deveJojied ore from 480 ft. to 524 ft.

Taking this into account, the revised calculations show
that previous to Jan. 1, 1917, there had been developed
in the property 424,524,258 tons of ore, averaging 1.415%
copper, of which 270,000,000 tons was classed as fullv

developed and 154,524,258 tons as partly developed. Prior

m
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LONGITUDINAL, SECTION THROUGH CENTRAL PORTION OF OREBODY OF
UTAH COPPER CO., BINGHAM CAxON

to Jan. 1, 1917, there was mined from the entire prop-

erty a total of 54,678,700 tons of ore, averaging 1.449%
copper, and therefore the total reserves remaining amount-
ed to 369,845,558 tons, averaging 1.41% copper. The
addition to reported reserves in 1916 was 34,524,258

tons. Accordingly, there was developed 23,530,258 tons

in excess of the quantity mined during that period. The
ore reserves will be increased from time to time whenever
churn drilling can be done without interfering with other

operations.

The total amount of capping removed during 1916 was

5,911,455 cu.yd., being an average of 1,477,864 cu.yd. per

quarter, or 492,621 cu.yd. per month, as compared with

1,490,342 cu.yd. and 496,780 cu.yd. respectively, for 1915.

The total amount of ca]iping removed from the property

to the close of the year 1916 was 39,706,865 cu.yd. Pre-

vious to 1917 the total area upon which stripping opera-

tions had been conducted was 226.61 acres, and the actual

area completely stripped was 111.58 acres.

A small tonnage (18,026 tons) of smelting ore, con-

taining copper, lead and zinc, was mined by underground

methods in the sulphide mine. All the concentrating cop-

per ore, produced from the porphyry area, was mined by
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that its caiiaoity can readily lie increased to 10,000 tons

per day or any intermediate eapaeity, if the o]ierating re-

sults of the initial installation justify siieh increase. The

material for the treatment of Mhich this plant is being

constructed is the oxidized and jiaitly oxidized capping

overlying tlio sulpliide concentrating orebodies. It is

estimated that tlie lotal quantity of such material that

can be profitably treated will amount to something like

40,000,000 tons. About half of this quantity has already

been removed and stored in stockpiles convenient for fu-

ture recovery. The grade of this material, so far as it

can be determined pending actual leaclung operations and

sampling on a large scale, indicates a total copper con-

tent of alxmt 13 lb. per ton. Investigations that have

been conducted intermittently over a period of several

years indicate that aliout 10 lli. of the copper contents

are soluble in dilute suliihuiic acid, wliicli is the lixivia-

tion medium thai will lie used. Tlio results of experi-

ments that have been conducted on a considerable scale

promise an actual recovery of about !) lb. of copper per

ton. Calculations based on the best data available indi-

cate that the net cost jier pound will not exceed !)c. and

may bo considerably below that figure.

The lanil which will lie used solely for impounding

tailings from the concentrating plants aggregates about

6000 acres. It is bisected in an appioximately easterly

and westerly direction by the main-line tracks of the

Western Pacific and Los Angeles & Salt Lake railroads,

and in order to make use of it to the best advantage, it

is necessary to move these tracks to the north a distance

varying between one mile and one and one-half miles for

a length of about nine miles along the main lines of said

railways. This work also will necessitate moving and ex-

tending the main line of the Bingham & Garfield Ry. Co.,

near Garfield to a new connection with the Los Angeles &
Salt Lake R.R., as well as constructing a dike around the

additional ground that will then be included in the

tailings-pond area. The ultimate capacity of this pond

will be sufficient to accommodate all the tailings rejected

from the Magna and Arthur plants dui'ing the life of

the piroperty insofar as it can now be estimated. Satis-

factory arrangements have been made with the various

railroad companies as to all the nece.ssary line changes,

and construction work started M-ith the expectation that

it can be comjileted before the end of 1917.

Bingham & Gabfield Ry. Co.

During the year 1916 the total length of all tracks of

the Bingham & Garfield railway was increased to the

extent of 4.131 miles, and the total mileage at the end

of the year was as follows: Main line and branches be-

tween and in the vit'inity of Garfield and Bingham, 35.490

miles; yard and siding tracks, including all terminals,

33.578 miles; additional tracks leased to Utah Copper Co.,

43.CGG miles; total length of tracks, 111.734 miles.

Other improvements during the year included only fill-

ing of wooden trestles and making minor additions to op-

erating facilities and buildings. Equipment consisting of

6 switching locomotives, 100 hopper-bottomed steel ore

cars, 25 steel concentrate cars and 3. steel tank cars was
delivered; 2 Mallet articulated compound locomotives, 2

large super-heater switching locomotives, 150 hopper-

bottomed steel ore cars, 25 steel concentrate cars and 1

locomotive crane were ordered.

During the year the railway handled a total of 10,lfi3,-

118 tons of freight, being an aM'ragc of 28,585 tons

daily, as compared with 7,071,272 tons and 1!),3K2 tons

respectively, for the year 1915. Of this quantity 9,5(11,-

283 tons was ore; 9,120,196 tons having been shipped by

the Utah Copper Co., 327,426 tons by other mining coni-

panies in Bingham, and 16,661 tons by mining com-

panies in Nevada, through Western Pacific connection.

The remaining 997,835 tons consisted of commercial

freight, as compared with 973,035 tons of such freight

shijipcd during the year 1915. Througliout 1916 a twice-

daily passenger train was operated between Salt Lake

City and Bingham in connection at Garfield with the Los

Angeles & Salt Lake R.R. The total number of ])assen-

gcrs handled was 241,188, against 97,301 in 1915.

Genkkal

It is estimated that api)roximat*ly three-fourths of the

capping has i)cen removed from the orcliody as now devel-

oped on the westerly side of Bingham Canon and that a

total of at least 300,000,000 tons of developed ore yet re-

mains in this ]niit of the deposit. On the lower st<;am-

shovel levels the capping to be removed during 1917 will

probably not exceed one-half the quantity removed dur-

ing 1916; but on the intermediate and upper levels it

will be neces.'iary to continue stripping operations during

1917 at about the same rate as for 1916. Therefore, it is

not likely that there will be any considerable decrease in

such operations during the pre.sent year.

In order to furnish acid for the leaching jilant and

mills, as well as to supply some other local and commer-
cial requirements, the company agreed to partici]>ate

equally with the Garfield Smelting Co. in the construc-

tion and operation of an acid plant near the smeltery.

The construction of this plant was begun on Mar. 8, 1916,

and the work was far enough along by Dec. 22, 1916, to

permit commencement of acid production. The opera-

tions were hampered by the usual difficulties that are to

be expected in starting a new plant, as well as by the

unusually severe weather that prevailed all winter. The
jiroduction has now reached a rate of about 75 tons of

50° acid pet- day. This will be increased gradually to

the rated capacity of about 150 tons per day, and it is

intended that the plant will be enlarged from time to

time to meet not only the requirements of the copper

company and smelting company, but to supply such com-

mercial demand as may be found.

In reviewing the results of 1916 operations, the out-

standing feature is the demonstrated ability of the mills

to increase production to the extent of over 25% as com-

pared to the best previous periods while treating the same
grade of ore, and without any additions whatever in

grinding and concentrating machinery to what had been

in use for several years. This could, of course, only be

done at a sacrifice of percentage in recoveries, but it is

to be remembered that at the high average price of cop-

per for the year the earnings per ton have been greatly

in excess of what they would have been under normal
prices of cojiper and a recovery of 100% of all the copper

in the ore, if such a thing were possible. It is fair to say,

therefore, that the sacrifice of some copper in high tail-

ings has resulted in adding to, rather than detracting

from, the \alue and ultimate earnings of the property.

Furthermore, the tailings produced were stored with

others aiul are to be re-treated as soon as time and circum-

stance will permit the installation of equipment for that

jiurpose, therefore no copper has been permanently lost.
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-tt'iini shovels. Tlic averajic cost of iniiiin,!!, iiicludiiiir ilie rnrovrrcil iiiiiniintpd to O.G5;i('. ])v\- lb. ]\Iisfplliiiicoiis iii-

projK'i- ])n)i)orlioiiinuiit oi' all ti.xod and ij:oiienil charges, (oinc in (Ttnli, iiiclinliiij; that from Iho IJinf^'liaiu & (iar-

was 28.12c. per ton, of which 7.r)0c. rc|)rcsonted charges field I'y- Co., amounted to l.lDSc. per lb. Those costs

for sd'ipping and 0.38e. charges for development. The includ<> a'l e.xpenses of smelting, transportation, refining,

actual direct eost of mining all ore was 20.24e. per ten, s(-lling, all tax-es and all general, fixed and maintenance
as compared with Ifi.file. per ton for 1915. This increase charges of every kind. The average net cost, on the same
of :i.G>. per ton was due solely to the increased cost of basis, for all cojiper produced was (J.orjc. per lb. The fol-

labor and supplies. lowing table shows a comparison, by year.s, of operating
The equipment u.sed in connection with the removal costs on concentrating oi'e, based in the same way.

of capping was increased by the addition of 50 standard- Year Tonnage Mining Transport at ion Mining Total

gage ;!0-Yd. all-steel air-duinp cars. Other improvements j^]0
, tlUoH^t

*°
IS" ^"lln

*" ms ^\ lul
at the mine consi.stcd of some extensions to the svstem of ]'|2 (VSU' ^"3 '.2848 .4158 i;i239

, ,. , ,. ,
, , , r -1 "' 7,519,392 .3288 .2797 . 3()7f) .9761

water suiiiilv ior loconiotne anil steam-shovel boilers, a I'i't
• 6,470,165 .3232 ,2782 .3536 .9550

J. , 1 . ,
e , ^ ' '915 8,494,300 .2441 .2781 .3402 8624

lew lodging houses for employees, and a new compressor I9i6 10,994,000 278I .2792 3782 9355

having a capacity of 37G0 cu.ft. of free air per minute. At the Magna plant the feeders and conveyors in the
A large additional area of surface was purchased adjacent coar.se-crushing department and llic feeders i"n the line-

to the company's property, for use as dumping ground crushing department were remodeled. No other con-
lor waste. struction woi-k of much importance was done, except the

Opekations ani> riiODUcTiON CoSTS building of a few lodging houses for employees and add-

The total quantity of ore n.illetl at the Magna plant was "^^ ^"^

^^f
facilities for delivering mill water to both

G,l 1:1,500 tons, beino- an iiu-rease of 910,200 tons as com- P''"^*^- ;^^ "'" ^^l'"'' r'^nt the electric substation was

]>arcd with 1915, and at the Arthur plant, 4,850,500 tons i'f'"o^leled, some new equipment for the foundry was pur-

was milled, being an iiu-rea.se of 1,589,500 tons over the "l'^^^"^'
the mam tunnel for tailin.gs and coiuentrate laun-

previous year. The total ore treated at both plants was ^f^^,^^
enlarged and considerable other work in the way

10,991,000 tons, as compared with 8,191,300 tons for
of additions to other buildings was done.

1915. The Magna plant treated an average of 1(3,T85 . ^f
'" *!»« end of the second quarter, designs were suffi-

tons daily and the Arthur plant, 13,253 tons.
"^"^1-^; ^'^^Pleted to permit of actual construction being

The average grade of the ore milled at both plants was ''^^'^"^ ^P°" f"
^^^^^^^"^ of equipment in the mills for

1.435% copper, as compared with 1.434% for 1915. The ^\^ W^V^^^_ of not only greatly miproving recoveries, but

average recovery at both plants was 62.34%, corresponding
ako materially increasing the tonnage capacity of the

to ir.9 lb. of copper per ton, as compared to 64.13%, or P/^"^«- ^he first work was done at Arthur, and three of

]8.;',9 lb. of copper per ton, for the previous year. ' The ^}^ ^\ sections of that plant were practically tini,shed be-

low extraction was due principally to the unusually large
^"''^ ^^^ ^"^ °f the year but were not put into operatioi.

tonnage milled and only in small part to the presence of
°" '!^''^'«"^^* of unavoidable delays m receipt of some of the

unrecoverable carbonates. The normal and metallurgic- fq^'P"^"'/.
Work on other sections was started and will

ally economical capacity of the two plants may be taken
^<^ earned to completion as rapidly as material and equip-

at about 20.000 tons per dav, whereas during the last year "f'* ^'^" ^^
^'^'^"f

^- '^'""1^^ nnprovements will be made

a daily average of 30,038 tons was treated.
f,^

^^^
^\^f

^ f^f
on p ans practically identical with

The cost of milling at Magna was 35.35c. per ton and ^^^^^ f^^l^"!' ^'f^'"''^- ^V-"" ^
I
improvements, which

at Arthur 40.94c. per ton, as compared with 30.91c. and
consist principally m adding to fine-grinding and con-

39.02c. respectively, for the year 1915. The average cost
centrating equipment, are completed, it is estimated that

of milling at both plants was^ 37.82c. per ton, as compared ""^^^
\^^'° P'^"^^, ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^

'^''^Pf
'it^ «^ approximately 40,-

with 34.02c. for the previous year. The increase of 3.80c. ?0° .^""'^ £5^ ^^^y' accompanied by a maximum of metal-

per ton was due solely to the bii^lier costs of labor and '"'^'''''^/flTn'T- 'f
P''"

^. °^
the Arthur plant will

supplies; in fact, only for these, the per ton cost would, ^^ ^'^^^
^'^'O^O ^""^ P^^^^^ ^"-^ that of the Magna plant

on account of the greater tonnage treated, have been con-
^^.'^^^^ ^ons per day. By a moderate sacrifice of recov-

siderably lower than for 1915.
^''^^ ^o increased tonnage at times when such action may

The total ijross production of copper contained in con- fPP^:^''
desirable, as was the case during the year 1916,

centrates was 196,752,631 lb., and the average grade of
?'e improved plants will have a ready capacity of 50,000

,, , , lor/ir/ 1 j-i
tons per day so tar as equipment is concerned,

the concentrates was 18.71 70 copper, as compared with 1 ,7 ^1
156,207,376 lb. and 19.17% copper respectively, for the New Leaciiixg Plant
previous year. The copper contained in direct smelting r^, 1 i- 1 i.

j- -v i -l l
'-,

•',
1 , ,.,.

, Of 1 11 rpi 1 4- +• 4-1 The new leaching ])lant ior oxidized ores is situated
ore amounted to 004,819 lb. ihe iiroduction tor the year ^i 1 n •

1 1 4. ion/i et- n 4. 1 t j-

,,.,„ ,. „ , ' 1 X li J.
on the hillside, about 1200 tt. m a southeasterly direction

1910 from all sources, by quarters, as compared to that ,. ,, -,, -i, n . 4_- , i , ,

^,„,^ . ,,
^ ' Iroin the Magna mill. Construction work was started

of 1915, was as follows: 1 • a 4. ^n^^• 1 114.1 T 11 ,1

^ ,„,^ ,. ,„,, early m August, 1916, and all the grading, as well as a
Yc.ir 1915 Year 1915 ,, -^ , ,.

• i , , , i „ ,

Fir.t riuarter 36,673,007 lb. 26,415,995 lb the coucretiiig tor SIX leachuig tanks and i)art of the con-

Thiarli'.lart'r ;:::::::::::;: 6i;l8i:87o lb: 4S:766;84i ib:
creting for the six additional ones, was completed before

rourth quarter ^0,836, 299 lb. 44.224,715 lb. Christmas. Construction was discontinued at that time
Total 197,417,480 lb. 155,207,376 lb. on accouut of .scverc Weather. It is estimated that the

The average cost per net pound of copper produced 12 tanks now being constructed will have a capacity of

from concentrates, after making allowances for smelter from 3000 to 4000 tons per day, and they should be ready

deductions and after crediting precious-metal values and for use early in the summer of 1917. This depends large-

miscellaneous income in Utah, was 6.91Se., as compared ly, however, upon how rapidly the necessary equipment

with 6.1) 12c. for 1915. The value of the gold and silver can be delivered. The plant is so planned and situated
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Mining and Metallurgical Meeting

A special iiiei'tiii<f of tlic Miniujj and Mclallurjfical So-

ciety of America was called ami iicld at tlie Engineers'

Club, New York City, Apr. 19, to discuss the subject,

"Wliat can the Society do at tlic present time to aid the

Government?"

On accouut of the length of the program and the

length of discussion which was anticipated, the usual

social half-hour preceding the meeting was omitted, and

the dinner began only six minutes late of the appointed

time, at 6 : 30. A toast to the President of the United

States was drunk standing. The first speaker of the

evening was Col. Cornelius Vanderbilt of the 22d Regi-

ment of Engineers, New York National (Juard, himself

an engineer of prominence. Colonel Vanderbilt spoke

briefly of the differences between our units and those

fighting abroad and, although advocating universal mili-

tary service, pointed out the unwisdom of doing anything

to harm the Guard, either in a legislative or executive

way, as long as it remained, outside of the army and navy,

the only element of defense which the country has.

Colonel Vanderbilt wa.^^ followed by Lawrence Addicks,

a member of the Naval Consulting Board, who reported

that much progress was being made by the board and

outlined briefly the method of attacking the problems in

hand and indicated who some of the imjwrtant committee

chairmen are who are developing specific problems pre-

senting the greatest need. Captain Godfrey, from the

United States Military Academy at >Vest Point, spoke

interestingly on engineer duties in warfare and gave

many interesting figures and incidents from the European

battlefield.

~Maj. Arthur S. Dwight, who has this year been ap-

pointed a major in the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps,

dealt at length with the birth of the idea of the Engineer

OflBcers' Reserve Corps in the ililitary Lectures Com-

mittee, which began its work over a year ago with a series

of lectures in the United Engineering Societies' Build-

ing, which was followed by the Preparedness Parade and

subsequently by legislation framed in cooperation with

the War College and AVar Department, and the present

fruition of the movement in not only the Engineer Offi-

cers' Reserve Corps, but also the first regiment of Volun-

teer Engineers, which is now being organized in New
York CiV-

The greatest interest was shown in three resolutions

offered by the council of the society and the San Fran-

cisco and Philadelphia sections. The latter were adopted

as received and the former with a slight amendment.

These resolutions are given here in full.

Resolutions by the Council

1. Whereas, The United States of America, in defense of its

rights, is now at war with the Imperial German government,

fighting in common with the AUies of Europe for the cause of

the liljcrty of the world; and
Whereas, In this great struggle it is the earnest wish of

every American to aid liis country; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America, an organization of engineers possessing special

knowledge of and experience in the arts of mining and metal-

lurgy, offers its services to the Government of the United

States for whatever may be aslied of it.

That the war should be carried on to an end that should bs

notliing less than peace with victory.

That no honorable resource whatever at tlic command of

tho United States should be overlooked or left unused, and

that every such resource should be brought into effect in the

(iiiicke.'it time, in the largest measure and In the most positive
fashion of which we are capable.

That every asslstancf! In our power should be freely ten-
dered and fully used in conjunction with the group of nations
now engaged at war with Germany, known as the Allies, and
of whom for the time and purpose of the war the United
States should become one,

2. Whereas, The United States Government may re'iuire

mining and metallurgical engineers who arc specially qualified

to do certain woi'k; and
Whereas, Each mining and metallurgical company can

probably spare one or more to the Government without Intcr-
f(!ring with its suece.'ssful oiK-ratlon; therefore i>e It

Resolved, That on appeal from the War Department to the
Mining and Metallurgical Society of America for engineers
especially qualified to do certain work, that the secretary of
the society immediately forward copies of such appeal to its

entire membership with the request that operators try and
arrange to furnish one or more such men from their staffs.

3. Whereas, The President of the United .States and the
Department of Commerce have made an appeal to the citizens
of the United States to increase the output and conserve food
supplies; and

Whei-eas. One of our members, Herbert C. Hoover, has been
appointed food administrator for the United States Govern-
ment; therefore be It

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Mining and Metallurgi-
cal Society send a circular letter to its membership, requesting
that mining and metallurgical companies immediately estab-
lish a farm department at their works, wherever possible, for
the purpose of growing sulTicient farm products to fully meet
the needs of its employees and people residing within the
district.

4. Whereas, Home defense societies, comprising older men,
have been organized throughout the country and subcommit-
tees appointed for organizing Red Cross work, gun clubs,

military drilling, truck gardens, and for many other objects
of local interest; and

Whereas, It may be necessary for the United States Gov-
ernment to withdraw the militia at present protecting rail-

roads, water supplies, etc.; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Society fully indorse local home defense
organizations and request that its membership join such local

organizations to prepare themselves to relieve the militia

stationed in such districts, if necessary.

. 5. Whereas, It is necessary that the nation be properly
prepared for military duty to avoid useless slaughtering of

our militia; therefore be it

Resolved, That the members of the Mining and Metallurgi-

cal Society of America believe that compulsory universal mili-

tary training and service should be at once instituted and
that adequate, complete and immediate preparedness should
be provided.

That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the President of

the United States, to the Secretaries of War and Navy, to the

Advisory Council of National Defense and to the members of

Congress.

San FiiANCisco Section's Resolutions

The San Francisco Section recommended:

1. That all members encourage employees and skilled

artisans, to enlist in Engineers Corps, United States Army.
2. That the society send one or more well-qualified and

properly accredited mining and metallurgical engineers to

visit the allied countries in Europe and study the activities of

specialists in our profession with a view to advising the Gov-
ernment and the society wherein our efforts can be of great

assistance to the nation in this crisis; these men should

preferably be selected from volunteers after canvass of the

society.

3. That every member seriously consider his peculiar fit-

ness for special investigative work and acting in cooperation

with state authorities intensively develop our mineral

resources.

4. That the members of the society individually urge their

representatives in Cc .jress to support the recent resolution

of the United Engineti ing Societies.

The Philadelphia Section's Resolutions

Resolved—1. That if the Government decides that conscrip-

tion is necessary, it should be selective as to occupation.

2. To insure the most efficient utilization of our national

resources and to prevent shortage in the supply of raw mate-

rials required by our industries which are relied upon by the

nation in the equipment and maintenance of its army and

navy, the society should advocate the classification for indus-

trial mobilization of those trained and experienced in the
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dcvolopmcnt and pniduotion <iC mineral and initallui'Kical

products.
3. That In cases where private operation cannot produce

sulTli'ient mineral products, the Government should lake means
to stimulate production by those already engaged in it. or if

necessary by Government organization.

4. That the society may usefully serve the nation by sug-

gesting the several fields of activity in which engineers,

metallurgists, chemists, geologists, mine managers, etc., may
be most usefully emploj'ed in times of national stress.

5. That the society may u.-sefully direct the attention of

the Government to particular mineral deposits of which the

supply is deficient, or of which the known reserves are uncer-

tain, or of which the cost is inordinately high, and that steps

be taken to develop additional deposits, to increase the output,

to decrease the cost and to increase the known reserves.

B. F. Tillsoii ofTcrod several resolutions, all of wliich

were carried, to tlie effect tliat tlie Society take all the

ste]is which it can to uroe tlie jiromiit application and

cnrorcenient of cnroUincnt in an indu.strial reserve of the

men required at plants which have been desig-nated by the

Federal Government as necessary in the production of

metals and oilier articles for war and shall give such

weight as it can to the National Council of Defense and

Congress in the application of this, so that those jilants

which require the services of their skilled artisans to

produce the products which the Government is requiring,

will not suffer from the enthusiasm of their employees in

entering into active service to the detriment of the in-

dustrial .service. His second resolution recommended that

(he Society recommend to its membership and the com-

panies with whom they have influence, the organization

of medical training detachments to associate with the

American Eed Cross Society in accordance with the pre-

conceived plans of action, which may be obtained from

them to promote the efficiency of those men training in

first aid at mines and industrial plants to meet the

exigencies of the occasion.

Following along the lines of suggestions made by E. 1>.

Kirby, who was not present at the meeting, it was voted

that the President of the Society be given power to clas-

sify the members-and draw up a program by which they

can get for the government the men best qualified in the

\arious classes of engineering work, such as draining,

(unnelling, handling explosives, etc., and do such other

things as would be most useful. To carry out this work,

tlie Council was authorized to \ise the surplus and any

unexpended balances iu the treasury.

Alaska Treadvvell Mines Flooded

San" Fkaxc'isco Correspondence

(/?// Telegraph)

Sudden subsidence on the line of the 700 dike

fault, on the night of Apr. 21, resulted in the Hood-

ing of the Treadvvell, TOO Foot and Mexican gold mines
,n Douglas Island, Alaska, to the tidewater level of the

Gastineau Channel—which separates Douglas Island from
Juneau on the mainland. Tlicre was fortunatclv no loss

of life.

These three mines, owned by the closely associated

,\laska Treadwell Gold Mining" Co., the Alaska United

(iold .Mining Co. and the Alaska Mexican Gold Mining

Co., are situated along the shore of the Gastineau Chan-
nel in the order named, the Alaska United's 700 Foot

iiiinc being .sandwiched in, as it were, between the Alaska

Trcii hvcll and the Alaska Mexican mines. The Alaska

UniU'il nunpiiny's otlici- mine, tlir licidy r>ullion. adjoins

llie Mexican mine on the southeast, but there is a large

virgin area between the workings of the two mines, the

only connection being a long extension of Ready Bullion's

1 3.50-ft. level ; this was presumably bulkheaded. The work-

ings of the other three mines are interconnected and they

extend beyond the shore line under Gastineau Channel.

The Ready Bullion workings also extend under Gastineau

Channel, in fact are almost entirely thereunder, but such

salt water as enters the Ready Bullion comes in near the

top and, to quote tlie special report of Oct. 20, IDK!, to

the directorates of the three companies, "The salt-water

conditions are not comparable with those in the Treadwell
mine; all ])illars are standing and no opportunity has

existed for the hanging wall to break. xVnother consider-

ation is the greater thickness of the tough, solid green-

stone lianging wall, which o\erlies the Ready Bullion ore

dike, and the cylindrical or jiipe-like .shape of tlie ore

dikes with a comjiarativcly stee]i dip." The Ready Bullion

mine is consequently still considered safe.

In the three northwesterly mines the subsidence of the
.shore area and infiltration of salt water have been a

subject of serious concern for several years. It had been
hoped by the construction of bulkheads and by the care-

ful drawing of broken and caved-pillar ore reserves

to avoid any further damage. The total known area of
the present subsidence of the mine workings is 500 x 150
ft. ; it extends 250 ft. northwest into the Treadwell mine
west of the fault—mostly reclaimed land—and 250 ft.

south into the TOO Foot mine—mostly mainland. Alonor

the western edge of the fault line there occurred an addi-

tional subsidence of about the same area, having its

eastern edge on the fault line. There was no stoping

northeast or east of the subsidence. Whether it will be

practical to shut o(f llie water by cofferdam and ]uimii out
depends on how far subsidence has extended under Gas-
tineau Chamiel.

Though total pumping in tiie Treadwell mine had been

comparatively small, the salt-water content (27%) had
indicated the serious conditions existing. The consensus

of opinion among the mine staff was that by adopting
preventive measures, the danger of disastrous flood of salt

water could be averted. Four preventive measures were

suggested: (a) Bulkheading each level near the Com-
bination shaft, drawing the available caved ore and let-

ting the upper part of the mine fill; (b) filling all open
stopes above the 1750-ft. level with tailings, to prevent

further caving, (c) prospecting for the dike fault at

the surface and building a cofferdam or bulkhead to ex-

clude all sea water and fill with taiUngs ; (d) filling .300

ft. or so into Gastineau Channel from the jsresent shore

line with tailings to exclude a part of the sea water and
prevent any jiossible flood of sea water. These preventive

measures were begun last October, including a reduction

in the rate of drawing ore. Meanwhile the proposed im-

provements in connection with the consolidation of the

operations of the three companies were also under waj".

Erratum—Dividends

In the table of dividends paid during March which

appeared in the issue of Apr. T, 1917, was included the

Mogollon Mines Co. The com])any states that this was

an error, as no diviilend was paid by it in Miirch.
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Anton Eilers
By ItossiTEii VV. Raymond

Frederic Anton Eilers was born in Nassau, Germany,

Jan. 14, IS.'i!). lie received iiis teehniral education at the

University of Gottingen and tlie mining school of Claus-

thal. In 1859 he came to the United States and in 1863

became an assistant in the office of Adelberg & Raymond,
New York City, consulting mining engineers and metal-

lurgists, of which firm 1 was the junior partner. The

death of Mr. Eilers removes the last survivor of a grou]i

of young men who began in our office and under our

direction careers of considerable importance and honor.

Herman Credner, afterward ])rofessor of geology at the

University of Leipzig and Director of the Royal Saxon

Geological Survey. Charles A- Stetefeldt, destined to

international fame as the in-

ventor of the Stetefeldt fur-

nace; Otto H. Halm, a dis-

tinguished contributor to

the rajiid develoimient of

American metallurgy and

one of its most skillful

practitioners ; and, last but

not least, Anton Eilers—all

began their technical careers

as employees of Adelberg &
Raymond. I cannot say that

they learned their business

from us, but their experi-

ence with us carried them

to some extent over that

period of acclimation which

was in those days often dis-

agreeable and sometimes

disastrous to foreign experts

in this country. Of all those

whom I have named, I think

Eilers became the most

completely Americanized.

Though he retained the

thoroughness, simplicity,

directness and geniality

which he brought with him.

he acquired the ability to

recognize new con(^iti(ln^

and men and to adapt liim-

self to them. From 1866

to 1869 he had charge of

the Betty Baker copper mine
and furnace in Carroll County, Virginia. This enter-

prise was based on the superficial "black" oxide copper

ores resulting from a "secondary enrichment" along the

outcrop of a formation like that of Dncktown. Tenn.,

and of course the supply of ore was soon exhausted.

Having become in 1868 United States Commissioner of

IMining Statistics for the states and territories in and
•west of the Rocky Mountains, I was verv' glad to secure

in 1869 the services of Mr. Eilers as my deputy. Of
the eight volumes of my annual reports, all but the first

contain results of his faithful, intelligent and intrepid

labors. I say "intrepid," because they .sometimes in-

volved personal danger, as, for instance, in Arizona, the

mining districts of which he visited while the Apaches

ANTON ETLERS

were still on Iho warpath. In (he preparation of the an-

nual report. Eilers and I traveled separately llinjugh dif-

ferent parts of the great field, inspecting mines and
securing trustworthy agents and correspondents. In

the course of the eight years of my connnissionership,

we managed to reach personally all the states and terri-

tories concerned. This method (the only one possible

with an annual ajipropriation of never more than $15,000

to cover all salaries, traveling ex])enses, corres]>(indence,

clerical and editorial labor) produced in the resulting

volumes a ]ieculiar series of public documents. Each
volume contained the personal impressions and observa-

tions of the commissioner and of the deputy conmiissioner

as to certain regions, to-

gether with the reports

(edited by me) of special

agents in the remaining re-

gions. Since this fact was

clearly stated in each suc-

cessive preface, it is easy

now to find what portions

of any one of the eight vol-

umes re|)resent the special

work of Eilers, and whoever

makes such an examination

will gain a better notion of

its remarkable extent and

quality than I can here im-

part. One pleasant excep-

tion to our habit of separate

work was furnished in 1870,

when, after completing our

individual tours, we met by

ajipointment in Virginia

City. ^lont., and proceeded

with four other persons to

explore the then newly dis-

covered geyser basins of the

Yellowstone. An account of

this exploration, including

our running interview with

Sitting Bull and a dozen of

his braves, who had chosen

that time for a raid off the

reservation, was published

thirty-odd years ago in my
little book, "Camp and

Cabin.'' The episode became a lifelong memory of

humor and adventure to us both. I confess that I am
surprised, in my old age, to see how much we did with

exuberant strength and enthusiasm when we were young.

Our work was that of a special agenc}', not of a govern-

ment bureau. Perhaps it was at the time more helpful

to the young industries which it represented than an

expensive systematic collection of statistics would have

been. But when I finished my volume for 1876, I

frankly advised the discontimiance of Congressional ap-

propriations for the work; and in due time it became a

part of the United States Geological Survey, to the great

advantage of the country and the mining industry and
those engaged in it.
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OiK' tliiiiij-, however, it had iinquestionably done. Il

had made hoth EilcMs and me exceptionally familiar wilh

all parts (if the Pacific sl()]i('. thoir natural resources, in-

dustries, prospects and peojile. And so, in 187G, when I

resumed my private practice, Eilers selected the Salt

Lake valley as the scene of his technical activity and be-

came part owner and general manager of the Germania
smelting and refining works in that valley.

This was the beginning of an uninterrupted progress

in professional reputation and business success, which

made him one of the universally recognized and ade-

quately rewarded ''captains of industry." It was not diffi-

cult, indeed, for a graduate of Clausthal to improve the

Salt Lake practice of that day. The valley contained

many little shaft-furnaces, smelting argentiferous galena,

and experiencing a "salamander'" pretty regularly once a

week or oftener. If I remember correctly, eight days'

run without "gobbing-up," and "digging out," and

"blowing-in'" again, was considered good practice. The
Germania furnaces, running indefinitely without such in-

terruption, were a revelation to the metallurgical pioneers

of the valley. But German-American enterprise was not

satisfied with that. Soon from Salt Lake and other Amer-
ican districts we began to hear of larger furnaces, better

apjiaratus—in short, of a new practice, which made
Clausthal and Freiberg and Swansea sit ix\i and take

notice. In this surprising advance Eilers was one of the

leaders, daring yet prudent. In 18T9 he formed a part-

nership with the late Gustav Billing and built and oper-

ated for several years the Arkansas Valley smelting works

at Leadville, Colo. This concern also was highly suc-

cessful.

Meanwhile he had entered the field of technical author

ship. Having Joined the American Institute of Mining
Engineers in 18T1, the first year of its existence, he

united with 0. H. Hahn and myself in the preparation of

a paper on "The Smelting of Argentiferous Lead Ores

in Nevada, Utah and Montana." This was followed by

several metallurgical papers, and in 1875 (just before he

took charge of the Germania works) by one on "The Prog-

ress of the Silver-Lead iletallurgy of the West During
1874." These contributions show him to have been a

close observer of the progress, in which he afterward

played so conspicuous a part.

But the great opportunity for which many years of

manifold preparation had fitted him came in 1883. Eilers

had been called in to show the owners of the JIadonna

mine, at Monarch, Colo., near the Continenal Divide, how
to run its little charcoal furnace on lead-carbonate ores,

without salamanders. It was Salt Lake over again. But
after remedying the immediate trouble, he convinced the

owners that they could not succeed commercially by local

smelting of a single ore, low in silver, while hauling all

supplies and shipping all products in wagons. The re-

sult not only vindicated his business judgment but also

illustrated his power to command confidence through

honest frankness. The Colorado Smelting Co. was

formed, the owners of the mine taking their share of the

stock, and Mr. Eilers and his friends receiving the rest

u])on the fulfillment of certain pledges, including the se-

curing of a railroad to the mine and the erection of smelt-

ing works at Pueblo. This combination proved profitable

even beyond expectation. Cheap freight rates on the down-

grade via Marshall Pass to Pueblo brought the Madonna

(ii-c to tlie furnaces at low cost; the mine itself developed

enormous bodies of nonsiliceous fluxing ore, admirably
suited for smelting with high-grade siliceous ores, and
was for years the largest tonnage producer in Colorado;
so that the company did not have to buy barren fluxes

or compete in the market for fluxing ores. As a conse-

quence it enjoyed a secure pros])erity so long as the Ma-
donna held out.

But the joy of his life came to Eilers in the oppor-
tunity to select freely a suitable site, build model up-to-

date smelting works, surround himself with chosen
assistants, and train them in his own notions of technical

efficiency.

Those of ns who visited the works of the Colorado
Smelting Co. in the days of its glory will never forget

that oasis of beauty and rest—the clean and airy build-

ings, the orderly yards, the reservoir masquerading as an
embowered lake, beloved of ducks, the sociable clubhouse
for the young men. Travelers made haste to arrive there

and were slow in leaving. The birds of a continent

steered in their migrations to that haven of rest. Yet
the business routine and the technical system of the place

were as good as if it had been dirty and ugly. Iiuleed,

the absence of ugliness and dirt had a direct relation to

the cleanness of slags and .the proper handling of by-

products and waste.

Here in full freedom, a kindly dictator, Eilers trained

his young men. Robert Sticht, Walter H. Aldridge, Ar-
thur S. Dwiglit, H. C. Bellinger, Howard F. Wiemm,
Frank H. Smith, Karl E. Eilers, and others whose names
.stand high in metallurgy, were "Eilers's boys" and still

acknowledge gladly their filial debt to him.

About 1890 Mr. Eilers, with the same friends who
had joined him in the Colorado enterprise, organized the

Montana Smelting Co. and built large works at Great

Falls, ilont. These works, together with the East Hel-

ena smelting works, became part of the great consolidated

American Smelting and Relining Co., which was formed
in 1899 and which comprised most of the important es-

tablishments of Colorado also. Of this company, and of

the subsequently organized American Smelters' Securities

Co., he was a director and the technical member of the

executive committee until 1910, when he retired from
active business, though he still visited his New York
office almost daily until within a comparatively recent

period and retained many incidental positions of trust,

such as vice president of the Last Dollar Gold Mining Co.,

of Cripple Creek, Colo., and president of the Colorado

Mines Exploring Co.

As already noted, he was one of the earliest members
of the American Institute of Alining Engineers, of which
he was a manager for six years (1875-7 and 1882-4 in-

clusive) and a vice president in 1876 and 1877, to

the Transactions of which he contributed valuable papers,

besides those specially mentioned. He was also a member
of the American Forestry Association, the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, the Brooklyn

Institute of Arts and Sciences, the Technical Society of

New York, and of the following dubs : The Engineers'.

German and Rocky Monntiiin (New York) ; Germania

(Brooklyn) ; Denver (Denver, Colo.) ; and Alta (Salt

Lake City, Utah).

Mr. Eilers was married to Elizabeth Emrich in 1863,

just before he came to me as an assistant. His death
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ninkes. I believe, the (Irst bfeak in liis large and lin|i]iy

i'amily. Two dauglilers ami a son, together with their

mother, survive liini. The son, Karl, has achieved a repu-

tation worthy of his blood and is now a vice president of

the American Smelting and l^efining Co. I have known

them all from the oiadle. Their home has been a home

to me, in Salt Lake City, Leadville, Pueblo, Denver.

Brooklyn and Sea Cliff. It was at Sea ClilV, Long Island,

the beautiful country seat where he had indulged to the

full his love of trees and flowers and hill-horizons and

cordial hospitality, that Anton Eilers, after long illness,

passed away on Saturday morning, Apr. 21, and this is

my farewell, so far as earthly companionship is concerned,

to my genial, upright, generous comrade thmugh four

and lifty .years of loyal friendship and mutual trust un-

nuirred bv doubt or discord.

Frank Spencer Witherbee

Frank Spencer Witherbee, well known in Republican

politics and in the iron-mining business of this country,

died Apr. 13, at his home, 4 Fifth Ave., New York City.

He was born in Fort Henry, N. Y., May 12, 1852, sou of

Jonathan G. and Charlotte Spencer Witherbee. His

ancestors were English ; John Witherbye settled in ths,-.

country in 1672 and was one of the founders of Stowe,

Mass., of which he was elected selectman in KiSS. He
also fought in "King Philip's War."

After graduating from Y'ale in 187-1, ^Mr. Witherbee

took a trip around the world, and at his father's death,

in 1875, he entered the firm of Witherbee, Sherman &
Co., of which his father was one of the founders. He im-

mediately took a deep interest in the business of iron-ore

mining in the Lake Champlain district, showed strong

executive ability, and much of the company's development

has been due to his progressive ideas and business judg-

ment. In 1883 ilr. AVitherbeo married MaiT Rhine-

lander Stewart, daughtc!- of the late Lispenard Stewart

and sister of William Rhinelander Stewart and Lispenard

Stewart.

Mr. Witherbee eai'ly became prominent in all phases

of civic and social life, and he had an unusually large

acquaintance both in this country and abroad. He was

a member of tlie New York Chamber of Commerce, the

American Instititte of ilining Engineers, and a fellow of

the American Geographical Society. In 1912 he was

decorated with the insignia of the Legion of Honor by the

French Government, in recognition of his services in

connection with the Champlain Tercentenary. During

his business career Mr. Witherbee held the following

positions : Formerly president of the Troy Steel Co. and

vice president of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Co. ; at the time of his death he was not only president of

Witherbee, Sherman & Co., Inc., but also president of

the Cubitas Iron Ore Co., vice president of the Cheever

Iron Ore Co., and president of the Lake Cham]ilain &
Moriah Railroad Co.; he was director of the Equitable

Life Assurance Society and a member of its finance com-

mittee; a director of the New York Life Insurance and

Trust Co., the Fulton Trust Co., the Central Hudson

Steamboat Co., Citizens National Bank of Port Henry.

N. Y., and American Iron and Steel Institute, and presi-

dent and trustee of the Sherman Free Library of Port

Henry, N. Y.

.Mr. Witherbee is survived by his wi<low; his daugliter,

Evelyn pSpencer W'itlierbee; his mollier, .Mrs. C. S.

Witherbee; and a >i<li'r, tlic wife of Dr. E. II. Peaslee.

Flotation Litigation at Butte

The litigation between Minerals Separation and Bulte

& Su]ierior over the flotation process began last week at

Butte. This trial is a logical .sequence of the decision of

the Supreme Court of the United States last December,

in the ca-se of Minerals Separation again.^t James Al.

Hyde. In the Supreme Court decision. Minerals Sep-

aration was given the .sole right to the use of the flota-

tion process using less than 1%. of oil upon the dry

weight of ore used, in connection with violent agitation.

Minerals Sejiaration decided to rest its case upon the

testimony submitted in the Hyde case, maintaining that

the Hyde ease was identical with the Butte & Superior

case now before the court. On the ground, however, that

additional information in regard to the practice of the

prior art had been discovered, and that Hyde not being

an employee of the Butte & Superior company, other

factors would necessarily enter into the case, the Court

decided to hear whatever other data might be offered, thus

opening the litigation.

It is understood that some articles describing flotation

that did not ap])ear in the Hyde case will be offered in

the Butte & Sujierior case. Evidence will also l)e offered,

and some of it has already been presented, to show that

commercial remits can be and are being obtained by the

u.se of more than 1% of oil in the flotation process. Jfin-

cral Separation maintains that the additional amount of

oil is not essential, and that the results are obtained solelv

by the use of .small amounts of oil. They claim that addi-

tional quantities of oil put into the process are practically

eliminated before any conmiercial concentration re.sults are

obtained, thus showing that only the small amount of oil is

of u.se in the practice of the process. The opiwnents, on

the other hand, daim that the larger quantity of oil

enters as completely into the metallurgy of the process

as when small amounts are used, and that the whole of

the oil is useful and is not introduced merely as ballast.

To Waive Annual Assessment Work
To Men in Military Service

Under the mining laws owners of mining claims are

required, in order to hold their claims, to perform "assess-

ment work" in the develojmient of the claims to the

extent of $100 worth of work each year until they obtain

their patents.

A bill has been introduced in the House to relieve

claimants who have been mustered into the military serv-

ice as officers or enlisted men of the National Guard from

the necessity for doing this assessment work during the

period of their service.

In reporting upon this bill to Congress, Secretary Lane

of the Interior Department recommended that it be

amended .so as to include all officers and enlisted men in

the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Organized Militia of

the United States who have been or may be nuistered into

the service during the period of actual war, and with this

amendment the Secretary recommended the enactment of

the legislation.
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Avoid Hysteria

The adinoiiitioii to diiniiiiisli consumption, iiotli by

avoiding waste and by postponing unnecessary work, has

been misunderstood and lias led to the closing of fac-

tories and the curtailment of state improvement work as

measures of economy. This misunderst<uiding and the

ill-advised policy that has been instituted ,in some quarters,

on account of it, are deplored in a statement that was

issued on Apr. 20 by Howard E. Cofiftn, of the Advisory

Council of National Defense. Mr. Coffin, having just

returned from a tour through the Central States, found

developing certain conditions of unemployment, arising

from such thoughtless attempts to effect public and priv-

ate economies that he was inspired to issue a warning

to the nation against such hysteria. Mr. Coffin used the

following words:

After nearly three years of refusal to take the European
War and its lesson seriously we suddenly launched forth in

a most feverish activity to save the country overnij^ht.

Patriotic organizations, almost without number, are moiling
around noisily, and while intentions are good the results are
often far from practical. Because of an impending and pos-
sible shortage of foodstuffs, we have hysterical demands for

economy in every line of human endeavor. Waste is bad, but
an undiscriminating economy is worse.

Some states and municipalities are stopping road building
and other public work. General business is being slowed
down because of the emotional response of the trading public
to these misguided campaigns for economy: savings are being
withdrawn from the banks; reports show that some people
have begun to hoard food supplies and thousands of workers
are being thrown needlessly out of employment. All this is

wrong. Unemployment and closed factories brought about
through fitful and ill-advised campaigns for public and private
economy "will prove a veritable foundation of quicksand for
the serious work we have at hand.
We need prosperity in war time even more than when we

are at peace. Business depressions are always bad, but doubly
so when we have a fight on our hands. The declaration of war
can have no real effect on business. We need more business,
not less. There is real danger in hysteria. Indiscriminate
economy will be ruinous. Now is the time to open the throttle.
Let us make "Better Business" cur watchword and keep our
factory fires burning.

Mr. Coffin is absolutely right. Anything that will check

legitimate business is absolutely wrong. Business must
be carried on as usual. No, not as usual. It mu.<t be

carried on at a higher pitch than usual, for we must
have great and general prosperity. Business is going to

be taxed to carry on the war. If business be not jirosper-

ous, the necessaiT taxes will not be collectiijle. The war
will not be carried on so ea,sily.

The advice for economy was especially for cutting out

pure waste, such as the disgraceful garbage pail of the

.'\merican household : the stupid fire loss of American
buildings; the lianeful time loss of those mechanics who,

like the plumbers, forget to bring theii- tools; and the

whole list of los.ses that are due directly to carelessness

and shiftlessness. That was what the President meant
when he said cut them out. Ifc did not mean to say that

the American people ought to cut down its standard of

living, or if new houses were needed they were not to be

built, or that road and i-ailway construction should be

halted. On the contrary, we want more houses, more

roails, more railways and more business generally. Mr.
Coffin has done a great public service in administering an
ana'sthesia to the new hysteria that was developing.

Farewell to the Treadwell Mines ?
On Apr. 21 ground caved in the Treadwell mines, and

let in the water from the Gastineau Channel, which soon

filled the major part of the mines with salt water to

sea level. These mines are situated immediately along-

side the Ga.stineau Channel, their workings are below sea

level, and, indeed, portions of them are under the sea.

A catastrophe such as that which has just happened had

been foreseen and dreaded for a long time. Only a few

months ago a long and minute report on this subject,

and on the situation at these mines generally, was sub-

mitted to the stockholders of the three companies. It

was considered that there was no immediate danger. It

was hoped that by careful control all danger might be

averted. Hopes were disappointed. About this there is

nothing more to be said.

We fear that it will now be necessary to write the

obituary of these great mines. They have ranked among
our largest and most profitable gold mines. They have

been administered with great conscientiousness and tech-

nical skill. They have paid large dividends to their

stockholders. They have been the great mines of Alaska.

Until fuller reports are received than those that have

come by telegraph, there is no iise in trying to imagine

the dramatic ending. That the end has come is unfortu-

nately indicated by the dispatches.

Prohibition of Alcohol
It has looked as if the Advisory Council of National De-

fense might be going to come out for the immediate na-

tional prohibition of alcoholic drink, as an emergency

war measure, but the majority is now said to be

again.4 it. Anyvray there is a strong movement in

that direction and great pressure is being exerted, ^^'c

have been urged to advocate it.

Our position on this subject of the use of alcohol is well

known to our readers. For many years we have been in

favor of the prohibition of alcohol as a beneficial measure

on economic, grounds, if no other. Among the great

mines and industrial works of the United States one of

the slogans has been "Cut out the booze."

However, we doubt the wisdom of precipitating sud-

denly so complicated a cpn'stion as immediate prohiliition

just at this juncture. In building new metallurgical

works, wbereiii there is always a temptation to try new
things, new jiroces.ses, etc., that are conceived to be of

probable advantage, it is a sound precept not to try too

many of them at the same time. You may introduce

one or two, and after trials and tribulations may be able

to make them go successfully, but the trial of too many
is likely to result in the failure of all. We fancy that

the conditions of running a war are something like this.
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Wo shiill l)c.st take \\]i things gradually, and in the bp-

giniiing confine ourselves to those that we know aljout.

Any failure at the beginning would be disastrous. There

\v\\l be time enough later for experiments when condi-

tions are more auspicious.

These suggestions are based luerely on considerations of

expediency. If the thing could be done without upset-

ting too many otlier things we should like to see it done.

Maybe it will be necessary to do it in order to conserve

grain supply. As to that we should rather have Hoover's

advice than anybody else's. We fancy that condition.s

in Russia, where vodka was summarily extinguished, w'ere

different from what they are here. It was a state

monopoly there and the state could make the sacrifice and

recoup itself otherwise. Our conditions are more like

those of Great Britain, which has not yet ventured to take

the step. That suggests some caution to us. It may be

])est to take steps gradually and start by imposing such

thumping big taxes on beer and whiskey as to discourage

the use of them.

The Price for Copper
It was reported on the news-tickers A])r. 25 that the

United States Government is going to require a very

large quantity of co]jper in addition to the purchase of

tlie 4.5,000,000 lb. that was made recently: and that the

price would be about 10c. per lb. higher than what the

producers named on the previous, relatively small, trans-

action.

We believe it is true that the (lovernment is negotiat-

ing for a very large qiiantity of co]iper for the Army and

Xavy, but we do not believe that negotiations have

reached the stage wdiere anybody knows what is going to

be the price. It is reasonable to suppose, however, that

the price may be around the present level at 25i((j26c.

The ideas that ha\e prevailed in many quarters that the

naming of IBfc. by the producers would constitute a

precedent, and would esablish the future market price

for copper, both to the United States Government and to

the Allies, were too foolish to merit any consideration ex-

cept in a passing period of pessimism. As we said at

the time, the 16fc. transaction was in the nature of a

gift by the producers, an exhibition of patriotism, and

was distinctly ui.derstood by both parties to be so, noth-

ing more.

As for subsequent transactions it would manifestly be

impossible to have two prices—a Government price and

an industrial price. So long as economic conditions pre-

vail—and they do prevail in war time as in others—there

can be but one price and tliat is the price that is deter-

mined naturally by demand and supply. Any interfer-

ence with the natural law can be but temporary and is

bound to introduce germs of disease to plague us later.

The ]irime thing necessary at present is ])roduction. In

order to insure nuiximum production there must be large

jii'ofit. The armies and navies must be supplied with copper

and must be supplied with a lot of it. Price is an absolutely

suljordinate consideration. Anyway, it is something that

will take care of itself. If the copper be not needed the

price will go down, but any attempt to make it go down
artificially and arbitrarily would be not only imwise, but

ilso would be futile.

For example, the wage for labor throughout the Rocky

-Mountain region, where most of our copper is produced

is determined by a sliding scale based on the average price

for copper. The Butte scale is a wage of $4.To ]jer du\

for miners when copper is 27^c. ; it is $4.50 with copper

at 25(a27ic.; it is $4.25 with copper at 2()(fi 2'm: Simi-

lar scales prevail in all of the copper-mining districtH.

ir the Government should beat down the price of cop])er

it would automatically reduce wages and put into opera-

tion conditions tending to restrict the ])roduction of cop-

per, whicli is just what the Government does not want.

We believe, therefore, that in negotiating for the supply

of copper soon to be needed by the Government connnon

.sense will prevail just as it did in the negotiations be-

tween the allied governments and the American pro-

ducers when 20e., 25c. and 27c. was successively paid

on the three large transactions. In this connection it may
be remarked that the allied governments appear to have

bought their copper from the American producers at less

than they did from the Australian.

All that we have said with respect to copper applies to

lead, and to a less extent to zinc, the zinc industry not

having the labor contracts based on average prices, which

prevail in cop))er and in lead. On the other hand, botli

the lead and zinc industries have problems peculiar to

themselves. In all cases, however, the e.s.sential thing

for both the Government and the public to bear in mind
Is that ])roduction must be maintained at tlie highest pos-

sible rate, and that no ideas of cheese-paring should be

allowed to jeopardize the incentive of the producers to

jiroduce, to reduce the wages of miners or to upset in-

dustrial conditions.

No Doubt Where Mining Engineers
Stand

At a meeting of the iliniug and iletallurgical Society

of America, held in New York, Apr. 19, which had been

preceded immediately by meetings of the Philadeljihia

and San Francisco sections, mention of which is made
elsewhere in this number of the Journal, a rather inter-

esting situation was developed by the discussion and the

resolutions presented; namely, the perfect unanimity of

engineers with regard to the duties and obligations of

the individual toward the Government.

At the very outset, universal obligation of each member
was so apparent, so manifest, and the desire of every

member to perform his duty was so evident, tliat it was

only slightly touched upon. The obligation of every

citizen to do his bit toward the support of his Govern-

ment, or the privilege of doing it, was so well recognized

that it Jieeded no argument for support, and had any other

view- than this been expressed, it could have been ac-

cepted only as an un-American suggestion from one who
had no right longer to call himself a citizen of the United

States.

The second jxiint upon v\hich agreement was shown

was that in meeting his obligation to his (iovernment.

every man should do that work for which his education

and training or lack of training most suited him. But

no other thought could possibly be held by engineers, the

men who accomplish things. In their daily work of di-

rection they know that their success depends upon picking

the right man for the job, be it a snuill or large one,

night watclnnan or manager, private or officer. Thus

obligatory selective servii-e was felt by all to be the only

possible attitude to take.
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Olili^'ntorv. iiiinil you. no! hrcausi' the ( idvcniinciit calls,

liut liciMUsr of the diitv owcil to tlu> (i()\cM'niiioiil n>j;arfl-

It'ss of any I'iill, and selce-tivc servico not lUHOssai'ily of

our own choosing, Init a servico selected for us by the

jiroperiy constitiilod authoi'it ics. who kiio\v wh.il they

want done and liave learned what we can do.

From the rorcgoini;' to universal .selective consci-iption

is no long step; it follows of necessity. Indeed, conscrip-

tion is hut the recognition of the fact that every man
owes an obligation, and it is the act of the Government
in providin,e' for orderly performance of that obligation.

Recognizing that universal, selective conscription is the

duty of the citi/jen toward the (Jovernment and of the

(Jovcrnment toward the citizen, it follows that every man
should be properly prepared, trained to perform some use-

ful work, of which the Government may take advantage

in time of need.

While it appears that five or six trained men are needed

at home for e\ery man at the front and that a relatively

small percentage of men are called upon to bear arms,

yet so many advantages are offered by universal mil-

itary training that by unanimous vote the members of

the M. ^1. S. .V. decided to support this ])ro])aganda.

Avoiding Muddling
It is already cleai' that one of the best steps toward

J) rejia redness during the agitation of the last two years

was the creation of the Advisory Council of National

Defense. When the emergency arose, that body of ex-

]>erienced men. .selected from civil life, stood ready to take

the lead in formulating great plans for the organization

and administration of fundamental things.

The Council itself has been wise in selecting men to

do things. With the choice of Ilooxer as food adminis-

trator, of Goethals as .shi])builder. of Harrison as rail-

way operator and of Scott as munitions maker, we have

the satisfactory feeling that muddling is .going to be

avoided. Manifestly, we have learned one of the great

lessons from the experience of Great Britain. But unfor-

tunately the Advisory Cmnicil is only advisory. Its de-

cisions have to l)e referred to the de])artments for action.

and in them there seems to be con.iicstiun. That is .some-

thing that will no doubt be iixed up soon.

Provisional Military Companies at Mines
At this time when exeryone is lilled with the patriotic

desii'c to do sometbin.g, with everything at sixes and sevens

at A\'iisliington. with the Army and Natioiiiil (iiiard tied

up, and the wheels of ]n'ogress blocked by Oongi'ess, it is

difficult to I'cstrain annoyance and impatience at in-

action. There is one interestin.g thing, howe\cr. which
can be done at all mining ](ro])ertics which will gi\e \v\\\

to such desire for action.

Later on there will he demands for mining men, as

there have been from the mines in Canada, for mining
and tunneling com])anies. Just how or when these de-

mands will come, (m one knows, but that need in no wav
delay preparation. Provisional companies can he oi-g;in-

ized at the \arious mining pro])ei'ties and drill and i rain-

ing can be inaugurated, wliich will not only snpplv tlu'

demand for inunediate action among indi\iduals liul will

give them exjjerience and training which will be of great
service to them later when the definite call for .service

comes. Elsewhere in this issue is pnhlished an article

on harbed wire entanglements, together with full de-

tails l'(M- drill in their rapid construction. This article

represents the very latest development in the (•onstruction
of such entanglements in Europe, and has been tried out
with the greatest .satisfaction iiy unit> of the National
(iuard in this country. This is suggested as one specilic

thing which mine mamigers ami superintend(!nts can im-
mediately take up which will be ili\i'rt iiig. interesting
and valuable.

Further articles along the.se lines will give details of
other interesting problems presented to military engi-
neeis, for whom no class of men are better qualified than
thosi' in the mining industry. Start a provisional com-
pany at your mine and begin training without any nun-c
waste of time.

Depreciation and Measurement of
Expired Outlay on Plant

We regret thai the articii^ on "Depreciation and Meas-
urenu'ut of Expiri'il Ontlav .m I'lant,"" publi.shed in our
is.sues of Mai-. ;l and Ji. \\\\\. was a copy, with slight

alterations, of a]i article by 1'. 1). Leake.' .Mr. Leake's
article originally appeai-ed in a hook entitled "Higher Ac-
countancy.'" |)uhlished hy the LaSallc Extension Uni-
versity. .Air. Krickson. who sent us the article, was
aitparently unaware that he was connnitting an impro-
}iriety in .sending us over his own mime an article by
another man. which, moreover, was copyrighted, but be
made such amends as were pos.sible after his attention
was drawn to the nuitter. However, for the sake of the

record in our files and in justice to the ival author, ami
the owners of the copyright, we feel it jieces.sary to make
this statement.

What Is Spelter?
The ])recise detinition of some connnon thing is often

a. matter of importance. Not long ago we were asked
to delinc spelter. Of course, we all kncjvv what speltei- is,

but what is a ))reeisc definition of it ':" We consulted Web-
ster's dictionary and found the following: •"Spcltci'—Zinc
.M) i-allcd esjK'cially in commerce." That is a fairly good.
I'ougb definition, hut metallic zinc occurs in commerce
in aniitlu'r form: namely, zinc dust, which certainly is

not >pclter. We should therefore .substitute the following
deliiiiti(iM : ••SiK'Ifer—The z,inc of commei-ce. more or less

impui'e. in slabs. )ilates or ingots cast from molten metal."
The ((including clause makes the distinction between
spi'lter and zinc dust. Of course oui- definition vv-ould lie

incom|il('te if electrolvfic cathodes should ever become an
article of connneree, hut until thi'y do so we mav wait.

W.

With Anton Eilei's has gone another one of the great
tiguics of the early days of .\.mcri(.-in mining and metal-
luigy. To Dr. Raymond's tribute to him nothing mav
properly be added. After a close association of 51 years,

Dr. Kaymond is the one «lio slhuihl write of him. With
the (lejiarture of Church, Itaht, Peters and Eilers among
the older generation and of Keller and Browne amona-
the geiiei-ation of middle age. the names of American
mining and inetallnrgv li,-ive this yeai' suffered great
losses.

'M

Lfp to Wednesday morning the subscrijitions to the
Belgian Kiddies auKuinteil to $88,372.
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Personals Obituary

Dr. John A. Brashear, of rittsburgh, has re-

turiu'd ticm tlu' Oiiint.

Nelson Dickerman is in New York on liis way
from (iuattiiiaia tu San Francisco.

Engineer-Commander R. Main, of the Institute
of JUIals. Luiidun, lias ijt-cn killed in action.

N. M. Muir. (if San Francisco, has ko"c to

Okhihoina tor a lew wt'eks on examination work.

Sergeant S. C. Coggins. of the staff of the In-

stitute of Metals. London, is serving in Mesa-
potamia.

Clarence Garden has been made master me-
chanic for the Washoe works of Anaconda Copper
Mining Co.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts visited his office one day last

week, but has not yet sufficiently recovered to

attend to business

J. V. Richards has gone to northern Nevada on
mine-examination work. He will be away for

three or four weeks.

A. E. Woolsey has severed his connection with
the Anniston Steel Co.. Anniston, Ala., and is

now located at 30 Church Street, New York.

F. A. Eustis, of Boston, in company with F.

H. Clark, the originator of the "flivver ship" idea,

has been in Washington conferring on the subject.

Mark R. Lamb is expected in New York about
May I. Upon his arrival he will represent a

number of South American companies at New
York,

Frank H. Nicholas, signaller, of the Australian
forces, was awarded the Military Medal for con-
spicuous services at tht battle of Pozieres in

July last.

Geo. A. Easley has resigned as manager of

tiie Olla de Orn (iuld Mining Co., Bolivia, in

iirder to devote his entire time to interests in

Bolivia.

Alfred H. Wyman, Worcester, Mass., has been
selected by the Carnegie Steel Co. to supervise

its extensive welfare work at its 24 plants in

Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Albert Campbell, for many years master me-
chanic for the Washoe works of Anaconda Copper
Mining Co., has resigned to join the Honolulu
Iron Works, at Honolulu.

George W. Rice has resigned as works manager
of tlie Aultman & Taylor Machine Co.. Mansfield,

Ohio, to become assistant general factory man-
ager with the Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Cor-

poration, Buffalo.

H. H. Nicholson, consulting engineer for the

Plinco Copper Mining and Milling Co., has been
appointed general superintendent of the company's
operations in Plumas County, California, with
lieadquarters at Doyle.

W. H. Eshleman. plate-mill roller with the Re-
public Iron and Steel Co.. Y'oungstown, Ohio,

has resigned to become superintendent of the
plate-mill department of the Youngstown Sheet
and Tube Co.. at East Youngstown. Ohio.

S. S. Macintosh, formerly connected with the

Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., Cleveland, and
James G. Nixon, formerly with the Chambers-
burg Engineering Co., Chambersburg. Pa., are
now associated with the Cleveland office of Man-
ning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.

John W. Callinan. author of the article on the
Flin Flon Lake Copper District, in the "Journal"
of Mar. 17, is not connected with the office of

the Commissioner of Northern Manitoba, as was
noted. Mr. Callinan is an engineer of experience,
having a thorough knowledge of the Flin Flon
Lake District, about which he has given some
interesting information.

Barry Hogarty. superintendent of the Arkan-
sus Valley plant of the American Smelting and
Refining Co., has resigned and will. May 1, as-
sume superintendence of the construction and
operation of the proposed 1000-ton smeltery of
the United Verde Extension Mining Co. in the
Verde Valley, two miles south of Clarkdale, Ariz.

His place at Leadville will be filled by Fred
Johnston, formerly assisant superintendent un-
der him but recently transferred to the East
Helena plant. F. G. Hills will cnntinue as as-
sistant superintendent in the Arkansas Valley
works.

Or. George K. Burgess, of the Bureau of Stand-
ards. Washincteu. tt> u Diember of a party of
six AmericaD scientists who have '.ef* for England
and France to cooperate with scientists In those
countries in studying probkms arising out of the
war. He will make a study of metals suitable
for puns and rigid dirigibles. The party was sent
jointly by the Advisory Commission of the Coun-
cil of National Defense and the National Research
Council. The other members are the following

:

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins University,
aeronautical condltion.s ; Dr. Richard P. Strong,
Harvard, camp sanitation ; Dr. Linsley R. Wil-
liams, assistant health commissioner of New
York State; George A. Hulett. Princeton, chemis-
try of explosives; Dr. Harry Fielding Keid, Johns
Hopkins, scientific map making and photography
from airplanes.

William John Nettle, for 10 ycar.s superintend-

ent of the Argonaut mine, died at Jackson. Ama-
dor County, Calif., on Apr. 11. The funeral was
conducted by the Knights of Pythias and Odd
Fellows and the burial took place at Grass Valley,

Nevada County, his former home. Mr. Nettle

was bom in Cornwall. England, and was 02 years

old. He was married in England and went to

California in 187ti, engaging in mining at Grass
Valley and later going to Jackson. He had been
111 for several years, but until recently performed
the general duties of superintendent of the Argo-
naut. His wife died in January last. They are

survived by a daughter and two sons.

Bertram Bell, mining engineer. 34 years old,

graduate of University of California, class of 19i:i.

was killed on Apr. In at the cyanide mill operated

by Simonds & Latham on old Argonaut tailings

at Jackson, Calif. Mr. Bell had been employed
by the operators since the beginning of the plant,

which began operation about 30 days ago, and was
also employed by the same firm in Its cyanide
work on the Melones tailing In Calaveras County.
It is supposed that he bad undertaken to pass
through the belt of the dragline used to haul
in the tailing or that in getting too close his

clothing caught. When found, probably 5 min.
after the accident, he was dead; bis neck was
broken, the right leg fractured and the whole body
badly mangled.

Gaston Daus, prominent in the cement industry,
died Apr. 15 following an illness of sei'cral

months, from a complication of diseases, at his

home in Philadelphia. Mr. Daus was born in

Baltimore, Md., Dec. 14, 1869. and received his

early education in France. On returning to the
United States he was connected with the J. B.

King Co., of New York Citv, and later wiih the
Lesley & Triukle Co.. of Philadelphia, for 23
years, 11 of which he served in the capacity of
sales manager. For four years he was district

sales manager for the Lehigh Portland Cement
Co., and since Mar. 1, 1916, he was district sales
manager for the Edison Portland Cement Co.
Mr. Daus was a member of the Engineers' Club,
Manufacturers' Club and the Le Coin d'Or Club.
of Philadelphia.

Earle C. Bacon, well known in engineering,
mining and macliinery circles, died on Monday,
Apr. 9, at his country home in North Salem,
N. Y., after a short illness of gastritis. Mr.
Bacon was born in Providence. R. I., in 1849.
and was one of three brothers who distinguished
themselves in various ways. One brotlier. Henry.
was well known as an artist and another, Edward
M. Bacon, was a writer of note. Mr. Bacon had
an active and honorable business career of nearly
50 years. He started his engineering course with
the Delamater Iron Works of New York. and. at

the age of 21, formed a partnership with C E.
Copeland under the firm name of Copeland &
Bacon. The firm was dissolved in 1893 and from
1894 until his death Mr. Bacon carried on the
business under his own name, his business offices

in the Havemeyer Building, New York City, being
within a few hundred feet of his original location.
He was a pioneer in the development of hoisting
engines in the LInited States, and it was he who
first placed in operation in New York City the
now familiar engine for the hoisting of brick and
mortar for building purposes. It is a matter of
official record that 5Ir. Bacon designed and super-
intended the construction of the first asbestos
mill to be built in Canada. This was in 1887
and Mr. Bacon has ever since been recognized
as an expert in the mining and milling of asb^stos.
For nearly 40 years he was closely associated with
the Farrel Foundry and Machine Co., Ansonia.
Conn., in the designing, building and marketing
of the Farrel jaw crusher and the Paeon crush-
ing rolls, screens anr* general mining machinery.
Throughout hlo entire career his business asso-
ciates were among his closest friends, and it is

safe to say that scarcely any man had a wider
circle of sincere friends in business. His gen-
erosity was wer known, and his treatment of all

with whom he came in contact, from the laborer
to the company official, was invariably the same.
It was this which endeared him to everyone. Mr.
Bacon was one of the oldest members of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
was also a member of the Union League and
Machinery Clubs. He is survived by four
daughters.

Societies

American Institute of Mining Engineers, New
York Section—On account of the death of David
H. Browne, the chairman of oiu" section for the
past two years, it has been decided to omit the
April meeting.

The John Fritz Medal has been this year
awarded to Dr, Henry Marion Howe for his in-
vestigation in metallurgy and especially in the
metal Ingraphy of iron and steel. Tbe medal is

awarded by the John Fritz Medal Board of Award,
which body consists of four nienihers from each
of the national engineering societies—the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society

of Muchanlcul EnglneerH and the American Inmi-
tute or Electrlcjij Engineers. It representu tlf
lilghest reward from the engineering profesHlori

for distinguished services. The presentation »'<-r<

-

monies will take place on the evening ut Thurs-
day, May 10, at 8:30 o'clock. In the auditorium
of the United Engineering Societies Building, Z\t

West 3'Jth St., New York. Addresses are expected
from Dr. Rossiter W. Raymond, Dr. Ira N. HoIMm,
.ludge Elberl H. (iary and i'rof. Albert Sauveur.
Ladies are sijeclaJly Invited.

Alaska Mining and Engineering Society held
special meeting at I'erstf vera nee mine of tho
Alaska Gastlneau Mining Co., Mar. 17. lUll, that
was attended by 40 members and about 80 guests,
among whom were members of (he Alaska Terri-
torial Legislature. After an interesting trip
through the mine in the afternoon, the members
and guests assembled for dinner at the Persever-
ance Dining Room. After the dinner G. T. .lack-
son, assistant manager of the company, as presi-
dent of the Society, called the meeting to order.
and, after the reading of the minutes, welcomed
the guests, then continued with a short history
of Perseverance Mine. B. L. Thane, manager
of the company, briefly outlined Us general
organization. A number of papers were read by
members of the society and members of the staff
of the Perseverance mine. "The Organization of
the Mine Staff and the Methods of Mining," by
B. B. Nieding, mine ttuperintendent ; "Tramming
Equipment and Costs." by R. U. Van Valkeii-
burgh ; "The Surveying of the Mine," by R. L.
Healey, mine engineer; "The Electrical Equip-
ment of the Mine." by W. S. Pullen. Superin-
tendent of power supply ; "The System of Mine
Accounting," by E. J. Doherty, mine account-
ant; and "The Mine Buildings," by D. J. Argall.
assistant mine superintendent; W. T. Tolch,
tran.sportation superintendent, described briefly
the general transportation of the ore to the mill
and the ecjuipment used.

American Chemical Society held Us .'>4th meet-
ing at Kansas City. .Mo., Apr. 10 to 14, 1917.
The program included a council meeting, a gen-
eral meeting, a smoker, divisional meetings and
excursions, the annual banquet being held at
the Hotel Muelenbach on Apr. 12, at 8 p.m. On
Apr. 11 a public session dealing with petroleum
and natural gas was held at which the following
papers were presented : Raymond C. Moore, "The
Geology of the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Fields."
H. C. Allen and E. E. Lyder, "Variations in the
Composition of Gases of the Mid-Continent Field."
C. W. Seibel, "Helium and Associated Elements
in Kansas Natural Gases." E. P. Fisher, "Some
Experiences in the Use of Oxy-Acetylene Welding
in Long Distance Natural Gas Transportation."
Roy Cross. "The Cracking of Petroleum in the
Liquid Phase." Walter F. Rittman, "One Billion
Gallons of Synthetic Gasolene in 1918." Harry
H. Hill. "The Chemical Work of the Petroleum
Division of the Bureau of Mines." On Apr. 12
a symposiimi was held on the "Chemistry and
Metallurg>' of Zinc." It included the following
papers : Eric John Ericson, "A New Method of
Separating Zinc from Cadmium and the Deter-
mination of the Latter lodometrically." Edward
Schramm, "The Determination of Cadmium in
Brass." F. R. von Bichowsky. "The Electrometric
Determination of Zinc." E. H. Buchanan, "The
Occurrence of Germanium in Missouri and Wis-
consin Blendes." John Johnston, "The Vapor
Pressure of Zinc and Related Metals." P. Haynes,
"The New Zinc Fields of Kansas-Oklahoma"
(illustrated). A. E. Wells. "Results of Recent
Investigations on Smelter Smoke Problems." E.
E. Watts, "Notes upon the Hydro-Metallurgical
and Electrolytic Treatment of Zinc Ore."

Miners and Prospectors Convention held at

Port Arthur. Ont., Apr. 9-13, was attended by
about tjO delegates from northern and north-
western Ontario. At the opening session addresses
of welcome were delivered by Mayor Cowan.
Chairman I. L. Matthews of the Port Arthur
Utilities Commission and J. A. Oliver, president
of the Board of Trade. Prof. A. L. Parsons, of
Toronto University, who also attended the conven-
tion to conduct classes in mineralogy, made an
appropriate reply. Classes were held by Prof.
Parsons in the morning and afternoon of the
10th, his subjects being "Classes of Rock Accord-
ing to Modes of Formation ; How to Tell Them."
and "Marking on Rocks." In the evening J. W.
Morgan, mining recorder, spoke on "Mining
Claims" and S. C. Flook. B.Sc, on "Practical
Phases in Sinking Out Mining Claims." Other
papers read at later stages of the con-
vention were by Capt. H. E. Krobel on "For-
mations and Surface Indications," Dr. War-
ren S. Smith, Montreal, on "Principles of Geol-
ogy." Peter McKellar, of Fort William, on
"Mining Industries of Canada," and Prof. A. L.

Parsons on "Hints to Prospectors." Resolutions
were adopted a.sking that a prospector be given

a patent for land after he has completed his

assessment work; favoring a change In the min-
ing law so as to give the prospector one year
from the date of recording his claim in which
to perform 60 days of work in each of his second,
third and fourth years; urging on the Government
the granting of a bounty on iron ore produced
from Canadian mines ; and that prospectors who
have proved up on their work should be allowed
an extension of time for taking out patents until

sis months after the conclusion of the war. The
convention closed with a dinner at the Mariaggi
Hotel on the evening of the 13th.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Apr. 18

Increase 'n Wages of Gold «liners has been

made vuluntarily !>> ;ill t'f the lar;;^' i;old mint's

in Nevada and Amador counties. <_;enerall.v the

minimum pay is tixed ;it $;i iier day. The North

Star Empire, Union Hill, CoUien Center. Bruns-

wick and others in tlie Nevada City and Grass

valley districts and the Mother Lode mines in

Amador County have adopted the same seliedule

of wages, which provides for .$U to $:150 per

day. Tliis has been done, not because there

was fear of labor strikes, for any such fear

as heretofore existed was banished last fall when
tlie Mother Lode mines closed down. The mine

owners both in Nevada and Amador counties, and

in other counties where the advanced wage will

be granted, are aware that the cost of living

has advanced to a point where the workingman
must have more pay and for that reason alone

the increase has been made. At the same time

the margin of protit in gold mining has been

decreased by the continued advance in the cost

of materials essential to the operation of gold

mines as well as other mining and manufac-
turing enterprises, but without a corresponding

increase n the value of gold : in fact the miners
themselves recognize that the purchase value of

gold .las been greatly decreased by the increased

cost of all commodities for which gold is ex-

changed, and to their credit it is freely admitted

that they have been patient in waiting for such
increase'in pay as the mine owners and operators

have been able to offer.

March Production of Oil in all California fields

totaled S.ir>l>.40t; bhl. >Lirch shipments were
9.362,4(52 bhl. Stocks on hand at Mar. 1

amounted to 40.8o7.931 bhl. and at Apr. 1 were
reduced by 1,212,506 bbl. leaving a total of

39,655.875 bbl. ; this is a reduction since Jan.

1, 1917, of 3.984.419 bbl. Activity in field work
in the month was encouraging. Sixty-two wells

were completed, which is seven more than in

February. Drilling wells totaled 304 at the end
of March as compared to 326 at the end of

February, an increase of liS. New rigs totaled

102, against 76 at the close of February. The
largest producing field was Midway-Sunset, with

a total of 3, ISO. 249 bbl. Whittier-Fullerton fol-

lowed with 1,426,369 bbl. and Coalinga a close

third with 1,346,062 bbl. Kern River produced
7ri8 207 ; Sant^i Maria. 44.'S..'>27 ; Lost Hills-

Belridge. 528.650 ; Santa JLiria. 445.527 : Mc-
Kittrick, 289.322 ; Los Angeles-Salt Lake, 127,884 ;

Ventura-Newhall. 93.636: Summerland, 4r)00 bbl.

In the Coalinga field 160 acres, comprising
Coalinga Lubricating. Spokane Coalinga, Wash-
ington Coalinga and Berkley Coalinga, were
leased by Coalinga men who have arranged for

extensive development. There are 15 wells on

the four properties completed to varying depths
of from 400 to 700 ft., having a small production

of 15" oil. Most of these wells had been
idle for several years prior to the present

undertaking. The product is said to contain

about OOr-y lubricant and resembles the low-

gravity product of the Casnialia district in the

Santa' Barbaia field.

Two Beneficial Laws have been brought for-

ward and will probably be put through by the

present legislature, while attempts at other

legislation directly or indirectly aft'ecting mining

have been defeated in committee or rendered

harmless bv amendment. Senate Bill 769, an
amendment to tlie act relating to the prevention

of water infiltration in the petroleum fields, has
passed both houses and will no doubt receive

the signature of the governor. Senate Bill 816

amending the law relating to storing and care

of powder has been framed to except mines and
powder manufacturing plants now existing and
to allow the industries affected until .January,

1919, to prepare for compliance with its provi-

sions ; this bill is .still in committee and may
be further amended before passage. The collar-

to-collar bill, which was successfully opposed

by the California Metal Producers Association

in the legislature of 1915, was again defeated

in committee, by a unanimous vote against its

passage; so that is out of the way and not likely

to come up again in the 1919 session. The
Sunday-closing hill, which in its original draft

required the closing of mines, milling and smelt-

ing plants, has been so amended that its author
hardly recognizes it. and in substance, if it

becomes a law, will affect nothing more seriously

than saloons and barber shops—which would be
merely an inconvenience to some men. The
meastire providing for semi-monthly paydays has

been amended so that two paydays are provided

for without arbitrary date. The bill providiiLg

for payment in money, or in checks on banks
within the county where the labor is performed.

Is asleep In committee, and probably will not

be revived. The hill for the repeal of the

minc-bell-signal law will most likely pass with-
out opposition as the present law is now obsolete

and its purposes arc more completely carried
out bv later laws and the rulings of the mine
division of the Industrial Accident Conunisston.

As matters now stand, mining men arc well

satisfied with the outcome of mining legislation

so far in the present session, and it does not

seem likely tiiat anything will occur to <-hange

the situation to the detriment of the industry.

BUTTE—Apr. 19

Evidences of War appeared on Apr. 13

when there arrived in Butte without previous
announcement a company of troops, with equip-
ment and provisions for an indefinite stay. As
there were no iiuarters provided for the men, the
commanding officers accepted the offer of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., to house tiie men
temporarily at a large bunk house at the com-
pany's High Ore mine. Since then the soldiers

have been detailed to protect the more impttrtant

tunnels and bridges along the railroads entering
Butte, a few of them remaining at the mines.
All the various organizations, having headtiuar-
ters in Butle have organized to assist the
Government in whatever capacity they may be
most useful.

Minerals Separatlon-Butte &, Superior Suit was
begun before Federal .lodge liouniuin on Apr. 16,

and has been the leading topic of interest here
this week. Minerals Separation is seeking
to secure from the Butte & Sviperior company a
large share of the millions of dollars of
I»rofits this company has earned between Novem-
ber, 1911. and the present time through the
use of the fiotation process in its milling
operations. In his opening statement Attorney
Henry D. Williams for the Minerals Separation
Co. attempted to sliow that the previous case
against .lames M. Hyde was really the case
against the Butte & Superior company, that Hyde
was employed by that company, that the latter

paid all the costs of the original suit, that the
present suit is practically the same suit over
again; that in the face of the recent decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court in the Hyde case,
there was nothing left to decide now except the
anunnit of damages the Butte & Superior com-
pany would have to pay under the construction
of said decision. Attorney .T. Bruce Kremer, for
the defendent denied that Butte & Superior paid
the cost of the Hyde suit and claimed tliat tlie

company made a contract with Hyde whereby he
was to construct the mill and install the fiotation
process luider his patents. As payment for
carrying out this contract he was to receive

1ft times the amount that the Butte & Superior
company was able to save over the cost of its

old process during a period of 30 consecutive
days selected from the first 90 days of the
operation of the new plant. A limit of $30,000.
howe\er, was put on this. Afterward when the
^linerals Separation company brought suit against
Hyde, it was alleged that he made a second or
supplementary agreement luider which Butte &
Superior was to pay all expenses of the litigation
In the Hyde suit in return for the license for
the use of the Hyde process and patents.
Attorney Kremer annoiuiced that inasnuich
as the plaintiff failed to put up a "disclaimer"
in the stipulated time, it had forfeited its rights
to that part of the patent declared valid by
the Supreme Court decision. Thereupon such
disclaimer was filed by tiie Minerals Separation
company with permission of the court against the
objection of the defendant company. Tiie objec-
tion to the filing of the correspondence between
Hyde and the Butte & Superior company was
also overruled by the court. With these matters
disposed of, the attorneys for the Minerals
Separation Co, announced that their side of the
case was ended, resting the entire case on the
evidence and decision in the Hyde case and
asking that the court call for an accounting to

show the amount due it for infringement of
patent. Attorneys of the Butte & Superior Co.
in outlining their position declared that they
have secured a large amount of evidence that
will put the case in an entirely different light

before the Supreme Coiu-t when it reaches there.

Vnder the ruling of the court and against the
objection of the plaintiff, the defendant company
was permitted to opeTi up the entire case as a
new case and introduce new evidence. The
defendant company claims that this new evi-

dence will cause the U. S. Supreme Court
ultimately to declare the patent of the Minerals
Separation Co. invalid in its entirety. Among
the witnesses put on the stand at the beginning
of tlie suit were John Ballot, president of

Minerals Separation ; Max Atwater. superin-
tendent of the Butte & Superior mill at the

time Hv<te put in the oil-flotation plant ; audi

Frank U. Wickes of the Chirio (\)pper Co. Mr.'

Wickcs testified tliat the Chino company used
mm-e than 1'/ of oil and got better results

than wlu^n using less than 1% as called for by
the Minerals Separation patent. In an upper
room of the Federal building in Butte the

defendant company is now erecting a number
of miniature plants to demonstrate the process
it is using. They will be brought into the court
room as needed to illustrate its contentions.
Butte & Superior is represented by Attt>rneys

Thomas F. Sheridan and Walter A. Scott of Chica-
go, and .1. Bruce Kremer of Butte. Minerals Sepa-
ration is represented by Henry D. Williams and
William Houston Kenyon of New York; Lindley
M. Garrison, foi-merly Secretary of \Var, and
O'Dell McConnell of Helena. Additional wit-

nesses to be called by Butte & Superior include
Dr. Samuel Sadtler of Philadelphia ; Dr. William
Hoskins and Dr. rhillii)s of Chicago; Professors
Beach and McTaggert of Yale; Prof. Wilbur D.
Bancroft of Cornell : and Messrs. Engleman, of

Ray, Ariz.; Weiser and Wickes of Hurley, N. M.,
Thomas and Frank K. Janney, .Ir., of Salt Lake;
Reiser of the Nevada Consolidated ; Hunter of

the American Zinc Co. and Dosenbach of Butte.

DENVER—Apr. 18

Oil Speculation is Rampant in Colorado and
Denver is over-run witli oil companies. It seem*
that stock speculators have gone mad over this;

relatively new Intermountain "outdoor sport."
Hundreds of companies have been incorporated tfr

sell stocks covering lioldings in Wyoming, Colo-
rado, Montana. Texas. Oklahoma and Kansas
There is even talk of establishing an oil-stock ex-

change here. A few of these newly formed com-
panies can prove legitimate bases for prospective-

profits. Most of them have, to date, proved noth-
ing noteworthy regarding the properties they
claim to possess. Without (luestion, some wild'

cats of the worst order are abroad.
Constitutionality of Smelting Tnvestigation, re--

cently ordered by the state legislature for the
purpose of investigating and regulating the busi-
ness of custom-ore purchasing and smelting in

Colorado, has been passed upon by Attorney Gen-
eral Leslie E. Hubbard, who has filed his opinion
to the effect that, although the two bills were
somewhat jumbled by committees during the clos-

ing hours of the legislature, their intent was well
within the provisions of the constitutirju. He
says ; "When the question of the constitution-
ality is debatable, the duty is clearly imposed
upon us to resolve all reasonable doubts in favor
of the act." and this doctrine is held to apply
specifically to Senate Bill 64. entitled "Investi-
gation of Smelters and Smelter Charges."

EL PASO—Apr. 19

Safety of Mines near Mexican Border has
caused considerat)le apprehension in tiie South-
west. Mine managers and others in the border
country of New Mexico and Arizona have con-
sidered seriously the rumors that German officers

are drilling Mexicans in Mexico preparatory to a

destructive raid on the mining centers near the
international line. Tho mine operators, state

and county officers and representative men are
consequently cooperating in active defense meas-
ures. A delegation, including John M. Sully, of
the Chino Copper : Eugene Sawyer, of the Burro
Mountain Copper; sheriffs and state representa-
tives of Grant and Luna Counties, met Governor
W. E. Lindsey. of New Mexico recently in confer-
ence on the subject of defense. As a result of the
meeting. National Guard ri^'es and ammunition
have been issued to tlie home-guard organization
in Silver City. Deming. Tyrone, Santa Rita, Hur-
ley and Lordsburg. Tlie smelteries at Douglas, as
well as some of the border towns, have been
supplied with machine guns and ammunition, and
all companies have put on extra guards at their

mines and po%vder magazines.

SALT LAKE CITY—Apr. 20

Purchase of Wall Claims in Bingham Canyon
by the Utah Coper Co marks the end of a
long series of suits with Col. E. A. Wall. The
price paid by the company for the ground was
$750,000. The claims—which have been the sub-
ject of considerable litigation, the question at
issue having been the matter of a right-of-way
for the Bingliam & Garfield Ry. over the ground^

—

comprise the Bunker Hill, the Alamo, Alamo
No. 2. Hub. .1. Gould No. 2. J. Gould No. 3,

.T. Gould Fraction No. 2, Khedive, Treasure, Key,
Maxwell and Mercer Nor 3.

Better Power and Coal Supply is now assured
to Utah mines. Afore cars are at present avail-

able for Carbon County coal nunes. according
to Robert Howard, st-ate coal mine inspector.

The mines, however, arc operating with smaller
forces than usual, and the output is below
normal. Larger working forces could be used
by the mines, which can produce as rapidly

as cars can be obtained to handle the output.
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Miners are eiirnin^; lar{;i-*r wages ttiaii ever bi'-

fore, wages being from $;i.r.O to $« a day on
piece work, tlie men furnlslilng Uielr own powder
and tools; at Standardville, tlie average dally

wage during February for 102 men was $0.30.

In liie power field, extensive imi)roveiuents and
addilinns are to be made liy tlie Heaver Klver
I'ower Co. and the Southern Utali i'ov.er Co..

wldeli operate power plants and transmission
lines in heaver and Sevier Counties. These
companies have five power plants and I'.o miles

of transmission lines ; another plant is to be
bulll ; the capacity of present plants is to he
increased and their transmission lines i)ractically

doubled. A line is to l)e built from Iteavcr io

Marvsvalo and to tlie Deer Trail mine : one
from Kiehfield to Fillmore will furnish electricity

for tiiwti use; aiui jinother will he eimstrueted
from Frisco to mines in the neighhorlmod,

VIRGINIA. MINN.—Apr. 20

Steam Thawing of Stockpiles is being tried un

this range and is st;iletl In ha\e nu-t with good
results. I'ipes are placed under the li»wer plank-

ing and steam admitted under them when desired.

Waste steam is generally used. Sonn- of the

piles freeze so solidly dining the winter that

the shovels have hard work until the ore is

thawed or broken with powder. The use of steam
seems to be the most satisfactory method for

getting out the frost.

IRONTON. MINN.—Apr. 19

Stockpiling Has Been Discontinued at Cuyuna
Kaiigc mines, whieli are imw l(i;idirig ears direct

from the pockets for shipment t<i the Superior me
Jocks. Loading from stockiiile will start later

this year than last season, iiecausc of tlie late

opening of navigatitni. At present, there is 20

in. of lee in Dulnth and Superior harbors. All

mines have been active on this range during
the winter and several new mines have been

(ipened. Indii-ations are that over 2.000.0011 tmis

will be shipped this season from the Cuyuna
range.

ISHPEMING. MICH—Apr. 18

Iron Ore Moving from All Ranges in Michigan
now and liuats will soon be going down the

lakes with tlieir first cargoes nf 1!)17. Shovels are

at work in some of tlie pits and a number are

loading from stockpiles. The first mines to ship

were those on the Menominee range, ore going
from there to the docks at Escanaba to he
transported iiy water to furnaces at Chicago
and Cary. The steamer •'Algoma" hmke a

passage through the ice from Lake Michigan tu

the "Soo" locks this week, and as soon :is the ice

oJT Whitefish Point is broken uji the vessels will

get from tiie lower lakes to the ports <ni Lake

Superior. Everything is in readiness at the
mines for a record-breaking season, and It la

estimated that close to 7r),000,000 tons wlU be
sent forward, as against 00,000,000 tons In IHIO.

There will be more boats in commiaslon than
there were last year, a number of new ones
having lieen added to the Lake lleot. while somt-
old ones have been placed In commission again.
Hailroads have added to their ecjuipment also,

and there is no longer prospect of a stiike.

with the country at war. The 1. \\. W. leaders
fully realize that the Federal authorities will

not permit the iron-ore output to be interfered
with during this period. Besides which the
people of the Lake Superior district, tiiemselves.
have become dlsguusted with I. W. \V. methods
as witness the laws just jtassed by the legisla-
ture of Minnesota to curb disorders, such as
r)ccurred last summer.

TORONTO—Apr. 21

Labor Conditions in Northern Ontario con-
tinue unsettled, and opinions by even the besi

informed are little better than uncertain guesses,
A recent vole showed ah(tut OtJ'^J of the mirieis
in favor of the new scale, which calls for a

straight increase of .'»0c. a day for all employees
This would give surface men $;j a day miniinnni,
muckers $:{.2ri, helpers $:{.7ri and ilrill runjn is

$4. The annual convention of miners in iiintli

ern Ontario meets in Cobalt on .May 7 and ;i\

that convention the new scale will be dealt wilh.

No authority has yet been given by the men to

the uniim ottlcijils to devise anv means of securing
the scale and it is probable that this will be
dealt with at the convention. It is assumed as
<ertain that the men will i)resent their deniinuis,
based on the sc-alw as passed, hut it is not yet

certain that in the event of their being refused,
that tliere will be a strike. Another demand will

be for the recognition of the union, but this is

one tiling that the opera tms are unaniniooslv
o])posed to. However, it is understood that it

the increase is granted tiiat the miners will nol

insist on recognition. That there will be tri>uble

in Cobalt is doubted. Under the present arrange-
ment of bonuses, based on the price of silvi-i .

the men are receiving the same wages that they
woidd under the new scale, so that it w()uld

hardly seem worth while striking when there is

no question of money involved, but only a cast-

of how the Sinn is arrived at. Of course should
silver drop below 70c. and the price of living

also droi). then a general decrease of 2'ic. a
day woul'l <-ome into effect. However, if the
price of silver drops and there is no dr<ip in

the cost of living, the bonus would continuc
to be paid. In Porcupine the situation is more
complicated. There living is slightly higher, but

the men arc largely on a i-onlract-iind-bonuft

system and receive high wages. Their efni-leiicy,

however, in low, and wilh gold al a fixed price,

tlie cost of materials and supplies having rlMcn,

there has been a dro[) Jn the value of producllon,
based on purchasing power, of approximately
20'/. Costs at the Donu' luive risen from a low
of $2.10 last April to $2.MK this March, while
Holllnger costs have risen from a low of %'.iM7

to $:{.!Mi. This is In the fiice of IncreuHed
tonnages, which would under normal conditions
have resulted In dei-reased costs. Further in-

creases in wages would not, It Is helifved, resull

In Increased eniclen<'y. and with the Increase of
TfOc. a day. It Is belle\ ed that bonuses would
have still to be paid to attain even the present
poor measure of e(Tb-ienc-.\ . It Is a tiuestlon
whet Iter or not It wnuld Ite more economical to

close down rather than grant any further In-

creases. F'orelgn labor, largely alien enemy, Is

also a problem, which renders the sltualion more
obscure. Within the last few days the govern-
ment has decided to have a registration of all

alien enemies In the northern camps, and if a
few of them are Inlerned again. It may serve
to dampen the 4'ntbnsi.isrn of tlie rest.

JOPLIN. MO.—Apr. 21

Government Spelter Prices An effort to get

(iovernmenl help in making all spelter sales made
publie is to be made by fiperators of this district,

Ihrctugh a committee appointed for Southwest
.Missouri Mine Safely and Sanitation Association.
W. B. Shackelfttrd. president nf association, is

chairman <ir committee, but move was started by
Temr»le Chapman, .loplln operator, who declared
it would be great help if spelter sales were made
public same as wheat sales or Industrial stock
.sales. His theory is that most newspaper quota-
tions are unfounded and unreliable. All oper-
ators not of his oiiinion but willing to see what
can he dr)ne. Other members of conunittee, (leo.

.1. Kusterer. .T t;. Kerwin and P H. Coldren. Will
get In touch with Bernard Rarnch. at Washington.

United Zinc Smelting Corporation is getting into

Kansas field. This corporation, formerly known
as Keneftck Zinc, now is oiieraling four big sheet
ground mines in Joiilin and Webb City camps,
but will start two shafts at once on lease three
miles west of Baxter, Kan. Tract of ICO acres
has been thoroughly drilled and excellent ore-
bodies indicated. Will sink big drill hole and
install Pomona pump at side of shaft to aid In

overcimung water during sinking. This plan was
tried successfully by L. C. Church at Welsh mines
at Century, Okla. I'nited Zinc Smelting site is

about H- miles northeast of the Blue Mound
mine aM<l there are nc* mines nearer. C. K.
Marshall. .loplin. local manager for company.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

DOS CABKZOS (iOLD IMDI^K iDiis (\iliezos)—
Development on liirgtv simIc conteniphitud. A. .1.

Wclt.v, formerly of the Sontlihinil ("ii|iper I'li.,

manager.
Gila County

SITEKIOK & BOSTON (Idpper Hill I—Waller
X. Osborn, who recently examined mine, reports

property in shape to produce 25110 to :!00(l tons

nf ."I'T copper ore, monthly, from the small

area developed between liDII and 8IMI levels. New-

pump installed on 1200 level. Some sulphide ore

lately encountered.
Greenlee County

LONGFELLOW EXTKNSIO.S (riiftini) Car-

load maclilnery, indudini; eomiiressor and mine
cars, received and heini; installed. Mine situated

on Clifton-Metcalf railroad. New organization

:

C. H. Thompson, president : W. .1. Kiley. vice-

president : I. N. Thompson, secretary.

AltlZONA COlM'El; (Clifton) -Company's Eagle
mirje. near Morenci. set on tire early in mornini;

of Ai>r. 11. hut the relay of extra watchmen, that

are now employed, discovered tire before it made
much headway and il was entirely extiuKuished

wlien dav-shit't men came to work. March cop-

per output 5.0110.0011 111.

Mohave County
mC .IIM (Oatman)— Sale ot mine to Tnited

ICasIern on basis of one share of latter for six

of Hin .lim Is to he ratified at meetini; of stock-

holders on vVpr. 24. when formation of BIk .Tim

Consolidated Mininu Co. tor development of the

lilueliird, and other claims, will also he con-

sidered. Bin .Tim shareholders will receive share
for share in new company. Bluehlrtl property
consists of two claims, adjoinlni; T'nited Eastern,

ahiuit 1'/: miles west of Hij; .lim mine.

Pima County
NEW YORK - McANENY CONSOLIDATED

MINES CO. ICMcaterville) F.jiincd In lake over

.jOOO acres of placer held by the late Geor{;e

B. JIcAneny. The Quenner dry placer machine
and Stebbins table will be used to handle gravel

dug by a gasoline shovel. Benches to be iiy-

draulicked later. Mitts IJuenner. general man-
ager.

Pinal County
MAG.MA SURPKISE MINING (Superior)—This

company proposes to develop 24 claims. 1^ mile

southwest of superior. Has 50-ft. shaft, hoist

and compressor. W. P. Howie, superintendent.

RAY SILVER-LEAD (Hay) -Tames Pollard,

representini; San Francisco men, made $50,000

cash payment to original owners; making survey
for aerial tramway, building loading platform

and constructing road to properly.

.MAG.MA COPPER (Superior)—Annual reporl

shows !»;t,SOS tons mined in ISIlti. Sorted ore

amounted to !tl2(i tons, averaging lli.I.'iti';? Cu.

1S.802 oz. Ag and $I.T« An. Milled 74.G17 tons

averaging 4.:f4% Cu and 4.S oz. Ag ; copper

recovery, 8:i.ia% : lead-zinc concentrates (IS:;

tons) averaged 15.10% Pb. U;.!I7<:;, Zn, 24.:!5 oz.

Ag: zinc concentrates (429 tons) averaged :f8.27'K

Zn, 7% I'll and 32,44 oz. .\g. Ore reserves:

"Reasonahlv assured copper sulphide ore," 125,000

tons, averaging 6.25% Cu. ().50 oz. Ag and 0.0:i

<iz Au : "reasonably assured lead-zinc ore."

20.000 tons, averaging 1S.5';! Zn, 2% Pb and 12

oz. Ag : "probable silver sulphide ore." 7500

tons averaging :iO oz. Ag. 0.05 oz, Au, 0.4 'i Cu.

2.2% Pb and G.K, Zn
Yavapai County

CALUMET & .TEROME (.lerome)—Three-com-

partment shaft down about :175 ft. ; sinking ovir

5 ft. daily.

DUNDEE-ARIZONA (.lerome)—Recently shi|i-

ped car of sinface ore to smeltery. Ceased work

Apr 18 in shaft on account of water : electric

liunip ordered : Arizona Power Co. line to be

extended to property,

YEAGER COPPER CO. (Jerome) —Nevf incor-

poration to develop 20 claims, 4H mi. south-

west of .lerome, west of the old Y'eager Canon
mine, now being developed by Shannon Copper
Co. B. C. Pitcher, president.

GREAT WESTERN SMELTERS CORPORATION
(Mayer)—Adding two 48 x 240-in. blast furnaces,
two No. 8 Cnnnersville blowers and other power
cuuipment : contract let for Weber concrete chim-
ney, 12 X 120 ft., to be built on foundation 65
ft. higher than top of furnaces. A 50-ton crane
and tliree converter shells ordered. No. 1 fur-
nace, 42x120 in., blew in Mar. 12; copper
matte shipped to V. S. :Metals Refining Co.

CALIFORNIA

Amador County

O.NEIDA (Sutter Creek)—Re|iorled that ore re-

cently disdo.seil in hiwer levels is high-grade.
Mine adjoins and is a part of Soutli Eureka
holdings.

CALIFORNIA SLIMES CONCENTRATING CO.
(.lackson)—Constructing plant for cyanidation of

tailings of new Argonaut mill. The Darrow sys-

tem, employed at the Bunker Hill and the Fre-
miput. is to be in.stalled.

NETTIE THO.MAS MINING CO (Drytown)—
Permitted to issue 10,000 shares to Nettie Thomas
for bond to purchase Gulch mine and 111,15:!

shares at :ic. to pay creditors of Little Illinois

Gold Co. and acciuire the property. Price, $!)500.

ARGONAITT (lacksou)—Tweut.\- new stamps be-

ing installed in new mill. Capa<ity will later be

increased bv removing 20 stamps from the old

mill and, when the 40 are going, the remaining
20 from the old mill will be added. During
progress of installation, the regular 40-stamp

capacity will be maintained.

Butte County

CHROME DEPOSITS, ni-rth of Oroville, on the

.1 G, Curtis property, near Pentz, optioned Iv

Frank Alexander, of San Francisco; motor truck

will he employed to haul product to Oroville
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Calaveras County
POOLK (AiiKOIs raiiii>» - I'iiionu' ikiiuslls "M

tills rtii)piM- in'olHTty sitUJiliHl <iu Ihi' .Miitiiri Unad
iK'Ini; clivi'lnpi'il liy Kii'ij WalkiT. who is iiilliH'nil

itiK' Willi l.i'MMisaU-r-S|ioir symlicMlo, m S.iii I'raii

Cisco.

ANCKLS [Aiifiols Ciimp)—Old talUnK liHi's !"•

\iii; trciili'rt liy Cunt-n .V Ddicli, whci liiui' lii-

stalK'd a FriH'niaii eilnclliVB liaii, two iilalcs 2x8

It. and l<mr Inulnii sliilcis \\i\X tt. 'I'hc

1,'rindiiis pan was Imill tiy llii' AiiKfIs Il'nll Works
and is tin- first one installed hen- and proliably

first in <'ulif4irni;i—snr»'esstnliy o)»eratod in AW8-
tralia.

MCIITNKI! (AuKels raul|>)— K>'|iortfd that an
vxaniinatioM will lie made with view of ien|K'n-

ini;. Mine idle abont :! years. Was iarne pro-

dneer in <'ariy days. Init shalt troubles were en-

i-onntered in later operations. W.nild reciuiro

rather Inrtje outlay to ile\eIop pro|Mil,\. Ab >:-

amler Cbalmers. nianaKer. and Frank H. Sbor',

of San Franeiseo. are visitini; tile properly.

FRENCH HII.I. (llokelnnnie Hill) Plaeer mine
<)\viR<d bv .lames B. Mai;nire. .i|itioneil by A. .1.

Tisber. Jline situatwl alime Mokelniiine eanal.

Will raise water from eanal and wasli uravel in

sluices. Projierty winked as early as 1S49 ;

travel beds only about 8 ft. deep with lava eap-

ping of about same thickness. Karly-day claims
were only Iti ft. square and Rravel was carried

by miners to ravines and K'l'ehes when lliere was
water; large nugsefs were emnmnii.

Del Norte County

LUCKY BOY (Waldo, Ore.) This Shelley

t'reek property is drivins new tuiniel to cut ore

at lower depth: no ore yet iianled as mails are

imjiassabie. K. F. Heiliere, manajier.

HOMK (Waldo, Ore.)—This gold mine ou lion-

key rreek is to be reopened under direction of

.1. N. Britten: owned by Dr. O. F. I,amsou of

Seattle. Has 21110 ft. of tunnel and accommoda-
tions for 40 men.

Eldorado County
CAMBRIAN (Colonial—Mine reported sold to

Prank Everett of Inyo County. He formerly

operated the Marguerite.

MANGAJS'ESE CO (Placerville)—.ludgment by
default taken in Superior Court by Artliur H.

McCurdy of Sacramento restr;iiiiinK the com-
pany from tresspass and removal of chrome
ore. Company had been heretofore enjoined from
operating the property, situated in Kelsey district.

Glen County
SEHORN MANGANESE (Willows)—Reported

leased to A. H. Noyes. of San Francisco. Situ-

ated near Stonyford ; owned by V. V. A|i|ierson

and Dr. F. X. Tremblay. of Willows. Ore may
be hauled by motor trucks to Fruto.

Mono County

COPPER QUEEN (Laws)—This old claim:
formerly owned by L. E. C.irard, recently re-

opened by F. H. Arcularius, Steve Fatich and
Bosko Slilovich. who are reported to have dis-

closed two veins r>r deposits of higii-grade cop-

per ore: shaft 13.5 ft. deep. Another copper

discovery reported by William Gilison in .same

vicinity.

Nevada County

COLUJIBIA CONSOLIDATED (Washington)—
Tlie lO-stamp mill may be increased to 20 stamps.

E. C. Klinker. manager.
YUBA (Washington)—Reported that manage-

ment contemplates new hoLsting and milling

eiiUipment.

PITTSBURG (Nevada City)—Vein disclosed on

1200 level in the Gold Flat, believed to be the

Gold Flat-Potosi vein.

TREASURE HILL (Grass Valley )— Permit to

sell 200,000 shares at 80e. proceeds to be used

in purchasing property of Kenosha Gold .Mining

Co. and develoimient.

ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—New eleclrii-

pumYfS in operation. Will reiiuire two months *r

irnjre to unwater the '.mini ft .if shaft and drifts
.

shaft is 11175 ft. deep. Coiniiressor ready.

Placer County

VOSE.MITE (.laniestown)—Pnijierty sitnaled

near Rawhide equi|)|ied witli snrfjiee iilaiit and
three-compurtinent shaft started.

COPPER DEPOSITS. S miles north of Lincoln,

reported optioned by Eastern men. There is niueb

activity in copper prospecting in the hills east

of Auburn.
FARMER (Newcastle)—Another large deposit of

chrome ore reported on this iiro|ierty near Lime-
kiln. Crew of seven men will be increased and
additional motor trucks vised.

SUPERIOR CALIFORNIA COPPER CORPOHA-
TION (Clippergaii)- Permilted to issue 125.000

shares of stock to E. L, Slern of Stockton In

payment for purchase oiition on !I1S acres. 2'/..

miles northwest of Cli)i|iergali : liriee of properly

.1;01,800: and lo sell 12.".,000 sliaris to net ROc.

for develoiinienl.

EASTERN-MAIN (Colfax) Opfioneil to Isaac

Ostroni
:

prii'e said to be $l.'i.llllo. Driving bed-
roi'k funnel from Greenhorn Creek side at a

point low enough to drain entire watershed of

tile ebaiinel : expensive, but will save installation

of pniiiplng mai'binery. Chnnnel extends through

tills iiroiierty in its course from (iuak.r Hill

south to You Bet.

San Bernardino County

ATOl.l.V (.\lolla) L.ih.ir sIriU.' al liiiigsli'ii

niln.'s r.Miorleil lo have been selll.'.l.

San Diego County

SACltAMENTO .MINING CO. ( Sa.raliielo)

Permilt.'d to issue ill.000 shares lo Hour Mining
Co. for imreliase option on molylideninn [)i..p.'rly

near Itamona in Santa Maria Valley. Small
mill on iiroiierty ; tunnel now in about 280 ft. ;

abont 2."i men employed. Nyu Raff, local super-
intendent.

Shasta County
MOLYBDENITE deposits, situated 1 iniles west

of Gibson and aliout :t5 miles northwest of Red-
ding in Hazel Creek district, will be develoiied by
.1. H. O'Dell and associates. Property covers
abont too acres owned by O'Dell and Walter
Williams, the Williams share having been op-
tioned bv Charles Loftus. Thomas Sanlsbnry and
Dr. George Parker of Iti'ililing. It is stated that

.50-ton niill will be installed. Electric jiower

available from Oregon-California Power Co.

AMKUICAN MANGANESE .MINING AND
SMELTING CO. (Olio)—Building wagon road to

Redding for shipment of manganese ore now be-

ing extracted. E. G. Bowen, superintendent.

MAMMOTH (Kennett)—New electrolytic ziii.

plant completed and given trial run. Adjustments
being made and jilanl will be put into regul.-.r

operation about May I. Two (jOO-lii). generators
and five large solution tanks ar.' iiait .if til'

equipment.

Sierra County

ALHA.MBRA (Downieville)—Operations re-

sumed. Large body of ijiiartz prosiiecting well

to he developed during summer. E. .Sporndli in

charge.

BRANDY CITY HYDRAULIC MINES (Brandy
City)—Operations under way on large scale, with
ample water supply and jirosiiect of long season.
George F. Taylor, superintendent.

GOLD BLUFF-OXFORD (Downieville)-A 100-

ft. winze being sunk on vein from No. 2 tunnel
to prospect payshoot before continuing lower tun-
nel. Two shifts employed. F. Meinecke in

charge.

SHAJIROCK (Sierra City)—These lode claims
taken over by Sierra Mining Corporation in ex-
i'hange for 100 shares capital stock at $liio per
share: 1000 shares will be sold to run 4000-ft.

tunnel and install full eiiuipinenf.

LOST RIVER (Brandy City )—Tunnel being run
to tap gravel channel on ridge between Eureka
and Brandy; in 1650 ft. ; 1300 ft. in hard granite;
now in slate and progressing rapidly. Bonded
to Wilcox & Smith. .lohn Schofteld in charge.

YORK-FINNEY (Downieville) — Electric-light
plant installed. Shaft down 100 ft. and lateral

work about to begin in vein to strike payshoot,
which yielded bonanza ore in early days. Under
bond to Finney Mines, Inc.. of Sacramento. <1. B.
Morse in charge.

Siskiyou County

KNOW NOTHING (Yreka)—In Salmon River
district, recent development opened rich ore at

depth of 200 ft. Mine was producer in early
days, but vein was lost. W. L. Beall, owner

;

Thomas Reynolds and Nicholas Burke, lessees.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

PRIZE (Idaho Springs)—Connection recently

made with Prize 830-ft. shaft and Argo tunnel

by 570-ft. raise and 70-ft. crosscut. Raise will

be continued until it connects directly with
shaft which followed the vein.

Dolores County
MARMATITE MINING AND MILLING (Rico)—

Now sbipiling about 500 tons monthly of copiier-

lead-zinc ore.

RESOLUTE (Rico)—Producing zinc-lead ore
from its New Year mine on Newman Hill ; some
'narrow veins lately ojiened.

Ouray County

GOLD CROWN (Ouray )--Jllll placed in o|iera-

tion recently with one shift.

MOITNTAIN TOP (Ouray)—Has started its

new 50-toii underground mill embodying table and
flotation concentration.

San Juan County
MARCH SHIPMENTS FROM SILVERTON were

as follows: Iowa-Tiger. 27 cars: Sunnysid.'. 15:

Mayflower. II; Silver Lake custom mill, and
Silver Ledge. S cars eaeli: Kittimae. 7; Con-
gress and St. Paul. (> each: Dives Leasing Co..

Hamlet. Allan & Fattor. and Pride of the West.
2 i-ars each; Shenandoah No. 3. 3 cars: Green
Monntain mill. 1 car: total, till cars. The follow-

ing sliiiinients were made to the Silver Lake cus-

tom mill: Cbamiiion. 13 cars: Old Green Moun-
tain. 10; S. D. &- G. lease. II: Allan & Fattor.

7; Uoss. 5; miscellaneous small shippers. 10;

total. 50 cars.

GOLD KING (Gladstone)—Mill has resnmeil iiii

der management of L. O. Bastian.

PRIDE OF THE WEST (Silverton)—Produc-
ing 50 tons of ore a day—hauled hv contra.'l to

the Green Mountain mill for treatment; seven
ore wagons employed. A. W. Harrison, manager,
HERMES (Animas Forks)—Compressor iilant

n'lt.iired and new mining ciiulpinmil will be lii-

slalle.l.

SUNNYSIDE (Eureka)—This mine and llie

Gold Prince, purchased recenlly by the United
.Slates .Smelting. Itellliiug and Milling Ex|ilora-
lioii Co.. will be operated by a new company to be
known as the .Siinn,\side jMlning and MiiUiig Co.
Conteiniilates erection of large mill at Eureka,
and other bnililings. Sever;il carloads of linuber
ordered. Additional niintng machinery will be in-
stalled in near future. New mill will jirobably be
on the site of (be old Eureka smeltery. New
(levebiliment work to be undertaken and working
force snbstanllally increased.

San Miguel County

MARCH SHIP.'MENTS FRO.M TELLURIDE were
as follows: Smuggler-Unioii and Black Bear, 55
cars ; Tomboy. 54 ; Liberty Hell, 12 ; total, 121
cars, all concentrates.

NEW DO.MINION (Opiilr)—Recent dcvclopnnni
has opened ore of smelting grade.
LOOKOUT TUNNEL (Ojilrer)-Being developed

by William Parsons and Matt Ruttila. Payable
ore .iiiencd.

Teller County
PORTLAND GOLD ( Victor)-First 250-ton unit

of remodeled flve-unlt Independence mill was
put in commission on Ajir. 1 1.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

PINE CREEK SHIP.MENTS suspended tem-
porarily by impassible roads. This section of
the Ca!ur d'Alene district has until recently been
shipping 50 to 100 tons daily.

EAST CALEDONIA (Wardner)— Ou 400 level
from 18 in. to 3 ft. of good lead-silver ore was
recently opened. Rush .1. White, manager.

MICHIGAN

Copper

ISLE ROY'ALE (Hougton)—Daily tonnage aboui
:i275 tons; best ore coming from Nos. 4, 5 and
« shafts.

INDIANA (Rockland)—Shaft down almost 300
ft. ; when this level is reached, crosscuts will be
extended both ways,
FRANKLIN (Denmion)—Recently increased

wages of miners to slightly over $4 per (lay, in-
crease being in the form of a 50c. bonus.
ADVENTURE (Greenland)-Unwatercd tn

eighth level. Shi|ii)ing about 300 tons daily fo

Baltic mill. Most of the ore is coming from
the Butler lode.

OSCEOLA (Osceola)—Has ex-tended 45th-level
drift south Into La Salle ground as was done on
the 42iid level, where the ore taken out more
than jiaid for the work.
NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)-Expected that

sbiiiiiing from stockpile and of rock held under-
ground will ;'oinmenee soon : this stock amounts
to about 10 000 tons. Hoist and new rockhouse
now operating.

HANCOt^K (Hancock)— Electric locomotives,
expected sliortly. will be installed on lower levels
of No. 2 Hancock and .\o. 7 shaft of the Quincy
Those at the Quincy will be of the trolley type.
Motor-generator set will be installed at 53rd
level, with a line running to the Quincy shaft for
.ijieration of tiie trolley locomotives: charging
stations will be installed for the storage-battery
system. At present no locomotives will be -n-
stalled on upper levels, as hauls are too .short
lo warrant the investment.

Iron

NEWPORT (Ironwood)—Twenty-five new houses
will he erected at tile North Pabst location.
Contract let for September completion.

TWO NEW ORE DOCKS at Ashland. Wis., will

be built h>' the Chicago & Northwestern Ry.
Co. One is now being erected, but this will mil

be large enough to care for needs of the Gogebic
Range. Each will cost about .$2,000,000.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

HILL CREST (Ironton)—Hydraulic striiiping

resumed.
CUYUNA JIILLE LACS (Ironton)—Timber f. i

new shaft has arrived and sinking will start

at once.

Mesabi Range
HARTLEY (Chisbolm)—Mine to ship again

this year. One shov.a sfripiied all winter. No
ore sent out since 1008.

ADltlATlC (.Mesaba)—No. 2 shaft to he aban-
doned, \ns. 3 and 4 will be operated in future.

No. 4 now being sunk.

PETIT (Gilbert)—Two-year iilan of develop-
ininl outlined. Shaft to he sunk deeper and
considerable drifting done. Mine now hoisting

abont 1000 tons daily.

SPItUCE (Eveletb)—Rh.aft to be deepened and
coii.-reted. Four shovels have been stripping in

pit all wint.'r. Plans call for removal of 2.000.000
cuyd. of dirt.
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MISSOURI
Joplin District

K. STEWAltT (('lutcrvilli') -New slime plant

in.stiillcd Mt SI. lU'i;i.s pir>|icTt.v :it Duuiiwfg.

I.EADVIl.LK I.KASINC (loplln)— Plans 400-ton

mill on ru'w shaft put <1iiwm last sunimi'i- by Os-

ct'iila MlnlMK ('o.. west i>f .loplin.

(JALKNA MININCi A.NL) DKVKLOI'MKNT (Cin-

ttnv, Okla.)--Macii' fine strllie rin lease near ttie

Lucky Kid. Will develop tlKiniuiilily.

ST.Vl'K LINK (Afliin. Okla.)—New eompany to

develop lo-aere lease near Oklahoma-Kansas state

line. .1. C. Tiieker. Atton, president and ueneral

manager.
NATIONAL LEAD AND ZINC (.loplin)—Expect

to have old (looKle mill moved and running at new
lease northwest of Piehev. Okla. a 1. F. Sanborn,

local manager.
ItriiY FKUN (.loplin)— I'urcliased Flock cus-

tom mill on Hex tract ; rcmodeiini! Sinking

two shafts; will mine at inn ft. Already lias

profitable mine on another section of tract.

BUFFALO (Miami. Okla. )— Purchased addition-

al 3G-acre lease adjoining its first lease north-

west of Picher. New tract, which is across state

line in Kansas, has been drilled and good ore-

l)odies intiicated.

LION (Tar River, Okla,)—New 2rin-ton mill

ready. Owned principally by Velle interests of

Kansas City, associated with wbicli are .lobn

Deere Plow Co. interests. Frank Weeks, .Toplin,

general manager. Two other mills will be built.

MONTANA
Fergus County

BARNES KINli DEVKLOI'MENT (Butte)—
Month of March proved banner month in history

of company. Gross amount realized from all

mines was $!12,042. At Kendall, llie North Moc-

casin opened a new orebody and bullion returns

in Jlarch were $29,314, secured from 4139 tons

of ore. At Piegan Gloster mill in Lewis and

Clark County, bullion for March was $62,728,

from 5514 tons ; Shannon shaft is now 30n ft.

below main tunnel or 200 level ; sinking will be

continued to the 600 level ; to be prepared for

spring flood, pump is being installed at the

500 level.
Jefferson County

IN CORBIN DISTRICT, the Helena Scratch

Gravel Co. leased Rarus claims, adjoining proper-

ty of Montana Zinc Co. ; group consists of five

patented and two unpatented claims, extensively

developed by tunnels and shafts ; orebodies carry

gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. Eagle Creek

properties of same company will resume shipping

as soon as roads are in condition

Silver Bow County

GREAT BUTTE COPPER (Butte)—In extreme
northern Butte district, company lias its Calumet
shaft down to 1400-ft. level.

E.\ST BUTTE (Butte)—Annual report shows
production in 1916 of 258,899 tons, yielding 18,-

3411, 713 lb. of copper, 556,542 oz. of silver and
3844 oz. of gold. Cost of mining, including

development work, $5,46 per ton.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Granite Mountain
and Speculator mines closed, Apr. 24, on account

of smoke from Anaconda's Modoc mine. March
output was 2,801,357 lb, of copper and 137,769

oz. of silver from 58.600 tons of copper ore.

There were also mined and milled 2008 tons of

zinc ores, yielding 576,000 lb. of zinc and 3607

oz. of silver.

TtrOLUMNE (Butte)—Announced that Sinbad
shaft on Butte Main Range iiroperly will be

sunk to lion level. DevelopmenI on Spread-

Delight (ueliody being continued : drifts in ore

for 200 ft. on 700 level. At Colusa-Leonard,
unwatering of shaft is going on rapidly ; within

100 ft. of bottom of shaft. From old Tuolumne
mine, 56 cars of ore were shipi)ed in March.

ANACONDA (Butte)—To expedite resumiition

of mining at the Tramway, company is reopening

the old Rams shaft ; this is connected on various

levels with the Tramway and will lie used for

hoisting while Tramway sliaft is undergoing
necessary rejiairs. Fourteen mines of the com-
pany had re<'ord of no accidents in March.
Instruction in first-aid w<uk were resumed Apr.

16 under directimi of .lohn L. Boardman, of

the companv's safety department, assisted by F.

C. Dickinson, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

who is In Butte tin- that purpose. Fire started

Apr. 23, by broken electric wire due to ground
settling, on I200-ft. level of Modoc mine, con-

necllng with High Ore mine ; 700 men laid off.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

,HIMBO EXTENSION ICnldfleldl— The high-

grade ore. recently struck on the 880 level in

the .lumho ,Iunior, is being opened by two raises,

about 50 ft. apart.

GREAT BEND (Goldfleld)— Drift on ICO-ft.

level continues In ore and shipments arc being

made. Mill may be renuidelcd to treat the lower

grade ore. .1. .1. .lord.in, formerly at the Blue

Bull, has succeeded .lohn Campbell as superin-

tendent.

NEVADA CO-OPERATIVE (Goldfleld) — At
Empress properly on Gold Mountain, seven miles

south of nornsllvcr, high-grade ore opened

on old mill level. Previous ore practically all

low grade. .1. K. Turner, of Goldlleld nsult-

Ing engineer.

Lincoln County

GREENWOOD (Plocbe) Tills mine, of Amal-
gamaled I'loclie .Mines and Smelters Corporation,

leased liv Comlilned .M.'lals, Inc., of Salt Lake
City, Utah, which Is doing development.

Nye County

TOXOPAH ORE PltODlCTION for week ended
Apr. 14 was 9461 tons, valued at $175,028, com-
paring with 9360 tons for the previous week.

Shippers were: Tonopali lielnioMl. :in24 tons:

Tonopah Mining, 2100; T pah E.vlenslon, 2380;

.llm Butler, 700; Wi'st End, 7K() ; Ilescue. 251;
Halifax, 160 ;

Moulana, 111; Inns,

MANHATTAN M01tNIN<; GLORY (Manhattan)
—Hoist Installed and shaft ilown 40 ft.

MANHATTAN CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.
(Manhattan) Su|ierinlendenl Paige working three

shifts sinking shaft ; making about 6 ft. per day.

Now aboul 50 ft. below 200-ft. station. Com-
pressor repaired.

Storey County

UNION (Virginia )--Slii|.ped 233 tons to Mexi-
can mill averaging $17.30.

.lACKET (Gold Hill)—Extracted 234 cars of ore

from surface tininel and continued alterations of

mill.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)— Installed six sill

floor sets and chute sets on 2700 level. Resumed
work advancing drift and raising on ore. In

cutting out for drift saved 62 cars ore averaging
$10,92; shipped 1" Mexican mill.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—ImiMirtant development
on 2700 level : 18 tons of ore, extracted at a

point 135 ft. .south of the winze, averaged $61.90

per ton; about 2-ft. width of ipiartz and vein mat-
ter, sampling $27.57 to $101.51 per ton. On 2300

level west crosscut shows 4 ft. of low-grade

quartz In face

NEW MEXICO

Grant County

85 EXTENSION (Lordsliurg)—Electric plimp

purcha.sed for 210-ft. level; L. D. McClure, man-
ager.

DUNDEE (Lordsburg)—H H. Sholly, lessee,

shipped car of ore carrrying 14% copper and 1.31

oz. gold and 14.4 oz. silver.

PYRAJlin LEASING AND MINING (Lordsburg)
New company formed by El Paso and local men
to develop property In this district ; A. W. Morn-
ingstar, statutory agent.

CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—Drift on 500-ft.

level reported to have penetrated high-grade lead-

zinc-silver ore for 15-ft, without striking oppo-

site wall ; new oreshoot struck on 637-ft. level.

ALHAMBRA SILVER MINING (Silver City)—
New organization of C. C, Royal, of Silver City,

S. F. Balentine and associates to revive the old

Alhambra silver mine, situated 12 ml. northwest

of Tyrone, N. M.

Luna County

EMPIRE SMELTING AND REFINING (Dem-
ing)—New organization, controlled by Goldsmith

Bros. Smelting and Refining Corporation, of Chi-

cago, purchased old Caldwell Lead Co.'s smelt-

ery, and is rehabilitating. Making contrac;s for

custom lead ore carrying silver and gold ;_
dally

capacity about 60 tons ; W. H. Seamon, formerly

in Mexico, will be superintendent.

UTAH
Beaver County

PALOMA (Milford)—Producing from 600 to 800

level. Ore narrowed down to about IS in. on

800. Shipped three cars in March.

INDIAN QUEEN (Frisco)—Lessees mining cop-

per ore of good grade. According to lease, must
develop down to tunnel level. Two cars shipped

in March, and another on way to market.

MILFORD COPPER (Milford)—Shipping over

100 tons of 2'/4 7r ore daily from Montreal mine.

Lessees are stated to have developed body near

surface rinniing 5% copper. Ore carries excess

Iron. Alfred Frank, of Salt Lake, manager.

Juab County

CARISA (Eureka)— Sold t<i KiilKlit interests;

initial payment of $25,oon made. Ore lead-

silver.

SIOUX CONSOLID.\TED (Eureka)—Drifting
done on Son and lOnO levels seeking possible

extension of Iron Blossom copiier ore.

'DRAGON CONSOLIDATED (Silver City)—
Second dividend to be paid Apr. 25. New 100-ton

ore house just completed, and other Improvements

made.
SCRANTON (Eureka)—March shipments, 10

cars or about 450 tons of ore: one-half lead

and one-half zinc. In February shipped four

cars and In .lanuary, seven.

GR.\ND CENTRAL (Eureka)—Ore opened from

400 down to 2300 level, lowest in mine. Ship-

ments flr.st two weeks in April, 18 cars ; March,

46; February, 46; .lanuary. 41 cars.

EMPIRE MINES (Eureka)— Stock of this re-

cently organized company listed on Salt Lake
exchange. Capitalization, 3,ooo,nnn shares par

value 5c Ov(-ns 75 claims In Tintic district;

development, 6550 ft. of shaft work; 3400 ft.

of tunneling; with winzes, raises and crosscutg.

Has electric and sleam hoists, compressors, etc,

.(esse Knighl, president.

MAY DAY (Eureka)—Annual report shows
1360 Ions of lead ore, 569 Ions of zinc ore,

and 11 tons of copper ore to have been pro-

duced In year ended Mar. 31, 1917. Total

receipts from ore sales Including Chief Con-
solidated lease and $1838 from other sources were
$62,809; cash on hand Apr. 1, 191«, »29,9«1.

Disbursements, $80,706. leaving cash on hand
Mar. 31, 1917, $12,009. Dividends paid $56,000.

Piute County

DEER TRAIL (.Marysvale)—Itumorcd mill Is

to be built here. Ore contains gold, lead, silver

and copper.

Salt Lake County

OHIO COPPER (Bingham) Mill treating 2501)

tons dally. Experimental .lanney flotation plant
on 200-ton scale shows better saving than former-
ly made. Experimental plant for Minerals
Separation process- capacity 400 tons—to be
completed In 10 days.

FOHTUNA (Bingham)—Property reported sold

to .lames Hlgglns of Butte and associates, and
first payment. $25,000 on imrehase price made.
For some time under bond and lease to Eedes
Interests of Ogden ; recently released. Adjoins
Ohio Copper,

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended Apr.
13 were 2,862,792 lli. of ore and concentrates.

BROADWATER .MILLS Cark City)—Obtaining
good results from recent changes. Six cars of

concentrates marketed since middle of February.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Unwatered from 1500
to 1700, and levels being cleaned up. Lessees
on upper levels making good shipments.

BIG FOUR EXPLORATION (Park City)—New
flotation installation reported to be satisfactory;
mill expected to be running at capacity soon.

CANADA
Ontario

KERR LAKE (Cobalt)— In March produced
219,335 oz, of silver.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Porcupine)—Shaft be-

ing sunk III 400 ft.

DO.ME LAKE (Porcupine—Complete report will

be made by the new management shortly.

RYPAN (Porcupine)—Work will be begun on
these claims, comprising 188 acres.
~ CANADIA.V KIHKLAND (Kirkland Lake)—Free
gold found in 3-ft. vein.

PETKHSO.N LAKE (Cobalt)—Secured injunc-

tion restraining Dominion Reduction Co. from
taking tailings from Peterson Lake.

APEX (Porcupine)—Diamond drilling O.T

eastern section has encountered extension nf

West Dome vein.

BOSTON CREEK (Boston Creek)—Rich ore

opened in a 5-ft. vein on 300-ft. level. New
camp buildings completed.

MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA (Cobalt)

—Shipped record car of ore recently ; weighed
28.786 tons and averaged 7157.5 oz. per ton;
gross value $184,659.

SLADE-FORBES ASBESTOS (Porcupine)—
Development discontinued ; shipment of crude as-

bestos uni)rofitable. Plan to finance construction

of a mill is under consideration,

TEMISK.VMING (Cobalt)—Crosscuttlng both

east and west is being carried on at 1600-ft,

level to cut vein encountered at that depth on
the Beaver.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Tirnmins;)—
Vein No. 58, in which rich ore was found some
weeks ago, has been followed for 100 ft. It Is 14

ft. in width and the ore is stated to carry "JoO

to the ton.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—Report for 1916 shows
mt profits of $2,028,866, as against $1,403,4S4

in 1915 Over $193,000 was added to suipliis

which amounts to $1,980,126. Production of sil-

ver was 4.044 668 oz. ; gross value $3,027,668,

net value $2,955,062. Cost of production was
24.13c. per oz. as compared with 19.06c. for year

previous. Ore reserves estimated at 9,153,000 oz.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Annual report for year
ended February, 1917. shows production of 566.-

964 oz , the lowest for many years. Net profits

amounting to $236,582 were high on account
of high price of silver. This amounts to 129?-

on the capital, as against 3% paid. Consider-

able expenditures were made on the Kirkland
Lake i)roperty, owned by company, where It is

estimated that development to date has put $350.-

000 In sight.

DOME (Porcupine)—Stock recently declined to

$14 a share—lowest since 1915. March produc-

tion was 36.700 tons of a $4.80 grade which
returned $175,000. Years production based on

monthly reports was $2,157,200 from 459,530 tons.

Average costs were $2.66 so that oiierating profit

was approximately $934,850. From this must
he deducted taxes and depreciation. Costs show
steady rise from $2.40 a ton, the low record, to

$2,88 a ton In March.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING
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hiR the Dilc'cs. Sellers aic lioldlng tor prices

from $lS'ii20, and $18 lias been paid repealedl.v.

ThoiiBli the lilnher prices liave not .vet been

reached, It Is evident that once the buyers are

bound to come Into the market, tliese prices will

soon be rullni;' as tiierc arc hardly any slocks

of hlRh-Rrade ore which would till the ordinary

monthly reiiuircment <if our himie market. The
arrivals from South America have been very fi'W

and the uuantily .shiiiped, as per cables received,

is far lieloH the shipments In previous monllis.

1 inidersland that It is one of the most dilllcult

Ihiniis now to arranEc for slilpments, and, es-

pecially from the ArKentine. shipments are almost

impossible. There are several good-sized in-

Muiries for ferrotuUKSten in the market from
abroad and opticnis on concentrates to <'ovcr tliesc

iminirles are still out.slandini; at the lime of

writinK. The market looks healthy and the pros-

pects are for a further Improvement for early

deliveries of pood class ore."

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK 01IOTATION.S—Conllnucd

Ferroalloys

N. y. Kxni.t .\lir

Ferromanganese—The scarcity cooiiiuies serious,

I'he f'arncuie Steel Co. is sellini; spot In a

limited way at $42.">, chiefly as an acconuniidation

and in the open market quotations are $.12.">'i; l.'ill.

A little fourth (|Uarter domestic nuKht be bad
at $300. Imported on contract is nominally

$200, with deliveries almost impossible to ar-

range.
Ferrochromium -Producers of 6n-70r; standard

lirade sold t'.ir ahead, askinB 27e. No spot de-

liveries olit.iinable.

Ferromolybdenum—Offered at $4. with a sub-

standard grade at $3.50 In small lots. 8."i% acid

continues at $3.10.

Ferrotungsten—Advanced 10c. to $1.90.

Ferrovanadium— St;uidard grade at $3.

Ferrocerlum— $2S quoted.

1 Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Apr. 25

The liovernment is expected to place early con-

tracts for fullv 3(10.000 tons of plates, shapes

and bars, according to "Iron Age," and the

amount it will want this year exceeds the first

estimates, being now put at 1.600,000 tons. Al-

ready Government business taken at IMttsburgh

amounts to 100,000 tons of plates

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 24

Here and there in Ihe iron and steel trade

there is a ni>te of conservatism, due to uni-er-

talnty as to wiiat the war may bring forth as

to industrial conditions, but in general buyers

act as if they considered buying the safer course.

Steel bookings continue to exceed shipments,

despite uncertainties as to when purchases now
made will he delivered.

Prices sliow a general strengthening tendency,

but in the iiast week there has been a reversal

in that steel advances have led pig iron ad-

vances. Black, blue annealed and galvanized

sheets are up about Ic. per lb. since the with-

drawal from the market of the leading interest.

Wire products are ciuotabie $« a ton higher.

The leading interest has made no formal ad-

vance, but is out of the market. Steel bars

are up $3 a ton at 3.."iOe. as minimum and
structural shapes $8 a ton. at 4c. as minimum,
fntinished steel generally is up $-"• a ton.

Steel C(0-iniration earnings reported today at

$113,121,000 fin- first ipuirter are fully up to

expectations, and as realized prices will be

higlier in tlie present quarter and shipments

less restricted by freight congestion, materially

larger earnings are expected for this <iuarter.

(iovernment orders for steel to the extent of

a few tens of thousands of tons have been
placed since the 1917 naval program was ar-

ranged, while there is larger business in come,

particularl.v- when the subject of shell steel is

taken up. The Covernntent will probably buy
for it.self and its Evn-opean allies at the same
lime, farming the steel out to shell makers.

Pig Iron—The nuirket has been less active but
shows a strimger tone witiiovit higher minimum
prices. I'remiinns rule on prompt malleable and
foundry. We iiuote : Bessemer, $4J ; basic.

$40; foundry and malleable. $!0((i 12. f.o.b, valley

furnaces, 9.'»c, higher delivered IMttsburgh.

Steel—The Ford Motor Co. has bought 2000

Ions of sheet bars in additii>n to recent larger

purchases, tlie sheet bars being furnished to

slieet mills on a conversion basis Ui supply

the motor company with sheets. Most of the

slieet mills have idle capacity, due to scarcity

of steel, and even the leading interest is (lulte

willing to ii>ll sheet bars for sheet customers on

a conversion basis. Prices are about $.'i a ton

higher Ibis week, at $80^85 for billets and
sheet bars and $90Ti9."> for rods.

Coke
Connellsville—The .spot market is a shade

easier, due In better car supply and consequent
larger prodiu-tion. wliile operators are more re-

served as to contracts for second half and ver.v

high bids scarcely tempt sellers. We ipiole;

Spot furnace, $7.7r>&».ir,; contract. $8, largely

nominal; spot foundry. $9..'>0irai0..W; contract,

$8.50ifi:9,2.'>, per net Ion at ovens.

Alaska Colli M
.Maska Juneuu
.\m. Sin.& Kef. .com.
Am. Sm. & Rcf.. pf.

Am. Sm. Sec, pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec., pt. li.

Am. Zinc
Am. Zinc, pf
-Vnnrfmda
HftloplliLS MIn
Iietlilehem Steel
Hl'llili.liclii SCc-cl, pt.

lUltle .V SlipiTlor. .

I'crro (le Paaco
clilleCop
Chlno
Colo. Fuel A Iron. .

Crucible Steel
Dome Mines, . . . .

Federal M. i S..
Federal M.& S., pt.

Great Xor.. ore ctt.

( ;reenc < 'ananea.. . .

llomesiake
Inspiration Con
Inteniall()nalNMckel
Kennecott
Lackawanna Steel..
Miami (iii>i.er

XafI leaM. com.., .

National I e:ul. pf,

.

Nev, ( niiso!

Ontario Mln
Quicksilver
(julcksllver, pt
Ray Con
Republlcl .&S.,eom..
Republic 1.4S. pj..
Sloss-shefTleld
Tennessee C. & C.

.

IJ. S. steel, com
U. S. Steel, pt
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C... .

9";
113;
ott

94
29
631
76
li

130
120
42t
34
2i;
511
47
.19!

151
111
38
30 J

40
114
53!
4li
42
83
401
54
108)
211
61
2
2

281
781
102
461
16
nil
1171
1091
65

N. Y. CURBt Apr. 24

Big I.edge
Butte* N'. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome.
Can. Cop. Corpn...
Carlisle
Con. .\rlz. Sm
Con. coppermlnes.
Con. Xev.-Utah. . .

.

Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
Ooldfleld Con
C.oldBeld Merger. .

Greenmonster
HeclaMln
Mowe Sound. ,.,,.,
Jerome \'erde
Joplln ore* Spel.
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-r)ar-Sa.
Mohican
Mother Lode
N. Y'. & Hond
Nlpisalng Mines, ,

.

Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines.

,

St. Joseph Lead .

Seneca
Standard s. L, . .

Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Kx
Trlbulllon
Troy Arizona
L^nited Verde Ext.
L^nited Zinc. , .

White Knob. pf..

White Oaks
Y'ukon Gold

31
U

It
6
21
31
tA
lA
21

.49

.06
II
71
5|
2A

t.25
4.40
t461
.40
.49

1

,33
»14!

7iU
3i

62
17S
H

.25^
.39

6
31
tA

.40
361
4!
tu
J2
Ij

BOSTON EXCH.* Apr.

Adventure
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Current Prices of Mining Supplies f
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IKON AM) S'l'KKI.

Sfructural Material—The folUiwiiiK are the base priees f.D.b. mill, I'ltts-

I'lirgh, tngether with tlie Muotatimis per lull lb. from warehouses at the

(tlaees named :

" ' San
l-'rau-

eiseo

$3.25
.>.25

"i '*'i

Drill StocI

Suliil

New \'(irk piice in eents |)er pouiul is:

IMpVi Hollow 22(fj 21

I'itts-

burgli

Beams. :i to la in P 75
Channels, 3 to 15 in a.75
.Vngk's, :i to (i in , Vt in. thick.. 3.7S

Tees. :i in. anil larcer 3.75

I'lates 5.511

(
New York >

Ai)r. 211, (1 .Montils

1H17 Ago Cllieago

$4.55 .$:i.25 $1.5(1

4.55 .(.25 1.50

1.55 :i.25 1.5(1

4 55 3.311 4.55

0.5(1 4.0(1 5.50
5.25
7.00

New York extras on otheo^hapes aiui sizes per lb. are as follows:

I-beanis over 15 in $0.10
Angles over 6 in., on one or both legs 10
Angles, 3 in. on one or both legs less than ^ in. thick 70
Cutting to lengths, under 3 ft. to 2 ft inclusive 25

Cutting to lengths, under 2 ft. to 1 ft. inclusive 50
Cutting to lengths, under 1 ft 1.55

\o charge is m;ide for cutting to lengths 3 ft. and over.

Sheets—Quotations are in cents per pound in various cities from ware-
house, also the t)ase quotation from tnill

:

.San
Francisco New York

Large Lots,

Blue Annealed Pittsburgh

No. 10 5.45
No 12 5.20

No. 14 5.25

No. 16 5.35

Black

Nos. 18 and 20.,' 6.05
Nos 22 and 24 6.10

No. 26 6.15

No. 28 6.25

Galvanized

No. 10 7.25

No. 12 7.30

No. 14 7.35
.Vos. 18 and 20 7.65

Nos. 22 and 24 7.80

No. 26 7.95
No 27 8.00

No. 28 8.25

Chicago

5.75
5.80
5.85
5.95

6.05
6 10
6.15
6.25

8.20
8.20
8.20
8,40
8.55
8.70
8,85
9.00

7.00
7.05
7.10

7.45
7.55
7.65
7.85

8 24
8.24
8.54
8.68
S.83
8.98
9.17

6.50
6.55
6.60
6.70

7.30
7.35
7.40
7.50

8.10
8.40
8.55
S.70
S.8II

9.00

Corrugated Sheets—Prices in cents per pound in jobbers' warehouses
in Cliicago and -New York:

f Black ^ ^ Galvanized v

Gage Chicago New York Chicago New Y'ork

Nos. 22-24 7.15 7.60 8.75 9 05

No. 26 7.25 7.65 8.95 9.20

No. 27 7.30 ... 9.10
No. 28 7.35 7.75 9.25 9.50

Pipe—The following discounts
basing card in effect Apr. 1, 1917 :

LAP WELD
.Steel

Inches Black Galvanized Inches

2 48% :i5V4% 1% ..

IM to 6 51% 38%%: 1% ..

ire for carload lots f.o.h, Pittsburgli.

Iron
Black Galvanized

. 29% 14%
. 36% 22%

2 37% 23%
2H to 4 39% 26%
4% to 6 39% 26%

LAP WELD. EXTRA STRONG PLAIN ENDS
Steel Iron

Knches Black Galvanized Indies Black Galvanized

2 46% :^4%% IVt 30% 15%
21,4 to 4 49%, 37%% 1% 36% 22%
4% to n 48% 36%%, 2 38% 25%

214 to 4 40% 28%
4% to 6 .

. 39% 27%
From .New York and Chicago stock tile following discounts hold:

,
Chicago ^ , New Y'ork ,

Black (:a4vanized Black Galvanized
3% to 6 in, steel lap welded... -.H^f 34'Jl 46% 1S%

Malleable fittings. Class B and C, from New York Stock sell at 1(1 and
J/% from list price. Cast irfin, standard sizes, 40 and 5%.

Coid Drawn Steel Shafting—From warelnupsc (o consumers reiiuiriiig
fair-size lots, tlte following quotations hotil ;

.Vpr- 211. 1917 Six Mcmths Ago
New Yrnk List plus 25% List plus 20';;

Cliicag" List plus 5% List price

Bar Iron Prices are as follows In <'ents per pound at tlie places named :

Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago
I'ittsljurgii. mill 3.50 2.50
Warehouse, New York J. 00 3.35
\A'a rehouse, Cllieagct 4.: 3.25

Swedish (Norway) Iron—This material per loo lb. sells as follows;

Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago
'.v'ew York $14.00 $6.00
Cliicagi 8.75 5.75

Horse and Mule Shoes Warehouse price per 100 lb.

New Yolk
St. Louis .

Plain Assorted

$5.10
5.00 $5.75

Steel Rails—Tile following iiuotations are per 100 lb. f.o.b, Pittsburgh
and Cliieago for carload or larger lots For less than carload lots 5c, per
100 lb. is ciiarged extra :

Pittsburgli Chicago
Ligiil rails, s lo 10 lb $58.00 $55 00
Liglit rails, 12 to 14 lb 57.00 54.00
Light rails. 25 to 45 lb 55.00 52.00

Track Supplies—The following prices are base per 100 lb. f.o.b. Pitts
burgh for earIo:i(l lots, togetlier with tile warehouse prices at the placet
named :

,
— Mill. Pittsburgh ^ San
Apr. 20, One Fran-
1917 Year Ago Chicago cisco

Standard railroad spikes.... $3.65 $2.5002.65 $4.10 $4 6(1

Track bolts 5.35(5i5 50 3 25 5.85 6.00
Standard section angle bars 3.00@3.25 1.50(5)1.75 3.50 4.35

MISCBLLAIVBOUS
Railway Ties—For fair-size orders, the following prices per tie hold :

7 In by 9 In, fi In. by 8 In

New York
Chicago
San Francisco.
San Francisco,

Material by S ft. 6 In. by 8 Ft.

Yellow Pine $1.15'iM.20 $1.06fia.ll
.97 .82

Douglas Fir Green .83 .55
Creosoted 1.43 .98

Flotation Oils—New York prices of oils for flotation, in cents per gallon :

Pure steam-distilled pine oil 53%
Pure destructively distilled pine oil 48

'

Pine tar oil 23
Crude turpentine 38
Hardwood creosote 24

Hardwood creosote in Michigan costs 16c.

Sodium Cyanide—New York price is 37c. per lb.

Zinc Oust New York price is 18c. per lb.

Aluminum Dust in carload lots is quoted in .St. Louis at 85 to 90e.
per lb

Calcium Carbide— Price t.o.li. cars at warehouse points in Eastern
States is $82.50 per ton for Cameo, $87.50 for Union.

Hose-

Underwriters', 2%-in.
Common, 2%-in

Fire 50-Ft. Lengtiis

;5(gi60c. per ft.

60% from list

Air

%-in., per ft.

First gr.ide. . .

First Grade Second Grade Tliird Grade
$0.45 $0.25 $0.18

Steam—Discounts from list

33J% Second grade 40% Third grade 50'';

Leather Belting—Present discounts from list in the following cities are
as follows :

Medium Grade Heavy Grade
Chicago 40—5% 35—lO";
New Y'ork 40—5% 40%,

Rawiiide lacing sells at 40'^';i from list.

Rubber Belting—The follciwing discounts fnini list apply to transmission
rublier and duck belting:

Competition (>0% Best grade 30"^.

Standard 50%

Packing— Below are prices eadi in cities named pel pound:

.\sbestos
New Y'ork Chicago

Valve ri'wisted plain, 25-lb. cartons $0.65®0.70 $fl.SO

and j Twisted graphite, 25-lb. cartons .80 ,!to

Stutflngi Braided plain, 25-ib. cartons .90 1.00
Box ^Braided graphite, 25-lb. cartons 1,00 1.10
Asbestos wick in balls, M-. %-, 1-, 25- and 50-lb. cartons, $0. 65(3)0.70.

New York : $0.80, Chicago.
UiililuT aslieslos mpressed siieet. medium grade about $0.80, New-

York, $o.li:i. Cliieago.

Steam
and 50-ib. cartons :

$0.75 Second grade $o 5o

Rubber and Puck
$0.40 Cold water $0.25

Piston

Asbestos, duck and rubber... $1.'25 Rubber and duck $0.90
Flax first grade 85

Following ill

First grade ....

Higher grade
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Babbitt Metal—Quotations are as follows in cents per pound from
Warehouses at tlie places named ;

-New York v ,
—^Chicago-

Apr. 20, 1917

Best grade 65.00
Commercial .... 35.00

Six Months Ago Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago

50.00 60.00(fl)65.00 45.00
25.00 25.00rg)30.00 la. 00

Nuts—From warehouse at the places named, on fair-sized orders, the
toUowing amount is deducted from list

:

-New York ^ , Chicago -

Hot pressed square....
Hot pressed hexagon...
Cold punched siiuare...
Cold punched hexagon.

Apr. 20,
1917

$0.50
s>n

.50

.50

Six
Months Ago

$1.50
1.50

1.00
1.50

Apr. 20,

1917

$3.00
3.00
2 50
3.00

Six
Months Ago

$3.00
3.00
2 50
3.00

Semifinished nuts sell at the following discounts from list price :

Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago

New York 50% 50—10%
Chicago 50—10% 60%

Machine Bolts—From warehouses at the places named tlie following

discounts hold

:

New York Chicago

% by 4 in. and smaller 40% 30—2^4%
Larger and longer up to 1 in. by 30 in 30% 35—5%

At this rate the net prices per 100 lb. follow :

-New York— -Chicago-

Length, In.

2
2%
3

•iVi

Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago Apr. 20. 1917

Vi V4 1 y* '/4 1 V4 M; 1

$0.83 $2.32 $9.60 $0.58 $0.68 $1.»J $8,00
.89 2.84 10.14 .63 2.50 5.53 .71 2.00 S.45

.97 2.63 10.68 .68 2.30 S.a.'i .74 2.19 8.90

1.01 2.97 11.22 2.48 6.18 2.32 9.35

Nails—Wire nails f.o b. Pittsburgh sell at $3.20 ;
galvanized 1 in. and

longer, $5.20 ; and shorter. $5.70. These prices are to regular customers
and delivery is made at the null's convenience. From warehouse, wire and
eut nails sell as follows

:

, Wire ^ , Cut v

Apr. 20, Six Apr. 20, Six
191T Montlis Ago 1917 Months Ago

New York $3.65 $3.15 $3.65 $3 15
Chicago 3.65 2.95 3.65 3.05

Cotton Waste—The following prices are in cents per pound

:

-New York-
Apr. 20, 1917

WTlite 13.00@15.00
Colored mixed 10.00@12.00

Linseed Oil—These prices are per gallon :

- New York -

One Year Ago
12.00
9.00

Chicago

13.00@15.00
10.00(S12.00

- Chicago -

Apr. 20, 1917 Six Jlonths Ago Apr. 20, 1917 Six Months Ago

Raw in barrels $1.19 $0.86 $1.11 $0,82
5-gal. cans 1.29 .96 1.21 .92

Boiled, Ic. per gal. additional.

White and Red Lead, in cents per pound, sell as follows:

-Eed- -\Vhite-
Apr. 20, 1917 6 Months Ago Apr. 20, 1917 6 Months Ago
Dry In Oil Dry In Oil Dry and In Oil Dry and In Oil

100-Ib. keg 11.25 11,50 10 50 11.00 11.00 10.50
25- and 50-lb. kegs 11.50 11.75 10.75 11.25 11.25 10.75

12y2-lb. keg 11.75 12 00 1100 1150 11.50 11.00
1- to 5-Ib. cans.. 13.25 13.50 12.30 12.50 13.00 12.50

Manila Rope—Price in cents per pound, delivered at cities named:

New York Kansas City Denver

%- to 114-in 2414 261/i 27

Freight Rates—On finished steel products in the Pittsburgh district,

including plates, structural sliapes, merchant steel, bars, pipe fittings, plain
and galvanized wire nails, rivets, spikes, holts, flat siieets (except plan-
ished), chains, etc., the following freight rates are effective in cents per
100 lb.

Baltimore 15.40 New Orleans 30.70
Buffalo 11.60 New York 16.90
Chicago 18 90 Pacific Coast (all rail) 65 00
Cleveland 10.50 Philadelphia 15 90
Denver 68,60 St. Louis 23.60
Kansas City 43.00 St. Paul 32.90
Minneapolis 32.90

EXPLOSIVES AND ACCESSORIES
Dynamite—Price in cents per pound at cities named:

Low-Freezing f— Gelatin Dvnamite —

^

20% 40%, 60%, 80%
21% 2T%

13% 18% 24% SlVi
IS 26','. 32
12% 17% 23^4 30%
llVi 17 23 30

New York . . .

.

Denver
Los Angeles .

.

San Francisco
Seattle

Prices per pound f.o.b. nearest railroad stations In Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Dubuque County, Iowa, are as follows

:

Low-Preezlng Ammonia
40%
60%
Low-Freezing Gelatin

•10% 18
60% 25

•Less than 200 lb., f.o.b. shipping point

Carload of 20,0001b. Ton Lots 200-Lb. Lots'

15y2 17 18V4
191^ 21 22%

25%
20%
26%

Blasting Powder -I'rli'c per keg:
Carload Lots

Delivered

Ohio, f.o.b. Columbus 400 kegs $1.50

Indiana, f o.b. Aetna SOOkees-j l.."""

Indiana, fob Indianapolis
Illinois, fob. Chicago 400 kegs 1.57%
Iowa points on Mississippi River, f.o b. St. Louis
Iowa points on Mississippi River, f.o.b. Fond du Lac.
Missouri points on Mississippi River, f.o.b Des Moines
Missouri points on Mississippi River, f.o b. Saginaw.

.

Michigan, So. Peninsula only, f.o.b. Kansas City

Iowa points not on Mississippi River, f.o.b. Duluth
xoo kegs 1.60

Iowa points not on Mississippi River, f.o.b Omaha..
Missouri points not on Mississippi River. .400 kegs 1.62%
Wisconsin (except Counties of Ashland. Bayfield.

Douglas, Florence and Iron) 400 kegs 1.70

Minnesota, fob. Minn. Transfer, Kansas City.

Omaha 800 kegs 1.60
Minnesota, f.o.b Minn. Transfer 800 kegs
North and South Dakota, f.o.b. Bismarck
-Vebraska. f.o.b. Omaha

Less Til

Car Lots

$1.80
1.811

1.80
1.80
1.80
1. 80
1.85
1.90
1.90

1.90
1.90

1.90
2.10
1.90

n

FFF sizes. Price on FFFF size 5e.Above prices are for CC, C, F, FF,
per keg advance over above i)rices.

Safety Fuse—Prices f.o.b New York, Chicago, per 1000 ft., less quan-
tity discount

:

Cotton $6.65 Beaver $6.75
Single tape 6.85 Anchor 7.65

Double tape 7.75 Crescent 7.65

Triple tape 8 60

Blasting Caps—List price of blasting
hipping points in states named

:

New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illi-

nois, Kentucky and So. Mich- -

igan
Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota. Wis-

consin and No. Michigan....

and electric blasting caps f.o.b.

Kansas,
South

Nebraska,
Dakota .

.

North and

ric
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Pumping Potash from Nebraska Lakes
r.V i;. I'. ClIAWFOBD*

syXOl'SlS— H7((// fire i/rais ago was a neglected

region in Nebraska is today an important potash-

producing district. In a little over a year's time

fire plants with an aggregate capital of over half a

million dollars hare started operations, and potash,

salts are now being derived from saline waters

pumped from sand-lilll lakes.

Investigations were buguii \)yiov to 1!)10 toward liiKling

a suitable way to develop the potash and soda resources

of the scores of little lakes throughout northwestern

Nebraska. Some of these do not contain sufficient quan-

tities of potash to make operations worth while; others,

ash Co., at Antioch, .still farther to the cast ; the Hord
Alkali Products Co., at Lakeside, and the Palmer Alkali

Co., near the same place.

The small development carried out in 1912 laid the

foundation of the Potash Products Co. in 1915 and its

further development in 1916. Considerable engineering

skill was exercised in carrying out the project. The lake

from which it was desired to pump the brine is about

tiiree miles distant from the Burlington railroad. It

naturally would have been out of the question to put the

main plant on the lake shore without providing a rail-

road spur to haul fuel to the plant and in turn to carry

the product away. Consequently it was decided to put

the main plant on the railroad, three miles away, and

VIKWS IN THK ImjTASH L.4KKS DKSTKICT OP NEBR.\SKA
Upper left—American Potash Co. plant, Nebra-ska Potash Works Co. in distance. Upper right—InstaUing evaporating

pans. Nebraska Potash Works Co. Lower left—One of the many sand-hill lakes scattered throughout northwestern
Nebraska. Lower right—Potash Products Co.'s plant, Hoffland

the. best and most accessible, are now being developed

by unique methods.

There are five companies engaged in operations at

present: The Potash Products Co., situated about 12

miles east of Alliance, a( a new town nanicil Hoffland

:

the Nebraska Potash Works Co., and (he American Pot-

•Lincoln, Nebraska.

by means of pipe lines carry the brine from tlie lake to

the plant.

The process consists in puniping the bi'ine from the

lake bottom and then evapoi-aiing and running the liquor

tlirough a rotary drier until the salts ciTstallize out. The

u])]ier water in the lakes is not valuable, but there is a

layer of rich brine underneath a thin layer of hardpau
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before the impervious bottom is reacbed. It is this brine

that is of iniiJortanre. Electric pumps, with filters to

keep out the sand, arc used by the Potash Products Co.

and two pipe lines, one 4-in. and one 2^-in., have been

laid to the main plant. The pipe lines are laid in a

trench to prevent freezing, and operations can be carried

on during the winter as well as the summer. Electricity

is furnished from the main plant to operate the pumps.
At the exaporating plant four vacuum kettles about 1

8

ft. high and 7 ft. in diameter are used for the main part

of the work. In these the salty brine from the lakes is

boiled down imtil it is a yellow liquor. The process is

completed in rotary driers, the salts crystallizing out

much the same as sugar. No effort is made to separate

the resulting salts into potash and soda, the whole product

being shipped in cars to the Eastern market.

The same process, with a few slight variations, is in use

Ijy all of the companies. The product secured is not pure

potash. Salts common to the lakes are sodium sulphate,

sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride,

potassium carbonate and potassium sulphate. One analy-

sis of the resulting salts by the Pota.sh Products Co.

shows: Moisture, 2.14% ; potassium oxide, 27.35% ; sodi-

um oxide, 28.39%; carbon dioxide, 23.44%; sulphur

trioxide, 16.77%. chlorine, 2.02%; total, 99.11%.

The Potash Products Co. is now shipping about 1.500

tons a month from its plant. The little town of Hoffland

these lakes are practically without outlet, the alkali has

been concentrated through the centuries.''

Manganese from Slags

The metallurgical and economical importance of slags

from steel-making ))rocesses, says Iron Af/a, A|>r. 12, 1917,

is only beginning to be realized. As with byproducts in

other industries, their availability is gaining in recogni-

tion. Values hardly thought of heretofore exist in sev-

eral of their constituents.

Each year in the TTnited States over 3,000,000 tons

of basic slag is obtained from basic opi'nbcarlh steel

furnaces. Not less than 111,000 tons of oxide of man-
ganese, or 85,000 tons of manganese, is contained in this

slag. At least 80 to 90% of it is wasted. Some steel

makers have recognized the intrinsic worth of this slag

and found a way to use it to advantage, providing lime

in their blast-furnace burden and contributing iron as

well as manganese. One producer estimates a loss of

$8 per car to the openhcarth department for each car

dumped. Another sells slag to the blast-furnace depart-

ment at a fixed price per ton. The country's basic slag

output repre.sents at least 40,000 carloads, or a loss of

$320,000 per year, if all is discarded. When it is re-

called that the railroads now charge for removing all

slag, the economic question involved grows in importance.

PLANTS IN NEBRASKA EXTRACTING POTASH FROM BITTERN
Hord Alkali Products Co., Alliance. Neb. Potash Products Co., Hoffland, Neb.

now boasts alxmt 300 population. How successful opera-

tions will ultimately prove depends on the amount of

potash in the individual lakes and the market price. As

long as the war keeps up it would seem that the companies

must meet with success. If foreign importations are re-

sumed, the success of the Nebraska concerns will no doubt

be in measure as they are able to compete. Some of the

lakes in the sand bills could not be worked profitably,

since they contain so small a percentage of potash.

E. II. Barbour, state geologist, attributes the ongiii

of the alkali salts in the lakes to ashes deiived from

prairie fires and to the decay of vegetable matter. He

states that "the prairies are covered throughout with

grasses, weeds and .shnibs, varying from one-fourth ton

to one ton per acre, and when swept by prairie tires large

amounts of ash are produced. It is not even necessary to

as.sume actual combiistion. Rotting or decomposition is

oxidation or slow burning, in cither process ash results.

However produced, the ash would be leached by rains and

snows and washed as lye into the pools and lakes. Since

But aside from these consideratons, the better grade of

pig iron produced is of increasing metallurgical signi-

ficance as affecting the quality of the resultant steel.

The acid slag, both bessemer and open-hearth, pro-

duced yearly is only about one-sL\th the amount of basic

slag. Its economic importance is therefore much less.

While its use in blast-furnace burdens has not progressed

as far, the ]K)ssibilities are believed to be capable of

expansion. The production from it, however, of a sub-

stitute for ferromanganese, so frequently advocated, does

not look promising, even if practicable, for the amount
of metallic manganciie obtainable is small compared with

a consumption in 191(i of over 240,000 tons of manganese

in the 300,000 tons of alloy used. At $8 per car the

waste of the 1913 acid slag output alone represented

over $50,000. And to this is to be added the freight.

While the manganese in these slags would prove a slim

dependence, were our foreign supplies of manganese ores

cut olf, valuable results are to be obtained from their

judicious use.
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Percentage of Oil in Flotation

779

Hv IlKIUiKIlT A. .Ml'XilUW

syXOPSl::<— Tlie lechnical qiwsluin aj< to the

amount of oil that can lie used in flotation to se-

cure commercial results is one of intense interest

at this time. Mani/ plants are making iise of

quantities (jreater than 1% on the dry weight of

ore, and claim, to he producing commercially satis-

factory rcwlt-t.

The question of the amount of oil used in froth-flota-

tion processes has always been one of considerable in-

terest, but has become of particular and vifail importance

since the decision, last December, of the United States

Supreme Court in the case of iVlinerals Separation, Ltd..

owners of froth-flotation patents, against James if. Hyde,

who installed one of the first large-scale flotation plants

in America at the works of the Butte & Superior Jlin-

ing Co., formerly the Butte & Superior Copper Co. The

decision of the Supreme Court is generally considered to

give ilinerals Separation the exclusive right to froth-

flotation processes in which less than 1% of oil, based

on the dry weight of ore used, is employed, together with

violent agitation, to secure concentration results.

According to the records of the case as it appeared, the

representatives of Minerals Separation believed that the

use of less than 1% of oil in concentration by flotation

constituted a new process, different in theory and effect

from the processes using more than 1%. Experiments

were made and testimony introduced to show that the

discovery of this process led to the obtaining of good and
profitable commercial results through diminution of the

amount of oil iised. It is claimed that the flotation pro-

cesses in use prior to the discovery of the Minerals Sepa-

ration system were radically different, employed much
larger percentages of oil and, in addition, did not secure

results so commercially valuable as to lead to wide adop-

tion in the mining industrj-. In other words, the formerly

known systems of froth-flotation were considered specu-

lative and not practical.

The Use of Large Quantities of Oil

The opponents of ^Minerals Separation maintain, on the

contrary, that commercially satisfactory results can be

and have been obtained by the use of oil in greater quan-

tity than 1% of the dry weight of the ore treated, and that

the gradual diminution of the amount of oil used was
simply a development in economics, have nothing what-
ever to do with the practical or theoretical basis of the

operation of the process, which had already been de-

veloped. Naturally, they say, in the application of any
process or method of metallurgy, or in general in the

practice of any industrial process, the use of the necessary

chemicals or materials is reduced to the least possible

amount compatible with satisfactory outcome. The op-

ponents of ^linerals Separation claimed that this factor,

and this alone, is the one that led to the reduction of

the amount of oil used to less than 1% upon the dry
weight of the ore treated, and that there is no essential

difference in the commercial results obtained, except for

the cost of the oil itself, and perhaps some slight addi-

tional cost for mixing this oil with the ])n]p. and that in

tbe use of larger quantities of oil, results of commercial
importance can be obtained. Apparently the decision of
the court was based upon llie belief that" the use of oil in
amounts less than ]% u])on the dry weight of the ore
treated, combined witii violent agitation, constituted a
separate and distinctly different process, and that it pro-
duced results that could not be duplicated by the use
of materially greater amounts.

Since the decision was rendered, the question has been
actively debated by operators and experimenters, and a

good deal of research work has been done on the sub-
ject, in addition to the practical operating changes that
have been made in many of the mills using froth-flota-
tion. The questions are two—first, can commercial re-

sults be obtained by the use of oil in quantities greater
than 1% on the dry weight of the ore treated? And.
second, if such results can be obtained, will the costs
entailed by the use of the larger quantities of oil be less

than the probable royalties charged for the use of the
patented process? There may be other considerations
entering into the desirability of using a flotation process
under a royalty agreement, but they are commercial, not
technical, and have no place m this discussion.

The Important Questions

The two questions are of such great importance that the

metallurgical industry is intensely interested in learning
the correct answer to them. If it is true that the process

making use of less than 1% of oil is different and leads

to a different result from that obtained when using more
than 1% of oil, and if it is true that only by using less

than 1% of oil can commercially satisfactory results be
obtained, then the industry must make up its mind
cither to use that process and pay royalty upon it or to

do without it. If, on the other hand, by using more than
1% of oil the operator can procure commercial results,

he is apparently free to do so. If by his use of more than
1 % of oil, his costs amount to more than the royalty

demanded by the company owning the patents upon the
process which uses less than 1% of oil, the operator is

free to either reduce his costs by intensive study of his

problem, or reduce his oil consumption and pav royalty.

Many operators believe that if they can produce com-
mercial results now by the use of more than 1% of oil,

they have every hope of so reducing the cost by the prac-

tice of various economies and the introduction of im-
provements that the total expense of the process will be
no more than if less than 1% of oil were used.

Owing to the wide desire for a solution of these prob-

lems. I have been asked to undertake an examination of

the records of the experimental and practical work that

has already been carried out on the part of the problem by
means of which ores are treated by processes using more
than 1% of oil and compare them with the results ob-

tained with the developed processes where less than 1%
of oil is habitually used. To assist in the intelligent

estimation of results and comparison of practice in va-

rious plants, the operators of some of the largest producers
of copper, lead and zinc have permitted me to examine
the data obtained in the carrying out of both of these
processes. T have been allowed to studv much of the
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data obtniiied whilp working luuler both sets of conditions

and have been enabled to study and discuss experimental

results obtained while working out tests in both ways. All

these results are interesting and some of them are re-

markable. Unfortunately, owing to the present state of

litigation and the unwillingness, therefore, of the o])qt-

ating companies to allow their methods or results to be

made public, it is necessary for me to refrain from men-
tioning any of them definitely or making public any of the

data that I have reviewed. I can, however, give a review

in summary of what is being done in the United States

and am able to set forth here the import of the data I

have been permitted to examine. I shall take the matter

up first from the experimental viewpoint, and then from
the practical, plant-operating point of view.

Treating the matter from the point of view of the

experiments that have been made, it can be said that sat-

isfactory flotation results have been obtained in a great

number of instances on a numlier of different kinds of

ore and at different places by the use of more than 1%
of oil. The subject came up during the discussion on
flotation at the February meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, in New York, and the con-

sensus of opinion there was that no one had been able

to find any critical point in the amount of oil used below

which extraction results were good and above which they

were unsatisfactory.

In some cases the method of handling the process dif-

fered widely from the method followed when the smaller

quantity of oil was used, while in others no change was
found necessary. The changes in methods of handling in-

volve sometimes the mixture of the oil with water, or the

circulating solution, before adding it to the pulp, and in

other cases the larger quantity of oil may be added in re-

grinding machines, where satisfactory mixtures luay be

obtained. Further, some instances are pointed out where
the character of the circulating water had to be radically

changed before satisfactory results could be obtained by

the use of the larger quantity of oil. These points were
pretty thoroughly worked out experimentally before being

tried on the plant.

Practical Operations

The practical operation of the processes using more
than 1%. of oil has been found to follow, in the plant,

pretty closely upon the data obtained in experimental

work. Perhaps one of the first things found out when the

larger quantity of oil was used, was that, although sat-

isfactory percentage extractions of the mineral in the

ore could be obtained, a varying proportion of gangue
was also floated, resulting in concentrates of considerably

lower grade. AVhile attempting by manipulation to cor-

rect this difficulty, many operators found that their ex-

traction percentage declined, and it then Ix^came a prob-

lem of the balancing of mechanical operations so as to

secure, at the same time, satisfactorily high extractions

and satisfac'torily clean concentrates.

The addiliimal nil used will naturally be closely limited

to the cheapesl obtainable grades, but the scarcity of oil

and the difficnKies of ti'ansportation have led to the use

of almost any oil that could bo obtained, whatever its

co.st. This has led to difficulties in many cases, and it

was found that the quantity of the higher-grade oils

used, such as the pine oils and creosotes, in some ca.ses

could be varied and often had to be varied. A few oper-

ators found that the amount of the vegetal)le oils, wiUi-

out reference to the percentage in the oil mixture, could

be considerably decreased when using the larger per-

centage, while in other instances it was found Ihat the

]iercentages of the higher-priced oils had to be maintained

constant, thus increasing largely the amount of tliese oils

used in the mixture.

As has been noted in the comment on experimental

operations, the method of adding the oil has been suli-

jected to considerable change, and it has frequently been

found advisable to mix the oil with water previous to its

addition to the pulp to be floated. This process is usually

referred to in ]iractical operations as emulsification, but

one may well reserve judgment as to whether it is really

that or not. This one point has made more difference,

]ierhaps, than any other single one in the change from
small to large quantities of oil, and it has almost always

been found of advantage.

The Records of the Plaxts

In examining the records of plants in which oil in

quantity greater than 1% upon the dry weight of the ore

being treated is used, one of the most striking features

is the constant and regular progression from poor results,

obtained when the larger quantity of oil was first put into

the pulp, to better and better results, increasing in both

the point of percentage extraction and grade of concen-

trates obtained, as more experience was gained in the

manipulation of the process. In almost all cases the first

results obtained through the use of the larger quantity

of oil were better than the first results obtained by the

use of oil less than 1% when the process was first applied

in the plant. Although not equal to the latest results

ol)tained by the less-than-1% process, it is better than

the first results obtained, and the results have been in-

creasing in value constantly thereafter. While in most

cases the results of the use of the larger quantity of oil

have not yet reached the height of perfection obtained

when the smaller quantity of oil is used, still, in a few

instances the results have been even better.

In one plant, where it was necessary to use very dirty

water containing a considerable amount of floating slimes,

the use of the larger qiiantity of oil immediately produced

much better results as regards extraction percentage

without any diminution of the concentrate grade. In

another instance, where the operation consisted princi-

]ially of the cleaning of a low-grade, gravity-concentration

product, the extraction results have improved between 2

and 3% and the grade of the product was raised about

1%. In another large plant the use of the larger quantity

of oil, principally a low-grade, cheap product, broutiht

about a considerable reduction in the amount of the

higher-priced oils used, such as the pine oils and creosote.

this saving going a long way toward making up the dif-

ference caused bv the additional cost of the low-grade

oil.

The cost of the operation, while not constituting

actually a part of llie question under consideration, has

received considerable attention, naturally, from the oper-

ators attacking the problem. Only in a very few cases,

apparently, has it been possible to diminish the cost of the

process in which the larger quantities of oil are used, to a

lioint equal to or lower than the cost attained when using

the smaller (luantity of oil. It has been done in some
cases, but in general tlu> costs hav(> been higher.
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Tn review, it cnn be said tiiat the examiiuition ol' the

reports thai il has ijeeii my |)rivilei>e to see has siiown tliat

tlie results (ibtained hy the use of the hirycr (juantity of

oil are. in most cases, commercial in the I'liU meaning

of the term. In many cases the costs have not been re-

duced to (he ])oint attained by the formerly operatx^d

method. In general, tiie percentages of extraction are

approximately ('(iiial to those obtained when using loss

than 19( of oil. In general, the data on the use of the

larger quantity of oil shows a constantly increasing per-

centage of extraction, a constantly increasing, but at a

slower rate, grade of concentrates, and a still more slow.

and gradual, reduction of the total costs. At the time of

this writing, something more than 5000 tons daily is be-

ing treated in commercial o])erations by froth-flotation

processes using more than 1% oil.

Quotations of Zinc-Ore Prices

The markets for zinc ore in the Joplin district and

in Wisconsin are open ones; that is, the ore is bought

and sold by periodic bartering, buyers bidding against

one another and sellers accepting the best bid. In report-

ing the market we get such summaries as, "Blende, basis

60% Zn. $90 for premium ore down to $85 for medium-
grade." We have had numerous inquiries as to just what

is meant by "]3remium ore." what by "medium-grade."

We requested our Joplin and Platteville correspondents

to give their explanations, which they have done as fol-

lows:

Joplin—Every buyer has a distinctive "theory" of

purchase, regulated by the requirements of the smelting

company he represents. He pays the price required to

procure the quality and quantity he needs. Sometinles

it is lead-free, other times lime-free, again low-iron con-

tent, or multiple combinations of these points. There is

not and never was a fixed rule of purchase.

The following conclusions are reached by knowing

what prices are paid from week to week, and calculating

therefrom

:

Premium blende—58% Zn and up, under 0.5% lead

content.

Medium blende—Over 0.5% and under 1% lead con-

tent.

Lower grades—Including all ores that sell, for any rea-

son, at a lower base rate.

Some buyers will, at times, pay a iiremium base for

lead-free ore 56%' Zn, with an iron content of 13%, to

15%. Some buyers require U7ider 0.1% lead, some under

0.3% lead and others under 0.5% lead content as a

premium-ore grade. Practically all unite on 1% limit

for ores classed as medium-grade. These points are em-

phasized with the war demands for certain grades of

metal.

While there is nominally recognized an assay base, it

may be converted into almost endless variations by differ-

ent "docking" methods. Under special stress of demand
any blende usually termed medium-grade may sell on a

base par with premium blende. Thus. at times the same

figure is used in the two i)Ositions. The high-price figure

used each week is the highest settling price reported. All

prices are based on carload lots or larger shipments.

Platteville—As a general line of demarcation, pre-

mium zinc ore must assay 58% zinc or over and not

over ''<^( iron. 2.25% lime and 0.4% lead. Buyers just

now genci-aliy allow 2% iron and 2% lime without pen-

alty and ileduct $]r«'1.50 for every unit of variation in

excess thereof and add or deduct $2 jx'r unit of variation

of zinc above or below 60%. Just how far buyers will

go in settling upon such a premium basis for lower-grade

ore by penalty deductions merely depends upon market
conditions, demand and supply of ore. The percentage of

lead, however, is the chief factor in classifying ore as

medium-grade which is relatively high enough in ziiU'

content otherwise to classify as premium ore. Eoasted

zinc ore assaying as high as 59% zinc may have 1% lead ;

such a product is second-class or medium-grade and would
command at least $5 per ton less base in addition to the

other ordinary penalties for lime and iron ; in fact, any
amount of lead in excess of 0.5% is generally sufficient

to make at least $5 per ton difference in the base price

prevailing.

As a pi-actical matter there is no definite and distinct

line of demarcation which can l)e said to prevail at all

times between premium, or lirst-class and second-grade,

or medium-class, zinc ore. "In my market letter," says

the Platteville correspondent, I do not give a separate

price for a distinct grade, but rather show the variation

in price of the base paid for the very best grade of zinc

ore that can be produced down to the lowest base paid

for the lowest product that can be classified as medium-
grade. In order so to classify as medium-grade, the ore

must assay at least 50% zinc; moreover, if it runs ex-

cessively high in iron or lime, say 5 or 6%, or high in

lead, as previously stated, it is classed as medium-grade
even though it runs very close to 60% in zinc. While I

use the term 'premium ore,' as described, I do not at-

tempt to report the 'premium price' paid each week. If

61% ore is sold at $92 per ton iipon a $90 base for 60%
zinc, having no penalty deductions, I do not report the

premium price of $92, but rather the base price of $90."

It will be observed, therefore, that "premium ore" is

especially ore that is low in lead, a metal that is to some
extent distilled along with the zinc and contaminates the

spelter. Therefore smelters pay a premium for a low-

tenor of it in order that they may more easily produce

superior grades of spelter, which themselves command a

premium. As a gage of market conditions, just as com-

mon or prime Western spelter is of the metal market,

medium-grade ore is the true index, corresponding, more-

over, with the average ore of former times in these dis-

tricts, the zinc content of which commonly ranged

around 60% and the lead content around 1%.

Aerial Tramway at Marysville, Mont.

The annual report of the Barnes King Development Co.

gives details of an aerial tramway recently erected to con-

nect the Shannon mine with the Gloster mill, a distance

of 13,400 ft., the work being carried out l)y the Riblet

Tramway Co., of Spokane. The contract price for the

aerial tram, including material and erection, was $25,600.

The line has a net fall of 1200 ft. from the loading

station to the discharge terminal and carries 40 buckets

each with a capacity of 700 lb. of liroken ore. The cables

are 1 in. and J in. respectively, for the loaded and un-

loaded sides, and the traction rope is i in. diameter. At

an operating speed of 500 ft. per min. the capacity of the

tramway is 124 tons i^er hour. There is one tension sta-

1 ion on the line, and the longest clear span is 2600 ft.
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Operation of the Yukon Placer Act
By C. a. Thomas*

SYNOPSLS—Discmsion of Yukon Placer Mining .

Act and criiicisma thereof. Author contends thai

act is in the main satisfactory ; that the proposed .

new Dominion act ivas prepared without consulting

the Yukon operators and coniains muny objection-

able features. As to present "Dredging Regular' .

tions," these are unsati.sfactory in the limitations^

.

aj>- to character of ground ohtainable under dredg- ;

ing lease, but they do not interfere with the iiidv-r

tndual miner in ilie Klondike Valley. '

.
-.

The question of substituting a Dominion mining act

for the present local placer-mining act has been the sub-

ject of nuich discussion in the Klondike as' well as at

Ottawa.' When the Canadian Mining Institute first pro-
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FIG. 1. SOME BENCH CLAIMS AS LOCATED ON HUNKER
CREEK, YUKON TERRITORY

posed a new mining law that would cover the whole of the

Dominion of Canada, the people of the Yukon Territorj-

strenuously objected, as the present act was satisfactory

in the main and they did not care to try a new act of

which they had no previous knowledge. It is conceded

that if an act, drawn by competent persons, could be

passed by Parliament, which would bring the mining in-

dustry of Canada under a uniform federal law. it would

lie extremely beneficial, Init this seems almost impossible,

as most of the mineral lands within the vai'ious provinces

are controlled by the provincial governments, and they

would naturally be slow to change their various mining

codes to one adopted by th(! federal government.

As there is little phuer mining in Canada exce])t in the

Yukon, the mining men of that territory feel that they

•Resident manager, Yukon Oold Co., Daw.son, Yukon Terri-
tory, Canada.

•J. A. MacDonald in "Enu. and Min, Journ.": "Yukim I'lacpr
Mining RoKulations," Jan. Iti, I!)!.'); "Bencli Claims in fiw
Yukon," Apr. 22, 1916: "Remedies for Incongruities ol Yukon
Placer Regulations." May 6. 191f>; and "New Dominion Mining
Law Badly Needed," June 10. 1916.

should at least be consulted when a new placer act is

])r()posed under which they would have to operate. In the

"Preliminary Rejiort of the .Mineral Production of Can-

ada During the Calendar Year 191.5," published by the

Department of Mines, the total production of gold during

that year derived fronr placer and alluvial mining was

$.5-.5r)0,9cS';'. of which $1,1.5.''),721 represented the output

from the Yukon mines, .$1000 from Alberta, and the bal-

ance from British Columbia, estimated at $7.5.5,000. As

both these ])rovinfes have their own mining laws, any act

pas.-jcd by the federal governinont would ajiply only to the

Yukon Territory and a small area elsewhere containing

mineral lands now under federal control. Furthermore,

any act pa-ssed could not be made retroactive and would

therefore add one more set of laws and another class of

claims to the already large number in force in the Yukon.

'J'lie Dominion act which was prepared by the council

of the Canadian Alining Institute, in so far as it pertained

to placer mining, contained a great many objectionable

features that might have been eliminated if the act had

lieen open to public discussion. An effort was made to

bring the proposed act before Parliament without much
general consideration, and it was only through accident

tiiat the officials and miners of the Yukon learned of the

movement, although they were vitally interested in any

changes that might be made in connection with placer

mining.

NuMEBOus Changes in Placer Law Peioe to 1906

The continual change of regulations governing mining

in the Yukon previous to 1906 wac and is the .source of

much litigation, and it is almost impossible for anyone

without a legal training to follow the rapid changes. No
doubt conditions at the time J. H. Curie visited the

country warranted the statements and criticisms made by

him in his "Gold Mines of the World," but that was writ-

ten 14 years ago and it is hardly fair to leave the impres-

sion that conditions are the same now as they were then.

The size of the placer claims allowed under the various

regulations in force between Nov. 9, 1889, and Aug. 1,

l!)0(i, was as .shown in the following extracts from the

regulations. Regulations of Nov. 9, 1889, Sec. 18, state

:

a. For "bar diggings" a strip of land 100 ft. wide at high-
water mark, tlience extending into the river to its lowest
water level, and

b. For "dry diggings" 100 ft. square.

c. "Creek and river claims" shall be 100 ft. long, measured
in the direction of the general course of the stream, and in

width from base to base of the hill or bench on each side, but
when the hills or benches are less than 100 ft. apart the claim
shall be 100 ft. square; Provided, however, that in any case

where the distance from base to base of the hill or bench
exceeds 10 chains, such claims shall be laid out in areas of

10 acres each, tiie boundaries of such areas to be due north

and south and east and west lines, and if within surveyed
territory the said area of 10 acres shall consist of one-fourth

of a legal subdivision and shall be marked on the ground in

the manner prescribed by these regulations for marking
quartz-mining locations.

d. "Bench claims" shall be 100 ft. square.

The regulations of Dec. 21, 1894, state:

Creek and river claims In the Yukon district shall be 500

ft. in length.

Regulations of ^lay 21, 1897, read as follows:

1. "Bar diggings," a strip of land 100 ft wide at high-

water mark and thence extending into the river to its lowest

water levl.
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2. The sides of a claim for bar liisKines shall be two
parallel lines run as nearly as possible at riRht anKles to the

stream and shall be marked by four legal posts, one at each
end of the claim at or about hifch-water mark, also one at

each end of the claim at or about the edge of the water.
One of the posts at high-water mark shall be log:ibly marked
with the name of the miner and the date upon which the claim
was staked.

3. Dry diggings shall be 100 ft. square and shall have
placed at each of its four corners a legal post upon one of

which shall be legibly marked the name of the miner and the

date \ipon which the claim was st.aked.

4. Creek and river claims shall be .500 ft. long measured
in the direction of the general course of the stream and shall

extend In width from base to base of the hill or bench on
each side, but when the hills or benches are less than 100 ft.

apart the claim may be 100 ft. in depth. The sides of a claim
shall be two parallel lines run as nearly as possible at right

angles to the stream. The sides shall be marked with legal

posts at or about the edge of the water and at the rear boun-
daries of the claim. One of the legal posts at the stream
shall be legibly marked with the na!ne of the miner and the

date upon which the claim was stalled.

t). Bench claims shall be 100 ft. square.

Regulations of Jan. 18, 1898, state:

10. A creek or gulch claim shall be 250 ft. long measured
in the general direction of the creek or gulch. The boundaries
of the claim which run in the general direction of the creek
or gulch shall be lines along bed or rim rock 3 ft. higher
than the rim or edge of the creek, or the lowest general level

of the gulch, within the claim, so drawn or marked as to be
at every point 3 ft. above the rim or edge of the creek or
the lowest general level of the gulch opposite to It at right
angles to the general direction of the claim for its length,

but such boundaries shall not in any case exceed 1000 ft. on
each side of the center of the stream or gulch.

11. If the boundaries be less than 100 ft. apart horizontally
they shall be lines traced along bed or rim rock 100 ft. apart
horizontally, following as nearly as practicable the direction
of the valley for the length of the claim.

12. A river claim shall be situated only on one side of the
river and shall not exceed 250 ft. in length measured in the
general direction of the river. The other boundary of the
claim which runs In the general direction of the river shall
be lines along bed or rim rock 3 ft. higher than the rim or
edge of the river within the claim, so drawn or marked as
to be at every point 3 ft. above the rim or edge of the river
opposite to It at right angles to the general direction of the
claim for Its length, but such boundaries shall not in any
case be less than 250 ft., or exceed a distance of 1000 ft. from
low-water mark of the river.

13. A "hill claim" shall not exceed 250 ft in length drawn
parallel to the main direction of the stream or ravine on
which it fronts. Parallel lines drawn from each end of the
base line at right angles thereto, and running to the summit
of the hill (provided the distance does not exceed 1000 ft.),

shall constitute the end boundaries of the claim.
14. All other placer claims shall be 250 ft. square.

Ee.snilations of Feb. 20, 1900, stiite:

3. That the definition of the rear boundaries of claims as
specified in clauses 10, 11, 12 and 13 (of the Regulations of
.Tan. 18, 1S9S) shall be and is hereby amended by providing
that the rear boundaries of a creek or gulch claim which
run in the general direction of the creek or gulch be defined
by measuring 1000 ft. on each side of the center of the stream
or gulch; that the boundary of a river claim which runs in

the general direction of the river be defined by measuring
1000 ft. from low-water mark of the river; and that the rear
boundary of a hill claim shall be defined by measuring 1000
ft. from its front boundary.

Regulations of Mar. 13, 1901, state:

10. A creek or gulch claim shall not exceed 250 ft. in

length measured along the base line of the creek or gulch,
established or to be established by a Government survey. The
rear boundaries of the claim shall be parallel to the base line

and shall be defined by measuring 1000 ft. on each side of
such base line. In the event of the base line not being estab-
lished, the free miner may stake out the claim along the
general direction of the creek or gulch, but it will be neces-
sary for him to conform to the boundaries which the base
line, when established, shall define.

11. A river claim shall be situated only on one side of the
river and shall not exceed 250 ft. in length measured in the
general direction of the river. The rear boundary of the
claim which runs In the general direction of the river shall
be defined by measuring 1000 ft. from low-water mark of the
river.*

12. The Iciinlli of a hill claim shall not exceed 250 ft.

drawn parallel to the base line of the stream or gulch on
which It fronts, established or to be established by the Gov-
ernment. In the event of the base line not being established,
a free miner may stake out the claim as near as possible to
the general direction of the creek or gulch on which it fronts,
but it will be necessary for him to conform to the boundaries
which the base line, wlren established, shall define. Parallel
lines drawn from each end of the front line at right angles
thereto shall constitute the ^nd boundaries of the claim.
The rear boundary shall be defined by measuring 1000 ft. from
its front boundary.

13. All other placer claims shall be 250 ft. square.

Regulation.s of July 31, 1905, state:

3. That Clause 10 of the Regulations of Mar. 13, 1901, be
amended by increasing the length of a claim from 250 to
500 feet.

4. That Clause 11 of the Regulations of Mar. 13, 1901, be
amended by increasing the length of a river claim from 250
to 500 feet.

5. That Clauses 12 and 13 of the Regulations of Mar. 13,

1901, be amended by callin,; the claims therein described as
"all other claims" and increasing the length to 500 ft. and
the depth thereof to 1000 feet.

On Aug. 1, 1906, the Yukon Placer Mining Act became
law and has since remained in force e.xcept for a few
minor changes. Under this act, creek claims are staked

250 500 750
I I

I '

1000
_J

FIG. 2. AN ILLUSTRATION OF BENCH CLAIMS

500 ft. along the base line (usually survej'ed by the gov-

ernment about the center of the valley) and 1000 ft. on

each side of such base lines, and all other claims "shall

not exceed 500 ft. in length parallel to the base line of the

creek toward which it fronts by 1000 feet."

The boundaries of any claim granted prior to Aug. 1,

1906, can be enlarged to the size of a claim allowed by

the present act providing it does not interfere with other

owners. In this way a great proportion of the small hill

claims staked under the various regulations have been in-

included witliin the boundaries of creek claims 500 x 2000

ft., or "other claims" 500 x 1000 ft. This is only feasible

when the ground adjoining the claim to be enlarged is

vacant Dominion land or owned by the same person.

jVIr. Mai'Donald in his article, "Bench Claims in the

Yukon,"- mentions that claims staked previous to the "Con-

solidated Act of 1908" were coniined in area to 350 ft.

square. He probably refers to the Yukon placer mining act

of 1906, as only a few minor amendments have been passed

since that date, although claims were not limited to 250

ft. square after the Regulations of July 31, 1905. With

regard to the enlargment of the boundaries of bench

claims Mr. MacDonald is also in error when he says that

owners of small bench claims have the privilege of en-

larging their claims from the regular 250 ft. square to

500 X 1000 ft. Any claim other than a creek claim can

have a maximum size of onlv 500 x 1000 feet.

-Loc. cit
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Surveys of mineral claims in the Yukon are not difTer-

ent from surveys of mineral lands elsewhere in Canada

or the United States. Unless '"precise and accurate," they

are worse than useless and only lead claim owners into

litigation. The qualifications and duties of the Dominion

land surveyor are about the .same as those of the United

States deputy mineral surveyor.

The bench claims, discussed by Mr. MacDonald,-

were probably located under some of the old regulations

and are therefore of little value in discussing the present

Yukon Placer Mining Act. Claims staked under previous

regulations retain all rights given by those regulations

unless an enlargement is granted, and in that case the

claim loses the characteristics and rights of the original

location and must thereafter conform to the terms of the

present act. In that way the enlargement of boundaries

has the same effect as a relocation of the ground.

Surveying Difficulties Undeu Eakly Regulations

Mr. MacDonald's statement in "Remedies for Incon-

gruities of the Y'ukon Placer Regulations,"^ that the dif-

ficulties encountered by the Dominion land surveyor in

surveying placer claims located under some previous reg-

ulations cau.sed much troulile and litigation is quite true.

When a surveyor is engaged by an owner to survey a

claim, he first takes from the records the location date and

then proceeds to survey the claim according to the regu-

lations in force at the time of staking. Not only must he

make an accurate survey of the claim, but in many cases

must interpret as well the regulations governing, and, not

being a lawyer, is often wrong. In many regulations the

claims extended in width from "base t« base of the hill,"

and it is left to the surveyor to determine what is the

"base" of the hill. In the Regulations of Jan. 18, 1898,

the side lines were "lines along bed or rim rock 3 ft.

higher than the rim or edge of the creek, etc." Another

case where two .surveyors are sure to disagree.

The Regulations of Feb. 20, 1900, located the side

boundaries 1000 ft. each side of the center of the stream,

but as the stream continually changed its course, the

surveyor who was called upon to survey the claim, several

years after staking, would naturally find it somewhat

difficult. A new Dominion act could not change these

conditions to any greater extent than did the Y'ukon

Placer Mining Act of 190(5. The Regulations of Mar. 13,

1901, established the side boundaries as 1000 ft. on each

side of the ba.se line of the creek, thus making the boun-

daries of the claim definite, and the present act is practi-

cally the same. The surveyor has only to run out his lines

accurately, and as he is not called upon to use his imagina-

tion in fitting the claim boundaries to certain undefined

physical conditions, boundary disputes of claims located

since 190fi are rather infrequent.

Mr. MacDonald shows'' in Fig. lA how claims can now

be staked at or near the forks of two creeks and suggests

a remedy (Fig. -1) whereby the flat or bench ground

might be equally divided between the two creeks. Usually

the base lines do not follow closely the meandering of the

(M'cek and in some ca.ses are actually a considerable dis-

tance from the center of the valley. Then again, the

jiresent cour.se of the stream does not in any way indicate

the old "pay streak." In such a remedy the surveyor

would again be called upon to use his judgment in divid-

ing this ground equally between the two creeks, and his

•Loc. cit.

decision would probably not be agreeable to a man sur-

veying claims on the adjoining creek; the result would

])robablv be a lawsuit. It would seem to be much better

that when a locator drives his stakes he be given a definite

tract of land, if the ground is open for location, and, in

the case of placer claims, all i)lacer minerals cont;iincd

within the boundaries of that tract.

Regarding angle fractions as shown in Fig. 3, there are

sure to be fractions left unsatisfactory to the locators, un-

der all mining laws. Prospectors are not usually considered

accurate surveyors, their rule being, "Stake long anil be

sure to stake enough."

As to claims staked as shown in Fig. 3A, this method

was actually tried on the Si.xtymile River, but the Territo-

rial court held that the locations were illegal because,

among other reasons, this method of staking was one ac-

cording to the provisions of the act. Although the courts in

numerous eases have decided against the principle of such

staking as is shown in this sketch, the placer act should

be amended so as to leave no room for argument. The

^-BaseUne

Showing how the Loco+or of" No 1 Claim
gets Two Pay-Streaks and Renders Claifn

MaZ Practically Worthless

^ mo'
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ir tluTo is to be a rovisioii of the Caiiiidiai: iniiiiiifr laws,

I'iirliaiiKMit slimilil ajiiiiu adopt the saiiu' inctlKid, only on

ii lar^jj^er scale. A comiiussioii should he ci'eatcd which

would include men of i\'ro<;iii/ed nhility and experience in

the \arions hranehes ol' the niininsj profession. The

pro\inees should also he representeil, for if the pro|)osed

new code was not adopted by them, there W(mld he little

reason for the re\ ision. In this way everyone iniijht he

heard, ineludini;- the conmil of the Canadian Mininj;- In-

stitute.

^Ir. MaeDonald discusses' at some lenf;th the question

of dredging leases. These leases are not covered by the

Yukon placer act, but by ''Dredging Regulations—gov-

erning the issue of leases to dredge for minerals in the

sulimerged beds of rivers in the Yukon—establishiMJ hy

orders in council dated J\lay 14, 190?, and May 31, IDl 1.""

That the prospector and operator arc handicapped liy the

])resent dredging regulations is quite true, but not for the

reasons given by Mr. MaeDonald.

Vp to the present none of the rivers open to leases

under the regulations, with the exception of the Klondike

River, has proved of value for dredging, notwithstanding

the fact that dredges have been built and operated on

several. For that reason there has been no popular de-

mand for a change in the regulations that are practically

worthless. Those owning leases have on different occa-

sions endeavored to bring before the government changes

that are necessary, but so far without effect.

The conditions as to rentals, time for placing a dredge

on the lease and the yearly work required are all fair and

could not be considered burdensome. The rental for

three v'ears amounts to $1300 on a 10-mile lease, and for

this amount the lessee obtains from the government an

exclusive three-year option on the ground, during which

time the necessary prospecting can be done and, if of suf-

licient value, a dredge constructed. In the case of a pro-

moter or company optioning all claims from individual

owners on an undeveloped creek, the initial payments are

usually much larger and the time allowed for prospecting

before second or final payments is normally not nmch over

six months.

Prospecting can be carried on during most of the year

in the Yukon, the winter months being the best, a,s trans-

portation is much easier because of the frozen condition

of the ground and the creeks and rivers. Three years is

ample time for an exhaustive examination of a 10-mile

river lease and the construction of such a dredge as would
he required.

The yearly work required after three years is the dredg-

ing of 30,000 cu.yd. each year. The proof of this work

is not in the hands of the local officials, but is in the form

of an affidavit signed under oath by the person perfm'ni-

ing the work, as is required for the renewal of placer

claims. Such action as the Minister of the Interior might

take under any of the regulations is subject to review by

a competent court of law.

Unsatisfactohy Re.strk'Tioxs as to Land Outainable
Under DiiEDUiNu Leases

The objections to the pi'csent dredging regulations are

due to the cliaracter of the tract of land the government

gives under a dredging lease. Leases can be granted only

oil streams having an average width, (including beds and
bars) of 150 ft. between natural banks throughout the

'Koc, cit.

]K)rlion applied for, and '"the length of river to be in-

cluded in any lease shall he continuous and shall in no

case exceed 10 miles measured along the middle of the

ri\i'i' following its sinuosities."

The mining operations, both on the small creeks and

the lai'ger ones classed as rivers under the dredging reg-

ulations, have shown clearly that there is no connection

or >;iniilaiity lieiweeii (he present location of the stream

and uliah'xer pay channel may exist in the river or creek

valley. Take, for example, a lease which has been granted

for 10 miles following the sinuosities of a stream and,

later, a ])ay channel is developed along the general direc-

tion of the valley. The lessee finds that only small scat-

tei-ed sections of his lease contains dredgeablo gravel, and
therefore it is of no value unless he can consolidate all

workable ground adjoining his lease by purchase or loca-

tion. These claims are usally located and held by indi-

viduals ready to sell to the lessee at a fancy price after he

has develojjcd the "pay."

The only dredging leases being worked in the Yukon
at present are those granted on the Klondike River and
are within the boundaries of Hydraulic Lease No. 18. As
both the dredging leases and hydraulic lease are controlled

by the same company, the dredges pass from one to the

other without interference, but if the ownership wan other-

wise, economic operation of either lease would be difficult.

The dredging regulations should be entirely changed so

that it would be possible to grant a tract along a river

for a certain distance and of such width as the lessee

thought necessary, the rental charged to be according to

the acreage. The local objection to such a lease or con-

cession has been the fear that at some time a rich deposit

might be acquired in this manner by a corporation or one
individual; therefore the men owning dredging leases

have been given little consideration, either by the govern-

ment at Ottawa or the mining public of the Yukon. In

so far as the Klondike district is concerned, no creek or

river upon which a lease could be granted under the pres-

ent regulations has, so far, ever developed "pay" in suffi-

cient quantity to hold the individual miner.

Forfeiture of Mining Leases

By ARTurn L. II. Street*

Under a lease of mining lands in the Joplin district,

requiring the lessee to mine continuously in good faith,

the lessor was not entitled to declare a forfeiture for

brief interruption of the operations by cold weather,

it appearing that the lessee had prosecuted the work
with reasonable diligence for several years.

In deciding this point in the recent case of Stoddard

vs. Sheridan Adams Royalty Syndicate, 189 Southwest-

ern Reporter, 634, the Springfield (Mo.) Court of

A])]3eals also holds that no valid forfeiture of the lease

could be declared hy the huidowner because of noncom-
pliance with another clause of the lease binding the

lessee to erect and operate a modern mining plant and

mill on the premises; it being sho^Ti that a mill had

been erected, but that it was removed, with the lessor's

knowledge and acquioscence, because the ores discovered

were not sufficient to make operation of the mill profit-

able: am! it appearing that the lessee stands ready to

reinstall the mill on discoverv of sufficient minerals.

•Attonu'.v ;i'. law. 82!) Security Builrling, Minneapolis, Minn
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Concentrating Canadian Molybdenite

SyyOPSlS—

(

'anadian iiiDli/hilciiilc bfiicfiriitlioii

has been ntainly by the filin-flulation method, hut

other means have been applied successfully in

other localities. Water concentration is not effi-

cient, because of the nature of the ores. De-

scription of a film-flotation mill and some

characteristic results are (jivcn.

Up to the present the main [)ro(Uution of niolylnlenitc

in Canada lias been beneticiated by the film-flotation

method, either on tlie Wood machine or by employing

modifieations of the same principle, such as in the designs

developed at the Dominion ore-testing plant at Ottawa

and al.so at the mill at Renfrew, Ont., built by the Inter-

national Molybdenum Co. Modern methods for the

treatment of molybdenite other than film-flotation are

confined to oil-flotation, which, although not yet estab-

lished in Canada to the same extent, has been and is

being applied successfully to molybdenite in different

parts of the world. Water concentration can hardly be

recognized as an efficient method in itself, although it

was formerly used ; but the extreme softness of the

mineral causes the losses by attrition to be excessive, and

the thin flakes and fine mineral float away in the tailings.

Neither can dry methods of separating by a system of

screening be regarded as efficient except in rare cases.

Character of Canadian Molybdenite Ores

Most of the molybdenite ores at present of commercial

importance in Canada contain a high percentage of iron

in the form of pyrite and pyrrhotite, and also mica,

but they seem to be sufficiently free from such minerals

as bismuth, nickel or wolfram not to require any con-

sideration for the separation and recovery of these min-

erals, as is sometimes the case in other parts of the

world; for example, in Australia. To this extent

Canadian molybdenite ores, containing only one economic

mineral, present a fairly simple problem, and as future

practice tends toward the smelting of a much lower grade

than formerly, the mill work should be further simplified

thereby. It is clear that the efficiency of a concentrator

will be much more easily attained if the concentrate

required is only 40-50% MoS, instead of 90%. There

seems to be no scientific reason why good practice in

smelting molybdenite should not obtain with the former

tigui'e, as the only advantage in having a liigh-grade

product to treat in the electric furnace for the production

of ferromolyhclenum is that there is less gangue matter

present and therefore less slag to be taken care of. But

as iron is required as a flux, the presence of pyrite or

pyrrhotite, which with the prevailing ores would be the

principal concomitant in a lower-grade molybdenite con-

centrate, would be acceptable up to a point. To offset

the disadvantages of extra freight on transportation of

concentrates and increased furnace costs when viewing

the smelting of a 40%, 50% MoS.^ product as compared

with a !)0% product, there would be—a simpler design

of mill, a more easily operated mill and a higher per-

centage of values recovered. The balance easily seems

to be in favor of the lower-grade concentrate.

•Abstract of a paper by H. H. Claudct, read before the
March, 1917, meeting of the Canadian Minins Institute.

The lilin-llotatiom system, now extensively in use and

well established as an efficient method, requires the ore

to be dried in order to slightly oxidize the iron pyrite

and other pyrites without affecting the molybdenite.

This is rather a disadvantage, as a dry-crushing mill

presents undesirable features compared with ordinary wet

crushing. This method depends on the surface tension

of the water; the dry molybdenite floating on the surface

forms a tenacious film, while the gangue and oxidized

sulphides are more easily wetted and sink. The usual

practice is to crush the ore to 20- or 30-mesh, and this

operation on the dry material produces considerable dust

which has to be collected and is probably untreated,

although it is customary to put this impalpable powder

into the flotation machines. It is advisable to use a

Wilfley table to rc-treat the tailings after flotation in

order to catch the larger pieces of molybdenite, which

sink owing to their being rounded. It is necessary to

re-treat the products in order to get clean concentrates,

but separate units, each having a capacity of about (5

tons per 84 liours, can be arranged conveniently in a

mill without taking up much floor space.

'{'he Elmore vacuum process has so far been applied

more extensively than any other oil-flotation method to

molybdenite ores, has been producing molybdenite in

Norway for several years, and in 1916 was installed at

a molybdenite property in Canada. No sizing, no drying

of the ore and no re-treatment is necessary under usual

conditions, the preferential flotation being obtained by

crushing the ore wet to about 10- or 20-mesh and mix-

ing the pulp with a very small quantity of coal oil or

other light oil which coats the molybdenite, but not

the other sulphides, and in this way the molybdenite

se]5arates from the pyrite, pyrrhotite and also the mica.

A settling tank is used to thicken the pulp and to over-

flow any slimes that may be deleterious, which usually

contain between 1% and 2% of the total values. One

unit will treat about 35 tons in 24 hours efficiently, and

when everything is properly adjusted only two products

are made, high-grade concentrates and low-grade tailings.

The drawback to this method is that there is more

machinery to it and it is of a bulkier nature than the

film-flotation plant, the installation requiring a high

building; but this concerns the construction work more

than the operating, while the advantages as compared

with a mill of the film-flotation type are: (1) Wet
crushing instead of dry; (2) no furnace and no fuel

required for drying the ore; (3) marketable concentrates

obtained in one treatment; (4) no sizing.

Canadian Goverj^ment Film-Flotation Plant

A description of the film-flotation plant now in use

at the government ore-testing plant at Ottawa will illus-

trate this type, which is a modification of the Wood
machine. The capacity per 24 hours is from 15 to 18

tons, or about 100 tons weekly. There are three flotation

machines for roughing, and one cleaner; so the capacity

of each nuichine can be rated at 6 tons per 24 hours and

the floor space for each machine is about 6x5 ft. The

ore is cruslied to 1| in. in a Blake crusher, then elevated

to a storage bin and from there Ted to rolls set ^ in.

apart, and after the rolls, .^ is cut out by an automatic

.sampler. The ore is then elevated in the drier and thence
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(o the Travlor ball mill. It is said that 3()-mesh sfreeiis

f^ivc bettor results toelmieally, but that the 18-iucsh is

used for commercial reasons; and as witli this size the

exiraetion lies between 80 and flO%, according to the

grade of ore, which varies from 1 1 to -1% MoS„, the

woi'k accomplished is satisfactory—the liigluM- the feed

the better the extraction. After passing tlirongh the

ball mill, the ground ore is fed dry to the flotation ma-

chines, which make three jiroducts: Rougher concentnites

containing about 50% MoS, and sometimes higher with

rich ores; middlings, which are returned to the drier

and ball mill to join the circuit for re-treatment; and

tailings, to waste, containing about 0.2% Mo8,. The

rougher concentrates are dried and sized on a Keedy

sizer into a number of sizes for separate treatment.

Usually, all the material coarser than 40-mesh will con-

tain 70% MoSo or better, and therefore is marketable;

the material finer than 40-mesh is re-treated separately

and the resulting tailings returned to the drier and ball

mill for re-treatment. The flotation machines require

attention and adjusting from time to time to secure best

results, but probably no more than other concentrating

machines, all of which depend for their efficiency on the

care and judgment of the attendanis. The chief draw-

back, as already stated, is that the crushing operations

must be performed dry, and so the cost of fuel for

drying, which would not be excessive in a centrally located

plant, might be prohibitive in remote districts with no

available fuel near-by and where, as is the case in respect

to the molybdenite mines in Norway, transportation con-

ditions are difficult. The tailings are passed over a

30-mesh Callow screen, and the oversize is concentrated

on a Wilfley table to catch the coar.se pieces of molyb-

denite, which are returned to the ball mill for treatment.

The tj'pe of wet-crushing mill, including the Elmore

vacuum process, similar to those operating in Norway and

to the plant installed by the Renfrew molybdenite mines

near Mount St. Patrick, Ont., consists of a Blake crusher

to reduce the ore to about 1^ in., delivering into an ore

bin. From this bin the ore is fed automatically to a ball

mill, then elevated and screened on a separate screen of

about 1 mm. opening, the oversize returning to the ball

mill. The undersize is sent direct to the Elmore machine,

where it first passes through a settling tank the overflow

weight, !)1!>,!)^S lb. (J(iO tons); average assay, 4.75%
MoS,,. The ore contained 4;i,()!)!) lb. of MoS,,. The con-

centrates sold (Ledoux's assay) weighed 40,604 lb.;

average assay, 'M)M)% MoS.; recovery, 93.91%. To fill

special orders i:i,aO0 lb. was made, assaying 9.').91%

MoS„ and 18.854 lb. assaying 91.05% MoS,. The re-

mainder was sold in various lots assaying from 74 to

85%, MoS,,.

Tbe entire Canadian output of molybdenite for 191(i,

amounting to 83.G9 tons of MoS,, was produced from
ore concentrated at the custom plants situated at Ren-
frew, Ottawa and Denver, Colo., with the exception of

what was shipped by the Renfrew molybdenum mines.

The following data show the distribution of the pro-

duction for 191(i:

(\\.NADI.\N MOLYBDENITE PRODUCERS
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all indications the present output in Canada is not far

short of one ton of MoS^ ])er diem, or 300 tons per

annum ; and it is within the bounds of possibility that

this amount can be maintained throughout the year,

althougli doubtless there will always be uneertainties to

reckon with until the industry has been more lirmly

established. All the concentrating plants, with the ex-

ception of the Dominion Government plant at Ott'awa,

have but recent ly started ojierations, lience information

in the nature of figures and results for publication is

scarcely yet available. Meanwhile it is satisfactory to

note the progress that has been made during the i)ast

year in the development and production of molybdenite

in Canada, and as all indications point to fresh exploita-

tions and increased output for 1917, the establishment of

the industry on a permanent basis now seems to be

assured.

The ateonipanying tables show the Canadian sliijijiers

and the amount ami grade of their products and the

production over a period of years from the important

producing countries of the world.

The de Saulles Zinc-Refining Furnace

An interesting furnace for refining crude spelter by

redistillation, the invention of C. A. H. de Saulles, presi-

dent of the United States Zinc Co., is shown in the ac-

companying illustration. The process involving the use

of this furnace is employed by the United States Zinc Co.

at Blende and Sand Springs, by the American Spelter

Corporation at Kusa and Henryetta and by the Western

Spelter Co. at Henryetta.

The apparatus consists of a reverberatory melting fur-

11 ace where the prince western spelter is refined by liqui-

'lation. From this furnace the molten metal goes to the

retort furnace, which varies in size from 80 retorts to

300 retorts, the furnaces being two and three rows high

at Blende and four rows high at the other places men-

tioned. The method of operating this furnace is obvious

vW'/////wwm/n//m////mr/rn/hmmf////)//nn!///w/////M//.'n

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH DE SAULLES ZINC-REFINING
FURNACE

from the accompanying illustration. From the retort fur-

nace the refined spelter goes in a molten state to a re-

verberatory furnace, which is called a mixing- or equalizing

furnace. This fuinace assures uniformity.

In this process high-grade spelter running 0.0()% lead

can be produced. The United States Zinc Co. and the

Western Spelter Co. have not tried to produce the best

grade of spelter, as their orders were such that it has not

been necessary, but the American Spelter Cori)oration

has had orders from cartridge companies where a very

good grade of spelter wa-s desired and has established an

extremely good name for its brand which is "Usa," the

grade of the sjxilter being 0.06% Ph., 0.01% Fe., trace

Cd., trace Sb., trace As.

At Sand S])rings the (ild James process is also being

n.sed, but it is found that the grade of spelter produced

varies considerably and is not as good as that produced

by the de Saulles process.

'X:

Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co.
The second annual rcjjort of the .Maska Juneau Gold

Mining Co., Juneau Alaska, for the year 1916, states that

the whole of the new mill should be in com]ilete operation

during the summer of 1917, with a mininuim capacity of

about 10,000 tons per day, instead of 8,000 tons per day

as originally planned; and according to the work being ae-

com])lishcd by a similar crushing equipment in the In-

spiration mill, Arizona, the Alaska Juneau mill may have

a maximum capacity of 12,000 tons per day.

A search for new orebodies will be taken up during

1917 on No. 4 level south of the Silver Bow fault. This

is a large fault cutting through the mine nearly at right

angles to its strike, and moving the cut ends of the vein

apart for a horizontal distance of about 2100 ft. and for a

vertical distance of about 1200 ft. The fault movement

has thus divided the vein into two jiortions, one being

called the north orebody and the other the south orebody.

Up to this time, practically all the mine preparatory work

has been concentrated upon preparing the north orebody

lor a caving system of mining and upon providing it with

an efficient loading and haulage system. Eecent geolog-

ical information promises that the search on the south

side of Silver Bow fault may find new and additional ore-

bodies.

The pilot mill continued in operation throughout the

year 1916, crushing 180,113 tons of ore, having an aver-

age gold a.«say value of 91.24c per ton, with about 10c

additional in silver, lead and zinc assay values. As the

total of 742,220 tons of ore milled in the original stamp

mills of Silver Bow basin and in the present Pilot mill

from 1893 up to the end of 1916 has had an average as-

say value of $1.93 per ton for gold only, it is reasonable

to expect that the future large-scale milling will have a

mill feed aggregating around $1 per ton in gold, silver,

lead and zinc assay values.

It has been considered wis', to make the milling and

other plants of larger capacity than originally contem-

plated, and on this account the financial condition at the

end of the year was $59,000 cash on hand, as against

$128,000 of" outstanding obligations. The company's

credit with its bankers will take care of the situation ; and

before the end of 1917 any starting-up troubles should

have been overcome, the ]Jaying off of all indebtedness

should have been completed and the property should be

on a profit-earning basis.

The development work underground to date totals 52,-

322 ft., including 25,835 ft. of drift and cross-cut and

14,922 ft. of raises. During 1916 there was 180,113 tons

of ore milled having a total assay value of $0.9124 per

ton. In 1914, there was milled 60,026 tons with an

average value of $1.4326 per ton and in 1915, 179,892

tons with an average value of $1.4797 per ton. To date

there has been milled 420,031 tons having an average

value of $1.2184.
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Butte & Superior Mining Co.
The lil'tli aiimial ivporl of the Butte & Superior Min-

ing Co., Butte, Mont., for the year ended Dec. 31, lOKJ,

by N. Bruce MacKelvie, president, and D. C. .Tackling,

vice president and managing director, is republished heri'-

with almost in full.

The net prolit for the year llUli amounted to $8,7!I2,-

131, which, with additional miscellaneous income of

$81,315, malvcs a total net income of $8,8:3,446, as

compared with $9,ll>5,y4r for the year 191.5. This is

equivalent to $30.5: per share on the :;J!)0,1!)T siiares out-

standing at the close of the year.

During the year the capital stock issued and outstand-

ing was increased by 17,500 shares, issued in payment of

35,000 shares of the common stock of American Zinc,

Lead and Smelting Co. The American Zinc, Lead and

Smelting Co. showed earnings available for the common
shares for the year 1!)1(;, after providing for depreciation,

bond interest and preferred dividend, amounting to ap-

proximately $35 per share and declared during the year

1916 one quarterly dividend of $1 per share.

The earnings of the company for the four quarterly

periods, after making allowances for taxes, were as fol-

lows : First quarter, $3,554,940 ; second quarter, $2,068,-

029; third quarter, $947,901; fourth quarter, $3,308,-

575; net income year 1916, $8,873,446.

Production for the third quarter was severely inter-

fered with on account of an accident to the shaft, which

curtailed operations, and it was in this quarter that

lower prices for spelter prevailed than for other periods

of the year.

During the year two regular quarterly dividends of

75c. each were paid and two quarterly dividends of $1.25

each, making $4 in regular dividends, and extra dividends

amounting to $30 per share were paid. This amounted

to a total distribution of $9,490,430, or something over

$600,000 in excess of net profits for that period ; there

was, however, a sum largely in excess of this available for

dividends. Dividends paid for the year 1915 amounted

to $4,908,115, as compared with operating profit for

that year of $9,074,152, and among the items in current

and working assets, ".shipments in transit" and "'cash at

the end of 1915" amounting to $5,036,989, against a total

for the same items at the end of 1916 of $4,049,343.

Since the inauguration of dividends in June, 1914, up
to and including the payment at the end of December,

1916, the company has disbursed $15,010,454 to its

shareholders.

Zinc Smelting Contracts

The contract the company entered into with the

American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. for treatment

of concentrates at its smelting plants at Caney and

Dearing, Kan., under date of Mar. 27, 1915, was for two

years and, having expired, shipments will be discontinued.

The Zinc company will treat during the month of April

approxinuUely 4000 tons of concentrates under an ad-

justment called for under the contract for a certain

minimum tonnage per month which it was unable to treat

during November and December on account of shortage

of gas.

Commencing Apr. 1, the entire output was shipped

under contract with the American Metal Co. Settlement

un<ler this contract is made on the basis of EnginccritKj

and Miiiiiitj Journal quotations and under this arrange-

ment the company docs not sell the spelter resultant from
the concentrates, as was the case under the contract with
the AnuM-ican Zinc, I^ead and Smelting Co.

The total area owned by the Butte and Superior Mining
Co. on Dec. 31, 1916, was 170 acres. In addition to this

the company owns a considerable number of fractional

interests in adjoining or interlying mining claims, some
of which were acquired during the year. Ownersliip of

surface rights was increased from 19.62 acres to 34.15

acres by completing purchase of interests held under
purchase contracts as stated in the last annual report.

The property ownership of the Buttc-New York Copf)er

Co. and the North Butte Extension Development Co.,

both controlled by the Butte and Superior Mining Co.,

icnuuns the same as formerly reported.

Mine Improvements and Equipment

During the first half of the year 1916 work on the

new shafts, Nos. 2 and 3, was continued as rapidly as

possible with the understanding that the hoisting equip-

ment therefor would be delivered in the early fall. As
time progressed, however, it became apparent that the

deliveries would be delayed until after the first of the

year 1917. Therefore development of the new shafts and
communicating crosscuts, stations and skip pockets was
conducted less vigorously during the second half of the

year. It is now expected that the man and timber hoist

for No. 2 shaft will be in operation before the end of

April and the main ore hoist for No. 3 shaft before the

end of May. No. 2 shaft, which at the beginning of

the year was 17 ft. deep, was completed to the 1500-ft.

level by sinking and raising with the exception of a

small amount of raising necessary to connect through to

levels at three points above the 1400.

The No. 3 shaft, which was 58 ft. deep at the beginning

of the year, was sunk to a depth of 670 ft. and raises

from the levels below connected it through continuously

from the surface to the 1500 level.

A crosscut on the 1600 level was completed to the

No. 3 .shaft and a station started. A sinking hoist will

be installed in this station, and in addition to raising

the shaft to connect it at the 1500 level, sinking will be

continued to the 2000 level. Stations and skip pockets

will be cut upon the 1600, 1700 and 1800 levels to

correspond with the present developments from the Black

Rock shaft. Below the 1800 level it is proposed to cut

stations and skip pockets 150 ft. apart vertically, instead

of 100 ft. as in previous operations, with the belief that

this will promote more economical mining.

Stations were cut in both shafts on the 800, 1000,

1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 levels, and connected by cross-

cuts, except on the 800-ft. level, with the present work-

ings developed from and served by the Black Rock shaft.

In No. 3 shaft ore pockets were cut at the 1200, 1300

and 1400 levels and new motor stations on the 1200

and 1400 levels.

For the last three months of the year No. 3 shaft was

operated with double-deck cages in each compartment
running in balance, and about half of the men and sup-

plies for the mine were handled through it.

All excavations, construction of foundations and erec-

tion of steel framework for both hoisthouses, for the steel
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lic;i(iri';imo nnd idler towers lor No. 3 sluil't and for the

skip-chiuigiiig device for that shaft, were eoinpleted.

Concrete foundations for the mine oiv bins were finished

and the erection of steelwork begun, and a now dis-

tributing station for electric power was completed.

During the early part of the year the No. 1, or Black

Rock, shaft was sunk 38 ft. to complete it to a total

depth of 1918 ft. In addition to a small amount of

work to com])lete the 1600, 1700 and 1800 stations, a

new station was cut on the 1900-ft. level. Skip pockets

were also provided on the 1700 and 1800 levels, these

latter having been used during the greater part of the

year for hoisting ore from these two levels.

Two new electric storage-battery locomotives for under-

ground haulage were added during the year, making a

total of eight. An additional 5000-ft. air compressor was

installed in an extension made to the west end of the

existing compressor house.

A new miner's chaugehouse, with a capacity of 1800

lockers, concrete floors, latrines and showers, and situated

conveniently to the new shafts, was completed and occu-

pied shortly before the end of the year.

Mine Development and Exploration

Important extensions of orebodies were disclosed on

practically all levels from and including the 700 to the

1800. Developments on the 1000, 1100 and 1300 levels

have shown a continuation of orebodies in an easterly

direction beyond the end line of the Black Rock claim for

a maximum distance of about 500 ft., the most easterly

extension being on the 1100 level. These disclosures lead

to the expectation that commercial orebodies may be

developed above the 1000 level and to the east of the

oreshoots on the 700, 800 and 1)00 levels as known and

worked heretofore. The new shafts are situated favor-

ably for serving these orebodies, which are already quite

important and will undoubtedly prove more so imder

development now in progress. These new easterly ore-

shoots have not yet been located on the 1400 level, but

development work now under way, including some dia-

mond drilling, promises to show downward extensions of

them to the 1400 level and below. Neither the 1500

level nor any level below it has been driven far enough

east to encounter these oreshoots. On the 1500 level

developments for the year in a continuation of the ore-

bodies disclosed in the levels above were quite satisfactory.

On this level as at present developed to a point about

100 ft. beyond the east end line of the Black Rock claim,

there is shown practically continuous good-grade orebodies

foi- a length of over 900 ft. Developments on the 1600

level proved a continuation of orebodies of great width

and good gi'ade. Here also practically continuous ore-

bodies are shown for a length of about 850 ft. and the

vein is strong, wide and of good grade at the eastern-

most development—which, however, has not yet reached

the east end line of the Black Rock claim. All the

developments on the 1700 and 1800 levels were executed

during the latter part of the year. On the 1700 level the

total length of development is about 550 ft. along the

vein, the footage on either side of the shaft being approxi-

nuitelv equal. The width of orebody so far disclosed

varies widely from an average of 10 ft. in certain places,

to 65 ft. in others. Developments on the 1800 level

were also quite satisfactory in disclosing orebodies of

extent and grade fully up to expectations based upon

conditions above. The gi-ade of ore on iJic boltoiii li'vcls

is as to xjnc contents about the same as the average for

the mine, but the silver content is slightly lower.

Tiiere were recorded during the year 10,815 ft. of

drifting, 4832 ft. of crosscuts, 3015 of raises, -197 f1.

of stalions and 26 19 ft. of shaft sinking and raising,

including both new shafts, or a total of 21,H38 ft. during

the year. The total amount of development work in the

mine, exclusive of old, inaccessible workings amounted

at the end of the year to 102,445 ft., of which the tiiree

shafts constitute -1604 ft.

On account of limited shaft and hoisting facilities

no exploration woi'k of consequence was undertaken on

Butte & Superior ])roperty. For the same reason very

little woilc was done under the contract with the Butte-

New York (Copper Co. Early in the year the two drifts

on the Colonel Sellers vein were each driven for short

distances along the vein, in which some narrow streaks

of rich ore occurred. The drift west advanced 107 ft.

and the drift east 64 ft., a total of 171 ft., bringing

the developed length along this vein to 280 ft. None of

this was in commercial ore.

Within the North Butte Extension Development Co.'s

property, on the Overman claim, the drift northeasterly

was advanced 129 ft. and the drift southeasterly 205 ft.

There was at the end of the year only 55 ft. more driving

on the southeast branch to complete the contract pro-

viding for a drift throughout the length of the Overman

claim and a crosscut for its full width. All this work

was finished shortly after the close of the year and did

not disclose any geological features of consequence.

Ore Reserves and Mining

Estimates of ore reserves as of Dec. 31 showed 1.0! 1.-

850 tons, containing an average of 17.7% zinc and 5.65

oz. silver. The reserves, though greater than have lieen

shown for two or three years past, are none too great in

view of the large tonnage of ore that is now being

handled, and in order to speed up developments which

have been delayed through inability to take care of the

waste while excavating the new shafts, stations, skip

pockets and crosscuts, a diamond drill was put in opera-

tion in December. With the aid of this machine and

with the relief which will soon result from production

of waste from the new shafts, the company should by

the end of 1917, be able to largely increase reserves.

The total ore mined for the year was 626,803 tons at

an average co.st of $4.50 per ton exclusive of taxes, or

$1.14 more than the average cost for the previous year.

This difference is entirely accounted for by the difference

in labor and supply costs.

Mill Improvements and Operation

1 1 was necessary during the year to make some improve-

ments or extensions in almost every department of the

milling plant. An entirely new coarse-crushing and

coarse-ore .storage department was required to accommo-

date the output from the new hoisting shaft, and ctm-

struction on this is well under way. In the fine-crushing

department im])rovements were made for the purpose of

keeping pace with constantly increasing tonnage and

toward the replacement of some light and unsatisfactory

grinding machinery which is nearly worn out. Some

betterments were applied in the concentrating department

to accommodate increased tonnage, and adjustments were
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ivquired in prartically all (Icpai'tiiiciils on account of a

slight settleaiont of part of the aiva occupied hy the mill.

Important additions were made in the mill and outside

of it in the way of settling facilities for slimes and

concentrates, the new api)aratus being designed as well

to reclaim the maximum amount of mill water. The
concentrate-tiltering plant was entir(!ly remodeled, this

being required for the economical handling of increased

production.

An automatic sprinkler system was installed for fire

protection throughout the main mill l)uilding and in all

surface auxiliary buildings- including shops, warehouses,

etc. This system is being extended and ai)plied to all

new buildings and every department of the surface plant

where fire might cause damage or delay.

A considerable amount of construction and alteration

work remained unfinished at the end of the year, more

particularly as applying to the coarse- and fine-cru.shing

departments. It will, however, be completed in ample

time to accommodate operations of the new shaft.

The total ore milled for the year was 627.370 tons, the

increase over the previous year being about 10.^,000 tons,

or approximately 20%. The average contents of the ore

as to the two principal metals was 1.5.55% zinc and

G.57 oz. silver, a reduction in zinc of about 1^% and

in silver of about 1 oz. per ton as comjiared to ]i)15.

The decrease in metal content was due entirely to mining

material of lower grade than had been previously included

as ore, and for the reason that the returns from such

material under the relatively high price of zinc prevailing,

were nearly as great as would I'csult fi-om the handling

of average-grade ores under normal spelter prices. The

mill recovery for the year averaged 93.1% of the zinc

contents, an increase of not quite 1% above the result

for the previous year, notwithstanding gi-eater tonnage

and lower grade of ore treated. The larger tonnage of

ore milled served as an oiTset to increased cost of labor

and supplies to the extent that the milling costs were

only slightly above those of 1915, but the combined cost

of mining and milling increased to $6.34 per ton, ex-

clusive of taxes, as compared to $5.11 per ton for the

]n'evious year. The total production of zinc concentrates

for the year was 171,747 tons and at times it was difficult

to find smelting capacity to accommodate the output.

The entire tonnage was, however, disposed of to six

different smelting companies, shipments being distributed

among as many as a dozen smelting plants. Spelter

sales for the year were in excess of production.

Production of Metals

The total and average metals contained in ores mined

and milled during the year 1916 were as follows:

Oz. Gold Oz. Silver Lb. Cu. Lb Pb, Lb. Zn

Total contents 6,618 817 4,126,938 2.390,416 15,487,518 195,083,557

.\vfraKC assay 01055 6 5710 190% l2343'-£ 15.5470%

The total and average contents of all metals in zinc

concentrates shipped are shown in the following tabula-

tion:

Oz. Gold Oz Silver Lb. Cu. Lb. Pb. Lb. Zn.

Total contents. 5,539 600 3,699,950 74 1,861.713 9,955,691 181,624,842
Avcragcnssay 0.0323 21 544 0.542% 2.898% 52.876%j

The production of lead concentrates amounted to 5470

tons, containing the following total and average metals:

Oz.Gold Oz, Silver Lb. Cu Lb. Pb Lb. Zn
Total contents 2:6 734 150,06070 38,556 4,099,977 1,523,363
Avcragcassay 0.0415 27.433 0.352% 37,477'i 13.925%

The most iiiiporlant feature of the year's operation was
the increased tonnage and output in the face of adverse

( cmditions, more particularly as pertaining to the BlacK

Kock shaft, where owing to settling ground, repairs had
to be constantly made both during and between shifts.

There were a number of minor accidents and delays,

nevertheless the tonnage hoisted exceeded the average for

the previous year by nearly 300 tons per day, or approxi-

mately 20%, and at the same time the shaft was deepened

and ore developments conducted to the extent of adding
more tonnage to developed reserves than had ever before

been added in a similar period. When the two new shafts

now nearing completion are in service, the old shaft will

be maintained and held in reserve as an auxiliary, which
will insure freetlom from interruption in the future due
to shaft or hoisting troubles and will permit of hoisting

any amount of tonnage that the mine can produce or

the mill accommodate. Improved facilities both as to

mine and mill will make for lower operating costs as

well as permit increased output and more extensive e.x-

ploration and development. The outlook therefore for

future operations is more secure and promising than it

has been at any previous time.

Some inconvenience and expense was incurred through

the necessity of modification of operations in the flotation

department in compliance with the decision of the

Supreme Court of the United States, which has required

the use of larger quantities of oil in order to avoid

infringement of Jlinerals Separation patent rights as

decreed. Immediately following the decision in question,

steps were taken to change flotation jiractice in com-

formity to its restrictions. The greatest difficulty en-

countered has been in obtaining the increased supply of

suitable oils required. This has not been so much on

account of scarcity of oils at the source of supply as it

has been due to congested conditions of transportation

and scarcity of tank cars. At the time of writing this

rejTOrt the flotation department had been running for

over three months rising quantities of oil and methods of

operation that do not involve infringement under the

most rigid construction of the Supreme Court's decree

as interpreted by counsel. The results now being obtained

under the revised system of operation are better than

the average for the first three years' operations of the

present mill, beginning in 1912, and there is every as-

surance that as operating conditions become regulated

and svstematized under the new conditions, the results

will be equally as satisfactory in every respect as they

have been at any time in the past. The only difference

is and will continue to be that of increased expense due

to the enforced u,se of larger quantities of oil. This is

of minor consequence as compared to the royalties others

are required to pay in the use of the patented process,

which has been abandoned in Butte & Superior operations.

Gold and Silver Production of Bohemia

The statistics for the gold and silver production in

Bohemia for 1915 have been announced, and are noted

in Commerce Reports, Washington, D. C. The produc-

tion of gold amounted to 209.5 kilos. The silver pro-

duction amounted to 41,000 kilos. This all came from

the mines at Przibram. No statistics are available for

Bohemia's gold and silver production in 1916.
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British Mineral Production

In the Journal of June 21, 191G, were given some fig-

ares of production from an advance report of the British

Home Oifiee, which covered the output from mines com-

ing under the Coal Mines Act and the Metalliferous

!Mines Act. The final report, giving the figures mentioned

and also the production from quarries, and metals pro-

duced from United Kingdom ores, has recently been pub-

lished. The tables give the 1915 and 1914 production.

MINERAL PRODUCTION, UNITED KINGDOM

Mineral

Alum shale
Antimony ore
Arsenical pyrites .

Arsenic
Barium compounds
Bauxite
Bog ore
Chalk
Chert, flint, etc - .

Chroniite
Clav and shale
Coal
Copper ore
Copper precipitate
Fhiorspar
Gold ore
Gravel and sand
Gypsum
Igneous rocks
Iron ore
Iron pyrites
Lead ore
Lignite
Limestone (other than chalk) .

Manganese ore
Natural gas
Orher, umber, etc
Oil shale
Salt
Sandstone
Slate
Soapstone .

Sulphate of strontia
Tin ore (dressed)
Tungsten ores .

Uranium ore ... , .

Zinc ore

Metal

Aluminum. .

Antimony .

Copper, tons
Gold (bar)

Iron, tons
Lead, tons
Silver, oz-
Sodium . .

Tin, tons.
Zinc, tons

.

OZ-

1914
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Correspondence and Discussion I
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The Situation in Spelter

A phase of the zinc situation wliicli deserves attention

is the question of stability of supply and price during

the war and in the face of inipendiiig labor shortaue and

increasing cost of coal, dynamite and mine supplies which

affect the output and price of ore and spelter.

Lloyd-George has told us that England made the mis-

take of crip])ling mining and manufacturing in the be-

ginning of the war with the consequent reduction in the

output of war munitions. The IJ-boat destruction of

shipping has practicallj' locked up the zinc output of

Australia.

Li normal times when the production of a given mate-

rial equals or slightly exceeds the current demand for it

the price is apt to decline and its production decrease.

These are not normal times, and with vast loans being

arranged so as to supply this country and its allies with

war material it is not wise to make a considerable reduc-

tion in the price and output of any raw material neces-

sary in the manufacture of war supplies and munitions.

Yet such IS the threatened situation in zinc. With
Australia shut off as a source of supply of zinc ; with coal,

steel, etc., liccoming scarce and dear; and with men about

to be withdrawn from the field of industry in great num-
bers, the prospects for next winter point to a shortage of

zinc and an advance in the price of spelter.

The Joplin district produced about 370,000 tons of

zinc concentrates during the year 1916. Of this amount

60% was produced at a cost in excess of $70 per ton.

The ore buyers for the smelters offered $60 to $70 per

ton for zinc concentrates last week, and the majority of

the sheet-ground mines refused to sell their output at

prices representing such a loss. The mines thus situated

are preparing to shut down. The zinc metal made from

the ores of these mines amounted to 20% of the American

spelter production in the year 1916. These ores were

made very largely into that grade of spelter known as

brass special and constituted an important factor in the

munitions industry.

It would therefore appear a short-sighted and wrong

policy on the part of brass and munitions manufacturers,

smelters and metal brokers to try to force zinc prices

down to a point where the important and high-grade

Joplin zinc concentrate production would be eliminated

and during the yet brief time when men, coal and sup-

plies are still obtainable in fair quantity. But if a shut-

down is forced and a shortage of zinc follows, as it will,

then it will become difficult and costly to start tip mines

that were shut down; to drain them; reorganize crews

and resume operations.

Reasonable foresight tells us that it is wiser to offer a

stable market and maintain a regular production, and

that even the creation of a moderate surplus stock would

be a sensible and con.servative stej) and would do no more

than provide a necessary reserve stock against U-boat

destruction of export tonnage.

This whole matter is not a subject to be looked at only
through the eyes of a bull or bear metal trader. Rather,
it is a subject of prime importance in our Nation's plans
for war ])reparedness and in our great effort to supply our
allies with their needs for wai' material against the fierce

destructiveness of Germany and her submarines.

Joplin, Mo., Apr. 28, 1917. Templk Chapman.

A Massachusetts Lead Mine
I was ivcently interested in finding llie following

passage in Emei-son's Journal bearing on early mining
ill Massachusetts. It iippears that in 1823 he was taking

a vacation tour across that state and spent some time at

Northhamjilon, from which he made several excursions.

"In the afternoon I went on horseback (Oh, Hercules !)

with Allen Strong to Round Hill, the beautiful site of

the Gynniasium, and the Shepherd's Factory, about four

miles from the center of the town. Saturday morning,
we went in a chaise in pursuit of a lead mine said to

lie about five miles off, which we found after great and

indefatigable search. We tied our horse and descended,

by direction, into a somewhat steep glen, at the bottoi .

of which we found the covered entrance of a little canal

about five feet wide. Into this artificial cavern we fired

a gun to call out the miner from within. The report

was long and loudly echoed, and after a weary interval

we discerned a boat with lamps lighted in its side issuing

from this dreary abode. We welcomed the miner to the

light of the sun, and leaving our hats without, and

binding our heads, we lay down in the boat and were

immediately introduced to a cave varying in height from

four to six and eight feet, hollowed in a pretty soft

sandstone through which the water continually di'ops.

When we lost the sight of the entrance and saw only this

gloomy passage by the light of lamps, it required no

effort of the imagination to believe we were leaving the

world, and our smutty ferryman was a true Charon.

After sailing a few hundred feet, the vault grew higher

and wider overhead, and there was a considerable trickling

of water on our left; this was the ventilator of the mine
and reaches up to the surface of the earth. We continued

to advance in this manner for 900 ft., and then got

out of the boat and walked on planks a little way to

the end of this excavation. Here we expected to find

the lead vein, and the operations of the subterranean

man, but were sadly disappointed. He has been digging

through this stone for 12 years, and has not yet dis-

covered any lead at all. Indications of lead at the surface

led some Boston gentlemen to set this man at work, in

the expectation that after cutting his dark canal for 1000

ft., he would reach the vein, and the canal would then

draw off" the water which prevented them from digging

from above. As yet, he has found no lead, but, as he

gravely observed, 'has reached some excellent granite.'

In this part of the work he has $40 for every fool he

advances and it occupies him 10 days to earn this.
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"He has advanced 9?5 ft. and spends liis days, winter

and suinnier, alone in this damp and silent tomb. He
says the place is excellent for meditation; and that he

sees no goblins. Many visitors come to his dark resi-

dence and pay him a shilling apiece for the sight. A
young man, he said, came the day before us, who, after

going in a little way, was taken with terrors and said

he felt faint and returned. Said miner is a brawny per-

son, and discreet withal; lias a wife and lives near the

hole. All his excavations are performed by successive

blasting."

It is evident that at the time of the author's visit this

"discreet" miner was advancing at less than his usual

rate, for had he gone one foot per ten days for 975 ft.

it would have required over 30 years instead of 12 to

make the stated advance. By the way, is it typical of the

philosopher to remark upon the "great and indefatigable

search," yet give his reader no possible clue to the direc-

tion in which the "mine" lay from Northampton? And
can any reader of the Journal give any of the further

history of this forerunner of the Roosevelt tunnel? Was
anything ever struck besides granite, and is the situation

of the tunnel known? Donald M. Liddell.

New York, Apr. 13, 1917.

Dredging Regulations in the Yukon
C. A. Thomas, of the Yukon Gold Co., at Dawson, Y.

T., probably the largest operators in gold mining in the

Y'lkon, apparently does not consider a new placer mining

act for the Yukon necessary, neither does he consider my
own suggestions remedial for the present glaring incon-

gruities of Yukon placer regulations.

In the case of Fig. 1, Engineering and Minmg Journal.

May 6, 1916, the fact that the base-line does not follow

closely the meanderings of the creek, and in some cases

is actually a considerable distance from the center of the

valley, does not—or should not—matter to the surveyor

in splitting the angle at the forks, as suggested by me,

and the fact that the present course of the stream does not

in any way indicate the old paystreak does not or should

not matter. As these lines in the angles of fork claims

would be in the nature of base-lines, interference by an-

other surveyor would be literally out of. the question.

Now as to splitting the angles on the base lines, as

suggested by me, this was merely a suggestion and not a

regulation; and certainly any person attempting to so

stake his claim would be contravening the regulations of

the Yukon mining act and be open to summons for an

illegal act. What I wanted w-as to make this a regulation,

a legal act, and hence another strong reason for a drastic

change in the Yukon Placer Mining Act. This method

of staking was actually tried on the Sixtymile River, but of

cour-se was held by a territorial court to be illegal
—"not

being according to the provisions of the act." This, how-

ever, in no way detracts from the necessity of legislation

along the line suggested. I believe too, that before a new

mining act is drawn up applying to the Yukon, a compe-

tent commission should be sent to tlie Yukon Territory liy

the Dominion government to study conditions and to hear

the views of both the miners and operators.

In three other northwestern provinces, Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta, the mining regulations are the

same as those of the Yukon, so that the one act would ap-

ply to all. British Columbia and Ontario have their own

acts and regulations. Any Dominion act would therefore

cover only ^'ukon, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Mauilolta, Ke-

watin and remaining northern territory, so that while it

might be neces,sary to have representatives from the vari-

ous ])rovinces on thi.s. proposed commission, it is not of

absolute ini])()rt;ince.

In the Engineering and Mining Journal. \'ol. 101, ]>.

1039, 1916, the editor sa3's:"A man could not expect to

get a mile of river bottom for much less than .$100, and

$10 a year rental is purely a nominal sum." This is the

reply to my assertion : "The prospector is handicapped by

the regulations which require the payment of $100 a mile

of river bed 60 days after application is filed. He is allow-

ed to acquire 1(1 miles, but has to pay $100 down, $10 per

mile each subsequent year of the existence of his lease-

hold, and within three years of the issuance of his lease is

reipiired to place on the property a dredge approved by

the Minister of the Interior at Ottawa."

These regulations favor the big interests, hut have

proved a great handicap to the operators of limited means.

Mr. Thomas admits that the prospector and operator are

handicapped by the present dredging regulations, and

yet he says : "The conditions as to rentals, time for plac-

ing a dredge on the lease and the j'early work required,

are all fair and could not be considered burdensome."

But they are burdensome. After the ground is selected,

all that can be done in the 60 days between the date of

application and the payment of the money is to make a

superficial examination, which may be misleading in its

results. The surface may project satisfactorily, but the

results of later drilling may prove the deposit to be im-

practicable for dredging operations. If the prospector

begins work before making application, he is at the mercy

of anyone who may deem the territory good enough to

acquire. The stipulated "60 days after application" will

hardly enable him to get on the ground the necessary

machinery and appliances for prospecting. It may pos-

sibly be ample time fon a big company likse the Yukon Gold

Co., with all its great resources, but certainly it is not

ample time for ordinary mortals. Quoting from Mr.

Kitto's ]iaper before the Dominion Land Surveyors, "The

satisfactory conditions under which the miners labor, the

endless confusion and litigation and the utter inability of

the surveyor to work intelligently, all call for a drastic

change."

As I have already stated in the Engineerining and

Mining Journal, the future of dredging is the future of a

large area in the Canadian Yukon, which is too poor or

too difficult for the miner of small means to operate by

sluicing. It is not therefore imreasonable to ask consid-

eration of the restrictions placed on the dredger. He must

have more assurance against loss and more freedom of

action. He cannot assign his leasehold without the con-

sent of the Minister at Ottawa. And while it is assumed

that that gentleman will never impose any unreasonable

or unnecessary hardship, there is no positive assurance

that the Minister may not exercise the right of cancella-

tion ]5ermitted by tlie present regulations, and as political

exigencies sometimes interfere, this thought naturally

engenders doubt in the mind of the investor.

Absolute title can be obtained to a quartz mine; why

not provide something akin to that in the case of the

dredger? It would case his mind and assure him an in-

terest in the ground, proportionate to money expended.

P. 0. Box 85, Ottawa, Out. J. A. Macdonald.
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Chart for Determining Flow

Through Pipes

By W. F. Scitapiiorst*

By means of the accompanying chart answers to any of

the following questions may be obtained by the simple

c'X])(>(lient of laying a straiglit-edge across the required

horizontal lines:

1. How many cubic feet will flow through a pipe of

known internal diameter at a given velocity?

2. How many gallons—other conditions being the same

as in (1)?
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CHART FOR DETERMINING FLOW THROUGH PIPES

3. What will be the velocity in feet per second, know-

ing the diameter of the pipe and cubic feet of flow per

minute ?

-i. Same as (3) except that the flow is given in gal-

lons per minute.

5. What diameter of pipe must be used to carry a given

number of cubic feet per minute at a given velocity?

•Mpchanical engineer, Wnolwnrtli Ruilflinpr, Now York City.

C). Same as (5) except that (puintity is in gallons per

minute.

~i. in tlie case of water, what pressure in pounds per

square inch corresponds to any given velocity?

8. In the case of water, what velocity head in feet

corresponds to any given velocity in accordance with the

formula « = V 2gh ?

For example, How many gallons per minute will flow

through a 4-in. pipe at 100 ft. per see. velocity? Tht

dotted line shows how it is done. Connect the 4 (column

.1) with the 100 (column D) and locate the intersection

with column BC. Column G gives the answer—close tc

3900 gal. per min. At the same time column B gives the

equivalent in cubic feet per minute—close to .525 cu.ft.

per min. Then run a horizontal line to the right from

the 100 (column D) and the intersection with column EF
gives respectively the theoretical pressure in pounds jjer

square inch (column E) and the velocity head in feet

(column F). They are 07 lb. per sq.in. and IGO ft.

respectively.

This chart does not take pipe friction into account

because of the complexity of that feature. In general,

to create the desired pressure, the head must be made

higher and the pipes larger to overcome the retarding

eft'eets of friction. Just how much greater the head must

be made, whether 10%, or more, and how much larger

the pipes must be made, depends on conditions. Where

the velocity of water thi-ough the pipes is high, the

friction is great and considerable allowance must be

made. Where the velocity is low, the friction is slight

and the figures as given by columns E and F in this

chart are closely approached.

Columns .1, B, C and D may be used together with

accuracy, but when using columns E and F the pipe-

friction factor must not be forgotten. The velocity of

water in pipes .should not be allowed to exceed 20 ft.

per sec. except in special cases. The range of the chart,

it will be noted, is very great. It will handle a water

velocity as low as 1 ft. per sec, and a steam or gas

velocity as high as 10,000 ft. per sec. The range for

pipe diameters runs from iV in. to over 8 ft. The maxi-

mum flow shown on the chart is 100,000,000 gal. per

min., or over 10,000,000 cubic feet.

•0.

A Handy Improvised Jack

One of the many disagreeable jobs met with in mill

work is that of lining up heavy machinery, and even

where tools and experienced helpers are plentiful, work

of this kind is not without its troubles ; but in the small

plant, where the largest hoist is likely to be too small,

there is good cause for some apprehension on the part

of the engineer in charge of such a job. A. D. Palmer in

Power gives an interesting method of having .solved this

difficulty.

While working in a general repair shop, I was sent out

to 'M n small i>laiit. that had been shut down for about
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two yeare, into shape for starting up. One of the ma-

cliinos geared through a eountershai't to the mainshal't

had settled so badly that the teeth of the gears were only

touching at the corners. We had no heavy jacks or cliain-

blocks, so with only one young fellow with nie the job

looked beyond ns. However, while going ahead with

the rest of the work, I hit upon tlie following idea.

I had noticetl some large hangers in the basement from

wliich I secured the setscrcws which are used to keep the

box in place. These screws were fitted with locknuts,

MINIATURE JACKS LIFTING A HEAVY MACHINE

and the threaded portion of the screw just fitted inside

of a 1-in. pipe. This made a neat little jack by holding

the head of the screw and turning on the nut.

We drilled holes in the cement under the machine and

put a plate, with holes countersunk to receive the heads

of the screws, between the machine base and the jacks.

When the jacks were in position, it was an easy job to

lift the machine to its proper level.

This little jack can be easily made, and as it does

not take up much room, it can be carried in the engi-

neer's tool chest.

A Handy Carry-All for the

Drafting Room
It is customary for drafting rooms to place their draw-

ings, either every night or once a week, in a vault for safe

keeping. The device shown in the illustration by

two pieces of white pine A 37xl^.\J in., two black

ja]ianned door pulls B, and one piece of unbleached cloth

C S? X 30 in., being fastened together in the manner

shown. If desired, a small hook and eye may be attached

at each end of the wood erosspieces to hold them together

and prevent the loss of drawings when the carry-all is

laid down.

Safety Gong for Mine Locomotives
By D. K. CiiAiiLTON*

The accompanying sketches ilhistrate a safety gong

for use where it is desired that a bell should ring con-

linuouslv and automatically while the motor is in nio-

ti(ui.

The device consists of a frame A of J-in. strap, 3A-in.

wide, bolted on the inside of the guard—extending down
the side of the locomotive—at a point between the wheels.

2? is a lever of |-in. strap fastened to the frame with

a |-in. bolt and permitting movement about point B-1.

The opposite end is tapped § in. and threaded. B-2 is

^-in. bolt, 3^ in. long, threaded into lever B. 0, the ec-

centric, is made of f-in. material, slotted as shown, to per-

mit adjustment on the length of stroke desired. A ^-in.

threaded hole permits the fastening of the rod D (f-in.

CARKY-AbL FOR DRAWING-ROOM USB

F. E. Potter in Amurican Machiimt has proved sat-

isfactory for carrying drawings. It is easy to make,

GC3NG FOR CONTINUOUS AUTOMATIC RINGING

square iron) by means of a nut. The other end is fast-

ened to the u])per end of the lever B and motion trans-

mitted to it as the wheels revolve. A 10-in. gong E is

bolted solid to the frame—the same bolts being used to

hold a |-in. plate F in place—which i.s used as a bearing

for a fork piece G. This straddles the bolt B-2 and moves

about point FA. TT is a hammer or clanger pivoted at

IIA. K is a galvanized-irou butter that prevents the ham-

mer from resting on the gong and is rolled over so that

when struck by the hammer it acts as a spring. An
actuator L, made of No. 14 spring-steel wire, stops any

deadening effect to the tone that wt)uld otherwise occur

and is provided with rubber tubing at contacts.

•p. O. Box 2, Virginia. Minn.
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Lever Rod for Starting Pulleys

By a. C. Daman*

After long shutdowns or where thickeners are running

heavy, the turning of the drive pulley must be done by

liand where no auxiliary power is available. In most

plants additional leverage is obtained on the pulleys by

means of large-sized monkey wrenches. Owing to the

small area of contact of the wrenches, frequent chips are

LEVER ROD FOR STARTING PULLEYS

taken out of the pulley face, and in more than one mill

I have found pulleys broken or in bad condition due to

this abuse. The accompanying sketch shows a pulley-

lever rod wdiich has successfully performed the work re-

quired of it and yet wdiich does not subject the pullej

face to any marked strain. The lever rod has a wide

swinging face having a radius of curvature designed for

the particular diameter of pulley used on the Dorr thick-

eners. In any one mill these are usually the same.

Zinc-Box Arrangement for Silver

Precipitates

By a. W. Allen!

In general practice the unsmelted screen oversize from
the zinc-bo.x, usually termed "short" zinc, is returned to

the box to be further consumed with cyanide solution.

It is always advisable to keep the amount of this ''short"

zinc on hand as low as possilile and not to distribute it

with the coarse zinc in the coiniiartnients. Tlu-niaximuni

solution of zinc occurs at lirst <'ontac( with fresh solution.

By arranging the zinc-box in the manner shown, it is

possililc to keep the '"shorts" in the first compartment,

(iistrii)uU'd in a sliallow layer permitting the free
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Counter-Current Decantation System

By Algernon Del Mar*

Now that there is a lull in the constmietion of cyanide

plants by reason of the diflieiilty of obtaining a steady

supply of cyanide, it may be well to discuss the system

of treatment of gold and silver ores that threatened to

supjjlant all other methods. From the viewpoint of the

shareholder, continuous counter-current decantation and

thickening, particularly in Dorr tanks, held the attraction

that a filter was not required, this being an additional

expense that might in many cases prevent the construc-

tion of the mill. From my observations in several plants

where entirely different classes of ore were treated, some

useful conclusions w'ill here be set forth. For convenience

the subject may be divided into three parts—theory, con-

struction and operation.

The Theory of the System

In any system of cyanide treatment, once the metallic

content has gone into solution in the grinding mill and

agitators, the dissolved values as well as a portion of the

undissolved values may be recovered by transferring the

thickened pulp from tank to tank in one direction while

the barren solution and water wash added to this thick-

ened pulp carry the values in the opposite direction. As

the volume of solution is greater than the volume of

pulp, the solution flows by gravity froni tank to tank

while the thickened pulp is pumped to a higher level,

usually with diaphragm pumps.

The accompanying figures of samples taken weekly in

a certain plant will show that most of the e.xtraction

of metal takes place before the pulp has reached the

thickeners, these being mainly of use to recover the dis-

solved values.

TANK TEST ON UNDISSOLVED METAL
Gold,

Sample Taken From Oz-

Tube-mill feed from rolls 086
Classifier overflow to. No. 1 thickener 24

No. I agitator 18

No. 2 agitator Oil
No. 3agitator 111

No. 2 thickener 07

No. 3 thickener 03

No. 4 thickener 02

Tailings 0|5

Dissolved values uij>

Undissolved values 015

Silver,

Oz.

7 71

7 40
3 58
1 85

92
82
64
59
49
066
49

Total.

Total, Extraction

$

22 50
9 24
5 35
3 31

2 55
1 89
98
75
60
14

60

74

59
74
86
89
92
95 7

96 7

97 4

those containing a rpiantity of clay liave a low rate of

settling was forcibly brought to notice when a mill was

erected to crush and grind l^.") tons of ore per day, l)Ut

the ground ore settled so slowly that only 25 tons a day

could be treated in tlie tank.s, and tlien the settlement

in the last thickener was so slow tliat a dewatering

filter had to be provided to prevent an excess of cyanide

from escaping with the pulp. In tlie case cited, where

05 tons of ore per day was treated, the pulp left the

last thickener with :5f)% moisture and contained 13c. dis-

solved value. By the addition of a dewatering filter, 4c.

dissolved value might have been saved and 0.1.5 lb.

cyanide, or in all about 7c. per ton. In the last instance,

to obtain sufficient capacity to make tlie plant pay, a

filter had to be added, for this allowed a thinner pul])

to be pumped from tank to tank, esjjecially from the

last tank, where the settling was slowest.

In many plants four thickeners and a filter are consid-

ered good practice, but my opinion is tliat five tanks will

I)ay whether or not a filter is used. I have known two ad-

FromClasi'f'tr

There was no filter in this plant, the tiiilings going

to waste from the last tliickener with about 34% moisture.

It will be noticed that the extraction of gold was nearly

complete, the residual values being mostly in silver.

Cyanide was added partly in the tube mill and partly

in the first thickener. With an ore tliat contains soluble

sulphides or sulphates, the plan of adding cyanide in the

tube mills is not to be reconiniended.

With fixetl overhead expense the success of any system

of cyanide treatment depends upon the tonnage that can

be put through the tanks. While, nominally, tanks 20

ft. in diameter and 8 ft. liigh may be considered to have

a capacity of 50 tons a day, the real capacity depends

upon the rate of settling of tlie ore. With this si/.e of

thickeners I have with 92% extraction settled 65 tons

of ore per day. This ore came from the lower levels

of a mine, but when surface ore from the same mine

was treated in the same tanks, no more than 40 tons

a day could be treated. The fact that surface ores or

fining engineer, Dewey Mint. Siskiyou County, California.

Pregnant Solution Crushing Solution Barren Solution

5 Pulp Water •••Valves T=Thickeners A" Agitators

DIAGRAM OF COUNTER-CURRENT DECANTATION PLANT

Joining jilants where the extraction made with five tanks

without a filter was greater than in the other plant,

which had four tanks and a filter. Tliat the system

under favorable conditions gives excellent results may

be judged from the tabulated test already .shown.

It would a])pear from what has been said that the

settling tpiality of the ore determines to a great extent

the success of the process from a commercial standpoint.

High extraction and good settling can always be obtained

by reducing tonnage, but this reduction has its limits.

It is then im]wrtant to consider in what respects settle-

ment may be improved. This will be considered under

the heads of pulp fineness, addition of chemicals to pro-

mote settling and the control of the counter-current.

There is no doubt that the finer an ore is ground

the slower it will settle, l)ut as a finely ground ore does

not always give a higher extraction than one less finely

ground, the ]K)int must be determined by careful samp-

ling. In a certain plant assay results invariably showed

a greater extraction on the —100 and +200 mesh than
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on the —SOO-iiiosli scn'oniuji's, so it \\:is imt iicci'ssary

to grind the oii' mmv liiii'. 'Iliis lontradiction (n usual

vcsillfs mny lie i',\|ilaiiu'd on llir su|)|)ositioii tlial the more

lint'ly ji'niuuil )iai-ticU's of the (arjjilhiccoiis) u\v t-on'^u-

liitod iiioro rcadilv than the coarsi'i- |iai-tii Ics ainl ciccIihIcmI

iiirtal tliat roiild not he si'pai'alcil li\ washing'.

Linu' is the only rluaniral thai ran hv nsed econoniical-

Iv to i"Mis(' tlocculation (if liiii' ore )iai'tirl('s and neutralize

ariilily. While 1 Hi. |iei- Inn inniecl i\e alkali is ji'enerally

niaintainetl, it is ofien nefi'ssar\ loi- good settling' to

ineroase this, hut the increase has its limits. |)artieulaily

with a .yold ore, hy rausinij inaiti\ily of the /.ine-|ii-eei|ii-

tating medium. At least l.H Ih. |iei' ton of lime can he

maintained in any ]ilant willmnl inron\i'nienee. Too

mtieli lime ai-ts on .scttlemo]it (if slinie like loo little.

The eontnil ol' the eou.nler-euia'ent determines the

amount ot han'en-sdlution wash adih'il in the Ihiid oi'

fourtli thiekenei- and intluenees the rate of settlinj;' of the

pulp hy i}i'oviding a haekwai'<l current ol' more oi' l(>ss

violence. The greater this How the less chance tlieri* is

for the ore to settle, hut the less \alues will go to waste

in the tailings. The regulation ol' this harren wash

depends upon the proper amount of solution heing added

in the classifier to float the pulp ot the right lineness,

and the correct consistency of pulp in the agitators to

give good agitation and sufficient solution for dissolving

the metallic values. The consistency of pulp in the

agitators may he from 55 to M)%, moisture; the excess

over this amount must overflow from the first thickener

to form the counter-current. It is then ajiparent that

if the ptdp settles slowly, it is necessary first to determine

the coarsest grade of grinding that can he maintained

and nse the least anumnt of .solution in the classifier

with the minimum counter-current that will give ma.xi-

mum e.xtraction. Tonnage must he halanced against the

extraction results obtained with more or less counter-

current.

So.Mi-; Dii'rAiLS oi' Constiuctiox

Only a few details of constructiim will he mentioned
here—in fact, only those features that ai)pear nnimjioi-f-

ant to some operators, but which greatly add to the

success of the process.

The source of power snpj)ly should he constant and an
auxiliary source of power jn-ovided for emergencies, for

a continuous system of this sort cannot he i-un intei'-

mittantly. A straight-line air compressor capaiile of

providing air under SO lli. ]n-essure (when required)

should he used. .V rotary low-pressure blower should
he used only for emergencies. If the mine compressor
is connected to the air supply pipes so that this can ]tc

used at will, then the rotary blower may lie used with

ailvantage to provide air fur agitation.

The air-sup]fly pi])e going t<i the agitators should he

placed at l(>ast as high as the top of the agitators s(j

that, should this ail' supply he cut olf, the pulp will not

flow liaik- to the conipivssor. Diaphragm pumps should
he pi-o\ idt'd ten' |)uniping' the thickened [)idp, p'ai'ticidar-

]\' lor the last tank, as a pinnp can he ln'ttei- I'egulateil

than a spigot discharge. The tanks should he huilt on

a conei'cte flooi- sloping to a sump of sullicient ca|iacit\

to hold the contents of any tank. If, then, a tank

ixd'uses to woi'k ]n-operly, it nuiy be drained at once to

the sump and pumped hack when the ti'duhle has been

reme(lieil.

The elc\ali(in lielwecn successi\-e lliickeners slioulil Ik;

sullicienl 111 alliiw llic snhilinn wa,-li In mix with the

thickened pulp chisc |o Hie diaphragm pumj). At least

.") ft. sIk.uIiI lie proxidcd. and as a diaphragm pump will

lift pnip aliniil II n.. ihcre is nn need to overlook this

impoi-tani pninl. Al snnie place in the system means
should he prii\ided lor using solnlion, water oi- air in

all pipes leadijig to and from the tanks. If the [ilanl

is run hy steam |iowci', it is well to liaxc a steam con-

n(>ction to all the pijies. 'I'he aci-ompanying illustration

will sho\\ ihc piping as it should he placed.

The taid<s slmuld lie arranged so lliat one lineshal'1 will

sei've I'm- all Ihc taid<s. ami clutches should ije jji-ovided

so that the engini' or llie shaft nuiy be cut out at any
lime. Tlic pivgnani solulinn should always he liltei-i'il

ihriiugh can\as liefore [ii'eci pitation.

A cenli'irugal pump slmuld always he pi'ovided I'oi'

pumping the cru.shing .solution from the sump, hut a

force ])ump may be used for returning the barren solu-

tion, which should Ihiw I'egnlaidy to the thickener.

Ol'KKA'I'IDX OF TH1-: I'L.V.Vr

Xo. 1 diaphragm piunp should he kept going all the

time, not only to nuuntain the right consistency of pulp

in the agitators, but to prevent slimes from overflow-ing

from the first thiekenei- to th(> gold-storage tank. All

other diaphragm ]iuinps shdidd he kept going at such

stroke that the pul]) is at the uuiximum thickness, so

long as the pipes do not clog oi- the slime does not
overflow to the preceding tank, particularly from No, 2

thickener. Pumps may be worked intermittantly or con-

tinuously ; the former method gives the best results, but

either nu'thod is justiiiable so long as the pid[) is pumjied

thick.

'J'he solutions should he kept in the stock tanks and
not in the sump tanks. To enforce this condition is one

of the most dilticult duties of the foreman. Fresh water

should he addi'(l only in the diaphragm ])ump lifting-

pulp to the last thickener in the tailings launder and

to start the diaphragm ])iuups communicating- to anil

from the last thickener.

Should the source of power fail at any time, imme-
diately shut the air valves into the agitators to prevent

the pul]5 from choking the pipes. If the power is lialile

to he oH:' for any length of time, have the rakes turned
hy hand until the jjower comes on again ; if the power
\\ill be oil' only for a short time, lift the rakes on the

agitators hut lower them as soon as possible after the

power comes on. Low-er the rakes on thickeners and

keep them down. Belts may he shortened temporarily hy

giving them a twist, and a pai'ted coupling may be joined

liy taking a clo\e hitch with a ihain on the idle end

and allowing the other end of the chain to wind up on

the shaft.

;«'

Castillo de las Guardas Mines, Spain

In iirdei- t(i improxe the results ohtaiued at the Castillo

da las (iuai'das mines, in Spain, the leaching process on
liiw-grade iii-e, the oidy pari of the jn'operties now in

operation, was examined for |iossihle betterment. It

was found, accortling to Ji'crisia Miiirra. that the installa-

tion of a filter thnmgh which the copjier-hcaring solutions

are to lie passed, nuiterially i-edm-ed the consumption nf

imn i-eipiired foi- precipital ion.
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I Events and Economics of the War

The conscription DUis wcro jiassed uotu dv .-iciiaic aim

House on Apr. 28 liy large majorities. The construction

of woode.i sliips has been begun. Eeports Itoui Europe

indicate a continued large loss of carriers by submarines.

The American armed steamship '-Vacuuni" was sunk on

Apr. 28 with loss of life. Severe fighting has ciiiitinucd

on the French and "British fronts. Reports of political

conditions in Russia are more encouraging.

.Most attenlion during the week has been fi.xed upon the

conferences in 'Washington. JMar.shal Joffre and the

French commisimiers arrived in Washington and received

a triumphal welcome from admiring thoiisiiiids. The

French marshal was astonished and aliashcd by llie

warmth of the reception tendered to biin and liw col-

leagues.

President Wilson in his conference witli r)ritish For-

eign Secretary Balfour pledged the United States to no

separate peace with (iermany and promised that the na-

tion would fight to the end with democracy as the goal

of victory. Mr. Balfour annouiircd in a subsequent state-

ment that no treaties would lie asked of tfie riiited States

in the war and that the word of the nation was sufficient

pledge of its unreserved cooperation in the fight of de-

mocracy again.st the German military world menace.

Secretary ^IcAdoo turned over to the British Anilias-

sador a United States Treasury wan'aiit for $200,000,000,

the first war loan to the Allies.

Wire C-ensorship Put in Effect

On Mav 1 I'resident ^^'ilson is^ued the following proc-

lamation establishing wire and cable censorship:

''Wlieroas, The existence of a state of war between the

United States and the Imperial German (iovernment

makes it essential to tlie publii- safety tliat no communi-

cation of a character which would aid the enemy or its

allies shall be had •.

Therefore, By virtue of the power vested in me under

the Constitution and by the joint resolution passed l>y

Congress on .Vjir. fi. li)K. declaring the exi.stence of a

.state of war, it i< ordered that all companies or other per-

sons owning, controlling, or operating telegraph or tele-

phone lines or submarine cables are hereby prohibited

from transmitting messages to points without the United

State!?, and from delivering messages received from such

points, excejit those permitted under rules and regulations

to be established by the Secretary of War for telegraph

and telephone lines and by the Seerctary of the Xavy

for submarine cables.

To these departments, respectively, is delegated (lie duty

of preparing and enforcing rules and regulations under

this order to accomplish the imrpose mentioned.

This order shall take effect from date."

These cahle-ceu'^orshi]) regulatifuis are is>ued for the

guidance of the ])ublic:

Codes—The fonowinR .authdrized c-oiU's iimy l>i' ii.'iccl, condi-

li(.nod on their acei-ptaliility under the cc-nsor.shlp rceuhitiuns

in cffccl in the foroifrn countries concerned. The name ot

..... ,.,.., „ „^ .n ...e ..^ ...^n„..^J f,....

ABC, fifth; .Scott's, tenth edition; Western ITnlon (not
includinji five letter edition); Lieber's (not Including five

lettei- editit)n): Rontley's complete jjhra.se c()de (not IncludinK
the oil and mining supplements); IJroomhall's imperial com-
bination code; Broomhall's imperial combination code, rubber
edition; Meyer's Atlantic cotton code, thirty-ninth edition;

niverside code, fifth edition, A Z.

Addresse.s—Must be complete, but properly registered
addi-esses may be used, where permitted by the censorship
abro.ad. However, code addresses registered subsequent to

Dec. 31. liilfi. may not lie used in messages to and from Cen-
tral and Soutli .Vmerica. Cuba, Porto Rico, Virgin Island.s,

Hayti, Santo Domingo, Curacoa or in messages transiting over
the Commercial Pacific cable or via transpacific wireless.

Te.xt—Cablegrams without text will not be passed.
Signatures—All cablegrams must be signed by the name

of the firm, or in case of an individual by at least the surname.
Code addresses as signatures are not permitted.

Decoding and Translation of Cablegrams—AU code cable-

grams written in the approved foreign languages will be
decoded or translated by censors.

Suppressions, Delays, Etc.—All cablegrams are accepted
.at the sender's risk and may be stopiied, delayed or other-
wise dealt with at the discretion of the censor and without
notice to the senders. No information respecting the trans-
mission, delivery or other disposal of any cablegram shall be
given by paid service, and requests made by mail must be
addressed to the telegrapli or cable companies and must be
passed upon by the censor. Telegraphic and post acknowledg-
ments of receipt (P C and P C P services) are suspended in

all oountiies.

Information to Senders—Any explanation of a text word
or words, etc., required by the censor from the sender in the
United States shall be obtained by a collect message from the
censor to the sender and by a paid replj' from the sender of
the cablegram.

Coded cablegrams filed directly at cable offices where a
cable censor is stationed, as New York. Key West. Galveston
and San Francisco, should be accompanied by a translation.

Tiiis will expedite the work ot the censor and thereby greatly
reduce delay.

Hoover's Genius

Norman Hapgood, writing from London to the Evening
Pofti, said recently : People in charge of the conduct of the

war here realize that the selection of Hoover as the man to

take charge of the distribution of food in America is a

splendid idea. If he can be given full power to carry

out his plans, wonders will be accomplished. ^lany of the

best observers think that Hoover has shown the greatest

comliination of administrative and statesmanlike qualities

of anybody developed by the war. He has been consulted

about food regulation here, he knows the experience of

Germany. France, Belgium and England intimately, and
has thought deeply about how America can prevent wa.ste

and protect herself and her allies from the serious short-

age of supplies.

1 1 is far-seeing purchases at just the right moments re-

sulted in the Commission for Relief in Belgium having

certain food when there was a serious shortage of it else-

where. His taking advantage of exchange rates every-

wlier(^ greatly reduced the cost of feeding the Belgians.

The (Jermans asked liim to continue liis work even after

America entered the war, liut the sinking of relief shi]is

and other breaches of good faith made tliis impossible.

T said a day or two ago to a distinguished memlier of

tile Foreign Office, "Tlie selection of Hoover is an cxecl-
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k'lit tliiii]!; for tho Allies," and lie :iii>\vei'eil, ""^'es. IjuI

still more for the whole world al'ter the war. When the

war is over, there will ]u-ohalily lollow tei'rihle times of

^;lll^'eriIl<i:, there will he starvation and perhajjs ])estilenee,

and America's resources, it ])ro])erly conserved and direct-

ed and used, will he a ijreat safeguard against the general

misery."

The closeness with which Mr. TToovcr has studied out

the relation hetweeii the waste oi' luxury and the amount
and kiiul of food necessary for greatest human effii'iency

is shown hy the following illustration : A friend said to

Hoover, "'I have just heard a member of the Briti.sh gov-

ernment complain that the people were eating toast. Why
is toast any worse than bread?" Hoover replied that

uneaten toasft was frequently thrown away, whereas the

bread was kept for another meal, and, more important,

people usually eat toast for jileasure and bread only as

it is needed. "One good thing about using darker bread

for distribution in countries where there is a shortage of

supplies is that not so much of it is eaten for pleasure,

and it is not suitable for toast."

Such minute economies hare to be practiced in a coun-

try in wliieh there is a severe shortage of the food supply.

It .should be brought home to every American that

there can be no greater disloyalty at present to his own
"country and the cause of the Allies than wastefulness in

prejjaration and consumption ot food.

New Light at Washington

One of the biggest men in Wall Street, who quietly

gave time and money in the la.st political campaign to

elect Mr. Hughes, is now enthusiastic for President Wil-

son and his administration, reports the Boston Xcirs

Bureau, which quotes him as saying:

"The country has not yet awakened to the tremendous

import of the new influences which have arrived at Wash-

ington.

"The President has not only got now a united country

behind him—all the pacifists, all the Democrats and all

the Eepublicaus united in the war for humanity and

democracy—but he xs now surrounded by advisers whose

international standing disarms all suspicion.

"\Ve have been looking for a coalition or stronger cab

inet. We have been alarmed over the failure of sound

advice to luake an impression at Washington. The most

thoughtful people have been chagrined at the pettines.s

and personal suspicions that were interfering with the

American preparedness program.

''Now this has all changed in a twinkling, llalfour

and Joifre with all the wonderful experience of Enuland
and France behind them in war, finance and statesman-

ship, are on the spot at Washington, now for the nioniont

the most important spot on the globe.

"There can be no suspicion concerning any ad\ices re-

ceived from these legations as to supplies, organization,

finance and preparedness programs. The advisers are

bigger internationally than Wall Street and Washington
combined.

"Washington legislators may delay and make ]iolitical

speeches and Cabinets and bureaus nuiy endeavor to make
personal political record in economic cheese-paring pur-

chases and finance ; hut Wilson is now grounded and
properly surrounded and can have the highest and most

disinterested advice free from all jielty or ])ersonal

suspicions.

"The President is going to have the whole country
and every man and every dollar there is in it behind him.
1 lia\e recently made proper inquiries at Washington,
and so far as the Administration is concerned there is no
idea of reducing wages, punishing corporations or of .shut-

ting off production. Any ideas of punishing big business
nmst go by the board. Wages must he kept up, and cor-
porations will he helped instead of hindered. Labor,
vvages and producticjii will Ijc encouraged in cverv way
]>ossible."

The Steel Supply

Two score of the most prominent steel manufacturers in

the United States held a conference at the offices of the
United States Steel Corporation ami completed arrange-
ments for sui^plying the (iovennnent with its steel needs
for war purjjoses.

According to one man who attended the conference
inquiries from the Goverinnent so far indicate that it will

need between 2 and .'5% of the total output of the coun-
try. The total out-turn of steel la.st year was aijjjroxi-

mately 41,-120,000 tons, .so 3% would be 1,2-12,600 tons.

Those attending the meeting agreed that the tonnage
should be divided among the manufactui-ers according to
their capacity. A price of 2.9c. per lb. lor plates and 2..5c.

])er lb. for structural shapes, agreed to between the steel

manufacturers and the Government, was approved.
Subcommittees were appointed to handle the work.

That on alloys consists of E. H. Gary, ex officio; James A.
Farrell, E. G. Grace and E. A. S. Clarke. Orders will

1)0 distributed according to capacity by a committee made
up of E. H. Gary, ex oflScio; James A. Farrell, J. A.
Topping and E. A. S. Clarke. The office to he estab-
lished at Washington by the steel manufacturers to co-

operate with the Government will he in charge of James
B. Bomier, general manager of the I'liiladelphia office

of the Carnegie Steel Co.

What Should Be Done?
The Wfil! Sfri'd Journal makes these reconnueiala-

tions

:

First, a war loan popularly oversubscriljed many times

the amount offered.

Second, by national law advance the standard for mill-

ing flour, by which a large percentage of the valuable

]iart of the kernel, now discarded, will be put into the

flour. The wheat crop was .short last year; the outlook is

worse this year. War bread should bring the war causes

and needs quickly home and conserve the food supply.

Cattle and horses can cat grass and leaves which may be
alnindaut this season, but human food is failing through-
out the world. AVe now use only 73% of the kernel.

Third, pass such tax bills as will give the Government
^yar revenues and will stimulate industry and ca])ital ex-

jiansion. Don't tax the tools of trade or reduce the coun-

try's capital. Tax the excess jirofits from increased busi-

ness and leave the ca])ital intact. We need it both during
and after the w^ar. Expanded capital will be the sinews

of war and the trade defense of the country afterward.

The 8%. tax al'ter 8% on i-a]iifal is a fundamental fool-
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i.slmess. Nobody can. For taxalidii |iui|ii)S('s. rlcf'mc capi-

tal—that mixture of iiKincy. iiiind ami iiiaiuial laijor.

Tax the ]irofits: war cnci-oics increase prolits: ta.x t!ic

increased ]iro(its.

Fourtli, <to|i tlic ijeneral revaluation of i-ailioads- a

hundred millions of unneeessaiy expense. 'I'lie war will

change all valuations. The men and llie money lan lie

better employed.

Fifth, have the stales re]ieal theii- full-crew railrnail

laws. This was onl\- a lalnu' tax on I he raili'oads, nnw
worse than needless.

Sixth, seize the ]ii'eseii| uppnrtuiiily to put our edu-

cational system on a proper basis, liid<ino- industry,

schools and ti'aininu foi' del'enso, both mind and Ixidv, in-

dividually ani1 eo]leiti\ely.

Seventh, then let pnpnlai' loaiis. iiui'eased taxation on

increased business, war bread and military education

press home to every ham! ami e\ery jjocket the necessity

for world-wide cooperation in a world-wide dereii--e of

that democracy bec'un in this country nioi-c than a liuii-

dred years a,c;o.

Business leadership will be the watchword in cit'orts lo

bring every element of national strength to bear to win

the war. Banks, big corporations, transportation com-

jjauies and all other branches of ])usiness aic jilanning to

aid in the work, Go\ernment departments have Ik'cu told.

Econonnsts figure that if the American peoj)le will

forego some of theii' luxuiics and ideasures, tremendous

wealth can be added to the countiy. It is estimated that

the American people are capable of saving $4,000,000,000

to $6,000,000,000 a year by practice of extraordinary

economies.

Oil Products for the Navy
An agreement was I'eaelied on Apr. 2.") between the

Government and oil )n-oducers to supply the navy, "at a

reaso.nable cost," with an adequate and uninterrupted

store of gasoline and other jietroleum prodm-ts. It was

concluded by Hear Admiral Mctiowan, with the assistance

of the Council of Xational Defense. The oil interests

placed themselves completely at the disjjosal of the (Jov-

ernment and appointed a committee of seven, headed by

A. C. Bedford, president of the Stamlard Oil Co. of New-

Jersey, to act with a similar connnittec of (io\crnment

officials. Secretary Daidels said that, "as a result of the

arrangement, the navy i< assuri'd of a continuous su]i])ly

of a'asoline foi- its enlaigcd operations, ellii-ient distribu-

tion, and stoiage .sy.steni, prompt and uninterrupted de-

liveries, and fair pi'ices." He added that large and small

(•om])anics from I'very seition. without regard to com-

mercial trade contlicts. had agiceil.

Pennsylvania Railroad for War Service

The directors of the rcniis\ Kania IJailroad Co.. at

their meeting, A])r. 2~k adoplcHl a resolutinii em-

powering the pi'esiclent of the c<iiiipaiiy to take whatever

action may, in his judgment, be necessary to make Ihe

company's organization am! facilities of the greatest

pcssible utility aiul service to the (lovernmeiil in the

preparation for ami c-onduct of the war. l-'or this purpose

lie is authoiT/ed to make such use, liotti of the organiza-

tion and of the facilities of tlie railroad, as will, in his

opiniiui, best conduce to that end.

Mr. Hoover Urges Unity of Action

in War Relief

The centralization ol' all Milunleci- civilian ell'ort con-

nected with the comfort of those in the service of tlie

army ami navy under the Red Cross Supply Service as

the only |)ossiblc solution to prevent an enormous wastage

(d' elfint and nuniey is ui'ged in a letter from Herbert C.

lloo\ei- to i']liot Wadsworth. acting ctiairman of the Anier-

iian Red Cross, made public on Api\ 2'.). '"lOvery country

in Europe," declares .Mr. Iloo\er, "has gone throuirli an

ei'a of disi)itegrated overlapping ell'ort, the multi|)lic-a(ion

of thousands of committees and tons of useless, inaproiios

and wrcnigly destined nuiterial."'

Du Ponts Acquire Nitrate Fields

v.. 1. '\\\ I'ont de Xemours & Co. announced, .\|M'. l.S,

aceoi'ding to the New York Herald, that they had ac-

quired from the government of ('bile two large niti'ate

lields in (he northern i)art of that cmuitry and would

begin at once to develop them. Shipnu'uts, it is ex-

]iec-ted. will begin in a year. It was stated at the du Pont

olhces that the ])ui-chase would increa.se the annual s>i])-

ply of niti'ate of soda for use in the United States more
than 100. ()()(). (100 lb.

I*'

A favorable report will he made at once by the ITou.se

Committee on Jlines and Mining on Re|iresentative Fos-

ter's bill re<.;ulating the manufacture, distribution, stor-

age, use and possession of ex))losives in time of war.

Since the bill has the unanimous approval of members of

the committee and as no opposition from any ipuirter has

manifested itself, it is believed that it can he put through

Congress quickly. The proceedings at the recent hear-

ings on this bill have been printed and are available for

distribution to tho.se a]jplying to the chairman of the

Connnittec on ilines and Mining.

Assessment-work relief proposed in a bill introduced

by Eepresentative Hayden, of Arizona, does not meet the

full approval of some members of Congress. The Hay-

den bill exoises from assessment payments holders of

claims called upon to do military duty. Unless more

stringent safeguards are embodied in the bill, some fear

that unscrupulcnis persons will be able to take advantage

of the rights extended. The bill has the ap]n-oval of the

Secretary of the Interior and will be pressed at this

session of Congress.

Tin supplies ami the distribution of that metal are

engaging the allention of sexcral agencic^s of the govern-

ment. To prevent any further aggravation of the short-

aL:e in tin rcailainers, so necessary to the canning in-

dustry, etl'oils arc being made to increase the imports of

the mineral anil to linn't its use to the more necessary

liur])oses.

Washington is In^ginning to realize, says the Bo.ston

\civs Biircdii. that imlustrv and production and boiu'S

and wages of labor must be expanded and not dinnnished

III I line of war.

Ili'Igian Kiddies subscriptions to date $88,975.
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THE OLD PIT AT THE CRIMORA MANGANESE JdlNE IX VIRGINIA

The clay basin, in which the Crimora manganese deposit occurs, contains about 5','r of manganese ore. Part of this clay
bed was operated for a number of years under lease by the CarneKie Steel interests. The ore was won by opencut and
tunneling the later operations being more in the nature of gophering for high-grade bodies of ore. The present manage-
ment has instituted systematic drilling in another portion of the clay bed. and has sunk about 100 drill holes indicating a
thickness of the ore-bearing clay, ranging from 1.50 to 27.5 feet

MILL OF THE CRIMORA MANGANESE CORPORATION, CRIMORA. VA.

Manganese being one of the key materials of war times, the revival of this interesting manganese property in Virginia
is of Interest. The ore Is treated In" log washers and revolving trommels and finally over McLanahan-Stone jigs. An addi-
tional fine grinding and concentrating unit has just been placed in operation to treat the chemical-grade ore; atter

treatment in the log washers and jigs, the ore is subjected to regrinding and concentration. Both high-grade chemical
ore and furnace ore are being produced at Crimora
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THE ARKANSAS VALLEY LEAD SMELTERY OF AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING CO.,
ON FLAG-RAISING DAY, APR. 9, 1917

AT LEADVILLE, COLO.,

I lUAGLLNh; l';.\c'.\ VATi il; AT TlllO I'KIMOK.'V M .\NG.\ N l';S !•; .\l LN 10, CRIMORA, VA.

The present methnrl of miniiiB- is by dragline excavator, witli 2J-cu.yd. Cable Excavator Co. bucket: nominal capacity,
»»l) tons per liour. Wlien cheniical ore is encountered, the dragline operations are sliifted to anotiier part of the basin
:ind the high-grade ore is won l>y lumd mining
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Trade Commision Report on Gasoline

The Federal Trade Commission lately iiuule to the .Spii-

ate a report in wliieh it finds that Standard Oil interests

substantially dominate the gasoline industry, and in spite

of dissolution by the Supreme Court their domination

has had a "fundamental bearing" upon gasoline prices,

which are declared to have been increased arbitrarily.

The several Standard companies are declared to have

maintained a distribution ol' territory and by a combina-

tion of pipe lines with other branches of the industry to

have established and perpetuated a monopoly.

These declarations by the Federal Trade Commission

are amazing and mystifying. The careless person will

take them at their face value and will hereafter believe

that the Standard Oil interests managed to circumvent

the Supreme Court. The more thoughtful person will

wonder what is meant and possilily will find relief from

any worry about solving the puzzle by recollecting some

previous publications of the Federal Trade Commission

that have been inexpressibly shocking by reason of their

inaccuracy as to matters of facts and their general stu-

pidity.

The price of gasoline has risen since the beginning of

the war, but considering the enormous demands for it,

the really marvelous thing is that it has not risen more

:

for even at present we pay for it scarcely more than wo

used to seven or eight years ago. Any fair-minded per-

son will be bound to respect the statement of Vice Presi-

dent Benson, of the Tidewater Oil Co., an independent

producer, who says:

Present gasoUne prices are not e.xorbitant. They are the

result of great Increase in cost of crude oil and all factors

that enter Into manufacture and distribution. In two years

Oklahoma crude has advanced from 40c. a bbl. (of 42 gal.) to

$1.70; Illinois crude from S4c. to $1.92; and Pennsylvania

crude from $1.35 to $3.10. Six-inch iron pipe has advanced

from 47c. to $1.25 per ft.; tank and other steel plate from

$1.35 to $7; yellow-pine lumber from $2S to $75; soda from

$1.75 to $4; potash from 4c. per lb. to 96c.; acid from $10 to $40

a ton; cast-iron pipe from $3S to $140 a ton. Since July 15

last we have advanced wages five times.

If it were not popular to criticize and condemn everybody

in the oil business, no one would consider 25c. for gasoline

e.xcessive. Would you even consider carrying and distribut-

ing water hundreds of miles at that cost? Yet think of the

excellent qualities of products and wonderful service rendered

by the large companies. The Tidewater Pipe Co. tried to

operate its pipe line without owning a refinery to be a regular

and permanent outlet for the crude oil pumped through its

line, but failed to make a go of it. If they tried to operate

a large refinery at seaboard, hundreds of miles from the

.source of supply, without having dependable pipe-line re-

.sources, they would fail at that too. Any attempt to effect

further separation between producing companies, pipe lines

and refineries would seriously injure the large independent

companies and make competition with the .Standard all the

more difficult.

The reeommendations of the Fedei-al Trade Commis-

sion are rather footless. They include :

A law providing for reopening of antitrust cases on appli-

cation of the attorney general by a bill of review for purpose

of securing such modifications of decrees as new conditions

may require. Abolition, by legislation, in certain cases, of

common-stoclc ownership in corporations which have been

members of a combination dissolved under Sherman law.

Effective limitation on common ownership of stock In poten-
tially competitive corporations by withdrawing power of vot-
ing and control. Legislation which, while recognizing com-
mon ownership, would fix on such common owners the
responsiltilit.\' for acts of each of companies so owned, which
prevent competition. Segregation of ownership of pipe lines

from other branches. Fixing, by congressional legislation,

standards for "gasoline." Federal collection .and publication
of accurate statistics.

The deci-ee of the Sn])reine Court bi'okc up tlie Stand-

ard Oil Co. of New Jersey into a large number of

territorial companies, some of which had an integrated

business, .some of which had not. The essential charac-

tei'istic was the territorial. Thus, the Standard Oil Co.

of New York refines crude oil and disti'ibutes the products

through New York and New England. Other Standard

Oil companies do not enter that ten-itory, probably for

the reason that they do not consider it good business to

duplicate tlie extensive and costly system of distribution,

including local tank stations, trucks, wagons, etc. It

^\ould be an economic crime to do so on any general scale

previous to such time as the growth of the demand might

give an opportunity for rendering increa.sed service. That

opportunity has existed, however, and the Gulf and Te.xas

companies have both availed themselves of it. But even

where the three companies are supplying gasoline in the

same town, the price is the same. This re.sults from the

well-known principle that any responsible seller who
makes public his price practically makes the ma.ximum

price for the market in which he quotes, for the reason

that no important seller would be justified in obliging

customers to pay a higher figure than quoted bv his

competitor. We have seen many instances, however, where

buyers of steel and lead have bid the market above the

prices quoted by the principal producers and have seen

them reluitantly obliged to follow. The long and short

of the matter is that prices obey a great natural law and

it makes no dift'ereni-e what trade commissions may advise

or legislation decree, the law jjrevails.

Alaska Gold Mines Co.

The report of the Alaska Gold Mines Co. for 1916 has

been awaited with great curiosity. The failure of this com-

pany to produce ore of the expected grade or even to sup-

ply the mill with the expected tonnage led to a tremendous

slump in the market value of its shares and caused great

distress among persons who had invested in them. Dur-

ing the decline the actual state of affairs was shrouded in

uncertainty. Beyond a rather confused statement by Mr.

Hayden la.st summer, nothing was said authoritatively.

There was, therefore, keen interest in what .Mr. Jackling

would say in the annual report.

The annual report for 1916 iutroduies an innovation

in the form of the inclusion of a detailed report by the

manager. Thus the report comprises a rejiort by Mr.

Ilaydeii, jn-esident, Mr. Jackling, vice president and

managing director, and Mr. Thane, manager. The three

reports convey a mixture of ideas that are likely to be
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\riv piizzliiii;- to tho stocklioldors. Throujili Mi-. Hay-
NiTs iviiiarks runs the c.xpi'ession of girat <li!~a])i)oiiit-

niciit. Mr. Jackliiig, on the other hand, is niucli more
iiptiniistie. He says that "it is possihle hut not prohahlc

that tlic niino will be produi-tive of profital)le tonnages in

accordance with former estimates as to quantity. It is

certain, however, that the average grade will be somewhat
lower than those estimates have shown. After the new
areas are opened xip sufficiently to furnish their proper

jiropnrtion of tonnage, the mine should be able to supply

the maximum capacity for existing equipment with ore

that will yield a profit of -io to 50e. per ton." The original

estimate was 75c. per ton. !Mr. Jackling continues: "It

is clear, therefore, that differences in grade such as those

shown above are not a vital matter, because there still

remains a fair margin of profit in the treatment of ores

of the lower value. On the whole the outlook for the fu-

ture is much more encouraging than has been the result

of the past."'

ilr. Thane goes into details and yet fails to give a

dear idea of just what were the disappointing features

of the mine. He dwells upon ilie difficulty of sampling

the orebody and in the main conveys the impression,

whether intentionally or otherwise, that the sampling re-

sults were erroneous. Buried in the text we find, however,

such incidental remarks as "the sto])e caved much wider

than the limits of the orebody and produced ore very

much below the average."' Again, "It is difficult to define

the limits of the orebody which will actually cave in min-

ing." Further, "In order to improve the average grade

of ore sent to the mill, a complete change in the mine de-

velopment program as originally planned had to be

made."

Looking at the actual results so far, in 1915 there was

milled 1,115,29-1 tons of ore assaying $1.1569, yielding

$0.9.379(3 gross and $0.24995 net". In 1916 there was

milled 1,892,788 tons of ore averaging $1,193, yielding

$0.97068 gross and $0.23828 net. ^The milling of these

large quantities of ore indicates that an average assay of

$1.15 to $1.20 per ton is to be expected under existing

conditions. This is to be compared with $1.75 originally

estimated. The cost of mining and milling in 1915 was

$0,688 per ton, and in 1916 it was $0,733, which figures

are to compared with the original estimate of $0.75. The
percentage of extraction was also better than was

originally estimated, the loss in tailings being about 22c.

per ton, against the 25c. per ton estimated.

The increase in the cost of mining and milling in 1916
was attributable to higher wages, higher expenses for ma-
terial, and in part also to the introduction of a better

method of accoiinting. It looks as if the costs reported

for 1916 were the real thing, without any delusions on
the subject of "deferred charges" or other things in the

nature of a "come-back." We may feel, therefore, some
confidence in estimating what this company is going to do.

In 1916 the total profit was $451,026. This was ju.st

about enough to take care of the outstanding bonds. The
Alaska Gold Mining Co. has issued $3,000,000 of 6%
bonds, the annual interest on which is $180,000, besides

which about $250,000 ])er annum ought to be set aside to

redeem them during the 10 years that they run. Besides

this, tbei-c are outstanding a few bonds of tlie Alaska

Gasfineau Co., the operating company, on which the an-

nual interest is $13,860. The total interest and amortiza-

tion cliargcs cuiiic. therefore, lo a liltlc less than $15().()l)(>,

or rather, that is wiiat they ought to come to, irrespective

of how the com])any figures them.
The net earnings in 1916 were derived from l.lie treat-

ment of about 1.900.000 tons of ore. We may expect the

annual treatment to rise to 3,000,000 tons of ore as soon

as developments in the mine enable such a supply to the

mill to be made. When milling at that rate is obtained,

it may be figured from the results of 1916 that about
two-thirds of the net profit will be required to take cai-e

of the bonds, while one-third will be the equity of the

stock. If ^Ir. Jackling's anticipations come true and the

ore averages better in grade after the initial mistakes have

been retrieved, the increased profit will accrue to the

stockholders, in which connection it may be noted that

a gain of only 10c. per ton will be enormous.

It is too bad that the management of this company has

not yet made any clear-cut statement of conditions, ^fr.

Jackling states in his report that "a thorough examina-

tion and report made by Allen H. Rogers and a corps of

independent geologists and engineers working under his

direction, late in the summer of 1916, indicated that a.s

to the tonnage then developed and partly developed the

difference (as compared with previous estimates) would

probably be about 30c. per ton. Tliis is equivalent to say-

ing that instead of an average of $1.75 total value, the

ore reserves on the basis stated, amounting at that time

to about 5,500,000 tons, might be expected to average

$1.45 gross value. Mr. Rogers gives it as his opinion

that the grade of ore sent to the mill cannot be raised

much, if any, for possibly a year from September, 1916,

if tonnage for the plant is for the same time maintained

at an economical rate ; but he says further that after the

new areas are opened uj) sufficiently to furnish their

proper proportion of tonnage, the mines should be able

to supply the maximum capacity for existing equipment

with ore that will yield a profit of 45 to 50c. per ton."

The realization of any such profit on full capacity, com-

pared with the 24c. realized on partial capacity in 1915

and 1916 would, of course, put an entirely diiferent and

much more rosy color on prospects for this enterisrise.

ilr. Rogers is an experienced and distinguished mining

engineer, in whom both the profession and the public

I'.ave very great confidence. The management of the

Alaska Gold ilines Co. ought to publish ^Ir. Roger's re-

port in full. The stockholders are entitled to it.

It is well known that the cost of producing zinc ore in

the Joplin district has increased greatly during the last

two years. Lately the price offered for blende concen-
trates—$70 per ton—has been below what is claimed to
be the cost of jiroduction of the Webb City-Carterville
.sheet ground, which afforded more than half of the entire

production of the ilissouri-Kansas-Oklahoma field until
recently when the out]rat of Oklahoma increased so

greatly. Even now, Wel)b City and Carterville are the
chief sources of .supply of the concentrates of superior
grade, the Oklahoma concentrates running higlier in

lead and cadmium. However, it is well known that be-

.sides the new :\Iiami district of Oklahoma, there lune
been developed during recent years great zinc mines at

Butte, in the Coeur d'Alene and in Tennessee, all of
which ai'e relatively cheap ])rodueers. Their run-of-niine
ore being comi)ai;itivelv high in grade.
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BY THE WAY

New York Evening Telesram

Pals

By Berton^ Bralet

Cheer up. Tommy Atkins and Johnny C'rapaud,

Your road has been weary and Woody, we know

;

You've fought through discouragement, sorrow, defeat,

When failure seemed certain and gloom was comf)lete

;

But always our hearts and our prayers were with you

And now all our wealth and our power are too

;

We've picked up the sword, and we've laid down the jien

And Uncle Sam's coming with millions and men

!

Our vessels shall come to you loaded with grain.

So many, the U-boats will fight them in vain

:

From mills and from shops, from farms and from mines,

Munitions and foodstuffs shall come to your lines;

And soon we shall send, with our steel and our guns,

A million or so of our gallantest sons;

We'll help to liriug peace to the world once again

With Uncle Sam's millions and Uncle Sam's men!

We hate all the bloodshed and, horror of war.

But freedom and justice are worth fighting for:

iVnd thcrefoi-e we join with your battle-scarred clan

To make the world safe for the future of man

;

Fight on, brother nations, be steadfast of heart,

We're coming to join you and take up <iui' part,

'I'd fight till democracy conquers again

With Uncle Sam's millions and Uncle Sam's men

!

m
Frederick Palmer, the war correspondent, in his now

book, says the Toronto Mnil. Ii'lls the story of a Con-

naiiglit private who on his first day in the trendies was

set to digging out the dirt that had l)een filled into the

trench by a shellburst. Along came another shell before

he was half through his task; the burst of a second

knocked him over and doubled the quantity of earth

before him. When he picked himself up, he went to

the captain, threw down his spade, and said : "Captain, I

can"t finish that job without heli>. They're gaining on me !"

April Mining Dividends

Dividends paid in April, 1!M;, by 44 United States

mining and metallurgical companies making public re-

turns amounted to $1 1,5(17, l;i8, as compared with $10,-

983,500 paid by 48 companies in April, 191 6. Holding

companies allied to mining paid $1,320,000. as compared

rnilc'd States Mining and Metallurgical
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Personals

T. H. Franco has ;i:MMr li. S,il> L.il. Cil.'' tor ;i

sta.N o( ;; iiiiMiMis,

C. W. Purington lias ivmi'Vi-H to ( Conthal'
Ave., Loiuli.n, !;, ('.

Howard A. Coffin has become connecti-d witli
the Detroit rrussed Steel Co.

M. S. Griffiths has been examhiinp quicksilvi-r
mines In Soimia Counly, Ciiiif.

Theodore Gross aniiouiu'es the removal of his
offlcos to :!."i iiroad St.. New York.

J. Parke Channing has gone to Miami, Ariz..
on one nt his ii'^ular visits of inspection.

Charles A. Burdick has removed his office to
.Mills Riiildiii^;. I.-. Itniad St., New York.

Prof. W. D. Bancroft is at Kntte, Mont., on
l)usiness coniiecti.-d with ttotalion lit i^a lion.

F. C. Ninnis has in^n appointed sopcrintciident
of the West Knd Consolitiated mill at Tonupah.

E. L. Morris has resigned as secretary-treasurer
of the Sloss-Siu'fflcld Steel and Iron Co., Birm-
ingham. Ala.

W. C. Madge arrived in New York on Apr. S
from London, and will sail from Victoria, B. C.
.May III, t-n mute to Siberia.

Oscar King Davis has been appointed sec-
retary of tlu- National Foreign Trade Council,
succeedin;: Knhert N. Tatchin.

Prof. J. F. Kemp is now attending to his duties
at Colnniliia Tniversity. To all appearances he
has completely recovered his health.

J. W. Langwecl. of Van Wi'rt. Ohio, has been
active in the fonuation of the Van Wert Foun-
dry, wliicli will sdon begin operations.

Corey C. Brayton is on a professional trip
to Nevada. Vtah and Montana. He expects
to return to San Francisco about May 12.

Prof. William Elton Mott has hehn apiiointed
dean of the Sehool of A(»p!ied Science nt 111

Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsl)urgh.

Robert H. Patchin has resigned as secretary
of the National Fineign Trade Council to become
manager of tlie foreign trade department of W. R.
iJrace & Co.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss has resigned his chair at
tlie University of Illin<iis to become President
of the Railway Car Manufacturers' Association
of New York.

Frank A. Bird has been appointed to* the man-
agement of tile firm of R. H. OtTicer & Co.. assav-
ers and chemists, of lfi:( Sonth West Temple St..
Salt Lake City. Utah.

George Adams, formerly of Charlestown. M.nss..
is re(iuested to communicate with F. G. L. Hen-
derson. Newtonville. Mass.. who desires his ad-
dress on behalf of his family.

David Fell, of David Fell & Co., Sydney.
X.S.W., n member of which firm is receiver for
the Great Cobar, Ltd.. passed through New York
on his way tn London recently.

W. W. Poole lias resigned as secretary of the
Boston branch. National Metal Trades Associa-
tion, to become secretary of the Muskegon Em-
ployers Associatiim. Muskegon. INIicli.

John M. Pendery, engineer for the Yak Mining,
Milling and Tunnel Co.. of Leadville. is in Min-
nequa Hospital, Pueblo, under treatment for spinal
trouble witii which he has suffered for several
years.

F. N. Flynn, general superintendent of the Cbil-
Exploration Co.. at Chuiinicamata, Chile, has
severed connections with that company, and is

expected to arrive in New York the latter part
of April.

Herman Garlichs will leave the St. Louis
Smelting and Uetining Co. on May 15 to take a
vacation in California. In the fall he will lo-

cate in New York, establishing an office for con-
sulting work.

Dr. Charles Warren Hunt, secretary of the
American Si)rii't.\' ol Ci\ il Engineers, has ac-
cepted appointment on the Committee on the
Standardization of Technical Nomenclature of
the Society, in place of Mr. Wright, who resigned.

A. P. Busey. superintendent of tlie Penn :\rin-

ing Co. at <'aini)o Seen, spent most of last week
in San Francisco. Labor of tlie best class, skilled
and unskilled, is scarce in the Campo Seco
district, as in other districts of the Mother Lode
region.

Robert I. Kerr, secretary of the Califotni.i
Melal Producers Association and Edwin Higgins.
safety and efficiency engineer for the association,
attend. '(1 the regular niontlily safety meeting of
the Natomas Co. at Natoma. Ai)r. 25 jmd 2il

Ml'. Kerr will go to the Cerro (Jordo and Keeler
districts in May. Mr. Higgins will visit mines
in Ne\ada. County.

William M. D'Arcy sailed from San Franelsen
on Apr, \1'.', for Australia on his return fnnn
1 years in Salvador, Ceiitiai America, where hv
was superintendent of the cyanide mill, whicli
he installed for the Comacaran gtdd mines. Mr,
D'Arcy was undecided whether he will resume

work as a chemical engineer or go into the war
with the aviation corps of the British army.
WilMfim Andrews Clark, Culled States Senator

Lioiii Montana linm IlKil to l!H)7, Is In a .serious
coiuhlinii at bis liome In !m;2 Fifth Ave. He
initYered an accident Monday whicli resulted In
a sprained leg. .Villi. nigh bis general liealtli has
been unusually good, because <»f his advanced
age he is now 7S—the Injury has developed a
seriousness which Is causing much alarm to the
Senator's fa ml I v and friends.
OTHER ORES

William Pierson Hamilton, a member of .1, P.
Morgan \' Co.. was elected a director of the
Ctab Copper Co., at the annual meeting. Mr.
Hamilton is also a director and vice-president
of the Kennecolt Copper Corporation, and his
election tr. a place on the bniird ..f the Ctali
Copper is in line with the closer attliiatlon which
has been established between these two com-
panies. He succeeds F. A. Schlrmer, of Boston,
one of the original I'tah directors.

Obituary

Col. W. J. Robinson, aged 7S. a native of
Missouri, died at Mokelnmne Hill, Calaveras
County, Calif.. Apr. HI. He was a Confederate
officer in the Civil War and went to California
sliortly after to engage in mining. He operated
in the Mother Lode region and also superin-
tended mines in Calittirnia ami Mexico. He was
a member of Mokeliinme Hill lodge F. & A. M.

Jesse Francis Davis died at Yreka, Calif., Apr.
ir>. He was 83 years old ami a native of Tiffin,
Ohio. He went to California overland, driving
an o\- team, in 18."»1, and liegan mining in Hum-
bug Onlcli, Siskiyou County. He tlien engaged
in farming in Little Shasta Valley, learning early
that the gold "fever" contracted in the East does
not always produce good miners. He returned
to Ohio in 1SU4. married and went back to his
California ranch, where he remained till his
death. Though not a miner. Mr. Davis, like
many other pioneers, helped to blaze the trails
that led to the rich mines of Siskiyou County.

Lieut. Andrew W. Duncan, of the Canadian
forces abroad, met his deatli in the attack on
Vimy Ridge on Apr. 9. He came from Belfast
to Canada about ten years ago and was promi-
nently identified with the mining industries of
northern Ontario. He was one of the pioneers
of the Swastika gold field and largely interested
in the Tough Cakes and other properties, real-
izing a considerable amount from his invest-
ments. Lieut. Duncan was decorated on the field

shortly before his death, receiving the Military
Cross for succes-sfully conducting a raiding party
under heavy firo. He had a wide circle of friends
in tlie mining districts.

Societies

U. S. Geological Survey, with the Bureau of
:\lines, the Reclamation Service and the Land
Office, is moving into the new building erected
for the Department of the Interior. The struc-
ture will be known as the Interior building, and
will house many of the branches. It is said to be
tlie largest office building in Washington, and is

designed on the lines of a New York office build-
ing. It is on F St,, between 18th and 19th Sts,

College of Mines of the University of Washing-
ton in cooperation with the Cnited States Bvireau
of Mines otfeis five fellowsliiiis for the year
beginning .luiy 1, 1917. The value of each follow-
ship is $72((. It is possible for the holder to

earn a master's degree in one year, the work
being divided between research work in the ex-
periment station of the Bureau of Slines and
graduate study of the research subject in the
I'liiversity.

Northwest Mining Association—Tlie joint ses-
sion of the West Canadian Branch of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers and Columbia
Section of the same Institute, will be held at
Nelson, B. C, May 17 to 24. inclusive. The
various sessions of the Institute will present pro-
grams consisting of addresses and papers of
esjiecial interest to the practical miner and
operator. The presence of the president of the
American Institute, P. N. Moore, of St. Louis.
Mo,, and the .secretary. Bradley Stoughton. of
New York, will give added interest to the con-
vention. It is anticipated that at least 100 dele-
gates from Siiokane and vicinitv will leave the
city Tbiu-sday, May 17.

American Electrochemical Society had its meet-
ing at Detroit on May 2 to ."», inclusive, 1917.
Headiiuarters was at the Hotel Statler, the
auditorium of which served for holding all the
t .'clinical sessions except that of Friday, May 4,

which was held in the auditorium of the Detroit
Board of Commerce building. Social events in-
cluded a dinner on Wednesday nmrning. a
smoker on Thursday evening and a theater party
on the same evening. Vi.sits to the plants of
the Dodge, Packard, Hudson and other automobile
manufacturers were Interesting features. Some
<'f the interesting papers presi'iited were

:

"Comments on the Electric Steel Industry," by
J. A, Mathews; "Electric Furnace In the Steel
Casting Plant." by R. F. F. Fllnterman; "Notes
on Electric Steel Smelting." by .1. L. Dixon; "Ren-
nerfelt Electric Furnace Operation," bv C. II.
Vom haur. "Electrolytic Beh.ivlor of Tungsten,"
by W. E, Koerner ; "Electro Deposition of
Antimony from Fluoride Baths Containing Addi-
tion Agents," by F. C. Mathers.

Trade Catalogs

Mine Forgings. Including Couplings, Links, Bits.
etc, Pittsburgh Knife and Forge Co., 709 Bel-
mont St., N. S.. Pittsburgh. IVnn. CatiUoc.
Pp. :{0 : 4x71/2 iu.. illustrated.

Hill Clutch Equipment. The Hill Clutch Co
Cleveland. Ohio. First of a .series of bulletins
to be issued dc-icribing and showing installa-
tions of Hill clutches, bearings, rope drives,
etc. The entire series will be sent on request
to those asking for same.

Sparco Products. Kju-ay Engineering Co., 93
Feder.il St.. BosUin. Mass. Bulletin No. 501.
Pp. lU ; Sxll in. ; illu.strated. This shows In
condensed form the spray cooling eiiuiimient,
air washing and cooling cMpiipment, paint spray-
ing apparatus, etc. made liy this company.

Industrial Heating as a Central Station Load.
The Society for Electrical D.-velui.nient. 2!t W
89tb St.. New York. Pamphlet. Pp. :i2 ; 7x10
in. ; illustrated. An entirely misleading title for
a very valuable paper, describing the arc, re-
sistance and induction types of electric smeltine
furnaces.

Uses of "National" Pipe. National Tube Co.,
Pittsburgh, Penn. Bulletin No. 27. Pp. .'^2:

Sxll in.; illustrated. This ought to be useful
to those interested in pipe of this kind, as it

sliows the varied uses to whicb it is put. Con-
tains unusual tables of sizes and weights and
properties of different kinds and sizes of pijie.

New Patents

United States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from the "Engineering and
Mining .lonrnal" at 2.'>c. each. British patents
are suppliid at 4nc. each.

Aluminum Salts from Silicates, Method of Ob-
taining. Ralph H. McKee, Orono, Me. (U. S. No.
1.222.9t}t(; Apr. 17. 1917.)

Asbestos—Drying Apparatus for Asbestos or
OtlK-r Material. Joseph N. Bouniue, , Thetford
:\Iines, (iue. (U. S. No. 1.222.841; Apr. 17,
1917.)

Blasting—Primer Retainer for Dynamite Car-
tridges. Harry Comstock. Mineville, N. Y. (U. S.
No. l,22;i.(t;i.'} ; Apr. 17. 1917.)

Briq netting—Agglomeration or Fine Ores and
Flue Dust. Wilhelm Scbumacli , Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to General Bruiuetting Co., New
York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,222,893; Apr. 17, 1917.)

Clay—Process and Apjtaratus for Refining Clay,
Etc. Stanley A. W. Okell. East Orange. N. .T., as-
signoi' to Industrial Cliemical Co.. New York.
N. Y. (I'. S. No. 1,222.979: Apr. 17, 1917.)

Crushing—Feeding Drum for Grinding ]\Iill.

Walker .1. Boudwin, Salt Lake City, Utaii, as-
signor of one-half to the General Engineering
Co.. Salt Lake Citv. Utah. (U. S. No. 1,221,130;
Apr. -A, 1917.)

Cyaniding—Treatment of Refractory Auriferous
Ores. .lolin Henrv Niemann. Adelaide, South
Australia. (U. S. No. 1,222.789; Apr. 17, 1917.)

Drill—Pneumatic Drill. James C. H. Vaught,
New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,222,823; Apr.
17. 1917.)

Drill— Pneumatic Test-Hole Drill. Archie :\I.

Baird. Topeka, Kan., assignor to Baird P.neumatic
Tool Co.. Topeka. Kan. (U. S. No. 1.223,234;
Apr. 17, 1917.)

Drill Bit—Detachable Drill Bit. David A. Car-
den, Houston, Tex. (U. S. No. 1,222,845; Apr.
17. 1917.)

Drills—Chair-Support Structure for aiining-iMa-
chine Drills. Fred Funk. Chicago Heights. 111.,

assignor to Funk Brothers Manufacturing Co..

Chicago Heights. III. (U. S. No. 1,222,752; Apr.
17. 1917.)

Drills—Dust Collector for Rock Drills. George
C. Brackett. Denver. Colo., assignor of onc.half
to George N. Robin.soii. Denver. Colo. (U. S. No.
1.223.027 ; Apr. 17. 1917.)

Dump Car. Charles H. Chirk, Crafton, Penn,.
assignor to Clark Car Co.. Pittsburgh. Penn.
(T^ S. No. 1.223.148: Apr. 17, 1917.)

Dump Car—Tilting Side Dump Car. Charles
II. Clark. Crafton, Penn., assignor to Clark Car
Co,. Pittsburgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,223.031;
Apr. 17. 1917,)

Electric Furnace—Multiple-Hearth Electric Fur-
nace. Alois Helfenslein, Vienna, Austria, assignor
to TTnion Carbide Co. (U. S. No. 1,223.278;
Apr. 17. 1917)
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SAN FRANCISCO— Apr. 25

New Wage Schedule Un- uui\K.-v^vo\uni men to

to be adopli-a Vi.Iunlaiil.v by .lU Ibe large mines

on the Mother Lode in Amador County, on May
J, provides a maximum wage of $:i.r>0 and a

iQininuim wage of $:> per day. The scale is

;5S follows, for all underground men: Mai-hine

men. timbermen, shaft men and skip-tenders.

53.n0; •jiggermen" and hand-miners. $:i.J'> ; tim-

bermen helpers and muckers Jind carmen, $3.

First-class mine labor is reported scarce, but

the new wage schedule will probably command
a full complement of men for the full operation

of all the mines. It is essential that gold mines

should be operated at full capacity under the

present condition of high costs of all materials

and supplies and the consequent reduction in

the purchasing value of gold; and the attitude

of the better class of miners in Amador County
iis toward cooperation with the mine owners to

overcome the handicaps arising out of the pres-

ent situation of reduced gold value.

Wages of Tungsten Miners Increased to $4 per

day at Atolia. in San Bernardino County ;
this

Vas brought about by a nui^t and peaceful walk-

out of the men. who had been confronted with an
iacrease in the cost of board and provisions.

The old wage was $:>.50 per day and the men
decided that they could not longer afford to go

on at that wage, in face uf the increased cost

of living. So they stopped work and left it to

the management of the mines to decide whether
thev would return at an increased rate or go

elsewhere to find work. A conference held at San
Francisco between Manager Leslie and the own-
ers and agents concluded by allowing the increase

asked. It is especially desirable at this time

that the tungsten as well as the gold and silver-

lead mines be kept in full operation, and from
the satisfactory relations existing between the

cwners and the miners there is no disturba lee

exiJected in any of the south ?astern mining dis-

tricts of California.

Masonic District in Mono County, north of the

old camp of Bodie. is receiving attention from
outside operators. New York mine is being

developed bv .John D. JIartin and associates of

!ian Francisco; the shaft is 190 ft. deep and
the vein matter inclo.sing the orebody has been

opened for a width of 30 ft. on ir>0-ft. level.

The Mono Heights company operated by the

same men, has optioned the Snowshoe mine at a

reported price of $3.>,000. Serrita Mining Co.

is making repairs to the Pittsburg-Liberty, which
for two years has been the jirincipal producer
i>f the district. Masonic Mines Corporation is

ready to sink a 200-ft. shaft to intersect the

Masonic lode. Lakeview mine is one of the

promising properties of the district and was
lately optioned by E. C. Easton of San Fran-
i;isco. The Nevada Progressive Co. is installing

a Denver quartz mill at the Sweetwater, eight

miles from Masonic; will also install Koering

cyanide plant of 50-ton capacity ; J. G. Dawson
is manager.

Mine Safety Work, being carried on by Edwin
Higgins. ettieiency and safety engineer for Mother
Lode and Nevada County mines, under agreement
with a niniiber of owners who are members of

the California Metal Producers' Association, is

proving the claim made by Mr. Higgins in the

beginning of the undertaking for reductinn of

accidents ; in stmie of the mines this reduction

has amounted to as much as 50'v . The work
is largely a campaign of education along the

lines of safety and the miners are entering into

the spirit of it with an enthusiasm born of a

desire for self-protection and the conservation

of property. During the last visit to the Jlother

Lode mines. Mr. Higgins exhii)ited moving pic-

tures provided by the V. S. Bureau of Mines;
the exhibition was so largely attended at .Tackson

Ihat 200 men were turned away, the hall being

fllled to its capacity of 500 seals. In the exhi-

bition of the usual moving pictures it would re-

quire a widely advertised and deservedly popular
picture to turn away 200 miners for lack of

seating capacity. So the safety show on this

occasion was one of the s*rongest proofs of the

great interest of the men "ngagcd in mining in

the effort, and appreciation of the expense, main-
tahied by the mine owners in carrying out the

purposes of the safety campaign. On the next
visit the men will he shown a number of slides

from photographs taken underground in the

mln'.?s in which they are working. These slides

will Illustrate the dangers attributable to care-
lessness and to improj)er m"tho(Ls which develop
in the prosecution of underground mining. Be-
ing still pictures the slide? will more completely
demonstrate the possible dangers than could be
shown by a moving picture of an actual situa-

tion. The proper metliod and the imprnper
n;etliod of barring down rocks in slopes and
nianv other possible dangers to miners under-
ground are to he illustrated by the slides.

DENVER—APR. 25

Cripple Creek Wages have again become topic

fi»r serious consideration, although it is improb-
able that anv organized strike is contemplated.
In the high cost of living the miners
have a well-founded argument for higher wages;
in this instance a Hat increase of one dollar per
day is talked of. On the other hand, operators

explain that they are mining ores of much lower
grade than when the prevailing wages were in-

stalled and that the new demand would probably
prevent the working of a number of the mines.

Miners in the district are paid $:J.50 to $1 per
eight-hour shift.

Smelter Investigation was provided for by the

State Legislature in a measure which contem-
plates a thorough, complete, impartial and legal

investigation of the so-called smelter trust and
all of its relations with the ore producers. The
presiding officer of the senate has named, as mem-
bers of an investigating conunittee. Senator
Fincher. of Summit County, and Senator Cand-
lish, of Lake County. The speaker of the house
named Representative Ardourel, of Boulder, Mc-
Donald, of Clear Creek, and Nagle. of Teller.

These counties are iive of the greatest mineral-
producing counties of Colorado. The committee
lias had a preliminary meeting, at which it was
decided, in the interest of safety, to submit the
bill to th? state auditor and state treasurer, that
they might pass on its legality before any indebt-

edness was contracted under it. The matter was
referred to the attorney-general, who rendered a
decision on Apr. 10 to the effect that, the bill

was constitutional. As soon as the attorney-gen-
eral's bondsmen approve of his position, tlie com-
mittee will begin actual investigation. It shall

be the duty of the committee to investigate

fully the buying, selling, exchange, refining, treat-

ment, smelting and reduction of metalliferous
ores and ore concentrates ; the charges, rates,

schedules and returns therefor, and shall cause
to be filed with the Public Utilities Commission
of this state, on or before the first day of .January.
1918, its complete report and findings in writ-
ing, containing such recommendations as it shall

deem appropriate. The committee shall have
the power to conduct hearings, compel the at-

tendance of witnesses, and enter and examine
plants or offices used in connection with the
smelting or reduction of metalliferous ores. The
sum of Sl'i.OOO has been appropriated to carry
out the pia-poses of the act. The bill included
an emergency clause which places it in force
from the date of passage.

Colorado Midland R.R. has been sold. It was
built by J. .1. Hagerman. a Colorado Springs
man. primarily to serve the mining industry in

the Leadville and Aspen districts. It is well

named, for its entire right of way traverses only
the central part of the state. Not having trans-
continental reiaticms with other roads and there-

fore being dependent, almost entirely, upon busi-
ness locally between its tenninals at Colorado
City (recently made a part of Colorado Springs.

by the way) and Grand -lunction. it has for some
years past been operated at a loss. The last

three years it has been in the hands of a re-

ceiver. Early this year. Federal Judge R. E.

Lewis announced that the road wotUd be sold

at public auction on Apr. 21. a minimum price

of $500,000 being fixed. Accordingly, last Satur-
day, on the platform of the railroad station at

Colorado City, the sale occurred and the outcome
proved a pleasant surprise to old patrons of the

road. To b^ eligible, every bidder made a de-

posit of §50.000. Among the bidders were three

junk firms into whose hands it was feared the

railroad might fall. The Central Trust Company
of New York was represented by Gerald Hughes
and George V. Johnson. The sale was concluded
bv accepting a hid of $1,425,000 made by Spencer
Penrose. A. E. Carlton. C. M. MacNcill and E. P.
Shove. There prevails a belief that these min-
ing men have well formed plans for the future
of the road but, until the expiration of the period
allowed by law for tht* filing and hearing of
protests regarding the sale, the i)urehasers will

probably not reveal such plans. Rumor asserts

that the Midland is to be considerably extended;
that arrangements have been made with the Colo-
rado & Southern Ry. whereby its South Park
branch (the old Denver. Leadville & Gunnison
R.R.) will he made standard-gage from Denver
to a point near Bath where connection will be
made with the present Midland track; that a

short stretch of Interurban railway between Grand
.Tunction and Fruita will be made a link in the

roiul ; that a new track will be laid from Frulla
to Mack to connect with the I'lntah Ry.. con-
trolled by these same purchasers; and that even-
tually a new line will be constructed from the
western terminal of the I'intah iCy. (Dragon)
across eastern L'tah. through virgin but miner-
alized country, to Salt Lake City. The future
of the project will he watched with interest by
Colorado and Ctah mining men.

BUTTE—Apr. 26

Butte & Superior Litigation with Miuerats Sep-
aration was eonijiuid in ilie Federal Court be-
fore Judge Bouniuin and is reviewed elsewhere
in this issue. The Elm Orlu case, also, was up
again. In a decision handed down Apr. 24,
Judge Bouniuin admitted the supplemental com-
plaint of the \V. A. Clark interests against the
Butte & Superior company despite the fad that
the issues of the original suit involving apex
rights to the Rainbow vuin are now pending
before the circuit coini of appeals. The supple-
mental complaint has to do with the claims to
the Pyle strand of the Rainbow vein, the apex
of which was not determined in the original suit,

and which plaintiffs allege now to have located
In their ground by recent development work.
They therefore ask to be adjudged owners of
that part of the Rainbow vein and permitted to
exploit the same.

Guarding Butt&rlMines and Works from German
sympathizers resulted in the sending of a com-
pany ")l I'nited States' soldiers, as noted in
this column last week. Every possible precaution
has been taken to protect both the mines and
the reduction plants of the different mining com-
panies, as well as the big powder plant of th(
Du Pont company, at Ramsey, which is betweer
Butte and Anaconda. Among the 20,000 miner*
employed in the Butte district, Q'i^r are thor-
oughly loyal and they are deadly in earnest in
their efforts to prevent any harm coming to the
mining industry which furnishes them employ-
ment. The small percentage of tliose who are
inclined to sympathize with Germany consists
largely of men who would not do unlawful acts,

but a few are under surveillance by the authori-
ties and are also being closely watched h' their
fellow employees. Since the declaration of wai
against Germany, the need of better protection
throughout the entire district has been felt and
a movement has been started for the organization
of a home guard to include men who are not eli-

gible for army service.

More Fires in Butte Mines have caused some
apprehension as to their origin, although offi-

cials announce that broken electric wires are
again believed to be the cause. On Monday
evening, Apr. 23, fire was discovered on the 1000-
ft. level of the Modoc mine of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co., after the day shift had gone
and about an hour before the night shift came
on. Before discovered the fire had gained con-
siderable headway and the smoke had spread
through the lower levels of both the Modoc
and High Ore mines and made it necessary to

shut down both mines. By the following morn-
ing the smoke from this fire had reached the
connecting levels of the Speculator and Granite
Mountain mines of the North Butte Alining Co.
and the Butte Ballaklava mine and all were
closed. In the five mines affected approximately
2000 men were employed and the total tonnage
of the mines between 3000 and 4000 tons daily.

The High Ore is the largest of the Anaconda
mines in the point of number of men and daily
output. The cause of the fire as given out by
the company officers was the breaking of the
power cables that ran through the Modoc shaft
to the 1200-ft. level and from there to the High
Ore pumping station. This is the second serious
fire in the mines of the Anaconda company in

Butte in two months' time. Among the miners
there is a suspicion prevalent that these mine
fires were not accidental but were deliberately set

by unknown persons. The fire in the Modoc
started in an old working. No one was near the

place at the time and the theory advanced by
the company officers that the power wires were
broken through the settling of the ground and
that these wires set the timbers on fire is the

only possible theory for the origin of the fire

outside of the incendiary theory. As soon as

the flre was discovered, the entire fire-fichting

force of the Anaconda companj" was called out.

It took several hours to get the downcast changed
to an upcast so as to send the volumes of smoke
up through the .shaft into the open air instead

of down through the levels of the mines. Nearly
all of the Anaconda mines are connected with
the High Ore and it was necessary to do a great
deal of bulkheading to prevent the smoke from
getting into other mines. The old fire in the
Tramway mine is confin-d to a small space now
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1111(1 the Lfctiiiird, Kiist Colusa and Tramway
mliu's ari> all boln^ uiit'i-uk-d although the last is

not nmninii with as full a fiuce of men us pro-
viinis to Ihf till.' and Is iu)t Iii'lni: oiK'ratea In

tlK' tlif zotu'. (Later—Stated on i\Ia.v 1 that the
North Hutte mines had heeu reopened, from
whU'h it is assumed thiit the fire Is belnn con-
fined hy the hulkheadhit;.)

SALT LAKE CITY—Apr. 27

Strike Mcdiattun in Tintic District was under-
taken for tlie tlrst time hy tiie iiuhlie utilities

coininlssion, wlueh otTered its ser\i('es as Individ-
uals, havinji no let;al power before July 1. The
miners, eompiisin^ the working forces at the
Mammoth, tiold Chain, Cirand (\'ntra! and Victor
Consolidated, went on strike Apr. 20, demand-
ing an increase of riOc. a day In wages, giving
the increased cost of living as a reason for the
demiiml, ami later sending a telegram to the
govermu- of the state about the matter. The
mining eompanies offered 2ac. a. day. On Apr.
24, after a conference between operators, em-
ployees and a member of the conunlssion, (he
men returned to w(nk, agreeing to accept a wage
scale to be determined but to go into effect with
the night shift of Apr. 24. According to the
new scale finally agreed upon, the miners are
to receive an increase of 25c. a day and a day
off weekly. The wages at present in force are:
$3.50 a day for muckers, $3.75 a day for miners
and machine men.

WALLACE. IDAHO—Apr. 26

Cceur d'Alene Smelting Contracts have been
the subject ut nuu-li discussion in this district
in recent months. Tlie subject came up lately
in the suit of tlie Star Mining Co. against
the Federal Mining and Smelting Co. for ore
trespass. The Star coiiiriany asked the court
that the prospect i\i' damages be figured on the
basis of the Hecla Mining Co.'s contract with
the International Smelting; Co., and not on the
basis of tlie Federal company's contract with the
American Smelting and Iteflning Co. This lat-
ter contract has been a sore point with minority
shareholders lor some years, and at the recent
annual meeting of the Federal company in New
York, the management was asked to secure a
new smelting contract from the American Smelt-
ing and Refining Co,, as the otmipany had not
sliown any great profits notwithstanding that lead
had commanded an extraordinary price for the
preceding nine months. Another matter of inter-
est in connection with smelting contracts is the
report that the He^'Ia Mining Co. will not re-
new its smelting contract with the International
smeltery at Tooele, I'tah. but instead will make
a new contract witli the Bunker Hill & Sullivan
plant at Kellogg. The five-year contract with
the International company expires .Inly 1. 1917.
and it is rumored— hnt not confirmed—that the
Hecla company can obtain a cheaper smelting
rate, said to be $2 per ton less, by having its
ore smelted locally. Tlie Hecla company shipped
over 40,000 t')ns in lit!*; and the ontput is slightly
exceeding that rate now.

TONOPAH. NEV.—Apr. 26

Tonoiiah Belmont lias started its "sweeps plant"
for the i;>17 season. This plant was built in
1916 to treat the "sweepint;s" that leasers take
from the dried slime peinds in this vicinity. Work
is being pushed at the Belmont's property in
British Columltia ; the power plant and the trans-
portation facilities are complct'd and the mill
c-onst ruction is well under way. F. H. Penn.
general shift mill foreman at the Toniii)ah plant,
left for Surf Inlet on Apr. 5 to taki' the posi-
tion of mill superintendent on cctmiiletion of the
ntw plant.

Manhattan Is Now in the Spotlight of the Xye
Comuy stage. The camp is not uK'rely coming
hack —it lias arrived. Xciirly every pmspect in
the district is sliowing .signs of life and the pro-
ducing nunf'S are fairly hmnming. The Tonopah
hotel resiij;1ejs are filled with the names of min-
ing men iind the streets with big mot(n- trucks
loaded witli maclijnery and supplies, all en route
for Manhiittan There are the best of reasons
for this awakening. The White Caps has devel-
oped a three year's rnn r.f ore for its 150-ton
mill and perhajjs mneli longer. Son>e of the ore
is high-t;r;ide. while the "low-grade" runs $20.
This ore carries ;;()ld. silver, arsenic and anti-
mony^ rat her an onliiipjiy combination -but bv
roasti?ig ;ind cyaniding an 85*^ extraction mav
be iibtainc<l. The Manhattan Consolidjited is out
of litigatietn. clear of debt and working three
shifts

: .lesse Knight and W. L, Manirmn. promi-
nent r't:ili op.T:itors. .'ire li:':ivilv interested.

DUNCAN. ARIZ.— Apr. 27
Mount Royal and Steeplerock Districts in the

western pint of Crant County. New Mexico. ;irc

i-eceiving renewed attcntuMi. These districts are
only a few miles apart and were both the scene
of consider;! hie activity a few daeades ago.
<;<ild and silvei- In the surface ores were then
llie magnet, hut win n the base' ores were encoun-
fered, interest <lec-lined as the pan-amalgamation
treatment was not successful. The Monnt Uov.ii
<Mstric-t adjoins the Steeplerock on the sontlnvest.
The vein system is .n series of compound fractures
forming fissures striking in ;i northwest direction
for a distMUce of from five to 20 miles, eith-r
traversing extensive areas of rock altered by sol-
f;'itarlc adion, or inclosed in or in contact with
rhyoMte dikes wlilch cot flirongli the practically

uniiltered andesltes. These veins are from 5 to
150 ft. In width; tlie oreshoots vary from 5 to 'M)

ft. In width and have been mined In the old Car-
lisle mine to even 50 ft. in wl<llli. The oreshoots
are from 20n to 500 ft. or more in length. So far
as they have lieen developed. With tlie exception
of the ores of the Carlisle vein, the ores are
siliceous. carr.\'ing gold anil sllvci' In a finely
divided state, the gold linpre^nall ig the fiuartz
gangue or being Inclosed In !he pyrites,

and the sliver occurring as a sulphide or native
where decornposetl. A lunnber ot Oreshoots have
been developed to a deptli Of from 200 lo 100 ft.,

ranging in value from .$10 to .fl^'i ffir widths of
from 5 to :>0 ft. ; the lilgh- grade is sorted for
shl|)ment to smelteries. The value of the jireclous
metals In the average milling ores is about *iO'%

gold and 40% silver, figuring silver at 50c. nn
ounce, These low-grade ores are adapted to the
cyanide treatment, experiments by the Dorr and
other processes showing an extraction of 989f
gold and 9(1'';; of the silver, with a low consump-
tion of cyanide. The Mount Koyal Consolidated
Mining Co. has the principal holdings in llial

district. The p(dicy of this compiiny is to dexelop
the mines to a producing stage and fio:it them
otT as subsidiary companies, after the orebodies
have been proved. The parent company owns 150
claims in the disfricl. Last year it ei|ulpped
and developed the Colden Fleece mine to a depth
of 325 ft., crosscutting and drifting oii the vein
at every lOO-ft. leveL Tlie vein is 10(t ft. wide
between walls, of which 30 ft. is payable ore.
On account of the dip of the vein a'wav frcmi
the shaft, there are about 400 ft. of liacks from
the 300-ft. level. The value of the ore is from
$S to $15 per ton according to the width stoped.
On the 300 level a crosscut has also been run
east 100 ft. to cut a parallel, vein of about the
same width, and will be continued to still a third
vein. On these veins a number of mines have
been opened for a length of three miles from
these workings. The Carlisle mine, in whicli
August Heckscher. of the New .lersey Zinc Co..
is interested, is two miles east of this vein s.vs-
tem. and its ores are of a complex nature; the
flotation process has been installed in the re-
cently remodeled Carlisle mill where copper, zinc
and lead are being recovered as well as the
precious metals.

OATMAN, ARIZ.—Apr. 27

Tom Reed Mill Extension will be completed
about May 15. The capacity then will he in-
creased from 120 tons to about 300 tons a day.
Marey ball mills will take the place of stamps
in the old section and Allis-Chalmers "granvda-
tors" will be employed in fine grinding. Pro-
duction in 1916 was $528,946 from 39,182 tons
of $i:s.50 ore. Ore reserves extended in the
last six months by developments in the smUh-
easterii part of the property, about 4000 ft.

from main workings; this ore will he transported
to the mill by aerial tramway.

HOUGHTON. MICH.—Apr. 29

Tamarack Mine l)ecame an integral part of
Calumet tfe Hecla on Apr. 1 and now is operat-
ing as such. Plans for the underground oper-
ation of the Tamarack, in conjunction with the
Calumet & Hecla, however, have not yet been
completed, but it is reasonably certain that No.
2 Tamarack shaft will be abandoned, as U is

hauling only Osceola amygdaloid rock, and that
ground can be blocked out and bandied through
\o. 15 or No. 17 shafts of the Calumet, on the
Osceola amygdaloid. Tliough there Avill have
to be underground connections, the hoisting can
lie done more cheaply through the Calumet &
Hecla shafts. Ciianges in the mill handling of
the mck already are under \Yay. Hereafter all

of the Tamil rack conglomerate rcK'k will be
liandled in tlie Calumet & Hecla stamp mill, where
a. recovery of possibly 2 !li. nuu'e caji lie secured,
at a nulling cost somewhere under the old cost.

To even things up the Tamarnck mill hereafter
will handle nothing but Osceola amygdaloid rock.

Including a considerable amount from tlie Calu-
met & Hecla miiie. this mill lieing as efficient

as any in the district on this lode rock. In
handling the Tamarack tenitory to the north of
the present mine, and some Calumet & Hecla
lands as yet untouched in that northern section,
both Xo. 5 Tamarack and the Ued Jacket shaft
will be used. Contrary to general opinUm, No.
5 Tamarack shaft is in good condition. Its

lioistinir engine is capable of doing good work
for years to come. All the outlay necessary tfl

the increasincr of t-ock cnnacltv thrrM-rrb this
shaft will be ;i recoiistnict"d roc'-liMiis' built mi
the pliu of the one at the Ked .l:M'k"t, .ind the
installation of 10-ton skips insl^ail nf the little

skips MOW in use. Tliis woik will be done .is

soon as iiossihie,

JOPLIN. MO.—Apr. 2R

Another Birj Acreage in Kansas-Oklahoma i-imp
has been t.iketi over hv the ClKipiiniM N: Sullivan
Co.. which recently sold its rich 1r;ict al Cen-
tury to Tulsa. Okla.. f>il men. The new tract is

ahsoluluely virtrin bind, consisting of about 1500
acres along the Spring Kiver v:illey. just east
of Havter Springs. Kan. Three drill rigs already
have been started in operation on the 1-ases and
four 10' five others will be put al work this week.

Sale of the St. Louis-Joplin Tract of 400 acres
in the Cliitwoiid seeli>ni, at .b'ptin. Inis been an-
nounced, the consider;iti«)ri being $250,000. It

was sold to the Intor-State Uovaltv Co., of h.iu-
sas City, of which K. H. McClelland Is presldenL
Mr. McClelland is president ;ind priin-liial owner
of the St. Uegis Mhihi;; Co.. wlilcli jusi now has
one of the best producing mines In the district (Ui
the tract purchased. T. F. Franks and It. F.
Camiibell, of .loplin, were among those principally
interested In the St. Louis-.Inplin company, wlilcii
purchused the land in the Cbilwood field In 1910.
It has been the honu' of some of the richest
mines in the .loplin c-aiiip history.

Exceptional Production by Montreal Mine l8
being made at the properly, near Century, Okla.
From 2200 tons of ore its mill last week produced
."WO tons of high-grade bletuje concentrates. The
average yield of the ore handled during the week
was 17.3%. while the average assay In metallic
zinc for the concentrates was i;2.5'/J. Since
the first of the year, this properly, with a con-
centrating plant of 250 tons rated capacity, has
produced 3732 tons of concentrates from 29.927
tons of ore, thus slightly exceeding capacity.
The mine Is owned priiu-ipallv liy Messrs.
HetYerman and Henault. of Montreal, with C. F.
Dike and C. H. I'lumli. of .Io))!in. as minority
stockholders. The lease was first drilled hy
IMumh and an option taken by the Picher Lead
Co., but after some drilling was turned back.
It was charged Uiat the holes had been "salted"
hy the driller working for l*lunib hut he did
not think .so and succ-eeded in getting the Cana-
dians interested in the property.

TORONTO—Apr. 28

Power for Kirkland Lake District is now prac-
tically a mouoiiolv for tin- Northern Ontario
Light and I'ower ( o., throogli llo- acquisition of
the power iilanf at Charlton, which has been
supplying electricity to the Tough Oakes mine.
The power company will make a number of im-
provements to the newly octiuired plant.

Copper Industry of Notre Dame Bay Is promised
assistance by the govrrninent of Newfoundland
in order to pnnide additional supplies of the
metal for the use of the Allies. On the north-
east coast, in llie vicinity of Notre Dame Bay.
there are three old mines that were profitably
worked by old-fashioned methods 40 years ago.
It is estimated that by modern concentration
processes many tons of copper could be recov-
ered and it is proposed to reopen these deposits.

Research Fellowships in Caiuidinn universi-
ties will be offered by the Honorary Advisory
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
Tlie plan is to estaltlish 20 studentships and five
fellowships. The studentships, which are of the
value of $600 for the first year and $750 for
the second year, are open to Ijoth men and
women. Candidates must lie Bntish Rut)jeets.
resident in Canada or graduatfs of Canadian
universities and between the ages of 20 and 32
years. The research fellowshins are of the
value of $1000 for the first and $1200 for the
second jear, and will be awarded to those who
either through previous tenure of a studentship
or otherwise have shown iiigh capacity in re-
search on some problem of importance to na-
tional industries.

Trail, B. C. Refinery of the Consolidated
Mining and Smelting Co. is shipping refined cop-
per at the rate of ahrtut 22 Ions a day and
zinc to the amount of about 32 tons d;iijy to
the lmperi;d Munitions Board, which has con-
tracted for the whole output. The refinery is
beijig oiwrated to its present rapacity, which will
shortly be considerably increased b>' the installa-
tion of machinery tluit has been delayed by
transi>ort4ition difticulti::s. L: bor IroubIi?s In the
coal dlstrtcts of British rolumhia, n?suUing in
a shortage of the coke supply, have somnvhat
decreased ore slnelting to the Trail W'orks,
where in.at.ters have been further <-omplicnted by
an agUation among the employees for an
all-around increase of nOc. per day. The com-
pany has offered a raise of 25c. a^ a compromise,
hut th ' men are apparently not disposed to
accept it and a strike is anticipated.

Registration of Alien Labor in northern On-
t-Xrlo. by tlie Dominion ui>veinnient. seems to have
had a beneficial ^fi'ect. Some of these aliens, hav-
ing more money than tlicy ever had before, and
being imable to siiid it to their famili«s in Eu-
rope, have beeii laying down nn tiie job and
causing a good deal of trouble. The registra-
tion, which necessitates reporting to the police
every month, and the intimation that nrtnwork-
ers will he interned, liave In-en sncccssfnl in
creating increas'^d efficiency. It will oJso no doubt
have a deciding influence upon the strike cpies-
tion, as a large proportion of the Lihor in north-
ern Ontario, partlcul.-irly at I'ontipine, ronsists of
alien enemies, who woidd not care to vole for a
strik'.' that would jirobalily mean i.iit eminent for
til em. Alien enemies are oot allowed to move
from one place to another witiiout a police per-
mit. While con<litions may sIkiw some improve-
ment, there is a iral shortagi} uf men. The
Dome has had to cut the fopnago tlown from
1300 tons to about SOO tons ft day. If this ore is

of the sjinie grade that the company has been
treating for past months, the dividend will have
to be cut It is known, however, that there Is

a reserve of over 200.000 ions of a considerably
higher grade, broken In the stopes. that would,
even on the dn'reased tonnage, permit the pav-
ing of the present dividend, but it is dovdifful

if this will all he used.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

WAR HOUSE COl'PEK MININC (F:iiibunk)--

Oigiinizcd to continue development of 15 cliiims

In Tombstone district. Heavier miu-hlnery to lie

installed. Shaft .508 ft. deep. H. T. Fisher,

|)resident.

PEABODY CONSOIJDATED COPPER (.Tolin-

son)—The No. 2 shaft now being sunk with new
eciuiimient lately insuilled, including: .Sullivan

angle-compouiKl air compressor ; si.x Jackhamer

drills; 75-hp. Fairbanks-Morse, Type Y. two-cyl-

inder semi-Diesel engine; also 6-hp. and l.'i-hii.

Fairhanks-Morse hoists.

Gila County

MI,\MI (Miami)—April copper output was 5,-

12S.19.'i lb.

INSPIRATION (Miami)—Last two units of

concentrating now operaliiig. making 20 units in

commission.
Maricopa County

CAKMELITA MINING AND MlLLINli (Plioe-

nix)—Has several thousand tons of gold-silver ore

developed at this old mine, 18 miles from Wen-
den and about three miles east of Maricopa -Yuma
county line. Small mill contemplated. P. P.

Piirke'r. :!01 Fleming Bldg., president.

Mohave County

COLD ORE (Goldroad)—Seven feet of high-

grade gold ore reported in winze ftO ft. below

the .-i30-ft. level. A. C. Werden, manager.

ARIZONA BAY STATE COPPER (Chloride) -

Company has leased Imperial group to H. M.

Parsons. 321 Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles. Calit.

;

contract will shortly be let to sink shaft 100 ft.

to explore gold-silver-lead vein. Company's Bay

State claim leased to Hughes Arizona Copper Co.,

which is erosscutting on 100-ft, level; another

outcrop on same claim is under lease to R. A.

Taaffe, of San Francisco, and L. S. Byers, of

Los Angeles, who are now sinking shaft.

Pinal County

RAY CONSOLIDATED (Ray)—Copper output

w.as 8.006,843 lb. in March, a high record

Yavapai County
CALUMET & JEROME (.Jerome)—Shaft at 400

ft passed out of limestone and is in quartz and

greenish Y'avapai schist. John Rauber. superin-

tendent, H. F. Widdecombe, mining engineer, has

recently joined mine staff.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING (Hum-
boldt)—First iiuarter profits reported as $2ij3,-

713; smeltery output 4,780,000 lb. copper, 48.251

oz. silver and 1758 oz. gold. Company's own
mines produced 34,.521 tons. Custom ore mainly

from I'nited Verde Extension.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—There
has been no fire at this mine. Tile rumor grew

out of the fact that a small bunch of sulphide

ore encountered above the main orebody. on

becoming loosened, began to heat up and was

promptly removed.

Yuma County

NEW CORNELIA COPPER (Ajo)—Crusliing
department of new 5U00-ton leaching plant in

operation and leaching was to start last week
in April.

AJO MINING AND DEVELOPMENT (Ajo)—
Some high-Brade copper-silver ore exposed in

Cardigan shaft; lessees shipped two cars from
new pit, 20x20 ft., about SO ft. north of main
shaft.

YUMA-WARRIOR (Harqua Hala)—Winze being

sunk to ninth level in gold-copper orebody, al-

ready opened on seventh and eighth levels. Flo-

tation unit will iniiliably he added to present

mill, 11. William Stevens, president.

CALIFORNIA
Calaveras County

TULLOt:H (Angels Camp)—Situated on Albany
Plat; being developed by Lane Brothers. Good
ore reported on 800 level.

CALAVERAS CONSOLIDATED (Melones)—
Small mill installed for develoimient work by \V. J.

Loring, of San Francisco,

nUAKE (Angels Camp)—Commonly known as

the Ghost mine; will be unwatered by Eastern

men. Large property developed by 1400-ft. shaft

Modern surface plant necessary to further exten-

sive development,

NORTH STAR (Angels Camp)—Situated near

(he Gold Clllf mine and eonimoiily known as the

Dolling: recently examined by Thomas Lane with

view to reopening if indications warrant. Mine
closed about three years; is etiuippcd with modern
io-stanip mill and hnlst. ilectrli',illy nperiited.

Colusa County

CERISE GOLD MINING CO, (Wi!ln»s) .New
ilieorporafion lo develoj) jiroperly in Sulpliur Creek
district, Frank Freeman of Willows, secretary.
This district has iiroduced some gold, but chief
product has been (|Ui<-ksilver. For several years,
belween ISSO and 1800, gold was iiroduced In the
Clyde mine, and the Mallzanita iiuicksilver mine
proiluced some gold in it^ early days and also
toward the close of its active production of uuick-
silver aliout 10 years ago. Small stamp mill

ma,^ be erected.

Lassen County

I'LAKK (Millford)—Development during winter
showed free gold in encouraging amniim and
work will be resumed by .1. E. Clark.

Mariposa County
MOUNTAI.V KING (Mouiilain King)—Seven

men killed b,\ powder gas, Apr, 28, in this

eompan>''s gold mine. Air off for the night and
men warned to keep cnit of 1400 level; two
disobeyed and others tried to rescue. Air pumped
in after midnight and rescue party brought
bodies out.

Nevada County
NORTH .STAR MINES CO. ((Irass Valley)—

Reported to he examining (ieorge Rogers' pros-
pect on Brandy Flat, west of Washington, If

taken over and developed by this company Wash-
ingtcui district would be greatly benefited. Sev-
eral promising properties in district awaiting
more complete development.

Placer County
COI'PER DEPOSITS on Ayers Estate, 2 miles

north of Dairy Farm mine, reported under de-
velopment by San Francisco and Sacramento
men. Estate covers 35,000 acres and extends
into Nevada County. W. B. Swears, of San
Francisco, has optioned minerals on 1155 acres
and extensive deveiopment is said lo be contem-
plated. Assays show both copper and gold. Op-
erations 30 years ago were for gold, but $8 gold
ore at that time would not pay and copper
was a detriment,

San Bernardino County

LUCKY BOY (Halkek)—A 40-ft, shaft on
this copper group is in oxidized ore all the way.
Numerous opencuts have also shown ore at vari-
ous points on the four claims in Avawatz iloun-
tains, 22 miles west of Silver Lake st;vtion, on
Tonopah & Tidewater R.R. Henry Hallgren and
,1 F, Spaulding, owners,

Siskiyou County
CUB BEAR (Etna)- Siskiyou Syndicate will

install small mill, this summer : to be increased
in capacity after deciding upon best treatment,

BONALLY (Etna) -New company, composed of
Albert Aiken and associates, of San Francisco,
operating this property in Salmon district. John
D, Hubbard, superintendent,

Tuolumne County

FORTUNA (Soiiuia) Incorporation contem-
plated by Alexander ILimilton and Barry S.
Ulrich, of San Francisco, and F. B. Kinsman,
of Berkeley, for development of property situated
at Italian Caiiiii. Mines wei-e optioned ,it $40.-
000, M. McCrirmiik Co. .iiid ..Ibeis ,ire owners,

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

SILVER PLUME CONSOLIDATED MINING
(Silver Plume)—Tliis compaii.v, cnpitali/.ed at
.$3,000,000, has starled operations in this camp.
Contract recently let lo James and William Bux-
ton for driving 700-ft. tunnel. New etpiipment
ordered.

Lake County
TARSUS (Leadville)- In tills pidperty on Yan-

kee Hill a streak of high-grade silver ore was
encountered at 300 ft. \Vinze now being sunk.

DERRY RANCH GOLD DREDGING (Leadville)
-Dredge began operating on A|n-, 23. Thorough-
ly overhauled during winter; full stock of sup-
plies laid in for present season to avoid delays
from slow deliveries. R. F. Lafferty, genera!
manager.
EDNA MINING (Leadville)—Development in

Black Iron mine on Iron Hill, under lease to this

comiiany. has disclosed large body higli-grade

iron and manganese ore. CcnUract for siding

from Denver & Kio (Jrande line is being ar-

ranged. Shipping will follow,

CARBONATE (Leadville)—Reopening tills old

property on Carbonate Hill is in iirogrcss under
direction of Clarence Jarbeau, New boilers be-

ing installed and hoisting plant overhauled. De-
velopment undertaken last winter stated to luive

uncovered bodies of silver-hearing Iron ore.

LEADVILLE UNIT (Leadville)—Sinking at the
,lamle Lee shaft on Fryer Hill ban reached deiith
of 110 ft. below old shaft bottom or total deiith

of 070 ft. Development in the upper contact
continues to uncover new bodies of carbonate ores
and shipment will follow colistruelion in May of
a siding to tile Harvard and .lamie Lee.

JULIA (Leadville)—This comiiany, operallllg
the Home Extension property in Down Town sec-
tion, has just encountered another large shoot
of high-grade manganese ore. The new body
will not reiiuire sorting as heretofore, according
lo .Manager Clarence .larbeau. .Shipping 50 l«n»
daily (o Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. at Pueblo.
Output will be increased to 100 tons.

DOLD .MINING CO, (Leadville)—Organized by
Denver men, with C, J, Dold, a pioneer operator
of the Leadville district, as manager. Recently
secured 10-year lease on the Northern prop-
erty adjoining the (^ironado in the Down Town
section. Old lieadframe being repaired, and the
010-ft, shaft is being retimbered, A 52-lip.
hoist installed. I'rojierly long tied up by lltiga-
lion; title lately passed lo Leadville Basin Mines
Co., with tile Carllon interests in control.

Teller County
VINDICATOR CONSOLIDATED (Independence)
Huilding a fourth tailing dam 1300 ft. long

ill Grassy Creek Gulch to impound tailing from
flotation mill (old La Belle plant) at Goldfleld

;

tailing piped over hill at Bull Hill W W, E,
Ryan, general superintendent,

IDAHO
Owyhee County

DE.MMINt; MINES CO, (Demmiug via .Mur-
phy)—Contract closed recently for power with
Idaho Power Co. ; 12-mile transmission line to
be built. A four-ton Kelly-Springtield tractor
is hauling lunilier and supplies from Murphy to

Hart Creek, 15 miles,

Shoshone County
FEDERAL MINING AND SMELTING (Wallace)

—At annual meeting, stockholders asked that
new smelting contract be secured from American
.Smelting and Refining Co, Roger W. Straus and
Frederick Burbidge elected directors to succeed
Frank and Charles Sweeny.

MARSH (Burke)—Will start mill May 1. Mill
now under lease to Hecla. Both companies will

use it jointly, the Marsh using it first half of
month and Hecla last. Hecla uses mill to run
ore from new vein, which carries considerable
zinc, its own mill being eqipped for lead only.
Marsh and Hecla ore similar. Each will run 100
Ions per day.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Orebody on 1400 levtl

cut on 1500. Sis feet of high-grade zinc, with
larger percentage of lead ; width not yet de-
termined. Shoot on 1400 is 120 ft. long and 30
ft. wide. Will soon ship 2000 tons per month.
Supreme court dishiissed appeal of Alameda com-
pany and dissolved injunction restraining Success
from following the ore into Cardiff claim. At
Red Bird mine in Custer County, superintendent
S. R. Jloore reports 828,727 tons of ore, esti-

mated to average 10.73';; Pb and 7.86 oz. Ag

;

ore lately encountered on 900 level—not included
in estimate; will build 100-ton mill, P, J, Gear-
on, general manager.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

CANTON (Lineolnville, Okla.)—Has taken over
old Mission mine.

MARSHFIELD (Baxter, Kan.)—Drill hole on

lease indicates ore face 05 ft. in height. Will

build new mill soon.

YELLOWSTONE (Joplin)—Keeping custom
mill busy with ore from tract of Missouri Lead
and Zinc Co., right in Joplin.

HOMESTAKE (Baxter, Kan,)—Building 200-

lon mill on Douthit land, southwest of Baxter,

Officers live at Shawnee, Okla,

BOOTH & McINTOSH (Joplin)—Good drill

strikes on lease of Burgess land in south part of

Waco-Lawton field. Will sink mill shaft,

GOLDEN EAGLE (Baxter, Kan,)—Starting mill

(111 lease ,idjoiiiing tliat of Seciuoyah company,
which lias just placed its new mill in operation.

EDNA E (Seneca) Shaft in shallow ore. Has
leased 37 acres of tract to Oklahoma City men,

who win start drilling campaign inside 60 days.

FIRST NATIONAI. (Miami, Okla,)—Good
strikes on south 20 acres of lease at Century

;
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stariine shaft. Shnft, startfd on north tui-iity

some weeks ago. now down to ore. Mill coiistiiu"-

llon to be started Unniedlately.

OWOSSO tJoplin}—AVill reconstruct 200-ton
mill near Coahuila iilmit, at Duenwep, doubling
its capacity. Two shafts now in sheet grouml
with 20-ft. ore face.

Lt'CIvY EXTENSION' (Tar Khcr, Okla.) Tn-

corporatt'd for $200,0ii0 by J. 0. Marcuni. of .Tr»i)-

lin, and associates; Siiid to l)f backed by Calu-
nut & Iltcla.

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

BEAVER JIINIXt.; <0. (Butte)—Newly or-

ganized witli capital nf $!t:.O.OllO to develop ;{20

acres, about eit:ht miles southeast of the Boston
& Jlontana's Elkliorn properties. Incorporator.'*

are Duluth mining men and M. H. Gannon, of

Butte. As far as developed, ore is chiefly copper.

BOSTON & MONTANA DEVELOPMENT
(Butte)—Annual report shows $23:j,24H cash and
available cash on notes and contracts. Its svib-

sidiary. Boston & Montana Millinp Co.. is build-

ing 100- ton mill for the Elkliorn properties to

treat complex ores of Idanha vein, estimated to

carry 16 oz. silver. 2.52''; copper. 2.4% lead.

2.:jrj. zinc and $2.40 a ton in gold. From the

French gulch properties in Deerlodge County. 10

carloads of ore were shipped, averaging $17.91 per
ton.

Cascade County

IN NEIHAKT DISTRICT large number of leas-

ers are at work. From Big Seven mine shipment
of silver-lead ore was made to East Helena smelt-
ery recently ; also from Benton group of mines.
Butte & Great Falls Mining Co. has been regu-
lar shipper for some time.

Deerlodge County

CABLE CONSOLIDATED (Cable)—Expects to

begin development soon with $200,000 fund.

Mineral County

ST. LAWRENCE (Saltese)—This mine, adjoin-
ing the Richmond, is now being developed under
lease and bond for Miss Elsie Knudson and asso-
ciates ; Henry M. Lancaster, manager.
WILSON MINING AND SMELTING (Saltese)—

Copper ore being taken out by leasers at this

mine on Silver Creek. Company work on lead-
silver claims will begin in a few weeks. G. W.
Dougherty, secret-ary.

RICHMOND (Saltese)—New tramway in suc-
cessful operation ; now handling about 100 tons

crude ore, containing 14% copper and $3 in

gold. Maximum capacity of tram, 250 tons;
length, 1^ miles. P. T. Sweeney, manager.

Silver Bow County

MINES OPERATING (Euttel—This company
is producing about 200 tons daily from the Butte-
Duluth property and in another m<inth the output
is expected to be brought up to 500 tons daily.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Tonnage and
recovery reported lugher than at any previous
time this year. On Apr. 23, the Northern Pa-
citic delivered in Butte what is considered the

largest laminated flywheel, being a part of the

new Nordberg-Westiughouse electric hoist ; the

flywheel weighs about HO tons, being made up
of .51 plates: it is 2o\h in. thick and 12 ft.

in diameter. This hoist is expected to be in op-

eration at the big new shaft in -Tune and after

it is operating smoothly the old Blackrock shaft

will be repaired and used only in emergency.

NEVADA
Humboldt County

ROCHESTER MINES CO. (Rochester)- Rich
strike of gold-silver ore, 9 ft. wide, recently

made on 800-ft. levL^l ; remainder of vein, 11 ft.,

contains milling-grade ore.

Wye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODI'CTION for week ended
Apr. 21 was SUIS ions, valued at $159,988. Pro-
ducers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2(>03 tons; Tnn-
opah Exten.sion. 2380 ; Tonopah Mining, 1900

;

WfSt End. 763; Jun Butler, 500; Halifax, 208;
Rescue-Euia, 191 ; North Star, 53 ; Cash Boy, 50
tons.

ROUND MOUNTAIN (Round Mountain)—Hy-
dranlicking resumed. R. H. Ernest, superintend-
ent.

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—^East and west
drifts on 42r)-ft. level continue in ore of excel-

lent grade. Shaft to be deepened to 600 ft,

in immediate future.

CASH BOV (Tonopah)—Plans to make carload
shipment weekly. Intermediate drifts started from
winze about 50 ft. below present drifts. Faces
nported in ore averaging $25 per ton.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Net profit

tor 5Iarch was $71. 45b from 13,164 dry tons of

ore. Bullion production amounted to 1987.57 oz.

:.'nld and 186,326 oz. silver.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Net profit for

March was $58,200 from S745 dry tons of ore;

average value, $17.37. Bullion production was
1-55.265 oz., valued at $141,225. The subsidiary,

Eden Minins Co., in Nicaragua, has started mill-

ing.

WHITE CAPS EXTENSION MINES CO, (.Man-
hattan) - Organized by well-kncjwii mining men
to develo]) tliree claims east of the White <'aps,

the Herd claims of about 85 acres and the Thdma
(iroup of tlnce claims. Ofllcers of llie new com-
pany are: John (J. Klrchen, of Tonopah, presi-
dent ; .lolin H. Miller, of Hawthnrne, vice-presi-
dent ; A. G. Raycraft. secretary (president of
White Caps Mining Co. ) ; dlre<-tru-s, Iluuh H.
Brown, of Tonopah, and W. Lester Mangum,
wlio represents the Knight interests of Provo,
Utah.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (McGill)—Copper
output in March was 6.864,675 lb.

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE COPPER (Copperhill—Acid pro-

duction in March was approximately 23,000 tons;
reconstruction of No. 1 acid plant to be com-
pleted in .hme, after which aeid output will be
aufimented.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Custer County

SPOKANE LEAD AND SILVER (Custer)—
Shipments of lead-silver ore being made at rate

of two cars per week.

Lawrence County

HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Announcement made by
Superintendent Blackstone that wages will be in-

creased in all classes of labor excepting those
receiving $5 or more per day. Schedule of in-

<-rease follows : Employees at present receiving
$3 or less per day, an increase of 16% ; over $3
and up to $4 per day. increase of 12*;;^ : over
$4 and up to $5, increase of 10^. Schedule
will be retroactive—in force from Apr. 1. Notice
is further given that the 7r'f additional compen-
sation heretofore paid on Dec. 'U of each year
will be paid to all employees now, but hereafter
only to those employees receiving wages or salar-

ies over $5 per day; this additional 7*~/r, however,
will be paid monthly.

Pennington County

HULL (Ruchford)—One car of pyrites shipped
to Eastern chemical company; regular shipments
may follow.

GOLD KING (Rochford)—Two boilers, hoist

and compressor being installed. Three-compart-
ment shaft will be sunk several hundred feet.

COWBOl (Hill City)—Unwatered to 300-ft.

level and ore which is of better grade than that
nearer the surface is being sent to the tin con-
centrator. Shaft will be continued in depth. _
BLUE BIRD (Keystone)—Installation of hoist

and compressor nearly completed; will be fol-

lowed by deepening of main shaft, now down 125
ft. Amalgamation-concentration plant ready for

treatment of the gold ores.

DEMAND FOR LITHIA ORES has lead to re-
sumption at most of properties in the vicinity of
Keystone and regular sliipments of both spodu-
mene and amblygonite are being made to New
Jersey. All available men are at work and the
largest tonnage of this material mined in years
is being sent to market.

UTAH
Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Apr. 20
were 213 cars.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—New shaft
down 830 ft. ; daily progress 5 to 6 ft. Winze,
tieing sunk from 1600-ft. level from the incline,

is in ore. though not of shipping grade. Ship-
ments being made as usual.

YANKEE (Eureka)—Car of unusually rich ore
being prepared for market from body recently
opened in Humbug workings. Lessees in other
parts of mine have three cars of lead-silver ore
ready for market. Zinc ore also will be shipped.

TINTIC BONANZA (Eureka)—Company re-
cently incorporated with capitalization of 1.000,-

000 shares, par value lOc, with 500,000 shares
'in treasury; owns 15 claims adjoining Eureka
Standard. South Standard, East Tintic, Consoli-
dated and United Tintic. There are two shafts,

each 60 ft. deep, and one shaft 40 ft. deep.
Contract let for sinking double-compartment shaft.

Ore. lead-silver. E. J. Raddatz, president.

EMPIRE MINES (Eureka)—Carisa mine, which
includes old Spy mine, recently bought by Jesse
Knight to form part of new merger known as Em-
l)ire mines. This old mine has had ore either on
surface or near surface for about 3000 ft. on
strike of vein, but has not been opened to any
great depth. Shaft on Spy sunk 900 ft. Entire
iioldings of new company comprises about six

hundred acres, including Opex. Lower Mammoth.
Tennessee Rebel, Central Mammoth. Garnet. Old
Colony & Eureka and Black Jack, and Carisa lias

been *

offered company. Plans to begin work
through Lower ^lammoth.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Garfield)—March production
was 15.512.676 lb.

SHIPMENTS FROM ALTA again held hack
by weather conditions ; road from Alta to Tan-
ner's Flat was impassable durint; week ended
Apr. 21, as crust of snow was not thick enough
to bear teams. Several small I<'ts hauled over

new narrow-gage railroad between Tunner'H Flat
and ^^asatch. Michigan-Utah has considerable
tonnage accumulated at Tamier's Flat -brought
down tlius far over aerial tramway. It will re-
quire about two , weeks, under favorable condi-
tions, before the roads will bo open. Producing
properties in Little Cottonwood Canvon are
the South Heela, Sells. Wasatch Mines and Alta
Consolidated. Shippers on the Big Cottonwood
side are the Cardiff and the Boston Development.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week elided Apr.
21 were 3.827,100 potnids.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)
New mill i»roducing a little more than a car

of concentrates weekly, averaging better than
$71 per ton. Car shipped week ended Apr. 21
brought over $3000. From DO to 00 tons of
first-<iass ore marketed daily. Monthly gross
production in neishborhood of $100,000, and pres-
ent monthly dividend reuuirement. $34,000.
Length reached by tunnel^ultimate length 14,-

000 ft.^being driven to develop Thaynes Can-
yon section is 3500 ft : dailv rate of progress.
12 to 15 ft.

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS FRO:\I COBALT for month
of March over Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
Ky. are reported by Arthur A. Cole, mining engi-
neer, as follows : Beaver Consolidated, 33 tons :

Butfalo. 33; Coniagas, 30; Dominion Reduction
Co.. 372: Hudson Bay, 76; Ken- Lake, 43; L;i

Rose. 154; MiiJng Corporation of Canada. ft2 ;

JIcKinley-Darragh, 128: O'Brien. 64; Penn Ca-
nadian. 32; R-ght-of-Way, 43; Trethewey. 33;
total, 1148 tons: Miller Lake-O'Brien (Elk Lake).
24 tons. Nickel ore, Alexo mine (Portiuis Jctn.),
385 tons; asbes'os. Slade & Forbes Asbestos Co,
1.20 tons.

MIDAS (Kirkland Lake)—Promising 7-ft. vein
uncovered.

KERR LAKE (Cobalt)~Production for .March
was 219.335 oz. ; highest since August.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)-Ralph Regnal! has
been appointed manager in place of Harry Darl-
ing.

HARGRAVES (Cobalt)—Vein stated to run
3000 oz. to the ton, 3 in. wide, encountered at 75-
ft. level of No. 1 shaft.

MURRAY-MOGRIDGE (Wolfe Lake)—Power
house ready for installation of compressor. Shaft
will be driven to 400-ft. leveL

O'DONALD (Boston Creek)—Option held by
Crown Reserve interests lapsed, owing to non-
fulflhnent of working conditions.

WHITE RESERVE (Elk Lake)—Two promising
veins cut at 140-ft. level; high-grade ore being
tiiken from Pit No. 21 at 40 ft.

LORRAIN CONSOLIDATED (South Lorrain)—
Drift on No. 1 vein at 275-ft. level encoinitered
ore carrying fair silver content.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Porcupine)—Shaft is

being continued from 300- to 400-ft. level. Vein
at 300 ft. is full width of shaft ; carries free
gold.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Has decided not to pay
dividends at present on account of financing to

be done on the Kirkland Lake property, acquired
by the company.

PETERSON LAKE (Cobalt)—Work at the Nova
Scotia shaft abandoned and development will be
confined to property formerly leased to the Sus-
quehanna, where shaft has been unwatered,

CROESUS (Munro Township)—High-grade ore-
body, parallel to old vein, encountered in cross-
cutting on 300-ft. level. Vein in basalt forma-
tion, gold being associated with amygdaloidal py-
rites.

HURD (Kirkland Lake)—Prospect shaft on
this property, under option to La Rose Consoli-
dated, down loo ft. where vein is width of shaft
and well mineralized, though not so rich as on
60-ft. level. Diamond-drill exploration will short-

ly be commenced.

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Timmins)—
During foxn-weeks' period ended Mai'. 25, gross
profit was $210,749, from ore averaging $8.67
per ton ; working cost, $3.97. Owing to labor
difficulties, mill ran only 92. 4^^ of possible run-
ning time. Deficit redu'^ed to $122,837.

LA ROSE (Cobalt)—Statement, as of Mar. 31,

shows cash $667,023, ore on hand and in transit

$68,763, less current liabilities $30.SS3. or a total

of $704,903. Production for year ended Dec. 31

was 740.065 oz., average selling price 64.89c. ;

cost. 46.39c. ; net profit, $164,774. During the
year, $36,248 was spent in development of out-
side properties.

MEXICO
SMELTING AT >IATEHUALA resumed on Apr.

15 by American Smelting and Refining Co., two
of the three copper furnaces being in operation.
Company is planning to resume copper smelting
at Aguascalientes about June 1. No definite

plans yet made for resumption at Chiliualuia or
Velardena, as conditions not yet sufficiently im-
proved. Several of the company's mining units

in Chihuahua, however, arc being reopened.
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ilUiUititv disposed ol In tlu- Ni'W Yurk inarkel

reuflaHl close to UliHI tons ami contracts were

closed tu cover every month of this year. $18

was just as readily paid for Xovcnilier deiivcries

as it was for prompt material. At the present

moment, no ore of known and rfiial)ie assay is

iivaihible for innnediate delivery. TIio iiuantlties

of foreign ore un tlic way to New York of known
assay have already lieen sold while atloat. For-

eign ore in New York is mainly composed of ore.

which, on account of its impurities, is not readily

salable and such ore 's commandinf.' a price ol"

about *IS for prompt delivery. France and
Italv have apain appeared in our market as buy-
ers

"

for considerable iiuanllties. but have as

yet not followed our advjince tliouuli the indi-

cations are that tlicy will sckmi come into line

again. The prospects of tlie tinijjsten market arc
exceedingly giK'd and steady and I anticipate a

continuation of the prices now ruling for some
time to come."
Vanadium Ore—Oxide at $11 ; ammonium vana-

date at $7.'

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—May 2

At the meeting nf tlie steel iiianufactin-ers on

April 2ti to arrange for apportioning Government
orders for war purposes it came out. according

to "Iron Age." that tllo.olU) tons <if plates, shapes

and bars would be required for schedules already

made up. while in ail forms of steel the year's

requirements are put at 1.100,000 tons. At the

2.90c. price for plates and 2.r.0c, for shapes and
bars some of the smaller manufacturers, buying
raw material at market prices, could scarcely

come out even.
Prices of pig iron, semi-finished steel and of

several forms of finished steel have advanced in

the past week. While the shipping problem has
grown more serious, resales of material intended
for export, for which vessel room could not be

found, have been in nearly all cases at higher

than original prices.

PITTSBURGH—May (

The upward tendency continues in steel prices.

At least three independent pipe mills have ad-

vanced prices six points or about $12 a ton. ef-

fective to-day, and other producers will doubt-
less be forced to follow. Sheets are harder to

buy at minimum prices and tin plate is quoted at

a higher range. $S!'*>8.r»0 for second half con-
tracts and still higlier for prompt. Unfinished
steel has sold at higlier prices. Buyers of steel

seem to feel safer in buying than in refraining

from buying, as deliveries are hard to get even
when the purchase has been made long before,

and the total bookings of the steel industry in

April were well in excess of the shipments.
The Government has bought more than 100,000

tons of steel in various forms since the 400,000
tons for the 1917 naval program was arranged
recently, and a half million tons more may be
purchased before the question of shell steel pur-
chases for the Government and its allies is taken
up. Shipments to seaboard for export against
old orders are somewliat lighter. Material at

seaboard awaiting vessels represents about
1,100.000 tons of steel. In a few months the
mills will probably t»e making several hundred
thousand tons of steel a month for the Govern-
ment and its allies, out of a total production of
more than 2,r)00,ooo tons a month. Deliveries
against orders now on books will be correspond-
ingly delayed, but there is no proof thus far
that the inconvenience to regular domestic con-
sumers will be very serious.

Pig Iron— Several sales of bessemer iron in
lots of a thousand tons or more have been made
at $43, valley, and the market is regarded as
established at that as minimum, an advance of
$1 a ton. while some small lots have sold at $45.
which last week was only an asking price. Foun-
dry and malleable remain quotable at $40fa42,
valley, with more business than formerly at the
$42 level. Basic remains at $40 and has been
very quiet. W. P. Snyder & Co. compute the
tonnage average of sales made in April at

$37,996, valley, for basic and $41,332 for bes-
semer. representing gains over the March aver-
ages of $.'>.4r)9 and $4,909 respectively. The aver-
age quoted price on foundry iron in April, for
forward delivery, was $39.16, valley.

Steel—Billets and sheet bars are regarded as
(piotabie at $80fFi8.i. the advanced level of a
week ago, but two lots of 1000 tons each of sheet
bars have been purchased at $90. one lot by a
sheet mill and the other by a sheet consumer,
for conversion at a sheet mill. Rods are quoted
at $90(395 but higher prices might be paid.

Coke
Connellsvllle— The new wage scale, effective to-

day, has been posted, and shows an average ad-
vance of bet^veeti 10 and 15'?/ , some of the
lower paid johs being advanced 20^. The spot
market is a sliade softer, due to better car sup-
plies, while on contract producers are still more
indisposed to quote. The market is approxi-
mately as lollows : Spot furnace. $7.50; contract,
$8; spot foundry. $9.50?*/ 10.50 ; contract. $S.50(a
9.25. per net ton at ovens. Pittsburgh district

coal for spot shipment has advanced sharpl.V, be-
ing now $3.75'i( 4 for steam and $4f?/^4.75 for gas,
per net ton at mine.

STOCK Ol'OTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS
NY i:N(lI.t

.Ma.'iUaCoid M... .

Alaska Juneau
Am.sni.A-Hef..com.
Am. Srn.A Her., pf.

Am. Sm. See,, pf. A
.\m. Sm. Sec. pf. H.
Am. Zlnr-

Am. Zlnr. lit

.Anacondit
natoptlius MIn
Iietlilelu'iii Steel
licllil. heiii Steel, pf.

Biiiic A- Superior. .

< "errif <le 1'a.sco. . ..

( bile Cop
("hino
(oln.l'liol * Iron
<riu*lble Steel.,. .

Diiinc Mines
lederal MAS....
I'Cdera! M A S.. pf.

iireat Nor . ore ctf.

( ;r('ciie < ananea... .

Honu'sluUf
IlKsplralinii Con. . , ,

liitcinjtHnTialN'lckel
Keiinrcnil
LacliawaiUKi Steel,

.

Miami copper . .

Xai'l l.ea'l. cum... ,

National Lead. pf.

.

Xev. Con.'io!

Ontario Mln
(Quicksilver
QulrksHver, pf
Bay Con
HeiHihll'i A-S.,com..
ItppublU- 1 A-S. pf..
SIus.s..-;henield
Tennessee C & C- .

V. S. Steel, com
U. S. St«el, pt
Utah Copper
\*a. Iron C. AC...

7
6

looi
114
1001

31

;

on

li

130
120
44
3.1

54 i

4Si
63
15i
13
39
32 i

431
114
561
4U
46:
841
40!
.561

108 i

24
6i
2
2

29 i

8U
102
50
16i

116J
1183
1151
70

N. Y. CURBt May 1

BIp Ledge
Hutle & N. Y^

Bntte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome

.

Can. Cop. Corpn. ..

Carlisle
con. ArlK. Sm
Con. <"oppermlnes-
Con. Nev.-Utah
Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
Goldiield Con
C.okllleld Merger.. .

Greenmonster
Herla Mln
Howe Soimd
Jerome Verde
Joplin Ore & Spel ,

Kerr Lake
Mainna
Majestic
McKlnlcy-Dar-Sa
Mohican
Mother Lode
N. Y'. & Hond
Nioissinc Mines...
Ohio Cop
Ray Herriilea
Rochester Mines.

.

St. Joseph Lead. .

.

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopab Ex
Tribullion
Troy Ariziina
United Verde Ext.
I'nlted Zinc
Wbite Knob, pf. . .

White oaks
Yukon Gold

3i
U
9

.64

I'
6
2A
4i

1

II
2!

.53

.06!
1!
7J
Si

.,2i'
4i

48
.46!
.50
.75
.33
14

I!
3!

.70
17!
11
.75

40*

6i
3J

.25

.36
36}
4!
U
2
U

SAN FR.4N.' May 1

'QuotHtinlis supplied Iiv Fnolf MiiK-ia
rliiLulclphiM

Cci

Alta
.^ndes
Best & Belcber
nulUon
CalPdonia
fhallfntie Con. . .

,

Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & ( "urry.. .

.

TIale & Noreross.
Jaeket-Cr. Pt

' Mexican
Occidental,
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Sec liclclicr
Sierra .Vcvada. .

Union Con
T'tah con,
Kelmont
Jim Butler .

MacNaniara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah..

.

North Star
Rescue l-:u!a

West End Con.. .

.

AtlatitA
Booth
Comb. Frac
IJ'fleld nalsy . .

Florence
Jumbo Extension..
Kewanas
Nevada Packard
Round Mountain,
sliver Pick
While Caps
Argo
.\rlz. Central
BlB Jim
Lazy Boy
.Nellie
Tom Reed
I'lUtcd KaaterD.

.

.03

.22

.02 (

.02

.18
,04
.15
49
OS
09
04
32
65
16
04
.09
02
24
36
01

, 15
.73
07
.12
.19
.14
.29
.70
.11
.08

I

.04 '

.03
21
.40
12

.38
39
.13
.32S
.05
.10
.75
.06
.16
1.00
:.37i

HOSI'ON' EXCH.'May 1
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The Mining Index
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'I'iiis index is a convenient reference to the cur-

rent literature of niinint' and inetallurK.v pub-

llslied in all of the important periodicals of the

world. We will furnish a copy of any article (If

in print) in the original langinige for the price

<iunted. Where no price is (luoted the cost is

unknown. Iiuismuch as the papers must be or-

dered from the publishers, there will be some
delav for the foreign papers. Remittance must
he sent with order. Coupons are furnislied at

the following prices: 2nc each, six for $1, 33

for $5. and 100 for Ifl.i. When remittances are

made in even dollars, we will retiun the e.xcess

over an order in <-oupons if so reiincsted.

COPPER

7038—ARIZONA—Ore Occurrence as It Affects

Mining Conditions in Bisbee. W. B. Gohring.

(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 7. 1917 : % p.) 20c.

7039—BELtilAN CONtiO—The Katanga Copper

Deposits. H. Foster Bain. (Min. Mag., Mar..

1917 ; 5 pp.. lllus.) 40c.

7040—BRITISH C0H!1IB1A—Grand Forks and
IMioenix B. C T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Feb. 24, 1917 ; G pp., lllus.) 2oc.

7041—CALIFORNIA—Ore Deposition and En-
richment at Engels, California. L. C. Graton and
D H McLaughlin. (Econ. Geol.. .Ian., 1917 : 38

pp.. illus.) 60c.

7042—CHINO COPPER CO.—Annual Report.

(Eng. and Min. .Journ., Apr. 21. 1917 : 2 iip.) 20c.

7043—CRUSHING—Notes on Ball Milling with

Sliecial Reference to the Marcy Mill. F. E.

Marcy. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Mar. 1'.. 1917:

l--%i pp.)

7044—FIRE—Notes on the Calumet & Hecla
Mine Fire. .lohn Knox, .Ir. (Bull. Lake Superior

Min. Inst., Mar., 1917; 6 pp.)
704.5—FLOTATION—H.vdraulic Flotation Ma-

chine. Arthur Crowfoot. (Eng. and Min. .lourn.,

Apr. 14, 1917; 1% pp., illus) Describes type
of machine used by Arizona Copper Co. 2(tc.

7046—MINING METHOD—The Coronado Top-
Slicing Metliod Developed by Arizona Copper
Co. Peter B. Scotland. (Eng. and Min. ,lourn..

Apr. 7, 1917; 1% pp.. illus.) 20c.

7047—NEVADA—Gold. Silver. Copper, Lead
and Zinc in Nevada in 1915. V. C. Heikes. (Min-

eral Resources of the U. S.. 1915—Part 1 : 42 pp.)

7048—NEW MEXICO—The Lordsburg District,

New Mexico. Faris V. Bush. (Eng. and Min.

lourn.. Mar. 31. 1917: 2 pp., lllus.) 20c.

T049—PRODUCTION. ETC —Copper in 1915.
B, S. Butler. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.,

1915—Part 1; 68 pp )

7050—RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO..
Annual Report. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Apr. 14.

1917 : IJ pp.) 20c.

7051—REDUCTION WORKS of the Weringer
Mines Co. C. B. Clvne. (Min. and Oil Bull..

Mar., 1917: 2 pp., ilius.) 20c.

r052—REFINING—Current Density in Copper
Refining. Lawrence Addicks. (Met. and Chem.
Eng.. Mar. 15, 1917: 4ii pii.. illus.) 4nc

GOLD DREDGING

7053—PHILIPPINE GOLD DREDGING. Frank
B. Ingersoll (Manila Bureau of Sci.. 1916 ; 'V2 PP-)

7054—TIERRA DEL FUEGO—Gold Dredging in
Tierra del Fuego. Lyman Chatfleld. (Eng, and
Min. .Tourn . Apr. 14, 1917 ; 2-T4 pp.. illus 1 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
705.5—ALASKA .TUNEAU MILL. (Eng. and

Min. .Tourn., Mar. 31, 1917: 2'<, pp., illus.) 20c.

7056—ALASKA TREADWELL. ETC.—Metal
lurgical Methods at Treadwell. S. B. Combest
(Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 24. 1917 ; 8% pp..

illus.) 20c.

7057—COBALT—Notes on Metallurgy at Cobalt
During 1916. R. B. Watson (Can. Min, Journ.,

Mar. I. 1917; 1% PP ) 20c.

70.5S—NEVADA-Gold, Silver, Copper, Load
and Zinc in Nevada in 1915. V. C. Heikes.
Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1915—Part I; 42

pp.)
7059—ONTARIO—Gold and Silver Mining In

Northern Ontario— (Retros|iectlve and Prospec-
tive.) Homer L. Gibson. (Can. Min. .lourn., Mar.
1, 1917 ; 11/2 pp.) 20c.

7060-QITEENSLAND—The Charters Towers
Goldfield. .1. n. Reld. (Queensland Govt. Min.
Journ., Feb. and Mar., 1917; 26iA pp.) $1.

7061—RAND—Metallurgical Problems of the

Rand, H. Foster Bain. (Min. and Sci. Press,

Feb, 17, 1917; 81,4 PP. "lus.) 20c.

7062—RAND—Organization of Mine Labor on
the Wltwatorsrand, E, M. Weston. (Eng. and
Min. Journ,. Apr. 14, 1917; 314 |ip.) 20c.

70li::—KANI) .MI.NERAI. I'ltODlCTIO.N in

1916, A. Cooper Key. (Eng and .Min. .lourn.,

Apr. 21, 1917: l',i pp., lllus.) 20c.

7064—SOUTH DAKOTA—Brief Description of

the .Mogul .Mill. A. E. Sargent, (I'ahasaiia

Quart.. Feb.. 1917: 6 pp.. illus)

7065—TRANSVAAL GOLD MINING in 1916.

Rowland Gascoyne. (Can. Min. Journ., Keh. !>,

1917 : I3 pp.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.

7llllli —BASIC BKSSEMUlt OUE. The Suliply

of. H. H. Campbell. (Iron Age, Mar, 22, 1917 ;

214 pp.) 20c.

7067—CRUSHING PLANT at Brier Hill Shaft
of Pcnn Iron -Mining Co. Floyd L. Burr. (Bull.

Lake Superior Min Inst., Mar.. 1917 ; 10 pp..

illus.)

7068-ELECTRICAL POWER in Mining on
the Menominee Range. Chas. Harger. (Bull.

Lake Superior Min. Inst., Mar., 1917 ; 13 pp.,

illus.)

7069—FRANCE—Jlining Activity at Caen,
France. Chas. R. Flandreau. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Apr. 7, 1917; M p.)

7070—JIINING METHOD—The Method of Min-
ing Used at the Lorctto Mine. C. H. Baxter.

(Hull. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Mar.. 1917 ; 4 pp.)

7071-MINING METHOD—The .Sub-Stoping
Method of Jlining as Used at the Chatham Mine.

F J Smith. (Bull. Lake Superior Min. Inst.,

Mar.. 1917 : 4 iip.)

7072—MINING JIETHODS in the Florence Dis-

trict, Wisconsin. J. M. Riddell. (Bull. Lake Su-
Ijcrior Min. lust.. Mar., 1917; 6 pp., illus.)

7073-JIINING METHODS in the Iron River

District of .Michigan. Rudolph Ericson. (Bull,

Lake Superior Min. Inst., Mar., 1917 ; 7 pp.)

7074—JIINING METHODS—Jlethods of Mining
at the Chapin Jline. W. C. Gordon. (Bull. Lake
Superior Jlin. Inst., Mar., 1917 ; 16 pp )

707,5—JIININt; METHODS—Sub-Stoliing at the

Amasa-Porter Jline. JI E. Richards. (Bull. Lake
Superior Min. Inst., Jlar., 1917 ; 4 pp., illus.)

7076—MINING JIETHODS—The Jlethods of

Opening and Jlining the Davidson No. 2 Jline.

Rudolph Ericson. (Bull. Lake Superior Jlin. Inst.,

Mar , 1917 : 6 pp., illus )

7ir77—QI'EBEC-Part of the District of Lake
St John, Quebec. John A, Dresser. (Memoir 92,

Can. Dept, of Mines. Geol. Survey, 1916; 8S pp..

illus.)

707S—SHAFT R.VISING at the Harold Mine,
Jlinnesota. Charles F. Jackson, (Eng. and Slln,

Journ , Apr, 7, 1917 ; % p„ illus.) 20c.

7079—SHAFT SINKING—Equipping and Sink-

ing the No. 1 Shaft at the Holmes Mine of Cleve-

land-Cliffs Iron Co Lucien Eaton. (Bull. Lake
Superior Jlin. Inst., Jlar., 1917 : 16J pp., illus.)

IRON AND STEEL—METALLURGY

7080—BL.\ST-FUR.A.NCE G.VS—Burning Blast-

Furnace Gas Under Boilers. (Proc. Engrs, Soc,

of W Peiin., Apr., 1917; 32 pp., illus.) Discus-

sion by F E. Leahy, H. C. Cronemeyer, H. C.

Siebevt, S. G. Brigel and others. 40c.

70SI—BLAST FURNACES—Air Drying for

Blast Furnaces, Leon Cammen. (Proe. Engrs.

Soc. W. Penn., Apr. 1917; 6 pp,, lllus.) 4nc.

70.S2 — LABORATORY — Laboratoire d'Essais

pour Fonderie. (Genie Civil, Dec. 23, 1916 ; i pp,,

illus,) 411c

70S3—STEEL JIILLS—Speed Control of Induc-
tion Motors for Steel-JIill Drive, J. D. Wright
(Gen. Elec. Rev , Feb.. 1917; 6Vi pp.. illus.) 4nc.

7OSI—T'NITED ST.VTES STEEL CORPORA-
TION. Annual Report. (Eng. and Jlin. Jo\irn.,

Jlar. 31, 1917 : 2% pp.) 2iic.

LEAD AND ZINC

70,s,5—FRENCH 1NI>0-CHIN.\—Les Jlines de

Zinc du Tonkin. (Jletaux et Alllages, Mar., 1917 ;

2% Pl> ) 411c.

7086- IDAHO—Genesis of the Success Zinc-

Lead Deposit Coeur d'Alene District, Idaho. Jo-

seph B. I'miilcby. (Econ. GeoL. Feb. -Mar., 1917 ;

15M: pp.. illus ) 60c.

70R7—NEV.MIA—Gold. Silver, Copi)er, Lead and
Zinc in Nevada in 1915. V. C. Heikes. (Jlineral

Resources of the U S, 1915- Part I; 42 pp.)

7088—ROASTIts'G—La Calcination do la Cala-

mine nu Convertlsscm-. (Jlctaux ct Alllages,

Jlar., 1917 ; 2% pp.)- 40c.

OTHER METALS

7flS9—ANTIJIONV—Queensland Jlineral Delios-

Its, A Review of Occurrences. I'nuluclicin. J'alues

.ind Prospeits B Dunstan. ((lucensland Govt,

Jlln. Journ., Feb. 15, 1917: SV: pp.) 60c.

7090—ANTIMONY— Elcctro-Deposlllon of .Vnli-

mony from Fluoride Baths ContJilnlng Addillon
Agents F. C. Mathers, K. S. JleauH and B. K.

Richard. (Advance copy. Am, Electrocheni. Soc ,

Jtay 5, 1917; S'/i pp,, lllus.)

7091—ANTIMONY—Tests of Antimony Plating
Baths. F. C. .Mathers and K, S, Means. (Ad-
vance copy. Am. Electrocheni. So<' , May, 1917

;

3 DP )

7092—COBALT—The Estimation of Small
Quantities of Cobalt. A I). Powell. (Journ. Soc.
Chem. Ind., Jlar. 15, 1917 : 'Z™ p.)

7093—TITANIU.M, COLUJIBIU.M, TANTALUM
AND ZIHCONIUJI, The Estimation and Separation
of, William P. Hcadden. (Prof. Colo. Sci. Soc,
Feb., 1:117 : 17 pp.1

7091—JIOLYBDENITE—A Note on the Wood
Jlolybdcnite Jline Near ((uvon, Quebec. John A.
Dresser. (Bull. Cm. Min. Inst., Mar., 1917; 2M!
pp.)

7095—MOLYBDENUM ORES and Their Con-
contratlon. F. W. Horton. (Jlin. and Sci. Press,
Feb 24, 1917; 2V4 pp. lllus.) Abstract from
Bull 111, U. S. Bureau of Mines. 20c.

7096—NICKEI,—Report of the Nickel Commis-
sion. (Eng. and .Min. Journ.. Apr 14, 1917; 3%
pp.) Abstract of report of Royal Ontario Nickel
Commission. 20c.

7097—QUICKSILVER—The Geology of TeXiis
Quicksilver Deposits J. A. Udden. (Tex, Mineral
Resources, Ai)r., 1917 ; 4 pp., illus )

7098—TIN—Bucket-Dredging for Tin In the
Federated Malay States. Harry D. Griffiths. (Min.
Jlag.. Feb, and Mar., 1917; 16 pp., illus.) Contin-
uation of article previously indexed. 80c.

7099—TIN—Hydraulic Tin Jlining in Swaziland.
J. Jervis Garrard. (Bull. 149. I. Jl. M.. Feb. 5,

1917; 22 pp., ilhis.)

7100—TIN ^VXD TUNGSTEN in South Dakota
John Bland. (Jlin. and Si-i. I'ress, Mar. 31. 1917 ;

:i% pp., illus.l 20c.

7101—ZIRCONIA—Melting Zirconia and Pro-
duction of Ware Therefrom. E. Podszus. (.Tourn.
Soc. of Chem. Ind.. Feb. 28, 1917; % p.) Ab-
stract from Zeit. f. angew. Chem., Vol. 30, pp
17-19.

7102— ZIRCONIITJI — L'Oxyde de Zirconium
Comme Prodiut RefracTaire. (Motaux et Alliages,
Feb,. 1917

: % p.) Kic.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS

7103—ASBESTOS—Origin of JIassive Serpen-
tine and Chrysolile Asbestos. Black Lakc-Thet-
ford Area, Quebec. R. P. D. Graham, (Econ.
Geol., Feb.-JIar., 1917; 49 pp ) 60c.

7104—CANADA—The Productiftn of Cement,
Lime, Clay Products, Stone and Other Structural
Materials in Canada During 1915. John Mc-
Leish. (Can. Dept. of Jlines, 1916; 60 pp.)

7105—GRAPHITE—Clay County Graphite Dis-
trict of Alabama. Irving Herr. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 21, 1917; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

7106—GRAPHITE—The Mineral Deposits of
the Buckingham JIap-Area, Quebec. SI, E. Wil-
son. (Trans. Can. Jlin. Inst., 1916 : 22 pp., illus.)

7107—MAGNESITE—The Origin and Geo-Chem-
istrv of Slagnesite. S. H Dolbear. (Jlin. and
Sci. Press. Feb. 17. 1917; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

7108—NITR.\TE OF SODA—Production of Ni-
trate of Soda in Chile—Past, Present and Future.
I. Birkwood Hobsbaura and J. L. Grigioni. (Journ
Soc. Chem, Ind., Jan. 31, 1917 : lUi pp., illus.)

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

7109—APPALACHIAN OIL-FIELD BRINES.
Notes on. (J. B. Richardson. (Econ, Geol., Jan..

1917 ; 3 pp.) 60c.

7no_GEOLOGT—Ethics of the Petroleimi

Geologist. Frederick G. Clapp. (Econ. Geol..

Feb.-JIar.. 1917; 33 pp.) 60c.

7111—ILLrNOIS—Oil and Gas in the Vincennes
Quadrangle, John L, Rich. (Bull. 33, III, Geol.

Surv., 1916; 28i4 pp.. illus.)

7112—ILLINOIS—Oil Investigations in Illinois

in 1916. Under direction of Fred H. Kay. (Bull.

35, 111. St.ate Geol. Surv., 1917; SO pp., illus.l

7]i;i—WYOJIING—The Byron Oil and Gas
Field. Big Horn County. Victor Zicgler. iBulL

14. State Geologist of Wyo., 1917: 27 pp.. illus.)

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
7114_CALirORNIA—The Geologic Formations

of California. James Perrin Smith. (Bull. 72.

Calif, State Jlin. Bureau, 47 pp., illus.)

7115—JIONTANA—Jlineral Pros|>ccts In Fergus
County, Jlont O W. Freeman. (Eng. and Min.

Journ.', Apr. 14, 1917; 2'^ pp., lllus.) 20c.

7nG—NEVADA—Geology of the Cedar Range.

G. R. Stevens. (Jlin, and Sci, Press, .Tan. 27.

1917; % p.) 20c.
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7117—SULPHIDE ORES—A Sludv of tlic M:ik-
matic S\ilpIiitlo Ores. C. >\ 'rnliiKin. .Ii-.. and
Austin F. Itoyers. (Ldand Staiitnid. .Ir,. Vnh

.

I'liblk-ations. IDKi : "li pii.. 2(1 IMatcs.)

MINING LAW
7118—JIIMNC CLAl.MS 'I'll,' I'iili-lithii; "'

JliniilK Claims. (Jlin. aiul Oil lUiii.. Ai)r., 11I17
;

i Ml.) 20e.
rilil—TEXAS—The New .Miiier.il l.^ind Lease

Law. (Tex-. :\linerai Kesoun-es. Ainil. 1!I17; T>

VV-)

MINING—GENERAL

7120—ACCIDKXTS- Mine A.-eidenIs Ciassilled

bv MildnK IMeliiods. fur tiie I.nke Superr.pi- His

Iriet. lliir.. Alliert H. Fav. (Ituii. Lalie Snperiiir

Min. Inst.. JLir.. W17 ; i: i>ip 1

7121—BRAZII.—Tlie Jliniiig Industr.v (if Brazil,

F. Lynwttnd Carrison. {Mill and Sci. Press. Mni.
in. 11117 ; i% pp., illus.) 2"e.

7122 — BlilTlSH ^()L1^I1^LV i'lie Mineral
Wealth of British Oiiluiiibia and Its Vtilizatiiin.

Alexander Sharp. (Min. and Kni;, Bee.. Mar.,
11117 : 2 pp.) I'aiier hetore Vani-iniver Board
iif Trade in support of a resolution urtllnt; flie

iippointnieiif of a eomiiiission to report on mineral
resourees of the provinee. 2lle

712S—BULLDOZhVr; CHAMBKliS at Tread
well Mine. R. O. Wayland, (Kiij; and Miii.

.lourn.. Apr. 7. 1917 : 1 )i.. illus.) 2(le.

7124—CANADA—rreliminar.v Report of the
Mineral Production of Canada During 19I(!. Pre-
pared hv .lohn McLeisli. (("an. Hept. of Mines.
1917 ; 25 pp.)

712ii—CANADA—War Importanee of Canada's
Mineral Resources. Arthur A. Cole. (Knp. and
Jlin. .lourn.. Apr. 21. 1917: iM pp.) Address
before Canadian Club of Montreal. Mar. a. 1017.

20c.

7126—CAVING SYSTEM—Losses Ineident to

the Caving of Orebodies. Ii. G. Sampson. (Min.
and Scl. Press. Apr. 7. 1917; ri't. pii., illus.)

20c.

7127 — CHUTES — Construction of Chutes.
.Tames E. Hardinp. (Eng. and Min. .Tourii.. Alir.

14, 1917 ; V2 p.. illus.) 20c.

7128—DRIFTING—Arrangement of Water Tanks
for Drifting Machines. H. H. Hodglrinson. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn.. Apr. 21. 1917: % p., illus.) 20e.

7129—DRILLS—The Testing and Application
of Hammer Drills b.v New .Tersey Zinc Co. Ben-
jamin F. Tiilson. (Eng. and Min. .lourn., Apr.
7, 1917; 101.4 pp., illus ) 20c.

71.30—EXPLOSn'ESt—Electric Heating Plant
for Powder Magazines Used at Perseverance 5Iine.
Alaska. Alvin L. Erickson. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 14. 1917; % p.. illus.) 2nc.

7131—HAULAGF—Horse Haulage versus Com-
pressed-Air Haulage—A Coniparison of Costs.
Raoul Green. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst,, Vol. XIX,
191(i; 8 pp.)

7132—HEADFRAJIES—The Design of Head-
frames. Flovd L. Burr. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..

Apr. 7, 1917; 9 pp.. illus.) 2nc.

7l:i3—HOISTINC!—Efficiencies and Costs of
Steani and Electric Winding Plant. Harold W
Clayden. (So. Air. Min. .lourn.. Fob. :;. 1917 :

1^ PP , illus.) Paper before So. Afr. Inst., Elec.
Engrs.

7134—LOADING POCKET in Burra Burra
Mine. Walter R. Hodge. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..

Apr. 7. 1917; 4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

713.'i—MINE MODELS—Mining Jletliods Illus-

trated in Miniature. \V. R. Crane. (Eng.
and Min. .Tourn.. Apr. 7. 1917: 3r.. pii.. illus.)

20c.

713G—MINING METHODS—Methods of Under-
ground Metal Mining. F. W. Sperr. (Eng. and
Min. .Tourn., Apr. 7, 1917: 4 jip.. illus.) Diagram-
matic classification of 1G2 difTerent mining metll-
ods with definitions.

7137—ONTARIO—Winter Traveling in Western
Ontario. .1. F. Kellock Brown, (I'hig. and Min.
.Tourn., Apr. 7. 1917; IV2 pp.) 20e.

7138—PROSPECTORS' CONVENFION. .1. F.
Keliock Brown. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn,. Apr. 7.

1917; ^ p.) Announcement of convention wliicli

was to be held in Fort William, Ont., to improve
status of prospectors.

7139 — PUMPING — Preventing Air-Driven
Pumps from Freezing. .Tames Humes. (Eng. and
^lin. Journ.. Apr. 7, 1917 ; 1 p., illus ) 2l)c.

7140—(QUEENSLAND MINING INDUSTRY,
Review of Year !91i;. Reiion liy the Under Sec-
retary for Mines. (Queensland Govt. Min. .Tourn..

Mar, 13, 1917; 17 pp., illus.) liOc,

7141—RESCUE STATION-The .Tastier Park
Mine Rescue Station. I. C. Callander. (Bull.

Can. Min. Inst., Mar., 1917; 21/2 pp.)

7142—SAFETY MEASURES—Recording of Ac
cidents, and Safety Measures Employed by the
New .Tersey Zinc Co., Benjamin F. Tiilson. (Eng.
and Min. .Tourn., Apr. 7, 1917; S pp , illus.) 20c.

7143—SHAFTS—Construction of Mine Shafts
of Great Dejitli Through Water-Bearing Soil, .T.

W. Dotv. (Tr.iiis. Can. Min. Inst., Vol, XIX,
191B; 23 pp , illus.)

7144 — SHRINKAGE STOPING — Saving a
Shrinkage Stniie by an Elecliic Blast, Dairy Farm
Mine. California. S. Fin-d Eaton. (Eng. and
Min. .Tourn.. Mar. 31. 1917; ili pp.. illus.) 20c.

71ir; — TRAMMING — Underground Tranuning.
David B. Scott (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Apr. 7,

1917: 4 PII., illus.) 20c.

7140—UNWATIOUING an llulined Shaft on the
Comstock Lode, .lames 10. Harding. (Eng. and
Min. .lourn.. Mar. 31, 1917: 1',.. pp., illus.) 2Uc.

7147—VENTILATION in the Rincou Mine.
Blarney Stevens. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 14.

1917; 2V<; pp., illus.) 20c.

FLOTATION
(See also "Copper")

71 l.s—COBALT- Notes on Metallurgy at Cobalt
During 1910. R. B. Watson. (Can. Min. .Tourn.,

Mar. 1, 1917: IVi PP.) 20c.

7149—FLOTATION PliODI'CTS. The Disposal
of. Uoliert S. Lewis. (Mill, and Sci, Press,
Apr. 7, 1917 : 91,4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

71.10—HISTORY of Flotation. Tlie T. A. Hick-
ard. (Mill, and Sci. Press, Mar. 17 and 24.

1917 ; 20 PII.) 40c.

71.'.l—LITIGATION—Flotation Litigation. T. A.
Rickard. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 14, 1917 :

e% pp.) 2nc.

7in2—MIMiRALS SEPARATION—Patent 835,-
120. (Mill, and Sci. Press. Mar, 31, 1917: 3U
PI) ) Stor,\- of operations leading to application
for aboie patent, as recorded in Minerals Separa-
tion brief in Miami appeal. 20c.

71.-.3—SULPHT'R DIOXIDE as a Flotativc
Agent. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 7. 1917; TV;
pp.. illus.) Notes on piactlce at Broken Hill
Proprietary plant. 20e.

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
71.54—CRUSHIN(;—Grading of Crushed .Stone

and (iravel Feldspar, Fireworks and Flour. Edw.
S. Wlard. (Met. and Cheni. Eug.. Apr. 15,
1917: 2V4 pp.. Illus.) 40c.

7155—CRUSHING—Notes on Ball Milling with
Special Reference to the Marcy Mill. F. E.
Many. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Mar. 15, U)17

;

1% pp.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
713U—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Le Four Electri-

rjue Louis Louvrier pour la Reduction des Miner-
als. (Metaux et AUiages, Mar., 1917 ; 1 p.)

40e.

71.'i7—ELECTRODES—The Production and
Properties of .Magiutite Electrodes. M. DeKay
Thompson and T. C. Atchison. (Advance copy.
Am. Electrochem. Soc. May, 1917 ; 5 pp., illus.)

7158—MELTING of Non-Ferrous Metals. (Iron
and Coal Tr. 'Rev.. Mar. 23, 1917; % p.) Ab-
str.icts of paper bv H. M. Thornton and Harold
Hartley, W. .1. Hocking. C. M. Walter. G. B. Brook
and H. S. Primrose before the Inst, of Metals ; to

be continued. 40c.

7159—REFRACTORY—Sur I'Einploi de la

Bauxite Comme Matiere Refractaire. Louis Le
Chatelier. (Rev. de Met., Sept. -Oct., 1916; 41,4

pp.)

7160—SILICA RHICKS—LEtal Actuel de la

Fabrication des Briques de Silice. Henry Le
Chatelier. (Rev. de Met.. Sept. -Oct., 1916; 1
pp.)

7161—SMELTER S.MOKE—The Cottrell Process
in Practice. Linn Bradley. (Met. and Chem.
Eng.. Jlar. 15. 1917 ; 4% pp., illus.) Paper be-
fore joint meeting of N. Y. sections. v\m. Inst.

3Iin. Engrs. and -Vm Electrochem. Soc. 40c.

7162 — SJIOKE ABATEMENT — Engineering
Phases of Smoke Aliatement. Osborn Monnet.
(Proc. Engrs. Soc. of West. Peiin., Dec, 1916:
2314 pp., illus.)

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MACHINERY

7163—AERIAL TRAMWAYS—Uses and Costs
of Aerial Tramways. Win. C. Kuhn. (Eng. and
Min. .lourn., Apr. 7, 1917 : 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

7164—HOIST—The ITpited Verde Underground
Hoist. T. D. Hawkins. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..

Apr. 7, 1917 : 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

7165—HOISTING ENGINES—Recent Develop-
ments in the Design of Hoisting Engines. Freder-
ick W. O'Neil. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Apr. 7.

.1917: 514 pp., illus.) 20c.

7166—HOISTS—WoVld's Two Largest Steam
Hoists. Paul A. Bancel. (Eng, and Min. .Tourn..

Apr. 7. 1917: l',4 pp.. illus.) 2Uc.

7167—LOCOMOTIVJE—A Narrow-tiage Alter-
nating Current Mine Locomotive. Rudolph W^
Van Norden. (Eng. and Jlin. .lourn.. Apr. 21.

1917; 4% pp., illus.) Describes locomotive used
in tunnel of Mountain King Mine, California.
20c.

7168- MOTORS — High-Voltage Jlotors for

Mines. Robert S. Lewis. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..

Apr. 7. 1917 : % p.) 20c.

7169 — PUJIPS — Mine- Pumping Eiiuipment.
Whitman Svmmes. (Eng. and Min. .lourn.. Apr.
7, 1917 ; 4=4 pp., illus.)

FUELS

(See also "Petroleum and Natural Gas")
7170—CANADA- The Piodil.tion ot Coal and

Coke in Canada During 191."-. .lohn McLeish.
(Can. Dcpt. of Mines, 1916: 42 pp.)

7171—COKE AND BYPRODI'CTS—The Pros-
pects of the Carbonization of Coal, with Byprod-
uct Recovery, as a South African Industry. S. B.
Itilbrough. (.Tourn. So. Afr. Inst, of Kngrs.. Feb.,
1917: IVi; pp.) Discussion of paper previously
indexed.

7172—FINE COAL— Notes on the Working of
a Dust Fired Boiler, C. A. King. (.lourn. Soc.
Chem. Ind., Keli. 15, 1917 : 3 pp., Hills.)

7173—WASTK HEAT - Utilization of Wa.ste
Heal from Coke Making. Ileiirv Pelle. (.Tourn.

Soc. Chem. Ind., Eeb. 15, 1917: 1 p.)

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING
7174—CHE.MICALS—The l'n'|)aralioll of Cheiiii-

cals for Lalioratory Use. Win. Rintoui. (.lourn.
Soc. Chem. Ind.. Mar. 15. 1917 : ;j pp.)

7175—(JAS ANALYSIS—Analyzing Producer
Gas: Rapid Methods of Commercial Analysis and
Sampling. (Iron Age. Mar. 1. 1917: 1% pp..
illiis. ) From a paper hv P. W. Swain before
A. S. M. E., Dec. 7, 1916. 20c.

7176—SILICA—Accurate Silica Determination
in Commercial Analysis. F. (!. Hawley. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn.. Mar. 31, 1917; 3 pp.) 20c.

7177—EDUCATION—The Training and Work of
the Chemical Engineer. (Chem. Tr. .lourn.. Mar.
10, 1917; 6 pp.) Dlscussicni by Geo. Beilbv,
P. G. Doiinan. W. It. Cooper, ('has. It. Darling,
etc.. before the Faraday Society. 40c.

7178-FRANCE—A Survey of the Chemical and
Allied Industries in France During the War.
F. .T. Le.Maistre. (.Tourn. Ind. and Eng. Chem.,
Mar., 1917 : 3Vi pp.) 60c.

7179— FRANCE— Chemical Industry In Prance.
(Min. .Tourn, Mar. 3 1917: IM pp.) Article
by Andr^ Renard in "Exportateur Frangais." 40c.

7IS0—NITROGEN— Literature of the Nitrogen
Industries, 1912-1916. Helen R. Hosmer ((len.

Elec. Rev., .Tan,, Feb. and Mar., 1917; 26 pp.)
Covers various processes and their chemistry,
production, consumption and costs. $1.20.

7181—NITROGEN—The Fixation of Nitrogen.
.Tohn E. Bucher (.Tourn. Ind. and Eng. Chem.,
Mar.. 1917: 20i/, pp.. Illus.) Paper before Am.
Inst. Chem. Engrs 40c.

71S2—PEAT—Utilization of Peat for the Pro-
duction of Sulphate of Ammonia and of Power.
Louis Simpson. (Can. Min. .Tourn.. Mar. 15.

1917; 31/2 pp., illus.) 20c.

7183—PLASTIC CEMENTS. .1. B Barnltt.
(Met. and Chem. Eng.. Mar. 15, 1917; 2y2 PP.t
Gives few of more valuable formulas and their
jipplication. 40c.

7184—SALT MANUFACTURE by Solar Evap-
oration of Sea Water. Lerov A. Palmer. (Mel.
and Chem. Eng.. Mar. 15. 1917; 2 pp.. illus.)

40c.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
7185-CAN-^DA -The Production of Cement,

Lime, Clay Products, Stone and Other Structural
Materials in Canada During 1915, .lohn McLelsh.
(Can. Dept. of Mines. 1916: 60 pp.)

7186—COKE-OVEN BRICKS—Physical Proper-
ties of the Materials of Coke Oven Bricks. W. G.
Fearnsides. (Coll. Guard.. Feb. 2, 1917; li
jip ) Paper before Coke Oven Managers' Assn.
40c.

7187—SAND-LIME BRICK—Manufacture and
Properties of Sand-Lime Brick. AVarren E. Em-
ley, (Tech. Paper No. 85, U. S, Bureau of Stand-
ards, Mar. 22, 1917: 41 pp., illus.)

MISCELLANEOUS
7188—CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE. The

Annual Meeting of the. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn..
Mar. 17. 1917 : 21/2 pp.) 20c.

7189—CONSERVATION—Combinations to Con-
serve Natural Resources. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn.,

,Tan. 27, 1917: IH PP) Address by W. L. Saun-
ders before Chamber of Commerce, at Pittsburgh,
Jan. 2. 20c.

7190- DEPRECIATION and .Measurement of Ex-
pired Outlay on Plant. (Eng. and Min, ,Iourn.,

Mar. 3 and 17, 1917 ; 5% pp.)

7791—GASOLINES—Physical and Chemical
Properties of Gasoline.s Sold Throughout the
United States During the Y'ear, 1915. W. F.
Rittman. W. A. Jacobs and E. W. Dean. (Tech.
Paper 163. I'. S. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 45 pp.,

illus.)

7192 -HYDROELECTRIC POWER and Elec-

trochemistrv and Electrometallurgy in Prance.

C. O. Mailloux. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Mar. 1

and 15. 1917 : 20 pp.. illus.)

719:3—INDIA—Industrial Possibilities of India.

(Chem. Tr. Journ.. Dee. 16. 1916; 1 p.) Prom
an address by H. H. Hayden. 40c.

7194—INSURANCE—A. S & R. Co.'s New In-
surance Plan. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 24.

1917; 1 p.) 20c.

7195—LABOR—Knocking Out a Billion Dollar
Loss. H. Cole, Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Jan. 4,

1917: 7 pp.. illus.) Author discusses wages,
bonus systems and other means of solving the

Labor problem. 60c.

7196—METRIC SYSTEM in Engineering. P. A.
Halsey. (Am. Macb.. Feli. I. 1917; iri pp ) 20c.

7197—METRIC SYSTEM -The Anti-JIetrio
Case. P. A. Halsey. (Am. Macb.. Jan. 25, 1917;
3U pp., illus.) 20c.

7198-NORTH CAROLINA—Some Pacts and
Figures About North Carolina and Her Natural
Resources. (N. C. Geol. and Econ. Surv., 1917 ;

51 pp.)

7190—TANK EARTHWORK. H. N. Herrick.
(Min. and Scl. Press. Apr. 14, 1917: IVj pp.)

Formulas for calculating tiuantities of earthwork
Invohed In preparation of sites for iarye steel

tanks. 20c.
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Notice
Appreciating the fact that American miners and smelters are patriotic, the

following suggestions are made to avoid misunderstandings and unintentional

wrong conduct. Acts and words permissible in peace times may be treasonable

in war time.

To American Citizens
1—Avoid argumenls and discussions. They lead to disturbances and serious

trouble.
2—Act considerately toward non-citizens and citizens of foreign birth.

3—Be on the alert to safeguard American interests by reporting to us at once any

suspicious actions or words.
4—Avoid all waste of time and material. Wars are won by economy at home and

in the shop as well as by soldiers in battle.

5—Guard carefully against fire. Report carelessness in the use of inflammable

and dangerous materials, and the accumulation of waste matter. Keep fire

buckets and barrels filled.

6—WTierever you can be of most value to our country is the place for you

whether it be in the mine, the mill, the smeltery, the refinery or the

trenches.

To Non-Citizens
You came to this country voluntarily and have made your living among us.

Act during these times so that the citizens of America will welcome your country-

men in the future. Avoid any act or word that may arouse suspicion. Obey

the law; talk English if possible, and don't argue.

An Nicht'Burgerl
Sie kamen in dieses Land freiwillig und erwecben

Ihren Lebensunterhalt in unserer Mitte. Handeln

Sie in diesen Zeiten derart, dass die Burger Amerika's

Ihre Heimatsgenossen in Zukunft willkommen heissen

werden. Vermeiden Sie Handlungen oder Worte,

\velche Verdacht erwecken konnten. Unterwerfen

Sie sich dem Gesetze, sprechen Sie wenn moglich nur

englisch, und streiten Sie nicht.

A Nem-Polgdrokhoz!
Qnbk kik onszantukbol jottek ebbe az orszagba es

keresik meg kenyeriiket mi kozottiink, viselkedjenek

e napokban olyan modpn, bpgy Amerika polgarai,

orommel fogadjak polgartarsaikat a jovoben. Kenil-
jenek el barminemti cselekedetet vagy oly szavak
hasznalatat, a melyek gyanut ebreszthetnek.

Engedelmeskedjenek a torvenyeknek, beszeljenek
angolul ha csak lehetseges es keriiljenek rainden vitat.

Signed

.

HOW "F.NGTNKERINC] AND MINING JOURNAl/' RKADKRS MAY SECURE
COPIES OF I^HE ABOVE NOTICE

Man.v mine iiwners and managers are desirous of advising
their emi)lo.vcc», both citizens and non-citizens, how they
should con<luct themselves under the present conditions.

Til thi.s end "RnRlneering and Mining Journal" has pre-
pared thi- notice which is reproduced on this page in small

scale. The notice has been printed in tin- form of a large
poster suital)le for hanging: up on the bulletin board of a
mine, and a limited number of these are available for mine
operators or managers that care to have thern. They are
supplied fi-ee of charge upon request to tht^ Editor.
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Righting a Wrecked Gold Dredge
By Lewis II. Eddv^

SYNOnSIS—No. 7, all-deel gold dredge, owned
and operated bij the Xalonia.-< Co., of Callforma,

was suiii- in April, 1910, righted at a cost of

$10S,i3JiS, in six montlis 11 days elapsed time, and

resumed digging in Oetober. Tlie right! n.g and re-

pairing was done by the engineering and sliops de-

partment of the conipang at Natuma.

Natoma No. 7 gold dredge was turned over and sunk

in 52 ft. of water in Bhie Ravine field, Natoma division,

American district, California, at 3 a.m. Apr. 1, 1916.

opcuiug into the stci-ii IkiIiI <iii tlic poit, side. When con-

verted from a woodcD-hiill lo ;in all-sti'el dredge, in 1!M.">,

the design did not jir()\idc for ade(]iiate freeboard es-

pecially wlien the digging ladder was low, the stern of

the lioat sinking below the water line and the bow
showing only small freeboard. In February, 1914,

wooden pontons were installed I'oi-e and aft, providing

more satisfactory buoyancy, but even with this improve-

ment it did not require a great amount of rock in the

hold to sink the stern -sufficiently to allow the water to

How freely through the hatchway and rapidly sink tlie

dredge. The small freeboard would also make it hard Fur

UPPER—CAPSIZED DREDGE AFTER WATER IN FOND HAD BEION PARTIALLY PUMPED OUT.
RTGHTF-D, URPAIRED AND AOAIN IN OPERATION

LOWER—DREDGE

Thrdiigh neglect oi' absence of the stei'ii nilci', w hd was

probably asleep, the stackei' belt had sto|)pc(l and the dooi'

1)1' the hatchway had been left open. The tailings from

the revolving screen jiili'd up on the end of the stacker,

overflowed to the deck and fell through the liatcliway

•Assocl.ato pcUtor. 3430 Periilta St., Oakland. Calif.

a man at the other eiul (if llic lioat, especially the wincli-

nuin, to notice the small list (if the stern.

After the listing of stern lo ))ort was noticed, the

winchman dropped both spuds jind endeavored to raise

the digging ladder, which woidd throw the stern up and

the bow down. But tlicrc was not sulHcient time to raise
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was Id piiinji

the liiddor f:ir nhnvc the water line. From tlie iiionieiit

till' winchiiia'u notiw'd tliu lislinj; (o the time il wa.s neces-

sary to flee to sai'etv, less tliaii Ki rniii. had elapsed,

which was snffieiont for drnppiiifr the spuds hut not

sufficient to lioist liie bidder to a posilioii that uould

Tight tlie stei-n and ])hu-e the hull on an even keel and

stop tlie flow of water into thi' hold.

Tlie ladder stuck in the hank in which it had lieen

iligijing', and the drcdjje pivoted with this point as a

center, turning o\er through an angle oF T2() deg., so that

the hottoni ot tlie hull showed an angle of ;iO dog. with the

vertical. Tt proliahly would ha\e turned turtle complete-

ly but for the fact that the uppei- works rested against

a tailings pile ou the port side. 'The dredge was digging,

at the time of the accident, on the port side of a double

cut and against an 18-ft. bank, the depth from watei-

line to bedrock varying from -1'.) I't. to (iO ft., making

a maximum digging depth of 7S ft.

The first step taken to right the ilredgc

the water down a few feet. While this

work proceeded, the dredge was still

changing position. The deadmen were

put in place as quickly as possil>le, lie-

ing covered about Apr. 11-12. Tlu'

main deadmau, was made up of an tdd

wooden spud, 34 x 54 in. by liO ft., and

buried in 12 ft. of gravel lictweeii two

tailing piles, the one in front of tie-

deadman being about 20 ft. liigli. The

auxiliary deadman was a timlier 21 \

30 in. by 22 ft., buried in 12 ft. ..f

gravel. The deadmen .set in thi' tail-

ings piles were covered liy the use of a

dragline scraper. The main lines

fastened to the dredge consisted of five

2i-in. galvanized bridge-suspension ca-

bles with wire centers, figured to h(^

strong enough to pull a maximum of

250 tons each, or a total of 1250 tons,

almost the full weight of the dredge

which was approximately I(i0O tons.

Each main deadman pennant line

fastened to the 34 x 54-iu. by HO-ft.

deadman was made iip of 2^-iii. gal-

vanized bridge-suspension cable or 1 ]-

in. dredge ladder-hoist lines, with

enough laps to equal the strength of

the 2^-in. cable. Each main tackle

placed between the main pennant and

deadman pennant, consisted of an 8-]>art block made up

from Ij-in. special steel ladder-hoist line.

The jig tackle, which was fastened to the hauling line

from the main tackle, was ]3laced at about right angles

to the main tackle. Each l:J--in. hauling line was de-

tlectiKl to this angle by means of a one-sheave block

fastened by a line to a 21 x 30-in. liy 22-ft. deadman

which, as stated, was al.so l)urieil in the tailings pile.

These jig tackles consisted of four-part blocks, using

5-in. standard plow-steel hoisting cable. The hauling

lines from these tackles were fastened to the several

drums of a side-line winch, electrically driven, taken

from Natoma No. 1 dredge which was being rebuilt at

the time. This winch was fastened to a wooden founda-

tion Ijuried several feet in the virgin ground as was also

tlie deadman loi' the jig tackles.

The first set of lines was finished and fastened to the

dredge about Aj)r. 20. In the meantime, as the lines

were being put in and the slack taken out of them, the

watei' was lieing jiuinped out of the pond. The? first

main pull was atlem)ited on .\|ii-. 22. .\t this time there

were only four main fastenings to the hull of the dredge.

The fastening at the stem end, being single, broke in

this pidl. The break was repaired ami another set of

fastenings added to the stei'n. Tliis made a total of five

fastenings, as shown in the illustration.

.Vfter the first main pull on .\pr. 22, the broken line

having l>een re]iaiicd and a new set ]iut in, the slack

was taken up eacli <lay as lln' pumjiing <nit of the pond

water continued.

About May 1 all tlie water was out of the pond, the

bottom of the dredge having been lifted only a few

degrees toward the vertical. From May ] to about May
25 the time was chiefly occupied in dismantling the

dredge, .\bout half of the digging ladder was removed

-Dead-man Timber

, . , buried 12'in Oraret.

•- v\\

.\RR.-\N(JKMKNT OV TACKLE FOR RTfJHTTNG DRKDOli

by cutting in several places witji an oxvacetylene blow-

torcli and half the buckets were taken off the line. Both

s]nids were thrown out of place, and the stacker was

i-emoved. The bow gantry was also init with oxvacetylene

blowtorch and most of it removed. During the time from

May 1 to 25 the bottom of the bull was scrajied and

painted with one coat of bitumastic solution and one

coat of bitumastic enamel. \Yliile this work was in pro-

gress, the bottom of the pond was leveled for a sufficient

space and covered with sand and slickens to ])rovide a

bed for the di'edge to rest on when the final pull was

made. On May 25 the water was again turned into the

pond, and everything was in readiness for the final pull

on .May 27.

The dredge was completely righted between 5 and (>

o'clock ill the afternoon of May 27. When [lulled over
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111 its pri)])('i- ]iiisili(*ii. tile liiill ilici nut lliiiit. Iici-iiiisi' NC.-iily cvcfv tr-iisn |i;irl, (•>|i('(i;iilv on llic port side,

tlic under, or ])ort, side was ilMiiinjiCcl and could not hv had been daiiia^vd to sonic extent, aiul it was (|iiiti'

rei)iiiied diiiini;' the j)ro<jress ol' |)uni|iiMu' out and relillini; a prohicin as to liow Tar to go with repairs. In some

tile jiond. However, the water was only ilcep enough to places the parts were replaced entirely; in others they

cover tile deck of the [lort side, which was then the Iowit were patched up, cai'e being taken that the repaired

])arl of the dredge, .so that it was necessary to pmiip the parts were made iiuich stronger than the original section,

pond down a lew I'eet in order to make the rt'pairs. The ])ort side of the hull was hadly damaged. It was

Before tiie repairs were coiii|)leted, all the remaining necessary to remove a great many of the plates and

heavy pieces of damaged machinery were remmcd. in- frames, straightening out .some and replacing a portion

eluding the remainder of the digging lachlcr and hueki't of them with new ones. The entire housing and gold-

DREDOE RE.AOV I^DK FT.XAL ITLI BOTTO.M OF nRElK?p; .STRIKI.VC W.ATER (IX FINWL PULL

line. ])umps. etc. 'I'ln' di-edgc ua> then Ihiati'd and nio\cil saving tallies on the port side had to he replaced on

over to a point where it would settle on the ImmI or heiuh aceouiit of having been cut oH' while the dredge was being

of sand, anil slickcns were prepared for it ; and the jioiid righted in order to cut out as much weight as possible;

was iiLuiipeil down to a dry bottom, in this jiositioii the this portion of the dredge was liadly damaged. The
remainder of the repairs were made. Wiicn the dredge original housing was made up of a combination of paper

was lighted, there was no damage done liy the bottom and thin steel sheets, '{'he tables were of wood with

striking on the water or sand bed, as the |uill was slow steel supports. All this material was i-eplaced with

and the dredge liaulcd o\er gradually until within a few wooden structure.

feet of floating position. The digging ladder was badly twisted in three or four

Examination of the hull uheie exposed abo\e the water places, and it was necessary to reliuihl some new sections

disclosed that the results of pitting did not leipiire the in the Xatnmas shops. The riMiiaiiider of the ladder

.SIIDWINC .'VRFiANltR.MKNT i >V TACKLr; l-'OR RTItHTt.N't; DREDGE AND THE OLD SPt'D tT.SED T-'OR .\ DE.\DM.-\N

I'cplaciiig of an\ ol the jdales. Several cases of jiitting repairs were made in the field. The upper and lower

were found, but they were not vital and not so numerous ends of the tailings stacker had to be re|)laced. .\bout

and serious as had been exjiected for the time the steel oO^j of the bow gantry had to be replaced. The lower

had been in tlii' water—neai'ly three years. The pitting :50 ft. was a total wreck. The stern gantry was in much
was mostly inward the stei'ii and in the well-hole. The worse shape than the bow gantry. 'Cliese two jiarts and the

maximum deplii of the pits was ,',., in. The steel was main drive crane supjiorts were what kept the dredge

thoroughly cleaned and i;i\en a coat of bitiimastie solu- from turning turtle when it sunk. The dredge was

tion and a coal of biiiiinastie enamel. This paint material strengthened throughout, and sexci'al additions were

was used also on No. I dled^l. llefore deciding upon made, especially tlii' heavy spud-keep casings. The
its use for dredge work, it was given complete and bucket idler, slightly damaged, was reitaired and returned

satistiictory tests by the company. to its place. The remainder of the work was along the
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liiK's of rci;uliir routine (Ircdfic coiisti'Ui-tion. l-'oitii-

nalcly, tJic instnllation of a new stacker bell hail Ijeeii

delayed by the congestion of rroigliis ami ihc oM licit

could not be estimated among the losses, nor could the

damage to the wooden |ioiitons be seriously considereil,

as their repbu-i-menf by steel ones was a practicjd and

valuable inipi'ovement. The old wooden ones bad l)ecn

in service since the summer of lull. 'I'lie new steel

pontons are of like dimensions and are each "0 ft. S in.

long, 10 ft. 8 in. dee|), ~
ft. wide. The length is dixided

by the center line of the u|i|H'r iiiiid)ler into two sections

of 31 ft. 11 in. lorwaiil and :!S It. !l in. aft. They were

designed by the engineering department of tlie Xatomas

Co. and built and shipjied in small sections to the di'edge

by the Ralston Iron Works, San Francisco.

The gold recovery was taken off tlie dredge in process

of the regular cleanup on the afternoon (irior to the

wreck, so only a small amount of amalgam was lost.

The repaired dredge was stai'ted again on Oct. 12, llUti,

and has been digging steadily since.

Report of Copper Production
This table is compiled from reports received from the

respective companies (excei>t in the cases noted by as-

terisk as estimated), together with the reports of the

January February Marrti .\pril

Alaska shipim-nts 2,516,372 15,013.539 10,959,696

Arizona:

Arizona Copopr 4.100.000 4.600.000 5.000.000

Cons. Ariz. Smelting t t 1 . 7 50. Ot.0

Inspiration 11,600,000 10,250,000 11,100.000 11.400.000
Miami 5,020,370 4,210,780 5,217,900 5,128,195
Old Dominion 3,000,000 2,695,000 3,335.000 3.516,000

Ray 7,767,663 7.177,898 8,006,643

Shannon , , , 759,000 886.000 950,000 924,000
Other Arizon:i 30,196,785 35.174.605 30,394.1:8

California:

Mammoth 2.200,000 2,200,000 2,000,000 I.850.0C0

Michigan:

Calumet & Hopla 14,103,126 13.162,007 14.949.919

Other Lake Superior* 9,500.000 9.000.000 9.500,000

Montana:

Anaeondi 28,250,000 25,000,000 31,300,000 29.300.nn0

EastB:-te 1,479,520 1,460,440 1,597,340 2.081,080

Nevada:

Mason Vallov t t 1,821.695
NevadaCons 6,279,432 5,708,214 6,864,675

New Mexico:

Chino 6,452,154 6,572,106 6,200,851

Utah:
Utah Copper 13,913.811 13,459.829 15,512,676

Eastern smelters* 2,670,370 2,039,390 2,762,825

149.808,603 158,611,808 167,473,548
24,850.000 25.150.000 24.618.000

Total reported
Others, estimated

Total United States 174,658,603 183,761,808 192,091.548

Importsin or 'and concentrates 12.916,700 13,782.019
Imports in blister, etc 45,708,518 24,348,811 .

Grand total 233.283.821221.892.638

liritish Columbia;

B. C. Copper 331.667 314,274 406,072
OranbyCons 2,946,476 2,580,288 3,901,398

Mexico:

Boleo . 1,983,080 1,598,240 1,984,080
Canunea 5,700,000 5,100,000 5,500,000 4,730,000

Other Foreign:

Braden 4,798.000 3,450,000 5.942,000
Ccrrode Pasco. . , 6,172,000 5.352,000 6,074.000 5,936,000
Chile 7.756.000 6.056,000 8,714.000
C'lpe Copper 398,720 329,280 387,520
Ki-shtiro 1,131.200 1,178.240 .5,102,(100

Katanga 3,297.280 130,100 5,996,510 5,070,580

* Kstimated t Operation star*'-il in l'"ehruary. t Included in "OtlnT
Arizona.

TTiiited States Department of Commerce as to ini|)orted

material, and in the main ix'presents th<> crude-copper

content of blister copper, in ])<>iiiids.

The grand total, which in the ca.sc of .laniiary was

2:5:^,283,821 lb., includes, nnder "Imports in ore and

bli-ter copper" tlie production of such companies as Brit-

ish Coliiiiibia, (iraiiby, Cananea. Uraden, Cerro de I'asco

and Chile. 2Vs a matter of record, however, the figurcH

of the latter are given after the total. We also report

the production of the Holeo. Cape Copfter, Kyshtiin and

Katanga companies, wdiose copper df)es not come to the

Dnited States.

The item "Alaska shi|)ments" gives the ollicial figures

of the I'liited States Department of Commerce anri is

supposed to include Kennecott, which is not reported

separately. In some months all of the Kennecott produc-

tion apparently is not shipped; for example, in January,

the com))any's production was 7,800,000 lb., whereas

.\laska shipments are reported as 2,516,372. Of course

the difference will appear in later rejiorts, the Kennecott

production in February lieing 7,0!)(l.(l(iil jb., and Alaska

shi]mients, 1.5,013,0:5!). Kennecott production in March
was 7,07(i,000 lb., and in April, 7.180,000 lb.

Activity of the Bureau of Mines

WasHIXGTOX CoiiltESPONUENCE

Metallurgical experimentation in Idaho has been limit-

ed and delayed by the failure of State legislation to pro-

vide funds for cooperation with the United States Bureau

of Mines, which recently established a station at Moscow
through a cooperative agreement with the University of

Idaho. Dorsey A. Lyon, the superintendent of the Seattle

experiment station, is in direct charge of all research work
being done by the Government in the Xorthwest, has been

in Washington working out the plans for the activities of

the next year with Van H. Manning and F. G. Cottrell.

the director and chief metallurgist, respectively, of the

Tlnreau of Mines. ^Ir. Lyon is hopeful that the monev
necessary to carry out the Idaho work may be rai.sed.

In contrast with the situation at Moscow are the active

cooperative efforts being made by the Oregon Bureau of

Mines and Geology and by the University of Utah. The
Oregon bureau, in order to facilitate work, will move
from Corvallis to Portland, June 1.

To take full advantage of the presence of the Bureau of

Klines' experiment station at Seattle, the University of

Washington is al)out to announce five fellowships in the

following sul),jects: Electrometallurgical processes: bene-

ficiation of coal and nonmetallic minerals; clay industries

and ceramics ; general problems alfecting the ores and the

mining industries of the state; develojiment of metallur-

gical industries. Each of these fellowships pays an an-

nual salary of •'i;720. Mr. Lyon is enthusiastic as the re-

sult of the benefits that have accrued from similar fellow-

ships at the University of Utah. Xot only does the Gov-

ernment receive the benefit, at a very small expenditure,

of the services of students eager to accomplish something

but tliese men, after a year of service under Federal

direction, carry into engineering practice the ethical

standard that the Government attempts to maintain.

Indications are, according to Vr. Lyon, that operators

in the Northwest will take advantage of the Bureau's of-

fer to allow metallurgists in private employment to use

the laboratories at the exi)eriment station for their own

e.xperimeiitatioii. The (uily conditions attached to this

work are that the results of these experiments be given to

the public and that the materials necessary be paid for by

the companies interested.
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Drill Bits and Drill Steel for Metal Mining
\'>\ ( ilOdljdl': 1 1. (,'11,MAN*

SYNOFiSliS—,1 .stiidji of llir rliinrc of machinc-

ilrill hifs, mnlrrial used and inctlioils of tcmperniii

will do much lo inrrcasp the pffirienrij of marliiur

drillx. Different rlassex of hits are described and

compared, and iliagrams sliairin;/ sfrili-inff lines

of cutting edges are given. Tempering funmces
and methods of temperini/ arc described. I'lf-

rometer or compass used to dclcniiinc proper lienl

for tempering. 1nspection of drills before Inir-

ing sharpening shop is recoiii ninidcd.

It i.s with tlu' obji'i-t of assi.-tiiiii in tlic cll'ort tn place

luiniiig with rock drills on a liigliur ])laiu> that this |)ai)cr

has been pre])ared. The facts prcsoiitod have hocn gained

i)y observation of standard methods in diltVreiit sections

of the country, supplemented by a knowlcdtjt' of the re-

quirements for varyinii' conditions undei' which i-ock is

exca\ated. secured only throuub c.\|ierimental and re-

search work.

The great wave of scientiHc mining that is sweepiiiL;- the

country at the present time has i-c-iiltrd in a L;rcal deal

of thought and study beim; ,i;i\cii to ihe rock-drilliiii; <'nd

FIC. 1, MllDKL TO SHOW UEI'TH A \ I
> A\i;i.i:s 11].-

I

of the work, which is. Iicyond doubt, the business" enil

of the whole projjosition. The |)roblcni of detormininir

the type and size of rock drill, its steel, niountini;'. hose

and accessories best adaiited to the existina' coiuliticns of

pround is reeeivins' serious consideration. su])))lemented

by a study of the best methods for breaking- ii'roniid. as

reiiards the size and depth of di-ill hole, ihe number of

holes, tlieir relative position and ani;lc. and the size,

ijrade and anu)unt of explosi\'e re(|nin-d.

Furthenuore. an effort is lieinu made to ndnimize the

]ici'sonal equation which has always lieen a serious

factor in the drillinn' oyieration. The importance of this

is emphasized l)y the scarcity of skilled labor and the

A\'orknien'.s Compensation Laws which prc\ail in all ter-

ritories, together with Ihe fact lliat the axcraL^c mine

nianajrer is a humanitarian by \irti f his position and

cnxironment. This means that, so far as possible, the

A\(irk of In-eaking ground is beint; nuule as sim|)le and as

easy for the workmen as the present stale of the ait

\wll ))cianit : summarized under the one word, eliiciency.

Snni\:ni Mailiiiiny d,.. Cln ] iinoiil, N. H.

In view of ohliiining desired results in this connection,

it is recomnKMided ibat llic nnne management seek the co-

operation of the rock-drill manufactiiror in determining
the type and size of rock drill that meets, to the best ad-

vantage, the prevailing conditions of the work to be exe-

cuted. A knowledge of the requiiements of different

grounds, considering tlie methods under which the work
is to be executed, is gained only by experience and ob-

servation coupli'd with an intimate knowledge of rock-

drilling machinery and niodcu-n rock-clrill practice.

In general it may be said that the best type of rock

drill for any condition is the one that will cut the great-

est number of feet of drill hole in the least possible time

with nnnimnni exertion on the part of the ojierator ami
at miiiininni cost.

l'i;iMAi;> M\(iii\r', FAcrniis Ai'fecting

lh;ii,i,i \(i Fi'i'iriRXCY

The primary machine factors (eliuiinating hose, steel

and mounting) that determine the efliciency of rock drill-

ing are: Force and frequency of blow, speed and strength

of rotation and ejection of cuttings or sludge from drill

hole. Secondary factors are: Feeding and retracting the

machine to and from its work, extracting stuck drill

steel, changing di'ill steel, adequate lubrication for the

machine and drill shank, means of all allaying dust, ad-

justability of machine to conform to variation in the

alignment of the di'ill hole and convenience in handling.

The foi-egoing being the determining factors, it is

doubtful if any are in better position to establish the re-

quiT'cments of a fixed set of conditions than the rock-

drill expert of the manufacturer, wdio, by virtue of his

work, has a training thrust upon him that enables him
to make recommendations based on experience and ob-

s(>rvation.

It i< a deplorable but nevertheless a well-known fact

tliai no one tvjie or size of the so-called standard rock

diill w ill meet all r'onditions of ground and air pressure

to the best advantage. Tn developing a standard machine

all that it is possible for the rock-drill designer to do is

to adapt it to meet to the best advantage the average

coiulitions as he may have found them. Tt is then neces-

sarv to inec/rporate sjiecial feat\ires in the drill iii order

to ha\e it nu>et mor(> closely the conditions of the work

that \ary from the a\erage, ami on those special features

the ex]ierts and salesmen of the manufacturer are in-

foi-mcd. both as regards their make-up and function.

Too mnch emphasis cannot be placed upon the de-

sirability nl' introducing scientific methods underground
for breaking rock. It is folly to drill 20 holes in a head-

ing if the same amount of ground nmy he pulled with Ifi.

Furthermore, it is follv to assume that because a round

of holes can be (Irilli'd in tlirc(> hours, the drilling period

is (>\('r. It is much bcttci' to -io arrange the work that

the drilling crew can ])ut in two rouiuls of a shift's pe-

riod, (u- the equivalent in footage by deepening the one

round. Tn other words, the work should he planned so

that the machine may be kept in operation for as great

a poi'tion of the shift's period as possible. AVhen one

considers the fact that under average )iresent-day prac-

tice rai'cly more than H0% of the shift is consumed by
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th<' drill in ;i(t\iiilly hniniiiei'inp; upon IIk; rock, il is iin-

iieco.s.sary to elaborate upon the importance of inini-

iiiiziiifi' the personal eqitation as iipplicd to the onei'atint;-

of the drill.

Production is depciuleni on drill footage, Inil. it is up to

the mine managenvent lo see to it that the drill holes

are properly i)ositi(med in (n'der that the iiiaximnm

amount of rock may iic hroken for tlie minimnni amonni

of drilling. It is well in this connection to hear in mind

that no more time is ronsumed in drilling a hole that

is properly positioned and spotted than one that is drilled

solely for the ]inriiose of adding to the shift'.s footage

regardless of its cll'cct upon the gronnd. Disregarding

the conditions nnder \vhich rock drills oi)erate. it is folly

to use a larger or heayier mounting than is necessary

to support the drill or drills \vithout undue yihration, and

it should he home in mind that much lighter columns or

bars are recpiired for drills equipped \vith a ])neumatic

feed than for machines of the feed-screw type, owing to

the fact that the ])neumatie feed seryes to al)sorb yi-

l)ration hy yirtue of the air cushion provided in the feed

cylinder.

Tn determining the size and weight of mounting re-

quired for drift or stojie work in which the column type

of support is emiiloyed, the following points shoidd be

coTisidered : AVidth or height of working place meas-

ured from almtment to abutment; number of machines

to he mounted on colunni : type and size of machine to

be used : if a column arm is to be employed, the length of

the arm; if a horizontal bar is used with or without arm,

the desirability of employing a center leg brace to in-

sure rigidity ; hardness of the rock to be drilled ; and air

pressure.

Size, Depth and Axgle of Holes

It is good practice to experiment in different grounds to

determine the host size of hole, depth, angle and, aboye

all, the niimber required to break the maximum tonnage

with the least amount of drilling and with the mini-

mum amount of powder. Tt should be the duty of su-

perintendents, mine foremen and shift hos.ses to deter-

mine what may be accomplished in this direction and

then to see to it that the miner is instructed accordingly.

It is inadyisable to leave these ]ioints for the miner to de-

cide. Iteniember that he is not as a rule in a position to

analyze his troubles as well as his superior, nor is he able

to study his work from as wide an angle. After these

points are determined by experiment, they may be graph-

ically impressed upon the men by using models which

may readily be made from boards ]ilaced in proper posi-

tion to represent the working face of the ground and with

steel rods or wires placed in ]M)sition to represent the

position and angle of the drill holes required to properly

break the ground. Such a model is illustrated by Fig. 1.

One of the most important points to determine in the

breaking of grouiul is the smallest size of drill hole.

at its bottom diameter, that will break successfidly the

burden imposed upon it. This will to a great extent

govern both the size of drill and its drill steel. The

character of the rock largely governs the strength of

powder required and the type of rock-drill hit that may

he employed to the best advantage, and both the cliar-

acter of the rock, the type of rock-drill bit and the length

of the feeding means govern the variation in the gage of

the bit or "'drop" for each following length of drill steel.

Tt is folly to use a drill steel of heavier section than is

i-eqnired to wilhslaml without undue breakiige the blow of

the hammer drill required to cut the ground to tiie bcht

advantage, for the larger the steel u.sud the greater the

absorption of energy in transmission to the rock, and

furthermore, the size of the drill steel may govern the

bottoming diameter of the drill hole. Where a varia-

tion in gage of ./.^ in. between following steel is sulli-

cicnt. the difference of -^ in. or even
]

in., not uncom-
mon in j)ractice, should be discouraged, for it must be

remembered that the spee(l of drilling in rock is in di-

rect proportion to the amount of rock removed from the

drill hole ami varies nearly inversely as the area of the

drill hole. Tt is also apjiarent that the elfectiveness of

the drill hole in pidling the ground is determined .solely

by its botfoni diameter, and when this is estiblished, the

le.ss the variation in size between the bottom and its

moiith the greater will be the s])eed of drilling and the

lower the eo.st ])er unit of I'oek broken.

I'uoi'KK T'l I'K 1)1 1 hill, I, Bits to Use

A great deal has Ixh'U written in regard to the propc^r

type of drill bit to employ for cutting rock, and it is a

subject that is entitled to all the consideration it has re-

ceived; but unfortunately this |)hase of mining has been

woefully neglected, and today the old type of cross-bit

is accepted by the majority of mining men as the .stand-

ard for all conditions.

The essential qiuditicat ions of a rock-drill bit, regard-

less of the conditions under which it is operated, are that

it must be made in s\ich a manner that maximum cut-

ting speed is maintained for as great a dist<ince as ]ios-

sible before wear of the cutting edge reduces the s])eed

of penetration to a ])oint where a change of steel is

made nece.ssary; that the size or diameter of the drill

hole corresponding to the gage of the bit is maintained

M-ith the least possible reduction as the depth of the

hole increases; that the shape of the bit is such that it

may be correctly formed and tempered with the least

amount of exertion on the part of the forge .smith.

As the type of rock-cutting bit for hammer-drill service-

that will meet to the l)est advantage any lixed set of con-

ditions is determined only by a ciireful investigation in

which force and frequency of the blow transmitt^ed to the

bit, speed and strength of rotation im])arted to the drill

steel, the character of the rock as regards hardness, abra-

sion and cohesion and the method to be employed for the

ejection of sludge or rock cuttings are items on which all

conclusions should be based. The following features of

design sliould each receive individual consideration:

Sha))e of the cutting edge; total length of cutting edge;

angle of cutting edge; length and area of the reaming

edges of surfaces; size and shape of clearance grooves for

the ejection of rock cuttings; length and angle of the

wings and the manner in which they are blended into the

body of the steel ; uniformity of metal adjacent io the

cutting edges; adaptability of the bit to the available

sharpening facilities.

The leiigtli of the cutting edge (by which is meant
tli(^ combined length of the cutting edges) and the man-
ner in wliich it is applied to the work form a deter-

mining factor in the drilling operation as regards speed

and also as ap|>lied to the life of the drill steel and its

.leluating engine. We might naturally assume that with-

in reasonable limits the longer tli(> cutting edge the greater

will lie the amount of rock particles disengaged from

the mass for every blow delivered and that a long cutting
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P(l>;'(> would iiiitiii'iilly be coiuhicivc to rapid di-illiii;i'. liiil

this applies oidy as l<)ii<f as tlic i-iittiiij;' ('dj;c i-ciiiaiiis sliar]),

wliidi it naturally does for a loiificv pciiod in soft, non-

alirasivo material than in hard, j;ritty oi' abrasive rock;

hilt we must consider the cfl'cct of a d\iilc<l or hhiiit cnt-

tinji' cdije, as tlic coniliiiicd area of tlie hlimt cdi>(' ol' all

tlie cuttiiijr siirlaccs dctcrinincs the ciishioiiinj;- resist-

ance, wliich naturally u;ovei'ns tbc pcnct ration ])cr Mow,

and a decrease in penetration results in a lesscniiii;' of

the ciishioninji' effect, wliicli in turn has a tendency to

cause the drill steel to rebound from the rix'k : this. wIumi

carried to excess, causes bri^akajic of the drill steel, tlu;

hammer of the drill and. in the absence ol' an elfectixi-

means to ]iro]ierly cushion the drill ]iiston on its rear-

ward stroke, breakage of other parts of the drill, includini;'

the back head, side rods, spriiiffs, etc. This action may
be emphasized by o])eratinir a hammer drill under <'\-

ao;o:erated conditions, with the cuttinf;' end ol' the ilrill bit

made blunt, upon an impenetrable bardem'd steel block.

The manner in which the cuttini;- edfje is applied to the

work in the bottom ol' tbc drill hole is equally an im-

portiint factor in determining speed as the length of the

cuttino' edge, and it also governs to a great extent the

life of the cutting edge. When drilling a nuiiid hole in

rock, the work that the bit has to do is to separate the

rock particles from the mass not only as applied to the

bottom of the drill hole, hut also from the side walls.

This imposes a heavy duty upon the extremities of the

cutting and reaming edges of the bit. and the amount of

work that the cutting edge must do increases, not in

proportion to the diameter of the hole, but in proportion

to the square of its diameter. As an illustration, when
drilling a 1-in. diameter hole, we remove 0.78o4 Tu.iii.

of rock fier lineal inch of advance, but when drilling a

hole 2 in. in diameter, we remove four times this amount,

or 3.1416 cu.in. of rock per lineal inch of advance, and
in the ca.se of a 3-in. diameter hole we remove nine times

as much rock as we do in a hole 1-in. in diameter. This

accounts for the unequal wear that takes place along the

cutting edge of a radial cutting-edge bit, wiiich, if uni-

formly tempered, will result in a gradually increasing

flattened edge radiating from the centei'. Furthermore,

the extreme outer ends of the cutting edge lia\e imposed

upon them the additional duty of dislodging the rock par-

ticles from the side wall of the drill hole, which, if the

bit is not equipped with an ample reaming edge or sur-

face, results in the outer edge of the bit ijeing rounded,

thus reducing the diameter of the hole lieing drilled and
decreasing the speed of penetration, with the natural

effect of increasing the rebound of the steel from the work.

It has been determined by experiment, that this condi-

tion may be improved in two way.s—first, by so shaping
the cutting edge that the work is approximately evenly

distributed throughout its length and, second, by equip-

])ing the extremities of the cutting edge with suitable

reaming edges or surfaces which deteriiiine the wear-
ing qualities of the gage.

The Axgle of Cutti.ng Edge

The angle of the cutting edge .should he great enough
to withstand the shock to which it is subjected in serv-

ice without danger of breakage, but it should not provide

for more than a reasonable factor of safety, as the greater

the angle the less will be the cushioning elfect due to

])enetration and the greater w^ill be the rebound from Hie

work, which, if carried (o tbc cxti-cinc. will r-csult in

disaster lo tbc drill and its steel. For soft ground a more

acute angle than !l() deg. generally works to better ad-

vantage than a greater angle, but for tbc harden- ground

the requirements are reversed.

The diameter of the r(>aniing edge, or surface, inusl be

greater than the diameter of any other part of the bit

in order to pcu'iiiit of free action in the hole.

In I'^ig. 2 is illustrated the manner in which a hil may
he dcvclo])cd by projection to determine the appearance of

the dilVercnt views, and this method of jiroccdiire is

recommended as the preliininary step of develoimient.

The lines A-A rejiresent the cutting edge, and the lines

Ti-A-C the reaming edges. In all eases the diameter

of the extremities of the cutting edges A-A should equal

the diameter of the reaming edges, as shown in the end

view, wbii b necessitates the reaming edges being formed

in an arc of a circle the diameter of which is equal to

the extremities of the cutting edges. The nece.ssary clear-

anc(> is pro\ide(l I'oi- tbc bit by tapering the wings or body

portion back lowai'd the drill-steel bar, and if the wings

are flattened at their outer, or opposing edges to secure

clearance for the reaming edges, care must he taken

during the flattening operation to see that the shape of

the reaming edges is not distorted.

A good way to determine if the finished bit possesses

the required shape of reaming edges and clearance is to

employ a ring gage of the same bore as the gage diam-

eter of the bit. This, when passed over the bit and held

in axial alignment thereto, should engage by line con-

tact the reaming edges throughout their length, from

which the bit is tapered rearwardly to provide (clear-

ance.

In the |ii-cccding paragraphs reference has been made
to the reaming edge. For certain kinds of rocks a ream-

ing edge is desirable only to insure the required clear-

ance for the bit, especially if the formation is tough,

close-grained and not excessively abrasive ; but in abra-

sive rock that is easily fractured, a reaming surface curved

concentric with the axis of the bit and varying in area

dependent upon the conditions is often employed to good

advantage.

Shape op the Cutting Edge

It is not a difficult matter to secure proper sizing and
shaping of rock-drill bits when a machine sharpener is

employed, but it is desirable that the gaging of the bit

be performed in independent sizing grooves, .supplemen-

tary to the main forming grooves in the swaging dies of

the sharpener. The reason for this is that the curved sur-

face of the reaming edge for any fixed angle of cutting

edge and width of wing varie,s in its degree of curvatui'e

Avith the diameter of the bit, necessitating a tapered siz-

ing groove in tlic dies of the drill sharpener, varying in

its shape to correspond with the variation in the curve.

as illustrated l)v F AVhen this sizing groove is avail-

able, the correct shape of reaming edge or surface for the

various gages required in a set of drill steel may be se-

cured by em])loying a movable stop piece in the dies of
the drill sharjiener to properly position the steel being
worked upon. It is good practice first to form the bit

in the shape of a cone which provides for the required
taper of the wings or body portion, at a slightly laruer
reaming-edge diameter than that of the finished bit,

after which the required gage diameter is secured by
swaging down the extremities of the wings or body in
the sizing groove.
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The tiipor of the wiiis's or body of the hit is jioveriied

hy the size of the hit with relation to the rlrill steel, the

charaeter of the ^rounfl and the i'oree of hlow .
In hani-

mer-drill practieo it is not so essential that ;i lonn tapered

wing he employed as was the ease witli Ww reei])roeatin{;

type of rock drill, hnt preferably a \viii,a- taper of 1 I de";.

niodifi'd adjacent to the enttins; end to conform witli the

enrvature of the reaming edges will meet the requirements

of the average conditions of ground satisfactorily.

The sizes of clearance groo\('s aic largely dependent

on the type of bit used and the character of the ground.

They should be large enough to permit free egress of the

cuttings.

Dead corners in the cutting edge of the hit are un-

desirable and should be avoided whenever i)ossible. The

practice of making hits with concave or convex cutting

edges is largely a matter of oi)inion based on the con-

ditions encountered. A convex, or raised center, hit is

oftentimes desirable in starting drill holes, especially with

stoping drills ecpiipiied with a pneumatic feed, while

concave bits will assist materially in maintaining the

alignment of the drill hole. However, tests that have been

conducted .sliow no advantage as regards stamina or drill-

ing speed when compared with flat-eiid(>d hils identical

in all other respects.

Length axd Akka of Reamixc Edges

It has been determined by experiment that the chisel,

oi- single cutting-edge, type of bit is a very fast driller,

but when made rectangular in section, the reaming edges

are very susceptible to wear. This applies to any bit

employing an angular reaming edge with respect to the

circumference of the drill hole. The reason for the

general adoption of a cross- or an X-bit in preference to

a chisel is because they are less susceptible to rifling the

drill hole owing to the greater reaming surface provided

by the extremities of the four wings, and con.sequently

they may be used for drilling through a greater distance

before wear of the reaming edge makes necessary the >ise

of the following length of steel with a reduction in the

size of the gage. This is illustrated by Figs. " and 4.

The bull bit. Fig. 5. corresponding in many respects to

the so-called Joplin bull bit. which for a great many
Years has been considered the standard type of drill bit

for the Joplin-Missouri zinc district on accnunt of its

blunt-angled single cuiting edge, ]iossesses a greater crush-

ing than wedging action, which is advantageous in a

liard, in-ittle ground, as it results in a shattciing action to

the rock, which, if it is of such a nature thai tliis acliun

can be taken advantage of, will sccnrc rapid pcndiatidn.

In.'^tead of the reaming surface lu>ing angular in section,

it is made concentric with the axis, which has the elfect

of preserving the gage hy \irtnc of the hearing surface.

AVhile a bit of this type was and is dcsii-ahlc foi' Juiilin

conditions to enaiile the ground in l«' drilled ccononiiially

owing to the abrasive qnalities of the cherty flint rock

that prevails throughout the district, there is no good rea-

son why the predominating feature of the .ro])lin bit

should not be taken advantage of in other fornuitions. thus

causing the drill bit to cut to a greatei- de|)th. or hy i-e-

diu'ing the variation in gage of the following steel witli-

out affecting the linear dei)th of hole that is drilled be-

fore a change in the size of hit is nuide necessary by wear.

It is not, however, recommended for drilling in ground

the rock particles of which I'annot he readily shattered or

disintegrated. P>eeause of the chunky shape of the hit.

i1 lends itself readily to uniform tempering at both the

cutting and reaming edges.

A composite hit made l)y incorporating the advantag(!s

of the single cutting-edge chisel bit as shown l)y Fig. :i in

condiinatioTi with the predominating feature of the bull

I)it, Fig. 5. mav have the a])pearance of the Z-bit shown

by Fig. (!. which posses.ses in addition advantages that

are not inherent in the other types to which we have re-

ferred.

The ai'c-sha])ed oitting edges, which aii madi' as

terminals of the diagonal, provide for ami)Ie reaming

surface, besides determiiiing the gage of tlie bit : and in

action they serve to cut a channel nround the ])eriphery

of the drill hole, which redmcs the work of the diagonal

by lendering the rock within the circular channel easily

broken. Theoretically, this type of hit ciunljines many of

the advantages of the other bits described, but owing to

its shape dilTiculty is liable to be experienced in temper-

ing the cutting edge uniforndy. and as a result the arc-

shajjcd terminals of the cutting edge are very likely to he

made harder than the diagonal, which, on aconnt of the

burden imposed u])on them in practice, results in chip-

ping.

The rose bit as shown l)y Fig. 7 and the cross-bit as

shown by Fig. 8 illustrate comiiKui and well-known tyjjes

of radial-cutting-edge bits, and the foregoing statements

ap]dy equally well to either type, although the cross-bit

has a shorter cutting edge than the former, and for this

reason it lends itself to better advantage as api)lied to hard

rock than a radial hit possessing a greater length of cut-

ting edge. If incorrectly formed as regards its reaming

edge or surface, it has a tendency to drill a rifled hole.

which is not possible with a bit of the rose tyjie having

a greater nundjer of cutting edges with corresponding

sup|iorting wings.

The Double Cko.ss-Bit

In Fig. '> is illustrated the double cross-bit which

possesses a desirable advantage over those previously men-
tioned. As shown in the figure, the cutting edges of this

l)it are not po.sitioued radially with respect to the axis of

the bit. but are offset in such a mainu>r that, as the bit

revolves in the drill hole, the de])i-essions made by the

cutting edges intersect and cro.ss each other in such a

way that the work is more evenly distributed over th("

entire length of the cutting edge and the rock is thus

broken diagonally as well as radially. A\nien sharp, the

long cutting edge of this hit. in conjunctiim with its

intersection of the cutting dejiressions in the work. ])ro-

\ ides for very high drilling speed in a variety of rocks, hut

in hard ground the ctitting edge, when didled. is very

likely to result disastrously to the steel and drill ]iarts.

A bit of this type possesses reaming qualities .superior

to that of the cross on account of the better distrihtition

of the work over the ctitting edge, which relieves the ex-

tremities from a greater jiart of the load that they would

otherwise carry in disengaging the rock jjarticles from

the wall of th(> drill liole. It will drill a round hole,

e(pud in this res|iect to the ro.se bit. but it is not an easy

bit to make, owing to the difficulty experienced in caus-

ing tiie metal to flow when being forged to the extremes
of the cutting edge.

Dilheulty is likely to he experienced in .securing a uni-

form temper for the cutting edges of the cross and the

double-cross bits, owing to the size of the clearance groo\'es

adjacent to the extremities of the cutting edge, wliieh pro-
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vide I'or a j;reat(M' siirl'iico of coiuhictivily for the quoiifh-

ing' f]\ii(l. If care is notfcxerfised in tiic tein])uriiij; ojicr-

atioii, the lioat fnmi llic center of the bit is likely to run

down and dinw the teni])er of the cutting edfjes at the

center to s\nii a degree tliat tiie l)it will become battered

at tliis )>()int. before tiie extrendties of the cnttinfj ('dge

are worn a correspond inii' amount. This dilhcully is not

so ])ronouiiri'(l in drill bits of iiioi'e iiinforni or massive

section.

The dduble (lii>el bit. Ms sliouii liv Kisi. 10. lias prac-

tically the same advantages, as regards the intersection of

the de])iessions in the bottom of the drill hole, as the

double-cross, and although its cutting edge is shorter by

nearly 50%, it does not pos.sess sufficient reaming surface

and consequently weai's rapidl\' with a reduction in the

gage diameter. When drilling in rock formations that

do not crush readily, the cone center that projects in

ilie bottom of the driil hole will ivtard the penetration,

and if the axi'al hole <>( tln' diill steel terminates in

the depression midway nl' the cutting edges, it is liable

to become ]ilugged with rock ]>articles or sludge. This is

overcome in the H-bit, Fig. 11. by the addition of the in-

tersecting transverse cutting edge, but although a fast

cutting hit for a great variety of conditions when sharj).

this l)it is subject to the'same criticism as its forerunner,

and besides it has two dead corners at the junction of the

cutting edges, which are not conducive to rapid pene-

tration.

New Tyi'k oi- 1>()ubi.e-Ai!C Bit

The double-arc bit, shown by Fig. 12, is the result

of an attempt to develop a bit that would meet the aver-

age conditions of ground encountered, by retaining as

many as ]iossihle of the advantageous features possessed

by otliei- standard bits, one that woidd readily lend it-

self to machine sharpening and, in addition, one the cut-

ting ed"e of which may be tempered easily and uniformly.

To insure this result, it was necessary to resort to a

great deal of experimenting under a variety of conditions

of ground, force and frequency of blow and speed and

strength of rotation. In the comparative experiments

conducted, the various drill bits were all hammered and

subsequently nuichiued To correct shape of corresponding

size, micrometers being tisetl in making nu^istirements.

All bits were tempered uniformly, a pyrometer being used

for the heating bath, and all drill steels were made from

the .<ame material. All comparative tests were made with

steels of corres])onding weight, length and gage of bits,

operated uj)on under identical conditions. The drill

holes were cai'efully calipered every (i in. of advance, and

the condition of the l)its was recorded. As a result of the

experiment it was found that the double-arc bit possesses

greater stamina as a])plied to its c-utting and reaming
edges, permitting it to be used through a greater distance

of drill hole before a change of steel is made necessary;

that it ])osses.ses cutting capac'ity when sharpened equal

to any of the others; that its cutting speed is not re-

duced as the dejith of the drill hole advances to .so great

an extent as with bits of other types; that wear of the

cutting edge is approximately uniform throughout its

length, that oidy a slight reduction in gage results as

the dejjth of the hole increases; and that it may be tem-

pered uniformly throughout the length of the cutting

edge. As shown by the diagrammatic drawing, Fig. 12,

wliich illustrates the action of tlie bit in the bottom of

the drill hole, the depressions made by the arc-Hhapcd cut-

ting edges intersect each other as the bit is rotated,

while the connecting cutting edge |)revent« a <«ne from

forming in the bottom of the drill hole, exa<;tly as it does

in the case of the II -bit. A perfectly round hole is drilled,

and the reaming edges are maintained by virtue of the

reaming surface and the manner in which the work is

distributed throughout the length of the <;utting edge.

Owing to the chunky nature of the bit immediately be-

lli ml the cutting edges, in tempering, the heat retained

in the nuiss is distributed evcTdy upon the cutting edge,

thus securing uniformity where it is required.

.Vfter a particular type of drill bit is decided u])on

and its general shape is determined by experimenting

iinder actual working conditions, it is good practice to

jiroportion the various sizes of bits rerpiin'd for <'omplet-

ing a drill hole by making a reference; ilrawing and estab-

lishing curves between the minimum and maximum sizes,

in which all dimensions for any size or gage of bit may
be seen at a glance. .\ tyjiical curve shc^et with sketch

applicable to the double-arc U-])C of liit is shown by Fig.

i;i. For the requirements of this country these curve

drawings are preferably made on cross-section paper -^

X iV in., and if necessary the curves may bo made to

double scale as has been done in Fig. 18. For example:

To determine the dimensiims of a hit of l^-in. gage, refer

to the ordinate indicated by the l|-in. gage dimension at

the bottom of the plate and follow this up through to the

point of intersection of the various curves corresponding

to reference letters to those on the sketch. The vertical

height at the ]joint of intersection will give the dimen-
sion required.

IjIPOKT.iXCE OF QUALITV" OF StEEL

Too much imjwrtance cannot be attached to the prob-

lem of determining the quality of drill steel that is best

stiited for the ground. The best drill steel is not necessarily

the highest-priced, nor is a cheap steel the best for all

conditions. In general, it may be said that the be.st steel

to emjiloy for a fixed set of conditions is the steel that

will withstand the duty imposed upon it without undue
breakage and will withstand the abrasive action of the

rock with the least amount of wear.

Hollow drill steel, which is now generally used through-

out the United States in combination with hammer rock

drills embodying an air or water jet for the purpose of

ejecting the sludge or rock cuttings from the bottom of the

drill hole, is a comparatively new departure in steel mak-
ing, and the manufacturers have experienced some diffi-

culty in meeting the requirements, owing chiefly to the

fact that the hole throughout the length of the bar in-

troduces (especially in the high-carbon steel) difficulties

of manufacture that have not been easy to overcome; and
for this reason it is a generally accepted fact that hollow

drill steel is more susceptible to breakage than solid steel

of corresponding sectional area. However, there are now
on the market many excellent hollow drill steels that may
be procured in a great variety of shapes and sizes.

The chemical composition of drill steel is a matter that

has been subjected to a great deal of experiment by the

drill-steel manufacturers, the mining industry and the

nuuiufacturers of rock drills. It is an accepted fact that

steel of a low carbon content will withstand more abuse

by the blacksmith and lends itself more readily to welding
than steel embodying a greater percentage of carbon;
on the other hand, it has been determined by experience
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ctivcrini;- ii uri'iit iiianv years tliai the liiii'licr-cMrlxni steel

will witlistniul the vihralory shocks to wliieli i1 is sub-

jected in hniiiiiier-drill sei'vicc. anil riiillici-niore. the c ut-

tin<;' hit, althoui;h ro(jnirinu nioi'c care in the workinj;' and

teiuiH'iinji, may be made to last nincb longer tlian is pos-

sible with the lower-carbon steel.

The t'oilowinji' specilicatioiis I'or stiaij;iil carbon hol-

low drill steel to meet average conditions of ground

and air pressure conform with present-day practice:

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIO.N
Per Cent.

Carbon 0.85 to 0.90
Manganese 30 to 40
i'hosphorus Under 03
.Sulphur Under 03
i^iliron .. 10 to 20

The forging heat of this steel sho\dd not be higher

than 1600° F. The quenching heat should be approxi-

mately l.'{00° F. (critical oi- decalescence point). To
secure this i-esult the hardening furnace should be set to

secure a heat of from 1420° F. to II 10° F.

The following specifications for ilrill steel as applied

to workmanshi]) of the bar stock are I'air and reasonable

to both till- steel user and to the mannracturer

:

Kars shall be free from injurious defects, shall have a

workmanlike finish, and shall not be defaced by stamping,
melt numbers or symbols except within 4 in. of one end of bar.

The outside diameter of bars must not exceed the ordinary
commercial liinit of stock of this nature and must not be
more than '/.^ in. under or over the specified size. The hole
throughout the lensth of the bar must come within the fol-

lowing limits:

Size of Drill Steel, In.

Size oi Hole
Minimum Maximum

Diameter, In. Diameter, In.

1^;:::;:::::;;;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: k t
n ; A

The hole must be of such size and shape that a steel ball

of the size specified by the minimum limit may be passed
throughout the entire length. It must not exceed in area
tliat of the maximum limit, and in the case of the hole being
elliptical the long diameter must not exceed the diameter of
the maximum limit plus ,V in. The hole must not be more
than ;,V in. off center from the axis of the bar. and sharp
corners in the hole, seams, flaws or cracks in the bar will be
sufiicient cause for rejection.

The Diull-Steel Suaupknixc; Shop

No man on the job deserves more I'onsideration than

the drill-steel blacksmith, for iqoon him dejiends in a

great measure the entire success of drilling. A few min-

utes' carelessness by a blacksmith may mido many days'

work of a careful steelmaker. Underheat in hardening

naturally results in a soft drill steel, while uneven heat-

ing or heating for too short a time will result in a soft-

center hit with danger of breakage when the steel is put

into service. Present-day practice is sounding the death

knell to the old-style coal or coke forge for heating rock-

drill steel for forging and teni))ering, and it is being

rapidly su]j])lanted with the gas or oil furnace, which has

a great many points in its favor, chief among them the

fact that it may be adjusted to approximately maintain
the proper temperature in the heating chamber and thus

obviate overheated or bnrnt drill steel.

A word of caution should be introduced against the

common practice of allowing the hits to remain in the

ruinace longer than is necessary to bring the heat up
slowly and nnitormly to the desired temperature, which in

l)ra(ticc is commonly termed '".soaking.'" This has a

tendency to open the grain of the metal by enlarging the

ci-ystals and produces hrittleness. The blacksmith should

handle his steel in rotation by advancing each steel one step

iieai'er fhe point of withdrawal when a new drill is inserted.

The rninace is preferably constructed with bailie |ilates

or suii'aces to insure the ma.xiinum heat of the blast be-

ing directed against or over the drill hit just prior to

the point at which it is withdrawn fi'oin the fire. The
number ol' steels that can be heated in the furnace at one

time is determined by the time rcqiiiicd to bring the

lieat of the bit u)) to the proper |)oint and the speed at

which it is withdi'awn for forging or tempering. It is

desirable to both forge and temper drill steel on the ris-

ing heat, which necessitates the steel being withdrawn
from the furnace the instant the reipiired heat is ob-

tained.

Cas as fuel is reconimend(>d where it is accessible and
(Ilea}), as it is the cleanest and costs least for installing.

If oil is used, it is desirable to have the oil-storage tank

below the level of the burner, as the fire risk is lessened.

A satislactory grade of fuel oil may be procured at (-ur-

reiit prices ranging from thi-ee to live cents per gallon.

In isolated di.stricts a great many of the mine black-

smith shops are equipped with home-made furnaces, tlie

burner only being purcha.sed outside. A sketch of such

a furnace, which may be made at comparatively slight ex-

pense with equii)ment to be found in the average smith's

shop is shown in Fig. lij. If a pyrometer is used for de-

This Top Ms off:

If Angle Iron.

Support for Drilh

made from /j Pipe
IfBand " "^\

Bach of furnace, same as \\ front back.sidea and
front, CAcept no opening U bottom of ^boiler

for oil. W ptate lined mth
U firebrick

Oil is fed from one side only; \ \

using oil burners from \v—

,

Denver fire Chj Co Furnace

FIG. Ifi. OIL-BURNINC DRII^L-HEATING FURNACE

terminiug and checking the heating furnace, a base-

metal outfit is recommended on account of its simplicity

and the fact that its upkeep is slight. The pyrometer

should be checked periodically. If the base-metal couple

is used, one of the tire ends can he kept as a standard

and the fire end in daily use compared with this stand-

ard. Each month or so a new fire end can be used for the

standard and the old standard put in daily use. The in-

dicator or galvanometer should be adjusted daily for the

zero reading. If the temperature of the cold junction of

the fire end is determined with an ordinary thermometer,

the indicator can be adjusted to this temperature.

For drill steel of the carlxni content specified, the forg-

ing heat should not exceed 1600° F. Tlie forging oper-

ation should not bo continued after the steel fades from a

good red color, as working a steel cold (below its critical

range) distorts the refined structure and tends to produce

hrittleness. It is better to reheat the steel to finish the

forging operation than to chance a bit or shank breaking

underground.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the desir-

aliility of forging the bit and shank end of the drill steel

by subjecting it to percussive action instead of squeezing

the ))art into shape on the principle of the bulldozer.

Brill-making machines are now on the market utiliz-

ing the hammer blow for both up.setting and swaging.

This iiictliod approaches more closely the results s(>ciired
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rriiin luiii(l-.>^harpeuinf;'. \\'liii-li lihirksiiiilh> know is ;i(l-

vaiitafi'oous to the stnii(!iii>>-ni) (jiialitics of the hit. Tt

riirtlicM-iiioro permits tlu" roruiiia' ()]ii'ra1i()ii to be done at a

foniparativply low lioat. as flip coiuluctivity of a rapidly

Tcciprocatinfi swage lianinipr has hooii found to bp con-

sidei-ahly less than that of a squeeznif>' die.

For all hollow drill shanks pqnip])pd with a collar

or lugs, the length from the slionlder to the striking end

shonld not be more than ,',.. in. over or \inder the speei-

ficd size, and all trans^ers(> dimensions shonld not vary

more than ^/,;, in. in either direction from th<' size

speeified (see Figs. 14 and To). Tiie striking end should

be kept square and smooth, with both the inner and outer

edges slightly rounded. The hole in the shank for the

reception of the water tube should invariably be kept

central and open to the size specified, for a distance of

from 3 to 3i in. from tlu> tip. This hole in the smaller

sizes of hollow drill steel shonld not he less than j^ in.

and in the larger sizes, g in.: olhenvise a great deal of

trouble will be experienced by liroken walcr tubes.

Device for Keepinc Hoi.ks t\ Shank wn Bit Oi'kn

For large installations it is recommended that a pnen-

matie punch bo provided for punching out the hole in both

the shank and bit end during the foiging operation. A
number of successful devices ba\e been developed for the

purpose. A .sketch of such a pneumatic punch is shown

in Fig. 17. which, in general priiuiplc of design and oper-

ation, has been' adoi)ted by a number of the mining com-

panies in the Southwest. Briefly, if consists of an air

cylinder with its piston and pi.sfon rod, to the front end of

which is detachahly secured a taper luincb of the required

size. Compressed air is admitted to the front and rear

piston chambers by a foui--way plug valve undei- the hand

control of the operator. Diivctly at tlu- rear of the air

cylinder is a cushion cylindi'r with its piston attached

to the extension piston rod of the air cylinder. This

cylinder is filled with oil. which is displaced from one

end to the other through a small bypass connection. For-

ward of the air cylinder is a clamping device witli suit-

able gripping jaws for rlic drill steel. This may lie made

hand-operative or equi[ii)C(l with an air cylinder and pis-

ton connei-tcd by a toguie with jaws, which assists ma-

terially in minimizing the mau\ial operation. With an

apparatus of this kiiul steel may be punched satisfactorily

while hot. in from four to five seconds.

PvHOMK/rKiis .VXD C(>Mi'A»>Ks 'ro l)F,rKi:Mi\i':

PitopER IIkap i'(h; Ti:MPKiiiN(i

Whatever the grade of lariiou drill steel adojiteil. it is

essential that the critical or decalescence point be de-

termined to assist the smith in securing and maintaining

the proper heat a1 which the nuiterial may be hardened

and tempered to the best advantage. Tt is called the

critical point because it is Ihe ])oint in the temperature

of the piece being heated at which a change takes place

in the structure of the steel due to the carlion liein'j- dis-

solved. Tt is the point below which .steel will not harden

Avben quenched, and by coincidence it is the point at which

the steel loses its magnetism. For the purjiose of illus-

tration, take a bar of drill steel about 10 in. long and

nick it in six or eight places spaced equi-distant. to make

breaking easier. Tut one end in the furnace and heat it

to nearly a white heat, letting tliP hpat gradiuiUy run out

fo a dull rod at the o])posite end of the test piece and

I hen quench if in cold water. Now break the piece at

each nil kcd place, and it will be found that the fracture

that is closest and finest grained was nearest to or at the

critical pcjint. .\ skilled smith may thus determine this

]ioint by e.\i)erinient and gage the beat by taking note of

the color, hut this nu'thod is unreliable unless a check is

]iro\ ided. for oftentime the eye gets "olT color," being in-

fluenced by the degree of surrounding light anil the

])bysic<d condition of the operator. It may be determineil

i)y means of the pyromett'r. because when the steel

reaches the critical point, it ab.sorbs an abnormally large

anu)unt of heat. For instance, if we were to insert a

pyrometer into a piece of steel being heated in a furnace.

the tempciature would be found to rise at a uniform rate

until the critical point is reai-hed, when its rising tem-

perature is suddenly halted by the physical and (;heniical

changes that take place in the .steel, which cause it to ab-

sorb a certain amount of heat energy. In cooling, this

condition is just reversed and a piece of steel cooled

through the critical ]X)int will be found to give out a

considerable quantity of heal. While the pyrometer

method is reliable, the following, which may be adopted

as a check, is perhaps more practical for the average

mine smith

:

A snuill pocket compass, preferably with a jeweled

needle and stop, which may be procured in almost any

Cushion

Cylinder

'^filled with
^ Oil

KJ(;. 17. PfNCH FOR HOLLOW DRTLL-STKEL BIT.S

.AND .SHANKS

jewelry or hardware store at nominal cost, and a pair of

brass or other lummagnctic tongs are the only e.s.sen-

tials. This compass should he set u])on a wooden stool

in close proximity to the forge and in such a position that

the natural swing of the test piece back ami forth, when

testing, will be in a plane at right angles to the needle.

In other words, the test piece being hardened sbonhl be

swung, using the brass tongs, east and west. By ])ass-

ing the te.st piece forward and backward close to the com-

pass, the magnetism of the metal will cau.se the needle to

be deflected first one way then the other and will con-

tinue to deflect the needle until the projicr heat for

(piencliing has hei^n obtained. The right heat is reached

when the material loses its magnetism. It does not fol-

low, if the needle remains stationary the first time you

test, that the beat is right, becau.se after the material has

reached a certain degree of heat the magnetism leaves the

steel, so there is \w influence on th(- n(>edlc ami it may be

too hot. DilVerent grades of drill steel lia\ing different

carbon content require different degrees of heat. The
magnetism leaves the steel at that degree of heat corre-

s|ionding to the carbon content in the steel, and in every
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case this is the pi'oper liuat fur ilippinj;-. Al'ti'i- tcsliiif;-.

the drill bit may. hy reiiiemhcriny' (he cnloi-. he i;i\('n

a correspbmlinji' lu'ut. (Hiniciu'il in Ihe h:illi U\ harden

it and tempered hy siihse(pienll\ siihjeil iii.u ihr riitlinji'

end to the proper heat hy drawing the lein|u'r nM|iiircd to

yive the hit the necessary tnufihness Toi- llie wmk.

I'^ir tempering the finished hit. it sjiould \n- hciiliMJ

slowly and unii'orndy until the n-itirnl |Miiiit is reached

and then quenched in the hath, in which provision may he

made I'or automatically drawinu llie teni|ier.

AVhile the critical jwint in the heating of earlion steel

does at all times indicate the degree of heat at whicli

the steel may be quenched to the hest advantage, it must

be borne in mind that there will lie a rapid dro|i in tem-

perature of the heated steel during the time jicriinl I'e-

quired to transfer it from the heating runiaee to the

quenching bath: and in order to insure the stei'l being

quenched at the critical ]ioint. it should he heated to ap-

proximately 100° F. bighei- hel'oi-e being renioM'cl from

the furnace.

As the striking end of hollow drill steel I'oi- hammer

drills is usually equipped with lugs or a collar to pi-op-

c

Overt/ow Water Inlet-

FTG. IS. THK HOMKSTAKK QUKNCHING TANK KdR
DRILL. STEKL

erly position the steel in the path of the ])ist<)n luunmer.

it is desirable to subject the shaaik end. I'or a distance of

from 3 to 2| in. below the lugs or collar, to an oil treat-

ment in order to provide for toughness and to make the

angular section through which the rotary motion of the

drill chuck is transmitted to the drill steel as wear-re-

sisting as possible. To accomplish this, heat the shank

slightly above the critical point, reinoy(> from the furnace

and dip the tip end in a rece])tacle containing several

pounds of cyanide of ]iotassinm, then plunge in oil.

letting it remain in the oil until cold.

For holding the oil a qucjiching tank will l)e required

e(|ui Plied with a grate bottom placed two or three inches

above the bottom of the tank. This will prevent the

steel from coming in contact with dirt or sediment in the

liottom and will serve to eliminate "sol't-sixit" troulile.

A great many devices for (luenchinn' and drawing the

temper of rock-drill bits automatically have he<Mi and are

being used successfully, lint a device sinular to that

adoyrted by the liomestake (Jold Mining Co. is worthy of

consideration for average mine and contract rondilions.

Fig. 18 shows a diagrannnatie sketch of this apparatus.

This consists of a metal tank j)artly (illed with run-

idng water in which is submei'ged a r(!\olvalilc pcifoi'-

at<'d disk set at an angle with respect to the surface of

Ihe water. Prom this disk a skeleton framework is |)i'o^

\ided for supporting and nonpositively lociking the di'ill

steel in position, which is disengaged by a stationary

knock-olf lever when the steel has been tampered for serv-

ire. For hardening and tempering the drill bit, the steel

is removed from the heating furnace when the critical

point has been Teinhed ami the bit end is immediately

((uemlied liy placing it in a Ncrtical position on the outer

edge of the ic\(il\ing disk and at the point which is

nearest the surface of the water, it being locked in this

jiosition by a sjiring latch. This disk is made to revnhc

slowlv and continuously, thus causing the drill hit to he

suhmeigcd graduidly in the hath (which is in a state

of agitation) until it reaches the point diametrically op-

posite that at which it was positioned. Then it is grailu-

ally raised from the bath until it is automatically dis-

engaged by the knock-olT lever, it having traveled through

approximately 315 deg. of a circular path. A number of

drill steels may be mounted on the disk, de])ending njion

the iiund)ei' of vertical supports with which it is ]m-o-

vided.

This method of quenching aiul tempering automatic-

ally possesses many advantages, chief among which is that

it insures uniformity. The apjiaratus is flexible, and the

maximum and minimum depth of submersion and the

speed at which the disk revolves may be varied to suit the

retpiirement. Owing to the gradual submersion of the

bit, there is a blending from the hard to the untempered

portion, which reduces to a mininnim the liability of

breakage.

Inspection' of Uhtlls Befohk Leavin(5 Sjtop

It is excellent ])ractiee to inspect each drill steel sub-

sequent to the tempering operation and prior to the trans-

portation of the steel from the shop to the drills. It

should be the duty of the inspector to see to it that each

piece of drill comes within the permissible limits that

may be established. He should make sure

—

That the drill steel is straight and that the bit and

shank are formed in alignment with the steel body;

That the shank is of the proper length and shape:

That the lugs or collar at the base of the shank are of

the ]H-oper diameter and length:

Tliat the hole throughout the steel is of the pro])er si/.e

;ind free from obstruction;

That the striking end of the shaidc is flat and square,

with the inner aiul outer edges slightly rounded:

That the bit is of the proper shape, with the cut-

ting and r<'aming edges formed full and to the required

size

:

That the gage of the bit is of the correct si/,e for tin.

length of the steel;

That the reaming edges of the hit are concentric with

th(> axis of the steel;

That the angle of the reaming side corresponds to the

standard thai may be establish for the existing comli-

tions

;

That there are no sbai'p corners at the shoulder where

the bit blends into the steel body;

That the drill steel is free from cracks and other im-

perfections that might result in breakage when imt into

service

:

'I'hai the steels are of the proper length to correspcuui

with the establisheil length of steel change.
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The ohjcrt of the smitbslioi) I'orciniiii slmuld not be to

see liow ninny (Irill steels ho onii put throiij;!) the i'or<;e

or (Irill-shiU'iM^ning niacliine, l)ut to see how nuiny cor-

reetly shaped, gaged, tempered and sorted diill steels

he can turn o\it per nnit of time.

¥or inspecting the shanks, a hollow gage of the <-or-

reet length with its inside diameter of such a size and

shape that it may be readily passed over the shank body

and lug is recommended.

For inspecting, a limit ring gage aliout U in. long for

each size of bit may be used to advantage. The bore

of the gage should be slightly tapered in order that the

larger diameter at one end may determine the maximum,

and tlie smaller diameter of the other end the niininnim

permissible for each size of bit. The method emjiloyed

when inspecting is to place the large end of the gage

over the finisjied bit, which, if it enters but does not go

through, will indicate that the gage diameter of the bit

is within the permissible limits. It will also determine

if the reaming edges are correctly formed. For con-

venience the ring gage may be made with a segment of its

wall cut away, thus providing a means for the inspector

to determine if the required clearance is provided at the

rear of the reaming edge.

'Remember that great imi>ortance is attached to hav-

ing the drill bit true in every ])articular so that the shank

is in a straight line with the axis of the steel and the out-

side edges of the bit are in a true circle.

£*;

The Judge Zinc Plant

The annual report of the Judge Mining and Smelting

Co., operating at Park City, Utah, gives an interesting

brief description of the process used at the Judge zinc-

reduction plant, by C. A. Hansen, the designer and builder.

The plant operates on concentrates, which are received

in the storage bins. From the receiving bins the concen-

trates are elevated to the top of the roaster building and

descending, pass through a standard Wedge zinc furnace.

The roasted product is then elevated to the bins that feed

the leaching jilant. Leaching is accomplished by agitating

the roasted concentrates with an 8% sulphuric-acid solu-

tion in Deveraux tanks.

The leaching tank product is discharged to classifiers,

which remove the coarser insoluljle material, the latter

being collected in storage bins. From the classifiers the

solution and fine slimes are discharged to a Dorr thick-

ener, the slimes being settled and discharged to an Oliver

filter and the overflowing solution passing on to the purifi-

cation ap])aratus.

The slimes, collected on tlie Olixer filter, are stored

with the material discharged from the classifiers. These

materials carry the lead and si her and are disposed of

'•)v sale to the lead smelters.
'

Tn leaching the roasted concentrates, co])])er, cadmium

and other impurities are dis.soived as well as the zinc. It

IS impossible to recover the zinc from the solutions until

1;hese impurities are removed, and this essential operation

is accom].lished by passing the solution through tube

mills filled with zinc shot, the copper, etc., being thrown

out as sponge metal, which is c'ollected on filttn- leaves.

The filtered 'solution is collected in large tanks which feed

the clectrolvtic cells.

In tlie ccllroom there are \->A) cells at present installed,

M-ith room jjrovidcd for an additional l(i. These are at

])resent arranged in two groups of 60 each, and each

group is energized by means of its own rjOOO-amperc ^.'iO-

volt generator. Each cell carries 12 aluminum disks,

5 ft. in diameter, mounled on a ,-haft so arranged that it

can be rotated .slowly. Alternating with the aluminum

cathode disks are 1:3 lead anodes, wliicli are su|)ported in-

dependently of the shaft.

Current, passing from the lead anodes to the aluminum

cathodes, carries the zinc with it and is deposited u])on

the rotating disks. In the course of about three weeks

each shaft carrying 12 disks collects about 5000 lb. of

zinc. The loaded .shaft is removed, the zinc stri])ped,

and the .shaft is reassembled and returned to the cell.

The stripped zinc is melted down and cast into cakes

and is then ready for the market.

As the zinc is removed in the ccllroom, the sulphuric

acid with which it was combined in the leaching plant is

set free and becomes available for leaching another batch

of roasted concentrates.

The roaster was started on Feb. 1, the leaching ]ilant

on Feb. 10 and the cellrooni on Feb. 25, 1910. At.])resent

writing, one-fourth of the cellroom is operating, turning

out about three tons of zinc per day. As rapidly as con-

struction permits, aditional cells are being connected.

All of the more im])ortant apjiaratus has been operated

and has been found suited to the work for which it was

intended. ]\Tinor changes have, naturally, been indicated,

and these changes are being made as rajjidly as possible.

No serious ditficulties have been encountered, nor are

they expected to crop out in the future. Exterior and

interior views of the ))lant ai-e shown in the accompanying

full-page illustration.

The average of the ore handled by the company
during 191(i was 4164 tons of crude averaging 30.05 oz.

Ag, 0.026 oz. Au, 19.347,, Pb, 1.26% Cu, 9.69% Zn and

C.T5% Fe. From this there was made 10,019 tons of

lead concentrates averaging 28.93 oz. Ag, 0.037 oz. Au,

31.33% Pb, 1.18% Cu^ 8.85% Zn and 19.45% Fe, and

in addition, 2929 tons of zinc concentrates averaging

21.47 oz. Ag, 0.19 oz. Au, 4.38% Pb, 44.58% Zn and

6.54% Fe. The output of metal for the year was 447,-

852 oz. Ag, 535.10 oz. Au, 8,114,027 lb. Pb, 5,153.049 lb.

Zn and 341,198 lb. Cu.

Waste Dilution at Ray
According to the annual report of the Eay Consolidated

Copper Co. for 1916, no accurate figures regarding the

extent of waste admixture or so-called waste dilution tliat

accompanies the mining of an orebody by the method

practiced at the property, have yet been obtained. A cer-

tain series of sections have, however, been completed or

nearly com]>leted ; the average grade of the tonnage of

these blocks, amounting to approximately 8,500,000 tons,

was 1.89%.

If, however, the average grade of all ore produced to

date is used as an ajiproximation, a shrinkage of 0.2%
Cu is iudicated. This is about 10.5% of the assay value

as iudicated by development records and is a lower factor

than should be cxjiected in the ap]jlication of the mining

system em|iloyed, and more particularly so in its applica-

tion to the upper zones of orebodie.s, where the dividing

]ilanes between ore and capping are not only very in-

definite as to position, but irregular in contour.

As the upper lines are worked out. it will lie a much
simpler matter to mine clean ore.
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Flotation Litigation at Butte

The f;iiit of the Minerals Separation Co. against the

Eiitte & Superior Mining Co. continues at Butte, Mont.
Some iMue has heeu taken up with the preseiitalion ul'

testimony In- the Butte & Superior, much ol' the evi-

dence heiiig- ol' dilt'i-rent cliaraeter from that presented in

the oiiuiiial Hyde ca.se. Metallurgists and seientists ol'

the ( hiiio. Itah {'op])er, Hay. Xevada Consolidateil, and

othei ioni])anies using the t^otation process, as well as

the head ottieers of the Butte & Superif)r have heen on

the stand. ICxperiments were performed in the presence

of t!ie court for the purpose of proving that the Everson
patents, granted 20 years before tho.se of Jlinerals Separa-

tion ( o.. were productive of the same results. .V special

point aimed at was to prove that there is no critical

point in the process, but that the var\iiig anionnt of oil

per ton used merely affects in a general way the results

obtained.

I'roF. F. H. Taggart, of ^'ale. was one of the leading

witnesses. He presented data secured hy liim on the

operation of oil flotation process at the plant of the Utah
Copper Co.. at Ai'tliur. and gave also a iletailed descrip-

tion of the process showing the function of oil in the

formation of a stable troth, and its action as an agent in

the separation of sulphide from gangue. He also went

into the scientific pha.ses of the amount of oil re^piired.

anil the cll'ect of varying amounts on the result. He
said there are three different conditions that affect the

amount of oil needed—one being the amount of agita-

tion, another the amount of sulphide material present,

and the thii'd the anionnt of water present. Prof. Fred-

erick K. Beach, of Yale, also presented testimony sub-

stantiating that of Dr. Taggart. He gave data on ex-

periments that he had carried on for years. At the con-

clusion of his testimony he was asked the (luestion: "Do
you recognize any diflerence in tlie process from a mini-

mum of something less than a pound of oil to the ton of

ore, up to conditions of 200 lb. of oil to the ton of ore."

In reply he said. "1 can see no difference in the jilivsical

phenomena, and the princi])le of the process." Professor

Bancroft, of Cornell, spent one day on the stand, and

his testimony was confirmatory of that given by the

Yale scientists. Minerals Separation argues that these

witne.sses are not familiar with the actual practice of the

flotation process and are not competent to decide upon
essential details.

'^.

Tungsten Producers Adopt Ore and
Concentrate Prices

A schedule of prices, elfective May 1. IDl^. for

sclieelite ore or concentrate has been adopted hy the lead-

ing tungsten producers of the Ignited States as a result

of the meeting held Feb, 10, at San Francisco. The
meeting was attended by ollicials representing three Col-

orado and four California producing companies and two
selling agents, as follows: G. S. Wood and Nelson Frank-

lin of the Rare Metals Co., Denver, and W. W. Degge of

the Degge-Clarke Co., Boulder, Colo.; Frank W. (Jriffen,

Tung.sten Mines Co. of Los Angeles; W. \\. TIaniaker,

Tnngstonia Klines. Inc., Los Angeles; A. J. Clarke,

Standard Tungsten Co., Los Anveles; E. C. Vooi-heis.

Atoliii Mining Co.. San Fiaiicis<-o; S. L. Schwart;: -nil

^\'. A. Stewart of the L. H. Butcher Co., selling agents,

San Francisco. No organization was eU'ected or under-

taken. The purpo.se of tlie meeting was merely for the

])urposi' of discussing matters pertinejit to the business of

•celling tungsten produced by the mine owners and in-

cluded the following topics: TcM-nis of sale, packages, an-

alysis, chemists, basis of sale, importations, duty legis-

lation. e(|ualization of freight rates, develo])nients of uses

for tungsten, investigation of resources, regidar form

contracts, options. Action was taken by the meeting upon
terms of sale, basis of sale and of packages; and data

wei'e adduced regarding ini])ortations, production and

freight rates. But no action taken upon other niattens

<Iiscussed.

It was decided that terms of .sale should be 90% sight

diaft against bill of lading; and that packages should be

charged for on the basis of 25c. per 100 lb. Quotations

were based on 55% concentrate. The schedule prei)ared

by the several conipanies for their individual use includes

a minimum of fO% anil a maximum of 70% WO., and

prices ranging from $14 per unit for the minimum per

cent, and $33 per unit for the maximum per cent.; the

basic price, $18.50 for 55% and $20 for t)0%. The
price per ton for ore of mininiuin per cent, is $5()0; maxi-

nmni, $1610. Ore of 55% WO3 is .scheduled at $1017.50

per ton. The producers are not bound by the decision of

the meeting as to the schedule of prices which is subject

to change without notice, or the terms of sale or pack-

ing. But it is expected that the leading producers of the

country will maintain generally unifonn prices and act

in harmony in other matters discussed by the meeting.

It was stated in the meeting that the freight rate from

Boulder to Pittsburgh is about 25c. per unit and from

California points to Pittsburgh and New York districts

about 45c. per unit. Im])ortations of tungsten in the

first quarter of 19.17, according to a telegram to the meet-

ing from Charles Hardy, of New York, totaled 1185 tons.

Of this amount oOO tons was in turn exported. The aver-

age importation is about 200 tons per month. The aver-

age production in the United States is about 500 tons

per month, of which more than i is produced in the state

of California.

ATOI.IA .MI.MNG CO. SCHEDULE OF PRICES FOR SCHEELITE ORE
OR CONCEi\TR.\TES
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Military Books For Engineers
111 till' lonrual of Fob. 5. IDlii. \\jis |uil)lisliecl a list

III hooks by Mtithority ol' the Secretary of War in n's]iotisc

to frequent ri'ciuests from eivilian eiiijineers. WC are

reet'ivino- requests for tliis iiiforiiiation, anil eonsiilerint;-

also present eonditions, wo are reiuililisiiiiii;- tlie list with

some additions. Tlie wi(les])rea(i movement for mililaiy

traiuiiig amoii^ engim'or.s makes tliis list espeeially ojjpor-

tune. For first reading engineers are advised to ])iirrliase

Nos. 32, 60, 59, ;?, 31, ;in. 58 and 22 in tie order nanuMJ.

A. JIILITARY POLICY. CONDUCT OF \V.A.K .\N'T) MILITARY
HISTORY

The following: abbreviations are used: Supl. of Docs.. Sup-
erintendent of Dticuments. Govei-nment Printing" Office. Wash-
ington. D. C. Kook Dept.. Book Department. ,\iniy Service
.Schools. Fort Leavenworth. Kan.

1. OFFICIAL BULLETIN. Vol. 1, No. 2, Office of the Chief
of Staff. Washington. D. C. (Especiall.v pp. 21-39.) Publisher;
Army War College. Washington, D. C. Free. (An official
outline of the theory under wliich our forces are to be orga-
nized and administered.)

2. MILITARY POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES. Upton.
May be obtained from Supt. of Docs.: papei-. 50c.: cloth, fi5c.

(A most valuable and comprehensive review of this subject.)
3. FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS. 1914. May be ob-

tained from Supt. of Docs.; 60c. (A condensed official state-
ment of principles, methods and details of military operations.)

4. ELEMENTS OF STRATEGY. Fieberger, Publisher; U. S.
Military Academy. West Point. N. Y. May be obtained from
Book Dept.: 75c. (.A short outline, with historical illus-
trations.)

5. CONDUCT OF W.\R. Von der Goltz; translated by J.

Dickman. Hudson Publishing Co.. Kansas City. Mo. May be
obtained from Book Dept.; $1.70. (The standard work on
this subject, covering genei'all.v the same ground as 4, but
more abstractly and elaborately*.)

6. ON WAR. Clause witz; translated bv J. J. Graham: 3
vols.; K. Paul. Trench. Trubner & Co.. 190S. May be obtained
from Book Dept.: J6.60 (including postage and duty). (The
greatest classic on the subject: a complete anal.vsis.of the
phenomenon of war. and profound discussion of the mechan-
ism thereof. Written early in the 19th Century, it is still the
foundation of modern military theo)'y.)

6J. THE NATION IN ARMS. Von der Goltz. May be
obtained from Book Dept.; $2.50. (An excellent modern work
on war; less elaborate but more readable than Clausewitz.)

7. AMERICAN CAMPAIGNS. M. F. Steele; 2 vols. Pub-
lishers; Byron S. Adams Publishing (3o.. Washington, D. C.
May be obtained from Book Dept.; $4.50. (In addition to care-
ful historical Surveys of all the campaigns from the Colonial
Wars to the Spanish American War, these lectures give ex-
tensive and valuable comments as to the niilitar\' principles.)

S. A STUDY OF ATT.\CKS ON FORTIFIED H.4RBORS.
Rodgers: Proceedings No.s. 111. Ill' and 113. United .States
Naval Institute. Annapolis, Md.

. 9. LESSONS OF TH 10 WAR WITH SPAIN. Mahan. Pub-
lishers: Little. Brown & Co.. Boston. Mass. May be obtained
from Book I>'pt.: $2. (Of special imi>ortance. as showing
the true relation between our coast defense and our navy.)

10. REPORTS OF .MILIT.\RY OBSERVERS ON THE
RUSSO-JAPANESE W.4R. Part III. .1. E. Kuhn. May be
obtained from Supt. of Docs.: fiOe. (In addition to an account
of operations, this report contains valuable information as
to fortification and siege work, organization and equipment.)

11. ORGANIZATION .\ND OPERATION OF THE LINES
OF COMMUNICATION IN WAR. Furse. 1894. Publishers:
Wm. Clowes & Sons. Ltd., London. (An old but comprehensive
survey of this subject, with much historical information.)

E. PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS
fThe references given cover chiefly the principles and

general features of this subject: the details are mostly printed
in unavailable form, either in service journals or in confiden-
tial documents. References to some of the former can be
furnished, if desiied.)

12. REPORT OF NATIONAL CO.JiST DEFENSE. (Taft)
Board. 19nfi. Mav be obtained from Xvmv War College. Wash-
ington. D. C. Free. (The official project for harbor defenses
of the United States. On account of progressive obsolescence
of seacoast d<fenses. this project h.-is been, or is being, modi-
fied, bul still sets forth clearly the funilamentals.

)

13. LECTURICS o.x SE-ACOAST DEFENSE. Winslow. Pub-
lishers: Uniterl States Engineer School. Washington Barracks.
I). C. Price. r>(ic. (Much of these lectures relates to techni-
cal details, and a considei-:ible part is now obsoli'te.)

14. PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS. Fieberger. lilOO:
United States Military Acaileiny. West Point. ,N. Y. : $1. May
be obtained from Book Hepl. (While rather old. this work
gives a simple pT-esentat ion of the fundamentals on its subject,
including .-m historical outline. A revised edition will soon
be IJUblished. I

1.1. FiiRTIFIC.-VTIONS. C. S. Clarke. Dulton \ Co.. New
York; $4..")0. May be obtaineil from Book DepI, ( .\ treatise
on the same lines as 14.)

IC PRI.N'CIPLIOS OF LAND DEFENSE. Tliliillier, 1902:
Longmans. Green iifr Co. .Ma.v be obtained from Book Dept.;
.$3. S3. ( .\ valualile work, covering the principles of both field
and per-iuanerjt fortification.)

C. ORGANIZATION, EIJUIPMIONT ANIi DITIIIS OF
ENGINIOl^R TROOI'S

17. FIELD SERVICE R lOGULATIi )N.S. 1914. (See A. 3.)
IS. TABLES OF ORGANIZATION. 1914. Mav he obtainedlom Siipt. of Docs.; 25c. (These- tables represent—subject

to modilicutron and within the limits of existing law—th.'apiiroyed policy of the War Department with regards to
organization.)

19. OFFICIAL BULLETLX. Office of the Chief of Staff, Vol
1. .No. 4 (Appendrx 4). Use of Engineer Troojjs. Publisher:
.\i-iny War College, Washington, D. C. Free. (An officialstatement of the principles which siiou'kl govern in the useot engineers, with practical suggestions.)

but excellent in general scope.)
21 GENERAL ORDERS NO. 6, WAR DEPARTMENT, 1915.

.May be obtained from the Adjutant General, United States-Vrmy, Washington, D. C. Free. (Prescribes the training ofEngineer troops.)

,„,--• l^r^^^^"^" ™. MINOR TACTICS. Army Ser-vice Schools.
l.n:i May be obtained from Book Dept.; 50c. (The principles
of Minor Tactics are set forth by solution of a series of
problems.)

1^- 7„^9"^''3I''E: OF MODERN TACTICS. Bond & McDon-ough. 1914; Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wis. Mav be
obtained from Book Dept.; $2.55. (This work covers, "in avery specific way, the principles of tactics for all arms, n
general knowledge of which is essential for engineers.)

24 OPERATION ORDERS. Von Kiesling; translation. Mavbe obtained from Book Dept.: 50c. (.\ lucid exposition, bvuse of assumed cases, of the operation of highly trainedtroops of all arms in various phases of battle.)
25. ENGINEER UNIT ACCOUNTABILITY MANUAL Mavbe obtained from Supt. of Docs.: 5c. (Official lists of standardequipment supplied to Engineer batallions and companies.)

.,^,xh ORGANIZATION OF THE BRIDGE EQUIPAGE OF THEUNITED STATES ARMY, 1915. (Revised Edition ^ust going
to press.) (Includes description of equipage and regulations
for ponton drill.)

27. OFFICERS' MANUAL. Moss; Banta Publishing Co..
Menasha, Wis.: $2.50. May be obtained from Book Dept.
(Treats of routine duties of officers, customs of the servicearmy organization, etc.)

28. MANUAL FOR COURTS MARTIAL. Mav be obtainedfrom Supt. of Docs.; 50c.

D. FIELD ENGINEERING
(Military field engineering at the front differs from ordi-

nary engineering work in the field, it being generally simp-
ler, of a rough-and-ready character, and especially because
of the limited equipment which can be taken along' with the
advance ot an army and because of the necessity of working
in strict subordination to the military situation'. In rear of
the army on the c<mtrary, conditions are very similar to those
governing ordinary engineering operations, and civilian
organization is suitable, subject to directions bv the higher
militar.v staff. Little attempt is made in works on military
field engineering to treat of general engineering methods.)

29. FIELD FORTIFICATION. Fieberger, 1913: John Wilev
& Sons. New York. May be obtained from Book Dept.; $1.9(1.
(In additi<in to technical details, this work gives valuable
historical illustrations of the principles of this subject.)

30. FIELD ENTRENCHMENTS. SPADE WORK FOR
RIFLEMEN. John Murray, London. Mav be obtained from
Book Dept.; 40c. (X very uptodate little work, especially
on details.)

31. NOTES ON FIELD FORTIFICATION. Armv Field
Engineer School. May be obtained from Book Dept.; '30c.

32. ENGINEER FIELD MANUAL. Professional Paper No
29. Corps of Engineers, United States Armv; 3d edition 1909
500 pages. May be obtained from Supt. of Docs.; $1. (X verv
complete official pocketbook for engineer officers in the fleUi
containing much tabular and technical data, as well as brief
outlines of principles and methods. The subjects covered
are. Part I, Reconnaissance; Part II, Bridges: Part III Roads-
Part IV, Railroails; Part V, Field Fortification: and Part VI,'
.Vnimal Transportation. A new revision of the manual is
contemplated, but will not be ready within a year. The por-
tion of the manual relating- to field fortification, being some-
what obsolete, should be considered in connection with either
30 or 31 above. The portion relating to railroads is largely
superseded by 35 belo-w.

33. NOTES ON BRIDGKS AND BRIDGING. Spalding. May
he obtained from Book Dept. (A small pamphlet on military
bridging.)

34. MILITARY TOPOGR.\PHY FOR MOBILE FORCES.
Sherrill, 2d edition: Banta Publishing Co.. Mena.sha. Wis.. 1911.
May 111' obtained from Book Dept.; .$2.25. (Besides matter
given in ordinary textbooks on surveying, this work gives in
rletail The spec-ial methods of sketching developed in the army
for rapid inilitai-\- mapping.)

35. MILIT.VRY R.AILROADS. Connor; Professional Paper
No. 32, Corps of Engineers, United States .\rmy. Supt. of
Docs.; 50c. (Intended to covi-r general administration of
existing railroads for militar.v purposes and the handling of
raili-oads by military personnel in the advance sections whert-
railroads cannot be operated b\- (heir regular civilian organi-
zations, or where new railroads are required in the immediati-
\'icinity of the ai"my. Revised edition soon to appear.)

3(;. NOTES ON MILITARY E.\ PLCISIVES. Weaver: J.
Wiley & Sons. New York; 1912. May be obtained from Book
Dept.: $3.25. (Elementary notes on this subject will be found
in the Engineer Field .Manual and other references cited. This
work is min-e elnboi-ate.)
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E. MISCELLANEOUS
37 REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY OF THE UNITED

STATES. Supt. of Docs.; DOc.

38. THE "VOLUNTEER LAW," approved Apr. 2.1, 1914;

Bulletin No 17. War Department, ISU. .May be obtained
from The Adjutant General, United States Army, Washington.
D. C. Free.

39. GENERAL ORDERS NO. 54, War Department, 1914 May
be obtained from The Adjutant General, United States Army,
Washington, D. C. Free. (Covers examination of candidates
for commissions as officers of volunteers.)

40 GENERAL ORDERS NO. .SO. War Department, 1915. May
be obtained from The Adjutant General, United States Army.
Washington, D. C. Free. (Amends General Orders 54, 1914,

as to examination of candidates for commissions in volunteer

41 TREATISE ON MILITARY LAW. Davis; John Wiley &
Sons, New Yorl^. May be obtained from Bool^ Dept.; $5.30.

42. ELEMENTS OF MILITARY HYGIENE. Ashburne; new
edition; Houghton. MifBin & Co., Boston. 1915. May be
obtained from Book Dept.; $1.30.

F. PERIODICALS
43 PROFESSIONAL MEMOIRS. Corps of Engineers,

United States Armv, and Engineer Department at Large;
bimonthly (formerly quarterly); Washington Barracks, D. C,
Engineer Press; per year, $3.

44 THE ROYAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL. Royal Engi-
neers Institute, Chatham, England: monthly; per year, $4

(American agents; E. Steiger & Co., 49 Murray St., New York.)

4 5. JOURNAL OF THE MILITARY SERVICE INSTITU-
TION. Governors Island. New York. Bimonthly; published

by the Institution; per year, $3.

46 JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARTILLERY.
Bimonthly; Fortress Monroe. Va., Coast Artillery School Press;

per year. $2.75, including Index to Current Literature; with-

out index, $2.50.

47 JOURNAL OF THE UNITED .STATES CAVALRY ASS(3-

CTATION. Published by the Association at Fort Leavenworth.
Kan.; per year, $2.50.

45 INF.4NTRY JOURN.^L. Bimonthly: publishecJ by the

United States Infantry Association. Union Trust Building.

Washington, D. C. :
per year, $3.

49 FIELD ARTILLERY JOURN.\L. quarterly; publi.shed

by the United States Field Artillery Association, 601 Star

Building, Washington. D. C; per year, $3.

lu addition to the foregoing list, issued hy the War

Department, the following books are valuable

:

50 MILITI.A FIELD MANUAL, Lieuts. George R. Guild and
Frederick C. Test; George Banta Pub. Co.. Menasha, Wis. $1.

An excellent little book, readable and nontechnical, for all

militia and reserve corps officers.

51 LETTERS ON APPLIED TACTICS (with maps). Grie-

penkerl. Book Dept.. $1.70. (A standard German work on

minor tactics, the principles being well presented by a series

of problems and solutions.)

52 DUTIES OF THE GENERAL STAFF. Von Schellendorf.

Book' Dept.. $1.85. (A German work, probably the best on
this subject.)

53 THE RIFLE IN WAR. Fames. Book Dept.. $1.70. (A
theoretical and practical investigation of the effects of ritle

fire in battle.)

54 MANUAL OF MILITARY FIELD ENGINEERING.
Reach Book Dept.. 9nc. (For many years the best American
manual. It is now largely superseded by No. 32. the Engineer
Field Manual, but is still of interest and value.)

55 EXAM1N.A.TION AND REPAIR OF SIMPLE HIGHWAY
bridge's. Sherrill. (A pamphlet of the Book Dept.)

56. MILIT.\RY DEMOLITIONS. MacArthur. (A pamphlet

°' *'7'' TNDn-?DUAL AND COMBINED MILITARY SKETCH-
ING

'

Cole and Stuart. Book Dept., 95c (Describes the meth-

ods for hasty mapping of relatively large areas under war

"^""^S 'small PROBLEMS FOR INFANTRY. Capt A. W.
Biornstad. Armv Service Schools, 1916. Book Dept., 50c.

59 INFANTRY DRILL REGULATIONS. 1913. May be

obtaiiied from Supt. of Docs.; 35c. (Official drill regulations

for infantry besides the principles of infantry duty in combat).

GO FUNDAMENTALS OF MILITARY SERVICE Capt.

Lincoln C. Andrews. U. S. A., pp. 428. illus.. leather. $1 50. pre-

pared under direction of Maj. Gen. Wood. Valuable semi-

technical description of various arms of service being inter-

estingly written and very instructive.

61 THE ENGINEER IN WAR. Maj. P. S. Bond U. S. A.

$1.50.' A series of military lectures delivered in Chicago in

'"62 MILITARY PREPAREDNESS AND THE ENGINEER^
Capt e! F. Robinson, N. G. N. Y.. $1.50. A good outline of

engineer duties and company administration.

;*:

The British Spelter Embargo

The Britisli .Minister of Munitions, under order of Mar.

23, lias placed an embargo on the sale and purcliase of

spelter. The order is published in the Mining Journal

Tiondon, Mar. 17, 1917, and is as follows

:

]. Xo person shall, as from the date liereof, until fur-

ther notice, purchase, sell, or except for the purjiose of

carrying out a contract in Avriting existing prior to such

date for the sale or ])urchase of spelter, enter into any

transaction or negotiation in relation to the sale or pur-

chase of spelter situated outside of the United Kingdom

except under and in accordance with the terms of a li-

ccn.se issued under the authority of the Minister of Mu-

nitions.

2. No person shall, as from the date hereof, until fur-

ther notice, ])urchase or take delivery of any spelter situa-

ted ill the United Kingdom, excejjt under and in accord-

ance with the terms of a license issued under the authority

of the Minister of Munitions, or sell, supply or deliver any

such spelter to any person other than the holder of such a

license and in accordance with the terms thereof; provided

that no such license shall be required in the case of any

sale, purchase or delivery of such spelter for the purpose

of necessary repairs or renewals involving the use of not

exceeding 1 cwt. of such spelter.

3. Xo person shall, as from the date hereof until fur-

ther notice, except under and in accordance with the terms

uf a license i.ssued under the authority of the Mini.ster of

Munitions, use any spelter for the purpose of any manu-

facture or work except: (a) For the purpose of a con-

tract or order for the time being in existence certified to

be within Class "A" in the order of the Minister of Mu-

nitions as to priority dated Mar. 8, 1917, and made in

substitution for Circular L. 33. (b) For the pur])ose of

necessary rejjairs or renewals involving the use of not ex-

ceding 1 cwt. of spelter.

Monthly Returns

4. AH persons shall, in the first seven days of each

month, commencing with the month of April, 1917, send

in to the Director of Materials (A.M.2.C.), Ministry of

Munitions, Hotel Victoria, London, W.C.2, monthly re-

turns of: (a) All spelter held by them, in stock or other-

wise under their control, on the last day of the preceding

month. s]iecifyiiig the quality thereof, (b) All spelter

purchased or sold by them for future delivery and not yet

delivered on such last day, specifying the names of the

.sellers to or purchasers from them, anu the quantity and

quality, and time and place of delivery in each case, and

the ptisition of the spelter at the date of the return, (c)

All spelter delivered to them during the preceding month

and from whom purchased, (d) All contracts or orders

existing on the last day of or entered into during the pre-

ceding month requiring for their execution the use of

spelter, specifying the purposes thereof and the quality of

the spelter to be used, (e) Such other particulars as to

spelter as may be required by the Director of Materials.

Xotwithstanding the above, no return is required from

any person whose total stock of spelter in hand and on

order for future delivery to him has not at any time dur-

ing the preceding month exceeded one ton.

n. For the purpose of this order the expression spelter

shall mean spelter of all qualities and shall include sheet

and rolled zinc, scrap zinc, hard spelter, dross, zinc ashes,

flux skimmings and zinc dust.

G. All applications for licenses should he made to the

Director of Materials (A.M.2.C.), Ministry of Munitions,

Hotel Victoria, London, and marked '-Spelter License."

Every applicant for a license must state the amount and

(luality of metal required by him per month and the use

to which it will be put. Any person acting in contraven-

tion of or failing to comply with the above order, or mak-

ing a false return, will bo guilty of an oifense under the

Defense of the Realm Regulations and be liable.
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Tlie annual rejxirt of the Anacoiula Coppor Jliiiinj; ('".

for 111 Hi shows that, durinfr the year thcro was a total oJ'

222,1 0:i ft. of development work done, tlie e(|uivaleiit of

42.0(i miles, as eoniinued with ;i.5.:n miles in 191.5. The

shafts ol' the company were sunk to additional dp])ths

aggregating 2879 ft. The disclosure of ore by the devel-

opment carried on during the year was very satisfactory.

This is ])articularly true with reference to the deep levels

of the Leonard mine on the east, the Diamond mii\e on

the north and the Mountain Consolidated mine on the

northwest portion of the district. New equipment was

placed during the year on the Never Sweat, East Colusa,

Moonlight and Emma mines. Additional air compres-

sors were installed, and all "hi ecpiipment was maintained

in first-class condition.

PnODUCTION AND TliK.ATM KX'r OK Coi'l'KH

The mines produced during the year .">,.582,070 tons of

ore and 7081 tons of precipitates; total of 5,589,157 tons.

The cojiper reduction works treated for all com])anies

during the year 5,193,572 tons of ore and other cuprifer-

ous material at Anaconda and 81.'5,495 tons at Gi'eat

Falls. Of this amount 5,273,066 tons of ore was iiro-

duced hy company mines ; 724,355 tons of ore was either

purchased from or treated for other companies ; 9647 tons

of precipitates and cleanings from the old work at Ana-

conda and Butte was treated.

At Anaconda there were produced 287,082,079 lb. Cu.

10,624,747 oz. Ag and 81,393.059 oz. Au; at Great Falls

there were produced 44,811,194 lb. Cu. 1,213,022 oz. Ag
and 10,706.123 oz. Au; a total production at both Ana-

conda and Great Falls copper plants of 331,893,273 lb.

Cu, 11,837,769 oz. Ag and 92,099.182 oz. Au. Of the

total production at these plants, 307,395.092 lb. Cu. 10.-

790,706 oz. Ag and 92,099.182 oz. Au were jiroduced from

the mines of the company.

The zinc plants at Anaconda and Great Falls treated

for all companies during the vear 196,680 tons of ore

and other zinkiferous material, of which amount 142.225

tons of ore was produced by company mines and 54,456

tons was purchased from other companies. At Anaconda

there was produced during the year 8,320.522 lb. of elec-

trolytic zinc and at Great Falls 12,585.917 lb., or a total

of 20,906,439 pounds.

The new copper electrolytic and furnace relineries at

Great Falls were completed and began operating in March,

1916. The outptit of the eleclrolytic tankhouse during

the year was 127,620,000 lb. of cathodes. 56,062,000 lb.

of which was melle.d into shapes in the new furnace re-

finery at (Jreat Falls and the balance .shipped to the plant

of the Raritan Cop])er Works for melting. At the close

of the year the electrolytic refinery was running at the

rate of 16,000,000 lii. output i)er month and the furnace

refinery at the same rate, both jilants e.xceeding their

respective estimated capacities 1,000.000 lb. pei' month.

Zl.VC TliEATMENT AND LEAGUING PlANT I'liOOLCTlUN

Perha])s the most important event of the year was the

entrance of the company into the field as a large producer

of high-grade electolytic zinc. In the circular letter ad-

dressed to the shareholders under date of Feb. 1 I. 1916.

reference was made to the de\e!opment by the Anaconda

company of the electrolytic zinc process, and its import-

ance from a metallurgical .standpoint, in making ])Ossible

the ])rofital)le extraction of not oidy the zinc content, but

the jirecious metals often found in intimate association

with zinc in the baser ores prevailing in many of the min-

ing districts of the West. Starting from continued lab-

oratory experiments, it was decided. to take advantage of

the favorable price of zinc and endeavor to put the busi-

ness upon an operating basis. A small operating unit was

constructed at Anaconda. The results obtained were such

as to justify the nuiiuigement in extending this plant,

until about Seiitember, 1915, it was producing zinc at the

rate of 10 tons per day. It had early become apparent

that the business promised to become an impoi-tant fac-

tor in the operations of the company. Accordingly, after

due consideration of suitable situations, it was decided to

erect a plant foi- the treatment of ziiu' concentrates, capa-

ble of making an output of 100 tons of zinc per day, at

Great Falls, this site being chosen on account of its avail-

ability to an abundant siipply of cheap electric power,

es.sential for the economic operation of the process. Con-

struction was begun about the first of 191(i and was con-

ducted diligently, so that by Sept. 11, 1916, the plant

began operating, and at the clo.se of the year was pro-

ducing zinc at the rate of 20,000 lb. per day. The process

worked so satisfactorily that it was demonstrated that

with additional roasting capacity the output of zinc from

the plant can be increa.sed to 150 tons per day, and such

additional roasting capacity is being installed as rapidly

as possible.

A concentrator capable of milling 2000 tons of zinc ore

per day, using the oil-tlotatioii process, was constructed at

Anaconda during the year. Tlie ])lant began operating

during September, 1916, and is milling all of the zinc ores

mined by the company and also custom ores purchased.

The leaching plant at Anaconda treated during the

year 535,500 tons of tailings from the concentrator dump,
from which there was produced 3648 tons of cement

copper. This output does not represent the capacity of

the plant, as operations were curtailed on account of a

shortage of sulphuric acid, the entire output of the

suli)hurie-acid plant at Anaconda being more urgently

rcquii-ed for the concentrating ami zinc operations of the

con I pa nv.

.SUB8IDIA1!V C0i!P01!ATI0N.S AXJ) DB1'.M!T11 KN'T.S

The International Smelting Co.'s smeltery at Tooele,

Utah, treated during the year 442,756 tons of copper ore,

and 421,197 tons of lead ore, from which there were pro-

duced 20,041,089 lb. Cu, 117,976,091 lb. Pb. 5,549,776.55

oz. Ag, and 41,009.186 oz. Au. The smeltery at iliami.

Ariz., treated 295,075 tons of concentrates "and 37,890

tons of purchased ores, or a total of 332,965 tons, from
wbicb there were produced 181,518,396 lb. Cu, 257,543

oz. Ag, and 2,881.655 oz. An.

The International Lead Refining Co.'s refinery at

I'^ast Chicago, lud., treated during the year 58,769

tons of lead bullion from the Tooele plant and 6148

tons of foreign ore and bullion, from which there

were produced 108.099.116 lb. of common and cor-

roding lead: 15,682,151 lb. of antimonial lead; 4,468,775

oz. Ag, and 20.580.053 oz. Au.

The Raritan Copper Works' refinery at Perth Amboy.
N. J., treated for all companies during the year 233,596
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Ions (iT r<'ii])cf Imllion ;ni(l l.r);5J ,"; 71 oz. nf sihcr luillinn,

from wliiih tlioic were iirodiucd 463,()()(),2(i2 11). Cu, 18,-

60(;,8(i6 oz. Ag, aiul l(i7,02 1.2 18 oz. Au.

Tlie coal iiiiiies at Diainoiidville, Wyo., pnidiiceil (;;!2,-

821 tons of coal; 40;!,:18() tons was sliipjjcd to other

dopartnient.s ot' the ooin])aiiy, 1 80,01 (i tons was sold coiii-

niercially, and 55,418 tons was used at tho coal mines.

The mines at Wa.shoe, .Moni., jirodiiccd KKi.lSlO tons of

coal; 94,008 tons was shipjied to other depaitmenis of

the conipany, ():!,;Ui4 tons was sold comniercially, and

9118 tons was used at the coal mines. Tlie mines at

Sand Coulee, Mont., jiroduccd 158,810 tons of coal; 1 19,-

51G tons was shipped to other departments of the com-

pany, 39,038 tons w-as sold conuncrcially, and 257 tons

was used at the coal mines.

The sawmills of the lumber deinirtment at Hamilton,

Hope, Bonner and St. Regis cut during the year 105,495,-

846 ft. of lumber and purchased 30,005,910 ft., of which

91,321,0()1 ft. was shipped to the mines of the company,

80,800,144 ft. was sold commercially, 1,361,549 ft. was

used at the mills for repairs and construction, 6,215,378

ft. was supplied to the factory for manufacturing, or a

total disposition of 179,698,132 ft., decreasing the stock

of finished lumber on hand 44,196,376 ft., leaving 50,-

971,698 ft. on hand on Jan. 1, 1917.

The other subsidiary departments of the company, in-

cluding the electric-light, street railway, water and foun-

dry departments at Anaconda, each did a record business.

Extensive repairs, renewals and betterments were made
in various departments. The subsidiary departments of

the company showed a profit for the year of $1,295,119.

The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Ry. transported during

the year 8,416,003 tons of ore and freight, and 408,865

passengers. The gross earnings were $2,168,132; rental

and miscellaneous receipts, $31,479 ; operating exepenses,

$1,464,796 ; taxes, interest and rental of leased lines,

$207,648; net income, $527,167. A dividend of 12% on

the capital stock was paid, amounting to $300,000, leav-

ing a surplus for the year of $227,167.

South American Oi-ekatigns and Explorations

In January, 1916, the following companies were organ-

ized under the laws of the State of Delaware: Andes
.Copper Mining Co., with an authorized capital of $50,-

000,000, divided uito 500,000 shares, having a par value

of $100 each; Potrerillos Railway Co., with an author-

ized capital of $5,000,000, divided into 50,000 shares,

having a par value of $100 eacli ; Andes Copper Co., with

an authorized capital of of $50,000,000, divided into 2,-

800,000 shares, having a par value of $.25 each.

The Andes Copper Mining Co. was organized for the

purpose of acquiring, and did acquire, from William
Braden all the mines, mining property and mining rights

of the Poti-erillos properties and the privileges incidental

thereto. Tlie Potrerillos Railway Co. acquired the con-

cessions which had lieen granted by the government of

Chile to William Braden, for the construction and opera-

tion of a railway in the republic of Chile, and will con-

struct and operate a railway from the port of Chanaral

to a connection with the longitudinal line of the Chilean

government's railway, and frnni the station of Pueblo,

Hnndido, on that line, to the I'otrerillos properties, a

distance of approximately 60 miles.

The Andes Copper Co. is a holding corporation, wbii-li,

iiirder tlic ))bin of organization and linance decided upon.

has secured all the issue<l stock of both tin; Andes Copper
Mining Co., and the Potrerillos Railway Co., with the

exception of directors' qualifying shares 'in each sub-

sidiary company. When llie Andes Copjjcr Co. was or-

ganized. Anaconda was the owner of about 78^i of the

ca[>ital stock. Since that date, by puichase from William
Braden, bis associates and other shareholders owning
small amounts of stock, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

has acquired practically all the issued (-ajiital stock of the

Andes Co|)per Co.

On ai-count of the prices pre\'ailing for construction

material and the difficulty ami uncertainty of securing
deliveries of the same, it was decided by the management
of the company that inasmuch as the Potrerillos ]irop-

erties could not, in all probability, be equipped in time
to take advantage of the ju'esent metal markets, it was
the better policy to defer the actual work of constructing

the mining, milling and reduction jilants with which the

property must necessarily l)e equip])ed, until a more fav-

orable period. In the meantime, however, development
work has been carried on by means of churn drilling and
underground openings for the purpose of blocking out

and moVe definitely fixing the limits of the orebody at

the Potrerillos mines. The result of this development has

verified the earlier estimates made of the property and
has shown that ore of profitable grade in excess of 100,-

000,000 tons exists on the property. As preliminary to

the work of construction referred to-, work has been

started upon the Potrerillos railroad and its construction

has been actively carried on during the past year.

In addition to the Potrerillos property, this company,
through its associates in South America, has secured

options on other mining properties in Chile and Peru,

where exploration work is being actively conducted, but

the results thus far obtained, while very encouraging,

are not sufficiently definite to make any specific state-

ments in regard thereto.

Investments in Stocks of Other Companies

During the year Anaconda added materially to its in-

vestments in securities of other companies, expending

$7,968,836 in so doing. This amount includes the total

cost of the stock of the Andes Copper Co. acquired to

Dec. 31, 1916. The principal purchases of other stocks

were: 20,740 shares of Alice Gold and Silver Jlining Co.,

making the total holding 382,912 shares, out of a total

of 400,000 issued; 26,100 shares of Greene Cananea Cop-

per Co., making' a total holding of 56,900 shares; 50,000

shares of Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., making
a total holding of 200,000 shares: 188,300 shares of Butte

Copper and Zinc Co. The other acquisitions of stock rep-

resent largely the purchases of shares of stock of sub-

sidiary companies organized and financed in connection

with the general operations of the company.

Under the lease which was acquired by the comjiany in

July, 1915, on the Emma Mine of the Butte Copper and
Zinc Co., the Emma shaft was dewatered to the 800-ft.

level, the old workings cleaned out and repaired, and pros-

pecting work instituted, resulting in the opening up on

the 800-ft. level of the mine of a large body of ore carrv-

ing good per(;entages of zinc, lead and silver. During the

year this mine produced 1.3,029 tons of ore, chiefiy from

development work. The ore was concentrated at the zinc

concentrator of the company at Anaconda, and the con-

centrates obtained therefrom were-sbipped tfl and treated
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liy llii' elcrlrnlytir ziiir |il:int at tin'iit Falls. Tlio Eiiima

siiiift is beiiiii- .sunk hclnw tlir .SOO-ft. level, and a erosseut

is being extended .southerly nn tlie 1(!00-I't. level of the

Original mine, whieh should cut the Emma vein a]i-

proxiniately 700 ft. below the SOO-ft. level of the Emnui,

within a comparatively sliort time.

There was .$1',n:!,K13 charged olf for depreciation and

obsolescence of mining plants, smelteries, refineries, etc.

In explanation of the increa.se in this item over the nor-

mal charge on this account, it is stated that $3,608,226

of this amount was the hook value of plants which, by

reason of changes in metallurgical methods, or replace-

ments, have either been dismantled or become obsolete and

will not be required or used in conducting the normal

operations of the company. During the present period

of forced production some of these plants which have not

been dismantled are still being used ; liut inasmuch as

such use is regarded as temporary, it was proper to charge

them off the books of the company at this time.

Viewed from the standpoint of operations, 1916 was

the mo.st successful year in the corporate life of Anacoii-

fl;i—sui-cessful not only in the profits that were earned,

but likewi.se successful in the realization of all expecta-

tions that were entertained concerning the probable ac-

complishments of its plant improvements, betterments and

extensions. Beginning with l!)l-t there was expended on

the.se accounts, to Dee. 31, 1916, the sum of $13,645,908.

At the close of business for 1916 the additional profit that

had been secuied as a result of this expenditure was $16,-

494,48.5. Thus, all the money expended had been re-

turned with the additional sum of $2,848,576, from the

benefits derived from the improvements and additions to

plants.

Price of Zinc to the Government
Tlie Zinc Committee of the Advisory Commission of

the Council of National Defense, appointed by B. :\I.

Baruch in charge of raw materials of the Advisory Com-

mission of tlie Council of National Defen.se is as follows:

Chairman. Edgar Palmer, president, New Jersey Zinc Co.

Charles W. Baker, president. American Zinc. Lead and

Smelting Co.

Sidney J. Jennings, vice president. United States Smelting:,

Refining and Mining Co.

Thomas F. Noon, president, Illinois Zinc Co.

N. Bruce MacKelvie, president, Butte & Superior Mining

Co.
Charles T. (iir. president, Bertha A. Mining Co.

C. F. Kelley, vice president, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Secretary, A. P. Cobb, vice president, New Jersey Zinc Co.

The purpose of this committee is to insure the Govern-

ment of its supply of zinc during the war and to secure

the cooperation of the zinc producers of the country in

taking care of whate\er needs may arise.

The following prices for slab zinc have been lixed with

Government a])])i-oval

:

Grade A—lljc. pel- lb.

Grade B— lie. per lb.

Grade C—9c. per lb.

The price of Grade C is protected against decline.

These prices are in carload lots with freight allowed to

New York delivery rate points.

During the war Gi-ade A metal has sold as high as 42c.

per lb., and the market prict; at the time of making these

prices was 18c. per lb. Grade C metal has sold as high

as 2~ic. per lb., and the market i^rice at the time of

making these prices was 10c. per pound.

Letters have been sent to zinc producers throughout the

count rv asking the amounts they are willing to supply to

the (lovernment.

tirade A is what is comnioiily known as "High (irade,"

{{ is "Intermediate" and C is "I'rime Western."

Chronology of Mining for April, 1917

Apr. 1— .Milling begun by Alaska Juneau (Jold Mining

Co.—Yuba No. 16 gold (Iredge, with 18-cu.ft. buckets

and double tailing stackers to reclaim ^'^ba River chan-

nel, started digging near Ilammonton, Calif.—Iloinestake

Mining Co. in South Dakota advanced wages of employ-

ees receiving $3 to $5 per day fi-oni 16% to lO^f re-

spectively—Potash plant erected at Borosolvay, near

Searles Lake, Calif., by I'arilic Coast Borax Co. and Sol-

vay Process Co,, began ojx'ration.

Apr. 2—Ohio Copper ("o. of TTtah ar{|iiired all stock

and majority of bonds of Bingham Central Railway Co.,

which owns the Jfascotte tunnel, which is the outlet for

the Ohio ore.

Apr. 4—Sunnvside and (iold I'riiu'e mines in San

Juan district, Colorado, optioned to U. S. Smelting, Re-

fining and Mining Exploration Co.

Apr. 5—New mining tax bill ])as.-;ed by Ontario legis-

lature, increasing mainly the tax on nickel and nickel-

copper mines.

Apr. 6—United States declared state of war existed

with Germany.

Apr, 7—Herbert C. Hoover appointed by United States

Council of National Defen.se to head American commis-

sion on food supply and prices.

Apr, 10—Announcement that ^Villiams Harvey Cor-

poration, conti-olled jointly by "Williams, Harvey & Co.,

Ltd., and the National Lead Co., would erect 300-ton tin-

smelting plant on Jamaica Bay, Long Island—Nichols

Copper Co. broke ground at its Laurel Hill refinery for

a new plant to treat the gold and silver slimes oijtained

in electrolytic copper refining.

Apr. 16—Chile Co])])er Co. increased capital from

$110,000,000 to $135,000,000 and authorized bond issue

of $100,000,000, of which $35,000,000 is to be issued at

once for extensions to plant to tri]ile present capacity

—

Suit of ilinerals Separation vs. Butte & Superior for

flotation-patent infringement begun at Butte. Mont.

Apr. 21—Caving of old workings in Douglas Island

mines along the (iastineau Channel caused flooding and

closing of Alaska Treadwell, Seven Hundred and Alaska

Mexican mines : Ready Bullion mine saved by bulkhead.

Apr. 22— Frederic Anton Eilers, long a member of the

executive committee of the American Smelting and Re-

fining Co., died at his home at Sea Cliff, Long Island.

Apr. 2.3—Fire in Anaconda's ilodoc mine at Butte re-

sulted in temporary closing of Modoc and High Ore

mines, the S]x>culator and Granite Mountain mines of

the North Butte company and the Butte-Ballaklava mine.

Apr. 24—Sale of Big Jim gold mine at Oatman, Ariz.,

to United Eastern Mining Co. ratified by Big Jim stock-

holdei-s—Wages advanced 25c. per shift in Manunoth sec-

tion of Tintic disii'ict in Utah.

Apr. 2?—Leaching begun at New Cornelia Copper Co.'s

5000-ton plant at Cornelia, in the Ajo district of Arizona.

Apr. 28—Seven men killed by powder gas on entering

\mventilated 1100 level of Mountain King gold mine in

Mariposa County, ('alifornia.
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Butte & Superior's Flotation Results

The accoinpiiiiyinjr talilo sliowiuu' the results secured

bv notation (lurint!; the months of March, IS) 15, IDKi and

l!)17.and ])art of the data submitted to the Federal Court

at Butte. The tonnages are the actual amounts treated

by ilotation and not the entire amount treated at the

mill. Extraction percentages, based on both concentrates

and tailing.s, are shown in an auxiliary table, but are not

part of the court record.

The Butte & Superior management expects to increase

the grade of concentrates by tlie installation of additional

cleaner cells for the jHupose.

Ct1MP.\RATIVE FLOTATION RESII.T.S OF BITTE & SIMPER lOR
MINI.NG CO., FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1915. 1916 AND 1917

1917

47.202 599 tnns

1916

52.089 4335 tons

1915

36.812 819 tonsOre treated
Concentrates re-

covered- 10.642 6505 tons 1 2. 1 99 0195 tons 7.365 615tons
Assay returns of

heads 12 4893 <i Zn 13 7639 % Zn. 12 1077 r-,: Zn,
8578 '•, Pl>. 7238 % Pb. 7080 f, Pb.
1598 <; Cu 1572 ;; Cu. 1641 '^ Cu.

1 8901 <^ Fe. I 2916 '~c Fe I 4801 '[ Fe.
I 4681 "; Mn. I 2720 "; Mn. I 4340 --c Mn.

73 0481 '~c Insol. 71 7590 'h Insol 72 9068 ''i Insol.

4 8032 Oz.Ag 5 8663 Oz. Ag 5 8316 Oz. Ag
,00584 Oz.Au .0089 Oz. Au .00935 Oz.Au

Assay returns of

concentrates 47 207 <^; Zn 53 752 % Zn 52 237 % Zn
3 700 <( Pb 3 046 % Pb 2 665 % Pb

489 ^; Cu 598 '~c Cu 566 % Cu
3.000 <; Fe 1 971 '^o Fe 2 126 % Fe
.400 % Mn 295 % Mn .873 % Mn

16 500 % Insol. 10 107 % Insol. 10 637 % Insol.

18 240 Oz.Ag 23 388 Oz. .\g 24 573 Oz.Ag
.0267 Oz.Au 0347 Oz.Au 0430 Oz.Au

Assay returns of

tailings 1.997 r, Zn 1 3138 % Zn 2 1467 % Zn
.115 Ti Pb. 0600 To Pb .1477 f-<, Pb
.040 <~c Cu 0330 e-^ Cu 0300 <^„ Cu
.800 <- Fe 8400 'f Fe 5300 ~c Fe

1.650 ff Mn 1 5300 <^, Mn 1 4700 ^i Mn
89 600 <"c Insol 90 4000 ";, Insol 89 9000 % Insol.

840 Oz Ag 9700 Oz.Ag 1 2980 Oz.Ag
.0012 Oz.Au .0025 Oz.Au .0026 Oz.Au

PERCENTAGE RECOVERIES
March

1917 1916 1915
Based on concentrates 85 285 91 490 86 387
Based on tailings 84.000 90 452 82,259

Conditions at Alaska Treadwell Mines
Sax FliANCI.SCO C'OIiRE.SPONnENCE

The physical conditions of the Treadwell-Seven Hun-
dred-Mexican mines, on Douglas Island, Alaska, remain

unchanged. The latest re]iorts received at the San Fran-

cisco office do not encourage the proliability of attemjit-

ing to cofferdam the top water off and puiu]) out the

mines. Even if the subsidence were shown not to ex-

tend far enough into (iastineau Channel to prohibit it,

the cost of such undertaking would be greater than the

value of the ore would warrant. The ore has for some
time been decreasing in value as depth was gained, and

the diamond drills showed still further decrease below

the 27(10 level. Though the ore could have been mined

and milled at a profit had the ground not subsided, the

only profitable method of extraction at present feasible

is through the deejiening of the Ready Bullion shaft to

the ;i()()0-ft. point and drawing the ore off through the

T?eady Bullion workings. This method will be followed;

but whether or not the shaft will be deepened ahead of

the requirements of the Ready Bullion ojierafion lias

not been decided. Tf in the course of exploration below

the 2701) level the ore in the flooded mines should show

an appreciable increase in per ton value, then the cost

Miiil the corresponding results of lifting the water out

of the subsided area will be considered. The Treadwell

mill is of course out oF commission, and several hundred

men are out of einpbiymciit. The .")00 men fruni the mine
were all out within an hour, and none was lost, although
two of them came out afloat on the rising water.

The directors of the Alaska Treadwell (iold Mining
Co. on Apr. ;iO voted to double the cajiital .stock, increas-

ing it to .$10,000,000, divided into 400,000 shares of $2.")

par value. The comi)aiiy was also authorized to acquire

by exchange outstanding shares of new capital stock of

Alaska United Gold Mining Co. and Alaska Mexican
(lold Mining Co. upon conditions anil at such ratio as

a majority of the shareholders shall determine. Xo re-

port on the subsidence of the Treadwell-Sevcii llunilreil-

-Mexican was given out by the directors.

Foreign Trade in Copper
Exports of copper from the United States in February,,

1917, are reported by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

Ore and concentrates
Unrefined, in bars, pigs, etc.
Refined, bars, etc
Old and scrap
Plates and sheets
Wire

Lb
417.296
246.132

69.642,592
4.404

1,501.566
884,132

Total 71,696.122

The weight of ore exported in February was 4012 tons

:

of concentrates, ,537 tons.

Imports of copper into the United States in Feln-uary.

1917, are reported by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

Lb.

13.247.37 7
534.042

21.664.357
2.684.454
2.626.702

42.172

Ore and concentrate contents
Matte and rcgulus
Unrefined, in bars, pigs, etc
Refined, in bars, etc .

Old, etc.. for manufacture .

Composition metal, copper chief vaUn-

Total 40,799,104

Material imported in February was 41,G.39 tons ore,

13,449 tons concentrates and 717 tons matte and regulus.

Utah Copper Co.
The report of the Utah Copper Co. for the first quarter

of 1917 shows production of 42.866,316 lb. of copper;

13,913.811 lb. in January. 13.4.39.S-59 lb. in February

and 1.5, .512.676 lb. in March. In addition there was a

total of 174,134 II). of copi)er contained in ore shii)]ied

direct to the smeltery.

The total quantity of ore milled was 2..'577Jloo tons,

a\eraging 1.4299% copper, average extraction being

63.06%. The average cost per pound of co]iper was

10.843c. after making allowances for smelter deductions

and crediting miscellaneous income, including Bingham
& Garfield Ry. Co. earnings. The high cost of copper, com-

jiared with 7.498c. per lb. in the last quarter of 1916.

was partly due to the extremely severe winter M'eather

and partly to the increased cost of labor, but principally

to the increased State and Federal taxes. The amount
set aside for the quarter's taxes, based on existing laws,

was equivalent to 3.142c. per lb. of copper. Xet profit

from milling operations was $5,775,605, other income

fidiii rents, dividends from Nevada Consolidated Copper

Co. and Bingham & Gartiebl Ry. Co., brought the

total profits during the quarter up to $7,246,318. Divi-

dends of $5,685,715 were paid, leaving net surplus for the

(piarter of $1,560,603. Earnings are ba.sed on 26,173c.

))cr lb. for copper.
~
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Substoping Mining at the Chatham
Mine, Michigan*

Tlic |iriiuiii;il iiu'tlidd oF iiiiiiin^ at Hie Cliiilliaiii iniiip,

Michigan, is what is known as substopiiicr. The oivhodies

are coniparativcly small, narrow aiifl irregular, varying

in width I'rom 10-50 ft. and usually not lunuing more
than 300-400 ft. iu depth. In numy places rock bunches

stretch entirely across the orebody. Tlie di]) varies from
fiO-OO (leg. and the ore dill'ers in stnu'ture from soft limo-

nite to hard Ijjue hematite, both often being mixed in the

same orebody.

The levels of the Chatham mine are 125 ft. apart ver-

tically. On these levels, drifts, and crosscuts if neces-

.sary, are driven in the ore in such a manner that raises

may be put up about 25 ft. apart and chutes built iu

them. A new raise is started as soon as the drift has

advanced a sufficient distance from the last one. The
raises are extended 25 ft. As soon as the chutes are built,

the drift is timbered to prevent any caving of the back

when stoping is being done above. At some convenient

place in the ore, two of the raises, about 50 ft. apart, are

continued through to the level above. Generally one of

SropedOut
ig^g/

' 'Stojxd but

Out i 1 1 .^''w/i./oi^/ir" ff "^^'p-'
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-hU^/el fi/ltLines show nbrk-'^
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Longitudinal Section

'LAN AND SECTION SHOWING SUBSTOPIN(5
USED AT CHATHAM MINE

Cross -Section

METHOD

these two raises is near the end of the orebody, so that

stoping may later be started around it. Sublevels, or

"subs," are then put in every 25 ft., vertically connecting

these raises; this makes four "subs" between each level.

One of the raises is then ready to be used for ladderway

and pi])eway and another for a mill. The "subs" are

then continued toward the end of the orebody. Whenever
a breast of the "subs" gets too far from the original mill

for efficient mucking, a raise is jiut through from the

25-ft. "sub" below. The ore is easy to handle on the

25-ft. sublevels, because, as before stati^l, the raises are

put to this "sub" as fast as the drift advaiK-es. The
"subs" are continued into the I'ork a short distance beyond

the end of the orebody and then connected with a raise,

(ailed a "blind raise," whiili is used for ladderway and

pipes and serves as an exit when this end oi' the orehndy

is being stoped.

If stoping is started at any point except at (he farthest

end of the orebody from the blind raise, then a blind raise

will be required at both ends of the orebody; therefore

stoping is generally started around the first long raise

put up. which is at the end of the orebcjdy. There is an

•Paper presented by P. J. Smith, superintendent of the
Uruli' Mining Co., Iron River, Mich., at tht- annual mcctinf? of
th<; Lalce Superior Mining Institute, Hi'minftham, Ala., March.
1917.

a(l\'aiitage, liowever, in beginning near llic middle oi the

orebody, in that sloping can tiieii be done towaril botii

ends of the oiebody at the ,same time, twice as many
working places being thus ))iovided.

The stojje is started by drilling uppers and down holes

on each "sub" around the rai.sc and slicing out the ore

towaid the foot and hanging walls until a wide bench

is formed, after which inoie slope hf)les aie drilled. This

process is repeated until the full width of the orebody is

opened into a slope reaching from the 25-ft. "sub" up-

waid. The level above is worked back at the same time.

I'arlicular attention is given to fuiineling out the rai.ses

below the 25-ft. "sub." so that large chunks of ore can

work down dose to the mouth of chute where they can

be easily blasted. .Sloping is continued by slicing out a

well-covered bench from the "sub" toward the foot and

hanging. When the rock walls have been reached, up-

peis and down holes aie drilled from the benches, first

nearei- the i-ock and then back toward the "sub." When
this is finished, another bench is started from the drift

and continued to foot and hanging and the above opera-

tion repeated. When a rock bunch is encountered which

is large enough to be left for a pillar from foot to hang-

ing, a raise is put up along the rotk on the opposite side

from the slope and stojjing again started in the way pre-

viously described. If the rock btuich is smaller and can-

not be left, it is drilled separately and as soon as the

chutes are empty, it is blasted down and hoisted for

rock.

Blasting is done as often as possible, so that a great

amount of ore does not have to be blasted at one time,

for otherwise the ore will run on the 25-ft. "subs" and

make the miners there do a lot of shoveling. Generally

10-ft. holes are deep enough, but occasionaly 14- and

16-ft. holes are needed. The angle of the face of the

slope depends upon the chai-acter of the ore; if the ore is

soft and subject to caving, the stoping on the upper

"subs'" is kept a little farther advanced than on the next

ones below. If the ore stands well, the face is carried

almost vertical.

Because the oi-ebodies are small, often those on (me

level are developed and mined during the same season.

Stoping is, therefore,, begun before the suhdrifts are fin-

ished, as is shown in the sketch of the longitudinal sec-

tion ; the lieavy lines indicate entry work completed at

the same time that the stope is well started, and the dot-

ted lines show entry work yet to be completed while slop-

ing is still being done. The system has the following

advantages: Little development work i» required before

sloping mav be begun: all the ground broken can be

hoisted at once; the method niay be used to good ad-

vantage in grouiid that is too soft and not uniform enough

for back-stoping: the rock bunches found in the ore are

dis))i)sed of with little trouble; but the system has the

disadvantage that the lai'ge amount of drifting and rais-

ing re(piired may make the method uneconomical in

hard ore.

TiiMiiiiiiiia'H ^linprnl l»r<«l«r«inii for 1916 has been officially

reported by the .Secretary for Mines as follows, the items
being arranged in order of descending value: Blister copper,
fiSOf) tons: tin ore, 2,S.').'j tons: silver-lead ore, 11,229 tons; gold
(fine gold including gold contained in blister copper). In. 790

oz.; coal, r)r),r)75 tons; wolfram, ."(G tons; iron pyrites, 14,00.5

tons; osmiridiuni, 222 oz.; copper and copper ore, 97 tons;

shale, 12S() tons; bismuth, 3J tons; barytes, S3 tons; asbestos,

l,") tons. The total value of the mineral products was £l,.'i21,0.S0
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Company Reports

HiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMniiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Yukon Gold Co.
The annual report of tin- Yukon CoUi Co., whose orlKinal

and principal operation is in Yukon Territory. Alaska, .shows

that the grrtuss profit from operations in 1916 was $2.O92.SO0. or

approximately the same as that of the preceding year. The
amount written off to depreciation .and amortization either

directly or through oi>eratine: costs was $6fiS.967. There was
added to surplus account $47,510. after distributing Sl.Ono.nOO

in dividends.
The coinpany several years ago inaugurated the policy

of adding new properties to take the place of those being
exhausted and in pursuance of this policy acquired during
1916, either by purchase or lease, properties in California.

Nevada and Idaho, with an estimated gross gold content

at present in excess of $S. 000. 000 and with considerable
further development work to be done. The company's propor-
tion of net profit In these additional properties on the
basis of the present development is estimated to be approxi-
mately $3,500,000. During the past year the company has
expended, on account of ne^v properties and the equipment
of properties previously acquired, a total amount of $1,893,105.

The Yukon-Alaska Trust referred to in the 1915 annual
report was duly formed and acquired the eight serial notes

of $625,000 each, bearing interest at the rate of 5 9'r per
annum, representing the loan to the Yukon Gold Co.. of

$5,000,000.

The acquisition of its interest in the properties of the

Elkoro Mines Co.. at Jarbidge, Nev., a lode mine marks a

departure in the character of operations which have here-
tofore been confined to placers.

PROPERTY AN'D EQUIPMENT
In June. 1915, the compan.v undertook the examination,

and later the development, of the Long Hike and O. K. groups
of mining claims, in the 'Jarbige district. Elko County,
Nev. De^elopment work on these properties was prosecuted
steadily for seven months, with the result that there was
blocked out in these two groups alone approximately 214.000

tons of ore. having a value of $3,200,000. The workings on
the Long Hike group on Jan. 1, 1917, had reached a depth
of 600 ft. below the point where the ore was first discovered.
Developments on the O. K. group had reached a total vertical

depth of 250 ft. in a vein similar in character and approxi-
mately parallel to. the Long Hike vein.

All of the above properties and rights which have been
acquired by the company have been assigned to the Elkoro
Mines Co., which company was formed in accordance with
agreements made with the owners of the principal mines at

the time the business was entered into. The Yukon Gold
Co. owns GO'/r of the stock of the Elkoro Mines Co.. and has
an option to purchase an additional 10% of the stock at any
time before Jul.v 1, 1917.

ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES SECURED
During 1916 the company examined and acquired, by

leasing agreements, three additional gold dredging properties
as follows:

Cceur d'Alene Mining Co.. on Prichard Creek, near Murray.
Idaho, the developed area of which contains about S.500. 000

cu.yd., with an estimated gold content of over $1,350,000.

River claims and leases on the North Fork of the American
River, containing aproximately 7,000.000 cu.yd.. with estimated
gold content of over $1,000,000. This ground is near the
companj''s American River dredge, which \vU\ be moved to

the North Fork property when its present work is completed.
Trinity Exploration and Carr properties, in Trinity County,

California, adjacent to the company's present holdings. These
new properties are estimated to contain approximately 21.-

000,000 cu.yd. of gold-bearing gravel, with a gross content
estimated at $3,000,000.

The company's i)roportion of the estimated net profit to

be derived from these three leasing operations is approxi-
mately $2,000,000.

During the year two new dredges of all-steel construction
were completed and placed in operation; one on the Trinity

property, of 9cu.ft. bucket size, and a similar dredge on the

Yuba property. The :i.',-cu.ft. dredge which w.as shipped to

Greenstone Creek. Ruby District. AI"ska, during the tall of

1915, w:is coTiipleted ami placed in operation early in May.

In the Yukon, Dredge No. 3 was moved to Bear Creek,
rebuilt and placed In operation during the latter part of

August. Dredge No. 9 is now being dismantled and m.ade
ready for moving to the Cceur d'Alene prop4'rl.\'.

In the hydraulic mines a tunnel SOO ft. long was driven
from I^onanza Creek to permit washing all the gravels at

Oro F'ino Hill mine. Various small changes were made in

equipment.
In connection with thi- development of the Jarbidge prop-

erties, the company installed equipment consisting of small
power plant, tramway, diamond-drill outfit, ollice, warehouse,
hunkhouses, etc. Plans .are under way for the construction
of a mill. The first unit, of 100 tons capacity, is expected
to In- completed during 1917.

DREDGE OPERATIONS
The Dawson dredges began their tenth season on May 15,

and operated to Oct. 26. which is longer than the usual
season in the Yukon, the weather remaining mild during
' )ctober until late in the month. The average length of the
dredging season was 145 days.

The seven dredges mined an area of approximately 128

acres, containing 5,433,052 cu.yd., which produced $2,276,000,

an average of 41.89c. per cu.yd. The average cost, including
depreciation, was 23.32c. per cu.yd., which is 3.14c. per yd.

lower than the previous year and is the lowest cost yet
obtained for this operation. A greater yardage was handled
than in the preceding season, and the costs were lower, but
the net profit for the year was slightly lower, due to the
lower gold content of the material mined The average value
of the gravel remaining will continue to be lower than that

mined in the past few years.

During the season a total of 339,127 sq.yd., or 53.4 'a of

the ground handled, was thawed by steam. Thawing results

were highly satisfactory.

The Greenstone Creek dredge operated from May 17 to

Oct. 31. It handled 206.50S cu.yd. of gravel, having a total

value of $179,122, or S6.7c. per cu.yd. Operating costs were
$166,591. or SO. 6c. per cu.yd. This dredge met with operating
difficulties in the early part of the season, on account of

the bedrock conditions and difficulty in handling and washing
the material dredged, which necessitated some changes in

the dredge machinery. The operation in the latter part of the

season was normal and up to expectations.
The Iditarod dredge began operations on Apr. 28 and closed

down for the winter season on Nov. 14. making a total

operating season of 199 days, which is three days longer
than last year. Favorable operating conditions and good
running time during the season produced the best results

which have been recorded for this operation. The dredge
handled 1,015,920 cu.yd.. which produced gold to the value of

$971,071, an average value of 95.6c. per cu.yd. The yardage
dredged was 88,964 more than in 1915, a gain of 9.5%. The
production was $125,106 greater than in the previous season.
The average cost, including depreciation, was 39. Sc. which is

l.lc. higher than in 1915, due primarily to the greater amount
of steam-thawed ground handled. The operating profit in-

creased $79,017. . >

The three California dredges operating on the American
River. Feather River and Butte Creek handled 4.032,476 cu.yd.

of gravel, which yielded gold to the value of $414,214. The
average cost for the three dredges was 3.94c. per cu.yd..

depreciation included, which is a low record for this opera-
tion. The American River dredge was idle for a time on
account of low water; otherwise normal conditions prevailed.

The new Yuba dredge started operations on Oct. 30.

Bedrock was reached on Dec. 15. The operation of this dredge
lias lieen entirely satisfactoi-y.

The Trinity dredge started on its trial run on Nov. 13.

Some defects of material developed, and dilliculties in hand-
ling the heavy gravel were encountered, which necessitated

closing down the dredge for repairs and alterations. Opera-
tions will be resumed as soon as these repairs can be

completed.
The yardage mined amounted to 2,245,0.S4 cu.yd.. which

produced $435,666. at a cost of $266,369, equivalent to a cost

of 11.9c. per cu.yd. The total water used was 489,625 miner's
inches, as compared with 494,755 miner's inches In 1915. The
duty of the water was 4.60 cu.yd. to the miner's inch.
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The Twelve Mile Wiiler System was operated from May
4 to Sept. 30 inclusive, a total of l')! days. The total delivery

was 453,960 twenty-four hour miner's inches. The average
daily delivery was 3006 miners inches. The ditch was oper-

ated for SS':; of the possible time. The principle cause of

lost time was washouts on Kentucky Point and Noble Creeks.
Leases on claims owned by the company in the Yukon

and Iditarod, together with the return for water used on
other than company ground, also assay-office cleanings,

yielded a total of $94,804, at a cost of $3904.

SUMMARY OF OPERATING RESULT.S
Working

Production Costs

$2,276,074 15 $1,266,884 24
435.666 47
971.071 04
179,121 78
426.857 99
94.803 64

Daw.son dredges.
Dawson hydraulics
Iditaroil dredge
Ruby dredge
California dredging- ._.

—

Miscellaneous operations.

Total operations $4,383,595 07

Non-operating income

266,368 59
404.462 10

166.490 81

18 3.125 90
3.903 83

Operating
Gain

$1,009,189 91
169.297 88
566.608 94
12.630 97

243.732 09
90.899 81

$2,29!. 235 47 $2,092,359 60

9.341 79

Total income $2,101,701 39

From the total income, as shown, were deducted: Royal-
ties paid, $362,852; amortization, $250,647; Interest charges,

general expense, and examination, $390,691; making a total

•leduction of $994,190.

Calumet & Hecla Mining Co,
During the year 191fi the Calumet & Hecla Mining Co..

of Michigan, produced 76.762.240 lb. of copper. Of this amount
71,349.591 ib. was produced from the mine and 5,412.649 lb.

was recovered from the sand bank at Torch Lake. The price

received for copper varied from 221c. to 35ic. per lb.

Comparative results of operations for the cost for the past

four years, including Torch Lake operations are:

COMPAR.\TIVE RESULT.S OF OPER.\TI0NS
1913 1914 1915 1916

Tons of rock treated 2.035.625 2.592.462 3,188,583 3,166,274
Mine cost per ton oi rock (ex-

cluding construction) ... $2.38 $1 85 $1 71 $2 03

Pounds of refined copper pro-
duced from mine 45.016,890 53.691.562 71.030.518 71.349,591

Pounds of copper per ton of

rock 22 11 20 70 22 28 22 53

Cost per pound for construction 1 54c. I 00c. 47c. 60c.

Total cost per pound of copper
produced 14.25c. II 35c. 9.33c. 11.63c.

Price per pound received for

coppersold 15.77c. 14 01c. 18 11c. 25.48c.

COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF OPER.\TIONS ON
CONGLOMERATE LODE

1913 1914 1915 1916

Tons of rock treated 1.175.259 1.439.986 U7^''.^4 1.727.794
Mine cost per ton of rock (ex-

cluding construction) $2.99 $2 37 $2 13 $2 63

Pounds of copper produced 32,731,768 37,996,045 51,738,588 51,785,016

Pounds of copper per ton of

rock 27 85 26 38 29 74 29 W
Total cost per pound of copper

produced 12 67c. 10 42c 8 69c. (0 75c.

.Shaft sinking 172 5 ft. 228 3 ft. 201ft. Oft,

Drifting - 5,929 ft. 4,339 ft. 5,522 ft. 5,142ft.

Crosscuts and foot-wall drifts. . . Oft. Oft. Oft. Oft.

DEPTHS OF OPERATING SHAFTS ON CONGLOMERATE LODE
Calumet Nos. 5 and 6 • 6, 1 55 ft. to boundary to 60th level.

Calumet No. 4 7,995 ft., to boundary to 81st level.

Calumet No. 2 6, 1 86 ft., sinking permanently dis-

continued at 63d level.

Slope shaft 1,588 ft., below 57th level or 185 ft.

under 66th level.

Hecla No. 6 7.874 ft., 133 ft. under 79th level.

Hecla No. 7 7.977 ft., 140 ft under 80th level.

.South Hecla No. 8 6, 102 ft., sinking permanently dis-

continued at 63d level.

.South Hecla Nos. 9 and 10 8,132 ft.. 142 ft. under 82d leveh

SHAFT PILLARS AND ARCHES
About 7S drills were at work during the year removing

shaft pillars and cleaning up arches and the backs of old

slopes. A total of 476,310 tons was secured from these oper-

ations. In Nos. 6 and 7 shafts. Hecla branch, the drifts

were advanced 719 ft., opening ground of first quality.

In January a Are occurred in an old level in No. 5 shaft,

Calumet, but caused little damage.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS ON OSCEOLA LODE
1913 1914 1915 1916

Tons of rock treated 842,162 1,152.476 1,448.599 1.438,480

Mine c()st per ton of rock (ex-
eluding construction) $1,53 $1 19 $107 $132

Pounds of copper produced 12,051.238 15,695,517 19,291,930 19,564,575

Poundsof col>l>cr per ton of rock 14.31 13 62 13.32 1 3 60

Total cost per pound of copper
produced 12 62c. 10 20c. 9 71c. 1184c.

Shaft sinking 281ft. 103ft. Oft. I39tt.

Subshaft sinking Oft. Oft. Oft. Oft.

Drifting 7.252ft. 6,698 ft. 10,206ft. 16,443ft.

Foot drifts Otl. Oft. Oft. Oft.

Crosscuts ft. ft. ft. ft.

DEPTHS OF SHAFTS ON OSCEOLA LODE
No. 13 3,232ft. No. 16 3.274 ft

No. 14 2,958(1 No. 17 1,938(1
No. 15 3,002 ft .No. 18 I,460(t.

The openings on this lode 8how about the same grade
of rock as in 1915. The product secured from foot-wall
stopes was about 33J9f of the total product from this branch.
Shaft openings are so far In advance of drifts that, with
the exception of 139 ft. at No. 17, no sinking has been done
during the year.

There were no changes of note In the mills In 1916, and
all stamps were going uninterruptedly. Experiments with
oil flotation have been under way on a laboratory scale

for over a year with very encouraging results. Two 50-

ton mineral separation machines are now Installed to treat

various products, and there is every reason to believe that
the process will be a success in treating slimes.

Both the No. 1 and the No. 2 regrinding plants operated
satisfactorily throughout the year. Little progress was made
in remodeling No. 1 plant, but the work should be finished

during 1917. The comparative results on mill tailings are

as follows:

RESULTS OBTAINED FRO.M .MII.l. TAILINGS
No. 1

^

Tons coarse tailings crushed. . 364.581
Pounds per ton in materia! treated I 3 98
Pounds copper saved p<T ton 3 79
Pounds copper produced

_
1,380.344

Cost per pound, excluding smelting and sell-

ing . - 6. 32c.

No 2
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Details of Practical Mining I
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The Handling of Sinking Pumps
By \V. V. 1)K Camp*

111 shaft sinking, the sinking pump should W elimi-

nated if possiliie; from e.\]ierienee gained in sinking

several shafts I liave reaehed the eonckision tiiat it is

possible to do so in most eases. If there is a tendenev

for the shaft to make its water directly in the bottom,

there is little or no use in trying to avoid using a sinker.

If, however, the water is coming from above or if certain

strata are known to carry w-ater and to cut the shaft at

certain points, it is easy to cut off this water in the

shaft where encountered and at least make the use of

a sinker intermittent.

With a shaft of sufficient size, a ring dam can be

constructed at a point a set or two below where the

water enters the shaft, and directly below the same point

a small tank placed in one compartment will enable

one to lolleit this water. A small pump can then be

I

CARRIED

TRUCK

FIGS. 1 TO 3. METHODS OF HANDLING SINKING PITMPS

set u]i over this and the use of the sinker in the bottom

discontinued. If it is not feasible to place a tank in

the shaft, a small sump can be cut in one end of the

shaft. In this way it is often possible to sink 50 or

even a 100 ft. without the use of a sjnker. On again

encountering water, the tank or sump can be placed at

a lower point, another ring dam built, a small pipe run

from the upper dam to the lower one and the use of

the sinker again discontinued.

If the water seams are too close together to make the

foregoing method practical and the use of a sinker is

necessary foi' the entire lift to be sunk, it is a simple

mattar to eciuip a shaft so that the time lost in handling

the pump is reduced to a minimum. The old and often-

used method of placing a pump on one of the lower sets

of timbers and then constructing a bulkhead to protect

it should be relegated to the past, as well as the often-

used method of handling a pump with a set of chain

blocks or a block and tackle.

•Mine superintendent. Blue Bell mine. Mayer. Ariz.

'{'he following method lias lii'en followed with great

success: If no hoist is available to handle the pump
from the level above, a small air hoist of the column

type can be used; in the event that the small hoist

is not sti'ong enough to handle the lieavy pump, the

hoist may be used to pull the fall line of a set of double

or triple steel blocks, to one of which the pump is

fastened. In this way a 300-lb. pump can be handled

with ease by using a T%"iii- steel rope and a set of triple

blocks.

Directly above the pump run a short cable connecting

the pum)) hangers to the bottom block. Pass this cable

through a crosshead, which crosshead engages guides

placed in the compartment. This short cable can be

clamped tightly to the crosshead so that the pump and

crosshead will move together. The guides can be carried

down to the last set or even a set above, which will genei-

ally place the pump low enough for good operation.

Should the shaft be carried several sets below the timbers,

a longer cable can be used and the pump swung a con-

siderable distance below the last set. In this case, how-

ever, it becomes necessary to anchor the pump to the

sets above with one or two pieces of cable in order to

prevent swinging.

Connect the discharge of the pump to a piece of

flexible metallic tubing of sulRcieut diameter, and in turn

connect this to the permanently fixed pmnp column above.

This piece of tubing should be at least 20 ft. in length,

and even 30 ft. would be better. The air hose to the

pump can also be of metallic tubing or ordinary air

hose of the same length. I have found metallic tubing

much more serviceable than hose, since any rubbing of

the hose on the timbers due to vibration will quickly

wear it out; in addition, the tubing will withstand much
greater pressures than the hose. A bumper placed on the

last set will stop the crosshead as it descends with the

liunip, and since the crosshead and pump are clamped

together, all weight is removed from the hoisting cable.

When drilling and loading operations are completed

one man can go up to the air hoist and start hoisting

tlie pump, it being only necessary to see that the air

and water discharge lines are clear of any projecting

timbers. The 30-ft. hose will enable the operator to

hoist the pump to a point 40 to 60 ft. from the bottom

of the shaft, which is generally sufficient to protect the

latter from flying rock. The entire time required to

hoist or lower a pump by this method and with the

connections and equipment described is not over five

minutes, since it is not necessary to connect or dis-

connect the discharge and air hose.

The type of pump used is very imiiortant, as it is

often the case that a shaft makes just sufficient water

to ])rohibit bailing, yet hardly enough to keep a sinker

in continuous operation. The result is that the ])ump

is handling a larger percentage of sand and mud and. if

run slowly, will often stop, causing considerable trouble.

For a shaft making a small amount of water, as de-
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scribcni. I luivc always used a positive aitiialccl ])uiii|j,

findiufi tiiat it i-aii be run satisfactorily at a imuli slower

rate tlian a ])uiiip ol' the tappet-valve type.

The method desevibcd has been used with great suc-

cess in vertical shafts and has also been apjjlicd to in-

clined shafts by the use of a fiat tniek on rails, the pump

being clamped to the truck. In the accompanying

sketches, Fig. 1, shows the application to vertical shafts,

Fig. 3, shows the ap])lication where there is a timber

bulkhead or pentice above and Fig. 3 shows the applica-

tion to inclined shafts.

Centrifugal Pump Hints

To operate a centrifugal pump so as to get the most

work (uit of it is more of a job than the simplicity of the

pump would indicate, says F. Webster in Power. May 8,

1917. The machine is capable of jtrodueing a lot of sur-

prises. Some of these are its failure to deliver water

either against a standpipe head or on oiieii nozzle;

it may stop drawing water; a change of head either

high "or low may give unlooked-for results; it may

get hot pumping cold water; the shaft sometimes

gets scored in the stuffing-boxes; the motor may get

"stuck" when the head is considerably lowered; and a

combination of circumstances may operate all at once and

effectively give the double-cross to the operator.

The operator has nothing to do with the design of the

pump, but if he knows why it is designed so and so,

and if he has a copy, of its characteristic curve, he will

have a wonderful advantage when the pump takes one of

its tantrums.

As a general thing the foundation for a eentrifugal

pump need not be as heavy as that for a direct-acting
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I
Events and Economics of the War

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliniinillllllllllllHIl Illllllllllllinilll ihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiw

The British .iiid Frciu-li \\;\\c iiiadi- I'liilJH'r pni>rross

in pushiiiif bark the (roniiaiis on the Westprn front. All

other fronts have boon relatively fiuiet.

In Washington the eonseriptiou bill is still in confer-

ence. Important steps have been taken, however, by the

officials toward the shii)-builclino- program and in organ-

izing the railways. Contracts for munitions and sup-

plies for the army and navy are being let and the imme-

diate organization of nine new regiments of engineers to

go to France to attend to the railways has been ordered.

The French commission has been toTiring in the Middle

West and comes to New York today, ^lay 9. The British

Commission will come here later in the week.

The Socialists in Russia created a disturbance that

looked ominous, but the provisional government rode

through the storm and is now declared to have demon-

strated its strength. On the whole the outlook in Eussia

is improved.

The Liberty Loan is progressing satislactorily.

Engineers First To Go
Xine new regiments of army engineers, to be com-

posed mostly of highly trained railway men. will be

the first American troops to be sent to Europe. They
will go "at the earliest possible moment." the War De-

partment announced ilay 7.

The new forces will he volunteers, raised at the nine

great railway centers of the cotmtry. Each regiment will

be commanded by an engineer colonel of the regular army,

aided by an adjutant who will also be assigned from the

regular army.

The War Department has sent out orders for raising as

rapidly as possible nine additional regiments of engi-

neers, which are destined to proceed to France at the

earliest possiljle moment for work on the lines of com-
munication. The.se regiments will have as their central

recruiting jjoints the following cities: New York. St.

Louis, Chicago, Boston, Pittslnirgh, Detroit. Atlanta.

San Francisco and Philadelphia.

The nine regiments first to go to France will be oi-gan-

ized under the national defence act, which alloy's the

President in time of emergency to call for the formation
nf s]iccial units.

Recruiting for tlic regiments and the organization of

each force will be directly under the colonel of each regi-

ment. Recruiting machinery of the regailar service or

the National Guard will be placed at their .service and it

is hoped the enrollment of the troops will take little time.

The decision to .send the engineers is understood to have
grown out of conferences here between Government offi-

cials and memljers of the Prench and British war mis-
sions. One of the greatest problems of the war has been

that of maintaining aileqnate supply lines.

The .Military Engineering Conunittee of New York, in

the membership of which all the national engineering so-

cieties are represented, with headquarters at 29 West
3nth St., has been active in the ])reparatory work of

organizing a unit. Announcement to this ell'ect was made
by the committee last night through J. Waldo Smitii.

its chairman.

In designating the cliaraeter ol' men needed Mr. Smith
issued a statement citing the following classes and the

numi)er of men for each that are to be recruited:

Enginemen, firemen and dinkey skinners (locomotive),

48; firemen and walking bos.ses, 60: enginemen (sta-

tionary), 24; oilers, 18; machinists. (30; yardmasters, 13;

trackmen, 120; dock builders and bridge carpenters, GO;

horseshoers, 6 ; electricians, 21 ; hridgemen and bridge

builders (steel), 60; pipefitters, 24; handy men, 12;

telegraphers, 12 ; brakemen, 24 ; riggers, 36 ; draftsmen.

12; surveyors, 24; car repairers, 24; clerks, 12; store-

keepers, 18; carpenters, 60; masons, 18; pile-driver men,
24; linemen, 42: plumbers, 12; farriers. 6; gas engine
men, 12; cooks, 24; stenographens, 12; superintendents,

16; blacksmiths, 24; powder men, 24; drill runners and
helpers, .36.

In addition to these a certain number of aide bodied

workmen and men experienced in construction will he

selected.

Organizing the Railroads

An appeal to the railroads to "show what they can do

for their country" by instituting operating reforms and
economies during the war was issued May 4 by the Na-
tional Defence Council's general railroad hoard.

Conserx ation of motive power is recommended by reduc-

ing the number of locomotives ordinarily under repair

from the average of 15% to 10%, which would be

equivalent to adding 3325 to the number in service; in-

creasing the average miles per day of a locomotive from

'i'5 to 90 by quick turning at terminals, double crewing or

pooling, which would have the effect of adding 13,300 loco-

motives, and by giving close attention to boiler repairs and

firing methods, which would enable each locomotive to

haul from 20% to 30% more freight.

Tncrea.sed car efficiency can be obtained, it is pointed

(Hit. by quicker terminal handling, prompter loading and

imloading. by loading each car 10% in e.xcess of its

marked weight capacity and by reducing to 4% the aver-

age number under repair, releasing 64,000 cars for active

service. Quicker movement, it is estimated, would re-

lease 515,000 cars and heavier average loading 200,000.

Railroad men have felt for a long time that economy
demanded a reduction in passenger train schedules, es-

pecially where two cities are served by com]ieting roads,

each of which generally gives sufficient service to care for

all the traffic. Coal consumption would be greatly re-

duced, ojierating problems simplified by reducing the

inimber of trains and delays to freight movement ma-
terially lessened.

Motive power and equipment thus released would not

be available for service abroad, it was said, because Amer-
ican locomotives are too heavy for tise on foreign lines,

and b(>si(les are hadlv needed to move traffic in this coun-
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try. It is snggested, liowrVov, that llicrc arc in cNistPiico

lipro several tliOTisand locomotives which liave licconie ob-

solete llirougli the a(loi)tion of heavier models, i)ut whieli

would he extremely useful on the French or Russian lines

with their moderate i^rades and curves. Tliese en<;ines

have been stored away, with the oxee])tion of a few sold to

lumber companies, and their removal from the country

would have no effect on tlic ability ol' the railroads to

care for traffic.

The commission headed by .lohn F. Stevens, whose ap-

pointment was announced May I. will enlist a number

of trainmen, yardmen and ]iractical ti-ansportation ex-

perts, who are expected to take the first steps toward clear-

ing up the congestion on the Trans-Siberian and otiier

Russian lines which are now said to be in such a state that

movement of sup]ilies in any considerable quantities

is practically impossible.

"There will be more war-time railroad business tlian

the lines can handle," said Daniel AVillard. ^May 3. "The

country's systems are hauling more fifight than ever bo-

fore, but tliey cannot carry all that is in sight and it will

be necessary for the General Railroad Board to decide

which classes of freight shall have preference. Already

the Board has said coal must go first and we are filling

the country's coal yards for next winter. \Vhat is the

next most important commodity remains to be decided.

The Asricnlture Department asked that seeds and agri-

cnltnral implements be mo\ed and they too are being

given preference.

"I shall give yon an instance of what we have accom-

plished in "economy of transportation. Heretofore the

railway lines have taken coal from the East to the Pacific

Coast in steel cars and returned the cars empty. The rail-

road Board has ordered to shippers to put their coal in

box cars and these cars are now being returned loaded with

freight. It caused some inconvenience in unloading, but

everybody concerned agreed to accept the change.

" "We are now rushing coal from the central fields to the

Northwest bv wav of the Great Lakes and all other freight

goes l)chind the coal. I can say I believe this means there

will be no coal shortage in that region."

Goethals to Rush Wooden Vessels

Official announcement was made ilay 7 that the Gov-

ernment will build wooden ships and that Gen. Goethals

will sign contracts for them as soon as the shipping bill

becomes a law. AVilliam Denman, chairman of the Ship-

liing Board, authorized the following statement:

"The wooden ship scheme being definitely under way

and satisfactorily progressing, the board and Gen. Goe-

thals have turned to the stimulation of steel ship build-

ing. Undoubtedly the stories concerning the abandon-

ment of the wooden ship plan arose from the fact that

having nothing more to say about the wooden ships we

have talked nothing but steel.

"The wooden ship plan will lie carried on as originally

conceived. The board never at any time has given out a

statement in which it anticipated Ihc numlicr of wooden

ships it wonld be possible to i)uild. It is confidently ex-

]iected, however, that in eighteen months there will be

turned out an enormous wooden tonnage. We hope in

the same period to turn out an even larger steel tonnage.

Revolutionary changes in the method of building steel

ships arc likelv to lie one result of 1he campaign this

country is aboul li> start with the ulijccl ol' putting ships

afioat faster tiian the German sidiniarines can sink tlicin.

The jilan is to utilize in tiie construction of steel sjiips

the .'Vmerican metliods and ongineering genius which has

made flic steel skyscraper the distinctive building <if this

country.

The characteristic method of building a skyscraper if

followed in the case of a ship, it is held, would reduce the

time of construction. In other words, building sbi)is by

the skyscraper metliods should enable this crnintry to turn

out many more steel shi]:is than would be possible under

tile plan now followed, not only because it would reduce

the labor required at the slii])yards, but also it would

])crniit fabricating plants of the country to devote their

energies to ship construction.

Chairman Denman of the Shi]iping Board describeil as

file pur]3osG of the board the formation of an enormous

n(>ef of vessels under the .American flai^ with the least jios-

sible delay. Wooden and steel ships now buildintf will ba

taken over by the Government by arrangement with their

owners. In four or five months the first of the wooden
ships (if the board's emergency tonnage plan will be

launched, but it will be six months, in the opinion of ship-

building experts, before the delivery of these ships will

become regular.

Navigation laws may lie modified so that American
merchant marine may operate unhampered by restric-

tions which would impair efficiency. This is now being

considered by the shipping board. It is believed the La
Follette seamen's act will be altered to permit manning
American vessels by crews which do not now come under

its provisions.

At present rrews of American ships must be comiiosed

of men of whom 75% .speak English. The shipping board

undoubtedly will eliminate this provision during the war.

It is expected that the President will be empowered to

modify any measure which in the judgment of .shipping

experts, nov/ checks efficiency.

The Prospect for 'Business

A tangible idea of the governmental attitude toward

war purchases and an indication of the probable fairne.ss

of its buying policy is contained in the announcement of

zinc ]irices to be paid. These represent virtually present

market quotations, are plainly equitable, and ought to be

indication enough of the Government's good faith and

intention to ]iay for what it gets. The establishment of a

centralized buying bureau for the Allies, moreover, is

planned more to prevent competitive bidding for supplies

on the part of the Allies than to enforce a price level far

lielow the market.

When the huge government expenditures become bet-

ter diffused and some approach to the normal is made in

manufacturing and shipping schedules a new prosperity

should de\elop. says the Boston News Bureau. It may
be of a different character from that of the past two years,

but it will be there. And the masses are likely to share in

it to a greater degree than before. If England's experi-

ence is any criterion the likelihood is that labor will be

prosiierous beyond all previous experience. The menace

in England has been the wrong diversion of its savings

to dissipation and luxurious living. The shortage of

bilior in this conntrv alone would seem to be sufiicient to
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buov up or to elevato further the wajje scale. A wi(l(>-

spreail prosperity among the masses is the best guarantee

possible for the continuation of a hiuli pureliasins; jidwer

for the eountry.

Tlie W'orlil says tliat tlio United States is to create a

board of supplies, which will prevent competitive hidding

between Kiiropean nations for war materials and food

supplies that in past have resulted in ))ayment of all sorts

of prices. The Government does not propose to insist

that supplies be furnished to foreign governments at

prices it will pay producers, but there will be one price

for the same article to all Entente nations. The board

also will fix a uniform rate to cover railway and marine

transportation in addition to arranging for scheme of ex-

pediting transportation.

War as An Economic Leveller

Normal business conditions ])ro\ed impossible in Eng-

land after her entry into the war, Lord Eustace Percy,

British trade exjiei't, said on -May 5, discussing the eco-

nomic upheaval that hostilities had brought to that coun-

try. Industry, he said, could not keep going as in j)eace

times, owing to a fundamental change in demand, but

the immediate dislocation of labor that followed proved

not serious, as it was all shortly absoiiied into other lines-

of work built up by war needs.

The war had proved for England, he said, a great

economic leveller. The essential restrictions operated

about equally on rich and jioor. The rich, however,

lost a large part of their wealth by income taxes

running as high as 33^,%, while the poor showed un-

usual prosperity, because of im-reased wages, large sepa-

I'ation allowances, and the infltix of about 800,000 women
of the lower classes into industry.

Lord Eustace said England not only found business as

usual impossible, but also that a great restriction in out-

put soon resulted. The foreign trade, he said, had been

clung to desperately at first, not only because of expected

conditions after the war, but also to keep up exchange.

It developed shortly, however, that considerable trade had

to be given up, owing to pressure of nmnition needs.

Then effort was centered on maintaining the so-called

reserved occupations possessing military importance.

To do this it wa,s necessary to withdraw from the front

numy men who had volunteered at first, and to exem])t

many others who were later conscri))ted.

Lord Eustace said there had been extraordinary little

friction with labor, because most of the restrictions had

been voluntarily adopted by labor.

Hoover Arrives

Tleiliert C. Hoover arrived in New York on ^Vfay 3

and jn'oceeded immediately to AVashington. He declared

that the (lerman submarine menace had increased alarm-

ingly in the last eight weeks, and had created a grave

situation in Belgium and northern France, where the

mortality among the people in the industrial districts was
increasing because of the reduced rations.

.Mr. Hoover was met at the ]ner by Baron Cartier, Bel-

gian i\Iinister to the United States,- who said ho had come
fi'om Washington to cxjjrcss his "thanks and reverence"

for the lyclyian Relief Commission's accomplishments.

"Like every good ,\nieric-an, I liav(> c-ome ovei~to do my
sbai'c," Mr. Hoover said to those who talke(l with him.

".Mv new duty is too big a ])roi)osition to dis(-uss at tlii>

/inic.

"The food situation in Belgium and Northern France
requires every effort we can nudce. At present it is one
of exti-eme gravity because of the submarine boat menace,
which has increased alarmingly during the ]iast eight

weeks. Wheat and corn are needed badly, and also pork

and beef.

"The Belgian Relief Commission by JIar. 1 had strug-

gled to its feet again after receiving the knock-out blow
of the submarine decree of Feb. L Since ^lar. I we have
lost five loaded boats, but in March and Ajiril (iO.OOO tons

of foodstuffs were landed. But this (50,000 was 220,000

tons less than we actually required. Because of the short-

age the mortality in industrial districts multiplied by

three. The children, however, did not suffer. They are

always looked after first. At this time we have only

thirty boats. We need .seventy.

"I am going to Washington imnuMliately to make my
report to the President regarding conditions as I left

them in Europe. I am not now at liberty to discuss the

measures that the United States will take in conserving

her own food resources and in furnishing the Allies with

\ast quantities of edibles. What the Allies need is wheat

and corn, but they also need meats. America will have

to exert her most su]n-enie effort to handle the food situa-

tion in Europe. The Belgian Commission now has thirty

boats, but its work requires seventy boats. Spain and

Holland are doing admirable work in the distribution of

food, and it is up to us to supply this food and the ships

to carry it."

K

Composition of the New Army
We ai-e able to give for the first time, says the- Aniii/

am! Xiiri/ Journal, May .5, tlie tentative plan drawn up

by the Army AVar College and submitted to the General

Staff, dealing with the composition of the army to be

dcNelojied from the first 500,000 men called bv the Presi-

dent under the selective draft provisions of the new army
hill. The plan provides for the following divisions:

16 Infantry divisions: each 913 officers and 27,24'5 men.
16 Divisional hospitals; each 24 officers and 222 men.
64 Camp infirmaries; each officers and 2 men.
2 Cavalry divisions; each 607 officers and 16,021 men.
2 Divisional hospitals; each 24 officers anil 238 men.
6 Camp infirmaries; each officers and 2 nten.

Medic-ul corps (total) 288 officers and 1,000 men.
Coast artillery corps, (total) 666 officers and 20,000 men.

ARMY CORPS TROOP.S

16 Brigades field art. (heavy); eacn 48 officers and 1,319 men.
8 .\ero S(iuadrons; each 10 officers and 154 men.
8 Balloon companies; each 19 officers and 154 men.
10 Field hospitals; each 6 officers and 73 men.
10 .\mbulance companies; each 5 officers and 150 men.
22 Field bakeries; each 1 officer and 67 men.
6 Telephone battalions; each 10 officers and 215 men,

16 Pack companies; each . officers and 14 men.
6 .Ammunition trains; each 4 officers and 852 men.
6 Supply trains; each 2 officers and 426 men.

Grand total, all units, 18,538 officers; 528,659 men.

The officers for this force will be drawn from the Regu-

lar Army and the National Guard, the Officers' Reserve

Corp.s. and "the country at large." The War College

recommended that 200.000 men be withdrawn from flic

.\rmy and Guard (when both are recruited to full author-

ized strength) for ii]>pointnient as company officers and

noncommissioned olticers in the new army. The college

advised against any estimate which would give less than

loO.OOO men from this source.
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It is the specific puj'pose ol tlii' War Dopai'tiiuMil that

each regiment in the new forces shall he commaiiderl hy

an officer from the regular estalilislinicni. and that at least

one of his majors and all of iiic stall' ollicers (adjutant,

oi'dnance. supply officer, etc.) shall he c.\iierience(l men
from the Kegular Army.

m

Hoover on Food Cohtrol

Important changes are likely to he made in the ]iending

legislation designed to give President Wilson drastic

powers for the control of the nation's food supply as the

result of testimony given by Ilei'bort C. Hoover hefore the

House Committee on Agriculture on May 8. .Mr. Hoover

strongly recommended the creation ol' a Board ol' Food

Control to be wholly apart I'rom present government em-

ployment, and to be drawn I'lmii liiisincss men. 'This

recommendation is regarded with great I'avor hy many

members of the Committee on .\gricidt\ire. and its adop-

tion is expected.

j\lr. Hoover also spoke brietly coiucrning the use thai

should be made of cereals and the proportion that shonld

be u.<ed in ])roducing alcohol. Mendjcrs of the Committee

on Agriculture said after hearing Mr. Hoover that they

v\-ei-e very favorably impressed with his recommendation

for sepai-ating the question of controlling the sale, dis-

tribution and price fi:sing from present government de-

partments.

Appointment of Coal Committee

F. S. Peabody has been named to hcati a national com-

mittee on coal production whi<-h will work to increase the

mining output and facilitate distribution. The new com-

mittee has been established by the Council of National De-

fence and will comprise 15 experts. Sub-committees to

deal dii'ectly with producers and distributors will be ap-

pointed thrcmghout the country.

"It is clear there must be a tremendous inc-rease jn

production at the mines," .said Mr. Gilford, dii'ector of the

Defence Council : "that there must be no intcrru]ition of

any mines; (hat there must be inii)roved freight facilities.

The committee will cooperate with the mine ownei's and

the labor committee in ininimizing the danger of strikes

and in bringing about conciliation and mediation. It

will assist the ti'ansportation committee in making avail-

able more cars and in giving coal cars a clear track.

"Cooperation with concerns engaged on government

work and in immediate need of coal will be an important

branch of the committee work."'

Aeroplanes to Destroy Submarines

Charles M. Manly, consulting engineers of the Curtiss

A('ro])lane Co., addressed the Kngineering Society of

Buffalo. Apr. lit, on aeroplanes for the (l(-striiction of

submarines. According to the IoiivikiI of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineei's. he said that in the im-

mediate future there will be very important developments

in flying boats. The answei' to the sul)niarine will be

the flying boat large enough to cniiy a gun of sufficient

calibci' to sink a submarine VNdien the latter is submerged

or uhcn nothing but its periscope is showing. Such a

Hying boat might also readily be equii)pcd with torpedoes

and tubes for lauiu'hing fhcni so that it could light the

submarine with its own weapon or it could be used against

(•onimerce raiders.

The largest flying machines will be of the marine type,

and machines .several times the size of any so far made
will be seen eventually. The Curtiss flying whale now

being tested by the United States Navy in Florida has

an u))pci' wing spread of more than 00 ft., is driven by

two 200-hp. motors and has a boat l(i ft. long, weighing

with fuel and pilot more than 5500 pounds.

The Liberty Loan

Secretary .McAdoo announced on ^May ') that the first

issue of the "liberty loan of 1!)17 would be $2,000,-

000,000." Subscriptions may be made now by all who are

ready to buy these bonds, ami they will be received until

.Tunc !.">. The Secretary issued the following .statement:

I have determined to make an initial offering of $2,-

000,000,000 of the -^1% "liberty loan of I'.Hr." The
bonds will be dated July 1, 1!)17, with interest payable

semi-annually Jan. 1 and July 1. The maturities will

be aiKJUiiccd lat(>r. In accordance with the provisions of

die ad, the bonds will be convertable into bonds bearing a

higher rate of iiitere.-'t than ''>\% if any sub.^equent series

of bonds shall be issued at a higher rate of intei'est before

the termination of the war between the United States and

the German Government.

The "liberty loan" will be offered at ])ar as a popular

.subscriptiini, and ample opportunity will be given to every

man and wonuui in the United States who wishes to sub-

.scribe to .«ecure an absolutely safe investment, free from

B'ederal, state, or local taxation (except, of cour.se, in-

heritance taxes). The bonds will he in such denomina-

tions as will put them within the reach of every inve.sfor.

Details as to denominations, redemptions, etc., have not

been fully worked out. but aniu)uncemeut will be nuule in

•due sea.son.

Subscriptions will be received until .June 15, li)17. The
bonds will be reatly for delivery Ju,ly 1. Allotments will

he made as Vapidly after June 15 as ]io,>?sible. The de-

tails as to manner of payment for the bonds will be an-

nminced later. It is sufficient to say at the moment that

payments will be arranged in such a way as not to cause

int-onvenience or disturbance. Since the great bulk of

the credits to be established for the foreign governments

is re(piired for purchases made in this country, the opera-

tion will be largely a transfer, or exchange, of credits, ai;d

should have a stimulating and helpful effect upon the

general business and financial situation.

The initial issue has been determined hy the es-

sential requirements of our own Government for the

conduct of the war and necessities of the foreign

governments to which credit is being extended under

the i)rovisions of the act approved Apr. 24. 191 T. After

having received advice and suggestions from bankers, iu-

\estnu'iit houses, business men, and investors in all parts

of the country, I feel confident of the ability of the mar-

ket to a h.sorb rapidly and readily the $2,000,000,000 offer-

ing. From communnications I have received from every

part of the country, large over-subscription to the issue

seems beyond doubt.

This is the largest single piece of financing ever under-

taken by the Government of the United States, ami in

order that ani))le opportunity nuiy be given every one to

subscribe, T ha\e decided to u.se the 12 Federal Reserve
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li;inks, wliirh ai'o fiscal iin-eiicii's of fiu' (ioxci-niiu'iil. a<

till' central agency in each of the 13 Fedenil Hrservo <lis-

trirts for reeeivitiij tlie siibscriiitidiis, for tiikiiiii' ciirc ol'

the details of deliveries of tlu' liniids nl'fer allotnieiil, iind'

fcir liaiidliiisi- tlie ]):)_vments of sul)scri])tiniis in suc-li man-
ner as will i)est servo the aeneral hnsiness and (iiianiial

situation. The Federal I'escrxe iianks are adiniraMy

equijiped Cor this service. All hanks, national and state,

trust companies, private hankers, and i)ond lumses will

l>e autiiorized to receive suiiscri])tions. W'jiili' the sidi-

scriptions will he addressed to the Seeretary nf the

Treasury, and will be direct sniiseriptions to thi- (ioxeiii-

ment, it is desired that they shuuld l)c forwarded tlironnh

the Federal Eeserve hanks of tlie res]iec(ive ilistriels,

wiiich, in turn, will he prepared to su|)])ly full inl'ornia-

tioii, and, because of their ilosc toneli with i)anks, hankers,

and investors in each distrirt. will he alih' to facilitate

very ijreatly the work in hand.

While this work is hein<^- done by the Federal IJeserve

hank.s and the hankers and business men, the general

direction and supervision of the entire o|)cration will be

maintained at Washin.sfton. Aa'cncies outside of the

hanks themselves, such, for instance, as ])ost ollices, ex-

press companies, department stores, newspapers, and other

volunteers who havt' come foi-ward in ,i,nvat numbers in

the most patriotic an<l jicnerons spirit to offer their serv-

ice and facilities to the (Hivermnent, will he employed

and brought into cooperation with the general plan.

The greatest immediate service the American peoj)le

can render in this war for universal liberty throughout the

world is to furnish the means for its vigorous prosecu-

tion. This bond is.sue is tb.e first step. I earnestly be-

speak the cooperation of every citizen throughout the

length and breadth of the land in this great service of

patriotism.

:*;

Engineering Commission to Russia

Ex])ert engineers to help Itussia organize and construct

additional railroad lines will he sent from this country

in the near future. The eonunission will he headed by

John F. Stevens. With him will Ix' John E. Greiner

formerly of the Baltimore and Ohio 1M».;, Henry Miller,

once president of the Wabash ; N. L. Darling, of the

Xorthern Pacific, and (ieorge Gibhs, of the Pennsyl-

\ania. Stanley Washburn, a newspaper mail who has re-

eently been in Russia, is attached to the commissionalso.

These men upon reaching Russia will ascertain the

needs of that government as to cars, engines and rails.

There has been a terrific strain on cars, owing to the hard

Hsaire and lack of oils and grease.

Kailroad Co., or the freight trallic dei)artment, llroad St.,

I'hiladel))hia. We recommend it to the many mining
camj) gardeners who are going to idant extra ground and
cultivate intensively during the war.

(iovernor Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania has sent out an
appeal to consumers of potatoes to save the i)arings so

that eyes may be used for seed.
"I rocoKMize tlie fact." the Governor said, "that the meiu

paling of a potato will not produce results at all adequate
to the productiveness of the soil where such parings are
placed, but I wish hotel and restaurant people and others
WDulrt have the eyes of the potato cut deep enoutrh to give
sufficient nourishment to the eye in its creative period and
then tiirouKli tlic members of the local public safety com-
mittee Iiavc these parinss distributed to the people who need
them anil who have been unable to secure seed by reason of
its scarcity and its hig^h price.

"This applies particularly to the large mine regions, where
a great many of our miners in patriotic endeavor have pre-
l)ar.rl soil and have not been able to procure seed."

'*'

Notes of Interest

A correspondent to the Boston Globe, after a trip to

French naval bases declares that French territorial waters
in the Mediterranean are wholly cleansed of submarine
peril, hydro-aero])lanes discovering U-boats almost as

sui-elv as army aviators spot batteries.

According to Howard Coffiu, the British at times have
had as many as 1000 aeroplanes in the air on a siiiirle

front and have kept behind the lines 15,000 to 20.000
more machines than the Germans possesfsed.

'^\

President Shedd of .Marshall Field & Co. .says: "Be-
yond unusual i-are with regard to tho.<e commodities in

which there is shortage, such as foodstuffs, extraordinai'y

economy is unwarranted. Business must go on in the

usual way. It is to be hojied that the best judgment of

the country will be sought in order that no undue burdens
that would throttle business shall h^ imposed.'"

It is said that there was a Held gun, exclusive of hea\y

types, for e\cry 20 yards on the entire 40 miles of Somme
battle fiont, or say :5500 field pieces, firing 145 shells each

]ier day, or a total of 15,732,500 in the mouth of July,

191(). One field battery of howitzers (six pieces) fired

;!500 gas shells in a single day.

^;

The Belgian government understands that the United

States will devote •$i(0,000,000 to provisioning the popu-

lation of Belgium and .i;(;0,000,000 to northern France.

l?elief work now costs *:.000,000 a mmith.

Raise Potatoes and Help Win the War
Under the aliovc caption the Pennsylvania Raili-oad Co.

has issued a small book which is an abridged editi<in

of Bulletin No. 100, Depaitment of .\griculture. Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania, which in iiandy coii\cnieiit

size, embellished with the Fnited States tlag and the red

seal of the system, takes up the mattei- of potato culture

and tells in detail how, when, whei-e and what to plant,

together with instructions for cultivating, spi-aying.

harvesting, storing and marketing the cro|)s. Copies of

this valuable little book nuiy he ohtaiiii'd fi'ce from any

station agent or division freiirht au'ciit of the I'ennsvlvania

\\'asliington says ]ilaiis are being perfected for mobiliz-

ation of idle youth of the country for u.se in agriculture and

otbei' industries \ ital to national defence. There are

5,000,000 hoys between l(i and age of enlistment. Esti-

iiiated that 2.000,000 are liermanently idle. Number is

la I gel' in summer.
'^'

Lord lihondda says that American business has noth-

ing to fear from the war. Profits in England have been

aho\e normal since war Ijegan. The British government

realized $700,000,000 fi'om excess profits tax last year.

I'rolits were $1 ,!(iO.00(i.OOO.. the taxation on which was

•iO'^J .
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NEW CORNELIA'S COPPER LEACHING TANKS, WITH HULETT UNLOADER. THE ROASTER BUILDING. CELLfcl-3

r

CONTINUING THE ABOVE PANORAMA. AltK SHOWN" THE COOLING POND AND, IN THE BACKGROUND, THM,,^
NEW MODEL TOWIp^
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)00-Ton Leaching Plant, Ajo, Ariz.
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BUILDING. POWER HOUSE AND MECHANICAL SHOPS. LEACHING OPERATIONS BEGUN LAST WEEK IN APRIL

mi'^Ir'iflm^Jnvl.T-'^''
«i^^WN up around the new cornelia operation, and on thjo rioht, the
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Editorials
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What Is Going On In Washington
'I'lic iiialiiiii iiiflueiu'cs in Washington that liave liuuii

retard inii' things owing to their ignoranc'e and incoin-

])etcncv are beginning to he talked alunit more o|)enly.

Alany [jersons have l)eeu aware of the contests going on

hetween tlie forces of light and darkness, but tlie news-

papers have had but little to say of it, scarcely anything

hut hints. On the one hand has been the influx of new
men, led by the Advisory Council for National Defense,

men fresh from big affairs in which they liave made great

names, anxious now to give to the Goverumeut the benefit

of the talent and experience that made them successful.

On the other hand is the bureaucracy accustomed only to

the leisurely muddling with routine business, overwhelmed

1)\ the great things suddenly thrust upon it, unable to

handle them but unwilling to sacrifice their fancied pres-

tige by letting others take anything off their hands. The
trouble has been that the newcomers have had only ad-

\'is(>ry functions. The actual doing of things .still focuses

in the bureaus. The advisors have chafed while work

piled upon desks iu the bureaus awaiting the orders to

nio\e. This has not been universally the case. There

have been Cabinet ministers and bureau chiefs who have

generously and wishfully joined hands with the business

men, but even they have c;umbered themselves with de-

tails that they ought to have brushed aside.' On the

other band, there has been actual friction in some cases

between the bureau chiefs, nay even department heads,

and the men of business. Some of this is now heginniug

to be revealed by the Washington corresixjudents.

Thus, here are some remarks by David Lawrence, tlu'

distinguished correspondent of the J'Jvciiinij Posi

:

It is most unfair to speak novi- as if inefficiency in the

Government were to" be talten tor granted. An enormous tasli

of war preparation and war-making has been assumed by a

Governmental organization used entirely to the processes and

conditions of peace; that organization has not yet had time

to adjust itself to the vast undertaking. It is true that at

present many of the Government departments are working at

cross purposes; that many bureaus are assuming powers

which they never were intended to have; that the Council of

National Defense is not altogether in sympathy with some

members of the Cabinet and an open break is spoken of as one

of the possibilities of the future, and that a general house-

cleaning may be compelled if public opinion in the United

States is permitted to learn the true situation.

Within a day or two the Hun came out with tlie follow-

iiig re])ort:

An acute divergence of opinion has arisen bitween the

.Secretary of the Navy and the newly created munitions Iioard

over war supplies. This has already resulted in the munitions

hoard taking the question of controlling prices out of the

hands of the Navy Department. Hereafter business firms

ingagid in war supplies, including particularly steel manu-

factures, need not fear they will be forced to accept such

prices as Secretary Daniels stipulates under threat of Govern-

ment control of plants.

The question came to an issue over 400,000 tons of steel

plates for which Secretary Daniels had asked bids. The bids

he regarded as too high, and the position taken by the Secre-

tary was one of suspicion toward the bidders. His openly

expressed conviction was that "the Government was being

taken advantage of in this big transaction." Mr. Daniels

accordingly said that 2.9c. per lb. was the price the (iovern-

ment would pa.v, and he asserted he would be able to placi- hJH

order at that amount.
The bidders said this iirice was virtually ruinousness and

appealed to the munitions board to decide on a fair price. The
munitions board, after thorough Investigation, decided that
Mr. Daniels' estimate of 2.11c. was not fair and regulated the
pi-ice at 3.5c. pel' lb. Secretai'y Daniels protested against this

figure on the ground that it meant an additional expenditure
of $4,800,000 for this .single contract.

The board replied that it was better to give the contractors
a fair and reasonable profit than to take advantage by threat-
ened seizure of property or other form of coercion of the
situation and drive a bargain which would injure important
business intei-ests and in the end prove to the disadvantage
of the Government.

On the question of l^irls for shells the same problem was
faced by the munitions board and Secretary Daniels. The
board decided in this case, too, that Mr. Daniels was not giv-
ing the manufacturers a fair and reasonable price, and the
price stipulated b.v the board prevailed despite protest from
the Secretary of the Navy.

The board's motto is that things must be done in a broad
businesslike way with an eye for ultimate good to the country
and not with a view to saving money for the Government at
the cost of damaging legitimate business.

Tn the above there may be I'cad between the lines other

things relating to the controversy that has been going on

with res])ect to one important matter; namely, the pui'-

chase (if raw mat<'rial. While this has been going on,

action was delayed with the result of generally upsetting

the markets, owing to the very uncertainty of things,

Tbci-e wei'e operating the forces of the small intellects

that entertained ideas of dragooning producers into giv-

ing their products at ruinous prices so that it might be

shown to the ignorant public that the ministries were

saving millions of dollars, with threats to the producers

of commandeering if they did not submit. On the othei'

hand were o])erating the influences of business men and
economists, who perceived the folly of this. As things

have turned out, good business and common sense (they

are much the same thing) ha\e prevailed. The munitions

board has apparently obtained some real authority. How-
eve i-, the things related herein are merely some phases of

the broad questions that are likely to require some house-

cleaning in Washington,

Zinc Producers to the Government
The zinc producers of the United States have offered to

snpjily the TJ. S, fTovernment with the spelter needed dur-

ing the war at the prices of 11-Jc. for high-grade, lie.

foi' intermediate, and 9c. for Prime Western, these prices

being based on New York delivery with freight allowances

when required at other ])oints. The price for Prime

Western, which is equivalent to about 8.80c, St, Louis, is

guai-antccd against decline, i,e., if the market price falls

off the Government will get the beneiit of it.

This arrangement as made by the zinc ])i'odncers and

the Govei'nment is eminently fair. The differential be-

(ween high-grade and T'rime Western is somewhat lower

than the average of what prevailed previous to the war.

ll(]Wpvei-, the differential in favor of intermediate (a-s

compai'ed with Prime Western) is somewhat higher. As

to the iirice for Prime Western itself, the quantitative
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average for tlio 10 years eiuling with IDKi was about

SJe. St. Louis. Tliis was, of course, considerably hij;iu'i-

than the arillinictic nvernge for the sanie years, owinij (o

the greatly expanded sales in 191.5 and 1916 at greatly

elevated prices, zinc being the first of the major metals to

rise to extravagant figures.

Any comparison witli 10-year averages is, however, of

no use except to furnish a basis for ideas. There is no

particular sanctity about a 10-year average, a 20-year

average, or any other average, either arithmetic or quanti-

tative, and certainly no reason why any such figure should

arbitrarily be selected as a ])rice. The real etmsidcration

is what is the economic level ? Wliat price will produce

all the zinc that is needed ?

At the present time, with the inflated prices prevailing

for labor and material of all kinds, there is not much
doubt that a determining price for zinc is in the neigh-

borhood of 8^c., St. Loui.s, so long as the present supply

is required. At that level the sheet-ground mines of the

Carterville-Webb City di.strict of the .Toi)lin region cease

to be profitable, or are so slightly profitable that there

is but little incentive to operate them at maximum ca-

pacit>'. So long, therefore, as the zinc from them is

needed, the price for the metal must be at least 8^c. St.

Louis, all other conditions remaining as at present. When
their zinc is no longer needed, they being the principal

high cost producers, the price for zinc will go below 8ic.

and those mines will have to be closed and will remain

closed until rediictions in the wages for labor, the cost of

material, etc., permit them to be o]5erated again.

At the present time about all the zinc that is being

produced in the Fiiited States is needed, or probably is

going to be needed.- When, therefore, the zinc producers

agree with the Government upon a price that will main-

tain the siijiply, without yielding an abnormal profit, both

parties to the transaction are conforniiug to the precepts

of sound economics.

The Liberty Loan
The great bond issue is going like hot cakes. We

knew it would be so. It is drawing money from

the hoards of the people, timid and inex))erienced,

who have not ventured to put their savings into

business or into the investments courted by those who
have learned to invest, recognizing the risks. There is

no risk in lending to Uncle Sam, and his neiihews and

nieces are right in dumping the contents of their purses

and their stockings into his treasury. Let the good work

keep on. Let there be no need for investors in railway

and industrial stocks and bonds to sell out their present

holdings in order to find money for the Government loan.

Any such liquidation would tend to derange business,

which is to be avoided.

The drawing of hundreds of millions of dollars from

the hoards will mobilize the inert resources and tend to

ini])rove business. It will give a lot of people interest on

money that heretofore has been lying idle. It will teach

them the principles of investment, which also will be good

for them. And it will make Uncle Sam very glad if the

loan he is asking be offered two or three times over.

To those who have no money saved, Avherewith to sub-

scribe, do not let that deter you from being patriotic, (io

to your employer and ask him to stake you, promising to

pav him in in^tallinents as you earn tlic money. That

will encourage you to i)e thrifty. It will lead you fo

thiiik of the foolish, exj)ensive things you can cut out of

your daily life. It will start you on the road of accumu-
lation which otherwi.se you might have ])assed by, con-
sidering it too tedious. Well it may lie, but now it is

])atriotic, and anyhow you will be glad if you try it.

Subscribe to the Liberty l^oan and do it Jiow

!

Mining Profit Taxes
The matter of ta.xation as it alfei-ts the copper produc-

ing companies, is now receiving earnest attention. The
Hayden. Stone & Jackling companies have adopted the
policy of setting aside quarterly the sums that they figure

that they will have to pay according to existing laws.

Thus the Utah Copper Co. for the fii'st quarter of 1917 set

aside -HKSSO.OOO, equivalent to 3.142c. per i^ound of copper
produced. Nevada Consolidated in its report for the first

quarter of 1917 said, ''There is included in operating ex-

penses for the quarter $12.3,894, which i-epresents accrued
county, state, .state bullion and federal income taxes. Ac-
cording to our understanding of the e.veess profits tax
law, which went into etiect on Jan. 1, 1917^ this quarter's

jn-oportion of such tax would amount to an additional

•1>1 12.000, and during quarters in which normal produc-
tion is maintained, this latter tax will exceed all other

taxes combined and have the efifect of increasing our taxa-

tion more than 100%."
It would be interesting to know just what is the un-

derstanding of the Nevada Consolidated peoijle as to how
the excess profits tax is to be figured in the ease of mining
companies, their own included. Nobody, not even the tax

collectors, appear to have any clear ideas about this. The
Nevada Consolidated people say : "The statement of earn-

ings for the quarter does not take into account the amount
accrued for excess profits tax for the reason that the rul-

ing as to how the tax is to be calculated has not been is-

sued, and also because it appears possible that some change
in the law may be made before the end of year." The
Utah management gives no intimation respecting its un-

derstanding of the matter. It is going to be an elegant

taug-le.

The Anaconda Report
• Tlie report of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. for 1910
is an exhibition of one of the most wonderful perform-
ances ever made by a mining company. A profit for the

year of $.50,828,372 after writing off $7,113,463 for de-

]u-eciation and obsolescence of ])lants, and a surplus of

$48,39.5,862 remaining at the end of the year after the

payment of $17,484,375 in dividends are financial achieve-

ments that are not often rect)rded.

There is in the report of this company food for analysis

and study of great interest, but it must be done with more
leisure than is available this week. We may, however,

call attention to two things, one of which has been noticed

in the financial papers, the other of which has imt been.

The first of these pertains to the change in the method of

bookkeeping. Heretofore the coni];ianv has reckoned its

profits on the basis of its deliveries to customers, i.e.. the

returns for 1915. for example, comprised co])per ])ioiluced

and shi]iped in 1914 but not delivered to the buyers until

1915, while the product in process and on hand at the

end of the year was carried forward at cost. The more-
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.<ri'ii('r;il |iractiri' iHiuiiii;' tlip liir^^u copper pinducinjj com-

liaiiics liiis boon to base tbeir reports upon tbo cop])er ))ro-

duced and sold durin>j; the year. Anaconda has clian.uod

its piactice of book-keepino' to conform to the latter nietliod

whicli swells its profit for 1916 by about .$7,000,000. The
])i'olit was made—there is no ilhision alioiit tliat—Init if

the chanjje in the method of book-keepinij Jiad been made
a year ]irevionsly the jn'ofit for 191.") wmild bnve been

larger and that for lOlfi smaller tbaii iiciw apjiears.

Stockholders will not be distnrlied liy tliis matter of book-

keeping, which is ex]jlicitly refei-rred to in the president's

report.

The other matter of si)ecial interest in the accounts is

the writing off of the enormous snm of $7.1 1 3.4(1:5 for de-

preciation and obsolescence of plants, .\naconda has al-

ways been noted for making lilicral allowances for de-

preciation, but never bad it dime anylliing so radical as

this—the Writing oif of abont l^i'^ of its book vahie. In

explanation of it is the remark that $:>,fifi8."2'2ri is the book

value of plant that is expected to become obsolete, tbongh

it is still being used. A year of great profit is a fine time

for the exercise of sound accounting.

Interestimr features of the re]iort are the summaries of

the result of the great program of metallurgical improve-

ment instituted about three years ago. During 1914-1 fi

there was speut $13,645,908 on this account. At the end

of 1916 all of that money bad l>eeu recovered, besides

.$2,848,567 additional. The ultimate recovery of the cop-

per in the ore "was 7S.1827f in 1913. In the last six

months of 1916 it was 90.521%. If the company had

treated its ore in 191 (i in the same way as in 1913 it

would have got 40,641,265 lb. less of copper, 1,412,522 oz,

less of silver, and 3514 oz. less of gold. This is the ver-

dict on the new metallurgy of Anaconda aboiit which so

much has been heard.

Drill Steel and Drill Bits for

Metal Mining

In this issue of the Journal we devote more space than

is customary to one article, but this one in our judgment

will long be a classic in its field and does not lend itself

to subdivision. Jluch has been written on the results of

individual effort to solve the drill-steel and drill-hit

liroblem, but unfortunately pressed for either footage or

tonnage or limited by other commercial factors, individ-

ual mining companies have not progressed nearly so far

in solving this question as they have in 'finding the more

suitable type of machine drill.

With the introduction of the hanuner-drill type and the

use of hollow drill steel, the breakage of drills became in

some cases so great and expensive an item that it seemed

neces,sary to abandon this type of drill despite its ad-

vantages of lightness in weight and rapidity of drilling.

It has been left, therefore, for drill manufacturers to do

the greatest amount of scientific investigation along these

lines. In this work they have had the cooperation of

many of the forosighted mining companies, and results

attained have been so gi-eat that only the heartiest co-

operation between these two may be exjjecti'd from now on.

The first time that this question of drill-steel breakage

ever i-ecteived serious public attention and discu.ssion was

at a meeting of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America, in New York, Jan. 31, 191 1. All the suggested

causes of this trouble at (bal time were s|ie(ulative, but

it is extremely interesting to note that they have all been

borne out by the experience of th(> intervening years, wliich

is crystallized in the article to whicii we refer, by .Mr.

Oilman, of the Sullivan Machinery Co., which has shown

the true s[)irit of coo|iei'ati\e research.

The solution of the drill-steel problem seems to be, in

the first place, insistence upon a hiirbcr grade of steel

than is connnonly sold foi- the piii|iose. This need not

necessarily be a nnu'b more expensive steel, hut it sJKmld

pass a rigid ins])ection ami conform to strict specifica-

tions. Care in manufacture, as well as pro|)er composi-

tion, is equally im[)ortant.

The devising of a new ly]ie of bit combining the ad-

vantages of all the old types and witliout any of their

disadvantages, the dieani of eveiT inventor, seems much
nearer of accomplishment in Ibc new double-arc type

develoi)ed by Mr. (iilnian. judging by results, than could

June been expectc(l. \\"ith the old drill steel and any of

the (lid ty])es of l)it, the drilling machine had about

reached its limit of development in the way of frequency

and force of lilow. \\"\t\\ carefully manufactured steel of

])ro])er composition and with the new type of bit, much
more jxiweiful machine drills can be used than ever he-

fore, and although not given to prophecy, we look for-

ward to most startling strides in rate of drilling aiul

reduction of drilling cost in the next few years, which can

be both hastened and increased by fullest cooperation be-

tween the miner, the steehnaker and the drill manufac-

turer.

Heavier Loading of Cars

One very important but seldom thought-of means of

aiding the relief of freight congestion, to which shippers

might well give serious attention, is the heavier loading

of freight cars. The 12 .shijiping companies of the United

States Steel Corporation during 1!)16 loaded their cars

to within 0.5% of their average rated capacity. This

was a load per car of only 1800 lb. more than in the

previons year, and yet on the total tonnage moved there

was effected an actual saving of 37.202 cars, as compared

with the loading requirements for the previous year. This

means that 37,202 cars were available for other traflSc

purposes without in any way decreasing the service of the

steel company.

This matter could well be given serious consideration

by smaller shi])pers than the Steel Corporation, and it

is obvious that it is to the mutual advantage of all ship-

pers and consignees that cars should be loaded to capacity.

The ramilications of this probleju are too complex to re-

duce to figures, but are interesting to contemplate, such

for instance as the less number of cars to be handled over

the line and at terminals by the railroads, the saving to

the railroads on this account, together with the savings

in hauling the excess loads due to underloaded ecjuipment.

A keen analyst might trace this directly to the profit-

aiid-loss sheet, and it is not at all impossible that the

railroad revenues could be so increased by this action on

the part of shi|)])ers that the roads would be relieved from

the necessity of asking for higher freight rates.

m
Belgian Kiddies Ltd. subscriptions up to day of going

to press. May 9, amounted to $89,:561.
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Every once in a while a trader will ri'inark the ciiriinis

fact that before the war. with copper at 12c. per lb.. .\na-

conda was selling at the cipiivalent of its i)rice now, re-

mark.* the Kvcuimj I'osl.

m
Figures made public at the meeting oi' the I'lali Cop-

per Co., held in Jersey City, X. J., on Apr. 27. showed

that next to tlie Kenneeott Co]iper ('or|)oration, which

owes approximately 60( 1,000 shares, the Banker.s' Trust

Co. has the largest holding in the I'tah Copper Co.. with

8-4,000 .shares to its credit. The total niiniiicr of holders

of Utah Copper shares is about oOiio. Some of the larg-

est stockholders, according to the Tribune, are Hayden,

Stone & Co., 60,000; Central Trust Co., account l','. A\'.

Allen, 10,000 shares; Nathan Allen, 7000 shares; .1. S.

Bache & Co., 41,(59-1: shares: Fred Edev & Co., 1T,:170

shares; C. M. MacXeill, 30,000 shares:' l?icliard A. F.

Penrose, Jr., 33,302 shares: Spencer Penrose, 38,773

shares; W. Hinkle Smitli, 20,000 shares; Alvin Unter-

myer, 20,2-40 shares; Samuel Untermyer, 4000 shares:

Isaac Untermyer, 7000 shares, and George E. Warren,

22,110 shares! Of the directors, D. C." Jackling has

about the smallest amount of stock in his own name, his

total holdings being 600 shares. Charles Hayden stands

credited with 2000 shares.

'^.

. Once more, Charles H. Unver,sagt, of 10:! Park Ave.,

New York, long connected with the promotion of the

Lightning Creek Gold Gravels and Drainage Co., the

Lightning Creek Co., et al., has run afoul of the Post

Office Department. Just four years ago, says the tfun

Unversagt came into the limelight when post-office in-

spectors took excejition to the character of literature he

was sending through the mails—under the name of a

guileless country editor—to exploit his company. Again

a warrant was issued for his arrest in London when he

was charged with sending libellous post cards through the

English mails to his former stenographer, iliss Alice

Smith. Unversagt on May 3, 1917, admitted sending out

literature under the name of Dr. D. F. Pennington, who
died four years ago. His purpose, it developed, was a

hatred of England and his belief that President Wilson

is trying to curb free speech. Unversagt had been send-

ing his circulars to Washington for several months. The
Post Office Department assigned two inspectors to find

him. All of the literature was signed "Dr. Pennington."

Among the circulars sent oiit by Unversagt was one

labelled "Enli.'jt and fight for John Bull," and another

"Patriotism is the refuge of scoundrels." On being haled

before Assistant District Attorney Talley by the post-

office inspectors, Unversagt. who is 58 years old, was

jjermitted to go on a promise to refrain from further dis-

tribution of such literatiii-c. But it is hard to teach an old

dog new tricks.

m

Thomas A. l<]dison is busy cm an experiment of such

importance that he could not get away from liis labora-

tory even long enough to grant a request from the British

and French commissions. President Wilson and all his

Cabinet members that be- make a trip to Washington to

meet the mtMnbers of the international war council: said

the Xew ^()rk Sun. Arthur J. Ualfour, I'higland's Sec-

retary of State f(ir I'^oreign /Mfairs; Marslud JolVre,

France's idol; former I'rcniier X'iviani and the otluM-

guests of .America recently expressed a desire to meet

Mr. Edison. Secretary of War Baker sent a telegram

asking the in\cntiir tn cimic Id Washington, re|)eating

the e\pi-essi(ins (if the distinguished visitors. A tele-

graplK'il answei- I'roni .Mr. l<]dison said he was "too busy."

Secretary of the .X'avy l);iniels tbei'eupon sent a telegram

saying the members of the commissions were planning to

leave Washington soon loi- ;i Westci-n trip and would like

\ery much to meet Mr. ICdison. .\gain the answer came

to Washington, "Too busy." l'i-e-;ident Wdson then

tried. He also was iid'ormeil that the inventor was "loo

busy." Mr. Edison explained to the I'l-esident, however,

that all his time nowadays is being devoted to work in

the interests of the (Jovernment and that recently he

iiad got into a "critical period" of an experiment and

could not leave it. Hidden away in his lalioratory Mr.

Edison is jnitting all his mental concentration on "some-

thing or other," as it is explained, "that will help his

T'ncle Sam."

Literature on the nnile undergnnind has been en-

riched by this contribution from the New York Herald.

Anv one who has e\'er been in a hurry—and in the name
of ^lercury, who has not?^will recall that the last spine-

fracturing straw is to have a surface car block develop

which is so long that those in the last 10 cars can't even

learn the reason for it. If there is anything a surface car

customer wants above all things it is a reason, even though

his own is tottering. Well, the reason for one of the

longest blocks which Seventh Ave. has known in months

is that Benuie, a brunette mule, came out into the open

yesterday. Bennie, who is not used to being on the level, has

been at work in the sulnvay excavations for the last three

months, during whi(-h time nothing has developed up-

stairs to require his presence. But yesterday he was led

forth via a runway at Fifty-first St. and Seventh Ave.

and did there and then conduct himself in such a manner

that he was gallo])ed liack into the city's basemoit again.

Not, however, until he had contributed at length to the

alternating annoyance and gayety of the metropolis.

Wellington Pearl, who is 18 years old, the same color and

a head shortci' than Bennie, was technically in charge

of the nmie when the two came into the light at half-

past twelve. Within a moment, however, Wellington was

second in command. The entire change of front took

place on the car tracks and the blockade grew and grew.

Immediately upon reaching the surface Bennie left it,

going out for the nuile altitude record of 20 ft. Welling-

ton Pearl went uji for 10 and vol])laned, but hickily

landed on his head and was unhurt. He regained a hold

upon Bennv's hemp cravat and attempte(l to lead the

way anywhei'c but whci-e they stood. Half an hour aftei--

ward Bennie was still rolling around the car tracks,

squealing, kic'king and otherwise disporting himself as

only Bennie and his relatives can. At five minutes after

one Polit-enian Coyle kicked Bennie toward the runway

and Bennie kicked Policeman Coyle toward Broadway,

and at just ten nnnutcs after one Bennie ran away and

dragged Wellington Pearl back into the excavation again.

C(msidering that Bennie is but an (wtrciuely common
mule he had done fairlv well.
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Personals Obituary

M. L. Fuller Ii;is gone tu Jlissouri.

Ralpli W. Perry is ;it Oalmiiii, Ariz.

C. T. Griswold is OoiuK Kf"l"Uic;il wc.rk in

Oklahoma.

Mark R. Lamb has arrivi'd in New York Irnm
South ,\iiK'i'i(M.

J. E. Johnson. Jr. has returned from a busi-
ness trip to riiina.

Dr. Ernest Marquardt is in Wvoininj; in cun-
nection witli oil investigations.

W. G. Swart, mining and nietaUurgieal engi-
neer of J)ulntli, Minn., is in Js'ew York.

Adolph Lewisohn has roiitribnted ?5UUM tuward
tin- lilit'ily .statue, to be given by American He-
brtws tr) llussia.

F. G. Clapp, of tiie Assoeiated Ceological Kn-
gineers. lias returned to New York after an
alisenee of jnost nt' the winter.

Charles Whiting Baker lias resigned as editor-
in-chief of I lie Engineering News-lteeord," New
York, and is suceeeded by F. K. Sehmitt.

Kirby Thomas lias returned frcmi Brazil where
he has been making exaininatiims of iron, man-
ganese and gold iH'ojterties iu tlie state of IMiTias.

Dyke V. Keedy is in l-'reneh Ouiana. South
Ameriea, where be lias been sinee January ex-
amining and jiroving np some extensive deposits
of bauxite.

Frederick K. Brunton, furmerly assistant super-
intendent of t)ie Ciinsolitiated Arizona Smelting
Co.. has been pronKited to sujierintendent of the
same eonipan.^-.

C. E. Visel. who was superintendent of the
Mile Wide Copper Co., near Tucson. Ariz., an-
nounces that be severed bis connection witli that
company on Mar. 24.

Henry N. Thomson has resigned as metallurgist
witli the T'nited A'erde Copjicr Cn., and is en-
gaged in consulting practice at IMS South Kings-
ley Drive. Los Angeles.

Herbert N. V. -tli. geologist for the Goldfield
Consolidated Mines Co., will make an extensive
trip througli British Columbia for the exploration
department of bis company.

George Otis Smith, director of the T'nited
States Geological Survey, has been appointed, at
the request of the I'resideiit, a member of the
National Research Council.

Edwin W. Mills was in Mukden. Manchuria, on
Apr, 15, en route from Seoul. Chosen, to Peking,
China. He expects to relin-n to the T'nited
States in June of this year.

Lawrence Addicks is chairman and B. B.
Thayer a member of the sub-connnittee of tlie

Naval Consulting Board that has in hand the
matter of overcoming tiie U-boat menace.

A. E. Drucker and G. AV. Laurie have estab-
lished an otlice at :iO Church St., New Y'ork. for
the practice of consulting metallurgical engi-
neering. The firm name is Drucker & Laurie.

Prof. G. Howell Clevenger has been appointed
research professor of metallurgy at the Leiand
Stanford Jr. TTniversity. Palo Alto, Calif., having
been relieved of elementary and routine teach-
ing.

E. C. Bauer, who has been connected with the
sales dejiartmeiit of the American I^Ianganese
Steel Co.. Chicago, for a ninnber of .years,

has been appointed to the office of assistant to
the vice-president.

Eugene G. Grace, president of the Bethlenem
Steel Co.. was elected a director of tlie American
Iron and Steel Institute, at a meeting held i"
New York. Ai)r. 2Tt. Mr. Grace succeeds tlu; !a(e

Frank S. \Yithcrbee.

Henry 0. Williams and his partner, William S.

Pritc-hard. anncmnce that the name of the tirm
frir the practice of patent and trademark law
will be Williams & Pritchard hereafter. The
.same oltices at Gl Broadway will be continued.

Victor C. Alderson, in company with John ^I.

Baker and Hamilton W. Baker, has eslal.Iisli vd

the tlrin of Alderson, Baker .X: Bakei-, ctinsult-

ing mining engineers, with offices at IS.-t Devon-
shire St.. Boston, Mass., and Palk Building,
Boise. Idaho.

F. B. Laney has prepared metallngraphic de-
scriptions of the Ducktowti district of Tennessee
and the Leadvllle distiiet of Coloratlo. The
work was done jointly for the Ceologiciil Survey
and tht' Bureau of Mines and will be published
soon by the former.

L. M. Prindell. of the Geological Survey, will

go to northern California and Oregon tn sys-

tematize measures for avoiding waste of platinum
encountered during placer operations for gold.

It Is hoped to increase the platinum production
by careful study and cruiser v;it ion.

D. B. Gallagher, formerly superintendent of the
bar mill of the Pittsburgh Crucilile Steel Co.,

Midland. Penn.. has been appnlnted superin-
t'-ndent of the blooming and bilh-t mills. C. S
Capehart has been ajipolnted to succeed Mr
GallaL'her as sun'-rintend'-nt cf ih' bar niHI

J. R. Lucas, of IMiilllpsburg, Mont., died at
Long Beacli, Calif., on Apr. 10, at the age
i»f .'>2. The body was returned tn i'hillipsburg
for burial.

Maj. Howard C. Symmes was Killed in action
recently while serving at the front uiili the South
African Infantry. Jlajor Symmes, wlio was iu
bis forty-third year, was a Canadian and gradu-
ated in science at .'Vlftail University. He went
from Guelph. Out., witii the Canadian contingent
in 1S!»7 to South Africa, where he served
through the Boer War, and at its close obtained
a i)iisition in the Bureau of Mines in .Tohannes-
burg. He enlisted on the outbreak of the pres-
ent war and was prrniioted Iu the rank of major
on the field.

Edgar Smart was murderea by natives in lOasi

Afric;i in Deceml)er last. Details are lacking,
hut i)\: cial reports intimate that he was mis-
taken f(U- a (lerman. He was known as co-editor
with H, Forbes Julian of "Cyaniding (lold and Sil-
ver Ores." a treatise which for several years was
consitlered a standard text -book on the subject,
particularly in reference to South African prac-
tice with which both Julian and Smart were
especiiilly identified. After Julian's death on
the Titanic the work <if revising and re-writing
the book for a third edition was comenced by
Smart in collaboration with A. W. Allen, but
publication has been delayed on account of
the war.

Albert Jenks Robinson died at his residence,
2l(t Winthrop Kii.id, Brookline, Mass., May 2,

UtlT. He was born in liaynham. Sejit. Ui, ISSl.
He was formerly a prominent iron manufacturer
and merchant of Boston, the firm name being
Leeds. Robinson & Co. It was connected with
the Old Colony Iron Co.. which was founded
hy his father, Charles Itobinson, who was as-
sociated with the Wareham. I'lymouth, and other
Massachusetts iron concerns. His ancestors were
pioneers in the iron and steel industry. Two
daughters, Mrs. James E. Chapman, and Miss
Kmily M. Itobinson of Brookline. and a brother,
Edgar Robinson of Chestnut Hill and Chicago,
survive liim.

Edwin J. Haddock, formerly of New Y'ork, died
in JMttsburgli, Apr, 11, as tlie result of an auto-
mobile accident. i\Ir. Haddock was a meclianical
engineer and held many positions of responsi-
bility. He was for several years with Thomas
A. Edison ; chief draftsman for Robins Convey-
ing Belt Co., of New York: cliief engineer for
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. of Columbus. Later
he was with the Tennessee Coal Co. of Birming-
ham, Alabama ; in private practice in Milwaukee:
and chief engineer of the Edgewater Steel Co. of
Pittsburgh at the time of death. He leaves a
wife and son. Gerald T. Haddock, a student at
Columbia University, New York.

Charles Duncan Fraser of Ardsley-on-the-Hud-
son. died on M.uch 7 at the l*rcshyterian Hos-
pital. New York. He was born in South Shields,
England, in 1857. He first entered the employ
of Oliver Brothers, iron manHfacturers, of Pitts-

burgh, and was for 2U years secretary of the
Oliver Iron Mining Co., now the Iron Ore De-
partment of the United States Steel Corporation,
from which be retired several years ago. Mr.
Fraser was a director of the Hedley Gold Min-
ing Co., Greene Consolidated Copper Mining
Co., and the Old Eureka Mining Co. He was
also a member of the Engineers' Club and the
New York Athletic Club. He received an hon-
orary degree of M. S. from Lafayette College
and was a life member of the Sons of St.

Andrew. He is survived by his wife and one son.

Duncan Fraser, a student at Harvard University.
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New Patents

I'niled States jiateut specifications listed lielow

may l)e iilitained from "Tlie EiisjiiieeiinK and
^lillilit; .Tournal" at 2'>c. eaeh. }lritish jjatellts

are siippiied at 4l)c. eaeh.

Aluminuni'Calcium Alloy mid Trocess of Mak-
iiiK the Same. HurIi S. Cooper. Cleveland. Ohio,
assisiior to the Cooper Co., Cleveland, Ohio. (U.
S. Xo. 1.224.362; May 1, 1!)17.)

Calcining Furnace. William R. Clyiner, Lake-
w I. OIlio, assignor tn Xalioiial Carbon Co. (U.
S. .No. 1.-.;2;!.I7.'. : Anr. 21. 11117.)

Copper Hydromctallurgy — II,\{liinnetaIhM-Kica)

Apparatus tor llic Itccovery ot Copper. Kdward
Kav Weiillcip. rlioinpsoii. Ne\.. assignor to .Aletals

Itese.inli Co.. New V.irli. N, V. (II S. No. 1,-

22;:,1."il ; Alir. 21. 11117,1

Copper Hydromctallurgy llydronietallurgy of
CopiM-r. .Itiliii ('. (Jreeiiway, Warren, Ariz., and
Ilarrv W. .Morse, l.os Angeles, Calif. (U. S. No,
1.224.I.-.S : !\lay 1. Iill7.)

Cyaniding—Oehydrator. Charles Biesel. El
Pas,,, Tex. (TT. S. No. 1.22:i,21.-. : Apr. 17. 1917.)

Drilling—Rod-Llftinc Tool. ,lolin M. Miller,
ICitrU- rass, Tex , assignor of one-half to Osie S.

Harrier, Kagle I'as'. Tex. IV. .S. .\„. l,22:i.714:

.\|,r, 21, 1!I17,)

Electric Steel Furnace. .Iiittejtli Liiwton Uixon,
Uelrolt, Mli'li, (U. «. No». I,2l4,7(i:i and 1,211,-
7«4 ; I'eh. ti, 1!)17.)

Flotation—Apiiaratux for .Sepnnitini,' or Con-
cenlratlnK Ores. David Cole, .Moiencl. Ariz., an
sijtnor, l)y mesne aSHlgnments, to Metals Iteeover,
Co,. AugUiita, ,Me, (C. S. No. l,22:i,0:i:i ; Alir. 17,
1917,)

Furnace Dead-Plate. AdelLiert VV. I'elllc, Jr.,
lloston, .Mass., asslgnnr of one-luilf to Charles N.
.Morijan, Troy, N. Y. (U, K. Xo. 1,223,828; Apr.
21, 11117.)

Ingot Mold. fJeorge A. I>oriiln. lliiltlmore, .Md
(I", .s. .\,,. 1.22:',.77.". : Alir. 24, 11117.)

Ingot Mold and Ingot. I'lodnced Thereby, Alex-
ander Fielder Clarke, ritusburgli, I'cnn. (U. S.
No, J.224,277; Jlay 1, 1»17.)

Lamp—Acetylene l,ainp, Augie L. Hansen.
Evanston. Ill , a,sslgnor to .Instrlle Manufacturing
Co,. Chicago, III. (U. S. .\o, 1.221,.-,:!7 : .May 1,
1!I17.)

Metal Vapors—Vajior Treatment . .Metals.
William .\ Iiarrall and Samuel Trood, Wilklns-
hiirg, I'ciiii., assignors to Industrial Development
Co. (V. .S. No. l,224,:i:ia; .May 1, 1!I17 )

Mine-Car Wheel and Attaching Means Therefor,
Frederick H, Cilihs, Brooklyn. X. Y , assignor to
American Car and Foinidi'V Co.. New Y<irk, N, Y.
(IT, S, Xo. 1.221,731;; May 1, lal7.)

Mining Method. Trimble dc Roode, New York,
N. V IV. S No. 1,221,(113; May 1, 1!I17.)

Mine Railroads—Cross-Tie for Mine Railroads
or Traik I'onslructions, Ernest Hutton, Wa\-
land. Ky, (U, S, No. 1,223.171; Apr. 17, 1917.1

Molten Steel —Apparatus lor Handling Molten
Steel, .lames C. Davis, Hinsdale, 111., assignor to
American Steel Foundries. New Y'ork, X. Y. (f,
S, No, 1,223,47'J; Apr, 21, 1917.)

Nickel Flux—Flux for Welding Nickel and
Nickel Alloy, Richard Saiiiesreuther, Dusseldorf,
Cermany, assignor of one-half to the firm of
Autogenwcrk Siriiis, (lesellsehaft niit beschrankter
Haftung, Dnsscldorf-Eller, Cerniany. (U. S. No,
1,221, lis ; .May 1. 1917,)

Nodulizing Kilns, Cooling I'late For. Rlclianl
V, .MiKav. Steelton, I'enn, (U, S, No. l,222,(;4:i ;

A|ir, 17, 1917,)

Ore Classifier.. Kdisou C. Robinson, Tellurlde.
Colo, (ir, s. No, 1,223,523; Apr. 24, 1917.)

Ore Concentrator, .lames H, Brittain, Salt Lake
Cit.v, I'tah, (U, S, No, 1,224,U6U ; Apr. 21, 1917,)

Ore Concentrator—Coal Washing and Ore Con-
centration. Thomas M, ('liance. Philadelphia,
Penn. (l". S. No 1.224,138; -May 1, 1917.)

Ore-Separating Machine. Herliert Huband
Tlloiupson. Ahlriilgi'. and Alfred Evan Davies.
Hocklev, Heath, England. (U. S. No. 1,224,580

;

Jlay 1, 1917.)

Regenerative Furnace. Horace E. Smythe,
Pittsburgh, Penn,, assignor to S, R. Smythe Co,.
Pittsburgh, Penn, (U. S. No. 1,222,690; Apr. 17,
1917,)

Rescue Work—Absorbent for Carbon Dioxide
in Breathing Apparatus for Use in Jline-Uescuc
Work or Like Purposes. Edward John Bevan.
London, England, (U. S, No. 1,223,244 ; Apr. 17.

1917,)
Riffle- Box. Arthur E, Custer. Salt Lake City,

Utah, (U. S. No. 1,224,281 ; May 1, 1917.)

Sampler—Automatic Sam])ling Device. Carl A.
Wendell, .loliet, III. (I'. S. Xo. 1,223,544; Apr.
24. 1917.)

Smelting Furnace. Edwin Ruck, Swansea,
Wales. (U. S. No. 1.223,738; Alir. 24, 1917.)

Smelting Furnace. ,lolm Kirby, Leechlmrg,
Penn,, assignor of one-fourth to Owen Kirby,
Leechburg, Penn,. onc-fourtU to .lames B, Som-
merville. Wheeling, W. A'a,, and one-fourth to

Samuel M, Bovd. Pittsburgh. Penn, (U. S. No.
1.222.1i3li; Apr, 17, 1917,)

Steel—JIannfaetnre of Steel. Frank D. Carne.v

and L,'\vis H. Lindcnuith, Bethlehem, Penn.
IV. S. .No. 1.223.030: Apr. 17, 1917,)

Steel-Making Process. George O, McMurtry,
New Y'ork, N. Y.. assignor to United States Steel

Corporation. Hohoken, N. J. (U. S. No. 1.217.-

972 ; JIar. fi. 1917.)

Titanic-Oxide Pigment—Composite Titanic-Oxide
PigliuMit and Jlitti,,,! for Producing the Same,
l.tiuis E. It.irtoli, Nia^^sra Falls. N. Y., assignor
to the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., New
York. N. Y. (U. S No, 1.223,357 ; Apr. 24, 1917.)

TitaniuiTi Oxide—Titanic-Oxide Product and
Method of Obtaining the Same, Louis E, Barton.
Niagara Falls. N, \'.. assignor to the Titanium
Allov Manufacturing Co.. New Y'ork, N, Y', (U, S,

Xo. l,223,3r,r, : Apr 2J, 1!I17.)

Titanium Sulphate—Method for Producing Basic
Tilanii'-Sulphate Products and Pure Titanic Oxide
Therefrom. l.oiiis E. Barton. Niagara Falls. N.
v., a.ssigiior to the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing
(,,,. New York, N. Y-, (U, S, No. 1,223.358; Apr,
24, 1917.)

Tungsten—Process for Producing Homogeneous
Articles of .^^ny Desired Form Out ot Pure Tungs-
ten Otto Voigtlander. Kssen-on-the-Ruhr. Ger-
many. IV. S. No. 1.224.242; May 1, 1917.)

Zinc-Iron Solutions—Method of Recovering Zinc
.iiui Iriiii from Solutions Thereof, Charles E, Ba-
U,r, Clii.aK,!, Ill, (U S, N". 1,224.057 ; Apr. 24.

1917,)
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SAN FRANCISCO—May 2
Angels Camp District, in ralavcias County, has

for soau' tiiiu* Ik'ch umisually active. Besides
the work on the Calaveras Consul idateti. near
Melones, nearly all of the old properties along
the Mother Lode from AltaviUe to Stanislaus
Kiver are beinn reopened or unwatered. The
unwatering of the Pioneer shaft is completed
and it is expected that work will be resumed
in a few days. The Australian grindinj; pan
installed at Angels mine is being adjusted to
eommercial operation. There is still a seareity
of labor in the Inwer end of the county.

Mexican and Consolidated Virginia Mines, on
the Comstock Lode, in Nevada, continue to show
at depth good-grade ore, considering the size of
the orebodies deveIoi)ed on the 2700 level of
these north-end mines. Official reports for the
last week state that the Mexican extracted 20
tons of pori>hyry and iiuartz averaging $2.'j.T5

per ton from one end of a lateral drift and
that the bottom showed a ."t-ft. vein sampling
$yo.S6 per ton; and a streak on the hanging wall
from a few inches to 12 in. wide sampling $61.17
to $821.63 per ton. In the Consolidated Virginia.
78 cars were saved in the advance of the south-
west drift, assaying $10.42 per ton and 73 cars
from the raise averaging $11.82 per ton. Further
advancing the drift the face was broken to a
width of 14 ft. in solid ore and with ore on
all sides. Union Consolidated extracted 20 tons
from the 2000 level stope averaging $77.80 and
shipped to the Mexican mill 202 tons sampling
$25.18 per ton. Sierra Nevada on 2450 level
showed quartz in north drift running from $10
to $34 a ton and an 18-in. vein in southeast
drift on 2700 level varying from $5.34 to $20.91
per ton. Three cars sampled $60.82 ; 14 cars
$18.51 per ton. Altogether it was a tiue week on
the Comstock ; the .527 tons treated at the Mexican
mill averaged $24.44 per ton.

Mother Lode Carnival, held at Sutter Creek,
celebrating the tirst anniversary of the reopen-
ing of the Old Eureka mine. Apr. 14, was a
positive declaration of the purpose of the people
to encourage investn\ent in mining. It was a gala
day, but none the less a day of serious account-
ing of moral responsibility of the camp for past
lack of encouragement to mining. The present
producing mines of Amador County, both the
old ones and the recently reopened properties,
have stood together for the general prosperity
nf the region, and when the purpose of celebrat-
ing the establishment of a new state of mining
and business affairs in the Sutter Creek district
was announced there was hearty cooperation
all along the Lode. A drilling contest between
Old Eureka and the Jackson teams was won bv
.lack Larsen and Al. Beck for the Old Eureka
by drilling 41% in. iu 15 min. against .Tohn
Burbank and John IJIillovicb, who drilled 'A^{',,

in. in the granite. The first-aid contest was won
by the Argonaut team by a score average of
96.5 points against 95.7 points by the South
Eureka team. The mine-rescue exhibition was
given by a joint team of Mother Lode miners
participated in by Sam Fitzgerald. Michael Rado-
vich. Dan Millosovich, Andrew Millosovich and
Nick Vlnovieh. some of whose names are evi-
dence that the spirit of safety is not monopolized
by American -born miners.

Mountain King Mine Accident in Maraposa
Coinity, reported by telegraph, last week, resulted
in the death of seven men from powder gases.

The men had been working on the 1400 level.

A blast had been fired the night before and the
men were instructed to work at track laying in
the 1200 level and not to go into the 1400
level until the level was cleared. During the
preceding night of Apr. 27, a section of flume
supplying water for generating electric current
was broken by a washout. This break caused a
shutdown of tile entire operating plant including
hoists and air compressor. Though it was safe
to go as far down as the 1200 level, which the
powder fumes had not reached, it was evidently
unsafe to go hebtw that point while the air

was shut off. During the morning, with the
consent of the foreman, two of tlie men went
down the winze to the 1400-ft. level to see how
the ground had broken. When they did not re-

turn within 30 min., the foreman and another
man went down and evidently found the men
overcome by gas and did all they could to rescue
nr revive them. A sluni time after three others
followed and evidently tried to save some of

them but they were also (tvercome, and the
foreman and one other were found lashed to

the manway ladder about 10 ft. apart. The
eighth man reached the point where he saw the
two men on the ladder, and returned to the
surface to obtain some ammonia. All he was
.ible to do was to apply the ammonia to the nos-
trils of the men by using strips nf gunny sack.

He was badly overcome himself, but finally reach-
ed the 1100 level, and was found there some time
after, still alive but unconscious. The superin-
tendent. H. C. Austin, had accompanied the
men repairing the tlume ; upon his return to the
mine after being called he went down and found
conditions as stated. He was nearly overcome, but
managed to escape serious results. The com-
plete details of the tragedy are not available as
the report of the coroner's jury has not yet
been received. The bodies were recovered about
midnight of Saturday. The mine is operated
under strict rules, but does not employ enough
nu-n to demand compulsory use of breathing
apparatus. However the accident is another
demonstration of the great value of breathing
apparatus, even in the smaller mines. Although
the primary cau.se was the shutting off of the
c(mipressed air and the fact that a liuplieate
or supplemental plant had not been installed,
yet the actual cause was the disobedience on the
part of the men of strict orders given to keep
out of the 1400 level until the level was cleared.

Mining in San Luis Obispo County is having
a revival of imiHUtance that is attracting atten-
tion to the gold and copper resources as well as
iiuicksilver, for which it is chiefly noted. For
several years the mineral production of the
county has been confined to quicksilver, bitu-
minmis ro<'k. building stone and mineral water.
The mineral possibilities, however, are diversified
to an extent not generally known, chiefly be-
cause the mineral districts are isolated from rail
and water shipping points. There have been
developed to a limited extent antimony, chromic
iron, gypsum, diatomaceous earth and limestone,
marble, onyx, petroleum, besides the tiuieksilver
ores and placer gold and gold, silver and copper
ores. In 1!)13 and 1914 the total production of
the county, including quicksilver, was valued at
less than $65,000 in each year. In 1915 the
total production amounted to $277,632. The
increased i)rice of quicksilver and an increase
of about 200 flasks in 1915 compared to 1914
added $63,445 to the total value. In 1916 not
only was the quicksilver production increased,
but also the copper and gold output. The Oceanic
(luicksilver mine at Cambria in the sununer of
1916 increased its mining and milling capacity
to about 400 flasks per month, as described iii

the "Journal" of Sept. 16, 1916. and is now re-
ported to he mining some of the richest ore in
the history of the property. The Klau quick-
silver mine, which stood idle for a long time on
account of fire and other unfortunate conditions,
is working full time; and other quicksilver mines
are adding to the output. Copper has received
attention, particularly at the Quist mine in
Los Osos district, where the installation of a mill
is said to be in progress: the mine is developed
by a 400-ft. tunnel. In La Panza district it is
reported that old placer mines, long ago aban-
doned by Spanish miners, are being reopened
and a large aggregate amount of work is being
done. Exploration and development undertaken
during the year will direct attention to San Luis
Obispo County and in the future it is likely to
attract a larger share of mining investment than
has been heretofore accorded.

BUTTE—May 4

Mine-Fire Situation in the Modoc mine of the
Anaconda company continues to improve All
tiie pinnps in the mines affected by the tire are
now working At the High Ore. a new air line

is being run down through the Parnell shaft,
which will i)robably permit resmnption of opera-
tions in tliat mine within a day or two. At
the Speculator and Granite M(»untain of the
North Butte company operations were resumed
Apr. 29. and it is expected that the Butte-
Ballaklava will be started up next week. As
sr)me of the gas from the Slodoc had worked
through into the Tuolumne mine of the Tuolumne
Mining Co., the management thought best not to
take any chances and ceased operations Apr. 31,
awaiting the clearing away of the smoke. Ana-
conda will resume mining in the Rarus. hoisting
temporarily through the Pennsylvania shaft.

Flotation Suit of Minerals Separation against
Buttf iV Superior continued through the week,
with testimony by ttie hitter's experts to estab-
lish the contention that the ^Minerals Separation
patents were anticipated by previous i)atents and
that in many mills using more than T.% oil

perfect results were obtained. Experhuents on a
small scale were performed in the presence of
the court to demonstrate the feasibility of some
of the processes described in previous i)a tents.

A special point aimed at was to prove that there
is no critical point in the process but that the
varying amoinit of oil per ton used merely af-
fects In a general way the results obtained.
On Sunday the attorneys, experts and other rep-

resentatives of the Minerals Separation com-
pany were the guests of the Butte & Superior
company at the mine and mill of the latter.
The entire party was taken through the plant
and 10 experts picked from the ranks of the
planitiffs were given the opportunity to take
samples and data on the ojierations and output
of Butte & Superior's flotation process. The
court is holding night sessions now to permit
the introduction of stereoptican views, which give
an enlargement of photographs taken in the
(bourse of experiments that have a bearing on the
outcome. Prof. F. H. Taggart. of Yale, was one
of the leading witnesses. He presented data se-
cured by him on the operation of the flotation
process at the Arthur plant of the Utah Copper
Co. He also went into the scicntifle phases of the
amount of oil required and the effect of vary-
ing amounts on the results. There are three
different conditions, he declared, that affect
the amount of oil needed: One was the amount
of agitation ; another the amount of sulphide
mineral present; and the third, the amount of
water present. In support of his contentions
he gave experiments. The testimony of Prof.
Frederick E. Beach, of Yale, was also import-
ant as backing up that of Dr. Taggart, and gave
data on experiments that he had carried on.
He was asked the (luestion, "Do you recognize
any difference in the process from a minimum
of something less than a pound of oil to the
ton of ore up to the conditions of 200 lb. of oil
to the ton of ore?" In reply he said: "I can
see no difference in the physical phenomena and
the principle of the process." Strenuous efforts
are being made by the defense to bring in tes-
timony that will bring about a reversal of the
position taken by the XI. S. Supreme Court, in
which the use of less than 1% of od was fixed
as an infringement of the patents of the Min-
erals Separation company. Dr. Bancroft, of
Cornell, spent one day on the stand and his
testimony was in line with that given by the
Yale scientists. With a large array of experts
on both sides yet to be examined, the suit may
continue for several weeks.

DENVER—May 3

Silver Plume Experiencing Revival that ap-
proximates boom-cami) conditions and it is near-
ly impossible for miners to find lodging. This
is largely the outcome of the application of im-
proved metallurgy to base ores that were formerly
not profitable. At the Wasatch mill, of the
AVasatch-Colorado Mining Co., the lead concen-
trates in March averaged over $80 in value and
the zinc concentrates about $45. This company
is employing about 100 men. Other activities
in the district have made the labor problem
acute, as it is elsewhere in Colorado.

Interest in Oil is so pronounced in Denver
that, besides Wyoming and the Mid-Continental
field, more attention than ever is being directed
to the older Colorado fields and the search for
petroleum has spread over virgin areas along
the northern border of the stJite in Routt, Moffat,
Weld and Logan counties, as well as in the
southern counties of Pueblo and Las Animas.
As school land, the state owns extensive areas
classified as oil-bearing, and application for
leases thereon are coming in rapidly. Ternis
under wliicb the state land board grants leases
are strict and every effort is made to prevent
the occupancy of the laud for purely promotion
purposes. A lessee is reiiuired to install his
plant, to get under operation and to drill at least
2500 ft. on each one-quarter section within six
months. Continued occupancy of the ground de-
pends upon the lessee developing a producing
well on each quarter section, but this degree of
success also entitles him to the possession of
one adjoining quarter. If, at the end of the
five-year lease, all requirements have been com-
idied W'ith, the lessee may have his lease ex-
tended for another similar term. Revenue to the
state is in the fonu of a flat rental of 5c. per
acre per year in addition to a royalty of 10%
on production.

SALT LAKE CITY—May 4

New Leaching Plant of the Utah Copper Co.
should be completed during the early summer
months, and preparations are being made by
the Bingham & Garfield Ry. to take care of the
additional tonnage, which will have to be trans-
I)(uted to supply tlie plant—which is to have a

capacity of 4000 tons daily—as well as to meet
a probable tonnage increase at the other mills.

With this end in view, two new Mallet engines
and a pair of switch engines have been pur-
chased, and are on tlieir way to Carfield. Most
of the masonry for the leaciiing plant is fin-

ished. The machinery remains to be set up, and
a large part of this is in transit from Eastern
manufacturing nlanfs.
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Deep Creek Railroad, recently completed, is op-
eiiitinj: sjitisfaetnrUy. Material for more com-
prehensive map of section is beinc collected Ijy

R. M. Croekt-r. of Salt Lake City. The camp
of Ferber is sliowiny increased activity witli tlie

coming of warmer wea flier, both in the work
of construction (if buikhnps at the lownsile, and
in the larper iimount of wurk dime at the vari-

ous mines of the district, Ore is brinu aceunui-
iated for shipment. Tlu- Biu ('hii-f (lead-silver)

and the Sheridan (cmppit) properties have been
taken over by the Western Mines Development Co.

Copper ore is beinp mined by the Ferber Copper
Company.

TYRONE. N. M.—May 3

Tyrone and Burro Mountain Region are ac-
tive. The Burro Mnnnlain Copper Co. is millinp

about 40,000 tons niuntlily. The model town of

Tyrone is receivinK its finishing touches ; new
store building, one of the finest in the South-
west, is completed and the other important struc-
tures are finished with one or two exceptions.
Several new mining operations have been begun
around Tyrone and apparently much development
will be in progress during the coming summer.
The Austin-Amazon lately opened 80 ft. of chal-
copyrite ore on the 7D-ft. level. While there is

more mining going on in the camp today than
at any time in its history, there are also more
unemployed men than ever before. It is under-
stood that this is true of some other South-
western camps.

DULUTH. MINN.—May 3

Loyalty of Young Engineers is evidenced by the
engineering class of the University of Minnesota,
which has offered its services to tlie United States
Government for war work, adopting the following
code: "We stand ready to respond to the call

of the country in ready and willing service. We
undertake to maintain our part of the war, free
from hatred, brutality or graft, true to American
purpose and ideals. Aware of the temptations
incident to camp life and of the moral and so-

cial wreckage involved, we covenant together as
college men to live the clean life and to seek
to establish the American uniform as a symbol
and guarantee of real manhood."

Navigation Opened May I on the Great Lakes,
when Itj vessels arrived and 15 departed from
tlie Duluth- Superior harbor, four of which car-
ried ore. The first boats leaving were the ".To-

seph Black" and the "N. F. Leopold," of the
Inland Steamship Co.'s fleet, laden with ore
from the Armour Xo. 2 mine and the Thompson

mine, on the Cuvuna range. Kxtra precautions

have been adopted by the military authormes
in guarding the ore docks since loading has

started. War z<me has been established along

entire water front and guards placed at detached

posts. Orders have been given lo shoot to kill

if any person refuse to halt after being chal-

lenged. Crews on vessels are subject to exam-
ination and packages brought toward the docks
and vessels are thoroughly inspected. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an in-

crease of 15c. per ton in rates on iron ore from
lake ports to furnaces in Pennsylvania and
Ohio.

JOPLIN. MO.—May 5

Conditions in Joplin District, as to mining
costs and production, were lirouglit before the

governnietit metals conunittee this wt'ck by two
local producers. Temple Chapman, of .loplin, and
W. B. Shackelford, of Webb City. Tliey went
to Washington early in the week and were given

an audience Thursday, and have reported that

the hearing was satisfactory, The plan of the

representatives was to cndeavtn- to show the

government that producers here are making only
narrow margin of profit and cannot make this

if spelter prices are not maintained around
10 cents.

Important Decision by Secretary Lane. atToct-

ing a one-third interest in a million-dollar
mining tract, was handed down last week in

the matter of the Leander .1. Fish estate near
Century. Fish was a Quai)aw Indian who died
about two years ago. He was married four
times but bis fourth wife, a resident of Wash-
ington, D. C. was not known here to have been
his wife until after his death. Then she signed
away her interest in his estate for $10. Fraud
was alleged and although the Secretary of the
Interior once ruled that her chiim was invalid,

he reversed this decision and gave her a third-
interest in the 200 acres of mining land that

Fish owned. Upon this land is situated the
Montreal mine, one of the richest zinc-producing
properties in the world; it has produced $700,-
000 worth of zinc ore since the first of the
year. By the decision the- widow, who remarried
while her husband was still alive but. accord-
ing to representations of ber attorney, only after
she had been informed by the land owner that
he had divorced her, is also given a one -third
interest in all the lead and zinc that already
has been taken from the land. Mining men here
have estimated the value of the 200 acres as
not less than one million dollars. Mrs.

.Tosephlno FIsh-Unkle, the \vldow, haH never been
in the district.

TORONTO—May 5

Flotation Litigation at Cobalt now seirns like-

Iv. as the Mini'ials Sejiaratlon eompany has
notified the Dominion lleduetlon Co, that fur-
ther use of the process will be considered uh
infringement of Its patent rights. The Canadian
cimipanles using the Callow process have lieret**-

f()re felt that this system presented aome essen-
tial differences from that In use under the Min-
erals Separation patent.

Treatment of Flotation Products Is being stud-
led at the Buffalo and Dominion Heductlon plants
at Cobalt by Tiieodore C. Holt, of Salt Lake
City, one of the deveIo[)ers of the chlorldizInK-
leachlng process used In Utah, and of the Holt-
Dern roaster used in connection therewith. Thus
far It has been necessary to ship the product
of Cobalt flotation plants to a distance for treat-

ment, the cost involved being a considerable
drawback to the adoption of the flotation process.
The purpose of the present experiments Is to de-
termine the feasibility of local treatment, and
it is stated that In addition to the original object

in view the results are likely to be more far-

reaching, and that table as well as flotation con-
centrates may be made amenable to the process,
and shipments confined to bullion,

JOHANNESBURG—Mar. 19

Water at East Rand Proprietary Mines has
given rise to considerable inKMsiiiess on the part
of the stockholders as to the immediate future
prospects. The development results at a depth
of 4000 ft. and over have been unsatisfactory.
and the recent attempt to crosscut at this depth
for a distance of 2000 ft. and then sink to the
reef, has resulted only In tiipplni? » fl"w of
water of flve million gallons per day, and the
mines were only saved by the construction of a
bulkhead in the crosscut. This dam, with
a bypass of over half a million gallons dally.
shows a pressure of STiO lb. per sq.in..

and as the present pumping and bailing facil-

ities are only capable of dealing with flve

million gallons of water per day, a new pump-
ing scheme is under consideration. Owing to

disapproval of the crosscutting scheme, one of
the directors resigned some time ago. Now the
superintending engineer and also the sectional
mailager have resigned and K. C. Warriner, of the
Crown Mines, has been appointed consulting
engineer. The future doings of the board of
directors will be watched with considerable in-

terest.
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ALASKA
ALASKA GASTINKAU (Juneau)—Milled in

first quarter .Ml.ogs tons, avcruRing $1,207 per

ton; gross revenue, $."i:i9,4SS ur $0.!I97 per ton;
operating expenses, $430,748, or .$0,788 per ton;
operating profit, $108,740 ; other income $4:^0:j ;

profit, 20.9r. per ton. In April, milled 212.200
tons, averaging $1.09 per ton ; in March rallied

217.700 tons oif same grade.

ARIZONA

Cochise County

.JOHNSON DI.STItlCT ha.s been shipping about
8000 tons of copper ore per monrh, furnished
principally by the Republic. Mannnoth, Black
Prince, Copper Chief and Keysttuu- mines. Ship-
ping suspended at last three mines lately. Key-
stone, notified by smelters that nc^ more open
shipments would be received, has been developing
low-grade sulphide body at depth, libick Prince
also said to he In low-grade ore in 800-ft. level

crosscut but has stopped work temporarily. .Inhn-

son Copper Development Co. i)rosceuting develop-

ment actively and I'eabody Consolidated has its

new equipment installed and will exphjrc sys-

tematically the limestone-diabase contact.

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (BIsbee)—Metal output

for first (luarter v\'as ; copper. 4,a30..")92 lb. ; lead,

1,0(;:;,901 Ih. ; silver, 56,709 oz. ; gold. 612 oz.

Mined during (lUarter, 40,644 tons of copper ore

and :!.",71 tons of lead ore. Gross carnincs. $1.-

.!19,«:'.0; net earnings, $696,160; dividends,

$l:!7,r>00. April output: copper, l,482.2:i2 lb.;

lead, 164,979 lb.: silver, IS, 2.!:: oz. ; gold,

179, 8:i oz.

Gila County

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—April output from
own smeltery was If.Sie.OOO lb., as compared with

:i,:{:i5,000 lb. in March.

IRON CAP COPPER (Copper Hill)—March
operating profit, $:)2,:i27 ; gross receipts. $08,089.

Shipped 21 cars to El Paso smeltery and 20

tars to Old Domlnlim mill.

INSi'IR.\TION CONSOLIDATED (Miami)—
April copper production, 11.400.000 lb,, compar-
ing with 11.100,000 lb. in .March.

GILA COPPER SULPHIDE CO. (Christmas)—
Earnings for first quarter about $12.5,000. Com-
pany owns Christmas mine, which is oi)erated

by Southern Arizona Mining and Smelting Co.,

all American Smelting and Refining Co. sub-
sidiary.

Greenlee County

SHANNON (Clifton)—Copper oiuput in April,

924,000 lb., comi>aring with O.iO.OOO 11). in March,
880,000 in February and 759,000 in January.

Yanapai County

JEROME VEUDE (Jerome)—Drifting east and
west from 1050-ft. level of Columbia shaft.

ARKANSAS & ARIZONA (Jerome)—Property
being examined for Goodrieh-Lockhart syndicate;
new development plan may be announced soon.

JEROME DAISY (Jerome)—At 2:i5 ft. shaft

broke into water, whieh rose 6 ft. in shaft. Will
cause some delay iiut no serious complications
anticipated.

DUNDEE ARIZONA (Jerome)—Recently ship-
ped three cars of siu'face ore to Hinnlioldt smelt-
ery. A oO-hp. motor being installed at shaft

aiid electric pump is on the way. Management
expects to resume work in tiie shaft in about
six weeks with gasoline hoist. Arizona Power
Co. will have additional power ready about
Nov. 1.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—
Alanagement states that more tlian half of ore

now being extracted Is from 1:500 level, and of

liigluT grade than the average of last year.

Shijjplng about 9000 tons monthly ; copper out-

put of first quarter approximately 15,000.000 lb.

Construction <if new extraction shaft, about 200
ft. frcun Edith shaft, is proceeding rapidly and
new extraction tmilu'l has been started. The
newly luganized Arizona Extension R.R. Co. will

buiki :)'/ miles of railroad from Clarkdnle to

smeltery site; will aiso build 4^ miles of rail-

road from smeltery to mouth of extraetiou tun-
nel. While construction costs will be abnormally
high, building of smeltery and railroad at this

time considered warranted by present high treat-

ment and freight costs. Most of important ma-
cliiner.v and material contracts let for delivery
within 12 months. Cash on hand Apr. 1 was
$4,226,655. Extra dividend of 25c. declared.

Yuma County

SWANSEA CONSOLIDATED (Swansea)—Re-
ported that this property, lately worked for bene-
fit of stockholders by O. JI. Souden, of Los An-
geles, trustee, may be sold to the Clark interests.

CALIFORNIA

Amador County

H.\RDENBURG (.Tackson)—Sinking shaft addi-

tional 150 ft. ; will make total depth 1350 ft.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Preparing
to operate all 40 stamps.

ARGONAUT (Jackson)—Expected to have first

unit of 20 stamps operating in new mill first

week in May.
SOUTH EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Preparing

to deepen Oneida shaft. Will impound tailings in

reservoirs now being constructed.

Calaveras County

ANGELS DEEP (.Vngels Camp)—Unwatering
shaft has been started. John C. Benson, man-
ager, lias again gone East.

ALLISON (Angels Camp)—Examination made
by George L. Holmes, of San Francisco, for Mrs.

O. E. L. Fritz, who has option.

MAYPOLE (Mokelumne Hill)—Tunnel started

to tap vein below shaft, sunk in early 60's. H.

Blacinnore, of Stockton, is developing.

LUCAS (Mokelumne Hill)- Mine near Big Bar,

on Mokelumne River, to be reopened. Developed
by tunnel. Ore formerly transported over a sus-

pension bridge to mill on Amador County side

of river.
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Imperial County

BAHNKS & (iRIVEL (Ciikxleo)—Reciiitlv re-
ct'ivod I'liulpmcnt for lOO-ton dry-ciinceiitnitliiK
mill. Stfbhlns Dry Conrcntnilor fn. sliippt'd
ciiir.pli'ti' plimt 111 15 diiys from (irdcr. this liiisto

bi'iiiK noci'ssiiry becuuse t'qulpnu'iit must bo
Ii:iiilfd over road flooded by Colorado Hher In
springtime.

Inyo County
TUNGSTEN 5IINKS CO ( Hisliop)—Upper por-

tion of SOO-ton mill in Deep Tanyon wrecked
by fire on Apr. 2T. Fire started in upper criish-
ing eoinpartment wliere men were usiiin oxy-
acetylene torcli to cut a i>ieee of steel. Wooden
walls and oeilinE of mill eauBbt tire. lUleket
brigade quickly formed and angniented by chem-
ical fire extinpiiishers. and hose attadu'd to a
big tank on Uie hill. Fire was stopgied before
reaching first roller compartment. Trusher room
and ore conveyor were wrecked, and about one-
third of frame of mill burned.

Plumas County
CHROME DEPOSITS on Clearmont slope owned

by Thomas McCarty of Qwincy have been op-
tioned by San Francisco men.

Shasta County
MAJIMOTH (Kennett)—Copper production in

April was l.S.'iO.OOO lb.

TEXAS HILL (Old Diggings)—Reported that C.
L. Wilson contemplates installiition of oil flota-
tion plant.

GRAY EAGLE CO. (Happy Camp)—Exploring
Hiniter's Paradise copper mine 10 miles south.
Old work amounted to 1100 ft. Crosscut adit
being driven to vein at depth of 20.1 ft. vertical
below bottom of shaft. Second crosscut adit be-
ing driven. 1500 ft. south from shaft ; this is

now in 510 ft. and has entered porphyry.

Sierra County
Jill CROW (Downieville) —Work, resumed by

Noyes & Buckingham at this lode mine.
WIDE AWAKE (Downieville)—Contract let to

Perrine & Curtis for 100 ft. additional tunnel
to be driven before raising. Thomas Wilson, of
Downieville. in charge for Reno men.
MONARCH (Sierra City)—Contract let to drive

lower tunnel in Black's Canyon to develop vein
at mucll greater depth than present shaft.
Additional water being developed. R. G. Gil-
lespie, of Pittsburgh. Penn. . operating under bond.

Tuolumne County
CONFIDENCE (Confidence)-Will deepen shaft

800 ft. ; 15 men employed and number will be
increased.

MDNN RANCH, in the West belt district, is

being prospected for copper by W\ S. Fagan and
associates.

COLORADO
Dolores County

RICO ARGENTINE (Rico)—Leasers shipping
about 500 tons per month. On company account,
in lower tunnel, considerable ore blocked ; tem-
porary tramway being improvised for early ship-
ments.
RICO CONSOLIDATED AIINES (Rico)—Devel-

opn-.ent of past winter has placed this Silver
Creek group in position to ship base ore regu-
larly as soon as roads permit

Lake County

PRINCE OF WALES LEASING (Leadville)—
Across Arkansas Valley on Sugar Loaf Mountain,
operations have been resimied on high-grade sil-

ver vein in granite; will ship soon.

SILVER SPOON (Leadville)—Drift will be run
northerly 1700 ft. from 300-ft. level to develop
orebody disclosed by winze from adit in this
property north of Evans Gulch. Warren F. Page
in charge.
DOWNTOWN MINES CO. (Leadville)-From

the Penrose, regular shipments of low-grade
zinc-carbonate ore continue to the local plant of
Western Zinc Oxide Co.. and of iron-manganese
ore to the Arkansas Valley smeltery.

Summit County
FOUR GOLD DllEDGES now operating in

Breckenridge district and another is being con-
structed and shoidd he ready for operation by
August. The older boats arc those of the French
Gulch Dredging Co. and of the Tonopali I*lacers
Co.. file hitter's No. 2 dredge wrtrking in the
Snider placer in Swan Valley. The new dredge
is to work the Lambing placer on the Blue
River, 2 miles below Breckenridge.

Teller County
PLATINUM is to be sought in black sand of

prehistoric lake above Manitou near Woodlaiul
Park, on northern slope of Pikes Peak, by two
companies composed of Colorado Springs and
Pueblo men—the Rare Metals Co and the Pikes
Peak Platinum Mining and Milling Co.
GRANITE (Victor)—At annual meeting In

Cheyenne, officers and directors were reelected
as follows: C. M. McNeill, iiresldent : C. C. Ham-
lin, vice-president and general manager : Spencer
Penrose, secretary; C. B. Garnett. assistant sec-
retary : Charles L. Tuft and llichael Finncrty.
directors. Shaft is to be sunk to isoo ft.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

SHERMAN DEVEI.oi'MK.NT (llurke)—This
leasing comiiany. comprising Axel Swan, Charles
McKlluUs jind others, has cut \ein showing 4
ft. of galena ore in Slicrmau tunnel In the old
Union gronnd.
WAltDNKI! LEASING (W^irdner)—Sinking

shaft to too ft. to expliu'e area under town of
Wardner. Incorporators Include: William A.
Iteaudry, manager of the Stc»:irt : D. W. Price,
of Big Creek Leasing Co. ; .1. D. Owen, former op-
erator of Butte, Mont. : R. A. Carnochan, of
Spokane, and Charles Leonard, of Butte.
COPPER KING (Mulhin)—Stockholders re-

jected projiosal tcf Increase capital stock and
dirtctors will levy assessment to explore orcsboot
struck several months ago. Will sink and rai.se

on ore, also extend drift west ; main drift will
be continued to ground in which ore was found
by diamond drill.

MONTANA-IDAHO (Saltese, Mont.) — Property
of Monitor .Mining Co. transferred to Montana-
Idaho Copper Mining Co. Capitalized for
$600,000. divided into OOOo shares of par value
of $100. Old company hiid 1.000.00(1 shares of
par value of $1. stock exchanged on basis of
one for looo. Crosscut being nni from near
Adair which will give depth of over 1000 ft. be-
low old Monitor shaft, near summit of Idaho-
Montana divide—sunk 700 ft. years ago and
from which copper ore was taken and bauied
seven miles to Saltese. Crosscut now in 3000
ft. H. F, DeBower, of New York, president.

MICHIGAN
Copper

KEWEENAW (Mandan)—All four new tables
at mill now in operation, recovering additional
copper.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Over 700 tons a day per
head being liandled by the eight heads In oper-
ation at the mill.

VICTORIA (Victoria)—Mill being enlarged by
addition 40x50 ft. and about 14 Wilfley tjtbles
will be installed.

WINONA (Winona)— Still short of men. Good
groiuid being opened and sloped on ninth, tenth
and eleventh levels at No. 1 shaft.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Will soon have stor-
age battery locomotive in operation on 49th level
and another on 53rd level.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Will sink to seventh
level and continue drifting on all tliree lodes.
Enlarging of shaft practically completed.

CHEROKEE (Houghton)—Down over 300 ft,

with shaft; has done 200 ft. of drifting on 200-rt.
level. One drill sinking and two drifting. Bet-
ter grade rock lately encountered.
MASS (Mass)—Owing to lack of labor, not

able to hoist more than 1000 tons daily, though
1300 tons could be hoisted and another shaft
started if men could be obtained.
ALLOUEZ (Allouez)—Outputting about 2050

tons daily. Equipment for electric-haulage sys-
tem being rapidly installed; trolley locomotives
will be in operation soon.

NORTH LAKE (Lake Mine)—Now 1000 ft.

from shaft in crosscut on sixth level ; just
entering amygdaloid. The sandstone passed
through disclosed some mass copper. Soutlieast
drift on new lode is In good commercial grade.
SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Commenced cut-

ting tunnel into bluff just back of shaft on sur-
face in order to get into the Butler lode ; flftli

opening on this lode. Drift on No. 3 lode to
connect with the Lake mine for ventilation pur-
poses, has about 400 ft. more to go.

LAKE (Lake Mine)—Five drills operating on
the Butler and Knowlton lodes; drifting on
sixth level on the Knowlton, and third and fourth
levels on the Butler lode. Dally tonnage 300
tons, yielding about 27 lb. refined copper to the
ton.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—At No. 2 Shaft,
will resume sinking to 33rd level in order to
continue development of Portage lode. All new
openings at this shaft are on the Portage lode,
these being on the 24th, 30th and :ilst levels,
.lust reached ISth level at No. 4 shaft.
NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Has com-

menced milling of its stockpile and the ore
held luiderground : e-xpected to average about 21
lb. Shipping about eight cars daily to Franklin
mill. New 18-drilI compressor expected about
middle of May. At present eight drills are in
operation.

MISSOURI
Joplin District

GALENA MINING AND DEVELOPMENT (Ga-
lena. Kan.)—Made good strike on lease near
Century. Okla. Will build mill.

STANDIFER BROS. (Miami. Okla )—Obtained
lease southeast of Commerce, Okla., and will
prospect thoroughly.
WOODCHUCK (Tar River. Okla.)—Keccntly

sold by Commerce Mining & Royally Co., of
Miami. Okla. Detiils not made public.

G. R. LAMB, of .loplln, reports opening
calamine In Oregon County, Mo., on southern
stale line, about half way between Joplln dls-

trii't and Southeastern Missouri lead district.
Two shafts In ore at 00 ft,

KITTY (Tar Kiver, Okla.)—New 350-ton mill
In operation on tract near Beaver mllU'.

MEREDITH & CO. (.loplln)—Strike on lease
on Greenbai'k land, inunedlatclv north of tju.i

paw, Okla. Expect to start shaft sinking In
near future.

C. M. MITCHELL and associates, of Mountain
Grove, Okla., have sold to Tulsa, Okla.. nu'ii

for $50,000 a lease directly north of Blue Mound
mine, west of Baxter Springs, Kan.
HIGH FIVE (Webb City)—Will build mill on

tract recently developed by drilling In Waco,
Mo., field. Ore encountered at 103 ft. and ex-
tended to 157. T. F. Coyne and Amos Hatton,
of Webb City, interested.

COOPER, PETERS & DAVIS (.loplln) Will
build mill at once on tract north of Chitwood,
where recent drilling indicated orebody appar-
ently as rich as any In Oklahoma Held. Out
of 24 holes put down, several showed cuttings
that ran over 50';;, of blende.

MONTANA
Missoula County

HIKIIEN TREASURE (Clinton)-This copper
mine, owned by A. M. Stevens, of Miss<uda. leased
to Spokane men, wlio contemplate slupping soon.
May erect mill.

Park County

IN EMIGRANT GULCH, placer operations will
be started soon by William Carr. of Spokane.
Wash. ; same interests oiierating placers abovit
20 miles north of Livingston.

Ravalli County
SAN DOY (Florence)—Crosscut tmuiel has cut

gold vein and winze will be sunk on the ore.
Some ore of shipping grade.

Silver Bow County

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—April copper output
2,0S1,0S0 lb , a liigh record, comparing with
1.597.340 lb. in March, 1,460,440 in February and
1,479,520 in January.
ANACONDA (Butte)—April copper output at

company's two smelteries was 29.300,000 lb., as
against 31,300,000 lb. in March. Decrease chiefly
due to closing of several mines, due to fires.

Production for last four months 113,850,000 lb., or
at rate of 340.000,000 lb. for the year.
NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Produced in first

duarter 8,140,361 lb. copper; silver. 382,286 oz. ;

gold, 564 oz. Large amount of developiuent work
done, opening new bodies of 3 to 6% ore. Total
earnings for quarter were $1.06:i.272. from which
dividends were paid amounting to $322,500.
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—April shipments from

company mines amounted to 72 cars, of which
51 cars came from Tuolumne mine and 21 from
Main Range property. Total shipment about .3600
tons averaging about S'12 per ton. New hoisting
equipment ordered for Main Range.
BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Milled in April

52,700 tons, producing 13.500 tons of 46 8% zinc
concentrates, containing 12,420.000 lb. and 250.-
000 oz. silver. In March milled 50,000 tons,
yielding 14.900 tons of 48.7% zinc concentrates,
containing 14.500.000 lb. copper; silver output
300,000 oz. In 1916, mined 626,803 tons at aver-
age cost of $4 50 per ton.

DAVIS-DALY' (Butte)—Net profit for first
quarter over $73,000 ; copper output. 1.126.921 lb. ;

silver, 63.830 oz. Output steadily increasing.
Average of 215 tons copper ore sliipiied per day,
running from 5 to 6% copper and 10 oz. in silver.
Shipments of zinc ore to Butte-Detroit mill also
increased. Development compaign begun May
3 at Hibernia mine, adjoining Anaconda's -Vettie ;

unwatering of the Nettie has drained 40n-ft. Hi-
bernia shaft, which will be sunk to 1000 ft.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—
Milled in March. 27.000 tons; net realization.
$19,728: operating costs. $5,041 per ton. Lessees
produced 563 tons, having gross value $9727.
company receiving $5995 less transport and mill-
ing expense. Development in March, 1453 ft.

at expense of $6.73 per ft.

Humboldt County
NBNZEL CROWN POINT (Rochester)—In addi-

tion to company's 110 acres, the major i>art of
Rochester Elda Fina ground, covering extension
of Nenzel Crown Point vein system, lias been
leased. Bond issue of $300,000 to cover huilding
of lOO-ton cyanide mill, and additional unit next
year, has been underwritten by R. M. Sanford
& Co. of Kansas City. Mo. The 3000-ft tunnel
cut several veins of milling ore at deptli of 7(K1

ft., approximately 1000 ft. on dip : tunnel will
be continued lOoO ft. to east slope of Nenzel
Hill into American Canyon where mill will be
constructed at portal. Joseph F. Nenzel. 702
Mutual Savings Bank Building, San Francisco,
Calif., president.

Lander County
NICKLAS MINING CO. (Battle Mountain)—

Since this gold-silver property came under con-
trol of Breitung & Co., a lT9-ft. crosscut tunnel
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lias lifea (liivi'ii iiml vein ili-ifleU on tor 900 ft.

;

uL-\\ workings connected with old at several phices.

According to H. K. Uiirline's estimate, ore devel-

oped anionnts to OS.4,50 tons averaging $i).r).'>. A
100-ton mill to be Iniilt at once C. B. Dunster,

11 Pine St.. New York, manager.

Nye County

TONOPAH ()1!K I'ltODT'CTION for week ended

Apr. 28 was ;Mi4t; tons valued at .$17!i.4G!l, com-
pared with S64S tons for week previous. Pro-

ducers were: Tonopali Belmont. 2052 tons; Tono-
pah Extension. 238(1; Tonopali .Mining. 2:i00 ; West

End. "9l> ; .lira Butler. tir>0 ; Kescvie-Eirla, 2.55

;

Halifax, 138; Cash Boy. 5:i ; miscellaneous. 122

tons.

MORNINt; GLORY (Miinliatlan)—Sinking main
shaft.

WEST TOXOPAH (Tonopahl - Ore reported on

fl50-ft. level about 750 ft. west of shaft.

TNIOX ^VJlAL(;AMATEn (Miinhattan) — On
600-ft level in south drift from east i-rosscut

face shows three feet of medium-grade ore.

.1111 BUTLER (Tonopali)—Net profit for March
was $41.112—an increase of about $12,600 over

Februar.v profit; due to higher grade of ore

treated.

JIIDWAY (Tonoiiah)—Winze being sunk on vein

from i:j00-ft. level. Now down 130 ft. in low-

grade quartz showing occasional bunches of ore.

Will continue to 2(nl ft. before erosscutting.

JTAXHATTAN CONSOLIDATED (JLinhattun)—
Sinking continues at main shaft with 400-ft. level

as ob.iective. Ore from development of upper

levels being stored

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—.Vet profit

for March was $4:i.322 from lO.BTl dr.v tons ore

yielding 1,35U.79 oz. gold and 139.498 oz. silver

bullion. Water in Victor shaft being held at

about 100 ft. below 1540-ft. level

TONOPAH DIVIDE MINING CO. (Tonopah)—
Contract let to William Waters to sink 200-ft.

shaft ; now down about 25 ft. : hoisting equip-

ment recently installed. Property on Gold Moun-
tain a few miles south of Tonopali. H. C.

Broiigher, president, recently bought Wingfleld in-

terest in this property.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (McGilD—Copper
production for first tniarter, IS.852.321 lb., com-

paring with 22.898.228 lb. for previous quarter.

Milled 940.916 tons, averaging 1.48^; copper as

against 979.329 tons of 1.6;i% ore during pre-

vious quarter. Of tonnage milled. 72^; came

from the iiits and 28% from underground work-

ings of Ruth mine. Milled also 11.530 tons of

Consolidated Coppermincs ore. fnusually se-

vere weatlier curtailed mitput in early part of

quarter.

NEW MEXICO

Grant County

IRON RULE (Jlognlldu)—H. .1. Evans is start-

ing work on this claim in southerly part of dis-

trict. Lower tunnel to be advanced.

CHINO (Santa Rita)—Copper output in March

was fi 200.851 lb. Completion of sixth and seventh

section of mill being retarded by delay in ma-
chinerv deliveries; will give daily capacity oi

12 500' tons. The 1000-ton tailing-retreatmeut

lilant completed liut awaiting power; will ulti-

mately be increased to 5000-ton capacity.

SOCORRO (Mogollon)—At Pacific mine, the

500-ft level lias been advanced 700 ft. north

and the 600 has gone 200 ft. in same direction.

New vein, carrying copper, gold and silver, has

been cut in southerly part of property. All

the old ore dump at north end of mine has been

sorted, sent to terminal bins of aerial tramway

and treated (n the Socorro mill; dump at south

end now being disposed of. Sloping under way

above adit level.

OAKS CO. (Mogollon)—Has increased crew

at. Maud S. mine; shipping ore to the Socorro

mill. At the Deep Down, shaft has been re-

timbered to creek level, statiini put in and bulR-

heads now being completed ; shaft will be sunk

to 500-ft. level and drifts extended east and

west From this opening the Maud S.. Eberle

and Clifton will be developed, as the shaft is? cen-

trally situated and the several properties are un-

der control of this company.

Luna County

E5IPIKE SMELTING AND REFINING (Dein-

ing)—This company, which was to blow in "S

BO-ton lead furnace about May 1. is installing

a 20-ton mill to treat ores of steel-hardening

metals, especially vanadium and molybdenum.

Taos County

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (lied River)—Driving

development tunnel at property on Goose Creek.

MEMPHIS RED RIVER (Red River)—Operat-

ing Its new flotation mill on the Red River, just

below town, with satisfact(u-y results.

BUITALO NEW MEXICO MINES CO. (Bed

River)—Working three' shlfl.s In development tun-

nel on Pioneer Creek. Sixteen men employed.

Richard Kellv. superintendent.

CARIBEL MINING AND MILLINt; CO.

(Red River)—Carlbel vein cut recently 100 It.

above tunnel level. A liO-ft. raise will be driven

on vein to connect with upper workings. Crew

will he Increased as i.isi ..s good men are avail-

ahle. Marked shortage of labor, especially ol

liajid ininers.
OREGON

Baker County

HOMESTEAD-lltllN DYKH .MINES CO. (Hi.me-

stead)—Important copper oreliody opened by the

shaft at ii point 300 ft. below tunnel level or

SOO ft. below outcrop of main orcbody.

PENNSYLVANIA

MontBomery County

SCHWENKSVILLE .MBTALS AND MINING
CO. (Schwenksvill.-)- This nld copper mine, tlrst

worked in 1731—bv the British—and again in

I9II0 and 1907. was reopened by this compaiiy

ill 1916 to find the faulted vein. A 3-fL vein

opened and small mill may he erected. (. -Mln-

ieri. manager. Has also reopened the old zinc-

lead mine near Phoenixville ; cleaning out the

two old shafts; has already recovered about 20

tons of ore said to assay 37% zinc and 2i%.

lead.

UTAH

Beaver County

MONTREAL (Milford)—Shipping over 100

tons of 2 to 3% copper ore daily. Railroad

spur is to be built to property, and with bc'tter

shipping facilities, expects to add to output.

PALOMA (Jlilford)—Copper ore of good grade

opened on 855-ft. level. Two -cars shipped re-

cently from 600 and 700 levels. Shaft to be con-

tinned to 900 ft. before starting much develop-

ment.
Juab County

TINTIC SHIP.MENTS for April amount to 887

ears, estimated at 44,350 tons, and valued at

$1,100,000. an unusually heavy tonnage for a

period of four ship|)ing weeks. In M;irch—five

„eeks— 1043 cars were shipped; in February, i.iv

cars, and in January. 802 cars.

EUREKA JUNES (Eureka)—Third car of ore

from 1250 level being prepared for market. First

ear brought $1000 ; second, $1500. Ore reported

on 1300 level.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—First iiuarter

1917 shows $34,801 cash on hand Mar. 31. 1917.

Produced during period 2420 tons of ore. which

sold for $62,481 ; net returns. $40,894. Cash

on hand, Dec. 31, 1916, was $20,000.

MAMMOTH (JIammoth)—Dividends of .5e. a

share or $20,000 to be paid May 12, bringing

total to $2,440,000. April shipments were 81

cars- March, 72; February, 28; and .lauuary. 59.

During 1916, 732 cars of ore shipped.

Millard County

SILVER TIP MININt; (Delta)—Engineer will

be sent early in Jlay to plan systematic devel-

opment of this silver-copper property. Head
office, 1326 Washington BIdg., Los Angeles. Calif.

Piute County

MINERAL PRODUCTS CO. (.Marysvale)—State

report, recently filed, shows net proceeds of $70.-

488 last year; gross income, $610,266; expen

ditures, $539,782. Potash production, 2772.31

tons.
Salt Lake County

BINGHAM COALITION (Bingham)—Half the

working force taken off owing to damage from
recent -flood

38

SELLS (Alta)—Concentrating on development

with view to shipment when roads permit. Three

cars of ore in bins.

EMMA CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—Management
reports shipments from .Ian. 11 to Apr. 7—made
intermittently owing to condition of roads—to
have amounted to 33 cars m 1164 tons, net

smelter returns from which were $35,391.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIP.MENTS dining April were

7783 tons of ore and i-oucentrates. The .ludge

Mining and Smelting, with much increased output,

heads the list witli 2319 tons.

CALIFORNIA-COMSTOCK (Park City)—Cali-
fornia tunnel being retimbered. as well as raise

from tunnel to level 60 ft. above, where there

is good ore. Cessation of operations—at present

being resumed—occurred at time when metal

prices were low and complex ores penalized more
tlian at present. New electrical equipment be-

ing Installed.

Tooele County

OlIEBN OF THE HILLS (Stockton)—Fifth
dividend. $3000 or 3c. a share, announced; roy-

alty paid by Big Four company lessees.

WESTERN UTAH COPPER (Gold Hill)—Pro-
duction of this Deep Creek property increased to

200 tons a day, with expectation of further in-

crease.
WASHINGTON
Stevens County

LOON T,AKE COPl'ER (Loon Lake)—Crosscut
on 300-ft. level disclosed 12 ft. of shipping ore.

Now drifting east on vein.

YOUNG AMERKA (Bosshurg)—This mine re-

opened and slilpment of zinc-lead ore recently

sent to Northport smeltery.

(JIEEN CONSOLIUATED MINING (Colvlllel -

This company, backed by Fall River, Mass., men,
has opened lead-sllver-copper ore hi 500-ft. tun-

nel III the Chloride (lueen group of five clallim

rm Clugston Creek, M miles north. Water power
available. Mill contemplated; company desires

lilachlnery catalogs.

CANADA
British Columbia

DOLLY VAIIDKN .MINKS CO. (Alice Arm)--
Contract let fiu- construction of 18-inlle narrow-
gage railway from Alice Arm to mine alol.g

government trail on Kihsaillt River; to lie com-
pleted liv fall when company will start construc-

tion of mill; It. B. .McGlnnls, manager. Sev-

eral iirospects 111 district have disclosed good

ore.

DONOIIOE MIXES <;OHI'ORATION ((Jullehena)
— Now shipping concentrates by motor tru<-k to

railroad. 24 iiUles; some crude also shipped.

.Toshua shaft. 120 ft. deep ; four levels opened.
Tubal Cain shaft 216 ft. deep; two adits being

driven at 400 and 600 ft. King William shaft

175 ft. deep, with drifts at 50 and too ft Fr.-iiik

M. Hawkes, managii.

MANITOBA
MANDY .MINING (The Pas) —Company has

hauleil 36S0 tons 40 miles to Sturgeon Lake.

where It is awailiiig open water for filrtlier

shipment.

Ontario

McRAK (Porcupine) - Shaft unwatered and
efiuipment ready for sinking.

APEX (Porcupine) -A 9-ft. vein encountered
in diamond drilling at depth of 890 ft.

IvIRKI.AND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—The vein

eneouutered at 600-ft. level; shaft will he deep-
ened.

NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—Main vein.

cut at HOO-ft. level, shows width of 20 ft. of

good ore.

KIRKLAND LA BELLE (Kirkland Lake)—
Diamond drilling has proved existence of ore-

bodies to depth of 700 ft.

.NEWRAY' (Porcupine)—New vein crosscut ou
400-ft. level 400 ft. from shaft; crosscut for 15
ft. without reaching hanging wall.

BOSTOX CREEK (Boston Creek)—Winze sunk
from 300-ft. level now down 100 ft.; at bottom
vein is i ft. wide, with 7 in. of high-grade and
the rest good milting ore.

DAVIDSON (I'orcupine)—Difficulties, caused
by flow of water in lirill hole below 200-ft. level.

resulting in suspension of operations for a week,
overcome by additional pump.
McKINLEY'-DARRAGH (Cobalt) —Foundation

for new 200-ton flotation mill begun, the site

being on lake shore close to railway. Re-
grinding will be done in a Slarathon mill and
a dragline excavator will convey the tailings

from lake bed to mill.

MEXICO
GREEXE-CANANEA (Cananea. Son.)—April

copper output. 4.730.O0O lb. ; silver. 135.880 oz. :

gold, 750 oz. March copper production. 5,500,000

lb.; February. 5.100.000; .lanuary, 5.700.000

pound.
CHILE

BRADEN (SewelD—Blister copper made in

April amounted to 5.102,000 lb.

COLOMBIA
XECHI MINES. LTD. (Zaragoza)—Gross re-

turns Feb. 20 to Apr. 14 $29,932 from 76.589

cu.yd. or about 39c. per i-u.yd.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fundiciou)—April

copper output estimated at 5.936,000 lb. com-

paring with 6,074.000 lb. in March.

NORWAY
AS KRI.^TIANSSANDS NIKKELRAFFIX-

ERINGSVERK (Cbristiansand)—Cable dispatches

announce destruction, on May li. by flre of this

important nickel-refining works. Output was
said to have been under contract to Germany
since before tlie war.

BELGIAN CONGO
UNION MINIERE DU HAUT KATAX(;A (Ltl-

bumhashi)— April copper output. 5.070,580 lb.,

comparing with 5.996.510 lb. in Marcli.

AUSTRALIA
MOUNT MORGAN (Mount Morgan. Queensland)

Production for four weeks ended Apr. 1 was
621 tons of blister copper containing 612 tons

of fine copper and 8841 oz. gold. First Hancock

jig installed to reduce silica in furnace charge;

test indicates possibility of producing convertible

grade of matte in one operation.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—April

cleanup, cable estimate. $125,000. March re-

sults from various mills were: Tabowie. $36,-

042- Taraco' $29,891; Maibong. $21,891; Tava-

col 'cyanide plant. $55,460; Maibong tube mill

bullion $4416: total. $147,704 from 26.883 tons.

Itnllion shipped liv insured parcel post to Osaka,

lapali in 90 small bars; insurance company

has arranged with polii-e department for escort

of postman, relieving mining company of this

burden. February net profits, $46,830.
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new schedule piiccs. tnuuuli some ore In llie

New Yolk dlstriet has still been sold during

Ihe past week at prices ranEinK from $18.50

to $19. Tiaiicc and Italy arc still seeking offers

for ore and ferro-tuuKSteil and though a quantity

«a.s phiccd last week by hiitli, new business is

pending, but delayed on account of cable com-
munications being yery difficult just now. The
moment the few lots of tungsten ore now in

the East and contracted prior to the rise, liaye

lieen disposed of, the schedule prices will un-

doubtedly be paid and prompt delivery miglit

even obtain a pi-emimn over these prices.

Other Minerals
Barite—Bleached white, IViC. per lb. ;

off

color, $14 per net ton. Blanc fixe advanced to

liic, per Ih.i

Magnesite—ralclned {Sr,% oxide) Slic. for

futures and S^ic. per lb. for spot. Dead
Inirned. He, ; raw carbonate, H4c. for future Cal-

ifornlan and 2',4c. per lb. for spot Grecian.'

Monazite—Spot Brazilian per arrival May 13.

$:).'i per unit of ThO™ per net ton of sand.'

Zirkite—Natural oxide, 80% oxide, firm at 6c.

per lb. ; cement (200 mesh) Sc. per lb. for spot

delivery In large lots.'

Iron TratJe Review
NEW YORK—May 9

The hysterical reports from Washington of a

:;i 000,000,000 outlay for an American Merchant

fleet says "Iron Age," the "diversion to Govern-

laent uses of the products of every steel mill

in the country" and the cancellation of existing

contracts between the mills and private buyers

liave given some concern to manufacturing con-

sairaers. Tlie fact Is that no such drastic action

iias been determined upon and It Is not im-

probable that the needs of the Shipping Board

ivlll be met voluntarily by the steel trade.

PITTSBURGH—May 8

The National Tube Co. lias decided not to

follow the advance of six points or about $12

a ton. announced as effective May 1 by the

independent pipe mills, and has therefore neces-

sarily wltlulrawn from the market, very well

Slid 'up indeed. The wire and sheet and tin

plate subsidiaries of the Steel Corporation had

previously withdrawn and the Carnegie Steel Co.

Is selling only in exceptional cases. As the

Western and Alabama subsidiaries are doubtless

in somewhat the same position tlie Steel Corpora-

tion's activity in the market is very limited

Indeed. It is sold for an average of 10 mouths
1 liead

The Government continues to place allotments

of steel as fast as the specifications can be

drawn up. latest orders being largely for sheets.

Tiie total placed to date probably exceeds 700,-

000 tims of all-steel products, with 300.000 to

100,000 tons to come In the near futtire, for

he Government's own requirements. Then pur-

-hases for the European ,\llies will be under-

raken probably chiefly in shell steel, and this

lonnage may run still larger. Price concessions

somewhat smaller than on Government steel are

I'xpected for these later purchases.

Early deliveries are desired on the bulk of

steel thus far bought, and the steel mills are

10 classify their present tonnage obligations so

that the authorities may Indicate where the

necessary postponements in deliveries are to be

1 lade.

While there Is strong pressure from some

buyers to place additional orders the total volume

of steel business, apart from Government buying,

promises to be comparatively light in future. The
independents are advancing prices rather sharply

In some directions. The Government is buying

many relatlvelv minor articles for which It can-

not 'conveniently buy the steel direct, and if

n arket conditions Interfere with the satisfactory

tilling of these orders Government steel price

regulation may be forced. .\t present this does

not seem to be expected.

Pig Iron- The production of pig iron has

probably increased to above 41.000,000 tons a

year, tiie best rate on record barring that of

last October, yet pig iron seems to grow scarcer

and prices show an advancing tendency. One
large seller of bessemer and basic iron has

practically withdrawn from the market and this

may bring about further advances wltllln a few

days, as there is considerable enquiry for both

grades. Last sales reported are at $40, valley,

for basic, and $44 for bessemer, an advance in

tlic latter of $1 a ton since last report. The
$40 price on foundry and malleable has disap-

peared, except for first half 1918, sales being

readily made for this year at $42, valley, an
advance of $2 since last report.

Steel— Billets and sheet bars liave lately been
qtiotable at $90@8r, for either, but lately the

sheet mills, which are very short of steel and
therefore liave idle capacity, have been ready

to take conversion contracts, the sheet consumer
to furnish the sheet bars, and this has led to

relatively heavy buying. A fortnight or so ago
tlie Ford Motor Co. made large purchases at

$80, but last week $85 was paid by another
sheet consumer, for :!.')00 tons, and since then
tliere have been sales at $90.

'(Juotation supplied by Foote Mineral Co.,

I'hlladelpliia.

STOCK 0UOT.\TIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—ContinuiMl

N. Y. EXCH.t
Ahu^kadold M.. ,

Alaska Juneau
Am.Sm.&Rcf..coni,
Am. Sm. & Ret., pt.

Am. Sm. Sec. pt. A
Am. Sm. Sec. pf. H.
Am. Zinc
Am. Zlnr, pf
Anaconda
Itatoplla-s Mln, , ,

liethleloiii steel, ,

Ilrthlctieiii Steel, pf,

l^ullc A Stiperkir ,

Ccrro d(! I'lusro

Chile cop
Ctilno
Colo, Fuel & Iron, .

Crucible Steel. . , ,

Dome Mines
Federal M, & S. , ,

Federal M. & S.. pt.

Creat Nor., ore ctl.

Greene Cananea.., ,

Homestake
Inspirattnii con, , ,

Inlt-rnalional Nickel
Kennei-olt
Lackawanna Stepl.

.

Miami Cupper
Nat'l Lead. com... ,

National Lead. pf. .

Nev, con.so!
Onlarin Mln
Qulckslh'er
Qidcksllver. pf
Rav Con
Ri'Piihllil .v-s.com..
lli'liillillr I A- S. pt.,

SIu.«ffi-Sliellleld

Teimes.^ee c. & C,

.

U. .s. Steel, com, . ..

U. S. Steel, pt
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C. .

IS',

51
98 i

1121
97 i

92
301
63!
781
li

127
120
421
34
21
52
46
61
13
111
38
30 i

43!
:1I4
551
4lJ
441
82!
39
.531
104
23!
5!
2

.11
78 i

102
J50
15i
lUj
\171
113i
62

N. Y. CURBt May 8

Blfi Ledge
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome

.

Can. Cop. Corpn ..

Carlisle
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppprmlnes.

.

Con, Nev.-Utah. ..

Emma Con
First Nat. Cop. ..

Goldrield Con
C.oldfleld Merger.. .

Greenni'nisier
Hecia Mill
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Joplin Ore & Spel.
Kerr Lake
Magma
Maiestie
McKtnley-Dar-Sa .

Mohican
Mother Lode
N. Y. & Hond
Nipissinc Mines. . .

.

Ohio Cop
Rav Hercules
Rochester Mines. . .

St. Joseph Lead. .. .

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopali
Tonopah Ex
Tribullion
Trov Arizona
United Verde Ext.

,

Uniti'd Zinc
\\ hltc Knoll, pf.. .

Wlnu- ()uk3
\'ukon tiold

3
1!

11'

63
lA

lA
2i

.51
I

,05 I

li
:

7i
1

Si
IH

,20
4i

46
I

,41
j

,50
I I

28
1

tI4
71
lA
3! i

,70 !

18
til

.2SP
39
6J
2i

,25
,38
37

/ 4i
u
2
li

SAN FRAN.'
Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenco Con
Confidence
Con. Virplnia
Gould & Curry... .

Hale & Norcross.

.

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. . .

.

Union Con
Utah Con . .

Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mont-Tonopah..

.

North Star
Rescue F.ula
West End Con
Atlanta
Booth
Comb. I'rac
D'fleld Daisy . . .

.

Florence
Jumbo Kxtenaion..
Kewaiuw
Nevada Packard,

,

Round Mountain,
Sliver Pick
White Caps
ArBO
Ariz. Central
BiK Jim
Lazy Boy
Nellie
Tom Reed
United Eastern.

.

May 8

Mi
.17
,06 I

.02

.18

.05

.13
73
.04
.05
.06
.23
.65
n

.03

.07

.02

.18

.40

.01

.00

HOSTOX KXCH.*Mfty 8
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Current Prices—Materials and Supplies
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IRON' AXD STEEl.
Drill Steel—New York price in cents per pound is :

Solid 10^12 Hollow

Structural Material—The following arc the base prices f.o.

burgh, together with the quotations per 100 lb. from ware
places named :

Pitts-
burgli

Beams. 3 to 15 in $3.80
Channels, :) to I.t in 3.80
Angles, 3 to 6 in., Vi In. thick 3.80
Tees, 3 in. and larger 3.80
Plates 5.30

/ Xew York ^

Slay 9, One Year Chl-
liin

$4.75
4.75
4.73
4.80
6.50

Ago
$3.30
3.30
3.30
3.35
4.25

cago

$4.75
4.75
4.75
4.80
6.00

b. mill,
liouses

San
Fran-
cisco

$6.25
6.23
7.15
6.25
8.50

2®24

Pitts-
It tlio

Dallas

$5.25
.5.25

5.23
5.25
7.50

Xew York extras on other shapes and siz6s per lb. are as follows

:

I-beams over 15 in
Angles over 6 in., on one or both legs '. .

.

Angles, 3 in. on one or both legs less than H in. thick
Cutting to lengths, inider 3 ft. to 2 ft inclusive
Cutting to lengths, under 2 ft. to 1 ft. inclusive
Cutting to lengths, under 1 ft

No charge is made for cutting to lengths 3 ft. and over.

Sheets—Quotations are in cents per pound in various cities from ware-
house, also the base iiuotation from mill

:

$0.10
.10

.70

.25

.50
1.53

Blue Annealed
Large Lots.
Pittsburgh

No.
No.
No.
No.

Black

Nos. 18 and 20.
Nos. 22 and 24

.

No. 26
No. 27
No. 28

Galvanized

No. 10
No. 12

14
18 and 2ii.

22 and 24.

No.
Nos.
Nos.
No. 26
No.
No.

6.75
6.80
6.85
7.20
7.30
7.45
7.50

Chicago

6.25
6.30
6.35
6.40

6.80
6.85
6.90
6.95 •

7.00

8.20
8.20
8.20
8.40
8.55
8.70
8.85
9.00

San
Francisco

7.25
7.30
7.35
7.40

7.45
7..55
7.65
7.75
7.85

S.46
8.46
8.76
8.90
9.03
9.20
9.39

-New York-
.May 9,

1917

7.50
7.50
7.20
7.20

7.80
7.85
7.90
7.95
8.00

8.70
8.85
9.00
9.15
9.30
9.45

One
Mo. Ago

6.00
6.05
6.19

6.30
6.35
6.40
6.45
6.50

7.10
7.15
7.20
7.50
7.70
7.95
8.10
8.25

Note—Black sheets very scarce.

Corrugated Sheets—Prices of corrugated sheets (214-in. corrugations)
in cents per pound in jobbers' warehouses in New York and Chicago :

Gage

No. 22
No. 24
No. 26
No. 28

-Black-
New Y'ork

. 7.85

. 7.85

. 7.90

. 8-00

Chicago

35
35
45

. Galvanized .

New York Chicago

9.30 8.90
9.30 8.90
9.45 9.10
9.75 9.40

Lb. per 100 Sq.Ft.
Black Galvanized

136 151
110 124
S3 98
68 85

Steel Rails—The following quotations are per 100 lb. f.o.b Pittsburgh
and Chicago for carload or larger lots. For less than carload lots 5c. per
100 lb. is charged extra :

Pittsburgh Chicago
Standard bessemer rails $38.00 $38.00
Standard openhearth rails 40.00 40 00
Light rails. S to 10 lb 63.00 63.00
Light rails, 12 to 14 lb 61.00 61.00
Light rails. 25 to 4.'. lb 60.00 60.00

Track Supplies—The following prices are base per 100 lb. fob. Pitts-
burgh for carload lots, together with the warehouse prices at the places
named :

Pittsburgh

Standard railroad spikes $3.85
Track bolts 5.45
Standard section angle bars 2.75

Chicago San Francisco

$4.10 $5.0(1

5.10 6.00
2.75 4.35

Wire Rope—Discounts from list price on regular grades of bright and
galvanized are as follows:

f New York ^

May 9. One
1917 Y'ear Ago St. Louis

Galvanized ... 15-2H% 2fi-2V>% 10-2%%
Bright 25-2%9'o 35-2»,4% 20-2J;4%

Chicago Dallas

15-2%% 7%-12%-57<.
25-2%% 17H-12%-5%

Bar Iron—Prices are as follows in cents per pound at the places named :

May 9. 1917 Six Months Ago
Pittsburgh, mill 3.75 2,50

4 30 3]50Warehouse, .\ew York.
Warehouse. Chic-ago 4.50 3.25

Swedish (Norway) Iron—This material per 100 lb. sells as follows:

May 9, 1917 Six Months Ago
New York* $13.00lS)19.00 $6.00
Chicago* 8.75" 5.75

•Stock vcr.v scarce.

Pipe—The following discounts are
basing card in effect .May 1, 1917:

for carload lots fob. Pittsburgh.

2% to 6.
42%
45%

LAP WELD
27%% 1>4 23%
35%% 1% 30%

2 31%
2% to 4 33%
4% to 6 33%>

EXTRA STRONG i'LAlN ENDS
28%% IV4 24% 8%
31%% IV2 30% 16%
30%% 2 32% 17%

2V4 to 4 34% 20%
4% to 6 33% 20%

From New York and Chicago stock the following discounts hold:

r New York ^ ,, Chicago ^
Black Galvanized Black Galvanized

3% to 6 in. steel lap welded... 44% 28%, 49% 49%
3% to 6 in. steel lap welded 36% 18% 34% 34%

Malleable fittings. Class B and C, from .New York stock sell at 5 and
5%, from li.st price. Cast iron, standard sizes, 30 and 5%.

LAP WELD.
2 40%
2% to 4 43%
4% to 6 42%

Cold Drawn Steel Shafting—From warehouse
fair-size lots, the following cjuotations hold:

to consumers rc(iuiriiig

May 9. 1917
New York List plus 25%
Chicago List plus i%

MISCELLAXEOIS

Six Months Ago
List plus 2(1',";

List price

Flotation Oils—New York prices of oils for flotation, in cents per gallon :

Pure steam-distilled pine oil 53%
Pure destructively distilled pine oil 48

""

Pine tar oil 23
Crude turpentine [,] 3s
Hardwood creosote 24

Hardwood creosote in Klichigan costs 16c.

Sodium Cyanide—New York price is 37c. per lb.

Zinc Dust—New York price is 18c. per lb.

Calcium Carbide—Price fob. cars at warehouse points east of Missis-
sippi (except In Alabama) is $82.50 for Cameo. $87.50 for Union. In
territory between .Mississippi River and the Rockies and in Alabama, add
$5 : west of Rockies, add $10 to $13.

Rubber Belting—The following discounts from list apply to transmission
rubber and duck belting

:

Competition 50-10% Best grade 25%
Standard 40-10%

Leather Belting—Present discounts from list in the following cities are
as follows :

Medium Grade Heavy Grade
Chicago 40—5% 35—107o
New York 40—5% 40%

Rawhide Lacing—40'^.

Packing— Below are prices each in cities named per pound:

Asbestos
New York

Valve fTwisted plain, 2o-lb. cartons $0.65@0.70
and J Twisted graphite. 25-lb. cartons .80

Stuffing
I
Braided plain, 25-lb. cartons ,90

Box ^Braided graphite, 25-lb. cartons 1 oo
Asbestos wick in balls. Vi-, %-, 1-, 25- and 50-lb. cartons, $0.65(f

New York ; $0.80, Chicago.
Rubber asbestos, compressed sheet, medium urade about $0 80

York, $0.93, Chicago.

Steam
Following in 25- and 30-lb. cartons :

First grade $0.75 Second grade

Rubber and Duck
Higher grade $0.40 Cold water $0.25

Piston

Asbestos, duck and rubber... $1.25 Rubber and diii'k $0 90
Flax first grade 85

Hose— Fire 50-Ft. Length?
Underwriters', 2% -in 55(S)60c. per ft.

Chicago

$0.80

l.oii

1:10

$0.50

Common, 60% from list

Air

First Grade Second Grade Third Grade
»4-in.. per ft $0.45 $0.25 $0.1.S

Steam—Discounts from list

First grade 33J% Second grade 40% Third grade 50%

Manila Rope—Price in coils per lb. in cities named, % to 1% in.:

Boston $0.27 Los Angeles $0.23%
Cincinnati 27 San Francisco 25"
Kansas City 26% Seattle 26%
New Orleans .26 Denver 28

'

Chicago 25% New York 28'/-
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Railway Ties—For t'air-sizc order.s, the followini! Diiccs

Materliil

New York Yellow Pine
Chicago White Oak

, 7 In. X n In.

by 8 Ft B In

$1.1.-) (fill. 20

|}er tie tiold :

t)

Blasting Powder -I'rice iier keg:

In. X 8 In.

by 8 Ft.

$1.0C(B'l.ll
.sn

Cotton Waste—The followiiic prices are in cents per iiound

;

May II

White 13.0(111) 15.00

Colored mixed lO.OOfS 12.00

—New York n

1917 One Year Ago
11.00
SOO

Cliica^o

i:i.00®115.00
io.nofii2.no

Linseed Oil—These prices are per ;{ailon :

Kaw in barrels.
."i-Kal. cans . .

.

May il, 1917

. . . $1.2(;

l.;i«

New York -

Six Months Abo May 9, 1917

$0 94 $1.2r

- cnicago -

Six Months Ago
$fl.9.'i

1.0.^.

lioiled. le. per gal. additional.

White and Red Lead, in cents per poinid, sell

, Red-
May 9. 1917
Dry In Oil

100-lb. keg 11. 2.5 1150
2.5- and 50-lb. kegs 11.50 11.75

12^-lb. keg 11.75 12 00
1- to 5-lb. cans.. 13.25 13.50

6 Months Ago May 9, 1917
Dry In Oil Dry and In Oil

10 all 11 00 11.00

10.75 11.25 11.25

11 00 11 50 11.511

12.50 12.50 13.00

6 Months Ago
Dry and In Oil

10.50
10.75

11.00
12.50

Greases—Prices are as follows in the following cities in cents pci- ponnd
fur bbl lots

:

New York Chicago St. Louis

Cup 5@7 8 4g
Fiber or sponge 5@7 6*4 5e
Transmission 5@7 6^4 5e
Axle 3@4 3% 3A
Gear 4@S 5 3

Car jSurnal (S. & F.) G\4 4V4 9%

Nuts—From warehouse at the places named
(ollowing amount is deducted from list

:

f New York-
May 9.

1917

Hot pressed siiuare. . .

.

List

Hot pressed hexagon... List

Cold punched square. .

.

List

Cold punched hexagon. List

on fair-sized orders, the

Chicago -

Six
Mouths Ago

$3,011

3.00
2.50
3.00

Semifinished nuts sell at the following discounts from list price :

May 9, 1917 Six Months Ago

New York 50% 50--lD%
Chicago 50% 50—10%

IMachine Bolts-
<iiscotnit.^ liold :

-From warehouses at the places named the following

'% by 6 in. and smaller
Larger and longer up to 1 ui. by 30 in.

New York

33S%
20%

Chicago

35—5%,
20—2%%.

At this rate the net prices per 100 lb. follow

:

—New York-

l.ength. In.

3

3V4

W
$1.19
1.26
1.28
1.36

May 9. 1917
'.4 1

$3 09 $12.80
3.30 13 52
3.50 14.24
3.71 15.16

Sis Months .\go
-Chicago-

Vi

$0.83
.89

.97

1.01

$2.32
2.84
2.63
2.97

1

$9.60
10.14
10.6S
11.22

Mav 9. 1917

% Vz 1

$1.10 $3.01 $12.43
1.15 3.22 13.18
1 20 3.42 13.83
1.24 3.62 14.59

Wrought Washers— From warehouses at tlie places named the following

amount is deducted from list price :

.Vew York $4.00 Chicago $5.00

For cast-iron washers the base price per 100 lb. is as follows:

New York $2.50 Chicago $3.00

Nails -Wire nails f.o.b. Pittsburgli sell at $3.50 ; galvanized 1 in and
niigcr. $5.70 : and shorter, $6.20. These pricesare to regular customers
unil delivery is made at the mill's conveni
rut nails sell as follows:

, Wire ,

May 9, Six
1917 Months Ago

.New York $3.85 $3 20
Chicago 3.65 2.95

KXPLOSIVKS A\n .VCCKSSOHIKS

Dynamite—Price in cents per pound at cities named:

From wareliouse, wire and

May 9,

1917

$4.50
3.6.5
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Picturesque Side of Jerome
By a. .1. IlosKiN*

SyXOl'SIS— 77m',v Arizona cupper dishiil. awali-

eiifid from ilic somnolency of a one-mine ((imp 1

1

a gennine boom by the discovery of another yreiit

mine, displayed the characteristic features of over-

crowded hotels, "mininy sliarlis" and "shining

marks"— irilh hut sliyht vari(iti(jns.

Persons acquainted with tlie inetal-mimng nuhistrv of

Anierica have for years heeii aware tliat Jerome holds a

prominent place among the famous producers. Piiit a

sood while back, this camp became known as a one-mine

camp, and consequently it has not been a favorite among
prospectors, engineers and mining men. Little oppor-

tunity was afforded the public to learn anything about

the underground

geological or min-

eralogical condi-

tions. The dis-

trict did ' possess

one most wonder-

ful mine, but all

persons not in the

employ of the

mining coniiiany

were for a long

t i m e prohibited

from visiting the

workings. Profes-

sional men in pri-

vate life were
wholly debarred,

as were also rep-

resentatives of the

U. S. Geological

Survey. It thus

happens that liter-

ature upon tire

technical features

<)f Jerome is

scarce. Within

the last two or three years, however, the embargo

referred to has been raised. Visitors are now quite

welcome in the United Verde mine. Privileges for study-

ing the mine's formations have been most courteously

extended to both private and Government geologists. An
official of the company prepared a pa])er that was

presented before the Arizona meeting of (he .\mei-ican

Institute of Mining Engineers. This is a most remark-

able mining property. It contains some of the biggest

•Mining engrinccr, Leadvillc, Colo.

Mild richest t-opper orebodies in the world. It is producing

I'ahulously right now. Its stock belongs almost solely to

a single individual, ex-Senator W. A. Clark. The secrecy

formerly pervading every phase of the operations was due

priiimrily to uncertainties in the elucidation of the geolo-

gy, it required years of exploitation for the comjiany

to arrive at an intelligent conception of its own holdings,

and until this had been attained, the company did not

wish to invite any complications that might arise from

lontiicting or neighboring ownerships.

About the time the knowledge of the United Verde's

natural features were released to the public, the market

for its chief metal content began to soar. Naturally,

Jerome was a district to which attention' was directed

in the scramble for new copper mines. The activities of

copper shares upo: i

the exchanges dur-

ing the last tw-o

years do not re-

quire recital here.

Special attention

was directed to-

ward Jerome last

year by the suc-

cess in the Little

Daisy claim. Here

was struck a great

orebody similar to

those in the adja-

cent LTnited Verde

property. Stock in

the United Verde

Extensio'.i Copper

Co. (owning the

Little Daisy)

promptly advanced

from a few cents

to more than $10

]ier share. This

was the cue for a

g r a n d rush to

Jerome. The last few months at this little city have been

most active.

The town of Jerome is reached by a narrow-gage,

crooked railroad about 25 miles in length, belonging to

the LTnited Verde Copper Co. It branches from the

Sante Fe system at Jerome Junction, a station 39 miles

south of Ashfork. Jerome is in Yavapai County and

a little northwest from the center of Arizona. One of

the picturesque phases of Jerome is this railroad, service

on which is limited to one train each way per day. The

IN THE JEROME DISTRICT. LOOKING EAST TOWARD CLARKDALE
This view was taken near the ITnited Verde mine and shows the north end of

the town of Jerome, the United Verde extension operation, and in the distance
the stack of the United Verde smeltery at Clarkdale
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train ciiiiipiiiont consists of ;i stiing of I'rpight cai's willi

a single dinky conihination ilaycoach-baggage-car' whoso

comforts require no description to experienced travelers.

Upon arrival at Jerome a visitor finds he is not really

there. He succeeds, after some effort, in extricating his

baggage and hinisell' and in getting ofT the car, only to

learn that the hotels and business houses are away down
the mountainside, some distance to the south. Tlie trip

thence is made in one of the numerous stages flint meet

all trains. The arrival of the loaded stages in front oi'

the hotels and the i^ost otfico is an event awaited each

evening by throngs that scan the incoming passengers.

The narrow street and the sidewalks are actually jammetl

for a few minutes. If it be the traveler's first visit, he

may, for a few moments, experience a sense of relief at

having finally negotiated the tedious two-hour-or-more

circuitous railroad trip and the exciting wagon ride, but

he may soon find that it is sometimes a more difficult

thing to exist in, than to reach, Jerome.

Hotel accommodations were not prepared in this town

with any anticipation of the demands that have been

made upon them for the last year. There are two
hostolries close together. o])posite the post office. Each
is two stories in height and does not occupy much ground.

When a newcomer succeeds in "V-wedging" his way
through the crowds on the walk and in the lobby np to

the desk of one of these hotels and is about to affix his

signature to the register, he is apt to be peeved when ho

hears the proprietor or clerk nonchalantly remark, "No
use registering." A brief discussion conveys to the new-

comer the information that he is welcome to sit in a

lobby chair all night—if he can get one first.

Hotels Inadequate for Boom Crowds

Perhaps a stranger en route to this camp has heard

that hotel space is at a premium and he has demonstrated

his business foresight by secretly wiring ahead somewhat
as follows: "Connor Hotel, Jerome, Ariz. Please re-

serve me one room with bath for tonight." AVlien this

astute gentleman subsequently approaches the desk with

his full consciousness that he is much brighter tlian the

men who have stood in line ahead of him, he, too, is

destined to a sudden attack of downheartedness. For
he is soon told that no attention is there paid to tele-

grams such as his, because every room in the house is

occupied and has been engaged in advance for at least

another month. The disapjiointed one concludes he must
have wired to the wrong house. So he gathers up his

hand-baggage and trudges to the other hotel, where

pretty much the same tragctly is enacted for his benefit.

It is now a really serious matter, for night has set in.

lie is a strangei', the few streets are dark and steep and,

worst of all, he is in competition for accommodations

with otlici's, many of whom have been here before.

1 was one of a motley crowd that arrived one evening

last December. Just after I had received full initiation

into the cerenmnies just described and was about to resign

myself to a sleepless night, I felt a friendly hand on

my shoulder and, looking around, I'ccognized an old

acquaintance from Denver. It took only a few moments
to clarify the troubles; two in a bed was a pro])ositiou

soon accepted. This friend had been fortunate in in-

heriting a room in the hotel from another friend who

engaged it by the month, but who had departed some

days before, leaving him in ])osscssion.

1 thought to celebrate my good luck and to extend a

courtesy to my friend in this extremity. A door standing

ojien at one side of tiie hotel lobby revealed a bar. Bui

the delusion was promptly made manifest, this being now-

only a quick-lunch counter. We adjourned to a drug-

store half a block away and indulged in malted

milk. Arizona is really "bone dr}-." Accomplishment

of total jirobibition in a state such as this is really

most significant. If this portion of the arid South-

west, the population of which comprises miners, cattle-

men, Mexicans and Indians, can see the good in legally

enforced temperance to the extent of giving it an over-

whelming indorsement at two state-wide elections and can

fui'ther back up its judgment by such effective methods

as prevail in Arizona, why cannot any other state do the

same thing? Public sentiment is so intensely for

prohibition there that no sort of public office can be

.secured until the applicant pledges himself to follow and

to enforce the law.

Satisfying one's natural desire for food is, at Jerome,

one of the routine "indoor sports." This ru.sh was not

expected by the hotel and restaurant keepers. New
eating houses have sprung up to meet the needs. In

general, these places are relatively clean and the "grub"

is palatable, but owing to the congestion at every meal-

time, the service always brings forth most amusing

repartee between waiters and ]iatrons. The "H. C. of

L." has noc avoided Jerome; prices on menus are as

high as in New York.

Descent to Claukd.\le Is Easy but Thrilling

The new City of Clarkdale is one of the objects viewed

Dy the visitor the morning following his arrival at

Jerome. It is, in an air-line, about four miles almost

due east of Jerome, in the Verde Eiver valley, at

an altitude approximately 2000 ft. lower. This town nas

been built by the United Verde company to house and

to fulfill the needs of the population employed in the

big new smeltery and on the railroad that connects it

with the mine. This railroad has its upper terminal in

a long tunnel that has been driven to reach the 1000-ft.

level in the United Verde mine. Here it obtains its train-

load of copper ore and the locomotives "back-pedal" it

down a most crooked route with a droji of 1000 ft. to the

smelting works.

Along systematically laid-out streets in Clarkdale, the

company has erected hundreds of simple but substantial

residences for its emiDloyees, as well as all sorts of mer-

cantile establishments. Trips between Jerome and Clark-

dale are made by auto over a steep but good road. It

is thrilling to ride down in 13 min. I secretly cursed

the chauffeur all of the six steep miles. Thirteen minutes

is too long to hold one's breath and be comfortable.

But this joy-riding is the fashion, and many trips are

made back and forth daily.

Clarkdale is the terminal of another short railroad

—

the Verde Valley Ey. This road was built from Cedar
Glade on the Sante Fe line, 38 miles to the northwest.

Mixed trains leave Clarkdale daily at 10:30 a.m. and

return at 5: 50 ]).m., the trip in each direction requiring

about two hours. This I'oad is of standard gage and is

along the Verde valley for a considerable distance.

.Icrome could bo a])proached via Clarkdale, but owing to

the |u'cvailing train schedules, there is no saving of time,

mouev or energy by takin"' that route. There is no
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mining close to Clarkdalo. Therefore mining men, pros-

pectors, promoters, l)rolvcrs and stock speculators pay

little attention to this busy place. Each town is visible

from the otlu'i'

There is very little vegetation in the district. Prob-

ably the now dismantled smeltery of the Fnited Verde

company at the mining town had much to do with this

condition. A few pines are found occasionally in tlie

outlying parts of the district, but the flora in general

is of desert varieties such as manzanita, greasewood,

ironwood and all sorts of cactus. Water for the City

of Jerome is conveyed by pipe line laid along most

crooked contours for several miles from a stream to the

south. It is of excellent (niality.

The mining claims are laid off without any pretense

at following outcrops and with no notion of the applica-

tion of apex and extralateral rights. Surveyors have

plotted the claims like town lots, with the view of cover-

ing the greatest acreage with the least number of claims.

Few, if any, of the later claims have any mineral in-

dications. The ground is located to provide bases for new

stock companies; the search for ore is of secondary con-

sideration. This conforms with practices in all districts

that do not possess fissure orebodies.

It is surprising how few claims in the district have

advanced beyond the status of mere locations with 10-ft.

holes. Patenting the ground has not been deemed a

serious thing. Ix)cation rights are thoroughly respected

as long as the requisite amounts of annual as.sessment

work are performed. Then, too, the rush for mining groups

has been such that neither the original locators nor the

promoters have held on to properties long enough to

put through, or even to begin, procedures for olitaining fee

titles from Uncle Sam. Many companies of large capital-

ization and with stocks pretty well outstanding hold only

possessory rights. If the stipulated development of the

groups be not properly performed each calender year,

these companies will find themselves automatically minus

their holdings—if jumpers should intervene.

The proved mineral area in this district is limited.

This statement must not be confused with any notion

that the mineralization is limited to a small area. Very

few properties have thus far produced ore. A few of

the new companies are sinking deep shafts, while others

are driving tunnels. There are but a few outcrops or

surface exposures of ore.

Limestone and Basalt Capping Over District

The geology of this district as a whole has never been

thoroughly worked out by competent authorities. As ex-

plained, the formations in the United Verde ground are

now pretty will understood. So it is the practice of every

promoter to dwell at length, in his i3rospectus, upon the

geology of this mine, as though a were the geolog\' of

the district in general and applied especially to his

particular property. Perhaps it does.

To some extent there is uniformity of geological con-

ditions throughout the district, but at no one i)lace in

the district is it possible to observe the complete series

of I'ocks. In most places the basalt capping has been

eroded, while over large stretches nothing remains l)ut

part of the schists—generally only the quartz- I'eldspar

schist. In places there are small amounts of white

quartzite, a metamorphie forni of the white sandstone.

Some ))rospectors have mistaken it for vein quartz.

Inasmuch as the only orebodies thus far disclosed in

the district have a close relationship to tiie dioritic rock

(generally as a replacement of it or of the adjacent

siliceous schist), this would seem to be the habit of

mineralization here. To (ind ore, search is tlierefori'

made for this particular rock in place. The mining

companies of which so mucii has been heard on the stock

Ijoards for the last few months are engaged either in

costly exploitation or in lucjiaring lor il.

M;njn'g Sharks Watciiixu kok Shining Marks

A description of this district would be incomplete

without some reference to the mining sharks watching

for their shining marks. They are in evidence here, as

they have always been in iiooming mining camps. 'J'hey

afford much amusement to most people who visit Jerome.

It is not believed that they are more than breaking even

at their profession. Just to what extent actual dishonesty

lias entered into the promotion of the many new com-

])anies can never be estimated. It is certain there has

been some. 1 had an opportunity to learn the sentiment

of the visiting ])uljlic in this nuitter while riding up the

road from town to the railroad station. The stage was

crowded with men—prospective investors most of them
were when they arrived—and they were airing their

opinions about the various properties whose stock quota-

tions they were eagerly watching, day by day. Suddenly

one man with a sense of liumor remarked aloud: "Look

out, there! You can see a wildcat on every, rock." All

joined in the laugh that followed, but every man denied

that there was any possible chance for him to be bitten

or scratched by these animals : he had investigated his

company.

Jerome is a wonderful mining camp. It has been a

splendid producer, and it will continue to maintain and

will probably exceed its records for many years to come.

It is my hope that many more mines like the "U.V." and

the Little Daisy will result from the sums that are being

expended. If you wish to get really excited and bodily

weary, go to Jerome, tramp over the hills, see all the new

activities and experience some of the features of a mining

boom. You will never forget Jerome if you do.

Patents on Uranium Metallurgy

for Public Use
Two patents to Charles L. Parsons, chief chemist of

the Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, and

dedicated for the free use of the people, have been

granted for a process for the purifying of uranium com-

pounds and for a process for preparing oxides of uranium.

The process for the preparing of uranium oxide is of

especial importance at this time owing to the fact that

it is now definitely known that the flermans are using

uranium steel in some of their large cannon, and this

process will enable pure black oxide of uranium to be ob-

tained for the use of ])roducing ferro-uranium. Experi-

ments in the production of uranium steel itself are now
under way. By the u.se of the processes above mentioned

the production of pure oxide of uranium is very much

facilitated and cheapened. Also the product is obtained

in a much purer form than has ever been acquired here-

tofore. Uranium oxide so obtained is also valuable for

coloring glass, giving to glass the golden yellow color

seen in some of the new automobile headlights.
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The Cascade Flotation Machine
Hi ClIKFOHU 1{. WlLl-'LliV"

ISYNOPSIS—The development of a flotation sjih-
•

tern wherein froth forming is accomplished witli-

out the expenditure of power i.s described. The

basis is in allowing the oiled pulp to plunge from

one compartment to another, thujs providing I lie

stirring necessary for froth production.

The Cascade flotation nuuhiiie is oheapl.v built aud

operated, embodies something of a noveltj' and has proved

so useful that a description is of interest. So far as

known the apparatus has not been patented. It was

developed by me at the Mineral Farm mill, Ouray, Colo.,

in 191(j. The idea was suggested by A. R. Wilfley, who

built and successfully operated a similar machine at

about the same time, at Silverton, Colo. The Mineral

Farm plant closed down in November on account of lack

of water, before the machine was fully developed, but it

will soon be in operation again.

The device was the outcome of necessity. The mine

showed too small an amoimt of ore to justify an expensive

plant, and the old stamp mill with tables was too ineffi-

THE CASCADE FLOTATION MACHINE

eient for the ore, so an inexpensive flotation unit was

needed. Although conditions were not favorable to

flotation on account of the simple flow sheet, the results

were good and two other plants have installed these

machines, and still two others are being designed, one

for a 12.5-ton mill, the other for a 7-ton "prospector's

mill." The original object seems to have been attained,

of devising a cheap, readily made apparatus for the small

mill, while larger plants are beginning to- use it as

standard.

The feature is the utilization of an idea that has

(loul)tless occurred to many flotation operators, who have

•'wanted to see it tried." Pcrhajis it is in use, but I

have not heard of any plant that has developed the con-

ception and adopted it for the sole flotation device,

Mining engineer, Ouray, Colo.

e.\cept the ones mentioned. The idea is simply the iornui-

tion of froth by causing the oiled pulp to plunge into

a pool of pulp by gravity, the plunge forming a froth

which floats and is skimmed off, while the pulp is drawn
oil' sepai'ately and continuously.

The application is shown in the sketch, which represents

diagrammatically the arrangement of pools and gravity

flow. The pools ai'e individual boxes, or cells, with ])ulp

kept at a constant level, each discharging pulp by gravity

to a succeeding cell. A series of rectangular bo.xes is

arranged in a tier, or tiers, step fashion, on an inclined

supporting frame, in such manner that spigots at the

lower front edge of each cell discharge over an inclined

feed apron into the pool of the following cell at the up])er

back edge. This gives a wide, thin sheet of pulp plunging

at high velocity across the full length of the cell into the

pool. This "cascade"' eft'ect suggested the name adopted.

The froth floats on the quiet surface of the pool in

front of the cascade, covering the surface to the front lip

of the cell, which is lower than the three other sides.

Here it is skimmed mechanically over the baffle-like froth

apron into collecting launders.

In order to maintain a constant level automatically

and take care of uneven pulp flow, a level open slot is

provuled at the front lip under the froth baffle, and a

small amount of pulp is kept running over the lip through

the slot and down the front side of the cell, joining the

flow from the spigots below. In operation, the spigots

are regulated by hand to keep a thin sheet of pulp ovei'-

flowing. and this flow takes care of surges or decreases

in the feed.

Machine Built in Tiek.s

It is usually inconvenient to build the machine with all

cells in one tier, on account of the height required, so

most machines so far have been built in two tiers with

a pump or similar elevator lifting the pulp from the

bottom of the first tier to the top of the second; in one

case three tiers are being used, with four cells in each

tier. An interesting feature being applied in multiple-

tier arrangements is the splitting of the pulp discharging

from the intermediate pump, a portion of the pulp being

returned to the head of the first tier, the remainder

going on through the second. This is a "liit-or-miss" idea

which reduces capacity in terms of original feed, but it

has been used effectively when the machine is running

under capacity.

No single-tier nuichine having been used as the sole

flotation apparatus, it has not been shown how effective

this would be in comparison with the multiple-tier ar-

rangement of an equal number of cells. Where the oiling

of the pulp has not been thorough, the pumps lietwcen

tiers seem to assist frothing, but with thorough oiling in

a ball mill this is much less marked.

Capacity has not been worked out, but the machine

seems able to handle a large volume, probably on account

of the rapid flow. No doubt a series of tests will deter-

mine a proper range of pulp dilution and the like, but so

far it seems that dilution has little effect on efficiency,

except, perhaps, in volume of froth. Capacity is, of

course, projiortional to the length of cell across which the

feed apron discharges; 30-iu. cells have been haudling up
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to 50 tons per day and liavp evidently been under rapacity,

while a S-l't. cell has handled up to 400 Ions ])er dav nf

tailinus from an agitator type of flotation machine. .\

two-tier niacliine with ;)0-in. cells, occupying a floor s))ace

of () .X 1-1 ft. and a h(>ight over all of 18 I't.. is s>encral!y

good for 50 to 100 tons ])er day.

While almost any old i)o.\ will give a good Irolli. the

efl'cctiveness of the machine depends a good deal on ])roi)er

jiropcn'tioning of the cell, depth of pool and the height

of free fall from the lip of the feed apron. For most ores

a cell with 2-i in., front to back, with a depth of ]iool of

2-1 in. and a free fall of 8 in. is sufficient. These dimen-

sions may be changed ami jiossilily reduced, hy experiment.

^lODIFICATIONS OF THE MacIIIXE

ilany ingenious niodilicatioiis suggest tlienisehcs. and

it is hoped they will soon he worked out. fui-ther im|jrov-

ing the apparatus. Chief of the.-;e is elimination oH the

spigots, delivering all the ]i\dp over the li]i of the cell

under the froth ajn'on, thus greatly reducing the height

required; but this must he carefully investigated, as there

is danger of clogging tlie whnli- cell and also of including

too much gangue in the I'ldth. mechanically carried over.

The machine has not been operated long enough umli'r

proper conditions to allow of testing its efficiency in all

respects. At the Mineral Farm, the ore was lead-silver

with considerable iron, in a quartz-lime-barite gangne,

concentrating about five into one. The flow .sheet was very

simple, the ore being stamjied through 2-t-mesh, "roughed"

on a Wilfley, and the tailings sent to flotation and subse-

quently over a pilot table. The oiling of the pulj) was a

mere paddling tu a 1)U-X at the head of the flotation ma-

chine, with centrifugal pum])s assisting. All concentrates

were mixed to give better draining and drying, and

no cleaning to make higher lead was attempted : a

good deal of barite in able middlings contributed to

the insoluble content of the mixed concentrate. Un-

der these conditions the mill saved 80 to 85% of the

lead and silver ; the lead .'^aving ran .several per cent.,

ahead of the silver and sometimes reached 90%. The

concentrate assayed 30 to 40% lead and 30 to 35 oz.

silver, and 20 to 40% insoluble ; cleaning of the concen-

trate on a table will probably be practiced this year and

w'ill undoubtedly improve the grade. The ore averaged

about 6^% lead and 7 oz. silver. At the mill of the Gold

Crown Alining and Reduction Co., Ouray, a cascade ma-

chine has just been started, on a gold-copper ore heavy in

iron. The oiling is done in a ball mill, and a very good,

though somewhat dirty, froth is being nuide in a 3-tier,

12-cell nuichine. So far the feed has been quite low-

grade and the oil mixture has not been worked out, but

at that the machine .shows a saving of as high as 70%
of the gold and copi)er, figured on the assays of the flota-

tion feed and tailings. A high ratio of concentration is

indicated by the high copper content of the concentrates.

The machine will probably prove to be as efficient as

most of the standard machines—perhaps better in some

cases—-with a somewhat dirtier Uroth-. The idea of

''cleaner cells" can probably be used with the cascade ma-

chine as well as with the others, though it has not yet

been tried.

The froth is fairly voluminous; it is rather firm and

strong, probably lying between the agitator and pneumatic-

types in this respect. Its volume and character arc af-

fected by kind of oils, fineness of ore and the like, as with

other frothing ajiparatus, but it does not build up to

gieat heights nor does it overflow readily when skimming
is stopped. The number of cells needed is about the same
as for the agitatoi- type of macbine—say 8 to Ki. Twelve

is the largest number used so far and jjrobably all that

Misidd be economically eflScient in most cases.

The chief advantages are cheapness and simplicity,

iicith in first cost and in operation, as well as lanre ca-

])acity without multiplying machines. The construction

and installation can be done by any good carpenter right

at the plant, with simple plans giving dimensions, as the

mateiial is mostly lumber. The spigots can be of any
kind, ])referal)ly regular classified discharge gates, though

common iron 50c. molasses gates arc being used. The
skimmers can Ijc rccii)rocating mechanisms or common
icxohing |>addles.

The chea|)ness of the o))eralion is perha]is the strongest

point, this being due to the small amount of power u.sed.

The power, aside from .skimming, which is small, is that

lu'ccssary to elevate the ]'ulp 15 to 18 ft. when pumps are
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Skimmer

Frofh Baffle

Froih Launder

Feed
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Spigot
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m \ '
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pumps whvvc the I'iill is a\:ul;il)K', tlius picking' up a ro-

spoftable amount of concentrates from what was lorinerly

slime loss. He woukl have the i'roth-haiidling trouble

common to all, but would probably get along easier in this

respect than the man with the large mill. The jnachine

is capable of all grailations in its api)lication, IVom tliis

primitive tailrace cascade to complete flotation apparatus.

Further development and experiment will l)e accom-

plished this year in several plants, and it is hojied that

various details of construction will be worked out with

improvement to the machine, while metallurgical facts

and figures will be compiled. While nothing startling

may have been developed, it is believed the results ob-

tained already, justify a claim to some originality and a

useful contribution to the art.

Grondal Flotation Device
A flotation machine designed to improve the mixing,

or distrilmtion, of oil over mineral particles has been de-

signed by Gustaf Grondal, of Sweden, to whom U. 8. Pat-

ent No. 1,202,512 has been granted. The patent is under

date of Oct. 2-1, 1916, and has been assigned to Beer,

Sondheimer & Co., of Frankfort, Germany.

The invention consists in distributing oil under pres-

sure into steam or air and afterward mixing this oil-

Sfeam
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(jangue Outlet

GR6NDAL FLOTATION CELL,

laden gas, still under pressure, with a larger quantity of

gas and then injecting it into the ore pulp. A suitable

apparatus for carrying out this idea is shown in the ac-

companying illustration. Through a small pipe the nec-

essary quantity of oil is fed into a Ivorting steam-jet

ii)iparatus, beneath or near the mouth of the steam con-

duit. The steam under pressure, during its passage

through the steam-jet apparatus, is mi.xed with oil and

delivered through a pipe with a funnel-shaped outlet in-

to a reservoir, this reservoir being continually fed with

or(> pulp through a pipe that delivers it at tlie mouth of

the funnel-shaped opening through which tiie oil-carrying

steam oi' air is dcli\ci'ed to the reservoir. By means of

the ))ressurc of this oil-carrying air, a thorough mixing

tak(>s place in the chamber, oiling the particles of mineral.

I'bc pulp overflows into an adjoining compartment whence
tlu' cnmcntrates overflow into a side launder and the

gangue, or valueless rock, falls to the bottom of the com-

partment, where it is drawn off. The gist of the inven-

tion is the mixing of oil with the air or steam and sub-

sequently injecting it into the pulp under pressure.

Oil-Shale Lands Subject to Mineral

Entry
During the last year large areas of land in Colorado,

Utah and Wyoming have been classified by the Department
of the Interior as mineral land valualde for oil shale.

The lands .so classified, except two small areas, one

each in Colorado and Utah, which have been set aside as

naval oil-shale reserves, are open to mineral entry un-

der the mining laws of the United States and to non-

mineral entry in accordance with the provisions of the

act of Jidy 17, 1914, the oil-shale deposits when entries

are made under this act being reserved for separate ac-

quisition under the mineral-land laws.

In Colorado the naval oil-shale re.sen'e comprises lands

having a total acreage of 4.5,4-1:0, whereas the total area

classified as oil-shale laud in this state includes about

89G,000 acres. In Utah the naval oil-shale reserve in-

cludes lands having a total area of 86,.584 acres, whereas

the area classified as oil-shale land includes approxi-

mately 2,636,000 acres. In Wyoming approximately

460,000 acres has been classified as oil-shale land, and

none of it has been included in a naval oil-shale reserve.

The area underlain by oil shale in Colorado and Wyom-
ing and a small area near Watson, Utah, are shown on

maps contained in United States Geological Survey Bulle-

iin liJ/l-F, a copy of which may be obtained free on ap-

plication to the Director, United States Geological Sur-

vey, ^\^ashington, D. C. The oil-shale area in Utah will

be sho\TO on maps to be included in a report on the last

season's field work in that state.

Luis Cabrera on Mexico's Neutrality

Secretary of the Interior Lane made publii- under date

of Jlav 1 the following letter received from Luis Cabrera.

Minister of the Treasury of Mexico

:

"All Mexicans who know and appreciate the United

States are now striving to keep Mexico absolutely neu-

tral in the present world-conflict, which unfortunately has

extended to America.

"I have been reading some of the articles sent to me
from the United States, but my opinion about the pres-

ent situation is rather formed from letters of my friends

which I frequently receive.

"Although I believe that the war between the United

States and Gernuiny will actually take place in Europe

and not in America, the United States can lie sure that

the present government of Mexico will do everything in

its power to make the United States feel absolutely con-

fident that there will be no reason at all to fear from

our side.

''Mexico has gone through a civil war, and there is noth-

ing the peojile desire more than to renuiin in peace and

without being engaged in an international war."
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A New Zinc-Condenser Support

By IiiViKG A. Palmicu*

An adjustable grasslu)]ij»M' has Itrcii patentcHi (LT. S.

Patent No. 1,218,055) by W. PI Clayton, of Altoona, Kan.

As zinc metallurgists know, the grasshopiiei- is the small

braeket easing that supports the front mil of the con-

denser used in the ordinai-y zinc-distillation proeess. The

standard grasshopper now in use is east in one piece

in the form of a bracket so constructed that it can be

inserted into a vertical hole at one end of the iron plate

immediately in front of the retorts. The bracket can be

swung freely into a position beneath the condenser. Ow-

ing to its construction, however, the height at which it

supports the condenser can vary bnt little.

The new adjustable grasshopjjer consists of two cast-

ings, one of which is an upright corrugated standard for

inserting into the furnace plate and tlie other a transverse

arm forked at one end and supplied with a hole and

slot by which it can be adjusted to the upright part at any

one of six different heights. The details of the apparatus

are clearly shown in the illustration which shows the two

parts separate and independent of each other for the

purpose of a better indication of their i-onstrnction. On

DET.\IL.S OF ZINC-CONDENSER SUPPORT

the left are shown two of the gra.sshoppers in position at

opposite ends of the furnace plate, one bracket adjusted at

its minimum height and the other at its maxinuim.

The use of the new grasshopper enables the furnace-

man to maintain all the condensers at the proper level,

no matter what the condition of the furnace may be. As

expei'ienced zinc men know, after a retort furnace has

been in operation for some time, the warping and de-

struction of the brickwork makes it impossible to keep

the mouths of all the retorts in a given row at the same

level. Tlie result is that if the ordinary support is used,

some of the condensers will be too high in front and

others will be too low. In tlie former case part of the

condensed metal will run back into the retorts or down

the sides of the furnace. In the latter case the metal

will run too far forward and will be liable to break

through the coal stuffing or to partly solidify. In either

case losses of metal are almost sure to occur. Besides,

the work of the metal-drawer is made more difficult.

Sometimes the mouths of the retorts are so much out of

alignment that it is impossible to use the ordinary sup-

ports at all, and pieces of brick or clay are substituted.

'i'hc adjustal)le grasshopper weighs about 3J lb. com-

plete, or somewhat less than twice the weight of the old-

style bracket. The cost is therefore higher than the lat-

•MelaUurgist. Altoona. Kan.

ter, but is small when comjiared with the possible metal

savings efl'ected by its use.

The new grasshopper is being u.sed at the Bartlesville

plant of the American Metal Co. and at the Altoona

plant of the United States Smelting Co. At both smel-

teries it is giving good satisfaction. It is being placed

on the market by Moniot & Clayton, of Altoona, Kansas.

Iron and Lead in China

Chang Chien, ex-minister of the Ministry of Commerce
and Agriculture. China, is reported to be planning the

establishment of works in the Tayeh district of Hupeh foi-

the treatment of rich iron deposits recently discovered

there, says a bulletin of the Far Eastern Bureau.

The ex-minister is said to be organizing a company

to be known as the Chi-Hwa Co., with such well-known

members as Messrs. Sun Yat-sen, Sun Pao-chi, Tang

Shao-yi, Chen Chin-tao and Ku Chun-hsui. It is to be

capitalized at $5,000,000. The ore in this new location

is believed to be even richer than that of the mines oper-

ated by the Hanyehping company.

The new model iron works, built under the supervision

of China's Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, is

almost completed and will be soon put

into operation. The principal work-

shops of the central plant are at Luan-

hsien in Chihli, and will be fed from

all the mines in the neighborhood. The

initial cost of this plant is placed

at $2,000,000, and it is estimated that

its daily output will be about 300

tons of manufactured iron. In addi-

tion to the central works at Luan-hsien,

a branch works will shortly be estab-

lished at Pukow in Kiangsu, to cost

about $3,000,000. These works will be

run on a bigger scale and will turn

out over 500 tons of iron a day. Besides the enormous

amount of iron used for her own needs, China is called

upon to supply large quantities for other countries, and

meeting these demands, which the European War has so

greatly increased, is giving China a great impetus in the

exploitation of her rich natural resources.

Reports from China state that there are 10 flourishing

lead mines being successfully operated by private Chinese

companies in the province of Hunan. They are situ-

ated at the following places: Kianghua, Pinghsien,

Liangsiang, Kueiyang, Liling, Lingwu, Liuyang, Heng-

yang, Suikouling and Chowkiagang. A systematic in-

vestigation of China's mineral resources has been ordered

Ijy President Li Yuan-hung, and Mr. Ku Chung-hsiu,

minister of agriculture, has apportioned Chinese experts

to the various mining localities to compile authentic data.

Solubllit}- of Lime has been the subject of experiments by
A. F. Crosse, as noted in the "Journar' of the Chemical Metal-

lurgical and Mining Society of South Africa. The textbooks

give 1.26 grams per liter at 20" C. as the solubility, but Crosse

agitated lime in water for 30 minutes (air agitation) and
after settling for 16 hours the clear solution contained 1.47

grams per liter. The second day it contained 1.34 grams and

the third day the solution had become normal. The theoreti-

cal solubility of lime at 0° C. is 1.3 grams per liter, but Crosse

succeeded, by agitating with ice to get a supersaturation up

10 nearly 2 grams per liter. Lime was recovered as CaO, not

the hydrate.
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Suggestions for Selecting and

Testing Drill Steel*

Mining witli rock drills has progressed to a point

where the actual elliciency of the drilling operation de-

pends more on the drill steel than ever Ijel'ore. In order

that the steel can meet these conditions, one must be able

to obtain a uniform quality of steel and be able to sub-

ject the steel to the proper treatment. There must be

means of doing this from day to day. As a suggestion

for meeting these conditions the facts in this article are

presented.

Although the chemical qualities of steel have a great in-

fluence, the analyses of drill steel are practically stand-

ardized. A chemical laboratory would be a good asset,

but it is not essential for this work. When the proper

heat-treatment has been given to the steel—assuming the

steel to have tlie chemical properties as specified for

standard drill steel—and the treated steel is either too soft

or gives exceptional service, a sample of it could be sent

to a commercial laboratory for chemical analysis.

Drill steels are made by both the openhearth and cruci-

ble methods. The crucible-made are lower in phos])horus

and sulphur as a rule, while the openhearth is lower in sili-

con. For each grade in either make, the carbon content

will vary according to the size of the steel. In general

the average analysis of a drill steel would show

:

Manganese 0.25 to 40. Some makes as low as 0. 1 3

Phosphorus 0.01 to 025. Some makes as high as 04

Su'phur 0.013 to 023. Some makes as high as 0.04

Silicon ... 10 to 0.20. Some makes lower
Hardness (as received) 40 to 50 scleroscope or 225 to 300 Britiell

The carbon content will vary as follows, as to shape,

size and make

:

% Carbon

American-made octagon 80 to 1 00
American-made cruciform 0.80 to 95
American-made hexagon and round hollow. .

.

70 to 80
American-made solid and hollow spiral. 70 to 0.83

F.J.A.B. No. 7 0.65 to 0.85

F.J.A.B. No. 10 90 to 1.05

It is advisable in selecting a drill steel that either a

steel company or a drill manufacturer be consulted, as

their experience fits them to suggest the best steel for the

conditions. Eequest the steel company to give the criti-

cal range of the steel and the proper forging, annealing

and hardening temperatures.

Each bar of drill steel as received .should have a 3- or

4-in. test piece cut ofT and the piece and bar numbered.

In this way a record can be kept of when the bar was

received, from whom and the service given. Determine

the Brinell hardness on the cut end of the test piece and

then subject the piece to a simple forging operation, lieat-

ing to the recommended forging temperature. Anneal the

piece as recommended and then harden, using the recom-

mended temperature and quenching medium. If the

steels as used arc drawn or tempered, the test piece should

be heated to the same drawing temperature. Detennine

the Brinell hardness on this properly treated test piece,

then break it and examine the fracture, noting the grain.

If the fracture shows a seam or ]>i]H'. the bar sliould

ha rejected.

Each drill steel made should i)ear the same nnniber

as the bar from which it is made, and a record should be

kept of the service of the drill, steel. In this way a

record will be had of the Brinell hardness of the steel as

received, the coni|)li^te heat-treatment, the hardness of the

heat-trcaleil steel and the service of the steel in the mine.

After a hundred or so tests have been made, some of the

high, medium and low Brinell test bars and those giving

the best service can be analyzed. In this way a standard

specification can be determined for the drill steel best

suited to meet the conditions of the mine, giving the de-

sired carbon range (10 points) and the Brinell hard-

ness range.

The essential equipment consists of the following:

Brinell testing machine; furnace for heating the steel,

equipped with pyrometer; quenching tank; tempering or

drawing bath ; means of forging. Except the testing ma-
chine, this equipment can be found in the blacksmith

shop.

Hints as to Apparatus

Gas or oil-fired furnaces of the muffle or semi-muffle

type give the best results and are easily manipulated so

that a constant temperature can be maintained. Fur-

naces should l)e adapted to meet the conditions.

Pyrometers are essential. Base-metal couples should

be used either with galvanometer or potentiometer. Use
equipments that automatically take care of the cold

junction. Both the Wilson-]\Iaeulen base-metal equip-

ment and the Leeds & Northrup potentiometer equipment
have proved .serviceable. Adapt the pyrometer equipment

to the conditions.

Place the base-metal couple in an X or XX iron pipe

jilugged or welded shut at one end, then place this in the

(hamber of the furnace as near to the drill steel as con-

venient. The indicating instrument should be somewhat
;nvay from the furnace, so placed as to be free from vibra-

tion and excessive changes in temperature.

The pyrometers should be checked weekly at least. One
base-metal couple can be kept as a standard and com-
jtai'cd with the one in service. When the regular one

shows too great a variable error, use the standard as

regular and purchase a new couple to use as standard.

The indicating instrument should be sent away periodi-

cally to be tested and regulated. Complete information

and instructions should be obtained from the manufactur-

ers at the time of purchase.

It is not essential to have an equipment for determining

the critical range. Obtain this range from the steel

maker. The hardening heat is higher than the critical

range and depends on the shape and size.

Hints as to Treatment

The following table will show the approximate critical

ranges and hardening temperatures of steel relative to the

carbon content:

Carbon Content, %
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oufjlily. Uneven heating results in a soft center. On the

other Jiand, the steel should neither be held too long at

the hardening temperature nor soaked, as such treatment

opens grain or enlarges erystals, tending to brittleness.

The quenching bath should be large and deep. Clean

water is a suitable quenching medium, hut for uiiirorm

results it should be kept at 60 to 80° h\ After the

steel is quenched, it is in its hardest condition, witli a

tendency to be brittle; accordingly, it will not well re-

sist shock. To obviate this, it is well to draw the temper,

thus sacrificing a small amount of the original hardness

for a like gain in toughness. The temperature to wliich

the steel should be drawn will deix'iid on flic coudition

of the rock. This must be determined by experimenting.

The drawing temperature will vary fnnn 350 to 600°

F. Use a heavy or 600-deg. lire-test oil for the drawing

medium, reading the temperature with a thermometer.

The "Tycos" armored thermometers, of the Taylor In-

strument Co., Rochester, N. Y., are suitable.

In treating the shank end of the steel, after forging

and annealing, heat to the projjer hardening temperature

and quench in oil. The oil tank should be large and

the oil kept at a uniform temperature by circulation

through a coil surrounded by water or by circulating the

water through a coil around the inside of the oil tank.

No. 2 soluble quenching oil, made by E. F. Houghton &
Co., Philadelphia, Penn., is suitable. When the st«el has

reached the temperature indicated by the pyrometer, the

color of the heated steel will be the same as that of the

iron pipe in which the base-metal couple is in direct con-

tact with plugged end inserted in the furnace.

In conclusion I desire to urge cooperation with the

steelmaker in all drill-steel troubles, as I believe he is as

anxious to give satisfaction as the user is to obtain it.

Metallurgical Fellowships at Utah

University

WaSHINGTOX COKUE.SI'ONDENCE

In the department of metallurgical research of the

State School of Mines, University of Utah, there have

been esablished a number of research fellowships in metal-

lurgy, having an annual value of $T20. The.se fellow-

ships are open to college graduates who have had a good

training in chemi.stry and metallurgy.

By an agreement with the United States Bureau of

Mines, the work of the metallurgical research department

is under the direction of metallurgists of the bureau, as-

signed to duty at the university. A. E. Wells, metallur-

gist, is in charge of the work, assisted by other members

of the metallurgical stafi as follows : 0. C. Ralston, met-

allurgist; J. C. Morgan, chemist; Dr. F. B. Laney, micro-

scopist; and R. E. Head, metallurgical assistant.

Owing to the fact that Salt Lake City and vicinity is

one of the chief nonferrous metallurgical centers of the

United States and that the work taken up is of practical

nature—that is, has to do with the solution of definite

practical pi'oblems—the university believes that these fel-

lowships offer a splendid opportunity to young men in-

tending to enter the metallurgical profession, to thor-

oughly familiarize themselves with up-to-date metallurgi-

cal practice, especially in the treatment of nonferrous ores,

and to become proficient in the adaptation of those

processes which may be in line with the investigation

mrried on hv them in connection with their work.

During 11)16-17 the following probleiim have engaged

the attention of those liolding fellowships: A study of

flotation processes in order to determine their applica-

bility to the treatment of ores which are not at present

treated by such processes, and especially the low-grade

oxidized ores of lead and of zinc. A comparison of va-

rious flotation oils and the testing and prejia ration of

new and more ell'ective oils. The hydrometallurgical

treatment of low-grade and complex ores of lead. The
use of salt in the igneous concentration of low-grade lead

ores from desert localities. The removal of iron from

complex sulphides of zinc and iron. The preparation of

l)ure solutions from oxidized ores of zinc. The cliemical

pre(n])itation of solutions of zinc. Destructive distilla-

tion of some of the hydrocarbons of Utah, including gil-

sonite, elaterite„tabbyite, etc.

Holders of these fellowships will be subject to the

rules governing employees of the United States liureau

of Mines and will report for duty for 13 months begin-

ning .Inly 1, 1!'17. They must also register as students

in the University of TUah and become candidates for

the degree of Master of Science in Metallurgy (unless this

or an equivalent degree has been previously earned).

Their class work will be directed by the heads of the

depaitments of instruction, but the greater portion of

their time will be spent in laboratory work, directed by

metallurgists of the Bureau of Mines. Fellows are ap-

pointed for one year, but the appointment may be re-

newed. Joseph F. Merrill is director of the Utah State

School of Mines, Salt Lake City.

British Mineral Production, 1916

An advance report (suliject to revision) from the Brit-

ish Home Office gives the following figures of British

mineral production in long tons, under the Coal Mines

Act during 1916: Barium compounds, 8973; clay and

shale (exclusive of fireclay and oil shale) 177,719; coal,

253.179,446; fireclay, 1,712,281; igneous rocks, 108; iron

pyrites, 949(i ; ironstone, 5,648,602; limestone, 2477;

oclier and umijcr. 44 ; oil shale, 2,994,386; sandstone (in-

cluding ganister), 160.513.

Under the iletalliferous Mines Act, the following were

produced: Arsenic, 2534 long tons; barium compounds,

60,468; bauxite, 10,329; chalk, 160; chert, flint, etc.,

3203; clay and shale, 84,168; copper ore and copper pre-

cipitate, 937 ; fluorspar, 34,547 ;
gold ore, 1338 ; gravel

and sand. 8575: gypsimi, 188,801; igneous rocks, 23,875;

iron ore, 1,751,437; iron pyrites, 985: lead ore, 17,084;

lignite, 500; limestone, 235,983; managnese ore, 5140;

ocher and umber, etc., 4570; rock salt, 129,030; sand-

stone (including ganister), 32,174; slate, 46,184; soap-

stone, 301; tin ore (dressed), 6161; tungsten ores, 388;'

uranium ore, 51 ; zinc ore, 8476.

These figures do not in all cases represent the total

mineral production, as the quantity of minerals including

iron ore, limestone, etc., produced under the Quarries Act

has not yet been reported. The totals for coal and for

the ores of copper, lead and zinc are probably substanti-

ally complete.

Coal production in 1916 from mines under the Coal

Mines Act was 256,348,351 long tons. The number of

persons employed at mines under the Coal ilines Act

was 998,063, and in mines under the Metalliferous Mines

Regulation Act, 19,403.
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History and Legal Phases of the Smelting-
Smoke Problem—I*

By Lioon^ Johnson f

SYNOPSIS—Smoke troublc.<i began to bother the

Roman smelters in the Iberian J'eninsula shorlli/

before the Chri.4ian era. German smelting lias

always been under supervision of mining police.

British AHali Act not originally aimed at .s-melters

but later amplified to apply to them. Bad effects

of smoke from heap roasting lead to abandonment

of heap roasting and to many developments and

ti.se of settling flues, smoke houses, dust chambers

and cooling and slowing down flues.

Only the acaite phase of the smeltiiig-fume problem is

new. The problem itself is older than tlie Christian era.

While both lead and copper were mined and crudely

smelted 3000 years ago, it was not until the Roman occu-

pation of the Iberian Peninsula and the British Isles,

which occurred shortly before the beginning of the Chris-

tian era, that there was any evidence of smelting opera-

tions on a scale sufficiently large to permit a fume prob-

lem.

Around Huelva, Spain, arc found more than 30 mil-

lion tons of slag from lead smelting conducted there l)y

the Eomans. Pliny tells us that more than 20,000 slaves

were employed in the Iberian mines. - Extensive mining

and smelting by the Eomans in England and ^Yales were

coincident with the Iberian proceedings.

These metallurgical operations were upon a sufficiently

large scale to produce marked results both upon the sur-

rounding coimtry and the smeltery workers, but as they

were those of a conqueror upon conquered soil, conducted

by slaves, imperial Eome failed to recognize that such a

thing as a smoke problem did or could arise, and whatever

fume question there may have been at that time remained

a question only to those who had no chance to answer any

phase of it.

Eauly Eomax, English and Gekman Smelters

The smelting operations of the Romans extended oxer

about 400 years, and little is recorded of lead and copper

smelting from that time until the Sixteenth Century.

Ftom the revival beginning at this jjeriod up to the pres-

ent century the growth of smelting has been compara-

tively gradual. In Great Britain smelting was cunducted

almost wholly in localities where nictalhii'gical operations

were of paramount importance, aiid the communities that

grew up in smelting localities were due to and dejiendcnt

upon the mines and smelteries. This fact had much to

do with the comparative freedom of British smelting from

burdensome fume litigation and legislation. To a lesser

degree these conditions applied to the German operations

which, when coupled witli the further fact that most of

the early German operations were to a greater or less de-

gree fiscal workings of Prussia, Saxony and Brunswick-

Hanover, accounts for the early innnunity of German

*A paper originally presented at a meeting of the New
York Section of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,
Jan. 2<!, ISIT; to be formally presented at the St. Louis meet-
ing, October. 1H17.

tlBn Broadway. New York, N. T.

smelters. Topographically and with relation to fertile

farm lands, the situations of the British smelteries were
supciior to the German, and ultimately a strong legisla-

tive barrier was erected around German operations, par-

ticularly in the case of new smelteries and under new
sites of old plants,

Xdwadays (iei-maii smelting is, or at least was, prior to

war conditions, under supervision of special officials in

the nature of mining police and courts. Before construc-

tion of a smeltery could be begun, application for a per-

mit had to be made, accomjianied by general data as to

situation, character, capacity, height of stack, character

of ore to be treated and the like. Wiere a permit was
once granted, it was not revocable, but notwithstanding

the permit, if damage was done, the owner could be re-

quired to change methods and to install such appliances

as would, so far as possible, prevent injury. AMiere a

]icrmit was refused, no smeltery could be built. The re-

fusal of a permit by the bergpolize, or mining police, was
not final, but an ajijieal could be had to the berg gerict,

or Mines Court, and finally to the ober berg gerict, or

Mines Court of Appeals, which was the tribunal of last

resort. Incidentally, the bergpolize had inquistorial or

supervisory powers not only as to damage to vegetation

but also as to the safety of the works and the life and
health of the employees.

British Alkali Act Applied to Smeltekb

It is supposed by many that the British Alkali Act was
aimed at the smelting industry. This is far from correct.

The original acts were directed chiefly at the manufac-

ture of soda, acids and ammonia. In 1861 the House of

Lords provided for an inquiry "into the injuries resulting

from noxious vapors evohed from certain manufacturing

processes, and into the state of the law relating thereto."

While the investigation covered smelting as well as the

other enterprises, the resulting act (the Alkali Act of

ISli;!) covered only so-called alkali works and provided

for the elimination of not less than 95% of the hydro-

chloric acid produced in alkali processes. By an amend-
ment of 1874 it was enacted that not more than i grain

of acid should bo contained in each cubic foot of gas es-

caping from the works.

The original act was made more comprehensive by

amendments and revisions of 18y4, 1881 and 1892, but

other than operations under the wet cojiper process and
certain zinc jiroces.ses it was not until 1906 that smelting

generally was included: and even then no actual regula-

tion was provided, as the act so far as smelting was con-

cerned merely declared that the inspectors under the act

''may inquii'c whether in any works in whiih sulphide ores

are calcined or smelted, means can be adopted at a reason-

able expense for preventing the discharge from the fur-

naces or chimneys of such works into the atmosphere of

any noxious or oll'cnsive gas evolved in such works, or for

rendering such gas when discharged harmless or inoffen-

sive."

No limitation was placed on smelting operations be-

yond iiKiuii-ing as to the installation of such remedial
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methnds or a]ipliances as might be installi'd nt a ivasoii-

ablo expense. Tliere was no proliibition as to tonnage or

fume sirength, and the first report of tlie inspectors touch-

ing on smelting was in the 44th annual re])ort of the de-

partment for the year 1907, 45 years after the passage

of the original act, and this embodies no smelter regu-

lations.

Fume conti'ovcrsies and the attendant litigation and

legislation are of comparatively recent origin in the

United States. Probably tlie first thing in the way of

legislation in this connection was the ordinance of Oak-

land. Calif., enacted in 1872, proliihiting the erection or

maintenance of any smeltery within the corporate limits

of that city. Subsequent California legislation was thai

of Contra Costa County limiting fume strength and by the

state providing for a smelter connnission to investigate

the effect of fumes liberated in smelting operations. Ef-

forts were also made to prohibit by legislative enactment

the elimination of stack gases containing more than 0.2%
sulphurous content. This proposed legislation, however,

was defeated. There has been little legislation, either

by the states or municipalities of the United States. Not
until heap roasting of ores rich in sul])hur was practiced

on an extensive scale, was there any litigation of eonje-

quence in this country, and to the condition resulting

from heap roasting may be charged no small amount of

the prejudice by the farmers against smelteries and belief

by them of the complete destruction of vegetation, ani-

mals and soil vitality through smelting operations.

The basis of this prejudice and belief is easily appar-

ent, even to this day, in a visit to Butte, Mont., Shasta

County, California, Duckton, Tenn., and places where

heap roasting was extensively ]n'acticed.

Effect of Fumes From Heap Eoasting

Under heap roasting, strong fumes in dense volume

were liberated directly on the surface of the earth. These

fumes were heavier than air and cold, being practically of

atmospheric temperature. They did not float off in the

atmosphere, but hugged the ground, rolling along in front

of the wind in constant volume until absorbed by the soil

and vegetation. There was little diffusion, and the ra-

dius of fume influence gradually widened with the de-

struction of each successive barrier of vegetation.

The topography of the country surrounding the roast

heaps was, almost without exception, sharply declivitous,

as the roasting operations were conducted in hilly and

mountainous regions. The soils of the regions surround-

ing the smeltery sites were coarse and grainy, requiring

the binder of the roots of vegetation and humus to hold

the soil particles together.

The destruction of plant life adjacent to heap-roasting

operations resulted not only in the loss of vegetable life

above the soil, hut of the roots below, and with every rain

the top soil was eroded until large areas were made wholly

barren, the top soil was washed away and only the decom-

posing rocks and mica were left. Tn consequence there

was no soil in which vegetation could (Ind a foothold, even

when the fumes were no longer present. It was from this

erosion that the belief of the killing of the soil first arose.

From what they could already see, the people around

believed the smeltery smoke to be 1he veritable breath of

the Upas tree which destroyed all within its reach and

that this deadly agency was daily reaching farther and

farther and in and upon the homes and farms surround-

ing the smeltery sites. Litigation was then not only

threatened but instituted. First, the farmers sued the

Tennessee and Ducktown companies, and upon the failure

of these suits the State of (ieorgia took up the cudgel.

The farmers in Shasta County, California, brought suit

against the plants at Kennctt and Coram; the Benecia

residents and adjacent farmers sued the Selby smelter;

the United States, by reason of the ownership of a for-

est reserve adjoining the Keswick plant, filed its bill

against the Mountain Copper Co. Not long after this

the Deer Lodge Valley fanners filed their suits against

the Washoe company at Anaconda, and Salt Lake Valley

farmers hcgan proceedings against the smeltery operations

in that vall(!y.

With these suits developed the early so-called smoke

experts. Most of them had been in the heap-roasting

communities where the destruction of vegetation and soil

erosion had followed the heap roasting. No definite

knowledge of fume action was available, and the experts

for both plaintiffs and defendants, in the ab.sence of

knowledge, began to fonn pet theories only to be met by

pet theories of others directly at variance.

In the good old days of theory, an expert could make

a casual inspection, or examine a few cros.s-sections of

leaves under a microscope, or make a few comparative

tests for the sulphur contents of healthy and unhealthy

plants, and deliver an epic on what the fumes were and

were not doing. The appearance of the country around

the old roast heaps and early plants was too big a handi-

cap for the smelters to overcome, and with the notable

exception of the Washoe litigation, in practically every

case an injunction followed.

About the time of the institution of these suits the

smelters began the abandonment of heap roasting and the

development of present-day operations. In this develop-

ment prior theories expounded by the then experts or tes-

tified in the smeltery suits had considerable bearing. In

one locality everyone was assured that the injury came

wholly from the dust particles ; in another, from the dust

particles as the nucleus for minute drops of acid ; in an-

other, from sulphuric-acid vapor, which coidd be seen as

a white fume cloud, and practically everything was blamed

more than the chief, if not the sole offender, the SO2. In

many cases the courts followed these theories in their

decrees.

FiKST Developments to Obviate Smoke Effects

The first development went to long settling ilues,

smokehouses and dust chambers, cooling and slowing-

down gases, and taking out so far as possible the solids

and acid vapors. At the Tennessee plants acid making

was attempted.

In most of the litigation, under readjustment to con-

form with decrees entered or modifications of the.se de-

crees—which modifications, as a rule, were secured under

very substantial cash payments to the farmers—the smelt-

ery secured a new lease on life. Several plants, however,

such as the Balakalala in California and the Highland

Bo\' at Salt Lake, were completely closed, and passed into

history as smelteries. Most of the new installations,

methods and readjustments provided by the decrees were

in conl'onnity with the theories of the experts in that

partii'ular case.

ft is interesting to note that not only were the find-

inirs of Tad in the different cases widelv at variance, but
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the conclusions of law in many instance? directly in con-

flict, even in cases in dilfercnt circuits of the United

States courts. For instance, in Calironiia and Montana,

the United States court held that the court could con-

sider the balancing of conveniences; that is, tliat the

court, in determining whether or not an injunction would

be grantwl, could weigh the damage lliat would be done

under closing a smeltery against the benefits the farmers

would receive under an injunction. In the Federal court

in Utah a directly contrary holding was made. In neither

law nor facts did the courts coincide.

Some little time was required to make the plant changes

to conform with the theories of the experts adopted by

the court of the farmers, and still further time was re-

quired to demonstrate the elfectivencss of the changes.

Most of the theories failed to pan out, and gradually a

new crop of complaints, and claims that the recent instal-

lation did not prevent the damage, began to grow. Some
claimants were insistent. Plant managers, remembering

the results of old litigation, sought to temporize instead

of ascertaining the real facts and meeting them squarely.

Some tried to buy peace.

Nothing in the Sclby report is truer than the statement

that "the policy that 'buys off' trouble as the most ex-

pedient commercial method for abating it has been re-

sponsible for much of the smelter litigation of this coun-

try and the intense ill feeling that unfortunately exists

toward smelters in many smelter communities." It did

not take long under this practice for the price of peace to

rise to prohibitive figures, and a new epidemic of litiga-

tion was threatened.

Going back a little beyond this second period of threat-

ened litigation and before the storm clouds of it were yet

clearly over the horizon, I think that I may say that the

smoke problem was then considered by most plant man-
agers as the least of their troubles. Little or no thought

or study was given the question, and when it was men-
tioned it was waived aside. The worst most of them feared

was having to judiciously distribute a little peace money.

Smeltebies Neae Forest Eeserves

A number of the smelteries, including the Washoe,
Mammoth, Bully Hill, the old ^fountain Copper, the pro-

posed Engels smeltery and others, were either in or adja-

cent to National Forest Eeserves, and numerous reports

of damage or threatened damage began to come into the

chief of the Forest Service and the Land Office. These
reports were in turn referred to the Department of Jus-

tice. I was at that time special assistant to the Attorney

General, and these reports were fhially referred to me with

instructions to prepare and file bills for injunction unless

some satisfactory solution could be reached.

While it was probably unknown to the smelters gener-

ally at this time, it was never the intention of the Govern-
ment to close any plant. What it sought was the imme-
diate and serious consideration of the fume problem and
active effort to correct harmful conditions where such

existed. Only one suit was filed, and that was against the

Anaconda plant. In each of the other cases stipulations

were entered providing for research work and the instal-

1 lation of the highest types of methods and appliances

• known to sinelting science or else the abatement of the

operations producing fumes in harjnful quantities until

I

such ajipliances had been installed and |)r()ven elsewhere.

tering into the stipulation. In the Anaconda case the
first scientific connnission was agreed upon. We proi)osed
that the smeltery operate under the best type of methods
and appliances known to science and commercially feas-

ible at the plant, and that a commission of Jobii ITays
Uamniond, Dr. L. D. Ricketts and Dr. Joseph A. Holmes,
chief of the Bureau of Mines, be designated as a connnis-
sion to investigate and prescribe what changes or instal-

lations should be made under the agreement.
It was not long after this that the threat of further liti-

gation by the farnuns became ominous, and as I had com-
pleted my work with the Department of Justice so far as

smelting matters were concerned, I resigned to become
what might be termed smoke or field counsel for the

American Smelting and Refining Co.

Selby Troubles With Benecia

The first urgent smoke matter in this connection was
the Selby litigation between Benecia residents and the

Selby plant, which had been pending a dozen or more
years. A flat injunction against the operation of the

Selby plant had been granted, which injunction had been
fought through the courts and finally approved by the

Supreme Court. The case had been through the court
of last resort, and the injunction was to become effective

in a month or six weeks' time. On examining the record,

I found this suit to be somewhat different from the
average smelter suit. Very little claim of injury to vege-

tation was made. More stress was placed on injury to

animals, but the chief ground of complaint was excessive

discomfort and alleged nausea and illness produced by
the odors which witnesses uniformly declared "to smell

like rotten eggs" or the sulphur spring of an adjoining

county which gave off quantities of sulphureted hydrogen.
An examination of the Selby plant disclosed that, re-

gardless of what lead loss there might have been at other

times, under changes made or under way no lead loss

would occur and therefore no possible source of injury

to animals could exist from the plant's operations and
that there was no appreciable amount of sulphureted hy-
drogen given oft' by or generated in the smeltery plant.

In the San Francisco region, in the spring and sunnner
months constant trade winds blow, and these winds follow

a direct line from the Selby smeltery to Benecia, where
most of the complaining witnesses lived. Beyond the
Selby plant, but also directly in line of the trade winds
over the Selby plant, was a large oil refinery and asphalt

works. The odors complained of by the witnesses all came
in the early morning hours, and investigation disclosed

that at the times involved in the testimony the oil and
asphalt stills were not capped and were poured at 3 or 4
o'clock in the morning. Here, then, was a .source of odors

which traveled on the same winds that carried the Selby

smoke. The smeltery was guilty of none of the things

upon which the injunction was based. Capping the oil

and asphalt stills ]n-actically disposed of the smells.

We notified the county attorney and commissioners of

Solano County of these facts and said that we proposed

to decline to observe the injunction prohibiting the opera-

tion of the plant. This would mean additional long

drawn out and expensive litigation. To obviate such a

situation, I proposed that the whole matter be referred

to a commission of scientists of the highest type, the mem-
bers to be agreed upon jointly, and the finding to he en-

tered in the Sclby case as the findings and de(.'ree in that
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case. Every access to the plant and fulle.st facility for

examination was to be given the commission. After many
conferences an agreement along these lines was arrived at

and the Selby Commission came into being. The members
of the commission were Dr. J. A. Holmes, director of the

Bureau of ]Mines, Dr. E. C. Fi-anklin, then director of the

chemical laboratories of the United States Public Health
Service at Washington and Ralph A. Gould, a chemical

engineer of San Francisco. With the Selby Commission
came the first scientific research in smeltery fumes along

the lines of normal field conditions. The e.xaniination of

the commission extended over a period of about a year

and a half and in the end clearly demonstrated that the

snieltery was doing none of the things found against it in

the original decree; and the injunction was vacated.

(To he concluded)

British Aluminum Industry

Some interesting remarks about the future of alumi-
num, and especially of the British aluminum industry,

were made by Chairman A. AV. Tait at the recent annual
meeting of the British Aluminum Co., Ltd., which is the

principal interest in this industry in the United King-
dom. Besides its plants in Great Britain, the company
has reduction works in Norway and, at the outbreak of

the war, a hydro-electric development and a reduction

plant in Switzerland—on which work was suspended.

Trade conditions were of course abnormal, the price of

the metal being fixed by the government, a condition

that will doubtless prevail until the end of the war. The
company's profits last year, after deducting excess-profits

tax, etc., were £379.519 (about $1,840,000), as compared
with £312,540 (about $1,519,000) the year previous.

Regarding the future of aluminum and of his company's

activities, Chairman Tait said

:

"While I am unable to give you any particulars of

the uses to«^vhich the metal is at present being put, there

is no doubt that the experience which is being obtained

during the war, including the production of light alloys,

will be of the greatest possible use in extending the field

of development for the metal for ordinary commercial

purposes. There is a strong probability that the motor-

car industry, after the war, will manufacture their engines

largely from aluminum because of its lightness and con-

secjuent saving in running costs and of its qualities of

quick radiation of heat. Notwithstanding the enormous

development that has taken place in the productive

capacity for aluminum all over the world, particularly in

the United States of America and in Norway, I am of

oj)inion that it will not be long after the cessation of

hostilities before the commercial development and expan-

sion in the uses of the metal will take up this increased

supply, and possibly also call for further production.

"So far as this company is concerned, we are at

present pushing on with certain hydraulic works at

Kinlochleven for the provision of additional water supply

to the Blackwater reservoir from another catchment area,

and we hope that part of the additional supply will be

availal)k' i)y the middle of this year and that the whole of

the scheme will be completed by the end of the year.

This will, of course, increase our productive capacity.

The work is at the present time of national importance

because of urgent need for the metal in ]iractically

every branch of the service. Regulation works have also

been proceeding for some time to increase the available

water sup])ly for our works at Vigelands, Norway, and

from recent reports which we have received we should

begin to obtain some benefit from this during the current

year. A branch of the alumina works, which are abso-

lutly necessary to take care of the increased production

of aluminum, and to which reference was made at our

last meeting, are now, I am glad to say, nearing com-
pletion. They have, of course, been much delayed in

construction owing to the present ruling difficulties,

particularly with regard to the supply of labor; but we
are now able to announce that the power plant has been

[nit into operation, and that we are proceeding at once

to begin the manufacture of aluminum. The costs of

production continue to be seriously affected by the

further heavy increases that have taken place during the

year in the costs of labor, material, freights and other

charges and I am afraid that they will continue to rise

so long as the present conditions remain.

"The maintenance of supplies of raw materials and

coal required by our various works in Great Britain and
Norway has been exceedingly difficult and has on many
occasions caused us considerable anxiety, particularly as

the greater part, if not the whole, of our freight is

sea-borne. As the whole of our raw material—bauxite

—

has to be shipped from the south of France, we have

constantly to make provision for possible contingencies.

It is unfortunate that the large stock of bauxite which

we have lying at Grasse in the south of France could not

have been conveyed to this country before the war liroke

out, as it was our intention to do ; but certain arrange-

ments for storage on this side which were then in pro-

gress fell through. It is needless to say, however, that on

the return of normal conditions we shall regard it as

one of our essential duties to see that a large stock of

bauxite is maintained in this cotmtry, to forestall any

such contingency as has arisen during the present war.

. . . The company's properties in Switzerland are

being maintained in good condition, but no further

construction work can be proceeded with until after the

conclusion of the war. It is to be regretted that our

government did not see its way to assist us to- complete

the development of that power and the erection of the

necessary works in the early stages of the war, because if

that 'lad been done the factory could have been producing

by this time a substantial amount of aluminum which

would have been available for government purposes and

would have reduced the necessity for purchases of metal

in neutral countries. . . . The alimiinum industry is

undoubtedly one of the key industries of the country and

well merits such assistance as the government can see its

way to give. AYc have not only to consider the question

of the development of that industry in the United King-

dom, but also within the empire, and I may say that there

is a wide field within our domain which is capable of

development. It is also necessary that there should be a

speeding up on the question of research, and I am pleased

to see that on this subject the government as well as the

manufacturers are keenly alive to its great importance:

and, as I have already mentioned, research in the alumi-

num industry, particularly on the subject of alloys, is

of the greatest importance."

W.

The KliiKe RonMtine Farnnce is reported to be in satisfac-

tory use for zinc ores at the worlcs of Vivian & Son, Ltd.,

Swansea, Wales.
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Consolidation of Trenches, Localities and
Craters After Assault and Capture

S) XOI'SIS—A coiiiplele descrijition of llic prin-

cijiles of consolidalion of captured trendies, and

craters, and the methods of making secure cap-

tured villages and woods, together with the part

played htj engineer troops in all of these, and the

method of distribution of engineer detach nienls,

and the preparatinn <if engineer dumps.

Ill the Mareli-A]ii-il issue of Professional Memoirs, llie

official service publication of the Corps of Engineers,

U. S. Army, was published an authoritative article on the

title subject, which is valuable on account of the general

interest taken in such matters at the present time, and

specifically because of the importance of the engineer

duties involved. It is therefore reproduced here in full for

the benefit of the mining engineers who are preparing

themselves for military work.

The capture of a system of hostile trenches is an easy

matter compared with the difliiculty of retaining it. A

FIG. 1. DIAGRAMS AND SECTION OP CRATE WITH
FRONT LIP PREPARED FOR DEFENSE

thorough knowledge of the principles, a careful study and
correct use of the natural features of the ground and a

detailed preparation and organization of the work are

necessary; but success will result only if there is also an

absolute determination on the part of all ranks to get

the work done promptly at all costs.

The principles of the consolidation of captured trenches

are, briefly, as follows: (a) To establish a series of strong

points or centers of resistance, wired all aroimd and

mutually supporting one another according to the ground.

These points should be ))rovided witli machine or Lewis

guns at once, (b) To provide good communication to

the rear from these jioiiits. (c) To fill in all hostile

Ireiiclies within bombing distance of ilie jioints occupied,

(d) '!>) establish, if possible, simultaneously with tlie

consolidation of strong points in the front line, a num-
ber of supporting points in rear. These points .should,

if the ground is favoralile, be placed to cover the inter-

vals between tlH> works in tlie front line, (e) The strong

points can later be connected to form a continuous front.

These jjriiiciples must be ajiplied with due regai'd to

the imtural tactical features of the ground. The satis-

factory siting and consolidation of a ])osilion will largely

de])end on the power possessed by the officers on the spot

to recognize during the various stages of a battle the minor

features of real tactical importance. This ability is ac-

quired only by jirevious training and is a quality which

every officer must study to ])ossess. The size and trace

of the "strong points," as well as the intervals between

them, will vary according to the lie of the ground and

the plan of the hostile trenches captured. During the

process of consolidation concealment from artillery obser-

vation is of importance.

The first essential is speed in rendering the captured

position strong enough to resist the first counter-attacks.

It is therefore necessary that a definite plan should be

decided on beforehand as to which points first require

attention. This can be done, in the majority of cases,

with great accuracy from maps and aeroplane photo-

graphs and from a study of the ground from any point

in our lines which commands a view of it. In the case of

craters, the forecast of the tunneling officers must be

obtained.

Although it is usually advisable that assaulting troops

should be relieved as soon as possible, this must not be

taken to imply that the duty of securing ground gained

is the task only of the relieving troops. It is an unsound

principle for troops to expect to be relieved immediately

after an attack, as it wastes valuable time at a critical

period when speed in work is essential. It must be under-

stood that troops that take a position must begin the work

of consolidation at once.

The distribution of engineer detachments requires to

be carefully considered beforehand. In all cases of an

assault or advance, where it is intended to secure the

ground gained, the troops destined for the purpose should

include a detachment of engineers, the commander of

which should be detailed previously and attached to the

staff of the unit or formation concerned. Garrisons must

hold on to their ground; they have nothing to fear from

being outflanked.

Consolidation of Localities

During an advance, when it became necessary to con-

solidate some locality of tactical importance, such as a

village or wood, the same general principles hold good as

in the consolidation of a system of trenches. Some notes

on the particular points that require attention in the

case of villages and woods can well be considered.

Enlargements from even small-scale ma])s give very ac-

curate ))laiis of most villages and make it possible to plan

the defense in sufficient detail beforehand. It is essen-

tial that subordinate commanders should be provided
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with sueli plans, in order that tho f^onoral irlca of the de-

fense may bo quickly and properly understood.

The order of urgency of work is as follows: (a) Barri-

cade and picket all exits. Establish center of resistance

near exits to cover approaches or any streams or tracks

that might serve to guide a counter-attack. Begin work
on keep, jirefci-ably at village crossroads. Barricade roads,

(b) Reconnoiter for cellars, (c) Establish communica-
tions, giving cover from view, radiating from keep to

outer centers of resistance and from keep to the rear,

(d) Con.struct bombproofs in cellars at centers of re-

sistance and keep—false roofs or cellars, etc. (e) Com-
plete keep, (f) Improve communications at (c) to give

cover from fire, (g) Make lateral lines of commnnica-

tion between centers of resistance.

Centers of resistance should be established (if it is

possible to do so) to the flank of conspicuous buildings

likely to afford good targets for hostile artillery fire. In

the case of keeps in villages, this is often impossible ow-

ing to the presence of church spires. It is, however,

preferable to have a keep, even with this disadvantage,

that is central, accessible and sti'ong against infantrv as-

sault. It should be remembered in this connection that

by the time hostile infantry can assault a village keep,

hostile artillery fire will necessarily have ceased.

As in the case of villages, plans sliould be prepared

of wooded localities. There has been nuuh discussion in

the past as to what part of a wood should be occupied.

Experience has proved that, owing to the great advantages

afforded by cover from view, the position to take up in a

wood is. Just so far within the outer edge as will permit

a good view into the open. In this connection it should

be remembered that in course of time shell and rifle fire

thins out the edges of woods considerably. It is therefore

advantageous in the fir.st instance to take up positions

slightly in rear of those which may appear at the mo-

ment to be most advantageous.

If, as is often the case, the wood is surrounded by a

hedge, there is a natural tendency to make trenches

against this hedge. This is to be avoided. A hedge

forms a very good obstacle against assault, with the addi-

tion of a little wire. If it screens the view it can be

quickly thinned.

The order or urgency of work is as follows: (a) Es-

tablish centers of resistance for all-round defense at the

corners and salients of the wood. These are the points

that are most liable to counter-attack. Establish central

reserve, reconnoiter. blaze and clear communications. The

defense of the wood should be very active, and counter-

attacks must be launched against any hostile troops that

may reach the edge of the wood, in oi'der to prevent a

lodgment that places the enemy on equal terms, (li) Es-

tai)lish intermediate centers of resistance and lateral

communication, (c) Establish central keep at junction

of rides, or on neai' edge of clearing.

In the case of large woods and forests, where the gen-

eral line of defense runs Ihrough a wood, a line of strong

centers of resistance should be established across the wood,

if possible behind a road or other clearing. The near

edge of the clearing should be entangled, and the inter-

vals between the "centers"' should be swept ijy fire. As

time permits, "rays" should be cleai-ed, radiating from the

centers of resistance and crossing similar "rays" from

adjoining centers, so as to add to the depth of the field

of fire. These rays should be wired and ob.stacles arranged

.so as to hreak up an attack and force the attackers into

the openings. A line of intermediate centers, communi-
cations, etc., should also be established, as indicated in

(b) above.

The occupation of ciafers and consolidation of mine
craters presents many difficulties, and all ranks should

undei'stand the principles to be actcil u])on in ilie event

of the explosion of mines on their front. Craters are

usually formed as a result of one of the following mining
operations: (a) An attack by us on the enemy's trenches;

(b) an attack by the enemy on our trenches; (c) under-

ground fighting. The possession of a crater offers the

following advantages: (a) It can be turned into a strong

point <apable of holding a small garrison; (b) it gives

connnand of the ground in the vicinity: (c) it froms a

considerable obstacle.

When mines are ex)iiodcd by us in connection with an

attack on the enemy's trenches, our object should be to

seize and hold the whole of the mine crater or craters,

or a line in front of them. The latter plan is usually the

best, and tbe craters in rear can then be liinicd into strong

Enemy Fronf *

Ground Leytl

a'Hre Trench

\i-Comm[/ni'cat!na Trench

^'Expanded Metal

Reinforcemeni

Braced Frame

PLM
FIG. 2. DIAGRAMS AND SECTION OF CRATER WITH

REAR LIP PREPARED FOR DEFENSE

points. When craters are formed as the result of an

attack by the enemy on our trenches or in the course of

imderground fighting, our object will usually be to seizp

and hold the near "lip" of the crater. Parties must be

rushed out at once to seize the lip. It may be impossible

to open up communications to these parties till after

dark. They should, therefore, take .sufficient grenades,

water, etc., and must be prepared to hold on though iso-

lated.

Before the explosion of a mine a forecast should be

made of the state of affairs to be expected after the ex-

plosion, and all details or ]irobable requirements should

be worked out. These would include: (a) The forma-

tion of dumps of engineer materials as close up as pos-

sible: (1)) the organization of working and carrying

parties.
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W(irk should start ininiodiatcly after tlio explosion of

the iiiiiie, and no time siioiihl i)e lost in turninjj into

aecount the quiet interval which usually follows the ex-

plosion. The personnel of engineer compaTiies should he

freely used for this work under Instructions given through

the General Staff.

The following are the main points to be attended to

iu the actual consolidation of the craters: (a) All

trenches should be strutted as they arc constructed. Spe-

cial frames for this purpose uiust be made beforehand,

(b) All works on a crater, whether inside or outside the

"lip" should be provided with a parados, (c) Dugouts

should be made by tunneling into the sides and not at

the bottom of the crater, (d) At least two communica-

tion trenches should be constructed leading into each

crater. Entrances to craters should be made at the sides

and not through the rear -iip." (e) All trenches lead-

ing up to a crater from the enemy's line should be

straightened or filled in for a distance of at least 40 yd.

from the position of the defenders, so as to keep the

a^Observafion and bombing Fbsfs d^Bombing Trench

b" Direction ofMachine Gun Fire ^^Bridge Traverse to check enfilade Fire

^*Fire Trench i-Traverse nith bxiphole for finedf^fte to fire dom Trencfi

PIG. 3. LAYOUT OF SYSTEM OF DEFENSE BY BOMBINC
TRENCHES BEHIND CRATERS

enemy bombers at a distance. This work can usually he

carried out with the least difficult}' immediately after

the explosion, (f) Collapsible knife-rests. French wire

and other forms of portable wire entanglement should

be brought up in large quantities and thrown over the

'"lip" of a crater.

There are two main methods of holding craters. The
method usually employed after the explosion by us of a

mine in the enemy's trenches or in the area where it is

known that the enemy is not engaged in mining is shown

in Fig. 1. The front "lip" of the crater is held

by means of several posts. Two communication trenches

lead into the crater, one on each side, and give lateral

communication between the posts. One or two dugouts

are constructed in the sides of the crater.

The method usually employed when the enemy has ex-

pIocKmI a mine in or near our ti cni hes, or when we have

exploded a defensive mine close to our own trenches, is

shown in Fig. 2. The rear "lip" of the crater is

hell). Wire is thrown inside the crater. One or two

loo])holos arc cut through the rear "lip" so as to com-

mand the inside of the crater. In Fig. ."? is shown a

scheme for converting into a strong post the area behind

the lips of a series of craters that have been occupied. The
importance of rendering the means of access to the lip

s'.Ture from bombing attack is not always recognized.

Work should be cari'ied out in the following order:

(a) Construction of one or two posts in the "lip" of the

crater; (h) wiring the front of posts and filling in or

striiightcning trenches leading from it toward the enemy;
(c) digging of connnunication trenches up to the crater.

And, if far lip has been occupied— (d) Digging trench
for lateral comunication inside the crater; (e) comple-
tion of wiring front of crater and construction of fur-

ther jiosts in far "lip"; (f) construction of dugouts;

(g) improvements to the above.

It should usually be possible to do (a), (h) and (c)

together.

5*5

Copper Exports from Bolivia

American capital, according to Commerce Reports, of

the United States Department of Commerce, Apr. 18,

1917, is contributing efficiently to the increase in the

Bolivian copper production, and this fact, coupled with
the activities of the many small producers who possess

many facilities for exploiting the deposits for which they
need no large amounts of capital, will tend to increase the

interest in this mineral, which constitutes one of the most
positive sources of Bolivia's natural wealth. The lack

of adequate transportation facilities on the Arica-La Paz
railway, the only line crossing the copper-producing cen-

ter, prevented the exportation of much larger quantities

of this ore. In addition the heavy export duties militated

against shipments of ore to foreign countries.

By the law of Jan. 17, 1914, the Bolivian government
withdrew the 25% export duty on nonconcentrated copper

ores, with the result that the exportation of these ores

rose from 4794 metric tons in 1914 to 17,945 tons in

1915. The copper-mining industry was greatly benefited

by this exemption from duties and by the high prices

obtained during 1915.

The exportation of concentrated copper ores also showed
considerable improvement, increasing from 3874 metric

tons in 1914 to 5868 tons in 1915.

Of the total of 1 7,945 metric tons of nonconcentrated

ores exported in 1915, 13,777 tons went to the United

States, 4000 tons to Great Britain, 24 tons to France, and
20 tons to Chile; and of the 5868 tons of the conc'Cn-

trated ores. Great Britain bought 2865 tons, the United

States, 2246 tons, and France, 757 tons.

The production of copper ores, the total amount of

which was 2'?,813 metric tons, is the largest on record in

Bolivia, and in view of the improving prices, it is cer-

tain that the development will continue along more satis-

factory lines.

Mining Concession in Peru
The Peruvian government has granted a concession for

explorations for auriferous ore in the rivers of Marcapata,

Nusiniscato, Huayllumbe and Crayumayo, acording to a

note published in Commerce Reports, Washington, D. C.

The concessionaire, Juan C. Diaz, will begin explorations

in the beds and banks of these rivers and their affluents

within six months, and terminate the work within two

years. EJ Peruano gives the terms of the concession,

stating the privilege of the concessionaire to work certain

of the auriferous deposits, with the payment of 10% of

the net profits from snch mines to the goYcnimcnt.
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Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.
Tho anmml report of the Nevada Consolidated Copper

Co., Ely, Nov., shows the most successful year in the

history of the coinpiiny. The net earnings for IDlfi,

which far surpass those of any previous year, arc due

to increased production and the higher prices that pre-

vailed for copper metal. 'J'he earnings are computed on

the basis of 25.83c. per 11)., versus 17.647c. for the

preceding year. No copper available for delivery re-

mained unsold at the end of the year. The net production

of copper was 90,735,287 lb., as compared with 62,720,-

651 lb. for the preceding year, an increase of over 44i%,
and represents the possible future production under nor-

mal conditions.

Notwithstanding production for 191G was greater than

1915, the operating expenses were also higher, owing to

increased cost of labor, supplies, taxes, etc. The net cost

of producing electrolytic refined copper f.o.b. Atlantic

Seaboard, including plant and equipment depreciation

and all charges except that for ore extinguishment, and

iiient and depreciation, and $3.75 per share, or .$7,.')04,087

was added to earned surplus. This increase in earned sur-

plus is represented principally by the increase in metals on
hand and in transit, $4,206,184, and increase in cash

and niarkolable securities, $2,619,085. The total divi-

dend disbursements to Dec. 31, 1910, were $2.5,474,399,

which, together with $1,999,457 paid from surplus ac-

count, brouglit the total distrubuted to stockholders to

Dec. 31, 1910, up to $27,173,850.

Cluii-ii-(lrill prospecting of both ibe IJuth underground

area ami Co|)pei- Flat shovel-pit area was energetically

conducted during the year, the Hutli drilling being done

mainly for the purpose of more definitely outlining the

orebody as a preliminary to future mining operations,

while in the Copper Flat area the prime object was to in-

crease ore reserves. The results of all this drilling were

highly satisfactory from both the point of additional ore

developments and that of the information desired for the

Boundary-^

VARIOUS CROSS-SECTIONS THROUGH NEVADA CONSOLIDATED STEAM-SHOVEL OREBODIES

after crediting all miscellaneous earnings, was 8.86c. per

lb. versus 8.23c. for the preceding year. Excluding the

item of depreciation, the cost was 8.13c. per lb. as com-

pared with 7.45c. for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915.

During the year $580,930 was spent for improvements

to the Steptoe plant and there was written off for de-

preciation $077,300 and for extinguishment of orebodies

$393,711, which resulted in a net decrease of $484,081 in

the book value of the total property and equipment. The
expenditures for stripping overburden at the pits and for

development of the l{uth mine were $1,989,989, of which

$1,191,121 was charged to operating costs, making an

increase in deferred charges of $798,868 to be charged

against future operations. The total balance thus de-

ferred at Dec. 31, 1910, was $4,93.5,838. The total cost

of mine, plants, equipment, stripping and development

to Dec. 31, 1916, was $20,140,007 and of this amount
there had been written off against profits $11,914,051,

leaving the balance still carried on the books as $14,-

225,956.

The net profit for the year available for dividends

amounted to $15,435,359, or $7.72 per share ; of this, $3.75

per share, or $7,497,963 was paid in dividends, $0.22 per

share, or $133,309 was written olt to cover ore exlinguish-

proper laying out of plans for economic ore extraction.

The footage drilled during the year was as follows:

Holes Footage A%'erage Depth
Ruth group claims 42 19,704 469.05
Copper flat group 61 25,518 418.22

Total lOJ 45,222 439,04
Drilled previous to Jan. I. 1916 381 124,316 326.29

Grand total Dec. 31, 1916 484 169.538 350.28

In the Euth group drilling. 9 holes totaling 409 ft.,

were drilled from the floor of the 500-level drifts with

an electrically driven churn drill of local design. The
footage of underground work driven in the Euth mine
during the vear was 33.321, making a total to Jan. 1,

1917, of 54,188 ft. Of this total, 32,808 ft. was caved

as the mining operations progressed, leaving 21,320 ft.

still open.

The new ore-tonnage developments occurred principal-

ly in the Copper Flat group and were brought about by

deeper drilling in the shovel-pit area below the zone of

distinct secondary enrichment into ore of good economic

grade. Special geological investigations have resulted in

classifying the mineralization in these deeper zones as

of jirimary origin. The attached table gives a summary

of ore reserves at the close of the fiscal year. The ton-
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iKigos as staled aw l)ase(l on a fonipli'tc I'cvif^ion of

sections calculated and estimates.

Ruth Copper Flat Total
Tons Ore % Cu. Tons Ore % Cu. Tons Ore % Cu

Total doveloprd ore
loDer. 31, 1915. 14.357.750 2 32 60.933.454 1 50 75.291.204 1 55

Added during year
1916 1,468.922 I 50 13.005.597 I 37 14,475.519 I 38

Total developed to
Dee. 31, 1915 15,825,572 2 24 73,940,051 148 89,766.723 160

Ore milled to Dee.
31,1916 577,574 2 19 21,096,032 1 65 21,773.606 I 67

Recoverable ore re-

maining Dec. 3 1

,

1915 15,149.098 2 24 52.844.019 I 41 67.993.117 I 59

The balance of tonnage .shown as roniainiiifj at tlio ctid

of the year will not chock with the figures given in the

annual report for 1915 because of some arbitrary deduc-

tions both as to grade and tonnage which it was con-

sidered advisable to make in connection with the 1015

estimates. The figures now stated do not consider such

deductions, being based as they are upon more thorough

development and accurate knowledge as to the extent,

character and value of orebodies. In estimating tonnage

all ore has been included up to the vertical boundaries

of the orebodies as shown on sections, because the ore in

the slopes heretofore mentioned as unavailable for steam-

shovel mining on account of excessive overburden, can

be successfully and profitably mined by underground-

shrinkage methods and delivered direct to standard ore

cars placed on the steam-shovel tracks at the toe of the

slopes.

The stated ore reserves do not include approximately

155,800 tons of developed ore remaining in the Veteran

mine. Neither do they include in the statement of ore

milled 641,169 tons, averaging 2.69% copper, produced

from that mine after it was acquired by this coinijany,

Oct. 1, 1910, to Nov. 30, 1914. Furthermore, no con-

sideration is given in the statement of ore reserves to

approximately 210,000 tons of carbonate ore of a profit-

able grade which has been mined and stored in stockpiles

at the mine, or to large additional quantities of this

kind of ore which will be mined in the future. This

class of material is used for fluxing and other purposes

in smelting operations and has a substantial value which,

however, cannot be definitely stated except as it is used.

During the year 1916, there was 79,963 tons of this

oxidized ore, averaging 3.1% cojiper. smelted and sold at

an average profit of ajjproximately $3.70 ])er ton.

Prospect drilling will be continued during 1917 for

the development of further extensions of orebodies known
to exist.

During the year operations were continued in the

Euth mine, and in December the production was brought

up to an average of about 2500 tons j)er day. The
shrinkage-stope system of mining was gradually displaced

by the branch-raise caving system, as the latter was found

to be better adapted to the peculiarly soft ore and heavy

ground in this deposit. The principal difficulty with

the shrinkage-stope system was met in keeping the hori-

zontal workings open when so near the zone of active

mining. While this difficulty could be successfully com-

liafted. it involved heavy upkeep expense. The branch-

raise system ])erniits placing the extraction drifts from

10 to SO ft. below the zone of active mining, and so far

ill its u.se it has been much less difficult and expensive

to maintain the horizontal workings. During the year

591,515 tons of ore averaging 2.195% copper was shipped

from the Ruth mine to tiie concentrator.

Steam-shovel ojuM'at ions were condiuted as usual in

what is now one pii, (lie two original ])its having been

connected. Tlic greater part of the tonnage was taken

from tiic central and western portions, formerly known
as the Hecin ami Liberty areas, 'i'lie anioimt of sulphide

concentrating ore .shipped during the year was 27.65%
greater than in 1915, and was made up as follows:

1915 1916
Tons fjre % Cu Tons Ore % Cu

I'itorc 2.991,782 1.52 3,337,570 1.532
Ruth Mine ore 86,029 2 28 591,545 2.195

Tot.'il 3.077,811 1 54 3,929,115 1 632

In addilion. 79,9(>3 tons of siliceous carbonate ore

averaging 3.1'/;, copper was shipped direct to smelteries

—

45,591 tons to the companv's smeltery and 34,372 tons

to Garfield, Utah.

The amount of capping removed for the year was aliout

44% greater than in 1915. The large increases of ore

reserves will necessitate a continuance of aggressive strip-

ping operations for several years.

Cu.Yd.
Total capping removed to Dee. 31, 1915 17.675,637
Total cappmg remaining to be removed Dec. 31, 1915 i 8. JO 1 , 3 1

Yardage increase due to 1916 developments 1 0. 705, 099

Total capping estimated to Dec. 31, 1916 46,682,045
Total yardage removed to Dec. 31, 1915 17,675,537
Total yardage removed during 1915 3,988,655

Total yardage removed to Dec. 31,1915 21,654,292

Total yardage remaining to be removed 25,017.754

From til is it is seen that about 46% of the total cap-

|)ing of existing ore reserves has been removed, leaving

aboxit 54% still in place.

The total mining cost by steam shovel of concentrating

ores was 23.:0c. per dry ton. Of this amount 11.28c. is

Federal, state, county and Federal corporation income
taxes, leaving a balance of 12.42c. per ton, which covers

all other charges—labor, supplies, repairs, management
and a )n-o])er portion of New York and Nevada overhead

charges. In 1915 this mining cost was 15.24c. per ton.

of which 4.().Sc. per ton was for the previously mentioned
taxes, all of which are charged to mining, leaving a

balance of 11.16c. per ton to cover the direct mining cost.

There was, therefore, an increase in the direct mining
cost for 1916 of 1.26c. per ton, equivalent to 11.29% over

the cost obtained in 1915. A charge for the retirement

of stripping suspense account was added to the actual

mining cost on the basis of 30c. per ton of ore removed,

thus making the total mining cost charged to operations

53.70c. per ton of steam-shovel ore for 1916. The strip-

])ing cost for 1916 was 30.09c. per cu.yd., as against

28.85c. in 1915, an increase of 1.24e. per yard, or 4.3%.

It may be stated that the increased percentage in the

cost of labor and supplies was much greater than that

of the per ton and yard costs shown. The cost of mining

carbonate ore in the pit for the year was 37.3c. per ton.

as against 46.le. in 1915.

LTnderground mining in the Ruth orebody cost an

average of $1.2021 per ton. Of this amount 14.04c. per

ton represents the same kinds of taxes as previously

mentioned, thus leaving a balance for direct mining of

$1.0617 per ton. Here again the increased cost of labor

and sup]ilies was an important item, except for which the

direct mining costs would have been less than $0.90 ])er

ton. The costs of underground mining are gradually

decreasing and will continue to do so as larger tonnages

are produced and more systematic operating conditions

applied. -V new and heavier hoist and a duplicate com-

pressor now being purchased will be installed early ir
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191.S, vvlicu the Ruth mine will be i)repared Lo su|>|ily

5000 tons daily. The average cost of prospect drilling

at Copper Flat was $2.8533 per ft.; of bench drilling

for blasting .$0.:iS(;7 per ft. The average cost of prospect

llrilling in the Ruth was $2.3695 per ft.

At Ward Mountain a new pipe line 10,300 ft. long

was completed during the* early part of the year and put

in service for the improvement of water supply. During

the year 6300 ft. of new track was laid for the Keystone

dump, and 1200 ft. of new track was laid for miscel-

laneous purposes around the mine. The total amount of

track for the pit mine is 20.69 miles and includes 6.47

miles of Nevada Northern Ry. track, which is used in

pit operations. One 55-ton locomotive for use at the pit

mine was received, and two 81-ton locomotives were

ordered. Several items of miscellaneous repair and shop

equipment were provided. At the Ruth mine a new

compressor was installed and many additions were made

to mine-haulage and shop equipment. Increasing num-

bers of employees at both mines required the building

of 22 dwellings, five staff and bunk houses, a new hospital

to replace one destroyed by fire and one more schoolhouse.

All preparations for additional tonnage which is to be

treated at the concentrator, beginning June 1, 1917, have

been made, and the mines are ready for any increased

output that tliey may be called upon to deliver.

Concentrating and Smelting

During 1916 many improvements at the concentrator

were made, for the purf)ose of increased tonnage and

improved recoveries. These consisted principally in the

replacing of Huntington and Chilean mills with tube-mill

type regrinding equipment. A considerable number of

double-deck tables and other apparatus were installed for

the j)urpose of increasing concentrating capacity. The
old coarse-crushing department of the concentrator is

inadeipiate for the present plan for milling about 14,000

tons daily. In order to meet this requirement the con-

struction of a new coarse-crushing plant was started in

July, 1916. This will be operating by June 1, 1917.

The total tonnage milled during 1916 was 3,922,634 tons,

averaging 1.632% copper, with an actual mill extraction

of 73.87%, the ratio of concentration being 7.45 and the

average copper in concentrates, 8.98%.

The following table gives the concentrator results for

the 1916 fiscal year by quarters:

Lb. Copper Grade of

Percentage Recovered per Ton Concentrate,
Recovery Ore %

First quarter 73.28 24.31 9 142
Second quarter 73.28 23.03 9.229
Third quarter /3.95 24 89 8 881
Fourth quarter 74 i2 24.36 8.721

Average for year 73.8? 24 12 8 983

Total milling costs for the year were 55.9c. per ton, as

against 53.3c. for 1915. The mill tonnage treated and

the copper produced in concentrates by quarters as com-

pared with 1915 fiscal year were as follows:

1915 1915
Ton.s Lb. Copper in Tons Lb. Copper in
Milled Concentrntos Milled Concentrates

First quarter 554,834 11,847,318 827,880 20.131,434
Second quarter 849,155 16,296,369 1,094,879 25,210,618
Third quarter 837,374 19,370,660 1,020,545 25,398,506
Fourth quarter 830,157 19,159,697 979,329 23,855,912

Total for year 3,081,520 65,574,044 3,922,634 94,597,570

In addition to the tonnage treated, as stated, the Con-

solidated Coppcrmines .shipped to the mill during the

year 50,911 tons of 1.593% ore. This was concentrated

and the resultant product smelted under toll contract.

In the roasting de))artment necessary changes in flue

connections were made and four new roasters constructed

and put ill operation late in the year. The 18 furnaces

jircviously installed were remodeled to further increase

the capacity of the plant.

No changes of itnpoi'tance were made in the reverbcra-

tory and converter department, but plans are being pre-

)iared discontinuing the use of oil and substituting

powdered coal as reverberatory fuel. This change is made
necessary by the increasing prices of oil and the conse-

quent impossibility of arranging for a satisfactory oil

supj)ly at permissible prices after the exj^iiration of exist-

ing contracts.

in the ])owerhouse department a 20,000-cu.ft. per min.

sleam-driven turbo-blower was installed to supplement

the blowing engine in supplying air for converter and

other purposes. A 2000-cu.ft. two-stage steam-driven air

compressor was installed as an auxiliary to the high-

pressure air system required for shop work, and a 3000-

kw. turl)0-g(>nerator was ordered to cover the power

demands of the concentrator, in line with the increased

mill tonnage contemplated. Owing to the enroachment

of the slag dump on the springs which constitute a part

of the plant water supply, the hydro-electric pumps were

removed to a permanent position and a new pumping
engine has been purchased for increasing deliveries of

water from this source.

The production of refined copper resultant from the

year's operations was 90,735,387 lb., as compared to 62,-

726,651 lb. for 1915. The net operating cost per pound

of copper produced was 9.44c. Miscellaneous earnings

for the year amounted to 1.31c. per lb., which, if deducted

from the actual operating cost, as stated, leaves a final

net cost of 8.13c. per pound.

Nevada Northern Ry. Construction and
Betterments

During l'.)16 the total length of all tracks was increased

to the extent of 1.557 miles. The total mileage at the

end of the year was as follows: Main line and branches,

1()5.01 miles; yard and siding track.*, including all ter-

minals, 26.257 miles; total length of tracks, 191.267

miles.

There were no extensive improvements during the year

and no equipment was purchased, but one 80-class loco-

motive was ordered in December, which should be de-

livered in May, 1917. The equipment at present consists

of 15 freight and passenger locomotives, 14 passenger-

train cars, 345 ore and other freight-trains ears, 14 work-

train and maintenance-of-way .cars, 1 wrecking crane, 1

coal crane and 1 snowplow.

The total freight handled for the year was 4,845,894

tons, or an average of 13,240 tons per day, as compared

with 3,789,356 tons and an average of 10,382 tons daily

during 1915, being an increase of 27.9%. Of this ton-

nage 4,366,528 tons was ore, 4,307,830 tons having been

shipped by the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., and

58,698 tons by other producers and leasers in the district.

'I'lie remaining 479,366 tons consisted of commercial

freight, as compared with 359,699 tons of such freight

handled in 1915.

The total number of passengers carried in both main-

line and suburban service during the year was 368,577,

a daily average of 1009 as compared to a total of 288,736

for 1915, an increase of 38%.
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Kennecott and Braden Annual Report
The aiimuil ivpDrt for 1!M(> oT tlie Kennecott Copper

Corjioration, with wliifh is coiiibiiuHl tluit of tlio Bradoii

Copper .Mines Co., states that duriiii; the year there was

mined at Kennecott, from the Bonanza and Junil)o mines

297,843 ton? of ore averaginsi 18.(59% Cu. Production

from this tonnasje niin

Cla

High-grade ore. .

Second-class ore.
Concentrates. . .

.

Precipitates

as as follows:
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These figures may be compared with llie I'ollowiiiff esti-

mates of developed and probable ore as ol' .Ian. I, 191.5:

ESTIMATED ORE, 1915

66,225,590 tons of dcvc-lopod ore iiverauing 2.94% of Cu
20,220,026 tons of probable ore averaging 2.72% of Cu

86,445,616 tons, of an average value of 2.88% of Cu

This shows an increa,se in positive ore of f).'),4R4,410 tons

and a corresponding increase in copper contents of 1,213,-

288 tons. This is equivalent (o an increase of 62.3% of

the gross copper contents of tlic ore actually in sight

in 191.5.

Tlip la rue amount of positive and probable ore and the

]irobable eventual extension of plant capacity beyond 10,-

000 tons of ore per day made it advisable to change the

proposed site of the new smelting plant from Sewell to

Caletones, which is close to a i)oint on the Braden rail-

road about seven miles from SewcU by railroad, or four

miles in a direct line. Plans now under consideration

contemplate the transportation of concentrates from the

mill to the new smeltery site by means of an aerial tram-

way.

in June, 1916, a serious accident to the main tailings

dam not only greatly interfered with the production dur-

ing the second, third and fourth quarters, but forced the

inimediate necessity for making other and more compre-

hensive plans for tailings disposal. These changes and

other additional improvements deemed necessary for con-

tinuous and economical operation, together with increased

cost of labor, freight and materials, have added greatly to

the amount of money previously considered as necessary

to bring the plant up to a capacity of 10,000 tons per day.

Tlie "following comparative table gives the more import-

ant mining and metallurgical data covering the year's

operations of the Braden Copper Co., together with the

cost of and price realised for copper produced. Costs are

calculated before deducting depreciation or losses due to

writing off obsolete plant accounts.

fe a §

fe
o 2 2 I ? a*

.2 si >>§ I 5g >4 i5 .gug

Istouarter 5.212 371.852 4,086 2 154 33.921 75 74 6 80c.

2ndouart,r'
'

5,118 337 674 3.711 2 012 2b,961 74 11 8 34c.

3?douirter 4 167 259 806 2.824 2 101 22,298 74 48 10.04c.

4th quarter::::: 6:579 393:297 4.275 2 217 34,804 75 58 7.48c.

12Mo3. 1916.... 21,076 1,362,629 3,723 2 127 117.984 75 07 8.03c.

The average net price realized by the company for cop-

per produced during the year 191G was 26.35c. per lb.

Mining in Mysore, India

Some interesting extracts from the oiticial report on

milling operations in the native state of Mysore during

1915-16 appeared recently in the Indian (Government)

Trade Journal, and were noted in Commerce Reports,

Washington, Apr. 5.

The output of bar gold was 558,.381 o'/.., against 570,-

886 oz. in 1914-15. The quantity of cliromo mined was

1376 tons. Little work was done to exploit mica, as there

was not much demand for the class of the mineral avail-

able. In one di.strict 31 tons of antimony was collected

and stored; this is chiefly sulphide ore sorted out from a

large quantity of quartz material. Corundum to the

amount of 500 cwt. was collected, but there was no export

of the mineral during the year.

As regards iron ore, the jjrospecting work done at

the Kemmangundi areas gave satisfactory results and

1311 tons of ore was excavated, stacked and sampled. A
large body of what appears to be high-grade ore was

opened up, from which at least half a million tons may

be expected, and other mas.'^es likely to yield a large quan-

tity of lower or more-mixed grades have also been shown

to exist. It was discovered that considerable quantities

of ferruginous bauxite exist associated with iron ores of

the Halialnidan Hills. Prospecting work was continued on

the limestone deposits of the Tumkur district. It was

found by analysis that there were two varieties of mag-
nesia of high and low admixture. Certain areas where

the amount of silica is fairly low were located for this

mineral, and about 20 tons of the two varieties were

excavated for experiment purposes.

Samples of slate quarried in the Tumkur district

showed that only the fine chlorite and argillaceous schists

could be sjilit into thin slates. Some experimental work

was carried out for the preparation of dead-burnt mag-
nesia and magnesia bricks, and the results were satisfac-

tory. A design for an experimental kiln was made and

sent to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., with a view to its

erection in Bangalore for further experiments. A quantiy

of Mysore magnesite was tested for the manufacture of

epsom salts, but tlic cost of sulphuric acid to be employed

in its manufacture would, even in normal times, be equal

to the market value of the salt itself.

The deposits of kaolin at Kekri, Asgod and Kokkod
were prospected and sampled. They might be useful for

local porcelain or pottery work or for the manufacture of

firebrick. Several tons of asbestos was obtained from the

Hassan district and fiberized in an impact pulverizer.

The yield was a fluffy fiber which is very short and of

low tensile streugtli and unsuitable for many purposes.

An investigation ^yas made as to the possibilities of

extracting clean sodium carbonate from the alkaline de-

posits near Mandya and other places, but no conclusive

results have been obtained. The other mineral products

to which attention was paid during the year were anti-

mony, lead, zinc and silver ores, pyrites, sulphuric acid,

calcium cyanide, electrolytic alkali and bleach, graphite,

ocher, and sands and other materials for glass making.

m

Tungsten and Antimony in Bolivia

The American minister to Bolivia, according to Com-
merce Ecports, of the United .States Department of Com-
merce, of Apr. IS, reports that the enhanced prices ob-

tained for tungsten ore have caused the opening up of

large deposits in the northern jsart of the country, where

they abound. The output during 1914 was 276 metric

tons, while in 1915 the exports totaled 792^ tons, an in-

crease of 516| tons, or 349%, lor that year, when the

United States took 436 tons and Great Britain 357 tons.

The production of antimony during 1915 was above the

most optimistic calculations. Exports increased from 186

tons in 1914 to 17,933 metric tons in 1915, when 16,184

tons went to Groat Britain, 1589 tons to the United

States and the remainder to Spain. The large number

of deposits of this mineral and the ease of its exploitation

bring large profits to the mine owners at the present

])riccs, and there is no reason why this industry should

not become one of the most flourishing in the country so

long as the quotation on the ore is at all reasonable.
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Organization of Government Machinery
for War

SYNOPSIS—Oryanizaiion of various linnrdx to

su/iplriiient fJie regular Government l)ureau,^ in

handling the tremendous worl- of preparing the

country for war was necessary. A priority board

to preven.t much duplication and confusion will

probably be added to coiirdinate the work of the

various board,^ along lines shown by English ex-

perience to be most adrixnhJe.

Presiident Wilson eallecl it a war to make the world

safe for democracy. Secretary of the Interior Lane, the

other day, called it a test of the ability of this par-

ticular democracy, the United States, to organize itself

out of and away from the dangers of economic anarchy.

The willingness to serve is abundant. Offers of ideas,

offers of work, offers of material are flooding the National

Capital. But the machinery for using it all in the way

cliant sliijis, to replace U-boat ravages, a diversion of ma-
terial wliich has seriously Inindicapjied tlie country in

its work of feeding the Allies and making its own in-

ternal preparations for war. The steel should not have

been turned over to the Navy Department but placed at

the disposal of the Government to be parceled out in a

more immediately effective way. And so with all classes

of material and effort.

The accompanying chart from the New York Times

indicates the ]iresent organization of the Government
for war with one board or commission, called "Priority

Board" in the diagram, which is not yet in the actual

Government machinery, but which is very much needed

there, according to Secretary Lane, who is one of the si.x

Cabinet members constituting the Council of National

Defense. Congress created this council. The President

appointed the members of the Advisory Commission and

then the council ajjpointed the various committees mak

ORGANIZATION CHART, SHOWING RELATION AND COORDINATION OF GOVERNMENT WAR BOARDS

that will do the most good has not yet been perfected. It

is a .slow process. The indispensable thiug is an agency

for coordination, and that seems to be lacking.

Here is a case in point: Practically all the available

steel of the country was offered to the Navy Department

and acce])ted for the construction of big warships tliat

are needed, bu( which cannot be finished for several yeai's.

This meant the diverting of steel from other industries,

notably the building of railroad rolling stock and of mer-

ing up the personnel of the seven main subdivisions of the

commission. The Shipping Board, created by Congress

last September, the Federal Trade Commission, the Fed-

eral Reserve Board, and the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, all have liig war functions but are operating in-

dependently.

"It is a good organization," said Mr. Lane, "but wc

must have more complete coordination. England was

finally obliged to establish its Priority Commission, the
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Secretary Lane and Three of the Seven Members of the

Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense

aimiiiiiii'iiKi""""""'"

FRANKLIN K. LANE
Secretary of the Interior

BERNARD BARUCH

DANIEL WILLARD
President. Baltimore & Ohio K.R.

HOWARD E. COFFIN
Vice President. Hudson Motor Car Co.
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The Four Other Members of the Advisory Commission
of the Council of National Defense
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DR. FRANKLIN MARTIN
A distinguished surgeon of Chicago

JULIUS ROSENWALD
President. Sears. Roebucli & Co.

SAMUEL GOMPERS
President, American Federation of Labor

DR. HOLLIS GODFREY
President. Drexd Institute
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name of which is self-cxplanatorv, and we need a board

with the same powers in this country. Such a conmiis-

sion is in toucli with tlie needs of every department of

government and of every essential industry. It ad-

ministrates no activity of its own, but sees to it that no

activity is crippled because of lack of supplies and labor

due to such siqiplies or l)ecause of labor Ijein^' wasted or

used to lesser advantage by being deflected to where the

need is not so great. It determines the distribution of

ships, of railroad iron, of steel plates, of annnunition and

machinery. It hears the arguments of tJic various depart-

ments with a])parently conflicting demands and tlien de-

cides each case in such a way as to serve the greatest

good of the whole country and the greatest efficiency.

It may be true that such a priority board cannot ajipreci-

ate the needs of a given activity as well as the technical

experts iu that activity, but such a board can know the

needs of all better than any special group can know
them. It can coordinate. It is like the case of the

thousand persons all striving to get through a narrow
doorway at the same time. Only a few get through. The
rest get hurt. Somebody miist line them up and they

will all get through in good order and in reasonably good
time.

"Group organization here is progressing rapidly, but

the groups themselves must be tied into a whole ma-
chine abundantly lubricated with the oil of coordination.

For example, the railroads organized for the war under a

committee of the ablest railroad executives, who have in-

terlocked the 250,000 miles of the country's railroads into

a single cooperative system to eliminate wasteful com-
petition and put the transportation of conmiodities and
troops on the most effective war basis. But that does

not go far enough. Beyond all that arises the ques-

tion, what shall be shipped first, and in what quantities ?

The answer to that question should come from a Priority

Board which knows what the most urgent need is at any
given moment in any part of the world.

"Of course," said Secretary Lane, "we are just begin-

ning iu the United States on this work of broad-gage or-

ganization and cooperation. The war has waked us up to

the necessity of it. It has shown beyond all question that

a democracy cannot rest on economic anarchy."

Advisory Commission to the Council of

National Defense
AVasiiixgtox Couuespoxdexce

Owing to the rapidity with which events have been mov-
ing during recent weeks, it is evident that considerable

confusion exists as to the details of the organization of the

Council of National Defense. The Council was authorized

in the national defense act, which became a law Aug. 29.

At its head are the Secretaries of "War, Navy, Interior,

Agriculture, Commerce and Labor. To serve with the

secretaries is an advisory commission which serves without

pay. Directly under the cabinet officers is a paid director

and an administrative organization, which includes the

secretary of the council and four assistants to the direc-

tor, with their respective assistants. Immediately under

the director, but not connected witii the advi.sory com-

mission, are the sections and boards of the council, of

which the food board, under the direction of Herbert C.

Hoover, and the committee on coal productioti. under fbc

direction of F. S. Peabody, arc examples. .

'I'lic mining industry is interested in most of tlie sub-

divisions of the advisory commission, comprising a.s they

do some of the most jirominent mining men. The commit-

tees and cooperative connnittees are a.s follows:

Transportation and communication, Daniel Willard.

Coiiperative connnittees on; telegraphs and telephones,

T. N. Vail; railroads, Fairi'a.x Harrison; electric rail-

roads. Gen. George H. Harries.

Munitions, Howard E. Coffin. Cooperative committees

on ; national industrial conference, L. A. Osijoriie ; ])ublic

utilities, John \V. Lied; industrial in\entory, II. M. Lake-

man; motor transport (uiuianied).

Science and Research, Dr. Hollis Godfrey. Cooperative

committees on; engineering .societies (unnamed) ; educa-

tion (uiuuimed).

Supplies, Julius Kosenwald. Cooperative committees

on; cotton goods, Lincoln (irant; woolen goods, John P.

Wood ; shoes and leather, J. F. McElwain ; knit goods,

Lincoln Cromwell.

IJaw materials, Bernard Banich. Cooperative com-

mittees on; alcohol, Horatio S. Reubens; aluminum,

Arthur V. Davis; asbestos, Thomas P. Manville; brass,

Charles F. Brooker; coal tar products, Wm. H. Childs;

lumber. R. H. Dowaiman ; lead, Clinton H. Crane: mica,

L. AV. Kingsley ; nickel, Ambrose ilonell ; oil, A. C. Bed-

ford ; rubber, H. S. Hotchkiss; steel, Elbert H. Garj-

:

sulphur. Henry Whiton ; wool, Jacob F. Brown ; zini

.

Edgar Palmer; copper, John D. Ryan.

Labor, Samuel Gompers. Cooperative conmiittees on

;

wages and hours, F. Morrison ; mediation and conciliation,

V. Everit Macy ; welfare work, L. A. Coolidge ; women in

industry, ]Mrs. Borden Harriman ; information and statis-

tics, F. L. Hoffman ; press. Grant Hamilton ; publicity,

Dr. Edward T. Devine ; cost of living, S. T. Ballard.

Medicine and surgery. Dr. Franklin H. Martin. Co-

operati\ e connnittees on ; general medical board and

standardization, Dr. Franklin H. Martin.

The co6]>erative conmiittees, which are of most interest

to the mining industry, are composed as follows

:

Zinc—Edgar Palmer. New Jersey Zinc Co., .55 Wall

St., New York; Charles W. Baker, president American

Zinc. Lead and Smelting Co., 120 Broadway, New York;

A. P. Cobb, vice president New Jersey Zinc Co., 55 Wall

St., New York: Sidney J. Jennings, vice president United

States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co., 120 Broad-

way, New York ; Cornelius F. Kelly, vice president Ana-

conda Copper Co., 42 Broadway, New York; N. Bruce

]\racKel\ie, president Butte & Superior Copper Co., 25

Broad St., New York: Thomas F. Noon, president

Illinois Zinc Co., Peru, 111.: Chas. E. Orr, president

Bertha A. :Mining Co., Webb City, :Mo.

Lead—Clinton H. Crane, president St. Joseph Lead Co..

(il Broadway, New York: Fred W. Bradley, president

Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.,

San Franci-sco; Edward Brush, vice president American

Smelting and Refining Co.. 120 Broadwav, New York;

E. J. Corni.sh, vice president National Lead Co.. Ill

Broadway. New York: Harry L. Day, Hercules Mining

Co., Burke, Idaho; F, Y. Robertson, vice president and

general manager U. S. Metals Refining Co.. 120 Broad-

way. New York.

Aluminum—Arthur V. Davis, president Aluminum Co.

of America. Pittsburgh: E. E. Allyne, president Alum-

iinnn Castings Co., Cleveland; Jos, A. Janney, Jr., Morris

Bldg., Philadelphia.
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Receivership for Granville Mining Co.
On Apr. 21 Edward Do.vter was a])])<)int<>(l recoixer for

the Graiivillo Mining Co. by llio IJritisli court, chancery

division, London, on a motion of the Gold Fields Amer-
ican Development Co. The action was, to a great extent,

the outcome of intercorporate difficulties and was op-

po.sed by A. N. C. Treadgold, a director of the Granville

company and himself a holder of some of its "prior-lien"

and "first-mortgage" debenture stock, secured by trust

deeds, to protect which the present action was brought

by Gold Fields American Development Co. Tlie Gran-

ville Mining Co. is a holding company, controlling im-

portant gold placers in the Klondike section of Yukon
Territory. The exploitation of these areas by subsidiary

companies was made possible by the Granville Mining

Co., which raised the funds from various mining and de-

velopment organizations, prominent among which was

the Gold Fields American Development Co. Not much
has been given to the public regarding the resources of

the Granville company nor of the operation of its sub-

sidiaries, but it has been known for many months that the

company was behind in meeting its obligations. The re-

ceivership was asked, it appears, to protect the secured

creditors from possible actions by unsecured local credi-

tors of the Canadian Klondyke j\Iining and Power com-

panies, and to prevent the forfeiture of the North-West

Corporation's claims.

Some interesting details of the Granville history lead-

ing up to the present situation were given to the court

by Mr. Maugham, K. C, who represented the plaintiff

companv in the receivership action. He told the court

that the Granville Mining Co. was incorporated on Aug.

11, 1911, with a capital of £1,410,000 in £1 shares.

Subsequently, there were issued £110,000 prior-lien de-

benture stock and £900,000 first-mortgage debenture

stock: the former matures in 1933 and the latter in

1936. The Granville company turned over its alluvial

properties and other interests to subsidiaries and now
hold only the securities of other companies, principally

those of the Canadian Klondyke Mining Co., of the Ca-

nadian Klondyke Power Co. and of the North-West Cor-

poration, which in its turn held a controlling interest in

a number of subsidiary Canadian mining companies. The
diificulty that had arisen was this : Under the trust deed

to secure the pior-lien debenture stock, dated June 25,

1915, there should have been deposited with the trustees

some valuable bonds and securities belonging to the Ca-

nadian companies, but the defendant company had failed

to make the deposit. It was also in default in the pay-

ment of interest, but that was not a matter upon which

this application was based.

Deadlock Due To Disagreement In the Board

IMr. Maugham said the reason for the present dead-

lock was due to the fact that the board of the defend-

ant company could not agree on the steps to be taken and

that the companies in which they held the bonds and

shares were in a serious condition. One, the North-West

Corporation, Ltd., in which the company held a million

shares, had a large number of claims, which, in accord-

ance with the Canadian laws, had to be worked or for-

feited. It had no cash and could not go on. Tlio Ca-

nadian Klondyke Mining Co., and the Canadian Klon-

dyke Power Co., associated with it, liad not complied

with the obligation to hand over tlie bonds to the Gran-

vilh' company; tlie companies were in the unfortunate
l)()sition of owing large sums of money to unsecured
creditors, who had tlie right, unless a receiver were ap-
pointed, to .seize the assets, so that there was no protec-
tion for the holders of the prior-lien debenture stock.

The ])resent was the first step for putting the machinery
in motion to obtain that protection, and when this re-

ceiver was appointed application would be made for
authority to collect the bonds. The plaintiff company, be-
ing in effect the owners of the holding company and these
assets, bad to prevent the assets of the Canadian Klon-
dyke Mining and the Power companies being seized by
unsecured creditors; and to prevent the claims of the
North-West Corporation being forfeited and to provide
funds to keep them working until there was some kind
of reorganization.

Chile Copper Co.'s Ore Reserves
Prior to the recent meeting of Chile Copper Co. stock-

holders to approve the increase in capital stock and the

bond i.ssue, President Daniel Guggenheim sent to stock-

holders a statement commenting on the extraordinary in-

crease in ore reserves at the company's property at

Chuquicamata. In April, 1913, the reserves were esti-

mated at 95,(i57,000 tons of 2.41% ore, whereas the pres-

ent "proven ore'' is given as 354,700,000 tons containing

2.18% copper, witli additional "probable ore" of 346,000.-

000 tons. President Guggenheim quotes from Consulting

Engineer Fred Hellmann's letter of Dee. 28, 191(), as

follows

:

In response to your request, I have made a careful estimate
of the ore reserves of Chuquicamata and find that the total ore
in sight, that is, within the bore hole net, and without allow-
ing for any extension of the ore whatsoever, either laterally
or in depth beyond the bore holes, amounts to 354,700,000 tons
of a value of 2.1S'/;. This is distributed as follows:

Tons Copper Content
232.900,000 1,89%
73,100,000
48,700,000

2.98%
2 36%

Oxidized ore
Mixed ore , .

Sulphide ore. .

Total 354,700,000 2 18%
I have also made a forecast of "probable ore," which is not

by any means a forecast of all the ore that will eventually be
developed, but is an estimate, within reasonable limits, of
what may assuredly be expected. To determine this quantity.
I made cross sections at intervals of 400 ft. and placed on
each cross section all available data derived from bore holes
and other workings. I also made a longitudinal section, which
assumed the thickness of the ore indicated by the bore holes
in the center of the deposit and sloped the bottom of the ore
upwards towards the north and south ends in conformity
with the bore-hole results in both directions and allowing
only moderate extensions of these bore holes where the same
had stopped in ore. I then assumed these cross sections to

extend only 100 ft. to the west of the most westerly north
.ind south lines of bore holes, and on the e.ist side I cut out
all very low-grade ore and drew in the boundary lines of the
ore deposit towards the west so as to exclude all low-grade
ore on that side. I then caused these cross-sections to be
divided into different classes of ore. as indicated by the
bore holes, and the amount of each class of ore was calcu-
T-»?d from these areas. The totals of the different classes of
ore duly weighted with their values, gave the final total of
all ore and its value. In this manner I reached a total of
700.000,000 tons of ore of a tenor of 2.12% copper, divided as
follows:

Tons Copper Content

Oxidized ore 339.000.000 1 91%
Mixedore 151,000,000 2.98%
Sulphideore 210,000,000 1.84%

Total 700,000.000 2.12%
The values given to the different kinds of ore are those

which apply to the ore already in sight and which are. as

you are aware, very conservative. The whole estimate is. In

my opinion, very conservative and moderate and will undoubt-
edly be exceeded.
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The proven oro represonts a Gi-year supjily for the

present 10,000-ton plant; it is therefore proposed to in-

crease plant capacity to 27,000 tons per day. OF the

"probable ore," there would be a 34-yGars' supply of

oxidized ore, alone, for the enlarged plant and at the end

of this period, there would still remain ;!61,000.000 tons

to be treated. Treating S'i.OOO tons of oxidized ore of

1.91% copper tenor, President Ouggenheim stated that

an extraction of 88% can be obtaiiUMl and ;500,000,000 lb.

of refined copper can be delivered annually either in

Europe or the United States for tic. a pound.

Since the Chuquicamata plant began partial operation

on May 18, 1915, production and total costs of delivered

copper have been as follows: In 1915 (7| months) 10,-

914,821 lb. at total cost of 18.55c. per lb.; 191(; (12

months) 41,305,476 lb. at cost of 15.65c.; 1917 (2

months) 13,812,000 lb. at 13.24c. per lb. delivered. The

cost at Chuquicamata was 9.64c. per lb. for this January

and February production. Transportation and insurance

costs are approximately 2c. per lb. more than before the

war.

Because of the immense ore deposit, President Guggen-

heim stated that the directors have in mind ultimately

increasing the capacity of the reduction plant to 50,000

or 60,000 tons per day

^:

Separation of Nickel and Cobalt

by Red Lead
A method of separation of nickel and cobalt, using

PbaO^ as the means of reumving iron from the solution,

is given by T. L. Walker (Trans. Eoyal Soc. Can., p.

93, 1915).'

To the hot solution containing iron, nickel, cobalt, cop-

per and lead as chlorides add a few drops of hydrogen

peroxide to oxidize the iron, nearly neutralize with

XaoCOa and then gradually add Pb304 while boiling in a

flask. It is necessary to agitate the flask continuously.

There is evolution of CI and precipitation of PbO^ and Fe

(OH) 3. Add Pb^O^ to excess as shown by the distinct

red color of the heavy precipitate. Filter and wash

with H,0. From the filtrate precipitate the lead and

other metals of that group by H.,S, after which concen-

trate the solution to 100 c.c. Finally add 3 c.c. concen-

trated H^SO^, 30 c.c. NH.OH (sp.gr. 0.88) and deposit

the nickel and cobalt by electrolysis, using a revolving

gauze cathode with a current of 5 amp. at 5 volts. Depo-

sition is complete in 30 min. Figures .show the separa-

tion of iron from nickel by this method to be complete,

but in separation of cobalt and iron there may be a loss of

10% of the cobalt. Slightly better results were given for

the latter by using PliOj. In the electrolysis of solutions

of C0CI2 and NiCL there is no interference from the CI

under the conditions described. To a solution of CoCU
was added 3 c.c. II^SO^, 30 c.c. NH/IH and water to

make 150 c.c. To a like amount of CoCU were added 3

c.c. 11,^0., and the solution heated until SO3 fumes

came off. The residue was made ammoniacal as in the

previous case and diluted to 150 c.c. Upon electrolyzing

both of these, using rotating gauzjc cathode and 4 amp.

at 5 volts, deposition of Co was complete in 20 and 30

min., respectively, and the amounts were identical. These

and other experiments indiciite that the chlorides of co-

nalt and nickel may be employed for electrolytic determi-

nations, provided that the same amount of sulphates be

present as would be required for the satisfactoiy jilatiiig

out of cobalt from the sulphate. If the dimetliylgiyoxime

method be employed for precipitation of nickel in pres-

ence of iron, it is necessary to add tartaric acid, to keep
the iron in solution. The accuracy of this metliod is

about the same as that of the PbjO^ method, provided the
solution stands about 2 I liours.

Foreign Trade in Copper
Exports of co])iier from the United States in March,

1917, are re]iorted by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

March Total for
Lb. Jan.-Ffb.-Mar.

Ore and roncontrates, contents 461,131 1.523.211
Unrefined, in bars, pigs, etc 2, 520 039
Uefined. bars, etc 102.814,125 280,070,015
Old and serap 402,752 446,416
Plates and sheets 8,074,657 11.408,640
Wiro 3,442,580 7,528,817

Total 1 1 5, 195,245 303,497, 1 38

The weight of ore exported in ]\Iarch was 4432 tons;

of concentrates, 594 tons.

Imports of copper into the United States in March,

1917, are reported by the Department of Commerce as

follows

:

March Total for
Lb. Jan.-JTcb.-Mar.

Ore and concentrate contents 10.732,049 36,896,126
Matte and regulus 218,957 752,999
Unrefined, in bars, pigs, etc 31,799,828 99,131,781
Refined, in bars, etc 239,291 2.964,667
Old, etc , for manufacture 1,691.056 5,474,592
Composition metal, copper chief value 47,679 1 12,364

Total 44,728,860 145,332,529

Material imported itt !March was 24,341 tons ore,

13,188 tons concentrates and 258 tons matte and regulus.

Mineral Output of Italy in 1915
According to official reports in Revista del Servizio

Miiicmrio nel 1015, the principal items of mineral pro-

ductitm in Italy in 1915 were as follows, arranged in

order of descending value: Sulphur, crude, 2.222,399

metric tons; lignite, 939,027; iron ore, 679,970; silver-

lead ore, 41,590 ; zinc ore, 80,622 ; iron pyrites, 327,707

;

mercury ore, 110,642; copper ore, 74,470; petroleum,

6,105; boric acid, 2,497; copper pyrites, 41,613; asphaltic

and bituminous rock, 47,650; antimony ore, 4,334; rock

salt, 33,267: salt, 17,914; manganese ore, 12,577 metric

tons; natural gas, 5,812,000 cu.m. ; bituminous coal,

6,954 metric tons; mineral waters, 26.800; graphite,

6,176; bituminous schist, 4,741; alum, 4,850; bauxite

5,900; gold ore, 296: lead and zinc ore, 250 metric tons.

The principal metals produced, exclusive of iron and

steel were: Lead, 31,812 metric tons; mercury, 985;

aluminum, 904; copper, 940 metric tons; silver, 14,759

kg. ; antimony, regulus and .sulphide, 548 metric tons.

The number of working mines was 619, of which 316 were

sulphur producers.

Alaska Gold Mines Co.
The report of the Alaska Gold Mines Co. for the flr.st

quarter of 1917 shows that 541,093 tons, averaging $1,207

per ton, was milled, yielding $0,997 per ton, an extrac-

tion of 81.06%. Operating expenses amounted to $0,788

])er ton, leaving a profit of $0,209 per ton.

The value of bullion and concentrates produced was

$5.39, 188 : total expenses were .$430,748, leaving an oper-

ating i)ro{it of $108,710.
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Details of Practical Mining
|
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Splitting Diamond-Drill Cores

A drill fore is one oL' tlio best exiilonitory rorords tliat

can be had, for tlie reason that it shows in rehitive position

the various formations that have been passed througli by

tlie diamond drill. The drill eore jiives a jieologie history

and its earet'ul preservation is therefore a matter of great

moment, especially when the cost of seeiiring the eore ma\;

have been from $3 to $5 a foot. Tn drillinji' throngh min-

eralized zones it is important to know the mineral content

of the eore ; still one is reluctant to grind the eore to pulp,

for the reason that its usefulness as a geologic record is

tliereby destroyed. It is obvious that if the core can he

split longitudinally, one-half will serve as a complete geo-

logic record and the other, if ground, will furnish a sam-

ple of the rock that has been drilled.

The geological and mechanical deparinients of the E.

J. Longvear Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., ha\e developed a

machine for the purpose of splitting diamond-drill cores.
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liy (li.<sol\ iiii;' iilMHit J oz. of coniniei'rinl |i(it:issium l)i-

chromate crystals in 1 gal. of walcr, and let stani! until

the w'liito lines on the ijrint are jierfectly clear: iisually

about 30 sec: (lien wash in clear water as before.

AVitb a little jiraclice excellent prints may be made,
witli the advantage ol all tlie prints beinsj of the same
.•^hade. this i)eing especially dcsirahle when several ])rints

are hound together in paiu]ihlct form.

An Autom?.tic Suction Control

At some mines where several pumps are required, each

drawing water from several sumps, uidess some kind of

automatic suction-control device is em])loyed more than

one ])umpman will he necessary to kec]) all the ]>umps in

efficient operation.

The accompanying illustraiiun from Coal Age shows a

device useful for governing the flow of water from the

various sumps to a single pump. It consists essentially

THE SUCTION CONTROL IN A SUMP

of a cock in the sumj) suction line, a float in the sump
and a suitable rod and lever connecting the two. When
the water in the sump rises, the float opens the cock : when
it falls, it closes it.

For a float an old powder caji is used. The hole, of

course, is first effectually sealed after which the can

is given a good coat of i)aint. This answers the purpose

fairly satisfactorily. By means of the above-described

apparatus several sumps may be kept ]nimped out with-

out the continuous care of the pumpman.

Fire Protection in Shafts

Shaft fires are the most dangerous kind as they may
paralyze the ventilation and hoisting arrangements and
jeopardize the lives of those underground. To aft'ord pro-

tection from fire the following system was devised by
Christopher T. T?oberts and described in United States

Patent No. 925,2;50.

A tank of large capacity is jdaced on the surface near

the month nf the shaft. Leading From the bottom of this

lank is a large header which goes down ihc shaft into the

sum]). Connected to this at intcr\als are smaller-sized

sjirinkler j)ipes which are jdaced horizontalU' uniler the

wall plates. A valve is placed in the main header where it

leaves the tank. The bottom of the header is provided

with a hy])ass-valve system to the return pipe leading from
Ihc sump up to the tank. A pumj) is connected to this

upcast pii)c. The valve arrangements permit the pump lo

either .throw the sump water up the upcast to the tank or,

in ca.se of fire in the lower part of the shaft, to force the

«ater up into the main header and horizontal sprinklers.

In this event the main header valve at the top is closed.

Tf the fire is in the to]> of the shaft, the pump throws
water from the sum]) into the tank and the main header
valve at the top is o))encd so that the water flows from
the tank down through the header and horizontal sprink-

lers. A 2x4 or 2x6 should be spiked to the top of

each wall plate to make a trough to hold the water and
lend to make it run down the lining of the shaft from
the sprays above.

This system differs from the regular spriidvler system

in that there is no water in the pipes except in the event

of fire and the system is not automatically controlled, but

is always under control from the .surface.

[In "Kules and Regulations for ^letal Mines," i)u;

lished as Bulletin 7^5 of the Bureau of ilines by the com-
mittee consisting of W. R. Ingalls, James Douglas, J. R.

Finley, J. Parke Channing, and John TIays Hannnond,
this question of sprinkling to safeguard against under-

ground fires at mines was considered abquite some length,

and the report says "The committee also finds that the

actual use of such sprinkling systems in shafts is under

the suspicion of causing reversal air currents with re-

sultiug loss of life. Although such reversal lias not been

actually proved, there is indeed the possibility that such

may happen, and that there may be fatal results there-

from.'"'-—Editor.]

Ringelmann Smoke Densities Chart

Much of the difSculty of describing the density of

smoke emanating from a stack is obviated by the use of

the Ringelmann chart, a miniature of which is shown

in the illustration. The chart, as shown, is made up of

.six rectangles, four of which consist of crossed lines so

spaced and of such weight as to give a variation of 20%
Xo. 2, corresponding to 20% black; Xq. 3, 40%; Xo. 4.

60%; Xo. o. 809; : and Xo. 6. 100%. The chart is

RINGELMANN CHART

placed before the eye at such a distance that it loses the

checkerboard appearance and the smoke observed directly

at the top of the stack. A small amount of practice will

enable one to determine the smoke density and in many
of the cities in the TJuited States which have accepted

these gradations as standard, smoke of No. 3 density it

considered to he a nuisance.
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Mining and Metallurgical Machinery
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Sharpener for Small-Sized Drill Steel The Lee Motor-Truck Body
Tlie su|H'riority nf iiiailiiii('-sliar]ii'iu'il ilrill steel has l^'k^xiliililydf e(|iii|niiciit is the present-ilay need whiili

l)ei'n llioniu>;lily ili'iiiouslrated, hut tho cost dl' a iliill eaiisod the Lee l.oader and Body Co., 2'M:i Sotitli La

sharpener has been too ureat fur small jilaiits. To (ill Salle St., t'liieayo. to develop the u'eiiural-purpose

this need the Ingei'soll-Kaiid Co., has iiiti'cidueed a small- hody I'di- motor trucks shown in the illusti'ation.

sized drill-sharpeniiii;' machine for haiidlinj;- the steel for This has a ilal llom' and an end gate, hinged at the top

the smaller size of hammer and piston drills and wiiliin

the reach of tlie users of t«ii i>i' three drills. This is

known as the Levner .laeksteel Shar|iener, a small

"edition" with mndilliali<]ns. ol' the standai-il \o. "i

Leyner Sharpener.

The new machine is designe(l to handle small sizes ol'

steel such as li in. inaximum diameter rtuind, ci'ucir<nin.

i
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in staggered rows u]K)n llii' rncc. Tlu' t'l'usliing is ilonc

against an anvil plate, hiiilt nj) in vertical sections. 'I'liese

sections are hollow steel castings, strung npon a shaft and

having the lower or jaw ends carried by a cross-beam

which is held by diagonal anchor bolts. Heavy springs on

the ends of these bolts allow the jaw to give slightly iindei-

excessive pressure and so prevent breakage. The roll on

the Alpena crusher has a cast-steol shell 7i in. thick, with

teeth of manganese steel keyed in slots. Tliis shell is

keyed upon a cast-iron spider, which in turn is keyed to a

19-10

SECTION OF ALPENA ROLLER CRUSHER

heat-treated steel shaft SO in. diameter at the bearings.

This is belted to a 250-hp. motor which runs at 580 r.p.m.

The crushing roll nms at 23 r.p.m.

The main part of the hopper is of cast steel 7 x 13 ft.

at the top. Above this is a structural-steel hopper into

which the rock is dumped from standard-gage quarry

cars. Eocks 5x7 ft. can he handled. The crusher is

.SKCTTONAl. VIl'IW OF CRUSHKK. SHOWtN'C KOLl,
KNOBS AND STUDS

WITH

adjusted for a 7-in. product and delivers about 7000 tons

of broken stone per 10-hour shift.

The two principal points in which the Fairmount

crusher differs from earlier roll-tyjie crushers are (1) the

use of an anvil gradually a})proaching and extending

under the roll, and (8) the use of a roll having part of

the knobs or studs hijrher than the regidar ones. The

first feature ini^reases the. size of the opening where the

stone is crushed against the anvil plate. Tn regard to the

large or slugger knobs, it has been f(]und that witii knobs

lif unil'orni hei;ilil ilie eiiisher is noi s\ijlabl(; for breakinj»

large stone.

The (ii'st ci'ushers of this tyjie were installed in 11)1 I ^it

the plant of the Casparis Stone Co., at Fairmount, III.,

where two of the machines were started in 1912.

Thi> machine was designed under the direction of li.

C. Newhouse, engineer of the crushing and ccnuMit ma-
chinery de])artment of the Allis-Chalmers company.

Recorder for Shovels or Dredges

The Service Recorder Co. of S.M.j East 105th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio, has placed upon the market an instru-

ment for recording the running ami standing time of lo-

comotives, motor trucks, steam shovels and dredges. This

instrument, called a Servis Recorder, is of extremely sim-

ple construction, is entirely .self-contained, and can be at-

tached in a few minutes to any of the running parts of a

machine. To record operation it uses the oscillation or

sway of the ei|nipiuent through the meilinm of a pendu-

\
ImM.I I'

.5^

-^.-

:i;;*:i^cKi,;.•.i.»-^

SERVIS RECORDER AND SECTION OF CHART

luni, which is so constructed as to avoid the recording of

vibrations or jars. The instrument is inclosed in a steel

case unauthorized opening of which is safeguarded against

by a plunger which cuis the recording chart when the lid

is opened or removed. An eight-day clock controls the

timing mechanism. The data which may be obtained

through the registration of actual time consumed in

operations o\er the registration of the number of opera-

tions, iis registered hv a counter, can readilv he ap-

preciated.
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Events and Economics of the War
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The Froufh and Hritisli tonuuissions liavc been mak-

ing a tour of the country and have now I'ptnrncd to

Washington for final con.-;nlt<itioiis prcvions to (licir de-

parture for home.

Congress lias been talking, without areoniplishing

much of anything and its inability to do business is get-

ting on the nerves of people. Similarly is the ehaos in the

administrative departments in Washington. Out of the

contest between the bureaucrats and the business men it

is likely that we shall see the creation of some new de-

partments of do things with men like Hoover, Cotfin,

Goethals and Willard at the head of them. In the mean-
while more preparations for equipping the new army are

being made proljably than is appreciated.

The assistance of bankers has been invoked tn help

float the Liberty Loan.

Nothing of great importance has transpired on any of

the fronts. The great center of interest has been in

Russia, where the new sjjirit of liberty has flamed too

recklessly. The dominance of the socialists is disquiet-

ing, but it is hoped that common sense will prevail and
already the socialist leaders seem to have awakened to the

danger to the nation in their course.

Hoover To His Associates on the

Belgian Commission
To my associates of the Commission for Relief in Bel-

gium : We are sure that the whole American people will

be glad to know that through the sympathetic arrange-

ments made by the President and the Secretary of

Treasurj', the cost of the Belgian and Northern France

relief, so far as it is feasible under present shipping con-

ditions, will be borne for the next six months by the

American Government. This has been made possible by

a loan of $75,000,000 from the United States to the

Governments of Belgium and France. The monev will

be advanced by the Treasury in installments of $12,.500,-

000 per month, of which .$7,500,000 will be available for

Belgian relief and SojOOO.OOO for the relief in Northern
France. The way is open so that at the termination of

the six months thus provided for, application niav be

made to the Government for further loans. We desire

to state that although the Commission has endeavored for

many months to secure this gratifying result, we feel that

the appeals that have been made by you have largely in-

fliieii((>d the Government in finally granting the request

of the Belgian and French Governments. Therefore the

time, energy and money expended in your campaign have
done more than to bring in immediate contributions

;

they have helped to insure the relief of nel<;inm and
Northern France tlii'ougbout the war.

The Commission has long desired Government lecog-

nition in order that its work should be more (irmly estab-

lished as a distinctly American undertaking, and uc \'ci'\

(hat you will join with us in inten;:' satisfaction that the

work will now be shared bv the whole .-Vmerican nation.

K'ealizing that each Committee and community has
adopted its own method of making appeals and collecting
fluids, we do not purpose suggesting the specific action
which you will take in meeting the changed conditions re-

sulting from this gratifying action of our Government,
but Me outline below, in a few paragraphs, answers to
certain general questions that may ari.se.

1. It will be noted that $12,500,000 per month is much
less than the amount which we have stated as iieces.sary

to supply the imports required for the limited ration we
have endeavored to provide. The explanation lies in that
this amount will now cover all of the foodstuffs that we
can hope to ship owing to the recent swiftly developed
shortage of the world's .shipping. Our statements in
regard to the amount necessary have been correct and the
balance between the $12,500,000 and the former estimate
required to give the limited ration will now of necessity
be supplied by encroaching upon the country's stock of
milk cattle which had been reserved to maintain a supply
of fresh milk for the children and to serve as a nucleus
fnim which to re-stock the country after the war. The
importation of meat, particularly fats, has always been
one of the most expensive items in our program.

2. It must be clearly undei-stood that the Commission
for Relief in Belgium will continue to assume the entire
charge of purchasing and transporting all food into Bel-
gium and Northern France. The Commission also will
continue to be the only fully regularized vehicle by which
money, food and clothing can be sent into Belgium.

-?. The Commercial Exchange Department will continue
as heretofore to effect transfers of money into Belgium.
By depositing dollars in our New York office or pound.s
sterling in London, the equivalent in francs will be paid
to any person in Belgium pro\ided the name and correct
address be supplied. This service extends over practically
all of Belgium except for a small restricted portion under
military t'ontrol. Individuals or committees outside of

Belgium can send money to relatives or friends, or sup-
port by direct money contributions any of the specially

deserving internal charities which use local currency to ad-
\antage in payauent of wages or in purchasing homegrown
products. Over $5,000,000 has been transferred in this

way sinc-e the belligerent governments gave their official

.sanction to the operations of this department.

4. Tlie Government payments will commence on
June 1 : and we shall be glad to have remittances up to

that date, but we make no appeal for contributions there-

after.

5. We suggest that you offer to cancel all pledges made
to you for future payments and offer to return any
moneys which have been paid in advance on account of

maturing pledges.

(>. The children of Belgium will have the first call

upon all food which is imported, and every effort will be

made to maintain the supplementary meal which has been

so imjiortant a factor up to the-pre.st^nt in sustaining tlie

health of millions of children.
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'1. lS.";itur:iily, Iki\iii,:.;' Iniill u|i siu li ^111 rll'c(li\(' <iri^;iiii-

y.nt'ton vdU will desire to kcr|] it ali\c :is I'ai' as |)ossihIe,

and we venture to suggest lliat. ahliiiiii:li (lie jicneriil

relief of the countries invohcd will now lie met by the

(Jovernmcnt approprintions, cinergt'iicies jnid special i-on-

ditioiis may arise which could only he met liy piivalc

donations. In sucli cii'cunistaiices your orgaiiixation will

att'ord a ready means ol' meeting the demands of the situ-

ation, whatever they may be. Should any of y(nir con-

trihutors desii'e to continue their gil'ts, notwithstanding

the present position, they may he assured that their con-

tril)utious will he e\])ended .soonei- or later to great ad-

vantage, sinee in any event ndief in many I'ornis will

doubtless he requii-ed after the war.

8. Finally I wish for my.selt and my colleagues of the

Adnunistration of the Commission to express my sincere

appreciation of all the untiiing. raithlul and truly beauti-

ful work you ha\e done as organizeis and managers, -and

of the generous respoiVse which your lom: lists of donors

have made. My association with you has been to me an

inspiring revelation of the great heart of America.

To you as individuals and as organized groups 1 cxjiress

my heartfelt thanks. 11ei:hei!T IToovicit,

Chaiiman Commission lor IJcliel' i'l Bidgiuni.

The Existing ('oal Emergency
The country at the present time in the matter of its

fuel pi'oduction is confronted with a great emergency ac-

cording to a report by F. S. Peabody. chairman ol' the

coal committee, Council of National Defense.

Notwithstanding the increa.sed jn'oduction of coal fioni

practically every district, he says the increasing require-

ments to meet the needs of all classes of industry, as well

as for the comfort and welfare of the peo]ilc and the

transportation of troops, munitions, food, and other

products, together with the sujiplying of our allies, and

for our national protection arc liahl(> to surjiass the ca-

pacity of our mines unless the full co6])eration of the

mining, tran,sporting. and distributing agents of this

countiT is secured. This emergency requires not only

the development of the highest efficiency. es|K'cially on

account of a diminished su]i|)l\- (if labor nsed in the ])ro-

duction of coal, hut also more compreliensive methods of

cooperation by the coal producers with the transporting

and distributing agencies, so that not only a full produc-

tion will be secured, but also that this jn-oduction shall

find its way over oui- railroads into those centei-s Mbei'e

the most urgent need exists. If the demand for this

[n'oduet continues to increase it may be necessary for

acti\e steps to be taken to confine so far as jiossilile the

distribution ami use of it to those activities which are

more nearly \ilal to the wclfai'i' and protection of the

nation. 'Chat this mav not elVect an unnecessarv hard-

slii]_> upon the domestic welfare of our people it is neces-

sary to promote the clo.sest cooperation. .Vn emergency

e.vists, but it is the lielief of this committee that with the

assistance of the public in con.serxing su|i])ly, sutiicieiit

fuel can he had to meet ])ublic necessity.

We believe that the (irst essential towaiil an increased

l)i'odaction of coal is a close cooperation between mine

employer and nnne employee, and inasnuuh as the United

^line Workers of America and the mine operators in sev-

eral districts have already pledged by joint I'esolu-

tions to the Council of National Defen.se, under whom

this committee works, and ha\c nominated loiiimit-

tees, the ser\ ices of which have been oU'ered lo the

Coum il of National I)cfense to this end, we now call

upon the sc\cral connnittees to u>e their best and contin-

ued elhfrts to increa-e, in so far as they ari' able, the pro-

(lu( tioji of coal foi' the public necessities by keeping tiie

nunes continuou>ly at work, avoirling labor disputes and
unne<(ssary shutdowns. The operation of well-established

mines should not lie impeded and we suggest and urge

that the practice of moving miners from the mines of

wcll-eslablished producing companies or connnunities to

other districts be discouraged, as this practice creates a

state of unrest and ti-nds to decrease the total output of

coal, interfering with the stability of tlu; industry which
is necessary for the highest elTiciency. An (dfort should
be made to instill in the mind of the individual miner
and ooerator, as well as the organized body, the necessity

tif iii(li\idual effort and continuous jierl'ormance so far

as work is oll'ercd. The iniiu'r or the companv's re|)re-

sentati\c who i-emains at work ri'nders as patriotic service

as the man at the front.

The Problem of Troop Moving
.11 order to give the public an idea of the enormous

transprntatiori problems that must be met in the moving
of armies, the Special ('oinmittee on Nati<mal Defease
of the American Railway .\ssociation, of which Fairfax

Harrison, president of the Southern l{y.. is chairman,
yesterday made ]ndjlie the following statement i)rei)ared

by Lieut.-Col. Chauncey B. Baker, of the Quartermaster
Corps, IT. S. A.:

To move one field army of 80,000 men, consisting of three
infantry divisions, one cavahy division and a brigade, tech-
nically known as a brigade of fifld arm.v troop.s—troops auxil-
iar.v to the infantry and cavalry divisions—requires a total
of 6229 cars made up into 366 ti-ains with as many locomo-
tives. The 6229 cars would be made up of 2115 passenger, 385
baggage, 1055 box, 1.S99 stock and 775 flat cars.

That quantity of equipment represents 0.7 of IVf of the
locomotives owned by American railioads. 4.2 '>J of their pas-'
senger cars, and 0.2 of 1'/, of their freight equipment.

The railroad equipment requii'f-d to move various organiza-
tions of the army at war strength is as follows:

Infantr.N' regiment. 55 officers, 1890 men, 177 animals, 22

vehicles; cars required, 4S passenger, 5 baggage, 15 box, 9

stock, s flat or gondola: total, S5 cars.

Cavalry regiment. 54 officers, 12S4 men, 1436 animals. 26

vehicles; cars required, 36 passenger. 8 baggage, 25 liox. 72

stock, 9 open; total, 150 cars.

Artillery regiment, light, 45 officers. 1170 men, 1157 ani-

mals, 32 vehicles, 24 guns; cars required, 32 passenger, 9 bag-
gage, 25 box, 5S stock, 46 flat; total, 170 cars.

Artillery regiment, horse. 45 officers, 1173 men, 1571 ani-

mals, 35 vehicles, 24 guns: cars required, 34 passenger, 10

baggage, 25 box, 78 stock, 47 flat; total, 194 cars.

.\itillery regiment, mountain, 45 officers, 1150 men. 1229

animals. 24 guns; cars required, 30 passenger, 7 baggage, 30

box, 61 stock: total, 124 cars.

Kngineers, pioneer battalion, 16 offlcer.s, 502 men, 165 ani-

mals, 12 vehicles; cars required, 14 passenger, 2 baggage, 10

box, 8 stock. 4 flat; total, :iS cars.

Signal Corps, field battalion. 9 officers, 171 men, 206 ani-

mals, 15 vehicles: cars required, 6 passenger, 2 baggage, 5

box, 10 stock. 5 flat; total. 2S cars.

;^:

The Nissen Hut
To no other profes-^ion c;ni the army owe more than to

that of mining engineering, says the South African Min-

lii(/ ./oiinia!. both in the pi-oportion of its members who

have joined up and to tlu' uniijue s|)ecial knowledge aud

cxi)erieiice which it has contributed to the common fund.

One of the now best-known new pieces of war equipment.
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dill' t(i the IVrtili' lirains nf iiiiiiinu' lucii. is the Xisscii

hilt, invented by ilajor J'. N. Nissen. It. 11., tlir luiiiiiiatiu-

of the "Nissen stani|i," which lias aln-iidy liccii Mil(i|itc(l dii

most of tlio world's jjold niiniiifr fields. 'I'lic Xi^sm Imi

is likely to have a wide seope of nsefiilness in new teiii-

tories of e.xploration and industry after the \\:ir. so llial

the followina- aeeonnt of it from the pirtiires(|iu' pen of

Filson Yonng, which ap]ieared in the Jfailii Mail of Feli.

6, is of much more than merely ])assinf;' interest: ""At

ahout the same time as the tanks made their memorable

debut on the battlefield, another creature, almost equally

primeval of aspect, began to apjiear in the conquered

U'eas. No one ever saw it on the move or met it on the

roads: it just appeared. Overnipht you would see a

blank space of ground ; in the morning it would be occu-

pied by an immense creature of the tortoise species, settled

dovm solidly and permanently on the earth and emitting

green smoke from a right-angle stem at one end. where

its mouth might l)e, as though it were smoking a morning

pipe. And when such a jjioneer found that the situation

was good and the land habitable it would apparently pass

the word ; for by twos and threes, by tens and hundreds,

its fellow-monsters would appear, so that in a week or

two you would find co\ered with them a valley that had

been nothing but pulverized earth before. The nann'

of this creature is the Xissen hut. It is the solution of

one of the many problems that every war presents. The
problem here was to devise a cheaj), portable dwelling-

place wherein men could live warm and dry ; cheap enough

to be purchasable by tens of thousands; portable enough

to be carried on any road : big enough to house two dozen

men ; simple enough to be erected by aiiybody and on any

ground; and weatherproof enough to give adequate pro-

tection from summer heat and winter cold."

Conservation of Platinum

Having in mind the present needs of American indus-

tries, educational institutions, and sciences for platinum,

and the possible future requirements of the Government,

the Jewelers' Vigilance Committee, after giving the sub-

ject careful thought, at the recpiest of the Secretary of

Commerce, has adopted the following resolutions which

are set forth in Commerce Eepoiis:

Whereas. The Secretary of Commerce has requested the
platinum committee of the Jewelers' Vigilance Committee to
bring to the attention of the jewelry trade of the United
States the advisability of conserving platinum in order that
our Government may have larger supplies to draw upon for
war purposes, and

Whereas, The jewelry trade has already clearly expressed
its desire and determination to assist our Government to the
extent of its ability in bringing the war to a successfui
termination; be it

Resolved, That we pledge ourselves to discontinue and
strongly recommend to all manufacturing and retail jewelers
of the' United States that they in a truly patriotic spirit
discourage the manufacture, sale, and use of platinum in all
bulky and heavy pieces of jewelry. Be it further

Resolved. That during the period of the war or until the
present supplies of platinum shall be materiallj' augmented,
we pledge ourselves to discontinue and recommend that the
jewelry trade discourage the use of all nonessential platinum
findings or parts of jewelry, such as scarfpin stems, pin
tongues, joints, catches, swivels, spring rings, ear backs, etc..

where gold would satisfactorily serve. Be it further
Resolved, That the jewelry trade encourage by all means

in their power the use of gold in combination with platinum
wherever proper artistic results may he obtained. Be it

further
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be handed to the

Secretary of Commerce, to the trade press, and be sent to all

our trade organizations, and to the daily press, in order that
they may have the widest possible dissemination,

III commenting n])on these resolutions, Secretary Red-

field made the following statement:

"This is wi.se, patriotic, and unselfish action for which

the inerchanls and manufacturers are highly to be ccuu-

mciidcil, li \v\\l take time to workout fully its beneliiial

elfects to the country. It will disarm adverse criticism

of the jewelry trade in this res])ect and lead to general

iO(iperatioii with them. Such is the earnest desire of

the department. The jewelry business is a part and an
inipiutant part of our commerce. It has acted fairly, its

normal nei'(l> should lie considered fairly. Platinum is

reciuired for many uses. Every such use has its just

claim. None may urge an e.xclusive demand. All have
a part ii; our common country and the (iovernment of

that country .seeks th.rough the Department of Commerce
to secure for all a due and proper share. To this end the
considerate course taken bv the jewelers will directlv

contribute."'

Notes of Interest

The nuniber of interned German and Austrian vessels

in the United States, Philippines and Pacific island ports

was lO.'J, with gross tonnage of 662,513 and net tonnage

of 395,498.

Secretary McAdoo, on ilay 3, turned over a Treasury

warrant for $100,000,000 to" Italian Ambassador di Cel-

lere. All of this money will be spent in the United States

for coal, food and munitions.

V
Pushing of program for building wooden ships has

brought out many large orders for wood-working ma-
chinery from Atlantic and Pacific coast yards, prepar-

ing to build these boats.

Rail mills have capacity to roll 6,000,000 tons annually,

but during the la.st two years output has been less than

50% because of tremendous pressure for bars for muni-
tions and structural pur]ioses. Not a few rail mills have

been utilize(| to meet demand f(H' bars.

The United States is producing crude steel at rate of

44,000.000 tons annually, but there is a loss of nearlv

25% in converting steel into finished products and there

is not enough crude steel produced to keep all finishing

mills siinultaneon.sly working at capacity and not enough
bar mills to meet the extraordinary demand.

All German ships in American harbors, which were
disabled by their crews, will be repaired and ready for

commission within 120 days, accorcling to John A. Don-
ald, chairman of survey committee appointed by the

shipping board for investigation of the extent to which
the vessels had been damaged. Two of these have already

been rechristened by authority of Secretary Daniels : the

'"Kronprinz Wilhelm" and '"Prinz Eitel Friedrich" have

become the "Baron von Steuben" and tlie "Baron de

Kalb." „,
Sri

Beginning May 9 the Goxernment issues a daily news-

paper, giving the news and announcements of all De-

jiartments relating to war preparations. The publication,

known as the Official Bullcfiii. is issued under the direi-

tion of the Committee on Public Information, and will

be mailed to all newspajiers, commercial organizations,

and others requesting it. Postmasters have been di-

rected to post it daily in their offices. Edward S.

Rochester, former editor of a \\'ashington ne\\s]iaper. i-

editor of the Official Bulletin.
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VIKWS OF THE ALASKA TREADWELL MINKS ON DOUGLAS ISLAND BEFORE THE DISASTER

T)i.- «Iiit- spot in the uppor view is the famous "gloryhole." The lower view shows the proximity of the mines to

Gastineau Channel and suggests the great danger of the entrance of sea watei
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SUM 10 KFKKCTS (JK THE «UH«IUKNCE AT THE ALASKA THIOADWEI.L MINES ON DOIKJLAS ISLAND
The pond in the center was formerly solid ground. The oil tank, the clubhouse at the left and other lower buildings

and the railroad were affected by the mine subsidence and the encroachment of the salt water. The power house and
assembly h:ill are iiruliTslood no( l<i have been seriously affected.
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The Tax Bill

Tho tax bill as iiitrocUut'd in the House of Repi-e-

.sentatives has aroused a storm of protest—not that tiic

people are unwilling to be taxed and be taxed stiffly, but

that they do not want to be taxed in such unscientific ways

that will be inequitaiile and even will cripple the business

of a good many.' In so far as such complaints are justi-

fied, certainly they merit careful consideration. If busi-

ness be so crippled thai it cannot pay the ta.xes that arc

levied, the purpose of the bill, which is to raise money,

will be defeated. A great deal of money must be raised,

and it ought to be accepted as a theorem that it should

be raised in ways that will create the least disturbance.

Unfortunately, it was in the first place a niistalien

policy on the part of the Treasury Department to under-

take to raise so large a j>ercentage of the cost of carrying

on the war by immediate taxation. Great Britain after

two years of war put its taxes up to a basis of providing

about 2.5% of the expense. We are beginning with 50%.

This has compelled the framers of the bill to scra|)e many

sources from which the enormous sum may be obtained.

Cross-currents of local interest make it ditficult for a

large popular assembly to write any revenue bill. The

result of the attempt of the Ways and Means Committee

is so unscientific that it looks as if that committee had

simply shut its eyes and drawn things blindly, exjiecting

that the Senate will rewrite the bill. In the meanwhile

the public shows sians of going crazy in its indignation.

Yet the bill has many good features. In so far as it has

conformed to the policies of taxing consumption, and

especially luxuries, and of raising money by stamp taxes

it is sound. Al.-^o is it sound in its plan of raising a

sreat deal more money by the income tax, and the excess

profits tax, although the method of applying the latter

is bad. Perhaps the method of taxing automobiles also

is bad ; that is, the scheme of putting it upon the manu-

facturers. Yet the automobile is in the main a luxury

and is a fit subject for taxation, such a tax (lartaking of

the nature of a tax on consumption. That wtndd be evi-

dent if it were laid directly upon the user, whereas in

putting it upon the manufacturer it looks like a tax on

])roduction and may affect his sales and consequently his

industry. The more ecpiitable thing would be to put it

upon the user, which easily conld be done, exempting

commercial users, physicians and other limited cla.sses if

desirable.

The monstrous things about the liill arc the provisions

for increased customs duties, for excess profits, and for

second-class postage. The pi-o]josed increase in tariff

rate.s is made without any thought whatever. In putting

10% on all articles now on the free list it disturbs condi-

tion.s that have existed from time immemorial. It may

check the ini])ortati(m of the very things we need for mili-

tary ])urposes, take tin for example. It nuiy tangle .some

of our industries with red tape at a time when the ten-

dency should bo toward simplification. Thus, wc import

a vast quantity of crude copper for smelting and refining,

which is now free of iluty. .\ltboiigb we export a larger

quantity and might escape payment of duties i)y cancella-

tion of lionds, consider the greatly increased number of

otiicials that woidd be necessary to attend to such ojjcra-

tions. And bow would it be if some domestic producers

should fake the export trade and leave importing re-

finers high and dry? Moreover, would the Government,

desiring to raise money by duties, permit bonding privi-

leges, anyhow?
We shall discuss the matter of second-class postage in

a separate article. Let us pass now to the question of

excess juofits. The new hill rejteats the thoughtless lan-

guage of the present law, which has not yet been inter-

pieted by any authority and nobody at ]iresent knows
just what it means. The existing law reads thus:

Actual capital invested means (1) actual cash paid in, (2)

the actual cash value, at the time of payment, of assets other
than cash paid in, and (3) paid in or earned surplus and
undivided profits used or employed in the business, but does
not include money or other property borrowed by the corpora-
tion or partnership.

Once the actual capital invested has been determined.

it is allowed to earn 8% free. Any e.xcess over 8% is to

he subject to a tax at the rate of 8%. We are now refer-

ring to the existing law. The pending bill raises the rate,

but the ])rinciple remains the same. But whatever be the

percentage, on what is it to be calculated? On invested

capital? On ca])italized value? Clearly par value of

stocks is not meant. Eeproduction costs would merely

produce endless disputes, esjiecially in regard to those

items which are not reproducible. Such things are

"worth what they are worth." If we try to find out the

money invested at the inception of the company, plus new
capital, less depreciation, we soon become lost in the

quagmire of figures, correctly remarks the Evening Posf.

The difficulty lies in this: That capital values depend on

income, and that they cannot be found independently of

iiuome.

In regard to jiresent tax. Prof. E. R. A. Seligman. of

Columbia, one of the leading tax experts of the country,

writes

:

There is a very great difference between the European
taxes and our own tax. All the European laws tax profits in

excess of the average profits of a business received before the

war began; and in some cases this average is taken for a

number of years. Our law, however, takes the arbitrary figure

of SSi as the normal profit and taxes all profits over S per cent.

In a comparatively new country like the United States.

where risks are so great and where losses are so frequent,

an S?! profit is ludicrously inadequate. As our present law

imposes a tax of only S7t on these excess profits above S"",.

the situation is not so serious. But if it becomes necessary

to levy a far higher rate of taxation, the continuance of our

present method will be hazardous in the extreme. At a period

like the present, it is of the first importance not to put a

check upon business enterprise or to interfere with the desire

of individuals to do their utmost in increasing the productive

capacity of the country. The principle of taxing the excess

above normal peace profits is indeed defensible: but to penal-

ize all profits above &T, can scarcely be commended. A higher

rate upon such excess profits would certainly yield propor-

tionately less revenue, and perhaps even actually less revenue.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly, tlieretore, that if we
should decide to levy a heavy excess-profits tax, we should

follow the European principle o,f calculating the taxable
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excess and abandon the ;irliitr;w\* mt'thod that has been fol-

lowed in our present law.

The Eiiro])eaii couiilrics hnw o,.||('iall\ taxcil excess

profits by c-oinparisou with llie average pi'olits ihirino a

series of years iiiniiediately preeedini;' the war. This

method is siin])le, it gets directly at the excess prollts tiiat

are due to the war, it emphasizes the ephemeral character

of the tax. It is surprising that our Congress ])ersistentiy

shuts its ej'es to this simjile method and instead of it

ehoosps a mysterious formula whereof neither it nor

anybody else knows the meaning. Perhaps, in the scheme

for levying this tax there should be a discrimination be-

tween excess profits realized in the in'oduction of raw ma-

terials and those made in manufacturing, trading and

otherwise.

The Second-Class Postage Enormity

There are some theorists in the Post Office Department

who are saturated with the idea that the newspapers and

magazines do not pay enough postage, and who have

evolved a wonderful .scheme of raising the rates by scales

according to a zone system. This jiroject was introducc<l

in Congress last year and was ignominiously defeated, hut

its promoters bided their time. That came .sooner per-

haps than they expected. It came when the war revenue

bill had to be framed. What was more natural when the

confused legislators were racking their brains how to

raise money than to slip in this hobby with the specious

plea that it would raise millions ! And to slip it in just

when time was short, when clamor was I)ound to arise

from many quarters, and when equity and reason was

least likely to prevail

!

We threshed over the arguments last year of iiow such

an impost on the magazines wmild lie more tlian they

could stand, of how it woufd have to be passed on to

sul)scribers as soon as current subscriptions ex]3ired, of

how the remote subscribers might have to pay more than

the near-bv, and so on. We trust that our readers re-

member those arguments, for the same things that were

said then apply now. but more so, for the present situation

is worse.

Now, we publishers feel mortified to be making this

howl at a time when much numey has to be raised by

taxation, when everybodv is patriotic, when sacrifices must

be made and ought to be made cheerfully. We do not

want to evade taxation. We want to do our share and

considerably more, but we do not want our business to be

ruined. Tax our income, tax our jirofits as is being done,

but do not wipe them out so that we- shall not have any

jirofits on which to ])ay, which might readily happen be-

fore the burden could l)e distril)uted among our sub-

scribers.

The publishers of Sr, o( the largest and most influential

monthlv and weekly magazines have stated under oath

to the Ways and Means Committee that their average net

earnings for lOlti were only si^lo.OOO each, whereas the

iiu reased ])0stage i)ills charged to these magazines under
the proposed rates would be in excess of .$40,000 each.

The increase in rates levied on the few survivors of this

.strain, thej' say, would ha\e to he ]iassed on to the reader

in the form of higher subscriptions. We showed last year

tliat the increase in the ])Ostage on the luii/iiicpriiiti am!

Afiniiifi Jnvrnal to the sixth zone wiuild be $3 per sub-

scription per year.

I'cprcseiiliil i\c Mdiidi'll. nf Wyciiniiio. Iiil the nail nn

tile head when he said :

"1 d<i not ap]iroach this subject in the interests (jf the

newspapers or magazines, but rather as one who desires

ail information they contain to lie national and not sec-

tional ill scope. You endanger that nationalism by the

pi-oposals in this bill to establish a zone system.

'Dissemination of information is vastly more important
th.in re\enue or the welfare of newspapers or magazines.

We must have these dill'erent jioints of view if we are to

continue as a homogeneous people."

Extinguishment or cri])pling of the press, and especially

that part of it that has a national circulation, is about the

la-t filing that the people of the United States want to

do at this juncture; and we do not believe they will per-

mit it it' there be time for them to be heard. It is a

\eiy real anil scry immediate danger that threatens both

tiicin anil in now.

Will the Treadwell Mines Be
Recovered?

Since the disaster whereby the rock formation along

the Gastiiieau Channel slipped and let the sea water into

the Treadwell mines, it has been a question whether the

life of these famous mines had been terminated, whether

they might he recovered, or whether operations would be

continued along their fringes with only a faint ray of

their former glory. Reports and prognostications of sev-

eral kinds have been published in the papers. Before

attempting to form any .serious opinion, it is well to con-

sider the recent history of these mines and the precise

nature nf the accident.

The workings of the Treadwell. ^00 and .Mexican

mines are on one orcshoot—this being a pear-shaped

orehody longitudinally, with the large end in the Tread-

well and the small end in [Mexican ground. The trend

of this orehody in deiith takes it out of the Treadwell

into TOO ground and presumably eventually takes it all

into Jlexican ground, hut unfortunately the gold con-

tent faded away at a depth of about 1T00 ft. On the

lT.50-ft. level the average assay was but $1.46; on the

19.50, hut Cu)c. However, on the 2100 it rose to $l.r.rj

and on the 2300, to $2.06 per ton. The increase in the

lower levels was very encouraging, and a series of dia-

mond-drill holes was sunk below the 2300, which gave an

average assay of $2.25 per ton, but it was found that the

oreshoot had diminished to 70% of its former average

area. Ilowexer, the diamond-drill holes indicated enough

improxement in depth to justify the running of the

2.500 and 2700 levels from the central shaft. This was

being done with all possible speed, with the expectation

of ha\ing a new mine below the 2100 level, which would

be protected by a solid sheet pillar from the 2100 up to

the 1150 level in Treadwell ground and up to the 1600

level in 700 and .Mexican ground, when the accident liap-

]iened.

None of the stopes in the Treadwell, U)0 or Mexican

mines extended out beneath salt water, but they did on

one level extend out to a point nearly vertically under

the shore line on the 700 dike fault, and that was the

point of sudden subsidence that o]iciied the way for the

flood of salt water.

About 3000 ft. easterly on the strike of the ore chan-

nel from the abo\e workings are the wm'kinu's of the
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Ready Bullion mine on n kpcoikI orpshoot, siiialU'r in

size tliiiTi (lie Treiidwell-70()-Moxic;iii orcslioot, but otlicr-

wiae identical in j^eneral longitudinal sha])e and in trend

to the east in depth. These Ready Bullion workin,ss are

bulkheaded oil" from the flooded workings, and as the

Ready Bullion mine is worked in dcjitii, some attrac-

tive ore zone may be encountered. If so, about .'5000 ft.

of drifting could prospect the Treadwell oreshoot at a

corresponding level in order to learn whether or not it

has improved in value. If pay ore be found, an effort

could then be made to jninip out the old workings to

serve as a second e.xit for the resuni]ition of mining o])er-

ations.

Thus, it will be seen (hat the reopening of the Tread-
well mines is problematical, depending upon the pros-

pects of the Ready Bullion mine in the first place and
then upon extensive and costly explorations to find ore

at great depth in the Treadwell mines that would war-
rant an elaborate program for reopening them. We do
not know whether the company has yet decided upon any-
thing, but to make the best of it, the outlook is not
cheerful.

Belgian Kiddies, Ltd., subscriptions up to day of going
to press, May IG, amount to $91,367.
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The Trials of a Shift Boss*
Away back in the sulphide stope.

Just hear that shifter rave;

They've shot out all the timbers there,

The country's all a-eave.

The muckers can't get out the dirt,

The trammer's off the track.

And he's been gone an hour now
And never will get back.

The eager he's not worth a snap

;

He's left all stations full

;

The bell cord fell into the shaft;

The engines will not pull.

The topman put four cars of ore

By error on the dump

;

The water falls into the shaft

As fast as they can pumji.

The contract's moving awful slow,

For both the teams are green ;

They've ruined half a hundred drills

And broken the machine.

The boys who work for daily pay
111 driving that new drift.

Like funerals they break the dirt,

Just two cars in a shift.

The sorters are a lovely liunch

;

They get through in great haste.

We've shipped out seven cars today,

But half the ore was waste.

The nipper's gone to sleep again;

Oh, he's the prince of fools;

Forgot to send the powder down,
And never gives us tools.

•W';ttpn "by a feUow i n at Yak mine." LeadviUe. Colo.,
and published In the FaimlnRton "Times." Farming-ton. Mo.

Now what is that? Oh! what is thai,

The noise that I just heard?

They've broken by their carelessness

The chairs out on the third.

And now they call me back again

;

The transfer chute is stuck,

And just beyond our reach there hangs

A hundred cars of muck.
Oh, some folks have such lovely times.

Their life is all a song.

But who can bear a shifter's lot

When everything goes wrong?
Oh, when that last great tally sounds.

When Gabriel's trumpet blares,

I'll leave behind the world unkind

And climb the golden stairs.

I'll reach the pearly gates on high

And hear St. Peter say

:

"O weary pilgrim from the world.

Whence came thee up this way?"
"From Leadville's mines," I'll answer then.

"I've shifted there for years."

I'll see him then, his kind heart broke.

His eyes filled up with tears.

"Oh, welcome, soul," he'll say to nie,

"To mansions in the sky;

You bore the woes of all below.

Now rest up here on high."

Hell lead me through the jiearly gates,

Right up before the throne;

"The best that heaven has to give.

Dear shifter, is thine own."

fS

With the first -1000 returns on the Bureau of Mines'

census of mining engineers came requests for 5000 addi-

tional query blanks. Many, in furnishing the Bureau

with the information as to their own experience, re-

quested that the same form be forwarded to friends.

m
From the gold- and silver-mining districts we receive

reports of difficulties in operation owing to the scarcity

of good miners. The best men are drawn away to the big

copper- and lead-mining districts of Montana, Idaho and

Arizona, where wages, based on the sliding scale accord-

ing to prices of the metals, are now very high. This

exhibits the workinff of the law of supply and demand,

which operates in labor as in everything else.

The exact composition of the gases used in modern
trencli warfare is not known, saj's a bulletin of the

American Chemical Society, but from the apjiearanee.

odor and effects on the men, it would seem that most com-
monly a mixture of chlorine and bromine is employed

:

possibly at times with the addition of sulphur fumes or

formaldehyde gas. Chlorine and bromine are produced
eheaiily and in large amounts of the Germans as by-

products of other industries. They are among the most
active cheinical agents known, attacking the eyes and the
lining of the mouth, throat and nose. They fir.st produce
a hard cough, followed by the spitting of blood and finally

as])hyxiation, due to the destniction of the breathing ap-
paratus. Only one part of rhlorine or bromine in one
thousand parts of air is necessary to produce almost in-
stant dealfi: one part in one hundred thousand, if en-
dured for any great length of time, is very dangerous.
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For iiso in the troiuluvs tlio gases iiri' iisii:illy li(|iii'lii'il

and stored in tanks Croni which the out Mow is I'cuidalcd

by means ol' a valve. IT the irronnd slo])es a littk' towai'd

the enemy and the wind is in tlie riyhl dircclion, Ihi' j^as,

beinu' lieavier than air. Uows over tlie f>round (illinj;- Ihc

hoHows like so niueli water. The most suecessrul method

for eond)ating the gas attacks is by tlie use of a gas mask.

The modification now employed is a hood, {jrovided witii a

mica window, that fits down o\cr the head like a bag,

buttoning between the vest and shirt. When the first

indications of an attack are evident, tlie hood is moistened

with a solution of sodium hyposulphite (the photograph

er's "hypo") which combines with the gases, renderinu

them ineffective. Because of the large amount of gas

required to poison the constantly changing air, an at-

tack is only of a few minutes' duration. In case one is

overcome by the gas, inhalation of dilut(> ammonia vapors

will give great relief, since the ammonia combines with

the gas in the bronchial tubes and relic^ves the difficulty

of breathing, although it does not undo the injury already

done. Becaiise of the criud sull'eriiig inflicted upon the

enemy, the iise of poisonous gases in projectiles was for-

sworn by the signers of the Hague declaration of 189!).

The first gas attacks of the (Ternuins took the enemy by

surprise and inflicted great losses and an untold amount
of suffering. Since then the masks have been so perfected

that the troops have lost most of their fear of this ruth-

less form of battle—thus again emphasizing th(> Pact that

this is a war fought by science.

Taxation on certain metals was urged upon the Way^
and Means Committee of Congress during its (considera-

tion of the revenue bill, but the proposal met with little

favor. Evidently tlie attempt ta single out copper and

other metals for taxation last year was defeated so de-

cisively as to preclude the recairrenee of the serious con-

sideration of such a proposal. During the time the com-

mittee was considering the draft of the bill. Congress was
flooded with an anonymous communication urging a tax

of $30 per acre-foot on iron and other mineral deposits

held out of use. "Such a tax,"' the circular stated,

"would reach speculators only and would lireak up the

greatest evil of the age—the restriction of production."

Arguments were presented attempting to show that the

high price of mineral land makes production unprofitable.

The Blount Royal mining district in western New ^lex-

ico, though an old one, is practically unknown. Tt was

never "written up" in any publication, as it was one of the

fiascos of an old syndicate including the leading interests

in tlie Exploration Co., Wernher, Beit & Co.. L. Hirsch &

Co.. Cie. de Mines d'Or et de I'Afrique du Sud

and the French Exploration Co.. of which Georges

Levy was chairman. This syndicate bought the prop-

erty of the TMount TJoyal comiiaiiy about ^'^ years

ago, during the TTaniilton Smith regime, and Captain

Mein was chairman of the Stee])1crock De\cloiiiiient

Co. that was formed to exploit (he Moiiiil Royal

area. Commenting on this early exphiitalion. llamhl C. V..

Spence, who was ]M"rsonal!y intimafe with the menihers of

the old syndicate, writes; "The trouble with Ihc r:\y]\

exploitation was in the treatment; pan anialgiimat ii dy

was tried, this method then being in vogue at (be ohl Car-

lisle mine in the adjoining Stecph'rock section. This dis-

trict is again coming to tlie front, and the (feological Sur-

\c\ will shdi'tly pnlilish a Imllelin on it. iJy the way,

our friend Herbert Hoover had his first position in this

ilisti'ict at ii^l'^.T per month under Ijouis Janin, Sr., who
I'cpoited on the pruperties for the Exploration Co. Hoo-
\cr was sent from daiiin's office to locate the claims ])rop-

crly in 1S!I5-G, and 1 have found some of Hoover's loca-

tion notices on tli<' old claims here."

^Milling brokers are usually considered as trouble mak-
ers. (Occasionally they have their own troubles, too, as the

following letter received by one of them will prove:

I'.eins' "interested," for "Legal reasons," and an "ordinary
pfison" in mining, things pertaining to, as Financial part,

issuing of Securities, Booklets, Circulars, Phamplets, Lists,

Literature, etc. by you of, or they or same, I write you for

same, also for above said of the —— and as the

Blank Trust Company, is Transfer Agent, and the Dasli

National Bank, is Registrar of its issues, which institutions

are all in New York City, New York, I ask for meaning of

Titles as Registrar and Transfer Agent, of course in your
and their way, for I have my understanding.
.Sir:

—

Also if no trouble, if not to late for above said please assist

in getting such, for whatever Booklets, Phamplets, Literatuie,

etc. telling of your Concern, its Organization, Personnel and
Business and Legal Opinions of above said by
Messrs. Brief & Case, New York, Verification of Books and
Accounts by Messrs. Price. Waterhouse and Company, and the

E.xaniination and Appraisal, by the American Appraisal Com-
pany, that is reliable information of same.
Sir:—

Hoping to receive aggreable reply, and that name and
address of mine be placed on file, enclosed find postage.

Yours truly,

The name signed is a good English one at tliat.

Reports of copper and other minerals in the Arctic by

Amundsen's expedition is now complemented by similar

mineral evidence in the Antarctic, as noted by Lieut. Sir

Ernest H. Shackleton, who stopped in New York recently

on his return to England. The information conveyed is

rather meager, but some portions of an interview by an

Evening Post representative will be interesting. Con-

trasting Antarctic conditions with those of the North, Sir

Ernest said: "Hi the Arctic you have a polar stretch of

open water surrounded by land masses. In the Antarctic

you have a great central land mass with an area greater

than the ITiiited States, about 4,500,000 square miles,

with a mean altitude of 10,000 ft., surrounded by oceans."

"Are you .satisfied that Antarctica is one great land

mass, and not a group of islands?" he was asked. "T am

personally satisfied." replied Sir Ernest, 'Imt of lonrse

that is one of the most debated questions concerning the

Antarctic. The old idea was that there were two major

masses, which were separated by a channel running from

alionf tlie indentation of Weddell Sea to Ross Sea. But

wi' found land .'j.OllO ft. in elevation 10 miles from the

Weddell Sea in this location, and we found granite rock

in near-by waters. We also established the non-existence

of New South Greenland. Tt had been chartered for

main vears as skirting the shore of AVeddell Sea from

about the point of the supposed division between flic

two land nia.sses of Antarctica. But we ."sailed the 'En-

durance" ri.iibt over the central portion of New South

(Jrcciilaiid. and, indeed, .she was sunk in the middle of it.

We wijied thousands of square miles of land off the map."

lie fold of discovering a vein of coal that crojiped out mi

(he surface f(u- IT) miles. "But T don't think it will be

mined jnst yet," he added, "for it is several hundred

miles over the ice from the coast. We also found copper."
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'Personals Obituary
nlllllllllMllli

Walter Douglas left New York on May 15 for
a three or foui> mimtlis' trip to the West.

A. F. Kuehn has arrhecl at London, via tlie

Vnitcd stall's. Iroin tlu' Uawdwin .Mines, ilurnia.

W. H. Aldridge iias Itfl New York for Arizona
on business that wili kvcp liini away about two
months.

Norton E. Isbell iias been made consulting min-
ing engineer for ilie Gilpin-Eureka Mines Co.,

Central City. Coin.

James French, general manager of the I'helps

Dodge i)rui)erties, visited tlie Morenci In'anch of
that enrporation last week.

Wniiam Hague, of Grass Valley. Calif., has a
commission as First Lieutenant in tlie Sth Re-
serve Engineer Regiment, from California.

E. Fisher, formerly with the Federal Mining and
Smelting Co., AVallace, Idaho, is now with the

Bradcn Copper Co.. Sewell, Rancagua, Chile.

Ernest Witteman has been appninttd assist-

ant superintendent of concentration fur the Ariz-
ona Copper Cn,. at Clifton and Morenci. Ariz.

George D, Van Arsdale, nf the Phelps Podge
Corporation, will leave New York soon for a visit

to the company's operations in the Southwest.

A. C. H. Gerhardi has taken over the manage-
ment of the Wall Street Copper Co.. the mines
of which are at Luning and offices at GoldHeld,
Xev.

Frank McLean, superintendent of the IMidps
Di)d};c mines at ^lorenci. left, with bis family
'Sl:iv U for a six weeks' vacation at Long Beach,
Calir

Carl E. Grunsky, Jr.. of San Francisco, is a

Captain in the 8th Reserve Engineer Regiment,
from California.

M. A. Quigley, of Mount Carmel, Penn.. has
been appointed inspector in the Department of

Commerce to specialize in machine-shop inspec-
tion.

R. S. Black, general manager of the Kalgurli

gold mine. West Australia, has been elected pres-

ident of the Australian Institute of :Mining Engi-
neers for the current year.

Seeley W. Mudd is a Major in the Sth Reserve
Engineer Regiment, from California, one of the

units that will form the first contingent of Amer-
ican troops in Europe.

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson. Ontario ^rinister of

Lands. Forests and Mines, who has been in ill-

health for some time, has gone on a trip to the
AVest Indies and will return in about a month.

Thomas Morrison, of Pittsburgh, a director of
tlic T'nited States Steel Corporation, and Charles
Hayden. of Hayden. Stone & Co.. have been
elected directors of the International Nickel Co.

C. D. Dyer, vice president of the Shenango
Furnace Co., Pittsburgh, has been appointed u
member of a subcommittee of the committee on
raw materials of the Council Xational Defense.

H. M. Wolfiin. chief mine inspector of Califor-

nia, has gone to Reno to arrange with Edward
Steidle, in cluirge of Bureau of Mines a new mine
rescue car. for itinerary in Nevada and Cali-

fornia.

Capt. Stewart M. Thorne. who prior to his en-
li.stment as an engineer with the Canadian forces,

was manager nt the Trethewey mine. Cobalt, has
been decorated by the French government with
the Croix de Guerre.

Arthur S. Dwight is a Major in the 1st Reserve
Engineer Regiment, from New Y'ork. This will

be one of the first American regiments to go to

Europe.

H. ft. Stout assistant to the president of the
Nichols Copiier Co. is back in New York from
a trip to San Francisco, where he spent a large

part of the lime in a hospital. He is now well
along toward complete recovery from his illness.

Bradley Stoughton, secretary of the American
Institute of .Mining Engineers, will be the prin-
cipal speaker at tlie first annua] bancpiet of the
Steel Treating Research Ciub of Detroit, on Sat-
urday, May 2n. His subject will be "The Possi-
bilities of Double Heat Treatment."

H. E. Whitefield. professor of engineering, the
I'niveisit\' ot Western Australia, spoke recently
before the Pittsburgh section of the Anu-rican
Chunical Society. He referred to the nmnerous
blunders made bv Great Britain in manufactur-
ing munitions ihu'ing the early stages of the
wa r.

Capt. William Holman. formerly witli the .Iml-

son Mining Co.. in Michigan, has t.iken charge
of the new shaft-sinking department of the
E. .T. Longyear Co., of Minneapolis. Captnin
Holman went to .N'orway for the company several
years ago in connectlnn witli the sinking of the
Wallenberg shaft at Liikken. Norway, and Is at
present directing the shaft-.sinking work which
the E. J. Longyear Co. has recently started on
the Cuyuna Range for the Pittsburgh Steel Ore
Co-.

W. J. Wimcr, a pioneer placer miner, died at
(irants Pass, Ore., Apr. 21. Mr. Wlmer has
operated placer mines for 4.'» years. and was
owrur of the Day Gravel mine at the time of

his death.

Edouard Saladin. the French government repre-
sentative in this country in the piu chase of

railroad material and supervisor of the making
here uf shell steel, who died Feb. 12 after a two
months' ilhiess resulting from a paralytic stroke,

was earlier in his career engaged in this coun-
try. Following work in .Vorway, Indo-Chlna,
Spain and Mexico, he was manager of a French
mining company operating at Junction City, Trin-
ity County, Calif. He will, of course, be remem-
bered chiefly as a leading figure of the ordnance
and steel-making institution of Schneider tS: Co..

Le Creusot, France. He was a pnmiinent member
of the International Congress for Testing Mate-
rials, held in New York in 1!»I2. where linguistic

abilities like his were at a premium. He was born
at Nancy, France, in 18.'G, and was graduated first

in his class in 1877 from the Ecole Polytech-
ni(;ue, the school for officers in France, and then
in 18S0 from the Ecole des Mines de Paris.

An-ong his nmnerous contributions to nu-tal-

lurgical advance may he mentioned a new auto-
graphic method to ascertain the critical points of

steel and steel alloys.

Arnold Hague, geologist and explorer, died on
May 14. ;it his liome in Washington, D, C. in his

seventy-seventh year. He bad been a m-jmber of

the Cnitcd States Geological Survey siiu'e lS7!t

and did much toward developing Yellow.stnne

Park. The son of Dr. William Hague, an emi-
nent clergyman. Arnold Hague was born in Bos-
ton. Mass., Dec. :i, 1840. He entered Yale I'ni-

versitv and was graduated frcmi the Sheffield

Scientific School in 1863. He then entered the
universities of Goettingen and Heidelberg and the
Freiburg School of Mines. In IStiG he relumed
to the T'nited States and soon became assistant
geologist on the United States geological explora-
tion of the fortieth parallel under Clarence King.
After the completion of this survey Mr. Hague
went to Virginia City, Nev., to study the geology
of tiie Comstock lode and the "Washoe process"
of procuring gold from ore. He then confined
himself to the study of lodes and ore in the
mining regions, traversing the Sierra Nevada
range in his researches. He was made govern-
ment geologist of Guatemala soon after this and
later spent much time in South America. In
1878 the Chinese government engaged him to

examine the gold, silver and lead mines of north-
ern China, wliere he remained a year. He became
geologist, witli ciiarge of the work in the Y'ellow-
stone Park district in 1879 and there he did his
liest work. The degree of Sc.D. was conferred
(in Mr. Hague by Columbia University in 1901
and five years later that of LL.D. was given him
by the Aberdeen I^niversity. He was a member
nf the United States Geological Society and its

president in 1910; of the National Academy of
Sciences. Geological Society of London and the
American Philosophical Society. He al.so be-
longed to the Century and University clubs of

New York and the Metropolitan and Cosmos
clubs of Washington.

iiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiii

Societies

American Mining Congress has decided to aban-
don this year's convention in order to avoid d^'-

tracting from the aid it may extend to the
(iovernment during the war.

Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania has
removed To new ijuarters at Rooms ."i(i'.-i;;i. Union
Arcade Building, Fifth Avenue and William I'enn

Way. Pittsburgh. Penn.

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.
New York section, lield a meeting at the Engi-
neers Club on Thursday. May 17. The meeting
was preceded by an informal dinner. The ob-

ject of the meeting was to further discuss ways
and means for mining and metallurgical engi-
neers to assist the Government.

Iron and Steel Institute. The annual meeting
of the Iron and Steel Institute (London) wili

ill- held on Thursday and Friday May ;i and 4,

at the house of the Institution of Civil Engineers
(Jreat fJeorge St.. Westminster. At this meet-
ing the Bessenu'r medal will be awarded to

Andrew Lamliertnn. General teehnieal papers
will be read,

Royal Canadian Institute— The annual meeting
was held in Toronto on the .'"»th inst. Prof. .1. C.

MeLennan. the president, in his annual address
(halt with scientific research in its relation to

industrial development and the work of the In-

stitute in directing attention to the problems re-

nulrlng a scientific soluticm arising from the war.
.1. Patterson, the secretary, detailed the opera-
tions of the Institute's bureau of industrial and
scientific research, the plans of which had been
entiorsed by several commercial and technical
organizations. The following otflcers were elected:

President, J. Afivvray Clark. K. C ; 1st viee pres-

ident. Prof. J. T. Field; 2iid vice president, Dr.
(Jeorgo H. Locke; Secretary, .1. Patterson; Treas-
urer. W. B. Tlndall ; Council. J'rof. McNurrleli,
Prof. Balnes, K. P, .Mathewson, H. W. Shapley
and Prr)f. Dawes,

American Association of Engineers will hold
its third annual <-onvetiiion at t'bleago. .May
14 and 1.%. to ek-rl national officers fur (he
ensuing year and Uj consider proposed changeH
in the National Constitution, in order that (he
association may act along tlie most democratic
lines. The convention will be open lo all

members. The convention will not take action
to bind the Association but will nominate states

and draft the |>roposed changes into shape
to submit to all members for a vote. Each
and every member is invited to participate In

nniking nominations and proposing changes to be
considered at the convention and each certified

member will be entitled to vote on these matters
by mail after the convention has considered
them. It is claimed that this action will per-

mit an actual government by the membership.
The Association has tripled Us membership

since the last annual convention.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers will
hi>i(i its spring meeting at Clncinnali. May 21 to

24, 1;(I7. Since this Is the first large conference
of American mechanical engineers since the en-
trance of our country Into the war. the event
will assume particular importance. Some papers
of technical importance will be presented, among
which will be: "A Foundation for Machine Too!
Design and Construction." A. L. DeLeeuw ; "Ma-
chine Shop Organization." Fred G. Kent; "Metal
Planers and .Methods of Producti<»n," Charles
Meier; "Tests of Unlflow Steam Traction En-
gines." F. W. Marquis: "Relation of Efficiency to

Capacity in the Boiler Room." Yictor B. Phil-
lips; "Radiation Error in Measuring Tempera-
ture of Gases." Henry Kreislnger ;lnd .1. F. Bark-
ley ; "Development of Scientific Methods of Man-
agement in a ^laniifacturing Plant." Sanford E.

Thompson and Assoeiates : "Disk Wheel Stress
Determination." S. H. Weaver (by title only).
Two munitions sessions will be held and the
papers to be presented include: "Munitions Con-
tracts and Their Financing," Frederick A. Wald-
ron ; "Organizing for Munitions Manufacture."
Arthur L. Humrthrey ; "Organization for Muni-
tions Manufacture." Harry L. Coe : "Procuring
Special Machines for JIunitions Manufacture."
H. V. Haight ; "Practical War-Time Shell Mak-
ing." Lucien I. Yeomans ; "The Design of Muni-
tions for Quantity Manufacture." .1. E. Otterson ;

"Procuring Materials for Munitions." C. B. Xolte ;

"Limits and Tolerances for the Manufacture of

Munitions." A. W. Erdman : "Gages and Small
Tools." F. 0. Wells; "The Importance of Intelli-

gent inspection in Munitions Manufacture," E. T.

Walsh. Features of social interest will also be
provided.

New Patents

United .States patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining Journal" at 25c. each. British p.itenis

are supplied at 40t?. each.

Classifier—Movable-bottom-screen Jigger. Harr>-
J. Mover. Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.-

•_'i;-..l-.,'i; May 8. 1917.)

Crushinfl—Rotary Mill. Fred Allen Jordan.
Duliith. Minn., assignor of one-half to Walter
n. Swart. Diiluth. Minn; (U. S. Xo. 1,224.93»;
May S. 1!)17.)

Drill—Sewell S. Hcn.slev. Mexia, Tex. (U. S.

Xo. 1.22.-|,(i29; May 8, 1917.)

Drilling—Well Casing. Peter Boyd, Beaver,
and Augustus M. Saunders. ifcKeesport, Penn..
assignors to National Tube Company, Pittsburgh.
Penn. (U. S. Xo. 1.22.1,1)0.1: May S, 1917.)

Flotation-Cyanidation — Jlethod of Treating
Oris. Harry Liniis Friherger, Eureka, Kan., as-

.signor of tiiree-tentlus to Victor C. .loslyn and
three-tenths to Cornelius Horatius Keller. El

Paso, Tex. (U. S. Xo. 1,224.917: May 8, 1917.)

Lamp—Acetylene Lamp, Jaraes Deans Cuni-
ming. Copper Cliff. Ont. (U. S. Xo. l,223.niB

:

.May S, 1917.)

Lead-Sulphide Ores—Treatment of Lead-Sul-
pliide Ores to Produce Lead Sulphate. Percy C
H. West, London. England. (V. S. Xo. 1,22.5,291'.:

May S, 1917.)

Metallic Chromate Process—Process for Manu-
faituring Metallic Chromates. Kebe Toabe. Win-
cliester, Mass. (U. S. Xo. 1,225.374; May s.

1917.)

Rescue Work—Breathing .Apparatus for Use in

N.ixi.ius Cases. James W. Paul and Clarence
11. ill. Titlslinrgh, )'a. : siMd Paul assignor to said

Hall. II'. S. No. 1.225,269: May 8. 1917.)

Smelting Furnace—Oil or Gas Burning Smelt-

ing Furnace. Oliver P. Moore. Si)okane. Wash.
(U. S. Xo. 1.225.170; .May S, 1917.)

Tube- Mill Grinding—Orindlng in Tube Mills.

Oscar Scluiltz, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to F. L.

Smidlli A Co., Xew York, X. Y. (U. S. No. I,-

225.0111 : Jlay S, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—May 10

Safety Rules for Dredges were prepured^at
San fraiicisco by a coinmitteo composed of dredg-
ing men r.nd i]U'inbi.i'& of the State Industrial
Accident Commission in session in tlie last week
of April. Till' I'onimittce is composed of~ L. D.
HopHeld. of till' Xatomas Co. of California:
C. AV. Gardner, of the Yuba Consolidated Gold
Fields; Harold Mestre, consulting engineer, em-
ployed by various dredging companies in safety
work ; Carl Brown, representing the California
Insurance Merit Kating Bureau; A. L. Wilde,
representing the Brothcrliood of Dredge and Steam
Shovel Men ; Robert L. Kltington. electrical engi-
neer representing the State Accident Commission ;

F. L. Lowell, deputy state mine inspector, in
charge of dredge inspection : H. M. WolHin. chief
state niine inspector. The mine division of tlie

coraniissiou has in preparation a bulletin by Mr.
Lowell on dredge inspection and safety work. It

is noteworthy that in several items of this bulle-
tin members of the dredge-rules committee have
offered suggestions that are even more drastic
than the rules suggested by ifr. Lowell. Al-
though embraced in the mine inspection luider
state authority, the inspection of dredges was
delayed and rules governing were not included
in the mine-safety rules prepared by the acci-
dent commission. The superintendents and
managers of dredging comijaiiies, however, have
been constantly improving the safety of the
operations and have worked in harmony with tlie

commission. As great interest in the prevention
of accidents has been shown by the dredge opera-
tors as by the hydraulic and lode miners.

BUTTE—May 10

Additional Secret-Service Men have been
brought to Butte in the last 10 days. The activ-

ity of the secret-service department of the gov-
ernment and the special officers of the companies
has prevented German sympathizers from making
any important moves. Every man who is know-n
to be out of sympathy with this country in the
present war is under constant surveillance. In
addition to the detectives, the force of United
States soldiers has been increased and placed at

points where they can be utilized to the best
advantage in case necessity arises. The Ana-
conda and other mining companies are fully
aw;.ke to the fact that among the 25.000 men
employed in the mines of Butte and smelteries
at Anaconda and Great Falls, are many radical
opponents of the present war with Germany.
Some of these belong to the socialist element
that is opposed to any wars, except wars on
capital. Besides Germans and Austrians whose
sympathies may be with their native lands, there
are many radical Irish revolutionists who are so
bitter in their hatred of England that they carry
It into the existing situatiou and sympathize
with Germany.

Cost of Recent Mine Fires at Butte has not
been realized by many people, and indeed can
hardly yet be estimated in dollars and cents.
The actual fire damage probably exceeds that of
any previous mine fire in Butte and the loss of
production is likewise a serious one. Tlie ore
zone atTeeted has a length of BOO ft. and takes
in part of the slopes of the Tramway, Leonard
and West Colusa mines on every level from
the 2200 to the surface. From this zone previous
to the fire the Anaconda comi)any was taking
2000 tons of ore per day on the Tramway side,
1000 tons from the Leonard stopes and 1000 from .

the West Colusa : a total of about 4000 tons per
<)ay was thus cut off. From the ores that were
mined there, the Anaconda company was pro-
ducing from 2.30,000 to 300.000 lb. of copper
per day. The area known as the fire zone of
the Tramway. Leonard and West Colusa mines,
has been hermetically sealed by concrete bulk-
heads from the surface down to the 2200-ft.
level, shutting o(T communication and air from
a rich section of the district from which in the
past few months thousands of tons of ore had
been taken. During the month of April a force
of close to 700 men was kept at work putting
in the concrete bulkhends and fighting the fire.

At present there are 400 men on the rolls doing
this. When the fire broke out, the Anaconda
company secured every concrete mixer in the
Butte district and brought in a number from out-
side. Fifty teams were init to work hauling sand
and cement. Every foot of 1-in. lumber in the
lumber yards of the district was bought for use
in making the forms. A feature of the recent
fires has been the extreme care, exercised by all
the mining companies involved, to take no chances
on losing Innnan lives. All told three men lost
their lives. Tliey were cnught before the con-
ditions were known and died from the effects of
the gases. A ft it Hic conclUions were discovered

the mines affected were closed prornjitly and kept
closed as long as there was a jjossibility of the
miners lieint; in scriovis <ianger.

DENVER—May II

Smelter Investigation, authorized by the hist
legislature, has begun. Heiu-y P. -Xagle has been
ap|)ointed secretary of the board and Fred K.
Slarvin assistant secretary, with headquarters In
the caiiitol. Trips are planned to every ])orllon
of the state to investigate complaints. The first

trip is taking place this week, covering districts
in Clear Creek county.

Ferberite Tungsten District in the Boulder
field is experiencing a revival. The Red Sign
mill of the Trimos Chemical Co.. with a capacity
of no tons per day. is completed, and will treat
custom ores as well as the production of the
Ked Sign mine. This will be a strong factor in
inducing new work in the district. The Black
Prince mill, built last year, is operating steadily ;

capacity of this plant will be increased to .'>0

tons daily, and a tramway built from mine to
mill. The Consolidated Leasing & Mining Co.. a
Denver orcanization, is driving a cro.sscut tunnel
on the Black Prince group to open the vein at
considerable depth. The refining plant at Boulder
is buying tungsten concentrates from milling
plants at a premium over New York prices; this
is a further inducement to increase ijroduction.

Shortage of Labor in Cripple Creek is assum-
ing serious pruportions. A few weeks ago. due
to this shortage, the Portland and Vindicator
mines were forced to discontinue the night .shift,

working everyone on day shift. Many young men
are now enlisting in the service of the Govern-
ment, which will tend to make the situation
more acute. Due partly to this shortage and
partly to the fact that lessees were paying more
than the regular wage scale of the district, and
therefore getting the best men. all $3 and $3.ii0

men were raised 50c. and all $4 men 2.'>c. per
day. The raise was initiated at the Cresson mine,
where the men threatened to strike, and was then
taken up generally throughout the district. It

was agreed by the principal mines of the dis-
trict not only to start the new scale on the
first of May. but to also pay the new scale to
those who had worked during the month of
April.

Leadville's Manganese Ores have never found
much market outside of Colorado for the reason
that they are of too low in manganese content, as
a rule, to stand high freight charges. At pres-
ent, however, they are Ijeing investigated by
large eastern steel manufacturers. These ores,
having always an association of iron with the
manganese, are a splendid flux for the lead fur-
naces of the state. When sold to such smelter-
ies, the shipper receives pay for his silver and
for the manganese as though it were iron. The
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. has lately purchased
considerable tonnages of the better-grade ore. It

is low in phosphorus and the freight on the
iron is no greater from Leadville to Pueblo than
it is from the company's iron mines in Wyom-
ing. Leadville can supply large amounts of
straight-oxide ore that will run i~>'~'r to 48% of
manganese and iron. One mine develo])ed, this
last winter, a great shoot averaging about 32%
Mn.. 16% Fe.. 12%. SiO- and 0.0.'^4^'; P. In the
Chrysolite, on Fryer Hill, close to town, lessees
have exploited a large body that runs al)out the
same except that the percentages of manganese
and iron are practically reversed. Home Exten-
sion mine ships 50 tons daily to the Minnequa
steel works from a new find and will increase
this production. Carbonate mine, on Carbonate
Hill, recently developed similar ore. and the
Penrose (Downtown Mines Co.) has been ship-
ping such ore for some time.

SALT LAKE CITY—May II

Workmen's Compensation Act is shortly to be
put in etfect in this state and the practical
working out of the act is now being arranged.
As a preliminary to the operation of the
new law. an opinion by the attorney-general's
office, handed down at the in.stance of the
state industrial commission, holds the act to
be obligatory upon both employer and em-
ployee, and not elective. Employers of more
than four employees—except in the field of ag-
riculture and domestic service—are re(|uired to
make reports as to the number of employees
engaged in each class of employment, the scale
of wages paid and the aggregate wages. At
an open meeting held May 7. the state In-
dustrial connnission iidopted the compensatum
rates to i)revail in all industries of the state,
except coal mines. It was announced that the
commission had not decided on the form of
policy to cover all industries f<n' casualty In-
.surance, and this will be left largely to the
c.isualty comoanies. The matter of nirrit rat-

ing will be taken up when the commissiou has
adopted rates for coal mines. Among sample
rates, read at the meeting, which may be of
Interest here, were: Assaying, $l.tl8 ; ore con-
centration and amalgamation. $1.04 ; smelting,
$6.11. The rate given is the premium rate for
each $100 of payroll.

Eight-Hour Day, for men who previously
worked 10 hr., was ofllciallv announced on May
!) by the Utah Copper Co., Ilu- American Snielt-
ing & Refining Co., the (Jarlield Smelting Co..
and the Bingham & Garfield Hy. Xo reduc-
tion in the wage scale was made except ui the
case of day labor, which is to receive $2.70 a
day for 8 hr. in place of $2. SO a day for 9 hr.
This gives machinists and mine carpenters the
time reduction for which Ihey have been con-
tending, but in the case of the latter there
has been an additional reciuest for an advance
to $6 a day in wages. The mine carpenters
decided on the evening of May 10 to ask
informally for the wage increase, although many
of the members opposed such an additional de-
mand. The 8-hr. day will not apply to this
class of workmen until the matter of the wage
increase is disposed of.

PHOENIX. ARIZ—May 10

Swansea Consolidated (ioUi and Copper ilining
Co. may be taken (tut of bankruptcy. In the
United States court. .ludge Sawtelle is consider-
ing an unopposed api)lication made by the trustee
i'or permission to pay oflf the debts of the cor-
poration and to discharge it from bankruptcv.
On hand is $l.-.0.000. which will ])av ofl- all
floating indebtedness and leave $;i0,O(l0 balance.
This is without regard to the $l,OlM).onO bonded
debt of the company, which is to be allowed to
stand. The Swansea company has about :i.(MJO,(M)i)

shares of slock outstanding. Most of it is held
in northern France, Belgium and Holland. At
the time of the bankruptcy. 2V2 years ago.
President Fenau was a resident of 'Lille, France.
Nothing has been heard from him for months
past and it is thouglit that he has been killed in
the war which had enveloped his home. Last
month at a stockholders' meeting, William
Schutte of Amsterdam. Holland, was elected to
succeed him. A large part of the European hold-
ings had been pooled some time ago and here
was represented by .1. (i. Vonderseekamp. The
property has been sought by the Douglas inter-
ests, mainly to secure a year's use of the smelt-
ery, which now lies idle. Though no official con-
firmation has been given, it is understood that a
lease on the whole property will be given tlie

Clarks. the profits to be divided between them
and the company.

NOGALES. ARIZ.—May 10

Chispas Mine Was Seized and operated by
local officials of the Carranza government at
Arizpe. A mining engineer coming out of
northern Sonora recently reported that the branch
Fomento office at Arizpe lately ordered the man-
agement of the Chispas mine to raise the wage
scale, employ more men and increase production;
the wage scale was to be increased so that men
receiving three pesos would gel 31?^ pesos and
those receiving four pesos were to be raised to
five pesos, etc. This the manager. Mr. Pedraz-
zini, refused to do. He waS thereupon arrested
and confined in jail at Arizpe and notified that
the next day he could get a lawyer and witnesses
and defend himself. As this pronused to be a
futile procedure, when he saw an opportunity
to escape, he fled and went up to Cananea and
across the border at Xaco. Then the government
official seized the mine and began operating it

for the theoretical benefit of the Carranza gov-
ernment. Some of the other mines in the Arizpe
section were also ordered to adopt the increased
w-age. A later report is that the government of-
ficial found no profit In operating the Chispas
mine and that it has been closed. Other Sonora
mine operators have been affiicted with this new
activity on the part of officials of the Workmen's
Council, provided in the new constitution, and
have been ordered to increase working forces,
raise wages and conform to various other pro-
visions of the constitution, among which is a
distribution of a percentage of the profits. The
arbitrary orders of goveriuncnt officials as to in-
creasing working forces have not been obeyed in
many cases and some arrests have been made,
notably at Cananea. Mine operators generally
have disregarded such orders as might interfere
with the economical and profitable operation of
the mines. These conditions seem to prevail
only in Sonora. So far as can be learned, otlier

states have not taken up this official interference
with the mine operations. The broad provisions
of the new constitution may easily stifle mining
activities. If the Carranza government is dis-
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IKisid to interpret and admlnlsti-r tho new cnn-

stitution in such a manner ;is to leave no profit,

the looked-for revival of mining will not take

place. The sooner the ;;overnnient lakes a liell-

nite stand, assnrinc mine operators that they

will be permitted to rnn their mines on business
principles, llic sooner will tiie minlnp industry

take on the activity necessary t(t tlie prosperity
of many of the Mexican iieoplc.

DULUTH. IVIINN.—May M
I. W. W. Activities of Last Year were so dls-

tastetnl to law-aliidin;; Minnesota ns that deflnitc

steps Iiave been to pie vent a recurrence ol' tlie

violence that characterized tlic 1!U(J strike. The
legislature of Jlinnesota has passed a law mak-
ing "criininal syndicalism" or the advocacy
thereof a felony. Criminal syndicalism Is de-

fined as "the doctrine which advocates crime,
sabotage (this word as used in this bill meaning
malicious damage or injury to the property of an
employer by an employee), violence or otlu-r iin*

lawful methods of terrorism as a means of ac-

complishing industrial or political ends." The
advocacy of such doctrine whether by word of

mouth or written is a felony punishable as In

this act otherwise provid^^d. The act specifies

that : "Any person who l)y word of mouth or
writing advocates or teaches the duty, necessity

or propriety of crime, sabotage, violence or otlier

unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of

accomplishing industrial or political ends, or
prints, publishes, edits, issues or knowingly cir-

culates, sells, distributes or publicly displays any
book, paper, document or written matter in any
form, containing or advocating, advising or teach-
ing the doctrine that industrial or political ends
should be brought about by crime, sabotage, vio-

lence or other iinlawfid methods of terrorism,"
etc.. is guilty of a felony punishable by imprison-
ment in the state prison for not more than five

years or by a fine of not more tlian $loiiii or

both. Further, whenever two or more iiersons

assemble for the purpose of advocating or teach-
ing the doctrines of criminal syndicalism de-
fined in this act, every person voluntarily par-
ticipating therein by his presence, aid or instiga-

tion is punishable by imprisoiunent in the county
jail for not more than 10 years or by a fine of

not more than $5000 or both. And the owner,
agent, superintendent or occupant of any place,

building or room who wilfully and knowingly
permits therein any assemblage -of persons pro-

hil)lted Ijy jMovistons of Sec. :; rtt iht- act, or
who. after notification tliat the ])renilses are so
usid, permits such u.se tu be continued. Is guilty
of a gross misdemeanor, puitlshahle by Impilson-
ment in the county Jail for not more than one
vear or bv a fine of n<p| more tliaii $.'.((» or
both.

JOPLIN. MO.—May 12

Sale of Tar River Mine for $200,000 has just

been announced. Tlie pro|icrty was developed Iiy

O. Lftngacre. .Ir.. of .Io)ilin. and is located In

the camp of Tar Kiver, Okla.. a short <lisl.ince

southwest of richer. The Tar Uivcr Mining
Co. encountered mvich water at first, and tliongh
the mill was comiileted last .lune, development
was slow. Tho water problem no longer bothers
and recent jiroduction of the mine ha;( been
decidedly good. Operations are now being car-
ried on at a depth of 2i:i feet. L. S. Kk 'Iton.

Okmulgee. Okla.. who has large interests In oil

and other industries, was the purcliaser. The
Tar Uiver comjiaiiy, however, retains 20 acres
wlliell it will develop.

Erection of Four New Mills in the Oklahoma
section of the fiehi lias been decided upon by
the Kagie-l'icher Lead Co. Tills company, which
by its extensive development work was almost
wholly responsible for tlie opening up of the
great new zinc- and lead-producing area north
of Conuner<;e, Okla.. and south of the Kan^ias-
Oklahoma state line, already has five mills in
operation, including the Xetta, one of the largest
mills in this district. Last week the Netta alono
made over Ono tons of ctuicentrates. The four
new mills will be thoroughly modern, electrically

ecinipped plants, each provided with an inde-
pendently operated slime deiiartment. One will

be erected just west of the Netta mill, another a

short distance to the north and a third a short
distance to the northeast, while the fourth will be
built about a mile to the southwest, near the
camp of Tar Kiver. A. K. liendelari, of .loplln.

is in charge of these operations and this week
has ordered new shafts started where necessary
and headframes at the shafts already down. It

is hoped to have all four mills in operation within
four months. Three will have a capacity of 400
tons per shift and the other of 300 tons. When
they are placed in operation, the total output
of the Eagle-Picher mines in this field should be
well over 1000 tons of zinc and lead concen-
trates per week. '

TORONTO—May 14

Wage Situation was t.ikt n up by the mlncrit
at their annual convention held In Cobalt on
.May :i, when they decided to make a demand
for Increased wages. Th- union announced Uk
Intention of writing to the dlfi'erent niaiiagerH
asking for a conference. If this conference Ih

not held the union "will take further stepH."
It in a foregone conclusion that the managers
will not meet a connnlttee from the local union.
as tills Is a branch of the Western Federation ol

.Miners to whlcli the managers are bitterly op-
posed, and with which tluy absolutely refuse to

have anything to do. It Is possible, however
that when this conference is not held, that be-
fore voting for a strike, an appeal may be made
to Ottawa for a royal commission to investigate
conditions. The demand Is for a straight in-

crease of 50c. a day "to all workers. In Cobalt
on the present price of silver the employees
are receiving an additional TtOc. a day as a
bonus, so that except for the recognition of the
union the points at issue are not far apart, and
it is doubtful if tho men would strike. In
Porcupine, however, conditions are different.

There the m n have received no Increases and
the high jiricL's of supplies and the poor class
of labor has borne so heavily on the mines that
Ibey would sooner shut down than grunt an in-

crease. Wagjs arc so arranged that most m:^n
can work on a contract or bonus system, and wltli

even ordinary application can receive considerably
more than their base wage. They have not
taken advantage of this, however, except among
the better class of nun. of whom unfortunately
there are few. There Is a real shortage of men
and those remaining are trying to take advan-
tage of the present situation. The situation here
Is rather obscure and mine managers do not seem
to care whether the men strike or not and would
be quite content to close down the mines and
do nothing except development. Strike or no
strike, the worst Is not over in Porcupine. Near-
ly all the mines have had to curtail their opera-
tions and a further decrease in the number of
men will result in still further curtailment.
As there is little possibility of augmenting the
number of foreign laborers, and as there is still

a heavy demand for men for overseas and for
agriculture atid other purpos-:?s at home, the fu-
ture for gold mining in Porcupine for the next
year or so does not look bright.
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ALASKA
ALASKA MINES CORPORATION (Nome)—

Has acquired Anvil-Surprise ground, and addi-
tional Nome property is under negotiation.

TYNDAXL & FINN (Berry )—Option taken by
Falcon Joslin. presumably for Kennecott inter-

ests, relinquished Mar. 29 except on Ryan hold-
ings, after considerable underground exploration.
Tyndall A: Finn continuing work on Bondholder
group ; adit in 735 ft. and must be advanced
100 ft. to cut the vein ; several shallow shafts
on I\Iohawk group are in ore and small mill may
be erected this season.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALITMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)— Production
of company in April was 5,'.»00.000 lb. copper.

RED MOUNTAIN COPPER (Wilcox)—New-
company shipping three to f<nir carloads 5% ore
per month ; 70-ft. shaft in ore. principally
sulphides. .1. W. Angle, general manager.
KING COPPER (Kodeo. N. M.)—New organi-

zation, of Nat P. Wilson and Denver associates,

has taken over property of Cochise Consolidated
in Chiricahua Mountains. IS miles nortliwest of

Rodeo; will spend $7.">,000 in development and
enlarging surface plant ; Wilfiey tables and flota-

tion equipment will he added to 250 -ton mill.

Walter Wilson, superintendent.

Graham County

ATLAS COPPER CO. (Safford)—This recently
organized company has taken over the San .luan
group of i:i claims. :i miles north of Safford;
besides some surface ores, drilling is reported
to have Indicated 900.000 tons averaging :i.i;5%

copper. Developments consist of about 2500 ft.

of drining, a main shaft ;J25 ft. deep and 750
ft. of drifting. Shipments, mainly of surface
ore, have been made. Mine is equipped, but
company contemplates a :iOO-ton mill. R. W.
Craig, of Phcenix, Is president. T. .1. Sparkes.
of Phcenix, is secretary. Andrew .1. McKlhinney,
.tl Nassau St., New York, Is a director.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton) April output

5,000.000 lb.

Mohave County

CEREAT COPPER CO. (Chloride)—Adit iu 75
ft. with face in good ore. S. \V. Klass, King-
man, Ariz., general manager.

RATTLESNAKE (Chloride)—Frank Braly and
two partners sinking shaft to the 200 ; now down
about SO ft. along vein. About 30 tons of good
gold-silver-lead ore is in the ore bins.

WTSSTERN ORE CONCENTRATION CO. (Chlo-
ride)—Construction progressing rapidly on this

new mill—generally known as the Steffy custom
mill. May start .Tune 15. Capacity 250 tons
daily but has been offered double that amount
and additional equipment may be inst^illed. F.

E. Steffy, superintendent.

SCHX'YLKJLL (Chloride)^About 40 men em-
ployed. Shaft sunk from the 500 nearly to the
800 level without attempting any lateral work.
Good milling ore developed above the 500 and
if found at the SOO a 125-ton mill is t-o be built.

T. J. Torpie, recently appointed superintendent.

EMERALD ISLE COPPER (Chloride)—This
comiiany operating experimental leaching plant

about three miles south of Chloride. Now bring-

ing in power line for first unit of commercial
electrolytic plant; four large leaching tanks
installed; estimated capacity 70 tons of ore
daily.
TENNESSEE (Chloride)— Chloride's largest

producer now working on 1000 level where ore

was found of good grade and width. About 200
tons daily shipped to the Needles mill. Mine
owned by Needles Milling and Smelling Co.
owned in turn by the V. S. Smelting, Refining
and Jlining Co. N. E. Churchill, superintendent.

BT'LLION niLL :MINES CO. (Chloride)—
Owned by the .lesse Knight interests of Provo,

Utah. Has complete electrically driven mining
plant, but shaft sinking is delayed by failure

of power cimipany to extend line from its

Chloride transformer station ; poles now dis-

tributed and construction will be commenced
within a few days. II. ^\ Eakins, superin-

tendent.

Pima County

TUCSON-ARIZONA COPPKR (Tucson)—East
shaft, 100 ft. deep, is to be sunk 200 ft. deeper;

lateral work being done at 100-ft. level, ore hav-
ing dipped out of shaft. West shaft down 75 ft.

in ore ; new equipment required soon.

Santa Cruz County

, HOSEY (Patagonia)—Strike of high-grade cop-
per ore recently made at this mine about 10

miles north of Patagonia. Has been shipping
for six months.

Yavapai County

CALUMET & JEROME (Jerome)—Two new
pumps and jO-hp. motors to operate same, have
been ordered. Shaft down 410 ft., in schist with
a little quartz.

ARKANSAS & ARIZONA (Jerome)—Diamond
drilling will be done ou lfi40-ft. leveL Work
in east crosscut suspend^^d. but will continue in

drift south along contact.

EMPRESS COPPER MINING (Wickenburg)—
New company to revive the old Swallow mine.
12 miles east of Wickenburg ; recent shipment
of 42 tons of copper-gold ore made. C. K.

Hartley, superintendent.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—
President James S. Douglas announced that

company had decided to purchase $500,000 of

the Liberty bonds.

-TEROME VERDE (.lenune)—Drift to be run
northward from Cnlumliia shaft to connect with

one from which diamond drill is operating;

another drift will be run northward but more
easterly, and territory explored by drilling.

President Berry is to bt- succeeded by E. O.

Holter; Henry Osborn. Jr., and Heath Steele of

New York, are new directors.

Yuma County

MAMMO.N (JOLD AND <'(»PrKi: CO. (Parker)
-Contracted with Soutliern California Drilling

Co., of Los Angeles, to sink several holes to lo

cate three-compartment shaft site. One churn
drill now working and a diamond drill is shortly

to be put to work. Property embraces 32 claims

In Cienega district. 10 miles cast nf Parker. One
shaft and three adits now being worked, and ore

being shipped. Pittsburgh and New York men
interested. William M Boyce, superintendent.
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CALIFORNIA

Amador County

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth) - -

Jnsepli .1. Kifc, chief eltu'tricliui, was eloctroeutt^d
May () whilo inst;itling transformois, by oontiict

with 440-volt line running to hoist.

KKN.NKDY (Jackson)—Shaft h:is roarheti 4012-
ft. point. Xcw station at the ;!!UtO level is

opened and crosscut staiti)d. Installation of
new boilers completed. Mine employs :i!lO men;
:iL"» working iniderground.

KEYSTONE AND ORIGINAL AMADOR (Ama-
dor)—Tliese two mines adjoining, and using
ihe same t:iiling dam, are having trouble with
farmers on Amador Crtvk who complain that
land Is being damaged on account of a leak
in the dam.

Butte County

TRIUMPH COLD JIINIXG AND MILLING
<Lumpkin) ^Company recently reincorporated

;

compressor and drills purchased. Plans to drive
lower working tunnel at depth of fiOO ft. below
old workings. M. B. Sears. prtsid^'Ut : F. A.
Thompson, vice-president; B. G. Sears, secretary-
treasurer.

LADY ANN MINING AND MILLING (Lumpkin)
—Operating the "l^l.^ Mine" norlh of the
Triumph. Purchased recently by M. Kink and
associates of San Francisco. Larger mill planned;
8 men employed at present,

Eldorado County

CHROME mining near Shingle Springs in

progress by D. E. Wiley and J. \V. Koeftler
of Folsom. Ore will h& haul d 8 mil-s to

Shingle Springs for shipment by Southern Pacific

to Eastern market,

BIG DIKE (Camino)—This big low-grade
deposit, consisting of quartz stringiTS in sliale,

is being examined with view to exp' oration by
Col. H. G. Torrence of Oakland, Calif.

UNION CHROME (Placerville)—Company has
several hundred tons of ore ready at Al ibam i

Flat to haul to Placerville for rail shipment.
Chrome ore also mined by this company at .Tfis-

ephine. D. L. Shepherd is snperint-ndont at Ala-
bama Flat mine, and Lester Heindel at .Tusephinf.

Inyo County

CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—Powder thieves re-

ported arrested and two of them said to havt?

admitted theft.

TUNGSTEN MINES CO. (Bishop)—Reconstruc-
tion of burned portion of mill progressing. One -

large ore bin rebuilt. Materials recinir d were
received within 16 hours from time of tire Apr.
27, being ordered by wire. EKpected to resume
operation of mill by May 5.

Kern County
TROPICO (Rosamond)—Mine and miU recently

equipped with electric power. Good ore being
extracted from 500-ft. depth.

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—Labor agitt-
tors, said to be chiefly of foreign birth, induced
about CO men to strike for $4 a day en May 1,

Others, mostly Spanish or INIexican, add d ti the
number on Wednesday and tri:d to intimidate
men who continued wor':. About 40 of the
strikers were arrested and sent over to Bakers-
fleld, the county seat to b? held for trial, having
been arraigned before Justice cf the Peac2
Maginnis in Randsburg and h?!d in d^fau't of
$200 bail each. Better element of min-TS in
Yellow Aster employ are said to be satisfied.

Mariposa County
HORNITOS DISTRICT is attracting attention

by the promised reopening of eight old mines
within the summer. The Silver Lead, work-^d
in a small way years ago will probably bj
reopened by John C. Davis and W^illiam McGinn
of Jamestown—it is situated 5 mi. from Hnrnitos.
The Ruth Pierce, operated by James McMahon,
is reported to bo paying dividends. Th? Duncan
mine ts extracting and milling ore. The Mount
Gaines has just been unwatered, preparatory to
extensive development. No. 1 \mu^ owned by
William and Edward McGinn and associates is

heing prepared for resumption. Th Quarts
Mountain is being developed and site graded for
new mill No. 9 mine -will b". equiiiped with
Hew crushing plant ; oth^r surface equipment
having already been installed.

Nevada County
GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Oreshoot

disclosed in No. 11 drift 20 ft. south of shaft.
The 20-stamp mill working on good-grade of ore.

ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—Draining of
\o. 2 level completed : level is at :i:^2-ft. point

;

ore being extracted while unwatering i)rocecds
In levels below.

HIPPERT (Graniteville)—Harry Gessner of
lloseville reported to have optioned this mine
for five years. Developed by shaft. Samuel Colt,
former operator.

Shasta County

COW CREEK CHROME (Casell)- Eight miles
of road on Castle and Cow Creeks, about 20
miles A'est of Casell, being built preparatory
to shipping clirome ore. Said to lie abrnit tlOOd

tons blocked out. Company composed of San
Francisco men.

COLORADO
Boulder County

HURON" (IlouUirrJ Sohj recently t«» Denver
men, wlut will conum-nee work at once.

MO(;UL (Boulder) Old workings being cleaned
init prei)arat<ny lo regtdar operation.

SNOWBOUND (Roulder)- Development work
being tlone by Denver purchasers.
KOHL^L\N (Eldora)' -Satisfactory progress be-

ing ma(L> in <1 riving this crosscut tunnel. Mill
will b- built near portal on .Middle Btudder Creek.
REVENGE (Kldora) - Gold ore developed re-

ported to warrant building mill this year. De-
velopment wtuk on Barbee claim, an extension of
the Revenge progressing witli satisfactory results.

Clear Creek County
SILVER PLUME is exp -rieneing a revival sueb

as has not been seen here frir years. Old La
Veta Hotel, vacant for a generatinn, lias been
refurnished and reopened : two new boar<Ung
houses for miners also built.

AETNA (Georgetown)— Being worked by Bruci-
& Co., lessees. Regular shipments smdting-gradc
i-re made.

Gunnison County
ALASKA-YUKON PROPERTY, in Cochetopa

district, taken over by Delta men. First work
will hi- sinking another loa ft. on Yukon claim.

Lake County
CARBONATE (Leadville)—Recent strike in-

creasing in size as development work proceeds.
Regvdar production will be made as soon as
railroad siding is finished.

Ouray County
LONERGAN GROUP (Ouray)—Bondwl hy

Ouray men and work will begin as soon as
weather conditions permit. Property is an old
copper-silver producer in same belt as Guston,
Yankee Girl, Genesee-Vanderbilt and other fa-
mous mines.
DEVn/S GATE-SPTON KOP (Ouray) -This

group, owned by Otto Samueison, reported sold
to Smuggler-Union Mining Co.. of Telluride. for
$t!0.(tOfl, Group consists of s'x claims adjoining
Humboldt g'-nupd of that company, on Ouray-San
Miguel county line.

Pitkin County
KEYSTONE (Aspen)—R'nort»d 8-ft. shoot

good-grade lead-silver ore recently opened.

San Juan County

KTTTIMAC (Silverton)—New orebody opened in
development work. Flotation has to a large ex-
tent solved tailing-loss problem.
HAMX.ET (Howardsville)—Mine and mill over-

hauled; flotation install'd in mill. Large body of
milling-grade ore developed.

San Miguel County

i^TLA'ER BELL (Ophir)—Main tunnel now in
:^000 ft. Good-grade ore opened in old workings.
BADGER TUNNEL (Ophir)—Colorado Springs

company has taken lease and bond on group for-
n.*^rly belonging to Suffolk Gold Mining Co.. and
will operate through Badger Tunnel this summer.

TOSIBOY (Telluride)—In April mill ran 27
days, crushing 11. .500 tons, yielding $39..500 in
bullion, and $58,000 in concentrates: op-^rating
cxn-nses, $68,500; profit. $29,000: other income,
$1000.

Teller County
^'INDICATOR (Crippl? Creek)-Hull City shaft

leased and work will start at once.

ACACIA (Cripple Creek)—Lessees on 11th level
of South Burns shaft opened body of $56 ore.

UNITED GOLD MINES CO. (C'ipple Cr'^ek)—
Shaft on Wild Horse claim will be sunk an ad-
ditional 300 ft.

REQUA SAVAGE (Victor)—Lessees working
dump at main shaft on Beacon Hill ; carload of
payable ore shipped.
LONGFELLOW (Victor)—The 230-ft. shaft is

b-^ing enlarged to two compartments inider con-
tract, by Fred Sutherland, of Victor. Wh-.-n
present improvements are completed, shaft will be
sunk an additional 500 ft.

ELKTON (Elkton)—Considerable work being
done by lessees. Much milling-grade ore
shipp'^d to Golden Cycle mill from main shaft
workings and from dinnp ; lessees in Thompson
sliaft making regidar shipments, and some ore be-
ing shipped from Raven dumps. Tornado shaft
workings also being reopened by lessees.

IDAHO

Shoshone County

MARSH (Burke)—Marsh company will use
mill only one-third of month instead of half,
as formerly announced, and Hecla two-thirds.
BUNKER HILL & SULLIVAN (Kclln-g) -

Electric current now available for new smeltery.
Washington Water Power Co. having completed
its substation ; will be able to furnish about
1000 hp. to the smeltery.

JACK WAITE (Wallace)—Ore shipments re-
sumed after delay of several weeks on account
of snowslides on wagon road. Ore hauled 10
mHcs to railroad at Waite station. Seven feet of

shipping ore in one slope, and nnich lower-grado
or^) available. Shipping 300 tons per month,
averaging 50% lead; silver content low.

MAINE
Hancock County

DOUGLAS {Blue Hill)- This old copper mine,
reopened by the American Smelting and Refining
Co. Shipments will be made to Perth Amboy,
N. J., and low-grade ore concentrated In flota-
tion plant. E. E. Price, superintendent.

MICHIGAN
Copper

NEW BALTIC (Baltic)—Shaft readv for hoist-
ing m about a month.
CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Building new

<-<.al dock to have capacity of about 800.000 tons.
CHEUOKEE (HouglUon)—Drift on second level

in 2.. ft.: shaft down 325 ft. East drift on
third level just begun.
VICTORIA (Victoria)—Tonnage for April

al)out ion tons. Work on mill extension not yet
completed. Retimbcring old skipway
ADVENTURE (Greenland)—Short of men

forking on the Butler. Knowlton. and Evergreen
lodes, all three of which are profitable.
MICHIGAN (Rockland)—Opening all three lod?s

for production; five drills in operation; first
skip now in commission and the second will be
ready soon.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Operating two storage-
battery locomotives, one at the 53rd level and
one at the 4!»th level; increase in tcuinace ex-
pected this month.
OSCEOLA (Osceola)—Owing to shortage of men

hoisting only about 4000 tons dailv, as compared
with an average of over 4500 tons during winter
months. Drift going to the LaSalle is now 1200
ft. in LaSalle territory.

MAYFLO\\-ER-OLD COLONY fCalumet)^Com-
pany has bought second-hand hoist with capacity
for 3000 ft., and will soon commence sinking
three-compartment shaft about 300 ft south of
the dividing line between the two properties.
FRANKLIN (Hancock)—Fourth mechanical-

haulage system (32nd level) now in operation-
this being the only electrical installation of
the four, it is being watched with considerable
interest. Lxpecitd to Ite an improvement over
the compressed-air installations.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—New 18-drill
compressor shipped; expect d to be in operation
within onf month, when sinking will be begun
and considerable more drifting and stoping ear-
ned on. Raise started in northern drift at
1500-ft. level. Eight cars a day shipped to the
Franklin mill from stockpile.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

RALEIGH (Barrows)—Concrete drop-shaft has
been "lodged."
PENNINGTON (Ironton)—Two shovels loading

from pit. Has contract to ship 200.000 tons
CROFT (Crosby)—A 14-in. casing extending

from surface to underground workings will be
used as timber chute.

CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)- Has aban-
doned 20.)-ft. level and is hoisting from 125-ft.
level. Sinking at No. 2 shaft progressing rapidlv
Shipping from 50.000-ton stockpile of mangan't-
ferous ore to Dunbar, Penn.

MISSOURI
Joplln District

WALKER (Miami, Okla.)—Opened big cave,
lined with galena, at depth of 200 ft. on lease
northwest of Picher, Okla.
MeBRIDE (Joplin)—Opening two new shafts

at property in Leadville Hollow. Mill being
operated steadily.

KING DAVID (Joplin)—Has completed 150-
ton mill on Connor land, north of Chitwood.
Ore opened from 85 to 125 ft.

LT^CKY HUNCH (Joplin)—Building 300-ton mill
on Dawes farm, southwest Baxter. Kan. Seven-
teen drill holes .show ore from 120 to IfiO ft.
J. G. Marcum, .luplin, interested.

U. S. PAYMASTER (.Toplin)—New mill on
Lewellyn land north of Bell Center in opera-
tion. Shaft being sunk ^to 125 ft. Dr. M. C.
Weaver. BatL-sville, Ark., president and manager.
STATE LINE (Afton. Okla.)—Encountered

good ore on lease south of Baxter. Kan. Ore
at two levels; a face 20 ft. thick indicated at
depth of 192 ft. Will build mill.

ABRAM & GRIMES (Baxter. Kan.)—Have
sold lease at Sunnyside. Okla.. to Tulsa men
for $25,000 cash. Same property was sold
last summer to I. & O. Mining Co.. but reverted
to owners.

WACO (Joplin)—Has started moving McGreggor
mill from south of Carterville to newly develop 'd
tract in new Waco field. Mill was built only
a year ago. Two shaft.s nearing completion.
P. B. Butler, manager.

GIUSO.V (J(plin)—Now milling 900 tons of ore;
mill operating three shifts. Has big semi-
circular ore face in mine, 20 ft. in height;
nine drill men in one shift break down ore
for a d'ly's mill run.
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MONTANA
Lewis and Clark County

SCRATCH GRAVEL GOLD (Holena)—New
strike of rich gold-silver-lead ore above 500-ft.

level. Walter Larssen, stiperlntendent; Thomas
B. Miller, general manager.
HELENA (Helena)—Shaft nearini; ;iOO-ft. level.

Several cars lead ore containing gold, silver and
iron shipped to sraelter.v. E(!uipnicnt includes

.50-hp. steam plant, air conipressnr and .Tack-

hamer drills. Mine in Grass Valley section,

operated by the Helena Mining Bureau, S. A.
Balliett, president.

NEW- YORK-MONTANA ORE TESTING AND
ENGINEERING (Rimini)—This plant has made
its first shipment to East Helena smeltery of

.'iO tons of concentrates. Treating ore from
25,000-ton Valley Forge dump. Ratio of con-
centration 6:1. Concentrates contain about $45
per ton in gold and silver.

Silver Bow County
GREAT BUTTE MINING (Butte)—Has finished

sinking Calumet shaft to 150n-ft. level : installing

station and pumps preparatory to crosscutting.

AN-\CONDA IButte)—Following the opening of

8-ft. orebody on 1600 level of the Emma, it is

announced that crosscut on 1000-ft. level has
disclosed 15 ft. of mixed ore of which about
5 ft. is of shipping grade.

MINES OPERATING (Butte)—New leaching
tanks at the Butte-Duluth plant installed ; will

enable output to be doubled. In April produced
100.000 lb. of copper, treating about 200 tons

per dav. May production expected to exceed
l.>0,000 lb.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—April production was
1.011,763 lb. copper; 94,769 oz. silver; 123 oz.

gold. Copper production off about 600,000 lb.

from March due to closing of mines on account
iif High Ore flre. Speculator shaft being re-

timbered.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—
.Vew stope started from east drift 300-ft. level.

LONE STAR (Goldfleld)— .\t annual meeting,

Apr. 17. Nathaniel H. Wheeler was elected presi-

dent. Stated Mr. Wheeler has acquired the

Waterson interest and plans extensive develop-

ment.

DIAMONDFIELD BLACK BUTTE (Goldfleld)—
Campbell lease continues to produce small ton-

nage of excellent ore from vicinity of old Quartz

stope. Company operating 6-in. core drill for

exploration at depth.

Humboldt County

ANTELOPE DISTRICT is doing considerable

development. Tliree and one-half miles south of

this station on the Western Paciflc R.R., J. F.

Dwyer (Antelope via Sulphur) is developing a

silver vein varying in width from 3 to 30 ft. ;

adjoining quartzite carries some gold. About
four miles farther south, Lee Curry (.Jungo

postofflce) has lately made a promising gold

strike. Craven Copper Co., 16 miles northwest

of Antelope station, is employing 11 men and has
shipped three cars of 15% ore. California men
have bonded the Wells copper claims, south and
west of the Craven property.

Mineral County

NEVADA NEW MINES CO. (Rawhide)—.\ctive

development campaign in progress and shaft

will be sunk to 1000 ft. this year. In Victor shaft,

last fall, good ore was opened on 600 level and
winze was sunk to 750 ft. ; from winze, drifts

were run north and south, every 50 ft., and a

body of good milling ore developed. E. W. King
has severed connection witli company, which is

controlled by M. Scheeline and associates Mill

not started owing to shortage and high price

of cyanide. Alexander M. Boyle now general

superintendent.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODITCTION for week ended
May 5 was 9604 tons valued at $177,674 compared
with 9646 tons for week previous. Producers
were: Tonopah Belmont, 2099 tons; Tonopah
Extension. 23S0 ; Tonopah Mining, 2300 ; Jim
Butler. 800; West End, 786: Rescue-Eula. 193;
McNamara, 127; Halifax, 121; North Star, 53;
Cash Boy. 50 ; Montana leases. 95 tons.

MANHATTAN CONSOLIDATED (Manhattan)
—Shaft down 320 ft.; cutting station at 312-ft.

point : will crosscut to vein before sinking to

fourth level.

WHITE CAPS EXTENSION MINES CO. (Man-
hattan!- Plans to sink Ihne-compartment shaft

to 400 ft. as soon as equipment can be as-

sembled.

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)— Have set auxiliary

hoist on 435-ft. level and will resume shaft sink-

ing while development continues on upper levels.

?;rectlng Wedge roaster at mill and expect to be
treating ore by .lune 1.

WAGE SCALE AT MANHATTAN, adopted at

meeting of mine operators, will become effective

May 10 : Machinemen. $5 per shift ; In shaft

work. $5 i)er shift for hand work and $.5.50

for machine work; timhermen. *5 ; muckers,

S4 50; cagcra. $4.50; immpmcn. $5; timber fram-

ers, $5.50. For surface employees: Engineers,
.$5 per shift, with understanding that If engi-

neers also help frame timbers, or shariien steel,

that they be paid an additional 50c. per shift;

an additional 50c. to be jiaid should engineers
be employed in operation of double-drum hoists.

General blacksmith to be paid $5.50 ; tool sharp-
eners, $5; blacksmith helpers, $4.50; machlnlst.s,

$5.50; machinist helpers, $4.50; carpenters, $6;
timber framers, $5.50 ; ore sorters, $4 ; top men,
$4 ; laborers, $4 ; electricians, $5 ; pipe men and
track men, $5. Scale for mill employees to be
announced later.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 108 cars from 350

level sampling $7.54 per ton. East crosscut

started into hanging wall of vein.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Southwest drift

on 2700 level advanced 2 sets wide 10 ft. Saved
121 cars averaging $15.60 per ton; also 54 cars

averaging $13 from raise at 136-ft. point in

drift. During April company shipped 514 tons

to Mexican mill.

MEXICAN (Virginia) — Repairing southeast
drift from 2700-2900 winze. Sank on ore in

2700 level to depth of 10 ft. and extracted 13

tons averaging $20.23. Work continued on 2000
and 2300 levels in quartz of low assay. Mill

operated 88% of time and crushed ore from
Mexican, Union. Sierra Nevada. Con. Virginia.

Five bars bullion shipped to Selby. ,

SOUTH CAROLINA
Abbeville County

SULLIVAN MINING CO. (McCormick)—This
company, controlled by Lebanon, Tenn., men, is

operating the old Dorn mine and has been
milling $10 ore in its 10-stamp mill. Concen-
trating equipment is to be added. Two other
companies preparing to begin develoi)ment work
in same vicinity.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Car of tungsten con-
centrates recently shipped to Eastern market.
Tungsten mill is in continuous operation, treat-

ing about 25 tons of ore daily.

W.iSP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—At annual meeting,
dividend of 3% was ordered paid. Property
suspended in November for the winter and it

has been decided not to resume operations until

labor conditions become more settled.

UTAH
Beaver County

CREOLE MINES (Milford)—Purchased five

patented claims, belonging to old Creole Mining
Co. Cash payment made. New company incor-
porated for $250,000, par value of each share
25c. Property opened to 350 ft. Ore to be
haiUed 7 miles to Milford by motor truck. Dur-
ing last 18 months produced 104 cars of copper
ore. Will ship one car per day, and later, with
new equipment, will increase output. H. S.

Woolley and associates, of Salt Lake City, in-

terested.

Box Elder County

LAKEVIEW 'MINING (Saline)—This property,
25 miles west of Ogden— until recently con-
trolled by Utah men, W. A. Perkins and S. S.

.\rentz and associates—reported taken over by
New York men, who will undertake extensive
development. Company began payment of divi-

dends in 1915, not quite a year after location,

and has paid $124,000, chiefly from zinc ore.

Lessees at present operating property, shipping
from six to eight cars of ore monthly, partly

zinc and partly lead. Mine opened to 300 level.

Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended May i

amounted to 188 cars.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Body of miner-
alized quartz opened on 1500-ft. level.

EI'REK.\ MINES (Eureka)—Recent find on
1300 level said to justify sloping.

EUREKA STANDARD (Eureka)—Eleven claims

and mill site recently added to company holdings.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Report for

first quarter shows ore sales amounting to $451.-

611 from 19,566 tons of ore; development amount-
ing to 5031 ft. done, part at Plutus and part at

Piiion Peak. Work of enlarging shaft being car-

ried on from 1000- to 180n-ft. level. Dividend of

$44,201 paid.

Salt Lake City

JIICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Accumulation of

1200 tons at Tanner's Flat being brought to mar-
ket by teams Since May 1. between 300 and 400

tons shipped.
JIONTAXA-BINGHAM (Bingham)—Two shifts

driving main tunnel; now in 4785 ft. Face at

present in Bingham-.\malgamated ground. Coun-
try is quartzite. The 13on-ft. Congor raise, be-

ing driven a few hundred feet from face, will soon

connect with old Congor workings.

rORTT'N.\ (Bingham)- I'ropcTty. on which Ec-

cles interests of Ogden fornu'rly hati liinul, now
being worked by T. E. HIggins and associates, of

Butte. Mill tests were made recently on some of

the fractured (luartzite. which carries copper and
Iron in the footwall of the veins. A lOO-tim plant

Is spoken of to mill this material. Iron- and t'op-

per-sulphlde ore Is being shljiped. April uiiliml

400 tons; 45 men emr)hiyi'd.

Summit County
KEYSTONE (Park City) — Drifting from Daly-

.ludgc tunnel Into this ground; in 100 ft.; total

distance to Keystone, 1200 ft.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Ore being mined on
1700 level, whicli was flooded after accident to

.shaft ; now free of water.

.lUDOE MINING & SMELTING (Park City)—
New oreshoot being developed in southwestern
part of property on llOO-tt. level, followed for 260
tt. ; from 3 to 7 ft. in thickness.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—Compressor ar-

rived and being Installed. Development will soon
be resumed and sinking of winze—down 180 ft.

below 500—to llmestone-fiuartzlte contact to be
continued ; expected In 50 ft.

Utah County

BAY STATE MINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(American Fork)—Statement Issued by directors
shows main tuiuiel in <tver 300 ft. and totjil work-
ings t)f 1065 ft. Some high-grade ore on dump,
and 1000 tons carrying 5 to 8% lead and 8 lo 10
oz. silver. Assessment '^c. share levied.

CANADA
British Columbia

GRANBY CONSOLIDATED (Anyox)—Some of
the more siliclous sulphide ores—not heretofore
included in ore reserves—are to be tested in a
100-ton experimental flotation plant.

Ontario
VIPOND (Porcupine)—Drifting on 600-ft. level

on 22-ft. vein of fair ore.

TRETHEWEY (Cobalt)-In opening an old
stope, found vein of high-grade ore.

KERR LAKE (Cobalt) Established new pro-
duction record in Aiiril with 250.683 oz. of sliver.

CANADIAN KIRKLAND (Kirkland Lake)—Test
pits have disclosed Ave promising veins.

KIRKLAND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—Has cut
vein on 600-ft. level where it shows width of

27 ft.

L.\KE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Cut new vein
under the Lake in long crosscut from main
shaft.

SCHI'MACHER (Schumacher)—Mill to be
doubled to 250 tons capacity. Work will be
started about end of May.
WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Vein, encountered

in diamond drilling, crosscut on third level where
it is 8 ft. in width and averages $7.

DOME (South Porcupine)— Ai)ril production.
$132,000. from 28.900 tons ; average value. $4.60

per ton. Liquidation in this stock continued
with lower prices ruling.

PETERSON LAKE (Cobalt)—Annual report

shows net operating loss of $43,555 with cash
assets on hand, $53,491, less $4572 unpaid
dividends.

THOMPSON KRIST (Porcupine) — Diamond
drilling is being continued but. contrary to

reports, no discoveries of importance have been
made.
McKINLEY'-D.\RR.\GH (Cobalt)—Stamps super-

seded by ball mill, which is e.xpected to crush
about 175 tons daily. Stamps will not be dis-

mantled.
MILLER LAKE O'BRIEN (Gowganda)—Silver

vein, 12 to 30 in. wide, encountered below the

300-ft. level, is stated to be as rich as any
found in mine.
REEVES-DOBIE (Gowganda)—This mine Is

again being operated. A cobalt vein on which
there are some old workings being opened and
high-grade ore taken out.

McINTYRE (Schumacher)—Diamond drilling

below 100-ft. level has shown that vein extends

to at least 1650 ft. Oreshoot proved for 1000

ft. in length and company is considering doubling

mill capacity, now 600 tons a day.

MEXICO
S.\NTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—In

March milled 19.549 tons ; profit .about $38,200.

ALVAEADO (Parnil Chih.)—Shipped 12 car-

loads concentrates through EI Paso recently;

first to cross line in several months.

MEXICAN MINES OF EL ORO (ElOro.Mex)-
Crushed 9200 tons in March ; realization $196.-

000: working expenses $60,000: development
$8000 ; export t,ax $12,000 ; profit $116,000.

CHILE
CHILE EXPLORATION (Chuquicamata)—April

copper output 8,028.000 lb., comparing with 8.714.-

000 in March. »

RUSSIA
IRTY'SH CORPORATION (Ekibastous, Siberia)

—Produced in March 42 long tons of speller

:

shipped in fulfilment of goverimient orders 192

tons : second block of zinc retorts started. Kirgiz

company prodticed 8638 tons of coal ; 642 tons of

coke. Ridder company i)roduced from Sokolni

mine 1629 tons; milled 447 tons, yielding 17.4 tons

of zinc concentrates and 46 tons of lead con<-en-

trates ; milling restricted by abnormally cold

weather ; Ridder railway completed.
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Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—May 16

The UovciiiiiK'iit's needs in steel iue still In-

deftnlte and i)i()dueei-s are patlentl.v awaitlnu the

development of its plans, says "Iron Age." Mean-
while tlic luiceltainty liampers consumers as well

as the mills, and tliere is a urowinR belief tliat

domestic users of plates will find more rather

than less difficulty in supplylnc their wants.

The estimate of some authorities that cven-

tuallv the ship plate capacity of the country will

be almost entirely taken up by tlie (Jovernmenl

is surprising in view of an output last year ol

probably l.T.'iO.OOO tons of sheared plates over

14 in in thickness, besides more than 1.500,0110

tons of universal plates and plates under Vt in-

thick Even if 2.000,000 tons of steel vessels

could be built in 1918 that would represent less

than l.OlMI.OOO tons of plates and structur,al

shapes, and the latter would be more tiian 20%.
The wire rope required by the Government and

its Allies, chiefly France, at Hrst put at 9000

tons, is now estimated at 24,000 tons for tins

year. Manufacturers have arranged for its dis-

tribution, and wire manufacturers are to meet

on Friday to apportion the reiiuisite wire.

Tlie Government is making a survey of tlie

ferromanganese situation through a committee

representing importers as well as domestic manu-
facturers. Steel companies are to report stocks

on hand, reiiuirements in tlie remainder of th<'

year, and expected receipts under existing con-

tracts It is fortunate that domestic production

is increasing, though slightly, as indications are

that Great Britain will not bo able to furnish

as much ferromanganese tlus year as in 1910.

PITTSBURGH—May 15

The Government steel reuuireiiients are likely to

oause important postponements in tile filling of

contracts with other steel consumers only in the

case of plates and sheets. The sheet re lUire-

ments are proving larger than was anticipated,

and the automobile trade is among those that

will probably experience a delay in deliveries.

The Shipping Board's requirements for plates for

the proposed small steel merchant vessels may
posr-*-'" ("volve as much as 40.000 tons a month,

less than 1^% of tne current output of plates,

but perhaps ;.""o of the output of the nn.rticu.ar

description of plat£; involved. The xequirements

in other steel products are unlikely to prove par-

ticularly disturbing to general trade.

The Steel Corporation's increase of 471. 4 19

Ions in unfilled obligations during April reflects

the contracting for sheets and tin plates for the

second half of the year, practically confined to

the single month. May will probiibly shaw a con-

siderable decrease, as the Steel Corporation is

almost out of the market in many departments.

Even among the independents the turnover in

steel products is materially decreased, partly be-

cause the mills are already so well sold up and

partly because some classes of consumers are

now pursuing a more conservative buving pobcv.

Steel prices continue to advance. It is ravelv

that 3..'>0c. can be done on bars. 4c. on Shanes

and 6.50c. on black sheets, more common prices

being 3.75c., 4.50c. and 7c. respectively.

Pig Iron—One of the first orders of the cen-

tralized railroad control was in favor of the

lake coal and iron-ore movement, whereby other

shippers can be cut down to 20% in open-top

cars until this movement is fully provid-d for.

This has resulted in decreased car supnlies to

many blast furnaces and the pig-iron market has

felt the influence in decreased activity, I'oth

sellers and buyers being in the dark. After

heavy transactions in basic iron at the old price

of $40 vallev. sales of 5000 tons or more have
been made at $42. establishing the nnrket at a

$2 advance. Foundry grades have advanc'd $1,

to $43, for this year, and $2. to $42. for first

half 191S. Bessemer has sold in smMl lots at

$46. and later at $48. and the large-lot fiTure of

$44 niav have disappeared. There is enMUiry m
the market which should settle this point within

two or tiiree days.

Steel—After heavy purchases of sheet bars at

prices up to and inchidinir $85. there liave b'-n

purchiises of 7000 to 10.000 tons at $90. with

rumors of $100 or higher being paid on small

lots and IIm- whole market is corri'spondincdv

higher, $90fii 95 for billets and $90fi)100 for sheet

bars.

Coke
Connellsville—Car supplies are only fair this

week and tlic market Is und'T considerable ten-

.sion. with spot at $S for furnace and $9 50lii'

10,50 for foundry. Seccmd half furnace is abo-it

$8 but operators continue lndispos"d to make
definite olTers, seeing so many uncertainties.

STOCK QUOTATIONS .srOCK 0UOTA'rif>NS—Continued

Foreign Iron

N. V. l-,X(^H,t

"Iron Age" reports, through a cable from Lon-
don, that the pig-iron output of the United King-

dom for 1916 was 11.047,983 gross tons, of which
4,042,014 tons was hematite iron, 2,290,549 tons

basic iron and 1,418.824 Ions foundry Iron. The
.steel output was 9.244,457 tons, including 1.190.-

153 tons of acid bessi'lner steel, 505,817 tons of

basic bessemer, 4,393.004 tons of acid open hearth
and 3,012.558 tons of basic open hearth. (The
1915 plg-lron output was 8,793,059 toas and the

steel production. 8.350.944 tons.)

AljwIuiCold M.. , ,

Alaska .luneau
Am.Sm.ARet.,<'om.
Am. Sin. & Ket,. pi.

Am, Sin, See,, pf, A
.-\ni. sni. See,, pi, H,
Am. Zlu''
Am. ZIm-. |>r, ,,

,\ll;tro!uIa

Hatnitll.is Mill
li.'llilelu-m steel, ,

llilhliliein Steel. p(.

nunc .V Superior, ,

<'(Tru do Pa9*^o
fhllel^op
Chlno
Coin,Fuel & Iron. .

rruciblc Steel...,
Iloirie Mines
lerlcral M * S
I'eileral M A S.. p(.

Great Nor . ore cir.

Greene Cananea..
Gulf States Steel. .

,

Homestake
Inspiration Crtn, , , .

Internal innal Nickel
Kcnnerntt
Lackawanna Steel.

.

Miami Copper
NaT'l Lead. com... ,

National Lead. pf.

.

Nev. Cunsnl
Ontario Mln
Qiiliksllver
Quicksilver, pf
Ray Con
RepubllcL<feS.,com.,
Republic L&S. pL.
Slosii-ShemeUl
Tennessee c & C,

.

U. s, stc'l. com, ...

U. S, Steel, pi
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C. .

lay 15

Oi

97!
no;
98 i

90'.

29;
63
77

130
120
42)
361
21
531
48
65!
I2i
11!
38
30!
41
120
113
54!
38i
44
SO
38!
53!

I

105 '

23i
5i
2
2

28i
80 i

lOli
50
16i

116J
117
112!
65

DOS'I'ON K.S'Cn.'May 15

N. Y. CURBt May 15

Big Ledge
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome

.

'"an Cop. Corpn.

.

Carlisle
Con. Ariz. Sm , , . ,

Con. Coppernilnes.
Con. Nev.-I^tah
Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
Goldfield Con
Goldfleld Merger. .

.

Greenmrmster
Hecla Mln
Howe .Sound
Jerome Verde
Joplln Ore & Spel.
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKinley-l)ar-Sa.
Mohican
Mother Lode
N. Y. & Hoiid.. . .

Nipissing Mines. ..

Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines, ,

St. Joseph Lead , ,

,

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Kx
Tribullion
Troy Arizona
United Verde Ext.
United Zinc
\\'liite Knob. pf.

White oaks
Yukon ( iokl .

.

lOi )

.57
U
li

1' '

4! !

h'

.51 I

.05
;

11
17H

..56i
n

.17
4S

43!
.464
.51
H

.26
14

7|

3!
,67
17!

Jll
.75
.25
,35
5i
2ft

.25
,28
38
4i
i;

t2
u

SAN FRAN."

Adventure
Ahmeek
Algomah
Allouez
Ariz. Com., ctfs ,

,

Arnold
Ronanza
Rntle-llallaklava ,

CaluiiKt A- Ariz
Calumet & Hecla ,

CcoKimlal , , ,

C(ii>iHT liiingo. . -

Uaiv west
I)a\is-I)aly
I':a81 Itutto
Franklin
Granby
Hancock
Hcrtlcy .

Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k, com.

.

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle
Mason Valley.—
Mass
Mavllower
MichlKan
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . . .

New Idria
North Butte
North Lake
OJlbway
Old Colony
Old Dor.inlon. . .

.

Osceola
QulTicy
St, Mary's M.I..

.

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shait\ick-Arlz
So Lake
So. Utah
.Superior
Superior & Bost. .

.

Trinity
Tuolumne,
U. S. Smelting. . , .

U. S. Smeit'g, pf.

.

LTtah .\pex
LTtah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

21
96
.50
HI
121
.30
.20
.85
78! .

535
18
60!

41
12
6!

78
13!
15
.30
21

64!
28!
2

II

2:

1-n
1!
3!

84
3
15
201
2|
1)
2
58
83
84
76
1

7!
25
31

.IS
81
4i
3!
1

521
49!
IH

15
41
3i
3i

41;
.90

BOSTON CURB* May 15

Alaska Mines Corp.
Blneham Mines
Boston Ely
Boston A Mont, . .

.

Butte* Lon'nDev.
Calaveras
Calumet-C'orbln
Chief con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Crystal Cop . . .

Eagle & Blue Bell

.

Houghton Copper. .

Intermountain .. .

Iron Cap Cop.. pL,
Mexican Metals, . .

.

Mines of .\merica. .

Mojave Tungsten. .

Nat. Zinc & Lead. .

Nevada-Oouglas. . .

New Baltic
New Cornelia
Oneco
Pacine Mines
Rex Cons

.93
10!
.66
.64
.23
3!

.01
2i

.20

.31

.85
2A

.90
It^

16
.28

1!
.38
.41

li
li

16
.50

J. 25
.27

SALT LAKE* May 15

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con. . . .

Confidence
Con. Virginia.. ..

.

Gould & Curry..
Hale & Norcross.
Jackel-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. , . .

Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Mlilway
Mont -Tonopah.. .

North Star
Rescue Eula
West Kn<l Con, , .

.

Atlanta
Booth
Comb. Frac
ii'neid nalsy .

Florenc(^
Jumbo I':xteii8lon.,

Kewanas
Nevada Packard..
Round Mountain.
Sliver FIrk
\\lilte Caps
Ariz. c:entral
Big Jim
Lazy Hoy
Nellie
Tom Heed
United Eastern.

.

.03

.17

.06

.02

.18

.05

.10

.65

.02

.05

.05

.30

.65

.14
J. 03
.04
.02
.17
,38
02

3,90
.71
09
.13
.19
.11
.26
.64
.10
.07
.04
.03
,17
,37
13

..36

31
.10

1.45MO
.05

t.O!
.15

1.93
4.07

Bannack
Big Four
Black Jack
Cardin
Colorado Mining. .

,

Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Fmpire Copper, . ,

Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth...
May Day
Moscow
Prince Con
Silver-King Coal'n.
Silver King Con. .

.

Sioux ( "on
Su, ll.c-la

Uncle Sam
Wlllicrl
^'ankee,

1.15
.62
,06

S.50
.17

t.05
7.,'->0

1.25
11
45
.95
,03
,07
12

1,20
2. 97!
3.82!
.11;

1.12!
.03'

.10
111

TORONTO*

Bailey
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Deep Creek, Clifton Mining District, Utah
By a. E. Custer*

SYNOPSIS—The Clifton Mining District, Utah,

known more commonly as the Deep Creek district

i.« prospering, due to the advent of a railroad.

Highly mineralized section is being developed

after many years of waiting for transportation

facilities. Geological and operating data of the

territory contiguous to the railway and in line

witlt any future e.vtention, are given.

The district known as "Deep Creek"—tlie wliite man's

translation of Ibapah—is coming into its o'mi as a metal-

producing section of Utali, through the advent of a rail-

road, and high-grade pre is being shipped daily to

the smelteries. The advent of a railroad into the district

is due to the untiring energy and strenuous efforts of

Duncan ilacVicliie, who for over 25 years has been one

of Deep Creek's strongest advocates and champions,

Owing to its isolated situation the district lay- dormant
until the present year and very little development was

silver-lead bullion. These monuments of past activity

are still standing. Tributary to Gold Hill, are the Fer-

ber, Dugway, Fish Springs and other sections in which
ore has been discovered. Tiie mineralized zone is a large

one, and ores in paying quantities are found for miles.

It is probable that extensions of the railroad will be built

to take in the camps mentioned.

The district is known as the Clifton Mining District,

which includes Clifton and Dutch mountains; it has a

highly mineralized surface area about 15 miles long by

8 miles in width. The first mineral discoveries were

made in the early 00"s, and in 1869 the Clifton ilining

District was created. In 1872 a lead smeltery was built

and treated several thousand tons of ore. Owing to the

demonetization of silver in 1873, and high operating

costs due to the fact that the nearest market for supplies

was Salt Lake City, about 130 miles distant, the smeltery

closed down. Arrangements are now imder way to ship

the old slag dump. In 1892 an amalgamation mill was
built, to treat gold ore from the Cain Springs and Alva-

^-«?«*.
/•; -•iS^-

THE POLE STAR CO.'S SHIPMENT OF THE FIRST ORE SHIPPED OVEP. THE XEW R.\ILVVAT

made in the properties; in almost every instance just

enough work was done to patent the ground. Now that

the railroad affords an outlet for the ores, great activity

is visible on every hand. The town of Goodwin (Gold
Hill) has grown from five houses to over 150, has several

stores and .supports three lumber yards.

The Deep Creek R.R. connects with the main trunk
line of the Western Pacific at AVendover, Utah, and is

aliout 46 miles in length, standard-gage, and well con-

structed; the terminal of the road is (Jold Hill, a point

where gold was discovered in the early days. This dis-

covery made quite a stir, and a mill was erected which,
later, owing to litigation, was --loscd. A small smeiterv

was also built, whicli turned out scvcriil i-arloads (if rich

-..-.*.¥in'?.e' engineer, 31 Post Office Place, Salt Lake City, Utah.

rado properties, both of whicii belong to the Woodman
estate. During the last 30 years considerable ore has

been shipped to tlie Salt Lake smelteries, but the lonjr

wagon haul made this almost prohibitively expensive,

even on high-grade ore. During the last 15 v-ears, sev-

eral attempts were made to build a railroad into the dis-

trict, and numerous engineers examined the district for

tonnage, dewlopment, etc., and without exception found

the ore tonnage large enough to justify a railroad, but

for some reason or other the promoters failed to build tlic

road. The district is a large one, there being about 300

patented claims and possibly held by compliance with an-

nual assessment requirements.

Rising gradually from the foothills, about 4000 ft. in

elevation. U> the highest point. Dutch Mountain with an
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elevation of aboiit 8000 ft., the district is rcadil}- iicces-

sible. Nearly all the mines can be reached by aut()in()l>ile,

and .good wagou roads are constructed to the ])rincii)al

mines. Timber is scarce in the district proper, hut con-

siderable pine exists 20 miles to the south. Water suffi-

cient for culinary purposes is furnished by a few springs.

This is not sufficient for milling, although a large

supply could be had from Deep Creek River by pi])ing

about 12 miles, or from Redding Spring about 14 miles

distant.

The predominating country rocks exposed are granitic

porphyries and limestone. The greater part of the area

from Gold Hill to the Clifton basin is covered with a

dark crystalline rock, composed principally of feldspar,

biotite and a little quartz, with ])lagioclase feldspar pre-

dominating. There is also a lighter-colored rock which

is very likely granodiorite or monzonite. In places these

formations are capjjed with shale, quartzite and lime-

stone. Gold Hill, upon close inspection, is found to be

a highly silicified limestone; a marmarized limestone is

found on the southeast slope, while to the north are

upended shale beds. The marmarized limestone to the

south in turn is covered with the dark crystalline rock of

granitic texture. From this exposure of the lime capped

with the granitic rock and another exposure about two

miles south, one is led to believe that the granitic rocks

form a capping to extensive beds of lime.

The district is traversed by fissures which strike in all

directions, and cutting all formations is a series of dikes,

chiefly of andesite and rhyolite; the stronger Assuring

has a north-and-south strike, with mvich east-and-west

iissuring also. Ap])arently all fissures and dikes are

mineral-bearing. Many have shallow prospect holes with

some ore showing on the dumps. The surface indications

are exceptionallv good throughout the entire district. The

ore deposits not only make in the fissures, but also along

the limestone and porphyr}' contacts.

Dutch Mountain and the western part of the district

are composed mostly of massive sedinientaries, quartzite

and limestone; the ridge of Dutch Mountain forms an

anticline and shows great faulting.

In the Cliff basin the formations are jH'ineipally lime-

stone, quartz, granite, with some intrusive dikes of rhyo-

lite.

Western UT.\n Copper Co.

The holdings of the Western Utah Copper Co. consist

of five groups of claims, as follows: The Gold Hill

group, lying near the north end of the Deep Creek Moun-

tains and comprising nine claims and fractions, or a

total of 10f!.5 acres; the Ochre Springs group, consist-

ing of one patented claim and one claim held' by po.s-

sessory rigid, lying 2^ miles southwest of the Gold Hill

and valuable largely for the water that has been de-

veloped by short tunnels and shallow pits : the Toulonnie

group, consisting of three full claims on Dutch Moun-

tain, situated appro\iinately five miles northea.sterly from

the Gold jroup, and totaling (H.OR acres; the Cala-

veras group, consisting of two full claims and two frac-

tions, comprising 77.91 acres, 2^ miles southwesterly

from Gobi Hill; and the Yellow Hammer group, con-

sisting of three claims, or a total of 5:5.9;? acres, approxi-

mately four miles southwesterly from the (!old Hill

group. The entire holdings of the company are patented

witli ihe exception of the Olym])ia, In the Ochi'c Sj)riiigs

groiiji. The greatest amount of ilcvelo|iin('iit work has

heen done on the Gold Hill group and consists of tunnels,

crosscuts, winzes and raises and one shaft sunk to a depth

of 27.') ft. near the portal of the liOO-ft. or bjwer tunnel

level. These workings have devi'loped 100,000 tons of

ore containing co])per, gold and silver that may be con-

sidered blocked out and 25,000 tons of proliable ore.

This ore averages 5.05% Cu, 5.58 oz. Ag, and 0.025 oz.

Au and about 5% excess iron. The ore is oxidized, which

makes it desirable for smelting.

In addition to the foregoing, there has been developed

by the ;500 level or lower tunnel, a body of ore carrj'ing

silver, lead and gold. This was encountered in the east

cros.scut and drifted on for 120 ft. It is only 18 in. wide

where develo]ied in the eastern . crosscut, but gradually

widens to 80 ft. A winze sunk to a depth of 45 ft. and

a crosscut southeastei-ly shows a width of ore of approxi-

mately 80 ft. This crosscut was driven diagonally across

the lode and shows a greater width of ore than the cross-

cut on the tunnel level.

There is a well-defined east-and-west fi.ssure on the

surface, which intersects a north-and-south fissure at about

the point where this large orebody is developed and would

seem to have had much to do with the abnormal swell

at this point.

The developments in the Toulomne group consist of

a short crosscut tunnel and a shaft approximately 40

ft. deep, from which samples range from 1.6 to 16 oz.

silver, a trace to O.OG oz. gold and ^ to 15.6% copper.

The company is shipping from six to ten cars of ore per

day and employing upward of 60 men.

Calaveras Group Development

The Calaveras group is developed by two short cross-

cut tunnels, arid shallow shafts the deepest of which is

not more than 25 ft. Samples taken from these prospects

show 0.11 to 0.20 oz. gold, 0.20 oz. silver and from 1.99

to 9% copper. The copper occurs in the form of chal-

copyrite and bornite. Everything about the occurrence

is normal. While this group can be classed only as a

prospect, it is exceedingly attractive.

The developments on the Yellow Hammer group con-

sist of three shafts, ranging from 25 to 50 ft. in depth,

all of which show ore of good quality. Samples from

the ore exposed gave 0.40 to 0.62 oz. gold, 1.40 to 3.80

oz. silver and 1.36 to 1.68% copper. In' fact, both this

and the Calaveras group can begin shipping in a small

way as soon as the railroad is completed. The trend of

the Deep Creek ^loiintains is practically north and south.

There is evidence of quite extensive faulting parallel to

the trend of the range. Granodiorite forms the center

or core of the range, and it is flanked on both east and

west by sedinientaries consisting largely of altered lime-

stone with i3atches, or islands, of lime left on some of the

highest points and on the slopes near the axis of the up-

lift. There is a series of andesite dikes which strike

north and south and another series with the strike prac-

tically east and west. In many places on the surface

merchantable copper ore is found along the andesite dikes

or in close proximity to them. This is particularly true

of the east-to-west dikes, and as the district is becoming

better understood, developments are being made along

the dikes with considerable success.

All the oi-e developed in the Gold Hill group is a re-

phicement of limestone. This is also true of the devel-
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The Pole Star Copper Co. own.s 15 claims (fivf of

wliicli are patented), contain iiifi ai)OHt 220 acTcs of land.

Developments consist of 10 o])encuts, four in('line sliaftK,

five vertical shafts and five tunnels. The main incline

shaft has been sunk 180 ft., and a main workinfj; tunm-l

(if 100 ft. has been driven, which, by extending 180 ft.,

should reach tlie main shaft, ilnis alTordinL' mi ciitlrl by

opments in the Toulomne group; hut the ore in the Cala-

veras is in the igneous rock in close proximity to ande-

site dikes running both east and west and north and

south. The ore developed in the Yellow ILunmer group

is also in the igneous rock.

Climatic conditions are excellent—very little snow in

the winter, light spring and fall rains. There is an

abundance of good

water for culinary

and boiler purposes

within 19 miles of

the district, which

can be delivered at a

comparatively 1 o w
cost. This water is

owned by the West-

ern Utah Copper Co.

and may be consid-

ered a valuable asset.

The present develop-

ments on the four

groups of claims
owned by this com-

pany, both in the ig-

neous and sediment-

ary formations, are

encouraging. While

there is no precedent

to go by and no very

deep workings, yet

one cannot see any

reason from the pres-

e n t developments

why the ore should

not continue in

depth. The Western

Utah Extension Cop-

per Co. is arranging

to install a compres-

sor and hoist. One

fissure crossing this

property can be

traced on the surface

for a distance of over

two miles in length

and is from 3 ft. to

over .50 ft. in width.

In this distance it

has been opened up

with various tunnels,

all of which show

ore. In one place

there are five tunnels,

on the fissure, one

above the o t h e r,

which cut the forma-

tion. All these tun-

nels have developed

shipping ore. The
company plans to sink on this fissure to water level and gravity for ore developed in the incline. In addition to

at the same time to run a tunnel under the mountain, the developments cited, another tunnel where a large

which will give from 450 to 500 ft. in depth. tonnage of shipping ore has been developed, is being

The property comprises about 300 acres with side and worked about 1200 ft. to the west of the incline shaft,

end lines adjoining the AVestern Utah Copper Co. for a This tunnel is in 350 ft. and is being extended to cross-

distance of about .'iOOO feet. cut an outcrop which is 15 to 90

MAP OP CLAIMS IN THK DKIOl' CREEK MINING DISTRICT, UTAH

width on the sur-
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rjlcc, siiliililrs I'roiii uliifli HilM' i..'5'/( roiipci', willi piiv

i|tiiinlitifs ill i;<il(l and silwr. In this tumicl 2 ft. of

Udoil lire lias iici'll ciiriiUiltiTcd. 'I'ilis, lldWCMM'. is lull,

ji s]nir III!' liic iiinin \i'iii. wliicli, iu-cdi'dinj^' to survey,

will 111" iiil ill Miiiillici' •")() ft. 'I'lii' ((iinpaiiv is also prosc-

cutint; work at a poiiil alHuil SOU 11. to tlic cast of the

iufliiic, wlii'iT a ( loppiiiii; oF silver ore lias been discov-

ered, sample's ol' wliicii j^nve results ol' (>0 oz. silver per

ton. _ To tile soiitli of the iiicliin' a sil\er-lead oiilcrop

was sampled that t;a\e 10.;',' lead and !".' o/,. siht'r per

ton. Work on this oiilcmp wdl lie (•ommenced at onee.

Asa matter of fael, the mountain upon which the i'ole

Star eo])per holdiiiL':s are situated, which is locally known
as the "Liukv Day Knoi)."" lias numerous outcrops sliow-

in,i> )iay ore.

The Lucky Day Knol). is composed of i^ranite, ^ran-

odiorite and porphyry fissured easterly and westerly

and eontaiuini;- la rue dikes of porjihyry and nionzonite

running northerly and southerly, all being capped with

limestone. So lai. dc\elo)>ments have shown that the

»rf<"®*'

'^-T J'- "^'iwJ —l*J ™i'i' >-

ORE KIN. WESTKIIX UTAH COPl'EU CO.. UKEl' CUEKIC
DISTRICT. UTAH

oi'e makes in the easterly and westerly fissures, although

the north and south veins or dikes are hi.ahly mineralized

and development may find commercial ore.

The company is now building bunkliouses sufficient to

house from 30 to 40 men and a cookhouse. At the mine

a large ore bin is being constructed about 125 ft. below

the incline shaft, connected with an ore chute and tram-

way so that the ore can Ije dumped automatically from

the mouth of the incline: from the bin it will be taken

to the railroad by teams.

At jjresent, an incline shaft which has a di]) of 32 deg.

is being sunk. This incline has attained a depth of ISO

ft. ami is equip]ied with a gasoline hoist. All the ore

being shipjied l)\- the compan}' is mjned in this shaft,

which is the dee])est in igneous rock in the district.

.Several <lrifts have been run oil' the incline, and all are

ill ore. .\t the ISO- It. le\el a raise was made and an

orebody was encounlci'ccl, samples From which gave 22%
cojiper, 1 1.20 oz. sihcr ami $1 in gold. ,\ drift has been

run for about ]."> ft. and shows ore in the top. sides,

bottom and face. This strik<' of m-e at this de|:ith is an
imjiorlant one and lias adiliMl (piite a stimulus to deep

mining in the igneous rocks, 'i'bis ori' was encoun-

tered at a vertical depth of 2i0 ft.

The Pole Star Copper Co. lias another shaft in opera-

tion on a silver and lead \ciii, wliicli crosses the property
aiioul (100 ft. to the south of the present incline shaft.

Here the conipauy is .yrading and juittiiig in fouiida-

lioiis for a compressor plant. That they are in earnest

is e\idcnt froiii the energetic way in wbii-li llic\ are

pushing developments.

The I'olc Star conipanv shipped the lirst car of ore

over the new line. 'I'lic ore was hauled by auto trucks
to (he lirst sidiiii; on the I'ailroad, known as iOric'kson's

raiicli, about I.") miles from the mine. Tin- \alue of this

sbipincnt of 22 tons was something over iji.'iHO.

Ill drifting on the ore after getting (uit this sliip-

iiieiil, another vein, about six feet in width, was cut, con-

taining bornite and chalcopyrite, together with some
carbonates and o.xides of co])])er, samples of which ga\c
•$iO(i gold, silver and co]iper per ton. In enlarging the

drift and cutting ihnnigb llu' hanging wall of the original

M'iii, a siiowing of red o.\ide of copper was found, and
samples gave 10^:; co])per, .$22 gold and 1 oz. silver ]ier

Ion. TIiIn. li()wc\cr. is a small \v\u. ranging, as far as

developed, from 2 to S in. in width. .Vnotlier strike bv
the I'ole Star company, made in a raise fnmi the 180-ft.

lc\cl 1.
1 ilic incline shaft, is opened up for a distance of

11 ft.

Ivxcavatiiuis are being made fm- the compi'cssor plant

that is to be installed at the new shaft. This will be the

main working shaft of the ]iropi'rty and is being Mink
to cut the several veins on the projicrtv. at dejitli. So
far this company has opeiu'd up ami )iaitl\' dcvelopcil

four different vein systems.

M. K- I'lxaus, a prominent mining operator of Salt T>ake

Cii\. owns 2f claims on nufch Mountain, three miles west
of (Jnld Hill. Twenty of these claims are in one .sroup

while the t\v-enty-lirst, known as the '"Old Shovel," is not

o\-er SOO or 1000 ft. from his other holdings in that sec-

tion. Altogether, over 1200 ft. of work has been d(me in

the develo]iment and exploitation of these claims, all of

which are ].)atented. .Much of this work was done in ore

both of shipping and milling value. As soon as possible

this property will be equipped with a gasoline engine,

hoisting plant and air compressor. At Fergu.son Spriug.s

Jfr. Evans also owns a group of five ]iateuted claims in

the Workings of which there is a showing of commercial
ore. It is more than likely that development of this

group will be resumed this sprin.u'.

TiiK Old Queex of Sheba Mink

The Queen of Sheba mine, embracing a giou]i of ten

claims, six of which are patented, is situated 1 •") miles

southwesterly from Gold Hill, the present terminus of

the new Deep Creek R.R. This property is on the west

side of Mt Ibapah, at an elevation of 10,000 ft. It is an

old gold producer of note, and while being operated un-

der the most trying circumstances on account of the long-

distance from market and high transportation charges,

it has been profitably worked from time to time and
has lately been equipped with a first-class surface plant

and reduction Avorks, power |jlant and assay office. X 10-

stamp mill has treated by amalgamation quite a t(mnage

of .$10 to .$100 ore. and it is estimated fliat all of .50,000

tons of this class of ore is showing in the mine work-

ings. Tt i.s stated, however, that fhe milling plant is to

be remodeled and that a new system iif treatuu^nt will be

introduced at an early day. To connect the mine with

the mill an aerial tramway may he constructed, and new

machinery is to be installed wherever needed. The li<-

suring has a strike northeasterly and southwesterly, and

the ores range in width from ."i to 'iO ft. The iiiiiie is

electric-lighted aud U]! to date.
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Tlir (Jarrison ^fonster Miuiug Co. iiwiis a j^roup of 21'

or 28 itatc'iited flainis. There are shnwiugs of silver-lcail

ore in many places on the property, development work

having been under way for many year.s. The first loca-

tions were made as early as 1882. There is an abundance

of fine sprini; water on tlie company'.^; holdings, both for

culinary and milling pur])oses. This group is considered

as having great possibilities with increased development.

The Climax group of 12 patented claims, owned by

the Climax Mining Co., has a 150-ft. shaft and about 250

ft. of drifts and crosscuts, much of the workings being

in shipping ore. Two cars of 27% lead and 2!J oz. silver

ore were shipped several years ago by team.

The Sunshine group consists of six claims, only assess-

ment work having been done on this grou]) since loca-

MAP OF CLIFTON (DEEP CREEK) MINING DISTRICT,
UTAH. SHOWING RAILWAY LINE

lion ,se\cral years ago. The Blackbird group of four

claims adjoins the Gold Hill. It has a goocl surface show-

ing. The Copper group, consisting of 15 claims, is held

by locations. The only development done on this promis-

ing property has been tlie annual assessment work. Cup-

per ore has been found in considerable quantities, running

as high as 20%.
The ^Nlaple group, consisting of eight patented claims,

one mile south of (iold Hill, is developed to a considerable

extent, having a fine .showing of lead-silver ores. The

Cop])er Cloucl group, consisting of six or eight claims,

is well situated. Only the assessment work has been done

thereon from year to year, since location. This is a lead-

silver jjroposition. Tlie Success group consists of four

|iiitcntcd claims. There is a car of lea'd-silvcr-i oppcr ore

now on tlie dump at this projierty awaiting sliiiunciit.

The .Mammoth grouji consists of six iin])ateiite(l elainis

on which the annual asse.ssment work lias been done from

year to year since locations were made.

Si

A New Source of Platinum

According to the Bulletin of the Siberian Engineers'

Society, reprinted in the Chemical Trade Journal and

Chemical Engineer. Apr. 28, 1017, on the platinum fields

of the Nizhni-Tagilsk Mining Circuit, V. X. Tdiorzhev-

skv has begun the tirst ex])eiiments on the extraction of

platinum from duiiite. The platiniferous nature of

dunite was long ago observed, and the presence of the

metal is apparently connected with the existence in the

rock of clirome iron ore.

All this was known before, but was rather of scientific

interest; and it is only now that the investigation of the

dunites for platinuii! on a wide .'scale is being undertaken,

in order to prepare a plan for utilizing the ininiense re-

serves of dunitic rocks that in the Nizhni-Tagil district

alone occupy an area of 11.7 square miles. The method

of extraction adopted is the siin])le grinding, under run-

ners, of the rock, and the collection of the chromitic

slack, and then a fresh grinding of the latter in order to

leach the pure metal finally from it. The chromitic slack

remaining after washing the platinum sands being scru-

jnilously cleared of all visible platinum, yielded with an

experimental grinding by runners, in the month of

ilarch, when it was still impossible to deliver dunites to

the factory, over 200 oz. of metal out of 9720 lb. The

gray slack, which consists chiefly of undecompo.^ed dunite

obtained from the dredges when washing platinum, yielded

2.G zolotniks ( 1 1 grams ) of metal from 3(;00 lb.

V

Automobiles and Gasoline

In an address before the American Chemical Society,

Dr. Eittman said that by July 1 there will be 4,000.000

automobiles in operation in the United States. The ad-

dress was written before the declaration of war, but he

predicted that when materials reach normal prices again

the costs and consequent selling prices will be so reduced

that 10 million cars will be the automobile census of this

country at its ju'cseiit ]i;i]nilation. This means an annual

replacement of 2,000,000 machines. Only the steel, lum-

ber and clothing industries exceed the automobile busi-

ness today. The annual bill for the upkeep of motor

cars DOW operated in the United States he places approxi-

mately as follows: Gasoline, $500,000,000; tires, $500.-

000.000; accessories, $300,000,000; garage hire. $150,-

000.000; repairs, $150,000,000; totaC $1,600,000,000.

The number of automobiles in this country on Jan. 1

of each of a number of years past he gave as follows: 1905,

85,000: li)10, 100,000 ;"li) 15, 1,751,000: 1917, 3,250,000;

1918 (estimated), 1,750,000.

The average consumption of gasoline per machine per

annum is placed at 500 gal., besides the use in motor

boats, motor cycles, farm engines, chemical manufacture,

cleaning establishments, etc. Therefore, the fuel prob-

lem is the big one for automobiles. Alcohol he puts down
as a commercial possibility when gasoline reaches 35e.

a gal., but not before. This considers alcohol at before-

the-war prices.
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The Media Mill, Webb City, Mo.

S)'\01'SIS—.1 iicir, lari/c zliie mill, Iniill lo l(ih-v

ndvanlnqc of itiarkcl coiiilitiiiiis hi/ liciilnii/ an nrc

/irerimi.sJi/ consitlercd too low in tjradi' to liandle.

Tlie iii!<talla1ion wa.'^ paid for in four monllis'of

oj'cration, and is so planned that it irill he ahle to

run under normal conditions for zinc ore.

The luiiHi'cedeiitcd lu,i;h price of zino ore iirevailin^-

throiigli the early nioutlis of 1915 caused great activity

ill the Jopliu district of Missouri. The Media iiiili is

coiispieuous as one of tlie first of the new "big nulls" oL'

the district. The mill A\as Ixiilt over a mine previously

worked, but abandoned in l!)l'i because of the leaness

of the ore and the large quantity of water eiu'ountered.

The ore prices prevailing—$100 a Inn in June, 191."),

as against $50 in 1912^favored the new undertaking.

The mill was designed for good recovery so that it might

operate in times of dc]>ression. In design and equipment

the mill is exclusively local in conception and construc-

tion.

The mill equipment included two 12 x 18-in. Webb
Gity crushers, 400 r.]).m. ; two 8 x 4-1't. Webb City trom-

mels, extra heavy littiugs, 20 r.ji.ni., jackets with 0..5-in.

strokes i>cr niin.; l.o-in. fall between cells, stroke I'ldin

1.25 to * in. in length; one G-in. Swaby centrifugal |iiimp,

(iOO r.]).ni.; one 2.5-in. American Well Wcirks ccntiiruL;al

pump to supjily water to crushers.

Cross-compound, 15x30-in. cylinders and -IS-in. (Iniiii

.steam hoist, 2-ton ski|is, in balance, capable of itnind

trip each minute, sheaves 110 ft. above ground, grizzly

bars nl' CiO-lb. rail spaced 5 in. apart on incline, 0.55 in.

for ilat rails; three 20 x 30-ft. concrete tanks, diagonally

inclined bottom to outlet 10 ft. deep; sand-plant building

(•() It. square with flat trussed roof, elevators extending

up through roof; originally equipped with feed, return

and In ilings elevators (return elevator removed after trial

showed the man in charge that the 11 tables did not give

enough- middlings to bed even one table) ; tables as fol-

lows—three wooden decks, Lycans & Stilwcll, two lin-

oleum decks, medium, Lycans & Stilwcll, three linoleum

decks, line, Lycans & Stilwell, one linoleum deck, slime,

Lycans & Stilwell, two ford slime tables, inclined vibra-

tion ; elevators 4 ft. width with 20 x ;50-in. pulleys, direct-

geared and belted to make 45 r.p.m., 16-in. cups on 16-in.

belts; trommel after feed elevator, 36x72 in., 1.5-inm.

holes: hindered settling classifiers 1 to 3 ft. dee]i along

oxcrbcad tnniuh for first eisilit tables, wooden construc-

>^Wafer From ^ U
Crusher' ~ - -^^

b' 10' 15'

Wafer and Sand-

'

TREATJIEXT DIAGRAM OF THE

holes; three 42 x 16-in. Webb City rolls; two return ele-

vators, 22-in. cups, IS in. apart on belt over 30-in. pulleys

at 40 r.p.m.; two 6-c,ell rougher jigs, Cooley type, |-in.

grates on 48 x 42-in. cells, 95 r.p.m., 3-in. drop between

cells, plunger stroke graded from 2.5 to 1.0 in.: two

48 X 48-in. Ford-type dewatering screens, belt suspension,

8 r.p.m.: two tailing elevators, 20-in. cups on 20-in. belt

over 30-iii. ]nrlleys; one smittem elevator, 20-in. cups on

20-in. belt; one chat elevator, 20-in. cups on 20-in.

belt; one sand elevator, 20-in. cups on 20-in. belt;

one chat roll, 30x14 in., ^\'elll) City make: one T-cell

cleaner jig, Cooley type, i-in. and y'j-in. grate slots on

36 x 48-in. cells, plunger stroke 140 per min., 1.5-in.

drop between cells, plunger stroke from 1.25 to f in.; one
3(i X 72-in. sand troinniel. 2-nini. holes; one 3-cell sand
jig. Cooley type, V^-in. grates mi 36 x 36-in. cells, 175

MEDIA MILL. WEBB CITY, MO.

tion ; three 6-ft. thickeners on floor at head of each slime

table; 4-in. centrifugal pump; tables driven by 4-in.

belts o\er 1 f-in. pulleys to approximate 245 strokes on

coarser fables and 270 strokes per minute on slimers.

Some of the more s;eneral items are .shown in the table.

•Excerpts from an article by H. B. PuLslfer, in the "Bulle-
tin" of tlie American Institute of Mining Engineers, May, 1917.

MILL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Labor, mill construction
Lumber
Kqviipnient, general, mostly in mill
Supervision and office

Cenient
Pond and ditch to mill

Cienerator for lighting
Compressor

_

Labor, power and water installations- . . -

Boilers with fittint's (first 4) ,

Brick and clay
Office supplies
Tools
Insurance during construction
Concentrating tables
Painting, material and labor
Mill engine (first engincl
Hoist engine
Comienser and pump
Belting

Approximate cost of plant

$8,1 Off

8,00()

12,000

1.200
1.860
t)00

7,500
1,350
5,800
150
70

500
1.500
2,400
350
650
925
960

2.500

$58,715
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imuli a^aiii was cxpeiidi'il in (IraiiiiiiL; llu' iiiiiu'. ciilaru-

iiig the nhat't and excavatiiii;- the uiKlcrurouiul hopper for

the skips, and for the mine equipment. Fif;uriii^' a daily

(ajiaeitv oT 1500 tons and .'iOO workino- days a year. Ihc

]ihint cost anioTints to ahoiit $10 ]ier ton of daily eapacity.

di' alioiit I Iv. per ton of annual lapaeity. It is interestim,'

to note that aftei' the mine he,aan to iinnlueo a res])eetal)le

toniiaue, the first month in 19l(), only about four months"

operation sufficed to \iclil a net profit equal to the entire

outlay for plant and mine.

The .Media has coiitiiiuo\isly u'round \2()() tons in "^0

hours in its sing-le jig' room. On occasion, 1800 tons has

heen treated without diHiculty in 21 hours. The capacity

has. up to tlii> writing, been limited moie bv conditions

insiilc tl'.c mine than in the mill. The Media hoppc>r is

by far the laroest ever erected in this

district. It holds, without leveling,

1200 tons, and rests on thirty-six 2-t-

ft. posts, which in tui'ii rest on a mas-

sive foundation joined 1o the concrete

lining of the upper shaft. In my
opinion the derrick is far too light for

the load and acceleiation eominonly

used, for the vibration at the sheaves

during hoisting is considerable. The
upper tier of 10-in. posts was nevei'

crossbraeed, and those on the east side

of the lioppei' toward the hoist, which

is (ni the north side. The upright-

on the side of the bin remained

vertical, but this edge of the floor had

shifted approximately (5 in. before it

vras noticed during the spring of 191(5

:

the moxenient then api)arently ceased,

for the measures taken conld not pos-

.cibly ha\e restrained further progress

in this twisting of the floor.

A large pond was constructed at considerable expense

:

the enormous outinit of tailings and sand was allowed to

encroach until within a few months the effective pond

capacity had been reduced to meager proportions. Such

management is characteristic of the district.

The three thickeners in the .sand plant were overllownig

on one side only, at the time of my visit in May, 1910.

The settling tank-; were designed with the intake at the

shallow end s<i as to ]iermit a continuous flow from the

deep corner to the tables—a sort of combination of intci'-

mittent tank (illing and continuous thickening. The loeal

iqierator. however quic-kly changed to the customary way.

filling the deep entl with sand, nutking it a wholly inter-

mittent ojieration. It has already been mentioned that

the ivturn elevator \\as discarded, the middlings being

put in the main stream again. These three instances in-

dicate the strono- retrograde impulse that is so highly

characteristic of the district.

T'he mine rock has run fairly uniformly a liltlc o\rv

2'/( in mineral recovery. The mineral content has a\ci'-

aged about 4 tons of jack to 1 ton of galena. As the

tonnage can ]ii()bably be k(>])t high and the mill has

.several strong features for unusual i-ecovery, the xentui'e

promises well even iluring ])eriods of low ore ]n-ices.

The best features of the ore dressing may be enumer-

ated : M;iin toiniage fall direct fi-om hoppei- to tailing

elevator; only oversize is reelcvated: bad turns in main

stream nearly absent; s]ilendid balance of nnit capacity;

no one unit crowded or choked while others are running

light: if any capacity weakness develop.^ it will |)rol)ably

be in the cleaner, chat regriiuling oi' sand units rather

flian in main tonnagi' units: tlie cleaner is of unusual

!-t/A\ onlv a veiy few ol this size evei- having heen built

in the district: ain]ile facilities for dcwatering .sands and

a sand jig in the main mill to treat (leaner sand and

gi-ound chats (settled nmgher sand can also conn- back

1o this jig) reliexes the roughers; the sand plant is en-

tii'ely separate from the jig I'ooui, as is now fairly cus-

tomary in the district, and has an equipjiient carefully

selected and capable of excellent work: mill watei- is ele

vated no higher than necessary, a second snuill pumj) su])-

])lying the high line to the crushers; the main tonnage

flow is through twin units; this arrangement is happily

LOXGITl'IiIX.VL ELEV.ATION OF THE MEDI.\ MILL

combined with larg'e single units on the enriched segre-

gate: both streams being in the closest ])ossible proximity,

elevator fronts being open and nearly every nnit being in

full view, minimum attendance is required and instant

resjionse to mishap is ])ossib]e.

The greatest disadvantage that has come to my atten-

tion is the rrnduc crowding in the jig room. The elaborate

tangle of shafting, belts, sponts and pipes is unsatisfac-

fcn-y, and unhandy when repairs are required.

Full u-^e is made of tlie principle of eqnipping only with

units carried in stock by local supply houses. Repairs

are thus most fully assured for instant delivery.

T belie\e this principle of local inheritance was decidedly

oNcnIoiie. A glai'ing instance is in the ca,«e of the tail-

ing- disposal

—

within a \i'ry fcAV weeks the great tonnage

had built the pile right up to the spout and the customary

'"duunny"' elevator became necessary. Tailings dis]iosaI,

as aluuidantly demonstrated in various other localities,

could much better have been installed.

The inevitable inquiry as to the application of flotation

is ansMcred by saying that no adequate demcmstration of

its successful application has yet been nuide in the Joplin

district. At another ])lant I made ex]ieriments on the

reccncry of jack from the line wa-te sludge. Preliminary

tests indicated that it woidcl not be dilficnlt to obtain a

froth product containing over W/i zinc-. However, the

ju'csent practice is so (irmly established that it will be

dillicult to c-onvince o])erators of the desirability of adopt-

ing flotation on a large scale.
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History and Legal Phases of the Smelting-

Smoke Prohlem — II

Hv JjicioN

S)\\(JPS[S—As smoke sails licijiin to iiiiiUi/rlij,

/limit iiianniirrs. ikiI li-iioirjii;/ lioir iiiucli ilniaatje

ira."< arliKiHi/ done In ri'ijcliilioii hi/ smoL-c, irrrc

forced iiilo jicjji'i;/ diunanes lliiil resnUeil iinhj in

rrcaliiu/ a class of "Stiiakc-farnierx." This blazed

flic way for siiioice eiii/iiieeriiiij ami rescarrli work

was hegiiii iiicludinij clieinislri/, plaiil /hiIIioIoi/i/

and ph //sii)ln(j!j, oilonioloi/y, af/ronoiiii/. ihiiri/ Inis-

baiidri/.aiid reteriiiari/ ioxiroloeiy and nieteorolngy.

Sulphur found lo be under some i inii mstaiires nol

injnriov< but benefivial lo reyefalion. Where Ihere

is fume Injury llie iinswer lo Ihe problem is in liul

ijuses. (pis ililiihoii and Inyli slmL-s.

Shortly iil'tcr the timr the SrlUy C'oinniissiou bogan

its Avork. the mui-miiiiiiL;- oT ilisconfcntcd l';innci-s becnnip

much loiuk'V. C'ro|is hail railed in many placos, and wher-

ever this crop .shorta.ne was in a smelting locality 1ha

smeltery was hlamed. This M'as particularly true wli'Tc

prior payments had been made to farmers. Peace was

quoted at war ])iices.

This was very shortly al'ter the Sclhy Commission he-

^an its work. Other than the research just begiuning

under the Selby Connnission, there had not been in the

United States or elsewliere any experiments or research

work with smeltery fumes or SO. untler natural field

conditions. Tt is true that IIa.-;elholt' and Liudau. \'.ai

Schroeder and Ren>s. E. Schroeter, Wilder and Hartleb.

E. Hartig, Wielencenus, Freitag, Soi'auer. Itaniaun, (ier-

lach, Schmitz-Eumond, SabiichnikolT, TJaubner and Sinek-

hardt in Europe, and Haywood and Tierce and. to a lina-

ited extent, P]baugh and Talmage in the United States

had carried on .some experiments, hut in none of these

were normal held conditions approximated. Some tunii-

gations were carried on with leaves or twigs or small parts

of plants in i)ell jars. Others were in hermetically sealed

cabinets or "smokehouses" so constructed that oidy ab-

normal conditions could result. 'I'he ]ilan(s used Mere

grown in pots or flats and were giowii and kept under

conditions that were not normal. The fumes introduced

were from burning sulphur or sulphur and alcohol, or else

concentrated SO. let in fnmi a taidv or gas iiurette. The

concentrations were unkmiwn, absorption was not cdu-

sidered nor wcu'c c'hemieal analyses of the air made. I'hi-

vironnu'iital factors of temperature, humidity, light values,

barometric ]3ressure ami time elenieiit id' e\])osure wei'e

not considered. The plants used in the experiments were

not grown to maturity, nor wcie their fond or ii-o|) \alues

ascertained. As a matter of fact, at tbe time thcNC ex-

periments were conducted, no quick and accurate metliod

of air determination was even known to the expei'inu'iit-

ers. F.\en had these investigations been conducted with

normal plants, under natural field conditions, tbe lark

of knowled"e or records of aetual fume strenuths reacb-

A paper oi'iKinaUy pi-oseiitod at a ini'i-iin^ of the New
Tork Section of the Amerioan Institute of .Mining Ennineei's.
Jan. 2fi. Iill7; lo be formaUy presented at the St. Ijouis meet-
ing, October, lit) 7.

tNew York. N. Y.

.Ion \soxf

ing the ])lants and of the eiivironnuMit facloi's involved

would have rendered the experiments ])ractieally valiu'less.

Some investigators of smeltery regions placed nmeb re-

liance on the sulphur content of [dants collected in smelt-

ing neighborhoods, notwithstanding the fact that investi-

gations in the J)e]iartment of Agriculture have shown that

the sulphur content of the same plant nuiy carry as nnieli

as 3000% at different times duiing the season and at tbe

same jieriod the content of the same species of plant will

\ary markedly, jiartieulai'ly under dill'ei'cnt percentages of

soluble sulphui' in the soils, which fre(juently oeeurs at

short distaiu'cs.

In otbei' words, from farmers aiul experts the smelter-

ies were condng in for fidl blame for all cro]) failures

and the managements ai-tually did not know whether or

not they Avere doing the damage. From my past expe-

rience r knew that there were numerous )ilant injui'ies

attrilnited to smeltery sjuoke which even the mo.st conijjc-

tent expert could not dilferentiate by mere oi)servations or

even microscopic study. Xundierless diseases and injuries

that were not caused by snudtery smoke were pointed

out as evidence of smoke damage.

No plant manager knew how much, if anv, of the dam-
age attributed the smeltery was cau.sed by it, and if there

was damage, that operation of the smeltery or element of

waste had produced the damage. And, too, with the pay-

ment of damages comnnmities of smoke farmers grew up.

Their idea of farming was to let their places grow up
on weeds and collect from the smeltery the value of the

maximum crops ever produced. Many smelters had ]iaid

damages for conditions which, if later developed, were

not remotely attributable to smelting o])erations: l)ut the

farmers once having been paid, insisted on continued pay-

ments. The {)rice of peace was rising above the possible

prolits of smelting operations.

The time for theorizing had passed. It was neces.sary

that the smeltery numagements shoidd know just what
damage was Ixing done, and if there was damage, how
it was done and what was necessary to prevent it. Und.er

my urgent recommendation, the first research department

to ascertain all this was installed and, in conjunction with

the Selby Commission, it blazed the way for the smoke

engineering.

Begin.mx(t OF IiESEAiicii Wokk ix Siioke HxGixEEiiixo

This reseai'ch work invidved cliemistry, jilant pathidogy,

lilant physiology, entomology, agronomy, dairy husliandry

and \eterinary toxicology and meteorology. One might

Monder why all this was necessary just to find out whether

or not tile smeltery was doing any of the things claimed,

and why one oi' two experts familiar with the appearance

of vegetation in smeltery regions would not have sufficed.

Tt was necessary to know first what smeltery fume or

l)arts of fume would do damage; how the injury could be

caused: what conditions were or could be confused with

smoke injuiT. ami iinally, where damage was or could l)e

done, \\diat steps were necessary to obviate it.

This m(>ant extensive research work under nornuil held

conditions to aseertain the cU'ect of smelterv eliminations
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ll|inii \cut't;l1 ion ami aiiiiiial life. Sullicc 1o Siiv thai il

was foniul lliat ilust and aiid vn|i(ii's were jiracticallv nvii-

liu'ihlc quantities in tlic I'lmie iirnhlpni so far as vi'irpta-

tion \va,s coiicorncil. W'in'ic ilaina^jc was lioni', this ccnilil

lie (raced larsjcly if not uiiolly to sul|)liur dioxide. The
average M'uctalion can <tand lil'ly limes the strpiijjtli ol'

acid va])or that it can resist where tlie sulplnir is adniin-

istered in the fonn ol' SO.,. In tlie averajiX' smeltery funic

the acid vapoi' is hut a small fraction of the sul|i]uii' con-

tent, the hitter heiiiij- cliietly coiilined lo sulphur dio.\ide.

It then became necessary to asc(>rtain the relative resist-

ance of the \arions plants to sul])hiir dioxide and the

(oiiditiiuis under whii li injui'v occurred when the SC).^ ^\as

]iresent in sufficient ipiaiitities to do damajie. To develop

this fact it became necessary to know exactly liow smeltery

fume acted ii]ion |ihiiit life, how it obtained ingress to

the ])lant stnutuie and ils effect after 'its absorption in

the ])lant.

It may not he amiss just here to describe in a few words

how tliis ingress conies about and the results which follow.

In the beginninn' it was found that only during the period

lliat the plant was in leaf could injury occur. Subject-

ing a plant to SO^, or other fume while not in leaf pro-

duced no result. In most instances, and jiractically with-

out exception in alkaline soils, we found that treating tlie

-nil with sulphur or sulphuric acid—that is, dusting or

>|ii'eading crude sulphur u])on the soil or spraying tlie

soil with acid—resulted in increased crop yield. Sulphur

administered in this Avay was a benefit and not an injury.

This conclusion was verified by independent experiments

conducted at the T'liiversity of California in Berkeley, at

an experiment station in Oregon and at the experimental

fa I'm of the Anaconda Co|>iier Co.

Effei'T of Fu.mh ox Lkaf STUUCrtjRE

The question then narrowed down to the effect of

smeltery fume through leaves and on leaf structure and

to present this clearly it is necessary to describe the or-

dinary leaf and its functions. All leaves under normal

field conditions, in climates such as have to be dealt witli

here, have an epidermis covering both under and ujiiier

leaf structure. This epidermis is impervious to moisture

and lor all practical purposes, except where stomata, oi'

breathing pores, occur, is also impervious to gases. These

breathing pores are so small that considerable magnifica-

tion under a niicroscO|ie is necessary to see them at all.

The stomatal openings are entirely too small to admit the

minutest suspended water globules or particles of mist or

vapor. The stomata at the leaf surface are faced with two

guard cells, that are also covered by practically ini])ervious

epidermis. These guard cells, under certain leaf func-

tions open or close the stomatic chamber. With the

guard cells closed, the leaf under ordinary conditions

jiresents impervious surfaces to the elements. The inner

content of tlie leaf, or the mesophyle, is composed of

palisade cells, collecting cells and sponge parenchvma, in

which, under the ar-tion of light, starch and sugar arc

formed and plant fooil mainifactured and su])plied to the

plant.

AVo next fouiul that under conditions of absolute

closure of the stomata the plant was a number of times

more resistant to SO,, than when the stomata were

<ipen.. Under all ordinary conditions the stomata form

the points of ingress of gas. It followed, therefore, that

where an external condition brought aiiout the closure of

ll:c stomata it biouglit ah(iiit increased resistance, and we
linally woi-ked out four factors in chief in fume injury,

where suljihur dioxide is present in strengths sulli'cient

at any time to bleaeli jilaut life, these factors being light

{the .stomata are closed during the darkness) humidity,
temijerature and constant wind direction. The bearing
of the last conies from the fact that injury, excejit from
abnormally strong fumes, does not come from mere fume
pulV.- bin f]-om steady application of SO.j for several

hours. The other thiec factors bear ujion stomatal open-

ing.

.Aftt'i' we had leai-ni>d ibe strength of SO., necessary to

l)roducc markings upon plant life under lield conditions,

it became necessary to know whether or not SO^, was

present in such quantities in the field. It was also nec-

essarv to know accurately the wind constancy and direc-

l!<in, the limits of the smoke stream, tpm]iprature,

humidity and general weather data. Complete installa-

tion of standard weather instruments, under the sujjer-

\ision of the local United States inspectors was made;
and portable lalioratories—that is, laboratories set up in

small automobiles which could follow the smoke stream

as well as make general tests—were secured. This was
in addition to the fixed air stations maintained. Under
the method of air analyses devised by J. E. ilarston and
later refined by A. E. Wells, cliief chemist for the Selliy

Commision, quick and accurate determination of air

samples was possible, and, more important still, these

samples could be taken in a few seconds, and, in this

way, the constancy or inconstancy of the SO;, determined.

For the smelting plants, the several flues at the base of

the outlet stacks and the stacks were cross-sectioned to

afford analysis of their contents, and self-recording ther-

mometers were installed at appropriate points in the flues

and .stacks for accurate and complete data as to gas tem-

jieratures.

Cause of Crop Failuuf DiiTERiiiXED Wixii

SciEXTiFic Exactness

A\'it]i this knowletlge, the jiext step was to ascertain

with scientific exactness the cau-se of crop failure or in-

jury where the appearance of external conditions, and
often even microscopic cross-.sections, were seemingly

identical with the results of smoke injury, but where our

other investigations had developed that smoke injury,

could not have occurred. There are many diseases, patho-

logical conditions and insect injuries which, both ex-

ternally and under the microscope, present an appearance

]5ractically identical with that of smoke injury. With the

completion of this investigation, a survey of the entire

so-called fume zone followed.

It is interesting to note that, in determining the injury

of ]jlants by disease, diagnosis can be established with

scie.ntific exactness not possible in the diagnosis of any

disease of human beings or animals. Diagnosis can be

estalilished beyond the possibility of doubt or question.

This is done by what is known as the pure-culture method.

The unhealthy plant is pricked by a needle-pointed in-

strument which is then dipped into a special and imre
])laiit jelly, and a culture of the disease organism is

grown. The disease organism is isolated with this cul-

tui'c, and after the disease develops, comparison of ap-

pearances is made; a second culture is made from the

innqculated ])lant, and a second innoculation of a healthy

]ilant follows. Ill this way the disease organism is iso-
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Irtlcd, the disease and appcarancf icprodiu rd and the

diasrnosis establislied beyond a reasonal)le dnuht. lA)r in-

sect eauses. the causative insect is found and collected

As some insert colonies, allhou.n'h niinilieriiif;- thousands or

even millions, are so small that the indixiduals ai'i- ohscrv-

ahle oidy nn<ler vei-y hijih-povvered niicrosrope's and others

work whollv out ol' si,i;ht and hciifath the soil, it requires

a competent entomologist to handle thi> ])hase.

One other a,i;cnc\' in '<nioke deteiniination has lieen

estahlished with relation In plant life, and that i- the

evidenee of so-ealleil uuide plants. 'I'here are certain

plants, >^iieh as harh'y, which aic especially susecptihle to

funu' injurv and will show hicaehino- long before the

]iossihilitv id' injurv to other ])lants. Where the guide

plants are unmarked, it is self-evident that the trouble

with adjoining hardier plants is not smeltery smoke.

In the work mentioned, there was seeured information,

valuable to the smelters, and actual and beneficial con-

servation so far as the agricult\iral resources of the

country wciv roneerned was accomplished. Scientific

farming is not yet widclv practiced. Farnung methods

are often handed down from fathei- to son. Year after

year the same crops are planted, often on the same soil.

This ajiplies to farming generally and not merely to

smelting eomniunities. Tn manv pla.ces not only do the

soils become im])regnate(l with disease-prodiudng fungus

and germ^, but the result becomes so widespread that no

healthy seed can be secured in t]ie community. Tt often

happen^ tliat disease conditions may be largely eradicated

by proper treatment and planting of the seed and crop

cultivation, but the.se facts, as well as that the seed is

diseased, ar(^ unknown to the farmer.

IXVESTIGATIOX OF A POTATO CliOP FaILUKE

Tn one case enormous elaims for loss of ])otato crops

were tiled against a smelter. T'i)on investigation it was

found that both the potatoes and the soil of the region

were hiiihly infected with two of the most di.-iastrous of

potato troubles, rhizaetionia and fusarium. A .subsequent

search of the seed stores in the connnunity failed to dis-

close a single healthy sample of seetl. Naturally the po-

tato crops were failures. The sad i)art of it was that there

was no need of this loss. Healthy seed jirocured elsewhere

and planted in soil wdiere potatoes had not been gro\vn foi'

several years would liave given the old-time record I'rops,

and proper treatment of the local seed would liave pro-

duced inliiiitely larger returns.

Most of the diseases and insect conditions of agricul-

tural comnninities are largely preventable, and for those

that are lu.t steps nuiy be taken to greatly reduce the

harmful elfect. Mueli of the trouble can be directly

jiointcd <uit to the farmer, and the means of cradicatinir

or lessening these troubles shown him. This, of course,

involves the demonstration that the unh.eaUhy crop con-

•ditions are not attributable to the smeltery. The farmer

who follows the suggestions for eradicating unhealthy con-

ditions soon linds his cro]is exceeding those of his neigh-

liors who have failed to ob.serve the same precautions.

In this way. gradually, it is true, the influence of the

smeller's experts is felt, a friendlier feeling is engendered,

a<n'iculinral conditicuis arc improved and actual conser-

vation aitom|)lished.

This hrini's us down to one linal theory whii-b in some

])laces is still lirinly entrenched and threatens possible

trouble—visual clearance ami llii> belief that anything

seen coming from a smeltery stack >hoidd he labeled with

a skull and crossboiies. Investigal i(jns showed that the

visible fume was little to be feared as an actual ijistru-

nicni id' damage to vegetation. Under former operation-,

where a good ])art of the lead content of the ore was blown

rip the stack and where heavy arsenic fumes were given

olf, this metallic loss had some connection with certain

animal troubles, but had little elVcct on vegetation. Where

this iliarac'ter of loss was not involved, the visible fume

was and is chiefly dangerous from the ])sychological point

of view. By this is meant that most farmers (and nianv

will be honest in their b(dief) will assert, so long as there

are visible stack emanations that every ero]) failure is

due to smeltei-y fumes. Therefore, to meet this, it will

be advantageous to obtain the greatest ])ossible clearance

u|i to the ])oint where the efforts to secure visible clear-

ance i-endei's the smelting operation more likely to do

actual damage. .Beyond this point it is better to try to

educate the farmer and get rid of the belief. Just because

a farmer sees dense volumes of .soft-coal smoke poui'ing

from the .stacks of manufacturing jilants, business houses,

engines and the like, he feels no uneasines.s about his crop.

There is little, if any. more danger to crops in the visible

smeltery smoke. And, too, even where the Ixdief of dam-

age is dee])-seated, mere belief can be met by facts, but

actual damage cannot be dodged becau.se the smeltery man-

agement seeks to meet some psychological condition ; for

mere lielief will not last long in the face of actual dam-

age.

(iet clearance first for actual recoveries, and loss of

to.xic .solids, and ne.vt, so far as possible, to meet any

]isvchological conditions, but do not place visual clearance

aliove the likelihood of actual damage.

AxsWIiK TO THE PUOELEM OF Fu.ME IXJVHY

In\cstigation and the temperature curves worked out

have shown that where there is fume injury, the answer

to the ]n-obleni is in hot gases, ga.s dilution and high

stacks. Anytiiino- that cools or .slows down the gases or

results in tbeii' liocTation at low' altitudes in\ites, to say

the least, the ]ii-obability of a<-tual damage, rromising

a community complete visual clearance or encouraging

the belief that visual clearance means impossibility of

damage is borrowdng trouble for the future, for such a

clearance means low gas temperatures.

These smoke problems are bringing to the front a new
specialist, the smoke engineer. The far-sighted smeltery

niamigement, under e.xisting conditions, foi- all new con-

structions, and even alterations and additions to old

]dants, will find this new expert a ne(-essity rather than

a luxury. The best way to take care of trouble is to

p)revent its starting. Many of the smelters realize this

and welcome the coming of the smoke engineer and

sjiecialist.

British West Africa Gold Output
The total gold output of the Gold Coast Colony (the

single British West African colony having gold mines in

operation) in T114 was 419,510 oz., in 1915, 413,27.'? oz.,

and in 191(), :i,S!),0(iS oz., according to a notice published

in Coinmerce Eeportx, Washington, 1). ('. For l!»t() there

is a decrease of 23,305 oz, as compared with U'lo, and

one of 30,442 oz. as compared with 1M14, but it appears

that these decreases are due entiiH'ly to conditions brought

about by the war.
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Engels Copper Mines, California
ll'i I.Kwis II. Kddv*

I

S]' .\DI'SlS— Till' l^iKjcIs Cdji/icr iDiiijiiiiii/ III-

slallcil flie fir.sl (ill-flulaliun plaiil in lliis cuuiilri/.

A line mill irlirii iviii/ilclcd. iinll lininllc -UHX) Innx

per i/iii). The Iinliuii Vallci A'.//, now roniplfted,

pivridrs iidequdie serrivc for mini's wliirli, by

wiiijoii hnuJacje. Iiare produced .suffirient copper fo

liiiilil roiiil and paij diridciidn which in !'.)li>

amounted In uppro.n iiuilclii $1')(I.(IQII.

'Yho Hnlntioii tHjuiinucnl of tlu' Eiiguls Copper .Miniiii;'

Co., ill Phiiiias County, Calironiia, is l)ein,i>- increased in

capacity from 500 tons to an ultimate :iOOO tons. Tlu;

j)resent mill of oOO tons, known as the iijjper, or En.uels

plant, installeil iji IfHI. \\i\s the first all-Hotation mill

built and operated in this cdunliy. Tliis plant will first

be increased to (ioO tons hy the installation of a llardinge

mill 8 ft. X ;)() in. The rom))any has beouii the erection

of a new mill known as the lower, or Sii|x-rior, phmt,

ahinit two miles from the ])resent mill. The first unit

lOOO-lon No. 5 cryratory; two 8 x (!-ft. hall mills, work-

in<>- in o]>en circuit with Dorr classiliers and two (i x 12-ft.

hallpeb mills in closed circuit with classiliers, desif^ned

to reduce the ore to minus lOO-mesh. The concentrate

will be passed diiccl fidni the llotation levels of the mill

to the storage bins and loaded direct into the I'nili-oad

cars beneath the bins, sa\iiif;- the exijense of reliandlin,u-

and sacknii^. The mininu r(|nipnicn( is also niodei'ii or

bcini; niddcrnized as conditions ])crniit. Two coinpres-

sdis ai<' beinjj added, of the Inoersoll-li'anil type, with

a combined capacity of 4000 cu.ft. ])er inin. They will

be driven by two 100-hp. .syncbi'cmous motois and will

ti'eble the present capacity, advanciiiii' the dc\cl(ipment

Avork materially.

The construction of the new liidiaji Valley li.H. now
conqileted. is a factor essential to the economic comple-

tion of the maximum mining and milling equipment and

tile inntinued prolitable operation of the mines on an ex-

tensive scale. The railroad is standard gage, connecting

with the Western Pacific at the new station of Paxton,

MILL OF THE ENOELS POPPER MINING CO. IN PLUMAS COUNTY, CAI-IFORNIA

of THO tons will lie com])leted by September, 1!)T(. Ad-

ditional units of like capacity will be installed, and the

Engels mill \\ill be removed to the Superior plant com-

pleting the total of ;i000 tons. The operation of a plant

of this size will be necessary for the full extraction and

treatment of the ore already developed, plus the reserve

indicated by diamond drilling and [irospects of develop-

ni(>nt to follow further exploration.

The mill equipment will be wholly new and modern

in every feature, I'cpresenting the latest practice. It in-

iludes one No. 8 gyratory of 2000-tons' ca)>acity and one

•Associate fditor, 3430 Peralta St., Oakland, Calif.

three miles west of Keddie, and provides dii'ect transporta-

tion from the mines to the smelteries at San Francisco

and Salt Lake and through rail communication with

Eastern points. The mines are situated in Lights Canon

about 1(5 miles northeast of Paxton at an elevation of

nOOO It., or about 1800 ft. higher than Paxton. The

distance by Hie railroad is 22 miles, or five miles shorter

iban b\' the wagon road from Keddie. The roadbed is

l>iHlt on a maximum 4% grade for several miles through

Indian River Canon. The remainder of the road is prac-

tically level. This grade jn-ovides an easy downhill ]iull

for the mine and mill products.
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Tli'^ licMW snows anil r.\c'f])t ioiially -turniy ucatlici- of

Jast winter <;roatly retarded construction, hut in .laimarv

the railroad had reached Crescent Mills, cip-ht miles soulli-

west oT the mines, and at the end nf Manli trains were
runninn- to a point three miles out IVoin the new loading

station at Enpels. During construction some freight has

been carried by changing the wagon haul to meet the end
of the track. At the end of March l'^.") c-arloads had been

handled liy tlir railroad, including concentrates and ore

going out and machinery and supplies going in.

The high cost of delivering ore and concentrates to

the Western Pacific in I!) Hi was materially increased in

the early spring and fall and winter seasons by the em-
ployment of animal teams, owing to the mud and melting
snow in the c-ahon road reducing the availability of motors
and tractors to a comparatively short ])eriod. For seNci'al

months 250 animals were employed daily. The total cost

of hauling to Keddie by team and motor and tra<tor, in-

cluding necessary sacking and tramming of concentrates,

equaled a sum nearly half as large as the companv's in-

vestment in the new railroad.

RAILW.VY AND PoWEl! Pl.AXT AlDIXG DeVELOPMEXT

The consti'uction of the Indian Valley R.R. has alreadv

stimulated e.xploration and development of both gold and
copper mines in other parts of the district, and there is

immediate probability that the road will be extended into

other camps.

To provide for additional electric power necessitated bv
the large increase in milling capacity, the Great Western
Poivei- Co. has constructed a new high-tension line from
the Las Plumas plant in Feather River Canon to the
mines, a distance of about 8-5 miles. Besides providing
all the additional power that can be u.sed, the construction
of the new electric line parallel with the Western Pacific

and the Indian Valley roads will eliminate the serious

interruptions caused by snow in the higher elevations of

the old electric line. This new line will be completed in

:\lay.

The main workings of the property are in the Engels
and the Superior mines. These and Rocky Point were
diamo]ul-drilled, and the drifts on the Engels and the
Su]3erior have disclosed better ore than was indicated
by the drills. The approximate total length of tunnels,
drifts, crosscuts, raises and shafts in the Engels amounts
to 15,000 ft. Tunneling or drifting is carried on at

eight levels, crosscutting at five levels, and there are three
rai.ses and one shaft. Twelve stops have been excavated on
No. 4 and No. 5 levels and the shaft level. The greater
portion of the development work in IDKi was done in

No. -1 and (i and the slial't level. The maxinmm vertical

depth of No. 4 from the surface is ;J50 ft.; the shaft level

is 100 ft. below No. 4, and No. (! is 250 ft. below the
shaft level, giving a total maximum vertical depth to No.
6 of approximately lOO ft. Jn No. (i level, at a ])oint 1700
ft. from the ])ortal, good milling ore was disclosed, the
development in this and in the shaft level .showing that
the orehody is continuous, follows the contour of the
mountain and indicates lengthening at greater depth.

The Superior mine was devel()]X'd only during nine

months of the year, the main tnnncl being advanced to

the 425-tt. point, crosscutting the general strike, and still

in ore. Only a small amount of waste was taken out. ami
the general average of the ore sampled is not less (ban
.•i.T5^ copper. The devr-lopnicnt is stated by the rom-

pany to assure 1,000,000 tons of good milling ore in the
Superior mine. The drilling at Rocky Point disclosed a
large amount of low-grade with some milling ore of sufJi-

cient grade to warrant development in the present year.

•Assessment work on new claims also disclosed good in-

ilications of ore, which will be readied by extension of
the shaft level for a di.stance of about one-half mile.
Seven new claims were located in 10 Ki, making a present
aggregate of 2550 acres of mineral-land holdings. The
company has al.so acquired the Stark ranch, containing
about 550 acres of timber and valley lands situated four
miles below Lower camp. There is an abundance of

timber and water available on the company propertv.
The total value of the metal prodiu-tion of the I<:ngels_

Copper Mining Co.. in 19 1(1, including the copper, gold*
and silver content in the concentrate and high-grade ship-
jiingore, amounted to !j;i,021.5(i5 : sundrv earniuir.s, $1?,-
951 : total earnings. $1 ,0;]9,5I(; : operating expense, $487,

-

9 17; net earnings, .$55I,5(i9. The copper produced in

concentrates in the year amounted to 4,;il 2,408 lb.

Notwithstanding the high co.st of machinery, materials,
supplies and transportation, the comi)any has done a large
amount of (levelo])ment in the last three years, increased
the mineral and other land holdings, installed a grinding
mill and flotation plant, built the railroad and paid
approximately .$150,000 dividends. The result has in a
measure been due to the high jirice of copper, but chiefly
to the develojmient of great orebodies and the practice of
economic methods of mining and ini])roved efficiency in
the treatment of ores.

The main ofBce of the company is in San Francisco.
The mine post office is Engelmine. Henrv Engels is

president, E. E. Paxtoii is manager, and -John Reinmiller
is superintendent.

Bolivian Exports of Lead and Bismuth
Lead exported from Bolvia during 191 t amounted to

1555 metric tons, and in 1915 to 2208 tons, an increa.se of
653 tons, according to Commerce nr/iurt.t. of the United
States Department of Commerce, for Ajir. 18, 1917. The
high freight rates prevailing on the steamers that traffic
along the west coast of South America have hampered
this industry, causing the production to be held back,
as the prices paid do not more than co\er the transporta-
tion charges; but there is hope in this country, in view
of the reported decrea.se in the jiroduction of Spain and
Australia, that the demand will increase for the Bolivian
])roduct and that Ijetter quotations will enable operators
to work under more favorable conditions. Lead is foimd
throughout the highlands of Bolivia in abundant deposits,
which generally carry a good jwrcentage of silver to the
ton. The following countries purchased Bolivia's lead
production in 1915: (U-eat Britain. i:;!l tons; United
States. 287 tons; and Argentina, 190 tons.

Although it has had no special war application, the
]>roduction of bismuth has also showed marked improvc-
jnent. During 1911 Bolivia exported 4:i8 metric tons.
and in 1915, (iC:] tons, which went almo.st wholly to Eng-

J

land, the only exception being a shi])ment of about 150
lb. to Chile. As this mineral is subject to a monopoly,
there is little ex])ectation for increased development. The
Bolivian go\ernment, in view of the monopoly exercised
on this mineral, has placed a much heavier export dutv
on il than that levied on the other minerals.
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Petrography as an Aid to Flotation
\\\ I U)\ \l,l) (I. (" \ M I'KI'M,*

,^)'XtJl'S I :^ - I'lliujijKi phij finiiislics n suii/ilc

iiirllioil fur i/c/criiiiiui/ioii of siiilnhilil 1/ of /iroics't

(Uiil fniciifxs iif giiniliiKj ri'i/iiin'il for (mii r)ilni-

iioii of silrrr uri's hi/ floliil imi . < 'oni /i(ir<il I ri' hililcs

sliiiiriiiii Hull jircihitioiis iiiiiili' upon /u'l n/i/rn /ill ii'

dillil irrrr lioriir (till in /iriiiiof. 'ruiliiii/ loxxrs

slioirii lo liarr lii'i'ii oniisioiifil In/ siloii titiiliiii/

on fiiii'ls of sill /ill iilrs. /ircri'ii liiii/ loiilml inlli oil.

l*otro2;ra|)li\' lui-iiislics :iii i-xcccdiiiuiN siinplf yet

])(nverfnl method (if attackiiin' problems ol' ore deposition

and tlirou,uii the liulit it sIumIs on tiie nature, size ami

relationships of the minci-al pai'tirles eomposing the i-oek,

can lu'lp solve many ot the problems that confront the

metallurgist. A'ery often a compari'tively triflino; ex-

penditure of time and expense will answer with airui-aiy

such questions on the suitahility of flotation, table eon-

eentratiou and the ])robal)le elKcieney of separation of

various sulphides in eom])lex ores as would otherwise

recpiire extended lalioratory or large-scale tests to deter-

mine. The merits of petrographic investigation need no

aruument to those dealing with larue and inan\'-sidc'il

FIG. 1. .SMALL SULPHIDE GR.\I.\.S AXD
CANCJUE MIXTURE

jMa^nifird 70 dianietrrs crossed nicols

prohlems of ore deposits. Iiut it is too often ignored oi-

overlooked as a collateral aid in small-scale woi'k and

))reliniinary investigations.

A series of laboi'atory tests was recently made to deter-

mine the suitabdi(\ for flotation treatment of a refractory

.silver and i;old oic in a Westei-n mine. .V stamp mill

with vannci- i-oiii ent rat ion liad liccn erected years ago to

treat this ore, but with imliffcrent i-esults. about ~>0%

being the hest extraction ohtaineil.

In the e<iui'se of this work certain vai'ialions from ex-

pected I'csults wei'c encountered: tbe disti-ibulion of values

us determined bv screi'U analvsis was inverted from what

would hav(! been Usually expected, and as a result, while

till' gi'eater pari of the sil\er \nlues (about 7tt'/( ) I'c-

s])oiuled readily to Ihilation when gronml to the usual

mesb, the I'emainder was foiinil to be vei'v resistant.

To attack the problem fi'oni a new angle, a petrogra])hic

study was made ol' the oi'e. liy which the sequence of

minerali/ation was cleai'ly indicated. 1'his study also

furnislu>d delinite information on the dissemination and
fineness of the indixiilnal minerai particles as affecting

the degi'ce of lineness tiecessary to liberate the sulphide

mineral from the gangne, and on the prohahle manner
in which the hai-i-en gangue will crush as compared with

tlie mineralized jiortion. Tlie results so predicted were

berne out and explained some of the <lillienlties en-

countered in tlie laboratory.

'I'he oi-e is from an Idaho mine and is fairly ty])ical

of a nnmlier of Western siivei- deposits. The vein matter

is largely quartz and in hand samjiles shows partly de-

eomijosect feldspar. The vahialile mineral occurs mainly

as line dark handed disseminations along fracture planes

running through the gangue. Frequent grains of clial-

copyrite and pyrite ranging n]i to 2 or 3 mm. in diameter

occur. These are surrounded hv the more linelv diviilcd

i^W-%v,
FIG

•Mctanursi-st. HI .lanifs St.. Seattle. Wash.

LARGE SULPHIDE GRAIN OF PTP.ITE
AND ARGENTITE

Magnified 70 diameter.^, plane jtolarized lig:ht

'"sooty" looking mineralization whieh contains most ot[

the values and form a '"black <iiiartz."' This mineral

aggregate is composed of various sulphides and traces

of antimonides of silver, together with telliiride, jirobahly

sylvanite and |)ossibly also calaveritc. the whole complex
heiiig such as was n.-ually grouped togetlicr by the old

miiici' of past decades as '"sul|)hurets" and regarded hy

him with desjiair as f.-ii' as siu-i-essfnl mill reco^erv was

concerned.

In thin section tlie material showed a gi'oiiiidmass

composetl largely of (piartz individuals ranging in general

from ()..") to 3 mm. in diameter. Mixed with these were

nianv orthoclase feldspars of about the same size. The
latter were usually moi'(> or less corroded and decomposed.
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MiiKir .uccniiits of accessovy and also si'conilar\ iniiicrals

siii-li as seric'ite, kaolin and ealcil(> wcit |in'S(iit. Strain

plicnoniona wore sliown by tlicsc |iriiiiai\ iniin'ials. in-

dicating tlio dynamic agencies wliicli led lo Ihc riarturiiig

ol' tlie rock. These alierations tend to liiimIU diniinisli

tJie original strengtli of llic rock ami drcicasc llic dilVi-

culty of cnishing. Close to the numerous lines of fracture

occur the sulphides: and luu-e many of the i|uart/, gi'aiiis

show a zonal growth due to iiilill lat ion and deposition

ol' tile silica, with which the fiaituri'v wciv sul)se(]uently

rehealed. It was indicated thai thr \cin was derived from

a very acidic a]ilite dike, witli liddspai- partly decomposed,

greatly tractuivd by dynamic nu)vemcul and niineralizcd

in successive stages; and the whole imws was linally

silieified and cemented togellier by the inllltrations intro-

ducing a ]>art, at least, of the Aaluahle minerals.

The sulphide minerals were seen lo be grains of «hich
a small proportion ranged u\^ to '> ni- I mm. iliametei'

and lying alongside or in rlose iiroximits' to the nunuM'ous

line Iractures which ronned the orc-cai'rying channels,

and to consist largely ol' pyiite and chalcopyrite nuclei,

more or less completely suri'ounded and replaced by

argentite. Cutting into both the ])yrite and argentite was

another mineral, recognized as sylvauite. Minute amounts
of other minerals were not iilentilied, but were thought

to be mixtures of the abo\(' with ste])hanite and possibly

cala\erite. among others.

SuLi'UiDKs Axn Sn. I'liiDi-: Mixkisalis

Beside these larger particles ol' sulphide, which formed
j)ei-haps less than half of the sulphide minerals, were a

great nimiber of exceedingly minute gi-ains nt' sulphide,

seldom more than 0.1 mm. in diametei- ami usually much
smaller. These lay either within the lin\' channels of

ore mineralization or closely adjacent, in a nuitrix of

equally snuill (piartz ])articles. These quartz grains were

tightly interlocked with one anotbei- and with the sur-

rovmding groundnuiss of "baneu"" (piartz by a zonal

growth or later crystal ileveloi)uuMit. This portion con-

tained almost no alteration material and I'oi-med a cenu-nt-

like mass, almost amorphous and of flinty texture, which

would tend to hnk up the inclosed suljihide jiarticles very

lii-mly. That this was in fact the case was well brought

out by subsequent work in the laboratoi-y.

In the aecompanyiug microphotograjibs, at ",0 diam-

eters' magaification, Fig. 2, taken partly by ri'fleeted

light, shows a large sulphide grain. The central nucleus

of lighter color is ])yrite, while the darker growth sur-

rounding it is mostly ai'gentite, the whole in a ground-

mass of (piartz. Note the tenden( \ *i) i lysfalline outline

shown by the argentite replacement, also the minute ore

chamiels or I'eedei's. These larger jiarticles would he

easily recovered by table concentration to form a high-

grade product, but with a low extraction—since these

large grains rein-esent probably less than ')i^% of the total

sulphide content.

In Fig. 1, the same magnifieati(m, are several grains

suridunded by many very small jiarticles embedded in

the fiiu^ closely interlocked groundnuiss of quartz.

This material, it is evident, )U)t only requires very

line crushing to free the sulphides, but would also oITer

iiiiK h more resistance to crushing than the barren gangue.

.\ sample of the ore was crushed and a series of tests

run under the following conditions: Screen analysis,

-f 80-niesh, 10%; 80- to 120-mcsh, 25%; 12()-mesli,

(>'>'/(
: oil. mixtures, 2 to ~> lb. ])er Ion (jI' ore: acid, sid-

pbui'ic, about 5 lb. per ton of ore: pulii dilution, ]:5:

leiuperatiire, normal: length of agitation, 20 to 30 min.

:

weight (if ore cliai'ge. ")il() g)-anis: type of machine,

mechanically agitated.

ui;.sii,Ts or flotatio.n tehts
Cone. Silver

Hun Ni> Oil llciicls Tailn Oi.Ak. Kxtraptiuii

6 350* 88 24 970 73';
8 1,580 88 27 3 831 69';
9 ac sludge 88 24 2 774 2 72';
lOralol, E, 350 88 27 5 616 8 69',
16 350. inixtuii- 88 24 759 73';

* .\uinbcr» refer to PeiiMaeoIa oiJH.

Neutral and alkaline solutions were also employed liut

with less satisfactory results, the kaolin colloid producing

a heavy, dirty I'loth. Oils ranging from mixtures of

heavy pine oil, wood creosote, calol mixtures, as well as

gas and coal-tar oil wrve also tried. .V mixture of pine

oil. with a small amount of wood creosote, gave ))erhaps

the most consistent results, although the same mixture

plus coal-t(jr or gas-tar oil worked very well. In practice

a mixluic (if from two to four parts of tar oil and one

part of pine nU nv w 1 creosote may be found eilicient.

Anotlu'r portion of the ore was then pulverized, sampled

cai-el'ully and a screen analysis made to determine how the

\alues were divided between the different .screen sizes.

Ill such ores it is usually assumed that the valuable

cimtent liiiely disseminated slimes readily and becomes so

iinely divided tiiat it is impossible to separate by gravity

concentration. However, in this case, it is indicated by

the petrograpbc investigation that a considerable portion

of the valuable content is firmly locked in the tine-brained

silica which lills the fractures through which the mineral

itself is distributed, and it was inferred that this com-
bination crushes much less readily than does the granular

(piartz comprising the greater part of the gangue. This

lieing true, much finer grinding is necessary, to free the

valuable mineral so inclosed, 'i'hat such actually is the

case is strikingly confirmed by the analysis which follow.

1'he first screen analysis showed such a complete reversal

of the commonly expected distribution of metallic content

tliat it was checked by a second test, which checked the

lirst very closely and confirmed the prediction made as a

result of the petixigraphic work as to the difficulty of

releasing the line metallics.

SCREEN AXALYSLS OF HEADS
Gold, 0.77 oz. per ton; .Silver 98.0 oz. per ton

Test No. 1 Test No. 2

Approximate .Vg, Oz. Prop. Au, Oz. Prop. Ag. Oz. Prop.
Screen per Ag, per .\u, per Ag, Oz
-\perture Xlesh Te Ton Oz. * % Ton Oz. * Ton per Ton
16 mm. +80 10 197 8 19 8 8 4 1 10 09 187 5 15.8
14 mm. 80 to 120 25 5 105 2 26 9 29 I 00 29 116 33 7
12 mm. —120 64 5 80 51 6 62 6 64 40 80 50,1

100 98 3 100 78 99 6
* Prorportion of the total value per ton remaining in the respective sizes of

product, expressed in nimces per ton; total should check the value obtained in the
head assay.

The two screen analyses check closely and show to

what a marked extent the coarse particles hold the

metallics locked up. That the metallics were not present

in coarse concentrates was indicated later by the fact that

]ianiiiiig vielded only a negligible percentage of concen-

trates. Several runs were next made to again check the

ellicicncy of extraction, and in run Xo. 21 the concentrates

were reelenne(| to a higher grade.

No. Hun Heads Tailinss C'oncentiates Extraction

19 Cold 77 10 3,20 87%
Silver 98 00 26 00 673 00 74%

21 CJoId 77 10 6 00 87'';

Silver 98,00 22 00 1,255 00 78''^

.\n analysis was made of the recleaned flotation con-

cent I'ales from run Xo. 21 to determine its composition
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iiiiil to ilcdticc tlicrcl rniii wliiit i^i'aili' ol' loiucnt rates it

should bo possible to iiiaku in praftico. Tlu' analysis was

:

All, (i ()/,.; A>r, 12.-).-) oz. ; Cu, ;).;?(i'7, ; insol. i:.:!';{ Fc.

19.5% ; te, O.S()% ; S, 12.!)%.

From tiiis it is evident that il' it weic possible to make
coneentrates absolutely IVc^e Ironi siliea. the <jrade ronlil

lie almost doubled. Rut as the siliea ean probably not be

lowered below 20 to 2'>'/[ without an undue inerease in

tlie grade of tailings, it is evident that Iriun this elass

of ore the probable maximum eontent will be !• to in o/..

of gold and 18(10 to '^OOO oz. of silver.

In order to aseertain how miieb of the remaining silver

would be amenable to tlotaticui when more finely ground.

the tailings remaining from several nf the foregoing iiins.

ineluding Xos. 10 and <;i. were reground and again

Heated, with the following results:

Orig. Heads Tailing Cimr. Extraction Total Extrar.

Gold 77 55 175 93 5— 87 7
Silver 98.00 13 30 222 50 86 5—

This is of course a middlings product which in practice

would be returned to the circuit for recleaning.

In floating the reground tailings the concentrates

formed much more slowly than with the original ore;

the extraction was improved and the length of agitation

diminished by sulphi<lizing with a small amount of

hydrogen sulphide. The 1:5. ;> oz. of silver still remaining

in the tailings is too high to be regarded as very success-

ful work, but it is believed that complete sliming of the

tailings will recover a good part of the refractory mineral,

and further investigation of the tailings was not con-

sidered necessary at the time.

Extended test,s being uuide on silver ores of similar

nature have encountered similar conditions, and final

success has been attained only by complete sliming of

the tailings and the use of sulphidization. Sliming,

indeed, had been proved necessary in the treatment of this

class of ore by cyanidation, and it \\as not to be expected

that anything less would give the highest extraction, even

in flotation.

The necessity of sulphidization is not so obvious. Xo
trace of oxidation of the ore could be seen, and I incline

more to the belief that it is due to the fact that even

the slimed particles of sulphide are mixed or coated with

sufficient silica to overcome their flotation jiroperties, ex-

cept where the very bnovant influence of fre.sh sulphidiza-

tion has been applied.

In a small mill this resistant ])ortion of the tailings

would be reground by being returned to the tube-mill

circuit with a classifier of the Dorr or drag-belt t\]ie, but

in a mill of, say, 200 tons daily capacity or gi-eater, 1 be-

lieve that it would be better practice to send it to another

small tube mill, to be slimed separately.

A New Silicate of Lead and Zinc

A ])a]ier to be jiresented by I'. .V. \'aii l»er Meiilen at

the St. Louis meeting of the .Anu'iican ln>iilii1e of Mining

iMigineers, October, ]'.Wi. describes a new silicate of lead

and zinc, specimens of wliiib were recei\ed from \V. 0.

I'lonbi-nlt. manager of the works ol' the Bertha ^lineral

Co. at Austinville, Va.

Till' specimens are of dense yellowish slag-like male-

rial, conlaiiiiiiii' cavities showing t']i-.\r nccillc-likc cr\s-

tals, and representing a product foiincd b\ ibc I'limes of

zinc oxide and basic lead siilphale ri(]m llic oxide flir-

uace. atlacking the firebrick lining nf the tliie^:. The

matrix, ubicli is of a greenish-yellow color, is made up
chiefly of an amoriihous glass carrying numerous crvs-
tals. the latter being well-defined, clear and traaspareiit,
but colored a light yellow by a little of ferric oxide.

A nuinlicr of the ci'ystals were carefully separated
l'i'"iii Ibc matrix and tested with the blowpipe. They
have a fusibility of about 2. yield a globule of lead and
a coating of lead oxide before the blowpipe on charcoal,
and contain some zinc. Their hardness is 5 to 6. Under
the microscope the crystals appear to be made up of a

prism, with narrow faces, and a fairly large pinacoid.
but unfortunately show no terminal faces. Between
crossed iiieols they gave parallel extinction in the three
planes i-ontaining the crystallogra))hic a.xes and are
therefore ortborliombii-. The index of refraction is high.

Crystals of the new silicate of lead and zinc obtiiined

from a lead-zinc furnace slag are made up of the prism
and the brachypinacoid and have an axial ratio

0.-13,SI ;!::-. Chemical analysis shows the composition
of the crystals to be represented by the formula R",Si20„
in which \l" represents lead and zinc in nearly equivalent
amounts. They contain small amounts of magnesia, iron

oxide and alumina. The.se crystals can be produced by

the slow cooling of a matrix which is more basic than
the crystals themselves.

[*]

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.
The report of the Xevada Consolidated Copper Co.

for the first quarter of 191? shows that 18,852,231 lb.

of copper was produced—r).2T9,432 lb. in Januarv.
5.r08.214 lb. in February and (i,8(U,C75 lb. in March.
During the quarter 940,91G dry tons of Xevada Consoli-

dated ore averaging 1.48% copper was milled, of which
72% came from the pits and 28% from the underground
workings of the l?uth mine. In addition, there was
11,530 dry tons of oiv from the Consolidated Copper
-Mines Co. Cost of cojiper produced, including plant de-

prcciaticm and all charges except ore extingui.shment, and
after crediting all miscellaneous earnings, was 11.02c. per
lb. Excluding depreciation it was 10.16c. per lb.

Sur])lus for the quarter was $1,239,018 after payment
on Mar. 31 of a regular dividend of 50c. per share and
an extra dividend of the same amount. There was set

aside $l(iO,44(! for plant and equipment depreciation and
.$56,113 for ore extinguishment, leaving a net credit to

earned surplus of $1,022,459.

Price of Zinc to the Government
The letter sent to the zinc jiroducers by the Zinc Com-

mittee of the Advisory Cimimission of the Council of Na-
tional Defense, asking for ofl'erings of slab zinc (spelter)

to supply the present requirements of the Government,
states that such requirements are as follows: Grade "A,"
(;:033 tons; grade '-B." 3 1 I0| tons; grade "•C," 225 tons:

total, 10,3fi9:i tons.

The prices of ll|c. for grade "A," lie. for grade "U,"
and 9c. for grade "C" (with protection against decline
on grade "C") apply only to this specified tonnage.

Ill view of the small (piantity of gradi' "C," or Prime
Woterii >|icllcr. which is re(piir(>d. the price named can-

not have any iiilliienci> njuin the market I'm- metal, nor
should it have any infiuence n])on the price of ores in the
.bipliii district.
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Leaching of Low-Grade Copper Ores
By JoSEIMi IliVING*

tSYNOPSIS—The advanlagcK and commercial

feasibility of the leaching of low-grade copper orex

in large quantities with or without preliminary

treatment, w emphasized. Ores suitable to the pro-

cess are classified and methods explained hy which

results are obtainable. The praclirabilHy nf e.rtrarl-

ing a satisfactory percentage of any gold and silver

in the ore, together u'ith the copper, is demon-

strated and actual remits are quoted.

It may be admitted that poneentration and flotation,

like all superlatively good things, have their limits and

that with certain copper ores and compounds there are

great possibilities for a successful leacliing treatment.

It is of course well known that if a roasting treatment

(oxidizing, sulphatizing and perhaps chloridizing) is fol-

lowed by a subsequent leach, almost anything in the way

of extraction can be accomplished. Witness, for example,

the- successful career- of the Tharsis Sulphur and Copper

Co., which extracts copper, gold and silver by a com-

bination of the Longmaid. Henderson and Claudet wet-

recovery i)iethods, and wliich in a l)usiness life of 50

years paid over £10,850,000 in dividends, or a little over

$1,000,000 a year during tliis period. In this instance

the residue from the leaching tanks, containing 60% iron

and familiarly known at "blue billy" is linally briquetted

and smelted to iron.

A somewhat similar method is also successfully applied

at Anaconda, where, after roasting, the calcines are

treated with brine, leaching out the silver, which is later

precipitated on the copper as the copper is precipitated

on the iron. These companies have demonstrated the

commercial applicability of a combined roasting, chlo-

ridizing and leaching treatment on material differing as

greatly as do the sulphide ores of Spain from the sili-

ceous mill tailings of Anaconda.

Two Classes of Ore Amenable to Treatment .

.

Two classes of ores way be considered : Those that con-

tain sufficient pyrites in themselves and can be roasted

with or without salt, and the resulting gases collected and

converted into acid, with which the metals can be success-

fully leached from the roasted material; and ores that

may have a highly siliceous gangue with the addition of

the neces.sary amount of iron pyrites (which in itself may
carry copper, etc.) and salt, can be roasted in from six

to twelve hours, and the copper, gold and silver leached

out by means of water and dilute acid, the latter being

olitained as a byproduct. This method can be adopted

with low-grade (about 2% copper) ores carrying appre-

ciable amounts of gold and silver and having a highly

siliceous gangue, 60%-70% silica and from 10%-12%
alunuim. Ores most amenable to this treatment of roast-

ing, chloridizing, etc., arc those which of themselves con-

tain sufficient sulphur, lloasting to oxides or sulphates

or chloridizing always means a heavier plant installation

for furnaces, condensing towers, etc., but for operation

there is no need to purchase acid, as the necessary solvent

!s always to luind in (juantity.

•r. O. Box 1G4.';, Uisbee, Ariz.

Attention may be directed to certain ores which do not

need a preliminary roast, but which in the raw state are

amenable to a quick direct leaching treatment, with sul-

phuric acid as the principal agent. One commendable

feature in a direct-leaching scheme is its simjjlicity and

(heai)ness, the raw ore going direct from the crushing

plant to the leaching tanks and the liquor from there to

the recovery tanks and launders.

An immense low-grade deposit belonging to the New
Cornelia Copper Co. at Ajo, Ariz., promises to become a

striking and successful example of what can be done by

direct leaching on a large scale. There is also a con-

EXPERIMENTAL LEACHING PLANT AT COPPER QUEEN

siderable amount of oxidized material at Bingham, Utah,

which the Utah Cojiijer Co. is going to treat by leaching,

after the style of the Ajo and Chuquicamata plants, in

large tanks capable of holding about 4000 tons each. The
recovery at the Utah Copper Co.'s plant will probably be

precipitation on iron, at least to begin with. This should

turn out to be one of the cheajjest and most successful

of the big leaching propositions, as it will be possible to

recover gold and silver in the ore as well as copper.

The contention has been advanced from time to time

that gold and silver cannot be extracted at the same time as

the copper from raw ore by a direct leaching treatment

without a preliminary roast. Eecent practice, however,

demonstrates that gold and silver when present in appre-

cialile quantities can be recovered at the same time as the

copper by a direct leaching method, that is without any

preliminary roast.'

U. S. PiUcnt, 1.0'1S,.';41, Dec. 31. 1912.
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In treating; an ore from BiiifiliMin, tln' I'dllowini,' rr-

sults were obtained :

Copper,

llciids I 68
Tails 13

Product (precipitate) . ,
87

Gold, ()z. per Ton .Silver, Oz. per Ton

04 54
01 0.09
lb 14 16

A more refractory ore Ironi a tailiiii.'^ dump at Tintic

gave

:

Copper, ""i.
Gold, Oz. per Ton .Silver, Oz. per Ton
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The Liberty Loan, Its Economic Status

and Effects'
BV P. A. V.AN'DKKl.irt

SYNOPSIS—The loan projpcted is di^cu-'i-'ied in re-

lation to the country and its wealth. The pon.sible

effects of the loan, too, are far reaching, and may

hare a great effect upon the world's future.

We are a good deal dazed by the size oT this loan; the

authorization of a $7,000,000,000 credit is something oi'

a shoek to the eoiuitry. Not many peo]ile have thought

in billions of dollars. All the stocks listed on the Stock

Exchange are less than twice that amount; all the .stock

of all the railroad companies in the country aggregate

only $8,700,000,000 ; all the bonds of all the railroads in

the country are little more than that figure. It is a huge

total. And this amount must be raised this year. Don't

think we are going to stop with $2,000,000,000. We are go-

ing to raise more. There will be other loans following this

about as soon as this is out of the way, but while it is

almost incomprehensively large, so is the country, so are

our resources. There are 15J millions of depositors in

the National banks alone in the United States. I should

think it safe to say that there should he ten million sub-

scribers to this loan if the people wake up to the need

for the loan and the opportunity it offers. The last loan

of Germany with her 65,000,000 inhabitants had nearly

6,000,000 subscribers. Surely we ought to have 10,000,000

subscribers in America if w^e would only wake up to it.

The National Bank deposits have increased in 10 montiis

$2,000,000,000—enough to take this part of the issue that

is now Ijeing offered. The resources of the banks in

America total $3.5,000,000,000. So you see, huge as this

loan is—almost inconceivably large— it still is not so

large when you measure it by some of the totals of the

country. Our wealth is about $220,000,000,000. If the

])eople subscribed to 5% of their wealth, they would over-

sub-scribe this issue about .six times. Back in the Civil

War days with bank resource.? ^ of what they are now,

we raised $3,000,000,000. So you see we are not facing

an impossilile proposition, Init we are confronted by a

serious proposition. I feel that people are not altogether

awake to the seriousness of this war ; not altogether com-

prehending that we are in war, that we are in a very

serious war—war that might even come to our own shores.

It is easy to think that Germany is 3000 miles away, sur-

rounded by the greatest armies that were ever assembled

;

that the war is likely to be over before we can get any

men into it; that we are like a manufacturer or merchant

who is getting his customei's to keep on buying at rather

exorbitant prices, and that we are doing a good thing in

loaning to the Allies, but that we are not in a very seri-

ous situation. As I conceive, it is nnicii more serious

than that.

Now just let us take one or two contingencies that are

perfectly possible. We have had a revolution in Eussia.

No man in America or Eussia can tell what the future

•Condensation of an address before a mepting of the Fifth
Group, New York Bankers' Association, Albany, N. Y.. May.
1917.

tPresldent. the National City Bank of New York.

of lliat situation is. It is surely conceivable that Eussia

might make a .separate peace. I do not believe she will,

but it is conceivable. What would happen tiieii? It

is said that thci-c are a million and a half prisoners in

Eussia. Suppose all the forces of the Central Powers on

the eastern border might be withdrawn ; suppose their

forces were augmented by a million and a half returned

prisoners; suppose Eussia's food stores were opened for

Germany, and all that happening very promptly, which

is a conceivable thing. In that event could the armies

of England and France on the western Ixirder with-

stand the onslaught ? Is it not conceivable that if some

solution is not found for the submarine menace, that

England may be brought to the point of starvation? No
matter what her wealth may be, starving men could not

fight. I tell you it is within the possibilities that we
may be raising not a Liberty Loan to pay for a war we
hope successfully to wage, but a loan to pay the cost of

a war Germany has been waging on civilization. This

is no wild picture. I certainly do not believe it is within

the future of events but there is possibility enough in it

to cause us to wake up as a nation, to make us recognize

that we are in a great and uncertain war, and that we
must support the military movement which this- Govern-

ment has got to make.

Ttih Eichness of Ameeica

Wp are a tremendously rich country. We must raise

$2,000,000,000. Our wealth, as I have said, is about

$220,000,000,000. Where is this wealth ? It is in farms

and railroads and factories and instruments of produc-

tion. But you cannot sub.scribe a railroad to a loan; you

can't subscrilie a factory. We must have frash capital

for this loan. Now remember that a war is the current

effort of a nation ; nothing that has been done in the past

can fight it. It has got to be fought out of the current

savings of the nation ; all the savings of the past have

been invested. The savings are now invested in fixed

forms of cajiital ; they are in the railroads, and farms and

factories, and the money that is going to be raised must

come from the savings of the future, not the savings of

the past. You may say, "I can purchase a bond with some

money I have in the bank." Yes, you can, but this money

you have in the bank is at work today; it is not idle.

If you draw it out, somebody's loan must be called. This

fund must be raised out of the savings from now on.

The wealth you have accumlated is not in a liquid form.

The ])ast savings are invested and we want -$2,000,000,000

right away—not some time in the future. These

$2,000,00o!o00 will be spent before they are paid in,

under t]u> terms of the offer. You are going to raise this

nioney by a creation of new credit now. You can get

$50 subscriiitioiis. Get every one you can. Get the whole

ten million peo])le to subscribe, but after you have all the

success you can hope for with the $50 and $100 bonds,

you will not have a very large total, measured by a two

billion dollar loan. I am not in any measure discouraging

these small subscriptions but the loan is going to be made
up of nnieh birger subscriptions. The men who will make
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tliesp lars'or substTi]itiniis aiv imt ii()iii,i;' io make llinii

from idle capital but froii! money which they will l>on-o\v.

Now what are tlie motives to lead men to subscribe to

the Government bonds? One is profit. The sense thai

it is a sound investment returning a good rate of interest.

The other is patriotism. Let us take up the first .set ol"

reasons. Is this an attractive investment or are you

facing calls to make financial sacrifices? T don't believe

it is a sacrifice. You are being offered a bond I'or security

which is beyond question the finest piece of ])aper in the

world. The rate—3^%—looks low, but there are per-

quisites attached to that bond. Its income is free from

taxation. You know what the mininnim return is that

goes into your pocket. You don't know what the maxi-

mum will be because the rate may be more. If this war

goes on, and it looks as if it may for a good while, the

chances are good that it will be more. You are not going

to be penalized by being a subscriber to the first loan,

that is certain. Wiienever a subsequent loan comes out

at a higher rate of interest, you are going to be in just

as good condition as the tardy subscribers.

PROsPErTivE Value of Bonds

Now does anybody doubt that when the War is over

and the pressure is off the market for Government loans

there will be a rise in the value of Government bonds?

I don't believe anybody would doiibt that. Now remem-

ber the bonds you buy now bearing 3^% have a practical

guarantee of parity, that is to say, if events go so that

the Government cannot raise monej' at 3^%, your bonds

will be convertible into the higher rate, and the minute

the war is over, your bond at par will command a pre-

mium. I cannot think of a situation that will not find

these bonds bearing a premium on their issue price after

the War is over.

Aside from the idea of profit or sacrifice, there are

much nobler reasons why ten million people should sub-

scribe to these bonds, and they are an attractive invest-

ment. Our belief in democracy, our belief in this Gov-

ernment, the foundations of our belief in freedom lie

back of the motives that ought to move ten million to

subscribe to this issue. Now we have got to be waked

up as a nation to the fact that we are in war. I heard

a newspaper editor say the other night that he had

secret information that we were in war, but he had

not been able to get it over to his readers yet. And
there is a good deal of truth in that. We have not

as yet recognized what an unsuccessful prosecution of

war would mean. We want to wake up to some of

the psychological effects of a very successful subscrip-

tion to this issue. It would be pretty discouraging to

Prussianism if this loan is subscribed twice over. It

will be very encouraging to those men who are fighting

under the flags of France and Great Britain on the

Western front. It will unite this nation to a degree,

I believe, to see that this issue is a tremendous success;

that the whole people are back of the President, back

of his declaration for liberty. The patriotic reasons

seem to me so overwhelming that we hardly ought to

think of that other side—whether this is an attractive

investment^—although it is an attractive investment. It

is going to mean something besides patriotism in Amer-
ica; it is going to mean a new element in American

life. It is going to mean an element of economy. We
h^ve got to have it just as certainly as we have got

lo lia\(' this cxi)ansion of credit to make this loan

a success, because the banks must be paid from future

income and there must be economy to permit that be-

ing done. We cannot give the Government seven billion

dollars or any other number of billion dollars of pur-

chasing power and expect to have just as much pur-

chasing power ourselves. That would be a miracle of

loaves and fishes that we cannot work out. ^Ve have

got to economize. We have got to see that wliai we

s])end, we spend for necessities. You say "Yes, but

wlial is going to become of bu.siness, it cannot go on as

usual." We do not want business as usual. Our busi-

ness is war. It is going to take the whole strength of

this nation and it is going to discommode some people,

probably discommode a good many people. You cannot

have war without worries. You have got to remem-

ber that we cannot go on making unnecessary thinus,

luxurious things, and make seven billion dollars worth

of other things for war. Now you say, "Yes, but

you have disorganized industry. You will make it nec-

essary for producers to throw their employees out of

work." Let me tell you there is going to be all the

work that is possible to do for all the men and all the

women that we have got to do it. There are two

jobs waiting for every man there is to take hold, so

we have got to have that kind of economy, the kind of

economy that will make you weigh whether what you

buy is absolutely necessary, for if you do buy some-

thing that is not necessary, you are competing for labor

with the Government, which is engaged on works that

are a national necessity. I think that is the test men

must make of their purchases during this war. Are

they competing with the Government for work tliat is

unnecessary ?

The Objections to the Loan

Now I woidd like briefly to consider some of the ob-

jections to this loan—some that I have heard—and I

hope later to hear some more and see whether we can

sit down together and reason out answers for them.

I say that men have got to borrow to invest. They

have got to invest more capital than they have in im-

mediate reach. There will be objection to that surely.

The rich man or any man used to making inves1>-

ments may regard it as a very poor policy to go in

debt. He has occiipied the position of creditor, not

debtor. But I believe when he sees the economics of

the whole situation, when he sees the demands that are

upon us, when he sees the resources that are a\'ailable

to meet that demand, he will .see that borrowing is

what he must do. The richer he is, the greater should

be his borrowing.

I haxe heard some men say, "Well, I will wait, I

will not invest in this loan now, the Government will

need money on the third and fourth loan more than

now." The rule of conduct that any man adopts may

be measured by the results that would follow if all men

adopted it. If you do not subscribe to the Liberty

Loan now. there may be an indemnity loan later and

you will subscribe to that. You had better all sub-

scribe to this one and not have the Government lacking

in the sujiport that means military success.

You will (ind men who will say, "We will invest only

our available cash; we won't borrow." But I beg of

vou to see this as I do ami ask those men to borrow
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anil invest all thoy hope to accuinulale in the months

to eome.

You will find individuals who will tell you it is the

Banks' affair. It isn't. It is less the Banks' affair than

anybody's else in respect to the original subscriptions.

It is not the function of a bank to tie up its deposits in

a fifteen or thirty year investment, but it is the function

of a bank to loan to an individual or corporation on a

ninety day note, secured by the bond. That is the banks'

function. Let the Banks aid the men who subscribe.

Bankers have got to increase credits. You cannot put

the farm or the factory in ; you have to subscribe cur-

rent bank credit and to do that we have got to have

inflation, which is expansion. Do you fear inflation ? T

am not afraid of inflation that has its basis in Govern-

ment bonds. There is back through this chain of oper-

ations a perfect check on it. The Federal Eeserve banks

can loan and loan but there is a stop there. They can

not loan after they get to a certain point in reference to

their gold reserve. They are perfectly safe in inflating

credit since the basis is Government bonds, and there

is an ample basis of gold in the Federal Reserve banks.

Let us not get alarmed. Let us take a little cheer that

we are going to have this expansion and great growth

in loans. I would almost be brave enough to say that

we are going to have pretty easy money after this first

loan. I think that it is improbable that we will have

high money as a result of something over two billion

dollars increase in deirosits, which will be the effect of

the operation according to my reasoning.

I think I can foresee some changes that we are go-

ing to get. It isn't all on the debit side as a result

of this war. If we are going to loan three billion dol-

lars to the Allies don't you think our international trade

conditions are going to be improved by that? I do.

Very greatly increased. And all the energies s]ient

on the war are not going to be wasted. There will be

new processes evolved, there will be new lessons learned

in speeding up industry that will pro\e of great value.

I remember that Huxley said that all of the costs

of the Franco-Prussian War to France and the whole

indemnity was paid up by the work of Louis Pasteur and

its effect on the industries and life of Fi-ance.

Now as to thrift. If we can get a considerable num-

ber of these ten million people that I want to subscribe

to contract the habit of thrift, something of this habit

that has made this marvelous effort of France possible,

we will have made great progress. But the success

of this loan, the successful prosecution of the War,

the making of the sacrifice and the ett'ort will bring

to us a victory which will be greater than anything we

can get from Germany—a moral victory within our-

selves. We have grown luxiirious and careless. We
have needed this great moral awakening. I believe

this meeting is just one of endless meetings that will

make men soberly think of the moral gain that is to

come out of this great war.

Arizona Tungsten Monopoly?
Phoenix Cordesponuence

Th(! Arizona State Council of Defense has passed the

following resolution: "Whereas it is reported that the

Piimos Chemical Co. is a concern operating for the

benelit of enemy interests and whereas it is reported tliat

the same cDnipMn) has lieeii tying up under long-term

leases considerable property containing tnngsti.'n, molyb-

denum, vanadium and other stecl-iniproving metals, and

whereas such practice is oj)po.sed to our national-pre-

paredness programme and lessens our available resources,

therefore be ii resoKcd that the State Council ol De-

fense recommends an investigation of the activities of

the Primos Chemical Co. and steps io prevent the con-

tinuance or extension of this practice by this or any other

company." Local mining men, however, doubt 1li;it the

Primos corporation has another end in view than that of

controlling the market, and assert that at least half of

its metals go to the Bethlehem Steel Co. A California

company in the same line is rcporte<l to liave been about

as active in securing control of jjotential tungsten- and

molybdenum-producing mines in the Southwest. Control

of tlie product is asserted to have become about complete,

with only a few properties near Wickenburg still open.

It is probable that the council will suggest to the Na-

tional defense organization that all restrictive leases and

bonds be held as contrary to public policy and that active

operation of all such mines be ordered for war-time needs.

The state council's committee on scientific research has

recommended that the State Bureau of ]\Iines be re-

quested to undertake a complete compilation of the

mineral resources of the state and their capability of pro-

duction, such data to be supplied to the Government with

])articular reference to fertilizing minerals, tungsten,

molybdenum and vanadium.

The treasurer of the Primos company, Gideon Boe-

ricke, having been informed of the state council's reso-

lution by Ca])t. John D. Burgess, of Tucson, telegraphed

him on May 12 as follows:
Telegram received. Thanks for your information. Would

state that the owners of the Dragoon deposit have been try-

ing for years to sell the property. Primos Chemical Co. is in

no way interested in any property in Arizona. Primos Chemi-
cal Co., together with all individuals or interests in any way
connected with company, do not own or control, directly or

indirectly, more than 15 to 20<ic of tungsten ore produced or

consumed in this country, nor more than the above percentage
of the possible production in this country. Above statement
probably holds good for all other products which we manufac-
ture with the possible exception of vanadium, in which prod-

uct our chief competition comes from cheap Peruvian ores and
our possible production might be 25 to 33% of total produced
in this country. About a year ago Primos offered its entire

energies, knowledge and resources to our government in event

of war with any first-class power. Kindly bring these facts

to the attention of Arizona defense council.

[As a matter of fact, it should be stated that the Atolia

Mining Co., of San Francisco, Calif., and not the Primos

company, is the largest tungsten producer in the United

States. The Atolia production or that which it markets

probably amounts to a little more than 50% of the do-

mestic output.—Editor.]

The Corporation of Technology and
Industries

The facilities of the great laboratories of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Teehnolog>-, offered to the United States

Government for research work, are also to be made avail-

able to industrial concerns. The United States Smelting,

Kenning and Mining Co. has, through W. G. Sharp, presi-

dent, entered into an agreement whereby the company is

to a\ail itself of the laboratory facilities, commencing in

A])ril. The Corporation of Technology has named Henry

M. Schleicher as research associate in charge of the work,

with II. C. Ilofman in charge of Mining and Jletallurgy.
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Company Reports

Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd.

F1IIIIIIIIIIII iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii i iiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

pcctcd to increase p:reatly tlic iiuHoated lonnaj^f of the inill-

inpr-grade orebodies opened in this property. During the year
there was distributed to stocltholders- $39,437 in dividends.
The report conclude.s; "In general, tlie future outlook is indeed
very promising."

,
Ltd..

Gold
sixth

Inasmuch as the Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines
Porcupine, Ont., is really the successor of Hollinger
Mines, Ltd., the annual report for 1916 is called the

annual report in order to maintain an unbroken record.

Unsatisfactory labor conditions and increased cost of sup-
plies increased the cost of operations until they were at the

end of 1916 practically 50c. per ton above normal, which means
a reduction in profits of from $900 to $1000 per day. Scarcity

of labor prevented the aggressive development of higher
grade orebodies and niade it necessary to mine and mill the

ore most easily available. Annoying delays in the deliveries

of machinery held back the completion of the extension of the
mill for nearly five months, thus causing a serious loss in ton-

nage of ore treated. The mill building has been completed
and the machinery is being installed.

During the year, the ore hoisted from the mine amounted
to 604,062 tons, of an average value of $S.S4 per ton, worth
approximately $5,342,000, notwithstanding which the ore re-

serves show a greater value than a year before.

Profits for the year amounted to $3,006,409, of which $1S0,-

000 represents the premium of $1.50 per share on the sale of

120,000 treasury shares. Dividends amounting to $3,126,000

were paid, thus causing a deficit from operations of $119,590,

to which must be added $150,000 written off for plant depre-
ciation. The report continues: "The deficit is largely tech-
nical and so small in comparison with our total operations
that it has no real significance and will be readily made up
once normal econoiTiic conditions are restored."

In view of the unfavorableness of general conditions pre-
vailing at the end of the year, it is considered to be for the
best interests of the shareholders to conserve the company's
interest and properties rather than to continue to disburse
the amount of dividends which have been distributed every
four weeks, and it is therefore contemplated to either make
less frequent distributions of the present 1% dividend or to

reduce the rate by one-half.

The average number of men employed during the year was
1056, and during the year the wages paid amounted to $1,-

223,433, in addition to which bonuses for loyal service were
paid amounting to $36,794. The directors of the Canadian
Mining and Finance Company, Ltd., large holders of the Hol-
linger stock, have also made a substantial stock distribution
among about 40 members of the staff besides the distribution
which they have made to employees serving in the army.

Total working costs in 1916 were $4.03 per ton, as against
$3.98 in 1915.

South Hecla Mining Co.
A report of operation and business of the South Hecla

Mining Co., Utah, for the year 1916 shows that there was
mined and marketed on company account 15,923,050 lb. of dry
crude ore, which had a gross value of $166,915. The total

metal content of this ore was 267.140 oz.. of gold, 164,619 oz.

of sliver, 1,236,357 lb. of lead, 55,366 lb. of copper, 738,473 lb.

of zinc and 782,059 lb. of iron. There was mined and mar-
keted on lessees' account 2.195,035 lb. of dry crude ore, which
had a gross value of $21,989. The total metal content was
33.802 oz. of gold, 16,493 oz. of silver, 218,015 lb. of lead, 5361
lb. of copper, 157,854 lb. of zinc and 47,089 lb. of iron.

The total net stoping profits for the year on company
account and lessees' account was $42,222.

During the year developments underground greatly in-

creased the indicated extent of the orebody both vertically and
horizontally, "the ore being followed horizontally 800 ft. in
a westerly direction and proven for a vertical depth of 430 ft.

from the surface." The report states that ore shipments were
greatly retarded duiing March, April and May on account of
bad roads, and in July. August and September on account of
the congested condition of local smelting companies, and
during November and December owing again to bad roads.
The company owns over 500 acres of mineral land, of which
less than 10% has been explored. The property is well
-ijuipped with necessary buildings and machinery for oper-
ation. The contemplated exploration work for 1917 is ex-

Vindicator Consolidated Gold

Mining Co.
The Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining Co., operating in

the Cripple Creek district of Colorado, reports for the year
ended Dec. 31, 1916, that 319,197 tons of crude ore was mined,
which gave 119,130 tons of shipping ore of an average value
of $19.27 per ton, making a gross value of $1,324,873, and
net after paying freight and treatment charges $1,001,709. In
addition lessees shipped 61,152 tons of ore from which the
company received $226,231. Operating profits for the year
were $564,813 and total earnings, less interest, $628,226.

f)re reserves at the end of the year are estimated at 412,796
tons in the mine, of which 100,740 tons is broken in the slopes
and 312,056 is blocked out but unbroken. This is 36,261 tons
more than at the close of 1915. In addition there is about
2;000,000 tons of dumps on the property, from which it is esti-

mated that a profit of 50 to 75c. per ton can be made by the
flotation process.

Total development work for the year amounted to 22,029
ft., of which 8294 ft. was driven by lessees. Total development
to date is 245,106 ft., this figure including development work
done on the Golden Cycle shaft since its purchase and exclud-
ing that done by its former owners. About 25 ^f of the known
mineralized area on the 20th Golden Cycle level and 19th
Vindicator level has been prospected without finding pay ore,

but there seems to be no geological reason why pay oreshoots
should not be found on these horizons.

Data concerning the washing and concentrating mill are
incomplete. There is no statement as to the concentrates
recovered, although 127,947 tons of $1.68 ore was milled at a
cost of 17.4c. per ton.

Dividends paid in 1916 amounted to $270,000, and to date,
|3, 532,500 on a capitalization of $1,500,000. Current assets as
of Dec. 31, 1916, amounted to $217,044 and current liabilities to

$56,012.

The Coniagas Mines, Ltd
The annual report for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1916. of

the Coniagas Mines, Ltd., St. Catharines. Ont., states that the
years' operations were fairly satisfactory. The silver mined
and shipped during the fiscal year amounted to a little over
1,750,000 oz., compared with about 2,000,000 oz. during the
previous year. The average price received for the sale of
silver was 63.11c. per oz. in 1916, as compared with 49.25c.
per oz. in 1915. The great demand for high-speed tool steels
for munitions manufacture made a market for cobalt metal
which made up for the dullness in cobalt oxide for ceramic
purposes, which decreased on account of the war. The oper-
ations at the mine and smeltery were carried on more vigor-
ously than during the previous year. Including the customs
ore purchased by the reduction company, the combined output
of the mine and smeltery exceeded $4,500,000. The estimate
of ore reserves on Oct. 31, 1916, represented a total of 6,000,000
oz. of silver, in addition to which there was a little less than
1,000,000 oz. of silver in the sand and slime tailings on the
property, which it is expected can be recovered profitably by
the flotation process.

During the year options were taken on two gold prospects
in the Porcupine district and considerable exploration work
was done.

Two dividends of $200,000 each were paid, making a total
return to the shareholders since incorporation in 1906 of
$8,440,000.

An interesting feature of the company's report is the
honor roll, covering nearly two pages, on which appear the
names of the employees who are in the service of their various
count les In the great war in Europe.
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The Plt(sl>urs-l<'nl>" Co., Ltd., of faiiiiorc liliilio, reports

that (Uirins liHG $44.il2S was distributed to stockholders in

dividends from a net operating profit o( $1511,1)34.

*:

Consolldateil Arizona SmoltinK r«. reports that during

the first quarter of 1917, 37.107 tons of ore was smelted, pro-

ducing- 4,780.000 lb. Cu, 1758. S oz. Au and 48,251 oz. Ag, with

a net profit of $263,713, which is an increase of $103,235 over

the corresponding period for 1916.

Chief Consolidated Mininsr Co., of Arizona, in its annual

report for 1916, shows that 83,606 tons of ore was shipped

during the year, resulting in a net profit of $630,830. from

which four dividends, amounting to $176,491, were paid to the

holders of 249,185 shares of stock issued.

;«

The Consolidated Mininc and Smelting Co. of Canada, L,td.,

in its annual report for 1916 shows a net profit from opera-

tions of $996,496, after writing off $278,386 for depreciation

and charging profit and loss with $598,745 expended in devel-

opment. Dividends amounting to $776,337 were paid during

tlTb year.

a';

Chief Consolidated Mining Co.'s operations during the first

three months of 1917, have consisted of the extraction of

19,566 tons of ore containing 2960 oz. Au, 406.199 oz. Ag, 4.232,-

335 lb. Pb and 93,260 lb. Zn. Average value per ton, $36.99;

cost, $13.91, leaving a net profit of $23.08 per ton, a total

profit of $202,435.

Winona Copper Co., of Winona. Mich., shows in its annual

report, that during 1916 there was treated 161,828 tons of ore.

which yielded 2,167,255 lb. refined copper, or 13.39 lb. per ton,

which was sold at the average rate of 28. 03c. per lb. No divi-

dends were paid, $106,720 having been added to the assets of

the company.

Bannock Gold Minlni; Co.'s annual report for 1916 contains

an estimate of ore reserves showing 130.700 tons "actual" at

$7.34 and 106,000 tons "probable" at $7.55. Cost of mining

and milling, it is anticipated, will be $2.50 per ton, leaving a

net value of $1,167,750. Residue loss from treatment does not

.•5eem to have been accounted for. Operations are expected to

begin before Apr. 1.

m
Salt I.uke Minins Co.'s annual report for 1916 shows that

production began in May. and although complete smeltery

returns are not available, it is estimated that the yield of

refined copper for the year will be 285,600 lb. The income

for the year, including the sale of 10,000 shares at $7.75,

amounted to $158,972. to which may be added assets as at

Dec. 31. 1915, amounting to $16,958.11, totaling $175,930.11.

Expenses for the year amounted to $173,717.94, leaving a

balance of "quick" assets of $2212.17.

American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. and its subsidiary

companies, including the Granby Mining and Smelting Co.,

show in the report for 1916 a total prt.flt of $9,307,967. Sur-

plus carried over from 1915 amounted to $5,855,641.09. Divi-

dends of cash and preferred stock amounting to $10,259,292

were paid. $4,904,316 being carried to surplus. During the

year additional properties were secured, included in which

were the assets of the Granby Mining and .Smelting Co.. con-

sisting in part of approximately 30,000 acres of mineral lands

in the Joplin district. 10,000 acres of coal lands in Illinois, a

coal zinc smeltery at Roselakc, East St. Louis, Mo., and a lead

smeltery at Granby, Mo.

Tonopah Belmont Development Co., of Nevada, reports that

for the fiscal year ended Feb. 28. 1917. the gross value of

production from all properties amounted to $2,531,737; losses

in treatment. $165,746; net values realized, $2,365,991; operat-

ing expenses. $1,112,350.; net earnings, mine and Tonopah mill,

$1,253,642; net earnings other plants. $37,065; total net earn-

ings from operations $1,290,705; other income. $145,768; gross

income $1,436,473; administration, exploration and taxes,

$191,373; not income, $1,245,100. A total of 145,024 dry tons of

ore was mined containing an average content of $17.45 per

ton, from which $16.31 was recovered at a total cost of $7.67.

A recovery of 27,831 oz. Au and 2.629.465 oz. Ag was effected.

The average cost of mining was $4,179 per ton; milling. $2,897

per ton; miscellaneous, $0,762; with a credit of $0,084 from
miscellaneous earnings. Dividends amounting to $750. 017. si

were paid to stockholders.

MuKle and Blue Bell >llnluK' Co.'h report for 1916 indicutex

gross earnings at the company's properties In the form of

net receipts from ore shijiments plus ground renlH, etc., at

$323,994.70. Operating expenses absorbed $120,528.33, mine

development $39,841.09, and general expense $8848,79. Divi-

dends paid during the year amounted to $89,314.60.

Kranfciin MInlne Co., of Michigan, treated, during the year

1916, 267,286 tons of rock for a total product of 3,116,566 lb.

copper, which was sold at an average of 25.432c. per lb.

Undelivered copper to the amount of 338.702 lb. has been sold

at 27c. per lb. No dividends were paid, the company having

paid off notes to the amount of $155,000 and carried forward

to 1917 a surplus of $192,094.

m
Broken Hill South Sliver Mining Co., of Broken Hill,

N. S. W., Australia, reports that for the half-year ended Dec.

31, 1916. dividends amounting to £120,000 were paid, as well

as £20,000 set aside for probable taxation, £16,511 written off

to plant account and a balance of £149,000 carried forward

to 1917. A total of 157.059 tons of ore was mined, containing

an average of 14'7, Pb. 13.8% Zn, and 6.7 oz. Ag per ton. from
which 27,650 tons of concentrates was recovered carrying

60.6% Pb. 8.9% Zn and 21.3 oz. Ag per ton. Ore reserves, with

no allowances made for "probable ore," are estimated at

3,500,000 tons.

'.K

Federal Mining and Smelting Co.. in the president's report

for 1916. shows that dividends of $4.25 per share, amounting
to $509,409, were paid on the 119,861 preferred .shares out-

standing. The mines of the company are the Wardner, Morn-
ing and Mace, classified as "profitable mines"—and which
contributed profits amounting to $1,279,535; the Iron Mountain
and Frisco, which were unprofitable; and the North Star and
Triumph groups, acquired during the year and undergoing
development and equipment. Included in the company's assets

are 28,000 shares of Bunker Hill & Sullivan stock.

m
Silver King Onsoiidated Mining Co., of Utah, in its annual

report for the period ended Jan. 31, 1917. states that the gross

receipts for ores sold amounted to $500,499, from stock sales

$150,000. and from interest and discounts and miscellaneous

$25,747. a total of $776,246. Total expenditures were $437,976.

including property purchase amounting to $71,897 and ac-

counts payable paid to the amount of $10,887, and such items

as assessment work, titles and patents, and boarding house.

Dividends amounting to $294,561 were paid to the holders of

688,581 shares of stock. The mines produced 10 082 tons of

ore which averaged $49.57 per ton. A cable tram 10.200 ft. in

length and having a capacity of 20 tons per hour was com-
pleted and put into successful operation.

Copper Range Co., Michigan—Annual report for 1916 covers

the operations of the Baltic Mining Co., the Champion Copper
Co., the Trimountain Mining Co., the Copper Range Railroad
Co. and the Atlantic Mining Co. A total of 54.747.498 lb. of

copper was produced, realizing, with accrued interest. $13,910,-

036. Production and marketing expenses amounted to $4,771,-

399. and taxes. $327 195. The dividends paid during the year
amounted to $3,941,648, and the sum of $2,136,542 was added to

working capital as balance of income for 1916. The Copper
Range Co.. in explaining increased costs, stated that |c. per
lb. of the cost of copper was represented by construction
expense, including electrical and metallurgical equipment and
new dwellings for employees, which totaled $337,372.

*'

Barnes King Development Co.'s annual report for 1916
shows a net profit of $96,338.22 as compared with $147,968.42

during 1915. The decrease is due to shrinkage in tonnage and
value of ore in the North Moccasin property and a further
loss with the Piegan-Gloster mine. Dividends paid during 1916
amounted to $60,000 and the surplus at Dec. 31. 1916. stood at

$324,824 as compared with $288,486.77 at the end of 1915.

Gold extraction from 75% oxidized ore with under I lb. per
ton cyanide consumi)tion at the North Moccasin amounted to

86.5%. with a milling cost of $1,337 per ton. compared with
$0,882 in 1915. A total of 14.918 tons of ore was mined and
milled at the Kendall of an average grade of $2.50 per ton

for which the company received a royalty. Extensive addi-
tions were made to the Piegan-Gloster cyanide plant and a
saving of 95% of the gold and 6S<?; of the silver is recorded
at a cost of $1,711 per ton compared with $1,487 in 1915. Ore
reserves at the Shannon above the 400-ft. level have been
estimated at 26.000 tons. At the Piegan-Gloster the ore
reserves west of the shaft and above the 400-ft. level were
estimated at 5500 tons of $8 grade, or better as at Jan. 1, 1917.
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TrinlsknniiiiK Mliilnc <«., ColinU, Out.—Aiinuul rcpoil for
IDlfi shows a III odiictiun nf l,2i;:!.S4X oz. of silver (luriiiK the
yeai'. Of this amount hiKi>-Ki";«(lc oi'o profluoed fi;iO,4t7 oz. and
333,431 oz. was recovered fi-om milling operations. The aver-
age cost of production was 26. 4c. per oz. Dividends paid
during the year amounted to $225,000.

ore suppl.v was responsilile for reduced capacity coupled with
a general shortage of supplies. The substitution of east-iron
halls in tube milling in place of mine rock and the introduc-
tion of flotation received attention from the metallurgical
staff during the year; improved results and saving in costs
are anticipated to follow their adoption.

\ellu\v l*iiie ]>liiiiiig Co.. t^uiMl.Npriii^N, Ne\'.—Annual report
for 1916 shows total net i-eceipts of $!tX6,315 and total costs,

$220,063. leaving a profit balance of $766,252. Dividends dis-

bursed were $800,000, and production was the largest in the

history of the c()mpan,\'. A total of 20,581 ttms was treated

in the mill, carrying 10.5% lead, 30.4% zinc and 4.53 oz. silver

per ton.

^lf>uiit Lyell Alining Hill! Uiiilivny 4 <».. Ta.siiiaiiin—Report of

the annual meeting held on Det-. N, i;tl6, shows output of 3173
tons nf blister copper for the half-year; ore reserves, 3.260.267

tons. The net profit for the half >-ear, £128,000, compares
favorably with that foi- the previous semester, £110,000; and
£80,574 was distriluited in dividends on Dec. 20. as compared
with £129,000 on June 29 last. Liquid assets show a decrease
of £10,000.

A'ietoria Copiier ^liiiiiiu: <"o., Michigan—Report foi- 1916
shows thai the coppei- production, 1.6K1.S32 lb., constituted a

record. The profits for the year wei-e. however, redueefl to

$85,330 on account of heavy expense incurred in construction,
equipment and development work, w-hich cost $91,476. The
net profit, as stated, plus the surplus from the previous year
totaled $197,611, of which $163,001 is represented by cash and
copper in hand.

Arizona Copper Co., Clifton, .\riz.—Report for the year
ended Sept. 30, 1916. shows a surplus for the year of £630,589,

out of which preferential dividends absorbed £24.531. The net

surplus, £606,058. added to the balance from the previous year
gives a total surplus of £747,469, out of which it is recom-
mended that £303,379 be paid in dividends on ordinary shares
and the balance, £443.490, be carried forward. The production
for the year amounted to 3039 tons of bessemer copper and
9039 tons of electrolytic copper, representing 7J months of

work. The loss of balance of time was on account of strikes.

La Salle Copper Co., of Michigan, shows in its report that
the receipts of the company for 1916 were; From sale of silver.

$13,843; from sale of 1,380.352 lb. copper at 25.6Sc. per lb.,

$354,409. Expenses incurred during the year amounted to

$289,398, making a net profit for the year of $78,855. which
was carried to current assets. There was 155,719 tons of rock
extracted from the mine, 93% of which was milled, producing
an average of 9.53 lb. of refined copper per ton, at a cost of

19.96c. per pound.

Mclntyre Porcupine ^IlneN. Ltd.. Scliuniaclier. Ont., has
issued a memorandum to shareholders dated Jan. 19. 1917.

recording the consolidation of the Mclntyre properties (Exten-
sion, Jupiter and Porcupine), whose property and assets are

now vested in the Mclntyre Porcupine Mines Co., Ltd.. with an
increased share capital of one million shares. The handling
of 33.558 tons of Mclntyre ore during the last quarter of 1916
resulted in an operating profit of .$188,774, to which may be
added the profit from milling customs ore and from subsidiary
company operations of $20,217. making a total of $208,990. A
dividend of 5% was paid on Feb. 15, 1917.

Snnta tiertrutliM Co,, I'aeltuea, Mex.—Annual report for >"ear

ended June 30, 1916, shows profit for the year of £42,057, .to

which may be added the amount brought forward from the
previous year of £55,394, making a total of £97,451. A divi-

dend of Is. per share absorbed £75,000 of this and directors'

remuneration £420 lis., leaving a balance to be carried for-

ward of £22,030. The company owns the Compania de Santa
Gertrudis, S. A., whose ore reserves are estimated at 1.214.000

tons with 1.22 dwt. gold and 12.25 oz. silver, assay content, as
of June 30, 1916. The disturbed political situation in Mexico
during the period under review resulted in work being con-
fined to the development and production of ore. The labor
supply has been insufiicient and wages, cost of materials and
taxes have all increased. The company holds a consider.ible
amount of shares in the Compania Reneficiadora de Pachuca.
A total of 227.616 tons of ore was milled from which 12,660 oz.

of gold and 2.286,450 oz. of silver was recovered. Shortage of

i'orlliiiKl i;ola Milling Co., \ ietur. Colo.—Report for llllf.

shows a gross profit from mining operations of $746,703 and
revenue from other sources, $22,106, making a total of $768,-
809. Dividends amounting to $420,000 were paid, and the
balance as of Dec. 31, 1916, was $341,753, as compared with
$483,502 at the end of the previous year. A total of 418,937
tons of ore was mined and handled by the Colorado Springs
and Victor plants. The adoption of flotation for both oxidized
and unoxitlized ores had been decideil u|)oii, but further inves-
tigations have demonstrated the inapfilicability of the process
for the treatment of the former. Plans have therefore been
modified, and the cyanide process is to be continued as before.
.\fter the completion of reconstruction in June, 1917, it is

expected that the two plants will have a combined capacity
of 2000 tons per 24 hours.

ConNoliiiated AriKOnn Smi-lting Co., of Humboldt, .\riz.,

states that during 1916 gross income was $3,686,535; cost
of operations after crediting miscellaneous revenues, $2,813,-
770; leaving a profit of $872,765, from which $13,750 was paid
on the 6% refunding and improvement bonds, leaving $859,015
net operating profit. The smeltery treated 103,748 tons of ore,
recovering 5972 oz. Au, 150,012 oz. Ag. and 11,989,139 lb. Cu,
which was just about double the product of 1915. The bullion
was made up of 5,829,500 lb. domestic copper from the Blue
Bell and De Soto mines and 6,159,639 lb. Cu from the United
Verde Extension, Swansea mines and Stoddard Milling Co.
Costs of smelting were $3,944 per ton, a large increase over
those of 1915, due to a general increase in labor and material
and also to the loss of the crushing plant by fire. The Blu"
Bell mine produced 75,070 tons of ore with an average content
of $1.70 in gold and silver values and 3.278% Cu, at a cost of
$3,565 per ton. Development work added 319,570 tons of ore
to reserves, at a cost of S4c. per ton for ore produced durinr
the year. The De Soto mine has developed 72,882 tons of
ore, while 34.382 tons were being extracted, the average con-
tent of the production for the year being $1.58 in gold and
silver values and 3.375% Cu at a total cost of $3,358 per ton.
The mill treated 80.304 tons at a cost of $1.51 per ton. includ-
ing fiotation royalty. The recoveries were SO.3% of the gold,
79.9% of the silver and 92.5% of the copper. The average
grade of the feed was 3.19 Cu, and the average grade of con-
centrates produced was 9.68%, the ratio of concentration
being 3.28: 1. Changes in equipment will increase the capacity
of the mill from 220 tons to 500 tons per day and should be
effected by March, 1917.

Cerro Gortio Mine.> Co., Keeler, Calif., has issued its first

report as of Mar. 1 covering the 15 months ended Dec. 31, 1916,

w^hich is the period since the beginning of active mining opei"-

ations on company account, Oct. 1. 1915. The cash receipts in

the period show a total of $459,789, including the sale of 100,-

000 shares of stock at $1 per share. The disbursements
amounted to $347,412 and included dividend No. 1 of $24,375.

Statement of mine production and the net value at the smel-
teries follows: 1497 tons lead-silver ore, averaging $44,723 per
ton; 11,265 tons zinc ore, averaging $23,759 per ton; 27 tons
copper ore, averaging $17,722 per ton; 9431 tons slag averaging
$4,282 per ton; niiscellaneous earnings of $8641; making the
total earnings $359,789. Deducting the miscellaneous earnings,
the net cost of all ore mined was $11.08 per ton, showing a

net profit from ore production, exclusive of depreciation and
depletion, of $217,128, or $17,654 per ton. The cost of sorting,

tramming and loading slag into tramway bins at the railro.ad

station at Keeler w-as about 57c. per ton, showing a profit on
slag shipments of $3.71 per ton. or a total profit on slag of

$34,987. Slag is not a live production of the mines, but the

remains of the old smelting plants that were in operatio;i-

about 40 years ago. Exploration work cost was $5.80 per ft.

and development cost, $16.70 per ft. All work in ore, other
than sloping, is included in development costs. A large
amount of sorting ore from waste and lead-silver ore from
zinc ore accounted for the high cost of development. The
direct sloping cost was $5.45 per ton, and the same conditions
of sorting apply as in development. The company had on
hand Dec. 31, 1916, $112,237 in addition to $48,074 due from ore
and slag in transit. Two dividends were declared during
1916, one of which was paid Sept. 20, 1916, amounting to

$24,375; the other declared Dec. 22, 1916, payable in 1917.

r
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OMCoola CoiLsolliliitoiI MlnlUK Co.'h annual report for 1916

iiiilioutcs a production ot 19,5S6.501 lb. of copper. Gross re-

ceipts amounted to $5,065,134.01. Dividends paid for the year

amounted to $1,S26,S50, and increase in current assets, $949.-

309.55. Tonnage treated amounted to 1,284,681 as compared
witli 1,361,089 in 1915 and total cost per lb. of refined copper

was 11.69c. as compared with 10.03c. in 1915.

Kiiifirliiiin Mines Co.'s annual report for 1916 .shows net

receipts from ore shipments as $205,261.55, which when aug-
mented by royalty and rent revenues amounts to $251,442.92.

Net operating expenses are given as $107,691.08, showing a

balance ot $143,751.84, from which a mine development expense

of $23,904.42 may be deducted, leaving a net operating gain

of $119,847.42. Dividends on mining stock held netted $65,-

912.50 in addition. Interest, premiums, and depreciation are

debited with $35,981.12, leaving a surplus balance as at Dec.

31, 1916, of $400,224.23 as compared with $250,442.43 at the end

of the previous year.

The Magma Copper Co., of Superior. Ariz., in its annua!

report for 1916, shows that during the year 8,473.580 lb. of

copper was produced at a profit of 13.919c. per lb., making a

total of $1,179,508. The average selling price of copper was
24.772c. and the cost of production lO.SOSc. per lb. The ore

reserves are supposed to contain 125,000 tons containing 6.25%

Cu, 6.50 oz. Ag, 0.03 oz. Au. 20,000 tons containing 13.5';'r Zn,

2% Pb, 12 oz. Ag, both stated to be "reasonably assured."

Also 7500 tons containing 0.4':'r Cu, 30 oz. Ag, 2.2% Pb, 6.1% Zn

and 0.05 oz. gold, stated to be "probable" ore. During the

year dividends amounting to $480,000 were paid to the holders

of the 240.000 shares of stock outstanding.

Mount ni.selioff Tin Mining Co., Tasmania, reports a profit

of £4137 from operations during the last half of 1916, from
which, together with interest received amounting to £232, a

dividend of £1500 was paid. The mill treated 50.807 tons ot

ore which produced 233 tons of concentrates. The smeltery

treated 1674 tons of tin oxide, producing 1158 tons of 99.884 7o

tin. If the tin content in the concentrates produced by the

company' operations can be considered as having the same
general average of all oxides treated at the smeltery, the ores

milled Would have contained approximately 0.39% tin per ton.

Tests ot glass-topped concentrating tables showed a marked
efficiency in the separation of pyrites from tin oxide.

Broken Hill Proprietary Co., Ltd., of New South Wales,

Australia, reports that for the six months ended Nov. 30. 1916,

net profits of £156.430, after allowing £15.169 for depreciation.

During the period £325,969 was expended in construction, the

principal item being £318,732 in connection with the Newcastle

Steel Works. Debentures to the amount of £400,000 were

issued for the duplication of the blast furnaces at this plant,

and the report is largely given over to the steel plant and

allied departments. At Broken Hill 110.276 tons of ore was

rained, 97,630 tons of which was milled, producing 17.065 tons

lead concentrates containing 58.739?; Pb and 28.12 oz. Ag per

ton. The zinc flotation plant, put into commission toward

the close of the period, treated 13.232 tons of tailings, produc-

ing 2805 tons of zinc concentrates containing 47.41% Zn, 5.72%

Pb and 13.02 oz. Ag per ton.

m
Camp Blnl Limltcd's directors' report and statement of

accounts tor the year ended June 30, 1916, shows an available

profit for the period of £138,684 13s., to which is added the

sum of £6589 16s. 7d., making a total of £145,274 9s. 7d. A
balance of £85,028 14s. 7d. has been carried forward, and the

remainder has been distributed among preference dividends

Nos. 9 and 10 (£45,473 15s.), directors' remuneration of 1%

on £46,726 4s. 9d. (£467 5s.) and income tax (£14,304 15s.).

The No. 3 shaft having, at the ninth level, reached the limit

of depth with existing equipment, and as it is desirable to

develop the mine at depth, a company has been incorporated

in America with a capital of $50,000, to which Camp Bird,

Ltd., has subscribed £10,245 5s. 9d. ; for the purpose of driving

an adit to reach the Camp Bird vein at a point 450 ft. below

the ninth level. The ore available for milling was exhausted

during the year and no additional ore developed. Work in

the mine has ceased pending the completion of the adit. The

tonnage milled amounted to 25,601, from which a profit of

£94,945 was obtained. The recovery from the ore milled

(£6 7s. 6d. per ton) is well above the average for the past 14

years, with a corresponding increase In expenditure per ton.

The recovery of gold amounted to 97.13% and that of silver

and gold to 95.19%. An increase in percentage of total value

extracted by an algamation from 58.48% to 63.88% is reported,

with a corresponding decline In recovery by concentralorH

and cyanidation. The company holds 75% of the issued capi-

tal of the Santa Oertrudls Co., Ltd.. and 29,944 shares on the

Messina (Transvaal) Development Co., Ltd.

'I'inerort MIneM, Ltd., report for the half year ending Dec.

31, 1916, a loss of £1190 138. 2d. as against a profit of £3691

Is. 4d. for the previous half year. Extensive development

work carried out accounts for the difference, coupled with a

reduction in grade of ore handled, and a reduction in price

received per ton of tin.

Si

Mount Morgan Gold .Mining Co., (lueenNlnnd, .XuMtruIlu

—

Report fur the semester ended Nov. 26, 1916, shows total

revenue from all sources of £643,990 and expenditure, includ-

ing development and depreciation of £502,475, leaving a sur-

plus of £141,515. Dividends paid during the period amounted
to £100,000, the balance from the previous account was
£36,781, and the balance carried forward £78,297. A total of

152,410 tons of material treated at the smeltery yielded 4554

tons of copper and 54,746 oz. of gold. The costs per ton of

ore averaged 50s. 10.99d. as compared with 47s. 10.7d. for the

previous half-year. The ore reserves as of Nov. 26, 1916, have
been estimated at 4,176,795 tons carrying 2.59% of copper and
6.17 dwt. of gold as compared with 4,333,600 tons carrying

2.6% copper and 6.18 dwt. gold at May 28, 1916.

The <;oldfleld ConHOlidated Mines Co., Goldfield, Nev., in its

annual report for 1916 shows that the property produced

338,680 tons of ore of a gross value of $2,548,425. Metallur-

gical losses, smelter discounts, cost of ore purchased and
amounts paid lessees aggregated $340,910. Expenses of mining

and realization were $1,778,895, leaving a net realization of

$428,619. No dividends were paid during the year, owing to

reduced earnings and the desire of the management to con-

serve its financial resources to the end that other possible

operations may be instituted which will permit greater earn-

ing capacity. At the close of the year the company's reserve

was $1,021,086, together with $358,700 loaned to subsidiaries.

A total of 338,680 tons of material was milled, composed of

306,600 tons of ore produced from the company underground
operations, 691 tons produced by lessees and 31,132 tons recov-

ered from dumps. The total tonnage milled had a gross value

of $7.52 per ton, from which $6.53 was recovered, the costs

being composed of the following items:

Mining
Transportation
Milling
Concentrate treatment .

Marketing bullion
Marketing byproduct
General expense
Bullion tax
Moving dumps
Gloving tailings dumps- .

Property tax
Filter royalty
Flotation royalty
Leading expense , , - .

Total operating cost

Miscellaneous earnings

Net operating costs

Construction

Per Ton of
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Details of Milling and Smelting
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A iMlter-Cycle Clock
Bi AiMin i; ('. Daman'''

In Merrill liltci' iniicticc the nccL'Ssity u( olistM-v iiii; llic

exact time stages of the liKer cycle is extremely iiii|)(irt-

iuit. The ov(>rcl)ari,MMj;- of :i press dw a IVw llliMule^

will ol'tcu cause it to hecdiiie piuugcd, iiecessilatiiii;' a

long sluicing period to clean it.

To aid the filterntan I have designed a cycle clock in

which the dilTerent filter events are marked on a niovahle

disk in which plugs are inserted for the different time

periods. Electric contact is made between the minute

hand and these plugs, ringing a bell which informs the

filterman of the change to be made. Holes are placed at

Contact Plugs ^f^flnr„r„ Him Hfil'l'-

stationary
'^'lp^-f\~^:Lock Key

_

Plug Holes..

Contact

Plug

A FII.TER-CYCLE CLOCK

all minute s]iaces and the various lengths of tlie dilTer-

ent stages can be adjusted by means of the plug con-

tacts. As this rim is movable, the filter cycle can be

started at any particular time liy revolving the rim

and then locking it into place with the key. The clock

is insulated from both movable and stationary rims.

Theaccompanying sketch showsthe following filtercycle

:

Nine miu. charging ; 5 min. barren wash to pregnant gold

tank; 15 min. barren wa.sh to mill tank; 10 min. water

wash to mill tank and 19 min. sluicing period: a total of

58 min.

If several filters are used and the cycles are less than

an hour, these clocks become indispensable, using one

clock for each filter.

Steel Balls as a Substitute for

Flint Pebbles
By Algeuxox Del ^lAi;t

As foreign flints cannot now be obtained and as domes-

tic pebbles liave proved a poor substitute, where suitable

rock is unavailable it is sometimes necessary to use iron

or steel balls in cylindrical mills originally designed for

use with pel)l)les. If these mills had I)epn more mas-

sively constnictcd and the driving mechanism had been

ca]iable of a considerable overload, the substitution would

have resulted in no ill-effects. On the other hand, it is

•MiniriK engineer, 2fi78 Eudora St., Denver, Colo
tMiiiing engineer. 1424 Alpha St.. Lcs Angeles, Calif.

iiiipi-acticahle lo fill the usual lube mill with sleel halls lo

Ihe same le\el as when Minis are used. .Mlhougli the capac-

ity for giiiiding per lioi'.sepowcr may he greatly increa.sed,

ihe |)ower availahle may he far helow the i'e(|uirements. In

a(l<lition, the lube may not have heen consti'uclcd of a

^Irt'iigth sullicient to withstand the extra weight, arul the

driving belts may hick enough friction surface on the

pulleys to sustain ihe oNcrload. It is then necessary to

either lessen the effective diameter of the mill with a

wooden hai'king faced with steel lining or to maintain a

smaller ])ebble load. The former method is by far the

more ])ractical)le because a subnormal load in the mill

means high ])ower consumption per ton of ground.

An examjile of tlie change was shown in a case where

a 5 X 8 ft. tube mill, about half full of pebbles weighing

three tons, ground 40 tons per day to a certain fineness.

By substituting steel balls the same output was main-

tained, but the increased jjower necessary was apparent.

m

Pachuca-Tank Air Connections

Pachuca-tank air connections are often unnecessarilv

complicated. One of the simplest and most effective

systems is illustrated herewith. Both air pipes discharge

downward. The absence of bends and elbows below the

slime level prevents undue choking and obviates the

necessity for any "bicycle" or ball-valve arrangement at

the air exit. The operation of

the lift is due to the simple

mixture of air and pulp. Pres-

sure of air, beyond that neces-

sary to overcome the hydro-

static pressure of pulp, un-

necessary during ordinary

operation. The lift air-supply

terminates a few inches above

the bottom of the lift tube, and

it is advisable to bolt a "spi-

der," fitting very loo.sely into

the lift pipe, to the bottom of

the air pipe in order to keep

the latter in a central posi-

tion. The second air service,

to be used in starting up after

a long stop, extends to the bot-

tom of the tank and terminates

on a level with the bottom of

the lift pipe. Both air serv-

ices are arranged with T-pieces

in the manner showTi. By re-

moving the plug, filling the air pipe with water, replacing

the plug and turning on full air pressure, it is usually pos-

sible to clear the aii' pipe even after an extended shut-

down.

The pipes should be attached by unions immediately

below tlie T-pieces, to facilitate the removal of the air

piping if necessary.

K}

AIR CONNECTION FOR
PACHUCA TANK
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Specific Gravity of Ores

By H. D. Pallisteu*

One ol' the jjrobk'ins I'l'oquL'iitlj encountered in working

with minerals, ores, etc., is the determination of specific

gravity. This is a comparatively simple matter if one

has a clean piece of the material that can be weiglied

iu air and then in water and the value found by the

formula,

„ _ weight in air
"'"

' weight in air — weight in water

Again, where the material is crushed and is coarse and

clean, the determination can be made l)y weighing some

of the coarse material and then dropping it into a vessel

filled with water to a certain mark and having gradua-

tions above this mark to indicate the increase in volume

due to the water displaced by the material added. The

specific gravity is then found by dividing the weight

of the material by the weight of the volume of water

that it displaces.

weight in air

^ 'J ' ~ weight of volume of water displaced

The temperature at which these determinations are

usually made is either -1° C. or 63° F., where great

accuracy is required. Results made at 62°. F. may be

reduced to those at 4° C. by multiplying by 1.00112.

This is seldom necessary for ordinary determinations, as

the temperature effect is slight. In these methods weights

and volumes are used that have a known relation. The

common course is to use grams and cubic centimeters,

since at greatest density temperature, 4° C, 1 c.c. of wa-

ter weighs one gram, so that

Sp.gr. =
lueight in grams

{weight) mimber of cubic centimeters of water displaced

One cubic foot of water at greatest density is assumed

to weigh 62.5 lb. for most work.

0.016 X iveight in pounds
^'•' ' ~ number of cubic feet of loater displaced

Using pounds and gallons of w-ater, we have

_ 0.12 X weight in pounds
1 '•> ' " number of gallons of water displaced

One of the sources of error of the methods cited is

due to the adherence of small bubbles of air to the

material submerged in the water with greater apparent

displacement and, as a result, an apparent lower specific

gravity. This becomes more difficult to avoid in the

finer materials.

Some time ago I had occasion to determine the effect

of a series of concentration tests on specific gravity.

In searching for a method to determine the specific

gravity, I was unable to find a satisfactory one. Finally

it occuri-ed to me to try a method that I had used on

the determination of the specific gravity of cements. This

method was the one that was recommended in the reports

of the Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement, of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.^ This is known as

the Le Chatelier method. After experimenting with

this iiicthnd, I luiiiid it satisfactory on line sands, ores

and concentrates. The only a|)]niratus required aie a

special flask, a funnel and a bottle of i)enzin('. The

flask is illustrated in the accompanying drawing ami

can he purchased for a small sum from one of the

chemical- or physical-instrument supply houses. It con-

sists of the part D of about 120 c.c. capacity, a neck

about !) mm. in diameter and about 20 cm. long, with a

bulb C with a volume between the marks A' and /'' of

20 c.c. The neck above F is graduated

to 0.1 c.c. for a distance of the equiva-

lent of 3 c.c. The stern of the fun-

nel B enters the neck of the flask

and extends to the top of the bull)

C. Use benzine (62° Baume naph-

tha) or kerosene free from water. I

liave found benzine bett-er on ores.

During the operation, in order to avoid

variations in the temperature of this

liquid the lower part of the flask is

kept submerged in a jar of water. The

American Society of Civil Engineers

gives two methods of manipubition

for cement as follows: a. Tlie flask

is filled with benzine or kerosene to

the lower mark E. Weigh out 64

grams (2.25 oz.) of the cement pow-

der, cooled to the temperature of the

liquid. Through the funnel B intro-

duce the cement powder gradually

until the surface of the liquid reaches

the upper mark F. Next weigh the cement remaining.

Then 64 minus the weight of cement remaining equals

the weight of cement that has displaced 20 c.c. or its

equivalent, 20 grams, of watei', and

weight in grams remaining

20 (c.c.) grams

b. Or, fill with liquid to the lower mark E as before.

Add the entire 64 grams of cement powder. The liquid

will rise to some division of the graduated scale on the

neck, say A'. The specific gravity is then found by

dividing 64 grams by the sum of the liquid displaced

SPECIFIC-GR.W-
ITY APPARATUS

Sp.gr.
64 grams

in the bulb and graduated tube.

Sp.gr. = 64 grams

•Profe.ssor of preology and mining, Texas State School of
MininB and Metallurgy. El Paso, Tex.

'Trautwine's "Civil Engineer's Pocket Book," 19th edition,
p. 942. Also "Coal Miner's Pocket Book," 11th editiun, p. 204.

(20 -f- X){c.c.) grams

Either of these methods can be used on cements, in which

the specific gravity is seldom below 2.7 or above 3.2.

In determining the specific gravity of ores, concen-

trates, etc., I found that it was better to use the first

method, as the range of application was wider and by

using 100 grams instead of the 64 grams suggested for

cements, 1 was able to detennine the specific gravity

of any substance up to and including 5, which figure is

seldom (exceeded in concentrates. In these rare cases more

than 100 grams can be taken, remembering that each

20 grams of material adds another unit to the specific

gravity. On the basis of 100 grains of ore the formula

is

e , _ 100 grams — weight in grams remaining
^'^ '

~
20 grains

If benzine is used, it has practically no effect on the

ore and the sample can ho dried and used for other tests.
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Wave System of Power Transmission

Some of your readers may wish to know more of the

progress of the wave system of power transmission dealt

with by me in the Journal of Dee. 2, 1 !)!(). Unfortu-

nately, almost the whole of the works of the company
in England has been commandeered for making muni-

tions and the interesting work in hand has had to bu

put off.

I am afraid it will not be imtil after the war that wo

shall be able to judge of the performance of the system

in mining work on any large scale. The dream of ships

propelled by the same system and of factories run by

it and of a pipe line under the sea working in competi-

tion with electric cables to transmit messages, must
remain, at present, unfulfilled. There are, however, strong

hopes that by means of under-water pumps, any wreck

that can l)e reached and patched up by divers may be

raised. E. M. Weston.
Kandfontein, South Africa. Mar. 15, 1917.

Standardization of Chopper-Mining

Companies' Reports, Accounts

and Costs

I believe there should be an endeavor made to get the

larger mining companies to standardize their reports and

accounting. For instance, as to accounting, there could

be considered the following:

1. The dividing of accounting into operative and ad-

ministrative accounting.

2. The nuxintaining of uniform operating departmental

accounts, such as development, ore extraction, milling,

ore transportation, smelting, refining and selling, and

operating overhead.

3. The establishing, as near as possible, of uniform

departmental unit accounts for cost purposes, such

as, for ore extraction, stoping, tramming and tracks,

station tending and caging, top landing and tramming,

pumping, maintenance of shafts and drifts, general

underground, surface, engineering, assaying and super-

vision.

4. In nuiking, as near as possible, uniform charges to

all departmental unit and departmental accounts.

5. In segregating the charges to the departmental unit

accounts into labor, supplies, power, repairs, replacements,

and expense.

(). In having uniform cost factors for determining de-

partmental unit and departmental costs.

7. In keeping efficiency and production factors, such as

feet advanced per man-.shift drifting, etc.

This would insure uniform compiling and analysis

of operations, which is necessary to intelligent and accu-

rate accounting and costing, both of which are invaluable

to efficient maiuigement and production in any business

requiring a large working force. Also, it would make
the costs and detailed reports of each company of value

to all other companies working under similar conditions

and methods, as well as allow the stockholders and in-

vestors to compare the results as shown by the yearly

rejwrts with the results obtained by other companies
operated under similar conditions and methods.

It might be contended that no standardization of mine
or other departmental unit accounts could be obtained:

First, on account of some companies re(|uii'ing or desii'ing

finer segregations of the departuumtal unit accounts; for

instance, instead of carrying one account for tramming
and tracks, there would b(> accounts for tramming ore,

tramming waste and underground tracks. However, this

could be met by each company carrying as many sub-

departmental unit accounts as it might desire. Second,

due to the fact that operations are not carried on at all

mines under similar conditions and methods. This could

be met by grouping the mines as follows and agreeing

upon sfcmdard reports, accounts, etc., for each group

:

As to method of mining: (1) Mines being worked by

means of shafts, drifts and slopes; and (2) mines being

worked by surface pits, using steam shovels or hand labor.

As to character of ores mined: (1) Mines producing

direct smelting ores; (2) mines producing concentrating

metallic ores; (3) mines producing concentrating smelt-

ing ores; and (4) mines producing leaching ores.

As to method of disposing of products: (1) Mines

selling their products to smelters; (2) mines smelting

their ores and selling their products.

Before a person can properly detail any one of the

de]iartments of the work of mining, I believe it is neces-

sary to have a clear idea of the business as a whole and

to separate it into its grand divisions of operation and

administration, and then subdivide operations into engi-

neering, purchasing, production and selling, and admin-

istration into management, accounting and finance; then

to determine the exact scope, purpose and functions of the

work of each department or subdepartment of operation.

'I'lieivfore, in detailing accounting, it is first necessary

to remember the purposes of accounting, which are : To
verify and check, analyze and record, the business trans-

actions and the operations in such manner as to show

at regular intervals a true, correct and intelligent state-

ment of the condition of the business and the results of

operations in costs and earnings; to furnish to the

manager and to the different department heads the re-

sults of operation for each period, within such time as

to enable them to utilize the knowledge olitained there-

from in the succeeding period; to sumnuirize and compile

the results of the operations of each period and report

to the manager and directors the fluctuations wlicn com-

pared with previous periods.

To obtain a correct picture of the Inisine.ss. it is neces-

sary to follow the principles that underlie the opei-ations

of the business, and as the business consists of opei'ation

and administration, it is necessary also to divide account-

ing lik(!wise.

The (lifl'erent phases or stages of the operations of

the mining business are disbursements, production, sales,
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receipts and cash, and the business contiinially Mows

through those different stages as long as npei'ations last.

Therclbre the ohjeet of accounting is to divide the ojiera-

tions into distinct periods and to show at the end of each

period the condition of the business, tlie resultant prolil

or loss and the details of the operations in costs and

earnings.

While this can be done intelligently and clUcientl) only

by lollowing the principles of the business as mentioned,

and not by following arbitrary accounts, systems, forms

and records nevertheless there must bo accounts, schedules

of charges thereto, etc., and these should be determined

to conform to the principles of the liiisiness and he, as

near as possible, uniform for eai-h gi'diip nl' mining opera-

tions.

If such standardization of ycaily rc|iiirts. accounts an<l

costs were obtained, then the accounting data of each

company would be valuable not only to the management,

the department heads and the stockholders of each com-

pany, but to investors and to the management' and

department heads and stockholders of all othei' companies

iipci'aling under similar conditions and methods.

r. (). McGrath.
Shattuck Arizona Copper Co.. Bishee, Ariz., Mar. 24,

litir.

Built-up Motion Pictures in Mining

A suggestion is made that the mining world might get

behind a movement toward the illustration of its work by

means of built-up or drawn motion pictures. Most of us

A DISTURBANCE

Beams from
BELOW

ytATER COM-
MENCES TO cm-
CULATE IN THE

FAULT PLANE

WATER WITH

IRON SALTS

COMES IN

THE STRATA

BREAKS UNDER

THE STRAIN

AND A FAULT

IS FORMED

FURTHUR UP-

HEAVAL AND
THEN EROSION

BEGINS

FOLLOWED BY
ANOTHER UP-

THRUST

THIS RELIEVES
THE STRAIN

THEN SUBMER-
GENCE TAKES
PLACE AND
FRESH STRATA
FORMS ON TOP

SUBMERGENCE
AGAIN AND ORE
COVERED WITH
FRESH STRATA

AGES PASS AND
MAN CLIMBS

THE HILL

THE DRILL
TOUCHES THE
ORE AT LAST
AND THE DIS-

COVERY IS
MADE

BUILT-UI' MOVIK OF THE WORT.n'S ORKATIOST TlTiAMA

have noted the work of the Bray sludios and others, and

liave watched the simple hut extremely interesting pictiii--

ing of the building of a bridge— hi men1i<in oidy one of

many snhjects so treated. In these pictures we saw quite

ei.early ami in an educative manner what bridge Imilding

means. I'iece hy piece we saw the progress of the work

and the stcfis that had to he taken to cari-y it along.

(!onld not something similai' he done in mining';'

We are all agreed that hetter cd neat ion of the general

puhlic to what is implied in many mining |)rojeets is a

(lesirahle object to attain, h\it we also agree that while the

will is there the difficulty has been to carry such a pro-

gram to a j)ractical conclusion. The technical journal

gives no hel]) hecause the public never reads it. But the

motion picture—that is, the educative motion picture

—

seems to offer a somewhat feasible alternative to sim])ly

doing nothing. 'I'ho sketch attached, with some .steps

omitted since otherwise the picture would he too long,

might .serve as an illustration of the manner in which the

work could he done. J. F. Kellogg.

Philadelphia, Penn., Mar. 1!J, 1917.

Analysis of Aluminum Dust

In refei'ence to my article on "Analysis of .Mnmiinim

Du.st" in the ./oiiniid of Mar. 27, 1917, I have had

occasion, since writing it, to note the presence of man-

ganese in several samples of dust submitted to me. I

am now working on a scheme to provide for its estimation

in our ])rodu(t, which I hope to present later.

There arc a f(>w typographical errors in the original

article, and while none of them are very important, one

or two might cause trouble to anyone attempting to

carry out the system described. On page 4iMi. column 1.

line 44, the word "nitrate" .should be "nitride." In

column 2, line 38, "some paper" should be "same paper,"

and in line 44, "add 50 c.c." should be "add 5 c.c." On
page 497, column 2, line 20, I should have said "boiling"

in.stead of "leaching." On page 498, column 1, line 14,

"appears" should read "disappears"; line 29, "a little

chloride" should read "a little barium chloride," and at

line 51, after "evaporated" should be inserted, "with HCl."

On the same page, column 2, line 41, "add 5 c.c. water,"

should read, "add 50 c.c. water." On page 499, colinnn

1, after line 14 there should be a heading, "Rapid

Colorimetric Method for lion." On the same page, after

line ;i4, insert a beading, "Special Method for Zinc"

Oakland, Calif., Apr. 5, 1917 J. E. Clennell.

Hi

Phosphate Determination with

Molybdate

The ])bosphate chemist usually employs the molybdate

method in his daily determinations. The growing scarc-

ity of mi)l\lidate a|ipears to make it worth while to

])<iint out that there is a method given in Low's "Tech-

nical Methods of Analysis" that does not use any molyb-

denum ('om|iouiid.

The phos|)hoi-us is i)reci|)itated as ferric phosphate by

ammonia with presence of acetic acid, filtered off, re-

dissolved in h\ilrochl(n-ic acid and ])reci|)itated with mag-

nesia mixture alter adding citric acid to hold up the

iron. The method gives accurate results if the first

ammonia preei|>itated is dissolv(>d and reiirccipitated, but

is a long one as the ferric phosphate filters slowly, even

if only 200 mg. of low-grade phosphate rock is used.

.Iae'ks(uiville, Fla., Apr. :W. 1917. TT. TT. B.
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Events and Economics of the War I
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The great events of the week wore tlie enactment of

the conscription bill, the announcement that a force of our

regular troops is to be sent to France as soon as possible

under General Pershing, and the formation of a coalition

ministry in Russia.

The Russian situation undoubtedly improved greatly,

as was signified by the lending of .$1()(),00{),000 by tlie

United States to Russia. The coalition ministry, in

which Kerensky appears to be the strong man has put

a iirm grasp on the situation.

In the direct niilitai^ way, the chief events were further

advances by the British and French on the western front

and the inauguration of a strong offensive by the Italians

on the Isouzo front, threatening Trieste.

The Matter of Taxation

The following excerpts from some recent communi-

cations and reports in the daily papers are very illu-

minating.

It is difficult and ungracious to criticise the severe

taxation proposals of your Congress, when they are

recognized as a heroic measure, said the London corre-

spondent of the Evening Post, on May 12. Yet, in the

light of our own e.xperience, it is feared that they are

excessive—first for psychological reasons; second because

their heavy requisitions may hamper your loan opera-

tions.

In England's first "supplementarv war budget"' of 1914-

the income tax was doubled; but it was largely prospec-

tive, only one-third applying to the first year of war.

In fact, only $80,000,000 of extra taxation was estimated

for that period.

Even in May of 1915 no new taxes were imposed; but

the previous doubling of the income tax meant addition of

about $350,000,000, and when the supplementary budget

of September, 1915, was announced, the income tax was

raised more than three-eighths further and nearly $350,-

000,000 fresh revenue estimated. Only in April, 1916,

was that tax raised to 5 shillings in the pound, with a

much greater increase in the supertax and a total new

revenue, including excess profits of $380,000,000. The

last budget comprised mainly an increase in the excess

profits tax, with a further estimated advance of revenue

amounting to $150,000,000.

The following from an editorial in the New York Sun

of May 18, ought to be printed in red letters, so sound

is it.

"Great wealth may have no rights which some Con-

gressmen feel bound to respect, but common sense should

tell them that they cannot take vast percentages of large

incomes without depriving ordinary and necessary busi-

ness enterprises of capital as essential in war as in peace.

Do they suppose that the million-dollar income is fooled

away on personal comforts and luxuries? The recipient

couldn't do it if he tried. The bulk of his income is

immediately reinvested. It helps rnilronds buy rails, it

opens new mines, it buys new machinery, it is spent in

large lumps on new processes which save 5c. here and

3c. there to consumers all over the country^

"Members of Congress say that they wish to eliminate

as far as possible taxes on consumption, but do they

wish to cripjile production instead? Everybody in the

country knows that we need, as we never have needed

before in our national existence, to double and treble

production in im])ortant lines. We need also to restrain

consumption in these and other lines. Then why is it

])roposed to let consumption go untaxed and take the

money which must be had to make increased production

possible? Is this the right principle?

'"Such a course will encourage waste and check enter-

prise. Such a course will paralyze the business of the

country. Such a course, if persisted in, will make it

necessary for the Government rigidly to limit consump-

tion of basic commodities and will throw on the Govern-

ment the additional and unnecessary burden of financing

industries of all kinds, both those which bear a direct

relation to the conduct of the war and those on whose

maintenance the general prosperity of the country de-

pends.''

Another red-letter pronouncement was made in a com-

munication to the public by Doctor Eliot, president

emeritus of Harvard, who said that the poor man, to

retain his self-respect, must pay taxes as well as the rich.

He denounced tax dodging and said that the tax dodger

with a small income will become "morally pauperized."

Doctor Eliot's letter continued as follows

:

"If then the great majority of the voters, who are

always of moderate or narrow incomes, use their power

to avoid paying any taxes themselves they will surely lose

their self-respect and those sturdy, independent, honest

and just cjualities which alone befit freemen.

"By their own selfish and mean action they become

morally pauperized. The action of the American de-

mocracy on income tax already shows signs of this in-

sidious demoralization.

"The poor get their comforts and luxuries to a large

extent out of public expenditures. If they have not

knowingly contributed to the public income they are

getting these comforts and luxuries out of an income

which is not their own."

On May 32 the Washington correspondent of the

Evening Sun reported that complete revision of the

war tax bill is now assured. Convinced at last that it

is poor business to tax business out of business and

(hereby bring on hard times. Administration leaders

have passed the word down the line that the Senate

Finance Committee is alrea.dy at work rewriting the

House Ways and Means Committee bill.

The liglit that has come to the leaders in Congress—

or to some of them—has also come to the White House.

No longer are the President's friends insisting that the

bulk of the war's cost shall be placed on the generation

tliat must bear all the blood cost of the war against
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Cierinanv. The Pivsidcnt. liiiiiHcir, it is said, is more

inclined to tlie view tluit future generations, in uliose

interest the war is largely fought, sliould bear their just

share.

In eonsequeneo of tlie change in point of view, business

men who have come to Washington in a panic of appre-

hension over the effect of the unprecedented taxes, are

being assured now that the bill in its final shape will

not have the effect of strangling industries, and that

whatever the total of the taxes they will not be so burden-

some as to bring on business depression. The bulk of

the taxes, they have been told, will be laid on inheritances,

incomes and excess profits. Special taxes, as those laid

on special kind of business are known, are either to be

entirely abandoned or considerably modified.

In direct and painful fashion the Government has Ijeen

made to understand the disastrous consequences which

threatened from a too severe levy on business. Long

haired leaders of the Kitchin type have been lond in

their support of the kind of taxation proposed by the

House committee, for the reason that such taxation of-

fered what seemed to them to be the best and most

effective means of shifting the burden to the larger busi-

nesses of the country. They dragged in the name of Wall

St. and gloried in the prospect of making Wall St.

pay all the taxes of the war. At the same time they

voted a bond issue of five billions and a note issue of two

billions more.

Much to the dismay of the Government, however, the

big business interests of the country, .which are ordinarily

relied on to absorb Government issues, have not sub-

scribed as abundantly as necessary to the liberty bonds.

It was discovered by the Democratic leaders at the capital

that business which they were threatening to tax ont of

business could not with certainty subscribe to large quan-

tities of bonds.

In short, Congressional leaders began to realize a new
application of the old adage against "killing the goose

that laid the golden eggs." They wanted big business

to pour out its gold for the Government bonds at the

very moment when they were preparing to tax big busi-

ness into oblivion. The lesson has been driven home,

the Senate leaders declare, and the bill is to be revised

—

revised downward.

Mobilizing the Railroads

All railroads have been called upon liy tlie war boai'd

of the American Itailway Association to leailjust their

service immediately so as to make available the maximum
transportation energy for moving fuel, food, material

and ti'oops.

A notice to the roads, announced by Fairfax Harrison,

chairman of the boai'd says:

"1. Consolidate where ])raelicable tbrougii passenger

train service and eliminate those trains wJiich ,ii-e iml

well patronized.

"2. Reduce the number of special trains and give np

running excursion trains.

"3. On l)ranch lines where two ti'ains an' operaletl

try to reduce to one train a day.

"4. Where practicable substitute mixed tiain service

for separate passenger and freight service on Inanrli lines.

Closely review nuirdjcr of scheduled fn>igiit trains wiiei-(^

tonnage i.s insufficient to load them fully, with a view to

leducing the nnmber of trains.

"5. ^Vhere jjassenger trains are doui)le headed for speed,

a readjustment of schedules or cutting off cars where

possible will release locomotives for freight service.

"G. Heduce as far as piacticable luxuries such as ob-

servation cars. In the interest of economy reduce the

present rather elaborate and luxurious bills of fare on

many dining cars.

"7. Move 'company' freight on under-loaded trains.

Operate work trains as far as possible in slack times.

Store coal in slack times.

"S. Make proper train loading of primary importance

with officials and train crews. Give publicity to those

making good and poor records."

In connection with his announcement Mr. Harrison

made this statement:

"The war hoard, especially organized by the railroads

to operate all the roads of the country as one system for

purposes of national defense, finds it inevitable that from

time to time it must recommend the adoption of policies

which may prove inconvenient to the public. In doing

so, however, the board will rely upon the support of

public opinion. In the present national emergency some

sacrifice of individual convenience is necessary to enable

the railroads to increase the capacity of their lines and

to conserve the fuel supply of the country."'

Hoover To Be Food Administrator

President AVilson announced, on May 19, that all the

broad powers essential to the solution of the problem of

feeding the American nation and its allies would be

delegated to Mr. Hbover, who had consented to act only

on the provision that he would receive no pay and that

his assistants, likewise, would serve without pay so far

as it was possible to volunteer workers. With the end

of the war the powers of the Hoover commission will

cease.

Neither the President nor Mr. Hoover desires the new

position to be known as a dictatorship. "I liave no

instinct to be a food dictator," said Mr. Hoover. "My
ambition is to see my own people solve their own prob-

lems."

The appointment of Mr. Hoover is of course pro-

visional on authorization by Congress of an emergency

food commission with the extraordinary powers asked by

the President, and Mr. Hoover's acceptance also was

on the assum)ition that Congress will not see fit to limit

the powers which Mr. Hoover regards as vital to a suc-

cessful administration of the food situation.

President Wilson in a statement announcing liis selec-

(ion of Mr. Hoover stated flatly that it was absolutely

necessary that unquestionable authority be placed in his

bands to insure an effective solution of the problems

uhiib have arisen from the universal shortage of food-

stnlVs.

Among these powers as outlined by the President are:

Prevention of hoarding, reipiisitioning of food su])-

plies, establishment of maximum and minimum prices,

licensing of agencies handling foodstuffs in any way

and if regiirded as necessary taking them over for

npeialiim under (lovei'iinient su])ervision, fixing milling

percentages for the manufacture of flour, authorizing
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tlie inixtiiro o( other cereals with wlipat in the niaini-

Ijieture of Hour nml tlie <-iiminMtion of Ihe waste of

food materials, as, I'di- cNiiniiilc, Ihidiiuli llie ])rohihition

of reduetioit of the use of j^faiiis in the iTiainifaetiii'e

of li(|uor.

"The proposed food ndiiiiiiistration," said the I'lesi-

ileiit, "is intended, of course, only to meet a manifest

emergeney and to continue only wiiile the war lasts.

Sime it will be composed for the most pait ol' volunteers,

there need be no fear of the ()ossibility of a permanent

bureaucracy arising out of it. All control of ronsiimp-

tion will have disapp(>ared when the emei-geni-y has jtassed.

"The last thing that any American could contemi)late

with e(|iianiinitv would be the introduction of anything

resend)liiig I'nissian autocracy into the food control in

this country."'

A statement gi\en out l)y Mr. Hoover after the White

TTouse announcement was made gave his plans for food

administration and called on the country to rendei- volun-

tary assistance in carrying it out. Mr. Tloover jn'oposed

that the food administration be divided into four great

branches, whose duties he detined in detail. Most of

the work would he carried out by men and women of

the country on a volunteer basis.

"If this cannot be done," said Mr. Hviover's statement,

"I shall certainly and willingly surreiuler the task to

some other method of emergency. I hold that democracy

can yield to discipline and that we can solve this food

problem for our own people and our .Mlies in thi.s way,

and that to have done so will have been a greater service

than our immediate objective, for we will have demon-

strated the riglitness or our faith and our ability to defend

ourselves without being Prussianized.

"

Five cardinal principles of food administration out-

lined by Mr. Hoover are:

"That the food problem is one of wise administration

and not expressed by the words 'dictator' or 'controller,'

but 'food administration.'

"That this administration can l)e largely carried out

through the cotiordination and regulation of the existing

legitimate distributative agencies, supplemented by cer-

tain emergency bodies composed of representatives of

the producers, distributors and consumers.

"The organization of the community for voluntary

conservation of foodstuffs.

"That all important positions, so far as they may be,

shall be filled with volunteers.

"The independent responsibility of the food administra-

tion directlv under the President, with the cooperation of

the great and admirable organizations- of the Department

of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Federal

Trade Commission and the railroad executives."

"T conceive," says Mr. Hoover, "that the essence of

all war administration falls into two phases: First,

centralized and single responsibility: second, delegation

of this responsibility to decentralized administrative

organs."

The four branches of food administration are described

by Mr. Hoover as follows

:

"In the first hrancli we should set up a certain num-
ber of separate executive bodies for regulation and

administration of certain critical commodities, and these

sho\ild bo organized on the normal lines of our com-

mercial institutions, with a board of directors, a president

and executive officers, who will woi'k out problems in-

volved in ihcsc commodities and will institute such
measures as luav be necessary to stabilize jji'iccs and dis-

tribution, ami that these bodies should l)e constituted
of the leaders of the country, producers, disti-ibutors,

bankers and consumers alike.

"The second branch of administration lies in the

coopei'Mtion of the Covernors and State administrations
through the establishment of state food administrations
who will act on behalf of the national Kxecutive in

national matters and who will themselves handle local

probl(>ms through Ibeni and their assistants to secure

codi-dination in disti-ibution from (me section of the

coiiiilry to another and to use the powei's against illegiti-

mates hoarding which Congress is being asked to vest in

the food administration. Furth(U-more, it devolves on the

states to stop waste in public jilaces.

"The third equally important department is one of

donu^stic economy. As 90^. of the ultimate food eon-

sumption of the country is in the bauds of the women
of the country we will shortly ])lacp befoi-e them a ])!an

of organization including )iolicies as to the elimination of

waste, the reduction of consumption, the substitution of

local commodities for those fi-om further afield, the sub-

stitution of over abundant commodities for those whicli

we wish to expoi-t to our allies, and instruction in the

intelligent ]iurchase and use of foodstuffs and to see

]niblic opinion against waste and extravagance in public

places.

"We do not ask that the American peo]ile should starve

themselves, but that they should eat plenty, wisely and

without waste.

"The fourth branch of the administration must be

that of cooperation with our allies, in many important

questions involving exports from this country and our

common import from other countries. Furthermore, we
will probably need to undertake the control of ihe pur-

chasing in this country on her behalf and on behalf of

such neutral .shipments as are pennitted by the Govern-

ment in ordei' to eliminate competition and forcing up of

our prices."

Mr. Hoover wants for his jirospective "food administra-

tion" the financial backing with which to jirovide for

the contingency of actual purchase on behalf of the

Government, and the fixing of a minimum price in

certain necessary commodities, without hardship to the

producer. He named $10,000,000, in addition to the

proposed $3,000,000 appropriated by the Lever bill in the

House, as the amount which might be needed for early

use in this connection.

His suggestion, contained in a letter to Congressman

Lever, father of the proposed bill, which was submitted

to the Committee on Agriculture of the House, carried

the recommendation that the additional appropriation

be made available at once, or that the "food administra-

tion" machinery to be created be pennitted to return

to Congress with the request if the appropriation was

found necessary.

As the welfare of the Nation and the Nation's de-

fense are absolutely dependent upon an adequate supply

of coal for all purposes, and of iron ore for the iron and

steel mills, the Executive Committee of the Special Com-

mittee on National Defense, of the American "Railway

Association, has ordered all railroads of the United

States to give coal and iron ore iireference over .-ill others.
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Old Dominion Copper Works in
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PANORAMIC VIEW OP GLOBE DISTRICT, SHOWING THE ToWN OF GLOBE, THE OLD DOMINION WORKS

THE CONCENTRATING PLANTS AND COPPER SMELTING
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the Globe District of Arizona
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ORIGINAL. COPPER-SMELTING PLANT OF THE OLD DOMINION MINES AT GLOBE, ARIZONA

INTERIOR VIEW OP OLD DOMINION'S EARLY SMELTING WORKS. SHOWING TWO CIRCULAR WATER-JACKETED
COPPER FURNACES AND THE HAND SLAG POTS USED IN THE EARLY DAYS
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Editorials
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We Are at War '^'^'^ amount of actual good acc-omplished by assess-

ment work is practically 7>il. It is merely a plan to
We are at war. We have started to fight a real war. assure the Government of the earnest intentions of the

It is a life-or-death war. That kind of a war is not locator to do somt-thina with the projwrtv he is holding,
going to be conducted successfully by bureaucrats or by Occasionally the work 'done is of value, "but more often
politicians or by Congress. It never has been and is the money and labor arc merely expended to maintain the
not going to be. The bureaucrats should keep quiet. The equity.
Congress should do quickly what it has to and then The $100 that is presumed to be sjient on a claim is,

go home. one might say, practically wasted, yet some form of work
The President is commander in chief and is responsible or taxation is required to prevent land being held idle

for the prosecution of the war. Many powere must be indefinitely. The suggestion was made some time ago
delegated by him. He will have to pick good men to help that the assessment obligations could better be met by
him. Already he has done so, but he has got a lot ol depositing with the land office the annual requirement
hold-overs whom he would well be rid of. Some of his of $100, and when this sum reached a figure which would
previous ineptness in picking men is coming home to permit of some really important development that it tlien
roost. The country would feel satisfaction if Daniels be applied to the property and thus accomplish some work
were retired. It looks, too, as if Denman, of the ship- of value.

ping board, might profitably be dispensed with. ^Miile the present perfunctory assessment work re-
There are high officials in Washington today who say, quires a certain number of men, we are not of the opinion

"I must consider my political future." Let the press that this work will constitute a great drain on the man
publish everything of that sort. The country will then po^er of the country. Yet there is no reason why even
attend to their political future. There will not be any. this small proportion should be wasted. Canada has al-

There are bureaucrats in the Department of Agricul- ready released its soldiers from assessment obligations and
ture who are quarreling with bureaucrats in the War our Congress is considering doing the same. For others
Office over the soldier's ration. Shall it be equal to who are not able to offer their services to the country' at
2000 calories or 4000? Secretary Eedfield publishes the front, a plan might be arranged of depositing the
bulletins telling us wisely that the cost of carting food .$100 assessment with the land office during the duration
from the railway warehouses is more tlian the railway of the war or, as has been suggested, until such funds
freight. The Dutch have taken Holland. Blatherskites accunmlate sufficiently to permit some important devel-

in Congress say the poor men are required to give their opment work on the claims in question,

sons, therefore tax the rich men only. Don't the rich ^
men also give their sons? This is the kind of talk that

is fuddling Washington. Powcr Used in Mining
Kill the politicians. Let the bureaucrats amuse them- The powei- requirements of mining and nulling opera-

selves and draw their pay so long as they keep their tions vary in different districts and under different con-
hands off. Let Congress go home. It can't run the war, ditious, and no universal standards can be set. For this
and the people do not want it to try to. reason the requirements of different districts are of in-

U terest. In a recent article in '"General Electric Eeyiew,"

CU 11 \HT O ^ A «• \T{T 1 O ^^^ Olsen, of the Spokane office of the General Electric
bnall We bUSpend Assessment WOrK.r Co., gives some interesting data of the total power con-

One of the jiopular reforms suggested during every sum]>tions of various comjjanies of the Canir d'Alene dis-

national crisis has been the suspension .of assessment trict, Idaho. These figures are not so enlightening as

work on mining claims. This comes up periodically but they would have been had they been separated and classi-

has never been put in actual force in our recollection, Sed % the departments in which the power is used. The

except for enlisted men in war time. A reader now comes consumption is recorded in totals, however, and includes

forward with the following suggestion

:

all the operations carried out at the properties, such as

As a war measure, what would be the matter with sus- mining, milling, sliopwork, etc. The accompanying table
pending assessment and location work as long as the war ghows SOmC of the data compiled from report of the aS-lasts? It would release men for work in more essential things. ' i^ i> ^ .-lii. «

This proposal has more force in this instance than at
®^^^°''-

,.,„ „^o,.;„„<. +;, ^ ;„ l,; l :4. l l l uj. j? i
POWER CONSUMPTION OF COEUR D'ALE.NE PROPERTIESany prcMous time m which it has been brought forward. Gross Ton„»ge Grosayaiue

Assessment work is not, as a rule, of a productive charac- .•Vsscssors' Assessors' Kw.-Hf
„

' Report Report Consumed
tcr SO tar as tlic actual <levelopment of a nrosnect is poii- Bunker Hiii & Suiiivan (Silver King)

. 454,205 $177,819 20 10.979.000

1 rr,, .
, , •, / . .' ,' , Caledonia 42.628 1,246,859 65 1,478.040

cernert. ihis work contributes in no w^ise to the great Ontario 8I.208 689,392 54 191,100
,,„„l.i „. • . ., • 1 1 J! -i 1 ,, . Federal (Wardner) 136,180 620,682 06 3,424,654
l)rol)lem which the nation now has before it, and there is Gold Hunter 118,764 614,590 47 3.506 320

great need for the man power of the country to be applied Ztlt.te Caiiaha,. m'jll \:\ll:ln II l^tHTo
to constructive enterprises necessarj- to prepare the United Fuc^^ss''™"'':' .: 1?'867 1 25?io? 78 2i42l60
States for war, and h,.|,. <nir allies to victory.

Totals 1915 uTi^iT^ $i^,678.723 8. KToJI^i
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Amoni;- the data derived rnnu llie Tacts presented, the

follow ill};- are iiuportant: Proportion ol' power cost to

net protits of mines, 3.82%; cost ol' power per gross ton

mined, $0.1895; kilowatt-hours eoiisiimed per gross ton

mined, 26.1 ;
proportion of power bill to gross value of

product, 1.46%; proportion of power bill to total cost of

iiiiniiio-, 5.537e. Total cost of mining, .$:5.44 per gross ton

mined ;
proportion of power bill to total cost, 2.82%

;

total cost, $6.71 mining and luilling.

The Liberty Loan

We give much space tliis week to Mr. Vanderliii's

article, for the reasons that the Liberty Loan is about the

most important thing before the Ajiierican ]iei)i)le today

and Mr. Vanderlip's is the best exposition of the econom-

ics of it. This great banker states the case correctly wlien

he says that this loan can not be subscribed for out of

capital but must be met out of savings. The essence of

his advice is to borrow money, subscribe to the loan, each

one according to his ability, and pay olf the delit by

saving.

Let us add that optimism is an important ])sychologic

factor. If we thought that all things were going to (be

dogs we should be reluctant to go into debt, althoug'li we

.should have to iu.st the same. Jiut we are cheerful about

the prospects. We are going to win this war. Let no-

body make any mi.stake about that. If we did not think

so we might lose all we've got, anyhow. Tliis is the tiiiK!

for optimism and courage. Let those light at the front

and work in the fields and shops who ran, but lei (•\ciy-

body adopt this motto for his own : Borrow, subscribe

and save.

Where Was the Fool-Killer?

'I'he following is from a special dispatch to the Xew
York Times from its Washington corresiwudeiit. May li.

The italics are our own.

"There were indications today that the light o\er the

selection of Herbert C. Tloover as 'food diciator" might

on short notice flare up into a contlagration that would

test the power of President Wilson to force Ids con-

victions upon a recalcitrant Congress.

"Mr. Hoover and his sym|)athizers w<'nl, ahead today

with their work on the theory that the bead of the

lielgiau Pelief Coininission was already as good as named.

On the' other hand, it was asserted in sunu! cpiarters, with

little elfort at concealment, that the o|iposition voiced

in the secret session of the Senate yesterday uonld come

to the front again in greater force if I'resideiil Wilson

made it evident that be was determined to 'piil over'

Hoover and ]ilace in bis bands the e\traorilinai\ pnwvrs

(•orilVrre<l on the lio\rrniiieiit by the Fond hill now iindci-

consideration.

"It was pretty generally admitted today thai I here

were no developments to indicate that the President was

weakening in the stand in behalf of Hoover which il is

understood ho has taken. That at least was the belief

of some of the men who conferred with Mr. Tloover

yesterday on various angles of the complicated problem

of food supply, distribution and control. They answei'ed

questions about the Senate opposition and the likelihood

of Hoover being dropped with a smile and a sliake of

the brad. I'residenl Wilsoil, they said, would have bis

wav, and the S<'nale. al'lei' wrangling a bit, would drop

the light.

"AmoiKj the (iidi-lloover men yeslerday's crUirism

man repeated in a way lo indicate that the opposili/in

to him was very strong. Some of the Senators contend

that he ha.'t had too little experience to fit him for this

(jrcat work. They .my that he succeeded in Betijinm a.v

chairnian of Ihr .American Relief (Jomnris.sion because he

had behind him the backing of the United States Govern-

ment and tlinl any man imuld have succeeded in those

circumstances. Senators wlio take this posilion hold Ihal

the sensible thing to do is to appoint as Food ('ontroller

a man of large business experience who has //cored hi.^

ability lo handle a problem of the magitilude that will

confront the food administrator."

The backing of the I'nitod States Government ! .\ny

man would have succeeded in those circumstances!

Is Hoover a man of .small business experience? Has

he failed to show his ability in handling problems of

magniliiile'i'

Where, oh where, was the Pool-Killer on May Ki'r

\'erilv be missed an o])]iortunity of his lifetime when

be overlooked the Senate Chamber of the Congress of the

Cniteil States of America. Did he take that day off to

go lishing?

.\nother excited congiessman asked, "Who is this man
lloo\<'r that there is so much talk about?" Not long

a^i), in a public meeting. T)r. liaymond remarked, "You

don't have to look in W1k)'s Who to find out Who's

Hoover." but be was addressing an intelligent audience

and did not have ('ongrcssmen in mind. We think of

starting a society for the illumination of neglected Con-

gressmen. P>ut maybe the Fool-Killer will get back on

his job.

Belgian Kiddies, Ltd.

The suliscriptions U> I>elgian Kiddies up to date amount

to $90,;55S. On June 1, as has already been announced

by Mr. Hoover, all jnivate subscriptions will close, owing

to tiie tinaiicing of the Beligian relief having been as-

sumed by the American (iovernment. This will auto-

matically terminate the Belgian Kiddies subscription. M in-

ing engineers will have the poor satisfaction of knowing

that what was started to be a Christmas present of $120,-

000, has, after live months, succeeded in reaching a sum

about .^'iOjOOO short of the mark. In .such a cause to fail so

badly is .something that must cause the profession to

experience feelings of mortification, without in anyway

minimizing the generosity of those who gave. The work

of the Helgian relief is to he taken over by the (iovern-

ment, thus satisfactorily ci-owiiing Hoover's well directed

elb>rts. and assuiing the fullest measure of success he has

I lied !o reach.

When \\v. Olid ourselves re(|uired to exert the maxi-

mum of our jiower and work with the maximum of

ellicieiicy it, is interesting to note the demand for the

i-cpeal o\' much recent legislation. Thus is the movement

to cancel the LaFoUette seamen's law, the full-crew laws

of s((veral states, and so on. If they were contrary to

eiruiency, why in the name of common-sense did they ever

happen ?
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Mining Matters at Washington

Washington CoiuiESPONDENOE

An investigation of the oyanide situation is to be eon-

ducted by tlie Bureau of Mines. The vvoriv will be largely

in (he hands of Prof. G. II. Clevenger, of Stanford Uni-

versity, who is attached to the metallurgical cmisulting

stalf of the Bureau. The work contemplated will in-

clude an investigation of ]iroduction, extensive experi-

mentation and research work and a study of means to

prevent waste. Such preliminary information as is at

hand shows that snuiU consumers of cyanide throughout

the United States are having great difficulty in securing

suificient supplies of the product. The condition of the

larger companies is said to he somewhat better.

Suspension of imports of cyanide and the diversion of

metallic sodium to war uses are given by manufactur-

ers as the princi])al causes for the present shortage of

cyanide. England is understood to be having difficulty in

supplying the needs of South Africa and Canada. An
unverified report has reached the Bureau of j\Iines to the

effect that the citrus fruit growers now are using more

cyanide than is the mining industry.

Prof. Clevenger, who will be the principal figure in

this investigation, is a graduate of the South Dakota

School of Mines and Columbia School of IMines. He has

been a member of the faculty at Stanford University

since 1905, except for short periods during which he ac-

cepted private metallurgical employment. He now is re-

search professor and metallurgist at Stanford University.

He has been a consulting metallurgist on the Bureau of

Mines staff for three years.

Thefts of explosives throughout the country, on coming

to the attention of the Bureau of ilines men, are being

reported to Director Manning. The number of thefts

leads to the belief that more of this class of burglary is

being indulged in on a more extended scale than is known

generally.

A bill providing for the formulation of regulations for

the handling of explosives has been reported favorably by

the Committee on Jlines and Mining and is now on the

House calendar. The passage of this bill. Director Man-
ning believes, will make possible the reduction of the

amount of explosives finding their way into the hands

of unauthorized persons, where serious damage may re-

sult under certain circumstances.

Negotiations looking to the raising of the P]nglish em-

bargo on ferromanganese are in progress. Both the Com-

mittee on Raw Materials of the Council of National De-

fense and the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-

merce have been active in the effort to secure a larger

supply of this much needed alloy. It is understood to he

the intention to have consignments made to the Depart-

ment of Commerce for equitable distribution among pur-

chasers. It had been hoped that this arrangement would

be consummated before now but many unexpected delays

have been encountered. It is believed, however, that the

arrangement will be completed within a few days.

Without a ]irotesting vote the Senate passed a bill to

relieve the owners of mining claims, who have been

mustered into the military or naval service of the United

States, from performing assessment work on their claims

during the term of their service. Several similar bills

have been introduced in the House. The enactment of a

law to the end soughl by these bills is practically assured.

Confronted, as is the country, with a .serious situatioi.

with respect to tin. Van. H. Manning, director of the

Bureau of .Mines, has suggested to the Council of Na
tional Dclensc that a separate committee be named ti:

lend its assistance to tlu' effort to better existing con-

ditions.

As a means of increasing the efficiency of the Bureau
of Mines' organization, the exjilosives laboratory has been

placed under the direction of a chief chemist. This

laboratory has been under the direction of the mining
division.

Bitter criticism of the Council of National Defense has

been indulged in on each side of the capitol during the

past week. The Senate went so far as to adopt an amend-
ment to the apiiropriation for the Council directing that

it obey the law which created it. While many refuse to

believe that the Council has done more than to get re-

sults in an emergency, it is noticeable that the committee
on raw materials and the cooperative committees in

charge of subjects pertaining to mining have not been

criticized. In fact those of the lawmakers who are fa-

miliar with the work whicli has been done by this section

of the Council speak in the highest terms of the manner
in which it is being conducted. Many expressed the hope
that new government departments be created to take over

the work which the Council is attempting to perform.

It is pointed out that the departments could utilize the

services of such men as Bernard Baruch and Francis S.

Peabody more effectively than can the Council because

the latter organization has not the authority to put into

effect its recommendations. From the attitude of the

legislative branch, it is apparent that sufficient authority

to make possible the best results is not likely to he

granted.

In order to obtain sufficient laboratory room in which

to conduct the rapidly increasing number of experiments

being assigned to it, the Bureau of Mines plans to take

over one of the laboratory buildings at the American
University, located on the outskirts of Washington.

Another powerful committee has been added to the

Council of National Defense. To cooperate with the

committee on raw materials, a sub-committee headed by

John D. Ryan, the president of the Anaconda Copper
Co., has been named. The members of the committee are

jMurray Guggenheim, of M. Guggenheim's Sons of New
York ; R. L. Agassiz, president of the Calumet and Hecla

Mining Co. ; Charles McNeil, president of the Utah Cop-

per Co. ; James McClean, vice president of the Phelps

Dodge Co. and W. A. Clark, president of the United

Verde Copper Co. This committee was selected only

after the most mature consideration. It is realized that

on this committee will fall some of the most exacting

duties, owing to the importance of copper in the waging

of the war. An effort was made to have this as one of the

first cooperative committees named but considerable time

was lost in persuading the men desired for the committee

to undertake the responsibility and the giving of a con-

siderable portion of their time to it.

Important assistance is being given the national de-

fense committees by the Bureau of l\Iines. The fact that

Van. II. Manning, the director, was made an ex-officio

member of each of the conmiittees having to do with a

mining subject has made it possible for the Bureau to

lend ready assistance and to point out many of the ]n-ob-

lems needimr immediate attention.
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Personals
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W. deL. Benedict has returned to New York
from a businoss trip to California.

Charles Mills, of llie Inspiration Copper Co.,
has been elected president of the Greene-Cananea
Copper Co.

E. A. Cleveland. Vancouver, B. C, Is consult-
ing ent;ineer tor the Surf Inlet mines, at Princess
Royal Island.

C. A. Botsford has become superintendent of
the mines of the Caribel Mining and Milling Co.,
Red River. N. M.

R. B. Hoffman has just returned from Russia
and passed through New York on May 14, en
route to California.

L. D. Huntoon has been in Albany as expert
witness in a suit about a milling operation con-
nected with a New York minp.

G. R. De Beque has been commissioned in the
Engineer Olfit-ers' Reserve Corps, and has gone
to Fort Riley. Kan., for training.

J. R. Buchanan has gone to Fierro, N. M., to

take charge of the mining operations of the
Hanover Bessemer Iron and Copper Co.

James A. Farrell. president of the United
States Steel Corporation, was leading speaker at
a patriotic rally held recently in Greenville, Pa.

George E. Parish, well known in connection
with Porcupine gold mining enterprises, has been
appointed manager of tlie National Leasing Co.
of Nevada.

W. H. Leonard, president of the Denver Rock
Drill Co.. of Denver, has organized and been
elected captain of Troop E, First Regiment Colo-
rado Cavalry.

Francis S. Schimerka has been appointed re-
search engineer for the milling department of

the Arizona Copper Co., Ltd., at Clifton and
Morenci, Ariz.

Will H. Coghill has been appointed consulting
metallurgist in the cooperative work of the Ore-
gon Bureau ut Mines and Geology, and the U. S.

Bureau of Mines.

A. H. Brown, formerly manager for the Dome
Lake enuipany, at Pt)rcupine, Ont., will go to

Cobalt ti) uiiwater, examine and report upon the
Green-Meehaii mine.

Robert F. McElvenney has been appointed
superintendent of the GarHeld Smelting Co., Gar-
field, Utali. vice W. D. Leonard, who has been
transferred to Colorado.

Julian Kennedy, consulting engineer. Bessemer
Building. Pittsburgh, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the slate committee of public safety by
Governor Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania.

S. F. Shaw, superintendent of the Tiro General
mine of the American Smelting & Refining Co.,

is in charge of reopening the Panaco mine, near
Moricliva, Coahuila, Mexico, for the same com-
pany.

Paul E. Morse, superintendent of field con-
struction for the Yuba Manufacturing Co., of
Marysville and Benieia, Calif., has gone to

Breckenridge, Colo., to superintend construction
of a gold-placer dredge.

W. D. Leonard, superintendent of the Garfield,
rtah. smeltery of the American Smelting and
Refining Co.. has been appointed assistant to
General Manager L. G. Eakins of the Colorado
department and will hereafter make his head-
quarters at Denver.

M. H. Kuryla, who has been connected with
the Broadwiiter mill at Park City, Utah, for more
than a year past, has gone tit Silverton, Colorado
in the interest nf the United States Smelting
people. R. E. Adams has been appointed to fill

the vacancy at the Broadwater.

John Muir, superintendent of the Stowell mine
since its purchase by the Mammoth Copper Co..
at Kennett, Calif., has been transferred bv the
U. S. Smelting Co. to Miami. Okla.. to take
charge of exploration work, .lohn Rathbone suc-
ceeds Mr. Muir at tiie Stowell.

George W. Goethals, announces his association
with Charles C. .lamicson. Robert E. Graham,
George H. Houston. .lohn C. .lay. .Jr.. and George
M. Wells, consulting engineers, 10 Wall St.,

New York. The name of tlic cfmipany will be
Goethals, .Tamieson, Houston & .lay. Inc.

Capt. Percy E. Barbour, managing editor of
the ".biurnal." lias resigned to accept the ap-
poinlment <if Deputy Superintendent, Department
of State Police, with head(!U.irlers at Albany.
Capt. Barbour, who has been 1st Lieutenant,
22nd Regiment, New York Engineers, has been
commlsslctned a captain in the same corps,

R. L. Wahle, engineer for the Inland Steel
Co. {('rosby) . Kenneth Urtfuharl, engineer for
the (Julnn Mining Co. (Ironlon), Robert Kerr,
engineer for the Roger Brown Ore Co. (Crosby),
and Guy Gunderson, chemist for the Inland Steel
Co. (Crosby), have left for Fort Snelling to
receive '.i months' train'ng with the engineering
corps.

Boris y. Constantinov, mechanical engineer, 2!)

Broadway, New Ycnk City, for about nine years
in the engineering department of the Crane Com-
pany at Bridgeport. Conn., and who has estab-
lished himself In the business as a re|)re.sentatlve

of American companies to distribute products In

Russia, plans shortly to visit Russia, where he
has a brother in charge of the Russian end of
the business.

Henry Bruere, who resigned as City Cliamber-
lain .May I, 191H, in order to accept a vice-

presidency in the American Metal Co.. left New
York on May 10 f(»r Mexico on an unknown mis-
sion. It is now announced tiiat he has gone
to Mexico at the reciuest of the Carranza Gov-
ernment to act as efficiency expert in reorganiz-
ing the (Jovernment departments and putting
them on a sound business basis. The American
Metal Co. has holdings in Mexico, among them
certain mines in the State of Chihuahua, but the
company, it was explained, has no interest in the
work of Mr. Bruere, who is entirely at the serv-
ice of the Mexican Government.

aiiiiitii iMiMiiiiiiiii

Obituary

Arthur M. Day, metallurgist at the Interna-
tional smeltery at Tooele, Utah, died at bis home
in Salt Lake City on the 1st inst.. at the age
of 52 years.

William A. Parish died at Los Angeles. Calif.,

on May 4. after leturning from a mining trip to

Arizona. He was well known as a pioneer min-
ing man of California, and was for years asso-
ciated with the late Senator George Hearst. He
was at one time active in the Black Hills, South
Dakota, assisting Senator Hearst in the forming
of the Homestake consolidation.

Societies

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America
hi'Id its monthly meeting on Apr. 11). at the
Engineers' Club, the regular meeting being pre-
ceded by an informal dinner.

Institute of Metals held a general meeting at
London. May :{. wiien a lecture on "Researches
Made Possible liy the Autographic Road-Exten-
sion Optical Indicator" was delivered bv W. E.
Dalby. F. R. S.

International Mining Convention was luld at
Nelson. B, r.. May 17 to lit, i;il7. The Cnlumbia
section of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers and the local branch of the Canadian
Mining Institute, also held meetings on these
dates in connection with the International Con-
vention. P. N. Moore, president of the American
Institute, and Bradley Stoughton, its secretary,
attended the convention.

The Franklin Institute. Philadelphia, presented
the Franklin medal to his excellency Chevalier
Van Rappard, of the Netherlands government for
Hendrik Antoon Lorentz, Ph. P.. F. R. S.. presi-
dent of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Amster-
dam, at a meeting May 16. David Watson Tay-
lor, D. Eng., chief constructor, chief of bureau
of construction and repair. United States Navy,
also received the Franklin medal. Following the
presentation of medals, Mr. Taylor gave an ad-
dress on "The Science of Naval Architecture."

Trade Catalogs

Air Lift Pumping System. Sullivan Machinery
Co.. 122 S. Michigan Ave.. Ciiicago, III. Bulletin
71-C. Pj). :!H ;

t; X II in.: illnstnited.

Oeister-Overstrom Ore Concentrator. The
Oeister Concentrator Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Bulletin. Pp. 2ti ; (i x !l in.; illustrated.

Straight Line Air Compressors. Sullivan Ma-
chinery Co., 122 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.

Bulletin 7r.-B. Pp. Ifi; ti x in.; illustrated.

Crushing Rolls. Traylor Engineering & IMfg.
Co., Allentowii. Penn. Bulletin R-1. Pp. ys

;

Ox ft in.; illustrated. Contains many interesting
charts for determining roll capacity.

Reducing Vibration and Noise. Armstrong Cork
\- Itisulalinii Co.. Pittsbin-gli. Penn. Booklet.
Pp. :;2 : .'^ix7U- in.; illustrated Describes the
application of Nonpareil Cork to motors, fans, etc.

llltMlllllllllltlllllll

Industrial News

Galligher Machinery Co. Ikis iiinvoil ils cciu'ial
oftlcos 1(1 111:! West 2iid Simtli St.. Knit Lake Citv
Utali.

Indiana Steel Co. has comjileted llic Hist of Its
new Kiiiiiii iif lour lilast furnaces at (Jury. Ind..
but has not \('l l)lo\vn it in.

J. L. Jacobs Co.. engineers cost nccniintants and
statisticians. luive extended tlieir oruaiiization b.v

tlio addition of several experts to tiie staff of
specialists.

Imperial Belting Co., Cliieaco, lian found It

neeessar.v to douliie Ils plant capaclLv, Most of
Ihe new niachlner.v tor llie additional four-story
hnildillK is on (he KrotiiHl.

Stebbins Dry Concentrator Co. Iia« ahlpped a
Illll-ton drj'-eoneentratinK plant U) llarnes &
Orlver, Callxlco, Calif. The plant was assembled
and shipped within 15 days of the receipt of
the order.

Snyder Electric Furnace Co. has closed con-
tracts for the installation of furnaces with the
West Steel Casting Co.. Cleveland, Ohio; I'ratt
& Cady Co., Hartford, Conn. ; .loyer Cridland Vo..
Dayton, Ohio; United AUoys-.steel Corporation,
Canton, Ohio, and W. It. Hendersen Iron VVka.,
Shreve|»orl. La.

Union Switch and Signal Co., Swissvalc, I'cnn.,
is offering Its munitions machinery for sale. The
company has completed all its cimtracts for
shells, and does not plan to continue In tlUs
line, chietly because its main shop w.is destroyed
by lire early In February, and the buildings for-
merly used for munition work have had to be
taken over for its regular products. About half
of the finishing machinery has been di.sposed of
and th rem.iinder, wliich the company desires
to sell, includes liie hydraulic apparatus.

Yuba Manufacturing Co., Ran Francisco, Calif.,
formerly known as the Yuba Construction Co.,
has been permitted by the state commissioner of
corporations to sell f.lOO.OOO bonds to net not less
than 94. Approximately $17.'>,000 of the amount
Is to be applied to the purchase price of the
recently acquired plant at Benieia and to provide
extensions for tlio manufacture of tractors and
farm Implements. The remainder will be used
to reduce current bills and increase working
capital Imth for aic Benieia and the Marysville
plant, the latter being employed chielly in the
building of dredges.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiia

New Patents
iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitit

Vnited Slates patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining .lournal" at 25c. each. British patents
are supiilied at 40c. each.

Annealing Furnace Furnace for Heating or
Am ealing. Alfred .SmaiiwiHjd. London. England,
assignor to American Incandescent Heat Com-
pany, I'ortland, Me. (U. S. .No. I,226,26(i; May
15, 1017.)

Casting Mold. Arthur P. Scott. Chicago, 111.,

assignor to Chile Exploration Company, New-
York. N. V. (11. .S. No. I,22H,123; May 15,
1917.)

Drill—Kock Drill. Daniel Shaw Waugh, Den-
ver. Colo., assignor to The Denver Rock Drill
Manufacturing Company. Denver, Colo. (IT. S.
No. 1,22.';,89S; May 15, 1917.)

Drilling- Rotai-y Drilling-Bit, Lerov L. Rich-
ard. Coaiinga, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,226,377; May
15, 1917 )

Electric Furnace. Frank C. Schmitz, New Y'ork,
N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,226,264; May 15, 1917.)

Electric Furnace and Method of rroducing
Molten Magnetite Therein. Arthur P. Scott, Chi-
cago. 111., assignor to Cliile Exploration Com-
pany, New Y'ork, X. Y. (U. S. No. 1,226,122;
May 15. 1917.)

Filtration—Apiiaratus for Separating Unfilter-
ahle Material from a Mixture of Filterable and
Unfiiterahle Matter. Charles W. Merrill, Berke-
ley, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,226,103; May 15, 1917.)

Filtration—Process for Treating Semisolid Ma-
terial in the Containers of Filter-Presses and Re-
moving the Same Therefrom. Charles W. Mer-
rill, Berkeley, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,226,104 ; May
15. 1917.)

Flotation—Ore-Flotation Apparatus. Herbert
('. Colburn, Colorado Springs, and Ernest A. Col-
burn, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.226,063; May
15, 1917.)

Flotation— Process of Concentration and Sep-
arating Minerals by Flotation. Herbert E. T.
Uanilain, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. (U. S. No.
1.226.:;:in; May 15, 1917.)

Grinding—Crinding-Ring for Attrition-Mills.
William Van Nostrand, Dalton, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1.2211.1)32; .May 15, 1917.)

Grinding—Tulie-Miii. Frank E. Marcv, Salt
Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,226,-555; May 15.

1917.)

Lamp—Acetylene-Lamp. Peter Mora, Clinton,
Ind (II. S, No. 1.226.237; May 15, 1917.)

Mining Apparatus. Trimble de Roode, New
York. ,\. V. (II. S. No. 1.226.065; May 15, 1017.)

Mining Method. Trimble de Roode. New York,
N. Y. (II. S. No. 1,225,784; May 15, 1917.)

Mine .Timbering—Set for Timbering Mines.
Homer M. Barber, fioldfleld, Nev. (U. S. No.
1.226,444 : May 1.5, 1917.)

Soldering—Aluminum-Soldering Flux. Hugh V.
Bnrt. Unci,- Island, III. (U. S. No. 1,225,764;
May 15, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—May 16

Stealing of Dynamite from Cerro Gordo mine
lias hi't'ii tiiiickly punished. Late in April, eight
boxes of dynamite were stolen from the Cerro
Gordo Mines Co.'s powder storage house at Keeler.

Inyo County. Without waiting for Federal, state

or county officials to act. the iiiaiiauement im-
mediately employed three San Fraiicistn detectives

and it was through their promptness and activity

that the thieves were run down and the powder
located before it could he got out of the county.
The expenditure of money and diligence used by
the company in the recovery of the powder was
largely due to the present international situation.

The men, on being arrested and jailed, claimed
they took the jinwder In raise money to buy
whiskey. One nf them is an I. W. W. named
William Whalen. another an American citizen

of German birth, named Charles Kunz. These
two were arrested within the county and the
third, named Trinibenegas, a Mexican, was ar-
rested at Hanford. The Cerro Gordo powder
house is situated about 1^/^ miles out of Keeler,
convenient to the aerial tramway, and it has
not heretofore been deemed necessary to keej)

a constant guard at the powder house. The
company is now Installing a searchlight that

will be of service in guarding property in

the neighborhood. It is probable that other
isolated mines, particularly in southern California,

will adopt similar precautiimary measures.

Crude Oil Prices Advanced r>c per bbl. at the
well on all grades. This advance by the Standard
Oil Co. applies to all fields aiid will be effecfiM'

May 11. In Kern River, Midway-SunSGt, Lost
Hills-Belridge, McKittrick, Coalinga tht- prices
will be for 14 to 17.9 gravity, 78c. per bbl.

;

18 to IS.O gravity. 7!1c. ; for each full degree
above IS and to include 24. !> gravity. Ic. i)er

bhi. additional ; *J.% to 25.9 gravity, 87c. and an
additional 2c. per bbl. for each degree above 2.'»

to include :iH,9 , for oil of 'i' to 37.9 the price
will be $1.12 with an additional :ic. jtcr bbl,

for each degree above. The price in Ventura
fields will range from 87c. per bbl. for rjil of
2.'> degrees to $1.12 for 37 to 37.9 gravity and
3c. additinuiil per bbl. for each degree above.
Whittier-Fvillerton field prices will range from
78c. for K; to 17.9 gravity to $1.12 for :'.7 In

37.9 and :!c. additional per bbl. for each degree
above. This aTuiouncenient was nuide on May
10 and has attracted various comment as tn the
reason for the advance over the prices which
were established in November. I9lt;. The most
probable answer is that the marketing and re-

fining companies need nil and tlie producer can
not afford to increase production in the face
of the high cost of drilling macliinery and mate-
rials without prosi)ective remuneration. The
demand is and has been for several months
in advance of production. The large marketing
and refining companies are rushing development
of their own wells and no doubt the independent
producers will increase their development and
I)roduction, but many of them will be compelled
to practice rigid economy in the use of additional
materials not only because f)f the increased cost

I)ut also for reason that delivery is slow. Many
companies will make use of old machinery.
Sixteen new wells were started in the first week
in May and 11 of these were by the large com-
panies, some of whom are ahandoning unprofit-
able wells and installing the machinery at the
new wells. The cost of drilling tnday is "Ti

to 100% greater th;in a year ago.

BUTTE—May 16

Southwestern Part of Butte District is devel-
oping rapidly and the great pns.siliilities aiiead

there are liegi lining tn alt ract the ;it tent inn of

mining men throughout Mnnt-Jina. Tbe Anaconda
Copper Jlining Co.. which alrendy has extensive
interests, is securing options on additional
properties and is pushing the new work it has
mapped out in this section. The Davis-Daly and
Butte-Dctrnit. companies, witli otiier interests
connected with both of these companies, are
carrying on systematic devehipment in their
extensive holdings. The Clark interests also
have plans for further development nf their

properties in the district, while numerous
smaller companies are at work sinking shafts
or getting ready to open their <'iainis. The strike

made by the Anaconda cumriiiny in tiie crnsscut
that it has run from tiie ISOO-tt. level nf tlie

Original mine to the Emma is devehiping into
one of tbe mnst valuable bndies of zinc ore lately

(tpened in the Butte district. Owners of tbe
adjoining properties have been watching closely

Ihese developments for uiMm this showing to a
great extent depends their jjrospects at depth,
The crosscut is now being c;irried nn snulli with
tbe expectation nf cncituctciiiit:. within 311 days.
Ihe big vein of the Black Chief, of which the
vt^u recently cncovniterea is supposed to be a shoot.

Tlie Anaconda development work in this section
nf the district nnw inclvides the cnntinuation of
the crosscut fmm the Original mine which has
been carried to a pnlnt SOO ft. south of the Emma
shaft, the raising from this crosscut tn connect
with the Enmni shaft on the 800-ft. level, the
sinking of the Bonanza shaft to the 1000-ft.
level and the rinniing of a crosscut from there
t > connect with the Emma and also crnsscutting
the Bonanza and (Uher claims in tliat group.
The crnsscutting by Butte- Detroit company to
the Opbir vein on the 1000-ft. level is making
steady progress. The Opbir is within a few
hundred feet of the point where the recent strike

was made by the Anaconda compiiny and it is

in close proximity also to the Bonanza group
of claims. At the Nettie mine which lies still

farther west. Anaconda is taking nut 170 to
ISO tons per day that runs high both in zinc
and silver. The Bonanza shaft. started
Feb. 1, is now down 49.'j ft. and will be con-
tinued to the 1000-ft, level. Anaconda has also
started to reopen the old West Nettie which
adjoins the Nettie mine. The Davis- Daly com-
pany has started work at the Hibernia shaft
which is 800 ft. from the Nettie shaft and is

drained by the Nettie. A hoisting plant is

being installed good for a depth of 1000 ft. ;

the old shaft has a depth of 4itO ft. W. L.
Creden has started development nn the Brittania
mine which is close to the Bonanza shaft of
tbe Anaconda and has a .'SOO-ft. shaft.

DENVER—May 18

"Highgrading'* seems irrepressible. Cripple
Creek mines have provided a supply of ore for
a highly organized band of thieves who are be-
ing apprehended throughout the West. Miners,
assayers and prominent business men have been
recently arrested as participants in a scheme
that has thrived for two or three ye:irs past
whereby specimen nre has been shipped to Chey-

" enne, Wyo., for reduction, the bullion then go-
ing to San Francisco and being disposed of to
the mint.

SALT LAKE CITY—May 18

Dry Canyon Mines In Tooele County are ready
tor tlic slii|iping season, after a winter of un-
usually' lieavy snows, given over largely to
development work. At present the Kearsarge is

making shipments, having (."ompleted the lower
funnel, as is also the Thad Stevens. The Hidden
Treasure has been the heaviest sliipper from
this section, and is expected to maintain its

record. Ore is accumulated at the Mono and at
tbe Dry Canyon Consolidated. Work is being
done at the Utah Queen, which expects to have
ore in the market in about a month. The
Wandering .lew, the Fourth of .July and the
(^immodnre will start work soon

WALLACE. IDAHO—May 15

Tonnage in Pine Creek Mines has been in-
vestigated for the Oregon- Washington Railroad
and Navigation Co., by Alltert Bureii, a mining
engineer of note, formerly manager of the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan. Upon his report will probably
depend the decision of the railroad comjiany
nn the (luestion nf building a branch up Pine
Creek. The Pine Creek Mines Association a
few weeks ago submitted figures to the olHcers
nf the railroad comjiany, showing the amount
of ore in .sight and other statistics hearing on
tonnage, and if llie.se figures are approximately
verified by Mr. Burch it is believed the con-
struction! of the branch will soon begin. If

Ihe railroad company turns down the proposition,
.several of the mining companies are planning to

overcome the transport difflculty by a tramway
to Sweeny statinn. which is in Northern Pacific
territory and would therefore give them the ad-
vantage of ra i I roa d <-ompet i t ion . At t his tinui

no ore is being moved frnrn Pine Creek on
account of the bad cnndition nf the wagnn road
and the high water, which has carried out
bridges.

Net Earnings of Cceur d'Alene Mines tor 1910
have been filed wifli tlie county assessor. It is

interesting to note lliat tbe Hercules shows the
highest net return, with Interstate-Callahan sec-
ond and the Hecia third. The gro.ss value of
ores extracted in 191(; was $32,4*i(!,ll.T, or about
'V-il% greater than in 19l-'>, and the net profits

were $12,114,405 as against $9.794.(i32 in 1915.

The gross and net figures for the Cn'ur d'Alene
companies in 19li; follow, the net figures being
in parenthesis: Hercules. $7.27S.25S ($2.!t31.136) ;

Interstate-Callahan. $3.983..52l ($2,481.53(1) ;

Hcda. $3,281,135 {$1.081.059) ; Bunker Hill &
Sullivan, $);.253.04S ($1,310,971) : Caledimia,
$I,7()9.H()9 ($l,l.'i4.7*;2) ; Federal: Morning mine,

$3,621,557 ($1,090-791) ; Mace mine, $750,367

($1(53.093) ; Wardner mine. $69(!.n29 {$95,494) ;

t;reen HIM Cleveland. $1,851,742 ($401,826);
Tamarack & Custer. $1,013,779 ($338,74H) ; Suc-
cess. $702,901 ($221,328) : Ontario. $392,078
($lfi2.I82) ; Hunter. $815,779 ($Ii;i.3(Jl) ; Black
Hawk. $39,385 ($2,852) ; Wvoniing. $12.(;80

($1322). Knughly stated the gross viilue of tlie

mineral product in 1910 and the average prices
of sliver and lead increased at about tbe same
ratio, while the price of spelter was a little less
than in 1915. The net profits, however, did not
increase in the same proportion, due to in-

creased wages and tbe advance in the price of
explosives and other supjilies that enter into the
mining operations. Unfortunately the reports on
tons of ore produced are not uniform, some of
the companies reporting tons of ore as it comes
from the mine while others report shipping
product. Considering that one big producer, the
Stewart, dropped out in 1916, and tbe Tamarack
& Custer was idle during much of tbe year, it

is probable that the actual tonnage produced
was not greatly in excess of 1915. and that the
increase in value is mainly due to high metnl
prices. It might be noted that the report of the
Bunker Hill & Sullivan shows $517,784 taken
from the 191(> earnings of the mine for new
smeltery construction,

MORENCI. ARIZ.—May 18

Plan of Holding Employees* Conferences has
now been adopted by tbe Arizona Copper Co. At
the initial meeting, iiehi on May 14. W. H. Scott,
foreman of tiie company's Coronado mine, made
an interesting address on the Coronado slicing
system, an exposition of the principles of which
had been presented in Peter B. Scotland's article
in the ".Tournal's" Mining Number of Apr. 6.

The audience, which included a delegation of
students and i)rofes5ors from the University of
Minnesota, as well as Arizona copper employees,
shnwed much interest in the talk. It is probable
that conferences will be held biweekly so as not to
conflict with the Phelps-Dndge conferences, which
will alsn be lield every other week.

JEROME. ARIZ.—May i7

United Verde Extension's Haulage Tunnel is to
he one of tbe important outlets for ore of the
Jerome district. It is to be completed about the
time the smeltery is ready for operation, a con-
tract having been awarded to the Potter Con-
struction Co. for a tunnel 13.500 ft. long,
abnut 2c miles, to connect with the 1300
level of the famous property. The bore will he
large enough to accommodate oO-ton ore cars,
with provision for the drainage flow, which will
be of immense advantage to tbe Jerome Verde,
Dundee and other neighboring properties. It is

understood that a share in the ccmstruction cost
of $500,000 will be borne by these neighbors,
which will gain also the large advantage of easy
development at depth through the great bore.
Construction is to be complete by June 15. 1918,
and the work will be under direct charge of
Daniel J O'Rourke, for years with the Sullivan
Machinery Co. No fear is felt that any unusual
conditions will be encountered; the work as
platted will pass through diorite. quartz porphyry
and Umestone. There is ample dinnping ground
for waste at the portal.

NOGALES. ARIZ.—May 16

Santa Cruz County is active ; a l( hough it is

one nf the smallest counties in Arizona, (his
spring, there are four mills in operation or under
construction using the flotation process. The
oldest of these mills is the 100-ton plant of the
Duiiuesne Mining and Reduction Co.. flotation
having overcome the ditflcultles previously ex-
perienced in concentrating these ores containing
a large amount of garnet. The ores contain sil-

ver, lead, copper and zinc. Lessees have lately
been making money shipping high-grade ores
direct to the smelting plant. The new mill on
the Three R mine, about 15 mi. northeast of
Nogales, has a capacity of 150 tons per day;
this weII-kiK)wn mine is now operated by the
Harrison Brothers, of San Antonio, Tex., formerly
large operators in Mexico; the ore is copper std-

I»hide occurring in a fracture zone of alasklte.
About three miles north of Nogales. the Lower
California Metals Co. is completing its flotation
mill which will handle custom ores as well as
the low-grade ores from the Pilares and Los
Charcos mines in northern Sonora. owned by the
Socledad Anonima de Metales controlled by the
same interests. These mills will seciu'c their
power from the new line of the Arizona (Jas and
Electric Co.. nf Nogales, which has in operation
two 250-hp. oil engines of the Seymour & IVIcIn-

tosh type. Tbe added power fa<'ilitles arc stimu-
lating development in other prnperties. and the
power installation may he doubled betVire the year
is out. The fourth mill is that of the Montana
M'neg Co., In the Oro Blanco district, ahout 30
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miles west of Nofiales. The mill is riited at IfJO

tons and is expected to l)o in operation by June
1. Three kinds of eoneentratcs are to l)e made,
the ore being complex sulphides of silver, coi)per,

lead and zinc. The mill will use 10 Willley

tables, as well as flotation maeliines, for coaeen-
tratinR. Grindiiif,' will he done in a Marey mill

driven by a Diesel-type engine. This mill is

within a stone's thi-ow of the old mill which has
stood i»n the property for years as a monument
of failure. Within a radius of Ave miles of this

mill, there are Ave other such monuments. These
old mills gave an extraction of only about U(K!;

and hence the possibilities of thi.s district under
present metal i)rices are considered exceUent.
The Montana Mines Co., with the aid of the
county, is building a road to the mine at a cost

of $27,000. A large hoist and compressor have
been installed for the development work; the

Shaft is about 200 ft. deep.

JOPLIN. MO.—May 19

Permanent Metals Comnuttee for co-oper-

ating with the (iovernnient Zinc Committee
of the Council of National l>efense was
chosen by ballot of active members of the

Southwest Missouri Mine Safety and Sanita-
tion Association ;it Tlnusday's meeting. Those
selected were H. i. Young. Carthage, manager of

mines in this district for the American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Co. ; C. A. Smith, Webb City, man-
ager of Coahuila Lead and Zinc Co. ; A. F. Car-
mean, Carthage, president of Carmean & Sciiiires

Mining Co. ; Temple Chapmiin, Joplin, independ-
ent operator ; Thomas F, Coyne, Webb City, inde-
pendent operator. The committee also will in-

clude W. B. Shackelford, president of the associa-
tion, who will be an ex officio member. It is the
intention to have the conunitte get in close touch
with all operators of this district and get accurate
figures on mining costs, in order that (Jovernment
requests for infornuition along this line may be
answered intelligently.

Miami Zinc Mines Co.. a new Massachusetts
corporation, has bought for $700.00(1 the mining
leases and lands of 0. J. McConnell, of Miami,
Okla., one of the pioneers in the Oklahoma sec-

tion of the district. The property sold includes
the fee to the 200 acres of land on which the
camp of richer, Okla., and the big mines of the
Eagle-Picher Lead Co. are situated; it also in-

cludes a first lease on 200 acres of the S. A.
Kenoyer land at Tar River, Okla. ; also a 200-
acre lease on the L. L. Cardin land at Tar River,
on which three mills now are operating; also

about 500 acres of leases in various parts of the
Oklahoma section. Mr. McConnell started devel-
opment in the Oklahoma field only four years ago,
and at that time there was no development north
of Commerce. His mill on Tar River, now oper-
ated under the name of H. J. Cantrell, trustee, was

the first plant In that section of the fleld. He was
the active manager of hts properties, and after

spending the .summer on the St. Lawrence River,

plans to get back into the mining game hero.

HOUGHTON. MICH.—May 17

Success of Storage-Battery Locomotive for haul-
age on the lOIli lrv<'l ril Caliinu-t \- llecla's No. 15

shaft, Osceola lode, has induced the company to

place an order for '.i'2 locomotives of practically

the same type as the teat hicomntive. They will

have a (iOOO-lb. chassis, i;jO0-lb. starting draw-bar
pull and 1000-lb. running draw-bar pull. They
will be of the single-truck type with single nuilor

and will operate on 40-in. tracks. <'urrent will be
supplied from 48 MV-13 iron-clad Exlde cells,

with the exception of one locomotive, which will

be equipped with tia G-II Kdison cells ithe same
as the locomotive now in operation) Eleven of
the 33 locomotives will be used on the Osceola
lode of the Cahnnet & Heda. while the other 21
will be distribuTed among the subsidiary com-
panies, as follows : Nine at the Alunet-k mine, three
at the Osceola Consolidated, North Kearsarge
branch, and nine at the Isle Royale mine. It Is

worthy of note, however, that five trolley Inc-o-

motives are being installed at the AUouez, another
Calumet & Uecla subsidiary.

DULUTH, MINN.—May 18

Navigation Has Been Improved by the warm
weather. Ice conditions liavf been obstructing
navigation to an extent almost unprecedented on
the Great Lakes, causing numerous accidents and
seriously delaying ore movements to lower Lake
ports. Five vessels are reported agromul. The
Saxona and Mitchell sank in a collision and
the Vulcan has been fast in ice for more than
a week. Approximately 80 boats are waiting to
pass through the lock at the Soo. Tinder normal
conditions. May 1, finds the ore movements hi

full swing while this season it has been delayed
at least three weeks. Present indications are
that last year's shipment of (iti.dfj'.oOO tons of
iron ore will not be exceeded, although if condi-
tions had been normal the tonnage forwarded
to lower Lake ports was expected to reach
70,000,000 tons.

TORONTO—May 18

Increased Wages Formally Demanded on May
15 by the Cobalt miners. Letters were forwarded
to the managers enclosing the scale—equal to

an increase of 50c. per day—and requesting them
to meet committees of the men and endeavor to

bring about an amicable settlement. They were
given until May 31 to reply. It is expected
that a royal commission will be appointed to

investigate conditions in the hope of securing
a satisfactory adjustment.

Minerals Separation has served iintlceH on all

cotrqKiiileH (i|it-ratlng In Cnbalt, which are usiri;;

flotation process, that .such use, without iH-rui\n

slon and without paying royalties, coiiHtltuteK

an Infringement of the company'H rIghtH. They
luive offered to settle on the banls of a certain
percentage of the value of the silver In the mill
tieads, but none of the Cobalt companies have
shown any desire U> take advantage of this offer.

No doubt litigation somewhat similar to that In

the United States will take place, and It 1h

understood thai the defendant company has al-

ready been selected.

Prospecting Curtailed, this year, owing mainly
to the war. There Is a great decrease In the
number of prospectors going Into the mining
regions of northern Ontario. Many of the former
prospectors have enlisted, and those remaining
have little inducement to t;ikc up the work,
as owing to unsettled financial cmdlllons, few
capitalists will be in the market for claims.
There is some activity In the Matachewan district

where much staking was done during the fall

and winter, and prospectors are going In to do
assessment work. The promise of improved trans-
port facilities In the Oowganda area has stimu-
lated somewhat the development work In that
section.

JOHANNESBURG—Apr. 19

Centralization of Rand Mining is further ex-
tended by the CcMlral Miriitig and Investment
Corporation taking the control of the Neumann
group of mines. This caused little or no sur-
prise on the Rand. For some time past the two
groups have worked hand In hand, and It was
anticipated that ultimately the control of the
Neumann mines would pass into the hands of
the Central Mining group. "Corner House" has
also taken control of the East Rand Proprietary
Mines, and this with the absorption of the Rob-
inson control by the Barnato group, makes three
separate groups less on the Rand. There used
to be 10 different mining groups controlling the
working of the <iifTerent gold mines on the Rand.
but these have now been practically reduced to
five. It is, therefore, evident that should it

ever appear expedient or necessary, the way Is

gradually being simplified for the Rand Mines,
Ltd., to follow the Klmberley example, and take
over the working of all the gold mines on the
Rand. Had there been any well defined advan-
tiige in this step, no doubt it would have hap-
pened long ago, but the manifest difference in

the advantage of out-and-out amalgamation and
control of gold and diamond mining, may be the
explanation why such change has not been made.
However, there is still an impression on the
Rand that ultimately Rand Mines, Ltd., will be
controlling the operations of all the best mines
on the Rand.
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ALASKA
COPPER SHIPIIEXTS frnni Al:iska in April as

reported by Department of Commerce amounted
to 10,585,518 lb.

ALASKA T? 3ADWT;LL (Treadwell)—In Mareli
crushed 37,838 tons yielding $79,386 or $2.12 per

ton; operating expenses, $46,445; operating profit,

$32,941 ; construction expense, $16.641 ; sundry
income. $11,839; net profit for montll. $28,138.

ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)— Cruslied in

Marcli 6GS5 tons yielding $11770 or $1.78 per ton ;

operating expenses, $10,677 ; operating profit,

$1093; construction expense, $4309; loss, $3216.

Sundry income, $5063. Mexican mill crushed
also in March 8120 tons for Alaska United.

ALASKA UNITKD (Treadwell)—In March, the

700 Claim mill cruslied 24.675 tons yielding $52,-

926 or $2.17 per ton ; operating expenses were
$68,223; operating loss, $15,297; construction

expense, $9708 ; net loss, $25,005 ; sundry income,

$2041. Ready Bullion mine produced 32.025 tons

yielding $62,443 or $1.97 per ton; operating ex-

penses, $48,253; <iperatinR profit, $14,190; con-

struction expenses. $.5224; net profit, $8966;
sundry income, $2041.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET & AltlZO.VA (Warren)—Sinking
started on the flve-compartmenl shaft at Haker-

ville. It is to go to 2000 ft. and is intended to

relieve the .Tunction shaft.

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bishee)—In April, de-

veloped new lens of 7% copper ore, 40x90 ft.,

hctween fiOO and 700 levels; almut 70 ft. thick.

I'reliminarj' surveys m.ide for new lead concen-

trator; lead ore shipments to El I'aso amotmt to

about 150 tons per week.

DENN ARIZONA (Kishee)—Surface machinery
is being put in shape for resumption after idle-

ness of over six years owing to heavy flow of

water opened on 1600 level. Water rose later

to 1250 level hut pumping at Calumet & Arizona's
Junction shaft has drained much of the Denn
territory. Superintendent Houle of the Shattuck
Arizona, is in charge of the preliminary work.
COPPER QUEEN (Bishee)—With the raining

of tlie Sacramento Hill concentrating ore, a sec-

ond stage in the Iiistory of this district will have
been reached. Approximately 12.000.000 tons are

understood to have been developed in this dis-

seminated deposit and the test mill has indicated

the metallurgical method for a large reduction

plant in the district. Mining near the surface at

least, is to be done by steam shovel.

Gila County
MIAMI (Miami)—Flotation results in April

from 129.905 tons of feed averaging 1.161% cop-

per were 1674 tons of rcinrentrates averaging
42.475% ; copper in tails 0.622'; ; largest flotation

tonnage yet handled. Company has subscribed

for $500,000 of the Liberty bunds.

Mohave County
NEW 150-TON MILl, for custom ore is planned

at Chloride hy A. G. Stearns. Proposed site is on

cast side of Silver Hill, near railroad track.

C.LADSTONE (Chloride)—Ilnwatercd and min-
ing operations will be proceeded with inider direc-

tion of F. C. Smith, general manager of the Hid-
den Treastire.
MIXN'ESOTA-CONNOR (Chloride)—New York

men will begin development on this property, for-

merlv noted for its high-grade silver ore. New
mining e(iuipment will be necessary. P. S. Virgin

temporarily in cliarge.

NEW MOHAWK JIININC CO. (Chloride)—On
the old Puzzle mine a second shaft has been
started to connect with old winze, in wliich higli-

grade silver ore was recently found; connection
will 1)0 made at 100 ft. Hoist lately purchased
for first shaft and another will be secured for

shaft just started. .1. .1. Robertson, general man-
ager.

TOM REED (Oatman)—For fiscal year ended
Apr. 1 report shows 46,170 tons of ore milled
having gross value of $502,358; average extrac-
tion, 97.61%. Over 9000 ft. of development done
and ore reserves increased from 6000 to 54,000
tons. Old stamp mill superseded by practically
new milling plant of 300 tons capacity. A 4000-
ft. Leselien tramway being installed to bring ore

to mill from new Aztec workings, where vein was
opened on 400- and 535-ft. levels, for total length
of 1100 ft., with milling ore across average width
of 6 ft. and lower-grade ore for additional width
of 25 ft The old workings are being opened up
at the 1400-ft. level, where extensive development
work is now being done ; practically all ore mined
to date has been above 1175-ft. level of the old

workings. E. M. Rabb, superintendent.

Pima County
AJO CORNELIA (Ajo)—First diamond-drill

hole down 750 ft., will go to 1000 ft. Leasers
preparing shipment of surface ore.

Yavapai County
GADSDEN (.lerome)-Shaft down 330 ft.; still

in limestone.

.lEROME VERDE (Jerome)—Drill hole being
driven to intersect ore, 100 ft. from where it

was cut by previous hole, now In about 450 ft.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

ARGONAUT (Jackson)—Incline shaft has
reached 46G7-ft. point : will he continued 118 ft.

deeper, making tlie total incline depth 4785 ft.,

or a vertical depth of 4143 ft. New battery of

stanips operating in new mill ; installation of 40

stamps from old mill expected to be completed

in about 90 days.

Calaveras County
ROYAL (Hodson)—Reported th-it F. W. Page,

manager, and II. P. Brett are preparing to rc-

o!ien mine. Formerly large producer.
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Shasta County

ARPS COrrKU CO. (Coimht Cil.v)- -IMi-piuin;;

to install hoist. f(irii|iri'ssnr ami niarliliic diill.i

;

20 men now omployi-d. Will be liicirasi-d after

instjillatlons. \V. W. Henry, Jr., t^i'iK'i'nl '"im-

agor.

KL OHO DKKIXJIXG CO. (Keddint;) Reported
that prospoetinK on Monzel ranch, across Siieru-

mento River opposite ReddinR. has dlselosed

profitable t^old-hearlng gravel and tliat company
will Install dredge.

AFTERTHOUGHT (Ingot) -- Ground being
graded for construction of flotation plant ; 2i»

teams employed ; 150 men employed In mining
and construction work. Twenty cottages and
large otHce building being Imllt.

Sierra County

MEXICAN (Downieville)- Milling resumed on
ore mined during winter. C. J. York, owner and
operator.

GOLD POINT (Downieville)—Two shifts ^^m-

ployed mining and milling free-gold ore. Sidney
('. Love in charge.

WHITE BEAR {Downieville)—Prospecting re-

sumed for northern extension of this famous
gravel channel. Under option to John Costa of
Downieville.

NORTH FORK (Forest City)—Former rich

gravel producer on Alleghany-Downieville serpen-
tine belt, after much expensive devolnpnicit
work, struck quartz vein yielding specimen ore
at 2(iri ft. in incline shaft. George F. Stone,
manager.

Siskiyou County
ORO GRANDE MINING CO. (Callahan)—In-

corporated to merge four important mining prop-
erties. The Oro Grande, formerly the McKeeri.
is an old producer by stamp crushing and amal-
gamation; flotation is to be installed, starting
with ;i 100-toTi plant. James R. McKinni**,
formerly of Cripple Creek. Coin., is president;
Theodore Craig, general superintendent : James
McKeen. millnian. New orehndy being developed
in the Trail Creek mine under superintendency
of George Foster. R. J. Young, in charge of
the Kangaroo, is driving ll)00-ft. tunnel to tap
orehndy at depth of COO ft. The other prnperty.
the Sugar Creek mine, not being developed at
present.

Trinity County

GOLD STANDARD COVSOLIDATED fCoffeel—
This Oakland. Calif, compiiny has optioned the
J. R Blair property on whicli high-grade ore
has been disclosed, Lincoln Hiodt, president.
Development in charge nf Willi. tin Briggs.

Tuolumne County

CLIO (.lacksonville)—Kepnrted that Robert
Grauer of Oakland is preparing to reopen.

BUCHANAN CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.
(Tuolumne)^Incon'orated by F. M. Carter and
Fay Chadbnurne. of Oakland ; T. R. Vincent, of
ALameda ; L. E. Carter, of San Francisco and
C. W. Mitchell, of Pasadena. Mine will be re-
opened and developed at depth.

COLORADO
Boulder County

WILSON (Eldora)—This group on Woodlawn
Heights being reopened.

CARIBOU (Cardinal)—Sinking of sliaft to
1040-ft. level completed. Regular shipments be-
ing made. Extensive improvements planned for
mill.

Montezuma County
ALLARD (M;ini'i)s)- New machinery will be

installed. Oreshoot carrying copper and silver
developed.

Park County
SNOWSTORM PLACEIt has been optioned by

Tonopah Placers Co.. of Breckenridge. Comprises
acreage between town and rich ground hydra u-
llcked for many years. Drills arc imw prospect-
ing ground to determine its suitaliililv for dredg-

'

ing.

San Juan County
OOLD KI\(.' ((;i;i(lslnMe)— Mill will resume

soon. Development work continued all winter at
mine and nnicli oie blocked.

SUNNYSIDE (Eureka)- llepoited that plans
arc completed for erection of 500-Ion mill at Ibis
property recently sold to U. S. Smelting, Refin-
ing and Mining Exploration Co.

SUMMIT COPPER MINING CO. (Ironton)—
Dt'velnpnient and repair work carried on during
winter. All workings in grtod shape and slopes
on Knelker Tunnel level ready f(u- production.
Ore carries gold, silver and copper.

San Miguel County
ALTA (Tcllnride) Experimenting with flota-

tion : mill to be remodeled,

BLACK BEAlt (Telluride)—Pump trouble at
Blue Lake necessitated a curtailment of produc-
tion temporarily.

APRIL SHIPMENTS of concentrates from
Telluride district were as follows: Tomboy .'iO

cars; Smuggler-TTnion and Black Bear. 40 'c'ars :

Liberty Bell. 12 cars; Inama & Perlno Leasing
Co., two cars; total, 104 cars.

Summit County

IM'/ZLE (Breekenridg.-) Three feel of gold-
silver- lead ore opened Iiy lessees In (iold Dust
ground from main tunnel level.

GOLD (iUEKN (KoknimO—Being developed by
Mutual Co-Opcratlvt' Mining Cn, Two cars high-
grade silver ore slili)ped recently.

ROYAL TKiER (Hreeltenridge)—Development
work being done under direction of John A. Tray-
lor Mining and Milling Machinery Co., of Salt
Lake City.

PIONEER CONSOLIDATED (Breckenridge)—
Mill making test runs after overhauling. Ore
coming fiom Extensi<ui and Jumbo workings.
Much old stope HI ling being drawn and new
oreshiKtts being develoi)ed.

Teller County

SHOO FLY (Cripple Creek)—Small shipment of
sylvanite ore assaying 4^ oz. gold per ton made
recently from 200-ft. level by lessees.

PORTLAND (Cripple Creek)- Three units of
new Independence mill operating steadily. Entire
Ave units to be in operation by end of May.
Total capacity, 12r»0 tons daily.

ROOSEVELT TUNNEL advanced 171 ft. in
April ; heading in Little Edith claim on west
side of Battle M(»uMtain ; flow between S(H)0 and
9000 gal. per min.

GRANITE (Cripple Creek)—Tramway from
Dillon shaft to loading bins nn Short Line tracks,
near Victor, being installed. Shipments from
this shaft now hauled by wagons.

MIDGET (Cripple Creek)—Sublessees of Back-
oflf Leasing Co., oi)erating Midget property, made
rich surface strike on Bonanza King; first sliip-

ment made. Backoff Leasing Co. shipping mill-
ing grade ore from main shaft workings to Colo-
rado City.

WAR EAGLE CONSOLIDATED (Cripple Creek)—Development is in progress from the War Kagle
shaft. Lease granted on the Allen sliaft. whicli
will he retimbered and placed in wnrkitig condi-
tio!! : !iew shaft house will be constructed Jind

h(»isting plant installed. Crosscut drive!! to rut
Josephine vein at the bottom or ."ioo-ft. level of
Scott shaft ; this will lie contini!ed to cut vein
recently opened on 400-ft. level. Rai.se being
nu'dc from 400 -ft. level ii! the Happy Year prop-
erty.

IDAHO

Bonner County

ARMSTEAD MINES. INC, (Spokane, Wash)—
This company, which is developing the Keystone
silver mine, at Blacktail, near Lake Pend
Oreille, is installing new e(iuipme!it. including
storage-battery locomotives. 4000 ft. of 18-in.

pipe for ventilation, and of 2-in. pipe fo!- com-
pressed air. Leyner drills, and otiier apparatus
for driving tlie 1400-ft. tunnel a f!irlber distance
of 2200 ft., where it will attain a depth of UiOO
ft. in the Keystone claim. Company expects to

complete concentrator by the time lower tunnel'
has been connected with the upper workings.
Directors include several tobacco manufacturers

;

ofHcers are Henry H. Armstead. j)resident and
manager: A. H. Burroughs and Karl Junghluth,
vice-presidents ; H. D. Kingsbury, treasurer, and
H. L. Brown, secretary; these with C. C. Dula
and J. Peterson, comprise the directorate.

Shoshone County

TNTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—Mined
in first (juarter 77.700 tons averaging 2:i 7% Zn.
2.5 oz. Ag, 0% Pb. Shipped l.^»,74;i tons of ore
and concentrates, of which i:i,s:{0 tons were zinc
and 1634 were lead Flotation installation ex-
pected to be completed in second quarter.

MICHIGAN

Copper

AHMEEK (Ahn!eek)—Tonnage below average,
probably due to lack of men. The new 800-kw.
steam turbine at this mine is almost ready for test

'un
MASS (Mass)—Daily tonnage about 1000 tons.

Could easily use 150 more men at present. R. H.
Peterson has succeeded E. R. Jones as superin-
tendent.

SENECA (Cahnnet)~Overb!a-den at .site of
(UTposed shaft found to be 10 ft. deep. Shaft
will be sunk vertically about i:t50 ft. and then on
l!i<'line about lOO ft.

MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Erecting new machine
shop. s!nith shop ai!d hospital, and at the mill
at Traverse City a steel tank of 100,ono-gal. ca-
pacity on a 100-ft. tower.

WINONA (Winona)—Electric hoist at No. 4

shaft repaired: no time lost, as steam power was
available. Drifting on UUb and llth levels
showing good grade of rock.

NEW ARCADIAN (HougbtoiO—Sending about
400 tons nf rock to the Franklin mill daily. On
150n-ft. level 400 ft. of drifting has shown ore
slightly above the avei-age.

ALLOUEZ (Calumet)—The five trolley locomo-
fives ordered some ti!ne ago are now on the
gro!ind, and as soon as i!iotor-generator set is

received they will go into co!nmission.

TSLE ROVALE (Houghton)—Dally tonnage
slightly over liOOO tons. Development slightly
ciH'tailcd to use men in maintaii!ing tonnage.
Building !nndern dianffe honso at No. 6 shaft.

KEWEENAW (Manda!i)—Impi'ovlng Its re<:()very
with use of modern ei|uilimeiit fur the one stamp-
head operating at old Pbiui!lx mill; getting a little

over 12 lb of copper per ton of rock. Tlie rock
Is .soft and chalky In places, being easily milled;
the richest is coming from the footwall.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—April pro-
duction by Calumet & Heela and subsidiaries
was: v.. & H., 0,855,514 lb,; Ahmcek, 2.47:J,405;
Allouez. 771,25;J; Centennial, 125,40:i ; Isle Roy-
ale, 1,282.242; La Salle. 247,:ni ; Osceola. 1.510.-
569; Superior, 14;i.(il4 ; Tamarack, 478,51!); White
IMne, 45a,2Gl lb

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

CROFT {<'!-osby)— Loading 40.000 tfjus from
stockpile. Ships two grades of ore, bessemer and
non-bessemer.

MAHNOMEN (Ironton)—Shipping mangani-
fertnis and iron ores. Two steam shovels working.
Drainage shaft completed and now drifting under
pit operations.

MISSOURI

Joplin District

ST. PAUL (Joplin) Has resumed operation
of Black Hawk mine at Spring City.

TALE<H'AH (Mia!ni. Okla.)—Drilling 45-acre
lease half mile soutii of (Juapaw, Okla.

LUCKY G. W. (Mia!!ii. Okla.)— Purchased
Lucky Jew lease near Tar River and will de-
velop.

ROANOKE (Commerce. Okla.)—New :i50-ton
!nill in operation. E. M. Funkhauser, principal
owner.

J. DILLON (Joplin)—WMth associates, has ob-
tained lease <in :{<;o acres, west of Miami. Okla.,
and will start drilling immediately.

HIRAM DIGGINS (Joplin)- Will build mill on
site now being developed north of Chitwood. Two
holes in rich ore. Hiram Diggins Chinn, man-
ager.

BIG THREE (Miami, Okla.)—Constructing mill
on lease near Quapaw. Okla. Manstield. Mo. in-

vestors, including P. W. Jackson, principally in-
terested.

ONAMENA (Webb City)—Moving No. 1 mill to
new site on Bosto!!-Duenweg lease in central
part of tow!i of Duenweg. Recent drilling shows
ore at 210 fi.

NATIONAL ZINC AND LEAD (Joplin)—
]\Ioved Nn. 4 n!ill fi'oin south or Carterville to
SI ill! Jii!i lease !ioit Invest of Picher. Okla. ;

transfer was comi)Ieted in 38 days. Two shafts
in ore at 148 ft.

F. R. COOK (Springfield, Mo.)—Has struck
both zinc and thick oil on Hartley land, just
south Baxter, Kan. Oi-e struck at 115 ft. and
nil at 152 ft. Oil so thick further drilling im-
practical. May develop.

H. RAITINGER (Ani-ora )—With associates, will
build mill on new site two miles southeast of
AvM'ora. where U!iexpected body of ore was de-
veloped, by di-illing. at 200 ft. Cuttings carried
between 18 and 20% of blende.

PROVIDENCE (Galena. Kan.)—Mill rebuilt.
Will install Arthur concentrator in lieu of
sli!ne tables ; first ever used in this district ; is

centrifugal apparatus recently perfected by J. B.
Arthur, Kansas City, Mo.

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

BOSTON & MONTANA DEVELOPMENT
(Butte)^—Company has doubled force at work on
new railroad that is to run to its Elkhorn
properties and further increase will be made
soon. At the mine 40 men are at work.

Jefferson County
ECONOMY (East Helena)-The I^OO-ft. iiicllno

at this copper-gold-silver mine fiooded owing to
failure of power. Steam power will be super-
seded by electric. New milling ctiuipment is con-
templated. Rosenfield Bi-os., owners.

Lewis ind Clark County
HKLENA (Helena)- -Two carloads shipped re-

cently fi-om shaft siiddng. Shaft 260 ft. deep.
Superintendent Cupples. in charge.
CARBON HILL (Helena)-Drifting on :500.ft.

level. Silver o!'e being taken out. Superin-
tendent is Frank Ernest.

ROCK ROSE (Helena)-Four feet of galena
encountered on 150-ft. level in this Grass Valley
mine. L. S. Ropes, consulting engineer,

THOMAS CRTTSE DEVELOPING CO. (Helena)—Opened body nf high-grade shipping nre noo ft.

east of shaft on fiOO-ft. level. Edward FciTell.
superintendent. Gasoline power used.

JULIA (Helena)-This mine has installed now
50-hp. boiler and engine: .sinking of 20n-ft. in-
cline shaft will be resumed soon. Eleven cars
nf gold-sllver-lcad ore have been shipped. M.
L. Higgins. superintendent.

BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—
Profits in fii*st (luai'ter wei'e $100,518; cash on
hand Apr. 1 was $-n!).081. Of total receipts of
$2:i2.100. North Moccasin mine in Fergus County
produced $07.i:i7 ; I'legan-Glosfer. $7:i.5fi5. and
Shannon. $8;i.24:{. . Shannon shaft sunk 100 ft.

to open up 500-ft. level ; was In payable ore
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85 ft. In April, Shannon produced 2Sr»3 tons
tons assaying 14.G0 ; Glosttir, 2100 tons assaying
$17.17; at the Nortli Moccasin, l(i(i4 tons ylcidod
$19,.^il)0 in hiiillinn. Practically no work yet dune
on Boyer mine; under option till 1918.

CRUSE CONSOLIDATED (Helena)—Two-com-
partment shaft at this property in the Grass
Valley section is uearing 200-ft. level. Ore. lead
and iron sulphides. Mine has 40-hp. steam plant.
Martin Backstrora, superintendent.

Silver Bow County

TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Crosscut on 700-ft. level

of Butte Main Ranue mine is apparently enter-
ing vein, supposed to he Rory O'Moore or ex-
tension of the Torrid vein of the Tropic mine.
On 500 level, crosscut to the Spread Dclinlit vein
is in about 530 ft., with about 100 ft, yet
to go; raise being driven from 7(Ht level to
intersect the crosscut where it enters the Si)read
Delight. The double-drum hoist ordered from
the Nordberg company is to be ready about Oct.

I, when shaft is expected to he 1000 ft. deep.
Tuolumne mine still closed though free from
gas from Higii Ore fire ; Anaconda has run water
lines through mine to the Modoc fire zone.

NEVADA
Csmeralda County

JUMBO JUNIOR (Gnldfleld) -Being developed
from 880-ft. level of Velvet shaft. Carload of

ore recently shipped. Secured lease for one year
on block of Kewanas ground, 600 x 150 ft.

CRACKERJACK (Goldfleld)—Cornish-type pump
erected at main shaft ; workings unwatered to

320-ft. level where cast crosscut is being driven
to encounter vein exposed on 120-ft. level,

MERGER MIXES CO. (Gnldflt'ld)—For past year
development entirely through (Jrizzly Bear >haft.

Now plan to explore shale and contact zone on
l-S.^O-ft. and 1750-ft. levels of main Merger
shaft.

RED HILLS FLORENCE (Goldfleld)—Property
now equipped with 50-ft. headframe and double-
drum hoist ; compressor ordered. Shaft repaired
to depth of 550 ft. and development under way
on 500-ft. level,

SPEARHEAD (Goldfleld)—On 400-ft, level now
crosscutting east from north drift to encounter
vein worked in old Wlieeler lease. On 9I0-ft.

level silicifled zone on contact about 20 ft. thick
in which north and east drifts are beng run on
low-grade quartz containing occasional bunches
of shipping ore.

Mineral County

KENTUCK CONSOLIDATED (Sweetwater)—
Erecting mill purchased from Denver Quartz Mill

and Crusher Co. Treatment will include amal-
gamation and concentration.

B, B. TODD MINING (Reno)—Plans to resume
shipping at early date. At annual meeting. May
15, elected following directors : L. E. Aubury,
of San Francisco ; H. F. Norcross, of Los Angeles

;

C. A, Bradley, of New York; W. M, Gardiner and
R. B. Todd, of Reno.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended
May 12 was 9468 tons, valued at .$175,158.

compared with 9604 tons for week previous. Pro-
ducers were: Tonopali Belmont. 2958 tons; Ton-
opah Extension, 2380 ; Tonopah Mining, 2150

;

West End, 845; Jim Butler, 650; Rescue-Eula,
255 ; North Star, 55 ; Cash Boy, 55 ; miscella-
neous leases, 120 tons.

MANHATTAN MUSTANG (IManhattan)—Strike
of high-grade ore made by Train-Chase lease at

depth of 200 ft. in Mustang Hill. Carries both
free gold and sulphides.

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Shaft has reached
45 ft. below fourth level. Overhauling of mill
progressing and new roaster partly erected.

Twenty men working on wagon road.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Installing
steam-driven turbine and 400-kw. generator as

auxiliary power unit. Primarily to avoid delays

in sinking, through interruption of power service,

RESCUE-EULA (Tnnopah)—During April. 940

tons ore mined; treated at West End mill for

yield of $24.90 per tori. Net profit, $9000. On
llflO-ft. level, now drifting cast on vein in Mag-
gie May claim.

ROUND MOUNTAIN (Round Mountain)—Quartz
mill being run on low-grade- ore from various

large blocks to determine advisability of erecting

much larger plant. Hydraulicklng also in prog-

ress with Improved etiulpment.

LOUISIANA CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.
(Tonopah)—At Tyho property. 68 miles north-

east from Tonopah. working crew of about 25

men. Of 10 Duplex 3V2-tnn trucks ordered, three

are in commission making round trip to Tonoi)ah
with 3'/^ -ton trailer every two days. Preparing
shipment of ore sorted from old dumps.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 109 oars of ore from
350 level, averaging $8.30 per ton.

JACKET (Gold Hill)—Saved 107 cars of ore

from surface tunnel workings. Continued mill

repairs.

ALPHA & EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—Saved
three cars of ore from 200 level, averaging $4S

per ton. Saved four cars from new stope, aver-
aging $9.56 per ton.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Mill crushed 12 tonj
from 2700 level, averaging $14.65; from Wedge
dump :!;J5 tons, averaging $6.05 ; from the Union
218 tons, sampling $20.97; from Sierra Nevada
90 tons, sampling $14.65. Two bars of bullion
shipped.

CON. VIRGINLA (Virginia)—Southwest drift,

2700 level, advanced to the 192-ft. point; in
(tre for more than 120 ft. Drift follows hanging
wall, with 11 ft. of ore expo.sed In face and
(pijirt/. of unknown wldtli to tlie west. Extract/.'d

i:i8 oars of ore from the lO-ft. advance, averag-
ing $20 per ton. a substantial increase over
previous week. From the second floor extracted 74
cars, averaging $12.46 per ton; practically same
grade as last week.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

McGHEE BROS. (Steins)—Shaft down 150 ft.

is in zinc carbonate ; may ship soon.

SANTA RITA DEVELOPMENT (Santa Rita)—
Bornite opened on Ruddle claim; churn drilling
progressing near Chino's Hearst pit. 11. H
Loomis, manager.

LEO XIII MINING (Silver City)—Developing
group of claims 1^ miles west of Saute Fe R.R.
by crosscut tunnel to vein carrying copper, gold
:ind silver. T. H. Finley. secretary.

BETHLEHEM COPPER (Steins)—New com-
pany, organized by .1. E. Sund and associates,

to develop 12 claims in western i)art of county;
contract let to P. T. Evers of San Simon. Ariz.,

for chum drilling ; ten 500-ft. holes contem-
plated.

OREGON
WESTERN REDUCTION CO. (11 Lumberman's

KIdg,. riirllaiid)—Expects to hegiii production of
ferromanganese and ferrosiiicon, as well as other
ferro alloys, by electric furnace during .Tune.

J, H. Haak, president.

Josephine County
CHROME ore has been discovered on Sexton

Mountain, purchased for tiiiiher by Dr. .T. .1.

Williams of Pacific Grove, Calif. Will be devel-
oped.

UNITED COPPER (Grants Pass)—Shipped first

car of concentrates from new mill on Grave Creek.
Some rich sulphide ore also being shipped to
Tacoma smeltery.

R. J. ROWEN (Grants Pass)—Has actpiired

chrome claims near Oak Flat on Illinois River
and will build motor-truck road 14 miles to con-
nect with county road at Selma.

UTAH
Beaver County

PALOJIA (Milford)—Shipped recently two cars
lead-silver-copper ore.

' MAJESTIC (Milford)—First car of ore shipped
this season from company's Hoosier Boy property

;

ore lead-silver, from 700 level.

CROFF (Milford)—Strike of copper-silver-lead
ore reported. Two cars ready for shipment.
Property consists of five claims adjoining the
Lincoln (old-time producer) and the Creole.

BEAVER LAKE DISTRICT, west of Milford. is

active. The Copper Mountain recently shipped
car of ore ; Beaver Lake Metals is drifting on
the 150 level to reach ground below oreshoot
productive during past summer ; Beaver Copper
is doing development on the 200. and taking out
some ore. Work being done at the Black Kock
Copper, two miles west from the Copper Moun-
tain.

Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended May 11
were 2^0 cars, an unusually heavy week. Com-
pares with 188 in week preceding.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Has made
further addition to its territory, acijulring ground
of R. G. W^ Mining Co. (five patented claims in

the Tinlic district).

EMPIRE MINES (Eureka)—Active development
of 700 acres—acquired by the merging of a
number of Tintic properties^has hegiui. Two
drift.s being driven in Lower Mammoth ground,
one for the Black .Tack, which will be opened
600 ft. below present deepest workings, and the
other to the north in the Lower Mammoth in

search of a possible extension of the Gem ore
channel of the Centennial-Eureka. Carisa
ground, the most-recently aciuired. will be opened
by drifting from the Iron Blossom on both the
1500 and 1900 levels. Lessees mining ore at
Black Jack and Lower Mammoth will contribute
toward expenses, and company has cash reserve,

as well large amount of stock in treasury.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Bingham) —More favorable
weather has made possible inereaKe in tonnage
to :i5.000 tons daily. Maximum, last autumn,
was 40.000 tons per day.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake City)—Company, having
had so much difficulty in getting ores to market,
Is stated to be considering putting on tractors
of Its own. These would take the ore from
the company's bins at the mouth of South Fork
In Big Cottonwood canyon to the sampler at

Murray. Throughout winter, orcB have been
brought to South Fork from the mine—a dlHtance
of three miles— In bol»>iled». and from ther.;
hauled by a second relay of bobsleds a« far
down the canyon as possible. There are about
1500 tons of Cardiff ores stacked along the caiiyun
road.

WASHINGTON
Ferry County

GOLD DISCOVERY made by John H. Falconer
on ranch of Jud Logsdon, i^ mile went of Dan-
ville. About 50 lb. of high-grade ore taken from
10-in. ((uartz stringer which runs into wide zon.'
of Iron -stained di-ettrnposed (luartz.

P. H. & C. GOLD MINING CO. (RockcuO—

A

5-ft. oreshoot containing some high-grade silver
ore found in I8-ft. vein; the richest of the ore
will be shipped. Shaft 65 ft. deep. J. J. Hen-
neasy, treasurer and manager.

WYOMING
Fremont County

AMERICAN FIHKPROOFING AND MINING CO.
(Lander)—Developing asbestos In serpentlng dik •

about 400 ft. wide, traceable on surface for 3000
ft. ; chrysotile fiber of good grade. A. E.
Minium, manager.

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS over Temlskaming & North-
ern Ontario Ry. In April, as reported by Arthur
A. Cole, mining engineer, were : Silver ore from
Cobalt: Alladin Cobalt, 95; Beaver, 32; Coni-
agas. 44; Dominion Reduction Co., 349; Hudson
Bay, (53; Kerr Lake, 22; LaRosc, 72; Mclvinlcy-
Darragh, I2fi ; O'Brien. 86 ; Temiskaming, 68

;

total. 957 tons. Crude asbestos from South Por-
cupine: Slade & Forbes. 0.75 tons. Gold ore
from South Porcupine : Tommy Burns mine, 22
tons. Nickel ore from Poniuis Junction: Alexo
mine, 373 tons,

SCHT:mACHER (Sdiumacher) — Construction
of 140-ton mill addition started.

BOSTON CREEK (Boston Creek)—High-grad*-
vein, found on 200-ft. level, has been picked up
at 400 ft,

TECK-HUr;HES (Kirkland Lake)-April out-
put was $6466, from 1336 tons of ore ; average
value. $4.84 per ton.

DOME (South Porcupine)—Milling 1000 tons'
per day ; most of ore is coming from opennits
and is of low grade,

NIPISSING (Cobalt)-During April mined ore
estimated at $2r>9.082 and shipped $517,719 in
bullion from Nipissing and custom ore.

ELLIOTT-KIRKLAND (Kirkland Lake)—
Crosscut at 125-ft. level has intercepted brecci-
ated porphyry zone, carrying gold.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Timmons)—Now b^-
ing operated after idleness of several years. Has
developed body of ore between the 400 and 500
levels.

PITTSBURGH LORRAIN (South Lorrain) —
On this property, formerly the Currie, diamond
drilling undertaken to test formation below old
workings. Opened to 500 ft.

TASH-ORN (Tashota)—Main shaft down 115
ft.; drifting on 100-ft, level. A^ein shows con-
siderable free gold and wall rock on either side
is good milling ore.

WRIGHT-HARGRAVES (Kirkland Lake)—
Work stopped on account of delivery of defective
compressor parts ; will be resumed as soon as
new machinery can be delivered.

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—Installing second flota-
tion unit, which will bring total tonnage treated
to 500 tons a day. Old tailings will be re-
treated as well as the run-of-mine ore.

BEAVER CONSOLIDATED (Cobalt)—Consid-
erable high-grade ore being developed at 400-ft.
level. At the 000 level, 6-in. high-grade vein
opened for 200 ft. ; face still in good ore.

SCOTTISH-ONTARIO (Porcupine — Control
taken by Montreal syndicate. Underground work
is to be started shortly. Property- was one of
the first discoveries of Porcupine, and has been
closed several years.

PYRITES PROPERTIES, near Mokomon, about
31 miles west of Fort William, being syste-
matically drilled by Nichols Chemical Co.. branch
of General Chemical Co.. of 25 Broad St., New
York ; optioned from the estate of the late .Tohn
Morton and from Alexander Cameron of Fort
William.

MEXICO
BOLEO (Santa Rosalia. Baja Calif.)—April cop-

per production was 1,653,680 lb. Ore averaged
3,34%.

REAL DEL MONTE (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—Press
reports that mines had been closed bv strike are
doubted by company officials in United States.

AUSTRALIA
MAMMOTH MOLYBDENITE 5IINING CO,

(Sydney. N.S.W.)—This company has lately ac-

ouired 320,000 acres on Mount Tennyson and
expects to exploit low-grade molybdenite de-

posit on large scale. Disseminated surface

deposit stated to be 25 ft. thick. Expects to

erect flotation plant.
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Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—May 23
With (k-Iivories and mill (-(mtlitlons growing

worse, says "Inm A^e," capacity sold up to an
extent precludinu normal interest In new busi-

ness, and with little certainly as to ({iivernment

needs except that they will steadily increase, the

steel trade moves on in an unsatisfactory way.
The letting of contracts by the Shipping Board

for a number of steel vessels has been followed
promptly by inquiries for plates and shapes, and
It is evidently the plan to have such steel pro-

vided directly by the (iovcrnment. Thus far

the Steel Corporation has t;iken the bnnit of

the Government's plate deman<ls, and independi-ni

plate mills have been little interfered with in

supplying their regular trade. This condition,

from present indications, will not last long, and
plate producers who buy their raw materials view
with concern tlie rising prices of pig iron and
scrap. The (Jovernment's 'lAHh;. price on plates

is below cost for some mills, tliougli the pig iron

now going into their steel was bought $10 to

$15 a ton lielow to-day's market.
Progress is being made on tlie plans for united

buying of steel and other metals by the (Jovern-

ment and tlie Allies. In negotiating f")r 24.1100

tons of wire rope, a portion of whi<-li goes to

France, the Government has had the coiiperation

of wire mills, so that wire will be furtiislied the

rope manufacturers as needed. As to piices on
ail further purchases of steel products, the tlov-

ernment policy is not definitely developed.

PITTSBURGH—May 22

Tlie Government's rei|uirtments in steel sheets
are being formulated and promise to aggregate
a large tonnage, sufficient to require very mate-
rial postponements in sheet deliveiies to other
consumers. Price propositions on the Govern-
ment sheets are now being worked out. Esti-

mates vary as to the present capacity for rolling

ship plates, from 120,00(1 to 175,000 tons a

month, the Shipping Board's estimated require-
ments for small steel merchant vessels, liaving

been set unofBcially at 40.000 tons a month. Much
new plate capacity, however, is to be completed
by about the end of the year.

There is nothing definite as to the tonnage of

steel to be bought for tiie European Allies, but
the tonnage is likely to be heavy. The Council
of National Defense is working on arrangements
to furnish Russia about i;i,000 freight c«rs and
France about 10,000 to be built quickly and if

possible without setting back deliveries on pres-
ent car contracts.

\Ahile finished steel products are still h;uder
to buy the price advancing tendency is much
less marked and it is (luite possible that there
will be no more general advances. Since Feb.
1 finished steel products have advanced an aver-
age of about $20 a ton or Ic. per lb. and of

course such a pace could not continue. The
Steel Corporation halted its advances last

month and it is now below the independents on
all products, but it is selling only to its regu-
lar trade and then in but a limited way.
Throughout the iron and steel industry pro-

duction is at a high rate, probably passing the
record of last October. The supply of labor is

scant but not enough so to restrict production,
the effect being felt chiefly in the slowness of

new construction work. Car supplies are main-
tained with difficulty, but are practically ade-
quate.

Pig Iron—With the current supply of scrap
limited by reason of the lightness of new con-
struction work, and the const^int increase in steel

making capacity, indications are that the scarc-
ity of the future will be in pig iron rather than
in steel making capacity, and further advances
in pig iron are expected. Basic has been quiet.

Bessemer sold yesterday in a thousand ton lot

at $45, valley, making an advance of $1 a ton.

The first important inquiry for bessemer and
basic for next year has just appeared, although
foundry iron for next year has been moving for

some time. We quote: Bessemer. $45rai4(;; basic,

$42 ; foundry and malleable. $43, f.o.b. valley

furnaces, 95c. Jiigher delivered Pittsburgh.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

Hoys
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^erroa

Ferromanganese— Demand and supiily are both
light so that the spot market is not well de-
fined but indications point to still greater scarc-

ity. We <iUote domestic at $425^/450 for prompt,
$400 for second half and $375 for last (luarter,

imiiortcd being nominal.

Speigeleisen—This material quoted $75f?J)80 for

simt and $7(»'?7)75 for contract.

Ferrosilicon—The 50% material is quoted at
S225. Bessemer ferrosilicon, 12%, is quoted at

$C5.

Coke

Connellsvllld—With somewhat poorer car sup-
plies furnace coke is scarcer and the spot mar-
ket Is up 25i?iJ50c. at $8.25'?/j8.50, foundry hein^-

la.nOfj'lO. There are practically no negotiations

on contract, buyers and sellers preferring to M;i.t

and expecting to do business In tlie pnunpt
market rathe; than on contract.
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Quarrying Limestone Underground
r>v li'wMoxi) B. Ladoo*

SYNOPSIS— Underground (juarries are found io

he more eronomicaUtj operated than open work,

owing to the tliicknetis of overburden. By st/x-

tematically luorking in benches and loading irith

compressed-air operated shovel, costs have been

reduced in spite of advance in cost of supplies,

by increased efficiencies.

Limestone is extracted from an lUKlernround (iiiarry

at TjOw Jloor, a station on tlie C'liesapeake & Ohio IMi.

in Alleghany Comity, Virginia. Low Moor is in the

heart of the iron distrit-t of the western part of Virginia,

and its limestone is used as a ilux in the hlast furnaces

the ('. & O. station. A company standard-gage rail-

road lo iiirh Patch iiiines passes hy the (piarry and is

used to trauspoi-t the stone to the furnace, which is near

the station.

Limestone was first quarried here in 1880 or hefore,

hut was worked in the early days entirely as an opencut.

After several years the overlnulen became too heavy to

make stripping profitable and it was decided to start un-

derground. At first tlie underground work was carried

on |iractically upon a level witli the track and the stone

was mined in huge chambers. Illustrations show tlie en-

trance and just inside the entrance to the old quarry.

As the gentle dip of the formations carried the foot

wall dee]ier, it was found necessary to sink shafts to reach

ENTIiANCE TO OT.D UNDKRGROITND LliUCSTONE QlTAItRY, JA)\\ MOOi;, V.A..

of the Low Moor Iron Co. of X'irginia, two of which are it. and at prcscnl an incliiUMl shaft of about 'TO ft. vertical

situated at Low Moor and one at Covington, eight miles tle|)th (1:^^:1 ff. cm .iii iiulinalion of •'!()") is the ]n'inicpal

west of IjOW Moor. 'The (piarry proper is in a typical outlet to the surface.

Alleghany mountain valley at an altitude of about L?0() 'pi,,. Unieslonc lied vai'ies in thickness from 10 to (>.")

ft. above mean sea level and about a half-mile from
|( _ dipping about northeast at an angle of from about

. •Mininii .•nuinfiT. T.c.w Moor iicn Co.. Low Mooi-. Va. l'>" in ibc old to nearly flat in the present workings.
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The stone is overlnin by l'> to IS ft. of sauilstoin' and

has as a foot wall a very siliceous, eherty limestone, known

locally as "flint." Between the top of the usable stone

and the sandstone there is usually found about 2 ft. of

stone too high in insoluble to be used as a flux.

The geology of this deposit is not complicated. The
limestone occurs in the Oriskany formation, overlain by

a great thickness of Roniney shale of the Devonian and

underlain bv the Helderborg limestone of the Silurian.

C. M. Weld' ("Economic Geology." Vol. X, No. ."), July-

August, 1915) assigns to the Oriskany the following:

(1) Calcareous sandstone, O.-'JO ft., iron-bearing horizon

between (1) and (2) ; (2) limestone, massive and fre-

quently abundantly fossiliferous. including a persistent

eherty horizon, 10-100 ft.: (3) massive sandstone with

occasional shale 15-200 ft. All authorities do not agree

with Weld, but place both (2) and (3) with the underly-

ing Helderberg (U. S. G. S. Lewiston) limestone. The
author, how'ever, favors Weld's views, as they seem more

consistent with the field evidence.

The stone itself is medium-grained, often fossiliferous,

and varies in color from a bluish gray to nearly white.

In places a nearly vertical jointing is prominent, and
often these potential cracks become real cracks or seams

filled with clay or mud. Circulation of underground

water has been prominent along these seams in part of the

quarry, and the seams have become caves. These vary in

size from mere fissures to large, high chambers, sometimes

filled with clay, but more often with long, open galleries

with fantastic water-worn shapes in the channelways and
filled with stalactites and stalagmites in more sheltered

spots. These caves have an important bearing upon the

method of quarrying used. The stone has an average

analysis of about 3.4% insoluble and 1.2% alumina, and

the clay that is foirnd in the seams carries a small per-

centage of zinc that may be of commercial value at some

time in the future.

The general method of quarrying can be understood

from an examination of the illustrations. The overlying

sandstone affords an excellent roof except in places where

a cave is encountered. It is thus possible to open up
galleries and chambers to the full height of the bed and

50 to 60 ft. wide without any support whatever for the

roof. This, coupled with the fact that the quarry is always

dry, makes working conditions practically perfect. From
the foot of the incline, galleries 50 to RO ft. wide and the

full height of the stone are turned off in each direction.

At intervals of about 50 ft. rooms 50 to 60 ft. wide are

turned at right angles and broken thi'ough to the next

gallery. This is the ideal system aimed at, but in practice

it is usually modified owing to the presence of the caves

before mentioned. In the part of the quarry now being

worked the caves are usually five to six ft. high and about

the same width and lie immediately beneath the sandstone

roof. Unfortunately, the roof is usually insecure over the

caves and it is thus dangerous to continue a room beyond

such a cave. For this reason many rooms are never holed

through and the pillars stand as long ribs between gal-

leries. The quarry, as it stands now, has departed from

the original room-and-i)illar system. Various methods for

crossing beneath caves have been devised, but none of them
has been found acceptable practically or advisable finan-

cially. When it is absolutely necessary to cross beneath

a small cave, a method of timbering at the top has been

fairly successful.

The gallery itscll' has been carried along as a typiral

breast slope. A heading (! ft. high am! the full width of

the gallery is started at the top of the limcKtonc? either

immediately beneath the sandstone roof or beneath tlie

thin layer of poor stoiu; under the sandstone. As a rule

tliis poor stone does not make as strong a roof as the

sandstone, and it is sometimes necessary to remove it as

waste. After the heading has been advanced 7 to 8 ft.,

the top bench is worked off about 10 ft. high while the

heading is being advanced again. This continues until

a series of 10-ft. benches from the heading to the door

has been completed. Then the whole breast is carried

along together with the heading always 7 to 8 ft. ahead

of the first bencli. The jjlacement of holes and the method

of advancing the breast have been well described by C.

M. Weld and F. T'. Humbert (Ihirranl Engitiering

Plan

iwosravf «w ....

/Wes-

ElevQ-tion

METHOD OF DRILLING FOR QUARRYING. LOW MOOR, VA.

Journal, Vol. XII, No. 1, April, 1913), but has been

slightly modified recently. The heading is advanced by

drilling and shooting a series of diamond-shaped "locks,"

as shown in the above illustration. For each "lock"

six 8-ft. holes are drilled in two vertical rows of three

each, two uppers, two breast and two dip holes, each

pair converging. Where the end locks intersect the pil-

lars, rib holes are put in about 6 ft. deep. Wlien this

round of holes has been fired, "locks" 1 will have been

removed and the holes for "locks" 2 are started. Each set

of locks advances the heading about 2.5 ft., and thus three

sets of locks nmst be drilled and shot for each bench

shot. This placement of holes is very advantageous since

it always preserves exceptionally good breaking conditions.

When the heading has advanced seven to eight ft., bench

holes placed and pointed as illustrated and are drilled

to the full depth of the bench. In places, especially alon<r

the bottom bench, it is necessary to iilace lifter boles

about 8 ft. long. The pairs of bench holes are usually
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lihiicil uiHUi uImiuI : to 8-l'l. coiitiTs. or course this

i<l(':il mctliod can lie only approximated in practice. After

all the heiichcs have been started, the breast is advanced

by shooting one bottom bench first, then the next above

and so on until all have been shot.

The drilling formerly was done with Iiigersoll-Raiul

Little Giant D. M. No. 5, 3^ in. piston drills, but in

March, litll, Ingersoll-Kand Butterfly Jackhaniers, Model

B C H 430 were introduced, and an inuuediate saving

was evident. Now Jackhamers are used exclusively with

J-in. hollow hexagonal steel and cruciform bits.

When a hole is drilled to its full depth, it is cleaned

with compressed air and loaded. Sticks of annnonia dyna-

mite 1x8 in. are usetl, two sticks of GO'/c powder being

under caves are to be atfcmpled. l<"'ive-ton, steel drcjp-

bottoin cars are used, and about six dipper charges are

needed to fill a car. Under favorable conditions the

shovel digs and loads about 40 cu.yd. of stone per hour.

In addition to shovel loading, some hand loading is

necessary occasionally, in cleaning benches and in loading

small quantities of stone where it is impracticable to

move the shovel.

Until August, 191 G, mule haulage was used entirely,

but now the nudes have been replaced by a Whitcomb
T-ton 70-hp. gasoline locomotive. Though tiie cost of

haulage has been lowered to some extent, one of the main

reasons for the change was the shortage of labor. By the

use of 5-toii cars and a motor, several men have been

INTERIOR OLD TTNnERnROUND LIMESTONE QUARRY, LOW MOOR. VA

placed in the bottom of the hole and 8 to IG sticks of 33%
]>owder above them. It has been found that the two

sticks of C)0%, powder are very valuable in breaking the

stone to a suitable size. Formerly 40% nitroglycerin

dynamite was used entirely, but the 33%. annnonia pow-

der now in use seems even more effective and gives lower

explosive costs per ton. The shots are fired by electricity,

using 6-ft. electric exploders and No. 6 caps. Tlio

small amount of block-holing necessary is done with

Jackhamers.

Loading now is done mainly by a Thew Automatic
compressed-air shovel. No. 1 tyi)e, 1-cn.yd. dipper and a

full circle swing. This shovel is about 87 ft. high, and
fhis height nuist be considered when •brcak-thruui,dis"'

liberated fur other work. All the grades in the present

working places are in favor of the loads, and the maxinnim

grade is about G%. The motor is only used to pull back

the empties and spot them at the shovel, the loads rolling

by gravity to the dunijiing point. Nine 5-ton empties,

each weighing about 7200 lb., can be hauled up a G%
grade. When IJ-ton wooden cars were used, they were

dum])ed directly into the skip; but with the substitution

of 5-ton cars the skip woidd no longer hold a carload,

and a 5-ton skip is im]n-acticable. So a small wooden

steel-lined bin was installed, and now cars are dumped
info the bin and skips are loaded from the bin chute.

The track is 3(i in. gage, and 35-lb. rail is used except

in the heading with a shovel, where 5(i-lb. rail was found
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bntter. The cost, of jiasoline and oil for tlic motor is

about $2.75 per day. About fifty 5-ton cars aro loaded and

hauled per day.

The roek i.s hoisted in 3-ton steel, self-dunii)inji; ski|)s

and dumped into a small bin in the roekliouse. From the

bin the stone passes into a 3G x 18-in. Farrell, Blake type,

jaw crusher set to 4 in.; thence oyer a ^Ij-in. round-hole,

punched-plate screen, set at about a 30° angle, and into

standard-gage cars. Beneath the screen is a chute over

which is played a spray of water, washing the lime dust

into the creek below. When a cave is encountered in the

quarrying and mud becomes mixed with the stone, a spray

of water is placed over the jaw crusher and over the [ilate

screen, which reduces the insoluble by a percentage rang-

ing from 1.5 to 4%. Hoisting is done in balance over

42-in. gage double track with 1-in. steel rope. A W. H.
Barber, 40-hp., 48-in. drum, geared, reversible hoist is

used.

No artificial ventilation is necessary because of the great

height of the galleries and the numerous breaks to the

surface. Even in the headings where the gasoline motor

is used, the air is always good. Drainage is unneces.sary,

as the workings are dry the year round. These favorable

conditions of ventilation and drainage of course fonn a

large factor in maintaining low co.sts.

The lighting problem in the quarrj' has been solved

in various ways. Prior to 1914, kerosene torches were

used exclusively by the men underground. They were

furnished to each man and kept sup]ilied with oil free of

charge by the company. This proved uneconomical and
carbide lamps were substituted, the company selling the

lamps and carbide to the men at cost. The advantage

of better light and consequent better work was felt at once.

In September, 1915, .electric lights were installed in the

main haulageways. The working face where the shovel

is used is illuminated by a 500-cp. acetylene lamp, which

gives excellent service. It is nm during the day shift

only and costs about $5 |)er month.

Surface Equipment, Costs axd Improvemekts

At the surface the equipment includes a boiler and en-

gine house, a blacksmith shop, an office and warehouse and

a powder magazine. Steam for the various machinery

is supplied by a 125-hp. Earle C. Bacon retum-tubular

boiler and by a 75-hp. Virginia Machinery Co. return-

tubular boiler. Part of the compressed air used under-

ground is brought from a 450-eu.ft. Ingersoll Band com-
pressor at the furnace and the remainder from a

C50-cu.ft. Sullivan compressor at the quarry. Reheat-

ing of the air is sometimes necessary in winter. The
blacksmith shop is equipped with a Leyner I. R. 33

drill sharpener, which sharpens and shanks bits for both

the quarry and Rich Patch mines. In the office are in-

stalled a Bristol electric time-recorder for recording the

number of trips of the skip and a Bristol ])ressure re-

corder for recording the compressed-air pressure.

Strange as it may seem, the total cost of quarrying a

ton of stone today is much less than it was a few years

ago, despite the increased cost of supjilies, explosives and
labor and the general decrease in output. The explanation

of this is found in .several general causes: Substit^ition

of Jackhamers for the old-style piston drills; installation

of motor haulage and larger cars; installation of a drill

sharpener; increased efficiency of superintendence. Of
these the first is of the greatest importanc, and the table

l)elow shows the efl'ect of improvements since tiie Jack-

hamers were installed in Slarch, HM I.

COMPARISONS OF COSTS

Before Hincc Per Cent.
March. 1914 Muri-li, 1914 Iinproveiiient

Drilling in feet per hour 4 82 10 5 1 18
Cost per ton for (IrillinK and Bhooting. . . 087 039 55
Totiil cost per ton. f o. b, furnace 779 573 25 5
Totnl laljor post per ton 341 195 43
Cubic feet iiir per minute (drills) 616 460 75
Average monthly production 7.230 5.106 ....
Average tons per (lay (shovel) 175 225 28 5

Pounds dynamite per ton of stone 718 534 25.5

Tinder the old system of drilling, tlie record for

the lowest total cost per ton was 59.9c., while the record

now at ;i8c. per ton is held by the present .•superintendent,

A. L. Monteith, to whom credit is due for improvements.

A comparison of the detailed costs before and after

March, 1914, will show more clearly the effect of improve-

ments.

AVERAGE CaSTS FOR 1913 A.VD 1916, I.I.VIKSTONK NO. I

1913 1916

Salaries $0 027 $0 033
Labor 296 .202
Explosives 079 .074
Fuel 035 .027
.Supplies 051 .031
Timber 002 .000
Teams 027 .015
Analyses 000 001
General Expense. 00

1

00

1

Telephone 002 .001
Depreciation . 044 035
Taxes 008 007
Insurance .001 .000
Miscellaneous 013 .000

Total fob. quarry $0 586 $0,427
Tons averag? monthly output 5,000 6, 1 50

To enable the general office to follow the work of the

quarry, daily reports are filled out in duplicate, one copy

remaining at the quarrv' and the other being sent to the

office of the manager of mines, where they are kept on file

for reference. At the end of each month analyses of the

limestone in insoluble and alumina ai'e plotted in cun'es

and general cost sheets are pre])ared. The superintendent

also compiles and summarizes such data as drilled per

ton of stone, dynamite per ton of stone, etc., as in the

following typical table:

DETAILS OF OPERATIONS
Average number of men employed . .

.

Average tons of stone per man shift.

Average tons stone loaded per day.

.

Average tons stone per drill foot ....

Average tons stone per pound dynamite

17 9
11 3

203 4
1

. . . 2
Cost per ton stone drilling, shooting, and bench cleaning $0. 042
Cost per foot drilling, shooting and cleaning benches. $0 . 046
Cost per foot drilling only $0 015
Estimated tons stone

, 4,690
Estimated cost per ton $0,511

In this way very close watch is kept upon both the finan-

cial and the practical end of the work, and its effect is

plainly sho^^ni in the low costs of extracting ore.

Labor at present is scarce and only moderately efficient.

Roughly, half of the laborers are negroes and the other

half are native whites, practically no foreigii labor being

used. Ordinal^ labor is usually paid about $1.75 per

day. This wage is augmented by two bonus systems.

The fii-st, or "full time," bonus consists of $1 per half-

month to each man who works full time. The second is

a bonus based upon tonnage and cost. If tonnages and

costs are favorable, a bonus of one cent per ton is

divided among all men employed in projiortion to their

wages earned. This latter system will be changed in the

near future to a steady scale based on tonnage and costs,

whereby with decreasing costs the bonus is increased. Oc-

casionally a, special bonus is granted to men who do es-

pecially good work. A 10-hour day six days a week is

the standard at the quarry, but part of the time two 10-

honr shifts are worked.
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Cyaniding at Comacaran Mines,
Central America

By William M. D'Arcy*

SYNOPSIS—Description of the ri/aiiidatioii

means installed at the Comacaran Gold Mines in

Salvador, Central America, in 191S and still in

successful operation. An approximate flow sheet

of the cyanide mill is shown. The treatment fol-

lows standard practice.

Cyanidatiou of the ores of the Comaearaii (johl ^Mining

Co., at El Hormiguero, Salvador, Central America, has

been in successful practice for the past four j'ears. The
purpose of this article is to give an account of actual

leading mine in Salvador. Charles P. Richmond, M. E.,

took charge of the property as general superintendent

in January, 1913, at which time I was employed as

chemist and mill superintendent.

The ore milled is delivered from three mines—Gallardo,

Hormiguero and Guadalu]ie—by aerial tramways. The
ore from the Homiiguero consists of hard-quartz gangue,

the principal value of which is in silver occurring as

sulphide. The ore from Gallardo contains considerable

calcite and is soft and friable, the principal value being

in gold. The Guadalupe ore is highly oxidized, contain-

ing some manganese and iron, the metal of principal value

To Barfery-scpptyhnk

ORt BINS

IS-eaO-LB STAMPS

mPP RE6RINDING MILL

Battery

Solution

tLLIS-CHALHBRS

TUBE MILLS

ZO'M'

-CoarseSond
Sofaf/w from Tank J

'^lotmjh'erflow frvn !hicP€nerll-l& Zfwdiluting

rich Ihb froir Ihchucas
' FromZinc 8oKe5

To Bcitter/-sappl/Tank

TTL
frornlinc Boi^es

Solution from Tank J

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE FLOW OF PULP AND SOLUTIONS AT THE COMACARAN MILL

operations covering the period from the date of completed

installation to llarch, 1917, when I, having installed the

plant and occupied the jiosition of mill superintendent,

left Salvador for Australia.

The principal owners of the property are Emilio and

Benjamin Gonzalez, brothers, the former being resident

manager and the latter president of the company. Both

have progressive ideas, and it is due to their untiring

efforts for improvement that the property is today the

•Mining engineer, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.

being gold. This ore is very soft and has a tendency

to slime heavily.

The delivei'cd ore is passed through H-in. grizzlies,

the undersize going directly to the ore bins, the oversize

being fed by hand to two Blake crushers. The ore from

the mill bins, which have a capacity of 300 tons, is fed

by Risdon suspended-type feeders to 2.5 stamps of 1280

lb. each, making 101 drops per min. 6^ in. The ore

is cru.shed in cj-anide solution (20 lb. to the ton) to

a 3-mcsh screen by the stamps. The lime is also fed
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in willi the ili\' ore. This ])ro(lii(( tlu'ii fines to one

])i)i-r (lii|il('x flassilior, the sands from this liciiifr fed (o

two Allis-ChMhucrs 20 x i-I't. tubu mills. The iirodiict,

t'l-din these mills goes to a Dorr simplex chissiCier, 1;lie

sands of whieli go to a Kriip]) 30 x l-l't. tiihe mill for

regrindiiig and are then thinned by the slime si ream I'loin

the duplex elassilier. The slimes IVom the |)<irr simplex

and tlu" Krupp prodiiet go dircet to the eyaniile depart-

ment.

Before taking np the cyanide treatnuMit. it may he

well to state that the grinding in the tulx^ mills is done

by especially prepared liard-quarlz boulders obtaiiu^d at

the mines. The preparation ol' the boulders is aeeom-

plished in a home-made barrel tube mill made from an

old feed-water heater lined with rails, 'i'his rounds off

the sharp edges and leaves then\ in the ajiproximate form

of an egg. Before this method of ])re])ai'ation was em-

ployed, the boulders were fed direct to the mills, but it

was observed that the sharp edges would break ofl' and

pass out of the mills about the size of marbles. This

of course affected the eflSciency of the mill for grinding

and also interfered by chocking the regrinding mill. The

idea of preparing the boulders as mentioned was intro-

duced into this mill by Frank T. Fox, in charge of the

crushing department.

Cyanide TuEATiiExr and Slimes Handlinc;

The product, as it is delivered from the batteries, goes

to two sand collectors. The slimes from the collectors

go to two home-made thickeners. 11 ft. and 20 ft. in

diameter respectively. The thickened pulp is conveyed

to one of three mechanical agitators by an air lift. The

density of this pulp is about 38% dry slime (sp.gr. 2.5).

The capacity of these agitators is 130 tons. As soon as an

agitator is filled, which takes about 8 hours, the specific

gravity is taken to determine tonnage of dry slime and

solution. The solution is titrated for KCN and CaO,

and corrections are made to bring the solution up

to 2.5 lb. KCN and 1.5 lb. CaO. The approximate time

of mechanical agitation is 1(J hours. From here it is

pumped, charge lay charge, to one of four Pachuca tanks,

34 x 13 ft., using 30 lb. air pressure for the four tanks,

three of which are agitating all the time and one lower-

ing to a series of Dorr thickeners. The average time of

agitation in the tanks is 2-1 hours. The pulp from the

Pachuca tanks goes by hydrostatic head to thickeners 3

and -i, where it is diluted by the overflov/ of thickeners

1 and 3. The pulp from these two thickeners is pumped

to thickener 5 by means of an 8 x 48-in. Frenier pump,

where it is again diluted by a poor solution obtained from

the tank F, the average of which is 30c. The pulp from

here is passed to thickener G by a same style Frenier

pump, where it is diluted by a barren solution from the

zinc boxes. After leaving this tank the pulp is pumped

to tanks 7 and 8, containing a pulp of 40%, sp.gr. These

two tanks act as stock tanks foi- the filter plant, which

consists of one 75-ton Oliver filter and one 25-ton But-

ters filter.

The filtering is the governing factor in the capacity of

the plant. With larger filtering capacity the crushing

department can take care of more tonnage. With this

particular ore it has been proved that an Oliver filter

will not handle its rated capacity on account of the

rapidly forming lime crust on the filter cloth, and also

the atmospheric action which causes the formation of

caibdnate of lime. This neeessitales cleaning and sci'idi-

bing of the Niter media every I'vw days, which retards

the capacity of (bc^ plant Ihroiigli delay in cleaning.

The sands from the eolleetors are trammed in cars to

leaching taid<s of 80-ton capacity, there being seven of

them. As soon as the vat is charged, tiie sand is leveled

and raked over and SO 11). of crude K(!N is put under

the drain-cock and a stream of barren solution containing

3.5 lb. KCN is turned nn and the cruile KCX is dis-

solved, 'i'he ilrain-cock on the leaching |)i])e is tlien

closed, and the <haige is allowed to stand for 12 hours,

when the drain-eoek is half o])ened and the charge ailowerl

to aerate foi- 13 hours. This is repeated for two days,

and then an uiulissnlved-value sani|)le of the charge is

taken and assayed, .\fter this sample is taken, the charge

I'cnuiins idle until the assay is received to determine

whether or not the charge needs another application of

KCX. If not needed, the barren-solution wash is then

started and applied every foui- hours until within 34

hours of the discharging time, when the water wash is

commenced and applications given every two hours. Four

hours before the vat is to be discharged, the water wash

is stopped and vacuum is applied through the leaching

pipe. This diaws the remaining nioistiue out of the

sands so that they are discharged at about 15% moisture.

SoLrTlON II WOEINO AM) i'li IX'I IMTATIOX

The rich solution is obtained from the overflow of

thickeners 3 and 4, which goes to a settling sump marked
T. I. From there it is pumped by a single-stage centrif-

ugal pump to a set of three clarifier tanks, 13x12 ft.

each, having a basket of 15 leaves of the Butters type

suspended in them and connected to a wet-vacuum pump.
From the distributing barrel the rich solution passes

through live zinc boxes of standard make at the rate of

S.3 tons per hour per box, the tails averaging 3e. per ton

by assay. The tail solution is collected in a sump called

T. L., and from there it is pumped to T. E., which served

as a wash tank for thickener (i, the last of the series

of thickeners before going to the filters. From thickener

G the overflow solution is run down to another sump
mai-ked T. J., and from there is pumped by a two-stage

centrifugal pump to tlie head of the mill to supply the

batteries with solution. This solution, after being added

to the batteries and classifiers, goes with the pulp to thick-

eners 1 and 2, the overflow, as stated, going to thickeners

3 and 4 to dilute the rich pulp from the pac-hucas. This

solution in turn goes to the zinc boxes. With this system

of flow of solution, it is the object to precipitate all solu-

tions in one cycle through the mill.

The zinc boxes are dressed twice a week, the rich gold

slime being collected in a tank 53 x 48 in. at the foot

of the zinc boxes and below them. This tank has a

false bottom in it 24 in. above the bottom and a vacuum
line 2i in. in diameter, connected below it. The slimes

are run by gravity to it from the zinc boxes, and when

the tank is full the vacuum is turned on and the solution

drawn through the false bottom leaving the slime on top.

The slimes are then fluxed with 8% borax, 6% bicar-

bonate of soda and 8% assay slag, and slacked up in

sacks made out of the old cloths of the Butters filter

leaves, the lime being washed out of it first. From there

it is fed into a Monarch tilting furnace, 4500 oz. of

precipitate being re(piired to make a bar of 3000 oz. The

bars are smelted one at a time.
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New Tramway at the Tacoma Smeltery
Hy \V. C. Kuiin^

iSYXOrSlS— Traiinrfii/ ro-iislrurlcd for sldivgc

or bedding of ores, witli tripping arrangement for

discharge of burk-et.s at nng point. Capacitg 100

tons per hour, buckets rarri/ing approximately :3')()()

lb. each Icare the autuinalic loading station ererg

•}fi st'roilds.

Tlu> Tacdiiui SiiR'ltiiig- Co. at Tacoiiia, Wasli.. lias a

large smelting plant, but in spite of its magnitude is not

in a position to smelt ores as fast as they are received.

It is therefore necessary to store ores in the yard until

such time as they can be treated. As received, they vary

considerably in composition and grade and must there-

Thc tramway is 2850 ft. in circuit. Beginning at the
loading terminal, it extends in a straight line a distance
of about 360 ft. to an angle station, where it makes a 58°

turn, and from this point the two lines of track cable di-

verge and extend for a distance of about 1000 ft., at
which point they are about 120 ft. apart. This permits
of the tramway covering a storage space 1000 ft. long by
130 ft. wide at one end and about 25 ft. wide at the angle
statioji or the opposite end (Fig. 1). All supports, be-
ginning with the angle station, are about 60 ft. high,
permitting the forming of storage piles about 50 ft.

high. Under each line of cable over the storage ground
there are two supports, giving six spans of about 300 ft.

each. On each of these spans there is a tripping de-

FIGS. 2 AND 3. LOADING CHUTES AND GRIPPING DEVICE FOR BUCKETS, TACOMA SMELTING CO. TRAMWAY

fore be stored in separate piles. As the storage space
is somewhat limited in area, a device capable of forming
high piles and distributing in a satisfactory and econom-
ical manner had to be installed. This device also had to
be capable of placing material on piles whether arranged

vice known as an ambulating tripping frame, which
automatically trips the buckets as they pass.

The tripping frames are an interesting and clever de-
vice in that they are so arranged as to be selective. That
is, the tripping lever can be set so as to trip only those

FIGS. 4 AND 5. ANGLE TOWER AND OUTER TERMINAL, TACOMA SMELTING CO. TRAMWAY

consecutively or not, .as the storing of two or more grades
of ore at one time might be required.

The undertaking was submitted to the engineers of the
American Steel and Wire Co., whose plans and specifica-

tions for an aerial wire rope tramway of the Trenton
.
Bleichert line type to meet the conditions were accepted.

•Tramway engineer, American Steel
Cburch St., New York.

anfl Wire Co.. 30

buckets on which the tripping mechanism has also been
adjusted to engage with the lever on this frame. All
Inickets not so adjusted pass this frame and are tripped at

the frame for which they are ad,]usted. The tripping
frames are equipped with rollers so as to be easily shifted

from place to place on their respective spans to dump
ore over different storage piles. All these devices serve

to promote easy operation.
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Fig. <i will illustrate (lie Irippiiii; IVaini' in the act oT

duni]Hng a bucket ol' ore, and it also shows in the distance

oTie (if the internicdiatc supports throuf^h whieh another

bucket is passing. Attached to the bottom oi' the tripping

frame are guy ropes extending to the ground, the pur-

pose of which is tt> hold dowu the I'rame and track cable,

thereby preventing snrging due to sudden release ol' the

load in the bneket. A lil'th line, extending IVdiu the

frame to the ground, shifts the ]iosition ol' the tripping

lever from clear to proper ])osition to engage the tri])-

ping levers on carriers. The buckets are of 1 1-cu.ft.

capacity and are intended to Imlrl •.Ml(il) lb. ol' ore weigh-

ing about l.")0 lb. per cu.ft. .\s a matter of fact the ore

they have been transporting weighs 1S2 lb. per cu.lt.. and

therefore the load in the buckets has bei'ii around 'i'M)

AN6U
STRUCruRE

FIG. 1. I'LAX .A.ND ELEVATION, T.-VCOMA SMELTING
CO. TRAMWAY

lb. The tramway was designed for a capacity of 100 tons

per hour and wa.s operated at 10.") tons jier hour in the

initial tests.

In order to operate at 100 tons per hour it was nec-

e.s.sary that a bucket of ore leave the loading station every

36 seconds. This iiecessitated some device for loading

the buckets that would operate quickly and easily. The

American Steel and Wire Co.'s enuineers, therefore, de-

signed what is known as the Wico rocking power chute,

to he operated by air. This chute has a compartment

holding one-half the capacity of the bucket, requiring two

operations of the chute to fill the bucket. As the upper

])ortion of the chute is filled the operator turns a valve

supplying air to the compressed-air cylinder which rotates

the bottom and sides of this chute, allowing the material

to tlow into the bucket. At the same time an undercut

gate is forced up through the ore, cutting otf the supply

from the bin. An adjustable sliding gate between the

undercut gate and the bin controls the flow of ore from

bin into chute. The advantages of this type of chute are

its quickness of operation, freedom of gate operation and

prevention of overloading of bucket. On the front of the

chute is a swinging gate which prevents material shooting

across the l>ucket, shown in Fig. 'I. One particularly in-

teresting point in coiuKH'tion with this chute is the ad-

vance that has been made in the cutoff gate. This gate

is arranged so as to cut otf the supply of ore from the

bin, with an ever-receding angle which allows the gate

to close without blocking.

After the buckets are loaded, they are attached to the

traction rope by patent grips which arc mechanically

dosed by ])assing through an attacher. The position of

the grip used is illustrated in Fig. ''>. This gripping de-

\ice, it will be noticed, is an integral part of the carriage.

The grip jaws, which extend above the carriage, permit

operating around curves without detaching from the trac-

tion ro])e. The flange of the traction-rope sheave rpsts

against one of these jaws, depending in which direction

the curve is made. When closed on the rope, this grip

foi'ins a safe and secure conuectioti between rojic and

carrier.

.\rier being dispatched frnni the loading terminal, the

carriers require no fui'tber atlention until their return to

this terminal, where they are antoinatically released from

the traction rope and coast to the point of loading. The
carriers |)ass around r.;-ft. diameter sheaves in the angle

slaticui and tlic twn outer angle towers, without detach-

ing from the traction ro]ie ( l''ig. 1).

The buckets :ire of the .self-righting ty])e, so that after

autcuuatically discharging their contents, they right

themsehes and return to the |o;iding ternunal ready for

reloading. The tramway is ilri\('n by an electric motor,
1.'! lip. Ill iiig reipiireil to operate the line when running

to lull capacity. Track cables are of the well-known

FIG. G. TRIPPING FR.\ME AND AN INTERMEDIATE
STATION ON TACOMA SMELTING CO. TRAMWAY

Trenton locked-coil construction. If in. diameter on all

jiortions of the line on which loads are transported and

1 in. diameter on the returning side between the angle

station and the loading terminal, over which only empty

buckets pass. The traction rope is f in. diameter, 6x7
Lang Lay crucible ca,st steel. This rvms at a speed of

2-50 ft. per min., a comparatively slow speed, to permit of

the carriers passing arouiul the curves in the angle struc-

tures without jarring or bumping. Fig. 5 shows the struc-

ture at the outer end of the line, ilaterial is taken from

the piles with a locomotive crane, loading railroad cars.

Prom the description given it will be seen that this is

a tramway of a most special design, but it is only one

of the many specially designed tramways that have

been furnished by the American Steel and Wire Co.
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The Plumas Copper Belt
l>\ (i. II. ( iooDII UE'''

SiWOI'SlS—Tlir Phniias ro/i/irr hrll. e.rlnnis for

about (>(> miles lliniiii/h J'hnna.s (Umnlij, ('(ilifoniin.

I'ro(/rrss in dcrrlopiiii'iil is Ix'iiif/ iniidc anion;/

actual anil irouJd-tie iiroituirrs. Uailroa/I extension

and power-plant eonstrueiion in- ronleni platinn and

erection will materially increase the intrinsic value

of the properties. Details are given in the folloir-

inij arlirlr.

The Kn^ois iiiiiir. situated 12 miles norlli of Taylors- made (hirino; tli

The daily sliipinenls of concciilratos average 30 tons,

with over 'M)'/,. eoiiper. Oradinf; is being done for a

3000-toii llolalioii mill tu he eoniiileted and in operation

Uy next June. Underj;rouiid develojunent conlinues on

an extensive scale; ore reserves cwceed 2, ()()(), ()()() tons.

The lieeth- mine. Id miles noilli of Taylorsville, is

(i|ieial(M| under bond and lease by Trask & Cotrer, of

Cop]iernp(ilis, Calif., with Mr. Honan as resident mana-
.^er. Fifteen men are employed, and frequent slii])-

menls of ore yielding $180 to ^'iOO per ton have been

MAP OF PLUMAS COUNTY COPPER BELT

ville, Plumas County, California, is the principal pro-

ducer in the Plumas copper belt. It is operated by the

Engels Copjtcr Alining Co., of San Francisco, Mr. Eeiu-

miller being resident manager.

•Indian FaMs, Calif.

last year. The Peter mine, live miles

north of Taylorsville, was recently

bondecl to llie United States Smelting

and Refining Co., and the work of uii-

watering the shaft will be commenced
in April. W. W. Adams is the resident

manager for the United States Smelt-

ing and Refining Co. in Plumas County,

with headquarters at Taylorsville. The
])rincipal properties held by this com-

jiany are the Five Bears, Eagle Hill,

Robin Hood, Providence and Cliff mines

at Genesee and the Iron Dike at Tay-

lorsville. These holdings aggregate

about 3000 acres. The Iron Dike mine,

where about 20 men are employed,

i.-- .situated one mile south of Tayloni^-

ville. A compressor has been installed,

and the main tunnel is being driven

to develoiJ the mine to a depth of

1300 ft. A new body of high-grade

pyritic ore, 12 ft. wide, has been cut in

the tunnel. At the Five Bears mine,

three miles southeast of Genesee Post

Office, a width of 45 ft. of concentrat-

ing ore, 12 ft. of which avci-ages 7%
copper, has been cut by crosscutting

cast from the main tunnel, 1400 ft.

from the portal and at a vertical depth

of nearly 1000 ft. Twenty-five men
are employed, and this force will soon

be increased to 50. Goodhue Brothers,

of Genesee, recently made a 10-ton ship-

ment from the Pilot mine averaging

$12 gold, 30 oz. silver and 19% cop-

per. This property adjoins the Five

Bears mine on the north. The Walk-

er mine is six miles southeast of Gene-

see Post Office. It is operated by the

Walker llining Co., of Salt Lake City,

and about 140 men are employed. A
100-ton flotation mill is in operation

and in addition to the concentrates pro-

duced, a quantity of high-grade ore is

shipped to the International Smeltery

at International, Utah. Portola, 24 miles distant on the

Western Pacific R.R., is the shiiiping point for the mine.

The company will install a !)00-hp. electric plant on

Ward Creek this season.

H. L. Huston, of San Francfsco, Calif., has taken a

bond on the Cooper Mountain group of 36 claims, situ-
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atcd on Cooper JlouiiUiin near the Five Hcai'?; iiiino at

Genesee, and is driving a tunnel to open the Cooper vein

at a depth of 1000 ft. below the old workings. A con-

siderable amount of high-grade copper ore was shipped

from this jiroperty during the Civil War.

The construction of the Indian Valley Uy., a feeder of

the Western Pacific, will be an important factor in the

develo])nient of the Plumas copper belt. This railroad is

26 miles long and runs from Paxton Station on the West-

em Pai'ilic to the Engels copper mine. It is now com-

jileted within six miles of tlie Engels mine, and freight

Rock Classification for Engineering
Contracts

The need of an acciiialc cla.ssification of the rocks

involved in proposed engineering work is not always

ajipreciated by the engineers and contractors in charge,

says Graham John Mitchell, in Eronovvic Geology,

April-May, 1917. To illustrate this point, the following

incident is cited:

A \\'estern railroad, became involved in a lawsuit,

brought by a contractor who had graded several miles of

LOOKING SOUTHEAST FROM CRESCENT MILLS
1—Iron Dike. 2—Eagle HiU. 3—Five Bears. 4—Walker mine

shipments are being made over this section. Taylors-

ville station, six miles from Genesee, will be the shipping

point for the Eive Bears and other mines in the Genesee

Valley until a spur is built to Genesee, probably next

summer.

The Great Western Power Co. is erecting a power

transmission line from the power plant at Las Plumas

on the Feather Eiver into Indian Valley, for the mines

LOOKING NORTHEAST FROM CRESCENT MILLS
1—Engels mine. 2—Stark mine. 3—Peter mine

roadbed. lioek classification in his contract was: Loose

rock; material which can be removed with pick and
shovel: Soft rock; material which can be removed by

plow and scraper without blasting: Hard rock; material

requiring blasting.

The contractor claimed more yardage under the

hard-rock classification, than the railway company would

allow. Geologists found the material encountered con-

TAYLORSVILLE, PLTJM.\S COUNTY, CALIF.. PRINCIPAL TOWN OF THE PLUMAS COPPER BELT

on the copper bell. The line will be completed by May
1, and will transmit 8000 kilowatts.

With the present prices for metals, and the fact that

the mines have been very pro Ql ably operated during the

past year without adecpiatc means of transportation or

without the services of the new power com])any, the pres-

ent year should be a banner one for the district.

sisted ol' tufaceous sandstone, shale, and weathered rock

matter. This information could have been secured before

the contract was let and exact classification made and

]irice set. There are doubtless many instances where

the initial ])rccaution of engaging a geologist to determine

formations before letting out grading contracts would

mean a saving to the company concerned.
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Metallurgy of Ferromanganese

S)'\()rs[S Fcrroiiinuiiaucsr I'.v i/.vn/ hirf/i'h/ ni

iron ami. steel nictalhiriji/, acliiKj a.s a <leo.rut\zrr

ill producinij sound. Iionioi/enrons steel. Ferro-

ninniidnesp ami spiearlei.'^en differ in jierreiit-

aijp of inan(/anese ronliiined. The produrtioii of

the iron-man (jnnese aJloi/s is a new domeshr iii-

dusirii, horn- of the irnr rondilion.^- that nuuhe its

importation inijiossitdr.

Ferromanganese ranks first in importance among al-

loys emplo3'ed in the iron and steel industry. Its indus-

trial import<Tnce arose shortly after 185fi, when tlie

bessenier process, requiring a strong deoxidizer to make

sound homogeneous steel was introduced. The use of

manganese in steel manufacture dates back to 1839, when

it was u.sed l)y TIeath to improve malleable iron and cast

steel made from certain low-grade iron ores. Heath

noted that the manganese addition made the treated

product more malleable and weldable, the addition being

made in the form of dried bricks made of a mixture of

manganese oxide and tar. A triple alloy of iron, man-

ganese and carbon, invented by Robert Mushet soon after

1858, which was essentially spiegeleisen, was used ex-

tensively in the bessenier converter in the early days.

Ferromanganese containing 24 to 30% manganese was

first produced for commercial use in 1865 by Henderson,

TABLE I. ANALYSES OF ^L\NGANESE ALLOYS
' Percentage analyses of iron-manganese alloys.

Author-
Alloy. JMn Si Fe Cir. C C. T C. P. S. ity

Spiegeleisen 8 11 1 10 86 52 , . 4,27 a
Spiegeleisen 9 25 44 3.95 0.060 ti b
Spiegeleisen 14 40 56 4 32 0.063 nil b
Spiegeleisen 19 74 52 74. 96 . . . 4.78 a
Spiegeleisen 20 1 1 42 4 99 074 nil b
Spiegeleisen 29 75 65 5 20 090 nil b
Ferromanganese. 41 82 42 52 13. . 5 63 . a
Ferromanganese. 60 00 D 60 32 80 6 40 10 005 b
Ferromanganese. 70 00 70 22 30 6 80 14 005 b
Ferromanganese. 80 00 80 1 1 20 . 7 20 18 004 b
Ferromanganese. 80 04 97 12 46 6 53 a
Ferromanganese. 80 04 14 12 62 7 20 a
Ferromanganese. 80 20 1 16 11 80 6.46 0.38 c

Silico-spiegel 19 64 10 74 67.44 0.33 1.85 a
Silico-spiegel 19 74 12 60 66 010 67 98 a
Silico-spiegel 23 90 4 90 67 66 3 56 a
Silico-spiegel 24 36 15 94 58 50 90 30 a
Silico-spiegel 50 00 4 20 43 24 2 56 a
Silieo-manganese. 55 00 24 10 19 00 .. 35 04 02 d
Silico-manganese 70 30 24 60 3 80 35 04 02 d
Silieo-manganese. 74 20 24. 10 77 . .0 30 02 01 d

a. Hadfield, R. A., "On Alloys of Iron and Silicon," "Journal Iron and Steel
Institute," 1889. No. 2, p. 226.

b. Carnegie, D., "Liquid Steel," pp. 42, et. seq.

c. .lalioki, J., "Ferromangen in Hoehofen." "Stahl und Eisen," Vol. 29, 1909,

p. 1191.

d. Lyon, Keenev, and CuUen, "The Electric Furnace in Metallurgical Work,
'

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 77. 1916. p 146.

Photomicrographs of high-speed steel hardened at different temperatures.

closely followed by Prieger, of Bonn, Germany, who made
a 75% manganese alloy in the crucible. A company at

Terre-Noire, France, improved upon these earlier meth-

ods a little later and made ferromanganese by a combina-

process using the openhearth furnace and the crucible.

Prior to 1873 no ferromanganese had been made in the

blast furnace, but about this time a 33% manganese alloy

was produced by this method in Sweden. At Terre-Noire,

in 18T5, Poured made a 75 to 80% manganese-iron alloy

in the blast furnace, and since then, until about five years

ago, all ferromanganese has been made in this way. At

present a small tonnage is Ix'ing made in the electric

furnace, notably in this country at Heroult, Calif.

Fiy Robert J. Anderson, in "Iron Trade Review," Mar.
21), 1917, by courtesy of the publishers,

l*\'rr()nuiiigaiiesc anil s]iiegclciscii are lioth alloys of

iron and manganese, containing in addition carbon and

usually silicon, as well as minor impurities in .subordinalc

ainiitinl. Silico-spiegel and silico-maiigane.se are similar

:ill(iys conlaining silicon in comparatively large ])ercen1-

ages. Strictly speaking, spiogelei.sen includes all iron-

mangane.se alloys containing less than 20% manganese;

rcrromanganese is the term applied to such alloys con-

laining from 30 to 80^^ or more manganese. Carbon is

usually jiresent in varying percentages, unless the ferro-

mangane.se is the carbon-free product of the (iieene Walil

or the (xoldschmidt alumino-thermic processes, and ranges

up to 7% in the high-grade manganese-iron alloys. Silieo-

manganese is an alloy developed since the electric furnace

came into use and has found some a]3plication in steel

metallurgy. It is a strong deoxidi/.er, low in carbon,

which makes it more advantageous to u.se than the high-

carbon bearing alloys. Table I gives analyses of s])iegel-

eisen, ferromanganese, silico-spiegel and silico-manganese.

Constitution Axn I'i;(ii'hi;ties

The exact nature of the manganese-iron-carbon alloys

is as yet imperfectly known. In view of the necessity for

the wide use of ferromanganese in so many metallurgical

]n-oces.ses, it seems to be a singular fact that its composi-

tion is not definitely understood. iMangane.se has a great

chemical aflfrnity for carbon, and lately Moissan produced

a manganese alloy in the electric furnace containing

14.5!)% of carbon. Manganese is thus capable of dis-

.solving a large amount of carbon in excess of that re-

quired for the simple carbide, Mn^C, and the excess does

not apparently exist in the graphitic state. The amount
of carbon absorbed is dependent on the tem]ierature

of the melting, increased temperatures promulgating in-

creased percentages of carbon in the alloys.

Until the work of Carnot and Goutal in 1900, ferro-

manttane.se was regarded as a mixture of definite carbides

;

their constitution was purely imaginary as far as any

real knowledge was concerned. These workers separated

several double carbides from different ferromanganese and

spiegeleisen samples and have deduced that : The carbide

FesC.iMujC exists in ferromanganese having 85 to 74%
iln ; the carbide Fe3C.2Mn3C exists in ferromanganese

having 74 to 60% Mn ; the carbide SFejCMujC exists in

ferromanganese having 60 to 30% ]\In, and the carbide

4Fe3C.Mn3C exists in ferromanganese having less than

18% Mn. The last carbide is probably present in

spiegeleisen and cast iron.

Both ferromanganese and spiegeleisen are white or

light gray in color with a brilliant metallic luster. Spieg-

eleisen is known as "mirror iron" from its brilliant, plate-

like, crystalline structure. Ferromanganese is granular

and compact at times, and the cystalline structure is of-

ten prismatic and less often platelike. It has been found

that a single mass of ferromanganese is not homogeneous

as to composition. The manganese in samples from the

different parts of the .same cast has been known to vary

more than 2%.
When steel contains an ajipreciable amount of ninn-

gancse, as is the ca.sc with most commercial steels, part

at least of the managenese forms Mn;C. and this unites

with the FeX to form manu'anilVrous cementitc.
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Both IVrroiiiaiiffanesi' and spicoccleiseii arc still jn-diUueil

almost entirely in (he i)last fnriiaic. I'ridr to the war

but one company in lliis I'ounli'y nuule rcrronianijanesc,

the greater portion of the alloy being imported i'rom Eng-

land, and iu lesser amount from Germany. During

1915-1(), when the imports of both manganese ore and

ferroalloys from Europe were cut oft' by embargoes and

ship])ing conditions, a number of furnaces started making

these alloys, and in fact, a new domestic industry was

reared in the United States.

Spiegeleisen, the lower-percentage alloy, has been made

in this country for a number of years and chiefly by the

New Jersey Zinc Co. from the manganiforous zinc residu-

um obtained in zinc smelting. High-grade Brazilian

ores are now being used for the production of the high-

percentage alloy. Manganiferous iron ore from the

Cuyuna Range has also been utilized.

Spiegeleisen is usually made in the iron blast-furnace

stack, the source of manganese in the charge coming from

manganiferous iron ore, from a mixture of manganese

and iron ores in the proportion of the percentages of

manganese and iron required in the product, or from the

TABLE II. RESULTS OF BL.\ST-FURNACE RUN
Constituent
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the steel, by nvison ol' their contained larbun; (.'!) I'm' re-

moving sulpliur and phosphorus by the formation of man-
ganese sulphide, and manuanese |)hospliide in lesser

degree; and (4) in the manul'aeture of manganese steel.

The greater part of the ferromanganese alloys made, how-

ever, is employed for the deoxidation and reearburization

of bessemer and openhearth steel. In iron-foundry prac-

tiee, ferromanganesi' is used for strengthening and ])nri-

fying hard iron or for chilling castings.

The basis of modern liquid-steel manufacture is de-

pendent upon the functions of the manganese alloys. In

foundry practice manganese alloys are used as deoxidizers

and desulphurizers and also to alter the constitutional

structure of the metal. In steel-works practice they are

employed as deoxidizers and recarburizers as well as to

impart certain static properties to the steel. In bessemer

practice, during the final stages of the blow there is an

incipient oxidation of the iron with the formation of

ferrous oxide, which is soluble in the molten bath. In

openhearth practice, the dissolved gases and oxides appear

in the bath, although not to such an extent as in bessemer

metal because the mode of manufacture is different.

Action of Manganese Added to Molten Iron

When manganese is added to the molten iron in the

form of one of its ferroalloys, the element seizes the

oxygen of the iron oxide with great avidity, the reason

for this action lying in the greater chemical affinity of

manganese for oxygen than of iron for the same element.

The manganese oxide thus formed is insoluble in the iron

and combines with the slag to form a protosilicate, re-

turning reduced iron to the bath according to

FeO + Mn = Fe + :\InO

Most good steels, however, are not totally free from en-

trained slag, and slag particles consisting of manganese
and iron silicates are noted under the microscope. For

the purpose of deoxidation, ferromanganese is usually

added in such proportion that from 0.4 to 1.5% of man-
ganese by weight is added. Spiegeleisen is used in bes-

semer practice to a greater extent than in openhearth

work, because the alloy is there added for the purpose of

reearburization to the desired carbon content, bessemer

converting reducing the blown metal to traces of car-

bon, while openhearth melting runs the bath down to the

required carbon content or a little below, so that higher

manganese alloys are preferable in the latter.

Manganese neutralizes the effect of sulphur by form-

ing manganese sulphide, MnS, which goes partly into the

slag and remains partly in the metal. At the termina-

tion of a blow or heat, the sulphur present is in the fonn

of ferrous sulphide. This compound, as microscopic work
has shown, exists as films between the metallic grains, a

condition which destroys the cohesion of grains and gives

rise to a great weakness and brittleness of the metal at

a forging heat, known as red-shortness. The manganese

sulphide formed which remains in the metal is in the

form of rounded inclusions which do not harm the steel

to any appreciable extent.

Ferromanganese is used largely in the production of

manganese steel. This is a high-alloy steel containing

from 11 to 13% manganese and about 1.5 to 2% carbon.

This steel is used for railroad and street-ear rails on
curves, jaws and wearing parts of rock-cr.ushing machin-

ery, railroad frogs and crossings, mine and other car

wheels, burglar-proof safes, etc.

The problem of the most economical method of atlding

the required percentage of manganese to steel has existed

ever since the discovery of the manufacture of steel. In

the early days of the bes.semer process, spiegeleisen con-

taining from 6 to 20%) manganese was universally em-
ployed. This alloy was melted in cupolas and tapped off

when needed, to be run into the converter in the liquid

ciinditinn. The great loss of manganese through .vol-

atdizatioii was against this method, and when the higher
percentage of ferromanganese was made and the quantity
of alloy required was corespondingly reduced, the cupola

was not practical for its melting. Various methods of

melting in different furnaces have been tried. When cost

is a minor factor, ferromanganese is melted in crucibles

and added liquid, but this method is prohibitively costly

for ordinary procedure. The standard method has been
to break up the ferromanganese into lumps of fist size

and add the alloy solid. In some cases the alloy is heated
to a red heat before adding. It may be added in part to

the bath and part to the ladle, or entirely in the ladle,

which is standard practice in the United States.

High Manganese Losses Prevented by
Electric Smelting

The solid addition of manganese gives rise to a loss of

from 18 to 35% of the metal added. Until the advent

of the electric furnace no suitable apparatus for dealing

with this problem was available. In the few last years,

however, a number of steel plants abroad have installed

electric furnaces for melting ferromanganese so that a

liquid addition may be made. The Rennerfelt furnace of

about 600 lb. capacity has proved adaptable for the fusion

of the alloy, and installations include those at the Hall-

stahammar Works, Sweden, and also 2.5-ton sizes at the

Ljusne Works, Sweden. The loss of manganese by elec-

tric melting is practically nothing.

The manganese ore used in this country for the pro-

duction of ferromanganese has been mainly secured from

three principal sources, which are Russia, India and Bra-

zil. For many years these three countries have outranked

all other producing countries in the output of manganese

ores. Both the Russian and Indian output suffered a fall-

ing off after the war started, but the Brazilian output has

increased with leaps and bounds until its 1916 production

is rated at 600,000 tons, as near as can be estimated from

available figures. Brazil is the principal foreign source

at present. Iron-manganese alloys have not been received

in any quantity since the war started, with the result that

a new domestic industry, that of ferromanganese produc-

tion, has reared itself in this country in the past two

years. Spiegeleisen has been made here for about 45

years from the mauganiferous zinc residuum of New Jer-

sey, but the ferromanganese output was limited to one

large company which produced about one-quarter of the

total consumption, and that for its own needs. Today a

dozen blast furnaces are making, ferromanganese and

spiegeleisen, and a small tonnage is being produced by

electrothermic methods.

Prices of ferromanganese prior to the war were aroimd

$45, tidewater, but owing to the war uncertainties they

touched over .$450 for spot metal in 191G. Sjiot spiegel-

eisen wont over $100, furnace, during the same time.

Prices have been driven high by unprecedented demand,

but not so high as speculative dealings have desired to

urge them.
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British Dealings in Lead

The British Minister of Munitions has issued an order,

under date Apr. G, ordering tliat no person shall as from

the date mentioned until further notice purchase, sell,

offer to purchase or .sell, or, except for the purpose of

carrying out a contract in writing existing prior to such

date for the sale or purchase of white lead, lead oxides,

lead manufactures, lead alloys or lead com]Jounds of any

kind, or a contract in writing existing prior to Feb. 2,

1917, for the sale or purchase of any other kind of lead,

enter into any transaction or negotiation in relation to

the sale or purchase of lead situated outside the United

Kingdom except under and in accordance with the terms

of a license, issued under the authority of the Ministei'

of Munitions.

This order was published in Clip in leal Trade Jo a run]

and Chemical Engineer, London, Apr. 14, 1917, and

states that no person shall offer to jnirchase, purchase

or take delivery of any lead situated in the Ignited King-

dom except under and in accordance with the terms of a

license issued under the authority of the Minister of

Munitions, or ott'er to .sell, sell, supply or deliver any

such lead to any person other than the holder of such

a license and in accordance with the terms thereof;

provided that no such license shall be required in the

case of any offer to sell or purchase, sale, purchase, or

delivery of such lead: (a) For the purpose of a con-

tract or order for the time being in existence certified

to be within Classes A or B. (b) For the purpose of

necessary repairs or renewals requiring immediate exe-

cution and involving the use of not exceeding 1 cwt. of

lead and not exceeding 28 lb. of wliite lead, lead oxide

or lead compound. No purchase or sale of lead situated

in the United Kingdom, or ott'er to purchase or .sell any

such lead, sliall in the case of any class of lead specified

in the schedule hereto be at a price exceeding the price

.set opposite the same in the schedule. All persons shall

within seven days from the first day in each month send

in to the Director of Materials, Hotel Victoria, North-

umberland Ave., London, W. C. 2, monthly returns

of: (a) All lead held l)y tlicm in stock or otherwise

under their control on the last day of the preceding

month, the lead actually in stock to be shown .separately,

(b) All lead ]nirchased or sold by them for future de-

livery and not yet delivered on such last day. (c) All

lead delivered to tlieni during the preceding month,

(d) .Ml contracts or orders existing on the last day of.

or entered into during, tile preceding month requiring

for their exec'ution the u.sc of lead tor any ))urpose,

specifying the amounts of lead ivqiiiicd monthly lor

the purpose of such contracts or orders, and distinguish-

ing between (he amounts re(piired for work certified to

be within (,'lasses A and B respectively in the said oi'der

of Mar. 8, 1917, and the amounts requiivd for other

purposes.

Notwitlistiindiiig the above, no return is reciuircil

from any person whose total stock of lead in band

and on order for future delivery to him has not

at any time during the preceding month exceeded 1 cwt.

For the purpose of tliis order the expression lead shall

jncan ])ig lead wliether virgin or remelted, sheet lead,

lead pipe, and old and sci'ap lead, white lead wlictlici'

dry, in oil oi' pi'cpared for use, lead oxides, lead manurac-

tures, lead alloys and lead compounds of every kind, or

any of them. All applications for licenses to purchase

or use lead shall be made to the Director of Materials,

Hotel Victoria, Northumberland Ave., Jjondon, \V. C.

2, and marked "Lead License." The order of the Min-

ister of Munitions dated Feb. 2, 1917, relating to certain

cla.sses of lead is hereby canceled.

Pig Lead—Virgin ])ig lead, £29 ])er ton net ex ship,

£30 per ton net ex store or ex refiners' works. Scrap

lead or remelted scrap lead, £2fi per ton net ex sellers'

premises.

Manufactured Dead—Sheet lead, C;!9 lOs. per ton; lead

pipe, £40 per ton, delivered United Kingdom, less 2J%
monthly account; the usual trade extras and allowances

to a])])ly. The rate of exchange between chemical houses

and manufacturers of chemical .sheet lead, for the old

lead in ]ug-lead shape, to be £8 per ton net for sheet

lead and £8 10s. per ton for lead pipe, the manufacturer

jjaying cost of delivery of the old lead ; the sheet lead

oi- lead pipe to be delivered United Kingdom. The usual

trade extras to ajjply.

Lead Compounds—Dry white lead, £46 per ton, less

5% monthly account, delivered United Kingdom. The
usual trade extras and allowances to apply. White lead

in oil, £53 per ton, le.ss 5% monthly account for deliv-

eries in packages of 5 cwt. and over; £5.5 per ton, less

5^ monthly account for lots of less than 5 cwt. Wliite

lead in packages less than 5 cwt. to be charged at the

customary trade extra for packing. These prices for

white lead in oil are ba.sed on a price of £50 per ton at

the spot price for raw linseed oil in barrels. If the

average daily spot (ji'ice of raw lin.seed oil during tbc

preceding month rises or falls by multiples of £(!, then

the above maximum price of white lead in oil shall I'ise

or fall by 10s. per ton for every £6 per ton rise or fall

in the jjrice of linseed oil.

I.'cd Lead and Litharge—£42 per ton, less 2i% month-

ly account, in 5 cwt. casks delivered United Kingdom.
1'he usual trade extras and allowances to apply.

Licenses to purchase and take delivery of lead situ-

ated in the United Kingdom will usually be granted by

file Minister of Munitions under this order for necessary

re]iairs and renewals in the ordinary course of trade,

and will also be granted for any other purposes which

may be approved by the Minister of Munitions, includ-

ing manufacture for the ])urposes of export trade. Every

ap])licant for a license must state the amount of lead

iei|uiit'd by him per month and the use to which it will

be put.

Minerals of Military Importance

W.\sHiNGTON Correspondence

Miticials of military importance are discussed in a re-

port being submitted to the National Research Council

by Van. II. ]\ranniiig, director of the Bureau of Mines.

Iron, copper, lead and zinc are not taken up in this report,

since the production of these metals is carried on in a

routine manner and no i>roblems other than those relating

to labor supply and transportation are involved. Chief

emphasis is placed upon nitrates, ])latinum, mercury, iron

jjyrite, suljihur and the alloy metals.

Commenting on the nitrate situation, the opinion is

expressed (hat there is little prospect of natural deposits

of nitrate being found. "The only possiljility," says the
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roport, "of an imk'iX'iulciit su|i|)lv si-i'iiis to ri'st in the

fixation of Milio^^on from tlii' air or of the oxidation of

ammonia, obtained as a byproduct from gas works and
In-produft coke ovens, to nitric acid."

With regard to sulphuric acid, the report points out the

need for the iMU-ouragement of acid production by smelters.

It is also suggested that the exposed sulphur deposits of

the country be protected. Research leading to the utili-

zation of pyrite deposits and a more complete inventory

of sul]:)hur and pyrite occurrence in the United States

are reconunended.

Possibilities of expanding the domestici iron-pyrite

production are pointed out. It is suggested that a supply

of ])yrite could be obtained in connection with coal mining

in I'ennsylvania, Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. A total- of

1)50,000 tons of sulphuric acid was produced as a hy-

product from smeltery fumes. ''Tremendous quantities

of sulphuric acid,'' declares the report, "could be manu-
factured in connection with the smelteries in ilontana,

California, Utah and Arizona. Only a small beginning

has been made. The chief problem is that of a profitable

market in times of peace. The manufacture of explosives,

and particularly the prospects of developing the Western

phosphate deposits, may increase the demand."

A government reserve of platimim is jiistifiable by the

military importance of the metal, it is stated. In an

emergency, sufficient platinum for the military needs

of the United States might be obtained from jewelry,

it is asserted. On this subject, the report continues,

"At the present tune the only serious problem would

be a supply of platinum for the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid and for possible use in the oxidation of

ammonia to nitric acid if that method is developed to

supply a possible deficiency in nitrate of soda. In the

present expanded condition of the industry to supply

munitions to Europe, the problem is considerably

lessened."

"The problem in mercury," continues the report, "is

to improve the present treatment and metallurgy, to

reduce waste and to render available considerable quanti-

ties of low-grade ore and material in old dumps at

pre.sent unworkable. Tliese improvements might guaran-

tee a greater supply for the future than can be depended

on now. This means a prevention of losses by absorption

in the furnace and in escaping fumes, and either concen-

tration of low-grade ore or direct smelting. Considering

the present importance of mercury as fulminate, a

study of possible substitutes which will decrease the

amount of mercury required is of primary importance."

This also applies to other uses as well.

The lack of domestic manganese is regarded by the

Bureau of Mines as fully as serious a problem as is that

of nitrate or potash. It is suggested that a reserve sup-

ply be accumulated, that low-grade sources of the material

be expanded, that partial substitutes be developed and

that losses in preparation and use be reduced. The zinc

residium of New Jersey, the silver-lead ores of Colorado

and the iron ores of Minnesota offer the best possibilities

of large expansion. S])ecial pains are taken in several

places to ])oint out the great need for research in the

whole problem of metallic alloys. A saving of 30% of

present losses of tungsten can be made by improved

methods of milling and ore treatment, tlie report says.

Molybdenum and uranium are possible substitutes for

tungsten as a steel alloy.

To protect itself ai)soIiilely from its deficiency in

nickel, the United Slates would have to accumulate a

reserve supply of -40,000,000 lb. With a supply close at

hand in Canada, the situation is not so bad as otherwise
would be the case. The United States deposits are of

low gi-ade, and no commercially successful process for

their concentration and extraction is known. Research
should be carried on along this line, the report advises.

The increasing importance of cobalt is pointed out. Ex-
jjcriinents in the separation of cobalt from other metals,

with which it occurs, should be carried on, says the report.

The production of molybdenum in the United States

jirobably can be increased considerably. It is pointed

cjut that it is a very difficult alloy to handle and its use

consequently is increasing very slowly.

The recovery of vanadium, which now is being lost

in the treating of certain lead ores in the West, is recom-
mended. Since the United States has the largest known
deposits of uranium in the world, attention is called to

the fact that Germany is using this metal probably in

the linings of large-caliber guns. As the United States

has not an adeijuate domestic supply of antimony, the

study of calcium, barium, lead and other substitutes is

recommended.

'\\'ith regard to prospecting for potash deposits in the

United States, the report says : "Exploration would be

costly, but might result in finding suitable new deposits.

The probability is sufficiently great to warrant the em-
ployment of geologists to make a careful study of oil,

gas and salt wells, which are being drilled in likely

localities, and even to some extent in the drilling of

prospect bore holes. The Geological Survey already is

doing some work along this line. It should be extended."

This would be likely to give results.

Chances for developing any considerable tin sujDply in

the United States are admitted to be few. It is pointed

out that the smelting of Bolivian tin ores in this country

has improved the situation greatly. Research as to a

greater recovery of tin from scrap and junk is recom-

mended. Substitutes for graphite should be investigated,

in the opinion of Director Manning. It is pointed out

that there is not sufficient flake graphite in the United

States to su2:)ply the necessary amount for crucibles.

Discovery of a vast deposit of magnesite in the State of

Washington has relieved the United States of any danger

of a shortage of this mineral in case of an emergency.

Bolivian Tin Ore Shipments

According to a report on Bolivian tin ore statistics, is-

sued by E. A. Witt's successor, London, the shipments of

Bolivian tin ore to the United Kingdom in 1915

amounted to 19,934 tons, and in the same period to

America, 1129 tons. In 1910 the shipments amounted

to 10,233 tons to the United Kingdom, and 4811 tons

to the United States. For the first quarter of 1917 the

West Coast shijmients show a falling off of nearly 1100

tons, of which over 800 tons are a decrease in shipments

to America. The latter features, however, should only

be temporary, as it is understood that there could be an

early increase in the smelting capacity at Perth Amboy.

A Bolivian report indicates that the lu-csent in-oductioit

is small. Indications are against an increase in supply

from Bolivia during this year.
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Enemy Supplies of Metals and Ores

Prediction in tliis country caily in the war was so gen-

eral that. the Central.Empires would be unable to continue

tlie struggle for any prolonged period, owing to their

deprivation of indispensable mineral products througli the

closing of the seas, that we are tempted to forget, says the

Mining Journal, in noting the successful struggle which

German engineers and chemists have made to meet this

growing handicap, that with every fresli period of the war
the difficulty of providing indispen.sable supplies increases,

so that by this time they must be a veritable nightmare,

which the entry of the United States into the combat will

further intensify. Not unnaturally, perhaps, the French

technical press has devoted more attention to the German
exigencies and to their efforts to dispose of them than has

been the case here. A recent issue of Metaux et Alliage

contains a number of estimates that are of great interest

even for the public that is outside the mineral industry,

and these are supplemented by figures available to us from
other sources. The following are some of the chief items

that figure in a computation of the enemy's needs

:

Copper—It is esimated that tlie requirements for artil-

lery alone are not less than Ki.OOO metric tons a month.

Serbia and Turkey are estimated to be capable of produc-

ing 00,000 metric tons a year, and Germany herself .30,000,

or 7500 per month. The material requisitioned at home
and in the invaded territories has been estimated at 1,000,-

1)00 metric tons, and a large s:iving has been possible by

substituting other minerals and alloys.

Scarcity of Manganese
Manganese—The want of manganese is being severely

felt, and orders have been issued for all kno\vn deposits

to be develo])ed. Previous to the war the output of low-

grade ores was 92,474 metric tons from Prussia, most of

it from the Bonn di.strict. The only deposit producing

what is commercially considered manganese was that at

Giessen, and the output was only a few hundred tons a

year. In Austria-Hungary the production in 1918 was

12,471 metric tons of low-grade stuff, while from Bosnia

and Herzegovina there was an output of 4650 metric tons

of somewliat higher-grade ore. A small production of

manganese has also been obtained from mines in Asia

Minor and Macedonia. There was also a considerable out-

put of manganiferous iron ore. When, however, it is

reinembered that the net import into Germany alone in

the year jjrevious to the war was ()71,000 metric tons, the

inadequacy of these native deposils will be realized.

Chrome—The net import of chroin(> oie in 191:! was

approximately 2.3,000 metric tons. Considerable sup]ilies

are, of course, available from Asia Minor, and if the labor

and transport were available more than the 19i;5 imports

could be easily obtained. Production from Turkey in Asia

has, however, been a declining quantily for years ])ast.

The last figures that we'have are as far back as 1907, when
the amount ex])ort(Ml is given as 28,8()() metric tons. In

addition, there are deposits in Styria and Silesia, from

which, perhaps, 5000 or 10,000 metric tons might be ob-

tained. The requirements of the Central Empires are

estimated by oui' contoin]:iorary at as high as 47,000 metric

tons, or double the imports in 1913. If the consumption

has increased to this extent, of cour.se there may he some

deficiency, and this is perlinps more likely, as the (Jer-

mans are known to liave been ein])loying chrome as a sub-

stitute for tungsten.

Tungsten—'i'hc net import of tungsten ores in 1911)

was 1500 nu'tric tons, and by this time the import of all

foreign ores should be stopped. The native production of

wolfram ores in 1912 was 101 metric tons, at about which

figure it had been [iretty steady for some time; while in

Austria, for the same year, the output was CO metric tons.

No doubt, irrespective of price, these figures would be im-

proved upon, but we cannot suppose that the supply can be

much over 500 metric tons. The price of wolfram in Ger-

many is said lo have risen to 50 marks ])er kilo.

Nickel—The shortage of nickel is widely appreciated,

and it is reported that the Gennans have had to fall back

on manganese steel. Some supply has no doubt Iwen ob-

tained from Norv;ay, but whether this is today available is

another matter. The import in 19i;j amounted to 3315

metric tons, about half of which was reexported. The
normal requirement, therefore, was about 1700 metric tons.

The production from Christiansand works in 1912 was

390 metric tons of metal, Init it was not all from native

ores. Now that the occasional supplies by submarine from

the United States are cut off, it is quite likely that Ger-

many is deprived of any fresh supply of this metal.

Molybdenum—The great activity that has been mani-

fested in Scandinavia in regard to the exploitation of

molybdenum is certainly connected with German enter-

prise, and the impression among those familiar with the

industry is that supplies have been reaching the enemy ii

the past from these sources, though it is most difficult to

trace them, and in no case can their magnitude be deter-

mined. The Norwegian output of molybdenite increased

very largely in 1915, and fresh concentrating plants are

either in operation or on order. The output of molyb-

denite, however, is too small to have much effect, es-

])ecially as it would be in demand in Germany both for

high-speed sleel and for armor plate.

^Ibthods OF Obtaining Sulphur

Sulphur—Before tlie war Germany imiioi'ted 1,023,953

metric tons of pyrites for the manufacture of sulphuric

acid, of which Spain and Portugal contributed 90(5,420

metric tons. With the production from Silesia of about

300,000 metric tons she normally controlled a supply of

about 1, -'100,000 metric tons. Since the war she has 6b--

tained supplies of blende from Poland and pyrites from

Norway, Turkey and Greece. The most important of

these sources of supply was Norway, which in 1913 sup-

plied about 50,000 metric tons. The Norwegian produc-

tion is now understood to be no longer available to Ger-

many, which now, therefore, finds herself forced to obtain

sulphuric acid from other material than pyrites. It is

claimed that by the agency of the electric furnace sulphuric

acid is being obtained from gypsum, sulphate of lime and

sulphate of magnesia. Germany was also a large exporter

(if sulph;itc of barites, the exports of which in 1913

amounted to 150,000 metric tons. Suljihate of ammonia
is also manufactured from the sulphur contained in light-

ing gas and from coke-furnace gas by the Burkheiser and

Feld processes. Estimates as to how much sulphuric acid

can be obtained by these expedients are obviously impos-

sible, but it is clear that they must fall very far .*hort

of what is needed.

Substitutes— Kcniarkablc efforts have been made in

Germany to nu'ct inevitable deficiencies by substitutes.

I'nre zinc has been used to replace copper to a large ex-

Icnl iis :in I'li'cii'icid condtu'tor, in which respect also alu-
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minuin a|i|R';irs to ho lariicly utilizcil. It is m'lii'rally I)P-

lievi'd tlial aluminum is now beiuj,' product'd from clay, at

least under tlu' economic eonditions just now obtainin.i; in

Gennany. At any rate the metal appears to bo less searee

than it was, and it is employed as a substitute for topper for

electrical purposes. Iron, however, is the mainstay of the

situation. Iron or steel cores are used in cables with zinc

wires, thus combininij the conductivity of zinc and the

mechanical strength of the iron, and it is extensively em-

]iloyed for the transmission of current on railways, tram-

ways and the like. Antimonial lead has i)een replaced by

an alloy of lead sodium or lead lalcium, and nickeling by

cobalting.

When every allowance, however, is made for the in-

genuity and skill with whicli difliculties have been met, it

is obvious that there is necessarily a great waste of effort

and diminution of production through the forced adop-

tion of substitutes, where such can be obtained. While

the plants for the production of nitric acid from the air

appear to have solved one serious difficulty, that of sul-

jihuric acid will become constantly more pressing. One of

the chief effects of the recent siding of neutral powers

with the Entente will be felt most immediately in the in-

creasing difficulty of obtaining supplies of ore and metal

through neutral soiirces. In the recent fighting in France

the enemy's artillery appears to have been markedly in-

ferior in volume to the fire of our own, and though there

may have been accidental circumstances to account for

this, we cannot dismiss the probability that lack of raw

niatei'ials is beginning to tell on the supply of munitions

Electric Hoists on the Rana
Some of the principal features of the largest electric

hoists installed at Rand mines are given in the accom-

panying table, published by the Soutli African Miniri'j

Journal.

Tlie table shows the name of the mine, the manufac-

turer of the hoist, the type of control, the motor and

their horsepower, hoisting ca)iacity, with sundry details

regarding the load, speed of hoisting and of the motors.

Chino (>opper Co.

Tlie report of the Cliino (Vipper Co. for the first (piarter

of li)17 shows a jji'oduction of l9,22r).\\^ lb. of copper—
(vl-")3,l.'Jt lb. in January, G,572,10G lb. in February and
(!,2()0,851 lb. in March. The total amount of ore treated

for the period was 8r)l,.')00 tons, an average of 91fi1 tons

per day. Average copper content was 1.fiO%, and average
jn-oduction per ton was 32.58 lb. Of concentrates 61,238
dry tons averaging 1.5.79(' copper was produced.

In addition to the copper produced by milling 1 ICi lb.

came from ship]>ing ore and 14,003 lb. from precipitat-

ing plants at the mine. Cost per ])onnd of net copper pro-

duced was 10.13c. after allowing for smelter deductions

and crediting all nn'scellaneous income, the higher cost

being due to higher I'ates and new kinds of taxes. The
amount set aside for reserve for tax payments was $295,-

703.

The net profits and miscellaneous income total $3,992,-

071 and dividends paid, $2,171,950, leaving a net surplus
for the quarter of .$817,121. Earnings are based on
2G..38c. jier lb.' for cojiper.

Oregon Mining Law
By a. L. H. Stkeet*

One who locates a mining claim on unsold public land

of the State of Oregon acquires a mere temporary posses-

sory right, according to a decision of the supreme court

of the state in the ca.se of Grand Prize Hydraulic Mines
vs. Bo.swell, 162 Pacific Reporter, 1063.

'

This right is

forfeited by his failure to purchase or lease the land under
the established regulations of the state land board.

Other legal points decided in the same case are, that

an assignee of a mining claim takes no stronger rights,

than his assignor had, unless he be an innocent purchaser
for value ; and that a mining claim is real property within

the Oregon statute which invalidates contracts for sale

of real estate unless the agreements be reduced to writ-

inir.

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Building. Minneapolis. Minn.

DATA ON PRINCIPAL ELECTRIC HOISTS AT RAND MINES

Mine

Crown Mines, Ltd.

Crown Mines, Ltd.

ER.P.M.
Hercules Shaft

VillfltlP Deep. Ltd.
and City Deep, Ltd.
(6 similar equipments)

Bantjes Consolidated
Mines, Ltd.

Name of Supplier

Electrical — G.E.C, of
.-America (S.F. Gen. Elcc.

Co.)
Mechanical—Eraser &

Chalmers

Motor-generators

—

Siemens
Winder motors—.\.E.G.
Mechanical—Friiscr &

Chalmers

British
Westinghouse Electric
and Mfg. Co., Ltd.

The British
Westinghouse Eleetrit;

and Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Consolidated Langlaagte
G.M. Co., Ltd., (2 simi-

lar eijuipments)

New Moddcrfontein
• G. M. Co., Ltd.

Siemen-s, Ltd.

Siemens, Ltd.

.\.E.G. Electrical Co.
of S.A., Ltd.

Type of.
winder

W.ard-Leonard
Cylindro-conical

drums

2 Ward-Leonard
winders

Cylindro-conical
drums

Ward-Leonard
Cylindro-conical

drums
Three-phase motors

direet-coupled
two-eylindrical
drum hoists.

4 Whiting hoists)

Three-phase motor
geared to

cylindrical drums

Wartl-Lconarc'

Three-phase motor
direct-coupled to

cylindrical

drums

Maximum
Depth of

Wind

3,540 ft.

vertical

2,250 ft.

vertical

4,500 ft.

vertical

3,500 ft,

vertical

4.000 ft.

incline

Compouiul
shaft

1,230 ft.

vertical
and bend
3,000 ft.

inclilK;

2.000 ft.

No. of

Tons of Complete
Rock per Trips per
Wind Hour

45

20

32

23

23

45

Number
of

Motors

4
(2 on
each

winder)

Motor Data
Horsepower
Continuous
Rating Voltage

2,000 hp.
each motor

1.420hp.
each motor

750 hp.
each motor

l,500hp.

L47:i.p.

l,290hp.

1.200 hp.

1 , 000 v. across
two motors in

scries

1,000 v. across
two motors in

series

1,000 v. across
two motors in

series

2,000 v.

three-phase
50 cycles

2,000 v.

three-phase,
50 cycles

R,P.M,

53 5

53 5

33 3

250

500 v. direct
current across 80
winding motor

2,000 v.

three-phase
50 cycles
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Flotation Litigation at Butte

The suit brought by Minerals Separation, Ltd., .isii'ijst

the Butte & Superior Mining Co., was concludi'il im M:\y

17. This case was before Judge Bour(|uin in tiie U. S.

District Court at Butte, Mont. The principal (|uestion

was whether the present operations of the Butte & Supe-

rior Mining Co. infringed the patent in question. In

these late operations, slightly over 1% of oil npon th.e

dry weight of ore treated, is employed, and the ]n-ocedure

is in all respects the same as the operations carried on

for somewhat more than five years preceding the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States, of Dec. 11

last, except for the increase in the amount of oil used

Counsel for the defendant contended that the Suprenic

Court has limited the patent to the use of oil in the

proportion of a fraction of 1% on the ore, and showed

at length that froth-flotation operations by the Utah Cop-

per Co., at its Arthur and Magna plant, by the Chino

Copper Co., and by the Ray Consolidated Copper Co.,

with the smaller amount of oil before the Supreme Court

decision and the larger amount of oil after the Supreme

Court decision, were being carried on and argued that

since substantially the same results could be obtained

with more than 1% of oil as can be obtained with less

than 1%, the Supreme Court had been mistaken in its

opinion and the patent was void for lack of invention.

The representatives of Minerals Separation sulimitted

evidence agreeing with the defendant that the operations

with slightly more than 1% of oil were substantially the

same as those with a fraction of 1% and therefore were

infringements of the patent. Minerals Separation con-

tends that the Supreme Court has not imposed the limi-

tation as it is interpreted by Butte & Superior, but points

out that the decision instead of being a limiting one, is

essentially broadening.

Argumext for Mixerals Sep.\r.\tiox

In his argument, counsel for the plaintiff reviewed

the Supreme Court decision and argued that the intent

of that verdict was to secure to Minerals Separation en-

tire rights covering the process where the results secured

were the same as the results obtained by the use of a

fraction of 1% of oil. Evidence was given to the effect

that the petroleum oils most largely \ised in the effort to

avoid infringements were wholly inert in the froth-pro-

ducing ])rocess, while the oils that were active in the

process, pine oils, creosote, etc., were used in proportions

far below 1%, and in fact were used in critical propor-

tions such as are recommended in the patent in suit.

Relative to claims 9, 10 and 11 of the patent, which

were for the use of a small quantity of oil and therefore

did not contain the limitation of the other claims, the

Supreme Court had held these claims to be invalid, stat-

ing tiiat the patent must be confined to "tlie results ob-

tained" by the use of a fraction of 1% of oil, whereas

these claims as they stood might be interpreted to cover

oil flotation depending upon the buoyancy of the oil to

carry and float the mineral particles. The plaintilf filed

a disclaimer limiting the claims to processes wherein the

results obtained were substantially the same as those ob-

tained with a fraction of 1% of oil. The validity of this

disclaimer was contested by the defendant at the com-

mencement of the Butte trial, and after full argunicnt.

Judge Bourquin held it to he valid, and to liave validated

claims 9, 10 affd 11. Thereafter the pleadings were

amended, clianriiig infringement of lliose claims as vali-

dated additionally to an infringement of the other claims

\ihich the Su])reme Court liad held to be valid and t)

charge the infringement of all of these claims by the

recent o])erations of the defendant.

It was argued by Minerals Separation that these froths

formed by the use of more than 2% of oil are in fact oily

magmas, or pastes, inflated with air bubbles, and that

tlioy are not the real froth that is formed i)y the Minerals

Se]jaration process. It was argued that all of the oil,

beyond a certain small proportion witiiin the critical

amount allowed, in the test, was merely waste, and of

no cllcct whatever so far as forming the mineral-bearing,

pflicicnt froth, is concerned. As a matter of fact, it was

argucil, a very large proportion of this oil floats off in the

first cell of the flotation machine, and an additional

large percentage is lost in the tailings discharged, so that

the actual amount of oil left to work in the ])nlp is far

below the critic-al proportion of 1%.

Profits of thk Process

It w-as asserted during the argument that the profits

made by the Butte & Superior Mining Co. from

flotation during the past three years have exceeded $18,-

000,000 as appeared by its own .sworn statement while

in court, and it was estimated that the profit from flota-

tion of the allied companies engaged in and helping in

the defense exceeded $100,000,000. During the trial

a new suit was commenced against Butte & Superior

Mining Co. for infringement of the patent for soluble

frothing agents, U. S. Xo. 963,078, of June 28, 1910.

This patent was also involved in a suit against the Miami
Copper Co. and was held to be valid and infringed.

To sum up the contentious of the two parties to this

suit, it may be said that Butte & Superior Mining Co.

argues that there is no difference in basic theory between

the results obtained with less than 1% of oil and those ob-

tained with more than 1% of oil in operating the process.

Minerals Separation agrees that there is no difference

in the results obtained, but that the results are due en-

tirely to the small critical proportion of oil used, and

that the larger quantities of oil have no effect whatever,

but are run to waste. In this connection Minerals Sepa-

ration points out that the great bulk of the oil used is

made up a material as innocuous and cheap as it is pos-

sible to obtain, which oils would have no effect whatever

if used by themselves. They are, in fact, used in connec-

tion with minute quantities of frothing oils, and these,

^linerals Separation contends, are what produce the par-

ticular efficient results obtained through the process. In

other words. Minerals Separation contends that large

(juantities of oil are simply waste, that small quantities

of oil are all that is necessary to secure their peculiar

results, when the proper kind of oil is used, and that

the large quantities of oil not only involve more expense

for oils themselves, but actually impede the elficiency of

the process and make the percentage recoveries materially

under those secured when following the process as they

advise. They point for corroboration of this fact to the

results secured by the Butte & Superior Mining Co., ac-

cording to their sworn reports made to the Court, before

and after the decision of the Supreme Court.

Butte and Superior contends, however, that a patent

on the use of a critical amount of oil cannot be valid,

since the process is no more than a commercial develop-

ment of methods that were known before.
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Concreting a Creek Channel
llY C. W. Waudlk*

SYNOFiSIS—To reduce the flow of ivaler into the

American Zinc-Co.'s mine at Mascot, Tenn., the

bottom of a creek channel was concreted. The
amount of pumpinfj ncccssaru in the mine decreased

from 2000 gal. to 100 gal. per min. since com-

jilelion of (lie work.

The Ainerican Zinc Co. of Tennessee, Mascot, Tenn.

is nearinir the completion of an undertaking intended to

solve a difficult water problem. The chief object of this

article is a description of the methods employed in con-

creting the channel of a fair-sized creek. As a prelude,

the conditions necessitating the undertaking will probably

be of interest. Fig. 1 shows the relative positions of the

mine workings and the creek. The main level of the

mine is appro.ximately 140 ft. below the bed of the creek,

vorsely, but have been encountered the full length of

the mine workings. Their dip is in the neighborhood of

GO" to the southeast, while that of the formation seldom

exceeds 25° in the same direction. When encountered,

they are usually filled to the walls with mud and boulders.

The creek empties into Holston River a half-mile from

the point where it passes the mine, and high stages in the

river back the creek up considerably past this point. The

heavy rains in December, 1915, brought on a flood stage.

The pump capacity in the mine was insufficient to handle

the greatly increased volume of water, and the mine was

ilrowncd. 'Wliile the fight was on to save the mine, a

hole which was admitting a large volume of water was

discovered in the edge of the creek. A cofferdam was

Iniilt around it and the opening concreted at the solid,

but even with this shut-ofE the mine was lost.

CONCRETING CREEK CHANNEL, M.\SCOT, TENN., TO REDUCE SEEPAGE INTO MINE

but the underground workings to the west of the creek

are considerably higher. As the mine workings have

advanced toward the creek, the volume of water in the

mine has greatly increased. In January, 1910, the mine

was drowned as a result of a tide in the creek. The
water finds its way into the mine through crevices which

open into the creek. The crevices conforai in a general

way with the strike of the formation and are probably

the result of faulting. The orebody is a breccia, but the

disturbances causing the crevices, if such was the cause,

was apparently subsequent to- the brecciation. The

crevices vary in width from a few inches to several feet.

Thev are confined to an area a few hundred feet trans-

*Mlning engineer, Mascot. Tenn.

During last summer an appropriation was made to

concrete the channel of the creek and I was placed in

charge of the work. It will be noticed from the contour

map, Fig. 2, that there was no chance to divert the water

while the work was being done. The plan decided on

was to build a concrete wall down the center of the creek

and divert the water to one side while the work was being

done on the opposite, and vice versa. The building of

the center wall was the problem of the undertaking,

but a simiile scheme proved satisfactory. Jackhamer

holes were put down along the line of the center of the

wall and at distances of 10 ft. apart. These were drilled

to a depth of 1(> in. and wedge bolts put in the holes

and securely fastened. Difficulty was experienced in many
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of the holes, because oE the sediment on the lied of the

creek which filled up the hole immediately when the

drill bit was withdrawn. To remedy this, a double box

was made, as shown. This was placed over the location

of the hole to be drilled and the space between the boxes

tilled with mill slimes. The water was then bailed out,

the hole drilled and the bolt set. The doors of the outer

box were then opened, which facilitated unloading the

sand, and the box was removed to the next location. The

wedge bolts were made of 1-in. round iron. They were

threaded down 14 in., the split on the lower end was 5

in. and the wedge was 5 in. The caps were made of 4

X 4-ini. pine timber, 54 in. long and witli a hole in the

diverted to the east side of the wall by means of dams

at the ends. The inclosed body of water drained out

through crevices. The crevices were secui-ely concreted

up and the water diverted to this side. Another wall was

built parallel to the first. The same form construction

was used in the second wall as in the first. The walls

were 21 ft. center to center. The fioor of the creek

between the walls was cleaned and leveled up and a con-

crete pad put on it. The pad was reinforced with No. 7

triangle mesh wire. Wing walls were built at each end

and the space behind the walls was filled with slimes.

The money spent for this work has proved a good

investment. The water to be pumped from the mine lias

\o
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William A. Parish

William A. Farish dioil in Los Angeles, .May J, while

he was returning from a mining trip into Arizona.

Colonel Farish, as he was known commonly, was
born in Macon, Tenn., in 1843, and accompanied his

motluT. In'others and sisters to California in 1853, to

wliich point his father had preceded the family in

1849, and had there become one of the pioneer wool

merchants of the state. William attended school in

San Francisco and Marysville, and afterward went to

the Sierra Buttes mine, near Downieville, Calif., where

Jie obtained his practical mining education. For a

number of years he managed that property with

great success in the interest of the Reis Brothers, who
were then prominent merchants of San Francisco.

In 1869 he was one of the owners of the Monumental
mine in Sierra County, Calif., and took from it the largest

gold nugget that had been found in California to that

time. Its weight was 1031b. and it was sold to R. B.

Woodward, proprietor of the then famous Woodward's

Gardens of San Francisco, for .$25,000. W'oodward ex-

hibited it for some time in the Museum at the Gardens.

In the early 70's Mr. Farish took charge of the Black

Bear mine in Klamath County, Calif., owned by John
Daggett, who was then Governor of California, and under

his management made its record production.

In 187.5 the Black Hills district of Dakota, which was

then located in the wild and unsettled Indian country,

was beginning to attract attention. The first experts

who visited the section were not favorably impressed, re-

garding the values as too low to be profitable. A year

later the late Senator George Hearst became interested

and sent Farish to examine the mine. In making his

report he asked Senator Hearst if he was ready to s]iend

$500,000 before taking out a penny from the mines.

Hearst replied he was, and Farish advised the purchase of

the celebrated Homestake mine. With other as.sociates

other pro])erties were taken up, which were finally con-

solidated into the famous Homestake Consolidated Min-

ing Co. Perhaps no report he made has had a wider in-

fluence in our country than this report on the Black Hills,

for the purchase made by Senator Hearst increased his

wealth and laid a permanent foundation for the great

fortune he left when he died.

The fall of 1878 found Farish in Leadville, the riches

of which were then beginning to attract attention in the

mining and financial world. He became interested in

mines on Fryer and Carbonate Hills, some of which after-

wards became world famous as producers.

When Cripple Creek, Colorado, was first discovered it

will be remembered that the experts who visited it

decided that the ore deposits were superficial. Farish

was .sent to examine the deposit, and reported to his

principals, who were railroad men, that even if the de-

posits were superficial there was enough ore exposed to

justify the building of a railroad, but that in his opinion

the ores would extend in depth. Tlie result of this report

was the building of the first railroad—the ('Olorado Mid-
land—into Cripple Creek.

In 1882 he was in Arizona and New Mexico in the

interest of a Scotch Syndicate, which upon his report

purcha.sed the Longfellow and Metcalf mines. Tiie com-
pany that was incorporated is known as the Clifton

Copper Mining Co., and its long record of success was

an endorsement of his opinion of the district, which has

since become one of the best-known of the southwestern

copper-producing sections. About the same time he ac-

quired the Carlisle mine in Grant County, N. M., which
he (le\eloi)ed into a paying proposition for the late N. K.
Fairbanks, of Chicago, and E. B. Gage, of Arizona. When
Tombstone, Ariz., attracted attention he went there and
ac(piired the Head Center mine and other interests,

wliich were consolidated into the Grand Central Minimi:
Co.

During his later years he has been ijiterested in mining
properties in Arizona and Nevada, and at the time of his

death had extensive interests in Utah.

His genial personality and kindly disposition made him
a host of friends throughout the mining sections of the
West, as well as through the East. A widow, two mar-
ried sons and two married daughters survive him. His
brother, John B. Farish, is also well known in mining
circles.

Foreign Trade in Lead and Zinc

Imports of lead and zinc during March, 1917, and
the first three months of the year are reported by the De-
partment of Commerce as follows:

Article

Lc?ad Ore:

Franee
Canada
Colomliia
England
.Salvador
Mexico. ,

Chile
Peru
German Africa. . .

and Countries
March

Contents. Lb.

64,692
3.057,064

1.781

428
2.197.645

.4,785

Jan.-Feb.-Mar.
Contents, Lb.

54,692
6,396,741

1,781
182

1,120
6,051,504

51,895
38,549

1,747,200

Lead—Base Bullion and Bullion:
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May Mining Dividends
Dividonds paid in Jlay, l!)ir, by :i) United States

mining and metallurgical companies making public re-

turns amount to $11,327,547, as compared with $11,038,-

170 paid by 34 companies in May, 11316. It is worthy of

note that there was this increase over the corresponding

month of last years in spite of the fact that Inspiration

paid in May, 1916, but its payment this year came in

April; also New Jersey Zinc paid an extra of $5 last

United States Mining and Metallurgical
Companies Situation Per Sliare Total

Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm U.S. $100 $193,120
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm., pfd U. S. 1 50 144,840
Anaconda, c Mont. 2.00 4,662,500
.Arizona Cop., pfd. -

.

Ariz. 53,840
Boss, B. s. p Nev. .02 8,170
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, I. s Ida. .50 163,500
Butte Bullwhacker, c Mont. .01! 15,000
Caledonia, 1. s Ida. .03 78,150
Chief Con., c . Utah .10 88,302
Cresson. g. s ,. Colo. .10 122,000
Douglas Min Ida. .01 8,525
Eagle & Blue Bell, 1. Utah .10 89,315
Golden Cycle, g Colo. .03 ' 45,000
Grand Central .... Utah . 04 20,000
Heela, 1. s Ida. 15 150,000
Homestake, g S. D. .65 163,254
Internal. Nickel, pfd U. S.-Can. I 50 133,689
Mammoth, g. s.o Utah ,30 120.000
Mass. Con., c Mich. 1,00 97,317
Miami, c Ariz. 2,50 1.867.785
Nat. Zinc and Lead, 1. z Mo. ,02 10.000
Nevada Wonder, g Nev. 10 140.840
New Jersev Zinc U.S. 4 00 1,400,000
Rico-Wellington CM. . . . , 9,900
Shannon, c Ariz. 50 150,000
United Copper .. Wash. 01 10,000
United Verde, c Ariz. I 50 450,000
United \'erde Ex., c. . ., Ariz. ,75 787.500
Wasp No. 2, g. t. . S. D. ,03 15,000
West End Con., g. s Nev. .05 90,00U
Wilbert, 1. s Utah .01 10,000
Yellow Pine, z. 1 Nev. .03 30,000

Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total

California E.xplor U.S. $0 12 28,139
White Knob, c Calif. 10 20,000

Canadian and Mexican Companies Situation Per Share Total

Amparo, g. s Mex. $0 05 $100,000
Asbestos Corpn. of Can., pfd Que. 1 , 00 40,000
Coni,agas, s Ont. , 25 200,000
Granby Con., c B.C. 2 50 374,963
Greene-Cauanea, c Mex. 200 976, 888
Lucky-Tiger Combination, E Mex. ,09 64,380
Mclntyre-Porcupine, 8 Ont. .05 180,514
Temiskaming, s Ont. ,03 75,00

May, but only its regular quarterly dividend in 1917.

Holding companies paid $48,139, as compared with $372,-

139 in 1916. Canadian and Mexican companies paid

$2,011,74.5 in May, 1917, and $1,644,627 in May, 1916.

Mammoth made two payments during the month, of

5c. and 25c., the latter being the largest single payment

made by the company.

The totals for the first five months are as follows:

Mining and metallurgical companies, $66,229,201 ; hold-

ing companies, $2,779,356; Canadian, Mexican and Cen-

tral American companies, $8,282,258.

Scarcity of Tinned Containers

The steps that have been taken to increase the supply

of tin cans for the coming packing .season are announced

by Secretary Redfield, and a note of them is published in

Commerce Reports. They consist ]>rincipaily in speeding

II]) tiie manufacture of tin plate, in arrangements by the

manufacturers whereby much of the tin plate ordinarily

used in packing nonperishablc goods will be diverted to

the packers of perishable foods, and in the introduction

of suitable .sulistitut* containers for many lines of non-

perishable goods usually packed in tin. At present the

canners are demanding 40% more cans than the manu-

facturers feel that they are able to jjromise.

The greatest saving iu tin plate can l)e clfectcd by

using subsiituto containers for nonperishablc goods, and

the Depaitment of Commerce, through the Bureau <il'

Foreign and J)i;niestic Commerce, is now preparing sug-

gestions along this line. Good substitutes are now in use

for packing tobacco, coffee, tea, spices, baking powder,

soap ])owdei', u'iiite lead, powdered paints, .syrup, cocoa,

cheese, lard, butter and peanut butter. It is .suggested

that packers of such products consider the u.se of such sub-

stitutes before ordering any further supplies of tin cans.

The dejiartment will be glad to assist engineers who may
state the special uses for which they wish containers to re-

place tin during the present emergency.

In some instances the use of substitutes may mean
temporary inconvenience, but no patriotic manufacturer

will hesitate to "do his bit" to prevent a .serious food

shortage next winter. Some manufacturers who have been

approached by the department will be able to use sub-

stitutes withoiit any sacrifice whatever. In fact, some of

them will welcome an opportunity t« abandon the elab-

orate containers that have come into use largely for ad-

vertising purposes during the last few years.

Several important concerns are already notifying their

trade that in the future their goods will be delivered in

substitute containers. Some tin-plate manufacturers have

agreed to cooperate by refusing for the present to enter

into new contracts for the sale of tin plate for use in

canning nonperishable goods. Economy in the manu-
facture of tin plate and tin cans is of prime importance,

and the manufacturers are making special efforts to pre-

\ent waste in the mills and factories.

France Wants Our Engineers

The pressing need for American engineers, railroad

men and technical workmen to help rebuild the railroads,

canals and highways of the devastated regions of France

is emphasized in a report just made by Albert Claveille,

Tender Secretary of Transportation, who has Just returned

from an inspection of the districts evacuated by the

Germans.

Mr. Claveille said that the Germans in their desire to

get all the metal, especially steel that they could, carried

off with them in their retreat steel rails and ties, stripping

all highway and railroad bridges of metal and destroy-

ing turntables, water tanks and switch mechanisms.

"The best service that could be rendered to France by

the regiment of engineers now being organized in the

United States," said Mr. Claveille, "would be to bring

over here as soon as convenient tools and equipment neces-

sary to repair those railroads, canals and bridges. They
should bring not only the required tools, now unobtain-

able hero, but also laborers familiar with that kind of

work and capable of quick productive efforts. The equip-

ment in tools should be threefold tlie normal supply for

a regiment of engineers.

"The .\inerican engineers may be of immense .service

to us in this work as well as in rebuilding the railroads.

I want to state in this connection that in view of the

present situation all units of engineers formed in the

United States should be autonomous and complete in

order to be of maximum utility; that is, they should

bring the necessary hand labor. Only inefficient and un-

skilled workmen arc available here now. Above all, quick

workers are needed.

"If America could send us a coal mining contingent in

adililion to the engineering corps for railroad and canal

woik it woiiUl be a great boon to us."
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I
The Assayer and Chemist
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Raikow's Method for the Detection

of Calcium
A metliod rcfontly despribi'd iii the Chemiker Zcitung

for the detection of calcium in the presence of the other

alkaline eartlis depends on the fact that CaCO., is decom-

posed into CaO and CO., bet\veen 600° and !)00°, M'liilc

BaCOj and SrCO^ remain unaltered.^

About 1 gram of CaC03 is heated in a porcelain crucible

with a Teclu burner for about 15 min., the mass trans-

ferred to a test tube, 6 c.c. distilled water added, and

filtered. A drop of phenolphthalein added to the clear

filtrate and also to the unfiltered portion will give each

a deep red eolor. SrCO,, similarlj' treated gives no color

with jDhcnoljJithalein, while BaCOg similarly treated gives

a pale rose color. BaCOa not heated will give this same

pale rose color, however, with phenolphthalein. A mix-

ture of BaCOj and SrCOj treated as above will give only

the pale rose color that BaCOg alone gives, while SrCO..

and CaCOa when so treated will give the deep red color

which CaCOj alone gives when heated. Less than 0.002

gram CaCOj cannot be satisfactorily detected.

It-

Recovery of Molybdenum from
Laboratory Residues

The loss of molybdenum salts in a laboratory making

many iron and steel or phosphate analy.'^es mav become

a matter of commercial importance under war-time con-

ditions. The following hints compiled from notes on

this subject in the Journal of the Society of Chemical

Industry and the Experiment Station Record may be of

service in checking this waste.

The filtrates from phosphomolybdate precipitations

should be saved and treated with sodium-phosphate solu-

tion and the waste solutions decanted day by day from

the precipitate until a considerable amount of it has col-

lected. When there are several kilograms of the precip-

itate to work up, it should be washed with sodium-

sulpliate solution once or twice by decantation and then

dried in air. This dried precipitate 'should then be dis-

solved in annnonia.

The proportion of 200 c.c. strong ammonia water in 2.2

liters of water should dissolve 1 kg. of precipitate, but

use a little more ammonia if necessary. The accumulated

phosphomolybdate precipates in the goodies should also

be dissolved out with ammonia and added to this solution.

For each kilogram of precipitate add 60 grams am-
monium chloride and 120 grams magnesium chloride to

the ammoniacal solution and allow the mixture to stand

for a few days. Filter off the NTI^MgPO^ precipitate

which can later be dissolved in nitric acid and used to

])recipitato molybdie acid from mother liquors contain-

ing it. The filtrate contains the molvbdic acid. Tf the

solution is of a greenish tinge, add a f(-w drojjs of hydro-

gen peroxide.

>"Chem. Ab.str.," Apr. 20, 1917.

Evaporate the dear solution to the iioint of incipient
I lyslallization of tiie anunonium chloride, adding several

portions of 40 c.c. of 10% ammonia during the evapora-
tion. Transfer the precipitate ammonium molybdate to

a porcelain mortar and stir up well with water. Filter

and wash to remove as nmch as possil)le of the chlorides
and dry at room temperature. The filtrate and motlier
liquor may be treated for a further recovery of ammonium
molylxlate, the impure product being purified by recrys-

tallizatioii from boiling water to which has been added a
little 10% NH^OH solution.

A Laboratory Gas Meter
It is often of interest to know the rate of a stream of

gas employed in a laboratory operation, and the follow-

ing device has been found useful for this purpose, says

E. (i. Beckett in the Journal of the Society of Chemical
Industry, Jan. 31, 1917.

The accompanying diagram shows the design of the ap-

paratus. It is filled up to the dotted line AB with water,

which thus fills the siphon C connecting the two limbs of

the TJ-tube. When the gas to be measured enters the ap-

paratus, it forces the level of

the water down in A and up
in B until the difference in

pressure causes the siphon C
to empty itself into B. The
gas in A then escapes into B
through the siphon, while the

level of the water readjusts

itself in the U-tube and fills

the siphon C. The process

then starts again. The siphon

runs over each time after a

definite amount of the gas

has passed through the in-

strument, which a m 11 nt

,

however, varies with the velocity of the gas. A determina-

tion of the capacity of the gas meter for different velocities

gave the results shown in the accompanying talile.

C.iPACITY OF G.-VS METER FOR DIFFERENT VELOCITIES
Capacity iu C.C.

LABORATORY GAS METER

Rate, C.C. per Sec.

15 5
10
7 61

6.56
3 75
1 93

54

44 5

42.5
40 5

40.0
37.5
36.5
35.4

As this siphon gas meter is made entirely of glass, it

may be used for any gas which is slightly soluble in water

or in the liquid used. It is especially useful for

highly corrosive gases such as chlorine, for which

the ordinary metallic gas meter is out of the question.

If a constant stream is desired, gas at a high pressure

should be employed, and the rate regulated or throttled

immediately in front of the gas meter. For gases very

soluble in water, other liquids have to be used instead, but

only mobile liquids can be employed.
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Analysis of Aluminum Alloys

In the Juurmi! of the Institute of Metals, W. II.

Withey, of the National Physical Laboratory, gives some

very interesting notes on the analysis of aluminum and

aluminum alloys.^ For zinc in Al — Zn alloys dissolve

1 or 2 grams in dilute HCl, dilute to 400 c.c. and add

50% NaOH (by alcohol) until the precipitate redissolvcs,

then 15 to 30 c.c. excess, heat to boiling and pass sul-

phureted hydrogen into it for 10 min. Do not pass the

gas longer, or Al (HO) 3 will be precipitated. Cool slight-

ly, filter and wash the precipitate with boiling water

containing a little sodium sulphide. Dissolve the pre-

cipitate in HCl, boil ofE the fre& H2S, add ammonium
chloride and precipitate iron and alumina by ammonia.

Dissolve and reprecipitate these hydroxides twice and

determine the iron colorimetrically. Neutralize the solu-

tion and, while boiling, add to it a large excess of

ammonium-hydrogen phosphate. Cool slowly and then

filter on an asbestos gooch, ignite and weigh as ZnoP.O^.

For allore containing Al, Cu, Zn, Ni, Mg and Mn,

dissolve 2 grams in 20- c.c. hydrochloric acid and 10 c.c.

nitric, dilute somewhat and add 15 c.c. concentrated sul-

phuric acid and evaporate to white fumes, cool, take up

ia water by boiling, filter ol! and wash Si and SiO^, ignite

and weigh m platinum, volatilize SiO, by HF and 11,80^,

then Si by HF and HNO3. Withey reports both SiO^

and Si, instead of calculating SiO^ to Si and adding this

to the graphitic Si for total Si according to the u.sual

custom, but gives no proof that the SiO„ exists as such in

the alloy. Th© filtrate should measure 300 c.c. and is

heated to 70° and H^S pat5sed to separate Cu. Determine

Cu by electrolysis oi'>-othevwise. Boil the filtrate to remove

HjS, add 15 grams tartaric acid. Neutralize witli

NH4OH, using only very slight excess, especially if Ni

is present. Add 5 grams NH.CI, heat to 70°, pass H.S;

Fe, Ni, Zn and some iln precipitate. Let stand a few hours

in a closed flask, filter, wash with 2% NH.Cl and H,S.

Make the filtrate acid with acetic acid, boil to remove

HjjS, filter off any coagulated NiS. Concentrate the

filtrate to 300 c.c, cool, make slightly alkaline with

NH4OH, add a solution of 5 grams sodium phosphate.

When the Mg precipitate has formed, add one-third the

bulk of concentrated NH,,OH and let stand overnight.

Filter, wash, redissolve in HCl, reprecipitate, after adding

1 gram tartaric acid. After ignition dissolve in very

dilute HNO3, filter off and weigh any SiO,. Determine

Mn in the solution colorimetrically and deduct the

Mn.,P.,07. Determine Mn in separate portion by solution

in HNO,,, oxidize with sodium bismuthate, and titrate

with Mohr's and KMNO,. The Fe, Ni and Zn precipitate

is dissolved in aqua regia to oxidize. Separate Fe as basic

acetate, redissolve and reprecipitate by NH^OH, weigh

as oxide, or use colorimetrie or volumetric methods.

Separate any trace of Mn by Br, separate Zn by H,S

in formic-acid solution, reprecipitate if Zn is high and

weigh as pyrophosphate. Boil off H„S and determine Ni

by dimethylglyoxime or volumetrically. In discussion,

W. Gemmell recommended the much shorter Mg separa-

tion of dissolving the alloy in NaOII, the Mg, Cu and Fe

being insoluble and Al and Zn soluble. P. Seligman sug-

gested that C in Al be determined by amalgamation of

pure Al, when it would be decomposed by ILO, allowing

collection of hydrocarbons as well.

i^hem. Abstr.," 1016, p. 2563.

Bichromate Method for Lead
A recent metluid for the vdluiiietrii- dotcrminalinn of

lead given liy F. J. Andress is as follows': The lead is

sejiarated from other metals as sulphate, then dissolved

ill ammonium acetate and ammonia, and the resulting

solution neutralized with sodium carbonate until a heavy

precipitate apjiears. A known volume of tenth-iiornial

potassium-bichromate solution is then added in excess of

that required to precipitate the lead as chroniate. Decant

through a filter and wash until free of potassium bichro-

mate. The filtrate and wasliings may be titrated and

the lead indirectly estimated from the bichromate found.

A direct method is to add 15 to 20 c.c. of a 10% solu-

tion of KI to the beaker containing the precipitate and

dissolve the residue on the filter into the beaker with

warm 1 : 1 hydrochloric acid. Dissolve any lead chroniate

sticking to the beaker with concentrated hydrochloric acid

and transfer to a 6-in. evaporating dish. Add tenth-

normal sodium thiosulphate solution from a burette until

a yellowish-green coloration is obtained, then add starch

paste and continue the titration until the blue color is

discharged.

PbCRO, -f 81IC1 4- 3KI = PbCl^ + CrCl3 4- 3KC1

+31 + 4H,0
w.

Tin in Tin Ashes
A method for the determination of tin in tin ashes is

given in Chein.iker-Zeitung , Vol. 40, p. 458 (abstr. Journ.

Soc. Chem. Ind., Vol. 35, p. 740). According to the

author, N. Welwart, from three to 10 grams of sample

should be boiled with 30 to 100 c.c. of dilute HNO3 until

nitrous fumes cease to appear. Dilute the solution with

three times its volume of boiling water, boil for 30 min

and filter. Wash the insoluble portion which contains the

tin, first with nitric acid and then with water, dry, ig-

nite in a porcelain crucible and weigh.

Fuse a known amount, about 0.3 grams of the weighed

residue, with a mixture of sodium carbonate and sulphur,

dissolve the melt in dilute hydroehleric acid, boil the

solution until all the sulphurated hydrogen has been ex-

pelled, and then dilute with three times its volume of

water.

Treat the hot solution with 25 c.c. of concentrated hy-

drochloric acid and 25 grams of powdered antimony and

boil for 30 min. in a current of COj.

Cool the mixture still passing the CO, and titrate

N
with

Yn
iodine solution, which has been standardized

with a kno'mi weight of pure tin. The presence of

lead, copper, antimony and zinc does not interfere with

this titration, but in case large quantities of iron are

])resent tlie sulphide melt should be dissolved in water

and the solution filtered before adding the hydrochloric

acid. The results must be calculated back to the original

tin ashes.

I'l:i<iiiuni niny be l*rocipltato<l Qiinntitntivoly as sulphide,

accortling- to V. N. Tvanov ("Journ. Russ. Phys.-Cheni. Soc,"

p. .127, miG), in tile presence of about .5 grams of magnesium
chloride per 100 c.c. of liquid. In the analysis of platinized

asbesto.s sufhcient magnesium is usually taken up from the

asbestos to render the precipitation complete. This means
that the addition of*nicrcuric chloride to platinum solutions
is not necessary.

i"Chem. Analyst," Vol. IS, p. 15; abstr. "Chem. Abstracts,'
Apr. 20, 1917.
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I
Details of Practical Mining

|
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Holder for Ink Bottle

The accompanying illustration shows a quickly con-

structed holder for draftsmen's ink hottles, which may he

made from ordinary detail paper or thin Bristol hoard.

The holder is cut from the paper as shown in the sketcli

and is fitted around the hottle Just under the "roll" of

BRISTOL BOARD INK-BOTTLE HOLDER

the neck and fastened in place by means of an ordinary

steel pin or a small paper fastener. When in place, the

bottom of the bottle should be about ^ in. above the

bottom of the holder, as shown, making a device that is

practically impossible to overturn.

^:

Effect of Material on Accidents

According to "Special Bulletin No. 77," of the De-

])artment of Labor of the State of New York, every ac-

cident indicates the presence of defects in materials,

machines, methods or men, or, what is more common,
in a combination of two or more of these elements. The
relative weight to be given each of these factors is not

constant for all industries nor for all plants in a given

industry. After considerable experience one large steel

plant has estimated that the efficiency of its safety work
is distributed as shown in the table.

DISTRIBUTION
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througli the four poles, plaring a jJuUcy between the

center jniir.

The rope from tlie drill was passed over the ]iulley and

down to tlio ground, where it was attached to a foot

treadle. The treadle consisted of a 4 x 4-in. stake driven

into the ground and a piece of 3 x 6 about 4 ft. long

bolted at one end to the upper end of the stake and so

arranged that it would swing in a vertical plane. At the

other end was a hook with an opening smaller than the

diameter of the rope. To attach the rope to the treadle

it was drawn up into the hook, where it held with suffi-

cient firmness to lift the drill by iiressing down on the

treadle. A wooden handle was attached to the down-

coming portion of the drill rope, for turning the drill and

to assist in lifting.

The drill was operated by pushing down on the foot

treadle, at the same time lifting on the handle, then re-

moving foot from the treadle and bearing down on the

handle. A 60-lb. drill could be lifted without difficulty

by this method.

A slush pump was made from a piece of 3-in. pipe 3

ft. long, with a plug fit inside of the pipe, with a 1-in.

hole through it and a leather flap valve to fit over the hole

m the plug and fastened to the small end of the plug

with f-in. shoe nails.

With this oiitfit holes could be drilled to a considerable

depth, and while it is not to be recommended for speed

of drilling and ease of operation, it was a good one-

man rig, being cheap and easily made.

Construction of Chutes

By S. Ford Eaton

In the Journal of Mar. IT, 1917, an article on chute

construction, by James E. Ilarding, appeared. A modified

design has since been adopted which I believe will be

of interest, and has been used for the most part at ore

passes leading directly into shrinkage stopes of moderate

size. The maxinnmi life required from any one chute

was not over five months. However, the ore is heavy

(running 15 cu.ft. per ton broken) and all bulldozing,

block-holing, etc., had to bo done directly in the throat

of the chute.

Trior to the adoption of this type, timbering through-

out tlie mine levels had been done with 10 x 10-in. mate-

rial. The design was due to the necessity for decreasing

timber consumption by substituting 8 x 8-in. for 10 x

lO-in. wherever possible. At the same time it was desired

not to weaken the construction of the chutes.

The dimensions of timber are practically all that are

indic.itcd in the sketches. Most measurements are

purposely omitted for the reason that they cannot be

arbitrary, such factors as size of drift, cars, etc., making
them variable. The best results have been obtained by

having the floor built at a pitch of about l'^", clearing

the top of the car by 4 in., the mouth coming not (piite

to the center line of the ear.

Our experience in practice has been that the first

portion of a chute to wear out is the front of the bulk-

head over the Ijack of the drift (bumper). In old

chute construction the sides were not built so high and

only one bumper was used. Rock fell through directly

to the carmen when this had worn out and it was a

dillicult matter to repair. By building up the sides it

was possible to use two bumpers placed well toward tlie

loot wall and not decrease the vertical dimension of tlie

chute throat— in this case 30 in. It developed that the

lii'st biini|i('r ciiuld wear through entirely and still leave

the ((|iiivalcnt of the old type of chute.

Tlu! method of construction is as follows: Pillar sets

and lagging are installed; chute raise driven to stope

floor; chute sets placed with 8 x 8-in. stull caps; 2 x 8-in.

slabs forming caps for posts. Next, 8 x 10-in. stringerf

are jilaced flush with chute-set caps (if 8 x 10-in. timber

is unavailable, use 2 x 8-in. and 8 x 8-in.) ; then 10 x 10-

in. to]) stringers, inset 4 in. to protect the ends of side

boai'ils ai'e placed. Determine and mark line of bottom

of floor; 8 x 8-in. and 10 x 10-in. spreaders are placed to

this line. After the latter is in place, frame the ends

to allow for placing supporting standards of G x 8-in.

niatcrial. Next, the first layer of floor is placed, using

CONSTRUCTION OF CHUTES

2 X (i-in. at sides; second layer, all 2 x 12-in., making

staggered joints. The sides are double 2-in. material, two

sets of 2 X 12-in. on each side, top double 2 x 6-in. Place

10 X 10-in. bumpers at the required vertical distance from

fioor, spike down and hold in place with 3 x 10-in. slabs

to foot wnll on 10 x 10-in. stringers and the necessary

amount of bulkhcading to hanging wall.

Door cleats and doors are put in last. These have been

omitted from the sketches to avoid confusing lines and

can be built in any desired manner. For ordinary stope

lun of coar.se rock two door gates have proved satisfactory.

'I'll I CO doors are better if it is known that the rock will

run line. With heavy rock the use of 3-in. material in-

stead of 2 in. will make a saving of 30% in breakage.

With reference to time required, it may be estimated that

two men broken into this work with timber framed to

given lengths only and delivered promptly can start with

the chute drift sets and complete the chute in 20 hours.
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Mining and Metallurgical Machinery

|
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Decimal Split-Hand Motion-StudyWatch
Tlie watcli illustrated has rccentl}' been l)roiight out by

ilortimer I. Silberberg, 122 South Michigau Ave., Chica-

go, and is a high-

grade split - hand

watch with a deci-

mal dial divided into

tenths and hun-

dredths of a minute,

and contains figures

spaced two - hun-

dredths of a minute

apart. The combi-

nation of this dial

with a split -hand
watch constitutes an

improvement which

will greatly facilitate

time and motion
study, as both the

productive and non-

productive time of

an operation can be

obtained at one ob-

servation, whereas on the single-hand instruments two

readings are necessarv to obtain this result.

Plane-Table Alidade With Elbow
Eyepiece

A light-weight alidade has recently been placed on the

market by W. & L. E. Gurley, Troy, N. Y., with a 10 x

2f-in. blade and an 8-in. telescope with elbow eyepiece,

DECIMAL SPLIT-HAND MOTION-
STUDY WATCH

// 11 v\

PLANE-TABLK ALIDAIIK WITH ELBOW EYEPIECE

which is called an ''explorer's" alidade. It is a com-

panion instrument to the same, company's "E.\plorcr"

transit and "Explorer" level. All three instruments may
he carried in a 2 l-in. suitcase. The chief feature of the

new alidade, aside from its light weight and small size, is

the elbow eyepiece. Tliis is designed to relieve the fatigue

and inconvenience experienced in observing with the ordi-

nary plane-table alidade. The new eyepiece also increases

the range of the instrument, making possible readings

with the telescoi^e depressed 25° or elevated to .30°. TIk^

price varies from $S)0 to $120, according to equipment.

W.

Stockpile Car for Iron Mines

The Lake Shore Engine Works, of Marquette, Mich.,

has built a type of car for the Buli'alo Iron Mining (.'o.,

of Iron River, Mich., which is especially adapted to stock-

jiiling from temporary trestles. It is built of wood, so

tliat it may be quickly repaired should it be damaged by

an unusually large piece of ore being dumped into it,

steel lining protecting it from excessive wear. The truck

is made of 8 x 8-in. timbers strongly braced with through

bolts: the sides are made of 3^-in. oak with 4 x 6-in.

frame and lined with ig-in. plate. Hyatt roller bearings

STOCKPILE CAR USED BY BUFFALO IRON MINING CO.

3x ? m. with 4-ft. wheelbase and 16-in. wheels arc used

on a 30-in. gage track. The dimensions of the truck are

:

Length over couplings, 9 ft.; extreme length of hooks,

5 ft. 10 in. ; height from rail to top of car, 5 ft. 3 in.

;

inside dimensions of box, length 6 ft., width 4 ft. 5 in.,

depth 3 ft. 5 in. The capacity is 60 cu.ft.

It is o]ierated by an endless rope, and its advantages

are its reliability under all kinds of weather conditions,

low operating costs and elimination of dangers of car

riding.

Telsmith Reduction Crusher

The Telsmith reduction crusher is a secondai7 machine,

intended to follow an initial breaker. It is not a pul-

verizer, although it will pulverize a part of its product.

It is not a breaker, since the feed opening is too small to

take the ordinary mine or quarry run. The crusher is

designed to take tlie oversize pieces from an initial

breaker of either gyi'atory or jaw type and bi'eak this
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oversize dowu to pass i-, 1- or 2-in. ring, as coinlitious

may demand. It might be supposed that, because the

feed is smaller, this class of work is less difficult than

initial breaking. The reverse is claimed to be true. The

finer crushing consumes more power per ton of rock

crushed and subjects the equipment to far greater strains.

For this reason, strength and rigidity are of the greatest

importance in an intermediate crusher.

The crusher is an adaptation of the Telsmith rigid-

shaft breaker. The chief point of difference is in the

THE TELSMITH REDUCTION CRUSHER

head, which is made low and flat. The frame is even

shorter and stockier than in standard gyratories. It is

cast in two pieces, walled and ribbed to withstand enor-

mous strains. The shaft is rigid as in primary breakers,

but is shorter for its diameter. The top spider is cast

into the the upper section of the frame. The spider arms

are short, heavy and practically unbreakable. The bottom

spider is cast into the lower section of the frame, with

four big arms and a huge hub.

Torsional Strength of Pipe

It is doubtful if it is generally known what the ordinary

line pipe will stand. The accompanying illustration

shows the result of a 713,000-lb. torsional stress on a piece

TWISTED WROUGHT-IRON HU'E

of S-in. line pipe manufactured by the Xational Tube Co.,

of rittsl)urgh, Penn. This pipe, with walls of appro.xi-

mately 0.33 in., weighs about 29 lb. per foot.

Gear Pump for Cooling Oil

The Inter-State Machine Products Co., Inc., IJochester,

N. Y., has placed on the market a pump for circulating

cooling oil on lathes, .screw machines and other machine

tools.

The jmiup is of the well-known gear type, the one shown

being equipjjed with automatic relief valve.s—a feature

GEAR PUMP WITH AUTOMATIC RELIEF VALVES

that allows the operator to shut off the liquid at the

point of discharge without creating undue pressure in the

pump and makes the use of an auxiliary relief valve un-

necessary. Pumps are also furnished without the auto-

matic relief valves, if so desired. Steel gears are used.

The weight of the pump is 11 lb., and its capacity is If,

2^ and 2| gal. at 300, 400 and 500 r.p.m. respectively.

Adjustable Drafting Board
The Improved Drafting Board Co., of Nashua, N. H.,

has placed upon the market a new adjustable drafting

board, which is mounted upon an enameled base. As

shown in the illustration, this board, which is 28 x 40 in.

ADJUST.\BLE DRAFTING BOARD

in size, may be tilted to any angle, balancing weights

being concealed inside the large frame tubes.
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Events and Economics of the War
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The greatest military event of the week was tiio eon-

timianee of the strong Italian offensive along tlie shore

of the Adriatie, threatening Trieste. This has already

resulted in the taking of upward of 20,000 prisoner'^ and

many guns.

In the great aeroplane raid on tlie southern part of

England, May 26, many non-eombatants were killed.

In the United States, June 5 was named as registration

day. Herbert C. Hoover was appointed food admin-

istrator. General Goethals came out against the progi'am

for building M'ooden ships and is making arrangements

for standardized steel ships.

War Makeshifts in Germany
No one who has had the opportunity of reading the

German chemical journals issued since the outbreak of

the war can fail to have been struck by the way in

which they have served as a focus for the German
characteristics of forethought and resourcefulness, says

a writer in the Jowrnal of the Society of Chemical In-

dusiri/, London, Mar. 31, 1917. Most of the national

wants have been foreseen long before they occurred, and

fl'henever it has been possible the chemist has found a

substitute, although not always an efficient one.

Many of the devices suggested or adopted have been

mentioned from time to time in this Journal, but in most

cases incidentally and in connection with other questions,

and a short summary of the steps which Germany has

taken to meet some of her most pressing needs may thei'e-

fore prove of interest.

Early in 1914 Germanv foresaw that the struggle upon

which she had then determined would be essentially a

petrol war and that every gallon of petrol would be

required by her fighting servicesv and so the outbreak of

the war found all the motor vehicles in Berlin, do\^^l to

the taxicabs, provided with engines adapted to consume

either petrol or alcohol. As some difficulties were ex-

perienced in using alcohol by itself, systematic experi-

ments were made with mixtures of alcohol with benzene

and other hydrocarbons, and the formulas giving the

best results were published in the chemical journals.

The first plant for the fixation of nitrogen from the

air was established in Germany not many numths before

the war, and at the present time the bulk of the nitrates

required for the manufacture of her explosives is derived

from that source. Nor is this the only direction in which

nitrogen obtained from the air has been utilized. With
the increasing strictness of the British blockade it became

essential to discover a substitute for nitrogenous feeding-

stuffs for horses and cattle, about 500.000 tons of which

had been imported prior to the war. To meet this defi-

ciency it was suggested to the authorities that a special

yeast, which had a vigorous growth but produced no

alcoliol, should be cultivated and pressed on a large scale.

This work luis been carried out under the direction of

thti Institute of P>rewing in Berlin. Enormous shallow

tanks, like swiiiiiiiing baths, Iima'c been erected, and iii the

liotldiu of these are fitted pipes to nuiintain the optimum
temjjerature for the gi-owth of the yeast, which is culti-

vated in a medium prepared from refuse material from

the sugar works mixed with suitable salts, including

ammonium salts obtained synthetically from the air. The
comjn-esswl yeast is stated to be suitable not only as a

nitrogenous fodder, but also for human food. It is esti-

mated that before long Gei-many will be in a position

to obtain from this source the whole of the nitrogenous

fodder she requires, and that she will never again be

dependent upon the outside world for her supplies.

In connection with feeding-stuffs it is significant that

attention should at once have been directed to the utiliza-

tion of kitchen refuse. Within two months after the

outbreak of the war a notice was issued by Prussian

municipalities that all householders were required to sort

their kitchen refuse. All fatty material was to be kept

separate, while the vegetable material was to be saved for

fodder. As subsequently organized, more especially in

the larger towns, it was prescribed that the fatty material

should be taken to specified soap works, where the glycerin

was to be separated and the soap returned to the house-

holder. No one is allowed to make any soap privately.

One difficulty in dealing with the vegetable matter

was the nec-essity of drying it quickly to prevent putrefac-

tion, and it was suggested that the waste heat of the gas

works should be utilized in this way, although subsequent

issues of the journal do not state whether this has been

done. Still more recently attention has been directed to

the annual loss of potatoes by disease, and it is suggested

that frost-bitten or diseased potatoes should be dried and

used as an ingredient of fodder, or that they should be

used in the preparation of starch. While Germany has

been making use of kitchen refuse in this way for over

two years, it is only within the last month tha'^ any

proposal to prevent this loss in this country has been put

forward.

The lack of oils and fats has been Germany's greatest

difficulty and she has been able to supply her wants of

nitroglycerin only at the expense of the health of the

community. Hence the chemical papers have constantly

published the results of the analyses of little-known home-

grown seeds, which have never liefore been regarded as

possible sources of oil. It has been shown that asparagus

and other vegetable seeds contain a considerable propor-

tion of oil, though it is doubtful whether they would

i-epay the labor of extracting it. In two cases, however,

the suggestion of the chemist has borne fruit. Horse-

ihestnuts are now systenuitically collected both for the

separation of the large amount of oil which they contain'

and for the preparation of a saponin extract to take the

place of soap; while in southern Germany the National

Women's Guild has made itself responsible for the collec-

tion of the enormous quantities of cherry stones, which

were previously thrown away. These are crushed and

flic kernels separated by an ingenious method of treat-

incut will) a solution of a salt of such sjiecilic gravity

that I he kernels float on the sui-facc while the shells sink.
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Tlic kernels are then dried, and Ihe oil is exjjressed in

the visual way. By means such as these Gernuiny has

made great additions to her suiiplies of oils, but the

deficiency is too great to be materially alleviated by de-

vice any short of the synthesis of fat.

Mention might also be made of the various detailed

experiments that have been carried out to discover

palatable substitutes for tea, coffee and cocoa, and of

those upon which the composition of the so-called war

bread has been based. In every direction the German

places himself in the hands of the expert chemist, and it

is only the lack of raw material in certain essential partic-

ulars, which has prevented the chemist from solving every

material difficulty with which Germany is now face to

face.

m

Professional Classes War Relief

American contributions to the Professional Classes

War Relief Council of London, have aggregated $11,-

793.2.5 up to May 12, according to the Farmer's Loan

and Trust Co., which is receiving the contributions.

Major Leonard Darwin, chairman of the council, has

\n-itten to Lewis D. Stillwell, in charge of the American

collections, a letter thanking the contributors for their

generosity, and adding the following paragraph:

"In the interests of your own countiy, and in order

to safeguard the civilization of the world, you also have

been compelled to join in this terrible strife, and I am
certain that, though our beneficiaries would have been

deeply grateful to you in any case, yet it is far pleasantev

for them to receive this succor from the hands of an ally.

All of them and all of us -will ever remember America's

help in the hour of our need."

Urges Better Car Loading

The following statement is authorized by President

Harrison, of Southern By., chairman of special com-

mittee on National Defense of the American Railway

Association.

Because needs of the government and commercial in-

terests for box cars will in all probability be greater

during the war than ever before, railroad special com-

Tiittee on National Defense, in charge of operation of

the railroads as one system during the war, has issued

I bulletin to presidents of railroads calling attention

that on an average only 43% of capacity of box cars is

utilized under present loading practices.

More box cars must be made available for urgent needs,

and the way to do it has been put up to the carriers who in

turn, have been instructed to cooperate with shippers.

Average freight car has a capacity of 30.7 tons. .-Vver-

age load of revenue freight is 15..5 tons, and of "company"

or railroad freight, 17 tons, or only 43% of capacity.

Railroad men are advised "to concentrate elTorts on a

few friendly shippers at first to lead the movement and

set the example."

These are a few of the things the railroads ask shippers

to do as a patriotic duty.

"Do not ship beyond ability to handle proni])tly.

"Extend your private side tracks to keep i)ace witli

your increased business, and in this way a\(iiii lu'cessity

of delaying cars.

"Arrange time of your shipments so they will be Tiiade

uniformly, when possible.

"SJiip at periods of the year when cars are not Ijadly

needed for moving crops.

"Do everything ]30ssible to keep cars moving, so every-

one, raili-oad and shipper, can accomplish the maximum
aninuut (if efficiency for the nation in this great crisis."

^;

Military Census of New York

New York State proposes to take a census and in-

ventory of tlie military resources of the state under laws

passed this year and the State Military Law. A director

of the census has been appointed for each county and

one for the City of New York. E. P. Goodrich, member
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, has been

given the latter post. A preliminary enumeration has

shown that in Greater New York there are about 3200

factories and mercantile establishments in which are em-

ployed 400,000 persons, or more than 10% of the esti-

mated total military population of the state. It was

believed that this large group of persons could be readily

segregated and returns secured from them in their places

of employment.

Director Goodrich has asked Alfred D. Flinn, member

of the American Society of Civil Engineers, to organize

a volunteer force from among the engineers of the

various branches of the profession in New York City, to

take this ])ait of the census. It is estimated that 350

or more engineer canvassers will be needed, each giving

two full days or more of his time. Letters giving further

information and forwarding pledge cards will be sent to

the engineers of New York City in the very near future.

If any of our readers are able to help and do not receive

such an invitation, they may communicate with Director

Goodrich or Mr. Flinn at 261 Broadway, Room 904.

Woodsmen Going To Front

A forestry regiment, composed of foresters, woodsmen

and others experienced in lumbering operations, will

go to France as a unit in the expedition of army engi-

neers now being recruited. It will be organized as a

volunteer military force, and will assist the engineers in

preparing timber for construction work.

The duty of the force will be to convert available

timber into material suitable for bridges, railroads and

trenches with the least possible waste. Its equipment

will include several portable sa"mnill outfits. It will be

officered by trained foresters and expert lumbermen

familiar with producing and delivering lumber. The
classes of men desired comprise axemen, teamsters, tie

cutters, millwrights, saw filers, sawyers, portable saw-

mill men, farriers, blacksmiths, lumberjacks, cooks, car-

penters and motorcycle and motor truck operators.

War Army Bill

Final action was taken by Congress on May 17, on the

army bill, the second of the major measures of the war.

Tlic Senate, by a vote of 65 to 8, adopted the conference

report acce]ited previously by the House. Vice President

Marshall and Speaker Clark signed the bill on the fol-

lowing day and sent it to the White House for President

Wilson's a]ipn)val.
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As finally apiimxi'il the Mil prcividrs (ov i-aisiiisj;, by

si'li'ctivo cuiiscrijitioil, a war army in inrri'iiiciits (if

.")00,000 men I'roni 21 to 'M) yeai-s of age. It also

authorizes, without directing, the President to raise

volunteer forces which Col. IJoosevelt desires to take to

France, and greatly increases the pay ol' all enlisted men.

j\Iaclunery to register and draft the first 500,000 men
already had been set up by the War Department, liii-

mediately after the President signed the bill he, by

proclamation, designated June 5 the day for I'cyisti'ation

of the 10,000,000 or more men of the prescribed age.

Registration books will be in the hands of state and local

authorities who are to cooperate, and Brig.-Gen. Crowder,

the Provost Marshall General, expects to liave his com-

plete lists in Washington within five days after registering

liegins. Actual training of the men will begin Sejitem-

ber 1.

Chief Provisions of Army Bill

The Army bill, backed by the Administration, was

introduced in the Senate Apr. 19, was passed Apr. 28

—

in the Senate by a vote of 81 to 8 and in the House
•'J97 to 21. Its chief provisions are:

Raising of armed forces by the selective draft system,

imposed upon all males between the ages of 21 and 30

years, inclusive, subject to registration and certain

exemptions from service.

Increasing the regular army to maximum war strength.

Drafting into the Federal service of National Guard
units.

Raising of an initial force by conscription of 500,000

men, with addition of 500,000 if deemed necessary.

Raising, if the President sees fit, of four divisions

of volunteer infantry. (The Roosevelt amendment.)

Increasing the pay of all enlisted men as follows: $15

additional monthly for those now receiving less than $21,

comprising the bulk of the army, graduated downward to

$6 additional monthly for those receiving $45 or more.

Pi'ohibiting sale of liquor at or near army training

camps and otherwise protecting morals of the soldier.

Military Registration Day
Registration day for military service, June 5, 1917,

will be made the occasion for patriotic enthusiasm all

over the country. On the theory that a whole-hearted

enthusiastic registration of several million men will

hasten the day of peace, general celebrations will Ijc held

for the purpose of doing honor to those who register.

There will be talks by officials, all sounding the high

note of patriotism.

The place of honor in local parades will be given to

young men of registration age. Other participants will

be uniformed troops, boy scouts, women's clubs, and
such organizations as can turn out in sufficient number
to make a showing. Every business place and residence

will fly the flag, but no costly decorations will be en-

couraged.

Church and fire bells will he rung and other impressive

demonstrations made at the hour of opening the polls.

Committees of men and women will be at every registra-

tion booth to pin an emblem on each man who registers.

T.his may be a red. white and blue ribbon or possibly a

bnttoTi hearing flie words, "1 am registered—-are you?"

As this niovcMiieiit is to secin'e a large registration

no effort will be made to draw pco|)le from other registra-

fion communities. 'I'he State Council of Defense, the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and the

Kational Committee of Patriotic and Defense Societies

urge all their representatives and all city officials throiigh-

ont the country to formulate immediately plans for the

local celebration of this most significent event.

m

Bureau to Promote Friendly Relations

with Russia
The Rusian Information Bureau, with headquartei's in

the Woolworth Building, New York City, has been estab-

lished for the purjiose of promoting and developing

friendly relations between Russia and the United States.

Its chief object is to furnish American interests with

accurate and reliable information in regard to industrial,

commercial and agricultural conditions in Russia in order

that it may assist American interests in cooperating in

the development of the Russian field.

The work of the new bureau will be carried on under

the direction of Prof. B. E. Shatzky, of Petrograd, and

A. J. Sack, staff correspondent for the official publications

of the Russian Ministry of Finance.

'^]

Economizing Locomotives

"We have 14,000 engines engaged in the passenger

service of the railroads," said Daniel Willard at the re-

cent conference of Governors. ''By readjusting the pass-

enger schedules, especially on those railroads which

parallel each other between common points, we estimate

that we can divert 4000 passenger engines, capable of

handling freight trains, to the freight service.

"We are also working on plans for the utilization of

the inland waterways to help relieve the railroads of

freight congestion. We believe the Mississippi River can

be more extensively utilized in hauling coal and flour

up and down the ^Mississippi Valley. We are now work-

ing on plans to utilize our highways also."

Director of Shipping Traffic

The Federal Shipping Board on May 9 announced the

appointment of David L. Ewing, of St. Louis, as director

of traffic for the Board and for the Emergency Ship Cor-

poration, which, under the management of Maj.-General

George W. Goethals, is to build the fleet of wooden
ships. Mr. Ewing has been assistant general freight

agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco railway. He will

handle delivery and shipment of supplies for shipyards

building the fleets. Later, when the Board gets its ships

on the water, he will supervise the work of providing their

cargoes. The Shipping Board's steel shipbuilding cam-

paign will follow closely the lines laid down for the

wooden program. The Emergency Ship Cor])oration will

direct the work. Plans are about completed for stand-

anlizing all steel cargo ships to be built in this country's

yards.

The ConiiioKltion of tlio Alloys used in ZeppeHn construc-
tion is rt-porticl to b>> as foHows: Ang;Ie bracliets, Al, 90.27%;
Zn. 7.8; Cu. 0.7:i%; Fe. Si. Mn. Sn, traces. Channel sections:

Al, S8.6S%; Zn, 9.1%; other constituents about as in the ang:le

brackets. The braces were apparently commercial aluminum
of about 99% purity.
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I Photographs from the Field |
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VI i:\VS IaV JARBIDGE gold district in ELKO COUNTY, NORTHERN NEVADA
This gold camp has been revivifled by the entrance of the Guggenheim interests, through the Elkoro Mines Co., a sub-

sidiary of the Yukon Gold Co., which took over the Hanford interests in the Starlight, Jarbidge Gold and Flaxie; besides
these mines, it controls thi- important I>ong Hike, O. K. and Buckeye. The Wingfield interests also have properties under
option in this district. The view marked (1) shows the Long Hike office and mine with four adits in the upper part of
the hill. View 2 is looking up Bourne Gulch, showing the Flaxie, Starlight, Legitimate and Alpha mines. No. 3 is a
view up Jarbidge Canyon at the junction of Bourne Gulch, and shows the Hanford offices and Red Warrior claim, view
No. 4 shows the town of Jarbidge. taken from the Long Hike mine, looking up Bear Gulch
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NEW SULPHURIC ACID PLANT OF CALUMET & ARIZONA MINING CO. AT DOUGLAS, ARIZ.
This plant was designed by the Process Engineering Co., of Philadelphia, Penn., and was placed in operation in April.

It has a nominal capacity of 2.50 tons of 50° Be. acid, and the principal part of the output will be used for leaching the
ores of the New Cornelia Copper Co. at Ajo. Ariz. In the illustiation. from right to left, are the roasting furnaces, dust
chamber and niter plant. Glover tower, in background the six acid chambers, and in front at left the Gay-Lussac tower

INTERIOR VIEW OF NO. 2 CHANGE HOUSE AT WASHOE REDUCTION WORKS, ANACONDA, MONT.
The efforts of the Anaconda company to promote the comfort and well-being of its employees are manifest In this

view of one of the new change houses at Anaconda. It is heated by steam and thoroughly ventilated through windows
in the louvre and also by windows in the walls; on each side of the change room, are well ventilated steel lockers; in the
center, the enameled wash basins and sanitary drinking fountain; in the background are shown the hot-water heater
and shower baths; there Is an additional group of shower baths at the end of the room from which this view was taken
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How Things Look in Washington
On Friday, May 25, there was an editorial conference

of the technical, engineering and business papers in Wash-

ington, which was addressed by six members of the Cab-

inet and by numerous members of the Advisory Commis-

sion of National Defence, chiefs of committees, and heads

of bureaus. Mr. Vanderlip, president of the National

City Bank, presented the views of financiers. Many sub-

jects of importance were explained and discussed. Our

readers will be interested in the gist of the ideas that we

got at this conference.

Summarizing: It is necessary to arouse the people of

the United States to the fact that this country has en-

tered a war for democracy and liberty. We are fighting

for the same principles that we did at Lexington and

Bunker Hill. It took the leaders of the nation more than

two years to awake to this. There is a large part of the

people that does not know it yet. Their eyes must be

opened. We have got to fight the war with every ounce

of our power. The war may last from two to five years.

We must be prepared for a long war.

The Administration has not been inactive during the

two months since the declaration. On the contrary much
has been accomplished. The German ships interned in

our ports were promptly seized and rapidly are being re-

paired. Liberal financial aid lias been extended to Great

Britain, France, Russia, Italy and Belgium. The British

and French have been relieved of the naval patrol of the

North and South Atlantic. A flotilla of destroyers has

been dispatched to British waters. An engineering com-

mission has been sent to Russia to help move freight west-

ward from Vladivostock. Nine regiments of engineers

have been ordered to France to help repair the railways

behind the lines. A division of regular infantry and ar-

tillery is being prepared for early dei)arture.

The most urgent need of the British and French is for

medical assistance. Both countries have been drained of

their physicians and surgeons. The mortality among the

medical corps lias been in greater ratio than in any other,

not excluding the aviation. The French and British

commissions asked for our prompt assistance and we

were ready to give it. A large number of doctors and

nurses have already been dispatched abroad, and more are

being senl regularly.

Instead of tiiere being reason for fault-linding witli the

Governiiieiit for not doing anything, we think it really is

entitled to ]iraise for having done so much.

We were told that when the new anny is mobilized,

next September, the arms and equipment will be rea<ly.

The greatest problem of the Munitions Board is to build

the 16 cantonments, each to accommodate about 32,000

men in the short time remaining. This means the build-

ing of K; hirge cities, with dwellings, warehouses, water-

works, lighting systems and means for disjio.sal of sewage.

Important steps have been taken with regard to the

di.stribution of coal supplies, and in coi'irdinating the rail-

way service of the coimiry. Howard Elliott said that in

doing the latter the American Railway Association is

spending $.")00,000 per annum. This is one of the dis-

graceful things in Washington. Mr. Hoover, as food ad-

ministrator, is personally ])aying the expenses of his office.

So it is with all of the other new officers. Congress has

neglected to legalize them or provide appropriations for

them. Congre.ss is the great, unwieldy, inefficient body in

the Government.

The several bureaus of the regular departments are

doing much good work. There are weak spots. Thus the

delay in placing contracts for copper and lead, which has

been playing the mischief in those markets. With re-

gard to shipbuilding there has been .«ome controversy be-

tween Mr. Denman and General Goethals. Congress has

been relieving itself of .some of its accumulated venom
against the President by attacking his plans for food

administration and other essential things. Such out-

bursts, such examples of inefficiency are perhaps to be ex-

pected. But on the whole we got the impression that

matters in Washington are going fairly well. Not all of

these things were talked about in the editorial confer-

ence. We have simply been summarizing our general ob-

servations.

Mobilize Yourself

Thousands of our citizens—men and women—have

asked "What can I do to help my country'?'"' All want

to do their bit. Those who are going to find opportun-

ity in the military services are relatively few. The con-

scription at first is going to take only 5% of the men
between the ages of 21 and 30. Triple that figure to

allow for the regular army and navy and the national

guard. Estimate 10 men in the fields and factories for

each one at the front. The total absorbs but little more

than the male population between the ages of 21 and

30. It does not take account of the boys and the older

men, or the women of all ages. Yet there is work for

every one of them to do.

The people of the country have got to support the men
afloat and at the front, and those who are in the muni-

tions factories and in the fields growing food to feed

the others. This must be paid for out of the future sav-

ings of the nation. It is the duty of every man, woman
and child to increase those savings, by raising their per-

sonal efficiency and by reducing wastes.

^Mobilize yourself. Speed up. Cut out your wastes.

The idler is an enemy of the Republic. So is the

waster.

Mister I'lunilier, when you go to John Easyman's house

to stop a leak and forget to take your tools with you and

charge him up with a dollar's worth of time while you

are getting them, you are subtracting from his ability

to pay for the Liberty bond that he has subscribed for

and you have been guilty of an unpatriotic negligence.

Mister Ilighroller, when you are spending a night along

the Great White Way you are consuming luxuries which
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reprt'st'iit. the liilxtr of inoii who should lie prowiiii;- wlieat

or soiiictliing else that, is essential.

Mister Joyrider, why should you liurn j,'-asolin(' that the

transport sorvieo needs and serves no useful purpose to

you ?

Mistress Mary, consider what slavei^ to fashion means

in the eonsuni]ition of wool, cotton, tiax and lahor.

There are many ways of self-mobilizatiou and each one

doing his bit.

The Flotation Litigation

^Alien the Supreme Court rendered its famous deci-

sion a few months ago upholding the Minerals Separation

patents on the basis of less than 1% of oil, most people

thought that this litigation was ended. That is usually

so when the Supreme Court decides. In this case it was

a good deal of a departure for the Supreme Court even

to consider it. There was great surprise when it granted

the writ of certiorari following the decision of the San

Francisco Court of Appeals. Then after a long delay

the Supreme Court not only listened to the arguments,

but also permitted evidence to be offered ; and decided.

This was supposed to have settled everything except some

questions respecting the Callow process, involved in the

Miami case, which was pending before the Philadelphia

Court of Appeals, and nothing remained except for Min-

erals Separation to collect its royalties.

The shining target was, of course, the Butte & Superior

company, which probably has profited more than any

other from the use of the flotation process. The great

case focussed on its use of the process, although the suit

had been against Hyde as the infringer. It was necessary

therefore to bring a new suit against Butte & Superior,

especially for the purpose of establishing its infringement

and assessing the damages.

About this time there began to come news that Butte

& Superior and other people were using more than 1%
of oil and were getting results as good as with less than

1%. Mr. Megraw lately contributed an illuminating ar-

ticle on this subject to the Journal. We refrain from
passing any firm opinion on the evidence there olfered.

It looks as if the results with plus 1% oil are not yet

so good as with minus 1%, but that, perhaps, with fur-

ther experience they might become so. But if that should

prove to be the case what happens to the Supreme Court

decision, which was distinctly founded on the theory

that at somewhere below 1% oil there is a critical point

at which a useful result occurs that does not occur other-

wise, and thai the discovering of that was the Minerals

Separation invention?

The Minerals Separation people rose to the occasion by

filing in the patent ottiee a disclaimer, which had the

effect of giving it a claim upon any process, whether

more or less than 1% of oil is used, that produces the

same result as when less than 1% oil is used. This

opened the doors to the introduction of new evidence

at Butte and apparently the case is going to be tried all

over again. This seems to leave the Supreme Court stand-

ing liigh and dry, indeed looking rather foolish, but

maybe that is not so.

The new arguments jiro and con appear to be that

(pro) there is no such thing as a critical point, the

Supreme Court having been fooled; and (con) there is a

critical point at less than l^i' of oil. but that a larger

i|uaiitity of oil may give the same result, the excess play-

ing no partiiular pari.

In the meanwhile the riiiladclphia Court of Appeals
has rendered a decision in favor of Minerals Separation
in the Miami case, which seems to nail Callow. ITowevei'.

you never can tell. About the time when a final decision

is obtained in the Butte & Superior case, just started.

Callow may be ready to begin again. If we have failed

correctly to state the present positions of this litigation

we crave the indulgence of all the litigants and especially

of our readers. We admit that its intricacies are getting
rather beyond us. We have an idea, however, that unless
the several parties get promptly together the patents will

expire before they yield royalties and then there will be
nothing to do but bury- them. Everybody in the mining
industry would welcome a termination of this litigation.

More Work for the Fool-Killer

The House of Representatives apparently comprises
its quota of fools. It was inadvertently that we said "ap-
parently." Hasn't everybody always known it? The fol-

lowing dispatch to the New York Times ivom Washington,
May 24, exhibits the existence of ideas that might be en-
tertained in an insane asylum.

Debate on the Pood bill in the House today developed a
criticism of Bernard Baruch and Herbert C. Hoover, by Repre-
sentative J. Hampton Moore, of Philadelphia, who contended
too much power was being- given to them by the Government.
During- the discussion Speaker Champ Clark, taking the floor
temporarily, demanded prosecution by the Department of
Justice of "the men who keep the price of copper up to 30c."
This followed remarks by Representative Lunn, of New York,
who resented slurs put upon Mr. Baruch by J. Hampton Moore,
of Philadelphia, who had opened the debate.

"Mr. Baruch," said Mr. Lunn, "has secured for the Govern-
ment a price for copper around 16c. instead of the 34 or 35c.
which it was bringing on the open market at the time. That
was a saving for us of millions of dollars. He also secured
a reduction in the price of steel that was tremendously favor-
able to the Government."

The Speaker thereupon said: "You say that Mr. Baruch got
16c. for copper, but do you know that the Utah Copper Co.. in

its report to its stockholders, declared it could put copper free
on board cars at 5Jc. per lb."

"If that Is a fact," said Mr. Lunn, "we have made a tre-
mendous mistake in our revenue bill that we did not put on
an excess profits that would take care of that."

"I think so, too." said Speaker Clark, "but the Utah Copper
Co. says it can deliver the copper at 5|c. at the cars, and Mr.
Baruch thinks we have brought it down to 16c. Why does not
the Attorney General hop onto those fellows that put copper
up to 30c.? I am willing to give Baruch credit for pulling it

down from 30 to 16c., but he did not pull it down far enough.
The Attorney General should put every one of those fellows in

jail between now and Saturday night who keep the price up."
Representative Greene of Iowa said Mr. Baruch was not

responsible for the lo^v price to the Government for copper.
He added;

"The copper was offered to the Government by the copper
trust voluntarily, but I think, with a very definite purpose in

mind when the offer was made. The House will remember
that at a previous session there was a tax placed on copper
in the revenue bill, but it "w.as stricken out by the Senate. In

niy judgment it ougiit to have been taxed, and they should
have been included in the industries that were taxed on
account of enormous profits they were making."

In opening the debate Mr. Moore said he was opposed to

the appointment of a "food dictator," and that men in the
departments of the Government were capable of handling
such matters as were to come under the supervision of Mr.
Baruch and Mr. Hoover.

Mr. Moore further complained that Mr, Hoover was
reported to be working at a salary of $1 a year, and said

that the position should be turned over to some one who
needed the money. It was an insult to the American work-
ing men, Mr. Moore said, that Mr. Hoover sliould insist that

all his assistants receive no compensation.
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It looks to us that Mr. Moore, of Philadelphia, would

be a good man to jnit in charge of things if the United

States wants to lose this war. But seriously, we con-

sider a member of Congress who can think and say such

things is an enemy of the Republic, who ought to be

interned.

To Congress
The people want you to go home.

Your constituents want it. The whole people want it.

They don't think you know how to run a war. They don't

want you to try. They think j'ou are messing things up.

They have confidence in the President—the commander-
in-chief. They have confidence in Mr. Lansing, iMr.

Lane, Mr. Hoover, Mr. Willard, General Goethals and

many others of the administrators. They have no con-

fidence in you.

The people want you to go home.

There are some enabling measures that you have got

to pass, so as to give the President the necessary power.

You have got to appropriate moneys, you have got to give

the President means for managing railway transporta-

tion, controlling the food problem, restricting exports,

and some other things that have been demanded. You
have got to pass the revenue measure. Well, do those

things quickly and then go home.

The people want you to go home.

You are the duly elected representatives of the people.

The chances are that you are a pretty fair sample of

them. Perhaps you average better than the mass. Any-

way, it is to be hoped so. The people through you have

said they wanted to go to war. You have expressed the

voice of the people. That's about all there is any need

for you to do. The people in mass can not conduct a war.

Nor can you. Cease trying. A stockholders' meeting

cannot conduct the affairs of a company. They have to

leave it to their experienced administrators. Your posi-

tion is that of the stockholders. You may not appreciate

it, but so it is. You take yourselves too seriously.

The people icant you to go home.

Whether you like it or not, a war can be run success-

fully only in an autocratic way. In the democracies of the

past it was found necessary to suspend popular rights

and put the control of everything in the hands of the

military leader when a state of war began. Those de-

mocracies, like Poland, which failed to learn that lesson,

died. Will you have America die, while you hold up your

hands in horror over the invasion of your "rights" as

rc]ircscntatives of the people ? Rights ! In such a junc-

ture as this you have no rights. See to what your failure

to listen to the prophets of preparedness during the last

two years has brought us

!

The people want you to go home.

BY THE WAY
aitiiMiMiiriiMiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinn

The Naval Consulting JJoard has received thousands of

suggestions for couuter-sul)niarine devices. The great

majority are impractical. One suggestion concerns a

scheme to create air bubbles near the ship and thereby

divert the torpedo under a ship's bottom so that it will pass

harmlessly by. Another ]ilaini(Ml to freeze the waters near

the ship's hull so that the torpedo would strike ice and ex-

plode. Another concerns the distribution of licavy mag-
nets along the bottom of the sea to attract the submarines

and prevent them coming to the surface. Still another

suggested constructing ships out of cotton so that the tor-

pedoes would not c.xiilode on contact.

In telling his audience just how the world "evoluted,"

a union agitator .said that if you would look into the

"annuals" of history you would find that unionism was

the lirst cause, founder and advocator of nearly all our

progress, good laws and institutions. For instance, he

said labor unions first started our .system of public

schools. He didn't give the number of the local, however.

Perhaps some friend who is .so fortunate as to possess a

few "annuals" will be kind enough to put us straight on

this point.

The Royal School of Mines has a fine record in the war.

Of the British students in the school at the outbreak of

war over 90% joined the services or accepted responsible

war work, and many decorations and distinctions have

been won, while casualties have been proportionately high.

Gerald Sherman, superintendent of the Mining De-

partment of Phelps, Dodge & Co., told this one: At a

miners' union meeting held at Bisbee at the time there

was an attempt being made to unionize the camp, the

question aro.se as to whether Mexicans admitted to the

union should be allowed to work underground. One
speaker opposed any such thought on the grounds of

difference in economic equality of the whites and Mexi-

cans. Waxing warm to his subject, he shouted: "How
do they live? You all know. What do they wear? You
all know. What do they eat?"— (Voice from back of

hall) "Chile Killarney and Torpedoes."

Lincoln Steffens, who recently wrote the major part

of the confiscatory constitution of Mexico, is now in

Russia making an effort to render similar services to

the new government there, says the Boston News Bureau.

Senator La Follette, of Wisconsin, was largely responsible

for the Steffens' trip to Russia. While La Follette has

not been making much headway with his theories in

the L^nited States, he is trying to plant the germs of

his ideas in the countries torn by revolution. He and
Lincoln Steffens hold .sympathetic views. If Steffens,

himself a socialist, is able to help the socialists of Russia,

he will do so. If the socialists should get into power,

he will probably be authorized to write the Russian con-

stitution, and if he plays true to form, it ^\-ill be an

exceedingly radical doctrine, providing for the dissipation

of capital, and the removal of secure foundations from

under foreign enterprises in Russia.

'0.

United Verde Copper Co. has decided to abandon its

West Virginia charter in favor of one under the laws

of Delaware. A new company, having similar name,

will, therefore, be formed in the latter state to take over

the assets and business of the existing concern. The
company was originally incorporated in New York in

1883. In casting their votes in approval of the contem-

plated transfer, the stockholders cast what was probably

a record vote; of 300,000 shares 299,948 .shares were

in favoi- with not a dissenting vote, according to the
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Boston News Bureau. It is iinderstoiKl tluit Irss than

20 persons own tlio stotk, with W. A. Clark controll-

ing all but a IVw thousand shares. Adopting tlie policy

of many latter-day coriwrations, shares of the United

Verde Copper Co. of Delaware will have no ]iar value

and there will lie .'JOO.OOO as at present. The existing

stock, however, has a nominal par value of $10 and for

some time has been paying monthly dividends of $1.50

a share.

'^

This is the story of a young British mining engineer:

Capt. A. W. II. Dean graduated from the Royal Scliool

of Mines in 1913 and returned from abroad to join the

army. He was attached to one of the tunneling com-

])anies, and in February, 1916, was promoted cajttain.

He was decorated with the Military Cross in May, 1916,

"For conspicuous gallantry. He rescued at great per-

sonal risk from a wrecked mine a N.C.O. and a man who
had been entombed. He then went farther and found

another man dead. Within five minutes of his return

the whole gallery collapsed." On Jan. 11, 1917, he was

awarded a bar to the j\Iilitar\' Cross for the following

service: "He blew a mine under the hostile front lines,

which killed 280 of the enemy. He went at once over to

the enemy front line with one servant, bombed a dugout,

and took 3 officers and 46 men prisoners." Such sur-

renders of German soldiers to very inferior numbers were

very frequent in France during 1916; the English cap-

tures alone, on the Somme, were about 40,000.

A timely brochure, entitled "What a Geologist Can Do
in War," has been prepared by R. A. F. Penro.se, Jr., of

Philadelphia, for the Geological Committee of the Na-
tional Research Council, with the purpose of stating suc-

cintly the competency of the geologist in war service. A
knowledge of geology, ilr. Penrose points out, can be

made of use in many ways in time of war, not only to

the army in camp, but to the army on the march and

in battle. The subjects briefly touched upon are : Camps

;

trenches and tunnels ; ground for artillery positions

;

roads ; maps ; long-distance observations ; water supply

;

vibration effect, and "other qualities for usefulness." un-

der which head is emphasized the geologist's general

adaption to living conditions, both in civilization and

out. His training has been to a great extent in the wilds

among mountains, hills and plains; often without trails,

where he has had to take his course by the blazes on the

trees or from the stars, the moon or his compass, and

often surrounded by hostile natives. He can fight, cook,

withstand bad weather and discomfort and still keep on

with scientific work; he has acquired the woodcraft of

the trapper, together with the education of the scientist.

Few other men possess this unusual combination of ac-

complishments.

A writer in Leslie's Weel^'h/ tells the following inter-

esting story of how John D. Ryan conducted the negotia-

tions with F. A. Heinze that terminated the great copper

mining war in Montana. Ryan opened negotiations with

Heinze to buy all his properties in Montana. Heinze

was anxious to sell, but wanted it arranged to create the

impression he was merely effecting a compromise. Amal-
f^amated was determined to eliminate Heinze and would
entertain no negotiations which would leave him a loop-

hole to cause further embarrassment. "Because of

Ilcinze's strong objection to have it appear he had been
bought out, and because of his insistence that it be repre-

sented as a merger, it was very hard to carry on negotia-

ti(uis that would remove Heinze root and branch," said

Mr. Ryan. "The situation was relieved at times by a
spice of humor. Heinze was mortally afraid the miners
would learn he was preparing to sell out, as he was loudly
))romising to fight their battles if they wcnild stand by
him. He would never meet me except in the most out-of-

the-way places. We never entered a building by the same
door. He never came to my office and I never went to
his. We would meet in offices of one of our lawyers or in
rooms of friends. One of our most important sessions

was held by appointment in Providence, R. I. From the
very opening Heinze and I were friendly and, though
many times we came near breaking off, we continued to
treat in absolute good faith. He never once broke his
word to me. After six months' negotiating we finally met
one night and talked price from nine to three in the
morning and settled things."

The Old Gang
By BkkTOX BliALEY

Yes, there was quite a crowd of us, and say, the camp was
proud of us.

Allien we were young and husky there was none to beat
our bunch.

Big bodied was the clan of us—six feet or more each man
of us

—

A lot of first-class miners, and each miner packed a punch.
We went on toots uproarious and tanked up something

glorious.

Yet went to work of mornings feeling little worse for

wear.

No other gang c-ould drill at all, or shovel with our skill

at all.

Yes, when it came to drinking and to mining, we were
There

!

Said Shea to all the rest of us, "The booze won't get the

best of us,

AVe take a lot of likker, but we carry it so well."

Next morning. Shea, on duty, tripped, and in an empty
chute he slipped,

I guess his eyes were bleary, or he never would have fell.

Then Dobbs and Moriarity Ixith joined the great majority

(They'd seen the roof was shaky if it wasn't for the

drink),

Their wives are on the county now—they sure could use

the bounty now
Of all that whisky money that their husbands used to

clink.

McWillianis shot Jim Ilarrigan when they went on a tear

again,

And Scott he died of tremens at the finish of a bat,

For booze, it has a way with it, it gets you if you stay

with it,

Rut we were shot to pieces 'fore we saw the truth of that.

Yes, once the town would boast of us, but likker got the

most of us

(The mining supes don't want you with an alcoholic eye),

So, mooching drinks and quavering, along the streets

we're wavering

—

Say, haven't you two bits or so to feed a hungry guy?
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Personals
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Robert E. Cranston has been in New Tork.

T. H. France li;cs gone to Salt Lake City for a
stay of 3 months.

Edwin, E. Chase, and his son. of Denver, are
in tlie soutlieast Missouri iead district.

Kirby Thomas has returned from tlie Notre
Dame des Anges zinc district in Quebec.

H. H. Knox went to Mexico last week and is

not expected iiack until the end of June.

J. W. McLaughlin is mine superintendent for

the Ciirnwall Ore Bank Co., Cornwall. Penn.

Cleveland E. Dodge has been appointed a 2nd
Lieutenant in the Engineer Oflicers Reserve
Corps.

Henry M. Adkinson, general manager for the

Empire Copper Co., Salt Lake City, was in

New York last week.

A. E. Wells, of the Salt Lake City station of

the Bureau of Mines, is studying smoke con-
ditions at zinc plants in Kansas and Oklahoma.

Guilford Darby Scholl has been appointed
superintendent nf tlie electroIytic-zinc plant of the

Kiver Smelting and liefining Co. at Keokuk, Iowa.

Dr. Otto Sussman, who has been contined to

the hosjiital for the past three weeks, is again
at home and expects to return to his desk by
next week.

Harrison Souder. formerly general superin-
tendent for the Cornwall Ore Bank Co. Cornwall.
Penn.. has been appointed general manager for

the company.

Captain Edwin C. Eckel, who returned from a
professional trip to Argentina, on May 17. is

now at tlie Reserve OtBcers Training Camp, at

Fort Mycr. Va.

A. W. Newberry sailed from Callao on May
16. for San Francisco. He will be located in

that city hereafter, with headquarters at 805
Crocker Building.

M. L. Fuller, managing geologist of the Asso-
ciated Geological Engineers, is conducting ex-

ploration work in West Virginia ; C. T. Griswold
has gone to New York.

C. W. Laurie, of the firm of Drucker & Laurie.

is in Baltimore. Md.. superintending the erec-

tion of a brass asli concentrating plant that is

being erected by tlie firm.

B. Hochschlld was elected chairman of the

board of directors of the American Metal Co.

at a recent meeting of the board. C. M. Loeb was
elected president of the company.

H. G. Furguson. of the United States Geological

Survey, has returned from an investigation of

the tin deposit at Irish Creek, Va. The tin at

this point occurs in tiuartz veins, none of which
has been worked within twenty years.

B. M. Snyder has returned to Los Angeles from
Montana, where he has been for the past month
and will leave early in June for Pearce, Ariz.,

to take cha;-ge of construction work on the new
mill of the Arizona Mlddlemarch Copper Co.

Capt Elmer K. Miles has been called into

active service of the Fifth Regiment, Engineers
Reserve, and has reported for duty. Captain
Hiles is secretary of the Engineers' Society of

Western Pennsylvania and began training for the

service last summer at Plattsburg.

C. E. Siebenthal will leave Washington soon

for an extended trip through the zinc mining and
smelting districts. The principal object of the

trip will be to secure information as to the

changes which have taken place in smelting prac-

tice since the beginning of the war.

Benjamin Vallat. of Detroit has been named
major of a battalion of engineers that is be-

ing organized at llie Washington College of Mines.

Major Vallat was formerly superintendent for

the Newport Mining Co.. on the Gogebic Range,
and is ninv president of the Dominion Forge and
Stamping Co.

Maior-Gen. John W. Carson, C. B., of Montreal,

has received the honor of being created a

Knight Commander of the Bath by King tieorge.

In civil life Gen. Carson is a prominent flnan-

cier and extensively interested in Cobalt and
Porcupine mining enterprises. He is president

of the Crown Reserve Mining Co.

William E. Hayes. Hartford, Conn., who left

the employ of Ihe Pratt & Whitney company
nine years ago lo lake a position in the Washing-
ton Navy Yard and was afterward transferred

lo a hlgil technical position in the navy depart-

ment, has been named a superintendent of the

Government armor plate plant to be erected at

Cbarlestown, West Virginia.

E. F. Burchard has been appointed chief of

the new section of Ihe geology of iron and steel

alloy metals that has been established by the

directors of the Ignited States Geological Survey

to cover all geologic investigations of the ores

of those metals, (i. F. Loughlln will assist Mr.

Burchard In the administration of the non-

metallic section of the divlsicn of mineral re-

sources as geologist acting in charge.

F. Quattrone. chief engineer of the Italian

State Rvs., returned to the United States a

few days ago. He left his post In New York

last September, to become a member of the Inter-

national Food Commission of London and to act

as representative in that city for Mr. Blanchl,

the Italian coal controller. Mr. (Juattrone re-

turns now to the United States as a siieclal

delegate of the Italian State Rys.. to be attached

to the Italian Embassy at Washington, and will

have in charge the purchase and shipment <jf

all materials to bo contracted for by the Italian

Government.
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ObiUiary

John R. Champion, mine operator, died May 22

at his country home in Arvada, Colo., from

cancer of the stomach. He had extensive exper-

ience in various districts but is probably best

remembered as superintendent of the Y'ak Tunnel

at Leadville, which responsible position he held

for years, retiring only last fall on account of

failing health. Mr. Chamiiion, who was fiO years

old, was born in Cornwall, England, and came
to America when 15 years old. He began min-

ing at Georgetown. Colo,, in 1874; later mov-

ing to Leadville. His funeral in Denver. May 24,

was conducted by the Masonic fraternity. He
is survived by a widow and two daughters.

Flight Commander William T. Hall was killed

in action on Mav 19. He was the only son

of Fasa Hall, of "the Standard Mining Exchange
of Toronto, 24 years of age, and a mining engi-

neer. Previous to his graduation he was em-
ployed with the Miller Lake, O'Brien and
Mcintyre mines in Northern Ontario, and after-

wards occupied a position as mining engineer

in Rancagua. Chile. He went to England in

the spring of 1916 and obtained a commission

as lieutenant in the Royal Flying Corps, being

promoted in April to the rank of Flight Com-
mander. No details as to how Commander Hall

came by bis deatli have been received.

John P. Edwards one of the pioneers of the

American iron and steel business, who died at

his home in Las Angeles, Calif., Apr. 17, at

the age of 72 years, was one of the best-known
men in the country during the earlier stages of

the Industries, and until recently was actively

engaged in his work. In his younger days Mr.

Edwards was closely associated with Capt. Wil-

liam Jones, and until the latter's death, their

work was closely identified. During Mr. Edwards'
incumbency of the general superintendency of

the Cleveland Rolling Mill Co.. he was largely

instrumental in the development of the modern
rod mill, and through his efforts the angle

method of rail rolling and reduction was per-

fected. Aside from his activities in a supervisory

capacity, it is through his work as a roll de-

signer that Mr. Edwards will be best remembered.
His intelligent application of the scientiftc prin-

ciples of this branch of the industry made a

deep impression. His oldest son. David J. Ed-
wards, is now with the Texas Rolling Mill Co.,

Fort W'orth. Tex., as consulting roll designer for

its several plants.
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Societies

Chicago Norske Club will be the center of an
informal congress and reunion of American and
Canadian engineers of Norwegian birth or des-

cent, to be held at Chicago, 111., Sept. 27, 28

and 29. Representatives from all sections of

the country are expected to attend.

Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania held

its regular monthly meeting at the auditorium

of the Union Arcade building on May 29. A
paper on "An Efficient Gas Fired Boiler Installa-

tions" was read by J. C. Hobbs. assistant to the

superintendent of power stations of the Duquesne
Light Co.. Pittsburgh, Penn.

American Institute of Mining Engineers. New
Y'ork section, will hold a meeting on Wednes-
day, June U. at llie Machinery Club, 50 Church
St. The meeting will be preceded by the annual
meeting of the secliim, for the election of

officers for the coming year, and for other

business. Dinner will be served at 7 o'clock.

Following the dinner. Mayor George H. Putnam
will deliver a patriotic address.

American Gear Manufacturers Association—The
recently organized American Gear Manufacturers
Association held Its first convention at the Hotel

Scbenley, Pittsburgh. Penn.. on May 14 and 1.5.

An interesting program was arranged and elabo-

rate preparations made by the I'ittsburgh mem-
bers for entertaining the visiting manufacturers.

The Aiisociatlon has been organized for the

purpose of developing, standardizing and im-

lirovlng all products of the gear industry. The
officers of the Association are; F. W. Slnram,

Van Dorn & Duttnn Co., Cleveland, president;

H. E. Eberhardt. Newark Gear Cutting Machine
Co., Newark. N. J., vice president; F. D, Hamlin,

Ear'lo Gear & Mai'hinc Co., Philadelphia, secre-

tary, and Frank Ilorshurgh, Horsburgh & Scott,

Cleveland, treasurer.

American Association of Engineers held lis

third annual convention at I'lili'ago. May 14

to 18. In order to provide the most democratic
form of organization a committee consisting of

Isham Randolph. W. H. Flnley, H. ('. Yeoman,
Dean of Knglneering, Valparaiso University, H. G.

I). Nulling and T. H. Williams, was elected t« pre-

pare all jiroposed amendments to the national

constitution for a mail ballot tjy all certifled

members of the association. The oflli'er) to be

elected will also be sulimltted In all certified

members in order tliat they signify their choice

of candidates by mall. The following candidates

were nominated: For National Director (one to

be elected) R. C. Yeoman, Dean of Engineering,
Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Ind. ; Wra. H.

Sallwasser, secretary Gary Chapter; Instructor,

.School of American Bridge Co., Gary, Ind. For
National Auditing Committee (three to be elected)

Samuel Morcell, Jr., .1, T. .Mullln, and C. A.

Gaen.sslen. The ballot will provide blank spaces

wherein any other candidates name may be voted.

The Convention adopled a resolution offering

the National Headquarters as a recruiting station

for the U. S. Army.

Industrial News [

Davis Sulphur Ore Co. will move its office on
May .5 lo i;r. Wall SI.. New York City.

Weiss Instrument Co. lias moved into larger

<iuarlirs al I7:!l Ara|iahoe St., Denver. Colo.

Virginia Haloid Co., and A. J. Moxham have
removed their offices to 19-25 W. 44th St., New
York City.

Bradley. Brutf &. Labarthe. designing engineers.

have removed their .>fflci's to Ihe Wells Fargo
Building, 85 Second SI,. San Francisco.

United Smelting & Aluminum Co. has placed

W. H. Allen, its Pitlslmrgh sales representative,

with headquarters al 10.5 Fulton building.

The Associated Geological Engineers have re-

moved from Pitt.slMirgli lo HI 12 Equitable Bldg..

New Ycnk. The Pittsburgh office will be dis-

continued.

W. A Butchart has recently started a new
plant of enlarged capacity for the manufacture
of cinicentrating tables and allied apparatus at

1320 Eleventh St.. Denver. Colo.

Smith. Libby & Eroe. Inc.. announce that they
have reorganized and will do business in the

future under the name of Scott L. Libby & Co..

Inc.. 45 Broadway, New York, under the same
management.

The Mine and Smelter Supply Co. has removed
O. H. Jolmson. who lias had charge of The
Marcv Mill Department in Salt Lake, together

with his staff, to Denver, where they will make
their headquarters in connection with tbe general

oftlces of the company.

Buff & Buff Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass, makers
of surveying instruments, has purchased the busi-

ness of'R. Seelig & Sons, of Chicago, an old

firm in the same line, and will continue as a

branch factory of tlie Buff & Buff Company.
The establishment has been thoroughly modern-
ized.
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I
New Patents

United St,ates patent specifications listed below

may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining Journal" at 25c. each. British patents

are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum Alloy and in Articles Made There-

from Albert W. .Morris, Springfield, Mass.

(U. S. No. 1,227,171; Jlay 22, 1917.)

Crucible- Holder. Max W. Goldberg, Milwaukee,

Wis. (U. S. No. 1,226,653; May 22, 1917.)

Dehydrator. Cyrus Robinson, Mount Vernon,

N Y assignor to Metallurgical Engineering &
Process Corporation. (U. S. No. 1,227,491; May
22. 1917.1

Electric Furnace— Furnace or Apparatus for

Making I'roducts Electrically and Means for F.i-

cilitating Discharge of Same. James Henry Reid,

Newark, N. J., assignor to Patents Process Co.

(U. S. No. 1.227.068; May 22, 1917.)

Electric Furnace—Furnace or Apparatus for

Electrieallv Making Products and Means for

Heating Discharging Products. James Henry

Reid Newark N. J., assignor to Patents Process

Co. (U. S. No. 1.227.069; May 22, 1917.)

Electric Induction-Furnace. Jacob Funck.

Cbariolteiilmig. Germany, assignor to Tlie Grondal

Kjelliii C.impany. Ltd.. London. England. (U. S.

No. 1,226. 761; May 22, 1917.)

Electric Welding. Spencer C. Cary, Brooklyn,

N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,226,639; May 22, 1917.)

Furnace Discharge—Means for Promoting the

Discharge of Molten Products from a Furnace or

Other Apparatus. James Henry Reid, Newark,

N J assignor to Patents Process Co. (U. S.

No. 1,227,067; May 22, 1917.)

Ore Separator. Joseph S. Morrison. Wallport,

Ore. (U. S. No. 1.227.552; May 22. 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—May 23

Quicksilver Production in California in 1!H6.

ilccorilinK to Ihe official ri-turns received liy the

State Mining Bureau slinwed a larce inercase

over 1915. The total production was 21,400

Hasks of To 11)., which was sold for $2,000,-

itOO by the mine operators. Quotations varied

from $300 per flask in February to an average

of $75 In the last half of the year. The actual

sales price realized by the producers was J'.Ki.r.O

per flask. Nearly one-half the total production

came from the mines In San Benito County;

about 20% from Santa Clara County and the re-

maining 307r from Lake, Napa, San Luis Obispo,

Monterey, Solano and a few other counties. Cali-

fornia in 1916 maintained its record of producing

70 to 80% of the (luicksilver production of the

I'nited States and the indications are that the

year 1917 will make a similar showing.

First All-steel Mine-Rescue Car sent out by

the U. S. Bureau of Mines arrived at its head-

quarters at Reno. Nev,. on May 9 after a few

days" stop at Salt Lake City, Utah. This car.

designated as No. 1, is now in California. The
initial visit in this state was at Kennett. where

it remained until Mav 16 and then proceeded

to Colfax. Owing to the fact that the railroad

connection between Colfax and Grass Valley and

Nevada City, Nevada County, is by narrow-gage

road, the car was left at Colfax and three of

the men and necessary ctiuipment were sent to

Grass Valley for flrst-aid and mine-rescue in-

struction to" be given the men in the two min-

ing districts, occupying 10 days. The car will

then go back to Nevada, stopping at Tnnopah,

Goldfleld and Aurora ; thence to Ely in time

to appear at the sectional meeting of the Amer-

ican Institute of Mining Engineers on June 23.

Then back to Utah to spend the remainder of the

summer and early fall in that state. Returning

to California, after some additional training in

Nevada, there will probably be an extended

itinerary in this state. It is necessary for the

car to work in Utah and Nevada during the sum-

mer n\pnths, owing to the high elevations in which

the mines are situated and the lower tempera-

tures prevailing. So in tlie future most of the

California work will he done in the spring, fall

and winter and the Utah and Nevada work in the

late spring and summer. This is the first all-

steel car put into service by the Bureau of Jlines,

but two others will soon be in commission, one at

Butte, Mont., the other at Raton. N. M. The
crew of No. 1 car is composed of Edward Steidle,

mining engineer ; .T. B. Perry, foreman :
Walter

Pyne flrst-aid man ; Donald Cook, clerif : John

Ward, coolt. The sessions at Grass Valley were

attended by State Mine Inspector Wolflin and

Deputies Lowell, Gebb and Brown.

BUTTE—May 24

Keeping Engineers and Skilled Miners at the

mines is becoming a serious problem for the

mining companies of Montana. Already several

hundred of the best men have volunteered their

services in cither the army or navy and the

shortage, while not yet having much effect on

the mining operations, is liable to make trouble

later on. The predominance of the engineer in

this war was commented upon at the recent ban-

quet of the Montana Section meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, at which

President Philip N. Moore was the guest of

honor A large number of the younger mining

engineers of the Butte district are preparing to

enter Government service and Montana will send

its full quota for this department, but the min-

ing companies expect to have many of their men
exempted on account of the great need for cop-

per and zinc.

Anaconda's Expansion was only briefly dis-

cussed at the annual meeting last week; never-

theless the company is making gigantic strides

in the acquirement of new properties, develop-

ment of old ones and in improvements to the

equipment of its present properties. Little is

said bv the local managements about what is be-

ing accomplislied, but the earnings during the

last year were the greatest in the company's

history: with its note indebtedness of $lfi,00n.-

onn wiped out. the Interest on that saved, and

ample funds on hand for all reasonable require-

ment, the company is in splendid shape to meet

any emergencies. There are 1400 more stock-

holders on the hooks now than there were at

this time last year. Within the next few weeks
Frederick Lalst, head of the metallurgical de-

partment of the Anaconda company, and William

Wraith, head of the Tooele plant, will return

from the properties of the Andes Copper Co.,

the subsldiarv of the Anaconda in South America.

It is probable that their recommendations will

be submitted to the directors of the company

at once and that large expenditures will be made
at these properties in the near future. At its

Butte mines the company is continually making
improvements. During the last month the com-

pany has put into operation two modern and
elBcient plants. At the Pilot lUitte mine, oper-

ated in conjunction with the Badger, a new hoist

has been completed and is running; it is a

Nordberg double-drum hoist capable of hoisting

2000 tons of ore per day from a 4000-ft. shaft.

The Pilot Butte was taken over by the Anaconda
company last year at a cost of a million and a

quarter dollars. In addition to its reserves

of copper ore, large bodies of zinc ores have

been opened and preparations made to mine

them. The estimated cost of the new equip-

ment is $2.">0,000. At the Alice mine, one of the

zinc mines of the company in the Walkerville

or northern Butte district, a new hoisting plant

has also been installed lately. This plant has

a capacity of 2000 tons of ore per day from the

1600-ft, level and will add materially to the zinc

output of tlie company in the Butte district.

The shortage of ore for the requirements of the

zinc concentrator at Anaconda and the zinc re-

flnery at Great Fails will be partly overcome, by

the improvements at the Alice. Vice-President

and Managing Director C. F. Kelley arrived in

Butte the day after the annual meeting of the

company and started on a trip of inspection of

every department in Montana. He was accom-
panied by General Manager of Mines John Gillie

and other company officials and it is probable

that some extensive improvements will be au-
thorized.

DENVER—May 24

Experiments on Rare-Metal Ores will soon be

begun at Golden. Dr. R. B. Moore, head of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines branch in Colorado, says

that the remodeling and equipping of the School

of Mines testing laboratory at Golden is prac-

tically complete and that the Bureau will soon

be prepared to conduct treatment experiments

upon rare-metal ores. Samples weighing from
.50 to 500 lb. may be tested by fu.sion, roasting,

smelting and acid, salt and alkaline leaching.

Driving of Camp Bird's Long Tunnel has been

delayed on account of excessive flow of water.

Pressure at face is such that water is

thrown hack into tunnel for many feet and water

is knee-high over tracks. Branch is being driven

at slight angle from main tunnel with hope of

tapping water course and diverting flow from
breast. Up to time this flow was struck tunnel

had been driven at record speed through hard
andesite breccia.

Second-Contact Exploration on Fryer Hill,

Leadville, in the properties held by the United
States Smelting, Refining and alining Explora-
tion Co., is being v^atched with much interest

in this camp. For the last two months, the

company has been sinking its Jamie Lee shaft

from the level of the upper or first contact—in

which all the early-day mining was done—with

the object of exploiting the second contact tliat

is presumed to be mineralized in the same man-
ner as on Carbonate Hill. The shaft has been
sunk IJO ft. and is about HSO ft. below the

collar. At a depth of 115 ft. below the old level,

a drift was driven far enough to intercept a

flow of water that gave trouble in the shaft and
a pump station has been excavated.

Shaft Sinking in Cripple Creek now constitutes

most important part of this district's development
work. At the Portland, sinking of No. 2 shaft

from 1925-ft. level has been resumed and a raise is

being lifted from 1000-ft. level of this shaft to

connect with the Rose Nicol shaft ; the Dillon

shaft of Granite Gold Mining Co. is being sunk
and is now 1675 ft. deep ; Last Dollar shaft, now
1500 ft. deep, will be sunk by Catlierine Gold
Mining Co. ; a new shaft is being sunk on the

Lucky Corner ground of the Doctor-Jack Pot com-
pany ; Lewellvn shaft of the Longfellow group

is being sunk to depth of 800 ft. by the Ex-
celsior company. The vertical shaft on the

Ocean Wave claim of the Modoc Consolidated

Mining Co. is being deepened by raises from the

seventh and ninth levels of the Modoc incline.

WALLACE, IDAHO—May 24

Curtailment of Exploration has now to be faced

in this camp. The situation in the Cocur d'Alene

district indicates that high metal prices and
high wages are not unmixed blessings. It would
seem that the great proflts being earned by the

productive mines and the reasonable assurance

that these will continue for a period of years

would induce the greatest activity in the devel-

opment of lead-silver and zinc mines, while as a

matter of tact the tremendous prosperity of the

mining industry oper.ates against the opening up
of new mines. For nearly a year and a half the

mining companies have been sharing their pros-

perity with their employees in the way of in-

creased wages until today every man who goes

underground gets $4.75 |ier day, and of course

under the stress of high metal prices every man
that can be worked to advantage is on the pay-

roll. This situation places the development com-
pany up against paying the same rate of wages
or suspend operations, for why should a miner
work for $3.50 or even $4 for the small company
when he can get $4,75 from the big ones? In

addition, the price of powder reached an almost
prohibitive price so far as the small company
is concerned, and this is true of all otiier ma-
terial and supplies consumed in mining. Add to

these the war. From tlie President down the

line the people are being exhorted to economize,
to plant "spuds," to wear plain clothes, to buy
Liberty lioiids, etc. So in the face of high

wages, high cost of supplies and a persistent

preachment to curtail expenses, what is a min-
ing company going to do that depends upon small

assessments every 60 or 90 days to keep the

work going? It will have to quit, and that is

what many of them have done in the Coeur

d'Alene district.

KELLOGG. IDAHO—May 25

Zinc Plant for Bunker Hill & Sullivan will

be erected for treatment of local and ciistimi

ores. Pres. F. W. Bradley today wired the

"Journal" as follows: "Replying to your tele-

gram, we have decided to add, after the lead

smeltery is in operation, an electrolytic zinc

plant having an output of 10 tons metallic zinc

per day, to be secured from water- and flotation-

concentration work on local mixed zinc-lead cus-

tom ores."
JEROME. ARIZ.—May 26

Miners' Strike in Jerome resulted in the stop-

page of production on May 25. Not only were
the two leading mines—l"nited Verde and United

Verde Extension—affected, but also all the de-

veloping operations. The miners demanded the

Miami scale, the closed shop, the checking sys-

tem and a grievance committee. The principal

companies granted the wage scale asked but will

remain adamant regarding the closed shop and
other questions. About 200 of the 1100 em-
ployees of the United Verde are reported to be

at work and it is likely that gradual resump-
tion will be attempted by the other companies
without recognition of the "union features" of

the miners' demands.

PHCENIX. ARIZ.—May 17

Improving Alkali Land with sulphuric acid has

been tried with apparent success in other Western
states and opens up possibilities for utiliz-

ing the sulphuric acid which Arizona smelting

plants are capable of producing. It is stated that

"the shortage of fertilizers, the immense areas of

unimproved alkali land and the possible produc-

tion of sulphuric acid as a byproduct of smelting

operations suggest experiments on the use of

sulphuric acid as a means of redeeming alkaline

soil, which has been done with some degree of

success in California." Assistance along this line

is asked of the Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station. Only lately the Calumet & Arizona ini-

tiated production of sulphuric acid on a large

scale at its Douglas smeltery ; this production,

however, was intended primarily for the copper-
leaching operations of its subsidiary in the Ajo
district.

HOUGHTON. MICH—May 25

Storage- Battery Locomotive order of the Cal-

umet & Hecla continues to be a topic of in-

terest among the Lake copper operators. As
stated last week, the company has recently placed

an order for 32 storage-battery locomotives of

the Goodman articulated type. These, with the

one already in use at No. 15 shaft, and tlie five

trollev locomotives at the Allouez, make a total

of 38 locomotives to be installed by the C. & H.
interests. The 38 locomotives are expected to

do the work of about 250 men and will release

a considerable proportion of these men for other

work. Mechanical haulage is being introduc"d

by the Calumet & Hecla and other companies
ill this district because of the almost utter im-

possibility of securing a sufBcient number of

men for the ordinary labor of tramming or the

loading and pushing of cars from stopes to shafts.

The Copper Range company uses a trolley sys-

tem, with which satisfactory results are obtained,

although it is said to be somewhat more costly

in upkeep than the battery system. Franklin,

Tamarack, Qulncy and some of the other mines

are using compressed air-driven rope haulage for

handling the tram cars and the Franklin has

also installed, at one level, a motor-driven rope-

haulage system that is giving very satisfactory

results. The rope-haulage system works well In

straight levels or drifts Imt the trolley or bat-

tery-propelled locomotives arc better in the wind-
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iiip ways. Conditions ;it tliu several mines must
govern, of course, when the installation of a
•nechanical hauhige system is contcnipl:>l''ti. Han-
cock is experimenting with a Whitromh liattury

locomotive underground. Both Wolverine and
Mohawk are cnnteniplutlng installing mechanical
haulage and possibly will install tlie battery-
driven type. Mules have been tried for tram-
ming work in some of the Lake copper mines
but not with any great success. The Alimeek
has a few mules underground but the Calumet
& Hecla has discarded the system altogether.

WASHINGTON. D. C—May 26

A Platinum Survey will he made by the U. S.

Geological Survey to ascertain the amount of
platinum on hand in the United States. The
work will be in charge of J. M. Hill, a geologist
of the Survey, who has specialized on platinimi
for several years. Inquiries will be sent to all

refiners and dealers in the metal, to dental manu-
facturers, manufacturing jewelers and to certain
manufacturing chemists, who will be requested
to report the amount of their stock of crude
platinum and the amount of its platinum con-
tent ; the amount of crude platinum in process
of refining ; the amount of platinum ingot on
hand; of platinum sheet; of platinum wire; of
platinum-iridium ingot, sheet and wire; of the
platinum content in sponge, gauze and chloride
and in all kinds of platinum scrap. With this
information from the 3000 persons interested in

some form of the platinum industry, the Govern-
ment will be able to act much more intelligently.

From such information as has been obtained by
the Survey, however, it is believed that the stock
of metal in this country will he found suffi-

ciently large to satisfy immediate requirements
and it is thought that furtlier supplies can be
secured from Russia if the demand should be-
come acute. Representative Longworth recently
introduced a hill providing a practically prohibi-
tive tax (250%) on platinum sold for jewelry
purposes.

JOPLIN. MO.—May 26

Openpit Mining by Steam Shovel is planned by
'h:- Missouri Zinc Mines Co, at the old (iuick
Seven mine at Neck City. It is now mining by
rpenpit successfully but plans consolidation of

the lil09 and Texmo mills into 1000-ton plant.

The property has become one of tlie profitable

ones of district.

First-Aid Field Meet will be held at Webb City

during the latter part of -lunc. I>r. W. A, Lyn-
ott, until recently with U. S. Bureau of Mines,

now emphtyed by local operators' safety and
sanitation association, is in charge of the prepa-

rathms. Assurance of entrance of about 25 teams
has already been secured and others will come
in. It is hoped to have 35 teams conuH'tlng.

Production Record for 500-ton Mill in this dis-

trict is claimed by tiie Blue Mound Mining Co.,

for its plant, situated in Kansas, just north of

the Picher, Okla., mines. Thi.s plant is n"vv turn-
ing out 270 tons concentrates weekly. For the

first 11 weeks after it began ojieration, It aver-

aged 250 tons, which is better than the present

average of the Montreal, the best Oklahoma pro-

ducer with the exception of the Tieher's big

Netta mill. Recovery at the Blue Moinid is

about 10% ; of the output, 90% is blende and
10% lead. Operations are carried on at 203 ft.,

and a deeper ore run, believed to be richer, at

205 ft. has not been touched as yet.

ST. LOUIS—May 24

Southeast Missouri Operators Are Optimistic as
to tlie future of lead, and are using every avail-

able means of increasing the output for 1917 above
that of 1916. From all indicatiinis, the desired
production seems in a fair way of being accom-
plished. The mines and Drills of the Federal,
Boston-Elvins, National, Desloge, Doe Run and
St. Joseph lead companies are working full crews,
and are forcing the output to the uttermost. St.

Joseph, Doe Run, Federal and National are add-
ing to and enlarging their mills, so as to handle
the increased output from the mines. After a 50c.

bonus was declared two months ago, the com-
panies did away with the extra bonus check,
and this increase is now carried Jn the regular
salary accounts. Most of the companies recently
gave each of their employees a plowed lot of
approximately one-quarter of an acre, to be
planted in vegetables. The new Federal mill

at Elvins was forced to shut down May 11 for a
few days on account of no power. The power
plant's boilers gave way and had to he replaced,
during which time only enough power was avail-
able to keep the old mill running at Flat River.

In Fredericktown Section the mining of lead,

nickel, cobalt, copper and tungsten is in-

creasing with warm weather aH moHt of the mines
are compelled to curtail operatlonM In the winter
on account of bad roads. The Catherine mine,
four miles west of Fredericktown, Is under leaHe

to the Federal Lead Co. The Sllvermlnes prop-
erty, eight miles west of Fredericktown, Is now
controlled by an Eastern organization. Origin-
ally mined for silver, for many years, It has sud-
denlv become a tungsten producer. Wolframite
I.s the Important mineral, occurring In quartz
veins in granite. The "run -of-mine" ro<'k Is

hand sorted, then sent to crushers, stamps, and
finally tabled. The Missouri Cobalt Co., Ltd.,

a Canadian company, is operating just south of

the town. R. F. Taylor Is general superintend-
ent and H. Cox Is in charge of the new con-
struction. The ores are sulphides and carbonates
of lead, sulphides and carbonates of copper,
nickel (slegenlte) cobalt and silver, occurring In

Cambrian limestone. The mill is now being re-
modeled to treat the complex ores. The flow
sheet will probably consist of ball mills, Delster-
Overstrom tables, a flotation plant, also roasters
and reverberatory furnaces. A leaching system
for the matte will probably be used, and the
copper, nickel and cobalt will be separated chem-
ically by a process not made known to the
public.

TORONTO—May 24

Suspension of Assessment work on mining
claims was asked by the Temiskaming Associated
Boards of Trade at their annual meeting at
Haileybury, Ont., on May 19. It was decided
to appeal to the provincial mines department
for tlie suspension of all assessment work
on claims recorded prior to Apr. 1, 1917. The
object of this is to release needed labor to main-
tain production in the operating mines and for
agricultural work. Most of the prospectors are
experienced and capable miners.

Railroad to Kirkland Lake is now assured at
an early date. The Ontario government has ap-
propriated $125,000 for the construction of the
liranch line of the Temiskaming & N'ortliern On-
tario Ry. to Kirkland Lake. Surveys are already
being made and it is expected that work will be
started this summer. The country is a com-
paratively easy one to build a line through, so
that construction should be completed in a
short time. The line will be about seven miles
long.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—Production
of company in April was 5,900,000 lb. blister cop-
per.

ARIZONA MIDDLEMARCH COPPER (Pearce)
—Concentrating mill to be built at once at this

property under direction of B. M. Snyder.

Graham County

ATLAS COPPER {Safford)—Extracting surface
ore from three open pits ; inclined haulage oper-
ated by air hoists ; material rough sorted in pits

which have approximate depth of 30 ft. About
10 tons per day being hauled by wagon to Saf-
ford. Unwatering 330-ft. main shaft to check
drill-hole results of former owners. Installing

No. 23 Star traction drill to explore further the
known mineralized area, at present about 50
acres. K. J. Young, superintendent.

Mohave County

TOM REED (Oatman)—The remodeled 300-ton
mill has had its preliminary run and was to be
in regular operation before June 1.

GOLD BACK MINING CO. (Chloride)—Drift on
150 -ft. level opened 7 ft. of ore carrying gold,

silver, copper, lead and zinc. Jack Lytle, super-
intendent.

DIANA (Chloride)—Lately installed $4000
w(nth of new machinery and started shaft 1000
ft. cast of old prosju'eting shaft; two shifts at

work. George F. Beveridge, in charge.

WEST STAR (Chloride)—Bonded by J. E.
Carter. Headframe erected and when hoist

—

purchased in Oalman^arrives, present 60-ft. shaft
will be sunk to the 200.

PAYROLL (Chloride)—Taken over recently
under 10 years' lease by L. F. Martin and asso-
ciates of Calexlco, Calif. Development com-
menced May 1 on 400-ft. level. A. W. Hennlng,
superintendent.

TKLLURIDE & CHLORIDE LEASING, MINING
AND MILLING (Chloride)—This company, devel-
oping the old Schenectady, let contract for sink-
ing shaft from 175-ft. level to the 400; following
dip of vein and at the bottom, 225 ft., some
good ore Is being encountered. H. L. lieatn,
superintendent.

TUCKAHOE (Chloride)—Being reopened under
lease and bond by J. E. Carter, of Colorado.
Gasoline hoist purchased. Headframe erected
and preparing to sink new shaft, the old one
being badly caved. Mr. Carter supervising work.

IXL CONSOLIDATED MIXES CO. (Chloride)—
George F. Beveridge, L. F. Martin and associates
have taken over the IXL adjoining Wrigley Sul-
phides Co. property. Will commence work about
June 1. Rline formerly worked to the 157-ft.
level. E Martin Thorniley. of Chloride, will have
charge.

MERRIMAC (Chloride)-Bonded to J. C.
Rankin, who with 9-hp. Fairbanks -Morse hoist,
is sinking new shaft several hundred feet east
of old one. The Merrimac was operated years
ago and an attempt made to mill the ore in

the old plant which was not successful; mill
still standing. J. P. Ryan, superintendent.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—In first four
months mill treated 22,473 tons of ore

; gross
value $504,170 ; profits $331,000. Gross value
per ton averaged $22.21 ; working costs and losses
$8.23; average net profits $13.47. Working costs
and losses In April were only $7.49. Mill now
treating an average of about 235 tons daily.

Ore being mined from three separate levels

;

shaft being sunk from present level at 790 ft.

to 1190-ft. level, where further lateral explor-
ation will be made.

Pinal County

RAY CONSOLIDATED (Ray)—April copper
output 7,902.724 lb.

IMCKET POST GOLD MINING (Superior)—
Shaft down 100 ft.; drift in 55 ft., 28 of which
is in ore.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

CENTRAL ECREKA (Sutter Creek)—Annua)
report shows total income last year $97,779;
total cost, $127,739. which Includes talllng-dam
repairs, eiiulpment and strike expenses. Develop-
ment Indicates that operating expenses can now
be paid fnmi ore above the 2(i90 level and that
a profit may be expected from ore below the
3200 level. Will keep full 40 stamps dropping
regularly.

Calaveras County
UTICA-GOLD CLIFF (Angels Camp)—Both

mines producing ore and keeping the Stickels and
the Gold Cliff mills running. Good-grade ore in
lower levels of Gold Cliff.

ESPERANZA (Mokelurane Hill)—F. M. Baker,
of Carson, Nev., has optioned this mine on
Jlokelumne River; idle for 17 vears. Developed
by 1300-ft. shaft and levels at 100-ft. points.

S. L. Davidson is owner.

Del Norte County

AMERICAN EXPLORATION CO. (Crescent
City)—Will operate this chrome mine on French
Hill on royalty. Owned by H. H. Morrell.

PUESTON PEAK (Waldo, Ore.)—This copper
mine, under lease by Dr. J. F. Reddy, of Grants
Pass. Eastern company may take it over. Ore
contains gold as well as copper.

TYSEN (Crescent City)—Shipments will soon
be made from this chrome mine, owned by Tysen
Estate, 18 miles north and 3^^ miles from stage
road. Ore to be shipped by steamer to San
Francisco ; 400 tons ready. John Hampshire,
Grants Pass, Ore., of the American Exploration
Co. staff, is in charge.

Kern County
BFTTE (Randsburg)—Mine and 5-stamp mill

in active operation; 10 men employed. Good ore
extracted from 215-ft. level.

BLACKHAWK (Randsburg)—New hoist in

stalled and ore going to mill daily. Under man-
agement of the Yellow Aster,

Y'ELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—Dismantling
old 30-stamp mill to make dump room. Mill

was installed in 1S9S and ran continuously till

1913; was first reduction plant on the mine.

Ore milled in early days ran $30 a ton. Pres-
ent 100-stamp mill treats ore running about $4
per ton. Extensive stripping in advance of th ?

east face of the gloryhole contemplated. At
annual meeting held at Los Angeles. Albert
Ancker was elected president ; Dr. R. L. Burcham,
secretary; J. H. Farrell, managing director.

Lake County

SULPHUR BANKS (Lakeport)—Reported that
this quicksilver mine is to be reopened, after be-

ing idle for about 20 years.
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Mono County

A.MIGO & Mi-LEAiN (Masonic)—Shipments of
molybdenite ore started for Kastern niarltt't.

Several new claims located near the orijiinal

discovery.

NUSONIC GOLD MIXING AND REDUrXION
CO. (Masonic)— Driving tunnel to intersect main
orebody exposed in adjoining property. L. J.

Cockburn, general manager.

PITTSBURG-LIBEKTY (Masonic) — Ueported
that Conway & Fredericks, operating lease iind
option, disclosed 2-ft. vein of high-grade ore.

Have other good shipping ore. Crosscutting for

main vein.

Nevada County

ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—High-grade
ore reported. Pumps are making good headway
unwatering lower levels. Construction of new
milling i)lant progressing.

COLUMBIA (Washington) — Additional 10

stamps to be installed. The 300-ft. winze froi.i

end of tunnel will be deepened to 500 ft. This
in Ocean Star ground ; both mines operated by
the same company. E. C. Kliiiker, manager.

Placer County

RUBLIN QUARTZ (Auburn)—Company has
contracted to sell claims in Last Chance mining
district to W. T. Watson; price approximates
$40,000, payable in two years.

LIME KILN CHROME (Newcastle)—R. H.
Farmer is enlarging loading bunkers. Employs
35 men; to be increased to 50 as soon as
boarding house can be fitted up. Ore hauled
to Newcastle station in motor trucks.

FARMER & SWANTON (Newcastle)—En-
larged bunkers completed. Ore cnished at Union
Chrome Co. sampling works, which will bo

equipped with electrically driven crusher b.v

Farmer & Swanton. Will also install concen-
trator for low-grade chrome ore.

Plumas County

GOLD NUGGET, worth about $240, obt;iincd

in cleanup by Byron Turner who is operating
placer ground by "shooter" method on Squirrel
Creek.

OLD RED (Quincy)—Mine on middle fork
Feather River. Ore decomposed quartz and
ochre, not amenable to amalgamation. A. A.
Slaback, of Santa Ana, preparing to instill! spe-
cial concentration process.

San Bernardino County

MO.TAVE ANNEX TUNGSTEN MINING (Barn-
well)—This company building 20-ton mill, haul-
ing equipment from Brant station, to property
in New York Mountains ; in addition to tungsten
vein, has opened copper-zinc orebody. Company
also has timgsten mine in Clark's Mountain dis-

trict on Nevada side nf line, reached from Roacli
station. .Joseph B. Evans, president, 211 National
Bank of Arizona Bldg., Phoenix, Ariz.

Shasta County

DONKEY (Ingot)—Reported that development
under option by the Mammoth Copper Mining Co.
has been abandoned. Situated near the After-
thought mine and has been considered good cop-
per prospect.

BELL COW (Redding)—Gold property situ-

ated on Arbuckle Mountain, 40 miles southwest
of Redding, optioned by C. L. Wilson. After con-
structing 2-mile road, development will be started.

Frank A. Green and T. P. Ames are owners.

Tehama County

TEDOC MINING CO. (San Francisco)—Chrome
claims in western part of county reported pur-
chased of M. G. Gill of Redding. Company also

negotiated for other claims, making total of 20
on Tedoc Mountain. New wagon or truck road
will be built from mines tn Red Bluff. Extensive
development contemplated. Agard & Stewart, of

San Francisco, are managers.

Trinity County

MONARCH (Sonora)—Mill being installed for
this gravel mine on Stanislaus River. Theodore
De Mauris, superintendent.

ACCIDENT GOLD MINING CO (French Gulch)
—Nineteen claims nn Trinity ^Mountain including
the Sybil mine reported sold to the Shasta Hills

Mining Co. : 10 men employed in development.

LA GRANGE (Weaverville) - Work started on
Dalton Creek, five miles south. It is believed
company will mine some nf the Union Hill

ground and may acquire entire property,

Yuba County
EASY MONEY (ChalUnge)—Strike of good ore

reported and .'(-stamp mill contemplated. T. J.

Henderson and associates are developing.

COLORADO

Clear Creek County

PAY ROCK (Silver Plume) This mine, fi large
silver producer of early days, will he reopened.

SILVER PLLTME CONSOLIDATED (Silver

Plume) Acquired ccmtrol of Buxton group of

10 claims. Florence group of three claims, both

near town of Silver Plume, and Diamond .loe

group of seven claims at head of Virginia

Canyon. Two former arc stiver bearing and

latter gold-copper. Wt)rk started on Florence
group and high-grade silver ore shipped.

WYOMING VALLEY (Idaho Springs)—Contract
for lOO-ft. crosscut let.

EMPRESS (Freeland)—This group to be oper-
ated by lessees. Owned by Boulder Tungsten
Co.

.lACKSON MILL (Idaho Springs)—New ma-
chinery and notation process will be installed.

Lately operated by lessees on ore from Edgar
mine of Big Five company.

COLORADO CENTRAL (Georgetown)—Ocean
Wave level being retimbered. Large shoot mill-
ing-grade ziiu- ore left by former operattirs will

be worked through this level and treated in

milling plant.

Dolores County

SILVER SWAN (Rico)—Several cars good-
grade lead-zinc ore shipped recently.

HIAWATHA (Rico)—Lessees Hay & Herron
shipping high-grade silver ore. Work done
through Group tunnel.

ESPERANZA (Rico)—Crosscut tunnel being
driven to find extension of oreshoot opened in
Puzzle mine. Several small veins cut.

RESOLUTE MINING CO. (Rico)—Steady pro-
duction of lead-zinc ore being made from New
York mine on Newman Hill. Operations to be
increased.

Hinsdale County
INDIANA (Lake City) ^Development resumed

on this Gold Hill property.

GOLDEN FLEECE (Lake City)—New machin-
ery being installed in milling plant.

DOLLY VARDEN (Lake City)—Taken over by
Eastern men and will be reopened. Former cop-
per-silver producer.

HIDDEN TREASURE (Lake City)—Production
being made and systematic development in prog-
ress. Examined recently by Denver engineers-

Lake County

OZARK (Leadville)—Large shoot high-grade
gold ore developed recently. Several shipments
made.

DEN\T;R CITY (Leadville)—Lessees picked up
extension of main shoot; outputting lead-zinc
ore assaying 30% in combined sulphides.

M. E. C. (Leadville)—Lessees doing explora-
tory work on 330-ft. level \o open continuation
of shoot on adjoining Coronado of the Down
Town Mines Co.

PONSARDIN (Leadville)—Production stopped
until shaft is retimbered to 140-ft. level. Much
lead-zinc ore being developed, and expected to
exceed last year's production.

FANNY RvVWLINS (Leadville)—This property
on Brecce Hill struck rich ore in the Kyle winze
at 800 ft.. From same high-grade ore was ex-
tracted through St. Louis tunnel two years ago.

VALLEY (Leadville)—A number of small veins
being opened in development work. Under direc-
tion of Warren F. Page, the Silver Spoon, in
Big Evans Gulch, is driving drift north from
bottom of sliaft to cut under Valley tunnel.

IBEX (Leadville)—Burton lease on 10th level
of Ibex No. 4 uncovered rich gold vein ; one
large piece of nearly pure gold weighing 3 lb.

recently extracted; stated that IS lb. of raetallics

has been secured to date. Also shipping 300 tons
of good-grade gold ore monthly.
BOLD MINING (Leadville)—Contrary to ex-

pectations, the Northern shaft has been opened
to bottom without encountering any obstacles

;

idle 15 years and was supposed to have caved
at several points. Preparing to do extensive
underground development. New 82-hp. electric
hoist will be installed and shaft sunk to pierce
the parting quartzite.

Mesa County

UTE SHALE OIL CO. (Debeque)—Incorporated
recently by J. W. Richards, P. W. Bowman and
D. D. Potter; plant will be built for distilling

oil from shales of Mesa and Gartield Counties.

Ouray County

CONGRESS (Ironton)—Sinking shaft 50 ft.

from fourth level completed. Shipments will be-
gin as soon as railroad is opened.

NEW DREDGING PROJECT launched to work
bed of Uneompahgre River. Chicago syndicate
has secured options on all placer ground on
both sides of river from town of Ridgway to

Corb Creek, seven miles.

MINERAL FARM (Ouray)-This property just

south of town will resume under management of

C. R. Wilfley. Mill e(|uippcd with Cascade sys-

tem of flotation, given thorough try-Out last fall.

Ore consists of sulphides of lead, zinc, iron and
copper, with some gold and silver, in gangue of
(luartz and barite.

Pitkin County

MIDNIGHT (Aspen) Dreadnought drills will be
installed and rate of driving tunnel increased.

Rio Blanco County

DENVER CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO. re-

ported to have iturebascd uranium-bearing claims
in Coal Creek srctinn. near Meeker, for $10,000.

Ores stated to be of as good grade as those in

Paradox Valley.

San Juan County

PRECIOUS METALS (Ironton)—Work resumed.
Discoveries of good-grade lead ore made,
TELESCOPE MINING AND MILLING (Sil-

vorton)— Reorganization of Crater company.
Property consists of 21 claims; main vein devel-
oped by adits. New machinery will be installed
and production started.

LACKAWANNA MINING AND REDUCTION
(Silverton)- Recently incorporated; has been
working Lackawanna mine under lease and bond
for past year. Both milling and smelting ore-
lead, copper and silver—being produced.

San Miguel County
BALLARD (Telluride) -Anderson & Lacey

Leasing Co., operating this property, have
started 10 stamps at Wellcr mill.

.lURICH MINING & LEASING CO. (OphIr)—
This company, operating Butterfly mine, has mill
bins full of ore and is now repairing pipe line
preparatory to running 20 stamps at mill.

Summit County

ST. JOHN (Montezuma)—Operations will be
resi:med this summer.
KING SOLOMON (Frisco)—Development re-

sumed through tunnel level on No. 11 vein.

CREST MINING CO. (Breckenridge)—Recently
purchased Carbonate group; work started.

WASHINGTON (Breckenridge)—Lessees ready
to ship high-grade lead ore, but condition of
roads prevents at present.

MICHIGAN (Kokomo)—Night hauling being
done on account of spring breakup of roads.
Lead ore being shipped.

IRON MASK (Breckenridge)—Tunnel level be-
ing reopened by lessees. Considerable manganese
ore and low-grade sulphide ore left in old work-
ings.

JESSIE (Breckenridge)—Crew of 20 men em-
ployed on development. Mine recently examined
by Denver mining engineer with purpose of out-
lining new development work, especially advis-
ability of sinking shaft deeper and making alter-
ations in milling plant.

Teller County

REX (Cripple Creek)—Mine and mill now be-
ing worked by lessees. New electric hoist in-
stalled.

RAMONA (Cripple Creek)—This Bull Hill prop-
erty, owned by V. Z. Reed Investment Co., of
Denver, leased. Work will commence at once.

MOUNTAIN BEAUTY (Cripple Creek)—Les-
sees, operating through specimen shaft of Strat-
ton Estate, shipping 2-oz. gold ore from 500-
and 600-ft. levels.

JERRY JOHNSON (Cripple Creek)—Streak of
high-grade gold ore opened by Caley lease on
650 -ft. level. Cripple Creek Deep Leasing Co.
driving 950-ft. level to cut same shoot.

FOREST QUEEN (Cripple Creek)—Being
worked under lease by Edwin Gaylord. Shaft
enlarged to 100-ft. level, making it same size as
below, and retimbered to 600-ft. level. New ma-
chinery installed. Milling-grade ore now being
produced.

MICHIGAN
Copper

SITPERIOR (Houghton)—Shipping only 450 to
550 tons daily to mills ; a 10% decrease this
month.
ALLOUEZ (Allouez)—Handling only 1800 to

1900 tons, compared with normal average of 2100
tons. More men needed.

NEW BALTIC (Houghton)—Resumed hoisting
after spending six weeks in cutting shaft back
into footwall of lode.

QLHNCY (Hancock)—Still in the rich mass
copper encountered at incline depth of 6000 ft.

in the west lode. Delay in shipment of new hoist
equipment.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Stamping 4000 tons daily
and occasionally above these figures. Capacity
nearly 5000 tons, but more men are needed. Re-
pairs at No. 2 shaft completed.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Breaking good
ore at three lowest levels. Stockpile underground
about cleaned up by mill shipments. Foundations
laid for new compressor.

HOUGHTON (Houghton)—Running into rich
ground nn eighth level, where it was opened
from winze carried down from sixth level. Also
in good ground on sixth level.

MASS (Mass)—Output 800 to OOO tons, com-
pared with normal of 1000 to 1100 tons. Push-
ing openings in the Butler lode ; explorations
in Evergreen series continuing.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton) -Shipping about
3150 tons daily. No. 2 shaft flattened to conform
to dip of Portage lode, doing away with expense
of crosscutting thereto. Still sinking iu three
of its shafts.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)-- Increasing dally rock
output; now handling 1000 to 1200 tons. No. 2
shaft cleaned out to below 13th level and skip
installed. Mill iumdling South Lake and New
Arcadian ore.
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SOUTH LAKE (HoughtoM)—During first three
weeks of M:iy, sent 70 cars of rock to Franklin
mill. Iteeovery averaging IG lb. per ton.

MOHAWK (Mollav.k)—Ma.v output will lie

greater tiian in April; averaging 70 cars daily to

tile mill. Kodv of good grade tiirougliout mine ;

richest from No. shaft running up to lio lb.

per ton.

NOKTU LAKE (Lake Mine)—Still In the sand-
stone bed, about 1100 ft. from sliaft in southeast
di-ifl : expected soon to pass into trap. Crosscut,
wiiicli is looking for the Evergreen series. Is In

about 1100 ft. and in trap.

FEDERAL SYNDICATE COPPER CO. (Calu-

met)—Tills comiiany, organized last autumn by
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin men, capital

$1,000,000, par value $1, nonassessable, will begin
drilling Kearsarge conglomerate, two miles south-

east of Phoenix shaft of Keweenaw Copper Co.

in Sec. 3:1.

OSCEOLA (Osceola)—Increasing production at

the old mines. The Kearsarge brandies producing
75 cars of ore daily. The two long drifts Into

La Salle property are opening rock richer than
anything the La Salle is mining. It is understood
La Salle will eventually put down a shaft in this

territory.

Iron

NORTH LAKE (Ishpeming)—Third shaft to be

sunk west of present shafts. Churn drill used

to test fornuitlon to find solid ground.

MILLIE (Iron Mountain)—Leased to Pewabic
Jllnlng Co. Ore will be taken out through Wal-
pole mine, owned by company. About 40,000 tons

win be shipped this season.

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Shaft has been bot-

tomed. Deepest iron-ore shaft in the country.

Station being cut at depth below 2400 ft., where
concrete pockets will be put In. Drifting will be

under way soon. Ore should be coming to sur-

face some time In June.

MISBOURI

Joplin District

T. A. BALDWIN (.Toplin)—Purchased Barnett

lead mine east of Duenweg and has started new
shaft.

CAROLINA (Baxter, Kan.)—Reports good
strikes In drilling campaign on Moore land, south-

west of Baxter.

.lACK RABBIT (Quapaw, Okla.)—Opening new
mine at Sunnyslde, north old Red Eagle. Drill-

ings Indicate orebody at 65 ft.

LUCKY EXTENSION (Century, Okla.)—Has
started shaft and plans erection of mill on lease

south of Century. Washington County men in-

terested.

INSPIRATION LEAD AND ZINC (Baxter,

Kan.)—Let contract for 400-ton mill on Wilbur
land, north of Blue Mound, Kan. Amos Glpson,
Joplin, president.

JOHNSON & CO. (Joplin)—Just paid $10,000
for 10-acre lease on Rose land, south of Joplin.

\Vill sink old shaft to deeper level and mine sili-

cate run shown by drilling.

LUCKY' ELEVEN (Joplin)—Jline southwest of

Carthage sold to I. P. Jones, Fayetteville, Ark.,

for $30,000, New property with one shaft in

ore ; no equipment except whim. Good drill

holes.

MONTANA
Jefferson County

GOLDEN CtlRRY (Elkhorn)—This company's
Sour Dough group reported optioned to the Gug-
genheim Interests. About 8000 ft. of tunnel and
shafts; ore contains copper, gold and sliver.

Lewis and Clark County

PORPHYRY DIKE GOLD (RlminD—New crush-
ing plant planned; mill tailings, it is reported,
will be pumped over ridge to avoid damage to

Helena water supply. James Breen, of Helena,
general manager.

Silver Bow County
BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—Shaft now

down 1240 ft. Will cut station at 1500 ft.

GREAT BTTTTE (Butte)—Station cut at 1500-ft.

level of Calumet shaft and electric pump is being
Installed. Company stated to have funds as-
sured for about 2500 ft. of lateral development.

NORTH HUTTE (Butte)—Company has decided
to sink its new east-side shaft on the Sarsfleld

claim. Shaft will be 1000 ft. deep ; will sink 600
ft. from Sarsfleld tunnel and drive raise to

prospect from this shaft for Tropic vein of the
Anaconda company and Motheral vein of the
East Butte.

ANACONDA (Butte)—High Ore mine will re-

sume soon ; Tramway shaft not yet operating, hut
ore is being removed through the Pennsylvania
where ore bins arc being enlarged. Modoc fire

is now supposed to be extinguished, but water is

still being played on the burned timbers. Bon-
anza shaft now down nearly 600 ft. ; to be sunk
400 ft. farther.

NEVADA
Elko County

LYNN BIO SIX (Carlin)—Has recently started
mill consisting of crusher, Hardlnge mill and

amalgamating plates; ore free milling. W. W.
Ruby, superintendent.

Esmeralda County
KEWANAS ((loldMcldl Stated that south drift

from east crosscut iias for last 100 ft. exposed
ti'om 2 to 4 ft. of good ore.

BLUE BULL (GoldfleidI—For several months
has been running crosscut east on 700-ft. lev.i

of Hat shaft ; several veins cut but no payable
ore encountered. Company plans to resume work
on ground, formerly under lease to Slmmerone
company, from which some ore was shipped.

Eureka County

UNION MINES CO (Union Mines)—This
Philadelphia company has combined the Rye
(Irass. Flinn and other silver-lead properties on
Union Hill, 34 miles south of Palisades and UV;
miles from the railroad. William 1". Falrman,
of Falrman & Co., 742 Drexel Bldg., Philadclpnia,
president ; Sen. L. R. Thatcher, of Nevada, gen-
eral manager.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended
May 19 was 8750 tons, valued at $161,875, com-
pared with 9468 tons for week previous. Pro-
ducers were : Tonopah Belmont, 2582 tons ; Tono-
pah Extension. 2380 ; Tonopah Mining, 1700 ; West
End, 976; Jim Butler. 700; Rescue-Eula, 193;
Cash Boy, 60 ; Montana Tonopah lessees, 159
tons.

JIM Bl^TLER (Tonopah)—April profit amounted
to $18,590 from treatment of 2685 tons shipped
to the Belmont plant at Millers.

ORIZABA (Millers)—Stated that control has
been taken by General Mines Co., of Reno, which
will do extensive development.
TONOPAH BELJIONT (Tonopah)—Net profit

for April was $83,250 from treatment of 11,745
dry tons ore. Bullion production was 1,948,677
oz. gold and 184,568 oz. silver.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Profit for
April was $93,235 from 8395 dry tons, having
average value of $21.45 per ton. Bullion pro-
duction was 181,955 oz., valued at $170,375.

White Pine County

NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (McGill)—Copper
output in April 6.727,192 lb.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

CHINO (Hurley)—Copper output in April 6,-

368,874 lb.

CARLISLE CONSOLIDATED MINING (Dun-
can, Ariz.)—Newly incorporated by Henry Hill
and Reese W'ebster, of Clifton. Ariz., and David
Gough to develop an area between the Carlisle
and the Progress mines.

OREGON
Josephine County

QUEEN OF BRONZE (Takilnia)—Continues to
ship high-grade copper ore. Working 65 men.
Roy Clark, manager.
PARSONS (Grants Pass)—First car copper ore

shipped from this Pickett Creek group to Tacoma
smeltery. D. R. Morrison in charge.

LILY' (Takiima)—Adjoins Waldo mine on south.
Under option by M. A. Delano, of Grants Pass.
Will begin shipping copper ore in few days.
LOGAN-SIMMONS (Waldo)—Another clean-up

at this placer yielded several thousand dollars
worth of gold besides some platinum. G. E.
Easterly Is prospecting property ; owned by Jlrs.
Jane Simmons, of Grants Pass, and J. T. Logan
of Waldo.

PENNSYLVANIA
CORNWALL ORE BANK CO. (Cornwall)—Out-

put Is to be brought up to 80.000 tons monthly
by November. Harrison Souder, general man-
ager; J. W. McLaughlin, mine superintendent.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Custer County

CRAWFORD MICA (Prlngle)—Regular ship-
ments of scrap and plate mica being made to
Eastern market. Will reopen old mica mine
near Custer, adding compressor plant.

Lawrence County

ORO HONDO (Deadnood)—Good progress be-
ing made in sinking; shaft now 2150 ft. deep.
Wages increased 10%.

Meade County

U. S. GYPSUM (Piedmont)—New 100-ton
plaster mill placed in commission. Plant of
steel construction. Mine opened sufBclently to
assure good supply of gypsum.

TEXAS
FOARD COUNTY COPPER (Crowell)—This

company developing coiiper deposit 12 miles
northwest. Shipping to Omaha smeltery. H. P.
Edwards, president.

UTAH
Salt Lake County

UTAH (Garfield)—April copper output was 17,-

231,512 lb.

UTAH APE.X (Bingham)—After a shutdown
of two months, owing to fire and sunseciuent
Uooding, this mine has resumed operation.

WISCONSIN
Zinc- Lead District

NEW EMPIRE (Plattevllle)—Has erected .50-lon

mill.

NEW ROSE (Plattevllle)— First carload ship-
ment from jigs assayed 55% Zn.

BENNETT (Plattevllle)—Levi Pollard haa op-
tioned this 40-acrc tract north of city ; formerly
known as the Trego ; will be drilled.

UTT-THORNE (Plattevllle)—Company has com-
menced mining at the Harris mine, at Mineral
Point; idle many years.

CANADA
British Columbia

GRANBY CONSOLIDATED (Grand Forks)—
This copper smeltery has been closed since sec-
ond week of May on account of shortage of coke
duo to strike In Crows Nest Pass coal region.

CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING—
Electrolytic zinc plant at Trail has established
new record with output of 89,000 lb. in a single
day, surpassing the contemplated maximum of
25 to 30 tons when production by the electrolytic
process was undertaken.

Manitoba

NORTHERN MANITOBA MINING AND DE-
VELOPMENT (The Pas)—Recently shipped 58«
sacks (56.995 lb.) of 4-oz. gold ore to Trail
smeltery; taken out in sinking 51-ft. shaft on this
Herb Lake property. Robert Kerr, of The Pas,
is a director.

Ontario
ANCHORITE (Porcupine)—Plant will be in-

stalled by the Coniagas company of Cobalt, which
has ojitlon.

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Estimates devel-
oped <ire of $500.0(10 gross value. Company has
$132,000 In treasury.

McINTY'RE (Schumacher)—Sinking main shaft
of the Jupiter to 1000 ft., from which level it

will develop the Plenaurum. under option.

KIRKLAND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—Second
payment of $75,000 made by the Beaver Consoli-
dated. Total purchase price a little over $300,000.

BOSTON-HOLLINGER (Boston Creek)—Rich
5-ft. vein, containing much free gold, found about
150 ft. west of the original discovery.

PETERSON LAKE (Cobalt)—At annual meet-
ing. W. A. Lamport was elected president and
S. G. Forst, vice-president and managing director.
In case ore Is not opened in Susquehanna lease-
hold, 23 acres of conglomerate in the Cart Lake
section will be prospected.

SCHUMACHER (Schumacher)—Report cover-
ing nine months ended Mar. 31 shows gross pro-
duction of $169,186; net profits, $15,747, of
which $3079 carried forward to surplus, making
total surplus of $73,013. Average grade of ore
milled was $5.24 per ton. Value of ore reserves
estimated at $674,240.

BOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED (Tlmmins)—Re-
port for four weeks ended Apr. 22 shows gross
profits of $194,688 from treatment of 42,849 tons
of average value of $9.20 per ton ; working cost,
$4.25 per ton milled. Mill ran only 72.6% of
possible running time. Force employed has de-
creased from approximately 1300 in January to
about 900 men. rendering it impossible to keep
mill operating at capacity.

DOME (South Porcupine)—Operations curtailed
by labor shortage. In place of 600 men required
to bring output up to the normal, there are now
only 375 men on payroll. About 1000 tons of
ore are being treated daily, but grade is low,
as with the reduced force it has been found im-
possible to bring up sufficient of the richer ore
from the lower levels to maintain the average
grade. Annual report to be issued. June 1. it

Is stated will show gross value of $18,000,000 for
ore reserves.

MEXICO
ESPERANZA (El Oro)—Milled in March 23.-

865 tons ; estimated profit, $64,400 ; February
about $21,800.

HONDURAS
HONDURAS MINING AND DEVELOPMENT

CO. (Galeras)—This company lately incorporated
in New Mexico by El Paso, Texas, men. Property
comprises 244 acres In department of Olancho, 30
miles from Juticalpa. on the Quebrada Garcia,
a tributary of Rio Guayape. Bottom of 50-ft.
shaft in ore running about 1 oz. gold. Several
other veins also to be developed. R. H. Bur-
rows, manager. Officers are : Arthur C. Brlnker,
president : Adolph Krakauer vice-president ; E. J.

Plumb, secretary; H. J. Baron, of EI Paso, treas-
urer.

CHILE
CENTRAL CHILI (Panulclllo. Coquimbo)—Cop-

per output for first quarter was 1,662,080 lb.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Fundiclon)—Strike

of employees at smeltery resulted In calling out
of Peruvian troops on May 26. It Is understood
that mines are not involved.

RUSSIA
ICYSHTIM (K.vshtlm, Perm)—Copper output

for four weeks ended Mar, 25 was 985,600 lb.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING
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tons. but. the furniiccs licsitiito to commit tlicm-

siilves evi:n at an advanced prtce. A heavy
tonnage of basic Iron was also taken by steel

nianufacturcis in th. Middle West, estimated to

have been in the neiKhborhood, all told, of

lOU.OUO tons. It is understood that the prevailing

price was $43 at the furnace. New York State

manufacturers were also active buyers of foundry
iron. Contracts were placed for upwards of

10,000 tons for delivery during the first half

of next year. The result of these activities

and of a considerable volume of small order

business in the local market, but principally

throughout New England, has been to advance
prices all round about $1 a tort. No. 2 foundry.

New York, as a basis, has gone up from $43.25

to $43.75 and $45.50. Since May 1 tlie total

iron purchased for domestic use is estimated to

have been 500,000 tons. Philadelphia has been

a heavy buyer. A sale was reported early in

the week of 15,000 tons of basic iron and of

a large but unspecified tonnage of low phos-

phorus iron. The hitter is said to have been
sold at the furnace at from $41 to $42, or

at the equivalent of $42.50 New York. New
England business has been quite active for

comparatively small lots of foundry iron for

prompt and near-by shipment. It is estimated

that there still remains a large tonnage to

be placed in the West during the balance of

the current year by foundrymen who have
hesitated in the hopes of breaking through the

market at some weak points, but who remain
~
still with their needs unprovided for. Lake
Superior charcoal iron is particularly scarce even

at $50 to $51 a ton. The furnaces in all

producing sections are so comfortably supplied

with orders that they can afford to be very

independent, and when it is a question of dis-

tributing the little near-by iron on hand, their

favorite customers only get the benefit.

Steel activities during the week which ended

last Saturday added to an already heavily over-

loaded market. Inquiries and orders came from
all directions for export and domestic sources.

Government requirements came first iu order of

importance under the understanding that or-

ders having to do with American defense take

precedence over all others. Navy yard requisi-

tions for structural steel included a machine
shop for which the lowest bid was $100 per ton,

erected, and a foundry which will require $102

per ton to erect. Bids were also called for a

power house at Norfolk. Va., and another at

League Island, calling for 1000 tons each. A
foundry will also be erected at the latter place,

requiring 2100 tons, while a structural shop

at the Brooklyn Navy Y'ard will consume 3500

tons. The War Department, too, is devising

plans for thirty-two concentration camps. Each
will be practically a city and house from 10,000

to 30,000 troops. The warehouses and storage

buildings will be of steel. Tlie tonnage re-

quired will be in the neighborhood of 140,000

to 150,000 tons. Hangars for the airplanes will

consume an additional 100,000 tons. Motor trucks

also figure largely in Government specifications

for finished materials and will add to the general

aggregate of steel tonnage. In all, 65,000 trucks

and 10,000 automobiles are called tor, the former
weighing IV2 to 3 tons each.

It would seem that the iron-consuming in-

dustries have taken fright at the determined
strength of their raw material, for. after a week
or so of comparative quiet, the market has taken

a buying spurt. Sales in the local market yes-

terday aggregated about 9000 tons and left at least

3500 tons called for and yet to he placed. One
sale was for 1500 tons of foundry Iron for deliv-

ery next year. Others were made up of three

orders for 1000 tons each for New Y'ork and New
Jersey consumption, also for delivery during
1918." and there were several scattered sales of

500 tons each, some of which were for the last

half of the current year, the balance to be de-

livered during the first half of 1918. There were
inquiries for an additional 1500 tons foundry iron

for one consumer for sliipment ne-\t year and 300
tons to another to be delivered before the close

of 1917.

Ferroalloys
Ferromanganese—Englisli material, 80%, $400

©450. Domestic ferrimianganese ; spot, $425@
450; .July, $4001(1)425; third quarter, $350(3)400;
fourth (luarter. $350fi)375.

Spiegeleisen-Spot, $80(ffiS5; contract, $75(fi)85.

Fcrrosilicon—Quotations on 50% material is

$2on'i«2r)0. Bessemer ferrosiUcon, 12%. $70@
72 50.

Ferrotungsten—Quoted at $2.25@2.50 per lb.

Coke
Connellsville—Demand lias quited down, but

the supply is not overplcntlful at Connellsville.

and that market Is very firm at (luotations

which in some instances have been advanced
50c. a tfln ov(;er previous prices. There Is little

interest shown in cfmtracts at this time, but the
lack of buying interest has in no way Inter-

fered with the general strength of the market.
The hestltancy is due largely to the uncertainty
of car supply. Connellsville, furnace. $8.75T;i9

;

furnace contract, $8. Connellsville, foundry,
$9.50(5)10; last half contract, $9.50@10.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

N. Y. EXCH.t May 28

Alaska Gold M
Alaska Juneau
Am.Sm.&Rcf.,com.
Am. Sm. & Ref., pf.

Am. Sni. Sec., pf. A
Am. Rin. Sec. pf. B.
Am. ZIne
Am. Zinc, pf
Anaconda
BatoplIa.s Mln
Itettilehem Rleel. . .

.

Bethlehem steel, pf.

Iliitlc A Superior
Cerro de Fasco. .

.

Chile Cop
Chino
Colo. Fuel A Iron
Cruclhlc Steel..
Dome Mines
Federal M. & S.

.

Federal M , & S., pf.

Cireat Nor., ore ctf

Greene Cananea...
Gulf States Steel. ..

Homcstake
Insplratlnii con

,

International Nickel
KennecotI
Lackaw..inna Steel.
Miami Copper. . . .

Nal'l Lead. com...
National Lead. pf.

Nev. Conflol
Ontario Mln
Quicksilver
Quicksilver, pf. . . .

Ray Con
Republlcl.&S..com
RepubllcI.&S. pf.

Sloss-Shcffleld
Tennessee C . & C.
U. S. steel, com. .

.

U. S. Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. & C...

61
4)

104)
tll2i
t!)7!
90
34 S

li6

,S4!

U
140
121
46 i

37
23!
571
53
791
U!
16
44)
35
44;
128
107)
63
421
48i
96i I

40 i

.57 S

105
251
5!
2i
1!

301
90 i

tl03i
611
16i

,

132i
1191
I14i
69 i

N. y. CURBt May 28

Big Ledge
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome

.

Can. Cop. Corpn...
Carlisle
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppermines.
Con. Nev.-Utah

—

Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
GoldOeld Con
Goldfleld Merger...
Greenmonster
Hecla Mln
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Joplln Ore & Spel.
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKinley-Dar-Sa.
Mohican
Mother Lode
N. Y. & Hond
Nipissing Mines. ..

Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester ^3mes.

.

St. Joseph Lead. .

.

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success.
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribulllon
Troy Arizona
United Cop . ...
United Verde Ext.
LTnlted Zine
White Knob, pf. . .

White Oaks
Yukon Gold

no.STON EXCH.'May 28 COLO. SPRINGS May 28

3i
li

.

lli I

.55
u I

2a;

11

iM
.52 1

.05*
;

f
IH

.15
4i

45 !•

.47

.51

.75

.31
14
71
H
4

I

.61
19
9
H

.34
6
2i
A

.35^
s

36*
51
It

t2
n

Adventure
Ahnieck
AlKomah
Allouez
Ariz. Com., clfB. ..

Arnold
Honanza
Buitt'-liallaklava,

.

Caluiiiot. & Ariz.. .

CaUimet & Hecla.

.

T'entonnlal
copper Range. . .

.

Daly Wrat
nuvis-Daly...
Eiist Itutte
I*Yanklln
C.raDby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com.

.

Isle Itoyalc
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle
Mason Valley
Mass
Mayflower
Mlrhiean
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . .

.

New Idrla
North Butte
North Lake
Ojibway
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Quincy
St. Mary's M. L. .

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Arlz
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Best.

.

Trinity
Tuolumne
U. S. Smelting
U. S. Smelfg, pf.

.

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
W^yandot

SAN FRAN.*
Alta
Andes
Beat & Belcher

—

Bullion
Caledonia
ChalienKe Con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry...

.

Hale & Norcross.

.

Jacket-Cr. Ft
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
M Idway
Mont.-Tonopah..

.

North Star
Ilescue Eula
W(j8t End Con

—

Atlanta,
Booth
Comb. Frac
D'lleld Daisy
Florence
Jumbo Kxtenslon.,
Kcwana-s
NcviKla Hills . . .

NfViKla I'ackard. ,

Round Mountain.
Sliver Pick
White Caps
Big Jim
Nellie
Tom Rccd
United Kafltern.

.

3i
101
.00
64 i
131
.30
.20
,65
82 J

555
19i
631

I'

84 1

I5tJ
16 a
.40
21

71
130!

21
13

il
13
21
31

901
3J
15
22)
n

62 i

90
91i
82
u
8§
28
3}

.20
91
5A
4i
11

61
50S
3
17!
51
4J
3i

43
}.90

BOSTON CURB' May 28

Alaska Mines Corp.
Bingham Mines
Boston Ely
Boston & Mont. . .

.

Butte & Lon'nDev,
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbin

—

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Crystal Cop
Eagle & Blue Bell. .

Houghton Copper.

.

Tntermountain
Iron Cap Cop., pi.

Mexican Metals. . .

.

Mines of .America.

.

Mojave Tungsten.

.

Nat. Zinc A Lead .

.

Nevada-Douglas. .

.

New Baltic
New Cornelia
Oneco
Pacific Mines
Rex Cons

12!
.55
.56
.22
4i

"J!
.12'

.30

.94
U

.90
lA

.IV

.67
U
li

16S
50

t.25
.32

.04

.10

.05

.02

.14

.01

.10

.50

.02

.05

.03

.21
65
06
.04
.05
.02
.08
.22
.01

3.95
.80
19
.12
.19
.10
.23
.72
.10
.07
.04
.03
.19
.41
.15

!.Hf.

37
. 10

1 37!
.72

1.16
J 1.93
4.25

Bannack
Big Four
Black Jack
Cardiff
Colorado Mining. .

.

Crown Point
Paly-Judge
Empire Copper. . .

.

Gold Chain
Grand Central
Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth....
May Day
Moscow
Prince Con
Silver-King Coal'n..
Silver King Con. . .

.

Sioux Con
So. Hecla
Uncle Sam
Wllbert
Yankee

TORONTO*

Bailey
Beflver Con
Bultalo Mines
Ctiambera Fcrland

.

Conlacas
La Rose
Peterson Lake
Right of Way
T. & Hudson Bay.

.

Tenilskaming
Wcttlaufer-Lor
Dome Ext^n
Dome Lake
r<ilcv O'Brien
Ilolllnger
Jm>llcr
Atclnlyrc
NcwTiiy
I'nrcvi Crown
Schumacher
VIpond
West Dome

CresHon Con.
Doctor Jack Pot. . .

FJkton Con
El Paso
Gold Sovereign
Golden Cycle
Granite
Isabella
Mary McKlnney..
Portland
United QoldM...
Vindicator

SALT LAKE* May 28

5 37)
.041
.06)
.30
.03)

2.22
.50
11

.20
1,60
.16)
.72

LONDON
.\liuika Mexican
AlOrtkaTre'dwell
Itnrnia Corp,

.

cam A Motor. ..

Camp Bird
El Oro
Ksperanzs
Mexico Mines. .

.

Nechl. pfd
Orovlllc
Santa Ger t'Uls
Tomboy

May 10

1

4
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The Mining Index
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This index is a convenient reference to the cur-
rent literature of minint; and metallurgy pub-
lished in all of the important periodicals of the
world, \Ye will furnish a copy of any article (if

in print) in the oripinal language for the price

tiuoted. Where no price is quoted the cost is

unknown. Inasmuch as the papers must be or-
dered from the publishers, there will be some
delay for the foreign papers. Remittance must
be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at

the following prices : 20c. each, six for $1, 33
for $5, and 100 for $13. When remittances are
made in even dollars, we will return the excess
over an order in coupons if so requested.

COPPER

7200—ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO.—
Annual Report. (Eng. and Min. .lourn.. May 12,

1917 ; 2Vi pp.) 20c.

7201—ANALYSIS—Calorimetric Methods for
Copper Present in Small Quantities. R. Franklin
Heath. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 5, 1917; % P)
20c.

7202—CHURN DRILLING—Underground Churn
Drilling at Old Dominion. Guy N. Bjorge. (Eng.
and Min. .lourn., Apr. 7, 1917; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

7203—ELECTRICAL POWER INSTALLATION
of the Braden Copper Co. (Teniente Topics,
Jan., 1917; 9 pp., illus.)

7204—INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COP-
PER CO.—Annual Report. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 28, 1917; 1% pp.. illus.) 20c.

7205—KENNECOTT AND BRADEN Annual Re-
port. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 19, 1917;
H pp.) 20c.

7206—MESSINA DEVELOPMENT CO.—Posi-
tion and Prospects of the Messina Development
Co. (So. Afr. Min. Journ., Feb. 10, 1917; 2 pp.)
40c.

7207—NEVADA CONSOLIDATED COPPER
CO. Annual Report. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May
19, 1917 ; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

7208—CALUMET & HECLA MINE, The
Founding of the. 1866-1916. (Bull. Lake Supe-
rior Min. Inst., Mar., 1917; 7% PP)
7209—UTAH COPPER CO. Annual Report.

(Eng. and Miu. Journ., Apr. 28, 1917 ; 3 op.,

illus.) 20c.

7210—UTAH COPPER—D. C. Jackling and the

Utah Copper. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci.

Press, May 5, 1917; 13y4 pp., illus.) 20c.

GOLD DREDGING

7211—WRECKED GOLD DREDGE, Righting a.

Lewis H. Eddv, (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 12,

1917 ; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

7212—YUKON GOLD CO. Annual Report. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., May 12, 1917; 1 p.) 20c.

7213—YUKON PLACER ACT, Operation of the.

C. A. Thomas. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 5,

1917; ^3% pp., illus.)

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL

7218—CALIFORNIA—Gold Reef. San Bernar-
dino Countv, California. Ellis Mallery. (Min.

and Oil Bull., Apr., 1917; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

7219—FAR EAST RAND—The Development of

the Par East Rand. Ernest Williams. (Min.

Mag.. Feb., 1917: 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

7220—FLOTATION of Gold Ore W. C. Boch-
ert. (Pahasapa Quart., Apr., 1917; 7 pp., illus.)

7221—IDAHO—Wood River District, Central
Idaho. (Alaska and Northwestern Min. Journ.,

Apr., 1917; 2 pp.) 20c.

7222—KIRKLAND LAKE Gold District. 0. C.

Bateman. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 12, 1917

;

5 pp., illus.) 20c.

7223—NEVADA—Rapid Development of Roch-
ester, Nev. Fred L. Miner. (Salt Lake Min.
Rev., Apr. 15, 1917; 2% pp., illus.) 20c,

7224—NEVADA—Olvmpia, Nevada's Latest
Gold.Distrlct. Fred. J. Siehert. (Min. and Sol.

Press, Mar. 31, 1917; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

7225—PHILIPPINES—The Acupan Mining Co.

V. E. Lednicky. (Manila Bureau of Sci., 1916;
2H pp.)

7226—RUSSIA—Business Travel Notes from
Ru.ssia. (Russia, Mar., 1917 : fi pp.. Illus.) In-
cludes notes on a trip to the Berezovski Zoloto
Promlsh-lcnnoye gold mine. 20c.

7227—WEST AUSTRALIA—Ore Treatment at
the Perseverance Mine, Kalgoorlie, West Aus-
tralia. W. R. Cloutman. (Min. Mag., Apr.,
19J7; 6% pp.. illus.) 40c.

7228—WORLD'S GOLD PRODUCTION—The
Future of the Gold Production of the World.
Waldemar Llndgren. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress,
Nov., 1910; GM pp.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MINING, ETC.
7214—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Iron-Ore Depos-

its of Vancouver and Texada Islands. W. M.
Brewer. (Bull. 3, B. C. Dept. of Mines, 1917

;

41 pp., illus.)

721.5—FRAXCE—Le Gisement de Mineral de
Fer Lorrain. J. Trlbot-Laspiere. (Genie Civil,
Apr. 7, 1917; lOV, pp., illus.) 40c.

7216—MINING METHODS—Tile Block-Caving
System Used at the Pewabic Mine. A. J. Myers.
(Bull. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Mar., 1917

;

4 pp.)

7217—MINING METHODS in the Crystal Falls,
Amasa and Florence Districts. M. E. Richards.
(Bull. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Mar., 1917

;

2 pp.)

IRON AND STEEL—METALLURGY
7229—ALLOY STEELS—Alloy or Carlxju Steels

vs. Carbonized. E. F. Lake. (Iron Age, Mav 3,

1917; 2y2 pp.) 20c.

7230—BLAST FURNACE—Southern Ores Re-
ciuire Unique Stack. (Iron Tr. Rev., Mar. 29,
1917; 51,4 pp., illus.) Describes plant of Pu-
laski Iron Co., Pulaski, Va., treating ore with
small percentage of zinc oxide. 20c.

7231—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Opportunities for
the Establishment of an Iron and Steel Industry
in British Columbia. Robert R. Hedley. (Bull.

Can. Min. Inst., May, 1917 ; 5 pp.)

7232—CASE-H,iRDENING — Exfoliation and
Carbon Concentration in the Case-Hardening of
Steel. Edwin P. Stenger. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Apr. 15, 1917; 9% pp., illus.) 40c.

7233—CHILE—Nnevas Bases Para el Estableci-
miento de la Industria Siderurjiea en Cliile.

Francisco Rivas Vicuria. (Bol. Soc. Nac. de
Mineria, Nov. -Dec. 1916; 20 pp.)

7234—CEMENTATION of Iron and Steel.

Ernest Edgar Tlium. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Apr. 1, 1917; 10 pp., illus.) 40c.

7235—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Manufacture of
Pig Iron in the Electric Furnace at Domnarfvet,
Sweden. (Met. and Chem. Eng., May 1, 1917

;

IJ pp.) 40c.

7236—ELECTRIC PLANT—New Electric Steel
Plant and Rolling Mill. (Iron Age, Apr. 26,
1917 ; 4^4 PP , Illus.) 20c.

7237—ELECTRIC STEEL—Progress of the
Electric Steel Industry. John A. Mathews. (Iron
Age, May 10, 1917; 2 pp.) 20c.

7238—ELECTRIC STEEL MELTING. Notes on.
J. L. Dixon. (Advance copy. Am. Electrochera.
Soc, May, 1917; 8 pp.)

7239—FERROSILICON—The Metallurgy of Fer-
rosillcon. Robert J. Anderson. (Iron Tr. Rev.,
May 10, 1917; 5 pp., illus.) 20c,

7240—FERROURANIUM. H. W. Gillett and
E. L. Mack (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Apr.
1, 1917; 5% pp.) 60c.

7241—HEAT TREATMENT of Metals. W. A.
Ehlers. (Industrial Management, Apr., 1917 ; 12

pp., illus.) 40c.

7242—IRON-SILICON ALLOY'S—Acid Resisting
Properties of Some Iron-Silicon Alloys. O. L.

Kowalke. (Advance copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc,
May, 1917; 6 pp.)

7243—PHILIPPINES—The Iron Industry in

1915. Victor E. Lednicky. (Manila Bureau of
Sci., 1916; 1 p.)

7244—PHOSPHORUS IN STEEL. Chas. M.
Johnson. (Iron Age, Apr. 5. 1917; 1 p.) 20c.

7245—POWER PLANTS—Blast-Furnace and
Steel-Mill Power Plants. Richard H. Rice and
Sanford A. Moss. (Proc. Engrs. Soc. of W.
Penn., Mar.. 1917; 50 pp.. illus.) 40c.

7246—SLAGS—American Steel Slags and Their
Uses. Edwin F. Cone. (Iron Age. Apr. 12.

1917 ; 4 pp.) Various slags and their disposi-
tion, electric reduction of acid slags.

7247—SMOKELESS OPERATION—The Possi-
bilities of Smokeless Operation of Heating Fur-
naces and Soaking Pits. (Proc. Engrs. Soc. of
W. Penn.. Apr, 1917; 36 pp.) Discussion by A.

N. Diehl, Julian Kennedy, J. S. Ungcr, M. F.

McConnell and W. E. Snyder. 40c.

7248—WIREDRAWING, Chiefly Steel. A. T.

Adam. (Journ. Soc. of Chem. Ind., Mar. 15,

1917; 2% pp.)

LEAD AND ZINC
7249—BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MINING CO.

Annual Report. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 5,

1917; 3 pp.)

7250—CHINA—The Shui-Ko-Shan Zinc and
Lead Mine in Hunan. Central China. A. S.

Wheler and S. Y. Li. (Min. Mag., Feb., 1917;
7 pp., Illus.)

7251—DERBYSHIRE—Lead Mining In Derby-
shire with Special Refercnco to the Mill Close
Mine. L. C. Stuckey. (Min. Mag., Apr,, 1917

;

9 pp., Illus ) 40c

7252—METALLURGY'-Notes and E.vperiments
Pertaining to the Metallurgy of Zinc. E. M.
Johnson. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Apr. 1, 1917;
3% pp.) 40c.

7253—TREDINNICK-PATTINSON PROCESS.
Wm. E. Newnam. (Advance copy. A. I. M. E..
Oct.. 1917; 26 pp., illus.)

7254—UNITED STATES—Lead and Zinc Re-
sources of the United States. C. E. Siebenthal.
(Proc. Anier. Min. Congress. Nov., 1916; 9% pp.)
7255—ZINC CONDENSER—A New Zinc-Con-

denser Support. Irving A. Palmer. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., May 19. 1917; Vs p., illus.) 20c.

OTHER METALS
7256—ALUMINUM—Metallurgia dell'Alluminio.

Fabbricazione deH'allumina. (Rassegna Miner-
aria. Mar. 16, 1917; 2V2 pp.)

7257—ALUMINUM—Power for Aluminum Pro-
duction. C. 0. Mailloux. (Met. and Chem. Eng

,

May 1, 1917 : l',4 pp.) 40c.

7258-ANTIMONY—Some Studies on the
Methods of Recovering Antimony from its Ores
by Volatilization Processes. J. A. DeCew. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Apr. 15, 1917; 5% pp., illus.)
40c.

7259—CHROMITE—The Nature of Chromic-
Iron Deposits. Samuel H. Dolbear. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Apr. 21, 1917; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.
7260—MANGANESE—The Production of Vir-

ginian Manganese. E. A. Schubert. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. May 10. 1917; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

7261—MOLY'BDENITE—The Concentration and
Marketing of Canadian Molybdenite. H. H.
Claudet. (Advance copy. Can. Min. Inst., Mar.,
1917; 9 pp.)

7262—NICKEL—British America Nickel Cor-
poration, Ltd. (Can. Min. Journ., Mav 1, 1917;
2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

7263—NICKEL—The Creighton Orebodv and
Mining Methods. C. W. Knight and T. P. Suth-
erland. (Can. Min. Journ.. Apr. 15, 1917; 1%
pp.. illus.) Abstracts from report of Ontario
Nickel Commission. 20c.

7264—NICKEL-CHROMIUM-Notes on the
Analysis of Cast Niclirome. E. W. Reid. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. May, 1917; 2^4 pp.) 60c.

7265—PLATINUM SHORTAGE and What it

Means to Platinum Users. C. M. Hoke. (Metal
Ind., May, 1917; 2% pp.) 20c.
7266—PLATINUJI in Spain. F. Gillman.

(Bull. 151, I M. M.. Apr. 12. 1917; 2 pp.)
7267—RADIUM—A Denver-Made Spinthari-

scope. Richard C. Hills. (Proc, Colo. Sci.
Soc. Feb., 1917 ; 5 pp., illus.)

7268-RARE METALS—Antimony. Arsenic,
Bismuth, Selenium and Tellurium in 1915. Frank
L. Hess. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1915

—

Part I, Mar. 13, 1917; 14 pp.)
7269—RARE METALS — Cobalt, Molybdenum,

Tin, Titanium, Tungsten, Radium, Uranium and
Vanadium in 1915. Prank L. Hess. (Mineral
Resources of V. S., 191.5—Part I, Mar. 22, 1917 ;

32 pp.)

7270—TIN—The Bolivian Tin Industry. (Teni-
ente Topics. .Jan.. 1917; 5 pp., illus) Taken from
"The South American."

7271—TIN—Our Supplies of Unwrought Tin
and Tin Ore. (Economist, Apr. 7, 1917; \Y> pp.)
40c.

7272—TITANIUM—Analysis of Rutile. E. W.
Hagmaier, (Met. and Chem. Eng., May 15, 1917

:

Vz V)
7273—TUNGSTEN—Modern Concentration of

Colorado Tungsten Ores. S. Fischer, Jr, (Met.
and Chem, Eng., May 15, 1917 ; 6V4 pp., illus.)

40c
'

7274—TUNGSTEN—The Tavoy Wolfram In-
dustry. (Min. Journ., Mar. 24. 1917; 2W; pp.)
Report of meeting of Tavoy Chamber of Mines.
40c.

7275—ITRANIUM—Preparation of Black Oxide
of Uranium. Chas. L. Parsons. (Journ. Ind.

and Eng, Chem., May, 1917; l'^ pp.) 60c.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS

727S—BAUXITE—Sin- I'Emiiloi de la Bauxite
Connne Matiire Refractaire. Louis Le Chatc-
ller. (Rev. de Met.. Sept. -Oct.. 1916; 4',;i pi).)

7277—CLAY'—Mining and Preparation of China
Clay. (Min. Mag.. .Apr., 1917; 3 pp.) 40c.

7278—CLAY DEPOSITS Near Mountain Glen,
Union Countv. 111. Stuart St. Clair. (Bull. 36,

111. State Geol. Surv., 1917: 15 pp., illus.)

7279—DIAMONDS—The Orange River Diamond
Fields. P. A, Wagner. (So. Afr. Min. Journ.,
Feb. 17, 1917 ; 2M pp., tUus, ; to be continued.)
40c.
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7280—MACNESITF, TUADE Affected by War
Conditions, il, A. Hili. (U. S. Dupt. of Com-
merce Itejiort, I\Iay 1, iyl7 ; i\^ pp.)

7281—I'OTASH—runiiiinj,' I'otasli from .Ne-
braska Lakes. K. P. Crawford. (Kng. and
.Mln. Journ., May .1. ISI17 ; 1',;. pp., illus.) 20c.

7282-rOTASH from Iiicinerator Asli of tlic

Nortliwest. Curtis VV. Tllinj;. (Journ. Ind. and
Bng. Client. , May. 1!)17 ; I'J, pp.) line.

7283—SALT INDUSTRY of tlle I'llilippine
Islands. T. Dar Juan. (Manila Bureau of Sci.,
1916; 4 pp )

7284—STO.XE in 1915. G. F. LouEhlin. (.Min-
eral Resources of the U. S. 1915—Part II; 82
pp., illus.)

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS
7285—FEDERAL GOVEK.NME.NT and the Cali-

fornia Oil Claimants. Louis Titus. (Proc. Am.
Min. Congress. Nov.. lltlti; 6^^ pp.)
7286—FEDERAL CiOVEli.NMEXT—The Relation

of the Federal Government to Western Oil Pro-
duction. James N. Cillett. (Proc. Am. Min.
Congress. Nov.. 1910 ; 7 pp.)

7287—GEOLOGY in Its Relation to the Oil In-
dustry. J. C. McDowell. (Proc. Am. Min. Con-
gress, Nov.. 1916.;.. 18 pp., ilhis.)

7288—GEOLOGY—The Anticlinal Theory. I.

C. White. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 1916;
6 pp.)

7289—NATUR.\L GAS in 1915. John D. North-
rop. (Mineral Resources of the V. S.—Part II.
Dec. 29. 1916 ; 89 pp.. illus.)

7290—OIL STORAGE. Garrett B. James. (Proc.
Am. Min. Congress. Nov.. 1916; loy. pp.)
7291—RESERVES—The National" Need of

Naval Petroleum Reserves. Franklin D. Roose-
velt. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 1916;
3% pp.)

7292—RUSSIA—The Remarkable Oil Fields of
the Apsheron Peninsula. (Russia, Apr., 1917

;

8 pp.)

7293—SULPHUR-The Detection and Determi-
nation of .Sulphur in Petroleum. C. K. Francis
and C. W. Crawford. (.Tourn. Ind. and Eng.
Chem , .May. 1917; 214 pp.. ilhis.) «0c.

7294— SULPHUR in Petroleum Oils. F Moll-
wo Perkin. (Chem. Tr. Journ.. Mar. 24. 1917 ;

1 p.) -Abstract of paper before Instn. of Petrol.
Technologists. 40c.

7293—TENNESSEE—Glenmarv Oil Field. A.
H. Purdue. (Resources of Tenn., Apr.. 1917;
3 pp.)

7296—TEXAS PETROLEni PRODUCTION In
1916. (Tex. Mineral Resources. Apr.. 1917

;

2 pp.)

7297—WORLD'S OIL SUPPLY, The. Ralph
Arnold. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress. Nov 1916 •

Uhi pp.)

ECONOMY GEOLOGY—GENERAL
7298—ARKANSAS-MISSOURI—Geologic Atlas

of the United States ; Eureka Springs-Harrison
Folio. A. H. Purdue and H. D. Miser. (U. S.
Geol. Surv., 1916; 28 pp , illus.)

7299—COLORADO—Notes on Rare Mineral Oe-
ctirrences. Richard C. Hills. (Proc, Colo. Sci.
Soc, Feb.. 1917; 5hi pp.)
7300—GRAVEL DEPOSITS—Their Origin and

Economic Development. Wm. Artingstall (Eng.
and Contract., May 16, 1917 ; 3% pp., illus.)

7301—MEXICO—El Mineral de Zomelahuacan.
(Bol. Minero, Apr. 15, 1917; 10 pp., illus.)

7302—JIONTANA—Geology and Economic De-
posits of a Portion of Eastern Montana. Jesse
Perry Rone and Roy Arthur Wilson. (tJniv. of
Mont., Series No. 1, 1916; 58 pp., illus.)

7303—SOUTH AFRICA—Some Problems In
South African Geology. Percy A. Wagner. (So.
Afr. Min. Journ., Mar. 24, 31 ; Apr. 7, 1917

;

4 pp.) Paper before Geol. Soc. of So. Afr.
7304—TENNESSEE—The Gravels of West Ten-

nessee Valley. Bruce . Wade. (Resources of
Tenn., Apr., 1917; 35 pp., illus.)

MINING LAW
7305—Cnn-EAN MINING CODE of January I,

1889. The. (Tenicnte Topics, Jan., 1917; 4 pp.)
7306—MINERAL LOCATIONS—The Revision of

the United States Land Laws as They Affect
Mineral Locations. F. F. Sharpless. (Proc. Am.
Min. Congress, Nov., 1916; 'i'i pp.)

7307 UNIF0R5I MINING LAW, Methods for
Obtaining a. J. W. Tliompson. (I*roc. Am. Min.
Congress. Nov.. 1916; 5'i pp.)

7308—UNIFORM MINING LAWS—What Can
Uniform Mining Legislation Hope to Accomplish?
Van. H. .Manning. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress,
Nov., 1916; 13 pp.)

MINING—GENERAL
7309—ALASKAN MINERAL REGION Tapped

by Government Railroad. S. M. Soupcoff. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Apr. 28, 1917; 3 pp , illus.)

20c.

7310—AMORTIZATION AND DEPRECIATION.
\V. P. Skeemnn. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 19,
1917; 3H pp.)

7311—ARIZONA—Mining In Northnealern Ari-
zona, n. T. Mason (Mln. and Sci. Press, May
5. 1917; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

7312—CEMENTATION PROCESS in Jllnlng.
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Mar. 9, 1917; 1 p)
Paper before Midland Inst, of .Min. Engrs. 40c.

7313—COMPRESSED All!. Chas. L. Hubbard.
(Industrial .Managenu-m. JIav. 1917; 21V. PP., Il-

lus.) 40c.

7314—CHURN DRILLIN(i—Underground Chum
Drilling at Old Dominion. Guv .\. Ujorge. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ., Apr. 7, 1917; 3 pp., Illus.)

20c.

731.5—DRILLS—Drill Bits and Drill Steel for
Metal Mining. George H. Gllman. (Eng. and
Mln. Jnurn., .May 12. 1917; 9'A pp.. illus.) 20c.

7310—HOISTING—Comparison of Electric
Winding Systems. S. E. T. Ewing. (Coll. Guard..
Mar. 23, 1917, 1 p.) Paper before So. Afr.
Instn. of Elec. Engrs. 40c.

317—HYDRAULIC CHART—Chart for De-
termining Flow Through Pipes. W. F. Schap-
liorst. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 5, 1917;
% p.) 20c.

7318—INDLV—The Mineral Production of India
During 1915. H. H. Hayden. (Rec. Geol. Sur\.
of India. Vol. XLVII. Part 3. 1916; 52 pp.)
7319—METAL MINES in Russia. (Jlln.

Journ.. Apr. 7. 1917; 4'/, pp.) 40c.

7320—PUMPING—The Handling of Sinking
Pumps. W V. De Camp. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
May 12. 1917; 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

7321—REFRIGEBATION and Its Application to
Mining. Andrew J. Brvdon. (Iron and Coal Tr.
Rev.. Mar. 23. 1917; 1 p.) 40c.

7322—RESCUE STATION.S—State Mine Rescue
Stations. H. H Stoek. (Proc. Am. Mln. Con-
gress, Nov.. 1916; 6 pp.)
7323—SAFETY-Record of Mine-Safety Work.

Albert H. Fay. (Proc. Am. Jlin. Congress. Nov..
1916; 20 pp.. illus.)

7324—SAFETY—The Responsibilities and Du-
ties of the Miner in Mine-Safety Work. Thomas
L. Lewis. (Proc. Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 1916;
5 pp.)

7325—SIGNAL BELL for Stockpile. D. H.
Charlton. (Eng. and Min. .Tourn., Apr. 28, 1917;
Vs p.. illus.) 20c

7326—STOPE JIEASUREMENT at Messina.
Wm. Whyte. (Bull. 1.51. I. M. M., Apr. 12, 1917;
13 pp , illus.)

7327—SURVEYIN(3—Correction Chart for a
.500-ft. Tape. Walter Scott Weeks. (Min. and
Sci. Press, May 19, 1917: 2 pp.. ilhis.) 20c.

732S—TnnsERING—Some Practical Notes oii
the Economical Use of Timber In Coal Mines.
F. C. Lee. (Coll. Guard., Apr. 20, 1917; 2 pp..
illus.) 40c.

7329—TEXAS—Jletal Mining in the Quitman
District. L. H. Davis. (Tex. Mineral Resources.
Apr.. 1917 ; l^i pp.)

7330—STATE JIINING ORGANIZATIONS, The
Value of the C. F. Willis. (Proc. Am. Min.
Congress, Nov., 1916; S pp.)

FLOTATION

(See also "Golil and Silver")
7331—MACHINE—The Cascade Flotation Ma-

chine. Clifford R. Wilfley. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., May 19, 1917; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

7332—OIL—Percentage of Oil in Flotation.
Herbert A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
May 5, 1917 : 2 pp.) 20c.

7333—OIL FLOTATION. Henricus J. Stander.
(Proc. Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 1916; 6 pp.)

7334—THEORY of Ore Flotation. H. P. Cor-
liss and C. L. Perkins. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem.. May. 1917: 6% pp.. illus.) 60c.

7335—PRESENT STATUS of the Flotation
Process. D. A. Lyon and O. C. Ralston. (Proc.
Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 1916; 6 pp.)

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
7336—CLASSIFICATION—An Improved System

of Classification. James M. Hvde. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Apr. 28, 1917; iK pp., illus.) 20c

7337—CRUSHING—Beneficial Effect of Grind-
ing with Steel Balls for Flotation. Victor Zach-
ert. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 12, 1917 ; 1%
pp.) 20c.

7338—CRUSHIXC—Recent Tendencies in Ore-
Crushing Practice. A. 0. Gates. (Salt Lake
Min. Rev., Apr. 15, 1917; 114 pp.) 20c.

7339—MILLrNC—Note Sulla Preparazione dei
Minerali Nelle Miniere Sarde. G. Pavan. (Ind.
Chim. Min. e Mel., Apr. 25, 1917; 3% pp.; to be
continued.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
7340—ALLOYS of the Non-Ferrous Jletals. W.

JI. Corse and G. F Comstock. (Iron Age, Apr.
5, 1917; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

7341—ALLOYS—A Preliminary Study of the
Alloys of Chromium. Copper and Nickel. D. F.
McFarland and O. E. Harder. (Bull. 93. Univ.
of ni., Nov. 6. 1916 ; 60 pp., illus.)

7342—BLAST-FURNACE SLAGS—The Viscos-
ity of Blast-Fiirnacc Slags at High Temperatures.
A. W. Fabrenwald. (Pahasapa Quart., Apr.,
1917; « pp., Illus.)

7343—BORONIZED METALS—Some Minute
Aspects. .Tames Scott. (Met. Ind., Mar, 1917;
1% pp., illus.) 20c.

7344—BRASS MANUFACTURE In a Modern
Plant. W. E. Freeland. (Iron Age, Mar. 29 and
Aiir. 5. 1917.; i% jip. ; Illus.) 20c.

7345—CANADA'S PROGIIKSS In Metals. Fran-
cis J. Dickie. (.Metal Ind., Mar., 1917; 4 pp.
Illus.) 20c.

7346—COST FINDING— (.Met. Ind., Mar., 1917;
3 pp.) Operations in Foundries. 20c.
7347—MELTIN(;—Metal Melting as Practised

at the Royal Mini. VV. J. Hocking. (Iron and
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The Belmont Camp, Nevada
r>Y Wii.snv \X. Hughes*

^SYNOPSIS—Ilie Bchiionl camp, originally or-

ganized as the. Philadelphia mining district, was

discovered in the early 60's, and mining was be-

gun in ISGJi on the Transylvania claim. The
district was a large silver producer, the ores being

treated by the Boss continuous pan process. There

was a period, from 18S5 to 1006, 'when the camp
was dorm-ant, and after this time mining began

to grow until it reached the present stage of -its

development. The character of ore depoxils and

minerals is discussed.

The old milling camp of Belmont, Nye County, Nevada,

was discovered in the early 60's, and the first mining of

any consequence was begun in 1SC4 on the claim known
as the Transylvania. The organization of the district

was attained and the lower grade of the deeper ore, forced

a suspension of the work and the mines were closed down.
The old operating companies made use of the Boss pan-

amalgamation process for ore treatment, and for the carry-

ing out of this process there were three large mills in

the camp, of solid brick construction, with tall brick

smoke-stacks that even now dominate the landscape.

So far as can be ascertained, the ores treated were silver

chloride, with some stetefcldite and other sulphides. The
value of the silver content varied from $25 to $250

per ton, which, with silver at the price of those times,

would give approximately a minimum of about 25 oz.

From 1885 to 1906 the camp was dormant. In the

latter year the present owners acquired an interest in

some of the old properties and after another eight years

were able to find the old owners and obtain title to the

holdings they now control under the title of the Monitor-

MILL OF THIO MONITOK-BELMONT MliNlNCJ CO. OLD HIGHBRIDGK HEAUFRAME, STILL IN USE

as tlie Philadcl]ihia mining district took pl.iic (lie I'ol- T.chiKint Mining Co. This company now controls all the

lowing year. From this date to 1885 liclmonf, held riirik (jM disti'ict. comprising "u, claims, water rights, mill

as a large silver prodiicci', wilh an estimated mil put rii^iits, etc I'llectric power was brought into the camp,

of more than $15,1)00.000 dui-ing llie tvventv (M- iihui' and the erection of a 100-ton mill to treat the old dump
years of its activitv. In 18!S5 the d(>cliniiig price ol' was begun, wliil(> exploraiion and develojiment of (he

silver, together with increased cost of |)innpiiig as dcplli underground woiiings was in in'ogress.—— Tiie mill, coinplcled in 1015, was actively at work

Ncv, ilunng i;il(). Flotation treatment ot old silver duni])
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ores that had been expo.«ed to tlip weathM- for at least

30 years presented problems that were of a highly in-

teresting nature technically, but they were all solved up
to a point where the dump treatment was economically

possible. The average tonnage of 120 tons per day of

24 hours is crushed by ten IGOO-lb. stamps.

The early workers had left a large amount of under-

ground work already accomplished, which, although filled

with water to a considerable height, was of much assi.st-

ance in the development of the property. The three

main shafts, of which the Belmont and High Bridge

verticals were connected at the 300-ft. level by a 1600-ft.

drift, were in excellent condition. Up to date they have

been unwatered to the 200-ft. level, and the timber is: as

good as the day it was placed in position. The Belmont

shaft was equipped with a Cornish pump and large,

steam-driven hoist \\'hich, according to the wood contrac-

tor of those days, used an average of 12 cords of pine

wood per day for a period of over 12 years. The wood
cost $7 per cord delivered at the boilers. The piunp

column, of riveted pipe, was found rusted out, but on the

200-ft. level the old bob was standing sentry as it had

been left when the water rose above it. The 200-ft. level

was in excellent shape, with heavy stulls in the old stopes

still capable of carrying their load.

The Shaft axd Its Co-VDiTioy

The High Bridge shaft is a three-compartment, heavily

cribbed structure. The cribbing is of 6-in. sawn lumber

12 in. wide, the wall plates being 17 ft. long and the

end plates 6 ft. long. The compartments are divided by

buntons of the same material. Guides, 5 in. square, are

fastened to the buntons and end plates by heavy lag-

screws. The north compartment, previously used as a

manway, was found to have had all the ladders removed

from it. A new ladderway was installed, and the Ijottom

of this compartment was found at 135 ft. There was

apparently no connection between the ladderway and the

mine. About 75 ft. down it was noticed that there was

a considerable amount of what looked like plank and

rope mixed up in the south hoisting compartment, so a

hole was cut from the ladderway through the buntons,

and it was found that there was a station at this level

opening only into the south compartment. Here was

found the old hoisting cage sitting on the chairs, with

about 300 ft. of 3-in. manila cable piled on top of it

where it had fallen when rotted off the hoist drum above.

The station was well timbered and in good condition,

with the old wooden, iron-strap rails running into the

drift a distance of 250 ft. Evidently some station tender

of artistic ability had been a great admirer of Gen.

Stonewall Jackson, since his portrait showing liim of

ferocious aspect, attired in a top hat with waving plumes

and carrying a curved and lengthy sword, was penciled

on one of the posts, in addition to other creations of

the same artist.

The Characteristics of the Vein

The timber truck, ore cars with the ends nearly holed

through by the candlestick points, an empty bottle, etc.,

were evidence of the former occupation and work that

had been carried on. The old stopes on this level showed

the kind of highly selective mining that the old miners

used to carry out. Fills in the stopes and stacks in

the levels gave ore of profitable grade for the present

system of treatment. The vein in this level was found

to be 20 ft. wide and of milling-grade ore, bo far £.';

could be determined. The cage is at present in u.se and
running on the same old guides. Conditions on tlie 200-

ft. level were about the same as on the 75-ft. level.

The development of the property is to be carried out

thoroughly and promptly. A compressor and air drills

are being installed, and the mill is changed so as to meet
the requirements of the ore. The Highbridge-Bclmont

vein averages from 3 to 20 ft. in thickness and has been

proven for a length of 2400 ft. Tlie depth, as shown

by the old workings, is at least 500 ft. in the Belmont

and Highbridge shafts, but of course there are no data

1^^^-— 10'-
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Pneumatic Concentrator and

Amalgamator
By Fravk a. Stan'ley*

The accoinpanyiug- illustrations show a pneumatic con-

centrator and anuilgamator consisting of a helical conduit

in which a circular air enrrent is produced hy an exhaust

fan at the conduit terminal, the speed of the air cui'ivnt

being varied as desired to suit the fineness of the gold to

be amalganuited.

The material, wliich is finely pulverized in order to

entirely free the gold, is ted at the intake in ]iredeter-

mined quantity, at a rate so that the air current will

carry it in suspension in the form of a cloud throughovit

the whole length of the conduit. Mercury-charged eddy-

ing chambers are attached outside the path of the circular

air current along the bottom of the conduit opposite each

complete circle ; and a set of revolving agitators are

operated in each of these chambers to assist amalgamation.

The centrifugal force imparted to the finely pulverized

material by the circular air current causes the heaviest

material to crowd closest to the outer wall of the conduit

and to leave its helical path on reaching the openings

ings and a lolal length of air passage of 210 ft. 'I'be

cross-section of (he conduit is rectangulai- in form, and

the sections are constructed of sheet metal witli Mange
and bolt connections along the horizontal center line.

This enables a conduit of any desired length to be built

up or readily taken apart.

The intake is in reality a horizontal extension of the

first section of the conduit, and here the air is taken

in to be drawn through the entire conduit with a speed

dependent upon the nature of the material. The ground
ore is introduced thi'ough a branch pipe over the mouth
of which is jilaeed a sieve, while directly above this sieve

there is a hopper with a loose bottom, which is regulated

to control the quantity to be fed. By means of the sieve

the material is agitated and delivered into the conduit

in a finely divided condition. Motion is imparted to the

hopper bottom in the sieve by means of a camshaft, which

agitates the sieve, which in turn actuates the hopper

bottom.

The amalgam chambers extend across the entire

width of the conduit, and perpendicular to each chamber
there is a series of agitators calculated to facilitate

anuvlgamation. These agitators are driven by spur-and-

lievel gearing by a central shaft, an arrangement that

OPPOSITE ENDS OP THE PNEUMATIC CONCENTRATOR, PEED END AT THE LEFT, DISCHARGE AT THE RIGHT

to the eddying chambers—the heaviest gold first and the

finer gold later on as it acquires accelerated centrifugal

force and the full s]ieed of the circular air current.

The design of the apparatus will be understood by

reference to the illustrations, tlie first showing tlie feed-

ing and the last the discharging arrangements. The
exhaust fan is connected with the discharge enil. wliirh

produces the circular air current for cari'ying (he nuiterial

through (lie apitaratus. These views sliow the series of

uiei-curv-cliarged vessels along the bottom of the anialga-

mafor in wliicb the gold is amalgamated.

The line drawing shows ini|iiHlaiil fcatiiris of ('(ni-

structiou. To 111!' lower jiai'l of lower sections aiv

attaclu'cl till' amalgam ( baiiibers. Each .section is

so formed that two of (hem complete one turn, or

winding. In the machine illustrated there ai'e 20 wind-

21 Min St., Reno, Nev.

simultaneously drives all the agitators in all the chambers.

Each of the agitators is provided with projecting fingers

which extend to the top of the amalgam chamber.

The vessels may be removed, emptied and recharged

with mercury.

It will be seen tbat there are few moving parts to

break down or wear out. Instead of centrifugal force

lieiiig ini]iarte(l to the material, this force is created by

the air nirreiit jirodured by suction of the exhaust fan;

so that tlie niatci'ial. instead of tra\'eling where it is

pusbeil. is in reality drawn through by suction and fol-

lows the current. The particles of material are therefore

free lo change their relative ])osi(ion in the curi'cnt under

the inllnonce of centrifugal action.

With this air cui'rcnt pi'oduced by suction, the baro-

metrii- ])ressure is different at every point and increa.ses

jiradually from center to circumference and is at all
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points lower than ihe cxtiTiial atinosplici'ic pi-essure.

'J'lipse conditions greatly facilitate tiie separation ot the

gold by centrifugal force.

The material must be pulverized to a state of fineness

so that the coarsest particle of gangue will not be lieavier

than the tine.st ])article of gold to be separated. The
pulverizing should be done by impact crushing, so that

the gold, being malleable, will flatten, while the gangue

will pulverize. A particle of gold and a particle of

gangue each passing l.'iO-mesh would be easily separated

because the gold will be about eight times heavier than

the gangue. In the same proportion any particle of

gold up to eight times smaller than 150-mesh—that is,

up to 1200 to the inch—will be collected in the eddying

chambers and amalgamated. The agitators in the eddying

chambers are intended to agitate the concentrates in

order to bring the gold into intimate contact with the

mercury which is below the concentrates and entirely

away from the path of the circular air current.

Gold recovery is practically uniform when once the

machine is regulated for the particular material. If

/////MM//////////////

SECTIONS OF THE PNEUMATIC CONCENTKATOR

the gold is coarse, a 15-ton amalgamator may be speeded

up to 20 tons per day, and if the gold is fine, the speed

may have to be reduced to 12 tons per day. If there is

any gold left in the tailings, the speed of the machine

should be reduced until the exact point is reached when

all the gold is recovered.

Actual results obtained with this machine show that

from 95% to practically 100% of the gold can be re-

covered. The following test data are characteristic of

numerous runs:
First Run Second Run

% %
First five amalKam pans 98 400 89 900

Second five nniiileam pans '"tO 6 48U

Third five amalcani pans 005
f ,nn

Fourtli five amalgam pans 004 1 iOU

99 349 99 790

A pneumatic concentrator may be constructed on

practically the same principle as the machine already

described.

The concentrates arc collected in side-compartments

provided, from which they are discharged automatically

through the channel by way of the counterbalanced

gates, which in consequence of the suction are held

closed until the weight of the accumulated concentrates

overcomes the suction, wh.en the gates open to discharge the

material and then automatically close. By means of side-

openings counter-curi'ents may be effected, and in this

way the discharge of the concentrate can be regulated.

The machines illustrated and described are the develop-

ment of C. T. Heisel, 4 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio,

and are in practical operation in Reno, Xev., wliere

several runs have been made on ores from T{ye Patch,

Nov., Breckenridge, Colo., Bodio and Big Pine, Calif.

The Duty on Tungsten

A plea for the retention by the Senate of the 10%
duty provided for tungsten ore I)y the House rev-

enue bill was made before the Committee on Finance

by A. P. Ardourel, representing the producers of tung-

sten ore in Boulder County, Colo. In addition to his

testimony, Jlr. Ardourel summed up the tungsten situ-

ation in the following concise statement:

The average cost of production in Colorado is $16.50 per
unit. A unit is 20 lb. of tungstic acid.

Reasons for tliis high cost: 1. The large amount ot devel-
opment worlt necessary to l<eep up production. 2. Because
tlie ore comes in lenses and not in ore shoots.

The cost of the ore laid down in New York from Bolivia
is $8 per unit. The reason for this low cost is that the
tungsten veins in Bolivia occur in continuous ore shoots, and
the large amount of development work is not necessary to

keep up production. There should be a tariff of $10 per unit
placed on the ore coming from Bolivia, which ships about
600.000 lb. per month of 60% product, making 18.000 units of

tungstic acid per month. At $10 per unit, this would produce
$180,000 per month or $2,160,000 per year revenue.

Other reasons why a tariff should be levied: First, Our
mines should be developed, because this Government should
know that we have sufficient tungsten to make the necessary
high-grade steel to turn out our munitions of war. and it is

impossible to do that without tungsten tool steel. There will

be very little development done because our miners know of

the cheap product coming in from Bolivia. He never knows
when the price may drop to $10 per unit. Second. This cheap
product comes direct to the large manufacturing establish-

ments, which are reaping enormous profits from this war.
The price received for tungsten tool steel is $2.50 per lb.,

while the tungsten it contains is but 18%. Eighty per cent,

of the tungsten ore produced in Colorado is produced by small
leasers, and they are entitled to protection. Most of the
mines, it is true, are owned by these same steel concerns
which buy the cheap product from Bolivia, and thus bring
pressure to bear upon our miners, constantly reminding him
of the fact that the companies can get all the tungsten ore

they need from Bolivia at a much lower price than they are
now paying here. And it is a fact that they are paying the
miners of Colorado on an average of $17 per unit for 60%
product, which proves conclusively that a tariff of $10 per
unit will not work a hardship on anyone.

The output in the United States averages about 19,000 units

per month. This could be easly doubled if the miner could
feel assured of a price near $20 per unit. Of course, it is

well known that this high-grade tool steel is not used by the

common people of the country, but is consumed by the large

establishments.

The horizontal increase of 10% in tarriff duties ap-

plies to all imports of ores or metals with the exception

of the ores of platinum metals, platinum itself, or as it

may be fabricated into plates, sheets, wire, sponge, vases

and apijaratus for chemical uses.

'^:

The Biirenn of Stnndards, Department ot Commerce, Wash-
ington, D. C, is undertaking to compile the present state of

knowledge and practice concerning the numerical values used
by engineers and others for the properties of metals and
alloys, with a view to making generally available the most
acceptable values of these constants and also as a basis for

further e.xperimental investigation. Information is sought
in the cases of all metals of the numerical values considered

representative of and fair to the material for technical prac-

tice, rather than special values; as for instance the highest

tensile strength, etc., that may be obtained . The bureau
would appreciate all cooperation in assembling these data,

which will be of great service in framing and interpreting

specifications Involving the use of metals.
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The Mining Industry of Peru
By F. C. Fucms*

provinces of Sandia and Carabaya of the department of
SYXOl'SIS—A dclniled account of the prodiic- I'uno and Quispicanchis and raucartambo of Cuzco.
tion of minerals in rem, together with a descrip- The gold is found in veins and placers.

ticm of present activities and opportunities for The Santo Domingo mine, owned by an American com-
expansion. Progress has been hindered in former pany, has exported metal to the value of $8,000,000 and
times by wars and governmental changes and is far from being exhausted. Nearly all the rivers of thi*

lallerhj through lack of European capital. Trans- zone carry gold into the Inambari River, the great

portation from the Cordilleras is a problem to be ai'tery of that region, from which the Indians recover
solved before extensive development is possible. al)out 152 kg. per year, valued at .$100,770. Every year

during the dry season they descend to the virgin forest

Nothing can give a better idea of the development of {monfana) to gather coca leaves, and on the banks of

an indu.stry than the statistical data referring to it. the rivers they build a floor. In the next dry season

The mining industry in Peru, which acquired a. large they pick up the stones and wash the material that has

impulse during the reign of the Incas and enabled them settled in the crevices in a sluice covered with a sheep-

to accumulate immense fortunes, did not decline during skin, finishing the washing in pans (bateas).

the period of the Spanish colonization but after inde- In the province of Cotabambas, department of Apu-
pendence. Civil war on the one hand and the easy way rimac, there exists a very rich mine called "Ccochasay-

of making money from the guano and nitrate deposits huas," belonging to the Cotabambas Auraria Co. This

on the other resulted in our not paying attention to the mine produces at present about $30,000 worth of gold

mining industry, which needed greater efforts and more per month. In the coastal zone of southern Peru the

capital to produce satisfactory results. Andaray and Posco mines are to be found. These be-

After the disastrous war with Chile the Peruvian long to a Chilean company which has not been able as

mining industry was reestablished, but only during the yet to produce an output. In the vicinity of Cerro de

last 15 years has the progress reached more than an Pasco, in the ravine of La Quinua, the mines of the

indication of its possibilities. One of the factors that New Chuquitambo Gold Mines, Ltd., are situated, and
have contributed largely to this increase is the liberal their production at present is about $3000 oz. per annum.

STATISTICS ON PERUVIAN METALS PRODUCTION. 1904 TO 1915

No. 01 Anti- Bis- Van- Tung- Mer-
Value of Claims Workmen Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, mony, muth, adium, sten, cury. Salt, Borate, Coal. Petroleum,

Year Product Registered Employed Oz. Oz. Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Oz. Tons Tons Tons Tons
1904 $6,693,796 8,236 19.244 02 4,642.900 9,504 2,209 18.545 2.675 59,920 38,683
1905 9,142,555 8.840 12.681 24.879 54 6115 820 12,213 1.476 49.438 21.038 1.954 76.308 49,700
1906 12.725.560 9,782 13.%1 39.928 94 7.364.600 13,474 2,569 92 73.474 20,226 2,598 79.769 70.832
1907 15.595,870 29,582 16,936 24,911.56 6.660.160 20.681 5.525 114 9.600 351 ... 48,030 21,592 2.450 185.565 100.184
1908 12,091.205 33.484 16.849 31.283 54 6.371.980 19.854 2.633 12 8.580 1.800 58.340 21.899 2.870 311.122 125,948
1909 13.692.5951 ,, o,,

,
17.739 08 6.649.145 20.068 2.093 20 30.300 1,749 11,207 22.715 2,715 321,502 188,128

1910 16,866,060/ •'''"^^ 22,670 16 4,885.131 27.375 1.866 49 24.136 3.130 12.0 11.207 17.594 2.351 307.320 167.712
1911 18.498.075 21,656 23,726 82 9.255.043 27.734 2,209 24,431 2,251 48 5 17,931 24,857 1.923 324,000 195,276
1912 23.193,815 19.719 18,610 45,788 60 10.385.751 26.970 4.050 51.038 3.048 195 12.808 23,292 1,674 278,927 233,600
1913 22,474,030 20,843 19,516 45,756 58 9.578.306 27.776 3.927 25.300 290 14,729 24,433 2.001 273,945 276,147
1914 20.834.990 52.508 00 9,171.200 196 25,933 283,860 252.666
1915 27,046,140 56,952.00 9,434,600 371.0 . 25,729 289,000 285,000

mining legislation. In this connection may be mentioned In the northern region bordering the Maraiion River

the mining code of 1900 and the construction of various another rich zone of veins and placers is to be found. At
railway lines with the assistance of foreign capital. Pataz the Buldibuyo mine is being worked with success

The question is frequently asked why no national although on a very small scale. This region produces

capital is invested in this industry. The reason is to about 1900 oz. per annum. Farther north a great num-
be found in the want of commercial education among ber of the tributaries of the Maraiion River, some of them
the general piablic, who confuse the past with the present descending from the Equatorian high plateau, also carry

and who believe that mining is a game of hazard, gold in the sand.

Another hindrance to the development of the mining in- Silver ores are found all along the cordillera of the

dustry in Peru with national capital is the lack of means Andes, often associated with copper and lead,

of easy communication, most of the mines being in the The silver production for 1913 consisted of 258,529

cordillera or in the montaiia; that is, either in the moun- oz. in bars, 3,003,476 oz. contained in copper bars, 81,-

tain range of the Andes or the virgin forest on the 747 oz. contained in lead bars, 3,696,388 oz. contained in

eastern slope. Transportation is necessary across a coper mattes, 869,535 oz. contained in lixiviation sul-

mountainous country where the construction of railways phides, 1,624,886 oz. contained in concentrates exported,

would be very expensive and where considerable capital 21,645 oz. contained in lead slags and 21,997 oz. con-

would be needed for the working of the mines. In my tained in copper cement.

opinion the tran.sportation problem may be solved by the Of the copper production for 1913, 20,334 metric tons,

installation of suitable cableways. containing 2,985,920 oz. of silver and 24,896 oz. of gold

The mineral production of Peru, in the period from ^as produced by the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. The
1904 to 1915, is^^as shown in the accompanying table. remninder of the production is distributed between the

The auriferous zone lies in the southeast and is formed Backus & Johnston Co., which contril)utcd 7555 tons of

hr the Silurian basin covering great portions of tiie niatte containing 3661 tons of copper and 1,840,224 oz.

•Profes.sor, School of Mines, i>ima, Peru. of silver, and Several Smaller smcltiiig concerns.
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Till' Ci-rvd (le Pasco Miniii},' Co. iirdiliiccil, in 11)15,

nliciiil v;,0(li) tons of pop])('r llu' \iihie of wliicli, with its

silver mill fJold contents, is iihoiii $10,894,.500, hiiscd on

cojiju'r nt lictween 17 and ISc per lb., silver 5()c. per oz.,

and udld $"^0 per onncc. 'riic net profits have heen calrn-

lated at $1.1 1 1,500. I'\.r IttKi it was expected that the

ontput would reach ;i(),000 Ions, vahied at $.'J.5 I per ton,

so that (lie net i)rofit for that year wonid he $10,!) I I.OOO.

The capital invested by this company in I'eru is about

$20,000,000, and in two years it will he able to return

75% of tliis. I have made special mention of these facts

because the company referred to is the larifcst American

mining concern in Peru. The next in importance is tiie

Backu.s & Johnston Co. with a production (d' GOOO tons

per annum, contaning 448 oz. of silver per ton, which

would result in a profit of about $3,000,000 lor l!>lii.

Copper mines are very abundant in Peru, and along

the mountain range (conllllcra) various dejiosits of low-

grade ore arc known, as for instance that of "'Ferro-

bamha."' Pich veins occur at Iluancavelica, .\purimac,

Junin, Ancash and Cajaniarca.

Of the 3937 tons of lead produced in 1913, lo3 tons

was exported in bars, 2705 tons in minerals and concen-

trates, 1108 in slags and 10 in copper mattes. Only lead

minerals carrying enough silver are worked, and there

are only two small smelting works for silver-bearing

lead ores. Lead without silver or with only a small

amount of that metal exists in quantity, but could be

worked successfully only on a large scale.

Zinc and Antimony

^o plant exists in Peru for the concentration and re-

duction of zinc ores. Zinc blende, generally in combina-

tion with copper and lead ores, is abundant. The

Carahuacra mine, about 10 miles distant from the Central

Eailway line, has a vein width of about 300 ft. Flotation

experiments have been carried out, and further develop-

ments may be expected.

Mining for antimony has taken place only when the

price for the metal was exceptionally high. At present,

and as a result of the high prices being paid for an-

tinionial ores, a period cA great activity is noticeable,

especially in the deposits near the railway line to Cuzco.

Nearly all the stibnite exported has been shipped to

Japan.

Bismuth is exportx^d as 20% concentrate. The San

Gregorio mine of the Cerro de Pasco zone is the principal

producer, but its production is limited and was controlled

by the European bismuth trust, which is composed of

the following refineries: Johnson Mathey & Co., Lon-

don : The Eoyal foundries at Freiberg and Oberschlem

in Sa.xony; and the Deutsche Gold und Silberscheide

Anstalt at Frankfurt.

Peru produces ajiju-oximately 80% of the world's

vanadium and has the privilege of being theonly country

in the world where vanadium has been found as a nuiin

deposit.

This discovery was made hy a Peruvian engineer, A.

Pizo i'atron. and the mineral, suljiliidc of vanailiuiii, is

known as i>atronite.

The deposits at Minasragra, owned by the American

Vanadium Co., oversu|)plied the market to such an extent

that prices began to fall and exports were suspended from

the end of 1912 until 1915. Numerous veins of asphaltite

are to be found in the department of Junin. which are

analogous to the grahamilc, gilsonite antl albertitc found

in the United States. Nearly all these contain vanadium

ill a proportion up to 30% of vanadic acid in their ashes.

Jlolybdenite has been found in the regions of Ricran

and liunatullo in the i)rovinces of Jauja and Iluancayo,

and also in the district of Cascas in the province of

Colli iiniaza. Nothing wa.s done, however, until 1915,

when on account of high prices paid for this mineral,

its exportation was begun and four tons with 83% of

molybdenite was sliipjied, which sold for £700 a ton.

The principal dilliculty onc'ountercd was the concen-

tration of the mineral, but flotation expei-iments with a

Minerals Sei)aration machine at the School of !Mines

have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain concen-

trates with from S0% to 90% of molybdenite from ore

i-oiilaiiiiiig from ]}^ to 2%. Molybdenum, like vanadium,

is eonunon in I'eru. A I'cw months ago the River Moche
having washed away the road leading from the railway

station of Menociieho to the hydro-electric plant at

Poroto that furnishes light to the city of Trujillo, a few

blasts with dynamite were made to establish the roadbed

in firm granitic rock, and it was found that tliis contained

from 1 to 2% molybdenite. Another dejiosit of this min-

eral has been found on the Santa Clara estate, near Lima.

Tungsten and ilEncuRY

Tungsten, associated with gold, was discovered in a mine
in Lircay, Ayacucho; and later in the mountain range

(cordUlem) of Pelagatos in the province of Santiago de

Chuco, where four companies are now in operation. The
mineral found in Lircay is wolframite (tungstate of iron

and manganese), and the one found in the North is prin-

cii)ally hubnerite (tungstate of manganese). The Peru-

vian production has increa.sed M'ith the value of the metal.

Eecently Colonel Dogny, of the French army, came

to Peru for the purpose of obtaining tungsten ores for

the factories of Creusot belonging to Scheneider & Co.

In December, 1914, a discovery of wolframite was made
at Puno.

In the beach sands at Pacasmayo the existence of

monazite has been verified.

During the colonial period, wdien the only system for

the treatment of silver and gold ores was by amalgama-

tion, the famous deposits of Huancavelica produced large

quantities of mercury. In the workings of the principal

mine. Santa Barbara, an excavation of such a .size was

made that during the celebration of some festivity a bull

fight took place in it.

The production of mercury, for local consumption only,

has been as shown in the table.

There exist two important deposits of nickel and

cobalt, one in the province of La Conveneion, depart-

ment of Cuzco, and the other in the district of Rapi,

province of La Mar, department of Ayacucho. These

deposits have not been properly worked on account of

their minerals being arsenical and antimonial, entailing

diflicult metallurgical treatment, and on account of being

distant from the coast without easy means of conveyance.

The Ra]H ore contains silver and is to a certain extent

analogous with that of Cobalt in Ontario (Canada).

Recently there has been discovered in the region of Cerro

dc Pasco a mine that contains sulphides of copper, nickel,

cobalt and bismuth without arsenic or antimony.

There is an abundance of iron mineral appropriate

foi' reduction. In tli,e northern region, in Piura, the
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deposits of Tambo Grande contain hematites with 51%
(if metallic iron. These are 59 miles from tlie coast,

and 23 miles from a railway. In the southern region

large deposits of hematites and magnetites have been

discovered connected with the basaltic eruptions numer-
ous along this coast. In the region of Nazca, 24

miles from the beach, the existence of several million

tons has been verified. The ore is ver}' pure and contains

from (30% to 70% of metallic iron.

Investigations have shown the existence of manganese,

as braunite or alabaudite, but the deposits were situated

at so great a distance from the coast that their working

was economically impossible.

The wealth in tin of Bolivia is well known and that

country holds the second place in the world for the pro-

duction of this metal. It was to be expected tliat tin

would also exist in Peru, as the granitic chain where it

is found in Bolivia continues into Peru. On this assump-

tion the Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas, an institution

similar to the Geological Survey of the Fnited States,

organized an exploring expedition which, after studying

the Bolivian deposits, returned to Peru for the purpose

of investigating the provinces of Huancane and Chucuito,

where Raymondi had verified the presence of tin in

combination with lead, antimony and zinc, but not in

the form of cassiterite. The result of the exploration was

a negative one, and oxides of tin were not found.

In my opinion it was an error to suppose that the

tin-bearing chain would enter Peruvian territory in the

neighborhood of Titicaca Lake. My geological studies in

the Carabaya region incline me to believe that the tin-

bearing formation enters Peru at the region of Sandia,

hidden by the Silurian slates which I have mentioned.

Alkaline Salts

Chloride of sodium is a government monopoly worked

through the C'ompafiia Salinera Nacional. The deposits

are very abundant along the coast and in the interior.

Deposits of pure rock salt also exist; for instance, those

of San Bias and Patacocha in Junin, where the depth of

the salt stratum has not been determined, it being known
only that the thickness is more than 160 ft. The pro-

duction of salt since 1904 is shown in the table.

In the year 1913 great enthusiasm was caused in

Peru by the news that important deposits of nitrate,

similar to those of Tarapaca, had been discovered in the

region of Caraveli. The government sent a commission

to study these deposits and it was found that although

the samples were rich in nitrate of sodium, only thin

layers of secondary origin existed, which are not suitable

for industrial working.

Nitrate of potassium is found in abundance on the

northern coast of Peru between Pacasmayo and Huarmey,

near the beach. For many years these deposits were

used for making black powder employed in native festivi-

ties. The deposits are shallow, up to 10 in. in thickness,

and are formed by the action of nitrifying bacteria. The
nitrate is reproduced very rapidly.

The most important borate deposit in Peru is at

Salinas, in the department of Arcquipa, near the Ubinas

volcano. Borate is also found in .-Vzangaro, department

of Puno, and in the region of Ticaco in the Peruvian

province of Tacna Libre. All these deposits are almost

monopolized by the Borax Consolidated Tnist, which in-

tends to extend the work as soon ns a railroad or cnlilc-

way is constructed which will make the cost of transport

cheaper.

Statistical data are difficult to obtain and records do

not exist. Limestone is very abundant even in the hills

surrounding Lima. Clay is found everywhere, from
which adobes and bricks are made. Marble of good
quality and fine appearance exists in the neighborhood of

Lurin. Cement is not manufactured in Peru, notwith-

standing the consumption in 1913 reached 1,447,747 bbl.

with a value of $390,815. For the purpose of facilitating

the estai)lishment of the industry in this country the

government granted a special privilege for 10 years to

a Peruvian engineer. He interested some capitalists in

London, who sent a Swiss specialist to the country. This
expert made his analysis in the laboratory of the School

of Jlines and reported favorably on the quality of the

raw material locally obtainable and suitable for the manu-
facture of cement. The concessionary is now making
ett'orts to obtain the assistance of national capital, as the

European War has prevented the infusion of English

capital into the enterprise.

The Chemical Industry

Peru has a numlier of raw materials suitable for

chemical industrial enterprise. Sulphuric acid is not

produced in this country, although sulphur exists as well

as pyrites and blende. A deposit of halotrichite (alum of

iron), a salt which by simple calcination loses sulphuric

acid, leaving a residuum of peroxide of iron of a red

color and salable as paint, is found in the region of

Pallasea.

It would be quite easy to make nitric acid with

sodium nitrate from Tarapaca. The nitrate of potash

should not be used, on account of being more valuable.

These two acids will necessarily have to be made in

this country as they fonn the basis for the produc-

tion of modern explosives for industrial as well as

for war purposes. The production of natron in Pisco

would introduce a certain quantity of carbonate of sodium
into the market, as well as caustic soda.

The extraordinary increase in price of the bleaching

hypochlorites has given rise to-the installation of an estab-

lishment for the electrolysis of chloride of sodium, pro-

ducing caustic soda and hypochlorite.

Fuel Deposits of the Cocntky

The largest part of the 1913 coal production, 237,170

tons, came from the Goyllarisquizga and Quishuarcancha

mines of the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. and was used

in the smelting plant at Tinyahuarco. In 1913 there

was imported 150,660 tons of foreign coal with a total

value of $1,506,600.

In an article published in the magazine Peru Today,

August, 1911, I demonstrated the absurdity of coal im-

ports into Peru and published a list of the known de-

posits containing many thousand million tons of coal.

These deposits, bituminous as well as anthracite, stretch

along a nearly continuous zone from Hualgayoc to the

vicinity of Huancavelica. Nearly all the Jurassic or

Cretaceous deposits are situated at distances from the

coast varying from 40 to 244 km. (24 to 146 miles). The
only deposit belonging to the Carboniferous formation

and situated in a peninsula on the shores of the ocean,

is the one of Paracas, which in my opinion, is of great

importance, as it extends beneath the sea. The bitu-

niiiious coal, located at 370 ft. by boviivi. was of excellent
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quality. Till' cxplnration of this iveicin in woilliy of con-

sideration. Iiiiporled coal is sold in I'ei'u at present

at a price of $1G per ton and over. A compniiy wori^ing

the national coal conld niai<e considera!)le prolil. as it

could place its product in the markets of the whole of

the coast of meridional America. The only coal now
exported from South America proceeds from Chile and is

of inferior quality. A company estahlislicd here cnuld

not only count on the 200,000 tons of coal imported for

internal consumption, hut upon a large nuirket with all

the steamers trading in the South-Pacific.

The table showing petroleum is very suggestive, be-

cause it not only reveals the increase that has taken place

within the 10 years, but it shows also what great dcvcl-

opnient could be obtained by working the petroleum

industry in this country. Results are obtained from only

a small fraction of the petroliferous fields which extend

from north to south, from Tumbcs to the limits of the

department of Lambayoque, comprising nearly three

geographical degrees; and from East to West from the

seashore to the cordiUera of the Andes. The production

of Peruvian petroleum wa.s uncertain when only super-

ficial wells were being bored, Ijut with deep wells the

conditions of working have completely changed. The
mineral oil obtained is of exceptional quality. It is very

rich in light oils (2.^% to 50%) and produces a lubricat-

ing oil free from paraffin and uncongealable even at very

low temperatures. This gives it a very high value com-

parable only in that respect \\\i\-\ the one produced in

Franklin County, Pennsylvania, for which prices as high

as -JS.riO per bbl. are paid at the mouth of the wells.

In Talara a modern refinery is being established with

an output of 5000 bbl. per day. Here pressure stills will

be employed. It has been demonstrated that with this

new method the Peruvian petroleum can produce as much

as 75% of benzine. In Talara there is at present an old

refinery with a capacity of 1500 bbl. a day.

In many regions of Peru, especially in the depart-

ment of Junin, not far from Cerro de Pasco, bituminous

rocks are found which are used in their natural state as

fuel. A short time ago these rocks were treated by a

distilling process, which gave a shale-oil very rich in

ichthyol. Regular export of this shale has been established.

The asphaltites, already mentioned, occupy an exten-

sion in the central region of Peru, where they are used as

fuel. In some of the zones asphaltum of great purity is

found, which is comparable with the refined product from

Trinidad and Bermuda.

Some years ago I advised the munii-ipality of Lima

to employ it for the pavements in the city, and it has

since been utilized in paving the roads surrounding the

principal square (plaza) with excellent results.

MiNixG Taxes

During 25 years there has existed no other tax on

mining properties but the payment of £3 per annum for

each pertcnencia, the pcrtenencia for vein deposits being

2 hectares (5 acres), and for fuels and auriferous placers

and analogous deposits, 4 hectares (10 acres). Recently

the following revenue law has been established

:

Art. 1. Mineral products and those derived from their treat-

ment Shan be subject to the payment of duties in the form and

proportion determined by this law.

Art. 2. (a) Metallic gold in any form shall pay a coinage

fee of £3 per kilo of fine gold and, if exported. £10 per kilo,

(b) Gold contained in bars of other metallurRical products

shall pay an export tax of £2 per kilo of fine gold.

Art. 3. Metallic silver In whatever form shall pay for each
kilo of fine silver exported a tax of one shilling, starting with
the quotation of 23Jd. per standard ounce (troy), 92S-thnusandthK
line, increasing 2Jd. per kilo for each one penny rise In the
IJrice of silver.

Sulphide of silver from the lixlviation process shall p.iy an
export tax of 3d. per kilo of gro.ss weight, starting from 23id.
per standard ounce (troy), increasing one penny per kilo for
each penny increa.se in the price of silver.

.\rt. 4. Metallic copper, pure or impure and In any form,
shall pay an export duty from the moment that the quotation
of standard cojjper in London is £60 per ton, as follows: On
the quotation of £r.O to £65 a tax of l.'j.s. per ton of in)6 kilos,

gross weight, exported ; and the duty shall increase by 2s. per
ton for each one i>ound sterling increase in the quotation.

If the bars contain gold and silver, on the former there
.shall be paid the duty indicated in Clause (b) of Art. 2, pro-
vided that the assay is 10 grams or more per ton; and on the
silver, in conformity with the following scale: Pence per
standard ounce (troy), from 231 to 21J, 6d. ; from 24J to 25J,
l.s. ; from 25J or more, 2s. per kilo of fine silver contained when
the a.s.say is in excess of 2 kilos per ton.

Smelting products whose copper contents may be in excess
of SOr; and less than 90% shall pay as export tax on the fine

copper contents based on the duty established for copper bars.

Cement copper and smelting products whose contents in cop-

per may be in excess of 60% and less than 80% shall pay as
export tax 50% of the duty established in this article for copper
bars on each metric ton of gross weight.

Smelting products containing less than 90% copper but over
80% copper shall not be considered bars but shall pay the duty
established for copper bars on the fine copper contents.

Mattes or "ejes." the contents of which in copper do not
exceed 60^;, .shall pay per metric ton gross weight, 40% of
the duty established in this article for copper bars.

The gold and the silver contained in the smelting products,

the contents in copper of which may be in excess of 80% and
not less than 90% in cement and mattes, shall pay an export
duty as follows: Gold, the duties fixed in clause b. Art. 2 of

this law; and silver, in conformance with the scale established

in par. 3 of this article (Art. 4) pertaining to metallic copper.

Art. 5. Argentiferous lead bars shall pay only on the silver

contents, conforming to the scale established in par. 1 of Art.

3 ; that is to say, a shilling for each kilo of fine silver, starting

from the quotation of 23id. per standard ounce (troy), 925-

thousandths fine; and on this basis, 21d. more for each penny
rise in the value of the silver. This tax shall apply only to

the lead bars containing more than two kilos of silver per ton.

Art. 6. All other minerals, metalliferous or otherwise, shall

pay an export duty of 2id. per 100 kilos, gross weight ; and
mechanical or chemical concentrates of any class, metalliferous

of not, shall pay 5d. per 100 kilos.

Coal, sulphur, ores of iron, manganese and zinc, are hereby
exempted from the effects of this article, as well as their con-
centrates. The latter, if containing other metals subject to

tax, shall pay the duty.

Ores of rare metals, such as tungsten, molybdenum and
vanadium and their concentrates, shall pay £1 per ton, whatever
may be their price in the market.

Borates exported from Salinas, Arequipa, shall pay an ex-

port tax of 2s. per ton.

Art. 7. Crude petroleum and the residues and products of

its distillation, shall pay an export tax of Is. per metric ton,

gross w^eight.

Art. 8. Mineral producers and exporters are obliged to de-

clare the nature and grades of their products, and the govern-
ment, either in the custom house or in the places of production

or treatment, shall have the right to take samples and make
assays that it may think convenient.

False declarr.tion shall be penalized by a fine equivalent

to four times the value of the duties fixed in this law ; it being
understood that there is falsity of declaration when the dis-

crepancy between the grades shown by the assay made by
the government and that declared by the exporter exceeds 50%
of the copper contents in mattes and 15% for the gold and
silver in same, and 10% for the silver contained in lead bars.

In case of false declaration the government shall have the right

to take for itself the lot to be exported, paying to the owner
the value according to the assays declared by the interested

party.

Art. 9. The exportation of amalgams of all classes is hereby
expressly irohibited.

Art. 10. The duties shall be paid in drafts on New York,

at 90 day.s' sight or. at the option of the shipper, in the equiva-

lent in drafts on London. The drafts in which the payment
of the tax is made, shall be to the satisfaction of the "junta de

vigilancla," which shall receive them direct from the custom
house, placing them at the di.spo.sition. for the present, of the

Treasury ; the "junta" shall sell the drafts in case the govern-
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ment neods tlioir value in currency. Tlie "junta de vigilancia"
shall he able to receive the duties in Rold coin (£) instead of
drafts on London or New York, when tlie amounts do not reach
£40.

The Chamber of ronnnercc of Lima shall fix. weekly, the
value of the ton of standard copper .and that of the ounce
(troy) of silver, from the nuotations of the London Metal Kx-
change. This quotation shall rule for the foIlowiuK week.

Art. 11. This law shall be in force until the definite law
on mining triliute is issued.

Tlip stiitifitieiil (lata coiiipilt'd in tliis rc])"rt Imvo l)eoii

obtained from ollirial snurces; the remainder, t'lu- the most

part, are the result of professional e.xporieiice during 23

years, both as resident and as eonsnltinj; enffiiicer for

several mining eompanies and professor in the School of

Mines; as member of the city couneil and r(>cently as

memlier of the Special Commission for Mines. In addi-

tion I pn])Iislicd a scries of articles diirin<j 1!)0I> to 1914,

in the magazine Peru Today, in which I dealt with the

physiography, geology of the country, and the labor, laws,

and other matters affecting the mining industry.

The Potash Situation in United States

The potash situation in the United States is reviewed

by Hoyt S. Gale, in a recent bulletin' on "Our Mineral

Supplies" from which the following notes are excerpted.

The greater part of the potash consumed in this coun-

try is used as fertilizer. For certain crops a special ap-

plication of it has come to be regarded as almost es-

sential, as is illustrated by the present demand, even

at abnormally liigh prices, for potash for agricultural

use. Much of the present small output in this country

is being used in fertilizers, and the need of potash for

particular crops is indicated by the fact that the scarcity

and demand in the United States have not prevented

considerable shipments of our own product to Cuba for

agricultural use, presumably for tobacco.

The need of potash in certain industries is acute. It

is essential in the manufacture of the best liquid soap

and some higher-grade cake soaps and of some finer

grades of glass. It is absolutely necessary in the manu-
facture of certain explosives, although the great bulk

of modern explosives are made without potash. Potash

now enters largely into the manufacture of matches.

The several potash salts find many particular uses in

industries so varied as tanning, dyeing, metallurgy, elec-

troplating and photography. They are also used in medi-

cine and for miscellaneous chemical purposes. On the

whole, the chemical requirements, though minor as re-

gards actual quantities consumed, are the most urgent

of the demands for potash and in case of an abnormal

restriction of the supply are the first to be provided for.

The output of potash salts and potash products in the

United States during 1916 has been reported to the

amount of 35,739 shoi-t tons, having a mean potash con-

tent of about 27% K.O, or total potash content of 9720

tons of KoO. This is almost exactly 10 times tiie pro-

duction reported for 1915, although it is still perhaps less

than 5% of the normal potash consumption. In 1913

the only potash known to have been produced within

this country was made from wood ashes.

Tlie largest outiuil of potash in 191(1 came fr(nn the

alkali lakes in western Nebraska, whicli liave afforded

tlie most readily availai)le supply of moderately high

grade potash salts, dbfained by direct drying of the raw
material with jierluijis as few technical cum plications as

'Bull. CG6-N, U. S. Geol. Surv., Washington, D. C.

could be invohiMl in any chemical upcration. Tlie great
deposd at Searles ijake, ('nlif., is only just being brought
to Ihe producing slage, the eiiterpri.se having .sulfered

many reveiNcs, technical and otherwise. The production
<d' |)iitash from alunite was fairly regular, without much
e\|iansiiMi. Some progress was macle in e.xtracting pot-
ash from silicate rocks, at least one plant having success-

fully ])roduced glassinaker's potassium carbonate from
grcensand. Some leldspar was mined, ground and so

treated (hat a small percentage of its potash was rendered
.soluble and thus available for use in fertilizers, but no
:'ccount of this material is included in the figures for

I91(;, as little of it was marketed within that year. So
far as has been ascertained, none of the leueite, mica
schist, sericitc schi.st, or similar rocks high in potash
have j'et yielded anv commercial quantity of water-soluble
salts.

The production of potash from organic materials has
been attempted in various forms. iluch publicity has
been given to the efforts to obtain potash from kelp, and
a great deal of development work has been done in that
connection. The manufacture of high-grade potash fer-

tilizer salts from molasses distillery waste has also been
developed and bids fair to be a permanent industry; in

IDK) the output so obtained exceeded the production

SUMM.\RY OF POTASH PRODUCTION IN 1916*

Available
Potash Value at
(KjO) Point of

Short Tons Shipment
Natural salts or brines 3,994 $1,937,600
.\lnnitc and silicate rocks, including recoveries tiirough

furnace dust 1,850 715,000
I\.elp 1,556 781.100
Wood ashes (potashes, pearlash) 412 270,000
Distillery waste (molasses) 1.845 500i900
Miscellaneous organic sources 63 38! 1 30

9,720 $4,242,730
* This list does not include many fertilizer materials previously on the market,

such as cottonseed meal and toljacco stems, some of which are largely or chiefly
valued for their potash content. These materials, beinp byproducts of other
industries, arc not produced primarily because of their content of potash.

from kelp. The manufacture of potash from wood ashes

by the old-time methods continues with a small but signi-

ficant contribution to the total tonnage.

The activity of private initiative in the search for

sources of potash is increasing. Some very wide fields

in the possibility of recovering potash as a byproduct

—

for example, from cement-mill and blast-furnace flue dusts

—ai'c now being opened. Although the prospects seem
bright for some of these attempts, it cannot be said that

knowledge has proceeded far enough to insure success on

the extensive scale needed to make the country inde-

pendent of foreign supplies. I'erbaps, too. the real hope

for a solution of the problem lies in the possibility of dis-

covering, in association with some of the extensive and
little-known domestic deposits of rock salt, a supply of

potash that may compete with the foreign sources on equal

terms. Valuable potash deposits exist in the Permian in

central Germany, the Oligocene (Tertiary) in Alsace, the

lower Miocene (Tei-tiary) in Galicia, the supposed Eocene
or Oligocene (Tertiary) in northeastern Spain, and beds

of undetermined geologic age in India—everywhere in

conjunction with deposits of common salt, dolomite and
gypsum—and it would be strange if occurrences of this

sort were confined entirely to the salt deposits of Europe
and Asia.

Kevision of Atomic AV'cl^lits—The report of the committee
on atomic weights ("Journ. Am. Chem. Soc." Vol. 38. p. 229)
shows only one change in the accepted figures: Cb is now
given at S3.1 instead of 93.5.
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Occurrence and Utilization of Antimony Ores

SYNOPSIS—All- increaM'd deinaml far anthiionij,

and the dcrrca,sed jirodurtion of France, due to the

War hew nnide it profilal)le to open many of the

mines which hare heretofore been operated only

ivhen the prires irere proportionatelji liiyli. China

has now a.'^sumed the lead in world's production.

Production of other countries, and methods of

trentinrj. Properties, uses and aUoi/s of antimonij.

For many years before the war the avaihihle sujiplies

of aiitiinouy ore far exceeded the demand and there was

little to encourage the prospecting for, or development

of, any deposits other than those from wliirh hish-.srade

ores could be obtained unless exceptional facilities ex-

isted for smelting and marketing the metal in the neigh-

borhood of the mines. After the outbreak of the war

there was a scarcity of the metal; certain of the French

deposits were in territory occu]ncd l\v the enemy, and

of course no metal was exported from Central P^uro-

pean countries. In these circumstances considerable ac-

tivity sprang up and many deposits that had remained

idle for long periods were again put in operation.

AXTIIIOXY illXEHAL.S

The more important minerals of antimony are the

following: Stlhmte (Sb^S,), which contains, when

pure, 71.4% antimony. Upon oxidization by exposure

on the surface l-ermesite (2Sb^S„Sb,0;.) or red anti-

mony is formed, further oxidization forming valentinito

(Sb^Os) the oxide, and sometimes cervantite (SbjO^)

the yellow oeher is formed. Valentinite has the same

composition as senarmontite, the difference being in

the crystalization. Jamesonite (2PbSSb.S3) contains

29.5% Sb, 50.8% Pb and is found in Mexico in

large deposits, which, owing to the conditions of the

country are not being worked. Native antimony has

been found associated with silver and other ores in Bo-

hemia, Sweden, New Brunswick, the Harz mountains and

Mexico.

Figures for the world's ])roduction of antimony since

UU.'5 are not availaijle. The production for 1911 and

1912 was as follows:

WORLD'S PRODUCTION or ANTIMOXY, 1911 AND 1112

Metrir Tons Mt-tric Tons
1911 1912

Europe 37.994 24.641

\na, 13.894 15,657

Africa 7.428 4.661

.^.mcrica 5.997 4.710

Australasia 941 1.539

Total 66,254 51,208

In the table, the credit to Africa consists solely of

exports from Algeria, while the amount credited to

the United States was contained in hard lead and, ex-

clusive of antimony recovered from old alloys, dross, etc.,

was 1403 tons, or approximately 23.5% of the product

of all America.

The falling of in production during 1912 was prin-

cipally in France (decrease 18,000 tons) and China (de-

crease 4000 tons).

Austria-Hungary at one time produced notable quan-

tities of antimony, but during recent years prior to the

•Abstract of an article by the same title, is the "Bulletin

of the Imperial Institute," Vol. XIV, No. 3, I'JIC.

war, production was very irregular. At I'ricov, near

Selcan in Central Bohemia, the ore occurs as the anti-

mony ochcr cervantite and stibnite, in hornstone veins

in kersantite dikes traversing granite, neither ore carry-

ing any gold. Auriferous deposits that have been worked

since the Fourteenth Century occurs at ]\nieschaw and

Nrasnahora, southwest of Prague in veins of lampro-

]ihyre and porphyrj' which traver.se schists; stibnite is

associated with iron and arsenic (mispickel) and car-

ries 1 oz. an. per ton.

Another deposit yielding stibnite is that of Magurka.

south of Tatra; veins occur in granite, while in the

Kechnitz district tlie principal veins traver.se crystal-

line schistz, graphitic schists in contact with the veins

carrying workable quantities of cinnabar. At Aran-

yidke and Kosendu veins carry jamesonite associated with

zinc blende and gold in a gangue of quartz.

Prior to the outbreak of the war France was one of

the most important antimony producers. The chief de-

posits occur in the departments of JIayenne, Cantal and

Haute Loire. In !Mayenne, stibnite associated with

pyrite and carrying about 1 oz. Au per ton is found in

nearly vertical quartz veins between quartzites and Silu-

rian schists. In the central plateau (Cantal, Haute
Loire and Puy-de-Dome) the most important deposits

are Brioude and ]\Iassiac. The veins occur in mica

schists, gneiss and granite, and contain stibnite associated

with quartz and pyrite.

The deposits of Freycenet occur in mica schi.sts;

seven veins in the district carry stibnite in needles in a

bluish quartz in which there is some pyrite; three veins

carrv argentiferous antimonial lead ore and one yields

argentiferous galena. The principal vein at Mercceur

consists of massive stibnite with little quartz carrv'ing

traces of arsetiic and silver.

Germaxt a Small Pkoducer

Only a small quantity of antimony is produced in

Germany. Between AViutrop and Mentrop in Westpha-

lia, stibnite penetrates beds of bituminous limestone in-

terstratified with clay slates shales. In the Fichtelge-

birge, antimonj- occurs in sericite schists, and is associated

with auriferous mispickel, zinc blende and bournonite

finely disseminated in a gangue of quartz.

In Italy, at Pereta, stibnite, together with sulphur,

occurs in stringers and pockets in quartz dikes; near

ifontarrenti the mine Cebtine di Cotorniano contains

stibnite and realgar (sulphide of ar.senic) in a vein of

l)lackish quart^. Antimony is often associated with

cinnabar in Tuscany.

At one period Portugal was one of the foremost pro-

ducers of antimony. The chief deposits occur in the

Oporto and Braganza districts. The ore occurs in bedded

mas.ses in Silurian rocks. In 1912 Portugal's ^jro-

duction was 100 metric tons.

Antimony ores 'have been mined in Serbia for many
years, the ]irincipal deposits being found in the neigh-

borhood of Kostainik. The country rocks are lime-

stones, probably of Triassic age, overlain by slates; these

are cut by biotite trachytes. Ores occur at tuffs and

stringers in decomposed trachyte.

Russia, Siiain, Sweden and the United Kingdom pro-

duce a small amount of antimony ore each.
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In Asia. Borneo, contains ore in inMiiy luciilities, 1ml

W'W shipments have recently lieen iniidi'. the export for

1015 aniounlinii' to lint ^i'lO (ous.

China, now the larjjest ]iroducer of antimony, ])rac-

tically controls the market. All the southern provinces

contain antimony ores, the most im])ortant and extensive

deposits bein,": in Hunan, Kwanjrsi, Kwanfi'tuni; and

Yunnan. Tn Hunan province the out)nit exceeds that

ol; the rest of China. The chief ore producin;; districts

are Sinhwa, Ajiyanji', Anhwa, 8upu, Chenki and I'asa,

the eastern boundary of the deposits beinij tlie Sieng

River and the western boundary the Yuen Kiver.

The ore, stibnitc jiartly oxidized, oc'curs in seams and

]iockets distributed through a layer of limestone which

varies up to 40 ft. in thickness. Picked ore contains

alwut fi.'i^r Sb and often up to 0.75 oz. Au [ler ton.

The Panhsi mines are being worked for ore which oc-

curs in shoots in fissure veins. The ore is sorted to

nhout 30% Sb and shipped to Chaugsha for treatment.

In Eussia in Asia, in the government of Y'enissci an-

timony ore occurs in the placer deposits of the Kiver

Tsikiyum in the Avginski district, as well as on the

rivers in the Minusinsk district. In the Amur province,

deposits occur along the hill crests, the veins attain-

ing a thickness of 3.5 feet.

Small quantites of antimony have been produced from

time to time from India, transportation difficulties hin-

dering development of the few deposits known.

Once a producer of notable tonnages of antimony,

.Tapan now confines activity to smelting Chinese ores.

In Africa, antimoniate of iron containing 40^. Sh

occurs in the deposits of Hamman N'Bails, situated

on the right bank of the Seyliouse River.

Pkoductiox IN' America

Bolivia, producing not to exceed 312 tons annually

during 1911 to 1914, produced 17,923 tons in \'.)]r>.

The ores occur in fairly persistent veins and by hand

sorting can be raised to 50% Sb. The most important

deposit ig at Palea^, near La Paz.

One of the most important producing deposits in

Canada is that of Westgore in Hants County, Nova

Scotia, where the ores contain stibnite, kermesite valen-

tinitc and a small amount of galena with quartz and

calcite gangue, and occur in veins in talcose slates. At
Prince William, Y^ork County, New Brunswick is

another important deposit of stibnite ore from which has

lieen smelted in the neigliborhood. Antimony has also

been found in a number of other localities, but has not

as yet been developed.

In Jlexico, antimony has been found in many plaros.

the most noteworthy dejiosits being at Catorce, S. L. P.

Veins carrying oxides and sulphides occur along a con-

tact of blue lime and porphyry. A smeltery at Wadley,

about 100 miles from San Luis Potosi, reduced the

ores, whi( li were .sent to England for refining. An im-

liortant deposit of jamesonite occurs at La Sirena near

Zimapan, consisting of a heavy sulphide ore with mis-

pickle, pyrrhotite and zinc blende.

The only antimony produced for several years prior

to 1915 in the United States, was in the form of a

byproduct in smelting lead, copper, gold and silver ores.

About 685 tons of 58% Sb ore was .shipped from Fair-

Jianks and about 130 tons from Nome, Alaska in 1915.

llillgi'ove, N. S. W., Australia, a former antimony-

]iroducing district, has had its output o\ei-shadowc(l by

gold. Veins occur near the junction of slate and gran-

ite. Ores were mined from several shafts and tunnels

in the district and smelted locally. In Victoria stibnite

and valcMliiiite occur in many distriifs in veins ami in

quartz traversing Ordovician and Silurian slates. Dur-
ing 1 9 11 the Costcrlield district produced 2283 tons of

iS'/i Sb containing 2 oz. Au i)er ton.

(!()\('KNTU.\T10N OK ANTIMONY OliUS

Slihiiitc is frequently submitted to a process known as

"licpiation," which is carried out as a rule near the

nn'ne. In this process the low melting point of the

metal is taken advantage of. The usual method eiu-

pliiycd is to heat about 50 lb. of ore in a per-

foialcd clay pot in a furnace. As the sulphide of

antimony melts, it drips into a second pot, from which

it is ladled into molds. The process is very wasteful,

the loss running as high as 30% of the antimony. The
li((uated material is marketed as "crude" or "needle"

antimony and consists of antimony sulphide together

with 1 to 4% iron sulphide and up to 3% arsenic sul-

])hide.

Liquation has been cari'ied on in reverberatory fur-

naces, and while cheaper than the ])ot method, losses arc

very high.

Smelting of Antimony

There are several methods for the production of crude

metallic antimony reguius from its ores. These in-

\olve the dry, or fusion, processes and the wet, or solu-

tion processes. The chief dry methods may be roughly

divided into (1) smelting high-grade stibnite with iron

as a desulphurizing agent (this is the so-called English

process) and (2) sublimation processes for the treat-

ment of mixed or low-grade ores, the oxides produced

thereby being subsequently reduced to the metal by fusion

with fluxes and carbon. Whichever process is used, the

i-egulus produced has to be refined to give what is known
as "Star"' metal.

In the English process the ground high-grade or li-

quated sulphide ore is treated in two stages, termed

singling and doubling.

In singling, the ore is heated with iron, salt

and slag in crucibles, in a reverberatory furnace

witli condensing chamber. A typical charge is ore

42 lb., iron 16 lb., salt 4 lb., slag and from "doubling"

1 lb. The mixture is charged into the hot crucibles and

kept molten for .several hours, after which the regnlus is

poured into molds. The metal thus obtained contains

about 91% antimony.

In doubling, the blocks of metal, termed singles, are

broken up and mixed with 10% of liquated antimony

sulphide, 5% salt, and fused as before for about 1^

bonis. The slag is next ladled off and the metal run

into molds. It is now termed "bowl metal" or "star

bowls."

The loss of antimony during the.se processes of re-

fining is from 2 to 5%.

TiiK Sublimation Puocess

!\Ianv sublimation (irocesses arc in use, most of tlicm

having for their object the production of the volatile

trioxidc (Sb^jO^) from low-grade or mixed ores con-

taining from 7 to 20% of antimony. The advantages

claimed for the method are: Less fuel is required; losses

due to volatilization and noncondensation are small;

a good .sejiaration of tlu' antimony fi'um ansenic is af-
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fec-ted, owing to the greater volatility of arsenic triox-

ide; low-grade ores can be profitably smelted if the

smelting is carried out near to- the mine; and any

gold or silver remains in the nonvolatile residues.

In the Chatillon process, which has been employed on

a large scale in France, the furnace consists of two

double cupolas terminating in a common flue from which

the volatilized oxides are led to water-cooled condens-

ing chambers made of sheet iron. The upper cupolas are

charged with alternate layers of fuel and ore, and as

the liquated sulphide melts and falls through to the

lower cupola, it meets an upward current of hot air

which converts it into the trioxide SbjOj. Before leav-

ing the plant the gases are reduced to a temperature of

100" C. and passed through a baghouse. The sublim-

ate' obtained contains 98 to 99% antimony trioxide.

In the Herrenschmidt process, which is used in France

and China, the ore is broken into fragments varying

from i to 1| in. in size and roasted with about 4%
coal or coke in a rectangular shaft furnace having a steep

grate. The dust which is screened off is briquetted with

clay before roasting. The volatile gases are drawn
through a series of condensing chambers and finally upon
a fewer filled with coke over which water trickles.

The antimony oxide produced by sublimation methods
can be reduced to the regulus by several processes.

At Seplemes the reduction is carried out in reverber-

atoiy furnaces having deep and hollow beds that slope

toward a central taphole. The charge consists of 500
lb. of a mi.xture of oxide ore, roasted ore and flue dust;

90 to 110 lb. of flux consisting of salt, soda and sodium
sulphate; 60 to 75 lb. charcoal and 220 to 230 lb. old

slag. The antimony volatilized during the operation

amounts to about 14% of the quantity operated on,' but

some recovered as flue dust, which is resmelted.

Eefixixg of Axtimoxt

The composition of specimens of regulus before re-

fining is shown in the following table:

CONTEXT OF REGULUS
En;5lish Process Sublimation Process

Sijecimen I , Specimen 2, Specimen I

,

Specimen 2,

Tc % Tc %
Sb 94 50 84 00 97 20 95 00
Fe 3 00 10 00 2 50 4 00
S 2.00 5 00 20 75
As 25 1.00 10 25

The foregoing table shows that the crude metal con-

tains a considerable proportion of impurities. All these

as well as others that may occur, can be largely re-

moved by fusing the metal with oxidizing and desulphur-

izing agents. Fusion with soda, potash or antimony
oxisulphuride (antimony glass) removes sulphur and ar-

senic, while copper and iron may be partly removed
by fusion with .sodium sulphate (Glaubers salt).

Lead may he partly removed by roasting with chloride

of sodium, potassium or magnessium, but this treatment

may cause volatilization of antimony with the lead.

The operation of refining may be carried out either

in crucibles or in reverberatory furnaces; the fuel in

the former case is somewhat less, but loss by volatili-

zation is less in reverberatories.

^\Tien the refining is done in crucibles, the crude
metal is broken into small pieces, freed from slag and
melted with about 2% of its weight of antimony flux,

which is prepared by melting two parts stibnite with three

parts "potashes." The refining Is usually complete at

the end of one hour, when the metal is run into molds
for star metal.

\Yhen reverberatory furnaces are used, the bed of the

furnace is heated to bright redness and charged witu

1200 to 1400 11). of impure metal. When the metal is

tboroughly melted about 5% carbonate of soda is added

with a little c«ke. The furnace is maintained at a good

heat for from one to three hours, when the slag be-

comes thick and is removed from the fused metal. Next
a mixture composed of 3% antimony sulphide and 1.5%
antimony tetroxide is added and then 4.5% potassium

carbonate, these proportions being calculated on the

charge of metal. This treatment removes the iron and
sulphur, and at the end of about 15 min. the refining

is complete.

As the quality of pure antimony is largely judged

by the femlike crystallization (starring) shown on its

surface, it is important that casting should be done in

such a manner as to produce the best starring effect

on the metal. For this reason the metal .should not

come in contact with the ladle or mold, and this is ac-

complished by giving both a coating of slag. The sur-

face of the antimony is protected in the same way when
in the mold. The slag that is obtained in the final

fusion is termed star slag and consists chiefly of anti-

mony glass which carries 20 to 60% of antimony and
is used repeatedly in refining.

The loss during the refining process, due to volatili-

zation, amounts to 20 to 30% of the impure metal, much
of the volatile antimony going into the flue dust as tri-

oxide and tetroxide.

Propeeties, Uses axd Alloys of Axtimony
Metallic antimony has a bluish white color, a lam-

inated structure and melts at about 630° C. It is ex-

tremely brittle and can he powdered readily. The solid

metal is little affected at ordinari- temperature by ex-

posure to the air, but in the molten state undergoes
rapid oxidization. One of its most valuable properties

is that when alloyed with other metals, it expands slight-

ly when passing from the liquid to the solid state.

I^Ietallic antimony alone has but few uses. By treat-

ing an acid solution of an antimony salt with zinc, met-
allic antimony is produced in the form of a black pow-
der known as "iron black," which is used for producing
an appearance of polished steel on articles made of papier

mache, plaster of paris, or zinc.

Antimony readily forms alloys with most heavy metals,

its effect being to increase their hardness and expan-

sion on solidifying. This latter property enables very

sharp impressions to be obtained in casting. The most
important alloys are known as antifriction or white met-

al, type metal, hard metal and britannia metal. Lead-
antimony alloys are used in manufacturing acid-resist-

ing valves, and when added to copper, deepen the color

and make the product capable of taking a better polish

than ordinary brass. Naples yellow is an antimoniate

of lead containing an excess of lead oxide and is used

in oil paints, glass and ceramic industries. Antimony
white, chiefly the tetroxide, has been suggested as a sub-

stitute for white lead. Antimony pentasulphide has a

fine orange-yellow color and is employed in rubber manu-
facture as a pigment and sulphur carrier. Antimony
compounds are employed in dyeing, both as acid and basic

mordants, the salt employed being tartar emetic—double

tartrate of antimony and potassium—and antimony flu-

oride. In medicine, tartar emetic and antimony tri-

oxide are used.
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Siberian Mine-Timbering Methods
By Henry 11. Payne*

SYNOI'SIfS—General method of recovering gold

in Siberian mines Jias been to sinlc numerous

shafts and worHng out one and proceeding to the

next. Question of drainage is a troublesome one.

Timbering and gobbing methods are antiquated

and result in frequent care-in and loss of ground.

The general method of recovering gold in Siberian

rivers, where the paystreak lies too deep for opencutting,

has been to sink shafts 700 to 800 ft. apart, quickly work
out the area contiguous to each shaft, allowing it to fill in,

continuing the work from the next shaft. If this were

a single operation, always proceeding upstream, the ques-

tion of drainage would be eliminated, but where a series of

operations are found in a distance of a few miles, the

problem of either unwatering the workings or diverting

the water is a serious one.

The Andreevsky group, on the Bodaibo River, a trib-

utary of the Vitim, in the Lena watershed, is typical.

The rich paystreak varies from 105 to 175 ft. in width,

and bedrock is found at 133 ft. below the surface. The

SURFACE PLUMES IN SIBERIAN GOLD FIELD

shafts are 4| x 8 arshines, or 10 ft. 4 in. x 18 ft. 5 in.,

and have three compartments. At this particular spot

frost is rarely found deeper than 140 ft., although in

other portions of the district, as in the Klondyke, drill

holes to a depth of 250 ft. indicate indefinite and un-

broken frost. It occasionally happens, therefore, that

intermittent thawed areas are encountered, which add to

the difficulties already existing. At the Andreevsky No.

84, although a relatively small operation, two pumps of

105 hp. each are required. The average amount of water

pumped out of the mine is 174,350 gal. per 84 hours,

which is pumped to the washing plant on the surface.

Whenever the power is shut off, work has to be instantly

abandoned and the motors taken out of the mine, as it

will flood in three honrs. An 80 hp. electric hoist is

used, the cage weighing 3300 lbs. and the load 4000 lb.

Time of hoisting is 30 seconds. At Andreevsky No. 7

less water is encountered, owing to frozen ground in ad-

vance. At both of these mines the rich paystreak is

found in an irregular belt meandering from side to side

of the valley.

" Fig. 1 shows a typical cross-section of the stream and
Fig. 2 the ground plan. In order to carry the main
stream away from the active operations, two or more paral-

lel flumes are constrncted from the main channel to a

ditch alongside the workings and then into the abandoned
operations below. These are shown in Fig. 3.

A series of test pits or drill holes having first been

made to determine the line of maximum values, a shaft

is then sunk, as indicated in Fig. 2, and a meandering en-

try driven each way therefrom, the lower entry usually

breaking through at a short distance, into the preceding

dowiistream operation, and thus att'ording drainage from
above. At intervals of about 70 ft., cross-entries are

• ."/'^-79«pi!a«/

FIG. 1. TYPICAL CROSS-.SECTION OF SIBERIAN
GOLD-BEARING STREAM

turned and driven until the value of contents decreases

to an amount equal to the cost of driving. In this man-
ner the edges of the rich paystreak are defined and the

direction of the main entry governed accordingly.

This main entry is driven first, from 14 to 21 ft. wide,

and timbered, as shown in Fig 4, by outside posts and

caps called stoiJd and ognefi, with secondary posts called

stoibi inside these and in a double row in the center, sur-

mounted by a row of caps extending lengthwise and called

podquati. Track is first laid on the left-hand side, and

a deep ditch is dug in the right-hand side. This ditch is

extended down to the lower end of the operation as rap-

idly as possible, in order to hole through to the works

below and save pumping. In this manner as many as six

or seven separate mines may be drained through one an-

other. Upon completion of this bedrock ditch, the track

•Consulting mining- engineer. New York City.

FIG. 2. GROUND PLAN OF MINE WORKINGS IN
STREAM BED

is laid in the right-hand side of the entry. In the mean-

time the large pieces of rock from the ditch and the large

boulders encountered in the development are gobbed in

the center between the slolbi.

A peculiarity of Russian gob packing is the insertion,

at frequent intervals, of large timbers laid horizontally,

whose function is supposed to be the bindnig of the gob.
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but which ill reality crush under pres.sure and cau.se undue
strain on the stoiki and stolbi remaining, with frequent

cave-in.s and consequent loss of considerable areas of high-

grade gravel. As soon as one or two cross-entries have

been turned, the ribs on either side of the main entry are

slabbed, and as the slabbing advances, a row of single

stolbi is set at the back and the entire area gobbed with

boulders and timber laid horizontally, as indicated on

the left in Fig. 3. In this manner an area from ;i8 to 50

1 'SroiKi

"i-PODQUATt

< /£' 5>*<- 7^ -->«-• 7'- ->l< /Z- >!

PIG. 3. SHOWING WATER DITCH AND TYPICAL
SIBERIAN TIMBERING

ft. in width is excavated and packed. When the pressure

becomes too great, the main ditch is tightly planked over

and the mine is abandoned, to be operated by a similar

eutiy driven parallel or from a new shaft.

A large part of the preparatory work for any season

consists of the building of flumes in advance, on the sur-

face, and the sinking of shafts. The gravel, when brought

to the surface, is washed and the gold recovered in the

usual manner.

Electric Smelting of Titamferous

Iron Ores*

Two miles west of the village of St. Charles, on the

north shore of the Saguenay River, Province of Quebec,

is a deposit of titaniferous magnetite estimated to con-

tain from 1,000,000 to 5,000.000 tons of ore, sufficient

in amount to operate an electric furnace for a number

of years. Electric power may be obtained at two points

on the river, one being approximately 9 miles west and

the other approximately 12 miles east of the deposit.

Charcoal and limestone, necessary for electric smelting,

are conveniently located.

The ore contains approximately 50.5;i% Fe, 10.55 Ti,

0.02 S, 0.03 P and is susceptible to magnetic separation

yielding a concentrate containing approximately 56.20%
Fe and 8.3 Ti, by which it will be seen that either crude

or concentrated, a titaniferous magnetite must be treated.

It is stated that 1.75 tons of concentrates treated in an

electrometal furnace such as is used in Sweden, would,

with the addition of 0.1 ton charcoal and 0.5 ton lime-

stone (dolomite preferred) produce one ton pig iron

containing 95.5% Fe, 3.5% C, 0.3% Si, 0.4% Ti,'o.01%

and 0.04% P, with a slag containing approximately 34%
Ti, 14% SiO^, 7% AUd.,, 40% CaO MgO and 3% FeO
and amounting to about 0.7 ton.

Electrical ])ower required would ije approximately 3000

kw.-hr. or, allowing for stoppages, etc., would approxi-

mate 0.55 hp.-year per ton of metal produced. To smelt

•Abstract of article by Albert Staii-sflcld, professor of
metallurgy, McGill University, Canada, Ui|)l. nf Mines, Geol.
Sur. No. 92.

the oi'iginal ore, assuming the slag not to contain more
titanium than the preceding examiile, 0.4 ton of charcoal,

0.7 ton of limestone or dolomite would be required and

about .{500 kw.-hr., or 0.51 hp.-year, per long ton of ])ig

iron would be consumed. Two tons of ore would pro-

duce one ton pig iron containing approximately 9C.5%
Fe, 3.5% C, 0.3%, Si, 0.4% Ti, 0.0157o S and 0.08% P,

and a])|iroxiniately one ton of slag.

Co.sT OF Making Pig Iron

It is stated that any estimated costs must be decidedly

uncertain. Assuniing, however, a plant to consist <jf

three furnaces of 4000 hp. each and an output of such a

plant to be 80 tons per day, approximate costs would be

:

COSTS OF MAKING PIG IRON

Mining and royalties, 2 tons
Preparation of ore, crushing @ 20c.
Concentrating, (u) 30c
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American Mining- Engineers Prominent in

Chilean Mining
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POPE YEATMAN
The great developer of the big copper mines

FRED HELLMANN
Consulting engineer for the Guggenheim

interests

H. C. BELLINGER
General manager, Chile Copper Co.

S. S. SORENSEN
General manager, Braden Copper Co.
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Some California Mother Lode Mines

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The four jjroups of Mothor Lode mines, situated in

three adjoininsj t-ounties in California, under the nianiijre-

nient of W. ,J. Loring, of San Francisco, are all in full

development or productive operation with the excep-

tion of the Dutch-Sweeney-App. Mr. Loring says that

owing to the ))resent state of war it has heen decided

to go slow at this proi)erty, but he hopes that the en-

largement of the Dutch shaft and the construction of

the 600-ton mill will be proceeded with very shortly.

The results of development of these properties are such

as to warrant their equipment on a large scale, as there

are large bodies of ore already available for treatment,

which have been put in sight by the present operators.

The three are adjoining mines, and all have been pro-

ducers under former owners. The Dutch and Sweeney

had been operated under one ownership, and the App
was separately owned. The situation and physical re-

lation of the properties make them an ideal com-

bination for the development of one large mine. The
Dutch-Sweeney Mining Co. has given more attention

to exploration and development and the study of applied

advanced metallurgical methods than to increasing pro-

duction and has come to the point of knowing that there

is a great mine in sight. The property is situated in

the Jamestown district, Tuolumne County. Jamestown
is the railroad shipping point, but the immediate min-
ing camp and nearest post office is Quartz.

Development at Calaveras Consolidated

Calaveras Consolidated Syndicate is developing a group

of old mines that were surface producers in early days

and are now disclosing bodies of ore of medium average

grade. The property is situated in the Melones or Car-

son Hill district, near the Melones mine, in Calaveras

County, with Melones as the post office and railroad

shipping point. Machine drills are employed, and re-

cently a 3-stamp sampling mill was installed, which

crushes about 18 tons a day with satisfactory results.

The main tunnel is 2024 ft. long and is developing ore.

The winze, 950 ft. north of the tunnel portal, is 275

ft. below the level of the tunnel, or 600 ft. below the

surface. The first level on the vein is at 123 ft. below

the tunnel level and is developing ore that averages

better than $5 a ton ; the width is undetermined. Bore

holes, botli east and west, at various points over 232 ft.

of drifting have proved ore of payable value for a width

of 18 ft. A shoot of ore 550 ft. long has been developed

at the tunnel level and adjacent to the winze which is

directly beneath the surface: that also has proved pay

ore over the same length. The winze level is directly

under good ore provcil at the surface and in the tunnel

level. The second k'vel, at 250 ft. below the tunnel

level, will again |)rove the downward extension of this

oreshoot. The ore developed in the main tunnel 2000

ft. in is another distinct shoot, separated by several

hundred feet of blank ground limn that develoiicd in

the winze section. Sinking in llic Morgan sliatt has

reached a de])th of 250 ft. below No. 3 tuimel, and the

results there obtained have been also satisfactory. The
Hardenberg mine, which is situated south of Jackson in

•Associate editor. 3430 Pcialta St.. Claklaiid, Calif.

Amador County, recently optioned by Ihc lianlenherg

.Mining Syndicate, was originally developed and operated

through an inclined shaft. About four years ago the

Sdiitli Eureka Mining Co. reopened the property and
sank a vertical shaft to the lOOO-Ft. Ic\el and extracted

ore from this and intermediate levels and develo])ed

new ground. The ore was treated in a new 20-stamp

mill electrically driven, and modern mining methods
well' apj)lied. The present operators have deepened the

slialt lo the 1200-ft. point, erosscutted and drifted on
the vein. The shaft is now being further deepened,

and the vein will be develo])ed at 1350 ft. depth by cro.ss-

cutting and drifting.

The Plymouth Consolidated Gold Klines, Ltd., oper-

ating the Plymouth group at the recently incorpoi-ated

town of Plymouth in the northern end of Amador Coun-
ty, is the only one of the ]\lother Lode properties under
i\lr. Loring's management that is owned by a foreign

company; the other operations and development were

undertaken since the beginning of the European War,
and the investments were obtained in the East. The
Plymouth was one of the famous Mother Lode produ-

cers in the early days and was reopened and developed

by the California Exploration Co. under the manage-
ment of Albert Burch. Since the present owners have

been operating, a modern mill, including stamps and
Ilardinge mills, and an electric hoist with a capacity of

5000 ft. have been installed. Li 31 months 319.893

tons of ore has been treated, having a gross value of

$1,646,350 and rendering a profit over all expenditures

of $540,586. These figures show an average value of

$5,146 per ton of ore treated, and that is a fair general

average of Mother Lode ores in the present-day mining
at- deep levels. So it is essential that modern methods
of extraction and treatment be adopted in the reopening

of the old mines and the continued operation of regu-

lar ])roducers. There are mines along the Lode that

produce high-grade ore, but there are others that yield

a very small profit because of the low values of the

ores and the high cost of treatment.

South African Diamond Industry

By a. Cooper Key*

That the diamond industry of South Africa is in better

condition today than at any other time in its history is

due to harmony among producers and the control of the

production on the basis of "the fewer the higher."

At the outbreak of the war a small demand for dia-

monds sprang up, which steadily increased, and the pro-

ducers, :who had large stocks by reason of overproduction,

were enabled to gradually dispose of stocks at prices not

less than those prevailing before the war. Through the

large interests he holds in De Beers, Jagersfontein and
Premier mines, S. B. Joel was able to conti'ol sales and
regulate the feeding of the market that showed signs of

exi)aiuling with the increased wealth of the United States

and other countries. When stocks were becoming de-

))lct('il. he arranged with his colleagues that the three

mines shoidd restart operations on a reduced scale. Be-

fore the companies had reached the present scale of oper-

jilions, all stocks had been cleared and the demand at

improved prices, the best ever obtained, w'as just satisfied

•Box 3621, .lohannesburgr, South Africa.
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liy the rcstrictcil ciutimt. Tliis restriction ainl tlu' con-

trol oi' the niarkctiiit;' of diamonds will enable the pro-

ducers to make as niiich or more profit from the re-

stricted outiuit as they did from twice the quantity pro-

duced before the war, and at the same time double the

lives of the mines. It has been announced that washings

at the Premier mine would be restricted to the capacity

of the No. 4 Gear (mill) and that the yearly increase in

depth of 34 ft. in the opencut workiuirs would be reduced

to 17 ft., at which rate the life of the mine would be

doubled.

Arangements have been made for the sale of diamonds

at prices considerably in advance of those of previous

years, and producers are being advised to think in

money and not in the quantity of diamonds produced.

It is pointed out that the world spends a certain amount

of money annually on diamonds and this amount in-

creases or diminishes with the rise or fall in general

prosperity. The aim must be to get the highest price

possible for a smaller quantity of the gems rather than

give more stones for the gross amount of money avail-

able. An increase in price or restricted output stinui-

lates the desire to possess these much-prized gems. - The
close control exercised tends to enhance the value and

stabilizes the investment.

In 1913 the demand for diamonds in the United States

of America was abnormal, owing to the proposed in-

crease in the import duty on Iwth rough and cut stones,

but as soon as these duties were imposed, prir-es fell and

the output, which had been augmented to meet the ab-

normal demand, did not realize more Uian the gross

amount available in normal times and tow'ard the end

of 1913 and the beginning of 1914 the average price per

carat left little or no profit over and above the increased

expenditure incurred in securing the larger production.

Companies suffered severely and directors immediately

realized the truth of the doctrine contained in the words

"the higher the fewer," and busied themselves in the en-

deavor to .secure cooperation to limit output and control

.sales.

Last Year's Yield

The total production of diamonds within the Union

of South Africa in 1916 was: Transvaal, 615,209 carats,

valued at £933,643; Cape Colony, 1.510,756 carats, val-

ued at £4,057,928; Orange Free State, 220,365 carats,

valued at £736,820; a total of 3,346,330 carats, with a

total value of £5,728,391. In the last normal j'cars (that

is, just before the war) the figures were: 1912, 5,071,882

carats, valued at £10,061,489; 1913, 5,163,547 carats,

valued at £1 1,389,807.

The production from mines (De Beers at Kimberley,

Premier near Pretoria, and Jagersfontein in the Orange

Free State) was 2,170,348 carats, valued at £4,769,479,

being an average of £2 3s. lid. ($10.65) per carat,

again.st £1 17s. ($8.90) in 1914, £2 ^s. 6d. ($10.00) in

1913, £1 17s. Id. ($8.95) in 1912, £1 13s. 8d. ($8.10)

in 1911 and fl Ss. 5d. ($6.85) in the half-year to De-

cember, 1910.

De Beers washed 4,567,898 loads of Ki cu.ft. each,

yielding 1,103,514 carats, valued at £3,393,311, or £2 8s.

4(1. ($11.70) per carat. Pretoria district mines, the fig-

ures for which for all practical purposes may be consid-

ered as those for the Premier mine, washed 1,621,1 10

loads of ground and 717,836 loads of tailings accumu-

lated in earlier years for 548,572 carats, valued at

£652,715, equal to £1 3s. lOd. ($5.75) per carat. Five or

six mings in tlie Orange Free State produced £723,153
worth of diamonds equal to £3 6s. id. ($16.05) per

carat. Alluvial workers on the banks of the Vaal River

produced 167,620 carats, value at £918,571, an aggregate

only twice surpassed in recent years. Tlu; value per carat

was no less than £5 13s. 2d. ($27.40) compared with

about £4 ($19.40) in 1914 and 1915. Workers in the

Barkeley West district produced 82,968 carats, valued at

£554,896, and the comparativley new Klerksdorf field, a

quarter of a million carats, averaging £5 6s. ($25.65)
per carat.

Quicksilver in California
According to a bulletin of the California State Mining

Bureau, the production of quiilcsilver for 1916 amounted
to 21,400 flasks of 75 lb. eadi, which were sold by the

mine owners for a total of $2,000,900. Quotations for

the year varied from the high level of $300 ])er flask in

February, to about $75 for the last six months of the year.

The average quotation for the year was $125; the actual

sales however, averaged only $93.50 per flask, owing to

the rapid fluctuation of prices in the first six months of

the year.

During the l)ureau's investigation, a wide variety of

ores were tested by water concentration, liy oil flotation

and by leaching. Each method has shown some ores

particularly, amenable to it. High recoveries were made
by water concentration of ores of friable crystalline cin-

naliar. When the cinnabar slimes badly, the saving is

low. but in many cases the contents of these slimes can

be won by flotation. Ochre in the slimes appears to

be ]iarticularly difficult to overcome, largely on account

of its colloidal nature.

One interesting development was the verification of in-

formation regarding selective separation of an objection-

able amount of pyrite from concentrates. In one instance,

a mixture of crude wood turpentine and a crude as-

phaltic base petroleum gave higher grade concentrates

than any single oil used, less visible pyrite being present.

In the matter of leaching with an alkaline sulphide

(Na.S and NaOH) .some astonishing results were ob-

tained. On four widely varying ores assaying from

0.11% to 1.7% Hg, extractions of 86%,, 96%o, and 97%,

were obtained with approximately half hour contact of

solutions.

One ore, assaying 0.31% Hg yielded 97% with but 15

minutes leaching. Ochre is detrimental to leaching as

well as to concentration.

Transparency of Tracing Cloth
According to Commrrrp Reports, Jlay 22, 1916, in re-

sponse to the demands of several Government depart-

ments and of dealers in tracing cloth, the Uiiited States

Bureau of Standards has develo])ed and adopted a stand-

ard method for specifying the transparency of pa]ier and

tracing cloth. It has issued a circular stating definitely

the form of the specification, explaining its significance,

describing the apparatus and method of test and giving

general information and instructions to ajiplicants. This

publication is Circular No. 63 of the Bureau of Standards.

It iiuludes a schedule of fees for those who make ap])li-

cation to the bureau for tests.
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Minerals Separation in the Miami Case

Tlip opinion of the United States Circuit Couit of

Appeals in the suit of Minerals Separation against Miami
Copper Co., written by Circuit Judge Victor S. Woolley

and recently handed down, says that the first or oily

frothing agents' patent is based upon the discovery of a

then unknown and still unexplained ]jhenonu'non of froth

notation of metal particles developed by the reduction of

oil to a low percentage, and that this discovery changed

oil flotation from lalwratory experiments and mill failures

to commercial success. The prior adjudications in Aus-
tralia and England are referred to as well as the litiga-

tion in the Ihiited States. It is said that the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States last December,
in the suit of Minerals Separation against Hyde, sus-

taining the validity of the patent in a way that has

already been discussed in the Journal, disposes of the

question of validity, and that the only question to be

considered is whether the defendant in the present suit

has infringed the patent.

The first operations of the defendant were in a ma-
chine which reproduced that of the plaintiff and here

infringement was not disputed, and therefore was not

discussed by the court. The second ojjerations of the

defendant were in Callow pneumatic cells and appliances

for mixing the ore pulp and oil before they entered the

cells. These were also held to infringe after a very

full discussion in which it was said that the use of

Pachuca tanks, centrifugal pumps receiving air and pulp,

or pulp elevators in conjunction with these cells involved

an agitation substantially the same as that disclosed in

the patent.

As to the second patent in suit, involving soluble

frothing agents, the court found this patent to be clearly

valid and infringed, and called attention to the fact that

it was stated in the specification that air or gas could

be "liberated in, generated in, or effectively introduced

into" the ore pulp by any suitable means. This disposes

of any possibility of limitation of this patent to any

particular means of introducing into the pulp the air or

gas which forms the bubbles of the froth.

As to the third patent, for the use of phenols in the

cold and without acid, the court found this to be a sub-

stantial improvement and simplification in the agitation

process of air flotation and held the patent to be valid

and infringed, in this respect reversing the decree of

Judge Bradford in the United States District Court.

Circuit Judge John B. McPherson concurred in this

opinion, but Circuit Judge Buffmgton di.ssented as to in-

fringement of the first patent in suit and wrote a long

opinion giving his reasons for the Ijelief that this patent

should be limited to mechanical agitation and did not

include pneumatic agitation. This dissent was limited

to the first patent and apparently Judge Buffington is

in accord with his colleagues as to the .second and third

patents.

When the decree of Judge Bradford in the District

Court was filed last September, it was con.^ented by both

parties that an injunction should be stayed pending the

decision of the appeal upon the filing of a bond for $250,-

000 and the filing of sworn monthly statements showing

the extent of the flotation operations of the defendant.

These statements have been filed every montti and show a

gradual increase from about $2.50,000 to $330,000 in the

value of cdiKciitratcs jjroduced by the flotation process

(luring each month.

The decree is interlocutor)' in its nature, and directf

I be ca.se to be sent to the court below for the issuance

of an injunction and the ascertainment of profits and

damages, and it is not expected that the Supreme Court

of the United States will entertain a writ of certiorari,

in any event, until there is a final decree adjudicating

all questions, including profits and damages.

m

Chronology for Mining for May, 1917

May 1—Wages in California gold mines increased to

maximum of $3.50 and minimum of $3 per shift.

May 4—Interim receiver appointed in London for

North West Corporation, following receivership on Apr.

24 of the parent Granville Mining Co., which controls

important properties in the Klondike.

May (i—Caijlo dispatches announced destruction l)y

fire of nickel-refining works of A. S. Kristianssands Nik-

kelrafTineringsverk at Christiansand, Norway.

May 12—Grand Fork.s, B. C, copper smelterj' of

Granby Consolidated company forced to curtail operations

and finally to cease smelting on account of lack of coke

resulting from strike in the Oows Nest Pass coal region.

May 17—Sub-committee on copper, appointed by Ber-

nard M. Baruch, chairman of committee on raw materials

of the National Defense Council, membership of copper

committee including John D. Ryan, chairman, Murry
Guggenheim, Charles M. ilacNeill, Rodolphe L. Agassiz,

James McLean and W. A. Clark.—Closing arguments in

flotation case of Minerals Separation, Ltd., vs. Butte &
Superior heard in U. S. District Court in Butte; de-

cision not expected for several months.

May 21—Heinze interests lost in Supreme Court pro-

ceedings for $15,000,000 treble damages, under Sherman
anti-trust law, against Amalgamated Copper and Lewisohn

interests who were alleged to have attempted a monopoly

of ilontana copper industry and to have conspired against

Heinze's United Copper Securities Co.

May 23—Announcement that Greene Consolidated

Copper Co. would be di.ssolved and that Greene Cananea

would become the sole holding company for the copper

operations at Cananea, Son. Mexico.

May 24—Production in Jerome, Ariz., copper mines

stopped by miners" strike.—Utah Apex mine in Bingham

Canyon resumed shipping, after two months shutdown

due to fire and flooding of mine.

May 25—Announcement that Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Mining and Concentrating Co. would erect a 10-ton elec-

trolytic zinc plant, after its new lead smelterj' at Kellogg,

Idaho, is in operation.—Case of Minerals Separation,

I^td.. vs. Miami Copper Co. in U. S. Circuit Court of

A])])eals, Philailelphia, for flotation-patent infringement

decided in favor of plaintiff.

May 26—Peruvian troops sent to quell strike disorders

at Cerro De Pasco copper smeltery at La Fundicion;

smeltery strike settled May 31.

May 31—"Smoke" damages allowed against smelting

companies in Sudbury nickel district, Ontario, but injunc-

tion restraining operation of the Canadian Copper and

tiie Moiid Nickel smelteries was denied, on ground of

greatest good io the comnmiiitv.
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Safety Device for Inclined Shafts

By R. J. Sampson*

As yet, within our knowledge, there has been no appli-

cation of an automatic safety device to cars or skips which

run on inclined rails without auxiliary guides. The
following description and sketch pertain to such a device.

This partieulnr design is for a skip which operates on

rails under whicli stringci's are used, which type of shaft

timbering is common in imlined shafts wlierc heavy

loads are hoisted at high speed.

The bail is attached as usual to the skip body by

means of pins about which it is free to turn, lint instead

of round holes for the pins, slots are provided in the

bail. In each of these slots a spring .1 is placed. A
connecting-rod is fastened to the bail at G, for which

purpose a lug and pin are made on the bail. The other

Bottom View
Side Elevation

Shoe to engage Rail

Plan
SAFETY DEVICE FOR SKIPS OR CARS

end of rod B is connected to the arm C, which, together

with the shoe D, its arm and bearing, fonn one casting.

There are two of these castings on each side. They are

fastened to the skip in the same manner as the Ijail.

On the pin about which these eastings rotate, there is

a light, short spring between the bearings of the castings

and fastened to each. The pins are made with a shoulder,

and the castings arc so placed that they can move away

from each other on tlieir bearings a maximum distance

equal to the width of the head of the rail minus the

thickness of the web.

As long as the load is on the rope, the s])ring A is

coinprcssed and the shoes D are held in the position

shown by the fidl lines, by means of the rod B. When
loud is taken of!' the bail, the spring ,4 assumes the dotted

'1702 A Ave., Douglas, Ariz.

position, and movement of rod P> throws the shoes 1) into

the rails, as shown.

The small perspective picture shows the shape of these

shoes, and for the sake of clearness the remainder of tlie

casting is not .sho\vn. The lug on the side is of such

depth and thickness as to just fit between the head and

flange of the rail, each lug completely filling this space

on one side of the rail. These dimensions are of course

governed by the rail used in the shaft. Since there is

a shoe for each side of the rail, the rail section is filled

solidly for a length of to 8 in., when the shoes are

in position.

These shoes, when in position above the rail, have

the sides of their lugs separated by a distance equal to

the thickness of the web of the rail. When they are

forced against the head of the rail, the shape of the under

side of the lug, which first comes in contact with the

rail, is such that it forces the two shoes

apart far enough to allow them to pass

over the head of the rail. When the

lugs have cleared the head of the rail,

the small spring draws the two castings

together so that the lugs fit snugly into

the rail. An further movement down-

ward of the skip tends to rotate the

castings, pressing the top of the lug

against the bottom of the head of the

rail and the bottom of lug against top

of rail flange—the greater the pressure

the stronger the gri]). Since rails are

rolled with the bottoms of their heads

and the tops of their flanges at a slight

angle to the horizontal, there is a tend-

ency for the lugs to slip out. To ob-

viate this difficulty, the shoes are made
with an extension below the lug and

offset far enough to clear the flange of

the rail. This extension is so made
that, at the instant the lugs are pressed

upward to the rail, it comes in contact

with the stringer under the rail. On
account of its shape further rotation presses it more

tightly against the stringer, and it then serves to hold the

lug tightly against the web of the rail.

If stringers are not used and the rails are simply on

ties or wall plates, the shoe assumes the shape of the

lug and has corrugations lengthwise, top and bottom, to

increase friction. In this case there is also provided, on

the side of the skip, a bracket so placed that when the

lugs are in contact with the rails, the arms carrying

the shoes are held by the sides of the bracket so that

they cannot slip sidewise. The lug G is so placed that

it will be directly under the point about which the bail

is pivoted when the load is on the rope. This is done so

that tluMc will be a minimum movement of the rod B
when the bail moves up and down during the period of

acceleration of the hoist.
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The length of the slot in the bail depends ujion the

load to be carried and the diameter of the spring steel

used, which will in turn depend upon the length re-

quired to be developed by the spring over its length when
compressed. Assume a load of 16,000 lb., spring steel

1 in. in diameter, the coil having an outside diameter

of 4 in., there will be required 10 coils to develop a

length of 3| in. over its compressed length. This 3| in.

is tlie horizontal movement at G necessary to rotate the

shoos into position. The slot will then have a length com-

prised of 10 coils. Length = 10 + 3| -f 4 in. (the

diameter of pin to which bail is fastened) = 17^ in.

If a G5-lb. I'ail is used and the lugs are made 6 in. long,

there will be a total of 84 sq.in. of cast steel to support

the load. The lugs are so shaped that, in case the skip

is set on chairs, the mechanism will operate as usual,

gripping the rails, but when the rope picks up the load

they will sliji out from the rail without binding and

with no shock.

While the description of this device is lengthy, the

operation is simple, and for the result sought the cost is

small. There is one bad feature; that is, in ease the

lugs strike the rail at a rail Joint. However, even in this

event, the operation should be immediate and effective, as

the rail splices are not opposite each other and one pair

of shoes would always be effective, and if properly <le-

signed, these would be amply sufficient to support the

load.

Concreting a Diamond-Drill Hole

A surface diamond-drill hole in the Flat Eiver country,

Missouri, cut by an imdergrouud prospect drift drained

so much water from the surrounding country that it

was found neressarv to concrete it from the surface to

METHOD OF PUJGGING ni.\MOND DRILL, HOLE

keep it from flooding that part of the mine workings.

Owing to tiie fact that the drift was driven at an angle

of 20° downward, it was filled with water soon after

breaking into the drill hole, thus making it impossible

to plug the hole from the drift prior to filling it with

concrete. The following method, shown in the illustra-

tion, was successfully used for plugging the hole from

the surface: A 15-20-ft. length of pipe about an inch lesi

in diameter than the drill hole was closed at one end

with a wooden plug, and after making sure that the

(hill hole was clear, it was dropped into the hole with

the plugged end of the pipe up, forming a ba.se for the

concrete to rest on, and the part of the pipe projecting

into the drift was easily cut off when the drift was un-

watered. The concrete was made rather thin to facilitate

])ouring into the hole and was comjjosed of one part

Portland cement to three parts of sand or chat.

;*:

Feed-Water Control for Power-Plant
Boilers

By Lixdsav Duntax*

The sketch shows a method of regulating the boiler-

feed water in use at the Nevada Consolidated, which has

shown considerable advantages over the standard method
of a single globe valve kept partly closed at all times.

The device consists essentially of a double manifold with

gate valves of various sizes connecting the two branches.

As numy of the valves as are necessary are opened wide,

and the needed regulation is secured by opening or clos-

VALVE ARRANGEMENT FOR FEED-WATER CONTROL

ing ((unbinations of the different sized valves. This

method does away with cutting out the seats of the

partly opened gate valves and also enables the water

tender to toll at a glance the quantity of water bein;^-

fed. The illustration shows an arrangement suitable fo

a 400-hp. Babcock & Wilcox boiler and can be modified

to suit any size. Should finer regulation be required a

couple of :J-in. valves may be aded to the manifold.

•Moch.Tiiical engineer, McGiU. Nev.
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I
Details of Milling and Smelting I
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A Useful Type of Pipe Hanger
By Eaymond B. Ladoo*

A type of pipe hanger devised at the shops of the Low
Moor Iron Co. of Virginia has proved very successful.

The construction is simple, cheap, substantial and efficient.

The details of a typical installation for a 6-in. pipe are

shown in the accompanying sketch. The dimensions can

be altered for other sizes of pipe.

The two legs are made from old 3-in. wrought-iron pipe

or boiler tubes cut in 8- to 15-ft. sections depending on

slope of ground. One end of each pipe is flattened for a

distance of about 8 in. and the flattened portion drilled

for ^-in. bolts. Two f-in. rods about one foot long are

bent into an eye at one end to admit a ^-in. bolt, and

threaded at the other end. A ring, G or 7 in. in diameter,

2-J in. wide and f in. thick is then bored to admit

loosely the f-in. rods, the two holes placed diametrically

opposite each other. This ring can either be made of

LOW MOOR TYPE OF PIPE HANGER

strap iron bent and welded, or cut from 6- or 7-in. pipe

or couplings. The pipe ring is held by two straps about

1^ in. wide and ^ or f in. thick. Each is bent in a

semicircle, and the ends are flattened and bored to re-

ceive ^-in. bolts.

The manner of assembling the hanger is evident frmu

the sketch. The purpose of the 6-in. ring is to allow the

pipe to swing free from its support in any direction.

This provides for expansion and contraction in the line

and prevents the force of wind sway from shaking the

hangers. By using long threads on the rods,- the pipe

may be leveled up ])y tightening or loosening the nuts.

The legs are embedded in concrete piers about 1 ft.

square and 2 ft. deep and given a spread of about (i ft.

Hangers of this size are spaced on about 25-ft. centers.

Hangers of this type have been in use here for several

years and have proved very satisfactory. The one used

as an example is one of a scries supporting a (i-in. com-

•Mining eiiRlneer, Low Moor. Va.

pressed air line about a quarter mile long. Most of the

material used, with the exception of the concrete, was
scrap and consequently cost but little. The advantages

of this type of construction are low cost, durahility, flexi-

bility and ease of installation.

m

Coal Gas for Heat Treatment

The use of coal-gas furnaces for annealing, melting and
tempering metals is increasing in England, says a con-

sular report. Hadfields, Ltd., consumes, entirely for war
work, not less than 500,000,000 cu.ft. of gas per annum.
A furnace commonly in use takes a load of 4 tons of cold

steel and consumes 2750 cu.ft. of gas per hour at a cost

of 4Sc. per 1000 cu.ft. A ton of metal can be reduced

in 4 hours with a consumption of 850 cu.ft. of gas.

The advantages claimed for the furnace are that it

is compact, self-contained, mobile and economical. No
space is required for ashes, and it can be brought close

to the worker. It necessitates no special alterations in

the factory. The temperature is easily controlled, per-

mitting the time required for each operation to be defi-

nitely ascertained.

Riffles on Concentrating Tables

By Algernon Del Mar*

Nearly every combination of riffles has been tried on

concentrating tables in straight lines or in curves, so that

not nuich can be new to the ore dressing experts, but I

believe the combination here shown on a Wilfley table

^^__ .-Feed Box

Tight-.. \\\^TP#^^^i^^Jfas;rs==r:--—,.iifcA*to-to

''ff'"-
III
—

f

Loose-' //l—

I

Feed Box- FIS.E

MODIFICATION OF RIFFLES ON WILFLEY TABLES

may contain an element not already tried by some mill-

men, and it is well worth the exijcriment.

The idea originated by first extending the last eight

or longest riffles to the end of the table, as shown in

Fig. 1, and from the corner A extending a new line to

•MiniiiK enBlneor, Dewey Mines. Gazelle, Calif.
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llu' shortest I'illli' mid iju'ii cxtciuliiiu; every iilteriiiite

rillle to this new line. This conibiiiation was luisatis-

tactory, .so six of these rifllos were cut out and only two

extended to the end of the table. This worked well with

an ordinary load of concentrates, but when the table be-

,anie ovei'loaded, the dixidinj)' line between waste and

concentrates was not well dclined. Then one rifTle was

extended to the end of the tabic about one third the

way up, as shown in Fi<;. 2. Now if the table became

overloaded, this riffle se])arated clean concentrates, leav-

ing the lower one third to take care of the heavier portion

not thrown forward on th(> u|i|H'r ritTles. With this

added riflle our tables lake care of themselves whether

full or undcildadcd, the upper extended riffles taking otf

clean tine concentrates. This improvement acts to a

certain extent as a classifier, taking off the fine concen-

trates at the top and leaving the adjustment more es-

pecially for the coarser concentrates.

[*]

New Self-Lubricating Roller-Bearing

Mine-Car Wheel
By Ben J. ilouGAN*

In the construction of a new self-lubricating roller-

bearing mine-car wheel, the hnb member is made (cast

and machined) sejjarately and shrunk into the central hole

of the wheel proper. A roller-hearing assembly is mount-

ed in the hub member and forms an antifriction eon-

SELF-OILING HOLLER-BEAHIXU CAR WHEEL

nection between it and the axle. The hull member and

roller-bearing assembly are standardized and may be used

interchangeably. Provision is madi- for carrying in the

hub member a surplus of hard oil, which is drawn (m au-

tomatically as needed and works into the roller-bearing

assembly. The .separate manufacture of the hub assembly

is a good feature. If the llange, tread or web of any

wheel proves defective or is broken from any cause, its

hub assembly is not lost, but may be transferred to and

used with another wheel. Thus the salvage covers the

most expensive and iinporlant. parts of the wheel.

Zinc-Box Arrangement for Silver

Precipitates

By a. W. Ai,i,kn*

111 LTcneral ]iractice (be unsnicltcd screen oversize froni

the zinc-box, usually termed '•short'' zinc, is returned

to the box to be further consumed with cyanide .solution.

It is always advisable to kee]) the amount of this "short"

zinc on hand as low as possible and n(jt to distribute it

with flic coarse zinc in the compartments. The max-
imum solution of zinc occurs at first contact witli fresh

solution. By arranging the zinc-box in the manner

vHy-

ZIXC BOX FOR SILVER PRECII'IT.VTES

shown, it is possible to keep the "shorts" in the first com-
]iai'tnicnt, distributed in a shallow layer permitting the

free jiercolation of the solution. iMaximum precipitation

invariably occurs in the first two compartments, and by

raising the screens in the manner shown there is more
space available for an accumulation of product. [By an
unfortunate inadvertance the wrong cut was published

with this article in the Journal, May 5, 1917, p. 797,

whicli destroyed the value of the article. To correct this

the text is reprinted with the correct drawing.—Editor],

X Rays in Steel Metallurgy

The important role X rays may play in steel and non-

ferrous metallurgy was dwelt upon by Professor Bragg, a

pioneer in this work, in a recent address on the sub-

ject at Sheffield, England, says Iron Age, May 3, 1917.

He referred to investigations on the crystalline stnicture.

The perfect crystal has a definite internal geometrical

form and a definite atomic symmetry, hut the latter is

beyond the range of microscopic vision. The more power-

ful X rays may, how'ever, enable the metallurgist to de-

determine the atomic structure of his metals. Students

of the new method predict that it will throw light on

some places in metallurgy where nothing is now known.

The commercial value of the researches remains, of

course, to be proved, but the progress of the work is

being followed with deep interest in various countries.

Chemistry tells the metallurgist what are the constitu-

ents of his metals, but X rays are going to help him to

find and study the atoms of the substances. The actual

arrangement of these and the distances at which they

lie apart are of considerable importance, but have hither-

to been beyond human sision. The X rays have made it

possible to see the architecture of a number of substances,

said the speaker. Iron and steel present difficulties, but

there is a good prospect of getting useful information

about them before long. The work was going ahead in

the United States, where there was no war to interrupt,

it, and the speaker had received from American physicists

particulars of interesting results obtained in respect to

iron and steel crystals.

•Mininf? engineer, 505 I'olk BuHrtlnp, Des Moines, Iowa. •Mctallui'pical enp,lneer. :jOli Broaw;iy. New York.
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I The Cost of Doing Things
f
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Pipe Laying Costs in Detroit

Nearly 50 miles of water main were laid in Detroit

last 3"ear at a total cost of $864,732, says Engineennff

Xews-RecorJ, Apr. 12. Dedueting replacements of 0.95

mile there was a net gain of 48.23 miles, making a total

of 1004.84 miles in the entire system. The unit cost per

foot of various sizes, shown in the following table, are from

the last annual report of Theodore A. Leisen, general

superintendent

:
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car-fcct, as the development work and stopes gradually

work farther away from the hoisting shaft and of course

increase the cost of tramming per car.

SUNDRY SHATTUCK-AHIZONA OPEIIATING COSTS
AND FACTORS FOR 1916

Acoount

Drifting per foot
Raising per foot
Stopin^ ptT wet ton
Trainniinc and tracks per car, ore and waste .

Station tending sind caging per car ore and waste
Hoisting per trip
Top landing and tramming per car ore and wastn
Pumping per 1,000 gal
Assaying per assay unit
Roiler-horscpowcr per month - .

Compressor per 1,000 cu.ft. free air

Air drills per hour operation
Tramway per tram bucket

Unit Factors

Feet advanced per man-shift drifting
Feet advanced per man-shift raising
Wet tons sloped per man-.shift stoping
Feet development per wet ton stoped

. Cost
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HOISTING
Tliori' wi-rc lioistod from llif sliilfl 416.689 tuns of ore, ill u co,sl of $22,751.84.

follows:

AvnraRc Coat por
Details of Labor. Supplies, Etc. Ton for the Year

Iloistmen and skipmon $0 029
liubrirants . . UO

1

TimluT ami lanKini;

Misirllaneous .011
Mac'liinc-shop repairs f . 004
Electrical repairs ,002
Electric \iow.r 007
Electric lights

,

Total $0 054

Last
Year

$0 025
001

001
008
004
008

$0 047

PUMPING
The cost of puinping for the year amounted to $15,356.24, as follows:

.\veraKe Cost per Last
Details of Labor, Supplies, Etc. Ton of Ore Hoisted Year

Pumpmen $0 012
Lubricants
Miscellaneous supplies . 002
Machine-shop repairs . 003
Eleftrical repairs , 00

1

Electric power .019

Total $0 037

$0 Oil

.004

.001
018

$0 034

GENER.\L MINE EXPENSE

Details of Labor, Supplies, Etc.

Superintendent and foremen
Shift bosses
Miners
Timbermen and earpeiJ ts ,

Piperaen
Supplymen .

Repairmen . .

Timekeeper
All other labor
Powder
Fuse and caps
Illuminants
Lubricants
Timber and la<jging

Miscellaneous supplies
Cement .

Machine-shop repairs
Electrical repairs
Building repairs

. Tool-shop repairs
Electric power
Electric lighting
Heating
Surveying
Train service
Tearning
Contingent expense
Legal services
Depreciation
Administrative expense
Free light, rent and wa*,er

Taxes and insurance
Fire protection
Litigation and other extraordinary expense

Average Cost per Ton
Mined for the Year

$0,023

.011

.003

.008

.009

.004

.012

003
.016
.005
.007
004
.008
.004

014
012
.016

!047
.032
086
082
001

. 122

.031

Total. $0,560

Last
Year

$0 022

.018

.002

.005
009
.003
.002

.006
005

008
005
015
.004

.012

.012

.013
00!
.036
.006
070
.068
001
.084

026

$0,433

COMPARISON OF MINING COSTS

i
Stope [1

Vann 4.102
Ramsey 9.192
Selley 2,944
Flood 7.937
Pike 1.675'

Dobbins 7.840
Martin 3,714
Gay 7.036
Tembv 12.149
Francis 3.940
Johnson 1,544
Koster 802
Iver 5.864
Cameron 72,976
France 30,578
Zuber 1,567
Die 102
East OIc. ..:.. 1.477
Murphy 35,279
Rabb 36.461
Larson 15.487
Lee 14.281
Miller 142,914
Porter 10,251
Mike 6,677
East Porter 3,825
Rock 3,981
Plemmons 11,638
Day 8,103
Spur 2.679
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I
Yuba No. 16 Double-Stacker Gold Dredge I

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnimiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

YUBA NO. IG DOUBLE-STACKER GOLD DREDGE WHICH STARTED DIGGING AT HAMMONTON, CALIF.. IN APRIL-
The accompanying illustrations whicli natur.ally have lost something in reproduction are remarliably fine examples of dredge

photographs; they were talten by Gabriel Moulin, of 153 Kearny St.. .San Francisco, Calif. Yuba .Mo. Ifi is the largest capacity
gold-placer dredge of its type in the world. It is equipped with douhle-iailing stackers and is designed to dig to a depth of 82 ft.,

leave a navigable channel and to strengthen the banks against Hoods. The upper illustration on this page shows a star-
board-and-bow view which gives .some idea of the full length of the twin tailing stackens. The lower illustration is a stern-star-
board view, showing the starboard stacker in operation, the cle.ated nniways on either side of the stacker, together with
defalks of the hangers, the stern gantry with safety platform at the top, also (he spuds with safety platform at the top of the
spud support. The traveling crane, athwartship, should be noted
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YUBA Na 16 ALL-STEEL DOUBLE-STACKER GOLD DREDGE. HAMMONTON, CALIF.

This stern view of Yuba No. 16 shows the full length of both stackers, the distance between the outer or upper ends at maxi-

mum e.xtension being 416 ft. 6 in. The approximate height of the stacker gantr.v above the water Ime is 103 ft The weight ot

each stacker is about 80 tons. This view shows the port stacker only in use as tailing is not required on the starboard bank

BOW VIEW OF YUBA NO. If. DOUBLE-STACKER GOLD DREDGE IN YUBA B.ASIN. CALIFORNIA

This view was taken with the camera facing the sun, as indicated by the shadow of the bow gantrv in the pond. The clear

freeboard of the hull is finely outlined. Note the commodious safety platform on the bow gantry
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! Events and Economics of the War
I
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The last week has been devoid of spectacular feat-

ures. The great Italian drive appears to have come to

a standstill and there has been relative quiet on the

British and French fronts.

An encouraging feature was the further diminution in

sinkings by submarines.

In the United States, preparations Iiave been going on

steadily. Probably a good deal more is being accom-

plished tban is published. The attention of the public

has been focussed on the registration for conscription

on June 5. There were minor disorders in several parts

of the country and a few arrests of persons who may be

charged with treason. The Government has exercised

a firm hand on this situation.

There has been most alarm over the situation in Rus-

sia, where some of the socialists and many of the trades

unions are behaving in a senseless and unpatriotic way.

Yet we have the feeling that on the whole the situation

in Russia is improving.

The U-Boat
The menace of the submarine seems on the decrease,

but it is wise not to be carelessly optimistic. The
Admiralty states that U-boats claimed but 09 British

vessels during the 3 weeks ending May 27. In the same
period there were 16,030 "ship movements;" that is, ar-

rivals and departures from British ports. This gives a

ratio of ship movements to sinkings of 231 to 1.

In the Adriatic, the Italians have recently surik 13

submarines, largely, it is said, through the genius of

Marconi.

That our exports increased in April in spite of the

submarine is evidenced by figures Just issued by the

Custom House. The total for last month is $216,009,-

802 as against $175,751,291 in February, the bulk of

which went to France and England.

The Government's Attitude Toward
the Steel Men

A certain steel man, says the Wall Street Journal, gave

the following opinion as to the statement that the Gov-

ernment will name its own price for the steel it needs 'or

war purposes

:

"This proposition is based on the idea that the steel

manufacturers are making enormous profits. While it

is true that prices of steel products are al)normalIy high,

it is also true of the cost of production. This is clearly

shown by comparison of the principal elements entering

into the cost of producing steel.

"In fixing the prices, however, the manufacturers feel

that there is grave danger in any policy which attempts

to arbitrarily fix the prices received at a low figure.

"Such a course must inevitably have a disturbing in-

fluence on nuiny lines of trade, as we must assume that

the Government will attempt to fix arbitrarily price? on

all commodities required for national defense.

"From the standpoint of revenue alone, it would seem

to be ill-advised; if the manufacturers are not permitted

to make profits, there can be no revenue from either

the income tax or the excess profits tax.

"The safer and more profitable method would be to

place the Government business at current market rates,

less such a discount as would be given to any other large

responsible buyer; insist on preference being given over

all other Inisiness; and then, when the manufacturer has

made bis profit under fair competitive conditions, take

from him by taxation his fair proportion of whatever

may be necessary to provide the funds for the prosecution

of the war.

The Liberty Loan for Wage Earners

To popularize the War Loan, which means to bring it

within the reach of the man in the street, the Federal

Reserve Bank of Xew York has been asked by the Liberty

Loan Conmiittee to arrange to issue ten dollar certificates

convertible into the fifty dollar bonds. The Reserve Bank
will probably issue these certificates in return for the

deposition of an equivalent amount of Loan bonds with

itself.

To facilitate the sale of bonds where the'buj'er wishes

to pay at once for his securities, the Treasury Depart-

ment has ordered that subscriptions for one $50 bond

or one $100 bond may be accomplished by payment in

full, if so desired. The transfer will be completed by

the delivery of an interim certificate. The bonds so

represented will bear interest from June 15 and will be

issued in exchange for the certificates as soon as they

can be prepared.

m

Senator Weeks on War Taxation

Senator Weeks says : "If we raise by taxation an

amount sufficient to pay civil expenses of the government,

interest on the public debt, and about one-twentieth of

cost of the war, we would be going as far as we should

in immediate taxation. There is no particular reason why

this generation should not pay for the war, but there

is every reason why it should not pay one-quarter or one-

half the expense in one year. In one case we would be

following a businesslike course; in the other a destruc-

tive one.

"I am afraid personal prejudice, animosity to particu-

lar industries, and lack of knowledge of fundamental

reasons surrounding success or failure in business have

actuated some of those responsible for the pending bill,

and cannot too strongly urge a thorough consideration of

basic principles and framing of tax legislation along

such lines that no one will be harmed and every one

benefited. I do not think for a moment the business of

this country desires to avoid responsibilities incident to

the war. It is willing to be taxed for any amount the

government believes necessary for efficient prosecution,
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but iloL's wish to liavi' its business organization in siiupe

when normal times are restored, so it can operate as

efficiently and sueeessfully as conditions at that time

warrant. In other word.s, we can temporarily take any

part of the profits of business for governmental purposes,

but cannot afford to destroy one atom of the means of

producing those profits."

V

Navy Shells Not Defective

An official statement issued on May 22 by Secretary

Daniels said that all shells intended for naval use that

were manufactured since 1900 are as good today as when

they were first made. It admitted, however, that the

premature explosions on the steamships St. Louis and

St. Paul were due to old shells made in 1898 for use

in the Spanish war. Possibly the fatal accident on the

S. S. "Mongolia" is traceable to the same cause. However
it is difficult to see how any part of even a defective

shell, could return to the ship in the manner claimed.

The Food Administration Bill

A new Food Administration bill was introduced in

the House, on May 22, by Chairman Lever of the House

Agricultural Committee. In it power to control the pro-

duction, distribution and consumption of the necesss"ies

of life is strongly centralized in the President.

It is such power as this that the President said must

be placed in his hands when he named Mr. Hoover Food

Administrator. It will be remembered that the latter

said that the jiiere possession of such power by the Ex-

'ecutive would probably be sufficient to gain the desired

ends and that occasion might never arise for using it

were it once granted. The bill according to Mr. Lever,

"declares every business dealing with necessaries to be

affected with a public interest."

Mr. Hoover is unalterably opposed to introducing

outside issues, such as prohibition in its ethical aspect,

into the situation.

Efficiency of Great Corporations

"War trusts, organized despite the Sherman law,

probably will \x tolerated by the United States Govern-

ment during the period of hostilities, on the ground of

'national emergency,' " said a statement purporting to be

authorized by officials of the Department of Justice, May
23. According to the Eveniiuj >S'u«, it is apparent there

is an understanding between the Government and the

large corporations that the latter will not be molested

unless they flagrantly abuse their privileges.

The reasons giver for permitting organization and

pooling of interests liy the great monopolies of the coun-

try during the w-ar are twofold. First, that drastic act-

tion taken against them at tlris time might seriously up-

set business. Second, that by combining it is believed

they can deliver more cheaply, more efficiently and more
quickly supplies heeded by the Government for the war.

// sitch efficiency he good in war time, why not in all

time?

Nevertheless, in spite of the "national emergency" plea

in favor of combinations during the war, there is dis-

tinct uneasiness in Congress as to the matter. Repre-

sentatives and Senators assert that if the Sherman law is

to bo passed over, action by Congress temporarily sus-

pending it should be taken. Some Government officials

are strongly opposed to such action, however, and this

will not be done unless the hand of the Administration

is forced.

Wli.y not then suspend, or greatly modify the Sherman
law? If Congress should want to do that, what have

Government officials—the bureaucrats—got to say about

it?

Labor More Plentiful

It is reported that in several sections of the country

there seems to be a more satisfactory labor condition.

This is probably due to the completion of many of the

European War contracts which have resulted in a release

of labor that may now go into other channels. This

is gratifying because many classes of construction, par-

ticularly roads, should go on uninterruptedly during the

war period.

A recent report of the State Highway Engineer of

Wisconsin says that there is a slight advance in pay,

averaging throughout the state about 25c. a day for men,
and 50c. a day for man and team, over prices paid a

year ago. Contractors on outside work have reported

that men were easier to obtain than at the same time

last year. It would be a very poor proposition to sus-

pend or curtail public work of any kind at the present

time.

m

The Neutral States

Revocation of the decree of neutrality in the war be-

tween the United States and Germany is recommended
to the Brazilian Congress by President Braz.

A shake-up in Chinese official circles has resulted in

the appointment of Wu Ting-Fang as acting Premier

with authority to form a new cabinet. This will probably

break the deadlock and make possible a declaration of

war against Germany.

Obregon says Mexico is neutral though in sympathy

with the Latin races fighting in Europe. The German
Government is said to have received a protest from Mexico

against the submarine campaign.

Railway Economy
The Railroad War Board in a recent bulletin suggests

certain economies such as the reduction of the number
of locomotives under repair, greater speed, careful steam-

ing to save fuel, the use of full engine loads and shorter

loading and unloading time for freight cars.

The bulletin claims that through such means the rail-

roads can increase their engine and car supply from 20

to 30%.

War Risk. Insurance

Tlic Senate on May 22, passed the bill for the creation

of a I')ureau of War Risk Insurance in the Treasury

Department, with an appropriation of $5,()0l),000 to carry

it on. The bureau is to insure American merchant

vessels, officers, and crews of the vessels against accident,

loss of life or loss of their effects.
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Chile Copper Co.

Tlie first anniuil report of the C'liile Copper Co., cover-

ing tlie period I'rom the hegiiiiiiiig of operations to Dee.

31, 1910, for both the holding company and its operating

company, the Chile Exploration Co., states that since the

first bonds of the company, amounting to $1.'),()0(),000,

were sold in 1913, extraordinary develo])mcnts have taken

place at the property. At that time consti'uclion w-'s

started on a 10,000-ton per day plant to treat the Cluiqiii-

eamata orebody, estimated to contain 95,6.57,000 tons of

2.41% copper ore. The plant was started on May 18,

1915, since which time 82,804,000 lb. of copper has been

marketed and 6,8(34,000 lb. additional produced, the latter

amount being constantly used in the treatment process.

This production, within 4^ years from the time that

the main properties were jourcliased, speaks for itsell',

and this, in spite of the fact that the company had to

devise and apply an entirely new process of treatment

to its ores, which differ radically from any other known

copper deposit; that the plant is in a foreign country

and remote from any market for material ; that the de-

posit is in what was formerly a desert, whicli has now

been made into a thriving mining town of some TOOO

inhabitants; that water was piped 3T miles and power

transmitted 84 miles; and that machinery vital to tJie

plant, was blocked in belligerent and neutral ports at

the time of the outbreak of the war.

Success of the Process

After 19 months' operation, it has lieen found that

very few changes, of minor importance only were neces-

sary in the process. The usual mechanical troubles in

starting up a metallurgical jilant were augmented on ac-

count of difficulties in obtaining prompt deliveries for

minor changes in equipment were nuide still worse by

slow deliveries due to the war. This has, for the time

being, materially retarded the bringing of the plant up

to capacity.

For the next few years, the ore mined will contain

approximately 1.8% Cu, compared to the average grade

of the now developed orebody of 1.89% Cu from which

a final recovery of 88% of the copper content is expected.

Ore reserves are estimated by Fred Hellmann, consult-

ing engineer, to consist of 232,900,000 tons of oxidized

ore of 1.89% Cu; 73,100,000 tons of mi.xed ore of 2.98%

Cu; 48,700,000 tons of sulphide ore of 2.36% Cu, or a

total of 354,700.000 tons of an average of 2.187o Cu.

To this, probable ore estinurtes add 345,300,000, mak-

ing the total ore :()0,000,0IKJ tons of an average of

2.12% Cu.

On account of this development of ore reserves, im-

mediate steps are to be taken to increase the capacity

of the plant to 27,000 tons per day, for which $35,000,01)0

6% convertiljle bonds are to be issued, the approval of

the stockholders having been secured for a total issue of

.$100,000,000 for this or further improvement work.

Construction work, jilans for whicli are well under way,

will be under the direction of S. 11. Williamson, formerly

in charge of the construction ol' the I'acific division of

the Panama Canal.

The company has acquired by purcliase, the holdings

of Compaiiia itinera de Calama, for wiiich $1,508,368

was paid, also two steamships, for the joint account of

the Clule Exploration Co. and the Braden Copper Cn.

'i'hc fuliowing com]iarative.--tal)le gives the more ini-

piiitiiiil data covering from-the beginning of operations.

Costs are ciilculatecl before deducting interest on bonds

and loans, depreciation or writing oif plant accounts:

Total
Cu8t of

Production
Net' Including
CoBt .Selling.

Dry % % per 1,1). Dcliviry
ITons Tons Daily Copper Net Copp^-f and Mis-
Copper Ore .\ver- in Ore Sav- ut eellaneous

Period Produced Treated age Treated ing Plant KxrH'nseii

7!mos. 1915 5,472 625,394 2,741 171 56.87 16 34c. 18 55c.

1st (Juart.r 1916 4.374 354.612 3,897 166 74 82 12 52c. 15 43c.

2nd (Juurter 1916 5.487 372,256 4.091 180 75 87 1181o. 15 04c.

3rd Quurler 1916 5.344 392.390 4.265 1 83 85 24 10 52e. 15 20c.

4th Qui.rtir 1916 5,4^8 623,490 6,777 170 73 42 12 29c. 16.17c.

12mo8. 1916 20.653 1,742.748 4.762 174 77 15 1175c. 15 46c.

Tiie gross "price delivered" for copper produced during

tlie year 1910 was 25.o6c. per lb.

Although mining and treatment cost has iieen con-

stantly decreased since operations began in May, 1!)15,

it is still high, due to comparatively small prodHction.

Trans])ortation and insurance costs are exce.ssively high,

Ix'iiig ajijMdximately 2c. jier lb. above those before the war.

The ])reliminary figures, for the first four months of

1917, which will ]irobably not differ rjnaterially from the

final figures, are included below, inasmuch as they give

a much truer indication of the present status of the

company than the figures above: ^

Total
Cost

Production
Net Including
Cost .Selling,

Dry % % per Lb. Delivery
Tons Tons Daily Copper Net Copper and Mis-
Conper Ore Aver- in Ore Sav- at cellaneous

Period Produced TreatM age Treated ing Plant Expenses

1st Quarter... 11.263 588.879 6,543 I 88 83 30 9.01c. 12 53c.

.\pril 4,014 224.926 7.497 1 79 80 70 8.06c. 11 31c.

For the period from the beginning of operations. May
18, 1915, to Dec. 31, 1915, the total income of both

companies was $30,468.74, less interest $176,642.37, re-

sulting in a net deficit of $146,173.63.

For the year 1916 the tqtal income was $4,173,049.10,.

less interest on lionds and loans of $1.463,676. IS and.

reserve account for plant depreciation $772,981.19, leav-

insr a balance of $1,936,391.73.

Forfeiture of Mining Locations

By a. L. H. Street*

The Washington Supreme Court vouches for an in-

clination of the judiciary to give effect to bona fide at-

tempts of the locator of a mining claim to comply with

the laws relating to the marking of the location on the

ground giving of notice, etc., althougli there may not

have been strict technical compliance with the statutes.

(Gold Creek Antimony Mines and Smelter Co. vs. Perry,

102 Pacific Eeporter, 996.)

The court declares that one who claims rights as a

locator against a prior locator on the ground that the

latter has failed to comply with the location statutes

is boiiiid to make out a clear and strong case, if it ap-

jiears that claimant knew the ground well, was pre-

viously familiar with its workings and assisted the prior

locator ill doing assessment work.

It is al.so decided that as against subseriueiit locators

it i.- sufiicieiit lliat an original location be so distinctly

marked <]ii (he giuuiid th;it the bouiidaiii's can readily

he traccil,

•Attorney at luw. 829 Security Biailding. Minneapolis, Mllin,
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Cost of Producing Copper
Most of the American copper-producing companies

have now submitted tlieir reports for 1916, and from

them it is possible to summarize the costs of producing

copper in 1916, as reckoned severally by themselves, with

one or two exceptions, however. Such a summary is

found in the following table:

Company Product ion Cost per Lb.

Kennecott Copper Corpn 108,372.783 5.10c.

United Verde Extension Mining Co 36.402,972 6 4t
Utah Copper Co 187.531.824 6 95
Champion Copper Co 33.601.136 7 8

Braden Copper Co 42.153.270 8 03*

Chino CoppiT Co 72.3 1 9. 508 8 706
Shattuck Arizona Copper Co 18,161,763 8 716
Mohawk Mining Co 18,468,100 8 85
Calumet & Arizona Mining Co 74,898,788 9 04
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co 120.772,637 9 294

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co 90,735,287 9 44
Miami Copper Co 53,518,331 9 523

Ray Consolidated Copper Co 74,983,540 10 267
Allouez Mining Co " 10,219,290 10 47

Magma Copppp Co ; 8,473,580 10 803
Baltic Mining Co 12,425,804 10 85
Trimountam 8,720,558 II 1

White Pine Copper Co '....:, 4,207,449 1122
Greene-Cananea Coppe'r Co 62,250,067 II 352
Ahmeek Mining Co 24,142,158 1147
Calumet & Hecia Mining Co ; ,.. 76,762.240 1 1 63
Old Dominion Copper Mining and Smelting Co. .

.

17,654,643 II 69
OsceoU Consolidated Mining Co 19,586,501 1169
Chile Copper Co 41,305.476 1176*
Quincy Mining Co 21,065,612 12 642
Centennial Copper Mining Co 2,367,400 13 44
Superior Copper Co 3,034,655 13 78
Tennessee Copper and Chemical Co 9, 404, 295 1 4 36

Isle Royalf Copper Co 12,412,111 15 32
Mass Consolidated Mining Co 4,752,588 15 37

North Butte .Mining Co 24,498,181 15 57t
East Butte Mining Co 18,340,713 16 8t
Shannon Copper Co 9,364.968 18 461
Victoria Copper Mining Co 1,661,832 19

La Salle Copper Co 1,380,352 19 96
Franklin Mining Co 3,116,566 20.22

Total 949,709.359

* Cost at the plant. Owing to high insurance, freight rates, etc., the cost

delivered was much higher. t Estimated.

It will be observed that from the list are missing,

among the great comiianie's, Phelps, Dodge & Co., Ana-

conda Copper Mining Co. and Arizona Copper Co. None

of these reports formally its cost of production per

pound.
' Some comments on the figures taliulatcd are necessary

to a correct understanding of them. In the first place

they are, with two or three exceptions, as given lay the

companies themselves. In some cases they are true

costs ; in .other cases they are not. We do not mean to

imply by this that there is any intention to deceive. It

is a matter of 'bookkeeping. Some companies reckon

their cost of construction and get a quotient that is the

true cost. But other companies reckon only direct costs

of operation and,, dispose of other necessary charges in

ways that make their reports look very good year by year,

but not so good over a series of years, when the real cost

must appear.

Another point to be noted is that in several cases the

cost of production per pound of copper is made to appear

unusually low by giving the mine credit for the earnings

"of subsidiary companies, such as railways, smelteries, etc.,

which re]ircseiit large inve,«tments of capital. Nearly all

these companies—except tho.se of Lake Superior—pro-

duce some gold and silver as well as copper and make
the copper cost appear unduly low by reckoning gold and

silver cost at 100% of their value. If profits were pro-

rated, the companies' books would show some profits from

gold and silver and less profit from copper—in other

words, a higher cost for copper—than they do.

In no case does any company's report allow for charges

on the u,se of capital, nor for the purpose of a commercial

business should they do so. However, in viewing an in-

dustry as a whole to determine whether it be jirofitable

or not, there should be consideration of that matter. The

probable cost for plant and equipment in connection with

our nuidern copper mines may be generalized at some-

thing like 15c. per lb. of annual product. In other words,

a mine producing 100,000,000 lb. of copper per annum
will generally require development, plant and equipment

costing about $15,000,000. The use of such capital, in-

cluding the araorti7,ation of it, must be figured at l^c.

per lb. of copper at the least.

Chile Copper Co.

The appearance of the first annual report of the

Chile Copper Co., which owns what has been character-

ized as the "world's greatest copper mine" is naturally

an event of interest. Especially is it so in view of the

fact that it is the first complete official statement of the

financial and technical history of one of the boldest and

largest ventures in the annals of mining and metallurgy,

We may usefully summarize some of the important things.

Construction was begun in the early part of 1913. The

plant was started on May 18, 1915. This was only 4^

years after the purchase of the property. It is a remark-

able record that so huge a development in a distant coun-

try, involving the provision of such elaborate accessories

as the piping of water supply 37 miles and the trans-

mission of electrical power 81 miles should have been

done in so short a time.

Equally marvellous is the fact that the treatment of

this ore was to be done by a new metallurgical process

that previously had not been employed in practice. Yet-

so carefully was the preliminary experimental work done,

and so intelligently, that ]Mr. Cappelen-Smith, the con-

sulting metallurgical engineer, is now able to say that

after 19 months of operation the success of the process

has been fully proved. It is expected that a final re-

covery of 88% of the copper of the ore will be made, and

that by a process that is unique in that refined electro-

lytic copper is produced at the mine itself.

On the subject of ore reserves, Mr. llellmann, the con-

sulting mining engineer, estimates that there is at

l)n\scnt a development of 354,700,000 tons of ore aver-

aging 2.18% copper. Estimating both ])ositive and

probable ore he computes 700,000,000 tons averaging

2.13% copper. These staggering figures afford some

solid ground for the claim that this is the largest known

copper deposit of the world.

The present plant is designed for the treatment of

10,000 tons of ore per day, or say 3,500,000 tons per

year. The developments of the mine have been so im-
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nieiise, however, tliat now it is eoiilciiiplnhHl to in-

crease to 27,000 tons per day, but the I1,()00-ton ex-

tension will not be completed before some time in 1919,

or so it was estimated before the United States en-

tered the war. However, during 1916 the operation of

])lant did not attain present cajjacity, the ore treatment

during the last quarter having been at the rate of about

2,500,000 tons ])er aiunuu. The net cost of the copper at

the plant— 12.29e per lb.—was also much al)ove the figure

that is expected when everything is in regular running

order. Thus, in the first quarter of 1917 the cost per

I)ound at the works was down to 9.01c.

When the 10,000-ton plant is operating at full capacity,

treating ore averaging 1.89% copper and extracting 88%
thereof, it is expected that the annual production of cop-

per will be about 110,000,000 lb. In providing the plant to

do that there was expended 2,025, .52-1 for interest and

general charges during the development period, $1,-

470,053 for development and experimentation, and $15,-

471,350 for plant and equipment. The last figure is

about 14e. per lb. of annual product, which approximates

the usual cost of enterprises of this kind and this mag-

nitude.

m

The Annoying Neighbor

Mexico continues to run true to form as a nuisance to

the United States. Whether in one way or another, our

"Sister Eepublic" has the faculty of proving at every turn

that she has little regard for our good will. The great

number of laws recently enacted and proposed show that

the government at Mexico City is attempting to provide,

under the guise of high-sounding ideals, a .situation

highly pleasing to those individuals who are in a posi-

tion to enforce their claims, but which diverges widely

from idealism. Some of the laws appear to be so worded

that their observance would be largely left to individual

judgment, and others are so tightly drawn that they can-

not be strictly enforced. Such a condition induces ve-

niality, which has always been official Mexico's besetting

sin.

It is not ]\[exico's laws, however, that are most an-

noying to us now, but rather her official blindness in

failing to recognize the mess of German plots and spy

activities that are flourishing there now. Now it appears

that Cierman spies are using the country as headquarters,

transmitting to Germany by underground means infor-

mation illicitly obtained in this country. It is even as-

serted that a wireless station, capable «f reaching Ger-

many, has been installed aiul is being used. If official

Mexico does not know of this condition, it ought to, and

certainly could if it wanted to. Spoken iilcalism does not

square with underhand maliciousness, and we hope soon

to see the end of the condition now said to obtain.

Canadian Smelting Smoke Decision

The recent decision in the Sudbury smoke cases lias

i>rought out a point that was not given as much weight

by the courts in this country as many felt it was en-

titled to. The Canadian court lias awarded certain dam-

ages to land owners surrounding tlii> smelting jdants of

the Canadian Copper Co. and of th.' Moiul Nirkel Co..

but the court declined to grant an injumlion against the

operation of tbcse works, .Mr. Justice .Middlcton ruling

,tbat though tlu! smoke from the smelteries might con-

stitute a nuisance, there were circumstances under wliicli

individual rights could not be maintained in opposition to

the good of the whole community. The court felt that it

ought not to destroy the mining industry of Sudbury,

even though a few farms were damaged or destroyed. In

this connection, the fact was brought out by the mining
companies that they had always stood ready to purchase

the holdings of the individuals suH'ering from their oper-

ations at a price in excess of the value.

In the United States it has apparently been the policy

to estop the operations of million-dollar plants when dam-
age amounting to a few thou.sand dollars at most was

done to surrounding land, which in many instances had

attained value only through the community built up by

the mining or smelting companies. It seems to us that

the Canadian court in dealing with this matter has found

a broader and more logical point of view than have our

own courts.

Suspension of as.sessment work on mining claims dur-

ing the period of the war is provided in a bill intro-

duced at Washington liy Senator Shafroth, requiring,

however, that $100 worth of labor or the sum of $100 be

expended in the raising or manufacturing of products

necessary for the maintenance of the army, navy or people

of the United States. We favor this idea, but think the

administration of the law would be much simpHfied by

making it straight suspension for the period of the war.

Most of the claim liolders in this country are engaged in

the production of metals, in wliich work they are now
most proficient, and for those who are not, the expendi-

ture of money for assessment work is mainly a waste of

money that might be better applied to Liberty bonds.

Speaking about the reduction of waste, the Government

at Washington might well make a beginning with itself.

It is commonly conceded by engineers acquainted with

the subject, also by experienced economists, that the rail-

way valuation now going on, under orders from Congress,

at a cost of many millions of dollars aunuall)', is money

thrown away. Let Congress stop this coRtly leak. Also,

there is the matter of useless printing to which both

Congress and the bureaus might well direct their atten-

tion. The states also may do something in the way of

avoiding waste. A general repeal of the full-crew law,

with which the railways were needlessly saddled at the

l^ehest of the lalior unions, would be a good thing to be-

gin with, as indeed has been done by the State of New
Jersey.

The subscriptions to Belgian Kiddies, Ltd., have reached

a total of $91,530. Tlie United States Government

has acce]itcd the burden of providing for relief in Bel-

gium and northern France, but since this is through

the agency of loans to Belgium and France, and since

Mr. Hoover, ]\Ir. ITonnold and other American engin-

eers coiHicctcd with the work will continue to give their

services without charge, J. V. N. Dorr, chairman of

the Belgian Kiddies Committee, announces that it seems

right that subscriptions should be continued until the

aiiKnuit originally proposed, $120,000, has been reached.
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BY THE WAY

Distillers' wasto (ihtaiiicil after the distillation of

l)laek-sti'ap molasses in the niaiiuraeture of alcohol is a

s(iiui>e of considcralile |Hilash. This method of ohtaiii-

inji' potasli is just eoniin^- into notice. The waste is evap-

orated to a solid residue. The dry prochict is usi'd as

a fertilizer. Since this residue contains ])ractically all

of the potash content of the molasses (about six per cent)

it makes a fertilizer said to be equal in eveiy way to the

hiu'h LH-ade potashes.- "

It is stated tliat $100,000 of the amount necessary

has been raised to biiild a permanent road between Jop-

lin. Mo., and iliami, Okla., a distance of ^^^^ miles. This

initial contribution comes from (hose on the 12-mile

stretch tliat lies in Missouri. Due to hauling oil-drill-

ing machinery and to the teaming involved in zinc min-

ing operations, this is a heavily traveled route and the

expense of maintaining it is becoming so unbearable that

the communities along the way feel that a good road is

necessary.

Professor Selignian. of Columbia Uni\ersity, one of the

most ejTjiert taxation students in the country, figured

recently that if we were to put into effect the same in-

ternal revenue measures by stamji tax, taxes on luxuries,

etc., as prevailed at the end of the Civil War, the govern-

ment would be in receipt from those sources alone of

$2,000,000,000, as contrasted with an amount of only

.$350,000,000 now received from those .sources. These

are undoubtedly the great form of taxes that fall in-

directly on the people, form no really serious burden, and

do not bet-onie a heavy drag on industry.

A striking instance of the quality of the reserve en-

gineers, says the New 5foi-k Times, was furnished at the

recent ceremonies when Columbia University conferred

honorary doctorates on ^larshall .Toffre. Vice Premier

Viviaui, Lord Cuiiliffe, and the Right Honorable A. J.

Balfour. One of the chief dignitaries at that ceremony

was William Barclay Parsons, chairman of the board of

trustees of the university and one of the most distinguished

engineers in the city, who pi'esided in his khaki uniform

as a major of engineers. Another prominent figure was

Arthur S. Dwight, also one of the board trustees, in-

ternationally known as a metallurgist, who is a major

in the 1st Reser\e Engineer Regiment.

The Hon. John Barrett, after his return from Europe,

where he visited the front-line trenches, said of the

"tanks": "They arc the most diabolical looking things I

have ever seen, a mighty metal monster, a sort of reincar-

nated, so to s])eak, ancient battering ram converted into an

up-to-date self-mo\ Ihl; ollcnsive fortification. Although

the idea came originally from America, the machines that

they are now using have been l)uilt in I'higland and they

are indeed extraordinarv. They staud 12 or 14 ft. high;

they weigh from 20 to 'W tons: and they arc from 25 to

•;iO ft. long. Great catcr|iillar tr" t(ns run over both sides.

The entii'c car is im-ascil in chilled stci'l, eari'\ing a crew

of eight men, Ihe driver operating a 100-hp. motor which

])ropels it. lie looks through a periscope—not through a

slit. That monster can negotiate a ditch 10 ft. wide, no
matter how deep it is, and can climb o\(>r an obstacle 8 ft.

Iiigli. or anything it can get its nose o\v>-[ It will crush

down an average small house. It will break down an av-

erage tree. .\rtillery tire is the only thing that can stop

it. Ride and ra|)id-firc guns' fire has no elTeet upon it.

It is no woiuler, theref(n'e, that it has caused such conster-

nation in the fighting force of the enemy. At the ])resent

time il is the most marvelous machine that this modern
warfai'e has created."

M

While making an examination in the Joplin district a

Houghton engineer was harried by the following ideas,

whiili he sat down and tajiped off on his Corona: "Why
not reform Joplin? Joplin is getting rich, haughty and
automobily, and it is time that Billy Sunday came out

here. Besides, I think Joplin ought to be brought into

the United States and nuule to use our language; I am
told that it is being rapidly introduced into the Philip-

pines, and that where the natives know anything besides

their own language, English is s]ioken. A\'hy couldn't

this be brouiiht about in Joplin? I hope the new^ glossary

of miiung, which I understand will include Spanish words,

will also endn-ace 'Joplinese.' Down here an ore-bucket

is a 'can,' a bin is a 'hopper,' ore is called 'dirt' and the

Joplin name for concentrate is 'ore.' The attention of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Words should be

directed to this sad ease."

m
THE DRY CAMP
By Berton Braley

Here and there we hear coniplaitiing"

Now the camp's gone drj-.

For the lawyers' work is waning
Now the camp's gone dry;

There's less work for mine inspectors
And for cops and crime detectors,
Jobs are few for bill collectors
Now the camp's gone dry.

Trade in guns and knives is f.aiting

Now the camp's gone di>-,

And the pawnsho]) men are wailing
Now the camp's gone dr>':

Though the place of late has grown some.
Business of that sort has flown some
Other camp. Loan sharks are lonesome

Now the can^p's gone di->\

Men don't show up gray ami dizzy
Now the camp's gone dr\,

Ambulances aren't so busj-

Now the camp's gone drj':

Hands are stead.v. eyes are truer,

Accidents In mines are fewer,
But—the undertaker's bluer

Since the camp's gone dry.

Grafters view the fact with loathing
That the camp's gone dr>',

But there's bully trade in clothing
Now the camp's gone dry;

All the red-light gang may blow, sir.

But the baker and the grocei'.

Are they kicking any? No, sir!

Now the camp's gone dry.

Wives and children aren't disgusted
.Now the camp's gone dry.

Fewer hearts and heads are busted
Now the camp's gone dry; ''

As for mining—that goes faster,

With less trouble and disaster. .,

We've dethioned an evil master
Now the camp's gone dr.w
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D. M. Uiordon is in New York.

Oeorstt" II. Onrry, who has been examin-
inK mines in Arizona and New Mexico, is

now in Colorado.

Walter O. Swnrt has received the honor-
ary degree of B. M. from the Colorado
School of Mines.

Louis Garbrcrht has entered upon his
duties as consulting engineer for the Tunky
Mining Co., Nicaragua.

Prof. G. H. Clevenger. of Leland Stan-
ford. Jr., University, Palo Alto, Calif., was
in New York this week.

I>. H. Newland, Assistant State Geolo-
gist, and Kirby Thomas, have made a visit

to the zinc deposits in Sullivan County,
New York.

H. W. HardinBe received the honorary
degree of B. M. from the Colorado School of
Mines at its commencement on May 25.

.lulliiK M. Cohen, manager for the Croesus
Gold Mines, Ltd., Matheson. Ont.. has been
commissioned a first-lieutenant in the Re-
serve Enginees' Corps.

Paul W. Gaebelein, lately of the Baker
Mines Co.. Cornucopia. Oregon, has joined
the staff of Anderson, Baker & Balser, with
headquarters at Boise, Idaho.

John Sartaeuay, an American mining en-
gineer, who ha.s operated in Sonora for
some time, is in Brazil making investiga-

tions for American interests.

Dr. EdBar MarburB, secretary-treasurer
of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials, is seriously ill and has had to re-

linquish his duties temporarily.

Bernard MaeDonald will go to Chile on
professional business, remaining several
months. After July 5 his address will be
Casilla No. 20, Antofagasta, Chile.

F. M. Wichman is engaged in the prac-
tice of mining engineering in Salt Lake
City, Utah, and will have offices in Rooms
406 and 407, Dooly Block, after June 1.

M. H. Kauffman has resigned as superin-
tendent at the Durango, Colo., plant of the
American Smelting and Refining Co. His
address for a few months will be 1115
Bi.ghth Avenue, Denver.

Samuel W. Cohen, manager for the Crown
Reserve Mining Co.. Ltd.. and Porcupine-
Crown Mines, Ltd., has returned to Mon-
treal after a trip of two months to Cali-

fornia.

D, D. Homer, until Feb. 1 general sup-
erintendent for Butters Divisadero Mines,
Salvador, is now general superintCTident for
the Jerome Del Monte Copper Co., at
Jerome, Ariz.

.Vlden H. Brown, of New York, has been
accepted for service in the Cuba army and
will leave soon for Cuba. Mr. Brown has
been identified with several mining under-
takings in Cuba.

\V. .1. Pike, for five years superintendent
of the Jim Butler Tonopah Mining Co.. has
resigned to accept a similar position with
the Consolidated Spanish Belt Silver Min-
ing Co.. of Tonopah. Nev.

R. P. Raynoldsi, formerly assistant to L
G. Eakins. general manager of Colorado
department of the American .Smelting and
Refining Co.. has been appointed superin-
tendent at the Durango lead smeltery, vice

M. H. Kauffman.
V. C. Suckow, Chief Inspecting Engineer

with Falkenburg & Laucks. Seattle, Wash.,
has received a captain's commission in the
Reserve Engineers and has reported for
duty at the Presidio at San Francisco.

.1. .\. LovinKton, of the engineering de-
partment of the American Ore Reclamation
Co.. New York, has joined the officers'

training camp at Plattsburg, N. Y. He
holds a commission as second lieutenant in

the Reserve Rngineers and he was former-
ly a member of the 22nd Engineers, of
New York City.

F.rnest Woakes, consulting engineer for
John Tavlor & Sons, of T.,ondon, has re-
turned to England after a trip of inspection
to Argentine and Brazil. In Brazil Mr.
Woakes visited the Passagem mine, in the
.State of Minas, operated by John Taylor &
Sons, under the local management of Ar-
thur J. Ben.susan, formerly of Australia.

K. 1.- Pierce has been elected president
of the Solvay Process Co.. succeeding Fred-
erick R. Hazard, deceased. Mr. Pierce has
Iwretofore iieen vice-president ; he is also
vice-president of the Semet-Solvay Com-
pany. R. O. Hazard. Peacedale. R. I., has
resigned as vice-president to become chair-
man of the Board of Directors, a new posi-
tion which has been created. Nathan L.
JVIiller has been elected vice-president to
suceeed Mr. Hazard. R. W. Swift, hereto-

fore assistant treasurer, has been elected
treasurer to succeed R. O. MacUaniels, re-
signed.

TiionuiH t^hope, one of the best-known
mining men in Butte ,ind for the jiast three
years foreman of the High Ore-Modoc mine
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., ha.s

resigned his position. He declares that he
will take a vacation before deciding on
what he will do next. Chope came from
the mining district of Michigan 20 ye.ar.s

ago to Butte and had worked up from
an ordinary miner to the position of shift
boss at the Gagnon mine. Five years ago
he was made assistant foreman of that mine
.and then was promoted to the foremanship
of the High Ore, in which position he had
over 1000 men under him. During the Last
year he won the second prize, amounting
to $2.')0, given by the Anacond.a company
to the foreman of the mine malcing the
be.-^t relative showing in accident preven-
tion. He had but 14 accidents in a year
with 269,286 shifts working, the largest
number in any one of the Butte mines.
The company management accepted his
resignation with regret. His successor has
not yet been decided upon.

Obituary

WasliiuBton S. T.vler, 82, founder of the
W. S. Tyler Co., Cleveland, died suddenly.
May 27. He was one of the pioneer manu-
facturers of Cleveland. He organized the
W. S. Tyler Wire Works in 1872, from
which the present company, employing
about 1100 men, has grown. Mr. Tyler
was born in Ohio City, O., and was edu-
cated in the public schools of Connecticut.
He came to Cleveland when 16 years old
to enter the firm of E. I. Baldwin & Co.,
where he worked his way up to a partner-
ship. As an employer, Mr. Tyler was ad-
mired and respected for his fairness and
benevolence. He was a trustee of the Child-
ren's Aid Society, Lakeside hospital and
a member of the governing boards of West-
ern Reserve University, Workingmen's Loan
Association and other similar institutions.
He was also a director of the National
Commercial Bank, Cleveland, and a mem-
ber of the Union and Clifton Clubs.

Societies

American Society of Civil EnBineers held
a meeting at tlie society house, 220 W.
.57th St.. New York, on June 6, at which
E. F Robinson spoke on "The Work of
the 22nd N. Y. Engineers at the Mexican
Border," illustrating his lecture w^ith lan-
tern slides.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl-
vania held a special meeting in the lecture
hall of the Pittsburgh Carnegie Library on
Monday evening. June 4. Moving pictures
were sliown. illustrating the manufacture
of high-explosive howitzer shells. Descrip-
tions of the pictures was given by C. L.
Lucas, associate editor of "Machinery," by
the courtesy of which periodical the pic-
tures were shown.
The Colorado School of Mines Alnmni As-

soriation held its annual banquet and busi-
ness meeting on May 26th at the Denver
.\thletic Club, Denver. The retiring presi-
dent, H. J. Wolf, was toastmaster. The
following officers were elected for the en-
suing year; James H. Steele, president;
John G. May, vice-president : Arthur H.
Buck, treasurer. Orville Harrington is per-
manent secretary. A resolution was passed
to invest one thousand dollars of the funds
of the as.'-'ociation in Liberty Bonds of the
United States in honor of the students of
the school who have enlisted in tlie military
service of the Government. Other resolu-
tions were passed ' in the interest of the
School of Mines.

Industrial News

<iasi«in, WillianiH & Wismore, Inc., has
removed to 120 Broadway, New York.

Cia. InBentera, Importudora y Contratista,
S. A., has removed to larger quarters at
3a de la Palma No. 34, Mexico, D. F.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co., Pittsburgh,
has temporarily closed its Atlanta and St.

Louis offices, since the officers in charge of
both stations have entered military training.

Charles \. Sriiieren Co., New York, manu-
facturer of Duxbak Waterproof and Steam
proof Leather Belting, has recently opened
liranch offices at 72 Congress St., West
Detroit: 18 South Broadway, St. Louis; 473
South Main St., Memphis; 272 Marietta St.,

Atlanta, In addition to those already estab-
lished.

Denver Quartz .Mill ft Crusher Co^ Den-
ver, Colo., has sold mills since the flrKt of
the year to Neill MaeDonald, New York, for
installation at Hemet, (^alif. ; J. C. Dawson,
Chicago, for installation at Sweetwater,
Nev. ; Kentuok Cons<jlidated Mining Co.,
Hudson, Nev. ; Union Zinc Co.. Knoxville,
Tenn. ; John H. Kudd, Anchorage, Alaska;
Moh.aw Mining ('o.. Anchorage, Alaska;
Antimony & Silver Mines Co., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Trade Catalogs

Magnetic Separator. M:iiaictir Manufacturing
('i>.. Mil»iiukL-L>. Wis. Bulk-tin ,\o. 12. I'd. 4;
6 X !> in. ; illustratfd.

Concrete IMixers, Hoists, etc. Waterloo Cement
MachiiuTV Corp., Wati-rloo. Iowa. C^^taiog. Pp.
4S; S X in in. ; illuslratcil.

Leather Belting. Belt Lacing, Belt Dressing, etc.

Cllas. A. Hchit-ren Co . I'.o Ft-rry St.. .New Vorlt.

Cataldi;. Pp. 40; ti X 'J in.; illustrati'd.

Drill Sharpeners N'uma Rock Drill Sharpener
Co., 11)21 WimlHor Ave.. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Cataldf. I'll. 8 : 6x9 in. ; illustrated.

Penflex Metal Hose. Pennsylvania Flexible
MttallU- Tubing Co., Peoples (las Buildlnc Chica-
go, III. Catalog. Pp. 32 ; 5x8 in. ; illustrated.

I"

New Patents

United States patent specifications listed
below may be obtained from "The Engi-
neering and Mining Journal" at 25c. each.
British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

Aluminum—Process of Treating Alumi-
num Skimmings, Screenings. Dross, Slags,
or Analogous Aluminous Materials. James
Wright Lawrie, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to William F. Job-
bins, inc., Aurora, 111. (U. S. No. 1,228.119 ;

May 29, 1917.)
Concentrator. John F. Isbell, Los Ange-

les, Cal.. assignor, by mesne assignments,
to George L. Knight. Los Angeles, Cal.
(U. S. No. 1,227,792; May 29, 1917.)
Copper-Lead Alloy. Edward D. Gleason,

Asbury Park, N. J., assignor to Neu-Metals
and Process Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 1.228,017; May 29, 1917.)
DrillinB—Rock-Drilling Engine. Gustaf

Anderson, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to
Nya Aktiebolaget Atlas, Stockholm, Sweden,
a Corporation of Sw-eden. (U. S. No.
1,227,564; May 29, 1917.)

Filtration—Filter-Press. Henry A. Val-
lez. Bay City, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,227,983;
May 29, 1917.)

Flotation of Minerals. Harry P. Corliss,
Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Metals Re-
covery Co., New York. N. Y. (U. S. No.
1.228,183 ; May 29, 1917.)

Flotation—Treatment of Ores. Arthur
Howard Higgins. London. England, as-
signor to Minerals Separation, Ltd., Lon-
don, England. (U. S. No. 1,227,615 ; May
29, 1917.)

German-Silver-Allo.T Products and Manu-
facture of Same. Rasmus Beck, Diiren,
Germany, assignor to the Firm of Diirener
Metallwerke Aktien - Gesellschaft, Diiren,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1,227,569 ; May 29,
1917.)
Refractory Materials—Production of Re-

fractory Materials. Paul Ralph Hershman,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Armour Fertilizer
Works, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,227,909 ;

May 29, 1917.)
Roasting Ores—Apparatus for Roasting

Ores, (^ottwerth L. Tanzer, Seattle, Wash.
(U. S. No. 1,226,923; May 22, 1917.)

Sampling—Recording - Sampler. Arthur
E. Truesdell, Adams. Mass. (U. S. No.
1.228,078 ; May 29, 1917.)

Settling Apparatus. Alfred L. Blomfield,
Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,227,107 ; May
22, 1917.)

Smelting—Process of Reducing Metal-
Bearing Substances. George L. Fogler,
Pittsburgh, Pa. (U. S. No. 1,227,127 ; May
22, 1917.)

Smoke-Preventer. Henry G. Kosel, New
York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,227.057 ; May
22, 1917.)

Steel—Cementation Compound. James
H. Allen and Joseph C. Christen, St. Louis,
Mo. ; said Christen assignor to Orion S.

Miller. St. Loui-s, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,226,739;
May 22, 1917.)

'j?inc-SnieltinB Furnace, Julius W. Heg-
eler, Danville, and Herman Hegeler, de-
ceased, Danville. III., by Louise S. Hegeler.
executrix ; assignors to The Hegeler Zinc
Co.. Danville, 111. (U. S. No. 1,227,050 ;

May 22, 1917.)
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SAN FBANCISrO—May 31

Samples of Mine Explosives used in Cali-
fornia mines are beinj? obtained by the
U. S. Bureau of Mines. These samples are
to be sent to Pittsburgh for examination
and perhaps for decision as to their safety
in use in the metal mines in this state. The
recent fatal accident in the Mountain King
mine in Mariposa County, in which a num-
ber of men lost their lives through subjec-
tion to powder fume, is an illustration of
the necessity of a careful examination as
to the proper use of powder, or the use of
proper powder in the deep metal mines of
California.

Safety Rules for Quarry Men were dis-
cussed by employers and employees at a
recent meeting with the State Industrial
Accident Commission. The industry was
represented by A. R. Wilson, president
Granite Rock Co., Wat-sonville. as chair-
man ; and J. C. Costello, superintendent
Trojan Powder Co. ; Mr. Gaskell. of the
Hercules Powder Co. : J. H. Colton, super-
intendent. Pacific Portland Cement Co. ; Jo-
seph Lacey. International Brotherhood of
Steam Shovelmen ; Mr. Wilde, representing
same organization ; G. C. Brown, deputy
mine inspector. The committee made good
progress in discussion of the rules already
prepared by the Industrial Accident Com-
mission and will be ready on June 4 to
continue the work, at which time it is ex-
pected that representatives of the Healy-
Tibbets Co. and the McGilvary Stone Co.
will also be in attendance. It is the purpose
of the commission to have all industries rep-
resented in these meetings of conference or
discussion over the rules governing the
safety of the men employed.

Concentration of Quicksilver Ores has
been investigated by Walter W. Bradley,
engineer and statistician of the California
State Mining Bureau, under direction of
Fletcher Hamilton, state mineralogist. The
work has included water concentration,
flotation with oils and a wet method, by
solution with an alkaline sulphide ; each of
these methods has shown that some ores
are particularly amenable to it. High re-
coveries were obtained by water concentra-
tion on tables, with certain friable ores
in which the cinnabar is distinctly crystal-
line. In those pulps in which the cinnabar
slimes—either from "paint" ores, or by
reason of having to crush finely to release
the sulphrae—the extraction by tables is

low. The slimed cinnabar can, in many
cases, be economically won by fiotation,

provided there are no interfering elements
in the gangue ; ochre appears to be partic-
ularly difficult to overcome, largely on
account of its colloidal nature. One in-

teresting development was the verification
of information that had come to the in-

vestigator of a selective oil combination
for ores carrying objectionable amounts of
pyrite. In the case of one such ore tested.

a mixture of crude wood turpentine and
a crude asphaltic-base petroleum gave a
higher-grade concentrate with less pyrite
in it than any single oil used. In the
matter of solution by an alkaline sulphide
(Na»S and NaOH) some rather astonishing
results were obtained. On four widely
variant ores, assaying froin 0.14% to 1.7%
mercury, extractions of 86. 96, 91% were
obtained with but approximately J-hr. con-
tact. On one of these ores, assaying 0.31%
mercury, an extraction of 97% was ob-
tained with only a 15-min. contact. Ochre,
again, is detrimental if present in excess.
The foregoing indicates the character of
the investigation and the results obtained.
The full report on the study of concentra-
tion of quicksilver ores will be under way
shortly and form a portion of the new
bulletin on "California's Quicksilver Re-
sources,'* expected to be ready for distribu-
tion by the bureau within the present year.

BUTTE—May 31

^lanKanese Ore Opened in Davis-Daly
property has created much excitement in

the Butte district. At the Hibernia mine
of the company, a great body of man-
ganese ore, 100 ft. in width has been
opened and between 700,000 and a million
tons of ore is regarded as possible. This
ore is at or close to tlie surface and will
probably be handled by opencut mining.
The complete analysis of the ore is not an-
nounced, but W. T... Crortcn. general man-
ager of the Davis-Daly company, has gone

east to close contracts with big steel con-
cerns for the ore. Two Large steel com-
panies are negotiating for the entire output.
In addition to the orebody on the Hibernia
claim, a body of manganese ore has been
found in the New Republic claim close by;
this is also owned by the Davis-Daly com-
pany. The opening of these two bodies
of manganese ore has started a hunt in
scores of claims in the west Butte district
and is expected to result in an important
output of manganese from this camp during
the period of the war.
Remarkable Growth in Enlistments was

experienced in Butte this week. The day
before Memorial Day nearly 200 young men
applied at the recruiting offices to be ac-
cepted. A large proportion of the.se were
young miners. The spirit of enlistment is
coiitagious and is reaching such propor-
tions that the managements of the mining
companies are becoming somewhat con-
cerned over the length to which it will go.
It is estimated that in the mines of Butte
out of a total foroe of 20,000 men, fully
6000 are between the ages of 21 and 30.
Those who are enlisting range in age from
18 to 45 years. The understanding here
has been that the great need of copper
and zinc for munitions, would exempt from
draft the men engaged in the mining of
these metals. The volunteering of the men
before the conscription was started was not
anticipated. In the last two days men have
been coming in to the recruiting office in
bunches. Often they are a crowd from
some one mine who have become enthused
and all want to go. So far the drain has
not been too heavy but should these condi-
tions continue for another week or 10 days,
the mines will begin to feel it and there
will be a crippling of the output. When
recruits were first called for. there was a
surprising apathy among the miners. Days
passed with but one or two men showing up
to enlist and the fear was widespread that
Butte would make a sorry showing. The
big mining companies did their share to
arouse interest but they did not anticipate
that their efforts would meet with such
overwhelming success and that they would
be the first ones to fear that they had
started something they could not stop.
German sympathizers are becoming more
and more scarce. Many whose sympathies
were with Germany last year are now
among its most active antagonists.

Butte '& .Superior's Quarterly Report for
the first quarter of the year 1917 showed
a failing off in profits of $1,248,648 from
the profits of the last quarter of 1916: the
actual reduction was only about $600,000.
as in the report for the months of October,
November and December, 1916. an item of
$P5n,000 entitled "metal inventories" is in-
cluded in the profits. The princiijal cause
for the $600,000 decline was the reduc-
tion in the amount of zinc produced. There
was a falling off in tonnage milled in the
first quarter of 1917 from the last quarter
of 1916 of 16,500 tons of ore. The ore was
lower in grade and the recoveries were
less. The estimated zinc in concentrates
was 6,200.000 lb. less than in the pre-
vious quarter. Payrolls, taxes and the
cost of supplies were higher this year
than last and this added several thousand
dollars more to the quarter's expense. The
litigation with the Minerals Separation Co.
while not charged up as far as the direct
expenses were concerned made necessary a
large extra expense in the first three months
of this year. A large amount of experimental
work was done at the plant that was ex-
pensive and interfered materially with the
regular operations. The building of a
miniature flotation plant, the experiments
with increased quantities of oil and the tak-
ing of men from regular work involved
added expenses. In addition to the above,
the average price received for spelter was
slightly lower, making another item in the
list of causes of the drop. The two new
sh.afts are now practically complete and it

is expected that both of them will be in op-
eration down to the 1600-ft. level within
the next three weeks. The old shaft is now
in the best condition that it has been in
three years. During the last few months
the entire shaft has been retimbered. The
quality of the ore being taken out this
month and that taken out during April
will run on the average better than that
mined in the first quarter of this year.

DENVER—May 30
Construction of New DredBe, near Brecl?-

enridge, for Evans Placer Mining Co., of
Denver, will be commenced soon on the
Lambing ground. This will make the fifth
dredge in district. The construction-camp
outfit of Yuba Manufacturing Co., which
will build the dredge, has arrived from
California and is at Braddocks switch.
The ground to be dredged consists of a
strip 2 J miles long on Blue River between
Ereckenridge and Valdora. An attempt
was made to work this ground, years ago,
with clam-shell dredges, but failed.

Smelter and Ore-Sales Investigation is
being continued by the committee—men-
tioned in the "Journal" of May 5—-ap-
pointed by the governor to aid in adjusting
differences which now exist between the
ore producers on the one side and the
smelters, samplers and mills on the other.
For the purpose of securing first-hand in-
formation from ore producers and ore
buyers, the committee has mailed to all
operators a questionnaire or form of report
in which questions are asked with the view
of bringing out facts likely to have a bear-
ing on the controversies which usually arise
between ore producer and ore buyer. The
committee will hold a public hearing in
any community where there is sufficient de-
mand to justify such a hearing.

Remodeled Independence Mill of the Port-
land company has been placed in operation
up to the fourth unit of 250 tons capacity
and 1000 tons daily are now being treated
at this plant. When the plant is running
at its full capacity it will treat from 1250
to 1500 tons per day. The 'Victor mill is
handling over 600 tons daily. In the treat-
ment of low-grade ore this company has
established a new record for the district.
The largest scale mining operations that
have ever been contemplated in the Cripple
Creek district are now being developed bv
the Portland company. A main haulage
tunnel has been driven from the level of the
top of the storage bins of the Independence
mill. This tunnel has been well timbered
and equipped with heavy rails and trains
of automatic dump cars. The tunnel is
connected underground with the main work-
ing shafts of the Portland mine. Laterals
are driven from the tunnel, and from these
openings raises will be made into the large
dumps on the surface. A system of glory-
holing will be started, and eventually steam
shovels will be used to deliver the low-
grade ore from the surface into the rai.ses.
Underground bins and rapid loading facili-
ties have been provided, so that the cost
of handling the material will be reduced
to a low figure, perhaps as low as 5c. a ton.
The remodeled Independence mill has been
provided with the most efflcient and upto-
date equipment for crushing ore. Several
flotation schemes have been tried, but all
have been temporarily discarded for cyani-
dation. It is estimated that eventually a
considerable portion of the company's prop-
erty on Bull Hill, from the surface to a
depth of several hundred feet, will be put
through this mill. The average value of the
material is supposed to be about $2 a ton.
The company anticipates the purchase of
large quantities of custom ore from various
neighboring properties in the district.

SAI-T LAKE CITY—Jane 1

Workmen's Insurance Rate for metalli-
ferous mines, as provided under the Work-
men's Compensation Act, has not yet been
settled. The rate of $5.59 for every $100
of payroll, tentatively established by the
state industrial commission, was adopted
from figures forwarded by the Workmen's
Compensation Service Bureau. At the in-
stance of tlie ITtah chapiter of the Amer-
ican Mining Congress, L. L. Rubinow. presi-
dent of the Casualty and Actuarial Statis-
tical Society of America, is in this section
with a view to giving an opinion. He has
been in conference with the industrial com-
mission in regard to the question of a rate,
and is at present visiting mining camps.
It is understood that the actuary of the
Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau
will also visit the state in this connection.

Deep Creek District—now shipping sev-
eral hundred tons of ore daily—is to be
examined by the U. S. Geological Survey. .

Frank L. Hess, of the Survey, is in this
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section for thiit purposo, BeSKles profiuuinii

the usual viilualile im-talH. the lUstriot of-

fers rare ores such as tunRsten. liismuth.

molvbdenite. etc. The Seminole topper—
operated liv the Wilson Bros.—has made
shipments "of tungsten ore from tune to

time, and there is said to he a eood lon-

nage of ore of this character on the dumps.

The chief shipper of the Deep Creek dis-

trict is the Western t'tah Copper—at the

instance of whose management the Deep
Creels railroad recently completed was un-

dertaken—with a daily output of »'"•"'

200 tons of copper ore. The Pole Star

is opening a good body of copper ore. de-

veloping lead-silver ore and makme ship-

ments regularly. The Queen of Sheba s

considering a mill for '"^y-g'^fie ores. An-
other promising property is the Keno gioup

of five claims. The Kimball M.ning ( o. ex-

pects soon to be making shipments o\ei

the Deep Creek road.

W.\LI..\OK. ID.\HO—May SI

Bunker Hill Smeltery will be blown in

some time during the month of June ac-

cording to announcement made_ liy 1 les

F W Bradlev. who is now at Ivellogg and
will remain there until the big plant is in

operation. The company is under contract

to handle the product of several other mines

beginning the first of July. The smelte y

will have an initial capacity of 600 tons pel

dav and the plan of construction contem-

nla'tes enlargement to meet the requirements

of increased business without marring the

original design. The refinery •*;,™'gl>'e'f <1;

In making the announcement, Mr. Bradley

sprung a real surprise by stating that as

soon as the smeltery and refinery were in

operation, the Bunker Hill & Sullivan com-
panv would begin the construction of an

electrolvtic zinc plant. The Bunker Hill

is not a large producer of zinc, but zinc

has tiecome an important factor m the

Coeur d'Alene district, the ore invariably

being in combination with lead. The Bunkei

Hill company will therefore be in position

to compete successfully tor much ot the

lead-zinc which now goes to smelters under

contracts which discriminate against one

or the other metals. The Bunker Hill zinc

plant will be especially favorably situated

to handle the ores of Pine Creek, much of

which is lead-zinc of the complex vai'i^O'

but which may be successfully treated by

the electrolytic process ^\ hether the

Bunker Hill electrolytic process will be the

same as the Anaconda is not known, tor
several years the Bunker Hill company has

given much attention to experirnental work
for the electrolvtic recovery of both lead

and zinc, and it is possible that it has

evolved a system of its own.
Dredeine on Pricliard Creek, near Mur-

ray, Idaho, by the Yukon Oold Co., a

Giiggenheim organization, is not only as-

sured, but some of its tributaries may also

be worked again for placer gold. The com-
pany's 1010 report described the Coeur

d'Alene Mining Co.'s property as having
8 500 000 cu.yd. developed, containing over

$1 350 000 gross. Part of this ground was
systematically prospected last year, the

results of which evidently form the basis

for the estimate made in the report, 1 ne

tract covers the entire length of Prichard

Creek, about 12 miles, which drains a

canyon or narrow valley ranging from a

few" hundred feet to a mile in width. The
slight fall to the creek has prevented

the ground from being successfully worked
bv hvdraulicking. Many years ago an
atteni"pt was made to exploit the ground
by means of a great bedrock flume, which
failed through financial reasons before pay-

ground was reached but which was doonned

to failure, if it had been completed, for

want of sufficient grade and adequate
dump. Later the ground was secured by
the Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. and an
effort was made to overcome the grade and
dump difficulties by the adoption of the

hydraulic elevator, but this also proved a
failure Since that time nothing has been
done toward working the ground. La.st

summer the sleepy old camp of Murray was
suddenly startled to find two Keystone
drills churning holes to bedrock below and
above the town, and this work went on
night and dav until cold weather last fall

forced a suspension It was generally un-
derstood that this work was being done by
the Guggenheims, but no official informa-
tion was received until the publication of

the annual report of the Yukon Cold Co..

containing the extract quoted. A repre-

sentative of the Yukon company visited

Murray a few weeks ago and completed all

preliminary arrangements for the installa-

tion of a dredge this summer, Tt will be
built and floated in an old pit made by
the former company in experimenting with
the hydraulic elevator, about a mile below
the d"epot at Murray, and where the rail-

road company is now putting in a side track

to accommodate handling the heavy ma-
chinery and material which will .soon be

coming in. The Yukon company has closed

a contract with the Washington Water
Power Co. to extend its electric power line

to Murray, right-of-way for which ^yas

secured recently and the construction of the

line will proceed as rapidly as possible.

At the same time prospecting the ground
has been resumed with the two drills. It is

also reported that the Yukon comp:iny
has taken an option on another large tract

along Ragle Creek, a tributary of Prichard,
and that prospecting this ground will soon
be undertaken. Numerous side gulches
tributarv to Prichard and Kagle t reeks

were worked bv the early miners and
proved rich. The gross value mentioned
in the company's announcement is under-
stood to represent only a small part or

the Prichard Creek ground,

ST. I,Oils—May 31

.Mine la Miilte, which went into the hands
of the receiver, is again being operated.

It is the oldest lead mine in the I'nited

States. In 1712, Louis XIV. of France,
granted a charter to Monsieur Ciuzinot.

In 1715. de la Motte Cadillac, while pros-

pecting, discovered the ore on Monsieur
Ouzinot's land It is now in the hands of

the Missouri Metals Corporation, which has
secured control of about 25,000 acres. Ores
of lead, copper, nickel, cobalt and silver

are found, but the principal one mined is

lead Both sulphide and carbonate are

mined. The carbonates are mostly near
the surface. These surface deposits are
mined with steam.shovels The company
has two mills, one to treat the clay ore,

and the other for the limestone ore. The
clav ore is treated on a washing floor

:

the" coarse material then is sent to trorn-

mels, the oversize going to a picking belt,

and the undersize to the jigs. The lime-

stone mill treats the ore with crusher.'.^,

trommels, rolls, Hancock jigs, Harz jigs

f'.r middlings, tables (Wilfley and But-
chart). and then by flotation. The milling
capacity will soon be increased ; a new
power plant is also under way.

.JOPLIN. Mo.—.lune 2

First-.Vid Field Meet at Webb City will be
held on July 4. This meet will be held at

Lakeside Park and over 180 men have
already signified their intention of partic-

ipating in the contests. .\ large list of

prizes has been offered by busine.ss firms

of the district. The meet is being promoted
by Dr W A Lynott. late of the P S
Bureau of Mines.

Railroad BuiUling in Oklalioma Field is

progressing rapidly. The .Southwest Mis-
.souri R.R. Co.. with headquarters at Webb
City. Mo,, which announced some time ago
its "decision to extend its line from Galena,
Kan., to Baxter Springs, has now an-
nounced its further intention of extending
its lines to Picher. Okla. The actual work
of making the extensions is already well

under way, and it is probable that the con-
nection between Picher and Baxter will be
completed before that between Galena and
Baxter. The Mineral Belt R.R. also is ex-
pediting building operations in the Okla-
homa field as much as possible. It has
completed its line between Quapaw, Okla..

and Century, Okla., and is building a depot
at Century. It also is working on an ex-
tension to the eastern part of the Tar
River camp, and will later tap Picher and
other new mining camps in this section.

It handled its first car of ore during the
week getting it from the Welsh mine at

Centurv and delivering it to the Frisco,

at Quapaw. It has an arrangement with
the Frisco to use its lines from Baxter
to Joplin and other points, J. ..\. Frates.

at one time an executive officer of the Fris-

co is building the road. He expects to

get the line to Tar River during the coming
week and to Picher by June 15. This sum-
mer an extension will be made to Columbus.
Kan., if present plans are fulfilled.

SUMMIT VIL1.E. N. Y.—May 31

Old Zine and Lead Mines of Sullivan
Countv are rei-eiving attention as a result

of the high prices for these metals. The
St Nicholas Zinc Co. will soon start

operations at the old Wurtzboro lead mine,
near Summilville. This property was
opened and worked for lead prior to 1809.

It has been idle since that time, until

about a vear ago. attracted by the zinc

ore in the' old workings and by iirospective

conditions, a New York interest bought
the property and is now completing a
mill, including a cru.sher. a Marcy mill and
Wilfley tables: treatment of the dumps at

the rate of 75 to 100 tons daily is to be
undertaken soon. The mine is opened by
two tunnels, one 250 ft, long and a lower

one—800 ft, below on the vein—1200 ft,

long The ore carries zinc and lead sul-

phides and a few ounces of silver to the

ton J McDonald Mitchell is manager.
\t RllenviUe, about eight miles west on the

same structural belt, a similar deposit is

being drilled This property was worked

for zinc about 10 years ago and Is equipped
with a small mill. The New York /Inc
(•o. is developing a similar area at Graham ,

In Orange County between Port Jervis and
.Summitville.

WASHINGTON, I). C.—June 2

KxploHlveH Itlll, providing regulations for

the safe manufacture, distribution, storage,

use and pos.session of explosives, was passed
by the House of Ilepresentatives. May 31.

by a vote of IIB to 03. The main fight

was made on Sec. .3 of the bill. That sec-

tion authorizes the Bureau of Mines, with
the approval of the President, to carry out
the provisions of the act. The Bureau Is

authorized to employ such per.sons. with-
out regard to civil-service requirements, as
may be necessary to carry out the provi-
sions of the law. The vote was largely
along party lines, but a number of Repre-
sentatives desired to place themselves on
record against the bill as granting too great
power to the director of the Bureau of
Mines and e.stablishing a -precedent for
regulation that might interfere with legi-

mate industry."
ManKanenr .Mininic in Viricinla has had a

great stimulus from the successful results
already attained and active prosiiecting
is in progress in the manganese area of

the great Valley of Virginia, according
to D. F. Hewett. of the Geological Survey,
who has just returned from an investiga-
tion of the region. In the past, Virginia
has supplied less than I "/, of the manga-
nese needs of the I'nited States, but the
output for 1017 will show a substantial
contribution to the manganese production
of the country. Geological investigations
made in the manganese-bearing regions
give warrant for the belief that deposits
mav be expected in a zone several miles
wide that follows the line where the Ter-
tiaiv peneplain merges with the slopes of
the Blue Ridge and other ridges in the
great valley. Search for new deposits,
therefore, should be made in the remnants
of the Tertiary peneplain in this zone.

TORONTO—.lune 2

.\ssessmenf Work Su^.pen€led for 1917 in

Ontario. In order to lessen the labor short-

age the Ontario government has issued an
Order-in-Council po.stponing the perform-
ance of assessment work on mining claims
required to be done this year for 12 months.
It is believed that this action will relieve

the labor situation in Porcupine as well as
elsewhere.

Smoke Damages have been awarded
against the smelting companies in the
Sudbury nickel-copper district, but an
injunction restraining the smelteries from
operating was denied on the grounds that

the welfare of the community transcends
that of the individual. This judgment was
delivered on May 31 by Judge Middleton
in actions brought by residents of the Sud-
bury district against the Canadian Copper
Co. "and the Mond Nickel Co. for damages
done to their properties by poisonous fumes
from the smelting plants of the companies.
These actions were consolidated for one trial,

which was conducted without a jury and
extended over a period of 34 days at

special sittings at Sudbury and Toronto.
Damages were awarded to the various
plaintiffs as follows : Against the Canadian
Copper Co.. J F Black, florist, $1000: Jos-

eph Belanger, farmer, $750 ; Maria Taille-

fer, SSOO: Sudbury Dairy Co., $1000:
against the Mond Nickel Co.. Andrew Os-
troskv and Justine Ostrosky. $500 and J H.
McLary. $1400. Other actions are pending
for damages
Dome Report Not EncouraginE, if one

may judge from the summary just received

of the report of Dome Mines, Ltd.. for the

vear ended Mar. 31. This report has been
awaited with much interest, as semiofficial

information was to the effect that the state-

ment of ore reserves would show the com-
pany to be in an exceptionally strong po-

sition. After reading the telegraphed sum-
marv however, the most pronounced sen-

sation is that of "an aching void." Last
year's report showed ore reserves of 2.600,-

"OOO tons of an average grade of $6.20. a
total of $16,120,000. During the last 12

months there was milled 459.530 tons, which
gave an average recovery of |4.72. Ore
reserves this year are estimated at 2.^50,-

000 tons, having a gross value of $11,979.-

000, or an average of $5.32 a ton. Taking
into consideration the gain in tonnage of

over 100,000 tons, there remains a dis-

crepancy of about $2,500,000 in the gross

value of the reserves as compared with la.st

year It w-ould appear that the share-

holders are entitled to an explanation which
does not .seem to have been given. Things
like this create a bad impression and have
a tendency to destroy confidence. The re-

port states, however, that the limited

amount of development has disclosed new
orebodies. one of which appears to be im-
portant
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ALASKA
TANANA VALLKY RR ivill be pur-

chased bv the Government. This road runs
from Fairbanks to ChataniUa. with branch
to Chena. Will become part of the Govern-
ment raihoad system now under construc-
tion in Alaslta.
ALASKA GASTINEAU (Juneau) — In

May milled 227.900 tons, averaging $11-
per ton: extraction 81,13'/r ; loss in tailing.

22c. In April milled 212.200 tons, averag-
ing $1 09.

.ARIZONA
Gila County

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Production at
smeltery in May increased to 4.430.000 lb. ;

in April copper output was 3.516.000 lb.

MIAMI (Miami)—May copper production
was 4.985.363 lb.: in April. 5.128.195; May.
last year. 4,729.328 lb.

Mohave County
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Milled in

April. 6706 tons, comparing with 6584 in

March. 5383 in February and 3800 in Janu-
ary; extraction was 94.56'; in January.
95"26 in February, 96 in March and 96.977'

in \pril (3ross value of ore milled in

April. $143,787 or $21,441 per ton; workmg
costs and losses. $7,498; profit. $13,943 per
ton. Mill handled an average of 223.5 tons

daily ; two additional thickeners being in-

stalled, one for settling tank for high-grade
solutions and one to reduce dissolved loss

in tailing. Rough sorting is practiced both
underground and at surface, but proportion
of waste is small. New Imperial compres-
.sor being installed at mine, after which
shaft sinking will be resumed. On ^SS-ft

level, sloping only is being done. Cln 565-

ft level, hanging-wall drift No. 520 had
progressed 100 ft. in good ore. 2 to 5 ft

wide, parallel to main orebody ; foot-wall

drift No 521 in main orebody was ex-

tended 60 ft in milling ore and drift No.

522 is proceeding on a low-grade vein 3 to

5 ft wide. On 665-ft. level, north drift was
extended 61 ft. and the south drift 46 ft

both in medium-grade ore. the former 2 to

3 ft. wide and the latter exposed 5 ft. ot

or» with hanging wall not in sight. J. A
Burgess, general superintendent.

Pinal County
BOBTAIL (Ray)—Bonded recently to

Pittsburgh men. already interested in dis-

trict.

U. S. VANADIUM (Kelvin)—Recently
shipped car of ore to the Arizona Rare
Metals Co. at Tucson.
BROKEN HILLS (Ray)—Shaft has

reached depth of 122 ft New hoist and
compressor to be in.stalled.

RAY SILVER LEAD (Ray)—Company
plans shipments as soon as road can be fin-

ished Over 40.000 tons of ore reported de-

veloped during May.
AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFIN-

ING (Havden)—Work under way on new
reverberatory furnace. Other improve-
ments contemplated.
ARIZONA - HERCULES (Ray) — Steer

framework for No. 1 hoist house, machine
.shops and warehouse completed. Steel

headframe and the ore bins at No. 1 shaft
will be finished about June 1.

RIPSEY (Kelvin)—Taken over by the
South Ray Copper Co.. of Washington,
n C. ; J. A Robertson, of New York, pres-

ident Opened up many years ago to 523 ft

as a gold mine. Preparing to unwater and
mine for copper.
COPPER STATE MINING (Copper

Creek)—This company, which has proper-
ties in Pinal and Graham counties. 30
miles southeast of Havden. is installing a
285-hp. Mclnto.sh & Seymour Diesel engine
and complete electrical equipment : five car-
loads new equipment delivered in May.
Remodeling its mill, installing six Callow
flotation cells. Marcy ball mill and much
additional machinery. Has shipped to In-
ternational smeltery at Miami, this year.
350 tons of concentrates averaging 21%
copper. Martin E. Tew. 411 Metropolitan
Life Building. Minneapolis. Minn., president.

Yavapai County
COPPER MINIOS AT JEROME resumed

operations, without recognition of the
union, after nine-day shutdown due to the
strike. Miami scale of wages conceded
from the first, l>\it recognition of union and

similar union demands were the pcints mine
operators were unwilling to grattt.

CALIFORNIA
.\niador County

ORIGINAL AMADiJR (Amador)—Milling
resumed at this mine and at the Keystone,
which was interrupted in order to make
improvements to tailing dams.
CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—

Report for month of April shows 3582 tons
of ore milled; recovery of $4296 from
plates and $4765 from concentrates, other
earnings making the total $9437. Cost of
mining, $3337: milling, $1088; pumping
and general expenses, etc.. $1730. making
total operating $6155. During the month
development charges were $5116; shaft
repairs, etc.. $1285. Total expenditure in

the month. $12,557. Development included
opening 3350-ft. station and crosscutting
on 2540-ft. level.

Buttp County
TWO STEAM SHOVELS have been in-

stalled in American ravine in the Magalia
district on land said to be controlled by
men connected with the United States Steel
(Corporation. Milling plant also installed.
H. M. Thompson is superintendent. Gravel
deposits in this district have been operated
by most of the known methods except
dredging.

Nevada Count.v

AI.LISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—No.
4 level unwatered and retimbering in
progress. Expected milling plant will not
he ready before July, though work is being
prosecuted as fast as possible.

Shasta Count.v
VICTOR POWER AND M'N'i.VG (Knob)—Midas shaft in Harrison Gulch, flooded

at time of fire two or three years ago.
is being unwatered. Develofiment in upper
abandoned levels is encouraging company
to proceed with complete unwatering.
Adjoins the Vlet.ir. It is stated that there
are 700.000 tons o. low-grade ore on dumps,
estimated to run $1.50 per ton. which is

to be treated by flotation if experiments
prove satisfactory.

Siski.vou County
CINNABAR DP:P0SITS. west of Oak

Bar in northern edge of county on Klamath
River, are under consideration by men said
to represent the Oceanic Quicksilver Co. of
San Luis Obispo County- Deposits controlled
by H. J. Barton of Oak Bar. Worked in a
small way by Chinese more than 20 years
ago. There are other deposits on the river
and some 10 miles north. At one point,
small furnace was installed : but there has
never been commercial output from any of
the deposits.
COMMODORE (Yreka)—After being idle

several years, property situated on Bark-
house Creek, is being reopened by New
York men Strong vein reported to have
been disclosed by recent development.

Tuolumne Count.v

NEW PROVIDENCE (Tuolumne)—
Property formerly a producer, but long
time idle, reported .sold by Fred Sutton
to Mrs. Anna Bluett of Oakland

COLOR.VDO
Boulder County

BARKER (Boulder)—Stevens & Barker
have opened body of payable tungsten ore.

LITTLE MARY (Boulder)—Good-grade
silver ore being opened in development.
LEFT HAND (Boulder)—Developed dur-

ing winter by C. E. Brandenburg and asso-
ciates. Rich gold ore opened. Preliminary
50-ton shipment of $80 ore has been made,

Custer County

BISMI'TH (Westcliffe)—Lessees making
shipments of good-grade ore. Considerable
ore developed.
PASSIFLORA (Westcliffe)—Stated mill-

ing plant will be built this summer to treat
lower grade ore ; 1 5 men now employed.
First-class ore shipped.
KING OF THE CARBtTNATRS (West-

cliffe)—New drift being run from 178-ft.
level to cut oreshoot opened in level 50 ft.

above. Ore contains gold, silver and cop-
per.

Gilpin Count.v

RUNNING LODE (Black Hawk)—Mine
being unwatered ; progress not satisfactory

on account of water although bailing is be-
ing done to capacit.\*.

GILPIN EUREKA MINES CO. (Centra)
Cit.v)—Preparing for increased production

;

installing three No. 6 Wilfley tables and
one Deister slimer, three hydraulic classi-
fiers ; for the mine, two new Clipper 5-in.
drills and water tank for 500-ft. level.
Lately, in cleaning out sump of main shaft,
about 60 tons of concentrates were secured

;

in sinking from 600 to 800 level, flr.st round
of shots opened 3J-ft. vein of milling ore;
now planned to extend shaft to 1000-ff.
point. E. L. Clark, general manager,
Norton E. Isbell, consulting engineer,

San .luan Count,v
COMING WONDER ( Silverton)—Ship-

ments will be resumed .soon.

GOLD KING (Silverton)—Mill now
treating 125 tons daily. Property oper-
ated under lease by J. H. Slattery.
SUNNYSIDE (Eureka) — Warehouse,

track shed, blacksmith and machine shops
and other surface buildings at mine
destroyed by fire on night of May 20.
Total loss about $50,000, covered by in-
surance. Rebuilding will commence at
once, but mine operations will be suspended
for several weeks,

San Miguel County
STANDARD CHEMICAL CO. (Tellurlde)—Wet process for treating carnotite ore

being installed in place of dry process
formerly used.
CARRIBEAU (Ophir)—New milling plant

will be built at once. Flotation plant of
30 tons capacity will be included in process
to re-treat old mill tailings. Estimated
25,000 tons tailings assaying $6 in gold and
silver can be profitably treated.

Teller County
ROOSEVELT TUNNEL heading has

entered the Old Ironsides property, owned
by the United Gold Mines Co. Passing
through a mineralized dike carrying small
amounts of gold.
CARBONATFJ HILL SECTION in west-

ern part of district, due north of the
town of Cripple Creek, again active Two
properties. Golden Terry and Kitty Wells
No. 2. heir. 2 worked by lessees.
PALACE LODE (Cripple Creek)—Boiler,

steam hoist and compressor -will be in-
.stalled at this property on Squaw Mountain.
SACRAMENTO (Goldfield) — Lessees

Schoolcraft. Butler & Musser. opened body
of high-grade gold ore in drift on .Sacra-
mento vein.

II>.\HO
Slioslione Count.v

GERTIE (Burke)—Will resume on June
1. Long crosscut will be continued to
.search for east extension of Hecla vein.
Ground joins Hecla L W Hutton. of Spo-
kane, chief owner.
TARBOX (Saltese. Mont)—Manager of

company, who maintains office in Wallace,
states that shaft will be deepened 200 ft.

from 600 level Much ore developed on the
600 and company will have mill under con-
struction by time the 800 is reached Will
develop water power

MICHIGAN
Copper

ADVENTURE (Greenland) —Has 22
drills in operation.
OSCEOLA (Osceola)—Because of scarc-

ity of men, one stamp closed down at the
m'ill at Hubbell.
AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Still low in ton-

nage, but not enough to ,shut down any
stamp heads yet.

TRIMOUNT.\IN (Trimountain)—Sinking
No, 2 shaft from the 27th to the 28th level
to test quality of lode.

ISliE ROYALE (Houghton)—Will build
20 modern houses this summer. Thus hopes
to take care of shortage of men.
MASS (Mass)—Working on a mass of

copper on the seventh level in the Ever-
green lode. A short time ago it was 23

ft. long and 14 ft. high and extended back
into the lode. Having considerable trouble
in trying to get it out ; using coiuj>ressed-
air cutter. Crosscut on third level driven
through to the Evergreen, and now the
lode is being worked on the third, fifth and
seventh levels, rrosscutting on the ninth.
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MISSOl RI
Jopliii Di^ttrict

LUCKA' ELEVEN (Carthage) — Sold
mine southeast of Carthage, having only
one shaft and horse whim, to I. P. Jones.
Fayetteville. Arli.. for $30,000,

T. A. BALDWIN (Joplin)—Purchased
Barnett lead mine at DuemveK ; now pro-
ducing two tons lead concentrates daily.
"Will drill and probably sink new shafts.
WIRECK (Miami, Okla.)—Mill and lease

near Bethel, sold to P. Childress and asso-
ciates of Galena. Kan., tor $2!)0,000. Mill
capacity, 300 tons in 8 hr. Mining at 240 ft.

ETHEL GRAY (Joplin)—Sinking new
field shaft west of mill to 210 ft. Mine
now making from 4 to 50 tons concentrates
weekly. Mine owned by Lincoln Zinc, Lead
& Smelting Co. Benjamin Smith, super-
intendent.
AXDAYER (Galena, Kan.)—Drill holes

show excellent deposit ahead of workings.
Cuttings from one hole ran 43.40';', blende
for 50 ft. Ore cut at 40 ft, ; extended to
90. Ore now being milled gives 12 '/^ re-
covery. Owned by M. J. and R C. Andrew
of Joplin, Mo.
WILLL\M FOSTER WHITE (Joplin)

—

New mill, 600 tons daily capacity has be-
gun operation on lease just west of Picher-
Netta tract at Richer, Okla. Mining at 180
ft. Plant has slime department consisting
of nine tables, two Dorr thickeners and one
Dorr classifier.

MOXT.\NA
Granite County _ ^

MANGANESE shipments from the Phil-
ipsburg district now approximate 100 tons
per day ; ore carries higher silica content
than Brazilian product.
GRANITE BIMETALLIC CONSOLI-

DATED (Philipsburg)—This company now
working about 135 men Thomas B. Holmes,
superintendent,

Lewis and Clark County
BARNES-KIXG DEVELOPMENT

(Butte)—IVIay returns not yet available but
first three weeks' results indicate month
will be best in history. The Boyer claims
are now being developed.

Madison County
PLACER PROSPECTING is being done

on several ranches below the holdings of
Conrey Placer Mining Co., by T. D. Prier,
superintendent for a Virginia City syndi-
cate headed by Karl Elling. Brayton &
Moore have a force at work preparing for
resumption of sluicing on the placer leased
from Alder Gulch Consolidated Mining Co.

U. S. GRANT (Virginia City)—Harra-
man Brothers, lessees have encountered
good ore and are shipinng.

SHAFTER (Virginia City)—Working 15
men in mine and expects to start mill in a
few weeks. A, H. Jones, manager.
ATLAS (Virginia City)—This group,

owned by Charles Ryden. is being put in
shape for examination. Test mill may be
erected this sunimer.

E. M. SMITH (Virginia City)—Has com-
pleted amalgamation-concentration plant on
his claims in Williams Gulch ; water power,
with gasoline auxiliarj'.

WINNETKA (Virginia City) — Tunnel
contr.act completed at this mine owned by
Hall Brothers. Planning to work the low-
grade milling ore now developed.

KEARSARGE (Virginia City)—Tunnel on
Rough Rider claim is to be extended 1000
ft. to tap rich vein encountered at surface.
W. B. Millard, of Chicago. 111., is owner.
EASTON (Virginia City)—Cyanide plant,

operating on tailing from this inine of the
Elling Estate company, has started for the
season. Frederick M. Field, superintendent.

Silver Bow CoTint.v

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Mav output was
2,008,060 lb. copper; 59.345 oz. silver.

ANACOND.\ (Butte)—Copper produc-
tion in May is estimated at 28,400,000 lb.

as against 29.300.000 in April ; reduction
due to mine fire.s. High Ore mine still
closed, as fire in Modoc shaft smouldering.
Repairs being rapidly made and in a few
days the High Ore will be reopened.

NEVADA
Lyon County

YERINGTON MOUNTAIN COPPER
(Yerington)—Shipping about 25 tons daily
of 5 % coj)i)er ore.

PITTSBURGH-DOLORES (Ysrington)—
Milling regularly ore from above tunnel
level ; new 50-hp. hoist being in.stalled at
tunnel face to permit of sinking and devel-
opment of main vein. Bullion shipped to
Selby smeltery. About 50 men employed.
B. J. Schrader, superintendent.

Nye County
TONOPAH PRODUCTION for week

ended May 26 was 94113 tons valued at
S170.874. as compared with 8750 tons for
previous period. Shippers ware : Ton<i|)ah
Lelmont, 2929 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2"iio :

Tonopah Extension, 2380; Jim Hutler,
P.l!" ;

West End, 976 ; Rescue, 257 ; Montana.
99 ; Cash Boy. 52 tons.
TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—

.Vpril operating profit $29,574 ; gro.ss re-
ceipts, $112,646.
TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah )—

Leasers on the slime ponds have begun
the 1917 "sweeps" season and have been
getting a 30-oz. silver product by sweeping
top crust of the old slime ponds. "Sweeps"
are treated by Belmont Milling Co.
TONOPAH MIXING ( Tonopah)—Sink-

ing in old Merger winze When Merger
company ceased this winze was 55 ft. be-ow Its 12th level—equivalent to the 1150-ft.
level of the Sandgrass shaft. In minera.1-
ized ground but not of commercial grade.

White Pine County
CONSOLIDATED COPPERMINES CO.

(Kimberly)—New contract made withNevada Consolidated whereby latter agrees
'.^.r^;?^.*""^ ,^'"«''' f™'" the Ora claim
4_5.000 tons before Aug. 15. 1918, and
for period of five years 75,000 tons perannum and such additional amount as
economical operation of Nevada Consoli-dated s Liberty jjit will warrant : Ora
Claim controls entrance to Liberty pitCompany has also contracted with Nevada
Consolidated to smelt 4500 tons monthly ofCoppermmes concentrates on a sliding scalevarying with the price of copper.

ORKGOX
Jo.sephine County

UNITED COPPER (Selma)—This Fallscreek mine will be operated under com-pany management with Charles Buchner
in charge.

h,M°yS^^?' MOORE & COLLARD (Ker-
D> )— Ihis chrome mine preparing for activeseason

; new concentrator installedCOW BOY-MAYBELL-LITTLE (Takil-
n'^c S^'^

been leased by C. E. Tucker and
Grants Pass.

'° Taeoma smeltery via

UTAH
Beaver Count.v

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Company shipped
li cars—about 850 tons—in May.

Juab Count.v
TINTIC STAXDARl) (Eureka)—Shaft

feet"
" Ultimate depth, 1300

TINTIC PRODUCTION during May was
5!S,^^'"s- »"<! for five months—just ended—
4337 cars.
EUREKA MINES (Eureka) — Seventhcar being prepared for market. Sixth carbrought $2265.

DRAGON CONSOLIDATED (SilverCity)—.\bout 250 tons daily of iron ore for
fluxing being shipped. Higher grade com-
ing from north end ; also siliceous ores for
Tintic Milling Co.'s plant.
IRON' BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Copper

ore being mined on 900, 1000, 1100 and
1200 levels. Carries 4 to 57^ copper and
90 to 100 tons shipped daily. Also, good
tonnage of siliceous ores being sent to Tin-
tic Milling Co.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Mav
shipments, 71 cars; April. 62; March, 99";
February, 62 ; and January, 55 ; total first
five months. 349. as compared to 470 for
whole of 1916 and 563 for 1915. Promising
new orebody has been opened on 1700 just
below productive ground on 1550.

Salt Lake County
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Twenty

steam shovels working ; mills treating
35.000 to 36.000 tons daily.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Flotation
department treating 400 to 600 tons daily.
.\lthough still in experimental stage, stated
to be making saving of 75 to 80 per cent.
Old ix!ill treating about 2200 tons daily
CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Spring thaws

are again halting shipments from this
property—Big Cottonwood's principal pro-
ducer. Road from mine to bins at South
Pork impa.ssable. although tractors are able
to reach South Fork and take ore accumu-
lated here and lower down canyon.
MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta) — Forty-six

cars of ore were shipped recently and total
shipments by Julv 1 will be almost etiual
to the 1916 output of 7000 tons. .At Cop-
per Prince tunnel—worked on company ac-
count—there is considerable accumulation
of ore. Said to be considering extension of
aerial tramway—now as far down as Tan-
ner's Flat—to Wasatch

MONTANA-BINGHAM CONSOLIDATED
(Bingham)—This company, which recently
acquired the Valentine and Tiawaukiie
groups and a large Interest in the Bingham
Amalgamated, has now con.solidated with
the Fortuna, making the total territory con-
trolled 640 acres adjoining the Utah Cop-
Iier, Ohio Copper, Bingham Mines, and Star-
less group owned by Col Wall. The Mon-
tana-Bingham tunnel Is now in 5000 ft in
Bingham Amalgamated ground, and will
soon cut the Portuna, when raising—about
1200 ft — will be done to connect with the
Fortuna workings. The latter property has
been under bond and lease to J. M Hlgglns,
and machinery has been ordered for a flo-
tation mill.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS, according to

estimates for May. 8447 tons. Heavle.st
shipper. Silver King Coalition, with 250(i
tons; next Daly-Judge, with 2376 tons;
and third. Silver King Consolidated, wlU
1595 tons.

Vtah County
AUSTIN MI.VI.VG (American Fork)

—

Company incorporated to develop 20 acres
patented ground

WaNliineton County
SILVER REEF CAMP is experiencing a

revival. The Dixie Mining and Develop-
ment, owning nine claims—formerly, the
Blue Ribbon mine—one and a half miles
northwest of Leeds and 50 miles from Lund
station, has dumps of considerable size,
which it expects to utilize. Test shipment
made recently The Adah Copper is making
shipments of ore carrying copper and some
silver. Shipments are expected from the
Silver Reef Extension, owning the Vander-
bilt and Silver Hill.

CANADA
Ontario

CHARETTE (Boston Creek)—Discovery
of free gold made on this claim.
SYLVAXITE (Kirkland Lake) — Has

closed down owing to shortage of labor
and high cost of materials.

HUROXI.\ (Larder Lake)—Option taken
by a Montreal syndicate on this property
which closed down last vear.
LA ROSE (Cobalt)—Will expend $30,000

in developing the Violet, one of the com-
pany's Cobalt claims that has never been
worked.
TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Mill

now treating about 120 tons daily with
recovery of 97%. Daily production ap-
proximately $2000.
NEWRAY (Porcupine)—The 10-stamp

mill in operation ; capacity. 40 tons per day.
Recovery by amalgamation 87';', ; storing
residue for treatment by chemical process.
CHAMBERS-FERLAND (Cobalt)—Vein

No. 18. where opened 30 ft. above contact,
is 3 in. wide and carries from 2000 to 3000
oz. of silver to the ton : wall rock of milling
grade.
GIFFORD (Cobalt)—Resuming opera-

tions ; surface water controlled and shaft
house nearly completed. Sinking will be
continued to about 450 ft., where the con-
tact is expected.
~ BELLE ELLEN (South Lorrain)—Shaft
will be continued to contact which is ex-
pected at 600 ft. Vein dipped out of shaft;
crosscut will be run to pick it up when
contact is reached.

McIXTYRE (Schumacher) —During four
months ended Apr. 30. treated 56.567 tons
of ore; average grade. $10.43; operating
cost. $4.97 per ton; operating profit. $279,-
563. In April production was $153,029, a
new^ high record.

DOME (South Porcupine)—Party of di-
rectors visited mine looking into labor con-
ditions in order to determine policy to be
pursued, as it is considered that opera-
tions cannot profitably be maintained unless
additional labor can be obtained.
COXIAGAS (Cobalt) — Installation of

250-ton flotation plant progressing. Coarser
crushing will be practiced at the stamps
with recrushing in Hardinge mill. WTien
these changes have been effected the capac-
ity of mill will be increased to approxi-
mately 500 tons per day.

MEXICO
SANTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—Milled in April 28,109 tons ; estimated

profit, $40,700.

NICAR.4GUA
TONOPAH NICARAGUA CO. (Bullitt

Bldg.. Philadelphia. U S. A)—This new
subsidiary of Tonopah Mining Co. will
operate the old Santa Rita gold mine, now
known as the RositjL, in the Tunky dis-
trict. M. B. Huston Will be in charge.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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TiiiiK»lrii Ore—A large business was
again done, and Iho American prndncers
of scliec*Iite now appeal" to be sold (mt for
early delivery. No more is offered at pres-
ent. There was also a large l)usiness in
wolframite and it is said that only material
of inferior grade is now available for
lironipt shipment. We ciunte snperior
grades of ore at $20 per nnit. Vmt that
quotation is merely nominal, supplies being
unavailable. Ore of inferior grade was sold
as low as $17 per unit.

Iron Trade Review
.NEW YORK—.June 6

Pittsburgh has signalized the arrival of
$50 pig iron by one of the most exciting
weeks in the Bessemer iron market since
the beginning of the war, says "Iron Age."
Sales have amounted to 75.000 tons, of
which one steel company took 40.000 tons
at prices ranging from $4B to $50 .\t the
latter figure at least 20.000 tons has been
sold

Not only pig iron, but .semi-finished and
finished steel markets, have been affected
bv the developments at Pittsburgh, since
thev confirm what has been well-considered
opinion in the trade for some weeks, that
future war advances were likely to come as
abruptly as anv that have come in the past
two years, and might go to lengths even
now thought impossible,

PITTSBURGH—June r>

The steel market continues to grow less

active. To the decrease in the volume of
contracting for forward deliveries there is

a decrease, in many lines, in the volume
of specifications filed against current con-
tracts. In the case of one large interest

the volume of shipping orders entered last

week was the .smallest for any week in

a year and a half. Building operations
are expected to drop to a very low level

and most of the common activities of the
people, which account for a great deal of
steel ordinarily, will be curtailed. Contract
obligations now on mill books represent, on
an average, their full output a little

distance into the new year, while in many
directions the consumption in the second
half of this year is certain to be less than
the rate recently. On the other hand there
will be larger and larger requirements for
war i>virposes. Including steel for ship-
building, railway equipment for American.
French and Russian railways, shells, etc.,

for the Kuropean Allies, and steel for our
own Government, the total ni.ay easily ex-
ceed the 20% of the output that was
guessed a couple months ago as the outside
limit.

Steel prices are practically stationary,
and indeed there has been relatively little

advancing tendency for 30 days. This in
itself would take the edge of the market,
which in the past has thriven largely upon
the excitement of continued price advances.

Pig Iron—The situation in pig ii-on is

becoming more and more tense. Produc-
tion is restricted somewhat by coke .scarcity,

while requirements are heavier on account
of additions to steel making capacity. In
previous market movements pig iron has
always stoi>ped advancing before steel, but
now pig ii'on is advancing sharply while
.steel is practically stationary. Until a
week ago bessemer was quotable, on the
basis of actual sales, at $44 or $45 for
fair sized lots and $46 to $48 for small
lots, but since then two lots, 10.000 and
iiOOO tons respectively, have brought $50.
valley, the buyer being a large steel in-
terest with large blast furnace capacity of
its ow'n. A week ago a steel works without
blast furnaces bought two lots of basic
aggregating 12,000 tons at $45, valley, $3
above the level of previous transactions,
and now there are no sellers at less than
$4 8. with prosiiects that basic will be above
$50 before long. Foundry iron is quiet,
at $43'J?45. valley, malleable being $44 as
minimum. Southern foundry has sold for
fii'st ([uarter delivery into this territory
at $3S. Birmingham, or $42.55 delivered.
W, P, Snyder & Co. compute average
pi'ices obtained in all sales in May at
$4.';.!i!>17 for bessemer and $41.8947 for
basic, f.o.b. valley furnaces, representing
increases over April of $4. 66 and $3,90
respectively. The average quoted price on
foundry iron during May was $42.65, valley.

Iron Ore

Iron Ore—May shipments down the
Lakes were probably two or three million
tons short of the eight million moved in
May of last year, on accf)unt of the late
continuance of ice in I^ake Superior. Fur-
naces are reporting how much ore they will
actually need to run them to the l!t18

season and shipments to some will be cut
below their purchases.

STOCK Ol'OT.\TIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

N. Y. EXCH.t
Aliu^kiiCold M
Alaflkii .luncau

,

Alii.STn.&Rcf,.coin
Am. Sni. & Rcf., pt
Am. Sm, Sor., pf. A
.Am. sm. Sec, pf. B.
Am. /.Iiii-

.\ni. Zinc, pf

.'Vnacnnda
Hatoplla-s Mln,
betlili'lii'm steel, .

Hctlili-lii'iii steel, p(.
Butte .t Siinenor,
f'errn «ie r;weu
Ohllel-op
Chine
<'olo.l.'iiol A Iron, ,

Cruellilc Steel,,, ,

l>ome Mines
Federal M. & S. . . ,

Federal M. & S,. p(.
rircat Nor., ore ctf.
Creene ( "aiianea... ,

(Jiilf states Steel . ,

Ilonieslake
Insl>triitluii Con, . , ,

International Nlekel
Kenneeott
l-aekawanna Steel..
Miami Culir.er
N'afI I ea.l, c.m .

Natli.oal lead, pf,

,

Nov ( iinHo!

Ontario Mln ,

(Jllleksllver ,

Qulekallver. pf,

Ray Con
Reptil)lleI.,iS..eom.,
Repuhllel i.S. pf..
Sloas-Slieffleld
Tenne.ssee C & C .

V . S. Steel, rom, , ..

V . S Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. AC.

4
1

1091
113
99)
92
33 i

64
841

1

1431
120
43
371
221
6s!
53 i

I?i

5?!
34
44 i

125
108
631
411
481
961
401
59!
107
25 i

5i
!

.30)

901
1051
61
16!

1281
1181
113i
66 S

N. Y. CURBt
BfK LeilKe
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Current Prices—Materials and Supplies
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Drill Steel-

Solid ,i .

.

IRON AND STEEL

-New York price in cents per poinid is

:

12 Hollinv l-Z'S'-Zi.

Structural Material—The following are tlie base prices f.o.b. mill. Pltts-

hnrgh, Icititlier «ith tlie iniotations per IIMI lb. from warehonses at tlie

places named

;

„ . l.-.

, New York ,
San

Pitts- .rune 4, One Fran-
bnrgh Ifll' Y'ear Ago Chicago Cisco

$.-,.11(1 $.->.oo $:i..50 $5.00 $6..'>n

.-,.00 .. 00 ;f.55 r>.oo 6. so

.-,.00 .-,.00 :i..5n .-. 00 «,.nO

.5.05 5.05 :i.55 5.05 0.50

7.00 8.00 4.10 7.00 S.50

New Y'ork extras on other shapes arid sizes per lb. are as follows;

Beams, i to 15 in

Channels, 3 to 15 in

Angles, 3 to 6 in.. V4 in. thick.

Tees. 3 in. and larger

riates

$0.10
.10

.70

25
50

I-beams over 15 in

Angles over 6 in., on one or both legs •.••••

Angles, 3 in. on one or both legs le.ss tlian Vi in. thick...

Cutting to lengths, under 3 ft. to 2 ft inclusive

Cutting to lengths, under 2 ft. to 1 ft. inclusive •»"

Cutting to lengths, under 1 ft '"'

No i-harge is made for ctitting to lengths 3 ft. and over.

Sheets—Quotations are in cents per pound in various cities from ware

house, jilso the base quotation from mill

:

Blue Annealed

Xo 10

Large Lots,
Pittsburgh

12
11

No.
No.

Black

Nos 18 and 20. .

.

Nos. 22 and 21..
No. 26
No 27
No. 28

Galvanized

No. 10
Xo. 12
No. 14
Nos. 18 and 20..
Nos. 22 and 24..
No. 26
No. 27
No. 28

•30
.35
'.40

-.45

-.50

8.50
8.55
8.60
8.90
9.05
9.20
9.35
9.50

Chicago

8.00
8.05
S.IO

7.80
7.83

7.85
7.95
8.00

0.20
9 20
9.20
9.40

9.70
9.85
10 00

San
Francisco

9.50
9.35
9.60

9.37
9.60
9.60
9.70
9.75

11 Ij8

11.68
11.98

10.27
10.42
1 56

.—New Y'ork—

^

June 4. One
1917 Mo. Ago

6.80
6.85

9.00
9.05
9.10

9.30
9.35
9.40
9.30

10.95
11 00
11 05
11.35
11 55
11 70
11.85
12.00

6.90

7.30
7.35
7.35
7.45
7.50

8.45
8.50
8 55
8.85
9 05
9 20
9.35
9.50

Steel Rails—The following iniotations are per ton f.o.b. Pittsburgh
• For less than carload lots 5e. perand Cliicago for carload or larger lots

11 lb. is charged extra

.lune 4,

1917

standard bessemer rails $38. 00

Standard openhearth rails 49.00

Light rails, 8 to 10 lb 63.00

Light rails. 12 to 14 lb 62.00

Liglit rails. 25 to 43 lb 60.00

Pittsburgh-
One

Montll Ago
$38.00
40.00
58.00
57 00
55.00

.Tune 4.

1917

$38 00
40-00
63.00
62 00
60.00

-Chicago-
One

ilonth Ago
$38.00
40.00
58.00
37.00
55.00

Track Supplies—The following prices arc base tier 100 lb. fob. Pitts-

burgh for carload lots, togetlier with tlie warehouse prices at the places

named

:

, ,

,
Pittsburgh ^

Tune 4, one
1917 Year Ago Chicago

Standard railroad spikes $3..S3 $2.65 $5 00

Track bolts ''•90 3.25 6.2a

Standard section angle bars 3.50 2.00 4.00

San
Francisco

$5.00
6.25
6.50

Pipe—The following discounts are
in elTei't .May 1, 1917 :

Wire Rope—Discounts from list price on regular grades of briglit and

galvanized arc as follows:

,
New Y'ork ^

June 4. 1917 One Year Ago CUicago San Francisco

C.lvanized 10-2y2% 25-2^4% 10-2'^% 5%
B,JEht 20-2%% 35-214% 20-2%% 15%

Bar Iron—Prices in cents per pound at the places named are as follows :

t.oo
1 60
4.50

LAP

Inches

2

iV< to 6.

.steel

Black

. . . 42%

. . . 45%

Galvanized

29%%
32%%

for

WELD

Inche:

arload lots f.o.b. Pittsburgh.

1%
1%

LAP WELD
2 407,,

2V4 to 4 43%
4% to 6 42%

From warehouses
steel i)ii)e :

Iron
Black Galvanized

.... 23% 8%
30% 16%

.... 317o 17%
2% to 4 33% 20%
4% to 6 33% 20%

EXTRA STRONG PLAIN ENDS
28%%. IVi 24% 9%
31%% 1% 30% 167,,

30%%, 2 32% 19%
iVi to 4 34% 22%
4% to 6 33% 21%

t tiic places named the following discounts _hold for

2.63
3.25
3.10

IS follows :

One Y'ear Ago
$6.00
5.25

I*i:tsburgh, mill
Warehouse. New York
Warehouse. Chicago

Swedish (Norway) Iron-This material per 100 lb. sells

June 4. 1917

New York* $13. OOfil 19.00

Chicago II-''''

III coils an advance of 50c. usually Is charged.

Note— Stock .scarce generally.

Cold Drawn Steel Shaftins—From warehouse to consumers requiring

fair-size lots, the following quotations hold:

June 4, 1917 One Y'ear Ago

Now Y'ork Wst plus 25% List |)lus 20' ;,

lllcip, List plus 5% List plus 10%

, New York , , Chicago >

Black Galvanized Black Galvanized

3% to 6 in lap welded 28'7 10%, :S8.8% 24.8%,

Malleable fittings. Class B ^and C, from New Y'ork .stock sell at 5 and

3% from list prices. Cast iron, standard sizes, 34 and 5%.

MISCELLANEOUS
Flotation Oils—New York prices of oils for notation, in cents per gallon :

Pure steam-distilled pine oil 53%
Pure destructively distilled pine oil 48

Pine tar oil 23

Crude turpentine 'o

Har(lv\ oud creosote 24

Hardw.icid creosote in Michigan costs 16c.

Sodium Cyanide—New Y'ork inice is 37c. per lb.

Zinc Dust—New York price is 18c. per lb.

Calcium Carbide— Price fob. cars at warehouse points east of Missis-

sippi (except in Alabama. Georgia and Florida) is $82.50 for Cameo. $87.50

fur Union. In territory between Mississippi River and the Rockies and in

Alabama', Georgia and Florida, add $3; west of Rockies, add $10 to $15.

Hose

—

Underwriters*
Common, 2%-

%-m.y per

First grade.

Fire 50-Ft. Length?

. . . 60c. per ft

50-10%

30%

Air

First Grade Second Grade Third Grade

$0.50 $0 28 $0.20

Steam—Discounts from list

Second grade 30-5% Third grade 40-10%

Rubber Belting—The following discounts from list apply to transmission

rubber and duck belting

:

Competition 50-10% Best grade 25%
Standard 40-10%

Leather Belting
as follows :

-Present dlsc<Hints frniii list in the following cities are

New York
Chicago

Medium Grade

40%
. . 40—5%

Heavy Grade

35%
35—10%

Rawhide Lacing-

Packing— Below

-407^.

prices each iier pound in cities named

:

.Vsbestos

Valve fTwisted plain, 25-lb. cartons...
and J Twisted graphite. 25-lb cartons,

artons...
tons.

Stuffing ] Braided plain. 25-lb. cartons
Box LBraided graphite, 25-lb. carto

'A-, %-, 1-,

New Y'ork Chicago

$0.65(3)0.70 $1.00
.90 1.35

.80 1.20
1.00 1.55

25- and 50-lb. cartons, $0.65(5)0.70,Asbestos wick in balls.

Rubber' asliestos, compressed sheet, medium grade about $0.80, New
York: $1. Chicago.

Steam

Following in 25- and 50-lb. cartons :

New Y'ork

$0.83
.55

First grade
Second grade

Rublier and Duck

Higli grade *" JJ
<'old water "

Piston

$1.75Asbestos, duck and rubber
Flax, first grade
Kiiliher and duck

.94

.90

Chicago

$1.10
85

$0.55
.30

$2.00
1.00
1.00

Manila Ropi
Bosinn
Cincinnati
Kansas City
New Orleans

Price In coils per lb. In cities named, % to 1% in. :

$0.30 Los Angeles $0.28%
.... .29 San Francisco -27

,.; 28% Seattle 28%
2S Denver 30
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Cotton Waste—The following prices are In cents per pound :

June 4, 1917

White l:!,oo®ir).oo

Colored mixed 10.00@ 12.00

Linseed Oil—These prices are per gallon

:

,. New Yorl£
June 4. 1917 Oni

-New York-
One Year Ago

12 50
9.00

Clilcaeo

13.00(0 15.0(1

10.00@'12.oo

Year Ago June 4

Raw
.l-gal.

in barrels....
cans

$1.S1
141

$0.7:1

.sa

1917

$1..'!0

- Chicago -

One Y'ear Ago
$0.73

.83

White and Red Lead in 500-lb lots sell as follows in cents per pound:

June 4, 1917
Dry In Oil

-Red-
One Year Ago
Dry In Oil

-Wiiite-

lOO-lb. keg 12.25
25- and 50-lb.kegs 12.50

[14 -lb. keg
to 5-lb. cans.

.

12.75
14.25

12.

12.75
13.00
14.50

10
10.75
11.00
1250

11.00
11.2.-.

11.50
12.50

June 4, 1917 One Y'ear Ago
Dry and In Oil Pry and In Oil

10.50
10.75
11.00
12.50

;.oo12
12
12.50
1350

Greases—Prices are as follows in the following cities in cents per pound
for bbl lots :

Cup
Fiber or sponge
Transmission
Axle
Gear ".

Car journal (S. & F.)

.

New Y'ork

. . 5(5 7

.. 5(S7

.

.

5(5!"

.

.

3(S7
. . 4(&5
.. 6V,

Chicago

714

7%
en
5
614
6

Nuts—From warehouse at ttie places named,
following amount is deducted from list :

r New York ^

June 4. 1917 1 Y'ear Ago

Hot pressed square List $2.50

Hot pressed hexagon List 2.50

Cold punched squnre List 2.00

Cold punclied hexagon.... List 2.50

on fair-sized orders, the

June 4

$3.00
3.110

2 50
3.00

- Chicago —

V

1917 1 Year Ago
$3.00
3.00
3 00
3.50

Semifinished nuts sell at tlie following discounts from list price :

June 4. 1917 One Year Ago

New Y'ork 50% 50—10%
Chicago 50% 65%

Safety Fuse Prices f.o.b. New York, Chicago, per 1000 ft., less rjuan-
tlty discount

:

Cotton $6.65 Beaver $6.75
Single tape 6.85 Anclior 7.6.';

Double tape 7.75 Crescent 7.65
Triple tape 8.60

Blasting Caps—List price of blasting and electric blasting caps f o.b.
stilpplng points in states named :

Electric Blasting Caps, Copper Wire Blasting
/ Price per 100 > Caps

No. 4 Ft C PI. 8 Ft. lOFt, N(
New Y'ork, Ohio, Indiana, IHi-

nois, Kentucky and So. Mich
Igan

Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wis.
cousin and No. Michigan....

Kansas,
South

Nebraska.
Dakota .

North and

No.
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Anaconda's Finances
I'>Y W. ],'. LVOALLS

SYNOPSIS—.-1 study in mining and metal-

lurgical finance, especially that of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co., based upon its annual report

for 1916 with the assistance of previous reports

and other published data. The conclusion is

reached that the company, which estimates a book

value of $7J per share for its assets, greatly under-

values its plants and investments, and so long as

the copper mines of Bvtte maintain their produc-

tion, the company has put itself in a position to

earn $10 per share under what may be considered

normal conditinns in the (opjier and zinc markets.

The report of tlie Anaconda Copper Mining Co. is

ahvays of unusual interest owing to the unique position

of the company. Among its peers, Utah is only a mining

company, which does not even smelt its own ore. Phelps,

Dodge & Co. is a great mining and metallurgical com-

pany, but it does not refine its product. The American

it does an immense business—metallurgical, manufac-
turing and mercantile—for other concerns and with the

public.

We doul3t if many of the stockholders, 20.000 and
more, of this company have any adequate idea of the

extent and diversity of their business. Their company
owns the controlling interest in a railway, having 72

miles of track, which carries its ores and supplies and
also the freight and passenger traffic between two im-

portant cities of Montana. In 1916 the railway com-
pany earned $527,167 net and paid $300,000 in dividends.

The Anaconda company owns coal mines from which

about 2-50,000 tons of coal were sold to the public in

1916, besides supplying the company's own requirements.

Similarly it Owns sawmills from which 80,000,000 ft-

were sold commercially in 1916. Besides these, it owns
the municipal electric light, street railway and water

services at Anaconda, and operates hotels, farms, fire-

brick factories and one of the largest, best equipped

WA.SHOE REDUCTION WORKS OF THK ANACONDA COPPBK MINING CO.

Smelting and Refining '€o. is a great metallurgical com-

pany with important mining interests. The Anaconda
is the only one of these companies with a perfectly

integrated l)usincss. Based primarily upon tlic Butte

mines, it has become a great motaJlui'gii'al company,

rivalling the American Smelting and llefining Co., and

not only does it do everything needful on its own account

up to the marketing of its refined products, but also

Iniiiidry and machine sho]is west of the Mississippi River,

in which it manufactures mining machinery for its own
use and for sale to other mining comjianies. These

subsidiary departments, not including the railway,' earned

n profit of $1,295,000 in 1916. In Butte, Anaconda

and elsewhere, the company conduits n large and jirolit-

able mercantile business, the scope and magnitude of

whii'h would surjirisc (he uninitiated.
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Production in 1916—The Anaconda cnppiM- snioltcrics

at Anaconda and Great Falls in 11)16 treated :-2r..i)ii()

tons of ore for other companies; its zinc plants, ."il.ooo

tons. Its smeltery at Tooele, Utah, did 8()4,()()0 tons.

That at Miami, Ariz., 334,000. Here is a total of nearly

2,000,000 tons of custom business, which in point of ton-

nage is 40% of what was done by the American Smelting

and Refining Co. in 191G. With the Anaconda's own

tonnage of .5,400.000, the grand total is the largest hand-

ling of any metallurgical company other than iron and

steel. The production of refined lead was 54,000 tons;

of antimonial lead, 7800 tons; of refined copper, 590,-

000,000 lb. The company's own production of copper

having been 307,395,000 lb., it follows that it refined

upward of 140,000 tons for other concerns, of most of

which it had also the selling. It produced upward of

10.000 tons of high-grade spelter in 1916, which will

be increased to 35,000 tons in 1917 and then to

50,000. It makes a large tonnage of sulphuric acid,

mostly for its own use, and in its several plants recovers

a variety of byproducts, which it sells.

Book Assets—As for mines, it owns the major part of

the Butte district and some isolated properties in various

parts of Montana. In Chile, it owns a copper mine with

a developed orebody of alwut the size and grade of that

of the Inspiration. It owns 200,000 shares of Inspiration

stock; 56,900 of Greene Cananea; 12,750 of Butte, Ana-

conda & Pacific, and other stocks and bonds of great

value. It is interesting to see how these assets are figured

in the balance sheet. The company summarizes them,

together with its current assets, as follows:

I. Mines, water rights and real estate. $74,687,054

Plants «.303, 1 34

Timber lands .biV^'lll
Investments in other companies 18.936,376

.Supplies and prepaid expenses 7,317,431

Merchandise for sale 978, 23

1

Metals in process and on hand 37,225,804

Accounts receivable and cash 32,065,854

Total $224,913,841

The debts owed were: Notes due Mar. 1, 1917 (now

paid), $16,000,000; accounts pavable, $33,114,710; divi-

dend payable, $4,662,500; total, $53,777,210. This

gives net assets of $170,236,631, or $73 per share for

the 2,331,250 shares that are issued. This book value

will, perhaps, withstand critical examination better than

most book values. It is interesting to make such an

examination by study of the data that are to be found in

the series of annual reports of the company and such

technical data as are to be found in the Engineering and

Mini?ig Journal. It would, of course, be nonsensical to

think of attempting any minute appraisal in this way,

but by thinking broadly we can, perhaps, check up

rouglily the main heads in the company's balance sheet.

The items of uncertainty are manifestly the first

four. Of these we must dismiss the third—timber

lands- having no means of checking it. We know, of

course, that this is an important asset. In 1910 it was

estimated that the timber supply was sufficient to last, at

the rate of consumption at that time, for at least 50

years.

Investments in Other Companies—Of the item of $18,-

936,376 for investments in other companies "not entirely

owned" by Anaconda, $7,968,836 was expended in 1916

for 20,740 shares of Alice Gold and Silver Mining Co.;

26,100 of Greene Cananea; 50,000 of Inspiration; 188,-

300 of Butte Copper and Zinc Co. and the "total cost

of the stock of the Andes Copper Co. acquired to Dec.

31, 1111(1." Tlicre was, therefore, $10,967,510 invested

previous to 191(). We know from earlier reports that

150,000 shares of Inspiration cost $3,000,000. The pur-

chases of Inspiration in 1916 must have been made

between $12f and $71 J per shaic It is reasonably safe

to assume that tiiey were not made in the neighborhood

of the latter and at the present price of about $55

perhaps they show neither much profit nor loss, but at

$55 the shares previously purchased show an appreciation

of $5,250,000. (It has lieen unolficially reported that

the Inspiration stock bought in 1916 cost about $49 per

share and the Greene Cananea about $46.)

The most inii)ortant thing about Anaconda's invest-

ment account is the Andes mine. It is a clear deduction

from the statements in the last report that this stock can

not have cost more than $4,000,000 up to the end of

1916. For that sum has been acquired a mine of the

same order as Inspiration. At $55 per share. Inspiration

is valued at $65,000,000, and it has been computed to

have a liquidating value in excess of that on the basis

of 15c. for co])per. That valuation includes, of course,

the considerations that it is equipped and is a going

concern, paying dividends. It may be reckoned roughly

that it will cost $15,000,000 to put Andes in the way

of producing 100,000,000 lb. of copper per annum and if

we discount the period of five, six or .seven years before

the mine is put on a paying basis by the deduction of

$20,000,000 more, it is probable that Anaconda has ac-

quired an orebody worth as much as $30,000,000 for the

cost of $4,000,000. say, which stands in the books.

Value of Plants—With regard to plants, at first sight

the total of $47,303,134 appears to have been written

down, by annual deductions for depreciation, to a figure

that is below their present worth or cost of replacement.

The equipment of a copper mine even before the war

cost about 12 to 15c. per annual pound of production.

A mine producing 300,000,000 lb. per annum would

therefore require plant outlay at cost of $36,000,000 to

$45,000,000. This would be for the Butte mines alone

and would not take account of the several plants in

Utah, Arizona, Indiana and New Jersey acquired from

the International Smelting and Eefining Co. A reason-

able estimate of the physical value of all plants at the

present time, using pre.sent capacities but ante-bellum

unit costs would be as follows:

MET.\LLURGICAL PLANTS

Anaconda copper concentrator ... a
Anaconda zinc concentrator a
Anaconda leaching plant fl

Anaconda smeltery a
Anaconda acid plant b

Great Falls smeltery a
Great Falls copper refinery c

Great Falls zinc works c

Tooele copper smeltery a
Tooele lead smeltery o
Miami smeltery a
East Chicago lead refinery c

Perth .\mboy copper refinery c

Annual
Capacity

3,000,000
700,000
600,000

3,500,000
60,000

400,000
90,000
50.000

550,000
600,000
750,000
60,000

230,000

tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @
tons (ol

tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @
tons @

Unit

$1.25
1.25
1 50
4.00
10 00
6 00

20 00
55 00
5 00
3 00
4 00
8 00

20.00

Value

$3,750,000
875,000
900,000

14,000,000
600,000

2,400,000
1.800,000
2,750,000
2,750,000
1.800,000
3,000,000
480,000

4.600,000

Total metallurgical plants $39,705,000

.MINING PLANTS (SURFACE WORKS)
Copper and zinc mines o 5,600,000 tons @ $1.50 $8,400,000
Coal mines 1,000,000

Total mining plants. $9,400,000

OTHER PLANTS
Lumber mills $2,000,000
Foundries 250,000
Brick factories 400.000
Public utilities 1,000.000

Total of other plants $3-650,000
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SUMM AliY

M('(:illurui('iil plants
Mining plants . . . .

.

tJthcr plants

$«. 7 50,00(1

9.400.000
3,650.000

$52,755,000

(I Tons i)f ore. b Tone oi sulpluiri'- acid of 60 tit'c. B. r Tons of metal prodnct

In fonipiiting tlie above iti^m,';, we take eapaeities as

yivt^n in the Engineering and Mining Journal, tojjetlicr

with statements in the company's last report, of wmk
attually done. For the value of the coal-mining plants

Mini "other plants" we can do nothing but guess, but

inasmuch as the total for these is less than 10% of the

grand total, our guesses may be wild without influencing

the grand total very much. .\s for the metallnrgical and

mining plants (other than coal) there are proljably some

figures that are over and some that are nnder tlie actual

costs, and without any doubt there are more that are

under than over, for we have tignred unit costs as they

were before the war, while some of these constructions

—

the zinc plant, for example—have been done when prices

were highest and surely have been more costly. However,

we feel considerable confidence in our summation that

the replacement value of the plants of the Anaconda

company was at least $53,01)0,000 according to prices

prevailing before the war In the company's books they

were carried at about $47,000,000 at the end of IDKi.

Historical Suininarii of Bool' Vnluations—Another

way of forming an idea of the present book A'aluation is

to follow the mutations of this account since 1909. At

the end of that year the several companies—Anaconda,

Boston & Jlontana, Washoe, Trenton, Parrot. Butte &
Boston, Diamond Coal and Coke and Big Blaekfoot

Lumber Co.—that were united in 1910 reported aggre-

gate a.ssets as follows: Copper mines and lands, about

$.32,400,000; coal mines and lands, $1,431,450; timber

lands ("at cost"), $23,384,344; a grand total of about

$57,000,000. The mines of the Eed Metal Mining Co.,

which had been purchased from Heinze with about $11,-

000,000, and those that were purchased from W, A. Clark

for $5,000,000 in 1910 would raise the total to $73,000,-

000, which is about $1,000,000 less than the Anaconda

reported for mines plus timber lands at the end of 1910.

There was clearly some revaluation of both mines and

timber lands following the absor]itions in 1910.

Plants at the end of 1909 stood at about $5,500,000

for the copper mines (exclusive of Eed Metal), $335,000

for the coal mines, $950,000 for the lumber mills, etc.,

$2,024,726 for the metallurgical works at Great Falls,

and $4,900,711 for the Washoe works, which had been

written down to that figure from their cost of $10,753,-

013. The total book value of plant was, therefore, about

$13,700,000. At tlie end of 1910 it was given at about

$15,000,000. Allowing for the Eed Metal mine plants,

whicli we have been unable to separate from the mines

themselves and allowing for additions that may have

been made in 1910, the accounting for the book value

at the end of that year is near enough. If all of the

eonstituent items were valued so conservatively as the

Washoe and Great Falls works no criticism is to lie

offered. At this time the Butte mines were producing

aiiout 3,800,000 tons of ore ])er annum. Their equi])-

nient, on the basis of actual production, represented

therefore aliout $1.45 per ton of annual (•a])acitv. Th(\se

are large and deep mines, there are many of them, and
their e(|uipnient is necessarily more costly than anvthing
we can think of outside of the Lake Siiperim- distriet.

Tbe investnieiil in other companies reported at, Ibc

end of 1909 wei-f the following: Bntte Water Co.,

$862,971; Montana Water, Electric Power and Mining

Co., $222,860; the Hennessey properties, $681,879;

Washoe coke department, $765,743; Washoe coal depart-

ment, $408,743; Bridgeport Copper Co., $45,228; J. T.

Carroll Lumber Co., $12,800; Hope Lumber Mfg. Co.,

$263,756 ; investments of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Co., $534,008; total, about $3,800,000. At the end of

1910 investments were reported at $4,301, (Jljl. Tbe in-

terest in tbe Butte, Anaconda & Pacific railway inferen-

tially is included in the unenumerated investments of

the original Anaconda company. At this time Anaconda
owned 51% of the $1,000,000 of capital stock (if the

railway company. Subsequently the capital of the rail-

way was increased to $2,500,000, a stock dividend being

declared, whereof Anaconda received its ])ro rata.

The copper mines of the Anaconda company at tbe

end of 1909 were producing about 225,000,000 lb. of

copper per annum. According to the several valuations

before the consolidation, the total was about 23c. per

[Kjuiid of annual product. On the subsequent valuation

of $67,781,000, when the timber lands had been segre-

gated as $5,955,719, it was about 30c. It may be re-

marked that the company had actually paid $16,000,000

in cash for two groups of mines—the Heinze and Clark

—

both much less important than its own, within a few

years immediately preceding. It may be further men-

tioned that up to the end of 1911 the properties originally

acquired by the Amalgamated Copper Co. in 1899 had

been written down by $31,410,056.

The fixed assets reported by the Anaconda company
since 1909 are summarized in the following table:

FIXED ASSETS AS OFFICIALLY REPORTED
End of
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for us to pronounce. In an article in the Erif/ineering

and Mining Journal in tlie early part of 1!I12, it was

estimated tliat the Anaconda mines could probably be

counted upon to maintain their production at tlie rate

of about 300,000,000 lb. of cop])er per annum if the

orebodies should continue in undiminished magnitude

and grade to the depth of .'1100 ft. At that time a

depth of 2800 ft. had been attained in one mine, and

it was added: "An expectation that payable ore will

extend to that depth (3100 ft.) does not either stretch

imagination or violate reason." At the present time the

ore-bearing veins have been cut on tlie 3200-ft. level, and

openings are being made on the 3rt00-ft. level.

Changes in Plant Valuations—The status of plant

value, according to the company, experienced only a

moderate increase up to the end of 1013. This probably

represented money actually put into them, less writing-

off for depreciation, which began in 1912 when about

$1,000,000 was written off; in 1913 the amount was

$727,000; in 1914 it was $845,000: in 191.5 it was

$1,900,000 and in 1916, tlie immense sum of $7,113,463.

The jump of about $15,000,000 in 1914 was due partly

to the plants of the International Smelting and Eetining

Co., acquired during that year and partly to the vast

program of expansion and improvement at Anaconda and

Great Falls instituted early in the same year. The book

value of the International plants at the end of 1913 was

$13,750,000. In 1914-16, there was expended for im-

provements and extension, chiefly at Anaconda and Great

Falls, the sum of $13,646,000.

"

Investment Accounts—The matter of investments is

not easy to trace. Up to the end of 1914, there was

no spectacular expansion. This account had risen to

about $7,000,000 in 1913 and declined to about $5,200,-

000 in 1914. In 1915, there was purchased from the

Amalgamated Copper Co.. 150.000 shares of Inspiration,

30,800 of Greene Cananea and 1110 of Mountain Trading

Co. for $4,769,900. This falls more than $1,000,000

short of accoimting for the increase in the investment

account for that year, the difference being, no doubt,

attributable to other purchases. During the same year,

the company bought the business of the United Metals

Selling Co.' for $6,624,583, which manifestly does not

appear in its investment account. Indeed, it seems to

have been the policy of the company right along to absorb

new property into its main grouping of assets. Thus,

stock in some company is bought and carried in "Invest-

ments." Later, the remaining stock might be bought and

the account of the whole thing removed from "Invest-

ments," and divided between "Mines" and "Plants."

When the United Metals Selling Co. was acquired, it had

only contracts and liquid assets, the latter being added

to the Anaconda's current assets, the contracts, etc., not

being capitalized.

Earnings in WIG—But commercial property is valu-

able only for what it produces, or can produce. Let us

turn to the profit and loss statement of Anaconda for

1916. That showed a profit of $50,828,372 for the year

after the enormous sum of $7,113,463 had been written

off for depreciation of plants. Of that profit $2,350,641

came from other investments, $1,981,188 from the sale

of merchandize, and the remainder from the production

of copper, zinc, silver, gold, etc., from royalties and

rentals, from the smelting and refining of ores on toll

and from the selling of metals on commission. A change

in the methods of book-keeping expanded the 1916 profit

alxmt $7,000,000, which might theoretically be charged

back 1o 1915. Tlie actual profit for 1916 was therefore

about $4 1,1)00,000.

Using that figure as a basis, the profit for the first

half of 1917 should be proportionally more, copper and

lead having both sold at higher prices, while the produc-

tion of zinc has been greatly increased, intere-st on the

$16,000,000 of notes has been saved, interest on accumu-

lated surplus has l)een realized, and there has been no

occasion for another writing off for depreciation and

olisolescence of plant so large as in 1916. In making

the enormous deduction in 1916 the company wrote off

plant that is still in use, but that probably will be thrown

away after the present demand upon full capacity has

ceased. On the other hand, allowance must be made for

greatly increased taxes in 1917.

Estimate of Normal Earning Capacity—The figures

for 1916 are interesting in their exhibition of huge profits

in an exceptional year and tlie derivation of those profits,

Init manifestly they are no safe criterion for what may
be expected in years to come. With their guidance,

together with that of previous reports, let us try to con-

jecture what might be expected in a sober year. Let us

assume that the company might be able to sell at 15c.

the output of 250,000.000 lb. of copper costing 10c. per

lb., gold and silver proceeds being absorbed in that figure.

It is likely that with this method of figuring the com-

pany can really produce copper at less than 10c. per lb.,

but we will stick to that figure so as to let the estimate

be safe for an average price of less than 15c. for copper.

Let us assume that the company can produce and sell

50.000 tons of zinc at a profit of $40 per ton, byproducts

again being absorbed. Let us assume further that it

can for other people smelt 1,500,000 tons of ore at $2

per ton profit, refine 100,000 tons'of copper at $5 and

sell 200.000,000 lb. at 15c. less 1% commission, all of

which is far below what was done in 1916. We might

then expect a net income something like the following:

ESTIMATED NET INCOME'

250.000.000 lb copper @< 5c. profit $1 2,500.000

50.000 tons zinc @ $40 profit 2,000.000

Tolls 3,500,000

Selling commissions 300, 000
Rentals 70.000

Sales of merchandise 1
.
000. 000

Dividends from Inspiration 1,600,000

Dividends from Greene-Cananea 11 4,000

Dividends from other investments 250.000

Interest 2,000,000

Total $23,334,000

As to the last item—interest—at the end of 1916,

Anaconda had accounts receivable and cash to the amount

of $32,000,000. Since then, it has paid off $16,000,000

in notes, but by July 1 it will have added perhaps $24,-

000.000 out of" the profits for first half of 1917, giving

it cash resources of about $40,000,000, which may be

reckoned as being worth $2,000,000 per annum in what-

ever way it be put to work. In subsequent annual re-

ports, this may not appear as interest, probably it will

have been put to work in diverse ways, but for the present

estimate it is proper to figure it as interest.

Summary—A translation of this estimate is that by the

middle of 1917 Anaconda should be in a position to earn

$10 per share, if copper should thereafter sell at an

average of 15c. per lb., if zinc should sell at prices pre-

vailing before the war, if its custom smelting business

.should contract to 75% and its mercantile profits to

50% of what they were in 1916. Only a little more
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than oiip-lialf the earnings would be derived from the

foppiT mines at Butte. This brings ns up to tlic all-

important question: What is tlie liquidating value of

the Butte mines? Unfortunately, no one can answei-

that (pu'stion, for no one can say what their life and

future will be.

Some things may be summarized from this exposition,

as fellow's:

1. The company gives its assets a book value of $73

per share, of which about $47 per share may be assigned

to the mines and metallurgical works in Montana.

2. All plants, in the aggregate, are valued at less than

it would cost to duplicate them under ante-bellum condi-

tions of construction.

3. Its investments in other com])anies have probably

a market value of more than $14 per Anaconda share in

excess of wdiat the company allows for them.

4. By the middle of 1917 the company will lie in a

position to earn $10 per share under average market

conditions existing before the war.

Trinitrotoluol
With the fall of Liege in 1914 the world at large be-

came acquainted with a new and powerful military ex-

plosive whose cabalistic symbol, T.N.T., acquired a

horrifying and world wide significance almost over night,

according to B. C. Hesse.

Although then new to the world at large, T.N.T.

was in reality known as early as 1863, but as a mere

laboratory product : Its explosive properties were not rec-

ognized nor utilized until about 1880. Even then no

particular attention was given to it as an explosive until

about 1891, when factory methods for making it and

suggestions for its wider use in the explosives field,

military and otherwise, were published in Germany. It

is described for explosives purposes in English text-books

as early as 1896; Spain and France, prior to 1909, had

introduced it into their military services and German
manufacturers had long before that been engaged in

introducing it into the military services of other couji-

tries.

This material, T.X.T., is neither difficult nor dan-

gerous to make. It is transported with greater safety

than almost any other high explosive. WTien compressed

under 30,000 to 40.000 lb. per sq.in. it can be worked
and cut into suitable forms. Loose, it is a white solid,

half again as heavy as water, melts ^-ell below the boil-

ing point of water and can then be filled into .shells

without danger from fumes or corrosion of the metal.

It is slightly less powerful than picric acid and while

the latter frec]uently pulverizes a shell, T.N.T. generally

bursts the shell into fragments large enough to have a

destructive effect. Like picric acid, it is exploded bv

means of a fulminate and does not, if pure or in proper

form, explode of itself.

In treating toluol, a water-white liquid—a "chemical

cousin" of benzol—with nitric acid, three general class-

es of compounds are obtained: Trinitrotoluol (T.N.T.),

dinitrotoluol and mononitrotoluol. The last two are

used in making dyes; trinitrotoluol is made by treat-

ing dinitrotoluol or mononitrotoluol with more nitric

acid. Of the mononitrotoluol the dye maker uses two
dilVcrcnt kinds, designated as ortho ami para mononi-
trotoluol respectively. In making the ortho variety it is

always accom]ianicd by more or less of the para variety,

and the reverse is also true. At about the end of the

nineties the situation was that more para was neces-

sarily made than the world's dye-market could consume
and more ortho c(nd(l be used for dyes if it could be had
w ithout making more para, or if a new outlet for para
could be found. At that time the German dye-makers
were burdened with not less than 1.5,000 long tons of

para for which they were unable to find any use. This
para cost about $180 per long ton to make, and this

surplus meant about $2,700,000 of idle money. Worse
than that, this was irresistably growing at an alarming
rate. Until about 1904 the German dye-makers were
most energetically, almost frantically, endeavoring to

find new outlets for this para in the dye business, but

without any real success. Then this feverish activity

stopped short, ominously so. Liege in 1914 gave the

answer! These 1.5,000 tons of para and all surplus that

was since made found their way into T.N.T. More
than that, since 1904 or thereabouts the Germans have

actually developed methods that gave much more para

for a given weight of ortho than the older methods:
they wanted this extra para for explosives

!

That Germans have developed T.N.T. as an explosive

rather than picric acid is a logical outcome of industrial

conditions in Germany. Germany has never been as

well placed as France, Belgium or Great Britain for

large supplies of carbolic acid from which picric acid is

generally made. As regards toluol, Germany has for

years been better placed than these other countries. With
this excess burden of para nitrotoluol on her dye-makers'"

hands (Tcrmany seems to have taken the line of least

resistance and made the most of her situation. Clearly,

the German dye-makers w-ere actually driven into the

explosives field, and seemingly they did not enter it as

a result of any long-headed foresight on their part or

on the part of their Government. It took them 31 years

to get into the explosives field after the material for

T.N.T. was accessible to them and to their government.

Oil-Burning Engines in Metal Mines
In order to secure first-hand information regarding the

sizes of Diesel or other oil engines required in the metal-

mining industry, the following questions were submitted

to a number of operating companies

:

What makes and sizes of Diesel or oil engines, if any,

have you installed?

If you were about to install such an engine, what size

or sizes would you require?

The wide range of units in use or which might be

used to conform to power requirements of the companies

replying, was somewhat startling, varying from 15 to

1500 hp. Sixty per cent, of the companies have no such

equipment, and of those which have, the majority have

units of less than 100 hp. In reply to the second ques-

tion, 25% would require units of less than 100 hp., 5%
between 100 and 200 hp., 10% between 200 and 300 hp.,

30fi between 400 and 500 hp., and 40% over 500 hp.

Replies from manufacturers as to what sizes they were

.selling show that the engine of over 400 hp. is more in

demand than that of less power, 75% of sales having

been of units of from 400 to 1250 hp. each, gasoline en-

gines in all ]n-obahilities being used in place of oil cn-

ii'uK'^ in the smaller units.
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The Proposed Corocoro Mill, Bolivia
By :\lAiiK 1{. Lamh*

SYNOPSIS—The Compafiia Curncoru dc Bolivia

will consirud a lOOO-lon mill fur trcnliiuj ore con-

taining native copper in sandstone. The copper

is in ilie interstices of a very friable sandstone,

so that the grinding jrrncess- is one merelij of dis-

integration. Tiie mill will emhodij several un-

usual features.

The Corocoro company lias a wide vein of native cop-

per in sandstone. The ore when mined is soft, and even

when dr)' is so weak that it disintegrates between the

fingers. The copper is in the interstices of the sand-

stone, so that no grinding in the usual sense of the

word is required—merely a disintegration. This soft-

ness upsets ordinary practice in several directions. Two

13 X 18-in. jaw crushers will be ample for the 1000 tons

in 10 hours. The crushers must be proof against the

very rare appearance of mass copper.

Since the headroom between the discharge of the rope-

way and crushers is great, only small, coarse-ore bins

can be used, and as the company recently experienced

a serious fire, it would take considerable argument to

convince them that steel is not belter than wood for bins,

building and framework.

Tlie coarse ore from the tramway will be discharged

through two apron feeders to the two crushers and thence

conveyed by means of an inclined conveyor belt to the ball-

mill bins. It is also desired that these bins should be

of steel, unless the delivery is so late that it interferes

with the prompt erection of the mill. These bins are

to be luade large enough to hold at least a 12-bour run

and. if possible, more, since there is very little room for

storage at the mine. The crushed ore from these bins

will be fed by means of automatic feeders to six ball

mills, approximately 5 ft. in diameter by 4 ft. long, to

be driven by herringbone gear, chain or spur gear, this

detail also depending upon deliveries.

It will be noted that, as there are only six ball mills,

the capacity expected of them is extraordinarily large, but

as has been explained already, there is really no crush-

ing to be done, but only disintegration of a very weak

sandstone.

Tailings Wheel for Pulp Elevators

As the mill is to be built on a flat site, the crashed

])roduct must he lifted for feeding to the various ma-

chines. F. A. Sundt, the manager, has a tailings wheel,

made in Europe, that has been running now three years

without requiring the least attention and that has af-

forded great relief from the difficulties experienced with

other types of elevators before its installation. For this

reason it is preferred to have two special wheels built

in accordance with the design of the wheel now in o])-

ei-ation. These wheels will each lift half of the jnil])

to some type of mechanical classifier, which will sepa-

rate all tiie sand above fiO-mesh for jig feed. T can

hear many protests at jigging GO-mosh sands, but as this

is a 60-niesh sandstone with ])ractically no slime, and

nothing over 60-mesh, and as the present ])ractice is to

jig the sand and the results are excellent, it is difficult

•Metallurgical engineer. Sii church St.. iW-w York.

to find a practical or theoretical rea.son for varj'ing the

])rocess. It has been suggested that tables would be bet-

ter than jigs for this work, but in the present plant

treating 250 tons a day, where there are jig.s and tables

and wliere the feed to the jigs is not thoroughly free

from slime, the jigs obtain 95% of the total mill recovery.

In order to make a complete recovery of the copper

in the jig feed, shipping concentrates are not made in

the first jigs, but are obtained from a cleaner jig that is

provided for each four primary jigs. These cleaner jigs

give 85 to 00% copper (oncentrates.

Going back to classification of pulp from the tailings

wheel, the overflowing fine sands and slimes from the

jig classifier will be taken to another mechanical classi-

fier, which will remo\e the small amount of sand re-

maining, and separate the slimes for thickening, pre-

paratory to being concentrated on tables or vanners.

In the mill at present in operation, the jig tailings,

table tailings and slimer tailings are all of practically

the same grade; that is, they contain from 0.2 to 0.3%
of copper with a head assay of 2 to 3%.

It is expected that the improvement in classification

will effect an improvement in extraction, not only in

the jigs but on the t<ibles and .slimers, and for this pur-

po.se a mechanical classifier and a continuous mechani-

cal thickener have been ordered for experiments in the

old mill, and will replace the present spitzkasten, which

are operated without the use of clear pressure water.

ExCEEDINCiLV SmALL JIiLL FOR ITS CAPACITY

This mill will probably be the cheapest and smallest

plant for the given capacity of any in the world, and

this is due simply to the fact that the ore crushes very

easily to a uniform size, as there is no slime in the orig-

inal sandstone and what is produced is merely the re-

sult of 'accident" in the mills.

At present three light, primitive Chilean mills are

crushing 200 to 250 tons a day of this material, where-

as on real rock they would net 30 tons.

Eecently the properties of this company were examined

bv American engineers and a purchase very nearly con-

summated of all the important mines in the Corocoro dis-

trict. The reason for the failure to complete the tran-

saction was that the buyers would not buy one company

alone and that the price of the two properties together

was too high, in their estimation.

However, since the option has expired, a wide zone of

sulphide ore has been uncovered, and heavy shipments

are being made of run-of-mine ore that will very shortly

produce more than the ])rice asked for the mine. Fur-

thermore, discoveries of similar formation have been made

in both directions along the line of extension of the

important mines, and it is expected that deposits equally

important will be encountered.

In order to give an idea of the facility with which

ibe native copper ores are concentrated as compared, for

example, with native copper deposits of Lake Superior,

I would liazai-d a guess that a 1% ore at Corocoro would

be more profitable than 3% in Lake Superior, taking into

consideration the co.«t of mining and concentration, and

this in spite of the fact that Corocoro is a long way from

(lie machinery and copper market.
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DRAWING SHOWING THE LAYOUT OF THE PROPOSED COROCORO MILL,

The equipment to he emploved at the Corocoro mill is shown, and its location in the plant fixed. The interesting details, such

as the jigs, the tailings wheel for elevating the pulp, classifiers and concentrating tables, are shown in their proper location in

the mill. The general arrangement Is so shown that the flow of pi'lp can be followed
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Laws of Distribution of Lead in Southeast
Missouri Ores

By Sergio Bagnara*

iSyyOPSIS—.1 dkcusswn of a melltod for deier-

mining the relative fineness of galena in ganguu
in the Missonri lead ores, which could be applied

to determine tlie point ivhere grinding would cease

to be profitable. The use of methylene iodide

(Cn.J^o) ^s described in sepnraiion of gangue from
free galena and middlings.

Screen analyses as performed ior milling inirposes are

generally of relative value when the distribution of

metallic contents of each size is sought. The only specific

information obtainable from a screening test is the com-
position of the material by weight, and even when this

is combined with an assay of the base on each size, the

information derived is of limited milling value.

The niillman is little interested to know that a certain

size of his ore contains such a percentage of the total

metallic run of his milling material, but he wants to

know whether this amount is free and immediatelv re-

knowledge of the constitution of the milling material is

necessary in order to obtain the highest eliiciency from
grinding and the best recovery in milling.

Description of the Ore

The ores of the lead belt of southeast Missouri are

constituted of large deposits of galena disseminated in

caleai-eous gangue. A complete analysis of a six months'
composite sample made by me shows the following com-
position:

ANALYSIS OF A COMPOSITE
SAMPLE

Per Cent. Per Ceot.
4 78 P 0.017

021 CI trace
97 CaO 29.21

4 45 MgO II 25
45 AI.O„ 5 01

P .

Cu.
Zn.
Fe..
Mn
NiandCo 020 SiO, 6 15
B' trace COj 34 48 calculaten
S (total) 3 03
As none Total I0O0I8

Galena is distributed in the gangue in all sizes from
lumps weighing several pounds to microscopical dimen-
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sorting can lie done by liand, but as tliore is no free

galena np In that size—e.xcept an oeeasional piece that

cannot be taken into account—and consequently there is

not a (^lear separaf ion lid ween ore and niiildlings, the

diagram was divitk'd by a vertical line, calling "ore"

whatever is coarser than 12 millimeter.

The sorted portions are weighed and assayed for lead

only and weights rated to the percentage of weiglit found

i)y the screen analysis. All elements ai-e at band for

tracing the curves of sej)ai-ation betwe(>n fi'ee miiiei'al and
middlings and loetween these and chat. While on coarse

sizes sorting is rapidly performed by hand, on sizes finer

than 9 mm. this is very laborious, especially when deal-

ing with large samples weighing several kilograms, as

is necessary when seeking mathematical deductions. I

have therefore devised a method of sorting which, al-

though calling for extreme care, affords tlie only accurate

and reliable sejiaration of the components of a screened

material.

A solution of methylene iodide (C'll,!.) is poured into

a separatory or an ordinary funnel the stem of which

5 ^.
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I Galena CH Blende

TYPICAL ASPECT
OP ZINC-LEAD
MIDDLING

also a coniponsatinn line for the curve of chat. From
the foregoinj; and for all practical purposes it may freely

be assumed that the freeing of galena increase.s with

the reduction and it is direcily proportion:)! 1o the natural

logarithm of the size.

The law of distribution of lead in the southeast

Missouri ores is obviously as follows

:

Yl = Log S X cot 48° 30'

Yc = 250 -^ log S
Ym = 10(1 _ ()7 -f Fr)

where jS? is the size in millimeters and ]'/, Yr and Ym
can be read directly from the diagram and represent the

percentage of lead in galena, chat and middlings on that

size respectively.

On and through 200-mesh no lead is combined with

the gangue, as middlings, as is shown by a thorough micro-

scopical examination of the dry slimes

in glycerin immersion or mounted in

glycerin. It is also proved by the possi-

iDility of making an 8fi.5% concentrate

by the use of heavy solutions naturally

accounting for the presence of iron.

zinc and copper sulphides. The

amount of Pb in chat is then 0.0001 9(

as obtained by difference. The entire

freeing of galena is due to the extreme

fineness of the 200-mesh product

which is approximately so consti-

tuted: On ;»0-mesh, 5.0%; on 500-mesh, 25.0%; on

1000-mesh. 30.0%; —1000-mesh, 40.0%. The first

figure was obtained by direct screening and weighing, the

next two by microscopical examination with the method

of comparison and count and the last figure by difference.

Between 200- and 300-mesh the only mineral combined

with galena is blende entering these ores as a product

of secondary formation and substitution. The reason is

easily understood by an examination of the drawing

showing the typical structure of lead-zinc middlings.

'A

Gardening by Mining Employees

Secretary I.,ane, of the Department of the Interior, has

become much interested in the subject of increase of

food sujjply, and recently sent the following letter to

all mining companies in the United States through the

Bureau of Mines:

"It has come to my attention that certain of the min

ing companies throughout the United States have of-

ficially taken up for their employees, the wives of em-

plovees, and children, plans for the growing of vege-

tables in the yards of the workers and even on vacant

land owned by the companies. Some of the companies

have even gone to the extent of supplying, either free

or at cost, fertilizer and seeds, and also made provision

for the plowing of the ground at actual cost. In other

instances the companies have offered prizes for the best

gardens of $25 for the first; $15 for the second; $10

for the third, and a number of minor prizes, with the

result that a great amount of patriotic enthusiasm has

been aroused.

"I have been so impressed with tlie starting of such

a movement, modest as it is at the present, that I feel

it to l)e my patriotic duty to urge upon all mining com-

panies, where the conditions are favorable, to start some

similar plan that would in the end result in a vast in-

crease in the amount of food products raised during this

time of national emergency.

"^^'ar today is as much a matter of food supplies as

actual fighting in the trenches. The man or woman or

cbild wbo raises enough vegetables this summer in liis

garden to feed the family places at the disposal of the

men at the front fighting for a world democracy just

that much food.

"The growing of these vegetables has also the addi-

tional virtue of giving healthful outdoor exercise to the

])c()])Ie and for their consumption vegetables which are

fresh. Back of all this you are helping to maintain

the soldiers and the less fortunate populations of the

world tiiat have been thrown out of their natural orderly

life by the encroachment of the war upon their proper-

ties.

"The Department of Agriculture is enthusiastically in

favor of this movement and has prepared for the u.se of

those interested Fanners' Bulletin 255, The Home
Vegetable Garden, which will be sent to anyone who makes
application. This pamphlet has already proved of

valuable assistance to those engaged in making a garden.

I take pleasure in sending to you under separate cover

a copy of the pamphlet, so that you may see its value

in this work.

"It is suggested that those who join this garden move-

ment shall place in their garden an American flag as a

reminder that he who serves his country in this capa-

city serves the flag."

Consolidated Interstate-Callahan

Mining Co.

The report of the Con.solidated Interstate-Callahan

Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, for the first quarter of 191T.

shows that S'l.TOO tons of ore was mined and 30,979

tons milled. The average ore content was 23.7% Zn,

6.7% Pb and 2.5 oz. Ag. A total of 15,473 tons of con-

centrates was shipped containing 13,200,046 lb. of zinc

and 1,479,032 lb. of lead. The total mill recovery was

78.25%, and the recovery on the basis of metals paid for

was 74.20%. The total amount of zinc in ore and con-

centrates shipped was 12,614,475 lb., and of lead, 1,479,-

032 pounds.

The cost of mining per ton mined was $4,503, and the

cost of milling, per ton of ore milled, was $1,567. The

profit for the quarter was $377,575, from which the

cost of improvements, $33,418, is to be deducted. One
dividend of $1 per share, amounting to $464,990, was

declared, bringing the total dividend disbursement since

Apr. 1, 1915, up to $12.50 per share, or $5,812,375.

North Butte Mining Co.

The report of the North Butte Mining Co. for the

first quarter of 1917 shows that during the period 175,-

640 wet tons of ore and 13 wet tons of precipitates were

shipped and 171,290 dry tons of ore and 9i dry tons

of precipitates were treated. This produced 8,140,361

lb. of copper, 382,286 oz. of silver and 564.085 oz. of

gold.

During .January and February 2747 wet tons of zinc

ore was mined and 2695 drv tons treated, producing 546,-

219 lb. of zinc and 4.481.18 oz. of silver.
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Caliche" Deposits of Atacama Desert, Chile
I'.Y Fi,'i',i) MacCoy*

iSl'^'UI'SIS—Some of tkv. nilrate minciraJs and
coikIHIuiis under which they are found in the

Atacama Desert. A nwmher of the solidde salts of

sudiiiiii and jiula.'isiuni occur in cuminercialli/ im-

portant (jiM'n titles in this arid desert in northern

Chile.

Owing to the low luimidity constantly prevailing in

the Atacama Desert of Northern Chile, commercial

quantities of many minerals, some of which are soluble in

water, are found in the Caliche. Among these are the

following: Niter (KNO3), perchlorate of potash

(KCIOJ, soda niter (NaNO,), halite (NaCl), glauberite

(Na.SO^CaSOJ, thenardite (Na.SO^), iodate of sodium

(Naio,), lautarite (Cal.OJ, dietzeite (;Ca(I(K),.8Ca

])oint may well bo illustrated by a consideration of (wo of

the theories of the origin of the nitrate deposits—elec-

tric fixation, and the origin through bacteria working on

organic matter converting the organic nitrogen into nitric

acid. The tropical plains of the Amazon, on accoiuit of

heavy electric storms and luxurious tropical growth and

decay, afford a most propitious locality for both of these

assumed processes, yet on account of heavy rain fulls this

region is one of the impossible locations for accumulation

of deposits of any soluble salts. Hence it is assumed that

the existence in commercial quantities of deposits is due

to the extreme dryness of the air and absence of rainfall.

The relative humidity of the desert air, as observed in

the Aguas IJlancas Pampa over a period of several months,

ranges from 8% to 50% with a daily average near .30%.

SCENES IN THE NITRATE FIELDS OF THE ATACAMA DESERT
A "Rio Seco" in a nitrate field, .showing desolate country Upper limit of nitrate beds, shown by dotted line

CrO,), borax (Na.,B,0,. 1011,0 ), krolmkite (CuSO^.Na,

SO^ + H,0), chalcanthite (CuSO, + 5H,0).
In addition, there occur in minor quantities: Copi-

apite (2Fe,O,.5S03.18H.,0), melanterite (FeSO, + ^H^

0), eoquimbite (Fe,(S0,)3 + OH^O), darapskite (Na
No3.Na,S0^ + H,0), nitro-glauberite (GNaNOs.gNa,
S0,.3H,0), nitro-magncsite (Mgl^O;,). + 6H,0).

Other minerals not soluble in water, but occurring in

commercial quantities: Atacamite (Cu.,ClH,0,). bro-

chantite (Cu:^0,.3Cu(0H),), ulexite (NaCaB.o's.H.O).
These usually occur in mixtures of- several minerals,

and rarely in a separate state. An analysis oT the caliche

of the nitrate beds of the Antofagasta pampa shows

Nitrate of soda
Nitrate of potash
Porchl. of potash
Chlor. of soda
Sulph. of lime
Sulph. of itiagnesia. . . -

Sulph, of soda
Iodate of soda
Biborate of soda

,

Insoluble
Combined water ,

29
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miles of tcrritor}-, the country rook may Ijc ihyolite,

phonolite, diorite or ande.sitic tuff.s and clay, with no dif-

ference either in the appearance or vahie of the overlying

caliche. As j'et, investigations have Jailed to show any

one class of rock as being favorable to the accumulation of

nitrates, and one is led to believe that topography and not

geological structure governs the deposition of the beds.

It would seem more probable that being soluble salts,

the deposits would occur in the ba.sin of the saJars, or old

lake beds, but such is seldom the case. The greater num-
ber of caJichei-a.s are on the gentler slopes and even on the

tops of the mountains. It might be generally stated that

when the slope becomes sufficiently abru])t to cause the

quehradas, or dry rivulet beds, to take a direct line, there

will be no nitrate; but when the slope decreases so that

the quehradas take a winding course, conditions are more

favorable for deposits of high-grade caliche. Carrying

this idea farther, it was found on one pampa that when

the ground became more level, say a 5-deg. slope, the beds

became thicker but of lower grade, and that at about a

2-deg. slope the nitrate disappeared altogether.

The explanation offered liy some observers is that the

salt has climbed out of the bottom of the basin in the

same way that nitrate will climb up the edge of a

saucer from a concentrated solution. Even if this is so

and one agrees that the nitrate has climbed up five miles

of slope to a height of several hunderd feet, it does not

explain the occurrence of deposits on hilltops a thousand

feet above the iximpa and separated therefrom by a bar-

ren zone of 30° or more of slope.

The nitrate bed is not necessarily a uniform plane, for

in rolling country it follows very closely the warp of the

surface and dips down beneath the smaller quehradas.

The caliche occurs at varying depths, from exposed to

50 ft., and with varying classes of overburden.

Two typical cases are:

DEPTH OF CALICHE BELOW SURFACE
A B

Dust (chusca) 6 in. b'm.

A partly cemented conglomerate (costra) in. 24 m.
Caliche' 2^ in. 60 in.

Country rock Underljnng

Dry clay (banco) Underljnng

In some of the beds there may be an overlying bed of

miribilite (Na.SO, -f 10H„0), g\-psum (Ca.SO, -f2H,

0) and other sulphates, forming a porous mass called

panqueque. Not nmch dependence can be placed \;pon

surface indications, although in a majority of cases the

surface shows numberless minute cracks, so that the

ground has the color and appearance of a coffee-cake on

H-hich the sugar coating has just started to melt and run.

The caliche itself has an infinite range of colors and

structure, ranging from whit* to black and from red to

green, the varying colors depending upon associated min-

erals. The standard caliche most closely resembles a

terra-cotta colored brick, with the same grain and hard-

ness.

On account of the amount of sulphates contained, the

rock will absorb moisture and disintegrates when taken

down to the seacoast, but will remain for months in stock-

piles on the pampa. Pieces that have been left in the

desert air for several years disintegrate slowly, and an ob-

server passing an old prospect pit can usually tell whether

any caliche has been found by looking over the waste

heap. The pieces take the shape of bonbons that have

been stored in a warm room and have commenced to melt.

Occasionally the nitrate occurs as a coating on brecciated

country rock, and while not of a high grade, yields a higli

])ercentage in treatment. The usual method of production

is U) strip the overburden and break up the caliclte with

black powder. The powder is made on the pampa by mix-

ing finely ground coal with dirty nitrate from cleanups

and native sulphur from deposits near the Bolivian

boundary. It is not very eflicient, imt is inexpensive.

The ]irincipal borax mineral is ulexite, although tin-

calconite occurs in some localities. The ulexite in the

larger deposits is usually mixed with sulphates and oc-

curs in stratified beds alternately with salt and earth.

At the Salar de Punta Negra the soil around the margin

of the lake is largely mixed with ulexite
; yet in the lake

common salt is practically the sole saline constituent.

Ulexite occurs in the nitrate pampa in the form of small

Ijalls in the chu.'icu and in pockets in the fonn of powder.

It also occurs on the top of hills at an elevation of 1000

ft. above the nitrate pampa. Dana states that it is locally

called "iiza." This word is applied indifferently in Chile

to almost anything that will make a white mark, such

as chalk or kaolin. In the borateras the clay and borax

form cemented crusts over the surface of the beds, which,

in time crack up into slabs about 3 to 5 ft. across.

A TEST PIT IN THE NITRATE BEDS OF ATACAMA DESERT

These slabs curl up and dr}- out and will support the

weight of a horse. A ride across such a surface is not

the most pleasant thing imaginable.

The principal commercial deposits of krohnkite and
chalcanthite is at Calama. The Chile Exploration Co.'s

mine at Chuquicamata is by far the largest mine in the

district. At this mine these salts occur in the overburden

and upper part of the deposits and are mined and treated

with brochantite, which is the principal mineral. Krohn-

kite occurs occasionally in the underground workings of

the vein mines as an incrustation on the face of the rock

and in the form of long hair-like crystals. The iodine

minerals occur in the Caliche and are a b}-product. Here

again, the natural minerals of the country are made use

of in the production. Nitrate and coal are burned to form
carhoiiafo. native sulphur is distilled, the vapors passed

through a solution of carbonate of soda and the resulting

solution added to the mother liquor from the nitrate tanks

precipitates the iodine.

MInernI RcNonrorn of Hondtirna arp undeveloped, according:

to "Commerce Reports." Wa.shinffton. D. C., but there are

possibilities. There is hardly a stream that will not wash a

little gold, but no paying and productive mines have been
opened. Shipments of antimony ore of great purity have
been made from the Yoro and Lake Tojoa sections of the

Puerto Cortes district.
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Disregard of Danger the Cause of Mountain
King Fatalities

By Lewis H. Eddy*

SVA^OPSIS—Seven men lost their lives in the

Mountain King mine, in California, and a ror-

oiie/s jurij decided that the evidence had shown
that thetj did not recognize, or act upon such recog-

nition, the danger of going into freshly blasted

u'orl-ings.

The death of seven men from powder gas in the Moun-
tain King mine at Mountain King, Mariposa County,

Calif., Apr. 28, 1917, was evidently due, according to

evidence adduced before the coroner's jury, to the fact

that the men who first went into the mine disregarded

or did not realize the danger of going into freshly blasted

ground at the lowest level of the mine while the air com-

pressor was shut down. Probably they were deluded by

the false belief, prevalent among many miners, that the

candle or carbide flame is a gage of safety. So, while

their lamps continued to burn, they were unaware of the

possible danger ; or they may have been immediately over-

come.

No direct evidence was given as to the exact number
of men in the crew permitted to enter the 1-100-ft. winze

Benes meets men mih
^lOOO'Level (Tunnel) y'~ sfretchers going in

LADDER
Bene5 meets .^'
Malimk going out

'

1200'Level

Stehr(rescued) - •

I'rZVot^de.,.

John Lacher »

IIOO'Level

Benes meetS/
Ccinosovich going out

^-Benes meets
Bertans going i

9' 100' aptf 300' 400'

Winze

Oriff^lj
I

,
Carl Frank

fister Bruschero\alideaci\ L ^
Ilo Clayton J \S'Sump

-John Escioses]
''°^^ "^"^

tf 200' 400" 600' 800' II M-3lVinze
'

'

' -' iMArl°^^''^ShaffJ

Z0'Drir\r_6O'Surr,p

LOCATION OP FATALITIES AT MOUNTAIN KING MINE

level where the trouble occurred
;
proI)ably there were four

or five. The dead are Peter DuFau, foreman ; Joe

Garino, John Escloscs, Carl Frank, John Lacher, Peter

Bruscher and Ilo Cayton. Two of these, DuFau and
Garino, died in the effort to rescue the others. Peter

Canosovich and Tony ^lalinck^whothcr of the original

crew or among tlie rescuers doos not appear—were very

sick, but got out without help. Joe Stehr, who had gone
down to aid DuFau, having been tied to the ladder, was

rescued alive by Superintendent B. C. Austin. Frank
Benes, who rendered first aid to the men, got out alive

and alone. His extraordinary strength and physical en-

durance and frequent applications of ammonia saved his

life. But he was unable to do more than temporarily re-

suscitate the others.

The accompanying illustration shows a section of the

mine and from where the seven men were rescued from
the winze ladder and the 1400 station after the air com-
pressor was started. The 1000-ft. level is a tunnel and
main working level, in which the electric motor and ore

cars operate.' No. 3 winze is inclined 5.5°, extending
from the 1000-ft. level to an inclined depth of 460 ft.

below the 1000-ft. level with a station and level at a

point 1400 ft. from the surface, and ending in a GO-ft.

sump. This winze is commonly called "the shaft" by the

miners. The winze connection, together with the raises

from the 1200- to the 1100- and thence up to the 850-ft.

level and the raise connection from the 900-ft. level to

the air shaft extending from the 500-ft. level to the sur-

face, furnished air in the 1100- and 1200-ft. levels, per-

mitting some work to be done while the power was shut
off.

Equipment of the Mine

The entire equipment of mine and mill is electrically

operated; the current is generated by water power. A
break in the flume furnishing the water, caused by the

slipping of a stanchion, closed down the power plant on
the night preceding the accident in the mine, so that

during the shutdown of the power the hoist and the air

compressor were both inoperative. The levels below 1000
ft. were then accessible only by ladder. When Mr. Austin

learned at 6 : 30 a.m. that the jjower was off, he ad-

vised laying off the underground crew, but DuPau, the

foreman, suggested track repairing in the 1200-ft. level,

to which the superintendent agreed. Then DuFau sent

some men to work on the flume and others to the 1200-

ft. and the 1400-ft. levels. About 7 o'clock .Mr. Austin
went to the power house with the men to look after the

flume repairs. At 8 : 30 he was advised by telephone

of trouble at the mine and got the impression that tliree

or four men were probably slightly knocked out by gas

rising into the 1200-ft. level. He started for the mine
and on the way learned that four or five men were over-

come by gas on the 1400-ft. level.

After sending in calls for physicians, Superintendent

Austin went to the mine and found men rigging up a

hand-blower by belting a fan to a grindstone turned by
crank, which was placed on the 1200-ft. level in the hope

of driving air into the winze. With the assistance of

other men he rigged up a light wooden skip, and tlie

men lowered him on this skip into the winze to the 1200-

ft. level. Hearing running water in the pump column,

he got a hose connected and took one end down below

the 1200 and sprinkled water where DuFau was tied

to the ladder. Being affected by gas, Austin returned to

•Associate editor, 3430 Peralta St., Oal<land, Calif. ''Ene. and Mlii. Journ.," Apr. 21, 1917, p. 698.
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the 1200, ;in(l after a bit ho and oiio of the men went

down ai^ain and suc-cpcdcd in tying Stohr to tlio laddci'.

Stehr, the only survivor of tlie first cij^ht men who wont

into the 1 lOO-ft. level, was badly gassed and was unable

to appear at the inquest. He had gone down to rescue

DeFau, who was the man highest up the ladder. Then

Austin was lowered down again, and he got .Stehr into the

iin])ruviscd skip and finally got him up to the 1 lOO-ft. line

and on the timber truck.

Then the superintendent was lowered again, having

a rope tied round his body as a measure of safety in case

he should be knocked out, and tried to get the foreman

on the skip, but could not make it. After going above

and getting some fresh air into his lungs, he made still

another attempt, but the air was so bad that he and

Dondero, working with him, were obliged to get out and

stay out of the winze below the 1200-ft. level. The four

men relaying on the hand-blower had forced a little air

below the 1200-ft. level through a lOO-ft. hose, but only

enough to keep the rescuers alive and enable them to

save the life of Stehr. Austin said that it was impos-

sible to save any more lives or to work longer in the 1400-

ft. level until the compressor could be started. In the

meantime outside help arrived, numy of the volunteers

having been advised of the accident by the San Francisco

office of the Mountain King. The flume repairs were

completed and the power turned on at 7 o'clock p.m., and

the recovery of the bodies began innnediately.

The Experienck of Benes

The most important evidence, besides that of the sup-

erintendent, was by Frank Benes, who was sent to work

with others on the 1200. He stated that DuFnu had

ordered some of the men to the flume repair and told

other.s to go down and see how it was on the 1400, but

not to stay if it was bad. Benes and others went into

the 1200, the 1400 crew going ahead and talking of

how lucky they were to escape work on the flume, as the

weather was rainy. About 7 : 30 DuFau arrived on

the 1200. sent the niachineman and timberman to work

in the face and Benes to clean the ditch. He then took a

sample and started for the 1400. Benes said they felt all

right on the 1200-ft. level. It was a little close and hot,

but not bad. Presently he heard DuFau calling for help,

saying some of the men on the 1400 were knocked out.

He sent Benes for ammonia and to inform Mr. Austin of

the trouble, and then took Garino and went down the

winze. Benes went out and returned with two hottles of

ammonia. He met Canosovich going out and very sick.

Ho advised Benes not to go dowTi, saying the men were

all dead. Benes kept going. The station at the hoist was

dark. Ho climbed down the winze and felt good, having

sprinkled ammonia on his head and nose. He met

Malinck coming up the ladder and "all in." Benes

sprinkled Malinck with ammonia and told him to go up

the hill. No evidence was adduced showing that Canaso-

vich and ^lalinck had gone into the MOO-ft. level. Prob-

ably they had tried to go down and failed. They were

too ill to testify.

"I went down the shaft," said Benes, "with my cap in

my teeth and held the lamp in one hand and a bottle of

ammonia in the other. There was no gas to speak of in

the 1200. There was a bad place at the pump, 30 ft.

below the 1200, hard to get over the first time, b\it the

second time I had no trouble. I sprinkled DuFau with

ammonia as I passed him ; he was pale and foaming at the

mouth. I passed fJarino on the ladder and gave iiim a

dose of ammonia and i)ro])ped him up; he had no rope.

My carbide was burning good. I got down to the 1 100-

ft. lc\cl. llo was close to the ladder. Gave him a dose

of ammonia ; also all the others who lay scattered over the

station. All were bleeding at the nose and foaming at

the mouth, but all were alive. I tore a jumper into .'^trips,

soaked them with ammonia and tied them about the men's

noses. Then I began to feel bad and started to climb out,

opening my second bottle of ammonia. Got up a dis-

tance of 10 ft. and could not drag myself up; thought I

would rest on the 1100 and wait for the power; took a

smell of ammonia and woke up; knew I must get up

and climb. In a little while I knew nothing, but now
romemljor reaching the 1100 level. Met Bcrtans going

down ; advised him not to go without preparation ; the air

was good on the 1100. Jlet Kevaz and the blacksmith go-

ing down the ladder ; told them to go back. I got to the

1000, the tunnel level, and felt better. Saw men with

stretchers and told them to go back. I felt sick coming

out of the tunnel. Then I washed up and got well again

and got some ropes and water kegs and went in with

Stewart and the timber truck. Got to the 1200-ft. level

when they were getting Stehr up. Tried to work, but

felt sick and did not go below the 1200 again."

Benes said that he spoke to the men, but they were

unable to talk, responding only with groans. He and

other witnesses said they had no time to look for tools or

other evidence that the men had tried to do any work in

the 1400 level. He thought he saw one carbide lamp

burning, but could not remember certainly. Another wit-

ness said that the tools were all together except one pick,

and that there was no evidence of work done.

Recovering the Bodies

Other witnesses testified that DuFau's body was recov-

ered about noon and the Garino's body was so situated

and tied to the ladder that it was necessary to saw the

ladder to get him out. They found Stehr on the 1100

level and took him to the station, where he was placed in

care of a physician. One of the dead men had evidently

tried to climb the ladder at the 1400, but fell and was

squatted down, his face on the ground ; two were on their

backs; two others were far on the west side of the sta-

tion.

Mr. Austin stated that outside help had arrived all

the afternoon, and after getting the power, air was blown

into the winze for li hours with the compressor and

they started taking the men out and to the timber shed.

All below the 1200 level were dead. He did not know

why the men went to the 1400, unless it was to see the

results of the last round, which had been fired the night

before. Two or more, he said, must have gone down and

the others were lost trying to rescue them. He believed

that no man could have gone 50 ft. below the 1200 level

without knowing that there was gas and being affected by

it. There was no reason, he stated, for the men to go

below the 1200, as there was nothing to do on the 1400.

They were all practical miners and most of them were

the best on the mine; all but two or three of them had

been at the Mountain King for a year or more and two for

a month or longer. The evidence corroborates the inves-

tigation nuide by 11. M. Woltlin and G. C. Brown, state

mine inspectors.
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The Clarification of Mill Water
iSyyOFSIS—The di.scus.sion deals willi the tech-

nical control of ore slimes in the discarded water

from the concentrating mills of Germany. It is

particularhj valuable for illustrating the applica-

tion of principles earlier discussed^, as well as

giving the early history of Gerinnn' attempts to

control the nuisance caused by muddy water from
ore-dressing establishments. In this day of large

flotation mills the slime load carried by discarded

water is more and more liable to become quite

large, and hence a cheap way of preventing the

escape uf these slimes should be given due pub-

licity.

At the beginning of the second half of the hist cen-

tury uo effort was made to remove the slimes from mill

effluents and they were allowed to run into the rivers.

Not only were the streams rendered muddy, but the

farmers below chiimed
^Partiiion

r
^Overflow
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3c^^/

Ouffet for
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that it damaged their

land. In Germany
the principal ore-

dressing work was

with lead and zinc

ores. The amount of

metal lost in slimes

during the years since

that time is almost in-

estimable

The first clarifiers

consisted of small

phallow rectangular

pits lined with wooden

boards and only a few ^„j

square meters in area. '*"*'

Then the wooden lin-

ings were displaced by

masonry. As soon as

it was found that a

portion of the metals

contained in the thick-

ened slimes could be

recovered, the size of

the thickening ponds was immediately increased to as

much as 100 sq.m. This was during the 90's. Toward

the end of the century concrete construction was adopted

and the size of the units was increased to 500 and 1000

sq.m. surface with a working depth of 1 to 1.5 m. These

consisted of long, narrow reservoirs into one end of

which the mill water flowed and from the other end

clarified water was discharged. They were divided

throughout their length by several concrete partitions, so

that one compartment could be emptied without disturb-

ing the others.

Since 1900 the clarifiers have been built, not as (con-

crete-lined ditches in the earth, but of concrete con-

struction resting on top of the ground, so that the

WATER-CLARIFYING BOX

•By G. Nicolai: abstracted and translated from the orlRinal
German, a.s published in "Metal und Erz," 3: 135 and 155 (1015).
b,v Oliver C. Halxton.

'"EnMT. and Min. .Tour.." 101: 763-9, S90-4. 990-4 (191f.): "The
Control of Ore Slimes." by Oliver C. Ralston.

settled material could lie run out into cars or other-

wise transported. 'I'he concrete walls are reinforceil

with old rails and other iron material. One trouble

with these concrete flumes is that in winter the formation

of ice often displaces or breaks the walls. The only

protection is housing with a straw mat. This latter

idea presented difficulty because of the dimensions the

reservoirs were assuming, and the straw was in the way
when they had to be cleaned out. Furthermore, the

burden of snow and ice accumulating on the top was
often too much for this type of construction.

In cold, mountainous sections the construction that

proved best was somewhat as follows : The inner edge of

the slimes pond was lined with ])ieces of U-shaped iron

supports on which rested a straw cover about 2 m. wide.

This cover ])revented the freezing over of the edges of the

pond while the ice in the center was solid enough to sup-

port the weight of the workmen.

More recently, clarifiers have been constructed to re-

move the slimes continuously, with their bottoms in-

clined toward the center, either from two sides or from
all four sides, and the settled slimes withdrawn by a

screw conveyor or by means of a suction dredge. These
thickened slimes are not so dry as in plants using inter-

mittent thickeners.

Filters for Clarification

While such settling arrangements were satisfactory on

many slimes, there were others for which it was not satis-

factory and for which nothing but filters were accept-

able. These filters were constructed somewhat like sand

filter-beds used in city water systems. One type was
downflow and the other upflow. The downflow filters

become clogged very quickly. The upflow filter-beds

last longer, since much of the slimes settled into an open

s;)ace below the filter support. The accompanying
sketch gives a cross section of this type of filter. The
filtering bed is made up of rock and sand, and the bot-

tom is inclined so that it can be cleaned easily and the

filtering bed renewed.

In order to get good work out of such a filter, it

must be renewed comparatively often. Tests have shown
that during the first week of use with poorly settling

slimes, 50 to 64% of the turbidity was removed, and
at the end of three weeks the clarification amounted to

only 30%. In renewing these filters two men could

take care of 100 sq,m, of surface per day of 10 hours.

Filter-dams were also used a great deal. A large

area, either horizontal or gently sloping, was provided

with file necessary dams of coarse material so that the

pulp could stay in a relatively quiet place for some time
before the clarified water .percolated through the dam.
Occasionally several dams in series were used. As the

dam filled up it was raised, and it became common to

keep the water surface two meters above the surface of

the settled slimes in the pond. The gi-eat area of these

jionds allowed the wind to stir up tlie slimes by wave
action, and a number of devices were used to prevent

it. Floating rafts of driftwood or of reeds were tried.

Ueeds soon sank and wood met the same fate within a

year. A thin layer of oil was tried, but the wind would lilow

it to one side, and besides, it often ran through the dam.
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]']vcn al'tor all these devices had heeii used, tlio upper

Ilarz and Iihciiish districts often discharged mill water

carrying 3 kg. of solids per cu.iii. Sonie of this walci'

nn standing in a beaker in the laboratory foi- a week

still contained turbidity. This led Nieolai to test out

chemical llocculation and sedimentation, the results of

which are given in this paper. He tested a great many

slimes with some of the materials which were cheaply

available in (lerniany, such as cooking salt, kainite, streu-

salz, kieserite, karnalite, alum, etc., most of these being

complex magnesium, potassium or aluminum salts from

the Strassfurt salt deposits. Alum was the most etficient

coagulant and next came the so-called ''end liquors"

from the Strassfurt potash works. This "'end liquor"

and "reject liquor" from the potash works consists main-

ly of maguesinm chloride.

In the laboratory graduated cylinders were used for

testing sedimentation of the slimes; the tables of re-

sults, however, are omitted from this abstract. Next

a few barrels of "end liquor" were used in a test on a

larger scale, the liquor being fed intermittently to the in-

flow of a clarifying pond. The result was to increase

the sedimentation from 67% to 95% with a minute

addition of magnesium chloride. Tests on a larger scale

HI larger ponds gave similar results. It was also no-

ticed that during cold weather the sedimentation was

not as efficient, as- the floccules formed and sank more

''lowl3\

Settlixg Costs in tub Uppei; IIai!/,

The following examples of cost apply to an Fpper

Ilarz mine. Nieolai has considered alum from Hanover,

"reject liquor" from Vienenburg, solid magnesium chlor-

ide from Strassfurt—where they have to evaporate their

final liquor—and sulphuric acid from Oker.

According to Nicolai's tests, 0.04 gram of alum is

necessary for 1 liter of slimes containing 1.359 to 1.805

grams of solids per liter, or 40 grams alum per ciibic

meter. With alum at about 160 marks per metric ton

(if 34.60 per short ton) including freight and packing, the

cost of clarifying is about 0.64 pfennig^ per cubic meter,

or 0.1455c. per ton.

The price of "reject liquor," sp.-gr. 1.3, at Vienenburg

is 16 m. ($3.80) per ten tons; freight and tankage, about

38 m. (.f;9.04). Tests show that f'c.c of a 1 :lo' dilution

of this liquor is necessary per liter of turbid water. Re-

duced to the cost of 1 cu.m. of slimes, there are 0.41 c.e

of undiluted liquor at a cost of 0.28c. or 0.636c. per

short ton.

Solid i^lgCU is redissolved on the ground to make

a concentrated solution ; 1 cu.m. of this liquor ready for

use in the plant will cost, iiiclufling freight and the

cost of making the solution, about 11 m. ($2.62) ; Ic.c of

tiiis liquor is necessary for the clarification of 1 liter of

slimes, so that the cost of clarification per i-ubic meter

is 1.43 pfennig, 0.325c., per ton.

Crude ILSO4, 50° Be. (1.53 sp.-gr.) costs at Okar

22 m. ($5,225) per ton; freight and tankage 4.3 m.

;

making the cost delivered, 26. 3 m. ($5.6!) per short ton).;

10 c.c. of 1 : 100 acid solution will clarify 1 liter of slimes,

or 0.1 liter of undiluted acid per cubic meter of slimes,

making cost 0.10 pfennig (0.091c. per ton of water).

For the mine in question the lowest cost was 0.0636c.

per ton when using "reject liquor," although this cost

-'Onn pfcnniR equals ic

might be lowered by making the proper contracts with

the alkali works. A irumber of U]iper liar/, mines have

been using the Vienenburg "reject liquor" for clarifica-

tion of their slimes, and this magnesium ehloriile does

not seem to produce excessive hardness of the water.

For the few works in which it has been tested it was

found that the clarified water contained from 2 to 11°

"German hardnes.s" while water is good for washing pur-

poses up to 20° and for drinking purposes u]i to 30°.

It is found that these principles work well on a large

scale, and in one works there is satisfactory clarification

of a fairly slimy water by the addition of 0.4 liter of "re-

ject liquor" per min. to a stream of 5 cu.m. \h-t

min., corres])onding to a cost of 0.056 pfennig per cu.m.

(0.012Tc. per ton). On warm summer days the clari-

fied water carries only 0.02 to 0.1 gram sus])cnded solidB

per liter, while on cloudy or windy days it will be as

much as 0.2 to 0.4 gram per liter, which is entirely

satisfactory.

The clarifying li(|U()r is added most conveniently in

the launder leading to the settling or filtering appara-

tus, as it will tliereby be well mixed with the slimes.

The sini]dest installation consists of a tank of capa<:ity

suflicient to receive all the liquor from a tank car and

])rovided with an outlet in the bottom. This is properly

protected by the use of screens, etc., against clogging by

solid particles, and a pipe or a launder leads to tin? slimes

launder.

Another method of introduction of the clarifying agent

into the slimes is to place a small waterwheel in the

slimes launder and fix a series of .small buckets on the

shaft of the waterwheel in such a way that they dip

up liquor from a reservoir and pour it into the launder.

The number of little buckets can easily be changed to

suit the conditions.

In conclusion, it would seem that purely mechanical

methods of clarifying turbid water formerly used in Ger-

many can be supplemented to advantage by the use of

clarifying agents of a chemical character.

Corrosion of Tinned Sheet Copper
The r>ureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, has

recently investigated an unusual and interesting case of

corrosion ; namely, that of the roofing material of the

Library of Congress. The roof of this building has been

covered since about 1893 by tinned sheet copper which
has become covered within the last 10 or 15 years with

small pits; in many cases these pits have extended com-
plelcly through the slieet.

Such a condition is interesting, particularly in view

of the fact that Washington is uncommonly free from
smoke, etc., which is ordinarily understood to be a strong

accelerating factor in corrosion. The investigation has
shown that the corrosion was due to no accidental inferi-

ority of the material, but that it is to be considered as

chaiacteristic of all material of this type. It, therefore,

appears that tinned copper is not superior in any way
to tin plate, and that, in view of its greater cost, it can
no longer compete with it.

'^.

IiiNitliililp Irou in Ores—In a recent number of the
••L'luiiiisl-Aiialy.sl." W. K. Roberts caUs attention to the fact
that many iron ores contain some of the iron as silicates,

and advises invariably testing: for this "insoluble Iron." The
easiest method is probably to filter off the acid insoluble
and treat it with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids in a
platinum crucible.
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The Mexican Constitution*

The new Mexieau Constitution, sij;neil at Queretaro

de Arteaira on Jan. 31, 1917, and fully cll'eetive sinee

May 1, contains ];?(i articles and Hi transitory articles,

as against 128 articles and one transitory article in the

Constitution of 1857. It is thus a document of consider-

able length, and an ICnglish translation jjublished in

parallel columns with that of 1857 by the American

Academy of Political and Social Science, Philadelphia,

makes a book of over 100 pages.

The new constitution suffers from the defect com-

mon to nearly all recent charters of its kind; all sorts

of matters which were better left to legislation are crowd-

ed into the fundamental law. This sometimes results in

absurdities as when the second paragraph of the thirty-

third article declares:

No foreigner shaU meddie in any way whatsoever in the
political affairs of tlie country.

A sumptuary warning ! Just what is to constitute "med-
dling" the autliors of this article did not attenij)t to say.

And "political affairs" is a term rather hazily bounded.

The President has the exclusive right to expel from the

country forthwith and without Judicial process any for-

eigner—against whom he has evidence of any kind?

Against whom he could establish a prima facie case?

No, any foreigner "whose presence he may deem inex-

pedient."

The Constitution of Queretaro is especially strict in

regard to foreigners. Only Mexicans by birth or natur-

alization and Mexican companies have the right to acquire

ownership in lands and waters, or to obtain concessions

to develop mines, waters or mineral fuels. But we read

:

The nation may grant the same right to foreigners provided

they agree before the Department ot Foreign Affairs to be con-

sidered Mexicans in respect to such property, and accordingly

not to invoke the protection of their Governments in respect

to the same, under penalty, in case of breach, of forfeiture to

the nation of property so acquired.

And within 100 kilometers from the frontiers and 50

kilometers from the seaboard no foreigner shall "under

any conditions"' acquire .direct ownership of lands and
waters.

This passage is preceded by a general assertion of

national ownership of' natural resources. It is followed

immediately by a paragraph vesting in the national gov-

ernment ownership, of all places of public worship, epis-

copal residences, rectories, seminaries, orphan asylums,

convents or any other building erected for the purpo.se

of furthering the tenets of any religious creed. The
government has power to decide to what use such struc-

tures may be put : a place of public worship erected here-

after its national proi)erty; no charitable or educational

institution may be administered by a religious sect or be

under ecclesiastical patronage.

Mono]iolies are frowned upon except such as are reserved

to the Federal govt'rnment, which is to control abso-

lutely the coinage, the postal, telegraph and wireless ser-

vices, and the issuance of bills "by a single banking in-

stitution to be controlled by the Federal government."
There is a I'urthei' exce|)tion in favor of limited patents

and co))yrights. IWit note this highly modern clause:

The law will accordingly .severely punish and the authorities
diligently prosecute any accumulating or cornering by one or
more persons of necessaries for the purpose of bringing about
a ri.se in price ; any act or measure which shall stifle or en-

•From the New York "Sun."

de.avor to stille free competition in any production, industry,
trade or public .service . . . and in general whatever con-
stitutes an unfair and exclusive advantage in favor of one or
more .specified person or persons to the detriment of the public
in general or for any special class of society.

Trade unions arc legalized and so are cooperative as-

sociations for selling abroad, provided they act under
government supervision and do not sell the necessaries

of life.

Compulsory education is provided up to 15 years and
compulsory military training is ordained for such periods

as the various states may prescribe, ilexicans shall be

preferred under equal circumstances to foreigners for all

kinds of concessions and public employments. Just how
far the compulsion extends it is hard to say, but at any
rate "it shall be the duty of every Mexican citizen" to

register not only for election purposes but for identifica-

tion, to enlist in the national guard, to vote, to fill of-

fices to which he is elected, to serve on the town council

and to do jury duty.

The Queretaro charter goes in heavily for social and
industrial welfare. First of all eight hours is the maxi-
mum limit of a day's work. The maximum limit for

night work is seven hours. Unhealthful and danger-

ous occupations are forbidden to all women and to chil-

dren under 16 ; these cannot do night work in factories

nor work in commercial establishments after 10 p.m.

Children between 12 and 16 may not work over six hours

a day; the work of children under 12 cannot be made the

subject of a contract. To every worker is guaranteed

one day's rest in seven.

The provision safeguarding child-birth is broad y
worded

:

Women shall not perform any physical work requiring con-
siderable physical effort during the three months immediately
preceding parturition ; during the month following parturition
they shall necessarily enjoy a period of rest and shall receive
their salaries or wages in full and retain their employment
and the riglits they may have acquired under their contracts.
During the period of lactation they shall enjoy two extra-
ordinary daily periods of rest of one-half hour each, in order to

nurse their children.

Employers niu«t pay a minimum wage sufficient "to

satisfy the normal needs of the life of the workman,
his education and his lawful pleasures, considering him
as the head of a family. In all agricultural, commer-
cial, manufacturing or mining enterprises the workman
shall have the right to participate in the profits." ilini-

mum wages and the rate of profit .sharing are to be de-

termined by special commissions appointed in each- muni-
cipality and subordinate to a state (not a Federal) board.

For the same work women must receive the same pay

as men. Minimum wages are exempt from attachment,

setofP or discount.

And double pay is decreed for all overtime.

Overtime cannot exceed three hours nor continue for

more than three days; no women and no l)oys under

16 may engage in it.

There seems to be no end to the wonders of the labor

clauses of the new Mexican Constitution. Employers

in every agricnltural. industrial, mining "or other class

of work" are bound to furnish to their workman sanitary

and comfortable homes at a rental not to exceed 0.5%
a month of the a.sses.sed value. They ".shall likewise

establish schools, dispensaries and other .services necessary

to the community." In addition to this private muni-

ficence every labor center having 200 or more inhabitants

must also have a space of 5000 square meters for public
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markets, municipnl buildings and places of amusenipnt.

•;?aloons and ganililinu- houses are barred from this zone.

Strikes are unlawl'ul only when the majority of the

strikers resort to violence. Lockouts are lawful only

when the excess of production shall render it necessary

to shut down "in order to maintain prices reasonably

above the cost of production, subject to the approval of

the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration." This board

will settle strikes. If the worker rejects its award the

labor contract is terminated ; if the employer refuses to

submit his dispute or to accept the award, not only is

the contract terminated, but the employer must pay the

worker three months wages, in addition to any civil lia-

bility he may have incurred.

There are many other peculiar provisions, tne pre-

sentation of winch would possibly weary the reader. A
bare mention may be made of the strange rules for what

may be called the governmental administration of public

worship. A church cannot be dedicated without the sanc-

tion of the Department of the Interior. Ministers are

simply professional men. But freedom of religious be-

lief is protected. The Congress may neither establish

nor forbid any creed.

Can this new Mexican Constitution be made to work?

It would seem doubtful if some of its provisions can

be enforced. It is also extremely likely that a good

number of them will be found incompatible with the

rapid growth and development of the country. But the

temper of the Queretaro charter is unmistakable. It

has distrust of ecclesiasticism and of foreigners written

all over it. All education must be secular; no man

must be overworked or underpaid; Mexico is for the

Mexicans. These are the underlying ideas expressed in

cumbersome form. It will be interesting to see how

they are put into practice.

^:

Food Waste Among Miners

The mine boarding house, as an eating place for a

large number of men and therefore of economic im-

portance in the food question confronting the nation,

is deserving of serious consideration. In an appeal to

mining men to do their share to help relieve the pos-

sible shortage of food which may arise because of the

exigencies of war, G. E. Collins, a Denver mining en-

gineer, has caused to be sent to the person in charge of

each of the mine boarding houses of his company a com-

munication regarding the wastage of food.

The President has called attention, he says, to an

impending shortage of food products in this country

and has urged on all good citizens the imperative duty

of increasing production from farm lands to the utmost

possible extent, and on the other hand, of conserving

what we already have by exercising economy and avoid-

ino- every form of waste. AVastefulness has always been

the besetting sin of our nation; today it is a menace

to our national existence. We cannot help in the di-

rection of growing anything, but we can do much by

lessening waste.

The following suggestions are made to further the

campaign for economy: Absolutely no meat from im-

mature animals (lamb and veal) should be purchased;

fresh vegetables and fniits, when obtainable at reason-

able prices, should be used instead of canned goods, which

will be required for the armies; corn bread should be

largclv used; well-cooked oatmeal and corn meal should

largelv take the place of the expensive "package cereals";

until the new crop of potatoes is harvested, rice vhould

replace potatoes as far as possible.

m

Report of Copper Production
This table is compiled from reports received from the

respective companies (except in the cases noted by as-

terisk as estimated), together with the reports of the

February

Alaska shipments 15.013,539

Arizona:

.Arizona Copper 4.600,000
Cons. Ariz. Smelting J
Inspiration 10,250,000
.Miimi 4,307.000
Old Dominion 2,695,000
Ray 7,177.898
Shannon 888,000
Other .Arizona 35,174,605

California:

Mammoth 2,200,000

Michigan:

Calumet & Hecla 1 3, 1 62,007
Other Lake Superior* 9,000,000

Montana;

,\naconda 25,000,000

March
10,959,696

5,000,000
1,750.000
11,100.000
5.338.000
3.335.000
8.006.843
950,000

30,394,138

April

10,585,518

5,000,000
1,650,000

I 1,400.000
5.364,000
3.516.000
7.902,724
924,000

26,995,962

.May

1.650,000
I 1,900,000
5.112.000
4,430,000

964,000

2,000,000 1,850,000 2,000,000

1,460,440

5,708,214

East Butts.

Nevada:

Mason Valley . .

.

Nevada Cons . .

.

New Mexico:

Chino

Utah:

Utah Copper 13,459,829
Eastern smelters* 2,039,390

14,949,919
9,500,000

31,300,000
1,597,340

1. 821. 695
6,864,675

14,347,181
9,000,000

29.300,000
2.081,080

1,300,000
6,727,192

28,400.000
2,008,060

6,572,106 6,200,851 6,368,874

15,512.676
2,762,825

17,231,512
2,386,855

Total reported 158.709.588 167.593.648 163.930,898

Others, estimated 25,150,000 24,618.000 24,755,000

Total United States 183,859,588 192,211,648 188,685,898

Imports, ore and concentrates. 13,782.019 10.951.006
Imports in blister, etc 24,348,811 32,039,119

Grand total 221.990,418 235,201,773

British Columbia:

B. C. Copper 314,274 406,072
Granby Cons 2,580,288 3,901,398

Mexico:

3,775,140

Boleo
Cananea

Other Foreign:

Braden
Cerro de Pa.sco. .

ChUe
Cap? Copper. . .

.

Kyshtim ........
Katanga

* Estimated.
Arizona."

1,598,240
5,100,000

1.984.080
5,500,000

1,653.680
4,730,000 4,370,000

3,450,000
5,352.000
6,056.000
329,280

1,178.240
130,100

t Operation started in

5.942.000
6.074.000
8,714.000
387.520
985,600

5.996,510

February.

5.102,000 6,750,000
5.936.000 4.670.000
8,028.000 8,250,000
353,920

5,070,580 5,643,775

X Included in "Other

United States Department of Commerce as to imported

material, and in the main represents the crude-copper

content of blister copper, in pounds.

The grand total, which in the case of Februarj' was

221,990,418 lb., includes, under "Imports in ore and

blister copper" the production of such companies as Brit-

ish Columbia, Granby, Cananea, Braden, Cerro de Pasco

and Chile. As a matter of record, however, the figures

of the latter arc given after the total. We also report

the production of the Boleo, Cape Copper, Kyshtim and

Katanga companies, whose copper does not come to the

United States.

The item "Alaska shipments" gives the official figures

of the United States Department of Commerce and in-

cludes Kennecott. which is not reported separately in the

table. Kennecott production in February was 7,090,000

lb., in March, 7,076,000 lb., in April, 7,180,000 lb., and

in May, 0,750,000.

m
The Plipnoineniil Increase in Vanadium Production is shown

by the following figures from "Ameriran V.Tnadium Facts":

Vanadium -steel in 1913 to the extent of 90,000 tons was pro-

tluced; in 1915 the production was 450,000 tons, while in 1916

it was 800,000 tons.
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The Assayer and Chemist
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Separation of Lithium from Sodium
and Potassium

Samuel Palkin projiosps a modification of Iiammds-

berg's old method for lithium determination which con-

twisted in treating the dry clilorides with a mixture of

anhydrous alcohol and ether in order to dissolve the

lithium chloride {Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, p. 232(), 1916).

This method is known to be unsatisfactory, botli on ac-

count of the tendency of lithium chloride to be partly

converted into the insoluble carbonate when dried in the

air and on account of the occlusion of some of the

lithium chloride by the insoluble chlorides of sodium and

potassium.

The total alkali chlorides are dissolved in a minimum
of water (1.5 c.c suffices for 0.5 gram of the mixed

chlorides), one drop of concentrated hydrochloric acid

added and then gradually 20 c.c of absolute alcohol.

Then 60 c.c of ether is added gradually while stirring

and the mixture allowed to settle. KCI and NaCl should

be precipitated in granular form.

The mixture is filtered through a weighed Gooch cru-

cible, washed with a mixture of 1 part alcohol to 4 or 5

parts of etlicr and the filtrate evaporated on a steam bath.

The residue from the evaporation is taken up in abso-

lute alcohol, a drop of hydrochloric acid added with

about 50 c.c. of ether-alcohol mixture (4:1) and the

mixture filtered through the same filter. The solution

is evaporated to dryness on a steam bath, taken up with

a little water, a slight excess of sulphuric acid added and

the solution evaporated and the residue ignited and

weighed as Li^SO^.

'^.

Determining Fluorine in Soluble

Fluorides

A method for the detcrmiiiatiou of fluorine in soluble

fluorides is proposed by J. G. Dinwiddle {Am. Journ.

Sci., December, 1916), which is based on the treament

of the solution with powdered calcium sulphate. The
resultant mixture of fluoride and sulphate is weiglied

and treated with sulphuric acid, thus converting every-

thing to sulphate. The fluoride is then determined

by noting the change in weight.

As the precipitate has to be treated with acid, it

cannot be filtered on asbestos, because the hydrofluoric

acid set free will attack the filter. Ordinary filters

cannot be used, for if they are, during ignition the

paper reduces some of the calcium sulphate to calcium

sulphide.

The solution of the fluoride, which should occupy as

small a volume as practicable, say HO or -10 c.c. and

should be neutral, is heated to boiling and iiowdi'ivd

calcium «id]iliate added. After standing 150 min. to an

hour, with frequent stirring, the ])recipitate is washed

by decantation several times and is then put mito a

filter made of a siijall disk of ashless filter papci' cut so

as just to fit the bottom of a ]icrforated platinum i-ru-

cible without its being bent up around the edges. This

arrangement makes for convenience.

By keeping gentle suction upon the crucii)le the disk

is held in place and the filtrate comes through without

turbidity. As soon as the precipitate has been suffi-

ciently washed, it is transferred with the aid of a fine

jet of water to an ordinary platinum crucible. The
disk of paper is washed free of precipitate and is ig-

nited on the lid of the crucible. The acid is added
to the contents of the crucible, which is evaporated to

dryness on the steam bath.

If this residue is heated to redness to constant weight,

it melts and becomes difficult to decompose with sul-

phuric acid. By experiment it was found tliat at a

temjierature around 300° C. the calcium sulphate loses

all its crystal water and a constant weight is obtained.

The proper temperature is obtained by heating the plat-

inum crucible within an ordinary iron crucible, of

diameter about o in. at the top, used as a radiator.

In order to equalize the heat, a thin piece of asbestos

was placed in the bottom and upon this was a smaT
triangle for tlie platinum crucible to rest on. By heat-

ing the bottom of the iron crucible with a bunsen burn-

er to a low red, the contents of the platinum crucible

reach a constant weight in one hour or less.

When a constant weight has thus been obtained, the

residue is mixed with a little water and several cubic cen-

timeters of pure sulphuric acid. This mixture is now
evaporated on the steam bath as far as possible and then,

by heating further, the sulphuric acid is driven off, the

last traces requiring the application of a red heat for a
few moments. There is great danger of spattering when
the excess of acid is being driven oft'. In order to

avoid this and to permit the acid to be driven off

quickly, the following method was adopted: The lid

is placed on the crucible, which is resting on a triangle.

A Meker burner is fastened above and slightly to one

side of the crucible by means of an adjustable clamp.

The flame of the burner is allowed to impinge from
above at an angle of about 45° on the farther side of

the lid of the crucible. In this way the heat can easily

be regulated so that the sulphuric acid volatilizes rapidly,

and since the heat radiates from above, there is almost

no tendency to spatter. The residue obtained by ig-

niting at 300° consists of a mixture of cah'ium fluoride

and sulphate, while the residue remaining after vol-

atilization of the sulphuric acid consists entirely of cal-

cium sulphate. The increase in weight of the contents

of the crucible is due to the rejilaceuient of two atoms

of fluorine by the sulpliuric acid radical.

Thus 84 of sodium fluoride gives 78.0 of calcium flu-

oride and 136.07 of calcium sulphate. Therefore 58.07

(if increase corresponds to 81 of sodium fluoride and 78

of calcium fluoride, anil to estimate llie calcium fluoride

present in the precipitate, multiidy th(> increase in wcii^ht

by 78 -^ 58.07 = 1.3431 and i'or the sodium fluoride

niultiply by 84 -h 58.07 = 1.4465.
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On account of the solubility of calcium fluoride, there

will be a tendency for the results to run low, and unless

the filtrate and washings are kept to a lov.' volume, large

negative errors are liable to occur. In several deter-

minations the filtrate was about 200 c.c. and the results

here were about 1.4% low. On account of this danger,

a solution saturated with pure calcium fluoride and cal-

cium sulphate was used for wash water in order to elim-

inate the solubility error and results very close to the

calculated value were obtained even when the filtrate

was allowed to get quite large. Under these conditions

tlie error was less than 0.4% in seven cases out of eight.

Since, during the precipitation of the fluoride of cal-

cium by the sulphate, an equivalent amount of sulphate

ion is set free, it is obvious that this method is adapted

without any modifications to the separation and deter-

mination of fluorides in the presence of sulphate. It

may also be used for the separation of fluorine from

other radicals which do not form insoluble compounds
with calcium.

m

Correct Conditions for Aluminum
Precipitation

An investigation of the proper conditions for the pre-

cipitation of almninum as hydroxide has been made by

the Bureau of Standards (Bull. 28(5 ). The conclusions

are as follows: The precipitation of aluminum hydroxide

by ammonium hydroxide is complete when the alkalinity

of the solution is at the point at which methyl red and

rosolic acid change color. Any excess of the base be-

yond this limit is to be avoided, as alumina dissolves even

in ammonium hydroxide.

Making the solution strongly alkaline with ammonia
and boiling off the excess is not good procedure, as the

reagent dissolves lime, silica, etc., from the glass and

thus contaminates the precipitate. The time-honored

addition of ammonium chloride to the solution reduces

the alkalinity and is thus of benefit. It also tends to

eoag-ulate the precipitate. The addition of glycerin or

of tannic acid to the solution to make the precipitate

granular is a mistake, as both reagents hold alumina in

solution. The best results are obtained if there is about

5 grams of ammonium chloride to each 200 c.c. of so-

lution after which ammonia is added to the nearly boil-

ing solution until it is just alkaline to methyl red (or

rosolic acid). The solution should then be boiled not

over two minutes and filtered without waiting for the

precipitate to subside. The addition of macerated filter

paper is of advantage in filtering especially if there are

large amounts of precipitate.

These conditions are also favorable for the precipi-

tation of ferric iron and for the separation from calcium,

strontium, barium and magnesium. The presence of fer-

ric hydroxide makes no ditference in the solubility of

alumina in alkalies.

Tlie precipitate should not be washed with hot water,

but with ammonium nitrate or chloride solution. The

former assists in the combustion of the liltcr pajjer.

Contrary to widespread opinion, the use of anunonium

chloride does not lead to volatilization of the ])recipitatc

during ignition. However, if the original .solution con-

tains chlorides and the mixture of filtrate and washings

is to be evaporated in platinum, ammonium nitrate

should not be used, as the platinum will be altacked. No

free ammonia should be added to the wash water. Five

to 10 minutes blasting of the precipitate is sufficient.

Freshly ignited alumina is strongly hygroscojiie, and

it will absorb in the first 10 niin. of its exposure to

moist air a large proportion of the water that it will

absorb in 24 hours. Since the air in a recently opened

desiccator does not dilfer greatly from that in an or-

dinary room, it follows that crucibles containing tlic ig-

nited precipitates should be kept covered, both in the

desiccator and on the balance.

The presence of fluorine greatly hinders or may en-

tirely prevent the precipitation of alumina.

Commercial Copper Analysis

A variation in the usual methods of procedure for the

analysis of copper is proposed by W. Graham Grant in

the Chemid Analyst. His method of obtiiining the iron

precipitcite that carries down the antimony, arsenic, se-

lenium, tellurium, tin and phosphorus is as follows:

Weigh 10 grams of the drillings, transfer to a 1000-

c.c flask and add 100 c.c. nitric acid of 1.20 specific

gravity. When in solution, bring almost to neutral

point with saturated sodium-carbonate solution. Dilute

to 500 c.c. with nearly boiling water, and finish neutral-

ization with carbonate solution. Into a small beaker

put about 1.5 grams ferric chloride, dissolve this in

water and neutralize with sodium carbonate; add the

ferrochloride solution to the contents of the flask, and
should any precipitate form, dissolve it with the least

necessary amount of hydrochloric acid. Weigh out

roughly 10 grams sodium acetate, dissolve and add to

contents of the flask, bring to a boil, allow to settle,

decant solution through filter, add about 500 c.c hot

water to residue in flask, shake and again decant, and
finally transfer precipitate to paper and wash well. The
precipitate at this point should have the characteristic

brown color of basic acetate of iron. Should the pre-

cipitate be contaminated with copper, owing to insuf-

ficient free acid or prolonged boiling, redissolve in the

least possible quantity of hydrochloric acid and repeat

neutralization, etc. The copper should now be elim-

inated. Redissolve the precipitate with hydrochloric acid

into a 400-e.c. beaker, neutralize with ammonia,^ add
about 20 c.c. ammonium sulphide, digest in a warm
place for 30 min., filter and wash. Reject the pre-

cipitate of iron sulphide, acidify the filtrate with hydro-

chloric acid, allow to stand 30 min. and filter through

a small filter. The precipitate contains the arsenic as

As.Sj, antimony as SboSj and also contains any Sn,

Se or Te present; and the filtrate contains the phos-

phorus as HjPO^.

French Laboratory Glassware

Laboratory glassware as now made in France has been

found equal to the best German .Thuringen and Jena)

ware in resisting the action of water (l)elow, at and

above 100° G.), hydrochloric acid, ammonia and iV/10

solutions of ammonium chloride and sodium carbonate,

according to a writer in Comptes Rendu, noted in the

Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, Nov. 30,

lijib. Suiicrior ability to withstand sudden cooling was

observed only with Jena and with one make of Bohemian

glass.
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Phelps, Dodge & Co.
The annual report of Phelps, DodKe & Co., ot New York,

shows earnings for 1916 of $24,030,904, of which amount
$2,050,642 was charged to depletion of ore and depreciation on
plants, and $14,625,000 was paid in four regular and four
extra dividends, amounting in all to $32.50 per share on the
450,000 shares issued. Current assets, consisting of merchan-
dise, metals in process or on hand, accounts receivable, mar-
ketable securities, etc., totaled $16,735,612, with actual cash
on hand, $7,746,519.

The metal produced from the ores of the constituent com-
panies consisted of 152.263,729 lb. copper, 10,404,341 lb. lead.

1.642,055 oz. silver and 28,873 oz. gold. Ores purchased by the

reduction works yielded 37,823.828 lb. copper, 588,327 oz. silver

and 7,802 oz. gold. Including copper received from other
sources, 247,303,587 lb. was sold and delivered to buyers at

an average price of 24.4Sc. net cash f.o.b. New York, 176,468,-

527 lb. having been delivered to domestic and 70,835,060 lb.

to foreign trade.

The mines of the company produced a total of 2,305,072 tons

of copper ore during the year, an increase of 721,708 tons over

1915, Burro Mountain having contributed 245,148 tons of this

amount. Of the total, 1,422,468 tons was concentrated and
882,604 tons smelted direct.

In addition, 28,904 tons of lead ore and concentrates, and
3245 tons of manganese ore and concentrates were produced
from the Copper Queen and Bunker Hill mines.

There was smelted at the Douglas reduction works during
the year 1,623,274 tons of raw ore and secondaries, the recov-

ery being 94.21 <;> of the copper content, against 93.5% for

1915. The blast furnaces treated 1,283.776 tons: 287,621 tons

was roasted, producing 239.001 tons of calcines; 253,052 tons

was treated in the reverberatories. The converters were
charged with 288,496 tons of matte assaying Zl.Z'J'c copper,

and 38.300 tons of silicious ore, producing 86,607 tons of

bullion.

The strike, which began at the Detroit Copper Mining Co.

in September, 1915. was settled in January, 1916, and opera-
tions resumed. During the year 17,539,858 lb. copper was pro-

duced from 474,808 tons of ore—an average yield of 1.85% Cu
from ores, which averaged 2.6% in copper content. A total

of 470.583 tons of ore was mined, of an average grade of

2.582% Cu. Of this, 451.347 tons, averaging 2.387% Cu, was
milled, producing 63.595 tons of concentrates averaging
12.074% Cu, a saving of 71.25%. The smeltery treated 140.938

tons of total charge, with a recovery of 95.21%, producing a
total of 8.770 tons bullion.

The net production of the Pilares mine of the Moctezuma
Copper Co.. as returned by the Copper Queen Reduction works.
was 36.062,201 lb. Cu from 148,208 tons of material made up
of concentrates, slimes, first-class ore and precipitates. Other
properties of the Moctezuma company contributed 2009 tons
of ore, which produced 803,186 lb. copper. The combined
properties produced 1310 oz. gold and 471,867 oz. silver as

well as 6162 lb. of molybdenum. The mill treated 715,070 tons
of 3.273% copper ore, producing 143,939 tons of 12.782%, con-
centrates, making a saving of 80.5%, with a ratio of con-
centration of 4.967: 1.

The net production ot copper by the Burro Mountain Cop-
per Co. was 6.980.855 lb., from 257,501 tons of ore of an
average grade of 2.12%. Of this amount 245.148 tons was
obtained from the mine and 12.353 tons from the ore dumps.
There was milled 253,782 tons of ore producing 26,362 tons
of concentrates averaging 13.937% Cu, a saving of 68.39%.
ratio of concentration being 9.627:1.

The low rates of concentration was constantly improved
toward the end of the year, 77.16% being secured in November
and 76.32s;' in December.

The Bunker Hill mines as Tombstone produced 59.299 tons
of ore, classified as gold silver, silver manganese, manganese
and wulfenite milling ores and siliceous, flux and lead smelt-
inir ores. The cyaniding department treated 20.426 tons and
the concentrating department 16.487 tons, the latter producing
a concentrate containing 70% to 85% manganese dioxide.

The .Stag Canyon Fuel Co. at Dawson, N. M.. produced
1. "139, 904 tons of coal. 618.725 tons of which was washed,
r-aki"g 500,048 tons which produced 300,571 tons of coke.

Gi'oss sales of the Mercantile Department amounted to

$8,406,635 and provided a net profit of 10.38%,, an increase of
1.84% over 1915.

McKinley-Darragh-Savage Mines
The report of the McKinley-Darragh-Savage Mines ot

Cobalt. Ontario, shows the production for 1916 to have been
925.779 oz. silver, or 182,036 oz. less than the product of 1915.

The price ot silver for the year was 16.579c. higher than in

1915. while mining costs increased 12.030c. per oz., showing
a net increase value of 4.559c. per oz. over the average price
obtaining for 1915.

Ore reserves are estimated to contain 2.803.327 oz. With
the present price ot silver obtaining, a flotation process unit
tor the treatment ot tailings, which for the year averaged
2.68 oz. ag per ton, is being contemplated.

The mill treated 62,676 tons ot ore, making an 82.39%
recovery from ores which averaged 14.797 oz.

Dividends to the amount of $269,723.04 were paid for the
year, while a balance of $264,942.52 is carried in the treasury
as a surplus.

Miami Copper Co.
The annual report of the Miami Copper Co, for 1916

shows a net profit of $7,984,133, from which dividends of
$5.75 per share, amounting to $4,295,905 were paid to the
holders of the 747.114 shares outstanding. The mine pro-
duced 1.842,017 tons ot ore of an average ot 2.07% Cu.
from which 30.58 lb. copper per ton was recovered. A mill
extraction of 73.88% was made. The total cost per pound
ot copper is stated in the treasurer's report as 9.523 cents.

Ore reserves were 16.400,000 tons, averaging 2.40% copper;
28.000.000 tons, averaging 1.06% copper, and 6.000.000 tons of
partly developed mixed oxide and sulphide ore averaging
about 2% copper. The mill treated an average ot 5074 tons
of ore .per day with a ma.ximum handled of 5600 tons.
Alterations are being made which will increase the daily
capacity to 6000 tons The milling costs were: Direct crush-
ing expense. $0.18839: direct concentrating expense. $0.22492;
tailing and concentrate handling, $0.06671, water for concen-
trating, $0.08657; experimental expense, $0.02255; a total of
$0.59914.

Old Dominion Co.
The annual report for 1916 ot the Old Dominion Co.,

holding company tor the Old Dominion Copper Mining and
Smelting Co. and the United Globe Mines, shows the net
income for the year to have been $3,532,125, derived from
its stock holdings, consisting of 155,353 shares in the Old
Dominion Copper Mining and Smelting Co. and 23,000 shares
in the United Globe Mines. Dividends amounting to $12 per
share were paid during the year, this being at the rate of
48% on the capital stock.

The ores mined by the Old Dominion Copper Mining and
Smelting Co. during 1916 consisted of 98.761 tons smelting
ore. averaging 7.03% Cu: 48.909 tons concentrating ore,

averaging 3.72% Cu, and 4389 tons silica ore, averaging 3.89%
Cu. making an average for all ores mined ot 5.88%. During
the year 254.213 tons of ore, 205.498 tons of which was
custom ore, was milled, at a cost of $1,142 per ton, making
a recovery ot 86.63%. At the smeltery 271,367 tons of cha' gc
was treated at a cost of $2,793 per ton. Converting costs
were $7.59 per ton.

The United Globe mines produced 15.378 tons smelting
sulplilde. averaging 7.16 Cu: 187.279 tons concentrating ore.

averaging 3.28 Cu; and 3504 tons silica ore. assaying 5.45%
Cu. a general average of 3.60%, the total of 206.163 tons
having been shipped to the Old Dominion Copper Mining and
.Smelting Co.'s plant.
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Uulix-y MlnliiB Co.'s annual report for 191G shows produc-

tion of 21.0t;ri,G12 lb. of renned copper, rcalizhiK, with silver

contents, $5,400,874.51. Dividends paid from the year's income

amount to $1,980,000. leaving a balance of $778,658.89 added to

surplus. Wages have advanced 15% above normal during the

period under review. In addition a bonus of 50c. per day was
paid to each workman on Jan. 1. 1917.

Hei'ltt Minine Co., of Washington, reports for the year 1916

receipts from ores. $2,543,072 ; from interest. $4000 ; miscellaneous,

$2121 : a total of $2,549,195, from which losses, expenditures and
depreciation amounting to $1,850,388 were charged, leaving a net

profit of $1,757,268. Dividends for the year amounted to $1,550,-

000. A total of 184.209 tons of ore was milled, and 16.461 tons

was shipped in crude state. The costs per ton were :
Mining,

$2,346 ; milling, $0,506 ; ore transfer, $0,106 ; a total operating cost

of $2,958. The gross value per ton was $10,174. leaving a net

operating profit of $7,216 per ton.

:^

TouKli Oakes Gold Mines, Ltd. (no personal liability), of

Kirkland Lake, Ontario, shows by its annual report for 1916 that

the net profit for the year, with no allowance miide for deprecia-

tion, was $260,668. Dividends were paid to the amount of $.265,-

750 on the 531.500 shares of stock outstanding and the balance

sheet shows a deficit of $104,567. A total of 37,594 tons of ore

was sent from stopes. development and dumps to the mill, which

treated 37.263 tons of ore and 2600 tons of stamp-mill tailings at

a cost of $2.43 per ton. The metals recovered were 33.171 oz. fine

gold and 13.051 oz. fine silver. The ore reserves are estimated to

contain a round million dollars.

11.689 tons. The refined copper produced has amounted to

3712 tons, as compared with .1970 tons in 1915, a decrease of

258 tons. The greater part of this decrease Is due to the

smaller quantity of copper now being produced at the mine;

through the discontinuance of washing ore In situ, it being

more profitable now, owing to the lower copper contents of

the iioorer mineral, to sell this outright in Its crude state.

The net profits for the year, together with the balance of

$14,262 brought forward from 1915, as shown by the profit

and loss account, amount to £213,412.

Koiind .Miiiiiiliiin MiniiiK ('«.. of Nevada, reports that during
the period Apr. 1, 1915. to Dec. 31. 1916, the mines produced 67.452

tons of ore with a gross value of $409,409, from which $357,014

was recovered in milling at a total mining and milling cost of

$341,552. leaving a net balance of $15,462, which was augmented
by mi.scellaneous earnings, consisting chiefiy of royalties paid by
lessees, amounting to $6580, making a total net earning of $22,032.

From Mar. 31, 1915, to Mar. 31, 1916. the average value of ores

jModuced was $5,677 per ton. from which $4,935 was recovered

in milling, or 86.9% of the total value. During the period Mar. 31,

1916, to Dec. 31, 1916, the average value of ores produced was
$7104 per ton, from which $6236 was recovered in milling, or

87.7 r; of the total value. The bullion recovered from placer oper-

ations had a net value of $139,911, miscellaneous earnings

amounted to $1555, operating costs were $74,098, leaving a net

operating profit of $67,368. No dividends were declared. There
were 1.320.630 shares of stock outstanding, 77.611 shares having
been sold for treasury purposes during the period covered by the

report.

Centennial Copper Minine Co., of Michigan, according to the

annual report for 1916, produced 2.367,400 lb. copper, which wa3
sold at 25.02c. per lb., and received in interest and mi.scellaneous

items $2545. making a total of $594,814. All operating charges

amounted to $318,268. An assessment by the L. M. S. & R. Co.

of $11,296, and a dividend of $90,000 were paid, decreasing the

current assets of the company by $101,296 for the year's opera-

tions. Mining, milling, transportation and taxes amounted to

$1,916 per ton on a total of 150.617 tons of rock produced, the

average recovery of refined copper being 15.72 lb. per ton treated.

at a total cost of 13.44c. per lb. There are 90,000 shares of stock

outstanding.

Vtnh Consolidated Mining Co., of Utah, states that during 1916,

360,034 tons of copper ore and 74.542 tons of lead ore was mined,

from which was recovered 12,211.118 lb. copper. 18.175.709 lb. lead,

558,845 oz. silver and 21.727 oz. gold. The profits for the year

amounted to $1,924,176. from which dividends of $1,125,000 were

paid on the capital stock of $1,500,000. Ore reserves at the end

of 1916 were given as 180.000 tons copper ore averaging 1.77% Cu.

0.048 oz. Au. and 0.69 oz. Ag : also 23.400 tons lead ore averaging

16.03% Pb. 5.62 oz. Ag. 0.038 oz. Au and 0.81% copper. There is

also two or three hundred thousand tons of low-grade copper ore

that can be mined with a profit under present high prices, but is

valueless under average copper prices.

Canada Copper Corporation, Ltd., purchaser of the properties

and assets of the British Columbia Copper Co., Ltd.. the former
operiiting company, reports that during 1916, 306,450 tons of ore.

of which 23,243 tons was custom ore, was smelted for a recovery

of 5,196,239 lb. Cu, 49,928 oz. Ag and 12,366 oz. Au. The Mother
Lode mine supplied 256,784 tons, averaging 0.945% Cu. 0.034 oz.

Au and 0.160 oz. Ag. A profit of $215,304 resulted from the opera-

tions, which would be equivalent to $0.70 per ton for all material

treated. Ore reserves, estimated to contain 10.000.000 tons of

assured ore and 2.000,000 of probable ore, are given as coiitaining

1.74% Cu and 20c. per ton in gold and silver values. Costs for

the production of copper are estimated to be 9.57c. per pound.

Tharxis Sulphur and Copper Co.'k report for 1916 states
that during the year there have been extracted from the
Tharsis mines 14.211 tons of ore, as compared with 23,642 tons
in 1915, a decrease of 9431 tons, s.ays the London "Financial
Times." In August last an extensive fall took place in the
small Almagrera lode, which was the only lode being worked
here, and extraction is stopped for the present. The uncover-
ing of the Sierra Bullones lode has been actively continued
during the year. The overburden removed amounted to 189.-

138 cu.m., as compared with 184,453 cu.m. in 1915. The overbur-
den removed from Calanas mine during the year has amounted
to 122,636 cu.m.. as compared with 129,376 cu.m, in 1915.

a decrease of 6740 cu.m. The ore extracted amounted to 389.-

197 tons, as comparea with 377.508 tons in 1015. an Increase of

The Tonopah MInlne Co., of Nevada, in its annual report

for 1916 shows that during the year 74,990 tons of ore with
an average value of $15.67 per ton were mined and 5542 tons
of dump ore with an average value of $15.06 per ton recovered.
all of which were shipped to the mill, resulting in a gross
value of m.aterial treated of $15.65 per ton. The costs of oper-
ations were: Mining and cost of handling dump ores, $4.61;

milling, $3.16: freight on ore milled, $0.72; marketing mill

products, $0.22; total, $8.71 per ton of product. Metal losses

in milling and refining were $1.34 per ton, leaving a profit of

$5.60 per ton. The average mi'l recovery was 94.2% of the
gold and 90.9% of the silver values. Based on smelter
returns, the recovery was 90.1%. or 0.2% less than that of the
preceding year. Total direct costs show an increase of 15.7c.

per ton, of which 9.2c. was due to the increase in price of

cyanide, zinc and lead acetate, leaving but 6.5c. to be ac-

counted for by the cost of other supplies and an increase in

wages effective during the last two months of the year. Ore
reserves were estimated to contain 72.100 tons, including ore
in dumps, and as having an average value of $16.74. or a grand
total of $1,206,821. The Tonopah Placers Co., a subsidiary,

put three dredges into operation during the year, repaying
$56,000 of their Indebtedness to the company. Dividends at

the rate of 75% were paid, amounting to $150,000 and the
outstanding preferred stock, with interest, amounting to

$380,557, w-as retired.

Wallaroo & Moonta Alining and Smelting Co., Ltd., of Austra-
lia, reports that during 1916 a profit of £231.504 was made, after

allowing a charge of £14.540 for state income tax, £2809 for royal-

ties on mineral leases and £747 for underestimation of Federal
income tax for 1915. Two dividends, totaling £140,000, were paid.

Among the interesting charges is one of £136,000 to taxation
reserve account, invested as a provision against Federal and
war-time profits taxation. The average price realized from copper
was £113 3s. The Wallaroo mine produced 57.572 tons of ore
which yielded 5111 tons Cu, an average of 8.88%. The Moonta
mine produced 9935 tons of ore Avhich yielded 1364 tons Cu. an
average of 13.71%. The cementation plant at Moonta produced
878 tons of precipitate which yielded 648 tons Cu. an average of

73.72%. The smeltery treated 72.046 tons of cuperiferous mate-
rial : from which was recovered 7653 tons Cu. 3027 oz. Au and
2884 oz. Ag. Of sulphuric acid 6930 tons was produced at a cost

of £1 5s. 5d. per ton. The cost of production of copper was: Min-
ing, including rep.airs and maintenance. £64 7s. lid. ; smelting,

including repairs and maintenance, £13. 8s.: shipping charges and
offlce expense, £2 lis. id.: a total of £80 7s. per ton, or approxi-

mately 6.8d. (13.6c.) per lb. of copper, no credit being allowed for

gold and silver value, which amounted to approximately 0.36c.

per lb. of copper. Copper to the amount of 300 tons per month
has been contracted for 1917 to Kynoch. Ltd., Birmingham, and
the re.st of the product for the year, estimated at 300 tons, has
been sold to the British Munitions Department and to the Indian

mints and local Australian consumers at £116 13s. 4d. fob.
."Sydney. N. S. W.
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A 375-Ft. Smeltery Stack
By a. J. M. Proskauer*

There was recently completed at the Collinsville plant

of the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Co., a reinforced

tile-concrete chimney that is unusual in several respects.

The principal dimensions of tlie stack are as follows:

375 ft. high above foundation, outside diameter at bot-

tom 33 ft., outside diameter at top 17 ft. 4 in., inside

diameter at top 16 ft.; foundation 4.5 ft. square, with
a maximum thickness of 8 ft; the wall is 12| in.

thick at tlie bottom of the round column and 8 in. thick

at the top.

There were used in the construction of this chinmev
2250 bbl. of cement, 657 tons of tile, 1500 cu.yd. of sand
and gravel and 115,000 lb. of reinforcing steel. The

A 375-PT. SMELTERY STACK AT COLLINSVILLE. ILL.
In No. 1 is shown a general view of the completed stack ; No. 2

IS a closer view of the shaft and ladder ; No. 3 is a part-sectional
view of the Wiederholdt tile

weight of the chimney and foundation is G,376,000 lb.

In proportion to its size it is the lightest weight struc-

ture of its kind ever built. The pressure on soil at

the toe of foundation, when wind is blowing at one hun-
dred miles per hour, is a fraction more than three tons

per square foot.

•Civil engineer, 620 National Bank of Commerce Bulldingr, St
Louis, Mo.

Illllllllllllllll Illllllliiilliillllllllllll m

The chimney is built according to the Wiederholdt
system of reinforced tile-concrete construction, wherein
hard-burnt tile of special shape are used for forms and
these are filled with concrete and reinforcing steel. By
this means there is no occasion for moving forms and as
a result a more perfect concrete construction is obtained.
The face of the tile is 12 in. wide and 9 in. high. The

ERECTING THE REINFORCED TILE-CONCRETE STACK

tile gives the chimney the appearance of having been
built of brick and is pleasing to the eye. In ad-
dition, the tile being absolutely acid proof, the interior of
the chimney is not affected by the gases and the ex-
terior sufi'ers no deterioration from the action of the
elements and condensation of gases.

The chimney is to be used in connection with a bag-
hou.se for carrying off gas that contains a small per-

centage of SO,. The Wiederholdt Construction Co., of

St. Louis, Mo., built the chimney.

'm

Counter-Current Decantation at the

Golden Leaf Mill

The annual report of the Bannock Gold llining Co.
gives interesting details of the results to be anticipated

from the new counter-current decantation unit at the

Golden Leaf Mill, Bannock, Jlont., designed by 6. W.
AVood and expected to be in operation on Apr. 1.

The mill, of 150-ton capacit}-, was designed on the

results of detailed experimental tests, the system adopted
being the above-mentioned method with Dorr equipment.
The plant has been arranged to be suitiible for the opera-

tion of either one of two flow sheeis, of 600 or 750 tons'

capacity of solution precipitated, thus permitting effective

operation with ore of different grades. The change can be

made from one system to the other without shutting down
the mill.

The te;;ts showed a chemical consuin))tion of cyanide
amounting to 0.6 lb. and a mechanical lo.«s of an equal

amount, making a total of about 1| lb. per ton. The
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time lu't'dcd for cU'ec'tive setloiiiriii and ryanidc^ prolectioii

has been eslimutcd at 14 lb. per ton. On this ba.sis the

total cost for operating the mill has been i'oreeast as

$1.25 per ton of ore. The recoveries (extractions?) indi-

cated from the ])pliminary tests were 97.4% of the ^old

and (i7.8% of the siher or an ore cjround to pass 150-niesli,

the use of a 3-11). cyanide solution and ajiitalion for 21

hours. The hisjh cyanide loss is noteworthy and doubt-

less arises from the use of a strenutli of solution somewhat
out of proportion to the t;rade and ajiparent character

of the ore. Operating results, especially with reference

to precipitation costs, will be awaited with interest.

Distribution of labor is shown as follows: •

''I cruslier i^an
1 millman

I

1 solution man
II precipitation man

Night shift, 4 p.m. tu mid- I 1 millman
night

/ 1 solution man
Graveyard shift, midnight to i 1 millman

S a.m. j 1 solution man
m

Tube Mill Discharge Screen
By a. W. Allen*

Tube mills are usually filled with pebbles to a point on
a level with or slightly above the center line. This

necessitates a screen at the discharge end, which serves

two purposes—to permit free discharge of pulp and also

pebbles and broken rock of a size too small to be of any

grinding value in the mill, and to retain the larger

pebbles. It is also convenient if the discharge screen

Day shift, S a.m. to 4 p.m.

Passage for

Pulp Discharge

RETAINING PLATE FOR TUBE-MILL, DISCHARGE OPENING

permits the examination of the interior of the mill during

operation, and it should be capable of quick and easy

removal. The ordinary circular grizzly screen is inclined

to become "blinded" and is dilficult to remove, as it

invariable becomes tightly wedged in the liner with sand.

In order to insure maximum discharge and to obviate

the other disadvantages mentioned, a screen according

to the accompanying cut was designed and proved satis-

factory in practice. This consists merely of a circular

plate of steel punched with holes of a predetermined

size (according to pebble-discharge requirements) and

'Metallurgical engineer, 309 Broadway. New York.

of a cli.niieti'r equal to the inside diameter of the tnuiion

liner less the combined diameter of two holes. This jtlate

is bolted centrally to a "spider," wliieli in turn is held

in plae(> against the trunion liner by means of three set-

scr(!vvs. The threads of the latter should form a tight

lit with the tapjjed holes in the "spider," and no locknuts

will then be necessary.

Density-Composition Relations in

Copper-Sulphate Electrolytes

According to a recent publication of the Bureau of

Standards ("Sei. Paper No. 275) the effect on the density

of an electrolyte of one gram per liter of CuSO^.511^0
is practically identical with that produced by 1 gram per

liter of H2SO4. Therefore, if the density of a solution

containing these sub.stances be known, then the amount
of the two in grams per liter is also known. If the

amount of either then be determined, the other may be

found by difference. The accompanying table is given of

the effect of the substances.

CONCENTRAnoN OF ELECTROLYTES OF GU'EN DENSITY
25° C 40° C.
Grams per Liter Orurim per Liter

Density CuSO. . 5H,OH-HjS04 Density CuSO, . 511,0 -|-HjSO.

I 01 20 I 01 .26
1 02 36 I 02 .43
I 03 52 1 03 60
I 04 68 1 04 7o
1 05 84 I 05 93
1 06 100 I 06 110
I 07 117 I 07 127
I 08 133 1 08 144
1 09 150 1 09 16!

1 10 166 1 10 178
1 II 183 1 11 195
1 12 200 1 12 212
I 13 217 1 13 229
1 14 234 1 14 247
I 15 251 1 15 265
1 lb 268 1 16 282
1 17 286 1 17 300
1 18 303 1 18 318
1 19 321 1 19 336
1 20 339 1 20 354
I 21 357 I 21 372
I 22 375 1.22 390
1 23 393 1 23 408

1 24 427

m

Rustproofing Iron and Steel

Rendering iron and steel rustproof by changing the

surface to basic phosphate salts of iron is the basis of a

recent patent, says Page's Engineering Weekly, Oct. 13,

1916.

Iron placed in a weak solution of phosphoric acid is

attacked and an adherent coat of insoluble ferrous phos-

phate is formed, which an oxidizing agent makes basic

in character and black. The patentee takes advantage of

the fact that the more acid phosphate salts of calcium,

magnesium, barium, or other alkali earth metals in solu-

tion, react much less violently than when free phosphoric

acid is present. By using hydrated manganic oxide and
air as oxidizing agents in the presence of this acid phos-

phate, a layer of ferrosoferric phosphate is formed of

suitable thickness and black, rendering the metal rust-

proof.

m
Arid-ResiNting: Bbbs for FilterinB Smelting Gases have been

patented by Donald M. Cameron, of LoweU, Mass., who states
that camel's hair or other fibers, which have longitudinal striations,

are more resistant to acid gases than wool because there are no
lines of weakness at right angles to the long axis. The difficulty

with wool fiber is stated to be the weakening of the wool at right

angles to the thi'ead on account of the scale-like formation which
is characteristic of its structure. Mr. Cameron's patent (U. S. Pat.

1,190.512. .luly, 191C) specifies a bag "composed of yarn con-

structed of fiber, the striations of which are longitudinal and free

of scale-like formation,"
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Events and Economics of the War
iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiininniiiiiiiitittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii

Kesults ol' the past week sliow a lialance iu lavor ot

the Allies. The success of the English blow at Messines

proves the superiority that may yet be fatal to the

Germans. The naval raid on Ostend is said to have great-

ly lessened that port's value as a submarine base.

An invasion of Italy by Mackensen with troops from

the Eastern front is said to be threatened. The Italians

are on the defensive on the Carso but are attacking in the

Trentino.

Eussia remains inactive. The voice of revolt is heard

both in Sweden and Spam, where most of the people are

pro-Ally.

The IT-I)oat continues less effective, whatever may he

the reason.

In this country the chief items of importance have

been the success of registration and the final drive for

the Liberty Loan.

Taxes Versus Loans

In a discussion of the House Eevenue bill, Edwin R.

A. Seligmau, the Professor of Political Economy at

Columbia, says in part

:

If war expenditures cannot be defrayed entirely from

loans or entirely from taxes, the problem remains, what

should be the proportion between loans and taxes?

It is easily to be seen why Secretary McAdoo shrank

from placing an undue reliance upon loans. He had

before him the warning example of Secretary Chase dur-

ing the civil war, whose undue reliance on loans soon

compelled the Government to resort to the fatal expedient

of greenbacks, from which it took us fifteen years to ex-

tricate ourselves. But when he hit upon the plan of

50-50% ; that is, of raising one-half of all domestic war
expenditures by taxes, the question arises whether he

did not go too far.

The relative proportion of loans to taxes is a purely

business proposition. Not to rely to a large extent on

loans at the outset of a war is a mistake. Modern busi-

ness is based upon credit. To abandon the use of credit

is to revert to primitive economic conditions and to

lessen social productivity. But the loans incurred by the

Government must be proportioned to its earning capacity

;

that is, its taxes. If these are too low its credit will

suffer; if too high the social productivity will suffer.

High taxes should, indeed, be levied. But taxes ought

to be imposed only up to this danger line which marks
the impairment of social pi'oductivity. In the first year

of a great war, where the maintenance of stable busi-

ness conditions is of the utmost importance, a large

l)art of the war expenditures should come from loans.

To do otherwise would be to fly in the face of business

practice.

The disadvantages of excessive taxes at the outset of

file war are:

1. Excessive taxes on consuniption will cause popular

resentment.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

2. Excessive taxes on industry will ilisarrange business,

damp enthusiasm, and restrict the spirit of enterprise.

3. Excessive taxes on incomes will deplete the surplus

available for investments and interfere with the placing

of later loans.

4. Excessive taxes on wealth will cause a serious di-

luinution of incomes which largely support educational

and philanthropic enterprises.

5. Excessive taxation at the outset of the war will

reduce the elasticity available for the increasing demands
that are soon to come.

The fifty-fifty policy has never even been remotely

approached by any country in the world. It is difficult to

see what reasons exist to warrant the adoption of such

a course. Take Britain as an example. During the

first year she increased taxes only slightly, in order to

keep industries going at top notch. During the second

she raised, by new taxes, only 9% of her war expendi-

tures. During the third .^he levied, by additional taxes

(over and above the pre-war level), only slightly more
than 17% of her war expenses.

Is there not a wide discrepancy between the 17%
imposed by Great Britain in the third year of war and

the •">0% sought to be imposed in the first 3'ear of our

war ?

Eustis and Clark Dropped by Goethals

As a result of their denunciation of General Goethals

in the row oyer the building of wooden ships, F. A.

Eustis and F. Huntington Clark are out of the Emergen-

c}' Fleet Corporation. Eustis, Assistant General Man-
ager of the corporation, and Clark, both of them mining

engineers, who are convinced not only that the program

to construct 1000 wooden ships was practical, but that

its adoption might be the deciding factor in the war

against Germany, broke over the traces on June 7 and

in formal statements placed their case before the people.

The statement in which it was intimated that General

Goethals was throwing away 2,000,000 or more tons of

wooden ships which could be biiilt without interfering

with his steel ship program, was the direct outgrowth

of the address the General made in New York before

the Iron and Steel Institute, when he characterized the

wooden ships plan as "hopeless." This address was made
without consultation with Chairman Denman of the

Shipping Board or any other member of that board of

the Executive Council of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion.

In a letter to Mr. Denman, Gen. Goethals said : "The

usefulness of these two gentlemen in this oi'ganization

is at an end. Mr. Eustis was retained at your suggestion

and given a position of responsibility. How he has ful-

filled his duties his statement to the press discloses.

"Fiider the circumstances. I am accepting the resigna-

tion of Mr. Eustis as a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the United States Emergency Fleet Corpora-
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tion and discharging him I'rom the sorvioe Tor lack of

loyalty and niisslateniout and niisrcpresontation nf fact.

This applies to his cnipldyincnl with the corporation,

and, of course, has no hearing on the dual position he

occupies as agent of the Sliip])ing Board. Mr. Clark is

to be dismissed from the service for similar I'casons."

Mr. Eustis is still in the employ of the (Jovernment

as Shipping Board Agent and has no intention of resign-

ing from th(> Shi])ping I'mnid nnl is asked to do

so.

m

Hope for Russia

The most heartening sign of the times in Russia is

the firm and enthusiastic determination of all the ablest

business men of the nation that the new republic shall

remain faithful to the Allies and shall make no separate

peace with Germany.
There has just ended here the largest meeting the

Union of Commerce and Industry ever has held. This

union is similar to an American chamber of commerce.

Its members are the progressive business men, the manu-
facturers, the bankers of Russia.

These men discussed the whole situation of Russia and

the war. They listened to speeches by their most prom-

inent members. They heard what representatives of all

the allied embassies had to say.

And then, not only without a single dissenting voice,

but amid storms of cheers, they passed a resolution

which ends in these words:

"However heavy the trials may be which fate has in

store for Russia and her allies, Russia will remain faith-

ful to the end to those allies, to whom she is plighted

for life and death. Russia will not live with the brand

of traitor on her forehead and eternal remorse and shame

in her heart."

Neutrals' Food in Neutral Ships

Neutral ({overnments are to be informed by the new

American food administration that if they wish foodstuffs

and other commodities from the United States they will

have to furnish virtually all the shipping for its trans-

portation. The shipping problem is of the gravest con-

cern to Hoover, who is understood to have decided upon

a plan which will free American vessels for the allied

trade almost exclusively.

One plan involves the taking over by neutral ship-

ping of a large part of America's Pacific trade where

at present there is no danger from submarines. This

will allow the diversion of American shipping in that

trade to the transatlantic trade with the allied Govern-

ments.

The endjargo jiowers conferred in the espionage bill

will be a powerful weapon in the hands of the food ad-

ministration to induce the neutrals to employ their ship-

ping so that this country can concentrate its energies

jn sujiplying its allies.

The food administration has been greatly distuiiicd

l)y (he row in the Shipping Board and the Emergency

Fleet Corporation at a time w-hen the greatest harmony

and haste in ship construction ar(! imperative. Italy,

according to the Italian mission, is in serious need of

:oal so tliat her railroads and munitions plants may be

'<ept junuing.

Negotiations are under way with Brazil to have the W
German ships seized by that Government put into tlx;

North and South American trade if possible, so tiiat

the Anu-rican ships now on tho.se routes also may be

released for the allied trade so far as they are suitable.

Miners Exempt from Draft

The Federal Trade Conuiiission has recommended
strongly to Congress that coal miners be exempted in

the army draft and that everything possible be done to

urge them to remain at their normal tasks.

Building the Ships

(len. (joethals, general manager of the Hmergency
Fleet Corporation of the Shipping Board, announced

Jlay '21, that ;i,S contracts had l)een executed to date for

steel and wooden steamships. The list of ships contracted

for follows: Merrill-Stevens company, Jacksonville, Fla.,

13 wooden cargo-carrying steamships complete and four

cargo carrying all steel ships complete: I..0S Angeles

Shipbuilding and Dry Docking Co., Long Beach, Cal.,

eight cargo-carrying all-steel ships complete; G. M.
Standifer Construction Corporation, Portland, Ore., 10

wooden cargo-carrying steamships complete; Peninsular

Shiplniilding Co., Portland, Ore., four wooden cargo

vessels complete.

Engineer Regiment Order

The commanding generals of the departments in which

the following named Reserve Engineer Regiments are

stationed have been directed to order into active service

any or all members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps who
have been assigned to such regiments whenever their

services may be required under the mobilization plans

:

First Reserve Engineers, New York City, Second Reserve

Engineers, St. Louis, Mo., Third Reserve Engineers,

Chicago, 111., Fourth Reserve Engineers, Boston, Mass.,

Fifth Reserve Engineers, Pittsburgh, Penn., SLxth Re-

serve Engineers, Detroit, Mich., Seventh Reserve Engi-

neers, Atlanta, Ga., Eighth Reserve Engineers, San

Francisco, Calif., Ninth Reserve Engineers, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Mr. Dodge's Gift to the Red Cross

One million dollars was contributed the other day

by Cleveland II. Dodge to the American Red Cross, on

condition that 24 others give a like amount each. Mr.

l>odge is chairman of ihe finance committee of the Red

Cross w'ar council, which is seeking to raise $100,000,-

000 toward the fund. Announcement of this generous

contriliution was made by Seward Prosser, chairman of

ihe executive committee. In discussing the gift Mr.

Prosser said

:

"Mr. Dodge's gift is conditional, but I am confident,

as we all are, that the conditions will be fulfilled and

thus bring to us Mr. Dodge's $1,000,000 in bulk. Mr.

Dodge believes that in order to raise $100,000,000 it will

be necessary to obtain at least $-.'.").000.000 in cont-ibu-

tions of $1.()00.(){)0 each.
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What the German Army Surrendered

"'I'Ik' liln'rati'd territory around liievin ami l.i'iis," a

Paris linaiK'ial (.orres])oiident writes to Loinlon, "'contains

some fifteen groups of collieries, which in times of peace

])roduced coal to the extent of some 4,500,000 tons a year.

The Germans do not apjiear actually to have worked theso

coal-fiekls, but. tlie machinery has been destroyed, and
the pits have been flooded, so that it is estimated that

from eigliteen to twenty months will be necessary before

coal-getting can be resumed."

The Naval Contracts

Secretary Daniel-; announced on May 21 that all naval

vessels authorized I'v Congress had been contracted for

except three dreadnoughts and a few minor auxiliary

craft. Besides the war-craft specifically ])rovided f.;.,

the department had ordered many additional destroyers,

submarine chasers by the hundred, and added today

twenty-four seagoing tugs of 1000 tons displacement, to

he used both as towboats and mine sweepers.

The submarines, destroyers, and tugs all will be built

on the cost-])lus-tpn-per-cent. profit plan, the Navy De-

partment arranging for the delivery of material.

To Buy Alaska Railroad

Secretary Lane announces that arrangements are being

made for the purchase of the privately owned Tanana
Valley Railroad. This road runs from Fairbanks to

Chatanika, with a branch to Chena, and traverses a coun-

try of agricultural and mineral wealth. It will become a

part of the Government railroad system now under con-

struction in Alaska, the main line of which runs from

Seward to Fairbanks and will make available for mining

operations in the Fairbanks district the coal in the Nanana
Petroleum Gesellschaft, the chief German subsidiary,

the main line.

Computations of the experts in the Quartermaster

Corps, says the Armji and Navy Jmirnal, show that the

next estimates for subsistence of the army will have to

be on a basis of a S^c. daily ration, as compared with 27c.

only four months ago. A further indication of the effect

of the rising cost of all materials is shown in the state-

ment that the per capita cost of "personal equipment" in

the Q.JI.C. estimates for the new anny is $194, against

$175 about six months ago. This equipment includes

shoes, socks, uniforms, half of a shelter tent and other

things necessary to place a man in the field after his arms

are sup]ilied. In the case of rifles the cost has jumped
in a year from $12..50 to $19.50.

000,000. Wlial wc Germans dreaded liecomes a terrible

reality. American millinnaircs jjropose to take the (ield

with muscles and money bags against the (Scrman empire."'

W.

Vice President Dixon of the Pennsylvania R.R. argues

that the ^T^% increase in freight rates demanded by rail-

roads would i;ot oidy be a business tonic, but would actu-

ally lower the cost of living. For a family living in an
interior city like Pittsburgh he found that the increase

would add only ^.(W.'ic. to the total cost of its weekly

supply of food. With that money, he says, the railroads

would so increase terminal and transportation facilities

that eventually the prices of foodstuffs would be decreased

far more than the proposed freight rate increase.

According to the Boston Globe the action of Allies in

discontinuing J. P. Morgan & Co. as fi.scal agents will

.save them over $100,000,000 commissions on $3,000,-

000,000 Anicric'an loan to bo spent here. Future trans-

actions will be handled direct with Federal Reserve banks.

It would be interesting to know liow much J. P. Morgan
& Co. had saved the Allies by intelligent buying. An
or<l:iiary buying commission is 2%. It costs money to

buy well, just as it does to sell.

Domestic asbestos production can be stimulated greatly,

J. S. Diller states in his report to the Geological Sur-

vey covering the war conditions affecting this mineral.

He urges intensive prospecting in all areas of peridotite

and pyroxenite rocks more or less altered to serpentine.

He points out the necessity of conserving the Arizona sup-

ply of high-grade fiber,' with its small percentage of iron

which makes it so necessary for use in electric insulation.

It has just been learned that the Standard Oil Co. of

Ne\v Jersey sold its stock in the Deutsche-Auienkanische

Petroleum Ge!<sellschaft, the chief German subsidiary,

more than two years ago, when it became evident that the

war would involve the United States.

The United States Railroad Commission to the Russian

(Government, headed by John F. Stevens, former Chief

Engineer of the Panama Canal, arrived in Vladivostok on

June 2.

On June 4 the British fleet attacked Ostend, damaging

it to an extent such as to impair its use as a German base.

The German destrover S-20 was sunk in this action.

Italy and R\issia already have missions in this country,

and Norway is about to disjiati'li one whirh will include

the explorer Nansen.

Berlin Zeilung am MiUaij says: "We do not under-

estimate the American danger where it really exi.sts,

namely, after the wai' on commercial questions, but for

the Entente's momentary needs America has nothing to

offer but a blown egg-shell." It adds that the loans to

France and Italy so far amount to a mere tip to keep those

countries quiet. "Out oi' mountainous millions promised

develops a puny advance of $100,000,000 for Italy and

France. Italy gets pocket money to tlie tune of $25,-

Ilaig's men broke the German lines, o\\ June 7, taking

5000 men and positions held by Germans for two and a

half years.

i*!

An in\asion of Italy by Austria with troops from the

Russian front under Mackcnscn is fearcMl.

Gen. Pershing and staff arrived in England on June 8.
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Granby Smelting Works, Anyox, B. C. I
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GENERAL, VIEW OF SMELTING WORKS AND POWER PLANT OP GRANBY CONSOLIDATED MIXING. SMELTING
AND POWER CO., LTD.

INTERIOR OP THE GRANBY POWER HOUSE AT ANYOX, B. C.

Showing waterwheels and blowers for the blast furnaces



JuiR' Hi. i!ur KXlilNKKlJlNG AND MINING JOUKNAL lor?

FEED AXn TAPPING FLOORS OF THE GRANBY FURNACES AT ANYOX, B. C.
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TWO VIEWS IN THR CONVERTING PKrAMTMEXT OF TIIK ANYOX SMELTERY
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The Situation of the Metals

Interei«t is now centered on copper and lead. Zinc

is the neglected sister. It had its day, and a glorious

day it was. It is scarcely likely to have a repetition

of it. On the other hand, it looks as if lead was coming

in for somewhat the same sort of thing that zinc en-

joyed in 1915. The price for it is already about three

times the normal of ante helium days and it is having

the unusual prestige of selling for a higher price than

zinc, the usual condition being the other way around.

The explanation of the situation in lead is simple

;

namely, the consumptive demand is more violent than

the productive ability. Now, lead production is made
by fewer and stronger concerns than is zinc. It is not

possible for new people to go into the business so readily

as it was in zinc. Nor is there the same extravagance

of ideas, the same relish of inflated prices. On the

contrary, the principal producers deprecate the advance

to high levels. They have done all they could to re-

strain it. They know that high prices inevitalilv pre-

vent some of their customers from using lead, and some

day they will want those customers whom high prices

have driven away. They know, moreover, that there

will inevitably be a disturbance of labor conditions that

will not be easily corrected. Furthermore, the contrac-

tual relations between producers and manufacturers,

which had been established for mutual security in or-

dinary times, are being seriously dislocated.

But no matter how averse the producers of far-sight-

edness may be to extravagant prices for lead, the natural

law of supply and demand prevails as always and the

price for the metal is bound to go to the point that

demand decrees. Consumption has got to strangle it-

self, and in doing so it must apparently accomplish

that mthout much assistance from increasing production,

for in the case of lead production does not, and can-

not, increase very rapidly. In this industry the trouble

is not with the smelting and refining capacity, but M'ith

the mines.

The delay on the part of the Government in signi-

fying its requirement for lead and the uncertainty about

that is a very disturbing factor in the market. In-

volved with this is the fact that the major part of all

tlie lead that is produced is turned over to the consum-

ers (manufacturers) on average price contracts. At

any time the quantity of free lead is relatively small.

The reason why the outside market, as it is sometimes

called, has lately ruled higher than the contract price

published by the American Smelting and Hclining Co.

is simply that so large a part of the production is booked

for consumption at that contract price. If it were not

so, the price for all the lead would manifestly be a mean.

Now, if the Government comes in' and contracts for

a quantity of lead, the amount of free lead will be fur-

ther diminished and what remains will go to the highest

bidder. Some consumers will have to buy it almost

regardless of price. Thus, the manufacturer of Icai]

arsenate for horticultural spraying would probably con-

tiime to take in lead at a nmch higher price; similarly,

the builder of sulphuric-acid chambers. But the point

will !)e reached at which the plumber will use galvanized

pipe instead of lead pipe, and the corroder will lose busi-

ness to the manufacturer of zinc and barium pigments

and through people postponing the painting of their

houses.

But it is possible that the Government's requirement

for lead might exceed the present tonnage of free lead,

in which event the existing contracts would have to be

trimmed down by force majeure. In other words, the

Government, jjrobably through the lead committee, would

restrict the lead to be supplied for ordinary consump-

tion. Whether it would do that pro rata, or whether it

woiild give preference to indispensable uses, or what it

would do, nobody knows. The whole question is highly

complicated, and because it is so and because of the

uncertainty are some reasons why the lead market is

behaving as it is.

The copper market also is very strong, but in an or-

derly way. Here likewise the delay on the part of the

Government is a factor, but perhaps less .so than in the

case of lead. The lead producer does not normally sell

far ahead, except through his contractual system. The
copper producer, on the contrary, figures even in normal

times on having his order book well tilled for several

months ahead. At the present time the copper producers

are not sold so far ahead as they were last November,
which is due to the fact that the foreign governments

have not yet negotiated for their supplies in the latter

half of the year. There has been during the last six

weeks some very good domestic business, which has prob-

al)ly been placed in anticipation of congestion later, just

as there was active business last fall immediately before

the placing of the great orders.

The great economic factor in the copper market at

present seems to be that production does not increase

much in spite of increased refining capacity. An ex-

planation of this may be that our plants have been so

taxed during the last two years that they cannot do so

much as they used to, along with which is diminished

efficiency of labor. Thus it may be that when we had
a refining capacity of 2i billion pounds per annum wc

got 100% efficieuc)', while with three billion pounds of

capacity . and 83^% efficiency we would get only the

the same production as formerly. These figures are not

given as statistics, but are offered merely as illustrating

an idea.

The situation in zinc may be dismissed with the few

words that smelters have unsold stocks. The zinc mar-

ket is ill a perfectly normal condition on an elevated

plateau of price, at which many producers do not, owing

1o higher costs of labor and material, make any more

money than they used to at low proces, while of course

those miners who produce high-grade ore still reap fabu-

lous returns.
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The Ship Controversy
Tlip dismissal of Messrs. Eustis and Clark by Ocnoral

Goetlials is of interest to us for several reasons, among
«lii( ii is the fact that both Eustis and Clark to wliom

the idea of wooden ships was due, are mining engin-

eers. We had pride in seeing what looked like an ex-

traordinarily useful idea emanate from our profession,

which we hold to be the most versatile and broadest of

all the engineering branches. Now, when America went

into the war and the Government connnitted itself to

a shipliuilding program, the man to whom all eyes turned

naturally was General Goethals. His was the name to

conjure with. He was marked as the shipbuilder just

as Hoover was as the food administrator. In them

the public had confidence, and under them ships could

be built and food sup]ilies could he administered. With-

out Goethals the project of building ships, wooden or

any other kind, would probably have been still a matter

of academic discussion.

We have heard that General Goethals is a man of

arbitrary methods. The man who does things, such as

building Panama Canals, is apt to be. He is likely to

have but little patience with stockholders' meetings, or

Congress, or politicians, or even with subordinates. It

is well known that almost from- the day of his ap])oint-

ment. General Goethals had friction with Mr. Denman,
chairman of the Federal Shipping Board. He also had

friction with Mr. Eustis and Mr. Clark. The friction

was undoid)tedly mutual, but who was the sandpaper and

who the board we do not pretend to say.

As between General Goethals and Mr. Denman the

matter was hushed up (by Mr. Denman). If it had
ever come out and become subject to the verdict of

po]iular opinion, is there any doubt as to what wovdd
have happened to Mr. Denman? He would have lasted

about as long as a snowball in—well, in Death Valley

in August. As between General Goethals and Messrs.

Eustis and Clark the (4eneral simply fired them for

insubordination. They naturally felt chagrined that

their scheme for wooden ships had not been preem-

inently adopted. General Goethals had decided that

standardized steel ships woidd better be built. We think

that Messrs. Eustis and Clark were ill-advised. They
might have assisted in the building of a fleet on the

lines they dreamed, although perhaps not so extensively

as they hoped and not as the means of salvation on which
all eyes were centered, but probably they would have

got something and in that connection., and others, would
have done useful work for the country; whereas, as it

is, no matter what may be their grievances, the country

says "Genei'al Goethals dismissed them. So be it,"

and thinks no more of the matter.

:^

The North Butte Fire
The fire in the Speculator shaft of the North Butte

Alining Co. at Butte, Mont., on June 9, was one of the

greatest cnlnmities in the history of American metal

mining, indeed of metal mining anywhere. The total

loss of life is not yet known. It looks as if it would
be upward of 100. This is greatly in excess of the

fatalities in the fire in the North ]\lount Lycll mine,

Oct. 12, 1912, when 12 were killed, which was character-

ized at that time as the most disastrous metal-mine ac-

tMent of recent years.

So far as we can judge from lh(> information com-
niuiiicat(>d by the company and our own corrcspoiulcnt

ill liuilc. the origin (if the accident in the Speculator

shaft was pure carelessness, gross carelessness, criminal

carelessness on the part of a shift-bo.ss.

We have discussed the subject of mine fires in previous

editorials in the Journal upon the occasions of other dis-

asters. The North Butte fire teaches no new lesson,

reveals no jn-eviously unsuspected danger. The com-
ments of years ago upon other, similar disa.sters may
.simply be reiterated now. Fire is the most teri'ible

disaster that is likely to happen in a metal mine, and the

only sure way to avoid it is eternal vigilance and the

exclusion of all chances that may result in ignition of

inflammable material, no matter bow trivial they may
be. A very small fire may produce a very great quantity

of poisonous and suffocating ga.s—very great as com-
pared with the volume of the underground openings in

which it is confined—and cause great loss of life.

The other lesson of the North Butte fire is also nothing
but a repetition of the old ones ; namely, the importance
of providing more than one outlet from all parts of the

mine where it is possible to do so. North Butte was
probably not derelict in that respect, for we read of some
of its men escaping through other workings and into

other mines. But it was impossible in North Butte,

nor is it possible in any mine, to provide two outlets

from every part. The mere act of driving a drift

creates temporarily at lea.sf, a blind alley, and in every

mine there is bound to be a certain number of such
tra].is : that is, workings from which there is only one
outlet. Some of the men who were rescued from the

North Butte mine walled themselves in such a place

and kept the poisonous gas from entering, living in their

pocket of air until the rescuers relieved them.

The only thing that we think of that might have re-

duced the fatality in the North Butte mine, the accident

having happened, is an immediate general alarm. That
may have been given in North Butte. The reports so

far sa)' nothing on that subject. The press dispatches

do speak, however, of men being overcome by the in-

visible, odorless, poisonous gas before they knew that

anything was wrong. Every mine should have a sys-

tem of general alarm, such as flashing the electric lights,

the meaning of which is understood to be that some
grave danger is impending and that every man should

instantly make his way out of the mine by certain routes.

The New York Section of the American Institute

of Alining Engineers has decided that, as a patriotic

duty, regular monthly meetings will be held throughout

the summer. The Government' is known to be attack-

ing some serious problems connected with the metals,

and the members believe that they may be of material

assistance in their solution. Since it is important that

as many minds as possible be concentrated upon these

problems, it is urged that every engineer should make
it one of bis duties to be present. The problems will

he presented to the Section through the medium of ]K>r-

sonal addresses by (Tovernment oflTicials and technolo-

gists.

The total amount subs< rilied to Beliiian Kiddies. Ltd.,

I'll to date is $97,307.91.
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The first issue of "The 8i)plter Jminuil,"' tlie new organ

of the Butte & Superior Mining Co.'.s safety and elficieney

department, has reached us. By way of introduction

it is pointed out that the initial issue of the niajiazine

is not intended to mark the inception of the Safety First

organization at the property, hut to serve as an aid to

further efficiency. Publications of this kind perform

useful work—we wish success to this one.

According to the annual report of the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co. 93% of the total of 19,850,31.5

miles of wire in use in their service is copper. The 11,-

4G8,525 miles of underground conduits and cables repre-

sent an outlay of $22^,000.000. How would you like to

take a contract to lay a mile of telephone wii-e in a con-

duit underground, "finding" wire, conduit, labor and your

own profit in $22. which is what each mile averages the

Bell Telephone company?

North Butte Mine Fire

Butte Coerespoxdenoe

The most disastrous fire in the history of metal mining

In-oke out in the Granite :Mountain shaft of the North

Butte Mining Co., about midnight on Friday, June 8.

and has apparently cost the lives of about lfi2 men (75

known dead and 88 missing) causing a direct material

loss to the company ou account of damage to the mine,

and a further loss of about one million dollars as com-

pensation to relatives and dependents of the miners. In

spite of many serious and peculiar fires that have broke

out in various large copper mines of -the Butte district

in particular, this latest and most disastrous fire is gener-

ally accepted as a result of another accident. Ernest

Sallau, assistant foreman at the mine, who was killed,

caused the fire by allowing his carbide lamp to come in

contact with the insulation of a large cable which was

being lowered into the mine and got away from the

ropemen. It fell to and piled at the 2400-ft. station.

While examining the broken cable, Sallau was warned

by an assistant that he was too close to the cable with

tiie lamp. Sallau paid no attention to the warning

and the insulation caught fire. The assistant extin-

guished the fire and again warned Sallau and then turned

away to other work. Sallau again set fire to the cable

and" the blaze instantly spread, attacking tlie tinilier of

the shaft.

Before the mine was filled with smoke only nine of

the 423 men employed on the shift had cscai)ed from

the mine. Others later fought their way through drifts

to adjoining mines and then breaking down bulkheads

making their escape. Several groujjs of miners walled

themselves in blind drifts and shut out the smoke and

gas. Thirty of these had been rescued alive on June

11. ManusDuggan, 27, a nipper, was one of the heroes

of the disaster. He led 29 men awnv from the gas and

got them to build a bulkhead in a blind drift on the

2200 level where he held them for 38 hours. W lien the air

became bad, the men wanted to In-eak down tlie bulk-

head and go into the gas-filled drifts. By jicrsuasion

niid force, Duggaii held them to the last po.ssihlc iiiiii-

nle. When the air outside had improved, he led tiieni to

llie shaft, where he rang for a cage. While the <-agi'

was descending, Uuggan suddenly lost his head and

told tlie men to follow him. Three obeyed and they

(lisappuared in the direction whence they had coine. The
ileaii body of one of the four has been found but Duggaii

and two companions are still missing, there being little

doubt that they are now dead. The 24 men who waited

at the shaft were rescued. The safety-first and helmet

• •rews of the Anaconda mines, and the safety men from

the U. S. Bureau of Mines did heroic work in .searching

the mine for survivors and bringing out the dead. Men
at ])umps remained at their posts until they dropped un-

conscious from gas.

The first official statement, issued liy the North Butte

Mining Co., from information in its hands on June 12,

follows

:

North Butte iUxixG Co.'s Statement

About midnight on Friday, June 8, 1917, a disastrous

and distressing fire occurred, with considerable loss of life,

in the Granite ^fountain shaft of the North Butte Alining

Co., starting ou the 2400-ft. level. From reliable informa-

tion obtained from the Butte mine office of the company,

the fire is attributed to the following cause : While lower-

ing an electric cable on a messenger rope in the Granite

Alountain shaft, the cable accidently slipped and was

carried down the shaft. In the fall the lead protective

covering was torn from a considerable portion of the cable,

exposing the oiled-fabric insulation. In cutting away the

cable to remove it from the shaft, a light was placed by

some employee too near the cable, setting fire to the oiled

fabric and the flame running up the cable set fire to the

shaft timbering.

The air current at the Granite Mountain shaft is down-

cast and the gases, part of which are almost odorless and

are colorless and ta-steless, affected the lower workings of

the mine, overcoming our workmen before they could be

warned or themselves realize the presence of carbon-dioxide

gas. The fans of the Speculator, Gem and Rainbow shafts,

which are tipcast, were innnediately reversed in order to

carry fresh air into the mine and change to upcast the cur-

rent of air in the Granite Mottntain shaft.

The alarm was spread throughout the mine and a large

number of the men were taken to the surface in safety

through the Speculator, High Ore, Diamond and Badger

State shafts. Rescue work was immediately commenced

by helmet crews from every available source and every

effoi't was made to get the survivors out of the mine and

to extend relief and succor to the suffering. The loss of

life was undoubtedly due, in large part, to the deadly ac-

tion of the insidious carbon-dioxide gas, and many of the

employees were probably overcame at work without notic-

ing or appreciating the fact that they were being affected.

At this time we cannot determine the exact number of

dead, but from latest reports, it will probably be upward

of 100. The property loss and the time it will take to

repair the shaft cannot be detennined just now. As the

Speculator shaft has been recently retimbered, mining

operations, will be resumed through it as soon as possible.

The effective aid rendered by the management and men
of the Anaconda mines, the Butte & Superior mine, the

Tuolumne mine and by the officials and citizens of Butte.

is acknowledged and most fully appreciated.
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New Publications

Rivistit del Servizio 3Iiiierarlo Nel 1915. Pp.
413. Ministero d'AgiicDltui'a, l.spetto-
rato TJelle Miiiiere, lioine.

Oeograpliif Ttihles and FurniulaN, Fourth
edition. Compiled bv Siimuel S. Gan-
nett. Pp. 388, illus. Bull. CSO, U. S. Geo-
logical Survey. Wa.shiiiRton.

The Southern Plains iif Alberta. Bv D. B.
Dowling. Pp. 200, iUu.s. Memoir 93.
Canada Department of Mines, Geologi-
cal Survey Branch, Ottawa.

Petroleum in 1915. By John D. Northrop.
Mineral Resources of the United States,
1915—Part II. Pp 202. illus. U. S.

Geological Survey, "Washington.

Water Rescjurces of the State of Oreffon.
Compiled and prepared under the direc-
tion of John H Lewis. Pp. 353, illus.

Bull. 4, State Engineer, Salem, Ore,

Fourteenth Biennial Report of the Bureau
of Mines of Colorado for lOl.S and 1916.
Fred Carroll. Commissioner, (i .\ 9, pp.
116. Colorado Bureau of Mines, Den-
ver.

Some Facts and Figures About North Caro-
lina and Her Natural Resources Pp
51 : second edition. North Carolina
Geological and Economic Survey, Ital-
eigh.

Fifteenth .Annual Report of the Teniiskani-
ing & Northern Ontario Railwa.v Con»-
niission for Year Ended Oct. 31. 1916.
Pp 466, illus .\ T AVilgress,
Toronto.

Jjialyses of Western Aastralian Rocks,
Meteorites and Natural Waters. By
Edward S. Simpson. Pp. 197, illus.

Bull 67, Western Australia Geological
Qurvey, Perth.

Geological Map of Michigan, Compiled by
R C. Allan. R A. Smith and L. P.

Barrett. 36x431, unmounted. Michi-
gan Geological a'nd Biological Survey,
Lansing, Mich.

Oxvgen Mine-Rescue Apparatus and Physi-
ological Effects on Vsers. By Yandell
Henderson and James W. Paul. Pp.
102 : illustrated. U. S. Bureau ot
Mines, Washington.

A Bibliograpliy of the Geology and ^lining
Interests of the Black Hills Region. By
Cleophas C. O'Harra. Pp. 216, illus.

Bull. 11, Department of Geology, South
Dakota School of Mines. Rapid City,

S D
Report of Retracement and Permanent

^lonumenting of the Michigan-Ohio
Boundary, Biennial Report of the Di-
rector, 1914-191S. Pp. 118; illustrated.
Michigan Geological and Biological
Survey. Lansing.

Tlie Navajo Country. A Geographic and
Hydrographic Reconnaissance of Parts
of .\rizona. New Mexico and Utah. By
Herbert E. Gregorv. Pp. 219, illus.

Water-Supply Paper 380. U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey. Washington.

Review of Work of the Commission of Con-
servation. By Sir Clifford Sifton. .Pp.
16 Canada Commission of Con.serva-
tion. Montreal.

Reprinted from the Eighth Annual Re-,
port of the Commission of Conservation.

Mine Taxation In the United States. Bv
Lewis Emanuel Young. Pp. 275. $1.50.
University of Illinois. Urbana.

This st,-jdy is presented as a re-
pot^ upon the experience of the important
report upon the experience of the important
mining states in the taxation of mines and
mineral lands. The investigation of the
historical data of the laws was begun in
1910, and an effort has been made to in-
clude all important material published prior
to November, 1916.

Ymir :Mining Camp. British Columbia. Bv
Charles Wales Drysdale. Pp. 185, illus.
Memoir 94. Canada Department of
Mines. Geological Survey Branch, Ot-
tawa.

A description of the Tmir gold camp,
which forms a part of the Nelson mining
division of the West Kootenav district.
British Columbia. Of the eight divisions in
West Kootenay district. Nelson ranks third
as a metal producer At one time the
Ymir mine was the largest gold mine in
Canada Very little geological work has
been done there since the investigations of
McConnell in 1897. The present report
yn-es the results of later field work carried
071 in 1914.

(Geology of <iraluim Island, British Colum-
bia, By J. 1). Mactvenzie. Pp. 221,
illus. Memoir 88, Canada Department
of Mines. Geological Survey Branch,
Ottawa.

The southern islands of the Queen Char-
lotte group are known to contain several de-
Iiosits of economic minerals, the value of
which has not yet been a.scertained cxieiit
in a preliminary way, and Graham Island,
the subject of this report, has long been
considered to have deposits of coal, lignite
and petroleum. The search for workable
bodies of these substances has been carried
on at irregular intervals since 1859 and has
lately been vigorously renewed. The report
is the result of two seasons' exploration and
study, in 1913 and 1914.

Tube Milling, A Treatise on the Practical
-Application of the Tube Mill to Metal-
lurgical Problems. By Algernon Del
Mar. 6x9 in., pp. 159; illus. $2.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York.

Mr. Del Mar has accomplished a \vorth-

while service to the metallurgical industry
by collecting in one volume most of the
important data treating of tube mills and
their operation. The general principles

upon which tube mills are operated, the

different kinds of mills in operation and
the wavs ot handling them in different lo-

calities"are well pointed out. The ball mill,

an allied and similarly operated machine,
is touched upon also and the general prin-

ciples governing its operation are dis-

cussed. Mr. Del Mar's book is worth plac-

ing in every millman's library, where it

will serve as a ready reference for the
tube-mill operator.

-Annual Chemical Directory of the United
States. Edited by B. F. Lovelace.
6x9, pp, 305; $5. Williams & Wilkins
Co., Baltimore.

The appearance of this directory at this

time will be of great assistance in indus-
trial preparedness to all those whom its

contents concern. It includes complete
lists of the American manufacturers of

and dealers in acids, alkalies, colors, drug
products, dves, extracts, fertilizers, oils,

preservatives, raw materials, salt, synthetic
products and many other laboratory and
industrial products. It also contains a list

of American manufacturers and dealers in

apparatus and equipment for the manufac-
ture of the materials mentioned. It in-

cludes a list of various professional firms

and consulting analytical and chemical en-

gineers ; laboratories ; Federal, state, munic-
ipal industrial and professional labora-

tories ; American and foreign colleges of-

fering courses in chemistry ;
United States

and foreign experiment stations.

The Geologic Formations of California. By
James Perrin Smith, Pp. 47, ilUis.

Bull. 72. California State Mining Bu-
reau, San Francisco,

This bulletin with the reconnaissance
geologic map accompanying it is a report
of progress for the period from 1891 since
the preparation of the Preliminary Geo-
logical Map of California. Such unpub-
lished material as could be obtained, to-
gether with a great mass of published in-

formation and data in maps and descriptive
papers bv the U. S. Geological Survey, Cali-
fornia State Mining Bureau. California
Academy of Sciences, Bulletins of the De-
partment of Geology of the University of
California and various scientific publica-
tions, have been used in the compilation of
the map and bulletin. Detailed legend for
the geologic map is printed in plain typo
with symbols in the bulletin and in colors
and sj'mbols on the map. The bulletin also
contains six geologic and geographic tables.

The -\nal.vsis of Copper and Its Ores and
.Mloys. By George L, Heath, 6x9 in,,

pp, 292 ; illustrated, .$3 McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,

This hook covers the sampling, analysis
and assay of ores, furnace products, rough
and refined copper and copper alloys, with
special chapters on metallography and re-
sistivity testing. It is bv far' the best
available work on this subject, but falls
considerably short of being the best that
can be written The author is entirely
correct in assigning much greater impor-
tance to sampling than is usually done,
and his hook deserves great credit for giv-
ing the proper perspective to the subjects
of sampling and analysis. But on the other
hand, to waste space in .a small book in
describing Mansfeld practice, merely be-
cause it is foreign and not commonl.v
known, when it is a process applied to ex-
traordinary ores and under circumstances
reiiuiring no remarkable accuracy, is poor
judgment. Practically everything that can
be desired in copper anal.vsis is treated in
the book, but it is distinctively a work
for the advanced chemist, as discrimination

must be exercised as to what to adopi
from the processes given. Longer descrip-
tions of the best processes should be
given and inferior methods omitted. How-
ever, as said, it is tlie best treatise on the
subject yet available.

Standard Methods of Cheniical Analysis.
.\ -Manual of Analytical Methods and
General Reference for the Analytical
Chemist and for the Advanced Stu-
dent. Edited by Wilfred W. Scott, in
collaboration with H, -\, B.aker, L, C
Barton, F. G. Breyer and others. 6x9
in., pp. 864 ; illustrated. $6. D. Van
Nostrand Co., New York.

This book is very well described by the
author as being a "compilation of selected
methods," The subjects are presented with
enough detail to make them of value to the
.student, while, as each chapter is the work
of an expert, it is also of value to the
older practicing chemist. The chapters on
aluminum, antimon.v, arsenic, barium, bis-
muth, bromine, boron, cadmium, calcium,
carbon, chromium, fluorine, glucinum. io-

dine, iron lead, magnesium, manganese,
mercury, molybdenum, nitrogen, phosphor-
ous, selenium, tellurium, silicon, strontium,
sulphur, tungsten, tantalum, columbium.
uranium, vanadium and acids are by Mr
Scott himself. Those on cerium and other
rare earths, thorium and zirconium are the
work of R. Stuart Owens. Other chapters
and contributors are : Chlorine, \V W,
Scott and William F, Doerflinger :

cobalt
and nickel, W. L. Savell ; copper, Scott and
Wallace G. Derby, the latter also contrib-
uting the chapters on gold, silver and as-
saving; platinum and the allied metals,
Re'ginald E. Hickman ;

potassium, sodium
and other alkalis. W. B. Hicks ; tin, H A
Baker and B. S. Clark ; titanium. Scott and
L E. Barton ; zinc. F. G Breyer ;

water
analysis, D. K. French ; fixed oils, fats and
w-axes and gas analysis. Augustus H. Gill ;

paints, Henry A. Gardner and John A.

Schaeffer ; cements, Richard K. Meade

;

analysis of alloys, John C. Olsen ; and coal

analysis, Frank E. Hale. U.seful tables ot

constants occupy 44 pages of the book. In

general each chapter is arranged accord-

ing to the following outline ; Physical prop-
erties, detection, preparation and solution

of the sample, separation and methods ot

estimation. This book is a distinct con-

tribution to technical literature.

The Principles and Practice ot Sampling
>Ietallic Metallurgical Materials. Witli

Special Reference to the Sampling ot

Copper Bullion. By Edward Keller.

6x9, pp, 102, Bulletin 122. U. S. Bu-
reau of Mines, Department of the In-

terior. Washington.
, „ ,, ,

This discussion, bv Dr. Edward Keller, ot

the entire question of sampling metals, is

one that no one interested in the slightest

degree in the subject can afford to be with-

out To it Dr. Keller brings the experience

of many years in practical work, while it

seems safe to say that no one has done
more patient experimenting than he has on
the underlying causes of differences m sam-
ples. Neither has anyone had a clearer

view of the great truth that, however ex-

pert the chemist may be and no matter how-

refined his methods, the results will never
be more accurate than is the sample that is

given him. ^ ^,
-About one-sixth of the contents of the

book is given solely to theoretical consider-
ations, the laws of solid solution, the forma-
tion of eutectics, etc. From this he passes
on to the practicability of making homo-
geneous alloys, and to controlling the direc-

tion of diffusion, and to the .sampling of

what should be homogeneous alloys ; that

is. molten furnace charges, including dore
bullion and pig iron.
Under the sampling of solid material are

considered the effects of extraneous mate-
rial and of segregation in all its phases.
The final section deals with the practical

side of work in the drill room. There are
many illuminating tables and figures ac-
companying the text.

It would be impossible to review a publi-
cation of this sort fully without virtually re-
printing it. This is unnecessary, as those
who are interested will secure the pam-
phlet. However, in two specific subjects it

should be pointed out that important papers
in the early volumes of the "Journal" have
not been given as references, .and the seeker
after information on these points should go
to the original papers, wdiere much more is

given than the space limitations imposed
upon Dr. Keller enabled him to get in his
publication.

Thus, on the. question of moisture in cop-
per bullion, reference should be made to the
"Engineering .and Mining .lournal" of Dec.
3, iniO. p. 1095. For the differences pro-
duced by drilling the same pigs from the
top and from the bottom, to the "Journal"
of Nov. 5. 1910, p. 897. These papers by
Donald M. Liddell were, so far as our
knowledge goes, the first on these subjects
to be printed.
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W\ Karl <;re4*iioiiK:li, of Spokane, was in
New York this wuok.
Corey C. Hruylon will be at Midvale.

Utah, through the month of June.
John Seward has returned to New York

after a two-weeks" trip to Beatty and Mun-
roe Townships, in Ontario.

CliarleH A. Randall started operations at
the Holguin Exploration Co.'s cyanide plant,
Holguin. Cuba, on May 15. The plant was
built under his supervision.

Charles Whiting ISuker, who recently re-
signed as editor-in-chief of "Engineering
News-Record," has established offices as
consulting engineer at 31 Nassau St., New
York.
Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, Ontario Min-

ister of Mines, has returned to his duties
after a six weeks' trip to the West Indies
and British Guiana much improved in
health.

Clarence E. Whitney, president of the
Whitney Manufacturing Co.. Hartford.
Conn., has been elected chairman of a citi-
zens* committee engaged in patriotic work
in Hartford.

J, R. Finlay, who has been absent for a
long time on professional business in the
West, expects to return to New York pres-
ently. He has removed his office to 45
Cedar Street.

Walter Alexander. Milwaukee, chairman
of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin.
was recently appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul railroad.

Prof. Robert S. Ijewis, of the University
of Utah, has returned to Salt Lake City-
after ffnishing a mine examination in Ari-
zona. He will spend the summer at Hunt-
ington Lake. Calif.

John B. Wise, superintendent of the elec-
trolytic and acid plant of the Chile Explora-
tion Co.. Chuquicamata. Chile, will be in the
United States on his vacation from June
15 to Sept. 15 of this year.

Frank Glynn, mining engineer, represent-
ing the Guggenheim interests in Chile and
other sections of the west coast of South
America, arrived by steamer at San Fran-
cisco the last week in May.

Dr. A. W. Sehorffer, who for seven years
has been connected with the Forest Prod-
ucts Laboratory, has resigned to take
charge of organic chemistry with the C. F.
Burgess Laboratories, at Madison.

Francis B. Coyle, metallurgist for the
New Departure Manufacturing Co., Bristol.
Conn., has resigned to assume new duties as
metallurgical engineer for the Greenfield
Tap and Die Cori>oration. Greenfield, Mass.
Guy N. B.iorse has resigned his position

as mine geologist with the Old Dominion
Copper Mining and Smelting Co.. Globe,
Ariz., to take up general mine-examination
work. His address will be 27 State St.,
Boston, Mass.

F. A. Marriott and W. B. Blytli, both well
known in mining circles, have formed a
partnership and will accept consulting com-
missions as well as operate mines on their
own account. Headquarters will be estab-
lished at Bulawayo, Rhodesia.

Georffe A. Easley. of La Paz, Bolivia.
formerly manager of the Olla de Oro gold
mine, but now devoting his attention to
tungsten mining in Bolivia, is in the United
.States for a few months. His address will
be Lee's Summit, Mo., while in the States.

S, C. Dickinson will assume the position
of safety engineer w^ith the Arizona State
Bureau of Mines on July 1. This is the
first time there has been a state safety
engineer, and while the field of the position
is comparatively new, its need has long been
demonstrated.

C. A. Warins:, field assistant of the Cali-
fornia State Mining Bureau, visited Mother
Lode counties in the latter part of May
gathering data for the report to be made by
the bureau on special minerals, including
chrome, coal, iron, magnesitc. manganese,
molybdenum, quicksilver and tungsten.

Daniel ijliiKicenheim, in an interview in
iMew York, June 7. is quoted by the "Times"
as saying: "I predict the end of^the war
before 1018 because, and only btM?ause. I

have complete confidence in the determina-
tion and ability of the American people to
carry on the war as they have started it. to
fight with all of their might and not to stop
fighting until fjnrman autocracy is no longer
a menace to thi- world."

Howard C. Marnii>n, president of the Nor-
dyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis. Ind.,
manufacturers of automobiles a'^d fiour-

milling machinery, has been appointed head
of the motive-power branch of the military
department which, heretofore a part of the
Signal Corps, will be organized as a -sepa-
rate unit of the War Department. He will
direct the manufacture of aeroplane motors
in the United States, and has already been
ordered to France on an inspection trip.

Rukard lliird, director of the department
of mines of the MiTin<'sota tax coinniission,
has received an apiiointrnent from President
Wilson as a major in the Engineer Reserve
Corps of the United States army. He will
take an active part in the instruction camp
at Fort Snelling this summer and will also
assist in enlisting officers and men in the
reserve corps. Major Hurd is a graduate
in civil engineering from the Pennsylvania
Military College. He organized and was
captain of the Fourth Minnesota infantry in
1808. He is a member of the American In-
stitute of Mining Engineers and other prom-
inent technical societies.

Obituary

William Swanoote, a pioneer of zinc
mining in the Hanover. N. M.. district,
died at his home in Hanover on Apr. 17.

A week previous to his death he had a
severe fall, and later pneumonia set in,

from which his death resulted. Mr. Swan-
cote was born in Wales in 1844, but in
the early 70's he located in Central City.
Colo. In 1884 he came to Xew Mexico
for the Mineral Point Zinc Co-, for which
company and its successor, the Empire Zinc
Co.. he was superintendent of mines until
1915. Mr. Swancote represented the high-
est type of manhood ; he was an honor to
his company and to mining. He will be
mourned by the great company of which
he was for so many years an important
factor.

John C. Bridgruian, a prominent resident
and business man of Wilkes Barre, Penn.,
died on May 28. 1917- Mr. Bridgman had
not been in good health for some time,
having suffered froin a nervous breakdown
that occurred in the early winter. He
spent several months at Clifton Springs,
N. Y.. and returned about six weeks ago
greatly improved in health, and two weeks
ago resumed his duties as manager of the
Hazard Manufacturing Co. His sudden
death occurred because of heart trouble.
Mr. Bridgman was born at Xorthampton,
Mass., 55 years ago, and went to Wilkes
Barre about 30 years ago as one of the
principals of the Harry Hillman Academy.
In 1888 he resigned and became a sales
agent for the Hazard Manufacturing Co..
and later was promoted to the position
of secretary. About 20 years ago he be-
came general manager, and his efficient
administration has made his company one
of the foremost manufacturers of iron, steel
and galvanized wire rope in this country.
Mr. Bridgman was president of the Cham-
ber of Commerce for one year, resigning
on account of business duties. He was
a member of Saint Stephens Episcopal
Church, a Mason, and a member of the
Westmoreland and Country Clubs He is
survived by his wife and twin sons, David
Coinstock and John Cloyes Bridgman ; also
by one brother. Walter Bridgman, of Lake
Forest. 111., and one sister. Mrs. W. S- Sted-
man, of Holyoke, Mass. We feel a keen
loss in the untimely death of Mr. Bridg-
man. We regarded him as one of the
leading authorities in the United States on
the manufacture, properties and use of
wire ropes. At a conference of the wire
rope manufacturers and engineers of the
United States in New York several years
ago. at the invitation of the U. S Bureau
of Mines, to consider measures of safety
in the use of wire ropes in mines (reported
in U. S- B. M. Bull. 75). Mr, Bridgman
made a profound impression by his exhibi-
tion of his knowledge of the" subject, his
lucidity of expression and his scientific
analysis. We had been for a long time
endeavoring to persuade Mr, Bridgman to
give the readers of the "Journal"' the bene
fit of his ideas through a series of papers
and only a few weeks before his death he
ngreed to do so.
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f Societies i

Institution «f !VItninir Kni-inpers. London,
held it.s fitUli Koneral tnoefiiig at the rooms
of the GeolOKical Society. London, on June
1.5. (^n account of the war the usual dinner
was omitted.

iSlinini; and !M<'tiiIlnr^i<-iil Society of
.Amerifii, New Yorit Sef-tion, will hold a
meeting at the Engineers' Club. New York,
on Wednc-fday evening:. June 20. lf»17.

which will be preceded by an Informal din-
ner at 6.30 p.m. Further conHldcratlon of
what the Mining and MctailurRlcal Society
can do in the war will be the order of the
evening.

Americun InHtlliite of .Minlnx KniflnecrK,
New York section, held a meiting on
Wednesday evening. .June fi. 1917, at which
it wiis decided to continue the meetlngH of
the section through the .summer. This un-
u.sual course was taken to provide an
op|)ortunity for the members to learn of the
problems of the fJovernment so far as they
are connected with mining and metallurgy,
and to take an active part In solving them.
All members of the section are urgec" to
attend the.se meetings as a patriotic duty.
The election of odicers of the section re-
sulted in the naming of .1. K. Johnson, Jr..
chairman, Edgar Uickard. vice chairman.
D. M. Liddell, .secretary, and C A. Bohn.
treasurer. A committee was appointed to
draft suitable resolutions in regard to the
death of David H. Browne, chairman of the
.section last year.

Colorado Sohool of Minen held its forty-
third annual commencement Friday, May
25, in .Simon Guggenheim Hall, at Golden.
T. A, Rickard delivered the address, "Min-
ing, The Great Adventure." Twenty-seven
graduates received the degree of Engineer
of Mines, and the honorary degree of En-
gineer of Mines was conferred upon Hal
W. Hardinge, once a .student at the institu-
tion, and Walter Goodwin Swart. It is
noteworthy that already seven of this year's
graduating class .are in the military service
of the United States and seven others
candidates for commissions in the Offlcer,s'
lleserve Corps. On Saturday evening. May
26, the Alumni Association of the school
held its annual banquet in Denver.

iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiii iiiimillliiimiiiiiuimitn:

New Patents
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United St.Ttes patent specifications listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining .lourual" at 2.')c. each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Chromium Oxide—Preparing Compounds
of Chromium Oxide. Ernest Voetter, Kre-
feld, near Bockum, Germany. (U. S. No.
1.228.622 ; June 5. 1917.)
Dredging—Method and Apparatus for Re-

claiming Dredged Land. Emerv Oliver.
Sacramento. Calif., assignor to Natomas
Company of California, Natoma, Calif. (U.
S. No. 1,228,959; June 5. 1917,)
Excavation — Drag-Bucket Apparatus.

Alexander L. Hanot, Fairbanks, Alaska.
(U. S. No. 1,228,554 ; June 5. 1917.)
Flotation — Apparatus for Recovering

Precious Metals by Bucket Arrangement to
Catch Float Gold. Charles R. Rawdon and
Frank MeCoole, St. Louis. Mo. (U. S. No.
1,228,133; June 5, 1917.)

Fuel-Regulating Device. George E. Lee,
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The George E.
Lee Company. Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No.
1.228.793 ; June 5, 1917.)

Furnace Ladle. James H. Griffin, Clay
Center. Kan. (U. S. No. 1,228,665 : June
5, 1917.)

Heat-Treating Furnace. Thaddeus F.
Baily and Frank T. Cope, Alliance, Ohio,
assignors to The Electric Furnace Co.;
Alliance, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,227,027 ; May
22. 1917,).

Lead Arsenate—Method of Making Lead
Arsenate. Edwin O. Barstow and Joseph
A. Cavanagh, Midland. Mich., assignors to
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
(U. S. No. 1.228,516; June 5, 1917.)
Magnesium Carbonate—Process for Mak-

ing Insulating Material from Basic Mag-
nesium Carbonate and Fibrous Substances.
Karl Schmid, Alt-Mugeln. near Mugeln,
Leipzig. Germany, assignor to the Firm of
"Lipsia" Chemisehe Fabrik. Actien-Gesell-
schaft, Mugeln, Leipzig. Germanv. (U. S.
No. 1,228.609; June 5, 1917.)

Melting-Pot Feeder. George L. Fort,
Kansas City. Mo., assignor to Fort-ified
Manufacturing Co.. Kansas City, Mo. (U. S.
No. 1.226,651; May 22, 1917.)
Mine Explosions—Means for Preventing

Explo.sions in Mines. Audlev Hart Stow,
Maybeurv, W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,228,985;
June 5. 1917.)

Paint for Coating Metallic Surfaces Sub-
ject to High Temperatures. George E.
Rieck, Bremerton. Wash. (U. S. No. 1,227,-
071 ; May 22, 1917.)

Retort Discharger. Georg Merkel, Munich.
Germany. (U. S. No. 1,228,942 ; June 5,
1917.)

Settling .Apparatus, Alfred L. Blomfield,
Denver. Colo. (V. S. No. 1,227,107; May
22, 1917.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—June 6

Committee on Dredjre Safety Rules, dur-
ing a three days' session in San Francisco
at the otTices of the California Industrial
Accident Commission, made a careful sur-
vey of the rules prepared by Mr. Lowell,
deputy mine inspector, and offered several
suggestions which will be considered in the
final meeting of the committee and prob-
ably written into the completed report to
be submitted to the commission. The in-
terest taken in this work equals that which
lode-mine managers have shown. The men
on this committee, as on other committees
relating to the work of preventing accidents,
are of the highest standing in the gold-
dredging industry and are wholly compe-
tent to act with the inspectors in the prep-
aration of the necessary rules for the guid-
ance of dredge operators, not only in the
digging of gold but in the reclamation of
lands where the recovery of gold has no
part in the operation.

Labor Strike at Yellow Aster Jline was
settled by the arrest, conviction and banish-
ment of a few Spanish labor agitators.
For a time there was imminent danger of
rioting that would have driven a number
of peacable residents out of Randsburg
and destroyed or at least impaired the fine
reputation of the town and district. Rands-
burg has always been a busy, law abiding
and prosperous gold-mining camp, made
possible by the discovery, development and
operation of the Yellow Aster mine. This
pioneer mine and its owners and operators
have put millions of dollars into circula-
tion, provided labor for a large number of
men and laid the foundation for the estab-
lishment of one of the greatest producing
caiTips in the state and this in spite of
the lack of water. On May 31, about
60 men quit the Yellow Aster, demanding
$4 a day and within two days others joined
them. Some of the strikers undertook to
intimidate the men who remained on the job
and for a day or so it looked serious. But
the prompt action of the town and county
officers and the assistance guaranteed them
by the citizens put a stop to the row and
put 40 of the strikers in jail. They were
promptly and properly fined and the fines
as promptly remitted, provided the defend-
ants agreed to keep away from the Yellow
Aster mine. Probably it did not occur to
the better element of the miners who
ultimately joined the strike that the price
of tungsten might warrant increase in
wages, as at Atolia, but the extra cost
of operating a gold mine, without any in-
crease in the price of the product, does
not warrant gold miners in demanding
extreme wage scales at this time.

DENVER—June 6

Roosevelt Drainag^e Tunnel was advanced
173 ft. in May. making the total length
23.500 ft. Water discharge is now about
6000 gal. per min. The breast is within
the lines of the Old Ironsides claim of the
United Gold Mines Co.. where an immense
dike is being cut. This rock is of fine-'
grained texture and is so thoroughly al-
tered as to make its lithological classifica-
tion difficult ; it contains considerable pyrite
and assays from $1.50 to $3 in gold." As
soon as the tunpel passes through United
Gold Mines territory and into the property
of the Portland company, it will be driven
towards a point under Portland No. 2

shaft, about 300 ft. from the present
breast. The original line of the tunnel had
for its terminus the Golden Cycle shaft,
5O00 ft. distant.

Smelter Iiivestifratiiin Committee began
its first public hearing at Georgetown,
Colo. ; another hearing was held at Central
City. Senator Finchei-. who is chairman of
the coiTimittee, announced that a series of
hearings would be held throughout the
state for the purpose of taking testimony
under oath, the same as in court, and that
all exhibits such as settlement sheets to
illustrate the methods used by the smelters
In the purchase of ore or other products
would be gladly received. The chairman
emphasized the "fact that the committee de-
sired to be as impartial as possible, and
therefore would be interested in any testi-
nv)ny that would have a bearing on the
problem in view, but could not be con-

cerned with rumors or any statements that
could not be proved. The committee de-
sires to find out what the miners' grievances
are. and then ascertain if the smelters are
making an undue profit out of the pro-
ducer. From the testimony received it is
evident that the miners are strongly of
the opinion that the smelters are taking
far more from the ores than a fair and
legitimate profit. The recent testimony
indicates that 00^/ of the producers do not
understand the present settlement methods.
It appears that one way to satisfy the
miners would be for the ore buyers to show
on the settlement sheets the actual market
value of the metals recovered from the
ore. and show that a reasonable charge for
smelting and refining has been deducted.

Advance in Compensation Insurance has
been requested of the state industrial com-
mission by Ralph Brann, local representa-
tive of the national Workmen's Coinpensa-
tion Service Bureau and of old-line insur-
ance companies. An increase of 25j^ is

asked. For the mine and mill operator
this would mean an advance in the basic
rate from $3.85 to $4.80 per $100 of pay
roll. The request for the advance was
granted, save as applying to the metal-min-
ing industry. Officers of the Colorado
Metal Mining Association requested that
representatives of the industry from the
various mining districts be heard before
the commission took action on the matter.
A meeting was held in the senate chamber
of the capitol on May 19. Cripple Creek,
Lake, San Juan. Boulder. Chaffee. Summit.
Gilpin and other districts were represented
by leading operators. Ralph Brann stated
that recent clianges in the law covering
compensation insurance made the business
unprofitable to old line companies, and that
a 25 '^'( increase in the rates was almost a
necessity. On the other hand, the mine
operators pointed out that since the pres-
ent rates were established the insurance
carriers were, on account of the increased
wages paid employees, receiving approxi-
mately IS'^r more for their services than
demanded when the rates were fixed by the
commission, less than two years ago. Fur-
thermore, operators insured in the state
fund had been informed by the commission
that the present rates, which in the state
fund are about 25'^'f below that asked by
the stock companies, not only provided for
all losses and a surplus fund, but during
the last year had returned a dividend of
2 3*^^ of the premiums to the insured. Min-
ing men, in the light of these facts, are at
a loss to understand why any advance is
necessary, especially as it is probable, so
long as the war lasts, that wages will con-
tinue to advance, and in consequence the
insurance carriers will be receiving more
for the same service without any increase
in their risk.

SALT LAKE CITY—June 7

Reductions in Insurance Rates for metal-
liferous and coal mines and for ore-reduc-
tion plants uiidfr the workmen's compensa-
tion law—tentatively set by the state in-
dustrial commission from figures received
from the Worlvmen's Compensation Service
Bureau—are recommended by L. L. Rubi-
now who. as already stated last week, has
been visiting mining properties and study-
ing the question, as actuary in the employ
of the Utah Chapter of the American Min-
ing Congress. He recommends $6.04 for
coal mines for every $100 of payroll, in-
stead of $9 : $4.25 for metalliferous mines
instead of $5.59. as well as a reduction for
ore-reduction works, for which the proposed
rate is $4.04. In regard to the rate for coal
mines, the higher rate is placed for under-
ground men. while the rate reconunended by
Mr. Rubinow is for all employees, it being
suggested by him that the di.^tinction would
afford an opportunity for fraud on the part
of employers in classifying employees.
Letters to all employers of more than four
employees call attention to the fact that
insurance under the compensation act be-
comes effective July 1. General safety
rules, formulated after consultation with
the Manufacturers' Association of Utah, the
Utah State Federation of Labor, the In-
surance Federation of Utah, Utah Chapter
of the American Tklining Congress and

the Master Builders' Exchange have been
confirmed by the commission to become
effective Aug. 1.

WALLACE, IDAHO—June 4

Private Support for Mine Station has
lately been sought from Coeur d'Alene oper-
ators. Thomas Varley and C. A. Wright,
representing the U. S. Bureau of Mines,
have been spending some time in the dis-
trict in conference with mine managers
with a view to securing support for the
experimental station which has recently
been established at Moscow in connection
with the state university. Private support
is necessary owing to the fact that the
appropriation made by the legislature was
vetoed by Governor Alexander. They re-
port the mining companies much interested
in the work of the station and the neces-
sary support will no doubt be forthcoming.
Mr. Varley has charge of the ore-dressing
experimental work of all the stations in the
northwest and Mr. Wright, who comes from
the Salt Lake station, will have charge of
that department at the Moscow station. He
will remain in this district for several weeks
studying metallurgical problems at all the
mills with the view to rendering practical
assistance. He will visit at intervals all
mining sections of the state, and it is hoped
that the work of the station will accom-
plish much good in the way of lessening
losses.

OAXaiAN, ARIZ.—June 6

Wapre Scale Advanced June 1 in the Oat-
man district to approximate the wages of
the copper camps with which this district
has to compete for labor. The new scale
provides a 50-c. increase per shift and the
range of wages will be from $4 to $5.50
as follows: $4 per shift for common labor-
ers, pick and shovel men, ore sorters,
tailings-pond labor and what is known as
the "bull gang ;" hand miners, helpers of
all kinds, tube-mill men. mill-pump men.
cr.ushermen and filter-press men will re-
ceive $4.50 per shift; hand miners in
shafts, machine miners, timbermen, station
pumpmen, batterymen. solution men. com-
pressormen and refinery men $5 per shift;
machine miners and timbermen in shafts,
sinking-pump men. blacksmiths, timber-
framers, machinists, electricians and hoist-
ing engineers will receive $5,50 per shift.
The wage scale submitted by the operators
provides that these prices shall be paid
as long as copper remains at 27c. per
lb, or over, as quoted by the "Engineering
and Mining Journal." When copper re-
cedes Ic. per lb., wages are to be reduced
10c. per day all around, but electrolvtic
copper must sell at 22c. before the Oatman
wages again reach the level paid prior
to June 1. While this is a novel basis for
fixing wages in a gold-mining camp, the
operators hold that wages paid here and
in the Arizona copper camps are correlated,
and furthermore that the selling price of
copper affords a fair index to living costs.
No agreement has been signed by the men
and the union has adopted the scale now
being paid, without any provisions for an
automatic reduction predicated on the fluctu-
ations in the copper market. They assert,
however, that if living costs generally re-
sume former levels they will consent to a
reduction in wages, as they realize that
the gold mines are not benefiting by high
prices, but are financially injured.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—June fl

Arixoua'N IJlue-Sky I^aw has not proved
entirely effective in keeping down wildcat
corporations. The Oatman district showed
up scores of such companies, with assets of
some ground, large promoters' claims and
diminishing stockholders' hopes. The slump
of at least one well-advertised mining en-
prise at Ray is a late occurrence. Most ot
the suspicion now seems to center around
Jerome, where the great success of the
United Verde Fx tension has caused the
location of all the eastern face of the Black
Hills and the issuance of much literature
that "plays up" the Unitfd Verde and
TTnited Verde Extension. The Arizona Cor-
poration Commission has taken notice of
this state of things and has sent out a
warning to prospective investors. It tells
especially that issuance of permission to sell
stock is far from being an indorsement by
the commission of the corporation con-
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cerned. No such indorr.oment ever i.s eivon
or intended. The perniit. wliich should l)e

shown every person solicited to l)uy, Ki\'es
in detail tlie plans of tlie eompany, a list
of its property and a statement of its tang-
ible assets. Permission to sell stoek is
given after an investigation into the affairs
of tlie company and a stoclv-selling permit
is issued if tlie commission is convinced tliat
the plan of operation is fair and equitable.
Suggestion lias been made that a qualified
inspector be named by tlie corporation com-
mission to pass upon tlie financial plans of
Arizona mining companies and to determine
whether the development, or operation, of
the properties involved is being done intel-
ligently and honestly. It sliould be appre-
ciated, however, that such an inspector
would have powers that miglit malte or
breali any mine in its earlier stages,

L,E.4I), S. D.—June G
HomeNtake Peiiision S.vsteni will go into

effect on July I, 1917. Employees, who
through disability or old age have passed
tile period of usefulness, will be retired on
25^;^ of tlieir earnings and in addition will
receive $10 per year for eacli year spent in
the employ of the company. A person who
has received $1000 per annum and worked
for twenty years will receive an annual
pension of $450. In no case will the sum
allowed exceed $600 yearly nor must a
person be iri the employ of the company a
fixed number ot years to obtain a pension.
On July 1, twenty-six employees will be
retired on pension,

JOPI/IN. MO.—June 9

Joplin Ore Producers* Association has
been quietly reorganized. About a year ago
this organization was formed and though
much interest was recorded at the outset,
nothing was accomplished. This time a few
prominent local operators got together and
instead of calling public rpeetings, held
quiet meetings of their own and as a result
the association is now in a fair way of
accomplishing something. Approximately
$750 per month has been subscribed month-
ly by producers and those in allied indus-
tries, and this will be expended in part for

pa.x'ing a secretary who will give his entire
time to the work, and in part for collecting
atid using such data as will be considered
valuable to the operators. Hurt W. Ij.von,
of Joplin, head of the Lyon Investment
Co., has been asl<ed to assume the ollice
of secretary and is exi)ected to accept. The
;i vowed purpose of the operators is not to
antagonize the smelters or any other in-
terest, but merely to do what can be done
toward securing better prices for spelter.
It is appreciated that the smelters cannot
pay higher prices unless they receive a
better price for their product.

TOISONTO—June 9

Itoine >Iines Keport for year ended Mar.
31, iyi7, is now available, and shows that.
while a serious over-estimate was made on
the ore reserves for the year ended Mar. 31,
Hill), which accounts for the decrease this
^•ear, diamond-drilling results were mucli
above the ordinary. This work indicated
extensions of the i)resent bodies, and also
encountered a new body of considerable
size and apparently of good grade, .\ot-
withstanding this encouraging feature, the
report is a disappointment to shareholders,
and they are entitled to a much fuller ex-
planation than has been given.

Ifollinger Dividend Will be Passeil on
June 18, according fo an official statement
just issued by Pres. N. A. Timmins. It

is further stated that no more dividends
will be paid for the present. The labor
shortage and the inefficiency of the pres-
ent force is given as the reason for this
step. It is intimated that unless there is

an improvement in the near future that
milling will be suspended altogether and
all work concentrated on development. It

is known that the Hollinger has a large
number of empty ore faces, and that a
great deal of development and preparation
will be necessary before the mine will be
in a positioi to feed the increased mill
which will shortly have a capacity of 3000
tons a day. Similar action on the part
of the Dome management is foreshadowed
in tlie annual report.

MKLHOrKNK—May I

HencilKO AiiialKaliiallon Sciienle haH proK-
ressed to the extent tliat all the companieH
concerned have entereri into the neci^ssary
agreement for merging their interests and
the prospectus of the Bendigo Amalgamated
Colli I'Melds (No Liability), is expected to be
pui)lished at an early date. The new com-
pany will have a nominal capital of £500,000
in shares of ."is. each Half of this capital
will be distributed among the old com-
panies and mine owners on a basis already
laid down, and 100.000 shares will be of-
fered to the public tor subscription. The
underwriters and promoters receive 200,000
fully paid shares It is worthy of note
that the mines comprised in this amalgama-
tion have made an average net profit for
the last 50 years of £100,000 per annum
and the managing director has estimated
that a profit of £70,000 per annum can be
earned notwithstanding the increased cost
of labor and commodities. The' success of
the Bendigo amalgamation plan has encour-
aged those interested in gold mining at Mal-
don. a one-time famous field, to consider
a similar scheme, Maldon, however, does
not offer anything so large in the way of
undeveloped area as Bendigo.

Drerpased I'rofllK'tton of (*»ld in Australia
continued in the first (luarter of 1917. The
decrease as compared with Iftifi being ap-
proximately 4 0,000 oz. One reason is un-
doutedly the fact that mining does not re-
ceive the same encouragement at the hands
of the government that its sister primary
industry, agriculture, does. Mining, espe-
cially gold mining, is hit severely by import
duties, taxation and wages awards. The
lead and copper mines are benefiting from
the high marltet prices for these metals and
Tin also is in a satisfactor.v position, but
the development of the rarer metals, such
.as wolfram and molybdenite, has undoubt-
edly been retarded by the comparatively
low rates which have been fixed by the
government, namely: Wolfram, concen-
trated, 65 '/r. 4 8s. Id. at Melbourne or Syd-
ney, and for molybdenite, 90';, 93s. lOd. at
Melbourne or Sydney. These prices are
much below the open market.
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ALABAMA
Clay County

CARBON MOUNT.\IN GR.VPHITE
(Lineville)—Organized by Kentucky men ;

will erect three plants, one on the Belle
Haynes, one on the Isaac Watts, and on a
third group near the Lineville Graphite Co.
property. J. W. McCuIloch, Owensboro,
Ky., president; Owen Rutherford, superin-
tendent ; H. C. Hodges, superintendent of
construction,

ALASKA
ALASKAN COAL FIELDS, according to

a Washington dispatch, will be leased for
50-year period on royalty of 2c. per ton.
Government expected to operate one area
for use of its railroad.

KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—May copper
production from the Alaskan properties was
7,208,000 lb., comparing with 7,180,0C0 lb.

in April.

.\RKANS.\S

ORB SHIPMENTS from northern Arkan-
.sas in May amounted to 70 cars, 69 of which
were of calamine, with a little blende, and
1 car of lead. The Rush camp was the
bigge.st shipper, with 1,645,000 lb., and the
Zinc district w.as next in order. The J.

C Shepherd Mining Co. was the largest
individual pro<iucer.

NORTH STAR MINING (Yellville)

—

Constructing 50-ton mill, six miles north
of Yellville. P. C. Hcywood, superin-
tendent.

GLORIA (Zinc)—This silicate mine pro-
ducing three or four tons of 40% concen-
trates daily. R. J. Van and G. C. Hardin,
operators.

J. C. SHEPHERD MINING fRush)—
Philadelphia lOfl-ton mill now treating ore
from the Philadelphia, Monte Cristo and
Leader mines.
CONFRDIORATB (Cave Creek)—Build-

ing 4 00-ton mill. Crude-oil engines will

provide power. C. Medley, superintendent

;

W. O. Krueger, manager.

CRAWFORD-ANSELL, LTD. (Mountain
Home)—Completing 50-ton mill : will do
openpit mining on Shiras Rros. and John-
son land; ore at 1* to 6 ft. below surface.

ARIZON.'V
Cochise Connty

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—May
production was: Copper. 1,385,669 lb.; lead,
233,119 lb,; silver, 23,141 oz. ; gold, 15G oz.

Gila Count.v

MIAMI (Miami)—Revised copper figures
for Mav, 5,112,000 lb.: preliminary esti-

mate of May output was 4,985,000 lb,

IRON CAP (Copper Hill)—April profits,

$93,824 ; shipped 47 cars to EI Paso smelt-
ery and 32 cars of concentrating ore to Old
Dominion mill,

INSPIRATION (Miami)—May produc-
tion estimated at 11,900,000 lb., comparing
with 11,400,000 lb. in April and in May,
last year, 10,400,000 lb. Twenty sections
of mill now running ; maintained copper
output at high mark, although at times
during month ore is reported to have been
under I'/'c copper.

Greenlee Count.^-

SHANNON (Clifton)—May copper out-
put 964,000 lb., comparing with 924,000 in
April,

Pima Connt.v

HELVETIA COPPER (Helvetia)—Has
developed considerable tonnage of granular
liyrite, carrying small amount of copper.
I'ropertv 17 miles north of Vail and too low
grade to ship profitably without railroad.
Has been shipping ore from above water
level, but shipments have been curtailed
owing to expiration of smelting contract.

Tavapai Count.v

WORK RESUMED AT JEROME, June 4,

following settlement of strike. Gadsden
Copper Co.'s men did not quit till June 1,

owing to fact that May bonuses would have
been forfeited if men had .stopried before
end of month. In .some .shafts, pumps were

flooded and bailing is being done ; water in
Jerome Verde 1050-ft. shaft rose to the
426 level.

CALUMET & JEROME (Jerome)—Shaft
now 500 ft. deep; station will be cut at
513 ft.

EMPRESS COPPER MINING (Wicken-
burg)—Have shipped four cars copper-gold
ore from development work. Will sink old
Swallow shaft to sulphide zone. C. K.
Hartley, superintendent.

ARIZONA BIXGHAMTON COPPER CO.
(.Stoddard)—This company has acquired
Stoddard Mines Co. and Stoddard Milling
Co. Present mill to be increased from 100
to 250 tons' daily capacity; ore treated
I'uns about 5'r. Orebody on 400-ft. level,

about 100 ft. long, is being sought by cross-
cut on the 600 level.

SILVER LANE MINING (Crown King)—This old silver mine between Crown King
and Tip Top reopened. Formerly penalized
for zinc which it is proposed to separate
in mill to be built on Humbug: Creek if

developments warrant. Working three
shifts in driving 600-ft. tunnel. E. L.
Riggs, superintendent.

C.\LirOK>I.4

Amador County

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—
High-grade ore reported on 2600 level

;

extent of vein not yet determined.
KENNEDY (Jackson)—Orebody disclosed

in crosscut on 3900 level, of good width
and milling grade. Repairs to tailing dam
completed and full 100 stamps again drop-
ping,
VOLCANO GOLD GRAVEL MINING

CO. (Volcano)—Dividend of 5c. per share
declared. Pi-operty kept closed for 20
years by anti-deliris law. Lately reopened
and it is believed can now be operated
in conformity to the law and made to
pay,
DRYTOWN CONSOLIDATED MINING

CO. (Drytown)—Permitted to issue 50,000
shares at 10c. ner share to H. R. Moore,
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G. C Dickerman, J, \V. Caldwell fnr money
advuucod and as part jiajment for Crown
Point quartz mine and the JIatulieh land;
and to sell 100, "00 shares at 10c. per share
for development purposes.

Butte County
TRIUMPH (Lumpkin) — Large duplex

compressor and Denver rock drills being
installed. Machinery hauled from Western
Pacific Ry. station at Oroville to mine with
motor trucks.

Cnlaveras County
CHILE GULCH near Mokelumne Hi!'

Is attracting attention of prospectors a:i^
miners by recent disclosure of 3-ti. ledge
of decomposed quartz carrying free gold,
which is being developed by B. Jackson,
Lewis Ryan and George Edwards.

Kern County
PLATINUM repr-.ted h\ John W. Kelly

and Edward Dooley. of Randsuurg district,
in the gulch near Fisher's old camp.
BUTTE (Randsburg)—Mine and mill

both active. Most of ore comes from 215-
ft. level.

WINDY (Randsburg)—Interests of John
Singleton heirs acquired by P. Fahey, one
of the owners ; expects to have mine pro-
ducing soon.
CONSOLIDATED (Randsburg)—Orebody

reported disclosed in winze connecting 4 00
and 500 levels. Wedge shaft still produces
water sufficient for the mill and furnishes
water also to the Atolia mill.

Nevada County
REPUBLIC (Graniteville) — New 6-ft.

Huntington inill being installed to sup-
plement 10-stamp mill.

PORT ARTHUR (Washington)—Ore
disclosed in crosscut from main tunnel at
vertical depth of 250 ft.

Plumas County
BUNKER HILL (Quincy)—The Bulkeley

Wells interests reported to be developing
under option this drift property on Hopkins
Creek, near Onion Valley. H. H. Ray is

superintendent.

8an Bernardino County
SCHEELITE (Atolia)—Operated under

lease by John Jensen and Martin Metus.
ATOLIA (Atolia)—Experimental plant

being installed for extraction of tungstic
acid from high-grade tailings. E. C. Voor-
heis, manager.
OSDICK (Atolia)—Several leasers are

working on this group of 13 claims situated
southeast of the Atolia ground. Lackey
& Henderson recently sold 1100 lb. at $19
per unit. Other leasers also taking out
good ore.

Shasta County
MAMMOTH COPPER MINING (Ken-

nett)—Mav copper output estimated at
2,000,000 lb.

DUKE (Igo)—AV. H Duke, owner, re-
ports high-grade ore disclosed in crosscut
tunnel at 200-ft. point. Ore refractory,
as usual in this district.

GARDELLA (Redding) — Dredge con-
struction delayed by inability to obtain
lumber as fast as required. Lawrence
Gardella, of Oroville, is owner and man-
ager.
MOUNTAIN COPPER CO. (Keswick)—

Surface men, including carpenters, ma-
chinists, railroad section men and others.
who formerly worked 9 hours, have been
put on 8-hour shifts, without reduction in

pay. Miners have worked 8-hour shifts for
several years.

Trinit.v County
PACIFIC GOLD DREDGING (Carrville)—Boulders said to be too heavy for 9-cu.ft.

boat. Dredge will be removed to point 4

miles down stream on Coffee Creek.
TRINITY STAR (Lewiston)—Pit for

dredge pond completed on Paulsen Ranch.
Machinery hauled by team from Redding

:

300,000 ft. of lumber and timbers sawed
in district. Ranch one of finest in county;
dredge will start digging in a lane between
two afalfa fields growing in soil that covers
gold-bearing gravel.

Tulare County
REX PLASTER CO. (Porterville)—Load-

ing chutes at ]\Iagnesite station destroyed
by malicious explosion of dynamite on May
23. Believed that dynamite was fired by
Austrian who had been dismissed from
mine.

Tuolumne Counl.v

MUNN (Sonora)—Two shafts being sunk.
Good showing of copper ore. Situated on
Moccasin Creek. J. F. Munn, manager.
LITTLE WONDER (Sonora)—Good ore

reported in 75-ft. shaft on Filipo Cavaleri
Ranch 4 mile from town ; vein 6-ft. wide,
sulphide ore. C. E. Rives and C .1 Hcyler,
of Los Angeles, are owners.

COL,OK.\l>0

Boulder i •.- ^1y

nouLT^ER tungst';:m production
CO. (Boulder)—Recent underground de-
velopment satisfactory. Construction on
new refining plant at Boulder progressing
rapidly: buildings nearly completed and
foundations for much of the machinery
laid ; machinery on hand and is being
installed. Chief product will probably be
ferrotungsten.

MOJAVE-BOULDER TUNGSTEN CO.
(Boulder)—This company, under leader-
ship of G F. Stringer, recently purchased
Degge-Clark 40-ton concentrating mill in
Boulder Canyon. Has been developing
jjraeken group of tungsten properties dur-
ing last year with encouraging results.
Body of payable ore opened in the April
Pool property. Wire-rope tramway will
be constructed from the Mojave property
to main Boulder wagon road at Boulder
Falls ; from this point ore will be hauled
by motor trucks to mill. Will continue
custom business at mill, in addition to
treating own ore. N. H. Brown, manager.

Clear Creek County
MENDOTA (Silver Plume)—Dump oper-

ations will be resumed under direction of
William Buckley.
SMUGGLER (Silver Plume)—Being de-

veloped under A. E. Simp.son. About 350
tons of ore per month shipped to Newton
mill at Idaho Springs.
SHIVELY (Silver Plume)—Being devel-

oped by Pomeroy & Grenfell, lessees. High-
grade silver-lead ore. carrying 350 oz. silver
per ton. recently taken out.

LONE WOLF (Silver Plume)—Opened
6-in. vein of silver-lead ore assaying 126
oz. silver and 17*^ lead. Operations re-
sumed on first and second levels of mine.
LUCANIA TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)

—

Contract let for 1100-ft. raise from tunnel
to surface on the Pendleton property. New
shaft house to be erected. L. Sternberger
is manager.
NEW LIFE TUNNEL AND MINING

(Idaho Springs)—New $1,000,000 corpora-
tion to develop Hoosac Tunnel Co. proper-
ties about two miles west of Idaho Springs.
H. C. Perks is president and general man-
ager.

Ouray County
GUSTON (Ironton)—Mine will be oper-

ated by leasing company ; ore to be treated
in Contention mill, which has been com-
pletely overhauled and flotation process
installed.
WANAKAH (Ouray) — This company,

which owns the Black Diamond and the
Memphis properties, just below Ouray in
the cliffs, reorganized by Syracuse, N. Y.,
men and developntent is planned. Com-
pany sold its interest in the smeltery at
Ouray but retains the mill. Operations
suspended about two years ago because of
financial difficulties arising out of the
smeltery purchase and operation.

.Summit County
ORO EXTENSION (Breckenridge)—Un-

watering shaft preparatory to resumption.
LEE (Breckenridge)—Fire recently de-

stroyed new shaft house ; will probably be
rebuilt.

QUEEN OF THE WEST (Kokomo)

—

Sufficient stock sold to provide develop-
ment fund. Good-grade ore being opened.
PITTSBURG PLACER (Breckenridge)—This ground in Illinois Gulch will be

hydraulicked this summer. Preliminary
work started.
GIBSON HILL MINING AND MILLING

(Breckenridge)—Shoot of high-grade lead
ore opened in raise from lower tunnel on
New York group. Crew will be increased.

Teller County
FOREST QUEEN (Cripple Creek)—Ship-

ments being made ;j Portland mill at
Victor.
WILD -lOR.SE (Cripple Creek)—Timber-

ing at the 1100-ft. level being repaired pre-
paratory to sinking. Shaft, now 1275 ft.

deep, will be sunk 300 ft. I. J. Russell
is superintendent.

WAR EAGLE (Cripple Creek)—Rai.se
from 400-ft. level of Scott shaft, to con-
nect with 300-ft. level of the Happy Year
workings, has opened body of payable ore
assaying from $10 to $15 a ton. Clayton
Kisscll. superintendent. Much development
being done by lessees.

MODOC (Victor)—Shoot of ore, 400
ft. long, assaying $30. opened on lower
level. Rapid progress being made with
new vertical shaft which will be sunk
to 1500-ft. level. Richard Roelofs. super-
intendent of Cresson mine, has been elected
a director and Louis Noble, consulting engi-
neer for Cres.son, has been appointed to

similar position with Modoc.

SIlONllone Count.v
ST.VNLEY (Burke)—Ship])inK antimony-

gold ore. Controlled by Hercules company.
Main working tunnel 'of Hercules crosses
Stanley ground, from which property is now
being worked. Shipments made years ago
from upper tunnels yielded good profit.

DRE.\DN.\UGHT (Wallace) — Exposed
3.^-ft. vein of lead-zinc-copper ore ; mine on
uoper Beaver Creek, within IJ mi. of rail-
road. Controlled by W. J. J. Smith, until
recently superintendent of the Tamarack
& Custer,

SUCCESS (Wallace)-Report for 1916
shows total income $693,901 ; operating ex-
pen.ses, $4,1.862. leaving net profit, $222,039.
Cash on hand Srst ot -ear. $251,110. Seven
dividends were paid aggregating $345,000.
Cash .surplus, $137,150 Shioping 2000 tons
per month.

STEWART (Kellogg)— Federal's 500-ton
mill at Wallace leased to tre?*^ ore from
the Denver, on Pine Creek, \^'

. h was re-
cently acquired with the Nal^oo, .^ subsidi-
ary of the Stewart. Company will build
mill on Pine Creek if railroad is assured.
If not, will build on Government Gulch and
connect with tramway.

MICHIGAN
Copper

WINONA (Winona)—Working only No.
1 shaft because of lack of men.
TRIMOUNTAIN (Trimountain)—Install

ed three electric locomotives on lower
levels. Increase in tonnage expected.

MAYFLOWER-OLD COLONY (Calumet)—Doing all necessary work preliminary to
sinking .shaft, such as building roads, erect-
boiler and engine house.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Has now 16
drills in operation: 10 on development; two
driving connection on sixth level for ven-
tilation. Electric haulage under considera-
tion. Producing 200 tons daily.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Ton-
nage for May averaged almost 9600 tons.
Mill expected soon to receive Tamarack ore.
Foundations for doubling capacity of leach-
ing plant completed ; American Bridge
Co. will erect building.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Ordered another
underground storage-battery locomoti\'e.
The two locoiTiotives working on ISth
level are to be transferred to the No. 7

Quincy shaft. Can now open moi-e ground,
especially at No. 2 shaft, through two
winzes used as chutes.

MICHIGAN (Rockland)—In good ground
on the Evergreen with good-sized shot cop-
per : Avas out of the lode for a short
time. Breaking rich rock at the Ogimah
lode : here also lode was lost for a few
feet. Raise from the sixth to the fifth level
holed through, affording good ventilation.
Three drills sinking from sixth level.

MI.SSOVRI

MISSOURI COBALT CO. (Frederick-
town)—Operating the old North American
Lead Co. property. Ore comprises sul-
phides of copper, nickel, cobalt and lead
disseminated through Cambrian limestone.
Will treat 300 tons per day. Building mill
and smelting plant. Prof' S. F. Kirkpat-
rick. consulting engineer ; T. J. Mateer.
general manager ; H. Cox. superintendent of
construction : R. P. Taylor, mine and mill
superintendent.

Joplin District

HOUND DOG (Carthage)—To be re-
opened and mill will likely be rebuilt, after
preliminary operation with sinaller equip-
ment. Paul Burklin. interested.

KELLY BROS. (Granby)—With J. R.
Underwood, have completed new tailing
mill on Goad mine. Third tailing mill in
which Underwood is interested. Capacity
150 tons per shift.

LUCKY G. W. (Miami, Okla.)—Putting
new drill rig, just purchased, on Lucky Jew
tract. Drill rig on Lucky G. W. lease al-
ready has proved up ore and new mill will
be built immediately, .\lfred Hare, man-
ager.

SCAMMON (Carthage)—Making car of
ore ever.v ten days from hand-jig jilant on
lease west of Carthage. Have crusher and
rolls now installed and expect to build mill
later, P, W, Moore, Scammon, Kan., man-
ager.

CYGNT (Joplin)—Now milling 1000 tons
per day: ore yielding about 2<;; blende.
Thi'ee shafts being used and ore is taken
out in one eight-hour shift, mill being run
straight throiie-b Mine :)t rrosperity. one
of veteran sheet-ground producers. A. J.

Burnham. Joplin. manager.
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MONTANA
LewiH and Clark County

SCRATCH GRAVEL, GOLD (Helena)—
Sloping and drifting in gold-.silver-lead ore
at 500-£t. level. Shipments going to smelt-
ery.
JULIA (Helena)—Kinks in shaft re-

moved and sinking resumed at 180-ft. on
incline. Ore to be sloped during progress
of sinking.
CRUSE DEVELOPING CO. (Helena)—

Drifting and sloping on 3 ft. of ore at
600-ft. level. Ore gold, silver and lead.
Shipping to smeltery.
CARBOX HILL (Helena)—Drifting at

300 level in big low-grade vein, with
bunches of high-grade silver. May build
mill at this Grass Valley property.
SPRIXG HILL (Helena)—Drilling cam-

paign has shown large low-grade gold vein,
estimated to average about $7 in gold. Ne-
gotiations pending with New York men,
VALLEY FORGE (Rimini)—Twenty-five

carloads shipped to New York-Montana
Ore Testing and Engineering plant at
Helena during May. Samuel Mendenhall,
superintendent.
ROCK ROSE (Helena)—Two distinct

veins cut in drifting northeast from bot-
tom of 2no-£t. shaft. First one, 2 ft. of
galena ore : second, chalcopyrite. Sinking
resumed. Mine in Grass Valley section.

HELENA MINING BUREAU (Helena)—Shaft down 300 ft., in galena ore all the
way from the 200-ft. station. Agreement
calls tor 300 ft. vertical depth. Shaft going
down. ^Vhen level is driven at the 300, ore
will be sloped and shipped.

Silver Bow County
ELM ORLU (Butte)—Reported closed

Monday night. June 11, by walkout said to
be engineered b>' I. W. "\V. and Sinn Fein-
ers. Anonymous circulars distributed over
city demanding: Abolition of "rustling
card" system ; supervision of hiring of
men : increase in wages ; discharge of slate
mining inspector ; restoration of right to
hold public meetings, etc. Agitators trying
to reorganize union.

NEVAD.\
Nye County

TOXOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for
week ended June 2 was 9133 tons, valued
at $lfi9.071. comparing with 9493 tons for
the previous week. Shippers were : Tono-
pah Belmont. 2454 tons; Tonopah Mining,
2100; Tonopah E.Ktension. 2380; Jim But-
ler, 7.50; West End. lOlS; Rescue, 190;
Montana. 40; Cash Boy, 100; North Star,
52 ; miscellaneous, 53 tons.
MANH.\TT.A.N W.\R EAGLE (Manhat-

tan)—This 20-slamp mill is treating ore
from the Jumping Jack Mining Co. Four
truck's bus\' hauling ore.

MANHATTAN MORNING GLORY
(Manhattan)—Shaft now 125 ft. deep; bot-
tom showing stringers of calcite with some
stibnite and realgar. Work continuing in

old lease shaft and at open cut near White
C'aps west line. Six-drill compressor pur-
chased from Silver Peak company lias ar-
rived.
iVHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Shaft sink-

ing has progressed to 85 ft. below fourtli
level. Cement bulkhead being installed on
third level east drift, after which work
will be resumed in both east and west
drift. New 50-hp. motor will operate tile

G X 8-in. triplex pump on fourth level. Two
hearths of Wedge roaster completed and
roll building has been housed in.

Storey County
JACKET (Gold Hill)—Repairs to .shaft

and incline Saved 93 cars of ore from
tunnel workings.
UN'ION (Virginia)—On 2500 level ex-

tracted 101 tons of ore Prospected on
2300 and 2400. Reopening north drift in

west crosscut 326 ft. from 2500-2000 winze,

SIRRR.^ NEV.\DA (Virginia)—From
2450 level extracted 116 cars of ore
sampling $14.67 per ton; from 2500-levcl

prospecting, 10 cars averaging $7.35 per
ton,

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Southwest
drift 2700 level advanced to 220-ft. point;
extracted 50 cars of ore averaging $18 37

per ton; from floor above sill saved 69
mine cars of ore averaging $16,72 per ton,

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Mill received 263
tons of ore from Wedge dump, assaying
S5.49; 5 cars satnpling $21.10 per ton. 6

cars sampling $10.17 per ton from 2700
level; 101 tons Union ore averaging $12,63;
264 tons Sierra Nevada, sampling $10,27.

NEW MEXICO
Grunt Count.v

PROGRESS MI.VING (Steeplerock)—
Shaft sunk to 215 ft,; crosscut from 200-ft.

level has progressed 118 ft ; in vein matter
26 ft without footwall but material Is not

of commerciiU grade, though some seams of
good ore were passed through before cut-
ting present Assure. Company plans to
sink to 1000 ft, Charles F. Hanson, man-
ager.

.SOUTH DAKOTA
Ijuwrent'e Couiit.v

ST. ANTHtJNY (Galena)—Kitmass &
Gunn, leasers have shipped their first car of
lead-silver ore to the smeltery in Colorado.
Regular production will follow.

HOMESTAKE (Lead)—One car of tung-
sten concentrates were shipped recently
to Pennsvlvania and additional .shipments
making total of 90 tons will be .sent immo-
diatelv. Most of the old dumps which have
supplied mill heretofore have been treated
and ore is now taken from mine, where
large supply has been blocked out.

VT.\H
Beaver County

PALOMA GOLD AND SILVER (Mil-

ford)—Development being done in promis-
ing ground. M. P. Braffet, president.

CREOLE COPPER (Milford)—Expects
to ship regularly copper ore worth about
$2 3 a ton. Four cars shipped recently.

MOSCOW (Milford)—Drift on 1400 level

nearing ground below oreshoot opened on
1100. Accumulated zinc-sulphide ore being
shipped.

UNEVIDA GOLD MINING CO. (25
Broad St,. New York)—This $7,500,000
company, organized by W, C, Ralston, to

work the old Sheep Rock gold mine near
Beaver, Utah ; placers in Cariboo district

about 30 miles north of Soda Springs,
Idaho; 4000 acres near Copper Canyon,
southwest of Battle Mountain, Nev., and
the bed of the Carson River below the
old Comstock mills After repairing old
workings of the Sheep Rock mine, and
developing, a 100-ton preliminary milling
unit will be built to handle the ore esti-

mated to average $8 per ton. The placers
will be worked by dragline and the gravels
washed in special shaking sluices ; Carson
River bed, however, is to be worked by
hand' for recovery of amalgam from old

mills, after diverting river. The officers

and directors are : President, A. B. Lewis
of Beaver, Utah ; vice president, E. F,

Cragin of New York ; secretary, W. C.

Ralston of New York and San Francisco

;

treasurer, W. S. McCornick of Salt Lake
City ; other directors are X'. M. Hamilton
and Frederick Steigmeyer of Salt Lake
Citv ; H J. Casady and Charles C, Shedd
of Chicago ; two or three other directors
will be added from Boston, one of whom
will probably be George H. Morrill.

Salt Lake County
OHIO COPPER ( Bingham)—Company re-

ported to be making from $30,000 up to

$80,000 monthly, the new flotation section
contributing to the earnings.

UT-\H COPPER (Bingham)—Fir.st as-
sessment of $6,125,000, made by county
commissioners, on Bingham & Garfield Ry.
reduced to $5,888,000 ; this, however, is an
increase of $1,888,000 over assessment for
1916.

Summit County
BIG POUR EXPLOR.A.TION (Park City)—Mill treating 500 tons daily; estimated

profit. $10,000 monthly. In two weeks ex-
pected to reach 900 tons a day.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—New-
equipment installed, and sinking of winze
toward contact resumed. Down 180 ft,,

and objective point 50 ft. further. Work
to be started along surface 350 ft. from
shaft to develop outcrop.

W.\SHINGTON
Lincoln County

WESTERN' TALC (Everett)—Company
has begun opening by tunnel a talc de-
I)Osit north of Reardan. Will begin mill-
ing this summer.

Stevens County
FRISCO-STANDARD (Northport)—This

mine, about tour miles north of the Electric
Point mine, has cut 7-ft, vein at 155-ft.
depth ; contains 1 ft. of shipping-grade
silver-copper ore

CANADA
Ontario

SYLVANTTE (Kirkland Lake)—Opera-
tions suspended. Some good veins cut in

underground work shortly before closing
down.
MCRRAY-MOGRIDOR (Wolf Lake)—

Shaft down nearly 100 ft., vein maintaining
good milling grade. New steam plant in

operation.

DAVIDSON (Porcupine)—Diamond drill-

ing, started from 300-ft. level, encountered

at depth of 135 ft., a 32-ft. orebody, allow-
ing free gold.
McINTVHB (Porcupine)—In May mined

15,064 tons of ore averaging $9.83, New
hoist with capacity for 20U0 ft. Installed at
Jupiter shaft.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake) —
Treating 120 tons a day but, like other
gold iTilnes in the north country, Is suffer-
ing from shortage of labor.
TRETHEWEY (Cobalt )—Representative

of this company is in Tasiiota .sampling
group of claims, ore from which will be
brought to Cobalt for treatment.
PETERSO.V LAKE (fobalt)—Injunction

granted this company restraining I>omlnlon
Reduction C'o. from taking mill tailings out
of Peterson Lake has been lifted. Dominion
Reduction propo.ses to treat these tailings
by flotation.

KIRKLAND LAKE (Kirkland Lake)—
About 4000 tons of milling-grade ore on
dump taken out in development. Drift at
400-ft. level advanced 425 ft. west

;
good

ore in face. At 600-ft. level, two drifts be-
ing run, one on each wall of the orebod.v.
In high-grade ore ; intervening body, 30 ft.
wide, fair milling ore.

Quebec
MONTABAUN A-XD LAURENTIDE zinc

properties, in the Notre Dame des Anges
district, have been optioned by an American
syndicate, represented by K. F. B. Daude of
New York; development on l)oth projierties
and completion of the mill on the Monta-
baun mine is planned. Tiie only other zinc
mine now producing in the district is that
owned by the Weedon Mining Co. of Wee-
don. This company is concentrating at the
mine, using flotation and hauling the con-
centrates to the station about eight miles
where they are beneficiated i,y magnetic
treatment. Zinc and lead concentrates are
produced. The lead product contains some
silver. A small plant for the conversion
of the zinc product into oxide is installed
at Notre Dame and an experimental run has
been made. This plant is not running now
because the high price obtainable for the
zinc ore makes shipment more profitable.

MEXICO
GREENE-CANANEA (Cananea. Son.)—

Production in May was: Copper. 4.370.000
lb. ; silver, 153.186 oz. ; gold. 1025 oz. April
copper output. 4.730,000 lb. ; May, last year.
5.948,000 pounds.
AMERICAN METAL CO. (61 Broad-

way. New York)—This company and its

subsidiarv. Cia. Minerales y Metales. are
acquiring additional properties in Mexico.
latest acquisition being the San Toy silver-

lead mine in Santa Eulalia district. Chihua-
hua, formerlv controlled by Donald B.

Gillies. Charles M. Schwab and associates.

NIC.\R.\GU.4
PETROLEUM CONCESSION, giving ex-

clusive right to prospect and develop
X'icaraguan fields, to Lincoln G. Valentine,
nephew of Washington S, Valentine of 17
Batterv Place. New York, approved by
President Chamorro on June 8 and will

soon be acted upon by Nicaraguan con-
gress. Geologists have been in the field

for some time ;
good indications reported

on both Atlantic and Pacific coasts.

PERU
CERRO DE PASCO (La Pundicion)—

May copper output 4.670,000 lb., a decrease-
of 1,266.000 lb. from the April production.
Due to strike.

CHILE
NITR.ATE PRODUCTION' for first quar-

ter of 1917 reported as 15,792.036 Spanish
quintals (101.4 lb.), comparing with 16.-

390.926 in 1916 ; exports were 13.773.434
luintals in first quarter of 1917 as against
15.088.267 quintals in 1916.

BR-\DEX' (Sewell)—May copper output
6.750.000 lb., as compared with 5.102,000
lb, in .\pril. May, last year, 3,882,000 lb.

BELGI.\N CONGO
UNION- MINIERE DU HAUT KATANGA

(Elisahethville)—May copper production
was 5.643,775 lb.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)
—Cable report. May cleanup $115,330.
April bullion amounted to $125,601, divided

as follows: Tabowie mill, $26,738. Taracol.

$26,107; Maibong, $18,523; Taracol cyan-
ide plant, $50,873 ; Maibong tube-mill plant
bullion, $3360. Milled in Aiiril. 26 451

tons. March net profits were $i 4,238.

Hydro-electric plant started again on Apr.
22. During last half of April company
planted 100.000 three-year-old larch and
pine trees ; local governmental authorities
planted 60,000 young mulberry and chest-
nut trees donated to the Unsan district by
the company.
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Metal Markets

SILVER AND STERLING EXCHANGE
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MiiiiUHiK'Nc Orp—Continues firm, $1 per
niiu I.Liug paid for ore of 49%.

.Mol.vbileniim Ore— Unclianged at $L' :;0
per IL>. of mol.vbdenum sulphide in molvl>-
denite assaying 90%. Market firm.

P.vrite.s—Market remains in tlie same
condition as quoted last week. Domestic
suppl.v is practically all contracted. Span-
ish ore, furnace size. 15*c. per unit, on
basis of 10s. freight, buyer paying war
risk and e.xcess freight. Domestic fines.
10@10Jc.

TunB.-ilen Ore—Extremely firm, with very
little offered. We quote the best grades
of ore at $20 per unit.

Iron Trade Review

-NKW YOKK—June 13

The scramble for steel-maki.ig pig iron
and for melting steel scrap has gone on
for another week, says "Iron Age." with
no abatement of the excited conditions.
Bessemer pig iron has advanced to $55 oi
small sales and its further ascent presents
no difficulties. Basic iron on sales of more
than 511.(10(1 tons at $50 at Vallev furnace,
has been lifted $5 a ton. while forge iron
is $3 higher and foundry iron $5 higher in
Pittshurfrh and Cleveland markets. Melt-
ing scrap has sold at $42.50 in the Pitts-
burgh district, representing $12.50 advance
in two weeks.

PITT.SBl'BGH—June li
The apparent famine in pig iron and

scrap is the oustanding feature of the iron
and steel market situation. Bessemer pig
iron sold at $45, vallev. about Mav 2".
reached $50 on May 2 9 and sold at $55
late last wee.:, basic iron rising with equal
rapidity. Heavy melting steel scrap, which
barely more than a fortnight ago had risen
to $30, delivered Pittsburgh, began to be
bid for at $40 la.^t Thursdav, the Carnegie
Steel Co. accepting all offers, while at least
two other steel interests paid the same
price. The situation appears to be o le
of there not being enough pig iron a-^d
scrap to keen in operation all the steel-
making capacity, arising fromN the large
increase in .steel-makipg capacity of late,
the restriction in pig-iron output due to
coke shortage and the decreased produ'^tinn
of scrap owing to less shell steel, with its
hea\-y discards, being made. It is a pos-
sibility that 7)ig iron and scrap will reach a
level equal to the value of steel minus the
cost of con\-ersion, which would mean a
further ri.se of $25 or more.
Buying of steel for war purposes is not

very active as it requires more time than
was expected to formulate definite orders.
Steel for shipyard equioment and for ship-
building is b^ing shipped in large ton-
nages, however.

Steel pries are ver.v irregular, so much
depending on tonnage, delivery, and the
standing of the ivould-be huver. approxi-
mately 7ft8c. for tank plate, 4.25(ff4.50c.
for shapes. 3.75 (ff 4.25c. for bars. 7.50® Sc.
for black a-d blue annealed sheets and
$3.50'i?3.75 for nails.

Pie Iror^—?ince last report, noting sales
of 19,000 to:!S of bessemer at the advanced
level of $50, valley, about 15,ono tons
more was sold at the price and then there
were rales of limited tonnages at $53,
followed by 1000 tons at $55, w-hich is Jield
to be the minimum now. Basic, which had
gone U') S3 to $45, is row $50. and foundrv
and malleable are a!- o quotable at that
figure, wifh scarcely any sellers, irresi">ec-
tive of price. Inquiry is fairlv large, and
chiefly for first half 1918. while in an ex-
ceptional case a hid of $5" for fiooo tons
of be-ssemer a month over the whole year
1918 has been made, and turned down.

Steel—Offerings are ver.v limited. Steel
made to regular specifications would com-
mand $90/iil00 for billets and $105''" I'O
for sheet bars, but odd lots accumulated
might possibly go for less. The mills do
not quote for forward deliveries.

ron Ore

Iron Ore—Shipments down the lakes in
May were 0.283,012 tons, or 1,165, 908 tons
less than in May, 1916, making the total
to June 1 6,495.144 tons, or 3.912.847 tons
less than to .June 1, 1910. due entirely to
late ice on I-ake Superior. There is new
vessel capacit.v. however, and part, if not
all of the shortage can be made up. while
it is probable that the furnaces could get
through to the 1918 shipping season with
less than was moved last yc-ar. The can-
vass just completed of individual furnaces
has not proved encouraging, but the fur-
naces prohablv estimated their requin-
ments on a liberal scale.

STOCK 0UOT\TIONS STOCK OUOTATION.S—Contlourd
N. V. Exrii t

Alaska (^iilil M ,

Alaska Junoati
Am.Sni.&Rer..com
Am. Sm. & Ret., pf
Am. Sm. Sec. pf. x
Am. Sm. Sec, i)f. ]i.

Am. Zinc.
Am. Zlnr. pf
Anaponda
Batopllns Mtn
Bellilehcm Steel. . ,

.

Betlilelioiii Sled. pf.
Butto .v Superior. .

Cerro tie Paaco. . .

.

Chile Cop
Chlno
Colo. Fuel & Iron. .

Crucible Steel... .

Dome Mlnea
Federal M . & S. . ,

Federal M. * S.. pf.
Great N'nr.. ore rtf
Greene ("'ananea...
Gulf States steel .

.

Homestake
Inspiration Con .

Internationa! Nickel
Kennerott
Lackawanna Steel..
Miami Copper ...
N'at'I Lead. mm.. . ,

National Lead. pf.

.

Nev. Conso!
Ontario Mm
Quieksllver
Quicksilver, pf . .

.

Ray Con
Republlcl .&S..com ..

Republic I. *S.pL.
Sloss-Shetlleld
Tennessee C. & C.

.

U. S. Steel, com
V. S. Steel, pf
Utab Copper
Va. Iron C. A- c..

June 12

M
4!

lOSl
113
Ml!
93
33 i

63
841

1

1 55 J

:120
45!
36
221
60

j
60
33
801
'0
13
431
.13!

45
127
ion
65
4i;
47 i

101

J

411
57
108
25!
5t
1!
II

30!
9U
105!
59!
16i

1301
117
1161
69

MDSTOX E.XCH.'June 12 CfH.O SPRINGS June 12

tl8.

X. Y. CURBt
Big Ledge
Butte & N. Y. . .

.

Butte C.&Z..
Caledonia
Calumet & Jennie

.

Can. Cop. Corpn ..

Carlisle
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppermines.
Con. Nev.-Utah. .

Emma Con
First Nat. Cop.

.

Goldfleld Con .

Goldfleld Mercer.
Greenraonster
Hecla Min
Howe Sound . . . .

Jerome Verde
Joplin Ore & Spel.
Kerr Lake
Magma
Maiestic
MeKinley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mohican
Mother Lode
N.Y. & Hond
Niplssing Mines. . .

.

Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester ^!ines,

,

St. Joseph Lead. . . .

Seneca.

3

.57
li
2!

It"
.09

1
J

2J
.54

07
1

SA
5!
li

15
4!

46
.45
.,50

.75

.28
14!
71
1!

4
53
ISi

--
, lOi

Standards.!. 40i
Stewart.
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribullion
Troy .Arizona
United Cop .

United Verde Ext

.

I'nited Zinc
White Knob. pf. , ,

While Oaks .

Yukon Gold

.2S

.39

-A,
.27-^

I

39!
M

SAN FRAN.«
Alta
-\ndes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challense Con. . . .

Confidence
Con. Virginia
Gould & Oirry.. .

.

Hale & Norcross. ,

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Sava«e
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. . .

Union Con
Utah con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MaeNamara
Midway
Mont.-Touopah. . .

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End t'on. . .

.

Atlanta
Booth
Comb. Frac
D'Oeld Daisy
Florence
Jumbo Extension..
Kewanas
Nevada HlllB
Nevada Packard.

.

Round Mountain.

.

Sliver Pick
White Caps
Big Jim
NclUc
Tom Reed
United Eastern.

.

.07

.04

.02

.11
01
.10
.24
.02
.04
.05
.13
.05
.11
,04
(19

.02
07
20
.01

4.00
.70
25
.11
.19
.10
24
.65
.11
.OS
.04
.03
.18
.37
.14
.25
..34

.39

.11
1.371
.75

t.l3t
tl.93)
4.30

.Adventure,

.^limeek,
Mgoniali

,

Alloucz
.^rlz. Com.
Arnold, ,

.

Bonanza
r.iilie-Mallaklava.
Caliiriet .t Ariz.. .

Calumet A- Hecla.
Centennial
Cpptter Range . . ,

Daly West . .

ravls-').'ilv
Fast t-.itte

Fran''lln
Granbv,

,

Han-1'k
Heiil...-

Hcl-erla
In'Mana
Island cr'k, com.

.

Isle r'»yalc
Keweenaw
I aVe
La all-
?'.ason ^ aVey
%'ass

j
>Tjty'V.„,^,r

^'lhl-.ll
MohaW^
.New Ar:-adlan. . .

.

New Idria , .

North Butte
North I.aVe
Ollbway
Old Dominion .

Osceola
tjulney
St. Ntarys M. L.

.

Santa Fe
Shannon. . . .

Shattuck-Arlz
So. Lake
So. Ut.ah
Superior
Superior & Bost. .

,

Trinity
Tuolumne
U. S. Smelting. .. .

U. s. Smelt'g. pf.

.

Utjih ."Kpex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
\'lctoria
AS'inona
Wolverine
Wyandot

3
105
.00
65)
141
.30
.21
.00
SOI

330
18
611

l\
13

85
14

15
40
oi

7}
3)
11

.31

'51
13
21
3

90
3
15
191
'I
1!

63!
8Si
86 j

81

M
26
3)
IS
9
5
4J
li

61

'SI
4!
3

44
.90

BOSTON CURB* June 12

-\laska Mines Corp.
Bingliam Mines
Boston Ely
Boston A Mont. . . .

Butte li- Lon'nDev.
Calaveras ,

Caliiniet-Corbin
Chief Con..
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Crystal Cop
Fagle* Blue Bell. .

Houghton Copper. .

Intermountain
Iron Cap, ccm. .'..

.

Iron Cap Cop., pf.

.

Mexican Metals. . .\

Mines of .America. .

Moiave Tungsten. .

Nat, Zinc & Lead. .

Ncvada-'^ouglaa. .

.

New Baltic.
New (Cornelia
Oneco
Pad ^-c Mines
Rex Cons

.73?
121
.55
.62
.18

3'.

01]

.2")'

.90
1

19
'8i

13
.60

1!

n
17 i

.30

.25

SALT LAKE*

Bannack
,

.

Big Four. .. .

Black Jack
Cardiff
Colorado Mining.

.

Daly-Judce
Empire Copitcr. .

Gold Chain
Grand Cenfal.

.

Grand Gulch
Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth...
May Day .

Moscow
Prince Con
silver-King Coal'n.
Silver King Con.

.

Sioux Con
So. Hecla
Uncle Sam
Wllbert
Yankee

1.00
.54
.06

7.00
.17

S.50
1.25
.11
45
.19

1.05
.03
.081
12

1 25
3 121
3 82)

lOi
1.05
.021
.14
.11

TORONTO' Ji^ne 12

Bailey
Beaver Con
Bu. alo Mines
Chambers Ferland
Conlagas
La Rose
Peterson Lake
Right of Way,..,
T, A- Hudson Bay, ,

Temlskamlni:
Weltlaufer-Lor
Dome Kxten
Dome Lake
Foley O'Brien
Honingcr
Jupiter
Mclniyre
Newray
Porcu, Crown. .

Schtimaeher.
. .

Vipond
West Dome'. •

.03

.32

.95

.10
3.75
,37
08!
04

38.00
.36
.03
.13
.17
.70

3.40
.28

1.35
.60
..5'i

.45

.;3

.18

Crc.
DocKir Jack Pot.
Klklon troD
I'A Paso
Cold Soverelifn. . .

.

Golden Cycle. . . ,

Granite. , , . ,

Isabella
Mary MeKlnncy..
Portland
Unlte.i Gold M.
Vindicator

3 121
.05
061
.30

04
2.21

,.',2

. 101

.20
1.4S

IS
.75

l/).NI)ON
Alaska Mexican
Alaska Tre'dwcll
Biiriiiu < 'orp,

.

Cam A .Motor. .

.

' atop Bird. , .

11 Dro
i'spcrani^a

.

Mexico .Mines,
,

.Nechl.pfd...
OrovlUc
Sania Ger t'dla
Tomboy.

May 25
£U ia« Od

I IS
4 II II

9
rt 1^

8 (I

10 3
4

12
13 6
10
18

* Bid prieca. t cioelng prlco. : Laat Quotatlona.

MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES OP METALS

Silver

January..

.

February...
March. . .

.

April
.May
Juno
July .

August..
.

September.
October. .

,

November
December.

'Year

New York
1915

I
1916 1917 1915

I
1916

75 630
77 .585
73 861

48-855.56.773
48 477 .58 755
50 241 57 935
.50 2.1(1 64 415
49 91.-,,74 2C.9 74 74,
49 034|l)5 (124,
47-519 02,940
47.163 66 0.S3i
4S,6.SOlOS 5151
49 .385 67 8.55
51 714 71 604
•54 071 73.765

49 684i63.66I

.'',70

2('.7

597
7K(I

.59

1

925
0941
373

1917

36.682
37.742
36 410
36 963
37 940

23.675131 315

I „S^_^ "'''' ouoftlo™ cents ner ounce troy. One silverLondon, pence per ounce. slerlinR silver. O.Jis One
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California Dredge with Four Tailings

Conveyors
By Lewis II. Kduy*

SYNOPSIS—The problem of rrdaiming dredged

gold-placer ground for agricultunil uses, coinci-

dent until recovery of the gold, is having a third

practical demonstration in California in the oper-

ation of Xatoma No. 1 dredge in American River

district. This dredge operated about 8 years with

single tailings stacker, placing the tailings in

ridges, as is the common practice.

Reeon.-itructioii and equipment with four tailings con-

veyors of Natonia No. 1 dredge \vas begun Feb. 15 and

finished Nov. 11, 1916. This is tlie second of the Nato-

mas fleet of eleven dredges operating in the American

River district, California, to be reconstructed and equip-

ped for replacing the soil on top of the gravel and leav-

ing the topography of the land unchanged, coincident

in this section of the field slopes gradually from the hills

on the northeast, to the American Eiver, which flows

southwest to its confluence with the Sacramento River at

Sacramento.

In the reconstructed dredge the length and width of

the hull are increased, and in addition to the change in

the tailings equipment is the substitution -of a revolving

screen for shaking screens and the lengthening of the

digging ladder. The general equipment for disposing of

the tailings is of the same type, design and construction

as installed on Natoma No. 4 dredge. The rock is sepa-

rated by means of a 4r-ft. extension on the end of the

revolving screen, which is perforated with 6-in. holes.

As the material passes over this section, all the rocks

under 6-in. size fall through the 6-in. perforations into a

hopper, which divides them evenly to the small-rock con-

veyors. The rocks larger than 6 in. in diameter are ear-

trTTfrnT '

STACKING TAILINGS, AMERICAN RIVER ni STRICT, CALIFORNIA
Showing distribution of tailings from four stackers. Upper end of conveyor

with recovery of the gold. Natoma No. 4 dredge was re- ried to the end of the screen and deposited into another

hopper, which divides them equally to the large-rock con-

veyors. The four tailings conveyors are made up of 18-in.

channels, providing lightness with strength; the two

tail sluices are made up of plates and angles. Tlie large-

rock, or u]ipcr, conveyors arc each 56 ft. long, center to

center of drums, and provided with 30-in. belts. The
small-rock, or lower, conveyors are eacli 73 ft. 6 in. long,

center to center of drums, and ]irovided with ;?6-in. belts.

The u]iper conveyors receive tlie rocks of (J-iii. size and

over and distribute them ou the bottom of the pond-

constructed and equipped with two conveyors in 1915

and has since been improved in construction by adding

chutes for handling the heavier gravel. No. 1 dredge

is also provided with rock chutes for such ju'eces as

it may be desirable to ]nv]) off the conveyor belts.

Both dredges operate in the Natoma field, south of the

town of Natoma. No. 1 is on the west side of the South-

ern Pacific tracks and No. 4 on the east side. The ground

•Asuociate editor, San Francisco, Calif,
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These two conveyors are stationary and have a slope of

24 in. in 12 in. Tlie lower conveyors, receiving all rocks

!ind jjravel less than G-in. size, distrilnitc tiie material

on top of the discharge from the upper conveyors, as the

dredge moves forward. The lower conveyors are set in

structural-steel footings on the deck floor, with provision

for horizontal and vertical adjustment. In addition to

these conveyors there are two double-deck tail sluices,

situated on the stern at the sides of the hull, adjustable

Path ofFine Rocks ^^
Path of Tail-stoke Deposits^

Fim-RXK
STACKCR

AUXILIARY-ROCK CHUTES

PLAN AND SECTION. SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF
FOUR-T.4ILINGS-STACKER DREDGE

in the same manner as the small-rock convej'ors, having

a slope of 1 in. in 12 in. The upper decks of the tail

sluices are 88 ft. long, the lower decks 72 ft. long. All

sand and water passes to the tail sluices and is distributed

on top of the gravel that comes from the conveyors.

The diagram and the illustrations accompanying this

article show the four-conveyor tailings equipment of

Natonia No. 1 dredge. In the diagram the word '"stacker"

is used, being the common term applied to all dredge-

The illustration of the stern, taken on the same day
as that of the port side, shows the tailings equip-

ment, tiie stern gantry and the two spuds placed one
on each side of the screen extension. The illustration

of the upper end of tiie starboard ni:)per conveyor

shows the relative position of the starboard tail sluice.

The original Natoina No. \ dredge began digging May
10, 1008, and in the period of 7 years 8 months handled
a total of 23,f)42,200 cu.yd. of gravel, turning over 0(56

acres of ground. The wooden bull was 112 ft. long, 50 ft.

wide, 11 ft. G in. deep. The plate-girder type digging
ladder, 8-4 ft. long, was equipped with 13|-cu.ft. buck-

ets, digging 3.5 ft. below the water line. The dredge was
equipped with shaking screens and double-bank gold-sav-

ing tallies provided with Hungarian-type wooden riffles.

The tailings stacker was 104 ft. long, with 42-in. belt.

The steel spuds were each 30 x 42 in. by 55 ft. long and
each weighed 40,000 lb. It was at the time of its con-

struction the largest-capacity gold dredge known. The
dredge was electrically driven and required a total of

645 hp. No important changes in construction were

made during the life of the original dredge; though the

bucket capacity had been increased to 1 5 cubic feet.

The new wooden hull of Natoma No. 1 is 117 ft. long,

56 ft. wide, 11 ft. 6 in. deep. The digging ladder was
lengthened to increase the digging depth from 35 ft. to

45 ft. It is steel plate-girder type, 9G ft. long, 5 ft. 2

in. wide, equipped witli 67 California type two-piece 15

eu.ft. buckets made of manganese steel and weighing

3900 lb. each. The bucket pins are made of nickel

chrome steel, 2 ft. 11 in. long, 6^ in. in diameter; the

bushings are of manganese steel. The ladder suspension

is standard dredge type of upper and lower suspension

blocks; the front hanger bar is solid eye-bar type; the

back hanger is made up of 2f-in. suspension-bridge cable,

for flexibility. The lower tumbler is solid round man-
ganese steel, with no wearing plates; tread, 5 ft. 6 in.;

diameter, 45i in. through the hub, outside diameter 7

ft. 7 in. Upper tumbler is standard one-piece carbon

steel with manganese-steel cushion and manganese-steel

ear plates. Both shafts are nickel steel. The bucket idler

SURFACE AFTER DREDGING AND REFILLING WITH FOUR-TAILINGS STACKERS, AMERICAN RIVER
DISTRICT. CALIFORNIA

tailings conveyors. But the word "conveyor" as used

in the text is probably the more comprehensive, as this

type of dredge does not "stack" the tailings.

The illustration of the port side of the reconstructed

dredge, taken in Jlarch, 1917, shows the digging lad-

der working against a low bank of level ground and

illustrates the arrangement and relative jjositions of the

conveyors and tail sluices and also shows the even dis-

tribution of the tailings.

is one-piece type, of the <:\\\w weinlit nnd ilimensions as

used on No. 4 dredge.

The gantries are built of M-ood and extciui through the

deck to the floor of the hull, according to the usual jirac-

tice in construction of wooden dredges. The bow gantry

is made of 18x24-in. timbers, the stern gantry of

18xl8-in. timbers. The revolving screen, vt^hicli dis-

places the shaking screens of the old dredge, is 43 ft. long

by 9 ft. in diameter. It is perforated with §-in. holes
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inside and i-m. holes outside for the length of three sec-

tions, and f-in. holes outside for the fourth section and

6-in. holes in the extension section. The distributor is

of the same type as on No. -i dredge, especially designed

for good distribution. The saveall, grizzly, etc., are of

the standard type.

The electric-motor equipment uses a total of 1000 hp.;

it includes six operating and drive motors having a total

of 475 hp. and five pump motors having a total of 525

hp. The main drive motor is 300 hp., 580 r.p.m.; swing

winch. 50 hp. ; screen, 75 hp., 580 r.p.m. three-phase 60-

cycle 2000 volts variable speed; large-rock conveyors, 15

hp. ; small-rock conveyors, 30 hp. ; tool motor, 5 hp. The

pumping equipment is composed of two 14-in. high- and

low-pressure. Yuba pumps driven by 150- and 100-hp.

motors; one G-in. dual hopper, Yuba, 50 hp; one 6-in.

two-stage Worthington fire, 75 hp. ; one 10-in. dual moni-

tor, Yuba, 150 hp. The electric power is furnished over

pole line by the Great Western Power Co., of California.

Transformers and safety devices are installed in accord-

ance with the State Board of Fire Underwriters' schedule.

All the steel castings for new parts of maeliinery in-

stalled were furnished by the Columbia Steel Co. : the

iron castings by the Stockton Iron Works. Most of the

machining was done at the Natoma shops, except cast-

ings too large for the Natoma machines; the larger pieces

were machined by the Union ^lacliine Co., of San Fran-

cisco. The main drive, both winches and some of the

other large pieces of machinery were taken from the dis-

mantled dredge. The capacity of the reconstructed

dredge is the same as that of the old dredge, and it will

operate in ground of the same character.

"Liquid Fire" in the European War
The Germans have not hesitated to introduce any of

the ancient or modern weapons of offense and defense

which they thought would be of advantage, regardless

of Hag-ue conventions or accepted standards of civili-

zation, says H. E. Howe in a bulletin of the American

Chemical Society. Among these is "Liquid Fire," a

weapon of value principally because of its demoralizing

effect upon those attacked. There have been casual-

tics resulting from liquid fire, but it is the psychological

effect that is sought.

The apparatus usually consists of a metal tank hold-

ing about 1 gal. of liquid to be burned, a section of pipe

from this tank to a rubber hose at the other end, in

which there is a smaller metal pipe about a yard long

fitted with a nozzle and a friction igniter, as well as

an oil-burning wick. There is a valve near the tank

and another near the nozzle. Benzol, from coal tar,

and crude oil are used in equal proportions and are car-

ried in the tank under a pressure of appro.\iniately 300

lb. per sq. in., this pressure being maintained by com-

pre.s.sed nitrogen, an inert gas having no effec't u]jon

the contents of the tank. The taidv and accessories are

carried by one man, while the noz/.le is carried by a

companion when liquid is being burned. Or it may

be fixed in position and operated by the same man wlio

carrier the tank.

In use a cap is drawn from Wie end of the nozzle and

a wick burning kerosene or similar oil is thereby lighted,

since the cap is a friction igniter. The oil is then

turned on and is ignited as it leaves the nozzle under

great pressure. The result is a Hame of burning oil

about 30 vd. long. For two-thirds of this distance the

flame is straight, but it then turns up as does any other

liame. It may be directed against the ground, but care

must be taken not to deflect it too sharply as it may
strike the ground and turn back toward those operating

the device. It is therefore not well suited to turning

down into a trench.

It is said by an expert that liquid fire is not .so effec-

^xe now that it is understood by the troops and means

for defense have been worked out. It can be readily

understood, however, that a number of such devices, with

the roar of the escaping oil, when used together, gave

a means of demoralizing the defenders of a trench, es-

pecially at night, and in the beginning was a valuable

accessory, especially by raiding parties.

Degree of Care Required of Employers

By a. L. H. Street*

In the late case of Lively vs. American Zinc Co., 191

Southwestern Reporter, 97.5, the Tennessee Supreme

C(jurt applies the mine safety law of the state.

While being hoisted on an elevator in a mine shaft,

a miner Ijpcame faint and fell over one edge, owing to a

chain on that side of the car being unfastened. Timbers

in the shaft drew liim from the elevator, and he was

killed by falling to the bottom of the shaft. His ad-

ministrator sued for damages, relying upon a violation

of the state statute that requires hoisting machinery to

be- kept in safe condition.

Alarming the ruling of the trial court that the accident

was not due to defendant employer's fault, the Supreme

Court holds that where specific safety requirements are

made by law, they must be absolutely complied with;

approximate compliance is insufficient; but that the re-

quirement in the Tennessee statute for "safe" hoisting

machinery leaves it to a mine operator to install rea-

sonably safe appliances, tested by the degree of care

usually exercised by operators in general under similar

circumstances. If he selects a type of machiner}' iu

general use, he cannot be deemed to be negligent, because

there may be a safer type in use.

Finding that the elevator in question was of the kind

used throughout the countrj' in well-managed mines, the

court holds that defendant sufficiently complied with the

law.

Sundry Minerals in Japan

According to a consular report from Yokohama {Com-

merce Reports, May 18, 1917), the following rare metal

ores were jjroduced in Japan in 1916, the figures for 1915

being given- in parentheses: Antimony, 27,333,333 lb.

(18,-19(),fil5); molybdenite, 74,167 (24,733); tin, 562,-

666 lb. (759,325); tungsten, 1,358,333 lb. (827,950).

I'lxpoi-ts were as follows: Antimony, 19.978.643 lb.

(19,209,172); tung.sten, 1,194,933 'lb. (1,074,800).

Molybdenite exports in 1916 arc not reported, but in 1915

they amounted to 16,400 lb.

The average metal content in the molybdenum ore

wa's 40%; in tin ore, 40%; in antimony, 60%; and in

tungsten, 60 to 65%.

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
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The Metallurgy of Ferrosilicon

1095

SYNOPSIS—The rule of fprro^iliron in steel

iiietallurgy is second in impovlnnre to that of
ferromanf/ancsp. I! is used as a deoxidizer, pro-
motes soundness in ingot iron and reduces porosity
and segregation. Its metallurgy is described and
its tises d I' tailed.

In the metallurgy ol' iron and steel, ferrosilicon is

second in importance only to ferromanganese from the
standpoint of tonnage consumed. It is a singular fact
that although electric-furnace ferrosilicon was first manu-
factured in the United States in 189S, it remained for
European metallurgists, and particularly P. Girod, to
develop its production on a large scale. Many plants are
in operation on the continent of Europe, but until after
the present war started there was but one large producer
in the United States—the Electro Metallurgical Co., with
plants at Niagara Falls, N. Y., and Kanawha Falls,
West Virginia.

Almost any alloy of iron and silicon is called ferro-
silicon. Typical analyses of ferrosilicon, which have been
used in the metallurgy of steel either for purposes of

20 40 60 60

Atomic Percentage
PIG. X. EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAM OP THE IRON-

SILICON SYSTEM ,

deoxidation of liquid metal or for fixed addition in the
metallurgy of silicon steels, are given in Table I. Ferro-
silicon is invariably crystalline in structure, and it may
l)e coarsely or finely crystalline, depending upon the
silicon content. The silicon content of an alloy may be
roughly judged by the appearance and color of " the
fractured surface. Wlnm the silicon content is less tlian

20%, the fracture appears finely crystalline but somewhat
dull

;
with increasing percentages up to 30, the crystalliza-

tion is plalelike or slaty and the fracture brighter.
Distinct crystallization is absent in the high-grade alloys
over 50%, the fractui'e appearing fine, similar to ele-

mental silicon, and the color bluish.

The iron-silicon alloys have been investigated tlionmub-
ly.with the result lliat llieir pi'operties are well under-

•Excerpts from an article by Robert J. Anderson, in "IronTrade Review, May 10, 1917, by courtesy of the publishers.

stood. Tilileii, Roberts Austen, and Turner began work
with these alloys in 1887, and were followed by'^Hadfield
in 1889, Baker in 1903, Guillet in 1904, Bisset in 1910,
Pagliaiiti in 1912 and Yensen in 1915. The metallog-
rapliy of the iron-silicon system has been dealt with in
the scientific press by Osmond in 1890, Arnold in 1894,
Baker in 1903, Gurtler and Tamman in 1905 and Gonter-
man in 1911. The last-named correlated the work of
other investigators and plotted a diagram. There is

considerable dispute as to the number of iron-silicon
comjTOunds, the number being held to be from two to five.

Tamman and Gurtler show but two compounds, the sili-

cides, Fe.Si and FeSi. R. Frilley, in "Dingler's Polv-
technisches Journal," Vol. 12(5, pp. 481-5, announces the
existence of these silicides : Fe„Si, FeSi, FeSi^, FeS^,
Fe3Si and FesSi^. Others point out the existence of
FejSi and FeSig. At least three compounds, Fe^Si, FeSi
and FeSi,, exist and possibly some others.

The diagram of Tamman and Gurtler, shown in Fig. 1,

indicates the existence of two eutectics; the fi:rst one
contains 31.6% silicon and is composed of Fe^Si -f- FeSi,
and the second one contains 60%, silicon and is composed
of FeSi ~ Si. With less than 30% silicon present,
the alloys are hard and massive and consist of solid

solutions of Fe and Fe,Si. With percentages of silicon
from 30 to 21. G the alloys are composed of crystals of
primary FcgSi embedded in a matrix of the eutectic,

Fe^Si ^- FeSi. When the percentage of silicon is

between 21. G and 33.3, the alloys consist of FeSi and the
eutectic just mentioned. Crystals of FeSi are observed
in the eutectic FeSi ~ Si, when the silicon ranges
from 33.3 to 60%. For percentages of silicon from 60
to 100, silicon crystals are found in a matrix of the
eutectic, FeSi -^ Si.

Chemical Properties

The impurities present in electric-furnace ferrosilicon
are largely a function of the im])urities ])resent in the
raw materials charged, hence it is important to obtain
the purest materials available for charging. In the
electric-furnace product, manganese is generally low,
ranging from 0.10 to 0.40%, phosphorus'" from 6.01 to

0.05%, sulphur from 0.01 to 0.05%; and carbon from
nil to 0.30%. The percentages of impurities are de-
pendent upon the grade of the alloys made, and in general,
the higher the grade the lower the impurities. In blast-

furnace ferrosilicon, manganese ranges from 1.25 to

3.5%, phophorus is usually less than 0.06%o, sulphur less

than 0.05%, and carbon may vary from 1 to 3%. In the
25%, grade, calcium may be about 0.5%,, and it increases
up to 1% in the 90%, grade. Aluminum in most grades
will be around 0.1%.

Frilley has investigated the manganese-silicon alloys,

l)oth as to properties and constitution, and has shown
(liat in this system that the following silicides are present:
SiMn,, SiMn, Si^Mu, SiaMn.. and SiMn^. Ferrosilicon-
aluminum is an alloy containing about 45% silicon, 12
(o 15% aluminum and the remainder iron. It is em-
ployed as a deoxidizing agent. This alloy is used mainly
in steel made in the electric furnace to scavenge out
oxides from the metal and produce easily fusilile silicati^s

oT iron and alumiiiuin. 1 1 is added to the liquid steel
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in tlio ladles boloro tlio metal is Icemod inlo molds, so

that any tendciu-y toward wildness on castinf:^ will be

overcome. The I'luiction of ferrosilicon-aluminum is

virtually the same as that of alnminiini, but it ajjpears to

be more effective.

Fovrosilico-nianganose is made in two com))ositions in

a French works; these are, 00 to 70% manganese, 20

to 25% silicon and ;3 to -I %> iron: ami 50 to 60% man-
ganese, 22 to 2.")%. silicon and about 19% iron. The

carbon in both is about 0.35%, and j)hosphorns and sid-

phur are quite low. Either of these alloys is at times

employed for fixed additions to liquid steel.

Ferrosilico-manganese-aluminum is made in two grades

as follows: IS to 20 or 9 to ll^c silicon, 18 to 22 or 9

to 11%. manganese and 9 to 12 or 4.5 to G% aluminum.

Perrosilico-calcium-aluminum has an average composition

of 50 to 55% manganese, IS to 22% calcium, 12 to 15%
iron, 4 to 5% aluminum and about 1% carbon. Its

use is limited to the manufacture of high-grade steels

that can stand the cost. This alloy is l)oth a deoxidizer

and a desulphurizer. Silico-spiegel contains from 22 to

24% silicon, and from 35 to 40% numganese. It is

made by melting down ferrosilicon, flint, numganese ore

and carbon. As this alloy is much higher in grade than

the blast-furnace silico-spiegel, it finds considerable use in

the metallurgy of manganese steels in works in England

and Italy.

Ferrosilicon is made by two difl'erent methods, the blast

furnace and the high-temperature electric furnace. The

alloy is also produced from two different charges: First,

by reducing silica and iron ore with carbon, and second,

by the reduction of silica with carbon, the iron addition

being in the form of turnings. Although the idea of

utilizing iron-silicon slags has been proposed, it has not

been employed commercially, and the experiments of R.

M. Keeney indicate that such a method does not appear

practical,

Blast-Furxace Manufacture

Ferrosilicon made in the blast-furnace stack contains

20% silicon and less, the electric furnace being employed

for the production of the rich alloys. In general, blast-

furnace ferrosilicons contain from 10 to 20% silicon, with

an average of about 15%. The difficulty of securing high

enough temperatures in the blast furnace militates against

table I. analyses of ferrosilicon*

Kind of Alloy Si C Mn F S Fe

English blast furnace 8 10 175 2 20 056 045 87 80

Enelisli blast furnace 1150 150 135 058 030 85 50

English bl;ust furnace 13 45 121 171 058 020 85 50

Eni-lish blast furnace 17 90 1,50 080 040 80 40

Electric furnace 32 70 27 31 050 040 6b bO

Electric furnace 48 70 09 13 040 OJO 510
Electric furnace 75 80 nil Oil 020 020 24

Electric furnace 94.80 nil 08 010 020 5 10

" "Foundry Trade Journal," 1907, p. 424

the production of the higher grade alloys; even in making

15% ferrosilicon, the fuel consumption is high.

The charge consists of iron oxide, siliceous iron ore

and coke, the reduction being etfecfed by the carbon.

Slags high in alumina and correspondingly low in lime

are reputed to be desirable, as the reduction is secured

more readily by their use. The furnace operation does

not differ materially from the usual ])ractice when mak-

ing pig iron, but continuity of running is interrupted

by furnace dilliculties. Depending upon the size of the

stack used", the production will vary from 25 to 100 tons.

The early attempts to manufacture ferrosilicon in the

electric furnace simultaneously with other products met

v.ith com]ilete failure. Rathenau, (Jin, Keller, Strauije

and others carried out pioneer work in ferrosilicon metal-

lurgy. Straube, among otlier suggestions, proposed

raising the silicon tenor of a low-percentage alloy by

cither remelting it and adding a charge of quartz and

i-arlion or drawing it while liquid into another furnace

and there adding quartz and carbon.

1". .1. 'I'one, in an American patent, recommended the

use of carborundum or siloxicon as a source of silicon

for the raw-material charge. Carborundum is essentially

silicon carliide, SiC. The Tone patent is based on the

following formula:

Fe + SiC = (Fe -f Si) -f C
In modern electric-furnace practice, there are two kinds

of charges that llnd application in the manufacture of

ferrosilicon. These may be cither wrought-iron, steel or

cast-iron turnings,

quartz or sand, and

charcoal, coke or

coal as a reducing

agent ; or silicious

iron ore, quartz or

>aiid, and charcoal,

coke or coal, accord-

ing to R. M. Keeney

in Bulletin 77, Uni-

ted States Bureau

of I\Iines. Iron
turnings are gener-

ally preferable to

iron ores, as the

power consumption

is less, the furnace

operation is steadi

er and naturally

there is less slag

produced. In most

operating plants the

endeavor is to se-

cure the purest raw

materials available

—the object in this

being to avoid' the

introduction of slag-

forming materials

into the charge and also to prevent the presence of phos-

phorus and sulphur in the finished alloys. The reducing

action of the. ]3rocedure is so powerful that most of the

phosphorus and sulphur present in the charge appears

in the metal, a subordinate percentage appearing in the

The charge of raw materials is thoroughly mixed, and
then shoveled into the furnace top. The charging of

furnaces is ordinarily done by hand, but a few establish-

ineiits having large furnaces use an automatic charging

arrangement, the salient feature of which is an inclined

chute which discharges the ra\v material mixture into

the furnace. The material should be distributed at in-

tervals around the electrodes so that the latter are covered

to a depth of about a foot. Power consumption and

electrode loss are held down by covering the furnace top

with cold material.

In electric-furnace practice for the ]iroduction of

ferrosilicon, the resultant alloy is tap]icd out at periodic

intervals, say two hours or more, depending upon the

iM&oiinZ^
c
?IG. 2. PLAN AND ELEVATIO.N OF

SIEMENS TYPE OF FERRO-
SILICON FURNACE
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aniouiit of silicon rtH|iiiro(l in tiic alloy. As piirc inatciials

are used for the eliarffe, but little slag is fonned. When
tapjiod, the metal and slag are run into iron ears lined

with sand or carbon or into sand molds in the pit in

front of the furnace. Becau.se of the liiglily eon-osive

action of the metal at the pouring temperature, iron

molds or ladles would have a short life, so that these

are not used. After being run into the molds, the alloy

is cooled and then broken into jiieccs of small size for

packing and trans|iort.

Fig. 2 illustrates a plan and elevation of a Siemens

type of ferrosilicon furnace. This furnace has a circular

cross-section. The power is conducted by one npper

electrode, as shown, and a carbon hearth. The furnace

used for electric ferrosilicon manufacture cannot be lined

with fire brick because of the corrosive character of the

alloy. Hence, carbon is used to cover any firebricks which

may be employed. A furnace that has been put out for

ferrosilicon manufacture and designed to avoid the use

of a conducting hearth is shown in Fig. 3. This is a

three-]ihase series furnace.

Cost of PnoDicrioN

For commercial purposes, iron-silicon alloys made in

tlie electric furnace are in four grades, which are graded

and marketed according to their silicon content; these

grades contain 25 to 30%, 45 to 55%, 75 to 80%o and 90

to 93% silicon and higher. Dr. W. Conrad has given a

table showing the cost of making one ton of both 25

and 50% ferrosilicon at a French works. These costs

are made up as shown in Table II.

Power is a considerable item of expense in all electric-

furnace work, and particularly so in the United States,

where the waterfalls have not been utilized as extensively

as they have in France, Norway and Sweden. Where the

cost of production may be from $25 to $50 abroad,

depending upon power costs, raw material sources and

grade of alloy made, in this country it will range from

$40 to $G5 a ton.

IXSTALLATIOX OF Pl.AXT

A ferrosilicon plant of 500-kw, ca]iacity, which is an

average size for an initial installation, will require from

8000 to 10.000 sq.vd. of floor space. As given by Harclen.

this is as follows:

(A) Storage:

Storage for quartz
Storage for ooal and coke
Storage for scrap iron
Storage for sundry reguireinetiis

Storage for finished products
Storage for electrodes

(B) Furnace Plant:

Furnace room
Transformer room , _

Shop for electrode fillinir and repair shop. .

Crushing and mixing floor

(C) Sundry Floor Space:

Breaking and packing room
Laboratory, office, workmen's room, elc

(D) Sidings and Factory Yard

SqA'd.

2.000
850
200
200
300
150

850
300
200
300

400
200

3.000

Space should also be provided for future expansions. 8,950

T.4BLE. II. COST OF MAKING ONK TON FERROSILICON

25% Silicon 50% Silicon

1,600 lb. scrap iron $11 dO 1,000 lb. scnip iron $6 86
1,600 lb. quartz.
950 lb. coal
1 1 lb. of electrodes
Wages and salaries
Repairs, maintenance, etc

.

General incidentals

75 6,000 lb. Huartz 2 68
I 41 3.200 lb. coal 4 65
4 32 200 lb. electrodes 8 00
6 60 Wages and salaries 1 7 20
4 00 Repairs and sundries 1 5 . 00
1 40 General incidentals

, 2 . 80

Total $30 08 Total $5/l<>

The packing and transport of ferrosiliccm, particular]\'

those grades containing from 30 to G5% silicon, is a

matter of importance, bccau.se of the cases of poisoning

that have been traced to the disintegration of the alloys.

This disintegration occurs in spots in a mass of the ferro-

silicon, so that part of it remains firm and hard and the
rest crumbles and falls away. There appears to be con-

siderable diversity of opinion as to whether this falling

away was traceable to certain physical or chemical con-

ditions or was inherent. Keeney suggests that calcium
may cause disintegration, while Frilley attributes it to

aluminum. Others hold that the pouring temperature of

the furnace o]ieration and even the current density of

the power line used are the causes. It seems that positive

knowledge is wanting.

The ga.ses evolved appear in many instances to be

phosphine, PH.|, and arsine, AsH^, irrespective of how
they are caused. The vaw materials entering into the

runiace charge usually contain phos))horus in small

amount at least, and the high reducing action of the

manufacturing jn-ocess concentrates this element in the

alloy. The grinding of the pieces in transport and any
exposure of the resultant powder to a humid atmosphere
gives ri.se to the gases mentioned. Even small amounts
of ]jhosphine are highly harmful. Hence it is better

practice to pack the alloy in lead or iron-lined boxes

;

in fact, in some countries laws have been pas.sed to this

effect.

Alloys containing less than 30%; silicon do not exhibit

the strong tendency toward spontaneous disintegration

that the alloys containing from 30 to (i5% silicon do.

The former ai'e hard and compact, but the latter may
crumble to pieces on standing. The disintegration is

concomitant with the evolution of odoriferous and
poisonous gases. The richer alloys, containing more than
(i5% silicon, are somewhat hard and brittle and do not

disintegrate spontaneously.

Ferrosilicon is used mainly for the deoxidation of steel.

According to Thomas Turner it is probable that the hrst

intentional addition of .silicon to steel was made bv Sir

Henry Bessemer, who stated in 1861 that a small amount
of silicon in steel ]n'evented ingots from being porous

pr celliilar. Many observations were made in the follow-

ing 25 years, and in 1887 Turner arrived at some general

conclusions, which for brevity may be summed up as fol-

lows: Silicon jiromotes soundness in ingot iron, re-

sembling the action of carbon in producing tenacity and
hardness: it should not exceed 0.15% in metal which is

to be rolled ; about 0.3% silicon is generally recommended
to promote soundness in steel castings : manganese is

capable of neutralizing some of the ill effects due to

silicon, and it is probable that the presence of carbon is

detrimental to silicon steel.

In general, silicon jimduces soundness in cast steel and

is largely u.sed in the manufacture of basic openhearth

steel. The statement of Sir Robert Hadfield, that silicon

up to 1.75% increases the yield point and tensile strength

but does not diminish the ductility, but beyond that

point any increase of tenacity is accompanied by a great

loss of ductility, is widely accepted.

USKD AS A PeOXIDIZER

Ferrosilicon, as already nientioncdj is u.sed as a de-

oxidizer and quieter in the metallurgy of steel ; the result

of the reaction is either silica or silicates with any free

oxygen or oxides in the metal, the products of the reaction

going to the slag. The grade containing from 25 to 30%
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silioon is used Tor direct addition to the eoiiverter, open-

hearth, cupola, or ladle for the purpose of making fixed

additions for silicon steel. The 45 to 50% grade is used

nuiiniy for deo.xidation of metal, and it consequently

follows that more of this alh)y is used tliaii any otliei- of

the iron-silicon alloys.

When added to steel haths, silicon reduces porosity

and honcycondnng, as well as segregation. Used in ex-

cess, it forms a large pipe in cast ingots. Ferrosilicon is

of greater value in the ii'on foundry tlian in steel practice.

The properties of ferrosilicon tliat make it of high

value in steel-works practice make it of even greater

value to the iron founder. The effect of silicon on cast

iron has been the subject of considerable investigation,

particularly by A. E. Outerbridge, Jr. The fact has been

well established that high silicon will prevent the forma-

tion of combined carbon with the consequent production

of graphite, thus giving a product with a softness only

desirable for machining. Silicon is a softener by reason

of its influence on carbon, and it also lessens shrinkage

for the same reason.

The 10 to 18% grade of ferrosilicon when added to

ladles of iron does not dissolve with sufficient ease to

produce much effect on the metal. Preheating of such

an alloy before adding makes for better results, but the

da H) iS)

tZZ21.
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FIG. 3. HLBVATIONS OF THREE-PHA.SE SERIES
FERROALLOY FURNACE

cost of such a procedure is well-nigh prohiliitive. In

recent years, Outerbridge has tried out 98% silicon

alloys, but this proved unsatisfactory because of the high

melting point and low specific gravity of the metal. A
50% ferrosilicon alloy has demonstrated its effectiveness

in the foundry. Its greatest practical value lies in the

fact that cheaper grades of pig iron may be charged

into the furnace, and also it gives ab.solute control of

the iron ]iroduced.

Acc'ording to Thomas Baker, the effect of silicon on

the niec-hanical i)roperties of iron may be summarized

as follows: Although the addition of silicon to iron in-

creases its elastic limit and tenacity, such an increase

is obtained at the expense of a loss in ductility. The
loss in ductility, in material that has been well annealed,

is quite small until the silicon roaches 3%; above this

the ductility loss increases rapidly, and at 4% the

ductility is almost nil. With increasing percentages of

silicon the alloys increase in hardness. As already

mentioned, several other alloys containing silicon have

been produced for foundry purposes. These include

ferrosilicon-aluminum, ferrosilicon-manganese-aluminum,

ferro-silieo-manganese, silico-calcium-aluniinum, etc.

These are employed for the purpose of rapid deoxidation

and i>u rid cation, as they form easily fusible silicate slags.

Copper Mountain Mine,

British Columbia

The Canada Copper Corporation, besides its British

Columbia Copper Co. operations at Greenwood, B. C,
has been developing another copper property, known as

the Copper Mountain. The company spent $390,000

in 191G on the development of this |)roperty and on the

purchase price of certain neighboring claims, under bond.

The annual leport just issued gives some details of the

work done last year to confirm the previous diamond

drilling. This was mainly in the nature of under-

ground development, which may also he utilized for the

permanent operation of this property. To expedite the

underground work, a power transmission line 13.0 miles

in length was brought to CopjM'r Mountain from Prince-

ton, B. C, where a lease of a ])ower jilant had been se-

cured. On the Copper Mountain property, a tunnel,

9x9 ft. in the clear, was driven a length of 2100 ft. on

the 39.')0 level, and numerous lateral drifts and raises

were made, the total amount of this work being 5200 ft.

As soon as it became apparent that the results secured

from diamond drilling were reliable, drilling from the

surface was resumed, and 8007 ft. of diamond drilling wa,s

done in 1910. In addition 2304 ft. of surface trenches were

opened on newly located claims. No material increase

in ore reserves is reported for the period under re-

view, because the underground work was done especially

to check the accuracy of the previous diamond-drilling

operations. Underground diamond drilling is now be-

ing done from faces opened last j'ear, and new ore is

reported encountered.

Prior to the execution of the underground-develop-

ment campaign, it was deemed expedient to class the ore

as "reasonably assured" and "probable." It is now es-

timated that there were 10,000,000 tons of definitely

assured ore and 2,000,000 tons of probable ore. The
average grade of this tonnage is l.'i'4% cu]iper and 20c.

per ton of recoverable gold and silver. The ore thus

far developed is well above the river level. The ore

is of primary nature and while likely to extend below

the lexel of the river, operations for many years to

come will be confined to areas above the river, and ex-

traction will be by means of tunnels. Approximately

one-half of the ore thus far developed will be extracted

b}' means of opencut mining.

At the beginning of 1910 a 50-ton experimental flo-

tation mill was placed in operation for the purpose of out-

lining definitely the metallurgic procedure to be adopted

in a large luill. The opinion of tlie company's own
staff regarding the geologic features is said to have been

confirmed by an independent report on the properties

by Sydney H. Ball. Allen Hastings Rogers, who also

made an independent report on the property, confirms

the company's estimates of tonnage and value. Ilis

conclusion was that the property is sufficiently developed

to warrant the erection of a mill having a capacity of

3000 tons per day. The cost of producing copper was
estinuited at 9.57c. per lb., based on existing smelting

rates.

('liroiiic-A'niuMlluni Steel Gears used in the transmissions
of automobiles liave the following: specified composition, ac-
cording to "American Vanadium Facts": Carbon. 0.38-0.437^;
chromium, 0.82-1.05%; manganese, 0.70-0.90?!; vanadium, min-
imum 0.12%,
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Manitoba As a Mining Province
l!v A. Cami'hki.l*

i'^YXnPSIS—h'cci'ni ih'rrlo/imi'iils in the Fliii

Flint iind Ilerh Lakes districts. Tug installed on

Lake Alliaimpusl-ow and a new stern wheeler be-

ing cunstrucied at The Pas. N'otes on properties

now being operated. Future of distrirt promising.

Xeed of prospectors to thorougtilij explore miner-

alized area.

The iiaiiir (if Miiiiitnliii lias so loiiij been associati'il wiili

No. 1 hard wlieat that it would seem a contradict ion in

terms to connect it with any other line of producticni, es-

pecially so with something so fundamentally ditferent

from its well-known staple jirodiict as tlie production of

minerals. Northern Manitoba appears destined to occupy

a similar place in the production of nunerals to that which

the southern jDart of the province now holds in the rais-

ing of wheat.

Northern ^lanitoha unquestionably has mining re-

sources that only await development. The known min-

ing area is in tlie region of a chain or series of lakes and

rivers stretching easterly from Lakes Athapapuskow.

Schist and Flin Flon, near .Manitoba's western boundai'y.

to Herb or Wckusko Lake, a distance of aiii)ro\iniately

the porlagu between Sturgeon Lake and Lake Athapapus-
kow, a distance of about 17 miles; and while the road has

not hern completed, sufficient woi-k was done in the fall

to allow it to be used as a winter road. The advantage
of such a road is apparent, and it is the intention to com-
plete the work and put the road in reasonably good shape
for summc]- hauling as soon as possible.

During (lie wilder the Mandy Mining Co., a subsidiary

of the Tonopah Mining Co., of Nevada, took in consider-

able machineiy and a full line of su|iplies for the summer
work, for they jnirpose going ahead with ndniiig opera-

tions and the trans|iortation of the ore to as great an ex-

tent as is ]iossible during the siiininer months. Last win-

ter a 5'i-ft. tug was [jurrhased ami trans])orted overland

to Lake Athapapuskow. This was a notable jiiece of

freighting— If tons a distance of 6.') miles. A steru-

wheeler and four barges ai'e now being Ijuilt at Schist

Lake for work on that body of water. The Eoss Naviga-

tion Co. also has another stern-wheeler under construc-

tion at The Pas, in addition to several barges.

There were taken into the nnne last winter a hoisting

engine, a 1.50-hp. boiler and a compressor with all neces-

sary equipment for underground mining, also full equip-

THIRTV-SIX HUNDRED TONS OP ORE AT STURGEON LANDING. HAULED 40 MILES FROM MANDY MINE, .SCHIST
LAKE, MAN.

90 miles. The former is reached from The Pas via the

Saskatchewan River through Cumberland and Sturgeon

Lakes, and the latter is 1 1 miles from the Hudson Bay

Ry. at about Mile 83. Tn the former district have lieen

discovered deposits of copper and in the latter veins of

gold-bearing quartz, wddch have ])roduced remarkable as-

says and are now beginning to yield good returns.

As is quite natural, tlie discoveries were first made and

development work is now taking ]dace at each end of the

mineral area, the portions of the district that are the most

easily reached by water and rail.

Antici])ating to some extent Ihc ilcxclopinenl ol' the

district, the Provincial governinml thrnugb 1bc Commis-
sioner of Xorthern ^Manitoba, let a (ontract early in the

fall dl' l!)|il for cutting out and i learing a roadway across

*Cununlssioner ol" .Noi'thcni Manitoba, 'riie i'as, Man.

ment for a sawmill, which has been s(>t up and is now
running. A gas tractor of the caterpillar type, capable

of harding 20 tons, is now on the ground aiul will be

tried out over the ]iortages.

At the other end of the series oi' chain of lakes and

rivers is Herb, or Wekusko Lake, where somewhat dif-

ferent (conditions are found. The showings here ai'c all

in the nature of gold quartz, with traces of other metals.

Witldn the last few nundhs a cam]) has sprung up here,

and several gnuips of claims are now being actively de-

veloped. J. Burr Tyrrell, well known in connection with

northern exploration, outlined the geology of this lake dis-

trict some time ago and reported favorably on the i'orma-

tious as a ]irobable field for auriferous quartz. His re-

])ort was read by M. d. 'Ifackett, an experienced prospector

and ininci'. who was sullicienllv iiilhiciui'd thcrebv to
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nmkc a ]iriisi»'rt iiit; trip inin the district in qu('sti<in iiiid

in the .siuiiiiut of 11)11, acconi]>aiiic'(l l)_v T7. Woo.-^cy, dis-

eovorcd gold-hearing quartz in what is known as No. 1

vein of the Kiski claim. Before returning li'oni the Held

Tlackett and Woosey stripped and trenched tiiis h)de sufli-

ciently to satisfy them.sclves that their discovery was valu-

able. Tliey returned to The Pas and cxliihited specimens

which resulted in other prospectors going into the field

and staking claims.

Since that time considerable prospecting has been done,

but it has been confined for the most part to a strip of

territory five miles long by two miles wide, beginning at

the Kiski claim at the south and ending with what is

known as the McCafferty claims on the north. Various

veins have been discovered within this area, and several

groups of claims have been disposed of to outside capital-

ists. During last fall and winter a great deal was done

in the way of developing some of the most promising of

the claims, culminating in the introduction of mining

machinery and the shipment of a car of ore to Trail smelt-

ery.

The original discoverers of the Kiski-Wekusko claims

disposed of their interest to a Toronto syndicate. Since

the change in ownership a few months ago a contract

was let for sinking a shaft, w-bich is now down 30 ft. The

average width of the vein is about 3 ft. 6 in.; the gangue

the values at tilis depth are high and that the vein Ib in-

creasing in width. Work has begun on No. 2 sliaft.

The Nortliern Manitoba Mining and Development Co.

recently shipped a carload of 57,000 lb. of gold-bearing

quartz to Trail, British Columbia. The returns for the

ear were $2323 in gold, and average of $81.53 per ton.

The company is purely a local concern, the organizers

])eing well-known engineers and mining men. It is the

only company that has as yet put shares on the market

for general sale.

The work already done on this property consists of a

shaft sunk to a 50-ft. level. There is installed at the

mine a 50-hp. boiler, a 5-drill air compresser, drills,

hoists, pumps and other equipment. At the 100-ft.

level, drifts will he started both nortli and south. Chan-

nel samples at the bottom of the shaft have given as-

says of $170 per ton, and the vein has increased in

width from 15 in. to 2 feet.

After disposing of their holdings in the Kiski and

IJex properties respectively, Ilackctt and Campbell con-

solidated their interests in certain other claims with

those of J. M. Wanless, resulting in the Elizabeth-Dau-

phin group of four claims. These were sold and a

company, "The Pas Consolidated ilines," is now being

organized to develop and operate them. The pro]3erty

shows an exceedingly well-defined vein of great promise.

MANDT MINE, SCHIST LAKE. i(0 MILES FROM THE PAS, MANITOBA

is well mineralized with arsenopyrite and chalcopyrite,

and free gold is often visible to the naked eye; a full

equipment of machinery for this property has been pur-

cha.sed, but sliipment will be delayed until the wagon

road from the Hudson Bay Ry. to Herb Lake has been

completed. In the meantime prospecting will Ije carried

on by means of stripping, trenching anil a thorough

sampling of the property.

Probably the l)est-kii()wn group at the lake is the Rex,

consisting of seven adjoining claims. Most of these were

located by Cami)bell, llassett and Moore. Claims owned

by others were added to the group, which was sold last

fall to Makeever Hrotbers, of New York. Their engi-

neer spent considerable time starting operations on the

property, and before the end of the year, camps had been

erected, a steam [ilant consisting of drills, hoists, ]ninip,

etc., had been installed and the men employed plaeed in

charge of a capable overseer. A i-eeent report is to the

effect that shaft No. 1 is now to a depth of 80 ft., that

In addition to what has already been mentioned, work

of importance has been done on various individual claims.

The McCafferty lode, to the extreme north of the staked

area, has produced some veiy rich surface specimens and

the vein lias been strijiped for over 1200 ft. There have

been some good showings also from the Nemo, Trapper,

Center Star, Bingo, LeRoi and Ballard.

The fis.sure in this mineralized zone cuts several for-

mations; namch', chlorite, schists, gabbro, quartz, por-

]ihyries and altered gneiss. The values do not seem

to be confined to any particular formation.

The great need of this camp is a wagon road to con-

neet with the Hudson Bay Ry. Early this year J.

J*. Gordon, formerly assistant chief engineer of the Hud-
son Bay Ry., who is thoroughly acquainted with the

country, made a reconnaissance and survey and marked
out a road from mile 82 to the lake, about 11 miles in

length, which can be built at a minimum of exi^ense.

The Provincial government has since called for tenders.
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mill it is expected tliat the ((iiitnuf will lie let and tlio

work lieuuii in a \erv short time. The coiistraetion' of

this road will enable those interested to take in maehin-

ery, supplies and equipment throughout the summer,

and the work of niinintj development ean continue with-

out interruption.

The whole mining district north of The Pas is and

has been for some considerable time attracting- atten-

tion among mining men both in the United States and

Canada. Further discoveries have been made and claims

staked in other parts of the previously mentioned min-

eral areas, Ijetween Athapapuskow and Herb Lake, but

no development work has yet been done thereon. Dis-

coveries have been made from time to time at Island

Lake, Piquitona, Kettle Kapids, Cross Lake and other

places. Just what these will amount to remains to be

seen. The need of the country, however, is prospect-

ors. Compared with other mineral districts that have

been exploited, the discoveries already made have been

marvelous when it is considered how few people have

beei\ engaged in real jn'ospecting work.

Greene Cananea Copper Co.
The Greene Cananea Copper Co. is the owner of all

the shares of the San Pedro Copper Co., a Mexican Cor-

poration and of 961,869 shares out of an outstanding

issue of 1,000,000 shares of the capital stock of the Greene

Consolidated Copper Co., a West Virginia corporation,

which company in turn owns all of the shares of the Can-

anea Consolidated Copper Co., a' Mexican corporation.

The combined net income of the Greene Consolidated

Copper Co. and the San Pedro Copper Co., for the year

1916 amounted to $7,673,184.39. The net income" for

the year, derived from dividends of subsidiary companies

and interest on deposits amounted to $3,435,879.26. Four

dividends, one of $1 and three of $2 each, aggregating

$3,418,946.90 were declared during the year. The total

producing and marketing cost of refined copper, exclud-

ing cost of custom ores, was 11.353c. jDer lb. The aver-

age price received for copper produced during the year

was 25.541c. per lb. The total production from the

mines and works* owned or controlled by the companv
was:

Copppr, Silver, Golil,

Lb, Oz. Oz.

The Cananea Cons. Copper Cn 48.663.381 1,503,826 9,253
San Pedro Copper Co 4,707,430 154,454 1,296
Custom 8,879,256 317,454 1,143

Total 62,250,067 1,975,734 11,692

The Cananea Con.solidatcd Copper Co. H. A. produced

during the year 48,663,381 lb. of refined copper at a cost,

including all exiienditures, of 11.395c. per lb. The price

received for this jiroduction, all of which is sold, was

25.430c. per lb. Operating profits for the year amounted
to $6,908,513.45, after charging off all expenses, depre-

ciation, etc. Dividends amounting to $3,500,000 were

distributed to the stockholders during the year. Opera-

tions for the first time since 1912 were continued for a

full year without serious interruption. The cost of
])roduction was, however, higher than for ])rcvious years

of full operation, and will be oven higher for the current

year, principally on account of the taxes the operating

company is compelled to pay and the increasing higli

cost ot labor and supplies.

The Cananea Consolidated Copper Co. produced and
treated during the year, 1,113,508 tons of ore, smelted

l,Ml,Sli) tons of domestic and 85,203 tons of roreign

ore, and 11,129 tons of customs ore and matte; 352,843

tons of domestic ore and 28,765 tons of foreign ore was

milled, the ratio of concentration being 2.922:1. -The

company ores produced 48,663,381 lb. Cu., 1,464,808 oz.

Ag and 8710 oz. Au, the custom ores and matte jiro-

ducing 8,879,256 lb. Cu, 317,454 oz. Ag and 1143 oz. Au.

The mill treated 362,116 tons of ore at a cost of

$0.83617 per ton, the smeltery treating a total of 906,512

tons of "new material" at a cost of $2.3951 per ton.

During the year more than $1,000,000 was paid in

taxes, from which the company had been jireviously ex-

empt.

The San Pedro Copper Co., S. A., |)rodiiccd during

the year 4,707,430 lb. of refined cop])er at a cost of

11.082c. per lb. Mining was continuous throughout

the year at the Sierra de Cobre mines, in wliich this

company has a 40% interest. Operations at ilie Ca-

nanea-Duluth mine were re.sumed in May, the first de-

liveries of ore being made in June. During the year

new ore bins were completed at the collar of the Cananea-

Duluth shaft and railroad extensions were made, making

it possible to eliminate considerable difficulty and. ex-

pense in surface handling of this ore. In 1917 it is

planned to sink the Cananea-Duluth shaft below the

600 level. Owing to the great increase in the rate of

taxation it was decided after a thorough examination

by geologists to drop certain of the claims, thus reduc-

ing the company's holdings to 536 pertenencias, equiva-

lent to l;)24 acres. Dividends amounting to $100,000

were }iaid during the year.

:€

Rushing for the Cage

A bad and dangerous practice among men working

in the mines is rushing for the cage at quitting time,

says James Dineen in the SpelUr Journal. Pushing

and shoving one another, each trying to get abead of

his fellow-workman, is u.sually done in spirit bf amuse-

ment and without realizing the danger it incurs.

I saw in one of the Butte mines some time ago an ac-

cident M-hiih plainly shows how the lives of men are en-

<langered by this foolish practice. The cage was low-

ered to the station, and in this case the lower deck was

to he loaded first. Two bells was the signal tc? lower the

cage ill oi'der to load the upper deck. The station tend-

er was having considerable trouble to get the men to

line up and to take their turn, but they refused to listen

to liini. As soon as the cage stopped, they all made
a rush to get on, and in the' melee someone caught the

bell ro])c and must have rung- two bells, for the engineer

liegan to lower the cage. Of course the gates were open.

Some of the men were in the act? of stepping on the cage

and had one foot on the cage and the other on the

stalion. As the cage was lowered the gates caught on

the- bottom of the station, causing them to bend double.

One gate caught a man over the head and had it not been

for the presence of- mind of the station tender would have

se\'ered it from his body. Naturally the men who were

in the act of getting on the cage were pushed by tlwse

behind, causing^ them to fall against the cage and ovcvr

the heads of those who were already on it. Now, sup-

posing that the signal had been given to hoist, as could

liave been the. case, those men would have fallen liead-

loim' into the shaft.
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Analyzing Limestone and Ammonium Salts

SiWOrSIS—A de.scri/iliuii <ij llie use in nnalijs\>t

of tini iitiliralurs, iliyiiiul/ili llialcln and naphllwl-

jililliiilciii. Hull have advanta !/('.'< over the chemicals

hercluforc ciiiplotjed. The characler and use. of

the indirntors are oiilliiinl.

Some new ii])j)Iitatioiis ol' the iudiiators. tliyiii()l])litlia-

lein and naplitholphthalein, have been developed in

analysis of various substaiiecs, among wliich may be

mentioned first a rapid nietliod for analyzing limestone

by titration.

The indii'ator tliymolphthalein is one wiiieh, althouuh

little known to the generality of ehemists, possesses

eertain qualities that distinguish it from almost all other

indicators and render it capable of being u.sed to solve

problems in analytical chemistry that cannot be solved by

the use of the common indicators. The particular

property I refer to is that of being insensitive to minute

traces of alkali, particularly at the boiling point; and the

application of this property to the analysis of limestone

depends on the fact that when magnesium hydrate is

coagulated (presinnably dehydrated) by boiling, it be-

comes so insoluble that, strong base as it is, it is then

incapable of affecting this indicator, although it still

colors phenolphthalein. In consequence of this property

it is possible to determine CaO and AlgO in a limestone

by titration in about 30 min. The following is the

process: The requisites are (1) 2X hydrochloric acid,^

made by diluting concentrated HCl five times and care-

fully standardizing 20 c.c. against pure crystalline

KHCO3 with methyl orange—the third place of decimals

in the factor of this acid must be accurately ascertained,

(2) accurate N/2 NaOH made from material free from

carl)onate and with boiled distilled water; this to be

standardized with phenolphthalein, (3) a small quantity

of N/2 HCl, (4) 1% solution of tliymolphthalein in

60% or 70% alcohol, (5) 0.02% solution of methyl red

in dilute alcohol.

Analysis of Limestone

The carefully sampled and mixed limestone is brought

to 60-mesh, and from ^ gram to f gram is thoi'oughly

agated in two or three portions until the powder is

perfectly gritless, weighed (to three places only) and

transferred to a high, narrow beaker with .cover glass.

A narrow 10 c.c. burette is filled with the 2N acid, and

from 0..5 to 10 c.c. of the acid is 111 n in at once and

immediately mi.xed with the powder so that no dry portion

remains. .M'ter half a minute the adhering drop of acid

near the toji of the beaker is washed down with 1 or 2

c.c. of water and the beaker placed on the steam bath

for 20 min. (if Mg CO,, is small in amount, 5 nun. will

suffice) ; meanwhile two other burettes (common ones will

do) are filk'd to the zero with N/2 soda and A72 HCl
respectively. T\m narrow bui'ette from which the 2N
HCl has been run is then read, several minutes having

elapsed so that it shall have; run down properly, as it

•An article by Dr. James Moir, ijublishud in the "Journal"
of the Chfmical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of South
Africa, February. 1917.

'Wi-aker acid would fall to dissolve MeCOa If present; 2 N
acid i.s not volatile on the steam bath, only giving off steam,
not acid.

is necessary to lead the quantity used accurately to two

places of decimals. The turbid solution of the limestone

is then diluted to about 20 c.c., treated with some methyl

orange, and the N/2 NaOH run in until the red methyl

orange has turned yellowish salmon. If J-gram sample

has been taken and O.o c.c. acid, then IS c.c. NaOH can

be run in at once and the rest slowly ; then methyl-red

solution is added to a strong pink color and the titration

finished drop by drop to pure yellow. 1'he methyl

orange is used merely as a warning of the approach of

the end jjoint, and a skilled operator may omit it:

nevertheless time is saved if the operator has the warning

given by methyl orange.

The amount of 2.V HCl multiplied by I (and the

HCl factor) is the true N/2 HCl originally used to

dissolve the sample, and thi.s, less the N/2 XaOH re-

quired to the methyl-red end point, gives the acid equiva-

lent of the CaO and MgO together.

Estimating the Magne.sium

To determine the MgO, the ifeutralized liquid is diluted

to at least 50 c.c. and boiled for a minute. Longer

boiling to displace the CO^ is unnecessary, as the bulk

has disappeared in the first effervescence with undiluted

acid. Thereon about 3 c.c. of thymol)ihthalein solution

is added, followed by a known quantity of the N/2 XaOH
sufficient to give a dark inky blue, and the mi.xture is

boiled for a minute to coagulate the precipitated mag-
nesia. Since 1 c.c. of NaOH corresponds to 2% ilgO

on a |-gram sample, it is important not to add a great

excess of NaOH at this stage, but a very dolomitic sample

may require 10 or 15 c.c. befoi-e a blue is obtained that

will stand boiling. The blue suspension having been

obtained, the mixture is vigorously stirred while titrating

back to yellow (through green) with N/2 HCl, when

Just at the end point, a transient red .spot (due to acid

methyl red) will appear in the pale-green mixture. It

is important not to overshoot this end point, since owing

to the presence of MgO, the mixture remains yellowish,

although overdone.

The known NaOH added to give the blue, le.ss the

HCl required to re.store yellow, is a measure of the

precipitated magnesia; therefore each c.c. X 0.0101 =
weight of MgO. The factor is MgO/4, because Mg is

bivalent and N/2 NaOH has been used.

Finally, to get the CaO, subtract the cubic centimeter

of NaOH used in the magnesia calculation from the cubic

centimeter as the acid equivalent, the difference being the

acid equivalent of the CaO alone, and this in c.c. X
0.01403 = weight of CaO present.

It should be noted that the second addition of NaOH
liberates Ca(OH),, as well as MgO, but as Ca(OH)., is

soluble at the dilution used, it affects thymolphthalein

just as much as NaOH does and therefore does not use

up NaOH. Nevertheless, being very sensitive to CO,,

it must not be exposed to it, for example, by imnecessarily

long boiling over a bunsen or by allowing oneself to be

interru])ted at this stage of tlie process.

The theoi-etical ("0. in the sam])le can also be calculated

by muKiiilying the acid equivalent in c.c. by 0.011,

and in jnost cases agrees within 1% with the loss on

ignition of the sample, the latter being nearly always

larger owing to moisture and organic matter, if present.
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Finnlly, tlu' "silira instilulilc"" of the smiujiIc ran he ob-

tained by adding to the final product of the titration a

little N/2 IICl—just enough to dissolve the Mg, Fe and

Al in the precipitate and to cause a red color which resists

boiling, and after a couple of minutes' boiling, filtering

oft', washing and igniting; even gelatinous silica is co-

agulated by the numerous boilings done close to the true

neutral ]ioint.

Alumina in Limestone

A rough estimate of the alumina in a limestone which

does net contain much iron can also be obtained from

the difl'erence between the methyl-orange and methyl-red

end points at the begining. The Al is in solution as

AlOCl at the former end point and precipitated at the

latter; therefore the diflference of the titrations (with

N/2 NaOH = N/2 AlOCl = il//4 ALO3 as the basis

of calculation) gives the amount of alumina; this is

however, only rough, since the methyl-orange end point

cannot be accurately ascertained.

Since the calculations are complex, it is desirable to

eliminate all acid and alkali factors; time spent on

accurately adjusting the three solutions to the factor

1.000 will repay itself afterward, providing for easy and

rapid estimations in the regular routine work.-

It will be as well if I give an example of the calcula-

tion in the case where the factor is not 1.0: Suppose

0.681 grams of agated limestone has been treated with

9.72 c.c. of the strong HC (say 2N X 1-007) and that

14.3 c.c. AV^^ NaOH of factor 0.993 were required to

reach the methyl-red end point. The original true N/2
acid used is 9.72 X 1-007 X 4, or 39.15 c.c, and this

less 14.1 c.c. (the NaOH corrected for its factor) or

25.05 c.c. is the acid equivalent of the CaO + MgO in

the sample. Suppose, then, that after the thymolph-

thalein 2.0 c.c. NaOH were added to get a permanent

blue and thereafter 0.65 c.c. HCl xised to remove the

blue color, the difference due to magnesia is 1.35 c.c.

The percentage of magnesia is

1.35 X 0.0101 X 100 -^- 0.681 = 2.00%

In this case the NaOH factor is so close to 1.0 that

is may be ignored. Next subtract 1.35 from 25.05, and

the difference is the acid equivalent of the CaO alone,

namely, 23.70, and the percentage of CaO is

23.70 X 0.01403 X 100 -^ 0.681, or 48.9^0

Again the calculated (or theoretical) CO, is

25.05 X 0.011 X 100 ^ 0.681, or 40.5%.

In this case we thus account for 91'.4% of the sample,

the balance being silica, alumina, iron oxide, water,

organic matter, phosphoric and sulphuric anhydrides and

alkalies, many of which are usually absent; but it should

be noted that when SO.., is present, the CaO found is

low by a corresponding amount and should be corrected

if the SO3 is worth counting. My process only deter-

mines lime and magnesia present as carbonates, oxides,

or silicates; that is, in so far as combined with weak

acids. As regards PoOj, if it is found to be present in

appreciable amounts, the CaO found by titration should

be increased bv 0.4 X I'^Os since in titration Ca3(P04).

goes to Ca(H'j'0,),.

Some results are appended of analyses done on the

same sample by the new method and by the ordinary

one.

=This factor is sensitive to charges of temperature; if it is

1.000 at 25° C, it is 0.99S at 29° C, and 1.002 at 21° C.

NEW METHOD
Sample Sample Sample Sample
A B CD

FoumiCaO 45,6 27,1 36.1 47,5
Found Mgd ,.. 3,2 12,5 6,5 6 9

Calc. CO. 39.4 34.9 35 4 44 1

KOrriXE METHOD
Sample Sample Sample Sample

.\ 11 C I)

Found CaO 45 8 26 9 36 2 47
Found MgO 2 9 12,2 6,4 7 1

Loss in ignition 39 75 34 8 36,0 43,5

Determining anunonium salts by titration gives an-

other example of the use of the peculiar indicator

thymolphthalein. The object of the new process is to

determine ammonia in its neutral salts as occurring in

explosives, fertilizers, etc., without the trouble of distilla-

tion. Thus explosives may contain KNO3 + AmNOg,
the sum of which is obtained by water extraction after

removing nitroglycerin and similar substances by ether,

whereon the AmNOg may be determined by the new
process, giving the other salts by difference.

The process depends on the fact that ammonia is a

weak base and is unable to affect certain indicators like

thym()l]ihthalein'' unless it is present in large (|uantity.

The "avidity"' of NH.jOH is about one fifty-fourth of that

of NaOH, so AyiO ammonia only affects indicators as

iV/540 NaOH would do. The solution is heated to

boiling, having been previously made neutral, if neces-

sary (methyl red is the best indicator for this) and

titrated with sodiimi hydrate (N/5 is best) in presence

of thymolphthalein (small quantity of saturated solution

in 50% alcohol). A pale-blue color appears as the end

point is apju'oached, and the solution is again boiled till

colorless and more NaOH added until the blue color is

deep and withstands boiling for 20 seconds; it is not

necessary to boil off all the ammonia as would be the

case were the common indicators used. A correctioii of

0.20 c.c. is subtracted, and the corrected amount of NaOH
used then corresponds to A^/5 NH3 in the original solu-

tion of the salts. The first appearance of the pale blue

occurs when about 90% of the NaOH has been added.

It should be noted that if methyl red has been added,

the colorations are green instead of blue. The solution

to be titrated should contain about 1% ammonium salts.

The following are results obtained by the method:

(1) Am,SO,. lOcc. A^/ 1 AmjSO^ required 5.15 cc.= 4.95 corrected =99% ^f
theory.

15 ec. required 7.70 cc. = 7.50 cc. corrected = 100% of theory.
40 ce. required 20, 12 cc. = 19.92 cc. corrected =99.6% of theory.

(2) .1 )H (7 (dried) 0, 1640 in 20 cc. water required 15.55 cc. = 15.35 ce. corrected =
100, 1% of theory.

(3) AmNOg (dried) 0.1450 in 20 ce. water required 9.28 cc. =9.08 cc. corrected
= 100.2%, of theory.

(4) Am,CaO, H~0 0.2470 used 17.55 ce. corrected = 1 1 % of theory (possibly
the .-^peeimen had effloresced)

.

(5) AmClOj commercial containing 2.0% NaClO,, 0.435 used 18.10 cc. =
97.8':»trueAmC104.

(6) Am.jHPOi (methyl red cannot be used) 0.1685 used 13. 1 5 cc. NaOH = 102.9%
of theory.

It will be seen that the method does not work very

well with ammonium salts of weak acids.

The determination of true neutrality in waters bv

means of mixed indicators is well known, particiilai-ly

the use of methyl orange mixed with pheno]phthal(>in,

which is yellow near neutrality and ])ink if either acid

or alkaline. This mixture is, however, quite insensitive

and will not detect less than 2 parts per 100,000

IL.SO,, or Ca(0n)2; that is, it remains yellow or

salmon colored over the whole of this range of acidity

()i- alkalinity; also the fact that a salmon color may
mean either siight acidity or slight alkalinity is a fatal

drawback. My improvement consists in using indicators

"The only other indicator of this clas.s that is easily obtain-
able is alzarin yellow R, which changes from yellow' to pink.
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Ihiit Mfc 10 or 20 tiiiu's as sensitive, iinil tlie part ieiihii-

mixture 1 recommend is one of nietlivl red (ortliocai'-

boxylic add of "butter-yellow") with «-napthol|)htlnileiri,

which in addilion are eliosen so thjit the alkaline color

of the one should be as dillVrent as possible from the

acid color of the otjiei'. This mixture added to a water

will detect 0.1 part 11,SO, and o:.i pait ('a(Oll), per

100,000. The acid iciloi' is violet-i'ose (with any anujunt

of acid greater llian 0.1 per 1(1(1. iH)() ) ; the color in

presence of 0.2 jjarts aeid is salmon-orange: the neutral

color is straw-yellow; the eolor in presence of 0.2 parts

alkali is citrine-green, and the lull alkaline color (over

0.4 parts alkali) is deep bluisli gi'cen ; the whole of these

five changes occurring very near to the neutral point

from +i to —i part per- 100,000. There are al.so

several intermediate tints, so that each part per million

has its shade. By adding some ]ihenolphthalein to this

rnhxture a triple indicator is obtained which goes through

all the seven colors of the spectrum in the correct oi-der

as it passes from alkalinity to acidity; that is, pui-[)le.

indigo, green, citrine, yellow, salmon and rose.

((-Na]jhtholphthalein is made by heating a-napthol with

phthalic acid and excess of dry ZnCl, to 120° C.for two

hours. fl-Naphthol can be purchased, and phthalic acid

made by boiling naphthalene with dilute HNO,, (under

reflux) for several days and taking the liqnid to a small

bulk. Since methyl red (or the materials to make it)

nuiy not be available for .some time, 1 also describe the

colors given by mixtures in which substitutes for it are

nsed (the other constituent lieiug f(-naptholphthalein. for

which there is no substitute) : A. Xeutral-red ; range

of mixture ; violet-pink, salmon-pink, neutral tint (dirty

brown), light green, and blue-green. The neutral tint

at- the neutral point is interesting. B. Eosolic acid (or

alizarine) ; range of mixture ; dull yellow, salmon, rose,

violet, indigo-blue (rose being neutral).

The Duty of Inspection

By Chesla C. Sherlock

The duty of mine owners and operators to inspect

machinery to be used in mining ore or in other hazardous

ways is a matter of great interest. In the absence of

express statutes on the subject this duly exists, and -what

it includes is a question that is being continually brought

to the attention of the courts.

In a New Jersey case it was lield that the duty of a

master to his servant to exercise reasonable care is per-

formed when he ))rovides an apparatus in common use,

purchased from a reputable and experienced manufac-

turer, and makes a test, where a test is required by law.

The New York court, sjieaking in a similar case, said

:

''Wliile the employer nmst exercise rca.sonable care to

furnish safe im]ilements, he is not liable for the negli-

gence of others not bis servants, nor is he negligent in

relying upon the ])erformance of duty by reputable eon-

tractoi-s." In another case the same court said: "When

an employer purchases an engine or machine of a reput-

able manufacturer, fully equipjied with all the usual

guards and ajipliances in customary use by men in the

same business, he has a right to use this machine in thc^

condition in which such machine is furnished to him,

in connection with his business, without any imputation

of negligence because it might have been made safer if

made and equipped in some other way."

In a Massacluisetls case it was held that the owner

of a quarry owes no duty to his enif)loyees to inspect

exploders given to the quarrymen for use, where tlie

manufacturers were well known and had made frequent

tests of the exploders.

The rule, however, is different where the ap|)liance

or machine is juirchased second-hand. In that ca.se the

nuister has no right to rely u])on the statement of the

seller or upon the naini; of the manufacturer. The duty

to ])ersonal!y ins])ect, either himself or through his agents,

is imposed upon him. .-Viid the Illinois court ha,s held

that the duty to inspect old, rusty and worn parts placed

in machinery is more urgent and necessary. The same

o])inion is entertained by the Missouri court when an

ordinary appliance is to be ))ut to an extraordinary or

luizardous use, notwithstanding it may have been pur-

chased from a responsible source. The several opinions

on this point seem to agree and fairly well establish the

correct rule of action.

Where machinery has been purcha,sed from a reput-

able manufacturer, all that the employer is bound to do

is to test it to see if it is in good running order. Be-

yond that, no duty is imposed upon him, unless other

defects were obvious such as would cause an ordinary

prudent man to investigate.

The courts do not hold an employer responsible for

a lack of technical knowledge which is ordinarily pos-

sessed only by persons in certain lines of business and

which it would therefore be unjust to expect other per-

sons to possess.

The Federal courts, however, have not taken the liberal

view of the proposition expressed above. They have held

that the rule that the purchaser of an article from a

reputable manufacturer is justified in assuming, in the

absence of anything to the contrary discoverable by or-

dinary tests, that the article is properly made, is not

absolute in the sense that it absolves from all duty of

reasonable inspection, nor in any case does it relieve from

inspection as to defects discernible by superficial exami-

nation.

Thus, the presumption that a tool is safe for use when
purcliased from a reputable manufacturer cannot be in-

dulged when the tool in question was not one ordinarily

in use, but was of a special design of the defendant, and

the manufacturer had no knowledge that it was to be

used in the manner described.

In some states statutes have recenth^ been passed de-

fining more definitely the rights and liabilities of em-
ployers to plead the exemption noted. In other states,

the right has been taken away entirely by express legis-

lation. The question, specifically as it applies to each

employer, is a matter of local law, birt the correct general

rule is announced above.

SlnK PaviiiK Brii-ks may be made from ahiiost any class of
iron bla.st. furnace slag for about $6 per thousand, although
salable for as much as $35 per thousand. It has been esti-

mated that after using two million tons of slag annually for

cement manufacture there will remain 16 million tons avail-

able for making paving bricks, an amount capable of produc-
ing two billion blocks, and sufficient for 1000 miles of 50-ft.

road.

In presenting these facts at the recent annual meeting of

the American Ceramic Society in New York, J. B. Shaw
mentioned that difficulties in manufacture had now been over-
come and that precautions to be adopted arose from the
necessity of treating the hot slag as it comes from the
furnace, and heating the brick out of contact of air or steam
to avoid brittleness.
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Proposed Rejuvenation of Bendigo

i'<l'XOPSIS—Bendigo, Virioria, Amtralia, hei-

ier known to mining men ns Ihe Bendigo Reefs,

liaji, during the last few years, fallen off not onhj

in its gold proditrtion, hut in its mining operations

to an extent that does not seem warranted hij the

prospective importance of tlie district. A plan is

proposed wherehi/ the district mag be rejuvenated,

which applies to other districts equalli/ as well as

lo those cited.

Bendigo, 101 miles northwest of ^felboin-ne, was one

of the earliest Australian gold fields. Gold was diseov-

ered in 1851, and work was at first coiirmed to alluviiil

deposits. Specimens of gold-bearing quartz were later

discovered in outcrops of what are known as saddle reefs,

and for fi5 years a steady, althougli somewhat varying

in quantity, gold yield has resulted.

The character of the deposits has been so frequently

described in detail that it is only necessary to briefly

refer to them and to the geological surroundings.

The district is composed almost entirely of sedimentary

rocks contorted by lateral pressure into corrugations the

axes of which run approximately 17° west of north.

These beds are of the Ordoviciar. age, and it is supposed

the foldinsj occurred at the end of the Devonian period.

During the process of folding, frequent cracks occurred

across and between the beds of sandstones and slates that

make up the formation, this fracturing occurring more

particularly at the crests and in the troughs of the cor-

rugations, forming "saddles" and inverted saddles which

were subsequently filled with the gold-bearing quartz, for

which the district has been famous.

The legs of these saddles vary in length, gradually

dying out. No two reefs are alike, the illustration. Fig.

2, showing a cross-section through the Great Extended

Hustlers shaft.

Although the area of the whole field is large, the main

portion, within which most of the mines are situated,

measured about 4 x 20 miles. Within this area is a por-

tion called the Central Area, shown by Fig. 1, having a

width of about one mile and a length of five miles, from

which the major portion of the production of the field

has been mined. This small section contains the middle

group of mine reefs (of which there arc no less than 2!)

on the whole field), a number of which have not been

thoroughly ]irospected.

The illustration. Fig. 3, sliows that many reefs never

come to the surface and why systematic ]n-os).iecting and

development is needed to open dejiosits that should be

as valuable as any yet worked.

Methods of Mining Followed

AA'hen alluvial deposits became exhausted, many small

"reefing" claims were located along the quartz outcrops

and a great number of shafts were sunk to shallow depths.

As the quartz near the surface became worked out and

mining became more dillicult, (he larger coni|ianies pur-

chased the smaller or absorbed them. In this way the

areas worked by each company became larger and as-

sumed their present dimensions.

•Abstract of a report made by E. C. Dyason, mining engineer,
Eriuitahle Building, Meibourne, Australia.

As depth was gained, and wnth depth an inci-ca.se in the

water, engines were needed, and with the increasing in-

vestment, fewer shafts were worked. In recent years

data compiled to show the relationship of reefs worked
in one mine to those in another have accumulated. A
mere collection of these data may not show when gold is

to l)e found, but it will sliow that certain work is not

worth doing, thus diverting capital to otlier work.

SillofShafi. ISS'aboifeSea Level

Sea Level.

FIS.3

Fig. 1—Central .irea of Bendigo district. Fig. 2—Cro.ss-section
through Great Extended Hustler shaft. Fig. 3—Sliowing reefs
that can only be discovered by underground prospecting

Tiic ret:oi'ds sliow a wide variation in cost per ton of

(lie ]iroduced by different companies operating under

similar conditions, and it is apparent that largo reduc-

tions ill average costs can be made by the consolidation

of the mines of the Central Area, consi,sting of over 40

l)roperties operated by individual companies, each one of

which has a board of directors, a legal manager and a
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mine iiiaiiaper. Althoiigli Ihr remuiipratidii paid lo tlip

officers of tlie Bendigo companies is low and it is not on

the grounds ol' expensive management that consolidation

is proposed, dviplications in plants, especially those that

have reached great depths, might have heen avoided, as

the ground worked between two neighboring shafts could

have been just as efficiently and economically worked

from a single one of them, thus saving the expense, fre-

quently many thousands of dollars, of sinking.

Many shafts which have shown no returns were also

sunk in prospecting ; other localities justify additional

sinking, which, owing to lack of funds on the part of the

owners of the property, cannot be accomplished.

From many of this latter class of properties, jilants

have been sold at a great financial loss, to be followed if

work is ever to be resumed, by reequipment with a heavy

drain on reorganization funds.

As an example, the Derby line of reef, situated in the

heart of the field between the best producing mines on the

Garden Gulley and Hustlers lines of reef, and itself a

main anticline, could be reasonably expected to be highly

liroductivc, yet the Johnsons Reef Co.'s No. ;? has been

the only shaft sunk to any depth on it. In spite of the

fact that this shaft had been deep enough to work it,

an adjacent reef at 1200 ft. in depth lay undiscovered

for many years. ITltimately this reef produced profitable

ores, yielding 18,000 oz. of gold. In consequence, inter-

est in the Derby line was greatly increased and a number

of shafts were started, only to be abandoned after 300 to

400 ft. in depth was reached. Sixty to seventy-five thou-

sand dollars could have been saved by the use of the John-

son's Reef Co.'s shaft, and this is only one of many simi-

lar cases in the district.

Artificial boundaries of the leases, which are usually

most irregular in size, are often the cause of high costs,

the same reef being frequently worked by two companies

through two shafts, either of which could handle the en-

tire output of 1)oth leases at but a slight increase in cost

over that incurred by each one.

Economy ifi Developmext AVork

Probably 20,000 to 30,000 ft. of development work

must be done annually in the Bendigo district if the aver-

age production of gold during the last 50 years is to be

maintained. Now the methods of mining out the reefs

are not uneconomical, but the methods of prospecting

and development to find them are exceedingly so. There

are cases known where two men constituted the under-

ground crew, doing ett'ective work, while the directorate

and management simjily waited for the result of their

efl"orts. This is partly due to custom and partly because

of failure (o realize the ordinary economic principles,

but it is priiUMpally due to the fact that llie Bendigo com-

panies are too small and too weak, financially, to work

properly. As an example, finances are so low that work

iindergroiiiid has been restricted to one face, at a cost

of, say, $300 per month. To keep going, top expense

is $450 per inontli. During the month 35 ft. of driving

is done, whicli will rcprc'^ent a cost of $21.45 per ft.

Five faces being driven at the same cost per face as the

one, and driven at the same speed, would lower the cost

to about $11.15 per ft., a reduction of .54%.

WTiat this points to is—that it would really pay a com-

pany to remain idle eight months in the year and work

four months with a full staff and crew, rather than to

work one or two faces continuously. Of course, labor

covenants and the necessity of keeping the district alive

would not permit this, but it woidd be preferable from

an economic point of view. [The Australian Mining Act

requires continuous labor on all property held by min-

eral lease, the number of men enqdoyed being in accord-

ance with the acreage held.—Editor.]

The use of the diamoiul drill has never found favor

in Bendigo for the reason that its advocates have claimed

too much for it and its opponents adnutted too little.

The drill, if scientifically u.«ed, would be of great assist-

ance in prospecting. It would not as a rule determine

values, but by determining in advance where reefs did

iu)t exist, it would show where expensive crosscuts, drifts,

raises and winzes could be avoided. The cost of drilling

would be approximately one-sixth that of cross-cutting

or drifting, ami a drill could bore from crosscut to cross-

cut, saving much time, at one-fourth the cost of a raise.

Attempts to prospect by long crosscuts can only be

condemned. It is not possible to prospect an anticlinal

axis by merely crosscntting, and the expense of opening

up a reef line from one of these crosscuts is very great.

Although many shafts on the main lines of reef have

been unproductive, it does not follow that profitable ores

do not exist there, as the prospecting may have been in-

sufficient or misdirected.

The presence of water has frequently endiarrassed the

operations of a single companj'. If administration were

centralized, adequate and economical pumping plants

could be installed at the most convenient points instead

of being scattered in small units, thus spreading the cost

of keeping the mines dry over the entire field, at a much
reduced total cost.

Proposed Futl're Policy

Ten years ago a million dollars was expended annually

in development of the mines of the district. Today the

expenditures are not over 25% of that amount. The
change in the financial position of the district during

1914 and 1915 can be realized only when it is known
that the gold production for 1914 was lower than for

any previoiis year since 1891 and for 1915 the lowest in

the history of the district.

Forty of the mines, which comprise those in the central

area, should be consolidated and worked together. Not
only do these companies lend themselves to most effective

central administration, but the mines give the greatest

facilities for carrying on operations in a big way, as they

contain the reefs which so far have given the highest

gold yield.

By the consolidation, the entire area could be oper-

ated as a single unit, all labor employed to be used

at any point desirable so long as the quota of men
was in projiortion to the total area. Assuming that this

was done and the average amount of development work in

each pro]ierty was done in four months in place of the

full year, a saving of $100,000 would be accomplished,

to say nofhing of the jjrobable gain due to increased ef-

ficiency of a constantly employed crew.

The arbitration court has recently increased wages by

about 30%i, making a total increase since 1912 of ap-

proximately 50%. The problem is, therefore, how to get

the same rcsvdts as in 1912 with two-thirds the number
of miners. The one-man rock drill has been given a trial,

and it has, in general, proven that, so far as the ore
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liniki'ii is I'oncornod, one winn will ohlnin tlic saino results

as two uKMi operating on a 1wo-nian drill, and in spite

of the increased wages the hreaking costs have heen low-

ered.

Fuel economies, milling economies by operating one

mill to capacity rather than two on half-time, centraliza-

tion of puni]iing and hoisting as far as practicable with

efficiency, centralized compressing jilant and direction of

operations by one general staff will all add ilieir quota

to general cost rediiction, and there is no doubt that gen-

eral expenses carried by each of the various comjianies

could be so reduced as to make a consideralile sa\ing.

General purchasing and standardizing of equipment,

reduction in necessary supplies and commodities; reduc-

tion in interest on loans or advances, would all add to

increased profits, to say nothing of the greater possibility

of reducing if not stamping out one of the large items of

loss to the companies—that occasioned through gold

stealing, wdiich those with knowledge of the question esti-

mate to be from $100,000 to $150,000 per annum.
For the amount paid for management of the companies

of the central area, specialists could be secured, and these

specialists, in continuous consultation, would form the

controlling executive board.

Unless some method of securing more satisfactory re-

sults from the district is put into operation, mine after

mine will be compelled to close down, and the economies

necessary to secure these results can be obtained only by

concentration of control, scientific management and co-

ordinate mining, and these can be brought about only by

an amalgamation of interests.

Supply of Platinum
The world's sTipply of metals of the platinum group

is possibly 5.000,000 oz. says a bulletin of the U. S.

Geological Survey. Estimates indicate that the crude

placer platinum produced in the world since 1843 has

been less than 4,632,000 troy oz., or about 159 short tons.

Crude jilatinum is not pure, as it contains, besides iron,

small amounts of one or all of the metals iridium, palla-

dium, osmium, rhodium, and ruthenium.. The plati-

num in the world's stock of metals of the platinum

group probably amounts to about 4,000,000 oz. It is

estimated that there is about 1,000,000 oz. in the United

States besides over 400,000 oz. of other metals of the

group, principally palladium, iridium, and rhodium.

ESTIMATED WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF CRUDE PLATINUM,
1909-1916. IN TROY OUNCES

Country 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916

Bnrnpo and .Su-

matra 500 200 200
Canada 30 30 30 30 50 30 100 60
Colombia 6,000 10,000 12.000 12.000 15,000 17.500 18.000 25,000
New So. Walp.s
and Tasmania 440 332 470 778 1.500 1.248 303 222

Rus.sia 264,000 275,000 300,000 300.000 250.000 241.200 124.000 63.900
United States... 672 390 628 721 483 570 742 750

27 1 ,642 285,952 3 1 3, 1 28 3 1 3.529 267,233 260, 548 1 43, 1 45 89,932

It is known that the Colombian deposits whose out-

put in 1916, shown in the table, was refined in the

United States, will be more extensively developed during

1917 than ever before, and it is estimated that at least

30,000 oz. of crude platinum, containing 85% metal,

will be derived from that source. It is hoped that in

1917 platinum derived from all sources other than for-

eign crude may exceed 7000 oz., and that the produc-

tion of the crude metal will be at least lO^f greater than

in 1916.

The liussian situation is very difficult, but it is known
that there are considerable stocks of crude ))latinum

held in Russia which are available to the allied govern-

ments. It is believed that the production from Russia in

1917 will be considerably increased, perhaps equaling the

1915 output.

Normally the United States uses 165,000 oz. a year.

]iart of wliich is obtained fi'om scrap platinum. Dental

mainil'acturers who formerly used between 25 and 30%
of the supply are now using a number of alloys in

place of ]ilatinum. The jewelry industry uses between

40 and 50%,, practically all of which would be re-

coveralilc if iiecd(>d. This industry has voluntarily agreed

to limit the use of platinum in Jewelry for the dura-

tion of the war.

Not much over 10 or 15% of the supply is used

in American laboratories, all of which is recoverable.

Government laboratories are apparently well supplied,

and are not in tlie market at iiresent. The United States

mints refine platinum and doubtless have stocks sufficient

for immediate governmental needs.

In 1915 about 44,000 oz., or 4% of the apparent

United States stock of platinum, was used in contact-pro-

cess sulphuric acid works. The acid made in the.se

plants is very strong, and its use at this time is limited

practically to nmnition makers. The production of sul-

phuric acid of grades in use in ordinary chemical in-

dustry does not depend on catalytic platinum, as such

acid is made in lead chambers. The output of contact-

process plants has increased nearly 200% since 1915,

and it is understood that plants using this process

are not yet operated to their full capacity. It therefore

would not appear that there is any pressing need for a

large supply of platinum by the -sulphuric-acid industry.

From the foregoing statements the available supply

of platinum in the United States appears to be adequate
to meet immediate need.s, but it should be emphasized
that new demands may arise at any time wdiich the

present .stocks of platinum in this country could not

meet.

Substitute for Platinum in Crucibles
A gold-palladium alloy, under the name of "Palau,"

has been put on the market by a firm in California, ac-

cording to Commerce Reports, Washington, May 2, and
is offered as a substitute for the more expensive plat-

inum-iridium alloy generally used by chemists. A cru-

cible of this ware has been tested at the United States

Bureau of Standards.

The loss in weight on heating to 1200° C. is inter-

mediate between that suffered by crucibles of platinum

containing 0.6 and 2.4% iridium, respectively. The
melting point of the alloy is 1370° C, which corresironds

to that of an alloy of 80% gold and 20% palladium. In

resistance to most of the chemical reagents (o the action of

which such ware is ordinarily exposed, "Palau" compares

favorably with ordinary platinum ware. The one note-

worthy exception is fused alkali pyro.sulphate, which at-

tacks it much more than it does platinum. The ware is

very ])roinising as a substiLiite for platinum for many
1 a bo ra to ry pu rposes.

.IhikI I'IIIIiik' of Stoitex—Champion Copper Co.'s annual re-

port for 1916 show.s that 969.802 tons of ore and waste were
hcii.stcd durinK the period and 173,170 cu.yd. of sand returned
to the stopes for flUlng.
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The Philadelphia Flotation Decision
The majority opinion of the United States Court of

Appeals for the Third Circuit, filed May 24, 1917, in

the case of Minerals Separation, Ltd., vs. Miami Cop])er

Co., appealed by both parties from the District Court of

the United States for the District of Delaware, has at-

tracted much attention in the mining world. Tiie opinion,

as expressed by Judge Woolley, is so exhaustive and ex-

presses his viewpoint so clearly that it is worth the at-

tention of the industry. Judge Woolley "s decision follows

:

These are appeals from a decree of the District Court

in an action brought by Minerals Reparation, Ltd., a

corporation of Great Britain, against the Miami Copper

Co., a corporation of Delaware, charging infringement

of United States Letters Patent No. 835,120, issued to

Sulman, Picard and Ballot, Nov. fi, 190(>; No. 962,678,

issued to Sulman, Greenway and Higgins, June 28, 1910;

and No. 1,099,699, issued to II. Greenway, June 9, 1914,

and owned by the plaintiff.

Of the claims in suit the court i'ound claims 1 and 12

of the first patent valid and infringed and claim 9 in-

valid; claims 1, 2, 5 and 6 of the second patent valid and

infringed; and claims 1 to 12 of the third patent invalid.

The decree being in parts adverse to both parties, both

appealed, presenting for review the same claims, except-

ing claim 9 of patent No. 835,120, with respect to which

the appeal is abandoned.

As both parties are appellants, we shall speak of them

as they stood in the court below.

Three Patents in Suit

The three patents in suit, to which we shall refer in

the order of their issue as first, second and third, are for

processes relating to water concentration of ores. They

have for their object, stated generally, the separation of

metalliferous matter from gangue or barren matter in

ore pulp, by means of oils, fatty acids or other substances

which have a preferential affinity for metal over gangue.

The first patent, while employing the known selective

affinity of oil for metal, is based upon a discovery that

that affinity is greatest and metal recovery highest when

the proportion of oil to ore is relatively least, and upon

the disclosure that that property or characteristic may

be brought into action and commercially utilized by

agitating the ore-bearing pulp until a foam or froth arises

to the surface, carrying with it and holding for recoveiy

the extracted metal.

The process of the second patent is distinguished from

the process of the first in that the frothing agent is

soluble and develops in solution (when agitated to a

froth) a selective affinity for metal similar to that of oil,

the insoluble frothing agent of the first patent.

The characteristic of the process of the third patent is

that concentration may be effected in the cold and with-

out the aid of acid by the admixture of an aromatic

hydroxy compound such as phenol or cresol in the place

of the insoluble and soluble frothing agents of the other

patents and by agitation of the pulp to a froth.

We are aware that this very brief statement of the dis-

tinguishing features of the three patents is technically

inadequate and will be understood only by those familiar

with the history and development of the art of ore con-

centration. As that art has been extensively considered

and elaborately discussed by scientists and courts both

in this country and abroad in cases in which the invention

in s\iit was involved', we shall not make even a summary
of the art or rehearse the history of this litigation as it

has progressed in widely separated parts of the world, but

shall rather adopt the whole litigious literature of the

invention as matter ]nc]iminary to the consideration of

the particular issues in this ca.se, repeating only so much
as may be necessary to throw light on this new chapter.

The First P.atent

The invention of the lirst patent in suit is ba.«ed ujion

a discovery of an wholly unexiilained [)lienomenon arising

from the agitation of ore pulj) containing oil and air in

certain proportions. This was a discovery in an art in

which it was well known that the elements of oil, air

and agitation possessed certain characteristics and pro-

duced certain results.

Haynes, in British Patent No. 488, of 1860, first sug-

gested the use of oil in water concentration of ores by

pointing out the affinity which oils have for metallic sub-

stances in preference to gangue. Carrie J. P^ver.son

showed, by Letters Patent No. 348,157, that a small

quantity of acid in the pulp aids oil in distinguishing be-

tween metal and barren material with which it comes in

contact. Elmore (Letters Patent No. 676,679), Kirby

(Letters Patent No. 809,959), Froment (British Patent

No. 12,778 of 1902), Cattermole (Letters Patent No.

763,260), Sulman and Picard (Letters Patent No. 793,-

808) and others employed the known affinity of oil for

metal in ore concentration processes by using oil in pro-

]5ortions varv'ing from 2% to 300% on the ore and re-

covering the oil-coated metal particles by causing them

to rise to the top or sink to the bottom of the pulp.

Agitation of oil-impregnated pulp was old in the art.

It was employed by Haynes, Everson, Cattermole, Fro-

ment. and Sulman and Picard. In these processes agita-

tion was either gentle or thorough, but never great, and

while always employed to prodiice a thorough oiling of the

metal, it was used in different degrees for the sole pur-

pose of causing the metal particles to rise or sink.

Air and other gases were also known and were de-

veloped in the form of bubbles to supplement the natural

buoyancy of oil and to assist the oil-coated particles to the

surface. This use of air was disclosed by Froment in

1902 and again by students of the University of California

in the Californm Journal of Technology, in 1903, and by

Sulman and Picard in the patent refen'ed to (No. 793,-

808) commonly called the Bubbles patent.

Thus it may be stated generally that in the prior art,

oil was used for its known selective affi^iity for metal,

agitation to mix the oil with the metal and air to supple-

ment the buoyancy of oil in raising oil-coated metal par-

ticles to the surface. To this extent had the art of oil

iBritish Ore Concentration Syndicate. Ltd.. vs. Minerals Separa-
tion, Ltd., 25 R. P, C. 741. High Court of Justice. Chiancery Divi-
sion ; affirmed after intermediate reversal in the Court of .\ppeals
liv the House of Lords in Minerals Separation. Ltd.. vs. British Ore
Concentration Syndicate. Ltd.. 27 R. P.. 33. Ore Concentration Co..

Ltd., vs. Sulphide Corporation, Ltd., Supreme Court New South
Wales. 31 R. P. C, 216, 217. Ore Concentration Co.. Ltd.. vs. Sul-
phide Corporation. Ltd.. 31 R, P. C, 206. Privy Council British
Empire. Minerals Separation. Ltd.. vs. Hyde. 207 Fed., 956
(n. C. Montana). Hvde vs. Minerals Separation. Ltd.. 214 Fed.,
ion (C. C. .'V., 9th Circuit). Minerals Separation. Ltd.. vs. Hyde.
242 IT. S.. 2fil. Minerals Separation, Ltd., vs. Miami Copper Co..
237 Fed., fiOfl (D. C. Pelaware).
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lldtiilioii McUiUicrd wlirii the ]iiitiMit(H's I'litci'cil it, liavino"

ri'aclK'd tho eommercial stage in only two processes, El-

more and Catterniolo, representing resjiec'tivply metal-

Hotation and metal-sinking processes, and having reached

the stage of success in none.

The Elmore process was kno^\Ti as the hulk-oil or oil-

irtioyancy process. It required from 100% to 300% of

oil on the ore—that is, from 2000 to 0000 Ih. of oil to

2000 lb. of ore—and called for a gentle movement or

agitation of pulp in a way that would bring the oil and

metal in contact without breaking the oil bulk, and relied

for metal recoveries on the buoyancy of the oil (due to

the lesser specific gravity of the large volume) to raise

and hold on the .surface the metal which liy affinity it had

extracted from the ore. This was an oil-flotation process.

It was not successful because the cost of the considerable

quantit}' of oil used and not recovered made its practice

commercially prohibitive.

The Cattermole process was just the reverse of Elmore.

While this process depended upon the utilization of the

same selective affinity of oil for metal, the quantity of oil

was relatively small, being from 3 to 6% on the ore; but

the agitation was considerable, having for its object not

the retention of the oil in bulk as in Elmore, but its sepa-

ration and thorough distribution through the pulp, with

the object and result of causing the metal particles to be

brought together and agglutinated with the metal slimes,

forming granules of a size and specific gravity sufficient

to cause them to sink, where they were recovered while

the gangiie was carried oiJ the surface by an upflow.

This was the metal-sinking process. It had a doubtful

success in the concentration of copper and zinc ores of

high metal content, but like the Elmore process it was

impracticable because unprofitable for the concentration

of ores of medium and low grades.

Discovery of First Patext

It was while the patentees were engaged in developing

this process with a mechanical appliance known as a

tiabbett mixer, by which the pulp was agitated, that the

discovery of the first patent was made. It was found that

when the proportion of oil was reduced below 2%, the

agglutination of Cattermole ceased, and metal recoveries

ceased also. This so disturbed the theory upon which
the patentees were working that they at once embarked
on a series of expriments, in which the quantity of oil

was progressively reduced from the Cattermole propor-

tion and the agitation varied in intensity and duration.

In experiments with oil in proportions just under the

Cattermole proportion nothing resulted. The Cattemiole

concentration was lost and no other concentration was
obtained. When in the line of experiments, the propor-

tion of oil to ore was reduced to 1.5%, a "float" appeared.

At 1.04% "still more float" appeared. At 0.32% the

'float vastly increased." At 0.1% the float again "vastly

increased." It thus developed that in using oil at 0.] % or

even at 0.05% on the ore, and after violently agitating

the ])uli) from 2^ to 10 min., there arose to the surface

when the ]nil]) was brought to rest a thick froth or foam
of oil-coated air bubbles carrying oil-coated metal parti-

cles to the extent of aliout 90% of the metal content, the

I'oam being sufficiently stable to permit removal and
me.tal recoveries.

This was an entirely new result based upon a ])henom-

enon flien unknown and still unexplained. It constituted

discovery, it was a discovciy that iJromised wliat has

since been accomplished—a change in the art of oil flota-

tion from laboratory experiments and mill failures to

connnercial success. Its great value es])ecially in zinc and
copper ore concentration met with world-wide recogni-

tion. The art immediately adopted it and paid tribute

to it, either by yielding to the patents covering it or by
challenging them in litigation connnensurate in scope and
importance with the field of the discovery itself. The
grounds upon which the validity of the patents was at-

tacked were, first, that the phenomenon was already

known, and second, that the patents disclosed no novel

means for reducing it to practical use. With the decision

of the Supreme Court sustaining the validity of the pat-

ent, the two grounds of attack disappeared, leaving open,

however, thr question whether the discoverers have wholly

covered their discovery by a patent, and if not, then how
far have they appropriated it to their exclusive use, within

the principle that in its naked sense a discovery is not

patentable and can be embraced in and controlled by a

patent only when and to the extent that its principle is

developed into invention by the disclosure of a medium
or means wliich brings it into practical action. Morton
vs. New York Eye Infirmary, 5 Blatchf., 116.

The particular medium by which and through which

the discoverers brought into practical action and put to

practical use the principle of their discovery, is a process

disclosed in their patent. The process described by the

claims in suit, including the elements we have numbered
and the distinguishing features marked, is as follows:

1. The herein-described process of concentrating ores which
consist (1) in mixing the powdered ore with water. (2) adding a
small proportion of an oily liquid having a preferential affinity for
metalliferous matter (amounting to a fraction of one per cent, on
the ore). (3) "agitating" the mixture "until" the oil-coated mineral
matter "forms" into a froth, and (4) separating the froth from the
remainder by flotation.

12. The process of concentrating powdered ore which consists
in separating the minerals from gangue (1) by coating the min-
erals with oil in water containing a fraction of one per cent, of
oil on the ore. (2) "agitating" the mixture "to cause" the oil-coated
mineral "to form" a froth, and (3) separating the froth from the
remainder of the mixture.

The claims disclose the process. The specification, as

usual, throws light upon the process by distinguishing it

from the prior art, describing its operation and result,

and referring to illustrations of its practice in two ap-

paratus, in one of which agitation and consequent aera-

tion and fomentation are accomplished by mechanical

means.

The validity of this patent and of its equivalent abroad

has been widely attacked and ultimately sustained. As
our task is to interpret the scope of the United States

patent, we shall concern ourselves only with the decisions

of the courts of this country.

The first suit on the patent was brought in the District

Court of the United States for the District of Montana
(:\Iinerals Separation, Ltd., vs. Hyde, 207 Fed., 956).

The validity of the patent was attacked on the ground of

anticipation by the prior art, but the court held the patent

valid and found invention in the novel and u.seful com-
bination of oil, air and agitation. (Jlinerals Separation,

Ltd.. vs. Hyde, 207 Fed., 956, 961.)

The ITnited States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit, reversing on appeal the decree of the Dis-

trict Court, found the patent invalid, on the ground that

its only novelty lay in the reduced quantity of oil, that

this was an improvement only in degree and therefore

did not involve invention. (Hvde vs. Minerals Separa-

tion, Ltd.. 214 Fed., 100.)
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The case was llieu removed by ceitiorari (o the Su-

preme Court of the United States, and wiiile tJiere await-

ing hearinsi', the action at bar was instituted in the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the District of Dela-

ware. (Minci'als Se]iarMtion, Ltd., vs. Miami Copper Co.,

2;57 Fed., (iOi).)

In tliis case the Di.'itrict Court held the jiatent valid

and infringed, finding (in opposition to the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit) patentable invention

in tlie use of oil in the minute proportion of the patent.

Shortly thereafter the Supreme Court heard argument
and entered a decree in ]\Iinerals Separation, Ltd., vs.

Hyde, (242 U. S. 201 ) by which it rexereed the decree of

the Circuit Court of Ap])eals for the Ninth Circuit and
held the patent valid, finding invention as we read the

opinion, in the co-action of the critical proportion of oil

and air effected by "an agitation greater than and differ-

ent from that which had been resorted to before," result-

ing in a froth concentrate of economical value.

Effect of the Supreme Court Decisiox

Following the decree of the Supreme Court in ^Minerals

Separation, Ltd., vs. Hyde, this case was argued before

us. The decree of the Sujireme Court, with its accom-

panying opinion in the Hyde case, materially changed the

aspect of this case on appeal by contracting, and in a

sense expanding, the issues as tried by the District Court.

It disposed of the issue of validity, which had been vig-

orously contested in the court below. But in disposing

i)f that issue upon grounds different from those upon
ivhich the District Court based a like judgment, the ques-

tion of infringement was acutely enlarged. Upon the

finding by the District Court that patentable inven-

tion resides in the critical proportion of oil, the ad-

mitted use of oil in that proportion by the defendant was

manifestly controlling in its finding of infringement,

although the defense extended to the whole of the de-

fendant's practices. But under the finding by the Su-

preme Court in the Hyde case that invention resides not

alone in the critical proportion of oil but also in air and

agitation, we are called upon to construe the patent in the

light of that finding and determine whether the defend-

ant's practices of aeration and agitation in connection

with its admitted use of the critical proportion of oil,

are within or beyond the scope of the patent.

It is to be noted and kept in mind that the Supreme

Court did not construe the patent or determine its scope,

for it had no occasion to do so. In the case before it, in-

fringement was so clear that it had to be found if the

patent was valid. The validity of the patent, therefore,

was the only seriously controverted issue before the Su-

preme Court.

In deciding the issue of validity, the Supreme Court dis-

posed of the prior art as anticipations by reviewing by

general classification its processes, together with the pro-

cess of the patent, and in so doing used expressions which

the parties have severally employed in supjiort of and in

opposition to their res])ectivc contentions. The ])laintiff

maintains that tlie langiiage of the Supreme Court sup-

ports its broad contention, that "Whenever the modify-

ing agent of the patent (oil) is used, a person infringes

who gets air into the pulp in any fashion and agitates

the mixture by any means to a sufficient extent to cause

the mineral particles to attach themselves to air bubbles

and to rise therewith abnxc ^he fop of the mixture in a

lollcclion iif bubbles and metal ])articles, to wit, froth."

The defendant maintain.s that the agitation in wliicli the

Su])reme Court found invention, is agitation jiroduced

by mechanical means, and that anyone, who tiiougli using

the modifying agent of the patent in the critical propor-

tion, introduces air into the pulj) otherwise than by beat-

ing it in, and who agitates the pulp to a metal-bearing

froth by any means other than mechanical, or who other-

wise obtains the result without any agitation whatever,

is beyond the sco])e of the patent and escapes infringe-

ment.

Considered in the light of what the Supreme Court said

and what it did not .say, .it is clear that the positions of

both i)arties are e.xtreme. Tlie contention of the plaintiff

at lea.st omits the verj' definite limitation of the patent

to the results obtained by the use of oil within the de-

scribed proportions, and also the equally definite disclosure

of an agitation in violence and duration greater than be-

fo]-e employed, while the defendant misinterprets words

of description as words of limitation.

The Supreme Court said, that

The process of the patent in suit, as de.scribed and practiced,
consists in the use of an amount of oil which is "critical" and
minute as compared with the amount used in prior processes
. . . and in so impregnating w.th air the mass of air and water
used Ijy agitation—"by tieating the air into the mass"—as to
cau.se to rise to the surface of the mass, or pulp, a froth particu-
larly coherent and consistent in character. . . .

By this expression the defendant maintains that the Su-

preme Court did not merely repeat testimony describing

and showing how the process was practiced, but used the

words as their own, and thereby interpreted the patent

and limited its .scope to the introduction of air into the

pulp "by beating the air" into the pulp by the specific

mechanical means illustratively shown by the drawings

of the patent. We do not so interpret this expression.

In the first place the patent nowhere uses the words "by

beating the air into the mass." Therefore these words as

quoted by the Supreme Court, were not quoted from the

patent, but were taken from the testimony of a witness

who used them in describing the process as discovered and

developed by the patentees. This being so, we do not

think these words, as used by the Supreme Court in de-

scribing the process, can be construed as a limitation upon

the process.

BUOYAKCY OF AlK BUBBLES

It further apears that the Supi'eme Court, in dis-

tinguishing the process of the patent from processes of

other patents relied on as anticipations, found that the

lifting force which separates metallic particles of the

pulp from other substances resides chiefly "in the buoy-

ancy of the air bubbles introduced into the mixture by

an agitation greater than and different from that which

had been resorted to before." By this expression the de-

fendant insists that the court explicitly limited the patent

to agitation caused by mechanical means, thereby exclud-

ing from its scope such agitation by pneumatic means as

was used in part in the defendant's practice. As this ex-

])ression is susceptible of an entirely different meaning,

presently to be considered, we find nothing said by the

Supreme Court which indicates that it limited the agita-

tion of the ])atent to agitation by mechanical means.

The defendant further maintains that the Supreme

Court gave to the patent a narrow construction when it

u.sed these words

:

While we thus find in favor of the validity of the patent, we
cannot agree with the I>istrlct Court in regarding it valid as to
all of the claims in suit. As we have pointed out in this opinion,
there were many investigators at work in this field to which the
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process of the patent in suit relates when the patentees came into
it, and it was while engaged in study of prior kindred processes
that tiieir discovery was made. Wliile tlie evidence in the case
malves it clear that they discovered the final step which converted
experiment into solution, turned failure into success (The Barbed
Wire Patent, 143 V. S., 27,')). yet the investigations preceding
were so informing that this final step was not a long one and the
patent must be confined to the results obtained by the use of oil

within the proportions often described in the testimony and in

the claims of the patent as "critical proportion" amounting to a
fraction of 19f on the ore. . . .

We are inclined to the opinion that hy this expression

the court intended a limitation only upon that one feature

of the patent to which the expression was addressed. The
District Court had held valid certain claims in which the

proportion of oil was described simply as "a small quan-

tity'," and the Supreme Court in reversing that finding

and holding those claims invalid, used the quoted words

of limitation in confining tlie patent to the results ob-

tained by the use of oil in the proportions of less than 1%.
From this recital of the litigation of the invention of

the first patent it appears that in construing the claims

of the patent we are greatly aided by the opinion of the

Supreme Court in being told with authoritative finality

tliat tlie process involves invention and in being sliown

in which of its elements invention resides ; but it is equal-

ly clear that in determining the breadth and scope of the

claims, we are without the aid of any adjudication in

which their scope has been decided or even considered.

The elements of the patent in which invention is found

are oil, air and agitation. These were old in the art, pos-

sessing as we have shown, kno^\^l characteristics and func-

tions, and had they performed in the process of the pat-

ent no new or different function or had they produced

no new or different result, it is clear they would have

anticipated the patent and defeated its claim to invention.

But a finding by the Supreme Court that the invention

was not anticipated by the old uses and results of these

elements is in effect a finding that these elements as

used in the process of the patent perform or develop new

uses and functions or produce different results. And such

we find to be the fact.

The invention, as we have said, is founded upon a dis-

covery. Its patentability depends upon the medium dis-

closed in the patent by which the force or principle of

the discovery is brought into action. Three new uses of

old elements are disclosed by the patent, producing a new
result. The first relates to oil.

The affinity of oil for metal was known, and though

old, was employed in the invention ; but that this aitinity

in a given condition is greatest when its quantity is rela-

tively least or that tlie affinity increases with the de-

crease of oil below a given quantity (less than 1%) is the

soul of the discovery and was wholly new. But the dis-

covery did not consist of tiiis alone.

(To be concluded)

m

The Last Flotation Decision

The decision of the majority of the Circuit Court of

Appeals in Philadelphia in the case "Minerals Separation,

vs. Miami Copper Co.," impresses us as being the

most lucid review of tlie history of the development of

this art, the standing of the several patents, etc., that has

been offered by any of the courts that have adjudicated

on the flotation litigation. In the interest of our readers,

we are, therefore, publisliing the Philadelphia decision in

full. ^Ye have received several communications respecting

the Philadelphia decision. Two of them are as follows

:

The notable feature of the Pliiladelphia decision was

that although it was agreed that the Supreme Court had

neither construed the first patent nor determined its

scope, both the majority and the minority of the Phila-

deli)iiia Court had great trouble with words of description

ill the Supreme Court decision. The majority neverthe-

less reached the conclusion that all of the operations of the

defendant, including the Callow operations, were infring-

ing operations as to the first patent in suit, and the

unanimous opinion of the Court as to the breadth of the

second patent in suit leaves no loophole for any variation

of Callow procedure which shall escape that patent. As a

matter of fact tliere is likewise no loophole as to the first

patent.

Judge Buffington gave a dissenting opinion which was

founded upon the belief that the identical cone mixer of

the Gabbett patent was used by Minerals Separation, Ltd.

at the time of the discovery. Had Judge Buffington ex-

amined the cone mixer in evidence with a little care he

would have observed that the inner ribs of the cone as

shown in the Gabbett patent were omitted from tlie cone

mixer as used by Minerals Separation Ltd., aud all of his

reasoning was founded upon the air-beating action of

these inner ribs, which unfortunately for his reasoning

were not used by the inventors of Minerals Separation.

The article in the Journal of June 2 fairly described the

proceedings at Butte. In the index, however, the error

was repeated that the Supreme Court limited the patent

"to use of oil in the proportion of a fraction of 1% on

the ore." The Supreme Court did not so limit the patent,

but only to a process wherein the "results obtained" were

substantially the same new results as were first obtained

in the history of metallurgy by the process of the patent

wdien the discover)^ was made in March, 1905. The article

itself, however, clears this matter up thoroughly.

Henry D. Williams.

New York, June 2, 1917

I have before me the printed opinion of Judge Woolley,

U. S. Court of Appeals, Third District, in the case of

Minerals Separation vs. Miami Copper Co., and also the

Engineering and Mining Journal of June 9. The Jour-

nal's account of the decision, p. 102-4, is distinctly mislead-

ing. The court decided that at one time in our operations

when we used a centrifugal pump and made a break in the

circuit by permitting the pulp to drop througli the air

into a Pachuca tank and then agitated it in the Pachuca

tank this was agitation in the sense described in the first

patent suit. In the meantime finding such procedure un-

necessary and in fact detrimental we changed to treat-

ment of material directly in Callow cells, concerning

which the court says "If the only agitation to which the

pulp was subjected after such agitation as in the prior

art was necessary to mix the oil and ore was the agitation

of the Callow cell we would not say that that agitation

amounted to or was the equivalent of the violent agita-

tion of the patent disc^losure and constituted infringe-

ment." With the above state of facts and the decision

quoted we are not infringing Minerals Separation patent.

Otiier mines to my personal knowledge are operating with

more than 1% of oil and not infringing. I think the

Journal ought to give a careful abstract of the decision,

adding these facts. J. P.^rke Ch.\nning,

Vice President, Miami Copper Co.

I-iutte, Mont., June 12, 1917.
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Hoist Record at Palmer Shaft
By H. H. Hodgkinson*

The roiifpiitration plant of the New Jersey Zinc Co.

at Franklin, N. J., is supplied with ore by means of a

single four-eompartment shaft known as Palmer siiaft,

which delivers the ore direct to the crusher house. Form-

erly the ore was hoisted through a number of shafts

distributed about the town, which necessitated further

handling in railroad cars before reaching the companv'.s

mill.

Palmer shaft was sunk at an angle of 47° .'iO' with

the horizontal, and is 1510 ft. deep measured on the

slope from the collar. Ore is hoisted through two of

the com))artments, the skips being balanced (one dump-
ing while the other is being loaded at the pocket). The

SHAFT-HOUSE AND PALMER SHAFT

other two compartments are used for men, timljer and

supplies exclusively, but are equipped with ore-loading

pockets at the SOO-ft. and 1150-ft. levels so that ore can

be hoisted through them if necessary.

Two 22 X 48-in. duplex, direct-acting, double-drum

(one fixed and one loose) corliss hoisting engines made
by the AUis-Chalniers Co. are used. The drums are

grooved for IJ-in. steel rope and are 10 x .5 ft. G in. The
head-frame sheaves are 12 ft. in diameter, and the rope

is supported in the shaft by special !)-iu. idlers at spaced

intervals of 2~) ft. .Steam at 115 lb. per .sq. in. gage

pressure is admitted to tiie cylinders and is cut off at alwut

nine-tenths stroke, and at present exhausts to the atmos-

•Box 1536, Jerome, Ariz.

phcrc at a maximum rate of approximately 42,000 lb.

per iiour. An installation of a i?ateau steam "regen-

erator" or "accumulator" is contemplated in order tf)

capture this exhaust steam for utilization in a mixed-

pressure turbine.

There are three ore pockets in the shaft from winih

the ore is hoisted. These are equipped with a loading

device designed by R. M. Catlin, superintendent, which

makes it possible to load a skip of ore in 10 sec. This

device requires the services of two men and is operated

by hydraulic pressure obtained from the pump column

pipe.

The surface, or top, pocket is 191 ft. from the tip]jle

and is u.sed for handling any foreign ore shipped in to

be treated. The 800 ft. level pocket, which is 1122 ft.

from the tipple, has a capacity of 1340 tons and is used

to handle the ore mined on and above the 750-ft. level.

The 1150 ft. level pocket, of 170 tons capacity handles

all the. ore mined below the 750-ft. level, and is at a

distance of 1610 ft. from the tipple.

The record hoist for the shaft was made on July 14,

191G, by one engine, when 3079 tons (2000 lb.) of rock

and ore was hoi.«ted during a period of 10 hours actual

hoisting time. Of this tonnage 2542 tons was lioisted

from the 800-ft. level pocket and the remainder (537
tons) from the llSO-ft. level pocket. The total number
of skips hoisted during this period was 500, or 50 skips

per hour at an average of 0.158 tons per skip. There were

301 .9 tons of pocket ore hoisted per hour from an aver-

age lioisting distance of 1202 feet.

The largest tonnage hoisted in one day of 14^ hours

actual hoisting time occurred Feb. 4, 1916, when 4256.57

tons of rock and ore were hoisted from the 800-ft. load-

ing pocket, which is 1122 ft. from the tipple. The total

number of skips hoisted during this period was 780, or

an average of 53.79 skips per hour, at an average of

5.457 tons per skip. Tons hoisted per hour were 293.5.

The maximum tonnage for any one month from Pal-

mer shaft was made in itay, 1915, when 76,017.78 tons

of rock and ore was hoisted, of which 73,114.71 tons

was Fianklin ore, 469,9 tons Sterling Hill ore, and the

remainder (2433.17 tons) rock rejected from the pick-

ing table.

Cost of the Rogers Pass Tunnel
The building of the longest railway tunnel on the

American continent, and a double-track tunnel at that,

according to Engineering and Contracting, cost less than

*150 per ft., inclusive of a concrete lining for 30% of

its length. This is a ret-ord to be proud of, as the work
of driving this five-mile tunnel through hard rock

(quartzite and schist) was completed six months ahead
of the 3^-year time limit.

Tlie cost includes the contractor's profit of 10% al-

lowed on all expenditures. It includes lining 1^ miles

of the tunnel with reinforced concrete. It includes the

driving of nearly 4 miles of 7 x 8-ft. pioneer tunnel
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1)11(1 crossfuts to the main Uiimu'I. It iiichiilcs all pro-

liiiiiiiary costs, sujierinti'iidoiicp, ote. It iiicliKlcs lilioi-

al bonus's paid to tliu men, alioiit wliidi a wonl will be

said later.

Since there was about ."10 cii.yd. of excavation per

lineal foot of double-track tunnel, the cost of $150 ])er

ft. is about $5 per cu.yd. of excavation. But this, be

it remembered, includes concrete lining loi' '.)0'/v of llie

tunnel leiiirth.

The highest record of progress on one beading of the

Pioneer tunnel (7x8 ft.) was 922 ft. in one month.

Part of this high speed is attributed to the use of ham-
mer drills, but excellent maiiagemeiit and the payment

of a bonus to the workmen account very largely for the

record-breaking performance. In the main headings it

was found that after the introduction of the payment

of a bonus to the men for progress in excess of -150 ft.

per month, nearly 25% greater speed was secured. The
men engaged in enlarging the headings were also paid

a bonus, but in this part of the work the number of

feet of hole drilled by each man constituted the basis for

the bonus payment.

Summing up the reasons for the rapid ])rogress and

low cost of the Rogers Pass tunnel, they seem to us to

he : First, the method of tunneling, involving the driv-

ing of a pioneer tunnel off the line of the main tunnel;

second, the excellent administration of the work; third,

the payment of liberal bonuses to the workmen, which

bonuses were adhered to ; fourth, the use of hammer
drills.

The Simplon tunnel through the Alps is nearly 13

miles long, and after U-i years' work was iinished in 1905,

breaking all preexi.sting speed records for hard-rock

tunneling. The best month's recoiil on a beading was

G85 feet.

A Survey Stake That "Stays Put"
The ordinary survey stake as used by the engineer is so

made as to be very easily knocked out of position. This

defect is due to the way in which the stake is sharjiened,

says N. S. Mulligan, of Thomasville, N. C, in the Engi-

neering Ni'w.<:-Record.

The stake sketched on the left-hand side of the accom-

panying figure is sharpened in the manner most gen-

erally in use and may be described as a straight stick

sharpened only near the end with a .short slope from

both sides. When such a stake is driven,

the point is the only part firmly seated,

for the body of the stake is as large Just

above the point as the rest of the way iip, so

that the stake just stands in a hole made by

the point. This shape accounts for the ease

with which most stakes are displaced. If

the stake be made of the form shown by the

figure at the right, it will be found to give

wuoNc; AXD greater satisfaction. This stake is sharp-

'^''^'^^ ened only on one side, but the slope extends

three-fourths the length of the stake. When
driven into the earth, the stake is held very much more
fiinily tliiiii is the other kind, because the taper is much
longer and therefore the earth adheres to a greater length

of -the stake. It is very dillicult to draw this type of

stake out of the earth when once driven in. IF exjiosed

to traffic, as in the case of streefs and liighwavs, the

V

stakes are sometimes broken off at the ground, the stake

breaking before it pulls up. In lliis case the point is

still in position and can be found and replaced.

On one occasion a test was made of these two types of

stakes on a highway on which the traffic was very heavy.

The following was the result: Equal nunibers of the two

kinds of stakes were used, under equal exposure, yet 1 I

])er cent, of the first type and only 2i per cent, of the

other type were lost.

m

Rack and Bench for Packing
The illustration shows the construction of a bench for

sheet packing, which is particularly useful in small jjlants

purchasing from a distance, and in large plants keep-

ing a supply independent of the main warehouse. Sev-

SHEET PACKING KEPT READY FOR USE

eral kinds and thicknesses can be kept on the rack and the

desired packing pulled out on the bench and cut to size,

using a straight-edge and the scale of inches marked

across the bench. In case of small flanges that can be

brought in, the bench is made heavy enough so that the

packing can be cut directly from the flange either by

marking or peening. The under part of the bench is di-

vided into two compartments, one for large and the other

for small scraps.

—

Power.

Teniparary SunipH occasionaUy have to be dug, often close

to the shaft where the rock has been shattered by heavy
blasting, often in soft ground which win not hold water. An
old yet simple method of making such a sump water-tight
consist.s in eon.structing a rough box which may be .set solid

in the sump and lining it with P & B or other roofing paper.

Care must be exercised to have both floor and walls free

from knotholes and irregular edges occasioned by different

thickness of boards or plants, and it is advisable to cleat the

paper In place, administering a good dose of P & B paint

<uider and along the cleats. A board or two along the bottom
of the lined sump will prevent injury from tools or rock

which may fall or be dropped in, and if receiving the dls-

eliarge from a pump or a heavy flow of water, a baffle is

desirable. It must be taken for granted that this kind of

sump cannot be subjected to a shovel cleaning. Tanks can be

eiinstr\u'ted in the same manner as tile sump.
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I
Mining and Metallurgical Machinery

|
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Universal Triangle

The adjustable triangle shown has recently been

brought out by Charles E. Baker, Indianapolis, Ind., and
is known as tlie Ilellman universal triangle. It is made
of nickel-plated steel in G-in. size and is ^ in. thick. As
may be seen, the instrument consists of a 45° triangle,

a part of the hypotenuse of which is hinged in such a

manner that it may be adjusted to form any angle from
to 45° with one side or an angle of from 90 to 45"

with the other side, sa.ys the Amtrican Machiiiiyl.

The loose end of the hinged section is provided with

a groove tliat iits over a tongiie milled at the proper

UNIVERSAL TRIANGLE

radius in the body of the triangle. Friction is relied

upon to hold Ihe hinged section in the proper position.

The protractor is graduated to ^°. The whole device

is flat and can be used either side up, there being no

projecting screws or nuts to interfere.

^

Air Compressor
The air compressor illustrated lias been placed on the

market by the National Jlotor Supply Co., Cleveland,

Ohio. It is of the douljle-opposed type, with a 2-in. bore

and a 2J-in. stroke, both pistons and the yoke being cast

in one piece. The crankshaft is a drop-forging, and all

bearings are bronze bushed.

Water-cooled cylinders are used. Both inlet and out-

let valves are contained in the cylinder heads, whicli may

be removed without disturbing either the cylinders or the

pistons. From the cylinders the air is pumped to an

auxiliary base tank that contains a series of bafflt' iilatcs

for removing oil and moisture.

A check valve is placed between the l)a.se lank and the

main storage tank; and when the compressor is stopped,

the air gradually escapes from tiie small base tank. This

acts as an unloader and allows the compressor to get up

AIR COMPRESSOR WITH DOUBLE OPPOSED CYLINDERS
Cylinders. 2 x 2i in.; capacity. 5 cu.ft. of free air per min.;

liorsepower required, i

s])eed, when again started, before having to pump against

the full pressure in the main storage tank. The machine

can be supplied for either belt or motor drive, and
either with or without automatic pressure regulator.

Si

Blueprint Ironer
The blueprint ironer shown in the illustration, con-

sisting of a heated 20-in. cylinder under which aU types

of prints are carried directly from the wash water, emerg-

ing smooth and dry, is being numufactured and placed

BLUEPRINT IRONING MACHINE

on tbc market by the American Laundry ^lachinery Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Two sizes are made, 40 and 60 in., and

either size may be heated by steam, gas or electricity.
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Worm-Drive Power Diaphragm Pump
A new ty)ie of power drive for cliiiphraiini pumps luis

been phucil on the market. The drive eomprises a worm
gear and cam lift in a Tranic interposed between tlie ))um]i

rod and tiie source of power, wliich may be a gasoline or

steam engine or an eleetrie motor. The engine turns a

horizontal shaft cari-yiiig the worm gear. The worm
drives a cii'eular gear and I'otates a ball-ram lift whose

follower eai'ries the piim|i rod. J>y means of this earn the

\VORM-E)RIVEN DIAPHRAGM PUMP

reversing of the stroke can be accomplished without shock

or vibration, so that the pump needs no ballast.

The driving mechanism is made to be readily attached

to any stock diaphragm pump without alteration ; it is

said that the change can be made in half an hour. The
power may be applied either by belt or direct connection.

The price of this attachment is $100, and that of the

pump complete on a platform with a 2^-hp. gasoline en-

gine is $175. The pump and drive alone is sold for $l"^j.

The device is made and the patents are owned by the

Clinton Power Pump Co., Clinton, Mass.

New Track and Rail Joint

A jointing device, consisting of a baseplate, 6 in. long,

of ^-in. steel plate, with longitudinal flanges formed to

make an easy fit with the Hanges of the rail, and two

WEDGliD TR.\CK .lolNT

wedges of {'g-n^- plate having a taper of
]

which are wedged between the under pait

bead and the flange of the baseidate, the

ing |)laced on each side of the rail, is describe

in lier

the

ft.,

i-ail

wedges be-

d bv L. W.

.Maccr in the Juurnal uj llie Ckciniral. M clallurgical and
Mining Society of Sovlh Africa.

If attached to steel ties, the base is formed by punch-

ing up lugs in the ties to form flanges to receive the

wedges, and an advantage is gained by making joints

on the ties, giving greater permanency of alignment of

track. The rails can be supported between joints by

wooden tics to which they are dog-sj)ikei! or liy lighter

steel ties, using only one wedge.

Wedge joints, stamped from sheet steel, weigh less than

fishidates and bolts, the wedge joint for l(i-lb. rails weigh-

ing ;J lb. 2 w,. against 4 lb. ?> oz. for (ishplates and bolts.

The steel tie is also simpler, as it avoids the necessity of

clutch bolts. The triangular section formed by the wedges

and baseplate is of great .strength.

The s])eed of track laying is greater tlian with plates

and bolts, and where scrap material is available for their

manufacture, wedge joints are easily made at the mine
with a die and steam hammer.

Oil or Gas Drill-Heating Forge

The Ajax oil or gas forge, built l)y T. H. Proske,

Denver, Colo., is a new departure, by reason that it

is two forges in one, ha\ing two burners and two fire-

boxes. This forge when used as one complete unit

will heat drill steels fast enough to keep two drill-sharp-

ening machines in rapid operation. One side of it may
be used for heating steels for sharpening and the other

side for tempering. If only a few steels are to be

sharpened, only half of the forge is used. Each side

nnrBLK firebox oil or gas heater for t'Rit.i^ steel

If both burners

liat of anv other

will luild I'loin ii\e to eight steels.

are used, the fuel used does not exceed

forge of equal ea]iacity.

Another feature of this forge is its narrow firebox. In

sharjiening steel is it not desirable to have the heat on

the stt'cl oxce(>d 13 in. in length. The firebox is only

2\ in. deep, and in making collars and lugs for shanks

the heat can be a])plied in the desii'cd jilace on the

steel. Valves for controlling the burners are placed

at the side, in easy reach of the operator. The net

weight, bricked complete is about 750 pounds.
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Copper-Silver Leaching

Tlie article by Joseph Irving on k'iu-liinj)', in the

Journal ol' May 2(), 1!117, is interesting and recalls several

leac-hing plants still in operation in Bolivia. There are

foui'—no two alike. No. 1 is the most interesting. 'I'lie

ore, after being ground dry in ball mills, is roasted in

hand-rabbled I'urnaees and cliloridized in the same fur-

naces. It is discharged to cars, and while still hot is

tipped into small, square leaching tanks made of wood and

filled with brine. As silver, gold and copper chlorides

are soluble in the resulting solution, it is only necessary

to draw off the solution. This solution runs through

an interminable series of precipitation launders. The
first of these are filled with copper for precipitating the

silver, the remainder being stocked with scrap-iron for

the copper. No attempt is made to keep the silver and

copper cement separate, the mass being sold as dried.

The process is simple and effective and has the ad-

vantage of requiring a minimum of attention. T^a Placa

gave me the results and assays, but as I have no silver

mines and as they talk in "marcos"' and "cajones" and

"([uintales" in Bolivia (metric cranks please copy), his

details were underexposed on my mental film.

The leached ore is then concentrated by hand for the

tin content. Some day soon tliere will be a fine plant of

Diesel engines and up-to-date concentration and crushing

machinery at this plant. At present the small amount of

power required is snp])lied by an old ship's steam engine

;

steam is produced in boilers using manure for fuel.

No. 3 plant roasts in Kauflfmann furnaces, and the

attempt is made to chloridize in the same furnace. There

is no difficulty in chloridizing, the difficulty being to

prevent the chloridizing of the entire furnace! The

arms, teeth and shaft must be replaced frequently, and

now that spares are not obtainable from Germany (thank

God!), Mr. Blank is looking around for some type of

furnace to replace, or at least to supplement those he

has.

This j)laut is running in Huanchaca and is the last

surviving nnit in a once prosperous town. The streets,

the plaza and the houses—the shops, warehouses and

schools—all are as deserted and as quiet as a New York

office building on Sunday. The surrounding hills have

long, snake-like smoke flues running up their flanks

—

broken backed, caved and in ruins. The one flue in oper-

ation is a mile long and spews smoke every few yards.

It looks like an artillery trench in action.

No. 3 plant is just a simple, standard hypo leaching

]jlant, shipping a ton or two of silver—frequently. Don
Luis built it before I was born, and he and the plant

are as good as ever. Of course he could substitute a wood-

frame filter press for the cotton-cloth cone filters used

now, and I nearly urged one upon him, but at No. 1, I

saw such a press in the yard unused, the bags being pre-

ferred, so it would not be good business to urge the point.

Mr. Sohidcin jirefers the bags as more convenient, quicker

to empty and cleaner.

This precipitation plant of Solinlein's for cojjppr is

simple, ami one man runs it. Scrap iron of all kinds is

used. Every once-in-a-while (I would give the e.xact in-

terval, only he has probably changed it since my visit),

the attendant shuts off the solution, ])ulls a few plugs and

with a hose washes out most of the ])recipitate(l copper

into a settling tank. The sera]) iron is not touched by

hand.

A big McDougall roasts the low-grade ore, the high-

grade and roasted low-grade being treated in hand fur-

naces. Just now ilr. Sohnlein is erecting a Merton

furnace in which he will try chloridizing. It has the ad-

vantage that a charge can be detained and chloridized

without stopping the roasting elsewhere in the furnace.

Mr. Sohnlein also says that the furnace may have some

disad\antages that were not mentioned by the manufac-

turer. However, if it is a success, all the other hand fur-

naces will be sinnlarly equipped.

All of these plants are so far from farms that smoke

farming has not been tried. It is a fact, however, that

hundreds of arrobas (or quintals or cajones—I don't re-

member)—anyway, all of these companies loose a lot

of silver—besides the loss they are willing to admit. If

there were any means of communication between these

operators and those who control the Cottrell process,

someone might make a commission by "getting it over"

to the Cottrell people. Mark R. Lamb.
New York, June 1, 1917.

Rapid Deposition of Galena

There is a general idea that the deposition of lead and

other ores is a relatively slow process and involves a long

period of time as measured historically and even re-

quires considerable time from the geologic standpoint. Re-

ccntl}^ an example came to my notice which shows that

it is a nnicli more rapid process wdien favorable precipi-

tants are present, even if the mineral-bearing solutions

are very dilute. In fact, it suggests that workable de-

posits may have been formed well within historic times,

when precipitating conditions have been favorable.

For some samples of old iron tools were recently found

to be very liberally inerusted with galena crystals on

unwatering a mine that had been abandoned for about

ten years in the Lincolnville district that lies on the

eastern edge of the Miami zinc and lead field, in north-

eastern Oklahoma. This district was opened about 15

3'ears ago as a new field, but as the lead and zinc ore

was found to be very low-grade, or to yield 1 to 2% of zinc

(as sphalerite or "jack") and lead (as galena, or the

sulphide), it was generally abandoned about 10 years

ago when the bottom dropped out of the ore market.

The recent great advance in ore prices has resulted in

the reopening of some of the abandoned mines, from

<,ne of which the iron tools coated with galena were ob-

tained.

'i'liis nune was under water for about 10 years and

o|)erated at a depth of about SO ft. in the tiiin sheet oi
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chert jjroniitl that is rhiiracteristie of the liiiiKihivillo

district. A o-in. railroad spike from tlio l)ottoiu of the

mine in my possession iihistrates the type of occurrence

of the "Ten Year Lead Deposit. Tlie spike is badly

corroded and is incrusted to a depth of i to f in. with

a mixture of limonite, (sesqni-oxiele of iron) and galena.

The e'aleii'i is intermixed throughout the limonite as

crystals—cubes—which are ,'„ (o i in. in size and which

decidedly predominate in tlie amorphous limonite. If

the tightly adhering mixture was scraiied off, it would

probably assay from 30 to 43% lead.

The metallic iron in the spike, shovels, etc., was an

unusually good precipitant, but probably was little if any

better than the organic matter that is so prevalent in

the disseminated lead-bearing dolomintes of the southeast-

ern Missouri district, or the oil and gas tiiat was prob-

ably the precipitant in the Miami district of Oklahoma.

That my informant was essentially correct as to the

time the iron was under water is attested by the short

time that has elapsed since the Lincolnville district was

discovered and the brief age of its boom period.

I have observed other similar instances of recent and

comparati\ely rapid ore deposition in some of the older

Joplin mines (lead and zinc), but the facta were not

so satisfactory as to the time diiring which the mineral-

bearing waters were depositing the lead and zinc, nor

were the deposits. so rich. H A. Wheeler.

St. Louis, Mo., Jlay 25, 1917.

Pachuca Tank Air Connections

I like the description of the piping of the Pachuca

tank that appeared in the Journal of May 36, 1917. May
I suggest, however, that the outside air ])ipc should be

longer, reaching and touching the edge of the lift tube.

When in iise, part of the air will go up inside and part

outside the lift tube. Starting is almost instantaneous,

even with settled concentrates. The lift tube itself

should be shorter and should reach only near the surface.

As I am one of the several hundred who have the nerve

to improve on Mr. Brown's invention, I feel a i^roprietary

pride in seeing it described.

It is interesting, pleasant and gratifying to note how
few plant superintendents realize the small quantity of

air and low pressure required to operate these tanks.

One manufacturer supplied a 6-in. air main for three

tanks 8 x 25 ft., 20 ft. from the 8-in. twin compressor.

At the same plant the operator had some difficulty in

starting his charges at first, and so for months ran his

compressor at (30-lb. pressui-e, not realizing that the pres-

sure at the iDipe end in the tank was exactly the same

as though his compressor were working at 10 ]iounds.

New York, June 2, 1917. M.vinc K. La^ib.

Extension Arm Clamp for Drills

The description of an extension clamp or column by

a South American correspondent, appearing in the Journal

of Apr. 28, seems to be almost exactly the same as our

own contrivance of the same sort. . We have built this arm
for four or five years past and have described it in our

catalogues. It is certaiidy a very practical and convenient

form of mounting, for small tunnels particularly.

Sut-LIVAN- jMaCIUNEKY Co.

Chicago, 111., ]\ray 1, 1917.

The Cascade Flotation Machine
in the accompanying ])liolograph tliere are siiown some

fui'ther details of the cascade flotation machine described

in my article in the Journal of May 19, 1917. This

])hotograi)h shows an installation not yet completed and

lacks the skimmers and the froth aprons. There are two

tiers of cells, two cells to each box, formed by inserting

a ]iartitiim, as may he observed in the lower box. The
\i'vi\ aprons, discharging one cell and feeding the next

CA.SC.\Lil': Fl^OTATiuN JIAClll.NK

lower one, are shown, and the froth launders for each

cell, sloping across the front of the cell and delivering

into the froth collecting launder at the left of the photo-

graph. Lever spigots, two to each cell, are shown, each

pair joined by a rod so that they work together.

Ouray, Colo., May 10, 1917. C^iffoed E. Wilfley.

Poisonous Gases in Warfare

Regarding the "By the Way" item in the Journal of

May 19, regarding poisonous gases in warfare, the list

of gases used is somewhat longer than is there given.

In addition to those listed, that is, chlorine, bromine,

"sulphur fumes" and formaldehyde, it seems positive

that hydrochloric acid, carbon monoxide and nitrogen

])eroxide have been used. It is highly probable that

chlorine dioxide, nitrosyl chloride, carbonyl chloride,

hydrocyanic acid, cyanogen chloride, and cyanogen brom-

ide are being used. There is some reason to believe

that the following have been or arc being tried : Sulphur-

ctcd hydrogen, phosphine,' arsine, stibine, the mercap-

tans, as well as about a dozen rarer gases.

New York, Mav 29, 1917. Donald M. Ltddell.
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Events and Economics of the War
u II u 111 n III

Attention has been foc-ussed during the past \veel< upon

the Liberty Loan the success of which is chief among the

events worthy of note. The espionage bill has finally

become law. The fight is now over food control with

the President the probable victor.

The ship controversy progresses vapidly and the build-

ing of ships correspondingly slow.

The inefficiency of the Secretaries of War and Navy

has become glaringly apparent.

The Govemment's program calls for liO.ono aeroplanes

within a year.

Constantine of Greece abdicated in favor of his son.

Spanish unrest grows. Kerensky is taking a firm hand

in putting down Eussian disorder.

German aeroplanes raided London and U-boat ravages

again increased.

Business Endorses War Financing Plan

A preliminary count shows that every recommendation

made in the war financing plan referendum submitted to

the members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States has been carried. Elliot H. Goodwin, secretary of

the National Chamber, said the early vote announced

here would be canvassed at a meeting of the Executive

Committee next week.

The following recommendations were submitted to the

members of tlie National Chamber. The vote on each

is given. Each organization was allowed from one to ten

votes according to its membership.

Approximately $400,000,000 of the amount raised by

taxation the first year should be obtained, as a war

measure, from increased individual income taxes, through

certain increased super-taxes and decreased exemptions;

13.35 in favor, 38 opposed.

Approximately $200,000,000 of the amount raised by

taxation the first year should be obtained, as a war meas-

ure, by additions to the present excess-profits tax, with

amendments of the law, 1080 in favor, 199 opposed.

The first-class postage rate, as a war measure, should

be increased by 50%, to yield approximately $100,000,000

in the first year; 822 in favor: 340 opposed.

Stamp taxes should be imposed, as a war measure, to

yield approximately $250,000,000 in the first year; 1192

in favor, 91 opposed.

Customs duties should be imposed, as a war-revenue

mea.sure, on articles to yield about $100,000,000 in the

first year; 1318 in favor; 51 opposed.

Excise taxes should be imposed, as a war measure.

upon certain articles of luxury and general use, which

would yield about $500,000,000 in the first year; 1312 in

favor, 16 opposed.

Eetroaetive taxes should not be imposed u^wn incomes

and profits; 1232 in favor, 81 opposed.

The amount of exemption from the capital-stock tax

should be decreased from $99,000 to $24,000; 1112 in

favor, 138 opposed.

'i'lic coniiiiittee a]inroved the suggestion of the Adniiii-

i^tration that the tax exemption for married persons and

heads of families should be reduced to $2000, and believed

the exemption for single persons .should be reduced to

$1200. At present the super-tax does not apply until the

income reaches $20,000 and beginning then with ]% il

runs to 13% for the largest incomes. It was recommcndefl

that the war super-tax should begin with 1% on incomes

in excess of $3000 and gradually rise to 40% for tlie

largest incomes. The normal tax, wdiich is paid by all

income tax payers should remain as it now is, at 2%.
In regard to the excess-profits tax the committee dc-

clared some amciulments were absolutely necessary to re-

move inequities that it believes will certaiidy arise from

the present wording of the law. It reconnnended that

local boards of referees should be appointed, to be roni-

))osed of qualified accountants, to review appeals from

preliminary assessments, reporting their findings with

recommendation to the Secretary of the Treasury for

his action. In order to lessen the number of appeals on

trivial grounds, the cost of all appeals should be paid

by the petitioners.

The members of the committee which made the recom-

mendations in the war finance referendum indorsed by

the connnercial organi'/iafions are: Wallace D. Simmons,

St. Ltiuis, president of the Simmons Hardware Co..

chairman: T. S. Adams, New Haven, professor of politi-

cal economy at Yale; John V. Farwell, Chicago, presi-

dent John V. Farrell Co.; Edward A. Filene, Boston,

president of William Pilene's Sons Co. ; and P. W. Goebel,

president of the Commercial National Bank, of Kansas

City, Kan. Also John H. Gray, Minneapolis, of the

University of Minnesota; Edward D. Hulhert, Chicago,

president of the Merchants Loan and Trust Co.; Stod-

dard Jess, president of the Fir.«t National Bank of Los

Angeles: Hugh McK. Landon, Indianapolis; Robert F.

Maddox, Atlanta, vice president of the American National

Bank : Sanuiel McRoberts, vice president of the National

City Bank of New York; and Oliver M. W. Sprague.

Cambridge, }!ass., of Harvard.

^>

Motors at the Front

The number of motor vehicles in daily use for martial

purposes is astounding, says a bulletin of the Society of

Automotive Engineers. We are told that the density of

traffic on Fifth Avenue is equaled, if not actually sur-

passed, l)y that which exists over a wdde area on the

French front. This traffic includes passenger cars, ambu-

lances, quartermaster trucks, annnunition trucks, ar<"illery

tractors, special apparatus for engineer and signal corps,

motor cycles, and half a dozen other types of vehicle in

lesser number.

In addition, as many as a thousand airplanes are in ac-

tion at a tinie. IMeanwhile, the farm tractor is tilling the

ground for the raising of crops, and submarine chasers

arc l)eing run at express speed in search for submarines

wliiih are also propelled in part by internal-combustion
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("iifjiiics. ""'I'miks"" nvo iilnviiij;- a most iiiipoi'tiiiil i-olc in

(illVnsivo tactics. 'I^liiis. on c\cry hand is scon, tiie indis-

IXMisablciicss of aiitonioti\c productions ia tlie prosccutioji

of the war.

I'assenji'ci' cars make it possiljlc for officers of the line

to keep in much <-l(iser touch with operations and with

eacli otlier than was formerly the case. The creat physical

sti'ain of fictting about lias been reduced tremendously

and tlieir energies conserved for more efficient hamlling

of tile tactical problems.

The existence of vast fleets of cjuartcrmast(>r trucks in-

sures that the soldiers will be better fed, more comforta-

bly equipped and much more quickly transported tiian

was possilile with animal-drawn vehicles. The S. A. E.

engineers have cooperated with the War Department in

producing a set of specilications for military trucks which

will result in a product .superior to that •\\iiic-li has been

furnished to any of the foreign governments.

The great test of the automobile industry will come in

connection with the manufacture of airplane engines.

These require excessively close limits in manufacture, ex-

ceptionally good material, which must be accurately heat-

treated, and a verital)le army of inspector.? to check over

the various parts that will be used. The men that will

carry this program forward will have to be recruited from

the ranks of the automobile manufacturers. There are

practically ten skilled mechanics in the flying service to

one pilot, to say nothing of the army that will be required

in the factories for turning out engines and planes, in

the first instance, and at repair bases for keeping the

equipment in shape.

German Trenches

Connneiiting iipon a long and elaborate description

i>f trenches in their uttermost refinement and the dug-

outs and underground quarter.s built by engineers, the

Infnthlrij Journal says of the German trenches:

"The numerous works described herein would seem at

first glance too complicated and massive ever to be ac-

tually constructed, Ijut they are the results of experience

in modern ticiich warfare, and numerous examples of

them exist on tlic western front today. By means of

work of this chai-acter the Germans have been able to hold

the conquered portions of France with the minimuin

of men. Their bombproof shelters and the arrangements

for the comfort and health of their men have especially

occupied the thought of commanders and engineers.

"In many instances their captured underground works

have been found intact in spite of bombardments by the

heaviest artillery. Some of these shelters have been ex-

cavated to a depth greater than 40 ft., with galleries 150

yd. long and 7 ft. high, com])letely lined with timber.

On both sides of these galleries are large rooms, lined

with timber, well ventilated by oblique shafts and fur-

nished with field cots with wire springs.

''The timbering was so strong that in one case a 12-in.

projectile which fell exactly over the top of the entrance

did no damage except to crack a jiost. The exils aiv

very numerous, and consist of six or seven stairways

furnished with steel treads to avoid slipping, and several

ramps with gentle slopes to permit of rapid exit in ca.se

of alarm. The shelters were heated with excellent stoves

and lighted with electricity; the light and telephone

wires ran along the walls, sujiported by glass insulators."

Insurance Instead of Pensions

I'lans for issuing $l()()() free Government insurance
on the life of every Anieiiiaii soldier and sailor during
llic war, to be paid to his beneficiaries without pre-

miums in lieu of jjcnsion arrangements, will be taken
up by tin; Council of National Defen.se. A report pre-

l)ared by the Commerce Department urges that the in-

surance be provided through legislation before Americans
are sent to France.

n olfcrs a long list of arguments showing the ad-

vantage of working out a compensation system before

American lives are lost in the war.

A (lovernment insurance bureau would handle the

whole subject, and there would be a provision by which
officers and men desiring to do so could take out amounts
higher than the $1000 free policy by paying jn-emiums
at peace rates.

fusurance companies, it is said, are ready to approve
the scheme if assured the Government will not con-

tinue in the insurance Inisiness after the war. At the

end of the war the Government, it is suggested, could

turn over to insurance companies its premium war busi-

ness, dropping the flat $f000 policies on all who leave

the service, but continuing it on men who remain.

Tlie plan would provide also insurance for partial or

total disability. In case of death the insurance would
be paid in installments, whose amount would be deter-

mined bv a Government board.

Wake Up, America
"There is no France to hold the lines for America

while she prepares for war. America must wake up.''

This was warning brought here by an American who has

recently returned from England, where he has been on
official business, for the past two years, says the Boslou

News Bureau.

"England, with her typical temperament, entered the

war and then was 18 months getting ready to back u]i her

declaration. France held the lines. Now after the cam-
paign has been in force for months, England realizes that

she must act and she is acting in just the same manner
she should have done months ago. America seems to

have the same temperamental self-satisfaction."

Herbert C. Hoover, appointed food administrator hy

Presideiit Wilson, has had his organization ready to take

up its work for three weeks. He has built up an efficient

machine for the handling of the great food problem

—

yet today this machine stands idle, a latent power, wait-

ing while congressmen are bickering over details. The
United States Shipping Board, organized before the war,

has within the past two days placed the first material

contracts for hulls.

State to Run Russian Mines
The pi'ovisional Russian Government luis decided to

establish a state coal mono]ioly, dating from July 14. At
lii-st the monopoly will be confined to the Donaetz Basin,

in southern Hussia, which is by far the most important

coal district of the country, containing 1500 mines.

The ])ur|)ose of the monopoly is to suj)ply the internal

market more equitably, prc\ent speculation and establish
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prices wliicli, wliilo ]ireventiiig xmdne profits, will ciiiihlc

the running of the mines without loss under the present

high scale of wages. The Ministry of Trade says there

will be a large economy in transport as a result of com-

pulsory consumption on the spot of coal of low heating

quality, leaving tlic better coal for distribution thmugh-

out the empire.

The government will allot $30,000,000 working capital

for the monopdly. Profits will be used for the acquisition

of machinery and for increasing otherwise the technical

efficiency of the mines.

Our Diminishing Oil Supply

Unless the United States takes steps to develop new

oil lands and takes control of fields in other parts of Ihe

world, the American supply will come under domination

of some foreign power, Mark Requa, consulting engineer

of the Bureau of ilines, told the Senate Lands Committee

recently. He also predicted that unless immediate relief

were found, an oil shortage within a year would paralyze

commerce on the Pacific coast.

Mr. Eequa said that when an attempt was made to con-

solidate independent oil companies in Calil'ornia with the

Mexican Petroleum Co. to insure a greater supplv for

this country, interference by British interests prevented

tlie deal.

The hearing was on Senator A\'alsirs liill for the leasing

of coal and oil lands owned bv the Government.

Red Cross Dividends

A number of corporations have announced special divi-

dends for the benefit of the Red Cross, the idea lieing that

stockholders receiving them will contribute the amount

to the large fund that is being raised for Red Cross army

purposes. The first corporation to take this action was

the United States Steel Corporation, which announced

a dividend of 1% on June 13, amounting to $.~),0S;),035.

in connection with which Judge (!ary made the folloAV-

ing statement:

The board of flirectors at a special meeting today declared an

extra dividend o£ 1'/, on the common stock, payable July 2S. This

dividend was declared in response to the request of many stock-

holders to declare an extra dividend to enable them to contribute

to the large fund which it is sought to secure for Red Cross army
purposes, under the auspices of the American National Red Cross.

The dividend checks will be sent to the stockholders with a state-

ment of the circumstances which influenced the action of the

board ; and the disposition of the dividends will be left entirely

with the stockholders in accordance with their interests and
patriotic instincts.

Since the action of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion, the following mining and metallurgical companies

have announced similar dividends as follows:

Kcnnecott $0 20 $556,116
Nevada Consolidated 15 299,<>1')

C-hino .40 347.992

Utah Copper 50 812.245
Biittc and Superior 40 1 16.079

Kay Consolidatfd 20 315.436
Ciiilf States Steel ... 100 32.843
Trumbull Steel I 00 27.500

MaKma 10 24,000

Aineriean Brass 1
,
00 1 50.000

Araeriean Smelting and Kefimng. , 1.00 609.980
International Nickel .25 418,346

Bingham Minos 25 35.025

The dividends so far announced will result in the

addition of $8,828,.50G to the Red Cross fund if all of

the stockholders turn over their checks, which it is ex-

pected they will do.

Daniels' Bungling Halts U-Boat Chasers

According to a Washington dispatcli, June i:i, fewer

than 25% of the suhmarine chasers which the Navy De-

partment expected to rush in great numbers to the war

zone will be completed on schedule time. Not more than

2.5 boats will be ready for .service liy August.

The trouble is that Secretary Daniels awarded con-

tracts to per.«ons who had no facilities for building ships

of any kind, but took the proposals on a "shoestring

plan," hoping to sublet the Government contract and

make money. Promoters and contractors who agree to

build anything, provided there is money in it, and one

bookmaker, it now turns out, were among those to whom
contracts were awarded, and they have not found it as

easy as they imagined to sublet at a profit.

Inquiry at the Navy Department developed that Mr.

Daniels awarded contracts to all who submitted bids he-

low $50,000. With the bids it was only necessary to put

up a nominal guarantee of $500 with the understanding

that 10% of the contract price was to be put up

in bond on award of the contract. It was the un-

derstanding that this amount was to be put up within

10 days after the award. But after 10 weeks the money

has in many cases not been forthcoming, it is said. The
prediction is made that many of these boats never will

be built under present arrangements.

Si

Empty the Pockets

James J. Phelan, of ilornblower & Weeks, says:

"AVlien the war began, the issuing banks in Europe

held about $3,400,000,000 gold, and such banks are now
estimated to hold $:l,400,000,000, an increase of $1,000,-

000.000, and this notwithstanding that the European

countries have in addition shipped to the United States

something over $1,000,000,000 of gold since the war be-

gan. A^large part of this increase of $1,000,000,000

gold in the bank holdings, and a large part of the $1,000,-

000,000 which we have received is accounted for through

enijitying of the pockets of the peojilc of Europe.

"It is estimated that the American carries in his

pockets from $1,500,000,000 to $3,000,000,000 of paper

money, that is—the per capita currency carried in the

pockets of the people is estimated at from $15 to $30.

"Unless one is traveling, $1 to $5 would .«eem to be

sufiicient cash for any individual to carr^^ on an average

daily, and when traveling only that amount necessary

to defray his trip expenses should be carried, and this

only as a temporaiy excess,

"If we send through the length and breadth of the

country the .slogan : 'Empty your pocket. Deposit your

money in the banks,' much of the fear that exists through-

out the country would be relieved to the extent that de-

]iosits would iiicrea.se in the proportion that pockets

would 1)0 emptied."

Our Balance of Trade
The Department of Commerce issues the following:

Exports from the United States for the year ending

with April, 1917, exceeded $6,000,000,000," the excess

over imports during the same period being $3,500,-

000.000. The excess of gold imports over gold exports

during tlie 10 months ending April, 1917, amounted to

$666,000,000.
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Editorials
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The Government and the Metals

The (iovcnmieiits—both <iur own and those of our

allies—are s'oi'ig to need lar^e quantities ol' metals of

all kinds. Uncertainty respecting the quantities needed,

the terms of the supply and delay in making the arrange-

ments has been naturally an unsettling influence in the

markets. The Advisory Council of National Defense as-

signed one of its members to the attention of raw mate-

rials. That member, who has many things other than

metals to consider, appointed assisting committees among
the producers in the several industries. Thus there is a

copper committee, a lead committee, and so on. These

committees have been in conference with the Government.

Terms have been discussed, but no decisions have been

reached. There is no use in mincing words as to where

the responsibility rests.

It is irilli Secretary Baler rind Secretanj Daniels.

Nor is there any reason for haggling about the ques-

tion that is at issue.

It is cheeseparing policy and misunderstanding of ilie

conditions of business and economics.

Let the copper producers say that they will supply all

the copper required by the Government at 10 or 15c. un-

der the market price, let the lead and zinc producers make

a similar offer, all arrangements would be quickly made
and I\Ir. Baker and ^Ir. Daniels would promptly cause

themselves to be heralded as zealous ofBeials who had

saved the country millions of dollars.

But in fact there would be no such saving to the coun-

try. If the Government takes out of the market a large

part of the supply at an arbitrary price lower than the

natural price, it is manifest that the supply remaining

free is going to be bid up by private consumers to a

price higher than the natural price. Consequently, al-

though the books of the Government may reflect a fine

bargain, the price for other consumption is enhanced, and

what the people save in one way they lose in another.

That such would be the effect is neither hypothetical

nor idly speculative. We have during the last year had

precisely analogous examples of what will happen. In

copper our normal transactions average about .50 million

pounds per week and the relatively small fluctuations in

demand and supply above and below that figure deter-

mine the natural market price. Last fall the Allied

Governments in a series of purchases removed from the

market about one-third of the expected supply in the

first half of 1917, contracting for the bulk of it at about

S.'ic. per lb. The market being thus denuded of supplies,

rose sharply to 30c. and higher and has been maintained

at such levels on transactions not averaging more than

10 million pounds pci' week, wc judge, during the eight

niontlis since the large special transactions were made.

This condition was I'eflected in the actual averages re-

ceived by c()))pcr producers in 1 !)!(!, being maleriallv less

than the qnotalional average. During Ihu lirst half of

1!)I7 the difference will be larger.

Similarly in lead. A large pi-oporlion of our produc-

tion, perhaps as much as 7.5%, is contracted for con-

sumption on the basis of average prices—partly on

the average quoted by the American Smelting

and Refining Co., partly on the average of the Engi-

neering and Mining Journal. These averages differ,

for the former reflect only a single business while the

latter reflect the whole market, although in the long run

they come to about the same thing. However, that is

not the point in the present argument, which is that

recently the owners of uncontracted lead were able to get

] 3c. per lb. for it, while the A. S. & R. Co. was supplying

lead on its contracts at lie., only because such contracts

were in existence and to such an extent.

The supply of copper available in the free market is

also diminished by the considerable quantities that are

supplied to consumers at average price, which is a sub-

traction in addition to what is taken away by the foreign

governments at a fixed price. In so far as the average-

price contracts are concerned, the situation in copper is

the same as in lead, except that they are not so extensive.

However, the effect on the market is the same whether a

large part of the supply be i-emoved by a contract at a

fixed ])rice or by a contract at a varying price, but in the

former the difference between the contract price and the

price for uncontracted supplies may be greater.

These explanations of things that have happened, and

are now happening, are sim]ily another way of saying

that the law of supply and demand prevails as it always

has and always will. Mr. Baker and ilr. Daniels may
put feathers in their caps, but they will be nothing but

feathers of political claptrap. In the long run the Gov-

ernment and the people cannot do any better than pur-

chase their supplies at the market 23rice. If the Gov-

ernment can so organize its buying as to eliminate com-

petition among itself and the allies, indeed eliminate

competition among its own departments, thus removing

appearances of more demand than there is, it will have

done about all that economically it ought to. Yet even

as late as last week we saw the Frankford Arsenal on its

own hook asking for tenders of lead while ilr. Baruch

was negotiating with the Lead Committee for a large

supply for the Government. Why such a thing should be

permitted is to be accounted for only by mental chaos

in Washington.

In our considerations heretofore in this article, we have

assumed that it was only a question of buying by the

American Government for its own purposes and buying

by domestic consumers. The more cheaply the Govern-

ment buys the more dearly will the other consumers have

to pay. But there are practically other factors of major

importance. Wliat of the needs of our allies? Will Mr.

Baker and Mr. Daniels buy cheaply for our own army

and navy and leave it to our allies to buy in competition

with domestic consumers? Or will they buy for our

allies on the same terms as for ourselves and cause domes-

tie consumers to pay even higher prices? How then are
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our allies going to distinguii«h between iiiilitaiv coiisuiii])-

tion and commercial con.>;um])(ioii ? Are wo going to pro-

vide Great Britain with cheap lead for her ox])ort trade

while American manufacturers competing in the same

markets can onlj' have dear lead?

Washington meets economic ar<ruments by saying that

if necessary it will establish niaxinunn prices. Suppose

it does and there is not enough lead for everybody, who

is going to say what con.sumers shall have it and what

shall not? The trouble is that the lead supply is in-

sufficient. As "to co])per supply there is not such an

acuteness. Let the markets alone and natural factors

will say who shall have the supplies and who shall not;

that is, they will go to the highest bidders, and the time

will come when unnecessary consumption will have

strangled itself and when increasing production will have

ameliorated the situation on the other hand. The history

of zinc since the beginning of 1915 affords a perfect pic-

ture of the operation of the natural law. The supply of

zinc has now become plentiful, and in that industry

there is no such excitement as there is in lead and cop-

per about what the Government is going to do.

The Mastery of the Air

Now that the United States is definitely in the war and

is to be considered an essential unit in it, the brains of the

countrv' are working on the problem of how best to

achieve a successful outcome. What w-e need is the cheap-

est solution ; the cheapest in lives, in time and in money.

The subject of air navigation received serious considera-

tion during the early period of the war, but has not been

so strongly in the public eye of late. It would be a good

thing to bring attention back to it. The Zeppelins, it is

now conceded, have proved a costly failure. They are so

big a;S to be easy marks for anti-aircraft guns and entirely

too slow to get away from fast airplanes. They can no

longer be considered a factor. The mastery of the air,

which they were expected to accomolish, has not been se-

cured by them.

The advantages that will accrue to the side that secures

the uncontested control of the air are almost unlimited.

It is well known that the airplane acts as the eyes of the

artillery, directs its shots, reports their effects and corrects

the aim of guns that have missed. It is not so well

known, however, what other work the airplane is capable

of doing if it can overcome resistance of its own kind.

On the Western front it is well known that the Germans

have been entrenched for so long that they have had

time to build complicated trench systems and bombproof

cellars that cannot be reached by the heaviest and strong-

est artillery fire. To capture these requires a large ex-

penditure of lives that can ill be spared. Airplanes can,

however, when in control of the air, strike far back of

these lines of trenches, destroy communications, break iip

infantry movements, destroy industrial plants, and, not

the least important factor, attack and uproot the sub-

marine bases on the coast. In fact, only a little reflec-

tion is necessary to show that by means of complete

mastery of the air it will be possible to inflict such dam-

age upon the German enemy that he cannot continue to

fight.

It has been well and truly said that one capable aviator

is of more value than a regiment of infantry. It seems

thoroughly practicable, reasonable, and well within the

bounds of possibility for America to throw such an enorm

ous excess of strength upon the Allies' side that the mast-

ery of the air can be eU'ectiveiy acconiplisiiefl. Only con-

sider the enormous cost in lives of attacking these strong

Cierman lines of trenches on the ground level, and then

consider the great saving of life that would be accom-

]ilishcd by having a nuich more moderate fleet of airplanes

that could reach behind the enemy's lines, destroy his

conmiunications, wreck his munitions factories and crops

and obliterate his submarine bases. It is so much easier

to go over the trenches than to attempt to go through

them. So much cheaper—cheaper in lives, in time and in

money, the wastage of which we must strive to reduce.

The public should insist upon a strong aviation policy

by this Government. The policy should be one of over-

whelming air control, so powerful that no German aviator

would be able to practice his art at any point. With the

mastery of the air accomplished, the end of the war will

have been brought clearly into sight.

An American Silver Market

The high cost of shipping, including war risk, to London

is bringing about, slowly but steadily, a change in the

movement of silver from this country. All efforts pre-

viously made to establish a direct market for silver with

the countries in the far East—which are the largest

buyers of this precious metal—have proved unsuccessful

on account of the hold which the English bankers and

silver brokers had on the market. However, economic

conditions are stronger than traditions.

At present, standard silver in London is quoted at

39-1/lfid., which price is equivalent at the rate of sight

draft of 4.755 to 83.583c., while the New York quotation

is 77c. The reason for this large discrepancy is princi-

pally the high cost of insurance, even the Government rate

on war risk being 5%. It stands to reason that China

and other Eastern silver buyers fare much better in getting

their silver shipped from our Pacific Coast than in draw-

ing the silver from London—the war-risk rate across the

Northern Pacific being only about i%.
It is to be hoped that this market, once established,

will not be lost after the war is over and that this country

will be in a position to dispose of its large silver produc-

tion direct in the Eastern markets.

Misfits in the Cabinet

We are said to be profiting by English mistakes. The

British sent us a mission especially that we might. This

is a good thing. Let us begin at the top. A common
error in England at the beginning of the war was the oc-

cupancy of high positions by men totally imfit. It has

long been apparent and becomes increasingly so every

day that the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the

Navy are square pegs in round holes. We feel pretty sure

that they are square, and we feel sure also that they do

not fit the holes.

Perhaps they are still new to their work, although Mr.

Daniels has been four j'ears at his job. Some men are

not as adaptable as others. Perhaps their errors are sim-

ple mistakes and they will not make them again. But

there are so many different varieties of mistakes possible

that a man with a tendency to err can make them all

his life and never make the same one twice.
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IVrluqis iu-cej)tiiii; hids fur "chasers"' I'l-uiii "s!ii)i>-

string" contractors was, al'tci- all. luitliin^- but a mistake

on the part of Mr. Daniels, rerhaps .Mr. Baker's bung-

lini;; about the plans I'or the cantoiunonts, which is ii'<''"K

to delay the assembling of the National Army for several

months, is excusable. But in a crisis like the present

we have to think how many mistakes may be allowed to

officials in high ])laces before they ought to give way to

other men who have a better batting average. Yet we
do not want to minimize much excellent work that both

J\Ir. Daniels and Mr. Baker have done.

Labor Troubles

strikes have been threatened among some of the copper

mines in Arizona; but no serious difficulty has occurred

there. This week labor troubles developed in such widely

separated regions as Kennecott, Alaska and Butte, Mont.,

that at the latter place being the more serious. It ap-

pears to have been fomented by the I. W. W. and socialist

element, assisted by Sinn Feiners who were opposed to

the war with Germany, while there is a suspicion that

German agents may be at the bottom of it all. The dis-

turbing elements in Butte constitute a very small mi-

nority, but comprise the riotious kind of men, and they

have succeeded in frightening many of the law-abiding

and well-satisfied miners away from their work, although

they would prefer to stick to it. This is what makes the

situation at Butte really serious.

That there should be labor troubles at Butte or in

any of the copper-mining districts with the present scale

of wages, which are higher than ever enjoyed previously,

corresponding by sliding scale with the high priee for

copper, is nothing less than preposterous. The circular

calling upon the men to join in the strike reads more like

the vaporings of the Council of Workmen's and Soldier's

Delegates in Petrograd than anything to be expected in

the Great Republic in time of war. There ought to be

short and sharp disposition of these misguided and un-

patriotic men who threaten to deprive the nation of

copper at a time when every pound that can be produced
is sorely needed.

m

Total amount of subscriptions to Belgian Kiddies,

Ltd., up to date, is $97,505.

BY THE WAY
IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIII iiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiir:

MAKY S INVESTMENT.

Mary had a little bond.

She bought it for a dollar,*

And every coupon she tore off

Just made the Gernuuis holler.

*Per week.—The Wall Street Juurnal

A Joplin engineer, somewhat irritated by the reference

to "Joplinese," has responded: "That Michigan engineer

who was down here recently and wrote, objecting to the

localisms of this districts, might well remember the old

adage about the stone-throwing proclivities of people who

live in gla.ss dwellings. 'Mineral" up there means copper
concentrate, and they call the ore 'rock.' I do not know
what word they use for waste, but it is just as well to

bear in mind that all the localisms are not in the Joplin

district."

:€

It lias been said that the soldier in war time becomes a

good deal of a fatalist but through all the sanguinary
days on the European battle line the French soldier has

kept his sense of humor, says the Infantry Journal The
"Poilu's Litany," republished by it, has much food for

thought for others than fatalists:

Of two things one is certain—either you're mobilized
or you're not mobilized. If you're not mobilized there is

no need to worry; if you are mobilized, of two things

one is certain—either you're behind the lines or you're

on the front.

If you're behind the lines there is no need to worry;
if you're on the front, of two things one is certain—either

you're resting in a safe place or you're exposed to danger.

If you're resting in a safe place there is no need to

worry; if you're exposed to danger, of two things one is

certain—either you're wounded or you're not wounded.
If you're not wounded there is no need to worry; if

you are wounded, of two things one is certain—either

you're wounded seriously or you're wounded slightly.

If you're wounded slightly there is no need to worry;

if you're wounded seriously, of two things one is certain

—

either you recover or you die.

If you recover there is no need to worry; if you die

you can"t worry.

The "exact spot'' where gold was discovered in Cali-

fornia in 1848 by Marshall is now marked by a cedar post

on which is mounted an American flag. There has been

so much discussion and disagreement as to the particular

spot, near the town of Coloma, at which Marshall got the

gold that recently five old-timers got together and racked

their memories as to what "Uncle Jimmie" told them
about it and finally they decided to dig a hole and sink a

cedar post in the hole to mark the spot. And of course

it is not the same spot which has long been marked by a

monument of rocks from which a flag has long been wav-
ing. No sir! It is several yards "this side of the rock

pile;" ''Uncle Jimmie" told these old-timers, and they

should know if an3'one does. And that was the spot at

which gold was first discovered in California. Never mind
about that story of the little boy who really discovered

the gold and gave it to Marshall and showed him where
he found it and did not even get his nugget back. Never
mind about that ancient historian, Richard Henry Dana,

M'ho spent two years before the mast and came round the

Horn and told about the Indians bringing gold to the

coast of southern California way back in 1843, and all

that talk about gold being ship])ed to Boston from Cali-

fornia before Marshall hit the trail. What did they know
about gold in Boston. And what right had the Indians

to discover gold, especially in southern California. This

ancient history doesn't go—not around Colonui. Every-

body knows better. Of course, everybody was not sure

that the rock pile and the flag marked the exact spot.

But tlie controversy is settled now by the planting of the

cedar post by the old-timers who knew "Uncle Jimmie."
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Personals
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Rush M. IlfNS has been appointed man-
ager of the United Mines Co. of Arizona
at Bouse. Yuma County.

K. Gybbon .Spilsbiiry sailed on June 5,

for Central .\mei-ica and expects to be
absent until the middle of July.

Chester .-Vlkinsun has been appointed
superintendent of tlie smeltery of the
Cerro de Pasco Co., at La Fundicion, Peru.

Philip N. Moorp, of St. Louis. President
of the American Institute of Mining Kngi-
neers. paid a visit to New York City last
week.

Dr. John n. Banks has returned to New
York from Ontario wliere he has been
examining properties in the Boston Creek
district.

Robert J. Goodwin has resigned his posi-
tion with the Boss Gold Mining Co.. Good-
springs, Nev., and will enter the Kngineer
Corps of the U. S. Army.

O. E. Jaeger has resigned as superin-
tendent of the Cerro de Pasco smeltery, at
La Fundicion. Peru. He will offer his
services to the British army.

V. H. Emery, superintendent of the
Hollinger Consolidated. Porcupine, has re-
ceived a commission in the Canadian Kngi-
neering Corps for service overseas.

Douglas .4. Motch, manager of the Hud-
son Bay Mines. Ltd., at Cobalt, has been
appointed Consulting Engineer for the Dome
Lake Mining & Milling Co., South Porcu-
pine.

H. G. Dalton, of Cleveland. Ohio, is chair-
man of the sub-conunittee on pig iron,
iron ore and transportation of the Advisory
Commission of the Council of National De-
fense.

John N. Allen has been appointed man-
ager of the mining and transportation
departments of the Brier Hill Steel Co..
Toungstown, Ohio He succeeded John E.
Perry.

John R. Morron, president of the Atlas
Portland Cement Co.. is chairman of the
sub-committee on cement of the Advisory
Commission of the Council of National
Defense.

Edmund Fatnam, formerly of Parral.
Mex., is developing for J. E. Baura and
associates, of Philadelphia, a bauxite de-
I>osit near Elizabethton, Carter County,
Tennessee.
Xonis G. Gerhardt, together with E.

Harvy Miller, M. H. Smith, K. G. Hinraan
and Fi-ed Sutton, has been recommended
for a fellowship in metallurgy at the Uni-
versity of Utah.
Arthur A. Cole, president of the Canadian

Mining Institute, is traveling through the
Canadian West securing industrial returns
for the Advisory Council for Industrial and
Scientific Research.

Gelasio Caetani, first lieutenant in the
First Regiment of Italian Engineers, late-
ly returned to one of the Italian fronts
after four or five months' service with the
French Army in SerWa.

F. E. Lathe, head assayer of the Granby
company's smelter at Grand Forks, has re-
signed to join the staff of the Chile
Exploration Co. He was with the Granby
company for nine years.

J. S. Eraser, superintendent of blast fur-
naces for the Pittsburgh Steel Co.. has been
promoted to superintendent of furnaces and
steel works H. R. Shick, assistant furnace
superintendent, has been appointed blast
furnace superintendent.

Raymond B. ]l.adoo, of the Low Moor
Iron Co., Virginia, has been temporarily
transferred to the company's coal proper-
ties, at Kay Moor, W. Va., where he is
superintending the building of a battery
of beehive coke ovens.

V. F. Marsters lias opened an office at
316 Rialto Building, Kansas City, Mo., as
consulting engineer in geological work,
especially in connection with the petroleum
fields of the Southwest. He will be asso-
ciated with Chas. N. Gould, who has also
an office at 1218 Colcord Building, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.
The Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Co. of Canada, has so increased its opera-
tions that it has become necessary to divide
the responsibilities. According to the com-
pany's recently issued annual report, the
staff officers now are: R. H. Stewart, con-
sulting engineer ; S. G. Blaylock, assistant
general manager ; E. H. Hamilton, metal-
lurgical manager; "W. M. Archibald, man-
ager of mines; T. "W. Bingay. comptroller;
James Buchanan, superintendent of smelt-
ery; J. F. Miller, superintendent of refinery;
M. E. Purcell. superintendent of Centre

Star group of mines ; E. G. Montgomery,
assistant superintendent of Centre Star
group of mines ; F. S. Peters, superin-
tendent of Le Roi mines ; J. K. Cram,
superintendent Sullivan and St. Eugene
mines ; Frederick Chapman, engineer in
charge of construction of the smeltery. A
selling organization for the products of the
company was established last year, W. S
Rugh being appointed sales agent for
Canada west of the Province of Quebec,
and Thomas Robertson & Co., Ltd.. re-
maining selling agents for the Eastern
territory.

The Chile Exploration Co. is organized
as follows, according to the annual report
of the Chile Copper Co. : President. Daniel
Guggenheim ; vice-presidents. Albert C.
Burrage, Harry F. Guggenheim. Murry
Guggenheim : secretary, C. K. Lipman,
assistant secretary, W. E. Bennett ; trea.s-
urer, Leopold Fredrick ; comptroller. M. M.
Van Keuren ; general auditor. O. L. Myers;
purchasing agent. G. G. Thomson ; employ-
ment agent. Edward .Savage. The directors
are: Albert C. Burrage, Albert C. Burrage,
Jr., Russell Burrage. Isaac Guggenheim,
l>aniel Guggenheim. Slurry c.uggenheim.
S R. Guggenheim. Edmond A. Guggenheim,
Harry F. Guggenheim. Fred Hellmann, C.
K. Lipman, William Loeb. Jr.. John K.
MacGowan, William .\. McLaren. Willard
S. Morse, C. L. Myers. William C. Potter.
E. A. Cappelen Smith. John N. Steele and
H. R. Wagner. Executive committee:
Harry F. Guggenheim, chairman ; Albert C.
Burrage. William C. Potter. Edmond A.
Guggenheim- Consulting mining engineer,
Fred Hellmann ; consulting milling engineer.
H. A. Guess ; consulting electrical engineer.
P. H. Thomas: consulting metallurgical
engineer. E. A. Cappelen Smith ; construc-
tion engineer, S. B. Williamson ; consulting
power engineer Fred Sargent (Sargent &
Lundy). Officials in Chile: General man-
ager, H. C. Bellinger : general representa-
tive at Antofagasta, W. E. Pulliam : general
representative at Valparaiso, H. R. Wagner

;

manager welfare department, B. T. CoUey.

Obituary

-\lois Von IsakoTies, proprietor of the
Synfleur Scientific Laboratories, died at his
Itome in Monticello, N. T., on June 5.

William Smith Horry died on April 14,
1917. He was known principally in connec-
tion with the development of calcium car-
bide furnaces, at Niagara Falls and other
places.

Edward K. Taylor died at his home in
Penn Tan, N. T., on May 28. He was
best known for his electrical carbon bi-
sulfide furnace, a description of which he
contributed to the first meeting of the
American Electrochemical Society.

David E. Park died in Pittsburgh. May
30, aged 68 years. He was born and edu-
cated in that city. His father. James Park,
was founder of Park Brother & Co.. Ltd.,
crucible steel manufacturers, later known
as the Black Diamond Steel Co. Mr Park
was active in the formation of the Crucible
Steel Co. of America, which took over the
Black Diamond Steel Co. and at that time
he retired from active business.

Delorme D. Cairnes, of the Canadian
Geological Survey, died recently in his 38th
year. He was graduated in 1905 from
Queens University, Kingston, Ont., and sub-
se;iuentl.v took post-gi'aduate work at the
Royal School of Mines, Saxony, and at
Yale University from which he received
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1910.
He joined the staff of the Geological Sur-
vey in 1905. his field of work being chiefly
in Northern British Columbia and the
Yukon Territory—where his investigations
did much to promote the mining industry.
Mr. Cairnes was connected with many
technical and scientific organizations includ-
ing the "Freiberg Geologische Gesellschaft."
the Geologrical Society of America. Ameri-
can Association of Science and Canadian
Mining Institute and was the author of
many valuable papers contributed to these
bodies in addition to his official reports.

uitiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiti

Societies
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Vniversit.v of Wisconsin, iladison. Wis.,
will hold its nineteenth annual Summer
Session of the College of Engineering dur-
ing the six-weeks period beginning June
25, 1917. Special courses will be given
in Chemistry. lOIectrical, Steam, and Hy-
draulic Engineering. Gas Engines. Machine
Design. Mechanical Drawing. Mechanics,
Shop Work, and Surveying. All courses
given in the University Summer Session

are open to engineering .ftudcnts. Speiiul
courses have been arranged for engltjier.
ing^manual arts, and vocational teachers.
Amerifan InstitutP of .Mining Knginft-rs,

Montana Section, held one of its informal
meetings on the evening of May 21, l;)17,
at the Silver Bow Club, Butte, Mont.
I'orty-seven members and ten gucst.s were
present. The purpose of the meeting was
to welcome President P. N. Moore of the
In.stitute, and to discu.ss the general topic
"How Can the Institute Best Serve the
Country in the Present Crisis?" After the
dinner, F. W. Bacorn, acting as toa.stmaster
and chairman, made a few remarks on Ihe
purpo.se of the meeting and introduced Col.
Dan. J. Donohue who ably discussed the
problems of the army. The navy was re-
viewed in an interesting way by Eugene
Carroll. Discussion followed by E. H.
Wilson and B. H. Dunshee. President
Moore then spoke on the relation of the
Institute to the Council of National Defense.
He paid high tribute to H. C. Hoover and
his work in Belgium ; and closed with an
interesting review of the internal problems
of the Institute. Discussion followed by
J. L. Bruce. C. W. Goodale. James Hyde.
Mr. Hou.ser of St. Louis, and O.scar Rnhn.
After adjournment an informal social hour
was enjoyed by all present. On May 'i2

a luncheon was served by the Anaconda
members of the A. I. M. E. at the Anaconda
Country Club, in honor of President Moore.
Covers were laid for fifty-six. After the
repast C. D. Demond called the members to
order in the reception hall and with a
few well-chosen words introduced the guest
of honor. President Moore's talk was filled

with anecdotes, advice and information and
was appreciated greatly by the young men
present.

antliniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMitiiMiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii:

1 New Patents

United States patent speciflcations listed below
may be obtained from "The Engineering and
Mining Journal" at 25c each. British patents
are supplied at 40c. each.

Alnmlnom—Method of Processing Alum-
inum Skimmings, Screenings, Slags or Anal-
ogous Materials. Paul R. Hersman, Mil-
waukee, Wi.«.. assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to William F. Jobbins, Incorporated.
Aurora, HI. (U. S. No. 1,229,611 ; June 12,

1917.)

Copper—Process for Extracting Copper
from its Ores. Henrv Bvron Slater, Los
Angeles, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,230,078; June
12. 1917.)

Dredging—Placer-Dredge Tumbler. Wes-
ley Groff Nichols. Chicago Heights, 111., as-
signor to -American ifanganese Steel Com-
pany, Chicago, m. (U. S. No. 1,229.313;
June 12, 1917.)

Drilling—Method of Manufacturing Drill-
Bits. Samuel V. Rawlings, Calumet, Mich.
(U. S. No. 1.229,790; June 12, 1917.)

Furnace Fire-Bridge. James Hollings-
worth Clegg. Wallasey, England. (U. S.
No. 1.229.887; June 12, 1917.)

Ingot-Mold. Andrew Laitsch. Pitt.sburgh.
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,229,295; June 12, 1917.)

Metal-ileltlng Furnace. Dwight S. Mar-
field. Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The
Buckeve Products Company. Cincinnati.
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,229.494 ; June 12, 1917.)

Alining .Apparatus for protection while
excavating and transferring material. Trim-
ble de Roode. New York. N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1,229,418; June 12, 1917.)

Mine-Roof Support—^Means for Support-
ing the Roofs of Sline-Entries. James J.

Robv. Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,229,-
323 ; June 12, 1917.)

Ore Concentrator or Separator. William
H. Monroe. Ashland. Ala., assignor of one-
fourth to G. A. Mattison and one-fourth to
A. B. Conklin. Ashland, Ala. (U. S. No.
1,230,081 ; June 12, 1917.)

Silica—Process for Treating Silica. Israel
Rosenblum. Swampscott. Mass. (U. S. No.
1,229,324; June 12, 1917.)

Smelting Fume—Condenser for Smelterv
Fumes. Gustav P. Lue-'.ke, Chatham, III.

(U. S. No. 1,229,629; June 12, 1917.)

Smelting Fume .—. Fume-Disseminator.
Leonidas D. West. Denver. Colo. (U. S.

No. 1.229,363; June 12. 1917.)

Specific Gravity—Scale for Determining
Specific Gravities. Max Munzner. Arling-
ton. N. J., assignor to The Torsion Balance
Company. New York. N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,229,641 ; June 12, 1917.)

Surveying—Plumb-Bob Apparatus. Jona-
than Perkins. San Diego. Calif. (U. S. No.
1,230,074; June 12, 1917.)
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I
Editorial Correspondence
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SAN FRANCISCO—Juno 14

Petroleum-Engineers Kxaminutioa wiH
be held by the California Civil Service
Commission, probably, early in July. No
written tests or theses will be called for,

but an oral examination before a special
board of examiners will be held. Kngineer-
ing education and some knowledge and ex-
perience in oil-field work will entitle an
applicant to a try for the examination. The
application must reach the Civil Service
Commission at San Francisco, Sacramento
or Los Angeles before June 30. 1917.
Petroleum engineering, particularly in Cali-
fornia, offers an extremely promishig field

during the next few years to young men
who will undertake to prepare themselves
for the work. The salaries, which will be
paid by the California State Mining
Bureau, for men selected from the success-
ful applicants in the coming examination
will range from $1500 to $2400 a year.

First-Aid and Mine-Resoue Contests will
not be held in California in 1917. The
contests were previously held under the
direction of the California Metal Producers
Association, in connection with the U. S.

Bureau of Mines. The Bureau of Mines
has recommended that nothing of this
character be done during the year that will
in any \vay interfere with the maximum
production of metals so necessary in the
present war emergency. Insofar as it is

possible the first-aid and mine-rescue teams,
in their individual efforts and also under
the direction of the Bureau of Mines rescue
car, will confine themselves to Sundays and
holidays and as nearly as possible to such
hours when the men are off shift. Edwin
Higgins, who is safety engineer for a nuin-
ber of mines w'hose operators are inembers
of the California Metal Producers Asso-
ciation, will cooperate with the bureau and
the association in the matter of avoiding
any interference with the work of the nien
in the mines.

Alien Claimant!^ of Compensation have
not been denied by the California Industrial
Accident Commission. Information from
other states as well as from the Federal
compensation coinmission is that such dis-
crimination has not taken place and none
is contemplated when considering such
claims. The California commission will not
raise the question and expresses the hope
that it will not be raised. It is believed
that American citizens will approve the
assertion that public policy requires recog-
nition of the rights to compensation of
thousands of alien workers, born in Ger-
many, w^ho are worthy residents of Cali-
fornia. The situation in which these
workers find themselves cannot be improved
by harsh measures. The commissioners
are advised by the Department of Justice
at Washington that a bill has been drafted,
to be introduced in Congress, having for
its object the regulation of all trading with
alien enemies, including the right to receive
workmen's compensation The question is

,

essentially one for Federal control.

BUTTE—June 14

L,abor Troubles in Butte are once more
to the fore. The I. W. W. element
which just three years ago started
the riots that resulted in breaking up the
Butte Miners' Union and caused the send-
ing to Butte of the Montana National
Guard, has become active again. The
I. W. W. and socialist elements, combining
with the Finlanders and the radical Irish
who were opposed to the war with Ger-
many, got together recently and issued a
circular calling upon the miners to organize
and make certain demands as outlined in
these columns, last week. In response to
this circular, the miners employed at the
Rim Orlu Minit*ig Co. quit work. This was
but a single mine. On the day following
about lU';;. of all the miners employed by
the Anaconda company quit work and as-
sisted in organizing what is called the
"Metal Mine Workers' ITnion.'* It started
with a membership of about 4 00 out of a
total of tiO.OOO men in the Butte mines.
As soon as this new organization was
formed it called a strike. It did this before
fdrmulating any grievances or presenting
any demands to the companies, It sought
to shut down the mines but in this its
efforts met with failure The compMiiies on
the afternoon that the new organization was

formed issued the following statement in
reply : "The attack upon Butte's industries
is being engineered in the main by the
saine element which was responsible for
Butte's serious trouble in 1914. It is well
known that recently there has been a large
influx into Butte of I. W. W. men and
other unpatriotic and seditious persons
whose one aim has been to paralyze our
industries, and particularly those upon
which the government is dependent for its

arms and ammunition. This element forms
but a small proportion of our population
but is attempting to pursue its usual
vicious methods of intimidation and vio-
lence. Their attempts to riot on registra-
tion day plainly indicates their motives.
Neither this element nor any organization
made or controlled by it will receive any
consideration or recognition by the mine
operators of Batte. No grievance of the
workers in the Butte mines has been
brought to the attention of the operators
and we believe that none exists. The
wages paid in Butte are on the average
the highest paid anywhere in the world.
In a few of the Southern districts where
the labor is classified, a small proportion
of those employed receive higher wages
than the Butte underground wages, but the
average is much lower. The working con-
ditions in Butte are better than the aver-
age, and compare favorably with those of
any other camp. The same may be said
of living conditions, which are much
superior to those of many of the camps
for which the extravagant wage claims are
made. This disturbing element, by threats
to destroy the property, fire the mines and
do violence to employees who wish to work,
has caused a number of men to stay at
home. This defection so far has not been
serious and cannot be. as the mine opera-
tors and the people of Butte generally,
are determined not to permit a repetition
of our former experience. The inine opera-
tors intend to give their employees the
opportunity which the great bulk of them
desire, to continue at their work. Every
possible measure of protection will be given
to the employees by the operators and by
governmental authorities, and there should
be no anxiety or fear on their part of
injury while going to or coining from or
attending their work. The Butte mines will
continue to be operated. The miners of
Butte will not permit a comparatively
small band of cowardly agitators and non-
workers to deprive them of their livelihood
and drive them from their homes, but such
protection as they require will be furnished
thein " The statement is signed by the
Anaconda, Butte & Superior. East Butte,
Elm Orlu, Tuolumne, and the Davis-Daly
company. In accordance with the promises
made the mine operators secured the assist-
ance and cooperation of the city, county,
state and national authorities and the last
placed over 1000 regular troops in Butte
in addition to a large force of special
deputy sheriffs and police who were put
on the forces.

(By telegraph—June 20)

Strike Situation More Serious in Butte
and mines are all practically closed
down. Strikers claim 12.000 men are
out. Mining companies have abandoned
all shifts but day shift at mines, not be-
ing able to get enough men to work more,
and for further reason that men who wish
to work will not have to be out at night
and run risk of assault by strikers. Strik-
ing electricians, who went out for increase
of $1 per day from Montana Power Co..
have taken up fight of mine strikers and
made demand of mining companies that
all demands of miners be granted and that
mining companies use their influence with
Montana Power Co. to grant demands of
electrician.s. These impudent demands in-
stantly refused, and electricians then called
out all their men working for mining com-
panies. hoi)ing to force general shutdown
and cripple light and power service in city
and on railroads. Power company says it

will be able to continue service for some
time with help of other employees. Centra!
l.iabor Council tonight endorsed demands
of electricians but refused to recognize
new union of miners because latter is not
organized under any general labor body.
There is tnlk of possibility of martial law
again being declared in Butte. Several

companies of soldiers are camped in Butte
awaiting orders. Authorities and mining
companies are finding evidence that pres-
ent labor trouble is part of general pro-
German conspiracy to hamper copper and
zinc production. Leaders of strike move-
ment appear to be abundantly supplied
with funds.

DENVER—June 14
Curtailment of Development In advance

of sloping, is being adopted at a number
of mines and may affect the continuance
of regular output. Enlistment of miners
for war duty has brought about such a
shortage of labor that the remaining men
are needed in ore extraction. In line with
similar action taken in other Western
states, the executive committee of the Colo-
rado Metal Mining Association has passed
a resolution requesting the Government to
exempt from military service all employees
of the metal-mining and metallurgical in-
dustries. The belief is expressed that Colo-
rado's mines could maintain normal metal
productions for perhaps one year.

Draining of Sneffle» District by the new
Camp Bird tunnel is a possibility, judging
by the results of the Revenue tunnel in the
past. This latter tunnel, driven at an ele-
vation of 10,700 ft., not only drained the
workings on the Virginius vein, but a part
of Marshall Basin on the Telluride side.
The Camp Bird tunnel at an elevation of
9300 ft. will probably drain the workings
of the Atlas, Hidden Treasure, Pedro and
Revenue. Ouray mining men point out that
if the draining effect extends into Savage
Basin, the Tomboy company would have
to obtain milling water elsewhere, and
the simplest solution of the problem would
be the construction of a milling plant below
the portal of the Revenue tunnel in Canyon
Creek, in Ouray County, as the Montana
workings of the Tomboy are already con-
nected with the Revenue tunnel. Such a
possibility is looked upon with great favor
by Ouray, because at present considerable
ore is inined by the Tomboy and Smuggler-
Union companies on the Ouray side and
milled on the Telluride side. Telluride and
San Miguel County thereby receiving the
benefit.

Isolated Districts in Colorado are show-
ing an activitv in mining, as summer ad-
vances, that has not been experienced in
this state for many years. Silver Plume,
long almost deserted, is again intensely
active and every house is full. In Boulder
County, new discoveries in outlying dis-
tricts are frequent occurrences. Custer
County, once made famous by the Bassick
mine, but long forgotten, is being rejuven-
ated by the work of companies and many
small sets of lessees. In Gunnison County,
rich but almost inaccessible districts, con-
taining ore deposits of lead, zinc, molyb-
denum, manganese and other minerals, are
taking on new life as the snow line re-
treats, and zinc and molybdenum ores are
being produced. In remote sections of
Eagle County, gold prospects are being
opened, and on Brush Creek, silver-vana-
dium deposits will be worked this summer ;

east of Buena Vista, interest in prospects
in the Cottonwood district, idle for years,
is again being shown. Considerable work
will be done at Frisco in Summit County,
and Kokomo, which "came back" last year,
will be a large shipper this season. To
even a greater extent are the regular pro-
ducing districts showing increased activity.
a record production this year being pre-
vented only by the lateness of the season
and the great scarcity of labor.

SAtT LAKE CITY—June 14

Strike at Tooele Plant of International
Smelting Co. began on June 13. Smelter-
men and common laborers, numbering be-
tween 800 and 900, went on strike for a
Hat increase of 50c. a day in wages. The
strikers returned to work after stating
their grievance and promised to remain at
work until June 1(1, pending settlement.
However, work was stopped on June 14.
The strike does not affect machinists, of
whom there are about 100. The smelting
com]>any offers a wage increase of 15, 20
and lir»c. a day according to the class of
labor involved—a greater increase not be-
ing considered possible at present, the scale
being dependent on the price of metals. The
strike has not been accompanied by dis-
order of any kind.
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ITaulnjfo in I^it<U' rottonwooil Is an-
noying i)ro(lucers in the Alta Sfction wlio
are anxious to Viriri;? an inorfastMl torniaK^
to tile market (iurinR the shipping season
now beginnins. Complaint has been made
against the Salt l^ake i& Alta railroad as
to etiuipment, it being stated that the rails
are not heavy enough to transport the de-
sired tonnage, and thei'e is talk of install-
ing tractors. The ores from this oafion are
hauled by wagon or sled, according to the
season, except in the case of the Michigan-
Utah, which has an aerial tramw.av for
part of the distance, to Wasatch, the termi-
nus of the Salt I>ake & Alta railroad,
which carries them from that point to Mur-
ray in Salt Lake valley. There is a nar-
row-gage road in process of completion
from Wasatch to Alta.

WALI^ACE. IDAHO—June 14

Acquisition of Sweeny mill, owned bv the
Federal comiianv. has been announced bv
P. W. Bradley, president of the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan company, and title will soon
be transferred to that company. The an-
nouncement recalls the terms under which
this transfer will be brought about. The
Sweeny mill is near the new Bunker Hill
smeltery and treats the ore from the Last
Chance mine. A few years ago the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan and the Federal company
were lined up for a big law suit over con-
flicting claims to Last Chance ground,
which is situated in the heart of the
Bunker Hill holdings. The workings of
the Last Chance are above the town of
Wardner. the lowest level being probably
1000 ft. above the Kellogg tunnel of the
Bunker Hill. The litigation promised to be
another of those long drawn-out cases, for
the ground was valuable, as proved bv the
long and profitable production of the up-
per workings, making the lower ground
which is accessible to the Bunker Hill a
prize that fully justified the great legal
battle that was being staged. But the
battle was never fought. After devoting
much time and money to the preparation
of maps, rnodels and other forms of evi-
dence to present in .support of their re-
spective claims, a settlement was effected
out of court. Under the terms of the set-
tlement the Federal company received 38 -

000 shares of stock in the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan company, which it still holds, and
agreed to confine its operations in the
Last Chance mine to the ground above the
lowest level, and whenever, for a period of
SIX months, the Last Chance failed to show
a profit, then the entire propertv would be
transferred to the Bunker Hill '& Sullivan
company, including the Sweeny mill For
some time it has been known that the upper
workings of the I-ast Chance were nearing
exhaustion and the transfer of the propertv
to the Bunker Hill has been anticipated.

Tn,1.
"''' earnings of the propertv. during

1916. according to the .statement recently
filed by the Federal company, amounted to
only $95,4 94. and the announcement that
the Bunker Hill will soon take over the
mill indicates that the Last Chance is soon
to be abandoned by the Federal. The Bun-
ker Hill & Sullivan company will thereby
add a large and valuable as.set to its ex'-
tensive holdings.

ST. I,OUI.«f_,Jane IS
Iron Mining in Missouri is again receiving

attention. Announcement has been made that
mining would again be undertaken at Iron
Mountain in Iron County bv the recentlv
formed Iron Mountain Mining and Smelting
Co.. of which Franklin M. Smith of Joplin
IS president. The head offices will be in
St. Louis. According to the local papers,
rnodern hydraulic methods are to be em-
ployed. The company's propertv consists
of 360 acres of proven iron ore on Big and
Little Mountains, ^vhich make up the
famous Iron Mountain. The company will
erect a furnace, either at Iron Mountain or
St. Louis Iron IMountain has produced ap-
proximately 4.S00.000 tons of ore Iron
mining began in Iron County in 1S16. the
Iron Mountain property being opened up in
1845. Until a few years ago. this property
had been in continuous operation The ore
IS hematite, generally, and of the specular
type. It occurs in three distinct horizons:
(1) boulder ore in the surface clay; (3) pri-
mary vein ore in the solid porphyrv : and
(3) conglomerate ore in beds between the
porphyry and the overlying sediments.
Weathering has played an important part
at Iron Mountain, the porphyry and ore,
when exposed, altering to a soft, easily
mined rock. The Iron Mountain Mining
and Smelting Co. reports that at a depth
of 225 ft. its drill encountered a 51-
ft. vein of good ore. The ores of Iron
Mountain are proliably due lo a replace-
ment of the porphyr.v. and fissure niling.
In Butler County new iron-mining oiiera-
tions are also in jirogress. Iron ore was lirst
mined in this county in 1873 from the Hen-
dricksoii mine. To date it has shipped ap-

proximately .u.OOO tons of brown ores, con-
sisting of both tlie jirimary and secondary
tyiies. Limonite occurs in Cambrian sedi-
ments, outcrop])lng in many places, and as
a general rule is close to the surface. The
.secondary deposits consist of piiie and boul-
der ores, and the primary deposits of
coarsely cellular and sandy ore. The But-
ler Iron Co.. an Illinois coriioration. cap-
italized at $2. Olio. 000, own and will soon
begin developing 10.000 acres near Poplar
Bluff. W. W. Mechling. formerly with the
Carnegie Steel Co.. and the Forged Steel
Wheel Co.. of Pittsburgh. Penn., is president
of the company. Both surface and under-
ground methods will be employed, but most
of the ore will be mined with steam shovels.
The company will erect a blast furnace
having a daily capacity of 50 tons of pig
iron, and a charcoal and wood distillation
plant. Several other iron-mining o[)erations
in Butler and Waj'iie Counties are under
consideration.

JOPLIN, MO.—June 16

Flotation in Joplin District is now to be
undertaken on a serious scale by the Kagle-
Picher Lead Co. Manager A. K. Bendelari.
is going to run all the tails from the
Picher-Netta mill, which amount to about
230 tons daily, through a ball mill and
then treat them in a flotation plant con-
structed by the Picher company itself. The
flotation apparatus, while different in some
respects, is to be virtually the same as
that used in ordinary Minerals Separation
plants, and no attempt to evade royalties
to this company is to be made. The Picher
company has been operating a small
flotation plant for almost two years but
results have never been made public, it

being undertsood that results were not
entirely satisfactory.

Largest Air Compressor in Joplin district
has been purchased by the Eagle-Picher
Lead Co. and will be installed at its central
power plant at Picher. Okla. It is an
Ingersoll cross-compound condensing com-
pressor with capacity of 4000 cu ft. of free
air at 70 r.p.m, per min. At the central
power house at Picher. the company al-
ready has three electrically operated com-
pressors with capacity of 1200 ft. each and
one with 600 ft, capacity, so the total
capacity will soon be 8200 ft per min. This
will be used to operate air drills at all

the Picher properties The largest com-
pressor in the district previous to this
machine was one of 2000 cuft, capacity
installed at the Oronogo Mutual Co,'s power
plant at Oronogo. Mo,, several months ago.
Later another of similar capacity w-as in-
stalled by the Chapman-Hosley Co. at the
Schoolhouse mine at Carterville.

WASniNGTON, D. C June 18

Suspension of .Assessment Work on min-
ing claims, provided in Senator Shafroth's
bill, seems assured. The Shafroth bill pro-
vides for the suspension, during the war
with Germany, if in lieu of such assessment
work the sum of $100 in money or in labor
is expended in raising or manufacturing
products necessary for the maintenance of
the army, navy or people of the United
States. During the discussion of the bill,

several changes of wording were found to
be advisable. Senator Shafroth is redraft-
ing the bill, which probably will be ordered
reported favorably at the next meeting of
the Senate committee on mines and mining.

Alaskan Mining in 1917 has good pros-
pects for a successful year, with increased
production of most of the metals except
gold. An increase in the copper produc-
tion of Alaska in 1917 is predicted by Alfred
H. Brooks, who is in charge of the Alaskan
section of the U. S. Geological Survey. A
feature of this estimate is the fact that
production in 1916 reached the unexpected
figure of 119.600.000 lb. The copper output
of Alaska in 1914 was 21.450.000 lb. Mr.
Brooks calls attention to the fact that this
large output comes almost entirely from
two large mines in the Chitina Valley. He
urges Alaskan operators to prospect other
deposits, especially those of the Pacific sea-
board. Since a considerable portion of
Alaska's silver is obtained incidentally to
the mining of copper, Mr. Brooks anticipates
that with the increased output of copper
there will be an increase in the territory's
silver production. Due to adverse economic
conditions, the output of gold from .Maskan
mines in 1917 will be less than in 191G. Mr.
Brooks predicts. In addition to other ad-
verse conditions, the serious accident to the
Treadwell group of mines will cause a de-
crease in the gold output from the Juneau
district. Three hundred tons of metallic
tin can be jiroduced in Alask.a this year.
Mr. Brooks states. Summer mining opera-
tions this year should produce no less than
130 tons of seheelite concentrates. He also
is of the opinion tnat 4 000 tons oi antimony
should be obtained from Alaska this year.
With regard to platinum. Mr. Brooks says:

"The outlook for some platinum produitio
from Alaska during the next two years 1

hoiieful, tliough as yet there l.s not a singi
mine In the territory tliat has produced
more than a few ounces."
Ample Sulphur Supply Is reported by P.

S. Smith, administrative geologist of the
Geological Survey, who just has returned
from a visit to the Southern sulphur fleldB.
Mr. Smith finds that a large Bupijly of BUl-
Iihur Is on the surface at the plant of the
Union Sulphur Co., In Calcasieu parish.
Louisiana, and at the jilant of the Freeport
Sulphur Co., at Freeport. Texas. He reports
that conditions at each place apparently are
favorable for the continued production of
suliihur in the same volume as that main-
tained for several vears pa.st. The fact that
there are large supplies of practically pure
sulphur available should be no reason, Mr.
Smith thinks, for encouraging Its use when
less valuable material can be obtained. For
this reason he urges the development of
domestic pyrite deposits. In addition to
using the sulphur obtained from pyrite for
the making of sulphuric acid. Mr. Smith be-
lieves that sulphur from the same source
should be used by the paper-pulp Industry.
Two-thirds of the pure-sulphur output of
(he country is consumed bv the paper mills.
Mr. Smith points out that the European
practice Is in favor of the use of sulphur
from pyrite in the treatment of wood pulp.
In the interest of conservation, Mr. Smith
will make a report showing the location of
all deposits of pyrite. so situated as to war-
rant development. A number of the state
geologists will aid him in the collection
of the necessary data. Under conditions
which are likely to continue for some time,
Mr. Smith believes that large profits can
be .secured from the operation of some
abandoned gold and copper mines, which
contain a high percentage of pyrite. Re-
covery of the valuable metals can be ob-
tained from the cinder after the sulphur has
been roasted out.

TORONTO—June 16
New Dome Orebodies being prospected.

At the annual meeting of the Dome, held
in Toronto, recently, a statement from the
president relative to developments since the
close of the fiscal year was read. He
stated that the company is now driving as
fast as possible on the seventh level for the
point where diamond-drill hole No. 97 inter-
cepted 61 ft. of ore assaying $10.61. An-
other section, in advance of the last, gave
47 ft. of $22.38 ore. The total width as
shown by the cores was 119 ft., averaging
$17.15. The president stated that the ore-
bodies opened up in the lower levels showed
an increase in size as compared with those
on the upper levels, and he expressed great
confidence in the property, the present un-
fortunate pcsition of which was due to
labor troubles. .A, new director, J. S. Bache.
of New York, was elected.

Strike Vote in Porcupine will be taken
on Sunday. June 1 7. The wage scale pre-
sented to the managers, together with a re-
quest for a conference has been completely
ignored, and the miners will take this vote
to decide what is to be done. An open
meeting will be held in Cobalt on the same
date and an executive meeting, behind
closed doors, will be held later. At this
meeting it will be decided whether or not
a strike vote will be called for. It is be-
lieved that the Cobalt miners will act inde-
pendently of the men in Porcupine. The
bonuses being paid in Cobalt in addition to
the ordinary wage, bring the total up to the
scale asked for by the men and as the men
would get another bonus of 25c. if silver
sells over SOc. the possibility of getting
this extra bonus will make the men chary
of jeopardizing their position. James Lord,
president of the mining department of the
American Federation of Labor, has written
to the mine managers in Cobalt offering his
services to mediate. While the managers
have no objection to meeting representa-
tives of their own men. thev absolutely re-
fuse to have anything to do with the" for-
eign organization.

MELBOrRNE—May 10
Electrolytic Zinc Plant at Risdon, near

Hobart. in Tasmania, is experted to go into
commission in August, provided no further
delays are experienced in regard to the de-
livery of equipment from England. The fir.^t
unit, it is estimated, will have a capacity o'
10 to 11 tons of high-grade zinc per day, "and
additional units will be installed when ade-
quate data have been collated. The direc-
tors of the Amalgamated Zinc (de Bavay's»
Ltd. in their report for the half-year ended
Dec. 31, state that the experimental test unit
capable of producing 250 to 300 lb. of elec-
trolytic zinc per day, is running and the
results confirm those obt.ained in America.
Tli(» Zinc Corporation h.as acquired a one-
fifth pai"tioip:ition in the Electrolytic Zinc,
Ltd., in which the Amalgamated Zinc eom-
IKinv holds lull, oil

I shares.
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ALASKA
ALASKA JUNEAU (Juneau)—On June

12, one-third of the new mill was reported
to be in commission. No tonnage or re-

covery figures yet available.
KENNECOTT COPPER (Kennecott)—

Miners at the Bonanza and Jumbo mines
struck on June 16 for an additional 50c.

per day above the present $1 bonus. Work
at mines practically at standstill.
ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—In

April, milled 5005 tons of Mexican ore,

yielding $8627 or $1.74 per ton. Operating
expense $8157; operating profit, $470. Con-
struction expense, $3038; net loss, $2568;
sundry income, $5063. Mexican mill al.so

crushed 6390 tons of Alaska United ore
and 2100 tons of Alaska Treadwell ore.

Mine flooded to tide level Apr. 21.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—
In April 225 stamps of 300-stamp mill ran
18 days 17 hours, crushing 22.687 tons and
Mexican mill crushed 2100 tons. Yield was
$44,166, or $1.80 per ton. Operating ex-
pense, $41,447 ; estimated operating profit,

$2719. Construction expense, $13,308;
sundry income, $11,838; net profit, $1249.
Mine fiooded to tide level Apr. 21.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—Ready
Bullion mine produced 21,791 tons in April,
yielding $48,558 or $2.25 per ton; operating
expense, $41,203 ; operating profit, $7355 ;

construction expense, $4 202 ; net profit.

$3153 ; sundry income, $2041. The 700-Ft-
Claim mine produced 12,005 tons, yielding
$25,517 or $2.15 per ton; operating expense,
$41,623 ; operating loss, $16,106 ; construc-
tion expense, $8013; net loss, $24,119;
sundry income, $2041. The 700-Ft. Claim
mine fiooded to tide level on Apr. 21.

Ready Bullion production disturbed foi-

few days, after which normal operations
were resumed, this being only mine of
Treadwell group not affected by the caving.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Bisbee)—Pro-
duction for May was 5,688.000 lb. copper.

Mohave County
GIRARD MININ(5 (Oatman)—Recently

niade 30-ton shipment of gold ore to Selby
smeltery. H. B, Magill, manager.
GOLD ORE (Goldroad)—Plans 250-ton

mill ; first unit to be 50 tons. Shaft being
retimbered ; will be continued to the 730-ft.
level.
OATMAN SYNDICATE (Oatmanl—Con-

solidation of the Oatman Syndicate. Mur-
dock, Oatman Southern, As.sociated and
Black Range properties expected.
ARIZONA ORE REDUCTION CO.

(Chloride)—Concentrating section of mill
completed and will be operated independent-
ly of auxiliary zinc section which will not
be ready for several weeks.

Pinal County

ARIZONA HERCULES COPPER (Ray)
Concrete loading bins at No. 1 shaft have
Ijeen completed. Concrete construction well
under way at the 2000-ton concentrator
at Kelvin. By terms of order handed down
recently by the Corporation Commission,
the Ray & Gila Valley R.R., subsidiary
of the Ray Consolidated, is to build a line
to connect its present line with the mine
of the Arizona Hercules company at Ray
and also to the mill at Kelvin. The Her-
cules company to pay cost of construction ;

refunding the cost out of freight charges
on ore to the concentrator will be ruled
on later. The Arizona Hercules (operating
company of Ray Hercules Copper Co.) has
leased power plant of the Kelvin Sultana
company to obtain power at Kelvin during
constrtiction of mill.

Yavai»ai County
CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING

(Humboldt)—May copper production was
1,650.000 lb. ; same as in April.

GREAT WESTERN SMIOLTERS COR-
PORATION (Mayer)—Men went out on
strike about June 12 for higher wages,
TIIJJITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Started new shaft in gulch below Calumet

& Jerome ground. The four-mile railroad
extension completed to smeltery site ; steel
shiinnents started from Kansas City, Mo.,
for smeltery buildings.

AKKANS.\S
.Marion Count.v

PARNELL (Rush)—Company starting to
mill ore from O'Meara mine on Buffalo
River. Two cars crystalized carbonate
made from dump.
YELLOW ROSE (Rush)—Company is

operating White Eagle zinc mine ; building
500-ft. trestle to mill from new deposit
oiJened on mountainside. Installing ci'ude-
oil engines and tables in mill on its Silve?"

Hollow propei'ty.

C.\LIFORM.\
.\niadcir Count.v

HARDENBERC; (Jackson)—Shaft deep-
ened from 1000-ft. to 1400-ft. point siiice
development was begun by the Loring in-
terests. Will continue to 1500 ft, before
undertaking lateral work,
PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Ply-

mouth)—New oreshoot disclosed in south-
ern section of higher grade than heretofore
encountered. This is at the 1200 level and
apparently was worked by former owners.
Profit of about $22,000 a month is being
earned.

Butte County
ROYAL DRIFT (Forest Ranch)—New-

pumping machinery recently installed.
Forrest H. Snow, superintendent.
SPRINGER CONSOLIDATED (Magalia)—Milling installation completed including

ball mills in 4 units, rock crusher, ore bins
and other necessary surface eciuipment.
Plant will be situated a mile east of De
Sabia,
NATOMAS CO. (Oroville) — Repairing

and repainting Feather No. 1 and No. 3
dredges. These w-ooden-hull boats are
in good order with exception of certain
new machinery. It was believed that the
Natomas ground would be exhausted by
the time these boats were ready to be
rebuilt or in need of extensive repairs.
Additional ground has been secured in
vicinity of ground being dug by No. 4,

insuring employment of Nos. 1 and 3 for
long period. Some of the old tailings may
he redredged.

Nevada County
ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—

Water lowered to 400-ft. level. Additional
pump will be installed. All ground so far
unwatered careftilly sampled ; some high-
grade ore.
OROVILLE GOLD DREDGING CO

(Grass Valley)—Prospecting ground situ-
ated between Grass Valley and Wheatland.
Portions of this area once dredged,
WASHINGTON DISTRICT is attracting

attention. Columbia Consolidated is crush-
ing good ore and may add to mill, Ocea,n
Star will install 10-stamp mill. Red Ledge
is producing high-grade ore. Eagle Bird
being imwatered ; may be developed.

Plumas County
U. S. SMELTING. REFINING AND

MINING EXPLORATION CO. (Taylors-
ville)—Satisfactory results said to have
been obtained in development of Five
Bears, Eagle Hill, Iron Dike and other
optioned properties. Development now be-
ing undertaken on the Native Son, Austrian
and others.

Shasta Count.v
MOUNTAIN COPPER CO, (Keswick)—

Old Minnesota mine is being recovered
from caving that occurred several yeai's
.ago. Tunnels and drifts aggregating 1100
ft. are to be straightened and retimbered.

Siskiyou Coxinty

DEWEY (Gazelle)—The 10-stanip mill
treating good-grade ore ; 15 men at work.
F. -A. Wright, manager.
UNCLE TOM (Yreka)—Graphite re-

ported in small quautities ; 200 lb. said
to have been shipped recently. Graphite is

known in Humbug Mount.ains but minei'S
have paid but little attention to it.

SPRING GULCH TUNNEL CO. (Yreka)
—Wacker group of 17 claims optioned by
Seattle inen under man.agement of Ambrose
B. Ernst. Surface equipment of the Mono
group on Humbug Creek t>urchased, in-
cluding a 25-ton sampling milt. AVater
supply is being developed. H.'ive also op-
tioned Mono group.

C0L0H.\I)O

Clear Creek County

PRIMOS CHEMICAL CO, (Empire)—
Will reopen molybdenum mine at Camp
Boericke in Daley district 11 miles west
of town ; snow now being shoveled from
roads. In 1915 production of 48 cars
made,

Gilpin County
AMERICAN METALS CO. (Blackhawk)—Custom ores now being treated. Jigs

and trommels added to lead-ore section,

FL.^GLER (Central City)—Shaft being
sunk on Silver Glance claim at lower ele-
vation than tunnel. .A.t depth of 60 ft.. 15-
in. shoot of high-grade lead-silver ore car-
r.ving some ruby silver opened ; one ship-
ment made.

Lake Count.v

FA.NNY RAWLINS (Leadville) — Re-
jjorted richest ore ever found in mine be-
ing sacked for shipment. Regular ship-
ments of ore a.ssaying $40 gold being made
from shoot alongside the high-grade
streak.

Oura.v Count.v
VERNON (fronton) — Building 60-ton

mill, to be completed Aug. 15, to treat ore
from four parallel shoots in the South
Dakota vein above 300 level ; then planned
to sink to 600-ft. level and drive long main
drift on one orebody, exiiloring others bv
diamond drilling at suitable intervals, A.
G. De Golj'er, manager.

San .Tuan Count.v

SHIPMENTS FROM SILVERTON of
crude ore and concentrates during Mav
were as follows : To outside smelteries.
Gold King Leasing Co., 40 cars; Sunnvside,
24 cars; Iowa-Tiger, 23; Highland Mary
and Silver Ledge, 10 cars each ; Pride of
the West. 9 ; Kittimac and Mayflower. 7
each

; Silver Lake Custom mill. 6 ; Dives
Leasing Co.. 4 ; Hamlet. 2 ; Hematite Leas-
ing Co.. Big Giant and Allen & Fattor. 1
car each; miscellaneous. 3 cars; total 148
cars. Shipments to Silver Lake Custom
Mill; Champion. 11 cars; Lackawana. 3;
Fairview. 1 ; total. 15 cans.

.San Mifruel Count.v
M.\Y SHIPMENTS of concentrates from

Telluride district: Smuggler-Union and
Black Bear. 42 cars; Tomboy. 50 cars;
Liberty Bell. 11 cars; Inama & Perino
Leasing Co.. 2 cars; total. 105 cars. Ship-
ments curtailed in May bv railroad block-
ade.

Teller County
ELICTON (Elkton)—Twentv-two sets of

lessees operating through main shaft ;

other lessees working through Tornado and
Thomp.son shaft,s.

HULL CITY (Victor)—The Vindicator
company has reopened this property on
the sixth level of the Hull City shaft. Ore
is being broken on the east "vein system
both on company account and bv lessees.
Shipments will be made during June.
Charles Walker, superintendent,

in.vHo

Blaine Count.v

UNION MINES CO. (Fairfield)-This
Spokane company is remodeling the 10-
stamp mill on the Bluebird mine, adding
rolls and jig.s. New tunnel to give 175-ft.
additional depth will be driven. J. L. Mag-
uey, manager,

Custer Cotlnty
EMPIRE COPPER (Mackay)—New com-

pressor plant at Cossack tunnel nearing
completion; will give 1300 cuft, free air
per minute ; now awaiting air pipe, upon
receipt of which the driving of 1000-ft. four-
compartment raise, between the Cossack
and .\lberta levels, will be started. Con-
tract just let for 660-ft. four-compartment
raise between Alberta and D.avis levels.
These two raises will permit more eco-
nomical operation. Bids being received for
16,300-ft. aerial tramway to have 50-ton
capacity at first; ultimately 125 tons per
hour. Mine being opened s.vstematicall"
while shipments to smeltery are curtailed.
F. A, Behling. manager
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SlioNlione County

BIG CREKK (Wallace)—Lease on upper
ground of Big: Creek Mlnins Company .sur-

rendered and company will ship ore. Cross-

cut beiuR run ruu) ft. below leased ground,

is in KSdO ft, leaving 1000 ft. to go. Ore
• is tetraliedrite.

HYl'OTHIiKK (Wallace)—Quarterly re-

port shows net value of smelter returns

$40 901; costs. $26,171. leaving net profit

for period, $14,730. Impassable roads re-

duced shipments during latter part ot

March and April.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Will resume pay-
ment of dividends soon, probably in August,
Suspended dividends last summer Large
bodies zinc-lead ore developed on 1400 and
1500 levels, after exploring lean ground on
1100, 1200 and 1300. Now shipping 2000

tons concentrates per month. Also an-

nounced that option on Custer County lead

mine surrendered on account of inability

to get machinery for mill in reasonable

time. Mine is 60 miles from railroad.

MICHIGAN
Copper

AHRIEEK (Ahmeek)—New turbine plant

at Nos. 3 and 4 shaft engine house is m
operation ; load being transferred from
former direct-current plant.

SOUTH L.\KE (Houghton)—Best show-
ing so far bv any crosscut in the Butler

lode from shaft on sixth level ; in about 7.5

ft. the last 25 ft. carrying much copper,

NORTH L.\KE (Lake Mine)—About 300

ft. of drifting on new lode meeting _ci>n-

tinuallv with commercial copper. Noth-
ing of "importance encountered in the north-

west crosscut.
NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Has 500

ft. of drifts on bottom level. New com-
pressor will be in operation soon. Last
of the stock pile being shipped to the
Franlvlin mill.

SUPERIOR (Houghton) — Transferring
some of its men to other C. & H. subsidi-

aries, as it is not doing so much develop-
ment work. Awaiting results from lower
levels. Tonnage maintained.
FR.\NKLIN (Demmon)—Stoped out on

the twenty-nintli north level ; allowed to

cave. Mechanical haulage will be installed

on the twenty-seventh level ; will be com- '

pressed-air installation, on account ot bet-

ter deliveries.
Iron

BRISTOL (Crystal Palls)—Mine shut
down for indefinite period. Ore. high in

phosphorous, could not be sold.

PRINCE OP WALES (Negaunee) —
Mine closed June 1. Ore exhausted. Last
of Queen group of the Oliver Iron Mining
Co. The Oliver company now has only
two mines in operation on the Marquette
Range: Section 16 at Ishpeming. and the
Stegmiller at Gwinn. Latter will be ex-
hausted before end of month.
LAKE ANGELINE (Ishpeming)—Shovels

started loading ore from pits. "Was former-
ly an underground mine. Ore runs from
6"7 to 69% in iron, and from 0.017 to

0.030 in phosphorous. Brings big premium
ir the market. Mine was sold at auction
for $27,000. Will .ship about 100,000 tons
this year. Underground mining to be done
later.

jiissorRi

Joplin District

D. C. & E. (Webb City)—Will start No.
4 mill soon ; 300 tons capacity. J. J. Mc-
Lellan, manager.
P L. T.\LE (Joplin)—Sold lease on 200

acres of land just south of Baxter Springs
tor $12,000, after drilling.

REPUBLIt; (Miami, Okla)—Preparing
to build two new mills on 120-acre lease

of Brewster land, in Oklahoma, just south
of Baxter Springs, Kan.
PEWDRCTP (Picher, Okla.)—New mill

completed on tract half-mile west of Picher
mines Washington .^dams and AVill F
Plummer. principal owners.

I..U('KY SIX (Peoria. Okla.)—Leased
Oeboo land : made good strike in new shaft.

Will erect mill. Owned by Shawnee, Okla..

men. including W. A, Ephland and J. M.
Meek.
UTOPIA (Joplin)—Drifting at 149-ft

level ; encountered fine run ot ore. Mine
short distance east ot Welsh mines at

Century, Okla. ; owned by Church & Wright,
of Joplin.

VINEGAR HILL (Baxter Springs, Kan)
—New mill near Blue Mound mine, west of

Baxter, readv for operation. Developing,
by drilling, another mill site on Campbell
land of Cooper estate.

DE ARMOND (Joplin)—Will build new
300-ton mill on 52-acre lease of Wright
land, near Baxter Springs. Kan. Ore at

176 ft. Is sub-lease of Walker Mining Co.
Edward Nix, Oklahoma City, Okla,, mana-
ger.

O. W. SPARKS (Galena. Kan)—Has
opened excellent prospect on Missouri Lead
and Zinc Co. land at Joplin. At 147 ft

new shaft in ore much of which shows
36% of blende. Hand jigs will be used for

the present.

MONT.\N.4
Silver Bow County

BUTTE OUTPUT temporarily curtailed
about 30% by the North Butte mine Tire

but a number of the surrounding mines
are resuming or preparing to resume.
NORTH BUTTIO (Butte)—Death toll at

Granite Mountain mine flre now placed at
160. Shaft timbering burned from 1600
to 2800 level : property damage not ex-
cessive Operations can l)e resumed
through Speculator shaft, open to 3000-ft.,

as soon as gases are cleared ; recently re-

timbered ; only slight repairs will be neces-
sary.
.\N.\CONDA (Butte)—Pilot Butte mine

resumed operation June 12, having been
closed on account of North Butte mine fire ;

other adjoining mines will reopen as fast

as conditions permit Sinking of Bonanza
shaft in silver-zinc section proceeding at

rapid rate : now below 500 ft ; will cross-

cut at 1000 ft. Zinc production for May
was 6.250,000 lb.

NEV.VD.V

Ksmeralda County
GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Gold-

field)—Milled in .A.pril 27,000 tons yielding
15,007. Net costs, $4,869 per ton. Did
1501 ft. of development.

Nye County
TONOP.\H ORE PRODUCTION for week

ended June 9 was 8618 tons, valued at

$155,124, comparing with 9133 for the
week previous. Producers were :

Tonopah
Belmont, 2459 tons; Tonopah Mining, 1800;
Tonopah Extension, 2380; Jim Butler. 650;
West End. 953; Rescue. 252; Montana, 36;
Cash Bov. 50, and MacNamara, 38 tons.

CONSOLIDATED SPANISH BELT (Bel-
mont)—Road completed and foundations
for compressor and other machinery being

. laid. W'. J Pike, superintendent.
LOUISIANA CONSOLIDATED (Tono-

pah)—Sacking for shipment high-grade
silver-lead ore from old dump and from
400 level of Tvbo mine, about 65 miles
northeast of Tonopah. Otto P. Heiser,
superintendent.

Ornisby County
PANAMA CAN.\L MINES CO. (Carson

Citv)—This company has bonded the Pan-
ama Canal group ot silver claims about
6 miles south. Drifting on vein from tun-
nel giving vertical depth of 120 ft. L. A.

Thomas, manager.

Storey County
\NDES (Virginia)—Saved 132 cars from

350 level, average assay $9.10 per ton.

J.4.CKET (Gold Hill)—Sent 120 tons to

gloryhole ; saved 33 cars from surface tun-
nel.

SIERR.A NEVADA (Virginia)—Mine pro-
duced during week 46 tons of ore assaying
$15,64.
CON VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Southwest

drift 2 700 level advanced to 232-ft. point.

Extracted from second floor 22 cars ore
assaying $16.36 per ton. Concrete founda-
tion "being laid for electric hoist at head
of Con. Virginia winze.
UNION CON. (Virginia) — Extracted

from "SOO level 170 tons of ore, average
assay value $13.24 From 2G00 level ex-

tracted 42 tons averaging $12.64. Com-
pleted installation of hoist at 2700 station.

Union shaft. Shipped to Mexican mill 212

tons of ore, average assay $13.55.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Extracted from
"700 level 24 tons of ore. average assay
$14 02. Installed 15-in. air pipe, etc., on
2900 level, Mexican mill ran 86% of the

time. Crushed 24 tons Mexican ore, 212

tons Union. 47 tons Sierra Nevada. 109

tons Mexican Wedge, 141 tons, Cx>n. Vir-

ginia. Shipped 4 bars bullion to Selby.

AVashoe Count.v

WASHINGTON & NEVADA DEVELOP-
MENT (Carson City)—Company starting
work on gold-silver property between
Washoe I^ake. and Virginia City. Vein 4

to 20 ft. wide. Deepest shaft. 150 ft. on
vein shows 4 ft. of ore at bottom. Some
high-grade ore, but expect mainly milling

ore, Oren H. Du Bois, manager.

NKVV HAMIV'SHIKK

Grttflon Count.v

ALTA ENGINEERING CORPORATION
(Canaan)—Operating Star mica mine for

both mica and feldspar. Quarry has near-

ly lOOO-ft. face. Mica occurring In pock-
ets and veins is picked out after blaMtlng,
James H. Strain, Huperintendcnt. New
York otllccs. 50 Hudson Terminal.

TKNNKSSKK
Carter County

B.\UXITR deposit, near Ellzabethton,
owned by H. E. Graves, of Bristol, has
been purchased by J. IC. Baum and asso-
ciates of Philadelphia, Perni. Adjoins prop-
erty formerly operated by Merrimac t. hem-
icai Co, A drier and washing cquliiment,
as well as a mining plant, l.s being installed,
Edmund Putnam, manager.

CANADA
Ontario

IRON MOUNTAIN, in Sudbury district.

is being developed for iron ore with crew of
150 men. Milling unit of 300 tons dally
capacity Installed. Spur being built to main
line of the Canadian Northern ; concentrates
will be brlquettcd and sent out to be
smelted,
CROraSUS (Munro Township)—Ball mill

installed ; other eiiuipment arriving,
D.WinSO.V (Porcupine)—First unit of

mill purchased. Expected to be operating
before winter.
LAKE SHORE (Klrkland Lake)—An-

other 4-ft. vein encountered in crosscuttlng
on 200-ft. level.

T. C. 177 MINING CO. (Gowganda)—
Commenced operations on property adjoin-
ing Miller Lake-O'Brien ; will sink to 300-
ft. level.

OPHIR (Cobalt)—A 6-in. low-grade sil-

ver vein, di.scovered south of shaft No. 2,

will be developed on the Keewatin-diabase
contact.
HOLLINGER (Timmins)—Stopped con-

struction on addition to mill : plant is near-
ly completed and needs comparatively little

more work to bring mill capacity to over
3000 tons a day,

DOME (South Porcupine)—Mill heads in
May ran only $3.25 a ton. At 700-ft, level,
main crosscut is being driven toward what
appears to be largest orebody in mine

—

about 120 ft. wide—as indicated by dia-
mond drilling.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—In May mined ore
valued at $261,668; shipped bullion from
Nipissing and customs ore valued at $405.-
600. No new veins opened during month,
but current development on known orebod-
ies was satisfactory.

WEST DOME CONSOLID.4.TED (Porcu-
pine)—Over 1200 ft, of underground w"ork-
ings completed at 300-ft. level, where it is

estimated that between 60,000 and 70.000
tons of $9 ore are blocked out. Operations
confined to this level to increase ore re-
serve before installing mill.

MEXICO
TIGRE (Esqueda)—Reported that 350

Mexican ininers have struck, practically
tying up operations.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REPIN-
ING (.'Vguascalientes)—This company's
-\guascalientes plant resumed operation on
June 11 : two copper furnaces are in blast.
At Monterey. N. L.. three lead furnaces are
operating, and at Matehuala. S. L. P., three
copper furnaces. Conditions in vicinity of
Chihuahua and Velardeiia do not yet war-
rant resumption.

crB.\
MINERAL EXPORTS to the United

States in 1916, according to U. -S. Consul
General James L, Rodgers of Havana,
were: Copper ore. 121.722 tons; iron ore.
746.131 tons; manganese ore, 52,972 tons.
In 1915. exports were: Copper, 58,488
tons; iron, 796,830 tons; manganese, 5144
tons.

UNION OIL CO. (Havana)—This com-
pany's No. 5 well whicli produced about 15
bbl. per dav by pumping, was "shot" on
June 2 and began flowing at the rate of
100 bbl. a dav. The 8-in. pipe has been
capped and two 2 -in. outlets inserted.

COST.\ RIC.V

COST.A RICA M.A.NG.ANESE AND MIN-
ING CO. (Plavareal)—Operating man-
ganese deposits along Paciflc Coast, on
west side of Peninsula of Nicova. Loading
steam vessels with bulk ore (51% Mn, 4%
SiO.) for shipment to afflliated .\merican
Manganese Manufacturing Co. at Dunbar.
Penn., U. S. A. Also .ship chemical-grade
ore in sacks. A. M. Y'onge. manager.

COLOMBI.V
PATO MINES (Zaragoza)—Dredge yield

from Apr. 25 to May 15 was $25,236 from
93,190 cu.yd., or about 2 7c. per cu.yd.

NECHI MINES (Zaragoza)—Gross yield

from dredge Apr. 15 to May 13 was Sb3.-

771 from 182.029 cu.yd.. or 35c. per cu.yd.
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Pyritps—Spanish lump ore, Ruaraiiteed
509^ .sulpliU!-. i.s worth about $17.-','; per
lotig ton in Atlanta and Birmingham, If

charters can he ohtained. The cost at
coast ports is about $15 per 2240 lb. For
high-grade pyrites concentrates, suaranteed
48 to 52% of sulphur, purchasers are of-
fering 22c. per unit t'.o.b. cars at shipping
points. For Doinestic lump ore, buyers are
offering 2Bc. per unit, cinders reserved,
f.o.b. cars at shipping points, 42% guar-
anteed. Cinders sell for I'oad-making at
$1.10 per long ton, f.o.b, works.

Molybileniim Ore—Firm at $2,10(fI2.2n
per lb. of molybdenum sulphide in molyb-
denite. Ver.y little ore is offered.

Maneanese Ore—Firm at $1 per unit for
49% ore, which was paid, delivered at New
York.

Tunffsten Ore—TTrgent demand contin-
ues. The market is riuoted at $20(17)22 per
unit for the highest grade of ore.

Chrome Ore—ITnchanged at $1 per unit
for 42%. continued shortage of Eastern
spot

'

Strontium Ore—The 80% carbonate,
ground to 200-mesh ; quoted at 8c. per lb."

'li Iron Trade Review
*i NEW YORK—.June 20

While the question of Government prices
for steel products is being made a political
football in Congress, says "Iron Age." with
no outcome yet from the jumble of price-
fixing by conflicting departments, boards
and committees, the markets both for iron
and steel go on ad\'ancing with no signs
of control. Many producers have stopped
selling in the face of high offers from eager
consumers.

PITTSBITRGII—June 19

There are further advances in finished-
steel prices, new high prices being estab-
lished by limited sales by independents.
The Steel Corporation is out of the open
market, while none of the independents will
sell for far forward deliveries, the result
being that the market is made by prices
obtainable on early deliveries, within a
few months, and there are few inills that
can offer such deliveries. Thus the ciuota-
ble market advances sharply although the
fact is that the large consumers are not
buying except in a limited way. The prices
range from $15 to $50 a ton higher than
the average prices at which actual deliv-
eries are now being made. A somewhat
extreme instance of the state of affairs is

furnished by the sheet market. Oct. 12.

1916. the leading interest opened its books
for the present half year, at 3.40c. for
black sheets. Early in April it opened its

books for second half, at 5.50c. for bes-
semer and 5.75c. for open-hearth. It is

two months behind in deliveries, so that
it is far from shipping any of the higher
priced tonnage, yet the independents, for
what little they sell, are securing 8c. to
9c. Probably the sheet market will break
before buyers contract for the fir.st half of
next year.
At this writing at least two of the in-

dependent wire mills have put out new
wire prices, based on $4 for nails, against
$3.50, the last formally announced price.
and the other independents are expected to
follow at once. Two independent pipe mills
have advanced prices variously on the dif-
ferent sizes by more than $10 a ton.
Government requirements in steel will

prove much heavier than expected and
may reach 40 or 5 Or; of the output, in-
cluding steel purchased for account of the
Rntente Allies, but the purchases are be-
ing arranged very slowly as the require-
ments in the finished products must first

be formulated and then shops found to
work up the steel from the mill form. The
largest single item will be steel for the
freighters. Contr.icts for these vessels
are being let almost daily, the Government
to fix the price on the steel some time, but
the shipyards to do the actual buying. Gen-
eral Goethals has fixed one set of prices
and Chairman Denman of the Shipping
Board has not named much lower prices,
each explaining th.-it the prices are sub-
ject to revision. Another large item will
be steel for freight cars, perhaps 100,000.

Tig Iron—While the pig-iron market is

described as strong and active, prices are
not going up as rapidly as they were. Last
important sales of basic were at $50. val-
ley, the quotation of a week ago, while a
$52 sale is now rumored and sellers gen-
erally are .isking $53. Bessemer remains
at $55, Foundry has advanced, with very
few sellers in the market, and is now $500
63, valley, depending on tonnage and de-
livery.

Mineral

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK OUOTATIONS—Contloued
N. V FXCH.t June in

AliLikaCnlrtM
Alafika Juneau
Ani.Sm.&Ref.,com
Am. Sm. & Ret., pr.

Am. ."^m. See., pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec., pf. U
Am. Zinc
Am. Zinc, pf
Anftccjnda
H;Hnnll.T.i MIn
Itrlhlchcni Sloe],

, ,

Mctlilchom Steel, pf,

Butte ,t Superior, ,

f'erro de Pasco
Chile Cop
rhino
Colo,!' lie! A Iron, ,

CrucilOe Steel, .-

Dome Mines ... ,

Icilcnil M. * S, .

I'ClIe.rill M. & S.. pf.

Cro.it Nor,, ore etf.

(J.ecne Cananea...

.

CJulf stiites Steel, ,

,

lliimealake
Inspiration t'on , ,

International Xlckel
Kennerott
I.aekawanna Steel.

.

Miami copper
Nat'l Lead. com... .

National Lead, pf.

.

Nev, consol
Ontario Min
Quicksilver
Quicksilver, pf
Ray Con
Republicf ,&S.,com.,
Repul)licI,&S. pf.

,

Sloss-Shemeld
Tennessee C, & C, ,

U. S. Steel, com
U, S, Steel, pf
Utah Copper
Va. Iron C. 4 C. .

4!
1061

1113!
9!1|
92
31i
62

j

82!
1

l4.-,i

118}
41;
36 i

21!
57
511
79!
(It

17
44
321
42S
!23
100
62:
39 i

45!
95!
401
50!
108
24
5!

!!
28 i

80}
1031
58 i

18i
127i
1171
no
70
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N. Y. CURBt
Btc Lerlge
Butte & N. Y
Biittr C. & Z
Caledonia
Calumet & Jerome,
Can Cop. Corpn.,,
Carll'ile
Cashboy
Cou Ariz. Sm. , ,

Con Coppermines.
Con Xev,-Utah
Emma Con
First Nat. Cop
Goldfield Con
Goldfleld Merger.. ,

Greenmonster
Heria Min
Howe Sound
Jerome \'erde.
Joplin Ore & Spel. .

Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKinley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mohlran
Mother Lode
N, Y, & Hond
Niplssing Mines
Ohio Cop
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines. . ,

St. Joseph Lead. . .

.

Seneca
Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tribulllon
Troy Arizona
United Cop
United Verde Ext.

.

United Zinc
White Knob. pf. , . .

White Oaks
Yukon Gold

2J
I

lU
.57

V
,071
21
^

I

09 '

lA
2!

,51 ;

,06( 1

lAI
8i
6i

A'
dt\
,40 I

,48
I

.66

.28 '

.12
1

7i

ir
.53

I

18i
tlOt

.39*

%^
,25

H
381
4i
1'

12'

n
SAN FRAN.'

'Quotations supplied by Foote
Co.. Philadelphia.

Alta
.Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Confidence
Con. Virginia
C.otdd & Curry....
Hale & Xorcrosa. .

Jacket-Cr. Ft
Mexican.
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler.
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah.. .

North star
Rescue Kula
West End Con
Atlanta
Booth
Comb, Frac
D'ficid Daisy ....
Florence
Jumbo KxteiulOD...
Kewanas
Nevada Hills
Nevada Packard.

.

Round Mountain.

.

silver Pick
While Cups
Big Jim
Tom Reed
United Eastern.

.

.03

.09

.03

.01

.11

.01

.10

.24
01
.05
.05
.13
.65
.11
.04
.08
.02
.16
.22
.01
00
.73
22
.11
.20
.10
.23
.66
.11
.07
.04
.03
.21
.34
.13
.28
.34
,35
.10
.30

.74

.93!

.37)

Adventure
Ahmeck
Algomah
Allouex
Ariz. Com., ctfs. .

.

Arnold
Bonaii/a
Buiu,-Ballaklava
Calumet & Ariz.. ,

Calumet A Hecla,
Centennlal
Copper Hange, , , ,

Daly West, ,...,,
Davls-D.alv
Fast Butte
Franklin
Cranby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island cr'k, com.

.

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
I.a Salle
Mason Valley
Mass
Mayllower
Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian. . . .

N'ew Idrla
N'onh Butl«
Norlli Lake
OJIInv.-iy

Old Dominion, . . .

Osceola
Quincy
St Mary's M. L.

.

Santa Fe
Shannon
Shat luck-Ariz
So. Lake
So, I'tah
Superior
Superior & Bost. .

.

Trinity
Tuolumne
U. S. Smelting
U. s. Smelfg, pf.

,

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah \fetal
victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

2i
100
.65
61
141

,30
21
.50

79)
530
18
60!

6
12)

83
14
15

.40
2

76
31

iJ!
3
6

'il

n
17
1

5^'

89
84
81

If
26)

9
4i

tl
59}
sot
2!
15!

V
31

42 i

90

BOSTON CURB* June 19

Alaska Mines Corp
Bincham Mines. . .

.

Boston Fly
Boston A- Mont, , . .

Butte & Lon'n Dev.
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbin. . ,

.

Chief Con
Cort€z
Crown Reserve
Crvstal Cop
Eagle & Blue Bell . .

Houehton Copper. .

Intermountain
Iron Cap, com
Iron ( "ap Cop., pf.,
Mexican Metals ...

Mines of America, ,

Mojave Tiinssten.

.

Xat- Zinc & Lead.

.

N'evada-r>ougIas. .

Xew Baltic
New Cornelia
Oneco
Pacific Mines
Rex Cons

.75
12J
45
.62
.16
3)

.ou
2J

.20

.25

^1
.90

\v
28
li

.45

.62
li
II

17i
,50
,25
.26S

SALT LAKE*

Bannack
Big Four
Black Jack
Cardiff
Colorado Mining, .

.

Daly-Judge
Empire Copper. ,

Gold Chain
Grand Central
Grand Gulch
Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth...,
May Day
Moscow, ,

Prince Con
Sllver-Klng Coal'n.
silver King Con
Sioux Con
So. Hecia
Uncle .Sam
Wllbert
Yankee

1.00
.54
.06

7.00
.20

8.50
1,25
.11
56
.19

1.07)
03
.08
.12

1.27}
3. 27)
3 72)
MO)
1.05
,04

TORONTO* June 19

Bailey
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Mining in Southern Peru
By Francis ('iiitiich Lincoln*

>'1'.VC/-'.S/.^'

—

iSili\'r and cu/iper arc annucialed in

ilie niniieruuf! dcposifs in the plateau region uf

southern Peru bordering upon Lake Titicaca. Tin-

district is an old one formerly worked hij the

Spaniards. Coal and li7nestone occur, facilitat-

ing local smelting. Low mining costs are possible

bcca^tse of the cheapness of labor. Three compan-

ies are active, and mines long abandoned are grad-

ually being reopened. The same copper-bearing

formations that are the source of the ore at the

Bolivian camp of Vorocom are found in these

parts.

The plateau region of southern Peru west of Lake Titi-

caca was the scene of extensive silver mining in the

da3's of the ancient Spaniards, and the early histories

of several of the mines mentioned in this article are

found in Palma's "Tradiciones Peruanas." Within re-

cent years the growth of the mining industry in this

part of Peru has heen slow, hut there are now three large

years ; and the San Antonio de Esquilache mine, which

has recently installed an experimental cyanide plant. In

addition to these, there are smaller companies in the

region which make occasional shipments of ores.

While the transportation facilities of the country

leave much to be desired, southern Peru is fortunate

in having the longest railroad in the country and in its

accessibility from the neighboring republic of Bolivia.

The Southern Railway of Peru is shown on the map,

running from ]\Iollendo on the Pacific to Arequipa, and

thence across the Western Range of the Andes at Crucero

Alto, 14,688 ft. high, to the port of Puno on Lake

Titicaca. From Puno steamers run to various ports on

the lake and on the Desaguadero River, especially to

Guaqui in Bolivia, which is connected by rail with La
Paz. The latter town has two railroads to the Chilean

coast—one to Arica and the other to Antofagasta.

Lake Titicaca is 12,500 ft. above the sea, and the

plateau upon which it rests rises still higher to the

westward, bearing upon it numerous ranges of hills.

These hills are rarely more than a thousand feet above

CAYLLOM.V CYANIDt: PLANT. ONE OP THE LAItGER
OPERATIONS IN PERU

coni|)anies operating and lis future develo|jnK'nt seems

likely to be more rapid. These companies are the So-

ciedad Ex])lota(l()ra tW' Caylloma Coii.solidada, whose new
100-ton cyanide plant began opera! ion on .lune 25 last;

the Lampa Mining Co., Ltd., whiih has been operating

a small copper smeltery at S;inla Lucia in connection

M'illi its mines in that iiciglilHiilKJud loi- the past three

•Director, Mackuy Sulioul ot MIne.'j, Lliiiverslty of Nevada,
Reno, Nev.

MESUZOIC SANDSTONES AT DESAGUADERO, SHOWING
FOLDING AND EROSION

the valleys, yet owing to the (h'\ation of the plateau

they frequently attain heigiits of 1.5,000 and even 16,000

feet. The topography is glacial, with rounded hills,

cirques, long U-shaped valleys, and glacial lakes even

near the .summit of the divide, as indicated by the map.

The rocks of the region include Paleozoic shales and

limestone, IMesozoic and Tertiary red and wliitc sandstones

and acid eruptives. Siher veins occur in the last-named

and to a lesser deuree in the I'aleozoie limestones, while
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copper-bearing beds are louiul in llic Tertiary sand-

stones. The silver veins usually ((inlniii a little gold

and considerable chaleopyrite (less coniinDnly clialiMi-

cite or tetrahedritc), galena, sphalerite and pyrite. Some-

times one sulphide will dominate or even exclude the

others, but in general the sulphides of copper, lead,

zinc and iron are present in roughly equal proportions

forming a base ore that is difficult to treat. Similarly,

the gangue includes barite, calcite, rhodonite, quartz and

jasper, although some of these minerals may i)e lacking

at times. At the surface are oxides, the rhodonite

weathering to black manganese oxide. The silver

veins were probably all formed about the same time

by hot waters following the intrusion of the Tertiary

eruptives. The copper ores in the Tertiary sandstone

contain as a rule much smaller proportions of silver than

the silver veins of the region and are remarkably free

from other impurities, which would indicate that they

were formed in a different manner from the silver veins,

although, perhaps from the same source. The copper min-

erals observed were chalcocite, brochantite, native copper,

cuprite, melaconite, azurite and malachite. The deposits

seem to be confined to the white sandstone strata as at

Corocoro, the Bolivian copper camp.

Table I shows the compositions of some of the ores.

These have all been picked to a certain extent, and most

of them contain zinc, though this has not been determined

quantitatively.

TABLE I. ORES OF SOUTHERN PERU
Ratio
Oz. Ag

Formation Mine Oz. Au Oz. Ag % Cu % Pb to % Cu
Paleozoic Berenguela 30. 1.5 20

Paleozoic Berenguela 5,1090 49 8 100

Mesozoic Tacasa Trace 8 .... Very Low
Mesozoic Caballero 140 70 .... 2

Mesozoic Virgen de Huanchaca. .. 10.0 IIO I

Tertiary Cavlloma 175 300 Trace Trace Very High
Tertiary Vizcachani 80 40 2

Tertiary Pocomoro... 20 13 Ij

Tertiary Recorapensa 0.06 20 3 7 8 .... 3

Tertiary Perseverancia Trace 32 6 32.8 ...

Tertiary San .\ntonio de Es-
,

quilache .... 05 240 Trace Trace Very High
Tertiary Plenty 07 42 2 99 23 4

Tertiary Inagotable 48.0 17 16 3

Tertiary Pataquena Trace 361.6 13.7 26

These figures have been obtained from smelterv re-

turns, statements made by engineers and assays made for

the writer, and are believed to be fairly accurate and

representative.

Sunibay is the shipping point for the Caylloma mine,

which lies 35 leagues north. Originally operated by

an English company, the mine was reorganized in 1906

iis a Chilean company with head office in Valparaiso,

under the name of Sociedad Explotadora de Caylloma

Consolidada, but is still under English management. H.

A. Barker is manager and Carl Fox assistant manager.

The mine is said to have a number of parallel veins in

porpliyritic rock containing silver, mainly as polybasite,

gold, galena, pyrite, quartz and rhodonite. One an-

timony vein was worked to a slight degree during the

high price of antimony. The miners receive $2 per

day, laborers $0..50, and women $0.30. Power is supplied

by three hydro-electric plants. A Whitcomb gasoline

engine is u.sed inside the mine and steam engines on the

seven-mile narrow-gage line connecting mine and mill.

The character of the shipping ore may be seen from Table

I. The milling ore is said to run .30 oz. of silver per

ton.

About 10 miles north of Santa Lucia station the

Mesozoic sandstones outcrop in the Tacasa district. There

are at least three copper-bearing beds here, and the Lampa

-Milling Co. is working tiicm on a .small scale at two

points nearly a mile apart. Between the Tacasa district

and Santa Tjucia this company has .some small ])roperties

containing narrow silver veins in porpliyritic rocks and

including the Pocomoro and Vizcachani mines, wliose

ores are listed in Table I. The Lampa smeltery is about

one mile from Santa Lucia station at the Limon Verde

mine. This mine contains a numlier of silver veins in

I'alcozoic limestone and jiroduced high-grade ore in the

past, but is now shut down.

The Lampa smeltery is developing a coal-mining in-

dustry at Suinliay, following the example of the Cerro

de Pasco Co. farther north. The coal outcrops on a

hillside and has been attacked in a number of places.

It is a i)oor anthracite containing much pyrite and

having the following proximate analysis: Moisture and

volatile matter, 10%; fixed carbon, 00%; ash, 30%.
Were it not for the fact that the volatile matter is

mainly sulphur and not hydrocarbons, the coal would

not be an anthracite.

The Berenguela Mine of the Lampa Company

The principal mine of the Lampa ^lining Co. is the

Berenguela, whit^h has produced some two-thirds of the

COPPER-BEARING SANDSTONE. NEAR DESAGUADERO

tonnage smelted by the company during the past three

years. This mine is situated about five miles east of

Santa Lucia. There the Paleozoic limestone has been

replaced by manganese oxides and quartz over an area

about a mile long by 1000 ft. wide. This mineralized

area extends from east to west across a range of hills

forming steep bluffs where it reaches the vallevs on

either side of the range. At the east end of the property

the manganese replacement has been smaller and that of

quartz greater than at the west end, where the whole

thousand feet is black with manganese oxide. At the

east end there are alternating layers of black and white

replaced limestone, the color depending upon the quan-

tity of manganese.

In various parts of this mineralized area are irregular

workings from which ore running 30 oz. silver and 1.5%
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copper is fakoii ami slii])pui.l l)y llama Id the smeltery at

Santa Luiia. A few tons of rich ore running 4000 oz.

of silver and 45% copijcr have been i)roiluced from nar-

row stringers in tlie low-grade workings. A pieee of

this ehalcocite ore analyzed for the writer gave the re-

sults shown in Table 11. The silver appeal's to be as-

sociated with the quartz rather than the manganese oxide,

since black ores and wliite ores are equally rich. The
black ore is almost a commercial manganese ore, as may
be seen from the analyses made by the smeltery.

TABLE II. A.MALYSK.S OF BEKENGUELA ORES

SiOj
FeO
MnO
CaO
Cu
CO.. HjO, S.etc. (by diffcmui)

West End
Black Ore,

11 10
5 40

42 20
10 50

I 50
18 30

100 00

East End
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The Amorphous Silica of Southern Illinois

By E. a. lloLiiiiooK*

SYNOPSIS—Milling of the silim dcjiosils of

southern Illinois and grinding the product for the

mafl-et was earned on in a desultory sort of way

for a number of years. Within the last few years,

notably since the beginning of the Eurojiean War,

the industry has received tremendous impetus.

The Hat glaciated prarie of the northern and central

part of Illinois is underlain generally by the Carbonifer-

ous system of rocks which contsuns the extensive eoal

seams of the Middle West Coal Basin. On going south

through Jackson or Williamson County, one passes the

outcrops of the principal seams, dipping north. On

roughly this same line the southern limit of the glaciated

surface is passed. Immediately the topography changes.

The flat prarie gives way to the decidedly hilly and rough

unglaciated surface found in Union, Alexander and other

southern counties of the state.

The principal silica deposits occur in Union and Alex-

ander Counties. Eunning north and south through these

FIG. 1. SHOWING LOCATION OP AMORPHOUS SILICA
DEPOSITS OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

counties and roughly paralleled by the Mobile & Ohio R.R.

is an outcrop of Devonian strata, comprising several hun-

dred feet of interbedded limestone, cherts and variously

colored shales or slates, mostly green or brown. In the chert

division, known geologically as the Clear Creek (Upper

Oriskany) cherts, and of any thickness up to S.'iO ft., are

•Assistant professor of mlnlns engineering. University of
Illinois, Urbana, 111.

found the deposits of amorphous silica. From these

same strata is quarried the famous road-making material,

novaculite gravel. Fig. 1 shows the situation of several

of the more important silica mines and also of the novacu-

lite gravel pits. Some of the more important silica-pro-

ducing comijanies are : The Tamms Silica Co., Tanims,

111.; R. A. Bautz & Co., Wolf Lake, 111.; Frost Silica

Co., Jonesboro, 111.; and the Star Silica Co., Tamms, 111.

From a commercial point of view the hard-chert, or

novaculite, section of the Clear Creek chert should be

differentiated from the bands that contain the soft silica.

The former comprises the great mass of the strata and can

be quarried by open-pit methods; the latter occurs in thin

bands and is mined by underground methods, then ground

to an inipali)al)le powder for uses in the arts and in-

dustries.

The illustrations, Figs. 2 and 3, give an idea of the oc-

currence and thickness of the novaculite section of the

Clear Creek cherts and were taken at the quarrj' or

gravel pit of the Illinois Novaculite Paving Co., one mile

north of Tamms, Alexander County. At this point the

exposure is about 1-50 ft. in height, and from a distance

looks like a marble mountain. The beds evidently have

undergone long-continued surface alteration and dis-

integration enough to make feasible open-quarrv' opera-

tions on a great scale and with the use of a minimum
amount of powder. The strata here are composed of

layers of soft white or reddish chert interbedded with

layers of very hard white chert several inches thick, which

resemble the novaculite of Arkansas. These very hard

layers are, however, somewhat shattered by vertical cleav-

age and offer no particular resistance when the whole

height of the quarrv' is undermined by gopher holing,

broken down by large blasts and then loaded into rail-

road cars by steam shovels.

If required, a screening plant at the quarr\' allows sev-

eral sizes of the material to be made, or "pit run" may
be shipped. A modern gravel washer and rock-crushing

plant permit the preparation of special sizes. Much of

the product, frequently amounting to 30 cars per day, is

shipped to Mississippi and other Southern States, where

it is used for making the famous hard white roads found

there. The peculiar alternation of hard and soft layers in

the cherts offers a particular advantage for road making,

the softer layers acting as a binding material, while the

hard fragments of novaculite take the wear under the

traffic, besides furnishing a dust that is said to re-cement.

Of greater interest from the mining and milling point

of view are those layers of the Clear Creek cherts which

are composed of soft pure white amorjihous silica and

which contain the mines noted in Fig. 1. One of these

beds is illustrated in Fig. 4, which also shows a typical

entrance to one of the silica mines. The entire strata,

above, below and in the bed being mined, seem greatly

altered and decomposed, but the original bedding planes

are preserved to a remarkable degree. The beds are gen-

erally horizontal, 5° being the gi'eatest dip noted. Fig.

3 reveals ])urc white beds up to 6 ft. in thickness, inter-

Ijeddcd with darker beds of about the same material,

usually rod in color and which in themselves are value-

less, as the product milled and sold must be pure white
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in color. In undortiround mining operation these red

layers delimit the mineable height and frequently serve as

roof or floor to the workable deposit. Occasionally in

mining operations the red streaks appear unexpectedly

interbedded with the white and stop mining operations

at that place. This is called "r\inning bad," and the oc-

currence is said to be a "blossom'" or a "scab'' deposit.

At some places the layers, which are red near the outci'op,

are of a gray or bluish color underground probably from

the fact that the contained iron has not oxidized. In

view of the seeming disintegrated nature of the whole

silica deposit, this is a rather remarkable feature.

A measured section in one of the mines showed, under

a red roof: 7 to 8 ft. white silica but harder than that

lower down; 18 to 24 in. red or bluish gray silica; 7 ft.

silica, which was mined; 4 ft. hard rock silica.

What is the origin of these beds of amorphous silica?

In Bulletin 4 of the Illinois State Geological Survey,

page 185, a statement is made that "the origin and ex-

tent of the deposits is very imperfectly known and de-

mands a thorough investigation." From a number of

samples the following partial analyses are given

:

No.

205
207
210
211

95.14
95.18
97.20
95.78

%Fe.O,—-lUOj
2 38
I 04
I 28
I 80

The contained moisture in the freshly mined samples

is not given, but is high and may reach 25%. The soft

of stratification, but divided into irregular blocks by

variously inclined and curved seams or joints, and capable

of being sawed into blocks 2x2x5 ft. These character-

istics are in contrast to those noted for the Illinois de-

posits. Samples of the tripoli seem coarser-grained, more
regular and less velvety to the feel than the Illinois silica.

It is possible that the Illinois deposits are residual, repre-

senting the insoluble portions of a greater thickness of

impure limestone. The even bedding and unoxidized

blue-Hint zones found underground would render doubt-

ful this theory.

Deposition of the silica from thermal waters circulating

along favorable channels jiarallpl to the bedding planes at a

time when erosion had not exposed the deposit offers a

second possible means of origin which does not .seem

strengthened by examination.

A more probable origin is that involving solution of

the amorphous silica during weathering of the super-

imposed strata and its subsequent redeposition and re-

placement of an original impure calcareous band. If so,

the redeposition has been complete, as most analyses show
above 05%, and it is said to have analyzed as high as

99.3 SiO^.

All the mine openings are on the steep sides of hills

that rise about 300 ft. above the valleys. From the out-

crops the underground workings may penetrate several

hundred feet into the hills. The method of mining is

Fig. Fig.

VIEWS OF QUARRY OF ILLINOIS NOVACULITE PAVING CO., TAMMS, ALEXANDER COUNTY, ILL.

amorphous substance has a cold, clammy feel, but is not

distinctly wet. Bulletin 18, Illinois State Geological

Survey, page 37, mentions that the finely divided silica

from southern Illinois is in reality a finely divided quartz,

with the bulk of the material composed of particles less

than 0.01 mm., or 0.0004 in., in diameter. The only other

deposits of possible similar character known by the writer

to have been described, are the so-called tripoli deposits

near Seneca, ]\Io. (Bulletin 340, IT. S. Geological Sur-

vey, p. 429-37).

\\niile the H\0„ analysis of these deposits resembles the

Illinois deposits, it would appear that the nature of the

materials is different. The methods of mining, jirepara-

tion and many of the uses are essentially different. The
tripoli is described as being nuissive with scarcely a trace

unique and may best be described as a checkerboard or

square-work system. Passing underground, usually by a

single entrance, the mine opens out into a series of paral-

lel rooms driven about 10 ft. wide, 7 ft. high, and with

about 20 ft. of pillar between. Every 20 ft. along the

rooms breakthroughs of the same dimensions as the rooms

are made in the pillars, thus giving the worked-out area

the appearance of a checkerboard, with pillars 20 ft.

square and at regular intervals supporting the roof. Oc-

casionally irregular vertical seams filled with several

inches of soft white gouge interfere with the regularity

of the pillars, and to support the roof properly, it is

necessary to keep these seams in the pillars. Every pi'e-

caution is t:;ken to carefully arcli the roof of the rooms

and thus avoid the necessity of using timber.
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For a mine, the niiderrrromifl scene is one of unusual

l)eiHity. Tlie main roads in the mine are ii;<lileil witli

coal-oil wall lanip.s hanging from spikes that have been

driven into the soft walls and refieeting the light on the

walls, pillars, roof and floor, all of alabastine whiteness.

Of added interest is the presence of mules and wagons

underground, for the rooms are of sufficient size to allow

tiie teams to go undergroimd, drive directly to the face

and load with iilmid two and a half to three tons of mined

silica. This is liaidcd to the grinding mills, often sev-

eral miles distant

.

The drilling and blasting methods undergi'ound are

simple. The workable deposit is composed of alternate

harder and softer streaks each up to six or eight inches

wide. Selecting a soft streak (called a "lead") near the cen-

ter of the face, the miner bores, with a hand auger, a 1^-in.

horizontal hole to the depth of 2i ft. at an angle of 60°

to the face of the deposit. This is loaded with | stick

of 60% dynamite, and the center wedge is shot out; six

other similar holes ai'c put in the same streak and shot,

in this way blowing down the center for the full width

of the face. Finally, three holes drilled in a lead near the

top and three near the bottom of the face are shot, which

completes a round.

It should be remembered that in spite of being nearly

pure silica, the rock is not sand or sandstone, and the

soft walls, which look and feel not unlike layers of

hardened flour, offer little resistance to boring with an

anger. Occasionally hard lumps are encountered in dril-

ling, in which case the miner has liandy a short churn

drill with which to break through the lump in the hole.

If on the upper holes, he uses the churn drill over his

shoulder after the manner of casting a spear.

The mineral silica, as shot down, varies in size from

12-in. lumps to the fineness of flour and contains con-

siderable mechanically held and absorbed moisture, al-

though it is only slightly moist to the touch. The first

step in preparation is to screen through an inclined

gravel screen having a l-J-in. mesh wire screen and set up
underground near the face. Many chunks not passing the

screen at first are broken with the flat of a pick and re-

screened. Finally, about two-thirds of the material, con-

taining about 25% of moisture, has passed the screen and

is ready to be loaded. The oversize, which contains 15 to

20% moisture, at the present time is not treated, and is

either left in the mines or dumped Just outside. The
reason for this is that the high percentage of moisture

causes it to clog the rock breakers which have been in-

stalled in the grinding mills. In the near future this

diffiicnlty will be overcome, as there is no other reason v.diy

the coarse rock should not bo milled.

The cost of mining and loading, with labor at $2.50

|)er shift, is |)i-(ibably from $1 to $1.50 per ton. Haulage

to the mills costs about 12c. per ton mile. Often the

mined silica is sold to the mills on a royalty basis. In

other oases small individual mine owners sell the material

outright to the grinding companies.

(iuiNi)iN(! OR Milling for the Makket

Very fine grinding is essential in pre]iaring the silica

for the market. This may bo done liy cither a dry or a

wet method. The dry-grinding t\d3e mills have the dis-

advantage of producing dust, and the product may be

uneven in size or grade. The product from the wet-grind-

ing mills is "floated ofl!" or classified in water, thus se-

curing an even grade of product and the carrying on

of operations without the pi'oduetion of rhist. 'I'wo kinds

of grinding mills are in use in the different wet-grind-

ing plants, the "chaser" mill and the (onniion horizontal

cylindrical tube or pebble mill. The chaser mill lonsists

of a single vertical cylindrical stone or edge runner about

four feet in diameter, rev(dving about a central vertical

shaft by means of a horizontal conni'clion after the man-

ner of :in ordinary Chilean mill, 'i'he grinding is done

under water between the revolving wheel and the bottom

(if Hie |ian. and when the siliisi is fine enough floats away

in the overflow watei'.

In using tube mills, the I J-in. nu'sli undersize hauled

fi'oni Hie mines is fed with a niiniin\im of water directly

into the mills which have silcx lining and use Newfound-

land |)el>bles. The discharge fi'om a tube null flows in

succession through a series of four shallow bo,\es, each

about five feet square and two feet deep. In these boxe<

FIG. 4. EXTRAXCE TO WOLF LAKE SILICA MIXE, UXIOX
COUNTY. ILL.

all the silica that has not been ground fine enough to

float or stay suspended in the slowly moving current of

water settles out. The settled material from the first

three boxes is shoveled out and returned to the tube mill

for further grinding. The silica settling in the fourth

box, although under 200-mesh in size, is still considered

coarse, but is dried and marketed as "Settler" product,

the coarsest and cheapest grade.

The milk-colored overflow from this fourth box is lifted

by a steam jet into one end of the final settling pan,

which is of concrete and 15 ft. wide, 2 ft. deep and 50 ft.

long. The Inside of the bottom is lined with steam pipes.

The pan, starting empty, takes about 12 hours to fill with

the settler overflow. After filling, the pan contents are

allowed to settle undisturbed for five hours; the silica

in suspension is so fine that it settles slowly, even in this

still water: the clearest water is siphoned from the pan

Mild reused in the tube mill; then live steam is turned

into the pi]ies in the bottom of the pan and the water

eva]ioratcd ; after 48 hours only a crust 4 or 5 in. deep of

dry silica remains in the pan; this is divided into three

grades aeeoi'ding to fineness. Of course, the coarsest

slimes settle at the head end of the ]ian, and grades to the

finest at the extreme lower end. The material at the

head end is called "Velvetine," that at the center "Silver

Bond" and the finest at the lower end is "Gold Bond."

Any of the pan products are so fine that screening or

touch tests are useless to determine fineness, although an.
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export can readily determine comparative fineness by

tasting. When toiiclied to tlie tongue, tlio silica feels

not unlike velvet, and this test is one that is not un-

commonly used.

Each grade is shoveled out of the tank separatcl)-. On
account of having heen dried, they are scunewhat cakc(l,

and are put through a Nordyke & ^[armou buhr mill to

take out all lumps. Here a Raynumd dust collector sys-

tem obviates dangers from breathing the dry powdered

silica. Coming from the bidir mill, the material is run

into sacks holding 200 lb. and is ready for shipment to

the customer.

Owing to the power required for the tube mills and

to the large amount of live steam used in the drying,

the grinding mills are situated near the railroad tracks

that coal may be available. The tube mills are 5 x 22 ft.

and grind eight tons of crude rock per 13 hours, although

on account of the contained moisture, this makes but six

Bunker Hill Lead Works Ready
Special Corkespondence

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan works at Bradley, just

below Kellogg, Idaho, is rapidly being completed, the ex-

jiectation iteing that it will blow in about June 26. al-

though in order to do this quick work will be necessary

to complete the construction. The hins are now prac-

tically ready to receive ore. The receiving-bin gates dis-

charge upon a conveyor belt in the samj)ling mill leading

to the crushing rolls, samplers, etc. ; reject is returned to

any one of a number of storage bins in the same group as

the receiving bins.

Crushed ore or concentrates in the storage bins can

be delivered by the sampling-mill conveyor belt to the

roasting department, where there are now one Wedge
lead-ore roasting furnace and three Dwight-Lloyd sinter-

ers. It is understood that two more sinterers are to be

BUNKER HILL, & SULLIVAN LEAD WORKS NEARING COMPLETION AT KELLOGG, IDAHO
This photograph was taken early in June. The different structures are as foUows: (1) Sampling mill, (2) storage bins, (3)

roaster building. (4) blast-furnace building, (5) lead-refining department, (6) baghouse and Cottrell precipitation plant in rear,
(7) main flue. (8) furnace-charge bins, (9) silver refinery

tons of product. Each tube mill takes 12 bags of peb-

bles per week.

The ground silica is used as wood filler, as a reinforcer

in lead and zinc paints and as an inert material in mixed
paints and varnishes where it replaces whiting and barvtcs.

It is also used largely in scouring soaps, in the manu-
facture of high-grade metal polishes, both liquid and
]iaste, and in many cases it takes the place of pumice
stone and rottenstone in the metal and wood-fini.shing

trades for rubbing and polishing purposes. The best

billiard-cue chalks are made from the ground-silica

])roducts. This is not usually recognized, since chalk is

piopularly considered tlie best.

It is said that an addition of 2."j% of the finest grades

of ground silica to zinc or lead paints causes them to wear
longer and to withstand exposure to the weather without

cracking or peeling. At the present time there is a con-

s.iderable foreign dcniiiud for the pan-run grades for uses

of tbi,s kind.

added and a second "Wedge roaster for zinc. The Dwight-

Lloyds will discharge sinter into cars (m the track that

runs over the receiving bins previously mentioned, and

the sinter will be delivered to a group of furnace-charge

bins where coke flux, sinter, ore, etc., will be stored.

There are three water-jacketed blast furnaces, each 48 x

ISO in. at the tuyeres. The flue connection of the blast

furnaces is below the feed floor, and a single charge-car

track runs over the long horizontal axis of each furnace.

There will be two settlers to each furnace. Jlatte will he

tapped into a casting machine, while the lead will be

tapped into ladles and carried by crane to the end of the

building and dumped into the softening furnaces. These

ladles are like those used for carrying matte in modern
copper smelteries, although smaller. Steel hoods will be

placed over settlers and at other points where fumes
will he given off. Plans are being made in Wallace and
Kellogg for an appropriate celebration of tlie blowing in

of the furnaces.
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Phosphoric Acid Determination in

Phosphate Rock
By (J. Carleton Semple*

S)\\(>J\'<IS Dijjidillij ill ohtaitiuiij iiuihjliilu-

arid or nmmoiiiinii iiiiihihiliilr In/ In (ho siihsfilii-

iion of the citraJe iiietlioii ilexcrihcd, irliich proved

pqiially relinhle for the estimation of phosplinrir

acid in the material liei.ng handled. Details of ap-

plication are given, together with suggestions for

the use of fused quartz and alundum crucibles in

place of platiiiuiii irarr.

This iiu>1h(Hl for the ileteniiiiiation of phosplioric acid

in jihosphate roci< is based upon the fac-t tliat if to a solu-

tion of the material in hydroehlurie aeid an excess of am-

monia be added and then a sufficient quantity of citric-

acid, the phosphates of calcium, iron and aluminum thrown

down by the ammonia are redissolved liy the citric acid

and an annnoniacal solution is obtaiiu'd from which the

l>hosphoric acid may be precipitated by the addition of

magnesia mixture as pure magnesium-ammonium phos-

phate. The procedure is as follows: Weigh out 0.5

gram of the material if the rock contains 20% phos-

phoric acid or more, or a proportionately larger amount

if the material contain less, and place in a porcelain

casserole of 75 c.c. capacity. Cover with 10 e.c. of con-

centrated nitric acid and stir until all the material is

moistened and effervescence ceases, then add 20 c.c. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid, stir, cover and place on

the hot plate to boil gently. If the material contains solu-

ble silicates, the boiling must be continued to dryness and

the residue baked to dehydrate the silica; then 10 c.c. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid should be added and the

boiling again continued to dryness and the baking repeat-

ed. Finally take up with 10 c.c. of concentrated hydrochlo-

ric acid and boil for a few minutes to dissolve all soluble

salts. In the presence of soluble silicates this treatment

is essential to prevent silica from contaminating the

magnesium-ammonium phosphate precipitate. Ordinarily,

soluble silicates are not present in phosphate rock and

the boiling of the nitric-hydrochloric acids need be con-

tinued only until the volume ha,s been reduced to 10 c.c.

to effect complete solution of the phosphates.

Manipulation of Hot Acid

Upon removing the casserole from the hot plate, turn

it about so as to cause the hot acid to run over the entire

inner surface and dissolve any dried crusts, then innnedi-

ately add boiling water until the casserole is nearly full,

allow to stand a few moments until the residue subsides,

then decani the bulk of the solution upon a filter paper,

receiving the filtrate in a :iOO-c.c. beaker. Add 3 or 3 c.c.

of concentrated hydrochloric acid to the insoluble matter

in the casserole, again fill with boiling-hot water, and

pour upon the filter, washing all the residue out of the

casserole with a jet of hot water. Wash the insoluble

matter on the filter with boiling water until the total

bulk of the filtrate is from 175 to 200 c.c. To the fil-

trate add ammonia a little at a time with constant stir-

•Minlng engineer, 303 Summer St., Stamford. Conn.

ring until the gelatinous precipitate of lime, iron and

alumina phospbat(>s begins lo form ; then add .'?0 c.c. of

0.90-sp.gr. ammonia and stii- well.

Now add 10 c.c. of .sahiratcd solution of (itric acid and

stir for two minutes. If all the precipitated phospliates

are not redissolved, add a little more citric acid, drop by

drop and with constant stirring, until the solution is

jierfectly clear. Atld 30 c.c. of magnesia mixture, stirring

until a precipitate begins to form. Under the conditions

herein outlined I have found that the precipitate invari-

alilv begins to form in two minutes even in warm solu-

tions and is oft^n com]ilotc in H hours, but it is advisable

to let it stand at least three hours, and even then it is

well to keep the filtrate for 24 hours to make sure that

till' ])recipitation has been complete.

Handling Aftek Precipitation

After standing until i)recipitation is complete, the

sujicrnatant solution is decanted from the preci]iitate that

has settled to the bottom of the beaker through a filter

paper, as much as possible of thj precipitate being re-

tained in the beaker. When a'l but 15 or 20 c.c, has been

decanted off, add 30 c.c. of washing solution, made up of

one part of .strong ammonia to two parts of water and

containing 25 grams of annnonium nitrate per liter, to

the precipitate. Agitate, allow to settle, and decant ofl the

clear solution. Now wash the filter well with washing

mixture and then w-ash all the precipitate from the beaker

into the filter and wash twice witli, washing solution.

Some precipitate will adhere to the sides of the beaker

and must be removed by a rubber. I u,se a stirring rod

made of ^-in. glass tubing sealed at eacli end and over

which a piece of tightly fitting rubber tubing is drawn

for its full length. This "rubber" is preferable to the

usual "policeman'" with a bit of tubing on only one end

of the rod. Having washed all the precipitate into the

filter, remove it from the funnel, place in a crucible, dry,

ignite and weigh as ]\[g,P20j. The result, nmltiplied by

0.ti376 gives the weight of P2O5.

The magnesia mixture is made as follows: Dissolve 110

grams of crystallized magnesium chloride in water and

filter. Dissolve 280 grams of ammonium chloride in wa-

ter, add a little bromine water, a slight excess of ammonia,

and filter. Add this solution to the solution of mag-

nesium chloride and add 30 to 40 c.c. of strong ammonia

water, enough to impart a decided odor, then dilute to

2 liters.

It is customary in the phosphate-mining regions of the

Southern States to weigh out a much larger quantity of

material than 1 have mentioned, even as much as 5 or

10 grams, which is treated with acids and filtered, the

filtrate being received in a 250-c.c. standard flask. After

diluting to the mark and mixing thoroughly, an aliquot

part is drawn out w-ith a pipette and the determination

made with this fraction, I have found no advantage in

this procedure.

The method herein described checks with the custom-

ary molybdate method, as shown in the accompanying

table, in which the determinations by the molybdate
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motliod were iiuido liy a clicinist with loiiy- pi-iicticc in llir

iiiialy.'^is of pljosphate rock for export. 'I'lio advniitiific

of the citrate over the molyhdate method is that tlwvv arc

tVwor filtratioiis, and tlie two that are necessary are

qnici<-ruiiiiing and the resi(hies easily washed. I usually

run ten samples in a group, ami the time required ti'oin

starting to weigh out until ready for the addition of

magnesia mixture is one hour and a half. Four samples

may he run together in one hour. A further advantage

is that a])proxiinate results may be obtained at the time

of adding the citric acid, as the amount of citric acid

required is proportional to the amount of phosphoric acid

present. Instead of using a saturated solution of citiic

acid, a solution of half this strength is made up and is

standardized against a sample, the phosphoric-acid con-

tent of which is known. After adding the ammonia, the

citric acid is run in slowly from a burette, finally drop

by drop as the solution clears until the last drop leaves

the solution perfectly clear. The solution must be stirred

vigorously and toward the end the stirring should he

continued tor a niiimte between each addition. The end-

point is the perfect clearing of the solution as the last

of the precipitate is redissolved. The analysis should he

continued thereon by precipitation with magnesia mixture,

because the results obtained from measuring the amount

of citric acid required are not close. The end-point is ob-

scure, and diluted solutions of citric acid do not keep

their strength. Results at this stage will, however, check

within ^ to 1% of those obtained later. In running mine

samples it is often preferable to get an approximate re-

sult quickly rather than to wait for accurate figures.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS BY MOLYBD.\TE AND
CITRATE METHODS

% P,0. by
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An Ore-Testing Laboratory
r>v fAiiL J. Tif.\ri;i;.\iAN'

SYNOPSIS—A testing Inboratorii wn.-i designed,

hiilt and equipped, rare Jieing ijiven to a studji of

the heat metliod.t for facililatiiifj irork. Apparatus

was planned to provide means for solvini/ all the

proJdenis of ore treaiment.

A number of years ago I was called upon to make some

tests to determine a feasible milling process for the silver

sulphide ores of Butte providing an economical recovery'

of gold and silver. ITiider the direction of .John E. Eoth-

well and myself, a laboratory was equipped with small

machines, as described here, and the equipment was so

arranged that it is possible to test any ores requiring

concentration and fine grinding cyanidation. After fin-

ishing a number of tests on the Butte ores, this equip-

ment was used in connection with a great many ores

from all over the western part of the United States. In

view of its elasticity and general adaptability a descrip-

tion of the apparatus may be of interest to those who
contemplate preliminary' testing on a small scale.

A flow sheet is given in Fig. 1, showing the arrange-

ment used to test the silver sulphide ores from the Ophir

mine of the Butte Central Copper Co., now the Butte &
Detroit Copper Co. In this case the ore was first crushed

on a large steel plate to about \ in. cubes. About 100

lb. of the ore was taken to be tested.

L.\BOKATORY EQUIPMENT

The small coffee-mill was used to crush the ore "for

coarse concentration in a gold pan, by which good results

were obtained. The pulp was then dewatered by decanta-

tion and the coarse pan tailings loaded to the ore bin

whence, by a trip feeder worked fI'om the periphery of the

conical mill, it was fed through a small chute to the latter.

A small amount of water was added at the feed to facilitate

grinding. The feed and discharge necks of the tube mill

were placed in sliding wooden bearings so that the mill

could be sloped to discharge any fineness of pulp from

100- to 200-mesh. This discharge was fed to the sta-

tionary canvas table where dressing water was added. The

table was set on a sliding frame so it could be sloped to

any pitch desired. The tailings from the table entered

the filter tub where they were allowed to settle, the super-

natant liquid then being decanted until the pulp was at

the desired consistence. The filter leaf was then im-

mersed and the ])ump started. AI)out 15 in. of vacxmm

was indicated on the gage, and by this arrangement any

time-cycle of filtration could be adopted. The pulp was

usually drawn down to 18% moisture, which was either

considered when charging the cyanide tanks or replaced

by cyanide solution.

The pulp was then charged into one of the agitators,

lime and cyanide solution added, and the mass set in agi-

tation. Afterward the pulp was put into a filter tub,

thickened and then filtered, the decanted solution being

added to the filtrate from the vacuum tank and the whole

solution being precipitated by the jar shown in Fig. 1.

From the foregoing outline it will be seen that this

flow sheet was verv elastic and could be arranged to suit

the will of the ojferator as to time, arrangement, in-

tensity, etc.

The coffee-mill crusher used is a stock machine manu-
factured l)y the Colorado Iron \\'orks company and driven

by an individual motor. It has a double discharge which

saves one step in the quartering of the ore. Ore can

be fed into this machine at ^-mesh and crushed to any

mesh up to 80.

The gold-jjan used was a simple miners pan. It was

our object to obtain very clean concentrates, and to re-

move sul])hides detrimental to sub.sequent cyanidation.

About five pounds of ore could be handled at one panning,

and from the tests made a good idea could be obtained as

to what could be accomplished on sand tables in the mill,

excepting, of course, the matter of slope of table, feed,

and dressing waters, etc. To determine these points it
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FIG. 1. FLOW SHEET OF ORE-TESTING LABORATORY

would be necessary to have a laboratory table fashioned

after the type of the larger mill unit and working under

a continuous feed.

The ore bin was constructed of 1-in. boards and was

made fairly water-tight. The feeder was a kind of laun-

der under the mouth of the ore bin. At one end of

this launder was a pu.sher operated through a lever and

a trip on the periphery of the conical mill. This feed

could be regulated by shortening or lengthening the

levers to arrange the desired amount of feed. At the

other end of the feed launder was a pipe screwed into

a disk. This disk was stationary and was planed so as

to fit snugly over the revolving end of the conical mill.

The latter arrangement furnished a satisfactory method

of feeding.

The conical mill used is shown in Fig. 2. It was
constructed of No. 16 iron, with cast-iron liners iV in-

thick, \\liere the two cones of the mUl meet, the iron is

flanged and the flanges coupled with bolts. A rubber gas-
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kct MKiilc lliis jdiiil w.-itcr-liijlit. The liners were i'incIimI In

tho sIk'II, liiiiipwirkiiig Ix'iiig piil arouiul the rivet heads

on the inside of tlie mill. A wooden casing was jnit in

the space to the left of the flange. This was 3 in. thick

and rounded and was holted to the flange and used a.*

the driven pulley when o])erafing. This pulley was 2 in.

wide and was driven by a linesliaft which was in turn

driven by a 4-hp. motor. The mill was charged with

either fliiif ])ehl)les or steel halls. W'c I'mnid the most

efficient crushing steel to he a short cylinder with tapered

ends. This shape gave a great grinding surface and did

not tumble in the mill, but kept a horizontal axis. We
never investigated this phenomenon to any great extent,

but it might offer a field for research. We found that

these cylinders wove to a taper similar to the shajie of

the mill. At this stage they did their most efficient

grinding, the wear being uniform on the tip and sides

of the cone. Such a phenomenon may occur oidy in a

conical mill. We have never had occasion to try it in

the cylindrical ball mill, but as I have said, it might

well be worthy of investigation.

The stationary canvas two-compartment taUe is shoM'n

in Fig. 3. This was made entirely of wood, the compart-

ments being separated by a 3-in. strip. Coarse-meshed

canvas was tacked in the 8-in. spaces. By placing this

table on an adjustable stand, any desired slope could be

obtained. The ore was fed into the compartments A
(Fig. 3) and dressing water was added from the low-

pressure water tank (see Fig. 1). A good slime concen-

tration could be effected on this table on material running

as fine as 200-mesh. After the ore was passed over the

table, a small hose was used to wash off the tailings into

a tub placed at the discharge. At B (Fig. 3) are shown

the slots over which the canvas was lapped, which could

be removed so as to wash the concentrates from the can-

vas by means of a strong stream of water, and a bucket

was placed under the openings at B, to catch these con-

centrates.

The filter leaf was constructed of a piece of 2-in. plank

and was sawed 1 ft. square. A piece of coarse-mesh iron

screen was nailed on top of this board, then a piece of

burlap, and on top of this a piece of fine-mesh canvas.

Wooden strij^s were then nailed around the edges of the

boards to keep the cloths tight. The filter was bored in

the center so as to admit a ^-in. pipe nipple. This nipple

was attached to a hose which led to a connection with the

vacuum tank.

The vacuum tank was a piece of 5-in. pipe capped at

both ends, the top cap being bored to admit the pipe from
the suction pump, and the bottom cap was bored to nuike

an outlet for the solution or w-ater. The connection be-

tween the filter and the air-release pipes was screwed

directly into holes bored into the upper part of the pipe.

We did not use vacuum and air pressure at the same
time. The suction was obtained through the valves of

this vacuum tank when using the pump as an air com-
pressor.

The pump was a small home-made affair containing

two cylinders. We obtained as much as 10 lb. pressure

from it, and it gave all the air needed for laboratory work.

It was driven from tlie conical-mill lineshaft. The air

receiver was a common water boiler, as used in kitchens.

. The agitator is shown in Fig. I. This tank was de-

veloped to use the counter-current agitation syste;n de-

scribed by John E. Kotliwcll in the July and September,

lull, issiu>s of Mf/iilliiri/iciil mill Cliriiiiidl. Knginrrriiti/,

under (he headings of "Continuous (Jyanide Trealnieiil

of (iold and Silver Ores'" and "Counter-Current and

Continuous Agitation" respectively. This agitation sys-

tem consists merely in working the solution counter to

the flow of the ore. In the ])revailing confinuous-agitat ion

practice, as the ore becomes poorer the solution becomes

richer and the ores ]iasses from one agitator to the other

without the addition of fhe fresh solution so necessary

with certain classes of or(>. Without dilution, the solu-

tion passing to the filters will be rich in dissolved metals.

By means of the Rothwell system the ore as it gets poorer

is constantly meeting freshened solutions which are low

in dissolved metals. When the pulj) reaches the last

agitator, most of the dissolvable metals are extracted.

The counter-current feed, consisting of barren solution,

Feed End

A
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it is possible tn slide ilip central lulic up or down. Tiie

tank may be fastened to the wall by brackets. The (nm-

eated cone can be hung by a string to a strip of wood

above the tank so that this cdiie niny be raised or lowered.

If it is desired to test by llie simple charge system oT

agitation, this truncated cone may be removed entirely

and the overllow launder may be lilled with some kind of

removable filler.

In Fig. 1, shdwing the laboratory arrangement for

using the counter-current method, the truncated cone has

been omitted for the Siike of clearness. It will be noted

that each tank is placed on a lower level than the one

preceding it. A certain proportion of the pulp from No.

1 tank was cut by a vane over to No. 2 tank, and the same

step took place from No. a to No. 3 and from No. 3 to

No. 4. This pulp entered each tank in the space D (Fig.

4). The barren solution was fed into tank No. I (Fig.

1) in this same space. The overflow solution from the laun-

der in tank No. 4 was lifted back to the space D (Fig.

4) by an air-lift arrangement. This arrangement w^as

carried on until the overflow solution from No. 2 tank

was returned to No. 1. The overflow from tank No. 1

was precipitated in the jars shown in Fig. 1. The pulp

from tank No. 4 was filtered, and the resultant filtrate

could either be precipitated or used a.s a counter-current

feed. The agitators could be arranged for receiving air

either through the bottom or through the top.

Besides the equipment described, 16-oz. copper flasks

with flaring mouths were used to run bottle tests. There

has been much discussion as to the practical knowledge

obtained from bottle tests in cyanidation with reference

to the practice of charging a bottle and iising hand-shak-

ing as a means of agitation. Some engineers claim that

making such tests are a loss of time, w-hile others claim

that if economical e.xtraction cannot be made in a bottle

test commercial extraction is impossible. We believe in

materially qualifying both these claims, especially in test-

ing silver sulphide ores. ~ On some ores the same extrac-

tion may be made in the bottles as in actual practice, with

probably the same amount of consumed chemicals, while

with other ores this is impossible, especially when air is

not introduced and the solution becomes foul before pos-

sible extraction is completed. In the latter case, if air

were introduced it might clean the solution of its foul-

ness. However, it is not i)racticable to introduce air into

the.se small tests, as there is a tendency to evaporate the

solution. In both claims for the bottle tests the time

factor cannot be accurately determined.

The bottle tests may be used for comparative work;

that is, for Judging the cyanide strengths, dilution,

amounts of lime or other reagents that give the best re-

sults. It is a great deal easier to determine these factors

in bottle tests on small quantities of ores than in larger

quantities in regular agitation apparatus. In this way

the bottle tests may be valuable as a time and material

raver before resorting to larger tests.

Advantages of Bulk Cement*

Why not do away with the cement sack when possible ?

Cotton, paper and burlap are scarce and high-priced.

Sacked cement is largely a habit. We stopped using

barrels because sacks seemed more convenient. But

•An abstract of a bulletin issued by the Portland Cement
Association.

biiiidre(ls of tbousaiids of barrels of cement has been

shipped ill Inilk and where handling in Ibis form is prac-

ticable, it is more convenient and also cheaper. The cost

of a sack of cement includes that of the sack. On large

jobs money tied up in sacks represents money that might

better be in working ca])ital. Sacks can, however, be

redeemed if taken care of. But efforts to do so go wrong

at times because workmen misuse or appropriate sacks

for their personal use.

Objections to the use of bulk cement fail before the

testimony of those who have used it in large quantities.

It is no longer an experiment. Where cement is used

directly from the car at a rate of 50 bbl. a day or more,

bulk cement permits a saving of from five to ten cents

per barrel. Five cents a barrel means saving of $10 on

the average carload. Emptying, shaking, counting,

sorting, bundling and shipping sacks is done away with.

This has often increased the efficiency of the construction

gang aliout 10% in the amount of concrete mixed and

placed.

Cement in bulk is not likely to suffer as much damage

in transit as sacked cement. Even a leaky car injures

the former less than the latter, when the sacks as well

as the cement are damaged. Bulk cement does away

with freight charges on returned sacks and the clerical

work of keeping track of them until redeemed.

No special equipment is needed to handle bulk cement.

The wheelbarrow that is good enough to measure aggi'e-

gates can also be used to measure cement. Less dust

comes from handling it because there are no sacks to

be .shaken.

On many jobs .storage facilities for bulk cement are

unnecessary. It is both practical and convenient to use

it directly from the car as needed. If storage is re-

quired, tight water-proof bins, preferably of the over-

head type, should be used. Bulk cement is particularly

adapted to the requirements of concrete products plants.

m

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning

The Bureau of Klines has issued a report on carbon

monoxide poisoning in the steel industry. Attention

is given primarily to the danger of chronic poisoning

caused by daily exposure of employees to small quantities

of this gas over an extended period of time, rather than

to that of acute poisoning, or "gassing." The latter

rarely occurs except where the atmosphere is suddenly

and grossly polluted with gas because of a breakdown

or faulty operation of machinery. The continued pres-

ence of a little of this gas, though in.sufficient to cause

acute symptoms, will nevertheless finally bring about

the total or partial incapacitation of the worker.

The rapid changes in the steel industry have caused

an increasing manufacture of carbon monoxide either

as a product or byproduct. Gas from blast furnaces

that was formerly wasted is now collected and utilized

to produce power. The gas engine has gradually .sup-

planted the steam engine. The increasing use of gas

in openhearth furnaces has led to its extensive manu-
facture in gas producers. New processes of manufacture

offer other possibilities of carbon monoxide poisoning.

The large demand for refractory materials for steel

lilants has brought about the preparation of dolomite.

In all these the danger to the employee, though insidi-

ous, is real.
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Platinum Deposits of the World*

I'latimun is a necessary inetal in nuiiiy inilustrics

clost'ly fonnt'ctod witli war. The known supply of the

metal is limited ; possibly 5,000,000 oz. has been ))ro-

duced in the world to date. Estimates based on the

otfirial figures of production from Russia since 184:5,

which are taken as 25% low, and on the assumjition that

Russia has supplied 95% of the world's output, indicate

that the total quantity of crude placer platinum produced

in the world since 1843 has been less than 4,()I32,000

Troy oz., or about 109 short tons. Platinum is here

taken to include not only the single metal, but all the

metals of the platinum group—palladium, iridium,

rhodium, ruthenium and osmium.

The United States alone apparently uses in the neigh-

borhood of 65,000 oz. of tine platinum a year, of which

appro.ximately 50% is used in jewelry. In this connection

it is interesting to note that in 1"915 about 44,000 oz.

of platinum was in use in the contact process for the

manufacture of sulphuric acid in the United States, and

it seems reasonable to assume that contact plants in the

world have at least 500,000 oz. The quantity of platinum

in chemical and physical equipment in the world can not

be readily ascertained, but an estimate may be hazarded

as 1,000,000 oz. Electrical devices may have used half

that quantity, but it seems probable that platinum now
in use in that industry is not so large, say 250.000 oz.

The jewelry industry has probably consumed at least

1,000,000 oz. and the dental industry about 1,000,000 oz.

Minor uses and hoarded platinum will account for the

remainder of the probable supply derived from the known
placer deposits.

Sources of Platixum

With the exception of a little platinum and allied

metals obtained by refiners of copper and nickel mattes

and gold bullion, the origin of which is not further dis-

cussed in this paper, all the platinum in the world has

come from placer deposits. Attempts to trace platinum

to its source have proved successful, particularly in

Russia, Spain and Canada, but none of the deposits of

platinum in the mother rocks has been found of com-
mercial grade under normal conditions. It should be

mentioned that a primary deposit in Russia is reported

under develo])ment at the ]iresent time, owing to the re-

markably high prices of platinum.

The mother rocks of platinum are. basic igneous rocks,

peridotite, pyroxenites and dunites. The peridotites and
pyroxenites are dark gray to black, heavy rocks composed
principally of black or dark green iron-magnesium

silicates, pyroxene, augite and hornblende, and olivine,

plagioclase feldspar, chromite, ilmenite and magnetite.

Dunites are composed principally of olivine with some
chromite. There is every gradation between these types

of rocks and the less basic rocks. A characteristic of the

basic rocks is their tendency to alter to serpentine, a soft

greasy fibrous mineral of olive-green to black color that

once seen is readily remembered.

The placer deposits containing platinum are all, so far

as known, in the vicinity of al-eas of rocks of the type

described, and it would seem that in any search for new
deposits of platinil'erous gravels the first step is the
t

An article by James M. Hill, U. S. Geological Survey, pub-
lished in "Commerce Reports," Washington, D. C, Apr. 2li.

1917.

search for outcrops of jieridotite, pyroxenite and dtinite.

When ai-eas of these rocks have been found, the gi-avels

of the sti'eams rising in them should be washed to ascer-

tain if ])latinum is present. 'I'he heavy concentrates

found in gi-avels cari'ying platinum are usually rich in

chromite and olivine. The character of the rock particles

often gives a clue to the source from which the gravels

were derived.

Platinum is not known in all countries in the world,

but that all the deposits of this valuable metal are known
is hardly possible. In fact, platiniferous deposits in

southern Spain have been discovered recently by a geolo-

gist working on the assumption that the place to look

for platinum was in areas of basic rocks similar to the

typical Russian rocks. Systematic search, based on simi-

lar assumption, in all countries may lead to the discovery

of new deposits of platiniferous gravels of economic

importance, but a note of warning should be sounded.

In Russia such systematic work has been in progress for

a number of years, and while new deposits have been

found, they are not so numerous nor so rich as the hope

of the explorers anticipated.

Russian axd Colombiax Deposits

The Russian platiniferous gravels are situated along

a belt of discontinuous elliptical outcrops of basic

igneous rock.s, which are exposed near the summit of the

Urals, particularly on the west side of the mountains,

that are larger and more continuous in the north and
central IJrals than farther south. The concentration of

platinum in the gravels is the result of a very long period

of weathering and erosion, and the richer gravels have

probably been reconcentrated. That is, the originally

deposited gravels have been worked over and over by

streams and their platinum content concentrated in a

small bulk of gravel. The de])osits most extensively

worked are in the South Verkhoturshi, PeiTn, North
Verkhoturshi and Cherdinak districts, though several

outlying deposits are known.

Colombia, South America, is the second largest pro-

ducer of platinum in the world. The principal deposits

are reconcentrated stream placers at the headwaters of

the San Juan River, which enters the Pacific Ocean

North of Buenaventura. Platinum is known to exist

in the upper Atrato River, which flows north, entering

the Caribbean Sea through the Gulf of Darien. Gold is

associated with platinum in all the streams, but it is

reported to be more abundant in the Atrato drainage

than in the San Juan. Little is known concerning the

geology of this part of the west slope of the Andes and

Pacific coast region of Colombia, and scientifically con-

ducted exploration in this region would appear to be well

worth the careful consideration of capital. It is reported

very recently that the Colombian government, recognizing

the need of detailed work, has planned for a scientific

study of the mineral resources of the country. An
American-controlled company is operating one dredge on

the Condoto River and will shortly install a second boat.

Two other small dredges are reported to be in operation

in the district, but there are large areas of practically

virgin ground which appear to be worthy of careful

prospecting.

In Minas Geraes, Brazil, platinum has been known for

some time in the gold washings of the Rio de A'elhas,

but apparently the su]}ply is not large. Platinum is also
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reportccl to lx> present in the veins at Gurgo Seeo and

also in some of the itabirite of Minas. A stiulv of these

occun-ences might be prolitable, though it is believed that

the stiulies of these oecurrences already made would have

led to ilevelo]inient if any eonsiderable bodies of platini-

ferous material had been fonnd, so that the lack of de-

velopment; indicates nothing favorable.

Platinum is known to exist in streams in southeast

Borneo, whieh rise in the Bobaris Mountains, which are

composed of schists and gneisses that have been intiiidcd

by basic igneous rocks. A title scientific prospecting

has been done in this region, but there appears to be a

chance for more detailed work to be protitable.

Platinum has been recognized in sevi'ral of tlie Austra-

lian provinces, notably New South Wales, Queensland

and 'i'asmania. On the east-coast beaches, near the

boundary between New South Wales and Queensland,

platinum occurs with gold, tinstone and mona/.ite. but in

a very fine state of subdivision. The proijlem of saving

the valuable materials is technologic and appears not to

have been satisfactorily solved up to the present time on

account of this and other diilicuities.

In the Fifield and Platina districts in east-central New
South Wales platinum has been won from a buried gravel

channel, the richer parts of which, according to the re-

ports of the government geologists, appear to be nearly

worked out. Great ditticulties were encountered in secur-

ing an adequate supply of water for washing, and the

low-grade gravels have not been worked.

In northwestern Tasmania, 20 miles west of Waratah,

platinum has been obtained from the gravels of Nineteen

Mile Creek and other tributaries of Savage Eiver, and

it was reported that the source of the platinum has been

located in serpentinized basic rocks.

Within the last year scientific geological exploration

in the Sierra de Eonda Mountains in southern Spain

resulted in the discovery of platiniferous gravel deposits,

which may prove of economic importance. The results

of this exploration show conclusively what can be done by

a systematic geological search for this essential mineral.

Work of United States Geological Survey

In North America platinum is known to exist in the

gi-avels of a number of streams in the western mountains,

both in Canada and the United States. The known

Canadian occurrences are principally in the Tulameen

district, not far north of Oroville, Wash. In the United

States the production of placer platinum has been limited

to streams rising in the belt of serpentine rocks in central

California and from the serpentine areas in Siskiyou and

Trinity Counties, in the northwestern part of the state,

which continues northeast into Curry, Josephine and

Jackson Counties, in southwestern Oregon. Platinum

has also been recognized in the gravels of streams rising in

the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon and at various

places in the Cascade Mountains of central Washington.

The United States Geological Survey has already made

plans for an immediate survey of all ])ossible areas in

the Western States, with a view of develo])ing both the

well-known and new localities.

Quite recently platinum has been found in certain

widely scattered stream placers in Alaska, and plans have

been made for a study of the subject in that territory by

geologists of the Survey. It is probable that the study

will lead to important knowledge of the deposits.

Raw Materials for Sulphuric Acid
W ASIIIXGTON ConiiESI'ONDENCE

Spanish pyrites formed 10% of the raw material used

in sulphuric-arid making in the United States in I'.iKi,

when 1.100,000 long tons was used. With the decrease

of oce.ui tonnage available for transporting this material,

the acid manufacturers are facing the necessity of find-

ing a sulistitute. This problem has also been taken up

by the Bureau of Mines.

There arc three "ways in which the shortage of imported

pyrites can be offset; namely, by using domestic sulphur,

the in( reased jiroduction of sulphuric acid at smelteries,

and the development of new deposits of pyrites or related

suli)hides such as niarcasite and pyrrhotite.

To draw upon the sulphur deposits of Louisiana and

Texas, the only large domestic sources, to an annual

extent equal to the sul])hur content of the pyrites im-

ported from S])ain last year, which was at least 500,000

long tons, would probably be a serious drain upon them.

Increase in acid production by smelteries could be ac-

complished oidy by improvements in methods or by in-

crea'^ed ecpiiiiment, except at such existing acid plants as

might be producing less than full capacity. Changes

of this sort would take time, nine months being tlie

shortest period in whieh increased production could be

.so obtained.

New deposits of available iron sulphides could be made

productive only after the delay of the development period.

Further, a plant designed to roast pyrites might experi-

ence ditficultics if pyrrhotite were substituted. This

sulphide, which contains less sulphur than pyrites, is

being experimented with.

Efforts are being made by the Government to encour-

age the production of domestic pyrites in the belief that

the war will be of such duration that this supply will

be needed even if it takes a year to make it available.

It is hoped that the domestic ores may find a permanent

market. Deposits developed at a distance from the sea-

board it is believed, will be able to compete with the

Spanish pyrites after the restoration of normal shipping

conditions.

There is an increasing tendency to use the residue,

after roasting, for iron ore. Roasting processes have

been so perfected that practically all the sulphur can

be removed. This leaves the residue suitable for iron

ore. Formerly, it was unprofitable to handle the resi-

due after its passage through the acid plant.

Attention is being paid to the sulphur-bearing coals.

Mine operators are being requested to save the coal re-

jected because of its sulphur content. It is thought

that here lies an o])portunity to increa.se the sulphur

supply materially. With all these endeavors to increase

the domestic supply of pyrites, the need of keeping up

imports is kept in mind. Pyrites is to be loaded on the

return voyage whenever it is practicable.

Origin <if Silver Ores of Cobalt, Ont., are described in "Eco-
nomic Ueolog.v" for April-May. 1917. by Edson S. Baston. who
states thai chemical actions which are known to take place

if acidic sulphate solutions carrying silver and iron are

brought in contact with the minerals characteristic of the

Cobalt ores, appear adequate to explain all the replacement

phenomena of the ores excepting the replacement veinlets of

native silver in the ferruginous calcite. Genesis of the ores

of the district is ascribed to downward enrichment, chemical

formulas and reactions being given to substantiate the state-

ments made.
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Equivalent Cost ot Coal and Oil as Fuel
By K. L. Wales!

STA'OP^'/ii'

—

Besides showiny a chart to assist in

quickly determining the equivalent cost of coal and
oil fuel, the aulhor considers some of the adraiit-

ages of oil.

Ill tlu' present da_y oi' luj^h pnees of all grailes of

eoal, the [tower-plant manager naturally turns to the

possibilities ofi'ered by fuel oil in his efforts to keep down
the cost of operation. The problem of substituting fuel

oil for coal is no longer one of engineering difficulties.

usually be true that a considerably higher price may be

]iaid i)cr million B.t.u. for heat from oil than from
ciiiil, still keeping the total cost of power production

the same.

Some of the specific oll'sets to higher cost of oil fuel

I

rr li.t.u. are as follows: (a) Increased efficiency of

furnace and boiler; (b) reduced expense of boiler-room

l.ibor; (c) elimination of cost of ash removal; (d)

facility of handling and storing; (e) smaller expense for

I'.pkeep: (f) more perfect control; (g) increased capac-

ity; (h) usually less smoke. The actual monetary

HEAT VALUE OF OIL
15000 20000

5000

COST OF COAL PER LONG TON

CHART TO DETERMINE RELATIVE COST OP COAL AND OIL FUEL

but rather one of relative expense, all phases of the povrer

problem being considered. If it were true that equal

costs per million B.t.u. from coal and from oil meant
equal operating costs, the problem would indeed be

simple. A brief calculation involving heating values and
costs per pound would settle the whole question. The
difficulty of the problem arises from the fact that, owing

to incidental economies peculiar to the use of oil fuel,

a million B.t.u. from the latter is equivalent to con-

siderably more than a million B.t.u. from coal in the

matter of power generation. In other words, it will

•See al.so "Oil Fuel in New EnBlancl," "Power," Dec. 19, 191G.
tDpiin, department of engineciinK, Rhode Island State Col-

lege, Kingston, R. I.

significance of these advantages will vary widely with

the character and location of the ])lant.

Regarding efficiency of furnace and boiler, it is to be

noted that since it is possible to burn oil completely

with very much less excess of air than is necessary with

foal, the weight of chimney gas per thousand B.t.u.

developed is smaller than with coal. This mean.-, a higher

furnace temperature, more effective action of the heating

surfaces and a smaller percentage loss to the stack.

Gains from this source and from freedom from the loss

of fuel through grates, etc., amount to appreciable

saving under test conditions. If the advantages of

restricting the air supply are to be made the most of.
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lung and duup funmcu.s, allowing ample combustion space,

are necessary. Since very little draft is required to burn

oil, tall stacks, designed for the combustion of coal,

will tend to draw an unnecessary excess of air through

the furnace and thereby reduce the possible economy,

unless adequate control be established through an analysis

of the chimney gases. Approximately Vi or 13 per

cent. CO. in the flue gas corres|>oiids to the condition

of niaxinuini elTicieucy. Smaller gains in economy are

to be expected in plaut,s where economizers are used,

since with oil fuel, the weight of chimney gas, and

hence the quantity of heat available to the economizer.

is less than with coal.

Owing to the perfection of control with fuel oil, the

possibility of adjusting furnace conditions more exactly

to the re(|uirement.s of the load, through jieaks and

through periods of "banked fires," the gains due to

the use of oil may be considerably greatei' limn indicated

by the percentages mentioned.

Oil's G heater B.t.u. Value

The results of comparative tests of coal and oil on

a small coasting steamer showed that for the given con-

ditions 91 B.t.u. from oil gave the same effect as IdO

B.t.u. from coal. The steamship "Xevadan" covered the

distance between New York and San Diego on 22G9

tons of coal. In traveling over the same course and using

oil as a fuel, 9126 bbl. was consumed. This indicates

79 B.t.u. from oil as the equivalent of 100 from coal.

Service tests of six months each on oil and coal, carried

out on eleven of the Southern Pacific Co.'s bay steamers,

showed about 75.5 B.t.u. from oil equivalent to 100 from

(oal. Similar tests on locomotives gave a ratio of 87.5

to 100. These tests would indicate that on the average

about 84 B.t.u. from oil are the equivalent of 100 B.t.u.

from coal in so far as service evaporation is concerned.

The use of oil fuel allows the labor bill for- boiler

attendance to be cut -to about one-third that when coal

is used. The substitution of oil for coal on the steam-

ship "Nevadan" ,
resulted in cutting the stokeroom crew

from fifteen to' six. A stationary plant operating four

''rOO-hp. boilers reduced the firerooni force from four to

cne by a similar substitution. On the average for large

'plant's the cost of boiler-room labor may be taken as

7.5 per cent. 'of the operating costs. It may be assumed,

then, that with .oil firing, boiler-room labor will be re-

duced to 2.'5_per' cent, of operating costs. Of course'

if must be.bjorrie in.'mind that in. small plants requiring

onlv one or two men in the boiler room, this reduction

vv'ould not be possible.

Coal and Ash Handling Saving

The elimination of the cost of handling and removing

ash will effect a further saving of about 3 per cent, of

operating expense on the coal basis. The actual money

value of the other advantages of oil fuel are so dependent

on local conditions that no general estimate can be made.

Keeping the foregoing in mind, together with the fact

that in coal-operated i)lants the cost of fuel amounts to

from 40 to 70 per cent, of operating costs, we may

estimate the excess price which may be paid for heat

from oil over that from coal. For this purpose it is

assumed that the average of the above figures, or 55

per cent., represents tli." fuel cost in the cual-oi^erated

plant. The items that will be considered as controlling

are evaporative ctficiency, boiler-room labor and tin- ex-

pense of ash removal.

In the coal-operated plant the following items of

expense will occur for every $100 spent in operating:

l<'uel, $55; boiler-room labor, $7.50; ash handling and

removing, $3; total, $65.50.

Iji the oil-operated plant 84 B.t.u. will do the work

of 100 B.t.u. from coal. ('oii.«equently, at the same

cost per B.t.u. the fuel expen.se will be only 0.84 X $55
= $46.20. The labor bill will be reduced to one-third its

previous value, or to $2.50. The item involving ash will

not appear. Hence, for the oil-operated plant we shall

have : Fuel, $46.20 ; boiler-room labor, $2.50 ; ash, $0.00

;

total, $48.70.

This indicates that at the same price per B.t.u. for oil

as for coal, $16.80 could be .saved in every $100 of

operating expense by substituting oil for coal. Evidently,

then, the cost of oil could be increased by this amount

without making the total cost greater than with coal

;

or the maximum amount which should be paid for oil

out of every $100 of operating expense is $46.20 plus

$16.80, or $63. The figure $16.20 assumed the same

price per B.t.u. as for coal. The maximum allowable

cost for oil fuel, then, would be $63.00-^ $16.20, or

136 per cent, that per B.t.u. for coal.

On the basis of the foregoing it would appear that oil

fuel will result in operating economy up to a price per

B.t.u. 36 per cent, in excess of that for coal.

As a ready means of determining the cost per gallon

of oil fuel which will make the cost of operating the

same as with coal at various prices per long ton, the chart

here shown, has been prepared. The method of using

this chart will be evident from the following example,

the solution of which is indicated in the dotted lines on

the diagram.

Use of the Chart

,E.\ample : Find what cost of fuel oil in cents per

gallon will make the cost of power equal to that with

coal at $5 per long ton. The heating value of the oil

is taken as 18,200 B.t.u. per lb.; that of the coal as

14,000 B.tu. per lb.

Method : Drop vertically from heating value 18,200

rt the top of the chart to intersection with the horizontal

from heating value 14,000 at the right. Follow oblique

line from this intersection, upward toward the left-hand

corner of the sheet until curve AB is reached. From
the iiitersection with AB, follow the oblique line toward

the lower left-hand corner of the page, to the intersection

with vertical from the price of coal, $5, at the bottom.

From this point pass horizontally to the left, intersecting

the ordinate of oil prices at $0.0305 per gal.

The chart is con.structed on the assumption that 36

per cent, more can be paid for B.t.u. from oil than from

coal, in accordance with the results of the foregoing data.

While this figure v\ill be suitable under average condi-

tions, in certain cases it may well happen that, owing

to peculiarities of the plant or to unusual and pre-

dominating importance of some advantage such as

(leanliness, nicety of control, etc., this figure should be

modified. For example, one operator finds that 50 per

cent, more can be jxiid for oil than for coal. In this

case the results from the chart should be multiplied

by the ratio of the substituted percentage to 36. This

would give as a result to the problem, 0.0305 X ^Vas ^=

0.0424.
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The Philadelphia Flotation Decision—II

Judge W'uollcij'f; deci-nion in the appealed case of

Minerals Separation against the Miami Copper

Co. was commenced in last week's Journal. The

remainder of the paper is here given.

The newly discovered phenomenon of the minute quan-

tity of oil is not a chemical phenomenon. Oil in pulp

in minute quantity if inert and left alone will do nothinj?

and produce nothing. iSomething must be done to d<'velop

it. The phenomenon not being susceptible of develop-

ment by chemical change, is develo])ed by physical change

of the pulp. As a medium or means of producing that

change and creating the condition under which the

phenomenon arises, the patentees pointed out—agitation.

The agitation of the patent does several things, old and

new. It mixes the oil with the metal of the ore. This

is old. Then i^y its greater intensity and longer duration

it stirs the pulp into a froth, developing at once its own
new use as a frothing means and still another new func-

tion of oil—that of a frothing agent. Both are new.

But froth is made of air as well as oil. Air in bubbles

is used for its old function of assisting or escorting metal

particles to the surface. But it is also used for the en-

tirely novel purpose of supplying one of the essential

elements of froth, froth being the new result intended.

Thus oil is used for its newlv discovered characteristics

of greater metal affinity when in minute quantity and

for its new function as a frothing agent ; air for the new
purpose of supplying an element of froth; and agitation

for its new purpose of bringing the two together and
causing them to co-act and produce the new result of a

metal-carrying froth. In other words, in so employing

these old elements for new purposes, the new things

which the patentees told the art are that a ladieal de-

crease of oil in conjunction with a radical increase of

agitation, develops to its highest potentiality the kno\«n

aflinity of oil for metal and produces a physical cliange

in tlie pulp in the form of a froth by which metal recov-

eries are made possible and commercially profitable. The
importance of tliese disclosures, scientifically and com-
mercially, is manifest.

In approaching a consideration of the scope of the

patent, we lay aside those features of the discussion in

which the plaintiff demands by broad construction tlie

highest reward for a great coiitril)ution to a feeble art,

and in wliich the defendant, contending for a narrow con-
struction, emphasizes the servitude of a great art to a
patent monopoly. The rights of an inventor and of an
art in an invention are established by law aiul are not
affected by other considerations. .Speaking generally, the
statutes give an inventor a patent monopoly of his inven-
tion to the extent of his patent disclosures, and to that
extent the art is servient to liis monopolv. Everything
touching the invention not disclosed l)v tiic ]>atent is free
to the art without regard to Hie vahie of the inventor's
contribution. So the question of law in this case, involv-
ing as it does large interests and perhaps far-reaching
coinmercial results, is no different from similar question's
cnnstantly appearing in controversies of snuiller compass.
The question simply is whether certain practices come
within the scope of the patent claims. But the question

of infringement has grown far beyond the borders of the

case and we are really asked both by the plaintiff' and

defendant to determine the scope of the patent in such

terms as will inform the art as well as the owners of the

patent the precise field covered by the patent and the

extent of the field left free to the art. Such a decision to

be useful must of course be predicated upon facts that

make it legally possible, for otherwise we encounter the

futility and the mischief of construing a patent, in general

terms and without reference to the occasion or thing

which calls for its interpretation. To avoid this error

we shall confine ourselves to the precise issues of this case

as developed by the evidence, and without regard to other

considerations we shall construe the patent with reference

to the particular practices which are represented by one

party to be within its scope and by the other to be be-

yond it.

The defendant practiced four processes of ore concen-

tration, using in all the fomenting agent of oil in the

critical proportion of the patent. Two processes were

practiced before suit was instituted, the third during the

progress of the trial, and the fourth after the record had
been completed and the trial closed. As the infringement

found by tlie decree relates to the processes appearing in

the record, only those processes are before us on appeal.

Applications of the Processes

The defendant company owns and operates a large por-

phyry copper mine at Miami, Ariz. The ore is low-grade

and peculiarly responsive to the process of the patent.

The defendant employed a metallurgical mining en-

gineer to develop and install in its reduction works an
oil-flotation concentration plant. The engineer made re-

peated visits to the mill of a neighboring copper company,
a licensee of the plaintiff, studied the process of the patent

there in practice, and reproduced it in the mill of the

defendant. This was a small plant, of a capacity of but

two tons per hour, or 48 tons per day, operated during
the period from December, 1913, to Aug.' 5, 1914. It

was used evidently more as a testing or experimental

plant for another process then being developed than for

commercial purposes.

This constituted the defendant's first process, and as

infringement was not disputed, we affirm without dis-

cussion that part of the decree holding infringement by

this process.

On Aug. 7, 1914, two days after the diseontinuaiu-e

of the first process, the defendant started its second pro-

cess in a plant which it had constructed during the prac-

tice of the first. This plant may best be understood by

a diagram furnished by the defendant and by its own de-

tailed description of its operation appearing in its brief:

The material treated in the flotation plant at Miami i.s received
through a lavnider or trougli. This material is a freely flowing
pulp, and flows into a box or tank. The oil or other modifying
agent is supplied to the pulp through a pipe. A centrifugal pump
\aiscs the pulp from the sinnp and forces it upward through a
|)i|)e. from which the pulp passes into an inlet funnel. The pulp
flows from the funnel downward tlll'ough a pipe and enters the
Pachuca tank through the side thereof, A small air pipe extends
downwardly from tlie top of the Pachuca to a point near the
bottom thereof, where it delivers an air jet. Tin* small air pipe
is surrounded by a larger pipe, open at both enils. There is an
annular space between the two pipes, atid the air entering tlie lower
end of the large pipe tlirough tlie small pipe permeates the pulp
contained in the larger pipe with small bubbles, which have the
effect of forming a mixture of .air and i)ulp of lower speciflc
gra\'ity than the pulp alone. The lightened colmn?i of air and
pulp rises and is lu'ojected against a conical deflector and then
falls into the main body <if the Pachuea. The circulatory move-
ment of the pulp In the Pachuea tank has the effect of thoroughly
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mixing the oil with the pulp. The pulp flow.s from the top of the

I'achuca tank into a box, whence It is conducted by a launder or
trough to the air cell.-f.

The air cells are similar in construction. The bottom of each
cell consists of four plies of canvas, beneath which are eight air

compartments, separate and distinct from each other, extending in

a series from end to end. The canvas bottom of the machine is

inclined, thus making the cell deeper at one end than at the other,

and it is for the purpose of getting an even distribution of air

that the eight compartments are used, it being obvious that if

there were a single air compartment most of the .air would escape
at the shallow end, where the water pres.sure is least. -Mr under
slight pressure is supjjlicd to tlie compartments beneath the cells,

liv means of .a blower designated by the letter M upon the drawing.
The .air is conducted through an "air main" from the l)lower, and
branch air pipes conduct the air to the several compartments
beneath the cell.s. The degree of air pressure necessary is quite
slight, and, as stated by Mr. Yerxa, it is necessary to use merely
enough pressure to overcome the hydrostatic head of the pulp
and to force the air through the permeable medium ; that is, the
canvas bottom.

The air so pumped beneath the canvas bottoms of the cells

passes upward through the pores of the canvas into the pulp, and
the bubbles rise through the pulp in a manner similar to the rising
of the bubbles through a glass of carbonated water.

For the purpose of this discussion tlic details of the

apparatu.s and of its operation may be simplified by

referring to its four essential parts: 0, centrifugal

jnimp ; E a break or open space between the pipe of the

pnmp and the Pachiica tank, which does not appear in

the defendant's account of the operation ; G, Pachuca

tank and its appliances; and Callow cells, considered as

flotation apparatus.

Theoet of THE Process

Before following the steps or rather tlie flow of the de-

fendant's process, we should have in mind the theory of

its practice. The defendant maintains that the process

of the patent is "an agitation froth process"; that is, a

process by which the desired metal-bearing froth is ob-

tained by agitating pulp containing the critical quantity

of the frothing agent (oil) "to cause" the froth to arise

or "until" a froth is formed. It says that its process, in

contradistinction to the process of the patent, is a "bubbles

process" (containing the same critical quantity of the

same frothing agent) by which air, introduced into the

pulp from below, passes through the pulp "without any

agitation whatever," and arises to the surface in short-

lived evanescent metal-bearing bubbles forming a "foam."

It maintains that by introducing air into the pulp by sub-

aeration it produces a foam or froth otherwise than by

agitation, that nowhere in the process is there agitation,

or that, at most, there is only such agitation as appears

in the prior art.

Agitation "to cause" a froth or agitation "until" a

froth is formed, being the disclosed means of the patent to

produce the phenomenon of the critical quantity of oil,

and aeration without agitation being the defendant'.s

claimed means of causing or obtaining the same phenome-

non from the same critical proportion of oil in the form of

an evanescent foam, the controversy revolves around the

elements of aeration and agitation.

C. Centrifugal pump. The first step in the defendant's

process was a centrifugal pump. The defendant claims its

one function was that of lifting the pulp (containing oil

in the critic-al proportion of the patent) from one floor of

the mill to another, and that in iloing so the pulp was

neither agitated nor aerated. Opposed to this contention

and to the testimony .supporting it was testimony that a

centrifugal pump drawing air and liquid was the most

common type of agitator and aerator of tlie cyanide art

before tlie Pachuca tank was invented: that in the de-

fendant's apparatu,s, air was drawn with the liquid into

the pump in large quantities; and that in revolving at

the rate of 850 revolutions per minute the ]nilp was

violently agitated and measurably aerated.

Hecoiiciling the ciiiilliiting testimony as best we may.

we are forced to the coiulusion that the iiuiiip revolving

at the rate of 14 revolutions jjcr second could not well

avoid agitating the liquid it hoisted; that the agitation

was violent; that air was drawn in with the liquid and
that to an e.xtent the pulp was aerated within the'sense

of the agitation of the patent and also by the very me-

chanical means or its equivalent to which the defendant

insists the patent is limited.

E. Break in the circuit. At the point E in the pipe

between the pump and the Pachuca tank there was a

break not appearing in the diagram, permitting the pulp,

arising from the pump in its agitated and partially

aiirated state, to drop for a space through the air into a

larger pijie, whence it was carried to the Pachuca tank.

While this was not a prominent feature of the defendant's

process it was of sufficient con.sequence for the defendant

to use it. It had the effect of producing further agitation

of the pulp in its fall and further aeration arising from

that agitation. It was known as splash agitation, its

principle appearing in the early attempts to purify water

by aeration. We are satisfied that this constituted agi-

tation and aeration by agitation, and again by mechanical

means to which it is sought to limit the patent.

The Paciiuc.v T.vxk

G. Pacluua tank. The jnilji twice agitated and

aerated was then carried without stopping into a Pachuca

tank. This appliance, briefly described, is a tank 18 ft.

6 in. high by 4 ft. in diameter. Descending in its center

are two pipes or coltimns, one within the other, and in

operation compressed air is released through the inner

one, sending the fluid in an upward current through the

outer one until it strikes with force an overhanging cone

or umbrella, which causes it to splash and fall back into

the tank, to be subjected again and again to the same
revolving movement for a period of time measured by

minutes.

The Pachuca tank was taken from the cyanide art,

where its one function was agitation and aeration, or

rather aeration by agitation. Although agitation is de-

nied by the defendent to be a part of its process, it can-

not be seriously contended in the face of the testimonv

and of the demonstration of the action of the Pachuca

tank before u.s, that the force of compressed air to which

the pulp in the tank is subjected, does not cause agitation

and very violent agitation.

But the defendant contends that the agitation of the

patent is limited to agitation occasioned by mechanical

means, and as the agitation in the Pachuca tank is caused

by pneumatic means, it is beyond the scope of the patent.

This contention is hased not alone upon the words of the

Supreme Court which we have already discussed, but

upon the relation of a niechauical device to the discovery

of the invention.

It appears that in the experiments in which the dis-

covery was made, the inventors agitated various mixtures

by an apparatus known as a Gabbett mixer, and when they

came to reduce their discovery to invention and patent

it, they illustrated diagraminatieally "one form of ap-

paratus suitable for carrying this invention into prac-

tice," wliicli included such a mixer. The patentees did

not attempt to patent a mechanical means by which their

process could be practiced. This is obvious, for the

means ilhistrafivelv shown was a mechanism already
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patented (No. 444,345, Gabbett mixer, 1891). Nor did

they attempt or intend to limit tiieir patent to any mo-

ehanieal means. Tlieir })atent was for a process. But

without rejjard to their intentions, did thoy iji fact so

limit it ? That depends upon what they disclosed by their

patent.

The QUE.STION of Agitation

By their disclosures they first told the art that a ma.xi-

mum metal recovery could be had from a minimum oil

content. Up to the time of this disclo.sure that was an

unknown phenomenon. But this disclosure alone, inter-

e-stinEr as it was, would have been valueless to the art,

and would not have entitled the discoverers to a patent,

until they told how and bv what medium that iibenome-

non could he brought into practical use. Knowing this,

they then told the art by the same disclosures that the

minute quantity of oil, besides possessing an affinity for

metal, was a frothing agent, and when used as such the

phenomenon appeared in the froth it developed. But the

patentees did not stop with the disclosure that fomenta-

tion is the condition out of which the phenomenon arises,

but proceeded by further disclosures to tell the art that

the way to ])roduce the desired fomentation is by agitat-

ing the pulp containing the frothing agent. But agita-

tion of certain kinds for certain purposes was well known,

so they went further and told what wiis not known, name-

ly, that the agitation requisite to fomentation of the

character desired, is agitation "greater than and different

from that which had been resorted to before,'' that is,

greater than the more or less brisk or vigorous test-tube

agitation of early patents and of the Cattermole process,

and differen.t from the revolving gentle agitation of the

Elmore bulk-oil process, and that it must be violent in

character and extended in duration in order that air (the

other element of fomentation) might be brought into the

fluid and into co-action with the minute quantity of the

frothing agent. They thus disclosed not only agitation

but the kind of agitation as the medium or mean* by

which the principle of their discovery could be reduced

to practice. Agitation was thus made the practical ele-

ment of their patented process, and by their patent dis-

closures they told the art that agitation was the secret by

which the princ-iple of their discovery could be unlocked

and used.

If the same principle can be turned to use and the same
results olitaineil without agitation, or by an agitation

which is not the equivalent of the agitation of the patent

disclosures, we may have another question ; but wlien the

critical quantity of oil is used and fomentation is pro-

duced by agitation, which in degree of violence and in

duration is suiistantially that of the patent, clearly it is

indifferent whether it is attained by mechanical or ofhei'

means, for the patent deals with agitation as a means of

developing the discovery, not with means for develo])ing

agitation.

Accepting the teaching of the patent with reference to

agitation as a means, the defendant employed it, certainly

in three, if not four, of the steps of its process. In the

first and second, agitation was olirained bv mechanical

means; in the third (the Pachuca tank) by pneumatic
means. It is upon this difference in means to produce
agitation that the defeiulant, in part, defends the charge
of infringement. But what it sought and what it got by
the use of the Pailnica fank was agitation, and tluit is

what the patent told it to get, aiul we conceive it makes
no difference whether it got it by mechanical or pneu-
matic means. We see no difference between the blow of

a paddle and the blow of a bla.st of air as means to pro-

duce agitation. And the defendant itself shows there is

no difference between the two in procuring the agitation

of the patent, for by agitating the pulp in the Pachuca
tank by pneumatic means with an intensity and for a

period of time sufficient to aerate the pulp, the defendant
got the precise metal-bearing froth of the patent. This
was unintentionally and accidentidly shown on one occa-

sion when the Pachuca tank was cut out of the process

and the pulp brought to rest. The characteristic froth of

the patent arose at once and formed in a collar two feet

thick. In view of the agitation to which the pulp had
been subjected, we must assume that it was the result of

that agitation.

Thus far the defendant did everything that is disclosed

by the process of the patent. It used the critical quantity
of oil. This is admitted. It agitated the pulp by one
means and another with an intensity and for a time suf-

ficient to change the physical character of the pulp, as

intended by the patent, and developed in it the quality of

producing an air-bearing froth, wiiich it did when per-

mitted to come to rest. But in the practice of the defend-

ant, agitation was not stopped or even arrested in the

Pachuca tank. The pulp was carried in circuit without
stopping and without abatement of agitation into Callow
cells, carrying with it the air content accumulated by the

agitation of the centrifugal pump, the air drop and the

Pachuca tank.

The Callow Cell

Callow cells. As a last step, the pulp was conveved
into Callow cells. A Callow cell is a rectangular tank
with a sloping bottom made of canvas, through the per-

forations of which compressed air ascends in myriads of

air bubbles through the liquid it contains. By this proc-

ess the defendant contends it pursued a practice taken

from the prior art and entirely outside the scope of the

patent.

In this connection much stress has been placed by the

defeiulant upon the prior art, on the theory that as the

.Supreme Court found the invention not anticipated, all

that the prior art contains is open to it without the hazard
of infringement. This position is unobjectionable. It

is clear that if the defendant practiced the process of the

patent and obtained a different result, or if it ]u-acficed

a different process and obtained the same result, it did

not infringe. To do this it was free to resort to a prac-

tice of the prior art or to practice new to the art. It

chose to rely upon a practice of the prior art, which,

through producing the .same result in metal recoveries as

that of the patent, it maintains differed from it in its

steps and means. It was based u|)on Patent No. 793,808

granted to Sulman ami Picard (two of the ]iatentees of the

[latent in suit) and commoidy called the Bubbles patent.

This patent, though it never reached the mill, has been

extensively discussed by experts and counsel. Air is in-

(mduced into the bottom of a tank similar in shape to

that of a Callow cell. Near the bottom is a jierfoi-ated

helical worm or tube through which, while revolving, air

is permitted to escajie and ascend in bubbles to the sur-

face. As the pulp is modified by oil (not the critical

quantity of the patent) the air bubbles anti metal |)ai1i-
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cles arc coated with oil, wlu'ivuiKiii the oil pci'loi'ins its

known afilnity for niptal and air its known characteristic

to ascend and assist the oiled metal to the surface.

While there is a similarity in prineiple between the

mere introduction of air in the Callow cell and in the

h\ibb!ps tank, the purpose for which air is injected and the

function which air performs after it is injected are alto-

gether different in the two. Before the pulp is put into

the bubbles tank it is agitated for the purpose of mixing

the oil and coating the metal particles, and when that is

done it is turned into the bubbles tank where the air

bubbles, liberated through the perforations of the coil,

attach themselves to and escort the oil-coated metal par-

ticles to the surface, where they are carried off by skin

flotation. In the Callow cell of the defendant's process,

(the claimed equivalent of the bubbles tank) air was

used for another purpose. The pulp first agitated to the

potentiality of the critical quantity of oil and air of the

patent was carried into the Callow cell, and with its ele-

ments thus fully developed was subjected to an air blast,

which did two things, resulting in a third. First, the air

blast further aerated or super-aerated an already fully

ai?rated pulp by driving into it myriads of air bubbles,

and second, caused an agitation which while considerable

was not violent, resulting in a foam, which persisted so

long as air pressure was maintained, and which had a

metal-bearing quality and sufficient stability to permit

recovery by overflow.

The Difference in Tdutiis

A peculiar feature of this step in the process and upon

which the defendant earnestly relies to distinguish it from

that of the patent, is, that if the pulp agitation of the

Callow cell is arrested by withdrawing the air pressure,

the foam immediately subsides and the froth of the patent

does not arise as it did when agitation was arrested in the

Pachuca tank. This is true. It is equally true that in

this fourth step, aeration is direct and is not the result of

or caused by agitation. On the contrary, agitation results

from aeration and such agitation, though present in some

measure, is not even approximately of the violence and

duration of the agitation of the patent. The operation

in the Callow cell certainly possesses these distinguishing

features from operation of the process where aeration is

eaused by agitation. Emphasizing this difference in its

favor, the defendant pressed further and urged that the

operation of the Callow cell was not dependent upon the

])recedent treatment of pulp in the Pachuca tank and

that the same results could be obtained from the Callow

cell without such previous agitation and aeration. This

assertion is based upon an experiment made by the de-

fendant in the presence of representatives of the plaintifl'

when the Pachuca tank was cut out of the system and

pulp from the centrifugal pump was shunted directly

into the Callow cells, with the result that the Callow cells

continued to jierform their function of supplying air

huhhles, agitating the pulp to a degree and forming an

overflowing metal-carrying foam. But the metal carried

over was not assayed and we do not know what were the

commercial results of the test. We know, however, that

this was but an experiment and after the ('X])criment had

Ijeen concluded the defendant returned immediately to

its practice of using the Pachuca taidv. Nor arc we in-

foj'med as to what would happen if the centrifugal pump
had also been cut out, because whether in the mill or in

the liilidiiitory, so far as we have been shown, it appears

that hcfore the Callow cell (or bubbles tank) is called

upon to perform its task the pulj) is always pre-agitated

and pre-aerated in some fashion and to some extent.

Even in the demonstrations of the Callow cell and the

bubbles tank made before us in court, the defendant's

demonstrator caused the pul]) to be violently agitated by

a (Inhhi'll viivcr, the illustrated means of the patent, for

a period of time measured ijy a stop-watch before it was

turned into the cell and tank.

Notwithstanding the defendant's testimony is silent as

+0 wliat a Callow cell would do to pulp that had not been

previously agitated and aerated, and notwithstanding all

Callow cell demonstrations before us were made with pre-

agitated and pre-aerated pulp, the case for the defendant

was largely argued as though its process consisted solely

in passing thoroughly mixed but quiescent pulp directly

into Callow cells, where it received its first and final ai-ra-

tion without previous or present agitation, resulting in a

metal-beai'ing foam with chai'acteristics different from

those of the froth of the patent. We find nothing in the

evidence or in the demonstrations which justifies that ar-

gument. If the only agitation to which the pulp was sub-

jected (after such agitation as in the prior art was neces-

sary to mix the oil and ore) was the agitation of the Cal-

low cells, we would not say that that agitation amounted

to or was the equivalent of the violent agitation of the pat-

ent disclosure and constituted infringement; but in the

process we are c(msidering and upon which the decree we
are reviewing was based, the Callow cells were not the

whole process, but were merely the last of four distinct

parts of the process, the other three being the process of

the patent or its fair equivalent. Having used the process

of the patent in the first three steps in developing in the

pulp the potentiality of the critical quantity of oil and air

and in bringing the pulp to the point where, if permitted,

it would produce the result of the patent, we feel that

the defendant cannot escape infringement by taking an

additional step, even though that step if taken alone

avoids the jjatent.

The Third ^Miami Process

The third process of the defendant was developed and

put into practice during the trial and constituted one of

the defenses to the charge of infringement. There is

little difference between it and the second process.

The plant is shown to comprise two independent sets

of flotation cells. The flotation cells are designated

"roughing cells" and "cleaner cells." Adjoining each

group of cells is a Pachuca tank. The operation begins

upon the 28 concentrating tables, so numbered upon the

drawing. The material rejected by these tables is treated

by the flotation process. The flow of pulp in the tables

through the launders takes place by gravity until the pulp

reaches a bucket elevator, which is the substitute for the

centrifugal pump in the second process. When the pulp

is raised by the elevator to an upper floor, it is divided

and flows in equal ]iarts into two Pachuca tanks, thence

to the Callow cells, where metal recoveries are obtained

by froth overflow.

The value of this process, as "a defense, is found in an

experiniciif to which it was subjected. The plant was ar-

ranged in two groups of identical members. In the

experiment one group was operated with the Pachuca

tank as iilanned. In the other the Pachuca tank was cut
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out Mini tlio pulp ronvevpfl directly from the elevator to

the cells. The result was no ;i]ipareut dilt'erencc in the

action of the pulp and little dilferenee in the assays of

the metal recoveries, that difference, curiously enough,

heing in favor of the group in which the Pachuca tank

was not used. The evidence of the fact and of the effect

of this experiment was not contradicted, except, perhaps,

by the defendant itself, by returning at once to its

previous practice of using both Pachuca tanks, and in

pursuing that practice to a time beyond the trial. Tliis

fact places the third process in the position of the second,

where we have found that agitation and aeration of the

Pachuca tank is the agitation of the patent and amounts

to infringement.

The fourth process is not in the record and was not

considered by the District Court in reaching the decree

now before us on appeal. It was brought to our attention

during the argument by counsel, who said that in the

process developed by the defendant after the trial, and

now practiced, the Pachuca tanks are eliminated, the

pulp being delivered directly from the bucket elevators

to the Callow cells. While we are loath to omit from our

consideration and judgment anything affecting this very

important patent and the art to which it relates, we feel,

nevertheless, that we cannot consider and adjudge with

propriety or authority a process with respect to which the

plaintiff has had no opportunity to produce testimony and

which was not embraced in the decree we are reviewing.

We find no error in the decree of the District Court

holding valid and infringed claims 1 and 13 of the first

patent in suit.

The Second Patext in Suit

The second patent involved in this suit. No. 962.678

—

also for improvements in ore concentration—was applied

for on Apr. 30, 1909, was issued on June 28, 1910, to

Sulman, Greenway and Higgins, and has not been judi-

cially passed upon except by the court below. Its particu-

lar object is "to separate certain constituents of an ore

such as metallic sulphides from other constituents such

as gangue when the ore is suspended in a liquid such as

water."

It is also an air-froth flotation process, but differs from

the first patent, although both processes may be and both

actually are, employed conjointly. Its essential feature

is the use of a mineral-frothing agent in solution and the

method will be best understood by turning to the specifi-

cation :

According to this invention the crushed ore is mixed with water
containing in solution a small percentage of a mineral-frothing
agent (that is of one or more organic substances which enable
metallic sulphides to float under conditions hereinafter specified)
and containing also a small percentage of a suitable acid, such
as sulphuric acid, and the mixture is thoroughly agitated ; a gas is

liberated in, generated in. or effectively introduced into the mixture
and the ore particles come in contact with the gas and the result
is that metallic sulphide particles float to the surface in tlie form
of a froth or scum, and can thereafter be separated by any well-
known means. Among the organic substances which in solution
we have found suitable for use as mineral-frothing agents with
certain ores are amyl acetate and other esters ; ptienol and its

homologues ; benzoic, valerianic and lactic acids ; acetones and
other ketones, such as camphor. In some cases a mixture of two
such mineral-frothing agents gives a better result than a single
agent. The above mentioned mineral -frothing agents are all more
or less effective in the presence of an acid, such as sulphuric acid,
and are given as types, but are not intended to form an exhaustive
iist of suitable organic substances which may be used in this
manner and for these objects. On the other hand there arc
many organic comi)Ounds which in solution will not effect the
result described, such as some sugars, dextrin, saponin, albumen,
ox gall, etc., and a simple test is retuiired in the case of varying
ores or materials to determine whicli organic compound is most
suitable.

The following is an example of one method of carrying this
hivention into effect. Water containing a small percentag:e of
sulphuiic a<'id in solution, say fi"om 0,2':^ to O.S';;, and containing
in solution a small quantity, say n.l';'r of one of the foregoing
organic substances (say amyl acetate) is, with finely pulverized

ore, introduced into an agitating apparatus. In the proportion n(
say .! parts by weight of water to 1 part by weight of ore. The
agitation is carried out in such a way as thoroughly to di.sseminate
air through the mixture, which is thereafter discharged into a
spitzkasten. It is found that a coherent froth or scum floats on
the surface of the water in the spitzkasten. This froth contains
a large proportion of the metallic sulphides, but is substantially
free from gangue. -Any well-known means may be employed tor
collecting the froth. If desired the tailings can be re-treated by
the same process with or without the addition of fresh quantities
of the organic materials referred to. The action may in some
mstances be improved by heating the mixture

.Several agitation vessels are placed in series. These may
conveniently be large vats separated by partitions having opening
at the bottom so that the liquid may pa.ss from one to another
Each vessel is provided with a rotatable stirrer which is con-
veniently of the form shown in the drawing. Each stirrer is
carried on a spindle rotated at a high speed by any convenient
means. Crushed ore or similar finely divided mineral is fed into
the first vessel through any convenient ore-feeding device, . . .

and water is also ted into the vessel. A small proportion of
acid, such as sulphuric acid, may be introduced into the water
from the feeding vessel, and a small proportion of one or more
other soluble sub.stances which enable metallic sulphides to be
floated by air under the conditions hereafter specified, may be
introduced from the feeding vessel. The liquid containing orem suspension is vigorously agitated in the agitation ves.sels
and escapes at the outlet highly charged with air.

A settling apparatus consisting of one or more spitzkasten is
placed nnmediately at the outlet from the agitation apparatus.
As shown in the drawing, the spitzkasten has a launder to
receive the fioating froth which passes away through the out-
let. The liquid and the sunken material pass out through
the outlet at the bottom of the spitzka.sten. The level of the
liquid in the spitzkasten is slightly above the lip. Within
the spitzkasten is placed an inclined baffle or guide plate, which
may be made adjustable, extending upward from below the in-
let and arranged to direct the stream of ore particles and air
bubbles toward the surface of the liquid in the spitzkasten.

Hitherto many proposals have been made for the wet concen-
tration ot ores involving the addition to the liquid in which
the ore is suspended of an immiscible liquid. For example in
the patent granted to Cattermole. Sulman and Picard. United
.States No. 777.274, dated Dee. 13. 1004, is described a process of
ore concentration in which metalliferous particles were coated with
a thin film of a fatty or resin acid or a phenol or a cresol by intro-
ducing the alkaline compounds ot these materials into an acid
liquid whereby these materials were liberated in an immiscible
or insoluble condition and adhered to the mineral particles. In
another known process the powdered ore suspended in water, pref-
erably acidified, is mechanically brought to the surface whereby
the particles are exposed to the air and it is found that the
metalliferous particles float on the surface while the gangue
sinks. In this known process the selective flotation ot the metal-
liferous particles is not due to the metalliferous particles being
coated with a selective agent, that is to say. the selective flota-
tion is due to the properties ot the metalliferous particles them-
selves when exposed to air or other gas and brought onto the
edge or surface ot water preterablv acidified.

The present process differs trorn the two before-mentioned
types and from other known concentration processes by the in-
troduction into the acidified ore pulp ot a small quantity of a
mineral-frothing agent, i.e., an organic compound in solution
of the kind above referred to and by the fact that the metal-
liferous particles are brought to the surface in the form ot a
froth or scum not by mechanical means, but by the attach-
ment of air or other gas bubbles thereto.

In the frothing processes hitherto known the substance used
to secure the formation of a mineral-bearing troth has been oil
or an oily liquid immiscible with water. According to this in-
vention the mineral-frothing agent consists of an organic com-
pound contained in solution in the acidified water.

We do not confine ourselves to the proportions above given, the
best proportion can in each case be easily determined by trial.

It is well known that certain of the organic substances we
have referred to are not .=oIuble in water in all proportions and
that it used in excess might partly remain insoluble in the acidi-
fied water and might become mechanically affixed to the metal-
liferous particles of the ore. We disclaim any such use of these
substances and only claim them in such amount as will enable
them to dissolve in the acidified water.

The claims in issue are the following

:

1. The herein described process of concentrating ores which
consists in mixing the powdered ore with water containing in
solution a small quantity of a mineral-frothing agent, agitating
the mixture to form a froth and separating the froth.

2. The herein described process ot concentrating ores which
consists in mixing the powdered ore with water containing in
solution a small quantity of an organic mineral-frothing agent,
agitating the mixture to form a troth and separ.ating the froth.

5. The herein described process ot concentr.ating ores whicli
consists in mixing the powdered ore M-ith water containing in
solution a small quantity of a mineral-frothing agent, agitating the
mixture and beating air into it in a finely divided state so as to
form troth and separating the froth.

(!. The herein described process ot concentrating ores which
consists in mixing the powdered ore with water containing in
solution <a small quantity ot an organic mineral-frothing <agent,

agitating the mixture and beating air into it in a finely divided
state so as to form a froth and separating the froth.

The difference between the two patents may be shortly

stated to be this: The first process rests upon the use

in very small quantity of an oily substance tliat does not

dissolve in water, coupled with agitation of the pulp, and

this succeeds in producing a special froth that is remark-

ably effective in recovering the minute particles of ore.

The second process docs not employ oil, or an undissolv-

able substance; on the contrarv, the "mineral-frothing
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ili^rnt." must lir in soliiiinti. iliid r.r ri Irniiiiii must tluMV-

fore be dissolvahlo. The siiccilicntinii discliiinis tlio use

of so larjrc a quantity that part of it remains uiulissolvod.

The "mineral-frothing agent" is further liniiteil hy de-

scribing it as "one or more organic snbstanccs whicli

enable metallic suli)hides to float under conditions here-

inafter specified"; and, as this general statement does not

convey specific information, the patentees give several ex-

amples of organic suiistances that are found to be suit-

able for u^e in solution. In passing we may note that

claims 1 and 5 are broad enough to cover inorganic froth-

ing agents also, but as no such agent is yet known Ibis

feature need not now be considered. Just bow or why

this solution with the necdfid agitation prodiuvs the

froth, is not certainly known •, but the fact is, that (to n<c

the language of the brief)—
its pffoft (is) tn prnrlure a tsimilar act inn of air

bubbles in the attraction nf nietalUc particles, a similaf levita-

tion of the niptallic particles, a similar persistence of the hub-

bies a similar reliable adherence of the air bubbles to the me-
tallic particles, and a similar capacity for final separation of

the metallic particles hv their overflow, still in attachment to

air bubbles, at the top of a vessel containing the pulp.

An observable difference in effect is that the froth of

the second patent is composed of bubbles much smaller

than the Inibbles of the oil ]irocess.

We may also note that while the addition of an acid to

the mineral-frothing agent is described as part of the

process, this was at that time a usual practice, and in any

event is not an element in the claims now in issue. The

agitation is to be thorough, but in the same connection

the means for bringing this about is described in terms

that are wide and inclusive. The air or other gas is to be

"liberated in, generated in, or eifectively introduced into

the mixture," in order that the ore particles may come

into contact with the gas and as a result may float to the

surface in the form of a froth or scum which can be sep-

arated afterward by any well known means. The object

of introducing the air or other gas into the mixture is

such agitation of the pulp as will produce the desired

froth, but the claims are not confined to a particular de-

vice or a particular degree of agitation. But of course,

the agitation must be thorough and it must be effective,

these being matters for exjieriments but always with the

ultimate object of bringing the sulphide particles to the

surface and holding them there in the grasp of a froth.

We do not find it necessary to discuss the question of

validity: onr conclusion is, that the patent discloses in-

vention and has not been anticipated. As in the case of

the oil process, the patentees seems to have taken "the

final step which converted experiment into solution,

turned failure into success" (Minerals Separation Co.

vs. Hyde, 242 U. S., 3G1) ; and we find nothing in the

prior art that can be held to antici])ate. The real ques-

ti<m upon tliis patent also is the question of infringement,

and here as well as there the decision turns upon the

kind and degree of agitation employed by the defendant.

We need not dwell tipon the subject, for as the defendant

used both processes conjointly it is evident that what has

been said about the infringing agitation in the oil process

nmst also apply to the same agitation when considered in

reference to the second process. There is this difference,

however; as pointed out above the agitation of the second

process is so described as to cover expressly a wider

range of means and degree ihat is expressly covered by

the first process, and therefore needs less aid. if any, from

the doctrine of equivalents. For the reasons given in dis-

ciissiiiL' the nil patent, \vc think the (Icfcndant's practices

infriiiijc also the process now under consideration.

'Vho third patent involved, No. l,0!)0,(l!)f)—was applied

for on June :!0. 1011, was issued on June 9, 1911, to

Henry Howard (Irecnway, and has not been judicially

passed upon except by the court Ix-low. As stated in the

sneeification, its process is "a modification of the inven-

tion described in TT. S. Patent to H. T^. Sulnian, A. TI.

Higgins and myself. No. OGS.'u'S, granted June 28,

1910," which is the second jiatent here in suit, flreen-

way's iiarticular tiliject was "to separate certain constitu-

ents of the ore such as copper sulphides (for example in

the form of copper pyrites or metallic copper, natural or

rtvlnccd) from other constituents, such as gangue where

the ore is suspended in a liquid such as water." .\fter de-

scribing the process of No. 9(i2,f>7S. as one "applicable

generally to the recovery of metallic sulphides and like

floatable metalliferous matter and in ease of lead and zinc

sulphides to which the process has been largely applied"

and stating that in such process "it is necessary for

efficient working that the pulp should be lightly acidi-

fied, and in most cases in practice the pulp is heated,"

the patentee disclosed his discovery, namely, that both

acids and beat can be dispensed with, saying that "it is

now found that with copper ore such as an ore containing

copper pyrites effective .reparation is obtained in the cf)ld

without the use of acid by employing as mineral froth-

ing agents, aromatic hydroxy compounds such as phenol,

cresol or mixtures containing the same." Upon this dis-

closure the claims here in issue were granted, illustra-

tive of which claim 12 is for "a process of concentratins;

ores which consists in mixing a powdered ore containing

copper with neutral water containing in solution a min-

ute quantity of cresol. agitating the mixture in +he

cold to form a froth and separating the froth." In the

court below the patent was held invalid, and agreeing

as we do with the conclusion reached by it in refer-

ence to the first and second patents, we are the more in-

clined to follow its decree in reference to the third pat-

ent. But an examination of the proofs satisfies us that

the process disclosed in this patent was a substantial de-

parture from processes of the prior art. The heating of

water is a matter of large moment in large operations,

and the u.se of acid is a matter of constant and consid-

erable expense. By wholly dispensing with both by the

use of a minute qiiantity of hydroxy compounds, the pat-

entee has disclo.sed an original and novel plan which has

broadened and made more simple the agitation process

of air flotation. The length of this opinion, rendered

necessary in the full discussion of the first patent, is the

suflicient warrant for our refraining from a detail dis-

cussion of the proofs and reasons which led to our con-

clusion as to the novelty and inventive character of Green-

way's discovery, and we therefore limit ourselves to stat-

ing that after full consideration we have reached the

conclusion that his patent is valid, and, for the reasons

.stated in discussing the first patent, is infringed.

It is ordered that the part of the decree of the District

Court holding valid and infringed claims 1 and 12. and

invalid claim 9, of Letters Patent No. 8.35.120, and hold-

ing valid and infringed claims 1, 2, 5 and 6 of Letters

Patent No. 962,678, be aflSrmed, and that the part hold-

ing invalid claims 1 to 12 of Letters Patent No. 1.099,699,

be reversed ; and that a decree in accordance with this

opinion be entered.
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The Determination of Silica

II. A. li. lOTIIKinVKLL"

Tlio determination of silica in ordinarv analysi.'; ha<

been tlie suhjeet of eonsideraljle investigation. F. (i.

Ilawley. in the -/unrrial of Mar. .'il, 1917, points out a

lead that other chemists miuht well follow. This is

not .Air. Ilawlcy's first, article on a similar subject,

and the endeaxor to give othcr.s the benefit of one",s re-

search is highly praiseworthy. Eighteen months ago I

was associated with Jlr. Hawley in some silica research

work, and I have since carried on further investigations.

SOLUBILITT OF SlO. IN ClILORIDE SOLUTION.S

While all chemists who have done check work in SiO,
determinations readily concede that it is soluble, few
seem to realize the degree of solubility and still fewer

have investigated the cause.

The paper by Lenher and Tniog in the Journal of the

American Chemical Socictt/ for May, 1916, contains the

fullest details yet puljlished of such investigations. At
that date an average of 10 to 15 SiO, determinations in

duplicate was being made daily on check work at the

laboratory of the International Smeltery, at Jliami,

Ariz., and no correction was made on the weight of

SiOo found. Scores of experiments had proved that on
the average the loss from solubility was just conterbal-

anced by the gain from impurity in the ilu.x. Since

that date I have worked in a laboratory where the idea

of gain from flux was scouted and no deduction made

;

but a correction was made for SiO, dissolved, accord-

ing to the amount of it found. The amount to be add-
ed varied from 0A% on samples under 5% up to 1.6%
on .samples over 50% in SiO.,. The idea was entirely

wrong, as is shown by Mr. Hawley's figures and those
given herewith.

SILICA DETERMIX.\TIONS ON SL.\G S.\MPLES

,. ^ . On Filter, In Filtrate,
No. Fusion Dehydrated Silica Taken Up % %

1 Peroxide lOc.c. HCl ISC'";) boil 2 ir.in. 39 52 0030-0 60
2 Peroxide 10 c.c. HCl 25 c.c. water boil 2nnn. 38 10 0055-1 30
3 Peroxide 25 c.c. HCl 50 c.c. water boil 2 min. 37 32 0132-2 64
4 Peroxide 25 c.c. HCl 100 c.c. water boU 2 min. 37 20 0146-2 92
5 JJaOH As No. 1 39 36 0036-0 72
* Jlf^OH As No. 2 338 20 0070-140
7 Peroxide and NaOH As No. 1 35 20 0030-0 60
8 Peroxide and NaOH .\s No. 4 33 40 0115-2 30

Determinations similar to Nos. 1-6 but run in pairs

on concentrates instead of slag, gave results all within
1-1.15% to 14.25%. Detenninations similar to Nos.
7 and 8, run as No. 4, but on concentrates, give 12.8%.
No corrections have been included 'in any of these re-

sults. According to the scale referred to, the correction
in the case of No. 8 would be 0.8%, making a total of
13.6% SiO,. The umpire in New York reported this

sample as 14.1% SiO,.

Another sample of slag assayed at three large smelteries
by independent chemists gave the following results:

SAMPLE ANALYZED AT DIFFERENT PLANTS
Sample Dehydrated .SiO, Taken Up Correction Made %SiO.

A Details not known Details not known 38 7B Details not known Details not known 39

^

C 25 c.c. HCl and 50 c.c. water Included in result 39 38D According to Hawley None 39 62D According to Hawley None 39 62D According to Hawley None 39^70

Referring to Mr. Hawley's table No. 2 in the article

previously mentioned we note that the SiO, recovered
from the filtrate varies little, and not in proportion to
fhe SiO, present in the sample.

•Mining encineer. Trail. B. C. Canada.

Of the total SiO, found, thai in the filtrate amounts to

the rolldwing ])er cent.

12 3 4 5 6 7

39 45 1 05 2 10 3 66 6 83 10.25

showing that the SiO, loss increases with the amount
of SiO._, present in the sample.

If from the weight of SiO, found in each of the

seven analyses we deduct 1 mg. as impurity introduced
by flux, express the result as per cent, and add to it

the per cent. SiO, recovered from the filtrate, all the
results will agree within the limits allowable in techni-

cal work. Of course no one would work on 20 mg. for

SiO, estimation.

Lenher and Truog instance the solvent effects of

.sodium and ammonium chlorides. The following fig-

ures show that the loss of SiO, is largely due to the
presence of salts in the solution. In these tests the
dehydraied SiO, was taken up with acid, filtered and
washed, then rin.sed off the filter into clean casseroles

and evaporated to dryness. After treatment as shown,
the SiO, that dissolved was estimated.

The time of boiling and water added were the samy
in every test.

EFFECT OF THE PRESENCE OF SALTS ON SiOj DETERMINATION

No. .\cid and Salte Added to SiO, Filter
1 SiO,-H0c.c. HCl 8
2 SiO. 4- 10 c.c. HCl 10
3 SiO.-(-10c.c. HCI-t-l g. MgCL 2 2
4 SiO,-|-IOc.c. HCl-M g. MgCl," '.'.'.".'" 18
5 SiO, + IOc.c. HCH- lg.eachFeS04,CuS04,Al.(S0.)3... 2
6 SiO, + 10c.c. HCl-|-5g, NaCl ... 4
7 SiO., -HlOc.c. HCl-|-2g. CaCL '.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'. 12
8 SiO^-t- 10 c.c. HCl and continued boiling

*

j 8
9 .SiOj-l-IOc.c. HCl-f-2g. MgCI 35
10 SiO,-l-IOc.c. HCl-l-5g. NaCl" '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

3^5

These results seem to indicate that the more alkali

salts there are present the greater will be the loss of

SiO,. Hence the time of boiling and the volume of
liquid must be kept to a minimum, which will cause a

maximum amount of the NaCl to remain undissolved
until the wash water is applied to the filter.

Caustic Soda Fusions

If NajO, is not available and material carrying much
copper or lead is to be run, necessitating acid treatment
before fusion in a platinum crucible with NaKCO,, time
will be saved by making fusions in nickel crucible with
NaOH alone. Break off about 1 in. (5 g.) of pure
stick NaOH. Put into a 30 c.c. nickel crucible and fuse
in a dull-red muffle. Eemove and allow to cool. Weigh
in 0.5 g. of sample and fuse in muffle. It is always
advisable to use a cover with straight NaOH fusions,

as there is much more boiling and chance of loss than
with Na,02 mixture. When fused, remove the nickel

cover, pick up the crucible by the edge with a pair of
finger tongs, give a swirl and pour out the contents
quickly onto a slab of smooth iron or copper.

Wliile the crucible is cooling keep it turning so as
to form the thinnest possible layer inside with that por-
tion of the melt that did not come out. The small-
est part of the melt collected in a lump is very slow to
dissolve. Place the crucible and lid in a 4-in. casserole.

Fill the crucible half full of warm water, then almost
fill with HCl. With a finger cot scrub out the crucible
and wash down the lid. Remove both. Add the poured
melt and cover with a large clock glass. Warm to dis-
solve, then add a few cubic centimeters of nitric acid to
oxidize and proceed with evaporation and remainder of
treatment as usual for correct SiO., work.
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On a series of trials over several months on a variety

of materials such as slags containing 35-40% SiO„,

calcines with 20-2 \'/c SiO^, and concentrates with 14-

1S% SiOo, I have found that, when making no correc-

tion on weight of SiO, obtained, the NaUIl fusion re-

sult is always about 0.8% higher than that from NaJ)^

mi.\tui-e. Investigation showed tiiat tlie impurity in

the Na-.O; mixture came from the NaOII. In this

fusion al)out 3 g. NaOM will be used, whereas in straight

caustic fusion about 5 g. will be used, so that the gain

from flux will be greater than the loss due to solubility of

SiOg. After live or six tliousaud Na._.(). fusions in nickel

crucibles with some hundreds checked by the carbonate

method in a ])latiiiuni crucible I can s]")eak for the accu-

racy and the speed of the former method.

Regarding direct fusions on limerock, tlicre is a pos-

sible source of loss that is purely mechanical. The first

water is added to tlie fusion from a fine jet inserted under

the cover glass. When the action is over, the glass is

removed and the IlCl added in small lots from a bur-

ette, beginning with weak acid. A fine spray that is

scarcely visible will dance above the crucible to a height

of two or three inches. Some of it will fall beyond the

sides of the casserole in which the crucible stands, so

that it may be seen on the bench.

Using the Government standard argillaceous limerock

and running one check every other day in a lot of 20

samples, for some time results were obtained lower than

the SiO, content given by the Government analysis. The

assumption was that all the work of the operator was

proportionately low. When the loss from spray was

stopped, the results agreed closely with the correct fig-

ure.

The following figures are the results of a few of many
experiments to learn the effect of the presence of va-

rious metals on SiO^ determination. Half a gram

of the sample was fused in a nickel crucible with Na.Oj

mixtuie, extracted by HCl, dehydrated, and taken up

with 10 e.e 50% HCl. This was boiled one minute, 30

c.c water added, warmed and filtered.

EFFECT OF METALS ON THE DETERMINATION OF SiO,

No.

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

.. I

2

3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

;. 1

2
3

Sample

Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Concentrates
Siliceous ores
Siliceous ores
Siliceous ores

Metal Added

1 00 mg. AssOa in fusion
1 mg. Sb in fusion

1 00 mg. Sb in fusion
50 mg. M0O3 in fusion
100 mg. M0O3 in fusion
200 mg. MoOa in fusion .

30 mg. VjOb in fusion
50 mg. V^Ot in fusion. .

15 mg. Bi as nitrate to sol. of "melt"
50 mg. Pb (NO,)j sol. of "melt". . .

.

50 mg. Pb (NO3) . in fusion
30 mg. WO3 in fusion

50 mg.
250 mg.
300 mg.
300 mg.
50 mg.
100 mg.
100 mg.
20 mg.
100 mg.
1 00 mg.

PbSO^ in fusion
PbSC)^ in fusion
MoOj in fusion
M0O3 in HCl solution
WO3 in fusion
BaCla in fusion
BaClj in HCl solution.
TiOj in fusion
TiOj in fvision

TiO, in fusion

BaCla added to fusion

BaCla added to solution of melt.

SiO, Found
er

14 40
14 40
14 40
14 50
14 35
14 40
14 40
14 40
14 40
14 50
14 50
14 50
16 90
15 20
15 20
15 50
15 30
15 30
19 40
38 00
38 00
15.20
15.60
15.80
66 6
68 6

68 8

From these results it is deduced that As, Sb, Pb, Bi,

Mo and V do not interfere with the SiO.^. Lead, even

when added as sulphate does not remain with the SiO„

unless in very large quantity. Tungsten is left with

the SiO^. Ail the Ba in samples "B. Nos. 7 and 8" was

left with the SiO,. These samples carried 20% sul-

phur. Samples "C. Nos 2 and 3" contained less than

1% suiphnr. Sonic l-5a was f(nind in tlii' Si()_,, Imt

most of it went into the filtrate.

Titanium in small amounts does not interfere. In

larger quantities it will depend much on the thorough-

ness of the washing. Most writers and authorities state

that 'i'iO,, or the most of it, is left with the SiO.,. A
very long scries of tests has satisfied me that this is not

so with all ordinary amounts. In many analyses on the

following classes of material the SiO^ after weighing was
tested for TiO. and none found.

TESTING SiO, FOR TiO,

Sample % SiO, %TiO,
Concentrates IS- 19 7-2
Silica ore .... 70 03
Table concentrates 22 Up to 2
Argillaceous limerock 18 15 22

In the last samnle the SiO.^ results cheeked almost

exactly w-ith the Government analysis and the TiO, ob-

tained from the filtrate was 0.23% by calorimetric as-

say. Tests for TiO, were made in two ways: Ignited

SiO., was fused with KTfSO^ in porcelain or platinum, ex-

tracted by 10% H„SO, and tested by NaJ). : ignited

SiO_, was treated in platinum with 11 F and ILSO, and

evaporated to fumes twice to insure all IIF being off.

placed in nnitTle and then fused with KHSO^ and tested.

Analysis of a sample of magnetite with 8% TiO, showed

only a trace of TiO, in the SiO.„ It is evident to me
that these smull amounts do not interfere when the SiO,

estimation is properly conducted.

I trust that this will cause other chemists to give us

the results of research work in the ordinary dally routine

of a works' chemist.

Zinc Smelting in Japan

According to United States consular reports, the zinc-

smelting industry in Japan has made great strides since

the outbreak of the war. Japan has become an exporting

country. Whether the situation can be maintained after

the restoration of peace it is not possible at present to

foretell definitely. This question is now being considered.

The ores are obtained chiefly in Australia, China and

eastern Russia. The mines in China, up to the outbreak

of the war, were in the hands of Germans, but since then

the contracts have been canceled, so that, if a certain

amount of capital is invested, the foundations of Japanese

trade can be made finner. Japan alone cannot undertake

the investments in these mines, and some cooperation is

necessary. This should be sought in the United States,

and both nations must see that some agreement is made
concerning the mines of China and Russia. No doubt

Japan has increased her assets since the war began, but

when her property is compared with that of other nations

it does not amount to much.

Calcium Carbide in Brazil

According to the annual rejjort of the Companhia
Brazileira Carbureto de Calcio established in the City

of Palmyra, i\Tinas Geraes, a note of which appears in

Colli nirrce Reporff:. the production of calcium carbide by

this company during the year 1916 was (51,01fi drums,

as against 50,1 16 for the previous year. The board of

managers calls attention to the fact that not only is the

product well received in Brazil, but that considerable

quantities liave also been exported to Argentina.
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Credits in South America

By JIahk K. Lamh*

TliP prohlpin of iM'odits in Soutli Aiiicrica is not nearly

so flifllcult as would appoar at first jjlanee. It is true

that there is no rating coniiiany that eorresponds to our

Dun and Bradstreet, hut this is not altogether an un-

mixed evil. It is not diffieult, nor does it take very

long, to ohtain definite information on the finanrial

standing and credit of prospective clients in South Aniei-

i(a.

It is hest to consult first your local hanker in the dis-

trict where the customer is. This hanker, hy the way,

is much more willing to give siu'h information than is

your banker in the States. Bankers in South America

have one officer, the manager, who knows everyone in

hi.s district. In order to assist you to visualize this

state of affairs, imagine a single bank in everv' large

building in Xew York City, each one doing business

only with the tenants of that building. If to this is

added that most of the tenants are related to one another,

vou have the usual condition in all but a few of the

largest cities of South America. It will he seen that

the bankers are likely to have accurate information con-

cerning the busine.ss men of their di.stricts, and it is

probably for this reason that the commercial agencies

have not made more headway and that their reports

;;re usually not up to the mark set here in New York.

But there is also another reason. The average South

.\merican business man considers the questions asked

by the commercial agencies as being in the nature of

insults—until they are explained to him. The usual

inquiry blank explains nothing and asks some questions

in what is certainly a cold-blooded way. I was with a

mine manager in Bolivia when he received such a blank

for the first time. Among other things it asked if the

directors were honorable and if they paid their debts?

At first I thought my freind was going to have on "at-

tack," but finally he succeeded in expressing his opinion

of "American impudence."

The first inquiry should always be verbal and should

be accompanied with a thorough explanation of our sys-

tem. After the reason for, and value of, such a record

in the States was explained to him, this manager was
only too glad to give the desired information, since both

he himself and his directors stand very high.

Another thing that prevents prompt service on the part

of the commercial reporters is the manner in which their

information is collected. One commercial company sent

me a business directory that they had compiled of

Santiago of ten years ago, asking that I go over it and

correct it, giving rating, kind of business and amount
of turnover of the important business houses of Santi-

ago, and offering to pay ten dollars for this work! Ten
thousand dollars would about pay the expenses of such

a task.

Again, a New York commercial company will ^^•rite

twenty brief, impersonal demands for information to a

bank manager with whom it has no relations and from
whom it has no right to expect favors. The said bank
manager is good to his business friends when they re-

quire information, hut the infornuil ami high-handed
inquiries from here generally reach (he waste basket by
the shortest route.

•MetaUurcical engineer. 3rt riuirch St., Xew York.

The conversation accompanying a verbal inquiry usu

ally runs something like the following:

"Don Luis, a customer of mine, Sr. Aguirre, asks

for a credit of $4000 on a purcha.se," I say to the

manager. His reply is simple, brief and plain: "Sr.

Aguirre is good for anything he undertakes," or "Sr.

Aguirre has plenty of money, hut you should have a

clear understanding and a written contract with him,"
or "Sr. Aguirre is a millionaire, but you should get

rash.'" Such information is not as detailed as one gets

how. hut it is just as useful.

I have been on the West Coast for a number of years,

covering Peru, Bolivia and Chili and am glad to report

(hat during that time my employers lost not a single

account. \\'hilo this is to be credited partly to the

information supplied us by the banks, it is due mainly
to the sound training and high sense of honor among
the West Coast men of business, without regard to na-

tionality. I will he glad at any time to sup])ly any in-

formation 1 may have along these lines, feeling sure

that it will promote good understanding and therefore

increase business interchange.

The North American, in discussing or thinking of

South American credit, assumes the attitude, uncon-
sciously perhaps, that the credit, motives and procedures

of American manufacturers, exporters, buyers and bank-

ers is beyond reproach. It is therefore my patriotic

duty to permit a glimpse of the other side. As this

is a dangerous thing to do, only such cases as are known
personally will be referred to, and in the briefest terms.

Case 1. An ore-purchasing company in New York
bought antimony ore at a low price. The seller was late

in delivering but the buyer accepted, sold the antimony
and asked for more. When the price of antimony
dropped, the buyer refused to pay for the metal accept-

ed and sold.

Case 2. An ore-purchasing company in New York con-

tracted for wolfram in specified minimum monthly lots.

When the price of the metal dropped, the buyer refused

to accept the final lot and has not even paid for the

metal accepted and does not reply to letters and tele-

grams.

Case 3. A New York bank cabled to an ore buyer in

South America a "confirmed credit," in favor of an
ore-purchasing company in New York and, on the

strength of the bank's cable, the buyer in South America
bought sufficient wolfram to supply the American pur-
chaser's requirements. Before final payment was nuide,

however, the New York bank canceled the "confirmed

credit"—a thing unheard of in South American bank-

ing circles.

Case 4. An American exporting company delivered

cases supposed to contain 62% dynamite, but containing

actually coal dust and dirt.

Case 5. An American coal shipper sells anthracite for

producer-gas engines in Bolivia, guaranteed lo bo !iand-

picked with special care. This coal contains, by actual

weight, 11% of clean slate, not counting pieces part

coal and part slate. When it is realized that anthracite

is worth as much as $()() ]ier ton in some parts of Boli-

via, 11>e seriousness of such methods is apparent.

You ask what is done by the injured party—why does

he not bring suit? There are very few Bolivians or 'Chile-

ans who would nltempt to bring suit in the States; just

as you would hesitate a long time before bringing a suit
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ill Chili, and it is only opcasionally that such a trick is

I'layed on -let us say^an English company with the

inclination to fight.

The average Latin American thus choatipcl merely

nurses his grudge and is a walking advertisement i'or

Americans—as he views them.

Some of these cases are due, as the lawyer of one of

the above companies naively explained, to "the desire

of a subordinate to cover up a loss." At other times it

is simply negligence or bad system, but in most eases

it is apparently sharp practice, pure and simple. The
lesson to be gained from it is that, whatever the reason

for the apparent bad faith, the damage done by a thought-

less or frightened employee or a "sharp" lawyer is

always infinitely more than the money "saved."

After years in South America I feel safe in saying

that unfair complaints are so exceedingly rare that a

good businesslike and profitable slogan for American

exporters is a paraphrase and amplification of one that

stares at you in the subway : "The customer is always right

if he really thinks he is, e\en when he is wrong, but

especially when there is any doubt."

[it*

Improvement in Duplex Steel

A jiatent has been granted, covering an impi'ovenient in

the duplex process of making steel. It is said that mills

have had considerable difficulty in making rolled shapes

from duplex; steel without seams or cracks. The cause

of these defects is said to be the lack of managanese in

the openhearth charge, the original manganese content

having been practically eliminated in the converter early

in the blow. The charge in the furnace contains, as a re-

sult, a trace to 0.05% manganese. This permits the

formation of iron oxide, which will enter the bath, de-

stroying to a certain extent the good rolling qualities of

the ingots cast from it.

The patent improvement lies in keeping enough man-

ganese oxide in the charge throughout the refining process,

additions of manganese materials, preferably ore, being

introduced into the furnace either before or with the

charge. Thus the manganese is allowed to enter the metal

so that the latter during the refining period will con-

tain about 0.18% manganese or, better, 0.20% and over.

To do this the furnace slag must contain at least 10%
manganese oxide.

Placer and Lode Claims Defined

Bv AiiTiiuR L. H. Street*

"The term '|ilacer claim,' as I understand it," said

Judge Riner of the United States District Court for

the district of A\'yoming the other day, in handing down

a decision in the case of United States vs. Ohio Oil Co.,

210 Federal Reporter, 99G, "means ground that includes

valuable deposits not in place ; while by the terms 'veins'

or 'lode,' as used in the statute, are meant lines or ag-

gregations of mineral embedd(Ml in quartz or other Tock

in place."

In this case, in which the (iovernment unsuccessfnlly

sued to obtain a decree declaring withdrawal of certain

lands from mineral exploration. Judge Riner reaffirmed

the principles of mining law that there can be no valid

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Building. Minneapolis, Minn.

location of a mining claim without acUial discovery of

mineral on the ground, and that finding of mere indi-

cations of the presence of minerals is insufficient to con-

stitute such "discovery" as will support a location. But
the court found, as a matter of fact, that in this case

a valid discovery had been made.

Speaking of the character of minerals that must be

discovered, the court adds that they "must be of such

cliarnctcr that a person of ordinary prudence would be

justified in further expenditure of his labor and means
with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a

valuable mine or, if it be oil, oil in commercial quantites."

Hungarian Mineral Statistics

The following figures of Hungarian mineral produc-

tion for 1914, which are somewhat belated, are given in

a recent issue of Iron and Coal Trades Review : Copper,

358 tons; lead, 1368; iron ore, 1,722,340; pyrites, 102,-

370; manganese ore, 11,413; coal (excluding coke and
briquets), 909,882; lignite (excluding coke and briquets),

7,902,240; briquets, 112,040; coke, 128,118; pig iron,

494,441 tons. There was a decrease from the 1913 pro-,

duction in the case of every article except lead, which

showed an increase of 231 tons.

Imports in 1914 were as follows: Coal, 2,872,577 tons;

lignite, 275,748; coke, 594,898; briquets, 11,712; pig

iron (including ferroalloys), 94,438 tons.

Peruvian Ore Exports

According to Commerce Reports, of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, certain ores were exported from Peru

to the United States in 191 G as follows: Tungsten,

529,636 kg.; vanadium, 2,915.5 metric tons; molyb-

denum, 4,4 12 kg. ; antimony, 63,038 kg. The tungsten

exported was largely of 62% concentrates; molybdenum,

about 90% ; and antimony, 58%.
There are no available official statistics showing the

total exportation of these minerals during 1916, but

nearly all were exported to the United States, and, there-

fore, the figures represent practically the total quantity.

Preservation of Paper Notices

Blueprints or other paper notices, signs or warnings,

]iasted on a wooden back for support and given about

three coats of ordinary shellac, such as is used by elec-

tricians, make a very satisfactory waterproof sign that

will successfully withstand average rainy weather for a

long time.

This type of sign, not requiring a glass front, does

away with the item of glass breakage caused by accidents,

small boys, wind, etc., besides being of cheaper first cost

both in materials and construction.

AVolfram Oiitimt of Siam increased from 602.267 lb. in the

fi.scal year 1915 to 950.400 lb. in 1916. the entire amount hav-
ing been mined in the district of Nakawn Sritamarat, in the

Siame.se Malay States, where the producing area has also

increased, and with the present high prices a still larger out-

put may be anticipated. In the district of Trang, in the same
states, tungstate of calcium has been found and is now being
worked fol" nn a small scjile.
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The Labor Trouble at Butte

lU'T'l'K C()KKKSI'i)\l)K\(.'K

While there is oviflcncr Ihnt Hiittc's new Inlmr li-diiMos,

whic'li were jiroripitad'd liy lh(> disast reins lire in tho

Ninih Knttc mine in which 1(11 men lost their lives, are

bcini;" financed and encourasiccl hy prn-dcrnians, there

are several canses that lie dee])er than anything' that lias

recently oeenrred to hring them ahont. P]very since the

riots of 191 1 when the old Moyer-ridden miners' union

was disrn])ted, there has been growing evidence of the

need of organization and authority to represent the min-

ers in numerous grievances that have constantly arisen, as

there has heen growing evidence of overhearing authority

on the part of petty bosses and a grinding of unprotected

miners. Wliatever the virtues of the big company, it is a

fact well known to the large majority of people of Butte

that its affairs in relation to the public and its vast army

of employees have been misconducted, and it is regarded

as a crime to say so. The great fault lies in the fact tliat

the company managers are not in close touch with the?

public or with their employees. They employ a large

number of sjiies and special agents to keep them in-

formed, and the information the managers get is just

such information as the agents think the managers want,

and while the pidilic know:; a lot of things, the company

managers think they know others.

The miners in the present uprising charge that the

newspapers of Butte are owned or controlled by the Ana-

conda company and that only matter antagonistic to the

miners is published; that they cannot get a hearing in

the local press, nor get sjiace for the most ordinary state-

ments of their side. It is probable that not a newspaper

man in Butte, if he is interested, would care to take issue

with the miners on that question. It is not hard to im-

agine what sort of permanent feeling that policy must

breed.

It is charged even that eastern financial and mining

journals, are similarly influenced in favor of the big cor-

porations, and that nothing is, or can be, printed that is

not entirely favorable to them. Here is a statement that

has been issued by the publicity committee of strikers,

and which they could not get published in Butte

:

Butte. Montana. June 12. 1917.

To the Public and All Members of Organized Labor:
The Metal Mine Workers Union recently organized in Butte, in

addressing this communication to you feels that it is one of the

duties our organization owes to workers in every branch of in-

dustry. In the first place a brief statemefit of conditions here in

Butte will do much toward laying a proper foundation for the
explanation of the purposes and aims of our organization.

There has been no organization for miners in Butte for the past
three years and while we waited, confidently hoping at first that
in time some organization would be perfected, we were finally

driven to the conclusion that if we were ever to have an organi-
zation, we must develop and perfect it ourselves.

The task seemed too stupendous to even contemplate. We were
and are opposed hy the all powerful Anaconda Copper Mining
Co., which has dominated and terrorized the State of Montana for
years, ruthlessly and brutally cru.shing all opposition.

Experience has taught us that the police force, the county
authorities, and in short almo.st every official agency, would be
used in the attempt to extinguish the spark of resistance

; hut con-
ditions finally became so acute that in desperation we organized,
and in defense of all that is sacred to free-born men. by the love
we be.ar to our families, we will fight to the bitter end, determined
to look one another squarely in the eyes as free men should or
force the companies to shackle us .so thoroughly as to demonstrate
finally that miners have no right to organize.

Tn this the largest mining camp on earth are gathered as
avaricious, subservient and insatiable a group of business men
as could be assembled any place on earth. Whenever wages are
raised in the slightest degree, food, clothing, rent, fuel, etc. arc

immediately boosted so that not a vestige of gain shall remain
to the man who earns it. Rent for example has practically
doubled in the past two years, choice cuts of meat are Indeed a
luxury that workingmen can seldom afford, potatoes for which
framers within fifty miles of Butte are paid from one to two dol-
lars per hundrpt^ are :old in Bultc for five dolKars and even higher.
lOverything we buy i: exorbitantly high, therefore our wages
are not sufficient to p ovide us with tho necessaries of life, yet
when we attempt to voice a protest, the daily papers without ex-
ception, write, denouncing us as anarchists, I. W. Ws., etc.

Of course the fact that the papers are controlled by tho com-
panies, explains this attitude. We have no press and no facili-

ties for exchanging our oiiinions except by word of mouth.
In the mines conditions are fearful. Bulkheads of solid con-

crete block a great number of the emergency exits and in most
of the mines there are no exits at all on the lower levels. This
is made possible by the criminal complaisance of the State Mining
Inspector who never inspects a mine until after an accident and
then only to report that the decea.sed miner came to his death
through an unavoidable accident in spite of everything the com-
pany could do, a report generally rendered.
The companies have instituted a most infamous rustling-card

system and have gradually perfected it until at the present time
a man dare not express his opinion on any subject for fear he
will he refused a rustling card. It is the most humiliating, de-
grading method, ever devised to break a man's spirit. If we can
accomplish nothing more than the complete, unconditional aboli-
tion of the rustling-card system, we feel that we will have ren-
dered the working class a great service, and this organization
will fight it out on these lines, no matter what may come.
We anticipate vicious opposition and our effort has been to

forestall as far as possible the more obvious attack, by turning
the glare of publicity into places where the companies do not want
light thrown, realizing that the slightest mistake might prove
fatal and knowing that the companies had hordes of gun men
around the mines to arrest and if necessary to kill our picket:,,

we decided that picketing was not necessary as the miners realize
that our cause is ju.st.

Our members understand that it is our business to see that no
detectives or stool pigeons be given the opportunity to create a
disturbance and the result has been that to date the companie".
have been absolutely unable to start trouble. A number of our
members have been arrested, but the organization has promptly
furnished bond, and as a re.sult our ranks are not depleted.
Most of the arrests have been of our members and girl sym-

pathizers for distributing our bulletin, the companies seeming to
think that if they could intimidate enough of our members, we
might be forced to suspend publication. As a matter of fact the
bulletins will be distributed even if we have to mail them. Such
a contingency is hardly possible as our members have volunteered
ly hundreds to distribute copies.

The members of organized labor of Butte are with u.s. Several
of the craft organizations of this city have signified their inten-
tion to support us and our demands.
We are demonstrating every day that we are thoroughly and

effectively organized. We ask the support of every union man.
and a study of these facts must convince you that we are entitled
to it.

Our demands are reasonable, as even some of the company
officials have admitted. The demands are as follows:

1. The Metal Mine Workers' Union to be recognized hy all of the
mining companies of the Butte district in its official capacity.

2. The unconditional abolition of the rustling-card system and
to reinstate all blacklisted miners.

3. A minimum wage of $6 per day for all men employed un-
derground regardless of the price of copper, as the cost of living
demands a higher wage scale for the workingmen. Also surface
men to receive an increase in wages in propoition to raise of
miners' wages.

4. The mines to be examined at least once each month by a
committee half to be selected by this union, and half by the com-
pany. The object of this is to avoid, as far as possible, fires and
other accidents.

5. That all men starting to work in mines .shall be shown exits
to other mines so that they may be able to escape in case of fire

or other accident.

fi. Any member getting seven or fifteen days' layoff, to be given
a hearing before a committee, three to be appointed by this union,
and an equal number to be selected hy the compan.y. If the often~e
claimed is not proven, the miner or miners shall be immediately
put to work and paid in full for all time lost.

7. That all bulkheads must be guarded for the safety of miners
by having man-holes built therein.

So much for the most radical side of the strikers.

Other facts that cannot be controverted are that the

]n'esent labor trobules were directly inaugurated and pre-

cijiitatcd by the very worst elements in Butte, and that

includes some of the worst in the world. These include
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the worst among i he I. W. W'.. huvlcss Irish mul Finn, ami

all shades of pro-CJcrnians and anti-conscTiptionists.

Among these again are secreted and iiidden from public

view the incendiary, the dynamiter, the thug and other

criminals who always take advantage of a general dis-

turbance to commit crime and cast reflection on honest

or ignorant strikers.

Many honest miners, who recognize the need of a

union, tried to wrest control of tlie movement from the

vicious element, but without avail. Hundreds of good

miners, ratlier than become involved in the controversy,

the result of which could not be foreseen, left Butte, thus

adding further to the strength of the lawless element.

In spite of the "rustling-card" system which the Ana-

conda com])any has maintained for several years with the

ol)ject of getting a life history of every man who applies

for work and keeping out of the mines the destructive

clement, more of that class of men have secured employ-

ment than ever before, and while the public seems to

have known that the mines were filling up with I. W. W.

and enemies of the nation, the company managers ap-

peared to have !)ecn in cheerful ignorance of the fact until

the climax came, and even then it took them two days to

come to a realization of what had been known in every

newspaper office for days. Really full realization of the

seriousness of the situation did not come to them until

about 85% of the 15,000 miners employed in the Butte

district had quit work.

Butte, like all forbearing and easy-going American

communities and like the American nation, waited and

watched developments until the climax of danger had

heen reached and the harm had been done, and then set

about to talk about and plan means for undoing the

harm.

Gelasio Caetani

In an article in the World's Work for June, Lewis R.

Freeman reports an interview with Col. Giuseppe Gari-

baldi in which the latter tells how he took the Col di

Lana. This is of singular interest, not only for its ac-

count of an adventurous and dramatic military opera-

tion, but also owing to the fact that it introduces one of

our well-known and highly esteemed mining engineers,

a memher of the firm of Burch, Caetani and Hersey. of

San Francisco, who, as an Italian citizen, returned to his

country and entered its army when it appeared that it

was going to war, weeks before the actual declaration.

In journeying into the Dolomite Alps Mr. Freeman's

attention was drawn to one of the peaks of the range.

"Plainly a peak with a personality," I said to the

officer at my side. "What is it called?"

"It's the Col di Lana," was the reply; "the mountain

Colonel Teppiiio' Garibaldi took in a first attempt and

Gelasio Caetani, the Italio-American minin engineer,

afterward blew up and capt\ired completely. It is one

of the most important position on our whole front, for

whichever side holds it not only cfFcctually blocks the

enemy's advance, l)ut has also an invaluable sallyport

from which to launch his own. We simply had to have

it, and it was taken in what was probably the only way

humanly possible. It's Colonel Garibaldi's headquarters,

by the way, where we put up toniiiht and tomorrow; per-

haps you can get him to tell you the story."

Colonel Garibaldi, telling the story, related liow by

herculean efforts he got his cannon into the mountains,

estal:)lished them, and had the Col di Lana ranged to

an inch. On the appointed day their sudden gust of con-

centrated fire snulfed out the lives of all the men in the

Austrian post before they had time to send word to their

reserves of the developing Italian infantry attack. The
Italians took tlie ])lace.

"So far it was so good ; but unfortunately taking the

summit and holding it were two entirely different mat-

ters. We have since ascertained that the fire of 120 guns
was concentrated upon a space of 100 by 150 meters

which offered the only approach to cover that the barren

summit afforded. . . . The enemy counterattacked

at night-fall but were able to retake oidv half the sum-

mit."

A line was established between the two contestants

from which there seemed little probability that either

e(nTld drive the other. This was exposed to the fire of the

guns of either side and so was comparatively safe from

both.

Colonel Garibaldi continues with his story:

"It was, therefore, oidy natural that, when the Aus-

trians had us held u]> before a position it was vitally nec-

essary we should have, we should be^in to consider the

possibility of mininfj it as the only alternative. The con-

ception of the plan did not necessarily originate in the

mind of any one individual, however many have laid

claim to it. It was the inevitable thing if we were not

going to abandon striving for our olijective.

"But while there was nothing new in the idea of the

mine itself, in carrying out an engineering operation of

such magnitude at so great an altitude and from a posi-

tion constantly exposed to intense artillery fire there were

presented many problems quite without precedent. It

was these problems which gave ris pause ; but finally,

despite the prospect of difficulties which we fully realized

might at any time become prohibitive, it was decided to

make the attempt to blow up that portion of the summit

of the Col di Lana still held by the enemy.

Caetani, the 'Mixer

"The choice of the ensrineer for the work was a singu-

larly fortunate one. Gelasio Caetani—he is a son of the

Duke of Sermoneta—had operated as a minin? ensrineer

in the American West for a number of years previous to

the war, and the practical experience gained in Califomi

and Alaska was invaluable preparation for the great task

now set for him. His ready resource and great personal

courage were also incalculable assets. (As an instance of

the latter I could tell you how, to permit him to make

certain imperative observations, he allowed homself to be

lowered over the side of a sheer cliff at a point only

partially protected from the enen.iy's fire),

"Well, the tunnel was started about the middle of Jan-

uary, 1916. Some of my men—Italians who had hurried

home to fight for their country when the war started

—

bad had some previous experience with hand and machine

drills in the mines of Colorado and British Columbia, but

the most of our labor had to gain its experience as the

work progressed. Considering this, as well as the diffi-

culty of bringing up nuiterial (to say nothing of food and

munitions), we made very good progress.

"The worst thing about it all was the fact that it had

to be done under the incessant fire of the Austrian
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nrtillciv. I |iri)vi(li>(l lor tlip men as best I could by init-

h'liu- tlioin ill Liallcries, wboro tliov were nt least able to uet

tlu'ir rest in c iini|iar;iti\oly safely. My own headquart-

ers were in a little shed in the lee of a big roek. When
the enemy finally Found out what we were up to they

celebrated tlu-ir discovery by a steady bombardment which

lasted for 1 I days without interruption. During a cer-

tain 4"i hours of that fortnight there was, by actual coiint,

an average of 38 shells a minute exploding on our little

position. With all the protection it was possible to pro-

vide, the strain became such that I found it advisable to

change the battalion holding our portion of the sunnnit

every week. Did I have any respite myself? Well,

hardly, or. rather, not until I had to.

"During the three months that we drove the tuime!

under the summit of the Col di Lana the last few weeks

were further enlivened by the knowledge that the Aus-

trians were countermining against us. Once they drove

so near that we could feel the .jar of their drills, but

they exploded tlieir mine Just a few meters short of where

it would have upset us for good and for all. All the time

work went on until, on Apr. IT. the mine was finished,

eharged, and 'tam])ed.' That night, while every gun we
could bring to bear rained shell upon the Austrian posi-

tion, ii was exploded. A crater 150 ft. in diameter and

GO ft. deep engulfed the ridge the enemy had occupied,

and this our waiting Alpini rushed and firndy held.

Feeble Austrian ccuTuterattacks were easily repulsed, and

the Col di Lana was at last completely in Italian hands."

Pollution of Streams

By a. L. H. Street*

Where mining operations are conducted in such man-
ner that the waters of a stream are polluted, and the con-

dition is one of indefinite duration, the right of an owner

of downstream property to redress on account of injury to

it dates from the commencement of the objectionable

conditions and may become "outlawed" by lapse of time,

under a view taken by the Virginia Supreme Court of Ap-

peals in the case of Magruder vs. Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Co., 91 Southeastern Reporter, 121.

Plaintiffs sued to enjoin defendant from continuing

to pollute the waters of a creek above plaintiffs' lands,

by permitting the stream to become contaminated by

water flowing from defendant's mine and ore-washing

plant after becoming impregnated by sulphuric acids and

other injurious substances. But the right to relief was

denied, because it appeared that the conditions com-

plained against had continued for many years, and that

redress was barred by Virginia's five-year statute of limi-

tations.

Steel for Ships

Tremendous resources ai'e being centred on the out-

put of material for ships. The Sparrow's Point plant

of the Bethlehem organization is understood to be con-

centrating on ship steel to the exclusion of much struc-

tural goods. Its own shipyai'd will absorb a great deal

of the supplies fabricated, but other yards will probalily

draw upon the ])roduct of the nulls, too. Three nul-

Hnn tons of shipping, included in the Shipjiing Board's

•Attorne.v at law. 829 Security BuikliiiB, Miniieapolls, Minn.

plan, will require approximately 1,000,000 tons of plates,

shajjes, etc. In view of the fact that the country's capa-

city for rolling and fabricating steel is about ;ir),00(),0()()

tons a year, the (iovernment program would require only
five or six weeks for the steel to be ])roduced if all factors

were coordinated in the task. The full capacity of the

l)lants naturally could not be comiiletely centered upon
it, for the steel trade as a whole would be badly dis-

organized. But the steel makers, it is known, are speed-
ing u|) the output of Government ship material and
deliveries are looked For as rapidly as the shipbuilders
can liandle the steel.

Business Conventions Should Continue
Believing that eoinentions of trade, commercial and

professional organizations are even more necessary and
advantageous now than in times of peace and that the
cancellation of annual meetings because of the war are
due to mistaken notions of economy, the .Merchants' As.so-

ciation of New York asked President Wilson to dis-

courage the postponement of conventions. The following

statement was issued in response by Secretary Tumulty
on June 8:

"The President asks me to say that he agrees with you
that there is no suflScient reason for foregoing the hold-
ing of conventions and general commercial meetings by
liusiness interests, so far as he can see."

Aluminum-Iron Alloy
An alloy containing 1-6% Fe and at least 70% Al is

superior to aluminum alone, claims its patentee. Other

metals, such as Zn, Cu, Ni, Cd, Mg and iln, may be

present, but Si is preferably absent. This allov has

greater density and toughness and increased physical

properties in general. It permits the full chilling effect

by the mold and die reduction of shrinkage in casting.

The inventor thinks that the use of the alloy in the

manufacture of shell fuses and detonators will reduce, by
reason of its greater density, the danger of gas leaks

causing premature explosions.

The Torsional Strength of Pipe

In the Journal of June 3, 1917, there was published

a short item showing the torsional strength of wrought

pipe, in which two mistakes occurred. The twist was the

result of 713,000 in.-lb. torsional stress, instead of 713,-

000 lb. stress. Again, the caption under the engraving

said that the pipe was wrought iron, wdiereas according to

fact it was wrought steel
—"National" pipe, manufac-

tured by the National Tube Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.

These corrections are due the company that manufactures

this product.

m

Nickel-Copper Steel

Experiments made by Prof. George A. Guess, of Toronto

University, showed that a linuted percentage of copper in

steel is not objectionable. In fact, a small amount is

beneficial for some purjioses and is capal)le of advantage-

ously replacing a ]n'oportion of the nickel in nickel steel

up to at least one-third of the combined quantity of nickel

and copper.
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I Bawdwin Mine in Upper Burma i
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OLD NORTH VALLEY VILLAGE, BA^VDWIN PRESEXT-DAY GENERAL VIEW AT BAWDWLST

GROUND SLUICING THE GRAVELS OP THE NAM MA FOR OLD CHINESE SLAGS.
The Chine.se operated the Bawdwin mine for silver and lead several centuries ago. The old slags left bv the Chinese formed the

ha.sls, until recently, of the lead-smeltmg operation.^ of the Burma Corporation : this companv's subsid"iarv, the Burma Mines.
Jvtd., is now preparing to treat the complex silver-lead-zinc- ores that the Chinese were unable to' handle profitably. Modern metal-
lurgy has converted the complex ore deposit into one of the world's richest silver-lead-zinc mines.
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THE LORING VERTICAL SHAFT ON THE BURMAN ORBBODY

TIOKU TUNNEL—OUTLET FOR THE GREAT LEAD-SILVER-ZINC ORBBODY OP THE BAWDWIN MINE
Since this nliotogranli was taken, tlie Tiger tunnel has made connection with the Chinaman orohody. having "holed througlV

to the internal shaft on Sept. 22. 19ir.. The total length of the Tiger tunnel is 7250 ft. It opens the mine about (50 ft. below
the outcrop which is at an elevation of about 3500 ft.
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Recent news from the various theaters ot war is lack-

ing in interest. On the western front the condition is ile-

scribed as jockeying for position. A deadlock prevails ou

the Italian lines. The Allies' situation in Greece seems

improved and the increase of unrest in Austria, while

Russian disorder lessens, which is another hopeful sign.

An effectual curb for the submarine is still being

sought.

A modified embargo of exports, especially of those for

neutrals, is about to be declared in this country, and food

prices are expected to fall in consequence.

Congress is still debating the subject of food control

into which the question of nation-wide prohibition has

been injected.

A large aerial fleet seems assured, and likewise greater

efficiency in building ships now that the quarrel between

Denman and Goethals is apparently settled.

^.

Howard Elliott on Car Shortage

Car shortage is a misnomer, though not where the

shipper is concerned, because he is not getting all the

cars he needs. But it is a misnomer in that failure to

supply cars is due not so much to the nonexistence of

enough cars as to the fact that the railroad system is

overtaxed as a whole because of lack of terminals, sidings

and of modern appliances on some of the railroads, and

lack of modern appliances by shippers and receivers of

freight in some places, so that the maximum use of each

car is not obtained.

These facilities have not been added to as they should

have been in the last five or ten years. On ^lay 1 there

was a so-called shortage of 1.50,000 cars. In round num-

bers there are 2,500,000 cars in the United States. If. by

a little better loading and unloading by the shipper, a

little l)etter movement by the railroad, and a little more

alert work by every man in the railroads, from the presi-

dent down to the water boy, each car was used a little

better, it would not take very long to get that 150.000

cars out of the 2.500.000 cars. It is about f of 1%.
The roads, in spite of their difficulties, have done a

good deal in the last 18 months to add to their cars and

engines. But in spite of this, the Railroads War Board

feels, that if the war goes on as we fear it will, the total

amount of trans]iortation that can be manufactured when

men are called to the colors or sent to France, or have

to go into other forms of work, will not be sufficient.

T am afraid there will be a continued shortage of trans-

portation. In that event it is going to be necessary to

use such transportation as there is for the essential tilings.

The public should willingly give up the nonessentials.

We are suggesting that there be some changes made in

the passenger schedules, not with the idea of saving

money, but simply to save man power, fuel and motive

power, all of which should be applied to the transjiorta-

tion of necessities.

This matter is so important that Congress has taken

it up and there has been introduced, at the instance of

members of that i)oily, a bill which will empower .some

agency of the Government, under the direction of the

President, to say to what connnodities the railroads must

give preference.

It is essential to the welfare of the people that some
such measure be enacted. We have courageously started

out to do tliesc things, and yet, in doing them we liave

of necessity run counter to some Federal and state laws.

Sooner or later we will have to stop unless, as a war
measure, the Federal power says, "You must do this,"

without being subjected to countless damage suits.

Railroads Want Federal Control

It is the belief of the railroad executives, says a book-

let entitled "The Railroad Situation," issued by the

Guarantee Trust Co., that if they can be relieved of the

conflicting, wasteful and inefficient regulation of 48

states and the Federal body, and if this regulation can bo

unified under one head, with regional subdivisions, a

great part of their present difficulty will be removed.

Upon this platform the railroads have taken their stand

and ask for public cooperation, not in their own interest,

but in the public interest, because the business of this

country can prosper only as it is adequately served by

efficient transportation.

Railroad economy and efficiency, under most exacting

and embarrassing conditions, have accomplished such

surprising results that still greater advancement might be

expected under the encouragement of fair and reasonable

regulation. Constructive suggestions which may be of-

fered to relieve the railroad situation immediately may
be briefly summed up as follows

:

First—Increased rates.

Second—Federal regulation of rates and security is-

sues.

Third—A larger Interstate Commerce Commission

with regional and fimctional divisions.

Fourth—Cooperation on the part of legislative, regu-

lating and shipping interests to protect railroad credit

and to further railroad expansion.

Fifth—Cooperation of investors to protect and main-

tain railroad credit.

Sixth—Recognition of our national unity of interest

in a fundamental economic problem.

These are all obviously possible, and if provided would

give a great impetus not only to the railroads but to busi-

ness generally.

It is this intimate connection between the railroad busi-

ness and other forms of business which must be em-
phasized. The attitude of the American people toward

their railroads as a whole for the last 10 years has been

one of detached critiiism and punitive legislation. They
have treated the railroad interests as though they were

.something apart, from which the last possible ounce of

service at tlie lowest possible cost might properly be

wrung. Their eyes have been focused solely upon their
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ininu'iliiitc sollisli interest. T!iis jxiliey could Ikivc but

one ell'ect, wliieli is now {iliirinijlv apparent.

It is conservatively estimated that more than .$1,000,-

000,000 a year in new money must be put into the trans-

portation system of the country in order to meet its press-

ing needs. This money must be raised through the sale

of new securities. In order to be assured a market iinder

the severe competition now existing for investment funds

the earning power and -stability of railroad investments

must he firmly established.

The solution to the problem is offered in the continua-

tion of private ownership and operation properly regu-

lated and protected. It may be confidently expected that

the American people, with their long record of construc-

tive achievement, will deal with the subject as decisively

and constructively as they liave with economic ques-

tions of similar magnitude in the past.

Freight charges on railroads in the United States are

the lowest in the world, as is also their capitalization per

mile. The wages paid their employees are the highest,

while their operating efficiency is greatest. Yet this great

transportation system embracing over 250,000 miles of

road and representing a property value of over $17,000,-

000,000 was permitted to earn a return of less. than 6%
last year on the value of its property and equipment used

by the public. In a year of unprecedented activity and

unparalleled general prosperity such a meager return to

our railroads shows most convincingly the need for relief.

Food Conservation

Herbert C. Hoover on June 17 outlined his plans for

enlisting the nation's housewives as actual members of

the food administration and appealed to them to join

him in the fight for conservation measures and the

elimination of waste. The women will be enrolled during

a period of registration from July 1 to July 15 through

the Council of National Defense and the State De-

fense Councils.

Instructions for food conservation and the elimination

of waste will be sent by Mr. Hoover to every woman en-

rolled. The six cardinal principles of the instructions

will iirge these policies of conservation in the households

of the United States

:

At least one wheatless day a week, substituting corn

bread or other cereals.

Less meat in the daily menus, smaller portions and no

waste.

No butter for cooking, less butter for the table, less

lard, bacon and other pork products; all this to conserve

the fats needed in war time.

Increased use of fish and vegetables to cover the de-

ficiencies in food supply.

Purchase of locally grown pi'oducts to cut down the

burdens on transportation.

The spreading of "gospel of the dean plate'" and the

elimination of all food waste.

"As requested by the President," .^aid Mr. Hoover, "we
ask every woman in the United States engaged in the

personal control of food to register for actual membership
in the food administration, thus entering directly into

the national service. We shall later on ask various

classes of men likewise engaged in food i)reparation and
distribution to also volunteer to the national service in

their various branches."

.Mr. Hoover cstimales the annual waste of food, in this

country at $1,000,000,000. He urges a larger use of

corn and corn bread in the family ration.

"The women of America," he says, "have never failed

to answer such a call as comes to them now. The sav-

ing of food is within their sphere and without food con-

servation we cannot hope to win the war."

^:

To Build an Aerial Fleet

A new American airplane engine, developed from the

most efficient air fighting engines in use by the Allies,

will be the basis of the manunonth aerial fleet which the

Government will construct as rapidly as machines can
be turned out and pilots trained to operate them. The
new engine has been designed in large part by Howard
Coffin, of the advisory commission of the Council of Na-
tional Defense, and automolule engineers working under
his direction. It is designed for great speed and rapid

climbing and mancTivering.

Plans for the expenditure of $800,000,000 for the con-

struction of tremendous aerial fleets in this country have
been in the making for months. They were not formally
put up for the approval of the War Department until the

engineers felt confident that they could present to the

country an airplane engine capable of coping with the

highest -development of that art abroad. The cooperation
of foreign war offices was obtained and plans and designs
of French, British and Italian fighting airplane engines
were furnished Mr. Coffin, himself one of the leading
automobile engineers of the country.

The Bureau of Standards is now engaged in stand-
ardizing the machinery and patterns that will be used in

turning the engines out in tremendous quantities. The
bigggest automobile factories in the country probably will

be used so largely that, according to one authority, the
output of pleasure cars may be materially curtailed.

'0.

Red Cross Dividends
In last week's issue was recorded the announcement of

dividends for the benefit of the Red Cross by a number
of mining and metallurgical companies, which amounted
to $8,828,506. Since then the following have announced
similar payments

:

'Company: Per .Share Total
Mohawk $0 50 $50,000
Wolverine 50 30,030
Kerr Lake 15 45,OfO
Miami .- 25 93,389
Inspiration 25 30,00)
Anaconda

, 50 1,165,52^
National Lead

. 1 00 206,554
Arizona Commercial 10 26,500
Bethlehem Steel, "A" and "B" I 00 600,000
St. Mary's Mineral Land . .05 8,000
United Verde Extension 10 105,000

These dividends, amounting to .$2,306,068 bring the

total to date to $11,188,574. The Miami and KerrTLake
companies suggested that one-halt of their dividends

be donated to the Red Cross fund and one-half to the

Army and Navy Branch of the Y. M. C. A. Only the

Red Cross portion is included in the tabulation and total.

'*!

A conference of American physicists with the French
scientific mission has just been held in Washington under
the auspices of the National Research Council. This is a

result of an urgent request made by the members of the

mission for a comprehensive attack upon the scientific

side of the problem of -iuhmarine detection.
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The Matter of Prices

Eecent statements and actions by Secretary Daniels

caused alarm in the mineral and metal industries, which

liad already been seriously disturbed by the dilatoriness

and uncertainty in his quarter. Finally he thought ap-

]iarently to cut the Gordiaii knot by ordering the coal

producers to furnish the coal needed by the navy at $2.33

jier ton, pending' determination by the Federal Trade

Commission of what it considers a reasonable price. Sim-

ilarly, the oil producers were simply ordered to furnish

oil, price to be left to the F. T. C, the Navy Department

in. the meanwhile advancing 89c. per bbl. The steel pro-

ducers were told that the price for their product woidd

be 2.9c. per lb. The Advisory Commission for National

Defense had previously advised IMr. Daniels that $2.9.5 for

coal was a fair price, and the American Iron and Steel

Institute had said that the steel producers should get

3.5c. per lb. for steel in order to obtain a fair profit, but

for expert advice, even when disinterested, Mr. Daniels

manifestly cares little, and he pronounced the dictum that

to give anything over 3c. per lb. for steel would be "go-

ing too deep into the nation's pocket."

On June 20 he announced that he had called the Fed-

eral Trade Commission into conference, and reqiTested

it to ascertain without delay the cost of production of all

basic raw materials entering into the manufacture of mu-
nitions or power for the navy. Copper, steel, coal, iron

and fuel oil are included, and ilr. Daniels said that when

the productioJi cost for such articles is established, the

l)rice to be paid by the navy will be fi.xed, allowing for a

fair, even liberal, profit, to the jiroducers. "Beyond that,"

the Secretary added, "'I am not going to pay."

Unfortunately, nobody that we know of, except Mr.

Daniels, has much confidence in the intelligence of the

Federal Trade Commission. The ideas of that strange

body are illustrated in a report on the coal situation that

it issued on June 20. in which in recommending a

remedy is said

:

If the producer at each mine were paid his full cost of

production, with allowances for depletion, maintenance, upkeep,

and all the usual items, and to this were added a fixed and uni-

form net profit per ton. with due regard to quality, the coal thus

proc-u^pd, at widely varying costs, if pooled, could be sold through

the Government at an average and uniform price, quality consid-

ered, which would be entirely tolerable to the consuming public,

and a price much lower than could be fi.\ed if an effort were

made to fix a uniform price to the producer. It would seem that

steady employment, fair compensation to labor and capital, equi-

table distribution and stable prices could be secured.

The application of Ihis i)i'e])osterous project is stagger-

ing to the imagination. Even more so is ^Ir. Daniels'

idea that the F. T. C. can determine the c()st of produc-

tion of a long list of commodities within any lime that

will corresi)Oiid with the duration of the war, using even

the most pessimistic estimates. Why, take the case of

copper alone: The experts have been trying for years

and years to determine average costs in that most highly

01 ionized and most statisticated of all industries without

being able to come to any conclusion. Nor is any defi-

nite conclusion possible except that which is deducerl

from the market price, which says in substance that it is

what it costs to produce the last pound of copper needed

at any given time, ])lus the profit, that makes it worth

while to jjroduce it.

Are we now, following the theories of Mr. Daniels and

the F. T. C, going to see it pronounced that some per-

centage on cost of production is a fair profit—say 20%
—and have the copper requisitioned on that basis? Sup-

posing the cost to the Kennecott company is 5c. per 11).

and to the Franklin, 20c. per lb., is the former to be pa'id

6c. and the latter 24c.?

Most of the copper companies talk about a certain fig-

ure as being their cost of production. This is a con-

venience, especially for comparisons. The figures do not

really have much more than comparative value. We
venture to say that there is not one copper producer out

of ten who knows what is his real cost of production.

Two of the largest producers—Anaconda and P. D. &
Co.—never give any figures of this kind, for they can-

not. Is the F. T. C. going to do what the expert engi-

neers and auditors of tho.se companies cannot do?

But there are more serious aspects of the policy indicated

by these perverted ideas, which emanate from ignorance.

If Mr. Daniels .so trims the profits of the producers, what

becomes of the plan to draw great taxes from their excess

profits ? We should like to know what Mr. ^IcAdoo thinks

of that phase of the matter. But the most serious thing is

the mischief that is played by interfering with the great

natural law of supply and demand, just as if grit were

carelessly thrown into a delicate system of gears, and with

this is associated the misguided thoughts of Congress in

its efforts to frame a workable system of taxation of ex-

cess profits. Let us give an illustration

:

Two years ago the price for zinc rose to fantastic fig-

ures owing to there being insufficient smelting capacity to

supply the demand. The possibility of great profits in-

duced venturesome capitalists to spend millions in pro-

viding ne-n^ capacity. Everybody knew that the time of

phenomenal profits would be but ephemeral. The ad-

venturers reclamed that they would probably have to get

their money back in a year or less in order to realize any

real profit. Even so, many of us thought they were reck-

less. Now the very thing they did produced the antici-

pated result, as it had to, for \\-as it not the true opera-

tion of the law? As soon as .sufficient smelting capacity

was provided, the price of zinc declined, and at present it

hovers around a figure which is high in comparison with

that of three years ago, but is nevertheless a price of

narrow margin to many producers in view of present costs

for labor, material, etc. Is any Federal Trade Commis-

sion going to make a prettier determination than this?

At the present time the United States is in urgent need

of certain things whereof the domestic supply is insuflfi-

cient. The country possesses certain deposits of them

that heretofore it has not been profitable to exploit.
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Soino of thf enlighteiu'il Ijurcniis "T the (i<i\(>niin('iil, do-

ing tlioir duty, have urged tliat nttention Ik' directed to

the more promising of these, lint the hureaus luive no

funds wherewith to develop them. Tlierefore there must
be an attempt to interest private capital. But how is

private capital to be interested if Mr. Daniels has his

way and tells it that it may have only cost of production,

plus what he or some clerks of the P. T. C. deem to he a

reasonable profit, with the prospect staring it in the face

of having to close down and sacrifice the princi])al invested

when the war is over? And how is capital to be inter-

ested if Congress tells it that all the profit is excess profit,

a large part of which must be yielded to the ta.x-gatherer ?

Great Britain went through just these things in the

early days, practicing the same unintelligvnt policy,

though perhaps in a less crude, less rasping way, and saw

languish the production of those things that she needed

badly. In the end she had to .wbddize industries, her-

self furnish them with capital, in order to get the pro-

dxiction that she needed. Are i\Ir. Daniels and Congress

prepared to think of that? Will they not please consider

what harm they are threatening the nation by the cheese-

paring policy, by the idea of conducting a cheap war?
We of the mining and metallurgical industry resent

the implications that we are trying to extort from Mr.

Daniels great profits, when we know that what we are

asking is only for such terms as will permit our several

industries to be most efficient and produce freely the great

supplies that are needed. We resent such nonsensical

statements as that "the Almighty put these things in the

ground and the only additional cost over normal tinies is

getting them out." We resent being singled out of the

great list of producers to be the victims of arbitrary deal-

ings, and stupid allegations. Why should the copper

producer be charged with designs for "profiteering" any

more than the cotton producer? Why is 25c. copper a

thing of foul odor to Mr. Daniels, while 25c. cotton is a

blessing to the people?

There would be more alarm in business over the fool-

ish and dangerous ideas that prevail in the great pur-

chasing departments of the Government were it not for

the belief that the controversy between the Cabinet Min-
isters and the members of the Advisory Council who see

the error of their ways is close to the stage where there

must be an appeal to Caesar; and there is a confidence

that the President, who is broad-minded and appreciates

the sincerity of the business men, will decree a policy that

will oil rather than impede the wheels of production.

For it is evident to every one of clarity of vision that what
is mostly needed in this country, not only for ourselves

but also for our allies, is production, and then more ]iro-

duction. And we must have the conditions that will give

it to us, just as we did in zinc, even if the price be tem-
porarily extravagant, for it is just that which induces the

production that is needed.

The Proposed Taxation
It is proposed in Congress to tax the excess profits of

corporations, using as a basis the profits obtained during
the three years, 1911, 1912 and 1913. It is intimated
that profits -above that amoniit may be taxed up to 75%.
While we do not supjjose it likely that Congress will put
tlirough a measure as crude and bald as this, the very idea
that such a thing is seriously jjroposed is enough to give
one the blnos unless he is sure that certain modifica-

tions will l)c iiilrnduced to insure fairness. As applied to

the mining business es])ecially, it can easily be shown how
such a pro])osition might be outrageously unfair.

First: The standard to be taken is approximately one
of five years ago. Everyone acquainted with mining knows
that great changes might take place in that length of

time, eitlier in the way of favorable or unfavorabli' de-

velopments, or in changes of manag(>nient, both of wluch
would in an enormous number of cases work tremendous
changes in the position of a mining corporation, war or
no war. For instance, we may cite the case of a company
in which during the last five years changes have been
effected in the way of completion of plants, improvements
in methods and in management, that entitle this concern
to three or four times the profit it was making in the

period adopted as a standard, without any aid whatever
from the actual war conditions. If this concern should
pay ta.xes of 75% of its earnings as increased since 1912,
it would be nothing short of confiscation of capital.

Similarly, take the case of a concern like the United
Verde Extension, which was not in existence in 1912.
Is it to pay 75% of all its earnings? As a matter of fact

it is a mine capable of producing copper very cheaply;
and under a normal scheme of things, without any war,
it should make somewhere around half the money it is

now making.

Take, on the contrary, a case in which a mine has gone
downhill so far as its physical resources are concerned.
Its profits today may not be any greater than they were
in 1912, therefore it may escape excess taxation alto-

gether. Nevertheless, a property of this kind may have so

deteriorated that without the stimulus of war prices it

would not be running today at all, and its profits reason-

ably analyzed might prove to be all due to the war,
whereas other concerns more valuable and prosperous
would owe their profits only partly to the war. And yet
our decadent mine might escape taxation altogether.

Second: We have always supposed that the Constitu-
tion of the United States provides against class legisla-

tion. Now it might appear that corporations are being
picked out for excess profits on the supposition that they
may be treated as individuals who are obtaining an undue
share of the advantages of the present situation. This is

not true. The Anaconda Copper Mining Co., for ex-

ample, is not an individual, but is a group of twenty
thousand people. Its profits in 1916 were some fifty mil-

lion dollars. At the same time we estimated that under
normal conditions with its business conducted as at pres-

ent, its profits would be some twenty-three million dollars.

The difference, twenty-seven million dollars, might be
credited to excess profits. Even that is a point which is

open to question for this reason : When we figure on
normal prices for a commodity, we have to take in both
periods of high prices and periods of low prices, and at

least a portion of the present high price of copper would
be reached at any period when this country enjoys a

business boom, war or no war.

But sup])ose we admit that the Anacoiula Copper Min-
ing Co. earned twenty-.seven million dollars excess profits

in 1916; what of it? Divided among its twenty thou-

sand stoekhohlers the twenty-seven million dollars is no
very great thing for each, and the mere fact that these

twenty thousaiul people are handling their business co-

operatively and that they are dealing with a metal instead

of some other commodity should not expose them to tax-

ation any more than individuals of any other class. How
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is Congress to know for instance, tluit twenty thousaiid

cotton planters have not obtained twenty-seven million

dollars excess profits also? The I'mcI that it would he

dillicult to look into the acconnts of twenty thousand in-

dividuals, while it is very easy to find o>it the record of a

corporation oM-ned by twenty thousand stockholders is not
a good argument for allowing the twenty thousand on one

hand to escape taxation and the twenty thousand on I he

other side to have it in an exaggerated form.

Third: This ])ro]wsal may also be attacked on the

ground of ]inblic policy. The owners of corjjorations that

are to he taxed in this manner are sure to feel that they

are bearing more than their share of the burden of the

war. Everybody knows that the war cannot be financed

by direct taxation, but the major part of it must come
from the sale of bonds. People who feel that they are

]iaying five or ten times their share of taxes in proportion

to the value of their capital are not likely to buy bonds.

AVe have cited these three reasons opei-aling against this

proposal, not so much to antagonize the whole idea of

excess profit tax as to indicate how it may be grotesquely

unfair unless it is imposed with a just consideration of

all the circumstances and with broad provisions to ]ire-

vent injustice. In other words, such a proposal does not

seem to be a simple thing by any means, but one to which
Congress should give the most serious attention before

rushing it through, for it should he plain to every think-

ing num that the resentment caiised by unfair taxation

may defeat the very cause that it is intended to pro-

mote.

Rumblings in Arizona

Rumblings in the Clifton-Morenci-Metcalf district in-

dicate the approach of more labor trouble. Agitators

have been busy in the camps for the last 30 or 30 days,

and a walkout was scheduled for last week. The union

made some demands on the companies June 18, but, what
was a surprise to all, it gave the managers 10 days to

tliink them over. This inclination to encourage medita-

tion, however, is considered favorable to the continuity of

copper production. As yet no statement of the demands
has been given out, but it is generally thoaight that, in a

somewhat lengthy list of inconsequential indi':-tments, a

hesitant longing for the lliami scale of wages will be

found. But it seems somebody has tipped off the men
that the accounting departments grind out a figure known
as "tons per man" and that that figure is much smaller

in Morenci than in Miami; and also, but not least, the

managers would not bo so reluctant to pay the Aliami

scale if it were followed by the ^lianii man-production.

This gives Juan food for thought wliilc he waits for the

clock to indicate the time he must begin filling the next

car. Of course the bookkeepers have no business doing

such a thing, but as it is a fact, it must be considered.

Suppose the managers wore to take a step so rashly at

variance with the aims of organized labor. The questions

arise whether the companies would get somebody else to

])ut all that ore in the chutes for Juan or whether he

himself would be required to fill up 10 cars a day or get

out. Qinen sahef The subject will bear thought. Also

tbc o|)erators already have evinced a presumptuous dis-

position to run their mines to suit themselves. This not

only reflects discredit on the union regime since the close

of the strike in .lanuary, fine. l)u( also it is not in ac-

Kirdance with the jirinciples of unionism as commonly
))r('ached. However, after all, there are not many cars in

the J\]orenci mines and one can live on $1 a day, tlicn'-

fore manana would he a good time to talk it over.

The Labor Trouble at Butte

The labor trouble at Hutte has attained unexpectedly

serious proportions. While this was, without any doubt,

stirred up by pro-German interests, seeking deliberately

to make trouble, it is clear n(jw that there was an under-

lying dissatisfacton among the miners. The North Hiitt/'

disaster afforded the psychologic time for the pro-German
agitators, self-seeking labor leaders and others to crystal-

lize this, and they took prompt advantage of it.

The dissatisfaction may he said to focus on working
and living conditions in Butte. With respect to most of

the grievances, the companies arc not responsible, and the

complaints of the men should really be directed to other

quarters. Tims, in tlie matter of safety in the mines,

the Anaconda comiiany has been among the leaders of the

mining companies of the country in promoting safety

measures. Such a company does not want to have acci-

dents any more than the men do. Indeed, the company
is notoriously more careful than its men. The recent ac-

cident in the North Butte—which is not an Anaconda
mine—was distinctly due to the carelessness of one of its

employees, was due to gross stupidity and was entirely be-

yond the control of the management; yet the North Butte

company is obliged to pay—and ])roperly to pay—a large

sum of money under the Workmen's Compensation Law
to provide for the families of those men who innocently

lost their lives.

When the striking miners of Butte demand the dis-

missal of the state mine inspector and demand a rigid en-

forcement of the state mining law, they should direct

their attention not to the companies, but to the governor

and the .state legislature. The United States Bureau of

]\Iines in Bulletin 75 has drafted a model for state leg-

islation for safety in mining, which has been adopted

with satisfactory results by several of the states. Let the

miners of Montana demand the enactment of that law,

with the minor modifications necessary to adapt it to

the peculiar conditions of their mines, and they will have

a solid basis on which to act. We feel sure that the

companies would not oppose such a movement.
Furthermore, let the labor leaders and their unions

preach among themselves that any man who disobeys the

law of the state is a man who should be punished more or

less severely according to the heinousness of his offense

and the provisions of the state law; let them agree that

the companies shall have a free hand in dismissing such

men, who endanger the lives of others (just as did the

guilty man in the North Butte accident) ; let the labor

leaders agree to such a policy as this, and the matter of

safety in the mines in which they earn their living would

be improved in a more effective way than they have

talked about or thought about. In order to obtain such

a betterment of coiulitions, it is not necessary for them
to .strike or to complain against the companies. Their

real complaint should be against their representatives in

'the legislature. If their representatives do not properly

represent them, let them at the next election put in men
\\b(j will.
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Nor have tlic Butte miners any jiisl ((niiijlnint against

the coniiiiinics on the sulijcct of living conditions in

gonoral. Kiitte is not a district oi' company stores, com-
pany lioarding houses, etc. Tiie men wlio \vorl< in the

mines live in the city and its outskirts, the mines heing-

close by, in such ways as they want to. The com'iianies

have exhiliited no spirit of paternalism. Perhsips it has

been regarded that such a spirit was not desirable. The
miners of the Calumet & Hecla showed scant apprecia-

tion of it when they struck a few years ago. Thei-e is,

however, one thing that the Butte companies have earn-

estly striven to do, and that is to eradicate the influence of

the rum saloons. Nobody appreciates better than the man-
agers the disastrous results of alcohol when imbibed by

workmen. It is rather humorous that the strikers should

now be finding fault with the companies for not having

exterminated the saloons.

The crux of the nuitter between the companies and the

miners is the demand of the latter for increased wages.

The miners are already getting the highest wages ever

known in ^Montana. The companies have in a way made
them partners in the business, giving them wages that

increase on a sliding scale, according to the price for

copper, so that when the companies make more money
the men earn more. This is eminently fair, and here-

tofore it has been supposed to be quite satisfactory. But
the men now say that they are not getting enough.

They say that when their wages advance, the landlords

and tradesmen of Butte advance their charges. The land-

lords and tradesmen say that they have to advance them
owing to the increasing demands of the mechanics—the

plumbers, the carpenters, brick masons, etc.—who work
for them. Here we have an exhibition of the same old

vicious circle, the working of which is at last being recog-

nized by the highest among the labor leaders. It will do

the miners of Butte no good to squeeze more money out

of the companies. This real solution of their troubles is

economy, and in getting it they ought to make the be-

ginning by fixing things with the unions in other trades.

Unless they do, the vicious circles will rise and rise

higher, until some day they will break with general

disaster.

Subscriptions to Belgian Kiddies, Ltd., up to date

amount to .$!)7,70.5.67.

BY THE WAY

To other gems of brevity should be added the opinion

of an engineer on the merits of consolidating some prop-

erties : "The consolidation is based on the assumption

that putting four dead cats together will make one live

one. This is an error."

We note with regret that the E.rcavatimj Hinjiiiecr

has temporarily suspended pulilieation. While it was
a "house organ," it was one of the best of its kind, and

gave from time to time refreshing information upon
the subject of earth moving that was especially valu-

able because it emanated for the most part directly

from the operators of steam shovels, dredges and other

. earlh-moving machinery. The regret felt over the

suspension of this publication is teni]H'n>d liy its I'ause

—

both_ the editor and his assistant have joined Ibe col-

ors. Bradlee Van Brunt, the editor, closes bis announce-
ment of suspension of publication with the following

words: "When our armies return victorious we will again
be on the job. When such a time arrives it is our con-

fident hope that those who have been with us in the past
will not have forgotten the 'Excavating Engineer,'" We
feel sure that former readers of Mr. Van Brunt pub-
lication will look forward with pleasant anticipation to its

resumption and expect to find some interesting pointers

on rapid dirt moving as practiced "somewhere in France."

Edward Eyre Tlunt in an article in the World' ft Work.
for June, on "Hoover of the C. R. B., says the following

about mining engineers, under the sub-head "The Glory
of the Mining Engineers:" "There must be something
about the mining engineering profession which en-

courages these traits. I confess I do not know how to

define it, but there seems to be an unusual esprit de corps

and a high level of professional honor and sensibility

which marks mining engineers out from the mass of men.
It cannot be an accident that Herbert Hoover and prac-

tically all of his more important assistants in Belgian

relief work have come from this group. It can hardly be

an accident, either, that the Rocky Mountain Club, a

club of New York mining engineers, gave up $500,000
—all that they had been saving for a new club house

—

and handed it over post-haste to Hoover to be spent for

Belgium ; or that still another group of mining engi-

neers have formed a corporation callecl "Belgian Kiddies,

Ltd." for the purpose of aiding the children of Belgium.
For these men seem to be creating among themselves a

new typ)e of citizen. There are few dictators in their

ranks. They seem to like cooperation."

"Going out to lunch used to be a religious rite : friends

of mine always went out to lunch with a loud noise ; but

this is all changed," says a New York correspondent,

"since Food Director Herb Hoover, over in Washington,

set about to 'make economy fashionable.' This has proved

&i\ expensive slogan for me, as was demonstrated today.

I came downtown about the witching hour of 12 and
immediately called up several of my friends. I was un-

able to connect with any of them, and their stenograi^hers

said nothing whatsoever about lunch. A\nien I called up
a friend in the good old days he said one of three things

:

'Come down and take lunch with me,' 'Can't we talk it

over at lunch?' or 'I will meet you at the Gigantic at

lunchtime.' Lunch was the one event of the day in

every business man's life. Today you don't hear any

more about lunch than you hear about the peace propa-

ganda. The professional lunchers are apparently as re-

tired as the foreign secret agents. Lunching ensemble

has gone out of style. They go to lunch just the same,

but they don't advertise the fact. They arc more modest

about it. They do not sound the toesi*ri to summon the

hungry. They simply sneak out of the back door and

go to lunch. Nowadays when you get a man on the

'phone he says: 'Come down AFTER lunch.' The word

'after' sticks up as prominently as a rum blossom on a

temperance lecturer's nose. Again we must note in oui-

faithful diary that General Sherman was eminently right.

It is even worse than he claims it to be."
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I Personals

Sydney II. Hall will shortly go to Russia
on professional business.

J. I'lirke ClianniiiK has returned from a
prolonged trip through the West.

J. It. Finloy has returned from an ex-
tended trip through the West and in
Missouri.

t". M. Weld, of New York, was in Ten-
nessee this week. Mrs. Weld accompanied
her husliand.

Allen H. BoRers is in California and
expects to lie tliere for several months,
engaged in professional work.

J. S. C'nupnl has gone to Arizona to
make examinations for interests I'epre-

sented by Kirby Thomas of New York.

Charles Mentzel has returned to New
York after having been engaged for two
months on examinations in New Mexico.

Herbert C. Hoover is now "Doctor
Hoover." the degre of LL.D. having
been conferred on him by Princeton Uni-
versity.

W. H. Wright, of the Malon-Wolf Co.,
of Denver, recently examined mining prop-
erty in Ross Basin in San Juan County,
Colorado.

O. H. Wharton, formerly general sales
director of the Crucible Steel Co. of Amer-
ica, will become president of that company
on July 1.

Robert C. Sticlif. will address the San
Francisco Section of the American Institute
of Mining Engineers on July 10 on "Pyritic
Smelting."

W. H. Rodgers and J. F. McBride have
been ordered to Butte to assist in adjust-
ing labor troubles, in their capacity as
Government mediators.

Edwin R. Katon has resigned as man-
ager of the Manganese Products Co.,
operating in Rye Valley, Virginia, and
will take up other work in the South.

Major .\rthur S. Dwight has resigned
from the Council of the Mining and Metal-
lurgical Society of America, as lie expects
to leave, the Tjnited States very soon.

R. H. Stewart, formerly manager of the
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co., at
Trail, B. C, has established an ofBce at
Vancouver, B. C. as consulting engineer.

F. F. Sharpless has been elected a mem-
ber of the Council of the Mining and
Metallurgical Society of America, to suc-
ceed Major Arthur S Dwight resigned.

Edward P. MeCarty, formerly professor
of mining in the University of Minnesota.
has established a general practice in min-
ing engineering, with offices at 3615 Lyn-
dale .A.venue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

Franriseo Massillon, formerly in charge
of iron operations in Mexico, is now at
Barcelona. Spain, engaged in general engi-
neering practice. His address is Calls
Diputacion 349.

.John G. Worth has received a commis-
sion as Captain Quartermaster. Quarter-
masters Reserve Corps. U. S. A., and has
been assigned to the Remount Depot at
Front Royal. Va.

Fayette A. .Jonefi has resigned from the
presidency of the New Mexico School of
Mines and has left for Alaska where he
will spend the rest of the summer inspect-
ing* mining property.

Ric'liard Rous Mabson, author of the
well-known work, "Mines of Africa," has
retired, at the age of 70. from his 37 years'
joint editorshipi of the "Statist," the London
financial paper.

Morrll B. Spaulding has accepted an
engagement with the Emergency Fleet
Corporation in a consulting capacity for
special work and has gone to Washington
for that purpose.

I>r. Henry M. Howe Iias been elected a
member of the National .\cademy of
Sciences, a distinction, as new members
are chosen from the distinguished men of
science of the United States, the Academy
being comparable to the Royal Society
of Ijondon.

MontroBe !>. I-ee, who has been in Hayti
tor sever.-; months, has returned to New
York. He expects to go to London soon
where he will be attached to the foreign
department of S. Pearson & Son, Ltd., at

47 Parliament St., Westminster.

Frank H. CroeUard, recently vice presi-

dent of the Tennessee Coal. Iron and R R.

Co., has been elected president of the

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co. Ltd He
succeeds Col, Thomas Cantley. who becomes
chairman of the board of directors. Mr.
Crockard will have charge of plans for a

considerable extension of the company's
opei'ations.

Mfred H. Brooks, formerly In charge of
the Division of Alaskan Mineral Resources
of the United States Oeological Survey,
has been appointed a captain in the ICngi-

neer Otlicers Reserve Corps ami ordered
to report for training. During his absence
George C. Martin will be geologist, acting
in charge of Alaskan work.

Obituary
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M. K. RodfferH, mining engineer, formerly
operating: in Calaveras County. Calif., died
at Pittsburgh. Penn., in June, 1917. Rodgers
was discoverer of the Nickel Plate mine in

British Columbia and was chief engineer
of the survey of the Northern Pacific RR.
in Montana.

CyruH R. Hall, widely known mine
operator of Colorado, was buried recently
in Monrovia, Calif., where he had been
living for the last five years. He came
to Colorado from West Virginia in 1860
and became one of the builders of the
mining industry of Park County and Lead-
ville. later going to the Cripple Creek fields
when the gold boom was on. He was born
in 1841.

Kugene H. T. Chen, mining engineer and
graduate of the University of California,
died in Yunnan province, China, in May.
1917. as result of forest fires believed
to have been set by Chinese brigands.
Word of his death was received on June
7. On leaving Berkeley, Chen wont to
Yunnan, the farthest inland of the south-
ern provinces and was the first mining
engineer to undertake mining and prospect-

ing there.

Dr. Robert Bell, the noted Canadian
geologist, formerly director of the Canadian
Geological Survey, died on June 18 at his
home near Portage la Prairie, Manitoba,
aged 76 years. He was born in Toronto
and at 16 entered the service of the
Geological Survey. In J867 he was ap-
pointed professor of science in Queen's
University, but did not retain the position
long, preferring to devote himself to geo-
logical field work. His special contribution
to science was the mapping of large por-
tions of the territory between Labrador
and the Rocky Mountains. He surveyed
the great rivers of western Canada and
made track surveys of many of its lakes,
and acted as geologist and naturalist with
expeditions to Hudson Bay. In 1877 he
was appointed an assistant director of the
Geological Survey, and. on the death of
Dr. Dawson in 1901. became director, re-
taining the position until 1906. Dr. Bell
was superannuated in 1908. He contrib-
uted much to scientific journals, but his
most valuable publications were his an-
nual reports of field work. He was a
delegate from Canada to the International
Geological Congress at Vienna in 1903. a
Fellow of the Royal Society, and an L.L.D.
of Cambridge University. In 1906. he re-
ceived the King's Gold Medal of the Royal
Geological Society and the Cullum Gold
Medal of th^American Geographical Society,

Frank M. Murphy ^e^af Prescott, Ariz.,
on June 23, at the age of 62. after a
short illness. He was a native of Maine,
and is survived by a wife. Murphy came
to Prescott in 1877. and served as clerk
in several of the pioneer stores. He
entered politics and in 1883 was a com-
missioner to the Denver mining exposition
and went to New Orleans the following
year in the same capacity. In 1887 he
interested "Diamond Jo" Reynolds in ihe
Congress mine, in Yavapai County. The
need of transportation to this mine caused
the building of the Santa Fe, Prescott &
Phoenix R.R.. financed by Reynolds and
capitalists associated with the Santa Fe
system, who placed Murphy in charge. In
1893. Murphy organized the Prescott Na-
tional Bank, of which he was president
till 1910. He secured extensions of the
Ash Fork-Phcenix line, on a route that
was intended to give the Santa Fe system
a new outlet eastward, by way of Kl
Paso, though in this last effort he failed.
He planned, also, a rail connection with
the Gulf of California from his Red Rock-
Silver Bell mining road, which never got
beyond location surveys. About 15 years
ago. Murphy organized the Development
Company of America, which took over
control of the (""ongress mine, the Poland
mines in the Bradshaw mountains, the
Imperial mines, smelter and railroad, west
of Tucson, and the famous Vionanza mines
at Tombstone. A deep shaft was driven
at the latter at a cost of pumping 8.000.-
000 gal. of water daily. After spending
$5,000,000, disaster to the pumps closed
down the Tombstone mines in June, 1909,

and all Murphy'B mining intereHts failed,
Murphy built a home for the Yavapai ^'lub
in Prescott and gave a zoological garden
and park to the city. At I'hd'nlx he r-on-

trolled the Arizona "Republican." for about
12 years. He built a hotel at Cantle Hot
Springs and establlHhed a winter rcHorl
there. He was active in politics a« a con-
servative Republican and (contributed heavi-
ly to the party's funds. Of attractive
personality, combined with forceful buHlnesH
and administrative ability, he Ih said to
have brought into Arizona for Investment
more money than any other citizen.

Societies

The American InHtitute of ('liemlcal
KnKineerN held its ninth .Mcmi-annual meet-
ing on June 20-22 at Buffalo, .N. Y.

The Ameriran Sorlet.v for TeHtInK Mate-
rlalH held its 20th annual meeting at
Atlantic City. N J., on June 26-29. Its
program, extending over 10 sessions, in-
cluded 64 numbers.
The MerrhantH* .-\KKoriatlon of New York

has elected the following olllcers for the
ensuing .vear : President. William Fellowes
Morgan ; first vice-president. Lewis E.
Pierson : second vice-i)resident, James G.
White; third vice-president, William Ham-
lin Childs ; treasurer, Silas D. Webb, and
.secretary. S C Mead
American Klectrocliemlcal Society held

a meeting of its Board of Directors on
May 25, at which many new members
were elected. The treasurer and secretary
were authorized to invest $2000 of the cash
balance on hand in U, S. Liberty bonds.
Various technical committees were ap-
pointed and confirmed.

illlllinillllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllMIHllllllllMlllllltlillllllC

New Patents

United States patent speciflcatioiis listed below
may be obtained from "The Enginfering and
Mining .lournal" at 2.5c, each. British patents

are supplied at 40c. each.
Amalsamation-Mill. David L. Penrod,

Alta, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,230,770 ; June 19.

1917.)

.\niaIgamator. William W. Dill. Seattle.
Wash. (U. S. No. 1.230,135; June 19,

1917.)

CastinB-Machine. Henry .\linder. Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company, Milwauliee, Wis.
(U. S. No. 1.230.360; June 19, 1917.)

Casting-Machine. Charles Henry Lister.
North St. Paul, Minn. (U. S. No. 1,230,587;
June 19, 1917.)

Drafting—Drawing-Board. Wilbur L.
Fulton. Omaha. Xeb. <U. S. No. 1,230,398;
June 19, 1917.)

Drilling—Forming Die. Oscar C. Julien,
Montreal, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,230,303; June
19, 1917.)

Drilling-Machine. Henry Dreses, Cin-
cinnati. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,230,386; June
19, 1917.)

Gold—Subaqueous Gold-Saving Appara-
tus. Samuel Caldwell, Oakland, Calif. (U.
S. No. 1.230.274; June 19. 1917.)

Heat-Insulating Material and Method of
Making Same. Charles B. Hite. Philadel-
phia. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.230,297; June 19.

1917.)

Hydrometallurg.v—Method of Treating
Ores or Metal-Bearing Products. Frederic
A. Eustis, Milton. Mass. (U. S. No. 1,230,-
143 ; June 19, 1917.)

Ingot-Mold. Samuel E. Hitt. Elyria.
Ohio, and Joseph I. Peyton, Johnstown,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1.230,405 ; June 19.

1917.)

Ore Classifying and Sizing Mechanism.
Joseph Franz and Frank Franz, W^lace,
Idaho. (U. S. No. 1,230,697 ; June 19.
1917.)

Ore Separator—Jig. Robert Hallowell
iWchards, Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,-

230,433 ; June 19, 1917.)

Ore-Separator. Ephie Cohen. Joplin, Mo.
ai. S. No. 1,230,674; June 19, 1917.)

Quarrying—Stone-Cutting Machine, Leon-
ardo Filotico. Manduria. Italy. (U. S. No.
1,230,696 ; June 19, 1917.)

Refractories—Furnace-Lining and Meth-
od of Making Same. George W. Patnoe,
Maple Grove, Ohio, assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to The Dolomite Products Com-
pany. Cleveland. Ohio. <U. S. No. 1,230,-

430; June 19, 1917.)

Smelting—Art of Fusing Ores. Kaoul
Pierre Pictet, Paris France. (U. S. No.
1.230,431 ; June 19, 1917.)
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SA> FRANCISCO—June il

Gold-nredKing Oprrntions of the Xatomas
company of California, in 1917. will net
$1.0(10.000 according to estimates just made
covering the first half of the year. Includ-
ing the land resoiled by No. 1 and 4

dredges, coincident with the recovery of
the gold, there are 10 dredges operating in

the American River division and the 3

dredges operating in the Feather River
division. The company has taken from the
net earnings of the two fleets of dredges
the money essential to the reclamation of
aO.OOO acres of land to agricultural uses.

It is anticipated that the crops of the
ranches that are under cultivation will
amount to a total of $500,000 in the season
of li)17.

Title to Magnesite Claims in Santa Clara
and Stanislaus counties have been awarded
to the Western Magnesite Development Co.
by Judge Van Fleet in the Federal Court.
The property is estimated to be worth
$250,000. The suit was brought by Hugh
E. Stock of Nevada, one of the largest
stockholders against James J. Cummings,
president of the company and his son
James J. Cummings, Jr., Thomas H. Wolfe,
secretary and Joseph E. Stock, son of the
plaintiff. Plaintiff charged that his own
son and the three co-defendants conspired
to defraud the company by failing to

do assessment work to the amount of
$5000 for which plaintiff furnished the
money, and through failure to do the as-
sessment work relocated the claims on
which the work should have been done and
located 10 other claims. The court ordered
the 12 claims deeded to the company.
War Problems in Cliemlstry will be

studied by the University of California
department of chemistry which will con-
tribute the labor of 30 members during
the smnmer on jiroblems presented by the
Federal Government and the California
State Council of Defense. The men volun-
teering their services have signed an
agreement not to use their inventions and
results of their researches for private gain
and that all patents obtained for inventions
will be assigned to the board of regents
and al! royalties will go to the University
to create an endowment fund for scientific
research. Several inventions now under
way are said to be of importance and
have already been transmitted to the U. S.
Navy for consideration. Prof. Gilbert N.
Lewis is head of the department of chem-
istry : Joel Hildebrand is industrial cheinist
and" Edmond O'Neill is director of the
laboratories.

Fuel Famine in California and the entire
West is stated by Southern Pacific officials
to be a possibility and they advise that
steps be taken by the public at once to
avoid all waste and consei^^e every possible
source of supply of wood and coal and oil.

The dearth of coal it is said is due to
shortage of labor in the coal mines in
the country, shortage of ships for coast-
wise and foreign coal and lack of equip-
ment for railroad transportation. The
Union Pacific Coal Co. has withdrawn from
the commercial market. Railroad orders
placed last August have not been filled and
there is scarcely any reserve supply of
coal on the Pacific Coast, what is available
is likely to be required by the Government.
The wood situation is so serious that the
Southern Pacific has issued instructions to
reclaim all .scrap piling, ties and second-
hand lumber along its lines. Fuel oil also
presents a serious problem and it is upon
this fuel that most of the transportation
and large industrial concerns are dependent.
W. R. Scott, vice president and gcTieral
manager of the Southern Pacific company
states that the company burns in its

engines about 40,000 bbl. of oil a day and
that the reserve supply is almost exhausted.
Pending the result of location, it has asked
the Federal court for permission to increase
the production by drilling upon its own
land in order to obtain sufficient fuel to
handle its business. In this application the
company agreed that the incre.ased oil pro-
duced from the naval petroleum reserve
would be delivered to the Navy on demand,
should it be held that the Government has
any right in the lands in question. The
company is proceeding with drillings on
lands outside of the naval reserve, but
immediate relief of the situation is said to
be impossible.

BITTE—.June SO
(By telegraph)

Butte I.abor .Situation is daily becoming
more serious and tonight the outlook is

that there will be a general shutdown of
the mines in Butte and the smelteries at
Anaconda and Great Falls. The demands
of the strikers are so unreasonable and
impossible that it is generally recognized
that the purpose of the men behind the
move is to shut down the mines and stop
the production of copper and zinc. On
pretense that nonunion electricians were
doing work of striking electricians who
went out against Montana Power Co., the
strike committees succeeded in calling out
machinists, boilermakers and blacksmiths
at the Anaconda, Butte & Superior, East
Butte and Clark properties. Wednesday
night, hoisting engineers will meet and vote
on question of supporting the strikers and
if support is given it will result in general
shutdown as managers declare they will
not recognize the new I. W. W. union of
miners, nor grant the demands of the elec-
tricians. Senator Clark in conference with
W. H. Rodgers, Federal mediator, declared
that before recognizing anarchistic union
he would close his mines, let them fill with
water and ne\er hoist another pound of ore.
Mill and smeltermen's union tonight en-
dorsed miners strike and voted to surrender
its charter in American Federation of
Labor and unite with I. W. W. union.
Silver Bow Trades and Labor Council,
central labor body of Butte, also endorsed
the striking miners. Strikers have refused
all suggestions of arbitration or even con-
ference ^vith Montana Power Co. and
declare they will fight it out their own way.
All action of the unions is in defiance of
the national regulations and of American
Federation of Labor by which all of them
are chartered. The national officers of the
unions are arriving in Butte to help
straighten out affairs.

DENVER .June 21

Serious Labor Shortage throughout the
mining districts of the state has greatly
interefered with the work of the mines
and the mills this season. Numbers of
miners have enlisted in the army and navy
and some of tlie best mechanics have quit
and gone to work in the United States
navy yards. The situation will be still

more serious when selection is made for
the new armv. LTnless some exemption is

granted. Colorado's production of metals,
essential to the prosecution of the war.
will be greatly curtailed. Gold-mining
companies are particularly hard hit be-
cause their costs are going up at an alarm-
ing rate while there is no corresponding
increase in the selling price of their
products. During the last two years the
cost of standard supplies used in and about
gold mines and milling plants has increased
50 to 200% and no relief is in sight A
meeting of the executive committee of the
Colorado Metal Mining A.ssociation was
held on June 11 to consider the acute
labor shortage and a resolution was
adopted favoring the exemption from mili-

tary service of all employees in the
metal-producing industries. Congressman
Taylor, vice-chairman of the mining com-
mittee of the House of Representatives,
was requested to take up the matter with
the proper authorities at Washington, and
the various mining organizations in the
metal-producing states were urged to line
up their congressional delegations in sup-
port of the measure. The movement in

favor of the measure to .<iuspend all assess-
ment work on unpatented mining claims
until after the war. in order that this
labor may be employed in production, has
met with unanimous support throughout
the mining districts of the West.

SAI-T LAKE CITY—June SI

I'inta Land Sale opened at Provo
on the morning of June 18. Most of the
land is suitable for grazing purposes, and
the government is offering it at from 50c.

to 75c. an acre. There are 1632 tracts
which vary in size from 40 to 320 acres
and no person may purchase more than
C40 acres. Lands classified as oil and
nitrate, or withdrawn as pho.sphate lands,
will 1)C sold with a reservation of the
mineral deposit.

strike a( International Smeltery still con-
tinues and Federal officials are to visit
Tooele John McBride, coming as the rep-
resentative of the Secretary of Labor, is

expected shortly. The strikers, wiio are of
many nationalities, have held various
meetings, listening to speeches in the dif-
ferent languages represented. These meet-
ings have been attended by W. M. Knerr, of
the state industrial commission, who has
been in Tooele since the beginning of the
strike. Saloons have been closed, and there
has been no disorder.

CLIFTON, ARIZ.—June 31 -'

Another Labor Strike is being stirred up
in this district. J. L. Donnelly, president
of the State Federation of Labor, who was
the principal force behind the abortive
Jerome strike, has been a visitor here of
late. He is said to have been authorized
by 14 locals, with nominal membership of
4000. to make public their demands for
abolition of the contract system, seniority
rule in the employment and discharge of
workmen, time-and-one-half for men who
work overtime in case of emergency and
for the establishment of the Miami wage
scale. In addition to these, it is understood
there will be demanded recognition of the
union, company collection of union dues,
a sharp reduction in store prices and a.

free supply of fresh water underground.
Donnelly has been quoted as stating that
the contract system "develops the indi-
viduality of the worker to the detriment of
his collective interests." The Mexican
worker, of whom there are many in this
district, generally prefers to contract. The
closed shop, it is considered, is one condi-
tion that never will be granted by the
three operating companies. It is told that
the stockholders in the Arizona Copper
Co., Ltd.. a Scottish company, are so
heavily taxed at home on their copper
profits that they would about as sobr. ^.ose
down their plant as not, provider their
property were given some degree of protec-
tion.

WASHINGTON—June 33
Tlie Explosives Bill, which will soon come

before the Senate, will be carefully con-
sidered by the committee on mines and
mining. It expects to go exhaustively into
the tentative regulations which have' been
drawn up by the LI- S. Bureau of Mines
in anticipation of the passage of the bill.
C. F, Kelley. of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co.. who had intended to appear
before the committee to tell of the expe-
rience of his company with the pilfering of
explosives. was prevented from being
present. It is the idea of Van H. Manning,
the director of the Bureau of Mines, to
secure a volunteer of the Hoover or Pea-
body type who will be willing to take
charge of the administration of the ex-
plosives regulations at a salary of $1 a
year. In addition it is the intention to
divide the country into four regional de-
partments. Each department will be under
the direct supervision of a dollar-a-year
volunteer. New York. Chicago. Denver and
San Francisco are mentioned by Mr. Man-
ning as the probable points from which
the departments will Ije administered. In
addition it is planned to hSLve state and
territorial headquarters, in each of which
there will be a supervisor. "The super-
visors, of which there will be 4 9 in num-
ber, will receive a salary of $1800. Be-
fore the regulations are drawn up finally,
Mr. Maning proposes to submit them to
a conference to be attended by 40 or more
persons representing all interests that will
be affected. Mr, Manning suggests that
the regulations should not be adopted until
they have been passed upon by representa-
tives of the operators of metal mines, coal
tnines, quarries and otlier industries using
explosives in quantities : representatives of
the United Mine Workers of .\merica.
Western Federation of Miners, National
Safety Council and of interested munici-
palities. In addition manufacturers of ex-
plosives, as well as jobbers and retailers.,
will be asked to send representatives tow
the conference.

Intimations of Government Operation of
mines and the insistence of the admints.
tration to determine costs of production
for itself have had a disquieting influence
on a number of industries. The produc-
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tion-cost probe is to extend to copper and
iron ore. as well as to coal, oil and cement
No great amount of faith is expresseil by
mining men here in the ability of the
Federal Trade Commission to arri\'e at
the correct solutio!i of so intricate a prob-
lem as is tile cost of production. There
has been a tendency to disregard the
extensive evidence presented by tlie oper-
ators showing their costs. That the
administration contemplates drastic action
is shown clearly by the following 'itatemt.;t

made by Francis S. Peabody. ot the com-
mittee on coal production. It may be con-
sidered with equal timeliness as to copper
and to iron ore. Mr. Peabody said

:

"Unless some regulation is made as to the
present high price of coal by the coal men
themselves, the government is going to step
in and do it for them It is not pleasant
for me to say this but I know what is

going to be done. It is much better that
we should willingly get together and confer
with the broadminded men on the Federal
Trade C'nmmission and discuss this matter
with ou; cords on tile table, than tor
some man to be given the authority to

tell us the price for which we are going
to sell coal, or, if it comes to the worst,
for some government official to take charge
of our mines. I know this will be done,
if we do not do it ourselves." Mr. Peabody
made this statement reluctantly as he did
not desire to add further to the wide-
.spread uncertainty. Conditions must be
faced, however. The attitude of the Secre-
tary of the Navy is indicated when he
declared formally that "there is no justifi-

cation for a tremendous increase in the
prices of basic materials. The Almighty
put these things in the ground and the
onlv additional costs over normal times is

in getting them out." Continuing, he said:
"When the Trade Conmiission has made
its report on the cost of production, reason-
able profit will be added and the price will

be fixed after we have a full knowledge
of costs.'*

.lOI'LIN, MO.—.lunc a.S

LowiT Ilii.vallii's to offset increa.sed pro-
duction <ostK are being urged here as
the only recourse that may be expected
to keep the thin sheet-ground mines oper-
ating. There has been another rise in

hard iron during the last week, and in-

creases in the price of pipe, tracking, steel,

and powder have been numerous. A few
years ago hard iron could be purchased
for $2.50 per hundred, now it is $4.50.

Ore buckets that used to cost $11 now cost
$23. and the low-grade sheet-ground mines
require manv of them. Tracking, formerly
costing $l.r)0. now costs $4.25. Steel that
used to sell for $1.10 now brings $2.20.

Coal that formerly could be purchased at
the mines in Kansas for $1.25 per ton. now
costs $:J and it is impossible to contract
for any amount at this price. Powder
that formerly could be obtained for $9 75
per hundred now costs $30.75. with fuse
and caps correspondingly advanced.

l>eveIopment in the Waco Camp, north-
west of Joplin, continue to indicate
unusually rich prospects. The American
IMetal Co. has a lease on what is known
as the Liberal mine there, where a new
shaft has just been put down. From the
depth of 50 ft. to 134 the dirt taken from
the shaft gave an average return of 7%
of blende. For a part of this distance the
milling of the ore in a custom mill gave
a recovery of a fraction less than 25%
of blende. In the last few weeks drill

holes have been brought in near Waco
that are as rich as any ever recorded in

the Oklahoma section of the field. Where
a year ago only one concentrating plant
was being planned, sites for nine have
now been blocked out and many new
mills w-ill be in operation in the camp with-
in the next six months. Part of the
orebodies are found on the Missouri side
and part in Kansas, and the turn-ins will

doubtless be divided between Waco, Mo.,
and Lawton, Kansas.

TORONTO—June !{.1

Oovernmriit Will Kun <'<>»l .Mlnt-it In
western Canada To secure the prompt
operation of the coal mines In the Crow's
Nest Pass region, the Dominion govern-
ment announced, on June 22, that W U
Armstrong, of Vancouver, had been ap-
l^olnted as commissioner to operate the
mines, or to dlrcfrt the owners to do so,

under the war measures act. Work Is

to be resumed, but it i» assumed that th«
propo.sed penalty of $1 per day against
the miners—which the operators stood out
for— will not be enforced Shortage of
coke in this region caused the closing of
the copper smeltery of the riranby Con-
solidated Mining, Smelting and Power Co
at Grand Forlcs. B. C, and caused serious
inconvenience at the Trail works of
the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co..
»liough the latter company succeeded in
keeping its plant in operation.

Labor NItiiallon at I'orciipine is gradually
becoming le.ss acute, and the prospect of a
strike is diminshing as a result ot amicable
conferences between the mine owners and
their employees The Mclntyre, In response
to requests of a deputation representing
tiieir own men only, agreed to grant them
an allowance ot 50c per day to continue
so long as cost ot living, as shown by the
reports ot the Dominion Food Commission,
remains higher than in August. 1914 All
other bonuses are discontinued. The offlcials

of the Porcupine Crown. Vipond and
Schumacher have also been in conference
with representatives ot their employees,
but the result has not yet been announced.
"The nome Mines has intimated its willing-
ness to hear complaints from its employees.
The Tough Oakes ot Kirkland I^ake has
granted the 50-c. allowance under same
conditions as the Mclntyre The position
of the companies that, while willing to
confer with their own employees, they will
not recognize the union, appears to be
accepted by the men.
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AI.ASKA
COPPER ORE SHIPMENTS in Kayl

amounted to 17.710 tons, containing 7,146,-

824 lb.

ARIZONA
Cochise Count.v

M\SCOT (Wilcox)—Reported leased by
American Smelting and Refining Co.

Gila County

NEAV DOMINION (Globe)—Copper ore,

ranging from 6 to 10%, is being shipped to

Old Dominion smeltery from the old Mal-
lory mine. Twenty-five men are employed.

MI.\MI COPPER (Miami)—A 60-day]

stay has been secured in the Minerals
Sep'aration flotation decision, by agreement
ot counsel and filing of $200,000 bond.

Graham County
INSPIRATION CENTRAL (Geronimo)

—Shipments from this property in Black
Rock mining district will be begun July
1 A 14-miie road completed from mine
to Arizona Eastern Ry. Body of shipping
ore recently opened in tunnel.

Greenlee County
.VRIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—May pro-

duction was 5,200,000 lb.

Moliave County
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—During

Mav milled 7802 tons, an increase of 29

tons per day over record for Am'ii. Aver-
age \a'ue $17.10 per ton, recovery 96.12%.
New cmpres.sor contemplated.

Pinal County
TRCi AH.7.0XA (Kelvin)—Climax shaft

now dow.- 22s ft.

PINAL DEVELOPMENT (Kelvin) —
Bottom ot nev winze in good ore.

RAY SILV1:R (Ray)—Nearly 200 burros
taking ore d" vn to railroad.

GILA DEA'i;LOPMKNT (Kelvin)—At
^10 ft. some excellent ore encountered.

Flow of water . icreasing

Ya\8pai County

ITNITED VERDE (Jerome)—Again oper-

iting at practically full capacity. New
1. unkhou.se being built at entrance to Hope-
well tunnel.

TIP TOP (Prescott)—C. B. Hollinger
& Co. of Los Angeles have taken control
Agree to liquidate present indebtedness
and do development. First work will be
to unwater 800-ft. shaft.

ERADSHAW REDUCTION CO. (Crown
King)—New mill working satisfactorily,
making much better recovery than old
plant. Installing tramway to Wildfiower
mine. Company expects to treat tailings

of Old Tiger mill after remodeling that
plant D. H. Gemmill. manager.
COi>PER HILL (Skull Valley)—Lately

taken over by Garford interest, which are
also operating the Jackman & Withers
molybdenite mine near Kingman in Mohave
County. Shipments starting from Copper
Hill group which consists of 10 claims. In
charge of George M. White, general man-
ager of Arizona Sampling and Reduction
Co. at Wickenburg.

Yuma County
SWANSEA LEASE (Swansea) — Em-

ployees at this copper mine, recently taken
over by the Clarks, went on strike for the
Miami scale, which was immediately granted
by Charles W. Clark who was on the
Iiroperty at the time.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

LINCOLN CONSOLIDATED (Sutter
Creek)—Third payment reported to have
been made under purchase option held by
Eastern men—said to be associated with
the owners of the Old Eureka The prop-
erty includes the Wildman and Mahoney,
adjoins the Old Eureka on the north and
\inderlics the principal portion of the town
of Sutter Creek. In the early days of
Amador County, these mines were among
the large producers but like many other
mines on the Mother Lode were abandoned
when it became necessary to expend money
for development. Consolidation of the Lin-
coln Consolidated and the Old Eureka con-
siderea probable. Payments so far on the
Lincoln Con -olidated are said to have
amounted to $123,000; the price is approxi-
mately $200,000.

Calaveras County
BUMSTED (Murphy) — Electric~ hoist

contemplated at this prospect.

ROYAL CONSOLIDATED (Hodson) —
Reported that indebtedness is settled and
mine will resume.
SAFE DEPOSIT HYDRAULIC MINING

CO. (San Andreas)—Permitted to sell 12
shares at par $250 per share for further
equipment.
SAFE DEPOSIT (Mokelumne Hill)—

Hydraulicking resumed under new manage-
ment after idleness of a month ; employing
12 men and using 700 in. of water.

DENSLOW (Murphy)—Mine reported
optioned by a Mr. Folsom of Stockton.
(i;rosscut tunnel will be driven to orebody.
T. G. Denslow. owner.
HODSON MINES CO. (Hodson)—Per-

mitted to issue 20.000 shares capital stock
of $1 par value to C. M. Brown tor pur-
chase option on Mountain King mines in
Felix mining district.

MOHA^^TC (Angels Camp)—Installation
ot mill completed ; will install electric
plant tor driving mill and machine drills
New shaft will be sunk and crosscut run
at 100-ft. point F. M. Raymond, man-
ager.

CALAVERAS CONSOLIDATED (Me-
lones)—Results from 3-stamp sampling
mill having proved satisfactory, first 10-
stamp unit of 30-stamp mill ot 1250-lb.
stamps is being installed. Stamps installed
because quicker delivery is expected than
for ball mills. Vein at 1250-tt. level is

24 ft. wide, carrying ore averaging $4 a
ton. Main tunnel in 2200 ft. ; payable ore
cut in several places. W. J. Loring, man-
ager.

Eldorado Connty
NEW^ TOWN GRAVEL MINING CO.

(Oakland)—Permitted to sell 3000 shares
for development of Gardella-Tecchino gravel
mine, optioned at $8000. payable Jan. 1.

1919.

GROZIER (Placerville)—High-grade ore
disclosed in 300-ft. tunnel at depth of
150 ft. below surface. Mine on Whaler
Creek. Mosquito district. Owned by Gus
Orozier.

HOLLEY (Placerville)—Property, for-
merly called the Lemon, being developed
with 10 men. Adjoining property also be-
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ing developed and sampled with two-stamp
mill. Compressor will be installed and the
two properties will he operated as one.
High-grade ore reeently disclosed in a 35-
ft. stope.

Inyo County

SALINE VALI.TCY BORAX resources
again being investigated, by S. A. Knapp
of San Francisco. Probability that prop-
erty will again be worked.

STANDARD (Bishop)—Fifteen tons of
65 "v^ tungsten concentrate shipped on June
11 to Latrobe, Penn. ; value of shipment
about $20,000. Similar shipments made
from Tungsten Camp, where the Tungsten
Mines Co. also operates.

CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—In first quar-
ter, receipts were $205,381 ; operating ex-
pense. $45,760; operating profit. $159,621.
Mined 4S77 tons, of which 2371 tons were
zinc ore containing 1.501.264 lb. of zinc
and 2506 tons of lead-silver ore containing
29 oz. gold. 47.559 oz. silver and 1.646.366
lb. lead Shipped old slag. 293 4 tons, con-
taining 8781 oz. silver and 664,244 lb. lead.

Kern County

SLATE RANGE MINERALS CO.
(Bakersfleld)—Permitted to issue 50.000
shares to B. N. Trueman and others in
exchange for claims in Slate Range dis-
trict. Searles Lake region.

McXALLY SILVER (Mariposa)—Situ-
ated in Bootjack district ; will be reopened
by J. B. Freeman under purchase option.
U'nwatering.

Nevada County

LE DUC GOLD MINING CO. (Grass
Valley)—Permit to issue 40,000 shares
common stock to members of former co-
partnership tor options and mining equip-
ment ; to sell common stock to secure
$25,000 for development.

Siskiyou County

SISKIYOU SY'NDICATE (Etna Jlills)—
Preparations being made for development
of the Blue Jean mine. Company owns Cub
Bear and other properties in Salmon River
district. I. J Luce and A. Wright of
Seattle are the principal stockholders and
managers.

GRAY EAGLE (Happy Camp)—Extrac-
tion of ore greater than can be taken by
smeltery at Thompson, Nev. Installation
of flotation plant contemplated. Other cop-
per properties in district are being devel-
oped. The Bon Ton group on Slater Creek :

also the Mohawk and Copper King are
being developed by M. A. Delano of Grants
Pass, Ore.

Stanislaus County

GOLD DREDGE installation at Knights
Ferrv in progress by A. H. Hadsell and
associates of Los Angeles. Dredge will
operate on ground leased of Dan Mann,
formerly operated by ground sluicing and
hydraulicking.

Tuolumne County

EAGLE-SHAWMUT (Shawmut)—Deep-
ening main shaft, has reached 2200-ft.
point. Drift on No 17 level being ad-
vanced steadily in good ore. Electric hoist
will be installed, capacity three tons at
1000 ft. per min. Reported that chlorina-
tion plant, one of largest in state, will be
dismantled and thai: cyanidation or
flotation will be employed. New surface
improvements include club room for em-
ployees Controlled by Tonopah-Belmont
Development Co. G. P. Williamson is

superintendent.

COLOR.VDO
Honliler County

GREAT BRITAIN (Wall Street)—Mine
being opened by New York men ; mill will

be built. Ore carries gold, silver and bis-
muth.

NEW GOLD DISCOVERY, six miles east
of Ward ; shoot of good-grade ore opened
in vein along Colonial dike.
UNITED STATES GOLD CORPORA-

TION (Boulder)—This cyanide plant in
Sugar Loaf district again treating custom
ores, causing considerable revival of min-
ing.

Clear Creek Count.v

EMPRESS (Freeland)—Work begun un-
der direction of Robert Hastie.

ARC.O MILL (Idaho Springs)—The plant
is running at full capacity. About $2000
worth of ore purchased dally mainly from
properties developed from the Newliouse
Tunnel. Rich ore recently received from
lessees on the Edgar.

Dolores Count.v
RICO CONSOLI1>,\TIO|) (Rico)—Steady

shipments of iron-copper ore being made to
Leadville. Wagon road being put into
shape for larger production.

RICO Ml.VING (Rico) — Considerable
shipping-grade ore being produced from
S.vndicate mine on Newman Hill : exlrcme-
l.v high-grade ore t.aken from small shoots.

Oura.v County
AMERICAN NI2TTIE (Ouray) — Old

dumps being retreated.

CAMP BIRD (Ouray) Yellow Rose
vein cut by new tunnel: vein 25 ft. wide.
With cutting of this vein, flow of water
again increased to maximuhi yet opened.
Yellow Rose is sixth vein cut to date

;

other well-known veins to be cut before
tunnel reaches Camp Bird vein are Buckeye.
Girl-Conqueror. Roosevelt-Imogene and Po-
cahontas-Hidden Treasure. Latter is
ver.y wet and big flow expected from it.

Development work on new veins will not
be done until tunnel has reached its ob-
jective point.

Park Count.v

LING (Alma)—New tunnel to be driven
to develop this old mine at greater depth.

HOCKHOCKING (Alma)—Mill construc-
tion resumed ; mixed sulphide ore.

MAGNOLIA (Alma)—Will be worked by
leasing company. Old Eddy mill repaired
and cyanide plant installed. Operations
to begin as soon as 4000-ft. tramway from
mine to mill is repaired.

LONDON (Alma)—Exceptionally high-
grade ore being shipped. Several sacks
stolen in transit ; arrest made. Lessees
working with good success. New develop-
ment being done in South London mine

;

shipments made.

Summit Count.v

HAMMER (Breckenridge) — Shoot of
good-grade lead ore opened in tunnel and
winze. Contract let to drive new tunnel.

FOREMOST (Frisco) — Development
work resumed on this property adjoining
King Solomon mine. Ore opened in two
tunnels last autumn ; shipping to begin
soon.

MUTITAL GOLD MINING CO. (Brecken-
ridge)—Recently incorporated ; will drive
crosscut tunnel to open veins at depth on
North Star Mountain in upper Blue River
district.

Teller County

STRONG (Cripple Creek)—Shaft sinking
resumed and will be continued to water
level.

RAMONA (Cripple Creek)—Lease and
option taken on this Bull Hill property and
work started.

TRILBY (Cripple Creek)—Regular ship-
ments being made by lessees from above
600-ft. level.

EL PASO (Victor)—Fifteen sets of les-
sees working : shipments average one car
per day of 1 oz. gold ore.

SIX POINTS (Cripple Creek)—Lessees
on this Stratton E.state property on Bull
Hill shipping good-grade ore.

GOLD DOLLAR (Cripple Creek)—Les-
sees making shipments of 2-oz. gold ore
from recent developments on 400- and 600-
ft. levels of Mable M shaft.

OCEAN AVAVE (Cripple Creek)—Sink-
ing two-compartment shaft. Three-year
lease held from Portland company on
Ocean Wave and Little Mary claims.

GOLD BOND CONSOLIDATED (Cripple
Creek)—This Gold Hill property being de-
veloiied through Hummer shaft by P. L.
Wilcox, under lease and bond. Payable
ore opened and a carload shipped.

ID.VHO

Bear Lake County

WESTERN PHOSPHATE MINING AND
MANUFACTURING (Paris)—Expects soon
to begin production of high-grade phos-
phate rock. Tunnel has reached outer zone
of deposit. Hvdro-electric plant built near
tunnel portal. L. A. Jeffs. Salt Lake City.
Utah, consulting engineer.

Kootenai County

COMMONWEALTH MINING (Hayden
Lake)—This old property, taken over last
autumn, will have a mill if development
shows ore at the 400 level : on 2no-ft.
level vein shows 8 ft. of shipping ore: 24 ft.

of milling grade. Shaft being deepened.
Ernest C. Wood, superintendent. 4 01 Em-
pire State Bldg.. Spokane. Wash.

MICH K;AN
C.ipii.r

OSCEOLA Csceola)—Shipping over 37,'i')

tons daily.

MASS (Mass)—Producing 900 to 1000
toiK jjer day. Slight increase ; still need
men.
NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Sinking

its shaft to 3000 ft. ; now bottomed at
1500-ft. level. New compressor now In
operation,

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—Hoisting over
1100 tons last few days. Reopening No. 2
shaft to 17th level proving difficult because
of extensive caving : some drifts entirely
caved.

COPPER RANGE (Painesdale)—Output
of Trimountain mine will show immediate
increase as result of operations at the 14th.
22nd and 23rd levels, where electric loco-
motives have been installed.

MAYFLOWER-OLD GLORY (Calumet)—Starting new shaft : passed through the
overburden (12 ft. thick) and have drilled
4 ft in rock. Shaft is to have three
compartments. The machinery from old
workings will be utilized; second-hand
hoist purchased.
CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Cop-

per production for May for C. & H
and subsidiaries was: Calumet & Hecia,
6,879,012 lb.: Ahmeek, 2,476.542: Allouez,
885,649: Centennial, 165,282: Isle Rovale,
1,336 575: La Salle, 141,384; Osceola,
1,403.019: Superior. 160.065; Tamarack.
619,573; White Pine. 382.910 lb.

VICTORIA (Victoria)—The 27th level,
bottom, has for the distance it is opened
both ways, about 140 ft. high-grade stamp
rock and some mass copper. The 23rd.
24th and 26th levels showing commercial
ore. Planned to build about 25 new houses
in order to attract married men into dis-
trict. All work lagging behind because of
lack of men.
LAKE MILLING. SMELTING AND RE-

FINING CO. (Point Mills)—Has ordered
its new mill motors, including eight 50-hp.
motors for Hardinge mills, one 50-hp. motor
as spare: eight 40-hp. motors for rolls and
one for spare: two 20-hp. motors for shops;
one 40-hp. motor for pumping; two 150-
hp, motors for stamp heads and vaU'e gear

;

one 250-hp. motor for stamp heads, one
1000-hp. motor for pumping; also neces-
sary transformers and switch apparatus.

Iron
OLD NORRIE (Ironwood)—Lessees now

hoisting ore. Property idle several years.
Removing ore left in mine but hope to find
additional orebodies.
FORBES (Iron River)—Mine closed but

pumps will be kept in ojieration. Much
ore in stock but little sold ; not wanted
hy furnaces at this time ; too high in
phosporous.
BRISTOL (Crystal Falls)—Likely that

mine will be closed down. One shift al-
ready laid off. Big stock of ore on hand :

little sold. Mines getting out high-phos-
phorus ore experiencing difficulty in getting
rid of their stocks. One of the large soft-
hematite mines on the Marquette Range
may close in a few weeks. The bessemer
grades are more in demand for munition
purposes.

MISSOCRI
Joplin District

OSCEOLA (Webb Citv)—Building new
150-ton mill.

LACLEDE (Miami. Okla.)—New mill
west of Tar River. Okla.. completed,

A. R. G. (Joplin)—Moving 400-ton mill
from Duenweg to new site near Treece,
Kan . northwest of Richer, Oklahoma.
HARTFORD (Joplin)—Moving concen-

trating plant from Neck City to lease
recently drilled on Whitsett land at Carth-
age.

CUMBERLAND (Joplin)—No, 2 mill of
this company, owned by F C. Wallower.
being moved to site on Dardene land, just
south of Baxter Springs.

O & M (Webb City)—Completing 500-
ton mill on Baker land, north of city.
Nordherg engine being installed. Have 50-
acre lease. Thomas Walker, manager.

D. C. & E. (Webb City)—First car of
concentrates from new mill on No. 4 prop-
erty sold during week. Assayed 63. 40*^.

metallic zinc. Ore averaged 3i% blende
recovery. J. J. McLellan. manager.

T. F. COYNE (Webb City)—Has drilled
two tracts in new Waco field. Out of total
of eight drill holes on one forty- and one
eighty-acre tract. lias seven good holes
-showing face ranging from 105 to 120 ft.:
drill entered ore at 130 and remained in it

at most holes to 250 ft. One hole showed
42''! of blende.
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LUCKY JACK (Joplin)—Building new
mill on Hocker land, south of Baxter
Springs; capacity 600 tons in 2A hours.
One shaft now sunk into ore. which comes
in at 97 ft. ; second shaft down SO ft

Drilling showed ore persisting to 200 ft

level, with lead at shallow level. George
K. Williams, manager.
VIKKGAR HIIjL, (Baxter Springs. Kan )

—Has sold mine and mill at Cave Springs
to Budd M. Robinson Consideration not
made public but offer of $125,000 was
refused month ago. Robinson will add
a shaft on his own property, which adjoins,
and expects to be working big sheet-ground
mill to full capacity at once. .

Operations
carried on from 80 to 200 ft. Vinegar Hill

Co. recently placed new mill in operation
north of Commerce, Mo., and will have new
1000-ton mill on Barr land, in Kansas, just

north of Richer. Okla.. in operation in

near future. S. H. Davis, Baxter Springs,
manager.

MONTANA
Lewis anil Clark County

STANTON (Rimini)—Driving tunnel, and
ore shipments are going out Lead and
zinc. P. T. McDermott, superintendent.

BACHELOR (Stemple)—Raise at face of

1400-ft crosscut tunnel completed. Free
milling gold ore to be sent to Lane mill

near tunnel mouth by July. Superintendent,

Willev.
HELENA MINING BUREAU (Helena)—

Shaft finished 300 ft. deep. Drifting on
300 One car of ore shipped from this

Grass Valley mine to smeltery. Sloping
to begin soon. Superintendent, Cupples.

VALLEY FORGE (Helena)—Ore dump
being transported by rail to New York-
Montana Testing and Engineering plant at

Helena. Concentrates sent to smeltery at

Bast Helena Twenty-nine carloads trans-

ported last month Seven cars concentrates

recovered. Frank Eichelberger, manager.

Silver Bow County

STRIKE CONTINUES at Butte mines
without much change in the situation,

though a few more men are reported to

be working,

NEVADA
Clark County

PLATING (Ooodsprings) — Strike of

platinum-bearing ore^.'-euorted recentb in

new shaft. Initial shipment of copper ore

from this property was made this month.

BOSS (Goodsprings)—New testing plant

for copper-gold-platinum ore was success-

ful in extracting metals, but owing to high

cost of fuel and chemicals, will erect perma-

nent plant at Los Angeles and ship ores,

ptans being made by Pacific Platinum

^o?ks ot lIs Angeles which expects to re-

ceive shipments withm 60 days. J'om?
high-grade platinum ore now being shipped

to ealtern smelteries, and about 200 tons

of copper ore monthly to Garfield. CJre

containing copper and platinum recently

mscovered on fourth (lowest) level.

^•p-T T OW' PINE (Goodsprings)—Impor-

tant s^r'tke^'made on 700-ft level, where ore-

hortv averaging 20 ft. wide has been ex-

nosld fo? 100 ft. Ore is of unusually high

g?ade, averaging 18-, lead. 32-, zinc and
§>; oz per ton. Strike was made at ex-

treme north limit of mine in virgin terri-

tOTV and consequently is of much impor-

ance Two Overstrom Universal concen-

rators have been added .to .mill equipment

and company is now f""l""g ,^^°"Jn'5'o?
tons of zinc concentrate and 3on tons or

lead concentrate monthly. Regular month-

v divMend of 3c. per share with ex ra

dividend of 3c. declared payable June 25.

makng total this year $210,000. Recently

Tubscrfbed $50,000 to Liberty Bond issue.

KKnieralda Connt.v

GOLDFIELD FLORENCE (Goldfield)—
Negotiations now under way may Pass con-

trol to Red Hills Florence company. Prop-

erty has bee" in hands of receiver about

eight months.
SILVERMINES CORPORATION (Horn-

silver)—Mill under cover and machinery
gg'mstalied^ WiU^e in^operatjon al^ut

Reno, president.

TUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—After

nenetrating about 200 ft. of alask.te which

showed no indication of
^''""'""^"^n

"^

vein svstem, core drilling below the 1017-

ftlevei abandoned. Occasional shipments

of good-grade ore being made.

I.,yon County

KENNEDY CONSOLIDATED MINING
CO. (Ludwig)—John F Cowan and Salt

Lake associates have taken oyer this cop-

pcr-gold-silver property in Buckhorn Range,

"itabout five miles from LudwiK. Flotation

M.;mlll contemplated. Thirty feet of ore

lopened at 80-ft. depth ; oreshoot exposed
'. ,in three places over length of 300 feet.

'., N.ve Count.v

i
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for

iweok ended June 16 was 9117 tons, valued
at $164,106. comparing with 8618 tons for
previous week. Producers were :

Tonopah
Belmont. 2883 tons: Tonopah Mining. 1800:
Tonopah Extension, 2380: Jim Butler, 700:
West End. 1070: Rescue, 192; Montana.
36 and North Star, 54 tons,

ZANZIBAR (Manhattan) — Optioned by
George Wingfield and as.sociates. Wagon
road being built to site of new shaft to be
sunk jointly with White Caps Extension
company.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 117 cars of

ore from 350-ft. level, averaging $8.60

per ton.

JACKET (Gold Hill)—Saved 341 cars of

ore from Jacket surface tunnel. Repairs
to shaft and alterations in mill continued.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Ore dis-

closed in 26fl0-level drift toward Union
ground, about 50 ft. from south line.

Unexpected at this point. _
CON VIRGINIA (Virginia) — Cutting

out for electric hoist and chutes on 2700
level, preparatory to sinking on the ore

Extracted 122 cars of ore averaging $12.4.!

per ton.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 130
tons of ore averaging $11.18 from 2.>00

level • 36 tons from 2600 level averaging
$39 80; total extraction. 166 tons, averaged
$18.66.

MEXICAN (Virgania)—Mill ran on ores

from Union. Mexican. Sierra Nevada. Con.
Virginia. Shipped three bars bullion Mine
work continued on 2000, 2700 and 2900
levels.

White Pine County
NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (McGill)—

North half of new crushing plant went into

commission June 1 and is running smooth-
ly ; crushing to minus 3 in., while old cruslj-

e'r reduced to onlv about 3 in. The half

unit is crushing up to 700 tons per hour;
it will be 30 days before the other unit

goes into commission, owing to delay in

receipt of material.

SHORTAGE OF LABOR is beginning to

be felt in White Pine County, where there

has been surplus for number of years

;

many Greeks and Japanese have gone to

eastern factories. Silver-lead mines in dif-

ferent parts of county are active ; ores
mined last winter are being hauled now
from Hamilton, 45 miles west of Ely.
Tungsten mining is inactive owing to re-

duced prices.

VTAH
Beaver County

MILFORD COPPER (Milford)—Stock
recently listed on Salt Lake exchange.
Shipments being made Stated that con-
nections with Salt Lake Route will be com-
pleted shortly. when output can be
considerably increased and expenses re-
duced Property consists of 18 claims

Salt Lake County
BINGHAM MINES CO. (Lark)—Initial

dividend of 50c per share will be paid
July 2.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Roads so far
improved that this property—Big Cotton-
wood's largest producer—is shipping 75

tons daily ; expected to increase output to

over 100 tons daily. Four new tractors in

operation.

Summit County
DALY WEST (Park City)—Mill resumed

operations ; suspended when water supply
was frozen. Treating 100 tons daily.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Stated that
company has arranged to mill second-class
ore at Dalv West mill ; may eventually
build a mill. Conditions on 1700 level

encouraging.
P.ARK-UTAH (Park City)—This com-

pany soon to file articles of incorporation
to develop eastern end of Park City dis-

trict, held back owing to drainage ditn-

culties in past. Arrangements made for
drainage, operation, and transportation
through Dalv and Ontario tunnels Owns
large acreage. H. Otto Hanke will be
president.

Tooele County
BUFFALO CONSOLIDATED (Ophir)

—

High-grade lead-silver ore being opened.
Tunnel in over 1200 ft. ; incline down 50 ft.

in ore.

FOITR METALS (Salt Lake City)—This
property in Dugway district—day's journey
hy automobile from Salt Lake City—re-

ported sold to Eastern men. Arranging
to haul l)y tractors. Roads good for eight
months of year.
WESTERN UTAH COPPER (Gold Hill)—Oreshoot carrying lead, with some gold

and copper, said to have been followed over
360 ft downward at this property, largest
producer in Deep Creek district Maintain-
ing shipments of 200 tons daily of copper,
ore running 5 to 6 per cent.
FERBKR COPPER CO. (Salt Lake City)—District west of Deep Creek. Property

being opened to greater depth In No, 1
and No. 3 shafts, especially ; highest grade
ore found there Good ore In other parts of
property. Recent strike of copper ore made
In drift from No. 3 shaft being followed.

WISCONSIN
7Ani--l.ra.d District

MUD RANGE (PotosD—Small milling
plant under construction.
DAVID (Montfort)—Drilling indicates

good run of zinc ore ahead of old mine
workings : now being operated by Hump
Development Co.
BLOCKHOUSE (Plattevllle)—Sheet of

ore 2J to 3 ft, thick lately developed; mak-
ing SO'/f concentrates. (Sompany has 2000
tons of concentrates in bin ; operates two
roasters : ore range proved \ mile by drill.

HARMS (Plattevllle)—First three holes
drilled by R. E. iJavis and associates pene-
trated rich jack ground.

C.VN.'XDA

Nova .Srotia

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND COAL CO.
(New Glasgow)—Increasing working cap-
ital by issuance of $5,000,000 common stocjc
Frank H. Crockard now president.

Ontario
ORE SHIPMENTS from Cobalt, over

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Ry. are
reported by Arthur A Cole, mining engi-
neer, for month of Mav as follows: Beaver.
68 tons: Buffalo. 55; Coniagas, 121;
Dominion Reduction Co, 305; Hargraves,
20; Hudson Bay. 42; Kerr Lake. 30: La
Rose. 174 ; Mining Corporation of Canada,
31 ; McKinley-Darragh, 124 ; Nipissing, 117;
O'Brien, 64 ; Penn Canadian, 60 ; Temis-
kaming, 43 ; Trethewey, 58 ; total for Cobalt
proper, 1318 tons; Miller-Lake-O'Brien
(Elk Lake) 52: total silver ore, 1371 tons;
nickel ore from Alexo mine (Porquis Jet).
448 tons.

LA BELLE KIRKLAND (Kirkland Lake)—Work temporarily suspended. Mine
opened 350 ft. ; considerable good milling
ore blocked.

ASSOCIATED GOLDFIELDS (Larder
Lake)—Shaft down over 400 ft : following
vein encountered at 300 ft. Machinery is

being installed.

ELLIOTT-KIRKL.A.ND (Kirkland Lake)—Will sink shaft another 100 ft. Develop-
ment on 100-ft. level has not yet disclosed
any commercial orebodies.
TECK-HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—First

monthly report issued on mill operations
shows 1295 tons treated in May: average
grade. $7.50. New vein. 4 ft wide, cross-
cut under lake at depth of 200 ft.

McINTYRE (Schumacher)—Main drift
at 1000-ft. level is in over 1100 ft. in
good grade ores. Preparing to open mine
to 1300-ft. level, with equipment capable
of 2000-ft. depth. Diamond drilling from
1000-ft. level indicated 22-ft. vein at 1325
ft. ; core officially stated to assay $20.50
a ton.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Quarterly statement.
May 31. shows bullion and ore in storage, at
smelteries and at mine, containing 252,948
oz. ; cash on hand, $49,916. On May 22.

payment of $75,000 was made on the Kirk-
land Lake property, shaft of which is down
600 ft. : vein cut at that level, similar to
exposure on upper levels. Oreshoot over 400
ft. long on 400-ft. level.

MEXICO
BOLEO (Santa Rosalia)—Copper produc-

tion in May was 1,929,088 lb. ; grade of
ore 3.75%.
GREENE (?ANANEA (Cananea)—Mines

and reduction works reported closed by
local Mexican officials. Company's East-
ern office has no definite information, except
a dispatch stating that all American em-
ployees, who so desired, were permitted
to 'cross the border Last year when
similar conditions prevailed, Mexican em-
ployees continued to operate properties at

reduced capacity.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)

—In April, 300 stamps ran 293 days crush-
ing 26,451 tons for yield of $127,182:
operating costs, $69,729: operating profit,

$57,453: improvements, etc., $1800; net
profit. $55,653.
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TunitNtpn Ore—A large business was
done, some contracts being closed tliat cov-
I'rcd the remainder of 1917. For wolfram-
ite fdldi^'i was paid repeatedl.v. Sclieelite
was much in demand, and premiums of
$:;fi/':i over tlie price of wolframite were
liaid. We quote the market at $21#22 for
wolfi'amite.

Other Minerals
Barytes—Bleached white grade advanced

to $27 per ton; off-color grade at $14 per
net ton.

B'luorspnr—Increased demand has result-

in advanced prices. 98'/ acid grade,
2ic. and OS'/r grade. 2.ic. per lb.'

Magnesite—Prices practically unchanged.
Calcined. SH'r oxide, at 3.^c. for pea. size or

6Jc. for 200-mesh product. Dead burnt is

3c, and raw carbonate lie. for futures, 2Jc
per lb. for spot."

Monnzite Sand—Price advanced to $65
per unit of ThO^ per net ton.'

Eutiie—Crude material, 95% titanium ox-

ide, advanced nominally to 10c. per lb

though there is no stock in this country.'

ZirliitP—The 80 ';t oxide firm at 6c. with
additional charges of Ih and 2Jc, for 50-

mesh and 200-mesh grinding. Prices per

pound. The 99% oxide quoted at $2,50.'

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—June 27

The agitation of Government control of

prices for iron and steel products and for

coal and coke, says "Iron Age." has added
a new and serious element of uncertainty
to the situation, and the perplexities ot

buyers have increased as prices have made
further advances.

PITTSBURGH—June 26

The .steel marltet is entirely undefined
and is practically in a state of chaos. It

is possible to buy finished-steel products
by shopping around, but only at very
fancv prices and there are constant ad-
vances Prices quoted are already so far

above the prices at which regular customers
are now receiving shipments on old con-

tracts that the average consumer could
not possibly afford to pay them. For weeks
past there have been no regular quota-
tions made on contracts for shipment at

mill convenience. The average buyer would
not care to contract for such deliveries,

which would be chiefly in 1918, but it is

probable that some of the mills are taking
care of some of their regular customers.
for additional tonnages, at special prices.

Government orders are being placed right

along, but only for relatively limited ton-
nages by comparison with the total

estimated requirements. Bids are being
solicited on a great deal of material and
it is thought that there is much duplication
in these inquiries. Contracts for ships
are being placed right along, without the
price of the steel being settled. The price

will be between the 2.50c. suggested by
Chairman Penman for bars, plates and
shapes, and the 4.25c, for plates and 3.75c,

for bars and shapes suggested by General
Goethals.
Labor has grown scarcer and there is

talk of another wage advance, there having
been three last year and one this year,
but some mill managers assert another
advance would result in the men working
still less regularly.
The market for heavy melting steel scrap

has experienced a break, there being much
freer offerings this week by the small
dealers, and-at_ lower prices, $40 to $42.50.

PiB Iron—The market continues to ad-
vance, but much le.ss sharply, and the
buying has narrowed down, many con-
sumers being indisposed to take hold for
next year, while they are covered for this

year. Basic sold in a round lot for first

quarter at $54, valley. $4 above the former
established level. Bessemer has brought
$57.50 for 500 tons for instant shipment
and $56 for deterred delivery, against $55
formerly held as the market. Foundry
iron has advanced $3 to $53 minimum, with
small prompt lots going at $55, We quote:
Bessemer, $56(fii 57,50 ; basic, $54fi)55;
foundry and malleable. $53(!?55. f.o.h.

valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pitts-
burgh.

STOCK QUOTATIONS STOCK QUOTATIONS—Continued

Coke
C'onnpllHville—Car supplies are poor, with

no result, at least thus tar, from the Com-
mission on Car Service order of .June 19

that 20% more ears be furnished the
region. Spot is up nearly $2 a ton, to
$13*1)13.50 tor furnace and $14(514.50 for
foundry, per net ton at ovens.

N. Y. EXCH.t June 26
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